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Bulger resigns as UMass president
Trustees approve $1 million severance package

By jAMlt Loo
Ci)LLE(ilAN C"<)RRESP1)NHENT

Bulger walks into the pre!>s conference to announce his resig'

nation as UMash president.

•See Bulgef's lull fesignation speech on page A9
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Grace Fey, chairperson of the University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees, tears up as Bulger

pubiicaily reads his resignation speech.

board voted to accept Bulger's resignation and

discussed the terms ol Bulgers departure. The

resignation became effective Sept. 1 and the

board will choose an interim in the meantime.

Bulger's severance package includes two and a

quarter year's salary totaling $6*^5.000. and an

additional $154,000 for a six-month sabbatical

along with other benefits. By resigning. Bulger

waived his rights to a lifetime tenured position

as a professor at UMass-Boston. The total sever-

ance package is approxiniateK $1 million.

"1 do not support the amount of severance

that we are agreeing to, in light of fiscal prob-

lems facing our university," said trustee

Lawrence Boyle.

There was light debate about the package and

the vote was 18-1 to accept the package.

Following the meeting. Boyle said he was disap-

pointed by the lack of effort by the board to

negotiate a different sum of mone\.

LOWELL - William M. Bulger, president of

the University of Massachusetts system, resigned

from the presidency on Aug. 6.

"It has been clear to the board that during his

long and distinguished tenure President Bulger

has always upheld the mission of the University

Today's outcome, although reluctantly accepted,

was fair and equitable for all parties." said Grace

Fey. chairperson of the board of trustees.

The board of trustees met at the trustees'

office on the UMass Lowell campus and con-

vened an open meeting earlier in the day to dis-

cuss budget issues and the recent vote by the

state senate to raise tuition. The trustees then

went into a closed-door executive session at I

p.m.. before reconvening an open meeting at 4

p.m.

During the afternoon open meeting, the
Continued on page A8

UMass
slashed

18 percent
By Dan Lakh ) rut

CijLLttilAN SlAFf

A $4 1 million cut in slate fund-

ing for the University ol

Massachusetts Amheist cost 110

employees their jobs and will cost

students at least another $750 per

semester stalling in the spring.

Tfie moves arc a pan ol a com-

plicated system of budget cuts, lay-

offs and fee Increases tm campus

introduccxl b\ Chancellor John V.

Lombard! in |ulv. Overall, stale

funding fui the IJMass live-cam-

pus system was cut more than 18

percent - an S8U.5 million cut.

The funding on the /Vmherst cam-

pus decreased fiom $212.5 mil-

lion to $171. "i million.

'SeeBydflelcovefaoeonpagesA?. A3

Loinbaidi ckvted to divide the

gap in funding Ixrtween a series ol

cuts and the student lev increase.

The cam|ni'» was organized into

three basic categories, with cuts to

research and leaching whai

Loinbardi calls the "core purpose"

of the University designated as a

last resort. Twenty-one million

dollars were made in cuts to

organiziitions and serv ices that the

administration did not consider a

central part of the University's

purpose.

riie budget process had as its

primary goal the protection ol

teaching and research on this cam-

pus." Loinbardi told the Collegian

via email. "This is bcvau'^e teach-

ing and re^earch define the quality

of even naiiunally signilieani pub-

lic if.seaich university like our

own."

The majority of the remaining

$21 million cut will be covered by

the incivase in student fees, which

will net the Univei-iitv about $18

Continued on page A3

Student Affairs gets energized
By Courtney Charles

CoLLECilAN StAFI-

"There's candy in the refrig-

erator," new Vice Chancellor of

Student Affairs and Campus
Life Michael Gargano said as he

discussed his open-door policy

for students. "Students do not

need a meeting to sec me."

With a doctorate in higher

education administration from

George Washington University,

Gargano plans on being "very,

very active in campus life."

"Our theme in Student

Affairs and Campus Life is stu-

dents first!" Gargano said. "Part

of the theme is connecting stu-

dents to the University and the

University to students, and that

is accomplished through human
communication and technologi-

cal communication."

In order to emphasize that

students are the number one

priority, what Gargano calls

"the reason for our existence." a

new standard called "Operation

Friendly" will be put into place.

The idea behind this opera-

tion is to add a new customer

service related atmosphere to

the Vice Chancellor's system.

Gargano said that the phone

will be answered in a more con-

sistent manner, in which the

individual answering the phone
will follow a polite greeting

with the Vice Chancellors name
and also the name of the person

who's actually answering. The

name will be followed by "How
can I help you?"

Gargano also is brainstorm

ing ideas on how to make the

UMass campus more of a gath-

ering place for students after-

hours.

"I'm designing a program

that's an alternative to alcohol-

related events." Gargano said.

"It's in our best interest to keep

students on campus with our

programming and not to drive

them into the center of town.

We need more cultural, social,

recreational and educational

events on campus."

He suggested that he would

like to see more big-name enter-

tainers at UMass. who students

could see for free or a minimal

fee. He dropped names such as

comedians |on Stewart and

Chris Rock, and seemed pleased

that Darrell Hammond would

be coming.

Also planned as part of the

Campus Life rejuvenation is an

extended outreach program for

freshmen. Gargano plans on

holding a series of open forums

in residence halls four to five

weeks into the academic year.

The purpose of these forums

Continued on pageA12

f:
Vice Chancellor of Student Affair^ and Campus Life, Michael Gargano, nplaces Jo Ann Vanin.

Grad student drowns
By Perron Salniker

("oLi-EtiiAN Staff

Ravish Dewangan, a student at

the University of Massachusetts,

was found dead on |uly 12 in

Puffer's Pond.

Dewangan. a 22-year-old gradu-

ate student from India in the

Chemical Engineering department

in the Chemical Engineering

department had gone to the popu-

lar swimming hole in North

Amherst was reported inissing at

6:30 p.m. after friends said an hour

and 15 minutes had gone by with-

out sight of him.

The caretaker at the conserva-

tion area reported the situation to

the Amherst Police, who quickly

arrived with members of the

Amherst Fire Department and the

Massachusetts State Police Diving

Team. The team cleared other

swimmers from the pond and

searched the water and surround-

ContinuedonpageA12
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Puffer's Pond, the site of three droy*nings in the last two vears. Ravish

Dewangan drown on July 12.

ALANA caucus members^ future

remains uncertain in SGA Senate
By Courtney Charles

C^<)lle(man Staff

The Student Government Association

voted on May 7 to eliminate the seats

apportioned to the African Latino Asian

Native American Association (ALANA).
Although the group is given 13 per-

cent of the seats in the senate, most of

them remain unfilled, according to lared

Nokes, Speaker of the Senate.

"It's a judicial ca.se," Nokes said. "The

caucus seats are against the constitution

in a technical sense."

The Office of ALANA affairs sees the

situation differently.

"There's a group of students in the

SGA that evei-> year attack the ALANA
caucus." said Gladys Franco, chair of the

ALANA caucus. "They don't want us

there because our ideas oppose theirs."

According to Nokes. many of the

members of the ALANA caucus, includ-

ing the group's speaker, are elected to

their positions based on where they live.

Every year the senate reviews the appor-

tioned seating and decides to vote either

by living area or specific building. It has

always been building specific until this

year

Nokes said that senators will be at

large in their areas this year

"In this way, people who want to gel

involved can jdo soj," Nokes said.

The act declares 12 at large Senate

seats to represent Southwest South, nine

for Southwest North, live lor Northeast,

live for Orchard Hill, live for Sylvan,

eight for Central, and 22 for students liv-

ing' off-campus.

At the bottom oi litis act was a motion

U) have nine apportioned seats for the

ALANA caucus. This part was voted out

of the act on May 7.

"Some people in the Senate don't real

ize thai Al \N.'\ is still necessary." franco

said.

Noke> siiKJ it vvtiuld nuikc no >cn^c

that there might be four seats for each

building, and six people intetesied in rep

resenting in one donn but only two inter

ested in anuthei area dorm. According lo

SGA by-laws there must be one seat lor

every 250 people. The by laws were

approved in 1W4 by the administration.

I'he by-laws support elocied caucuses

such as ALANA.
The SGA C*'n>litution. houevcr. piv^

ents a different view. The constitution,

which is approved by the Board of

Trustees, states that "Senate membership

shall be cpiujiosed of representatives

npporlioneil bv the Senate lo Flecloral

Districts, as defined by the General B\

laws of the SGA."

The Electoral Districts are delined as

on- anil off-campus.

The problem is that caucus appoint

ments such as the ALANA caucus arc not

part of these districts. Tliis means that

caucus appointments are being recog-

nized by the by laws, but are not recog-

nized by the con.siituiion

Nokes sees the siiualioii .is a judiciary

dilemma, vvhereas franco sees it as a per-

sonal affront to M ANA.
"They don I uant us iIkk-." I lanco

said. "They are inscnsitiyo lo ALANA

Continued on pageA12
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Rape crisis program funding cut

Everywoman's Center

support cut $90,000
By Dan Lamothe
CA)iLti.iAN Staff

E-mail us at

aews@daiiycollegian.coin

While the University of

Mdssuchuselts Amherst copes

with $40 mlNion in budget cuts,

one organization on campus is

dealing with a cut in funding

from an entirely different

-ource.

The Rape Crisis and
Violence Prevention Program in

Nelson House is in the process

of dealing with a $90,000 cut in

funding, according to Becky
l.ockwood, associate director

That number represents a 50

percent budget cut for them.

"We were all stunned when
we learned about the cuts,"

l.ockwood said. "We felt like

the services... cut were so valu-

iihle."

The cut to the program,
which is run by the

Fverywoman's Center, at UMass
is part of a $1.3 million cut in

lunding for rape crisis services

across the state. Funding was
reduced by the state legislature

from $2.5 million last year to

$800,000 in a move unrelated

to any other budget cuts at

lor rape crisis
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UMass. Money
comes from the

Public Health.

Department of

and Pittsfield.

"We're all sort of lumped
together in this one line-item,"

she said, "and they gutted us."

That gutting includes the loss

of three staff people to lay-offs,

including the director of com-
munity education. Lockwood
says many classes and work-

shops have had to be cancelled.

"We lost a big capacity part

of our capacity to do educa-

tion." l.ockwood said.

So far, the Everywoman's
Center has been able to keep

their 24-hour rape crisis hotline

~ which includes short-term

counseling and legal, medical

and police advocacy - open. But

the Center says it needs to raise

$25,000 this year to maintain

it.

According to them, the hot-

line at UMass responded to

1,577 calls during fiscal year

2003 as the only resource for

free confidential support for

rape and sexual assault in

Hampshire County. Two hun-

dred and fifty-two new clients

sought counseling.

"The hotline will continue,"

Lockwood said. "But were not

going to be able to offer sup-

port groups. We don't have the

funding anymore to do that.

WWW.DAIIYCOLlEGIAN.COM
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Jamie Oltmans, a counselor adviKate for the Rape Crisis and Violence Prevention Program at the

Everywoman's Center, answers phones at Nelson House.

<(
We're all sort of lumped together In this one

line-item, and they gutted us. a

-Becky l.ockwood, Associate Director

Rape Crisis and Violence Prevention Program
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Lockwood said that the

I \cr\ woman's Center is one of

18 liipc crisis programs funded

h\ the Department of Public

llciilth. Similar programs in

Western Massachusetts also

exist in Springfield. Greenfield

We're sort of brainstorming all

different things we can do."

That list of things is still a

work in progress, but

Lockwood says that the

Everywoman's Center has

already set up a committee of

four people and counting to

develop fundraising scenarios.

The first of those fundrais-

ers will likely be a dance in late

fall co-sponsored by the Men's

Resource Center on N, Main

Street, according to Babs

Mayer of Montague, a coun-

selor advocate with the pro-

gram. Each staff member will

also be asked to write 10 letters

asking for support from people

they know.

"I'm really happy here and

with the important work that I

do," Mayer said. "I wasn't

ready to leave."

Mayer staffs the hotline dur-

ing da>time hours and takes

walk-in appointments at the

Nelson House. She has also

stepped up in the fundraising

process as a graphic designer.

A member of the program

for almost a year, she says that

she's working as hard as she

can to keep her job secure. She

worries about what people in

need will do if there isn't some-

one always available to take

calls and walk-ins at the Nelson

House.
"If I'm not here, and that

doesn't exist..." her voice tails

off.

There are other concerns if

the hotline were to disappear,

as well. Mayer says that with-

out it, there is concern that

Teen Services at the

Everywoman's Center would
have many difficulties, as well.

Jamie Oltmans, 26, of

Holyoke agrees. She's been

with the Everywoman's Center

for two years - first for a year

as a counselor advocate with

the crisis hotline, and now with

Teen Services.

"We rely on them," she said.

"We coincide."

Oltmans and Mayer say that

many times the crisis hotline

refers victims to Teen Services,

depending upon the circum-

stances of the call.

"I felt devastated that this

organization that I felt so

strongly about was being cut...

so many people use it,"

Oltmans said. "1 feel it's a valu-

able community resource."

The Everywoman's Center

will continue to go about busi-

ness, however. Right now, that

includes looking for new volun-

teer counselors, with training

in mid-September. Anyone
interested in getting involved

can call at 413-545-0883.

The 24-hour rape crisis hot-

line can be reached at 4 1 3-545-

0800 or toll free at 888-357-

0800. Counselors are also

available for walk-in counseling

in Nelson House on E. Pleasant

Street from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,

Monday through Friday.

Don't waste another evening at the some old place, doing

the same old things with the same old ''scenery''. Get

your friends together and come on down to The Blue

Wall Pub, Amherst's newest nightspot, located on the first

floor of the Campus-Center Complex.

•Wednesday- Bring your talent and your friends to the first of our

weekly Open Mic Jams

•Thursday- A Cappella Rush Concert

•Friday- Live Rock featuring local favorites Flying Lessons and

Friends

•Saturday- Charismatic Propulsive Acoustic Rock w/T/i Jason

Levassuer Shaun Fogel and Sam Shaber

21-I- to Drink- 18+ to Party and no cover charge!

Live Jams from the hottest local and regional bands and

musicians*

Be a part of the action with Karaoke, Trivia and Open

Mic. Evenings.

The Blue Wall Pub is proudly serving all of your favorite

cocktails in addition to a variety of domestic and

international beer, wine and non-alcoholic beverages.

Hours of Operation

Monday -Saturday 3pm- lam

Free Parking after 5:00pm in all surface lots! (Check out Lot 63} Additional

parking is available in the Campus-Center parking garage. For campus

maps visit

http://www. umass.edu/umhome/maps/images/map_detail_03.pdf

For more info and directions call (4 1 3) 545- 1919

Interested in hosting your next event at the Blue Wall Pub? Email entertain-

ment@mail.aux.umass.edu for more info or call (413) 549-6000 x7812

Don't miss a minute of the action! Catch all of your

favorite teams on our 50" fiat screen TVs.

*Think your band should play at the Blue Wall? Drop us a line at

entertainment@mail. aux. umass.edu

Check out the www.dailyjolt.com for more of upcoming events
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UMass budget cut $40 million
Continued from page Al

million.

Budget cuts made by Lombardi on cam-

pus are split between a number of organi-

zations, including over $2.5 million in cuts

to the Athletic Department, $1.26 million

in cuts to UMass Extension programs,

$500,000 in cuts to the Fine Arts

Department, and over $7.4 million in cuts

to Vice Chancellor positions and salaries.

Most job lay-offs came to employees

and technicians in areas such as academic

support and the bursar's office.

"The legislative budget reductions have

required the University to greatly reduce

the many services it provides its many
external constituencies, economize on a

number of on-campus support programs,

and ask its faculty and staff to take on

many additional responsibilities,"

Lombardi said.

Jobs cur msTUD OF SPORTS

The UMass AiIiLik Department

announced its plan for budget reductions

on July y, trimming $2.55 million from an

$18 million budget with a combination of

job lay-offs and reductions. No sports were

eliminated by the budget cuts, putting the

fears of many to rest. One sport, men's

indoor track, was actually reinstated after a

year's absence.

"The premise behind these reductions is

to ensure that the athletic department con-

tinues to pursue its primary goal of provid-

ing a high quality experience for its stu-

dent-athletes and achieve competitive suc-

cess in its intercollegiate programs,"

Athletic Director Ian McCaw said in a

released statement. "We are fortunate that

this strategy does not compromise either of

our primary goals."

Fifteen administrative positions within

the athletic department were eliminated as

part of the reductions, and each men's

intercollegiate program was asked to

reduce its operating budgets by five per-

cent, according to an Athletic l>;partment

release. The men's and women's swim

teams, which already often shared

resources, will also be combined to .save

money.

Several sports were allowed to continue

on the condition that thev would attain a

decisions most beneficial to students on

campus. "They chose to keep the programs

that will most directly benefit the students

and reach down inside their budgets and

find other places to save the money," he

said.

Honors FUNDS RESTORED

Commonwealth College was spared a

devastating cut to its budget when state

legislators overrode Gov Mitt Romney's

veto of all state funding for the University's

honors program on |uly 7. The
Massachusetts House of Representatives

voted to override the veto with a 1 4 3- 11

vote.

The $1 .72 million veto represented the

program's entire operating budget.

Meredith Lind, director of communica-

tion and program development at

Commonwealth College, said that many
parents and students called the

Commonwealth College office looking to

see what they could do.

"We recommended that they send mes-

sages to their own state legislators and the

governor," she said.

Lind said that the program is looking

into finding other sources for funding in

the event that a similar cut was made.

"Our development officer is working with

alumni lor other sources of funding," she

said.

Lind said that another concern for the

program is that since its first class came to

campus in September 1999, the program

has experienced one small budget cut and

other than that, they have been level-fund-

ed. At the saine time, the program contin-

ues to grow.

"The level funding is not the [funding]

we were looking for to accommodate the

growth we wanted." she said.

Nevertheless, the people involved in the

program know they're fortunate to have

funds this year.

"We're going forward," Lind said.

"We've got a good lineup of courses and

we have close to 500 freshmen for this

year."

Commonwealth College received a $1

million endowment from the Reet Corp. in

December 2002 in honor of their retiring

board chairman, Terrence Murray, and

$500,000 in state funding to match.

We are operating at a level that we can

sustain for a year or two, but we cannot

continue at a level of quality much after that

without additional resources, a a

-Chancellor John V. Lombardi

self-sufficient status. Funding for mens
and women's skiing will be eliminated, but

they are expected to maintain self-sufficien-

cy through NCAA sports sponsorship allo-

cations and private funding.

Men's indoor track was also reinstated

on the condition of .self-sufficiency The

Athletic Department indicated in the

relea.se that the previous elimination of the

indoor program had negative conse-

quences on the outdoor program that

could be remedied with the recreation of

the indoor team on a self-sufficient level.

To a UMa.ss athletic community afraid

of more sports being cut, the plans were

surprisingly pleasant to many. David

Falvey. a Student Government Association

senator and member of the track team, was

worried that outdoor track would be cut

this year as well.

"My coach and I had a talk. We were

playing out scenarios to see who might be

cut," he said.

Falvey said that the decision shows how

lucky the campus is to have McCaw and

Lombardi making decisions for the cam-

pus.

"I'm really happy. We [indoor track)

don't have a budget, but that's fine with us.

We have money from alumni already in our

bank account." he said. "It feels great. Our

athletic director has done a great job.

When you look at |ex-Athletic Director

Robert) Marcum, all they did was hack

teams away"

Track Coach Ken O'Brien also had

major concerns about the safety of his

spori before the cuts were announced.
"

I think there were .several of our coach-

es who had major league concerns." he

said. "1 think many of the student athletes

were thinking in similar ways."

O'Brien says that Lombardi and

McCaw went out of their way to make

State Sen. Stanley C. Rosenberg, D-

Amherst, said that he was happy to see that

state legislators were able to override

Romney's veto. "It was a stupid veto," he

said. "He should have never done it."

Rosenberg expressed concern that

Commonwealth College's lunding has been

left .separate from the rest of the

University's funding in the state budget - a

move that he said makes it a very tempting

target.

"I have been for a long time urging that

once we have a program established, we

should roll it into the base of the budget,"

he said.

Rosenberg said that every eight to 10

years, there's a downturn in the economy

and budget cuts are usually made. "The

University did not want it rolled in," he

.said. "If they ask. I will try )to make it hap-

pen)."

Fine Arts hit $500,000
The UMass Fine Arts Center will also

cope with a large budget cut this .semester,

with $500,000 cut in state funding for Fine

Arts Center programs.

f^ircctor Willie Hill says its hard to tell

what the impact of the cuts will be on the

Fine Arts Center as of yet. but he under-

stands that plans need to be made to

increase efficiency for its programs.

"We're looking at every possibility right

now to make sure that we're lean and clean

and a well oiled machine," Hill said.

Budget cuts in the Fine Arts Center will

take place gradually According to Hill, the

Center needs the equivalent of 4.75 full-

time jobs to balance the budget. The jobs

will not all be cut immediately, he said.

becau.se the cuts wdll be put into place

gradually over the course of a two or three

year period with the aid of bridge money

"To make sure that we stay afloat and to

Abtive are some of the 30 to 40 new titles that University Press prints every year.

One hundred percent of state funding for the Press was cut this summer.

Budget Cuts at UMass Amherst

Academic Inslruclional Media Services

Alumni Relalioi» And Kvcnit

Achlctict

Campus Chronicle

Center for Compuler-Ba<icd Instructional Technology

Center fur Intelligent Infonnation Retrieval

Center for Real Time and IntellifienlComplex Comptilinfi

CumniunicHliuns and Marketing

Cranberry Station

Fine \rt> t'oiilcr

International Programs

Marching Rand

Ma»s Institute for Social And Economic Research

Mass X'cnlitrcs

Research Lalx,

Scientific Reasoning Research Institute

StafT Training and Development

Statistical Consulting Center

The Environmental Institute (NETI)

Translaliun Center

UMass Extension

University Club Support

University Press

Wl CR Radio

Gan«ral

Oparationa

Ba»a Budget

FYOt
reduction

Parcant

Raduction

hVtlMl IK I .i;.\«J/l nil HIIAN

Staff Advisor Peter Woodsum answers phones at Comm«>nwcalth CollcBe last week. The Honors pritgram was saved from a

devastatini; $1.72 million cut in funds when .state legislators voted to override a Gov. Mitt Romney veto.

bcilance the budget, I askcxi for ab«.)ui

$75,000." Hill said. The Fine Arts Center

will pull from this money rather than hav

ing to dip deeply into reserve accounts.

"It gives us the opportunity to reinvent

ourselves and come up with additional

funding." he said. "It certainly helped us

out a great deal, and I'm thankful for that.

It gives us a chance to regroup."

Hill said that there would be some

other changes to the Fine Arts Center, but

that he hoped they would not be that

noticeable to people on campus and in the

area.

"If you reduce personnel, you obviously

affect programs." he said.

Hill said that he can foa-stv fewer

events at the Fine Arts Center, and that

some of the events planned on campus

would have to be less costly. Bringing an

orchestra in from japan, he noted as an

example, costs the Fine Arts Center much
more money than it can bring in through

ticket sales and other fundraising meas-

ures.

Costly events that the Fine Arts Center

loses money on will not be eliminated com-

pletely from the planned program of

events, however

"We feel that it is very important to

bring these entities on campus btxause the

campus deserves it." he said. "We are still

healthy We will still be productive and we
will still give people coming through the

doors of the Fine Arts Center a first rate

experience."
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Campus CHRONictf euminateo

One organization thai was not able to

escape budget reductions was the Campus
Chronicle. The weekly staff newspaper,

which has been in existence since 19H5.

published its last issue on lune 27.

The Chronicle was hit with a reduction

of $1 25,000 initially - a number equivalent

to nearly 64 peaent of their operating

budget for fiscal year 2(X)3. Once the

Chronicle announced that they would not

publish this year, they were cut an addition

al $40,000.

The cut of the Campus Chronicle cost

three full-time and one part-time employ-

ees their jobs, accoiding to Associate

Editor Sarah Bucholz. So far. Bulcholz

said, only Editor Daniel Fitzgibbons has

found a job with the University

Fitzgibbons was on vacation and could

not be reached for comment. Bucholz said.

In the last issue of the Chronicle ( |unc 27).

however, he told readers that alter 1 7 vears

at the paper, he felt "as if there's been a

death in the family" He will be working lor

the News Office "putting out online cam-

pus infonnation." according to Bucholz.

Bulcholz. one of the other three

employees who rc\:eived lay-off notices,

said she had no employment plans as o\'

yet. She also said that she was in no ix)si

tion to predict whether oi not the

Chronicle, published since 1985 even dur

ing summer months, could be reinstated

once the financial situation for the state

and University got better

"That's really going to depend on wIhi's

in charge and how they as.sess the coiiimu

nication needs of the campus." she said.

llNIVERSfn PiffiSS REORGANIZING

University Press vviis also hii hiirci h\

cuts, with KX) percent of their stale lund-

ing ($340,000) eliminated from the budg-

et.

Although Bruce Wilcox, director of

University Pr'ss, said the organiziilion di.x.'s

bring in over $1 niiiiion a year in lxK)k

sales and a number of small grants, the

budget cuts reorganization cost live

employees out of 13 employed in market-

ing at University Ptess iheir jobs. Two will

enroll for eariy retiivmeni and the other

three will look for jobs elsewhere on cam-

pus, he said.

"We're trying to make the best ol a dit

ficult situation," Wilcox said. "People aie

already working hard, but they're going to

have to work even harder"

Univci^ity Press is just one organiziilion on

campus thai I ombiirdi made cuts to while

promising them "biidge" monev as they

work towaids bec<.)ming a self-sufficient

program.

"'Hie plan is designed to substantially

reduce expenses while allowing us to main-

tain I he quality and intcgriiv of our pub-

lishing program," Wilcox said. "VVc have

contracts with 900 authore... we can't just

walk away lioiii those obligations. the> arc

legal contiacts.

"

Wilcox said that typically tlicv print

about 30 to 40 new titles |kt year

Lombardi said the UMass lAtension

Division, the line Ails Center and "manv

other programs on that list lof piograms

with reduced luntling) have various levels

of britlging sup|xiri provided tor a short

time."

Tlie amounl ol biidgc nionev lor each

program depends on a number of factors,

including the nature i.>l the oigani/.;ition.

hov\ closcK il is related to leaching and

research, and how icalistic its plans for a

sell sullicicnl upciatiun are.

Wilcox is grateful lot the bridge money.

"I think it's fair tu say that the University

values the work wc do. but these are very

dilliculi limes." he said. "All of us are going

to have to lind a wa\ to reduce our finan-

cial independence on the Universitv."

UMass Extension overhauled

flic $1.20 million cut in lunding lor

UMass lAlension seiviccs iuis inciint the

lay i>ff of 2b emplovces and a complete

icoigani/.iilion of the wav 4-1 1 works, with

a nonprofit organization iiverscx'ing 4 11

programs statewide.

"We're liying something \er> radical

and ciniipkiciv unpivcedentetl. bul some-

thing thai will allow 41 1 lo suivivc and to

thrive in a somewhat different contexl."

said W'cslex Blixt. spi^kospcf-nn lot I'Ma^^

l-xicnsion

Blixt said thai until now. Ml. one ol

four pmgiains that UMass lAtension runs.

has been largely supinxied b\ the slate.

"We've been a pari of I he budget since the

late Ws as a pan of the demise of couniv

goNcrnincni." he said

The nonprofit oiganiz;iiiiiii will oversee

the cnliiv siatcwidc 4 H \oi\\h and 1 ainilv

DcvcUipnieni program in a wav that will

no longer h: "a drain on and al the mercy

of stale funding.' Blixt said.

Local pailicipanis will alsii Ix- tliiccilv

aflecled linancialh. Blixt said the UMass

lAtension is in the pitKCss ol wiirking out

an "equilahle" lee system lo cover costs.

"A lot ol what useil ti> he lav and slate

funded will have lo Ix- fee supix)rted." he

said.

Blixt acknowledged that UMass
Extension will receive bridging support in

the form ol a $500,000 transition package

to get ihiough this year. He expects

$150.0a) ol that to come from UMass
Extension and SlOO.lHX) to "hopefully"

come from the statewide 4-11 program.

Hie last $150.tK)0 will have to be raised

through a major donor lunding program,

he said.

"The outknjk is difficult, it's a chal-

lenge," Blixl said. 'We have a lot to do. It's

an unpreccxienled plan a lot of it is going

to fall on 4-H participants themselves."

UMass at its umit

Lombardi s.iid iluit all of the cuts have

pushed UMass "to the limit" of what it can

ahsoib wilhoiM damaging teaching and

research programs a claim that a stud> by

the Center lot Public Policy and Higher

Education in California Ixars out, accord-

ing to the Hampshire Gazette. UMass has

both seen its student Iocs go up more and

had bigger financial cuts than any other

public university in the nation.

"We arc operating at a level that we can

sustain for a ycai or two. bul we cannot

continue at a level of qualilv much after

that without aiklitional lesouives." he said.

>ei he remains oplimisii,. that UMass'

present outkwk will improve ' Ilu-re is no

indication that the legislature will force

additional budget reduction on the

Universitv next \ear." he said. "The cxono-

my. while not Ixioming. is recovering slow-

ly-

"Hie Commonwealth's leadership is

keenly aware of the tremendous difficulties

the state's lack of revenue has caused lor all

those who pro\iilc csscniial services tc) its

citizens, incluiling higher education."

Rosenberg said the fiMass system was

cut disproportionately high compared to

the rest of the state's Jiigher education .sys-

tem. While UMass was cui 18 percent sys-

lem-widc. stale and cominunitv colleges

were cut 1 5 |X'rccnl

.

'It seems ihevre |l Mass administra-

tors | doing the best the> can under difficult

ciivumsianccs." he said.

RosenlxMg and at least I 5 other state

senators ate in the ptx)cess ol Irving to

secure UMass ailditional lunding in the

fonn of a supplemental appropriation for

this year a move that if accomplishcxi.

w(.)uld he unpivcedenicxi.

"We have a case because the University

was disprojxMlionateh cut in comparison

to state anil liKal colleges, " he said. "That

was just unfair, and we want stime of it

back."
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UMPD is ready for new year
By Courtney Charles

C^DUiiiiAN Staff

The UMass Police Department

(UMPD) completed a heavy period

of training this sununer, including

training in defensive tactics and

escorting pri.soners.

According to Police Deputy

Chief Patrick Archbaid. the train-

ing is nomial. The in-service train-

ing is considered a yearly refresher

One new task force, however,

was introduced to the UMPD,
Internet Crimes Against Children.

Training in this area will include

how to assist people with reports of

children being solicited online.

State police approached the

UMPD to assist them in these

efforts, Aahbald said. This is not a

problem at the university, but it is a

big regional issue.

During this summer, the unit of

police dog Max and his police offi-

cer have undergone additional

canine handling training, Archbaid

said. He pointed out that there will

be no change in officer duties in the

canine unit.

Max and his handler will con-

tinue with the visits they started

making to dorms and RA's floor

meetings last spring. The purpose

of these meetings is for students to

get to know the new police dog.

According to Archbaid, when

someone calls something in involv-

ing drugs, the first step is for two

officers to investigate and deter-

mine if Max is needed. The dog is

used extremely rarely in these cir-

cumstances.

The dog is primarily used in

cases where a seareh warrant for

drugs has already been obtained

from a court of law.

"The dog enhances the officers

ability to search the room,"

Archbaid said. "There are very nar-

row searches where the dog is

deployed."

The drugs the dog is trained to

hit on are marijuana, powder

cocaine, crack cocaine, and hero-

ine. Archbaid said.

The main drug problem at

UMass is marijuana, Archbaid

said.

"We continue to regularly

receive reports of the use of mari-

juana and the dealing of it,"

Archbaid said. "There is an ongo-

ing issue in the department of sup-

pressing it."

Cocaine is more difficult to

detect, since it doesn't carry a

strong smell such as marijuana

does, according to Archbaid.

Deputy Chief of Police Patrick

The UMPD recently completed a

"We occasionally come across it

in the booking room. We'll find it

on someone, or in their purse or

car," Arehbald said. "The use is so

discreet, it is difficult to catch

someone using it."

in addition to discussing Max

and drug use in general, Archbaid

pointed out several things for

incoming freshmen to be aware of.

"The number one thing is the

use of alcohol." Archbaid said.

"Clearly alcohol is the drug used

and abused by students."

Freshmen are exposed to alcohol

more than at home and with that

add in the extra freedom, Arehbald

said.

"I would ask freshmen to use

their best judgment and be cog-

nizant of the law, being underage.

"

Archbaid said. "If students choose

to drink. I think they need to take

extra measures to protect them

selves. They need to be especialK

cautious of the people they are

socializing with and the environ

ment they are in such as an unfa-

miliar domi or if they find them-

selves walking across campus

alone at 2 a.m. Responsibility does

n't end when you've decided to

have a few beers."

Also of major concern to the

department is pedestrian safety

Although there is a large amount of

pedestrian traffic at UMass. there

are also thousands of employees

and students driving to school

every day. according to Archbaid.

CERALDH lINCi/aiLLEGIAN

Archbaid and the UMass Police are prepared for the new academic year,

heavy {>ertod of training;.

"There is a daily balance

between pedestrians and motor

vehicles," Archbaid said.

"Hveryonc needs to be respect-

ful of each other's rights.

Pedestrians need to be aware of

3.000-pound cars and not walk in

front of them. On the other hand, a

group of five or six people may be

walking along and not realize the\

are in the road. Drivers need to

take an extra lew seconds.

Everyone ntvds to be extra courte-

ous the first few weeks of school."

Archbaid said the department is

ready for another yean

"We enjoy serving the stu-

dents." he said.

Freshmen Safety Tips

B« awart of your MvlronnMnt at all times, eapocially

If you find yourealf In an uofamillar sotting.

Bo careful around fieoplo you dont know very wal.

Be sure to arrive and leave with a famlHar

group wtion attending social events.

If you choose to drink, be responsible. ResponslUHty

doesni end with a few beers.

Never leave your drink unattended.

Dont go off ahme writh sonieone you've

only known for Ave minutes.
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"
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The ghost of Bulger and

the haunted presidency
Although the summer months emptied out

the University ol Massachusetts campus faster

than the Mullins Center during the men's bas-

ketball games, the political and presidential

struggles over President William M. Bulger

raged through the hot summer months.

Bulger announced his resignation last

month, and officially left office Sept. I The usu-

ally steadfast Bulger literally buckled under

mounting pressure concerning the controversy

of his fugitive mobster brother Whitey Bulger.

In many ways, this resignation comes as a

blessing in disguise. Between Gov. Mitt

Romney's threat to eliminate the university's

presidential position, and the federal investiga-

tion into Whitey Bulger, who has made the FBI's

Top 10 Most Wanted list. William Bulger

appeared to be slightly distracted from his first

born commitment: The University of

Massachusetts.

Although Bulger is gone, this is not time to

put the issue to rest. In fact, now is the time that

the issue of the UMass presidency needs the

most attention.

We now have a big change facing our

University, and rather than dwell on the circum-

stances surrounding the resignation, we must

look to the upcoming year and ask ourselves,

"Where do we go from here?" We need to eval-

uate exactly what it is we did and did not like

about the way in which the President's position

was carried out and voice our thoughts about

what we would like to see done differently in the

future. Most importantly, this is the time to

improve the actual process by which the new

president is hired.

The resignation of Bulger should be seen at

best, in a positive light. This is a chance for the

university to revamp itself, and lift some of the

cobwebs that Bulger left behind. So we've been

slammed by a $41 million dollar budget cut. our

physical education is all but expired, and our

sports teams are going down the tubes. These

circumstances can all be changed, along with a

change in our school's presidency. All it requires

is a little forethought. For instance, rather than

handing over our University as a political gift to

a 17-year veteran of the Senate (Bulger), this

time we need to concentrate on finding a candi-

date who has the qualifications that UMass

deserves, not someone who has been given the

university as a gift for past political favors.

Bulger was great at raising money, which we

are in dire need of now inore than ever. But this

cannot be the only qualification that the presi-

dential candidates must demonstrate. He or she

must demonstrate a drive to push the success of

higher public education and work to boost the

status of UMass. This will be vital for our edu-

cational welfare. We must not only gain the

recognition of stale lawmakers, but also earn

the respect of the state-funded universities

around the nation.

This won't happen if the board of trustees or

the lawmakers of Massachusetts continue to

view our flagship school as a political prize to be

frittered away. Although the University has been

forced to raise fees and cut hundreds of classes,

the trustees still see no problem in sending

Bulger on his way with a large chunk of cash.

The chunk made a lovely severance package,

totahng close to $1 million dollars. It makes you

wonder how many classes, jobs or educational

improvements that money could have been used

for around campus.

It has been said that the fight to rid UMass of

Bulger was almost as hard as the fight to rid the

country of Nixon. If this is true, then a battle in

this uphill war has been won. However, it is

actions of the new president and the means by

which he or she is hired that will detemiine

whether or not we students have won the war.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Collegian Editorial Board.

Commonwealth College saved

from the cutting room floor
"Students don't vote," pro-

claimed Senator Stan Rosenberg

to a group of State Hou.se interns

in luly of this summer. A
University of Massachusetts

Amherst alumnus and

devout supporter of the c i Dnrt

University system,
'

Rosenberg's statement

is taking the worst blows in it's his-

tory, students who live in towns

without a University campus also

must work to inform their repre-

sentatives that this is important to

the entire state.

Representatives for

Amherst, Senator

and

The Collegian begins fresh in the new term
Dear readers.

We at the Massachusetts Daily Collegian continu-

ally strive to provide a high-quality product, published

Ave days a week, 140 days of the year

Sizes of the paper run from thick special issues,

like this 38-page Welcome Back paper, through small-

er sizes of eight to 16 pages. Throughout the year,

you'll notice our sections will sport full and spot col-

ors in addition to standard black ink.

You'll also discover The Collegian's two magazines

— one from the sports department in the tall and The

Scene, the Valley's arts & living magazine, in the

spnng. And anticipate various themed issues of the

daily paper, like our dining out and apartment guides.

The most significant change in aesthetics, howev-

er, will undoubtedly be The Collegian's paper size, now

12.5 inches in width to mirror the standard of larger,

full-time professional papers across the country. Our

paper, a tiroadsheet publication with a former width of

14 inches wide since 1994, can thus offer more clean,

streamlined layouts with this transition.

Our Web site, www.dailycollegian.com, will also

gain a facelift this semester when the completely

restyled site launches by October to offer readers

even further access to our content. Thumbnails of our

dally hard copies, more photography and up-to-date

stories and even our Collegian Rates 2003-04 publica-

tion will all appear online, packaged to enhance Its

visual appeal and user-friendly access.

Ultimately, The Collegian is produced each year in

such a diligent fashion to provide Individuals of the

University of Massachusetts and its surrounding com-

munity with a thorough look at issues and events

affecting the area and to serve as a learning base for

students eager to begin work In the publishing world.

Here's to a successful and productive year

Best,

Jennifer Eastwood (L^j^^gbii

Editor in Chief, Massachusetts Dally Collegian

responded to an audience question

concerning the perceived lack of

concern from politicians for stu-

dent's views, specifically on the

issue of public higher education,

flis point, although difficult to

swallow for the student audience,

is unfortunately true. Students

don't vote, and students don't

appreciate the maxim. "If you're

not turned onto politics, politics

will turn on you."

In the land of higher education,

there are those schools unaffected

by legislative decisions, budget

cuts, political strategy and Gov.

Mitt Romney. TTien there is the

University of Massachusetts.

The value of knowing what is

going on under the gold dome in

Boston is enomious. Students who
pay attention and contribute to

discussions not only benefit their

own understanding of how the

world really works, but the

University's as a whole. If more

students took the time to read a

newspaper, any newspaper, prefer-

ably of the large statewide cover-

age variety, they would know when

the University (aka their opportu-

nity to gamer themselves a valu-

able education for less than

$ I 5.000 a year) desperately needs

ihetn to step up to bat for public

higher education.

The battle to lessen the devas-

tation of UMass by cuts was cov-

ered in depth by newspapers in

Western Massachu.sciis but largely

dismissed by the Huston nicxlia.

despite the issue lK"ing one for

every part of the state. This is in

large part due to the work of those

within the University's flagship dis-

irict to speak out. Students and

families of students who do not

live in the Amherst district must

inform their representatives ihat

the issue of public higher educa-

tion is important. The University

system was crealc"d to pull the

Amherst. Boston. Dartmouth.

Lowell and Worcester campuses

together in order to give the

University more representative

and greater power in the legisla-

ture. If the University is located in

more towns, more representatives

care about public higher educa-

tion.

At a time when the University

Rosenberg and Rep.

Ellen Story are already aware of

this — other town repre-sentatives

are not.

The UMass honors program.

Commonwealth College, repre-

sents a giant success for the

University. The pmgram was one

of the many state-funded programs

this luly that Governor Romney

vetoed funding for. However,

when the legislature took up the

process of overriding vetoes, first

Massachusetts Board of Education

to create an honors college some-

where in Massachusetts as a way

of enhancing the entire state sys-

tem. The Ikwid outlined the pri-

mary objectives ol the

Commonwealth College:

Improving the quality of public

education in the Commonwealth,

promoting public awareness of the

quality of public institutions of

higher education in the

Commonwealth and providing a

small, affordable and public option

for the Commonwealth's most

highly motivated, lulenled and

achieving undergraduate students.

The Chancellor of the Board of

Education at the lime. Aaron

Spencer, said of the initiative in

1997: "I happen to believe that the

Students who pay attention and contribute

to discussions not only benefit their under-

standing of how the world really works, but

the University as a whole.

the House and then the Senate

quickly surmised and supported

the value of this program, reinstat-

ing funding on the first day of ses-

sions.

The respect and attention

Commonwealth College holds

with senators and representatives

should be studied and understood,

so that this same respect may be

garnered for the University as a

whole. However, this will not be

simple, since Commonwealth
College was bom of the lioard of

Higher Education and not the

University; it held attentions in

Boston from its birth.

Commonwealth College is also a

separate line item in the state

budget from the University.

The state budget is made up of

hundreds of line items, each repre-

.senting an organization to which

the state designates funding. The

legislature presents its budget to

the governor as a sum of these

many parts. The govemor then has

the power to veto the funding of

individual line items within the

budget presented as he sees fit.

The University of Massachusetts is

a single line item in the state's

budget: this single line item

includes the five campuses and the

President's Office. Commonwealth

College is one of only three budget

line items separate from this that

affect the University.

Begun in the fall of 1999.

Commonwealth College was bom
of an initiative of the

Commonwealth College will make

a radical change in public higher

education. I ihink even aspc^t of

the system will be improved and I

think it will get the attention of the

legislature."

Spencer argued for the place-

ment of the college at UMass

Amherst, by saying that the

Commonwealth College could

improve its perception.

"We do not get the image that

we should and the respect that a

graduate should gel." Spencer said

in a 1997 Massachusetts Daily

Collegian article, "nie long range

goals
I
of the Commonwealth

Collegel are to lift standards, per-

formance and environment

throughout the whole system."

The legislature's decision to

ovenide the veto of funding lor

Commonwealth proves that

Spencer was correct.

Commonv\ealth College has

earned respect and attention of the

vei-> legislature students must pay

attention to. Parents of

Comrnoiiwealth College' students

and students within the program

call their representative - they are

thankful that the stale offers them

a nationally recognized and

respected honors college.

Commonwealth College is a case

of involved students and families

finding representati\e in the legis-

lature and stepping up to bat for

the University.

S.I Fort is a Collegian

Columnist.

U.S. soldiers still stuck in Iraq

Yousel

Munayyef

Letters to the Editor Policies
Committed to furthering a community

dialogue, The Collegian invites reader

opMont. Letters to the Editor should be

directed to the Editorial/Opinion editor, sub-

mitted by e-mail to edltorlal@dailycolle-

glan.com. No attachments please.

Letters can also be sent via fax to 41 3-

545-3699 or by postal mail to

Editorial/Opinion, The Collegian, 113 Campus

Canter, University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, MA 01003.

JWoft lattars meeting our guidelines

appear in print. These guidelines are:

1. Letters must be no longer than 450

words. Letters exceeding this maximum will

be returned to the writer to be shortened.

2. Letters must contain the writer's htll

name. Initials and nicknames are not

acceptable. Anonymous or pseudonym let-

ters will not be considered for publication.

Addittonally, University of Massachusetts

staff and students should Include their

department affiliation or class standing;

community members should indicate their

city and state of residence. Writers must

include a complete cun-ent address and a

telephone number for verification purposes.

3. All letters are subject to editing for

length, conformity to Associated Press style,

tone and grammar.

4. We do not publish second-hand mate-

rial as letters. This includes reprints and

quotations, letters written for other publica-

tions and addressed to other people. We do

not print letters that have appeared in other

newspapers.

5. We do not publish letters considered

too personal to be of general Interest.

6. We do not publish letters written

essay form. We do not publish poems.

7. At times, when we believe a given

topic has been exhausted, we reserve the

right to halt further comments.

8. We do not publish letters that we
believe come under libel laws. Material can

be libelous if it holds a private person or

organization up to hatred, contempt, suspi-

cion of wrongdoing, scorn or ridicule.

Responses to writers or columnists that

contain demeaning comments will not be

printed.

9. We do not publish hate mail or letters

that include expletives.

10. We reserve the right to limit an indi-

vidual to a certain number of published let-

ters in a semester at our discretion.

It's been quite a

while since the end of

"major combat" in

Iraq. The Pentagon

made the announce-

ment in mid-April but

the question about

whether the job has

been completed can-

not yet be answered.

On April 1 1 I wrote,

"With all the focus on

the actual war, not

enough attention has been paid to recon-

structing the Iraqi infrastructure and gov-

ernment." The truth is very little planning

was done on rebuilding Iraq, and if there

was any planning done it was done very

badly.

Our objectives going into Iraq, or at

least the objectives that the American

public was led to believe were 1 . Iraq is

harboring weapons of mass destruction.

2. Iraq is linked to Al-Oaeda and 3. Iraq

poses an imminent threat to American

security.

Well, to start off with the weapons of

mass destruction. I think we all have seen

how that's going. On March 30. Donald

Rumsfeld said, "We know where (the

weapons) are. They're in the area around

Tikrit and Baghdad and east, west, north

and south somewhat."

The U.S. has been in control of that

nation since April and can't find weapons

that are scattered all over the place. The

administration made it seem as if WMD
in Iraq were as abundant as oil; this is

continually becoming a flat out lie. When
the United Nations inspectors found no

weapons after months of searching, the

U.S. made them step aside: but they have

yet to prove the U.S. can do a belter job.

What exactly is it they are looking for'.'

Actual components. anthra.\? Uranium?

Or are they looking for proof of pro-

grams?

Whatever it is. they still haven't found

it. As the days go by. it's looking worse

and worse. However, it wouldn't totally

surprise me if weapons were eventually

"found" in Iraq right around election

time.

Now on to Al-Qaeda; supposedly the

American public was led to believe Iraq

had ties with Al-Oaeda. In fact, in sever-

al polls, many Americans thought Iraq

was behind the attacks on Sept. 11. As

bogus as it seems, the administration

continued to push this point alleging that

a secular socialist Iraqi regime had close

ties with a radical Islamic fundamentalist

group.

Aside from it being illogical, there has

been no proof of this. But proof has

become unnecessary to the current

administration, which exercises a con-

stant "shoot first, ask questions later"

attitude.

On March 28, 1 wrote, "The only link

between the two is the letter 'q' in both

names." Now, I must add that there is

another link between Iraq and Al-qaeda;

we can't find either of their leaders.

There were some

stretches this summer

when an American

soldier would be killed

every day, on some

days two or three.

Soldiers even began to

ask why, publicly criti-

cizing their superiors.

The imminent threat posed by Iraq

was probably the biggest joke of the

entire allegation. Tony Blair has been

under constant fire in England over the

"dodgy dossier" that was all "sexed up."

President Bush has not been as criticized

but has also lost support over this war.

Tlie pre-emptive doctrine used going into

this war was baseless and American sol-

diers continue to die because of it.

The current status of Iraq is a mess.

For months they have had little water or

power. Imagine one of the world's most

energy resource rich nations does not

even have pxjwer to run itself. You think

the heat wave that hit Europe was bad?

Try Baghdad in August without air condi-

tioning!

The people there who were initially

happy with the American soldiers are

growing to dislike them more by the day

Basra, a Shiite stronghold that initially

welcomed U.S. triwps is now rioting

against them for food, water and electric-

ity. The so-called Sunni triangle region

has continued to be a dangerous area for

American soldiers. There were some

stretches this summer when an American

soldier would be killed every day. on some

days two or three. Soldiers even began to

ask why. publicly criticizing their superi-

ors like the Secretary of Defense (who

after all this pre-einptive nonsense should

change its name back to Secretary of

War).

The motley crew of democnilic candi-

dates — only topped off by the candidates

in the California gubernatorial re-call

election ~ for President need to stress the

Iraq blunder and focus on how such a

derivation from national p(.)licies has con-

tinued to keep the economy sub-par

In a hearing before a Senate commit-

tee this summer. Deputy Secretary of

Defense Paul Wolfowitz was criticized for

lying to the American public by Senator

loseph Biden. Wolfowitz and his panel

readily admitted that they knew that

American soldiers, in the hundreds ol

thousands, would be in Iraq fur <i long

time.

I'm glad the Senate has become more

wary of what is going on. Much of the

responsibility for this war lies on the

Congress for "abrogating" their right to

go to war Tliey arc starting to ask differ-

ent questions now; maybe they had a

change of conscience or maybe 2(X)4 is

readily apprc)aching. but it may be too lit-

tle too laic to fix that constitutional abom-

ination and change the situation in Iraq.

On l-eb. 28 I wrote. "We are not going

to walk out of Iraq in a year or two or 10,

even if Saddam is gone on the first day of

war. Many experts have said we may

never leave Iraq because of how potential-

ly unstable it will become. Are you pre-

pared to pass on that debt to future gen-

erations?"

I think we are beginning to leam that

we were not prepared for this and will not

continue to stand for the loss of American

soldiers in a country we should not have

been in the first place.

Yousef Mtinayyer is a Collegian

Columnist.

Minuteman is no minute controversy
i( . ,.• . :

.

New mascot no great change Long live Sam the Minuteman!
I —ij— I ^yj^ iinlveriity of

.
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So McCaw trotted out to the pottium, pro-

claiming the triumph ci die Mimcbemai) aa a vic-

tory of the people. With that, he (who had

seemed to be gnuim die ^s for a mascot

change) and the Athietic Department did the

only thing they could do to save face. Since they

had already designated the old mascot as tired

and outdated, they called for its revamping and

revitalization.

What else could th^ do? Renaming UMass
teams as something other than the Minuteman

had already failed miserably in the ever-impor-

tant arena of public opinicwi with students, alum-

ni and national media alike. So for the price of

an additional $15,000 paid to the Phoenix

Design Group, UMass now has all the schemat-

ics necessary for its new Minuteman.

And the new bgo isn't half bad. The plans

have several positives to them, including the

reintroduction of using "Massachusetts" as

opposed to "UMass" in some of the logos, a

move designed to promote the campus as a flag-

ship university It also has individualized logos

for several sports, and the intrcxluction of

Minutewomen lettering, something that has

never existed before.

The thing is, not much else has changed.

We're still the Minutemen, and our merchandis-

ing sales will continue to be not great at best

until our high profile sports teams don't stink. It

has nearly nothing to do with the mascot, and

nearly everything to do with the product on the

field and court. There's nothing wrong with the

new Minuteman — it just isn't going to be that

big of a deal.

Back in junior high, I remember growing up

in the region during Minuteman mania. It was

everywhere. The "Refuse to Lose" mantra of

John Calipari and his squads plastered cars with

bumper stickers and walls with posters. If you

liked hoops and you didn't have a UMass

Starter coat, the other kids would make fun of

you. Lou Roe, Edgar Padilla, and especially

Marcus Camby were heroes to school kids and

alumni alike throughout the region. Red and

maroon were everywhere, and it was damn near

impossible to get tickets to a UMass hoops

Funny thing, though. All those Camby jer-

seys diat my friends and I were wearing? They

had the same "tired" logos and wordmarks as

the jerseys that McC^aw and company insisted

needed replacing last spring. The key difference,

of course, is that in 1996, UMass lost two

games. Nobody needs to remind us that the

team didn't do quite so well last year.

The money spent on the new mascot isn't a

big deal. It's a drop in the bucket in a multi-mil-

lion dollar budget. For all its muscles, guns and

sleek designs, though, the new mascot is still a

Minuteman. And while I'd never want to see

that changed, it irritates me the University

seems to be pinning its hopes of merchandising

millions on a new cartoon sketch of a dude in a

three-comer hat.

Over the next few years, the Athletic

Department will have several large bills to pay

thanks to the reinvention of the mascot. While

there are no plans to ditch the old unifonns as of

yet, they will eventually have to be elitninated

and replaced with hundreds of uniforms bearing

the new logos and the additional trim col-

ors (gray and black) that have

been developed. Besides for

new decafs that will end up

on fcx)tball helmets, there

have been no signs that

any of that will be done this

year, and it's something

that is going to have to

Gilad

Skolnick

There is no more fitting a

ma.scot for the University ol

Massachusetts than the

Minuteman. a depiction of

colonial soldiers who, on the

dawn of the revolution, brave-

ly fought against the British

soldiers here in

Massachusetts. The
Minutemen were among the

first to stand up against the

British and brought about the

start of a series of events that cumulated with

the independence of our country and the found-

ing of modem day democracy, one of America's

many gifts to the modem world.

Recently, the UMass athletics department

shelled out $10,000 for Phoenix Design to come

up with a new mascot. Is this exces-

sive? Ridiculous? Perhaps it would

be, were it not for the fact that UMass
sells hundreds of thousands of dollars

worth of mascot oriented apparel

a year Logically, the .Athletic

Department went out to look

for something new to leinvigo-

rate sale of UMass merchan-

dize. Many months and thou-

sands of dollars later, Sam the

Minuteman (and yes his name is Sam).

came back stronger than before.

He is well worth the money

that went into his revival. He looks

mSssMnnisETTSi
MINUTEMEN

be fit into a future athletic budget — poor econ-

omy be damned.

UMass may even sell a few extra sweatshirts

out of this whole deal. The Grey Wolf controver-

sy, if nothing else, created a buzz, and that's

probably something that the group marketing

for new merchandise will be able to sell for a

while. Long term, though, the only way that

UMass will approach the enomious merchandis-

ing revenues that they had in the mid-1990s is

by approaching the enormous athletic successes

they had in the mid-1990s.

It's that simple. "Ugly" shirts will sell, lust

win, baby. While the new mascot may be called

"cute" Ol "cool," it alone is not going to bring in

millions of dollars in revenue. To think anything

else would be misguided.

Dan Lamothe is a Collegian Columnist.

better than ever before, with his big mu.sclcs

and brash attitude. Unlike the old 1970s

Minuteman, who some would say looks like a

UMass student on thirsty Thursday, the new

Sam the Minuteman looks like he's ready for

some action. Now in fighting position, his face

is tense and the adrenaline is rushing up his

spine. He is ready to cmsh the University of

Connecticut Huskies, University of New
Hampshire Wildcats and all other opposition

and restore the fighting spirit into our school.

Furthemiore, when UMass put into question

Sam's very existence, the public outcry to keep

him alive was so great that it really showed how

many of us tmly love our mascot. Nevertheless,

there are some people out there who arc both-

ered by the male gender, white ethnicity, and the

"firearms issue" of the Minuteman. Perhaps

these opponents of Sam want us to bury our

heritage and history.

Were it not for these white males with guru.

perhaps we'd still be under British mle, drink-

ing tea with scones. Would our founding fathers

have come up with modem democracy had we

not been independent? The Minuteman doesn't

say anything negative about women or other

ethnicities, and shouldn't raise issues of bias,

just as Presidents Day doesn't raise ethnic or

gender issues. As for the firearms issues, the

Minutemen were only using them for self

defense against the British, who we all know

fired first.

I don't think anyone could even argue that

the Grey Wolves would be a better mascot. If it

wasn't bad enough they closely resemble

UConn's hideous Huskies, and that Grey

Wolves haven't lived in the area for over a cen-

tury, the phrase "Grey Wolves" is the name of a

violent fascist terrorist organization in Turkey

that tried to assassinate Pope |ohn Paul II in

1*^81. Lastly, who wants to be associated with

an animal such as a wolf, husky, or wildcat that

is known for attacking the weak and helpless?

Sam isn't peHect though. A few years back,

our mascot was stripped of his fireann during

games, leaving him defenseless against other

more vicious mascots as he continues to cheer

us on. Also, his rifle is quite antiquated. I would

prefer something a bit more modern, perhaps

an Ml 6. It takes forever to load gunpowder

into those things.

Unfortunately, there are those of us who are

still giving Sam a hard time. As Residential

Assistant Dina Itkin put it, "The new (mascot]

is too violent." But then again there will always

be someone to complain about something.

Many other fellow students have also stated that

they have found the old mascot to be goofy and

lovable while the new one is brash and scary,

but if we want to be serious about our sports we
need to be serious about our mascot.

The new mascot will increase UMass spirit,

school loyalty and may even increase overall

GPA through increased confidence and moral.

A new and improved mascot is even predicted

to increase attendance to UMass sports, result-

ing in much needed revenue for our athletics

department.

I predict happiness and caring throughout

our campus to soar to levels that could have

never been imagined. Can we really put a price

on that? The Minuteman is on our state quarter;

a 50-grand statue of him stands proudly near

our campus pond; and similar themes use the

Minuteman to link Massachusetts to its colonial

past, such as the name of our football team. I

have but one thing left to say: Long live Sam the

Minuteman!
Gilad Skolnick is a Collegian Columnist.

Bush family: U.S. dream built from Jewish nightmare'
America had been

very good to George

Herbert Walker At the

dawn of the Roaring

'20s. he was the presi-

dent of a high-rolling

investment firm in

New York. He was a

man of many talents

and was extremely

wealthy, owning man-

sions and apartments

up and down the East Coast.

Walker's company was called

Harriman Investment Firm. Two year

into his work there, his boss and founder

Averill Harriman had gone to BeHin to

set up a German branch to the company.

There, he met Fritz Thyssen. Thyssen was

heir to a steel industry fortune and one of

the many determined to restore Germany

to its past glory. He believed that

American investment into industry could

save war torn Germany from total col-

lapse.

For political support, he had turned to

a war hero named General Erich

Ludendorff. who intrcxluced Thyssen to a

man named Adolf Hitler and, before

long, they were meeting privately in

Munich with him. Hitler admitted that the

Nazi movment was in need of funds and

Thyssen was impressed enough to offer

Hitler a $25,000 donation.

In 1925. Hitler's botched coup sent

him to prison and faith in the Nazi party

was shaken. Meanwhile Thy.s.sen, along

with Walker and Harriman, worked on

establishing the Union Banking

Corporation, which shared an address

with Harriman Investment. This bank

would invest in German industries. Focus

was on making investing into Thyssen 's

now-inherited $ltX) million colossus.

United Steelworks.

To get the job done. Walker hired his

son-in-law Prescoti Bush in 1926 to be

the vice president of the investment fimi.

Prescott was a Yale graduate and a mem-
ber of Yale's now infamous Skull and

Bones Society. (George H.W. and George

W. are members as well.) He personally

took charge of investment into Gemiany's

biggest steel corporation.

The investment-banking conglomerate

had sold more than $50 million in

German bcmds to American investors, sig-

nificantly improving the sad state of

Gennan industry. However, new econom-

ic conditions had proven detrimental to

Hitler's party, which had already begun to

accumulate debt as donations plummet-

ed.

Hitler's secretary Rudolf Hess tumed

to Thyssen for help. Thyssen helped by

purchasing and remodeling the new Nazi

headquarters, formerly known as Barlow

Palace. Neither Hitler nor Thys.sen knew

how valuable the purchase was. Two
years later, the great depression hit

Gennany and Hitler's role as the great

reformer was restored and more promi-

nent than ever.

While Hitler held Gennany in his

hands, he announced the "rebirth of the

German army." Thyssen's United

Steelworks was to carry out Hitler's

vision of the Gennan war machine.

Profits for Union Banking and Harriman

Investment firm were at an all-time high

from the successful venture of United

Steelworks.

Five years later. Hitler invaded Poland,

where a subsidiary of United Steelworks

was operating. This company, known as

the Consolidated Silcsian Steel

Corporation, \sas to be solely operated by

Auschwitz slave labor Thys.sen decided

to sell esse alter chaos across Europe

worried him about losing his subsidiary.

He sold esse to Union Banking and

Harriman Investment. Now under

American control. Prescott Bush was put

in charge of managing the company and

even managed a portion of the slave

labor.

In 1941. President franklin D.

Roosevelt signed the Trading With the

Enemy Act. while Ikisji continued busi-

ness until he was caught the following

year.

However, the U.S. government did not

prosecute Bush, but instead worked to

cover up his business before it became

widespread, fearing thai such a scandal

would lead to attacks on public morale

and widespread strikes. Instead, the U.S.

government seized all of Bush's stakes in

the Nazi war effort. He was still allowed

to mn Union Banking and Harriman

Investment, but only under strict govern-

ment supervision.

When Prescott Bush stepped down

and. ironically enough, became chairman

of the National War Fund, Thyssen was

arrested by Allied forces and made to pay

reparations for his crimes. After he died,

the U.S. government released all seized

assets and American investors quietly

sold their bonds off.

In the sell-off. Prescott Bush made
$1.5 million from his shares. After his

death, his son George H.W. Bush placed

his lather's ill-made fortune into a blind

tru.st fund, which today still makes up a

large part of the Bush estate. Today, the

money made by Prescott is worth more

than SI 5 million dollars.

To this day. no reparations by the Bush

lamily have ever been made. No apology

given, no responsibility taken. They are

simply a family who built their American

dream out of a lewish nightmare.

Mark Ustroff is a Collegian

Columnist.

Homosexual couples still lack marriage rights l/Ume^i^ fr^iidi'tf j

/act)

We need the government. We
need it to tax us so we can have

.schools, roads and other public

services needed for basic civiliza-

tion. We need it to pass laws so

that we can live in a protected

society without fear. Most

importantly, we need the govern-

ment to ensure that the rights of

Americans will always be guaran-

teed and never compromised.

Unfortunately, according to fed-

eral law. homosexuals

have different rights. So

much for that whole "All

men are created equal"

comment.
The Supreme Court finally

took a step in the right direction

a few months ago when all

sodomy laws were officially abol-

ished, having massive implica-

tions in terms of American jus-

tice. Sodomy laws basically said

that a person did not have the

right to do as he wanted in his

private life. In some cases, this

applied only to homosexuals and

rendered them second-class citi-

zens compared to other

Americans. One's freedom

depended on what state he lived

in. especially the farther south of

the Mason-Dixon Line he was.

Since the first battle has been

fought, the next logical step

would be to grant homosexuals

the same rights that heterosexu-

als are supposedly "guaranteed"

by the U.S. Constitution. This

decrees that equal rights belong

to all citizens regardless of race,

gender or sex. By not allowing

homosexuals to legally marry.

Washington is really declaring

that homosexuals aren't citizens,

even if they are law-abiding, pay

their taxes, and don't rip the tags

off their mattresses.

Now, a couple married in, say,

Nevada, has the guarantee that

every other state

npkrhlpnpl '^'" "''^'^"S"'^'^
'^'-"

utiiabiiicyci marriage, wherc-^"""""^^^
as a Vermont

marriage will not always be rec-

ognized by the other 49 states of

the Union. This entire is.sue

stems from Article IV of the

Constitution, which says, "full

faith and credit shall be given in

each state to the public acts.

records, and judicial proceedings

of every other state" (marriage is

one of these).

This brings in the idea of

state's rights, an issue that has

been heavily debated since our

country's inception. Each state

can regulate who does and does-

n't get married, wherein the

problem lies: For all states to rec-

ognize all marriages, marriage

must be a federal status and not a

state jurisdiction. Allowing some

states not to recognize marriages

from outside states is unconstitu

tional. Unfortunately, this status

threatens complete chaos, mak-

ing our country a confederacy

and not a union, as if to say peo-

ple residing in New York were

New Yorkers and not Americans.

Specifying that marriage is

between a man and a woman
(which many states have done to

combat the "threat" of gay mar-

riage) is furthemiore unconstitu-

tional because it is sexual dis-

crimination. However, the under-

lying factor to why this discrimi-

nation is pemiitted isn't its legal-

ity, but rather a religious import.

While I pray to the same God
that George Bush prays to, the

whole notion of banning an act

simply because it may or may not

be immoral is absurd.

lust because I think the Ku
Klux Klan and the ideas they

spread are completely outra-

geous doesn't mean that I am
going to demand Congress to

pass a law outlawing their hate

speech. I respect the Ku Klux

Klan's constitutional right to

think any way they would like.

I ikewise, because the religious

right wing believes that homo-

sexuality is wrong, it shouldn't

have the means to force the cre-

ation of laws based on its' ver-

sion of morality. If people had

that right. Prohibition might still

be in effect. Certain slates could

still ban interracial marriages,

and our constitutional rights

would be in the dumpster. along-

side the moldy banana peels and

last week's want ads.

While many carry out mar-

riage as an aspect of their per-

sonal beliefs, the United States

defines marriage as a civil union.

Disallowing the right to a civil

union for same-sex couples does-

n't only permit discrimination: it

prevents particular privileges

that heterosexual couples take

for granted. For instance, one

may not be able to see an injured

partner in the hospital simply

because they aren't "married."

Pension continuation after the

death of a partner will be ilenied

since there is no legal union

tying those two people together

Simple things like joint tax

returns can be rejected.

Homosexuals. once not

allowed to have sex in many

states, still don't have full rights

with the anti-marriage laws that

cloud our nation. They aren't the

criminals or perverts as socieiv

once saw them; rather. ihe\ arc

our brothers, sisters, friends, and

co-workers. Let's not sit here

and let the tradition and morali-

ty of a few rule the nation.

Instead, let's stand up lor the

Constitution, and uhat it truly

means to live in the Land of the

Free.

Zach OelschU'gel is a

Collegian Columnist.
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President Bulger resigns from UlVlass presidency

Members of the board of trustees

accept his resignation on Aug. 6

Continued from page A1

"Wc should be much more aggressive

in negotiating something that is fair. It's

lair for him but not necessarily for the

University, and that's who we represent.

We represent them," Boyle said.

Prior to the vote to oflicially accept

Bulger's resignation, many board mem-

bers had kind words to say about the

departing president.

DAILY COLLEGIAN
It's official: Bulger is chosen as UMass president

tion.

"If 1 had truly voted my conscience

this afternoon, I would not have made

the decision to accept President Bulger's

resignation, I voted for it simply

because of a great respect I have for

him," Giblin said.

Rosalyn Lankowski, student trustee

on the Lowell campus, thanked Bulger

for his work.

"On behalf of the students of the

whole University system

we want to thank you for

axxaiiAN

Collettian archives: on Nov. 29, 1995, The CoUegian

printed news of Bulger's appointment.

"It's a sad day for the University of

Massachusetts and for the citizens of

our beloved Commonwealth." said

Trustee Edward Dubilo. "The University

of Massachusetts is such a better place

because of President Bulger's leader-

ship."

Trustee William Giblin noted the

reluctance that he and many others on

ihe board had on voting for the resigna-

TOTAL FITNESS
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$139
-k Student Special

4 months
Best Aerobics-Best Machines

tKhh Wtn.HIS
C YBEX • STAIRMASThRS •

IIFF-CYCLBS • TRtAnMlLLS
ELLIPTICALS • LIPBMOWBK

www.amherstathletic.com

your leadership and serv

ice to all the students.

You will be greatly

missed," Lankowski said.

Bulger then made a

short statement about his

resignation. He said that

while the University was

undergoing budget prob-

lems it also became the

victim of a "calculated

political assault." He
went on to emphasize

the achievements of the

university over the past

seven years as well as its

future.

"Despite the many challenges, this

University will persevere - and it will

prosper. The University is larger than

any of us who have the privilege to serve

in it, and in serving it, we have a solemn

obligation to act in the University's best

interest - as I believe I am today,"

Bulger said.

Bulger also thanked the legislature

and the board for their continued com-

mitment to the university. "This board

has been steadfast and solid. 1 deeply

appreciate the strong vote of confidence

you gave me just sbi weeks ago, as well

as your willingness to judge me on my
own merits." Bulger said.

The 69-year-old president's decision

to leave came after two weeks of private

meetings with Fey. It also came at the

end of a long summer of swiriing coti-

troversy over his private life and his

position as president. In July, Bulger tes-

tified before a congressional committee

concerning his mobster brother lames

"WOiitey" Bulger, who has been on the

run since 1995. Gov. Mitt Romney and

Attorney General Tom Reilly publicly

pressured Bulger to resign on several

occasions this summer, prompting the

board to issue a statement of support in

July. Bulger has been president of the

university since 1996.

University leaders had mixed feelings

TO THE rOWHOFMMHERST
Yes, we enjoy the slower pace of a summer in Amherst. But university and

college students are what make Amherst the great place that it is to live,

work and play; and we welcome you back to our town - our town and

your town.

Relations between the Town and the University remain good, even while

we all struggle with financial problems; and University students have

played a big part in those good relations. Student activities such as arts

and athletics have always provided culture and entertainment for townspeo-

ple as well as for members of the University community. Students have

always provided many volunteer services, both on an individual and a

group basis. The student firefighters and EMTs have provided vital services

to the town for many years. The annual, spring "Into Amherst" day (sadly,

rained out last year) has been the most visible way for large numbers of

students to provide services to the town you live in. We love the

Community Service Learning program, and there are other student services

too numerous to mention.

Some students have also participated on Town boards and committees and

at Town Meeting. One such committee, a Community Partnership on alco-

hol-related issues, has been active for almost five years. The Partnership

includes representatives of students, landlords, administiators of the Town

and educational institutions, and other citizens.

Progress that that Partnership' made on alcohol and behavior issues has, at

least temporarily, been overshadowed by the "riot" last May. The

University administration, the new Hadley District Court, and the Town of

Amherst will redouble efforts to ensure that circumstances of the kind that

led to that incident will not happen again. The Amherst Police Department

is dedicated to protecting the safety of Amherst's citizens and visitors -

including your safety. We hope that students can enjoy college life with-

out serious alcohol-related incidents.

Transportation to and parking in and around downtown Amherst has been

improved over the past few years, so we hope to see you downtown often.

Please abide by parking regulations, or use the buses that are paid for by

your student fees, or use the bicycle lanes and racks downtown.

Thanks again from the Town of Amherst, and have a good year.

Select Board ^arry Del Castilho

Town of Amherst Amherst Town Manager

about the terms of Bulger's resignation.

Amherst student trustee Hannah Fatemi

felt that Bulger made the decision inde-

pendent of politics.

"It was his decision and 1 think that's

good that it was his and not the gover-

nor's. The board did its job and it didn't

let Boston politics get involved. He will

be missed, he's done good for our

school," Fatemi said.

Trustee Robert Sheridan felt that

Boston politics had a huge impact on

Bulger's decision to leave. "There's been

so much politics in this. We reluctantly

came to the agreement on both sides

that we would accept a resignation. He's

done an incredible job and it's a record

of achievement and success. ..right now

it might be the best thing that can hap-

pen to stabilize what's going on. Maybe

the political rhetoric will die down."

Amherst campus Student

Government Association president

Dave Carr felt the decision is offering

the University system mixed blessings.

-| think it's a loss for the University

on one hand, I think it's also an oppor-

tunity. We've been getting a lot of bad

press because of the governor's view on

President Bulger." Carr said. "1 think

it's an opportuni-

ty for us to step

back into the

light. He set up

the building

blocks for us to

take our next step

and 1 think we're

just going to

move from there.

1 don't think we
can sit and pon-

der what we're

losing but instead
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Bulger's goodbye speech
August 6. 2003

The past two years have been
a time of great stress for the

University of Massachusetts.

During this period, slate fund-

ing for the University has

decreased by 26 percent. The
results are known to all of us.

We recognize that the

University has not been singled

out for harsh treatment, and that

this has been a period of acute lis-

cal and economic distress for the

Commonwealth, forcing state

government leaders to make
wrenching cuts throughout the

length and breadth of the state

budget.

The conduct of the University

community has been heroic. The
chancellors, working with faculty

and staff, have maintained the

academic excellence on all live

campuses.

It is a matter of concern that

as we have been dealing with our

fiscal challenges, the University

has become the target of what 1

think must fairly be described as

a calculated political assault.

This assault has been mount-

ed from a particular quarter and
manifests itself in many ways; in

a proposal that would have dis-

mantled the five-campus UMass
system; in a subsequent proposal

that would have eliminated the

Office of the President; in charac-

ter attacks on distinguished mem-
bers of our Board of Trustees,

and by the creation of a stated

"litmus test" stipulating that

future members of the UMass
board must be willing to sign

away their independent judgment

before taking their seats.

Happily the University of

Massachusetts system has not

been dismantled; a president's

office that coordinates the system

and helps to generate more
money than it expends remains;

and the attacks on dedicated pub-

lic citizens who serve on our

board are being revealed lor what

they are. And every effort will be

made to assure that trustees will

remain independent and will be

devoted to the betterment the

University of Massachusetts -

and to no one or nothing else.

Theses assaults - politically

motivated to be sure - come at a

time when the University of

Massachusetts, like many public

universities across the nation, is

struggling to cope with the effects

of painful budget cuts.

Although we have met the

challenges and are up to the task

of meeting more. 1 increasingly

believe that the University and its

Board of Trustees should not be

subjected to further assault.

1 hope that the step 1 take

today will be helpful in our effort

to provide a measure of protec-

tion for the University

Those of us sitting in this

room - trustees, chancellors, fac-

ulty and staff - have dedicated

much time and effort to building

this university. Working side by

side, we have raised academic

standards, we have brought

about important academic and

managerial collaborations, we
have raised the bar with respect

to fund-raising and other self-

help efforts, we have launched an

online education program that

takes its place alongside the finest

in the land, and we have

increased public appreciation for

an institution that for too long

did not receive the appreciation it

was due. Since \^9b. we have

seen the academic credentials of

entering students steadily mount,

enrollment has grown, research

funding has increased by more

than $100 million, licensing rev-

enue from faculty discoveries and

innovations has soared from

$750,000 to more than $20 mil

lion, annual private support has

more than doubled, and we have

seen a dramatic growth in the

number of endowed chairs: from

four chairs to 46 chairs at pres-

ent.

Our work will continue.

Despite the many challenges, this

University will persevere - and it

will prosper The University is

larger than any of us who have

the privilege to serve in it, and in

serving it, we have a solemn obli-

gation to act in the University's

fx'st interest - as I believe I am
today

I thank the legislature for its

steadfast support for the

University - providing funding

increases during the good budget

seasons, approving incentive pro-

grams that helped to spur

fundraising, and. most recently

overriding gubernatorial vetoes

that threatened Commonwealth
College and would have deep-

ened our overall budget cut, The
legislature has been a stalwart

friend. It is a place where appre-

ciation for the University of

Massachusetts runs deep.

In closing, a personal message

to trustees past and present.

A little more than eight years

ago, then - Trustee lames

0'l.eary called and asked if 1

would consider becoming a can-

didate lor the UMass presidency.

After some brief deliberation. I

said "yes," and what an inspired

decision that was.

The trustees who served at

that time embraced my candida-

cy, and subsequent iterations of

the board have offered support,

wisdom and inspiration through-

out these years. This board has

been steadfast and solid. 1 deeply

appreciate the strong vote of con-

fidence you gave me just six

weeks ago, as well as your will-

ingness to judge me on my own
merits.

During my presidency, 1 have

had the pleasure of serving with

three distinguished chairmen:

Dan Taylor, a skillful, dedicated

leader; Bob Karam, an energetic,

passionate chairman who chal-

lenged us to build on success and

who believed that UMass helped

him to achieve his American

Dream; and Grace Key, a quintes-

sential public citizen who has led

with such dignity. ..and

courage... and integrity. Grace ~

one word does not say it all -you

have been a partner, a counselor

and a friend. You have my
boundless gratitude, as do other

members of this board.

Working together, we have

made things better. What more

could wc seek?

Thank you.

Campus Perspectives
«What do you think about Bulger's resignation^**

By Gerald H. Ling

*
I feel that he (Bulger) plays a substan-

tially powerlul part in ttie Massachusetts

Government and ttiat the present

University administratkxi felt threatened

by the tact that his brother is involved

with orgtanlzed crime. Ttiis was used as

an excuse to get rid of him. He was a

fine president and his connectkxis were

much needed, y^
u n ! !><'r^ ' ty ^^iff
Physics department

Tom Schnicker
Women's Studies

4 % He's getting paid too

much to leave. In addition,

they're going to have to pay the

replacement as well. Given the

current situation with the budg-

et cut, I think it would be wiser

to just have him stay as the

president. 4 4

- Stephanie Parker

W C UMass had various prob-

lems while he [Bulger] was

the president, but it's not his

fault. He has been doing a

good job, but I think that it

was a good choice for him to

retire. He was thinking self-

lessly for the University. 4 4
c

Cultural Anthropology
Michelle Moreno-Lee

^ C He walked away with

too much money, with the

knowledge that UMass is

in financial turmoil. 4 4

- Katharine Hemond

unto
Psychology

f ( I think he got way too

much money. By getting

rid of his position, I don't

know what's going to

become of it. a ^
- Grace Rais

Interior Design Animal Science

It was for the best that

Bulger resigns. His resigna-

tion would shift the pubis's

attention from the already

deteriorating reputation of

the University. 4 4

- Bianca Ortolani
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/ Contraceptive Services
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/ Physical Therapy
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/ OB/GYN, Orthopedic,

Acupuncture, and

Surgical Consults
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Medical 577-5101
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Mental Health 545-2337

Acupuncture
services available

at UHS. Great rates!
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RUMASS HEALTH SERVICES PHARMACY
1 50 Infirmary Way

PHONE: 413 577.5030 • REFILL LINE; 413,577.5066

HOURS OF OPERATION: Monday-Friday 830 am to 5 30 p m

Saturday 9:00 a.m. to 1 00 p.m. during academic year

/ Full service pharmacy

/ We accept most major insurances (Blue Cross/Blue Shield.

Aetna, Tufts, Harvard Pilgrim, Health New England, GIC,

Cigna, etc.). Please present card at Pharmacy.

/ Full line of over-the<ounter products at reduced price

to save you money

/ We stock a full line of diabetic and surgical supplies,

cold care kits and condoms

University Health Services • 150 Infirmary Way* www.umass.edu/uhs
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UBERIAN FUG

• ATM Comparatim - Slightty

larger than Tennessaa.

• Cllmata • Tropical: hot.

humid; dry winters with hot

days and cool to cold nights;

wet cloudy summers with fre-

quent heavy showers.

• Natural Raaouroas - Iron

ore, timber, diamonds, gold,

hydropower.

• Envlronmant Currant IssuM

- Tropical rainforest deforesta-

tion; soil erosion; loss of biodi-

versity; polution of coastal

waters from oil residue and

raw sewage.

• Populatloii Is 3,317,176 as

of July 2003.

• Madian Ag« - 18.1 years

•Aga Structura - 0-14 years is

43.4% of population. 15-64

years Is 53%. 65-t- years is

3.6%.

• Ufa Expectancy at Birth -

48.15 years

• Population balew povarly

line - 80%

• Labor Fore* by Ooeupatloii

- Agriculture 70%, industry 8%,

services 22%.

• Induatrlaa - Rubber process-

ing, oil processing, timber, dia-

The U.S* steps into Liberian crisis
CX)MPlL£n FROM A. P. REK)RTS

West African peacekct-pers

backed by U.S. Marines worked

Aug. 1** to help l.ibeiia's new

peace deal take hold, although

fresh clashes between government

and rebel lighters were reported in

the countryside.

West African forces and a few

Marines patrolled new front lines

outside Monrovia, sui^'eying dope-

smoking rebel lighters clad in rain-

matted women's wigs at the insur-

gents' checkpoint on the Po River,

about six miles outside the capital.

Combatants upheld a cease-lire

in Monrovia after the signing on

Aug. 1 8 of a landmark power-shar-

ing deal meant to lift once-prosper-

ous Liberia out of 14 years of

ruinous contlict by warlords and

militias vying for power.

International mediators worked

Aug. 1 8 to wrap up a peace deal for

Liberia, while calm settled into the

capital and shopkeepers opened for

the first time in months.

The last time Monrovia saw

such calm was July \'i. during a

break in lighting between govern

ment forces and rebels who had

besieged the capital since early

lune.

Food markets were open for the

first time in a month, but tnany of

the crowds were out of money after

selling all their belongings to buy

food during the attacks. When the

cash ran out. they and their families

lived on bristly flower leaves and

stiails.

The small, welcome signs of

peace came a week after President

Charles Taylor resigned Aug. 1

1

and flew into exile in Nigeria,

forced out by West African and

U.S. pressure and 10 weeks of

rebel attacks on the capital.

Insurgents lighting for three

years to oust Taylor have besieged

the capital for two months,

spurring urban mortar barrages

and gun battles that have killed

more than 1,000 people and dis-

placed hundred of thousands.

Taylor has promised repeatedly

to yield power since June 4, when a

joint United Nations and Sierra

Leone court revealed the war

crimes indictment against him for

supporting rebels in that nation.

He is blamed in nearly 14 years

of conflict in Liberia that have

killed more than 100,000 people,

and accused of gun- and diamond-

trafficking and other dealings that

have fueled conflicts in West

Africa.

The lighting has split the capital

into the government-held down-

town and the rebel-held port,

which is controlled by the larger of

Liberia's two rebel groups.

The progress in the peace deal

came after the lead rebel move-

ment dropped a condition that had

ihreatenad to scuttle the peace

talks in Accra, Ghana.

The rebel group, Liberian

United for Reconciliation and

Democracy, yielded on a demand

for one of the highest posts in the

interim power-sharing govern-

ment, which is meant to lead

Liberia for two years.

The rebels had wanted the post

of vice-chairman in Liberia. West

African mediators threatened to

suspend the talks for a month

unless the rebels relented.

Liberia's post-Taylor govern-

ment and the country's second

rebel group already have agreed

not to seek the highest jobs in the

interim government.

The peace deals would call for

current President Moses Blah to

cede power by October, handing

control over to the interim govern-

ment. That government would see

Liberia through elections.

Taylor handed over power to

Blah when he resigned Aug. 1 1

,

heading into exile in Nigeria under

pressure from West African lead-

ers, the United States, and the

rebels.

Rebel leaders and Liberia's gov-

ernment signed a pledge to let aid

workers deploy freely throughout

the starving, war-ruined coimtry.

Humanitarian aid trickled into

Liberia's devastated capital by

plane and boat Aug. 16, a welcome

relief but not nearly fast enough

for residents famished after 70

days of siege. Fighting persisted in

the interior, blocking hopes of

immediate help for the millions

trapped there.

Rebels ceded control of the

port Aug. 14 to West African

peace troops backed by U.S.

Marines, ending a rebel siege of

President Taylor's govenunent that

killed hundreds and left residents

in government-held areas with lit-

tle to eat but flower leaves and

snails. The rebels withdrew after

Taylor resigned.

Humanitarian workers are

returning to the city after largely

vacating Monrovia during the

siege, and the first aid ship docked

Aug. 15. Aid workers distributed

small amounts of aid Aug. 16.

handing out sacks of commeal to

families at a church and elsewhere

in the city.

Fighting in Monrovia killed

well over 1,000 people, and left

hundreds of thousands of others

wasting by the day.

Guns have largely been silent in

Monrovia since the Nigerian

peacekeepers arrived in the city

nearly two weeks ago, and negotia-

tors pushed for a final peace.

The rebels, who began their

siege of Monrovia on June 6, had

pledged to pull out at noon on

Aug. 14 if Taylor left and peace-

keepers were deployed. President

Bush had ruled out contributing a

significant force until Taylor

departed.

Washington has stressed that

the U.S. role would focus mostly

on humanitarian assistance.

It was the biggest U.S. mission

in Africa since Somalia in 1995.

The United States previously had

about a dozen soldiers on the

ground in Liberia, a country

founded by freed American slaves

in the 19th century.

Both sides have kept their AK-

47s, grenades and rocket-launch-

ers, although most of the anned

insurgents have pulled out. The

U.S. envoy for Liberia, Jacques

Klein, announced on Aug. 17 the

United Nations would donate $50

million to help demobilize fighters

and restore water and electricity,

both knocked out by Liberia's civil

war from 1989 to 1996 and never

repaired under Taylor.
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• Agricultural Products -

Rubber, coffee, cocoa, rice, cas-

sava (tapioca), palm oil, sugar-

cane, bananas, sheep, goats,

timbef.

The Area's Best Fitness & Health Club

Located In the Stop & Shop Plaza

on Route 9

f HEALTHAND FHT^ESS CENTER

For more information call

253-7571

•Full Aerobics
Programs Including:

-Cardlo Klckboxlngj
-Yoga
-And Many More

•Nutritional

Consultation

•Tanning

Sauna

Juice Bar &
Supplements

Personal "n-alnlng

• Stalrmasters

$-160
idmllls

• Ufecycle
Recumbent Bikes

• Ufecycle Upright

Bikes

FREE UNLIMITED
TANNING!

(With purctisse of a semester membership by 9/21/03!)

NO ENROLLMENT FEE!!

Crosstralners
• Body Masters
and Icarlan Free
Weights

• CSybex Circuit

TV'alnlng Equip.

Inquire About Pilates
NoiMf Offering Aerobics

only memberships^

INTERNATIONAL

UMass speaks
By Perron Salniker

CoLLtuiAN Staff

As American intervention

continues in Iraq and Liberia,

professors and students from

the University of

Massachusetts continue to dis-

cuss and question the United

States government's foreign

policy and recent international

actions.

While watching the Iraqi

government begin the attempt

to establish a new political sys-

tem members of the UMass
community have raised con-

cerns over the future of Iraq

and its citizens. M.j. Peterson,

a chair for the political science

department and expert in

world politics says establishing

Iraqi politics turned out to be

more difficult than many politi-

cians predicted. She also said

that while paying attention to

U.S. decisions, it is important

to keep in mind that the choic-

es of Iraqis themselves are

more significant.

"There seems to be little

agreement among them about

what should happen next," she

said. "That could leave the sit-

uation very vulnerable to

exploitation by people pre-

pared to use force rather than

persuasion."

UMass sophomore Amy
Hindley, an art history and ele-

mentary education major,

agreed that Iraq would remain

unstable for a long period of

time.

"I think many people in

Iraq are pleased to be rid of

such a cruel dictator but I

think it will be a long time

before Iraqi's have a govern-

ment of their own," she said.

While reviewing the situa-

tion in Iraq, students and pro-

fessors have also raised the

issue of what the intervention

has changed within the inter-

national community.

"Combined with U.S. non-

participation in efforts to deal

with things other governments

take more seriously like global

warming or establishment of

the Intl. Criminal Court, the

U.S. comes across as very dis-

connected from the rest of the

world," said Peterson.

Peterson said the Bush

administration is not bothered

by it because it "has decided

that though isolationism is no

longer viable, unilateralism is."

Others expressed concern

that the failed search for

nuclear weapons in Iraq by the

U.S. has set a dangerous prece-

dent

"It gives us the authority to

do it again despite that we
haven't found weapons of mass

destruction," said Umass
junior Aric Binaco, a philoso-

phy major. Peterson mentioned

that countries have attacked

neighbors before with charges

similar to those of the U.S.'s.

"Countries have attacked

neighbors after making flimsy

charges about provocations or

dangers before: it was a staple

of both Stalinist and Axis for-

eign policy in the 1930s," she

said.

Students and professors

remain curious as to what the

repercussions will be for the

credibility of the Bush admin-

istration.

"We've seen other U.S.

administrations treat intelli-

gence data loosely, and they

have usually paid the price in

reduced credibility for a period

afterward, " said Peterson. " It

will be interesting to see what

price this one pays for how
long."

When comparing the U.S.

intervention in Iraq to the

intervention in Liberia, many

agreed that the situations were

very different.

"I think Iraq was more

about money and politics for

the U.S.," said Binaco.

"Liberia seems more about

actual people."

"Liberia has had a civil war

raging for some time, and

there seems to be significant

desire for outside involvement

among Liberians," Peterson

said when explaining the dif-

ference between the situations.

"They may be at the point

where successful post -conflict

reconciliation can begin: all

factions tired of fighting and

aware they can't prevail by

force alone."

Strife in Iraq not yet over
COMPILED FROM A.P. REPORTS

Although Bush called for an

end to the major conflict on May

I, allied occupation continues to

come at a great cost financially

and in terms of deaths and

injuries on both sides.

Death estimates from news

groups and private organizations

range from 6,000 to 10,000 Iraqi

civilians. The United States and

its allies have sustained twice as

many deaths as they did in the

Gulf War, with current estimates

of over 500 allied deaths. The

majority of these deaths occurred

after Bush's announcement that

the major conflict was over.

There have been wide ranging

estimates of injuries sustained in

the war, but the most common
tally found for major injuries is

approximately 20.000. All of

these estimates of the human

costs of the war are without

counts from the former Iraqi gov-

ernment.

In addition to the costs sus-

tained through the loss of lives,

the war and ensuing occupation

has come to a great financial cost

as well. In fact, the occupation

and reconstruction has cost more

since the war's end than the major

conflict itself. According to the

latest analysis by the

Congressional Budget Office, the

2004 fiscal year's budget deficit

will be $500 billion after account-

ing for the rebuilding of Iraq.

Iraq's infrastructure is still in

ruins. Oil pipelines continue to

be targets for bombings and tires.

Water and food shortages contin-

ue to cause death and illness, as

the estimate for malnourishment

climbed over 20 million this sum-

mer. Most health clinics and hos-

pitals continue to be close, leav-

ing most of the injured without

care. Many U.S. citizens, as well

as other nation's leaders, contin-

ue to question the legitimacy of

the war as documents reporting

Iraq's possession of nuclear

weapons have turned up to be

false.

As of Aug. 16, 55 of Iraq's

most wanted are still missing or

unaccounted for according to

U.S. Central Command.
Including the number one most

wanted, Saddam Hussein, whose

whereabouts are still unknown.

SAMIR ME/HAKASSl X lATEl) PRESS

A British M)Idier stands guard at the British foreign office in Baghdad, Iraq on Aug. 24. Three British sol-

dier, were killed and one was seriously wounded during a guerilla atuck in Basra, 375 miles, south of Baghdad.

Aug. 26 I'ieath tails ofpostwar conflicts reported to rise above those durirtg the tvar

Aug. 22 State Department announces capture ofAh Hasan al-Majid, a.k.a.''Chemicat Alt"

Aug. 19 Truck bomb fnts humanitarian effort. U.N. headquarters hit in Baghdad, killmg zo people,

including the head of the U.N. mission.

Aug. 17 Oil pipeline in north blown up by guerrillas. TV cameraman shot by U.S. troops. Camera

mistaken for grenade launcher.

Aug. 15 ( >i7 export pipeline blown up stopping all exports to Turkey.

Aug. 9 Rioting sparked in Basra due to fuel and power shorU^es.

Aug. 8 ( '. S. troops kill cnnlian father and Ins three sons as they attempt to run home for curfew.

July 29 Tape of Saddam Hussein declaring his two sons, Uday and Qusay died as martyrs for Iraq

and pledges that U.S. will l>e defeated.

July 28 Tony Blair and other British ministers accused ofwar crimes in Iraq by Greek Lawyers.

July 25 Japan approves largest deployment of troops since 1945 to aid U.S.

July 22 Saddam Hussein's sons, Uday and Qusay, are killed in Motui

July 17 Audiotape of Saddam pLiyed on Arab telnnston station condemning Iraqi governing council

Anniversary of 1969 Ba'athist revolution

July 13 Urst meeting of Iraq's governing council.

July 1 1 CIA director, George Tenet, claims responsibility for dish's false war claims.

July 8 White House spokesman An Heislfer says report on Iraq's uranium "did not turn out to be

accurate."

July 4 Tape of Saddam Hussein urges guerrillas to continue resistance to U.S. occupation.

June 13 Bloodiest attack since fall ofBaghdad kills 100 Iraqi civilians; researchers report

approximately 10,000 civilians died in war

June 6 Hans Blix criticizes U.S. and British weapons intelligence because WMD were never fmtnd.

June 4 lilair rejects calls for independent judiaal inquiry into case for war

May 30 British soldier arrested for torturing Iraqi prisoners.

May 22 I W. Secunts' Council votes 14-0 to lift sanctions and hand control ofIraq to U.S. and Britam.

Syria Ixrycotts vote.

May 1 Bush declared end to major conflict in Iraq.

Welcome Back!

Have YOU registered for online Career Services?

Is this your last year?

Interested in an internship?

Need resume or cover letter help?

For more information about how Career Services can help YOU...

CALL US at 545-2224

CLICK your way to www-ccn.acad.umass.edu

WALK to our office at One Career Center Way
(across from the Newman Center)

Caree
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New speaker, new year for the SGA

(,>( KJI^\ |ARtllNl*t^

Ne« SC;A speaker Jared Nokes with Chancellor Lonibardi. Nukes. alonR with SGA President David Cart, are planning a student-

uritnted agenda tor the upiominn !.ihiH>l year.

BvCol RlNfcV CaARlKS

l'onn;iAN Stafv

Even though school was out

of session. the Student

Govemnicnt Association tSGAt

passed 24 motions during the

summer months The motions

were passed b\ the CtKirdinating

Coun..il. which is cotnpnsed ol

the six chairs of the committees.

"This is a record." said lared

Nokes. the new speaker of the

senate "Last summer we passed

about six."

.Among the motions, a reso-

lution was passed in response to

Bulger's resignation di%;laring

that the SGA "is appreciative of

the public senke of President

Bulger and wished the former

president the best oi luck in

future endeavor?.
'

"1 thmk he did amazing

things for the Lniversity." said

SGA President David Carr "He

really set it up for the future. He

set down a great foundation for

the next president
"

.Although Carr called

Bulgers resignation a "loss for

the university." he also .said

there would be different efforts

now that he is gone, especially in

areas of fund raising. According

to Carr, some people would not

give to the university knowing

Bulger was president.

"But over Bulger's term, the

endowments of the university

increased tenfold." Carr said.

"This started us on the route to

being u premier research institu-

tion among top-tier schools.

Included in the SGA's resolu-

tion were statistics documenting

the increased standards of the

university since 194b. These

includc*d an upwaid enrollment

every year, the creation of an

honors program, and the

increase of endowed faculty

chairs from four to 40.

.Although approving Bulger's

temi as president of the univer-

sity, the SGA passed a resolution

stating the SGA "does not

approve of the excessive amount

of the severance package tor

President Bulger."

.According to Nokes. if

Bulger had worked the remain-

ing four years of his contract, he

would have received $1.6 mil-

lion. Instead, with the severance

package, he will end up with $2

million.

"We have to be more careful

with our severance packages."

Nokes said.

As for the idea that Romney

had a personal agenda lor forc-

ing Bulgeri out Carr said

"whether he did that or not is up

for debate." Although if he had.

Carr agreed that he would be

stomping the university down by

forcing its president out.

Carr and Nokes also dis-

cussed plans for the upcoming

school year. Carr stressed the

SGA's upcoming agenda as very

student oriented.

"VVe'ie focused number one

on student activities by putting

on more progiumming through

the SGA and campus activities

to make them more user friend-

ly." Carr said. In the last two

years things have been different

because the Chancellor. Vice-

Chancellor and Dean of

Students have been more inter-

ested in students than in years

past, he said.

"Since students are the

lifeblood of the university it

makes it easier for us in the SGA
to fight for students if the

administration believe* we're

right." Carr said.

In the upcoming year he said

that the SGA will be working

with the New Vice Chancellor of

Campus Affairs and Student

Life. Michael Gargano.

"He's very student-focused

and student friendly." Carr said.

"The energy the man has gives

us something to look lorwaid

to."

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!!

PLEASE PARK SMART.

The University community appreciates your parking

cooperation.

JLJv
Valid UMass parking permits are required in all park-

ing LOTS Monday through Friday between the hours of

7 am AND 5 pm (unless otherwise designated as A reserved

SPACE OR 24-HOUR ENFORCED LOT). PARKING METERS ARE

ENFORCED FOR PAYMENT MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY BETWEEN

THE HOURS OF 9 AM AND 5 PM.

Please visit Parking Services' website at

WWW-PARKING.ADMIN.UMASS.EDU FOR FURTHER PARKING INFORMATION.

Carr also discussed the

Collegiate Readership Program.

He said there is going to be a

question on the fall ballot asking

students if they would pay $2.50

a semester to have access to the

Boston Globe, the New York

Times, and USA Today.

Both Carr and Nokes are

pleased with the new mascot.

"1 like the new look," Carr

said. "It's a much livelier repre-

sentation of the minuteman. It

goes away frotn an old man with

a gun slung over his shoulder."

Nokes said the revamped mas-

cot was more marketable for the

university.

One issue that arose in past

years and which continues to

concern Carr and Nokes is the

issue of Student Legal Services.

Located on the ninth floor of the

Campus Center, both Carr and

Nokes feel that the student body

is lacking in knowledge about

the free legal advice they have

access to.

"Students need to realize its

free legal advice for anything,"

Carr said. "I can't stress enough

that it's free. Free."

Nokes agreed that it is "the

single largest agency we spend

money on." He cited an amount

of about $270,000 of under-

graduate student money goes to

legal services each year.

The SGA has

tnade plans for student

activities for the first week

back. Included in these

plans are a Casino Night on

the concourse at 9:30 p.m.

Sept. 5 and Darrell

Hammond in the Fine Arts

Center at 10 p.m. on Sept.

6.

Carr summed up his

ideas for the upcoming year.

"It's really about work-

ing for students." he said.

WWW.DAItYCOtttCIAN.COM

Gargano revitalizes office

Continued from page A1

will be to ask freshmen about

their expectations of UMass
and whether the university was
able to live up to these expecta-

tions. The areas he will ask

about include food, social life,

residential living and more. In

areas that fall short, Gargano
plans on asking for suggestions

and opinions on what could be

done for improvement, and

then immediately setting to

work on plans to address these

issues. In areas that seem to

meet expectations, Gargano is

set on exceeding them.

"I want to put a human face

to Student Affairs, to show that

we are just like them [students]

- heart, body and soul,"

Gargano said.

He said that during the first

week back there will be banners

and buttons declaring

"Welcome Back Students" and

his new office motto of

"Students First."

Gargano also wants to rein-

vigorate and redesign all the

UMass websites, starting with

the Office of Admissions.

Gargano is also planning

weekly meetings with Student

Government Association

President Dave Carr and

Speaker jared Nokes. The pur-

pose of these meetings will be

"exchanging ideas, what they

are doing within the universi-

ty"

Gargano said he has a spe-

cial interest in the "pulse of the

student government and to

know what it is wrestling with."

When he came to visit the

campus and interview last May.

Gargano said that he met Carr

and former Speaker Dan

Saunders. He was very

impressed with them and "if

they were a reflection of the

student body, knowing my love

for students, this would be the

perfect place."

"1 think UMass is the perfect

place for me and presents the

perfect challenge to make

UMass a nationally and interna-

tionally recognized institution,"

Gargano said.

Student drowns
Continued from page A1

ing conservation land.

Dewangan's body was

found in about 10 feet of water

near the beach off State Street.

He was declared dead at the

scene.

Dewangan's death remains

under investigation, but nei-

ther drugs nor alcohol appears

to have been a factor.

Dewangan's family in India

was notified immediately after

the death.

On July 3. 2002. a 23-year-

old Holyoke man died after

being pulled out unconscious

from the pond. In July 2000,

'Befon loddng Mo

a long term contract for »

fitness facHity with no

macfiinery in place, iriiynoti^

the veteran professionals a vM."

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB
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equipment, but small enough to

know your name.
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* Locally owned & openAreo"

www.amherstathlatic.cofn
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another man swimming at the

pond at night had to be res-

cued and hospitalized after

inhaling water.

An old stone dam across from

the Mill River forms Puffer's

Pond, and the conservation area

around the pond includes an

extensive trail system.

Although the drowning was

the second in just over a year,

the pond does not have life-

guards. Many signs reading

"swim at your own risk" are

posted around the area.

Caretakers are at the site to

maintain the grounds and to

make sure that people obey the

conservation area's rules.

ALANA's place in the SGA as an

apportioned caucus is questioned

Continued from page A1

issues."

According to Nokes this issue

was a judicial case four years ago.

The judiciary said it was unconsti-

tutional but couldn't strike it

because it was a political prob-

lem.

The following year the Senate

amended the by-laws, said Nokes.

But the by-laws also rule that if

something is to be amended then

it has to be done through a refer-

endum.
The referendum passed in the

senate with the two-thirds major-

ity vote needed. The vote then

went to the general student body.

The majority of students voted

to keep ALANA on. According to

the ALANA office, it was about

80 percent.

Nokes said he now needs to

make a decision by the first meet-

ing of the SGA, which he said is

tentatively scheduled for Oct. 1.

"I haven't made a decision

yet," Nokes said.

He .said that the Senate has

told him not to recognize the cau-

cus, and that the Attorney General

and the Coordinating Council has

given him the same advice.

"The Speaker has decided

not to approve caucus seats."

Franco said. "He thinks he has

the right to approve whether

ALANA seats are to be appor-

tioned."

"It's my responsibility," Nokes

said. "It's not a matter of what I

want or what I think is fair 1 take

an oath to represent the by-laws

and the constitution and some-

times they conflict."

the Hexmark Tavern
- at the

^^^^^^^Saiem Cross "Inn
Route 9 West Brookfield. MA

• New "Pub" style menu at Hexmark Tavern

Tuesday - Friday 4:00 - 9:00

(Live music Fridays until 10:00)

• Main Dining Room Hours - Tuesday Friday II .SO - 9:00

Saturday 5:00-9:00

Sunday Noon -8:00

C:all (508) 867-8337 To reserve or receive sample menus
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UMass Student Legal
Services Office

FREE confidential
professional legal

services for

UMass students 545-1995
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Daily Weather Forcast
For Amherst, Mass.

WEDNESDAY
• High: TOO

• Low:-! 2

THURSDAY
a High: 29

a Low: 15

FRIDAY
. High: 210
• Low: 98

u^
n

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact; 413-545-2626

Check here for

the daily

dining commons

menus starting

ThursdaVy

September 4.
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...It is necessary to teach by living and

speaking those truths which we believe

and know beyond understanding.

Because in this way alone we can survive,

by taking part in a process of life that is

creative and continuing, that is growth.

- Audrc Lordc

"Sister Outsider"

aquarius • ian. 2o-fih. la

Your p.irt in something that is not a "sure

thing," will Ix-tter the odds.

pisCeS • FtB. 19-Mar. 20

It won't take you long to figure out today

just where you stand and want to be.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. 19

It is a good day to keep your fingers

crossed and hofje for the lx>st.

taurUS a Apr. 20-May 20

The cosmos are in a tizzy of the move-

ment. Better stay in Ixxl.

gemini • m.ay2i-|un. 21

You're going to step on a crack today, but

it won't break your mother's back.

cancer . i^n. 22-iui. 22

Your future is cloudy. Tr> out something

new tcxJay. It might help clear the air

leO • luL.. 23-Auc.. 22

Today will te trying, but don't won v. It

will pay off in the end.

virgO • Aug. 23-Seht. 22

Try to be nice today. It will result in gtwid

things for everyone you meet.

libra • Sept. 23-OrT. 22

It'll be essential to get messages '^(•nt

ahead of time today to get things tlonc.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov 21

Hammer out an agreement with sonicoiu'

who has l«?en at (xids with you.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-DFr. 21

What you get today is not likely to be

what you originally bargained for.

Capricorn . Drc 22-ian 14

Work may have you traveling tar from

home today, so be prepared.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
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UMass gets a makeover
By TcM)i) HoLMhs

Cx>LLI:lMAN t i>RHE!(W>N|)fcNr

Despite being conlmnted by mounting

revenue issues, the University ot

Massachusetts is near completion of

numerous on-campus construction proj-

ects.

The projects promise to add to the

esthetic quality of the campus, expand on

opportunities for education and reseaah,

and develop upon important utility func-

tions.

Work is underway for a new Fine Arts

Center Plaza, located adjacent to the Fine

Arts Center building along the southern

end of the campus.

.Accortling to lames E. Cahill, director

of Facilities Planning and an 1 8-year veter-

an of the department, the linal stage of the

projcxt, which began in late spring at a cost

of $1.7 million, is due to be completed by

CXtober of this year The development is

now in the final phase of a multi-staged

project that initially involved replacement

of the underground steam lines servicing

the Fine Arts Center and surrounding

buildings.

"We took the opportunity to improve

the area adjacent to the Fine Arts Center

after completing the steam line site restora-

tion," Cahill said. "We're putting down a

plaza, and a handicapped parking area that

will ltx)k like the rest of the plaza. The

parking function is only a necessity during

Center functions, the rest of the time it will

be an open plaza."

As is noted on the UMass Web site, "the

intention of this project is to design an

area of excellence' in the campus land-

scape. The Haigis Mall / Fine Arts Center

Plaza is a major entrance to the campus,

and one of the primary locations where the

public interacts with the campus. The proj-

ect will maintain the grandeur of the exist-

ing space, yet also add human-scale' ele-

ments that can be appreciated on the

pedestrian scale."

The project was jointly designed by

Visual Arts Chair Betsy Siersma and

Director of Operations Lew Lourainein, in

conjunction wath Kuhn Riddle Architects

and William Canon L>andscape Architects.

The contractor for the project is Northern

The Fine Art.s Center is Kt^ttinK remodeled with the addition ot an adjacent plaza,

of the 'Building a Better UMa.ss' project.

I l)N>TKt.n TI<.>N HHilTDM-.tRALUH UNU^XHiK.IA.S

The work at the Fine Arts Center is part

Construction.

While the disturbances created by the

project during the summer have been min-

imal, the effects of the dust and noise upon

the student's once they arrive to begin the

academic year may be more signiticant.

The project appears to be on schedule, and

therefore should not cause any inconven-

ience beyond the first few months of the

fall semester

Another major undertaking noted by

Cahill is the new Engineering laboratory

II. Icx^ted on the north end of campus, just

south of the Computer Science Building.

Scheduled for completion by December of

2003 at a cost of $25 million, this modem
60,000 square foot facility will provide

graduate research laboratories for the

Chemical Engineering and Civil/

Environmental Engineering Departments.

The building shcxild be occupied by spring

of 2004.

The building will also house a 45-seat

Distance learning Center, as well as a 250-

seat auditorium, to be niade available to

any department on campus. The design for

the building was provided by Ellenzweig

AssociatesAVhitney Alwood Norcross,

and the contractor for the facility is

Fontaine Brothers, Inc. Parking lot #45

will be lost due to this construction.

Other projects for the Facilities

Planning Department sited by Cahill

included the Orchard Hill Parking lot.

located on the east side of campus next

door to the Dickinson and Grayson resi-

dential halls. Designated "purple" for park-

ing purposes and accommcxlating 280

spaces, the lot is due to be completed b\

September of 2005, at a cost of $427,000.

The site will eventually replace the parking

area off of Olympia Drive. Two new bus

stops will also be added to service the area.

As for long-tenn projtxts on the horizon,

the Central Heating Plant is also under

development. It will be located near the

Mullins Center around the area of the

Amherst Water Treatment Plant.

Currently, the site is occupied by a large

fill west of Mullins Center. The purpose of

it is to remove layers of water and sink the

clay foundation. The prcxx-ss can lake up to

a year. Once this is completed, construc-

tion upon the solid foundation can begin.

Upon its completion, the plant will meet all

modem state and federal environmental

,.,.1111 B^n mt^m^muM

standards. The new facility will be able to

be fueled either by natural gas or oil, a

source that bums much cleaner than the

current coal burning facility.

After the commissioning of the new

Central Heating Plant, the current heating

plant, stacks, and fuel handling facilities on

Campus Center Way will be demolished.

Much of the building demolition debris

will be recycled. What will remain, howev-

er, are the headers to the steam system that

supplies the 25 miles of underground

steam lines throughout the campus.

After licensing is complete, construc-

tion is expected to take approximately two

years, anid is expected to begin start-up

operations by 2007. Vandet\veil Engineers

is the lead designer, and Northern

Constmction is to be the chief contractor.

All this comes in the face of state-wide

budget woes that have cut deeply into the

funding for much of the public school sys-

tem throughout the state. These big budg-

et projects can still move foiward in spite

of the apparent funding troubles.

"It is not unusual to see operating budg-

ets reduced." Cahill said. "But then we're

sitting here long-tenn on all this capital."

Much of the funding for these projects is

provided for through operations budgets,

grants and private donations, sometimes

borrowing is necessary

"In some ways, borrowing money now,

which is the way we build some of our

buildings, is the way to go. because the

interest rates are low." Cahill said.

Information was taken from

wwu'.umaas.edu.
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Wednesday
• A poster sale takes place in ttie Student

Union Ballroom from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

• Magician Fran Ferry (pictured right) per-

forms on the concourse from 11 a.m-3 p.m.

• There will be a balloon artist, airbrush tat-

too artist, and two caricature artists on the

Campus Center Concourse from 11 a.m. -3 p.m.

• Free popcorn and snow cones will be

given on the Student Union Steps from 1

1

a.m-2 p.m.

• An Open Mic Talent Show will be held in

the Blue Wall from 8 p.m. -11 p.m.

• There will be an A Cappella Rush Concert in the

BW at 8 p.m.

• Union Billiards in the Student Union will be free

from 7 p.m.-ll p.m.

Th u r s a ay
• The poster sale continues in the Student Union

Ballroom from 9 a.m. -4:30 p.m.

• Ice-Bird, a magician, will perform from 11 a.m.-

3 p.m. on the concourse.

Friday
• The poster sale continues in the

Student Union Ballroom from 9 a.m

4:30 p.m.

• There will be a Coca-Cola

Football Town USA
Interactive IMor from noon

to 4 p.m. on the Library Lawn.

• A pep rally will be held

at 4 p.m. on the Library Lawn.

• SEF "Varsity Blues" in

Top of Campus at 8 p.m. and

"Chicago" will be played at 10

p.m. and midnight.

• Casino Night will be held on

the concourse at 9:30 pm.

• Live music will be performed at the Kick-Ofi at the

Blue Wall Bar. _^

Saturday Q
• Minute Fan Park takes place behind home sta-

dium from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

• The UMass Football team takes on Central CT

State at 1 p.m.

• There will be live music at the Blue Wall during

the evening.

• A dance will be held in the Student

Union Ballroom from 10 p.m. -2 a.m.
''^J^^

• Oarrell Hammond appears at

the Fine Arts Center at 10 p.m.

Tickets are S8 for Umass stu-

dents and $12 for General

Admission.

Miscellaneous

• Also during the rest of the first

week several of the university's

offices will operate on different

schedules.

• The Dean of Students Office is

open Wednesday through Friday

from 8:30 a.m. until 5 p.m.

• The Housing Assignment Office

is open Wednesday through Friday from

8:30 a.m. until 5 p.m.

• The Registrar's Office is open Wednesday

through Friday from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m.

• The Bursar's Office is open Wednesday through

Friday from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m.

• The Admissions Office is open Wednesday

through Friday from 8:30 a.m. until 5 p.m.

• The Financial Aid Office is open

Wednesday through Friday from 3:30 a.m.

until 5 p.m.

• The Meal Plan Office is open

Wednesday through Friday from 9 a.m.

until 4 p.m.

• The UCard Office is open Wednesday and

Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

and on Friday from 8:30 a.m. until

5 p.m.

• The Commuter Services and

Housing Resource Center is open

Wednesday through Friday from 10

a.m. until 5 p.m.

• The Office of Information Technologies

Helpdesk is open Wednesday through Friday from

8:30 a.m. until 7 p.m.

• University Health Services is open Wednesday

through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. for health plan

enrollments, member services, immunization

records drop off and other questions. Customary 24-

hour medical services will be provided during the

opening week period.

•••For questions or concerns, call the Dean of

Students Office at 413-545-2684.
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Casino management classes are a 'sure winner'
By Courtney Charles

(XJIXECilAN StaKF

The Department of Hospitality and

Tourism Management (FTTM) is offer-

ing an online course in casino manage

ment this fall. This three-credit course

entitled "Casino Management" was

developed by the HTM department

and the I oxwoods Resort and Casino

of Ledyard, Conn.

"They provided us with financial

support to help develop our online

gaming courses," said Chris Roberts.

asscKiate department head of HTM. of

the role of Foxwocxls in helping to

develop the class. "Their contribution

helps both our department and their

employees, as the course becomes a

development tool for them to help

their employees advance their careers."

The first in a scries of three courses

on the gaming industry, this new online

course is offered through the

University's Division of Continuing

Education. According to Roberts, the

department would consider expanding

the courses beyond just the three.

"There are a number of elective-

type subject* that would present stu-

dents vA\h useful areas of extended

atudy such «» casino marketing, gam-

ing regulation and control and casino

security and surveillance." Roberts

said.

According to a University of

Massachusetts news release. Roberts

said the n«w courses were developed

beow.se ganung is "a fast growing,

multf-billion dollar industry."

"We want to be sure we're on the

cutting edge of educating professionals

who will inanage these large enterpris-

es. We think the program is a sure win-

ner," Roberts told the UMass news

office.

The department has offered the

general casino management course for

about five years now and has learned

that there is a strong level of interest by

the students, according to Roberts.

"Typically 1 will get 140-plus stu-

dents requesting a seat in the 55-seat

classroom." he said.

He commented on what qualities in

students could possibly lead t" success

in the class, and ultimately, the indus-

try.

"Certainly we are offering a course

of study from a management perspec-

tive," Roberts said "A student interest-

ed in developing a career in the opera-

tion and leadership of casinos would

be interested in this program. Oualities

for success are similar skills to other

aspects of the hospitality industry such

as an interest in working with cus-

tomers and leading employees, an

attraction to the exciting dynamics of

24-hour operations and a willingness

to understand what makes this indus-

try unique from all others, and a com-

mitment to flexible thinking to help

hospitality fimis (including casinos)

respond and adapt quickly to the rap-

idly changing dynamics of this indus-

try"

In the face of a struggling economy,

the casino industry does not appear to

be suffering.

"We have spent time working with

the casino industry along the East

Coast to determine their interest in hir-

ing studetits that we prepare." Roberts

said. "The timing for the match

between student and indu.stry seems to

be now."

In addition, people with casino

management jobs won't be struggling

either. Although income varies depend-

ing on the size of the operation, man-

agers are far from just barely scraping

by.

"For the very larie Oasinos such as

those in Atlantic Qty and Las Vegas

the salaries will be $350,000 and

upward, often with bonuses for per-

formance that can significantly

increase the compensation. Salaries of

director leyd positions in Uiose organ-

izations dhen run in the $250,000

range such as for director of human
resources. |mblic relations, hotel oper-

ations, food and beverage and market-

ing. For the mid-range casino, salaries

of $100,000- 1 50.000 are common for

the casino manager."

In the first of the online classes, the

basics ol the industry are laid out to

student- trom a management perspec-

tive f
Roberts said the casino Inanag

ment courts examines the history and

development of gaming and explores

casino operations including slot

machines, table games, and sports and

Internet betting, accOfding to the news

release. It covers addMOnal topics such

as credit and casino accoanting. casino

hotels and casino food service, and the

marketing of the gaming products, he

said. A central focus will lie on current

trends as well as the primary manage-

ment and financial elements uniqae tO

operating a casino.

Grading criteria has been estab-

lished and is standard for an online

course.

"For this particular first online gam-

ing course, students will complete

assignments very typical of online

courses," Roberts said. "They will

answer r#vlew questions from the

chapters to demonstrate a grasp of the

material. thcN will complete quizzes to

test their knowledge retention, and

ihcy will participate actively in discus-

sion quettfons -a process wherein stu-

dents can have an asymmetric dialogue

regarding a current course theme.

T^ere is also a midtcmi and a final

exam in the course. As the course is a

study of tlw industry and hs complex

components there is no actual hand-on

icttvity within a casino for this first

course."

Planned for later in 2004. a second

course is titled "Casino Products.

Protection and Probabilities," and it

will focus on understanding the design

and structure of casino games such as

blackjack, roulette and craps, as well

IS how the casino protects the games

im abuse by cheaters, according to

news release.

_ .s you might imagine, that h in

area of tremendous interest by tJwcasi-

no and why one of our three courses is

focused upon the subject." Roberts

said "There is no simple answer to

pttjvidc licre - but there arc as many

wayt. to catch customers ANftflmploy'

ecs who become involved in schemes

to cheat and steal as there arc plots.

Casinos use both human and computer

resources extensively to protect the

core of their bu.siness. Plus, the protec-

tion begins with the design of the game

itself in addition to the operation of it.

So, a casino protects itself by carefully

designing the rules of the game, its

delivery (operation) to customers and

through a complete monitoring of its

usage
"

The third course in the series,

"Gaming and Social Policy." vvill

explore the .social consequtntcs of

gaming on individuals ;ind communi-

ties and includes both economic

impacts and regulatory oversight.

Frank Lattuca. HTM department

head, said the ho.spitality and tourism

department's mission is to develop new
and innovative courses and programs

that meet the needs of UMass students

and others from the region, according

to the news release.

"The study of gaming and casino

operations is one ^#§ng several

emphasis areas found \f\ bur program

and will no doubt draw a great deal of

interest." Lattuca told the UMass news

office.

The HTM program is ranked

fourth in the nation by the Gorman
Report, an organizatioiS that ranks

law, medicine, businesjiand other col-

lege programs, according to Lattuca.

"We will continue to develop

cooTsei in casino management that

will provide a knowledge base for

those wjfrflin^ to pursue a career in

this segment of hospitality manage-

tBent." Iwattuca told the UMass news

office.

Because the tiiret ^nirse scries is

being dffered online. Roberts told the

news office. "Ihnf will «St)w working

professionals to oxpRire the world of

gaming without having to come to the

LlMass campus. Online access gives

studenw the ability to tiine-shifi their

learning activities and to .save on trans-

portation expenses cbmrriuiing to the

campus."
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By Cameron J. WixiDs

CJoLLtc.iAN Staff

The Pioneer Valley is home to more

than a dozen public art galleries. Each

provide an array of work from local and

international artists in almost all genres

and media. With such a wide range all

within a 20-minute drive from Amherst

and Northampton, how is it that so

many of these galleries open exhibit

after exhibit to only a handful of art

lovers?

Could it be that these galleries are so

discrete that nobody knows where they

are'.' If so. look no further than this com-

prehensive guide. Take a trip with this

pioneer through the finest galleries in

and around the Valley.

... And there's no better place to

begin than at any of the six on-campus

University of Massachusetts galleries.

each free and open to the public.

University Gallery

llic UiiivciMi) Gallery is the most

illustrious of all the galleries on cam

pus. Only work done by professional

artists is featured here.

"What we choose to show is focused

around what the socio-political mood of

society at the time the selections arc

made." gallery curator Betsy Siersma

said.

The University Gallery opened its

doors to the public in 1475 and has

continued to provide the contmunity

with quality work since. In addition to

displaying artwork from around the

worid. the University Gallery is responsi-

ble for the University An Collection,

which includes many pennanent collec-

tions of 20th centur-y prints, drawings and

photographs as well as public sculptures,

artists' books. WPA prints and Southwest

American Indian potter.. The gallery is

Continued on page B4
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Rowling out another worldwide best seller

'Harry Potter and the Order of the

Phoenix' casts its spell on readers

By Jessica Pelletier

Q)i.LFiiiAN .Staff

Once upon a time, not so very long

ago, a young mother from a tiny king-

dom introduced the world to "the boy

who lived" and a thousand adventures

were born. This is certainly the case

with British author |.K. Rowling's previ-

ous success with the world of Harry

Potter, and this |une marked the release

of the fifth edition of the series.

After being delayed from bookshelves

for what seemed like a lifetime the mid-

night of lune 7 was a much-anticipated

event for all Potter fans ages six through

60. Throngs of bookworms dressed in

Potter garb formed lines that spilled out

the doors of local bookshops open at

such a late hour. There was even a

miniature scandal that erupted when

the New York Daily News published a

page from the novel, which was being

sold illegally in a small Brooklyn store

before the scheduled release date.

Bookstores around the country knew

about the impending pandemonium and

were well prepared for the frenzy. Select

Border's bookstores around the country

hired animal experts to bring

in snowy owls for displays

and demonstrations. Other

bookstore chains provided

live orchestras to perform the

musical score from the

movie's soundtrack. Still oth-

ers provided the sumptuous

pastries and candies

described in the previous

novels.

But could the book live up

to the hype? Suffice it to .say,

fans of the .series will not be disappoint-

ed. Ms. Rowling has allowed her char-

acter's personalities to mature as the

series moves forward. No longer naive

to the magical world, Harry becomes

aggravated when he is left out of the

•Harry Potter

and the Order

of the

Phoenix'

By J.K.

Rowling

Scholastic

exposure to his arch nemesis. Lord

Voldermort. The relationship between

Harry and his two

friends Ron and

Hennione has lost its

childish sparkle and

none of the teens are

above bickering with

one another.

Rowling's method

of storytelling hasn't

strayed far from her

norm. Begin each story

with Harry miserably

living with his rela-

tives the Dursleys

during the last weeks

of summer,
allow for some
minor adven-

ture or anoth-

er before Harry returns to

Hogwarts again and leave the

reader with more questions after

the book is finished than before it

started. People new to the series

would do best to read the books

in chronological otder; however,

the author does refer to prior

adventures and magical defini-

tions in each novel such that anyone

who passed junior high should be able

to follow the story without enormous

problems. Should this method fail, talk-

ing with any die-haid fan will do the

trick

00UH1TSY).lt ROWllN<j/saK)LASnt
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Order of the Phoenix considering his Look for another slew of mteresting

characters within the book's 870 pages.

Back from the first novel, the centaur

Firenze returns to take the

place of Professor

"Trelawncy as teacher ol

Divination. Pay close

attention to l.una

Lovegood. a quiet and

spacey young blonde

holds more secrets than

her vacant eyes let on.

And whereas even giHjd

story must have a villain.

Dolores Umbridge steps

in to usurp Hogwarts Irom

Professor Dumblcdorc

and make life wretched lot

everyone at llic schevil

The life stories ol

certain characters are

fleshed out in greater

detail and do much lo

explain their personalities. For example.

Harry's miserable summers turn out to

be far more valuable than he could ever

dream, more reason for the obvious dis-

like of Professor Snape for Harry is

brought lo light when he discovers that

his lather would bully Snape to no end

and the character of Neville

Longbottom begins to shed his ugly

duckling leathers.

Some of the most interesting parts

in the plotline include the creation of

"Dumbledoies Army." a secret society

lead by none other than Harry himself

Continued on page B9
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Question: What was this summer's

most pointless, gratuitous rah-rah block-

buster? Was it the extremely loud,

extremely ugly "Bad Boys 2" in which

Will Smith, Martin Lawrence and Co.

treat everything — plot, character,

human life — with the glibbest of disre-

gard? Or is it Ang Lee's pretentious and

plodding adaptation of "The Hulk"
which had the distinction of proving that

even KX-laden comic book extravagan-

zas could be turned into high-minded

twaddle?

Whatever the answer, I can tell you

one thing: it wasn't a particularly good

summer at the movies. It was, after all, a

season of sequels and marketing cam-

paigns that made last summer's slate of

high-caloric junk food look downright

healthy in comparison. It's enough to

make a movie lover swear off the cinema

altogether.

It was a good sign, however, that the

audiences seem to just now be rejecting

Cinema scorchers
box-office

belly flops

this summer

By Johnny Donaldson

action sequences that tickle the visual

cortex interspersed with much wooden

acting and flat, perfunctory dialogue.

Keanu Reeves, as the leather-clad savior

Neo, gets to fly around like a hipster-

Goth Superman and spout endless

streams of metaphysical mumbo-jumbo
about destiny and free will, it's enough

In addition to having the season's

most tongue-twisting title, 'Lara

Croft: Tomb Raider - The

Cradle of Life " is also the

summer's most competently dull

'blockbuster.'

the kind of pre-digested, over-inllated

blockbusters that have come to rule the

seasonal roost. If you doubt me, just

look at the numbers: audiences lined up,

en masse, on opening weekend only to

reject and forget that very same movie

the following week. Movie after movie

fell -- tumbling 50, 60, even 70 percent

(in the case of "The Hulk") from what-

ever record-breaking opening came the

week before.

And who could blame the audiences

for their apathy? The summer of 2003

began much like the summer of 2002 —
with a bang, giving promise that the sea-

son to come would move beyond meager

expectations of popcorn thrills. But "X2:

X-Men United." much like "Spider-

Man" before it, provided only false

hope. A wondrous comic creation that

llitted easily between adrenaline-rush

thrills and intelligent, unforced social

commentary, it gave me a glimmer of

hope that this year's crop would provide

something — anything — of lasting sub-

stance.

By the time "The Matrix Reloaded"

surfaced two weeks later, it was appar-

ent that the wish was not to be. The

Wachowski Brothers' long-anticipated

sequel suffered from could be called

George Lucas Disease: breathtaking

to make your head hurt. "Reloaded" isn't

as bad as "Star Wars: Episode 2" —
despite it's flaws (and there are many) it

has a kick-butt visual charge — but you

wish that the Wachowskis took some

time to develop a script along with the

special effects.

Still. "Reloaded" looked like a work

of art compared to some of the other

offerings Hollywood cynically coughed

up. Take "The League of Extraordinary

Gentleman," a very ordinary X-Men-for-

the-Merchant Ivory-crowd that grouped

a gaggle of legendary lit characters (look

Dorian Gray! Hey, isn't that jekyll-n-

Hyde?) into an inept and plausibility

free adventure. Even star Sean Connery

looked bored by it all. Or how about the

car-race thriller "2 Fast 2 Furious"

which hits a speed bump at 90 thanks to,

the stiff acting and cliche plot.

In addition to having the season's

most tongue-twisting title, "Lara Croft:

Tomb Raider - The Cradle of Life." is

also the summer's most competently dull

"blockbuster." Angelina lolie, speaking

with a lilting British accent, reprises her

role as the voluptuous adventure-babe

Lara Croft, but the movie is as well-

made and as unexciting as the original.

"Spy Kids 5D: Game Over" brings back

the old gimmicky chestnut of the 5-D

movie, and I have to ask: Why? Those

scratchy cardboard glasses reduce the

images into shadowy murk, and when

they're off the images become blurry and

indistinct. Who wants to watch a movie

like that? Of course, 3-D is hardly the

only thing that's wrong with "SK3D,"

which plays like some studios corrupt

attempt to milk some last few bucks

from a dying franchise. The family val-

ues messages — delivered so effortlessly

the first time out — now come off as

cheap and heavy-handed.

Of course, not every big-budget film

was a disaster. There was after all

movies like "Terminator 3: Rise of the

Machines" and "Pirates of the

Caribbean: Curse of the Black Pearl,"

movies in which money and prowess

came together to provide summer
movies that did a little thing called

entertain, lohnny Depp, in particular,

deserves some sort of award for his bril-

liantly fey turn as "Pirates'" swishy anti-

hero. Captain jack Sparrow.

Amidst all the big ticket junk sprout-

ing up like weeds, were a few smaller

films jostling for attention, and like the

bigger movies, the collection was a

mixed bag. "Down With Love" starred

Ewan McGregor and Rence Zellweger

in an arch, precious "homage" to the

Doris Day-Rock Hudson comedies of

yesteryear — replete with pastel fake

sets and double entendres that induce

groans rather than laughs. Mark
Wahlberg and Edward Norton gave

bland performances in the passable

heist thriller "The Italian |ob" but the

supporting cast (Seth Green, Mos Def,

Charlize Theron) save the day. There

was nothing scary about the banal,

glossy backwoods "horror" flick

"Wrong Turn" (imagine "The Texas

Chainsaw Massacre" recast with

Abercrombie and Fitch models), but

there was enough eerie juice in Danny

Boyle's Brit zombie import "28 Days

Later" to be the stuff of nightmares.

The image of a post-epidemic, apocalyp-

tic London - all empty, barren streets

and fluttering missing persons signs - is

more chilling than all the grunting and

axe-throwing the goofy cannibals of

"Wrong Turn" engage in.

Comedies came and disappeared

without a moment's thought: "The In-

Laws" (forgettable), "Dumb and

Dumberer: When Harry Met Lloyd"

(awful) and "Legally Blonde 2: Red.

White and Blonde" (even more awful),

among them. |im Carrey returned to

being |im Carrey with the inoffensive.

crowd-pleasing "Bruce Almighty" but

Harrison F'ord and josh Hartnctt suc-

ceeded in boring the audience with

"Hollywood Homicide", which I think

may be Hollywoods' 2.3i<7th buddv-cop

film. Seriously, folks, it's about lime to

put a moratorium on these kind of llac-

cid team-ups. just when you thought

that the spy spoof has been Austin

Powered into the ground along comes

Rowan "Mr Bean" Atkinson with the

daft and cheeky "johnny English."

lason Biggs. Seaiin Williiini Scull and

the gang served up a ihiid helping of pie

and surptise "American Wedding"

isn't all that bad. Stale, yes, but il docs

serve up a generous dose ol gross-out

laughs and heartwarming sincerity The

summer's big surprise may be how bad

the lennifer Lopez-Ben Affleck dud

"Gigli" isn't. No, it's still not a go(.)d

movie — as it is. it's marked b\

whiplash-inducing tonal inconsisten-

cies, jaw-dropping dialogue, moldering

cliches and Affleck's atrocious miscast-

ing - but it does still have a quirk\ sort

of lunkheaded charm. There were times

when 1 fell that the fact-based.

Depression-era horse race lable

"Seabiscuit" should have been bronzed

and displayed because of how suffocat-

ingly syrupy il could be (I could have

done without David McCullough's PBS-

catastrophes - divorce, teen pregnan-

cy, yada yada yada - to the point of

ridiculousness, but Moore helped the

medicine go down. Speaking of terrific

performances. |amie Lee Curtis gave her

loosest, least controlled performance

since "A Fish Called Wanda" playing a

teen trapped in an adult's body in

Disney's scrappy, witty, spellbindingly

charming remake of "Freaky Friday."

Lindsay l.ohan as the uptight mom
trapped in her daughter's self - equaled

Curtis's youthful exuberance with her

amusingly starchy "mom" routine.

Certainly, it was a better example of

female relationships than the schmaltzy

and looth-roiiing "Uptown Girls." a

film starring Brittan> Murphy once

again giving a flighty, fluttering perform-

ance.

The two best movies this summer
were "Finding Nemo" the latest work of

art Inmi ihc Disney/ Pi\ar stable, and

"Whale Rider" the moving story of a

12-year-old Maori girl defying misogyny

and tradition to prove herseli as true,

prophesied tribal leader The former is a

witty adventure painted with computer

generated underwater images so tactile

you almost believe your floating in the

ocean. It's the best work to come from a

flawless canon, with its rollicking humor

and quirk> characters. The latter has

been directed by Niki Caro with such

poetic beauty (hat it all but transcends

the formulaic uplift of its siory.

What was the worst lilm this sum-

mer? I'd have to say that dishonor has to

go to "Charlie's Angels: Full Throttle."

a brainless, assaultive hack job that eras-

es the line between exploitation and

empowernient. Director McG's camera

Mark Wahlberg and Edward Norton

gave bland performances in the

passable heist thriller,

The Italian Job,' but the

supporting cast saved the day.

ready narration.) Bui Tobey Maguire.

Icff Bridges and Chris Cooper, as the

damaged men whose lives revolve

around the equally damaged eponymous
horse, imbue the movie with epough

honest emotion that the movie earns its

uplift.

Teenybopper star Mandy Moore

proved she could be a genuine actress in

last year's "A Walk To Remember." and

she proved it again in "How To Deal."

an at-times cloyinglv earnest soap opera

that showed just how much good acting

can save trite writing. The movie piled

on the "serious" mude-tor-Lifetime

leeis over the hall-naked bodies of his

stars as they strut around in skimpy

clothing like dirty-doll snippers in train-

ing. And these are supposed to be strong

women? It doesn't help matters that the

movie goes wrong in almost every con-

ceivable fashion: Garish cinematogra-

phy, painful soundtrack, heartless

action, nonexistent plotting. The list

goes on. But it may be the perfect movie

to sum up a summer of soulless and

bankrupt llollywcHjd offerings.

luhiiny Doiwldsun is a Collegian

Culumnisi.

S.W.A.T. teems with big names

but the plot crashes and burns
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Samuel L. Jackson

and Colin Farrell

By Cameron J. Wckmis

C;oi.LE<.iAN Staff

Imagine how crazy things would get if a rich

criminal, played by Oliver Martinez, shouted

into a nationally televised video camera that he

would pay $100 million to anyone who was

willing to break

him out of prison.

That is exactly

what the L.A.

S.W.A.T. has to

deal with in this

lilm. In a day and

age when great

camera work and

pretty faces are not

enough to excite

the masses what

did Sony do? Gave
people gunfights,

explosions, bigger

explosions, fist-

fights, brawls and

gunfights with bigger guns, all this broken up

with some witty snippets of dialogue.

This movie has all the elements required to

be an action flick; an oversimplified

plot, a team of likeable "good guys,"

one-sided characters that are easily

killed off without any emotional dam-

age, a hero with a sketchy past and

lots of fight scenes.

Samuel L. lackson's character,

Hondo, in this movie is comparable to

that of Yoda, only taller, blacker and

with a really sarcastic personality He

is the grizzled old S.W.A.T. member

who the chief of police calls in to put

together a team of special agents. At

this point the movie slips into a series

of scenes that are essentially the role

call of the main cast.

Enter the pretty boy hero, other-

wise known as Collin Farrell, or

Street. Farrell plays taxi for [ackson as

he recruits his agents from anywhere

but the S.W.A.T. officers. LL Cool |

makes the cul after a "COPS" style

foot chase and a sarcasm fight with lackson. the credits there is no pretense at side story or

The part of officer Sanchez is played by the back-story or anything that is not at the end of

always-tough Michelle Rodriguez, who is intro- someone's gun sight.

L

'S,WA.T.'

Directed bif

Clark Johnson

Starring

Sam![Mm
Colin Farrell

Oliver Martinez

MIclielle Rodrigue;

UCoolJ
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duced in a hospital being patched up. Being a

single mom/ cop with a badass attitude earns

her a spot on the team.

Then there are Reg. E Cathy and |osh

Charies who play L.A. S.W.A.T. members

whose initiations into [ackson's team would

probably have been too boring to be put on

film. Though both of them play important sup-

porting roles. Cathy is the jerky brother of

Street's ex-girl friend and Charles is his flunky

who lacks a spin of his own until his final

scene.

So now that the team is assembled they go

through lackson's crash course in how to be

super cops and then it is into the fire. A series

of straight forward jobs, hostage negotiation,

robbery and a psycho who has boarded him-

self up in his own home, just to name a few,

carry the team through a non-stop 48 hours

that is only a sample of the movie's core action

sequences.

When one would believe that this story had

no ability to take a plot twist at all it takes a U-

turn. After his one positive line to. Street in

the whole movie, Cathy is shot in the neck by

Street's ex-partner who — now here is the sur-

prise — is in league with Charles'. That was it

for surprises though the last hour of

the film was simply a combination of

gunfights and car chases.

This is a movie for the action

purists out there. If you are looking

for plot, romance, drama or emotions

other than anger, then this is not your

movie. "S.W.A.T." definitely is a feel

good movie, in that deep, visceral

cowboy kind of way.

Though the plot is thin and the

characters have less development

than one hour photos, this movie has

something rarely scene today, pure

action. Other police-oriented action

movies such as Dark Blue and

Training Day do have a dose of high-

end action, but it is coated in a layer

of sticky forced story that only leaves

viewers feeling partially satisfied. Not

so with "S.W.A.T." From the first

minute of the movie right through to

Return to a predictable dream-

world of bloodstained nostalgia

By Jdhnnv Donaidson
(."oLLtinAN STAl-f

Robert F.nglund hasn't played the role of

pock-marked, child-killing demon lredd>

Krueger — he of the dirty Christmas

sweater and razor blade glove — in nine

years, and he comes into the role ener

gized. In "Freddy vs. lason" Fngknul

cackles, smirks, he purrs profane swcel

nothings to his young victims — in short

order he steals the show. Over the

course of the "Nightmare on Flm Street

"

series, Freddy Krueger became a kind ol

Satanic stand-up comedian, the demon-

clown jester of slasher villains, liic

Krueger we see here is back to being the

Freddy Krueger that we know and love

— malevolent, sarcastic, a perverse,

leering embodiment of black-hearted id.

Fnglund's performance is one that

juices the movie. "Freddy vs. lason" is

the movie that finally unites this genera

tion's two most infamous horror bad

dies. There's Krueger, taunting and

killing kids in his surreal dreamworld,

and then there's lason Voorliccs. the

indestructible hoc key -masked

hulk with the blood-stained

machete. In "Freddy vs. lason"

they are pitted against each other

in a battle over who gels to kill

more faceless, horny teens and

the movie lakes off from

Fnglund's performance - il

breathes life into not one, bul

two, long in the tooth franchises

that only a horror fan could love.

How exactly do the filmmak-

ers get the two titans together?

In Springwootl. lredd\ luis been

rendered powerless by the loss ot

his legend. The Flm Sireel teens

have never been lold the legend

of Freddy and have no lear ol

him. Freddy, then manipulates

lason into stirring up a litlle

mayhem and allowing Freddy to

take the credit. But then lason

begins to massacre kids left and

right — most notably during a

cornfield rave — and Fredds

decides to wipe out his new
Jason returns to battle with

and against Freddy Kruger.

rival.

"Fredd> vs. lason " isn't ii good moNie in the

traditional .sense. Director Ronny Yu — who did

wonders for the "Child's Play" series with "Bride

of Chucks" keeps the pace hurtling along, and

gives horror fans exactly what they

want. Mouthful bodies arc beni. broken,

mangled and slabbed. Heads fly. Gore
spills. And it all comes at the expense of

crcdibiliu and conlinuilv.

Oamian Swifl ami Maik Shannon's

script cuts and compresses everything

so liiai ihc script comes oul more expos-

itors than natural. Characters make
great leaps of intuition with little

prompting, as if logic just alighted on

their head, li serves the purpose to pro-

pel the story from point A to point B,

j-iul il does nolhinp to help ihe charac-

ters or dialogue make ;m\ kiiul ol lasi-

ing impression.

\u. however, keeps things rocking

along. Never mind lluii the \oung aclors

plaving the myriad nubile \ieiims usual-

i\ overact their wav through the film, or

that the dialogue is perfunclor> ai best.

The director imbues "Freddy vs. lason
"

with a certain ambitious si\le.

eeriainly far more surreal and

sulisiic than any "Friday the

I 'iih
" movie ever (in that

lespect. "I'reckh \^ lasuii" is

ihe best "I I
'5" made ever.)

Ihe goi\ mano a mano battles

between the killers one in

Ireddv's dreamworld, the other

ill Camp Civstal 1 ake - come
off like blood-splalleied WWF
haltles. av ilie two villains

thrash each other into pulp.

Ami fans couldn't have it an\

other v\a\. "I reddv vs. lason"

has been in the works for more

than ten vear^. and over ihat

course of lime the various film-

makers that have been allached

should have delivered some-

thing thai would live up to the

fan's expectations. While

"Freddy vs. lason" is imperfect

as a movie as a horror cinema

battle royale. it bloody well

delivers.

irHTI-> VI » 1 INI I INFMA
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Voyage onward to the long, strange trip through the best of the

Continued from page A1

open to the public luesday through hriday 1 1 a.m.

to 4:50 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m.

Herter Gallery
More modern artwork is featured in the Herter Gallery. Work

here is a compilation of student and non-student work that is hand

selected by curator Trevor Richardson.

"I try to stay mainly with contemporary avant-garde work in a

variety of media," Richardson said. "Mostly I want work that

explores and encourages experimental approaches in presentation of

visual art."

Other than the unusual artwork featured in the gallery, Herter

frequently has guest artist lectures.

The Herter Gallery is located on the first floor of the Herter

Annex and is open to the public Monday through Friday 1 1 a.m. to

4 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday I to 4 p.m.

Student Union Gallery
Perhaps the most unknown gallery on campus is the Student

Union Gallery, which features work done by UMass students, as well

as national artists. The gallery is the only one on campus that is com-

pletely student run. Work featured here consists of paintings and

sculptures on any number of media and subjects. The gallery also

hosts a number of side projects such as gallery talks, video screen-

ings and poetry and prose readings.

This is the oldest of the six UMass galleries: having opened in

1*^57 the Student Union Gallery has withstood the tests of nearly

half a century. Open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through

Thursday and 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Friday.

Hampden Gallery
•Nestled in the heart of the Southwest living area, the Hampden

Galley is probably the most frequented on-campus

gallery, but that may be because one

must pass through it

to get to the

Hampden convenience store.

The artwork shown in this gallery is

anything but conventional. The pieces dis-

played in the gallery have included sculptures

made of hair, surrealistic renditions of photos of

everyday objects and panels of images that have been

altered by groups of artists. Open Monday to Thursday

noon to 6 p.m. and Sundays 2 to 5 p.m.

Augusta Savage Gallery
The Augusta Savage Gallery located in the New Africa House

presents artwork that raises many important issues such as ethnici-

ty, race, class, and cultural identity. The gallery features work done

by students and non-students alike.

The gallery also conducts a series of educational performances

such as poetry readings, dance demonstrations, solo and duo music

recitals and story telling. The Augusta Savage Gallery is open on

Monday and Tuesday from I to 7 p.m. and Wednesday to Friday 1

to 5 p.m.

Central Gallery
Finally, the Central Gallery .which is the only on-campus gallery

with the distinction of being in.side a residence hall. The gallery

mainly features the thesis work of art students as well as some art-

work from emerging local artists. The Central Gallery also features

a number of workshops, gallery talks and video screenings along

with their exhibits.

Located in the Wheeler Residence Hall in the Central Residential

Area the gallery is open Monday through Thursday 3 to 6 p.m. and

Sundays 2 to 5 p.m.

For more infonnation about any of the galleries listed above or

about the Fine Arts Center go to www.umass.edu/fac.

On a date? Looking for a way to kill a night? Then the galleries

located in downtown Amherst are exact-

ly what you are looking for.

The first Thursday of

every month from 5

to 8 p.m. the

six galleries in Amherst

open their doors, walls, and tables of refreshments to the pub-

lic for the Gallery Walk program.

Mead Gallery
Starting furthest up South Pleasant Street there is the Mead

Gallery on the Amherst College campus. The Mead Gallery is

re-opening this fall after some major renovations that were

undertaken this winter. The gallery is open on weekdays from

10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

The Fiber Center
The Fiber Arts Center is completely dedicated to art made of

fibers. "Fibers are any material that is made into pieces and then

worked into a product in a traditional manner," Gallery

Director Susan Loring-Wells said. "These are definitely not just

your grandmothers knitted quilts, crochets, and doilies. It is a

growing field and we here are helping artists to push the limits

of the conventional to new levels."

Having started in a backroom of their current residence in

lune 2001 the Fiber Arts Center has since October 2001

expanded to include the entire building space.

The gallery is only part of the Fiber Arts Center experience.

There is also a lot of handcrafted artwork for sale at the center

as well. The Fiber Arts Center is open Tuesday to Saturday from

10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

R. MicHELSON Galleries

The R. Michelson Galleries, located in Amherst and

Northampton, provide an exclusive professional gallery/ shop

for art gazers. With a core group of about 20 artists that have

been producing the art for the Michelson Gallery since the late

70s to eariy '80s, this gallery prides itself on the quality of the

work it exhibits.

Though the gallery rarely
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Pioneer Valley's art galleries...

new^^.^^ admits
^/"''^ artists into its showroom the

paintings and sculptures displayed change

daily. The Amherst Gallery is open Monday to

Saturday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and the

Northampton Gallery hours are Monday through

Wednesday 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thursday to Saturday 10

a.m. to 9 p.m. and Sundays noon to 5 p.m.

Alfredo's Photographic Gallery
Alfredo's Photographic Gallery specifically displays

photographic art. Every other month the gallery presents

a new main display of work, but items in the gallery

change daily because they are all for sale. Anything from

the exclusive private photo collections of Frank Sinatra

and Rocky Marciano to high quality prints of well known
artists' work and the personal work of the galleries

owner Alfredo DiLascia.

"1 try to choose work based on its quality and creativ-

ity and its marketability. 1 accept work from all over

especially from student photographers," says Alfredo.

This Photographic Gallery has been open for seven years

come November and is the only one of its kind and cal-

iber in the region. Alfredo's is open Monday to Saturday

from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Gallery A3
The smallest of all the area galleries. Gallery A, is by

no means lacking in its contributions to the quality of ail

in the area. Founded by Richard "jozan" Treston and a

group of fellow artists in response to the Sept. 1

1

tragedy. "It is an attempt to create a community gallery

that is something healing and productive," says assistant

curator Lynn Peterfreund.

Gallery A strives to display art to the pub-

lic that is less c3nventional and

more representa-

tional

of the community's

condition. Gallery A 's hours

are Wednesday to Saturday ?ioon to 6

p.m.

Burnett Gallery
Rounding out the Amherst galleries along South

Pleasant Street is the Burnett Gallery, which is located

inside of the Jones Library. Within this gallery one will tind a

vast variety of artwork all created by local area artists. Arthur

Mange spokesmen for the Burnett Gallery said, "We try to keep this

very much so a community gallery. We display the work of both

amateur and professional artists as long as they are members of the

community."

Opening its doors in 1921 along with the lones Library, the

Burnett Gallery is the oldest of the six galleries located in downtown

Amherst. Having undergone renovations in the mid '80s. the gallery

at least to Mange is, "The nicest gallery around, it has plenty ot

space, great lighting, everything is neat and in shape.

HosMER Gallery
In Northampton, there is a gallery similar to the Burnett Gallery

called The Hosmer Gallery. It is on the second floor of the Forbes

Library on Main St. The work displayed here is al.so .selected from

the vast pool of artists in the community. The gallery itself is a spa-

cious open area, which allows visitors a chance to see two or three

different artists work in one visit.

The Hosmer Gallery reopened in lune of 2002 after undergoing

a 15-month renovation of the entire second tloor. The gallery is

named for the late local artist lean Elizabeth Hosmer, who v^as shot

by her estranged husband in 1999. With donations totaling around

$200,000 Mary Ann P Cofrin and her family chose to dedicate the

gallery to Hosmer in honor of her.

Thirteen galleries, each with its own history, style and purpose all

within a 20 minute bus ride of anywhere in

the area. So now the only question

is, how much of this art are

you going to experience?

Big Apple blacks out

Samara

Uarblestone
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Thursday, Aug. 14.

4:10 p.m.
I am practically falling asleep

at work as 1 fold checks and stuff

them in envelopes at a New York

City advertising company where

my father works. And then,

everything electric shuts off.

We all laugh and think it is

just our floor, but soon we learn

it is the whole building, the

whole block, the whole city,

almost the whole state, and prac-

tically the whole northeast cor-

ner of North America.

After walking around in the

dark, warm office, everyone

starts to pack up and leave. On
the I 2th tloor, my father and I

begin to take the stairs

down. There are sup-

posed to be automatic

safety lights in the stair-

well, but it is completely

dark. Luckily, someone has a

lightei that oases our way to the

lobby.

As we pour onto Lexington

Avenue, so does the rest ol

Manhattan. 1 don't realize how
serious this power outage is until

I .see hundreds and hundreds of

confused people and rows and

rows of truific-stopped cars,

bu.ses and taxis. "Let's just start

walking toward Penn Station

I
where we lake the train home],"

my dad suggests. "The power

could come on any second."

We are walking a couple of

blocks south and realize there is

nowhere to go. The trains aren't

running, stores are closing and

here we are walking to Penn

Station as if it was a normal

Thursday. .Ml I want to do is go

home, eat dinner and relax in my
air-conditioned house. It's amaz-

ing how the absence of electrici-

ty is making that an impossible

situation.

5 p.m.
There is nothing to do.

We sit on the curb right in

front of the Lmpire State build-

ing and watch hundreds ol peo-

ple walk. 1 sip my water and stare

at the traffic light and pray it sud-

denly lights. It doesn't.

We walk two more blocks up

and sit outside of Lite Delights, a

place where we usually hit for

lunch. All around us. people are

sitting together, eating, socializ

ing and starling to gel ham
mered. I close my eyes and iry to

relax. I have a long night ahead

of me.

10 p.m.
My dad and I doze on a couch

in a bar lor a couple hours. It's

crowded, loud and hot. We go

outside for some fresh air. it is

completely dark, and all we see

are the headlights from passing

cars, candles lit in windows and

people carrying flashlights.

We walk across the street and

hang out by someone's car where

there is a small group of people

holding candles and listening to

the radio. There is no new news.

Aflei, we wait in a long line to

go inside a deli to buy some more

food. It has candles too, so to

prevent fire and the possibility of

people looting, they only allow a

few fH-'ople in at a lime.

We don't care. We have

nowhere to go.

11:20 p.m.
We walk over to the other

side of the street. A cab drives by,

and to my surprise, he stops lor

us. As we run to the cab, so do

three other girls. Luckily, we beat

them to it.

"How much do you want to

drive us to Long Island?" ni\ dad

asks. The driver pulls over and

looks up in a little book how
much it costs. It would ordinari-

ly cost $104 to drive us to

Seaford, our town.

"I want extra, you know?" the

driver bluntly stated.

"How about $160?" my dad

responds. As I stare at the driver.

as if I would telepathically force

him to agree; he does. We both

smile and quickly jump in the

cab. I never felt so relieved and

Continued on page 89
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Student Special ir

4 months
Best Aerobics -Best Machines
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www,amherstathletic.com
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(413)586-5700

American Eagle Outfitters
September 18

Target
October 12

Trader Joe's
October 12

Pacific Sunwear
November 30

JCPenney • Media Play •C ineMark Theatres

Interskate 91 • Laser Storm • Ground Round

Bath & Body Works • Eastern Mountain Sports

And Many More Coming Soon!

www.lnimpsliircnuill com
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ALLERY

herst • 253-3324

edesigns.com

$73
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You do the math.

How smart is this: All the textbooks you need for up to 60% off retail prices. And all you have

to do is go to half.com and type in the book titles, or ISBN numbers. Gotta love that new math.

For a limited tims, first-tims buyers

Save an additional *5

on purchases of *50 or more!

Simply use this code:

UMass2003

h ircom

Same textbool<s. Smarter prices.
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WE'UE I I numBER
COURSE NUMBER THAT IS.

W^'-

SnVE UP TO 25%
WITH USED TEXTBOOKS.

S H B Y

COURSE NUMBER

DELIVERY OR

IN-STORE
PICK UP

BUY ONLINE. RETURN IN STORE.

" PROBLEM.

14

University of

mlf^^^S' Massachusetts

UNIVERSITY STORE

Campus Center . Phone:(413)545-2619

www.uinass.bkstr.com

%follett"com
ONLINE. ON CAMPUS.

THE OFFICIAL WEBSITE FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF

MflSSflCHUSETTS UNIVERSITY STORE

FOOD

NoHo novelties:
Fun dishes sure to delight

TWINKIES (vanilla LOADED WITH HUNKS
AND HUNKS OF TWINKIES)

Unsuspecting patrons will find surprising mart)le-sized

chunlts ot the infanuHis yellow cake within every bite of this

vanilla ice cream concoction. Remarkably, the cake remains

in its coin shape, no crumbling, right till the end and provides

a pincti u( salt to mix with the sweet cream's taste. A choco-

late topping breaks up any monotany for those with larger

portions and anchors the cake's flavor Reminiscent of the

childhood days when you wanted nothing more than to mix

youf uakR, Ice cream and eat it to, it will bring out the kid in

all. Served at Herrells Ice Cream, 8 Old South St.,

Northampton, 413-586-9700.

Rounding
with the 7witn cne i ^' ^^ - ^ /^

.visual suspects^
By Jennifer Eastwcxjd and Cameron J. Wcxjds

Photos by Gerald H. Ling

ERON I. WtXJDS ^^ ^

The 'Taste of Northampton' food \.
festival jazzes local eateries ^

Bistro burger
SERVED with TRUFFLE CHEESE

Take a Natural River Rock Farm hamburger Add truffle

cheese, tomato and a local house recipe for ginger chutney.

Serve it on a fairly broad roll, and you've got one busy sand-

wich tr test the taste buds. Ultimately, though, it's the chutney

that fingerprints this dish. Diced tomatoes mixed with zesty

ginger relish make tor a flavorful sauce that turns up the heat

without any overpowering sense of too much spice.

Mixed berry shortcake
A perfect compliment to the Bistro Burger, this classic

American dessert combines a light pastry with a strawberry

and blueberry topping and makes a great way to mark a sweet

end to a heavy meal. Both served at Del Raye Bar & Grill, 1

Bridge St. Norlhampton. 413-586-2664.

Bailey's milk chocolate truffles
Entci the world's most dececJent gcif ball. A chilled outer

shell of ultra sweet milk chocolate houses a bittersweet,

heavily Bailey's laden fudge inside. The full force of this rich

combination knocks the patron with a flavorful punch ot gor-

ment goodness. It may be just once piece of candy, but it

truley fullfills a dessert portion on its own. Served at Ben &

Bill's Chocolate Emporium, 141 Main St., Northampton, 413-

584-5695

NORTHAMPrON — For once, it's not just

the dogs salivating in Northampton.

The 1 3th annual "Taste of Northampton"

food feAival brought 3 1 city businesses togeth-

er for a three-day fair from Aug. 8-10.

Over 400 volunteers and eight months of

planning produced the festivities, all under the

direction of the Chamber of Commerce.
"Thirteen years ago, when this began,

Northampton wanted to establish itself as a

dining destination," Executive Director

Suzanne Beck explained. "Around that time,

more towns hosted taste festivals, but they only

attracted people from that town. We wanted

something that would draw in more crowds."

Years later, the wish has come to life.

Fifteen percent of the visitors at the festival

live outside the Pioneer Valley and travel from

distances estimated up to 40 miles away. Beck

reported.

Among them, an average of seven percent

have never previously visited Northampton:

instead, they hear about the festival through

word of mouth and journey to satisfy their

curiosity, she added.

The festival allows patrons to sample

foods from throughout the city's restaurants.

Entertainers included Wendy Kinal. at right.

founder of the Only Fooling all-women phys-

ical comedy troupe of Boston.

DISHES' OF

Waffles with Fruit

Fresh blueberries and straw-

berries make for the perfect top-

ping on a warm summer day

Powered sugar or whip cream top

this simple, but classic, treat.

With an extreamly light batter, the

plain waffle itself rivaled the berry

topped portion for best taste.

Sen'ed at Sylresier's Restaurant,

111 Pleasant St., Northampton,

413-586-5345.

•THE
Glazed Chicken with

Saffron Rice

Its use of authentic Indian spices was unmis-

takable at the first bite I ntangled with u liber-

al amount of curry, this tender chicken and rice

combination developyed into as much a treat for

a stuffy nose as lor your taste buds. With its

orange glaze appearance beckoning the

hungery patron, the dish denoted itself as a def-

inite dinner meal to be sliuicd on a cool evening

outside. ScrwJ at Indui House Ri'Slatirnnl. 45

State St., Sorthampton, 4l3-5Sb-b'i44.

Pulled pork sandwich
This adventunos, seasoned pork dish sets

your tongue aflame with its spices. After the

sauce Is sk)wly blended with the meat, the

entire mixture is roasted with beer and bar-

beque sauce. Served at Northampton Brewery.

1 1 Brewster a, Northampton. 413-584-9903.

DAY

Chocolati

Covered

Strawberries
Dripping milk

chocolate douses

these sweet, tender

berries and makes

for a perfect

summer treat.

Introduced try

Sweeties Fine

Chocolates, 68 Main

St., Northampton.

413-586-4180. And

though Sweeties

chose this berry

treat specially for

the festival, as they

do not carry it in

their shop, the

coating still sported

their own chocolate,

a true k)cal favorite.

'Before locking liHo

a long term coMnct for a

fUrnss facilHy wHIi no

macfilnery in place, why not 0/tw

the veteran professionala a viaU.

"

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB

Big enougti ta own the best

equipment, but small enougti to

Icnow your name.

* In Business 22 years

• LOCALIY OWNED i OPERATED"

www.amherstaihletic.com
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Organize yourstudy space!

• Install shelving

• Build a bookcase
• Design a computer station

Choose shelving of Melamine. Plywood,

COWLS pine or COWLS oak Select from a

variety of fastening systems using clips.

standards or brackets.

NOTE We cut shelving to your specifications!

Cushmiie a school tx)tbox!

Be the HANDY PERSON in your dorm!

Tool boxes, tools, fasteners, supplies

and the expertise you need ...

ALL AT COWLS!

For All Your
Building and Remodeling Needs

BUILDING SUPPLY
125 Sunderland Road, North Amherst

7-5 M-F • 8-3 Sat. • FREE local delivery

413-549-0001 •www.cowls.com

uhs

EYE CARE SERVICES
Convenient Hours and Campus

Location CALL 577-5244

Frederick H. Bloom, CD.
Director, UHS Eye Care Services

"I invite you to

use the Eye Care

Services at UHS."

My name is Frederick Bkx^m.

1 graduated from the

University of Massadiusens

in 1971 and the New I^ngland

College of Optometry in

1975. I am very proud of the

University Health Service V.yc

C,are Services and the high qualit)' of eye care delivered to

more than 1(K),(XK) individuals over the last 28 years.

1 have been on the teaching faculty of the New lingland

(>)llegc f)f Optometry' and co-authored an article with

Dr. Abel, a UHS physician, that was published in a

national optometry' journal. In addition, 1 am credcntialcd

in diagnostic and therapeudc ocular pharmaceuticals by

the Massachusetts Board of Optometry.

f EYE CARE SERVICES INCLUDE:
]

\
<*> Routine eye examinations i

j

<»> A new onsite eye glass service I

!
<»> l>mcrgcncy eye care

\

I

<» Full service contact lens care
j

i
<a> (>)-management of laser refractive surgery !

Our staff takes great pride in being able to fit many people

who have had difficult)' in the past wearing contact lenses.

Padent feedback of those who have used the UHS ¥ac

V.ATC Services over the years has been consistcndy excellent.

UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003

577 5000 (main), 577 5244 (eye care) UMASS.
?A

CUNIQUE Bonus is here!
With your Clinique purchase of ' 19.50 get this 7 -piece gtft, FfBe

Quantities are limited Now thru Sunday, September 14th

Fall

7 -piece

Gift

i.
\

Clc«itying Lo'top ? * */otstuie Surge Ljttrq

High irnpQit ^ye SKodow in Sugar Sugof * Colour Su^c^e lipstick in Wow Violet

C7los;wear ^^\ iips f^ ^^^ Kl?s * CiH>que Happy Hggrt Pffrfun^ft Sp^ciy

Cosmfttic Bog

ARTFUL FURNISHINGS QUALIH LINENS IMAGINATIVE GIFTS

Ttiomes Marketplace • IJO Main St.. Northampton. MA • 4I3-S84-3MO

StAmherst
College

DINING SERVICES
OPPORTUNITIES

.\nihiTSI t'oilcf;!' 1^ ancplmn applu alums toi the following

p.irl lime positions bcuinninjj late Aiiiiiisl (arl\ .S'plcrnbcr

COOKS • FOOD SERVERS
DISHWASHERS • KITCHEN RUNNERS

Wcckdax .mil XMiktiid siiiCls [liic.iklasi, hiiii ii \ dmiui!. Previous

food pri'paiation and kitchen exfMTicnce prclfrred.

MEAL CHECKERS
liri'iiklasi. Iiiiuh, (liimci and weekend sihodiiics availublr. .\hisl br

able til work a niiiim)um ut thrct- shifts ;apprii\. '.\ hours each) up to

a mavinnim of !!• hours pn wcrk Light iloanini; duties (including

lablfs during and alter hours Will iraln,

CATERING
Banquet Captains • Waitstaff • Bartenders
Drivers/Setup • Catering Dishwashers

Work special Innilion '< atered cvints. Previous experience

preferred but will liam

CAMPUS CENTER COFFEE HOUSE
t'ouiiler S«M\iie wetkdav hile .ild'iiioon slijlis available

We ofler competitive siaiting rales. No benefits Interested

I .iiulid.ilcs lu.n siibmil .i rcMiinr oi inrnplcli- .111 .ipjilii alion at:

Offire of Human Resources, 201 Converse Hall, Amherst
College. Amherst, MA 01002 5000.

Xmkriit l.iiUrff (1 ail bxiwil Oppwi\inil\..\f]trmitU:'t .liiiitn rmfilfyn iiHil mttmragrs utmen.
rnirfrifif^ nrnl f'rr\'mx :nlh tltsahilifif^ h itftph
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Captivating illustrations

and a new theme
crown an old Aesop favorite

WWW.DAILYCOUtCIAN.COM

^Ô ^
.
^otrison and son reunite with F

By Jennifer Eastwcxjd

C^aui.iAN Staff

Who's Got

Game?

The Lion

or the

Mouse?'

By Ton! and

Slade Morrison

Illustrated by

Pascal Lemaltre

Simon & Schuster

Release Sept. 2003

It may look like a small children's book, but

simple it is not.

Nobel Prize-winning author Toni Morrison,

her son Slade, and illustrator Pascal Lemaitre

return to the publishing world this month to again

raise the standards on a classic Aesop fable. This

triage of talent — after kicking off their six-book

"Who's Got Game'.'" series in |une with a new

take on "The Ants and the Grasshopper" —
mobilizes their next tale into a masterpiece. Crafty

and pungent, this book's got game all ages will

appreciate.

Beyond the intricacies of its ink and pen sculpt-

ed plains of Africa, past the endearing handcraft-

ed script that replaces standard typed text, the

real draw to "The Lion or the Mouse?" is in its

newly shaped story. Aesop's original fable may

scorn those who bully and praise strength in the

small, but what happens at the tale's end? Add

one little mouse with a swelled head, a bix)ken

leader made wise by shame, and a general popu-

lation driven by fear and insecurity, and the

Morrisons give us

their edgy answer.

No cardboard characters this time round. Each

creature grows throughout the story to expand on

his personality ... for better and for worse. And it's

this added dimension that hooks readers, com-

pelling them to remain entranced through the end.

Creativity abounds in this volume. The

Morrisons's use of poetry amazes, as their rhymes

keep a beat-driven tempo throughout each page,

splendidly exemplified by the lion's self-absorbed

opening monologue:

"Listen up! Listen up! No ifs, maybes. ands. or

buts. I am the king all over the land. 1 do what I

like. I do what I can. In this place I make the laws

because, because of my mighty paws. I am the

strongest night and day, I can whip anyone who

gets in my way. Tigers, hyenas, elephants too,

everybody does what I say do."

fhe vibrant colors of Lemaitre 's drawings also

captivate and further give this book its own life.

Indeed, the bright orange cover with its playiul

typography and scratchy line an marks its fii-st

draw, and that theme judiciously carries through-

out the inside pages.

Each illustration, separated into cells reminis-

^nch artist for this styli^^^ rHE
after receiving the Nobel Prize tor her

Beloved." Those who share Mot

TKINS
FARMS

^^»

Cmmthlf Mahket ...where the'apple is

Rte. 1 16 & Bay Road, South Amherst, MA i** of f^1 P ^IPOltltl It! CT

^
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Looking For Something To Do?

Atkins Farms Has

Something For Everyone!

Farm Fresh Produce

Country Bakery

Meat Market

Deli & Lunches

Speciahy Foods

Homemade Fudge

Full Service Florist

/Fruit & Gift Baskets

^rv Gift Department

} Take'Out Food

W^' Ice Cream Bar

Sushi Bar

A unique country market nestled in one of the oldest apple

orchards in New England. Atkins is just a short drive south

from UMass on route 116. Youll enjoy a unique shopping

experience where old time service is an everyday treat.

Sample some of New England's favorite foods or pick

up a country gift as a keepsake.

Attention Parents!!

Student Special Care Packages

Great idea for parents far away from their busy,

hard working, and hungry college student.

Birthday Cakes

Flowers, Balloons

Snack Paks

Get Well Paks

Mix 6l Match Paks

& many more!

Call for our brochure

(413)253-9528 or

l'800-594'9537

www.atkinsfarms.com

Deliveries Mon-Sat

cent

of any classic comic

book, sports a color scheme unique to its text's

mood. One such cell that scorches the memory

houses the small mouse knocking on the lion's

fortress door The shot is angled from above to

cieate an amazing depth perception, brilliantly

colored to capture the mouse's anger. It also spikes

a stark contrast with the new-age illustrations of

latter panels, silhouetting the despairing lion on a

white background.

Lemaitre, bom in France, has been illustrating

bot)k.s since 1989. In addition to drawing the

"Who's Got Game? ' series, he has also drawn all

the art for the Morrison's "The Book of Mean

People. " released in September 2002.

The Morrisons have found a keeper: no style

could belter compliment their artful words. And

inevitably, it's this marriage of art and words that

casts such .socially poweri'ul piece for both chil-

dren and adults.

"I Reading books as a child was) a major thing.

The security I felt, the pleasure, when new books

arrived was immense," Toni Morrison told The

book. "Beloved." Those who share Moriisons

view can agree that indeed "The I.ion or the

Mouse?" and the entire premise of the 'Who's Got

Game?" series marks just such a milestone in

cross adult-children's literature.

Morrison also reported during that same Times

interview that lames Baldwin's writing inlluenced

her when she began to author

"He could say something in a phrase that clar-

ified all sorts of conflicting fcvlings," she told

reporter Claudia Dreifus.

No better description can be given to

Morrison's own work with "The lion or the

Mouse?" as it blasts through an old talc with some

truly haunting wisdom. It's the perfect gilt lor art

lovers of the colorful scratchy ink and pen line

style loosely reminiscent of Dr. Suess — and. most

of all, for shouting the message that just being

yourself is the best you can be.

Also see "The Ant or the Grasshopper?" and

theforthcoming "Poppy or the Snake'" - the third

installment in this series.

Hcvtrs

M«w C105C^

TMC5-Fri S-^pyn
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McLaughlia and Kraus show
difficult role nannies play

By Lizzy Nielsen

txJLUOlAN CoRRESI>ONl)ENT

Beach books are a dime a dozen in the summer-
time. Good beach books aren't so frequent, and
beach books that actually tell a riveting and heart

wrenching story well are even less common.
Authors Emma McLaughlin and Nicola Kraus, both

Nannies themselves, managed to create an accurate

and interesting beach books about being a nanny in

an uncomfortable situation for a well-to-do family

in New York City.

Nanny, the main character, is a New York
University student who pays for her studio apart-

ment in the city by being a caretaker for well-off

children. She meets Mrs. X in a park, and the X
family nanny is returning to her home country of

Australia, so Mrs. X looks to interview Nanny to

take care of her son, four-year-old Grayer.

Nanny has not a clue what she is getting

into. What starts out as working a dream job

main characters makes it a little difficult to concen-

trate on the story at times, and takes away from the

realistic ness of it. A Nanny is a real job. and a very

important one, and the fact that names weren't used

took away from the story a bit, and made it a little

less believable. Throughout the book, some charac-

ters had names, but most didn't. The choice to have

Grayer be the only character with a real name was

also an interesting decision, and made him stand

The Nanny Diaries' is a great

bool( for anyone who's ever

worlced as a Nanny, or even

as just a babysitter...

ThE NaN ny
D i A R i E S

The Nanny

Diaries'

By Emma
McLaughlia &

Nicola Kraus

Eriitinlrsile

Paperbacli

in a Penthouse apartment on 5th Avenue soon turns

into a nightmare for Nanny. Amidst all the Prada

Bags and Gucci shoes in the X's house, their mar-

riage is disintegrating. After Nanny's first encounter

with Mr. X at a Halloween party. Nanny begins to

play a leading role in the dissolving of the X's mar-

riage. Stuck in the middle of all this is little Grayer,

who looks to Nanny as his main mother figure. In

the midst of the divorce and being Grayer's stand in

mom, Nanny is also a full time student and has a

love life of her own.

The book has numerous ups and downs. Grayer

gets very ill during the course of the book, and

Nanny is left to take care of him while his mother

deals with the end of her marriage in extremely

bizarre ways. McLaughlin and Kraus do an extraor-

dinary job of outlining the importance of a Nanny in

a child's life, and they do an even better job of exem-

plifying exactly what this can do to the relationship

between a parent and child. Grayer has no relation-

ship at all with his father and a very strained one

with his mother. They also accurately and delicately

portray exactly how important a Nanny can become

to a family, and how they get trapped in all kinds of

family events, both good and bad.

The most interesting aspect of the book would

easily be that none of the main characters have real

names except for Grayer. McLaughlin and Kraus

have both worked extensively as nannies, and they

have both stated that it is because the book is drawn

from their work experience. The lack of names for

Mysteries unveiled in latest Potter book

/tmnid McLauqhliri

^A Nicola Kraus

out as the most believable character in the story.

Grayer behaves exactly as any four-year-old would,

and reacts to difficult situations and attaches him-

self to Nanny just as any other child his age would.

Nanny was a bit unbelievable at times, as it seems

that any person in their right mind would hightail it

out of such a horrible situation, and Mrs. X was a

bit flamboyant even for a woman with no credit

limit, no desire to be a mother and a taste for the

finer things in life. However, all the characters were

developed perfectly, and each of the main characters

in the story had a story and a background that was

both interesting and mostly believable.

"The Nanny Diaries" is a great book for anyone

who's ever worked as a Nanny, or even as just a

babysitter, as it is an accurate portrayal of how

dependent children become on the most stable per-

son in their life. Grayer didn't have stability in any

of his parents or any of his past caretakers so the

love that develops between him and Nanny is some-

thing very special. "The Nanny Diaries" is a fairiy

short book and is a great story that doesn't require

too much thought. It's interesting, but not too deep,

and it tells a really cute story of a relationship

between a child and his babysitter.

Continued from page 81

and other students bent on

training in Defense Against

the Dark Arts for more than

just the purpose of preparing

for the impending O.W.L
(Ordinary Wizarding Level)

examinations. Also, readers

can expect mixed emotions

when a new member of

Hagrid's family comes to live

in the Dark Forest. And if you

liked Ron's twin brothers,

Fred and George, from previ-

ous books and movies, you'll

love them in this book faster

than you can say Portable

Swamp.
But despite all the newest

additions, the basic feelings in

the novel remain the same.

The longing for a family or

even a community of one's

own and the idea of standing

up for truth against censor-

ship are a strong motivating

factor in Rowling's stories.

Wrapping these notions in a

cloak of magic keeps young

and old entertained and eager

for Rowling's next spell.

A separate focal point for

Potter aficionados was who

would snuff it before the end

of the term. The death of

Harry's classmate. Cedric

Diggory, was something of a

shock to readers and all

Rowling could say was that

more deaths would follow.

Online chat rooms buzzed

with theories and supposi-

tions on which person in

Harry's inner circle it would

be. In response to the rumors

there is no way that 1 can seri-

ously let the readers know
who dies, the book is simply

too good not to find out first

hand.

When the lights went out

Continued from page B5

thankful to be in an air<ondi-

lioned taxi with my dad.

About 40 minutes later, the

cab pulls up to our car parked

at the train station in Seaford.

Unfortunately for the driver,

the taxi breaks down the sec-

ond he pulls up to the car. We
don't feel too bad, though,

because he should be able to fix

the problem with all the money

we gave him.

12:15 a.m.
1 run into my hou.se and hug

my mom. as she holds a huge

flashlight. I take a shower and

go straight to bed.

I am so lucky. Millions of

people are stuck in elevators,

subways, trains and other

places you just can't walk out

of on your freewill, like I did.

Oddly enough, 1 really

appreciate everything now. I

felt homeless as 1 sat on the

streets of Manhattan. On a

lighter note, my parents have

since bought me a T-shirt that

says "I Survived the Historical

Blackout in New York City ...

August 14, 2003."

Samara Marblestone is a

Collegian columnist.
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LIVE MUSIC

Golden Oldies
Baby boomers have made it a good

time to be an aging rock star

By Nikolas P. Markantonatos
CuixEULAN Staff

Paul McCartney. The Rolling Stones. Cher. Billy

]oe\ and Elton John. Bruce Springsteen. Aerosmith.

Neil Diamond. The Eagles.

They're wrinkled. They're leathery. And they're

eight out of the 10 top touring

acts of 2002.

The core audience of these

acts — baby boomers — is the

one to thank. Or blame. They are

part of the 76 million Americans

bom between 1946 and 1964

that are nostalgic for their long-

ago idols. They first helped these

acts top the charts in the 1 960s.

and now aged 59-57 they're

doing it again — this time, per-

haps, enjoying the music with

hearing aids instead of the assis-

tance of hallucinogens.

"You're really talking about

nostalgia," says Charles D.

Schewe, professor of Marketing at

the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst and co-author of "Defining

Markets, Defining Moments: America's 7

Generational Cohorts. Their Shared

Experiences, and Why Businesses Should

Care."

"If you define the word nostalgia, it's a straight line

to pleasurable memories. And baby boomers all gained

prominence when they were coming of age, which also

happens to be coincidental with the music that was

surrounding the event or happening — emotional or

psychedelic events in their lifetime. They were so

prominent in the media. They loved that time. It was

fun.

"And nostalgia tends to kick in around the age of

50. There's been a link of time to these

artists and your children have

flown the nest at that time and you

sort of have time to take a sigh of

relief and reflect. One of the major

elements of that is the music

you've loved when you were

younger is big when you're older.

And since there's 76 million baby

boomers, it's logical that these

rock stars are seeing a renais-

sance."

That explains why Cher, the

Stones and the rest of the aging

gang rolled their way to a com-

bined total of $486.2 million last

year, emerging as 2002's top concert moneymakers,

according to the tracking-concert publication Pollstar.

"They weren't successful the last 20 to 25 years, but

now [baby boomers) have reached their 50s." says

Shewe. "Nostalgia has become a big element in the^_^

lives of baby boomers. And now rock stars are enjoy-

ing a new growth spurt in their opportunities.

"I think the reason we keep going out to see the

Rolling Stones and Cher tours are because those peo-

ple defined our coming of age years." he says.

Last year the concert industry took in a record $2.

1

billion, up 20 percent from 2001. according to

Pollstar. That amount reflects, yes. an all-time high

average ticket price ($46.56). but it also reflects more

bodies, with 35.1 million tickets sold in 2002. com-

pa!«i to 54.4 million in 2001. Put simply:

The oldies acts drove the market.

"TTiere are very few acts that hav

proven to have sustained interest,"

says Gary Bongiovanni, editor of

Pollstar. "It was really the baby

boomer generation that grew up

on rock 'n' roll and their musical

taste has been kept intact. If you

were an Aerosmith fan 25 years

ago you're likely to be an

Aerosmith fan 25 years later."

Even halfway through 2003, the

old-school set still looks like it's

seducing baby boomers out of their

Barcaloungers and Craft-matic

Adjustable Beds and in front of con-
Jgg|

cert stages. Buoyed by top draws -

such as (you guessed it! ) Cher, the Stones

and Elton )ohn and Billy |oel, concert

attendance jumped 24 percent in the first

half of 2003. The top 50 acts grossed

$678 million.

The string of touring artists and bands that came

through the area this summer reads like a 1 960s and

•70s record collection: Fleetwood Mac, Peter Gabriel,

The Eagles, lames Taylor, Cher. Ozzy Osboume.

Aerosmith and Aretha Franklin. All refuse to act their

age, sprinting through countless shows all across

North America (and, in some cases, worklwide).

Fortunately for them, baby boomers very much act

their age, apparently more concerned getting their

trembling old hands on tickets sometimes costing

more than $100 a pop than an AARP card.

But despite baby boomers' oodles of disposable

income, Shewe says the aging rock stars phenomenon

isn't because of extra cash the fans possess.

"I think it all has to do with emotion and the

size of this particular group," he says. "I think it's

(money! an enabling effect, but not a motivating

effect. It's allowed the prices to go up, but it's

not the reason for the surge."

According to Schewe, music was an intrinsic

part of the baby boomers cohort (the

general era in which a person is bom)
and since people are influenced

most between the ages of 1 7 to 23,

it's no surprise they are flocking to

see their idols of old. So despite

the fact that it looked like the

sound died with vinyl records and

long hair, rock stars are rising faster

than skin after a facelift.

Despite the success of

the oldies acts, the music

industry, which largely

operates on a youth mind-

ed business platform, may
not realize how much dis-

posable income the baby boomers have.

"1 think everyone across the business thinks young.

and probably don't appreciate how these older musi-

cians have the impact they have," says Schewe.

"They're not as aware of it as they could be."

At least execs at VH 1 , who have always been kind

to graying rock stars, are getting the hint. In May 2000,

(older?) sister channel VH 1 Classic was launched, fea-

turing artists from the '60s on. Despite its appeal to an

older generation of people, the station is still in its

infancy, available in only 20 million households in all

the major markets in the country, according to Michael

|. Garvey. director of music programming and produc-

tion. He hopes the channel will soon reach more

households.

"I think everyone is very, very happy with the

way things have gone so far," he says.

Since the channel only reaches

such a small-sized audience,

the number of viewers cannot

be determined, says

Garvey. He thinks the

network will grow, not

only because they'll even-

tually be able to attract

advertisers, but also

because the baby boomer

generation will continue

to follow their favorite

rockers as they grow

older. (VHl Classic: The

channel of choice in

nursing homes?)

"I think part of the reason we've done so well is

that the music industry is going through one of those

cycles — if you look at the sales, old rock stars are

big." he says. "These artists will sell out huge, huge

venues. They're established and you know what you're

going to get. The proof is in the pudding when it

comes to these people."

Along with the arms-wide-open acceptance, aging

rock acts intend to rock til' they drop — or at

least as long as audiences accept them.

"They're musicians by trade, doing

the work that they're good at," says

Bongiovanni. "The way the economics

in music is you make money from

touring. Ticket price is a great reflec-

tion of how much money they want to

make."

And, hey, some are ask-

ing why rock must always

be a form of youth music

for it to be considered

legitimate. Susan K.

Whitboume, professor of

Psychology of Aging at

UMass and author of

"Adult Development &
Aging," asks if a rocker

can still cut it at 50 or 60,

why should he or she stop

doing what they love to

do (and can make money

doing it)?

"You can always make more money Why should

they stop? They're still young and people in this gener-

ation are by and large still working," she says.

Continued on page B12
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Times are a ^changin^
But the lyrics remain the same

By Scxrrr Eldruxje II

(xii.LFx.iAN Staff

- The
Dylan

NORTHAMPTON -

ticket stub reads "Bob

and His Band."

The puel laureate of Rock —
that's how he was introduced

and that's what he maintained

throughout the night — strolled

onto stage. In boots ol

some kind of leather,

Dylan strutted on stage,

put his cowboy hat

down — somewhere
next lo the Oscar

watching from side

stage — and dove in.

When Bob Dylan took

the stage at the Pines

Theater Aug. 19, he

stepped off with the confidence

of a conductor in command. He
proved to be as much the maes-

tro as he is the musician.

Leaving his own guitars in

the hands of a shrouded session-

esque guitarist, Dylan com-

manded his charges from

behind his keyboard, standing,

stepping, shuffling at times.

There is no question that he had

the other five musicians on

track. He stuck with the keys

and the signature harmonica

throughout the night.

The occasional stroll from

the black and whiles to conduct

more closelv, or seemingly just

to roam, the troubadour pulled

along the resi of the band for

two hours. He didn't depart,

ever, irom the goal of music and

the breaks between .songs were

hardly a rest. In fact, there

seemed to be a goal to confuse

as the band sounded more like a

middle .school jazz band

between songs, breaking into

more familiar arrangements

when the lights came back on

full.

One break showed as a little

too short. The switch to stand

up bass for Tony Gamier was

Bob Dylan

and His

Band

Pines Ilieaier

Norltiampion

Aug. II

hurried, as Bob started on the

keys and vocals of "Boots of

Spanish Ix'tter," but once the

band was on track this proved

to be the shining star of the

night.

"Boots," an onstage rarity,

pulled through with acoustic

style. Tangible lyrics, and audi-

ble vocals — it is a prize from

the catalogue that

appears at the best of

limes. This, along with

"Blind Willie McTell,"

showed the versatility

of the musicians who
controlled when
plugged in, but com-

plemented Dylan's lyri-

cism when .set to a soft-

er acoustic note.

Dylan has proven that he will

always reinvent. For those in the

know, he is still on his "never

ending tour." You might have

expected to hear something off

the soundtrack to his cinematic

concert "Masked and

Anonymous," but the repertoire

instead wrapped 40 years of

music into one well-strung set.

In such a potentially .socialite

loaded venue — The Pines is a

2,500 outdoor seater and tickets

started at $65 — the poet rock-

er played the anticipated

favorites. "Tangled Up in Blue."

"The Times They are A-

Changin'," crowd pleasers at

there simplest. But in the ever-

reinventing style of the laureate.

Dylan rearrangcxi.

Forty years after entering the

scene no song sounds exactly

the same. This has just as much
to do with his 6 1 -year-old veter-

an's status as it does his tireless

efforts to defy description. In the

1960s he started as the political

poet and since has moved

through country, rock, blues tak-

ing 10-year jumps ai a time.

Tuesday was no different.

He played the acoustic ver-

sions that christened his career.

but showed no fear when he dis-

played newfound arrangements

for quite-classic songs.

"I'll Be Your Baby Tonight"

had a far different pull com-

pared to its debut on 1967's

"John Wesley Harding." and as

expected, the continued trend ol

a Hendrix-inspiied electric

"Watchtowei. " sealed the show.

(Dylan, upon hearing the late

guitar legends version of his

1 967 song, vowed to peribnn it

only as jimi did — plugged in.)

The outdoor air and perhaps

the best weather in a month

completed the scene. Certainly

there were those hopping in the

aisles who could hear the more

obscure and not ivcognize the

tune, but lor the most part.

Dylan and his band pleased the

crowd and played what wanted

to be heard. However, he is far

from confined to the radio or

album favorites, and there were

the compositions rolled off the

typewriter that only the long-

time fan would grin for.

And as a signature that the

protest-poet still cares, the half

smile, half sneer when he sang.

"But even the president of the

United States/ Sometimes must

have to stand naked" from "It's

alright. Ma (I'm only Bleeding)"

hit a particularly poignant note.

11 KTI^I I V)!! 'MhlA KFl i'RI>^

Buh Dylan daizled 2,500

fans at NoHo's Pines Theater.

Continued on page B1
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Cher and Cher alike
A music legend bids her fans farewell

By Jessica Pelletier

( !<ii I K.IAN Staff

WORCLSTFR — Mentioning

the name Cher can bring to mind

images ranging liom raven-haired

hippie chic lo wig-laden pop diva,

l.ovc her or hate her. the musi-

cian/actress's career has stood the

test of lime lor more than forty

years. But even as you icud this

article. Cher's newest incarnation

will be a successful retiree.

The end ol this year is bring-

ing an end to Cher's Living Proof

Farewell Tour, which began more

than a year ago. in 2002. On July

12. the tour swept through

Worcester's Centrum Center. And
while some may consider Cher's

music to be fodder for soccer

moms and drag queens, the fan

base at the concert proved lo be

much larger than that.

Cher's opening act

could have been a

teenage one-hit-wonder

or an obscure band being

pushed out by a hopeful

record compan\.

Fortunately, however, she

chose to forgo these

options and the crowd

was entertained by come
dian Tommy Drake.

Haven't heard of him.'

Don't worry. The come-

dian was quick to point

out his own obscurity when he

mentioned "this is Cher's Living

Proof who the hell is Tommy
Drake tour." His act was over a

half hour long and included hilar-

ious jokes aimed at the die-hard

fans in the audience (especially

the ones wearing faux Navy

garb.)

In the tradition of most pop

divas, Cher went for the most

dramatic opening possible and

Cher

'LivinQ

Proof

Farewell

lour'

Cenifum Cenire

Wotcester

JiiiyTz

was lowered from thirty feet

above the audience in a golden

cage. Oddly enough, she chose

not to open the concert with one

of her own hits, the crowd was

blasted with U2s "Still Haven't

Found What I'm Looking For."

instead.

Shortly after the close of the

song. Cher donned a fes-

tively oversized top hat

complete with cropped

red jacket and whip to

star as her own personal

ring master in a circus of

sequins. With her dark

hair tucked snugly into a

blonde wig. the per-

former admitted lo wish-

ing she was a real blonde

while at the same time

calling Barbie a "bitch."

Hu^lililies aside, the

moments when Cher

would stop and talk to the audi-

ence proved to be entertaining as

well. During one slop on the lour,

the apparatus thai lowered the

star onto the stage broke: leaving

the caped Cher strapped lo a

metal stand a couple stories

above the crowd. "I'm not a

Depends wearer." chuckled Cher.

"But at that moment 1 thought I

should be."

Continued on page 812
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Cher says a final goodbye
Continued from page B11

To be pertorming hits and

wearing little more than a leather

jacket and fishnets when you're

approaching bO is an accomplish-

ment in itself, so we're not going

to mention how many times the

dancers came forward to add

some much needed energy to the

perfomiance. Songs like "All 1

Really Want to Do." "If I Could

Turn Back Time" and "Believe"

were perfect examples of an

artist's successful transition

through the years. The last of

these songs, garnered Cher a

Grammy Award in 1 ^^8 for best

dance recording.

In a gesture of compassion, "I

Got Vbu Babe" was only per-

formed in a montage sequence

from an early recording of the

Sonny and Cher show. The audi-

ence seemed a little i^uieter see-

ing pictures of the late Sonny

Bono happily playing with his

wife at an amusement park.

During the dozens of costume

changes, Cher's dance troop

would take center stage and per-

form aerobatics a la Cirque du

Soleil. Other pauses in perform-

ance were filled with video mon-

tages of Cher with Ibmier hus-

band Sonny Bono. Cher in her

various movie roles over the past

20 years, Cher singing with other

superstars such as Elton |ohn
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machkmy la place, wliyoolgiva
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and Raquel Welch and even a

clip of Cher playing all the roles

in West Side Story by herself. If

you saw this tour and your

appetite lor Cher was not satiat-

ed, then you — my friend — are

obsessed beyond help.

To get down to smaller

details, the costuming and

pyrotechnics were phenomenally

put together. Designers Bob

Mackie and Hugh Durreni

showed a leaning towards south-

ern Asian and tribal patterns

with their costumes. During

numbers such as "Bang, Bang

(My Baby Shot Me Down)" and

"HallBreed" the largest of all the

headpieces belonged to Cher,

obviously. And her entrance

upon the back of a full-sized

mechanical elephant pretty much
drove home the idea that nothing

in the show would be less than

flamboyant.

After the proverbial curtain

fell, something rare occurred. A
special montage was created for

all the people who work behind

the scenes to make such an elab-

orate concert possible. Everyone

from the band to the stage crew

got onscreen to show how much
work goes into each perform-

ance. In this gesture of apprecia-

tion shows that Cher really hasn't

forgotten the first rule in being

an icon is never forget the ones

who help you get where you are.

Dylan strolls

by the Pines

Continued from page B11

The Waifs led off the night. The

acoustic Australians wanned a

crowd with a twinge and a twang

and a well-harped sensibilily. The

minor surrounding the opening

act is that Dylan spotted them at

the 2002 Newport Kolk festival

and liked what he saw.

Northampton did too. and the

lemule leads both joked about

their new shoes bought downtown

as they mixed Australian folk with

well-placed instrumentals. For a

main act that simply needs no

introduction. The Waifs did well to

earn their position as the first step

for Dylan, "rambling oulla the

wild west."

'Idols' get the good vote in Providence
By Lizzy Nielsen

IxJLLKilAN l,'<)RKJ-SI1)NI>bNr

PROVIDENCE. R.I. —
Swarms of controversy swirled

around the outcome of the .sec-

ond season of "American Idol"

in May when Clay Aiken lost to

Ruben Studdard by a fraction

of a percent; this had the public

demanding a recount.

Well, if the atmosphere at

the Dunkin Donuts Center was

any indication of who "really"

won, Aiken took it by a land-

slide.

Thousands of pre-pubescent

females dragged their moms
and dads toting Clay or Ruben

posters and T-shirts. There was

JiLhMl'M

Rubin Ntiiddard

even the mildly disturbing scat-

tering of middle-aged men and

women carrying signs for the

American Idols.

The Idols came out in the

order that they were voted off.

Hearing most of them live made
it quite apparent to the listener

why they were voted off when
they were. Kimberly Caldwell

(the one who did the Maxim
spread), couldn't carry a tune in

a basket during her rendition of

Stacie Orrico's "Stuck." lulia

l5emato covered Christina

Aguilera's "Beautiful," and tried

to sing it exactly as

Aguilera did. Demato
lacks the pipes and
singing power that

Aguilera has, and her

rendition came across

as a performance

directly out of a

karaoke bar.

Ricky Smith was
the biggest surprise of

the night, covering

Michael lacLson's "The

Way You Make Me
Feel," and setting the

standard tor the rest of

the performances. However,

Treynece, Kimberly Locke,

Studdard and Aiken were the

brightest and best performanc-

es of the night.

Treynece made Tma Turner

proud with her arena shaking

take on "Rollin' On the River."

Lcx.kc, easily the most talented

of the group, was awarded a

standing ovation for her per-

formance of "Over the

Rainbow."

And then there were two.

The opening chords of

Aiken's "This is the Night"

could hardly be heard over the

deafening roar inside the arena.

Aiken rose out of the flixjr

dressed in a suit, and had the

crowd eating out of the palm of

Kmberly Caldwell

Julia Demato
Ricky Smith

Treynece

Kimberly Locke

Rubin Studdard

Clay Aiken

'America

Idols Live'

Dunkin Donuis CeiM

PrDviilenc8,R.I.

AyTz

his hand with the incredibly

passionate fjerfomiance of his

first single.

The energy in the crowd was

noticeably lost when Studdard

came out and sang his rendition

of "Superstar." Studdard then

sang the first single off his new
album, which came
across as a G-rated

Usher or R. Kelly, and

was a bathrcxjm break

for many in attendance

that evening.

I"he Idols then tcwk a

20-minute inteniiission,

and the crowd was then

treated to a live version

of the hit Fox show. The
cast came out and sang

in different groups,

with the most entertain-

ing being Aiken and

Studdard singing the

Michael [ackson and Paul

McCartney classic "The Girl is

Mine," while making up .some

kind of BS dialogue regarding a

fictional Kelly Brown they both

met and dated at the "Today"

show. The other highlight

would be the Idols doing a ren-

dition of "I've Had the Time of

My Life." from Dirty Dancing,

as it captures the essence of the

experience for most of the fdols

minus Aiken. Studdard, and

possibly Locke, f^ecause for the

rest of them, this ride is pretty

much over

Aiken also got the opportu-

nity to perform the first single

from his new self-titled album,

"Invisible," for the crowd, and

it again, received a far better

HH R11STKKEI:WEKSU)M

Clay Aiken

reaction than Studdard s. With

Aiken's incredibly passionate

stage antics, and the slightly

creepy lyrics afx)Ut "if I were

invisible I would just watch you

in your rixjm," the nine-year-old

girls were ready to start tossing

their Hanes-her-ways at the

spiky haired popstar-in-train-

ing.

American Idol isn't showing

any sign of going away. Plans

for a third season are already

underway and auditions tcx)k

place throughout August.

Simon and company look like

they have a good thing going.

Each year, the groups get more

popular and more talented. The

only contestant from season

one that could even hold a can-

dle to Studdard. Locke or

Aiken would have been Tamyra

Gray. Hopefully Aiken and

Studdard will take some notes

from the "From lusiin to Kelly"

book and stay away from any

dreadful, waste of everything

movie scripts.

Classic rock-stars prove age is only a number
Continued from page B1

1

Whitbcxime. who stresses people can't be

categorized "old" until they are over 65

also chalks it up to the self-important

iTiindset rock stars seem to have.

"It's their egos and I suppose they

still think they're making contribu-

tions," she says. "They will take on

those roles as long as people are

willing to give them the part."

She uses Cher, who's had more plastic

surgery than farewell tours, as an example, say

ing. "she doesn't know the difference between

denial and reality."

What's clear is the generation of the forever

young, the perpetually hip. and the eter-

nally iconcx;lastic intend to keep it that

way. The Peter Pan generation

will simply redefine growing old

just as it redefined growing up.

"There's always this sort of

motto or theme." says Schewe,

"that when you get them when

you're young you'll have them for

life.'

"

Indeed, according to Shewe. the way to fore-

cast who and what will (again) be popular

among each graying generation is to look back

at what was all the rage when the gen-

eration was 17 to 23 years old.

"That's the way to predict who's

going to be hot in the lulurc. " says

Shewe.

jokes Whitboume; "I'd like to

see what nursing homes will play

when this generation is 'X)."

Perhaps a then white-hot

VHl Classic blasting Eminem in 2073?
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Phish delights fans at festival

Contlnuad from page B14

underway, and they didn't stop for

the entire weekend.

it is rare to find oneself in a

place where everybody appears to

be genuinely enjoying themselves,

especially 70,000 people. This is

what "IT* delivered — there was
something for everyone to enjoy.

Phish provided a number of inter-

esting and entertaining diversions

including "Sunk City" — a strange

area where pieces of a fake city

were buried underground, creat-

ing the illusion that the city had

simply sunk into the ground. For

the technology lovers of the crowd

there was the Hou.se of Live Phish

and its 20 IMAC digital music sta-

tions where one could make a CD
of their favorite live Phish tracks.

Others spent their time on
Shakedown Street" perusing the

goods offered by the hundreds of

vendors that ftad been allowed to

set up shop. And. the "Hundredth

Running of the First Annual

Runaway )im 5k Road Race" (yes.

that is what it was called) was

enjoyed by all

those who got

up in time to

watch it.

Finally, the

other major non-

musical distrac-

tion was recre-

ational drug and

alcohol u,se. It is

safe to say that the

opportunity to do

drugs and drink beer

without fear of arrest ranks

a close second to seeing Phish

play music. This is not to say that

people would not attend if they

could not get wasted — f think

they would. However, one cannot

deny that drugs and alcohol were

an extfiemely prominent part of

many peoples "IT" experience.

Beer flowed like water, the smell of

weed was omnipresent and the

sound of nitrous tanks filled the

air. A simple yell of "who's got my
(insert slang term for drug of

choice)" was enough to acquire

any illicit drugs one desired.

Undoubtedly some individuals

took things too far (gotta love

those kids who get too wasted to

go to the show), but on the whole,

people were safe and obeyed their

limits.

All other distractions aside.

"IT" was about the music first and

foremost. In the span of two days

Phish played the equivalent of

three non-festival shows of music

(six sets), and true to form, they

never repeated a song. The first set

began at approximately 5:45 p.m.

Saturday night and it was

undoubtedly one of the best sets of

the entire concert. Trey and com-

pany seemed very relaxed, but also

energized to be playing in front of

such a large crowd. Highlights

were a rocking "Ya Mar."

"Meatstick" (with lapanese

lyrics!), and crowd favorites

"Reba" and "AC/DC Bag." This

high paced set was just what the

traffic-tired crowd needed to get

moving.

The second set was gocxi. but i

would not call it anything special.

Although, the "David Bowie" that

closed the set out is defiantly

worth another listen. My favorite

set of the day was the third. The

"Rock and Roll" that opened the

set was a highlight of the whole

concert — it truly demonstrated

how great a Phish jam could be

when the band is focused and in

sync. From this song the band

seamlessly flowed into three con-

secutive songs before concluding

with an alternatively worded

"Bug."

The surprise of the concert

occurred after the first night of

music had ended. Throughout

Saturday rumors of a late-night

Phish performance spread like

wildfire throughout the crowd.

Rumor turned into reality at 2 a.m.

when the Air Traffic Control

Tower suddenly lit up and loud

ambient music began filling the

night air. Throughout the perfomi-

ance the shadowy figures of Phish

could be seen in the control room

atop the tower, their forms

obscured by the spectacular light

show provided by lighting guru

Chris Kurcxla. One got the distinct

impression that the lA)ring Air

force control tower could

lift off the

ground at any-

time.
However, the

Cirque du

Soleil per-

formers that

spun their way
down the side of

the tower were probably

happy that it did not.

The second night of "IT"

picked up where the first left off;

tight jamming, energetic playing

and eclectic song selection contin-

ued to be Phish's modus operan-

di. The best set of the night was

undoubtedly the second. The

song "Ghost." like "Rock and

Roll" the night before, demon-

strated what Phish is all about.

Mike, Trey, Fishman, and Page

were a cohesive musical machine,

improvising their way through 1

5

minutes of funky riffs and intrigu-

ing melodies. Additionally, the

music of "Ghost" spurred what

was one of the highlights ot the

night — a 10 minute glow stick

war. A glow stick war occurs

when all the fans possessing glow

sticks repeatedly hurl them into

the air during a particularly gcxxi

jam. The result is to fill the sky

with thousands of neon objects

that seem to be dancing along

with the music — very cool!

Other highlights of the evening

included crowd favorites "YEM"
and "Antelope," as well as a partic-

ularly rocking "lulius." Phish elect-

ed to close out the night with the

Led Zeppelin classic "Good Times

Bad Times" punctuated by a fan-

tastic fireworks display just to the

right of the stage. Despite pleas

for a second encore that went

unheard, it is safe to say that no

one left the stage area feeling dis-

appointc*d. Everyone came for a

weekend of good times and great

music, and this is exactly what

Phish gave them.
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Dancehall reggae infiltrates the pop scene

ufcKAUiH LINi,/H,H.Ul.lAN

Trade Roots, located at 2 } J North Pleasant Street in the center of Amherst, sells all

things reggae ranging from clothing, art, books and rare LP's.

-—

-

making and constructing songs. The

Neptunes. a popular producing tandem for

pop hip-hoppers, produced the track

"Bubble" on "Duttv Rock."

Continued from page B14

Artists such as fkenie Man. Shabba Ranks.

Shaggy, Bounty Killer, Super Cat, Sizzla, Buju

Banton and even a young Sean Paul found a

medium outside of Jamaica for their music to

be played and more importantly they found an

enthusiastic audience lor it. Female dancehall

icon Patra's 1994 "Romantic Call" and Mr
Vegas' 1997 "Heads High" became staples in

urban clubs and can still be heard when a D|

plays a set of dancehall jams at your local dance

club. There has been a consistent underground

following of dancehall since the early '90s but

the artists of tixlay have never seen a brighter

spotlight.

When Atlantic teamed up with VP last

year, Atlantic Co-President Craig Kallman,

with the rich history of reggae music in mind,

was well aware of the importance of the new

partnership. "Reggae has been mistaken for

an underground phenomenon for much tiK>

long, despite Bob Marley's place among as the

most influential figures in contemporary

music in rock music since the 1970s, and

even though Jamaican D| culture spawned

American rap." he said in a press release from

Atlantic Records. "Reggae, and specifically

dancehall. have been the most prolific sources

of musical advances in R&B. hip-hop. club

music, and even pop in the last twenty years."

The contemporary dancehall surge can be

attributed to its assimilation into the hip-hop

culture. The beats and even lyrical content of

the music have transformed since its birth in

1979 and as a result there is a brand of

dancehall closer to hip-hop than reggae. This

is no more evident than on Paul's "Dulty

Rock." Prcxlucers at VP Records used many

of the tactics hip-hop artists use in their beat-

Reggae music has seen this kind of trans-

formation before. Before he became a force

in the American music business in the '70s,

Marley chose to alter his music to appeal to a

broader audience. In 1971 after Marley

signed with Island Records, producer Chris

Blackweli added a rock guitar and keyboards

to the "Catch a Fire" LP He also marketed

Jamaica is the birthplace of reggae music.

the album as a rcxk record rather than reg-

gae. The project was a success, as the burnt-

out hippies of the '60s found a way to chill

out during the high-wired disco-era '70s.

Paul chose to change aspects of his music

as well. He admitted lo MTV that he toned

down his lanuiican accent for "Dutty Rock"

and used different language that would

appeal to American youth. In the May inter-

view with MlA.com, Paul says, "In my songs

I'm trying to express myself in a way that

people can understand but still be hardcore.

'Get Busy' is a hip-hop term. For me |to use

that term] paid off t)ccause (the song reached

#1 j." It is much easier for record c(JUipanies

to market to the American public when the

audience can understand or relate to the

lyrics. Plus, Paul's lyrics are about the tun

parts of life, like drinking, smoking, partying

and, of course, sex. It is no surprise then that

Paul became the breakthrough dancehall

superstar considering the themes in his songs

match the subjects examined in many songs

of today's rap stars like 50 Cent and Nelly.

That begs the question: Can the more

politically and religiously driven dancehall

artists infiltrate the American pop music

scene'.' Sizzla. Capelton and Anthony B are

artists that use dancehall "riddims" but with

lyrics that mimic the likes of Marley. Peter

Tosh. Steel Pulse or Culture. Basically these

artists consider themselves Rastafarian and

their words represent a lot of what Rasiafari

believe and the characteristics of the

Rastafarian religion.

The religion is heavily based on the ideals

of Jamaican political pcx;t Marcus Garvey

who was fighting racism poetically in the

1920s. It's a religion that formed in response

to the horrid racial oppression black people

have faced since captured from Africa during

colonial times. The primary philo.sophy is

people of African descent should perform an

exodus to Africa or Ethiopia — to be exact

— because that is where Emperor Haile

Selassie, a black king, ruled in the 1930s.

Is there a place for this in pop culture?

There has been politically fueled hip-hop in the

pop world as former underground rappers Mos

Def and Talib Kweli can be seen on the chaiis.

MTV, television series and even movies. Plas.

other than being a growing religicm.

Rastafarism and its distinct wa\ of life is popu-

lar in the fashion world as well.

More so than ever, people ol all ages and

ethnicities are growing dreadlocks. Dieads, is

one of the more popular hairstyles today, espe

cially for college-aged kids in the nev\ millenni

um. The combination of red, yellow and jjrccn

on clothing and accessories is a fashioiiahlc

trend today as well. These colors togcihei,

which resemble the pattern of the Ethiopian

Hag. have the distinct meaning of liberation to

Rastas. (red representing blood, yellow icprc-

scnting the gold stolen by colonists in southern

Africa and green representing the land |.

Locally in Amherst, the trend has Ivcn

noticed and it has resulted in a new ptipuliii

business devoted to anything reggae in the ccn

ter of town. Trade Roots. 23 > North Pleasant

St. Trade Rtx)ts sells reggae music, ixmkv

African art and clothing. Store Manager Trinit)

Proctor has seen a difference in sales since the

adaptation of dancehall into the pop worid.

"We had Dutty Rock' in the store, but all

the teenagers came in and now we are sold

out," Proctor said. "We also got all i>pc-s ol

people coming in buying the |red. gold, gicvn)

clothing even though they are not Rasta
"

"People like the colors because they ivpre

sent freedom, peace, life and Africa."

And after all thats what reggae is aKnit.

Infurtriaiiun from MTX.ami ami "Hcjiym

RUkxIlincs " by Stephen Davis ami I'eur Sinum

HVi used in this article.
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lamaica's pride and joy is arguably the most

uniMisal music in the world. Its followers are

L I . 'ntinental ; from Europe to South America

to Asia to Africa and, of course, the Caribbean.

In the United States though — like most

imported music — reggae (whether it be roots,

dancehall or dub styles) has been overlooked by

the general publk. There was, of course. Bob

Marley. the reggae king who received significant

acclaim in America during his career spanning

nearly two decades. In the late 1970s and before

his passing in 1981 due to cancer, the honorable

Robert Nesta Marley headlined tours in major

arenas across the country. However, reggae artists

during his time and after have had difficulty find-

ing a spot in the ears of America's music listeners.

Whether the reason is the difference in English

dialects, socialist ideals, religious sentiments, or

pro-marijuana views in the lyrics, reggae music

has bareiy scratched the surface of American pop

culture.

But, as Marley did in the mid-fo-late 70s, reg-

gae artists in 200) are "bubbling on the Top 100,

just like a mighty dread" once again. This time

Around, dancehall reggae has taken center-stage
"

t is not only scratching the surface, its alter-

le way popular m usic is being produced.

t cataly-t m this matter is dancehall super-

star turned pop star. Sean PauL

Once a household name to any modem reggae

listener. Paul is now being recognized for the first

time by the average American suburban white

teen flipping between. MTV. VHl and BET

searching for what cool new music to like.

At print time, Paul's name could be seen in

three spots on the top 50 Billboard singles chart.

•Like Glue" at 15 and "Get Busy" at 26 — both

off his crossover-smash record "Dutty Rock."

Also, at 29. his assistance on pop diva Beyonce's

"Baby Boy" is climbing the charts.

"Dutty Rock" was released in the States Nov.

12 2002. exactly one month after leading dance-

hall reggae record company. VP recotxis. and

Atlantic Records inked a deal to become part-

ners. Paul is one of many top dancehall artists

under the VP label. With the help of the ganja-

smoking party anthem "Gimmie the Light" to

kick start the dancehall reggae revolution; "Dutty

Rock" received a tremendous buzz in its first

month. Since its release date it has spent 39

weeks on Billboard's Top 100 Albums chart.

"Dutty Rock" has exploded reggae onto the pop

scc"ne similar to what Ricky Martin's English-lan-

guage debut in 1999 did for L^tin music in the

States. Now, because of the exposure, other

dancehall artists are being noticed.

Wayne Wonder — the squeaky-clean Usher-

type dancehall artist —followed the road Paul

paved with the hit single "No Letting Go" in

February. The break-beat quick-time jam couldn't

be missed in any club or on any Hip-Hop/R&B

radio station across the nation. His crossover
^_^

album. "No Holding Bitck.' was ivleased

March.

Dancehall reggae may be new to the pt-p

scene but it is tar from being a culling edge genre

of music. Like the majority of reggae music it

started in Jamaica. It is believed to be invented in

1979. Dancehall. a sub-genre of reggae, can sim-

ply be described as the type of reggae one can

dance to rather than the mellow moods generat-

ed by listening to MaHcy or Burning Spear i-oot.s-

style songs. It has a heavier bass, quickei ihythms

and rather than full bands producing the music, it

is D|s or "Sound Systems" — as they are knovMi

in the reggae world — laying down "riddims" or

rhythms. The "MC." as it is known in the hip-hop

world, is called a "deejay" in ihe dancehall world.

Paul would be consideied a "deejay."

Some of the eariy dancehall hitmakers were

Barrington Le\> and Yellowman. But due to a

lack of funds in lamaica's top recording studios,

the artists stmggled to get their work produced

woridwide. particularly in America.

It wasn't until the eariy-to-mid 1990s that

dancehall found a home in the States. The emer-

gence of African-American targeted radio sta-

tions in the early '90s — which coincided with a

growth in hip-hop popularity — led to more

room on the airwaves for reggae music. Many sta-

tions in urban areas, like Hot 97 in New York

City, would pla> reggae programs once a week..

Continued on page B13
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MuUins books full bill
• The Red Hot Chili Peppers play the

Mullins Center Sept. 9. Queens of the

Stone Age and French Toast open the

show. Tickets are $4 1 and are now on sale.

• Pop-punk band Good Charlotte

invades the Mullins Oct. 10. Opening for

them will be Something Corporate and

The Living End. Tickets are on sale at $26.

• Ani DiPranco returns to Amherst

____________ Nov 1 5 for a performance at the Mullins.

Tickets go on sale Sept. 1 2. Ticket prices were not available as

of press time.

For more information about these event contact the Mullins

Center at 413-545-3001. For ticket information contact the

Mullins Center box office at 413-545-0505 or

tickctmaslercom
—Glen Straub

Phish brings 'IT' at summer festival

By Aron Israelite

Q)I.LK(MAN ( J>RRESP<)N1)ENT

LIMESTONE, ME — On Aug

I . all fans entering the con-

cert venue at Phish 's week-

end long festival, "IT",

pas.sed under an archway

that bore the following

in.scription in neon red let-

ters: "Our intent is all for

your delight." Despite the

jumbled English of this

sentence, the message was

perfectly clear for the
'

70,000 fans that made the trek to

Limestone, Me. Phish put on "IT

Phish

TT' Festival

lormgAirFgraBm

Liniesniitlk.

happy to report that they succeed-

ed at this goal admirably

However, before "IT" could be

enjoyed, fans were forced to over-

come incredibly long lines

of traffic. As ali music fes-

tival veterans know, traf-

fic is an unpleasant but

necessary part of the

experience. In this case,

the time spent waiting to

enter the festival grounds

bordered on the ridicu-

lous. Nearly every con-

certgoer. whether arriving

early or late, was forced to wait at

least 10 hours in bumper-to-

to show fans a great time. I am bumper traffic (in my case the

number was closer to 17) before

entering the festival grounds.

Despite the inconvenience, peo-

ple took the traffic in stride.

Almost everybody got out of their

cars to play Frisbee, have a bar-

beque. drink beers, and just plain

hang out. In fact, the way in which

pc-ople embraced a bad situation

set a tone for the entire weekend.

Most concertgoers came to "IT"

for a party nothing was going to

deter them from having a gcKKl

time. Thus, before mosl pcxiple

enierc"d the Loring Air Force base

venue, the festivities were well

Continued on page B1
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Guitarist Trey Anastaslo and

ba.ssist Mike Gordon jam 'IT' up.
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Welcome to

UMass sports
The sea of metaphors that describe the state

of UMass sports is vast. From the changing of

leaves |»nd uniforms, to the cooling winds of

autumn and budget cuts, there is a bounty of

imagery that describes the current situation

faced by UMass athletes, coaches, and fans.

The real common thread this fall, though, is

questions. The questions that have arisen in the

UMass sporting world in just the three months

since the last baseball was thrown are diverse

and plentiful.

The important questions are already on the

table: How can a football team survive in the

rock-and-hard-place situation of losing money
in l-AA. but not having the financial support -

or conference spot - necessary to jump to the

big leagues?

i J
llorritt ^°^ '° mention:

ftnaiEW IVIBHIIl How does an athletic

department convince

alumni and supporters that it was really worth

spending $25,000 to come up with the same

mascot it had before, in the middle of a grind-

ing budget crisis?

There are also questions that are just a little

further down the road: Is it possible for a hock-

ey team that didn't exist 1 5 years ago to become

the prime attraction at what has long been con-

sidered a basketball school? What happens to a

lacrosse team when its conference disintegrates

right in front of its eyes?

The biggest story in UMass Athletics this

summer is the change in what the brass calls

the "identity system." The new logos and marks

are a marked (pun intended) improvement over

the old script U logo, and the Minuteman final-

ly looks like he could actually take on a 21st-

century foe.

What the logos represent, though, is a truly

new and improved identity for the Bay State's

beleaguered flagship university. Those of you

who will trudge down to McGuirk on those

cold, foggy November mornings this season can

finally rejoice in rooting for a team that has the

authentic look of a college football tradition.

And as the winter months draw nearer, this

improvement in the image and culture of

UMass sports will take shape in all new ways,

be it a rumored third jersey for the hockey

team, or an improved Mullins Center court.

Maybe the pretty logos and jerseys shouldn't

mean anything, but in the cutthroat world of

college sports, having an image you can be

proud of makes a big difference.

Needless to say, it will be an eventful year

here in the Pioneer Valley. Those who are enter-

ing the hallowed halls of UMass for the first

time are fortunate enough to come in at the

dawn of a new image for the athletic depart-

ment, and those who have been here a few

years will be rewarded with teams that will

both look good, and play well enough to give

you a reason to show up to every game.

Things wont be all rosy though. Starting

with the fall, there will be plenty of reasons for

UMass fans to develop high blood pressure.

The football team is at the center of it. There is

a push from fans and media alike to bring the

team to the 1-A level. It's something that was

thrown on the back burner by the athletic

department until recently, when a consulting

group was hired to examine the possibilities of

making The jump.

While a half-full McGuirk Alumni Stadium

doesn't hold up well to the amount of money

the department is said to lose on the team, the

costs of renovations to the facility are just one

roadblock between UMass and the elite confer-

ences in college football. Besides, any increase

in expenditures is hard to justify right now.

when department jobs are being eliminated and

teams are losing funding.

lust a few hundred yards down Stadium

Drive, jim Rudy and Sam Koch will have their

hands full with the women's and men's soccer

teams, respectively. Rudy's squad is coming off

a season in which it mi.s.sed the playoffs with a

5-6 conference record (6-1 1 overall). The team

is now one full season removed from the tragic

death of freshman standout Stephanie Santos,

and if there's any coach on this campus that can

revive a team, it's |im Rudy.

Koch has a whole different monster to deal

with. The loss of graduates Jeff Deren. Yuri

Morales, and Derek Rhodes from a team that

took the Atlantic 10 regular .season title last

year puts three large holes in the roster. And

Continued on page 05
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Facelift for Minuteman
UMass mascot
completes change

By Andrew Merritt
(.Oil t(.lAN StAEE

University of Massachusetts Athletic Director Ian McCaw introduces the new Minutcmen

mascot at Fenway Park on July 23.

BOSTON — The more things change, the more

they stay the same.

On |uly 23, upon arguably the most well-known

sporting stage in the state, Fenway Park, the brand

new Massachusetts athletic logos and word marks

were unveiled. With the assistance of hockey player

Greg Mauldin and Field Hockey player Rachel

Skorupski. Athletic Director Ian McCaw officially

unveiled the revamped Minuteman character, along

with updated word marks and logos in a press confer-

ence held three hours before the Boston Red Sox game
against Tampa hay.

The new Minuteman is a modernized version of the

old University of Massachusetts mascot. The character

is depicted charging forward, rille slung behind his

back, with his sleeves rolled up to reveal muscular

forearms. Beneath the character, block script word

marks appear, with some logos using "UMass," and

some implementing "Massachusetts." a new direction

for the University's identity system.

There is also an alternate crest with

"Minutewomen" appearing below the block UMass
logo, a first since the Minuteman became the .school's

mascot in 1972.

While there was no drastic change in the color

scheme, the addition of a gray and black trim was evi-

dent, as well as the complete block letter word mark-

ings, a departure from ihe script U that was a part of

the former logo.

.\n emphasis on the word "Massachusetts" is also

evident in many of the word marks, and while McCaw
said "UMass" is noi being phased out, the inclusion of

Massachusetts is intended to show a stronger image as

the state's flagship university.

"That's been a personal plea of mine, and I'm

happ\ to see a lot of people feel the same way." hock-

ey coach Don "Toot" Cahoon said. "I grew up in the

Bay State, and [the school) was always

Massachusetts' and University of Massachusetts.'

and I think UMass is a great quick phrase, people rec-

ognize it. but we are the University of Massachusetts,

just as Ann Arbor is the University of Michigan, just

as in Madison, its the University of Wisconsin. It's not

Continued on page C5

A talented bunch
Minutemen ready

for competition

IfAl

By MiKt Marzelli

CillXEtilAN StAEF

The sun was shining brightly in the

high sky over McGuirk Alumni

Stadium, as a cluster of reporters had

gathered around Massachusetts football

coach Mark Whipple in the south end

zone as Football Media Day trudged

along through the sickening New
England humidity

They were waiting to hear how the

well-spoken field boss of Amherst's giid-

iron crew would sum up what he exfject-

ed from his extremely tak'nted and expe-

rienced team, following a year in which

it missed the l-AA playoffs in heart-

breaking fashion.

Each of them had already asked

Whipple about how pleased he was to

have his golden-anned quarterback

back, and how he planned to utilize the

reigning Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Year,

who was returning following a l.t)00-

yard season.

They listened intently as he anninded

them that both his projected starting

receivers had started for him in the past,

and were more than ready to do it again.

And they laughed when he spoke of his

massive offensive line, declaring that he

was thrilled to have "some really big

butts up there."

They knew he didn't need to tell

them much about his stellar defense - 10

returning starters, three of whom were

Ail-Americans, speak for themselves.

And the spcx:ial teams? They knew

he'd tell them that kicking only matters

when you can't score touchdowns, and

punting only comes into play when you

can't move the ball.

They were all dipped in curiosity

about how his team would stack up

against Kansas State, and how they

would perform in such a hostile environ-

ment. And they took comfort in the fact

that he was as well.

What was left was to ask was what

the Brown-educated mastermind,

endowed with the task of not only win-

ning a National Championship but

doing so in a way most conducive to the

effort afoot to springboard his team to

Division 1-A. thought about his team. A
team that publications across the coun-

try, from Sjxirts Illustrated to Street and

Smith's, thought was going to be among

the class of I -AA.

Wide receiver Greg Scott is among t

UMass .squad an improved attack.

That, and they wanted to hear how.

in fact, he was going to say it.

Well, coach?

"We're way ahead of wheiv we were

last year." he said.

Not going to cut it.

"Our level of tempo of practice is

much higher because we don't have that

confusion of not knowing each other."

he added.

Not good enough either, mv friend.

"I'm pretty pleased wiih vvhai I've

seen so far I know the guys are w\)rking

hard for me and that's always giKKJ to

see."

Keep trying.

"Well, you know something? I

watched Tiger Wood's "Ten Best Shots"

on TV last night before I went to bed.

and almost all t)f them came after he had

pushed drives or hit awful shots. It just

seemed like whenever he was faced with

any adversity or wasn't playing snuiolh-

ly, he reached down and pulled out what

he needed to get it done.

"

"Bcvause when you have all tiic tal-

ent and the experience necdcxi to get

r.ERAI.PH LlN^l/^OLIH^I^^

he many offensive weapons that give the

things done, it just comes down lu mak-

ing ii happen on the field and ix-rfonn-

ing when you're up against it. because

ihal's when you have to do HMiieihing."

Bingo.

Iresli off a logo clniiigc aiui amidst

talk of making the quantum leap to the

big leagues of college football, Whipple

lias iissenihied one of ihe best l-AA

lixiihall teams in the nation, right here in

the PitMieer Valley.

He has all the horses he necxls to

charge towards that big game in

ChatlaiUKiga. Tcnn. that was so good to

him just five short years ago. His players

are experienced, smart, tough and not

only do they love to play fcwtbiill. they

love to play fixithail with each other

He is one of the premiere coaches at

the I -AA level, and with the addition of

proven tlefensive mind Tom Masella to

his staff last .season, his core of coaches

certainly provides a more than satisfac-

ton compliment to his troops on the

field.

Continued on page C6

This attack is

worthy of

recognition
By Andrew Merritt

C ill LHi .IAN Stake

After a number of dropped

passes and missed opportunities, it

was difficult for Mark Whipple to

come up with anything positive

about this year's offense after a

late-August .scrimmage.

"Oh no. we're* not very good."

said the Massachusetts football

coach. "Were not ready to play a

game."

Of course, much of that is

words from a coach who was two

weeks from his team's first real

game experience — thanks to the

tricky scheduling that gave the

University of Massachusetts the

first week of the .season off. But

when Central Connecticut State

strolls into McGuirk Alumni stadi-

um on Sept. 6. the picture will be

clearer: This UMass of fen.se might

not be as distinguished as the high-

ly-touted defensive corps, but

there's no reason to think the

McGuirk scoreboard wont need a

few light bulbs changed by the end

of the season.

Without question, it all starts

with the man under center |eff

Krohn. now in his second year

with the Minutemen after transfer-

ring from I -A Arizona State, has

the abilitv — and the expectation

— to be the best passer in the

country on the l-AA level, let

alone in the Atlantic U). Krohn

placed right aiound fourth in the

conference in the quarterback sta-

tistics, but has more weajxins to

gun for this year

The concern about Krohn

comes with his decision-making,

specificalK with protecting his

Ixxly. llic blow to the offense was

devastating when Krohn went

dowTi not once, but twice with

head injuries last season. His head-

first dive against Vlllanova pro-

duced a violent helmet-to-helmet

collision that left Kn>hn sprawled

out on the field, lust a few weeks

Continued on page C7
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GET INVOLVED! MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

CALL 577-5181 FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ANY

voi:.virxEEB.S:

1 . Not Ready for

Bedtime Players
Come and Audition on Wednesday, September

10, 7:30 pm in the Campus Center. Students

perform on campus on Wednesday evenings.

Our lively and entertaining skits

address sex, masturbation,
5SJPlJ^f6i^

coming out, relationship ^^fv'
^

violence and much,

much more. Call Diane

(577-5188) for details.

Theater experience

not required.

2. FqM

dPiicatoRS
Community Health Studies 213, Tuesdays 10-

12:30. You've seen Sex Pictionary, Drug

Jeopardy, Getting More than Lucky and Life

is Not a Stress Rehearsal — now learn how to

be a peer health educator! Earn 6 credits in

this year long course while learning a ton

about yourself and educating others at the

same time. Call to

set up an interview

for a class that will

change your life!

A ^-T—ftJ^ Call Amanda (577-

yourseir ana eau

5185) for details.

3. The sbudenb

iieaHi adj^oru

eoard (suae)
SHAB is the officially recognized voice of the

student body in matters pertaining to UHS,

and participates in the planning, financing,

implementation and evaluation of student

health programs. SHAB provides input into

the recruiting of health professionals, reviews

and makes recommendations regarding the

Student Health Trust Fund and the

Supplemental Health Benefits Program, and

serves as a liaison to other student organiza-

tions. Call Tom (577-5181) for details.

Educatioi^ BNd

oatreacH
The purpose of the ALANA Health Outreach

and Education program is to support students

of color to access health care at University

Health Services, raise awareness about health

issues and concerns that impact ALANA
communities, promote healthy lifestyles, and

provide advocacy, education and referral.

This is done through customized workshops,

educational forums, consultation, and leader-

ship development. Call Lisa, Rani, or Tom

(577-5068 or 577-5181) for details.

5. The Women's
Health Pt-oject

Our first meeting for New Volunteers is on

Thursday, Sept. 1 1 from "^-Spm in Room 302,

University Health Services. Returning

Volunteers meeting 8-9pm. Come and be a

part of a group that educates students at

UMass and the surrounding com-

munities on issues that affect

women! The Women's Health

Project conducts weekly work-

shops on contraception in the

residence halls, sponsors the

clothesline project, breast

health workshops and UMass

Orgasm Week, all while having

a great time! Independent study

credits available. Call Amanda

(577-5185) or Iccha (577-5182) for details.

OF THESE PROGRAMS^y^

6. QJus^i' r00f C^ducaiio^

Volunteer meeting Tuesday, September 9 inQUHS Room 302.

Educate yourself and

others about issues that

have an effect on GLBT
people! We are looking

for committed, fun and

excited people to learn

and teach. QPE volunteers

sponsor tables, teach Sexaware workshops

and sponsor other events. Independent study

credits are available. Call Diane (577-5188)

for more information!

7. tiealth l^each
Internaticnal

HRI helps international students, scholars and

their families to stay healthy while facilitating

easier access to the health services offered at

UMass by providing information, organizing

and presenting workshops on

health related topics, kqcIi JwUfg^w
and networking and "^*

^"^ """^*

collaborating with

other organiza-

tions to address

the concerns of

international students.

For more information, call

Yeshi or Tom at 577-5168 or 577-5181.

SM|»fO«^

8. HtMTHT tf\rinc.i

HtMLTHT tOt^tS
Nutritionists are seeking students interested in

supporting others on ways to eat healthy while

on campus and feel good about their bodies.

Students majoring in Nutrition, Exercise

Science and Public Health, or those with a

strong interest in these fields are encouraged to

call or e-mail Caren Weiner 577-5174

cweiner@uhs.umass.edu or Arleen Thomson

577-5171 athomson@uhs.umass.edu.

Health Education will be happy to meet with

individuals or groups to discuss any health

related topic. Come to our offices on the

3rd floor of UHS to obtain information on

contraception, safer sex, alcohol, drugs,

stress or any health topic.

Call 577-5181 for more information about

these topics or any of the services listed below:

AT9[].SXi:C BEKA1.XH
SHHAlfCSMLSlfX

Provides information and education to

student athletes.

<^ AHOHYMEOVS HIV
AHXiBODY xxsxme
Call 577-5126 to make an appointment for

anonymous testing.

COlfXBACSBXIOlf
EBUCAXIOH
Classes are offered Wednesday evenings in

room 302 of UHS and Monday evenings in

the residence halls. Contact Health Ed. for

additional dates and times.^
BBOeBAlttd
Workshops on topics such as Sexual Health,

Body Image, Masculinity, and more.

VOICES AOAIHSX
VIOI.£irC£
The Voices Against Violence program is

seeking peer educators. Voices Against

Violence is committed to working with the

UMass community to address violence in all

its forms, with a particular focus on men's

violence against women. Utilizing a bystander

approach to violence prevention, the Voices

Against Violence program regards student

participants not as potential perpetrators or

victims, but as empowered bystanders who

can confront abusive I violent peers. Academic

credit available. Call Tom at 577-5181.

Uphill climb on the pitch
Depleted men's crew now
ready to roll this season

By Bt)B McGovtRN
C'oLLElilAN StaHF

While planning the course for the

2005 season, the Massachusetts men's

soccer team noticed it was without

captain, navigator and nearly half of its

scoring.

After losing |elf Deren. the all-time

leading scorer at the University of

Massachusetts, the Minutemen find

themselves with a major hole on

offense. It is a burden that will be

taken over by a foursome of seniors

thai look to bring the Maroon and

White back to the Atlantic 10 champi-

onship.

Leading the way will be senior Ptah

Myers, a starter for three of his four

years with the Minutemen. Myers was

an intricate part of last year's A- 10 reg-

ular season title, scoring nine goals

and feeding seven assists during the

season.

l.fR.'MliH LINC/HH-IEOIAN

Senior Ptah Myers will shoulder most of the offensive load for the Minutemen

this season in the absence of All-American Jeff Deren.

UMass coach Sam
Koch is looking for

Myers to take more

shots, more often, and

be more accurate than

last year.

"We hope | Myers]

can finish with a high

percentage this year. He
has to be more aggres-

sive than in the past,"

Koch said.

Complementing
Myers will be fellow sen-

iors Dan Colwell, Devlin

Barnes and Andrew
Eicher, whom will all be

getting more touches

than in the past.

Koch has also been

impressed with Devlin

Barnes, who has been

steadily increasing his

production since being

integrated into the

Minutemen's starting

lineup.

Barnes has improved

his ball-handling ability

and has emerged as a

vocal leader on offense.

"(Barnes) has defi-

nitely picked it up over

the last year. He had a

great spring and is hav-

ing a fantastic pre-season ... he is

going to surprise a few people this

year," Koch said.

Andrew Eicher has had a solid

career for UMass and has an opportu-

nity to boost his stats with the absence

of a true offensive superstar. Eicher

started in every game he played last

year and will be a major cog in this

year's offensive machine.

"(Eicher) is one of the best in New
England. He is going to have a great

season," Koch said.

Colwell was primarily used as a

setup man last year, feeding seven

assists over the course of the season.

He has exhibited a sharp field sense at

the midfield position and needs to

increase his leadership for the offense

to be successful.

Adding to the scoring attack is the

aggressive game play of sophomore

lason Scudamore, converted to mid-

field from defender. Scudamore had a

decent amount of offensive production

as a freshman and has potential to

erupt this season.

The biggest question mark for the

Maroon and White, however, will be on

the defensive side of the field.

UMass is returning two important

defensemen in sophomore Tim Kitchell

and junior Chris Camerota. but lack

the cohesiveness of years part; av. .*-

"Defense is a big issue for us this

year," Koch said. "We need to get the

guys together, see how they fit into the

mix and get comfortable with each

other."

The Minutemen will be looking

UMass Menjs ^cper
u o i (

Sat 08/30/2003 Hartford I Hartford, Conn. 7:00 PM
Frl 09/05 Bimtirifiham Southern {VAR Nike Classic) I Rimtin^ham, Ala. s-oo PM

Sun 08/07 Alabama-Birmingham (LlAB Nike Classic) I Birmingham, Ala. 2:30 PM
Fri 09/12 Mercer (UMass Adidas Classic) /Amherst, Mass. 4:00 I'M

Sun 08/14 Navy (UMass Adidas Classic) / Amherst, Mass. i:_io PM
Wed 09mBoston University / Amherst, Mass. j.jo PM
Sat 08/20 Siena I Loudonville, N. Y. i .00 PM
Sat 09/27 New Hampshire I Durham, N.H. 1:00 PM
Frl 10/03 George Washington /Amherst, Mass. 3:30 PM *

Sun 10/05 Richmond / Amherst, Mass. 1:00 PM *

Fri 10/10 Xavier / Cincinnati, Ohio 7:00 PM *

Sun 10/12 Dayton / Dayton, Ohio 1:00 PM '

Fri 10/17 U Salle / Amherst, Mass. 3:30 PM *

Sun 10/19 hordham /Amherst, Mass. 1:00 PM *

Fri 10/24 Duquesne / Pittsburgh, Pa. 7.00 PM *

Sun 10/26 .SY. Bomwenture / St. Ronaventure, N.Y. 1:00 PM "

Fri 10/31 Temple / Amherst, Mass. 2:30 PM *

Sun 11/02 St. Joseph's /Amherst, Mass. 1.00 PM "

Sat 11/08 Rhode Island / Kingston, R.I. 1:00 PM *

Thu 11/13 Atlantic 10 (Quarterfinals Richmond, Va. TBA

Fri Ul^4 Atlantic 10 Semifinals Richmond, Va. TBA

Sun 11/16 Atlantic 10 Championship Came Richmond, Va. TBA
(it- note- \tliinlic 10 contest

toward recently acquired transfer Craig

Canavan to solidify its relatively inex-

perienced defensive squad.

Canavan comes to UMass after ser\-

ing in the Navy and possesses the lead-

ership and ability to take control of the

squad.

"(Canavan) is a good organizer and

is alread\ solidifying our defense,"

Koch said.

In goal there will be a ihrcc-way

fight for the starting position. Alter los-

ing last year's starter Enzo .-Mtoniare.

Koch is left with two keepers who had

brief stints in goal last year.

Both junior Colin Burns and senior

Dave Douchetle saw action last \car

but never solidified the starting posi-

tion. Koch also sees promise in sopho-

more Lester Melendez. who has poten-

tial to slide into the starting role.

Melendez has college-level experi-

ence at Florida International and is cur-

rently involved with the Mcaraguan

national team. He will be participating

in the Olympic qualifier with

Nicaragua in earK September.

This year's team exhibits nine new

players, eight of which arc freshmen.

The new wave of talent will be seeing

time on a team that lacks depth on both

sides of the field.

One freshman that has Coach Koch

interested is Hawaiian native Richard

Higa. In an exhibition game against

University of .Montreal. Higa netted his

first UMass goal off a corner kick.

Higa won't be starting this year but

will be used to boost offensive produc-

tion from game to game.

UMass has also set up one of its

hardest schedules in recent history. The

Minutemen start things off with an

exhibition against nationally ranked St.

lohn's Aug. 23 and Alabama-

Birmingham on Sept. 4.

Koch isn't concerned with the diffi-

culty of schedule and is looking for-

ward to the challenges thai lie ahead.

"We want to pla> the best teams we

can pla\. We want to show that we are

out there." Koch said.

Fre-season rankings show the

Maroon and While picked to finish

fourth in the A- 10. This, alter winning

the regular season title last year and the

conference chainpionship the year

before.

Koch sees the ranking as a type of

motisation for his piasers. and wants to

make believers out of the other teams

in the A- 10.

"It's understandable, over two years

we lost our offense and our defense."

Koch said. "It delinitcK motivating,

we'll use this season to prove them

wrong."

Ever> thing would seem to indicate

that this \ear is a rebuilding year for

the Minutemen. Coach Koch knows his

team doesn't have the same look as

the\ did last year hut believes that they

can do as well, if not better than last

year.

"If there was a rebuilding year this

is it," Koch said. "But we have a solid

group of seniors who are not going to

wait until next year. We won't call it a

rebuilding year, we'll call it the 2003

season,"

The 2003 season officially kicks off

at Hartford Aug. "iO,

irUXBIXIOH
(iBBVICBS
Nutritionists are on staff to meet with students

individually to discuss concerns about eating,

proper diet and weight loss. Please call

577-5314 to schedule an appointment at UHS.

dailycollegian.com
dailycollegian.com
dailycollegian.com
dailycollegian.com
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No strangers to a struggle
Women's soccer

prepares following

star-crossed season

By Toni) Fosi tR and Sean Ht)LMEs

("dlucian Staff

Adversity is someihing an athlete will face phys-

ically, emotionally and mentally throughout the ups

and downs of a trying season The Massachusetts

Womens soccer team experienced incredible

adversity last season trying to overcome a difficult

schedule and critical injuries while the tragic death

of a close friend was still fresh on their minds,

On lune 4, 2001, freshman soccer standout

Stephanie Santos was killed in a late night car acci-

dent. Ihough the incident was over a year old

when the 2002 UMass women's soccer season

started, it still weighed heavy on the minds of

everyone during the season, especially the older

players and head coach jim Rudy.

"It was a renundcr of how precious life is," said

Rudy. There were also a few messages, like when

are we ever going to get it? It was a rude awaken-

ing of how dangerous a combination of alcohol and

vehicles can be. Though it was only a little alcohol,

there was still a combination. Though, the lesson

learned is how much love, respect, and support

there is for our program. Also, how well wc are

connected and it's not about winning."

Adversity struck again when the team stumbled

out of the gate 0-5 Though they came back to play

.500 soccer the rest of the way, the Minuiewomens

2002 campaign was ultimately a disappointment as

they hnished with a b-1 1 record (5-6 Atlantic 10)

and missed the A- 10 tournament for the second

straight season. Despite everything that has gone

on. Rudy expects everyone to step up for the 2003

season.

"All of the
I
players! need to step up. because

we were all down last season." Rudy said. "Last

season was a really tough year for us in every

which way. Anything better than that would be

good, but it has to be better than last season."

Most of the women will take the field this year

with the comfort of familiar faces surrounding

them as 85 percent of last year's roster returns. The

experience of having played together for a full sea-

son, and the advance knowledge of each other's

strengths and weaknesses that comes as a result,

should be a huge advantage as they head into the

2003 season.

Having a solid goalkeeper is a basic foundation

for any good soccer team, and the Minutewomen
have exactly that in senior Kelly Nigh. Last year

she recorded 140 saves, the second highest single-

season total in UMass history, and posted 8.24

saves/ game average, which ranked seventh in the

nation.

"We expect her to be an A-Nigh-ilator." Rudy

quipped. "We are looking for her to finish her

career in grand style. She got real big chance last

year to step up and start, so she got a lot of work
in. She'll save all the shots she should as well as

pick off some of the big ones."

UMass struggled to find some offensive consis-

tency to back up Nigh last season — they were out

shot 404-212 and outscored 40-26 by their oppo-

nents — and so Rudy has installed a new formation

this year, which will feature a striker to increase

scoring opportunities.

The new formation didn't seem to have an

immediate impact in an exhibition game against

Northeastern University, though the Minutewomen
out shot the Huskies 19 to 13. The new offensive

attack could also be credited for the lead in cor-

ners. 8 to 5.

"We are developing a different system now,"

Rudy said. "Our team got out shot badly in the

beginning of the year, but we played against some
heavy hitters. We hope that's going to change and I

think it will in time."

The big gun on offense in 2003 is senior Erin

Lilly. The speedy forward is ready for a breakout

season after turning in a solid junior campaign in

which she led the team with 18 points (6 goals.

6 assists) and was named to the All-Conference

Second Team. She also scored four goals in a 6-

1 win over Temple, tying the school record for

most goals in a single game set by Nancy

heldman in l^^SO. then equaled by Carolyn

Micheel in 1985.

"She's just a non-stop bundle of energy." Rudy

said. "Whether she scores or not. she bothers the

opposing defense. She is just so active throughout

the game and very dangerous once she gets the

ball.
I
By being so active! she can drag the opposing

defense all sorts of poor shades, creating for others

to score."

Along with her accurate shot. Lilly positions

herself well on the field and has the ability to win

foot races to loose balls. Despite high expectations,

Lilly doesn't feel thai the pressure is all on her.

"I don't think I'll have to take over on offense."

Lilly calmly explained. "With a new formation, we
have only one on top, so a lot of teams will be key-

ing on me."

If opponents do key too much on Lilly, they may
find themselves victimized by a storm — that is.

junior transfer Lindsey "Stormy" Fairweather.

Fairweather provides a formidable offensive

complement to Lilly at midficid, something they

were lacking last season. Transferring from in-state

powerhouse Boston College to UMass. Fairweather

will replace the Minutewomen 's biggest loss from

last season, midfielder Martha Conover. who was a

2002 NCAA North Region third team All-America

pick as well as a Second All-Atlantic 10 selection.

Fairweather has speed, hustle and a touch

unmatched by most players to go along with

tremendous field awareness and a powerful shot.

"We hope she can be a major piece within the

system." Rudy said. "Stormy got a lot of sharp stuff

on the ball that she does differently than players

here. Though. I hope she can impact without hav-

ing to carry the whole show."

Sophomore Lindsey Bellini could also be a

major offensive threat this year. She is a skilled

Umass Woinen's, Soccer
//

'

Sat 08/30/2003 Quinnipiac I Agawam, Mass. 7:00 PM
Fri 09/05/2003 Rhode Island I Kingston, R.I. 7:00 PM »

Wed 09/10/2003 New Hampshire I Durham, N.H. 7.00 PM
Sun 09/14/2003 Syracuse /Amherst, Mass. 3:00 PM
Wtad 09/17/2003 Boston University I Boston, Mass. 7.00 PM
Wed 09/2A/2009 Cetttrai €unttecticut State / Amherst, Mass. 4:00 PM
Sun 09/2B/2O0lkMnKhamtOTi I Amherst, Mms. .Voo PM
FrI ^(UOimn^^m^rfie Washington I Washfigton, D.C. 4:00 I'M

Sat 10/04/2003 Riciunond I Richmond, Va. 7:00 PM
Fri 10/10/2003 Xavter f Amdserst, Mass. ):oo PM "

Son 10/12/2003 Dayton /Amherst. Mass. i:oo PM '

Fr1 10/17/2003 La StUle I Philadelphia, Pa. 3:00 PM *

Sun 10/19/2003 Fofdham / Bronx, N.Y. 1:00 PM *

Fri 10/24/2003 Duquesne /Amherst, Mass. 2:00 PM *

Sm 10/20/2003 St. bonav^nture / Amherst, Mass. J2.00 PM *

Frt 10/31/2003 Temple / Philadelphia, Pa. 2:30 PM *

Sun 11/02/2003 St. Joseph's / Philadelphia, Pa. 1:00 PM *

Thu 11/06/2003 Atlantic 10 Quarterfinals / Richmond, Va. TBA
Fri 11/07/2003 Atlantic 10 Semifinals I Richmond, Va. TBA
Sun 11/09/2003 Atlantic 10 Championship Game / Richmond, Va. TBA
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attacking midfielder who may see time up front.

Her 13 points (5 goals, 3 assists) were second on

the team, and those numbers should increase in her

second .season. Bellini's intense, physical style

makes her a threat defensively as well as offensive-

ly-

"With Bellini and Stormy coming through the

middle, we have two with excellent long range

shots from the outside." Lilly said. "There definite-

ly isn't going to be one player scoring this season."

Adair Blyler will also take the pressure off

Fail-weather, Bellini and Lilly. Blyler was third on

the team in scoring as a freshman with 1 3 points

while tying Lilly for the team lead with six assists.

Obviously, the midfielders must be focused on

the attack as well as defending, junior Carly

Turman. who is coming off a foot injury from the

summer, is now healthy and will be the defensive

specialist in the midlield. Senior Rayney Meisel is

one of the team's most versatile players and will see

most of her action in midfield. Senior Erin Muir

started all but one game last season and may move

from backfield to midfield this year to complement

Turman and Meisel. Senior Maggie LaBrode and

sophomores Morgan Czaja and Sarah Davis will

also compete for starting spots in the midfield as

well.

The defense will be looking to improve upon

their 2.33 goals against average while attempting

to find a replacement lor defensive star Alexi

Rudd. Much of the starting defense will be deter-

mined by preseason performance. The only sure

lock is senior Michelle Luttati, a Verizon Academic

All-District selection. She is a steady defender and

the proven veteran Rudy needs to anchor the

defense. Sophomores Amy Maffucci and Tiffany

Hamill, as well as junior Erica Wideberg will also

get looks in the backfield. All-Rookie selections

Nadia Villarroel and Stephanie Barrett could make

an immediate impact in either the midfield or back-

field. Elizabeth Weinsten and Chelsey Hoffman

could also impact freshmen.

Kelly Rutland, who led her 2003 U-19 team to

a national championship, recorded seven saves in

the exhibition against Northeastern and, with Nigh

and freshman goalie Kristin Walker, give UMass
three solid keepers. With depth in goal and a host

of players that could make an impact on defense.

Rudy is optimistic about the defense.

"Well. I hope our goal average will change a lit-

tle bit." Rudy said. "We are trying hard on defense.

We have a lot of people returning and I think the

key is just staying healthy."

Slaying healthy has been a problem this presea-

son for the Maroon and White. With the regular

season closing in, the list of injuries .so far includes

Lilly (groin). Fairweather (concussion) and most of

the defensive players.

Adversity was the strongest theme of the team's

season last year, and with the top three squads in

the Atlantic 10 staring it down to start the season,

life won't get much easier. But with the talent that

fills the roster, and the Minutewomen 's experiences

dealing with the rough stuff, they may be due for a

stroke of good fortune in 2003.
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while senior Ptah Myers has both the

speed and skill to pix)vide plenty of fiir-

works this season, it'll be a struggle for

the squad to make up for the loss of its

three top players.

As for UMass Field Hockey, the

autumn tenants of Garber Field, the bit-

ter taste of last year's 5-17 record might

be lingering for Patty Shea and the

Minutewomen, however the previous

glory enjoyed by the team isn't so far

gone that a trip to the NCAA
Tournament is out of reach. Of course,

for this squad, that trip won't be too

arduous - the tournament is being host-

ed by UMass, and the final will be played

at Garber in late November. It's the first

time an Atlantic 10 school has hosted

the Field Hockey Championship, and

don't be surprised if Shea's crew -

picked to finish second in the conference

by A- 1 coaches - has a shot at defend-

ing the home turf.

And that's just the fall. Winter brings

an exciting, ever-improving hockey

team, one loaded with young talent. It's

a little early to start stitching the Hockey

East banner, though, because the big

four of Hockey East - Boston College,

Boston University, New Hampshire and

Maine - certainly won't be all too willing

...It will be an eventful

year here In the Pioneer

Valley. Those who are

entering the hallowed

halls of UMass for the

first time are fortunate

enough to come in at

the dawn of a new
image for the athletic

department...

to relinquish the top spots. Do be sure,

UMass fanatic, to be there on October 9

when the Minutemen open up against

Connecticut. It should be quite a show.

The basketball teams will provide

any number of emotions. This year, the

men's squad will kick off the season not

against some touring semi-team of for-

mer college players, still looking to

compete in campus gyms. Coach Steve

Lappas and the Minutemen will host St.

Francis (N.Y.) in the preseason NIT.

The tournament also features the

University of Connecticut, and it could

provide the two rivals with an early-sea-

son clash.

Mamie Dacko certainly has her hands

full, but of course she did last ^_.
year, her first at the helm of

UMass women's hoops. Can she

(ftd a way to replace aU-world

cCttter Jennifer Butler, and quiet

leader Nekole Smith? All eyes

will turn to junior point guard

Katie Nelson, to see if her shoul-

ders can handle the load of a

team that lost three of its five

starters to graduation.

So welcome, new students

and old friends, to this year's

edition of UMass sports. It's

sure to be a helluva ride.

Andrew Merrilt is a Collegian

Columnist. He can be reached at

merritt_coUegian@yahoo.com
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Briggs released;

recruit added
By Mike Marzelli

(xjLLEoiAN Staff

New marks unveiled at Fenway
Continued from page CI

'at Ann Arbor,' and when you say

'University of Wisconsin,' people

know what you're talking about. I

think in the state of Massachusetts,

it's got to be the same."

Sport-specific word marks were

also introduced, though there are

no immediate changes planned for

any uniforms.

In all. the project cost the

University $25,000 to $15,000

more than the originally announced

price. But Athletic Director Ian

McCaw defended the extra expendi-

ture to the cash-strapped school.

"You have to make an invest-

ment if you're going to generate

revenue." McCaw said. "Obviously,

we were not going to be successful

in terms of licensing and merchan-

dising with the previous logos, that

much is clear. This is a very neces-

sary step, and one we think will

play tremendous dividends over the

coming years."

The University also got a big

assist from 1984 graduate Greg

Rothman. who donated $10,000 to

the athletic department to help

cover the cost of the image renova-

tion after it was decided that the

Minuteman would remain the mas-

cot.

After the unveiling press confer-

ence, the festivities went out to the

ballfield. where UMass officials and

the athletes present met with some

of the Red Sox players and coaches,

including a photo taken with the

primary players in the identity sys-

tem process and Sox coach Grady

Little.

Cahoon also threw out the cere-

monial first pitch, a high fastball

that might have been called a strike

by a generous umpire.

McCaw's presence was visible as

well. The second-year Athletic

Director appeared on the New
England Sports Network's telecast,

as well as the WEEI radio broadcast

of the game. In addition, the new

logo was shown on the park's giant

video screen in centerfield. accom-

panied by "Fight Mass" on the

Public Address system.

"It's critical for us to have a

strong presence in Boston because

of our 150.000 alums that are con-

centrated in this area," McCaw
said. "Obviously the sixth-largest

media market in the country is

important to us. and the fact that

quite honestly, [Fenway Park) is the

center of the sports world in New
England around this time of year."

Also in attendance at the press

conference was |ay Williams, a rep-

resentative of the Phoenix Design

Group. Phoenix Design was

brought into the proceedings early

this year, and among a number of

ideas, produced a proposal that

would change the UMass mascot to

the Grey Wolves. Though there was

no change in the school's mascot,

the group assisted with the renova-

tion of the UMass Identity system.

"Part of what Phoenix did with

us was ask us to identify logos we

found attractive, and tell them why

we like them," McCaw said. "We
also had a lot of feedback from

focus groups as to what people

liked and got reactions as we start-

ed going through

his process.

This wasn't entirely reinventing the

wheel, we built off the old UMass
script, which was unique, and we

built off the strong presence of the

Minuteman."
Interestingly, the two common

complaints about the old

Minuteman. which depicted a

Caucasian male holding a rifle,

were not addressed in the new char-

acter. It is still clearly a white male,

and though the rifle is now more

subdued, it is still visible and

unmistakable.

McCaw. however, dismissed any

future problems with the two con-

troversial elements.

"We worked on trying to be

inclusive," McCaw said. "For the

first time we have a Minutewoman

(word) logo. The ethnicity issue is

something we definitely talked

about and built into the develop-

ment of the Minuteman character.

"As far as the issue of the

firearm, the two characteristics that

are mostly associated with the

Minuteman are having the musket

and the tri-cornered hat, so we
thought those were two imperatives

in developing the Minuteman logo."

The Minuteman has been the

University's mascot since 1972.

Prior to that. Massachusetts teams

were known first as the Aggies, and

then as the Redmen, until a New
York-based Native American group

strongly urged the University to

change its nickname, due to its

derogatory connotations. The

Student Senate polled the student

body that year to harvest suggested

nicknames, and the winner was the

Minuteman.

Stephen Briggs, a 6-foot-9-inch, 220-

pound redshirt freshman from Houston.

Texas, was dismissed from the

Massachusetts basketball program by

head coach Steve Lappas July 25 for a

second unspecified violation of team

rules.

Briggs originally signed with the

University of Massachusetts during the

2001 early signing period, but was

released by Lappas Oct. 11, 2002 after

violating team rules and did not play

during the 2002-2005 season.

He was reinstated into the program

Ian. 17, 2005, and had practiced with

the team from that point until his second

and final transgression.

"We are sorry that it didn't work out

for Stephen at UMass," Lappas told

UMass Media Relations. "We wish him

and his family well in the future."

Briggs, who was set to team with fel-

low redshirt Rashaun Freeman in giving

the Minutemen a formidable frontcourt

for the upcoming season, averaged 18

points and 1 1 rebounds per game as a

senior at Houston's Westside High

School. He captained the team to the

2002 district championship, and was

voted team MVP in earning All-State,

All-District and Regional All-Star recog-

nition.

Another Lasme
Two days prior to Briggs' dismissal,

Lappas announced the signing of Yann

Stephane Lasme, a b-foot-8-inch, 190-

pound forward who is of no relation to

former Minuteman guard Michael

Lasme.

A native of Libreville. Gabon who
currently lives with his guardians in

Dorchester, Mass., Lasme has enrolled

in second summer session classes and

will have four years of eligibility begin-

ning this winter.

"We are excited to have Stephane join

our program," Lappas told UMass

Media Relations. "We believe that he is a

quality student and athlete. It is very

exciting to find someone of his caliber at

this point in time, and we feel he will be

a very good addition to our program."

Before moving to Massachusetts,

Lasme spent three seasons playing for

the Gabon National Team, and was first

recruited by Lappas after a strong per-

formance in the Eastern invitational's

(N.|.) All-Star Game.
He graduated from Leon MBA High

School after playing four years for coach

Ebolo Firmin in the African High School

Federation. Lasme also recently compet-

ed for Gabon in the All-Africa Games.
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Talented squad gunning for gridiron glory
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What Whipple has in this group

of Minutcmen is a coileciion ol

proven winners — players he

knows will step up and make plays

when plays need to be made siniply

because he's seen ihem do it

before.

Sii what he alluded to in refer-

ring to his late-night television

habits is this: Me knows his team

can get it done, and they them

selves know they can get ii done.

But as talented as lliey are. he

cannot prevent injui>. adversity or

the stiength of an opponent from

overcoming them. So that's when

he needs them to step it up and per

form — on the held, when it mat-

ters, and whea- the only way to sur-

vive is to lay it all out on the line.

Not against the second team

defen.se in the middle of two-a-days

in August. Not in the Spring Game.

Not in helmets and shorts under

the practice lights at Ciladchuk.

Not when no one is watching,

when the plays you make mean

nothing.

Rather, in front of 50.000 pur-

ple-clad maniacs in the heart ot

Wildcat Counti->. On third-and-si\

on a September Saturday night in

Orono. With a goalline stand on

fourth down the day after

Halloween. When the scoreboard

reads fouilh quarter and all they

want to do is give up.

This team has the talent, the

smarts and the personnel to go

wherever they want to go.

All that's ieft is to go out do it.

Offense
Ihc offense will once again rely

on the one-two punch of sopho-

more R.I Cobbs and senior |eff

Krohn. although in a somewhat

different capacity.

l^st year Krohn found himself

a reliable safety valve in Cobbs.

who dodged and weaved his way

through opposing defenses in rush-

ing for 1.067 yards and 14 touch-

downs in earning A- 10 Rookie o\

the Year honors.

This year however, the talented

Cobbs will find himself deployed as

a flanker both wide and in the slot,

more so than he will line up as a

tailback, lis an experiment

Whipple thinks will maximize

Cobbs' effectiveness with the ball.

"We're going to use Cobbs as

receiver and a tailback, but a little

more of a receiver early on btxause

I
sophomore tailback Raunnyj

Rosario has really playc>d well both

in the spring and in camp."

Whipple said. "We think it'll go a

long way towaixis giving R.|. a k)t

of different looks in an effort to try

and make plays.

"

I"he experiment's success will rely

on whether the offense can get

enough production out of fellow

sophomore tailback Raunny

Rosario to eliminate the need

Cobbs out of the backfield and

allow him to be effective with the

boatload of talent around him.

"We have a ton of talent this

year on offense, more so than we

did last year I think, Krohn said.

"Moving R.|. amund will make us a

lot more dynamic. We can move

Raunny Rosario in at tailback and

not miss a beat. It'll give us a lot

more explosive power to do a lot ol

different things and give teams a lot

more different looks and it certain-

ly makes us more exciting."

UUAKTIRBACK

Starter. Jeff Krohn, a Preseason

Ali-American will return for his

go along way in determining the

fate of the team,

Backups: As a true freshman

last season, Tim Day did an

admirable job of filling in for

Krohn. He made plays when he

had to, but it was a pair of crucial

mistakes — one which cost him

and one which didn't — that surely

proved to Whipple that the mobile

young signal caller could use some

experience, h will come in the form

of a redshirt year, during which

Day will run the scout team.

In Day's absence, 6-foot-5 jun-

ior college transfer Steve Howell

will serve as Krohn's backup.

Sophomore Scott Ratliff and fresh-

man Randy Polillio will fill in

behind him.

Running Back

Starters: Taking arguably your

best player and moving him away

from the position in which he

excelled is certainly a daring move

on Whipple's part, but he did so
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.senior season as a tri-captain of

the Minulemen, and will look to

continue the success he had last

season when he completed 1 52 of

287 passes for 2.032 yards and 16

touchdowns.

A transfer from Arizona Slate

prior to last season. No. 7 led

UMass to an 8-2 record last year in

games he started. However it was

the two he didn't start — laic sea-

son losses 10 Hofstra and confer-

ence doormat New Hampshire

after Krohn was sidelined follow-

ing a pair of concussions — that

cost the Minulemen a trip to the 1
-

,\A playoffs. No ncx>d to emphasize

that hi^ cibilitv to stay healthy will

knowing he has a more-than-capa-

ble ball carrier to fill Cobbs' shoes

in Rosario. who ran for 758 rush-

ing yards and three touchdowns on

1 54 carries as a red shirt freshman

in 2002.

"Raunny is more physical than

you think at almost 190 pounds,"

Whipple said. "But we really don't

want 10 be handing the ball off 10

him 20 limes a game eariy in the

season."

His carries will increase as he

becomes more of an every down

back — Whipple still plans on

Cobbs carrying the ball at times —
and UMass is banking on his pro-

duction doing the same. If Rosario

should fail, Whipple does have the

option of again calling on Cobbs as

his workhorse, but he certainly

hopes that won't be the case.

At fullback, junior Steve

Wysocki is a devastating blocker

and is guaranteed to open more

than a few holes for whoever is

behind him. He's not much in the

way of a pass-catcher — none of

the fullbacks Whipple can trot out

will take the place of Terrance

Glover, who is academically ineligi-

ble — but they don't need him to

be. Freshman Kyle Harrington has

improved greatly and will serve as

Wysocki's compliment if one is

needed.

Backups: This is one of the few

questions marks on this team.

Freshman lustin Montgomery has

gotten the bulk of the workload

with the second team in scrim-

mages, and seems to be a some-

what powerful runner with a low

center of gravity, but shouldn't fac-

tor into the equation barring

an injury.

UMass-Lowell transfer Rich

Demers showed some versatility in

handling both tailback and fullback

duties at times, but he will take

some time to learn the system and

shouldn't factor in much either

WllDF. RECtlVER

Starters: Gone are- last year's top

three pass catchers to graduation,

among them Adrian Zullo, the last

holdover from the '98 National

Championship squad. With them

went plenty of experience, but

that's not something this group is

lacking.

Senior jimmie Howard will take

over at one receiver after sitting out

the 2002 .season as a medical red-

shirt. One of the fastest players on

the team, his speed as well as his

experience — he started for the

Minulemen as a freshman before

getting hurt and has 22 career

receptions for 579 yards — will

certainly free up space for his team-

mates.

junior |ason Feebler will look to

fit in as another wideout after

spending big chunks of 2002 lost in

the depth chart.

Feebler began his UMass career

catching passes— 1 7 to be exact as

a receiver in 2001 — before con-

verting to tailback at the outset of

last season, but found himself as a

man without a position after the

emergence of Cobbs and Rosario.

He'll be back as a flanker this

year, and has decent size at 6-foot-

1 -inch 202 pounds and blocks fair-

ly well for a wideout. A decent pos-
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Quarterback Jeff Kri>hn

session receiver, he'll serve as a

good compliment to Howard.

Cobbs is certainly the X-faclor

here. He is going to be the most

dominant player on the field wher-

ever he plays and certainly rivals

Howard as one of the quickest, but

whether it's split out or in the back-

field again depends on Rosario.

"This group is a much faster

more physical group of receivers."

Whipple said. We just don't have

that marquee guy like a jimmy

Moore or an Adrian Zullo,

although R.|. is certainly as talent-

ed as either of them."

Backups: UML transfer

lohnson Owumi is someone who

W hippie expects to be able to step

in and contribute once he learns

the system, and Greg Scott is

another tough, physical possession

receiver in the mold of Feebler and

former Minuleman Neal Brown

who will also play some valuable

downs.

TiGtfT End

Starter. Each of last year's top

three tight ends are back, and along

with the addition of another fonner

River Hawk in senior Glen Opie.

Krohn will have a deeper set of tar-

gets.

Sean Young returns as the

starter, and his 6-foot-5-inch, 251-

pound frame is prototypical tight

end-size. If his hands improve like

many hope they will, he could

become a vital cog in the offense

after catching only six balls in

2002.

Backups: Eugene Siginund is

the best blocker of the bunch, but

also probably has the weakest

hands. He will often be the second

light end in running situations.

Mike Douglas also gives

Whipple another big body at the

position, and he too is expected lo

step up in the passing game. Opie's

athleticism makes him a factor

catching ihe ball down the middle.

OmiNsivK LiNi;

Starters: Three starters return

along this massive O-line, and

among them are both tackles in

four-year starter Cannen Collins

and junior O.j. McBride, as well as

junior Rob Kane at right guard.

Collins should continue lo do a

solid job protecting Krohn's blind

side, and other than finding a sec-

ond giiard, ihe key to the line will

be Alex Miller The redshirt fresh

man will be the first center other

than departed co-captain Maikel

Miret to start a game for the

Maroon and White in five yeai-s.

"Alex Miller has done a gtKxl

job for us taking over for | Maikel j

Miret and solidifying the interior of

the line, and Carmen Collins has

been consistent for us at left tackle.

How well they stay healthy and stay

together is the key. We just can't

afford an injury."

Defsise
W here do you start with a unit

that boasts thive Ail-Americans,

returns 10 of 1 1 starters from an 8-

4 team and can plug an experi-

enced performer into the lone

hole?

"The experience helps us

because we all know how each

other plays," said Anton McKenzic.

senior safety and iri-captain. "I

know how Jeremy Cain thinks in

front of me and he knows how I

think. I know how Shannoi>

I
lames I

thinks at safety and wc

communicate ven well."

"With the experience coming

back from what's been a ptvtiy

good defense the last few years, we

feel thai we have a pretty solid

group here and we just need to go

out there and prove it." added fel-

low tri-captain |eremy Cain.

This is potentially the most

dommating defense the A- 10 has

seen in years, and it could be the

best defensive unit in school histo-

ry. Of course, it's all-academic until

the ball is snapped, but Whipple

and Masella expect very big things

from this group.

"This could be as good a

defense as we've had since I
*^9')."

Whipple said. "We're far more

experienced, faster and a little

deeper

Continued on page C7
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"There's not a guy on the

defensive side of the ball you're

going to hear me say we're not

expecting big things from,"

Masella said. "It's a team game
and defense is only pan of that.

Our goal is to win a National

Championship,"

Defensive Line

Starters: Masella's 5-4 align-

ment will hinge on the nose

guard, and the Minutemen have a

very good one in the undersized

but physically strong senior Ian

Dyche, who recorded 26 tackles

and 2 sacks in 2002. However the

key to this group is and always

has been the health of senior All-

American Valdamar "V Brower,

who totaled 53 tackles, 14 tackles

for loss and seven sacks last sea-

son. He ranks fifth all-time at

UMass with 22 career sacks.

Brower is coming off knee sur-

gery, and his availability and play-

ing strength remains uncertain.

However Masella knows simply

having big No. 99 out there will

go along way in helping the

defense.

"If he comes back and he's 85

to 90 percent, then we have a

pretty good football player," he

said. "And if he's 100 percent

than we have a great one.

"

Senior Doran Davis also

returns at defensive end after

recording 103 tackles and 8 sacks

in 2003.

Backups: Masella is comfort-

able with the depth he has along

the line, and because of this will

use a lot of bodies up front.

"We've got a lot of guys back

up front with a lot of experience."

Masella said. "We're going to do

it by committee up front and get a

lot of work from a lot of different

guys."

Among them will be sopho-

more Keron Williams and seniors

Mike Haynes, Malik Hall and

mammoth 305-pound Indiana

transfer Colin Christopher

"We just want to keep them all

healthy," Masella said. "We don't

have any open weeks and it's a

long season, so we're just going to

rotate them as much as we can to

keep them from getting banged

up."

LlNEBACKER

Starters: Masella loses his only

starter here (Corey Potter), but

shoukl not miss a beat with this

extremely talented group.

"We have a very good line-

iMcking crew, aixi a lot of them,"

Masella said. "We're going to take

advantage of the athletes we have

at that position, because 1 think

they're better than they were a

year ago."

As a redshirt sophomore, L.A.

Love will look to take over for the

departed Potter at inside line-

backer, and regain the starting

role he had prior to missing the

entire 2002 season.

Senior Mark Kimener is back

on the inside after recording 93

tackles and 4 sacks last year to go

along with two interceptions —
one of which he returned for a

crucial touchdown against

Delaware. He's a sure tackier who

is decent in pass coverage and

gives the coaching staff the ability

to mix and match coverages.

2003 Buck Buchanan Award

candidate |eremy Cain returns to

outside linebacker for his senior

season, and is as good as any line-

backer in 1-AA. He will look to

improve upon a monster 2002

campaign which saw him record

a whopping 133 tackles, 97 of

them solo, in earning second team

All-America honors.

Opposite Cain will be class-

mate Mike Zkxardi, who proved

to be an excellent pass rusher last

year in recording 10 sacks.

Masella will be forced to rely on

Ziccardi's ability to rush the pass-

er even more, however, if

Brewer's knees preclude him

from performing the task.

"We have a very good line-

backing crew, and a lot of them.

"

Masella said, "We're going to take

advantage of the athletes we have

at that position, because I think

they're better than they were a

year ago.

"If they stay healthy, it's cer-

tainly as good as any group in this

league and maybe as good as any

in 1-AA."

Backups: Mobile 6-foot-5-inch

TOTAL FITNESS
WtTHOUT WAITING l.\' I ISl-

redshirt freshman Ola Sanusi

should provide some valuable

help off tfie bench, but sopho-

more Serge Tlkum is the player

Masella expects to step up and

contribute at an already loaded

position.

Defensive Back

Starters: If linebacker is the

Maroon and White's strongest

area, the defensive backfield is

certainly a ck)se second.

McKenzie and sophomore

Shannon James form the best

safety tandem in the A- 10 and

possibly the nation. They will

team with ball-hawking comers

Steve Costello, who tied for the

team lead with four interceptions,

and Bobby Boyer to give Masella

a group that is not only talented

and versatile, but determined to

get the most out of each other

"1 can't wait to start playing

with this secondary. I love those

guys," McKenzie said. We're just

so critical about every mistake we
make and the coaches are critical

of us because we want to elimi-

nate every little mistake so that

the team will get better

"I feel that we can be very,

very good as a secondary."

McKenzie and James give

Masella two capable run stoppers

who each recorded 1 00-plus tack-

les last season, and are both

skilled in pass coverage.

"Eioth of our safeties are very

good players, and both are very

good run players." Masella said.

"But they're expected to do a lot

for us in terms of getting us in the

right looks and the right cover-

ages, and they make a lot of plays

for us."

The one knock on Boyer and

Costello in 2002 was their lack of

tackling proficiency. However,

they have both improved dramat-

ically, much to Masella's delight.

"Both [Costello and Boyer]

can run well and cover well, but

what's pleased me the most this

preseason is that they both have

tackled well."

Masella is also confident in the

pair's ability to play man cover-

age, which will free up opportuni-

ties to blitz in passing situations.

"We didn't blitz with man cov-

erage as much last year but we're

going to take some more shots

this year because of our comers."

"What 1 think you'll see more is

man-up on third down and say,
"

"Hey, you guys can do it' and I

have confidence that they can."

Backups: Senior Ryan

McHugh and redshirt freshman

lames Ihedigbo will be called

upon as understudies to the stel-

lar pair of safeties, while capable

juniors Leroy Brooks and Ricky

Appiah, along with freshman

Tracy Belton will help fill out

nickel and dime packages at cor-

ner

Also look for Costello to see

some time at safety, as he did in

2002.

$

Spf.ciai Tfams

Starters: Gone are solid All-

Conference kickers David Sanger

and Doug White, and while

Whipple has yet lo find someone

to step in and fill cither's shoes, he

has some raw talent he hopes will

develop and solklify the positions.

Freshman Michael Torres, who
has eamed the placekicking

duties, has a very strong leg and

has impressed the coaching staff

with the distance on his kickoffs.

Rumor also has it he booted a 48-

yard field goal with plenty to

spare in practice. It remains to be

seen, though, how well he kicks

in game situations. Backup quar-

terback Scott Ratliff will retain

holding duties for Torres, and

Cain will be featured again as the

long-snapper

Another freshman. Christian

Koegel, will serve as the team's

punter, and also appears to have a

strong leg.

Peebler, Howard, Cobbs and

Costello will all figure in the mix

as kick retumers, with the former

pair regularly handling kickoff

return duties and the latter duo

taking the punts.

Backups: Sophomore Mike

Stoller and senior Ryan Chevers

will serve as the backup place-

kicker and punter, respectively

SCHEOUUE
After the week one wanmup

against Central Connecticut

State, UMass will travel to

Manhattan, Kan. to face a Top 5

1 -A team in Kansas State.

The Wildcats are far and away

the best team UMass has ever

faced, and the game will certainly

prove to be an interesting test for

Krohn and the Minutemen.

"I'm really looking forward to

Kansas State because it'll be a big

game for us," Krohn said. "It's a

test to see what kind of character

we have on this team and where

we'll be able to take things this

year"

The key to the schedule, how-

ever, will come in week 3. It is

then that Whipple will lead his

troops into Orono, Maine to face

a lough Black Bears squad in their

A- 10 opener Whipple has never

won a league opener on the road

as coach of the Minutemen, and if

he hopes to lead his team to good

things, he will need to get off on

the right foot with a win.

UM will then return home for

a pair of conference games

against weaker opponents in

lames Madison and New
Hampshire, before hitting the

road for a lough contest at

William & Mary.

The Minutemen play their

final non-conference game at

home against Hofstra. in a contest

that will count in the league

standings for the Pride, but not

for UMass.

After a date at Villanova, the

Minutemen retum to McGuirk

Stadium on Nov. I to play anoth-

er crucial game against predicted

A- 10 frontrunner Northeastern,

the only team to beat a full-

strength Minuleman squad last

year, other than nationally-ranked

North Carolina State.

They will follow that up by

hosting Richmond, and following

a road trip to Delaware, UMass

closes out the regular sea.son at

home against the Rhode Island.

Buck is the trend
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DB Cain up for

Buchanan award

97 solo stops were a team high, and brought his career

total to 179, good for ninth all time in Massachusetts

history.

His 1 33 total tackles also led the Minutemen, as did

his 18 tackles for a loss, while his seven sacks ranked

second. His career numbers are just as staggering, as

Ihe Tamarac, Fla. Native has racked up 256 career

tackles — 1 1 3 of them for a loss — and 65 career

sacks.

"He's a playmaker who does a lot of things very

well," said Tom Masella, second-year defensive coordi-

nator "I think he gets overlooked by a lot of people. I

thought he was one of the better linebackers in the

league last year, and I expect him to be better this

year"

A 2002 Second Team All/^erican and 2003

Preseason All/Kmerican as named by Don Hansen's

National Weekly Football Gazette, Cain was also a sec-

ond team All-Atlantic 10 choice in 2002 and a

Preseason First Team selection for 2003. He was also

voted as UMass' Outstanding Defensive Player by his

coaches and teammates following last season.

"He had a great year last year," Masella said. "Not

only is he a very good football player, but he's a real

good person and a great leader"

"He's just a pleasure to coach because he just

works so hard and is such a great kid."

"I think he might have a shot at ending up (in the

NFL) someday." Whipple said. "He certainly has the

tools and the football smarts, it just comes down to

what he does on the field and how well he performs."

"1 told him if he stinks it up this year, that shot (at

going pro] won't be there for him. But at the same

time, I don't see a player of his talent and ability hav-

ing a bad year"

By Mike Marzeui
(XJ1.LEI.1AN STAfK

For a second consecutive season The Sporting

Network, presenters of the Buck Buchanan Award

given to the nation's top defensive player in Division 1
-

/^A, is trying to draw attention to an individual mem-

ber of the Massachusetts football team.

And for a second consecutive season, that individ-

ual player isn't interested in being singled out.

That is unless, of course, it's the product of something

bigger.

"Winning individual awards is not really something

1 think about at all," said Minuleman linebacker

Jeremy Cain, who succeeds Valdamar Brower as

UMass' latest nominee for the Buchanan Award. "If

we win then maybe I have a chance to gel the award,

but it's really just a label. It doesn't mean nearly as

much as winning does."

"Any individual is just a small part of a bigger pic-

ture, and to me I'm only concerned about how the

team does. If my success helps the team and we win,

fine. But an award doesn't mean anything if it doesn't

translate into winning. And that's our goal, winning."

Although if Cain truly isn't interested in being sin-

gled out from a defense that returns 1 starters and a

plethora of talent in 2003, his play on the field certain-

ly isn't helping.

A 2003 tri-captain and three-year starter at outside

linebacker for coach Mark Whipple, Cain's uncanny

nose for the ball helped him establish himself as one of

the nation's most dominant linebackers in 2(X)2. His

The complete list of candidates for

the 200) Buck Buchanan Award:

Defentivc Line

fared Allen — Idaho

Tim Bush— Montana

Isaac Hilton — Hampton

K.T. Stovall— Appalachian State

Linebacker

Dante Balestracci — Harvard

leremy Cain— Massachusetts

l.iam Ezekiel — Northeastern

Eioomcr Grigsby — Illinois State

Nick Ricks — Eastern Illinois

Roderick Royal— McNeese Sute

Lee Russell — Western Illinois

Renauki Williams — Hofstra

Defensive Back

Levy Brown — Florida A&M
Kane loane— Montana State

Alexis Moreland — Southern Illinois

Chris Thompson — Nichdls Swtt

Tony Tiller — East Tennessee State

IJ>«*

This is

Ted had no friends.

Ted had no future

Then Ted got a

job selling ad

at the Daily

Collegian.

Look at Ted now.

Sell, Ted. Sell.

Follow Ted down to the Campus Center Basement where

the Collegian is now accepting applications for advertising

representatives for Spring, 2002. Freshmen and Sophomores

are encouraged to apply. Stop by 1 1 3 Campus Center or call

545-3500.
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The Passing of a Giant

By the time his career is over, Barry

Bonds very well might be the best baseball

player who ever lived.

The Giants slugger continues his assault

on his godfather Willie Mays, who sits in

third on the all-time home run list, and he

will pass him in the next few weeks.

But if you ask him, he will tell you he

owes every bit of his success to one man,

and one man only. One half of the greatest

father-son combination in baseball history:

his father. Bobby.

Bobby Bonds died Aug. 23 at the age of

57. after a lengthy battle with several seri-

ous illnesses, including lung cancer He was

one of the games true underrated players

— a prototype leadoff hitter with a sprint-

er's speed and a

MlK6 M dficill ^grg iqqIs tha,

allowed him to

carve out his own legacy during a 14-year

career despite playing alongside the

immortal Mays and fathering a legendary

son.

The elder Bonds was in his 23rd season

with the Giants as either a player, coach,

scout or front-office employee, and despite

his recent failing health, never strayed from

the game and the franchise he loved nor

the son he cherished so much.

He was known to have said that watch-

ing Barry play his first Major League game

was one of — if not his greatest — thrill,

and whenever the younger Bonds found

himself in a slump, it was dad he would call

to fix his swing and get him back on the

right track.

Could Bonds break Hank Aaron's

record of 755? Only time will tell. But one

thing Barry knows for sure, whether he

does it or not, dad will be watching, and

dad will be proud.
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'Big enough to own the best

equipment, but small enough to
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in the Red?
I'm not quite sure I understand why

everyone who's anyone in the baseball

media is up in anus over the Reds for sup-

posedly holding a fire sale. Sure, fire sales

are hardly good for baseball, but I can't see

how what Cincinnati chose to do was an

example of one.

The true definition of a fire sale is when

a team unloads all of its talent for young,

unproven prospects in an attempt to save

or make money. When San Diego did such

in 1993, the likes of Gary Sheffield, Fred

McGriff and Benito Santiago were sent

packing. When Rorida folbwed suit fol-

lowing their 1997 World Series title,

Sheffield was gone again, along with Kevin

Brown, Moises Abu. Robb Nen. Al Leiter

and a host of others.

So how does the collection of deals that

dispatched Aaron Boone. Gabe White, lose

Guillen and Scott Williamson fit in with

the previous two examples? It doesn't.

Sure it's all being done in the name of

money, and no one likes to see a team give

up, but let's think about this.

lose Guillen began the season at Triple-

A and hit his way into the everyday lineup,

all while making somewhere in the vicinity

of six figures. Shipping him to Oakland

was hardly a cost<utting move, and it

brought them Aaron Harang, a promising

righthander groomed for success in Billy

Beane's arm factory.

Williamson is a very solid reliever who

is still cashing in on an All-Star season

despite recently having Tommy |ohn sur-

gery. However, when you're not a playoff-

caliber team, you can't afford to dish out

serious cash to protect leads that don't

exist.

Finally, the Reds did give up on the oft-

injured White and a Gold Glover in the

making in Boone, who many expected to

be their third baseman of the future. Yet

what they managed to do in the process

was what 29 other GM's were unable to

do: convince Brian Cashman to part with

super prospect Brandon Claussen.

The Reds managed to keep their young

nucleus of Austin Keams, Adam Dunn,

Sean Casey and |ason LaRue, and added

three potential top of the rotation starters,

while parting with four pieces of a puzzle

that wasn't going to get put together in the

near future anyway

So if there is a reason to condemn them,

I guess I just don't see it.

Getting By With a Uttte Help From

His Friends
Albert Pujols has as good a shot as any

have had to win the Triple Crown since

Carl Yastrzemski last won the award back

in 1967. However, the Cardinals slugger is

KRK RISbtKlJ/A.SScH.lAIll)rKfcSS

The San Francisco Giant,s' Barry Bonds, left, sits with his father Bobby Bonds

in the Giants' dugout prior to their game against the Pittsburgh Pirates in San

Francisco, on Aug. 9, 2002.

$300 rebate

on the system that

does everything

a college student
needs/

going to need some help from his team-

mates, namely |im Fxlmonds, if he hopes to

accomplish the monumental feat.

Simply put, Pujols is the best hitter this

side of Barry Bonds, and a sure lock for the

batting title. Yet if he hopes to top the other

statistical categories, then that is where

Edmonds comes in.

The slick centerfielder is, in his own

right, one of the best power hitters in the

National League, but has an uncanny

knack for landing on the DL. Without

Edmonds' bat behind him, Pujols is going

to fall victim of the very strategy his own

manager, Tony l^Russa, loves to employ.

Without sufficient protection, he will be

singled out as the one player teams won't

let beat them, and will see about as many

good pitches as lk)nds.

So if Edmonds is able to stay healthy,

and ELdgar Renteria continues to shine in

front of Pujols, a Crown is hardly out of the

realm of possibility.

Rodcy Mountain Reunion
When Marlins r(.K)kie phenom

Dontrelle Willis traveled to Denver, it was-

n't just the Colorado Rockies he had to pre-

pare for.

Willis grew up in Alameda. Calif., was

raised by his mother loyce and never knew

his father At the same time, his father set-

tled in the Denver area and had no idea his

son was taking

Major League

Baseball by storm.

However. fXintrelle

decided to change

that, and organized

a meeting with his

father for when the

team arrived in

town.

Beginning
with a handshake

and ending with a

hug. the Willis men.

who had never even

picture of

each other in Dontrelle 's 21 years, spent an

hour together ior the very first time dis-

cussing family members, among other

things.

Its stories like those that remind us that

athletes are real people too, and that just

because they appear to have everything

going for them does not mean they are not

faced with adversity and hardship in ways

you or I don't know or can't understand.

In a world where players rarely appear

uled start the following night, which just

happened to be the biggest game of the sea-

son. The Sox won the game anyway,

behind Casey Fossum, but Martinez let

Red Sox Nation down big time and again

proved his eternally fragile nature.

He may still be the best pitcher in base-

ball, but he is hardly as dominating as he

was when he left hitters without a chance

in his two stellar seasons of '98 and '99.

His velocity is down, and his soft right

shoulder keeps him from letting his pitch

counts elevate. Without the ability to pitch

on short rest and take over a playoff series

a la Curt Schilling or Randy lohnson, can

Martinez truly be counted on as a money

pitcher anymore?

Epstein already made one mistake in

picking up Pedro's $ 1 7.5 million option for

2004 too far in advance, but he won't

make it again with a new contract if the

pride of the Dominican Republic continues

to fail to live up to his title as ace and stop-

per of the Olde Towne Team.

Uttle Boys Show Big Heart

Allow me to digress from the big boys

for a little and talk about one of the most

unbelievable games I have ever seen. Of

course I'm talking about the U.S. Semifinal

game between Saugus and Richmond,

Texas in the 2003 Little League World

Series.

These kids are only 1 1 and 1 2 years old,

and a mere fraction of a pereentage of

them will go on to play baseball for a living,

yet the sheer guts, heart and determination

in one game rivaled anything you could

hope for from any other facet of the real

world.

They're playing for no other reason

than a love for the sport, and on this stage,

they are playing a game that will remain

with them for the rest of their lives. Win or

^^ The one constant through all the years has been

baseball. America has rolled by Wke an army of steamrollers.

It's been erased like a Macicboard, rebuilt, and erased again.

But baseball has marlced the time. This field, this game, is a

part of our past It reminds us of all that once was good, and

what could be again. ^ ^-^ -^ -James Earl Jones

seen

to be driven by anything other than the

money, its guys like Willis who remind us

how baseball should be played. His gen-

uine enthusiasm and the joy he takes each

day from playing baseball is refreshing. He

knows his gift of throwing a baseball is not

something he can take for granted, and in

finally reuniting with his father, he has

clearly found the peace in his life he so

rightfully deserves.

A Case of Pennant Fever?
Pedro Martinez has certainly tried to

make life easier for Red Sox GM Theo

Epstein.

Epstein has a series of big decisions

coming up following the 2004 season, and

they all center around who out of his four

major free agents. Martinez, Nomar

Garciaparra. Derek Lowe and lason

Varitek. the Red Sox will be able to sign.

While Lowe and Varitek will not com-

mand top dollar, Gareiaparra and Martinez

should. What Martinez did to aid in the

decision process was skip the team photo

session, and then call in sick for his sched-

lose, they will take away from it what

they've learned on the field, from their

coaches and from a game that, for them, is

being played at its purest state. What it

teaches them and what they choose to take

from it will go a long way in determining

who they will be when the diamond is just

a distant memory.

So when the boys from Texas refused to

give up and were able to battle back from

six runs dovm in the final frame, it would-

n't be out of line to say that the town of

Richmond just watched a group of frfth-.

and sixth-graders take the first step

towards becoming fine young men. And

when their counterparts from

Massachusetts were able to put forth a sim-

ilar effort and eventually win the game,

Saugus could claim to do the same.

Mike MarzeUi is a Collegian Columnist.

He can be reached and

MarzeUi_Collegian@yahoo.com. Touching

em all will appear every Tuesday during

the baseball season. Information from

MLB.com. the Florida Marlins, San

Francisco Giants and Montreal Fjcpos was

used in this column.
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Dangerous offense prepares for *03

Continued from page CI

later, Krohn was injured again, this

time while trying to throw a blocli to

allow tailback R.|. Cobbs to run for

paydirt. Krohn wouldn't be the .same

for the rest of the season, and missed

two games before returning for the

Minutemen's win over Rhode Island.

By that time, however, it was too late

— a loss to Hofstra effectively ended

the season.

This year, just as the rest of the

offense, Krohn is bigger and badder,

and the man who once quarterbacked

Arizona State in the big-time Pac-10

Conference is ready to rumble, after

fully recovering from shoulder surgery

eariy in the year.

"(This season is| the first time in his

career that he's ever played in the same

offense two years in a row." said

Whipple of his gunslinger "When he

was at Arizona State he had one, and

then they switched his second year,

then he got a third one here, and now
he's got the same one, so he is so much

more refined.

"The thing he's his own best critic,

whatever he does isn't good enough.

He's a really good leader and a great

kid. When he plays, we tend to play

better on defense. Why? 1 don't know

why that is, we tend to kick the ball

better when he's in there too.

Especially in our system, it's the most

important position."

Which is good, since the main back-

up from last year, sophomore Tim Day,

is in all probability going to be redshirt-

ed for the season in order to retain his

services after Krohn graduates, lunior

college transfer Steve Howell should

fill the hole that this leaves, but he is as

yet unproved in l-AA competition,

Krohn will also benefit from an

improved weapons system that begins

with the conversion of R.j. Cobbs, last

year's prime ball carrier, to wideout.

Cobbs, who Krohn says is the teams

best athlete, will still line up at tailback

in the early part of the season, but

Whipple is ready to put the 5-foot- 1 1
-

inch, 190-pounder from Parsippany

Hills, N.|. out on the sidelines.

What this provides is a balanced

aerial attacjc, something the

Minutemen were lacking last season,

thanks to the focus that was due

Adrian Zullo, one of the most notable

and popular players to don the maroon

and white. Zullo notched 52 catches

last season for 762 yards, and while the

smallish, speedy wide receiver gave

UMass a potent downfield option, it

tilted the field and created all sorts of

havoc for the offense.

"With Adrian Zullo, we weren't

able to spread the ball out as much.

because everybody was focused on

him," said senior jirnmie Howard, who

missed last season due to injury. "But

this year, we really don't have a big

name at wide receiver, so everybody's

going to get a fair share of the ball, so

it's going to be better that way"

While Whipple conceded there's no

true replacement for Zullo in the line-

up, he sees no weak links in the wide

receiving corps. The services of lason

Feebler, Greg Scott and Howard are

expected to be in full force this season.

Howard will see plenty of action

this fall. At 5-foot-l I, 178 pounds, the

Camden, N.j. native might not be the

heftiest player on the field, but his

quickness and big-play ability is some-

thing the Minutemen hope to bank on.

So well-regarded is his speed by his

teammates, that when senior defensive

back Anton McKenzie — no turtle

himself — ran him down just yards

short of the goal line in an intrasquad

scrimmage after a long catch, the

whole squad reacted, and Howard

blushed at the mention of the play

It might be unusual for a wide

receiver squad to be comfortable with

a lack of a stud wideout. but the bal-

ance that comes with Cobbs' move to

the position puts everyone at ease.

"That lakes a lot of pressure off

me," Howard said of Cobbs' joining

him at wideout. If they double

ICobbs), I'll be open, and if they dou-

ble me, lason [Pecblerl will be open.

We've got a lot of weapons, and we

can't wait to get started."

Taking the place of Cobbs at tail-

back is the ever-ready and able Raunny

Rosario. Any downgrade in quality

from the tailback position will be negli-

gible, though, because Rosario is one

of the tougher players to tackle on this

squad.

"Raunny runs so hard and he never

gets tackled by the first guy" Krohn

said. "You can't say enough about the

guy, he never says anything. Raunny

came in and still had a ton of yards last

year and did a great job for us. We'll be

fine, that's a one-two punch you can't

replace, so I'm happy"

The offensive line in front of

Rosario will be equally important, and

while the line did allow 28 sack-s last

year — four fewer than the UMass

defense recorded — three starters

retum in the forms of juniors Rob

Kane and 0.|. McBride. as well as the

player that Cobbs calls the best player

on the offense, .senior Carmen Collins.

"Definitely a leader, definitely a

player," Cobbs said of Collins. "He's

100 percent, he goes out there, he does

a lot of hard work. I think he deserves

to be one of the best players on the

offense, because he knows what he has

(

Miracle' coach dies

Brooks, 66, was

builder of 1 980

Olympic squad
By Daviu Campbell

AssociATEKi) Press

llER.MDH LINU/aiLLElilAN

Senior wideout Jimmy Howard

to do to help out the line, and it all goes

on him."

The UMass fullbacks, who classical-

ly don't see many carries, look to have

an increased role this year. A number

of pass plays used in practice and

scrimmages have been geared towards

Steve Wysocki and redshirt freshman

Kyle Harrington. While Wysocki's

prime role should continue to be the

backlield protection for Krohn.

Harrington has decent speed, and his

toughness gives him an almost guaran-

teed handful of yards after each catch.

Another key is the year of experi-

ence gained by everyone involved in

the offense, players and coaches alike.

"Were way ahead of where we

were last year." Whipple said.

"Because of | Krohn |, because the tight

ends and offensive line has been here

together, and staff-wise, we're farther

along with (Offensive Linej Coach

[Chris! Malone, (Wide Receivers!

Coach !Paul! Gorham, so our level of

tempo in practice is much higher,

because we don't have that kind of

confusion."

The Minuteman offense certainly

won't be lacking in weapons this sea-

son, and that gives them plenty of con-

fidence.

"We have a ton more talent than we

did last year," Krohn said. "We've got

enough firepower that we can hit

everyone from all angles, so I think

well be fine."

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - While his team

rushed onto the rink and America began to

celebrate. Herb Brooks simply headed to the

locker room.

Even later, the magnitude of the "Miracle

on Ice" seemed to escape him.

"In the early years, he thought it was just

part of his job — being a coach," recalled

announcer Al Michaels.

Brooks, a master motivator who spent a

lifetime getting the most out of his hockey

teams, died Aug. 1 1 in a car wreck at age

66.

"It seems like all the great innovators die

young," said Ken Morrow, a defenseman on

the 1980 U.S. Olympic team. "Coach may

have been the greatest innovator the sport

has ever had."

And his greatest victory came when

Team USA beat the Soviet Union at Lake

Placid,

The young Americans were given no

chance against a veteran Soviet squad that

had dominated international hockey for

years and had routed them 10-3 in an exhi-

bition game at Madison Square Garden the

week before the Olympics.

On Feb. 22, 1980, the U.S. team scored

with 10 minutes to play to take a 4-3 lead

against the Soviets and then held on. As the

final seconds ticked away. Michaels

exclaimed. "Do you believe in miracles?

Yes!"

That shocking victory, plus the win over

Finland for the gold medal, assured the team

a place in sports immortality

Interviewed years later on why he head-

ed to the locker room shortly after the game

ended. Brooks said he wanted to leave the

ice to his players.

"It was not my spot," he said. "I always

say sort of flippantly "I had to go to the

bathroom." Or, 'If I'd have went on the ice

when this thing happened, someone would

have speared me or something." It's a great

feeling of accomplishment and pride. They

had to do it. It was their moment."

Each one of the players on the Olympic

team was hand-picked by Brooks.

"You're looking for players whose name

on the front of the sweater is more impor-

tant than the one on the back," Brooks once

said.

Players kept a notebook of "Brooksisms."

sayings the coach used for motivation like:

"You're playing worse and worse every day.

and right now you're playing like it's next

month."

Before the game against the Soviets,

Brooks told his players: "You're meant to be

here. This moment is yours. You're meant to

be here at this time."

Brooks attended a U.S. Hockey Hall of

Fame celebrity golf event Aug. 1 1 in north-

ern Minnesota, leaving around noon to

catch a flight from Minneapolis to Chicago,

USA Hockey spokesman Chuck Menke said.

Tom Sersha. executive director of the Hall

of Fame, which is based in Eveleth, attend-

ed the golf event.

"He truly was part of our American

hockey heritage," Sersha said. "There was

nobody like Herb Brooks."

The Hall of Famer was killed when he

lost control of his minivan, which veered

onto a grassy area at a highway intersection

north of the Twin Cities and rolled over.

Brooks apparently was not wearing a seat

belt, and his body was found about 40 yards

from the vehicle, state patrol Lt, Chuck

Walerius said.

Police weren't aware of any preexisting

health problems, and there were no signs to

indicate that alcohol was a factor in the

crash.

Brooks is survived by his wife. Patti, son

Dan, and daughter Kelly

"My gut reaction is Minnesota lost its

head coach today" said Minnesota Gov. Tim

Pawlenty a hockey fanatic. "Herb Brooks

was a Minnesota legend, a Minnesota treas-

ure."

Brooks also coached the New York

Rangers (1981-85), Minnesota North Stars

(1987-88), New lersey Devils (1992-93)

and the Pittsburgh Penguins (1999-00). He

also led the French Olympic team at the

1998 Nagano Games.

Bom in St. Paul, Brooks played hockey at

the University of Minnesota, where he later

coached from 1972-79 and won three

national titles. The last player cut on the

I960 US, gold medal team. Brooks played

in 1964 and 1968. He was inducted into the

U.S. Hockey Hall of Fame in 1990.

Last season. Brooks was the director of

player development for the Penguins. He

rejected a multimillion-dollar offer to coach

the Rangers last summer, saying he didn't

want to be away from his wife and family in

Minnesota.

Brooks returned to lead the 2002 U.S.

Olympic hockey team to a silver medal.

Players from the 1980 team, led by Mike

Eruzione, lit the Olympic cauldron at the

opening ceremony in Salt Lake City

He was asked why he wanted to retum

after writing the most improbable story in

hockey
"Maybe I'm sort of like the players —

there's still a lot of little boy in me," Brooks

said. "And maybe I'm a little smarter now

than I was before for all the stupid things

I've done."
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VALENCIA
ORANGES
4 lb lia^. From California

Buy 1 Get

2FREE!
ill QH UP K j

lloiiic of

California

Strawberries
1 lb Package

Jumbo

A^
I

Thompson

9 f Seedless

50 POINTS Green
FRESH
lALIFORNlA

-^ GRAPES
Grapes ib

Extra Large

California

Bartlett

Pears
New Oop

.ALItOtKI*

lb

Itm I
I

California

m Raspberriespnil

.CAUMMUHA

APPLE'touM'tt'oa

Extra large California

Premium ^ QC
Granny Smith vU
Apples
New Crop Mi ON UP 10 i

A Faf/ Favorite!
.J^^(^'^lli\

Our Apple Cider is made from ripe, \\S
^ C^tt **^ -

fresh apples grown in the northeast >Jo^i
^

and picked at the peak of flavor!

Try some today!

Fresh

Pressed

Cider

lialfCallon

Calikirnui

Nimitier Fruits

,.^-r:Z^.L

Yams or

Sweet

Potatoes
From
Louisiana lb

SAVE ON UP 10 10

California Summerwhite

White Flesh

Peaches or

Nectarines

ICxtra Larjie

II
Sweet

Extra Large s2 lbs

Red Peppers 'M.w.'" FOR

Andy Boy

Broccoli Rabe.

Italian Festival

1

4.

Eggplant

Sinliiiiii Irce. Cholesterol Ircc

Crisp

Zucchini Squash. .lb

79 Fresh

Basil '^nmvM.

2 oz Packajic

C
Fresh

California

Colossal Garlic ib

2$3
FOR %0

1

'#

Tomatoes

On The Vine
(ireen House (Jrown,

Carclcii Fresh

Flavor lb

I

Earthbound
9f^

^f^
*^

2Organically Grown gg
Romaine Hearts.^LOMaq.^

.^ Count i'nckaiic

JuuiHCfrum (tver HO FrvnU OriianU' Fniim
und \viivUiblcH In (hir Produce Itept.

Week After Week....\fter Week...

Earthbound Farm ^g 2 ^

Mixed Salads....;^ .^t."..il. FOR
4 to 5 oz l'ni.'ka>ic. Raby Mixed Creeiis.

Babv Romaine. 15aby Spinach
or lierb Salad

87

Fresh

Maine

Broccoli

Crowns

firesh flow^jrs
Mum Plant
In a 6 Inch Pot With a Decorative

Pot Cover, vVssorted (Colors

FOR Ih

Dozen Rose Bouquet
(Ji ft Wrapped With C
Hsibies Breath ^_ ^
Assorted ('olors 93
To Choose From

Mini Rose Plant
In a 4 1/2 Inch Pot Witit

Decorative Pot ('over.

I radiant. Petite Blooms

Buy 1 Get

2FIIEE!
SM ON UP 10 S

Fresh & Colorful

^^ Mixed Bouquet
Assorted C(^lors

To Choose From

Buy 1 Get

2FREE!
uvfOKurros

iir

--" ^-'-=i;:i-s';=S^t:^'E:=;£l;s:sSi:j:?s;S,^ 2U(U

»»««•• %«***•



Mf BttylGet2fREE!^ USE YOUR CARD TO SAVE

ON AU THE ITEMS ON THIS PA6EI

Mt. Olive Stuffer
16 oz. Regular. Kosher ^
or Bread j<c Butter ^^^W9l^
or No Sujiar Added i

[j^^

Buy! Get jgfe

Cains

Salad Dressing
8 oz.

All Varieties

BuvlGet

2FREE!-

Colonna

Flavored

Bread Crumb
15 oz

BuvlGet

2FREE! iAit an UP

BigY
Brown Gravy Mix
.87 oz Envelope

BuvlGet

2FREE!

Buy 1 Get2 T USE YOUR CARD TO SAVE

ON ALL THE ITEMS ON THIS PAGEI

150 POINTS

Geisha

Mandarin
Oranges
11 oz

Buv 1 Get

2FREE!

K^ —«.•

Mueller's Rotelk

or Penne ^"""^^

16 oz
"^X^

Buv 1 Get-"
2FliEE!B

Orville Redenbacher

Mini Popqsrn
Cakes
3 to 3.vS oz.

Assorted Varieties

BuvlGet

2FREE! UVfOKUPIOS

BigY
ClieeseTwi
7 to 8 oz,

()ri)[iinal. Cnineln

or Jalapeno

BuylGeta£&

2mEE!»

STOCK

«

UP& t
SAVEf-Keebler

Fudge ShoppS
Cookies
8.5 to 11.5 oz

Buy 1 Gel

2FREEf s

lu Our Meat Dcv»f.

Butterball

Turkey Franks
1 6 oz

Buv 1 Get

2FREE!

m
,«»KM(UfIOS

In Our \U(i{ Dvftt.

Armour
Meat Frank
16 oz

BuvlGet _
2FREE!»

Great Fo(

Bock 1o

School I

In Our \U(it IK'pt.

Armour
Lunch Makers

to 3.5 oz KWB
I

BuvlGet ^^
liifREE'

?m
•UVIONU

In Our Shut Ih-fU.

Butterball

Sliced Turkey

or Ham i^m
BuvlGet k^
2niEE!»

In Our Mi'iit IK-pt.

Butterball

Turkey

Bologna
16 oz

Buv 1 Get

2FREE!
ISO POINTS

In Our\hiit lhi>t.

Margherita

Pillow Pack
Pepperoni
4.5 to 6 oz

BuvlGet

2FREEf ^

In Our Metit IK'pt.

Butterbali

Fresli Grou

Turliey

Buy! Get*
~

2FREE!b
of equal

fir lesser

, li, , i J value

In Our Seitfond Dept.

Arctic Sea

Alaskan

Pollock
1 lb Paekajie

BuvlGet

2FREE! ^

In Our SeiiftxHl Dept

BigY
Breaded Fish

Sticks
12 Count. 8 oz

BuvlGet
/^Hta^HHl ISOPOINT

2FHEE!m

In Our Se(^f^><Hl IK'pt.

BigY
Grilled Fillets

7.6 oz,

.\11 Varieties

BuvlGet'

2FREE' ^

mIn Our Senfinnl Dept.

BigY
Cooked Salad

Shrimp
.•> oz

BuvlGet

2FREE' ^

In Our Seafixul Dept.

Schooner
Imitation

lib ^^it^es^M

BuylGa

2FREE' ^

UY1 BY 1 P Just Use

Your Card!

BlPif####
In < >iir Settt'iKxl DefX.

Schooner

Bay Scallops
12 oz. Frozen

BUY1GET1

FREE 'M OH UP 10 i

In Our SeafiHHl Dept.

World Class

Cocktail

Sauce
8oz, Hot or Mild

BUY 1-GET 1

FREE?

Linco

Apple Juice
64 oz

BUY 1- GET 1

FREE IKIIPKJ

12 to 13 oz. Fine (irind.

.Ml Purpose. (Colombian

or French Roast, Except
Decaf

BUY 1- GET 1

FREEb

Tetley Round
Tea Bags

80 Count

BUY 1-GET 1

FREE 'M 0" UP 10 5

La Spagnola

Olive Oil

16.9 oz

BUY 1-GET 1

FREE"

BigY
Steak Sauce

10 oz,

Orijiinal or Bold

BUY 1* GET 1

Luigi Vitelli

Italian Peeled

Tomatoes
35 oz. Imported

BUY1GET1

Near East

Rice Pilaf
6.09 oz

BUY1GET1

WlluWl

\t(l \ T II

Pasta Roni

Side Dish
4.4 to 5.1 oz.

Assorted V'arieties

BUY1-GET1
100 POINTS

9
FREEb ^^^^

Cains

Kosher or

Polish Spears

Mrs.

Cubbison's

Croutons
24 oz 5 oz

BUY1GET1

FREE SiVlOKIIPiO

BUY1-GET1

FREE^m 1^ Ml ON Id

Meat Soup
18.5 to 19 oz.

Ready To Ser\'e.

Assorted V^arieties

BUY 1-GET 1

FREE

Musselman's
Apple Sauce
46 to 48 oz, Rejiular,

Natural or (Cinnamon

BUY1GET1

FREE'^«^ ^H ^H '^v( ON UP 10

'

Champion
Raisins

1 5 oz Canister,

Regular or Golden

BUY1-GET1

FREE
100 POINTS

M UP 10 ^

mm
Llbby's Fruit
15 oz. Fruit (Cocktail,

Fear Halves, Sliced

Peaclies or (-hunky

Mixed Fruit. 100% Pure

BUY1GET1

FREE M 0« ')' '0 ''

River Queen
Cashew
Halves

9 oz. Regular or

Honey Roasted

BUY1GET1

FREE '.AHOKUPIOS

2 Sonw itvms not availdhlc in all stores.

Smucker's

Snackers
Peanut Butter it

Grape or Strawberry,

3.3 oz

BUY1GET1

FREE
-/^^We've Got It All!

Cozy Cottage

Sugar Free

Syrup
12 oz

BigY
Dog Biscuits
26 oz Fiox, For Large

Dogs or Snack Size

WONIIflOS

BUY1GET1

FREE yviONUPios

BUY1GET1

FREE
100 POINTS

SB
,/,.! ' >i -MO'

»«*••• »«*«••
visit hijtly.com OCopyriilhl Itii; V KikhIn, Inc. 2(MU

In Our Meat Dept.

Armour
Kielbasa
16 oz It^ —

BuvlGet

2FREE!

«

Mardi Gras ,-„,«_^
Napltins ^m '

BuvlGet
**^

Good Sense
Freezer/Storage

Bags
20 Count, Zipper Seal,

Quart Onlv

BuvlGet

In Our Mcitt Dept.

Butterball

Turkey

Kielbasa
14 oz

BuvlGet

2FREE!>

Good Sense

Jumbo
Trash Bags
10 Count

BuvlGet teBuy 1 Get^mmn,
Buyi oei

2ri«feR I2IME
Just Use

Your Card!

In Our Meat Ih-pt.

Oscar Mayer
Meat Franks

16 oz

BUY1GET1

FREE
lOOPOMTS

In OtirMctit Dept.

Farmland

Meat Bologna
1 6 f)Z

BUY1-GET1

FREE
lOOPWHTS

3,

In ( >iii MciK Ihpt

Certified Hereford

Stew Beef 'I'dckune
«>r Konnd (liibt Sicak

,,f^.,,,i„i

BUYiGETj* ::;:r

FREE^

In Our SUdt Ihpt.

Oscar Mayer
Beef Franks

16 oz

BUY 1- GET 1

FREE^

In < Hir Mciit Ihpl.

Hillshire Farms
Kielbasa Links

16 oz.

All N'arieties

BUY1GET1
lOOPOWTS

FREE

In Our Meat Depi.

Armour
Premium Ham Meat Bologna

In < >ui Mem iKpi

Armour

3 lb Can

BUY1GET1

1 6 oz

BUY1GET1
loopomTS

Armour
Beef Franks
or Cheese. 16 oz

BUY1GET1

FREE

In Our Mint lhi>l.

Margherita

Stick

Pepperoni
10 oz

BUY1GET1

W« OH UP 10

In Our.Meat Dept.
q^j^ pg,

Oscar Mayer sir,

Com Dogs
16 oz Box. Frozen

BUY1GET1

FR£E»

.,; < )lll \hiit Ih in

Colonial

Boneless

Ham Steak
16 oz

BUY1GET1

FREE

hi ( >ur Midt Ih'pt.

Healthy Choice

Meat Franks
14 oz

BUY1GET1
wB%pi|Pioopoiim

FREE^
'satSf'va^ff' •'Bss^ siitflay.' "^ffltf

Iti Our Meat Ihpt.

Perdue Fresh

Whole Chicken
(irade A

Cremora
Non Dairy

Creamer
'I'uekofie 1 (, oz. Regular or Lilc
of eiptal ___ -

BUY1-GET1' '--- BUYl-GETl

BigY
Tliirst

Splashers
I to 2.2 oz.

Assorted X'arieties

BUY 1- GET 1

100 POINTS FREE^Im Bi wM 'M OH UP

A 1 A 1 t
1^ iM--^^--^¥'r--'- \^^^m4 k^i^^>i ^^* ?VM. ^m^. 9^^ .^^^ .^^'J dMK.v.

itfcw ' jnffn

In Our Oakery Dept.
In Our l)air\< Dept. In Our lhnr\- Dept

Hood

'-Oil ..._ ^J^

/»i ( >ur IroMn I <>,>il Dept. I" ' >iir I in-!.cti /'<><></ /)»7>f.

]^rted Hood Instant

Nut Breads dipped Country

l(> oz. niiicbcrry. Apple.

Cranberry. Dnte «f .\l«)re

BUY1GET1

Cream
«>.3 oz

BUY 1- GET 1

Creamer
.^2 oz

BUY1-GET1

Edy's Pepperidge

Ice Cream or Farm

Frozen Yogurt Garlic Bread

In ( >ur /•Vowri lunxl Dept.

Trix

Pops
Roekin" Ked or Fruity

Flavor. 21 oz 4S to 56 oz. All I'lavors 10 oz

BUY1GET1 BUYIGETJ BUY1GET1
BUTi-UEM SyLlafU ^U iiMii^ iiKrV" 100 POINTS mEE
FREE^ FREE^FREE^ FREE^ FREE^ FREE
^,^^^^^mm^mammi^^mmmmmmmtma^^Mm^m^^m^tmt^^/i/^/Jjfl^>y^ QqI || /y|f St>nic items »iof iiviiilidile in nil si<>ns.
. • .1.. ii:.i \ i.-.w.,i.. III.' •>^)o^ visit fMi»v.t'«»m tl^"^ r"

MlflNUP'O'

I ,.,.\ licl.i Itin V h.MxIs. hu'. 2(KU visit hifiy.cnm
•/.VV WeVe Got It AH!



Service NevcfGoes Out*o£
im

^tiaaMtt^M

Certified Hereford Beef

Boneless

Strip Steaks

BUY 1-GET 1

kee.
•rackajif of Kqiiiil ar Ivcsscr \ahif

ipRF.SH POULTRY !

WUPIOS H^HIb^^
Boneless

Chicken Breast.

Skinless

99

*i:.iv

Boneless Chicken

Breast Tenders \h%0
99

Skinless

Certified Hereford Beef

Boneless

Bottom Round

Roast

Chkken """^

Leg Quarters 97
or Rump Roast

*
BUY 1-GET 1

FREE
•I'MckajJf of Kqual or Lesser \aliie

Boneless Turkey

Breast Strips
^li m uf '0 377

2

Did You Know?

WE WILL SHARPEN YOUR
KNIVES FOR FREE!
Our iMtclicr Shop stoH will gladly thari

faverit* Mt of stMk knivot or ckof knl

Jw*t brina tlion to tho Butchor Shop todav

mmi tlMV will bo rondy for yo« tho noit day.

liarpoN yoar \^^
knivos. ^^^
today ^^

Certified Hereford Beef

Ground Sirloin ib

<>()% Ivcan. 10% Fat

JHORMEL
^^^ll

t:nliuncul To Insure hndcrncss l6tlU€Y

iMWsBUYIGin*
{HonSt^ AluKiys Tender

Assorted Pork Chops

»h«y

or Fillets or Tenders

BUTTBIBAU.

Seasoned Boneless

Turkey Roast \h%^
77

FREE

SAVE WITH YOUR CM^SJl

OFF

FOR W

TIME SAVERS Dl
SO POINTS $

Mamo Rosa ^^y]

Pizzo Twin Pock .^??i?™l..

14 Incti. 44 oz. All Varieties

Hone-In,
Knhanecd to Ensure Tenderness

lOflPOiHTsBUYlGETl*
(Htjtwrf) Ahmus Tettder W^ E ^#E E
Country Style Ribs....^.<.^.i:.?.TKEE

» '
-I'lKl-iilii "I •mini nr Ia:«"«.t \iihK-

lione-ln,

Knhanecd Xo Knsiire Tenderness

(FRESH LAMB & VEAL |B

497

SOPOWTS

Armour g^
Italian Style Meatballs...Ai'.\ .: ..

Kj oz liajj. Frozen

GRIM FOR BACK TO SCHOOL!

Scobee Ci

Sandwich Kit

With Chips ---.;; fOR
7.5 oz, Hani or Turkey

2'5FOR W
Oscar Mayer

Meat Bologna.

16 oz

SOPOWTS

Fresh American

Lamb Loin Chops .^^:i^^ ib

Fresh Veal

Shoulder Chops

Redi Crisp B
Cooked Bacon .««.•!'.".'.'.''...

.^ oz

, ,
.^ SOPOIHTS

Cumberland Gap ^^
Boneless Ham Steak ^{°".^:i?.v

12 oz

Las Campaiias

Taquitos.

97

377

Blue Ridge

Macaroni &Cheese.
.^2oz

Smithfield

Sliced Ham or Turkey.

1 <) oz

lA.i 0»t ill io i

UVfOIIUfTOi

347

595

BUY1-GET1

FREE

3"

FOR %0

iione-In
^2 oz. Frozen

SOPOWTS

Healthy Choice ^g
Kielbasa .^^..: FOR
14 oz

SO POINTS

Claussen ^^
Pirkl^c

uvtodupioio

20 to ^2 oz

2»R
FOR %M

"r

NORTH ATLANTIC FISHING CO.

^he^h Boneless

Steelhead

Trout Fillet

Farm Raised,

Similar To Salmon
'I'iUl

-f #

wy^

Bay Scallops &
Chips Dinner
Ineludes Cole Saw
and Condiments

BUY 1-GET 1

lb

^tk Boneless

Haddock Fillet

or Flounder Fillet

99
lb

I rom The Cold
y^ Sorth Athtntic

WtOttUPIOS IFREE

X-v 1 .steam Your

<s^''^^^- * 299

ludly
^k Livel

MahogonyClamsl

Bay Scallops.ibi

Previously Frozen, Fann Raised,

Imported From China

'•/y
K j^.

\h\

1 IHEE

^mmm
%'^Sift^ !U^BUY1*GETr

FREECooked

Cocktail Shrimp
70 to *>() per lb. Frozen or

Thawed For Your Ctmvenienee
*l'HckiiCe "f Ki)iml <>r Usscr V'hIiu-

Boneless

Swordfish

Steak

%

Some itetns not available in all stores.

Van de Kamp';

Breaded S ~M~^''^
Fish Sticks ::«^
or Portions, Battered Fillets or

Crisp 8i Healthy. 10.92 to 26.4 oz

/^^Wclrc Got It AH!

Phillips

Crobmeot iS
. . M ON DP II,

Crab Cakes ....

or Mini (]rab Cakes, .1 to H oz

6
5

99

98

visit hifiy.cnmi OOiipyright IHft V I<hkN. Iiic. 2<H'^

%»«*••

Ifyou fiml any dairy item in our

case that is past its expiration date,

well dive vou a fresh one FREE!

Big Y 1% Lowfat

or Fat Free Milk
(iallon

uar^sM
I

Use Your Express
Savings Club" Card

To Save On hiMS
On This Page!

Hood Cottage Cheese

j^<i«

Hood
»•<•<'

( oniiR*
rciH"^

\
Moot milk? . rnaSm
so POINTS W^^ ! ^ ..,..,»« '""'^i:*'-.,.

Florida's Natural

Premium Orange Juice

or (irapcfruit .luicc.

Assorted N'arieties. 64 oz

16 oz. Assorted X'arieties

2$3
FOR %9

SO POINTS

'.AvfaKuPioi

Tropicano

Pure Premium

Orange Juice
96 oz. All N'arieties

BigY

Half & Half

?»2 oz

World Classics

Fresh Heavy Cream

UVtONUPIOlO

Ahh, the power of Cheese.- rnhgt

Shredded Cheese
8 oz, Assorted Varieties

BUYI'GETI

FREEM W UP 10 S

AttOKUPtO

16 OZ
SO POINTS

1BigY

Refrigerated Pie Crust.

1 S oz A

Fleischmonn^s ^ 2^
Egg Beaters ...2... FOR
15 to 16 oz. Assorted Varieties

56

4

SoHrYreflflT

UVEONUPIOS

Breyers Yogurt
8 oz. All N'arietics

FOR W
Friendship

Sour Cream
16 oz, Retiular or Lijilit

BUY 1- GET 1

FREE

1
16

BigY

Sour Cream Dips

12 oz. Assorted Varieties

SO POINTS

IE 1

Philadelphia

Cream Cheese Bar
8 oz, Rejiular or Kiyht

Heluvo Good _
Cheese Bar .... FOR
8 oz. .Ml \ arieties

Yoploit _
Go Gurt ^:.^-v Ji FOR
18 oz, .Ml Varieties

BUY1GET1
Gringo Pete's

Fajito Tortillas

4
4

FREE
18

I60Z

Tyson

Soft Flour Tortillas

14 oz

1
36

Our Card Saves You More!

Angy's Tortellini

or Stuffed Rigatoni

''BuvlGet

2IREE! yvi ON UP 10 s

Swanson

Pot Pies

7 oz. Chicken.

Turkey or Heef

BuvlGet

2FREE!-
BUY 1* GET 1

Bakers Dozen KH EDE E

Farmland Cider House

Sausage Links

or lloncv Maple. 12 oz

BUY 1 -GET 1

FREE

Chef Gusto

Pizza Bagels
1.^ oz. Cheese,

IVpperoni or Sausajije

Philly Gourmet

Steaks
or Mania Lucia Meatballs,

12,25 to 15 oz

Buvl Get

2FREE!
WW,

Pierogies b?M}^.''..

l()oz. I'otiito^i Onion or

I'otiito ^^ (Miecsc

BigY

Pizza

SOPOIHTS

yvfaNypiO'- 82

Jamestown

Sausage Rolls

1() oz

Willow Wind

Organic Vegetables

9nl
ivt ON ill' iu

12 to H) oz. Mixed Ncjictiiblcs. IVjis ^ic

——
, ~, Carrots. Super Sweet Com. (irct-n

f,..S oz. I lanibnrfier. ( cheese. I epperoni ,,^,j^ ^ ,^|, ^^^ \\\w\*: ( ircen Ikans or
or Sntisafic «: Pepperoni Hroeeoli

BUY1-GET1

f 1^ [[ [[ Hood Ice Cream

or Frozen Yogurt

64 oz. .Ml Flavors

FvXcept No Sujiar Added

BUY1-6ET1

2SQ
FOR %9

3
Suprei

5

Pepperidge Farm
Mama Celeste

pj___ SAVfomiPioi^
_

27.7 to .Vo.'f oz".'4 Chces7siiprenic or GorliC Brcod ynmuPio)

i'eppcroiii ^^^ 10 oz

Marie 95 wmfi!^ Bacardi

Callender's Pie ...:f!i^M^^ .W fixers

Thaw K Serve. .^1 to 4.1 oz l<> <•'-

IS 2*A
iyr5j_upui;, FQB ^Tb

FREE
'M ON ur lU i

Peak Treasures

Ice Cream
(>\ oz. Mi I lavors

BUY1GET1

FREE
UoRii) Classics^

Fruit Bars );.«.!:... FOR
IS oz. Assorleil Varieties

2$R
FOR W

«)( :,.pvriulit Itiu -i I .....Is. i,u J(M),\ visit hifiy.com
/V^WcVe Got It AIM Somcitcms nnt (tvniUihlc in alt stores.

1»«**««



mfFRIS

Roast Beef
or Pastrami or C^omed Beef

Sliced Fresh To Order

SAVE

60' lb

Turkey Breast
Sliced Fresh To Order

Oven Roasted To a Golden
Brown & Seasoned

To Perfection

^ ARMOUR.
Lite or Cooked Ham

Sliced Fresh To Order

WoRii) Classics
Premium Dcfi )k(its

Are the Highest Omlity
Deli Meats found Anywhere!

*\a Artificud liuindiciils

'So Fillers or Bimlers

Only At Big Y!

Wiinderbar

German Bologna
Sliced Fresh To Order

CARANDO
Genoa Salami
or Hard or (irande Pepperoni. Sliced Fresh

Turkey Pastrami ib

or Turkey Ham. Sliced Fresh

4
5

Old Tyme^'

NaturalCasing Franks lb

Fresh From The Deli

Skinless Franks

yi^i riN (IP in s

393

International CHEESE Shop

jpflb^ ^ 1543
Brie ii'U'i.r.iu.ib

Fresh From Our International Cheese Bar

99
Regular or 9 Inch Skinless,

Fresh From The Deli

,1. jp 10 5

Chicken Breast ib

Country Style or Honey. Sliced Fresh

HjEAOHY
lOiOICE

Premium Deli Meats
.\11 \'arieties

eats....ib^#

49

A.V»»*. . HOMLSTYLE
«.QCCiS- DELI SALADS

W i_i^*'-

I'otuto. EUfi

\ Potato. Ik-i!

Potato, or

Macaroni Salad

or Cole Slav:

M ^j^^ J' » NO pre»cfva+,ve*!

UeA every day!

Shredded Italian Cheese .^lOA^cJS.ib

Romano. Parmesan or Asiago.

Great For Salads or Pasta

P^FSIDFMT

Crumbled Feto ..

6 oz. All Varieties

P^SIDFNT

Modrigd Swiss Cheese.:.'!.'

You Wont lielievc rhe Flavor

"
Pumpkin Pie

Worf({Cfass

breads ^USCatl
From the Tuscany region of Italy,

this simple, rustic, wheat fkxir

dough has been knaded the

same way for centuries and is

the perfect accent to any meal.

3"Gorik Expressions

D^ipMig

1^.5 oz

ixpre

15 oz

287
'^iiynyfiiii

French

Bread
9oz

Bolillo

Rolls

6 Count, 16 oz

Assorted

Danish Rings ^^^^n

16 oz. Pecan Walnut, Raspberry or Cheese

.^^i?i'!i°.!i FOR flVHI '
'^' ^

BUYI-GETT^ .

:^FREE
93

WU-WdW
Large World Class

Chicken Tenders

Grinder f^„-r.r

1 lb Honey Stung

Drummies
Hot or Gold

BUYIIb-GETIir

FREE
CiH'kii^r iifhifMil in l^am-i \ttliu'

Size World Class

Cheese Pizza
40 Pieces

$40 04
Super Fries

GocH Great With

Fried CJiicken!

12
SVmie items not avaiUtblc in all stores.

"WorldClass Ties

Available
4202, Made with delicious Ida Red

Monday ^^ ^^^^^ ^^jj^^^^
tr^"T sweetenedwMiatouchofsplees
Thursday

Sandwich

mg Value Meal #3
*^^

Includes a Hot Corned Beef

or Pastrami Sandwich.

1/2 lb Potato Salad and a

Regular Fountain Soda

Our Hearty and Delicious

Chili with Be€nus is

Made From Only the

Freshest Groiinrf Beef, Jalapenos

and the Ripest Tomatoes. Try our

Special Recipe

It^s the Most Mouth
Wttterinfi Chili

You'll Ever Eat!

Pizza Value Meal #2
Includes 2 Slices Of Piz7«

Your Choice and a Reji»lar

Fountain Soda

FAMILY SIZE

NEVADA ANNIE'S

CHILI
32 oz

BUY 1* GET 1

FREE
visit hi^y.com 0<-opyrij>ht Big V Koods. Ino. 2^M^^ ©('.opvrighl Hill V ImxkIs. Iik' :!<>n.^ vi.sjf bi^y.eom

Some items »of avdilnlde in all stores.

^^



Receive

rccicicn
y Least

Cole \va

POINTS 4,
When You Purchase Any v^—

^

Brand Item From Our Grocery, Dairy or Frozen Food Depts.

Now Through September 1 0, 2003. Any si» «ny var.rt

^^S^Treats & Snacks

La Codna de Mexico

Mild Diced Chilies KNI
(.r WliolcCirccii Chilies

or Sliced Jalapeii«)

IVppcrs. 4 to 5.25 oz

4$3
FOR %M

MPOWTS

RinY fl^
DIQ I iV(ONur"j'

Spanish Queen Olives

Dannon

Spring Water
24 Pack,

16.5 oz Bottles

394

Hostess Donuts
1 1 .2 to 20 oz.

Plain. Powdered,

(Chocolate.

Donettes & More!

UVtONUPIOS 25%OFF ^li^^'
Ji'lONUPIOS

n oz

BigY

Fruit Snociis....

5.4 oz. .Assorted Varieties

JOPOiTS tM

•M! ON UP It 'J

42 so POINTS

BigY |g
Peanut Butter '

^ 252

2H oz. ( Ircaiiiv or Cninohy

BigY

Grape Jelly or Jam

SO POINTS d|

'M ON UP ID ) H
39

^2 oz

BigY

Pepperondni.

so POINTS

1
17

K. oz

Nestea _
Cool Iced Tea ^.. "!"^!.'?..l FOR
or Minute Maid l>emonade.

12 Pack. 12 oz cans

3^9
FOR W

Libby's Whole or

Cream Style Corn
14.5 to 15.25 oz. or Sweet

Peas. Cut or French Style

(Ireen Beans

VAVfONUPIOlO

Newman's Own
Salad Dressing

16 oz. Assorted

Varieties

FOR W SAVtMUMOlO

BigY

100% Cooking Oil

48 oz. Vegetable, C^anol

Canola Blend or (k)m

2^4
[for ^

BigY

Ketchup
46 oz.

Squeeze Bottle

1
92

BigY

Cream Soup.

so POINTS

<,4,'f ON i|P 13

10.75 oz. Mushnxmi. Chicken

Broccoli or ( ;eler>'

Campbell's

1/ Family Size Soup

69'
en,

FOR %0

Newman's Own ^_^ _
Spaghetti Sauce. »'.»". ^^'°.° FOR
26 oz. Assorted \ arieties

2^4
FOR ^

: FOR
_(i (tz.'cliickcii Noodle. Tomato. (>ream

of Mvishrooni or Cream of (thicken

Tostitos, Sun Chips

or Baked Lays

10 to 1.^.5 oz.

Assorted N'arieties

2^5
FOR %0

Newman's Own m _
Salsa .^!l??.''.V.°.i: FOR
16 oz, .\ssorted Varieties

Newman's Own
Microwave Popcorn

8.5 to 10.5 oz, 3 Pack,

All Flavors

BUY1-GET1

Prince Pasta
16 oz, Rej^ular or Thin

Spajihetti. Vermicelli,

Elbow Macaroni, Ziti

or Ziti With Lines

Hellmann's gg 2 £&
Mayonnaise .'*nmvjiii FOR ^W
14 to IS oz Squeeze Bottle. Rej»ular.

Light. Flavored or Dippimi Sauce

SOPOiTS f%f%C
BigY Solid ^ MM
White Tuna ^::.".?..;....^0^#
6 oz. Ill Water ,««««»#

$0 POINTS

Big Y ^3 _
Diced Tomatoes .:.'!r!.!. FOR
14.5 oz. As.sortcd \arieties

IREE

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi

or Mountain Dew
2 Liter,

Plus Deposit

FOR %0

pr&w
Root Beer
or Siuikist Orange
Soda, 12 Pack. 12 oz

Cans. Plus Deposit

I'lO

Combos Snacks t ..•;.....? FOR
8.5 to 8.8 oz. Cheese Filled

Pretzels or Oackers

«'3
FOR %M

SO POINTS

BigY W^l
Beef Ravioli :"!^!::°:: FOR
or Mini Kavioli. Super Stuffed. Rings

With Franks. Rings With Meatballs.

Macaroni Mt Beef or Spaghetti &
Meatballs. 1 5 oz

BigY

Chili Powder

SOPOWTS

H[ ON JP ij

BigY Quick » Easy
»;«(Sjj25

NEW!

Microwoveable ,MSdi

MQcoroni& Cheese Dinner.

(> Pack. I2.'.» oz

SOPOINTS ^Cin
BigY Deluxe ^24
Macaroni & Chee^^^ .°:°FOR ^9
or Shells and Cheese, 12 to 14 oz

99

Sunshine _
Cheez Its ^'."I". ."?.'?.'.. FOR
1.1.5 to 16 oz. .\ssorted Varieties

2^4
FOR ^

SAVlONUPIOii

f-yiSMU

Nabisco

Newtons .^!l??.r.'.°.. FOR
1 1 to 16 oz. Fig or Fruit.

Assorted Varieties

Keebler ^ _
Club Crackers. ...^^H!!?.:. FOR
14 to 16oz

2^5
FOR ^0

FOR %M

Kraft

Grated Cheese....««.°.".."f.™.

8 oz. Parmesan or Parmesan «t Romano
SOPOINTS

Prego E^
Pasta Bakes Dmner FOR
27. .S to 27.7.S ()/,. .\ssorteil Varieties

2
I j^ RoiiiiiiK'

2^4
FOR TT

5*3
FOR %0

1"

Instant White Rice ^W

97*

TacoBell S 2^

A

Toco Dinner Kit :::... FOR ^T
10.7 to if)..1 oz. Hard or Soft ^#^
T » II

50POIHTS^72
Toco Bell gg
Salsa vIm!?.^ I
U) oz. Regular or Carden. Mild or .Medium

Our Card
Saves
You More!

70 «»z Box
SOPOINTS

BigY

Gravy
12 oz .lar. Brown. Chicken
Turkey or Pork

SdrtONuno'

Nabisco Wheat Thins

or Triscuits

12 to 16 oz.

Party Size Box

avio»i)Pto?s

',AVlOHllPIOiNestle Treasures

or Bite Size Turtles

7 to 12 oz. Assorted Varieties

2^"W5 StVEONUPTOlO

BigY

Candy
16 oz, (]hoose Fn
42 Varieties.

.Vof .\vailahlc In Ml Sti

1
95

lb

Delivered Fresh Daily

Coco Colo

Classic or Diet Coke
or Sprite. 12 Pack.

12 oz (>ans.

Phis Deposit

ywomiP'Oio

BigY

Giant White Bread

20 oz. Kound Top

or Sandwich

BUY1-GET1

FREE

SOPOINTS

SAVfOHUPIOS 98BigY

Rye Bread.

16 oz. Plain, Seeded. Marble or Puiiipeniickcl

Country Kitchen "• 2
Wheat Bread FOR
20 oz. Buttersplit

E„.enma„.'s 2^'
Snacks .vyi?.".".'".™.]? FOR
S to I 1 «)Z. I^ittle Bites. Cereal Bites.

(]o«)kie Bites or Snack Bars

3
5

BrMkfast

Special K Cerealpf^'
or Grispix, jf

Quench Your Thirst

12 oz or Smacks,

17.6 oz

79 $5
89.SOPOINTS i^

BigY100%NoturolHg ^
Quick Oots 5^™l
or Old Fashioned, 42 oz

SOPOINTS tf%^9
BigY Frosted m^ W
Shredded Wheat..£r:..fc

047

2*5
FOR %M

Melitto Cone

Coffee Filters

40 Count, #2,

#4 White,

#4 Brown or #6

World Classics Flavored

Whole Bean Coffee^

1 2 oz Bag, Assorted

N'arietics. Except Regular

or Flavor (Irouiid

Apple & Eve Cranberry

100% - -
Juice Blend

64 oz, or .luicc Boxes

or Pouches. 54 oz, 8 Pa^

2^5
FOR %M

Similoc Advance

Baby Formula
or Isomil Advance, 32 oz

Ready To Use Bottle

19 oz. Bite Size

SO POINTS

uvTmi UP io i

BigY

Honey

'*^"\
.

SOPOINTS

Heartland g^
Granola Cereal ..?..??....'^.: FOR
14 to K) oz. Original, Raisin

or Ix)w Fat

$
1

Sunsweet

Prune Juice .^«.°?.'7..". FOR
64 oz

SOPOINTS

Minute Maid _
Coolers i*;]?^.. FOR
67.5 oz 10 Pack. Pink Lemcmade,

Fruit Punch. Tropical Punch.

Ik'rr>' Punch or (]herr\'

2»5
FOR ^M

Welch's 100%
Grope Juice

46 oz.

Wliite or Regular

2^4
FOR ^W '*' 'Jtv Jf '0

Eden Soy

Soy Milk

.^.^ oz. Original. Carob «)r N'anilla

«,«> ')N UP 10 ^1
83 \^^a,per Goods,

Save On Our BranosI

Sp'Cpi

,
Name Brand Quality AI A

I More Affordable Price.

Over 2,900 Dtflerenl Itetas

Ito CbooscFrom.

C1»ieIlKk Our BigY Brand Products

Whh A Money Back Goarantec.

If You Are Not Complelcly Satisfied,

We WUl Gladly Refund

Kleenex Cottonelle

Double Roll

Both Tissue

6 Pack. Rcgidar

2^5
FOR %9

Mardi Gros

Paper Towels
6 Pack

-•liiKur'u lO

SOPOINTS Q$
Wet Ones

2^4
FOR ^W

For Your Pets

40 ( :ouiit. With Vitamin K & AUh;

or .\ntibactcriid With Citrus

Sunlight

Dish Liquid.

Orifiinal. 28 oz. Automatic

Dish del. 50 oz or Powder. 45 oz

Big Y Gourmet

Cat Food
3 oz Can.

Assorted Flavors

384

ppJ^H|

so ran

S3

Just

Use

Your Card!

Purex Liquid

Laundry Deterge

128 oz.

Assorted Varieties

$3
BigY

Kleenex Facial Tissue

144 to 2M) Count. WTiite.

Assorted. Scented.

Coldcare ritra ^

or Lf)tion

2^3
FOR %M m 'wupic ir

Big Y Premium

Blend Wild

Bird Food
5 lb Bag

79

BigY

Tasty T Bones

DogTreots ^!°^^::::fOR

SOPOINTS

2^4
FOR ^

BigY
SOPOINTS 4

Specially Soft gg ^
Bath Tissue

4 Pack Double Roll. 16(K) Sheets. 2 Ply.

Hefty _
Cinch Sak Trash Bags FOR
10 Ccnmt. or 20 Count Handle Sak Tall

Kitchen Uaiis

2^5
FOR %0

10 oz. lieef Flavored

SOPOWTS

BigY g^
Cat Litter .^!'..r.V.°..\

10 lb. Scented or Clay

1
1

09 Glamour Kitty
'MsgL

_.... _. Clumping Cat Litter ^W
5 lb Bag

Quaker

Instant Oatmeal
11.8 to 16.2 oz.

Assorted Varieties

M^^

ttrmasm

Vo«oVeJ emotes

A
CAt^*^'

^ ^

Pa«al Sophc ifem.s riof iivailnhlv in all stores.
/V^We've Got It AH!

visit hifiy.cont ©CupyriCht HinV r<Mnl>. liK :'»'-^

««««•#

Pick Up Your FREE

Colors of Autumn Magazine

at Any Big Y. it's Filied i

witli Great Autumn

Recipes and informative

Articles and More Than 1

240 Electronic Coupons!

Refund
Wtien You Purchase Five (5)

Quaker, Tropicana Pure Premium, Tropicana ^
100% Juic:e Blends and/or

Dole 100% Juice Blends Products.

Pick Up An Offk:ial MAIL-IN Refund

Form At Any Big Y WMd Class MarkoL

# ...

See Store For Complete Details.

QUAKER

:MiintMK<-'

©Copyriftlu l«u V I .«hK, ino. 2^M)^ visit hi^.wm
^V^We*ve Got H All!

.So»rif ifem.s not tivtiildhlc in nil sittn-s.



m.mu.n
Use Your Express Savings Club^

Card To Save On Items On This Page

Wf Dovbif McNNrfactwirs' CoipoM^
Wdii^Mort Do«M'tl

tkmamsisoumom
^ \fOR row HOKa

ONEim
COMINGSOON

Prilosec
Prebcription Strength

24 Hour Heartburn

ry]^ I Relief With One Pill

^Personal Care
Kotex Maxi Pads

14 to 24 Count

or 40 to 64 Count Li;*htdays

Pantiliners or

18 Count Tampons

St. Ives

Shampoo or Conditioner

20 oz

BUY 1-GET 1

FREE

COMING SOON...

Schick Quattro
The World's First 4 Blade Razor with 2 Conditioriing Strips.

%Diet & Nutrititm^^

Clif or Clif Luna

Nutritional

or Energy Bars

SMI ON ur 10

Dove Bar Soap
2 Pack. Orijiinal. Pink,

Sensitive, or Unscented or

Caress Bar Soap, Excludes 2

Pack Dove Nutrim Bar Soap

1
99
gkVlONUMOS

Arrid Deodorant or

Anti-Perspirant

1 to 2.7 oz, XX Solid, (icl.

Cream, Soft Solid or Total

Invisible or 4 to 6 oz Spray

Power Bar

l.()9 to 2.^^y/.. All

Varieties, or .98 oz

Pria Sujiar Free

Nutritional

IMMACULATE 18/10 STAINLESS STEEL

COOKWARE

This Weelis Feature

Stainless Steel

One Quart

Open Saucepan
Single Count

4/^0/5 on Sale...

Covered Saucepan.

Sin{»lc Count, One Uuart

229

,>.iO»IUP!ll

Tea Kettle

Sinfilc Count. 2.5 Quart
1499

Health Ca

&OONE1D\

Steamer Insert

Sinftic Count, .S Quart

1799

»g>NEim
Pasta Insert

Sin>»lc Count. 8 Quart
1999

Quality Craftsmanship. ,

.

For Every Occasion!

Turns Antacid Tablets

45 to 150 C:oiuU, Smooth Dissolve

Ultra or Cool Relief, Suj^ar Free,

Kxtra or Orij^inal,

Exeludes .1 Pack B<me Health

3M
Bandages

10 to 50 Count, Active,

Comfort, Waterproof

or Nexeare

Winnie The Pooh It's Fun

To learn Books Kodak Max

What's That Sound?
Volume #7

uvtoNurios

30%OFF

Halls Cough Drops

25 to ."^O (^ount.

Menthol, Honey,

(^herrv or Defense

99'

Flash Camera
Sinjile (^ount

99

Kodak

200 Speed Film

4 Count

Fisher Price

Magnetic Pals Baby Toy

Single (^ount, or

Aqua Tecther Pal

or Seeuritv Kitty

Buy 1 Get

2FREE!

RayOVac

Batteries

12 Paek, AA or AAA

99
•J(l 3N UP 10 i

-"

Bousch & Lomb

No Rub Renu

Multi Purpose

Contact Lens Solution

1 2 oz

99
VAVl 0* UP 10

lAVtUtlufiU )

Gladware

Food Storage Container

^ to 5 Count. (Choose From

Entree, Soup it Salad,

Divided Dish. Deep Dish,

Small or Large Bowls

SAVE0IIUPT05

Nivea,

Nivea Body, Visage

or Nivea For Men
Your (Mioice

20%OFF

AFamily DentdMavm

Top Crest

Charcoal
20 lb Biia

99

Top Crest

Instant Liaht

Charcoal
15 lb

FOR UVtONUPJOiO '.iJ( ul. ..!' 10 i

JO Top Care

piAmxi Disposable

Bottle Liners

50 Count

BUY1-GET1

FREEM m SiVION'

RayOVac

Batteries

4 Paek. C or 1). or

2 Pack. 9 N'olt

2^5
^ FOR %F

ar AntvWmnkU4

Ultrabrite

Toothpaste
6 oz. Regular or All In One

Sensodyne Toothpaste

4 oz, Tartar Control, Fresh

Impact, Original. Mint or

Whitening

JaZ/J I'y* Class Film Developing
- '

1 IssAJL

^- r.i '«•»

WtOKUflOS

3 1/2" Prints

DOUBLE PRINTS

m-MM
4" Prints

DOUBLE PRINTS

m m-M.... m^M.M •

.;,,i UN UP 10 5

SW! ON UP 10 5

S^C-^ivVv
Save With Your

Ait

0«er

I

Great Family Attractions

Tlirougliout MA, GT & Ri!!

1,1^ n:^r.i>i^.^/^>\ •>.}-. '»wTT',!\Tfrrrfi^jL; l^JfH!^.

^3.99Any Size Roll «4.99Any Size Roll

Applies to 3 1/2' 0( 4' Pnnts from C-41 process 35mm Of 110 colCTpnntWm,
-^rik„iw™vc

Doesnol apply to Advanced Photo System films. Premium Processaig. Panoramc Of Seattle FilmWorKs

PREMIUM PROCESSING
4 BVCH SINGLE PRINTS

$8.99Any Size Roll

Includes

Free Index

Print

For Corr^plete Details. Pick Up A FREE Brochure At Any Big Y Wor.d Class Market

Moat Discounts Valid Through Octot>er 13. 2003.

Mashantucket Pequot Museum & Research Center, Mashantucket, CT

• Springfield Museums At The Quadrangle, Springfield. MA
• New England Air Museum, Windsor Ix»cks, CT

• Basketball Hall of Fame, Springfield. MA
• Roger Williams Park Zoo. Providence. RI

• Old Sturbridge Village, Sturbridge, MA
• Salem Witch Museum. Salem, MA

• Southwick's Zoo, Mendon. MA
• Mystic Aquarium, Mystic, CT

ENTER FOR A
CHANCE TO

Pick Up An Official Mail-In
^'

Entry Form in-Store From

September 4 to Octalier 1,2003

MetTceclcs Benz

No purcha.«ie necessary One entry per envelope.

Visit the aistomer service desk for complete

details and official rules

!• Stmtc iicnis tu»t ttvitiUthle in all stores.

•^4y^ We've Got n Alii visithifiy.com o<;.,pynclii Uic V i.mkI». Inc. 2^n).^

«««*••
«(,..i.vn(t|ii \H\ h.".iv In. :ii".^ vi.sit hifiy.com

/'W We've Oct It AHI

—

So»MC ife»i.s nof iivailohlf in till stores. 11



We've OoC H iun

BUY UP TO 5

GET UP TO

10

FREE!

Buy 1 Get
v..

JUST USE YOUR CARD TO SAVE ON ITEMS ON THIS PAGE!

HlWLl
GINAL

/o/oul

THOMAS'
ENGLISH
MUFFINS

1 2 OZ PACKAGE OF 6, White Only

"
: Buy! Get

2FREE!-
^^ :^f^

BIGY
AMERICAN
SINGLES

12 OZ, 16 COUNT, WHITE OR YELLOW

: Buy! Get

2FREE!

^^hr:r

LESS

THAN
94 c EA

isopoiim

All Stores

Join in

The

^Grand Opening

Celebration of

Our 49th

BigY
World Class

IMarket

In Walpoie,

Massachusetts

TOO HOT TO COOir?

Try w Hol^e5tylc fried

CK/'CkcP. lYs Uispy or +Ke

tHJi\si6e ai\j )(<i"Cy on +Ke

j'n^lde. IV5 mo«+K va+erir»3;

okj Hsyiy^6 -fried cK|Cker>.

lYs Kard +0

^,'rd Clv'Cken

\yis 30od

w+K 0^ +Ke

Ma^on-Ofxor^ H'^!

LESS
THAN
94( EA

xn >«« V

jniHSi^ilJ^-SiHLf!^MlS

.* rnn

STOCK
UP&
SAVE! SPRITE

OR DIET SPRITE

6 PACK, 1 2 OZ CANS, PLUS DEPOSIT

Buy! Get

2FREE!

„, ITALIANP SAUSAGE
HOT OR MILD, LINKS OR PAHIES

mm Buy 1 Get

^^^2liREE!-SAXWurioi
J

•I'acloiCt of hU)iiiil <ir Ia-smt \aliii'

^
Ml M uno i

I ^

LESS
THAN
34( EA

CHICKEN OF THE SEA
CHUNK LIGHT

TUNA
6 OZ, IN WATER

Buy! Get

2FREE!
cL

BIGY
STRONG & THIRSTY

PAPER TOWELS
96 COUNT, BIG ROLL

Buy 1 Get ...^

2FREE!s ^
mmx27L)80,6S(lirU.'

niZl 15 OVEN BAKED

NOT fRiEZEK BcmEO.

Our do«3l\ \s \vi'^sd

ard ^\U ^^ 5cra+cK

for an ao+Ken+lc 'pizza

parlor* pizza cro^t.

Ocir acH-^^M-ic Italian

5a«Ce \i made -from a blend

0^ ripe •h>ma+oe^ and +Ke

per-fec-t inX 0^ s^'Us. 0«r

pizza i5 topped VitK

vHole iN'lk i»>ozzarella; -fre^H

diced ve3e+able5 and a

varie+y 0^W ^re^Kc^^

i»>eat +oppin35.

CAN'T FIND AN ITEM IN

,it«X

"iis
LESS

THAN
54( EA <^i

/^/(^W«'v«,e^%CotlfAII!
^

crr^cH'

PERDUE.
CHICKEN THIGHS
'I'iickitiics of VA\\\i\\ or Ia'snct Value

BuvlGef

2FREE! UVf on UF 10 s

POWERADE
SPORTS DRINK
32 OZ, All Varieties

Buv 1 Get

2FREE! -Ht OK U' !0 ^

I"f +Here'^ stmMr^'^ s^\^\

yo« can't ^ind at Bi3 /; vi^it

Bi3y.c«m. 105+ Click on

Cinlii^'-i-ed CKoiC€5. TKen^ 5elcC+

•from tHoo^'yl^ 0^ prod«c+5

Mt don'-i" Currently carry in o«r

5+ore5.

/m < )iir i'ro'Z'Cn I'ood .\islcs

PEPPERIDGE FARM
LAYER CAKES
19,6 OZ. Assorted Flavors

Buv 1 Get

2FREE!

LayerO^''

wwoiiijnos

VERMONT MAID
SYRUP
24 OZ. Rejiular. Lite or Butterlite

Buvl Get

2FREEI

Ar>dri3K+

noV; vHcn ^^'^IHore*

you ^Hop (Mym\ei

O^Us, you could ^ave moncy^

+00! Make a purcKa^ 0^ ^20*

or fiwe and ^5 vill be taken

0^^ +He total purcKa^e

price.* For more information or

to order online^ 30 to

wy/.bi3y.cot»( or call toll -free

Golden Rcwar 4 5

Sale Effective September
^ 6

I

7
H\ I &ua

8
MSOL.

9 10
*^20 total \s ^or mercKandiJc

only and cXCIude* jlv'ppins cHarse.

Pa|t12>y
.«»,*,.^a,..„,ns^»J*j;j™a;^^--;^

»«««•• %%«««•

tte latlp Cdflegian
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Readership program beg

Stephen McKenna, a Freshman philosophy major, takes advanUge of the new Collegiate

newspaper.

.IIRAI.IUI LINiCKOII

Readership Program by picking up i

By Michael D'AstLU)
(^UlltCilAN CoRRtSHONDKNI

USA Today launched its

Collegiate Readership Program

across the UMass campus yesterday

as a part of a nationwide campaign.

The program is designed to pro-

vide students with tree on-campus

access to some of the nation's best

newspapers in the hopes that it will

add to the learning environment on

canlpu^. and also increase student

awareness ot local, national and

world events, while fostering a last-

ing habit of newspaper reading.

The papers are available for stu-

dents at the Hampshire, franklin

and Worcester Dining Halls, as well

as in the Campus Center.

The program has already been

launched at other institutions of

higher learning such as Baylor

University. Pennsylvania Stale

University and Ohio State

University, among others.

Copies of USA Today. The New

York Times and The Boston Globe

will be available at UMass. initially.

According to Student

Government Association (SGA)

Speaker jared Nokes, the program is

designed to please University mem-

bers, and should the student body

feel thai a different lineup of news-

papers or different delivery locations

would be more beneficial, such

changes can be carried out.

"I think it's great that students

can read the paper while eating

breakfast," Nokes said. "I believe it

will help to keep students

informed."

Studies have pointed out that the

piogiam also benefits college news-

papers such as The Collegian. In

many cases, when siudentN picked

up copies of the mainstream papers

they also took copies of their

school's newspaper
Currently, the project is being

financed by the lunds from the SGA
after the idea was proposed to the

Senate

Duiing the Senate election on

Sept. 17, a rcleienduni will be voted

upon ill which students can elect to

pay $2.50 each per Ncmester to con-

tinue the program. The S2.50 v\ould

not mean an additional increase in

student fees, but would be provided

for in the $750 student fee increase

that will be introduced for the

spring semester.

Domestic partners

await new rights
By Steve Lanverench

ASSOCIATEO PRtSS

SACRAMENTO, Calif. ~
Same-sex parmcrs would get many

of the same rights as married cou-

ples under a bill sent to the gover-

nor's desk yesterday that critics

said amounted to gay marriage.

California already has a strong

domestic-partner law. but gay-

rights advocates say the legislation

approved by the Assembly yester-

day - and expected to be signed by

Gov. Gray Davis - would put the

state on the same footing as

Vermont.

The bill does not endorse "civil

union" ceremonies as Vermont

has. but otherwise the legislation

differs only in the state-sptvific

rights it grants, said Geoffrey

Kors. executive director of

Equality Now. a statewide civil

rights group.

The measure expands the

rights of gay couples in areas rang-

ing from health coverage to funer-

al arrangements.

"It's an extremely historic day

in a historic summer that we are

beginning to call the .summer of

gay love in California." Kors said

of the bill.

The 41-32 Assembly vote was

marked by heated debate.

Opponents argued the legislation

would violate the will of voters

when they approved Proposition

22. a 2000 ballot measure that

defined marriage as a union

between a man and a woman.

"Gay marriage is wrong; it is

an aberration to God."

Assemblyman Dennis Mountjoy

said.

"May the wrath of the people

of California come down on you."

Assemblyman lay La Suer. also a

Republican, told the measure's

supporters.

The bill's backers denied any

conflict with Proposition 22 and

said most Califomians draw a dis-

tinction between gay marriage and

giving domestic partners greater

rights.

"This is catching up govern-

ment with where the people of

California are." said

Assemblyman |ohn Laird, a

Democrat.

A recent Field Poll found that

72 percent of California voters

surveyed supported expanded

rights for same-sex couples.

The bill, scheduled to take

effect in 2005. would allow

domestic partners to seek child

support and alimony and would

give them the right to health cov-

erage under a partner's plan.

Other provisions would give

domestic partners access to

bereavement and family care

leave, and exemptions from estate

and gift taxes. After a partner's

death, they would have the

authority to consent to an autopsy,

donate organs or make funeral

arrangements.

The bill also would prevent

courts from forcing a domestic

partner to testify against the other

partner in a trial.

The bill, by Assemblywoman

Jackie Goldberg, a Democrat from

Los Angeles, also would place

greater legal responsibilities on

domestic partners. For instance,

they would be responsible for

their partner's debts.

In 1999. California became the

first state in the country to allow

gay and lesbian couples, as well as

elderly heterosexual couples, to

register as domestic partners.

Since then more than 22.000 cou-

ples have signed up with the sccre-

tai-\ of state.

New dining option tiits Hillel
. ...,M .1 ..:;.,. ... n,... ,....-.. .hi., ih.^n im ii-ni 111 Other kushcr sixviallics.

By Courtney Charles
C^oiLEoiAN Staff

"You know what you're eat-

ing when you come to us." Tayla

Sahler. head chef at Wabby's

Cafe said. "We're not serving

junk."

Wabby's Cafe, a new eatery

located on the lower floor of

Hillel House on North Pleasant

St.. specializes in Mideastem

cuisines and is Glatt Kosher cer-

tified. According to Sahler. there

is a high demand for their serN ic-

es.

"Students are looking for

homemade, clean, made-from-

scratch food," she said, "lust like

mummy's kitchen."

The atmosphere will also go

along with a relaxed theme.

Sahler said there will be couches,

rcxiiners and magazines for stu-

dents. She said the cafe will be a

good place for students to sit

down and have a cup of coffee,

listen to music or talk to friends.

Although the cafe will not be

fully opened until next Monday,

there will be small-scale hours in

the evenings for a "taster."

according to Sahler. As of

Monday, lunch and dinner will be

served regulariy. The cafe is open

Monday through Friday, with

nonnal hours of 11:30 a.m.

through 2 p.m. for lunch and

5:30 p.m. through 8 p.m. for din-

ner.

She also said that Wabby's

Cafe can be used as an alternative

meal plan where students can

register with the cafe as they

would UMass. Students can reg-

ister for lunch or dinner, or both.

There is a whole-semester plan, a

half-semester plan and a quarter-

semester plan.

The cafe offers a variety of

Middle Eastern style cuisine, as

well kosher and vegetarian

meals. The cafe also offers typical

.American fanfare such as hot-

dogs and hamburgers, according

to Mosha Sahler, manager.

Included on the regular menu

are an Israeli salad combo,

muffins, vegetarian Sfx-cials such

as couscous with grilled vegeta-

bles and falalel. There is also

baklava. potato latkes and sweet

potato kugel. I'he cafe will also

feature a deli with pitas and

vMaps,

The Sahlers have a long histo-

ry of cooking, catering and man-

aging a focxJ business.

Tayla Sahlei grew up cooking.

Her parents owned sc\eral differ-

ent restaurants and she helped

out and worked for years in each

establishment.

The Sahlers have been in

.Amherst lot two years. They

started out locally a*- kosher

caterers through the Kosher

Farm Project in Sunderland,

according to Mosha Sahler. T'Ik'

project is currently under devel-

opment.

Originally, the Sahlers got the

idea to get into the commercial

food business catering to local

groups in the fi\e-college area,

including the People's Market, to

which they marketed falalel.

They also cateied various func-

tions in the community and

briefly marketed products to Rig

Y supcnnarkets.

"We actually got things on

their shelves." Mosha Sahler

said.

Unfortunately, since the

Sahlers did not have their own

facilities, they were not able to

market these products lor long,

and they ran into problems with

zoning.

:he\ were able then to rent

their own kitchen in Springfield,

where they were able to see

"what's in demand."

Tayla Sahler said that people

were contacting them to see if

they would be expanding their

business. .According to Sahler.

they were contacted by "Muslims

and vegetarians concerned with

nutrition" and people interested

in other kosher spv.'cialtie>

"Only we could offer unique-

ly Glatt Kosher foods. " Mosha

Sahler Niiid.

The Sahlers are very excited

for the full opening of the cafe.

"Our kitchen is to provide

food for the community," said

Sahler

loi more inlormalion on the

cafe, call 41 3-210 3563.

Wabby's Sample Menu
Snacks & Salads

Israeli salad combo with falalel balls

Egg roll

Grilled vegetables

French tries

Vegeterian Specials

Egglant parmlgiano Iwith totol

Couscous with grilled vegetables

Tolu & vegetable kabob with tries

Falalel

Wabby's Dinners

Rib steak

shish kabob

Chicken kabob

Hot dog with tries

Meatballs and mashed potatoes

Baked chicken and potatoes

Potato kugel

Dessert

Pie a la mode

Cake deluxe

Bush administration to share control over Iraq with U,N,
By Barry Schweid

A.SS(>(. lATEli l'lU>S

Editorial/Opinion

Pace

Liechtenstein
Taking a

closer look

WASHINGTON - Shifting tactics and reaching out

for help, the Bush administration offered yesterday

to share with the United Nations the long-dominant

U.S, role in Iraq's postwar reconstruction.

Secretary of State Colin Powell described the

effort as "essentially putting the Security Council in

the game." and European governments reacted

favorably to the

revised U.S,

approach.

France, which

led opposition

to the war on

Iraq, said a new
U,N. resolution

proposed by the

United States

should ensure

that political

power will be

t ransferred
quickly to an

internationally

recognized
Iraqi govern-

ment to help

restore peace.

"The ques-

tion is how to

win the peace -

and how to

have the situa-

Arts & Living

PACf 6

Wicked Willy
Watchin' out

for whai fs

Sports

Pace 14

Ready to Roll
FfXITBAI L RIADV

FOR OPfNER

Comics/Classifieds

Pace 13

tion stabilized," France's U.N. Ambassador lean-

Marc de La Sabliere said in New York. "So we will

see the resolution with this in mind."

Under the resolution. American commanders

would remain in charge of peacekeeping operations

in Iraq, but there, too. "we are asking the interna-

tional community to join us even more than they

have in the past." Powell said.

The resolution may be ready for submission to

the Security Council next week, he said as he tele-

phoned foreign ministers. U.S. Ambas.sador lohn

Negroponte circulated a draft to other U.N. ambas

sadors in New York, and Powell said initial reac-

tions were positive.

The canvassing was described by Powell as

aggressive.

In Brussels. Belgium, meanwhile, the United

States and other donors pushed ahead with plans to

channel billions of dollars in reconstruction aid to

Iraq through an international fund independent-t>l

the U.S. -led administration in Baghdad.

In Iraq, the United States handed military con-

trol over a large belt of Iraq south of Baghdad to a

Polish commander. Powell said the rest of the area,

around Najaf where a prominent Muslim cleric was

killed last week in a bombing, will be turned over

"once things settle down a little bit."

The Polish military is leading the international

force of about 9.500 that includes troops from 21

countries.

In Najaf, the brother of slain Ayatollah

Mohammed Baqir al-Hakim said Shiite Muslims

would not attack the U.S. -led occupation force, but

he suggested his Badr Brigade had rearmed against

Continued on page 4

l.AWHI.Ml

U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell answers questions from the press at the State l\p.<rimenl on

Wcdnesdav, Sept. ^, in Washington.
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John Kerry ends tour in New Engand

as official Presidential candidate
^"^

News

meetings

Mondays at

4:00 PM

in the

Newsroom

By Steve Leblanc
Asst>tiATEi) Press

BOSTON - Democratic

presidential hopeful |ohn Kerry

brought his campaign home
yesterday, addressing cheering

supporters at a rally at historic

Kaneuil Hall.

Kerry arrived in Boston at

the end of a two-day announce

ment tour that began in South

Carolina and Iowa on Tuesday

and continued with a swing

across southern New
Hampshire yesterday morning.

"This is where my grandpar

ents and parents lived," said

Kerry. Hanked by fellow Sen.

Rdward Kennedy. Boston

Mayor Tom Menino and other

prominent Massachusetts

Democrats. "It's where 1 was

raised ... I come back here

today truly with a wonderful

sense of coming home."

Rarlier in the day. Kerry met

with six unemployed residents

at a Derry, N.H.. diner. The

decorated Vietnam veteran''^

eyes filled with tears as he lis

tened to Barbara Woodman.
46. who lost her customer serv-

ice job at a health insurance

company last winter.

"1 don't care how many jobs

1 have to work, those kids are

going to college." she said of

her two sons.

"That's very moving," said

Kerry.

After a rally later in

Manchester. N.H., Kerry said

he will keep campaigning as he

has for months - energetically

and focused on issues.

"1 have been one of the most

consistent candidates in laying

out a specific agenda." he told

reporters. "I'm not going to

take a back seat to anyone on

specificity and energy."

He brushed aside questions

about how he would catch up

to former Vermont governor

Howard Dean, the front-runner

in New Hampshire's first-in-

the-nation primary, according

to recent polls.

"The challenges we face are

the same as they were a month

ago or six months ago." he said.

"People have not made a deci-

sion yet."

joining Kerry on a Boston-

bound bus were the

meeting

Wednesday

Sept. 10th at

6:00 p.m.

in the

Newsroom

Senator John Kerry, D-Mass, takes a standing ovation on Tuesday,

his candidacy to be President of the United Sutes at Patriot's Point. S

Doghunters. a group of fellow

veterans who have supported

his past campaigns.

"It's a special connection to

my life." Kerry said. "They are

themselves the beginning of a

journey, as this is the begin-

ning."

As he did the previous day

in South Carolina and Iowa,

Kerry bashed President Bush's

handling of the economy.

At the diner in Derry, he lis-

tened as Ronnie Alt told him

she has sold her home and cars

and cashed in her retirement

savings since getting laid off

from Hewlett-Packard Co. 14

months ago.

"Don't forget about us little

people." .said Alt. an Alton res-

ident in her mid-4Us.

Kerry promised he wouldn't.

"You are the reason I'm run-

ning for president." he said.

"All six of you sitting here sur-

rounding me. you are American

courage."

Kerry's lead in New
Hampshire polls eroded for

months before a poll last week

put him 21 points behind

Dean.
That and other signs of a

Dean surge prompted Kerry to

deny on Tuesday that he

planned to shake up his cam-

paign.

Supporters with Kerry yes-

terday indicated no changes are

necessary, jeanette Ferlo. of

Goffstown. said Dean's fiery,

pounding-the-podium style left

her cold.

Sept 2, after formally announcing

.C.

"We don't deserved to be

screamed at," Ferlo said.

Greg Warner, an environ-

mental analyst from

Londonderry, agreed.

"1 think Dean has captured

early polls because he's done a

mass media campaign. It's not

due to the man's competence."

Warner said. "The man has an

ego bigger than Mount

Rushmore. and no experience

to back it up."

Supporters in Manchester

hesitated to assess the cam-

paign, but one said privately. "1

think he's getting too much
advice from loo many people

L.et Kerry be Kerry."

From Manchester, Kerry

headed south to speak to a

hometown crowd in Boston.
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Vote blocked for Palestinian Prime Minister

By Karin Lmjb
AsMK lATti) Press

JERUSALEM - Postponing a

showdown, the Palestinian par-

liament speaker temporarily

blocked a contidenue vote yester-

day that was sought by Prime

Minister Mahmoud Abbas in his

power struggle with Yasser

Arafat.

If a vole is held in the coming

days, the U.S. -backed Abbas

could be toppled, dealing a heavy

blow to efforts to end three years

of violence and move toward

Palestinian statehood. The prime

minister has minimal support

among Palestinians, many of

whom say they distrust him

because he has Israels backing.

Abbas is to address parlia-

ment today to sum up his first

100 days in office, a period

marked by somewhat reduced

violence but also di.sappointmeni

over a lack of movement in

implementing the U.S. -backed

"road map" peace plan.

Abbas' report will be debated,

but legislators said a confidence

vote is not expected for at least

another week. In the meantime,

parliament will try to help end

the wrangling between Arafat

and Abbas over their authority,

particularly control of the securi-

ty forces.

Israel has warned of dire con-

sequences should Abbas be oust-

ed, saying it won't do business

with a government hand-picked

by Arafat. Several Palestinian

legislators said they were told by

local U.S. diplomats that with

Abbas gone. Washington might

lower its profile as Mideast medi-

ator.

Secretary of State Colin

Powell, meanwhile, said in

Washington that Arafat - whom
the U.S. and Israel have sought

to isolate "has not been playing

a helpful role."

"If he wanted to play a helpful

role he would be supporting

Prime Minister Abbas, not frus-

trating his efforts." Powell said.

Abbas has told a senior

Palestinian official he wants

today s debate to be followed by

a confidence vote but has not

made a formal request. Abbas

has declined public comment,

spending most of Wednesday

sequestered at his office.

Winning parliament's support

would help Abbas in his con-

frontation with Arafat, who is

accused by Israel of fomenting

terrorism. Defeat would allow

him to step down without being

blamed for the consequences,

such as the possible collapse of

the road map. The ongoing dead-

lock indicates that each man

needs the other. The internation-

al support enjoyed by Abbas

helps shield Arafat from possible

Israeli action, such as expulsion.

Abbas, in turn, needs Arafat to

provide legitimacy for his gov-

ernment among Palestinians.

"They depend on each other,

kind of like an old couple that

can't stand each other, but can't

live apart," said Israeli analyst

Mark Heller.

Palestinian Parliament

Speaker Ahmed Qureia said yes-

terday that parliament should

not be dragged into the Arafat-

Abbas struggle.

"Parliament will not accept

being turned into a place of con-

flict or to be part of the current

crisis," Qureia said.

The speaker said there is no

need, for now, to hold a confi-

dence vote in parliament because

Abbas already won the legisla-

tors' confidence when his

appointment was affirmed in

April.

However, parliament will

hold another session Sept. 10,

and if Arafat and Abbas have not

reached a power-sharing agree-

ment by then, a confidence vote

might be held, legislators said.

The power struggle between

Abbas and Arafat has intensified

in recent weeks.

Abbas, with the backing of

the United States and Israel,

demands that Arafat relinquish

control of four security branch-

es; Abbas commands the other

four security services. Arafat has

balked, fearing he would lose his

main source of power.

State Department spokesman

Richard Boucher said Powell

"has made clear that Arafat is

part of the problem at this point

and is not helping to bring a

solution."

Still, Boucher said Israel had

informed the U.S. government

there was no plan to expel Arafat

and "our view was that was the

right decision."

Israel and the United States

want Abbas to crack down on

Hamas and other militant

groups, as required by the road

map. Israel's Cabinet decided

eariier this week to freeze imple-

mentation of the road map until

Abbas orders a clampdown.

Abbas has been outspoken in

his criticism of the militants'

anti-Israel violence. But

although he and his security

chief, Mohammed Dahlan, have

taken some measures, including

freezing the bank accounts of

Islamic charities with alleged

links to Hamas, it remains

unclear whether they would

order a full crackdown even if

given control of all security serv-

ices.

Ahead of the parliament ses-

sion. Israel sent strong warnings

to the Palestinians.

ERALI'H IINr.«X>UE(3IAN

Marching Band jumps into action

The University of Massachusetts Marching Band gave a preview performance to a small crowd

last Friday at the Mullins Center field.
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American orders, in his words, to

"defend ourselves."

As outlined by Powell. State

Department officials and U.N.

diplomats at the Security Council

in New York, the draft U.S. reso-

lution would:
- Transform the U.S. -led coali-

tion force into a U.N. -authorized

multinational one under a unified

command, with an American

officer in charge. The force

would be required to submit

ffilE'if^

413-548" 6900

periodic reports to the Council.

- Ask the U.S.-appointed Iraq

governing council to cooperate

with the United Nations and U.S.

officials in Baghdad to produce a

timetable for restoring Iraq's sov-

ereignty.

- Ask all 1*^1 U.N. member

states and international financial

institutions to provide financial

and other support for Iraq's

reconstruction.

The administration has been

under pressure from European

and other governments, as well

as from members of Congress, to

share responsibility on Iraq. The

pressure has increased as U.S.

casualties have mounted.

According to the Pentagon. 285

U.S. soldiers have died since the

war began in mid-March, 147 ol

them since May I when President

Bush declared major combat

operations were over.

Powell .said the decision to

seek a U.N. resolution was not

related to casualties. "It is related

to the evolutionary process that

we have always had in mind to

eventually restoring sovereignty

back to the Iraqi people," he said.

On Tuesday, German

Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder.

who had adamantly opposed the

U.S. -led war to depose President

Saddam Hussein, stressed "the

necessity of giving the United

Nations a. significantly greater

role in the political process m
Iraq."

In London, a spokesman for

the British Foreign Office said

Britain had always seen the

United Nations as playing a vital

role in Iraq.

On Capitol Hill. Sen Cari

Levin of Michigan, the senior
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Democrat on the Senate Amied

Services Committee, said. "We

should be willing to agree to a

reasonable sharing of decision-

making with respect to the phys-

ical and political reconstruction

of Iraq."

"If we are willing to do so,

Germany and Russia will proba-

bly go along, and France would

then have little choice, I believe,

but to go along as well," he said.

By contrast. Sen. Pat Roberts. R-

K«n-. »«» skeptical of "this

notion Pn the part of some of my
colIeagues*fhai all we need to do

is to get greater international

support, including the U.N."

Roberts, chairman of the

Senate Intelligence Committee,

said, "If you get more foreign

troops in there, obviously you

have a more international pres-

ence that will lead to more of a

financial contribution. But if you

cannot do that specific mission

you're just spinning your

wheels."

Powell said one of the two key

goals of the resolution was to

invite the Iraqi governing council

to submit a program and

timetable for political evolution

with a constitution and free elec-

tions. He called this effort "creat-

ing a political horizon."

The second goal, Powell said,

was to have the Security Council

authorize a multinational force to

which other nations might con-

tribute troops.

The United States now pro-

vides the bulk of the peacekeep-

ers, with Britain and other coun-

tries contributing smaller num-

bers.

U.N. authorization is per-

ceived by the administration as a

way to induce India, Pakistan.

Turkey, Bangladesh and other

countries to send troops.
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Feeling the effects of
Liechtenstein:

UMass budeet cuts The Bad and the Ugly
^y XYJLClC^^ L/ U.Vl-CL^-' ^ V^ Vl-t^kJ ^
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It's no secret that UMass suffered from severe

budget cuts for the upcoming year. We were all

warned long in advance, but it's only now, with

the beginning of the fall semester, that the real

effects of the budget crisis can be felt.

While the University did a fairly good job of

keeping many programs intact, the ones that did

suffer suffered greatly. And for those who are

returning students, the difference is obvious.

Some programs were completely wiped out,

which is hard to ignore. Particulariy, if you sign

on to SPIRE to find that there will not be a sin-

gle physical education class offered this fall. Or,

for another example, try to find a copy of the

Campus Chronicle. Its funding was cut so

severely that it was forced to shut down for the

year, and its disappearance has left a deafening

silence.

The other noticeable loss, unfortunately,

comes out of the pockets of UMass students.

We were all fairly warned that student fees

would be increased, and increased they were,

with another rise on the way for spring semes-

ter.

Most of these changes are only noticeable to

the returning students here at UMass, subtle lit-

tle differences that would slip right past you if

you didn't know any better.

So the incoming students are the lucky ones,

except for that little matter of over-enrollment.

In an attempt to make up for some lost funds,

more people were accepted to the University this

year, which puts a considerable strain on space.

The incoming freshman class is far bigger than

UMass housing services was prepared to handle.

In fact, the University was forced to send out let-

ters during the summer, asking students who live

close enough to commute to remain off campus

this semester.

There is no longer such a thing as a lounge in

any dorm building on campus, because they

have all been turned into triple or even quadru-

ple rooms. Those who were not lucky enough to

be placed in one of the remodeled lounges were

moved to hotel rooms off campus.

And it's not only the students who have suf-

fered from the cutbacks. Many staff members

were laid off when entire positions were elimi-

nated from the departments that lost funding.

Although these effects are certainly notice-

able, we must acknowledge that the University

has done the best it can under the circum-

stances. With a budget cut by 18 percent, there

was clearly a call for some drastic measures. The

University has managed to maintain as much as

it possibly could, and the damage that was done

was unavoidable. Programs had to be cut; deci-

sions had to be made.

If there is any blame to be placed for the cur-

rent state of our beloved UMass, it certainly does

not lie with anyone within the school, but

instead with the government and the politicians

who forced us to have to choose between things

we absolutely need, and things we just like to

have.

This year will be different. The school has

undergone many changes, but we will adapt.

We are all in this together, and we must make

the best of our situation. We must remember

that if it wasn't for all of the people who

worked so hard to cause minimal harm to the

University, it could have been much worse.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Collegian Editorial Board.

Gilad

Skolnick

^ A. CL.-O'^f^

It's time that

our United

States cuts off

all relations

with a certain

Western
European
country. This

country, an eco-

nomic hub in

the heart of
^^~ Europe, stands

against everything that we

Americans stand for. It is time for

economic boycott, sanction and if

necessary, military intervention.

And no, I'm not talking about

France, although they deserve it. It

was a sad time this past spring

when the dangerous nation of

Liechtenstein moved a bit closer to

becoming a dictatorship, endan-

gering us all.

lust because we can't pro-

nounce or spell a country's name

doesn't mean that it doesn't exist

and that it isn't an integral part of

.

the world scene. The influence of

Liechtenstein is under-appreciated

and is regrettably far greater than

one would expect. Much to my dis-

appointment, the United States -

despite all logic - has nonetheless

retained good relations with this

rogue state, which has sought

nothing more than to spread mis-

ery across the global spectrum.

Yes, Liechtenstein is a country.

It may not be as large as ours, but

then again, what country is these

days? For those of you who don't

go to the fine higher learning insti-

tute of UMass, Liechtenstein is a

prosperous, landlocked country

nestled between the ruthless Swiss

and unpredictable Austrians.

Unfortunately, this past March,

Prince Hans Adams II put through

changes in the constitution giving

him the ability to sack the govern-

ment, veto legislation and nomi-

nate judges. Unlike our nation,

where the executive, judicial and

legislative branches limit each

other's powers and are each sepa-

rate, Liechtenstein is controlled by

one mad man.

Liechtensteinians are, alas, sex-

ist as well. Women were only given

the right to vote for parliament in

1984. A few years ago, proposals

asking for equal rights for women

to be protected in the constitution

had been rejected. It's just one

more of the many differences

between them and us.

As America throws troops

around to protect democracy and

freedom throughout the world,

where are they in Liechtenstein?

Why are we supporting such a

country at such a time when even

the Czech Republic doesn't recog-

nize the sovereignty of

Liechtenstein? In fragile Europe,

where a war sparks up every cen-

tury, such threats simply cannoi be

allowed to exist. Tin son> if I'm

offending any of the Liechtenstein

Americans who attend UMass, but

this has to be put to an end.

It's a real shame that UMass is

so pro-Liechtenstein, with its pow-

eriul student organization holding

rallies, throwing around peiitions

and other nonsen.se. But if there is

Just because we

cant pronounce or

spell a country's

name doesnt mean

that It doesn't exist

and that it isnt an

integral part of the

world scene.

a country oul ilieic that \so should

oppose, it's certainly Liechtenstein.

To start, all Liechtenstein foods

should be banned trom the LK'

and Liechtenstein Studies should

be cut as a major. This vkould save

us money and help put a halt to the

spread of their anti-trc-edom like

ways.

Not to mention thai dictator

Hans Adams II is hoarding his

nation's weahh and keeping it

from his people. In fad. its hard to

believe, but the queen of England

is no longer the richest monarch in

Europe, beat by the greedy

Liechtenstein monarchy ii> third

place. Hans Adams II and tamiK

has over three billion pounds in

wealth, which regardless of what a

pound is, is a heck of a lot more

than Bulger's going away present.

Only beat by the sketchy Swedes

and sly 1 uxembourgians.

Liechtenstein is dcfmileK axis ut

evil worthy.

One might dismiss such a

nation as being not much of a

thival. as it claims that its defense

forces are only made up of about

IIX) policemen, but Liechtenstein

is one country we should keep our

eye on. With a land area totaling

hundreds of square kilometers and

laws in place that state that every

male bc-iween 18 and 60 in a

"national emergency" can be called

up for military service, their armies

ctmkl loll right through Europe.

Recently, some progress in the

maiiLi has been made, but sadly

not enough. Not too long ago, the

banks of Liechtenstein bowed to

international pressure and agreed

to stop allowing customers to

opc-iate accounts anonymously by

going through intermediaries.

Novs all banks must know who
their clients are. This will hopeful-

ly help stifle money laundering and

hurt drug lords and mafias around

the world.

The question is. why isn't the

media talking about this? They

talk about other countries but

aka\s seem to stealthily avoid

Liechtenstein. Maybe it's because

American companies have money

in Liechtenstein banks, or

Litxhtenstein is controlling our

media. But just becau.se the media

isn't talking about this topic does-

n't mean it isn't an issue. II you're

still wondering, I'm sure the

UMass Communications

Department has a good conspiracy

story that can explain all of this.

The issue of Liechtenstein is an

issue that each and every

American is and should be worried

about, and I must admit to have

lost many a night's sleep over this,

Once again, a democracy in

Europe is folding and turning into

a dictatorship. This can only cause

a domino effect, spreading country

by country, nation by nation, until

ail of Europe becomes a dangerous

continent of dictatorships hoard-

ing wealth and limiting freedoms.

It is not only what is right, but

it is a matter of national duty to

embrace our values of freedom

and democracy and let the

Liechtensteinians know that they

can't take that ayvay from us.

Gilml Skolnick is a Collegian

Coliiiniiisi.

Iniormation from the BBC Weh

site was used in this article.

Dining down under

Rules of walking

\\t)fld PefsfMttivrs

Australia

Adrienne

Bossi
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There are three things that all

^IH^ UMass students have in common.

H^3^ One: we will always make fun of

^^^^^ school cafeteria food when, deep

^H^^^ doyvn, they are dinners we gen-

I^^Hjj^^^ uinely look forward to. Two: the

^^l^^^^l bus we squint to see down the

^^^^^^H road is rarely the bus we need to

^^^^^^^
get on. Three: Therefore, we have

03113111 to walk ... everywhere.

Ughm It amazes me that our school———^~
is filled with a group of people

who are capable of mastering the arts, mathematics

and sciences, but are incapable of mastering the art

of walking.
. . „ .

The rules of walking are basically the same as

the rules of driving. In crowded hallways, for exam-

ple the majority of the people will evenly flow

doylv-n the hall, staying to the right side. The ones

who are in a rush smoothly weave in and out of the

crowds of people, staying within the invisible

boundaries. The right-side-of-the-hall method,

although perfect in its description, remains flawed

due to the four basic groups of uncooperative walk-

crs

Group one consists of cell phone users. One

interesting aspect of being alive is the ability to

move multiple body parts simultaneously. It is a

pretty fascinating concept if you break it down and

think about it. You can move your arm, kick your

legs bob your head, AND sing show tunes, all at

the same time. Henceforth, we come fully equipped

with the ability to multitask. For instance, this is

the ability that allows us to stir soup and flip pan-

cakes at the same time, or talk on a cell phone and

walk simultaneously.

It is not a rare occurrence, however, to mess up

this task combination. Be it the cause of wave radi-

ation or a lack of consideration to the basic flow of

traffic cell phones tend to interfere with the walk-

ing speed If your phone rings while you're walking,

remember these three key points: just because your

mouth is moving doesn't mean your legs have to

slow down; "getting good reception'' is no excuse to

halt in the middle of a crowded hallway: and

answering the phone by saying. 'Til call you right

back," is acceptable and not considered rude or

harsh in any way.

Group two consists of people who think it

would be faster to walk on the left side of the hall.

It doesn't even seem logical to me. It doesn't get you

going any faster and you ruin the day of every per-

son whom you slam into in the hallway.

Group three includes people who feel the need

to stand side by side at all times. If you're walking

on a sidewalk that only fits five people across,

"Awe-some, we all fit!" is not a proper mentality. It

is common courtesy to move aside for the people

coming from the opposite direction.

If separating from the chain is too much of a sac-

rifice, hop on someone's back. That way you'll be

close to your friends and out of the way of oncom-

ing traffic.

Just because your mouth is

moving, doesn't mean your

legs have to slow down.

Finally, in group four, we have the daydreamers.

Granted, the pipes by Franklin Dining Commons

and the glistening water in the campus pond are

beautiful landmarks here at our University.

However, slowing down to admire them while

you're walking in front of people is rude and

obnoxious. Schedule a break between classes, set

up a lawn chair and admire the landscape then.

While you're walking, your focus should be on

keeping one foot in front of the other at a reason-

able pace, not on mud water and rusty pipes.

In general, walking is an extremely easy task

with a simple conscious attempt. The phrase, "one

foot in front of the other," is the only instruction

you need to remember. Please don't form bad habits

to kick off your first semester. Walking is not a

sight.seeing tour or a scenic phone booth. Walking

is walking: keep up a decent pace and you will not

incur the wrath of your fellow side walkers.

Sanam Hakim is a Collegian Columnist.

Well, anoth-

er school year

begins at

UMass. For

those of you

moaning and

groaning at

the ideas of

getting back

into the grind

of classes,

buying books,

never getting dressed, eating DC
food, taking late buses and alt

the administrative crap UMass

has to offer, here are a few

things to be grateful for.

I had to go all the way to

Australia this semester to realize

how great UMass is despite all

of the stupid things the

University does wrong (i.e.,

spend millions on a replacement

power plant only to realize

steam can't be pumped down-

hill).

I know it may be hard to

imagine, but the UMass DCs are

five-star fine dining resorts com-

pared to what 1 have experi-

enced here in Australia. Not

Only are the DCs only open four

hours a day here, but the food

choices are extremely limited. If

you are like me, and are not a

fan of lamb, pumpkin or meat

pie, there are not many options

available for your meals.

I don't consider myself a

picky eater, but I have never

been a fan of meat with bones.

That's too bad for me. Bones arc

all the rage here! Apparently,

chicken breast hasn't made it to

this corner of the world. Also, if

you are one to use dressing on

your salad, you're just oul of

luck. There simply isn't any

salad dressing on the continent.

Lastly, for those breakfast

fans out there, imagine waking

up to a nice steaming plaie of

Spaghetti-O's. fish sticks and

baked beans. Mmm mmmm!
Next time you eat only Lucky

Charms for a week at the DC
because everything else looks

too gross, be grateful there is at

least cereal to fall back on.

Another central factor of

UMass life is ordering food. I

think it is relatively well under-

stood that Amherst has a great

selection of delivery options. I

know wc all appreciate having

Wings. Sugar lones. Bruno's,

Pinocchio's and DP Dough at

our fingertips. What i ihink goes

unappreciated is hoyv easily

accessible these places are.

Ordering pizza in Australia is

as difficult as brain surgery.

Campus phones can't make local

calls without calling cards. At

the same time, calling cards

can't reach the tyvo delivery

places in town: Piz/a llui and

t)ominoes. To order pi/./.a here.

ihcrc are perks to being here

despite the bad food, bad

clothes and poor phone system.

The .Aussies definitely got some

things right. For example, on a

course outline, a professor usu-

ally includes all the exam ques-

tions that yvill be asked on every

test in the semester. \\ hile yvalk-

ing to class, it's much more tun

to see wallabies hopping around

than the black squirrels.

Here, it doesn't matter that I

am 20. because you can drink at

18. rhc dorms are great too.

The suckers in Sylvan yvill love

to know that my suite style sin-

gle room is as big as a Sylvan

double.

UMass weather is incompara-

Imagine waking up to a nice steaming plate

of Spaghetti-O's, fish sticks and backed

beans. Mmm mmmm!

you haye to find a pay phone

and take a bus to the shopping

plaza or hit up someone yvilh a

car.

College kids are notorious lor

dressing badly. Many of us don't

dress at all and just sport perma-

pajamas. Hoyvcycr. here in

northern .Austialia. ihe dress

code is even worse. Somchoyy.

1985 never ended. The clothes

are straight oul of Degrassc

High. Even the bars are stuck in

the 80s. They siill pump ^'t'

Hammer and \anill.i Lc

through the system.

So what if it's hard to find a

hot guy (or girl) at UMass

because they all drcs- like crap.

Look beyond the syyeat pants

and be glad you don't gi> to class

surrounded by Dl ranner and

Def Leppard look-alikes. People

can still look good in sweat

pants, while there is no way a

person can be remotely attrac-

tive sporting teased h.iir and

tapered pants.

Despiie my complaints.

Australia is ama/ing. Obviously.

hie to Australia's as yvell.

Although it is winter here. 1 can

(.ount on each day being 75

degrees, yy ith crystal clear skies.

Tropical North Oueensland is

simply beautiful. Haying a real

beach 20 minutes away from

campus is far better than

Souihwests horseshoe beach.

It's also safe to say that having

the Great Harrier Reef and

World Heritage rainforest at my
fingertips is absolutely amazing.

t)ne thing I have learned

since coming to Australia is to

not syvcal the small stufL My
patience has increased by leaps

and bounds. So when UMass

starts to get under your skin (as

it undoubtedly willi just remem-

ber that it isn't all that bad.

lust the same, when the

inconveniences of my Australian

university become overwhelm-

ing. 1 can always relax my cares

ayyay by lying on a real tropical

beach.

Ulricnne Rossi is a Collegian

Ciilnninist on exchange in

\tisiriilia.
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Retro Review

Glen Siraub

Back to the glory

of 'Graceland'
Music is forever changing.

Genres, styles, faces and even instru-

ments have evolved over time.

There is the wear> cliche that

says, "music like fashion becomes

outdated."

Parents love to say to their off-

spring, "Oh that band was before

your time. You wont like them."

Nine-times-out-of- 10 this holds true,

but tor all those albums that just

don't seem to have the same power

they did a decade or two before their release, there is

that one special LP that is simply titled, as "timeless."

Throughout the school year, this column will exam-

ine those albums that, no matter what the new trend in

music is today, have and will forever withstand the test

of time.

To determine an album's timelessness is to look at

how it has affected the music induMr>. but more so how

it has affected the world. In saying that, Paul Simon's

"Graceland" is the (irst installment of "Retro Review."

Released in \^Sb. "Graceland" is arguably

singer/songwriter legend Paul Simon s most successful

experiment throughout his 35-year musical career. The

experiment at hand was to bring music from two total-

ly .separate parts of the world together, in order to draw

attention to a country in need of an immense amount of

world aid.

The primary subject in the experiment was the

nation of South Africa.

PAULSIMON
GRACELAND

I iM KTfV^ «AHStK Mil TlltR'^

Starting in 1948. a white Dutch-descended, or oth-

erwise known as .^frikaner, government ruled with

more than just an iron fist over the majority black and

mixed population of South Africa. The society the gov-

ernment created institutionalized racism, leading to

absolute abuse by the minority over the indigenous peo-

ple of South Africa. Black and mixed people were vio-

lently beaten, thrown into prison, forced to speak in

Afrikaans while in school and relocated from their

homes to poverty-stricken townships outside the cities.

This infringement on the rights of the natives was titled

"Apartheid" which means apartness in the Afrikaans

language.

However, thanks in part to a brutal internal struggle

led by African National Congress president Nelson

Mandela, external world pressure and strong sanctions

put on by the United Nations, the Afrikaner reign

diminished and South Africa enjoyed its first ever dem-

ocratic elections in 1994 - ending the Apartheid

regime.

Where does "Graceland" fit into this equation? Out

of pure curiosity in 1985. Simon visited Johannesburg,

South Africa in order get a firsthand listen of this new

music that was evolving within the townships in South

Africa's biggest cities.

The new music, called "township jive," would soon

become the cornerstone of "Graceland" and put the cul-

ture and history of South Africa's black and impover-

ished population on a worldwide scale, which led to the

necessary world intervention. The sound is a combina-

tion of fluid guitar riffs, high-pitch steel drums, lacy

flute sounds and Zulu chants.

After hearing this peaceful and inspirational music

while visiting Soweto, located right outside lo'burg and

the largest township in South Africa, Simon was

inspired to use his superiority in the American music

industry and create an album that would mimic the

sounds heard throughout ihe country.

So he met with South Africa's version of the Beatles.

Ladysmith Black Mambazo (a Zulu-speaking accapella

group started by Natal native loseph Shabalala in I960)

to construct 1 1 eclectic songs that would prove to be

Simon's most successful work.

With a combination of Simon's mastermind lyrics,

.soft-spoken vocal chords and l^dysmith's traditional

chants in front of those "township jive" instrumentals.

the record captures the happiness that existed, but was

in powerful contempt in the lives of so many South

Africans.

The album goes on many different paths throughout

its 44 minutes, but keeps a core of South African spir-

it. Songs such as "You Can Call Me A," "Graceland"

and "I Know What 1 Know" are fun-filled westernized

anthems twisted with an African flavor.

"Diamonds on the Soles of Her Shoes" and, more

so. "Homeless," which was originally part of

Ladysmith's catalogue, display the music that truly orig-

inates from the rural and urban sections of South

Africa.

"Graceland" won the 1987 Grammy award for

Album of the Year and with the honor, it boosted

Ladysmith Black Mambazo onto the woridwide stage.

The group became a representative for their home

country. They showed the world that a lot of good is

coming out of South Africa and for more to occur the

stifling must end by the government.

Unfortunately, as time has gone on since the

"Graceland" release, evidence has surfaced that Simon

did not compensate all of his South African musical

mentors accordingly respective to the album sales that

were produced in America and Europe. Many critical

musical journalists have dubbed "Graceland" as a proj-

ect that was two-thirds ladysmith and one-third

Simon. However, the message music spreads and the

pure sounds experienced while listening to the recoixl

show that no matter who deserves the credit, it is still

and will forever be one of the finest culminations of

songs on one disc, tape or vinyl ever.

Gteti Straub is a Collegian Columnist.

Breaking ihe surface.
New England Aquarium
whale watches show marine
life up close and personal
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By Jessica PtLLETiER
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The notion that humans have

an undeniably strong connection to

the sea isn't a new concept. Our art

and literature in New England has

proven this fact time and again.

Over many years, however, pol-

lution and ship traffic have threat-

ened the ecosystem of the ocean's

environment and the organisms

therein. With these facts in mind,

educational institutions such as the

New England Aquarium have

offered the public a closer view of

marine life with whale watchw

, that depart steps awsy from the

-aquarium at Central Whitff ta

Boston Harbor.

A chance u sodbov a specks oi

wild animals that was once hunted

to the brink of extinction is some-

thing that strikes a chord in many

individuals. Having said that,

reserving tickets for the cruise is

highly recommended as cruises sell

out well before departure time.

Due to the highly restrictive time

frame, it is necessary for any pas-

sengers to check in a half hour

before departure, as the boat will

leave at its scheduled time.

Ticket prices for adults 21 and

over are $30.45. Discounts are

available for senior citizens and

college students (ID must be pre-

sent^), who can purchase tickets

for $25.20. Prices for chikken

ranee itom $18.90 to $24.15,

Disney movie that made a gigantic

splash in box offices. Every few

years or so, Hollywood will inad-

vertently produce a film that will

fill young imaginations with

dreams of underwater life. The

computer-animated film "Finding

Nemo" has done more than enter-

tain the child-oriented audience - it

has provided them with an insa-

tiable curiosity for the oceanic

world.

Parents are remirtded that no

strollers or infants are allowed on

board. However, children who are

both over the age of three and at

least 30 inches in height are more

than wekoroe aboard the ship.

Brii^pog craycm* and a coloring
"

"the
out

live hours, depending on the levels

of activity of the animals. The num-

ber of whale sightings cannot be

predicted, but due to calm weather

and a plentiful food supply, the

average number of sightings at the

end of August was between six and

12 humpbacks and six to eight

minke whales per cruise.

Whale watching season peaks

during the spring and summer

month, when humpback and

minke whales can be viewed at

Siellwagen Bank, their communal

feeding grounds. Whale watch

tours run twice daily from May

through mid-October and on

weekends in April running through

late October. Further inUwniatian

can be provided by Kce«^ 'dit

New England A^uarittm webntent

UMass student band breaks away from the

herd and shatters the Valley's music scene
By RUSS JUSKALIAN

( :ol.LEl.l AN CORRKSPONHENT

Their shows are some of the best in The

Valley, but can NBFB really bring that stunning

live performance energy to any-

one with a cheap stereo and six

bucks to spare?

After listening to their latest

studio release. "No Bud For

Bisson." the answer is an over-

whelming affirmative. The

band features Ron Peleg bring-

ing a noticeable fusion of

Zeppelin. Santana and the

Doors to his jam-based guitar solos. Darby Wolf

on the keyboard straddles between psychedelic

and P-funk. while Dan Rehm supplies dub base-

lines that leave even the least limber of fans no

choice but to dance.

If that wasn't enough. Bob Moriarty's saxo-

phone injects groove wherever it wasn't already,

and borders on the dreamlike. Dave Bisson is of

course the puppeteer who holds everyone togeth-

er - always poised to bring the audience back to

reality with his impeccably timed drums, or

ready to push people into pure oblivion with

break-beats and groove.

Though the first few tracks are all well played,

they present no coherency for the album, no con-

sistent mood. From the chilled out. pop-dub

track "Deep Analog." to "Rippington" with an

intro clearly reflecting the influence of early Red

in these journey pieces.

Listeners will feel as though they are hypnoti-

cally being brought on some sort of fantastic,

psychedelic adventure: Moriarty's sax draws peo-

ple in while Peleg's guitar guides the listener

along a funky path through a surreal wilderness

of sound and reality.

Relaxing and entrancing, 'The Police Are Your

Friends' is the kind of song you would want

to hear at 4 a.m., after drifting off into the

funky melodies and grooves of a NBFB show.

( oi 'KTi-sv Ninm

No Bud for Bisson, a UMass student band, hits

the scene.

Hot Chili Peppers, the songs all work on their

own - and together if only as a sampling of what

NBFB is capable of. The.se first songs are indeed

high in quality, but in the end detract from an

otherwise tightly realized project.

The new album really gets started with

"Nameology." a track replete with audible influ-

ences combined to birth a completely new sound.

Peleg's clean and dreamlike opening riff reminds

me of the similarly clean melodies from Dave

Matthews Band's hit. "Crush."

From here the rest of NBFB join the fray.

Immediately heard is Herbie Hancock's

"Headhunters" - less frantic but with moi^e

groove - with Moriarty teasing at being oneiric

with his perfectly placed saxophone.

lust as it seems that the song has reached a

plateau. Wolf brings some Parliament Funkadelic

to the table with the sound of that band's now

trademark funky-synth. It's not over before Peleg

gives listeners some Santana inspired guitar.

The pace of the song gets rushed, but sounds

right, and finally it comes full circle to the origi-

nal groove of the opening minute of the track,

which feels like home after such a collage of

musical thoughts.

"Nameology" is a starting point from which

the rest of the album unfolds to display intricacy

and skill, "Strictly Nightvision" and "Delayed

Reaction" feel like epics - the listener is trapped

If the penultimate track and its preceding

track are the first two chapters in a prolonged

journey, then the final track, "The Police Are

Your Friends," serves as a perfect conclusion.

Relaxing and entrancing, "The Police Are

Your Friends" is the kind of song you would

want to hear at 4 a.m., after drifting off into the

funky melodies and grooves of a NBFB show. If

life had a soundtrack, this is the song that would

play when you woke up from a dream feeling

content - somewhere between dreaming and

waking life.

What NBFB really excels at is providing a

coherent feeling to their music in concert - it's

really one big show as opposed to a loosely

strewn sampling of different sounds. "No Bud

For Bisson" captures this and the energy of their

live jam-sessions magnificently, but it doesn't

quite get it right for the first handful of songs.

The best songs on the album are part of a larger

landscape of sound, and tend to be the songs

without vocals.

The album is a keeper, but why not get a little

more for your money?
NBFB. in a record release show, will be giving

away a free copy of "No
Bud For Bisson" with every ticket to their

Sept. 6 show at the Iron Horse in Northampton.

Tickets cost $6 advance and $8 at the door

(includes free CD); the show starts at 9,30 p.m.

This flop's a hit! 'The Producers'

shines at Broadway in Boston
By Jessica Pelletier

CxJLLEiiiAN Staff

The
Producers'

Directeil by

MelBisoks

ColonianiniiH

BOSTON - Reserve your tickets now folks,

because the best-worst show to hit Broadway is

going to be at Boston's Colonial Theater until

Sept. 16. That's right. Mel Brook's "The

Producers" hit the bay area

like a freight train with greasy

wheels, and it's not going to

leave until fall.

This acme of black comedy

reinforces what the entertain-

ment industry knew about

Mel from the start ... he's

funny The musical garnered

twelve Tony awards after its

release and the star studded

marquis outside the theater quickly turned tick-

ets to the show into an endangered species.

With the failure of his latest musical fresh on

his mind, producer Max Bialystock retires to his

apartment with nothing ahead of him except for

the prospect of being a male gigolo to the near-

est retirement village. That is, until mild man-

nered accountant Leopold Bloom enters the

picture and casually mentions the profits that

could be made from producing a flop as

opposed to a hit.

Imagining the piles of money that can be

made from such a ruse, the two set out to find

the worst script, the stupidest director, singers

who can't sing and chorus girls who can't

dance, A night full of pouring over books yields

a play that is

"guaranteed to

close by page 4."

The neo-Nazi

tribute to der

Fuehrer titled

"Springtime for

Hitler" is a romp
through the fields

of Rhineland,

complete with

girls dressed in

sausages and

pretzels.

No social

group is excluded

from Mel Brook's

humor, whether

it is gay, lewish

or elderly. During

at least one point

in the show, you

may find yourself

asking. "Should 1

be laughing at

this?"

Another, moment of pure hilarity occurs

when the inept director. Roger DeBris. flirts

with Leo so intensely that the pencil pusher is

reduced to cuddling with his blue baby blanket

to escape the stress.

The next twist in the Producer's knot comes

in the form of a blonde Swedish bombshell

named Ulla. Sure. «he can't really speak

English, but has that quality ever been neces-

sary in a secretary? Neither Max nor Leo thinks

so. and the leggy blonde is given the job.

All the pieces are in play for the worst musi-

cal to hit Broadway since Fame; but unfortu-

nately for Max and Leo, the musical turns oiit

to be a huge success. As the two bemoan their

fate back at the office, the neo-Nazi writer

decides to extract his revenge for making Adolf

look like a prancing queen. When the police

arrive, they soon discover how Max and Leo

have been cooking the books. It isn't long

before Max is hauled away to prison while Leo

goes to Brazil with Ulla and the two million dol-

lars.

A smidgen of heart is thrown into the mix

when Leo realizes how wrong he was to leave

his friend and returns to make his confession in

court. The two land themselves in Sing Sing

prison for their debauchery, but the musical

doesn't end without one last song and dance for

Max and Leo.

Brad Oscar lakes the lead as Max Bialystock.

a role formerly played by Nathan Lane. His per-

formance is stellar, owing in part to the fact that

Oscar was Lane's understudy in the Broadway

production of "The Producers." When vocal

nodes and illnesses caused Mr. Lane to step out

of the spotlight, Oscar stepped in and per-

formed the role in over seventy occasions.

The role of the Leopold Bloom, the coward-

ly accountant, is filled by Andy Taylor in this

production. Although the New York cast had

Matthew Broderick as the nerdy Bloom,

Taylor's performance is terrific nonetheless. The

lack of superstar names in Boston's "The

Producers" doesn't diminish the quality of the

performances therein.

Dishing out a second helping

of the crazy cinematic creeps
By Johnny Donaldson

lA)LLtc;iAN Staff

The Creeper the snarling star

of the "ieepers Creepers"

movies, has slimy, gray-green

skin, giant, translucent batwings

and pointed teeth that he forms

into a leering grin whenever he

sees a victim he likes. As a

demonic ambassador of the hor-

ror movie world, he doesn't

have the iconic power of, say,

Freddy or |ason, but he certainly

holds his own in the horror vil-

lain pantheon. As played by

Jonathan Breck, the Creeper dis-

plays a witty silent menace he's

The musical scoundrels who started it

Broderick in their performance of 'The Producers.'

all: Nathan Lane and Matthew

Ida Leigh Curtis played Ulla's character, in

both this version and the original. Her accent

can only be described as a sexy version ol the

Muppet Show's Swedish chef. Her choreogra-

phy is amazing, and it's cleariy true, as she

chirps in her solo, "when you've got it. flaunt it."

"The Producers" exudes a level of fuii you're

just not going to get at "Les Miserables." Ticket

prices aren't much lower than those found on

the Broadwav scene (decent seats can be found

in the $bO to" $7 5 range) but the steeper price is

worth it for the show that Boston's "The

Producers" are putting on this fall.

THE Umass Roman Catholic student

center invites you to kick-off the year at a

Student Mass and
Open House

Sunday Sept. 7

7pm Mass

8pm Open House

and pizza

Begin the new school year with other Catholic

students, and learn about programs the Newman

Center offers at the Open House afterwards:

COME
JOIN

Social events

Liturgy

Newman Student

Association

Grad Group

Retreats

Faith education

Service projects

The Newman Center

Umass' Roman Catholic Faith Community
472 North Pleasant St.

Amherst. MA 01002

413-549-0300

www.umass.edu/catholic

In "lecpeis Creepers 2."

there's no pretension that the

movie is anything more than an

action-packed creature feature

with the various young cast

members facing an other

worldly force that fancies

them for a snack. In that

regard, the movie is a better

film than the original, as it

wastes no time in getting into

the down-and-diriy basics.

The bus breaks down, the

coaches and driver are picked

off and the kids are left tu

fend for themselves in the

lonely, desolate farmland

The movie opens with a

'Jeepers

Creepers 2'

Diiecied by

Victor Salva

Siarring

Ray Wise

JonaitoiBtetk

UniiedAflists

Baled R

1 03 win s

Grade

~ir

—

Mr. Creeper hangs out waiting

Creepers 2.'

lason Voorhees with more per-

sonality.

"Ieepers Creepers 2." the

inevitable sequel to come down

the pike, opens with a title card

stating that "every 23rd spring

... for 23 days ... it gets to eat."

And so it does, as the Creeper

descends upon a busload of high

school jocks and cheerleaders

rumbling down a remote

Midwestern highway.

The original "jeepers

Creepers" begins on a note of

suggestive spookiness. A squab-

bling brother-and-sister team

travels down remote farmland

roads when they are stalked by

rusted jalopy of a van driven b\

a cloaked and deranged villain.

After the movie's big reveal,

however, the movie descended

into a standard issue - if compe-

tently made - monster movie

freak-out. with a winged demon

flying around and climbing up

walls in order to rip various

body parts from unlucky souls.

,
i
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for his next victim in his return film, 'Jeepers

spectacular scene in which the

Creeper, in the guise of a scare-

crow, carries off a 12-year-old

boy in front of the boy's father

(Ray Wise, the Ahab to the

Creeper's Moby IDick). And

there is another terrific scene in

which the snarling beast goes

shopping for his future meals as

the teens cower on the bus.

There is also a not-so-terrific

scene in which a blonde cheer-

leader named Minxie (yes.

Minxie - and she's played,

blandly, by Nicki l.ynn Aycoxi

has a psychic vision thai

explains everything to the con

fused teens. It is the most awk-

ward example of piling on the

horror movie exposition since,

maybe. "Freddy vs. lason."

There's not much \ariation

on how the Creeper pick-; oil

victims (it swoops down form

the sky and carries them away),

which makes the attacks rather

repetitive. But writer/director

Victor Salva - who al.so did the

honors for the previous install-

ment - uses the claustrophobic,

single setting of the bus and sur-

rounding springtime fields to

_^_^_^__ maximum advan-

tage (Salva cer-

tainly knows how
to turn open

fields into omi-

nous landmarks).

And smartly, he

plays with audi-

ence expectations

when it comes to

black characters,

blonde cheerlead-

ers and horror

movies.

The larger

cast means the

characters - who
also include a vir-

ulently racist homo-
phobe (played with

lull iron-eyed sleaze

by Eric Nenninger)

and a heroic African

jock (Garikayi

Mulambirwa)
aren't as fully fleshed

out (actually, they

iirc really nothing

more than canon

fodder) but they

effectively establish

his ensemble.

Alas. Salva

still can't give the

Creeper a proper

back-story. He's

crafted an intriguing addition to

the pantheon of modern mon-

sters and madmen - it's just too

bad he couldn't actually give us

an\ idea what the hell it is.

TOTAL FITNESS
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$139
Student Special ^

4 months
Best Aerobics- Best Machines
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lwww.amherstathletic.com
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MERCYhouse
it's a church

celebrates its 4th year anniversary

as a church in Amherst. All of Amherst

is invited to enjoy a full schedule of

festivities under and around the big

yellow tent on the Common.

Sunday, September 7th

11:00ain ' Sunday Horning Celebration

12:30pN - ^ree ffotdoes

I'OOpw - HastcaL treats everv hour 'ncLud'n9

Joas, -funk, ctasstcal, roCK'nVoU.

- Free ktd$ carn'vaL with -face patnt'ng

- Arts and cra-Fts booth ^or both kids and adults

- Volleyball tournament with prices

4:00pw ' f'ree concert under the tent

www.knowmercy.org
413-374-7532

»
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DJ Mark Ronson crosses genres with his unique sound
iJ\J IVim l\ I I V^ I I V^ Vr V/ W ^

R,o.s and Anthony Hamil.on he? producer from a forgettable ver.

By BRliNDAN Lfct

CX)LLi<.lAN (.JORRtSPONDtNT

The name Mark Ronson probably

won't ring any bells for most hip-hop

and R&B listeners.

That's not a problem for the English-

bom, New York-bred L^j on his debut

album. "Here Comes the Fuzz. "
as it

showcases an assemblage of

guest stars that would make any

hip-hop radio station jealous.

Ronson, whose few produc-

tion credits include a handful of

remixes and the criminally-

ignored 2001 debut from Nikka

Costa ("Everybody Got Their

Something"), manages to bring in

enough A-list talent to keep heads nod-

ding to his brand of hybrid funk pro-

duction.

He gained fame in the New York

City club scene as a Dj who was just as

likely to drop the needle on something

by the White Stripes as he would the

now |ay-Z single. On "Here

Comes the Fuzz." he doesn't

deviate from the formula.

Ronson seems to favor a

live production style, rife with

the fresh snare kicks, smooth

bass lines and heavy doses of

Wurlitzer organ that A Tribe

Culled Quest/Native Tongues

made popular in the

earlv Ws. Despite a

guest appearance by

Tribesman Q-Tip, it

seen\s the "golden

era" nostalgia extends

only to the beats. In

fact, most of the guest

MC's on the record are content

to lyrically tread water - a

problem further compounded

by Ronson's frequent and

unnecessary stylistic discre-

tions.

The country-fried opener

"Bluegrass Stain'd" by Nappy

Mark Ronson

'Here Comes

the Fuzz'

Eltctia

Ronton collaborates with some of today's top

hip-hop on 'Here Comes the Fuzz.'

MilRTENSFN

MC's in

Roots and Anthony Hamilton

is marginally appealing, yet vir-

tually indistinguishable from

the glut of "dirty south" groups

and MC's currently flooding

airwaves nationwide.

Rivers Cuomo (of Weezer

fame) makes an ill-advised

cameo on the aptly-titled "I

Suck," where the normally deft

rock lyricist turns in a per-

formance worthy of a faceless

teen movie soundtrack.

Ronson even mines the dance-

hall crossover trend, utilizing

Sean Paul's rough flow over a

bland hip-hop beat and singer

Tweet's crooning on

"International Affairs."

As a producer, Ronson fares

much better when he leaves

the platinum-selling guest list

at home and lets his friends go

to work. On the title track, the

aforementioned Costa rescues

her producer from a forgettable verse

by Roc-A-Fella affiliate Freeway and his

own tired, plodding rap/rock riffagc.

Ronson proteges Rhymefest and Saigon

outshine their better-known counter-

parts on their showcase tracks.

For heads willing to wade into

Ronson's muddied waters, there are few

handsome rewards. Still, both of the

albums' lead singles feature the perfect

combination of dazzling production

work and game-tight lyrics that Ronson

strives for and ultimately fails to

achieve throughout "Here Comes the

Fuzz".

Ghostface Killah serves up a restau-

rant quality verse on "Ooh Wee," fea-

turing a Nate Dogg hook hotter than a

New York minute. Ronson successtully

marries the Brooklyn underground fra-

ternity of Mos Def and MOP with a

Lenny Kravitz sample for "On thj Run"

and the results should be heating up

mixtapes and college radio for months

to come.

Whale watch cruises

delight Bostonians
Continued from page 1

camera at home. A full-service galley

runs throughout the duration of the

tour and offers simple fare including

sandwiches, pretzels and candy bars.

Alcoholic beverages may be pur-

chased onboard, however beverage

containers may not be brought

(Xx:rtv:>y TOM klfc< kill vvv.

A humpback whale disappears below the waves of the

North Atlantic.

onboard initially. During the long trips

to and from Stellwagen Bank, a short

film about life in and around Boston

Harbor is shown. There are three lev-

els of seating aboard the catamarans,

which are handicapped accessible.

Wearing the right clothing on your

whale watch can mean the difference

between enjoying your trip and stum-

bling around a deck while dealing with

goose bumps. The first of these sugges-

tions would be for anyone with long

hair (male or female) to tie it back

before reaching open water. Top

speeds on the Voyagers are between 55

and 45 miles per hour, and if you don't

cop a squat inside the galley lounge

you'll end up gulping mouthfuls of

hair.

Another tip goes

out to any whale-

loving ladies who
may be reading.

Sacrifice the heels

for a couple hours

and wear rubber-

soled shoes

because any

waves you may
encounter will

land you lace first

on a metal deck.

Lastly, the weath-

er out on the open

ocean will be

colder than it is

inland, so do like mama told you and

bring a sweater

The whale watch season will con-

tinue in Boston until the fall season

causes the whales to migrate to a

warmer climate. So if an Indian sum-

mer should hit the area, a trip to

Boston for a leisurely day out on the

water is dcfiniieK worth it.

Boyd linslev wholetieartedly takes center stage

tXX;RTE.SY BARNABY WAI'tK

Tinsley's debut CD takes his music

far beyond DMB.

By Cameron J. Wooiw
CoLLEtaAN Staff

Boyd Tinsley

True Reflections'

Long-time violinist of the Dave

Mathews Band Boyd Tmsley released his

first solo effort this summer entitled.

"True Reflections." The album's emotion-

al lyrics leave listeners with the impres-

sion that they have had the chance to get

to know Tmsley on a personal level.

Though the album is Tmsley's story, it

holds emotional truths that all listeners

can understand and relate to.

"I finally got to the point where 1 need-

ed to write these songs. I started putting

together ideas and recording them on the

tour bus, at home, wherever I could,"

Tmsley said in the album's release state-

ment. He wrote or co-wrote all 1 1 tracks

on the disc.

The album's first track is an acoustic
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song entitled "Its Alright." which is very

catchy and is a bit like a Beatles tune. The

next track. "Show Me." sounds as if it

was actually recorded in a smoky bar

room, which enhances the album's collo-

quial feeling.

"We didn't try to get a slick, overpro-

ducing thing," Tmsley said. "It's just a raw

sound coming from the musicians at the

moment. When something felt good,

that's when it was right. That was the

guideline."

Tinsley's country music influences

show through in "Run" and "So Glad,"

providing a counterpoint to the

bittersweet "Long Time To

Wait" and the "bOs style song,

"Listen."

At first, "Perfect World" may

seem a bit out of place with its

topical sound, but the lilting

pop melody still packs serious

lyrics.

"[•Perfect World' | was for my two

kids," Tmsley said. "How do 1 explain war

to a child, something that makes no sense

even to me?"
For those who view covers as deadly

sins, the slow burning ballad remake of

the Neil Young/Crazy Horse classic

"Cinnamon Girl" may not be anything

compared to the original, but it does

make for a great listen.

"I've always been a huge fan of Neil

Young's," Tinsley said. "We started out

trying an elcxtric approach as Neil did it.

but I felt he had done that version and

nobody can touch it. So we decided on a

quieter, acoustic approach. Toshi Reagon

did a great job on the background vocals

as well."

Tmsley's retooling of

the song is done seamless-

ly, and unlike most cov-

ered songs today he felt no

need to omit any of the

original lyrics.

A Charlottesville, Va.

native. Tmsley grew up in

the same neighborhood as DMB drum-

mer Carter Beauford and saxophonist

Leroi Moore. He was raised in a musical

household, with his father the director of

the church choir and his uncle a staple in

local jazz bands.

Tmsley began playing the violin in

middle school. He quickly became profi-

cient, though he notes that his dog and

his family "hated me for a good couple of

years."

In his teens, he co-founded the

Charlottesville-Albemarle Youth

Orchestra, which was later joined by

DMB bassist Stefan Lessard.

During this time he studied

under Isador Saslav of the

Baltimore Symphony Orchestra.

At age 16 Tinsley turned down

the possibility of becoming a

young virtuoso and dove head

first into the fiddlers world of

Stephan Gappelli. lean-Luc Ponty and

Papa |ohn Creach.

During his time at the University of

Virginia. Tinsley headlined many all-night

coffee house jams.

Upon meeting the young South

African singer/songwriter Dave Mathews

in 1991 all of Tmsley's side projects were

dropped and the Dave Mathews Band

came into being.

"I knew it was something special."

Tinsley said. "This was some of the most

powerful music I'd heard in a long time."

In his carc-er with DMB. Tinsley has

perfonned and recorded in front of

countless numbers of fans and sold mil-

lions of records. Even with his new solo

career. Tinsley still toured with DMB on

their 2003 summer tour and perfonned

solo numbers.
"1 know my life is gonna be a little cra-

zier than it has been, but I feel more pre-

pared to do it." he said. "The most impor-

tant thing is to play music, have fun. pour

my heart out and move people."

Tinsley will have no problem moving

people with this new record.
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SATURDAY,

September 6

2003

Fine Arts

Center, 10pm

Now entering his eighth season on

TV's "Saturday Night Live," Darreli

Hammond has been applauded by

television critics and viewers alike for

his uncanny, accurate impressions of a

wide range of celebrities and

politicians^

Bud Giveaway

Sunday Sept. 7th

Tr.insportation Available

131 East StrMt HadlCY.M
t1 3-514-9721

Rt, 9

Moffllay - Sundanr

1B:M - 1:M

Need some
extra cash?

1

Come work at a local DB iftari!

Apply in person at the

following locations:

• East St. & Plumtree Rd., Springfield

» Old South St., Noilhampton

» Federal St., Belchertown

• West St., South Amherst

• Triangle St., Amherst.

Cashierpositions with all shifts available.

For more information contact

Diane at 1-800-255-1525

Ext. 287 EOE

lEDEmWS
Sign up to participate in upcoming decision-making

experiments by the

BopODQiiiaiia CDS HQQQ(n?39 aQQmQoaflQQ!

For more info &to sign up, please gotO:

http://www.umass.edu/expecon

$8 for UMass Students/ $12 General Admission

Tickets will be available at the FAG Box Office starting Sep. 2nd for

Students only, and Sept. 5th for general admission
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Cable shouldn't be one of them.

Get your first montli of select Comcast Digital Cable packages featuring HBO for just $1

!

Add Comcast High-Speed Internet for just $1 morel Plus get FREE basic installation!

1-877-407-7806 comcast-ne.com
(comcast

nscouerv!^ S!f'«Js5- Am
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Kiss army and Aero-force: aged but still rocking
By Cameron J. Woods

Q)Lli:l.lAN StAH"

MANSFIELD. Mass. - On Aug. 24.

fans were treated to roughly 10 million

watts ol electric lighting and enough

pyrotechnics to torch a forest at the

Tweeter Center in Mansfield as two rock-

md-roll legends. Kiss and Aerosiiiith.

united for an unprecedented event. It was

a scene of jeans and black t-shirt clad

baby-booniers and similarly dressed mil-

lenials gathered in mass to rock out

together.

Right before the show began, the dark-

ening of the stage signaled the impending

arrival of Kiss. There was a hush in the

mumiurings of the crowd as a deep E-note

was emitted from the sound system that

was more felt than heard. The pyres of

tlame erupted and the four painted mem-

bers of Kiss swarmed the stage in there

classic costumes.

Vocalist Paul Stanley gyrated to a

crowd of girls, who willingly forgot the

fact the man they were swooning for was

old enough to be their father. The rock leg

cnd.s cranked out an hour-and-a-half set

with stage theatrics bold enough to rival

Broadway.

Bassist Gene Simons was the target ot

ihe band's one and only cover of the night.

"Happy Birthday." With a sadistic grin,

demonic tongue and all. Simons gorged

himself in birthday cake and

resumed playing. Later in the

show, he would be hoisted over 50

feet into the catwalks above the

stage where he played and then

almost instantly reappeared back

on ground level.

Drummer Peter Chris got

involved in the acrobatics when, in

the middle of a solo, his entire drum kit

was lifted neariy to the ceiling of the stadi-

um. Easily the most stationary of the band.

Sexy, wired and

Aerosmith still delivers.

i!65«C
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weathered,

guitarist Ace Freely was not one to be

overlooked with his huge silver shoulder

pads and earsplitting guitar licks.

For their closing scene. Chris.

Freely and Simons were all ele-

vated above the stage while

Stanley destroyed his guiur, all

of this as a Fourth of |uly-like dis-

play of fireworks erupted around

them. Then the mad dash of

10,000 restroom-bound rockers

ensued.

One could have easily left the show at

this point with a good, healthy ringing in

the ears and a great story to tell. But when

the PA system boomed to life announcing

that Aerosmith would be taking the stage

in 10 minutes, not even eight-dollar

nachos kept people from getting back to

their seats.

Then it came: the first whining chords

from |oe Perry's guitar tore through the

stands. Front-man Steven TVIer in all his

mad hatter grandeur emerged on stage

accompanied as always by his signature

scarf-covered microphone.

Twenty-thousand voices rivaled the

screeching vocals of Tyler as he wailed out

contemporary hits as well as classics from

as far back as Aerosmith's first album,

"Toys in the Attic." While singing the intro

to "Cryin"," Tyler stopped and with a laugh

I XX IRTtSY AN( lUI 1 nU l XIM

Cartooney, decadent and ancient,

Kiss still rocks.

said. "Oh! So you know the bitch too."

Unlike their predecessors, Aerosmith

did not have lighting that could be seen

from space, but the stage setup was still

amazing. With naked neon women and

other bar-style signs, as well as a stage-

wide projection screen that displayed

images to go with the music, they proved

to be the true rulers of the stage.

The ambiance of their risque images fit

perfectly with the two tracks they played

from their upcoming release due out in

early 2004. These tunes were more jazzy

and bluesy than most of the band's recent

work, but to long-time listeners it should

sound quite familiar.

Age was not a factor in the perform-

ance of Aerosmith. lyier and Perry both

worked the entire stage, including the cat-

walk that w^nt out into the crowd. They

cranked out song after song with barely

any pause in between. And for all those

who would say that Steven lyier has \ost

his voice over the years, all that can be said

is that he still sounds great live.

After jamming for just over an hour.

Aerosmith fled the stage much to the dis-

may of the crowd, which for a moment

nearly turned to rioting in demand of an

encore. Instead the crowd simply filed out

of the stands wearing smiles and shouting,

"Huh?!" at each other.

This was truly a once in a lifetime tour

for not only Kiss and Aerosmith fans, but

for all lovers of rock music. Some may

scoff at how old bands like these two are

still going strong. Blame it on the mass

midlife crises of their fan base or whatev-

er else you want, but it does make for awe-

some concerts. •
Southern natives Saliva opened the

event. Try as they might with their angry

lyrics and booming sound, they could not

quite get the crowed pumped up and into

their set.
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DINING SERVICES
OPPORTUNITIES

Amherst College is accepting applications for the following

part-lime positions beginning late August/early September.

COOKS FOOD SERVERS
DISHWASHERS- KITCHEN RUNNERS

Wfokday and weekend shifts (breakfast, lunch & dinner). Previous

food preparation and kitchen experience preferred.

MEAL CHECKERS
Breakfast, lunch, dinner and weekend schedules available. Must be

able to work a minimum of three shifts (approx. 3 hours each) up to

a maximum of 19 hours per week. Ught cleaning duties (including

tables) during and after hours. Will train.

CATERING
Banquet Captains • WaiUUff • Bartenden
Elvers/Setiqp • Catering Dishwaaheni

Work special function/catered events. Previous experience

prefoned but will train

CAMPUS CENTER COFFEE HOUSE
C<iunter Service - weekday late afternoon shifts available.

We offer compeUtive starting rates. No benefits. Interested

candidates may submit a resume or complete an application at:

Office ofHuman Resources, 201 Converse Hall, Amherst

CoUege, Amherst, MA 01002-5000.

Amkd'.l CiiUene ti an Al^ua/ (>pporlumh>/Affirmaai't Action empltrtruiul emouragu uomtn.

minoruui and Iterwrn :iMh itualntitUi t» af>f>h

f^

CVS
pharmacy

student Discou

$1.00 off 1 hour processing

(prints only)

$>»..

oMbXiI^$2.00 off 1 hour digital pr

(prints & cd)

Valid Student 10 required.

Available at both Amherst locations only.

Original roll developing only.

Offer ends:

Sept. 30, 2003

$73

Natural selection.

How smart is this: All the textbooks you need for up to 60% off retail prices. And all you have to

do is go to half.com and type in the book titles, or ISBN numbers.Then let nature take its course.

For a limited time, first-time buyers

Save an additional *5

on purchases of "SO or more!

Sinnply use this code:

Amherst2003

h0lf.com~

Same textbooks. Smarter prices.

.,.K..^.»,u..Mll.lict jK«i.rv30O3 IF««ttlm.buy.r«onl» luxlwl llin« o«.r, .ttlu<l« .Neplnfl
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MiUoy fits Bill
Former Patriot

rejoins Bledsoe
By John Wawrow
AsstKiATEi) Press

ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. (AP) - Lawyer Milloy

agreed to sign with the Buffalo Bills on

Wednesday, a day after being cut by the New
England Patriots.

The move adds more drama to an already

intriguing season-opener - the Bills host the

Patriots on Sunday. Besides Milloy, Buffalo quar-

terback Drew Bledsoe was a star in New England.

Milloy significantly upgrades a young Buffalo

defensive backfield and could provide insight into

the Patriots' plans as the Bills prepare for New
England.

Milloy was expected to join the team for his

first practice on Thursday.

Coach Gregg Williams said he would have to

first speak with Milloy before determining

whether he would be ready to play Sunday.

Milloy was released by the Patriots for salary-

cap reasons on Tuesday. The move created a stir.

in part because Milloy was a team leader and had

started 106 consecutive games in his seven NFL
seasons.

Adding the bonus to his $4.4 million salary for

this season. Milloy was to count $5.25 million

against New England's cap.

The Bills, projected to have $4 million of room

under the cap. were one of a handful of team that

had made offers to sign the player.

Terms of Milloy s new deal were not immedi-

ately available.

Milloy led the Patriots in tackles in 2001 . when

New England won the Super Bowl, and recorded

100 or more tackles five times. Last year he had

no sacks, no forced fumbles and no interceptions.

His 91 tackles were the fewest he'd tallied since

becoming a full-time starter.

He's the latest addition to a revamped Bills

defense that was bolstered last spring by the addi-

tions of linebackers Takeo Spikes and )eff Posey

and tackle Sain Adams. Together, they improve a

unit that gave up 25 points a game, and managed

a league-low 19 turnovers and 31 sacks.

Buffalo's current starters at safety are Coy

Wire, who's coming off an encouraging rookie

season, and Pierson Prioleau, a four-year veteran

who was a first-time starter last season. Neither

recorded an interception last year.

Bills president Tom Donahoe denied specula-

tion that Milloy might have lost a step.

"We think he's still a good football player.

Obviously the Patriots do too. they tried to keep

|him|," Donahoe said.

Bledsoe had high praise for Milloy. having

spent six seasons with the player in New
England.

"I will tell you this that everybody that plays

against Lawyer is aware of where he is and aware

of his ability to make big plays," Bledsoe said.

"As far as his speed, his aggressiveness, his phys-

ical style, 1 haven't seen a falloff at all."

Besides improving the Bills defense. Millo\

would be valuable for Bledsoe to provide insight

into the Patriots defensive plans.

"I would certainly love to sit down and pick

his brain," Bledsoe said.

Wire welcomed the chance of the Bills landing

Milloy. even if it meant Wire losing his starting

job.

"Any time you can have a guy like that come

in and help your defense, you're excited about

it," Wire said. "This is a team game."

Earlier in the day. New England fullback

Larry Centers didn't want to consider the

prospect Milloy joining the Bills, their next oppo-

nent.

"That would be a nightmare," Centers said

during a conference call with members of the

Buffalo media.

Bouncing back
Continued from page 14

Fairfield 2-1 in a thrilling double-overtime showdown

Saturday

Sophomore )aime Bawden got the Minutemen out to an

early lead, beating I airiield goalie l.auren Iliomas at 1 7:56.

The UMass defense held strong until Fairfield's Lauren

Pizzi tied it up in the second half and forced overtime.

The game remained knotted up until Katelyn Woolf rey,

set up by teammate Rachel Skompski. knocked it home to

end the game in the second extra frame.

"The outcome of the lirst game was positive," said Shea.

"But our performance in the second game was by tar better

than that of our first game."

Maryland out-shot UMass 42-2 in their impressive vic-

tory. Tocco made a career best 2 1 saves in the contest as

well.

Conference games will be crucial for the Minutewomen this

season, and they will only have two regular season confer-

ence games at home -against Temple on Oct. lU and St.

Joseph's on Oct. 12.

Arguably the biggest game of the seas(.)n will be on Oct.

19 in

Richmond. The defending conference champs are pre-

dicted to repeat, and will sureh be a tough test for the

Maroon and White.

"Every team that we play is great and there's always a

dogfight," said Shea. "Each opixjnenl brings something dif-

ferent to the table."

If the Minutewomen perfomi well enough this season to

advance to the Final Four, the\ will have a distinct advan-

tage over the competition. UMass will pla\ host to the

NCAA Division I Ciiampionships, starting with first and

second round action the weekend of Nov 15-16 and the

finals on Nov. 1 9 and 2 1

.

BC prevails
Continued from page 14

UMass. The momentum of the game

shifted and the Maroon and White

went on the attack.

Caitlin Beresin single-handedly

jumpstarted the UMass offense a few

minutes into the second half, when she

broke through the BC defense and

rocketed a shot that was stoned by BC

goal keeper jillian Savoy (two saves).

Beresin continued to spark the

Minutewomen, driving deep into the

circle and colliding with Savoy, nearly

getting off a game-tying shot.

The Eagles and Minutewomen trad-

ed offensive rallies for the duration

after Beresin's play.

Kim French nearly added to the

Eagles' advantage with a blast that

rang off the far post, laime Bawden

followed up a few minutes later,

sprinting into the circle and getting off

a shot that barely went wide of the

Eagles' goal.

Boston College put the game away

with 1 3:06 remaining. After Tocco was

bombarded with an array of shots. BC
forward Sara York chipped a rebound

the home to put the game out of reach.

The upcoming schedule doesn't get

easier lor the Minutewomen. They

have four consecutive road games

before returning home to host

Providence on Sept. 20.

Want to

write?

Come to
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Welcome
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Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

Beer:

^^ Molson

CANAOIAN

Liquor:

Wild Turkey loi*
Wine:

I liter. .$21.99 Jacobs Creek Reserve

tbpkcanv $18.99' Bushmills

yf/U»M Michelob Ultra

Char.. Cab.. Shiraz, Rieslinx

750 ml.

I liter.. .$22.99 Canyon Road

Chivas Regal ch«d.,cab..M.r.o,

wpk.anv $17.49* J: ^1 t,^ no ^'°'"'

Frrec:.H.i«i^« 750 ml...$24.99 ^^^
Seagram's Vodka tihani.. cab.. Mertot . v (.mki.

All 1 hivors 750 ml

30 rk cans .$10.99'
1.75 It.. .$14.99 Nathanson CrceJc

_„,,., - , . .11 Chard., Cab . Merlot

Busch & Busch light Margantaville 750 mi
24 pkbtis $10.99'

1.75 It. ..$27.99 SanUCarolina

CoorsUght Rubinoff ^"—

Fiw Cookr Bat!

>»^*c\ Rolling Rock

N4illwaukee's Best

Wpkinis $12.99' All flavors
1.5 It.

l-?lt $QQQ ^^°^
I./5 il... 39.99

,>,,.o, < h.hUsBlu.'.h. (.Jhahlis. Chianti

4 It.

$9.99

$5.99

$5.99

$3.99

$6.99

$8.99

i2pkhii $8.99'
"all beer prices plus deposit

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

jjj Russell St., Rte 9, Hadley, MA 0103$

1(84-8174 • Man.- Sat. 9am- iipm

SALE 9/4 THROUGH 9/10
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* In business 22 ycahs

* Locally owned & operated"

0343tOe

www.amherstatfiletic.com

NOTE: We cut shelving to your specifications

CusfomiTe a school iootbo)d

Be the HANDY PERSON in your dorm!

Tool boxes, tools, fasteners, supplies

and the expertise you need ...

ALL AT COWLS!

For All Your

Building and Remodeling Needs

£•.SLEEPY HOLLOW BED Cp.>i^
^MATTRESSES;'' FUTONS \ BEDS * ETC. • ^^ •

BUILDING SUPPLY
125 Sunderland Road, North Amherst

7-5 M-F • 8-3 Sat. • FREE local delivery

413-549-0001 •www.cowls.com

MISMATCI

I

MAITRESS

TWIN SET $19^

MATT ONLY $119

FULL SET $249

MATT ONLY $149

OUEEN SET $299

MATT ONLY $189

SvoUri rWj R#

FUTONS NEWYORKER

4" Cotion + l-oiini SI 10 Sin

b" Cotton + loam STn N/A

i<" Cotton + loam SI 55 SI 80

Cushy Coil Sl'^i S250

"twin size also awiilabic

m select hhhIlK

Walman

Full $99

ROMA PLATFORM

#^y. Full $149

•^' Queen $179

ALBANY

Oak or Natural

„.^.^.£ Full $199

Oueen$229

i.rpiK" 1.1-1

Rt. II6S

,4mhersi

College

A

tu

Nurltiampton

Ri. II6N

I

Stop &
Shop

Amher^l

Common

AMHUfT
I

528 College St. • Rt. 9 • Amherst • 255-2337

Mill iO-b • I RI 10-7 • SAT 10-b • SL \ 12 4

(kichcrtown

T Spirit Hauv

qAMHEKSTgVKVIVAL QeNTEK

'TROM TRASH TO TREASURES''

Furniture Sale

and Collection
Saturday September 6 9am - 1pm

Town Common
Rain or Shine

. Buy used furniture at very low prices (delivery available)

All furniture in good condition will be accepted free charge on

the common

Rugs mattresses, and unusable furniture will be accepted for

a disposal fee of $1 per item

• Call 549-3968 for more information

f ff#%li/^De AA

k99

Tsomis

18"

^mmm\

1.75 Hier

199

Hennessv $1

80°
\.hIn.

l.T» liter

18"

1 99

1.79 mar

1.7B mar
34"

V2KEGS
M M\4\ $49.99

Coots li^iit $49.99

Natural L^Dt^ Ice $44.99

Michelob &

MtMyjIit $S2.99

BeriisiiireSrtwIn; $99.99

(Jill Flavors'
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Football readies for opener Central Connecticut State Defense

•21-0*;^iim1»|iatthlM flB-AilfilWaccIa

Continued from page 14

non-conference matchup i.s rust - a possible result

froin the 10 months without competition smce they

downed Rhode Island. 48-2 1 . in the last game of the

2002 season. .

"We're worried about execution and penalties,

Whipple said. "We re going to miss blocks, we're

going to miss tackles that just goes with it. We

haven't scrimmaged in a while. Its just kind ol keep-

ing the integrity If bad things happen, how you re

going to handle it; if good things happen, how you re

going to handle it

'

. ,

While there's no arguing that 50 points isnt

close, the Blue Devils did manage to put up 20

points against UNll better than the opponents ot

Villanova, Northeastern and lames Madison

(Hampton, Stonehill and Liberty, respectively) could

do in their first-week contests.

The offense came thanks to junior quarterback

Scott Dolch and freshman running back Cory Harge.

Dolch threw a 22-vard touchdown pass to senior

tight end Mike Malonc. and Harge was the bnghtest

spot for the Blue IX-vils. rushing nine times for 98

yards, including a bO-yard touchdown run that gave

CCSU its 20th point.

SignilicantlN enough, the Blue Devils had more

first downs and rushing yards, and lewer penalties

against UNH than UMass did on Nov. 9. 2002 in a

31-14 loss to the Wildcats.

One aspect to watch will be the use of sophomore

R.|. Cobbs. Last year's A- 10 Rookie of the Year has

become the hottest topic in UMass football, due to

the coaching staffs decision to move him out of the

tailback spot where he earned the award.

Cobbs rushed for 1.117 yards on 192 carries, an

average of 5.6 yards per attempt. It looks like Cobbs

will move out to a receiver spot, though, clearing a

hole for sophomore Raunny Rosario. who averaged

a solid 4.9 yards per carry last year There were also

rumors that Cobbs would play some defensive back,

but Whipple eliminated that option, at least for this

Saturday.

The Maroon and White enters the game ranked

No. 14 in l-AA by The Sports Network, and has an

extra incentive to procure the win on Saturday.

Whipple currently stands at 59 victories at the helm

of the Minutemen. With the win, he would become

the third coach in the history of the program to reach

40.

Vic Fusia and Dick MacPherson each reached the

40-win plateau. Fusia went on to record 59 victories

with UMass, the team record.

More important to Whipple, though, is that his

squad pays enough attention to the game Saturday

without looking forward to the rest of the season -

which features the other end of the college football

spectrum in l-A Kansas State next Saturday.

"ICCSU coach Paul Schudel] is a good guy. He's

a good coach." Whipple said. "They have a plan, but

I haven't seen any sign that our guys will relax."

"It is a regular game. It counts. It'll be on my

record, it'll probably be on my tombstone some-

where."
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Hostile Orono a tough visit

By Mike Marzelli

Cdlllil.lAN St.M-K

Notebook

Because of its unforgiving

weather and lack of proximit> to

opponent schools. Orono. Maine

has never been a favorite locale tor

visitors. .\nd if the opening game

of the 2003 sea-

son is any indi-

cation of things

to come, loot-

ball fans in the

great northern

woods, as well

as the team they

support. will

make it even k;ss inviting.

The Black Bears drew a record

crowd of 9.345 to Alfond Stadium

for a clash with No. 3 Montana,

and then gave the Grizzlies all they

could handle befoiv eventually suc-

cumbing 50-20.

Stmtihg new eras

One of the primary things

the crowd at Alfond Stadium

came to see was their new

freshman quarterback. His

name is Ron Whitcomb, and

he, along with Villanova's joe

Casamento. is one of two young

>Li'^jjiil-c

signal callers in the A- 10 who have

the daunting task of replacing leg-

ends in their respective programs.

Whitcomb is stepping in to lead

the Black Bears following the com-

pletion of the lake Baton era, and

was good on 1 5-of-5 1 attempts for

188 yards and tv^o scores against

Montana.

The freshman

also carried the

ball 15 times

for 44 yards.

Although he

was picked off

once, he cer-

tainly did a

respectable job controlling an

offense designed around tail-

back Marcus Williams and

keeping Maine in the game.

Casamento was more than

efficient in his debut, a 41-6

thumping of Hampton.

Taking over right where

reigning A- 10 Offensive Player

of the Year Brett Gordon left

off. the sophomore completed

24-of-30 passes for 252 yards

and three touchdowns without

throwing an intercept to earn

A- 10 Offensive Player of the

Week honors.

Who ut the dogs otir?

Northeastem's 78-6 demoli-

tion of Division II Stonehill

College may have been an exam-

ple of two teams in different

galaxies talent-wise, but the

vaunted Husky ground game was

certainly more than impressive.

Kntering the .season with one

of the nation's premier one-two

punches returning at tailback,

coach Don Brown saw last year's

leading rusher. Anthony Riley,

gain 100 yards on a mere six car-

ries, and finds himself below two

underclassmen on the stat sheet

when the day was done.

Leading the way was A- 10

Rookie of the Week Shawnn

Gyles, who finished the day with

an astounding line in his first

collegiate game: 172 yards and

four touchdowns on just five car-

ries.

Fellow freshman Shane

Hopkins also eclipsed the centu-

ry mark, picking up 109 yards

and two touchdowns on only six

carries.

Tim Gale, last year's second

leading rusher, gained only 57

yards on five attempts but did

score twice.

The Area's Best Fitness & Health Club

Ultimate
Located In the Stop & Shop Plaza

on Route 9

E HEALTHAND FHTslESS CENTER

For more information call

253-7571

• Full Aerobics
Programs Including:

-Cardio KIckboxIng

-Yoga
•And Many More

• Nutritional

• Consultation
• Tanning
• Sauna
• Juice Bar &
Supplements

• Personal fyaining

• Stairmaster*
• Pr*cor
'n-aadmllis

• Ufacycla
Raoumbant BIkaa

• Ufacyola Upright

BIfcaa

• Pracor
Croaatrainara

• Body Maatara
and Icarlan Fraa
WalgHta

• Cybax CIrcutt

Training Equip.

Inquire About Pilates

Now offering AeroDics
only memberships
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CUNIQUE Bonus is here!
^ith your Cr,nlqi% purchaw, of M9.50 get ^'fj-p.ece grft Fri..

Quanti*i«» or. limited. Now thro Sunday, September 14th.
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THE

BOLTWOOD
PROJECT'^^

(32 years ot service

—

and countinx^)

A STUDENT / COMMUNITY SERVICE LEARNING PROGRAM
(an RSO and Depr of L.andscape Architecture & Regional Planning sponsored prog.)

REACH OUT-AND BECOME A SPECIAL FRIEND TO PEOPLE WITH SPECIAL

NEEDS
Your life will NEVER he the same!

..EARN 1-2 CREDITS
"(JAIN VAIAIABLE EXPERIENCE
..REWARI)IN(;. CHALLENGING, and FUN

Fall Semester 2003 — Recruitment Nights

You OUUI anend t^E "' '^'""' "'""""» NuLtiiaBUcns. even if you have participaled before!

6-00-8:00 PM (Note: Prompt starting time!!!)

Room 163C of the Campus Center for all meetings -Sept. 8 (Mon) -Sept. 9 (T\.es) -Sept. 10 (Wed)

.A«.|inmcm nohhcaiion QMJ Thurs, Sep I Ith Cd> Bollwoo<l (able CC Concourw.

No lelrphonf mquini-s. YOU (or a fncnd) munpukup ih, nolificalwn lelirr'"

Volunteer, while earning credit!
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ACROSS
1 Consunwi
proMcHonorg

4 UkaKMdi
9 Chalt«ng« (or K«

1 3 Vietnam
natghbor

15 Pine cousin
16-Btondia'ktd
17 Matty Of Felip«

18 Fallow upon
19 Midnight

upposde
20 mimbedarid«
22Lm«««
24 Poftabta b«d
25 Gr*«n parrot

26 Oispfove
29 Marshy araa
32 SpurU^

36 Mdtormortinal
37 CompuUf

capacily

39-— appaW'
40 Stiunia

destination

(2v«rds)

43 Natx*ov novel

44 Puts tofth eWort

45 Smooth the way
46 Jaunty hat

48 Ptgmeni
49 Destinies

50 Noncom
52 Distress cat

53 Band mstrumenl
57 Roomette

61 Annapolts mat.

62 Prima donnas
64 Flashy Sign

66 Hartgarourtd

66 Jung s Isminirie

aide

67 Like horror nicl<.t

68 Tree luices

69 Gull nation

70 Mermaid's
domain

DOWN
1 Unexciting

2 Romantic isla/xl

3 Car-wheel lot*

4 Frozen rain

5 Magictan's prop

6 Caponaloe
7 Movequicliiy

8 Valentino role

9 Letter answerer
(2wds)

10 Gtn flavonng

11 Lova. to Claudius

12 Scads
14 Knuckle under

21 Peppery
23 Diary keeper
26 Fix up an oW

house
27 Ooze out

28 Storytxx*
elephant

29 Honored in style

30 Manicurist's

board
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31 -Cannery Row"
actor

33 "Lusitania'

sinker (hyph )

34 Grove
35 Trouser parts

37 USA neighbor

38 Thing inlaw
41 Release

(2wds )

42 Desisting

47 Literary works

49 Watcti pocket

51 Tonx)rrow's

eve
52 — B AnttKjny

53 Sloppy kiss

54 Movie terner

55 Break suddenly
56 Number ol

Muses
57 Visited

58 Execs
59 Knowledge
60 New Age singer

63 Robust energy

New VViitot^^

rhe first Welcome ^

\\ VVr iters

Meeting for new

writers and cumic

Now WritfVs

artists will be held at

\('\v WriU^rs
The CoUegian office

> . I , U I

'.

in tlie CampiV

Center basement at

6 p.m., Wednesday,

September tO.
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Daily Weather Forcast
For Amherst, Mass.

THURSDAY
. High: 79

e Low: 56

FRIDAY
. High: 74

e Low: 50

SATURDAY
• High: 77

e Low: 50

iini!i
I'i:';'

Dining Commons Menu
DC. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Oriental Beef and

Vegetables

e Chic ken Cutlet Sandwich

e Spicy Black Bean Burger

DINNER
Indoor B.ir/jer/ue Special

Worcester Frdnklin

e Barl)eque Salmon
• Vegetable Kabob

hh}fVf)shire/Berkshire

• Barbeque Chicken

Sandwich
• Vegetable lo Mein

Production Crew
On staff today

SIGHT EDITOR
Own ijmothc

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
GerM H. I />)>,'

COPY EDITOR
BjriMrs lotto

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Scott Pihl

PRODUCTION STAFF
Shannon Fdrrington lenniter EastwixxJ

HOROSCOPES

Q
UJ

Z

UJ

O

Take the time to pull

the weeds choking

flowers in your life.
/ - lerrv Cantrell

X ^

aquarius e ^n. 20-feb. i8

Nou may have to wait throughout the dav

for the information you need.

pisceS a Feb. 19-Mar. 20

You prove yourself an excellent listener

today if you stop l)eing so stubborn.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9

Someone may l:)e taking you seriousK

ttxiay when you are just playing around.

taurUS e Apr. 20-May 20

Surround vourself with |XH)ple who give

you continual affirmation.

gemini e may2i-|un. 21

Contact from someone far from home

will inspire you to act uncharacteristic.

cancer e iun. 22-iuL. 22

Your ideas may be challenged today, and

it's important for you to hold \our ground.

leO • lui.. 23-Auc.. 22

Vou may be standing on the brink of

an unbelievable discovery today.

virgO • Aug. 23-StPT. 22

You're calm, positive approach will be

well received and appreciated.

libra • sfpt. i\ort. ii

V)ur intuition is keen, but vou may

IxHome derailed if intellect controls vou.

Scorpio • CK T 23-N()v 21

>uu mav be after a little more gusto

from people vou ass(3ciate with today.

Sagittarius . Nov 22 Dr. . 21

Memories v\ill pia\ a big part in how

you think and act toda\.

Capricorn • dh 22 ian. 19

This is a good dav to be thinking of

love and romance.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\t)T() FOR SAIF

Jeep Cherokee

Sport' 1995. Perfect

student car, A/C,

Great CD system,

original owner,

excellent condition,

90K, automatic.

413'296'0060

$3,600 or OKO.

Seeking responsihie

babysitter for 2 year

old. Afternoons and

evening availability.

Transportation

negotiable. 413-256-

2134

1 VIIMOVMI M

Movie

Extras/Models need-

ed. No exp.

required, earn up to

$500-1000 a day. 1-

888-820-0167 ext.

U150

FMPLOYMFM

Moving: Local mov-

ing company look-

ing for self motivat-

ed individuals ftir

part tunc positions.

Raises commensu-

rate with perform-

ance. Potential tor

tips. Cjood attitudes

aremust.Call(413)

584-4746

ARHS Varsity Girls

Gymnastics Coach

needed ASAP Call

Amber 41 3-262-

2272

EarthfcKKls is hiring

Co-Managers for

100% Student Run

Cafe. Salary starts at

$6.75 hr.

Applications avail-

able in Student

Union Rm 406.

Also across from

Commonwealth

RcMim

EMPLOVMENT

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. Local

positions. 1-800-

293-3985 ext 516

IBartendingiS

$250/day potential

No experience Nesc

Training provided.

1-800-965-6520 ext

62

Sales Assistant for

ci-)nsulting/software

firm. Telephone

telemarketing.

Economics a plus.

Please send cover

letter and resume to

Frederick Trey: at

Regional Economic

Models, Inc.. 433

West Street,

Amherst, MA
01002 or tax 41 3-

549-1038 or email

resumes@remi.com

EMPLOYMENT

Experienced part-

time linecixiks and

dishwashers. Apply

in person during day

before 5:00pm

Amherst Brewing

Co.

FOR SALE

Lowest Lt)ng

Distance Rates!

Why let the "Big

Three" rip you off?

C'ollege students

save here.

www.LdsavmL's.cib.

net

FURNITURE

Futon Complete set

%%Qi, scanner or CD
Burner (brand new)

$40 Antique 2-Tier

mahogany scalloped

end table $30;

amhcrststuff@com-

cast.net or 427-7109

Walt/Franci

INSTRDCTION

Learn toSCJUBA

Dive Cairry Hicks

Pool Monday,

Tuesday, or

Wednesday 7pm to

10pm classes start

Sept 8 C:all Pmject

l>ep 800-282-0977

Web Hostmy
9.95/minith PHP
MySQL, Perl and

more.

vvww.)a'n.'tlv.>^oin or

(413)253-0051.

ja:: Piano Lessons

Explore your cre-

ativity Beginner to

Advanced Learn a

wide range of styles

Reasimable Rates

Contact Stephen

Page at 41 3-297-

7910

MISCELLANEOUS

Want to huv/sell

TEXTBOC^KS &
other stuff LOC:AL-

LY? ...NO .shipping

hassles, NO pay-

ment middlemen!

All 4 FREE! \'iMt

www.collei-'cshack.

ccMii today!

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2004s

Hottest Prices Bi>ok

now .. Free Trips,

Meals & Parties

www.sunsplash-

tt)urs.com or 1800-

426-7710

A SPRING
BREAKER NEED-

ED 2004V Hottest

^)esti^.ltlon^ 61

Parties 2 free trips /

high commissions

15w sunsplash-

tours.com 1800-426-

7710

TRAVEL

Spring Break 2004.

1 -800-64S-4S49

Spring Break '04

with

StudcntCitv.com

and Maxim

Magarinel C ii i

hooked up with Iric

Trips. C'ash. and

\'IP Status .i-> ,1

(. Campus Rep!

C'hoosc from 1 5 ot

the hottest destina-

tions. Book carlv tor

FREE MEALS,
FREE DRINKS and

1 50"o Liuvest PrK c

t uiarantee! To

reserve online or

\ic\\ our Photo

Ciallerv. visit

www.Ntudentcitv.

com or Call

1-888-SPRlNG-

BREAK!

WANTED

VC e arc KK^kiiiiZ tor

women who .ue

breast-feeding an

infant less than 6

months ot age to

participate in a

study investigating

breast milk and

environmental pol-

lutants Gift certifi-

cates will be provid-

ed One feeJinu

worth ot milk i-

required in a one

time visit (."ontact

Dr. Kathleen .Arcaro

,ir 413-577-182^ or

k,irearo<?nie.umass.

eilu

ADVERTISE
WITH

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS!

Come visit the

Campus Center

Basement to

learn more!
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Eagles storm

in, dominate

Mass. clash
By Mati Stewart

( 1)ILK<.IAN C.DKRFSIIlNDliNT

Boston College 2

UMass

Bragging rights were at stake last night when

iiiirastatc rival Boston College paid the

Massachusetts Field Hockey team a visit at

Garber Field.

The Fagles. who came into town alter suffer-

ing a tough opening game loss, were hungry to

get in the win column, and proceeded to down

the Minulewomen, 2-0.

The Fagles defense was the dominant factor

in the game, keeping UMass out of its zone and

holding the Minutewomen to only two shots.

This, coupled with an

opportunistic oHcnse.

enabled BC to capture the

victory.

"We didn't play par-

ticularly well." UMass

coach Patty Shea said. "I think that they let

themselves down tonight and that's the most di(-

licult thing. UMass is a better team than what

played in this game."

BC (1-1) wasted no time getting started. At

the 6:08 mark. Boston College forward Kim

French knocked in a rebound to give the Hagles

the l-U advantage.

Ihe Kagles continued to create great offensive

opportunities for themselves, but Tocco (7 saves)

wouldn't let up, and made a key kick save on a

point-blank shot. Moments later, they stuffed

Bo>ton College junior Kerri Kulesza when she

streaked untouched into the circle.

'She's keeping us in games. " Shea said of her

junior goalkeeper. "We had some breakdowns on

defensive corners and some plays that weren't

really well executed, that was the problem. [The

goals
I
weren't her fault, it was the defense in

front of her that didn't run the correct plays."

The MinutewoiTien (1-2) had a few offensive

streaks deep into the Eagles' zone in the first

half, but were unable to tally a shot.

"In the first half we just kept playing into

their hands." Shea said. "We need to go around

the mess but we kept trying to smash it through.

I think that one of the biggest things is that you

have to play with what the defense gives you.

Sometimes we try to pinpoint and do the spec-

tacular when we should keep it simple.

"If we do that." she continued, "it may take a

few e\tra passes but we will be successful. But

that's a learning process. We have a young team

and that's going to happen."

The second half was a different story for

Continued on page 11

Ready to
UM football

set for opener
By Andrew Merritt

(;oLLE(.iAN Staff

GEKAU) H LINOWOLLEGIAN

Sean Young and the Minutemen begin their season against Central Connecticut State University on

Saturday. Gametime is scheduled for 1 p.m. at McGuirk Alumni Sudium.

With the 2003 football season just days

away, the Massachusetts fcwtball team is

ready to play Enough talk, enough predic-

tion, enough questions about a squad that

hasn't played an official down in 10 months.

The team opens up at home on Saturday

against Central Connecticut State

University (0-1) at 1 p.m. The Blue Devils

are coming off a 70-20 whipping at the

hands of another Atlantic 10 school, New
Hampshire. On Sept. 7 last year, the

Minutemen downed CCSU 52-3, and while

Saturday's game is expected by many to end

in a similarly lopsided result, UMass coach

Mark Whipple certainly isn't ready to pro-

claim victory.

"In first games anything can happen,"

Whipple said. "I've said that before. I've

had teams play terrible the first game, and

play for a championship eight weeks later,

and I've had teams play well the first game,

and sort of go in the pot after that."

CCSU's 50-point loss to UNH wasn't the

worst of last weekend's blowouts - A- 10

member Northeastern stomped Stonehill.

78-6 - but there's no mystery to Saturday's

matchup.

The Blue Devils, while a respectable

team in their own right, play in one of the

weaker conferences in l-AA, the Northeast

Conference. The word "powerhouse" does-

n't apply here. Still, CCSU has played one

game already, while the only competition

the Minutemen have faced recently is them-

selves in intrasquad scrimmages.

That worries Whipple, whose main con-

cern is that his team will "come out stale"

against the Blue Devils.

"We're at the point now where we've

practiced enough, we're skilled enough,

we're veteran enough that we really need to

play the game," he said.

Adding to the dilemmas the Minutemen

will have to stare down in this weekend's

Continued on page 12

Return to form
Field hockey

bounces back
By Matt Stewart

( lol 111 .1AN { .1 )RRFSP( )N1 >F.NT

After building a vet^ respectable program

over the last few years, Massachusetts field

hockey coach Pattv Shea observed the

Minutcwumen perfomi an off \ear of sorts in

2002.

It was an up-and-tlown campaign during

which they dropped their first 14 games

before they found their winning stride and

went 4-2 in Atlantic 10 play They eventually

advanced all the way to the conference tour-

nament final before a 4- 1 loss to Richmond

concluded their season.

The 2003 squad features a wealth of

experienced players, including seven starters

back from last year's team. Tliis. coupled

with a strong incoming freshmen class, poses

a serious threat to the opposition.

"We're a new team with a different style

of play," Shea said. "We have to evaluate and

learn from what wc did last year."

The MartK)ti and White looks to be strong

up front in 2003, despite junior forward

Ashley Gilbert seeing limited action due to a

preseason injury.

Adrianne Monaco (9 points, 4 goals in

2002), Caitlin Bca-sin (4 points, 2 goals) and

ERAIIH LINCAXMXEOIAN

sophomore Patricia Borneo are three players

Shea hopes w\\\ help carry the bulk of the

offensive load.

Borneo, who has made quite a name for

herself at the collegiate level, also made her-

self knovm worldwide this past month.

A member of the Atlantic 10 All-

Championship Team and the National Field

Hockey Coaches Association Division I

National Academic Squad. Borneo competed

in the Pan-American Games for her native

country of Trinidad and Tobago.

Midfield also appears to be an area of

strength for the Minutewomen in their

upcoming season. Kristen Hopewood,

Rachel Skorupski and U Mass-Dartmouth
transfer Robin Dziedzic. a native of Palmer.

Ma.ss.. will represent the core of the unit.

The backficid poses the biggest question

marks for the Minutewomen.

Sophomore sensation Jaime Bawden -

who led UMass in points ( 1 2 points. 6 goals)

- is back, along with fellow sophomore

Katelyn Woolfrey But those are the only two

returning faces in the backfield. and the

other spots are up in the air

UMass is al.so fortunate to have two top-

notch goalkeepers in Ashley Egland and

Sophomore Christine Tocco.

Egland was the primary netminder last

season, and posted a 2.71 GAA. She also

recorded a shutout against rival Rhode

Island in the final game of the regular season.

Tocco, however, has started every game for

the Minulewomen thus far

The incoming freshmen will also play a

vital role this season. Shea picked up many

stellar recruits, including midfielder Whitney

Hopwood (Lexington, Mass., Lexington

High School), Back Kwylan laggassar

(Longdenville Trinidad and Tobago, St.

Augustine). MF Sarah Mulvanity

(Tewksbury. Mass., Tewksbury High

School), MF Meghan Pawlowski (Moorpark.

Calif.. Moorpark High School), MF/B Tracy

Razzano (Cliffton Parks, N.Y,

Shenendehowa High School), MF/F Gina

Sanders (Morgan Hill. Calif.. Live Oak High

School). MF Marije Tigchelaar (The Hague,

Netherlands), B Nicole Vreeman

(Bloemendall. Netherlands) and F/MF lackie

Zacarian (Amherst, Mass., Amherst

Regional High School).

"I think that all incomers have something

huge to add to this team." Shea said.

"They're going to be important to our suc-

cess this season."

UMass split their opening weekend of

play, suffering a tough 7-0 loss to the

Maryland Terrapins on Sunday and downing

T-shirt trauma

Malt

Sophomore giwlie Christine Tocco stopped seven shots in the Minutewomen's 2-0

los» to Boston College. Tocco has taken over the starting role this season. ConttnuwJonpagell

Yanks fans

(don't get it

Boston sucks.

At least that's what some Yankee

fans are saying these days.

I got my first glimpse of the new t-

shirts during my first visit to Yankee

Stadium, only to see the Sox get

carved up by Andy Pettitte. But as

dismal as the game itself was, the

new garb of the Yankee fan was

even more upsetting.

Despite the Red Sox-Yankees

dichotomy. I had always respected

Yankee fans - most of the ones I

knew were dedicated to their team,

standing by the past suc-

cess of the Yankees rather

than taking pot shots at the

Red Sox, who they main-

tained were not their rivals.

Then I saw a Yankee fan wearing

the shirt. A red and white plain t-

shirt that read, "Boston Sucks." The

fans that had for so long maintained

their dignity had stooped to a dis-

mal level. Not only had they decid-

ed to go after their "rivals," but they

blatantly copied the shirts that the

die hard fans of their counterparts

had created a few years earlier. A
shameless forgery. Yankee fans, who
openly mock Red Sox fans for their

immaturity in bringing about the

"Yankees suck" chant, were now
chanting in just the same manner.

The Yankees don't suck. In fact,

they are the single most successful

franchise in the history of profes-

sional sport. Most Red Sox fans are

well aware of this fact.

The importance of the "Yankees

suck" culture is that it unites Red

Sox nation and heightens the rivalry

with the far more successful

Pinstripers. When someone joins in

the chanting, the fan is declaring

hatred for the Yankees, not that he

believes them to be an inferior

team. Chanting "Yankees suck!" at

a Sox-Royals contest is overkill, but

somehow Red Sox fans have come

to identify themselves with what the

chant really indicates - they are

almost as much Yankee haters as

Red Sox fans.

New York fans, who have every

reason to love their team, as it has

brought them success year in and

year out. have stooped to the level

of copying the ideas of Red Sox

fans. Over the years, the Red Sox

have given their faithful as much
reason to despise them as to love

them.

Yankee fans have no reason to

resent the Red Sox or be jealous of

the team. They have, for a long

time, maintained dignity, staying

steadfast in their knowledge that

they don't have enough fingers and

toes for all their World Series rings.

Yankee fans who once tried to insist

that there was no rivalry between

themselves and Red Sox fans are

now going head-to-head with their

counterparts. In fact, these fans just

brought the rivalry to a new level.

What's even worse is that the t-

shirt reads: "Boston sucks." If

fans want to heighten the

rivalry, they should do it with

the team and with the fans,

i^^ not with the city. As many
Bostonians will tell you, if not for

their fair city and its Minutemen, we
might be watching cricketers rather

than ba.seball players. Not to men-

tion the fact that if anyone ever said

anything bad about New York as a

city, they would be immediately

ostracized. Many Boston-based

Yankee fans 1 have spoken to hold

the same objection to the shirts.

To those of you who are dedicat-

ed Yankee fans who put up with the

taunts of the Red Sox faithful and

simply stand tall behind the

strength of your team, wear your

pinstripes with pride. Even those of

you who wear the shirts that simply

read "1918" are doing your job as

Yankee fans - it's original, it strikes

at the hearts of Red Sox fans, and it

simply says. "I'm better than you."

"The Red Sox-Yankees rivalry is

one of the best in sports today, part-

ly because the teams face each

other in a tight divisional race, but

more than anything because the

fans of both teams are easily the

most passionate fans in Major

League Baseball, and possibly in

any professional sport. But Yankee

fans who decry Red Sox fans for

being immature and jingoistic

about their hatred for the Yankees

are doing no better when they

return the favor.

Mall Brady is a CoUegian

Columnisl. He can be reached ai

hrady_collegian@yahoo.com.
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'Bulds' save students

GERALD H LINO/CXXlK'ilAN

New traffic control devices, called "bulds," aid in traffic safety along University Drive, pictured above.

By Mike Busack
CoLLECilAN CA)RRESPt)Nl)ENT

Pedestrian fatalities and other

pedestrian related traffic inci-

dents over the last several years

have led to the installation of

new traffic control devices on

campus. There have been a num-

ber of physical additions to the

roads that are most frequently

traveled by students, faculty and

visitors each day The University

of Massachusetts Police

Department is also increasing

the number of officers who will

be patrolling the campus for the

first few week.s of the semester in

order to enforce traffic laws and

increase safety on campus roads.

"We are first and foremost a

pedestrian campus, so there is a

need to be on guard so that we
do not have accidents as we have

had in the past," remarked

Environmental Health and

Safety officer, Robert F L^ford.

"Not only have large roads

like North Pleasant Street and

Commonwealth Avenue been

problem areas in the past, but we
have also seen some serious acci-

dents on the little roads on cam-

pus such as Infirmary Way," he

added.

Laford is part of a committee

formed two years ago that specif-

ically works to improve the safe-

ty of UMass pedestrians. One of

the duties of this committee is to

take an annual walk around cam-

pus known as the "Walk for

Light." This nocturnal prome-

nade is a way for safety officers

like Laford to observe problem

areas on campus where there is

not enough light to provide safe-

ty and comfort.

There also has been an under-

taking spearheaded by the acting

director of the Physical Plant. Pat

Daly Daly and Laford have

worked alongside Daniel Dulaski

who is the current president of

the student chapter of the

Institute of Transportation

Engineers. These three operated

collectively to introduce a design

innovation known as the traffic

"buld." The buld is an object that

extends into the crosswalk from

both sides as to pot an end to

vehicles passing on the right side

when traveling through a cross-

walk.

Although the bulds have been

introduced to the campus this

year, they may not be vital. With

the new additions to the roads

comes much research from stu-

dents of the School of

Engineering. During the winter

plowing season, the bulds may

be removed if the research group

establishes that they have made

more of a negative effect to the

roads.

The bulds are expected to

assist in safety for pedestrians,

but the committee also realized

that most pedestrian traffic acci-

dents involve both ignorance of

the driver and victim. In order to

ensure that both -parties are

aware of each other, the UMass
Physical Plant has installed lit

caution signs at the campus

Continued on page 4

Former Iraqi soldiers to provide security
By Matt Kelley

,^stx.iATEn Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq — American officials

want to speed up training for Iraqi security

forces, including former members of Saddam

Hussein's military and intelligence services.

Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld said

Thursday.

Making Iraq safe is a job for Iraqis, and

no more U.S. troops are needed in the coun-

try, Rumsfeld said after meeting in the capi-

tal with top military and civilian officials of

the American-led occupation.

"Security is a problem, but it's a problem

that, ultimately, the Iraqi people will deal

with, with the help of coalition forces."

Rumsfeld said at an impromptu news confer-

ence.

Rumsfeld arrived in Baghdad on

Thursday afternoon for his second visit to

Iraq in four months. He said coalition forces

had completed more than 6.000 humanitari-

an projects since then.

"It is getting better every day. I can see a

change since I was here." Rumsfeld said.

"That is not to say it is not dangerous. It is.

But it seems to me that the trajectory we're

on is a good one."

Despite problems in restoring and repair-

ing Iraq's electrical system. Baghdad at night

glows with light, Rumsfeld said after return-

ing on a Black Hawk helicopter from one

downtown compound to an American base

near the city's airport.

"For a city that's not supposed to have

power, there's lights all over the place. It's

like Chicago," Rumsfeld said.

Moments after he arrived in scaring

desert heat on a C-17 transport plane,

Rumsfeld shook hands and posed for pic-

tures with grinning Air Force service mem-
bers on the tarmac. He then stepped over a

traffic barrier and visited wounded soldiers

in an air-conditioned hospital tent nearby.

One was Chief Warrant Officer Robert

Meyerhoff of Valle Crucis, N.C., who was

wounded in the right leg Wednesday when

his mail convoy was ambushed in Baghdad.

"I'm doing a lot better today than I was

yesterday," Meyerhoff said after he shook

Rumsfeld's hand.

The daily attacks on U.S. soldiers as well

as a series of car bombings that has killed

more than 100 have prompted some in

Congress to call for more American troops to

be sent to Iraq.

Rumsfeld said the top generals in Iraq do

not want more than the 140,000 U.S. troops

now in the country.

"Mostly what we want is more Iraqi

forces," Rumsfeld said. "We want more force

protection, more infrastructure protection,

more police, more border guards, and that

should be done by Iraqis."

The defense secretary said the U.S. mili-

tary is "looking at ways of accelerating" the

process of bringing former members of

Saddam's military — and possibly his securi-

ty services — into the Iraqi security forces.

The United States formally disbanded the

Iraqi military and the intelligence and securi-

ty services that had supported Saddam's rule.

Many who served in those organizations can

join the new Iraqi forces, Rumsfeld said.

Dean leads after first major 2004 debate
By Ron Fournier
AsstxiATED Press

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. —
Eight Democratic presidential

candidates targeted the field's

new front-runner, Howard
Dean, as the fall campaign

opened Thursday with the first

major debate of the 2004 race.

The 8 p.m. EDT showdown
on the University of New
Mexico campus was a critical

test for Dean, the former
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Vermont governor trying to

maintain his momentum and

convince wary party leaders he

can defeat President Bush.

Eight other Democrats

hoped to slow his a.scent and

find their own niche atop the

field.

"I've got the boldest and 1

think the best ideas," Rep. Dick

Gephardt of Missouri said

hours before the debate.

The gathering was to be

broadcast live on public televi-

sion with a Spanish translation

available and on Univision

Saturday, a nod to the rising

influence of Hispanic voters.

New Mexico has a large

Hispanic population — about

42 percent — and a Hispanic

governor. Democrat Bill

Richardson.

It is the first of six debates

— two this month — sanc-

tioned by the Democratic Party

through lanuary, when the first

binding elections are held in

Iowa and New Hampshire.

Dean has shaken up the

presidential race, raising more

money than any of his rivals

between April and |une while

promising to widen the finan-

cial gap in the current fund-

raising period. Polls show him

tied in Iowa and opening a mas-

sive lead in New Hampshire.

His surge rocked the cam-

paign of lohn Kerry, who had

cast himself as the early front-

runner. The Massachu.setts sen-

ator is counting on a victory in

neighboring New Hampshire to

propel him to the nomination.

Dean also is a threat to

Gephardt, who acknowledges

he can't win the primary fight

unless he finishes first in Iowa.

The campaigns are unsure

how to respond lo Dean's rise.

Some strategists fear the for-

mer Vermont governor will pull

away with the nomination

unless he is confronted. Others

worry that aggressive tactics

will make their candidates look

mean while firing up Dean's

backers.

Arguments over strategy

have deeply divided Kerry's

campaign. The senator

has criticized his own staff

while promising there will be

no shakeups. His wife, Teresa

Heinz Kerry, complained pub-

licly that the campaign waited

too long to air its first television

ads.

Kerry is now on the offen-

sive. He said this week that

Dean "has zero experience in

international affairs." He criti-

cized Dean and Gephardt for

seeking to repeal all of Bush's

tax cuts, including some that

benefit the middle class.

Dean says he would not shy

from going to war to protect

America's interests but argues

that Iraq's Saddam Hussein

could have been contained

without force. Dean's opposi-

tion to the war helped ignite his

campaign.

He says voters will gladly

give back Bush's tax cuts if the

money was used to balance the

budget and reform health care.

Each candidate had a strate-

gy to try to break out of the

pack during the 90-minute

debate. Gephardt hoped to

score points on health care

reform and his opposition to

trade pacts endorsed by his

opponents. Sen. |oe Lieberman

of Connecticut hoped lo flesh

out his argument that Dean is

too liberal and inexperienced to

defeat Bush.

The field is rounded out by

Sen. lohn Edwards of North

Carolina, Sen. Bob Graham of

Florida, Rep. Dennis Kucinich

of Ohio, former Illinois Sen.

Carol Moseley Braun and Al

Sharpton of New York.

Students sent home
after housing crunch

By Aleena Bando
CoLLEl.lAN Cx)RRJtSH<>Nl)ENT

Local students found them-

selves playing "let's make a deal"

with the University of

Massachusetts this fall, due to a

lack of on-campus housing.

Students who lived less than

50 miles from the University

were requested to consider mov-

ing back home to itiake room for

some of the 1 40 students current-

ly in temporary housing, accord-

ing to UMass Housing Services.

The offer did not come without

an incentive, however, and many

of the 65 local area students who
accepted the offer to move back

home said that they felt the offer

was impossible to refuse. The

package offered included a waiv-

er of the cancellation lee as well

as a $700 credit towards their

spring semester bills.

"This means that a student

who accepted the defennent offer

and decides to come to live on

campus in the spring will have to

pay the full housing fee. move

into their assignment, and then

receive a $700 credit from hous-

ing," David Vaillancouri, director

of UMass Housing Services said.

The temporary lack of housing

was due in part to the influx of

freshmen that are accepting their

admission to the University.

According to Housing Services,

3,395 freshmen were living in the

residence halls last fall, compared

to 4,100 students who went

through the freshman admission

process and are living in

University housing this fall.

Although there were approxi-

mately the same number of appli-

cants both this fall and last, more

students accepted their admis-

sion into the University this fall.

The expansion in the size of

the freshman class could be due

to many factors, but Vaillancourt

credits it to the positive reputa-

tion of the University itself.

"My personal belief is that

besides the effects of national

trends regarding the economy
and the affordability of higher

education in general, UMass
Amherst stands out as a great

education at a great value," he

said.

All of the 140 students cur-

rently in temporary housing

should be housed on campus by

this Monday at the latest, said

Michael Gargano, Vice

Chancellor of Student Affairs and

Campus Life.

The University has already

begun to move waitlisted stu-

dents who already have housing

off the waitlist. Due to student

and University compromises, a

potential housing crisis has been

averted.

With the promise of all stu-

dents being housed by next week

and switches already begun.

Gargano said he also looks for-

ward to potentially building new

residence halls, including state of

the art amenities and personal

bathrooms, as well as revamping

the Student Union.

This is all a part of Gargano's

plan to shift the fcKUS of the

University completely towards

the students and improve the

quality of life on campus.

Gargano said he would also like

to build a new Health and

Wellness Center, but his priorities

lie among the issues of housing.

"The national trend has been

that more and more students are

moving on to college campuses

for the ease of campus life." he

said.

Gargano said he would also

like to provide more reasons for

students to converge on campus

even after classes are over,

including more .social events

sponsored bv the Universitv to

help the campus to encourage

"student life lu thrive."

*Jackie* Bulger sent

to federal prison
By Mark Pratt
A.SWK IAIH> PRiSS

BOSTON — On the same day

lames |. "Whitey" Bulger was

marking his 74th birthday some-

where in the world, his younger

brother was back home in South

Boston to receive a federal prison

sentence for lying to authorities

investigating the fugitive mobster

lohn R "lackie" Bulger. 65. was

sentenced Wednesday to six

months in prison and given three

years of probation — the first six

months of which must be served

in home confinement — and was

fined $3,000.

Prosecutors had asked a judge

to sentence Bulger, a former juve-

nile court clerk, to between 41

and 5 1 months in prison. Bulger's

lawyer had asked for six months

of home detention and probation.

Bulger pleaded guiltv in April

to two counts of perjui-y and two

counts of obstruction of justice.

Bulger admits that he made a

mistake, but lied out of "brolhciiy

concern and not crimin;il intent."

his lawyer, George I . i.ioniilcv,

told the judge. Neither Bulger nor

Gomilev commented outside of

court.

"Mr Bulger's error in judpiiieni

is that he lied to a grand juiv

because he was interested in pro-

tecting his brother" Gomilev said.

"\1\ client had no connections

with his brnther's unlawful iiciivi-

ties and I think this is ;i ciuciiil dis-

tinction," Gormley said. "My

client has led a law-abiding, exem-

plary life, as a fathet. us a hard-

working individual. hles>.ed with a

loving lamilv."

Bulger is also the vuunger

brother of fbniier Universitv of

Massachusetts president William

M. Bulger, who was in the court-

room Wednesday along with

dozens of uthci faniilv niemK'is.

Prosecutor Brian Kellv argued

for the more severe sentence

because lohn Bulger had lied to a

Continued on page 4
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John "Jackie" Bulger, right, arrives Wednesday for his sentencing

in U.S. District Court in Fkiston.
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Campus Perspectives
What do you think about California giving more rights to same-sex relationships^**

w w i think that anybody can do

whatever they want to as long

as they don't violate other peo-

ple's space. If they want to go

get married, then go ahead.

- Andrea Romero

By Gerald H. Ling

^^In general, I support the

idea of same-sex partners

receiving equal rights. It's not

an issue of religion, it's an

issue of the state recognizing

a committed relationship, a a

I It n t i) }'

Psychology & Pre-Med

sop /' o /;/ () r e

English

Anna Geoffrey

^ ^
I think that everyone

should be treated equally. It

doesn't really affect me that

much as long as everybody

gets along. ^ ^

Caroline Linehan

Mech. Engineering

<(^

s () /' /; n '?? ore
Undeclared

like the idea. I am in favor of it.

They are people and therefore have

as much right as anybody else. I

wish more states would follow lead.

I think it is good that California is

one of the pioneers. I'm surprised

that it took this long, but I'm glad

they're making progress. 4 4

- Jason Colway

(CI'm for it. Let them do what

they want to do.

Ryan Liivin
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you accidentally knock

your roommate's

toothbrush into the toilet,

he's not home, what do

you do?

Wednesday

Sept 10 at 6 p.m.

Mondays

at 4 p.m.
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Campus increases traffic safety

Stop and go
Studcnt> lint- up outside the University of Massachusetts ParkinR Services boi)th to obtain parkinK permits for their vehicles.

ParkinK Services saw a hut>e influx of students as classes started Wednesday-

Continued from page 1

crosswalks. The new caution signs

are lit with a very radiant day-

green bulb and placed in areas

where tree branches do not shield

them, making it easier for both the

driver and pedestrian to see at all

times.

With all of the new changes

this year the number of accidents

is expected to decrease dramatical-

ly, but an absolute transformation

cannot be made possible unless all

people using local roads and side-

walks are attentive when traveling

on university grounds.

"Safety is very important to all

of us on this campus." stated

Deputy Police Chief, Patrick

Archbald.

"It is always troubling to see an

accident on campus, especially

when it is something as .serious as

a pedestrian being hit. It takes a

great deal of work to provide safe

ty to the entire community. Both

sides need to be more cautious and

courteous of each other That is

going to be a lot more than any-

thing that we can do."

Due to the limited funding, the

University does not anticipate

more road safety construction this

year However, Pat Daly and the

Physical Plant have identified

University Drive as a planned area

of service in the future.

Bulger brother gets

six month sentence
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grand jury on two separate occa-

sions and fjecause of the serious-

ness of his brother's alleged

crimes. He dismissed the "family

loyalty" argument.

"Tliese arc serious crimes that

deserve serious punishment," he

told the judge.

"He has a theory that family

loyalty comes before public safe-

ty." Kelly told the judge. "No one

asked the defendant to join the

FBI in the hunt for his brother"

lames Bulger has been a fugi-

tive since 1995, when he fled to

escape a federal racketeering

indictment. He also is now want-

ed in connection with 21 murders.

U.S. Attorney Michael |.
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Sullivan said he is considering

appealing what he considers a

lenient sentence.

"Obviously we are very disap-

pointed," he said. "There is a line

between family loyalty and cor-

rupting the criminal justice sys-

tem."

John Bulger has admitted he

lied when he told a grand jury in

1 99b that he knew nothing about

safety deposit boxes at a

Clearwater, Fla., bank where

lames Bulger is accused of stash-

ing money and documents. In

fact. |ohn Bulger had made a rent

payment for the box earlier that

year, prosecutors said.

He also lied to a different fed-

eral grand jury in lanuary 1998,

saying he had no communication

with his fugitive brother, when in

fact he had spoken with him on

the phone in the summer of

1996.

lohn Bulger was also pho-

tographed wearing a fake mus-

tache to use in false ID docu-

ments for lames Bulger at the

urging of Kevin Weeks, a former

Bulger lieutenant turned govern-

ment informant.

Weeks went to )ohn Bulger's

home, where he took pictures of

him with the fake mustache, offi-

cials said. Weeks used the photos

to make false documents that

were to be delivered to lames

Bulger, who was in Chicago at the

time, according to prosecutors.

But the fugitive dismissed the

photos as not good enough,

accoixling to Weeks.
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Readership program to

raise student awareness
Students at the University of Massachusetts

are busy, intelligent people, working hard day

in and day out to receive a top-notch state

school education. The semester has just

begun; however, once everyone gets settled

into classes, dorms and extracurricular activi-

ties, our free time at UMass will decrease dra-

matically. Despite struggling to complete the

huge amounts of class work, jobs, and extra-

curricular activities, professors continue to

complain about one major student shortcom-

ing: students are not informed on the latest

events going on in the world.

Launched by USA Today, the Collegiate

Readership Program offers students a chance

to be caught up on the latest local, national

and international news. The availability of

USA Today, the New York Times and the

Boston Globe on our campus and other cam-

puses nationwide is a great way to keep stu-

dents abreast of a variety of events.

Students are tomorrow's employees, con-

sumers and leaders. Newspapers help make

class work relevant by helping us make con-

nections between schoolwork and the real

world. Newspapers provide students with the

broad outlook and the skills and information

essential to productive adult lives. Critical

thinking skills — the ability to analyze, evalu-

ate and apply information — are dramatically

improved when newspapers are used as a cur-

riculum resource.

In addition, the daily newspaper is an

influential and integral part of our society

that helps students become more conscien-

tious and better able to practice democratic

ideas and ideals.

Besides keeping the student body

informed, reading a newspaper is important

to developing reading skills and especially

writing skills. A major emphasis of higher

education is to improve writing skills in all

students, not just those in journalism and

English majors.

According to the Newspaper Association

of America, national readership levels have

slowly slipped over the past few years. In

1998, the average weekday readership of

newspapers in America was 55.2 percent.

Last year, the percentage dropped to 52.8 per-

cent. The Collegiate Readership Program pro-

motes newspaper readership after students

graduate.

We applaud the Student Government
Association and the Senate for making a con-

certed effort to stimulate the intellectual

experience at this University by offering

newspapers to the student body for free.

The price of newspapers has increased

over the past few years. The Boston Globe

now costs 75 cents 50 miles outside of

Boston. This price is often out of reach for

many students who are financially strapped.

Considering the financial situation of most

college students, it is our hope that the stu-

dent referendum decides to pass the program

for a comparatively cheap $2.50 per student

each semester to continue the program. The

$750 student fee increase for the spring

semester would cover the $2.50 price.

Located in the Hampshire. Franklin and

Worcester Dining Halls, as well as the

Campus Center, the newspapers are easily

within reach of students every day and we

encourage all students to read at least one

each day.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Collegian Editorial Board.

Israel 2003: A virtual insanity

Supporting child molesters
In the recent

years of

debauchery
surrounding
the Boston

Archdiocese,
enormous
pressure has

been placed on

the flock of the

Boston
Archdiocese

lor increased financial donations

to aid in the legal woes of their

perverse Shepard's. Needless to

say. there are many sheep that

have answered the call.

In the heat of the scandal, the

Catholic Church played dumb as

to how drastically the settle-

ments and court cases were set-

ting the church behind. The

Boston Archdiocese soon

declared bankruptcy, and held

fundraisers to allegedly plug this

wound that has been leaching

the funds of this malevolent

organization.

With Bernard Law
dethroned, the financial records

of the Catholic Church have

recently been made public.

Throughout the child abuse

scandal, the Catholic higher-ups

claimed that their financial loss-

es were unknown. However,

much like the child abuse scan-

dal itself, these Catholic leaders

knew far too much to claim any

kind of innocence. The los.ses for

the Boston Archdioceses from

court cases involving child

molestation were around the fig-

ure of $20 million over a span of

eight years.

This might seem like a lot of

money to any organization that

supposedly relies on donations

as their main source of income.

The Catholic Church, however,

has a vast amount of financial

assets that come from a more

business-orientated fashion. The

Vatican owns billions of shares

in Gulf Oil, Shell, General

Motors and General Electric —
to name a few. These assets pro-

vide the Catholic Church with

revenues that surpass the profits

of the weekly collection plate.

The Boston Archdiocese

alone has $630 million, which

covers its liabiHties 10 times

over Furthermore, that sum is

only for one archdiocese. When
adding up the assets of the other

122 Catholic Archdioceses in the

country, many are wealthier than

the one in Boston.

Yet. in the face of this sicken-

ing wealth, the Catholic Church

had the gall to ask its followers

to replenish the measly $20 mil-

lion that had been lost in a span

of eight years.

Never in history

has the public

donated so much

money to aid in the

legal cases of child

molesters.

It should be noted, however,

that the true blow to the

Catholic Church throughout this

ordeal has not been to their bank

accounts, but to their credibility.

There is well-founded doubt

among many that the Catholic

Church badly needs to reform its

1 ,700-year-old beliefs, and com-

pletely throw away the age of

chastity and self-restraint.

This has been an age muddled

by the perversities of devote

men, even amongst its highest

offices. For instance. Pope Leo

VllI had a stroke while sleeping

with one of his mistresses. Pope

Alexander VI once had 50 nude

prostitutes serve guests at a ban-

quet where he offered prizes to

the man who could copulate the

most times.

It has only been in the last

100 years or so that the church

has become so straight-laced on

the whole "containment of flesh-

ly desires" rule, a doctrine that

not even the man who first sug-

gested it was capable of doing.

Saint Augustine was a sex fiend

according to his own confes-

sions.

Catholicism is no longer the

great political theocracy that it

was in the Middle Ages. It's no

longer necessary for the papacy

to con their followers into fund-

ing their dubious crimes.

If the Catholic Church wishes

to preserve its strange and anti-

quated practices, they will face

two choices: to rewrite Genesis

so that Sodom is saved by God
for its merit, or to throw away

terribly large sums of money, as

Bernard Law allegedly said, "to

get these kids to shut up." For

the sake of convenience, the

Catholic Church has opted to go

with the latter plan, relying on

the endless unquestioning faith

of its followers, and the endless

unquestioning greed of its lead-

ers and money handlers.

The time is long overdue for

the Catholic Church to take a

look back at the Protestant

Reformation, and allow their

priests to marry, rather than

inflict their subverted sexual per-

versity on altar boys and juvenile

churchgoers. Wouldn't it be

great to see a priest take a cue

from Gideon, who had 70 sons

with numerous concubines?

Never in history has the pub-

lic donated so much money to

aid in the legal cases of child

molesters. It is time the Catholic

Church reassess its rules, and the

way they go about asking their

followers for money.

Robert Carey is a Collegian

Columnist.

Letter to the Editor
If an award were to be given for the most big-

oted jouinaiist. Gilad Skolnick certainly

deserves a nomination for his Sept. 4, 2003 edi-

torial, "Liechtenstein: The Bad and the Ugly." In

his editorial, Skolnick calls for an "economic

boycott, sanction, and if necessary, military

intervention" against the country because of the

"many differences between them [Liechtenstein!

and us jthe U.S.)," and that Liechtenstein

"stands against everything that we Americans

stand for"

Unfortunately. U.S. foreign policy under

George W. Bush, for whatever insane reason,

does indeed support direct, even military inter-

vention in countries that are not run exactly as

the U.S. would like.

Anti-Americanism, even if non-confronta-

tional, as was the case in France and Germany as

the result of the latest war in Iraq, seems to have

become a major international crime. America

.suddenly decides that all countries are to either

fully support us or fully oppose us, as Bush said.

This leaves many countries in a quandary —
they must now choose sides and chisel their

decisions in stone. Not many countries are w\\\-

ing to commit to totally supporting the United

States no matter what, although any opposition

to the U.S. carries the dire threat of confronta-

tion with the world's most dangerous military

power
Mr Skolnick should realize that above all

else, the United States is a nation of immigrants,

and that the contributions of many different cul-

tures, ethnicities, and ways of life have con-

tributed to the continual building of the United

States. It is hypocritical at best, and just plain

evil at worst, for Americans to turn around and

force other countries to do as America says, or

else. What right does America have to impose its

will against other nations? Absolutely none!

Unfortunately, America does so anyway.

Mr. Skolnick probably shouldn't bother to

travel outside the United States. If he's happy

only in a country that chooses to live entirely in

America's shadow, then he's not going to find a

single one. And that's the way it should be.

Eric Norton

Class of 2004
Russian & East European Studies major

" He ' vei n u

Shalom
Aleichem ..."

(in Hebrew,
"We Bring

Peace to

You"), were

the words
sung by my
entire airplane

upon landing

at Ben Gurion

Airport in Tel Aviv, Israel this

summer Coming to Israel at a

time of such incredible tumult

was not only frightening, but

also challenging, especially with

my friends and family pleading

for me not to go. Already with a

butterfly-filled stomach upon

hearing such unity, 1 was slightly

reassured that maybe all the hor-

rific things I'd been hearing

about might have been some-

what distorted by the "impartial"

news reporting which pervades

in the U.S.

Once habituated, some of my
friends suggested we go out on

the town for our first night of

fun. On one hand, such a propo-

sition seemed enticing. However,

after all the horrifying accounts

of terror I'd heard of in the high-

ly-populated areas of Israel, 1

wasn't too keen on the idea.

After a little coercion, 1

agreed, on the condition that we

not take a bus. The bus is the

most highly terrorized spot since

the inception of the "intifada," a

criminal movement perpetuated

by Palestinian militants who
have slaughtered approximately

1,000 innocent Israeli men,

women and children, and

injured approximately 6,000, all

in just the last three years.

As I first walked onto |affa

Street, I couldn't help but cringe

from eeriness. I remembered the

U.S. news reports from just one

week earlier about a fatal bomb-

ing on that very street, which

had killed 16 innocent Israeli

civilians. Even more than the

sinister atmosphere, the fact that

there were no longer any rem-

nants of such an immense blast

baffled my mind. It was then that

it occurred to me just how regu-

larly such tragedies actually do

transpire in Israel, as the country

is so efficiently equipped for its

recovery thereinafter

As we approached the main

street, I was now faced with

another moment of astonish-

ment. At every entrance to the

road, were gates with soldiers,

thoroughly inspecting each and

every last baby carriage, scantily

clad teenager and old crippled

man with hand-held metal detec-

tors.

In the heart of downtown
Jerusalem, I suppose 1 did not

expect to see such a phenome-

non. Once through the security,

my heart pounded incessantly,

and any time even the slightest

abnormality in noise or move-

ment arose, it skipped a beat. I

was unable to remain calm,

watching every person 1 saw,

every bag without an owner, and

every homeless person on the

street comer, for fear that they

too might be incognito, hiding a

bomb, as are most of the

Palestinian executors of such

calamities.

The factor that really did a

number on my equilibrium was

the summer-long festival, taking

place in the midst of such a

scene. Everyone seemed com-

pletely indifferent about the

security, while taking part in the

concert of salsa music and danc-

ing.

Since that night, I have grad-

ually eased up, living with the

realization that life in Israel

requires a certain amount of

faith. To live in the middle of a

place in which you are deliber-

ately another persons target

without even them knowing you.

forces one to believe in some

form of fate, destiny or higher

order of things. It is apparent to

me that such is the mindset

shared by most. Wherever I go. I

run into fellow Americans, who
don't seem to be changing their

plans one bit. Now having been

here for a good two months, I

still refuse to ride the public bus

transportation and am mindful

of my surroundings, with the

understanding that there is only

so much that worrying can do.

Even while maintaining this

perspective, when horror

becomes commonplace, the boat

can most certainly be rocked.

Less than a week ago, I heard the

detonation of yet another bomb,

this time only two minutes from

my dormitory, followed by the

hoard of ambulances driving by,

to the hospital on my street.

Sitting in my room trying to

make sense of the news report

on the radio with my substan-

dard Hebrew. I was eventually

informed that the blast was one

of the most deadly in several

months, killing 21 including

infants and wounding almost

100. This was all virtually in my
backyard.

Israel's safety is in peril and is

much in need of any support it

can yield: however, its people

remain steadfast in their com-

mitment and love of the land.

Currently in a university "ulpan"

(intensive Hebrew learning pro-

gram). I am amazed by the diver-

sity of new Israeli immigrants I

meet each day. all committed to

settling the land, despite their

varying ages, poor economic sta-

tuses, and even separation from

their families.

Even after being here for only

a couple months. I can now
understand that terror will not

be what scares supporters of

Israel away. If anything, it will

only make our attachment to the

land stronger At moments like

this, we can only hope and pray

that America will continue to

back Israel in her hope for peace

and put a foot down against the

terrorism from which we are all,

no matter where in the world,

unavoidably susceptible.

Leah Vitale is an

International Columnist on

exchange from Jerusalem. Israel.

Back to school, back to stress
It's that time again. School has begun, and we

all know what that means: stress. 1 think stress is

a good word to describe everything that college

students go through as they

return back to their normal stu-
Jg()p lodSOIl

dent lives this week. Summer ^__^___^
has ended and the bomb, as we

all know it, has been dropped.

It's the same thing every year There's no

preparation for what's in store, as thousands of

students flood the Amherst area, trying to find

whatever it is they need to make college life more

comfortable. Whether it's a freshman who has no

idea where the hell he is going and will buy any-

thing off the shelf, or a senior who's trying to find

a few last minute deals to touch up their new

apartment, returning to school is a hazard.

For example, take yesterday. My roommate

and I went to Wal-Mart and Linens 'n Things.

From the center of town, this short trip took us

almost 50 minutes because the traffic was so

ridiculous. Now this trip is usually about a 10-

minute drive at the most. Come on people! Let's

pick up the pace, shall we?
Once my roommate and 1 finally did arrive,

the stores were infested with people. You could

barely walk without touching another person and

1 suddenly became claustrophobic. The idea of

being stuck in a Wal-Mart with no easy way out

isn't exactly the most comforting thought.

At another point. 1 found myself fighting over

a pillow with an employee from Linens 'n Things.

The pillow had been put on hold, but for some

reason was left out in the front of the store.

Luckily, 1 won the battle after I convinced the old

pillow customer to give her pillow to me instead.

How's that for patience?

Facing sick amounts of traffic and crazed

shoppers is just one of the few hassles that stu-

dents have to face when returning to school.

Many of us, such as myself, have to deal with the

disaster of moving into a new place. For instance,

my new apartment was the epitome of destruc-

tion. It had been trashed and beaten to hell,

which did not make moving any easier.

There were holes in almost every wall and

door of the apartment. Who was the genius that

decided to do that? Or how about my bedroom

door, which hung off the hinge? My bathroom

sink and toilet were leaking into the apartment

below. I'm sure the people below appreciated it.

My favorites were the rabbit fur that was left

all over the apartment and the missing pieces of

carpet that were chewed away. What kind of peo-

ple would do such a thing? The electrical outlets

didn't even work and there were mildew stains all

over the walls.

I'm not sure if I can even say what apartment

complex I'm living in for reasons of libel, but I

would just like to shout out a big thanks to the

owners who refused to clean my apartment and

to the old residents who screwed me over You

really do know how to make a student feel wel-

come.

My new apartment was the

epitome of destruction. It

had been trashed and

beaten to hell.

Thanks to them, I will be spending my entire

weekend re-painting all the walls and shampoo-

ing the rugs in my apartment.

Nonetheless, after all this nonsense is over

and done with. 1 know that this semester is going

be a fun one. When I'm not cleaning my disaster

of an apartment this weekend. 1 will hopefully be

attending all the parties that are taking place.

I'd like to end by saying welcome back to stu-

dents, whether you are an old face or a new one.

As a senior. I know this year will be one to

remember. The University of Massachusetts is

back in session and is ready to kick off the year

in style.

Icnn Hodson is a Collegian Columnist.
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W Star Darrell Hammond set to tickle UMass' iunny bones

By Reiu Davenport
COLLEOIAN StaFK

Saturday at 10 p.m., "Saturday

Night Live" cast member and comedian

Darrell Hammond comes to the Fine

Arts Center He will be the second

"SNL" member to hit the FAC stage

this year as former castmate jim Breuer

came through last spring. Both

of these "SNL" alumni arc-

famous for impersonations, and

it looks like Hammond will

bring this lineup to the

University of Massachusetts

campus this weekend.

Hammond has brought some

of the best impersonations to

the "SNL" line-up. A few of his

most popular include Sean

Connery. Bill Clinton, Richard

Dreyfuss, Regis Philbin. Dick

Cheney and Al Gore. As an

eight-season veteran of the show,

Hammond is one of the feature players

of "SNL." His Sean Connery imperson-

ation can be found appearing on the

"SNL" spoof of "jeopardy!" harassing

Alex Trebek (played by former cast

member Will Farrell) and normally

turning the category titles into sexual

references.

Hammond's Bill Clinton imperson-

ation has gotten him the most atten-

tion. He was even invited to a dinner in

Bill Clinton's honor and performed his

impersonation for the former presi-

dent. He was recently asked

to return to D.C. to perform

for the White House's

Correspondent's dinner and

has since performed for Dick

Cheney. Secretary Rumsfeld

and numerous other politi-

cians.

Since Clinton left the office,

Hammond has moved from

impersonation to imperson-

ation to follow current events.

Hammond's most recent

impressions are Geraldo

Rivera during the war on Iraq and

Reverend Jesse )ackson.

Hammond's impersonations began as

a child and continued through college.

He was raised in Melbourne. PL and

Darrell

Hammond

Sat"sept. 6

10 p.m.

fiseAmCenlH

Anhersi

StlWasssiiiileits

SUtanlAtaisstmi

attended the University of Florida in

Gainesville. Hammond's acting career

did not begin until after college, when

he moved to New York to try stand-up

comedy and appeared in a few

Broadway productions, both comedy

and dramatic, for a few years. Later on,

he moved back to Florida to improve

his impersonations for local and

national radio. He currently lives in the

Hell's Kitchen area of Manhattan.

While Hammond is a feature player

on "SNL," he does not have as many
movie roles as soine of his former cast-

mates. This year he appeared in "Agent

Cody Banks" and will also have an on-

screen role in the upcoming sequel

"Scary Movie 5." Hammond's previous

film work was for the animated version

of "The King and I. " "Blues Brothers

2000." and "Celtic Pride."

The Darrell Hammond comedy
show is presented by the UMass
Campus Activities Office and begins at

10 p.m. on Saturday. The tickets are $8

for students and $10 for general admis-

sion and are available at the Fine Arts

Center box office.
Darrell Hammond impersonating Bill Clinton. The

his more notable characters on "SNL."
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former president is one of

Going to pieces over
Actor/author Bruce Campbell shows his candid side

in this exclusive— and ever snappy— interview

By Bob Krzvkowski
i;<}LLtOIAN STAFf

Bruce Campbell has acted in

some of the world's most revered

cult classics and television shows.

just try to bump into a college stu-

dent who doesn't know what ".Army

of Darkness" is. Bruce is a talented

director and a witty, insightful

writer. From "Evil Dead" to

Disney. Campbell has done it

all. The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian recently got a

chance to speak with

Bruce about what he's

been up to lately, from

harassing the Bureau of

Land Management to

mowing the backyard

Massachusetts Daily

Collegian: Bruce, your

book, "If Chins Could

Kill: Confessions of a B-

Movie Actor" was a New
York Times Bestseller. Your

next writing project is

called, "How to Make Love

the Bruce Campbell Way."

What can we expect? Will

there be diagrams?

Bruce Campbell: You can expect

a very silly book that doesn't have

much to do with reality. It's a

humor book, a gag look al relation-

ships and relationship books.

MDC: Speaking of making love

the Bruce Campbell way, most

guys have tried that, "Gimme
some sugar, baby" line at least

once in their lives — some
with more success than oth-

ers. Any comments to all

your fans with slapped

faces for that one?

Bruce Campbell: Um
... no, it works!

There's a guy I met

at a book signing

last year who had
"Gimme some
sugar. baby"

translated into

Mandarin
Chinese
because he

worked in

Beijing China,

and he went into a

nightclub and used it on a chick and

got laid. All I know is, its got pow-

erful mojo.

MDC: Do you ever say it to your

wife, or would you end up with a

red cheek like the rest of us?

Bruce Campbell: Hey, I don't need

lame pickup lines to get my wife

into bed.

MDC: You live in Oregon, right?

Bruce Campbell: Yeah, and that's

how I can tell you're not from here.

by the way you pronounced it. You

pronounced it in three syllables.

"Or-eh-gone".

MDC: How do you say it?

Bruce Campbell: It's, "Oreegin."

MDC: Oreegin?

Bruce Campbell: Yeah, a little more

"Eeee," and it's all one thing.

"Oreegin."

MDC: Okay, so you live in

"Oreegin"?

Bruce Campbell: Yep, very good!

MDC: And you're a pretty out-

doorsy fella, right?

Bruce Campbell: I am. I'm sitting

outdoors right now.

MDC: So what's your favorite out-

door activity?

Bruce Campbell: Tormenting the

Bureau of Land Management. They

administer hundreds of millions of

acres here in the U.S. And they sur-

round my property on three sides.

So. I've got government land on
three

Bruce Campbell: I have no idea. I

mean, this is a serious topic. It's not

like "Attack of the Chainsaw

Revenge Killers." So. it'll have to be

marketed in a different way. Um. I

dunno. I just took a flier because it

was a topic that interested me. so

it's not really designed for ... if

nothing else it'll make a hell of an

educarion piece for senators. I'm

not really worried about it.

MDC: Did you know "Evil Dead"

message boards are talking

about it? How'd you puW that

off?

Bruce Can^bell: (Snorts) I

don't know. I mean. I hope

they do talk about it.

People should talk about

what we should do with

the uninhabited lands of

our country. You know?
How much, how little,

where, when, how?
MDC: After living the

"Evil Dead" legacy for

over 20 years, can you

go camping in the

woods without freak-

ing yourself out?

his act
on It.

Bruce Campbell: "Crimewave,"

sure! It would be a guilty pleasure if

you could ever find the goddamned
thing. Uh. Charter Home
Entertainment had it last. You

could try to look it up somewhere, I

dunno.
MDC: Maybe EBay, or something?

Bruce Campbell: EBay! Definitely

E Bay.

MDC: Heck, we can probably find

locks of your hair and pieces of the

cabin on EBay.

Bruce Campbell: No, what's even

better is that this is one of the Coen

Brothers' first writing assignments.

You know, they wrote this damn
thing. You'll never see it on their

resume! And that's why you should

it, because everyone has early

everyone has embryonic

So what's your

guilty pleasure

Pi.'*

rfi

see

works,
work.

MDC: But they deny it sometimes.

Bruce Campbell: Which they should

not because you've gotta come from

somewhere, right?

MDC: Absolutely.

all-time favorite

film?

Bruce Campbell: Guilty pleasure? I

like Russ Meyer movies. Yeah, give

me big boobs any day, and I'm fine.

He's the master of big boobs.

MDC: You did a little voice acting

in "Darkman," which also has the

greatest cameo and helicopter chase

of all time, have you ever thought

about voicing a cartoon?

Bruce Campbell: I've done some
already!

MDC: Oh really, what have you

done?
Bruce Campbell: Yeah, I

did "Tarzan" for

Disney; it was sort

of their animated
TV show. I've

done five or six

video games, and

then a couple of

shorts. I've done

a bunch of ani-

mated stuff now. I

just did ... I was a

teenage robot ...

you know, for var-

ious shows on TV.

So, it's been a

slow evolution.

MDC: Who was

Continued on page 7

sides.

MDC: So you've been working pret-

ty diligently on a documentary
aboul land stewardship with your

wife. What's the main goal of such

an endeavor, and is there a realistic

solution?

Bruce Campbell: Well, you know
what it is? I don't take any sides.

There's no good guy or bad guy in

the fight to find out what good land

stewardship is.

What we're gonna do is present an

issue and cover all sides so there's a

fair discussion, so we break down
the cliches of environmentalists and

loggers ... it's all bologna. It is!

What's at stake is a discussion of

how best to take care of public land

that's paid for by you and me. It's a

huge issue. I shot 55 hours of

footage and I got it down to about

nine hours right now ... I've gotta

get it down to two.

MDC: When do you think you're

going to be releasing it, and how are

we going to get a hold of it?

Bruce Campbell: (Laughs) The only

thing that scares me in the woods

are people. You know, because,

again, I have government land all

over here and there's people who're

squatters, and mushroom hunters,

and a lot of bizarre characters are

floating around here.

MDC: Any 'Deliverance' people?

Bruce Campbell: Um ... there might

be a little inbreeding around here.

But, you know, a little inbreeding

goes a long way. It's important just

to keep it in the family, though, I

say.

MDC: What would you think of a

person who sits down and tells the

entire "Evil Dead" trilogy as a

campfire story?

Bruce Campbell: (Chuckles) I'd say

they probably have a little too much
time on their hands. You know, look

for a different day job.

MDC: You've done some movies

that might be considered a guilty

pleasure for some. "Crimewave"

might be considered a good exam-

ple if we could ever get our hands

/,

/,
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Singers hold

concert for

Jessie's House
By Cameron J. Woods

CA)LLEtilAN SxAfF

On Saturday a benefit concert for

Jessie's House will be held at

P.A.C.E., 41 Union St. Jessie's House

is a Northampton-based homeless

shelter that currently assists eight

families in getting closer to self-suf-

ficient status and safe housing.

The shelter provides a .safe envi-

ronment for families to improve

their parenting skills, job skills and

education. They also offer a support

system that includes children's pro-

gramming for the families that are

on their way back to independence.

The concert will begin at 6 p.m.

On the bill are female artists Diana

[ones. Lisa Martin.

Kate O'Connor.
Bonita Oliver,

Flora Reed and

lerree Small. The
concert is free but

there is a suggested

donation of $10.

Rob Caldwell of

"Musica" said,

"(Diana Jones'

show was] one of

the most entertain-

ing shows I have

seen in years."

Jones' music is

heavily influenced

with the old-time

rhythms of coun-

try, blues and

mountain music.

Her music deals with the triumphs

and tribulations that are all part of

Miranda Bfown

Diana Jones

Lisa Martin

Kate O'Connef

Bonita Olivefe

Flora Reed

Benefit concert

tor Jessie's

House

Sat, Sept. 6

6 p.m.

f.HCl

(astbamitiHi

Fnt bii; Kteeting

Bruce Campbell appeared on the

TV show "Xena."

life.

The music of Lisa Martin is a cross

breed between folk and rock. She

uses strong guitar chords and power-

ful vocals to carry her messages of

love and life.

Sweet and sour are the truthful

lyrics of Kate O'Connor. Her sea-

soned voice tells stories of life's

woes, as well as its rewards. She

shares her knowledge through song

with her audience. O'Connor has

shared the spotlight with stars such

as Dar Williams, who is a parallel to

O'Connor's grace and power.

Bringing with her all the allure of

the jazz of yesteryear Bonita Oliver

is a virtual time warp on stage. She

melds the styles of jazz, afro-folk

and smooth electronica. to entrance

her audience. As intoxicating as her

voice and aura may be. Oliver's lyrics

are composed of sobering truths.

From sweet lilting to vocalized

roars, the young and powerful Flora

Reed is leaving a blazing trail in her

ascension to the ranks of artists such

as Patti Griffin, Suzanna Vega and

Aimee Mann. Her poetic lyrics are

delivered with a fierceness that is

not to be ignored. Reed is a flaming

burst of fresh air in the world of

independent artists.

In the essence of a wandering

minstrel lerree Small creates musical

snapshots of life's experiences. Her

style is a little Midwestern steadiness

with the wistful voice of one who has

seen the world in its entirety. Ed

McKeon of the New Britain Herald

summed it up when he said:

"Its simple; songs work or they

don't, lerree Small's songs work. ...

infectious melodies, a masterful and

apparently effortless control of lan-

guage and a voice which beckons

with it's friendly scratchy warmth
lerree Small is a performer to watch.

Better yet, lerree Small is a per-

former to listen to."

All donations will go to fund the

efforts of Jessie's House organization

and their attempts at helping fami-

lies recover their livelihoods.

Campbell: a master of budget goie and hoiror

Continued from page 6

your favorite hero when you were a kid?

Bruce Campbell: Zorro. It was with Guy
Williams, the same guy who starred on "Lost

in Space." "Zorro" was Walt Disney's first

live-action TV show, because normally,

Disney didn't do much live-action, it was all

animation, and it was a very successful show.

I watched it all the time and I ran around in

Zorro pants with a cape and a sword.

MDC: You once said that you have a little

project you'd

love to do for

under $2 mil-

lion. What's it

about?

Bruce Campbell:
It has sort of

environmental
themes. I'm not

like a card-carry-

ing environmen-

talist but weird

things like urban

growth and
expansion kind

of concerns me.

So I have a proj-

ect called "City

Limits." It's a

project where a

developer gets

kidnapped by a

group of envi-

ronmental eco-

terrorists and
they hold him
for ransom.
Either they kill

to be the Detroit Tigers because I'm a Tiger's

fan. So I'd say neither.

MDC: Neither, so, the Detroit Tigers then?

Bruce Campbell: Yeah, because the Yankees

... look, the Yankees are the dynasty team.

They are the great age-old team. They are the

ultimate baseball team. But, you know, it's

nothing money can't buy. Steinbrenner, he's

a blowhard, let me tell ya. If I ponied up the

kind of payroll that he has, hell yeah, I'd

have a team, but guess who got knocked out

of the World Series pretty damn quick last

You know?
got elimi-

year?

They
nated

race.

MDC:
Chevy
Tan

outta the

Campbell in the cult classic

the development

or they kill the

developer. They take him to a remote area in

the desert where this developer, and all he

knows his big city sensibility, he now has to

wash his own clothes, he has to make his

own food, he has to live kind of like the

Anasazis did in old ruins in Arizona.

MDC: So would you be in it, or what?

Bruce Campbell: Yeah. I'd be the developer.

I'd be the asshole developer.

MDC: Awesome. Okay, these rapid-fire

questions have been burning in the minds of

college students everywhere. So they're

going to come pretty fast. Are you ready?

Bruce Campbell: Yeah, I'm sure. Yeah.

MDC: "Night of the Living Dead" or "Texas

Chainsaw Massacre"?

Bruce Campbell: "Texas Chainsaw

Massacre." But you know what, actually, to

be fair, that's a dead heat. That's a tie.

They're both excellent low budget horror

movies that were landmarks at their time.

And you know what, tell your readers, nei-

ther of them is a guilty pleasure. Both of

them are scarier than hell!

MDC: lohn Wayne or Clint Eastwood?

Bruce Campbell: Oh, John Wayne, no ques-

tion about it. lohn Wayne, in his limited

range, was still more than Mr. Squiniy.

MDC: Okay, remember this is UMass. Red

Sox or Yankees?

Bruce Campbell: Um ... my vote would have

Tan 1957

Bel Air or

1973

Oldsmobile Delta

88 (Sam Raimi's

Car/Love-child)?

Bruce Campbell:

Well, definitely,

the '57 Chevy
could beat the

crap outta the '75

Olds even though

Sam would prob-

ably invest mil-

lions of dollars to

fry and prepare it

for battle. But he

would fail simply

because I know,

from being there,

that I watched a

'57 Chevy run

into a tree, and

the tree took it a

lot worse than the

'57 Chevy.

MDC: You could probably just sabotage it

yourself, right?

Bruce Campbell: I have and I will. He thinks

it's in a secret place, but I know where it is.

I have foot soldiers that will do very nasty

things to that car.

or "Seinfeld"?

'Simpsons," no question

(j.RiRlt.s'l KtNAI-N KES

*Army of Darkness."

MDC: "Simpsons"

Bruce Campbell:

about it.

MDC: "Evil Dead 4" or "Crimewave 2?"

Bruce Campbell: "Crimewave 2." It would

be a way better commentary!

MDC: All right, here's the last one and

you're free. You've said that you mow your

lawn like the rest of us —
Bruce Campbell: I have to mow it again on

Saturday.

MDC: What kind of lawnmower you got?

Bruce Campbell: Well. I have a |ohn Deere

riding tractor that I use for big work like

blading my driveway and stuff. I have. like, a

real |ohn Deere tractor, and then I have just

a Sears Craftsmen for my riding lawninower

work. So I don't have a lohn Deere for the

riding lawnmower stuff, but I could kick

jjour little Dad's tractor's ass over herp

because 1 have a real lohn Deere!

MDC: So you've never done it with the

chainsaw then?

Bruce Campbell: (Laughs) Not that I would

tell vou.

THE Umass Roman Catholic student

center invites you to kick-off the year at a

Student Mass and
Open House

Sunday Sept. 7

7pm Mass

8pm Open House

and pizza

Begin the new school year with other Catholic

students, and learn about programs the Newman

Center offers at the Open House afterwards:

. Social events

. Liturgy

• Newman Student

Association

. Grad Group

. Retreats

• Faith education

. Service projects

COME
JOIN

The Newman Center

Umass' Roman Catholic Faith Community
472 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

413-549-0300

www.umass.edu/catholic

Audiences should file for ^Divorce' due

to irreconcilable script indifferences

By Johnny Donaldson
CoLLEoiAN Staff

In "Le Divorce," Kate

Hudson — the golden-haired,

shiny-happy It girl of Hollywood
— travels to gay old Paris to

watch over her sister Roxy

(Naomi Watts), a preg-

nant p)oet whose Gallic

creep of a husband

Charles-Henri (Melvii

Poupaud) has aban-

doned her and, in the

process, gets a chic hair-

cut and a married older

lover (Thierry

Lhermitte), a handsome

and worldly politician

who presents himself as

a morally conservative

right-winger in public.

She's also given a red

alligator leather Hermes

handbag, the kind

Grace Kelly used to

carry, and marks herself as the

latest nubile plaything for a rich

older man.

"Le Divorce" is just an insub-

stantial wisp of a movie, and I

don't mean that kindly. It's the

latest film to spring from the oeu-

vre of the Merchant-Ivory team,

but what the duo have created

isn't the flyweight romantic truf-

fle that's promised. Instead, what

they have is a very flat souffle.

The movie centers on

Hudson's Isabel as she flirts her

way through France, first by

falling into bed with a scruffy

activist and then with the politi-

cian, the uncle of Roxy's hus-

band. The sisters engage in a bat-

tle of wills with the husband's

starchy mother (Leslie Caron)

over a priceless family heirloom,

a painting that the husband

claims is half his family's.

Matthew Modine, whining shril-

ly, shows up as the disturbed hus-

'Le Divorce'

Oirecieij by

James Ivory

Stalling

Kate Hudson

Naomi Walts

lot Seaicli lniii

Baled PG 13

le&ains

tiHf
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band of the woman Charles-

Henri is sleeping with and begins

to stalk Roxy.

This is the kind of movie in

which the central question of

suspense is over whether or not

Isabel and Roxy will be able to

keep the painting. "Le Divorce"

is a movie with no dra-

matic thrust; it lurches

from scene to scene

without purpose or rea-

son to be. There's not

one iota of substance

here, yet the movie tries

so hard to be meaning-

ful that it collapses

inward on itself.

There seems to be

something approaching

satire concerning

Franco-American rela-

tions, but the biggest

insight that "Le

Divorce" can muster is

that the French are a funny race.

It hardly helps matters that direc-

tor lames Ivory and his editors

have seemingly put the movie

together without any sense of

rhythm or How. "Le Divorce"

stumbles and crashes into each

scene, despite the fact that none

of the sequences seems to match

the one that proceeded it. There's

no suspense here, no drama and

— most deadly for what is sup-

posed to be a romantic comedy
— no romance. "Le Divorce"

shifts uneasily between comedy,

serious drama (as when Roxy

attempts suicide, and — most

pathetically — thriller (the

scenes with Modine) and suc-

ceeds at none of them.

Even if Ivory had given "Le

Divorce" a better story structure

and a wittier script, it still would

have fallen apart thanks to the

void at its center That is the

sullen and damp pair of Watts

and Hudson, who suck the life

out of their every scene. There's

no sense of sisterly chemistry

between these two and no sense

of conviction. Watts in particular

seems rather boring; there's

nothing resembling a poetic spir-

it in her soul. "Le Divorce" is a

Parisian comedy of manners that

manages to take the joie de vive

out of Paris.

Kate Hudson and Naomi Watts

in 'Le Divorce.*
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made disappointing performances

Arts and Living meeting Tuesday 5 p.m. in

Campus Center Basement. Interested and

returning writers please attend. For more

information call 545-1361 or e-mail at

arts@dailycollegian.com.

SAVE $$$ ON TEXTBOOKS AT

JEFFERY AMHERST!
We have these and many other UMASS courses at discounted prices:

ACCT-222 COMM-118 GEO-354 PLSOIL-102

ACCT-311 COMM-121 HRTA-230 PLSOIL-105
1

ACCT412 COMM-226 HUIIDEV-270 ;
PLSOIL-200

ACCT-331 COMM-250 ITALIAN-230
j

PaSCI-360

ANISCI-220 COMM-397-P LIN6-201 PSYCH-100-1

ANISCI-332 ECE-221 IIIATH-101 PSYCH-100-2

ANTH-100 ECE-313 MATH-102 PSYCH-100.3

ANTH-103 ECON-103-A MATH.103 PSYCH-10W

ARABIC-126 ECON-103^ MATH-104 PSYCH-100-7

ARTHIS-100 ECON-104-A IIIIATH-127 PSYCH-100-8

ARTHIS-537 ECON-104^ MATH-235 PSYCH-240-A

ASTRO-IOO-I ECON-203 MATH431 PSYCH-240-8

ASTRO-100-2 ECON-204-1 MNGT-361 PSYCH-240.C

ASTR()-100-3 ECON-204-4 MICBIO.106 PSYCH-305

BIO-103 ED.210 MIC6IO-160 PSYCH-307

BIO-104 ED-276 MICBIO410 PSYCH-308

BIOCHEM-285 ENG-112 MIE-201 PSYCH-315

BIOL-285 ENGLWP-112 MIE-210 RESECON-212

CEE-240 ENGLWP.11

3

MKT6-301 SOC-210

CEE-241 EXCSCI-130 MKTG.410 SOC-211

CHEM-102 EXCSCI-210 MNGT-314 SOC.241

CHEM-111 EXCSCI-301 MUSIC-100-2 SOM.680

CHEIIII-112 EXCSCI-304 MUSIC-100-3 SPAN-126

CHEM-261 EXCSCI.370 NUTR-130 STAT-140

CHINESE-155 FO«IIGT.250 NUTR.352 W&FCON-260

CLASSICS-224 FOIIIGT-320 PHtl-IM^E MNGT-361

CMPSCI-121 FRENCH-110 PHYS-IOO

CMPSCI-201 FRENCH-120 PHYS-125

CMPSCI-250 GEO-103 PHYS-151

COMDIS-211 GEO-131 PHYS-152

Remember to sell us your old textbooks

and get Instant cash!
Jeffery Amherst College Stora •

Located between AJ. H8ttfn|t and La Veracrunna

Sat 8/30 8:3O«K)0

Sun 8/31 12-00*00

Mon-Thurs 9/1-9/4 8:30^:00

Frl&Sat9/M/S 8:3O«K)0

Sun 9/7 12:0O-S:O0

Mon9/8 8:3O«K)0

Mon^ 9/9-9/13 8:3O«K)0
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Robot/en's debut album send listeners tomm
By Cameron J.

Wik)1)s
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Dark and electronic, yet surprisingly smooth,

RobolZcn elevates listeners to an emotionally rich

M\d slightly sensual level with their new CD "Alice

Meets the Caterpillar." Composed ol singer Sue

Oliveira — a native of Vienna — and guitarist/elec-

tronic artist Steve Mikes. In live shows the band

jIso includes DI1988. They consider themselves

industrial trip-hop."

Alice Meets the Caterpillar" has a dark sound

lo It. but the ethereal vocals take the music away

lium the cr>ptic feel of the instrumcnials. In a band

iicss statement, Oliveira describes her singing as,

,1 voice in search of truth," while letting "thoughts

I words (form I sporadically. Sometimes 1 close my

\cs and imagine I am Medusa or Kali — destruc-

tion and cre-

ation so closely

linked."

With songs

such as "Little

Robot" and

"The Circle,"

Robot Zen s

music explores

the darker parts

of human emo-

tion and desire,

as well as ques-

tioning the very

nature of

humanity. In

the opening

track "Secret

Lab" they dive

right into a

message of

overcoming the

burdens of real-

"B»ton locki^ hito
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Big enough to own the best

equipment, but small enough to

know your name.
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ity and enjoying life with the lyincs: "sing, sing, sing,

along/ break through the wall and party on."

In "Hello New Day" the group changes things

up a bit and takes a step away from their incessant

electronic style and into reggae. Their vocals and

guitar riffs during this track are groovy to say the

least.

Unlike so many other electronic groups,

RobotZen creates all of their synthesizer sounds

and disdains sampling other artists' music. The 11-

track disc was written, composed and recorded

almost entirely by RobotZen (D.

Byrnes wrote one track titled

"Little Robot").

Despite RobotZen being the

first project that Mikes and

Oliveira have done together, both

have had extensive musical

careers in the past. Oliveira has

sung with a number of traditional gothic and rock

bands, which explains her tendency to lapse into

the deep tonal vocals hallmark of gothic rockers.

Mike says, "I see this as a chance to leave our past-

music behind, and re-learn to focus on the creation

in the moment."
Though prolonged listening may cause a termi-

nal space-out. "Alice Meets the Caterpillar" is defi-

nitely a trip down the internal rabbit hole of the

human mind, and is worth listening to.

RobotZen

'Alice Meets

the Caterpillar'
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Fine Arts

Center, 10pm

;

Now entering his eighth season on

'

TV's "Saturday Night Live," Darrell

I
Hammond has been applauded by

i

television critics and viewers alike for

his uncanny, accurate impressions of a

wide range of celebrities and

politicians.

$8 for UMass Students/ $12 General Admission

Tickets will be available at the FAG Box Office starting Sep. 2nd for

Students only, and Sept. 5th for general admission

Southern rock 'still moves'
By Brendan Lee

C'oLLtlilAN StaKI-

Apparently, the South will

rise again.

With music critics all but

conceding high marks to cur-

rent media darlings Kings of

Leon and Drive-By

Truckers, the state of

rock music below the

Mason-Dixon line is

currently undergoing a

Renaissance that would

make Creedence

Clearwater Revival

proud. On their third album,

the Brooklyn-via-Kentucky

five-piece band. My Morning

jacket do their best to raise the

long-dead specter of southern

rock and end up bucking the

trend by producing a record

that is equal parts Lynard

Skynard and Neil Young.

"It Still Moves" finds its

roots in MMj's previous offer-

ings, the same records that

drew high profile praise from

Foo Fighter (and session drum-

mer to the stars) Dave Grohl

and Dave Matthews. The

album also serves as a major

label debut, through

Matthews's own vanity label.

ATO. Although singer |im

lames and the boys swore up

and down that moving to

Brooklyn with all the other

cool kids wouldn't change

them (cough ... haircuts ...

ahem), the songwriting on "It

Still Moves" has vastly

improved over their past

efforts, giving a more concise

tone to the bands winding,

ramshackle style. A major

league recording budget didn't

hurt the indie-rock superstars

either.

Even if the songwriting has

changed, the lyrical content

thankfully has not. Once again.

)im James is looking for

redemption at the end of the

bar, in the bottom of the bottle.

On songs like

"Golden," lames lets

his audience know
exactly what he

means: "People have

often told me/ That

bars are dark and

lonely/ And talk is

often cheap and filled

with air/ But nothin' could

ever chill me/ Like the way

they just make the time disap-

pear." Make no mistake; this is

the best kind of lost highway,

lonely soul record, for late-

night listening only.

Like all good southern rock

though, "It Still Moves" isn't

always crying in its beer.

"Dancefloors" is powered by a

rock solid rhythm section, lib-

eral amounts of piano, and a

horn section that kicks out the

jams the way they did before

they shut down Muscle Shoals.

The horn section comes back

for "Easy Morning Rebel,"

with James preaching to his

audience about the rebel

"come down from heaven ...

movin' to get dey blood." For

all the beer-soaked nights, hard

luck stories, and life-on-the-

road musings, the boys in MMj
do their best to be tender. The

album's centerpiece, the nine-

minute long "1 Will Sing You

Songs," evokes the same feel-

ing that Neil Young had under-

neath that Harvest moon. And

they pull it off, too.

Despite all the hype about

being part of the "new wave"

southern rock they will

inevitably encounter, MM)
avoid being a one-trick pony.

As the group's chief song-

writer, lames shows that he can

write nifty pop songs as well,

even if they do come out in his

modified Kentuckian drawl.

One glance at the lyrics to "just

One Thing" proves he has the

chops to back it up, too. Let

the Yankee critics have Kings

of Leon; My Morning jacket

and "It Still Moves" should be

the particular brand of bour-

bon that everyone seems to be

looking for these days

IXX.'RTtSY ATO/.tl A Rtc PRP^

My Morning Jacket has shown, with their newest album, that

great rock 'n' roll still exists in the South.
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Open gets wild
By Howard Fendrich

A.>isiKiATti) Press

NEW YORK (AP) - The U.S. Open went from

the submerged to the ridiculous Thursday.

On a fourth straight day of rain and start-stop-

start-stop action, organizers sciainbling to finish the

tournament on time were depiived of a show court

because the Grandstand had absorbed too much
water and couldn't be dried enough for play.

Oh. and a women's fourth-round match that

began Monday finally finished, but not before being

interrupted when the chair umpire was hit and hurt

by a ballboy's throw.

There was good news: The weather cleared up

enough for 2001 champion Lleyton Hewitt. French

Open winner |uan Carlos Ferrero. No. 5-seeded

Guillermo Coria. and No. 1 3 David Nalbandian to

reach the quarterfinals. Nalbandian knocked off

Wimbledon champion Roger Federer 5-6, 7-6 (1 ), 6-

4.6-3.

Still, not your average big-time sporting event,

huh?
"This was the weirdest situation that I've ever

experienced in a Grand Slam tournament," two-time

major champion Mary Pierce said. "It was really,

really weird to wait four days and play 20 minutes to

finish the match."

She lost 7-6 (2). 6-1 to No. 7 Anastasia Myskina,

who later was scheduled to return to the court and

face No. 2 lustine Henin-Huidennc in a quarterfinal.

Also asked to play more than once Thursday was

No. 29 Francesca Schiavone. a 6-7 (5). 7-5. 6-2 win-

ner over No. 1 5 Ai Sugiyama. Schiavone was sup-

posed to play a quarterfinal against No. 6 lennifer

Capriati at night.

At least tennis was being played, though: A total

of only four matches were completed from Monday

through Wednesday. The tournament began

Thursday with a backlog of I 74 matches, which was

alleviated somewhat by the cancellation of the junior

doubles events, lunior singles matches were moved

to an indoor tennis club 25 miles away.

Six men's iuurth-round matches either resumed

or started Thursday afternoon, though not without

touches of the bizarre.

Hewitt had his match, a 4-6. 6-2. 6-4. 6-2 victory

over No. I I Paradum Srichaphan. switched from

the Grandstand to Court I I . where a scoreboard

wasn't working. Hewitt next plays No. 3 Ferrero.

who will make his debut in the U.S. Open quarterfi-

nals after getting past the unseeded Todd Martin 6-

2. 6-4. 3-6. 5-7, 6-3.

The water le\el underneath the Grandstand is so

high that the surface leels soggy even when the

water on top has been wiped away, grounds crew

supervisor |oe Sexton said.

"We have to wait for the sun. If it sits in the sun

for 12 hours, it could be playable again." Sexton

said.

Players were ushered out to all corners of the

grounds in an effort lo squeeze in matches, and

Coria checked the map on the back of his credential

to figure out exactly where Court 6 is.

Fventuall). Curia lound his way and finished off

a 6-2. 6-3. 4-6, 6-2 victory over unseeded Jonas

Florida closes the gap

Gators are

improving

lATII'I'Rh'-^

Top seed Andre Agassi will face No. 5

Guillermo Coria after a wild day in Flushing, NY.

Bjorkman to set up a quarterfinal matchup with top-

seeded Andre Agassi. Coria beat Agassi in the round

of eight at the French Open.

Federer's match against Nalbandian started at 3

p.m., and they played five games over 18 minutes

until a sprinkling halted the proceedings. Next, they

were sent back out 40 minutes later, warmed up and

played all of one point before being shuttled to the

locker room. Forty-five minutes later, the match

resumed.

While an upset on paper — Federer was seeded

No. 2 — Nalbandian now has won all five of their

pro meetings. Federer was broken at love in the final

game, which reached match point on a drop shot by

Nalbandian that Federer didn't even chase, and

ended on a return winnor. Federer had 62 unforced

errors, 50 more than Nalbandian.

"It's a disaster, this tournament." Federer's coach.

Peter Lundgren. said before the match. "It's too bad.

It was so nice the first week. \ou just try to stay

focused. It's the same for everybody, but it's lough."

Schiavone-Sugiyama goes into the books \sith an

official elapsed time of 2 hours. 36 minutes — but

the match actually finished 66 1/2 hours after it

began.

It started Monday night and was suspended at 6-

6 in the first set. then resumed Tuesday, and

Sugiyama served for the match at 5-3 in the second.

She lost that game, and the match was halted. ThcN

were washed out entirely Wednesday, then were

called out to play a little before 3 p.m. Thursda\.

four hours after they were scheduled to start.

Schiavone won three straight games to take the

second set. but fell behind 2-0 in the thiid.
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GAINHSVII.I.F:. Fla. (AP) —
I'he catchphrase of the week at

Miami and Florida is "Talent

Gap," as in the one that makes

the Hurricanes two-touchdown

favorites over the Galois on

-Saturday.

Clearly, the gap exists, just as it

did last season, and the season

befoie. when Miami won lopsided

games.

This week, however, it's a

touchy subject that is being played

differently, depending on whether

it's a coach, a player, a 'Cane or a

Gator doing the talking.

"You mean experience level'.'"

Florida lineman Max Slarks

asked. "That's all I see. Not talent

gap."

But really, it's more than just

experience - a reality I lorida

coach Ron Zook conceded last

weekend when he said the Gators

have "closed the gap a little bit.

and we're going to continue to

close the gap."

Over the past three seasons.

No. 3 Miami is 35-2 and has

played for al least a share of the

national title three times. No. 21

Florida is 28-10 and hasn't played

for the national title once,

although it was the preseason No.

I in 2001.

The Gators have three talented

TOTAL FITNESS
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quarterbacks — Ingle Martin,

Chris Leak and Gavin Dickey —
all of whom might not be there

had another one-time fantastic

Gator recruit. Block Berlin, not

left for ... Miami.

Florida is inexperienced in the

middle of the defensive line,

where freshman Ray McDonald

starts, and has holes al linebacker,

where senior Reid Fleming, a

career special teams guy, starts in

the middle.

At comerback. the Gators start

lohnny Lamar, a one-time walk-

on. Keiwan Ratliff starts on the

other side. He's such a good ath-

lete, he also returns punts and

might line up at receiver.

"He has the athletic ability lo

be as good a corner as I've ever

been around," Zook said.

Miami, on the other hand, has

plenty of talented players like

Ratliff. But coach Larry Cokcr has

enough players that he doesn't

even consider playing them on

both sides of the ball. Tlius. Antrel

Rolle plays cornerback and

returns punts, but won't get a

chance at receiver

"Nobodv is as talented as us.

Winslow, who caught eight TDs
last year "That's just the honest

truth. But it's not always laleni

that wins the game, as we saw

with Ohio State. We beat our-

selves in that game."

In other Top 25 games

Saturday, it's No. 1 Oklahoma at

Alabama: San Diego Stale at No.

2 Ohio State; BYU at No. 4

Southern California; Houston at

No. 5 Michigan; McNeese State at

No. 7 Kansas Slate; Middle

Tennessee al No. 8 Georgia; lames

Madison at No. 9 Virginia Tech;

and Kent State at No. 10

Pillsburgh,

Also, it's Maryland at No.

Florida Slate; Marshall al No.

Tennessee; No. 13 l.SU

Arizona; No. 14 North Carolina

Stale al Wake Forest; No. 15

Virginia al South Carolina;

Bowling Gieen al No. lb Purdue;

No. 17 Aubuni at Georgia Tech;

Akiun at No. 18 Wisconsin;

Washington Stale al No. 19 Notre

Dame; Northern Arizona at No.

20 Arizona Stale; Indiana al No,

22 Washington; Utah Slate al No.

23 Nebraska; UCLA at No. 24

Colorado; and Navy at No. 25

II
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said Miami light end Kcllen TCU.
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Offer ends:
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MERCYhouse
it's a church

celebrates ite 4th year anniveraary

as a church in Amherst. All of Amherst

is invited to enjoy e full schedule of

festivities under and around the big

yellow tent on the Common.
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Congress criticizes BCS
By tii/ABtiH Woin

A:ai(K'iATEli Phcss

WASHINC.ION (AP) -
While reluctant to lake any action,

lawntalcers put college football on

notice Iliuistlas ihe> don't care lor

what ihc> called an emphasis on

marketing over fairness in the way

it picks a national champion.

"I think you're throwing the

baby out with the bath water by

allowing this to continue," House

judiciary Committee Chairman

lames Sensenbrenner told college

football ollicials during a hearing

on the Ikiwl Championship Series.

Created in 1 '^S by the six most

powerful college athletic confer-

ences, the HCS guarantees that the

champions ol those conferences

will play in one of the four most

lucrative postseason bowl games,

leaving only two atlarge berths.

One of those four bowls each

year will pit the top two teams in

the HCS >tandings in a champi-

onship game, which will be the

Sugar Bowl this season.

Smaller schools complain that

the BCS makes it almost impossi-

ble lor them to win the national

championship and puts them at a

disadvantage when it comes to

making a profitable bowl game

and reaping the financial windfalls

that come along with it.

"fundamental fairness trumps

the fundamental of good market-

ing." Sensenbrenner said, telling

college executives they need to

ntake changes to the BCS system

to assure that the "noble aspira-

tions of amateur athletics do not

yield to the cold reality of corpo-

rate profits."

Colleges thai don't belong to

the six big conferences — Atlantic

Coast, Big East. Big 12. Big Ten.

Pacific- 10, Southeastern — can get

only two slots in the big bowl

games and national power Notre

Dame, an independent, is the only

school to earn one of those berths

in the system's five-year history.

BYU is the only school from a

non-BCS conference other than

Notre Dame to win a national

championship since Army in 1945.

Former NFL quarterback Steve

Young, who played at BYU, said

the disparities hurt recruiting since

athletes will sometimes choose to

attend schools that have a better

shot of going to a bowl game.

"In soccer, basketball, baseball,

tennis, golf, etc., equal access is

granted. Not so in football," he

said.

The projected revenue for the

four 2004 BCS games is $118

million, but only about $b mil-

lion will go to the non-BCS

schools unless one of them qual-

ifies for a major bowl game.

Big Ten Commissioner lames

Delany said the long history of

absence from bowls by schools

outside of major conferences

justifies the current profit shar-

ing.

In the 20 years before the

BCS started, only one school

other than Notre Dame that is

not currently in those six con-

ferences played in one of the

series" four bowls.

"The large majority goes to

those who make the greatest

commitment," NCAA president

Myles Brand said. "The current

revenue structure is a result of

the free market at work."

Jeterout
Continued from page 12

of Boston for first place in the

AL East. They were 5 1/2 ahead

after taking two of three from

the Red Sox last weekend, then

lost the first two of their three-

game series against the Blue

lays.

"We want the feeling we had

this past weekend," Torre said.

"1 think they proved a lot of

things to themselves this past

weekend."

Torre dropped struggling

center fielder Bemie Williams to

sixth in the order Williams, who
entered Thursday's game in a 7-

for-48 slump, usually bats

cleanup. Torre made lorge

Posada the fourth hitler
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Road warriors
By Matt Stewart

CxJLLECilAN Cx>RRESK)Nl>tN1

The Massachusetts field hockey

squad is packing its bags for this

weekend's road trip to Louisville.

Ky.

The Minutewomen hope to end

their two game slide as they lake

on a pair of highly talented teams.

The University of Massachusetts

squares off, Saturday, in a matinee

against the St. L^juis Billikens at

2:30 p.m., followed by a noon

match-up with the Louisville

Cardinals on Sunday.

"(These games) are iinportanl

because it's a chance for our per-

formances to improve," UMass

coach Patty Shea said. "We need a

better perfonnance than we had

on Wedne.sday, and if we perform

well and do the work, the outcome

is going to be positive."

The Billikens have struggled

throughout the beginning of its

season, and are winless through

three games. The Cardinals head

into this weekend with a 1-1

record, coming off a huge 2- 1 dou-

ble-overtime victory over Williain

& Mary.

"This is the first time that

UMass will be playing St. Louis,"

Shea said. '"When I use to coach in

the Midwest they were always a

tough, tough team to play and also

the midwcstem tcains have a dif-

ferent style. So I think that both

opponents are going to be great

opponents for us.

"We worked out a few kinks

today and it's all about our team

getting better. The opponent is

nameless and faceless, it's about us

doing the things that we need to do

to get better, and 1 feel that's ix-ally

important."
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Senior Kristin Hopwood and

Kentucky for a two-game .set this

lunior Christine Tocco earned

the starting goalkeeper position

over last season's starter, senior

Ashley Lgland. who was 2-8 last

year with a 2.7 1 goals against aver-

age and stopped 72 peaent of the

shots she saw. Tocco has proven to

be a leader for the Minutewomen.

IX'spite a 1-2 rcvord, she has a

Need some ^
extra cash? ^

Come trork ui a tovtil DB yturtt

Apply in person at the

following locations:

• East St. & Plumtree Rd., Springfield

• OWSbuth St., Northampton

• Federal St., Belchertown r --^ ^^^rk

• West St., South Amherst

• Triangle St., Amherst.

Cashierpositions with all shifts available.

For more information contact

Diane at 1-800-255-1525
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the Minutewomen head south to

weekend.

78.3 save percentage, and a 3.06

GAA.
"Christine's playing great right

now." Shea said. "Preseason is a

great time to be able to get out

there and play There is no rhyme

or reason and you can't predict in

a crystal ball or anything about the

future. Christine was just playing

better at the time."

Tocco's most impressive outing

was against the powerhouse

Maryland Terrapins. She was daz-

zling on the Garber Field pitch

with a career-high 21 save per-

formance.

"ITocco'sl going to be really

important," Shea said. "You need

your goal keeping unit to stop the

savable shots and take care of the

ball when it comes to them, that's

all that you need them to do. If a

team's allowing 20-30 shots a

game, you can't ask them to stand

on their heads, they have to .save

the savable shots. Mentally it's

pretty tough to do, that's why it's a

difficult mental position."

After this weekend's two-game

road trip the Maroon and White

have the following week off before

traveling to Cainbridge for a two-

game set against the Boston

University Terriers and the

Harvard Crimson

"On any given day," Shea said.

"Anything can happen. We're a

young team and are working to get

better. We have to get out there

and take care of business. We have

to be willing to go out there, try

something new. and to take risks.

When we revert back to our old

habits under pressure, it's not

working."

mm'MSSj Recreation

Paid Officials Needed for Flag Football, Soccer,

Field Hockey, Softball, Ice Hockey & Volleyball

Clinics: Football-Sept. 9, 10, 11 1
Soccer-Sept. 9. 10, 11, 12

Co-ed Softball-Sept. 15, 16 Field Hockey-Sept. 15

Ice Hockey-Sept. 23, 24, 25 ,
Volleyball-Sept. 30, Oct. 1, 7. 8

Call for requirements, times and locations

Still Time To Enter: Flag Football, Soccer, ! ield Hockey, & Softball

More Info: 215 Boyden, 5-2693 ^

On The Web: www.umass.edu/umim »

'Before locking inio

$ Hum term coirtrKt for »

tnneu facmy wttfi no

machinery in place, wfir not give

the veteran prote$sional$ a vitlL

"

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB

"Big enough to own the best

equipment, but small enough to

know your name.

* In Business 22 years

* Locally owned A operated"

02'3aoe

www.amheratathletic.com

Anunccm
256-OOiO

AMMIUTmmz
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qAmHERSTfgURVIVAL CENTER

"FROM TRASH TO TREASURES''

Furniture Sale

and CoHection
Saturday September 6 9am - 1pm

Town Common
Rain or Shine

• Buy used furniture at very low prices (delivery available)

All furniture in good condition will be accepted free charge on

the common

Rugs, mattresses, and unusable furniture will be accepted for

a disposal fee of $10 per item

• Call 549-3968 for more information
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ACROM
Showw

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

njf ntsarf iNOutu
orjj reoLL ore
Of AffmiATIOt/

au Bur Nor ro it/oaer.
5 RousMaunovd
10 TonotMrtval
14 F«lip« gc MoicM
1!> JMn* Wbnc
te TvM ot tfadttkxi

t/HuHandpuH
18 VioliniM — Sttin

10 Hwdwai* ll*ni

20 Bugs
22 C^b•cl( olftit

24 Team chew
25 Yal* grad
26 Ouagmu*
2« ChlnM* (tynuly
32 Tuik'i natghtxx

3C Luk* Skywaker'i
guru

37 Cik* torn* 0*111*

39 Ptand wamwf
40 VacaUonari pur

chaM (2 wds

)

43 Otwn wWi a cok)

44 Raddlshdyaa
45 Knowing look

46 Houakxi alNaM
48 Suahimor**!
49 Patar in Paraguay
50 Laethar (xjricn

52 Woody s e>

53 Oaanad ona •

laa«i

57 Fiarca cal

61 Placa of sugar

62 Maadow rooanlt

64 iHootbaat

65 What All stung Ilka

(2 wds)
66 Maka happy
67 Hur.ieru» nalghbor

68 Procsad
69 I nbal advisar

70 Kind ot pitot

DOWN
1 Astrotogars 0« oM

WE L

Hui4(-i (iHiaH lijyagy^
Didsa ads odHB

C 2003 IJnMd FiMlwtt SynACIM InL

? Oraanapanor
Cranston

3 Throw
4 Ckirk KanI

5 Oama Sitwall

6 Jumbia
7 pickla

8 Fil>t>ar

9 Sa|ak or Tret)eK

10 Windbags
output (2 wds )

1

1

Small
12 Go last

13 Moosa km
21 Salary limM

23 Crapa couains

26 Oamaacus
kicala

27 Flaacas
26 Full-grown

29 Jazzy Lana —
30 Oras* styla

(hyph)
31 India natghbor
33auariad

34 Odd
36 Praltkx tar snort

37 SauH - Maria

38 Gaogrophical
bbr

41 Araib vassals

42 Urwmbiguous
(hyph)

47 Spoka hoarsaly

49 Ovaraaiai
51 Embankment
52 Panny ptnchar

53 Blamish
54 OH job
55 Warning,

partiapa

56Culiap«a
57 Plana'* haad
58 Fashion

magazine
59 Boys
eOQahar
63 Tarhuna collia

Welcome

j\

Septi 1 at

6 p.m. in tine

Campus Center

Basement

New writers, please attend

HEV EVERYONE.
BEFORE WE START
A NEW >fEAR,l'D
TU5T LIKE TO
VELCO/*»E /^V
BROTHER TO
U/AASS.

THIS IS PAUL...
HE'LL BE THE t-JK

GENOVA TO ATTEND
UAVASS TN THE
LAST 20 YEARS

so paul, how does
tt feel to be
Forced tnto
brooks, the new
alcohol- free
DOR/v\ ON CA/^PUS?

U/^A5S !

So , I HfAji that's Bl6Wr'

you've Be€N «He SAID
5L6epiN6W.TH you'PE TOO

jiry 6tRL LU«npY

'

« \

^ aagm'.'
,

Daily Weather Forcast
For Amherst

FRIDAY
• High: 76

• Low:50

SATURDAY
• High: 76

• Low: 51

SUNDAY
a High: 80

• Low: 52

Dining Commons Menu
DC. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Quesddilia

• Fish & Chips

• Fiesta Rice & Cheese

(vegetarian)

• Curried Chick Peas

(vegan)

DINNER
• Veal Parmesan

• Salmon Mi so
• Tofu Fajita

(vegan)

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
/V/7co/,)s Mdrfc.infonafos

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Gvrjid H. ling

COPY EDITOR
Morrii Singer

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Shiinnun Fjrrington

PRODUCTION STATE
Irene Ros / Emilie Duggan/

Gerry Auger

HOROSCOPES

<
Q
UJ

X

u.

UJ
H
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I didn't know it was

going to be that

long and everything
- Britney Spears, on her lengthy open-mouth kiss with Madonn.i r

aquarius • ian. 2o-Fi:B. is

Try something daring today. Go skydiving

or get a tattoo.

pisceS • Ffh. 19-Mar. 20

Don't even think of going to the library

today. Play hockey instead.

aries • mak. 2i-apr. i9

You are better than everyone else, so

don't bother talking to them.

tauriiS • Apr. 20-MAy 20

Some of your best ideas are acci-

dents.

gemini • may 2i-iwn. 21

Be more like jim Breuer today. Maaaaaa!

Goaf-Boy is cool.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

Did yuu forget to change your socks

again? If not, take a shower.

leO • )UL.. 2J-AUC.. 22

i am too lazy to write your horoscope,

see Sagittarius.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Be like someone else today ... see

Sagittarius.

libra • srpi. 23-oci. 22

Be unicjue, do something to stand out

from the crowd.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Don't step on a mousetrap, even if you

are looking for cheese.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-DFr. 21

Try a semester abroad, because it'd be

better if vou weren't here.

Capricorn • dk 22-ian 19

Go svviming todav, but watch out for

lightning ... and ducks.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\l 10 FOR SALl

1988 Mazda $950

413-586-5728

Jeep Cherokee Sport

-

1995. Perfect student

car, A/C, Great C;n

system, original

owner, excellent con-

dition, 90K, automat-

ic. 4 n-296.LX)60

$3,600 or O.B.O.

EMPLOYMENT

Personal Assistant

Wanted Days,

Eveiiinn^ iSi

overnights nvail.

$10.36 hr. Call

Martina 323-924H

Martina@stuJenr.

umass.edu

Drivers and Kitchen

help wanted Apply at

D.P. DouL'h.

Downtown Amherst

Seeking responsible

babysitter for 2 year

old. Aftermxms and

evening availability.

Transportation nego-

tiable. 413-256-21 34

( OMPllTFRS

Pentium Laptop

$99.00 Pentium

Desktop $49.W We
fix Laptops, Desktops/

PC's guaranteed 584-

8857

Movie Extras/Models

needed. No exp.

required, earn up to

$500-10Waday 1-

888-820-0167 ext.

U150

Moving: LcKal mov-

ing company looking

for self motivated

individuals for part

time positions. Raises

cominensuratc with

performance.

Potential for tips,

(."lood attitudes are

must. C:ali(41 3)584-

4746

EMPIOYMENT

ARllS Varsity Girls

Gymiiastics Coach

needed ASAP. Call

Amber 41 3-262-2272

Eartbfoods is hiring

Co-Managers for

100% Student Run

Cafe. Salary starts at

$6.75 br.

Applicatitms avail-

able in Student

Union Rm 406. Also

across from

Commonwealth

Room

Sales Assistant ti>r

consult inti/soft ware

firm. Telephone tele-

marketing. Economics

a plus. Please send

cover letter and

resume to Frederick

Treyz at Regional

Economic Minlels,

Inc., 433 West Street,

Amherst, MA 01002

or fax 41 3-549-1038

or etiiail

resiimes@remi.Con^

EMPIOYMENT

Bartender Irainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. Local

positions. 1-800-293-

3985 ext 516

Experienced part-time

linecooks and dish-

washers. Apply in

person during day

before 5:00pm

,^mherst Brewing (."o.

! Bartending !$

$250/day i-Kitenti.il

No experience Nesc

Training provided. 1-

800-965-6520 ext 162

FOR SALE

Two desks tor sale.

Go«)d cond. C^all:

508-272-2810.

Lowest l.onj: Distance

Rates', Why let the

"Big Three" rip you

off? College students

save here.

www.Ldsavint!.s.cib.

LULL

FOR SAFE

Web Hosimi^

9,95/montb PHP,

MySQL, Perl and

more. www.iaL'tlv.coin

or (41 3)25^0051.

FURNITURE

Futon C>omplete set

$80, scanner or e:D

Burner (brand new)

$40 AntKiue 2 -Tier

mahogany scalli>ped

end table $30;

.unberststutf@

comcast.nei or

427-7109

Walt/Franc I

INSTRUCTION

Ja:: Piano Lessons

Explore your

creativity Beginner

to Advanced

Learn a wide ran^e

of styles Reasonable

Rates C-ontact

Stephen Pajje at

4M-2^7-7910

INSTRUCTION

Learn to SCUBA
Dive C^lurry Hicks

Pool Monday,

Tuesday, or

Wednesday 7pm to

10pm classes start

Sept 8 Call Project

Deep 800-282-0977

MISCELLANEOUS

Want to buy/sell

TEXTBCX^KS &
other stuff L0C:AL-

LY.'... NO shipping

hassles, NO payment

middlemen! All 4

FREEI Visit www.ct)!-

let,'eshack.com today!

ROOM FOR REN1

Hou.se on Route 9.

Convenient liKation

less than 1/2 mile

from campus. C>n Bus

Rtiute. 2 Batbrinmis.

C'ontact: elan

babchuck^boiin.iiLco

mot call 41 3-348-

5192

TRAVEL

A SPRING BREAK-

ER NEEL^ED 2004's

Hottest Destinations

& Parties 2 free trips/

binb commissions

1 5w sunsiMasb-

tours.com

1800-426-7710

Spring Break '04

with

StudentCity.com and

Maxim Magazine!

Get hooked up with

Free Trips, Casb, and

VIP Status as a

Cainpus Rep! Choose

from 15 ol the hottest

destinations. Book

e.irly for FREE

MEALS. FREE

DRINKS and 150"-.

Lowest Price

Guarantee! To reserve

online or \iew our

Photo Ciallery, visit

www.studentcitv.com

orC:all 1-888-

SPRINGBREAK!
Spring Break 2004. 1

-

800-648-4849

TRAVEI

Spring Break 2004. 1-

800-648-4849

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2004's Hottest

Prices Bt^ok now ..

Free Trips, Meals iSi

Parties wwvv.sun-

splashtoLirs.ci'm or

1800-426-7710

WANTED

We .ire lookmi; tor

women who .tre

bre.isi-teediny ,in

infant less than 6

months ot atje to par-

iKilMte in .1 stuJv

iinestiuMtint; hre.ist

milk .md environ-

ment. il pollut.mts

Gift certificates will

be provided One

feedtnt: worth ot milk

Is required in .i one

time visit t'oniau Dr.

Kathleen Arc.iro ,it

413.5771823ork.ir

caro@nre.um.iss.edu
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Lawyer's

dismissal

a stinger

Mike

Maf;elli

^^^^ This wasn't how it

^^^^1 was supposed to end.

Mjl^l This wasn't how
^^^^F one of the greatest

^Hpw Patriots of them all

^^BS was supposed to

^S^^^^M leave town;

^I^^^^H outcast,

into the vast depths

of NFL unemploy-

ment in an 1 Ith-hour
"~ mad dash to sneak

under the salary cap.

This wasn't the lasting impression

Patriots fans were supposed to have of

the man they saw captain the only

Super Bowl-winning squad in fran-

chise history.

This wasn't how Bill Belichick.

Scott Pioli. Andy Wasynczuk and the

rest of the Patriots' brain trust was

supposed to honor a player who
played in 106 consecutive games,

never missed a practice and estab-

lished himself as one of the most

respected leaders in the NFL.

This wasn't a move made with a

return to the Super Bowl in mind.

Rather, it was a devastating blow

dealt by the front office that hit Pats

fans right in the jugular. One that even

the most optimistic followers of the

club couldn't find any way to accept,

and had no desire to do so in the first

place.

Lawyer Milloy is arguably the best

safety to ever call New England home,

but it was never simply his play that

made the Foxboro Faithful love him

with all their hearts.

Sure he quickly made a name for

himself as a premier safety after the

Patriots drafted him out of

Washington in 1996, but fans in the

New England region expect greatness

from their stars What Milloy did was

couple his talent as a playmakcr with

his uncanny ability as a role model for

teammates both on and off the field to

become as complete a player and a

person as you'll ever find in profes-

sional sports.

He fed off the energy from the fans

because the only thing that eclipsed

their love for him was his love for

them. He repeatedly said that Patriots

fans are the best in the sport, and that

he would never want to play in front

of anyone else. He was the kind of guy

you made a real effort to keep, and

when the Pats needed to cut some

money, there's no way the only way to

do that was to cut him.

So Messrs. Belichick, Pioli and

Wasynczuk, what in the name of John

Hannah, Tony Eason, Craig lames,

Andre Tippett, Drew Bledsoe, Curtis

Martin and Adam Vinatieri are you

doing letting one of your franchise's

greatest players walk away? Was this

part of your master plan to get back to

the Big Game? Is this going to

improve the ball club that 68,000 fans

will pay to cheer on eight times a year?

Is this the way to end a preseason

in which you were the NFL's only

unbeaten team, and saw optimism rise

to an incredible high around these

parts? And is it really about getting

under the cap, or do you truly think

No. 56 is washed up? Card-holding

fans of the Patriots demand to know
the answers to those questions.

Along with Drew Bledsoe, the

faithful have now seen two marquee

players walk out of Foxboro in the last

three years. You claim Milloy isn't

what he used U) be, but he is simply

the victim of Antoine Walker

Syndrome — a statistical drop brought

on by a player's willingness to conform

to whatever system his coach preach-

es. But maybe you're right Mr.

Belichick. 1 can't deny the fact that

you often are, even when initial

appearances have you dead wrong.

Maybe Antwan Harris will have a huge

year and all will be right at Gillette

Stadium.

But explain this: When you take

this team back to the playoffs, who
will be that vocal leader along the

way? Who will pick off the pass that

secures the AFC championship? Who
will lead two million strong in chants

of "We're No. 1
!" in the freezing cold

at your championship rally, and do it

because, as he said, it was all for

them? And who will cross the field at

Fenway Park on Opening Day with a

Red Sox hat turned back, a glowing

smile on his face and the Lombardi

Trophy held high, leading another cel-

ebration that was just for the fans he

loved?

The answer now is that it will not

be Lawer Milloy, and excuse me for

saying this, but that means it just

won't be right.

Mike Marzelli is a Collegian colum-

nist. He can be reached at

MarzelliSoUegian®yahoo.com.

One year later

C.ERAI.l> H lINf-./f-l-Ill fiC.lAN

Junior midfielder Carly Turman battles tor possession in UMass' 2-1 win over Quinnipiac on Aug. 30. The Minutewomen travel to Kingston. Rl for the open-

Atlantic 10 season tonight, the first chance for the Maroon and White to face URI since its emotional 5-0 loss a year ago.

campaign in which
ing game of the

By Sean Holmes
C'>Ol.U<;lAN tx)RRF.SK)Nl)l;NT

On Sept. 5, 2002. the members of

the Mas.sachusetts Women's soccer team

experienced a day of intense and over-

whelming emotion. They attended a

memorial service for their deceased

iriend and teammate Stephiinic Santos,

and hours later, with their hearts still

heavy, took the Held against a loaded

Rhode Island team. Though they trailed

just 1-0 at the half, the Minutewomen

didn't have enough gas in the lank, and

eventually fell 5-0.

Today, one year removed from that

trying day. the team will have a chance

to gain some measua- of revenge as they

travel to Kingston. R.l. lor a 7 p.m.

showdown against the Rams in the sec-

ond game of the regular season.

After what amounted to a disap-

pointing 2002 season (6-11), the

Minutewomen sent a message to the rest

of the league Saturday that things may

be a little different this year, as they beat

Ouinnipiac 2-1 in the season opener.

Sophomore Adair Blyler was the offen-

sive star, scoring both goals, and senior

Kelly Nigh made three saves, including a

spectacular diving stop to hold the lead

at the end of the first half. Coach |im

Rudy said he saw many things he liked

offensively in the opener, including the

team's combo play and offensive pene-

tration. Still, he added, there was plenty

of room for improvement.

"We tend to play too much posses-

sion, and we need be more direct on our

approaches to the goal," Rudy said.

As was the case a year ago, URI pres-

ents a major early season test for the

Maroon and White. The powerhouse

Rams have picked up right where they

left off last season - when they went 1
3-

4-1 - with two impressive victories over

lames Madison and Northeastern.

"We're scared of the URI long ball,"

Rudy explained, pointing to the Rams'

explosive offensive attack, which scored

42 goals a year ago and has tallied four

goals in each game so far this year.

The Minutewomen "s number one pri-

ority will be to stop sophomore forward

Meianie Kasparek. who scored two

goals against them last year and is com-

ing off a freshman

she finished with 1 2 goals and racked up

30 points. She was given A- 10 player of

the week honors for her play in the first

two games this year, which included two

goals and an assist.

The team will also Vaxp an eye on

sophomore forward Sarah lohnston

(two goals against lames Madison) and

junior midfielder Claire Landon (13

points in 2002).

Scoring early will also be a key to vic-

tory for Rudy's squad. "We need to get

in the goal a little earlier," Rudy said.

Indeed, the University of Massachusetts

didn't score until the 64th minute

against Quinnipiac and failed to score in

two exhibition games despite oulshoot-

ing their opponents 45-24. They will

need to find a way to do this against a

URI defense that has been simply

smothering opponents, having allowed

just 21 shots and two clean sheets in the

first 180 minutes of the season.

An early score would also give the

team a huge advamage mental boost,

which Rudy identified as the biggest fac-

tor in the game.

"The real game will be psychologi-

cal." he said.

He quickly pointed out that against

URI last year, despite the tidal wave of

emotion his players had been through,

"we still played a decent first half. We
were down 1 -0 but she | URI senior goal-

keeper laime EppeHein] made two or

thrt^. big lime saves that normally would

have been goals."

Epperlein has since graduated, and

with her went a 0.90 goals against aver-

age. Most of the players who participat-

ed in last year's game for the

Minutewomen will be returning with

the knowledge and confidence that they

can hang with a quality team like the

Rams.

"This is a much more confident team

than last year," Rudy says of his squad.

"1 expect everyone to have a good

game."

Senior Erin Lilly, who has been hav-

ing ankle troubles this year, is reported

as being day-to-day A number of other

players have nicks and bruises, but

Rudy expects everyone to be in the line-

up.

Greats head to Hall
By Howard Ulman

Assix lATEO Press

BOSTON (AP) lames Worthy was an eighth-grad-

er when he first saw Robert Parish play college basketball.

It left a lasting impression.

"Robert Parish was a 7-f'oot center and really exempli-

fied everything that I wanted to be as a player at the time,"

Worthy said. "I thought it was very cool that he wore dou-

ble-zero."

From his college days at Centenary, Parish went on to

a brilliant career with the Boston Celtics. Worthy starred

with the Los Angeles l.akers after playing at North

Carolina.

And they were in the middle of the fiercest NBA rival-

ry of the 1 980s.

Tonight, Parish and Worthy will be among seven peo-

ple inducted into the Basketball Mall of Fame in

Springfield, Mass.

"I'm really proud to receive basketball's highest

award," Parish said. "I'm pioud and excited."

The other inductees are Meadowlark Lemon of the

Harlem Globetrotters. NBA pioneer EaH Lloyd, longtime

Louisiana Tech women's coach Leon Barmore, Italian

player Dino Meneghin and the late Chick Heam, who

broadcast 3,338 consecutive Los Angeles lakers' games,

many involving Worthy and Parish.

Worthy joined the Ukers in 1982. two years after

Parish went to the Celtics. They met in the NBA finals

three times with Boston winning in 1984 and Los Angeles

winning in 1985 and 1987.

Each team had two other players, in addition to Parish

and Worthy, among the top 50 in NBA history and who

went to the Hall of Fame Larry Bird and Kevin McHale

with the Celtics and Kareem Abdul-|abbar and Magic

lohnson with the Lakers.

In 1 984-85. he and Worthy averaged 1 7.6 points each.

"Haired would be a strong word. We really respected

each other." Worthy said. "1 liked the game the way it was

then. It was more respect for your opponents and your

own teammates. The game was placed way differently It

was played as a team and it seems there was a lot more

loyalty to teams."

Worthy averaged 17.6 points a game in his 12 NBA
seasons, all with Los Angeles. He won titles in 1 985. 1 987

and 1988, being named the series MVP in the last one. He

retired after the 1993-94 season.

Parish averaged 16.5 points in 14 seasons with Boston,

ending in 1993-94. He also won three championships, in

1981. 1984 and 1986.

He played his first four seasons with Golden State then

followed his Celtics career with two years at Charlotte and

one at Chicago and ended with a 14.5-point average.

The taller Parish was a better rebounder.

"He was a great defender, the best rebounder ever in

the game from the defensive point of view," Worthy said.

"And a scorer."

Parish holds the NBA record with 10,1 17 defensive

rebounds and is sixth wdth 14,715 total rebounds. His 21

seasons and 1 ,61 1 games also are NBA rtxords.

"It would have been a short carcx'r if 1 had not been

traded to Boston," he said when his seltvtiori was

announced in April. "I was rejuvenated in Boston."

The trade set the stage for the coast -to-coast rivalry.

"He brought a lot of stability to the game," Worthy said.

"He could guard any center. He was versatile. "and "air

hall," and didn't miss a game from Nov, 2 1 ,
1 965. through

Dec. 16.2001.

Jeter out for

Boston series
TORONTO (AP) — New York Yankees short-

stop Derek leter is expected to miss a three-game

series against the Boston Red Sox this weekend

because of a strained rib cage.

"1 know we were hoping he'd be ready for the

weekend, but this is certainly far more important

than playing those three games," manager |oe Torre

said. "We have a lot more games after that."

leter sustained a slight muscle strain in his left rib

cage Sunday and hasn't played since. He tested it out

by jogging Thursday, but Torre didn't have a report

yet.

leter said earlier this week that the injury doesn't

seem as serious as similar ones in 1998 and 2000

that landed him on the disabled list.

He entered the day tied with Magglio Ordonez for

the lead in the AL batting race with a .322 average.

"When we get him back we need to keep him."

Torre said.

Enrique Wilson has started in Jeter's place.

Torre also said backup infielder Erick Almonte

strained his right calf Wednesday and is expected to

be sidelined for a week. Almonte's injury means

infielder Luis Sojo probably won't be dropped from

the roster if leter returns caHy next week. Sojo came

out of retirement and was activated Monday

Tone held a team meeting before Thursday's

game against Toronto and told his players not to get

frustrated.

The Yankees entered the day three games ahead

Continued on page 10
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Romney calls new pension plan

request *an abuse of the system*

Volume CXIV Issue 4

BOSTON - Gov. Mitt Romney called "nuts" a

request by former University of Massachusetts

President William Bulger to boost his annual pension,

already one of the highest in state history, by about

another $30,000.
"1 think the effort to take additional pension money

from the taxpayers of Massachusetts is as wrongheaded

as anything that President Bulger could possibly think

of. It's just nuts," Romney said Friday.

Romney called for legislation to bar Bulger's

request, saying the move "underscores the need for a

complete look at our pension system to make sure that

this kind of abuse can't happen again and doesn't hap-

pen here."

Bulger's request would allow him to include his annu-

ity and housing allowance as income when calculating

his pension benefits.

If just his $309,000 salary were included, Bulger - a

longtime Senate president and Democratic leader -

would receive about $185,000 annually in pension pay-

ments.

If the request is granted, his salary for pension purpos-

es would increase to about $360,000 and his annual

pension would increase by about $30,000. His wife

would be entitled to about two-thirds of that upon his

death.

A spokesman for the University of Massachusetts

has defended the request, saying the former head of the

state university system simply submitted a straightfor-

ward application that lays out his total compensation,

as delineated in his contract.

"Those issues are really between the individual

retirees of Massachusetts and the pension board and I

assume they will be taken up in the appropriate forum."

said university spokesman John Hoey.

But Romney said it's unfair for Bulger to use what

Romney called a "loophole" to try to inflate his salary

and boost his pension.

"That doesn't make any sense to me. I think it's an

abuse of the system," Romney said. "We are going to

propose that it is reformed."

Bulger stepped down earlier this month under heavy

pressure from Romney, who questioned his relationship

with his fugitive mobster brother, lames "Whitey"

Bulger

Bulger, who was the state Senate president for an

unprecedented 17 years, has been on the state payroll

for 42 years - 10 as a state representative, 25 as a sen-

ator and seven as UMass president.

Because of the length of his tenure, Bulger would be

entitled to the maximum pension benefit: 80 percent ol

his average salary during his three highest-paid years.

In an application submitted last week, Bulger chose a

second option under which he would receive 60 per-

cent of that average in return for his wife receiving a

portion of his pension after his death.

Bulger's request must be approved by the state

retirement board, which is headed by state Treasurer

Tim Cahill. A Cahill spokeswoman has said the board

would likely vote on the request at its October meeting.

—The Associated Press
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Wilson ready for new challenge as UMass interim president
•^
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By Morris Singer

CoLLfcoiAN Staff

While Dr. lack Wilson presides over the

University of Massachusetts as interim president,

a presidential search committee is in the process

of meeting to seek out a permanent leadership

solution over the next 12 months to replace

William M. Bulger as president of the University.

The UMass Board of Trustees named Wilson

as interim president two weeks ago after Bulger

stepped down amid continued political pressure

from Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Ronmey. Bulger,

faced with a multi-million dollar budget cut to

the University and threatened with closure of the

President's Office and the dismantling of the

Board of Trustees, announced his resignation on

Aug. 6, saying he believed he was acting in the

University's best interest.

Chancellor |ohn V. Lombardi said that it is not

Wilson's job to affect changes in the University

system, but to keep the University proceedings on

track during the search process.

"We're not going to be making any immediate

changes at this time," Lombardi said. Wilson is

instead charged with the task of running the

University in a way that is "efficient and effective

under the difficult financial circumstances," he

said.

UMass Amherst Biology Professor Brian

O'Connor, who is serving as one of the members

of the search committee, expressed optimism for

Wilson's performance during the interim period,

citing his academic and administrative back-

ground.

"I think he'd be an outstanding interim presi-

dent," O'Connor said. "I think he's an excellent

choice."

"He's a listener, he's very creative [and] he's

innovative," O'Connor went on to say. "He cer-

tainly is well aware of the position of the

University." One aspect of the

University's position O'Connor touched on is its

relationship with Romney. Perhaps now that a

new person has taken the president's seat, the

governor will be more willing to work with the

University, O'Connor said. "
| R o in n e y

hasl some interesting ideas for the Amherst cam-

pus ... and these ideas should be explored, and

hopefully some of these ideas will be explored

with Wilson," O'Connor said. In this

respect, O'Connor does see a positive side to

Bulger's relinquishment of the presidency

Although he is saddened by Bulger's resignation,

he recognizes an opportunity for potential inter-

play between the governor and the president,

given the new situation.

"Maybe Romney will talk to people jnowj." he

said. "Maybe Wilson will pick up the phone and

talk to him." O'Connor
revealed strong admiration for Bulger and his for-

mer work with the University.

"Other than | former) President Lederle,

Bulger has done more for the University in mak-

ing the state, the country and the world aware ol

UMass," he said. "It's sad to see him go. but

unfortunately there was no choice. ""I think it

had gotten to the point where | relations were]

very personal between the governor ... and

President Bulger." he continued. "1 think what

really might have been ... the stiaw that broke

the camel's back was when Romnev started going

after the trustees."

The University hopes to have a replacement

for Bulger appointed within the next twelve

months, but the actual length of time the search

process may take is unclear, O'Connor said.

"That's a goal." O'Connor said. "Is it an attain-

able goal'.' I dont know."

According to O'Connor, the search committee

is working with an unnamed recruiting firm that

will aid in bringing candidates for the position to

the table.

The search committee, which includes an

eclectic mix of corporate executives, lawyers,

academic leaders, students, alumni and trustees,

will meet for the first lime at the end of
September.

Bush says U.S. will spend

whatever funds necessary
By DEB RIECHMANN

ASSIK. lATEIl I'RtSS

WASHINGTON - President

Bush vowed anew to continue his

fight against global terrorism

Sunday, but acknowledged that

there are challenges ahead and

said more U.S. money will be

needed to finish the job in Iraq.

"We will do whatever is neces-

sary, we will spend what is neces-

sary, to achieve this essential victo-

ry in the war on terror, to promote

freedom, and to make our nation

more secure, " Bush said.

In remarks prepared for a

speech Sunday evening designed

to bolster his ebbing approval rat-

ings and respond to pressure to

tell Americans his strategy for the

ongoing U.S. involvement in Iraq,

Bush urged other nations to help

stabilize and rebuild Iraq.

"Our strategy in Iraq has three

objectives - destroying the terror-

ists ... enlisting the support of

other nations for a free Iraq ... and

helping Iraqis assume responsibil-

ity for their own defense and their

own future."

Bush said members of the

United Nations have an opportu-

nity and a "responsibility" to

assume a broader role to make

sure Iraq becomes a free and dem-

ocratic nation. He also urged the

9' 1 1 tape resurfaces after two years
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Iraqi people to step up to the task

of governing themselves.

"They must rise to the respon-

sibilities of a free people, and

secure the blessings of their own

liberty." he said.

Bush has been under criticism

from Democrats about the unsuc-

cessful effort so far to stabilize

Iraq, especially since the postwar

U.S. death toll has climbed past

the number killed in major com-

bat. Democrats and Republicans

alike have urged the president to

spell out his plan for getting Iraq

under Iraqi control and withdraw-

ing U.S. troops, who are dying at

a rate of more than one a day

Recent polls suggest just over

half of the public approves of

Bush's job performance after

months when his job approval

was in the 60- and 70-percent

range. With the presidential elec-

tion just over a year away. Bush

would like to bolster his standing

with voters.

He urged Americans to be

patient during the coming

months.

"Two years ago, 1 told the

Congress and the country that the

war on terror would be a lengthy

war, a different kind of war,

fought on many fronts in many

places," he said. "Iraq is now the

central front. Enemies of freedom

are making a desperate stand

there - and there the> must be

defeated. This will take time, and

require sacrifice."

Bush also said ihe U.S. -led

coalition's work in Iraq is critical

to winning the war on terrorism.

"The Middle Hasl will cither

become a place of progress and

peace, or it will be an exporter of

violence and terror that takes

more lives in America and in other

free nations," the president said.

"The triumph of democracy and

tolerance in Iraq, in Afghanistan,

and beyond, would be a grave set-

back for international terrorism."

His words mirror the blurring

of lines involving the routing of

Saddam Hussein in Iraq, prob-

lems with the Middle East peace

process and the terrorist attacks

on America on Sept. 1 1 .
2001

.

A poll released Saturday indi-

Contlnued on page 2

NEW YORK - The only

videotape known to have cap-

tured both planes slamming

into the World Trade Center,

and only the second image of

the first strike, has surfaced on

the eve of the second anniver-

sary of the Sept. 11. 2001.

attacks.

The footage, obtained by

The New York Times, was

taken by a Czech immigani

construction worker whose son

at one point came close to acci-

dentally erasing the rare, chill-

ing footage, the newspaper

reported on its Web site

Saturday.

Federal officials invesiigat-

ing the trade center collapse

are trying to obtain a copy of

the hourlong tape, which could

cast light on the cause of the

north tower's collapse by help-

ing to determine factors includ-

ing the exact speed at which

the first plane traveled. The

Times said.

The only other known

footage of the first planes

impact came from a French

film crew making a documen-

tary about a probationary fire-

fighter

Pavel Hlava, an immigrant

construction worker from the

Czech Republic, shot footage

of the first plane hitting the

north tower as a sport utilii>

vehicle he was riding in

entered the Brooklyn- Ballet >

Tunnel en route to lower

Manhattan.

Hlava. who made the tape

looking at the camera's rela-

tively low-resolution LCD dis-

play, told the Times he did not

see the first plane as he focused

on the lowers. But the tape

shows a whitish object hitting

the tower, followed by dust

spurting from the lowers side

and a silvery, expanding cloud.

Passing through the tunnel,

Hlava, his brother and his boss

heard a radio report that a

small private plane had hit the

World Trade Center, straight

ahead outside the tunnel. That

hardly prepared ihetn for what

they saw when they emerged:

the north tower, looming over

them, bursting with flames.

As Hlava continued filming,

the second jet shrieked behind

him. He caught the plane as it

shot into the south lower.

Continued on page 8
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University of Massachusetts Theater Guild Pianist Katie Ulmer plavs an excerpt from the musical "Blood Brothers" as instruc-

tor Kyle Phipps auditions roles for the vcuals. "BUhhI Brothers" will he performed a. Bowker Aud.ior.um tor three d..vs besmning

Nov. 20.
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Afghan troops prepare for new offensive on Taliban
By NOOR KHAN
ASJOl'IATEU PKESS

QALAT. Afghanistan - Hundreds of Afghan

government troops prepared Sunday for a new

offensive against Taliban guerrillas in the south

and east, including along the border with

Pakistan.

The planned offensive came amid a visit by

U.S. Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld,

who told a joint news conference in Kabul with

President Hamid Karzai that the infiltration of

terrorists into Afghanistan "is something that

requires continuing attention."

"Its happening all across the globe. It proves

the point that the global war on terror is not a

problem in one country or for one country,"

Rumsfeld said.

A spate of attacks on Afghan police posi-

tions along the border and inland and heavy

lighting in the past two weeks in a remote

mountainous region of southern 2^bul

province have raised fresh doubts about the

precarious grip Karzai has over parts of the

country.

Karzai, who took power after U.S. -led

forces ousted the hardline Taliban regime in

late 2001. has postponed for two months the

process of approving a new constitution, his

spokesman said Sunday.

The president insisted, however, that historic

elections - the first in Afghanistan in decades -

will take place as planned in |une 2004.

The delay in holding a council meeting of 500

delegates to form the constitution followed

demands from the commission in charge that it

needs more time to get input from ordinary

Afghans.

There have been public quarrels between con-

servative elements, including within Karzai 's

government, who want the constitution to

enshrine Islamic Sharia law, and secularists

who want it to embrace liberal traditions.

U.S. military spokesman Col. Rodney

Davis said that more than 100 Taliban guer-

rillas have been killed in the fighting since

Aug. 50 - centered on the Dai Chupan dis-

trict of southern Zabul province. Four

American troops have also been killed in the

past month, one in Dai Chupan.

The latest raid on the insurgents came

Saturday night and involved American air-

craft. Davis said.

While the situation in Dai Chupan has

calmed in recent days, Afghan officials say

forces are still hunting Taliban believed to

have moved to nearby areas.

Hundreds of Afghan troops have been

sent to the town of Naubaghar, some 45 miles

east of Qalat - the capital of 2^bul province

- to join another offensive against Taliban

insurgents, said Ahmad Zia Masoud, a

spokesman for the governor of neighboring

Ghazni province.

"We have reports about many Taliban arc

in this area ... but we haven't launched uur

operation yet," Masoud said.

Dozens of U.S. troops in armored person-

nel carriers were also deployed in the area, he

said.

There were fresh reports of fighting near

the Pakistani border, where suspected Taliban

insurgents attacked a police station. There

were no casualties during the two-hour fire-

fight late Saturday and early Sunday in

Ziruk, in eastern Paktika province, said

Sayed Khan, a police spokesman in the

province.

^^RTESY NAIAO-kA W^AH

U.S. Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, left, and Afghan President Hamid Karzai talk during a new. conference.

New 9-11 video tape found
I Bush swears to end war on terrorism at whatever cost

Continued from page 1

exploding into an orange fire-

ball and sending papers flying

in every direction. Later, after

crossing the Brooklyn Bridge,

he focused on the buildings

again as the south tower tilted

to one side and collapsed.

HIava and his brother,

josef, unsuccessfully tried to

sell the tape in New York and

in the Czech Republic, the

newspaper said.

HIava said through a

Czech-language translator

that language difficulties hin-

dered his ability to sell or

release the tape to the media.

He also said that so much time

had passed that he had doubt-

ed there was still interest in

the tape.

"All his friends, they told

him, Hey, you made a mis-

take. You waited too long,'"

translator David Melichar told

The Times.

HIava 's boss, who was driv-

ing the SUV, also had strong

objections to selling the tape.

Melichar said.

HIava and Melichar's num-

bers are not listed and

attempts by The Associated

Press to reach them were

unsuccessful.

In the weeks and months

after the attack, the tape sat in

Hlava's apartment in the

Ridgewood section of Queens.

On one occasion, HIava

said he noticed that his son

was playing with the video

camera and erasing the tape.

HIava snatched the camera

away before either of the

plane impacts were erased.

—The Associated Press

Continued from page 1

cated that nearly seven in 10

Americans believe it is likely that

Saddam was personally involved

in the Sept. 1 1 attacks, which

were carried out by al-Qaida.

even though terrorism experts

and others describe only loose

links between al-Qaida and

Saddam.
Congressional aides have said

the amount Bush will seek for

activity in Iraq could top $80 bil-

lion in the upcoming budget year.

"It's going to cost more, and

there will be continued sacrifice

on the part of our young men

and women." Secretary of State

Colin Powell said Sunda\.

"Hopefully, in the very near

future we'll get control of the

security situation," he told CBS'

"Face the Nation."

National security adviser

Condoleezza Rice said the presi-

dent believes the "cost of free-

dom and the cost of peace cannot

be measured and that it is impor-

tant that we put adequate

resources to this task."

Bush is talking with lawmak-

ers about what is needed and

working on ways to increase the

participation of Iraqis and other

nations in stabilizing and recon-

structing Iraq, Rice told CNN's

"Late Edition."

"The key here is we must

remain resolute." she said.

"There's a reason that foreign

fighters are coming into Iraq.

There is a reason that we're see-

ing evidence - not really yet com-

pletely clear evidence - of terror-

ists trying to operate in Iraq."

Rice said. "They know that this is

the central battle in the war on

terrorism."

Powell said the Bush admin-

istration is concerned that

members of al-Qaida or other

terrorist groups may be head-

ing toward Iraq. "I'm not sure

how large these numbers are,

how significant the threat is.

but we will deal with it in

Iraq." Powell said on NBC's

Meet the Press."

Rice declined to offer

specifics on how much money

would be needed.

Congressional aides, speaking

on condition of anonymity, said

they would not be surprised if

the amount the president

requests is higher than the $60

billion lo $80 billion figure that

has been reported for the budg-

et year beginning Oct. 1.

"I think it could be bigger

than $80 billion." said a congres-

sional aide, who is familiar with

the president's work in refining

how much to request from

Congress. "I think the expecta-

tion is that it's going to be a very,

very big number."

A second congressional aide

said: "I'm thinking we're in the

$70 billion to $80 billion range

and I would lean to the higher

end of that."

Sen. Cari Levin of Michigan,

the senior Democrat on the

Senate Armed Services

Committee, said Congress will

approve the money needed to

support U.S. troops, but law-

makers want the president to tell

them what his "exit strategy" is

from Iraq.
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RAMALLAH. West Bank -

Yasser Arafat tapped the

Palestinian parliament speaker, an

architect of peace with Israel, to

take over as prime minister

Sunday after a day of intense

backroom politicking that fol-

lowed the resignation of

Mahmoud Abbas.

Meanwhile, Israeli helicopters

launched a mlsitile attack at the

home of Hamas iTiilitant Abdel

Salam Abu Musa in the Gaza

Strip, wounding at least 1 1 peo-

ple. The army said the target was

a Hamas weapons warehouse

inside the building, in the Khan

Younis refugee camp.

Sunday's attack came hours

after Israeli Prime Minister Ariel

Sharon said all Hamas militants

were "marked for death.

"

Several leaders of Arafat s ruling

Fatah party confimied the nomi-

nation by consensus of parliament

speaker Ahmed Qureia, though it

remained unclear if he would

accept. Uureia attended the meet-

ing Sunday night but did not com-

ment. Fatah officials said. The

parliament speaker "is our only

nominee," said Abbas Zaki, a

member of the Fatah central com-

mittee.

Palestinian officials agreed on

Arafat's suggestion of Qureia and

asked him to form a new govern-

ment within 48 hours, said Hanna

Amireh. a member of Pl.O execu-

tive committee.

The developments came dur-

ing a day of heated negotiations

set off by Abbas' resignation

Saturday. Arafat had refused to

grant him more power over the

Palestinian security services, cap-

ping four months of wrangling

between the two since Abbas took

office.

Qureia. a moderate who
helped cobble together the 1993

Oslo accord between Israel and

the PLC, was considered a top

candidate to replace Abbas

led past negotia-

credibility with

oflicials didn't

immediately respond to the devel-

opment.

F,arlier in the day. there were

conflicting signals about whether

Abbas might be pressured to stay

on.

A source close to Abbas,

speaking on condition of

anonymity, said he would serve

again only if he could work out a

firm deal with Arafat beforehand

on what his powers would be and

who would serve in his govern-

ment. Abbas himself sent mixed

signals when asked about heading

a new government. "It's some-

thing premature to talk about. My
resignation is final." he said.

The resignation dealt a serious

blow to the U.S.-backed "road

map" plan for establishing a

Palestinian state by 2005: Israel

and the United States have

refused to deal with Arafat, whom
they accuse of fomenting terror-

ism, and made Abbas, a critic of

terror attacks against Israelis,

their partner in peace efforts.

U.S. Secretary of State Colin

Powell said any Palestinian prinie

minister must have clear control

over security forces and use them

to crack down on militant groups

like Hamas and Islamic |ihad.

"That person has lo have political

authority and the determination

to go after terrorism." Powell said

on ABC's "This Week."

The "road map" plan requires

the Palestinians to dismantle mili-
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At 7 p.m. in the New York Room in

Mary Woolley Hall at Mount Holyoke

College Pulitzer Prize-winning journal-

ist Tony Horwitz will present "Blue

Latitudes: Boldly Going Where Captain

Cook Has Gone Before."

* The lecture is sponsored by the

MHC English Department and the

Odyssey Bookshop. The reading will

be based on James Cook's epic voy-

ages of discovery.
* The ongoing series with MHC

alumni "Feature" readers presents the

Poets' Lounge with feature reader

Krysia Lycette Villon at 7:45 p.m. in

the Blanchard Campus Center Lounge

at Mount Holyoke College. The event

is free and will be followed by an all-

campus spoken-work open mic. Sign-

ups for the open mic are at 7:45 p.m.,

the feature poet performs at 8:00 p.m.

and the open mic will be at 8:30 p.m.

will be opened by French Toast and

Queens of the Stone Age. Doors open

at 6 p.m. For information call 545-

3001.

* From 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. the

Community Outreach Program

Community

Service Fair will take place in the

front room of the Keefe Campus

Center at Amherst College. Over 30

community non-profit organizations

representing a wide range of issue

areas will be present, along with over

20 campus student groups. For more

information, call 542-5766.

MEPash@aol.com.
• At 8:00 p.m. in the Blanchard

Campus Center Great Room at Mount

Holyoke College Thursday Night Edge

will present local music hero Stephen

Kellogg. The special guest will be Nini

Camps. The event is free to MHC stu-

dents and faculty; $3 for Five College

Students and $5 for the general public.
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Tu e s d ay
* Beginning today at the Fairchild

Gallery in the Mead Art Museum at

Amherst College there will be an

exhibit honoring faculty from the

Amherst College Department of Fine

Arts. The exhibit will include paintings

by Joseph Ablow, David Gloman and

Robert T. Sweeney, photographs by

Stephen Petegorsky and Justin

Kimball, prints by Betsey Garand and

sculpture by Carol Keller. The exhibit

runs through Nov. 2. The Mead Art

Museum is open Tuesday through

Sunday from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., and

Thursday evenings until 9 p.m. More

information can be obtained on the

museum's Website at

www.amherst.edu/mead.
* At 7 p.m. in the Mullins Center at

UMass the Red Hot Chili Peppers will

perform live. Tickets are $41 .
The show

Wednesday
* From 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium at UMass,

the Community Service Learning Fair

will take place. Approximately 70

organizations from education, health

care, animal care, correctional facili-

ties and more will be on campus to

recruit student volunteers. For more

information call 545-2015.
• Student Programs and MIFA at

Mount Holyoke College will present

one of the leading ambassadors of

new Cuban jazz, composer and pianist

Omar Sosa in concert at Chapin

Auditorium in Mary Woolley Hall at 8

p.m. Tickets are $20.

* Two artists will present "Off the

Beaten Track: Contemporary

Mindscapes," in the Stirn Auditorium

in the Mead Art Museum at Amherst

College. The artists, Julie Hedrick and

Shuli Sade, will also show two short

films. The event begins at 4:30 p.m.,

with a reception to follow.

* "Sunset Serenade featuring Catie

Curtis" will take place at 6 p.m. on

the Skinner Green at Mount Holyoke

College. Contemporary folk singer

David Linhart will also be there.
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Thursday ^

* Sponsored by the Five College

Early Music Program Renaissance and

Baroque Dance Classes are being

offered in Kendall Hall, Studio 2 at

Mount

Holyoke College on Thursdays at 7:00

p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Beginners are wel-

come. Fore more information, contact

nmonahin@amherst.edu or

Saturday
The UMass I healrc Ciuild will

hold auditions for "Wit" at 10 a.m.

•Wit" runs December 4-6. See

wwvv.unuiss.edu rso guild tor more

details.

S u n d a y
'

'

* The 3rd Annual Massachusetts

Book Awards will take place at 4:30

p.m. in the Eric Carle Museum of

Picture Book Art at Hampshire College.

A reception will follow at the nearby

National Yiddish Book Center.

News

meeting

today at

4pm

All staff
meetins this
'Wednesday at

6»(>m in the
Campus Center

Basement.

SAVE $$$ ON TEXTBOOKS AT

JEFFERY AMHERST!
We have these and many other UMASS courses at discounted prices:

Oasis Body Wraps and Tanning^
243 Russell Si.

Hadley, MA010.iS

(413) S87-9742

NOW FEATURING 5 UN
S I'K (•[•7, F,R U V P R KE TANN

. 7»e /;«/ V\ I RUE tanning
' ^' '"'^ Ko'-i'" ""' '"J"" "

machintinthemea fiv, seconds

. Grf ,5.00 offvourfirst visit ' YouV loo* andJerlgreat

Continued on page 4

1/2 Price tanning

every Tuesday

OASIS

THE

BOLTWOOD
PROJECT'^

(^2 years 1)1 service- mid iniinlini;')

A STUDENT / COMMUNITY SKRVK E EEARNIN(; PROCRAM
(an RSO and Dept. of Landscape Architecture & Regional Phmnmg spi>nsored prog.)

REACH OUT—AND BECOME A SPEdAL FRIEND IO PEOPLE WII H SPEC lAE

NEEDS
Your life will Nf^VI-R he the same'

-EARN 1-2 CREDITS ..<;\IN VAI.l ABI.K. KXPKRIKNt K

"HKWARDINC. < HAI.I.KN(;lN<;. and UN

Fall Semester 2003 — Recruitment Nights

You musl attend QME of Ihcw mecling-. NjifijuauaiiMli. ivcn if y.ni have pameipalccl belwe'

6:00-8:00 PM (Note: Prompt starting liiiie!")

Kuom 163C of the ( ampus Center for all meetings -Sept. 8 (Mon) -Sept. 9 (Tues) .Sept. 1« ( Widi

•AMlgnmenl nolificalum CWU Ttiuni. Sep I Uli tfi' B..Iiw(xhI lahle fC C-oiK.>iir«-

No irlrphonf inquiries: YOU (or a friend) nwsl pUkiip ihe nnlifii iilion Ifllei'"

Volunteer, while earning credit!

ACCT-222 i COMM-118 GEO-354 PLSO)L-102

ACCT-311 COMM-121 HRTA-230 PLSOIL-105

ACCT-312 j

COMM-226 HUMOEV-270 PLSOIL-200

ACCT-331 1
COMM-250 lTALIAN-230

i

POLSCl-360

ANI SCI-220 COMM-397-P UNG-201 PSYCH-100-1

ANISCI-332 ECE-221 MATH-101 PSYCH-100J

ANTH-100 ECE-313 iyiATH-102 PSYCH-1004

ANTH-103 ECON-103-A MATH-103 PSYCH-100-€

ARABIC-126 1
ECON.103-C MATH-104 PSYCH-100-7

ARTHlS-100 ECON-104-A MATH-127 PSYCH-100^

ARTHIS-537 ECON.104-B MATH-235 PSYCH-240-A

ASTRO-100-1 ECON-203 MATH-331 PSYCH-240-B

ASTRO-100-2 !
ECON-204-1 MNGT-361 PSYCH-240-C

ASTRO-100-3
i

ECON-204-4 MICBlO-106 PSYCH-305

BIO-103 ED-210 MICBIO-160 PSYCH-307

BIO-104 ED-278 MlCBIO-310 PSYCH-308

BIOCHEM-285 ENG-112 MIE-201 PSYCH-315

BIOL-285 ENGLWP-112 MlE-210 RESECON-212

CEE-240 ENGLWPH3 MKT6-301 SOC-210

CEE-241 EXCSCl-130
1

MKTG410 SOC-211

CHEM-102 EXCSCI-210 MN6T-314 SOC-241

CHEM-m EXCSCI-301 MUSIC-100-2
1

SOM-680

CHEM-112 EXCSCI-304 MUSIC-100-3 SPAN-126

CHEM-261 EXCSCI-370 NUTR-130 STAT-140

CHlNESE-155 FOMGT.250 NUTR-352 W8.FCON-260

CLASSICS-224 FOMGT-320 PHIL-100-E MNGT-361

CMPSCI-121 FRENCH-110 PHYS-100

CMPSCl-201 FRENCH-120 PHYS-125

CMPSCI-250 GEO-103 PHYS-151

COMDIS-211 GEO-131 PHYS-152
±

Remember to sell us your old textbooks

and get instant cash!

'^

J

*^ a'
Jeffery Amherst College Store

-

2r>
'

Located between AJ. Hastings and La Vefacruzana

:^ Sat 8/30 8:3&€KK)

-f^v l- f.:

Sun 8,'31 12^)0^5:00

Mor-Thurs 9/1-9/4 8:308:00

Fri 8. Sat 9/5-9/6 8:30^K)0

'R- ii Sun 9/7 12:00-$KX)

^^^ " Mon 9/8 8:30«KX)

' Mon-Sat 9/9-9/13 8:30-6:00

- i
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Knowledge is power.

Pass it on.

Join us, and you'll find yourself In an environment where knowledge and

learning are shared. An environment where you can expect to learn from

your colleagues' ideas. And where they expect you to contribute your own.

Don't let this opportunity pass you by.

Quality In Everything We Do

a Monday, btPTiMBtK a, zuui
|
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Previously banned militia men patrol Iraqi holy city
*- '^ ^ 7 :._....u.u...„.u..., .^.,w1.nrfis«nT, and disband bvU.S. forces Shortly bombing they provided hundreds d Kalashn

By Tarek Al-Issawi
,

AsfKx lAiii) Tntss

NAIAF, Iraq - Militiamen carrying/issauit rilles and

wearing ami bands of a once-outlaw^ Islamic group

patrolled in the holy city of Najaf orvSaturday, a week

after a key Shiite cleric was killed in /
bombing follow-

ers blamed on the failure of U.S. se^irity efforts.

in a major - if temporary - policf shift, the top U.S.

civilian administrator in Iraq, I.. P^I Bremer, said the

anned Iraqis have the blessing of/he American occu-

pation force. /

"The militias ... on the streets ^f Najaf ... were there

with the full authority of the poalition Provisional

Authority and in full cooperation with the coalition

forces. That is to say, they were licensed in accordance

with our existing programs," Bremer said Saturday at

a joint news conference in Baghdad with Defense

Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld.

When asked to name which militias had coalition

approval, Bremer seemed to backtrack.

"They were not militias. They were members of

various gnjups. There was no one militia," he said.

Yet most of the amied men in Najaf wore black ami

bands emblazoned with the word "Badr" - identifying

them as members of the Shiite Badr Brigade Militia.

The brigade - the amied wing of the Supreme

Council for the Islamic Revolution in Iraq - was

otdered to disarm and disband by U.S. forces shortly

after the fall of Baghdad five months ago. Its defiant

reappearance takes on particular significance because

its new leader also sits on the U.S.-picked Iraqi

Governing Council.

Abdel-Aziz al-Hakim took over the leadership ol

the Supreme Council after his brother, Ayatollah

Mohammed Baqir al-Hakim, was assassinated in an

Aug. 29 car bomb outside the Imam Ali shrine.

Between 85 and 1 25 people also were killed.

The brigade was spotted on the streets shortly after-

ward. Many of them, searching pedestrians around the

shrine Saturday, could not speak Arabic. Iraq's pre-

dominant language, and spoke Farsi, the language of

neighboring Iran. The al-Hakim brothers fonned the

Supreme Council while they were in exile in Iran dur-

ing the 19805.

Najaf residents said hundreds of Iranians flooded

into the city after the ayatollah was killed.

"Some came to pay their respects, but others

arrived to join the brigade. Cleariy the brigade has

regrouped and is leading the effort to secure the city,"

a businessman, who claimed to supply the militiamen

with food and weapons, said on condition of anonymi-

ty

Rumsfeld dismis.sed suggestions by Iraqi leaders

that the Najaf attack showed coalition forces had failed

to provide adequate security

"Instead of pointing fingers ... at the security forces

of the coalition ... 1 think it's important for the Iraqi

people to step up and take responsibility for their secu-

rity by providing information" to U.S. forces,

Rumsfeld said.

He said it would be a mistake to boost American

troop levels in Iraq because it "would increase the

number of targets" for terrorists. He also said more

U.S. soldiers would sap resources better spent on

reconstruction and training Iraqi security forces.

Coalition officials have said that before the Najaf
Secretary of DefLe Donald Rumsfeld speaks to the media in Baghdad Saturday. Rumsfeld said that

"the Iraqi people arjso much better off tixlay than they were four or five months ago.

New Palestinian prime minister named

bombing they provided hundreds of Kalashnikov

rifles, money for unifomis and training for a 400-

strong security force at the request of municipal and

religious authorities. The force was supposed to fall

under the command ot Iraqi [xilicc.

However, the militiamen outside the shrine did not

appear to be part ol that force, with most of them

wearing street clothes instead of unifomis.

The head of U.S. forces in Iraq. It. Gen. Ricardo

Sanchez, has warned that these conflicts between rival

religious militias were a looming threat that could

require the assistance of additional international

troops. He said Thursday the United States was "not

tuming a blind eye to any militias" and "will take the

right action" if necessary.

At Friday prayers, a deputy of the slain cleric told

an overilow crowd of more than 1 5,000 people at the

shrine to support the Badr Brigade.

"The Badr Brigade must continue to exist arid

thrive. They must be supported and recognized," said

the imam, Sadreddine al-Qobanji, as worshippers

chanted, "We are all Badr Brigade."

The slain ayatollah was a moderating influence

among the Shiites, most of whom do not act on major

issues without direction from spiritual leaders. It is

unclear whether his brother will follow that line.

The al-Hakim brothers retumed to Iraq shortly

after Saddam Hussein tell, calling lor patience with the

American occupation. Yet there are growing indica-

tions Shiites are becoming restless with the continuing

violence and may take matters into their own hands.

The Shiites, the mujority of Iraq's 25 million peo-

ple, were long oppressed under Saddam's Suiini-led

regime.

Also on Saturday. U.S. soldiers in Tikrii. 1 20 miles

north of Baghdad, .shot and killed two Iraqis after they

fired at an observation post, said Maj. Bryan l.uke ol

the 4th Infantry Divisions 1st Battalion. 22nd Infantry

Regiment.

Continued fron page 3

tant groups. Abtts. despite his

strong support forihe road map in

principle, has refiised to do this

forcefully, appealjfig in vain to the

militants to disarr.

The Palestinian's/leadership crisis

came as Israel <ilged toward all-

out war with ti- militant group

Hamas.
(

One day after !u botchcxi strike

Saturday again* the group's top

leaders, Israel/ Prime Minister

Ariel Sharon tltt all of the Islamic

militant group) members are now

"marked for d|ath."

Sunday's misjile strike against

Musa appearfl to confirm the

Israelis' deter^iination to step up

the campaign iigainst Hamas. The

group has Promised to exact

revenge for tic strikes.

It was the eirth such Israeli mis-

sile strike sijce a Hamas suicide

bomber killed 22 people on a

Jerusalem bus on Aug. 19. Those

attacks have killed 12 militants,

including a senior political leader,

and five bystanders.

Nine people were hospitalized,

including three children with

moderate injuries due to shrapnel,

said Dr. Haider al-Qedra. director

of Nasser Hospital. Two others

were treated for minor injuries at

the site of the attack, he said.

Witnesses said Musa escaped.

Israel said it only fired one missile.

while Palestinian security official

Maj. Gen. Omar Ashour said two

were fired.

Another Israeli bombing a day

earlier lightly injured llamas'

revered founder. Sheik Ahmed

Yassin. was lightly injured in an

Israeli bombing on Saturday. The

group has promised to exact

revenge for the strikes.

Speaking to the Dubai -based

satellite channel Al-Arabiya on

Sunday. Yassin did not mie out

Hamas attacks on Israeli leaders:

"Everything is open as they have

made everything from our side a

target."

Hamas later claimed responsi-

bility for planting a bomb that

exploded Sunday as an Israeli

anny jeep drove over the device

near the fence between Israel and

the Gaza Strip. The blast lightly

wounded three Israeli soldiers, the

anny said.

At the same time, a debate

brewed over the morality of such

"targeted killings" and over

whether the militants can be

deterred.

The decision to ratchet up the

war on Hamas - after the group

claimed the suicide bombing last

month - has considerable public

support.

A power vacuum on the

Palestinian side might invite an

escalation in violence, with

Palestinian militants possibly step-

ping up attacks and Israel taking

more dramatic measures, includ-

ing the potential expulsion of

Arafat from Palestinian areas.

Momentum appeared to grow in

Israel for expelling Arafat, with

Cabinet ministers arguing that

Abbas' resignation proved the 74-

year-old Palestinian leader is the

main impediment to efforts to end

three years of violence.

"As long as Arafat is in the region,

he won't let any other leader

develop." Foreign Minister Silvan

Shalom told Army Radio.

Amos Gilad. a top adviser to

Defense Minister Shaul Mofaz.

said there was a growing under-

standing in the United States and

Europe that Arafat's departure is a

precondition for progress toward

peace.

\AT.M-1IA l'ls\HINM\'\sv'i

U.S. Defense Secretary Donald Rum^ll•lJ, left, and

President Hamid Kariai talk during a news conference.

Afjihan
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Bulger^s new request

is all about greed
lust when it seemed like the buttle was over,

greed has stirred it again.

With University of Massachusetts President

William Bulger's request for an additional

$30,000 in benclits onto his pension, he has

shovm complete disregard for the welfare of cit-

izens in Massachusetts, drawing the ire of

employees, state residents and Massachusetts

Gov. Mitt Romney.

"I think the effort to take additional pension

money from the taxpayers of Massachusetts is as

wrongheaded as anything that President Bulger

could possibly think of. Its just nuts." Romney

told the Associated Press on Friday, calling for

state legislators to bar the request.

While the Massachu.setts Oaily Collegian has

not agreed with the Governor's methods of put-

ting pressure on Bulger before, someone needs

to do so now. Even without an increase, Bulger

will already draw about $185,000 annually irom

now until death. And of course, that does not

include his million-dollar severance package - a

golden parachute if ever there was one. and a

gift that had to make stepping out of the politi-

cal spotlight much easier on Bulger's ego. How
much more can the University possibly owe hmi

for services rendered?

The original terms for Bulger's retirement

package included two and a quarter year's salary

totaling $695,000, $154,000 for a six-month

sabbatical, and a host of other benefits that

added up to the million-dollar package.

According to the Associated Press, Bulger

will receive 60 percent of the average salary for

his three highest-paid years. His wife will then

be able to collect two thirds of his pension after

his death.

lohn Hoey. a spokesman for the president's

office, has defended Bulger's request, saying that

he is simply submitting a formal request based

on his contract.

"Those issues are reallv between the individ-

ual retirees of Massachusetts and the pension

board and I assume they will be taken up in the

appropriate forum." he told the Associated

Press.

The issues Hoey speaks of. though, are not

simply between retirees in Massachusetts and

Bulger, though. Bulger is attempting to take

advantage of the system for all that it is worth

on his way out the door. After already receiving

a king's ransom from the University's Board of

Trustees, how much more is it morally accept-

able for him to ask for?

When Bulger's retirement package was

announced, the board of trustees as a whole

took criticism for giving Bulger whatever he

wanted in exchange for his resignation. Even

Lawrence Boyle, a member of the board, said

the he was disappointed by the lack of effort

shown by the board as a whole to negotiate a

smaller settlement with Bulger.

"We should be much more aggressive in

negotiating something that is fair." Boyle told

the Collegian during the Aug. 6 press confer-

ence announcing Bulger's resignation. "It's fair

for him. but not necessarily for the University,

and that's who we represent. We represent

them."

The fate of Bulger's request now rests with

the state retirement board, which is headed by

stale Treasurer Tim Cahill. As members of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Cahill and

the board have the same responsibilities to the

state that the UMass Board of Trustees failed to

remember.

One can only hope that the state retirement

board is able to overcome Bulger's bullying and

prevent him from cashing in anymore than he

has already on a departure that was necessitated

in large part by his own actions. The citizens of

Massachusetts deserve that much.

Unsigned editorial!, represent the majority

opinion of the Collegian Editorial Board.

IMa**

MassPIRG manipulates

UMass students

S.J

The MassPIRG fee on your

semester bill is not mundatory. \ou

are not required to pay $7 to

MassPIRG at any time in

order to be a student at

the University of

Massachusetts, fiowever. ^^—
in order to not donate your $7 to

the Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group each semester,

you arc requirtxJ to check off a box

on the back of your bill and sub-

tract this amount from your total

tab, thus waiving the fee.

This is known as a negative

check-off system, as opposed to a

positive check-off system in which

you check off the campus organiza-

tions you would like to help fund

via a donation. All UMass students

are automatically billed lor a con-

tribution to MassPIRG unless they

make the effort to waive the fee.

Negative check-off fees are manip-

ulative. The MassPIRG. and all

other waivable fees that appear on

a student's bill should be positive

check-off only

if upon signing up for phone

service the company automatically

added to your bill a $7 "donation"

to Organization X you would.

enraged, insist that they di.scontin-

ue this practice on your monthly

statements. Why is it that

Ma.ssPIRG is allowed to charge

students a fee? Should depart-

ments on campus, such as lan-

guages and athletics also charge

fees to increase their budgets?

MassPIRG. according to its

Web site, is a "statewide. <!tudent

directed and funded organization

that works on environmental, con-

sumer protection, and democracy

issues." Its mission, it says, is to act

as a "watchdog for special interests

like big banks, oil companies, and

auto companies, to hold

. our politicians account-

I Oft able, and to ensure that

^~^^ our interests as cinzens

are protected." However, by auto-

matically billing the possibly

impoverished student $7 each

semester, MassPIRG is looking out

for no one but MassPIRG.

MassPIRG was begun at UMass
Amherst and Hampshire College in

1971. A campus wide vote by the

All UMass students

are automatically

billed for a contri-

biJtion...Negatlve

check-off fees are

manipulative.

1972 student body at UMass
Amherst approved and instituted

the collection of a mandatory fee

added to students' bills as a line

item. Every two years the campus

votes during spring student gov-

ernment elections to continue this

tradition of a negative check-off fee

or change the practice. Any organ-

ization can go through the referen-

dum process with the SGA and

add its waivable fee to our bills.

Currently, the only other organiza-

tion that has does so is the campus

childcare center

The childcare centers $1 fee

each semester, although also a neg-

The "not-so-golden" state
California -

one of the

greatest finan-

cial powerhous-

es in America,

is considered

the fifth largest

independent
economy in the

world, its ownGross^^^""^^^^
Domestic Pixjfit

could finance the nation's military

spending nearly three times over.

But if California's economy were

as rich as its politics, they'd be on

par with Paraguay.

The recall campaign to oust

Gray Davis is now in full swing

and early October could possibly

see a new governor in Sacramento.

As if a recall election wasn't bad

enough on its own. the candidates

who have taken the gubernatorial

bull by the horns seem mediocre at

best for the governorship. A pom
tycoon, a washed-up child actor

aiKl even a pom star in the race

still bring no justice to those who
are. for the moment, still running

the show in California.

The problem goes way beyoiKl

one man. While Gray Davis plays

a significant part in the state's

budget woes, the bigger picture

implicates illegal immigrants.

Enron, Republicans,

and yes. even

Administration.

The wallets of California's

working class had been hit harder

than a Yankees fan at Fenway Park

as illegal immigrants, or "docu-

mentally challenged citizens",

evaded between $3 to $7 billion

dollars in taxes last year. Tabs that

were run up from emergency

health care. MediCal. and welfare

were also picked up by taxpayers.

In fact, over 30 percent of

Califomia's welfare and MediCal

payments were going to illegal

immigrants in 2002.

Welfare fraud and tax evasion

aren't the only things scamming

California. Politicians and energy

hustlers from Enron were also hav-

ing their way with the Golden

State. Before managing to siphon

some $66 billion dollars out of

California over a sham energy cri-

sis, the now-dead energy giant

managed to buy out Democrats

and Republicans in the State

ative check-off. waivable fee, is at

least a direct depwsit to a campus

program directly affecting stu-

dents, staff and faculty. If you

choose to pay this small fee. you

contribute to the daycare center

(ravaged by budget cuts) on the

UMass Amherst campus. This cen-

ter provides childcare for students

who are also parents and could not

afford daycare otherwise, as well as

for the children of offensively

underpaid faculty and staff.

MassPIRG fees are pooled with

fees collected from the 23 separate

campus chapters. The fee does not

effectively contribute directly to a

cause on the Amherst campus.

Furthermore. MassPIRG will

only establish a chapter on a col-

lege campus when the student

body has approved the payment of

the $7 waivable fee per semester

per student. MassPIRG refuses to

reside on campuses that do not

support their existence through a

negative check-off fee imposed

unjustly on students.

It is true that if the Ma,ssPIRG

fee were a positive check-off. or

essentially a true donation, their

funding would drop. Less people

would virtuously donate than the

number of people who are current-

ly duped into paying the waivable

fee. However, this is not a reason to

continue to allow Ma,ssPIRG. or

any organization, to have a nega-

tive check-off fee.

In addition to being confusing,

the negative check-off fee is one

more complication to the already

tedious UMass bill.

S./. Port is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Democrats,

the Bush

Assembly, spending over

$420,000 for lobbies on deregulat-

ing the energy market.

Gray Davis himself ended up

playing ball for Enron for a cool

$97,000 in contributions. As a

result, the cost of a megawatt-hour

in some parts of Califomia had

gone from $50 to $1500.

What did the Bush administra-

tion do for Califomia during its

energy crisis? Nothing. Literally.

When Senator Diane Feinstein

tried to get in touch with the

White House, she was refused an

appointment with the president

and vice president. They even

spelled her name wrong on the

Tlie wallets of

Califomia's working

class have been

hit harder than a

Yankees fan at

Fenway PariL

written response. Doesn't it seem

rather strange that Enron CEO
Ken L^y was able to make an

appointment but a Democrat sena-

tor wasn't? (Well, "Kenny Boy" is

easier to spell.)

Afterward, it was found that

Dick Cheney had sent an email to

the Department of Energy recom-

mending that they need not men-

tion the energy crisis in their annu-

al report. And now. Bush claims to

take a "hands-off approach

toward Califomia's recall. How
convenient.

Not all of Califomia's prob-

lems, however, can be pinned on

the conservatives or illegal immi-

grants. Democrats are mnning in

the red as well from this. In late

luly. Democrats from the State

Assembly were caught on tape,

discussing ways to prolong

Califomia's fiscal crisis in order to

emphasize it <,,^better as a

Republican problem, as well as to

change the Assembly's protocol on

voting on taxes.

They were busted when a

microphone had been left on and

had broadcasted their chat to over

500 "squawk boxes," that allow

reporters, staffers and others to lis-

tei in. They even had the nerve to

dovnplay what they had been talk-

ing about, even though

Assemblywoman lackie Goldberg

had been beard yelling curse

word after discovering the con-

versaton had been heard.

Nov, with a cast of seemingly

cluele* candidates in line for their

share a"Califomian Idol," ( 1 55 to

be exau) the rest of the world gets

to watcl American politics reduce

itself frcn honorable institution to

a sideshov.

We htve a 22 year-old pom star

who plarv on putting web cams

throi'ghoii the govemor's man-

sion, as w«ll as taking guns off the

streets by distributing pom in

exchange ftr them. Did I mention

that lap daices might soon be tax

deductible*} (No, this is not a

joke.

)

Urry F\yM - yes. that Larry

Flynt - will le putting in a slightly

calmer apptwch with plans to

grant amnes^ to all illegal immi-

grants residng in Califomia.

Seriously, thiacould drop the state

census bureaife margin of error by

up to 10 penent! The self-pro-

claimed "smutpeddler who cares"

also plans oi supporting our

troops by sendng them copies of

Hustler, accordhg to an interview

on CNN.
No campaigl can be complete

without the "pleise-give-me-a-real-

ity-show" presente of the washed-

up TV star an( security guard

Gary Coleman.

In the end, it boks like Arnold

SchwarzeneggeroM get the cov-

eted office of t\e govemor of

Califomia. Howeler, he has bro-

ken a few nomis hat could leave

voters skeptical. Sources say that

he has recently acHed Rob Lowe
to his roster of aid« and advisors.

Anyone see a themaevolving here?

He has dcvlinedto debate, and

at times won't estn touch the

issues that affect Califomia. F4e

claims to be a consevative. yet has

surprisingly liberal tiews, includ-

ing his fiscal ones.

Schwarzenegger eems to be

the most serious out >f the candi-

dates in Califomia. bi| his compe-

tence as govemor might only

measure up to his ability in acting.

Let's hope not.

Mark Ostroff is a Collegian

columnist.

Here's to the flight
_ According to my allergies.

^pK^ autumn is inching closer to New

^ J% England by the day. The retum of

JPI V^l cooler weather and thousands of^jfii '^iJ undergrads has hatched a wild

herd of undergraduate runners,

who have lain dormant since the

hot days of July. They crowd the

sidewalks, the Amherst bike trail,

and the middle of the driving lanes.

leaving motorists to long for the

return of mnner-repellant negative

wind chills.

I am an avid runner myself - I am currently train-

ing to run a marathon in Walt Disney Worid this

lanuary. Along with five classes and editing the edito-

rial/opinion section of the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian, I make time to run about two hours every-

day. After mnning around campus as often as I do,

you come to recognize some of these other sweaty

faces that you share the sidewalks with.

I am happy to note that over the last few years, the

number of recreational mnners, especially females,

has been on the rise. Its great that more of us are try-

ing to stay in shape and live healthy lifestyles.

Flowever. I have noticed several types of behavior

from UMass runners that are compromising mnners'

safety

I notice that many people, women especially, seem

to be choosing to run alone at night. I know classes

and extracurriculars require most of our daylight

hours, and the warm days make nights the coolest

time to run. However, mnning alone in the dark is not

a great idea for anyone, but especially not for women.

1 am not saying that females are necessarily more

vulnerable or less able to defend themselves in the

event of a problem. However. I have observed several

mnners who have been cause for concem.

The UMass campus and the surrounding areas are

usually very safe places to mn during the day. As a

smaller woman. I feel fairiy safe walking around cam-

pus at night, even when I have to do so alone.

However, mnning alone at night is a different story.

The uneven sidewalks can be treacherous around

campus. Visibility is bad for both the mnner and for

oncoming traffic. Plus, you never really know who's

behind or in front of you, until they get too close for

comfort.

In one instance, walking back to Central around

10 p.m. the other night, a mnner came ap behind me
with her headphones on. The girl had lo idea that I

was directly in front of her. She was st' busy adjust-

ing her discman that she almost crashec directly into

me. She was completely unaware of her surroundings,

putting herself in potential danger

Another time, I witnessed a giri slowly jogging,

and, no joke, somehow talking on her cell phone at

the same time. She never realized I was walking

behind her. When she finally noticed my shadow, she

jumped out of her own skin. Both these grls had ren-

dered themselves basically helpless by theii technolog-

ical distractions and by mnning alone in tke dark.

I feel fairly safe walking

around campus at night, even

wtien I have to do so alone.

However, running alone at

night is a different story, i

If you must mn by yourself, there are several pre-

cautions you should take. A self-defense class is an

excellent way to learn how to protect youiself If you

can't take a self defense class, (although I nighly rec-

ommend it) use your common sense. Stic^ to trails

that are well lit and frequented by other people. Take

along a mnning partner or a dog. Don't mn on the

highways, you could easily be picked off, or picked

up.

When you mn on a busy road, leave the discman

at home. I like my music just as much as anyone else,

but try thinking while you mn. rather than requiring

music to keep you alert. Stay on trails that have sever-

al options, such as a shortcut to home in case of injury

or fatigue. If you mn into trouble, remanber that low

guttural shouts travel farther and art better heard

than high pitched Barbie screams. Above all. listen to

your gut. If you think someone looks aispicious, or a

trail is empty and far away from safety.don't take it.

I do not mean to discourage anyonefs mnning pro-

gram by this column. However, these ate safety issues

that all mnners. from the beginner to the marathoner.

should keep in mind. Have a safe and kappy mnner's

high this fall.

Erika Lovley is a Collegian columnitt.
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Why it sucks

to be Christina
You know what? It really must suck to be Christina

Aguilera.

I mean. Christina is an incredible singer and per-

fonner, and she has a cool Grammy award to back that

up. But despite her millions of dollars and Grammy
award winning status, it must suck to be her.

Let's take a recent example to prove why Christina

always gets the short end of the stick. During her per-

formance with Madonna and Britney Spears at the MTV
Video Music Awards on Aug 28. she didn't get any cred-

it for locking lips with the Material Girl. The camera

caught Britney and Madonna going at it. but the camera

guy must have been too busy trying to transfer his blood

back to his brain, and as a result, only caught the tail end

of Christina smooching Mrs. Guy
Ritchie. Consequently, it's like it

never happened. Everyone has been

talking about Britney and Madonna,

but not Christina. Vhat really sucks

for her.

Oh wait, there's more.

All in all, Christina must be

blind in either one or both of the

make-up filled holes in her face - the

ones once known as her eyes. For

her to walk out of her house in the

morning with more makeup on than

Tammy Faye Baker and say to her-

self. "I look good." she must be

mildly retarded. She has a gorgeous face when she does-

n't smother it all in Revlon p!\)ducts. If you check her out

when she first became famous during her "Genie in a

Bottle" years, she had gorgeous blond hair and blue eyes.

Not anymore.

Not only is her face all covered up with crap, her hair

is constantly changing from human hair to grizzly bear

hair. She has worn wigs that are bigger than Rupaul's,

and its a scientific miracle that gravity hasn't smashed

her hciid into the ground yet.

The thing that pisses me off the most is how as much

as Christina identifies herself as a leader, she is the

biggest follower in music today. Although she entered the

music world as a pop princess, she says (after the tact)

that she was forced to do so. Awww, poor baby. Some

mean. big. record executive forced you to become

famous and make millions as you sang about how you

want to be "rubbed the right way
"

Rockin' Out

Samara

Marblesione

I KTl>Y lASON SQlflI-RS/lUM.LlN(.i'^H iNh ( i 'M

Christina AguiU-ra on her most recent tour with

Justin Timberlake.

In a quest to be different, Christina decided to record

an album in Spanish, since she's like 5.7 percent

Hispanic. Coincidentally. at the same lime. Latin pop

music was all the rage, as |.Lo, Ricky Martin, M;irc

Anthony, and tons of other Latin pop stars were the

hottest thing since bottled water. As Christina tried lo be

"different." she ended up being exactly the same as

everyone else, once again.

Once Christina gained a little more creative control in

her career. <he's like, "if I can't be pretty, I might as well

be dirty." hence the birth of her second album,

"Stripped
' She decided to be herself and be as gross and

disgusting as humanly possible.

What a fabulous idea.

So yeah — it sucks to be Christina Aguilera. No mat-

ter wlial she does, she just ends up in the shadow of

Britney Spears, and/or on People Magazine's "Worst

Dressed" list. Is she happy? I'm not really loo sure. I

mean, she makes a good living, but the problem is that

she isn't being herself. She says she is. but her image

changes too much. It's okay to admit that you're not sure

about who you are just yet. But if you're saying that your

old image lis pop-princess was fake, how are we sup-

posed lo believe her image now is real?

Samara Marhlestone is a Collegian columnist.
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Saturday
night! -

By Reii) Da\ eni'ORT

I "nil H. IAN ,SlAH

"Saturday Night Live" hit the

University of Massachusetts this

weekend, as veteran star Darrell

Hammond entertained a packed

Fine Arts Center crowd on

Saturday night wiih an array of his

hilarious jokes and incredible

impersonations.

The event started with Student

Government Association President

Dave Carr welcoming the students

to one of the many events that are

organized for the semester. Carr

ihen stepped aside to allow

Hammond to take the stage, which

was followed by roaring applause

from the crowd.

Hammond started off the night

poking fun at the California race

for govemor. He mainly look shots

at Arnold Schwarzenegger and

Hustler creator Larry Flynt getting

into arguments. He impersonated

both men. arguing that

Schwarzenegger is only running

because he thinks he's a Kennedy.

Following the simulated debate, he

flowed right into more political

humor by taking a shot at

President George W. Bush and his

Porky Pig-like speech impedinieni.

Hammond kept the political

ball rolling by addressing the

behavior of British Prime Minister

Tony Blair. He spoke of how in

Parliament lhe\ yell and scream at

Blair for his actions, as opposed to

our government's polite altitude

towards Bush. Hammond also did

his famous impression of former

Vice President Al Gore.

"Sometimes you play politicians

on TV and they don't like it."

Hammond said. "They act real nice

and all, but 1 mean |AI Gorej hates

me because on the show I made

him (switched to his Gore voice)

talk like this."

Hammond then began speaking

on how former President Bill

Clinton should have helped Gore

with the election. Al that point, the

crowd roared in anticipation of

hearing one of the impersonations

that made Hammond's career.

"I offered to go down lo

Florida." Hammond began with

his Clinton impersonation. "Press

ihe flesh and mass market the

human touch. Hell. 1 was going to

be down there for Spring Break

anyway.

"Clinton was in trouble every

day." Hammond said. "Everyone

would look to the TV and wonder.

•How will President Clinton get out

of this one?' Clinton was in trouble

all the time for eight years. He did-

n't get into fender benders. He got

into <iuff even |ame> Bond couldn't

gel out of."

.After a few more minutes on the

subject of former President

Clinton. Hammond discussed how

he came up with the Sean Connery

impersonation. He said, it began

when he started watching the

movie "The Untouchables" and

kept trying to gel Connery 's voice

down.

"I was repeating the lines from

the movie," said Hammond. "Then

my buddy Will Farrell walked in

and he was working on his impres-

sion of Alex Trebek from

|eopard\!' and for reasons which

aie not apparent to me. I turned lo

him and said [in Connery 's voice |,

Not a fan of the ladies, are you

Trebek?'"

"I know I'd go down in history

for something," he continued. "But

I never thought it was going lo be

for saying. |in Connery 's voice)

'Famous titties lor 500.' We fig-

ured it wouldn't work so we loaded

llie skits up with the dirtiest stuff

we could gel away with. The cen-

sors went out of their minds. I

would say things like. 'I could have

been vour 'ather. Trebek. but the

Darrell

Hammond

fine Alls Cenief

Amliersl

Sep! 6

dog beat me over the fence.' And I

make a living out of this."

Hammond went on to talk

about how horrific his grade point

average was in school. He graduat-

ed high school with about a 1.*)

and finished college with a 2.1 He

could barely ivinember what he did

in college, but then he was inter-

rupted by a member of the crowd.

"Been hitting the bottle a little

tonight, son?" Hammond asked.

"Did you see the Britney Spears

kiss?" Hammond said to change

the subject. "Also, she recently

came out and admitted she's not a

virgin. In a related story, a bear

came out of the wxK>ds and admit-

ted he left shit in the bushes."

Later on in the a««. after doing

his Geraldo Rivera. Ronald

Reagan, and "Hardball" host

Chris Matthews impersonations.

Hammond got a few hecklers from

the crowd. He brought a freshman

named lulie on stage and invited

her to sing, which she did to an

applause from the crowd.

However, the other young fresh-

man named lohn sang, but the

crowd wasn't very happy with his

performance of a song from the

"South Park" movie.

Hammond would go on to

speak about his parents being

tough on him as a teenager fol-

lowed by his luck with relation-

ships. He touched upon how
women are able to use both sides

of their brains, but men are inca-

pable of doing so. Hammond
moved on to talk about how he

w iinesscd his wife gi\ ing birth and

how he was shocked at how much
he didn't know about this world.

"If the baby can't fit out. they

make an incision." said

Hammond. "And if they made that

same incision on a man. there

would be one-of-lwo things; cither

there will he a homicide, or n sui-

cide."

Hammond lopped oft Ins act

with a quick Regis Philbin impres-

sion and ihankeil the audience for

coming out.

You can see Darrell Hammond,
and the rest of the "Saturday

Night live" cast on their season

opener on Oct. 4 when "WWF"
supersiai "The Rock " will he host-

ing. Hammond will also be seen

co-hosting the Emmy .Awards later

on this year.

Heartwarming children's picture book mal<es for the perfect 'thank you' gift

By Jennifer Eastwcxjd
(
'or 1 K.IAN Stah-

Fine details make the world go

round.

And illustrator Miriam de Rosier

knows it. for line details abound in her

first book, "The Bracelet."

This Flizabeth Ballard story - first

printed in a 1^86 anthology, "Who
Switched the Price Tags?" - showcas-

es a great sense of appreciation for

others and makes a perfect "message"

gift to accompany any "thank you"

present. But it doesn't end there, for

ihe book also hosts a special treat,

spotlighting some fancy artistic ele-

ments sure to delight the eye.

The narrative itself is simple and

heartwarming. lilihgiadc school-

teacher lean Thompson is a typical

educator; she harbors her likes and

dislikes about her job and her stu-

dents, both the over-achicvcrs and the

way-wards. Teddy Siallard is

one such way-ward; he shows

no interest in school and

sports an unfocused expres-

sion, old. worn clothing and

untidy haircuts.

Like the steady beat of a

drum, the text flashes

through Feddy's past. Image

one: Teddy's mother is very

ill. Image two: Teddy's moth-

er dies during her .son's third

grade school year. Image

three: Teddy's father lacks

interest in his son. Teachers fear his

inatlcniiveness.

And h> the lime the Christmas hoi

iday .season arrives. Miss Thompson

'The

Bracelet'

Illustrated by

Miriam de Rasier

Adapted from

Fli7at3etfi Ballard

Gibbs Smith

has lost hope in her pupil.

Not surprisingly, Tedd\'s Christmas

gill lo his teacher stands oui from the

rest ... disappoint ingl\ so

While other students lace

Miss Thompson's desk with

their colorfully wrapped pres-

ents of all inviting shapes and

sizes. Teddy's sloppy brosyn

paper-bag-covered present

sporting oddly shaped lumps

creates for a forelx>ding site.

If possible, himever, the items

inside "a gaudy ihinesionc

bracelet, with hall the stones

missing, and a bottle of cheap

perfume" - make it even hard-

er lor Miss Thompson to praise the

ho>. Giggles from the oiher children in

the class tarnish the siiualion even

more, and Miss Thompson has no

choice but to put the gifts on and

prompt the gigglers to share in insin-

cere complcmcnis.

Onh after class docs 'Icddy

revealed to Miss Thompson that both

gifts once belonged to his mother:

'Miss Thompson, you smell just like

my mother.' " he said. " And her

biacclei looks real pretty on you.'
"

As the gesture brings the teacher to

tears, it also parachutes her ilown a

different path in approaching her rela-

tionships with students for the rest of

the year. No longer does she discard

ihe potential in those struggling and

quickly leave them behind. Instead,

she gives mosi of her help where it is

most needed and begins to focus on all

the children fraught by the material.

Continued on page 10
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Do you roally want to see

22 minutes of drunken behaviorIH6IIU6Iiiav

m rnrrm

Fellow Students,

Don't log onto college.movielink.com between September 15th and

October 15th. Sure, high-speed, reliable downloads of your favorite

movies seems like a great idea. But what about the message those

films send? The people at Movielink want you to watch movies like

American Pie, a film rife with drunken behavior, sexual deviancy,

and a very unsanitary display involving food. Choose education over

entertainment. Don't be lured in by the prizes. Granted, *the ultimate

PC entertainment system' sounds great, but think of

the distraction. Up all night,

watching movies, playing games,

people stopping by with booze.

Is that really how you want to

spend your college years?

Tracy Tuckey

StudentsAgainstMovielink.com

STUDENTS AGAINST

MOVIELINK
COLLEGE FILM FESTIVAL

MondaySeptemberS

BOOKS
^ Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Tony

v^ Horwitz will discuss "Blue Latitudes: Boldly

going Where Captain Cook Has Gone

Before" in the New York Room (Mary E. Woolley

Hall) at Mount Holyoke College. Horwitz is the

author of "Confederates in the Attic " The event

begins at 7 p.m. and is free and open to the pub-

lic.

TuesdaySeptember9

^ MUSIC
9^ Lyambiko, a German-based jazz group, will

be performing at the Iron Horse in

Northampton at 7 p.m. The tour has been well

received in the U.S. and vocalist Lyambiko's style

has been compared to the likes of Billie Holiday

and Julie London. The rhythm section provides a

strong foundation to the music and possesses an

excellent subtlety and interplay on both ballads

and uptempo grooves. Ticket prices are $10 for

advance purchase and $13 the night of the venue.

WednesdaySeptemberlO

.^ BOOKS
^f Former journalist and novelist R.A. Scotti

will discuss "Sudden Sea: The Great

Hurricane of 1938" at The Odyssey Bookshop in

South Hadley. A discussion will begin at 7 p.m.

The event is free and open to the public.

FridaySeptember12

MUSIC
The Hartford Symphony Orchestra will be

opening the weekend with "Rhapsody in

Blue!" Other scheduled pieces include Schuman's

"New England Triptych" and Berstein's overture to

"Candide." Details of the concert's final musical

piece will be withheld from the audience in keep-

ing with the season's theme "Symphonies and

Mysteries." Conductor Edward Cummings will be

leading the Orchestra, with Leon Bates at pianist.

A free concert will take place at 7 p.m. The fea-

tured concert will begin at 8 p.m. with ticket

prices ranging from $15 to $57. Student tickets

are available at $7 with valid ID. Discounts are

available for groups of 10 or more.

y MUSIC
Andrew W.K., High on Fire, and Vaux will be

playing the Ballroom in the Pearl Street Nightclub

in Northampton at 8:30 p.m. The show should

contain new material, as Andrew W.K.'s latest

album "The Wolf" is released on Sept 9. Advance

tickets may be purchased for $15 Ballroom or at

the door for $18.

y PERFORMANCES
Vocalist Judy Polan will be performing for

the Song and Story Swap at the Black Sheep

Cafe. The four-time recipient of "Favorite

Musician" in the Valley Advocate readers poll is

known for both her repertoire of pop/folk music

and her sense of humor. The Story and Swap is

held the second Friday of each month at the

Black Sheep Caf6 and is sponsored by both the

Pioneer Valley Folklore Society and the Black

Sheep. The event begins at 7:30 p.m. and is free

and open to the public.

V BOOKS^ Christopher Benfey, author of "Degas in

New Orleans," will discuss "The Great Wave:

Gilded Age Misfits, Japanese Eccentrics, and the

Opening of Old Japan." Benfey is also a Professor

of English at Mount Holyoke College

and Co-Oirector of the Weissman

Center for Leadership. The event

begins at 7 p.m. at the Odyssey

Bookshop in South Hadley. The event

is free and open to the public.

SaturdaySeptember13

\. MUSIC
^V Mark Erelli will be performing at

the Iron Horse in Northampton this

Saturday at 7 p.m. The performance

will undoubtedly contain tracks from

his much-anticipated CD "The

Memorial Hall Recordings," which was

released in 2002. Erelli's sound has

been described by critics as sounding

"fresh yet oddly familiar." Jeffery

Foucault is scheduled to open the

show. Advance tickets are available for

$12.50, however tickets may be pur-

chased at the door for $15.

'^ MUSIC
^w The Toasters, The Septics and

Disaster 116 will be playing in the

Clubroom at the Pearl Street Nightclub

in Northampton. The concert begins at

7 p.m. and tickets may be purchased

in advance for $10 or $13 at the door.

GALLERIES

VA reception for Lawrence

Siddall will present his photog-

raphy exhibit "Friends Around the

World" at Forbes Library in

Northampton. The series of color por-

traits were taken in eight foreign

countries on his travels from 1956 to

2002. The event will take place from

2-4 p.m. Gallery hours are Mondays 1-

9 p.m., Tuesdays 9-6 p.m.,

Wednesdays 9-9 p.m., Thursdays 1-5

p.m., Friday and Saturdays 9-5 p.m.

Siddall's exhibit will be free and open

to the public until Sept. 30.

BOOKS
4^ At 1 p.m., Jeffrey Amherst

^% Bookshop in Amherst will be

holding a reading/discussion of Kathy

Harrison's book "Another Place at the

Table". It is a story of shattered child-

hoods redeemed by love Harrison has

been a foster parent for more than 1

3

years and hosted almost 100 children.

eeklfpinup

FLEA INFESTS MULUNS

The Red Hot Chili Peppers return to

the Mullins Center for a one-stop

show along their current North

American tour Tues, Sept. 9. The con-

cert starts at 7 p.m. Opening for RHCP

are Queens of the Stone Age and

French Toast. Tickets are $41 and are

still available at Ticketmaster or the

Mullins Center box office.

The Boss plays at Fenway
BOSTON (AP) - Long before

the glory days, before the soid-

oiit concerts and 1 1 IK) specials,

Bruce Springsteen was just an

openhig act at a small

Cambridge theater, playing to a

crowd that did not yet know

each word of his songs.

Out in that crowd one night

in May 1^74 was a Boston

music critic who was soon to

write the prophetic words; "I

saw rock and roll future and its

name is Bruce Springsteen."

-Njyrlv 30 years after that

rave review Yielpcd launch the

jersey rocker to superstardom.

The Boss is traveling the well-

worn path back to his Boston

roots again this weekend to play

at a much larger venue, whose

legend nearly matches his own.

On Saturday and Sunday

nights, Springsteen will perform

the first-ever rock concerts at

Fenway Park, bringing his bal

lads of the working class to the

quirky 91 -year-old home of Red

Sox heroics and heartbreak.

"Bostons become over the

years just one of our really spe-

cial places," said Ion Landau,

the writer who penned the

famed review, and later became

Springsteen's manager in 1978.

- Ii'iinifer Peter. AP

NEW WRITERS: Please attend the first Arts & Living

department meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 9 at 5 p.m. in The

Collegian newsroom in the Campus Center basement.

EEDET
SiSign up to participate in upcoming cleci3ion-mal<ing

expenments by the

For more info &to sign up. please gotO:

http://www, umass.edu/expecon

90 Gatehouse Road, Off Rt. 9, Two miles East of Amherst Center

On the Bus Route • TEL: 256-6446

Shopping for a health club? • Do your homework first

JOIH NOW!
for our Semester Special

weeks - For Students; C

Inclusive membership / No additional fees / Includes free T-Shirt

Hampshire Fitness Club has it all for you
•FULL SIZED INDOOR POOL

•AOUA AEROBICS
•CYBEX/NAUTILUS CIRCUIT

• BOXING STUDIO

•CYBEX FREE WEIGHTS

»FULL COURT BASKETBALL

•VOLLEYBALL
•INDOOR TENNIS

•YOGA/PILATES
•AEROBICS/STEP/BOSU
•JACUZZI/SAUNAS
•CARDIO-VASCULAR EQUIPMENT

Open: 6am to 10pm Mon-Fri

8am to 9pm Sat-Sun

CLINIQUE Bonus is here!
With your ChniqJ'e purchase of ' 19 50 get this 7-p,ece

g'^.J^
Quantities are limited Now thru Sunday, September 14th

Fall

Gift

7 -piece

Gift

CVS
pharmacy

U \^> ^n3[l^ro)ir(o)

L 'triiyf^q UJ' .'.'.t-istuie Surq« Citlra

Hiph ImpoU Eye Shociow ,a Sugn, Sugar ' Colou. Su,g« Up.tick .r. Wow Violet

f;lo><w.n, Fcr Up in Air Ki;5 • Clinque Happy H«art Pertwme Spray

Cosmetir Bag

Oedar Chest
ARTFUL FURNISHINGS QUALITY LINENS IMAGINATIVE GIFTS

momes Mirketplate • ISO Main St. Morthampton. MA • 413-564-JMO

Student Discount

$1.00 off 1 hour processing

(prints only)

$2.00 off 1 hour digital processing

(prints & cd)

Valid Student ID required.

Available at both Amherst locations only.

Original roll developing only.

Offer ends:

Sept. 30, 2003

9^te.9(u^p^

unique you.
OWN IT.

downtown
Amherst
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New thriller flick is no good order
By Lauren Freeman

CoLLttilAN StAKI"

Brian Helgeland's newest directorial undertaking is a

mixed bag. Upon first glance. "The Order" appears to have

potential. In the vein of supernatural thrillers with reli-

gious undertones, at it's best, this movie could have been

the next "Exorcist." But "The Order" remains in the realm

of less inspired movies such as "Stigmata" and "Bless the

Child."

In this film. Alex Bernier. played by Ledger, is a

Carolingian - an ancient order of Catholic priests whose

specialty is exorcisms. Bennon Furniunn is cast as the role

of William Eden, a 600-year-old sin cater whose specialty is

partaking in "the other way", a path to heaven outside of

the church. Apparently banished members of the

Carolingian sect began the ritual sineating in order so that

excommunicated members of the church could find a way

to heaven.

Alex and William meet when Father

Dominique, Alex's mentor, dies in a suspicious

manner and the blame is placed on the sineater.

Alex is given the task of killing William, which

proves to be a difficult one. Distractions arrive in

the form of Mara Sinclair played by Shannon

Sossonion. Mara is an escaped mental patient,

committed to an asylum after making an attempt

on Alex's life during her own excorsism. Things

get messy for Alex when he can't resist the sexual

temptation posed by this homicidal maniac.

Granted, Sossomon is unusually beautiful, bui

Alexs bizarre decision to give up his priesthood

for someone who tried to kill him is never fully

explained away
Narrative aside, although chock full of gorgeous

gothic scenery, the constant shifting of location

from Rome to Paris to America and back was

unwarranted and a bit confusing. Another source of con-

fusion was the lack of consistency in the actor/actresses

various accents On the one hand I edger is trying desper-

ately not to sound Australian and in effect speaks with a

hybrid accent that is impossible lu place on the map.

Furmanns character Eden supposedly grew up in Rome but

oddly this German actor sounds Irish. Where this lilm

lacked geographic cohesion it also lacked imagination. In

a decade of increasing technological ability spawning a

whole new breed of horrific special FX it is understood

when a film of this genre uses computer graphics for its

'The_Order'

Directed bv

Brian HeloelaniJ

Sianing

Heatti [e^
Shannon SossaBon

?Olli [eniury foi

Baieij H

l e? im

Grade

Ct-

(XHJRTESY lOTYi CENTURY KiX

Heath Ledger and Bennon Furmann duel in "The Order."

benefit. However, there are certainly times when less is

indeed more. The Blair Witch Project worked because of

this simple concept - leave the viewers to the device of

their own imagination and they will likely be scared silly.

During the sin eating rituals computer graphics produce a

liquid-like tendril that exits through the chest of

—^— the sinner and, at it's best, looks like giant cala-

mari. Perhaps if this ritual was shot from behind

closed doors - as it was the first time it is depict-

ed - then it would have had a less ridiculous effect.

In short, it seems the original concept for this

movie was destroyed by the lack of ability to carry

it out. The scenes that had potential to be scary

were ruined by convention. For example, there are

two children that serve no other purpose but to

add to the canon of films that exploit the supposed

innocence of children for a scary "surprise."

However, these children weren't scary because

from the inoment they appear on screen it is obvi-

ous that their only purpose is the eventual spook

they will provide. Scary children, underground

tunnels, graveyards after dark, mental disorders,

it's all been done before and it shouldn't have been

done here.

The only thing that helps "The Order" save face is the

occasional literary allusion in the dialogue. Like the leg-

endary Dr. Faustus, one of the characters is said to have

"sold his soul for knowledge." and everyone knows that

"knowledge is the enemy of faith." One of the secondary

characters quotes from Nietzsche when he says,

"Sometimes when you look into the abyss, the abyss looks

into you." Perhaps Helgeland took this quote loo .seriously

when he directed a film that will leave viewers with a 102-

minute abyss in their life that they will certainly miss.

Picture book charms
Continued from page 7

especially Teddy With this attention.

Teddy catches up with, and even sur-

passes, many of his peers by the

year's end.

Years rush by in this book as fast

as real life often seems, and like all

students in teachers' lives. Teddy

grows older and contact back to

Miss Thompson becomes sparse. Yet

a letter arrives one day to Miss

Thompson and another drum beat

sequence begins.

Image one: Miss Thompson
receives word Teddy will be graduat-

ing high school second in his class.

Image two: She hears Teddy will be

graduating college first in his class.

Image three: She discovers Teddy

has finished medical school, earned

his title of M.D., and is shortly to be

wed.

The final scene brings the two

aged characters full circle, as Miss

Thompson honors the spot in

Teddy's wedding party where his

mother would have been if she were

living. Smiling brightly and as proud

as any mother ever would. Miss

Thompson takes the arm of her

pupil and both radiate in the gifts

they have given each other.

No surprises complicate this

theme, and it's the simplicity that

douses the i2-page. pocket-sized

trinket in warmth and kindness.

And no better imagery could cap-

ture these straightforward feelings

than de Rosier's delightful chalk

images.

If there's one key to de Roiser's

style, it's in the patterns.

Intricate designs flourish in this

work - from the polka dots of a

XHJRTtSY OIBBS SMITH

This simple, touching tale also

dazzles with its artwork,

woman's sweater to diamonds on

wallpaper to writing on a chalk-

board to fine details on the titled

bracelet itself. Each drawing encom-

passes an element of style to keep

the eye busy exploring the image's

features. The colors are rich and full

of earth tones and compliment the

soon-changing fall weather well.

A Washington State native, de

Roi.ser is a freelance illustrator pub-

lished in newspapers including The

New York Times and The

Washington Post, and she has out-

done herself with this splendid

example of the basic "feel good"

genre of picture books.

Students of all trades need

remember this book next time they

seek an emotionally charged gift to

please. "The Bracelet" just adds fur-

ther credence to the old saying: It's

the little things that count.

mm'ASSI Recreation

Paid Oflficials Needed for Flag Football, Soccer,

Field Hockey, Softball, Ice Hockey & Volleyball

Clinics: Football-Sept. 9, 10. 11

Co-ed Softball-Sept. 15, 16

Ice Hockey-Sept. 23, 24, 25

Call for requirements, times and locations

StiUTimeTo Enter: Flag Football, Soccer, Field Hockey. & Softball

More Info: 215 Boyden, 5-2693 ^

On The Web: www.umass.edu/umim

Soccer-Scpt.9, 10, 11, 12

F'ield Hockey-Sept. 15

VoUeyball-Sept. 30, Oct. 1,
7

J

I#

BUY^-D^ECl

Cj^ Futons

^^j4 Frames

Kj^ Covers

^^^1^^^^ ^ Bj^ And morel

'Your online treasure of bedding bargains"

(860) 584-0259

www.piratescovebedding.com

Sttuientjobs
Great Job opportunities tor students in

humanities and social sciences. Work to

protect the environment ad hold corporations

accountable. Flexible Hours; fun progres

sive workplace, valuable job skills. We are

seeking motivated, articulate, and creative

people to organize in diverse communities

around the valley. Call today, start tomar

row. $8-10/hr. plus bonus

Clean Water Action:

584 9830

$73

You do the math.

How smart is this: All the textbooks you need for up to 60% off retail prices. And all you have

to do is go to half.com and type in the book titles, or ISBN numbers. Gotta love that new math.

For a limited time, first-time buyers I

I

I

I

I

I
Save an additional *5

• on purchases of *50 or more!

I Simply use this code:

I
UMass2003

I

fc«i»« — — •-. — •-• — — — —

ilQll.com

Same textbooks. Smarter prices.

^ L _,,„ ttiA K.^..^ nn ArtA aiatiMiir* J«ruj«rv ?003 'Fif»t lime buyef* on'v ItmMed !wT*e of*»» ewekiOw
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Runaway
Baylark takes ^

the spotlight
By MiKi Marzelli
CAHLti.iAN Stai ^

Five years after winning a national

title in his inaugural sea.son in Amherst.

Mark Whippje found himself in a bit of

a predicament Saturday at McGuirk
Alumni Stadium.

He was already without Atlantic 10

Rookie of the Year R.|. Cobbs. who was

in street clothes due to "academic disci-

pline." and had lost starting tailback

Raunny Rosario to a leg injury in the

first quarter.

So after falling behind early to lowly

Central Connecticut State in the opening

game of the 2003 season. Whipple went

with what worked for him so many times

back in IW8.
He handed the ball to No. 5. and let

him do the rest.

The end result? 141 yards and two

touchdowns to help pace the offense to

51 unanswered points in a rout of the

Blue Devils.

So while Whipple's original No.5 -

Marcel Shipp - is now carrying the ball

on Sundays, his new No. 5 ~ Steve

Baylark - is beginning to become the

subject of numerous comparisons

between the two.

While Shipp was the unquestioned

leader of the '*^8 team - a superstar good

enough to have recently received a multi-

million dollar contract with the Arizona

Cardinals - Baylark. a sophomore who

just recently made the move from full-

back to tailback, is in his first year with

the Minutemen. and is vastly unproven.

Their physical makeup and running

styles are quite similar, yet they now

have something much bigger in com-

mon: their potential importance to their

team's championship hopes.

^^^HiBl^g|lL.ihe 1^ to the offense in

'98. with plays designed to get him the

ball any way possible. Baylark does not

have to duplicate Shipp's tremendous

junior season for the Minutemen to be

successful. He does, however, have to do

more of what he did on Saturday.

With Raunny Rosario out for as many

as six weeks. Baylark essentially

becomes the starting tailback, given that

Cobbs' remains at wide receiver upon

his return.

Evidence of the ill-effects of being

unable to run the football were rampant

against CCSU, as quarterback Jeff Krohn

was picked off three times before

Baylark was able to find a rhythm and

gain good yardage, and the offense sput-

UM Stomps

Blue Devils
By Andrkw MhRRin

CdI liC.IAN 'STAH

>llt(ilA\

Continued on page 13

Wide Receiver Jimmie Howard celebrates his third quarter touchdown catch with tight end Sean YounR. UMass cruised past

Central Connecticut State 51-7 Saturday at McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

The Massachusetts football team

must be glad it doesn't finish what it

starts.

Despite the absence of its two top

running backs, and an earl\ score by

Central Connecticut State (t)-2) that

nobody e\(x.vted. the Minutemen ral-

lied to down the Blue De\ils, 51-7

Saturday at McGuirk Alumni

Stadium in front of 8.560.

Sophomore R.f Cobbs. generally

regarded as the best athlete on the

team, and classmate Raunn> Rosario,

the heir apparent at the tailback posi-

tion, were

UMass 51_ both non-

Central Conn. 7 '"^'"'^ '"'•

most of trie

game. Cobbs did noi dress due lo aca-

demic discipline, and Rosario suffered

a knee injury early in the first quarter,

which put ihc ball squarch in the

hands of Slew Huyiaik. a sophomore

listed ai third on the depth chart.

But Baylark turned his impa)mpiu

full-time audition - UMass coach

Mark Whipple intended to alternate

him and Rosiirio throughout ihe game
- into a spaikling perfomiancc. gain-

ing 141 \ards on 22 rushes uith iwo

touchdowns.

"One thing I liked abt.)ut |
Baylark j.

he never made mistakes," Whipple

said. "He may have missed a protec-

tion on the blitz, but we ccitainK had

to press him into the role. Ix'cause

that's not what we thought going into

the game. 1 think he could Ix' more

physical, and I think that's just a lack

of experience at the tailback."

The Minutemen il-Ot benefited

considerably from Baylark's work, in

light of Krohns three interceptions -

more. V\hipple said, than the senior-

quarterback threw during three pre-"

season scrimmages.

Krohn did have his bright spots,-

though, including a I7\iirtl touch-,

down pass to limmie Ho\\aid and a*

three-yard dump to tight end Sean;

V'oung in the endzone.

While the offense spuitea-d in the

early going, the defense rebounded'

from the early CCSU scoic to play

solidly the rest of the game.

Linebacker Mike Ziccardi was the

recipient of an early Christmas gift;

when Blue Devil quarterback Scott-

Continued on page 13

Minutewomen take out URI ^!r:^
Three late goals give UM
convincing win over Rams

By Tom) Foster

( XjLLH.IAN SlAKh

After opening the season with an

exciting 2-1 win over Ouinnipiac. the

Massachusetts Women's soccer team

traveled to Kingston. R.I. to open its

Atlantic 10 .season against the

University of Rhode Island.

The Minutewomen (2-0. 1-0 A- 10)

kept things rolling with a dominating

second -ha If

UMass 4 pciToiniancc

—

;

1

——

I

j —
, and defeatea

Rhode Island l the Rams. 4- 1.

With the

score lied 1 - 1 after the 67th minute, the

Maroon and White lallieil three goals

from three different players.

Sophomore midfielder

Lind.sey Bellini struck first off a

penalty kick opportunity, and 1
1
min-

utes later, junior lorward l.indsey

Fairweather stole the ball fiom the

defender and qiiicklv lound the back of

the net as well.

Building off the momentum from

the two quick goals, freshmen defender

Stephanie Barrett sealed the 4-1 victory

with a header in the 80th minute.

When asked about the clutch per-

formance from his players. Coach |im

Rudy reflected on last .season and his

team's attitude.

"This sea.son, five of the six goals

have been scored by a sophomore or a

freshmen. By adding young shooters lo

the lineup, last season's leading scorer

Erin Lilly w ill have less pressure to per-

fomi after reluming from injury.

"They want to do this so badly and

don't want anything to end up like last

year," Rudy said. "We got the potential

to do. but the tact is we got all these

younger people. Right now. the older

players are the ones holding it together

and the young are really getting it done.

"

Though UMass dominated the sec-

ond half. URI had the early momentum.

Only 5^ seconds into the game. Rhode

Island senior Sarah lohnsion scored on

a cross from senior teammate Sarah

McCalligett to give them the early 1-0

lead.

I lowever in the 23rd minute. UMass

sophomore defender Maggie LaBrode

sent a long free kick from the sideline,

where forward Adaii BIyler flicked the

ball past the goalie lo lie the score.

BIyler. iierself. has been on a tear in

the early season, lying her freshman .sea-

son total in goals, with three in just Iwo

games.

"She's growing up very quickly. Last

season, we threw her to the wolves,"

Rudy said. "She wasn't really ready to

start last year, but she was made into a

frontrunnei. .Adair has learned a lot this

year. She's vei-y inlelligeni, attentive and

just ab.sorbs of it all.

"Also, she's got a green light lo

express herselL \Vhen you are an attack-

er, you got to have individuality."

Between the pipes, senior captain

Kelly Nigh made seven saves lo keep

her team in the contest. The late

UMass attack was too much for URI

goalie Melissa Bargione. who only

inade one save.

"Tlie things that Nigh had to deal

with were basically crosses," Rudy

said. "She either had to box or catch

the cross and did all of it very impres-

sively."

past Sox
B\ KO\AII> Bit M
.•\>stH lAII P 1'kKSS

NEW ^ORK (AP) - David;

Wells bounced off the mound;

with excilemeni. He had-

rebounded, anil so had the New'.

York \ankees.

With their AI Last lead .Kun;

to I 1/2 games, the Yankees.

Yankee's ]

Red Sox

.i-KAl I'M IIS.1- I 111 II-IJ \N

Lindsev Bellini and the Minutewomen handed URI it.s first loss of the season, downing the

Rams 4- 1 on Friday.

needctl a|

w i n'

Kidix lo

h I u n t".

Boston.

Alter Derek Icier talkcil his way

back into the lineup. Wells

pitched iiis linesi game this sea-

son and Bcrnie W illiam^ woke up

with his tirsi home run -iiKc mid-

August, propelling New ^uik lo a

critical 5-1 victory Suikkn

"A game like this, its huge."'

Wells said. "Those guys .iie com-

ing in for the sweep - \ou want lo

try lo gel the momentum hack,

and lhat"s what we did iotla\.

"

Williams hmke a scoreless lie

and a whole lot ol tension -

with a two-run homer in the sev-

enth off leff Suppan (12). Wells

look a shutout iiiii' the eighth

inning, and Mari.nu- Riveia got

fixe ouis in the final scheduled

meeting tlii^ veai Iviwecn the

teams.

New York (85-56) l-HH'slcd its

division lead lo 2 1/2 games cner

Boston (85-5*^) with three weeks,

remaining

"rheic's a hi^' tliilerence

between being ihiee games back

in the loss column than one.".

Boston manager Cirady Little,

said,

W i t h ii w n I ' C
'

V
1 r'

^'

Stcinbrenner in town and watch
'

Continued on page 12
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LSAT

GMAT

GRE

MCAT

DAT

OAT

or your
money back

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions,

complete all scheduled tests, and do your homework.

If your score doesn't improve on test day from your

Kaplan diagnostic or a prior official test score, you

can choose to repeat our program for free or get a

full refund of your tuition:' It's that simple.

World Leader In Test Prep and Admissions

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST

kaptest.com
•Test names are registered trademarks o' their respective ow'iers.

'To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan s full classroom, tutoring, or

online courses. In addition, you must present a copy of your official score report and your

course materials within 90 days.

Wells leads Yanks past Red Sox
Continued from page 11

lug, New York had been blown

out by a combined 20-5 in the

first twu games. Its lead, which

had been 7 1/2 games on Aug. 20,

was disappeaiing along with the

summer heat.

Boston had won five straight

and was on the verge of closing

within a hall-game of first - the

Red Sox haven't been that close in

September since winning the divi-

sion in 1995. according to the

Klias Sports Bureau.

While Suppan took a one-^hit-

ter into the seventh, the Red Sox

twice advanced runners to third

base in the middle innings. But

Wells (13-6) got out of trouble

each time, pumping a fist after

escaping.

He had been winless in seven

starts since |uly 19, and pitching

coach Mel Stottlemyre had pub-

licly challenged his work ethic

after a loss to the Chicago White

Sox on Aug. 27. His spot in the

rotation was in jeopardy.

"Boomer responds to chal-

lenges," New York manager |oe

Torre said. "There's no bigger

challenge since he's been back

here than this game today. He cer-

tainly restored order."

After Kevin Millar doubled

leading off the fifth and advanced

on lason Variteks groundout.

New York moved the infield in

and Gabe Kapler hit a weak

grounder to third. Wells then

struck out Damian Jackson.

Manny Ramirez doubled start-

ing the seventh, and Millar

walked with one out. |eter then

ranged into the shortstop hole to

make a nice play on a grounder by

Varitek, who just beat the relay

throw to avoid a double play.

After Kapler grounded out to

third. Wells again rushed a fist

across the air.

Wells had overcome his sum-

mer slump.

"You could see with his body

language," Torre said.

Suppan, who dropped to 0-5

against the Yankees, needed just

67 pitches to get through the first

six innings as New York forced

the outfield to handle just four

balls - leter's single in the fourth

and three weak flyouts. But

Suppan wound up throwing 55

pitches in seventh.

He walked lorge Posada with

one out, then allowed Williams'

first homer in 65 at-bats since

Aug. 19. The Yankees' bench

seemed both stunned and relieved

- no one juinped out of the

dugout as the sellout crowd ot

55,212 rocked to the "Disco

Inferno" chorus of "Bum. baby,

bum."
While he has 1 1 homers this

year, just two have been hit at

Yankee Stadium. Williams, who
had been in a 9-for-60 (.150)

slump, doesn't think the final

three weeks will be easy.

"It's going to be a grind." he

said. "Very hard."

Torre said it was "inspiring"

for Jeter to return from a rib cage

injury that sidelined him for five

straight games. The team captain

wasn't in the original lineup but

persuaded the manager to let him

play after two batting practice

rounds Sunday. )eter said he had

"five or six" conversations with

Torre over the weekend.
"! would have kept talking to

him, over and over," |eter said.

"Eventually, he'd have to cave in."

To Torre, )eter looked like he

was "on a mission," and the man-

ager trusted the shortstop to tell

the truth about his health.

"Once he realized the big picture,

I'm an easy mark. I guess." Torre

said.

leter was l-for-5 with a walk,

and made a high throw for an

error on johnny Damon's one-out

grounder in the eighth. After Bill

Mueller singled, Torre brought in

Rivera to face Nornar

Garciaparra.

Rivera, had gotten more than

four outs for a save just twice pre-

viously this season, struck

Garciaparra with the bases loaded

a week earlier at Fenway Park to

save an 8-4 win. This time,

Garciaparra filed out to center

field. Ramirez followed with a

bloop to right that fell for an RBI

single, pulling Boston to 21, but

Rivera retired David Ortiz on

inning-ending forceout.

Nick lohnson gave Rivera

some margin for error with an

RBI single in the bottom half off

Alan Embree, who had allowed a

bloop double to Alfonso Soriano.

Rivera gave up a leadoff single

in the ninth to Millar before get-

ting three straight outs for his

55rd save in 59 chances.

"It's the heavyweight champi-

onship," Embree said. "These

teams have always played each

other so tough, that why it's the

rivalry. What it comes down to

now is" how we do against the

other teams."
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Jason Varitek and the Red Sox were shut down by David Wells, as the Yankees avoided a series sweep

in the last meeting of the season between the two teams.

Lawyer takes case
Buffalo dominant in shutout

By John Warow
AsscKiATEi) Press

ORCHARD PARK. NY. -

Safety Lawyer Milloy needed

less than a week to stick it to

his former team. Quarterback

Drew Bledsoe's wait was longer.

_.,, -.^ but the

Dills J I victory

Patriots Ju^' as

sweet.

The two former Patriots

stars combined for a dominat-

ing performance, sparking the

Buffalo Bills to a 51-0 victory

over New England in their

opener Sunday.

The win snapped Buffalo's

five-game losing streak against

New England. And it capped a

hectic, emotional week after the

Bills snagged Milloy, a four-

time Pro Bowler, on Wednesday,

a day after the Patriots released

him for salary cap reasons.

Milloy, a Patriots defensive

captain, not only started despite

getting in only two practices

with Buffalo, but also made an

impact, causing an intercep-

tion, recording a sack and tak-

ing part on five tackles.

Bledsoe engineered scoring

drives of 80 and 90 yards on his

first two possessions. Acquired

in a 2002 trade with New

England. Bledsoe won his first

so-called "Bledsoe Bowl" in

three tries, and finished 17-of-

28 for 230 yards with a touch-

down and an interception.

The game was effectively

over when the Bills went up 2 1
-

0. Travis Henry's 1-yard plunge.

Dave Moore's 7-yard reception,

and defensive tackle Sam
Adams' 57-yard interception

return put the Bills up by that

margin early in the second

quarter.

Henry scored a second time

on a 9-yard scamper in the

fourth quarter and Rian l.indell

added a 44-yard field goal.

As season openers go. it was

Buffalo's largest margin of vic-

tory since a 40-7 win over the

Los Angeles Rams in 1992. It

was al.so the second regular-sea-

son opening shutout, and first

in any game for the Bills since a

26-0 win over Philadelphia in

1999,

The outcome was a marked

turnaround from how the Bills

stumbled through two losses to

New England last year, in which

the Patriots outscored Buffalo

by a combined 65-24. and flus-

tered Bledsoe.

The Patriots managed a mere

51 yards in the first half and six

first downs, two by penalty.

How bad were they? Six

minutes into the second quar-

ter, the Patriots had registered

minus-4 yards of offense.

Tom Brady, who replaced

Bledsoe as the Patriots' starter

in 2001 . had an abysmal outing.

He finished 14-of-29 for 125

yards and threw four intercep-

tions, tying a career high; he

also threw four against Denver

in 2001.

Brady wasn't alone among
the blundering Patriots.

There was a holding penalty

against tight end Fred Baxter,

which negated a Bills punt and

gave Buffalo an automatic first

down, leading to Moore's score.

Then, on New England's first

drive of the second half, the

Patriots were called for an ille-

gal shift during a l'ourth-and-1

attempt.

And the Patriots couldn't

even score on two tries from

the I in the final 20 seconds,

the game ending when
Antowain Sinith was stuffed for

no gain.

The Bills' revamped defense,

whose newcomers include

Adams and linebacker Takeo

Spikes, played up to its expecta-

tions.

Spikes had two interceptions

and six tackles, while Adams'

interception return was the sec-

ond of his career and first by a

Bills defensive lineman since

Pat Toomay in 1975.

And Milloy didn't look like

he lost a step when he helped

force an interception.

With Brady attempting to hit

David Patten on a deep post

route, Milloy closed quickly and

got his hand up to deflect the

ball at the goal line. The ball

bounced up and was brought

down by Bills cornerback Nate

Clements.
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Minutemen run away with it

Continued from page 11

Dok.h k»t his grip on the football wfiiW dropping

back. Zkxardi scooped up the fumble, and rambled 50

yards to the cndzone to give UMass a 14-7 lead.

Whipple, whose feelings after the game were tem-

pered with some wonies about the Maroon and

White's lack of execution, was mostly pleased with the

defensive effort.

"(The defense! made some big plays, and I'm

happy about that, but I'm concerned that when we

went to four-man pressure, we did nut put much pres-

sure on them, and they completed a k>t of balls that

shouWn't be completed."

The Minutemen finally put together a kxig, well-

executed drive midway through the second quarter.

After completions to lohnson Owumi and Sean

Young, Ba\lark punched in a luur-vard run to give the

Maroon and White a 21-7 lead.

Outside of Baylark. the brightest spot for the

Minutemen came frum another unlikely source - the

guys who put the "foot" into football.

"I thought the best thing today was (freshmen kick-

er Matt) Torres and jpunter Christian) Koegel. The

ones everybody worried about, and before this game.

watching them in pregante. I sakl. 'ffxz. why doesn't

the NCAA just iitake us rcxlshin all freshmen? And

then at halftime 1 told the team I'd rtvruit three of

you. Koegel. Torres, and |salci> Anton) McKenzie.

And the rest of you. I'd be fired b> retruitiitg them."

Torres put up ^\^c of the most intpressive number*

of the day: zero. The Blue Devils returned none of the

freshman's kicke)ft-. caJi of v.Ukh landed at least five

yanis in the endzone. kivgel ^oi over an eariy lap«e

and perionned capable tlie re>t of the da), averaging

44.5 yards per punt with a long of 49.

.^iter Rosiirio went dovui and la> on the field for

five minutes before walking oft under his own power|

(he would not ix-tum). Kiohn found 'toung all alone*

for a three yard touchdi.iun puN- with 5:45 remaining

in the first quartet

The Blue DeMl> put >. ^lK.^k into the McGuirk

crowd with a one-pla> iou>.hdL>wii drive. Dolch's pass

found a wide-open Mike Malone. who had 10 yards of

open field before he L>uiid the cndzone. gis ing CCSU

an early 7-0 lead.

The game also featured the debut of L'Mass' new

Minuteman mascot, which, other than its pale com-

plexion, is a definite iiiipiovement over its piedecessor.

l-KMl'll Li"si » v. tukltiAK <

Tailback Justin Montgumer\ fights for yardajje in the .second hall aaauiM CCSl

OERAl-P H LlSHi. I XXLEOIAN'

Minuteman quarterback Jeff Krohn fires a pass in Saturday's 51-7 rout of CCSU.

Baylark has big shoes to fill

Continued from page 1

1

tered at times against a less-than dominant Blue

Devil defense.

As it was with Rosario. it's a position that must

be a strength for the Minutemen, as it could direct-

ly tie into the hciilih ol quarterback |cff Krohn and

will detennine the success of Cobbs and the rest of

the offensive unit.

So with a chance to cut his teeth against top-le\el

competition this weekend, and an all-important A-

10 opener with Maine just a \Neek away, the time is

now for Steve Baylark. He has. for the time being

until Rosario or Cobbs retum to the position, taken

over as a key to Whipple's offense, and given the

Minutemen the chance again to rely on No. 5.

Youth Men's Club

Monday Night Football

• Pool Table

• Darts

• Horseshoes

• Keno

• Smoking

Public Invited

Bud Giveaway

Sunday Sept. 7th

fransponation Available

138 East Street Hadlrv, MA
t13-M4-97Z«

RI 9

V^^sj

Montfay Siuriay

^^iva-* 10:00 • 1:00

(Jet those forms in hv

Flag football (MAV/C)

Soccer (MAV)
Co-ed Softbidl

Field Hockey (W)

Cross Country (MAV)
Ice Hockey (MAV)

9/8

9/8

9/9

9/9

9/16

9/18

Campus
Recreation

On The Web: www.umass.edu/umim

Ij\TE ENTRANTS SHOULD CHECK FOR E-VTENSIONS IN BO>T)FN 2 1

5

Futon Special

Black Metal Arm

6" Black or Natural

(Foam & Cotton)

$169.95

Firm

Quilted

Twin Set

S167

Full Set

S244

Queen Set

$277

Order Yours Today By Calling:

413.584.5858 or

Toll Free

888.980.9741

Or Siop In Ac
Yankee Mattress Factory Outlet

104 Damon Road

Northampton, MA 01060

Athletes in Action Weekly Meeting

Mondays 7pm in James Dorm SW
Bible study + milk+ brownies = good times for athletes

Info: LA_Love_35@yahoo.coin or Dave at 25^-1083

Real Life

Thursdays 8pm in the Campus Center
Teaching, worship, and a whole lot ol lun

Info: umasscru.com or brent.xalleefauscm.org
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Daily Weather Forcast
For Amherst

MONDAY
• High: 74

• Low: 46

rffSDAV
• High: 73

• Low: 47

WEDNESDAY
. High: 73

• Low: 50

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. tonldct; (41 <) 'i45-2b2(i

LUNCH

• Cavatelli Supreme

• Battered Fish

• California Chili Nachos

(vegan)

DINNER

• Chicken Mamou
• Southern Fried Steak

• Thai Seitan

(vegan)

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Dan lamothe

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Gerald H. Ling

COPY EDITOR
Andrew Menitt

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Shannon fanington

PRODUCTION STAFF
Fedrich Torres / Corey Rosenlierg
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There are many here

among us who feel

that life is but a joke.
Bub Dylan

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

Don't act like a jerk today. It could mean

the worst for the rest of the week.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Give someone a hug as soon as possible.

This will make your day something else.

arles • mak. 2i-apr. 19

Do a little extra work tonight. It will pay

off in spades.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Buy that movie you've been thinking

about.

gemini • may2i-)un. 21

The food you ate will change your day in

a surprising manner.

cancer • iun. 22-IU1.22

If you see a dark cloud, go inside quick-

ly. Something bad is on the horizon.

leO • )ui.. 23-Auc,. 22

Someone's been watching you all day.

Unclear as to their intentions.

virgO • Aug. 23-SfPT. 22

The last time you saw a friend you acted

short with them. Be more talkative.

libra • sept. 23-orT. 22

If you get angry, it's justified. Get angry!

But careful, don't overdo it.

Scorpio • Oct 23-Nov. 21

If you see a penny DO NOT pick it up.

It will be horrible, horrible luck.

Sagittarius • Nov 22-Dfr 21

If you like sweets, today is your day.

Someone special will offer you candy.

Capricorn • dec. 22-|an. 19

You will be praised fcjr something you

did not do. Take credit anyhow.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\( TIVITIFS

Montri-.i! Wt.rki'nd>

$99. IncliKlcN R/T

Lu.xur>' Mt>tor Ccwch

from Sprinufifli-I ^ l>.>v^-

2 Nishrs- 4 Star Hotel

I \ iwntuwn-Meiils-Nifjht

CJlub piissc's. www.inon-

n-tf;ilexpres,s.iiet 1-781-

979-9001 SpeciaK3roup

Riitt-v

AUTO FOR SMF

1988M:r.l. ^'i=;0 4n-

586-57J-

Jeep C Tien ikce Spuirt-

1995. Ptrtctt stmlentciir,

A/C, Great ( "H system,

ori0n:il owner, excellent

corulition, SK)K, mito-

trwtic. 4 IV 296-0060

$V6WorOlVt\

( Hlll)( ARF

Seeking respinsihle

babysitter for 2 year old.

Aftemixins .mil evening

availiihility.

Transportation nego-

tiable. 4 H- 2 56- 21^4

(OMPITFRS

Pentium Liptop $99.00

Pentium IVsktop $49.0^

We fix Laptops,

IVsktops/ PC;'s guaran-

teed 584-8857

FMPLOVMFNT

Mother's helper/PC ;A

("ooking, driving &
housekeeping.

References &. [>ivers

License retiuired. CKvn

transportation to S.

l>eriield. 2 to 3 after-

noons fier week 8-lOhrs

$8/hr 665-3914

Expenenceil Linecixik to

work in high volume

upbeat professional

kitchen $n/hr to start

plus great benefits. Apply

in person after lOii.m.

Eistside Grill 19 Strong

Ave. Northampton.

Dishwasher Great Part-

time Evening/Weekend

p<)sition 9.25/hr to start.

Must be l8yrsold. Apply

in person after 12p.m.

East Side Gn II 19 Strong

Ave. Northampton.

I MIMOYMENT

Personal .Assistant

Wanted l>ays. Evenings

iSi ovemif^hts avail.

$10.36 hr. Call Martina

)2 5-9248 Martiria®

stiident.umass.edu

Drivers and Kitchen

help wanted Apply at

DP. Dxitjh. rViwntown

Amherst

Moving: LiKal moving

company looking for self

motivated individuals for

part time positions.

Raises commensurate

with performance.

Potential for tips. Gixxl

attitudes are must. Call

(413)584-4746

ARHS Varsity Girls

Gymnastics Qiach need-

ed ASAP Call AmK-r

413-262-2272

E;irthftxxls is hinng ( >

Managers for \QC%

Stiaient Run Cafe.

.Salary starts at $6.75 hr.

Applications available m
Student Union Rm 406.

Also across from

Qimmonwealth Room

FMI'IOVVUNF

Movie Extras/Models

needed. No exp.

required, earn up to

$500-RX)0aday. 1-888-

820-0167 ext.U 150

Sales Assistant for con-

sulting/software firm.

Telephone telemarket-

ing. Economics a plus.

Please send cover letter

and resume to Frederick

Treyz at Regional

Economic Models, Inc.,

453 West Street,

Amherst, MA 01002 or

fax 413-549-1038 or

email resumes@reiui.com

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

• potential. Lxral posi-

tions. l-8a^-293-3985

ext 516

Expenencc-d part-time

- lineciK>ks and dishwash-

ers. Apply in person dur-

ing day before 5:00pm

Amherst Brewing G).

!Bartending!$$250/day

p)tential No experience

Nesc Training provided.

|.S00-965-6520ext 162

lOK SM

I

Two desks for sale. Gcxxl

cond Call: 508-272-2810

Lowest L)ng Distance

Rates! Why let the "Big

Three" rip you off.'

College students save

here.

www.Ld-sniin^s.cib.net

Web Hosting 9.95/

month PHP MySQL,

Perl and more.

wvyw.
I
agtlv.com or

(413)253-0051.

niRMriRi

Futon Gimplete set $80,

scanner or CD Burner

(brand new) $40 Anti-

que 2-tier mahogany

scalloped end table $30;

amherststuff^c^ imcast.net

or 427-7109 Walt/Franci

|\SIRli( IIOS

Leam to SCUBA Dive

Curry Hicks Pool

Monday, Tuesday, or

Wednesday 7pm to

10pm classes start Sept 8

Call Project l>ep 800-

282-0977

INSfRlK TION

Jazz Piano Les.sons

Explore your creativity

Beginner to Advanced

Leam a wide range of

styles Reasorwble Rates

Contact Stephen Page at

413-297-7910

MISf Fl I ANEOIJS

Want to buy/sell TEXT-

BOOKS & other stuff

LOCALLY.'... NO
shipping hassles, NO
payment middlemen!

All 4 FREE! Visit

www.collftfeshack.com

tixlay!

ROOM FOR RFN1

House on Route 9.

(^)nvenient lix;ation less

than 1/2 mile from cam-

pas. On Bus Route. 2

Bathnxims. C^)ntact:

e)anbabchuck@hotmail

com or call 4 13- 548-

5192

Spring Break 2004. 1-

800-648-4849

TRAVFl

A "Reality" Spring Break

2(X)4's Hottest Prices

B(X)k now .. Free Trips,

Meals & Parties

www.sunsplashtours.com

or l8aM26-7710

A SPRING BREAKER
NEEDED 2004's Hottest

Destinations & Parties 2

free trips / high cominis-

sions 1 5w sunsplash-

tours.com 18(X)-426-

7710

Spring Break '04 with

StudentCity-com and

Maxim Magazine! Get

h>x)ked up with Free

Trips, Cash, and VIP

Status as a Campus Rep!

Ch(X)se from 1 5 of the

hottest destinations.

B<x)k early for FREE

MEALS, FREE

DRINKS and 150%

Lowest Price Cniarantee!

To reser\e online or

view our Photo Gallery,

visit

www.studentcitv.com or

t:;ill 1-888-SPRlNG-

BREAK!

WANTED

We are lix)kingfor

women who are breast-

feeding an infant less

than 6 months of age to

participate in a study

investigating breast milk

and environmental pol-

lutants Gift certificates

will he provided Oie
feeding worth ol milk is

required in a one tiine

visit C]!ontact Vk.

Kathleen Arcaro at 41 3-

577-1823 or

karcaro@nre.umass.edu

Reach
thousands of

readers!

Advertise in the

Collegian

Classifieds!

Come down to

the

Campus Center

Basement
or call

545-3500.
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Don't miss the special

FREE SCREENING!
Wednesday, Septennber 1 0th at 7:00PM

at the Pleasant Street Theater^H^
Sponsored by the Interdepartmental Program in Film Studies and the Massachusetts Multicultural Film Festival

Admission is first come, first served '^

jf '## v> r//.v//warn
'^m ^)CrRADRPIMARy CR^ATIOM THAT 3UR5T3
CTM^MATTC BOUMPARieS/'
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nHI5 OMe- IS PUATM
3RIUHAMT/"
-RO^^e^R ^Be.RT CHICAGO SUN-TIAAeS

'BRUce- HAMpy, vAKirry fair

r lA/IMM^R
2003 ^MP JURV mil

SUNPANCe

WINNER
2003 nmsa aw^rp
CIMTWNHnONAL FIW CRITICSJgSOC.)
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FILMFKTWN,

PAUu (piM\P(rn, HOPe- pavis

iilMC
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McCaw exits abruptly
By Andrew Merritt

CoLU:i;lAN STAfh

University of Massachusetts Athletic Director

Ian McCaw was hired away to the same position

at Baylor University yesterday, in an abrupt deci-

sion.

"We are very pleased that Ian McCaw is

Baylor's new director of athletics," Baylor

President Robert B. Sloan |r. said. "This is the

culmination of a very thorough national search

that yielded outstanding candidates. Ian is a

proven leader with experience in athletics

administration."

With McCaw's departure, UMass will begin a

search for its third athletic director in two years.

McCaw replaced former UMass Athletic

Director Bob Marcum, who took an early retire-

ment in )une 2002.

"The University of Massachusetts Amherst

congratulates Baylor University for its selection

of Ian McCaw as its new athletic director."

•UMass Chancellor |ohn Lombardi said in a press

release.

"Ian McCaw has served this campus exceed-

ingly well for the past year He clearly demon-

strated the high integrity and professional excel-

lence that would attract the attention of any

major athletic program in the country. While we

are very sorry to lose lan's talents from this cam

pus, we can only celebrate his move and wish

him and his family all the success and happiness

in the world."

The move comes one month after the fonner

Baylor athletic director, Tom Stanton, resigned in

the wake of scandal following basketball playei

Patrick Dennehy's apparent murder

"My family and I are incredibly excited aboui

the opportunity to serve Baylor University.'

McCaw said in a Baylor press release. "Baylor

represents a pinnacle personal and professional

position for me."

The Burlington. Ontario native is Baylor's

ninth athletic director

McCaw's new job will not come without chal

lenges. The Baylor athletic program is still suffer-

ing from the effects of Dennehy's death, as well

as the subsequent investigation that turned up

corruption throughout the basketball program.

Former basketball coach Dave Bliss also

resigned in the wake of the investigation, and it

was found that he attempted to arrange for

another Baylor player to paint Dennehy as a dmg
dealer and abuser.

Former basketball player Carlton Dotson was

also arrested and charged with Dennehy's mur

der. The scandal turned national media focus on

Continued on page 8

Ian McCaw introduces UMass' new logo at Fenway Park in July. McCaw resigned

director yesterday and accepted the athletic director's position at Baylor University.
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Music group files

lawsuits against

Internet users
By Ted Bridis

Asstx lATEi) Press ^
WASHINGTON — The music industry's

largest trade group filed 261 copyright lawsuits

across the country Monday against Internet users

who trade songs online, an aggressive campaign to

discourage piracy through fears of expensive civil

penalties or settlements.

The Recording Industry Association of

America warned it ultimately may file thousands

of cases. Its first round was aimed at what it

described as "major offenders" illegally distribut-

ing on average more than 1 ,000 copyrighted music

tiles each.

"Some of niv grandkids got in there," said

Durwood Pickle. 7 1 . of Richardson, Texas, who
said his son had explained the situation in an e-

mail to the recording industi7 association.

"I didn't do it, and I don't feel like I'm respon-

sible. It's been stopped now, I guarantee you that."

Pickle said his teen-aged grandchildren used his

computer during visits to his home.

"i'm not a computer-type person," Pickle said.

"They come in and gel on the computer How do I

get out of this'.' Dadgum it, got to get a lawyer on

this."

Another defendant, Lisa Schamis of New York,

said her Inteniet provider warned her two months

ago that record industry lawyers had asked for her

name and address, but she said she had no idea she

might be sued. She acknowledged downloading

"lots" of music over file-sharing networks.

"ITiis is ridiculous," said Schamis, 2b. "People

like me who did this, I didn't understand it was

illegal."

"I can understand why the music industry is

up.set about this, but the fact that we had access

to this as the public, I don't think gives them the

light to sue us. It's wrong on their part," said

Schamis, who added she is unemployed and

would be unable to pay any large fine or settle-

ment.

An estimated 60 million Americans participate

in file-sharing networks, using software that

makes it simple for computer users to locate and

retrieve for free virtually any song by any artists

wiihin moments. Internet users broadly acknowl-

edge music-trading is illegal, but the practice has

flourished in recent years since copyright statutes

are among the mosi popularly flouted laws online.

"Nobody likes playing the heavy." said RIAA
President Cary Shennan, who compared illegal

music downloads to shoplifting. "There comes a

time when you have to stand up and take appro-

priate action."

Kerry condemns

Bush's policies
By Ron Fournier

AssiKiATtn Prkss

WASHINGTON — Demo-
cratic presidential candidate

John Kerry said yesterday he

would not support President

Bush's $87 billion request for

Iraq and Afghanistan without a

dramatic shift in White House

policies.

"I'm not going to vote for an

open-ended ticket," Kerry told

The Associated Press. He said

Bush should get more foreign

troops into Iraq and use oil rev-

enues to help pay for recon-

struction before Americans are

forced to foot the bill. Kerry

said the United States cannot

abandon the Persian Gulf

nation.

In a wide-ranging interview,

the Massachusetts senator said

Democratic rival Howard Dean,

a former governor of Vermont,

lacks foreign policy experience

in a post-Sept. 1 1 period that

demands it.

"We've seen governors come

to Washington who don't have

the experience with Washington

and they get in trouble real fast.

And they don't have the experi-

ence in foreign policy, and they
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get in trouble pretty tasi," Kerry

said. "Look at Ronald Reagan.

Look at limmy Carter and now,

obviously. George Bush."

On foreign and domestic pol-

icy, Kerry said, "We've got to

have somebody who knows how
to pull the levers of this city and

get something done."

. Kerry, fielding questions

from AP reporters and editors

for more than an hour, con-

demned Bush's policies on

North Korea, the Middle East,

homeland security, the environ-

ment and taxes. While shrug-

ging off his own political prob-

lems, Kerry criticized Dean and

fellow Democratic candidate

Dick Gephardt for seeking to

repeal Bush-backed tax cuts for

the middle class.

Kerry waded into the

California recall fight — he'll

campaign for embattled Gov.

Gray Davis later this month —
and gingerly addressed his own
state's liberal political lineage.

While he would "absolutely

and with pleasure" welcome

Sen. Ted Kennedy, D-Mass., on

the campaign trail, Kerry noted

that he didn't always agree with

former Massachusetts Gov.

Michael Dukakis, the 1488

Democratic nominee who lost to

Bush's father. Kerry once served

as Dukakis' lieutenant governor.

Fighting a reputation for

being aloof, Kerry rose from his

chair and theatrically flexed his

biceps when asked about his

recovery from prostate cancer.

"I'm cured. I'm cancer free. I'm

very lucky," Kerry said with a

smile.

But he said the February sur-

gery to remove his prostate

slowed his campaign.

The interview came less than

a week after Kerry formally

entered the race — and amid

questions about his viability.

After casting himself as the early

front-runner, Kerry watched his

advantage slip away throughout

the summer as Dean raised

more money, recruited thou-

sands of activists and skyrocket-

ed in key state polls.

Layoffs weaken homeland security in Mass.
By Jennifer Peter

,A.SStXLATEI) PrHSS

BOSTON — Budget cuts have

left Massachusetts' cities and

towns with fewer tools to combat

terrorism than they had when the

Sept. 1 1 attacks occurred nearly

two years ago, according to city

leaders testifying at a legislative

hearing on Monday
Rather than being more pre-

paied for terrorist acts, the city of

Revere is less prepared," said

Mayor Thomas Ambrosino, who
has laid off 20 police officers and

13 firefighters over the past two

years. "This causes me to be very

concerned about our state of pre-

paredness."

At the opening of a three-day

hearing on the state of anti-terror-

ism preparedness in

Massachusetts, Senate leaders

heard from U.S. Rep. Biirnc\

Frank and municipal leaders, as

well as leaders of ihc

Massachusetts Port Authorit\ and

the Massachusetts Turnpike

Authority

"Two years later, it's a fair

question to ask'.'" said Sen. larrett

Barrios, D-Cambridge. "Are we

.safer today than we were two

years ago'.' It's hard to have home-

land security without any home-

town security."

In a homeland .security "report

card" issued over the weekend.

Republican Gov. Mitt Romney

said that budget cuts haven't hurt

cities' and towns' ability to

respond to terrorist threats.

Despite layoff's, he said the num-

ber of firefighters, police olliccrs

and emergency medical personnel

is within "one or two percent" of

what it was two years ago.

I rank. D Mass.. opened the

healing \esterda> with criticism of

the ledeial governmeni for not

sinking enough resources into first

responders.

"If we can incur a deficit to

help Iraq, why can't we incur a

deficit here in America for our

lirctighieis." Frank said. "I don't

ihink much of the idea of fighting

two wars with three tax cuts."

While municipal leaders

argued they were being stripped

of necessary resources to protect

the front lines, the slate's anti-

terrorism coordinator said that

major improvements had been

made in the communication

channels between federal, state

and local officials.

•'We're not finished, but we've

made a very sirong beginning,"

said Michael Ricciuii. chief of the

anti-terrorism unit in the U.S.

Attorney's office. "The goal is to

bring all law enforcement profes-

sionals onto the .same page."

In the two years since the

attacks, Massachusetts — like

most states across the country —
has seen a dramatic dip in its tax

base, leading to deep budget

cuts. Over the past nine months,

state payments to cities and

towns have been cut several

times, leading to the layoff of

local law enforcement personnel.

Sen. loAnn Sprague. R-Walpole,

suggested yesterday that it was

the local governments' choice to

make these cuts.

"These are decisions that are

being made at the local level,"

Sprague said. "Maybe instead of

laying off firefighters and police

they should lay off administra-

tors and assistant administra-

tors."

Bundles of books
Students leave the TextKnik Annex with their course-required texth.Miks and sihiH>l supplies.
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Heated dog in distress
Parking office receives explosive threat

police log
Compiled by Courtney Charles

Thursday, Aug. 28

1 1:56 p.m. An arrest was

made during a traffic stop

on Kennedy Road. Donald

P. Walker. 20. of 242

Central St., second floor.

Springfield. Mass. was

arrested on a warrant.

Friday, Aug. 29

1:20 a.m. An officer

reported a vehicle parked

at the top of the Southwest

Horseshoe with its interior

lights on and the door wide

open. The officer stated he

secured the vehicle and

that nothing seemed dis-

turbed.

2:20 a.m. A party reported

noise coming from the

front of Kennedy Tower,

possibly a loud stereo from

a vehicle. The officer

reported a few people scat-

tering and there was no

vehicle in the area.

Everything was quiet.

9:03 a.m. A caller reported

that she would like to

speak with an officer

regarding someone who
was researching her per-

sonal history. The party

spoke with Family

Housing regarding these

matters and advised

UMPD of an order against

her ex-husband.

10:06 a.m. An officer

reported that a sign was

run over by a Housing

Service vehicle and bro-

ken. The officer spoke with

the driver and supervisor

11:45 a.m. An officer

walking around on foot in

the vicinity of Governors

Drive was checking the

area where last year some-

one was living in a co-op

type building. The officer

found a lock on the door

and the building appeared

to be occupied again. The

officer was unable to gain

access into building. There

was no one inside the

building at the time.

1:14 p.m. The parents of a

student living in Southwest

came in to report an injury

caused by broken concrete

in front of )ohn Quincy

Adams Tower.

3:40 p.m. The Dean of

Students called to inform

UMPD that he was send-

ing a student down to get a

restraining order against

another student who
attended the school last

year The party was

informed to call UMPD if

he had further problems or

gathered any more infor-

mation.

Saturday, Aug. 30

12:01 a.m. An officer

spoke with party in North

Village Apartments who
called to report a group of

people in the C-section

being loud and playing

music. The officer instruct-

ed the party to call again if

the noise started back up.

1:05 a.m. An officer

reported that she will

check out a male subject

lying on the ground near

Kennedy Tower She

reported that the area was

clear and that the person

had been moved along.

1:49 a.m. The second call

was made from North

Village Apartments for

noise complaints. The par-

ties agreed to keep it

down.

2:37 a.m. A third call was

made for a noise complaint

in North Village

Apartments. An officer

investigated the noise level

and stated there should be

no further problems.

10 a.m. A residential

director in Southwest

called after seeing a dog

in a truck the previous

night at midnight and

again the next day. The

dog appeared to be in dis-

tress and panting.

Officers brought the dog

back to the station. The

owner of the dog spoke

with an officer The dog

was relea.sed to his cus-

tody with a verbal warn-

ing given.

9:49 p.m. An arrest was

made during a traffic stop

on Hicks Way. Nicholas j.

Haines. 19. of 198 Alpine

St., Bridgeport. Conn,

was arrested for unli-

censed operation of a

motor vehicle.

1:31 a.m. A residential

director in John Adams
Tower called to report that

there was a lot of noise

coming from a room and

that she would like an offi-

cer present when she got

the key and opened the

room. The officer reported

that the stereo was left on

in the room and that no

one was in the room.

3:30 a.m. A fire alarm was

set off in Van Meter Hall.

Responding officers

reported that the fire was

in a trash can and that it

had been put out.

12:12 p.m. Amherst Police

Department received

direct 91 1 call for medical

emergency in Baker Hall.

One jjerson was transport-

ed to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital.

12:55 p.m. An ambulance

was requested for a med-

ical emergency in the

Southwest Mall. One per-

son was transported to

Cooley Dickinson

Hospital.

4:48 p.m. The father of a

student in Kennedy
Tower called wishing to

speak to an officer

regarding his daughter,

who currently has a

restraining order against

an ex-boyfriend.

Monday, Sept. 1

12:50 p.m. An officer on

traffic detail observed an

individual with an active

trespass order He warned

him that the street was

part of campus property

and that he should stay

away from all parts of the

campus.

2:57 p.m. An officer

reported that a mainfain-

er in John Adams Tower

found three .22 rounds in

a discarded box on the

15th floor. The rounds

were secured.

5:49 p.m. A caller in

Brown Hall reported $250

taken from the room.

The caller had left the

room with the door open.

8:17 p.m. A suspicious

vehicle was reported in Lot

1 1 on Stadium Drive. The

responding officer advised

the subject occupying the

vehicle that the lot was not

a correct area to conduct

driving lessons.

Tuesday. Sept. 2

12:22 a.m. A vehicle was

stopped on Massachusetts

Ave. The officer advised

that the rear passenger on

the driver's side was taken

out of the vehicle and

checked due to furtive

movements. The party

checked out OK.

1:12 a.m. An on-call resi-

dential director was noti-

fied of a parent's call

regarding behavior in a

dorm room.

1:36 a.m. An officer stat-

ed that a verbal argument

between two parties

resulted in officers speak-

ing with the parties and

victim's rights being read.

1:50 a.m. A medical

emergency was reported

in Grayson Hall.

Amherst Fire

Department dispatched

an ambulance and one

person was transported

to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital.

2:01 a.m. Amherst Fire

Department received a

report of a male vomiting

in the 20th floor

women's bathroom in

John Quincy Adams
Tower. An ambulance
was sent. The responding

officer stated that the

male was the residential

assistant on the floor He
stated that he was at a

party and believed his

drink was spiked.

2:46 a.m. A person

reported a laptop stolen

from a room in Coolidge

Hall. The door was

reportedly locked at the

time.

3:05 a.m. A caller report-

ed an assault on a woman
in Brett Hall. An arrest

was made. lonathan

Adam Golas. 18, of 689

Linden St.. Boylston,

Mass., was charged with

assault and battery.

12:58 p.m. A caller

reported that an individ-

ual was walking around

the Lederle Research

Tower attempting to sell

some photos out of a box.

The individual had

walked into several

restricted labs bothering

researchers. An area

check was negative.

1:21 p.m. The parking

office reported that an

employee threatened to

blow up the parking

office if he received a

ticket or got towed.

9:47 p.m. A caller report-

ed a medical emergency

in Grayson Hall. Amherst

Fire Department trans-

ported the individual to

Cooley Dickinson

Hospital.

9:50 p.m. An odor of

marijuana was reported

in lohn Adams Tower.

The responding officer

reported a strong odor

coming from a room.

There was no response

from occupants.

Wednesday, Sept. 3

2:41 a.m. An officer stat-

ed she will be checking

the Fine Arts Center due

to an open door discov-

ered on the north side of

the building. She report-

ed a male party sleeping

in room 193. The officer

dropped the party off in

downtown Amherst.
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1 definition

marriage
The Commonwealth ol Massachusetts is

responsible for legally defining "marriage." In

luly. the Massachusetts Supreme ludicial

Court began discussions concerning the case

Goodridge. et al. v. Department of Public

Health, a lawsuit filed by seven same-sex cou-

ples who weie denied marriage licenses in the

Commonwealth.
The S|C predicted a decision on the case by

Aug. 12. Over a month later, the S|C contin-

ues to debate the issue, while the Boston press

core circulates rumors thai the S|C will turn

the issue over to the legislature, demanding

legislative decision on which to base their

decision.

Meanwhile, in the Senate, President

Traveligni has prepared a bill supporting civil

unions — similar to those now legal in

Vermont — in Massachusetts. Traveligni

claims that as a Roman Catholic, his church

does not allow him to support gay marriage.

However, as a civil rights supporter, he is

allowed to support civil unions. But.

Traveligni says that he will not move forward

with his civil union legislation before the S|C

makes its decision, leaving the people ol

Massachusetts lingering in stalemate until one

of our government braches agrees to take

responsibility for the decision.

The problem with civil unions is that the

precedent is Vermont, where problems remain

over the actual rights granted through a civil

union. The rights of a couple within a civil

union do not match the rights of a heterosex-

ual married couple.

The problem with saying OK to homosexu-

al marriage in Massachusetts is that we would

be the first state in the country to actually

allow gay marriage rather than just civil

unions. Thus. Massachusetts" citizens are

allowed the right to gay marriage; homosexu-

als in Georgia (a state that does not have civil

union or marriage rights for gays) could sue

their state for the right, since other American

citizens have been afforded these rights.

The federal government worries that once

a state allows homosexual marriage, it will

barrel roll and other states will follow quickly

behind. The problem in this lies in the Federal

Defense of Marriage Act, a federal law explic-

itly defining marriage as the union between a

man and a woman, which is currently (obvi-

ously) under attack.

Thirty-seven states have passed the

Defense of Marriage Act. Earlier this year.

Massachusetts chose not to as well, and there-

fore has no such defining law on their books.

Marriage in Massachusetts is not defined as

being between a man and a woman. The pend-

ing lawsuit argues exactly this: that the state

constitution (the oldest in the world) protects

one's right to marry the person of one's choice

— not necessarily of the opposite sex.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian sup-

ports the abolition of the Federal Defense of

Marriage Act. Before conservatives in

Washington push it through to be an amend-

ment, advocates should sign on with the

Feminist Majority and contact Massachusett>

senators John Kerry and Ted Kennedy in D.C..

and local state reps as well.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian Editorial

Board.

Reflections ot September
Two years ago. something

that had been brewing for no

less than many decades came to

tragic fruition. The whole world

watched in awe as people

jumped from burning windows.

F"earless men and women risked

their lives — losing them in

many cases — to save those who
needed to be saved.

I woke up that

morning and decided

to finish the last 20

pages of "Brave New World"

before going to class. It had been

a great summer; classes seemed

palatable.

Reading Utopias had an eye-

opening effect. They taught me
how to sense when the wool had

been and continues to be pulled

over our eyes.

I woke up. energized because

it was a nice day and the novel I

had almost finished was brilliant.

It was as if in this novel. I had

just stumbled upon an old warn-

ing that no one heeded. I felt

ready to talk about it and use it

in my discussions.

While the book was ominous.

I didn't have very long to consid-

er my thoughts. My housemate

opened my bedroom door and

solemnly told me that I had to

come downstairs.

When the truly horrible hap-

pens, you expect it to be more

real. It would hurt more, the

pain would be more, acute and

the emotions would be over-

whelming to the point where you

would not be able to function.

When the truly horrible does

happen though, it's different

from what we expect. Our minds

get switched into a different

mode, in order to prevent hyste-

ria.

For a while I sat, not sure

what I was watching and not

knowing what it meant. It was

not until later that the reality of

the events set in. But it was in

those first few moments that 1

knew the reality of the ominous

possibilities and warnings of the

book I had just read and of the

books I would read in the com-

ing weeks.

It has been two years since

then. I don't think that

September 12 was the first day

of a new world. Maybe the

September 1 1 was the catalyst.

Maybe it became a great rea-

son, and maybe it was an eye-

opener — though not the one I

thought it would be. But some-

how, between then and today,

things have spiraled.

M\ Jaskalian ^^ "^ ^" ™" °^' '°

classes. |ohn Ashcroft,
"""

our Attorney General.

(Paladin for the weak and pow-

erless) is touring the country,

giving talks on the importance of

the Patriot Act. The act, which

trades our civil liberties and free-

doms, (the very thing we are

fighting for in the name of "secu-

rity"), allows a greater level of

surveillance, tracking, personal

information gathering and a gen-

eral intrusion on our privacy.

I won't get into the debate

about having nothing to hide.

This is about where the law can

go, the process of separating

government from ordinary citi-

zens (remem-

ber, "We the

people ...").

Ashcroft is

giving these

talks to a

closed audi-

ence, mostly

comprised of

law enforcement personnel. A
certain level of backlash has

already started, one in prepara-

tion for "Patriot Act 11" (a draft

was leaked in February), and one

in defense of the original act. If

Ashcroft needs to rally support,

why won't he address the pub-

lic?

In Israel, the peace process

seems ground to a complete halt

with the resignation of the

Palestinian prime minister,

Mahmoud Abbas, and an air-

strike attack on Hamas' spiritual

leader and founder.

Liberia might be seeing a

brief eye of the storm, but a few

weeks ago children under the

age of 10 were rynning around

with automatic weapons. Many

of us saw that riveting photo-

graph in The New York Times

not long ago.

There was a weapons of mass

destruction specialist in the

United Kingdom who apparently

killed himself over the pressure

and suspicion surrounding the

sexing up of government reports

and what he knew about it.

Kim long II is terrorizing his

people and threatening them

with bombs and military action.

Seoul sits only 50 miles from the

demilitarized zone, one of the

most heavily armed borders in

the world. Missiles sit ready to

destroy most of South Korea.

Iraq hasn't been a cakewalk

either. No one doubted that Iraq

would be overrun by the United

States military, but it doesn't

seem like anyone really thought

about what to do afterwards. It

looks like another U.S. occupied

territory for now — new colo-

nialism. What about

Afghanistan? Why doesn't the

Bush administration ever bring

that little paradise up anymore?

As far as I am concerned,

September
1 2 was a

safer day to

be in the

woHd than it

is today. The
truly horri-

ble had hap-

pened, but

we hadn't traded away our civil

liberties in fear. There was con-

flict in the rest of the world, but

we hadn't taken the overtly

imperialistic stand we have

today.

I'm worried because if we

have transgressed this far in

three years of Bush, what might

2008 look like? I'm worried

because one of the greatest

Americans of all time said some-

thing very grave, so many years

ago.

"They who can give up essen-

tial liberty to obtain a little tem-

porary safety deserve neithor lib-

erty nor safety."

I am worried because I doubt

that it's a matter of deservedness

— it's a matter of causality.

Russ laskalian i^ a Collegian

columnist.

When the truly horri-

ble does happen

though, It's different

from what we expect.

0(de to summer
-x^l^

A collegiate embarrassment

M Oelsciiiegel

Man, did we ever tear down
the goalposts after we thor-

oughly beat Central

Connecticut State senseless on

Saturday. Everybody was into

the game, people were scream-

ing their heads off. and I swear.

I couldn't go more than two

minutes without hear-

ing a "Let's go U-

Mass!" chant. I don't

think I've ever been

more proud to be a Minutcman

than after that game.

Truth be told. I'm a filthy

liar. Pinocchio's nose would

have made its own disaster

zone by now if he had tried to

tell that one.

What really happened, of

course, was a huge win for the

football team, to the tune of a

44-point margin. More impor-

tantly, and unfortunately more

depressing, was that I'm not

sure anyone on campus actual-

ly cares or not. as I doubt I

would have needed both hands

to count the number of people

who stood and

cheered during the

entire game.

Alihough. when

1 think about it. the

football team

shoultln'i take it

personally. It's not

as if it is the only

squad on campus
that gets the cold

shoulder from the

bod\.

The hockey team felt this

pain last year before it was

i<osher to attend hockey games.

The basketball team has been

feeling it since the days of

Calapari ended. And no other

teams get any love anyway, so

I'm sure they're used to it.

I've asked people why they

don't attend games or why they

don't care, and I've gotten

everything from, "I had a lot of

homework to do." to "I'm not a

(insert sport) fan."

But there is one that just

gnaws at me, like a rat chewing

its way through my stomach:

"They haven't given me any-

thing to cheer for."

That's the worst of it right

there. It shows that UMass stu-

dents are a bunch of

fair weather numb-

^__^ skulls who will show

up or make an attempt

to care only if a team is in the

race for a conference champi-

onship. It shows the true heart

of the student body — that no

one really minds the school

being on the downslope. What
is even more surprising is that

the entire student body bleeds

lor an 84-year-old loser the

whole year, yet it can't make
through a two-hour long game.

Of cour.se. everyone expects

the problem to fix itself, which

eradicates just about any

chance of having any decent

sports team in the future. What
does an empty Mullins Center

I doubt I would have needed

both hands to count the number

of people who stood and

cheered during the entire game.

student say to a high school athlete torn

between UMass and one of our

rivals like Maine or Temple?

What incentive have we. the

students, given an athlete to

play for UMass as opposed to a

school that roots for its teams

consisterftly. whether it's anoth-

er banner year or another

rebuilding year?

Lastly, everyone here on

campus gripes about the budg-

et cuts, including myself. Of

course, we always pass the

buck and put the blame square-

ly on the slate, but what reason

have we given the state to fund

the school more than it has?

Or. more importantly, what rea-

son have we given to rich alum-

ni to donate money back to the

school? People never want to

see their money go down the

crapper, which is a colossal rea-

son as to why the school is get-

ting less funding.

We the students have been

lazy, party-hardy slackers, and

we scream at taxpayers that we

don't care by showing them the

empty crowds at sporting

events, the lack of general

school pride and utter apathy

toward UMass. Think there's a

reason why the majority of

Massachusetts thinks Boston

College is the state-run univer-

sity and not UMass?
We get ticked off at the state

for screwing us over when we

really need a swift kick in the

butt for digging our grave, clos-

ing the coffin and practically

begging the B.C.'s and the

UConn's of this

world to shovel the

dirt back on top.

Shame on us.

Funding is a two-

way street, and we
whimper and cry

over how ruthless

the state has been,

as if to say we were

angels ourselves.

It's a pity, really. It's com-

plete sheer embarrassment to

have a hockey team on the

verge of Hockey East domina-

tion, a basketball team that just

recruited one of the best play-

ers in the nation, lacrosse, .soc-

cer and football teams coming

off of great seasons, and no one

will know or care to know. I

guess I had better get used to

games like the one on Saturday,

or find one incredible shrink.

Zach Oelschlegel is a

Collegian columnist.

Donaldson

Another summer has come

and gone. We are either return-

ing to the halls of UMass. or we
are wandering through them for

the first time, but the fact of the

matter is this: our blissful, igno-

rant freedom is gone, the chilly

air is swooping in and it's time

to get our learn on. But before I

bid adieu to the dog days of

2003, I'd like to review some of

the more noteworthy events of

the last few months.

First, the infamous Northeast blackout. In

August, a rolling blackout struck most of the

northeastern corridor of the United States.

Everywhere you looked, lights went out as the

power shut down. The media, naturally, jumped

on the event, promoting spiffy new cartoon

graphics and headlines designed to further spook

wary citizens.

All I have to say is. come on people, it was just

a blackout, not the end of the world. Yeah, it was

newsworthy, but not front page worthy. It's not

like no one has ever been in a

similar situation. New York's

lights went out. but that wasn't

reason to freak out and wander

the streets like the apocalypse

was coming.

Then, of course, there is

California's Gubernatorial

Recall. Arnold Schwarzenegger

is running. So is Gary Coleman, "Hustler" perv-

in-charge Larry Flint,watermelon-smashing

"comedian" Gallagher, porn star Mary Carey and

about 3,000 other freaks, geeks and weirdos who

think they have a shot at actually running a state

(well, it is California after all).

The fact that none of them qualify is just a sad

metaphor for the current state of American poli-

tics. I mean, we don't really have a qualified pres-

ident, do we?
But seriously folks, how can we consider a

political race legitimate when: A) one candidate is

a Terminator preaching on how to keep children

from the sway of violence, and B) another candi-

date wore a red. white and blue bikini on her

website? All I have to say is God Bless the U.S. of

A.

Next up. the democrats for president. Hey.

anything that gets Bush out of office is fine by me.

but do we really need nine different candidates?

Especially since most people can only name, oh

say, three? Since Al Sharpton doesn't count and

joe Leiberman is pretty much a Jewish democrat

version of Dubya, that brings the number of real

candidates to seven. Really. I think Howard Dean

should get the vote, because he's an actual politi-

cian who really cares about politics.

And then tliere was "Gigli." Why were critics

so harsh on the first movie to star that ungainly

creature known as Bennifer? It wasn't as intoler-

able as it was made out to be. Owen Gleiberman.

movie critic for Entertainment Weekly, called it "a

watch-able bad movie," and I agree. But the vul-

tures in the American news media made it out to

be the Second Coming of the Antichrist. Well, it

wasn't and the hoopla was just pathetic. It was

nothing more than jealous haters attacking a

happy, (even if over publicized) couple for mak-

ing a flawed, imperfect movie. Neither Ben

Affleck nor |ennifer Lopez deserved the kind of

venomous scorn that has been heaped upon them

in recent months. Shame.

Id also like to address world violence. Bush

has declared the end of the

hostilities in Iraq, yet people

continue to die on daily basis.

Bombings are happening all

aroUnd the Middle East (like

the horrific destruction of the

U.N. building). North Korea

has threatened the U.S. and

Bush still remains in Iraq, all

while civil unrest tears apart Liberia. It's nothing

funny, just a cautionary note that the world is

going to hell in a hand basket and we have to step

it up and start being nicer — to each other for

starters.

Lastly. Michael Savage, the television news

personality who makes Bill O'Reilly sound intelli-

gent, got canned from MSNBC for telling a gay

caller to die of AIDS. 1 could make a joke here,

but that would be redundant.

There's probably a lot more that needs to be said

about any and all of these subjects, or even about sub-

jects not mentioned. But right now, I'm exhausted,

and I don't have the room. However, now that we get

free newspapers across campus, perhaps our hard-

partying populace can catch up on the current events.

Right now. I'm going to just give myself a break.

I'm still not convinced summer is over yet.

Johnny Donaldson is a Collegian columnist.

Michael Savage got

canned from MSNBC
for telling a gay caller

to die of AIDS.
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Chili Peppers to burn up at IVIullins

By Glen Straub
CoLLEuiAN Staff

One of the most charismatic, creative and
cross-cultured bands in the music business

today, the Red Hot Chili Peppers, will play

tonight right here on the University of

Massachusetts campus at the Mullins Center.

The Chili Peppers — made up of Anthony
Kiedis on lead vocals. Chad Smith on drums,

|ohn Fusciante on lead guitar and Flea on bass

guitar — are performing in Amherst en route

of their yearlong tour around the world to

piwmote their most recent album. "By the

Way."

The funk-punk based rock band from Los

Angeles. Calif, is currently touring the north-

eastern part of the United States on the third

leg of the worldwide tour. The tour began at

the start of the year in Europe and will end by

late October in Alberta, Canada.

Tonight will mark the second time

the Peppers have played in the Mullins

Center. They last played the Mullins on

April 2, 2000, following the release of

their Grammy award winning record,

"Californication."

Riding the immense success of

"Californication," the Chili Peppers

released "By the Way" in the summer of

2002. Lacking the same firepower and

tightness of "Californication," "By the

Way" did not receive similar praise by

fans and critics, as did their previous album.

However, the record is still one of the better

LP's released in the past two years by any

popular artist.

"By the Way" shows signs that Kiedis and Co.

are beginning to grow old and those

hard-driven rock days may be past

the crew. Believe it or not, the Chili

Peppers relea.sed their first record in

1984 — almost 20 years ago.

Opening for the Chili Peppers at

the Mullins are Queens of the Stone

Age and French Toast.

The show begins at 7 p.m. and, as

of press time, seats are still avail-

able.

All tickets are $41 and can be pur-

chased through Ticketmaster.com or

by calling Ticketmaster at (413) 733-2500.

They are also available at the Mullins Center

box office.

The Red

Hot Chili

Peppers

'Byiie

m/
Mullifls Center

Sept. 9

Ol RIT>YMUSU;4U.Rt'

Feast your peeptrs on these Peppers. Red Hot Chili

Peppers plays the Mullins Center tonight.
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Dickie Roberts: Former chiid star' passes for acceptable film work

l,>.« Rrtsy (LEFT) BR.MnW'ORLmXlM (RIUHTI LAUREN HARM.^N

Barry Williams, or Greg Brady, spoils cameo.

"SNL" alumnus, John Lovitz, and David Spade share

the screen in "Dickie Roberts."

By Johnny Donaldson
C'oLLF.cMAN Staff

Why do so many "Saturday Night Live"

evacuees feel the need to beg for the audi-

ence's fove? Each of them — from Adam
Sandler to Eddie Murphy,

from Chevy Chase to Chris

Farley — is given the

chance to develop his or

her own unique comic per-

sona, only to defang it. one

movie at a time on the big

screen. They're like pup-

pies begging for love after

urinating on the living

room carpet.

David Spade is no excep-

tion to this rule. The
diminutive comedian has

built a career on playing

prissy, snide, venomously

sarcastic wiseacres. Yet in

his latest, "Dickie Roberts:

Former Child Star," that

persona clashes with the

actor's desire to be loved.

lust as in the actor's other roles

in "Lost and Found" and "|oe

Dirt," his best moments come
when he lets his hostile sharp

shooting burst forth: his abrasive-

ness clashes

with his

watery eager-

ness to

please. The
surprising
thing about

"Dickie
Roberts,"
however, is

that the

uneasy mix

of sentiment

and sarcasm occa-

sionally works.

Unlike Spade's previ-

ous efforts, this fly-

weight comedy is

often better than

expected.

This hardly means that "Dickie Roberts:

Former Child Star" is a good movie, but it

is a sporadically amusing one. It opens

with a parody of "F! True Hollywood

Story." as it tells the rise and fail story of

Dickie Roberts, a child actor whose career

— and life — bottoined out after he turned

six, and his nauscatingly cute television

series, "The Glimmer Gang," was canceled.

(His widely adored catchphrasc was,

"That's nucking futs!")

Now Dickie is a self-

absorbed basket case who
wears gloves to prevent

touching anything and

works as a valet al a posh

L.A. eatery.

In the so-called reality of

"Dickie Roberts." Rob
Reiner is the king of

Hollywood. (Apparently in

this universe. neither

"Alex and Emma" nor

"The Story of Us" have

( :(M iRTESY ILEFTI II1V8.CX1M (RIC.MT) RON ALBANESF.

L«if Garrett also pops onto the scene.

— which consists of

Dickie Roberts:

Former Child

Star'

Directeil by

SamWeisman

Starring

David Spade

Mary McCormack

Haled Pfil3
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firade
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ever existed.) Dickie believes that making a

comeback is contingent on getting the lead

in Reiner's latest, a bit of high-concept

treacle called "Mr. Blake's Backyard." (The

movie sounds like the

kind of warm and

fuzzy stinker that

gives feel-good

movies a bad name,

but forget about that.)

When Reiner informs

Dickie that the actor

has no idea on how to

be a normal human
being. Dickie hits on

the idea to hire a fam-

ily to help him relive a

normal childhood.

The family in ques-

tion is the Finneys,

which resembles an

actual family about as

much as Michael

lackson resembles his

old self. The Finneys

absentee father George (Craig Bierko),

^^^ lovely stay-at-home mom Grace

(Mary McCormack) and cute kids

Sam and Sally (Scott Terra, lenna

Boyd) — are the synthetic cre-

ations of a sitcom, and "Dickie

Roberts: Former Child Star" seems

built from the scraps of bland sit-

coms past.

The movie very quickly goes from

Hollywood satire to an episodic

progression of prepackaged, made-

for-TV events: Sam learns to get

the girl; Sam's bullies get what

they deserve: Dickie helps Sally

land a spot on the pep squad.

It's all rather predictable. What
isn't predictable, however, is the

fact the movie isn't the dog that it

could have — and, really, should

been. There are strong performanc-

es from the sweet and soulful McCormack
(she gives her role more. ahem, grace then

it might deserve). Ion Lovitz (as Dickie's

uber-loyal agent) and even Spade himself.

Spade, in particular, clicks with the young

actors Terra and Boyd; there's an autfientic

sweetness to his scenes with the kids,

which transcends the pat familiarity of the

material.

Even when the movie isn't terribly funny,

there is a fascinating sociological undercur-

rent to it. Leif Garrett. Corey Feldman.

Danny Bonaducc and a host of other for-

mer child stars play Dickie's poker buddies

and themselves, waxing envy on George

Clooney, Brad Pitt and Vin Diesel. Over the

credits, a host of

child celebrities sing

a profane, "We Are

The World"-style bal-

lad on the joys of

being a child actor.

It's at times funny,

sad and just a little

mesmerizing to

watch these formerly

famous faces stoop

so low for even just

the briefest bits of

notoriety.

have

c 111 II ri

David Spade

widi a garden host- in this role.

squares off
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Danny Bonaduce, or Danny Partridge, pairs with

Sp.ule as well.
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Emmanuel Lewis, or Little Webster, joins the

Press Start

to Play

cast.

New football

game snaps

into action
This summer was not the greatest

summer for video game fans. Many ol

us sat and were forced to replay our

old games, as the new ones this sum-

mer were nothing short of disap-

pointing. Even the

most anticipated

game of the sum-

mer. "Madden
2004." was a let-

down to fans of the

football franchise.

"Madden" was easi-

ly the game every-

one waited for this

summer. The only

downside of it all

- . n . was that the game
Reid OaVenOOrl ^.^, ^^t released

until the very end of the summer.

Sure enough though, people were

flocking to their local electronic gam-

ing store to shell out the $4'^.99 to

get the latest version of "Madden."

You can enter just about any gaming

store that accepts used games and see

the shelves lined with old copies of

"Madden 2005," as people rushed to

trade up for a new version.

What gamers don't know about

the new game is that it is almost not

worth the trade up. No matter what

the current gaming sites and maga-

zines have been raving, this game is

nothing that was worth waiting for.

The new "Madden 2004" has the

usual updated stats on players and

teams from around

the NFL along with

historic teams like

NFL Europe teams.

However, it's not

much more
advanced than its

past version. The
game still has those

little annoying ten-

dencies with the Al

that will get you

steamed after every

play. Plus, the new-

owner mode in

"Madden" is not all it's cracked up to

be.

The new owner mode is nothing

short of boring. Maybe if you are one

of those people who is a huge sports

and simulator fan. "Madden 2004"

packs something a little more inter-

esting for your taste. Other than that,

forget about it. You can amuse your-

self by placing Rocky Mountain

Oysters on the snack bar menu for

your stadium, yet that's about as

entertaining as it gets.

Well, if you ever wanted to know
what it's like to tell Brett I avre he's

fired, then there's a little something

extra tor you. BasicalK. the ouiier

mode is there to please the simulator

gamers. Why the\ are aiming ai this

group ol gamers is unknown.
U'hilc the owner mode was a com-

plete waste of space, there arc a tew

positives to the updated version. One
is having control over the music

played during the game. You can turn

off the songs that play constantly and

anno\ the living crap out of you. If

you own the X-Bo\ \crsion. \ou can

even copy songs from CF)s onto the

hard drive and choose to have them

play during the game.

Another decent update is the fran-

chise mode. This is the section most

players are as familiar with as the

iTiust play mode. The franchise mode
has normally ottered the option to

coach an existing team, create a team

or start fresh with the fantasy draft.

The franchise mode now enables you

to boost a few player stats before

entering the season. Being an all-star

with the point drills from the previ-

ous version can pay otf big time, as

you can add up to eight points to a

player's stats. This is a big deal if you

get stuck with a left tackle that has all

the awareness in the world, but

Continued on page 7

'Madden

2004'

PS2, X-Box,

Game Cube

[ASpons

EA Games

"jpon
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Lennox bares all in her latest pop album

By Nikolas P.

Markantonatos

is all serious stuff. For most of

the '90s, Lennox struggled

through personal hardships.

Covered in a pale clay dust,

false lashes and what looks like

a dog collar, a straight-faced

Annie Lennox appears solemn

on the CD sleeve of "Bare." The
picture and the album title are

indicative of the subject matter

in the CD, her first studio

release since 1995's "Medusa."

The 1 1 songs on "Bare" are

Lennox's most personal songs

she's ever recorded. As the star

of Eurythmics, Lennox rarely, if

ever, revealed herself. She gave

us the old razzle-dazzle — flam-

boyant, heavily costumed,

drawing attention to her made-

up persona.

On "Bare," she takes off her

guise, showing us she is a soul

twice

single

Twice married and

divorced, she is now tliC

mother of two school-

age daughters. She also

continues a lifelong bat-

tle with depression.

Lennox possesses

one of the most distinct

voices in pop. A chalky

voice that sometimes

sounds girly and at oth-

ers fulsome and hunky.

Keyboard melodies, guitar licks

and drumming are used to

match her somber voice. In the

seven-and-a-half minute "The

Hurting Time," Lennox twists

and flexes her vocals around

the electronic instruments. It is

as sophisticated as pop music

gets.

singer at heart. Soul singers

must believe in a higher power

and must convey that belief.

They must convey to listeners

an overwhelming sense of

strength, even in the toughest

of times. Strong, deeply felt

emotions and powerful lyrics

do just that.

Approaching 50, Lennox has

mellowed. She is more self-

reflective and uses a slower

tempo and a simpler style of

music. The lyrics on these songs

are hers, and they matter — this

The lead single. "Pavement

Cracks," speaks of her journey

as an artist and as a woman —
and it's the closest she gets to

making a tune that takes the

approach of a current hit-mak-

ing production. In "Honestly,"

Lennox confronts the battles

she fought in relationships.

"Don't you know I tried and

tried again to make you listen to

me/ But everything I said it

always seemed to go right

through you," she confesses.

in "Wonderful," she scolds

herself for falling in love with

someone that doesn't love her.

"idiot me/ Stupid fool/ How
could you be so uncool?/ To fall

in love with someone who does-

n't really care for you ...

But I feel, wonderful/

Yes 1 feel, wonderful,"

she admits later in the

song, thankful for "the

heat of my desire/

smokin' like some
crazy fire."

"The Saddest Song
I've Got" continues

Lennox's contradiction. "And I

want you, not/ 1 need you, not,"

she sings as if she's standing

beneath dark clouds on a cliff.

These lyrics indicate a self-

awareness (she knows she's

wrong, but she can't help her-

self) that gives the song inter-

est.

Since her days in

Eurythmics, Lennox has

always challenged us —
and that's one thing that

hasn't changed. Her short

hair and forceful, yet sexu-

al voice set her apart from

other pop artists — espe-

cially female singers. She

wants us to confront our

perceptions about gender,

beauty and power, as she

did with the hit "Sweet

Dreams (Are Made Of
This)." As she explains on

the back of the "Bare"

cover, the picture on the

front is "timeless, gender-

free and racially ambigu-

ous."

After opening the album
with an affirmation of all

there is to live on "A
Thousand Beautiful

Things," and delving into

the hope and bitterness of

love, she closes the album
with "Oh God (Prayer)." a

confession of personal dev-

astation and a cry for deliv-

erance. Sung in a soft,

childlike voice. Lennox asks.

"Where are you now? And what

you gonna do/ About the mess

I've made?"
The hauntingly beautiful

music on "Bare" may be a bit

hard to face, but it's undeniably

coming from her heart. Even

the album's striking cover, and

all other related imagery, has

been created by Lennox herself,

working with the graphic artist

Allan Martin. With "Bare."

Lennox rises to the upper eche-

lons of a soul singer.
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Double headliner rocks
Counting Crows and John

Mayer dazzle Tweeter

By Liz/Y NiELStiN

(i)LIJilllAN ti>RWiSI"l>NI>ENT

Pop music ain't what it used to be.

With singer-songwriters dominating today's Top

40 airwaves, its not a surprise to anyone that pop's

"it" singer-songwriter teamed up with a band that

paved the way for the Vanessa Carlton and Michelle

Branch and packed Mansfield s Tweeter center

Counting Crows were up first, much to the cha-

grin of many hardcore Counting Crows fans in

attendance. There was some question as to whether

or not the Crows should be opening for |ohn Mayer,

however with Mayer's more recent success and his

album being released on Sept, ^. it was the

correct decision made by tour promoters.

Fans of Counting Crows couldn't be

too disappointed though. During the

Crow's 65-minute set, front man Adam
Duritz infringed all of the angst in every

song the band perionned on everyone in

the crowd. They opened with a rousing

version of "Rain King" off their first

album. "August and Everything After."

Fans of the Crow's two middle albums.

"Recovering the Satellites" and "This

Desert Life." were disappointed, as they only

touched upon those albums. Most of the set came

from the band's first and fourth albums. "August"

and "Hard Candy."

Highlights of the set included "Black and Blue."

a ballad off of "Hard Candy." which Duritz

infomied the audience is about "making the people

closest to you miserable."

The major highlight of ihe Crow's set was the clos-

er "Hangin' Around." Opening band Stew joined

John Mayer (above at Mullins) performed for

a packed house at the Tweeter Center Aug. 22.

OCHJRTESY t>llUl(ltNINHLi.K>Ma >M

You can count on these Crow§ for a stellar

performance.

the group on stage, as did a wild bulldog, which

was chasing around a beach ball thrown on sUge

by someone in the audience.

After the end of the set. the audience

wanted more, but Duritz told the crowd,

"we went too long and they're kicking us

off."

During the intermission, the teenage

girls who had never heard of the Counting

Crows (other than when they sang "that

song with Vanessa Carlton") whipped out

their signs and started crying out Mayer's

name in anticipation of his set.

Mayer and his band came out to an

audio recording of the version of ""Total Eclipse of

the Heart" as heard in the Will Ferrell comedy.

"Old School," and quickly launched into his musi-

cal middle finger to high school, "No Such I'hing,"

off of his first album, "Room for Squares."

Mayer did not play much off of his debut album

other than the three obvious radio hits; "No Such

Thing," "Your Body is A Wonderland" and "Why

Georgia."

Mayer did provide the audience with a preview

of his new album, aptly titled "Heavier Things,"

which drops in stores today. The first single.

"Bigger Than My Body." is a bit heavier than any-

thing a listener has heard off of "Squares." as it is

considerably less acoustic than anything ever heard

before from Mayer.

The highlight of Mayer's set was his perform-

ance of the fittingly titled sequel to "Your Body is

A Wonderland." "Come Back to Bed" is a bluesy

shuffle that provoked some serious and poignant

guitar playing out of Mayer. Unfortunately, tlie lady

he speaks of in the song responds with, "you can't

always get what you want."

Mayer spoke earnestly about Boston, because

during his stint as a student at the Berkley College

of Music, he told the audience that he "found the

fire inside, and to come here and play means the

world to me."

judging by the passionate and zealous pcribnnance

that Mayer gave the audience on that sticky August

evening, he absolutely meant it.

Mayer's new album is rumored to boast a hip-

hop track as well as a slightly more rough side of

him. "Heavier Things" hits record stores today and

is guaranteed to show listeners a rougher, perhaps

"heavier" side of Mayer.
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Football gaming scores a touchdown
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Continued from page 5

whose strength is as weak as the Patriots'

defense.

The annoying factors from the previous

game have sadly leaked into this version as

well. The constant babble of |ohn Madden is

very repetitive and may cause a brain hemor-

rhage as he spits out lines like. "To win the

game, you need to make good plays and that

scores touchdowns."

While the creators of the game. EA Sports,

claim the catch-up. Al has been eliminated

from the game, it still appears the Al suddenly

knows every move you're about to make. The

so-called "catch-up A!" is the idea that the

computer player can suddenly cut a 28-point

lead in four minutes. This nuisance has been

removed to an extent, but the computer still

seems to know where to shift its defense on

every play and its throws are almost always on

target. It is an obstacle that can be avoided by

simply playing the game and getting used to

performing dozens of plays.

One of the best modes of the game is still

the fantasy draft in franchise mode. This gives

the experienced players a test of how well they

know the players and how well they can man-

age an inexperienced team. For those who are

not familiar with the mode, the fantasy draft

gives you a chance to pick and choose NFL
players to put on your team. Its a great way to

even out the playing field, as all the teams basi-

cally start from scratch and are fairly even.

Overall, this game is only worth getting if

you can afford to update what you already

have. If you're considering trading in "Madden
2003" for the new version, think again. The

current exchange for the 2003 version is down

to $1. So until Christmas, or until your birth-

day arrives, you might want to just settle for a

few more rounds of 2003 before jumping to

2004. "Madden 2004" gets a 7.5 out of a 10

for effort.
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Monica storms onto shelves
By Nikolai) Markantonato»
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After experiencing multiplat-

inum success and a massive hit

with Brandy on "The Boy Is

Mine," Monica watched person-

al turmoil eclipse her promising

career She witnessed her first

love commit suicide, saw an ex-

boyfriend incarcerated

on a murder charge and

became the parental fig-

ure in the upbringing of

her deceased

boyfriend's child.

Despite the endless

drama, Monica emerges

triumphant on her oft-

delayed third album. "After the

Storm." (An earlier, much differ-

ent version of the record is avail-

able as the import "All Eyez on

Me.")

Since her first hit, "Don't

Take it Personal I lust One of

Dem Days)," Monica has been

known for her brimming sass

and attitude. Her serene

demeanor, positive vibe and that

trademark attitude are intact

during much of the album, in

spile of past drama.

Serving as executive prcxJuc-

er. Missy tlliott serves three

party anthems that glow. The

lead single, "So Gone," shows a

sexier side of the singer

and even a feisty rap.

"Knock. Knock," and

especially "Get it Off,"

with Missy's sig-

nature wacky

shouts and

heavy beats, are

irresistible cuts.

"Ain't Gonna
Cry No More."

produced by

Rodney jerkins,

displays her strength in

the face of the intensity

and chaos that surround-

ed her Looking past the

unimaginative title, "1

Wrote This Song," about

Monica's relationship

with her deceased

boyfriend, his lifestyle

and his passing, is a soul-

stirring classic.

But if only all the

songs would match her unde-

terred attitude. The rest of the

cuts are banal ballads and

inidtempo tunes thai fail to take

advantage of Monica's sultry and

sumptuous vocals.
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Minutemen split in Alabama
Continued from page 10

Billittier collected a loose ball and shot a laser beam

past Anthony. When Gabe Barnard took a pass.

crossed over the middle through iratiic and beat

Anthony to his right, the game was pretty much

locked up. UMass played suffocating defense, keep-

ing BSC from generating any considerable momen-

tum on offense.

"We did very well defensively." Koch said. "They

never put us under any real pressure."

junior Ptah Myers and Bullen finished off the

scoring in the second half for the Minutemen, who

outshot BSC 15-13 and led 8-1 in comer kicks.

"1 thought everybody played well," Koch said.

"We did a good job closing down their midfield. We
knew that their three midfielders were pretty much

the engine that made them run and we did a very

good job not letting them get into any type of

rhythm. I felt like we were really able to prevent

them from doing much."

The next day, the Minutemen gave No. 1

3

University of Alabama-Birmingham a gritty fight.

but in the end some defensive mistakes and an

inability to convert scoring opportunities cost

UMass the game.

In the second half especially, the Minutemen

had a constant presence in the UAB zone, creat-

ing scoring chances, and knocking on the door

constantly. But they were never able to follow

through. A number of shots went wide of the net

and Blazer keeper Alberto Robles made some

terrific saves. Defensively, the Maroon and

While made some mistakes that led to goals and

had trouble contending with UAB's overall

quickness, which was spread out all over the

field.

"Their team speed is unbelievable, said Koch.

"They were very good at combining and at hav-

ing people come in from behind the ball. They

were a handful to defend against. I thought we

had a good game plan. Unfortunately we made

some mistakes and they are the kind of team who

il you make a mistake against, they are going to

kill you. And that's exactly what they did."

Overall, however, the simple fact that the

Miiiutomen were able to hold their own against

an elite team was an encouraging sign for Koch.

Roddick is toast of the town
Continued from page 10

Slam champions, that it's almost

expected. It definitely is a mon-

key off my back," Roddick said.

"I got sick of hearing it. I'm not

going to lie. it was there before I

deserved it. ... i've always had —
fair or not fair — attention paid

to me. A lot of it was unde-

served."

Roddick is now a career-best

No. 2 in the rankings and said

yesterday his objective is to finish

the year at No. 1.

"I'm not at the top yet." he

said. "This is awesome for me.

I'm so happy. But it doesn't make

me any less hungry. 1 definitely

want to get out there and keep

working hard and keep trying to

improve."

If anyone is set up to handle

what's ahead, it's Roddick.

He's a natural entertainer who. a

la limmy Connors, slapped high-

fives with spectators after one

spectacular point at last years

Open.
He's comfortable speaking his

mind, .something Sampras never

quite mastered, but Agassi,

Connors and )ohn McEnroe all

did.

And. most importantly, he has

a strong support system in place,

one that's carried him this far

and will help him in the future.

His parents and brothers keep

him grounded. His sister-in-law

Ginger handles PR. And coach

Brad Gilbert, who used to work

with Agassi, has guided Roddick

to a 37-2 record since |une.

"Every person has done some-

thing in a totally different way."

Roddick said yesterday during an

interview with a small group of

reporters. "My mom has been

driving me to tennis practices

since I was I don't know how old.

The mind things Briid has done

with me. My trainer — how
many countless times we've

hundreds of parking spaces

1/2 mile to class

5 minutes to get there

stretched out together. It was a

culmination of all those little

things put into one."

Roddick turned 21 halfway

through the U.S. Open, and the

signs of his maturity are plenty.

He didn't take the bait when

told second-round foe Ivan

Ljubicic ripped his on-court

demeanor and said other players

don't like Roddick, instead,

Roddick said all the right things

to the media and called the Croat

to hash things out.

And he didn't panic when he

lost the first two sets and faced a

match point during his semifinal.

"His abilities and his knowledge

for playing big points now — it

seems to me to be a lot different.

He's not as overanxious at times.

He's able to stay in there, to work

the point a little bit more,"

Connors said.

"He's big, he's strong, he's

powerful, he moves around the

court well."

After losing in the first round

of the French Open, Roddick

decided to part with longtime

coach Tarik Benhabiles. Roddick

took a train from London, where

he was getting ready for

Wimbledon, to Paris to break the

news.

"That was the toughest day."

Roddick said, "as far as stepping

up and having to be an adult."

Now that he's stepped up on

court, too. anything seems possi-

ble.
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Exit comes too early
"Zj^^

I

l-ess than a week ago. a colum-

{^^^k nist wrote the following of for-

^^Mjfl mer Patriot Lawyer Milloy's dis-

^^^^B missal; "This wasn't how it was

J^^^r supposed to end."

^^^^^^^ That same feeling permeates

^^^^^^^1 throughout the UMass athletic

^^^^^^^H community as a result of former
~^^^^^^ Athletic Director Ian McCaw's

AnOf6W sudden departure to take over the

UUgffil
Athletic Director position at——^——• embattled Baylor University.

Early yesterday morning, an Associated Press report

circulated about the decision, and that was the way

many people found out about it, including some

who work in the department here.

By 2:50, a press conference had begun. Not a

press conference in Amherst, mind you, but one in

Waco, Texas. McCaw was there. Rather than stick-

ing around one more day to say goodbye, to have his

own press conference here, he Hew to Baylor, and

quickly became the face of the athletic program

there. The transition was remarkable in its ruthless-

ness.

lust like that, a hole opened up in the UMass

sports universe, hardly more than a year after the

same hole was filled by McCaw, who came in look-

ing like the champion of reform, the face of a new

direction for UMass Athletics. No more unnecessary

focus on a football team that, despite its recent

National Championship, was still playing in the

minor leagues, with no improvement in sight.

The day that McCaw arrived on the campus, he

struck many as a fair individual, someone who could

capably handle making UMass sports something

that everyone could truly be proud of. And so he

did.

The 40-year-old native of Burlington. Ontario,

used clear judgment and an open mind to give

UMass Athletics a fresh look on life. Rather than

just heaping attention on the football team, he

strove to give it a chance to move to the ranks of

Division l-A — a move that alone would grant him

lifetime status in UMass folklore.

Kor the small but swelling population of puck

fanatics, he also provided the most excitement since

the hockey team was reinstated in 1993. Under his

watch, the team ran to its finest season since its

rebirth 10 years ago. winning an improbable playoff

series against Maine, and making its first-ever trip to

the FleetCenter for the Hockey East Championship.

McCaw was a natural for a program whose hock-

ey team was on the rise, having worked at

Northeastern, another Hockey East school. His

ideas and his general presence brought both profes-

sionalism and optimism to a program that saw the

decline of not only the football team, but the former-

ly-strong basketball team as well.

In a photo that the Collegian ran in its Back to

School issue, he is seen standing with UMass ath-

letes, hockey coach Don Cahoon and Red Sox man-

ager Grady Little, and really, he was the only part of

the picture that most would argue seemed like a

permanent fixture. From day one. his work brought

improvement and excitement.

But on day 420, he was suddenly gone. The

work that had begun under his tenure is unfinished

and he leaves behind not an athletic department

that is up and running with the best of them, but

rather one that had all the potential to become top-

notch, and was just a few months away from doing

so.

A return to prominence for the men's basketball

team, another championship run for football, even

a chance at the Lamoriello trophy for the hockey

team, all were within sight, within reach, within

expectations. And now all of those things seem like

they have more obstacles than open paths. Sure, the

teams didn't get to where they are solely on

McCaw's work, but it sure helped, and all of the

good feelings that may have come from July's logo

extravaganza at Fenway Park just feels shallow now.

The bottom line is that it's not fair for a lot of

people for McCaw to up and leave. It is not fair to

the staff that has helped him build UMass up to a

respectable level, to the athletes for whom he

helped create a promising future and for the fans of

UMass sports, who deserved more of what McCaw

brought to the table.

He will do just fine in Waco. The challenges that

lay ahead for Baylor could be in no better hands

than those of Ian McCaw. The program down there

is in desperate need of a leader, of a moral guide

who can make sense of the last few months and

move forward in such a way that it never happens

again.

McCaw should be treated as a gift from above by

those at Baylor, but he has taken his gift from

UMass. With one overnight trip to central Texas, he

has sent a shock to everyone who follows sports

here at the ol' State U.. and while there are plenty

of people still on his former staff that are capable of

keeping up the good work. UMass is absolutely

worse off without him.

Hopefully the Baylor Bears won't find them-

selves that way again anytime soon.

Andreu' Merrilt is a Collegian columnist. Email

him at merritt_collegian@yahoo.mm.

McCaw departs for Baylor
Continued from page 1

Baylor as allegations of mishandled

drug tests and other wrongdoing

surfaced.

McCaw. 40. k'aves the UMass

program in the middle of an inves-

tigation of the feasibility of bring-

ing the football team to the l-A

level. The department also recently

completed an overhaul of its iden-

tity system, with new word marks

and logos.

In a press conference at Baylor's

football stadium in Waco, Texas

yesterday, McCaw alluded to the

university's Christian affiliation as

part of his reasons for taking the

job.

"The Christian, academic and

athletic combination here is some-

thing that was very attractive to

me," he said.

McCaw also mentioned Baylor's

football program, an l-A team that

hasn't had much success in the Big

1 2 Conference as of late.

"Football revenue can drive the

athletic program. A successful l-A

program will put resources into the

athletic department."

While he didn't go in depth

about his plan for the beleaguered

men's basketball team, he did note

the need for improvement.

"We need to change the percep-

tion of our men's basketball pro-

gram."

He also talked about the need

for improving the athletic pro-

gram's compliance, which was a

part of the problem unearthed by

this summer's investigation.

Though McCaw did recognize

the difficulty in the task ahead, he

was confident in the quality of both

the .school and athletic program he

will be joining.

"I had a chance to meet with

the coaches and administration this

morning," he said. "I'm convinced

there's great commitment here at

Baylor in terms of our administra-

tion, our regents, our alumni and

supporters.

While the hiring came without

any warning — some members of

the athletic department staff found

out by reading the Associated Press

report online — Lxjmbardi was

quick to compliment McCaw, and

recognize the gravity of his depar-

ture.

"When universities recruit

superb people, they also know that

others wili soon recognize that

quality." Lombard! said. "Ian

McCaw goes to his new position

with the full support and apprecia-

tion of all of us who know how

much he has done for this cam-

pus."

THE

BOLTWOOD
PROJECT™

(32 years of service

—

and couming!)

A STUDENT / COMMUNITY SERVICE LEARNING PROGRAM
(an RSO and Dept. of Landscape Architecture & Regional Plannmg sponsored prog.)

REACH OUT-AND BECOME A SPECIAL FRIEND TO PEOPLE WITH SPECIAL

NEEDS
Your life will NEVER he the same!

•EARN 1-2 CREDITS ..(JAIN VALUABLE F.XPERIEN( K

"RKWARDING. ( HALLENGING. and FUN

Fall Semester 2003 — Recruitment Nights

Y..U must atiend ONE of these meetings. Nn etcemions. even if you have participated before!

6:00-8:00 PM (Note: Prompt starting lime!!!)

R.H.m 163C of the Campus Center for all meetings -.Sept. 8 (Mon) -Sept. 9 (T^ies) -Sept. 10 (Wed)

.Assignment notification (MJ Thurs. Sep 1 1 th @ Boltwood Uble CC Concourse.

No telephone inquiries: YOU (or a friend) must pu kup the noiiftcaium letter"

'

V Volunteer, while earning credit!

^jd Futons

j^j^ Frames

K^ Covers

feji^ And morel

"Your online treasure of bedding bargains"

(860) 584-0259

www.piratescovebedding.com ^gfSjijSgl^^llgvi^^amSSR

Bartenders Have More Spirit!
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The nice thing about being a

celebrity is that if you bore

people they think it's

their fault. ^ il

Heniy Kissinger
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

TUESDAY
• High: 74

e Low: 45

WEDNESDAY
• High: 76

• Low: 51

THURSDAY
• High: 78

• Low: 52

Dining Commons Menu
DC. contact: (413)545-2626

LUNCH

• Chicken Nuggets

• Macaroni & Cheese

• Sesame Noodles with

• Pea Pods (vegan)

DINNER

• Honey Garlic Roast Pork

e Baked Stuffed Fish

• Red Thai Tofu Steak

(vegan)
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Barbara Lotto
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Gerald H. I ing
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Sheryl Wolnik
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Nikolas P. Markantonatos / David
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HOROSCOPES
aquarius • ian. 20-feb. is

You will end a phone conversation with

your roommate today with an "I love you."

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Your mom will stop paying your tution after

seeing your grades this semeslt-r.

aries • m.-^k. 2i-apr. i9

You arc about to get those great shoes

you have wanted for so long.

taurus • apk. 20-may 20

Hey, hurry up with finding a job already!

You're moving too slow.

gemini a may2i-|un. 21

If you ever reach total enlightenment while

drinking l^eer, it'll shoot out your nose.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

You'll receive some last-minute infor-

mation today, which may upset you.

leO • )ui.. 23-Auc. 22

You'll receive a surprise gift today from

someone who has been checking you out.

virgO • Aug. 23-SEPr. 22

Tfil your partner your that fun idea you had,

and it wili come true.

libra • Sept. 23-C)ct. 22

You have to reduce the incidence of

surprise todav if you are to enjoy it.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-N()v. 21

You'll very likely hear about something

todav that is fast approaching.

Sagittarius e Nov. 22-DEr. 21

You can afford to be a little different

today - but make sure not to smell bad.

Capricorn • dec. 22-ian. 19

You have to slay a few dragons to get to

the princess.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

Montreal Weekends $99.

Includes R/T Luxury

Motor Coach frotn

Springfieid. 3 Days-2

Nights- 4 Star Hotel

Downtown-Meals-Nlght

Club passes, ^ww.mun-

trealexpress.nci 1-781-

979-9001 Special Group

Rates

MHO FOR SALf

1988 Mazda $950 4 n-

586-5728

Jeep Cherokee Sport-

1995. Perfect student

car, A/C, Great CD sys-

tem, onsinal owner,

excellent condition,

90K, automatic. 41 3-

296-0060 $V600 or

O.B.O.

COMPDTFRS

Pentium Laptop $99.00

renrium I>sktop $49.00

Wc tix Laptops,

Desktops/ PC's guaran-

teed 584-8857

FMPIOYMENT

Mother's helper/PCA
CiHikinn, driving i*

housekeeping.

References & Drivers

License rei.|uired. Own
transportation to S.

Deertield. 2 to 3 after-

niKins per week 8-lOhrs

$8/lir 665-^914

Experienced Linectnik to

work in high volume

upbear professional

kitchen $n/hr to start

plus great benefits. Apply

in person after 10a.m.

Eastside Grill 19 Strong

Ave. Northampton.

EMPLOYMFNT

Personal Assistant

Wanted I>ays, Evenings

& overnights avail.

$10.36 hr. Call Martina

?2 3-9248 Martina®

student.uma.ss.edu

Drivers and Kitchen

help wanted Apply at

D.P. Dough. Downtown

Amherst

Movie Extras/Models

needed. Noexp.

required, earn up to

$5a)-10a)aday 1-888-

820-0167 ext.U 150

IMPtOYMENT

ARHS Varsity Girls

Gymnastics Coach need-

ed ASAP Call Amber

4n-262-2272

Sales Assistant for con-

sulting/software firm.

Telephone telemarket-

ing. Economics a plus.

Please send cover letter

and resume to Frederick

Trey: at Regional

Ekonomic Models, Inc.,

433 West Street,

Amherst, MA 01002 or

fax4n-549-1018or

email resume.saremi.com

Moving: Local moving

company l(K>king for self

motivated individuals for

part tune positions.

Raises commensurate

with performance.

Potential for tips. Gtxxl

attitude^ are must, (^all

(415)584-4746

tth-iitciiciet.coiii

Seeking responsible

babysitter for 2 year old.

AftemiHins and evening

availability

Traasportation nego-

tiable. 4n-256-2n4

Dishwasher Great Parr-

time Evening/Weekend

position 9.25/hr to start.

Must be 18yrs old. Apply

in person after 1 2p.iTi.

East Side Grill 19 Strong

Ave. Northampton.

Earthf<xKls is hiring t-o-

Managers for 100%

Student Run Cafd.

Salary starts at $6.75 hr.

Applications available in

Student Union Rm 406.

Also across fri>m

Commonwealth R(H)m

Bartender Tralnec^

Needed. $250.00 a day

potential. Local posi-

tions. 1-80O-295-5985

cxt 516

Experienced part-time

lineciHiks and dishw.i>li-

ers. Apply in person dur-

ing day before 5:00pm

Amherst Brewing C'o

FOR SALE

Two desks for s.ile. C}iH)d

cond. Call: 508-272

-

2810.

Lowest Long Di-.t.iiKi'

Rates! Why let the "Big

Three" rip you off?

College students save

here.

www.Ldsav ines.cib.net

Web Hosting

9.95/month PUP
MySQL, Perl and more

www.iatfflv.coin or

(4n)25V0051

FURNITURE

Futon Complete ^et $80,

scanner or C;D Burner

(brand new) $40

Antique 2 Tier

mahogany scalloped end

table $ k"'; amherst-

^^iiffOcomcast.nct or

427-710^' W,i It /Franc 1

INSTRU( riON

!Bartending!$ $250/dav

potential No experience

Nesc Training provided.

1-800-965-6520 exi 162

Learn to St :UBA Dive

( Airry Hicks Pool

Monday, Tuesday, or

Wednesday 7pm to

10pm classes start Sept 8

Call Project l\-ep 800-

282-0977

INSTRUCTION

Ja:: Piaiio Lesson.^

Explore your creativity

Beginner to Advanced

Learn a wide range of

styles Reason.ible Rates

Contact Stephen Page at

4n-2^7-7910

MISCELLANEOUS

Want to buy/sell TEXT-

BCXIKS & other stuff

L0C:ALLY.' ... NO ship

ping hassles, NO pay-

ment middlemen! All 4

FREE! Visit www.cul-

lctfeshack.com tixlay!

ROOM FOR RENT

House on Route 9.

Convenient location less

than 1/2 mile fmm cam-

pus. On Bus Route. 2

Bathrooms, t'ont.ict:

elanhabchuck@hotinail.

turn or call 4HH8
5192

ROOMMAII WANIII)

Female geek seeks riHun-

in.ite to share spacious I

BR Piiffton apt. C^all Lisa

at 549 4248 or email

ladlergo@student.umass.

edu

TRAVEI

Montreal Weekends $S»g

includes RT luxury

motor ci>ach from

Springfield ^ days 2

nights 4 Star Hotel

Downtown \ic.\U Night

Club P.iNses www.iiiou-

tryalexpress.nm 1-781-

^79-9001

A "Reality" Spring Break

2004's Hottest Prices

Book now .. Free Trip'>.

Meals & Parties

www.sunsplashtours.coin

or 1800-426-7710

Spring Break '04 with

StudentCitv.com and

Maxim Magazine! Ciet

hooked up with Free

Trips, Cash, and VIP

Status as a ( ^ainpii'' Rep!

C'hixise from 1 5 ot the

hottest destinations.

B.x<k early tor FREE

MEALS, FREE DRINKS
and 1 50'X. Lowest Price

Ciuarantee! To reser\'e

online or view our Photo

Gallery, visit \\ ww.siu-

888-SPRINC.BRHAK!

A SPRINC^. BREAKER
NEEDED 2004's Hottest

IVstinations & Parties 2

free trips / high commis-

sions 15w sunsplash-

toiirs.tom

1800-426-7710

Spring Break 2004.

1 800-648-4849

WANTED

We are l<K)king for

women who .ire breast-

feeding ,in inf.int less

rh.in 6 months of ,ige to

p.irticipate in a study

invest ig.it mg breast milk

,ind en\ Jronment.il pol-

lutants Cuft certificates

will be provided t"hie

feeding worth of milk is

required in a one time

visit ('ontact Dr.

Kathleen .Arcaro at

4n-577-182?or

karcaro@nre.uma.ss.edu
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Rocket's

ovation is

well-earned
For 1 5 years he championed

their cause. He poured his heart

and soul out onto the baseball

field in hopes of bringing them
what they so desperately desired,

and in return they supported him
like they have few others in the

past century.

He was their warrior, and dur-

ing the time he pitched in the

Hardball Hub of the east coast, a

whole nation of fans would have

stepped in front of the T at

Kenmore Square

Bases Loaded

Mike Mar;elli

rather than see

him pitch any-

where else. He
was theirs.

But Roger
Clemens had
defected. He had

let an entire city

and an entire

region down,
and they hated

him for it. Their

team leader, their most successful

pitcher, their favorite player and

their idol was gone — just like

that, as if 1 3 years of blood, sweat

and tears meant nothing at all to

him.

So for the rest of his career, the

Boston fans let him have it. They
booed, cursed and chanted hi*'

name. They came to see him pitch

because they came to .see him fail.

and they came to see him fail

because it hurt to see him suc-

ceed. He wasn't theirs any more.

He was on to bigger and better

things now. He won a World
Series, three more Cy Youngs and

his 500th game. He is going to the

Hall of Fame, and he is going as a

Yankee like so many other greats

have before him. He is now offi-

cially a legend.

When he returned to his old

stomping grounds on the corner

of Yawkey Way and Brookline

Ave one last time, the Fenway
Faithful didn't owe him anything.

They didn't have to cheer him,

they didn't have to support him.

they didn't have to even acknowl-

edge him. His rough exterior

made Boston and its fans seem
like a faint flicker of the past to

the burly right-hander, and maybe
so. He was the toast of the Big

Apple now.

But then it happened. He
stepped off the mound, and you

heard it. First some clapping, and

then some more. A few fans

standing and applauding, and

then some more. A whole stadium

full of fans who had been cheering

against him for so many years

were now on their feet, applaud-

ing him. All of them.

The most passionate fans in

baseball — the ones who haven't

cheered for a winner since 1918.

the ones who have adopted base-

ball and the Red Sox as their holy

rights of passage, the ones who
live and die with the fate of 25
men with the little red "B" on
their hats — were cheering for the

enemy. The Evil Empire. Him.
Roger himself couldn't believe

what he was hearing. It took

another former Red Sox team
member. Don Zimmer, to send

him back up to the dugout steps

and back into this epic moment.
He tipped his cap first to left

field, the Citgo sign and the

Monster; to the bleachers and Ted
Williams' red seat in section 42;

to right field. Pesky 's Pole and the

cheap seats down the line, where

fans pay to sit behind poles; all

the way down to the dugout seats

and the field box, the .406 Club
that didn't even exist when he

began his career, and to the home
dugout he lumbered toward,

through the din of a standing ova-

tion so many times over 13 years.

Thirteen years, three division

titles, three 20-win seasons, three

Cy Youngs, countless charities

and causes and the hearts of boys

and girls who were born to idolize

him. and parents and grandpar-

ents who watched him rise to

greatness.

It was all coming back in the

form of a standing ovation. 21

years in the making.

For one moment at Fenway
Park in late August, the cosmos
aligned correctly and the baseball

gods spoke. The best fans in base-

ball had spoken and proved their

worth, and the result was an epic

moment for the ages for a traitor

they will never cease to love.

Mike Marzelli is a Collegian

columnist. He can he reached at

Marzelli_collegian@ yahoo.com.

Southern swing for soccer
Minutemen
grab Ala. split

By Sean Holmes
CoLLEtilAN C^ORRESPONHENT

As the Massachusetts men's soccer team

descended into the depths of Alabama for

two games in the University of Alabama-

_ Birmingham
UMass

B'ham South.

UMass

UAB

CIERALP H l.lNimXTlLEOIAN

Junior Colin Bums and the Massachusetts men's soccer team got their kicks in a 5-0 win over Birmingham Southern at the

UAB Nike Classic this weekend. The host squad, Alabama-Birmingham, later shut the Minutemen out, 4-0

Nike

Classic Tournament
over the weekend,

coach Sam Koch had

reasonable expecta-

tions for what lie

ahead. He figured

that with the intense heat and humidity of the

South, in addition to the travel weariness, a

split of the two games would be good for his

team. And split is exactly what the

Minutemen did.

Oral Bullen's two goals led an offensive

explosion for UMass in a 5-0 rout of

Birmingham Southern College on Friday, but

a lightning-quick UAB squad stifled the

Minutemen 4-0 on Saturday. The Minutemen

emerged from the sticky heat of the deep

South with a 1 -2-0 record, eager to return to

the comfortable confines of Rudd Field.

Having to contend with the heat was defi-

nitely a concern for Koch's squad.

"The heat was certainly an issue." he said.

"Alabama heat and humidity is not something

we are used to."

But in the Minutemen 's battle against BSC
on Friday, the only heat to be found was being

produced on the field, as UMass was clicking

on all cylinders both offensively and defen-

sively. Harking back to the type of play that

made them so successful a year ago. they put

the pressure on early and never let up. Bullen

scored the first goal just 7:19 into the game
when he took Dan Colwell's well-placed

throw-in. and snaked it under BSC keeper

Joseph Anthony from six yards out. The early

goal set the tone for the rest of the game.

"That first goal was very important for our

mental focus." Koch said. "We had given up

goals early in the games before. One of our

team goals was to make sure we kept them off

the board in the first 1 5 minutes and for us to

try to grab one ourselves, which we did."

The Maroon and White would grab anoth-

er one at 20:56 in the first half when Ernie

Continued on page 8

A better start for UMass
By Becky Horowitz

C>)IIK<.1AN ( :<)RRKsl'<lNI>INT

It took the Massachusetts field hock-

ey team 1 5 games to earn its first win

last season. This

UMass 5

St. Louis

UMass

1

Louisville

season, the

Minute worn en
started off with

a 2-1 win in

double overtime

at home against

Fairfield. and
it's clear that the past is behind them.

UMass split its weekend action in

Louisville. Ky. with a 3-1 win over St.

Louis and a 5-0 loss to the hosts.

On Sunday, the Minutewomen fell to

Louisville despite excellent goalkeeping

by UMass junior Christine Tocco. who
tallied 10 saves. With the win. the

Cardinals get back to .500 at 2-2, while

the Maroon and White falls to 2-3.

Louisville wasted no time as Lisa

Wasser scored just two minutes into the

game off an assist by Kim Hughes. |en

Payne followed up with less than five

minutes remaining in the first half, when
she took a pass from Jessica lavelet and

gave Louisville a 2-0 lead.

The Cardinals continued their run in

the second half, adding three more
goals. Desire' Miller and Olivia Netzler

each notched unassisted tallies and

Shelby Summers used a pass from Miller

to give Louisville its fifth goal of the

game.
The Minutewomen were held to just

three shots, from juniors Caitlin Beresin

and Adrianne Monaco. Louisville's

Christy Hershey stopped all three

attempts by the Minutewomen. while

Tocco made 10 saves in the losing effort.

On Saturday, the Minutewomen over-

took St. Louis 3-1 in non-conference

play. Freshman Marije Tigchelaar posted

one goal and one assist to lead the

Minutewomen to their second win of the

season.

Tigchelaar's goal came off an assist

from senior co-captain Kristin Hopwood
just six minutes into the game for a

quick 1-0 lead. The score gave

Tigchelaar the first points of her career.

St. Louis' Carin Boone tied the game
at one just over 10 minutes into the sec-

ond half. But the Minutewomen
responded quickly, scoring twice in a

five-minute stretch. Sophomore Patricia

Borneo scored off a pass from
Tigchelaar at 51:37, and junior Caitlin

Beresin 's first goal of the season put the

Maroon and White up 3-1.

junior goalkeeper Christine Tocco

had five saves in the win, while St. Louis

goaltender lulic Moeckel denied two
UMass shots. The Minutewomen out-

shot St. Louis 8-7 and held the margin in

penalty corners 10-9.

(itRALI)H LINK!/(X)LLEGIAN

Sophomore Jamie Bawden

Roddick is toast ofNY

RKWARDtWEW/A.SStXJIATEDiKfcs^

Andy RtxJdick, of the United States, celebrates his 6-7 (4), 3-6, 7-6 (7), 6-1, 6-3 win over David

Nalbandian, of Argentina, at the US Open tennis tournament Saturday, Sept. 6, 2003 in New York.

By Howard Fendrich
Ass(K lATti) Press

NEW YORK — His hair

spiked and jeans ripped, Andy
Roddick strode through Times

Square with pop star girlfriend

Mandy Moore on Monday.

Passers-by slapped Roddick

on the shoulder (he smiled). Or
asked him to stop and pose for a

photo (he obliged). Or offered

congratulations (MTV's Carson

Daly rode by. lowered his car's

tinted window and shouted:

"Way to go. Andy!").

Morning interviews with

"Today" and "Regis & Kelly"

were behind him. Appearances

on ESPN. CNN and David

Letterman's "Late Show" await-

ed.

It was a whirlwind start to

Roddick's new life as a Grand
Slam champion, a day after he

beat new No. I |uan Carlos

Ferrero 6-3. 7-6 (2), 6-3 in the

U.S. Open final.

"It's craziness. I would have

never imagined what it was like

to win a Slam, and I never imag-

ined the aftermath of it, either,"

Roddick said.

"Reality's coming back tomor-

row."

That might not quite be the

case. After all, there already were
plenty of expectations and eyes

on him. Now that will be ratch-

eted up, which is how it has to be

if tennis is going to increa.se its

popularity in the United States.

Pete Sampras is gone, Andre
Agassi is 33, and so far none of

the young non-American stars

(French Open champion Ferrero.

Wimbledon champion Roger
Federer. 2001 U.S. Open cham-
pion Lleyton Hewitt) has shown
the combination of charm and
charisma that helped Bjom Borg
or Boris Becker draw fans.

This U.S. Open final pro-

duced the event's lowest TV rat-

ing in five years. Is that becau.se

people don't know who Roddick
is? There are more likely expla-

nations: A week of rain made for

a disjointed event, plus the previ-

ous four finals involved Sampras
or Agassi or both.

By winning. Roddick quickly

began to fulfill what's been pre-

dicted for him. His first major

title came in his 12th Grand
Slam tournament; Agassi, for

example, needed 18.

"In America, we have such a

long line and tradition of Grand

Continued on page 8
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ALANA caucus eliminated
By Dan Lamothe
Cx)LLI:CilAN StAFF

Student Government Association

Senate Speaker jared Nokes released a

statement last night indicating that he will

not recognize appointed seats for the

2003-2004 school year - a move that elim-

inates the ALANA caucus from the Senate

completely.

Nokes said that he is acting on the will

of the Senate, the recommendation of

Attorney General Mark Morrison, and the

direction of the SGA Coordinating

Council in not recognizing the appointed

seats. He cited the Wellman Doctrine,

which gives the SGA its powers at the

state level as a student government, as a

rea.son for eliminating appointed seats

from the Senate.

"The wording in the constitution is

pretty clear that we're not supposed to

have appointed seats." Nokes said.

He said that it took about 20 years for

the SGA to get a constitution ratified at

the state level, and that the first constitu-

tion the state recognized was the first one

that did not include appointed seats.

Because the SGA is not acting in accor-

dance with their constitution on the issue,

Nokes said, at any time the state could

advised Nokes and the coordinating coun-

cil that appointed seats conflict with the

SGA constitution. He noted that his opin-

ion on the subject was not important, and

that his job is to advise on the constitu-

((
When it came down to it, it wasn't a mat-

ter of public opinion. The important thing

was whether the by-laws were in line with

the constitution, a a

-Speaker Jared Nokes

ignore the SGA on all issues.

"We'd lose all of our authority, includ-

ing control over our $1 .7 million budget,"

Nokes said.

Morrison, the general legal counsel for

the SGA and liaison between them and

Student Legal Services, said that he

tionality of issues presented to him by the

SGA.
His advice to the SGA was that accord-

ing to Article V, Section 2 of the constitu-

tion, appointed seats are unconstitutional.

That section of the constitution states "the

Senate membership shall be composed of

representatives apportioned by the Senate

to electoral districts, as defined by the gen-

eral by-laws of the SGA."

The constitution, however, conflicts

with those same by-laws, which supports

caucuses such as ALANA's. Both Nokes

and Morrison say the constitution over-

rules the by-laws.

"The constitution is Mass. state law,

whereas the by-laws are University law

approved by the vice chancellor for stu-

dent affairs." Morrison said. "It's

University policy versus state policy."

Nokes said that while he will not recog-

nize appointed seats, he is proposing to

the SGA Coordinating Council a series of

referendum questions that he would like

to see on the ballot for student govern-

ment elcxtions that take place on Sept. 25.

If the coordinating council accepts

Nokes's motions, undergraduate students

will decide if appointed .seats, including

ALANA's. should be put back in place in

the Senate. That would require the pas-

Continued on page 3

Stonewall Center hosts open house

clean up

By Perron Salniker

Caili-Fi.ian Staff

By Sara-Megan Walsh
CoLLElilAN CuRRESPONDFNT

The Stonewall Center: A Lesbian.

Bisexual. Gay and Transgender

Educational Resource Center wel-

comes all students to come to its open

house today that will be held from 4 to

5:30 p.m.

During the open house, students

who are members of the Gay. Lesbian,

Bisexual and Trangender community

and their allies are invited to come
down to the Stonewall Center for the

opportunity to meet with their peers at

the University of Massachusetts.

The event is an opportunity for

freshmen to make valuable connec-

tions with each other, according to a

press release from the center. Older

students are encouraged to come
down as well to catch up with one

another at the start of the fall semester

and meet those who are new on cam-

pus.

The Stonewall Center is located on

campus, on Sunset Avenue, within

Crampton Hall in the Southwest

Residential Area. The Center has its

own entrance, denoted by a large,

rainbow triangle.

Besides the opportunity to meet

peers, information will be made avail-

able about upcoming events planned

by the Center and in the Gl.BT com-

munity here in Pioneer Valley.

Staff at the Stonewall Center will

also be on hand at the open house to

provide students with information

about the many services and resources

available through the center and to

Continued on page 2

The Stonewall Center, Kvated in Crampton Hall, will open its doors to students tixlay in an open house. The

from 4 to 5:30 p.m.

IAS

open house is

This summer Fleet Services, a

department of the Physical Plant at

the University of Massachusetts,

announced the latest actions it has

taken to maintain organized efforts to

make the campus more environmen-

tally friendly.

Fleet Services, a department that

uses over 500 vehicles, several main-

tenance garages and a fuel depot, has

recently implemented a pilot program

involving an Environmental

Management System. The EMS is a

business tool that uses a systematic

approach to manage issues that both

effect and benefit the environment.

Fleet Services' "Striving For

Environmental Excellence" program

is ihe second of its kind to. be enacted

at the University of Massachusetts. In

March 2002. the campus began the

process of implementing a pilot EMS
for the cheniistiA. biochemistry, and

molecular biology depurtments wiih-

in the Lederle Graduate Research

Center.

The decision to implement an

EMS within Fleet Services was

prompted in part by the results of an

Ln\ironmental Protection Agency

compliance inspection in 2CK)0. The

Agency turned up violations ut the

federal Clean Air Act resulting from

the use of chemical degreasing sol-

vents. Tlic Physical Plant was also

cited lor incomplete records regard-

ing fuel storage and solvent use. A
fine of $262,000 was waived after the

University agreed to take part in the

pilot program.

Since I99i<. Fleet Services has

acquired 45 battery-powered vehi-

cles, including compact curs, golf

carts, pickup tiucks and a van.

Fleet Services is now in the

process of taking more measures.

Among these is dispensing gasoline

from a ceiilial lank rather than indi-

vidual barroN in hopes ul reducing

spills as well as the installation of 23

solar-powered floodlights in the

Mullins Center parking lot.

Another impro\emeni scheduled

to take place this year is the use of

Biodegradable detergent and hot

water, rather than chemical solvents

Continued on page 2

Church settles suits
By Denise Lavoie

.'XssucTATFi' Press

BOSTON - The Boston

Archdiocese agreed Tuesday to pay

$85 million to more than 500 peo-

ple who claim Roman Catholic

priests sexually abused them, giv-

ing victims a long-awaited formal

recognition of their pain and the

church a chance to move forward

from one of the worst scandals in

its history.

The settlement agreement is the

largest known payout by a U.S.

diocese to settle molestation

charges.

Finalized after months of nego-

tiations, the deal marks a major

step toward quieting the crisis that

has torn at the fabric of America's

fourth-largest archdiocese for near-

ly two years and spread throughout

the country and beyond.

"No amount of money can
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restore the lost innocence, the

shattered self-esteem or other

effects of the abuse." said David

Clohessy. the national director of

the Survivors Network of those

Abased by Priests. "But for many
victims, some kind of official, pub-

lic acknowledgment that 'We were

harmed' can be a real step toward

healing.

"

Under the temis of the agree-

ment, victims would receive

awards ranging from $8(),0(X) to

$300.tX)0. The amount of awards

given to victims will be decided by

a mediator, based on the type of

sexual abuse, the duration of the

abuse, and the injury they suffered.

Parents who filed lawsuits claim-

ing loss of consortium with their

children would receive a flai

$20,000.

The $85 million deal came

about a month after the archdio-

cese put a $55 million offer on the

table. Many of the final details of

the deal were hashed Sunday dur-

ing a secret meeting attended by

Archbishop Sean O'Malley - con-

sidered a steady but forceful voice

in the negotiations.

O'Malley was in Washington

on Tuesday attending a meeting of

the U.S. Conference of Catholic

Bishops.

"It's a good day for the arch-

diocese," said his spokesman, the

Rev. Christopher Coyne. "We
haven't had too many over the lust

couple of years, but this is one."

Coyne said the church is still

looking for ways to finance the

settlement, Possible revenue

sources include selling off surplus

property and suing the archdio-

cese's insurance carriers.

"We have 37 days to come up
with a plan on how to do this." he

said. "We will get this done."

Roderick Macl.eish |i.. a

lawyer with the firm that repre-

sents nearly half of the alleged vic-

tims, said $85 million offer was

accepted after considering the

archdioceses struggling financial

condition and the additional stress

a trial would put on victims.

"There comes a point where

they (the archdiocese) just finan-

cially can't do anything anymore."

Macl.eish said. "We could contin-

ue in litigation with the archdio-

cese for years and years and years,

but would there be positive

results'.'"

A resolution had been elusive

since the scandal exploded in

lanuary 2002 with the release of

court documents in the case of the

Rev. John Geoghan. who was

moved from parish to parish

despite evidence he had molested

children.

Allegations against dozens of

other priests .soon came to light,

and hundreds of lawsuits were

filed against the archdi(.x;ese.

Thousands of pages of priest

personnel files, made public

because of the Boston lawsuits,

held sordid and shocking allega-

tions: that a priest pulled boys out

of religious classes and raped

them in a confessional: that anoth-

er fathered two children and left

the children's mother alone as she

overdosed: that another seduced

girls studying to become nuns by

telling them he was "the second

coining of Christ."

The crisis put every U.S. dio-

cese under new scrutiny.

Ashcroft speaks on

Patriot Act in Boston
By Jennifer I*eter

.^ssoiiAnn Press

BOSTON - Attorney General |ohn Ashcroft came

to the old haunt of Ameriai's Revolutionary War

heixx-'s Tuesday to defend the USA Patriot Act against

criticism that it violates fundamental Constitutional

rights.

Surrounded by the likenesses of lohn Adams and

Daniel Webster al Faiieuii Hall. Ashcroft told a hand

picked gathering oi law enforcement officials that the

act, which provided the government with new police

powers after the Sept. 1 1 attacks, honors the lives that

were lost that day by pre\enting it from happening

again.

"Our greatest memorial to those who have passed

is to defend the lives and liberties of those yet to

come." siiid Ashcroft. who is tounnp ihc country to

defend the act.

Outside the hall, hundreds of protesters argued

that .Ashcroft's act defied the civil liberties that the

early patriots sought to protect during debates at

Kaneuil Hall two centuries ago.

"Shame, shame, shame." the\ chanted as Ashcroft

was whisked away through the barricades in a car with

tinted windows.

"This is ertKling our liberties." said Christine

Downing, 58, of the Charlesiown section o( Boston.

"It's an end run around the Rill of Rights."

The crowd, which galhered at 8 am. and chanted

throughout Ashcroft's spct-ch. carried signs saying:

"Ashcroft's Patriot .Act: "The work of a traitor." "Be a

opjx)sc the Patriot Act" and ".Ashcroftreal patnot

Continued on page 3
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U.S. Attorney CJeneral John Ashcroft, center, joins in applause with Massachusetts (»ov. Mitt Romney,

left, and Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority thief Joseph Carter, right, yesterday in Boston.
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Stonewall welcomes students

Continued from page 1

answer any questions abuut the

CUBT community.

The Stonewall Center was

founded ut the University of

Massachusetts in the fall of

1485. it originally began as an

administrative office in the

Student Affairs I^ivision and

was called The Program for

Gay. Lesbian, and Bisexual

Concerns until the spring

semester of l')')5.

The conceptualization of the

current Stonewall Center was
inspired by the findings of a

research report called "The

Consequences of Being Gay: A
Report on the Quality of Life

for Gay. Lesbian, and Bisexual

Students at the

University of Massachusetts

at Amherst." The research was
conducted as a response to a

series of anti-homosexual acts

that occurred in the spring of

1984.

When researching the quali-

ty of life for those of the GBLT
community here in Amherst in

1984. the report made^pparent
the need for a prograin at the

University as one of its key rec-

ommendations. Immediately, a

plan was put into action, and

shortly thereafter the Stonewall

Center tnaterialized. When the

Center was formed, it was one

of only three such programs of

its kind in the United States.

Cleaning up UMass

All Staff

Meeting

today in

thieNews

Room at

6 p.m.

(k)ntinued from page 1

in the tool-cleaning sink. EMS
coordinator Craig Ruberti added

that on top of all the measures

taken, an important issue is that

"the program insures Fleet to

meet State and Federal a-gulatory

requirements."

Rubieiti also mentioned the Oil

Life Extension Program, another

venture emerging as a result of the

EMS pilot. The Extension

Program intends to incorporate

pollution prevention in addition to

other environmental concerns.

"Right now. most vehicles are

on a cycle to have their oil

changed every 5.000 miles,"

Ruberti said. "For Fleet Service

vehicles, because they only drive

around campus, that change

comes about every two to three

years."

With the Oil Life Extension

Program, oil from Reet Service

vehicles will be sent to a lab.

where an assessment will be made
and a report will be subinitted on

how each vehicle and engine is

performing. Scientists will then

create a baseline to help in mini-

mizing the frequency of changing

oil. and therefore minimizing pur-

chasing and depositing of the

expensive resource.

In addition. Rut)erti said that

Fleet Service vehicles switched to

using bio-diesel fuel this summer,

which helps to diminish overall

emissions. The EMS pilot pro-

gram within the Lederle Graduate

Research Center is also being

piloted at the University of New
England and Wentworth Institute

of Technology. The program aims

to accomplish several goals: belter

understanding of the root causes

of noncompliance, increased

employee awareness of environ-

mental issues, lower costs through

reduced energy use, and better

employee morale.

One of the program's main

achievements thus far is the new
online cheinical inventory. Over

the summer, a team of faculty,

staff and students worked to cre-

ate an organized chemical inven-

tory in an effort to eliminate

waste.

"In the past we had chemicals

that had been sitting around for

20 to 30 years," said Ruberti.

"Researchers wouldn't know
what they had." The new invento-

ry will prevent researchers from

encountering unknown chemi-

cals, in turn eliminating the high

costs that accompany the disposal

of such materials. An added ben-

efit of the inventory is that it

allows for a system of exchange.

If a chemical is no longer needed,

it can be exchanged for another,

saving the University money in

the process.

"The pilot chemical inventory

prograin will be more effective,"

said Donald Robinson, director of

Environmental Health and Safety

at the University. "A lot of the

effort we are putting in also goes

to extending what we learn there

to the campus at large."
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Suicide bomber

strikes in Israel

KtVlN FKAYER/ASStX;lATtl) PRES.S

Israeli reliKious v».lunleers clean up at the site of a suicide bombing explosion near the central

Israeli town of Rishon Letzion yesterday. A suicide bomber blew himself up at a bus stop near an

army base and a hospital in central Israel, killing himself and at least six other people and injuring

dozens, police and rescue officials said.

By Jason Keyser

,'\sstK lAim Press

RISHON LETZION, Israel (AP) - Twin

Palestinian suicide bombings - one at a bus stop

crowded with soldiers near Tel Aviv, the second

five hours later at a popular lerusalem nightspot

- killed at least 14 Israelis and wounded and

maimed dozens as the region grappled with a

new wave of savage bloodletting.

There were no claims of responsibility, but

the Islamic militant group Hamas, which has car-

ried out most of the roughly 100 suicide bomb-

ings against Israelis over the last three years, had

been expected to avenge Israel's attempt on the

life of its spiritual leader on Saturday.

Israel's military has relentlessly targeted

Hamas militants since the group claimed a sui-

cide bombing last month that killed 22 people on

a lerusalem bus. Earlier Tuesday, Israeli troops in

Hebron killed two Hamas members - including

the groups leader in the West Bank town - and

a 12-year-old bystander, and blew up a seven-

story apartment building where the militants

were hiding out.

The day's violence underscored the collapse

of U.S. -backed peace efforts and came amid

political uncertainty after the resignation of

Palestinian Prime Minister Mahmoud Abbas.

An increasing number of Israeli officials were

calling for the expulsion of Yasser Arafat, and

expectations were mounting that Israel will step

up military strikes and possibly invade the Gaza

Strip - which Israel has not yet reoccupied - to

root out the Hamas leadership.

Security was extremely tight throughout the

country, especially in lerusalem. in anticipation

of a Hamas attack.

The first bombing came about 6 p.m., as sol-

diers were wailing lor rides home outside the

Tsrifin army base near the Tel Aviv suburb of

Rishon Letzion.

Cpl. Eyal Schneider. 20. was walking toward

the bus stop when he heard the explosion and

saw a fireball. "People were running from the

bus slop shouting bomb! bomb!" he said.

Ambulances from nearby Assaf Harofeh hos-

pital quickly lined up at the scene, rescue work-

ers rushing to aid screaming victims.

"I saw the bodies, the body parts strewn

around, heard the screams, and tried to help."

said one witness, who gave his name only as Roy.

Police and hospital officials said eight were

killed in addition to the bomber. Fifteen people

were being treated at the hospital, all but one of

them soldiers, spokeswoman Nurit Nehemia

said. Others were treated for tninor injuries and

released. Hours later, the aluminum walls of the

bus shelter lemained splattered with blood.

Leaders of Hamas praised the attacks but

stopped short of claiming responsibility. "This

operation, whoever is behind it, is a natural reac-

tion for the bloody aggression against our peo-

ple," said Hamas spokesman Abdel Aziz Rantisi,

who survived an Israeli attempt on his life in

lune.

Israeli government spokesman Avi Pazner

said "the responsibility is shared between the

organization that carried out the atrocity and the

Palestinian Authority that did nothing to prevent

it, and Israel will react accordingly."

More than five hours later, about 1 1:20 p.m.,

another suicide bomber entered the Hillel Cafe,

a popular bistro in the posh German colony

neighborhood of lerusalem.

Police said the bomf)er managed to get into

the cafe even though two security guards were

posted at the entrance - one inside the door and

one outside. Jerusalem police commander
Mickey Levy told Israel Radio that one of the

guards saw the bomber and tried to stop him,

and that he then set off the bomb.

At least six other people were killed and more

than 30 were wounded, rescue workers said.

"I have a store next to the cafe. I arrived just

a few moments after the blast. I saw things that

just can't be described, there are no words," said

a witness who identified him.self only as Shavi.

The blast set off the siren alarms of dozens of

parked cars nearby. Police were breaking win-

dows of cars to check if they contain bombs as

rescue workers led the wounded away on

stretchers. A dazed, wounded man sat on the

street, holding a bloody T-shirt to his head.

In one Gaza neighborhood, Palestinians fired

assault rifles in the air and scores took to the

streets in celebration after the attack on the cafe.

In the Bureij refugee camp in the central Gaza

Strip, some Hamas supporters celebrated by dis-

tributing candies to the families of those killed in

previous violence.

The attacks came as Prime Minister Ariel

Sharon was away on a visit to India aimed at

cementing the two countries' strategically impor-

tant relations. Militants have frequently carried

out terror attacks during Sharon's visits abroad -

occasionally causing him to cut trips short.

White House spokesman Scott McClellan,

speaking outside a fund raiser for President Bush

in Fort Lauderdale. Fla.. called the bombings

"vicious attacks" and condemned them in the

"strongest possible terms."

McClellan said Bush remained committed to

the "road map" peace plan, but he said the

bombings "underscore the need to fight terror-

ism and the need to dismantle terrorist organiza-

tions and groups like Hamas."

State Department spokesman Richard

Boucher emphasized "the urgency with which

the Palestinian Authority needs to take immedi-

ate and effective steps to dismantle and disarm

the terrorist capabilities."
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Ashcroft defends Patriot Act
Continued from page 1

more evil than Steinbrenner," a refer-

ence to the owner of the New York

Yankees.

. Speaking two days before the second

anniveisary of the attacks, Ashcroft said

that the Patriot Act had cbsed "gaping

holes" in the nation's defenses against

terrorism, allowing law enforcement to

combat terrorism with many of the same
tools that have been used for years

against drug-dealers and organized

crime.

Ashcroft said the act was "rooted in

the Constitution and the liberties pro-

tected in that great document."

Opponents argue that it infringes

upon basic liberties and gives the state

the right to invade citizens' privacy, at

bookstores, libraries and banks.

Boston City Police estimate tfwre

were 1,200 protesters on hand outside

Faneuil Hall during Ashcroft's speech.

The hall, which was completed in

1763, was used so often as a meeting

place during the revolutionary period

tJiat it became known as the "Cradle of

American Liberty." While now part of a

popular marketplace, it still is the site of

meetings and gatherings.

Ashcroft gave his speech in front of a

nuunmoth painting by George P. A.

Mealy, measuring almost 27 feet across,

that depicts a famous 19th century

exchange between Daniel Webster and

South Carolina Senator Robert Hayne

about the federal Constitution's jurisdic-

tion over the states.

Inscribed on the frame are Webster's

famous words: "Liberty and Union,

Now and Forever"

Noting that he had spoken before on

the floor of the U.S. Senate, the flouse

of Representatives, and the National

Cathedral, Ashcroft said "it is a high

honor to talk about freedom in a setting

like this."

Ashcroft listed a series of terrorist

arrests that would not have been possi-

ble without the enhanced powers of the

Patriot Act. He singled out the.arrest of

Hemant Lakhani last month on charges

that he allegedly tried to sell shoulder-

fired missiles to an undercover agent

posing as a Muslim terrorist who want-

ed to shoot down an airliner.

Speaker Nokes not to recognize ALANA caucus in Senate
Continued from page 1

sage of a constitutional amendment.

Nokes said he will also propose a

motion to create a committee whose

purpose will be the creation of an

action plan for increasing diversity

within the SGA without a caucus at the

first Senate meeting of the year, which

is slated for Oct. I

.

While Nokes expressed regret in his

statement that he could not make the

decision appear "clearer or less

rushed." he said he believes the oath he

took when he became speaker requires

him to make this decision.

fte also understands that it could

look like a slight against the ALANA
community on campus, and that popu-

lar public opinion is not likely to be

with the decision. He admitted that an

idea for holding a public forum this

week was nixed over fears that over-

whelming opinion would be against a

decision that he says needs to be made

on a technical basis, regardless of how
the University feels.

"It was a possibility," he said.

"Wlien it came down to it, it wasn't a

matter of public opinion. The impor-

tant thing was whether the by-laws

were in line with the constitution."

Several calls, both to the Office of

ALANA Affairs and to the home of

Gladys Franco, its chair, were not

returned last night.

SGA President David Carr admitted

that the elimination of appointed seats

as it has played out might not be the

best way of doing things. He said the

process needs to be taken one step a

time from here on out to improve the

SGA's services as a whole for students.

"My concern is not doing what's best

for students of color, but for all stu-

dents." Carr said.

Carr also said the Senate currently

does have a diversity problem, estimat-

ing that 90 percent of the Senate is

white men.

"It's been a problem fgr four years,"

he said. "I think we've trailed away

from (it). Our outreach capabilities

have kind of dwindled."

This is not the first time that the

removal of the ALANA Caucus has

been proposed or even passed in the

SGA Senate. According to Collegian

archives, on April 2b, 2000, the Senate

voted 40-b in favor of eliminating all

appointed seats from the Senate.

including the ALANA Caucus The

main concern raised then over appoint-

ed seats was al.so their constitutionality.

Another motion passed that night

tied to the caucus decision in a compro-

mise created the secretary of diversity

cabinet position, currently filled by

Russell Plato, and a diversity commit-

tee. Their duties include investigating

diversity within the Senate body.

The elimination of the appointed

seats then went to an SGA judiciary

hearing in late spring of 20tX), where a

committee led by Chief lustice Gabriel

Tavarez overruled the Senate's decision

to eliminate appointed scats, calling

them constitutional. Collegian archives

say the decision was then turned over

to a student vote in late March 2001,

with students deciding with a lb78-

797 vote to keep ALANA Caucus seats

in existence.
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Liberian peace

appears close
By EnwARi) Harris

ASSIVIATBI) PRES,S

CAREYSBURG, Liberia -

West African peacekeepers took a

crucial step toward securing

Liberia's peace Tuesday, making

tlwir first major move into the

volatile countryside and broker-

ing a cease-lire to end the latest

battle between rebels and govern-

ment troops.

Fighting erupted early Tuesday

when rebels attacked and overran

Kakata, 40 miles northeast of

Monrovia, said Col. Theophilus

Tawiah of Ghana, the peace

force's chief of stafL

About 650 soldiers from

Guinea-Bissau arrived just out-

side Kakata as the two sides trad-

ed lire. The contingent's Nigerian

operations chief and a senior

commander from Guinea-Bissau

then ntet with leaders in the clash,

negotiating an end to the battle.

"Our chief of operations inter-

vened. The fighting has cea.sed

and the people are deployed,"

Tawiah told The Associated

Press, referring to peacekeepers.

After the fighting eased, the

peacekeepers moved into the

town in annored cars and trucks.

Peacekeepers rounded up the

rebels, who had briefly taken con-

trol of Kakata, loaded them onto

trucks and transported them to

their base at Tubmanburg - pass-

ing over miles of government-

held roads without any reported

incident.

At least three rebel soldiers

were wounded in the skirmish,

along with two civilians including

a woman in her 30s. The woman,

whose house had been hit by a

mortar round, was wounded in

one foot.

Two trucks loaded with peace-

keepers - an advance team

preparing for the arrival of the

larger force - had slept in Kakata

overnight. The rest of the force

arrived later Tuesday. None of the

peacekeepers fired weapons dur-

ing the fighting, Tawiah said.

Unrest and large-scale refugee

flows have plagued Liberia's

countryside despite an Aug. 18

peace deal between the govern-

ment and rebels.

The deployment to Kakata,

delayed for several days, marked

the peace force's first major push

outside the capital since they

arrived more than a month ago.

"We don't see any sign of

peace. People signed the peace

document, but they're not abiding

by it," said lohnson Williams, a

4 1 -year-old carpenter listening for

news on the radio about 1 miles

south of Kakata.

At least 200 civilians fled

Kakata on Tuesday, said Coralie

Lechelle, of the French aid group

Medecins sans Frontieres.

Liberian Defense Minister

Daniel Chea insisted the peace

force "must be firm against any

cease-fire violations."

Speaking at Careysburg, a

crossroads 20 miles south of the

fighting, Chea said "the attack

today is a test-case for their

resolve."

Both sides in Liberia have

been accused of staging attacks or

spreading rumors of fighting to

scare residents from towns so

fighters could loot and steal food

without interference.

West African soldiers landed

in Monrovia in early August,

bringing calm to the capital after

2 1/2 months of fighting that

killed over 1 .000 civilians.

Until now. peacekeepers have

largely kept to bases in and

around Monrovia, sending only

small teams on brief missions to

the countryside.

In Washington. State

Department spokesman Richard

Boucher said he did not think

U.S. Marines would return to

Monrovia despite renewed fight-

ing between government forces

and rebels.

"I don't think that's really an

issue at this point," he said. "The

West African (peacekeeping)

troops have been restoring securi-

ty in Monrovia. Nongovernmental

organizations and U.N. agencies

are operating there again."

Airlines may be sued

for negligence over 9-11
By Larry Neumkisii-r

Assoc lATbll PrKSs

NEW YORK - Opening the door to

scores of Sept. I I lawsuits against the avi-

ation industry, a judge concluded Tuesdas

that the hijacking and crashing of a jetliner

was a "foreseeable risk."

U.S. District |udge Alvin Hellerstein

said negligent security screening might

have contributed to the deaths of 3.000

people in the attacks on the World Trade

Center and the Pentagon and the crash of a

hijacked plane in Pennsylvania.

"The aviation defendants controlled who
came onto the planes and what was carried

aboard. They had the obligation to take rea-

sonable care in screening," he wioie.

The decision involved the cases of about

70 people injured or killed in the attacks.

The defendants - American and United

Airlines, the Boeing Co. and the I'ori

Authority of New York and New lersey

had sought dismissal of the lawsuits, saying

they had no duty to anticipate and guard

against deliberate, suicidal aircraft clashes

and that any alleged negligence on their

part did not cause deaths and injuries.

In his ruling, Hellerstein said that while

it may be true that terrorists had never

deliberately flown airplanes into buildings,

"airlines reasonably could foresee that

crashes causing death and destruction on

the ground were a hazard that would arise

should hijackers take control t)f a plane."

"The intrusion by terrorists into the

cockpit, coupled with the volatility of a

hijacking situation, creates a toreseeabie

risk that hijacked airplanes might ciash.

jeopardizing innocent lives on the ground

as well as in the airplane." he added.

As for the Port Authority, which owns
the World Trade Center property, the judge

said it "has not shown that it will prove its

defense of governiiientul immunity." He
said the plaintiffs have a right to argue the

Poll Authority did not provide a "safe envi-

ronment."

The Port Authority also operates

Newark International Airport in New
lersey. the departure point for United Flight

^'i. the San Francisco-bound jetliner that

crashed in Shanksville. Pa., on Sept. 11.

200 1

.

As a result of the ruling, court officials

were preparing for a possible rush of law-

suits a> early as this week, as some people

choose litigation over the federal victims

compensation fund. To receive a payout

from the fund, families must agree not to

sue airlines or other entities.

American Airlines spokesman Todd

Burke said the airline would appeal. "We
continue to believe that we are not liable

for the events that occurred that day." he

said.

Port Authority spokesman Steve

Coleman said the agency strongly believes

"the responsibility rests with the murderers

who led the attacks."

Boeing spokesman Ken Mercer said the

jet manufacturer would also appeal.

"Terrorism, not negligence, is the issue at

hand here, and Boeing has always been

cummitlcd to working with airlines, air-

port.^ and other officials to make the global

air transportation system as safe and secure

as possible." he said.

A United representative did not imme-

diateh return calls.

"They are important findings, but they

are preliminary." said Marc Moller. a

lawyer for several hundred victims and

their relatives. The judge "has not said

that the airlines are liable. He said that if

the plaintiffs can prove their case, the air-

lines could be liable. The litigation risks

lie ahead and they are great."

Keith S. Franz, a Baltimore lawyer rep-

resenting seven family members of those

killed at the Pentagon and two who were

severely injured, said the ruling would

probably lead some people to decide to

sue.

"From a historical perspective, the

amounts individuals receive in airline

crash litigation will make the amounts

being received by the fund pale by com-
parison." he said.

Many of the victims and family mem-
bers of those who died "have never made
money an issue." he said. "They want to

know what happened and why - and it's

only through litigation that you get to ask

those questions." Franz said.

Dec. 22 is the last day families may
apply to the federal victims compensation

fund, created by Congress to provide aid

to tiie families of those killed or injured

in the attacks, and to protect the aviation

industry from crippling litigation.

About 2,275 compensation fund

claims have been filed. Roughly 1,700

eligible families have yet to decide

vvheiher to enroll with the fund or file a

law,suit.

The average fund payout thus far has

been about Si. 5 million, with the highest

award $(5.8 million. The minimum payout

is $250,000.
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The Crusade

of Roy Moore

Emergency Contraception:

Making it available

As Roy Moore is quickly becoming a

household name across America, a battle

between the law of the American government

and the law of God has been waged in the

Supreme Court of Alabama.

The commotion began with Justice Roy
Moure and his 5.280 lb. statue of the Ten

Commandments. Until recently, the contro-

versial statue stood in the Alabama Supreme
Courthouse. After gaining national attention,

two very different sides to this situation have

surfaced. In one corner are the super-reli-

gious, back-to-the-Bible members of the Roy

Moore fan club. In the other, those who,

Christian or not, understand the beliefs and

boundaries that our country's legal system is

based on: The separation of church and state.

Roy Moore is a born and bred Methodist

Alabama native who, after serving in the

Army, became an Alabama State justice.

Known as the "Ten Commandment" judge,

Moore kept a hand carved plaque of the Ten

Commandments hung behind him in his

courtroom. His rulings often referred to the

teachings of the Bible. These actions stirred

only minor controversy within the Alabama

Supreme Court system, until Moore took it a

step too far. He hauled the statue of the Ten

Commandments into the courthouse and set

it on display for the world to see. Freedom of

speech? Yes. Appropriate in a government

building? No.

In America, there is a system we follow,

that was put in place by our founding fathers.

Its called the Separation Clause. It's found in

the Rill of Rights. It explains clearly that

church and state must always be kept sepa-

rate. Why? The church does not want the

state to butt into its business, nor does the

church have any right to impose religious

ideals on the rulings of the government.

This may seem a bit hypocritical to the

Roy Moore fans in the house. Granted, we do

live in a nation that begins every legislative

meeting with prayer. Our greenbacks boast

"In God we trust", and our national chant to

the flag contains the phrase 'under God."

According to Moore, the government

stands simply to support the laws that God
previously laid down. However, Sunday has

not been declared a day of rest, adultery is

not illegal, and no one gets locked away for

dishonoring his mother or father.

America is a democracy because we have

no stated religion. Anyone, at anytime, can

practice whatever religion he wants. But the

government must never show favor toward

any single religion. Yes. the Ten

Commandments can be displayed by judge

Moore; however, not in a courtroom, a place

where people of all colors, creeds, and reli-

gions gather to receive justice. The govern-

ment cannot expect people to accept a ruling

based on the laws of a Christian God. or a

Muslim one for that matter. Basically, when

all is said and done, acknowledgment of God
by the government is unconstitutional.

There are good reasons why church and

state are separated. For instance, in Nigeria,

where church and government continue to

clash, religious and political leaders argue

whether or not a woman who has committed

adultery should be stoned to death. America

is a democracy for a reason. Let's not a let a

hunk of marble create a slippery-slope out of

our morals.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Collegian Editorial Board.

My Friend Dey

Youset

Deya Ali is

probably one

of the strongest

people I will

ever meet. He.

a 16 year-old

boy from

Nablus in the

West Bank, is

now in the

United States

receiving treat-

ment for injuries he received. In

late January 2002. Deya and two

of his friends were walking home

from schtxjl when an approach-

inj: Israeli settler began taunting

them and then opened (ire. Deya

was hit in the stomach and does

not remember much of what hap-

pened alter that. The bullet

explmled inside of him and was

,so damaging thai Deya was

unable to walk. After treatment

in the Middle Ea.st. which did not

prove to be sufficient. Deya was

in bad shape. He had lost a lot of

weight, partly due to the damage

to his digestive system and parts

of the bullet stiil lodged in his

pancreas. It was soon after this

thai the Palestine Children's

Relief I'und helped bring him to

llie United States to receive fur-

thei treatment.

1 met Deya for the first time in

March at an annual meeting of

the New Jersey Chapter of the

A r a b A m e r i c a n A n t i
-

DisLrimination Committee.

During this meeting Deya wanted

to address those gathered and

after slowK using his walker to

reach the stage he read a very elo-

quent and emotional letter of

thanks in Arabic to all of those

who helped bring him here to the

United States and all of those

who are continuing to support

him. Shortly after the meeting

was linished, Arabic music began

to play. and. of course, where

there are Arabs gathered and

music playing, there is usually

dancing. Since I am not one to

miss an opportunity to dance, or

dabke (traditional Arabic line

dancing). I made sure to get to

the dance floor.

During this merriment, 1 hap-

pened to see Deya standing off to

ihe siile of the dance floor sup-

porting him.self only by his walk-

er. The look that was on his face

inspired in me an anger unparal-

leled by anything that I had ever

experienced. It was a look that

longed to be on the dance tluor

but could only watch from a

walker on the side. I did not

return to the dance floor again

that evening.

Shortly after that I went with

my family to visit Deya in the

children's hospital where he was

receiving care. My mother asked

Deya what he wanted lor his

birthday and he responded "Biddi

Amshi" (Arabic for "I want to

walk"). After reassuring Deya

that hope and faith in God will

carry him through, we discussed

his injuries and he showed us

graphic pictures of his surgery

and the pieces of the bullet that

exploded inside him. The most

amazing part about Deya is his

undying spirit. He finds a way to

laugh and joke all the time. He is

probably the wit-

tiest person I

know and quite a

poet as well.

Deya's condi-

tion has contin-

ued to improve,

thank God. He
makes progress,

gaining a little

more strength

from time to

time. In June I

saw Deya again,

and this time he

made his way to

the dance floor, shaking his arms

and shoulders while supporting

himself on walking sticks. In fact

his dance moves to "Funky

Town" were quite exceptional.

(You should have seen the lin-

guistic disaster that ensued when

I attempted to explain the pro-

nunciation of "Funky town" to

Deya, as exceptional as he is,

boys will be boys.)

Why is it important that I

share with you this story about

Deya Ali? Because Deya's heart-

wrenching story is one of thou-

sands that could occupy pages

and pages. In October 2002,

Amnesty International reported

that "since September 2000.

approximately 7,000 Palestinian

children were injured in attacks

The statistics show

that nearly a quar-

ter of the children

killed in the Intifada

are under the age

of 12, some even

under the age of 5.

by the [Israel Defense Forces] or

Israeli.
' Surely in almost a year

that has passed since then, that

toll has climbed.

An article from The Guardian

(England) this summer also

noted that "The numbers are

staggering; one in live Palestinian

dead is a child. The Palestinian

Center for Human Rights

(PCHR) says at least 408

Palestinian children have been

killed since the beginning of the

intifada in September 2000."

Deya was in his teens when he

was shot, but that doesn't reflect

a good portion of the children

injured or killed. In fact, the sta-

tistics show that nearly a quarter

of the children killed (not to men-

tion the staggering number of

young children injured) in the

intifada are under the age of 12,

some even under the age of 5.

There is no excu.se for this. The

disproportionate use of force in

this conflict is so

blatant and horrif-

ic, yet not enough

is done to curb it.

Keep in mind that

these children are

not carrying rifles

or weaponry. This

is not an African

rebel army of

youth that you

would expect in

Liberia or else-

where. These chil-

dren are on their

way to school, at

the playground, or crouching in

the corner of a room in their

house praying to survive the most

recent incursion. The numbers do

not lie and they are absolutely

inhuman. I hope people will see

the indiscriminant, horrific

nature of this occupation.

Deya embodies everything a

Palestinian is: Hurt, away from

his true home, yet always strug-

gling, recovering and believing

that there will be a better day 1

hope one day Deya will be able to

dance or do the dabke. Perhaps

even one day. Deya and 1. along

with others will be able to dabke

in Palestine, free from bullets and

free from occupation.

Yoiisef Munnayyer is a

Collegian columnist.

Emergency contraception,

commonly known as the "morn-

ing after pill," is currently only

available in Massachusetts

through a physician's prescrip-

tion.

Women and couples con-

cerned about the consequences of

last night's unprotected sex must

make an appointment with their

doctor in order to receive the pre-

scription drug. The pill

is most effective when
taken within the first 24 j.J

hours after unprotected —i—
sex; however, it can be used, with

less success, within five days of

the incident. Many women have

difficulty finding a doctor or

obtaining an appointment within

this time frame, especially on

weekends, when many one-night

stands, rapes and slip-ups occur.

The longer it takes to get the pre-

scription the more likely a preg-

nancy occurs, and the more likely

an abortion will follow.

In January. Senator Linda

Melconian presented the Act to

Provide Timely Access to

Emergency Contraception (EC)

to the Mas,sachusetts legislature.

The bill will require hospital

emergency rooms to make EC
available to rape survivors. The

MassNaral Foundation 2002 sur-

vey found that "half of all hospi-

tal emergency rooms in Mass-

achusetts failed to make EC avail-

able to women seeking the pills,"

including to victims of rape.

Additionally, the bill will also

allow pharmacists to dispense

emergency contraception,

through a collaborative agree-

ment with a physician. Victims of

rape and women concerned with

pregnancy would be able to talk

to their local pharmacist and pur-

chase EC. (Only a pharmacist

who has received training

approved by the Commissioner of

Public Health and has entered a

collaborative agreement with a

physician will be permitted todis-

f)ense EC.)

Both the Senate and House

referred the bill immediately to

the Committee on Health Care

for research and discussion. The

Committee on Health Care held a

public hearing for the bill on June

11 . At the hearing legislators on

the Committee discussed the pros

and supposed cons of the act with

fellow legislators, members of the

medical community and

Catholics.

The pill is a high dosage of

birth control that will not abort a

pregnancy but will prevent a

pregnancy from occurring follow-

ing unprotected sex. If

the woman taking the

Port pill is already pregnant,

no harm will be done to
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Today, according

to the FDA,

almost half of all

pregnancies in

the U.S. are unin-

tended, and half

of unintended

pregnancies end

in abortion.

the fetus and the pregnancy will

carry on without interference.

The pill works the same way

that birth control does; chemicals

released by the pill fool the body

into believing the female is preg-

nant. When the

body believes it is

pregnant it does

not ovulate, thus

no egg is avail-

able to be fertil-

ized by the

sperm.

Unlike birth

control, the pill

has no side

effects or dan-

gers. It is,

according to the

Massachusetts
Medical Society,

completely safe

to use because it

is only a one-time

dosage of birth control and there-

fore does not carry with it the

risks of long-term use.

The definition of pregnancy is

important to the issue because of

the opposition by some that this

can be considered abortion.

Some believe pregnancy occurs

when sperm and egg collide and

the egg is fertilized. However, this

happens more often than a suc-

cessful pregnancy The bod) easi-

ly and quickly dispels fertilized

eggs if it determines something is

wrong, most often because the

uterus lining does not accept and

attach to the egg due to timing

issues within the woman's cycle.

Because of this, many in the med-

ical field consider pregnancy to

occur when the fertilized egg

attaches to the lining of the

uterus and nestles in for nine

months of nutrients. According

to doctors who endorsed the bill

at the hearing, EC will prevent a

fertilized egg from attaching to

the line of the uterus. However,

they do not consider this a form

of abortion because their defini-

tion of pregnancy is a fertilized

egg attached to the lining of the

uterus, not simply a fertilized egg.

California and Alaska have

already passed similar legislation,

allowing citizens of these states

reasonable access to EC.

Today, according to the FDA.

almost half of all pregnancies in

the U.S. are unintended, and half

of unintended pregnancies end in

abortion. EC has enormous
potential to

reduce unintend-

ed pregnancies

and abortions.

Passing the Act to

Provide Timely

Access to

E m e r g e n c _\

Contraception
would mean less

embarrassment
and shame for

women, less time

spent waiting in

emergency rooms

or for doctor's

visits, and fewer

unwanted preg-

nancies.

The Committee, because we

are half way through a two-year

legislative session, has until

December of 2004 to give its full

report to the legislature.

However, according to staff in

the Committee on Health Care

Office, movement will likely be

made on the bill sometime in

October of this year, turning the

bill back to the legislature for a

final decision. Legislators need
^

to hear now. and throug|i coming .

months, from citizens who sup- i

port this bill. Call your represen-

tative and senator: let them

know this is an important act to

women across the state and

across ages.

S.j. Port is a Collegian colum-

nist.

It was like a dream: I open my eyes and see my

father and sister crying as I am moving away from

my front door as though I'm floating. I'm not mov-

ing myself; I'm being moved. This is not a dream,

this is happening to me.

1 am being wheeled away on a stretcher away

from my house into an ambulance. An oxygen nose-

piece is shoved into my nostrils and makes them

itchy I call out for my mother, who answers me

from the passenger seat. 1 have fainted from malnu-

trition. My mother sobs as we speed to the hospital

I was bom in.

My mother told me later. "You were talking to us

on the couch. You just slumped over. You

turned blue, and I just kept thinking if 1

ju.st keep holding your hand that 1 would-

n't lose you."

I became anorexic at the age of 1 3. 1 was hospi-

talized twice, re-fed once, and I fainted three times.

My heart basically stopped in the middle of the first

night I spent in Children's Hospital, while my moth-

er lay on the makeshift bed next to me. 1 am the pic-

ture of a male anorexic: 1 was heavy as a younger

kid, which then progressed into a virulent eating

disorder that 1 fight to this day.

My mother considers my family situation as the

"textbook example of a family of a male anorexic;"

distant father, overbearing

mother and sexuality con-

flicts. 1 consider this to be

crap, because my eating dis-

order had nothing to do

with my family. 1 am not in

any stage of denial; 1 have

been anorexic for almost

eight years now. It's not

about getting attention from

my parents; the psychos still

won't leave me alone, which 1 am grateful for

1 grew up in Foxboro, Mass. I went to Foxboro

High School, a place that I am convinced is built on

a Native American burial ground because of the

concentrated negativity that churns within its walls.

1, like many other kids, was tormented to the point

of insanity for one reason or another, f am not look-

ing for pity. Everyone got harassed in high school

on some level. 1 know I'm not special; 1 am just

relaying the facts.

I was harassed constantly about my weight. Kids

in Foxboro have crafted a fine skill of ruthlessness;

they are amazing at making others feel awful. I was

at the bottom of the totem pole, the very bottom;

even the computer people called me fat.

I started to eat more healthily at the age of 1

2

and quickly lost weight. Although thinner and

healthier, the torment from classmates continued. 1

would walk into a class and some kids would be

mean to me for fun.

Disorde
So. rather than light for my right to be a human

being, f concentrated on my weight, thinking,

"they'll be sorry when I'm thinner than ail of them.

They'll bo sorry when I'm dead." My weight quick-

ly fell into the 120-pound range. I was b feet tall ai

the time.

1 thought 1 was hot stuff in my size 2bwaist

jeans and my extra small shirt that bowed out like

a weird sail. I loved it. 1 thought it was the best feel-

ing in the world. Every day was a music video and

I was the star "I'll be the thinnest bo\ IN THE
WORLD. " I thought.

You readers are all thinking. "\'ou're a psycho."

I'm in agreement. 1 ate two cantaloupes a

Ilionias Nauotiton

1 became anorexic at the age of

13. 1 was hospitalized twice, re-

fed once, and I fainted three

times.

dav and lost more and more weight, even

after being hospitalized. If you are hospi-
—""^

talized for an eating disorder, it's not fun

or dramatic. It's just really boring, "tbu sit in your

bed all day and wait for breakfast, lunch and din-

ner. It's like a hotel. You sit there eating your four

grains, four fruits and three proteins and think

about what kind of magic tricks you arc going to

pull when you get out of the hospital.

I was waiting. 1 was waiting for my classmates

to turn around one day and say, "We're so sorry,

how could we be such inhuman beasts to you? We
are trulv sorry from the bottom of our hearts."

Now that is the mark of

insanity. I actually

thought that this c\eni

would occui. Then,

when it didn't happen. I

went completely insane.

It took me many years

to let go of higii school;

I am still in the process

of letting go.

I have been anorexic

for eight years, and many doctors have noted that

when a disorder such as anorexia is so long

entrenched, it is never shed from the person

afflicted. 1 know that I will fight this tor the rest of

my life. Somewhere in my head is a small boy who

is still wailing for an apology There are some

things one cannot let go of. Today. I am much

healthier than 1 once was. but iheiv are two voic-

es inside of me. One is my rational self, the self

that wants to live. The other voice is my anorexic

self, a part of me that is sometimes very hard to

ignore.

Why do 1 want to air this dirty laundry to twen-

ty-five thousand students? Because college stu-

dents are an "at risk" group lor developing cat in j;

disorders, 1 don't have any enlightening mantras to

tell, any statistics or medical facts to ramble off. I

can only say this: It will lake you over It will take

you away. It will become you

Thomas Naughton is a Collegian columnist.
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Foxy Fall
Networks fall lineup

ARTS@DAILYCOLLEGlAN.COM

By Frazier Moore
AssiK lArm PKtss

Fox's seven new prime-time

television series:

"Arrested Development"

What: A >oung Miiglc lather is

sucked back inio the family-run

corporation (and back into the

comic clutches of his family) when

the tamily patriarch is busted for

cooking the books.

Where: Fox. «J:50-I0 p.m.

Sunday

When: Nov 2

Who: lason Bateman ("The

llogun Family") stars as Michael

Bluih. while the colorful supporting

cast includes Jeffrey Tambor

("Larry Sanders Show") as his

father; Portia

De Rossi ("Ally

Me Real") as his

shrewish sister.

Lindsay: and

Da\id Cross

("Mr Show") as

her husband, a

doctor who has

lost his license.

Why:
Something deft-

ly nuiiy and fun

is needed to fol-

low "Malcolm

in the Middle."

How: The

pilot episode

suggests this

could be the

season's comedy bombshell. It's a

complete surprise, a madcap half-

hour staged with the finesse of bal-

let, a single-camera production

with bent perlorinances and razor-

sharp writing. "The government is

trying to make him out to be some

kind of mastermind, which believe

me he isn't," protests Michael's

mom as Dad is hauled off to jail.

"The man can barely work our

shredder." Later, Michael scoffs at

his twin sister's blink-blink effort at

exhibiting emotion: "Arc you trying

to cr\' You're going to pull a mus-

cle!" Replies Lindsay, giving up: "I

used to be able to do this."

Meanwhile, Dad is in prison and

loves the camaraderie. Hooray for

"Arrested Development," a zany

hybrid of "Malcolm" and Enron.

The cast of The DC will heat

thini^ up this sea.son on Fox.

his daughter:

What: Sitcom about a bossy but

goodhearted Puerto Rican family

man who runs a doughnut shop

(and tries to run everybody's life) in

his multicultural Spanish Harlem

neighborhood.

Where: Fox, 8:50-9 p.m. Friday

When: Sept. 26

Who: l.uis Guzman ("Traffic,"

"Boogie Nights") stars.

Why: An outspoken man of the

people in a sitcom, to follow a sit-

com about an out-

spoken woman ol

the people ("Wanda

at Large").

How: "Luis"

comes complete

with a mean, old-

lady tenant, a

homeboy con artist,

a Dominican wife,

failed business

efforts like market-

ing salmon dough-

nuts to the local

lewish community

("a miscalculation."

concedes Luis when

reminded of it), and

a shiftless would-be

artist who's dating

"You can kiss my

daughter in front of me," Luis tells

him, "you just can't kiss my daugh-

ter in front of me without a job." In

short. "Luis" is a bythe-numbers

working-class sitcom. Except it's

fresh, high-energy and funny.

"4 Minute with Stan Hoopar"

What: Ol' Macdoniild is farming

laughs after he's transplanted from

the city to the sticks.

Where: Fox. 8:30-9 p.m.

Continued on page 7
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Movie with no heart
New thriller romance a gut wrencher

By Johnny Donaldson
CV)LLEoiAN Staff

" We are the people you don t see. We
drive your cabs, clean your rooms and
suck your c— s.

" - Chiwetel Ejiufor,

"Dirty Pretty Things.

'

Stephen Frear's newest work, thriller

"Dirty Pretty Things," is ostensibly about a

conspiracy of organ harvesting, yet it is in

fact the tale of much more. It's a drama
about the ruthless underbelly of a big city

that few ever see. That's the world of immi-

grants both illegal and barely legal, the

shadows of people that we barely notice,

but whose hard-luck

lives may just be what

keep the city running

and the society mov-
ing smoothly.

"Dirty Pretty

Things" is set in the

gritty, dead-end alleys

of London, far from

the view of Big Ben

and Buckingham
Palace. It's the tale of

harsh, dead-end lives,

and the desperate

folks who are. and must be, willing to do

anything to survive.

The action centers around the tiny

Baltic Motel, and African night clerk Okwe
(British stage actor Chiwetel Ejiofor) an

illegal alien, a doctor in his former country

who now barely makes a living working

two jobs: His after hours gig at the Baltic

and his day job driving taxis through

London. He chews an herb to keep him

awake, and has a crush on Senay ("Amelie"

gamine Audrey Tautou, speaking English

with a middle eastern accent) the Turkish

maid whose couch he rents.

Senay is in London on a visa, but she's

not allowed to work; Okwe isn't even sup-

posed to be in the country. When he finds

a human heart clogging the toilets in the

room a mysterious, flirtatious hooker has

just left. Okwe is left in the precarious

position of either going to police, but risk-

ing jail and deportation, or letting a possi-

ble murder slip through the cracks.

"Dirty Pretty Things" is slow-simmering

thriller, the kind of old-fashioned mystery

that relies more on the interactions of the

characters rather than big plot twists that

do nothing more than contort the movie

into a knot. Its main concern is not.

in fact, thrills; it is the explorations

of the lives of these characters, and

the struggles they endure.

"Dirty Pretty Things" is at its

best when it focuses on the relation-

ship between Senay and Okwe; it's

obvious that both of them like each

other, yet Okwe's loyalty to his wife

keeps him from making a move on

the wide-eyed beauty. Okwe
becomes protective of Senay, espe-

cially after she leaves the hotel to

work at a sweatshop, where she is

used by the shop's oily owner.

Senay, in turn,

grows steadily

more attracted

to the hand-

some and dignified

Okwe.

The thriller element is a contrivance.

but Frears makes it a compelling one. The

twists - or what pass for twists -

aren't all that surprising, but

Frears and writer Stephen Knight

(creator of "Who Wants To Be .A

Millionaire?") still make the mys-

tery riveting to watch, balancing

the darkness of the material with

sharp moments of humor and

sweetness. Though Tautou is

capable as the tremulous and

damaged Senay, "Dirty Pretty

Things" is grounded by the cen-

tral performance of Ejiofor. It is

he who makes the movie entianc-

ing to watch. His sturdy and regal

performance constitutes what

leading men are made oL He's

graceful and decorous, and acts

with a kind of intelligence, an

emotional force rarely seen in Hollywood

thrillers.

Audrey Tautou provides the powerful acting required to carry the complicated plot in

'Dirty Pretty Things.'

SoCal band bites
By Breni)a.n Lel

(^>Ll£l.lAN STAl-f

The Bronx

'TheBronx'

White Drugs/

FemiMisic

From the Gold Rush of 1849, to

Depre.ssion-era fann culture, to the mod-

em day disenfranchisemeni of the middle

class - California has a history of di.sap-

pointinent. Tlie streets of Lajs Angeles, in

particular are paved with broken dreams

and empty promises. With the dawn of

the 1 980s, the California punk rcxk and

hardcore scenes in L.A. and San

Francisco served to document the decline

of western civilization beforc eventually

"selling themselves out" by the time the

90s rolled around, hit-

ting the road on the

Warped Tour in the

21st century. So, it's a

little odd that in the

year 2003. an L.A.

band named after a

borough in New York

City has produced an album that straddles

the raw brutality of Black Flag and the

Circle lerks and the ptx;t -laureate politics

of Bad Religion and X.

The Bronx play

punk rock with all the

subtlety of a pair of

brass knuckles. On
their first lull-length

LP. the bund communi-

cates ;i sense of sincere

urgency that is rare in a

punk scene, now domi-

nated by image and

fxjsluring. In case the

listening audience was

unaware of what lies

beneath the horror

movie album cover art-

work, singer Matt

Caughthran wastes not

a minute ( 17 seconds,

actually) before

unleashing a blood-cur-

dling scream on the

album's opening track,

"Heart Attack

American." After declaring that "there is

no revolution/ and I'm done doing things

I don't wanna do." the Bronx front man
shows thai anthems will not be in short

supply.

Keeping a keen eye on the historic

qualities of punk nxk (hard, fast and

loud), The Bronx borrow musically from

like-minded current California bands like

Rocket from the Crypt and Hot Snakes,

going as far as to thank Rocket/Snakes

patriairh |ohn Reis in the liner notes.

Combining razor-sharp lyrics with blister-

ing tempos, the band upholds the great

tradition of Califomian dissent with songs

like "They Will Kill Us All (Without

Meay)." Tlie Los Angeles inhabited by

The Bronx is full of real-life vampires,

dirty needles and no future. When
Caughthran screams lines like "days, you

always want to tell me lies/ you try to .sell

me to the stars at night." it's hard to imag-

ine that sunlight ever breaks through the

smog in the City of Angels.

Though "The Bronx" is a record that

even the most jaded punk veteran will

love, the album is not a Golden State-

sized success story. Clocking in just shy of

thirty minutes, the relentless ten-song

manifesto never really lets up, maintain-

ing a breakneck pace that may not be

well- rtveived by the public at large.

Strength of songwriting is also a ques-

tion, as the album's strongest tracks

("Heail Attack American" and "White

Tar") are recycled from their 2002 demo.

Cut from the same demo, the album's

closer, the re-recorded "Strobe Life," suf-

fers needlessly overwrought repetition

and length.

Toymakers causing friction

Slip 1 Slide producers sue over its use in movie
By Gary Gentile
Assoc! ATF.I) Press

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
makers of the Slip 'N Slide filed a

lawsuit Monday over a scene in the

hit movie "Dickie Roberts: Former

Child Star" that shows actor David

Spade skidding to a painful halt on

the summertime water toy

Wham-O is asking a judge to

order the film out of theaters as

long as it contains the Slip N Slide

scene, or for a disclaimer to be

added urging viewers not to try the

maneuver made by Spade.

In the movie. Spade jumps belly

first on the yellow plastic sheet

without first inflating it with air

and water He then coats the slide

with oil and crashes into a fence.

The scene has been used heavily

in television and theater ads to pro-

mote the film, which was No. 1 at

the weekend box office.

The lawsuit, filed against

Paramount Pictures and Happy
Madison Productions, charges the

filmmakers violated its trademark

by using the product without per-

mission.

Wham-O also claims the scene

violates the product's safety guide-

lines, which limit the use of Slip 'N

Slide to children between the ages

of 5 and 12 weighing less than 1 10

pounds and under 5 feet tall.

Guidelines also state the slide

must first be inflated and wet and

that users should also be wet before

diving on the plastic. The company

is concerned that the scene might

prompt adults to imitate Spade's

action, which could lead to injury

and lawsuits.

"Paramount believes the claims

are entirely without legal merit,"

said studio spokesman Rob
Friedman.

Representatives of Happy

Madison did not immediately

return calls Monday seeking com-

ment.

The product was taken off store

shelves in the 1990s alter a series

of adult accidents. Wham-O
became a privately owned company
in 1997 after being put on the mar-

ket by its former owner. Mattel.

When the product was reintro-

duced in 1997, the new owners

added an inflatable bumper and

other safety features, Wham-O
said.

Monday's lawsuit mentions one

legal action brought by a

Wisconsin adult who became para-

lyzed after diving onto the slide

while intoxicated. The plaintiff in

that case was awarded $12.3 mil-

lion in damages, according to

Monday's lawsuit.

Wham-O, based in Emeryville.

CaliL, also makes the Frisbee, Hula

Hoop and Super Ball.

I iLRTf-SY THEBRONX COM

The Bronx's self entitled debut album is a fast-

paced gory punk ride.

With their debut record, as well as

their career. The Bronx seem to be mak-

ing the right moves. Unfortunately,

those moves can sometimes turn into

simply going through the motions. The

band spent its summer vacation touring

with the twice-reunited Circle lerks

lineup and recently signed with the

Virgin-based imprint Tarantula

Records. Even if they turn out to be just

another chapter in the California punk

rock legacy. The Bronx can always rest

easy in the knowledge that they got it

right on their first try.

UXJRTtSY fMI'llllilkU. )\ lis I A 1W

David Spade skids to a stop as Wham-O vs. Dickie Roberts lawsuit picks up speed. Toymakers feel that the movie

misrepresents their product.

Not so spicy

The Red Hot Chilli Peppers stunned a not-so-packed Multins Center last night. The veteran rockers may finally be

losing their heat. Front man Anthony Kiedis's late arrival baffled audience. Read about in tomorrow's collegian.

to

Campus

All staff meeting

at 6 p,fn, in the

Center Basement,
day
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Luis Guzman will star in his own
show, 'Luis', this fall on Fox.

Autumn shows not a snooze

Changing leaves, changing shows

Continued from page 6

Wednesday

When: Oct. 29

Who: Norm Macdonald plays the title role, with Penelope Ann Miller

("Kindergarten Cop") as his wife and Fred Willard co starring.

Why: Lots of people think Macdonald is funny. The only trick: Finding him

a sitcom that's funny.

How: For this followup to

the short-lived "Norm," the for-

mer "Saturday Night Live" wisen-

heimer has done a very smart

thing. He has recast himself from

the weirdo surrounded by a

straight world, into an ordinary,

unassuming guy amidst oddballs.

Look out! He's a latter-day ver-

sion of Bob Ncwhart. who in his

1982-90 "Newhait," moved to

Vermont to run a bed and break-

fast. For "Minute." Macdonald is

a TV essayist who moves with his

wife from New York to

Wisconsin to be closer to the reg-

ular folks he reports on. But just

as on "Newhart," the locals can

be loco, and here Macdonald is adept at Newhurllikc reactions to the looni-

ness around him, including that from the always-funny Willard. "Minute's"

version of Tom Poston.

-Vte O.C."

What: A serialized drama where outsiders, including two very different

teenage boys, cling to one another in the wealthy, stuck-up town of Newport

Beach, Calif.

Where: Fox, 9-10 p.m. Thursday

When: Oct. W (returning after its summer preview)

Who: Playing Ryan, a lad from the wrong side of the tracks. Benjamin

McKenzie has been forecast as the TV season's breakout star, and >uu know

why when you hear him sell a line like. "Where 1 come from, having a dream

doesn't make you smart. Knowing it wont come true - THAT does " Adam

Brody is also solid as Seth, the privileged but geeky son in the family that takes

Ryan in. Peter Gallagher ("Sex, Lies and Videotape") plays Seths dad. a

lawyer and idealistic boy-man who relates to Ryan's troubled past.

Why: It's been described as "Beverly Hills 90210" meets "Everwood,"

which is exactly the sort of youth-appeal new hit Fox could use.

How: A shrewdly conceived show with adult as well as youth appeal. " the

O.C." (stands for Orange County) has its share of teen angst, romance and

hardbodies, as well as grown-ups facing grownup issues. But at heart it's

about brotherly love, in the form of two young men who adopt each other.

What's more appealing than that?

"Tlte Ortegas"

What: A talk show wrapped in a >ilcom wrapped in an unlunny enigma.

Where: Fox. 8.30-9 p.m. Sunday

When: Nov 2

Who: Stars Al Madrigal ("2002 Montreal

Comedy Festival") as Luis Ortega, a brash young

talk-show host, with Cheech Marin featured.

Why: You tell us.

How: A Mexican-American fabrication of the

rcullife "Michael Kssany Show" that recently

aired on cable's F! Fntertainment network. "The

Ortegas" blends comedy, reality and improv as

the make-believe family stages a real talk show

from their make-believe living room, but with

real-life guests. On the pilot these guests include

Howie Mandel and Denise Richards, whose mar-

riage to actor Charlie Sheen, son of "West Wing" star Martin, prompts the oft-

confused Luis to ask. "What's it like being married to the President of the

United States'.'" This show excels as the lamest version of every genre it rips

off.

What: A modern-day Romeo and luliei whose lathers, respectively, are a

district attorney and a kingpin in California's pom film business.

Where: Fox. 9-10 p.m. Monday

When: Oct. 20

Who: Kevin Anderson ("Nothing Sacred") and Ron Silver ("The West

Wing") star as the clashing dads. Producer: lerry Bruckheimer ("CSI" and

CBS' new "Cold Case," among other series).

Why: Promises a behind-the-scenes view of a taboo enterprise - and of the

enforcers who want to shut it down.

How: Tender romance (both our young lovers are still virgins!) is set

against a nonromantic world, with a few counterintuitive twists. For one: Porn

king Silver is the loving husband and father; Anderson's character is a self-

righteous jerk. So where should our sympathies lie'.' Of course, far more pow-

erful than any rule of law is the rule of Nielsen, which, with rival shows

including football and "Everybody Loves Raymond," could shut down this

porn trade in short order. And

before anyone gets too excited about

such a thing being depicted on

broadcast TV. just recall "Dallas."

where the action was spurred by the

oil business. How much of THAT
kind of crude did you ever see?
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"lh# Calling"

What: \ young woman discovers

>hc can stop tragedies before they

begin

Where: Fox. 8 9 p.m. Ihursday

When: Oct. 30

Who: Fliza Diishku ("Bufly. the

Vampire Slayer" and ".Angel") stars.

Why: ,'\ drama about weekly near-

death experiences should he right al

home scheduled against NBC's

"Friends" ami CBS' "Survi\oi
"

How: .Mter graduating I rum col-

lege, en route to medical school. Tru

Davies accepts a job working the

midnight shift al a city morgue.

Then she discovers she c;in alter the

course of events that brought these

corpses to her. But Tru learns that

people don't necessarily want vour

help when you start telling ihcni

they're going to die. which compli-

cates her mission. Another compli-

cating factor; Apparently to step up

the suspense, the pilot always has

her running through the streets fran-

tically trying to reach her destination

in time Maybe "Tru Calling" should

get a product tie-in with Nike oi

Vespa. And. whatever happens, it

better happen quick: "Friends" will

be breathing down Tru's neck.
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UM soccer on a roll
Continued from page 10

saves and holding off the relentless

attack from the Ram offense.

The Wildcats (1-5) are mired in a

three game losing streak. In its three pre-

vious losses, UNhl has scored just one

goal, which came against another

Atlantic 10 team, the Richmond Spiders.

"lUNH hasn't
I

put things together

yet," Rudy said, "which is scary. They

have u lot of experienced returning play-

ers who haven't played as good as they

should be playing."

UNH forward Jackie Wishoski is the

Wildcats' biggest threat. She leads her

team in points (four) and goals (two).

"She's a speed merchant," Rudy said.

"We tried to recruit her to come to

[UMass] but she decided on going there

instead."

Injuries have plagued the

Minutewomen this season. In their first

two games, they were without last sea-

son's leading scorer, senior Erin Lilly

(six goals and 18 points last season).

Tonight will mark her first appearance

this year, yet Rudy said she will not be

back to her normal self.

"She's not a 90 minute player at

all," said Rudy. "We're hoping to get

her some playing time so she can come

back to the way she was before."

The spark created by Lilly's return

is diminished, though, by a knee injury

to junior Lindsey Fairwealher (two

goals), who will not see any action

tonight.

"We were up practicing on turf sim-

ilar to UNH's," Rudy said, "when she

was hurt on a fluky little bumped knee.

It's been tough going through this sea-

son with these key injuries."

After tonight's game against New
Hampshire, UMass will return home

against Big East Conference super-

power Syracuse, Sunday at 3 p.m. at

Rudd Field.
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Sox trump Orioles
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Under pressure
^ ^ ^ ^ . .. ..

Backup quarterback Steve Howell slings a pass just a.s a Central Connecticut State defender gets withm striking distance

during the Minutemen's 51-7 win over the Blue Devils last Saturday. L'Mass travels to No. S (1-A) Kansas State this week-

end

Colvin, Harrison react to Week 1

ContinuetJ from page 10

"It was disappointing because I felt for

the talent wc have in this locker room,

the score rcalK didn't indicate what we
should have done."

Colvin said the game was no more
disappointing because it was his debut

with the Patriots.

"First game, last game, you always

want to win," he said. "Regardless if it

was the Super Bowl or the preseason.

when you step on the field, you want to

go out there and represent not only

yourself but the team well."

Their next chance comes Sunday on

the road against another team that did-

n't make it into the end zone in its

opener. Philadelphia lost to Tampa Bay

17-0 Monday night.

The Patriots won't be facing an

emotionally charged Milloy and hope

any hangover from the shock of his

departure is gone.

"You've just got to be a profession-

al about it." Colvin said. "It's some-

body else's opportunity to step in and

make a name lor themselves, some-

body else's turn to step up and be a

leader."

The Eagles were outclassed Monday

with just I 3 first downs and 245 yards.

Donovan McNabb threw lor 124 yards

and an interception. The Bucs had

three sacks.

But the Eagles did go to the last two

NFC title games, losing both.

"Thinking about Buffalo for the next

16 weeks and sa\ing wc can't wait

until we see them again at the end of

the season,' it's not going to do us any

good lining up in Philadelphia." Colvin

said.

The Patriots end their regular sea-

son at home against Buffalo, which also

improved its defense by adding line-

backers Takeo Spikes and |eff Posey

and defensive tackle Sam Adams.

"Similar to the Patriots of 2005, they

felt like they needed to improve on

defense and they went out and got

some guys that they fell could do that,"

Colvin .said.

But they didn't give up a Pro Bowl

player.

"The great ones. Bruce Smith, Rod

Woodson and all those guys, jerry Rice,

had to go to different teams to finish

their careers," Harrison said. "It hap-

pens to you if you play long enough. If

you make enough money it's going to

happen to you. So we understand that

it's a business."

Milloy paid immediate dividends,

playing most of the game despite just

two days of practice.

"He's a four-time Pro Bowl guy,"

Harrison said. "Regardless if he puts on

a skirt he's going to go out there and

play well.

"But we have to forget about him

and move on because, if not, it will con-

tinue to haunt us the whole sea.son. We
have to play with the guys that we

have."

BALTIMORE (AP) - Derek Lowe
pitched six innings of six-hit ball, and

David Ortiz homered and drove in four

runs to lead the Boston Red Sox past

the Baltimore Orioles 9-2 Tuesday

night.

With his towering home run in the

third inning. Ortiz enabled the Red

Sox to -set a club single-season record

for homers (214) and extra-base hits

(591).

The shot also gave Boston a 4-0 lead

and propelled
Reci Sox 9_ ,hc Red Sox to

their sixth win

in eight games.
Orioles

The victory enabled Boston to widen

its wild-card lead over Seattle to 1 1/2

games, pending the Mariners' late

home game with Texas.

Bill Mueller and jason Varitek also

homered for the Red Sox, who
improved to 6-8 against the pesky

Orioles.

Lowe tl5-6) struck out five and

walked two. throwing 109 pilches,

winning his fourth straight decision

since losing two in a row to Baltimore

in early August.

Larry Bigbie and jack Cust each had

an RBI for the Orioles, whose three-

game winning streak ended.

The Red Sox went up 2-0 in the sec-

ond inning against Damian Moss (1-4).

Damian lackson drove in a run with

the third of four straight Boston sin-

gles, and Mueller added a sacrifice fly.

Manny Ramirez opened the third

with a single and Ortiz followed with

his 26th homer, a titanic shot to right

that became the 55rd drive in the 12-

year history of Camden Yards to land

on Eutaw Street.

Moss, obtained in the trade the sent

Sidney Ponson to San Francisco,

allowed four runs and seven hits in

three innings. The left-hander has

yielded 14 runs in his last three starts.

A run-scoring grounder by Ortiz

made it 5-0 in the fourth against Sean

Douglass, making his 2005 debut for

the Orioles.

Bigbie singled in a run with two

outs in the fifth, but Boston went

ahead 7-1 in the sixth on Mueller's

1 9th homer and an RBI single by Ortiz.

The Red Sox scored an unearned

run in the eighth, and Varitek hit his

24th homer in the ninth.

Cust drove in Baltimore's last run

with an RBI double in the eighth.

Notes: Boston eclipsed its HR mark

set in 1977. and the extra-base record

of 1997. Red Sox Right Fielder Trot

Nixon left in the second inning with a

strained left calf. Baltimore Second

Baseman Brian Roberts was a late

scratch with a sprained ankle. Mueller

needs one more homer to enable

Boston to become the third team to

have seven players hit 20 homeruns in

the same season. Boston is also one

sacrifice fly shot of tying the club

record of 59.

Vandy nixes athletic dept.; Clarett charged

continued from page 10

At Missouri, school officials have appointed an

engineering professor to oversee a probe into allega-

tions a basketball player received improper academic

and financial help. At Baylor, former coach Dave Bliss

is accused of attempting to cover up the finances of a

slain basketball player, Patrick Dennehy. by portraying

him as a drug dealer

Another high-profile basketball coach, Larry

Eustachy, resigned from Iowa State cailier this year

after the fX'S Moines Register published photos of him

drinking and partying with students from another

school.

The National Association of Basketball Coaches

has told all Division 1 basketball coiiches to attend a

summit next month in Chicago to discuss all the prob-

lems and ways to avoid thcnn.

Vanderbiit's sports programs have been cited for

just one major NCAA violation since 1955, an unethi-

cal conduct charge involving the women's basketball

coach in 1991. and the scliooi sell-imposed penalties

of fewer recruiting visits and the loss of one grant.

This month's NCAA report on graduation rates had

the university leading the Southeastern Conference

with 84 percent of all 1996 freshmen graduating. 75

percent for athletes and 9 1 percent for football.

Gee. who has been crusading tor higher academic

standards since he came to Vanderbilt in 2000. said

college athletics "is in a defining moment in its life.

Either wc get control of it through university presi-

dents, or it becomes simply a segregational, embarrass-

ing part of in.stitutions, and we'll just have to close it

down."

He said leaders from other SKC schools have told

him, "'Gordon, vou go ahead and do it, and if you suc-

ceed we'll follow.' There's not a great deal of courage

out there."

But Gee. a former university president at foot-

ball powerhouse Ohio State, acknowledges that

he faces far less pressure than his peers at

schools with big-time football and basketball
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"If I did this at Ohio State I'd be pumping gas," he

said. Charles Bloom, spokesman for the Southeastern

Conference, based in Birmingham, Ala., said it's too

early to tell whether the changes at Vanderbilt are a

trend or an anomaly

Clarett charged; Ohio State raatfy to cut ties

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Maurice Clarett was

chargtxJ Tuesday with l>ing about items stolen from

his car. and Ohio State coach |im Tressel said the

school is ready to cut ties with the star running back.

Clarett was charged with misdemeanor falsifica-

tion, city attorney spokesman Scott Vamer .said. If con-

victed, Clarett would face up to six months in jail and

a $1 ,000 fine. But probation is likely the harshest sen-

tence a judge would impose, city prosecutor Stephen

Mcintosh said.

Tre-ssel said he does not expt\;t Clarett to return this

season to the defending national champion Buckeyes.

He would recommend that Clarett be released from

his scholarship if the request was made by Clarett, the

coach said.

Clarett has already been suspended indefinitely

from the team, and probably will not play for the

Buckeyes this season. He is also being investigated by

the NCAA.
Tressel was asked if it was time for Clarett to move

on.

"1 think that he needs to make, along with his fam-

ily whatever decision he thinks is best for him," Tressel

said.

If Clarett's career at Ohio Slate is over, the running

back's last carry would rank among the most memo-

rable in school history, ffe scored on a 5-yard mn in

the second overtime in a 51-24 victory over Miami in

the Fiesta Bowl, giving the Buckeyes their first nation-

al championship in 54 years.

Alan C. Milstein, the Clarett family attorney said he

wasn't surprised by Tressel's comments or the misde-

meanor charge.

"Nothing Ohio State does surprises me." he said. "1

don't think the family recognizes

what Ohio State's actions and

motivations are. either."

Milstein declined to comment on

whether Clarett would consider

transferring.

If Clarett transferred to another

Division 1-A .school, he would have

to sit out a year in addition to any

suspension or ineligibility handed

down by the NCAA. He could

transfer to a Division 1-AA. II or 111

and be immediately eligible to play

but any possible penalties would

also pertain.

NCAA spokeswoman Kay Hawes

would not speak about the Clarett

case, but did say that if a suspend-

ed or ineligible player transferred,

the athlete's new school would first

have to declare him ineligible, and

would then seek his reinstatement

through the organization.

Ohio State has been working for

more than two weeks on a

response to "several pages" of alle-

gations sent by the NCAA to the

university

• Rusty Miller, AssiKtaWd Press
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Daily Weather Forcast
For Amherst, Mass.

WEDNESDAY
. High: 76

• Low:54

THURSDAY
. High: 75

• Low: 53

SUNDAY
. High: 75

• low: 52

Dining Commons Menu
D.t. contact: (4131 545-2626

LUNCH

• Baked Ziti

• Kickin' Chicken

• Beans & Rite

(ve^an)

DINNER

• Turkey Cutlet

• Roast Beef

• Madras Tofu Curry

(vegani
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How is it going to end?

The Truman Show

aquarius • ian. 20-ffb. i8

Put your liest HkA forward, just make

sure you're wearing the right shoes.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Stop asking the same questions of your-

selt, start answering them.

aries • mak. 2i-apk. i9

Wisdom is in the eye of the heholder and

sometimes we're all hiind.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Say something in class today, it'll bring

something special into your evening.

gemini • may 2i-|un. 21

Start something constructive. Writing a

journal might he a good place to begin.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

The last time you saw this person, you

had a fight. Look out tor them today.

leo • lui.. 2^-^v(.. 22

Listen to some music you normally

wouldn't. It'll be excellent lor you.

virgO • Au(.. 23-Sfpt. 22

Bring something weird to c lass today.

Show it to people. Watch what happens.

libra • Sept. 2J-OCT. 22

D.ince with someone you're just getting

to know. They'll never forget you.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-N()v. 21

Don't forget to smile. Think of a monkey

S[)inning in circles until he barfs.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dt( 21

Your day is going to be terrible, just stay

inside and try to keep c|uiet.

Capricorn . dk . 22-ian. iq

You're gt)ing to see something you've

never seen before any minute now.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
ACTIVITIES

Montreal Weekends

$99. Includes R/T

Luxury' Motor ( ^nich

from SprinKtielil. 5 IXiys-

2 Nights- 4 Star Hotel

L\)wntown-Meals-Night

Club passes, www.mon-

trealexpres-s.net 1-7HI-

979-90? 1 Special Ciroup

Rates

ADTO FOR SALE

1988 Mazda $950 4n-

586-5728

Jeep C'herokee Sport-

1995. Pertett student c.ir,

A/C, Great C:i"» system,

original owner, excellent

condition, 90K, auto-

matic. 41 3-296-aW

$3,600 or O.B.(Y

COMPUTERS

rVntmiii L.iptop i>99.00

rentiuml\-sktop$49.lX»

We fix Liptops,

1 \'skr( >ps/ PC ^'s Kuaran-

nvd SS4-SSS7

EMPfOVMENT

Mother's Ik-Iixt/R^A

(;iH)kiii).;, drivinijiSc

Innisekeepinn.

References ik I drivers

License retjuired. C\vn

transportation to S.

IVcrticld. 2 to 5after-

iKHiiis per week 8- lOhrs

$8/lir 665-3914

Experienced Linecook to

work in hi^li volume

upKMi professional

kitchen $n/lir to start

plus yreat heiietirs. Apply

in (x'rson after IO;i.m.

Eastsidetlrill 19 Strong

Ave. Northampton.

EMPLOYMENT

IVrson.il .Assistant

W.inted l>ays, Evenings

(Si overnights avail.

$10.36 hr.C:all Martina

323-9248 Martina®

student.umass.edu

IVivcrs and Kitchen

help wanted Apply at

n.P. ITough. l\>wiitown

Amherst

Moving: LiKal moving

company itx)king for self

motivated individuals for

part time (\)sitions.

Raises commensurate

with perfoniiance.

Potential for tips. Cnxxl

attitudes are must. C^all

(413)584-4746

ARILS Varsity enrls

Gymnastics ( A)ach neeil-

ed ASAP Call Amher

413-262-2272

EMPLOYMENT

Movu" hxtnis/MiKlcls

needed. No exp.

required, eam up to

$5W-iaXladay 1-888-

820-0167 ext.U 1 50

Sales Assi.stant tor con-

sulting/software tinu.

Telephone telemarket-

ing. Economics a plus.

Please send cover letter

and resume to Frederick

Trey: at Regional

Economic MikIcIs, Inc.,

43 3 West Street,

Amherst, MA Oll\t2 or

fax 413-549- 1038 or

email rcsiimes@remi.coin

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

p«itential. \j.kA pi>si-

tions. l-8a^-293-3985

ext5l6

Seeking responsible

babysitter for 2 year oLI.

AftetniHins and evening

availability.

Traasportation nego-

tiable. 41 3-256-2134

Pishwasher ( ireat Part-

time livening/Weekend

position 9.25/lir to start.

Must he 18yrs old. Apply

in (XTson after 1 2p.m.

E.ist Side(.;nill9Stn>ng

Ave. Northampton.

EiirthtiHKls IS hiring (^>-

Managersfor lOO'H,

Student Run (
'.ife-

Salary starts at $6.75 br

Applications av.iilable in

Snideni Union Rin 406.

Also across from

Oimmonwealtb Rinim

Experienced part-time

linecix)ks and dishwash-

ers. Ac>ply in person dur-

ing day Ix-tore 5:00}-'in

.Amherst Brewing C^>.

:B,irtendmg'$$250/dav

ix>tential No experience

Nesi Training providcxi.

l.ScY*-965-6520ext 162

FOR SALE

Two desks tor sale. C iood

condC:alL 508-272-2810

Lowest Long Distance

R.itesI Wh'v let the "Big

Three" rip you oft.'

( College suidents save

here.

\\ww.Lds,ivin
;,
's.c)L.iiel

Web Hosting 9.95/

month PHP MySQL,

IVri and more.

vvww.),igtlv.coiu or

(413)253-0051.

FDRNITIIRF

Luton C^uiiplete set $80,

scanner or ("H Burner

(bmnd new) $40 Anti-

i]i\v 2 -tier miihogan\

sialloped end t.ibie $30;

,iinherststutf<t<>coincast.net

or 427-7109 Walt/fV.inci

INSTRUC LION

Leani to SCUBA Hive

C-urry Hicks PihiI

Monday, Tuestlay, or

Wednesilay 7pm to

10pm clavst-s start Sept 8

Call Protect IVep 800-

282-0977

INSTRUCTION

J a:: Piano Lessons

Explore your creativity

FV-ginner to Advance^!

Le.ini a wide range ol

styles Reasonable Rates

C'ontact Stephen P.ige ,ir

413-297-7^'IO

MISCELLANEOUS

Want to buy/sell TEXT-

I\X")k'S (Si other stutt

h.x;ally.'...no

shipping ha.ssles, NO
|i,ivinent miildlemenl

All 4 EREi:i Visit

www.coliet;t;sh,Kk.colli

today!

ROOM FOR RENT

House- on Route 9.

Convenient l(Kation less

than 1/2 mile from cam-

pus. C"hi Bus Route. 2

B,ithnxims. t^mtact:

ehinb.itxhiick#hotmail.

cornorcill 41 3348-

5192

Spring Break 2iV4. 1

8c\''-648-4849

A "Reality" Spnng Break

2004's Hottest Prices

B>x>k now .. Free Trips,

Me.ils 6i Parties

www.sunspl.i.shtours.com

or l-8aM26-7710

A SPRINC^. BREAKER
NEEnEn2y\M's Hottest

IVstin.iiioiis (Sc P.irties 1

free trips / high commis-

sions I5w siinsplash-

toiirs.com l-8c\M26-

7710

Spring Break '04 with

StudentCitv.com and

Maxim Magazinel C u-i

hiHiked up with tree

Trips, Clash, and VIP

Status as ,1 C'.impus Repl

C'hix)se from 1 5 of the

hottest destinatiiins.

IVvik e.irlv for FREE

MEALS, FREE

PRINKS and 150%

Ltiwest Price Guarantee!

To reserve (Miline or

\ lew our Photo Gallery,

\Ml
ww\\.stude iU(.it>.coiii or

Cill 1-888-SPRlNG-

BREAK!

WANTED

We ,ire Knikinu tor

women who are breast-

teeding .in infant less

than (i months of age to

partKip.ite in ,i ^tiidy

iinestig.iting bre.ist milk

and etnironmental |X)I-

liit.mt-Gifl certificates

will be pro\ ided C>ne

teedini; worth of milk is

i\\|iiireii 111 .1 one time

\ isit C 'out.at 1>.

K.itbleen .Arc.im.it 41 3-

577- 1 82 3 or

k.ircani^nre.iimass.eklu

/
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Upon

Further Review

Week one:

NFL's mixed
bag on display

Thursday night saw the

Washington Ex|ets beat the New
York lets on a 53-yard |ohn Hall

field goal in the first game ol the

2CX)3 NF I. season. After the game.

Hall told reporters that he'd been

dreaming of nailing such a kick

against his fomier team.

Not that there is any bad blood...

l.averanues Coles also enjoyed his

chance to beat up on the Gi^een and

AndieW Mefflll white, grabbing five catches for 106

>ards in the first halt alone. Chad Morton availed him-

self nicely as well, gaining 8*^ yards on four kickoff

returns, with his 27-\arder in the fourth quarter his

longest of the day.

At least the lets don't have to do that again.

Scan, spin fmm the lets camp, though. Said Lamont

Jordan to I.SPN alter the game, "Vinny |Testaverde| did

a good job. It was the first game of the season, and you

can't exptvt to be perfect. Somebody probably is going

to say we lu"-! becau.se we didn't have Chad."

Well. that, and because you didn't have Coles, or

Hall, or . .. well, you get the point.

Good thimi they have the cap space...

Sunda\ N I'iiiiiois game just hurt. All the talk from

the Patriots about Laiwyer Milloy having lost a step, and

the need lo gain more room under the salary cap went

out the window. Ironically enough, one of the major

concerns about Milloy 's departure to the Pats' week one

opponent was the insider knowledge about the New

England schemes, and what he would do when given

the chance to cover his old team's receivers.

But this issue didn't even come into play early on.

Rather, the biggest effect of Milloy s dismissal was on

defense, where - surprise, surprise - the Bills were able

to exploit a half-strength Patriots secondary all the way

to two quick scores.

Of course, it did become quite evident that the Bills

knew most of what the Patriots were trying to do. Put

it this way. it got so ridiculous at times that if this game

were being played on Madden NFL. you'd start punch-

ing your opponent becau.se he was obviously looking at

your play selections.

The Pats air attack was so beleaguered by Milloy's

presence that it actually went into negative numbers for

yardage in the first half. While this might not be

Montana and Rice in the late 'SOs. Brady and the New

England receiving corps certainly should have had

more bite than this.

Sjilt on the wound was the interception and touch-

down by Sam Adams, whose father, Sam Adams Sr.

played for the Patriots long ago.

The picture of the game, though, came with three

minutes to go in the first hah. when Milloy himself got

around a blocker and sacked Brady inside the Patriot

10-yard line. It wasn't unexpected that Milloy would

make the big play, but Patriot Nation sufferc-d a good

hard shudder at that moment.

Next week's game at Philadelphia - a team the Pats

handled easily in preseason - will prove if the hoopla

about Milloy was the only reason the Patriots came out.

and stayed, so flat.

'nie Lions' stiare

In the all-ugly game of the week. Detroit and

Arizwna sluggcxl it out in an improbable offensive fire*-

works display. While the Lions defen.se gave up 344

yards passing to the golden arm of |eff Blake, the Cards

did them one better, allowing four touchdowns in the

second half alone. Despite most expectations, one team

did have to win, so congratulations to the Arizona

Cardinals who, despite featuring one of the greatest

rushers in the history of the game and a record-break-

ing effort from Anquan Boldin, found a way to hand the

Lions a 42-24 victory.

Mind you. the Lions did receive a two-touchdown

performance from first round draft pick Charles

Rogers, but that was on just four catches. Meaning

either the Lions snuck an extra wideout onto the field

every so often, or Arizona's defense is even weaker than

Emmitt Smith's case for being there. Don't forget that

the Lions were also without top running back lames

Stewart, out for the season with a shoulder injury.

Chalk this game up as the second reason Emmitt should

just hang up the cleats rather than play in Tempe.

Reason number one, obviously, is that it's the Arizona

Cardinals he's playing for.

'RwO-fars

This all brings us to the first installment of this year's

0-fer watch, and while some nitpickers will say that lb

teams could be on this list, we can eliminate quite a few

of last weekend's losers as candidates for the big goose

egg-

The Cincinnati Bengals jumped out and grabbed the

number one spot in the 0-fer watch with their loss to

the new-look Denver Broncos, in other news, the world

is round.

Ix't's add the Cowboys, who allowed 27 points to

the Atlanta Falcons on Sunday. It's certainly acceptable

that the 'Ekiys allowed so many to the vaunted Falcon

offense, led by none other than superstar Michael Vi-

oh, that's right. Vick is still out. Doug lohnson filled in

admirably, giving the Falcons bandwagon rea.son to

start going to work on those busted wheels, lohnson

still has no business looking solid against an NFL

defense, so don't expect Bill Parcells to be too patient

v^th the Cowboys' defenders this week. That is, once

he re'minds Ouincy Carter that there's no dribbling in

football.

Also on the early list is the Chicago Bears, who were

demoralized by the 49ers in the first game of the Dennis

Erick.son era in San Francisco. But don't expect the

Bears to stay without a win for long. Dick lauron's got

to be fired sometime soon, doesn't he?

And finally, those poor Cardinals. Other than the

running back position, where Smith, the NFL's all-time

rushing leader is backed up by the capable UMass alum

Mareel Shipp, there's no reason to expect much from

this squad, which hosts Seattle and Green Bay the next

two weeks. Luckily enough, they'll play in lx)se-Lose

Bowl II on Oct. 5 when they travel to Dallas, The obvi-

ous X-factor of Emmitt's first return to Texas Stadium

could go either way. but it's a good bet he'll show up big

time.

AndrcM- Merrilt is a Collegian columnisl. E-mail

him al Merrilt cvllegian&yahxuxm

Rolling to Durham
UM women

head to N.H.

Junior transfer Lindsey Fairweather and

iERAIPH LINi:<.\lllE(.WN

the Minutewomen travel to New Hampshire toniKht.

Vanderbilt

cuts athletic

department
Bv Amber Mt IXwell

AsSlK lArhl) Prk-ss

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - Vanderbilt College

will eliminate its athletic department in a major

shakeup designed to curb the ills of big-time college

athletics.

Vanderbilt will continue playing intercollegiate

sports, but the reorganization merges the depart-

ments that control varsity and intramural athletics,

putting sports under the central university adminis-

tration, the school said Tuesday

"There is a wrong culture in athletics, and I'm

declaring war on it," Vanderbilt Chancellor Gordon

Gee said at a news conference.

No NCAA sports programs or jobs will be elim-

inated, but just about everything el.se will change at

a school that has run one of the country's cleanest

programs in the last half-century. That includes the

elimination of the athletic director position, which

Todd Turner has held for .seven years.

Turner has been offered a job as spcvial assistant

to the chancellor for athletic and academic reform,

a position in which be would advance "a national

agenda for the reform of intereollegiate athletics."

"Let there be no misunderstanding of our inten-

tion: Vanderbilt is committed to competing at the

highest levels in the Southea.stem Conference and

the NCAA, but we intend on competing consistent

with the values of a worid-class university." Gee

said.

Vanderbilt s sports programs have had mixed

success in rtvent years.

The footbair program has lost 18 straight

Southeastern Conference games and 27 of its last

28 SEC games. The women's basketball team went

to the NCAA regional tournament last year and lost

in the second round while the men's basketball

team finished 11-18. The men's tennis team was

second in the nation.

Vanderbilt's move comes at a time of much

debate in college sports about how schools run their

programs, and follows numerous scandals across

the country.

Gee said the traditional structure for collegiate

athletics was "broken."

"At least (Vanderbilt) has a chance for success

because it has athletes and academics in the same

enterprise." he said.

Last season, Georgia and Fresno State withdrew

their men's basketball teams from post.season play

because of academic fraud, while St. Bonaventurc

forfeited two games when players boycotted after a

player was declared ineligible.

Continued on page 8

By Matt S

i
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The Massachusetts women's soc-

cer team is on a roll.

After claiming a 2-1 victory in

their season opener against

Quinnipiac. the Minutewomen
traveled down to Kingston, R.I. for

their first Atlantic 10 showdown of

the season. There, they downed the

Rams with an impressive 4-1 win.

Tonight. UMass travels to

Durham. NIL to square off in a

marquee matchup against New
Hampshire at 7 p,m,

"We've had to fight to come back

from behind in both of our games

so far." wc)men's soccer coach |im

Rudy said. "It would be nice for us

to start out the game with an early

lead."

Freshman Adair Blyler continu-

ally proves to be a dominant factor

for the Minutewoman offense, as

she leads the team with six points.

"She's maturing quickly," Rudy

said. "She's playing well and enjoy-

ing it. Our style of play suits her

well."

Sophomore Lindsey Bellini is

also turning heads, with an eye-

opening performance against URl.

where she netted her first goal of

the season to break a 1 - 1 stalemate,

later adding an assist to put the

game away, giving her three points

on the day.

"Creative player." Rudy said of

the Webster. N.Y. native. "Quite

skillful. She's got a very deceptive

style of play. She'll look one way

and then go in the other direction.

She plays with guile."

Senior KelK Nigh has been solid

in net thus far for the Maroon and

White. Nigh is allowing an average

of one goal per game, and has tal-

lied 10 saves in her first two con-

tests. In the game against URl.

UMass was outshot 14-9, but Nigh

stood strong, racking up seven

Continued on page 8
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New England Patriots fullback Larry Centers (31) is wrapped up by the Buffalo Bills' Takeo Spikes

with assistance from Ron Edwards, left, and Jeff Posey, bottom right, during the first quarter in Orchard

Park, N.Y., Sunday.

Colvin, Harrison debut in loss

By Howard Ulman
Assoc IATH> I'RtSS

FOXBORO. Mass. (AP) -

Roosevelt Colvin got a sack and

Rodney Harrison led the New
England Patriots with I I tack-

les, just what the team expected

when it signed them in ihe off-

season.

Neither player expccicd the

embarrassing outcome of their

debut.

"We really just laid an egg,"

Harrison said of the 31-0 loss

Sunday to the Buffalo Bills.

The Patriots did an outstand-

ing offseason job of filling

defensive holes.

They signed Harrison, who
played in two Pro Bowls before

being cut by San Diego, They

added Colvin as a free agent

from Chicago after he led the

Bears with 10 1/2 sacks each of

the last two seasons.

But just five days before the

opener, the team suffered a self-

inflicted wound by releasing

four-time Pro Bowl safety

Lawyer Milloy in a salary cap

move. He signed with Buffalo

and had a sack on Sunday.

His loss deprived the Patriots

of their emotional leader. So

Harrison, who had been eager to

team with Milloy in a hard-hit-

ling safety combination, must

play a bigger role.

"Sometimes you're thrust

into that from your past experi-

ences that you've gone through.

People look up to you." he said.

"As an older player, you're natu-

rally a leader."

Harrison felt he played a

solid game al Buffalo. He might

have to keep doing that to satis-

fy fans, who may expect more

from him now that Milloy is

gone.

"Everyone's focusing on the

new guys and you can't focus on

one or two or three guys. It's a

total team effort." Harrison said.

Continued on page 8
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ALANA debate continues
By Dan Lamothe
Cx)LLtc.iAN Staff

The ALANA community responded

strongly yesterday to Student

Government Association Speaker

lared Nokes" announcement that he

will not recognize any appointed seals

in the Senate this year. The move

would dramatically affect the ALANA
caucus, which is currently guaranteed

13 percent of all seats in the SGA
Senate through appointments.

The Office of African, Latino/a,

Asian, and Native American Affairs

buzzed with life yesterday afternoon in

preparation of a demonstration

planned for today at noon on the

Student Union steps. ALANA mem-

bers accused Nokes of ignoring the

student body's opinion on the issue.

"He's not a dictator," ALANA
member Rene Gonzalez said. "He

became the judge and jury, and then he

handed down his sentence."

Nokes said late Tuesday night that

he will not recognize appointed seats

due to a conflict between the SGA's

Constitution and Bylaws. While the

Bylaws specifically provide for an

ALANA caucus that includes 1 3 per-

cent of the entire Senate body in

appointments, Nokes said the appoint-

ments are unconstitutional because

they are not specifically provided for in

the Constitution.

iKMPH INrr^llLltr.lAS

ALANA member Rene Gonzalez and Gladys Franco, internal chair for the Office of ALANA Affairs, speak out over

the pending fate of the Student Government Association ALANA caucus seats.

Trustees, Nokes claims, could remove

the SGA's power because of the con-

flict between the Bylaws and the

Constitution. The SGA's power is

He also said he cannot recognize

appointed seats partly for fear that it

puts the SGA at risk of losing its gov-

erning power. The UMass Board of

granted by the Board of Trustees

through the board's ratification of the

SGA Constitution, With ratification,

the Wellman DcK.trine of 1^73 gives

the SGA governing power, including

control of its $1.7 million budget.

Nokes said the Constitution over-

rides the Bylaws when the two conflict,

because the Constitution is voted on at

the state level, whereas the Bylaws are

approved at the university level.

Yesterday, though, Nokes admitted

that the Senate has been operating

with appointed seats for 10 years with-

out any interference from the board of

trustees. Hannah Fatemi, student

trustee for the Amherst campus, had

no comment on the chances of the

Board of Trustees taking the SGA's

powers away She said the issue was a

Senate matter.

Grace Fey. chairperson of the board

of trustees, is out of her office until

Sept. 15 and was unavailable for com-

ment yesterday, according to her voice-

mail.

Gonzalez and Gladys Franco, inter-

nal chair for the Office of ALANA
Affairs, said Nokes is not only acting

against the bylaws, but against the con-

stitution and previous SGA rulings

that have been made on the issue.

Gonzalez said Nokes is violating the

Constitution based on Article I,

Section One of the Constitution.

That article states "all elected and

appointed members of the SGA shall

be members of the SGA as defined by

the General Bylaws of the SGA, and no

Continued on page 3

Stonewall Center hosts open

house, welcomes community
By Sara-Meuan Walsh
C."ol 1 HC.IAN ( "ORRKSPONDENT

The Stonewall Center

gay. lesbian, bisexual

iransgender

resource

— a

and
educational

center at the

MIAI II H\'

A Palestinian militant holds a rocket-propelled Krenade during

clashes with Israeli trixjps near to the border i>f Egypt Wednesdav

in Rafah. At least five Palcstinian.s were wounded in the clashes,

Israel bombs home

of Hamas leader
By Ibrahim Barzak

,^ss«x lATin Prkss

GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip -

Israel bombed the home ol a

Hamas leader Wednesday,

killing his eldest son and a body-

guard in retaliation for two sui-

cide bombings.

The Palestinian prime minis-

ter-designate said he will quickly

form a government to forestall

even harsher Israeli reprisals,

Israeli Prime Minister Ariel

Sharon cut short a visit to India,

and an official said he would

consider far-reaching options,

such as foreing Yasser Arafat

into exile or ordering a large-

scale invasion of the Gaza Strip.

The spiral of violence drew

calls for retaliation from Israelis

and Palestinians alike. The

Islamic militant group Hamas

claimed responsibility for

Tuesday's twin suicide attacks

and said it would now begin tar-

geting Israeli homes and high-

rises in response to Wednesday's

air strike on the home of senior

Hamas leader Mahmoud Zahar.
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A half-ton bomb flattened the

house, wounding Zahar and

killing his eldest son and a btKly-

guard. It marked the first time a

flanias leader has been attacked

in his home, an escalation of

Israel's campaign against the

group. Twenty-five people were

wounded, including Zahar's

wife and a daughter.

In the West Bank, Palestinian

parliament speaker .Ahmed

Qureia accepted the job of

prime minister after several days

of wavering, his decision to

accept Arafat's offer apparently

rushed by fears that a power

vacuum would tempt Israel to

intensify military strikes.

Oureia said he would fonn a

crisis Cabinet of no more than

eight ministers and seek paHia-

ment's approval Thursday.

President Bush urged Qureia

to crack down on militants and

said the United States has not

abandoned its "road map" peace

plan despite Tuesday's suicide

bombings, which killed 1 5 peo-

ple and wounded dozens.

"The road map is still there.

The fundamental question is

whether or not people, peaceful

people, will be on the road,"

Bush said.

In the northern West Bank

late Wednesday. Israeli soldiers

shot and killed a Palestinian

who was trying to damage a

security fence between the West

Bank and Israel, the military

said.

Hamas' military wing

claimed responsibility for the

Tuesday suicide bombings, say-

ing they were "the beginning of

our retaliation for the enemy's

crimes against our people,"

A spokesman for the Al Aqsa

Martyrs' Brigade, loosely linked

to Arafat's Fatah movement,

said his group also was behind

one of the bombings outside an

Continued on page 3

University of Massachusetts —
held its Open House yesterday

to welcome new members into

its networked community.

The Stonewall Center

offers a safe social gathering

area to the members of the

GLBT community. Mike

McKinstry. a junior who's

been working at the Stonewall

Center for the past three years,

spoke with gratitude about

what the Center offers the

GLBT comnmniiy.

When recalling his discov-

ery of the Stonewall center, he

says he was "really nervous

and scared about being out on

campus,
I
but

I
apparently the

University is really open-mind-

ed and has things for its peo-

ple, and that put me at ease."

The center's walls are lined

with bookcases full of litera-

ture on various subjects, such

as GLBT Youth books, gay fic-

tion and legal issues. Along

another wall are videotapes

and a television.

One student. Rob, says he

frequently visits Stonewall, "to

meet new people ... meeting

other gay people is really diffi-

cult."

To aid in keeping the mem-
bers of the GLBT community

in contact, the Stonewall

Center puts out a weekly

online bulletin, QueerE, which

serves to notify members of

local events, available jobs,

housing and internships by

email. The center offers sub-

scriptions through its Web
page. The center itself is still

seeking out students for work-

study positions available in its

office.

The center is also known as

an educational resource cen-

ter, which prides itself on

being able to direct GLBT stu-

dents to various resources they

may need. It claims to strive to

educate the public on matters

of the GLBT culture and

lifestyle.

Felice Yeskel, Director of

the Stonewall Center, echoed

Assistant Dean of Students

Gladys Rodriguez's sentiments

when she said that all homo-

phobic incidents should be

reported.

"There are some things that

just shouldn't occur," she said.

One of the ways the center

educates the public is through

the Stonewall Speakers

Bureau. The Stonewall

Speakers Bureau gathers mem-
bers of the GLBT community

as well their allies whom are

open about their lifestyle to

tell their story in classrooms

and public gatherings across

Western Massachusetts. By

sharing their stories, they hope

to dispel stereotypes and open

the minds ol homophobic peo-

ple by reaching out to them as

fellow human beings. The

Stonewall Speakers Bureau is

currently in search of new
speakers to be trained this fall

and help in educating others.

In seeking a way to educate

and remind students and those

around them of the gay com-

munity. The center deaN in

networking and sharing

leaflets and brochures of vari-

ous associations for the CilBT

community in the Western

Massachusetts area. GLBT
awareness posters are avail-

able for purcha.se through the

Stonewall Center.

The open house held yester-

day was the first of many
events The Stonewall Center

has planned in a very busy fall

semester. Its next event is a

barbecue co-sponsored by

ALANA on Thursday, Sept, 18

at 4:50 p.m. Other major

events to take note of include

a comedy night titled

"Laughing Out Loud" on Oct.

18 and the Transcending

Boundaries Conference, which

will be held at UMass on Oct

24- 2t.

.Although the center's living

room was lined with couches

and chiiirs. standing room only

was available. Over 30 mem-
bers of the GLBT community

gathered for this meet-and-

greet session. Those in atten-

dance came from many diverse

backgrounds, including under-

graduates and graduate stu-

dents of multiple ethnicities —
from both Hampshire and

Amherst Colleges. Out of the

30 in attendance, over half

were visiting the center for the

first time.

There arc other organiza-

tions that work with the center

in providing a community for

the Cil BT students. Two other

groups include the Pride

Alliance, which primarily pro-

vides social events lor GLBT
students and will hold its next

meeting Tuesday at 7 p.m.

.Also, there is a new group at

ihc Hillel Hou'^e for lewish

CdBT students. Both of these

groups can be contacted

through the Stonewall Center.

Cara Pina, Dan I\>merov. Bianca Polovina and A.J. Stachelek sit and enjoy refreshments at the

Stonewall Center open house.

UMass
recalls

By Pall Cdnnelly
C-DLLkt.lAN (.^ORRtSfONOtNT

There are no candles, no

pictures .,, only a small

American flag stuck in the

ground outside Lederle

Graduate Research Center.

It was put there by fellow

workers of Christoffer

Carstanjen alter he was

killed in the terrorist attacks

on the World Trade Center.

Those same workers will

gather outside the building

to remembei Carstanjen

with a memorial >eivice

today.

"The memorial service is

not to wave the flag, it's not

to support the trotips. and

it's not think about what's

happened as a result of

9/11." said Michael Gilbert,

a computer research analyst

and Carstanjen 's boss.

On the morning of Sept.

1 1 , 200 1 , Carstanjen board-

ed a plane headed for

California on a \ acation that

would send him on one of

his favorite passions —
motorcycling up and down

the west coast. But before he

could ever get there, he

became a victim of one of

the greatest tragedies in

American history.

Carstanjen was not only

missed in California; he was

grieved for especially at the

University of Massachusetts,

in the Office of Technology.

Carstanjen worked in the

office and was remembercxl

by his colleagues as great,

wann, c^rsonal ami an all-

out sweetheart of a gu\.

Carstanjen, who was

known as "Mr. Wonderful"

because of his sense of

humor, came to UMass as an

OIT liaison to the College of

Humanities and Fine Arts

from Northfiekl Mt,

Hennon. Carstanjen worked

under Gilbert, who says he

will always remember the

man not only as the best nat-

ural support fX'rsv.in. but as

someone who has made the

professor's role with stu-

dents more personable,

"It's always hard to start

each semester." Gilbert said.

"Chris was the OIT breeder.

He was always out in the

hall greeting pc^ople and was

givat at reaching out to the

customer, very conilurtable

with people. He is sorely

missed."

Aside frotn being an avid

motorcyclist. Carstanjen

was also a Monis dancer, an

accomplished cixik and a

computer specialist

Carstanjen is remem-

bered with a favorite quote

from philosopher ledcrico

Fellini; "There is no end;

there is no beginning; there

is onh the infinite passion of

life." Carstanjen died al age

33.
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SGA seats bring controversy
Continued from page 1

SGA member shall hold elected or appointed

office in more than one branch of the govern-

ment, except as provided for by this Constitution

or the General Bylaws of the SGA."
Gonzalez argued that the article never says

executive seats are the only positions that can be

appointed in the SGA Constitution.

"We're saying Article IV opens up the

Constitution for other interpretations," Gonzalez

They need to be aware of

tiie ALANA community
on tliis campus. ^ ^
-Gladys hrancu

Office ofALANA Affairs

said. "The judiciary is the only body in the SGA
that can deal with issues like this. If he thinks

there is a constitutional problem, he needs to

take it up with a judiciary."

Nokes did not agree. He interpreted Article

IV to mean that each member of the SGA is only

supposed to get one vote, and that each member
must pay their Student Activities fees to partici-

pate.

The Office of ALANA Affairs also pointed to

Boniface, Rossetie and Spilman v. SGA, a judi-

cial case filed April i 3, 2000, as evidence that

the existence of their appointed seats is constitu-

tional. In that case, the student judiciary decided

unanimously that the existence of ALANA's seats

were constitutional.

"It is vital to allow the ALANA community

voices apportioned representation in the SGA,"

Chief lustice Gabriel Tavarcz wrote in the

Majority Rulings of the case. "As they are mem-
bers who shall be apportioned by the Senate

(Article V, Section Two) and therefore are consti-

tutional."

Nokes dismissed the ruling, saying the issue is

"far more complicated than one judicial case,"

and that it is only a part of the complicated his-

tory involving the issue.

Gonzalez and Franco criticized the SGA
Coordinating Council for making decisions this

summer involving the issue without any ALANA
representation. The Council makes decisions

from June until October while the Senate is out

of session.

"It was not a democratic process," Gonzalez

said.

According to Nokes, at the last SGA meeting

of the 2002-03 school year, the Senate made a

motion to adjourn before a vote on a proposed

motion to put appointed seats back on the Senate

could be taken. He said that shows that the will

of the Senate is to not recognize the seats.

Michael Gargano, vice chancellor of student

affairs and student life, said he has talked to

members of the SGA about removing appointed

seats from the Senate. However, he said before

any changes to Bylaws can be made, they have to

make a request to his office, and he would have

to make a ruling on it. Until a change in the

Bylaws is made, the ALANA caucus cannot be

eliminated because the Bylaws provide for the

appointed seats.

"If you want to eliminate the ALANA caucus,

then you're also saying that you want to change

the Bylaws," Gargano said.

Nokes said he is not sure what Gargano's

reaction will be when a request for a change in

Bylaws is submitted. "He's in the position where

he could handle this," Nokes said.

Gonzalez was disappointed that SGA
President David Carr and Secretary of Diversity

Russell Plato have not come out against the

removal of the appointed seats for students.

Plato said the topic was a Senate issue and

referred comment to Carr. Carr said the topic is

up to the judiciary to decide.

"At this point, that's the only thing that can be

done," Carr said. "I can't change SGA apportion-

ment. The Senate is the only person or body that

can do that."

In the meantime. Franco said ALANA will do

anything it can to make sure they have student

representation in the decision-making process of

the UMass community.

"They need to be aware of the ALANA coin-

munity on this campus," she said.
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Israel considers

further retaliation
Continued from page 1

army base near Tel Aviv. That

raised fears that there might be a

third suicide bomber roaming

Israel.

The explosion at the bus stop

near Tel Aviv killed eight soldiers,

and the second blast five hours

later killed a security guard and six

patrons at a lerusalem coffee

house. Dozens of bystanders were

wounded.
Among the dead at the Hillel

Cafe were two U.S. citizens — a

doctor who headed a Jerusalem

hospital emergency room and his

daughter, who was to have been

married Wednesday Instead of a

wedding, a funeral was held tor

both.

The Israeli military said it will

press ahead with its 'all-out war"

on Hamas. Israel has killed 13

Hamas members and six

bystanders in targeted attacks in

the past three weeks, and Hamas
said the .suicide bombings came in

retaliation lor strikes against its

leaders. Some 12 hours alter the

attack in lerusalem, Israeli war-

planes bombed the home of Zahar.

whom Israel says heljied decide on

suicide bombings that have killed

hundreds.

"This crime only is going to

escalate the process of resistance."

Zahar told The Associated Press

from his hospital bed, with three

bodyguards standing watch.

Zahar, 58, had a bruise under

his left eye and a bandaged hand.

He said he was sitting in his house

when the F- 1 bs swooped over and

dropped the bomb.

Zahar also lashed out at the

United Slates and Kuropean coun-

tries, telling the Arab .satellite TV
station Al-lazeera that "the Arab

people should rise up and threaten

America's interests everywhere."

Some 3,000 mourners canied

his son's bodv through the street us

Hamas supporters fired rifles into

the air

In Gaza Wednesday night.

Israeli tanks fired five shells near a

Palestinian police post, but no one

was injured. Palestinian police and

rescue workers said.
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Correction:

In yesterday's Arts &
Living feature photo,

one member of Queens
of the Stone Age was

misideniilied as Anthony

Kiedis of the Red Hot

Chili Peppers. In addi-

tion. The Collegian

leporlcd that Kiedis had

arrived late to the con-

cert: however, this was

false. Kiedis arrived on

stage on schedule.
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Nixing of appointed ALANA
seats needs a sturdy solution

In 197b, the Office of Third World Affairs,

which later becaine what we now know as

AI.ANA, was established. For those who are

unaware of who or what ALANA is, its a mul-

ticultural organization designed to provide

support and assistance for mainly African,

Latino/a. Asian/ Pacific islander and Native

American students.

On Tuesday night. Student Government
Association Speaker jared Nokes announced
he will not recognize any appointed seats in

the Senate this year. The move dramatically

affects ALANA, which will lose caucus mem-
bers that made up 1 3 percent of the Senate

body.

The seats are being removed under the

basis of Article V, Section Two of the SGA
constitution: "The Senate membership shall

be composed of representatives apportioned

by the Senate to Electoral Districts, as defined

by the General By-laws of the SGA."
Ironically enough, that is the same article

that was used in 2000 to defend the existence

of the appointed seats for the minority group

in an SGA judicial.

The argument for purging the Senate of the

appointed seats this time is that according to

the aforementioned article, the continuation

of such seats is unconstitutional because it is

not expressly stated in the constitution.

The reasoning for such a rash and immedi-

ately effective decision is that at any given

moment, the state may refuse to recognize the

SGA because of its "unconstitutionar prac-

tices. Realistically, though, these practices

have been underway for almost 10 years and
the likelihood of the state deciding to interfere

now is fairly low.

So why the sudden attempt to overthrow

ALANA yet again? There are many theories

and opinions on the topic. One is that due to

the immense voting power of the caucus, the

SGA often has difficultly passing things with

which ALANA does not agree, and therefore

wishes to seek their removal.

If that is the case, there is a valid point

there, but is an outright elimination of all

appointed seats really fair to the ALANA com-
munity on campus? Shouldn't we act like the

adults we all pretend to be and fmd a compro-
mise that will satisfy both groups involved?

Perhaps the appointed seats could be kept,

but in fewer number, which would at least

allow for diversity but not necessarily dispro-

portionate strength.

That is, of course, assuming that the rein-

statement of the ALANA caucus is agreed

upon to begin with.

Many people would say that the reserved

seats for the minority group sound too much
like quotas or affirmative action and therefore

should be eliminated. The strong counterargu-

ment is that the SGA is overwhelmingly pop-

ulated by white males and needs the ALANA
members to keep a balanced representation of

our University. Even SGA President David

Carr estimated Tuesday night that 90 percent

of the Senate is made up of white males.

Whatever you believe, one thing is clear.

This is an issue that keeps coming back, and it

clearly needs a long-standing solution. Too
much time has been wasted, in at least three

separate instances, over the past 10 years on

this issue as it is revisited again and again.

That's time that could have been spent on

other issues affecting policies concerning the

student body.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian awaits

and hopes for an amicable agreement between

the two main parties involved in this issue.

There's plenty of other work to be done, and
until this issue is solved, it will be difficult to

get much accomplished in the Senate this

year.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Collegian Editorial Board.
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Bulger's severance package

is not about one man's greed

Peier

Travato

The baby got

his bottle.

Romney won.

Bulger is gone.

Now. the

Massachusetts

taxpayers will

have to foot the

bill for Billy

Bulger's sever-

ance package
^^^"^^"^''"

and pension.

The lengthy assault on Bulger

was a tactical op)cration worthy of

a five-star military general.

Romney system<itically tore apart

the ex-president in an effort to keep

his political machine moving for-

ward. By removing Bulger.

Romney has cleared a path for his

direct influence on the University

of Massachu.setts, something that

was hindered while Bulger was still

in office.

Milt played the game well.

During his battle. Romney con-

stantly preached higher principles;

claiming that Bulger's office was

ineffective, too costly, and unneces-

sary. Romney told us he was look-

ing out for the taxpayers, not to

mention he was kxjking out for our

morals. After all, there is no way

that Bulger could effectively head

the University while his brother is

running from the FBI.

This was all a smoke screen.

This light wasn't about saving

money or rescuing the students

from a criminal-supporting presi-

dent. It was about Romney throw-

ing his weight around and making

a stand against a political icon:

Billy Bulger It was just a political

game.

Bulger represents everything

the Governor is not. He is a symbol

of old-style Boston politics, a

throwback Democrat who stood in

the way of Romney. the Republican

who continually agrees on budget

decisions that find UMass getting

the short end of the stick.

Bulger's resignation is going to

cost the state more money than if

he had continued as president.

Bulger will get almost $1 million in

severance. Romney knew this. He
knew how much Bulger's package

could be: moreover, he knew that

Bulger had a long-term contract

with the University, and he knew
that Bulger would be eligibk: for a

state pension.

Unfortunately, many
of Bulger's accom-

plishments will be

overshadowed...

But Romney didn't care. He
wanted Bulger out and never

cea.sed in his attacks. How much
does Romney really care about

Massachusetts, if he is willing to

wage a political battle where the

end result is costly to the state?

How much does Mitt Romney care

about UMass?
Not a great deal. Forcing Bulger

out of office was an error Bulger

was a fundraising aid to the school;

his long time connections to the

Massachusetts business communi-

ty often found more money for

UMass. He showed an improved

commitment to education when he

started, and continually supported,

the honors college. Furtfiermore.

Bulger and the determined staff of

the school helped UMass become

recognized as a nationally competi-

tive school. An even greater feat,

he helped UMass become recog-

nized within Massachusetts, a state

known for its private collegiate

institutions. Unfortunately, many
of Bulger's accomplishments will

be overshadowed by the ordeal

with Romney and his connections

to Whitey

The taxpayers can thank

Romney for having to pay Bulger, a

deal that has some calling Bulger

full of greed. But Bulger's arrange-

ment doesn't seem too far out of

whack. As a state worker for over

40 years, he is eligible for the top

pension. He could have asked for

80 percent of his annual salary,

instead he opted for 60 percent. A
greedy man would ask for all.

Bulger is getting out when the

time is right. Romney 's constant

nagging about Bulger's expenses

and his ties with his brother would

have severely affected his role as

president. Flaving to explain to

Romney why he "super-sizes' his

extra value meals at McDonald's

should not be on the agenda of the

University president.

So. now the governor can leave

Bulger alone. He is out of the game
and should not be remembered as

someone with greedy intentions.

The only greed seen in this mess
was the political greed of Mitt

Romney It was Romney's political-

ly-driven attack on Bulger that

forced the old l>mocrat into a

cushy pension plan. It was
Romney's greed that took Bulger

away from UMass at a time when
the school needs a significant fig-

urehead for support. Romney got

what he wanted. Now
Massachusetts will pay for his

enjoyment of defeating Bulger

Peter Travato is a Collegian

mlumnist.

Gambling: the solution to all

UMass financial problems

Gjlad

Skolnik

My good
friend Romney
is struggling to

squeeze every

nickel and
dime he can

out of the

University of

Massachusetts

and other state

universities, so

a few million-

some bucks onaires can save

taxes.

Our government is searching

left and right for a way to find

more income and revenue for the

state.

I am sitting here with a bril-

liant proposal, and no one will

listen.

We need a casino in Western

Massachusetts to reinvigorate

the area. Romney has already

loosely toyed with the idea, pro-

posing slot

machines in our

state. This was
quickly voted

down by our

pathetic state

legislature, but

the issue must

be given more
thought. I disagree with the gov-

ernor on practically every issue,

but on this one, he's got a point.

A casino could deliver valu-

able needed funds to the UMass
system, and all profits could be

directly siphoned to the school.

This would allow me to take a

gym class, our art department to

get out of mobile homes, and
maybe even Bulger's pension to

be raised up a few hundred thou-

sand dollars.

If that's not enough, a casino

could bring more jobs to

Western Massachusetts, hit hard

by the recession in recent years.

Our hotel management majors

could get valuable internships,

and marketing majors could

have more oppodupities to prac-

tice their trade, r
Still, there ^

would oppose such an endeavor,

claiming that gambling is bad,

harmful, and can lead to addic-

tion. I'd like to remind those of

you that we already have state-

sponsored gambling with lottery

tickets and scratch tickets, not to

mention such venues as grey-

hound racing.

One can easily go to the

Foxwoods or Mohegan Sun casi-

nos and gamble an entire fortune

away, but Connecticut gets none

of that money, as the casinos are

technically on Indian

Reservations that claim sover-

eignty and refuse to pay taxes.

Either all casinos in the

region should be banned, or all

should be legalized. Having

them legal in some cases and not

in others is hypocrisy.

Foxwoods. the world's largest

casino, rakes in over a billion

dollars a year And it's located on

A casino could deliver valuable needed

funds to the UMass university system, and

all profits could be directly siphoned to the

school.

prime real estate, given out for

free by the federal government.

To belong to the Pequot Tribal

Nation, one has to be accepted

by the tribe but does not need to

be proven to be a Native

American. Furthermore, no one

even lived on the tribal land until

1992, and in fact, the last person

to live there was a 78 year-old

woman in the 70's.

The Mashantucket Pequot

Tribal Nation contributes mil-

lions of dollars to political par-

ties and lobbyists just to be rec-

ognized as a tribe. And yet, this

tribe no longer has a language

and even refuses the entrance of

people with Mashantucket

Pequot Tribal ancestry who did-

n't join by a certain date. The
tribes who control the Foxwoods
and Mohegan Sun casinos sim-those who

ply have no legitimate claim.

Imagine a world where our

professors get a decent wage that

goes up with the cost of living

increase, where they get paid

what their contract states.

Imagine a world where our

library can buy books, our peers

can go to gym class, our rape cri-

sis center gets proper funding,

and perhaps, (I know this is ask-

ing for a bit too much even

though just about every other

large university has them), we
could even get fire sprinklers in

the dormitories. I know that if

|ohn Quincy Adams was on fire,

people wouldn't mind running

down twenty-something smoke-

filled flights of stairs, but sprin-

klers would be a nice luxury.

Casinos have a bad rap for

crime and addiction, but gam-

bling in a controlled environ-

ment is much better than gam-

bling that would
be going on in

some shady build-

ing somewhere.

Like any activity,

there are always a

few people who
will become
addicted to it, but

nevertheless, the vast majority of

people are able to control their

enjoyment of gambling and have

fun with it. Additionally, with

increased state revenue, the state

could afford to hire physiologists

who could help people for free.

With a state that already sup-

ports gambling in other forms,

schools that support gambling

with such activities as casino

night for freshmen, and a cul-

ture where gambling is alive and

rampant with activities from
March Madness to late night

poker games, it is absolutely

ridiculous that we don't pursue

a path that will result in joy and
happiness.

Info for this article was taken

from www.tribalnation.com

Cilad Skolnik is a Collegian

columnist.

An Aussie education makes
for an abrupt culture shock

This semester 1 am studying

abroad in one of the only countries

where Americans don't have to

pretend they're from Canada by

sewing red and white flags to their

backpacks. In Australia, what Men
at Work call "the land down
under." the sun is hot, the accents

are enticing, and the food is lack-

ing.

Most of the businesses here are

similar to those found in the United

States, yet, many have different

names. American Wal-Mart becomes

Australian Big W, although both fiave

the "we sell for less" logo. Burger

King is Hungry lack's here, with the

company name squished between two

hamburger buns as it is in the States.

Television programs are either

spin-offs of U.S. or British programs,

though there are quite a few enter-

taining Aussie dramas and funny

films. The movie channel here shows

great classics; I've seen two early

Bond movies in the past week. If I

watch any more, I may start ordering

my drinks at the on-campus bar by

saying, "Martini-shaken, not stirred."

It is a once-in-a-lifetime experi-

ence to study abroad and become
immersed in the sights and sounds of a new country.

It is hard sometimes, though, to be thousands of miles

away from home and everyone and everything that is

special to you. After being in Australia for only a

month or so, I realize I have taken the University of

Massachusetts for granted for the past two years.

Being here has made me realize how complicated

contentment is. It is so hard to decide whether

absence makes the heart grow fonder or if things are

out of sight, out of mind. I think of Amherst often,

and trust me. all of you reading this should be thank-

ful you attend a university that is relatively inexpen-

sive, extremely convenient, and big enough to offer

true diversity and expression of ideas. The school I am
studying at is fairiy small with a high school like

atmosphere of cliques and groups.

One outward characteristic that distinguishes the

Americans from the Australians is that the fashion

The fashion sense

of some Aussies

reminds me of a

time wlien hair

spray was the only

necessary accesso-

ry and A.C. Slater

and Zach Morris

were the cool kids

on TV.

sense of some of the Aussies reminds me of a time in

the United States when George Michael had Faith,

hair spray was the only necessary accessory and A.C.

Slater and 2^ch Morris were the cool kids on TV. Oh,

and that Australians eat with their fork and knife,

never putting them down until the meal is complete,

which makes them look much more polite than messy

eaters such as myself

Although Australians are more laid back than

Americans, it seems the patience is simply out of

necessity Any impatient or rushed person would

never survive here (I'm barely coping), as the bus is

never on time, restaurant service

sucks (there is no tipping) and print-

ing in the library and computer labs

costs 1 2 cents per page.

In the United States, everything

seems included, or at least readily

available. Hungry at 8 p.m. when
you're studying at the library? No
problem, grab a sandwich at the Blue

Wall. Here, nothing on campus is

open past 5 p.m. and nothing is open

on Sundays. In what seems like a

sweet recollection of old fashioned

traditions, the Aussies spend Sunday

not at the mall, and not at the gro-

cery store. What do they do? I'm still

trying to figure it out.

As a multi-tasking, stressed

American, the slow pace and ineffi-

cient workings of my present environment have been

challenges for me to cope with. In the long run. it will

be good for me to learn how to slow down, but for

now, 1 just miss driving my own car, eating good food

(the UMass dining halls are five-star restaurants com-

pared to what I eat here everyday), and having a great

town right at my fingertips.

I don't mean to sound as if spending five months is

Australia is torturous, because it is anything but. I am
so grateful 1 have this opportunity, but I am a person

who takes a lot of time to adjust to new situations; so,

at the moment. I am feeling a bit homesick. Studying

abroad looks like endless, effortless fun when brows-

ing through glossy brochures, but at times, it is a chal-

lenge to be as 1 am ... an American in the land down
under

Katy Noone is a Collegian columnist on exchange

in Australia.

Letter to the Editor
To the Editor

Friday's editorial, "Supporting

child molesters," shows how peo-

ple can so easily confuse opinion

and rumor tor factual information.

We hope that in the future, such

editorials will be researched for

substantiation and veracity.

The sex abuse crisis of the

Catholic Church is indeed horrify-

ing. The Catholic Newman Center

is wor1(ing with the diocese to

proactively keep the University of

Massachusetts Catholic communi-

ty property informed about the cri-

sis. We are committed to a church

that is safe for children, that gives

a voice to the voiceless and that

can learn from its mistakes, as we
seek to live out the mission of

Jesus Christ.

-The Newman Center

Submit

a letter
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Over the summer, it wasn't just the

Minuteman getting a fresh new facelift.

The University of Massachusetts has

had a long tradition of sub-par food on

its campus, but those days are slowly

becoming history, as new distributors

move in and a variety of on-campus food

sources revamp their style this academic

year

The Hatch, for starters, has trans-

formed. Located at the bottom of the

Student Union stairs. The Hatch has

wide a selection of food options added

this semester Amherst's favorite burrito

restaurant. Bueno Y Sano. opened a

small shop in The Hatch on campus

Monday This Bueno, though, has a

smaller menu than the Amherst center

joint (i.e.: sans tacos and quesadillas),

but the familiar tastes of those delicious

burritos is the same.

It features spinach, veggie chili and

chicken — with the usual options of

guacamole and hot sauce. The station is

set up much like the others in The

Hatch, so you get to witness your burri-

to in the making as you move down the

line. You can grab a drink on the way

out for just over a dollar to wash down
your burrito. The prices remain the

same as the in-town counterpart, which

fit quite nicely onto one YCMP swipe,

while they also accept cash and debit.

The opening of the on-campus Bueno
this week has excited those who work in

the UMass food service department.

According to retail manager at Campus
Center Food Services. Edwin Anderson

In. the plan has been in the works for a

while, and it's beginning to payoff.

"It's a name brand and something we
felt the students really liked." he said.

"We thought we'd give it a try and it

seems to be doing well - it's very busy."

According to Anderson, a Greek cui-

sine station, an Indian cuisine station

and an Italian sandwich station will

soon be opening in the Hatch as well, to

go along with the fried chicken, soup,

noodle bowl. Bueno and Domino's pizza

stations that already exist.

Wim Qitit^ttUi

The Blucwall. located on the

Campus Center Concourse, is an eatery

of many functions. It is the best place

to grab a quick cup of coffee, bagel or

muffin for breakfast. For lunch and

dinner, there is a wide array of differ-

ent foods including soup, sandwiches,

pizza, hotdogs, fries and always a new
entree for (he day

The Blucwall is also slowly becom-

ing a hangout club of sorts. A new

Internet jukebox, flashy furniture and,

of course, the full-service bar has

greatly improved the atmosphere of the

most popular on-campus dining venue.

-Christine Papazidis

Located across from the UStore in

the Campus Center, The Marketplace

Cafe offers an affordable breakfast and

lunch menu. With its large open .seat-

ing area, which boasts a great view of

the Campus Center water fountain, the

marketplace offers a spacious yet inti-

mate dining atmosphere.

The cafes menu includes breakfast

sandwiches on your choice of bagel or

English muffin, as well as ready-to-

serve dishes from around the world in

its World Market section. If you crave

affordable yet greasy Chinese food, this

is your perfect place. And for the schol-

ar on the run with a penchant for

something more than a bagel. The
Marketplace Cafe marks the spot.

- Cameron |. Woods

Long lines, fights for tables and food

that makes Burger King look like fine din-

ing. Who doesn't love to eat at the UMass
dining commons? Worcester. Franklin.

Hampshire. Berkshire are the names and

with two sections devoted to the main

meals, a pasta and sandwich bar and an

area that alternates by day — sometimes

serving novelty items likes pretzels and

baked potato — the dining commons make
for interesting places to eat.

Once in awhile, the University pro-

duces culinary masterpieces, like the chick-

en Caesar salad, chicken nuggets or sushi.

For the most part, however, keep a careful

eye on most of the food, esptxially dishes

the majority are avoiding; they may be the

ones to come back to haunt you the next

day
For those with meal plans, the system

beats spending cash on food everyday, and

with just a simple swipe of a UCard. you

too can have all of the culinary delights

UMass has to offer

-lennifer Hubbard

Pc^efite^ fiifeTtlt*

Are you looking for the best bagels in

the Pioneer Valley?

Look no further than People's

Market. They can save your day ... and

your morning hunger pains.

People's Market is one of the most

popular places to snag breakfast. Bring

cash (the debit machine is slower than

cold, hard cash). They move quickly, and

it's well worth the wait.

This completely student-run co-op

has all sorts of goodies — whether thirst

or hunger strikes you. From fancy

Odwalla shakes to piping hot coffee, the

famous bagels to trail mix. everyone can

find something tasty. Vegans, vegetarians

and carnivores all have numerous
options, as People's Market has deli

slices, faux deli slices, cheese and faux

cheese.

With chips, dips, drinks and even

vegan gummy bears, this is the perfect

stop between classes. Located near

Earthfoods in the Student Union.

People's Market serves from 8:45 a.m.

till 4 p.m. on Mondays and Fridays and

8:45 a.m. till 5 p.m. Tuesdays through

Thursdays.

-lulia Kristan
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Oasis Body Wraps and Tanning
243 Russell St.

Hadley, MA 01035

(413) S87-9742

iNUVV 1 KAl'UKIlNGSUN.
R (T7 (•.T^ ( IV PR F. F. TANN 1 1\' (

'Thefinfl'r tRl-:E tanning

machine in the area

' Get ff.oo offyourfirst visit

' // riih ffililiii till! in ji4\l n

felt) seconds

• YouUtooi andfeelgreat

1/2 Price tanning

every Tuesday

Convttniantty

Located
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UMass set to face No. 7 KSU
Continued from page 8

Leftwich and (N.C. State's Philip]

Rivers, so I think it would have

helped us develop as a team to

have the challenge of playing

against him.

Now that Roberson is out, the

Minutemen will Ixjth benefit from

having one less potentially fatal

dimension to worry about, and be

faced with defending a quarter-

back who is mostly an unknown
factor

Even without Roberson.

though. Masella and his charges

will have plenty of explosive

offense to defend. Tailback Darren

Sproles is fourth in the nation with

525 rushing yards, and wideout

lames Terry's 271 receiving yards

is good for fifth.

Terr> could prove to be the

game breaker, as Masella conceded

that he might just be better than

the cornerbacks and safeties

assigned to cover him.

"If they throw it over the top

and beat us. that means their ath-

letes are just better than ours."

Masella said.

UMass will also be missing a

few key components — both on

Unlimited Nights & Weekends.

Fits aii baek-to-schooi scheduias.

Unlimited
Night & Weekend

Airtime Mmutn wtimm tke Amcflci's Choke Netwoct

Mm

1000 Anytime

Mobile To Mobile
Mmutn k) uN anr of our 32 5 nullaii cislonwn

oci ouf Wemndt molalt to moMt MiiMxt

iBva

Motorola V120E
for only ^9.99

Mdracahraa

FREE
Hands-free Headset &

Car Adapter

#,New annual agieemeni lequred

S«lKt accesury models While uippiies laa I imted lune offer

StudentJobs
Great Job opportunities for students in

humanities and social sciences. Work to pro

tect the environment ad hold corporations

accountable Flexible Hours: fun progressive

workplace: valuable job skills. We are seek-

ing motivated, articulate, and creative people

to organize in diverse communities around

the valley Call today start tomar'row $8

10 hr. plus bonus-

Clean Water Action:

584-9830

offcn.se and defense, with their two

top running backs possibly out for

Saturday Raunny Rosario is a def-

inite no-go after injuring his knee

against Central Connecticut State.

Also, sophomore R.|. Cobbs, tout-

ed as the best athlete on the team,

missed the opener due to academ-

ic discipline. His status was

unknown at press time. Wide

receiver Greg Scott is also out

with a shoulder injury, limiting

quarterback )eff Krohn's options

when he goes to the air.

Offensively, though, all hope is

not lost, thanks to the inspired

performance by Steve Baylark last

week. The sophomore wasn't

originally supposed to work more

than half of the snaps against

Central Connecticut, but ended

up taking on the full-time tailback

role when Rosario went down in

the first quarter Baylark rushed

for 1 46 yards on 22 carries, and

found the endzone twice.

On defense, 2002 Ail-

American Valdamar Brower is

still on the road to recovery fol-

lowing double knee surgery, and

though he is reported to be avail-

able for the game, his role will be

limited to around 30 plays,

Masella said.

Unlimited nationwide long distance.

No roaming charges coast-to-coast.
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CLINIQUE Bonus is here!
With your Clinique purchase of M9 50 get this 7-piece gift, Fr«e

Quantifies are limited Now thro Sunday, September 14t(i
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Gift
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GREAT
Reasons to use UHS
Eve Care Services

wim_^ Savings on eyeglasses from the

III ^ on-site Optical Services at UHS

Rk-*^ a great place to get coiitact lenses

Convenient hours and location

|fl_^ FREE eyeglass adjustments and^ "
one year warranty on frames

Savings on routine eye exams for

students at UMass

SPECIAL OFFER: 10 PERCENT

>TUDENT D.SCOU^.T

ON ALL FRAMES

AND EYEGLASS

LENSES'.*

"/ invite you

to use the

Eye Care

Services"

' Cantwt be combtr>ed witti

other Insurance discounts

Fr«d«r«ck H. Bloom, 0.0.

Director, UHS Eye Care Ser/lcei

For appointments or

questions, call 577-5244

UHS EYE CARE SERVICES

Are you on a spiritual quest?

Seeking community?

Wonderig how to love Christ and creation?

Catholic Christianity may be the way for you.

Learn more during an informal inquiry session. Your hosts will

relate journeys of faith, respond to queations, and describe how

people come into full communion with the Church through RCIA

(Rite of Christian Initiation for Adults) is a sacramental process in

which the Church inflates new members.

The door is open: baptized and non-baptized adults are regularly

called into communion through RCIA. Come and see if it is for you.

Inquiry Sessions:

Septembers, 21, or 28, 2003

5:30-7:00 p.m.

Newman Center Quigley Room

Your hosts: Deacon Richard Talbot,

Mrs. Joanne Talbot, Chris Clark

Info 41 3-549-0300

email: info@ncc-umass.org

Newman website: www.umass.edu/catholic

The Newmn Center

is a Roman Catholic religious and cultural center located

at the entrance of the University on the corner of North Pleasent St.

and Massachusetts
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19 Irk

20 Tokyo, lormerty

21 Political

caiTipaign

22 Risky

23 Ho(r>e wrecker

'

25 Lily-wrirle

26 Jungle snake

27 Pi;za toppers

30 Fragrant wood
33 Ranctier s

kiotwear

34 Cow's 'second

course"

36 Line ot rolatkxi

37 Trattoria sauce
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39 "Who s WtK)

entry

40 Nirralchka" star
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42 Streetcar

44 Monsieur's

summer
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ingredient

46 Credit cards,
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50 Tooth type

52 Hun part

53 Nurses org

54 InMiala
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62 Feel sure oi
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30 Urban transport

31 Freeway ramp

32 Designer label

33 Tarn

35 German article

37 More
washed-out

38 HAmics

40 Gathered skjwiy

41 Hunt down
43 Help out

44 Picks

46 Lovidy laborers

47 Gray-twown

48 Pentium

pioducei
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50 Steaks

51 Hornbleboss
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opposite
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

THURSDAY
. High: 79

• Low: 53

FRIDAY
. High: 76

• Low: 52

SATURDAY
• High: 76

• Low: 56

Dining Commons Menu
() ( . crinldct: 41 t-54'')-J()2()

LUNCH
• Cheese Quesadilla

(vegetarian)

• Philly Steak Sandwich
• Tofu Kricassee

(vegan)

DINNER
• BBi) C hie ken Quarters

• Baked (hie ken Quarters
• Old hishioned Beet Stew
• Seitan Bourguignon

(vegan I
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No race can prosper till it

learns that there is as much
dignity in tilling a field as

writing a poem.

Booker T. Wiishin^toti

aquarius • ian. 20-FrB. is

Be careful when crowd surfing. People

will steal your shoes.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Enjoy this moment. It's all downhill from

here.

aries • mak. 2i-ai'r. 19

We all know you are the best, but

sometimes you need to just relax.

taurUS • Apr. 20-Mav 20

Don't worry about your financial prob-

lems. Buy a scratch ticket.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Stop wearing those old clothes. You're

not as small as you used to be.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Uont download anything today; a virus

is lurking in cyber space for you.

leo • liu.. 2»-Au(,. 22

Don't c ut through a building on vour

wav to (lass Thcv just waxed the tl(M)rs.

virgO • ^v^.. 2J-StHi. 22

The help you gave to someone will be

returned tenfold when you need it.

libra • sri-T. 2i-cm. 22

You're not managing your time wt'll.

That will come to bite you in the ass.

Scorpio • 0( 1 21-nov 21

Stop drinking, smoking and |)rocrasti-

nating. You need to get work done first.

Sagittarius . Nov. 22-DM 21

when bathing your turtle, be sure to

have a ( ontainer it can't craw I out of.

Capricorn • Dr(.22-iA\. 19

Nbu'rc late; slop reading, and get on

your way.
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Montreal Weekends

$99. Includes R/T

Luxury McHor

Coach from

SpringfielJ. 3 Days-

2 Nights- 4 Star

Hotel Downtown-

Meals-Night Club

passes, www.mon-

trealexpress.net 1-

781-979-9001

Special Group

Rates

Aiiro roK sAir

Honda 97 Prelude,

VTEC, 98K Miles,

Silver with Black

leather interior,

5speed, CD/AC,
sunroof, runs excel-

lent. $10,500 549-

1368

1992 Silver Suharu

Stationwagon 140K,

dependable. Call

546-0383 after

6p.m.

AUTO FOR SALE

19NcS MaiJa $950

413-586-5728

Jeep Cherokee

Sport- 1995. Perfect

student car, A/C,

Great CD system,

original owner,

excellent condition,

90K, automatic.

413-296-0060

$3,600 or O.R.O.

COMPUTERS

Pentium Laptop

$99.00 Pentium

Desktop $49.00 We
fix Laptops,

Desktops/ PC's '

guaranteed 584-

8857

EMPIOYMENT

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250,00 a

day potential. Local

^positions. 1-800-

'293-3985 ext 516

EMPLOYMENT

Experienced

Linecook to work in

high volume upbeat

professional kitchen

$1 3/hr to start plus

great benefits.

Apply in person

after 10a.m.

Eastside Grill 19

Strong Ave.

Northampton.

Dishwasher Great

Part-tiiTie

Evening/Weekend

position 9.25/hr to

start. Must be 18yrs

old. Apply in per-

son after 12p.iTi.

East Side Grill 19

Strong Ave.

Northampton.

Personal .Assistant

Wanted Days,

Evenings iSi

overnights avail.

$10,36 hr. Call

Martina 323-9248

Martina@student.

umass.edu

EMPLOYMENT

Drivers and Kitchen

help wanted Apply

at D.P. L\)ugh.

Downtown Amherst

Movie

Extras/Models need-

ed. No exp.

required, earn up to

$500-1000 a day. 1-

888-820-0167 ext.

U150

Moving: Local mi>v-

ing company look-

ing for self-motivat-

ed individuals tor

part time positit)ns.

Raises commensu-

rate with perform-

ance. Potenti.il tor

tips. Good attitudes

are must. Call (41 3)

584-4746

! Bartend ing!$

$250/day potential

No experience Nesc

Training provided.

1-800-965-6520 ext

162

FOR SALE

Two desks ti>r sale.

Good cond. Call:

508-272-2810.

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHP
MySQL, Perl and

more.

wwu.iai:t1v.coni or

(413)253-0051.

instruction

Learn to SCUBA
Dive Curry Hicks

Pool Monday,

Tuesday, or

Wednesday 7pm to

10pm. Classes start

Sept 8 Call Project

Wcp 800-282-0977

Ja:: Piano Lessi>ns

Explore your cre-

ativity Beginner to

Advanced Learn i

wide range of styles

Reasonable Rates

t^ontact Stephen

Page at 413-297-

7910

instruction roommate WANTED

Private Boxing

Lessons- w/retireJ

pro Djata Bumpus.

In Northampton.

584-1966 or visit

www. western mass-

boxing.com

MISCELLANEOUS

Want to buy/sell

TEXTBOCKS &
other stuff LOC:AL-

LY,' .,, NO shipping

hassles, NO pay-

men> middlemen!

All 4 EKEE! Visit

www.colle'jcsback.

com today!

ROOM FOR RFNT

House on Route 9.

Convenient loca-

tion less than 1/2

mile from campus

e'tn Bus Route. 2

Bathrooms contact:

el,)nbabchuck@hot-

mail.com or call

4n-HH.S192

Feinale geek seeks

roommate to share

spacii>iis 1 BR
Puffton apt. Call

Lisa at 549-4248 or

eiu.iil ladlergo®

stuilent, uiiiass.edu

SERVICES

Legal questions,'

The Student Legal

Services Office

offers tree legal

assistance to tee-

paying students.

Contact US ,it ^'lll

Campus Center,

545-1995

TRAVEL

,A "Reality" Spring

Break 2004's

Hottest Prices Book

now ... Free Tups,

Meals iSi Parries

vvww.sunsplash -

ttHirs.com or 1-800

426-7710

TRAVEL

Spring Break 2004.

i -800-648-4849

A spring;

BREAKER NEED-
ED 2004's Hottest

Destinations iSi

P;irties 2 tree trips /

high commissions

I 5\\ siins|i|,ish

toiirs.com l-i'^OO-

426-7710

Reach
thousands of

readers!

Advertise In

the

Massachusetts

Daily Collegian

Classifieds!

Come down to

the Campus
Center

Basement or

call 545-3500!
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A daunting task
UMass set to

face national

power K'State
By ANDRbW MtRRI n

C'liiLtiiiAN Staff

KSU stadium is a lirst-rate college football facility,

with all sons of amenilies and a laige scoteboaid that

holds all the pc-rtinent information about the game

being played.

But if you really want to know how Saturday's game

between Massachusetts and Kansas Stale is going, just

take a look at Mark Whipple. Ibm Masella. and the rest

of the UMass bench after the first quarter. Because if the

score is close, then the activity on the Minuteman side-

line is sure to be frenzied.

The No. 7 Wildcats are UMass' fourth l-A opponent

in live years. In that lime, the Minutemen lost lo Toledo

(24-3)"in l<i')4. Marshall (49-20) in 2001 and North

Carolina Slate (56-24) last season.

But this year, says the coaching staff, might just be

differcni. Although K-State is among the elite college

football programs in the nation, this UMass team is

older and wiser, and the memories of the loss to N.C.

Slate is still fresh in the mind of those who were there.

The Minutemen quickly found themselves down

when the Wolfpack scored on their second play of the

game. N.C. State then racked up 21 points in the lirst

quarter, and that was plenty enough cushion. The

Maroon and White managed to put together a solid

game the rest of the way. though, and many regarded it

as one of the best performances of the season.

"Hopefully we'll handle the lirst quarter," Masella

said. "If we can get out of the lirst quarter in a close

game, then let's go play.

"This game, we don't have to talk to the kids about

being sky-high They want to play this game, so you just

go prepare them, and say. "listen, it's going to be fast on

Saturday, and it's going lo be loud on Saturday.' We just

ncvd to gel through the lirst quarter
"

K-State is averaging 30.6 points in the first half, but

just 1 5.5 points after halftime.

The Wildcats will be without quarterback Ell

Roberson. who injured his non-throwing hand in KSU's

55-14 win over l-AA McNeese State on Sept. 6. But

coach Bill Snyder isn't too concerned about backup |eff

Schwinn.

"He's an extremely hard worker." Snyder said of

Schwinn in a press conference Tuesday. "He prepares

himself. He is diligent. He's focused. He's one of those

guys that does all the things you ask him to do snap

after snap."

"Schwinn is a good quarterback as well." UMass

coach Mark Whipple said in Monday's Atlantic 10

Teleconfea-nce. "so our biggest concern is how do we

handle the speed and size of Kan.sas State in the first 1

5

minutes.

"They just knock everybody out in the lirst 1 5 min-

utes, and you arc playing from behind, su we need to

•tart the game strong. We have faced some good l-A

quarterbacks the last few years in | Marshall's | Byion

Continued on page 6

XH RTESY KANSAS ST.ATT MF1)IA RtLATK iK<-

K'State tailback Darren Sproies has rushed for

332 yards and three touchdowns this sea.son.

UvALiUl U.M.^J'.-HLLtUIAS

Steve Baylark and the Minutemen will fate the toughest opponent the team has ever scheduled this Saturday, when they travel to KSU Sudiutn in

Manhattan, Kan. to face Division l-A No. 7 Kansas State.

What the Minutemen must do
By MlKK MaRZELLI

t;oll.K(,IAN STA^^

So you want to play with lire,

scarecrow'.'

It's the question Massachusetts

football coach Mark Whipple had to

have been asking himself when he

added powerhouse l-A National

Championship contender Kansas

Slate to his non-conference schedule,

for it is without a doubt the toughest

opponent to ever appear on the

Minutemen 's docket.

After all. these Wildcats have only

lost one game outside of the ultra-

competitive Big Xll in the last 10

years, and that was to Pac-10 stal-

wart use. They are legitimate

threats to become the nation's top

team at some point this season and

will surely be out for blood in order

to prove their dominant nature

against a supposed l-AA weakling.

In addition, they also pasted 1 -AA

top dog McNeese Slate 55-14 just

last weekend, and will be ranked No.

7 in the Associated Press NCAA
Division I poll when they take the

field in front of 50.000 plus purple-

clad fans this Saturday at KSU
Stadium — expected to be the largest

crowd ever to at|end a UMass foot-

ball game.
Whipple needs to come up with

the game plan that will beat this

monster, and he has to convince

every single one of his players and

staff — the ones who will put his

plan into action and make it happen

on the field — that it'll work, against

the best talent they've ever shared a

siadium with.

Here are a few' main things the

Minutemen must do to have a shot at

success on Saturday

Block out the crowd
The hostile crowd at KSU

Stadium will be on UMass' case from

the moment they exit the tunnel, and

they will be as loud as this squad will

hear all year. The Minutemen benefit

from having played at North

Carolina State last year, but Whipple

will need to keep his players' heads

in the game as much as possible.

Get through the first quarter

This is an explosive K-Stale squad

who is playing for a conference and

national title. It will look to establish

its supremacy early, and the

Minutemen need to be ready for it.

The Wildcats are also the fastest

team UMass will see all season by

far. and things will happen in a hurry

The Minutemen can't be caught

standing around watching, and they

can't be overwhelmed. If they can

minimize the shell shock and the big

plays they give up on defense and not

turn the ball over in the opening

frame, they'll be better suited to

hang in down the stretch.

No turnovers, no penalties

While early turnovers will defi-

nitely spell doom for Whipple's

squad, turnovers in general will ruin

even the best-laid plans for victory

UMass cannot give the Cats' high

powered offense more than its allot-

ted chances to score, and must hold

onto the football to keep control of

the clock and allow the defense to

rest on the sideline. Nor can they

give up extra yardage with unneces-

sary penalties.

Establish the run, stop the run

It's an old football adage that says

the team who runs the ball and stops

the run will win the game, and that's

certainly the case here.

K-State tailback Darren Sproies

may be one of the smallest backs

Tom Masella's defense encounters

this year, but he will be without a

doubt the quickest and most talent

ed.

Being without Heisman Trophy

candidate Ell Roberson will work in

the Minutemen 's favor in thai back-

up leff Schwinn will be far less

potent in running spot option plays.

but UMafJs must keep Sproies from

getting outside the tackles and show-

casing his speed.

If Masella's is able to stop the run

and force passing downs, the

Minutemen will keep K-State from

grinding the pace down on offense

and wearing the defense down. And

if they couple that with getting Steve

Baylark and his backfield mates

going up field. UMass will control

the pace and keep the Wildcat

offense on the sideline.

Play to their ability

This is the most important thing

Whipple and his staff will preach to

their players, as playing scared will

most certainly spell imminent doom.

Despite the fact that they're play-

ing on the biggest stage and best foe

they've ever encountered, it's still a

football game. Whipple knows he

has some very talented football play-

ers to work with, but they will not

fare well if ihey aren't able to avoid

being intimidated and don't play

football like they're capable of.

They need to get the jitters out

early and perform to the best of their

ability to have a shot.

>l IK I l-sY KANSAS ST.A1T MElllA RELATIONS

Jeff Schwinn will replace Heisman Irophy candidate Ell Roberson at quar-

terback for Kansas State this SHiiirJay when the No. 7 Wildcats host UMass.
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ALANA storms Senate Office
By Erika Lovley

CxJLLEtMAN SrAhK

e.U<AU)ll UM..,(.J.JUiv>lAS

Jose Perei and Ratdavone Yotharath voice their opinions about the structure

of SGA on the Student Union.

Low turn out at

Sept. 11 memorial

ALANA supporters rallied outside the

Student Union yesterday before storming

the Senate speaker jared Noke's office in

protest of the elimination of ALANA repre-

sentative seats from the Student

Goveniment Association.

"Today marks the beginning of the end."

said Aiysha Cooper, a speaker at the rally.

"Today the Student Government

Association will be taken care of."

"We are going lo do this as many times

as necessary," announced Gladys Franco, an

organizer of the protest and an ALANA
member Franco handed a list of demands to

jared Nokes. which included a reversal of

his decision.

Voices in the crowd shouted "this is what

democracy Icwks like." and chanted "we

want justice. We want diversity When do

we want if.' NOW."
Demands made by Al.ANA included a

public apology from Speaker Nokes, a

reversal of his position on the senate

seats, and public declarations from

Secretary Russell Plato and President

David Carr. Finally, the proposal called

for a renewed focus on adinitting more
students of color, especially those from

l.iwer class families.

"Nokes cannot overpass the judiciai-y rul-

ings |of the past). We will be there on the

day of the first SGA meeting," said Franco.

"TTiis Istrugglej is about power It is about

greed and about taking from those who have

nothing." she explained, referring to the

SI. 7 million that the SGA currently con-

trols. Franco also gave the crowd a moment
to pause to remember the victims of Sept.

II.

The rally hosted many speakers includ-

ing Gladys Franco. Rene Gonzalez. Aiysha

Cooper. Tom Taft and Fxluardo Bustamante.

"From what I can sec. the SGA is being mis-

leading and dishonest, shiftless and deceit-

ful," said ALANA member Bustamonte to

the crowds gathered around the student

union and surrounding lawns.

Speaker Rene Gonziilez cited a Booker T.

Washington quote thai lan in The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian on lliursday

"If you haven't lead Booker T Washington

and W.E.B. Dufkiis. you should. This is not

just literatuie. This is the stuff we are made
of." said Gonzalez, a six-year doctoral stu-

dent studying (X)litical science.

Gonzalez explained to the crowd that

Speaker jared Nokes has no legal giounds

by which to remove the AI.ANA seats from

the SGA. .Mso. due to the dissolve of the

judiciai-y branch. Gonzalez believes Nokes is

taking lull advantage of his power and the

situation. 'ITie judiciary branch detennines

the seats on the caucus, and is currently not

functioning, a situation he accuses Nokes of

taking advantage of. Gonzalez also noted

that the topic had already been V(.)ted u|X)n

in 2000 and it had Ix'cn dcvided by student

voters to kc*ep the caucus seats.

"That was the voice." he claimed.

"Dictator Nokes should be impeached! This

arrogant little man comes to UMass as an

undergraduate and dcvlarcs the L-iid of 30

years of pmgicssive change. This decision

was offensive and insulting."

President David Carr also caught heat

from the ALAN.^ speakers, due lo his deci-

sion to remain neutral on the issue.

"Where is President David Can? " Gonzalez

asked the crowd. "Why will he not pro-

nounce himself in the favor of justice'.'

ALANA is being exploited, abused and

insulted."

Aiysha Cooper explained that the rally

and the caucus were not only for stutlents ol

color. Anyone \sho supports multi-cultural

advancement for all races is urged to join

ALANA and re'gister for a position in the

caucus.

"Students have power against the ivpub-

lican club. If wc had voiccnJ our voices about

this earlier, this wouldn't have to he dealt

with."

Cindy Gomes, a junior transfer student

and rising ALANA member was present in

the crowd at the rally

"I'm looking to join the Ca|K' \ iridian

association. It really helps miiioiilies. and

we minorities truly rely on (ALANA j. We
don't want lo see that go."

When asked wliat she would do to help

AI.ANA's future. CJomes had these words of

encouragement. "I would want to mn for a

position in the caucus," she said.

Ferris Clair, another ALANA member,

had been anticipating the event. "I have

been anxious to see what people have to say.

ALANA is not just about minorities. It's

about the disabled and it's about equality

It's aboui promoting multiculluial diversi-

Tom Talt based his specvh lu the events

of Sept. 1 1

.

"When thosi' planes hit the buildings,

they crashed into my neighborhocxl." he

said. "I had to prottvt my friend walking

down the streets of Northampion because of

the color of his skin. That dax. ()eople were

looking for any dark-skinnetl pcison lu beat

up"
Taft. whose family wmkeJ in the Twin

Towers, instructed the crovs J on overthrow-

ing the SGA mling.

"The SGA will take advantage ».>l >oui

fear Dv not let them." he said.

Taft al.sc) sited general corruption on the

UMass campus, such as the (xior condition

of the library and the loss of teachers.

"Thirttvn sears ago. there were- l.bOO

teachers." he said. "Today there are 700. and

we are about to li>sc 50 moiv b\ the end ol

the temi."

In suppon of ihc M.ANA students. Taft

closc-d with this advice to the crowd: "The

measure of a person is his ability lo stand up

when no one else will."

Students interested in applying for a

position on the W ..ANA caucus can do so by

cmailinj: caucus(asiuaf.umass.etlu.

By Kellv Earrell
('oLLEciAN Staff

Thousands of people around

the world held memorial serv-

ices in commemoration ol the

people who lost their lives in

the attacks on the World Trade

Center and Pentagon on Sept.

11. 2001.

The vast majority of

University of Massachusetts

students and staff, however,

did not attend the on-campus

vigil yesterday. Three people

stood in front of the Student

Union steps at 8 p.m. last

night. The service to commem-
orate the events of two years

ago was organized last minute.

By 8:50 p.m. attendance rose

to its highest level of about 30

people.

"Not exactly a thousand

points of light." said Brian

Plankey. a senior political sci-

ence and history major.

Plankey said he had friends

and family in Manhattan dur-

ing the attacks two years ago.'

"It was a long couple of

days ... just waiting to hear

from them." he said,

Plankey said he was disap-

pointed in the turnout and how
it reflected the UMass commu-
nity.

Maria Rillotta and Tera

Brombcrg. both seniors and
psychology majors from
Biooklyn. N.Y.. organized the

event upon learning that there

were no ceremonies planned

on campus.
"I looked at the school

paper today jSept. II. 2003|

and there was nothing."

Bromberg said.

Then she said that she and

Rillotta walked around campus
to find an event that they could

attend in order to memorialize

Sept. 1 1

.

"Not one moment of our

time. Not one page in our

paper. " Bromberg said explain-

ing how both her and Rillolta's

shock led to less than 24-hours

of time for organizing their

own Sept. I I commemorative
event.

Although many were disap-

pointed with the turnout.

Bromberg and Rillotta both

said they were pleased that

everyone who came made it

out.

"This was just planned

today by the two of us."

Rillotta explained. "Out of the

2.000 people we spoke lo and

handed flyers to ... Thank you

for coming."

Continued on page 2

Michelle Choquette and Tony Pere: watch as ^peak^•r Tera Bn>mberK tells her personal experience of ^/W. Chi>quette and Pcre: both >aid

they were disappointed with the turnout but appreciative of the >peakers.

Community service learning fair success

By Alyson Zillmann

C>)LLH(ilAN C"<)RRH,SlX)NnFNT

The Campus Center Auditorium was humming

with the voices of students and rcvruiters Wednesday

from 1 1 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the annual Community

Service I.earning Fair

Students roamed freely between the dozens of

tables set up in the auditorium for the wide variety of

non-profit, volunteer-based organiz.ations. The types

of organizations present ranged anywhere from animal

shelters to children's programs, from the Red Cross, to

the Peace Corps. Although the students that came
were from a mix
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of inajor back-

grounds, all

shared one thing

in coinmon — a

desire lo volun-

teer.

!Vlun\ of the

students that

were there

began their vol-

unteer work as

part of class

requirements
and liked it so

inuch that they

decided to con-

tinue volunteer-

ing on their

own.

Nicholas
Demas. a senior

sociology major, was among the students at the fair.

Denies had a table set up for the University's

Alternative Spring Break program, which is part of the

anthropology deparlnient. Ixist year, as part ol the pro-

gram, he helped set the foundation for a new building

in a small southern town. Me said he enjoyed the pro-

gram so much that he chose to co-facilitate it this year

Sean l.aurent. a senior psychology majoi, started

volunteering as part of a praclicum for a psychology

class.

"Now I want to volunteer regardless of whether it's

attached to a class or not," .said f^urent, who got

infonnalion from many of the lxx)ths. "Working for

these organi/.iilions is kind of addictive."

Some of the students came with only one interest

in mind, or one organiz^ition in particular.

Suniiha Menon. a senior, said she wanted to join

the Peace Coips after graduation, and an advisor told

her she should have .some volunteer experience first.

Menon said she was mostly interested in volunteer

work involving children.

jen McNaught, a sophomore animal science inajor,

.said she came to sign up at the Hverywoman's Center.

She said she had done some work with issues of dat-

ing violence in high school and wantc-d to continue

along this piith.

Nancy Condt)n, who represented The Zoo in

Fore-sl Park, said that she has been coming to the fair,

which u.sed to be held in the Student Union Ballnwm,

for several years now. She said that this year the space

was smaller and it scvmed like there were fewer stu-

dents than usual.

An atiendanl at the Tobacco-Free Network said

that although fewer ix"ople were signing up, the partic-

ipants were" all enthusiastic.

Firefight in Iraq kills soldier
Bv Hrnoji; Hranj.^ki

AsS(K lAIhll TrK.SS

BAGHDAD. Iiaq - Altackeis

lircHJ rtK-kei-propellcd grenades al

a U.S. niililai-y convoy west of

Baghdad Ihursday. touching oil

an intense lirelight that left ai

least one American soldier

wounded, the military said. Tanks

and other vehicles from the inl

Armored Cavalry Regiment came

under attack in Fallujah. pari ol

the dangerous "Sunni Triangle"

region about 60 miles west ol the

capital. U.S. Aim> Capl. left

Fit/gibbons, coalition spt>kesman

in Baghdad, told AP Radio.

Other "U.S. forces responding

to the scene came under lire and

returned lire al houses nearby"

Fitzgibbons saitl.

One U.S. soldier was wound
ed. said Fit/gibbons anil a

Pentagon official who spoke on

condition of anoinmily There

was no information regarding

casualties among attackers.

Two U.S. military trucks were

also destroyed during the lighting

along Highway 10. the officials

said.

Tlie Fallujah region has Ix-cn

one ol the mo^l dangerous for

U.S. soldiers. Support lor ousted

dictator Saddam Hussein runs

striingesi in the region.

Associated Press lelevisiun

News pictures from Khaldia, 20

miles west of lallujah. showed a

burning tank transport truck, a

burning 5lon truck and at least

one hurnine 1 luiiucc.

Kanaan All Ibrahim. <i wilnc^^.

saitl the convoy was moving Irom

llabaniya to Ramadi when Iraqi

"tnujahedeen" ambushed it with

riKkcl -propel leil grenades.

\ small ciowi.1 gathered at ilic

scene o\ ihc attack and begati

shouting jubilantl\ "Allalni

Akbai," or GckI is great, and "Oh.

Iraq, we sacrilice our lives ami

blood for you."

An Abrams lank could he seen

on the APTN \ideo and there was

the sound of a prokmged gunhai-

lie. w ill) the shifting appearing to

be coming mainly from the lank

and other heavy guns. The Iraqi

guerrillas that carry out such

ambushes normall> carry only

Kalashnikov automatic rilles and

rocket-propelled grenades.

larlier. an American soldici

died Ihursday in a highly unusual

accidcm. the niilitary icpoiui!

The soldier was killed and two

vithcis were slightly injured when

a lire they were changing on a

"hca\y expanded mobility tai-lical

liuck"" explcKlcd, the U.S. Centra!

Command said. The incidcni

occurred near Balail. 4^ mil.s

north of Baghdad

Meanwhile, the top AniciK.m

military man in Iraq sjjd

Thiirsda\ the country was ix'».on\-

ing the key ballletield lor the I S

led war c>n terrorism .i w.n he

said would not end quickly.

"Its clear lo me thai this is the

next battleground in the global

war on ternirism ihal we ha\c

been on now lor Iwd years, " I i

Cien Ricaido Sanchez lold

leportcis. h's a war thnt will

^oniinuc lor some lime But

there's absolutely no question in

my mind that the American peo-

ple are coniiiiiiied i(> w inniiu- ihis

war"
He said the increasing liircai ol

terrorist attacks in Iraq was "ji

natural follow-up battle in thai

war on terrorism'" that began with

I he U.S. -led ouster of the Taliban

regime and its al Oaida allies from

Mghanistan.
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ContinuMl from page 1

Although Rillotta and
Brombcrg understood the low
turnout, they and others in the

crowd expressed their shock
and disappointment.

"It is so sad that two years

ago everything stopped ... But

it still affects us all indirectly,

but it seems nobody cares

about that. It's shocking." said

Cyd Igot. a freshman education

major.

Igot, from Washington.
O.C. strained to explain the

two hours "of nerve racking

waiting" to hear whether her

father was okay.

Write
f r

news

Campus Perspectives
^^How do you feel about the eliminaion of the

ALANA caucus from the SGA^
^^

By Gerald H. Ling

::y»-^

vSm

C 11 i)

w % I don't think the seats

should t)e eliminated. Why this

is suddenly an issue after the

seats have t)een there for so

long Is (X)nfusing to me. 4 4

- Angela Zammerlli

(( I think that there should

be a fair representation of stu-

dents. Since the constitution

doesn't allow them to have

seats then they should be

offered the opportunity to get

them back democratically. ^ ^

Art
I n n I r

Geography & French
- Dan Gosselin

CVS
pharmacy

II Inloiuiir Pfll@fi@
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$1.00 off 1 hour processing
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$2.00 off 1 hour digital processing

(prints & cd)
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Offer ends:
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<(
I have no Idea. 4 4

- Brendan Joyce

m ^~^''4

:M f —
%% 1 support the ALANA

caucus because we are

)
^ all minorities and need to

berepresented. 4 4

- Jevon Rice

S (' n I () r

Economics
J u n i o r

Psychology

% w I don't know enough

about the issue to com-

ment. ^ ^

-Phil McBride

S c n I ()

Art STPEG

^^ I think that the elimina-

tk)n of the ALANA caucus

from the SGA hurts the

SGA's servrce to the UMass

body because it narrows the

opinions that they recieve. ^ ^
- Robert Porter
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ALANA issues addressed:

a call for democracy.
After yesterday, the argument over the

removal of appointed seats in the Student

Government Association Senate has reached the

point where ultimatums have been delivered.

Rene Gonzalez of the Office of African,

Latino/a, Asian and Native American Affairs

did so as a part of yesterday's rally on the

Student Union steps, saying that there will be

no peace at the University of Massachusetts

until the seats are restored. The ultimatum

solves nothing and was a statement based on

anger, not reason.

Nevertheless, ALANA has some legitimate

complaints, and they need to be addressed.

SGA Speaker jared Nokes's claim that he can-

not uphold appointed seats in the SGA Senate

because of conflicts in the SGA by-laws and

constitution does not hold water — not when
that case was heard two years ago in the SGA
judiciary and the seats were declared constitu-

tional. Nokes says it is imperative that the

appointed seats are stricken immediately from

the Senate for fear that the University's board of

trustees will find the SGA governing body ille-

gitimate and take their power away.

But what are the odds of this? Almost zero.

Even Nokes admitted to The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian Wednesday that the SGA has

been operating for 10 years without any trustee

interference — a time period in which the by-

laws and constitution were in conflict the entire

time without any issues raised. As it was once

said in a fable, the sky is not falling.

Nokes has created a public relations night-

mare by choosing not to recognize the seats this

time, and has further compounded that problem

thanks to the timing late last spring and manner

in which it was done. In 2001. a question

regarding the status of caucus seats appeared on

the general election ballot. In that incident, the

.seats were recognized the entire time their exis-

tence was under question.

That is the democratic process. Nokes is

right in saying that if the appointed seats are

going to be a part of the SGA Senate, they

should be provided for in the SGA Constitution.

This issue has come up too many times in the

fast 1 years for it to be any other way.

The Collegian proposes this: ALANA seats

should be recognized for the 2003-04 school

year. The reasoning For and the way in which

the elimination was carried out are not sound,

and therefore, should not be applied.

That will not solve this problem though —
the by-laws and constitution can still be inter-

preted to be in conflict with one another, and

this issue will never go away until that situation

is remedied.

In addition, the Collegian believes that the

amendment Nokes wants on the Sept. 25 ballot

should come to be. Students need the opportu-

nity to get out and vote on an issue that obvi-

ously matters to many people.

If students vote in favor of keeping appoint-

ed seats like ALANA's in the Senate, every

effort should be made to develop and propose

an amendment for the constitution that would

go to the board of trustees for approval.

However, if the board of trustees follows

previous suit and denies the amendment ratifi-

cation, appointed seats should cease to exist.

There are other alternatives that can be consid-

ered to make the Senate diverse, and they're

options that deserve exploring if the amend-

ment fails. This issue cannot go on in cycles like

this forever. It's about time some reason is

applied to the issue and the democratic process

is used to find a satisfactory compromise for all

parties involved.

Unsigned editunah represent the majority

opinion of the The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian Editorial Board.

Drug Testing: employee plague??

Trying to find a job this past

summer presented a greater chal-

lenge than I anticipated. There

were some issues I did

expect to encounter.

For example, I had

already figured I would ^"^~"

not find employment that

involved fftt^l-esting woilc. I also

knew that the job market was

difficult and it would be hard to

get an offer anywhere. What I

didn't expect was to have to take

a drug screening urinalysis test.

At first I attempted to avoid

looking for work in places that

demanded I surrender my urine

for examination. However, after

quick survey of the few places in

my area that were even accepting

applications, I discovered that

the vast majority of minimum-
wage jobs insisted I oblige to

their bathroom fetish.

United Labs, a major drug

testing corporation, offered this

fact in their publication, "In

Favor of a Drug-Free Workplace:

Why Drug Testing?"A 1997

American Management
Association study revealed that

81 percent of surveyed compa-

nies enforce a drug-free work-

place through the use of manda-

tory drug testing of its employees

and applicants. The number rep-

resents a 277 percent increase

since 1987.

The startling numbers raise a

question: Why? Why are employ-

ers interested in spending large

amounts of money in order to

uncover this private detail of the

lives of their employees? Why do

drug-screening companies like

United Labs feel that drug

screening is .so important? Why
are people arguing that it is nec-

essary to expose this information

to employers?

Advocates of the drug-free

workplace argue three reasons

that support their claims for the

necessity of drug testing. They

attempt to justify the concept

through a need for safety, compe-

tence and reliability. However,

none of the three holds strong to

examination.

Drug screening labs make a

strong case for safety in the

workplace, in the introduction to

the United Labs publication, it

says: "If people use drugs at

work, they won't be able to do

their jobs well and they might

end up killing millions of peo-

ple.

"

It cites a study by the National

Safety Council in which it was

reported that 80 percent of those

Moffis Singer

injured at work in "serious"

drug-related accidents are the

coworkers of those who use

drugs at work.

According to the coun-

cil, this statistic proves
""""" that employees who
use drugs on the job, or at any

time that affect employee work

hours, have a greater chance of

hurting their co-workers.

But what about an employee

who separates the recreational

use of drugs from his time on the

job? Is he really a danger to those

whom he works with? It is my
assertion that an employee who
is never under the influence of

drugs at work will not endanger

the lives of any work-related peo-

ple due to his drug involvement.

Therefore, a suitable drug test

What about an

employee who sepa-

rates the recreation-

al use of drugs from

his time on the job?

Is he really a danger

to those whom he

works with?

for job safety would show u pos-

itive result only if the employee is

under the influence of drugs dur-

ing the time of the test.

However, the current stan-

dard of drug screening docs not

distinguish between drugs which

affect the user on the job and

drug use unrelated to work. In

fact, with the current test, some

drugs are detectable for up to six

weeks after use. The test fails to

indicate safety hazards because it

does not distinguish between

arguably harmless drug use and

drugs taken at a time when its

effects could interfere with work.

Proponents of drug screening

also stress the need for a compe-

tent workforce. In advocating

their policies, they argue that

employees who use drugs — on

or off the job — work less effi-

ciently or become increasingly

incompetent. They also cite a

Gallup survey in which 63 per-

cent of surveyed employees fee!

that substance abuse interferes

with productivity.

What they fail to realize is

that inefficiency and incompe-

tence are the only relevanl drug-

related results. The actual cause

of an employee's poor perform-

ance should not be important to

the employer Instead, only the

problem itself should be of con-

cern, and only the effects that the

lacking employee has on compa-

ny functions should be used as a

basis for disciplinary action.

Perhaps if the employee wish-

es to offer an acceptable reason

for his lack of performance, the

employer could consider infor-

mation that is voluntarily submit-

ted (and suitably verified). In

such a case, a person with a med-

ical excuse may have a valid

defense, whereas a drug user

would not. Here, the employee

still has the opportunity to

defend his job, and the employer

still has the ability to rid his

workforce of incompetence. The

drug test would add nothing of

value.

Drug-screening supporters

also highlight the necessity of

their tests by emphasizing the

health risks of drug use.

According to the United Labs

publication, the results of a

study show that 9 percent of

drug users have missed 2 or

more days of work in an aver-

age month due to health-relat-

ed reasons. Therefore, drug

users are more likely to need

days off.

It is plau.sible for a company
to weed out employees who are

affected by health problems or

have the need to take a medical

leave. However, employers seem

to have forgotten about other

activities their workers may
engage in which pose equal

health risks. Everything from cig-

arette smoking to skydiving is

potentially harmful, yet employ-

ers do not screen for these.

Clearly the health risk as.sociated

with drug u.se is not the real

cause for concern.

The main arguments sup-

porting drug screening do not

hold up to scrutiny. So why are

more and more corporations

instituting a drug-free work-

place? One word: liability.

America is a litigious society.

The tear of potentially devastat-

ing lawsuits is causing corpo-

rate America to institute drug-

free workplace policies en

masse. Corporations are watch-

ing their backs, and working

Americans are losing. Because

of these policies. I found it chal-

lenging to find a job that did not

violate my privacy. I'm sure I'm

not the only one.

Morris Singer is a Collegian

columnist.

Actions speak.

Words are louder.

Old School, New School
Dear incoming Freshmen,

If you're reading this letter,

you already know. Your My Body

My Health class sucks — the

professor, the kid with awful BO
sitting next to you, and every-

thing else. I'll be in the Ed/Op
Section every other Friday to

help you get through this.

i love you.

Matt

Chances are, a month ago you

called up your roommate (who
you thought was cool at

orientation but has since

become a huge tool),

and got all excited about

college life in unison. You then

went out with the parents and

had yourselves a nice little

Saturday — hit up Home Depot,

maybe even Bed Bath & Beyond

to get your crummy shower tote.

While you were there, you

probably discovered the

"Beyond" Section and bought a

whole bunch of ridiculous

garbage that will never see the

light of day, except for that one

plastic beauty you'll manage to

convert into a funnel two
months into school, which is just

priceless. But hey. Columbus
wasn't looking for America, my
man, and that seemed to work

out for everybody, didn't it?

You're here. Ya know what I

mean?
So now you're all stocked up

and all moved in. What's next?

Books. Actually books aren't

next at all. Don't buy them until

two weeks after classes start. In

fact, for the first two months of

school, I recommend that you

give nothing back to the academ-

ic community, as well as provide

no public service of any kind

(except to that guy who picks up
cans in nothing but overalls in

uptown Amherst). So what's

really next? Parties.

Yeah, the University of

Massachusetts is full of them.

and 75 percent of them suck.

But you're freshmen, so you
won't really care, and that's what

the frats are for They're like that

girl down the hall that you

hooked up with your first night

here because a certain Captain

said it was OK. Like you did the

morning after, you'll wake up a

year from now and say to your-

self, "What the hell was I think-

ing?" Then you'll remove your

boxers from the fish tank and
leave the room swearing to your-

self", "Never again." Basically,

this means not until next week-

end. You'll soon come

Mat! Bfocliu '° '"'"'' °"' '^'" ^'^'"'

^^^^^^^^ isn t really a party

school; it's a drinking

school. And yes, there is a differ-

ence.

Without a doubt, parties iron-

ically lead to courtship. I'm not

going to sugarcoat it for you.

You're going to get so much
action here, it's gonna be sick.

I'm talking like crazy boy band

action. When that girl in the hal-

ter-top (yeah, the one who has

no idea that it's 22 degrees in

Amherst tonight) spots you

(yeah, the disease-free gentle-

men who has no idea how white

and uncoordinated he actually

is) stumbling around the dance

floor, she can't help but find her-

self wondering what color your

underpants are. I mean, chances

are, they're your average white

cotton underpants, but maybe
they're silk. Maybe it's a thong.

Maybe it's something really cool

that she doesn't even know
about. Soon, she'll walk on over

and say, "Hey Mike," and before

you know it, you'll be in your

room with the Si.sqo CD on,

groping and rolling around on

your bed.

So yes, all kinds of hook-ups

are going to happen. It's really

just a matter of preference

(hmmm ... cheerleader or

nurse?). But don't overdo it.

Even though all we are is dust in

the wind, no one likes a whore.

Okay, well everyone likes a

whore, but for God's sake, don't

be the kid-who-makes-a-girl-

friend-oul-of-the-first-girl-he-

hooks-up-with-in-college-who-

just-so-happens-to-live-right-

across-the-hall. Yeah, she's ok,

but I want you to get out of it

while you still can. Otherwise,

let me be the first to congratulate

you. You're stuck with one vagi-

na for the rest of the semester.

Really smart, buddy, way to

work it through.

That next morning, you'll

crawl to the dining hall to get

some brunch just before 2 p.m.

Yeah, we call it the DC. it's

weird. You're friends from home
will make comments, but ya

know what? There's no escaping

from it. so deal. As far as the DC
goes, if you're really hungry, it's

pretty decent. Once it hits your

lips, it's so good. My recommen-
dation would have to be any-

thing with cheese.

It'll fill you up and keep you

warm while you're walkin'-in-

our-winter-wonder-wind-tunnel

campus on those February days.

So how do you fight the cold?

One word, two syllables: ear-

muffs. But these may cause

problems. They might render

your hearing worse than my
grandpa's while World
Wrestling Entertainment is on.

People can come up to you and

utter a whole string of obsceni-

ties, whatever they want. You'll

be the clueless idiot walking

around with pom-poms on his

ears.

So that's about it. I wish

someone had laid it all out for

me like this when I first came to

school. Hopefully, you won't

make the same mistakes I made.

Now, I'm going streaking,

through the quad and into the

gymnasium. If I don't see you,

keep, uh, keep truckin'. Good
stuff. "YOU'RE MY BOY
BLUEWALL!"

Mall Brochu is a Collegian

columnist.

Free at last?
it was reported in the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian on Wednesday that Student Government

Association speaker, lared Nokes, stated that his

decision not to recognize appointed seats - like the

ones held by the African, Latin, Asian and Native

American Caucus - for the 2003-

04 school year "wasn't a matter

of public opinion." Nokes went

on to say that, "the important

thing was whether the by-laws

were in line with the constitu-

tion."

Okay, so let me see if I have this

straight, jared Nokes doesn't

care what the public, (the stu-

dents that the SGA represents),

^^^^^^^^ thinks. Rather than take the time

to write an amendment to the

constitution that would allow for appointed seats,

Nokes is choosing to eliminate what

amounts to the entire minority fac-

tion of the student government.

With all due respect, Mr Speaker

— and you have yet to earn mine —
are you out of your mind?

"The truth of the matter is that

through some twist of fate, the SGA
wound up in control of $1.7 million

of the budget. This is money that is

supposed to benefit the entire cam-

pus, not just the elements of campus

life that the SGA deems worthy. Yet,

the entire campus is not white and

male, and by eliminating the majori-

ty of the minority figures on the

Association, Mr Nokes, you are taking away the

only voice for a very important, already under-rep-

resented, part of the UMass community. How
much of that money that the SGA controls will be

used to further minority causes and programs if

there are few to no minorities to demand a fair

share?

The SGA's own president, Dave Cam has esti-

mated that the senate is made up of 90 percent

white men. While UMass might not be as diverse

as it should be, as it wants to be. I can say with

confidence that 90 percent of the student popula-

tion is not made up of white men. The SGA should

be representative of the student body, a task they

were already failing miserably. So, exactK what

message were you trying to get across to the stu-

dent body with this decision? If you were trying to

make it clear that we are governed by white, male

— and probably republican — senators then your

message was received loud and clear

What you have actually done with this decision

is tell the Amherst campus that anyone who falls

under the ALANA umbrella doesn't have a voice

worthy enough to be heard, it is a sad day, indeed,

when the Student Government Association is more

concerned with a potential loss of authority and

How long will it be

until burning cross-

es appear on

Metawampe Lawn

as a warning to all

people of color that

we are not wanted

here?

control than with the fact that you are systemati-

cally telling members of the ALANA community

that they don't deserve to be listened to.

Why did you make this decision when the

Senate wasn't in session? Why not wait until the

first meeting so that you could at least pretend to

be democratic and a vote could be taken on the

issue? Is it because you are a cowardly little man
who wants complete control but knows he will not

have it when there are other people who might not

let his ideas come to fruition? It might just be.

Last time I checked — and I did check, just to

make sure I hadn't missed something — we live in

a democracy, not a dictatorship. You do not control

this campus, nor are you entitled to that control. It

is pitiful that you cannot even take full responsibil-

ity for your decision, choosing instead to hide

behind what you have termed "the will of the sen-

ate." just because the senate was adjourned at the

last meeting of the 2002-03 school

year before a vote could be taken

on this issue, doesn't mean the sen-

ate agrees with you. In fact a mem-
ber of the Senate leadership, who
wishes to remain unnamed, thinks

that you're a joke and that you are.

quite possibly, the most embarrass-

ing thing about the SGA at the

present time.

I'm wondering. Mr Nokes, if

your next decision will be to segre-

gate dorms and have separate

water fountains for whites and

people of color Should 1 start rid-

ing at the back of the bus now, or

wait until the SGA passes that motion? How long

will it be until burning crosses appear on

Metawampe Lawn as a warning to all people of

color that wc are not wanted here?

This is not a matter of white versus every other

race; this is a matter of fair versus unfair, just ver-

sus unjust. The voice of the people is not just one

race. Members of the ALANA community — and

any community not represented properly in the

SGA — deserve to have their voices heard as mui.h

as any member of the white, male population of

this school. If this campus stands for this, and

allows such blatant discrimination and racism to

remain a part of the SGA. then how can wc com-

plain when they make decisions that negatively

impact every single person.

I leave you now with a quote from Harold

Washington. Chicago's first black mayor: "Wc
don't have to slip around like peons or thieves in

the middle of the night, asking someone for open

sesame. Knock the damn door down!"
With that quote in mind. 1 L'hallenge all of you,

members of the ALANA community or not, to

make your voices heard.

Fmilic Dtiggan is a Collegian columnist and

can be reached at cmilieduggun@yahoo.com.

Write for Ed/Op.

Be heard,
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Black Sheep Cafe hosts open mic night
Wednesday night has a new vibe

By Eva Piccozzi

( lUltt.lAN IX)RRI:SIH)N1JENT

'Word on

Wednesday'

Black Sheep Cale

When asked about the diversity she

sees in ages and performance pieces she

smiled and quickly said, "Poetry, fiction,

acoustic guitar mostly, but it is an open

mic. The crowd we get in here every

week is pretty consistent and presently

we're trying to do more advertising, and

get some fresh talent from the universi-

ties."

According to regular performer Adam
Grabowski, a fifth-year student at

UMass, a close-knit poet community had

formed over the pass several

years. When asked what made

this reading environment differ-

ent from others he said, "It's

unique from the places I've read

at mostly because of the people

that attend. Everyone works off

each other."

Practically writing since he was

introduced to poetry, Adam said with sin-

cerity that the Black Sheep is a prime

spot to exercise his creative mind.

Rich "Gooselove" Montone, one of

the original hosts of "Word on

Wednesday" at The Fire and Water Cafe

spoke briefly about passing his hosting

position on to Sondra and how he now

makes an appearance at the Black Sheep

to do performance poetry. He too feels

that the Wednesday night gathering has

become sort of an "unofficial club." His

talent, was colossal as he dramatically

recited an untitled poem from the works

of the lyrical genius Saul Williams.

Gooselove. the pseudonym used by Rich,

bears a gift of entertaining that would

make any admirer

of stage perform-

ance attend a Black

Sheep open-mic

night.

Amy Laprade, a

publisfied fiction

writer closed the

evening with a 20-

minute excerpt from

her upcoming novel

•Rock Bottom

Diaries." The read-

ing was a treat for

everyone.

Between the hours

t 7 to 9 p.m. about

1 people per-

formed acts includ-

ing acoustic guitar

ix>LiRESYiif<iERALnH LiNi; medlcys with origi-

Littered with tables and patrons during normal business nal lyrics, readings

days, the Black Sheep opens its floor every Wednesday night, from Yeats and

For many University of Massachusetts

Mudcnts who have passions for writing,

pla>ing musical instruments or acting,

ihc Black Sheep Cafe located at 79 Main

Sircei, is the ideal place to begin per-

lorining. Known ioremosi for its deli-

ciou.s deli sandwiches and fresh baked

goods, the Black Sheep's stage seems to

go unrecognized by the majority of stu-

dents and residents in the

Amherst area. Yet, a small clus-

ter of community members with

a passion for the lively arts, have

found their niche there.

"Word on Wednesday," is a

spot for people to perform, lis-

ten, watch and become inspired,

lounded by Star Drooker and

Irish Overstr, the program originated in

Northampton at The Fire and Water

Cafe. Many of the poets and several hosts

at the open-mic night got their start at

File and Water. In 2002 when the

Northampton Cafe closed, open-mic

night found a new home in Amherst. Still

in a transition phase, participants are

hoping to build a larger community of

poets than the one they left behind.

Sondra Morin, a senior English major

at UMass, hosts "Word on Wednesday"

She spoke of the Black Sheep with a

marked closeness as she descrih»ed work-

ing at the cafe, hosting venues and read-

ing some of her original poems on

Wednesday nights.

The Black Sheep Cafe, a regular daytime rest stop for hungry travelers in Amherst, is now also the mid week refuge for local

poets and aspiring vocal artists, serving up sandwiches and prose in the same place.

Amherst. "Poetry is addicting: this is a

church to me."

The Black Sheep stage is small, but

comfortable. It serves dual functions, to

seat its mid-day lunch goers and support

Louise Eldrich, along with prose and

recited poetry. Lori Desrosiers. a regular

pxjet at the Wednesday night readings

read a poem titled "Open-mic Blues," an

ode to her favorite little nook in

the talented artists once the sun goes

down. Rehearsals aren't necessary at

"Word on Wednesday" and admission is

free. Sign-up begins at six and the lights

go up at seven sharp.

Cliili Peppers heat things up at UMass
UMass scorched and stoned by the Red Hot Chili Peppers

and the Queens of the Stone Age at the Mullins Center

By GLtN StraUB
( X1U.E(.IAN StAPK

"1 feel like | bassist) Flea just

won homecoming and we are

playing the after party," Red Hot

Chili Peppers frontman Anthony

Kiedis told a dramatically less

than capacity crowd at the

Mullins Center on the University

of Massachusetts campus.

Tuesday night.

Kiedis. Flea, guitarist iohn

Frusciantc and drummer Chad
Smith must have been a little

confused when they looked out

into the audience when the lights

went up before their opening

song. "By the Way" and only

about 5.OCX) people were occupy-

ing the 1 0.000-seat arena.

Maybe there wasn't enough

publicity Or could it have been

the $4 1 price tag on tickets? Or
the fact it was the first week of

school? For the Peppers, though,

it didn't matter because the fans

that were in attendance wanted

the funk and the Peppers gave it

to them. It was a challenge for

the Peppers to play in such a cav-

ernous venue with so few people

in the stands but according to

Red Hot CWIi

Peppers

Mullins

Center

Siitl

Basist Flea leaps into

another stunning solo.

yet

Kiedis this show was special. He
said later on in the show, "Hey

this is fun, its real intimate."

The Chili Peppers ha\'e been

in the music business for 20 years

with nine records in their cata-

logue but the last two LP's —
1999's "Califomication" and

2002's "By the Way" —
have earned the Peppers

their biggest commer-

cial success.

"Califomication" won a

Grammy award in 2000

for best rock album. As

a result, the band from

Los Angeles paid hom-

age to their most popu-

lar albums by filling

their set with a majority

of songs off the two records.

Including the "By the Way" open-

er, the Chili Peppers' first six

songs played were off either

"Califomication" or "By the

Way" And it didn't stop after

that.

Some of the band's most

recent songs played throughout

the show were, "Universally

Speaking." "Throw Away Your

Television," and "Can't Stop" off

"By the Way" As for the

"Califomication" LP, the melo-

dramatic "Other Side," "Scar

Tissue" and the record's title

track, "Califomication" were per-

formed.

Backed by three 1 5-foot high

screens playing distorted video of

the band members and psyche-

delic images plus seven

retractable strobe lights that

flashed during powerful Chili

Pepper anthems like "Around the

World, " the band put on an hour-

and-half set with a set of songs

that fell way short of spanning

their entire career

However, the Chili Peppers

did play some of the fan favorites

off their 1991 breakthrough

album, "Blood Sugar Sex

Magik." Kiedis and Frusciante

took full advantage of the inti-

mate atmosphere that existed in

the Mullins by playing the emo-

tionally charged "I Could Have

Lied."

The band ended their set

before the encore break with an

emphatic version of "Give it

Away" in which Flea jumped on

top of Smith's bass drum

and the two band males

stared into each other's

eyes not even looking at

their instruments, collab-

orating on a funky dmm
and bass outro to the

song.

A highlight of the

night came when
Frusiante gave the fans

a pleasant surprise

mid-way through the show in

which he belted out his owoi ren-

dition of Elton John's "Tiny

Dancer." What seemed to be a

humorous attempt of a cover at

first tumed out to be an

enhanced version of the song that

featured Frusiante's rock guitar

rather than a piano.

The best part of the evening

had to be the encore. It began

with Rea on trumpet with Smith

on drums helping him mimic jazz

greats Miles Davis and Charlie

Parker that

fumed into an

intro for the Chili

Peppers' ultimate

ballad. "Under

the Bridge."

Following the

heartfelt crowd

pleaser, Kiedis,

Flea, Smith,

Fusiante did

what they do
best: combine the

elements of funk,

punk and rock

with their song

off "Blood Sugar

Sex Magik." "Sir

Psycho Sexy" to

close the show. Guitarist

If the concert crazy guitar

Motorcycle Club rides again

and in need of a tune-up

By Brendan Lee

CoixEtiiAN Staff

their

"Take

\bur
Black

rH(m>^i\n'Rli-;

Front man Anthony Kiedis

owns the stage, as usual.

didn't prove it. the last minute

capper on the night, "They're

Red Hot" let everyone in the

arena know that the Red Hot

Chili Peppers, even after 20

years, still can fire up a venue, no

matter how many people are

there.

Queens of the Stone Age and

French Toast oix-nod for the Red

Hot Chili Peppers. While both

put on decent sets, the two bands

seemed to be mshed in their

songs. Fortunately for them, not

too many people were there to

sc^ it.

With the release of

new record

Them On, On
Own," the

Rebel

Motorcycle finally

embrace their adopt-

ed heritage, becom-

ing the best Brit rock

band to ever come
out of San Francisco.

Black Rebel

Motorcycle Club

Take Them On,

On Your Own'

L
Virgin

John Frusciante cuts loose a

riff.

The bands 2001 debut

"B.R.M.C." bore more than a

passing resemblance to the shoe-

gazing sound of the lesus and

Mary Chain at the height of their

game in 1989. Despite the best

intentions, "Take Them On, On
Your Own" fails to replicate that

acid-washed |AMC sound that

the members of Black Rebel

Motorcycle were raised on.

The genius of the jesus and

Mary Chain was the streamlined

simplicity of the songwriting:

Phil Spector-style production,

produced huge, distorted bass

lines that rolled like ecstasy,

wave upon wave of guitar feed-

back and lyrics that combined

biker gang mythos with heroin

chic. The songs on their 1986

debut "Psycho Candy" even

evoked some Beach Boys com-

parisons. Earlier this year, the

Black Rebel Motorcycle took the

lAMC formula and tried to

change it, in search of better liv-

ing through chemistry. The

results are not encouraging.

Black Rebel Motorcycle even

try to replicate their past success

on the lead single "Stop." In

2001, the band .scored a minor

radio and MTV2 hit with

"Whatever Happened to my
Rock and Roll (Punk Song)?"

That song was a scathing critique

of the state of rock music in the

21st century. In "Stop." lead

singer and songwriter Peter

Hayes targets fair-weather fans.

Lines like, "I won't fail you, but

you won't bleed for me," and "we

don't like you/ we just want to

try you" (coupled with a lengthy

anti-piracy diatribe in the liner

notes) make the band seem less

rebellious than their cinematic,

Brando-inspired name would
suggest.

Black Rebel

Motorcycle bring even

more of a political

agenda to the table on

"Take Them On, On
Your Own." The tire-

some stomp of "U.S.

Government" takes

advantage of an easy

target, U.S. foreign

policy They also man-

age to contradict themselves,

with an altered title for the song

to coincide with a stateside

album release (the track is intro-

duced live and appears online as

"Bomb the U.S. Government").

Still, the ending lyrical coda

doesn't lack any conviction, with

Hayes cautioning that the powers

that be will "show ... what's

being done/ you're gonna know
they were never yours to kill."

The album's best songs are

when the band stops doing their

|AMC hero worship. "Shine of

Blue" still reverently gazes at its

shoes, but channels other influ-

ences (i.e. Ride), complete with a

droning chorus and broken-

hearted lyrics. "And I'm Aching"

is a rare acoustic diversion and

sounds eerily like a lost My
Bloody Valentine demo. The
songs sound out of place on a

record that is otherwise a reverb-

drenched acid trip back to the

late 1980s.

"I don't feel at home in this

generation," croons Hayes on the

cleverly titled "Generation."

Perhaps he's pining for the days

when Scottish and British bands

like |AMC and Ride and My
Bloody Valentine ruled college

airwaves and good drugs weren't

nearly so expensive. Given the

cynical tone of "Take Them On.

On Your Own" he could also be

decrying an entire generation

whose most engaging political

concern is legal music download-

ing. Like lAMC (and Brian

Wilson before them). BRMC just

weren't made for these times.

They just can't find the proper

way to express the sentiment.

New Coal Chamber B-Sides not left by the wayside

A rekindling of the same old fires

By Cameron J. Woods
C\)i i.tiiiAN Staff

For those who favor rock of the heavy metal

persuasion, the name Coal Chamber
may bring back some memories. The
band that at one tiine was a frontrun-

ner in the effort of intergrading heavy

metal into the popular music scene has

released a new disc, though technically

all the music is more than half a

decade old. The album is a collection

of B-sides, remixes and demos most of

which has never been heard before.

Even with all the polish and perhaps a

little too much fanfare the album still

falls a little short of the mark.

The sheer length of this album is a

bit much for one to listen to all at

once. Nearly two hours and 20 tracks of

pounding rock is in the best of situations an

awesome experience, but here it is a drawn out

cry for attention. It is unlikely that any listener

could resist skipping forward a few songs here

and there on
this album,
just in the

interest of get-

ting something

else done with

the day.

It is not

uncommon for

a band that

has been on
hiatus from
the recordi-

ng world to

release a CD
of what are

-0A4« CHANCER
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politely labeled B-sides and remixes. The remix-

es on this album are, for the most part, still

Coal Chamber at heart, that is with the excep-

tion of the "Hypno-Submissive Mix" of "Sway,"

which due to his dominant vocals sounds more

like a track from producer/buck up

vocalist lay Gordon's band "Orgy."

The opening track of the album is a

cast-off from the bands self-titled disk

called, "Headstones and the Walking

Dead." This may not be the loudest or

strongest track on the album, but it

does let the listener know what to

expect from the B-sides that make up

six of the album's 20 tracks. They are

the kind of songs one would listen to as

background noise while perusing the

Internet, never really listening to the

songs as they blast out of the speakers.

Though they arc all are fairly good

songs, upon listening to them one can tell why

they were not on any of the bands' first three

compact disks. This is with the exception of the

outstanding track '"Anxiety" clipped from the

"Dark Days" album which is an amazing track

unless you have the volume all the way up —
then it is just plain painful.

The album's latter five tracks are composed

of demos from the earliest days of Coal

Chamber's career, one can hear the band at

their most unaltered state. Unfortunately these

tracks were also recorded when the band was

first stalling up so they in no way measure up

to Coal Chambers Later accomplishments. As

for the former 15 tracks they were produced

lor the most part by lay Gordon and lay

Baumgardner. these five aie completely Coal

ChaiTiber created and produced, be it for better

or worse.

For fans who own the band's first three

Glamorous and dark, Coal Chamber cranks out a post-mortem album. After nearly half a decade

the hardcore rcK-kers are still making their proence known.

that leaves one with a not quite satisfied iccling.

Perhaps it is the length of the album that weighs it

down, or maybe the fact that unlike every Coal

albums. "Giving the Devil his Due" may not be

a must buy. and if one is a die hard Coal

Chamber fan then this disk is to be avoided at

all costs. For those who have not yet entered

the coal chamber it's a good place to dig in, but

by no means will it give them the right to con-

sider themselves true fans.

It is hard to say exactly what it is about the album

Chamber disk befuie it, this album has no story line

to keep a flow from one track lu the next. One thing

is for sure and that is, as a band. Cuiil C'haiiiK i will

not be soon forgotten. The same caniKH Ix- said for

"Giving the Devil his Due."

Ashanti continues story in 'Chapter
By NiKoiJVS P. Markantonatos

lx)l 1>:<.IAN .^TAFF

Doll-faced R&B singer Ashanti

relumed this summer with her

sophomore album, "Chapter II."

Her self-titled debut was a deriva-

tive effort that capitalized

on her light-as-a-feather

vocals that used samples

to ensure mainstream

success.

Aimed squarely at

that same audience, the

aptly titled "Chapter M" relies on a

similar formula — beat-driven,

slickly productxi midtempo tracks

and ballads. But with |a Rule and

Fat |oe gone (so last year!).

"Chapter 11" goes light on the rap,

opting for only a handful of cameos

by co-producer Chink Santana.

And instead of relying on samples.

the album has a dtxidedly old-

school feel. "I Found Lovin' " has

the signature squiggly sound of

80's pop and "The Story of 2"

sounds like it's being performed by

a girl doo-wop group. The singer

also scores with the Chaka

Khan classic "Sweet

Thing."

To be sure, Ashanti is a

summer artist. Her airy

voice wafting out of a

boombox on a sandy

beach is the perfect complement to

the ocean mist on a sunny, tranquil

day A smooth low key groove

made "Rock Wit U (Awww Baby)"

a perfect song this past summer
Unfortunately Ashanti doesn't

deliver as a tme artist. There are no

substantial lyrics on the record only

insights into love and heartbreak

(what else, right?). Most ol the

songs are blase fillers that go

absolutely nowhere. Carrying you

through these tunes are overused

interludes — five in all! — that are

essentially commercials for the

Murder Inc. label and skits about

"haters" that make the record

excmciatingly hard to listen to.

KIlsV MLRIiCKINi

Ashanti

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors
Beer: Liquor:

Long Trail Glenlivet
2/12pk case $19.99* 750 ml.. .$27.99

Jameson
Coors light

I liter... $22.99

MarteUV.S.

750 ml.. .$21.99
pk cans $10.99* Absolut

Busch & Busch Light A" ''"'avors

24 pkbtis. $10.99* 750 ml.. .$15.99

Obtain Morgan

750 ml... $10.99

10 pk cam. $18.49*

Schaefer

Wi

Harpoon
i2pkbtis 9.99*

Molson

12 pk hti. .$8.99*

Seagram's Gin
All Flavors

750 milt... $8.99

*all beer prices plus deposit

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

S33 Russell St., Rte 9, Hadley, MA 0103s

$84-8174 •Man,- Sat, 9am- iipm

SALE 9/4 THROUGH 9/10

Wine:
Beringer Founders' Reserve

Char, Ciih . Mi-rlcl. I'lricil Nmt

750 ml. ..$7.99

Vendange
Chard., ( ah , Mirldt, V. Gri(!iii

1.5 lt...$6.99

Jacob's Creek
C;haKl., Cab.. Shinu. Mirloi

750 ml. ..$6.99

Meridian
Chard.. CaK. Mrrlol. I' l>ii;<'ri.i

750 ml...$6.99

Beringer's Stone Cellars

Chard., CaK, .Mirlot, V (,rn^..no

750 ml. .2 for $10.00

MarcusJames
Charvl.. (^ah, Mi-rlut. While Zin

750 ml.. .$2.99

Arbor Mist

All Flavors

750 ml...$2.99

Want to make friends that

last a Mietime???

CaU us at Sept.16-21

413.B4B.2711 or check us out online at

WWW.uma2S.edu/greek/panhel.htm

Suidentjobs
Great Job opportunities for students in

humanities and social sciences. Work to pro-

tect the environment ad hold corporations

accountable. Flexible Hours; fun progressive

workplace, valuable )ob skills We are seek-

ing motivated articulate and creative people

to organize in diverse communities around

the valley Call today, start tomarrow. $8-

10 hr. plus bonus

Clean Water Action:

584-9830

Young Men's Club
131 East street Hadley. MA

Monday HigM Football

6Q
' Pool Table

' Darts

' Horseshoes

' Keno

Smoking

Public Invited

' Women Welcome

Transportation Available

, f4H AmhTit^

^^ Casthampton

^ Savings B«i

ay Rd

M^"'\^.A^

Interested in an
Internship for

Spring Semester?

Come to a
Field Experience

Welcome Session!

Monday, Sept 15

3:00 pm

Tuesday, Sept 16

10:30 am

Thursday, Sept 18

3:00 pm

All Welcome Sessions take place in

104 Career Services BIdg.

(across from the Newman Center)

For more information

about Internships and Co-ops,

go to w\AA/v-ccn.acad.umass.edu

or call us at 545-6265

Caree
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Cross Country set to begin
Continued from page 8

more tianslcr Ryan Corbett, will

be pivutal to the teams success.

The team is coming off a

rebuilding year, and last year's

Ireshmen and sophomores will

be saddled with replacing the

hole that still remains from

2001. when no less than seven

seniors graduated.

"It WHS basically 100 percent

of our team, from a scoring per-

siKctive." O'Brien said of those

sc^en. But he seems to think

ihe youngsters are up to the

task.

"I like the supporting cast

behind (Hantman and

VIcCarron) and 1 like the teams

depth and balance." O'Brien

>aid.

"This early in the season,

we've been concentrating on

our team, we're in the mix with

u lew other teams but it takes a

lew weeks before i can make
any real predictions." O'Brien

said.

The women's team will also

against Maine. Vermont and

Central Connecticut in the only

home meet of the season.

Coach Julie Lalreniere has

been preparing the women's
sLiuad li> uliiizc cver\ bit of its

home course advantage.

"I've had them on the course

for ail their hard workouts,"

l.aKreniere said.

But the coach and her team,

will be up against a wall

throughout the season.

"We've had strong teams in

the past, but it's difficult,

because we get kids committed,

and then there's no out-of-state

financial aid," LaFreniere said.

With a small but dedicated

team on her hands, the coach

has ample ammunition for the

uphill battle the Maroon and

White faces this season.

The one thing LaFreniere is

sure of is that her top runners,

juniors Alexis Anzelone and
Amanda Dahlberg, will shine

this season. TWo-year veteran

seniors Tricia Silva and Kate

Markopoulps are also on the

hook, both for individual

accomplishment and leader-

ship.

The returning runners are

looking to build on the accom-
plishments of last season. At

the NCAA Northeast Regional

meet in New York's Van
Courtland Park last year,

Anzelone finished 165th over-

all. Markopoulos raced to a

143rd finish, and Silva also

impressed, earning 155th place.

Start your engines
Continued from page 8

keep teams on their toes with

their constant attacking and

stellar conditioning.

"They are a very disciplined,

organized and fit group that

like to use their overall fitness

to their advantage," Koch said.

The Minutemen are going to

have to keep an eye on their

assignments. Navy brings a

very young team to the field

with only four returning

starters. With this lack of expe-

rience the Midshipmen bring a

lot of different personnel on

the field to mix up the game
play.

The best part of Navy's game
is their defense, which has

maintained a .990 goals-

against average through per-

sistent one-on-one defense.

Koch wants the Minutemen to

distribute the ball more in

order to break Navy's pressure.

The Minutemen have been

going to senior Ptah Myers to

pick up a bulk of their offen-

sive load, but have seen stellar

improvement from Devlin

Barnes, Oral Bullen and

Andrew Eicher. The unlikely

trio came home with all-tour-

nament honors from the UAB

Nike Classic last weekend.

"They are playing the way 1

expect them to play, we just need

to start finishing," Koch said.

Adding that scoring touch has

been a big problem for the

Maroon and White, which has

been shut out twice thus far.

"We need to make sure we're

more consistent, we are going to

finish it's just the law of aver-

ages," Koch said.

UMass has home field advan-

tage for the first time this season

with high hopes of sweeping the

series. Even though it is nice to

be home, Koch doesn't see Rudd
Field as an advantage."! Rudd] is

one of the nicest fields in New
England and other teams would

want to play here," he said. "Real

home field advantage is when
your field isn't too nice."

The one uncertainty remain-

ing is what lineup will be seen on

the field this weekend. The
Minutemen have been making

several alterations to their lineup

over the season, including the

constant battle for starting

goalie.

"I think we have it down pret-

ty well, some start the game off

better, some come off the bench

pretty well," he said.

K^E^l
Weekend Schedule

Sport
Men's Soccer

Friday, Sept. 12

Opp./Eveiit

vs. Mercer

Saturday, Sept. 13

Time
4 p.m.

Sport Opp./Event
Football at Kansas State

Men's XC vs. CCSU, Maine, UVM
Women's XC vs. CCSU, Maine, UVM
Field Hockey at Boston Univ.

Time
2 p.m.

12 p.m.

12 p.m.

1 p.m.

Sport
Men's soccer
Women's Soccer
Field Hockey

Sunday, Sept. 14

Opp./Event
vs. Navy
vs. Syracuse
at Harvard

Time
1:30 p.m.

3 p.m.

2 p.m.
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Camp K€€-WQn€€, Greenfield, MA

{ Food, Arts, Crafts, Wooded Camping, Music,

I' Vending, Kids Cabin, Body Art & Lots of Fun!

Advonc^^TTfRSTs (until 9/17): $H8 Gotc: $60
AvQilobIc of oil Mox Creek, Brothers Post shows & Wormtown booths

Check out www.Wormtown.com lor lost min info, directions, & tickets!

Max Cr€€k • Rcid Genoucr & AoD Slipknot

Percy Hill • Depth Quartet Spookie Dolg Pride

Jen Durkin with Bomb Squod Poft.er 6ots

Fuzz & the Gratuitous Sextet Revivol

Reed Street • Town Ho Oak Street Entrain

Bruce Mandoro Bond Holuwoter Undertow

Seth Yocovone • Luke Potchen Dr. Juice

Electric Blue & the Kozrmik Truth ulu RAO

Psuchedelic Breakfast • Attention Shift

Peter Prince & the Trauma Unit Jiqqie A^^O

Grapes of Voudevillion Fantasy Concentric

Jeff Martell Coalboilers Zen Tricksters

Gordon Stone • Uncle Sammy Leroy White

Flipper Dave Rev Tor Bond Brothers Post
PufMn Stulf Cosmic Chorlif s Cafe KoKo Mi Coso

Doni€lson, CT Auqusto, ME Grec^litld •'* C:mtridi)<., "lA

8607712786 2076222Z25 «'377m2772 ti'S-'l-*"

Honfy. Love Trading Post Worrrtown Trodmql
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vm
NORTHIMPTON • H ttrmm^trrft L*«< -i02Hi, MVN\

Chfck out www Wormtown rorr^ 'or morf infrj'
I spln^,iirl I)f M<,n\
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19 ImpftMing

20 Suiranef iKHMn

22Goi{)»s

?4 Sailing ve«s«i

26Swani()

27 AnMe Jnjury

30 Pack rats

36Caiols

36Raiitow

37GnKelul

swirrmet

38 Bonllr« remains

39 Occupants

42 Vanity

43 AinazKig act

45 Floppy -
46 Kitchen tool
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SOCtXKOlate

dessart

51 Foui'tooted pal

52 Lotaasome

weight
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58 Strongttuld

62 Valentine
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70 TV statuette
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DOWN
I Jaijy
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3 Lendlol tennis

4 Turndown

5 "Venus' smqer

6 Coa^Qeai
7 Yeasty brew

8 HIave un

9 Div\a's kill

10 Relaxes

II 'OwVlrub

12 Movie

13 Barrels

21 Topchotces

(hyphi

23 Make --buck
25 Put into words

27 More than a

boO'boo

28 Tough queslwn

29 Fix up an okj

house

31 Barnyard noisa

32 Waslisland items
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34 Night racket
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41 Tough
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manner
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conquest
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61 Wall St
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64 Sparkler
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heyTI
CI5JVHAT'5 UP?"^

WANTED^I JU5T
TO TELL YOU...

KELLY HAD A
BIG CRUSH ON

YOU LAST YFARJ

WHAT?!?! I HAD A
THINO POR HER,

BUT SHE NEVER (JAVE

/AE ANY SIGNS! WHY
THE HELL DIDN'T

AVE???

NO,NO...IF SOA^fOfJf

TELLS YOU A SE^^R^T

LIKE THAT, THEY
WANT YOU TO TELL...

IN FACT, IT'S
YOUR OUTYAS A

FRTEND TO SAY
S0/^ETH1N&!

ANYWAY, I HAVE
TO GO TO THE
DOCTOR ro HAVE
THIS RASH LOOKED
AT... DON'T TELL
ANYONE, OKAY?

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst, Mass.

FRIDAY
• High: 78

• Low:51

SATURDAY
. High: 73

• Low: 64

SUNDAY
. High: 79

• Low: 51
'I'l'i'

Dining Commons Menu
l)X:. tontatt: 413-545-2626

LUNCH

• Roast Turkey

• StLitfwl Shells

• lalatel Pocket Sandwich

(vegan)

DINNER

• Dill Salmon
• Veal Madeline

• Brazilian Black Beans

ivegani
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The chief obstacle to the

progress of the human

race is the human race.
-Don Marquis

\9

aquarius • ian. 2o-ffb. is

Don't he .ibhamed of your "geeky"

hahits, embrac e them and he proud.

pisCeS • FfB. 19-Mak. 20

Do not overfeed your beta fish, no one

likes overweight fish.

aries • mar. 2i-apk. 19

Do something to spice up your life, try

dying your hair a shade of blue.

taurUS • Apr. 20-Mav 20

Try your hand at baking, and remember,

you get to eat what you make.

gemini • may21-)un. 21

Move away, far, far away, no one likes

V'ou or vour twin.

cancer • iun. 22-jui. 22

No matter how much paperwork you

finish there will always be more.

leO • li'i.. 23-Ari.. 11

Cjet in touch with your animalistic side,

just don't bite.

virgO • Alt,. 2.3-SfPT. 22

Love life? Yeah, good luck with that.

libra . sfpt. 2 j-oc t. 22

That person you thought you knew,

yeah he is so not who you thought.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-N(.v 21

lust go out and get those shoes. What's

the worst that (ould happen?

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Drc.21

It ycju put too many things on your belt

your pants will fall.

Capricorn • dlc. 22-|an. i9

Girls do like boys, girls just also like

cars and money.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

Montreal WeektMiJ.s

$99. Includes R/T

Luxury Motor

Coach from

Springfield. 3 Days-

2 Nights- 4 Star

Hotel Downtown

-

Meals-Night Cluh

passes, www.

montrea lexpress.net

1-781-979-9001

Special Group Rates

\l lO FOR SAI

F

Jeep Cherokee

Sport- 1995. Perfect

student car, A/C,

Great CD system,

original owner,

excellent condition,

90K, automatic.

413-296-0060

$3,600 or O.B.O.

1988 Mazda $950

413-586-5728

AUTO FOR SAFE

1994 r.ivot.i ra>ct)

well maintained,

sreat gas mileage.

$2,900 413-584-

26 34

1992 Silver Suharu

Stationwa^on !40K,

depcndahic, t^all

546-0383 after

6p.tn.

Honda 97 Prelude,

VTEC, 98K Miles,

Silver with Black

leather interior,

5speed, C:D/AC:,

sunroof, runs excel-

lent. $10,500 549-

1368

( OMPUTFRS

Pentium Laptop

$99.00 Pentium

Desktop $49.00 We
fix Laptops,

Desktops/ PCs j^uar-

anteed 584-8857

FMPFOVMFNT

Rent us your ears!

Participants sought

for listening experi-

ments. Call 545-

6837 leave message

or write

jkin^;ston@linguist.u

mass.edu

Mother's

helper/PCA

Cooking, Driving,

& Housekeeping.

References

Required. Own
Transportation ti)

S.DeerfielJ. 2 to 3

Afternoons. Per

week 8-10 hrs. $8hr

665-3914

Experienced

Linecook to work in

high volume upheat

professional kitchen

$1 3/hr to start plus

^reat henefits.

Apply in person

after 10a.m. Eastside

Grill 19Str(m«

Ave. Northampttin.

FMPLOYMENT

Dishwasher Great

Part-time

Eveninjj:/Weekend

position 9.25/hr to

start. Must he 18yrs

t)ld. Apply in person

after 12p.m. East

SideCjrill 19 Strnnt;

Ave. Northampton.
I

Drivers and Kitchen

help wanted Apply

at D.P Dough.

[")owntown Amherst

Movie

Extras/Models need-

ed. No exp.

required, earn up to

$500-1000 a day. 1-

888-820-0167 ext.

U150

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. Local

positions. 1-800-

293-3985 ext 516

EMPLOYMENT

Moving: Lt)cal mov-

ing company look-

ing for self tnotivat-

ed individuals for

part time positions.

Raises commensu-

rate with perform-

ance. Potential for

tips. Good attitudes

arc must. C:all (413)

584-4746

IBarrendin^!$

$250/day potential

No experience Nesc

Training provided.

1-800-965-6520 ext

162
\

fOR SALE

Web Hosting

9.95/month PI IP,

MySQL, Perl and

n>i>re.

vvwvv.iaufly.com or

(413)253-0051.

INSFRUCTION

Private Boxing

Lesst)ns- w/retired

pro Djara Biimpus.

In Northampton.

584-1966 or viMt

www.westernmass-

hdxin^.com Accepts

all Maji>r Credit

Cards

Learn t.) St;L)BA

Dive Curry Hicks

Pool Monday,

Tiiestlay, or

Wednesday 7pm to

10pm classes start

Sept 8 Call Project

Deep SOO-2S2-0977

Jaz: Piano Lessons

Explore your cre-

ativity Beginner to

.Advanced Learn a

wide range of styles

Reasonable Rates

C Contact Stephen

Page at 413-297-

7910

MISCELLANEOUS

Want to buy/sell

TEXTBCC^KS >Si

other stuff LOC:AL-

l,Y' ... NO shippin)4

hassles. NO pay-

ment middlemen!

All 4 FREE! Visit

WW vv.col le^'eshack

.

com today!

ROOMMATE WANTFt)

Female geek seeks

roommate to share

spacious 1 BR
Piiftton apt. Call

Lisa at 549-4248 or

email ladlen:o@stii-

deiif uniass.edu

SERVICES

Questions about

your leasc/seciiritv

deposit deductions.'

Questions about

sublettiiiK/assigning

leases.' Questions

about the condition

of your new house

or apartment.'

SERVICES

C'ontact the

Student Leyal

Services Office, 922

C'ampus Center,

5-45-1995

Spring Break 2004.

I -800-648 -4S49

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2004's

Hottest Prices Book

now .. Free Trips,

Meals (Si Parties

vvww.sunsplash-

toiirscom or 1800-

426-7710

A SPRING
BRH.AKER NEED-
|;D 20O4's Hottest

Destinations &
Parties 2 free trips /

high commissions

I 5w siinsplash-

tours.com 1800-

426-7710
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Tough draw

m Durham
By Matt Stewart

C^lLLKf.lAN CoRRESPONIUNT

UMass 1

UNH 1

Before the Massachusetts women's soccer team

even took the field to face New Hampshire, there

were implications that Wednesday night was going

to be a thriller from the start.

With a larger-than-usual crowd in attendance to

witness the first-ever night game at UNH's Bremner
Field, the play on the field was cranked up a few

notches, bordering on hostility between the squads.

The overly physical play later turned into an all-

out war, which landed three University of

Massachusetts players on
the injured list.

The game started out in

a scoreless stalemate for

most of the first half, until Lindsey Bellini a sopho-

more forward broke the silence at 40:40 on a serve

from Morgan Czaja. The Minutewomen held the 1-

edge, thanks to stellar work from goalkeeper Kelly

Nigh, until the penultimate minute, when junior

Chiara Best tied the game. After two uneventful

overtimes the game finished in a 1-1 tie.

"It was a pretty rugged game," UMass coach |im

Rudy said. "They had a good crowd there and every-

one was pumped up. It's good to see to a crowd like

that at a soccer game. There was a lot of fouling

from behind and a lot of other things that you

wouldn't see in an English Premier ImatchJ."

Three Maroon and White starters were injured in

the contest. Senior defender Maggie LaBrode. junior

midfielder Carly Turman. and senior Michelle

l.uttati each went down, joining junior Lindsey

Fairweather, who suffered a minor knee injury in

Sunday evening's practice, on the injured list.

"We ended up with three starting players

injured with no apologies," said Rudy. "It was
inexcusable in that regard. Regardless, we kept

our composure throughout the game."

With the score knotted at zero, Bellini gave

UMass the 1-0 advantage on a heads up pass from

sophomore Czaja. Midfielder Nadia Villarroel was

credited with the secondary assist, her second

helper of the season.

Bellini's goal was the latest chapter in a season

that has her electrifying the Minutewoman attack.

The Webster, NY. native has a penchant for clutch

scoring, with Wednesday's goal complementing a

three-point performance in UMass' 4-1 win over

Rhode Island on Sept. 5.

"She took the goal very well." Rudy said of

Bellini. "She received the pass in pressure and

got the goal past the keeper."

New Hampshire would tie it up and force over-

time on a true last-minute goal. Best, who took

nine shots in the contest, finally got the better of

Nigh off a free kick, tying the game at one all. Back

Shannon Oltman was credited with the assist.

"It would have been really super if we won." said

Rudy, who questioned the merits of the foul call that

led to the tying goal.

"We could have done it if it hadn't been for that

free kick. It was surprising."

The Wildcats offense out-shot the Minutewomen
24-9, and put three more shots on goal.

Nigh (seven saves) was the story in net. holding

the Wildcats scoreless until the 89-minute mark of

regulation. She racked up five saves in the process.

New Hampshire had two excellent chances to end

the contest in the first and second overtimes, but

Nigh was relentless, stoning both shots and ensur-

ing the tie.

"She's a very calm goalkeeper and also collect-

ed." said Rudy. "If she's ever nervous, she doesn't

let anyone know about it."

On the opposite side. Liz McKay was solid in

goal for the Wildcats, holding UMass to one goal

and tallying four saves. McKay didn't face any

shots on net in the either of the overtimes.

"We got a lot of kids to step on the field who
never got to play before," said Rudy. "That was
one of the positives in this game."

Next up for the Minutewomen is Syracuse,

which comes into town for a 5 p.m. showdown at

Rudd Field on Sunday. The high-octane

Orangewoman offense is averaging 3.50 goals per

game, and should bring no shortage of thrills to

Start your engines

clhRAI.hH LIN(•.^XMLE(•.I.^N

Junior Chris Cameruta and the Minutemen will look to make some headway thi.<i weekend when they host

Mercer ( 1-i) and Navy (I '2) in the UMass adidas Cia.ssic at Rudd Field.

Men's soccer

set for Classic
By Bob McGovern

Ci)LiJ:(.iAN Staff

The Massachusetts men's soccer

team has been making tune-ups all

summer since losing three vital cogs

to graduation. This weekend's

University of Massachusetts Adidas

Classic is the perfect place to see

how the engine is i\inning.

The Maroon and White (1-2) are

going up against two formidable

foes, Mercer and Navy, both confer-

ence champions last year The

Minutemen are looking to make the

best of this weekend and roll into

A- 1 conference play.

Mercer (1-3) won the Atlantic

Sun's regular season title and is

returning with a bulk of their line-

up, including 1 5 seniors. The Bears

possess a strong and balanced scor-

ing attack led by Del Olaoye, who
led the team in goals and was tied

for the lead in points last year.

UMass coach Sam Koch is look-

ing for his defense to contain

Olaoye. who has shown the ability

to break games open.

"I Olaoye I
is a very dangerous

front-runner, he is a very good play-

er and organizes his offense well,"

said Koch.

Sophomore Craig Canavan will

be back in the lineup after missing

last weekend's tournament due to

personal business. His presence

should bring the vocal leadership

that the UMass defensive unit has

been lacking.

While Mercer is off to a slow

start, Koch believes the Bears still

have the firepower to turn heads.

Navy (1-2) has had a respectable

start to the season, with a record

that belies the difficulty of its .sched-

ule. The Midshipmen dropped

tough decisions to Birmingham

Southern and perennial frontrunncr

Loyola-Maryland. Navy brings a

very athletic squad that tends to

Continued on page 6

For Shea, Harvard means more
By Becky Horow itz

( "oLLtl.lAN t^>RRESI"l>Nl)tN1

Amherst.

A trip to Harvard has meaning beyond wins and

losses for Patty Shea.

On Sunday Shea, coach of the Massachusetts

field hockey team, will be reunited with her former

roommate and teammate at the University of

Massachusetts, Har%'ard coach Sue Caples. Shea and

the Minutewomen (2-3) take on the Crimson (1-0)

at Jordan Field at 2 p.m.

"She is my dearest friend," Shea said of Caples.

The two have worked together on the field both

as teammates and colleagues. They had the opportu-

nity to coach together at Harvard at the beginning of

their careers.

"It's not about competition." Shea said of the

upcoming match, "its about the opportunity to see

each other professionally. It's about the passion for

the sport and the chance to have female athletes out

there."

Two weeks into the season, and one win shy of

.500. the Minutewomen are exactly where they want

to be.

"We're preparing for the marathon, not the

sprint." Shea said of her young team. "We want to

focus our energy on the process."

The Maroon and White will face two tough

opponents this weekend when it travels to

Cambridge to take on Boston University (2-0) and

Harvard.

The Crimson concluded their 2(X)2 season at 1
2-

6 with an NCAA Tournament loss to Michigan

State. They'll also be returning a full complement of

talented players.

Jennifer McDavitt was named Ivy League rookie

of the year, while two women were placed on the

STX/National Field Hockey Coaches Association

All-America Team, and five were named to the

STX/NFHCA Northeast Regional All-Aitierica

Team.

BU is returning five seniors looking to end their

careers the way they started them, with an America

East title and a trip to the NCAA Tournament.

The Terriers finished the 2002 season at I 1 -9.

and eight players earned America East all-confer-

ence honors.

Although both teams had winning records and

fxjst-season appearances last year. Shea's confidence

isn't waning; her main focus is her squad.

"The game plan is about us," Shea said. "It's

about what we need to do to be successful."

There is no doubt that the team possesses a lot of

individual talent. But success as a unit requires trust

and teamwork.

"Each player is an integral part of this team,"

Shea said. "Everyone brings something different."

junior goalkeeper Christine Tocco is off to an

excellent start, making key plays in the cage for the

Minutewomen. The emergence of Tocco, who only

began starting in the latter half of the 2002 season,

comes as no suiprise to Shea.

"Christine worked hard to get here." Shea said.

"She got the opportunity to play and she's taking

advantage of it."

just two weeks into the season. Tocco has tallied

52 saves, although Shea feels that stats can be

deceiving.

"The reality of the number of times a goalkeeper

makes plays isn't in the stats."

Goalie stats show only the number of goals

allowed and the number of saves made, and those

statistics can overshadow even the best [jerformers.

Even good numbers belie the worth of a goaltender

that can competently handle running both the

offense and defense.

Of course, Tocco s numbers are nothing to shake

a stick at, either.

Samsonov, Bruins finally agree
By Howard Ui-Man

.\ssix lATEn Press

WILMINGTON (AP) — The

Boston Bruins didn't want to lose

Sergei Samsonov again, not after

he missed 74 games last season

with a wrist injury.

So when he agreed to a one-

year contract Thursday — after

sitting out the first day of training

camp under new coach Mike

Sullivan — the Bruins had their

offensive sparkplug back.

"I golfed with him just the

other day and he looks healthy.

He's eager to go." team captain joe

Thornton said. "We've all watched

Sergei play and he doesn't mi.ss a

beat. I think he's going to be just

as good or better than the last cou-

ple of years."

Thornton was taken with the

first pick of the 1997 draft, while

Samsonov was chosen eighth

overall and won the rookie of the

year award with 22 goals and 25

assists. Both 24 years old. they

form one of the best young scoring

combinations in the NHL.
But the Bruins missed

Samsonov's playmaking last sea-

son, when he had five goals and

six assists in eight games. He had

bone graft surgery on his right

wrist Dec. 24.

He returned for the last regu-

lar-season game, scoring a goal

and an assist in an 8-5 win over

Buffalo, and the playoffs. Boston

was eliminated by New |ersey in

the first round.

General manager Mike
O'Connell said Samsonov feels

fine now.

"He has been working out all

during the off-season in Michigan,

he always keeps himself in great

shape and he has had no problems

with his wrist," O'Connell said,

"so he should be right on schedule

with the rest of his teammates."

Terms of Samsonov's deal were

not released.

Two defensemen who look reg-

ular shifts for Boston last season.

Nick Boynton and Bryan Berard.

were not in camp Thursday,

although O'Connell is optimistic

that Boynton will return.

He said he proposed a two-

year contract to Boynton s repre-

sentative, Anton Thun, this week

and hadn't heard back. But

Boynton may not be able to prac-

tice for a week because of a ham-

string injury, O'Connell said.

Berard is an unrestricted free

agent afier one season with the

Bruins and wanted more than $2

million per year O'Connell said

the team was prepared to offer a

two-year deal at less than $2 mil-

lion a year

"He's just waiting to see how
the market plays out," O'Connell

said.

The return of Boynton and

Berard would give Sullivan more
depth on defense and provide help

for new goaltender Felix Potvin,

who spent the last 2 1/2 seasons

with Los Angeles.

Signing Potvin was "a great

move," Brian Rolston said.

The Bruins let goalie Byron

Dafoe leave as a free agent after

the 2001-02 season. Last season,

Steve Shields. John Grahame
and leff Hackeil shared the posi-

tion but only Shields remains

with the Bruins.

Sullivan joined the Bruink as

an assistant March 19 when
Robbie Ftorek was fired as coach

and O'Connell succeeded him.

"The guys really liked him."

defenseman Sean O'Donnell
said. "He was very good at mak-
ing mid-game adjustments and

decisions. He was pretty exact

and precise in what he wanted."

"He's a skilled guy."

O'Donnell said of the team's top

playmaker. "There aren't too

many (likej him in the league,

and it's not .something that you

can teach."

XC ready for opener
By Matt Barstow and Leah K. Wvmer

Q)l.LF.(ilAN Ci)RRIiSn)Nl>tNTS

This Saturday marks the beginning of the University

of Massachu.setts' cross-country season. Both teams

will compete against Maine. Vermont and Central

Connecticut on their home course, the only chance

for the Maroon and White to race at home.

After much anticipation, the Massachu.setts men's

cross country team, which ranked No. 17 in the pre-

season New England Intercollegiate Amateur Athletic

Association poll, will finally kick off the 2003 season

tomorrow, at 12:30 p.m.

The Minutemen will host No. 10 Maine, Vermont

and Central Connecticut at Totman Field in the only

chance for the Maroon and While to race at home.

UMass coach Ken O'Brien is slightly more opti-

mistic about his squad than the rest of the Atlantic 10

coaches, who predicted the Minutemen to finish sixth

in the conference. O'Brien thinks his team has a shot

at third.

The team will depend on solid performances from

second-year senior Dave Hantman and junior

Andrew McCarron, who are responsible for pro-

pelling a relatively young team.

"At the end of the |2002| season (Hantman and

McCarron) were my number one and two runners."

O'Brien said.

Hantman and McCarron achieved third and eighth

place finishes, respectively, in the 10,000 meter event

at the New England Championships last year.

But the duo won't have to do it alone.

The supporting cast of young runners, like sopho-

Continued on page 6
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UMass cross country opens up the 2003 sea-

vin this weekend as host in a fouT'team meet.
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World trade talks

collapse again
By NiKO Price

Associated Press

CANCUN, Mexico - World trade talks

collapsed Sunday amid sharp differences

between rich and poor nations, a blow to the

World Trade Organization that many poor

countries called a victory against the West.

It was the second time WTO talks have

collapsed in four years, and a major setback to

efforts to regulate the world's trade. European

Union Trade Commissioner Pascal Lamy .said

the round of talks wasn't dead, "but it certain-

ly needs intensive care."

"We could have gained -all of us." he said.

"We lost -all of us."

An increasingly powerful alliance of poor

but populous fanning nations said that while

they didn'i achieve the trade refomis they

wanted, they found a new voice to rival the

developed world

"The developing countries have come into

their own," said Malaysia's minister for inter-

national trade and investment, Rafidah Aziz.

"This has made it clear that developing coun-

tries cannot be dictated to by anybody."

In the end. it was the diverging agendas of

146 member countiies that split delegates

beyond the point of repair

Poor nations, many of which had banded

together to play a key role in negotiations,

wanted to end rich countries' agricultural

subsidies. Europeiin nations and japiui were

intent on pushing four new issues that many

poor countries saw as a complicated and cost-

ly distraction.

Many poor countiies accused the United

States and Europe of trying to bully poor

nations into accepting trade rules they didn't

want.

"Trade ministers have been pressured,

blackmailed." said Irene Ovonji Odida. a del-

egate from Uganda.

The United States blamed some countries,

which it didn't name, that it said were more

interested in flowery speeches than negotia-

tk»ns.

"Some countries will now need to decide

whether they want to make a point, or

whether ihe\ want to make progress," U.S.

Trade Representative Robert Zoellick said.

His comments appeared directed at a

group of mostly poor nations - often known as

the Group of 20-plus - that emerged as the

major opposition to the U.S. and European

positions. The group represents most of the

world's population and includes China, India,

Indonesia and Brazil.

Leaders of that group .said they had

brought concrete issues to the table that

would be the basis for future trade talks.

"We emerge from this process stronger

than we came into it," Brazilian Foreign

Minister Celso Amorim said.

Ecuador's foreign trade minister. Ivonne

Baki. added: "It's not the end. It's the begin-

ning.

Before the talks collapsed, delegates spent

Sunday debating not the changes to farming

policy that they had spent much of the confer-

ence negotiating, but instead four proposals

about foreign investment and competition.

Lamy said the meeting's chairman,

Mexican Foreign Secretary Luis Ernesto

Derbez, proposal accepting two of the pro-

posals and rejecting the two others, but coun-

tries were unable to agree. Derbez confirmed

his account.

"I simply came to the conclusion that the

con.sensus was not there and there was no

way to build it," he said. The announcement

of the collapse look some delegates by sur-

prise. One journalist ran into a briefing by

U.S. trade officials, demanding reaction.

LX'puty U.S. Trade Representative |osette

Shiner was visibly startled and said she would

look into it.

The collapse was remini-scent of the down-

fall of talks in 1999, when street riots and

divisions between WTO members sunk

attempts to launch a new round of trade nego-

tiations. In Cancun. there were protests as

well, but they didn't gather the momentum
that demonstrations did in Seattle.

The failure in Cancun was a blow to the

WTO. and called into question the organiza-

tion's ability to reach a global trade treaty by

the end of next year - a goal WTO members

set for themselves at a meeting two years ago

in Doha. Qatar

"It's hard for me to believe that in the posi-

tion we're in now we'll be able to finish on

time." Zoellick said.

Lamy was harsher: "The WTO remains a

medieval organization. The procedures, the

rules of this organization cannot support the

weight of its task."

But Amorim said real progress had been

made, and that the WTO would continue to

negotiate the same points in the future on the

basis of advances made in Cancun.

"It's a setback not to have a result now." he

said. "But we are optimistic in the long run."

WTO Director-General Supachai

Panitchpakdi called for ministers to report

back to him by mid-December to decide how

to proceed.

In the agriculture talks, poor nations had

hoped to slash subsidies that rich countries

pay their farmers, making it easier for their

farmers to compete in a global economy.

Some countries also wanted to lower the tar-

iffs many countries charge for importing farm

goods.

Doing so could have dramatically

altered farming around the world. Some

farmers could have found new markets for

their crops. Others would have struggled to

compete without the subsidies that keep

them in business. Consumers could have

gotten cheaper fruits, vegetables and meat

from distant shores.

Monkey Bar revamped

The Monkey Bar in downtown AmherNt tjets about a 3> I

club that will inlcude an outdiHKir dining room and bar that will serve exotic fiKxl

IKALI'H IINv. OCIsOIAN

milium tatc lift in an addition lu ilu restaurant and night

By Ikaika C. Arnadu
COI.I.KCIAN SlAI I

The owner of the Monkey Bar.

Mauro Aniello, is building an addi-

tion worth neariy $1 million onto the

restaurant/night club.

He is planning on using the addi-

tion to host private parties and com-

munity events.

"I have a lot of events where peo-

ple want to have a private party in

the back, so 1 can't close the front to

have a private party." Aniello said.

"So I'll continue to have my business

in the front and a private parly in the

back. I can have weddings, retire-

ment parties, you guys want to book

a party with x amount of people we'll

have a Dl in the back with music and

we'll be able to accommodate you."

The addition will include an out-

door dinning room and a bar that will

serve exotic food.

"We're adding a deck for outdoor

dinning; we're going to have a tequi-

la bar, and tapas food," Aniello said.

The addition will be easiK accessi-

ble from the Boltwood Walk parking

garage.

"The restaurant, which is on the

same floor... allows us |to| have peo-

ple come in from the garage; we'll

have an entry from there." Aniello

said.

The cost of the renovations is

close to $1 million.

"It's in the ballpark between 750

and I million." Aniello .said. It is

scheduled for completion by

Thanksgiving.

The Monkey Bar serves Cajun and

American food during the day with a

twisi of Asian sophistication. At

night, it becomes a small club.

'It is well known as a restaurant

for lunch and dinner and after certain

hours it's well known as a nice place

to go dancing where people don't

wear a backv\ard baseball cap."

Aniello said. "It's a more sophisticat-

ed scene where...
|

guys | want lo ha\c

a good night with |lheir| girl."

Regulars that go to the Monkey

Bar feci that the new addition will

attract more people.

"It's a smart move, it's going to

work for everyone." Tom Walsh, a

former cook from the Monkey Bar.

said.

"You see there's a line now and

when that's open iik»i likely there

will be a bigger line to get in here. It's

going to make money and it'll be a

spot that everyone can go at once, as

opposed to 75 here 100 there. From

ihe sound of it it's going to be nice.

There's going to be a side-bar on

the hack, there's going to he a din-

ning room for 150.

"

Some feel that Aniello made a

wise decision and everyone will ben-

efit from the new addition.

"It's a no lose situation for every-

one because they need something

new in town, and hos l.\niello| been

the newest thing Ivside Atlantis, and

Atlantis is Atlantis: they're never

going to extend the basement,"

Walsh said.

Some say that the Monkey Bar is

the most sophisticated bar in

Amherst.

"It's the most sophisticated place

anywhere. ieally,"Mariny

Korniyenko,

an alumnus of the university said.

"It > like Boston or New \oik. but in

a rcail) really small town."

Regulars are attracted to The

Monkey Bar's classy and cosmopoli-

tan atmosphere.

"I I like the
I
international crowd,

the fact that a lot of my friends go

here, and the fact that we spend so

much money, and the fact that there's

so much good music and people

dress up." Korniyenko said.

The diiwnside in the iiKantime is

the consituction.

"I think once the smoking poioh is

back it will really enhance my
Monkey Bar experience." Kathryn M.

Hunt, an international relations

ntajor at Mount Holyoke, said.

Powell praises progress in Iraq
By George Gedda
AssociAn;)) Press

PAVII>(;l'mNRll«R/ASSl><:lATf|iIf(l;SS

U.S. Secretary of Staff Colin Powell, left, watches L. Paul Bremer, the U.S.

civilian administrator for Iraq, durinR a press conference in BaKhdad vesterdav.

BAGHDAD. Iraq - Secretary

of State Colin Powell said yes-

terday he is convinced "the

winds of freedom are blowing"

across Iraq, but acknowledged

the possibility that terrorists are

trying to make their way into the

country and sabotage the

process toward self-rule.

Powell spent 12 hours in

talks with the team of American

officials guiding Iraq in the post-

war period and with the U.S.-

appointed Iraqi Governing

Council.

On his first visit to the nation

that has dominated his attention

since the early days of the Bush

administration. Powell attended

a Baghdad City Council meeting,

met with Foreign Minister

Hoshyar Zebari and joined the

U.S. administrator for Iraq. L.

Paul Bremer, at a joint news con-

ference.

He described impressive

moves toward self-government

and seemed invigorated by what

he heard as he made his rounds.

"There is vibrancy to this

effort, a vibrancy that I attribute

to the winds of freedom that are

now blowing through this land."

he said after the city council

meeting.

Powell's day began with a

flight from Kuwait aboard a C-

1 30 cargo plane and ended with

a dinner with a leading

Baghdad-based Shiite cleric.

He said the United Stales is

committed to having Iraqis run

their government, but wants to

cede power after a "deliberative

process" rather than the early

transfer advocated by some fel-

low members of the U.N.

Security Council. France has

pressed for seating a provisional

government within a month.

'We are not hanging on for

the sake of hanging on. We are

hanging on because it's neces-

sary lo slay with this task until a

new government has been cical-

ed. a responsible government."

Powell said at the news confer-

ence with Bremer.

"The worst thing that could

happen is for us to push this

process too quickly, before the

capacity for governance is there
'

and the basis for legitimacy is

there, and see it fail."

Powell called attention to the

appointment of an interim Iraqi

Cabinet with 25 ministers, steps

toward creation of an independ-

ent judiciary and general Arab

acceptance of Zebari as a legiti-

mate Iraqi representative even

though Iraq still lacks an

authentic government.

"There is a sense of hope here

even in this time of difficulty."

Powell said. "Those who are so

critical of the administration

might want lo hold their fire a

bit."

Powell acknowledged that

the security situation remains

challenging, with a major new

threat coming from "teirorists

who are trying to infiltrate into

the country for the purpose of

disrupting this whole process."

The secretary gave a rough

estimate of 100 such intillratois

and said he was confident that

the U.S. military can handk- the

problem.

The attacks on .American

occupying forces, an ainK>si

daily occurrence in Iraq, contin-

ued when a roadside bomb hit a

convoy in the city of Fallujah.

killing a U.S. soldier and injur-

ing three others, the military

said.

Some 155 soldiers have died

in Iraq since President Bush

declared an end to major com-

bat on May 1 . During the heavy

lighting before that date. 1 5X

soldiers died.

"This security threat comes

from those who do not want to

see (deposed President) Saddam

Hussein go and those who want

to foment trouble here, terror-

ists who are coming in. as well

as remnants of the old regime."

Powell told "Fox News .Sund;i\
"

in Washington.

He said militarv coninunHlorv

told him they arc confident thc\

can handle both thicats, though

it will take time.

Almost nine in 10

Ameiicans. in an ABC-
Washington PoijI poll released

yesterday, said they were con-

cerned that the United States is

going to get bogged down in a

long and costly peacekeeping

mission in Iraq.

In Washington. Vice

President Dick Chencv hinted

that the administration wouki

seek more money next year than

the additional $87 billion

already lequested to pay mainly

lor postwar costs in Iraq. He
also saiil the .idministration does

not know when the U.S. n)ililar\

presence in Iraq will end.

About I lb.000 .Xmcrican

troops are deployed in Iraq.

While some U.S. lawmakers

have uiged the administration to

increase that number and per-

suade other countries to commit

troops. Defense Secretary

Ponald II. Rumsfeld look i.ssue

with Clitics v\ho sa\ the mission

has become a quagmire.

"We've been there 4 1/2

months since the end of maji.>r

military combat. Four-and a-half

months is not bogged dovsn, in

my view." he told CBS' "I ace the

Nation."

Last week. U.S. Sen. Tom
Harkin. D-lowa. made a com-
parison to Vietnam. That

prompted a blunt response from

Powell:

"We ought lo Slop with these

rather bizarre hisioiicai allu-

sions back lo something that

happened 25. 30 years ago."

Powell said on CNN's "late

I.J it ion."

He asserted that iIkic i-

political life returning here on a

democratic basis. The Iraqi pei-i-

ple are being presented a luiurc

so totally different from the hoi-

rible past fiom which they've

just come out."

Bremer has said a new gov-

ernment could be in place as

early as the end of 2004. But the

Iraqi chaiiinan o( a commillee

studying the constitutional

ptocess said Sunday that it

^ould take as long as two years

to write a new Iraqi constitution.

Continued on page 2
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Powell

speaks

on Iraq
(k>ntinued from page 1

hold a national ivtcrendum on il

and conduct national elections.

On an unseasonably cool day.

Powell was leceived wannly at

the Baghdad Inlemational Airport

by do/ens ol U.S. soldiers.

lie posed with some tor pho-

togiaphs. The toriner general,

whose last military job was

chairman of the |oint Chiefs of

Staff, looked very much at home
with the sergeants and corpo-

rals who surrounded him.

Powell then Hew to Baghdad

by helicopter, avoiding the drive

along an airport road that has

been the scene of occasional

sniper attacks.

Zebari. who took office just

a week ago, acknowledged that

the security environment will

influence the pace of progress

toward Iraqi self-rule. He
expressed hope that by mid-

2004. Iraq will have "an elected

legitimate government."

details about the length of

Powell's stay in Iraq and his

remaining activities were closely

held by U.S. officials.
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Hanging on a thin red line

Cadet Rich..tds ..I tin- 1 !niMr>itv ol NLtvsacluisetts Army RCTTC en»ses the campus pond last Thursday on a rope secured on boA sides of the pond.

Tlie Depiirtnutit -( Militar% Uiulir>hip i-txritts the Amiy RCTTC and it offers civilian course* to UMass students throughout the semester.

Hurricane Isabel could hit U.S. this week IcrQeli official:^______^^_—-^^——^^-^—— 1 c !„.. „_j „..„!, ...„, w.. rr.iirc oiiH noil, thai hiirri.Hrnxi I'lin he nnnredictable. ' ^^ ' ^^* ^^ ' ' ^^ ^"^

'Killing Arafat
By Ekik StHhizii;

AsMxiATfci) Prkss

MIAMI Hurricane Isabel weakened

>lii!hil> Sunday but was still a powerful

Category 4 storm as il plowed across the

Atlantic Ocean on a course that could slam

it into ihv central Last Coast late this week.

"Its looking!, more and more likel\ that

this is going to be a big esent for the eastern

United States." National Hurricane Center

meteorologist F.ric Blake said Sunday.

Contpuicr models predict that weather

condiiii'ii- over the Kast Coast should pre

vent l>iibcl Irum turning back out to sea and

missing land, hurricane specialist Stacy

Stewart said.

"Landfall along the US. mid-Atlantic

oast >omcwhere between North Carolina

..lid New Icisey between four or five days

(Thursday or Friday) is appciiring more and

more likely," Stewart said, "little or no sig-

nificant weakening is expected to occur

until after landfall occurs."

In Wilniingion. N.C., |ohn Byrnes had

already stocked up with 25 sheets of ply-

wood Sunday and enough two-by-fours and

screws to barricade the windows at his

house, his in-laws' house and their down-

town law office.

His household generator was ready and

he had an extra tank of propane gas to run

appliances.

"Were all pretty much taken care ol,"

Byrnes said. "We're in standby mode."

At 5 p.m. F.DT, Isabel's maximum sus

tained wind speed was 155 mph - I mph
below the minimum for Category 5 - and

down 5 mph from earlier measurements.

Fxperts had said it would be extremely

unusual for Isabel to maintain Category 5

St length as it moved north over cooler

water.

The storm was centered about ^00 miles

southeast of Cape Hatteras. N.C.

Hurricane-force wind of at least 74 mph
extended 100 miles out from the center.

It was moving toward the west north-

west at about I 5 mph. and was expected to

continue on that path into Monday, then

turn toward the Carolinas. possibly making

landfall Thursday or Friday. Forecasters

note that hurricanes can be unpiedictable.

and long-range forecasts have large possi-

bilities (or error.

In Washington. I").C.. emergency offi-

cials were working on acquiring additional

sandbags, and planned to begin a public

education campaign and meet with other

department and critical services leaders

Monday.
"Then we're going to pray," said Peter

1 aPorte. director ol the Fmergency

Management Agency.

In Charleston. S.C. joe Walker said he

didn't evacuate in I98P when Hurricane

Hugo blasted ashore and he probably won't

leave if Isabel veers into his area.

"If it's going til come, it's going to

come." Walker said.

The last Category 5 Atlantic hurricane

was Mitch in I'^'^H. which killed about

I 1.000 people in Central America. The last

two Category 5 hurricanes to strike the

United Slates were Andrew in I9<12 and

Camille in IMb^.

The Atlantic hurricane season began

lune I and ends Nov. 50

an option'
By Mohammed Daraghmeh

.AssiK lATED Press

RAMALLAH, West Bank -

The second-ranking official in

the Israeli government said

Sunday that killing Yasser

Arafat is an option, as thou-

sands of Palestinians took to

the streets across the West

Bank and Gaza Strip promising

to protect their leader.

Israel blames Arafat for

blocking peace efforts and pre-

venting a crackdown against

militants who have carried out

two suicide bombings in the

last week.

Vice Prime Minister Ehud
Olmert said Sunday that killing

Arafat is a possibility - along

with expelling him or keeping

him in a siege that would "iso-

late hiiTi from the world."

Olinert's comments have not

been part of any official gov-

ernment statement.

Olmert's comments
appeared aimed at sending sig-

nals to other Palestinian lead-

ers to abandon Arafat. Olmert,

considered a likely future can-

didate for premier, is the clos-

est official to Prime Minister

Ariel Sharon to say outright

that Arafat might be killed.

"Arafat can no longer be a

factor in what happens here,"

Olmert told Israel Radio.

"Expulsion is certainly one of

the options, killing is also one

of the options."

Secretary of State Colin

Powell said Israel would incite

rage among Arabs and Muslims

everywhere by exiling or killing

Arafat.

"The Israelis know our posi-

tion quite well," Powell told

"Fox News Sunday" during a

visit to Iraq. "The United

States does not support either

the elimination of him or the

exile of Mr. Arafat."

Olmert's comments under-

scored the collapse of the U.S.-

backed "road map" peace plan

and the depths to which Israeli-

Palestinian relations have sunk

a decade after Arafat and then-

Premier Yitzhak Rabin agreed

on the first Israel-PLO accords

in September 1993.

In a sign that Israelis were

bending on other U.S.

demands. Israeli security offi-

cials said Sharon has decided

not to build, for now, a section

of security barrier that would
have dipped deep into the West

Bank to incorporate lewish set-

tlements in the center of terri-

tory that Palestinians want for

a state.

The previously intended

route of the barrier enraged

Palestinians, who saw it as a

land grab, and was strongly

opposed by the United States.

The plan to erect a security

barrier between Israel and the

West Bank is popular in Israel

as a way to block suicide

bombers. No Palestinian

bombers have come from the

Gaza Strip, which is fenced.

Israel has completed about

90 miles of the West Bank bar-

rier, whose fences, trenches,

razor wire and concrete walls

could eventually run more than

400 miles, depending on the

ultimate route.

Palestinian legislator Saeb
Erekat. meanwhile, condemned
Olmert's statements as "the

behavior and actions of a mafia

and not a government."
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Johnny Cash
will be missed

"His impact on country music and all

music is up there in a very rarified atmos-

phere," Kyle Young, director of the Country

Music Hall of Fame and Museum, told the

Associated Press. "He was so accessible, and

his voice was so instantly recognizable. And

he used really simple arrangements. When
you listened to him you almost thought you

could go out and make music yourself."

A rumbling voice of social justice. |ohnny

Cash, died this past week.

Cash's 71 years seemed too short for the

son of a poor farmer from Arkansas who
threw caution to the wind, battled every

demon, and climbed every mountain to come

out not only standing, but victorious in the

face of it all. We should all have that resolve.

There is no better example of what a man can

do to beat the odds and be a success.

Cash lived his life as he wanted too -

growing to stardom was never the goal, and

in many ways contradicted his own Christian

ideals. He never abandoned the share-crop-

per, the prisoner or the embattled. He more

readily stepped off whatever stoop he was on

to raise them up. Some of his most noted per-

formances - at San Quentin and Folsom

Prison - are small marks of the social obliga-

tion he felt.

The Man in Black wore such garb because

there was injustice, inequality and intolerance.

"Everyboidy was wearing rhinestones, all

those sparkle clothes and cowboy boots,"

Cash told the Associated Press in 1986. "1

decided to wear a black shirt and pants and

see if I could get by with it. I did, and I've

worn black clothes ever since."

Almost a minister, but better a gangster,

Cash rebelled against the ideal setting every-

one wanted him to push for. He lit up his

songs before that was the thing to do. He lit

up a national park as well. He sang about

killing when he hadn't killed, and he set the

stage for what has come not only from coun-

try music, but from folk, rock and rap.

Cash was more folk than the country

pigeonhole he was placed in. He has per-

formed with U2, Tom Petty. Bob Dylan. Paul

McCartney and has repossessed the works of

others: Trent Reznor. Neil Diamond. Sting.

Humble enough to admit he liked your song

when he heard it. Cash could give it new life

when he sang it.

"He is the patron saint of every kid with a

guitar," singer-songwriter Tom Waits, told the

Associated Press. "Songwriters learn how to

write songs from listening to each other. He's

like a wise old tree full of songs. I spent many

days under his branches."

Never before and likely never again will

there be a an artist who, at 71, could light up

the MTV community and show a diamond-

hung culture what a man in simple black

could do.

lohnny Cash - award-winning musician of

1 1 Grammy Awards, an artist spotlighted in

the Country Music Hall of Fame since 1980

and in the Rock n' Roll Hall of Fame since

1992. a man who knew no boundaries - he

will be sorely missed.

Information from the Associated Press was

used in this article.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Collegian Editorial Board.

Home of the straight
Senate

Majority Leader

Bill Frist and

President
George W.

Bush have a

surprise up
their sleeves.

Since last |uly.

the two

Republicans
have been lead-

ing the front to constitutionally

bring the axe down on gay mar-

riage. This would make it unconsti-

tutional for any state to albw a

legal union between two men or

two women.
Imagine that it would be uncon-

stitutional to allow certain rights to

a legitimate minority. Quite a step

for the so-called "land of the free."

isn't it?

So. why is the gay community's

most prominent issue on the hot

seat?

Last April, Senator Rick

Santorum claimed, "If the

Supreme Court says that you have

the right to consensual (gay) sex

within your home, then you have

the right to bigamy, you have the

right to polygamy, you have the

right to incest, and you have the

right to adultery. You have the right

to anything."

What's to be made of this White

House-backed remark? It seems to

imply that homosexual relations

are a gateway into deeper acts of

perversion. The only thing that

could possibly come to mind is the

right-wing neurosis of preserving

Christian values. Perhaps by

restricting the gays, they feel there

will be no chance of compromise

for adulterers, molesters, and the

incestuous. When it comes down

to it. this attitude reeks of Cold

War cultural residue.

What business does the federal

government have in defining our

morals for us? Are conservatives

implying that Americans don't

know where to draw the line of

decency? This is where another

excuse comes into play: the

lamest, most abstract mantra to

come out of the fanatical right: to

preserve the "Sanctity of

Marriage."

Most gay couples are not even

concerned with any religious

aspect of marriage. All they sim-

ply look for is the rights of next of

kin that heterosexuals enjoy.

When a man gets sick, his partner

can be allowed in to see him in

intensive care. If he dies, his

estate can go to his partner by

default. They could share bene-

fits, and raise a child - things that

heterosexuals take for granted.

Besides, in a country with a

Not even 150 mil-

lion Communists,

over a 74-year

span resorted to a

constitutional regu-

lation of marriage.

America may be

the first to do so...

50-plus percent divorce rate,

where you can get married at a

drive-thru window, "sanctity"

may not exactly be at the top of

everyone's list nowadays.

But just as long as one gown

and one tux stands at the altar, the

ultra-right don't even care if an

Elvis impersonator marries thein.

Heterosexuality is sacred enough.

The bride and groom don't even

have to speak the same language.

and sometimes, there's heavy

postage involved!

The right-wing agenda to

amend the constitution is as

extreme as it gets. Even the Soviet

Constitution of 1956 (a.k.a.

"Stalin's Constitution") made no

reference to the regulation of mar-

riage. Not even 1 50 million com-

munists over a 74-year span

resorted to constitutional regula-

tion of marriage. America may be

the first to do so. solely on the

vision of religious ideologies.

Ironically, Frist, Bush, and the

Republican Party itself are work-

ing against their own ideology of

"small government." They've

been duped into believing that a

federal government that regulates

the institution of marriage is still

"small government."

They don't seem to mind that

if you sell a kidney to keep the

lights on, but they want to make

sure the bedrooms of America are

regulated to the full extent of the

federal law. Isn't individual juris-

diction of states on such laws as

marriage one of the keys to

America's free society?

Apparently, not when Gods work

must be done.

Normally the ultra-right has no

problem attacking the left-wing

ideology of strong government,

but this time they obviously

answer to a higher calling. They

just refuse to tell us what that call-

ing is. Whatever it is, it finds gay

people to be less human than the

biblically ordained protocol that

Bush and company think they

einulate.

But don't expect them to come

out of the closet on this anti-gay

agenda. They will only go as far as

making foolish abstractions to

cover up a covert bible fetish.

Mark Ostroff is a Collegian

columnist.

Letter to the Editor
Recently, there's been a lot of talk about the ALANA

issue. It's itnportant that the other side of the ALANA

vs. SGA issue be brought up, because the other side

has certainly not been addressed yet in The Daily

Collegian. I hear a lot of talk about how 'democracy' is

being threatened here, but it's completely the other

way around.

Our representative democracy is based on the

notion that you run a campaign and must get elected

by getting the most votes. The seats ALANA had these

past years were handed to them. Their appointed sen-

ators are not responsible for getting the 25 signatures

necessary for nominatioti. They do not need a single

vote to get on Senate, which is supposed to be a dem-

ocratically elected body. With the appointed seats, it is

not. As a Senator who was democratically elected last

year, I can saw that it caused art enormous divide in

the Senate to have part of Senate be elected, and the

other part be ALANA caucus members.

The Congressional Black Caucus in Washington

does not just get handed seats because of Its race, its

members have to win elections just like everyone else.

Unlike Congress in Washington, the SGA is VERY easy

to get into, probably too easy. I got on with two votes

last year There's no reason the Office of ALANA Affairs

can't put their time and energy into running cam-

paigns for Senate seats.

Instead they put their resources into protesting and

whining about not being handed Senate seats merely

because of their race. This is an awful example to set.

Students cannot expect to go throughout life being

handed things, because it's not going to happen. This

issue is no different. In addition, the motion to elimi-

nate the appointed seats occurred during a Senate

meeting in which ALANA students were present. They

didn't even debate the motion.

Jared Nokes is not the sole person in this issue; the

Senate passed this motion. He should not be the

scapegoat tor this; he is carrying out a Senate vote on

a motion. The Senate is also not 90 percent white

males as President Dave Carr suggested, as at least 40

percent of Senate consists females, let alone the

minority representation.

ALANA students, if you want to be on Senate, you

have to get on like everyone else by getting votes. It's

a little thing we call democracy.

Sincerely,

David Falvey

SGA Senator
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Gay + marriage =

economic boom
This little equation above is the

answer to all of our post 9/11/

crappy president/ recession (as

though a republican

president would produce

anything else) woes. The

time of enlightenment

has arrived, friends. Finally, the

sainted lawmakers have decided to

consider the possibility that gay

people are actually human beings

and not just some weird figment of

everyone's imagination. 1 actually

think that the right wing was think-

ing that some day we gays and les-

bians would throw back our

Madonna CD collections, glitter

pants, "Ellen" DVDs, and lady-

mullet hair cuts and say, "lust kid-

ding! Sike!"

That's not going to happen,

EVER. We're here, we're queer,

and now if the Supreme Court

decides that our relationships are

as valid as heterosexual relation-

ships, we're going to save the econ-

omy by partaking in the "sacred"

(ha ha ha) right of marriage.

I can't believe that the conserva-

tives of the nation haven't seen the

obvious benefits that gay marriage

would absolutely ensure. If we look

through the periscope of gay male

stereotypes, we will find the seeds

of an economic upswing that is

unparalleled by any idiot-boy king

tax cuts:

1

.

Gay men, having no family

responsibilities, have LOTS of

available money
2. Gay men. being fabulous.

LOVE to shop.

5. Gay men LOVE to drink.

The.se three items add up to the

budding business of gay marriage.

These weddings would be enor-

mous gala events that would cost

thousands, even millions of dollars

apiece. If the conservatives end up

being right about how fickle and

Ihomas Naugliton

non-committed gay relationships

are, think of the turnover that

could occur. The ceremonies

would only be bigger

and more expensive the

second, third or tenth

time around, which

only mean more economic stimula-

tion and more circles of high fash-

ion guests doing the "chicken

dance" to the tune of $500,000-h.

I am shocked (not really) by the

resistance that gay marriage is

encountering from conservatives.

I want to wear a

wedding band on

each hand and be

the lone man at

the top of the

wedding cake if I

do so desire.

Where is their venture capitalist

spirit? What happened to the

adherence to the market economy

that America stands for?

Conservatives worry that if mar-

riage is not defined as a union

between a man and a woman, peo-

ple will start marrying anything,

like goats or other farm animals. I

would think that these cold venture

capitalists would say "let them

marry anything, let them marry a

goat as long as they pay for it, and

pay big." 1 am disappointed.

Personally, I am probably going

to end up alone, and I kind of want

people to buy me toasters, VCRs,

the Ronco Food Dehydrator, a

Pilates machine (Mom, I know

you're reading) and various other

marriage gifts. I kind of want a five-

tier cheesecake-wedding confec-

tion with my name strewn about in

white flowery icing. If I'm going to

be an old gay all by myself, 1 want

to embrace it. so, if I want to get

married even to myself, I want to

be able to do it. I want to wear a

wedding band on each hand and be

the lone man at the top of the wed-

ding cake if 1 so desire.

All joking aside, gay marriage

needs to happen for one reason

and only one: gay people are

human beings.

Human beings need love, they

need to give love, and there is no

greater joy than to share love with

someone and have that love be rec-

ognized by family, friends, and the

law. To have an important partner-

ship be devalued by a nation that is

founded on the principal that

human beings are equal in all lights

is truly disappointing.

If you have ever asked yourself

why gays feel the need to celebrate

gay pride, if you have devalued gay

pride because you feel it's foolish

and that there is no "straight pride"

day, consider this: every day is a

straight pride day; every space is a

heterosexual space; every bill-

board, magazine, and television

show features straight relation-

ships.

To say that gays feel dispos-

sessed and disenchanted by the

omission of our lives from main-

stream culture (save a few guest

spots on teen dramas or stereotypi-

cal reality/make-over shows) is an

understatement. Michael Thelwell,

professor of African American

Studies here at UMass quoted

Martin Luther King |r. in his

History of the Civil Rights course

last fall, saying. The arc of the uni-

verse is bent toward justice, toward

freedom.' 1 certainly hope so.

Thomas Naughton is a

Collegian columnist.

Bus bombing hits home
Woil3

Perspectives

Last week at approximately

9:10 p.m. (EST), a bus leaving

the Hasbrouck bus stop on the

Mullins Center via Southwest

bus route was detonated by a

still-unidentified homicide

bomber. The man got on the

bus and shortly after, dis-

charged the explosive. The

bomber, as well as 15 UMass
students, were killed.

The bus. pulling into the stop

after the #34. was hit by the blast, as well as a

nearby automobile. The PVTA bus was severely

damaged and bodies and body parts were strewn

across the street. Only the metal skeleton of the

bus remains. The UMass Medical Center and

Health Services have admitted approximately

100 injured students. Students nearby the explo-

sion were asked to help the emergency personnel

in administering aid to the victims. The attack

was claimed by a military terrorist group shortly

after. The strike was condemned by the US gov-

ernment. University classes are to resume this

afternoon.

Now, you can take a

deep breath. The above

report in fact did not

occur ... in Amherst.

Change the place and the

people however, and it

did, only 2 minutes from

my study abroad university dormitory.

The foretold scenarios seem unimaginable.

Such a horror would never be tolerated in

Amherst. These are the types of things you only

hear of on the news that happen in a land far-

away.

Today, that far away land is Israel, a place

where this inconceivable occurrence is actually

quite common. A place where seeing an empty

street in the place of a bombsite a few hours

later is nonnal. This is where a staggering per-

centage of society has been diagnosed with post-

traumatic stress disorder from witnessing the

trauma of a terrorist act. This is a country in

which most of society has known or been related

to a victim of terror; one in which children, par-

Seeing an empty street in

the place of a bombsite a

few hours later is normal.

ents and spouses are left alone, families broken

forever. This is a place where being a victim to

a bus bombing is as equally as likely as being hit

by a car while crossing the street.

When faced with the thought of such catas-

trophe in our own lives, we suddenly grow

angry, sad, defensive, and most of all intoler-

ant. So why has such chaos been endured in

Israel for the past three years? Why hasn't any-

one taken any real steps to end this pandemo-

nium? We all know from our country's behav-

ior toward Iraq that if the US feels its citizens

are in any real threat, it is not in the least bit

tolerated. Why should it be any different in

Israel?

Now, slightly more conscious of the graveness

of her situation, we must be sympathetic to and

proactive in aiding Israel from enduring such

tragedies in the future. We must urge our gov-

ernment leaders to take steps to pressure the

perpetrators of these crimes and to dismantle

these terrorist organizations. We must support

Israel's defensive military action against those

responsible.

Most directly, we
must remind one another

of the inhumane tragedies

occurring on the other

side of the world, as if

they were our own, right

here in Amherst, by main-

taining an understanding

and sympathetic sentiment on our own campus.

Haven't we learned by now that we are not invin-

cible? Surely the actions of Sept. 1 1 must

reawaken our feelings of susceptibility and vul-

nerability.

If we turn our heads away and simply ignore

Israel's suffering, why do we deserve to live

peacefully? We must be grateful it is not we at

risk and as a token of our gratitude, become

activists on Israel's behalf. Let us hope and

pray that there will be a quick and immediate

halt to this misfortune and Israel can once

again live in peace, a privilege we so fervently

value and resolutely consider to be uncompro-

iTiisingly ours.

Leigh Vitale is an international columnist.
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Andrew

W.K.
High on Fire

Vaux

Pearl Street

lerthaaptaB
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lINIlij

^qn 'Ro^a

uno«r'

ra.' afld

mlse tticm-

being fun,

stage, yob
in Ae Holy

"^lidycu know this

illroom at Pearl

|tSra» g<'ing to be a

jjfoii.iii in -iTig.

gati :ed into i|;a

ftWW ii .rO\«.d ttet

pfatce - an amalga-

t^^'Wty scenestcrs,

40 With it. Vaux
peopk that

[ iis own . and
it'non»:i!i> .i;r.'-

jtoubte in, wnl»

ironi the

i l^it. and ttot

fplan, 8 i^an

. tt|i the trutti. Do

Mitt Rttw tHU dUOUgh ont <»* His int. nse

bearfifig th« news that Bill and ids band

WyW Staiyoas aaved tin world Uiiough par-

tyinf and rock 'n* roll Thjrt is Andrew

W.K.I1 Jejaey aod the roc' 1
his fame.

"fiw crowd ftlkd the n

a new band riding «troi

GlMqaw and Reurscd-

Shape Of Ptmk T.' Cnmc'

iatereat and toul< this time to track down

High On Fire. High On Fire, formed by Matt

Pike out of the aMios of the 149(K doom

iJKtal jliggertiaut S! cp, have been on the

tt>ad attnost endits ly since forming about

fu years ago. High On Fire had |)c»n with

liiis leg of the AUK tour for rcuj^ly three

weeks. I'lke waf^a bit hazy th. night, and

was finding «Jwaitive recepti. a.-n.^K thi

coontty with A\\'K"s cajjf^d. At -

in to their set, the cir^
i

ii liii varied and

High on Fire was in.

Blasting forth heavy, almost psychedelic

thrash. High on Fire follows in the tradition

of Motorhead. Bathory and Celtic Frost. This

band Is everything metal i»eeds to be: riffs

from the gods, a drummer keeping the ohm-

of battle no further than the horizon a i a

bassist that levels byildiogs. High < n 1 irc

leveled the crowd pl»ytng most ui the songs

off their second album, "Surrounded By

Thieves", a couple of new ofie*« ^t^ some

from th«*i* first album, "Tft* Art of Self

iDefense". If you missed tbia band, feel sad

They're a band lo be reckoned with.

As I u as buck Stage talking to High on f ire

and living to grab Andrew WK for a little Q
K A, I'could hear (he crowd's cheers growing.

The sound lecbs were get

ting dicers as Slayer

played out throuth

the PA. Chants

UMass grad's

flic a 'splendor'

but not perfect

By Nathan Rothstein

Collegian Staff

111 as Vaux played.

on the styles of

i iM album. "The

I wouldn't find any
Andrew'^tHt.'s set atWHF St. led u- * fall-

out, good'Oatured riot in Ac crowd.

of "Party Hard!" grew, and even through

some thick brick walls we could feel the

stamping of feet.

Opening the set with *Shc |l::lfeautifut."

ihe rock n|i^ stopped when Ali^itlirrived on

stage. Witn a new album under his belt, AWK
played nearly every song from "1 Get Wet",

and many of the bsides from those singles.

Songs here are really not (he point - it was a

melee, a riot. The stage flooded with kids,

and they danced and jumped off. taoUed the

equipmait rawrcilessly and made "fte stage

crew earn their pa> Everyooc nwa WWSched

in sweiii. The air was tWck and htet, rtd Hghts

blazing from the ceiKnqj^ kids cfMUMred for

dropped guitar picks, for anything,

,

AWK is ainaxing. He w«n't e '

guitar, and Ifte kids di4n't even

nearly »t hour of unralcttting

mean ROCK, the nigbt dteael

played "Party Miird." wMch I

played twice an ^ ij^'ain. "Slayer"

of the PA.

And wait... Andrew W.k. ra*

stage for the last mosh of the

"Slayer."

Hair and arms flailing^

the priest returned to^

his exalted masses.

flaying

Daily actions are compli-

cated and routine can quick-

ly feel like chores. In the

course of a day thousands of

things occur that can cause

displeasure, but most people

hope they can let things go.

Paul Giamatti's character,

comic strip legend Harvey

Pekar. in "American

Splendor" can't let anything

go. It is too bad because he

lives a life of loneliness, bore-

dom and lack of motivation

to do anything of impor-

tance. Despite Harvey's

flaws, there is something spe-

cial about watching this awk-

ward human being find his

way through the maze of life.

Directors Robert Pukini and Shari Springer

Berman and producer Ted Hope- a University of

Massachusetts graduate - put together a film

that expands the imagination and excites the

audience.

The film begins with a narration done by the

real Harvey Pekar, who is continuously used to

let the audience see the similarities between the

real Harvey, and Giamitti's astonishing portrayal

of him. During the opening credits the audience

is able to get a sen.se of the style of the movie.

The images transform from Henry walking

down the street to shots of Henry's cartoon char-

acter expressing his discontent with life.

As the movie progresses and the story devel-

ops, we are quickly able to identify Harvey as a

true loser His voice doesn't even work, and alt of

his anger has to be kept inside where it builds

into a huge pile of malcontent ness where noth-

ing positive matures. Things begin to turn for the

better when Henry decides to take action in his

life. He starts to write the comic strip equivalent

of "Seinfeld", commenting on the humor of

every day life.

[Sespite his rising fame, he still hoWs all of his

qualities of before. Over time he has only

become lonelier just as the movie is turning into

another depressing "Punch Drunk Love", a

sense of hope is brought out by Hope Davis'

character Joyce.

Davis does a tremendous job of playing a

frustrated, but optimistic comic salesmen who

L PmnoS MIKEBAWUTTCOIUWIAI*

Paul Giamatti portrays comic strip creator

Harvey Pekar in "American Splendor."

A musical icon and a sitcom legend pass on

Johnny Cash defined country muic
By John Gerome
Associated Press

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)

johnny Cash, a towering musical fig-

ure whose rough, unsteady voice

championed the downtrodden and

reached across generations with

songs like "Ring of Fire." "I Walk the

Line" and "Folsom Prison Blues,"

died Friday He was 7 1

.

Cash, known as "The Man in

Black," died at 2 a.m. in Baptist

Hospital of complications from dia-

betes that resulted in respiratory fail-

ure, said his manager, Lou Robin.

The funeral service will be private,

but a public memorial is being

planned and the date will be

announced later.

In his songs. Cash crafted a per-

sona as a dignified, resilient voice for

the common man - but there was

always a dark edge.

One of the most haunting cou-

plets in popular music comes from

"Folsom Prison Blues," which went

to No. 4 on the country charts in

1956: "I shot a man in Reno, just to

watch him die."

Forty-seven years later. Cash's

arresting video for "Hurt" was nomi-

nated for six MTV Video Music

Awards, winning one.

His deeply lined face fit well with

his voice, which was limited in range

but used to great effect to sing about

prisoners, heartaches and tales of

everyday life.

As news of his death spread, other

musicians praised Cash for his inde-

Johnny Cash, 7 1 , is being mourned

by the entire music industry.

pendent, rebellious streak that made

him a powerful influence in country,

rock, folk and gospel music.

"His influence spread over many

generations." said Mick jagger of the

Rolling Stones. "I loved him as singer

and a writer. 1 remember years ago a

big part of our repertoire was two of

my favorite johnny Cash songs. 'I

Walk The Line' and 'Ballad Of A
Teenage Oueen.'"

Marty Stuart, who was once in

Cash's band and married to his

daughter Cindy, said Cash "answered

to no one but himself, what he heard

in his own heart and own mind and

own soul. He was never dictated to

by a trend or convention or by corpo-

rate powers that be. He did it his

way."

Cash had been released from the

hospital Tuesday after a two-week

stay for treatment of an unspecified

stomach ailment. The illness caused

him to miss last month's MTV
awards, where his "Hurt" - a cover

of Trent Reznor's hard rock song

with Nine Inch Nails - won for cine-

matography
"To hear that johnny was interest-

ed in doing my song was a defining

moment in my life's work," Reznor

said Friday. "To hear the result really

reminded me how beautiful, touch-

ing and powerful music can be. The

world has truly lost one of the

greats."

He had battled a disease of the

nervous system, autonomic neuropa-

thy, and pneumonia in recent years.

His second wife, singer June Carter

Cash, who co-wrote Cash's hit "Ring

of Fire." died in May.

Continued on page 5

John Ritter was TV's nice guy

By Lynn Elber
Assoc 1ATE t) Press

LOS ANGELES (AP) - John

Ritter's ability to coax big laughs out

of sitcom pratfalls and

punchlines inspired his

colleagues.
"1 learned so much

from him. ... He was the

best physical comic I've

ever watched," actress

Suzanne Somers, who
co-starred with Ritter in

"Three's Company," said

Friday.

"All my physical comedy

in "Freaky Friday' is due

to him," said actress

Jamie Lee Curtis.

Ritter, 54, became ill

Thursday while working

on his ABC series "8

Simple Rules ... For

Dating My Teenage

Daughter" and underwent surgery at

Providence St. Joseph Medical

Center in Burbank for a tear in his

aorta. He died shortly after 10 p.m.

Thursday, publicist Lisa Kasteler

said.

The son of Tex Ritter, a Western

film star and country musician,

Ritter was an effortless funnyman

who - given the chance - could han-

dle drama as well. Friends recalled

him as loving and buoyant.

"It's like there is a big tear in the

world's heart," actor Henry Winkler

told "Entertainment Tonight" on

Friday. "He was extraordinary in

every aspect of his life, especially as a

father. His children were there at

every moment of his

life."

Winkler co-starred

with Ritter on
Broadway in Neil

Simon's "The Dinner

Party" and was to

make a guest appear-

ance on the ABC sit-

com. He was on the

set Thursday for

rehearsal when he

was told Ritter had
taken ill.

"He was more than

a comic," Simon said

in a statement. "He
was a real actor with

a genius for comedy.

I loved his perform-

ance in 'The Dinner Party'"

"I'm shocked and heartbroken

and so sad for his family. 1 cannot

find words to express my sorrow -

such a great loss to the joy in the

world," Joyce DeWitt. who co-starred

in ABC's "Three's Company." told

"Entertainment Tonight."

The sitcom, which aired from
1977-84 and brought a new level of

risque humor to TV, was the No. 1

comedy in the 1979-80 season and

regularly part of the top 10.

fXXJRTE-SY MrrVNET

John Ritter suddenly

died at the age of 54.

MondaySeptember15

ART
V"C'est Moi ", a visual thesis/ community work

project organized by University of

Massachusetts senior year student Senofer Ewing

Stead, Is opening In the Student Union Art Gallery

today. The exhibit, which Is separated Into two sec-

tions, has been described as "constructive, empower-

ing, and a memorable event." The gallery Is located

next to the People's Market In the Student Union, and

is open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through

Friday.

4^ Roger Patrick's "Daisy Cutters and Texas

^V Leaguers" opens today in the Central Gallery

in the Wheeler House of the Central Residence Area

on campus. The exhibit is a combination of baseball

paintings that Patrick began painting In January

2002. The exhibit runs till Oct. 5. The gallery's hours

are Monday through Thursday, from 3 to 6 p.m. and

Sunday, 2 to 5 p.m.

TuesdaySeptember16

Books
\At the Odyssey Bookshop in South Hadley,

Vendela Vilda, author of "Girls on the Verge"

and an editor of the journal "The Believer", reads

from her first novel, "And Now You Can Go". The

event starts at 7 p.m.

Music
4^ Paul Brady, an Irish singer/songwriter and

»^ multl -Instrumentalist, swings through

Northampton to play one show at the Iron Horse

Music Hall. Tickets are $20 in advance and $23 at the

door The show begins at 7 p.m.

WednesdaySeptemberl 7

Music
4^ Listen to the sweet sounds of Bathtub MARY,

•^ an acoustic guitar trio, when they play the

Maplewood Bar on 138 Belchertown Rd. in Amherst

Tuesday night. There is a $3 cover charge, and the

music will begin around 9 p.m.

FridaySeptember19

MUSIC
The fifth annual Wormtown Music Fest kicks

, off In Greenfield today. The music and camp-

ing event is being held at Camp Kee-

Wanee. Thirty-nine bands are booked to fill

three full days and two nights of jamming

music. Max Creek, Percy Hill, Slipknot, Reid

Genauer & the Assembly of Dust and Jen

Durkin are some of the predicted highlights

of the festivities. Tickets are $48 in

advance and $60 at the gate. Tickets can

be purchased online at

www.wormtown.com. The gates open on

Friday at 10 a.m.

I.ectures

^^ At First Churches on 129 Main St.

^^ In Northamptonn, Ram Dass, one of

America's most accailmed and beloved

spiritual teachers, will be speaking and

signing books. Tickets are $25 in advance,

$22 for seniors and students with ID. They

can be purchased at Beyond Words

Bookshop at 189 Main St. in Northampton.

SaturdaySeptember20

Festivais

VThe Big E In West Springfield Is

In full swing in Its second

weekend. On the Big E Comcast Stage,

"Spirit of the Dance" will be performed

Saturday night. The fair has good eats,

rides, and dance and music performanc-

es. Pop diva AshantI will be performing

next weekend. The Big E also continues

Its tradition of showcasing the agricul-

tural industry throughout New England.

\, pinup

ANIME DOUBLE-DIP

Anime 2, two days of Japanese

anime on the big screen, will be pre-

sented at the Academy of Music

Theater in Nothampton Saturday and

Sunday. The event costs $20 for

series tickets.

'American Splendor' is a hit

Continued from page 4

resides in Delaware. Upset that her

hippie co-wurkci sold the last issue

of Henry's comic AnieriLiin

Splendor", she writes to Henr> in

hope of receiving an extra cop\. As

they begin to corresjiond, they

both R'alize thai they are strange

people, and of course have a lot in

common. Their a-iationship begins

with a small, no-tongue ki.ss, lol-

lowed by Joyce needing to throw

up because her stomach is sensitive

to restaurani food.

The stor> of them meeting

througli mail scvmed too much like

a Tom Hanks and Meg R\an

movie, but it quickly b chcvked

into reality by a PC lo\ e scene that

ends with Joyce spewing over the

toilet. This movie is not the

Hollywood !>pin to life, and it clear-

ly wants to show the dark humor

of every day occurivnces \.\vr\

moment where things seem to be

too cheerlul. the writers and direc-

tor find a way to bring the movie

oil the Hollywood pedestal and

back to the outrageousness of real-

ity.

Many films have tried to dwelt

on nothing and the simplicity of

life, but many fail to make the

film interesting. No matter what

type of emotions are brought out

during a movie, if boredom is one

of them, ttie picture will not work

as a whole. "American Splendor"

puts everything together nicely

and basing it on a true story helps

the cause as well. When the film

ends and it seems like everything

has worked out lor the better, the

real Harvey quickly adds that

everything is not perfect. And he

is right, everything is not perlect

but "American Splendor" as a

whole has come pretty close.

Music legend Johnny Cash dies of complications from diabetes

Continued from page 4

Singer Dolly Part9n said, "johnny Cash

has only passed into the greater light. Me will

never, ever die. He will only become more

important in this industry as time goes b>."

Singer Kenny Chesney said Cash was one

of the first artists whose music was universal.

"Whether anybody knows it oi not. the>

were directly or indirectly influenced by

johnny Cash," he said. "Rock "n" roll, coun-

try, gospel, Johnnys music crossed any

boundary that was put up in front of him."

Cash wrote mucli of his own material and

was among the first to record the songs ol

Bob Dylan and Kris Kristofferson.

"Oiie Piece at a Time" was about an

assembly line worker who built a car out of

parts stolen Irom his factory. "A Bov Named

Sue," a Shel Silverslein song he took to No.

I in 1969, was a comical story of a father

who gives his son a girl's name to make him

tough.

Cash said in his self-titled 1997 autobiog-

raphy that he tried to speak lor "voices ihiit

yyeie ignored or even suppressed in the

entertainment media, not to mention the

political and educational establishments.'"

His career spanned generations, with

each finding something of value in his simple

records, many of which used his tiadcmaik

rockabilly rhythm.

Cash yvas a peer of Elvis Presley when he

began recording in Memphis in the 1950s,

and he scored hits like "Cry! Cry! Cry!" dur-

ing that era. He had a longtime friendship

and recorded with Dylan, who has cited

Cash as a major inlluence.

Cash won 1 1 Grammy Awards - most

recently in 2003. when "Give My Love To

Rose" earned him honors as best mate coun-

try vocal performance - and numerous

Country Music Association ayvards. He was

elected to the Country Music Hall of lame in

I9t<0 and inducted into ihi' Ri'^l .ind Roll

Hall of Fame in 1992.

June Carter Cash, who piiiineKii wiili

hini in hits such as "Jackson." and daughter

Rosanne Cash also were successful singers.

The late 19(i0s and 'TOs were C ash'< peak

commercial years, and he was host of his

own ABC variety shoyv lioin 1969-71. In

later years, he was part ol the Highwayman

supergroup with Way Ion Jennings. Willie

Nelson anil Kristofferson.

In the I9>^0s. Cash found a new artistic

life recording with rock-rap producer Rick

Rubin on the label American Recordings, lie

yvas back on the charts in 2002 with the

album "American IV; The .Man Comes

Around."

He also wrote books, including two auto-

biographies, and acted in films and television

shows.

In his 1971 hit "Man in Black." Cash said

his black clothing symbolized the world's

downtrodden people. Cash had been "The

Man in Ulack" since he joined the Grand Ole

Opry ai age 2t.

"1 xerybody was wearing rhinestones, all

those sparkle clothes and cowboy boots." he

said in 1986. "I decided to yvear a black shirt

and pants and see if I could get by with it. I

dul and I've worn black clothes ever since.
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SU roughs up Minutewomen
Continued from page S

SU goalie Emily Kowalczyk bob-

bled the ball on the ground, as it

rolled closer toward to the goal.

As the ball approached the goal

line, sophomore Lindsey Bellini

made a sliding chance at a goal,

only to knock the ball out of

bounds.

The last opportunity came in

the second half on a similar play.

Off a cross from Blyler, the ball

sailed only inches over freshman

Stephaine Barrett's head and

into the hands of the keeper. The

Minutewomen were unable to

get the ball into the box for the

rest of the half.

Nigh, one of the top goalies

in the nation, continued her

steady play. Nigh came up with

seven saves against a heavy

opposing attack, including a

rocket in the second half to keep

the game in reach. After giving

up one goal. Nigh continues to

average one goal against on the

season. Her counterpart.

Kowalczyk. had an easy night

with only one save.

"I don't like to lose, but it's

important to lake out positives

out of the game. Now, I think we

realize what we need to do to

win. It's more about having a

winning mentality and realizing

our potential. We need to step it

up and know that this isn't going

to be a walk in the park."

I'A: Reality or fiction?

Maine, Vermont edge UM
Continued from page 8

L'Mas.«^ i.s scheduled to race again

Saturday. Sept, 20 at the Ted

Owen Invitational, in New

Britain. Conn

VermoniV Michelle I'ainier

won the women's meet, leading

her team to a lirst place finish v\

2*) points. Maine followed, with a

total ol 'i^ points, and UMass

came in third with 53 points.

Alexis Anzelone. the lirsi fin-

isher from LlMass. tore through

the course in 18 minutes. 22 sec-

onds, for an impressive bth place.

But individual accomplishment

was the last thing on Anzelone'<

mind.

"We were all running for each

other today, and that's really hard

u> do because >ou have to be such

an individual when vou'rc out

there by voiirseH in the woods for

twenty minutes. It was u team

thing todav. " Anzelone said alter

the race.

Tricia Silva was next for the

Minutewomen. clocking a time ol

18:54 for 1 0th place. Amanda

Oahlberg was right behind her.

running 1^:02 for Nth place.

Dahlbcrg also had the team on her

mind.

•It's a small team, but there's

lots ol ptide." >lie siiid.

Kate Maikopoulos came in at

14;03. and lieshinan phenomenon

Cuisle Kierans burst onto the col

lege cross-counirv scene, rounding

out the top live with 14.10.

Kieians has high hopes for the

season, but notes that she has

some delinitc adjusting to do.

"I think it was a good lirst experi-

ence, and that it will be much

more challenging than running in

high school, it's definitely going to

lake sotne getting used to,"

Kierans said.

Coach lulie LaFreniere was

proud of her small, but skilled

team.

TiTi very excited about the

way they competed." f.aFreniere

said, "TTie scores however, are

deceiving. Yes. we lost to the two

teams, but for the most part, we

had our entire pack in before the

other teams' fifth person. I feel

like we're competing well togeth-

er." Next up for the Minutewoinen

is Saturday's Ted Owen
Invitational in New Britain,

Connecticut.

Continued from page 8

526) stands out like a vegetarian in a steak house.

During the game, the cmwd stays involved, even if

the score reaches beyond humorous. On every first

down achieved by K-State, announcer announces,

"good for another Wildcat..." and the rest is finished

by the crowd, with every diehard making the referee's

first down signal, creating a wave of arms.

Ihis, in a peri'ect world, is what the future of

UMass football might just look like. The athletic

department, fronted by an ad-hoc task force, is using

every opportunity, including an examination of K-

State's program, to determine the feasibility of moving

the football team to 1-A.

While the settings and interest might be a little dif-

ferent. Assistant Athletic Director Bill Strickland calls

KSU "the model" for how a l-A program can exist. The

Wildcats were among the dregs of l-A in the 1980s,

generally regarded as one of the worst programs in col-

lege football. Entering the 1989 season, K-State was

on a laughable 27-game winless streak, dating back to

October of 1986.

But thanks to president John Wefald and coach Bill

Snyder. K-State has become a perennial contender for

the Big XII champion-ship. and is among the nation's

best college football programs.

While there are some who doubt the feasibility ot

UMass making a leap, and even more who are under

the impression that all it takes is a I-A conference to

land in. there are plenty of obstacles in the way. but

also reason for optimism.

"President Wefald came in here and Bill Snyder

came in here and they successfully used football and

athletics as a way to market their university and mar-

ket their academic programs." Strickland said.

Another example Strickland said is perfect for

UMass is Connecticut, which has successfully brought

its football team into the l-A ranks. And UConn is no

weak sister either, recently defeating the Big Tens

Indiana, drawing over 30.000 to its brand new off-

campus stadium, and 40,000 packed Rentschler Field

Saturday for the Huskies' 24-14 loss to Boston

Cullccc.

"Il-Aj can certainly be done." Strickland said. "You

can't tell me that Amherst, Mass. is that different than

an hour south of us."

UConn will also have the benefit of joining the Big

East, a BCS conference, in 2004.

Wildcats roll to blowout

Host UMass wins classic
Continued from page 8

Midshipman offense.

"It's not just one guy, its everybody from the mid-

fielders and back, overall just a lull team effort," said

Koch.

Once again UMass" offense was shut down, even

with several opportunities to put the ball in the back

of the net. Navy's defense was just as smotheiing as

the Maroon and Whites, and the game was scoreless

at the beginning of the second half.

The scoring drought was ended when the offen-

sive tandem of Ptah Myers and tournament MVP
Oral Bullen connected for the game's first goal. Myers

created enough space for Bullen to make a charge at

goal and chip one past goaltender Frank Del ilippo.

After the offense flexed their muscles it was the

defense that began to look shakv. At 24; 19. Navy

made its first real attempt at breaking the ice.

A faulty header and poor positioning by UMass

goalkeeper Colin Bums left a wide open net for the

Midshipmen. The opportunity was lost after Navy's

shot went wide right and slammed the post.

Tlie momentum seemed to fuel Navy as its attack

continued. The Maroon and White defense could

only hold the attack for another three minutes until

21:28, when the Midshipmen put in their first goal.

A lo»)se ball off another Navy header rolled in

liont of the goal uncontested by the Minuteman

defense, and was knocked home by Carter Stapleton.

"I Navy I
was very organized and fit, they play real-

ly solid as a unit." said Koch.

With 16 minutes left in the game it appeared that

the Midshipmen were in control of the game's tempo.

UMass back Chris Camerota came out of the game

after having a tooth knocked out, opening up a hole

for a quick Midshipman attack.

The momentum was cut short when Myers put a

one-touch shot on goal, barely missing. The scoring

chance gave the UMass offen.se signs of life.

UMass regained control of the game after

Stapleton "s illegal slide tackle earned him a yellow

card. The booking brought a wave of support from

the crowd.

Sttukntjobs
Great Job opportunities for students in

humanities and social sciences. Work to pro

tect the environment ad hold corporations

accountable. Flexible Hours: fun progressive

workplace; valuable job skills. We are seek-

ing motivated, articulate, and creative people

to organize in diverse communities around

the valley. Call today, start tomarrow. $8-

10/hr, plus bonus.

Clean Water Action:

584-9830

Young Men's Club
1M Eatt Str«it HaiilfV.U

tt3-SM-a72l

Monday Might Football

Continued from page 8

Whipple said. "They're proba-

bly the best team we've

played. ..they are just bigger and

faster. Their recruiting is better

than our recruiting. We played

hard. We'll take it and move

on."

As stifling as the K-State

defense was. the offense was

nearly as effective. Playing with-

out quarterback and Heisman

Trophy candidate Ell Roberson.

the Cats advanced the ball

inside the 20 yard line eight

times, scoring on six of those

chances and punting only twice.

Backup quarterback |eff

Schwinn. starting his first game

since he was a senior at

McLouth (Kan.) High School,

did look shaky at times, throw-

ing a pair of interceptions.

However he was able to com-

plete 17 of 26 attempts for 228

yards and managed the offense

effectively with the help of a

potent ground game led by tail-

back Darren Sproles.

The lightning-quick Sproles

was able to effectively pick up

the slack in the ground game

created by Roberson's injury

with an all-around solid day.

Running mainly between the

tackles and occasionally outside

on toss sweeps, the junior car-

ried the ball 28 times and

gained 162 yards with three

touchdowns.
"Darren is Darren. He's an

extremely fine player." KSU
coach Bill Snyder said. "If he

gets the ball enough, sooner or

later, he is going to make things

happen."

Trailing 7-3 early in the 2nd

quarter, KSU embarked on an

1 1 -play, 74-yard drive capped

off by a seven-yard touchdown

strike from Schwinn to tight

end Brian Casey.

The Wildcats then extended

their lead to 1 7-7 on a two-yard

plunge by Sproles, who set up

the score with a 42-yard scam-

per two plays prior.

After UMass forced one of

only two K-State punts on the

day, Sproles got on the board

again with his second touch-

down rush of the game, this time

from 8 yards out to put the 'Cats

up 24-7 with just over a minute

remaining in the first half.

"I like (Sproles) as a football

player." Whipple said. "He's

tough. He's resilient. The guys

block for him. He's just a

tremendous football player."

Following Sproles' final

touchdown, Krohn was able to

put together his most effective

drive of the half, picking up

three first downs with comple-

tions to three different

receivers.

However freshman place-

kicker Michael Torres' 45-yard

field goal attempt was blocked

as time expired in the half.

Following a fumble by

4Pool Table

Darls

' Horseshoes

'Keno

Smoking
' Public Invited

Women Welcome

Transportation Available
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receiver lames Terry that

marked the Wildcats' third

turnover of the afternoon, and a

three-and-out for the

Minutemen, K-State again

added to its lead when Sproles

concluded his scoring day with

a one-yard plunge midway

through the third quarter.

The score was set up by a 35-

yard connection from Schwinn to

Terry that set up a first-and-goal

for the 'Cats at the 8-yard line.

Afier UMass' only turnover

of the game - a Krohn fumble on

fourth and 1 9 -Synder substitut-

ed quarterback Dylan Meier into

the game, and watched him pay

immediate dividends.

The freshman signal caller

drove K-State 57 yards in six

plays, and capped the scoring

with an 8-yard keeper that

upped the score to 38-7.

Despite allowing 38 points,

defense was a bright spot for

Whipple and the Minutemen.

Leading the way was linebacker

leremy Cain, who led the team

witV eleven tackles, ten of

which were unassisted.

"Kansas State is a really

good football team." Whipple

said. "We were going to have to

be a little more lucky than we

were. There weren't any holes.

It's a great game to coach until

kickoff and then it's a really

hard game to coach.

"I like our lockroom.

Everyone is really disappointed.

We prepared to win a game and

I thought if everything fell right

we might have a chance. We just

didn't hang in there long enough.

"The players played hard,

but we've got to get better.

We're better now than when we

came in here, but we've got a

long ways to go at UMass."

Snyder agrees that the

Minutemen will be a force to be

reckoned with in l-AA.

"Those guys who wear the

red uniforms over there are a

good young team and good

young guys" he said. "They can

play. They will be a great foot-

ball team and will do great in

their division."

90 Gatehouse Road, Off Rt. 9, Two miles East of Amherst Center

On the Bus Route • TEL: 256-6446

Shopping for a health club? • Do your homework first

Inclusive membership / No additional fees / Includes free T-Shirt

Hampshire Fitness Club has it all for you

Want to make friends that

last a Mietime???

• FULL SIZED INDOOR POOL
• AOUA AEROBICS
•CYBEX/NAUTILUS CIRCUIT

• BOXING STUDIO

•CYBEX FREE WEIGHTS
• FULL COURT BASKETBALL

•VOLLEYBALL
•INDOOR TENNIS

•YOGA/PILATES
•AEROBICS/STEP/BOSU
• JACUZZI/SAUNAS
•CARDIO-VASCULAR EQUIPMENT

Open: 6am to 10pm Mon-Fri

8am to 9pm Sot-Sun

Call us at

413.S4B.2711

Septl6-21

or check us out online at

www.iimasg-edu/greek/panhelhtm
||
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MONDAY
• High: 75

• Low: 60

TUESDAY
. High: 72

• Low: 58

WEDNESDAY
. High: 74

• Low: 59

ii'i'i'

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH

• Meatball Sub

•Chili Nachos
• Vegetable Chili Nachos

(vegan)

DINNER

• Veal Cutlet
• Savory Baked Chicken
• Southern 7 Bean Stew

(vegan)

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
IX\n Liimothc

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Gerald H. Ling

COPY EDITOR
t v.ih K. Wynrc

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Shannon Farrington

PRODUCTION STAFF
Cory Rosenberg / Fedrich Torres
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Well there's things that never will be right I know

And things need changin' everywhere you go,

But 'til we start to make a move to make a few things right,

You'll never see me wear a suit of white.

Ah I'd love to wear a rainbow every day,

And tell the world that everything's OK,

But I'll try to carry off a little darkness on my back,

'Til things are brighter, I'm the Man in Black.

-johnny C^ish

1932-200}

aquarius • |an. 20-FtB. la

Don't forget that meeting you have to

go to.

pisCeS • Ffb. 19-Mar. 20

Try something new and different, you're

boring.

aries • M.^K. 21 -a™. 19

Sit out side today, you need a tan.

taurUS • Apr. 20-Mav 20

Don't lean back on your chair, the legs

will snap and you will fall.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Stop being la/y with your job, and get

your ac t together.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

Look after you jump, you want to see

where you land.

leo • JUL.. 23-Auc. 22

Just stop, no one cares what you have

to sav.

virgO • Aug. 23-StPT. 22

lust because your friends don't live near

you doesn't mean they don't like you.

libra • sm. 23-0(t. 22

Don't tell your neighbors to turn off

their weird music, you may like it later.

Scorpio • Oct 23-Nov 21

You're on a good path right now, just

keep on it.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-dec;. 21

Try writing a Haiku, it's quite fulfilling.

Capricorn • du. 22-|an. 19

Take better care of your CDs, you

scratched your favorite one.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
activities

Montrcitl

Weekends $99.

Includes R/T

Luxury Motor

Coach froni

Springfield. 3

Days-2 Nights- 4

Star Hotel

Downtown-
Meals'Night

Cluh passes.

www.montrcalcx -

press.net 1-7B1-

979-9001 Special

Group Rates

mito for sale

1994 Toyota

Paseo well inaiiv

tained, great gas

mileage. $2,900

413-584'26H

AUTO FOR SALE

1992 Silver

Siib;ini

Statioinv.igoii

140K. depend-

able, C:all 546-

0383 after 6p.m.

1988 Mazda $950

413-586-5728

Jeep Cherokee

Spcm- 1995.

Perfect student

car, A/C:, Cjreat

c;n system, origi-

nal owner, excel-

lent condition,

90K, automatic.

41^296-0060

^^/^00 or O.B.O.

(OMPUTFRS

IVnuum Laptop

$99.00 IVntium

IVsktop$49.00

We fix Laptops,

Desktops/ PC's

guaranteed 584-

8857

employment

Kent us your

ears! Participants

sought for listen-

ii\g experiments.

Call 545-6837

leave message or

write jkingston

©linguist. umass.

edu

Drivers and

Kitchen help

wanted Apply at

D.P. Dough.

Downtown
Amherst

Movie

Extras/Models

needed. No exp.

rei|uired, earn up

t(. $500-1000 a

day. 1-888-820-

0167 ext. U150

employment

Moving: Local

moving company

looking tor self

motivated indi-

viduals for part

time positions.

Raises commen-

surate with per-

formance. Poten-

tial for tips CMH>d

attitudes are n\ust

Call 413-584-4746

Bartender

Trainees Needed.

$250.00 a day

potential. Local

positions. 1-800-

293-3985 ext 516

!Bartending!$

$250/day poten-

tial No experi-

ence Nesc

Training provid-

ed. 1-800-965-

6520 ext 162

FOR SALE

Have you been

ripped-oft hy a

retailer? Contact

the Student

Legal Services

C^ffice regarding

your rights as a

consumer. 922

Campus Center,

545-1995.

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHP,

MySQL, Perl and

more.

wwvv.iagf1y.com

or (413)253-

0051.

INSTRUCTION

Private Boxing

Lessons-

w/retired pro

Djata Bumpus. In

Northampton.

584' 1966 or visit

INSTRUCTION

vvww.western-

masshoxin'j.com

Accepts all

Major Credit

C'ards

Jazz Piano

Lessons Explore

your creativity

Beginner to

Advanced Learn

a wide range ot

styles Reasonahle

Rates C^mtact

Stephen Page at

413-297-7910

MISCELLANEOUS

Want to buy/sell

THXTBCX^KS &
other stuff

LOCALLY.'...

NO shipping has-

sles, NO payment

middlemen! All 4

FREE! Visit

MISCELLANEOUS

www.ccuk'iie-

shack.com today!

KOOMMATE WANTED

Female geek

seeks roommate

to share spacious

1 BR Puffton apt.

Call Lisa at 549-

4248 or email

ladlergo@stu-

dent.umass.edu

A "Reality"

Spring Break

2004's Hottest

Prices Book now

.. Free Trips,

Meals 61 Parties

www'.suivsplash-

tours.ccnn or

1800-426-7710

TRAVEL

A SPRING
BREAKER
NEEDED 2004's

Hottest

Destinatimis Ck

Parties 2 free

trips / high

commissions 15w

sunsplashtours.

com 1800-426-

7710

Spring Break

2004. 1-800-648-

4849

Reach
thousands of

readers!

Advertise in the

Collegian

Classifieds!

Come down to

the Campus
Center

Basement or

call 545-3500!
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Manhattan project
I^A 'model'

on display

at K-State
By ANDRtvv Mkrri r I

C>)IIH.IAN SlAHh

KSU Stadium emerges slowly, and from a

mile awav. you'd never belie\e il houses Big

XII football.

But ontc >ou get within the gates, it's clear

that you've entered the big time. Two large

grandstands, one with a second deck, a prc-ss

box the size of most found in Nfl. stadiums,

and enough stat boards to keep even the cra-

ziest junkie satisfied.

One end is capped with a grandstand the

size of one side of UMass' McOuirk seating

section, providing a raucus swell ot noise.

.And there is plenty. When KSU takes the

field, when KSL' makes a big play, even when

videos of old K.SU big plays aa- shown on the

crystal-clear video boiird at one end. there's

enough noise to make conversation a pipe

dream.

But that'N onU the game.

Prior to kickoff. the crowd joins in with

the KState band as it plays "The Star

Spangled Banner." and the schcKil's Alma

Mater But this is not just a low. mumbling

sing-along. Rather, the cro^^d sings loud and

proud, as if it were an organized choral

ensemble.

There are pre-gaine rituals abound, as

well. Willy Wildcat, an unidentified student

dressed in a football uniform and a giant

wildcat head, leads the cro\^d in chants and

general inayhem.

A man painted in the colors of the day s

opponent takes off with the KSU (lag. and

sits on it at midfield. Willy soon sprints over.

and puts a devastating open field tackle on

the hapless opponent. Then, even more

chanting, with the most popular being "K-S-

U, " accompanied by Willy's slow inime job

on the letters.

Prior to the Wildcats' entrance, a vidc-o

presentation appears on the scoreboard, with

a purple and silver train chugging through

the heartland, bearing down on KSU stadi-

um, where the helmet of the opposition sits at

midfield. Finally the train barrels through the

helmet, causing an explosion on the screen

and in the stands.

Tlie student and band section takes up*

neariy a quarter of the stadium, creating a

massive sea of undulating purple. 'Hie rest ol

the stadium follows the purple theme too. bui

anyone wearing anything but purple (PMb

Continued on page 6

Despite an early

shock, KSU wins

By Mike Marzelli

("oLLtC.IAN StaKF

OERAL11H UNWXILUUIAS;

J.M KrohnV 6'>-yafd homh f. Jason Pcehlir -avc the Minutemen envm^h steam to take an improbable 7-3 lead over

K.ins... St.4ti m th. hrsi qu..rtir. Howexer, tlu- Wildcals took over after that, runnmg to a i8.< victory.

MANfMTTAN, Kan. - On an overcast after-

noon where wind gusts of up to 20 miles per

hour blew across a nearly filled KSU Stadium,

the vaunted Kansas State Wildcats had every

intention of blowing away their l-AA adver-

saries from Western Massachusetts.

Yet UMass. which has serious aspirations of

ascending to Division l-A in the near future, had

other ideas. And with a b5-yard play-action

touchdown pass from

UMass 7 quarterback |eff Krohn

L'Tr.cnc Qt ^ft ^^ ^''''^ receiver |ason
Kansas m. jo

p^^j,,^^ ^^ ^y^^ j^jra piay

of the game, and interceptions by cornerback

Steve Costello and linebacker Mark Kimener on

two of the three ensuing Wildcat possessions,

the No. 1 ( l-AA) Minutemen ( I - 1 ) caught light-

ning in a bottle.

So for that brief moment, the Minutemen

experienced a faint flicker of success in the vast

world of major college football. They were lead-

ing the No. 7 team in the country 7-3 at the end

of the first quarter.

L:)avid had punched Goliath directly in the

mouth.
However, the experience was short lived, as

the Wildcats (4-0) proceeded to score 35 unan-

swered points en route to a 58-7 thumping of

Massachusetts. It marked K-State's 41st consec-

utive non-conference home win. and 10th in a

row overall: the nation's fourth longest streak.

"We wanted to set a tone and let them know

that we're here to play and weren't here to back

down and I think we showed that." Krohn said.

"We came out and we ran the ball really well

and then hit the big pass, and it was awesome to

start that way in the first quarter, but it takes

four."

"jThe lead! didn't last long." Massachu.setts

coach Mark Whipple added. "We hoped we'd

get in that situation. We said that's what we

were going to do the first time we got a third

and short because they are so aggressive.

"It was good. At least we can" send Chris

Berman a highlight tape. At least we made one

plav on offense."

One play was all the Minutemen could

muster, as the Wildcat defense asserted itself

following UMass' lone scoring strike, forcing 10

punts and allowing only one trip into the red

zone. The Maroon and White were held to only

27 net rushing yards and were out gained 490-

191 in total yards.

"We couldn't do anything with [the ball), so

we have to credit the Kansas State defense."

Continued on page 6

XC comes up short in opener
By Matt Barstow and Leah Wyner

Com H.IAN C J)RRtSI>t)NI>l-NTS

The Massachusetts men's cross country team lost

in dramatic fashion Saturday, falling to Maine 27-28

in its home opener

The Minutemen finished second in the weekend's

tri-meet. besting Vermont by 70 ptiints.

Sophomore transfer Ryan Corbett won his liiM

race for the Maroon and White, completing the -iv

mile race in 23:02.

Corbett. who ran neck-and-ncck with Maine's

leffery Caron through the first 2.5 miles, pulled .iway

from all runners around the four-mile mark.

"I knew the course, knew whea- to make m>

move." CortKTtt said. "I heard Caron breathing hard

and made my move on a downhill. Usually guys tr>

and stay at a steady rhythm to save energy, but oiicc

I got a 1 5-yard lead I kept pushing it."

Despite a first place finish by Corbett. the com

bined scores of Maine's runners edged tin

Minutemen by one point.

Before Saturday's race, the pre-season New

England Intercollegiate Amateur Athletic Association

poll, ranked UMass No. 17, and Maine No. 10.

llKiav's race was a monientaiA disappointment,

we've 1 11 days to practice." UMass coach

Ken O i I "I his was on the upper-edge of

what I e\ptvied. most couches would be disappt)int-

c-d or upset, but I am excited by this team's potential,

not down."

U\l Rich Hitfris finished fourth overall,

the Iv^i 1 Hi^ career.

\\ IK iciim and we really came out

iJiiiii' me in practice and it

licshinan Michael

toil.iv. ii.. ... .lie pii

shows," Harris said.

In his first collegi.uc lacc.

Dukuij: finished sixth overall and third for the

Minutemen with (i lime ol 23:38.

•niiloni \s,iv a nice surprise and it shows the

vbody plays a role." O'Brien said.

:
• t.-il team effort has resulted

It u rotating captain" sys-

icic ca^h uKc will lealure a new mnner as

Syracuse puts the hurt on

OBi

ru.ne must play a role if we are going to be

lul, l3ulo'>" -^ n, rCMiiTiini ! shows that,"

i;n s;iid

Continued on page 6

Minutemen play poor hosts

By Tout) Foster

(,'0LLK(.IAN SlAFh

While not as physical as that other fall "foot"

sport, soccer is a rough game. After losing junior

l.indsev Fairweaiher. and with a handful of

starters at half speed, the Massachusetts women's

soccer team lost more than just a 1-0 decision to

Syracuse yesterday.

With less than a minute to go in the game.

sophomore standout Adair BIyler was rolling in

agony on the sideline.

Syracuse 1_ UMass coach liin Rudy

said the injury was

around the knee area andUMass

By EJ()BMcCk)\'hRN

C ;(»i.LtciiAN Staff

The Massachusetts tnen's soc-

cer team had something to prove

in last weekend's UMass Adidas

Classic. After two disheartening

losses, it had to show that it could

play as a team.

Coming into the invitational

tourney, the

Mercer

UMass

Navy

1

UMass

Minutemen
(3-2) had

pressing
issues on

both sides of

the ball that

needed seri-

ous consideration. Their offense

was struggling to find timely scor-

ing and the defense was looking

for cohesion.

Mercer (2-4) was the first test

for the Minutemen, and it was one

that the Maroon and White's

defense had all the answers to.

The Bears wen. nl\

nine shots in iIk 'I".

UMass defense. leJ '

Craig Canavan <iiui i.iMi.iM

goalie Nick Billman. ihvviiitecl anv

dangerous alieinpi

The Maromi

defense was matched riy Mercers

back line as well, and the teams

battled into overtime, where

UMass scored to tal

tory.

Billman's most impn

came with just 1:30 Icfi

tion. the score tied at zere. uid the

game on the line. Mer..

offensive M\ P fX-l OI:i.

the ball right on liiipct I'n

met by the oul^trei !- ' ' h

Billman. sending ii

The MafiKin ami '^ niu h

array of scoring chances thre

out the game, oulshooting iIk

Bears 2b-9. It was the matter of

finishing on these opportunities

that kept the game s^a'p '
- 1

pushed into overtime.

"Offensively I was very

:isod. but we still have a long

v>,4vs to go." UMass coach Sam

Koch said.

In overtime, the Minutemen

iinguislied any question alxjut

who was the better team. Two
minutes into the extra period,

sophomore lason Scudamore net-

letl the gv>lden goal, ending the 92-

minute long scoreless tension.

Nesterday. Navy (1-4) brought

. \cr\ (^uick and athletic team that

. has been in a bit of a slump recent-

' Flic Midshipmen dropped a 1-0

ision to Hartford f'riday. and
I iking for any kind of spark

leigi/e their offense.

e again, the Maroon and

iiK defense was the difference.

iding UMass to a 2-1 victory,

I he entire unit kept Navy's attack

at hav for the first half, slowing

clown an otherwise up-tempo

Continued on page 6

she was in a lot of pain. BIyler was on her way to

the orthopedic surgeon after the game.

The Maroon and While's last game, on Sept.

10. was a bloodbath as well, as three UMass

starters went down. The total number of starters

who have suffered injuries is now up to seven.

"We have key starters out and key starters at

half speed, but we put them out on the field

because we had to," Rudy said. "Against a good

team like Syracuse, but we tried to splice it

together and we lost on sort of a weird goal.

They didn't score a good jgoalj.

"We had people out there who weren't ready

to play today." Rudy said, "Maybe, we let

Syracuse's reputation get to us. because we got

niany, many balls open at midfield. which is the

start of the attack and just misconnected. Our

players just threw away ball after ball after ball."

The only goal on the day was scored in the 34th

minute by Syracuse senior Nina Scalzo. who

found the back of an empty net after goaltender

Kelly Nigh collided with a defender on her way

to take away the cross. Senior Molly McManus

tallied an assist on the goal.

The Orangewoinen (4-1-0) took over the pos-

session game throughout the contest. By control-

ling the ball, SU was on the constant attack as

they outshot the Minutewomen (2-1-1. 1-0

Atlantic 10). 25-2. Syracuse also received 12

corners, and UMass did not have a corner kick

all game.

"We are a possession team and il you give

away your first ball every time you pass midfield.

you "aren't going to get to the goal. I don't think

we got a corner or any free kicks. We had one

shot and it hit the jcrossbarj. though it was a

good one.

"They also had a .system that was al.so real ditter-

ent than what we are used to seeing with three

central midfielders. We tried to take care of it.

but we just didn't do a good enough job with the

package we had on the field."

UMass had three promising opportunities to

score in the game, but only managed one shot on

goal. At the 36:40 mark, senior forward Erin

Lilly sent a cross to the front of the net. BIyler

fought her way through a pile and was able to

flick the ball off ihe volley, but only hit the cross-

bar. The Maroon and White were not able to get

another shot on net for the rest of the game.

The next closest opportunity came eight min-

utes later, when Lilly crossed another ball into

the box. then sophomore midfielder Morgan

Czaja flicked the ball towards the left side post.

Continued on page 6

C.FRALDH LlNi '

Senior Mithele Luttati was lucky to tstapt

injury during this collision against Syracuse.
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Hurricane Isabel to strike East Coast
By Dan O'Brien

C>)LLEiiiAN Staff

Ass^x;l.^rEl^ phf-swiian mi i

B I Whittacker of Dover. Del., walks a load of plywood to his truck at the Lowes store in Dover

in preparation for Hurricane Isabel yesterday. Whittacker. a long time resident of the area has never

seen a hurricane in Delaware before, but did see hurricane Floyd while vacatiomng near Myrtle Beach

a few years ago. Military ..fficials began evacuating giant C-S cargo aircraft from Dover Air Force Base

yesterday as Hurricane Isabel headed for the Atlantic Coast.

From North Carolina to

Canada, people along the East

Coast are bracing for the effects of

Hurricane Isabel, which is now

labeled a Category 4 stonn.

The National Weather Service

expects the powerful stonn to

strike somewhere between North

Carolina and the Delmarva

Peninsula on Thursday Squalls

and gale force vrind gusts can be

expected in Massachusetts by

Friday

"If I were a mariner and I had

to be doing my work, I'd be get-

ting it complete by Wednesday

night." .said Walter Drag of the

National Weather Service. "1

wouldn't want to be dealing with

the swells out there.

"

As of yesterday evening. Isabel

was packing winds of 140 mph.

The five-day track of the stonn by

the National Hurricane Center

forecasts Isabel moving onshore

Thursday morning with 1 30 mph

winds near Cape Hatteras, N.C.,

and then moving north along the

Chesapeake Bay. near

Washington', DC. through

Virginia. Md. and Pennsylvania.

People have already begun evacu-

ating coastal communities around

North Canjlina and Virginia as

precautionary measures.

"Right now, the forecast is

very uncertain. It looks like it's

going to hit somewhere in the

Outter Banks area." said Ken

Haydu, a meteomlogist for the

hurricane center

I laydu says that several factors

could change the direction of the

storm, including high-pressure

ridges north and east of the stonn,

which could push it west or east.

"Forecasters exptxt the storm

to make landfall, however the

exact pinpoint is difficult to tell at

this time." Haydu said.

Tlie Mas.sachuselis Fmergency

Management Agency (MFMA) is

now on alert, and is offering per-

sonal preparedness tips for resi-

dents of the Commonwealth

before the stonn is expected to

sideswipe New England.

"Every family should have a

basic supply kit that could be used

for any emergency." said MEMA
Director Stephen |. McOrail. "We

should keep certain items around

the house in the event of a hurri-

cane or other severe weather A
portable radio, flashlight, extra

batteries and extra food and water

are all essential to help
|
people!

weather the stonn."

MFMA advises that every

household should have a sup-

pl\ of canned goods and other

non-perishable foods that do

not require cooking, along

with bottled water, extra pre-

scription medication and extra

food and water The complete

MEMA hurricane supply list is

available on their website at

www.mass.gov/mema.
"You should also call your

local authorities to find out

where emergency shelters are

located in your community."

McGrail said. "It is important

to know where your local shel-

ter or evacuation routes are

before any emergency situation

occurs."

MEMA is remaining on

alert, however public officials

are not telling residents to take

special precautions. Isabel is

expected to hit the area of the

Carolinas, but coastal residents

of Massachusetts are preparing

because even a glancing blow

from a hurricane as forcefuf as

fsabel can cause some destruc-

tion for marinas thai aie a dis-

tance from the storm.

Nonetheless, harbormasters

up and down the coast are

encouraging people to get their

boats out of the water or to

double-check their moorings

and remove anything that is

not securely fastened to their

boats.

SGA elections to begin
Commission accepting nominations

By Michelle LKizois

CoLLtcaAN CoRKFSPllNHENT

The Student Government

Association Elections

Commission is currently accept-

ing nominations for students

interested in running for the

Undergraduate Senate.

Candidates can pick up nom-

ination forms from 9 a.m. to 5

p.m. on weekdays at the SGA
office, located in room 420 of

the Student Union. Candidates

must collect signatures from 25

or more residents from their

residential area and submit the

forms to the SGA office by noon

on Friday. Sept. 19.

Campaigning will begin on

Sept. 1*^ as well.

During the nomination peri-

od, students who wish to place a

referendum question on the bal-

lot are invited to pick up forms

at the SGA office. Students

must obtain WO signatures

frotn their fellow students - five

percent of the undergraduate

population - and return the

forms to the SGA office by the

Friday deadline.

Elections will be held on

Sept. 25.

There are 66 seats open for

election, according to SGA
Speaker lared Nokes. The nom-

ination period began last Friday

at noon. Before the day's end.

29 students had picked up nom-

ination forms. Nokes said that

this is a larger turnout than

usual.

Last year, the Commission

eliminated appointed .seats from

the Senate, resulting in all seats

at-large being within the five

on-campus living areas and the

commuter area. In a recent

press release. Chancellor of

Elections Steven Hoeschele said

that students who formerly

would have expected to be

appointed a seat from their

California recall postponed
By BhTH Fdi'HY

•AssoeiATHi I'rfss

Three female ministers

join Newman Center
By Al.YSClN ZlLLMANN

(X)LLF.(ilAN C>>RRKSIMN1>F.NT

On Aug. 17, the Newman
Center hired three female minis-

ters. The three women. Mary Ellen

Foley. Lynn Campbell and Chris

Clark, who work only on Sundays,

were selected based on their cre-

dentials fmm among eight other

interviewees. It was coincidental

that the three best-qualified candi-

dates happened to be women.

Father Sean McDonagh. who

was involved in the hiring process,

said it is good to have a balance of

women and men in the church

community. He also said it was

important that the team have a

variety of talents and personalities.

"I'm glad that we have these

women to offset the priinarily

male staff," said Marissa

McKinney. president of the

Newman Student Association

(NSA).
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McKinney asked to be a part of

the interview process and the

request was granted.

"f wanted to see who would lit

well with the officers. The women

were young and fresh out of col-

lege." she said. She added that

Campbell specifically stood out as

a good person for the NSA.

"It's important to show to

young women that they can be a

part of the church, and that it can

be a successful career," McKinney

said.

All too often, she said, women

think that their only option is to

become a sister or a nun. Women
are unaware that it is possible for

them to be involved in the church

and have a family as well.

Mary Ellen Foley said she feels

the campus ministry offers "free-

dom and leeway" for women,

which is why many women now

migrate toward this career

Foley and Campbell agreed

that the staff members comple-

ment each other well.

"It's a great mix. They did a

good job of hiring people with

different talents and interests,"

said Campbell, who is also an

undergraduate advisor at the

Newman Center "For example.

Mary Ellen loves to preach. 1

don't, but I'll do it if I have to.

I'd rather preside over the serv-

ice."

Melinda Tufel. vice president

of the NSA. said she feels the

hiring committee made the right

choices.

"I Foley. Campbell and Clark]

were hired for the right rea-

sons." said Tufel. "Sex doesn't

really matter at all."

Both Foley and Campbell

studied at the Weston lesuit

School of Theology, alongside

other laymen and laywomen. as

well as ordained priests.

respective area government or

from the Al.ANA caucus should

fill out nomination forms and

plan to run for election.

Nokes said that he is work-

ing with SGA President David

Carr on a recruitment drive.

Looking to generate a high

turnout of candidates. SGA rep-

resentatives spoke to students

in Orchard Hill and Central

dorms last night, and will be in

Southwest and Northeast

tonight. In addition to the

SGAs efforts to recruit poten-

tial senators. Nokes said he

expects that other student

groups, such as Al.ANA. will be

actively .seeking out candidates,

"fkipefully, that will lead to

more contested elections and

more qualified senators." Nokes

said.

Last year. Nokes said, there

were only eight senators who

won their seats by more than 25

votes, which is the number of

signatures needed to get on the

ballot in the first place.

Therefore, interested students

should not shy away frotn tak-

ing out nomination papers, even

if they are intimidated by the

thougfil of running in a campus-

wide election at a university of

this size.

A candidates meeting will be

held in the SGA office tomor-

row at 6:30 p.m. Chancellor of

Elections Steven Hoeschele can

be reached at the SGA office

weekdays from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m..

and by phone at 545-0342.

LOS ANGELES. CaliL - A
federal appeals court post-

poned the Oct. 7 recall elec-

tion yesterday in a decision

that threw an already chaotic

campaign into utter turmoil.

The 9th U.S. Circuit Court

of Appeals ruled that the elec-

tion cannot proceed as sched-

uled because some votes

would be cast using outmoded

punch-card ballot machines.

The decision applies to all the

recall questions on the ballot,

as well as to two propositions.

The court, the nation's

largest and most liberal feder-

al appeals court, withheld

ordering the immediate imple-

mentation of its decision by a

week to allow lime for an

appeal to the U.S. Supreme

Court. It is the same appellate

court that last summer ruled

reciting the Pledge of

Allegiance in public schools is

unconstitutional because of

the words "under God."

Ted Costa, head of the

Sacramento-based Peoples'

Advocate, one of the groups

that put the recall on the bal-

lot, said an appeal of yester-

day's ruling was certain.

"Give us 24 hours." he said.

Gov, Gray Davis said he

expected the case to reach the

high court.

"This recall has been like a

roller coaster. There are more

surprises than you can possi-

bly image," Davis said after

appearing with former

President Clinton at a school

dedication. "I'll continue to

make my case to the people

that a recall is not good for

them."
Arnold Schwarzenegger,

the leading Republican among

the 135 replacement candi-

dates, called on the secretary

of state to appeal on behalf ot

Californians. Both he and

Davis said they would contin-

ue their campaigns in the

meantime.
"Historically, the courts

have upheld the rights of vot-

ers, and 1 expect that the court

will do so again in this case."

Schwarzenegger said in a

statement. "The people have

spoken, and their word

should, and will, prevail."

California Secretary of

State Kevin Shelley. a

Democrat, wouldn't say when

he would decide on a possible

appeal.

An appeal could force the

U.S. Supreme Court to rule on

another highly partisan politi-

cal issue one - Democrats say

echoes the 2.000 election in

which the high court declared

Republican George Bush the

winner.

In the ruling yesterday, the

judges of the 9th Circuit

agreed with the American

Civil Liberties Union that the

punch-card voting machines

still used in six California

counties are prone to error.

The counties - Los Angeles,

in addition to Mendocino.

Sacramento. San L:)iego. Santa

Clara and Solano - were

already under a separate court

order to replace them by the

March primary. but the

machines wouldn't be replaced

in time for an Oct. 7 special

election.

"In sum. in assessing the

public interest, the balance

falls heavily in favor of post-

poning the election for a lew

months," the conn said.

The decision is likely to

benefit Davis if the election is

delayed to the next regularly

.scheduled primary. Mar. 2.

The March presidential pri-

mary is expected to draw large

numbers of Democratic vot-

ers, and the months until then

would give Davis more time to

address the slate's problems

and force Schwarzenegger into

a longer campaign.

The decision came as the

race's top names were enlist-

ing big national stars in their

campaigns.
Davis was in Southern

California with Clinton to

dedicate the William leflerson

Clinton elementary school in

the impoverished suburb of

Compton. and the two had

planned to later attend a fund-

raiser.

Schwarzenegger and his

wife, television journalist

Maria Shriver. were in

Chicago yesterday morning

taping the season premiere ol

"The Oprah Winfrev Show,"

Polls had showed the actor

struggling to win over women
in the recall race, and women
are the show's primary audi-

ence.

\KMIT iioYlwoi.irr.Ks

Helping Save Lives

Nancy Croteau. a MicrohioK>gy graduate student, donates bliHHl

the American Red Cross, helped to supply hliH>d to more than 170

yesterday afternwn in the Campus Center. The event, sponsored by

hospitals in central .md northern New England.
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Car rolls down stairs outside dormitory

Vehicle leaking fluid; AAA reports to Patterson Hall

compiled by Courtney Charles

Tuesday, Sept. 9
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Come to the

news meetings,

Mondays at 4 p.m.

1 2:0t) a.m. A taller reported an

intoxicated male in the lobby of

Cance Hall. She stated that he

was not lesponsive. Amherst Fire

Department transported the

male to Cooley-Dickinson

Hospital.

2:43 a.m. A caller reported three

individuals throwing objects at a

parked vehicle in Lot 50. west of

Patterson Hall. The three were

also throwing objects at

Patterson Hall. The responding

officer stated that there was a

smashed computer monitor in

the parking lot.

11 ;36 a.m. A caller reported van-

dalism in Lot 33. A rear wind-

shield wiper was damaged while

the car was parked in the lot.

12:03 p.m. A caller stated that a

suspicious male was walking

through Tobin Hall selling

framed artwork. Officers advised

the person that he will be tres-

passing if he is seen again on

campus without a permit.

2:32 p.m. A person reported

someone soliciting funds for

homeless veterans in Herter

Hall.

5:13 p.m. A small gas leak in

Chenoweth l.ab, which had been

sealed off. was reported.

9:03 p.m. A resident assistant

reported a swastika drawn on

the door of a dorni room in

Kennedy Tower. An officer

requested that Housing Services

repaint the door.

11:32 p.m. Amherst Police

Department called to report that

they were sending an ambulance

to the front of Health Services

to assist a subject who was

injured in a mosh pit. The offi-

cer stated that the person signed

a refusal and was conscious and

alert.

1 ;56 p.m. An officer escorted an

injured person who sprained her

ankle and did not want an ambu-

lance to lake her to her vehicle in

the parking garage.

7:49 p.m. A caller reported that

there were individuals riding

bikes on and off benches on the

south side of the library. The

responding officer spoke with the

subjects and advised them to

move along.

Thursday, Sept. 1

1

1:12 p.m. A caller reported a per-

son soliciting credit card applica-

tions without proper paperwork.

An officer told tfie person to

leave the area and not to return.

1:55 p.m. A caller reported an

individual soliciting donations

for Vietnam vets. An officer

observed this individual walk-

ing around with a wicker bas-

ket asking for money by the

Campus Pond. The individual

was issued a trespass and was

transported off campus.

Wednesday, Sept. 10

1:11 a.m. A party reported there

were about live people outside

Cashin Hall talking loudly and

making noise. The responding

officer reported that the area

checked out OK.

3:5b a.m. A caller in Webster

Hall reported that she heard a

woman's voice calling for help

outside the building. The

responding officer reported that

the area around Webster Hall

checked out OK.

1 ;04 p.m. A person reported her

dog missing from the area around

the Student Union. The dog was

described as a friendly, 5-year-old

female shepherd mix with short,

light-colored hair and one ear

missing. The dog's name was

Cactus.

8:09 p.m. A caller reported

smelling smoke in North

Village Apartments. The

Amherst Police Department

was notified. The responding

officer reported that the smell

of smoke was due to a barbe-

cue.

9:46 p.m. A person stated that

she had received a call from a

male stating that he worked

for the ADT alarm company

and advised her that her alarm

system needed to be checked.

The person contacted ADT
directly and was advised that

they had not dispatched a

technician to inspect her

alarm. She was advised to con-

tact the University of

Massachusetts Police

Department if the problem

persisted with the male.

10:42 p.m. A resident assis-

tant reported more than 300

people having a round robin

on the second floor of Baker

Hall. An officer stated several

people were advised and the

others were dispersed.

Friday, Sept. 12

12:42 a.m. A caller reported loud

and disruptive bongo players on

the north side of Van Meter Hall.

12:51 a.m. Student Security

called to report that a supervisor

was being attacked in Kennedy

Tower. TTie officer pursued the

alleged perpetrator on foot. TVo

victims were complaining of sore

wrists. Richard Pachecho, 20, of

45 Surrey Way, White Plains,

N.Y., was charged with assault

and battery.

2:59 a.m. A caller stated that

about 15 males were throwing

bicycles in the area of the

Southwest Mall. The responding

officer stated that there were no

signs of bicycles being tossed.

Saturday, Sept. 1

3

12:14 a.m. An arrest was made

during a traffic stop on

Massachusetts Ave. Victor L.

Santiago, 31, of 2105

Northampton St., Holyoke,

Mass., was charged with permit-

ting the operation of a motor

vehicle with a suspended regis-

tration.

1 2:38 a.m. A resident assistant in

Coolidge Tower reported an

intoxicated male on the 15th

floor lounge with magic marker

written on him. The responding

officer stated he checked out OK
and had friends to take care of

him.

1:09 a.m. Student Security

reported a fight on the north side

of Kennedy Tower involving five

people. A resident assistant

called back to report the fight

had been broken up.

2:08 a.m. Student Security called

to report that a vehicle went

down the stairs on the north side

of Patterson Hall rapidly leaking

fluid. AAA was requested.

11:05 a.m. An officer was

flagged down by a pedestrian

who said he was on his way to

Health Services to be checked

out. He was struck by a vehicle

in the Southwest Residential

Area parking lots last night, but

wanted to report it at that time.

He was advised to complete a

statement when he was done

with his exam.

1:45 p.m. A student reported a

squirrel that was possibly rabid

in the Southwest Mall. Animal

control was notified.

1:48 p.m. A person was trans-

ported to Cooley-Dickinson

Hospital from the athletic fields

across from Boyden Gymnasium.

6:41 p.m. A person stated that

she had a patient at Health

Services who reported that he

was physically assaulted outside

of Berkshire Dining Common,

lohn F Keefe, 19, of 275 Old

Marsh Hill Rd., Dracut. Mass.,

was served with summons for

assault and battery with a dan-

gerous weapon.

8:47 p.m. A smoke bomb was set

off in front of a resident assis-

tant's room on the 17th floor of

Kennedy Tower.

Sunday. Sept. 14

1 2:56 a.m. There were numerous

reports of 30 people in a fight

near Washington Tower. The

officer advised that the problem

was only a verbal altercation.

1 2:59 a.m. A caller reported 20

to 30 people in the Orchard Hill

Bowl yelling and making a lot of

noise. An officer stated that the

group was observed and the

noise was minimal. The group

was advised to keep the noise

down.

2:56 a.m. A caller reported that

there was a group of students

near Patterson Hall chanting,

"Fight!" The officer reported

finding one male with no shirt.

4:33 a.m. Brian D. Wells, 18, of

5 Second St., Maynard, Mass.,

was charged with assault and

battery and disorderly conduct.

6:22 a.m. A person was trans-

ported to Cooley-Dickinson

Hospital from Boyden

Gymnasium.

Milk? Yeah, we got milk

and homemade brownies

As an engineer in

the U.S. Air Force,

there's no telling what

^ou II work on.

(Seriously, we can't tell ^ou.)

Athletes in Action Weekly Meeting

Tuesdays 8pm in James Dorm SW
Bible study + milk+ brownies = good times for athletejr

Info: LA_Love_35@yahoo.com or Dave at 259-1083

Real Life

Thursdays 8pm
In the Campus Center

Teaching, worship, and a whole lot of ftin

Info: umasscru.com or brent.vallee@uscm.org

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead

of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new

engineer you'll likely be involved at the ground level of new

and sometimes classified developments. You'll begin leading

and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out what's waiting behind the scenes for you in

the Air Force today. To request more information, call

1-800-^23-USAF or log on to airforce.com.

U.S.AIRFORCK
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Coaches request of

students admirable

Catholic mindset needs work

With the expansion this summer of the

Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) in intercolle-

giate football, feelings were hurt all around. The

decision of Miami University and Virginia Tech

has led to finger-pointing and a host of ranging

accusations, including that the two schools were

deserting the Big East Conference without fair

warning or concern for how it would affect the

other schools in it.

According to the Associated Press, the ACC
originally recruited Syracuse, Boston College

and Miami for its conference, but Boston

College and Syracuse were eventually left out in

favor of Virginia Tech, thanks mainly to the pol-

itics involved.

All of that only makes Boston College coach

Tom O'Brien's open letter in the campus news-

paper that much more refreshing.

V^'hen Miami plays Boston College this week-

end, it will be the first meeting between the two

schools since Miami made the decision to jump

conferences. The move for the two schools

leaves Boston College and several other schools

in a perilous position. Without Miami and

Virginia Tech, currently ranked No. 2 and No. 8

respectively, the Big East loses much of its start

power. The conference will have to fight to keep

its Bowl Championship Series bid, as well as all

of the revenue that goes with being a BCS con-

ference.

The Associated Press has even reported that

Boston College is considering other options,

including jumping conferences or becoming an

independent with no conference affiliation.

It doesn't matter to O'Brien. He wants his

team's fans to behave.

O'Brien's letter to the campus community

asked fans to behave at the game Saturday,

regardless of what has happened off the field.

"Our goal as a football team is to be cham-

pions in the classroom and the community as

well as on the field and we expect our fans to be

champions, too," O'Brien stated in the letter,

according to the Associated Press. "Cheer with

class, be supportive at all times and send a mes-

sage to everyone watching; that BC is a special

place with even more special people."

O'Brien refused to blame Miami for BC's

current unsettled situation.

"Miami made their decision to do what's best

for Miami," he said yesterday during a confer-

ence call, the As.sociated Press reported. "You

know, that's what Boston College would have

done, what's best for Boston College."

In a modern age when athletes have been

disciplined for kicking officials, spitting at

umpires and choking coaches, it's a refreshing

attitude to present in high stake intercollegiate

athletics. Because whether it is widespread cor-

ruption being uncovered in the Baylor

University athletic program or John Chaney

screaming profanities several years back at

then-Massachusetts coach John Calipari during

a news conference, sportsmanship and healthy

attitudes have been more and more difficult to

find in competitive athletics.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian applauds

Tom O'Brien for being a positive role model on

how to handle and accept a difficult situation

with grace. By handling the Big East/ACC con-

troversy with class, he provides a lesson to us

all.

Vnsinged editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Collegian Editorial Board.

^^. 1 When lohn |.

gHf^ Geoghan was

^^^B strangled to

I^H^B death his

^^^ lonely prison

^^^K cell late

^^^^^^^ month,

^^^^^^^U people
'^^^^^^^^

it was the per-

uSn feet ending to a

lamOltie
tragk story——^—^ The things

said immediately after were pre-

dictable.

"The bastard got what he had

coming, " or "justice is served." The

lines were automatic.

Many predicted that the murder

of Geoghan would serve as closure

for his victims and their families.

They said life would be able to

move on, and the healing process

would be complete.

They were wrong. If it could

only be that ea.sy

The Catholic sex abuse scandal

and Geoghan 's path of destruction

in particular has proven

to be a never-ending

litany of accusations,

fru.strations and broken

promises. The pain cut

deeply on this one,

deeply enough where

somewhere along the

line, the priorities of

many Catholics

changed.

One of the basic fundamental

things that Catholics learn growing

up - forgiveness - was tossed by

the wayside in exchange for the

continuation of a vicious cycle.

Getting even became an easier way

of dealing with the shock and pain,

rather than learning how to cope.

Other Catholics can dispute

this, but I won't. My first reaction

was disbelief upon learning how

widespread the corruption in the

Catholic Church I grew up in was.

After that came white-hot anger,

and, perhaps most selfishly, relief

Relief that it hadn't been me. relief

that the innocent, happy and

unsuspecting upbringing I had

within the Catholic faith wa.sn't

shattered by a monster in a robe.

All the relief did was lead me right

back to the feelings of anger at the

Church and the abusers, and

thanks to the guilt I felt for feeling

fortunate enough to have been

spared the horror.

Catholics can say they needed

to protect their children from pred-

ators. They can say they needed to

make the Church pay and under-

stand how much its oversights and

irresponsibility banned thousands

of innocent people. They'd be

right, if that's where it had ended.

Unfortunately, the trauma that

went with having the most inno-

cent part of our population com-

pletely violated by a group ut peo-

ple that should have been so easy

to trust did not go away Because of

that, extracting an eye for an eye

became the next best thing. The

size of the financial settlement

became important. Maximum pun-

ishments for the abusers became

important. Making ihcm pay

became important, in any way pos-

sible, to the fullest extent allowable

by law. For many, Geoghan 's stian-

For many, Geoghan's strangulation wasnl

the latest twist in the plot to a story that's

now been horrifying for years - it was

what he had coming all along.

gulation wasn't the latest twist in

the plot to a story that's now been

horrifying for years; it was what he

had coming all along.

If things are ever going to

return to nonnal in the Church,

that prevailing altitude needs to

change. It needs to change not lor

the sake of the Church, and not

for the sake of the abusers, but for

the sake of the victims and the

thou.sands of good, regular every-

day people that call Catholicism

their faith. The cycle of vicious

revenge needs to end.

There are numerous examples

of that need lor revenge, starting

with the most dramatic and vio-

lent; the murder of Geoghan him-

self. When Geoghan was sen-

tenced, the end result was entircK

predictable. It's no secret that con-

victed child molesters and others

who abuse the innocent, weak and

elderly are immediately targets

once they step inside the walls of a

prison.

Considering how emotionally

charged Geoghan s situation was,

he was a sitting duck. Somebody

was going to get to him "for the

children," as loseph L. Druce.

Geoghan's alleged killer, suppos-

edly did. It was a matter of tintie.

Regardless of how much of an ani-

mal he might have been,

Geoghan's strangulation only per-

petuates the same type of misery

that he brought to others.

One of the most horrifying

things that 1 have noticed as this

story continues to play out is the

way that a lot of people have glo-

rified Druce as a hero. He's not.

Indicted for the murder last week,

Druce is a hateful man serving

time lor the murder of a gay man

who allegedly made a sexual

advance on him. He pled insanity

to that charge, and his lawyers say

that he'll plead it

again in this

ca.se. Authorities

told the

Associated Press

that he hates

blacks, lews.

homosexuals
and many other

minority groups

just because of who they are.

Since when is that the definition

of a hero?

Maybe I'm just hoping things

can go back to the way they used

to be. Maybe I'm hoping that at

some point, people will start

remembering that there are at

least some good men running the

Church.

Catholics as a whole won't be

able to pick up the pieces from

this mess until we're willing to

admit that there could be some

hope that things will eventually

turn out OK. Perhaps it's naive to

believe that a healing process

needs to begin.

Trust, however, cannot be built

back up until people are willing to

stop hating. It's that simple.

Dan Lamothe is a Collegian

columnist.

Is anyone really looking

out for you?

pig^s perception

It is a new semester and with

it comes more harping and criti-

cism from the Ed/Op page. Now.

1 am not here to lecture any of

you, but rather to shine some

light on a few things. So I will

start with what seems to get the

most attention in the media these

days: the future election and

democratic candidates. But does

either party really care

about you? DaOJel

I'll start with the ___
GOP Now I am still a

Bush supporter, despite his short-

comings. 1 like that there hasn't

been a terrorist attack on

American soil in two years. I'm

glad he has been and remains

committed (for the most part) to

chasing after terrorists and the

nations that harbor them. I'm

glad the Taliban is gone, children

can go back to school and

women Can go out in public in

Afghanistan. I'm glad the Baath

regime has been destroyed,

Hussein's sons are dead and

Saddam will never brutalize any-

one again. Al Qaeda is on the run

and can do nothing more than

.send videos of Osama Bin Laden

to Al-lazerra Television. And it

looks like the economy is coming

buck slowly

However - and I hate to

sound selfish - I don't work my

fingers until they bleed only to

have enough money to put gas in

my car. The president needs to

get it through his head that the

Saudis aren't our friends. They're

screwing with our oil for fun and

our government is allowing it. I

am appalled by the number of

soldiers that have died during

post war Iraq. Why haven't the

troops been allowed to crack

down on these people? 1 don't

need to know the details of how

they plan to deal with North

Korea, but I would like to know

if they do have a plan. The

weapons of mass destruction

haven't been found, but every

objective thinking person knows

they exist. Where are they?

Well, since the United

Nation's stalling gave Saddam

plenty of time to hide them, the

government might want to try

looking in Syria, but I

rnjD doubt they will. I doubt

___^ the government will also

go after our so-called

"friends." the Pakistanis who

might have been hiding Bin

Laden after the 9/11 attacks.

After Sen. Trent Lott's verbal

mishap last year, the Republican

Party is so scared of the race card

that they have stopped harping

on sealing up the borders.

Now for the

Democrats. Do I

really have to get

into what is wrong

with that party?

All you have to do

is look at the great

state of California.

A state that is

overwhelmingly
made up of democ-

rats has recalled its

democratic gover-

nor. Pete Wilson

left Gov. Davis

with a billion dollar surplus and

he has given the state an eco-

nomic heart attack. But that's

what happens when you sell

your soul to special interest

groups to get yourself elected.

Basically if you're a deinoc-

rat, you spend 10 times the

amount of money you have and

then tax your citizens out of the

state. The way Gov Davis has

ruthlessly and maliciously taxed

his citizens makes the Sicilian

Mob look like a bunch of cream-

puff's. What's Davis's idea of

business as usual? Giving driv-

ers licenses to illegal immigrants

and taxing people who make

$1 5K to 50K a year. He panders

for votes while he sells out our

national security

Now let's look at those candi-

dates. Whether you like George

Bush or not. you can't say in

good conscience that he has

been a complete failure, as one

candidate called him. With the

exception of Sen. Lieberman,

they have all taken their pot-

shots at the Commander in

Chief. Way to show your

respect. Howard Dean is so

smart that he aligns his plans for

peace in the Middle East with

the ones Bill Clinton had. Yeah.

Billy Boy did a great job with the

Middle East.

Does anyone

believe that Dean

will go after ter-

rorism or side

with nations like

France and

Germany?
Al Sharpton

touts himself as

an advocate for

minorities. But

where docs he

find the time for

them with that

haircut and coming up with

those one liners that get people

all riled up? 1 apologize for not

being able to remember the

names of the other six idiots

running for money fame and

power, but I doubt anyone can.

So. you see. no one is really

looking out for you. and please

don't be fooled by rhetoric and

sanctimony because neither

party has the answers.

Daniel Cote is a Collegian

columnist.

I'm glad the

Baath regime has

been destroyed,

Hussein's sons

are dead and

Saddam will

never brutalize

anyone again.

By working calluses into my

hands this summer, I was able

to scrap together enough

money to take a trip.

Because I was working on a

small budget, which was large-

w 'y devoted to purchasing alco-

,

^ hoi and baseball tickets with
^ my friends. I thought we

would save cash and stay at a

hostel. (To those of you don't

know what hostels are. it is

cheap temporary housing catered to young

worldly travelers, who. like myself, are low on

funds.)

Upon arriving at our West Coast destination,

we were immediately met with hostility from the

Scottish desk clerk for no deserved reason. At

dinner, we were harassed for putting lukewarm

coffee in a plastic cup by a French employee

who lived up to the widely

accepted social stereotype of her

people, having hairy armpits and

pungent body odor.

After one night of staying in

that place, we realized that we

were the only Americans there

and that we were unwelcome by

the staff and most of the guests

at this California hostel.

We were expected to act like

crude, uncultured boars whose

belligerent stupidity would rav-

age the hostel in an Iraqi fashion. Although we

didn't fullv live up to that stereotype. 1
will

admit 1 was surprised that they allowed us to

keep the key deposit. Rather than being allowed

the experience to meet people from all over the

world, I was left with the bitter taste of resent-

ment that most of the world feels toward

Americans.

1 am aware that the poor worldly perception

of the American people is nothing new.

However, this perception has grown far worse

since the belligerent days that have followed

9/1 1 under the Dubya regime.

Rather than sharing with the world tear-

filled stories of that awful day. American travel-

ers are asked to explain themselves as to the

purpose of military action in Iraq. They ask car-

penters, landscapers and undergraduate college

students why our country has gone and done

something so atrocious, the rest of the world

has either forgotten (or was never informed)

that a very large traction of the American popu-

I was left with the

bitter taste of

resentment that

most of the world

feels toward

Americans.

lation - including a large number of politicians

- has adanianiK been against the war.

George W. Bush won the election by the

tightest margin of any president in one of the

sketchiest elections in world history He does

not even come close to sharing the thoughts and

ideas of half the American population; and his

approval rating, which has plummeted 40

points since 9/11, reflects that.

The leaders of strong European nations have

spearheaded the movenunt to vilify Americans.

The speeches given by these NATO countries,

who not too long ago were nothing but yes-men

to any .sordid foreign policy the United States

wished to pursue, have given the people of their

countr\ a renewed hatred for America's foreign

practices. But because people can't protest

directly to the American politicians themselves,

they protest to the people who they think are in

charge of putting the politicians there.

This type of treatment by the

world's general public has result-

ed in a prejudice to all those who

arc American. This prejudice, to

mv surprise, is found even

amongst some of the most well-

traveled and supposedly well-

Icarned people of the world.

As an American who did not

vote for Bush, who has not

approved of 99 percent of his

policies and who can still locate

an\ country in the world on a

map despite the fact thai 1 have not traveled

much. 1 shouldn't be judged as a member of an

indulgent mob of pigs.

It should also be noted that many of the

countries that have finally decided to take a

.stand ajiainst America are only doing so because

American foreign policy is stepping on the eco-

nomic toes of these nations. Many countries like

Gcrmanv. France and Russia had contracts with

Saddam" Hussein and Iraqi oil. There were con-

tracts that were negated when the American

army o\crihrc\\ him. The anti-war sentiment

raised by the leaders of these nations wasn't

because "of an\ nohle change of heart or sudden

achievement of /.en. It had to do with money

and power.

Instead of accosting all American citizens

like their politicians want them to. foreign peo-

ples should turn toward iheir own leaders and

ask them wh> thc\ didni protest American pol-

icv sooner.

Robert Carey is a Collegian columnist.
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Recent findings

in hormonal birth

control for women
Sex-iversity is a question and answer column

designed to provide important information and

answers to questions regarding sex, sexuality, sex-

ual orientation, sexually transmitted infections

(STIs) and reproductive rights. Voiced by Julia

Kristan. a member of Voices for Planned

Parenthood (VOX) branch at

Sex-iversity the university of Massachusetts

I 11
|,j..-. and an active volunteer for the

JUIId MiSldll Everywoman's Center on cam-

pus, the column is intended to help educate the

university community about reproductive health,

rights, legislation and responsibilities. Much of the

statistical information provided in this column

derives from research done through and obtained

by Planned Parenthood and its national affiliates.

Q: Have there been any recent developments in

hormonal birth control for women?

A: Yes, there have been two original new develop-

ments in the past few years. Both the birth control

patch and the hormonal vaginal ring called the

"NuvaRing" were approved in late 2001. These

two advancements have changed the daily pill-tak-

ing routine of hormonal birth control.

The birth control patch, put out by the Ortho-

McNeil Pharmaceutical Company, is a thin square

less than two inches in width and length. The

patch is worn on the skin, where it time-releases

hormones into your body. The adhesive lasts long

enough and is strong enough to withstand exer-

cise, showers and movement for the seven days it

is worn. At the end of seven days, you switch to

the next patch and repeat for a total of three

weeks. On the fourth week, you do not wear a

patch and you will menstruate.

Since the hormones are the same as or similar

to oral contraceptives, benefits such as a less

painful period come along with regular usage. This

can be a great option for women who aren't the

best at remembering a daily pill.

There are downsides to the patch, and of

course, before you try any new prescription you

should talk with your doctor. For woinen over 1 98

pounds the patch has been found less effective,

and similarly to other hormonal contraceptives,

women are discouraged from smoking while on it.

The patch does not prevent sexually transmit-

ted diseases. Please reread that sentence carefully.

At this point only your classic condoms and absti-

nence do that job. The patch must be worn in one

of the following places: the buttocks, abdomen,

upper torso (front and back, breasts excluded) or

on the outside of your bicep. Due to the fact that

you have adhesive with hormones on your skin for

three weeks, irritation in the area of the patch may
occur. Because the patch is relatively new. many
insurance companies will not cover it fully or at

all, costing you $30 to $55 a month. Its effective-

ness is comparable to the daily pill, at 98 to 99 per-

cent when used correctly.

For women who may forget pills and patches,

Organon Inc.'s "NuvaRing" is an exciting new con-

traceptive. It is just what it sounds like: a ring, less

than two inches in diameter, made of flexible plas-

tic. The "NuvaRing" is inserted into your vagina

and left there for three weeks. Your body heat acti-

vates the release of the hormones from the ring

over those 21 days, meaning you have your period

in the remaining seven of the month.

I'm sure you ladies are thinking, "Whoa, INTO
my vagina!?" Fear not, the ring is not felt when
propeHy inserted, much like a tampon. Unlike a

tampon though, it's not made of absorbent, bulky

material, so it fits more naturally and less notice-

ably in your body.

"But if it's up there, what happens during sex?"

The majority of couples report not feeling the ring,

and most who do report it to be not intrusive to

the mood or positive sensations. Additionally, the

"NuvaRing" provides the lowest dose of hormones

of any contraceptive out there at this point in time.

As women and doctors have learned in the past,

the lowest possible dosage to provide contracep-

tion and/or menstrual symptom relief is best.

The "NuvaRing" has one substantially different

downside than the pill or the patch. Having the

ring in your vagina for three weeks releasing hor-

mones can cause irritation. Women who are prone

to yeast infections and vaginal irritation are recom-

mended to switch off the ring if they feel discom-

fort. The ring is a new product; many insurance

companies are not covering it at all or are only pro-

viding partial coverage. The ring is $40 a month
without insurance, ft does not provide protection

against sexually transmitted diseases. The contra-

ceptive effectiveness is comparable to the pill at 98

to 99 correctly when used correctly. Bear in mind

it's a lot easier to use correctly because the stream

of hormones is constant into your body.

In the months and years to come, keep your

eyes and ears open for new developments. There

are tests in the works for a male contraceptive,

which would make sperm unable to fertilize an

egg. Unfortunately, it's far easier for the hormones

to control one egg as opposed to thousands of

spemi. Contraceptives remain in women's bodies

for now. Of course that doesn't mean responsibil-

ity is solely on women, so grab your partner and

go to the doctor. In same-sex relationships, get

talking as well. Although pregnancy may not be an

issue, hormonal contraceptives won't prevent sex-

ually transmitted illnesses, and they're a health

issue for us all.

When you go to your health practitioner, ask

about the new options. Demand better medical

care; advances clearly can be made when the pres-

sure is on. We deserve the right to health care in

all aspects of health.

As a final note, please research contraceptive

options further before deciding on one. Only your

doctor can prescribe them, and this column is not

meant to replace information given by your doc-

tor.

For more information, visit

www.orthoevra.com and www.nuvaring.com.

Questions? Comments? E-mail arts(3idailycol-

legian and subject the e-mail "Sex-iversity."

Cage sparks the screen
*Matchstick Men' explores the intricate mind of a criminal
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By LAURtN Freeman
(JOLLEOIAN STAFh

"Matchstick Men" was an interest-

ing choice for director Ridley Scott,

whose film canon is predominantly

comprised of high-action blockbusters

such as "The Ciladiator" and "Black

Hawk Down". But on the other hand.

Scott's classic film. Thclma and

Louise" clearly demonstrates that his

capabilities extend to slower, more

character-centered projcx;ts.

Regardless. "Matchstick Men" is

definitely a character piece. This film

has a minimal amount of suspense and

action: there arc no gunfights and there

are no car crashes. But it is somewhat

of a relief to acknowledge that a movie

which explores the grittier reality a

criminal's life - while not entirely a

comedy - has avoided the use of exces-

sive violence.

Another way this film veers from

the average criminal narrative is in the

development of the main character

Roy. a con artist played by Nicolas

Cage. While he a smooth operator dur-

ing a scam. Roy is an obsessive-com-

pulsive, agoraphobic, chain smoker at

home with a number of strange nerv-

ous tics to boot. When he gets jittery,

his eyes constantly twitch blink rapidly,

while he makes a soft humming noise

in the back of his throat. Luckily for

Roy, he has medicine that prevents this

from occurring during a job.

However, when his psychiatrist

moves out of town and his prescription

drugs run out. Roy's mental neuroses

become uncontrollable. Roy's partner.

Frank Mercer (Sam Rockwell), inter-

venes and insists he seeks professional

help. He provides Roy with the number
for Dr. Klein (Bmce Altman). After all.

Roy is an occupational hazard in the

state he is in.

Dr. Klein suggests that Roy try to re-

establish some of the relationships in

his life that dissolved after his divorce

14 years earlier In particular. Dr. Klein

feels that Roy should attempt to find

out about the child his ex-wife may or

may not have had.

Alison Lohman plays Angela. Roy's

tornado-like daughter who enters his

life and disrupts the highly controlled

structure he attempts to form. For a

man who is nauseated by the sight of a

loose carpet fiber. Roy's life translates

to a train wreck when Angela leaves

her laundry all over the bathroom and

when she does other teenager-like dis-

orderly things.

The story gets irresistibly interesting

when Angela convinces her dad to

show her the tricks of the trade. When
she gets in the way of one of his ofxira-

tions and almost cau.ses an arrest.

Frank provides Roy with an ultimatum

Continued .on pag« 5
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Nicolas Cage plays a sadistic criminal named Roy in Ridley Scott's newest plot-twisting piece, "Matchstick Men."

Internet music

is now a crime?
Hey guys ... did you hear the

latest?

Apparently it is a crime now to

download music, and it is a seri-

ous crime at that.

People who download music

from ttie Internet, particularly col-

lege students like us, are getting

fined large amounts of dough for

listening to their favorite musical

artists via the Internet. The gov-

ernment is cracking down to make

this tragic and

unethical prac-

tice a thing of

the past.

In an arti-

cle by Ted

Bridis of the

Associated
Press, he said

that as of right

now. 261 law-

suits have

been filed

across the

country for trading music online.

He quoted Recording Industry

Association of America president,

Cary Sherman, who compared

illegal music downloads to

shoplifting: "Nobody likes playing

the heavy. There comes a time

when you have to stand up and

take appropriate action."

I don't download music any-

more since there are virtually no

sites that offer it for free. But

when I used to. I absolutely loved

it. I loved how I could listen to any

song ever created at any time I

ever wanted to. The best part was

that it was only a click away from

reaching my ears. If I had a crav-

ing to listen to The Doors or Ace

of Base. I could satisfy that craving

in a heartbeat. 1 downloaded

almost 2.000 songs during my
freshman year here on campus,

and it was awesome.

Downloading music is the fur-

thest thing from a crime, and it

should not be treated as such.

People who download music are

innocent souls who just want to

satisfy a music fix. They aren't

murdering or molesting anyone,

and they shouldn't be punished as

if they were.

What if you only like one or

two songs on an album? Why
should you have to buy the whole

CD if you are only going to listen

to 10 percent of it? I could just

download those two songs for free

online.

If someone truly likes an artist,

he or she will buy the artist's

rcxord regardless of whether or

not they download their music. If

anything, downloading music

helps artists get their music out

into the air. If you are allowed to

try on clothes before you buy

them, you should be able to listen

to music before you buy it.

I admit that I don't buy as

many Cl^s now as I used to. Only

a tiny part of that has to do with

the ability to download music for

free; it mostly has to do with the

fact that CL)s are so expensive

these days. Maybe if CDs were

priced more reasonably, more peo-

ple would be buying them.

Continued on page 5

Pop-punl( veterans extend their boundaries
MxPx collaborates with friends on new record

By Johnny EXwaldson
C^LLEoiAN Staff

Pop-punk veteran band MxPx was playing the

pop-punk game before Good Charlotte and

Simple Plan were out touring

on the Warped Tour and it has

weathered its share of punk
world controversy.

Getting started on the

Christian music scene, the

increasingly secular songs of

Tom, Mike and Yuri drew ire

from religious fans that

accused them
of abandon-

their

Static

Everything and After."

In the limited field of pop-punk, "Before

Everything and After" stands as a superior, rather

indistinct release. "Before Everything and After"

blasts right out of the gate with ihi- imlividuiiiitv

mg
roots.

came from

Everything '^e punk
'

purists who
rejected the

band's bright-

ly melodic

sound, and from the fans who
accused them of selling out by

doing such things as starring

in a recent Pepsi commercial.

To shore up their pop-punk
credibility, the trio has enlisted

the aide of such genre names
as Benji Madden (Good
Charlotte), Kris Roe (The

Ataris) and lordan Pundik

(New Found Glory) to back

them up on six of the tracks

off the band's latest. "Before

MxPx comes out of its shell on the new album "Before Everything and After" by cross-

ing musical genres.

ode. "Play It Loud." And the energy never flags

from there.

The album covers the usual range of topics of

the genre: broken hearts, romantic confusion,

self-doubt, non-conformity. It's the same old grab

bag of punk themes, polished and packaged for

the tccnaged piercing and tattoo crowd.

Which isn't to say

that "Before Everything

and After" is a bad
album. That's hardly the

case. Though MxPx
occasionally borrows
familiar topics, it isn't

out of creative exhaus-

tion; it's out of the com-
forts of the culture. The
vocals may be high-

pitched, but they're also

charismatic. The drums
and guitars experiment

with new melodies with-

out surrendering com-
pletely to art. MxPX is

capable of moving
beyond the usual three-

chord punch, as on the

slinky "Kings of

Hollywood," the

acoustic-tinged ballad,

"Quit Your Life" and the

billowing "The Capitol."

In the world of

punk. MxPx deserves its

props for creating an
album that extends

beyond the genre's

cliches without totally

giving up the sound.

I (H'UTt.'iY AS.MREIC1RIIS

Scott's new mind-bender

Continued from page 4

- his partner or his daughter.

What follows is an unpredictable ending that turns

the events of the story inside out. In the vein of movies

like "Fight Club" or "Sixth Sense," it makes the view-

er question all of the subtle plot points that preceded.

Although it is perhaps the most interesting element of

"Matchstick Men," this surprise ending also presents

the biggest narrative Haw.

The problem resides in the fact that when an audi-

ence encounters a surprise ending, even the casual

viewer will re-evaluate the events of the movie with

the most scrutinizing eye. This "in your face" type of

ending draws attention to itself and hence the rest of

the film. It becomes increasingly important for the

plot points to form an impenetratable cause and effect

chain. In other words, in any story where the viewer is

led to believe that A is happening only to find out that

in fact B has been occurring the entire time, the plot

better hold when the viewer tries to make sense of

why they didn't foresee B.

Unfortunately, in the case of "Matchstick Men,"

the plot points fail to reunite when they are presented

with the surprise ending. In short, there are too many
ambiguities that are unaccounted for

In addition to the sloppy surprise ending, this film

suffers doubly from a denouement that leaves nothing

to the imagination. It is a common occurrence for tin-

seltown productions to overemphasize a happy-go-

lucky resolution. The rumor has it that American

moviegoers dislike unhappy, ambiguous endings. The
irony of "Matchstick Men" forcing an extra 10 min-

utes of unwarranted closure on its viewers is that the

surprise ending seems to become somewhat of a

facade.

lust when it seems like this film might be an excep-

tion to a canon of films that play to audience expecta-

tions, "Matchstick Men" jumps on the bandwagon

and ends happily ever after

In retrospect, during a time when new releases

have been suffering from a marked dcxrea.se in ticket

sales during the second weekend run, maybe this type

of ending will help promote a second viewing. At least

it is probable that viewers will want to give

"Matchstick Men" a second chance alter release to

DVDA'HS, if not simply because of the excellent act-

ing and interesting cinematography.

*E1 Mariachi' story contiues in Mexico
By Brendan Lee

ti)in:<;iAN Staff

From the very first frame, "Once

Upon a Time in Mexico" feels like

equal parts Sergio l^eone western,

student art film and 1970s action-

thriller hopped up on good ampheta-

mines and bad tequila. And master of

ceremonies Robert Rodriguez would-

n't have it any other way
After completing the

immensely successful "Spy

Kids" trilogy earlier this

summer, the one-man film

production crew known as

Robert Rodriguez decided

to put the finishing touch-

es on his other franchise,

the fabled celluloid

crossover story of "El

Mariachi."

Begun in the 1992

indie breakthrough "El

Mariachi " and continued

in 1995's big budget

'Once Upon

a Time in

Mexico'

Directed by

Rolieri RodriBuei

Starring

AnionioB«ideras

Jolinny Depp

Salma Hayek

Oineoiisfl/

Iroubleniker

Rated fl

lll3mins

Grade

e

"Desperado." the film

writes the linal chapter in

the life of a heroic name-

less gun-slinging musician,

a role most famously

played by Antonio

Banderas. If "Spy Kids"

put Rodriguez's name on the map in

Hollywood, the "El Mariachi" story is

the director's homespun labor of love.

Rodriguez isn't alone either

Banderas and Salma Hayek reprise

their roles for "Once Upon a Tmie in

Mexico." but the cast is chock full of

enough star turns to fill an entire mar-

quee: sultry newcomers Eva Mendes

and Enrique Iglesias, the demented

genius of Willeni Dafoe and oddball

cameos from Ruben Blades. Mickey

Rourke, Danny Trejo and Cheech

Marin. Despite the best efforts of

Dafoe and Banderas though, the film

belongs to the reclusive johnny Depp.

in his best role since 2000 's "Before

Night Falls."

Like any good western, "Once

Upon a Tmie in Mexico" is about

blood revenge, a simple theme that

Rodriguez throws against a backdrop

of international espionage and

Mexican political history.

The film opens with the

mysterious CIA operative.

Agent Sands (Depp), drawing

the fabled killer known only

as "El Mariachi" (Banderas)

out of hiding for one last job.

As a fish-out-of-water gringo,

Sands desires to "restore bal-

ance to this country" by pre-

venting a bloody coup by drug

kingpin Barillo (Dafoe),

backed by the menacing and

corrupt General Marquez.

The twist is that Sands actual-

ly wants the popular Mexican

president to die in the attack

and he offers El a chance to

avenge the death of lover

Carolina (Hayek) at the hands

of Marquez. Contused yet?

From there. Sands weaves

an intricate web of deceit that

involves numerous disguises,

an omnipresent fried pork dish, an

ex-FBI officer. Mexican narcotics

police, hardened ex-cons, a guerrilla

army, a hit squad of mercenary musi-

cians and a take arm. Oh, and the

entire operation is supposed to take

place on the Day of the Dead.

Despite the convoluted plot and

huge cast, "Once Upon a Time' in

Mexico" works astonishingly well

because of Rodriguez's kamikaze pro-

duction technique. Shot entirely on

the sexy new format of Sony high def-

inition digital camera, the movie

takes on the claustrophobic feel of

low-budget '70s classics like "Mean

Streets."

At one point, the camera is so

close to the action that the viewer can

actually see blood on the lens The

violence might be highly stylized, but

it certainly isn't subtle. The frantic

pace of editing only enhances the bru-

tality to a shocking effect. Again, the

kudos goes to the mastemiind of

Rodriguez, who describes his work as

editor on the tilm as "chopping" in

the opening credits.

Although Dafoe gleefully tears

into his role with sneering, mous-

tache-twirling villainy, [ohnny Depp
single-handedly walks away with the

film with seemingly effortless style

and panache. In a role custom-made

for him by Rodriguez, he bluffs his

way through comically obvious cos-

tume changes with a vicious assort-

ment of one-liners and a sociopath's

sense of morality.

It is the type of highly-nuanced

and iTiemorabie performance that

made Marlon Brando famous and has

established (X-pp as the preeminent

actor ol his generation. In tact. Depp
pays homage to idol and friend

Brando during the tilm's church scene

(you'll know it when you see it),

mimicking his rasp whisper and con-

versational tics.

If Depp is all craft and detail,

Banderas paints with broad strokes in

his depiction of El. Rodriguez orches-

trates the Day of the Dead sequence

with a keen eye for the history of

Mexican political upheaval, complete

with larger-than-life mural posturing

for Banderas, portrayed as the

defender of Mexico. With his trade-

mark good looks and penetrating

glower, Banderas is up for the role, at

one point clothing himself in the

il Kn>Y lilMtNSKKTKOLWI M^KFK

Salma Hayek stars in "Once
Upon a Time in Mexico,"

Mexican flag while defending a

befuddled president during the peo-

ple's uprising against niililar\ opposi-

tion. 'Hirough a story ba.scd on per-

sonal revenge. Rodriguez manages to

make the El Mariachi character icon-

ic, taking on a bigger meaning in the

context of oft-corrupt Mexican poli-

tics.

At its best, "Once Upon a Time in

Mexico" is a celebration ol pop lllm-

making at its finest. With Rodriguez

presiding over every last detail (he

even scored the film's soundtrack), it

becomes a sharp reminder that the

best action movies almost always

come from outside the ff(.>llywood

machine, even if they are pnxiuced in

L.A.. and that a big budget is no sub-

stitute for passion.

The movie will almost undoubted-

ly become a financial success and like

his hired gun Depp, Rodriguez will

have limitless options in its wake.

The smart money should be that he'll

continue to do it his way, even it he

has the keys to the kingdom.

To download our favorite music is a serious crime?

Continued from page 4

Eiefore you know it, we won't

be able to listen to iTiusic for free

anymore on the radio. In order to

listen to a song over the radio

waves, we're going to have to pre-

order it and buy it individually

Songs will cost approximatcis

$1 to $2.75 each (plus tax ol

course) and if for some reason you

illegally listen to the song without

pre-payment, you will be fined

$1,000 per song that you listened

to, and you will be subject to jail

time and/or contmunity service.

Instead of Pay-Per-View, thi'^

barbaric new program will be

called Pay-Per-Listen.

This is so freaking dumb. .All I

want to do is download one son^'.

lust one. But I'm not allowed to

do that anymore, and neither arc

you.

So what are we going to do

about this? What can we do? We
now live in a society in which

music is no longer free to the peo

pie. Music is healthy, soulful,

essential and therapeutic.

Apparently you are classified as a

criminal if you download it and

listen to it for free.

Sometimes I wish the govern-

ment would stop creating new

problems by coming up with

imperfect solutions that they think

are solving other ones.

Samara Marblestone is a

Collegian columnist.

Bartenders Have More Spirit!

Why not be a bartender?
• Only professir.fial school m Western MA

BOSTOn • t^ands on tiai' .«n3 m real bat club settms

nnRTCflDERi * ^^^^'^'"''5' ceftiticatioii -m alcohol awareness

nmcmcn ,Dpc,,f>

t.

«

Resiiine

Special UMass student discount

Conveirently located in West Spnnsfield

Call TODAY! (413)747-9888

^ wwwbostonbartender.com

Young Men's Club
13S East Strati Hadley. MA

t13-SM-l72<

Monday Hight Football

• Pool Table

• Darts

• Horseshoes

• Keno

• Smoking
• Public Invited

• Women Welcome

Transportation Available

AmhertU

Rt 9

[J,*^ Casthampton
J. Saving* Bank

«y Rd,

vomssĵ
Campus

Recreation
(let those forms in by:

Ice Hockey (.\1AV) 9/18

Tennis Singles (MAV/C) 9/22

Weekend Softball (MAV

)

9/22

Ultimace Frisbce (MAV) 9/22

Volleyball (MAV/C) 9/25

Orticials Needed:

Ice Hockey - Clinic Dates: September 23, 24, 25

Volleyball - Clinic Dates: September 30, October 1, 8, 9

Call for requirements, times and locations.

On The Web: www.umass.edu/umim

Uptown or round robin?

pink or clear lipgloss?

mid or knee length boot?

University Health Services
Mental Health Groups Fall 2003

Alcohol and Drug Discussion Group
Mondays, 3:45-5:00 pm
This is an informal, confidential place for individuals to explore their

relationship with alcohol and drugs. Discussions will be guided by nnembers'

interests. Self-assessment tools and referral information will be made
available. Members may attend as few or as many meetings as they wish.

Coed Self-Exploration Group For
Undergraduate Students
Tuesdays, 2:30-4:00 pm —
or — Wednesdays, 3:30-5:00 pm
For college men and women who experience difficulties in interpersonal

connections or who have concerns about their relationships.

Women's Eating Issues Group
Tuesdays, 4:00-5:15 pm
This is a group for women who are interested in changing negative eating

patterns, decreasing food and weight concerns and enhancing self-

acceptance. Members will have an opportunity to learn about the underlying

dynamics contributing to eating issues and to develop coping strategies.

Women's Self-Exploration Group
Thursdays, 9:00-10:30 am
This is a group for older undergraduates, graduate students, student

dependents, and covered employees. The group provides an opportunity

for women to explore personal relationships, work, studies, family of origin,

health, acculturation, and other relevant concerns. The group is ongoing

with members added as space permits.

Anger Issues Group
Thursdays, 1:00-2:30 pm
This group is open to any students who would like to learn how to better

manage and understand their anger. Meetings will focus on identifying

emotions, memories, and situations that trigger anger, as well as strategies

to manage it.

Coed Self-Exploration Group
For Graduate Students
Thursdays, 4:00-5:15 pm
For graduate men and women who experience difficulties with interpersonal

connections or who have concerns about their relationships. Members will

have an opportunity to explore personal relationships, work, studies, and

other relevant concerns.

Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR)
Thursdays, 5:15-6:30 pm
Start Date: September 18, 2003
Mindfulness is a particular way of paying attention:

>- with mindful intention

> in the moment
> without judgement

Although MBSR embraces the acceptance of things as they are without

striving, research has show that, with regular practice, it has the potential

to lower stress, anxiety, and depression. It can promote relaxation, improve

concentration, raise self-awareness, and enhance the immune system.

Referrals and inquiries may be made to Kathryn Proulx @ 545-2337.

Groups are conducted by Mental Health Division staff.

Payment is deducted from your UHS Basic Plan,

(^ Student Health Insurance Plan, GIG, or

^ Health New England plan subject to

^> plan limitation and co-pays.

* SfouiKa rattuif an initial scretiina that can be arranged

by calling 545-2337 or stopping by at 125 Hills North,

Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm.
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Pats stand by Belichick
Team says Jackson's

comments were false
By JIMMY GOLEN
.\,SMK lATkll I'RtSS

FOXBORO. Mass. - The
\i.w bngland Patriots don't

luitc coach Bill Belichick.

Nut that it would matter if

they did.

"Were all here for a com-

mon goal, and that's to win."

linebacker Willie McGinest said

yesterday, a day after the

Patriots beat the Philadelphia

l-aglo 5110.

Sunday's win helped erase

ihe memories oi last week's 31-

0. season-opening loss to

Buffalo, just five days earlier.

Belichick decided to cut four-

lime Pro Bowl safety Lawyer

Milloy lo make room under the

.salary cup: Milloy signed with

the Bills and helped them shut

out the Patriots.

On Sunday. ESPN's Tom
lackson reported that Patriots

players were so angry about

Milloy being cut that "they hate

their coach." Some of the play-

ers saw the report before they

left lor the ^tadium for their

late-afternoon game with the

Kagles.

"I respect Tom lackson. but

that is one of the stupidest

things I ever heard." Patriots

safety Rodney Harrison said

yesterday. "He has no idea what

we think about Belichick."

Harrison, a former Pro

Bowler who signed with the

Patriots in the off-season after

he became a salary cap casualty

in San Diego, said the players in

New England are too profes-

sional to take the Milloy move
personally.

"Sometimes you have to

make business decisions." he

said. "I was disappointed that

Lawyer left, but it's a business

inove."

Belichick. who was a low-

level assistant on the Denver
staff when lack.son was playing

for the Broncos, said he has

spoken to lackson recently. But

asked how it felt to hear

lackson report such a thing,

Belichick repeated:

"I am not going to dignify

the conmients with any type of

response."

But that's more information

than the tight-lipped Belichick

would give out about the other

big topic surrounding his team

yesterday: injuries.

Linebacker Rosevelt Colvin

limped off the field in

Philadelphia in the second

quarter and did not return.

Center Damien Woody was not

even on the active roster for the

game and was replaced in the

lineup by rookie center Dan
Koppen.

Woody, who has an unspeci-

fied chest injury, said yesterday

he would be back at practice

this week as the Patriots pre-

pare to host the rival New York

jets in Foxboro this weekend in

their first home game of the

season.

Colvin was not in the locker

room during the period it was
open to members of the media;

there was still unopened mail in

his locker and his chair was
folded up and put away, as it

was for other injured players

like line backer Ted lohnson

and special teamer le'Rod

Cherry.

"I don't think I could say

that at this point," Belichick

said when asked if any of the

injuries were serious. "A lot of

tiines what happens the day

after the game, as we all know,

is things that look serious on
Sunday, don't look as serious on
Monday. Some things that don't

look serious on Sunday could

be a little bit more of a problem

on Monday."
Harrison said losing the tal-

ented Colvin for an extended

period would be a bad break for

a defense that's already missing

two leaders from last year.

"We've already lost our stud

middle linebacker." Harrison

said of veteran Ted lohnson.

who is out indefinitely with a

broken foot. Colvin "was
brought in because he was the

best linebacker out there on the

free agent market."

A Patriots spokesman said

later yesterday afternoon that

there was no update on
Colvin's injury. The first NFL
injury reports on players hurt

this weekend aren't due until

tomorrow.

"I am not trying to give you

the run around. Belichick said.

"I am not saying we don't

have any injuries. I can't tell

you right now - any more than

the doctors and the trainers can

tell me - exactly what it is or

exactly what we are dealing

with."
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Meghan Pawlowski and UMass were unable to post a shot

on goal against Harvard on Sunday.

Minutewomen drop pair

to state rivals BU, Harvard

Continued from psge 8

loss, while Crimson goalies

didn't see any action.

Harvard dominated play,

keeping the ball in the UMass
circle for the majority of the

game. The Crimson had 1

5

penalty corners to the

Minutewomen's zero, and

they were able to convert two

into goals.

"The work rate has to be

high for everyone collectively

as a unit." Shea said. "If we
have five to seven working at

a high work rate then there's

some breakdowns along the

way. That's what we found

today, we just didn't perform

very well."

Minutewoman Katelyn

Woolfrey got hit in the arm
after the ball ricocheted off a

Harvard stick in the second

half. She returned to the

game after some ice and

attention from the trainer.

"We won't know anything

until later." Shea said, "She

seems OK."
Saturday's game against

Boston University ended in a

6-1 loss, but that wasn't a dis-

appointment for Shea.

"It's not about wins and

losses, it's about improving."

Shea said. "This was our best

game of the season. We
attacked well as a unit."

The Minutewomen han-

dled the ball well, keeping it

in the Terriers' half of the

field for much of the game.

"We dominated possession

and the ball this game," Shea

said.

Senior Dalinda Banuelos

scored an unassisted goal to

put the Terriers ahead 1-0

eight minutes into the game.

Less than a minute later, sen-

ior Lindsey Domers notched

goal number two off an assist

from senior Celeste Hubbard.

"The defense fell asleep,"

Shea said, "We got caught

ball watching."
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MONDAY

TUESDAY

Monday Night Football

AND 100 Wings

Karaoke

-fHURSDAY
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ERIDAY
Jtn mum «MiMk.«k

Open Mic Series

Live Acoustic Rock
WITH Ryan Montbleau
(Eddie Mcgarry Opening)

GREAT
Reasons to use UHS
Eye Care Sem^^^

1
Savings on routine eye exams for

students at UMass

( 2 y* A great place to get contact lenses

2 )
^FREE sample start-up contact lens solutions

.........

Same day replacement of disposable

v.^/*' contact lenses, in many cases

,. c\_^^o"^3<^* lenses mailed directly to your

•..,_..' home or office

. X , FREE eyeglass adjustments and one year

K^J warranty on frames

10 PERCENT _•,

SPECIAL OFFER: / ^J^'iSJ. )

VpE^CASSLENSESl'

/ invite you \ . cannot be combined with

to use the \ other insurance discounts.

Eye Care \

Services" J For appointments or

questions, call 577-5244

UHS EYE CARE SERVICES
Fr*d*rtcl( H. Bloom, 0.0.

Director, UHS Eye Care Servtces
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LIVE MUSIC starts at 9:00PM.

OPEN MIC starts at 7:00PM. The Sign-Up sheet goes out

at 6:00PM. Bring your talent and your friends and your

instruments. We'll provide the stage and sound
equipment and 20 minutes for you tq knock'em dead!

ALL MUSICAL STYLES are encouraged to participate!

AS ALWAYS, 18+ to party, 21+ to drink.

Want to make friends that

last a lifetime r^ff

Septl6-21

or check us out online at

Call us at

413.545.2711

www.umass.edu/greek/panhel.htm
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413-548-6900 www.theharp.net

116 Sunderland
fust off Campus North of the

apartments

Tonight!

www.theharp.net

Tuesday - Pub Trivia Night

Wednesdoy - Reggae Night

•Labatt Blue: $1.75 a pint

$6.25 a pitcher
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

TUESDAY
• High: 78

• Low: 50

WEDNESDAY
. High: 77

• Low: 52

THURSDAY
• High: 73

• Low: 57

'I'i'i'

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contacl: 413-545-2626

LUNCH

• BBQ Pork Sandwich
• Chicken Pcsto Pasta

• Falatel Pocket Sandwich

(vegan)

DINNER

• Chicken Pot Pie

• Boston Scrod
• Ncitive American Stew

(vegan)
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I put my heart and soul

into my work, and have lost

my mind in the process.

Vincent V^n Gogh

aquanus • ian. 20-feb. is

Take linu" out ol your schedule tor some
TV, there's great shows on.

pisces • FfB. iq-MAR. 20

Keep v'ur |)hone turned on, people are

trying to get a hold of you.

aries • mak. 2i-ai'k. 19

Be vewy, vewy quiet, it's rabbit season.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Take small bites, no one likes when you

talk with your mouthful.

gemini • may2i-)un. 21

when you leave you will be greatly

missed by all who know you.

cancer • iun. 22-iiiL. 22

Your carelessness will cause controversy.

leO • luL.. 23-Al'G. 22

Turn vour phone off in class vou don't

want to be "that kid.

"

virgO • Aii(,. 23-SfPT. 22

If your name is Bill, voii'll haM' a happ\

birthday today.

libra • stci. 23-ocT. 22

It won't get much worse. Relax.

Scorpio • 0< T. 23-N()v. 21

Be proud of soap opera addiction.

Sagittarius • Noy. 22-Dr( 21

Cio to bed early, vou tia\e a long c\,^\

tomorrow.

Capricorn • dh.22-ia\ 19

( arelul ol tKinn hoc ke\ pui k^, thc\ really

hurt.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
ACTIVITIES

Montreal

Weekends $99.

Includes R/T
Luxury Motor

Coach from

Springfield. 3

Days-2 Nights- 4

Star Hotel

Downtown-
Meals-Night

Club passes.

www.montrealex-

press.net 1-781-

979-9001 Speci;.l

Group Rates

AOTO FOR SALE

1988 Mazda $950

413-586-5728

1994 Toyota

Paseo well main-

tained, great gas

mileage. $2,900

413-584-26M

AUTO FOR SALE COMPUTERS

199 3 Pontiac Pentiiiiii Lapt»>p

Bonneville. All $99.00 Pentium

power. Very Good Desktop $49.00

Condition. Must We fix Laptops,

Sell. Best offer. LVsktops/ PC's

253-5537 guaranteed 584-

8857

1992 Silver

Subaru

Stationwagon

140K, depend-

able, c:all 546-

0383 after 6p.m.

Jeep CJherokee

Sport- 1995.

Perfect student

car, A/C, Great

CD system, origi-

nal owner, excel-

lent condition,

90K, automatic.

413-296-0060

$3,600 or O.B.O.

EMI'LOVMFNT

Rent us your

ears! Participants

sought for listen-

ing experiments.

Call 545-6837

leave message or

write jkingston®

linguist. uma.ss.

edu

Drivers and

Kitchen help

wanted Apply at

D.P Dough.

Downtt)wn

Amherst

IMPIOYMENT

NK>\ le

Fixtras/Models

iteeded. No exp.

required, earn up

to $500-1000 a

day. 1-888-820-

0167 ext. U150

Bartender

Trainees Needed.

$250.00 a day

potential. LcKal

positions. 1-800-

293-3985 ext 516

!Bartending!$

$250/day poten-

- tial No experi-

ence Nesc

Training provid-

ed. 1-800-965-

, 6520 ext 162

EMPLOYMENT

Moving: Local

moving company

looking for sell

motivated indi-

viduals for part

time positions.

Raises cmTimen-

surate with per-

formance.

Potential for tips.

Good attitudes

are must. C^dl

(413) 584-4746

FOR SAIE

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHP,

MySQL. Perl and

more.

www.|a
t
;ny.com

or (41 3)253-

0051.

INSTRUCTION

Private Boxing

Lessons- w/re tired

pro Djata

Bumpus. In

Northampton.

584-1966 or visit

www.western-

massbc^xing.cc^in

Accepts all Major

Credit Cards

Ja:: Piano

Lessons Explore

your creativity

Beginner to

Advanced Learn

a wide range of

styles Reasonable

Rates Contact

Stephen Page at

413-297-7910

MISCELLANEOUS

W.iiit to buy/sell

TEXTBCX^KS 6;

other >rutt

LOCALLY.'...

NO shipping has-

sles, NO paymenr

middlemen I All 4

FREE! Visit

wvvw.collc'jc -

shack.com today!

SERVICES

Do you know

your rights as a

student, tenant,

worker and con-

sumer.' The
Student Legal

Services Office

provides tree help

with your ques-

tions. C-ome to

922 Campus
(\Miter or call

545-1995

Spring Break

2004. 1-800-648-

4849

.A "Reality"

Sprinu Break

2004"s Hottest

Prices Book now
.. Free Trips,

Meals «Si P.irties

www.sunsplash-

tours.ct>m or

1800-426-7710

A SPRING
BREAKER
NEEDED 2004's

Hottest

Destinations Ck

Parties 2 free

trips / high com-

inission> I S\v sun-

splashtours.com

1800-426-7710
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A losing state
Smoltz a must

Local foes take

pair from UM
By Becky Horowitz

C!oLLt(.IAN ( A)RRHSPl)Nr)tNT

Unable to find a common
ground, the Massachusetts field

hockey team went from one

extreme to the next. They 11 go

onto the field as a unit; the ques-

tion is whether or not they'll

come off that way
The Maroon and White (2-5)

are two
Harvard 4_ wins

wealthier

than they

were at this time last season.

Although a team's record is what

earns them a trip to the NCAA
t o u r n a -

UMass

BU ment. for

coach
Patty Shea,

the level at

far more

UMass 1

which they play is

important.

"It's not about wins and loss-

es." Shea said. "It's about improv-

ing."

Sunday's game against

Harvard (3-0) was not a notable

outing for the Minutewomen.

Unable to get into a rhythm, the

Maroon and White fell 4-0 in

non-conference action.

"(Today's game) was not the

worst." Shea said, "but we
stepped backwards."

The Crimson's offense was

everything the Minutewomen's

wasn't. Harvard was in a rhythm:

they handled the ball well, made

clean, accurate pa.sses and capi-

talized on opportunities in the

circle.

It appeared as if UMass might

get something going toward the

end of the first half when they

converted a stopped shut into a

fast break, but Harvard quickly

recovered and ended the

Minutewomen's brief surge.

The Maroon and White held

strong in the first half, allowing

only one Harvard goal. The sec-

ond half, however, proved to be a

bigger problem for the Maroon

and White, as it became harder

for them to hold off the Crimson.

"We need to have ever>bod>

on the same page." Shea sad. "If

we have one or two people that

aren't there or aren't ready then

we're in trouble, we're not pre-

pared and we're not ready to pla>

as a unit."

Senior Mina Pell started the

scoring in the second half for the

Crimson off an assist from junior

Kate Gannon at the 46:18 mark.

Thirty seconds later, off a penalty

shot, junior Tiffany Fgnaczyk

hurled one past Minutwomen
goalkeeper Christin Tocco.

Senior Elizabeth Andrews

scored Harvard's final goal at

57:54 off assists from Laura

Werner and jen Ahn.

Tocco tallied I 3 saves in the

Continued on page 6
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Kristin HopwiKxl and the Minutewomen lost a pair of contests to intra-state rivals Boston

University and Harvard over the weekend.

De La Hoya protests decision
Plans to file legal inquiry

LAS VEGAS, Nev. - Sugar Shane

Mosley came on in the late rounds

Saturday night to beat Oscar De La Hoya

for the second time in three years, win-

ning a close but unanimous decision to

take the WBC and WBA 154-pound

titles.

De La Hoya's camp, however, is plan-

ning to ask for an inquiry into the deci-

sion, claiming that the judges were acting

with hidden or misguided motives in giv-

ing the decision to Mosley.

Mosely was the beneficiary of a deci-

sion many thought would go to De La

Hoya. although the fighter insists he was

indeed victorious.

Tennis

COMPTON, Calif. - A 24-year-old

man was arrested in the investigation of

the shooting that killed the older sister of

Venus and Serena Williams, the Los

Angeles County Sheriff's Department

announced early yesterday.

The suspect was identified as Aaron

Michael Hammer. He was jailed without

bail, said sheriffs Deputy Richard Pena.

Yetunde Price was shot in the chest

early Sunday. Price. 3 1 , a registered nurse

who owned a beauty salon, was a person-

al assistant to her famous half-sisters.

NFL
BALTIMORE. Md. - Baltimore's

lamal Lewis set a single-game NFL record

with 295 yards rushing on Sunday as the

Ravens beat the Cleveland Browns 33-13.

Lewis carried the ball 30 times and

scored two touchdowns.

MLB
MONTREAL. Canada - Vladimir

Guerrero homered in his final at-bat to

complete the first cycle of his career in

the Montreal Expos' 7-5 over the New
York Mets on Sunday.

Basketball

STOCKHOLM. Sweden - Lithuania

won its third title at the European

Basketball Championships on Sunday,

defeating Spain 93-84.

Italy won an Olympic basketball berth

by beating France 69-67 for the bronze

medal. Lithuania and Spain already qual-

ified for the Athens Olympics by winning

semifinals Saturday. Host Greece and

world champion Serbia-Montenegro had

automatic spots.

NHL
ANAHEIM. Calif. - The Anaheim

Mighty Ducks agreed to terms with Petr

Sykora on Sunday, ending a three-day

impasse that caused the forward to miss

the start of training camp. The sides

agreed on a three-year deal that will pay

Sykora $12 million.

SAINT-NOM-
France - Retief

Lancome Trophy

Golf
LODDEKOPINGE. Sweden

Europe won the Solheim Cup on

Sunday, beating the U.S. team 17 1/2-10

1/2 on Sunday.

Annika Sorenstam won her fourth

match of the week, 3 and 2 over Angela

Stanford. Catriona Matthew earned the

decisive point for Europe when Rosie

Jones conceded after missing a birdie

putt.

LA-BRETECHE.
Goosen won the

on Sunday, closing

with a I -under-par 70 for a four-stroke

victory. He finished at 18-under 266.

HUNT VALLEY, Md. - Larry Nelson

shot a 2-under-par 70 for a two-stroke

victory at the Constellation Energy

Classic. He finished at 9-under 207 on

Sunday for his first win of the year and

17th on the Champions Tour.

INZAI. lapan - lyoti Randhawa of

India won the Suntory Open on Sunday-

He became the first Indian to win on the

Japanese tour. Phil Mickclson closed

with a 2-under-par 71 for a 2-over 286

total, leaving him in 18th place. 10

strokes off the lead.

Auto Racing
LOUDON, N.H. - limmic lohnson

used fuel strategy to win Sunday's

NASCAR Winston Cup race at New
Hampshire Inlernationai Speedway. As

the rest of the leaders were forced to pit

for gas. lohnson moved closer and clos-

er to the front, finally regaining the top

spot on the 294th of 300 laps of the

Sylvania 300.

MONZA. Italy - Michael

Schumacher won the Italian Grand Prix,

holding off juan Pablo Montoya for his

first Formula One victory in three

months. Schumacher maintained his

lead from start to finish to win his 50th

Grand Prix for Ferrari.

LOUDON, N.H. - Brian France was

appointed NASCAR's board chairman

and chief executive Saturday, replacing

his father, Bill France jr.

The elder France will cut back on his

daily business activities, but will remain

co-vice chairman and an active member
of the board of directors.

NCAA Football

Oklahoma and Miami remained in

the top two spots in The Associated

Press tollege football poll. The Sooners.

who have been No. 1 all season,

received 50 of the 65 first-place votes

and 1.601 points.

The Hurricanes got three firsts and

1.508 points.

Michigan, which got four firsts,

moved up two spots to No. 3 following

a 38-0 win over Notre Dame. The Irish

fell from 1 5th to out of the poll.

Track and Field

MONTE CARLO, Monaco - Kelli

White finished fourth in the 100 meters

Sunday at the inaugural World Athletics

Final.

White, who tested positive for a

stimulant at the World Championships

in Paris, was timed in 11.08 seconds.

She needed to finish in 10.77 to over-

take South African high jumper Hestrie

Cloetc in the women's rankings for

World Athlete of the Year.

Morocco's Hicham El-Guerrouj won
the men's WoHd Athlete of the Year

award.

LONDON - Paula Radcliffe broke

the world record in the 5-kilometer road

race Sunday, beating by three seconds

the mark set last year by Deena Drossin

of the United States.

Radcliffe was timed in 14 minutes.

51 seconds to win the Flora Light

women's challenge in Hyde Park.

Radcliffe also holds the world record at

10 kilometers and the world best in the

marathon.

Reports compiled hy the Associated

Press.
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Touchin' 'em all

MIkeMafjelli

( M RTESY A'^'i^X l.'iTEl) IHtSS

Owrar De La Hoya plans to launch an inquiry into the decision that cost him the WBA and WBC championship belts. Sugar Shane

Mosely defeated De La Hoya in a unanimous decision Saturday night in Las Vegas, Nev.

tor playoff push
Bad news for

Braves fans, as

the organiza-

tion is still

unsure when
all-world closer

|ohn Smoltz

will return

from a injured

elbow.

Smoltz, who
currently has

44 saves this season, is clearly the

anchor of the shaky Braves

bullpen, and his absence will make

it nearly impassible for the Braves

to advance deep into the playoffs.

While some baseball experts

will point to San Francisco's suc-

cess without the services of its all-

star closer, Robb Nen, the Giants

have been able to get by with a

strong supporting cast, good setup

work and one of the best bullpen

managers in the game in Felipe

Alou. Also, veteran Tim Worrell

has stepped in valiantly with 35

saves, and has been fairly reliable.

So while Bobby Cox and Leo

Mazzone arc quite capable of man-

aging a bullpen, they simply don't

have the horses. The Bravos will

be hard pressed to find someone in

their paper-thin pen to step up and

fill the role as Worrell has.

Will Cunnane is currently the

go- to guy, but does he have the

gumption to take the ball in the

late playoff innings and record the

big outs Smoltz has been accus-

tomed to getting?

Managing success

Speaking of Alou, is there any-

one more deserving of National

League Manager of the Year than

the veteran Giants bench boss?

All he's done is go from bench

coaching duties for baseball's

worst team - Detroit - to taking

over for one of the games most

beloved mangers in a city coming

off a league championship, and not

miss a beat.

If the Giants are able to make a

return trip to the World Series,

despite not having Nen or any

form of consistent starting pitch-

ing behind |ason Schmidt, Alou

should certainly be recognized.

A voice in the crowd

Having watched the Devil Rays

play horrendous baseball year in

and year out. it's hard to believe

that anyone would pay to sit and

watch Chuck L^Mar's team on a

regular basis, even after he was

able to lure \jo\x Piniella to St. Pete.

However. I must applaud one

individual. Those who have been

to the Trop. or listen carefully on

TV. know who I'm referring to.

The Heckler, as Red Sox ana-

lyst jerry Remy calls him. is a mid-

dle-aged man adorned in full Rays'

regalia who takes a seat behind

home plate for every game.

As if that is not noble enough,

he singles out one opposing player

from each visiting team, and heck-

les him relentlessly every time he

comes to bat over the course of an

entire series.

When Boston was in town it

was Todd Walker, and the

Yankees' Bemie Williams received

the same treatment as well.

All in good fun and never out

of taste, it's more fans like The

Heckler that will make Tampa a

baseball town after all.

Amityville horror

Mike Maroth of the Tigers

recently became the first pitcher to

lose 20 games since Brian

Kingman went 8-20 for the

Oakland As in 1980.

Maroth. who came to the

Tigers from the Red Sox organiza-

tion in the deal that sent Bryce

Florie to Boston, will now live in

infamy as having had one of base-

ball's worst seasons.

Maroth does have a quality

arm. and while he doesn't have

overpowering stuff, he moves the

ball in and out and changes speeds

well enough to have a solid major

league career. It was simply his

poor luck to land on what could be

baseball's worst team ever He has

been without run support and

good defense behind him all sea-

son, and has basically had to win

games on their own.

While Tigers management
would argue that pitchers such as

Maroth. Jeremy Bonderman and

Nate Comejo are gaining experi-

ence while cutting their teeth in

the majors this season, they are

clearly not ready

Instead they are risking the

fragile psyche and confidence of

their young arms by throwing

them to the wolves too soon.

Mike Marzelli is a Collegian

columnist. He can he reached at

Marzelli_Collegian@yahoo.com.
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By AlLEEN CORRIGAN
COUXGIAN Ci)RI«ESPONDENT

Younger people are often at a disad-

vantage in legal matters, because they

often don't have either enough money or

enough knowledge to prosecute or seek

legal services to defend them. But that's

just why the Student Legal Services

Office was created: to help prevent

organizations and students at the

University of Massachusetts from becom-

ing victims of legal problems because of

inadequate advising and representation.

The Student Government Association

and Graduate Student Senate created

SLSO in 1973 with the goal of providing

"counseling, advice, representation and

education to the student body of UMass

concerning all legal matters." It opened

for busirwss one year later, when the

Massachusetts legislature created a trust

fund to be established and maintained for

its use. According to Director Charles

Dimare. last year » they received

$334,000, about 75 percent of which is

usually paid for by the SGA and the rest

covered by the GSS.

SLSO does more than provide legal

advice to UMass students. Education

Outreach Coordinator lulia Mahoney

said. It represents students in select cases

or refers them to affordable, quality rep-

resentation in other instances. The office

also publishes a quarteriy newspaper and

multiple pamphlets, provides internships

for students interested in law and hosts

workshops available to student organiza-

tions and campus groups.

The SLSO provides legal advice to

around 1 .5tX) students each year, accord-

ing to administrative coordinator Corey

Carvalho. Advice is free to students who

have paid the Student Activities Trust

Fund or the Graduate Senate Tax. Other

services, such as legal document prepara-

tions and dispute resolution services, are

provided for a small fee. Mahoney likens

it to a "get out of jail free card" for UMass

students.

"I think Student Legal Services is a

valuable resource that many UMass stu-

ALANA
meets
today

By CoiiRTNtY Charles
I :<>l IK. IAN ^TAH

Student Legal Services Director Charles Dimare work.s at his office in the Campu

cent of the cases brought to legal services do not get prosecuted.

dents don't know about. " Ashley Hovis. a

senior at UMass said. She sought consul-

tation at SLSO when she was having

legal problems with her landlord. She

was very happy with their services and

said they provided her with useful infor-

mation.

Although attorneys from SLiJO only

personally represent a limited number ol

cases in court, they refer most to the local

private bar. They cannot sue the

University or represent one UMass stu-

dent against another, as that would be a

conflict of interests, said Dimare. nor do

they personally litigate and handle crimi-

nal defense cases. He said the most com-

mon issues students need help with

involve consumer, criminal, housing and

higher c-ducaliun laws.

Dimare said "out of the several hun-

dred cases that come here every year. I'd

say 95 percent of them that come here for

legal services get uui ul it without prose-

cution." He provided the example ol the

students arresttxi last .May at the Hobart

Hoedovkii. the notorious annual riot on

Hobart l.anc. Most of the individuals

involved avoided prosecution and spent

SI 00 to S200 on legal defense by using

attorneys refciTed to them by SLSO.

rather than throwing several SI.000

down on a selfappoinicd lawyer

SLSO achieved a dramatic victory

when a fomier UMass student was

Ktii ir liL*AiA!vlAX)LLE01AN

s Center. According to Dimare, 9S per-

awarded $117,689 in a sexual harass-

ment suite, according to a pivss release

from SLSO attorney Lisa Kent. The

female student was forced lo resign from

an internship in 1994. settled out of court

and sued again for emotional distress

caused by a feeling of "powerlcssness and

vulnerability" when the company prcsi-

dent did not honor the settlement.

.Attorney DiMarc tried the case, and with

the help of SLSO. she won her case at the

Middlesex County Superior court on

April 4.

This victory is not only beneficial to

the one sexual haiassnicnt victim who

Continued on page 3

abel char ard
By Emery P. Dalesio

AssixjiATEi) Press

RODANTHE. N.C. (AP) — Cars, recreational

vehicles and SUVs streamed inland from North

Carolina's Outer Banks yesterday, as more than

100,000 people were urged to get out of the way of

Hurricane Isabel, the most powerful storm in four

years to menace the mid-Atlantic coast.

Isabel's winds weakened during the day to arouAd

105 mph from a peak of 160 mph over the weekend.

But forecasters said the hurricane could strengthen

when it crosses the warm waters of the Gulf Stream on

a projected course that could take it straight into the

Outer Banks early Thursday

Holly Barbour, vacationer from Wheeling. W.Va..

said she and her family planned to head south to

Myrtle Beach. S.C.

"Yesterday was so nice, we couldn't believe that a

storm was coming." she said. "A lot of people were

saying they were heading out when they told us to

evacuate. So we're going to do the same."

Coastal residents from South Carolina to New

jersey boarded up homes and businesses and stocked

up on batteries, water and other supplies. North

Carolina Gov. Mike Easley declared a state of emer-

gency, allowing him to use the National Guard and

also seek federal disaster relief afier the storm passes.

Easley urged residents to evacuate low-lying coastal

areas.

"Now is the time to prepare." he said. "The course

and intensity of this storm may change very quickly."

Thousands of tourists and others abandoned parts

of North Carolina's Outer Banks as rough surf pound-

ed the thin. 1 20-mile-long chain of islands. But some

weather-tested residents treated the evacuation orders

as just a suggestion.

"It's easier to stay on the island." Margie Brecker

said as she and her husband boarded up their

Christmas shop in Rodanthe and madejjians to hun-

ker down. "That way. we are right here when it's time

to clean up. and we're able to help others."

At 5 p.m. EDT. Isabel was about 570 miles south-

east of North Carolina's Cape Hatteras. moving north-

west at around 8 mph. It was down to a Category 2

storm on the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale of inten-

sity, from Category 5 over the weekend.

A hurricane watch was posted from Little River

Inlet. S.C. toChincotcague. Va.. including a large part

of the Chesapeake Bay.

About 1 10.000 people were urged to evacuate the

Outer Banks. And about 6.000 military personnel and

their families on or near l.angley Air Force Base in

Hampton. Va.. were ordered to leave.

"If it was a 5, I'd be gone. If it was a 4, I'd be gone.

But right now it's looking like a 2 or less," said David

Kidwell, a 64-year-old retiree who is staying put at his

home in Kitty Hawk. "That's just nothing more than ii

big nor'easter as far as I'm concerned."

National Hurricane Center meteorologist Eric

Blake said people should not let their guard down even

though the storm was weakening.

"Hurricanes are notorious for gaining strength as

they cross the Gulf Stream." he said. Even at a

Category 2. "there's still a lot of potential for danger."

Afier hitting land. Isabel could also spread heavy

rain from North Carolina all the way to the New

England states.

The last major hurricane to threaten the mid-

Atlantic coast was Floyd in 1999. The Category 2

storm, with 1 10 mph winds, came ashore near Cape

Fear. N.C. and continued along the coast into New

England, causing 56 deaths and S4.6 billion in dam-

age.

Navy ships manned by 1 3.000 sailors headed out to

sea from Norfolk. Va.. and Farle. N.|.. to ride out the

storm and keep from being battered against their

piers. Military aircrafi were flown to airfields inland.

In Simpson. N.C, a man preparing fur Isabel acci-

dentally burned his home down Monday when y gen-

erator he was testing caught fire.

In Atlantic City. N.|.. .Miss America Pageant ofii-

cials said they were prepared to postpone Friday's

Boardwalk parade and even the pageant itself un

Saturday, if necessary.

Religious broadcaster Pal Robertson prayed on his

Christian Broadcasting Network, based in Virginia

Beach, that Isabel would turn from the coast. He

asked God to put a "wall of protection" around

Virginia Beach and the East Coast.

The ALANA caucus will hold a meet-

ing today at 5 p.m. in the New Africa

House Library on the second floor

The event, a pizza party sponsored by

the Office of ALANA Affairs, is the first

Registered Student Organization

ALANA unification meeting this aca-

demic year

Gladys Franco. Chair of the ALANA
caucus, said the meeting is "to create a

better sense of unity/community within

the ALANA community" She said she

wants to try to bring everyone in

ALANA together.

"As chair of the caucus, my goal for

this evening is to gel everyone on the

same page as to what's going on at

UMass." Franco said.

A large part of the meeting will be

geared toward informing students about

the SGA nomination priKcss and pro-

moting elections. Nominations are due

Friday, and there are 6b open seats lo fill

in the Senate. Franco said she was con-

cerned students, especially freshmen and

sophomores, didn't know how the whole

nomination process worked, and were

unaware that iheir nominations would

have to be in this week.

"Education is the word!" Franco said.

Recently. ALANA has struggled with

Student Government Association

Speaker lared Nokes' decision to elimi-

nate appointed seats, such as those of

the ALANA caucus in the SGA Senate.

Last Thursday. ALANA held a rally

on the steps of the Student Union and

passed around a petition for support.

The rally ended in the SGA office where

Nokes was approached and given a list

of demands, including a demand to

reverse his earlier decision lo eliminate

the appointed seats of the caucus.

According to Franco. ALANA
received over 100 signatures, but at this

point, the petitions arc noi going to be

sent to anyone. Right now. the issue is to

get the signers involved and inlonned

and hopefully to get them to support

.ALANA, she said.

The subject of future rallies will be

addressed as well, during the ineeling.

ALANA's next steps v\ ill be discussed

during the meeting, as que.-.tions involv-

ing the caucus will be put on the ballot

next week.

On Sunday, members of the

Coordinating Council decided lo pose

three referendum questions to the stu-

dent body lor the Sept. 25 elections.

The lirsi question will ask if the SGA
constitution should be amended to

include Al ANA caucus appointed seats.

If the appointed seats are nol adopted by

the Constitution, the AI.AN.A caucus

will still exist, only their Senate seals will

need to by won through the electoral

process, according to SGA Speaker

lared Nokes.

Nokes is not taking a public position

on this first question as ot yet.

The second question is whether to

eliminate Area Governmenl appointed

seals Irom the SO \ bylaws.

The third question vvil! eliminate

Al.ANA Caucus appointed seals from

the bylaws, only if the Constitutional

amendment docs not pass or the Board

of Tnjsiees refuses to amend the consti-

tution.

Democrats to

hold meeting
The posters around campus

pose a question: "Do you hate

this man?" They further depict

President George W. Bush hold-

ing up three fingers to a presum-
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Nothing to
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Doggin' it
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Boston UNivtRsmr

Comics/Classifieds
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able crowd. A word bubble

spouts from his mouth and reads

"four."

The posters announce the

University of Massachusetts

Democrats' first meeting, .sched-

uled for today.

President David Mason and

Vice-President Alex Kostadinov

head the organization this aca-

demic year. According to the

group's brochure. UMass

Democrats members have met

former Vice-President Al Gore.

U.S. Senator |ohn Kerry, U.S.

Representatives |ohn Olver and

Barney Frank, former

Massachusetts governor. Michael

Dukakis, and Amherst Slate

Senator Stan Rosenberg. They

have also met Amherst State Rep.

Ellen Story, former governor of

Puerto Rico. Pedro Rosello. and

the manager for the

Gore/Lieberman 2000 campaign.

Donna Brazil.

Not only have former UMass

Democrats had the opportunity

to meet many people involved in

Continued on page 3

Spin that Wheel!
A member of Lazer 99.3 encourages a student to spin the wheel of pri:es during a visit to campus last Fridav.
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ConttniMd from page 1

won her case, said DiMare; "It's

about strengthening the rights of

sexual harassment victims across

the state."

He also said it "represents the

first time in the state that a judge

has expressly held that sexual

harassment victims can get emo-

tional distress damages when the

perpetrators renege on promises to

conifjensate them."

Students should keep an eye

out for the soon to be released fall

2003 issue of SLSO's quarterly

publication "The Students' Rights

Advocate." It informs students of

important legal facts and news and

in the past has addressed topics

such as the controversial USA
Patriot Act and how traffic tickets

and other violations affect insur-

ance rates.

Literature on a wide array of

legal topics can be found in the

Student Legal Services' office.

They have published a large num-

ber of brochures and also carry

legal literature put out by other

groups.

SLSO offers internships to stu-

dents interested in law to students

from UMass, as well as other

schools. DiMare said they have had

over 400 interns come and go in

his 24 years as director of SLSO.

He emphasized how valuable it is

in their education and said most of

them feel the experience they get

there is more valuable than what

they have learned in class.

Mahoney added that their next

interns were going to put on skits

at cultural events such as concerts

to make the campus members

more aware of their services and

more educated about legal issues.

As an educational tool, SLSO
hosts presentations for student

organizations and constituencies

educating them about rights and

regulations that may aff?ct them.

Mahoney said they have hosted

workshops for international stu-

dents, ALANA students and pro-

vide a workshop for the

Everywoman's Center annually In

October, they will be instructing a

workshop for Greek affairs about

hazing. They conducted a presenta-

tion for those arrested at the

Hobart Hoedown and offer many

other instructional workshops.

According to DiMare, there are

two other attorneys on staff beside

himself; Lisa Kent and the newly

hired Michelle Leaf, who is espe-

cially knowledgeable about the

international student program.

There are also several volunteers

and six to eight full time interns

and an administrative director,

Cory Carvalho.

This spring, SLSO will be cele-

brating its 30th anniversary and

Mahoney said they plan to com-

memorate this occasion, although

they are not exactly sure how yet.

SLSO sees students on an

appointment only basis.

Appointments can be made by call-

ing 415-545-1997 or stopping by

the office at 922 Campus Center

John Edwards formally

joins Democratic race
By NEDRA PlCKLER

Associated Press

ROBBINS, N.C. (AP) —
Democrat |ohn Edwards, the

Southern moderate looking to rein-

vigorate his lagging presidential

campaign, formally launched his

candidacy Tuesday and promised

to be an advocate for working-cla.ss

Americans.

The North Carolina senator

spoke before a now empty textile

mill where his father worked for 36

years and he earned money for col-

lege mopping beneath the looms,

trimming the shrubs and serving as

weekend night watchman. The site

was chosen to draw a distinction

with President Bush, whose father

served as congressman, vice presi-

dent and president.

"America deserves a president

who understands that the people of

this country work, and the people

of this country work hard." he said.

"A president who will stand up for

those f)eople. someone who will

stop at nothing to create opportu-

nity for all the great people of this

country."

Before he gets the chance to

take on Bush, Edwards must come

from behind Democratic rivals

who are beating him in primary

polls. His announcement lost some

thunder to retired Gen. Wesley

Clark, lust before Edwards took

the stage, word circulated of

Clark's plan to announce

Wednesday that he would become

the 10th candidate in the race.

Edwards called Clark "a good

man" and said he's welcome in the

race. "The people of America will

hear my message. A lot of them

will hear it today, a lot of them will

hear it over the months to come."

Edwards, who made millions as

a trial attorney before entering pol-

itics five years ago, first announced

his presidential intentions in front

of his Raleigh. N.C. home |an. 2.

He had a strong start, raising more

than any of his Democratic rivals

early this year, but has since lost the

money edge to insurgent candidate

Howard Dean, a former Vermont

governor.

His campaign has yet to draw a

wanning following. In most polls,

Edwards draws single-digit sup-

Sen. John Edwards, D-N.C, makes the official announcement

that he will run for the Democratic presidential nomination in 2004.

yesterday at the old Milliken Mill in his hometown of Robbins, N.C.

port. Nationally, he ranks among

rivals with less funding and organ-

ization, such as Ai Sharpton and

Carol Moseley Braun. despite

working for the nomination for

more than a year

After his kickoff in Robbins,

N.C, Edwards headed to

Columbia, S.C, a must-win state in

his strategy to reach the White

House. Rather than try to capture

Iowa and New Hampshire against

more seasoned foes. Edwards is

banking that voters in the neigh-

boring state would be attracted to a

moderate with Carolina roots.

In the latest South Carolina

poll. Edwards has moved into the

lead with |ohn Kerry, joe

Liebcmian and Howard Dean,

though none were above 10 per-

cent. Nearly half of the state's vot-

ers were undecided, and Edwards

plans to focus on wooing them in

the next few months.

"Those of us from the South,

we have a special responsibility

when it comes to civil rights," he

told the crowd at the University of

South Carolina. "We have a

responsibility to follow, not to

lead."

UMass Democrats meet tonight
Continued from page 1

the state and federal government, but they have also

worked for such notable politicians as Senator

Edward M. Kennedy, Senator |ohn Kerry and State

Rep. Marty Meehan, according to the organization's

brochure.

The UMass Democrats have been advertising on

a platform that includes many issues that lie in hot

debate in the current American political forum.

Their flyer states they support the common demo-

cratic belief on topics such as increased funding for

public education, universal health coverage and

environmental protection. Other issues included

were fair trade and human rights, affirmative action,

a woman's right to choose, clean elections, rights for

gay. lesbian, bisexual and transgender individuals.

workers' rights and a fair tax system for everyone.

The UMass Democrats contend that Democrats

in Congress battle obstinately to support funding for

state schools, which includes the amount of funding

designated for state grants such as the Pell Grant.

Students involved insist that the Democratic

Party is most representative of our country's con-

cerns in local, state and national government. They

plan to endorse moderate and progressive issues

and back Democratic nominees for offices at all lev-

els.

The first meeting for the UMass Democrats is

scheduled for 6 p.m. in room 306 oi the Student

Union. For further information, contact President

David Mason at 253-7530 or e-mail

umassdems@yahoo.com.
-Michael Rusack

w w w .
dailycollegia n com
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DNA: a natural, yet

controversial, solution
The leading forensic technology of the

world today is allowing police detectives to

reach the bottom of crimes and convict crimi-

nals with such increasing speed that

American's Mo^t Wanted's John Walsh may
soon be out of a job.

However, a new wave of forensic investiga-

tion is leaving both criminals and lawmakers

twisted in a double helix. Police detectives

often need only a trace amount of DNA to link

u suspect to a crime. For example, for New
jersey construction worker John Athan. simply

licking an envelope gave more than enough

DNA to link him to a semen sample left at the

scene of a rape and murder from 1982.

This was a great triumph for the family of

the victim: however, the process in which jus-

tice was achieved has recently been under

moral scrutiny. In similar cases, police detec-

tives have been stooping to all levels in order

to collect DNA samples from suspects.

Everything from digging through trash, col-

lecting used silverware from fast food chains

where the suspect has eaten, and even scoop-

ing up spit wads and cigarette butts from the

sidewalks has been reported.

Defense lawyers often argue that investiga-

tors have crossed a line that breeches the sus-

pects' right to privacy. Suspects may be

incriminating themselves without knowing it.

When eating at a restaurant, one rarely consid-

ers that by eating off of the silverware provid-

ed, he may be surrendering a sample of his

DNA to law enforcement officials disguised in

dish-boy attire.

Where exactly do we draw the line to priva-

cy? When kissing one's date goodnight, are we
giving an open invitation for our private lives

to be examined and investigated through a spit

swab? What would it be like to live in an envi-

ronment where we can't trust the garbage

man. the public health care worker drawing

our blood, the rape counselor, or the guy

behind the counter at Taco Bell? (These are all

actual positions that undercover cops have

taken just to get a DNA sample from a sus-

pect,)

While attorneys argue that evidence gath-

ered under such conditions should be invalid

in court proceedings because the suspect has

not willingly or knowingly given the DNA
sample, the facts need to be faced by all par-

ties. Science is taking a front-row seat in the

modern-day courtroom, and it's got a test tube

full of genetic evidence for the jury.

Lawyers would never get away with telling

a jury that the videotape of the Rodney King

beating was invalid evidence because the

police officers didn't know they were being

filmed. The investigators who "collected" the

DNA were not chasing down suspects, tack-

ling them, and scraping the inside of their

cheeks with a Q-tip. Suspects are allowed to

refuse lie detector tests, blood tests, and DNA
tests when asked up front. However, this DNA
snatching continues to raise questions of

ethics and morality.

Some suspects have even feared that their

own lawyers may not be trustworthy. Police

officers are allowed to lie and mislead their

suspects. However, in most states, it is illegal

for anyone to impersonate an attorney. At least

now you can chew at will on your lawyer's

fountain pen.

Due to scientific technology, nothing that

we say or do is private anymore: everyone is

the public eye. While in some ways this is

rather upsetting, the news does bring hope for

the high crime levels in this country. It is said

that every solution to every problem can be

found in nature. Right now, biology is handing

us the crystal ball of crime solving. Perhaps if

criminals understand the skyrocketing chances

of being caught and sentenced for the crimes

they commit, there will be a drastic decrease in

crime activity in this country.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Collegian Editorial Board.

The history of alcohol 1 01
I wiis at Charlie's the other

night and overheard a conversa-

tion between two women. The
extent of the conversation was

basically that chivalry is dead, or

more specifically, that nobody had

bought these two ladies a drink

the entire night. Well, I did what

any good Samaritan would do: hn-

ished my beer, tipped the bar-

tender, and went out thinking of

ways to remedy this

problem.

What I came up with

is a little thing I call the

"ice breaker." Basically, what one

can do while buying a drink for a

special someone is state an inter-

esting fact about the staple ingre-

dient, and watch as the conversa-

tion starts (lowing. At least, this

way you can try to sound interest-

ing or intelligent. So, here's some
info to help get you started.

Captain Henry Morgan, of

pirate fame, was also a figure in

the Second Anglo- Dutch War.

Morgan commanded the British

buccaneers in the Caribbean.

During the war, Morgan captured

Ben Feder

war against Hubertus. By defeat-

ing Theoderich, Hubertus proved

himself valiant in battle and won
the hand of the beautiful princess,

Floribana. Together they lived

happily with the benefits of

wealth, and good fortune until the

good princess fell ill.

In his grief. Hubertus became a

recluse, often going to the woods
to hunt alone. During one of these

hunting trips, he encoun-

tered a stag with a cross

^^^^ that appeared to float

between its antlers. The
vision moved him to change his

life, and to continue to eat the

mushrooms he found. He gave all

his material possessions to the

poor and founded several monas-

teries. After his death, Hubertus

became the Patron Saint of

Hunters. Hence the name
lagermeister, which is German for

"hunt master."

Vodka was originally made for

medical purposes. This crude

anesthetic and disinfectant was
distilled from rye, and it was not

until the middle of the 14th centu-

Tequila is not considered authentic unless it

adheres to iVIexican iaw mandating that it ... be

made oniy in the Mexican towns of Tequila, Arenal,

Amatitian or ttie region of Los Altos de Jalisco.

These four areas alone produce the worlds entire

supply of tequila, as well as body shots.

Camagey. Cuba, and sacked

Portobello on the Isthmus of

Panama. In 1671, Morgan, with

36 ships and nearly 2,000 bucca-

neers, defeated a large Spanish

force to take the City of Panama.

Morgan was sent in chains to

England.

However, because of increas-

ing tension with the Netherlands

and the outbreak of the Third

Dutch War, Morgan was released,

knighted and made governor of

lamaica. where he spent his days

drinking rum and listening to Ekib

Marley. maybe.

For lagermeister, the legend

goes that in the seventh century, a

young lad named Hubertus was

envied for his purity The jealous

Theoderich of Burgundy waged

ry that vodka was discovered to

have intoxicating characteristics.

Families and communities were

producing the drink before the

end of the 1 300's for the purpose

of drinking. From then on it had
become customary for vodka to be

served at Russian Imperial ban-

quets. All meals were begun with

bread and vodka. Vodka is dis-

tilled at very high proofs and then

filtered through vegetable char-

coal: the higher the proof, the less

the flavor and clearer the color.

Tequila's origins can be traced

back to the golden days of the

.Aztecs, who regularly produced

and drank pulque, a milky alco-

holic beverage made from the

agave cactus. The name tequila

comes from the town of the same

name, which in turn took its

moniker from Tuiquila, the name
of the Aztec tribe that inhabited

the region. When Spain con-

quered Mexico, the Spanish began

to distill the beverage into mezcal,

the precursor of Tequila.

Tequila is not considered authen-

tic unless it adheres to Mexican

law mandating that it contain at

least 5 1 percent blue agave and be

made only in the Mexican towns

of Tequila, Arenal. Amatitian, or

the region of Los Altos de Jalisco.

These four areas alone produce

the world's entire supply of tequi-

la, as well as body shots.

lasper Newton "jack" Daniel,

one of 1 3 children, was bom in

1850. Hired to work with the Dan
Call family at the age of seven,

jack learned everything he could

about whiskey making. Call sold

his distillery to the teenage lack,

who then registered it in 1866,

making it the nation's oldest regis-

tered distillery.

In 1904, jack entered his Old

No. 7 Tennessee sipping whiskey

at the World's Fair Of the 20

whiskeys from around the world,

his was the only one awarded the

World's Fair Gold Medal and hon-

ored as the world's best whiskey

One morning, jack arrived at

work early and tried to open the

safe in his office. He couldn't

remember the combination and so

he kicked it in anger. The blow

broke his toe and infection set in.

He eventually died from blood

poisoning.

Schnapps come from the alco-

hol family of cordials and liqueurs.

Technically, liqueurs refer to spir-

its redistilled with fruit juice,

plants, and herbs. The foundation

of a liqueur is always a spirit, such

as whiskey, brandy, rum, or gin.

The spirit is then redistilled with

different substances, like fruit,

flowers, or juices, to impart

unique flavors to the finished

drink.

In medieval times, cordials and

liqueurs were thought of as love

potions. This philosophy came
from their respective root words:

cor, which means "heart" in l^tin,

and liquefacere, also in Latin

means "to melt."

Information for this column
was taken from the Seagram's

Bartending Guide.

Ben Feder is a Collegian

columnist.
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All right ALANA, listen up

Yousei

Munnayyef

^^^ This could

^^H^ be a column
^^^^^ about how the

l^igB Student
^J^^P Government

^^^^^^^ Association

^^l^^^^^l or

how it makes
the California

gubernatorial

race look like

an episode of the West Wing,

but (sorry to let some people

down) I will leave that column
for a day when we can all use a

good laugh. No, this column is

about a related issue, the status

of the ALANA caucus, which
has dominated the headlines of

this paper for the past week.

Honestly, I have mixed feelings

when it comes to this issue.

1 guess 1 have to start off by

saying that 1 used to work with

the SGA. particularly last

semester when I served as

Chancellor of Elections.

Though it was quite an experi-

ence, I'm not going to be con-

tinuing with that position.

Again, that's the subject for

another more comical column.
This issue is more serious.

Reading the news stories

that have developed over the

past week or so, about the so-

called elimination of the

appointed seats, the name-call-

ing and the rallies made me
realize how much of a mess this

whole thing is.

First off, I heard the argu-

ment that the appointed seats,

though permitted through the

bylaws were contradictory to

the SGAs constitution. This

makes legal sense but little

sense other than that. Who
writes these bylaws? The
Senate, the legislative body of

the SGA does.

So ladies and gentleman,

here is a classic example of peo-

ple not knowing what they are

doing. How can the student

senate, a body the students are

supposed to trust with legisla-

tive power for campus issues

(not to mention a 1,7 million

dollar budget), write into its

bylaws statutes that contradict

its very constitution? It's simply

mind-boggling. And better yet,

how does it go on for a period

of about 10 years without being

addressed until now? I'm not

sure what the answer is to that

one, but it has to make you
wonder what the driving force

behind the elimination of these

appointed seats was.

Let's get one thing straight:

the idea of appointed seats to a

representative body of legisla-

ture contradicts the very

essence of democracy. Yet it's

important to understand more
about this issue, especially

because this argument about

appointed seats being unconsti-

tutional has, for the most part,

flared up just now.

I spent some time at senate

meetings, unfortunately, and 1

have been able to see into how
this crazy machine works. The
ALANA caucus was extremely

disliked by certain members in

the senate body. Not because of

who they were, but because of

what they stood for, which was,

at times, contrary to the beliefs

for those coming from cities

and many other places located

out of this bubble we call the

pioneer valley, our campus
seems whiter than Chris Rock's

teeth. What ALANA does is

very important, and they should

not stop doing it.

Now iiere is my advice to

ALANA. First and foremost,

even though, as 1 have stated I

disagree with some things you

guys do, it's important that you

keep doing it. Never give up
what you're doing because your

message is important. I'm not

some fascist that would want

issues like this suppressed:

leave that to the Republican

Club. Also, give jared Nokes a

break; he's in a tough position.

The way that the ALANA caucus was elimi-

nated was dirty, underhanded and probably

motivated by the very thing ALANA works to

fight against.

of the many who opposed them.

The ALANA caucus advo-

cated diversity in the student

senate. (Let's not get into defin-

ing diversity since that has

proven to be a losing initiative.)

The caucus worked to voice the

interests of minority students

before a senate that represents

a student body made up of

nearly 18 percent minority stu-

dents.

The way that the ALANA
caucus was eliminated was
dirty, underhanded and proba-

bly motivated by the very thing

ALANA works to fight against.

In fact, it probably wouldn't

have been bad if the SGA judi-

cial branch considered this

issue, as it is their job to inter-

pret the laws of the SGA.
I don't agree with some of

the things that ALANA advo-

cates. For example. I myself am
very critical about the affirma-

tive action system that we have

in this country, and I think it

could use reform. And though

on an issue like this, I might be

at odds with members of the

ALANA caucus, I think their

presence in the senate is not

only tolerable but also very nec-

essary. Look around you. For

those of you who are from
Massachusetts or non-urban
areas, the 18 percent minority

figure may seem adequate, but

and don't forget that the caucus

was a major factor in voting for

the apportionment motion that

eliminated appointed seats last

semester. I'm not sure what you

feel Speaker Nokes' motivation

is, but focus on the fact that

this attack on you has been pre-

meditated for longer than he

has been the speaker, and by

individuals who did not want to

see your message brought

before the senate.

This is the key issue: Focus

on that message, not the

method in which you deliver it.

You don't need those appointed

seats to do it. Organize your

community, get those nomina-

tion papers, and run and win

the races for senate seats the

democratic way. Why stop at 1 3

percent? The interests of

minority students should not

have some measly numerical

limit. Take this all the way. You
can easily have a greater pres-

ence than that if you want, and
trust me, having an understand-

ing to the student elections

process, 1 can tell you that this

would not be hard. There could

be no sweeter revenge for you

than to reorganize a stronger

caucus than before with elected

seats. They wouldn't know
what hit them.

Yousef Munnayyer is a

Collegian columnist.

The United States of Iraq?

[Ijzabetli

Carter

1 like to think of myself as a

problem solver. You got a prob-

lem? Well, ask me. Maybe I can

solve it for you. Taking this into

consideration, I got to thinking

about the problems festering in

Iraq that seem to keep trickling

down and affecting our own
nation as well. In doing so, I

decided I should put my adept

mind to disentangling these

pressing issues once and for all.

After some in-depth pondering, the solution hit

me like a stroke of lighting — just without that

burnt hair smell. The solution was since we have a

president who is so enmeshed in the affairs of the

third world country Iraq, why don't we just send

him on over there and have him run that country?

I mean, he's done an incredible, phenomenal,

unspeakably brilliant job of governing our own
country, so why shouldn't Iraq benefit from some
of Bush's unparalleled genius and expertise?

Honestly, it's not as if we need him here, since

things are going so well, and it's not as if Bush

gave us the largest budget deficit in decades after

coming into office with a surplus from his succes-

sor. With no threat to affirmative action and no
widening gap between the rich and poor, things

seem only positive

in my eyes. Along
with an unemploy-

ment rate that has

been slashed and

civil liberties that

have reached soaring heights, the only conclusion

1 could come to was that we should send this elo-

quent mastermind over to a country that actually

needs him. Clearly, Bush has done his job, and

then some, here on the domestic front.

Now some of you may have read my first para-

graph and found yourself shocked, flabbergasted

even, and I understand. The suggestion of sending

our president to a foreign land and having him
undemocrafically usurp control may appear a bit

extreme, even wrong. Yet, to you crazy hippie nay-

sayers, I respond, who cares? We're the strongest

country in the world, and we can embark on any

political or military endeavor abroad that we deem
fit. Hell, we went to war without the consent of

the United Nations. 1 should think we can insert a

leader here or there in a third world country if we
so desire. It's not as if their prior regime was dem-

ocratically elected anyhow, so they should be used

to a governmental coup d'etat here or there.

Moving right along, once we've implemented

Bush as the president of Iraq, there's going to be a

lot that needs to be accomplished. One must con-

sider that we are talking about a third world coun-

try here. You know, starving people, homeless-

Why shouldnl Iraq benefit from some of

Bush's unparalleled genius and expertise?

ness, the whole shebang. Considering all this, why
don't we bring in the only people actually qualified

to deal with poverty?

As I'm sure you all assumed, I'm referring to

the entire Republican party. They could form a

Senate, divide the oil-seeped land into states and
really start putting things in order with their fair

government tactics.

Although I do not claim to be clairvoyant, I feel

I can honestly presume that things will truly start

looking up for Iraq after my solid plan is set into

motion. Iraq will have a mind that only comes
along once a millennia presiding over its govern-

ment, as well as a slew of empathetic Republican

officials whose genuine love for the people helps

them relate to the devastating consequences and
hardships of poverty. Taking all this into consider-

ation, I simply don't see where this fool-proof idea

of mine can fail.

In closing all of this, I'll state the obvious and
say, just kidding.

It's pretty clear that the majority of this article

has been a satire. Maybe not the most brilliant of

its kind, but nevertheless I'm making a political

point here. We have been stuck with this fool of a

president, George W. Bush, for the last two or so

years, and nothing but havoc has ensued since the

questionable Republicans' ascension to power.

It is about time

for all of us to

stop thinking

about how we
"won" the war in

Iraq, as if we
were going to lose to an impoverished third world
nation, anyway. Rather, we should start thinking

about the serious, far-reaching consequences that

Bush's ridiculous crusade against Iraq has rained
down upon all of us, both at home and abroad.

The domestic repercussions we have acquired
— largely due to the war — include an even more
massive deficit, millions out of work due to neg-

lect of the economy and a president who is asking
to send $87 billion of our tax dollars to Iraq

because things have (surprise, surprise) erupted
into pure chaos oxjer there.

It is time for all of us to look past the imagi-

nary weapons of mass destruction and to start

feeling some due anger that our nation was thor-

oughly bushwhacked into believing so many lies.

The only question that remains for me at this

point is, for what? For what ends did we wage
this war against Iraq? For what cause, for what
purpose, for what ultimate goal was this war pur-

sued? To me, it seems the answer is for nothing

at all, and now both the people of the United
States and Iraq are suffering the resounding con-
sequences.

Elizabeth Carter is a Collegian columnist.
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Film stirs tiomir genera

Cryptic flick full of thrills

By Johnny Donaldson
(x)LLI:taAN StAFF

"Cabin Fever" is hyped as the

latest horror movie to "save" the

genre (and now there

seems to be some new rev-

olution every other week).

However, it starts with a

premise familiar to anyone
who has ever seen "The
Evil Dead," "The Blair

Witch Project" and "Friday

the 1 5th." Take a quintet of

pretty young things and
strand them in the woods,

where they are beset by a

deadly, marauding enemy
intent on their destruction.

The enemy in "Cabin

Fever" is not a masked
madman, but a flesh-eating

virus that besets the five

college graduates looking for a

weekend of sex and booze in a

(IX.IRTESVIMDPIX'IM

Rider Strong keeps it together

as everyone else falls apart.

mral woodland cabin. One night

I hey are confronted by a bloody

;ind bleeding hermit. After beat-

ing jmd inadvertently setting him

iilirc. lhe\ begin to develop, one

b> one. bleeding sores that rapid-

ly cover their bodies.

The director, Eli Roth, is a for-

mer protege of David Lynch, and

ho retains his mentor's love of

head-scratching abstraction while

indulging in his fanboy's adora-

tion of hoiror movies. Roth wears

his influences on his sleeve; like

'2^ Days Later." this being a

movie almost proud of the fact

that it references or earmarks pre-

vious classics of the genre.

"Cabin Fever" assembles the

usual as.sortment of victimized

arthetyiTes. There's the sexy girl

(Ccrina Vincent) and the sweet

girl (lordan l.add). the cocky jerk

(|oc> Kern), the doofus drunk

(lames DcBcllo) and the sensitive

hero (Rider Strong), who sends

tliein into a backwoods country

where every local seems to have

studied the sacred scrolls of

"Deliverance," Roth, however,

doesn't take these cliches too seri-

ously He puts all his heari-on-

sleeve influences and ideas and

strings them through a tongue-in-

cheek, post-modern

blender. He at once

embraces the cliches

and uses them to

upend the static

samey-ness of modem
horror movies.

In how many other

horror movies would

you see the director

giving his comel>

female stars disfigur-

ing wounds, or make
his hero a spineless

nice guy who can't

even bring himself to

make a move on his

long-time best friend?

And how many horror movies

nowadays would ever try to

attempt the ending that "Cabin

Fever" gets away with?

As a hook for a splatter pic-

ture, a flesh-eating virus is a lim-

ited proposition. Certainly it

looks gruesome enough -- scabs

and sores break open on the

flesh, the hapless soul begins to

vomit blood and soon, there's

nothing but flesh and bone - but

it isn't exactly proactive. It's not

something that chases "you

around. TTiere's a little blonde

boy who likes to bite people, a

stoner with a vicious rabid dog

and a party-hearty police deputy

(Giuseppe Andrews) just this

side of nerdy-annoying. The per-

formances are solid enough to

make us wish that the young vic-

tims didn't die. (Contrast that to,

say, "Freddy vs, lason," in which

the victims couldn't die soon

enough.)

"Cabin Fever" has "cult

movie" written all over it, and as

a genre movie that deftly — tran-

scendentally — straddles horror

and humor, it works as a glorious-

ly, brilliantly nasty surprise.

ttllRTESYIMimCXlM

Jordan Ladd dropps her nice girl

persona to save herself from the

flesh eating virus.

Dear readers:

Many people have questkHis about movies and the art of movies.

Sometimes, it's about a movie you've watched, the craft of filmmaking or a

question concerning who I think I am to be critiquing movies.

Starting next week, I'll start a new biweekly column devoted to answering

all these questions and concerns ... and more. Whatever query you may have,

e-mail it to askthecntic@yahoo.com, and I'll do my best to answer you In print.

Your esteemed movie critrc,

Johnny OonakJson

Punk fans get an

album they can dig
By Brendan Lee

(x)LLttnAN Staff

Pretty Giris Make Graves want

to change your life. No, really They

mean it.

On their latest release "The

New Romance," singer Andrea

Zollo spits a rapid-fire delivery of

lyrics aimed squarely at the young

and the apathetic.

"We may have never met but /

Pretty Girls

Makes Graves

'The New
Ftomance'

Matador

IHTMnAI«lRRE(l«|lS<l'>M

DiNturhing art and iyrks of

rehfllinn fuel new album.

it might be you who pulls me
through / stand up so 1 can see you

/ shout out so I can hear you," she

chirps on the album's lead single,

"This is Our Emergency"

Whether or not Zollo can mar-

shal a small army

of disaffected

punks remains to

be seen, but "The

New Romance"
is more of a dec-

laration than an

album.

Formed after

the breakup of Murder City Devils

in 2001, the band managed to

unite the Seattle scene by drawing

memtiers from diverse groups like

Kill Sadie, Sharks Keep Moving

and Bee Hive Vaults. After a series

of well-received seven-inches.

Pretty Girls released "Good
Health" on Ixwkout! Records in

April 2002. The album's be.st track.

"Speakers Push the Air," ranks as

one of the best love letters to punk

rock, with 2k)llo and the boys

screaming, "Do you remember

Continued on page 7

New Grisham novel

story not quite strong enough to

pull readers out of their seats
l)\ I I I. I \ Hi • \i

Nov(?list Gtishani b(;st

known for his nov(^ls "A Time to

(ill" and Tht; Cliont veers from

the familiar in his newest novel,

"Bleachers It is the tale of a high

school football hero. Neely

Crenshaw, who returns to his

childhood home of Messina after a

15-year absence to attend the

funeral of his over-the-top high

school football coach He has also

come home to confront the

demons that faced him in his final

high school season

Till' luivi'i M.is an Hitufstiiiq iMt'iiiisi' llir

render is inlriruied lo tiii'l (Hit tM.ictlv vvli;it

those ileninns were tjnsli.iin lor

somethinq M.ifiiiened between C

dm h H.ike on itir niqht it the 1

onship qaiiie llnti:

stoiy with

dialogue One would expeit

i!e|iiii :,ioiv iiiii-d with high action and suspense

mnimsi i:iit ut liis previous legal dramas, but

Bie.ii tiers tails to excite and leaves readers

.ttiu|i|lin(i thiduqh all of its 163 pages

Iiii'ic aie however, a few bright spots. One

iniiaitM iilai is when tlie members of the former

team c)atlier on the bleachers to listen to an old

Mdiii transi iipt ot their 1987 state-title come-

l)a( k winninq game Grisham s writing during

this |)ari of the prose is quite good. "Fourth and

one S(i,iit,ir)s are slow coming to the line.

Ciensli.iw (loesn t feel too well right now. does-

n I look too steady " Grisham enchants his

audieiiee to read on and leaves them wanting

tn Know what Itappens next.

Alter this scene, Grisham lets the reader down and a little angry with Grisham by this

down the action slows to a stop. The end of end It seemed as though he had taken the easy

Bleachers is bland and conventional way out and just ended the novel on a positive

Cienshaw confronts his demons with little con- note When picking up "Bleachers," dont hope

tioversy and leaves Coach Rakes funeral with for a Grisham story filled with action and excel-

promises to keep returning to Messina year lent writing. "Bleachers' is decidedly not that

alter year Perhaps Grisham shouW stick with what he

Readers may feel let knows best — the courtroom.

Grisham enchants his

audience to read on and

leaves them wanting to

know what happens next.

John Grisham

NCAA Football 2004 wakes up the echoes
By Andrew Merritt

(,'()l Lhl.l.AN STAH

It's Saturday The forecast is for

chilly but clear weather, a beautiful

day for a game. The packed stadi-

um is full of conversation and

cheers. Suddenly, the rhythmic

thump of bass drums and the

niuchine-gun patter of .snares fills

the ail', and soon the brass band

comes in, blaring out its marching

tune.

The giidiron appears lustrous,

and the teams charge out onto the

lield. Tlie Fighting Irish punch the

"Play like a winner today" sign, the

Clenison Tigers gather at the end-

zone, and for the first time ever, the

Massachusetts Minutemen prepaa'

for battle just outside their locker

rixjm.

It's F.A Sports' NCAA Football

2004. hut until you actually take

control uf the pla>ers, you could

probably fwl a few people into

thinking you're just watching

another college football game on

Saturday attenioon.

The production is only the

beginning. Once the teams take the

field, things only get belter. NCAA
is beyond great. It's overwhelining,

and in some ways, even better than

its pi\) cousin. Madden NFL.

The gameplay is incredibly

smooth, lo the point that players

won't he frustrated because the

calch ihc computer just made was

impossihle. but rather because the

coverage broke down. It's just that

.slick.

Theiv are soine changes for the

Madden ci-owd to get used to.

Principal among these is the

anoption. Nearly every squad has

option play in its play-

book somewhere, and

some teams have so many
variations, it seems like

the plays might just be

designed lo show off. It's

a complex play to under-

stand, but once the but-

ton conibinatitm

becomes second nature,

it's a deadly weapon, ami

incredibly fun to try.

There are also some changes in

Tile passing s\stem is exactly

the same, but Ouarters

Backs aiv of a different

caliber on the college

level, for obvious reasons,

.so thai iiigh. deep, home-

run pass that can Ix' a sure

catch in Madden might

end up a floating inieivep-

tion -magnet in NCA,A.

hul if there's one thing

that ought to hiin^ the

masses out for this game
especially those in the Pioneer

With an amazing array of teams and tutorials on how to pull off some

of the n(K>re stunning plays in the game, NC'AA2CV"I4 rules.

the move system, but nothing so

drastic as to send FA football veter-

ans screaming back to the More.

Instead — and mind you. this is the

Xbox version being tvferred to —
jukes are limited to one button,

probably a shoulder butti.>n. and

the user has to control the direc-

tion. There's also a milder juke,

which is just a quick change ol

direction, a nice way to slip

through holes on inside-the-lackles

njshirig.

Valley — it's the incrcdibh deep

team database and dvnast\ iikkIc.

For the lirsl lime in ivcoidcil hislo-

r\. the UMass KhuIwH leani iv linal-

l\ getting some love from game
makers.

riiat's light, the Minutemen are an

available option not just lor exhibi-

tions and easy-win scheduling

(sorry Whipple ei al.) C'lamers can

now take the Maroon and White

or an> other of the % available I-

A.A teams all the way to the

National Championship.

Befoix- the L'Mass crowd gets

icK" excited though, remember that

the Minutemen are in l-AA, so

they're not quite ready for prime

time just Net. Flic first \ear uill be

a rough one. and until .1 lew lop-

nolch recruiis get to .Amiieisi. it'll

be an uphill battle just to win a few

games e\ei\ vear

In fact, that's one of jusi iwu

flaws in the game. Tlic 1- A,-\ teams

gel absolutek no ivsped. and it

would appear thai liie folks over at

I A have torgoiien thai left Krohn

was a siud in ihe Pac U* tivt. On
ilie LiMass squad, giving ilic hall to

ilurable but fumble- pi own \iilual

R,|. C(.>hhs i> the onl\ was to grab

-ignificant \arxiage, since most ol

ihe receivers have hands of stone.

Thai's not lo suggest that

I'Mass plavers should lia\e the

^ame game aiiiihutcs a-- those on

tlie lop 25 squads, bui there is still

uK)m for a little improvement.

.Xlso. those loc>king for cinn-

plele l-.\.\ auihcni icily might be a

little disappointed. McCiuirk

Munini Siadiuin, tor example, is

just a generic. i)|vii. snuill lield,

with not much atmosphere. And
just alx)ui all of the l-AA stadiums

look exaclK like this, su there's no

feeling of being stuck between

Comni. A\c and 1 otigwinxl for a

game at Noriheasiern's Parsons

Field.

In all. the plaxability of

NCA.\ 2(.K)4 is maicheil only by

its depth and aulheniicily. It

might be lime to bu> another TV,

football fans, because now there

are even more games to watch

on Saturilav,
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John F. Kennedy artwork displayed in a new light

Bittersweet paintings of John F. Kennedy gathered for public viewing

By Laura Walsh
A»S«X lATtl) I'Kts*

GREENWICH, Conn. (AP) — lames

Wyeth's 1967 oil painting of John F.

Kennedy is how many people like to

remember the president.

Wearing a dark suit, his hair neatly

combed back. Kennedy is seated — per-

haps at his desk in the Oval Oflice —
with his chin resting against a fisted

hand. Handsome and stoic, the image is

that of an icon.

VVyelhs work is one of more than 40
pieces of art in an exhibit at the Bruce

Museum of Arts and Science depicting

the 35th American president's life and

death.

"IFK and Art," which runs from Sept.

20 through |an. 1 1. is a first, exhibit offi-

cials said.

"Nobody has done this topic before or

iiom this perspective," said Nancy Hall-

Duncan, co-curator of the show and

curator of the Bruce Museum.
The exhibit will be presented in

chronological order, beginning with

images of a younger Kennedy campaign-

ing for president in 1%0 and ending

after his assassination on Nov. 22, l^b'i.

"Kennedy's image was being formed

before he became president, while he

was president and after the assassina-

tion," said Hall-Duncan. "We've dealt

with each time period."

Not every piece is as idealistic as

Wyeth's "Portrait of )ohn F. Kennedy."

Pablo Picasso's "Rape of the Sabine

Women" is a clear

criticism of

Kennedy's handling

of the Cuban missile

crisis. The Spanish

artist's 1963 oil

painting depicts a

contest of will

between Kennedy
and Russian Premier

Nikita S. Khrushchev

over missile bases in

Cuba.

The Hat, boxy and

elongated image of

Marisol Escobar's

"The Kennedys" criticized the larger-

than-life image of the family, said Hall-

Duncan. The 1960 sculpture, made of

mixed media, shows Kennedy with his

wife, Jacqueline, and their daughter.

Caroline, standing on top of a platform.

Much of the exhibit is dedicated to

showcasing the works of Pop artists,

such as Roy l.ichtenstein and Andy
Warhol, who were influenced by popular

culture and mass media of the time. The

Former President John F. Kennedy give* one of his signiture charismatic

speaches for which he is so fondly remembered.

rise of Pop Art coincided with the

Kennedy era.

"I think that the Pop artists were fas-

cinated with media image, and there was

no single more powerful image than of

Kennedy and his wife, Jacqueline," said

Kenneth E. Silver, who wrote an essay,

"The Presidential Spectacle: Art, Culture

and jFK." to accompany the show.

"You might say |ohn F Kennedy was

the first pop culture president," added

Silver, a professor of

fine arts at New York

University.

Lichtenstein's color-

ful image of Sen.

Robert Kennedy looks

as though it belongs

inside the pages of a

comic book.

The idea emerged

for the exhibit after

art historian Charles

Stuckey noticed a

popular lacqueline

Kennedy fashion

exhibit at the

On our team,

your brightest

ideas get noticed.

Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York

City in 2001.

"I just remember the long lines," said

Stuckey, an adjunct professor at The

School of the Art Institute of Chicago. "I

was quite touched and amazed that after so

many years ... there was still a huge part of

our public that was in touch with the

Kennedy moment. That prompted me to

wonder why no museum had ever brought

together all the works with Kennedy's

image from the time of his administration
"

He brought the idea to Hall-Duncan

soon after and she immediately began

digging through old art textbooks.

"It was a lot of research," said Hall-

Duncan, "but we were really very lucky

when we found a lot of work that hasn't

been acknowledged. People aren't aware

of all the work that fits this theme."

"IFK and Art" also coincides with the

40th anniversary of Kennedy's assassina-

tion, though Hall-Duncan said that was

unintended.

The exhibit will travel to the Norton

Museum of Art in West Palm Beach. Fla..

from Feb. 7 through May 2. 2004.

Quality In Everything We Do

J Lo taking

over pop
By Anthony Brezican

AsSOtlATtI) PRkS-S

LOS ANGELES (AP) — No
matter what Jennifer Lopez does,

she's followed by a hurricane of

hype.

Sure, she's a major movie star

with hits like "Maid in

Manhattan."

Yeah, she got a ring from Ben

Affleck, the heartthrob star of

"Pearl Harbor," "Daredevil" and

"Armageddon."

And yes, she's frequently

ranked as one of the most beauti-

ful people in the worid.

Why do so many people care

so much?
"lennifer Lopez is one of these

celebrities that no matter what

she does, whether her movies arc

good or bad. or whether critics

like her album, her level of

celebrity remains very, very high,"

said Ken Baker. West Coast exec-

utive editor of Us Weekly.

The key to the Bronx-raised

star's appeal is a mix of working-

class grit and temperamental diva

glamour, he added. "People, espe-

cially women, feel they can iden-

tify with her even though she's

extremely wealthy." Baker said.

"There's an authenticity to her.

despite all the bling-bling. They

think. I'd do the same thing.
"

Her Puerto Rican heritage

makes her exotic, a cross-cultuial

commodity. Baker added, setting

her apart from Hollywocxl's array

of "cookie cutter" skinny, blond

actresses. So when did the frenzy

begin?

After breaking into showbiz as

a dancer on the TV sketch come-

dy show "In Living Color." she

became a boldface name by

appearing in movies like "Money

Train." "Selena" and "Out of

Sight" and releasing a hit album.

"On the 6."

Then came the night that put

her over the top.

On December 27. 1999. she

and then -boyfriend Sean Combs
(who had not yet changed his

nickname from "Puffy" to "P.

Diddy") were arrested in connec-

tion with a nightclub shooting in

New York. Lopez was released

without being charged: Combs
was later acquitted of weapons

and bribery charges.

At that point, lennifer Lopez

became more interesting than

her music and movies.

Three months later, she

appeared with Combs at the

Grammys in a low-low-low-low-

cut green Versace dress, causing

eyeballs to widen and tongues to

wag.

Then she appeared without

Combs, breaking up with the

hip-hop mogul.

Her virtually every move
since then has appeared calcu-

lated, aimed at capitalizing on

the world's obsession with her.

It's no coincidence that flurries

of gossip column items precede

most of her movies.

Lopez is in the business of

selling an image, and associates

say she's an excellent salesperson.

Affleck helps fuel her flame

but the public also salivated

over the details when Lopez

married her second husband,

no-name dancer Cris |udd. in

2001.

Lopez's celebrity may end up

backfiring. Affleck reportedly

postponed their wedding when
media attention got too crazy,

then called the whole thing off a

few days later.

During their botched wedding

weekend, Lopez was pho-

tographed in Miami, in the ocean,

in a tiny bikini. Affleck was sight-

ed in Las Vegas.

On Monday, as often with the

tabloid monster known as

Bennifei. the next chapter in their

soap-opera romance was a mys-

tery..
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Lucy
Deadly martin

Liu
nrtr> master

Lucy Liu practices kall-eskrima-dilat, a martial art

Involving sticks and knives. And while she's shown off

her skills In the "Charlie's Angels" movies and

"Shanghai Noon." she's never

had to use them to defend

herself in real life.

"Thank God, no, but it

has made me more

aggressive," the 5-

foot-3-inch actress

told Jane magazine

for its October Issue.

"If somebody is

confrontational or

rude, it makes me
more confident. It's

like, 'No, you don't

treat somebody that

way.' It gives you

an Inner strength

and that's what

martial arts should be; it should come from inside."

After seeing Liu in action, Quentin Tarantino wrote a

character for her in his upcoming martial-arts film, the

hMO-part "Kill Bill."

"Quentin has an incredible knowledge of cinema,"

the 34-year-old actress said. "And to have somebody

like that come up to you and tell you, 'Hey, I wrote this

role for you. What do you think?' It makes you feel like

you've done something right."

"Kill Bill Vol. L" starring Uma Thurman and David

Carradine, opens Oct. 10. The second half is scheduled

for release In February.

where 'Dawson's Creek' was shot, is such a small town

that you could actually g^ up and go to the coffee shop

In your pj's or comfy pants. Sadly, I've learned I can't do

that here in Los Angeles. You always run Into people In

the business, and you don't want to be like, 'Hit' In your

comfies."

James Brown
Brown rfitums to the Apolk?

The dates of James Brown's Apollo Theater concerts

have been changed to Nov. 21 and 22.

Last week. Brown's publi-

cist said the shows would

be Nov. 20 and 21. They

will mark the 40th

anniversary of "Live at

the Apollo" album,

which chronicled his

landmark performance

at the famed Apollo.

Special guest

stars will be

announced at a

Sept. 18 press

event, and Brown will perform three songs, said Dan

Forman, the singer's publicist.

Brown's "Live at the Apollo" album, released in

1963, contains classics such as "Please Please Please"

and "Night Train."

Lance Armstrong
Biker's fame put wear on mam

Ka t I e Hoi m e s

Katie Holmes Isn't the little girl from "Dawson's

Creek" anymore.

The 24-year-old actress, who stars as a troubled,

tattooed New Yorker In the upcoming film "Pieces of

April," has grown up and acquired some sophisticated

tastes.

"Nothing beats a great

pair of Prada heels and an

expensive bottle of pinot

grlglo. They really set the

mood," Holmes says in

the October issue of

Marie Claire magazine.

"The shoes are sexy

and wine loosens

people up — not

that I'm endorsing

alcohol! Throw in a Cary Grant movie and you're good to

go."

But Holmes also acknowledges a fondness for wear-

ing what she calls "comfies."

"There's nothing better than a good pair of fleece

pants or sweats," she says. "And Wilmington, N.C.,

Lance Armstrong says the celebrity he achieved

with his cycling successes ultimately took a toll on his

marriage.

In an excerpt from his upcoming book "Every

Second Counts," which appears In

the Sept. 22 issue of People mag-

azine, the five-time Tour de

France champion says he and

his wife, Kristin, started feeling

the pressure after his first vic-

tory In 1999.

"Robin Williams had a jet.

Kevin Costner offered his house

in Santa Barbara. Elton John

had a Super Bowl party. Kik

(Kristin's nickname) and I

felt like Forrest Gump, lurk-

ing in the background of

photos with accomplished

people," Armstrong writes.

"The attention could become addictive. There was

no doubt I could have turned into a swollen-headed

jerk, and there's no doubt some people think I did turn

into one, much as I tried to keep It all straight."

The couple who met in January 1997, just weeks

after Armstrong had completed Intense chemotherapy

to treat advanced testicular cancer announced they're

divorcing on Sept. 4. They have three children: Luke, 3,

and twins Isabelle and Grace, 22 months.

American Music Award nominations
By Gary Gentile

.AsSK lATFI) Pw.SS

LOS ANGKLKS (AP) —
Veteran performers, including

Fleetwood Mac, Celine Dion and

Cher, mixed with youngsters

Beyonce and Avril l.avigne on the

list of nominees for the 31st annu-

al American Music Awards.

Dion received two nominations

Tuesday, fur favorite female pop-

rock artist and favorite adult con-

temporary artist, where she's up

against Cher and Norah |ones.

Jones, whose folksy, sensuous

voice earned her live Grammys
eariier this year, is al.so vying for

favorite pop-rock album for her

platinum debut "Come Away With

Me."

No clear favorites emerged

Tuesday, with two nominations

each going to R. Kelly. Luther

Vandross. Ashanti and Beyonce in

the .soul-R&B category. Shania

Twain in the countiy category and

Sean Paul and Missy Elliott in the

rap-hip hop category.

Rapper Eminem also received two

nods for favorite male rapper and

for the soundtrack to his semi-

autobiographical film "8 Mile."

The 20 awards will be present-

ed during a ceremony at the Shrine

Auditorium in Los Angeles on

Nov. 16. aired on ABC. Talk show

host jimmy Kimmel is the emcee.

The nominations are based on

sales figures and radio play.

Winners are selected by a survey of

about 20.000 listeners.

The nominees:

Pop-Rock:

Male Artist: Clay Aiken. Kid Rock.

John Mayer, lustin riniberlake.

lemale Artist: Celine Dion. Avril

Lavignc, lennifer Lopez.

Band, Duo or i.nmp: I leetwood

Mac, iTiatchbox twenty, 3 Doors

Down.
Album: "Fallen." Evanescence:

"Come Away With Me," Norah

Jones; "Cocky," Kid Rock;

"iustified," lustin Timberiake.

"Tim McGiaw & The Dancchall

Doctors." Tim McGraw; "Melt,"

Rascal Flatts: "Up!" Shania Twain.

Soul-R&B:

Male Artist: ijm\x\smx:. jaheim, R.

Kelly, Luther Vandross.

Female Artist: Aaliyah, Ashanti,

Beyonce.

Band, Duo or Group: B2K, Dru

Hill, The Isley Brothers.

Album: "Chapter II." Ashanti;

"Dangerously In Love." Beyonce:

"Chocolate Factory." R. Kelly:

"Dance With My Father." Luther

Vandross.

Rap-Hip Hop:

Male Artist: Lmineni. 50 Cent.

Nelly. Sean Paul.

Female Artist: Missy Elliott.

Eve. LIT Kim.

Band, Duo or Group: Black

Eyed Peas. Bone Crusher, Ml |on

& The East Side Boyz.

Album: "Under Construction."

Missy Elliott: "Get Rich Or Die

Tryin." 50 Cent: "Dutty Rock."

Sean Paul; "8 '

Mile."

Soundtrack.

Adult Contemporary:

Artist: Cher. Celine Dion.

Norah Jones,

Country:

Male Artist: Kennv Chesney. Alan

iackson. Toby Keith. Tim
McGraw.
Female Artist. Faith Hill. Martina

McBride, Shania Twain.

Band, Duo or Group: Alabama.

Brooks & Dunn. Dixie Chicks.

Album: "Unleashed," Toby Keith:

Latin Music:

Artist: Kumbia Kings, Ricky

Martin, Luis Miguel.

Alternative Music:

Artist: Coldplav. Linkin Park.

Metallica.

Contemporary Inspirational:

Artist: Steven Curtis Chapman.
MercvMe. Third Day.
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Lions in Hollywood
Secondhand Lions opens to first-rate reviews

By Anihonv Bkezican

AbSIAlATtl > PKiSS

The scared little fella from "The

Si.\th Sense" has leached his awk-

ward stage.

After two years doing voices

for the animated films "jungle

Book H" and "The Country Beats."

Haley |oel Osmeni has boldly

transformed his growing

pains into a sweet per

formance in the fantasy

tale "Secondhand

Lions."

The 14-yeai-old

(now 15) has gangl\

limbs and is getting tall.

but atop that height is n

baby face that looks like

a peach on a Popsiclc

stick. His voice sounds

like someone kicking a

squeak-toy down the

stairs.

But hey. the kid

deserves credit for mak-

ing the most out of that

weird plunge into

puberty that all boys

stumble through and all

men recall with diead. It's gratify-

ing to see this stage of life in a

movie. Too often it's ignored.

The story, set in the late I9b0s.

involves Walter, a nice kid whose

mother (Kyra Sedgwick) is a gold-

digging floozie.

She abandons him for the sum-

mer at the rural Texas property of

two great-uncles who have never

met nor heard of him before. Nor

do the\ care to know him now.

L

'Secondhand

Lions'

Directed bi

Iim McCalies

Starring

Michael Caine

Robert Duvall

Haley Joel Osment

Mew line

flaieil P6

1 07m
Grade

B-t-

Hub (Robert Duvall) and

Garth (Michael Caine) disap-

peared for four decades and only

recently resuriaced. When Walter

meets them, they are fishing at

their pond — with shotguns.

The peribrmances by these two

veteran Academy Award winners

strike the perfect note of gruff

charm.

The brothers are
"^"

rumored to be hiding a

load of treasure. They

are millionaires, every-

one says. But were they

bank lobbers'.' Hit men
who stole the loot from

Al Capone'.'

Garth tells the bo> that

they were adventurers in

Africa, shanghaied into

the French Foreign

Ltgion, that Hub was a

fearsome warrior who
fell in love with an

Arabian princess, and

that they duped a cruel

sheik out of a bounty

placed on Hub's head.

While he talks, the

accompanying swashbuckling

llashbacks seem too fanciful to

be true — which is part of the

point.

Walter is too innocent to be

cynical, which is why he believes

all the lies his mother has told

him over the years. But he has

not been corrupted by her either.

To learn more about the

princess. Garth insists that

Walter ask Hub himselL But

Hub has not warmed to the bov

and is proud and bitter He can

still haul big sacks of giain and

beat up a group of rowdy
teenagers, but he can sense those

abilities failing.

The title refers to jasmine, a

lioness the brothers purchase

from a circus. They intend to

release her on their property,

then shoot the bloodthirsty

beast. But |asn)itie is old, too.

and tired. She sits in her ship-

ping crate and doesn't want to

escape.

Eventually, the tame animal

moves into the brothers' corn-

iK'ld. where she linds a new way
to exist. It's a lesson the boy and

the two old men have to learn,

too.

Writer Tim McCanlies ("The

Iron Giant") makes his directing

debut here, exploring what it's

like lor a lonel_\ kid to earn the

respect of two larger-than-life

mentors who don't have to care

about him. This is a sweet, funny

family film full of adventure, fan-

tasy and optimism.

People are basicailv good and

decent. Money and power don't

compare to spirit and heart. True

love lasts forever. These are

parts of Hub's "be-a-man"

speech to Walter.

Maybe those ideals are not

always real. Hub acknowledges,

but they are still worth believing.

The same can be said of

"Secondhand Lions." It's a little

too sentimental to be belie\ed.

but it's the kind of quixotic tale

everybod\ wishes were true.

Pretty Girls Mal(e Graves iceep tlie feeling

Continued from page 5

what the music meant'.'" on a

white-hot call and response cho-

rus.

On "The New Romance,"

Pretty Girls sacrifice the powerful

simplicity of straight -ahead punk

tempos for angular guitar riffs and

shuffling drumbeats, rortunately.

the trade dt.x.'s not come at the

expense of the band's trademark

intensitN. "All Medicated

Geniuses" best reflects the change

in approach, starting with a famil-

iar screaming chorus arrangement

before diverging into early 'SOs

post-punk territory. Throughout

the record, Zollo sings with

unmistakable clarits, showing that

the lyrics, not the music, are the

message this time around.

Musically, the rest of the band

developed a new approach to

Zollo's spitfire vocals. The song-

writing is filled with a palpable

tension that would have been

released through driving punk

rhythnis on past relea.ses. Here.

Pretty Girls manage to capture the

feeling and stretch it out to cover

an entire record on "The New
Romance. " Tlie fariisa organ run-

ning throughout the title track

brings a new wave dance beat to

Zollo's impassioned lyrics about

relenting in the quest for punk

purity

But it's on "This is Our
Emergency" where the hand

demands that an entire geneiation

of political spectators get

involved. Now Zollo's iron\-free

call for unit\ and engagement

could be the most sincere senti-

ments produced in years bv the

notoriously jaded punk scene.

Sure, other bands niake a living

calling lor the ivvolutioii sshile

breathing fire and spewing \ itnol.

but it isn't this convincing.
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One man's retrospective

of America's ballparks

BobUcGovern

The sounds and smells ot the American

ballpark evoke a feeling of belonging and

pride that >ou will be hard press«l to find

an>wheie else. I")ifk-ivnt accents, team col-

oi>. fans and so man> other things give

each park its ovmi sense of individuality.

liom the classic, unchanging l-enway

Park, to the concrete

jungle known as Pro

Player Stadium, there

are loyal fans who live

Mid die b) their team within these fotiress-

of sport. Fans that respect the game for

\\ hat it is, what is was, and what it could be

again.

ITiis summer was an adventure span-

ning six such ballparks, nearly 20 games

id countless hot dogs that I'm still paying

r. It was an experience that brought me
h> believe that ba.seball is more than just u

game. It is tmly America's pastime.

Ikislon was my tirst stop, and if there is

;>liicc where ba.seball should be played, it

II) I enway I'ark. There is an overall feel-

s; that nothing has changed since Ted

\V iiliiims was the main man in Beantown.

Tlie ciuurtei mile that comes up to

I enwiiv simply e.vudes baseball, from the

nt.inchalant scalpers to the bobble-head

stands Fans pour down the street carrying

the energy that an\\vhere else would be

reservcxl for a plasolf game. Fven for an

opjX)sing fan. the ambience is unparalleled.

Inside, a sea of young and old Sox fans

Hood the corridors. That Boston accent you

expect at Fenway is jumbled into one

wicked loud Red Sox conversation. Every

dirc-ction you look is another red B on a

blue cap. Anothei devoted fan in mid-after-

noon heaven.

Everything is traditional. The only signs

of modernization are the few amenities

that ha\c been added to keep Fenway up to

date. I A en the uniforms have changed just

enough to keep modem, but still remain

rcspectiveh classic.

'Ilie only non-scalping ticket available

was an obstructed view seat, a bad con.so-

lation lot a novice at Fenway Park. The

seat kniked promising at first, clear view of

the lield. right in the mix of things, until the

,ime started.

\bu don't realize how many people

have to go to the bathroom, get a hot dog

or just meander around at Fenway until

you sit right b\ one of the exits.

.After nearly seven innings of constant

head maneuvering, it became apparent that

the Sox were on their way to a loss. A large

(lonion of the crowd stayed, but enough

(xopie left for me to move into comfort-

able seats for two innings of Red Sox base-

ball.

•Along my journey. Fenway was the

haixlest place to get a ticket. That's a good

sign: it shows that people really care about

the gaTTic around here*.

\ thousand-odd mile's later. I was in

Miami and confronted with the depre'ssing

image of Pro Player stadium. A sleeping

giant during the hot and rainy Florida sum-

tner and a bustling madhou.sc during the

Lill. Pro Player is not capable of handling

two major sports.

Miami is a great town to have a baseball

team — plenty of fans, sizeable market,

and a decently talented squad. The prob-

lem is Pro Player, which some people still

refer to as |oe Robbie (its fonner name),

was built specifically for football.

The Mariins look lost in the 70.000-,seat

stadium. Games never sell out. and if you

spend more than five dollars to sit any-

where, you got ripped off. Sitting in the

cheap seats never lasts long anyway. The

security cares about as much as the

Marlins management about the game —
you get real close.

Blaring music nearly blocks out the

cheers of the few 1 .000 that actually show

up and you are left watching baseball in

silence.

For four dollars, you can sit 20 feet

from the centei fielder Ekcause of this,

Endy Chavez of the Montre*al Expos had to

deal with nine innings of insults and pro-

fanity from some Marlins fan with a few

bucks and nothing to do.

I was moving out to Colorado soon

after, so I was hoping to leave with a little

pride about the home state team. I really

couldn't though. The whole scene was

more humorous than anything else.

The drive from Florida to Colorado was

long and very boring. After you leave

Georgia and start dipping into the

Midwest, the monotony of driving really

starts to set in.

Coming up toward Missouri, it was

decided that St. Luuh would have to be a

stop. It really sticks out of those rolling

plains and amber waves of grain. We all

needed a break, and with the Blue lays in

town, it was time for a little Midwest base-

ball.

Busch stadium was a breath of fresh air

after travelling through the heartland of

America, which doesn't have all that much

heart but a whole lot of land. It stands out

as the centerpiece in the middle of down-

towTi St. Louis and looks as proud as the

tradition that it encompasses.

St. Louis is a great baseball town, filled

with knowledgeable and devoted fans. The

whole scene reminded me of a northeast

style of ballpark. There is a feeling that the

ballpark was made to remind their fans of

the past from the outside, and keep them

comfortable on the inside.

A huge statue of Stan Musial greets fans

light before the ticket office. Surrounding

him are classic moments at Busch Stadium,

engraved into plaques and strewn about

the stadium at eye level. For a visiting base-

ball fan, the history lesson adds to the

anticipation of going inside.

Woody Williams was having a stellar

game, and was gunning for a no-hitter, a

feat that I have yet to witness. The fans

were re-ally getting into it as the game

pressed and began to look more nervous

than the dominating hurler

The anticipation carried on until the

eighth inning, when Williams gave up a

lonely hit. cutting the tension, ending the

threat. We couldn't help but stand. It was

the moment that lifted everyone to their

feet. When you watch an athlete play at

that level, it's hard to stay seated. It was a

great game and a great ballpark. St. LajuIs

impressed me with its baseball. Busch will

be visited again, hopefully without the

drive.

For an expansion team's ballpark, the

Colorado Rockies did everything right with

Coors Field, and then some.

Coors Field looks as if it has always

been there, like it grew up with the city of

Denver This classic look compliments the

amazing view that fans get just for entering

the park.

Any upper deck seat will ensure a great

view of the Rocky Mountains standing

majestically on the horizon. Sometimes

while the sun is setting just right you can

see the rays beaming from the silhouettes

of these giants and momentarily the game

seems secondary.

Interested in Business? Eoo

-.>
The Daily Collegian is looking for a new Assistant Business

Manager for the 2003/2004 school year. Great resume builder!

Current Freshmen/Sophomores strongly encouraged to apply

Call 545-3500 or stop by The Daily Collegian, downstairs

Campus Center. Need to possess strong business

and communication skills
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Boston's Fenway Park is one of baseball

York Highlanders.

The fans are- loyal, but frustrated. No
game is ever over in Coors Field and the

offensive production seems almost car-

toonish at times. With the nearly mile-high

altitude even a pitcher can hit a three-run

homer.

This makes it difficult for fans as they

can watch even the most commanding lead

turn into a pulse-pounding ninth inning.

There was one occasion where the

Rockies were down against division rival

L^s Angeles Dodgers with local hero Todd

Helton up to bat. I had been explaining

baseball to a 10-year-old sitting next to me
for most of the game and at this moment,

bottom of the ninth, we were both silent

with anticipation.

Melton cracked one deep; everyone

stood up. gone, game over. I am not by any

means a Rockies fan. but at tfiat moment J

was cheering like one. It was then I looked

next to me and saw this kid giving me the

same smile I was giving him. It's amazing

how one instant can rekindle years of lost

interest.

After I left Colorado to go back to

Fforida. I spent a week or two away from

major league baseball. I went to some

Little League games here and there, a few

hometown minor league games, basically

baseball on the grassroots level.

It was this time that I learned most

about baseball. I re'visited what it was like

to catch or hit the ball for the first time at

a T-ball practice. I saw major league desire,

trapped in minor league uniforms.

Baseball is a fickle sport, one that

chcwses its ambas.sadors carefully It makes

young men take the field and try there

hardest to be the "next one." Working from

one rung to the next, dreaming of making

it big.

The attention that baseball receives is

nowhere' near what it used to be. People

don't seem to care about our pastime as

they once did. Everything has to deal with

money, transitions, and transactions. It's

hard to explain to a little kid why his

favorite player moved halfway across the

country.

•s oldest ballparks. It opened April 20, 1912 with a 6-5 Red Sox win over the New

Basehall has turned into a game of

numbers but it still retains its dignity in the

hearts of those trying to make it. Even if

the interest isn't what it used to be. the love

is definitely still there. You can see it in the

faces of those who play just to play

One of my last stops was possibly the

most embarrassing. I stopped at Tropicana

Field to watch the Devil Rays play the Blue

lays. I only went to one game at Tropicana,

and I don't think I will be back any time

soon.

Tropicana field, besides its overall ugly

appearance, is one of the hardest stadiums

to find, it is not exactly in Tampa Bay, as

one would expect, but rather a half hour

south in the pits of St. Petersburg.

There is not much to say about

Tropicana except that is has a very nice

mercfiandise store. The stadium itself looks

as if it was constructed out of a cleared out

warehouse, where someone decided to add

scats and a scoreboard. Overall, there's a

very generic feel.

One interesting fact about sports in

Tampa is that you can potentially get into

any game for free, other than Buccaneers

games. If you go to see the Devil Rays or

the Lighting, all you need is the tank of gas

to get there. Security pretty much lets any-

one in that says, "I lost my ticket."

My final stop was to be New York City.

One would expect that any baseball trip

would require a stop at the house that Ruth

built. Traveling is not cheap nowadays so

the last -stop of my trip was Howard

Johnson's house instead.

This is not to say that Shea Stadium

lacks the homey feel that it's cross-town

big brother has, rather it seems more fam-

ily oriented than anything else.

You don't have to spend an ann and a

leg to get a ticket like you do over in the

Bronx. Shea and the Mets give fans what

they want, in a way From the big homerun

apple, to the almost playful feel that it

exhibits. Shea is definitely built for enter-

tainment.

Over in the Bronx is the remaining his-

tory of what baseball once was in New
York. Back in Shea you get the fans that

would do anything not to jump on the

Yankee bandwagon. These are the some of

the most adamant fans in the country, in a

strange masochistic way.

Shea brings me back to my first experi-

ence on a professional baseball field.

Standing on that professional feeling

grass, looking into the empty stands, it

really made me happy, almost proud.

It was the type of day where everything

was good, the sun was shining, there was

an occasional airplane flying directly over-

head, and it was summer I can't complain

much about a day like that anywhere, and

on that field it was heaven.

Ba.seball players live that life everyday,

and as we watch them live their fantasies

it's hard not to be envious. They may not

be the icons they once were, but baseball

players have that professional look to

them. That's the look that keeps minor lea-

guers driven and fading stars reaching for

one more year.

It was a joumey through the heart of

baseball, through that lingering dream of

America's pastime. Tliere was a lot to be

seen, and with the 5,000 miles I put on my
car, there was a lot of thinking.

All the miles, cities, and fans kept me
going. Baseball changed for me over this

summer, in a good way
You begin to understand devotion,

hatred and passion when involved with

baseball. The game is based so much on

raw will and desire that when a gre'at play

surfaces it is hard to hide the excitement.

That beautiful stink of thousands of

fans crammed into a stadium is one of the

sweetest smells of summer. The stench can

only come from everyone enjoying his

freedom in the confines of America's pas-

time.

It's that moment when the sun goes

down, the lights go on and all worries

seem to turn off. Thai's baseball . . . and it's

not going anywhere anytime soon.

Boh McGovem is a Collegian colum-

nist.

CVS
pharmacy

student Discount

$1.00 off 1 hour processing

(prints only)

$2.00 off 1 hour digital processing

(prints & cd)

Valid Student ID required.

Available at both Amherst locations only.

Original roll developing only.

Offer ends:

Sept. 30, 2003 ^1^

Mourning the WUSA
Continued from page 10

Garber told ESPN, "Although we are

disappointed by today's action, we believe

this decision has no impact on the future

viability of the sport of scxxer in the United

States."

That Garber — and by extension, MLS
— would so coldly reject the notion that

the WUSA ever mattered is not just chau-

vinistic, it's foolhardy This comes from a

man whose league was on the brink of

death just a few short years ago, and while

Garber's presence and ideas have rejuve-

nated MLS. he ought to try telling all of

thase women's soccer players who did fol-

low the WUSA just how little their league

affected the "viability" of soccer in

America.

That leads to the second point, the ugli-

est of all. which is that beyond anything

else, sex is all that women's sports seem to

have for leverage these days. Women's ten-

nis is increasing in popularity, and unless

an American is in a men's final, the women

are more and more visible. But it's not

because of their play — just ask "player"-

tumed-supermodel Anna Koumikova. The

WUSA just didn't have that sex appeal.

These women sweated, battled and —
as shallow as it might be. it's still impa-s-

sive — played a lot like men.

Shame on all those companies that

balked on the 2.5 million the WUSA said it

would need from just seven sponsors. Even

more, shame on the American sporting

worid. that it couldn't open up the door

just wide enough to allow a young, exciting

and important league to survive, at least

until the 2003 Women's World Cup —
which begins on Sept. 20— could give it a

good shot in the arm.

Andrew Merritt is a Collegian colum-

nist. He can be reached at

Merritt_Collegjian@yahoo.com.
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Dining Commons Menu
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/ UNCH

• Meat Lasagna

• Chicken Nuggets

• Sweet Potato Quesadilla

(vegan

J
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

WEDNESDAY
. High: 76

• Low: 45

THURSDAY
. High: 75

• Low: 50

FRIDAY
. High: 77

• Low: 66 i/i/i/i

• Roast Turkey

• Fried Scallops

Thai Seitan

(vegan)
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The pure and simple

truth is rarely pure
and never simple. «f

-Oscar Wilde

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

Do not eat at the DC today. The salad is

groovy.

pisCeS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Turn your music up and rock out in

your bedroom.

aries • mak. 2i-ai'k. 19

Don't ask why? Ask why not?

taurUS • Apr. 20-Mav 20

lust because you're better than every-

one doesn't mean you can act superior.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

People otten look at you and do a dou-

ble take.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL 22

Say thank you more, you ungrateful

punk.

leo • iLiL.. 23-AuG. 22

Be careful where you step, a sprained

ankle is in your future.

virgO • Auc. 23-Sept. 22

If something says, "Don't eat." Don't

eat it.

libra • Sept. 23-0(t. 22

Go with your instincts, other fjeople

can be wrong too.

Scorpio • 0(T. 23-Nov. 21

Stand up for yourself, you're letting

people walk all over you.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-dec. 21

when something goes wrong, don't

yell, just ask some one to help vou.

Capricorn . dec. 22-ian. 19

Your hard work will t)ay off eventually,

just be patient.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
AfTIVlTIFS

Montreal Weekends

$99. Includes KfT

Luxur/ Motor Q)ach

from Springfield. 3

Days'2 Nights- 4 Star

Hotel Downfown-

Meals-Night Cluh

passes. wwAv.mon-

trealexpress.net 1-

781-979-9001 Special

Group Rates

MIC) FOR SALE

Buick Century 1994

Recently inspected

108,000 Miles $2100-

413-549-6648

1993 Pontiac

Bonneville. All

power. Very GtxxJ

Condition. Must Sell.

Best offer. 253-5537

1994 Toyota Paseo

well maintained,

great gas mileage.

$2,900 413-584-2634

auto FOR SALF

1988 Miizda $950

413-586-5728

Jeep Cherokee Sport-

1995. Perfect student

car, A/C, Great CD
system, original

owner, excellent ccmi-

dition, 90K, automat-

ic. 41 ^-296-OOaT

$3,600 or O.B.O.

COMPUTERS

Pentium Laptop

$99.00 Pentium

l\-sktop $49.00 We
fix Laptops. l\-skrops/

PCs guaranteed 584-

8857

EMPLOYMENT

Rent us your ears!

Participants sought

for listening experi-

ments. Call 545-68^7

leave messiige or

write jkingston®

linguist.umass.edu

EMPLOYMENT

Temporar>' help

Express/Struc turo

warehouse s;ile

Unnm Ballroom

9/22-9/26 l^t quality

current merch at 50-

90% savings. Wc
need hard workinjj

meti 61 women tor

all aspects ot sale

including marketing

iSi. promo unloading

truck, sales iSi setup.

EMPLOYMENT

PriKluce Sales

Associates Part-time

evenings + Saturdays.

C>omjx.'titive Pay Call

Arkins2S^-QS28

EMPLOYMENT

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 ,1

day potential. Local

positions. 1-800-293-

3985 cxt 516

Sales Assistant for

consultinji/sottware

firm. Telephone tele-

marketing.

Economics a plus.

Plea.se send cover let-

ter arid resume to

Frederick Trey: at

Regional Economic

Models, Inc., 4^3

West Street,

Amherst, MA 01002

or fax 41 3-549-1038

or email

resumes@remi.cotn.

Drivers and Kitchen

help wanted. Apply

at n.P l\mvh.

I'Jownrovvn Amherst

Movie Extra-s/Modcls

needed. No exp.

required, earn up to

$500-1000 a day. 1-

888-820-0167 ext.

U150

Moving: Lix;al mov-

ing cotnpany KH)kitiK

for self motivated

individuals for part

time [X)sitions. Raises

commen.surate with

jx-'ftonTiance.

Potenriiil h>r tips.

Guxl attitudes ,ire

must. Call(4n) 584-

4746

IBartending!$

$2 50/day potential

No experience Nesc

Training provided. 1-

800-965-6520 ext

162

FOR RENT

Ski House for Rent

So. Londonherr). VT:

15 mins to Straltoii,

7 mi to Bromley

3 mi to Magic Mtn.

7 Bdmis. 3 haths,

sleeps 30-

$l(KX)/week.

katv.hiowtic@

veri/oii.nct or

410-4(^-6.326

FOR SALE

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHP
MySQL, Perl and

more. www.jaL'tly.coin

or (41 3)253-0051.

INSTRUCTION

Jazz Piano Lessons

Explore your creativi-

ty Beginner to

Adxanced Learn a

wide ran^ie ot styles

Reasonable Rates

Contact Stephen

Pa«eat4n-297-7910

MISCELLANEOUS

Want to huy/sell

TEXTBCX^KS ^
other stuff LOC^AL-

LY.' ... N*.) shippiitf^

ha.ssles, NO payment

middlemen! All 4

FREE! Visit wuw.col

leyeshack.com tivlay!

SERVICES

PREGNANCY
TESTING, HIV
Testing, Birth

C'ontrol, .tnd Emer-

gency C A>ntraception.

Affordable .iitd confi-

dential. Tapestry

Health. 27 Prav

Street, Amherst. 548-

^)992

Ho you know yout

rights as a stiulent,

tenant, worker aixl

consumer? The Stud-

ent Leyal Services

C">ffice can help with

your questions. C "ome

to 922 C^impus Cen-

ter or call 545-1995

TRAVEL

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2004 s Hi>ttest

Prices WxiV. now ..

Free Trips, Meals >ISi

Parties www.sun

-

spla.shrours.com or

1800-426-7710

Spring Break -

Nassau/Paradise

Island, Cancun

Jamaica and

.Acapulco from $489.

Air, Hotel, Transfers,

Parties and More!

C>ryani:e small group-

eani FREE TRIPS
plus commissions!

Call 1-8lX)-GET-

SUN-l

A SPRINC^. BREAKER
NHEDEl 12004 s

Hottest IVstinarions iS*

Parties 1 tree trips /

\^i0^ coniini.ssions 15w

siinsplash-tours.com

1800-426-7710

COLLEGIAN
MARKET
PLACE!

To Advertise

Call

545-3500!!!
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Mourning

WUSA
HAn

event hap-

pened Monday
that inost

sports fans

probably didn't

know about. I

can say this

with confi-

Andrew '^"^ ^"'^;
well, most

Meffill sports fans did-
"^"^^"""^^^ nt know much
at all about the Women's United

Soccer Association.

The three-year old WUSA fold-

ed Sunday, due to insufficient

funds. With it went a historical and

relevant piece of American sports

culture. So while most people

probably flipped past the article in

the newspaper, didn't click on the

link on their favorite sports web-

site and tuned out when any

reports hit the television waves,

attention is still due the pioneering

league and the hopeful athletes

who made it a reality

Soccer has obvious troubles

making a real splash in America.

Always has, and probably will for

quite a while. Whether it's just

American jingoism, or a simple

inability by sports fans to accept

anything but the norm, soccer

struggles just to make the head-

lines, even as one of the most excit-

ing World Cups was completed

last summer. That tournament fea-

tured an improbable run by the

U.S. National team, upset victories

and, most of all, excellent perform-

ances. You don't normally see

Super Itowl-type blowouts in the

WoHd Cup final.

The women's game wasn't far

behind, and thanks to the 1999

Women's World Cup. hosted and

won by the U.S. team, women's

soccer became relevant. Maybe it

had something to do with Brandi

Chastain's exuberant penalty kick

celebration, but one sports bra

does not an established sport

make.

The real reason women's soccer

became viable was because sud-

denly people realized, "Hey, these

girls can play " Of course, there

were some who already knew that,

but a little nudge from the worid

stage never hurts. The WWC,
which turns 1 2 this year, provided

enough exposure to give a

women's soccer league real

prospect, just as the 1994 U.S.-

hosted men's Cup led to the launch

of Major League Soccer, currently

in its eighth year.

Thus, the WUSA came into

existence. With teams in Atlanta,

Boston. North Carolina, New
York, Philadelphia, San Diego,

San lose and Washington, the

league's earnest beginning had all

the right moves. Members of the

1999 U.S. National team were dis-

persed among the teams, provid-

ing name recognition and valida-

tion for each team. It seemed like

the WUSA would find its niche, as

did the MLS, or on a smaller scale

Major League Lacrosse.

Still, the organization was trou-

bled from the start. National TV
coverage was limited to the now-

defunct CNNSI channel, and with-

out any serious audience or other

quality programming, both the

channel and the league suffered.

Sponsors were few and far

between. Where the MLS has reg-

ular TV coverage on uber-network

ESPN and sponsoi-ship from the

likes of Budweiser and

Mastercard, the only major WUSA
sponsors that remained this year

were Johnson & Johnson and

Hyundai — not exactly the heavy

hitters of the advertising universe.

WUSA never really found an

audience beyond the group of

young female soccer players, a

group it didn't really need to do

much to attract. The visibility was

one issue, but in fan-friendly places

like Boston University's Nickerson

Field, there's no reason a greater

following shouldn't have generat-

ed, especially with the prospect of

another exciting Women's World

Cup on the very near horizon.

There are two reasons behind

this, one unfortunate and one

that's just shameful. Reason one is

that .soccer is still on the uphill

climb in America. The MLS is still

struggling to truly gain national

exposure and doesn't really enjoy

any hardcore fan bases outside of

the few rabid outposts like New
England, where the Revolution's

fans have been recognized time

and again as .some of the league's

best. And goodness knows, if a

mens league can't prosper, a

women's league will be left in the

dust.

Which is exactly what MLS
commissioner Don Garber did

when he spoke to ESPN after the

WUSA's collapse.

Continued on page 8

Going to the dogs
UMass set to face

state rival Terriers

tRALP H LINC./CXXLEOl.AN

Jason Scudamore and the Minutemen kxjk to continue their winning ways this afternoon when

they hosf Boston University at RudJ Field.

By Bt)B Mc-G<)VERN

CxtlLKl.lAN StaKK

After a respectable perform-

ance in last weekend's University

of Massachusetts Adidas Classic,

the Massachusetts men's soccer

team is riding high going into

today's match up against Boston

University

The Minutemen put together

victories against Mercer and

Navy, but will see an entirely dif-

ferent animal in the Terriers.

BU has had its share of woes

this year, dropping the first three

games of the season. However,

the Terriers have been injury

plagued thus far and will bring a

fresh squad into Amherst tomor-

row.

"They've had a number of

injuries and their injured players

are coming back, .so they're get-

ting stronger and stronger," said

UMass coach Sam Ko«.h.

On top of a diminished ros-

ter, the Terriers started their sea-

son against three soccer power-

houses. Two of their three losses

came against a pair of ranked

teams in Connecticut and

Boston College.

Koch knows the Terriers

have potential to turn some
heads and disregards their early

season miscues. Also not lost on

the veteran coach is that BU has

been a rival of UMass in the

past, winning four of the last five

meetings.

"They're a fully funded pro-

gram, they are picked to finish

second in their conference; we're

picked to finish fourth. It's a tra-

ditional rival for us. It's a big

game," said Koch.

BU is currently on a two-

game winning streak, beating

Georgetown and coming from

behiiid to beat Fairfield. One
offensive spark for the Terriers

has been the play of freshman

Anders Ostli.

Ostili has scored two goals

this season and has provided

support for the rest of the Terrier

attack. His second goal of the

season was a game-ending blast

in double overtime against

Georgetown.

UMass will need to neutralize

the Terrier front field as a unit,

as the group has potential to

score anytime with the addition

of its previously injured talent.

"They have a number of key

players you have to watch out

for; its not just one," Koch said.

"They have about five guys we
need to be aware of. We can't let

them get into situations where

they can use their strengths."

Recently, the Maroon and

White have been looking toward

the youth on their team to raise

the bar This year's freshman

class has been getting more

touches, adding depth to an

already talented squad.

"I feel |the young players) are

contributing, and for a freshman

class ihey are doing very well."

Koch said. "It shows you that we
have good depth coming off the

bench. For the most part every-

one on this squad is helping us

win."

The Minutemen have been

having trouble scoring recently.

In last weekend's invitational,

the Maroon and White out shot

their opponents 51 to 24, but

only managed three goals.

"Sooner or later one of our

shots are going to bounce in, we
just need to keep doing what

we're doing," said Koch.

Both BU and UMass are at a

vital stage in their season. There

is a sense of urgency to win and

both lineups are fully stocked.

The Terriers are pitted to do

well this year and with a full

healthy roster; the Minutemen

will be their first test.

"1 think by the end of the sea-

son, they're going to be fighting

to be one of the top teams in

New England and one of the top

25 in the country. ... Right now.

I'm concerned about how we are

playing our game, we have to

take care of ourselves."

Hurting Minutewomen take on BU
By Matt Stewart

(i)LU-X.IAN StaH>

lust as it seemed the Massachusetts

women's soccer team's health couldn't get

any worse, another key starter fell victint to

an injury. In Sunday's 1-0 loss to Syracuse,

sophomore forward Adair BIyer went down

on an apparent knee injury.

Coming off a tough loss to Syracuse.

UMass will travel to Nickerson Field for a 7

p.m. match against intra-state rival Boston

University without the high-scoring Blyler

"They've played in some really tough

games this .season." UMass coach |ini Rudy

said about BU. "Every game that they've

played in has been tight. They are very organ-

ized with multiple systems of play."

Blyer was hurt when she got tied up with

a Syracuse player, landing awkwardly and

clutching her knee. She was unable to walk

off of the field on her own, and her status for

tonight's game has not been determined yet.

This is latest addition to the list of weapons

for UMass without 100 percent health. The

list already includes junior forward l.indsey

"Stormy" Fairweather

"We're using a lot of duct tape." said

Rudy "And just trying to get something

together on the field. It's been a very strange

attrition."

The Minutewomen (2-1-1 ) are led offen-

sively by Blyer. who has tallitxl three goals

and leads the team in points with six. Right

behind her is sophomore mid-fielder Lindsey

Bellini, who is credited with five points on

the sea.son thus far.

"They're working hard and haven't given

up." said Rudy about his team. "Any coach

would be pleased to coach this team."

Defensively, goalkeeper Kelly Nigh con-

tinues to dominate in net for the Maroon and

White. Nigh holds a 0.95 goals-against-aver-

age along with an 85.7 save peaentage.

"She's very steady," said Rudy of his sen-

ior keeper. "And really gets it down. She had

to rai.se her level in the second of the

Syracu.se game ... jOur goalie) has been a

nice reliable thing for us this .season."

The Terriers ( 1 -5- 1 ) split a pair of games

at this past weekend's George Ma.son

Tournament. BU knocked off host George

Mason 1-0. for their first win of the season.

but ended up dropping the second game 2-

1

to Delaware.

The biggest threat in the Terriers' arsenal

is sophomore forward Melissa Shulman.

Shulman leads the Terriers in scoring with

two goals, overall points with five, and also

in shots with 14. Also performing well for

BU are Ixiuren Ciccone, who netted the

team's lone game winning goal, and assist

leader Emil) Dionne.

lessica Clinton will be taking on the net-

minding responsibilities for the Terriers, and

has posted a 1 .67 Goals Against Average, a

75 peirent saving percentage, and has start-

ed every game this season. She has also

recorded one shutout.

When asktxl about the keys to tonight's

matchup Rudy replied, "We have to bring

the A-game in the first fc"w minutes."

Pedro leads Sox past Rays
By Howard Uiman

Associated Pkkss

BOSTON — Pedro Martinez pitched a six-hitter for his

100th win with Boston, and the Red Sox used a two-run

eighth inning to beat the Tampa Bay De\\\ Rays 3-2 on
Tuesday night.

(13-4) had thrown 15 consecutive shutout

innings before Tampa Bay tied it 1-1

' in the eighth when shortstop lulio

2 Lugo walked, moved to second on a

groundout and scored on Al Martin's

pinch-hit single.

The Red Sox. who won their third straight, began the

day with a I 1/2-game lead over Seattle in the wild-card

race and trailed the New York Yankees by 5 1/2 in the AL

Martinez

Red Sox

Devil Rays

East.

Martinez, in his sixth year with Boston, walked one and

struck out six in his second complete game of the season.

He allowed fewer than two earned runs for the 14th time in

his last 19 starts. The win was his third victory in the past

12 days.

The Red Sox scored the go-ahead runs in the eighth

inning as Nomar Garciaparra broke out of a 4-for-36 slump

with a leadoff double in the eighth off Rays reliever Travis

Harper (4-8). He took third on Todd Walker's groundout

before Manny Ramirez was walked intentionally.

Lefty loe Kennedy came in to face lefty David Ortiz and

threw three straight balls. He came back with two strikes

before Ortiz lined a single to right that scored Garciaparra

and sent Ramirez to third.

Adrian Brown ran for Ramirez and scored on Bill

Mueller's sacrifice fly That run became critical when Tampa

Bay scored in the ninth on a two-out single by Marlon

Anderson. Defensive indifference sent him to second, and

Pete LaForest singled. But Lugo popped to second to end

the game. >

Martinez had to be sharp because Tampa Bay's )eremi

Gonzalez pitched six solid innings, allowing just six base

runners and three hits, including Walker's RBI single in the

third.

Gabe Kapler started the rally with a one-out single. He
went to .second on a groundout and. after Garciaparra

walked, scored on Walker's single.

Gonzalez faced Toronto's ace Roy Halladay in his last

start, and the Blue lays won 3-1 as Halladay won his 20th

game.
Martinez got into a jam in the seventh when Aubrey Huff

tripled on the first pitch. But Martinez needed just six

pitches to retire the next three batters and leave Huff at

third.

Travis Lee fouled out to catcher |ason Varitek on the sec-

ond pitch, Anderson popped out to shortstop Garciaparra

on the first pilch and Damian Rolls struck out on three

pitches.

Martinez allowed just three runners through the first six

innings. Rolls was hit by a pitch in the second. Toby Hall

singled but was thrown out trying to stretch it to a double

in the third and Hall doubled in the sixth with no outs, but

was stranded at third.

Notes: Red Sox cenferfielder )ohnny Damon crashed into

the scoreboard in left-center, trying to catch Huffs triple,

and lost his hat but stayed in the game. ... In the bottom of

the seventh. Tampa Bay centerfielder Rocco Baldelli leaped

against the center-field wall to catch a drive off the bat of

Sox first baseman Andy Abad's. ... The Devil Rays have

played 84 games decided by one or two runs. ... Manny

Ramirez drew his American League-leading 26th intention-

al walk in the eighth inning.

It broke his Red Sox team record of 25 in 2001 for most

by a right-handed hitter. Lefty Ted Williams set the Sox

team record of 33 in 1957.

ASSlXIATEnniESS

Gabe Kapler's one'Out base hit began a rally

that brought him home for Boston's first run.
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ALANA meets to strategize SGA seats

Gladys Franco speaks about ALAN A's role in the SGA to a group of supporters at last night's meet-

ing in the New Africa House library.

By Courtney Charles
t X)ll>;i,IAN SlAhf

"We're not there to play

around. We're there to be your

voice," Gladys Franco, chair of

the ALANA caucus said last

night concerning ALANA's role

in the Student Government
Association.

"We don't shut the door on

anyone."

The ALANA caucus and sup-

poiters met last night in the

New Africa House Library to

discuss issues facing ALANA.
"There's a lot of stereotyping

in the SGA." Aiysha Coopei.

ALANA member said. "People

don't think racism exists."

The crisis facing the ALANA
caucus is the elimination of

their appointed seals in the

SGA. During the meeting.

Cooper, Franco, Eduardo

Bustamante and Rene Gonzalez

spoke to a group of about 75

supporters, urging th^'in to run

for the Senate and rally for the

ALANA cause.

ALANA is given 1 3 percent

of seats in the SGA Senate, set

aside for people that are

appointed and approved by

members of the ALANA com-

munity

"Elimination comes up every

two years because we have one

of the strongest voices in the

SGA." Cooper said.

She also said that having

appointed seats allows the

ALANA community to take a

look at who will be representing

their community. She said elec-

tions are usually based on popu-

larity, which is not real democ-

racy

"We need appointed seats

because theie has been a history

of racism and exclusion on cam-

pus." Franco said.

According to Coopei. incom-

ing students heai what a diverse

school UMass is, but when they

get here. the\ find it is a difler-

ent story.

"Our first concern is not

race, that's just what some peo-

ple assume," Cooper said. The

caucus is more concerned with

supfKjrting issues that matter, as

opposed to motions like the one

concerning French fries brought

up last year in the Senate, she

said.

Anyone can become part ol

ALANA.
As part of the AL.ANA con-

troversy, it was said Speaker

lared Nokes had barred the four

ALANA representatives entitled

to be on the Coordinating

Council. The Coordinating

Council acts as the greater

Senate during the summer and

has recently announced the

three referendum questions to

be on the ballot on Sept. 25.

The Cooidinating Council start-

ed with six members, plus

Nokes at the beginning of the

summer It now has four mem-
bers, including Nokes.

According to Nokes, no

ALANA members approached

him to nominate someone to the

council at the end of the last

Senate meeting. He said that if

there are vacant seats on the

council, they must remain

vacant.

"I Nokes) didn't consult any-

one — that's the definition of a

dictator." Gonzalez said. "He's

taking the law into his own
hands, since there is no one to

stop him
"

The caucus has existed for

over 30 years, according to

Gonzalez, and the SGA
Constitution approval by the

Board of Trustees for about 10.

The three referendum ques-

Continued on page 3

Professor speaks on Cuban identity

By KlKHNOV JEAN-NOEl

C"()LLE<ilAN ( A)RRHSP<)NI)ENT

There exists only 90 miles between Cuba and the

United States — a short distance that outlines the

proximity that has and will forever link the two

nations, a profes.sor of Latin American history said to

a capacity crowd yesterday evening in Memorial Hall.

Luis A. Perez, the |. Carlyle Sitterson professor al

the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, lectured

before an audience of University of Massachusetts fac-

ulty, undergraduate and graduate students.

"My comments this evening are within the reach of

the imagination. The place that Cubans and Americans

occupied in each other's imaginations." Perez said in

opening.

A guest of the Five College Graduate Program in

History, Perez is the seventh lecturer since the program

began in 1 997 to be chosen to inaugurate its series of

yearlong activities. |anc Rausch. the graduate program

director of history at UMa.ss, said that once it was

decided to invite a Latin American specialist, Perez

was the ideal choice.

"I Perez) was not inclined to study narrowly defined

topics, and his yvork on U.S.-Cuban relations has

spanned the separate fields of U.S. and Latin

American history," Rau.sch said.

In looking to bridge U.S. and Cuban history, begin-

ning in the immediate pre-Cuban Revolution eia of the

1950s to "505 through the cultural influences of each

on the other. Perez sparked dissent among the audi-

ence. Some felt there was too much attention paid to

the influence of American culture on Cuban culture.

Mariha Calas, a professor at the Isenberg School of

Management, and a Cuban emigre, said, "1 thought it

was a little bit more complicated than the story he pre-

sented."

Perez painted a picture of a Cuba where the ideal

Cuban woman had to have the face of Fva Gardner

and the sex appeal of Sophia Lorcn, a Cuba where

children grew up playing with American toys and col-

oring American cowboys-and-lndians coloring books,

while their parents smoked Camel cigarettes.

"When I was growing up in I lavana," Calas .said.

"American products were seen as second-class

European products. There | was] much more gradation

in terms of race and class,"

Gardy Guiteau. a UMass graduate student studying

social justice education, said. "There were parts of the

narrative, like some of the questions at the end point-

ed out, that were missing. Specifically the Atro-

Cubanos. and how what he was presenting reflectc-d in

that population."

Anothei student said although she enjoyed Perez's

points, she would have liked to .see a greater focus on

the issue of race, not simply class.

"It's nice, but its obvious."

Perez did say that his primary focus was the Cuban

middle class. Perez said that the black population of

Cuba was not ivprescnted in the "Miami tract" of

white Cubans that were able to fly iVom Havana to

Miami lor $26 and take in American movies. But black

Cubans nonetheless were influenced by American cul-

ture, "like the Grandes Ligas (Major League

Baseball]." Afro-Cuban baseball players aspired to one

day play in venues like Yankee Stadium and the old

Ebbets Field. The first Cuban world champion boxer

was an Afro-Cuban n.iined Kid Chocolate; he won the

title in Madison Square Garden, Perez said.

Roberto Marquez. professor of l.atin American

and Caribbean history at Mount Hoiyoke College, said

Perez's presentation was indeed com|H;lling and inter-

esting, and that "he didn't try to give a complete pic-

ture,
I
but

I
was tiying to make an argument about a

particular relationship and con.scquences."

In the end. Marquez said. Perez could only "give a

sense of the complexities of the relationship betwc^-n

Cuba and the U.S."

IM(I Nlit\ OMt ARAA Ol 1 E( HAS
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Luis A. Pere:, a professor at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, lectures to a crowd on

Wednesday evening in Memorial Hall.

Isabel closes in on North Carolina

WKM'KN OMl AKAl i>l,LW.IA\

Follow the light

Jacqui Phillips and Jenn Gassone work on a light metering project for the hands on film class,

COM 441.

By Emory P. Dalesio

ASS(II JA1KP PrKSS

NAGS HEAD. N.C. -

Hurricane Isabel closed in on

North Carolina's Outer Banks

yesterday with 105 mph winds

and the potential for up to a foot

of rain, threatening to cause

ruinous flooding across a huge

swath of the already soggy East.

Lsabel had weakened tu a

Category two hurricane from a

Category live. 160-niph monstci.

but was still expected to be dan-

gerous when it hit the barrier

islands Thursday morning with a

storm surge of up to I 1 feet.

More than 230.000 people in

North Carolina and Virginia

were urged tu iiune to higher

ground, leaving the \ulnciablc

Outer Banks mostly evacuated.

Evacuation orders were also

posted for low-lying inland areas

and islands of the Chesapeake

Ba>. which could get a seven foot

surge.

After days of warnings, anxi-

ety over the onrushing hurricane

finally appeared to take hold,

even among longtime Outer

Banks residents who pride tiicm-

selves on their ability to ride nut

big storms.

"There's probably no one in

the area within a quartet -mile.

"

said lason Ribeim.

Ribeiro had plaimcd lo plav a

gig with his Nags Head rockabil-

ly band Wednesday night. But

with most of his neighbors gone

and bars closed undei an evacua-

tion order, he packed his sport

utility vehicle with live guitars

and headed out onto a mainland

road virtually clear after days of

hurricane warnings.

"That live-day thing that they

have on the Weather Channel. 1

mean, take a look arouiui.' he

said. "There's nobody here."

At 2 p.m. FDT. Isabel yvas

about 350 miles southeast of

North Carolina's Cape Hatteras.

moving northwest al around 1

1

mph. It was expected to pick up

speed as it approached the coast.

A hurricane warning was in

effect from Cape Fear in south-

ern North Carolina to the

Viiginia-Maryland line. Tropical

storm warnings extended triun

South Carolina to New lersev

lor many in Isabel's path, an

area stretching from the

Carolinas to the fields of

IVnn-;ylvania and the holloy\> ol

Wcvt Virginia, one of the rainiest

summers in years could get con-

sideiably worse.

More than ^ inches ol lain

yyas forecast lor parts ol

Pennsylvania, and National

lluiiicane Center director Max
Maylield said heavy rain could

extend all the way [o New
l-ngland.

Governor Bob Wise declared

a stale of emeigency lor all ol

West \ irginia. anticipating heavy

Hooding in the Potomac River

basin. He also ordered highway

crews and National Guardsmen

lo areas most in danger from

Isabel. Up lo 12 inches yvas pos-

sible in Morgan County.

I")elaware Gov. Ruth Ann
Minner declared a stale of emer-

gency, saying she was particular

K concerned about a northern

part of the stiite sijlj recovering

from Hooding that washed away

roads and creek beds Monday

Pennsylvania officials said the

ground is so sodden that it would

lake as little as 2 to 4 inches of

rain to cause rivers and creeks lo

spill their banks.

lohn and Rita Razze's home in

Chadds Ford, Pa., was flocxled

with several inches of water

when rain earlier this week

caused the nearby Brandywine

Riyer to overflow. Now, with

ey cry thing pumped out and

cleaned up. he worried that the

ground would be unable lo

absorb any of Isabel's rain.

He left work Wednesday

afternoon to pull his heater out

of I ho basement and take every

-

ihing he could carry to the sec-

ond flooi. Furniture and anything

else that was too big to move was

propped up on chairs.
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you accidentally knock

your roommate's

toothbrush into the toilet
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U.S. evaluates Iraqis reconstruction

By Barry Sciiwun
,\s»lHAIH) I'mss

WASHINGTON - Led by

President Bush, senior U.S. offi-

cials yesterday set tiboul recasting a

propo.sed U.N. resolution to

accomntodute demands from allies

that want a bigger rule in Iraq's

letonst ruction.

"We'u; still talking about it."

Bush said, adding that the key to

the discussions is "to make sure the

political situation in Iraq evolves in

a way that will lead to a iree socie-

ty"

The administration already had

agreed to assign a vital role to the

United Nations in postwar Iraq.

But France, Gennany and, to an

extent. Russia were pressing tor a

quick end to the U.S. occupation.

Administration olticials said no

ground would be given on the main

elements of the U.S. position: that

the United Nations should not have

the leading role and tliat Iraqis

should control the time table foi

taking over their country.

These officials said the lesolu-

tion was being reworked to be

moix; six'cilic about a U.N. role and

to try 10 accommodate other gov-

ernments.

"We're talking amongst our-

selves," Bush told reix)rters. indi-

cating the United Stales was not

ready to present a revised resolu-

tion to other governments.

He alsi) stressed Iraq needed

time to develop a constitution and

to hold free elections. Alter that, he

said, "we can deal with the sover-

eignty issue."

At the State Department,

spokesman Richard Boucher said

"certainly we are trying to listen

carefully to what we've heard from

other countries, listen carefully to

the many helpful suggestions that

we've gotten."

Describing the U.S move as

both an act of good will and a chal-

lenge, a senior administration offi-

cial said the United Nations would

be offered a larger |X)litical and

cvonomic role as well as c».x)rdina-

tor of food and other humanitarian

prc^rams.

The administration had hoped

the Security Council would adopt

the U.S. lesoluiion before Bush's

.scheduled sptvch I'uesday to the

U.N. General Assembly. But the

likelihood now appears dim.

One reason foi the re.solution is

to attract moie peacekeeping

troops liom other countries by

having the United Nations author-

ize the mission.

The administration also hopes

to persuade other countries to

make sizable financial contribu-

tions to Iraq's reconstruction.

President Bush and senior U.S. oiticiais met to recast Iraq res*>lution in hid for supix)rt from France,

Germany and Russia on Wednesdiiv. '

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors
Beer: Liquor: Wine:

Canyon Road
Becks Margaritaville Chanl., C.ali., Mcrlm

24 KUas, $19.99'
i.--^ It. ..$27.99 1.5 It. ..$10.99

Chivas Regal Jacobs Creek Reserve

t,«.o.
-50mi,.,$24.99 7S0ml,.$9.99

30 pk cans. $18.49* _ , .„
BusnmillS Inglenook

Keystone I liter. $22.99 ' harvl.<jib.. Shiraz, VUHoi

30 pkcans...$13.49- jggenneister mi flavors
' " ^«-^

Busch&BuschUght I liter. $18.99 Nathanson Creek

24,,k h,K $10.99 Seagram s Vodka aii flavors ,5 it. ..$6.99

RedHook 1.75 it.. .$14.99
Santa Carolina

\2 rk M-. 9.99* Bacardi ah I'lavors Ml I lu.rv

750 ml. ..$10.99

Rolling Rock MarcusJames
12 pk Inl $7.99* r.har.l,. I alv. Mi rh.i. White Zin

750 ml.. .$2.99

*all h>eer prices plus deposit

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

Hi Russell St., Rte 9, lladley, MA oiojs

§84-8174 • Man.- Sat. pom- iipm

SALE 9/18 THROUGH 9/24

I.Slt..$6.99

90 Gatehouse Road, Off Rt. 9, Two miles East of Amherst Center

On the Bus Route • TEL: 256-6446

Shopping for a health club? • Do your homework first

JOIN NOW!
for our Semester Special

1 5 weeks - For Students: Only $ 1 79!

Inclusive membership / No additional fees / Includes free T-Shirt

Hampshire Fitness Club lias it all for you
•FULL SIZED INDOOR POOL
•AOUA AEROBICS
•CYBEX/NAUTILUS CIRCUIT

• BOXING STUDIO

•CYBEX FREE WEIGHTS
• FULL COURT BASKETBALL
•VOLLEYBALL
•INDOOR TENNIS

•YOGA/PILATES
•AEROBICS/STEP/BOSU
•JACUZZI/SAUNAS
•CARDIO-VASCULAR EQUIPMENT

Open: 6am to 10pm Mon-Fri

8am to 9pm Sat-Sun

Senate begins session
Senator Stanley Rosenberg will

address the Faculty Senate today at

its regular meeting.

Rosenbeig plans to discuss

recent budget decisions by the state

legislature, as well as the emerging

issues and tensions between the

current republican governor. Mitt

Romney, and the democratic legis-

lature. Hollowing his address, the

senator will answer questions and

address concerns with the Senate.

Following Sen. Rosenberg's

addivss, the Senate will hear com-

ments from Chancellor John

l>ombardi. l^jmbardi is expected

to respond to concerns about the

departure of fomier Athletic

Diiector Ian McCaw, as well as

budgetary issues for the upcoming

fiscal year.

The Senate will then hold elec-

tions lor Associate [^legate to the

Board of Trustees, Four At-Large

Members of the Rules Committee

and Chair of the Rules Committee.

lohn lenkins. Chair of the

Academic Matters Council, will

give a special report concerning the

Revision to the Requirements of

the Major in Chemistry leading to

the B.A. The Rules Committee

approved the report on May 23

that acted on behalf of the Faculty

Senate, which was not in session

for the summer.

Following lenkins' report on

the Chemistry major will be two

annual reports. Tabled from the

May 22 Faculty Senate meeting,

the University Writing

Committee's annual report will be

presented by Co-Chairs Brian

Ogilvie and l.ee Badget. Chair

Anthony Butterfield will then give

the (Graduate Council's report for

the Academic year 2002-05.

The meeting will conclude with

remarks from the CI icellor,

Interim Provost and other adminis-

trative officers and leader of cam-

pus governance units, such as the

Student Government Association.

The Faculty Senate is a legisla-

tive body, like the Student

Government Association, consist-

ing of elected faculty members and

administrators who hold faculty

rank. The Senate develops and

reviews University of

Massachusetts policy, as well as a

myriad of issues facing the campus.

According to their web site, the

opening announcement and ques-

tion sessions of the Senate meet-

ings "constitute the only public

forum where the principal admin-

istrative oflicers of the campus and

representatives of the faculty, staff

and undergraduate and graduate

student governance bodies regular-

ly meet to raise questions and dis-

cuss matters of importance to the

campus." When appivpriate the

Senate invites legislative and aca-

demic leaders, such as state Sen.

Rosenberg, to address the Senate

on current is.sues.

Faculty Senate meetings are

held every other Thursday in

Herter HalJ. room 227 at 5:50 p.m.
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Near 75 ALANA supporters meet
Continued from page 1

tions that will be on the ballot include an amend-

ment to the Constitution that the trustees must

approve that will include ALANA-appointed seals.

The second question is to eliminate Area

Government appointed seats from the bylaws. The

third question is to eliminate the ALANA caucus if

the amendment does not pass or if the Board of

Trustees refu.ses to amend it.

"The Board of Trustees will most likely not agree

because they don't, appointed seats are needed -

which is funny because they're appointed them-

.selves," Gonzalez said.

He said the whole thing is a "catch-22." If the

Board of Trustees does not approve an amendtnent,

then Nokes will get his way and blame the trustees.

Gonzalez said.

Another part of the controversy is the problem of

a lack of a judiciary branch. According to Nokes,

the appointed seats should be a judiciary issue.

Unfortunately, there are now only three members

on the judiciary. There are seven seats on the com-

mittee, and there must be live present for quorum.

or for their actions to mean anything. Nokes was not

sure who the three members actually are.

Positions on the judiciary branch are approved

by the SGA President and Senate. No one has been

nominated for it in well over two years. Nokes said.

"I'm not against their ideas," Nokes .said about

ALANA. "I disagree with them sometimes, but I

wouldn't want to prevent them from getting into the

Senate - they just need to run like everyone else."

Nokes also said that personal attacks on him are

just inappropriate."

"I worked with Gladys on the Ways and Means

Committee, and I've taken classes with her," Nokes

said. "We were never best friends, but we got along,

we worked together."

He also said that among the signatures on the Ways

and Means Committee who signed the budgetary rec-

ommendation for this year, there were only two other

white men on the committee who signed, besides him-

self. This included the then-Chair Brian Thompson.

Franco had also signed this document.

""I don't see anything changing that would alter my
decision." Nokes said. "Personal attacks are not going

to make me stop upholding my responsibilities."
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SGA still accepting

nominations
With all the talk concerning ALANA and the

Student Government Association, the fact that

noininiilions are still being accepted lor the sen-

ate race has almost slipped through the cracks.

There are a number of seats opening up this

year in the senate, and the more competition for

those seats, the better.

Let's face it - except for the small percentage

of people who are actively involved in student

government here, most of us students tend to

adopt an attitude of apathy when it comes to

the goings on of the SGA. Part of it is that we

simply are unaware of what is happening, but

the other part of it is that we just can't be both-

ered to find out.

That is. of course, until sotnething major

happens, like the latest ALANA debacle for

example. As soon as news of what happened

spread around campus, the Collegian began

receiving all kinds of input. We received letters

from students, both outraged and concerned,

wishing to express their opinions on the subject

in hopes that ii would bring about some sort of

action.

We certainly welcome this type of outreach.

In fact, there's nothing we love more than to

hear personally from members of the student

body. .And we would think that since so many of

you are sending us vour written responses,

there must be equally as many of you who
would like to take action. However, the number

of letters and columns we received hardly

seems proportional to the number of students

who are interested in actually running for sen-

ate.

It's puzzling to us here at the Collegian, and

we would like to pose one question to all of you

- what are you waiting for'.' The SGA elections

are coming up, and nominations are open until

Friday. So, get out there, get those signatures,

and run for senate! If you believe that things

need to change, you have to change them, and

there's no better way to ensure that your voice

gets heard than holding a seat in office.

If that's not enough to convince you to get

involved, how about the fact that an election

needs competition? Think about it, if all of our

current senators know that they have job secu-

rity, why would they bother trying extremely

hard to please us as students? We have to chal-

lenge our incumbents in order to demand better

performance and ensure the best senate we can

get. We deserve that much at least.

For the rest of you who don't have the time

for a commitment to the SGA. but would still

like to be heard, keep sending us your opinions.

Its the next best way to bring about change!

But if you have the time, and the conviction,

don't let laziness get in your way. It's a simple

process, and there's plenty of motivation to get

those measly twenty-live .signatures that it takes

to be nominated for the senate race. So don't

wait; you only have one day left. Good luck!

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

International super highway robbery

Both sides now

Brian Iliompsoi)

I have read many articles on

the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian's Web site claiming that

Student Government Association

Speaker lared Nokes

"has done this " or "has

done that. " Tliese claims

have primarily come
^"^""'

from ALANA caucus members

who feel personally slighted, or

Collegian editorial writers who
have not been involved with the

SGA before the issue of appointed

seals came tu forefront.

I would like to set the record

straight: The reason why Nokes

did not include appointed seats in

the Senate apportionment this

year - and the only reason -^ is

because the Senate and coordinat-

ing council told him to. That is the

Speaker's job.

Every year, the Senate sets the

apportionment for the following

fall's election. The apportionment

was passed without appointed

seats. When the caucus realized

this, they tried to push through a

motion during the last meeting of

the \ear - weeks after the appor-

lionnieni was pa.s.sed - to include

app<.)inied seats.

The Senate, after two lengthy

elections in which Nokes and

Associate Speaker Chris Eckel

were elected, voted to adjourn the

meeting by an overwhelming

majority After the last meeting of

the year, the Coordinating Council

became the acting legislative body.

The coordinating council was

comprised of the chairs of the

standing committees. All were

elected as senators and elected

again as chairs. A motion was

passed which, again, clearly stated

that appointed seats should not be

included.

It is also important to note that

the coordinating council has spots

reserved for ALANA senators as

voting members. This is not a new

policy and is clearly stated in the

bylaws. The caucus chose to not

take advantage of this

opportunity. So the

claims that the caucus
~~^~ was not represented at

the meetings do not hold water.

They had a chance, and it was

their responsibility Responsibility

is really what this issue comes

down to.

You see. I am interning this

semester in Washington. D.C. at

the real Senate. There are no

appointed seats here. The Senator

I work for - like all the other 99

Senators - chose to sersc in the

Responsibility is

really what this

issue comes

down to.

Senate and took the responsibility

to run for office. Elections are the

only way to ensure a fair process

where the people can decide who
they want to represent them. This

is not to say that I am not for

diversity Making sure the needs of

minority students are being met

should be the top priority of stu-

dent government.

However, if appointed seats, as

the caucus claims, are necessary to

ensure the needs of minority stu-

dents are being met. why should

the ALANA community be the

only ones with a caucus of

appointed seats? What about

lewish and Muslim appointed

seats? Gay/Lesbian/Transgender

students appointed seats? Left-

handed appointed seats? Where

does it end? If the ALANA com-

munity should get appointed

seats, so should every other

minority.

In closing, it seems that the

majority of coverage in The

Collegian has attacked the deci-

sion to eliminate appointed seats. 1

believe that is crucial to journalis-

tic integrity that both sides of the

story are told. I stand by my deci-

sion as a voting member of the

coordinating council to not

include appointed seats in this

year's Senate, and I hope that

Speaker Nokes stands by his deci-

sion no matter how many

demands are made and no matter

how many times his office is

stormed. We cannot expect our

leaders to pick and choose when

to follow the rules, no matter how

we may feel about tho.se rules.

So let me repeat this one more

time so there is no confusion: no

matter how you may feel about

Speaker Nokes - I. myself, have

had many disagreements with him
- he did not make any decisions

regarding appointed seats because

of his "arrogance" or because he is

a "dictator." as Rene Gonzalez

gracefully described him. We told

him to. Personally I think it's a

good thing when the speaker does

his job. follows the Constitution

and listens to the legislative body

The caucus should be storming

the offices of the elected chairs

that made this decision. If you

want to hop on 1-95 South. I am in

the Russell Senate Office Building

and would be happy to meet with

you if I can find the time. If not,

stop complaining that the rules are

being followed. Run for a Senate

seat and change the rules.

Brian Thompson is a UMass

student who chaired the Ways and

Means Committee in 200203.

Letter to the Editor
Ever since news about the sad demise of the

ALANA seats on the Student Government Association

broke, this editorial section has been littered with

articles of anger and bitterness, mostly aimed at the

"evil anti-democratic Jared Nokes" who was clearly

bent on getting ALANA out of the SGA almost as bad

as Mitt Romney was ... well, lets not get into that

one. The truth Is, when I heard about ALANA losing

its allotted seats in the SGA, I was outraged as well,

but I think in a different way than most. I was out-

raged to learn that ALANA was even given seats

without election on the SGA in the first place.

You see, unfortunately the daily issues and con-

cerns of the SGA seems very far from my life that Is

cluttered enough with OWLs, Tuesday/Thursday lec-

tures, Friday morning discussions, etc. While I'm cer-

tainly interested in how the SGA affects my existence

here as a student, I was definitely not aware that

seats on this SGA were handed out to some organi-

zations without so much as a student signature.

I mean here I am, thinking that I'm enrolled at an

overwhelmingly liberal campus and suddenly, walk-

ing past the Student Union, me and my big brown

conservative Republican eyes see an ALANA rally in

support of what appears to me to be the presence of

racial quotas in our student government. I mean,

what else do you call student government seats

being handed out to a minority organization, allow-

ing them to circumvent any sort of election, just

based on the fact that they are from such an organ-

ization? Is that not the definition of a racial quota?

To extend the ridiculousness even further, it's

incredibly easy to get into the SGA! There's never a

year in which there are too many people who even

want the job. From what I've read, the motion to

eliminate the ALANA caucus was made, voted on,

and passed in front of the ALANA representatives

whom didn't even make an effort to protest. What is

that about?

So ALANA, if you're going to block the entrance to

the Student Union, rally about tuition increases, the

elimination of the physical education department,

the rising cost of parking lot stickers or the quality

of DC food. But please, don't get in my way and

shout in my ear about SGA seats that you didn't

earn, didn't use, and could obtain the democratic

way by getting 25 measly signatures and three stu-

dent votes. Racial quotas should have no presence

in student government. Period. Go Bush '04.

Michael Reardon

UMass student

Slightly more

than a week

ago, the

heinous, crime-

ridden days of

evil Brianna

LaHara were

finally put to an

end. No longer

could she steal

what was not^"""
hers, and no

could she break the law.

Recording Industry

longer

The
Association of America decided it

was time to sue 12-year-old

Brianna for stealing music, and

not just a few songs, but hundreds

upon hundreds of songs.

Among other criminals that

were finally caught was 71 -year-

old Durwood Pickle. His cruel

grandchildren went onto his com-

puter while he wasn't home and

downloaded about a thousand

songs, but justice had still not

been done. The RIAA went on to

sue over 260 more people, forcing

them to pay thousands of dollars

for the songs that they stole. And
they've almost put an end to the

theft of music off of the Internet,

as they only have about 60 million

more people left to sue.

Surveys estimate that about 60

million people in the United States

alone steal music from the

Internet. The thought that so

many people in our country are

breaking the Eighth

Commandment is sickening,

almost as sickening as a record

industry that chases after middle

school girls and grandfathers and

sues them out of everything

they've got.

Is this really stealing? Are you a

thief because you download music

from Kazaa? Is the man who takes

a few napkins from a McDonald's

without ordering food a thief? Is

recording your favorite TV show

on your VCR stealing? What if

you record a music video with

your VCR, and then give that tape

to your friend who makes a copy

of it? Or how about recording

music off the radio?

There's a lot of gray area, and

there's a difference between walk-

ing out of a music store with a few

Beatles CDs that you haven't paid

for and downloading them off of

the Internet. The recoixl compa-

nies need to realize this.

lars collecting dust in their bank

accounts. Except in the meantime,

millions upon millions of

Americans are struggling below

the poverty line without any health

or dental insurance while simple

things such as owning a car or

going to college are but a distant

dream.

But even if you do feel bad,

don't. A recent New York Times

article stated that artists make

most of their money from their

There's a difference between walking out

of a music store with a few Beatles CDs

that you haven't paid for and download-

ing them off the Internet

I find it odd that the record

industry has decided to suddenly

enforce the law and crack down

on people who steal, after stealing

from consumers for years.

Currently the RIAA is being sued

for a price fixing scandal in which

all of the record companies decid-

ed to fix the price of new CDs at

about $20 to $25. They complain

that CD sales have dropped by

more than 50 percent in the last

few years, but frankly they got

what they deserved.

So far, the RIAA has used a

combination of scare and guilt tac-

tics in a desperate attempt to get

your hard earned money Aside

from randomly suing people, they

rant and rave that you are hurting

musicians' incomes when you

download music for free off the

Internet. Do poor artists such as

Eminem really need you to buy

their CDs so that they can afford

to make ends meet?

I would actually feel bad for

stealing from the music artists

who have mansions in every state,

personal jets and millions of dol-

concerts and expensive merchan-

dise. From calendars and posters

of themselves to advertisements

and $100 concerts, they're pretty

well off.

The fact is that when you

download music from Kazaa, you

are just keeping the filthy rich

record companies that are owned

by one of the five media conglom-

erates from becoming a bit richer.

You are stealing from the pirates

themselves. Downloading music

from the Internet will not stop

artists from producing more

music; they make more than

enough from concerts.

lust as people can see movies,

read books and listen to music

from public libraries without pay-

ing a dime, they should be able to

borrow music from their Kazaa-

using online friends. In first grade,

I remember learning of the impor-

tance of sharing what you have. So

go on and liberate that music from

the Internet; give yourself a pat on

the back and keep on giving.

Gilad Skolnik is a Collegian

columnist.

It's alright, 'cause Tm
saved by the Sox

way into winning a trip to Hawaii if he wasn't such

an idiot (it's Bonsai, not Bolshoi you ass). He's the

one who gets a kiss from Stevie, and the one with

the wicked cool cell phone. He's the one who can

freeze time by saying, "time out," yet never uses it

to get into the girls' locker room. And he's

fact that these words remain at the core „ „ n l the one who gets a 1600 on his SATs.
Mdll DIUlllU But when do we actually root for Zack?

Never. Who's the brains behind the oper-

"When the'teacher pops a test, I know I'm in

a mess, and my dog ate all my homework last

night."

If this doesn't sound even remotely familiar to

you, then stop reading. No really I don't want you

as my reader. And that's due to the simple

of the most timeless and important

debate of our generation. Bush's med
dling in Iraq? No. Romney's budget cuts? Not

even close. What was the best TV show when we

were kids? Absolutely

Even if you grew up without cable TV, we've all

at some point or another gotten heated with our

friends at two in the morning over whether the

Gummi Bears could kick the Care Bears' pastel

asses. Or sometimes it was a battle over who
would win in an eating contest: Donkey Lips from

"Salute Your Shorts" or the entire cast of "The

Mickey Mouse Club." My personal favorite was

the "who's hotter" argument: Vinnie from "Doogie

Houser. M.D.," or Boner from "Growing Pains."

Speaking of which, I wonder what Boner is doing

nowadays. I mean, I liked Boner. Boner was great.

How could anyone not like Boner?

In 'Saved by the Beir terms,

the Red Sox are the Samuel

'Screech' Powers of ttie

baseball world, and the

Yanlcees, collectiveiy, are

lack Morris.

Anyway to defend this argument, you've got to

look at shows as a whole, which means the follow-

ing are vital; great characters (some of which must

fall off the face of the earth shortly after the show

peaces out), predictable storylines, potential drug

problems, at least one hot chick who's out of

everyone's league, and an early '90's studio audi-

ence that yells "Wooooooooo!" every time two

people make out with no tongue. So if you haven't

figured it out by now, that show is and will always

be "Saved by the Bell." 1 also love the Red Sox so

I threw them in too. Enjoy

In "Saved by the Bell" terms, the Red Sox are

the Samuel "Screech" Powers of the baseball

world, and the Yankees, collectively are Zack

Morris, just think about it for a second. Like the

Yankees, Zack is always top dog. He's the one who

goes steady with the hottest giH in school, Kelly

Kapowski. He's the one who could've cheated his

ation? Who rigged the tape recorder in Kelly's

bedroom to help Zack bag that hunny? Who sat in

the Max, under a table, in a hardhat, to patch

Zack through to Ken Kelly for the opportunity to

win that Hawaii trip? Who gets taken advantage

of time and time again by the big, bad preppy for

moneymaking schemes (Screech's Secret Sauce

and Screech's Lucky Beret, just to name a few)?

Who not only gets suckered into singing the lead

for the dorky glee club concert, but also gets stuck

hooking up with pre-boob job Tori Spelling in the

same episode? You guessed it. Screech Powers.

Like the Sox, no matter what Screech does, he

just can't win... or land Lisa Turtle. Let's be hon-

est. I could bag Lisa Turtle The last time she had

an acting job was in Dru Hill's "Remember the

Times" video, before they broke up, got back

together, and sold seven more records. So why not

Screech? Well, he's likeable, but he's got three

major things going against him from the start

besides his hair - 1 ) He's unlucky 2) He's an idiot,

and 3) By the time he's got his books, and gives

himself a look, he's at the comer just in time to see

the bus fly by
It's not like nothing good ever happens to him,

but being the class valedictorian, beating Peter

Breznep in the chess final, or winning the Ms.

Bayside pageant just doesn't compare to one day

getting a booty call from Lark Voorhies.

Meanwhile, Zack combs his hair differently one

episode and falls backwards into a random make

out session with her. And that's why we, as

Screech fans, hate Zack (Yankees Suck!) and root

for Sami4el Powers (Nomah's Bettah). It's a little

thing called loyalty; it's a little thing called hope, a

hope that some special day in our lifetimes, Dustin

Diamond will come out of rehab for a SBTB
reunion special and finally nail that fine piece we
call Lark (World Series 2003). I wouldn't give up

that hope for anything in the world.

And you know what? Maybe that day will

come, and maybe it won't, but that's not even the

point. Because even if it doesn't, we know that we
can take solace in the fact that every once in a

while. Zack will end up with an ugly chick on a

motorcycle named Tori, at which point we will

laugh, and then we will riot.

Matt Brochu is a Collegian columnist.
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You only live twice

Sanam

Hakim

Throughout time, humans have

been disagreeing about every-

thing, all with valid reasoning.

For example, half of the popula-

tion argues that abortion is

morally incorrect, while the

other half argues that it is moral-

ly acceptable. Both groups can

give some pretty good argu-

ments, and technically, both

groups can be correct.^^^"~^^~ On the other hand, there are

topics with completely unprecedented arguments

that c|squalify the topic from being an argument to

begin with. Cloning is one such topic.

1 think cloning, as a debate topic, is just a

majoi misunderstanding. People that think

cloning is bad are merely looking at it the wrong

way. or, more specifically, blind to how cool it

woula be to have little clones running around

everyyhere.

Phjsiologically speaking, these clones should

probably all be really short and wear special clone

hats, just so when they're walking down the street,

there vill be no doubt that they are the clone. It

wouldjcause a lot of problems if the clones were

our h^ght and didn't wear the hats because then

someojie would constantly be mistaking them for

us.
I

Retjistically speaking, these clones should not

be educated to a full degree - no one wants a smart

clone. Let's say for example, that you are meeting

one oi your friends for dinner, and your clone

found Itself very attracted to your friend. Your

clone tould knock you out, hide you in a closet,

take of it's hat, and go out with your friend in your

place, jmaking moves on him or her the entire

night.
I

Thd next day when you try to explain to your

friend that it was all a misunderstanding because

your done beat you up and hid you in a closet,

your srart clone might just think to disappear for

the niiht. Try getting THAT friend to talk to you

again,psychopath!

Otlerwise, having a clone would be a complete

convenience. If you're trying to make a box of

Pasta loni, and you realize you don't have the two-

thirds ;up of milk to make the cheese sauce, you

could jst send your clone out to run some errands.

For this reason, it should probably be federal law

for all clones to have driver's licenses. Actually it

might even be better if they had their own little

underground clone transportation system. As I said

eariier. if the clone forgot or lost its hat, it could be

mistaken for us, and. thus, cause serious problems

with our social lives. The underground clone trans-

portation system would just keep them on a low

profile.

Clones would be college-friendly and great for

students with any major. Vocal majors would

always have someone to harmonize with. Culinary

students would always have a helping hand to

baste turkeys or frost cakes. Athletes will always

have someone to toss a ball around with. As far as

the budget goes, having clones live on campus

Having a done would also give

you the opportunity to malte

one huge mistalce in your life.

would not put a big dent in the budget. Clones

wouldn't need a meal plan because most of us have

a hundred or more swipes left at the end of each

semester, anyway The only change would be to

have each meal plan be a joint account between the

student and the clone. Housing presents a slight

problem that could easily be solved with my propo-

sition to order mass quantities of lofting kits. The

clones could probably fit in the giant under-the-bed

storage containers, but it would be blatant cruelty

to make them sleep underneath an un-lofted bed.

Having a clone would also give you the oppor-

tunity to make one huge mistake in your life, which

is something we all try to avoid. Let's say you get

arrested for something. All you'd have to do is call

your clone and tell it you miss it. Then, when it

comes to visit you, you can just switch places and

go on living your life ... no harm done.

In conclusion, I think cloning is a great idea that

should be implemented in our society It would not

only help boost individualism and self-improve-

ment, but it would completely turn around the

mentality based on the quote, "you only live once."

Let's face it. if we had clones, we'd all be able to

live TWICE.
Sanam Hakim is a Collegian columnist.

The logical question: Why?
I had originally planned on

writing my column on another

topic, but a couple of recent

columns here in the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian,

devoted to "terror in Israel,"

should be put into

context, a context that

is absent from those

columns. Those pieces

[i_E_S-P-E-C-T
Colege town living means round and another buys the yet, 1 am a bartender. That is at
Colege town living means

colle^ town drinking. Of
coursj. the parents can't expect

every 'Student to devote their

entirdfour-plus years to study-

ing. Mhat do they think this is,

a full-jime job? Social skills are

equali as important

as retding and dis-
j\affl(l fl.J. LOienZ

cussing Howard __^^_^^.^
Zinn'P People's

HistoK of the United States.

You cin't cite substance in that

intervjew with Morgan Stanley;

you i|e form. If this is confus-

ing, ijiaybe it will all be a bit

clear* after I tell you a story

Soite of my friends and I

decidtd to venture out of our

over-lriced apartment and

drowj the sorrows of being 21

in thfllocal taverns. There were

five o| us, and we were ready to

relea* the tension that builds

after Sitting through an entire

50-miiute lecture on a Friday I

mean, why is it relevant to dis-

cuss revolution and what that

entails anyway? I certainly

can't Use that in my future.

Bifk to drinking. So we
walkd into this bar and stood

at thejhost/hostess stand. While

1 sawthe sign that read, "Please

wait t) be seated," I assumed it

was meant for someone else. I

gallivanted up to the bar and

pondered what it was I would

drink. The bartender had a busy

bar. but my friends and I were

thinty My friends seemed dis-

couBged that the bar was so

full because this would hamper

our need to drink fast and

often. I calmed them down
quickly because I know the uni-

versil sign to get a bartender's

attertion: I waved my crisp,

clear twenty-dollar bill.

I know the bartender saw

me because he looked at me,

and my money, but helped

othei customers before he got

to me. He must have been in a

bad nood. When he finally got

to me, I ordered my beer. I did-

n't wjnt the fifty cents change

so I lefi it for the help. Then

the btrtender seemed upset as

my friinds individually ordered

beers for themselves and paid

separa ely What did he expect

us to do, develop a system

round and another buys the

second?

We walked around the bar

and made our presence known.

I finished my beer and set it

down for some waiter or wait-

ress to pick up later because I

wanted another drink in

a fresh glass. The bar

^^^ had become busier in

the meantime, so I had

to wait again. Instead of wav-

ing my money this time, I

decided to try and get his atten-

tion a different way. I waited

for the bartender to notice me
standing there but after about

50 seconds. 1 figured he didn't

see me. So. I walked to the

other side of the bar. I waited

there for a minute, but the bar-

tender seemed to be helping

everyone else but me. He really

needed to establish some kind

of system so that people like

me didn't have to wait two min-

utes for a drink.

For my third drink. I

thought the best way to get the

bartender's attention was to use

common sense, so I shouted,

"Hey!" He walked right by me
but glared at me as he passed. I

know he had a full bar but 1 am
as important as everyone else

sitting there, right? This time, I

told him I wanted to run a tab

and gave him my credit card. I

think that was a good move.

My friends and I stayed at

the bar until it closed. Right

before last call. I waved the

bartender over with my hand,

just to get his attention. He was

glaring at me again. It was like

I couldn't do anything right. I

told him 1 would take my cred-

it card back and pay cash. He
gave me my check but my
friends and I were drinking and

talking. Finally they turned off

the music, turned up the lights,

and started cleaning the bar.

All the while the bartender

kept asking me if I needed any-

thing else. What else would I

need? Last call was already

done; 1 was just relaxing with

my friends. I figured I could

pay my tab whenever since he

had to clean up and everything.

I mean, that is what they are

there for right - servants?

yet, 1 am a bartender. That is an

amalgamation of various sto-

ries that unfortunately occur on

a regular basis here in Amherst.

Since there is no course on

proper bar etiquette, let me
give those of you who are 21

some pointers and those near-

ing the drinking age some guid-

ance when you enter the great

beyond.

First, do not wave me over

with any appendage or mone-

tary amount. I am not a ser-

vant. I am serving you on your

night of relaxation. If you sit

patiently, any good bartender

will notice you within 30 sec-

onds.

Next, tipping is designed to

thank the bartender for serving

you because you did not want

to serve yourself or lack the

ability to do so. I perform a

task that you cannot perform,

but I am not paid like a

mechanic or an attorney.

Therefore, the tip is because I

make $2.63 per hour in

Massachusetts.

Also, remember, this is our

job. We are skilled in this area.

We have an idea of what we are

doing and will get to you as

soon as possible. Believe me,

we want a drink in your hand

as much as you do.

When you come up to the

bar, have the entire order ready

It saves everyone time. Paying

for five drinks with five twenty

dollar bills goes against all

forms of logic.

And most importantly be

sure to respect your server.

Bartending is not a glamorous

position; life is not like

"Cocktail" and we are not all

Tom Cruise. Afier you go home
with a good buzz, we mop the

fioor and scrub the dishes. If

you approach your bartender

with respect, it will be

returned. If your bartender is

rude to you, it is almost cer-

tainly because you did some-

thing asinine. Be introspective.

Feel free to ask any bat-

tender to clarify these points.

We are more than happy to

make your drinking experience

one that we will all enjoy

Aaron R.S. Lorenz is a

UMass Student.

were conspicuously absent of

any reference to the cause of

the terror, something obvious

to anyone with any familiarity

with the region. In these pieces,

the most important question

has not been asked: Why is

Israel's safety in peril? The rea-

son, of course, is the 36-year

occupation of the lands of the

Palestinians.

Thirty-six years - can U.S.

citizens even comprehend what

having their country occupied

by a hostile, foreign military

entails? Can you imagine the

disposition of fellow citizens if

Mexico invaded and occupied

78 percent of the United States

for 36 years, however laugh-

able that might be? Would peo-

ple of the United States be jus-

tified in anger against a foreign

occupier? Do you think a por-

tion of our population would

resort to violence against a for-

eign invader?

There is an often-invoked

argument concerning the war

of 1967, in which Israel was at

war with surrounding Arab

countries. During the war,

Palestinians fied or were driven

from their homes, and Israel

still refuses to allow them to

return. The argument is along

the lines of, "Israel won the

Palestinian territory in a war.

fair and square. Why should

they give back territory they

won?" If we applied the same

standard to America after

World War II. then Germany
Italy and |apan would all be

U.S. colonies. Do you think

many Europeans would be

happy with America occupying

and continually giving new
parcels of German, lapanese,

or Italian land to U.S. citizens?

In another part of the world,

our country has now occupied

Iraq for four months, and most

of us can sympathize with the

Iraqi people wanting to have

their country back within their

control. Israel has held on to

Palestinian land for not four

months, but 36 years, so our

sympathy for the victims of

that occupation should be just

as strong.

References to "Israel's suf-

fering" and "Israel's hope for

peace" fiy utterly in the face of

the behavior of the government

of that country While the atti-

tude of the people of

I ii ii-.»i;.„-» Israel mav be separate
Jettfey MapOlllanO f^om the' government,"^^"^^^

Israel is a democratic

country, and ultimately the

actions of the people are

reflected in the government.

Israel is a country that per-

formed torture as an interroga-

tion method until it was out-

lawed by its high court in 1999.

Israel is a country which has

violated human rights over and

over again, including, but not

limited to, collective punish-

ment, demolition of civilian

buildings and homes and con-

fiscation of land. Israel is a

country that has violated far

more U.N. Resolutions than

Iraq, including U.N. condemna-

tions for not observing the

Geneva Conventions, commit-

ting international aggression,

and deporting Palestinians from

their own country Most strik-

ing of all, Israel has committed

war crimes, crimes against

peace and crimes against

humanity - ironically the very

kind of crimes Nazi leaders

were convicted of after WWII.
Israel's "safety" is in jeop-

ardy because it refuses to

adhere to international law, it

refuses to allow a deported

people to return to their land

and because it refuses to

adhere to standards of human
decency Its safety is in jeop-

ardy because it has carried out

an illegal occupation and acts

of terrorism against the people

it occupies. That answers the

question of why.

The other point, pleadingly

made in both "A Virtual

Insanity" and "Bus Bombing
Hits Clo.se to Home." is the

United States' support of

Israel. The author insists that

we "urge our government lead-

ers" and "must support Israel's

defensive military action."

There are two responses to

such requests; we already do.

and secondly, should we con-

tinue to?

The United States is the

strongest, and sometimes only,

ally of Israel. Since its creation,

the United States has given

Israel its unwavering support,

for the obvious reason that its

position gives the United States

a pivotal client state in the oil-

rich region of the Middle East.

Israel's overwhelming military

power, derived from the United

States and greater than any

Western European country,

includes illegal possession of

nuclear arms. When one

decries the proliferation of

weapons of mass destruction in

Iraq and the Middle East, it is

hypocritical to ignore the bla-

tant threat of nuclear weapons

by Israel. And the hypocrisy is

intensified when we consider

which country gave those

weapons to them.

How much support has the

United States given to its

favorite client, its number one

recipient of foreign aid? Since

1948, roughly 89 billion dol-

lars. That seems like a lot of

"support" to me.

But U.S. support doesn't end

there. U.S. aid often comes in

the form of Boeing attack heli-

copters and F-22 jets. These are

not "defensive" weapons, and

have been used only for either

assassinations or indiscriminate

killing in Palestinian territory.

Furthermore, the most

grievous abuse of power by the

United States on behalf of

Israel is the myriad of U.N.

vetoes it has cast. In fact, just

this Tuesday the United States

vetoed a U.N. resolution calling

on Israel to refrain from

abducting or assassinating

Yasser Arafat, the leader of the

Palestinian government.

The United States has dis-

missed, almost always by itself,

resolutions dealing with human
rights abuses, incidents of

Israeli violence in Lebanon and

much more, preventing Israel

from being held accountable

for its crimes.

If Israel wishes to end vio-

lence in its land, the most sensi-

ble action it could take is simply

to stop committing violence and

to begin to obey the most uncon-

troversial of international laws.

If we, as members of the

greatest supporter and benefac-

tor of Israel, are to urge our

government to do anything, it

should be to begin to hold

Israel accountable for its

behavior and to, in turn, urge it

to end its illegal occupation.

When that happens, then will

come the day we won't have to

worry anymore about buses

being blown up.

Jeffrey Napolitano is a

Collegian columnist.
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^WELCOME BACK
WORLD CLASS MARKET"

WeVc Get It All!

175 University Drive

Amherst • 413-253-0416

mionday-Saturday

7am-11pm
Sunday 7am-10pm

WE ACCEPT OCMPI

STUDENTS!
Prices Effective September 18tli to 24th

in Our Amherst Store Only.

Slice of Cheese

Sandwich Shop Hours:

7am to 9pm Every Day

Pizza Shop Hours:

Sam to 9pm Every Day

% Pizza and Regular

E Fountain Soda

SaMOnUpToS

13 Inch,

Take & Bake

Pepperoni Pizza

2$R
FOR W

Honey Stung |p
Drummies%
BUYIb-GETir

hFREE
^Package of equal or lesser value

To Place A Grinder Order

Call: 253-8098

Your Choice of

Large Grinder

f?^

i.i:t' ...'.tiK.

SneOnOplblO Save On op Ito 5

Come In and Sign Up

For Your
'.xful-tTlCS

Xm JAWN^«

Big Y® Express Savings Club " Card

To Save On Items Throughout The

Store Week After Week... After Weekl

ee Store Foi

Details On More
Ways To Savel

^be iWasisiacIjufietW Bailp Collegian

Arts&Uving
Thursday, September 18, 2003
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By Glen Straub
Collegian Staff

•4"

It's not quite Bonaroo or Berkfest,

but if you are sucker for "jam band" fes-

tivals, you can get your kick close to

home this weekend.

Friday, Sept. 19 marks the start of the

fifth Annual Wormtown Music Fest — a

three-day musical and camping extrava-

ganza jam-packed with some of the best

"jam bands" from around the nation.

Held on the campus of Camp Kee-

Wanee. located of Rt. 91 in Greenfield,

the festival kicks off at 1 p.m. on Friday

with the band Attention Shift on Stage

1 . The fest concludes on Sunday at 8:45

p.m. with a set from Percy Hill.

Planned to perform during the three

days and two nights are such acts as

bluegrass banjoist Gordon Stone, for-

mer Strangefolk front man Reid

Grenauer and a past winner in the

University of Massachusetts Battle of the

Bands contest. Psychedelic Breakfast.

Event organizers have called this

year's concert, "the biggest and best of

all the Wonntown Music Festivals." All

together there will be 39 bands playing

on three stages over roughly 72 hours.

And unlike most other music festi-

vals, organizers have allowed the audi-

ence to stay and camp overnight on

Sunday to refrain from any drunk or

sleep-deprived driving.

On Saturday and Sunday the fHhsk:

begins bright an early at 9:50 a.m.

Al.so. during the two nights, there will

be late night jam sessions with such

bands as Brothers Past and Holywater

Undertoe to keep those who are having

trouble getting to bed - for some rea-

son - entertained.

Tickets to get into the festival cost

$48 in advance and $60 at the gates.

They are available at www.jambaset-

ickets.com or by calling 508-753-8882.

A portion of the proceeds will

donated to Camp Kee-Wance. which

specializes in programs in visual and

performing arts for campers with dis-

abilities.

For a complete artist line-up and

schedule see page 9.

This weekend swords will clash,

castles will fly and children will see

their parents turned into giant pigs.

No. it is not a crazy dream. It is Anime

2, the second annual fair of its kind

put on by the Academy of Music and

the Northampton Arts Council. The

fair will run Saturday and Sunday at

the Academy of Music Theater in

Northampton.
This festival celebrates the art form

that is Anime, a genre of lapanese car-

toon that is gaining a cult following

here in the United States. Most of the

films that will be shown at the festival

will over a decade old, but others such

as "Perfect Blue" are created through

using the latest computer aniination.

"The whole thing is pretty geeky.

but it is a great time," said Ian Adams,

an Amherst Regional High School

senior. Adams was brought on board

for the initial Anime festival, "1 heard

that they were trying to put together

an Anime fest and then Spokesman

for the Academy of Music] Bob

Cilman came to talk to me about help-

ing hint put together the lineup of

films tor the event."

Adams ended up working at the

festival announcing the movies to the

2,000plus member crowd.

"It was huge, and the great thing

was. none of use expected it to be that

big," Adams said.

All proceeds from the festival are

donated to the Academy of Music

Theater. Last year's show, which was

only ii one-day event, raked in about

$10,000. Tickets are sold h\ the series

lor ft20. day tickets for S 1 2 or individ-

ual shows tickets are $b apiece. Series

tickets can be bought in advance at

.Modern Myths Comics and Cards,

located at 34 Bridge Street

Northampton.

.Anitiie 2 will be more than just an

all-day cartoon binger There will also

be a C«.)splay. or costume contest held

each da\ at 1 p.m. in front ol the the-

ater. Enthusiasts arc encouraged to

come dressed a^ their faviMite anime

character in order to hu\e a chance at

winning DVDs and other prizes.

This vear's anime .-elections include

Continued on page 9
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Entertainment for everyone at the Big

Entertainment at the Big E

varies from Equestrian to

loumey. from stomach-dropping

rides to ABBA cover bands.

There is no shortage of activities

to partake in or performers to

watch, and this year is no excep-

tion.

The Comcast Stage, which is

the main performing stage at the

fair, is no stranger to huge musi-

cal acts. Groups such as 0-Town

and Def Leppard have graced the

grounds of the fair in its extensive

history. This year is no exception.

Bjom Again, an ABBA cover

band, was the first major act of

the 2003 sea.son to light up the

stage. Also making appearances

at this year's fair are counti-y

superstars Darrcl Worley and

Martina McBride, R&B princess

Ashanti, as well as a one-night

performance of the Irish interna-

tional dance troupe "Spirit of the

Dance."

The Comcast Stage is a

refreshingly intimate setting to

see performing superstars of

today and yesterday. It's posi-

Continued on page 9
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Timeless classics headline exhibits

Big E food facts to satisfy your appetite

As the summer begins its

steady march into the past, a sin-

gle event sparks the interest of

New Englanders everywhere. It's

true, folks, the Big E has returned

to the Springfield area and will

remain there until the end of the

month. So if you haven't made

the trip to the fairgrounds yet,

there's still ample opportunity

before the gales close and

autumn officially returns to west-

em Massachusetts.

Any reason for attending the

Big E is a good one. Thrill-seekers

might want to wait in line for the

chance to be dropfX'd, flung,

spun or bounced on one of the

Midway rides. Animal lovers can

mingle with furry friends at the

horse shows in the Coliseum

arena, the petting zoos inter-

spersed throughout the grounds

or one of the many livestock

buildings. The musically inclintxl

fans should grab early seats for

whatever performance the

evening holds.

One popular pastime for any

ticket holder includes sampling

all the food items the fair has to

offer, before grabbing a seal on

any available plot of grass anil

[xxiplc watching for a few houi

>

When it comes to a rural

country fair, one thing is lor

sure. It's all about the exhibits.

And one exhibit this year at tlic

Big E stands out in particular

from the rest ... and with guoti

reason. This one's all about the

main news stories of years past -

the blockbusters, surprises and

even disasters thai iia\e sliaped

the United Slates into what ii

has become today.

Introducing "20ih Century

Headlines," as its titled an

exhibit that takes up i.600

square feet of the 48,000 square

luol ^oung building. lii>ioi\

huffs, newspaper junkies and

ineic culture enthusiasts will

delight in walking around ihis

annually dedicated space,

liiuwse 115 framed original

newspapers covers, from vari-

ous papers throughout 2t^

stales.

Each sports a front-page arti-

cle from the world's most

impacting stories, up to present

day. Find the headlines on the

infamous stories of the limes:

Continued on page 9

Continued on page 9
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Thursday thirsty for more
. ^ .. r.ii .1 .1... l.:„.l ..1 .,1.1.

'Screamo' band infiltrates

mainstream music world
By Johnny lX)NAU)st)N

Cx>LLbl.lAN SlAFf

This past suninter. The New York

Times ran a piece on the "summer ol the

screamo." Once again an underground

style ol music has been dragged

into the mainstream, where it

will processed, polished and

manufactured until the sound

with the hip new moniker grows

weary and decidedly not hip. It's

grunge all over again, as an

indie subgenre is given a chance

to shine, only to grow safe and

loothless thanks to corporate confomii-

Fatalistic doomsaying notwithstand-

ing, screamo - like grunge in the early

•i^Os has already found its leading

voice, and that leading voice has given

the genre its first true masterpiece: the

band Thursday, who are hitting their

stride - and boy are

they hitting it - with

their third release.

•War All The Time."

Screamo, for the

uninitiated, is the third

cousin of punk and

hardcore, a marriage

of the latter with the

former's sensitive.

pained, mostly mocked
cousin emo. The lyrics

of screamo often

emphasize the person-

al, vulneiable aching

of emo, while the

music is often as bru-

talizing as the sound of

hardcore: a typical

screamo band, such as

The Used or finch,

often alternate

between sweet whisper

and hoarse, violent

screams.

The history of the

nuijor label's capital-

ism of grunge does cast

deep shadow over the sudden interest

m screamo. but there is hope that the

ariisis of the field can overcome the ini-

tial feeding fren/.y: this is, after all. a

proud musical community. Yes, there are

glimmers of blind major label accept-

ance - Columbia recently signed A Static

I ullaby and will reissue their debut CO
...And Don't Forget To Breathe," even

though it's a CD wholly unworthy of

such attention - but the jump of

Thursday from indie Victory to major

Island docs signal an optimistic turn

towards music that is vital and emotion-

al rather than the plastic sounds of

teenybop, nu-metal and bling-bling hip-

hop.

At first glance. Thursday seem

like a typically nondescript

band. The members all look and

dress like their fans, and do

nothing that gives them much

attention - even their name is

not very grand. But their sound

certainly is.

Thursday first was noticed

when the video for "Understanding in a

Car Crash," off their sophomore effort

"Full Collapse," became an unexpected

hit on MT\'2, and lead the CD to sales of

240,000, an impressive feat for a band

from such a small, underground world.

"Full Collapse" was a record of promise

for a rising band, a shattering mi.xture of

iHiRTESY Vll .TORY/ISLAND

Thursday plays a combination of punk and hardcore called Screamo. The

band's new album is called "War All the Time."

gut-wrenching emotional honesty, vocals

both raw and soft, and twisting, turning

musical craftsmanship. It was also an

album in which the music never quite

gelled - impressive, but not enough to

awe.

With "War All The Time," Thursday

come to realize the promise and hype of

"Full Collapse" and then some. Its a

jaw-dropping achievement, at turns

crushing and hopeful (sometimes at the

same moment), full of the kind of virtu-

oso musicianship rarely heard in music

anymore. It rivals Brand News summer

release "Deja Entendu" as the

punk/hardcore/emo artifact of the year -

and, yes. I'm fully aware of Rancid and

The Mars Volta's new albums.

"War All The Time" is also one of the

most perfect reflections on the devasta-

tion of 9/1 1 put to music, without ever

once mentioning 9/11.

"For the Workforce, Drowning"

begins with the line "falling from the top

floor/your lungs fill like parachutes/the

windows go rushing by/the people inside

they're dressed for the funeral in black

and white," a mind-blowing lyric that

could refer to either that September

tragedy or the mindless drudgery of cor-

porate life. Thursday isn't the happiest

group of souls - singer Geoff Rickly's

high voice recalls that of The Cure's

Robert Smith, and the music is often

dark and tragic. But this isn't music

without hope. In fact, this is a band

whose logo is the dove, the symbol ol

peace.

On the title track, the destruction of

a relationship strikes as painful a blow

as the destruction of war ("we grew up

too fast/ now were

falling like ashes of

American flags");

"Asleep at the

Chapel" questions

the blind faithful-

ness in both reli-

gion and idolatry;

"M. Shepard" is a

call to acceptance

of all and everyone.

Rickley does the

bulk of the lyric

writing here, and

he has a poet's ear;

the words have a

dark beauty to

them. And the

music is a perfect

match, the guitars

coiling and careen-

ing with serpentine

majesty, the drums

barreling and

drumming with

boiling intensity.

The scream/sing

dynamic has grown

more comfortable and natural and the

band continues with the sonic experi-

mentation they flirted with on "Full

Collapse" - the title track is a full-blown

ballad, while "This Song Brought to You

By A Falling Bomb" uses only a spare

piano arrangement.

This isn't just good, this is major: a

furious tornado that pounds and writhes

with awesome force. This is the birth of

a band to be reckoned with.

Keller Williams goes 'Home' alone

By MECiHAN Healy
C^)iiniiAN Sta^k

It is a brave move for a modern-day

musician to release an album that

strays from the conventional and in

Keller Williams's ca.se. an intelligent

one as well. With his latest release,

"Home," Williams offers up a musical-

ly complex and lyrically clever record,

simultaneously proving him-

self as a formidable musician

and setting himself apai1 from

all the other boys with guitars

that seem to be dominating

today's airwaves.

Among the tracks on

"Home," Williams fans will be

excited to see a collection ot

live favorites mixed with new

songs created in the Fredericksburg,

Va. studio where the album was

recorded. Listeners may also be sur-

prised to learn that the only musician

appearing on the record is Williams

himself "I played acoustic and electric

guitars and basses, guitar synthesizers,

piano, organ, all kinds of percussion,

drums, cymbals and of course, all the

voices." Williams said in the album's

release statement.

Though such an undertaking could

prove disastrous for many artists, for

Keller Williams it proved suiting. Since

"Home" is his sole vision and his sole

creation, every beat seems to fall in

sync. Not only did this experiment in

record-making grant solidity to the

album, it also allowed the musician the

Keller Williams goes completley solo on his

record "Home."

chance to fulfill a long-standing dream.

"Being the sole player on the record is

something I've wanted to do for a long

time," Williams said.

Armed with an arsenal of previous-

ly unreleased material and scores of

tracks written in the studio, Williams

and co-producer Jeff Covert stumbled

over which direction to take the mate-

rial in. "The original idea was to do a

double CD; one being vocal

and one being instrumental.

Instead. I trimmcxl it down to

one disc; half vocal and hall

instrumental." said Williams

in a letter to fans on his web-

site. The balance between

these two song fonns is bril-

liant, keeping "Home" inven-

tive and engaging throughout.

The album is an evolving entity, shift-

ing with each track, shaping a unique

experience for the listener.

Though the eclectic sound found in

the instrumental tracks is the strong

point of the album, "Home" does not

hesitate to prove its lyrical propensity

as well. "Love Handles," the album

opener and the most radio-friendly

track of the bunch, is a humorous and

intelligent commentary on the pres-

sures society places on people to have

a certain body type. "So if you need a

hand hold/ Baby you can take hold/ ot

my love handles/ More of me to love"

shows Williams is whimsically offering

up his imperiections as .something oth-

ers should grab on to.

Tracks like "You Are What You Eat"

and "Victory Song" again

allow Keller Williams the

chance to display his

impressive wit and remark-

able ability to play with

words, putting an unfore-

seen spin on the more tra-

ditional modus operandi

for lyrics. In "Victory

Song," a tune ostensibly

about Martians, Williams

asks the listener to hear

what is being said under-

neath the comical facade,

f-le decrees, "pretty soon

some humans from Earth/

Will want to defect/ Be a

part of the winning team/

Hopefully that can be

avoided/ And we can be

the underdog/ Come back

from behind/ I think there

is still time."

In "Home," Keller

Williams offers more than

solid instrumental tracks

and thought-provoking

lyrics. He has created a

work of art.
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Entertainment at the Big E
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Continued from page 7

tioned at the very entrance of the

fair, and seating is extraordinarily

limited. t>uring O-Town's stint at

The Big E two years ago, teenybop-

pers began arriving and picking

their seats when the fair opened in

the morning. Everyone who wants

to see the show sees it though, as

the Big E provides large screens on

both sides of the stage so even

those who don't make it into the

aret^a in time to find seats can see

the performers from the outside.

The best seats in the house aren't

even in front of the stage, they are

in fact in the area behind the stage

wfiere the performers occasionally

stop and sign autographs.

On top of a bill of performance

acts to satisfy any musical taste, the

Big E has a wide selection of other

forms of entertainment, including

parades, horse shows and petting

zoos.

There is a daily parade with a

Mardi Gras theme that takes place

on weekdays at 7:30 p.m. and on

weekends at 5 p.m. There are

many vibrantly colored floats with

costumed performers tossing

beads into the crowd. Parade atten-

dees have the chance to catch a

"lucky" strand of beads, which

wins them a surprise gift and an

opportunity to win a special grand

prize at the end of the month.

Animals make up a huge part of

the fair; there are several 4-H com-

petitions that take place through

out the month-long fair, as well as

equestrian competitions and pet-

ting zoos. The petting zoos feature

sheep and goats, as well as a moth-

er pig and her squealing babies.

The Eastern States Exposition

Horse Show is another event that

an avid fairgoer doesn't want to

miss. Spectators can young com-

petitors participate in equestrian or

witness tht; strength of teams of

horses compete the North

American Six-Horse Hitch Classic

World Championship, as both are

held in the Coliseum on the fair-

grounds.

There are many different fla-

vors of entertainment to satisfy any

kind of performance preference.

From music to animals, to riding

elephants or seeing a worid-

renowned dance troupe. The Big E

offers a wide variety of perform-

ances and entertainment to watch

while you're digesting those

famous Maine baked potatoes.

Lizzy Nielsen

Newspaper classics exhibit

Continued from page 7

the sinking of the Titanic, the

beginnings and ends of wars

across the decades, presidential

elections and losses of life.

Papers in cities fomi Boston.

New York, Washington, Chicago

and more populate the walls.

Even the local Union News of

Springfield has a few showcases

of its own.

But perhaps the most exciting

bit this exhibit derives from the

blandest of covers, for the front of

the show hall offers American

newspapers from the I9ih cenlu-

ly Each case houses parchment

from the days of old, clearly print-

ed on aged paper and run through

the old presses of yesteryear Pie

fanciest among them even Haunt

the classic ink and jx-n sketches

for which vintage papers have

become so well known.

The exhibit is open from 10

a.m.- 10 p.m. while The Big E -

the ninth largest lair in the coun-

try - runs, from Sept. 1 2-28.

'leiiiiifi'r I'.iistwuuJ

Crazy foods all over the E

Continued from page 7

The palate-pleasing fair fare can

entice even the most finicky of

eaters.

Whether you enjoy the tradi-

tional corn dogs and sausage

grinders found at variably any car-

nival or the at-home feeling of a

plated chicken dinner, the Big E

will make sure you leave satisfied.

Neither the stomach nor the

wallet of any person can withstand

the amount of food presented dur-

ing a single evening at the Big E.

Tried and true lairgoers will admit

to bringing a willing friend to split

both cost and portions of any food

purchase. Oftentimes this advice

works for dieters who just want a

little taste instead of a big waist-

line.

Those persons who choose to

disregard caloric intake can settle

in for a night of greasy fingers and

powdered sugar moustaches.

Recent trends in the carnival cir-

cuit lean towards battering our

favorite guilts pleasures and giving

them a quick plunge in a fat

lacuzzi. Fried Oreos have appeared

on the menu of at least one cart

and I'm sure it won't be long until

deep-fried Twinkies and candy bars

join the ranks as well.

Speaking of desserts, fans of the

Big E Creampuff may rejoice once

more! The behemoth. Bavarian

wonder returns as the dessert ol

choice for fairgoers. Last year's

introduction of the dessert left a

pennanent impression on the taste

buds of thousands and accordingly

the creampuff is making an encore

appearance. Long lines are to be

expected, but dessert lovers will

discover the wait is well worth it.

nie Avenue of States is a culi-

nary adventure in itself Each of the

six buildings represents a particu-

lar state in the Northeast with

examples of indigenous crafts,

foods and attractions. Overstuffed

baked potatoes from the Maine

building have people forming lines

and waiting for hours to experi-

ence the freshly baked spuds. And

who could ask for a better finish to

this meal than a slice of warm blue-

betry pie or Veirnont's famous Ben

and lerry's ice cream.'

September doesn't last forever,

so if you do choose to join the fes-

tivities, it's important to remember

one rule; go to the Big E with an

empty stomach and leave with a

smile on your face.

-lesiica Pelletier

Wormtown Music Fest Schedule

Friday, Sept. 19

SUge I 1 -2 p.m.

3-4 p.m.

5-6.1 5 pm.

7;30-8;45 p.m

Attention Shift

Reed Street

Luke Palchen

Montgomery of

Strangefolk

SlipkrKM

Stage 2 2-3 p m.

4-5 p.m.

6:15-7:30 p.m.

8:45-11 p.m.

Crapes ot

Vaudvillian

Fantasy

ulu

Depth Quartet

Reid Cenauer

«iThe
Assembly of

Dust

Kids and adults find fun at Anime 2 festival in Noho

Continued from page 7

Late Night Cabin: Oak Street, Peter Prinie & the Trauma Unit,

Revival, Brothers Past

Saturday, Sept. 20 .mm mM.

Stage 1 10:45-11:45 a.m. O.luice

12:45-1 45 p.m Rafter Beats

2:45-3:15 p.m The Wedding

3-4:15 p.m. Flipper Dave

4:15-5:15 p.m Ck)rdon Stone

6:30-7:45 p.m |en Durkin & the

Bomb Squad

Pavilion 9:45-10:45 am Jeff Martel

Stage 2 11:45-12:45 p.m
1:45-2.45 p.m.

3:15-4:15 p.m.

5:1 5-6:30 p.m

7:45-11 p.m.

Late Night Cabin: jiggle, RAQ, Concentric, Brothers Past

A440
Zen Tricksters

Uncle Sammy
Psychedelic

Breakfast

Max Creek

Sunday, Sept. 21

Pavilion 10-11 a.m. Coalboilers

Suge 1 11 a.m.-l :30 p.m.

1:30-2:30 p.m.

4-5 p.m.

6:15-7:30 p.m.

8:45-10:45 p m.

Leroy While
Electric Blue &
the Kozmlk

Truth

Rev. Tor Band

Entrain

Percy Hill

Stage 2 12:30-1:30 p.m

1:30-2:30 p.m.

4-5 p m.

6:1 5-7:30 p.m.

8:45-10:45 p.m.

Townhall

Electric Blue &
the Kozmik Truth

Rev. Tor Band

Entrain

Percy Hill

late Night Cabin: Seth Yarovone Band, Holywaler Underloe

~
two dragons. One wants to save

humanity and the other wants to

six of the most representative animas destroy mankind altogether. It is rated

available, running the gamut from G- R tor violence and nudity and running

rated family Hicks to R-rated thnllers. time is 98 minutes.

Saturday's lineup kicks otf

with the Grated "Kiki's

Delivery Service" at 1 1

a.m. Presented by Disney.

"Kiki's Delivery .service" is

the tale of a young witch

forced to leave her home

by tradition in order to

become independent. This

is a film for all ages and

running time is 105 min-

utes.

Following the Cosplay

comes the box office smash

"Castle in the Sky" at 1:30

p.m. Released in 198b, this

Disney presentation is the

story of a boy who meets a

little girl and together ihey

discover a floating castle

complete with treasure and

trouble. Running time for this film is

125 minutes and it is rated for all ages.

Winding out the opening day will be

the newest anime of ihe day. the 199b

rel«wse, "X." This is the tale <.•>( a war-

tUm who is caught in a battle between

The Anime 2 festival will show movies dating as far back as 1986.

Sunday starts off at 1 1 a.m. with the

family anime, "My Neighbor Toioro."

Released in 1988, this anime is about

two girls who move to a country house

in I he 1950s with their father where

they encounter a multitude of magical

creatures. This Hick is rated G and the

running time is 8b minutes.

"Macross Plus: The Movie" follows

the second Cosplay. This movie tells the

story of two space pilots and a woman
who manages a hot

galactic act and are

reunited after seven

years. Their past comes

back to bite them,

though. This movie

contains some mild vio-

lence and has a running

time of 120 minutes.

Closing the festival

will be, "Perfect Blue."

This is a highly cine-

matic anime that tells

the story of a woman
pursuing her dream of

becoming an actress.

This movie contains

violence and some

nudity and ma\ not be

suitable for all audi-

ences.

The theater will be providing its

usual array of goodies accompanied b\

fresh sushi donated b\ the Teapot and

the Osaka restaurants. For more infor-

mation contact the Northampton Arts

Council.

I in K ll->^ i'i''NM

Are you on a spiritual quest?

Seeking community?

Wonderig how to love Christ and creation?

Catholic Christianity may lie the way for you.

Learn more during an informal inquiry session. Your hosts will

relate journeys of faith, respond to queations, and descrit)e how

people come into full communion with the Church through RCIA

(Rite of Christian Initiation for Adults) is a sacramental process in

which the Church intiates new members.

The door is open: baptized and non-baptized adults are regularly

called into communion through RCIA. Come and see if it is for you.

Inquiry Sessions:

Septembers, 21, or 28, 2003

5:30-7:00 p.m.

Newman Center Quigley Room

Your hosts: Deacon Richard Talbot,

Mrs. Joanne Talbot, Chris Clark

Info 41 3-549-0300

email: info@ncc-umass.org

Newman website: www.umass.edu/catholic

The Newmn Center

is a Roman Catholic religious and cultural center located

at the entrance of the University on the corner of North Pleasent St.

and Massachusetts

Shear Bliss
Fantastic one time

student package!

For $50 you receive .

.

* A Perfect haircut!

* Aveda mini-facial with hot Knvcl!

* 10 Face framing foils!

* And More!

Take advantage ofthis

fantastic offer and call!

253-2322

First 50 callers!

1st Time customers only!

Ends October 20th!

I

I

I

I

I

I

going uptown.

...... PuH fUUREDIMPTIOH iOTWilifOSnFflmMiaWJJ

*HADIEV* ATAULOCATIONS

253-9344 '

^
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Ervkah Badus Grammy award even their disbelievers get out of UUIVIII lU IIIIUU IIUIIIU UUUIIUI

By Naihan Rothstun
I (II tll.lAN >IAI f

The sun had just begun to set

and the towcK had been gcntU

placed on each microphone. A
drilling ul a large brain rose

hijili iibove the stage, and the

ciovsd bustled to their seats to

brucc themselves tor the entering

ol Philydelphia's The Roots.

With the crowd standing and

anticipating a great per-

lorinance. the lights

went out. and a loud

ba>> chord could be

heard, and then Black

Thought began with.

"Where the freaks at

looking at me." on his

boastful tune

'.>ught(3\Vurk."

I he legendurv Roots

performed, but were

missing Scratch and

Rahzel. but featured two
receniK added members.

Kirk Douglas, a guitar

pla>ing version of

Michael's dad. and the

soul singing, musical

vciNion of Martin Luther.

Iheir namesakes may
be ntore notorious, but they

proved themsehes worthy of

mention with outstanding per-

formances at Sprite Liquid Mi\'s

linal slop at the

Tweeter Center in .Manstield.

Martin Luther sang the parts of

Cody Chesinutt on "The Seed"

and Musiq on "Break U Off",

and even the first verse of

Prince's "When Doves Cry." The

crowd responded to these

unique versions of The Roots

hits, and he even briellv sang

N.ER.D

OA.R.

The Roots

Talib Kweli

Rob^ Randolph

Slightly Stoopid

'SpriteLiquid

Mix Tour'

Iweeier Center

Manslielil

SepilZ

Ervkah Badus Grammy award

winning chorus cm "You Got

Me."

As usual. The Roots finished

iheir show by letting the crowd

see what each member could do

with their respective instru-

ments. When The Roots had

linally finished their .set, they had

once again surpassed expecta-

tions.

After Slightly Sloopid began

the beautiful, Sunday
afternoon doing noth-

ing more than testing to

see if the speakers

worked with a dull, and

lackluster performance.

Robert Randolph and

The Family Band
reminded the audience

why they had spent

money on the show. The
soulful. talented,

blues/rock/funk band

introduced and re-

invented a new sound

uf music that pleasantly

impressed the audience.

Talib Kweli, one half

of hip-hop duo Black

Star. but talented

enough to carry a crowd

by himselL was the first rapper

of the six band set that lasted

from 4-11 p.m. Playing as the

sun set. Talib spoke of the bet-

ter things in life, and inspired

everyone to dance and have a

good time on "Waiting for the

Dl. " fie finished with a stirring

and soulful version of the very

powerful single, "Get By."

The Roots were a difficult

act to follow, but O.A.R kept

the crowd stimulated with a

rousing performance that made

even their disbelievers get out of

iheir seats. They played their

hits, and it never hurts to cover

"No Woman. No Cry."

By the end of their set, most

people had been at the Tweeter

Center for six hours, and the

last act seemed almost to be an

afterthought. Despite being the

headliners, Pharell's rock band,

N.K.R.D. played to a half-empty

crowd. Pharell's voice is very

captivating, but was not enough

to get the crowd going, the same

way Martin Luther and The

Roots had a few hours earlier. It

was quite a disappointment to

see everyone gone, and a full

crowd would have made their

performance much more worth-

while.

The Roots frontman, Black

Thought.

ABC to continue John Ritter's sitcom without him

By Lynn Elber

.•Vss** lATH) PrI-SS

I OS ANGLLLS (AP) - ABC executives have

decided that the show must go on and will continue

production of "8 Simple Rules for Dating My
Teenage Daughter" despite the death of star |ohn

Riiier

Network officials said Tuesday that the sitcom

will show ihe T\ family coping with his character's

loss,

Lverybtidv recognizes that John loved that show.

lied have wanted the show to continue," Llovd

liraun. chainnan of ABC Lntertainment Television

Group, told a telephone news conference Tuesday.

Braun and ,\BC Entertainment President Susan

Lyne said the sitcom will premier next Tuesday as

planned and that the network will air the three

episodes Rittcr filmed before his death last week.

After that, the series co-starring Katey Sagal will go

into repeats while writers retool it and production

starts. No date was given for when the show will

return to the air.

Rittcr. making a TV' series comeback 25 years

after he starred in "Three's Company." became ill on

the "8 Simple Rules" set and died last Thursday of an

undetected heart problem. He was 54.

It hasn't been decided if the death of Ritter's char-

acter. Paul Hennessy. will mirror what happened to

the actor, ABC executives said.

Ritter's series, which debuted last year with solid

ratings, was considered a key part of ABC's come-

back effort and anchored its Tuesday night lineup of

family comedies.

Advertisement
Dear members of the University community past and present,

The coordinating Council is entrusted with the powers of the

Undergraduate Student Senate during the summer. This summer the pre-

vious Senate left us the question of appointed seats and their role in the

Senate apportionment. Since the previous Senate did not include appoint-

ed seats in the 2002-2003 apportionment schedule, the council voted that

the Speaker should take no action that the Senate hasn't authorized with

regard to appointed seats. Over the past week the issue of appointed

seats and particularly the ALANA Caucus role in the Senate has been

highly politicized.

The Coordinating Council is disturbed by the notion being por-

trayed in the media and by the members of the University community that

the caucus has been eliminated. This is simply not true, over the years

the ALANA Caucus has been far more than 8 seats. The ALANA Caucus

has long been a force for inclusion in the Student Government Association

and the Coordinating Council looks to the ALANA Caucus now more than

ever to be a force for racial, ethnic, and cultural diversity. We look to the

ALANA Caucus to increase voter turnout so that fourteen seats are not

won with a single vote in the upcoming Senate election. We look to the

ALANA Caucus to continue to be a great support to ALANA organizations

and students as we continue to try and make this University a more wel-

come and inclusive environment. The Caucus is a vital component of the

Student Government Association and we have every confidence that the

Senate, in collaboration with the Caucus, will take a far more pro-active

approach to diversity on campus. We look to the ALANA Caucus to be a

resource in bringing these issues forward and we know that this year will

bring a new commitment to the diverse needs of students.

In a perfect world we would not have to worry about diversity in

Student Governance for it would always be present. The Coordinating

Council understands that we don't live in a perfect world yet we are very

pleased that two thirds of the Way and Means Committee, which formu-

lates the Student Activities Trust Fund budget, were members of the

ALANA community. We are also very pleased that over thirty percent of

the Senate were members of the ALANA community (more than half of

which were elected seats), a fact that has been inaccurately reported in

the media over the past few days. The Coordinating Council is excited

about the upcoming Senate elections and encourages everyone to get

involved in the Student Government Association, where students contin-

ue to work for the enhancement of student life and the University as a

whole.

Coordinating Council

LB out with hip injury

By HdWARii Ulman
As8(K'iATEi> Press

FOXBORO. Mass. - New England Patriots

coach Bill Belichick was definite about one

thing; Linebacker Rosevelt Colvin will miss the

next game with a hip injury.

If Belichick knew the exact nature of the

injury or how long Colvin would be out, he was-

n't saying.

Belichick rarely gives details of injuries and

said first that Colvin was hurt in ihe upper leg

area before modifying that to "more in the hip

area." Coaches are wary of having opposing

teams learn such details.

Given the importance of Colvin, who led the

Chicago Bears in sacks each of the past two

years, coupled with the fact that the Patriots lost

key defenders Lawyer Milloy and Ted |ohnson

already this season, Belichick was being pressed

for information.

"What do you want me to tell you?" he told a

persistent reporter at his regular Wednesday

news conference. "It could be six weeks, it could

be 12 weeks, it could be three weeks, it could be

eight weeks. Take whichever one you want.

That's why they're doing more tests."

So the left hip injury suffered in the second

quarter at Philadelphia last Sunday will sideline

Colvin for the Patriots" home opener Sunday

against the New York jets. But will he be back

for New England's game the following Sunday at

Washington?
"I don't know exactly how long he'll be out.

He won't play this week," Belichick said.

Asked what was wrong with the hip,

Belichick said he wasn't concerned with the spe-

cific nature of the injury, just how much time

Colvin would miss.

"I don't know what to tell you," he said. "You

can be as belligerent as you want about it. I can't

give you any more information"

In a calm locker room, it was business as

usual for the Patriots -another week, another

missing defender.

On the Tuesday before the season opener at

Buffalo, they released safety Milloy. In that

game, linebacker Johnson broke a bone in his

foot that could sideline him for half the season.

Then Colvin, who already had two sacks this

season, was hurt when he recovered a fumble by

Philadelphia's Donovan McNabb.
"It's tough on a team because if you could

replace them that easily then they wouldn't be

starters." safety Rodney Harrison said. "We will

be tested now and we have to see what we're

made of because those are three difficult losses

for us."

Willie McGinest replaced Colvin and sacked

McNabb twice. He's expected to start against the

jets. Roman Phifer got his first start of the year

against Philadelphia as Johnson's replacement at

inside linebacker.

Fortunately for the Patriots, linebacker is one

of their deepest positions.

McGinest, a first-round draft pick in 1994.

lost his starting position in 2001 but started 10

games last season. In his first nine seasons, he

had 57 sacks.

"He's still a good pass rusher," defensive end

Richard Seymour said. "He's filling in but he

could easily be a starter in the league."

Without Johnson and Colvin, the other start-

ing linebackers are Tedy Bruschi on the inside

and Mike Vrabel outside.

"it's sort of similar to when Ted went down,"

Bruschi said of losing Colvin. "You just slide

somebody up and you expect them to do the

job."

Phifer said Colvin's absence won't change the

game plan, and Harrison believes talk about the

absent players will subside if the Patriots are

successful.

"It has to come down to winning," Harrison

said, "and if you're losing then people start ques-

tioning, you know, 'What about Rosevelt?' you

know, 'What about Lawyer? What about Ted?"

So, coach, what about Rosevelt?

"He's not playing this week." Belichick said.

"So you can write whatever you want to write,

make it however long you want to make it. I

don't know. I can't verify it one way or another."

wi'viv.dailycollegiaii.coiii

The

BLUE WALL

Tlllu inifccll aL,...,^ .w-^,,,™,^..»™».««."-- .•.-—-

The BLUf WALL PUB rnrmiSi^ ffRiRMPM^

MONDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Monday Night Football

AND IOC Wings

Karaoke

Open Mic Series

Live Acoustic Rock
WITH Ryan Montbleau

[Eddie Mcgarry Opening)

., matl^>*m fi»i*ilim.h lenfmf:

*•" z!!!lZJZL^^African Diaspora WITH
M'peli Mwakaliku

LIVE MUSIC starts at g:OOPM.

UPEN MIC starts at 7:00PM. The Sign-Up sheet cjoes out

at 6:00PM. Bring your talent and your friends and your

instruments. We'll provide the stage and sound

equipment and 20 minutes for you to knock'em dead!

ALL MUSICAL STYLES are encouraged to participate!

AS ALWAYS, 18+ to party, 21+ to drink.

.-vV*4t*»*. .-...*=**•«****

Sox shut out at home

tor first tinie in 2
By Jimmy Golen
AsMXlATHl I'RkSS

(.KBMI'H IINC./Hllltl.lAS

Jason Feebler and the Minutemen will look to get off on the right foot in conference play when they travel to Oronu. Maine Saturday

evening to face the Black Bears.

Tough test for UMass
Whipple winless in A- 10 road openers

BOSTON (AP) - Victor

Zambiano allowed three hits in

seven innings Wednesday night

and Rocco Baldelli homered, lead-

ing the Tampa Bay IX'vil Rays to a

7-0 victory over ihe Red Sox - the

first time Boston 'n been shut out at

Fenway Park in more than a year.

Devil Rays 7 place
Red Sox Devil

Rays -

33 1/2 games out in the AL East -

hurt the Red Sox in the wild-card

race. Boston's lead over Seattle fell

to two games, with the Mariners

playing Texas later Wednesday

night.

The Red Sox also missed a

chance to gain ground on the

Yankees in the AL East. New York

lost 5-3 at Baltimore but remained

5 1/2 games ahead of Boston, cut-

ting its magic number for clinching

the division to live.

Tampa Bay had 16 hits to win

for just the second time in nine

games. Marlon Anderson was 3-

for-4. and Al Martin was 2-for-2

after entering as a pinch-hitlcr in

the sixth.

Zambrano (11-9) improved to

4-0. with one save, in his last live

appearances at Fenway He walked

five, stmck out three and hit two

batters with pitches.

Lance Carter pitched two

innings, finishing the six-hitter

Zambrano's last seven wins have

come against teams with winning

records.

It was the first time the Red Sox

were shut out at home since Aug.

28 last year, when Mike Mussina

blanked Bostun on three hits; the

previous day. David Wells and

Steve Karsay combined to shut out

ihe Red Sox on five hits.

Todd Walkers ninth-inning

double was Boston's bOSth extiu

base hit of the season, breaking the

major league record .'»el by the

1946 Mariners.

Jeff Suppan (2-3) allowed five

runs - lour earned on 1 hits in 5

1-5 innings. He walked three and

struck out five.

Suppan leh with iuniu?rs on

lirst and second, trailing 3-0. Scott

Sauerbeck walked Aubrey Huff to

load the ba.ses. then struck out

Travis l^ee.

lonny Gomes was announced

as a pinch-hitter, and Mike Timlin

was brought in lu pilch to him.

Then Tampa Bay managei Lou

Piniella brought in Maiiin. and he

singled to light-center to make it 5-

0.

Anderson singled and scored

ihc Devil Ra\s' first run in the sec-

ond inning. Baldelli homered lead-

ing off the third, then Lee walked,

went to ihiid on IVie Lafurest's

single and scored on a base hit by

lulio l.upu to make it 30.

Notes: ilavS Ciav^loid snapped

an 0-for-l 3 stretch v^ilh his Icadoff

single in the first. ... Baldelli's

homer hcl(X'd commemoraic

Rhode Island day at Fenway. ...

Huff leads all major leaguers with

44 RBIs since Aug. I .... CI k)hnnv

Damon was a late scratch from the

lineup with a left abdominal strain.

Adrian Brown replaced him in the

lineup.

Continued from page 14

and I felt that they came out and

competed. At some point you have

to make plays to win the game, and

that's what we have to do."

Part of the reason the coach

was pleased with his squad's per-

formance in Manhattan. Kan. was

the tidiness with which the

Minutemen handled the ball.

"I was happy about that,

because if vou turn the ball over

against them, forget it, you're

done." Whipple said. "We got a

couple of picks, momentum
swings, but we couldn't do any-

thing on offense. I ho()e its more

of a credit to Kansas States

defense."

The highlight of the day —
quarterback Jeff Krohns 65-yard

TD strike to |ason Peebler — even

earned a spot on ESPN anchor

Chris Bennan's Top Ten, the result

of a promise Bennan made to

Whipple, a fellow Brown alum-

nus.

Still. Whipple would rather

locus on Saturday's contest.

"I'm more excited about this

game than I was last week," he

said. "I try to keep it under wraps,

1 knew the kids would be excited

(last week I, but we've got to make

sure that they know that this is

what it's all about, it's the biggest

game of the year so far.

"

The next chapter of this sea-

son s happiest surprise — sopho-

more tailback Steve Baylark —
also comes this weekend. Baylark.

who was originally listed third on

the depth chart but has been

thrown into action after class-

mates R.|. Cobbs (academic disci-

pline) and Raunny Rosario (week

ony: knee injury ) were eliminated

from playing status, at least in the

short term, has responded without

missing a beat, averaging 4.7

yards per carry.

Oasis Body Wraps and Tanning^]

24.^ Rus>ell Si.

Hadlcy. MA 01035

(413) 587-9742

i\( )VV ( KATURKNGSUN
S.P KITZEK U V P K KE 1"A(NN ING
Tbtfirstm FREE tanning ' ^ '""* X""'" '"" '"'"•' "

machine in the arta Jew seconds

' Gel .f.oo off yourfirst visit
' V<.«'///oo* and feelgreat

1/2 Price tanning

every Tuesday

Omvennntly
Located

kjrmn^nAr Clr«tf«

The Future
,

^, of the
rJLhurch
CJ Your Role in it

A CONFERENCE FOR
CATHOLIC COLLEGE STUDENTS

IN THE DIOCESE OF SPRINGFIELD

27 SEPTEMBER 2003
NEWMAN CENTER SOCIAL HALL

472 NORTH PLEASANT STREET

AMHERST MA 01002 (on the edge of the UMASS campus)

Program
CHECK-IN - 9:30 AM

PANEL AND DISCUSSION - 10:00 AM
"LAY WOMEN AND LAY MEN IN THE CHURCH"

LUNCH IN THE CAFETERIAAND BREAK - 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM

PANEL AND DISCUSSION - 2:00 PM
•THE FUTURE OF THE CHURCH"
Four Panelists, including Dr. Mary Johnson. SND de Namur:

Sociologist and co-author of *YOUNG ADULT CATHOLICS".

Check out who's

Recruiting at UMass
this Semester!

MASS - 4:30 PM
New
celebrated by Bishop Thomas Dupre
Newman Center's Chapel

he

DINNER IN THE CAFETERIA - 6:00 PM
Film - 7:00 PM - for those who wish to stay

NO FEE: However, registration is necessary

PLEASE RSVP:
by Sept. 24 to 413-549-0300 or info@ncc-umass.org.

Consolidated Graphics

The Pepsi Bottling Group

General Electric

Microsoft

Shawmut Design & Construction

MIT Lincoln Laboratory

Raytheon

Staples Inc.

Abercrombie & Fitch

The Boston Beer Company

Walt Disney World

Pepperidge Farm

For more information about internships, co-ops

and full time opportunities

with these (and other!) exciting employers,

go to www-ccn.acad.umass.edu
or call us at 545-2224

m.

Caree
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coath K e.'Ki

ithuukJ
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12 KivrJ: /(H> l4-^>: MVfM//t/

ittKi-wd: 120 (1-0)1

K.C Koaler tsfiitotl ^fa*oti<

^
^ %PTeMHXstMX fimk: f

hail itn «|»-iind-do*n ieasonin 2002 under first year head

Hovm^c! this gvpup li a >e»r uWer utx) wiser now. and

__ »ui.cess in its soComl ytar iii Keel^'» system,

n^iiy f j^ll returns to lead the spread offawe in which he ran

for «b^ yards last year. alllMilh he is cmning oil J it shoulder injury he suf-

fered in llMnpring

Lin w* kioli to Geniiaine BeiMi;U lo tarrj (he bulk of the load on the

ground, and he will surely benefit froin running behind u maniinoth offensive

line that irniJudes All-Anwikan jasioii N'oy*

The fot«t point tor the Hens. ho\vever, will ht on a very talented defense.

Shawn lohnson. a IXike iraiisler and 21)02 ^-i^ selection, will anchor a

strong defensive line »«1»46 /Jl Conlereixe Conv*baCV Sidney Haugabrook

will lead an aggressive sei.onaa'i^'" "- -,
. .,^

lames Madison

2M2 word: I') 7 il-b). ninthI

Current record: 1 1 1

1

HeudcviiH: Midt^ Muitlicwi (fifth season)

Pri'seuioii MttilktS

Head coach Mickey Maith.us is in hot w..; i at |MU. where the

Dukes are coming oPt a year thai -uw t|M)m finish ninth In the A- 10.

Florida iransia <jn.iricrb«ck Patrick Dosh spufTJed the Dukes and

instead landed at East CaroliiKi forcing Maifhe*/s to »um to the oft-

injured Matt l.eZotle l,4!<l p.i-Mug yards in 2i)02l 10 nu) Ihe offense.

Alan Harritson is back a/iei .-iicWnp ^^ b«ll- '" 2002. and t*ill look

to connect with l.cZottc much ukmc n\ iVO% if IMU is to be successful

through the air. *-.,*>
On the ground. UZofie wIS hand the ball cffT B ^oinisir|r true-

frcshman tailback AKiP Banks. w#io i-. considered by many arolind the

conference to be a star in the making. >

Since the Dukel CoiAJ have ^ificuliy moving <h* ball ont offense,

tliev willitly on their drfeiise to keep themiogamel. H.Kk i- undersized

delensiNc end |eiiiin«S(»uthem (4.5 satks hi 2002), us well aj linebacker

Isai Bradshaw.

New Hampshire

2002 record: 1^-8 (2-7>: lOth)

Currettt record: 1
1 -2(0-1 )l

Head LXHich: ik\m SIcDomwU (fifth season!

Pri'scason rank: 10

All is not well in IXirhani. as the W ildcats have now completed two con-

stxutive losing seasons, albwing a whopping 33 5 points per game over that

stretch Back are nine starters on coiich Sean McDonnell's defense, but that

doi-s not truncate into a positive H those playcn> do not improve upon their

pcxn :>ert' iiii.iri'. cs

lineluAci Mil ;: lackJck in 2002> will look to iwtore order

to the inefhctlve unit and will pair with Chri* Robinson i4> giw UNH an

eflectivc cOBihinatiixi .it liiicliackcr.

DekiMhc be.k Aarxjn Tliomas will look lo ^dify « shaky <;cxundar>

that fBtve up a krt throujjh the air Is'st vear. Krf he will not be able to do it

alone

On the offensive side of the ball, all eyes will be- on quarterback Mike

Granieri. as he is the team s top returning passer ( 1 .826 and 1 2 touchdown

passc-s). and rusher 1 18b yards).

The graduation of All-Conference back Stephen Lewis leaves a gaping

hole in the Wildcat backfield. and Granieri must combine with R.|. Harvc7

in lining it if the Cats aspit* to improve on their dreadful 2002 campaign.

Maine

2002 record: HIS (7-2): tied-firsil

Hf0d coatk'^k Cosfrovedlth j, ./son)

Pmsta$t»i 'onk 4

Maine won it» seowul omsecutive sh.iie of the A-IO title m 2002.

however a three-peat will be difficult following the graduaiioB ti quar

terback lake Eaton and All-Ainerican linebacicer Stephen Cooper

[he K> II Whitcomb era began in Orono with the Black Bears sea-

sonopenmt; loss to Montana, however the Bear* uill rely heavily on

tailback and
i
u (;ason AU-A»ericar Marcui Wlliams to carry the

load. When WhiKomb does look. K> throw, he has steady targets in

Ryan Waller. Ivi Nwosu and Williams out of t^i hucklield.

Maine's strengi! of the de-fensive side of the ball will be up front,

where end Denni~ i
>> >iton-Carter and his "^ 5 sacks in 2002 will be

relied on to pressure opposing quarterlMcV

Freshman cornerback and A-10 llookit ol the Week Manauris Arias

is part of a young. up-and-cOltoki^KJCondary that could be a weakness

teams will look to exploit.

FOOT SAIL
Preseason poll results:

Noiiheastein
Delawaie

Massachusetts
Maine

Villanova
Hofstia

William k Maxy
James Madison

Richmond
Ne'w Hamtjshiie

Maine

-Preview written and compiled by Mike Marzelli-

on, tfK- Nftni|uricTi

Massachusetts

2002 rtrorJ: IS-4 (6-5). fourthi

Currmi reearU. p H
UixiJiT-: ': Murk uy;//»pte(Ata//

^m json rank >

After missii«Hf pc>-i>eo.Mj.i m iicartbreaking iishion, tin- MWp||Tien return 18

starters, incli|Pi 10 on defease, giving coach Mark WlnppK a se<iili|iH|fc|^teran squad

with chaii^&'' hip aspirations in 2005.

lorT^JtAiizona State tiansfer )eff Kiohn will lead the offensive diargi infeis second

yeai ,ii spnal-taller in AmhcrM, and will be playing behind cme of the km'^ if tensive

line- in school history;

\ ihoy^ he has not had the \vir\sry of VIO Kis.kie ot ihe Year it|. Cobba jlaying

along side tim-
' ha* been Mwperi le>l inrtflftn^d^ loi ^cadaRlk: disci|>liBe - as

well as piojc\ i<aumi\ Rovh io. v^ he \seni Jo\mi Willi J knee injury in week e)ne,

Krohn does have a capable Ijack lo work with In sophomore Sirr Wnyinrk. :in well as a

pair of veteran rcveivers in haon IVeWer and limmv Howard.

l>efensively. the Minutenicn retivn one ol ilie -iiont'cM units in ihe nation, led by All-

conference linebacker leremy Cain.^,

Senior All-American Valiiamar lm)wer anch. i ^ tin. line in defensive coordinator Tom

Masella's 5-4 sysicw. while safeties Slt«nnon lames nul \n» -n McKenzie return as core

of a loaded secondary.

iiJf*

William & Mary

X02rtxurd ltTi^-4l:fiflhl

laMmln!,;ur(i:li-ll

t^tthi

rbelnF

icn lUTwny iMyciKi'. i24tlf^KBh>

I'resMaon rank

Cdrflngifl I 'e«<ionir uhich th«> struggled out^T the gates atterl

dubbc-d as the |. iesea«an pick lo win llx- A 10. the Tribe tiiay struggle l^in in

2003 after p»du.aing quarterhack Da\id Corley.

Ung Cantpbdl is the hor appaisni to Corley under cctrter, an.1 he wiBbcn

eht from being able to th^.I^^ to urguabiy the conferences top itveivfT- Vfelier

Pavton Award can<lidate Rieh Musinski (58 leceptions. 1,140 yards in 2002.)

lunior Km Smith .md freshman Steven Hargrove w lU Combine to give coach

limmy l.ayCoCk a otie-lwo punch at tailback, w hile wideoui Danny Wade gives

Corley an optH>n other than Musinski through the air

Defense \^ .l^ a vaeakjiess t>i W 4 M last season, and doesn't appear to be

any sttunger a ye* later Comertxick ft% I'aiior returns to strengthen a

mediocre scxondatj; while semorHneh.ickiBr Paul Carpenter will look to put up

good numbers fian hi> liiieh«(*cr poMiton. Hbwever the Tribe may again have

difiiculty ttatrtaKoPP* >i)enta.

f^T"' Camp Kec-Wcantc, <3^rt t oti t Id, I^A
'•'.P'' Food, Art'i, t.rafts, VA/ooded t arTipirig, Music,

16^ Vtrnilincj, Kid*, f ,«l>iri, fiody Art «. L nt-, of Fun'

(car^t.l Q/IVI: $^8 OotC: $^0
Avoilobte of oil l^ox c;r-««:l<. )BrotH«:rs F»ost sM«ws » Wormtos^o t>ooth.5i

C Heck out v>^w v^ Wor mtow ri f ejm (of lo-ir nr>ir> into. cJii*ctlons, & tlct<«:t'S'

Max Cr€€k RcicJ Ocnouer & AoD Slipknot
Percg Hill Depth Quartet Spookie Dalg Pride
Jen Durkin witht Bomb Squad Rafter Bats
Fuzz & th»e Gratuitous Sextet Revival

Reed Street Town Hall Oak Street Entrain
Bruce Mandoro Band Holgwater Undertov/
Sethi Vacovone Luke Patchen Dr Juice
Electric Blue & the Kozmik Truth ulu RAQ
Psgchedelic Breakfast Attention Shift

Peter Prince & the Trauma Unit Jiqqle AHHO
Orapes of Vaude villian Fantasg C
Jeff Martell Coalboilers Zen T
Gordon Stone Uncle Sammg Lerog White
Flipper Dave Rev Tor Band Brothers Past

sports@daiiycollegian.com

nRfHAMF
FLYMM

Young Men^s Club
1M East Sftaat Hailtf. IM

413-5M-I72I

MontlavHigM Football

• Pool Table

• Oaits

• Honashoos

• Keno

• Smoltlng

• Public Invited

• Women Welcomo

Transportation Av.iiiable

j(H Am(if»t^

Rt 9

. Savings B*nl(

2 BURGS

KIBUCMS

[opifl(//ye/s//)M/)}fe/«<i^

WsBigBoppefDeke

• tIcC)

• — J-

CREDIT
CARDS

\I)\(K \l

• in SI •
<)i

I I II S M .1 J I

Ul Mil KsllH I

1st- BURGERS

ww^^cjuinnipiac.edu

')r^A ur\rr\r\rQ www petesdnvem com
^na- MU

I
UUbb 287 RUSSELL ST • ROUTE 9

3rd- FRIES hadley -5850241

§

NUR.SiH^- PHYSICIAH At>5T. >

Villanova

mrecorii:nt 4 (6-t,

Ttirn^iritiiril n 0(
2002

li.lMMh: \l: di
/Vnai/^o'i niiin:

'

^C»4ni«iit('M the diiuniiitg I

the gradualci^B^f Corduit, Kholiad one of thetrip^ pit)|fit »«it*ns

in school hUbiy In -'0U2 ItadiitK t^ WikJcan lo within iiKfiet. \A the

national ch«mjii)Ht.hip gimn.. Ht vivvri ii :
:. $ early pcr^wi-

ances are any iaJJemioB "1 \m mk*.« ^ ^\ ill be biv«»hlng

easy. The MJphoiriorc e»iBK\tNatk)iKil wii a/ei ul the Week

honors fmni The Spoitu NetWork irfter thro^vint in .5-47 yards and two

touchdowns in the Cats oWitiiuc vicion over Division l-A Icmplc.

Casaniento certaini) llo> lalent to -work ^h, fcicluding tight end

Matt Chila (48 receptiv-iwhi 30O2> and tflilKi.kTejT) Butler (8b8 yards

and nine touchdown! ).*iWtouijheg«cli WyTallcy will Iv looking for

the young gunslingci to SW>id maWng tlii»ti4iw> ajnMnw veteran delens-

es in the A-IO.

Defensively, Villanova vWaU upgr cud THwnce Taylor (8.5 sacks

in 2002) and safety Ray Ventnjne (1^1 tackles) to lead a somewhat

inexperienced group that has the potential lo be a solid unit.

Hofslra

Imeord- lt-4> i4-^; sixlhl

fent rccont jO- 5 ('CVl^

c/r lodjonli (14th se^l^)

l'r( •.((!M"

I

1 sea^e)n in 2lKiJ

taking tjlc Iciiguecniwn the previous yeiii.

Tl^ Pride\i^ill now have lo overeonie the loss grquar

Cosetginu, who played haseball in tlw spring against the

ng staff, and will not play in 2001. Coach |oc Oardi I

ng sophomore Bobby Seek as Coscntino's replaceine

pftra's contest with Marshall early after breaking his i

, will kave quarterbacking duties to transfer Alex.jPnglish, who

transfei%i fnjm Mprsfiall and will have soinc effc-ciive vigets to work

with, inlying ^4bo^4 reciever Marijue* Colston, yrfto was injured

much of la^teason. and OWo StulO-tiiinUer Ricky IJa*nt.

All confc-rtHi^ linHwi^cr ^nd Pul* KuchaiMrn Award candidate

Renauld WilliamslJilltod a defense tluit wiU«lso benelit fium the return

of senior outside linebacker TVrec feihmon and junior strong safety jaines

Glee.

Hoftt^ad a SMTt 12. iiilliiS lo4ix Lthe A-lOafter

rback Ryan

shc>s of the

planned

but Seek

i-throwang

Ridimond

2002 reLwd: 14-7 (4-5i: eighthi

Current record: 10- 1 (0-1 ll

Head coach: lint Reid (ninth seown)

Preseason rank: 9

Rigwibwd potarSoroeqiitfty <BW« M

^

2 2 . itwiuding victortis over

William & Marv and fVlaware m\A ha.* Vir)?ini(»-trBnsfer Brvson Spinner to

inject soinalife io its wi&l>bone-4vleiilliKk. Sciiioi l^ud lidwardi ^liould

serve at tile hallbiiok tor RU. giving S^inne a \i.ihle *«»nd sv«iipo| when

running llie optiOii

Wtwn tftc Spiders (to no to the air. SptnikT will have a solid receiver in

Boyd Ouden (809 yar^ seven louchdowplt in 2002». as well as junior lake

Schools. i

The tradenmrk ci^iflr K|td-«oaolkK!l iellN. h*|i#'ev#-. i- defense. While

the Spiders do have taMit a-tuming on that side of the ball, including end

Clifton Coker (51 tattles. 6 sacks) and Tree safety Danny Young (thrc-e

interceptions), they are quite young and may not hit their stride until later

in the sea.son.

Defensive back |oe Malk)ry is an aggressive, solid young playcT who, like

the whok- unit, will get better with experience.

N<<(^«stcn/^
2002 record: ItQ-S r7-2»; rirJIirstI

Current fmJiij-(i4kO> I

fb^ couch: MiTiijMtn,ifcu4lh season)

HK) nA/soitrmtL I

Northeastftftl^fff^rqilllPMph ->eiisoti i«.2002, going 10-5 and claim-

ing a share ot Ae AtUimic 10 Cfwierence crci*n Most of that success was

basc-d upon ihc Husl^i' >' aWlity i
• mn ihc li.«.>ibiill elTcxtivcly on offeifcej an^

to slop the am on defense, su 4 liuii will nut change this season und« coach

Don Brown

NU return- a potrni . ik is\u puuJ) ,il liiHIj^tk. with bruising all-confer-

ence perionnerTiaPiCi.ile l><w) \jr(l- n\ 20oHcorftt)ining%ith shifty Anthony

Riley (940 yiinJvi if>«llowin>' il* llu-kie^ to i|terihi»,IUM^s they show oppo-

nents in the^t>uiKl|WTie

Shawn firiij\ ol*' Ictum^ uridyl .i"ui lto^\c\or he uill surely feel the

ixiat to pakjfUi fulk>wing the atrjvul oi Syiw^usc iiuilsIci teiattiuward.

Noiuihilcv^. N'.iitlkaMcii^'^ HiLc \vin K- deicnuiiKd far moic l\\ ii> -.uccess

mnninf llie 1*11 ihiin itj ability to air tt out.

AU-Amcrican middle linehwJar Lian\£»ekiel, coining ofl a cjmpaig^ that

saw Mm recoid 14^ tackles-, kwk^ to again kad a deleiwive unh that w»s the

backbawgat dm tetm'i lucBWt u> JU02.

£^ ntode Mand
^200L««rJ. 13-9(1-8): fUhi

VC A Currertt record: 10-2 (0-1)1 , ,*.

f^eudohiclL 7i<M i'/oi ^<'^^ tfimrtU seaSn)

<Q^ Prvmi.^rmnink- II .•"

After a praiTiiMng 2001, iIk Rams ifiok a majoi ' :• hack in 2002. finish-

ing last am«ng 1 1 team- in the A 10. Htwever, coach I nn Stowers has hopes

that his spread . j^tion olf«i.--e will *pell success foi tfic K.iin- in 2005.

OuaTttrbacl^ l«)Mii Davis tt)74 wishing yards. 1 1 touchdow iw in 2002) will

be the focal \^>"t •f'lfeNrfsteni. and will be counted on to move the football

consistefWht Ix'ih throtlgh llie air aivl on the ground.

Helping out at \viial is a vital |xjsit i> i • in any opti<ii attack will he fullback

Dustin Piccioti. «ho wfll kiok to open botes for Davis and the veteran tailback

trio of seniors l.uihcr Giw»l«d Weiidall William'^ .i'; well as junior lason Ham.

URI does figure to be weak defensive^, espt\ mHv stopping the run. as evi-

dent by the 42 puin- i'
' iTiitKlervil in a k^s lo Northeastern.

Safety Victor C, , latkk two inierceptions) is back as the anchor

of the Rams secondary, but look lur teams i' be- able to move the ball consis-

tently against Rhody. both on thegfo^ ami through the air.

Bent one

I ours

No additional tee tor

21-25yeaiolddn\/er$

• Cars

Passenger Vans

• Ttttcks

POTTERS

• Direct Billing to

Insurance Companies

• Free Local Pick Up

• Locally Owned and Operated

549.RE,|J(7368)

at North Amherst Motors
Collision Repair Center

It Sl)n3!r!ird «<!« »^IU^ »1K''('S' H» 01059

i«».nortliimlitritmotars.coiii

On Bus Route • One M;Je North olUMass

Suidentjobs
Great Job opportunities for stutjents in

humanities ancj social sciences. Work to pro

tect the envirorwrient ad hol(d corporations

accountable Flexible Hours; fun progressive

workplace: valuable )ob skills. We are seek-

ing motivated, articulate, and creative people

to organize in diverse communities around

the valley Call today, start tomarrow. $8-

10 hr. plus bonus

Clean Water Action:

584 9830
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ACROSS
I 'VimooMr
8 ElTCVIcal unit

9 Andts capital

14 Fai oulpuirwl
16 -Cinoii - p«l''

16 B«fM*»i
1

7

TtndwUad meal
l^wds)

19 Cwaltoimatwn
20 Actor — Vigada
21 Bronte govamna
22 Ridlculoua

23 Soriowt
25 Board gania

26 Kind ofdaiacioi

^9 MOMA artisl

31 (.:aialau

y^ Peiched
36 Sl'ortg wind
37 CiaiM ami
38 Slmilai

40 Pan ot FDIC
43 WWianis ol lanms
4S Cow'itMtow
4flBluapnnl<telail
47 TaoilKM
50 Pir\h«ad

51 Enudainoialui*
52 Oblaci on radar

54 EK sizad

57 Papa 0<x lulad it

58 Furiously (2 wds )

61 Egged on
62 Ni(^t twtora

63 San Owgo pro

64 Nervoiis

65 Film dir»clot —
Craven

66 Out in tioni

DOWN
1 Humane org

2 Slout sticli

3 Bumpkin
4 Had lor dinner

5 Aug and Feb
6 Ooaa as lold

PREVIOUS PUZZLE eOiVEO

w. \nm SDoaa n

owciuai^w uji^wowNio

E-iUMld

yii\<Xl O «X*Un«»«^««<M<#btttu»*w «<fc

7 Liatenio 37Ch«
8 Invani SS-MonaUaa-
9 Squalchea
10 LooMn 41 nIghMoua
11 Qoddataat Broltier* eong

tatue* (2wde)
12 CNvulgaa 42 — Dawn Chony
13 Pantairpon 43 Flange or extent

18 Anl-wzad 44 Annex
23 SwatJbed
24 "Alley —!

47 Pkiggedm
48 Coiideicend

25 Corp bugie
26 Food additive

49 Writer Joyce
Carol-

27 Norway's SO Embankments
patron taint

26 Decorated
51 Lock
52 Spent unwiaaty

tmwaie 53 ftol pre

29 Wtiale 6 diei recorded

30 underhand 54 Uae tup l>oois

tVIMI 55 -flat*! Ben -"

33 Seer's deck 56 Watched
34 — out (tiarely 59 Tax pro

60 Sidelines crygels t)y)

35 Wines
companion

SKI SAID

SO HOW WAS YOUR
SU/'^'AER IN
COLORADO? ,

well, it was
Good, 6»-'t one

thing really
BULGED /^£...
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

THURSDAY
. High: 74

• Low: 57

FRIDAY
• High: 75

• Low: 65

SATURDAY
. High: 76

• Low: 49

ijilili

9

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Pizza Casserole

• Santa Fe Chicken

• Cuban Red Beans

(vegan)

DINNER
• Boston Scrod
• Szechudn Beef &
Broccoli

• Szechuan Tofu &
Broccoli

(vegan)

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Jennifer E,istw(H)d

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Gerald H. ling

COPY EDITOR
Andrew Merritt / Matt Brady /

Dan iamothe

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Scott Pihl

PRODUCTION STAFF
Stiannon Farrington / Katie Dwan /

Oliver Chong / Nikolas Markantonatos

HOROSCOPES

5 4 Once in a while you

get shown the light in

the strangest places if

you look at it right.

UJ

X
I-

Ui
H

a
-jerry Carda

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. i8

Don't forget pickles on your turkey sand-

wich.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

You're a star today, so be sure to sparkle.

aries • mak. 2i-apk. 19

Be mcjre cautious. You hurt your foot last

time you did that.

tail rUS • Apr. 20-May 20

People will steal anything, no matter

how useless it is.

gemini • may2Mun. 21

If everyone is a leader, then there won't

be anyone to follow you.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

Things go wrong. They go wrong all the

time.

leO • JUL.. 23-Auc. 22

Don't be so abnoxious; keep it at a level

annoying.

vIrgO • Auc. 23-Sept. 22

Don't step on glass with barefeet. It

hurts.

libra • Sept. 23-OrT. 22

Eat more butterscotc; it's sweet, sticky

and delicious.

Scorpio • Orr. 23-Nov. 21

That duck by the pond isn't dead; it's just

wooden.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-De( . 21

Start your weekend extra early. You

deserve it.

Capricorn • dec. 22 ian. 19

Wear cowl^oy lxx)ts more often. They're

HOT!

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

Fraternities-

Sororities- Clubs-

Student Groups Earn

$ 1,000-$2,000 this

semester with a

proven Campus-

Fundraiser 3 hour

fundraisinf? event.

Our free programs

make fundraising

easy with no risks.

Fundraising dates are

filling quickly, so get

with the program! It

works. Gintact

CampusFundraiser at

(888) 923-3238, or

visit www.campus-

fundraiser.com

Montreal Weekeiids

$99. Includes R/T

Luxury Motor Coach

from Springfield. 3

Days-2 Nights- 4 Star

Hotel Downtown-

Meals-Night Cj:luh

passes, wwu'.mon-

rrealexpress.net 1-

781-979-9001 Special

Group Rates

AUTO FOR SAFE

Buick c:cnnir>' 1994

Recently inspected

108,a\U1iles$2lLX^-

413-549-6648

1993 Ponti.ic

Bonneville. All

pi)wer. Vcr>' (^uwkI

Qnulition. Must Sell.

Best offer. 253-5537

1988 M-.izda $950

413-586-5728

COMPUTERS

Pentium Laptop

$99.00 Pentium

Desktop $49.a^ We
fix Laptops, IX'sktops/

PC's guanmteed 584-

8857

FMPrf)VMENT

Produce Sales

Assticiiites Part-time

evenings + Saturdays.

C^Mnpetitive Pay QUI

Atkins 253-9528

EMPIOYMENT

lemporary help

Express/Structure

warehouse sale

Union Rallnxmi

^V22-9/26 l^^luality

current merch at 50-

90"/() savings. We
neet.1 hard working

men & W( )men U ir

all asjx'cts of sale

including marketing

iSi promo unloading

truck, sales & setup.

KathlcvnQuag@aol.

(. ( im

Uxiking for responsi-

ble outgoing people to

promote Mike's 1 lard

Lemonade in hars and

stores. Must he over

2 1 and have reliable

rransjxirtation.

Applications will Ix-

accepted at Rafters

Sports Bar on Mi>n

22"^andTues23'"^l

only from 2 -4pm. No
phone calls please.

EMPLOYMENT

Sales Assistant tor

ci insulting/software

fim\. Telephone tele-

marketing. Economics

a plus. Please send

cover letter and

resume to Frederick

Trey: at Regional

Economic MikIcIs,

Inc., 433 West Street,

Amherst, MA 01CO2

or fax 41 3-549-1038

or email

re,sumes@remi.ct nn.

Rent us your ears!

Participants sought

for listening experi-

iuents.C:all 545-6837

leave message or write

ikingston@linguist.

umass.edii

l>ivers and Kitchen

help wanted Apply at

D.P l^nigh.

l>iwntown Amherst

EMPLOYMENT FURNITURE

Movie Extra.s/MiKlels Large Comer

needed. No exp.

required, earn up to

$500-100? a day 1-

888-820-0167 ext.

U150

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.0^ a

day potential. LiKal

positions. 1-800-293-

3985 ext 516

!Bartending!$

$2 50/day potential

No experience Nesc

Training pro\ ided. 1
-

80^965-6520 ext 162

FOR SAIE

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHP
MySQL, Perl and

more. w'^As.jadU'.com

or (41 3)253-0051.

Computer

Workstation:

Filedrawers, cubbies.

& more. $125.00

OBO. .367-(X)96

SERVICES

PREGNANCY
TESTING, HIV

Testing, Birth

Gintrol, and

Emergency

C 'ontraception.

Affordable and confi-

denrial. Ta}x?stry

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst.

548-9992

TRAVFI

A "Reality" Spnng

Break 2004's Hottest

Prices 13<H)k now ..

Free Trips, Meals &
Parties www.sun-

spla.shtours.com or

18LV-426-7710

TRAVEL

Spring Break '04

with

StudentCitv.com and

Maxim Magazine!

Get h( Hiked up with

Free Trips, Cash, aixl

VIP Status as a

C^ampiis Rep! C'hcxise

from 1 5 of the hottest

destinations. Bixik

early for FREE

MEALS, FREE

DRINKS and 1 50%

Ltwest Price

Guarantee! To re.ser\e

online or view our

PhirtoCjallerv', visit

ww^\^.studelUClt^.com

or Call 1-888-

SPRINGBREAK!

A SPRINC^ BREAK-

ER NEEDED 2aM's

Hottest l\"stinatuins

& Parties 2 free trips /

high commissions

I5w

sunsplashtoiiis.t.om

18aM26-7710

Spring Break -

Nassau/Paradise

Island, Cancun

Jamaica and

Acapulco frtnn $489.

Air, Hotel, Transfers,

Parties and More!

Ogani:e small group-

earn FREE TRIPS

plus commissioris!

Call 1-800-GET-

SUN-1

WANTEn

EGc; IX^NORS
NEEDED, non-smok-

ers. Ages 21-32.

Generous com|X'n.sa-

tion & expenses paid.

For more infonnation

contact Rolvrt

Nichols, Esq.

(781)769-6^)00,

Rnichol.s@i^bnlaw.nct .

www.robert

nicholsesa.com .

^-
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Kickin ' it off
UMass heads

to Orono for

crucial opener
By ANPRtw MtRKin

C\m LILIAN StAKh

Forget 51-7 over Central Connecticut State.

forget T-'} over Kansas State in the first quarter, as

well as the final lopsided result in favor of the Wildcats.

For the Massachusetts lootball team, the season

starts now. The .Minutenieii (11) travel to Orono.

Maine this weekend to open up the Atlantic 10 season

against the Maine Black Bears (2-1. 1-0 Atlantic 10).

UMass coach Mark Whipple repeated the mantra

that he was using as earK as mid-August, back when

the new logo was news, and the guy running the athlet-

ic department didn't have "interim" fxrt'ore his title.

"ilie season starts now. " Whipple said. "ICCSU and

K-Siatel was preseason, and now really this week is

when it starts."

It doesn't exactly start off with a cupcake, though.

Tlic Black Bears earned a share of last year's A- 10

title, splitting the honors with Northeastern. Although

quarterback lake Eaton graduated after a solid senior

year — .572 passing percentage (l54-for-269). 1849

vards and lb touchdowns — his replacement, redshirt

treshman Ron Whitcomb. is 4l-lor-77 this year with

4"^2 yards and seven TDs.

Maine's offense doesn't end there, either. Second-

teatn preseason all-conference tailback Marcus

Williams, a graduate of Amherst Regional High

School, is rushing at a six yards-per-carry pace this sea-

son, and averaging 142 yards per ganK".

"It's their offensive line." Whipple said, "and

Williatns is a good back, he's improved since last year.

First play, he ripped something off. and he had two

gcKxl runs against us last year, and he's doing it against

everybody."

Williams took off for 28 yards on the first play from

scrimmage against the Minutenien on Oct. 12. 2002.

f fc went on to gain 92 yards on just 1 5 carries.

Whipple would like Williams to see even less of the bail

Saturday.

"You want to make them go left-handed, and that

means taking away their run game on defense," he said.

"If they can mn the ball, we're going to have a bng day.

it tliey can >usiain drives.

fhey have a game plan, and they're going to stick

to it, and we have to take them out of it. When they

play-action pass, we just can't give up a free play, that's

just killed everyone this year Certainly we'd like to

have Whitcomb try to beat us. like 1 think last year we

did with lake F^aton. nnd he wasn't able to do it."

F^aton was silenced last year, to the tune of 1 2-for-

35 attempts and just 105 yards in the air.

The Minuiemen are coming off a loss to Kansiis

State thai, despite the 38-7 losing result, featured one

of the best pedbniiances UMass has ever put up

against a l-A opponent, and certainly the best since the

last time the Maroon and White beat a member of col-

lege football's major leagues, a 26-10 win over Bali

State on Sept. 1. 1984.

In what has become a new fall tradition at UMass,

Whipple was happier with his squad after the loss than

he was alter the 51-7 dismantling of Central

Connt-cticut on Sept. 6.

"I feel better than I did after Central Connecticut,

but we didn't win the game, so you have to make some

plays to win the game. But I felt that they didn't flinch.

Continued on page 1
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Bjorn named

as interim AD
By Mike Marzelli

C(lLLt(.lAN StaFI-

Freshman placekicker Michael Torres will showcase his strong right in Saturdav night's Atlantic \0 Conference open-

er for the Minutcmen. UMass has yet to win a conference opener on the ri>aJ in coach Mark Whipple's six-year tenure.

University of Massachusetts-

Amherst Chancellor John V.

Lombard! has tabbed Thorr D.

Bjorn, associate athletic direc-

tor for sales and marketing, as

interim athletic director. The

decision is effective as of Sept.

22.

Bjorn replaces former athlet-

ic director Ian McCaw follow-

ing his decision to resign his

post at UMass to take the same

position at Baylor University,

After earning his bachelor's

and master's degrees from

UMass. Bjorn was assistant

athletic director for tickets and

game operations at the school

from 1990-1996. He was pro-

moted to associate athletic

director for marketing in 1996,

a position that he filled for

four years.

A three-year letterman on

the Minuteman football team

from 1988-1990. Bjorn

became director of regional

sales and marketing for

Resorts Sports Network in

Portland, Maine. He returned

to Massachusetts to fill his cur-

rent position in April of 2003.

"I have every confidence in

Thorr Bjorn and am certain he

will work to ensure that the

progress we have made and the

plans we have initiated in ath-

letics will continue." Lombard!

said.

"As a member of the current

administrative team. Thorr can

take on this assignment for the

relatively short time needed

with minimum disruption to

the athletic department's many
activities."

Lombard! said that he

would name a search commit-

tee in charge of finding a per-

manent replacement for

McCaw. Bjorn will not be a

candidate for the permanent

post.

He has also asked Michael

Gargano. vice chancellor for

student affairs and campus life,

as well as John Dubach. special

assistant to the chancellor, to

serve as an executive commit-

tee assisting Bjorn.

"The executive committee's

role will be to meet regularly

with the interim AD on issues

of budget, personnel and other

major policy questions." he

said.

"(This is] to ensure the ath-

letic program has strong, visi-

ble and effective campus sup-

port to maintain the strength

and continuity of our program

through this transition.

"The University remains

fully committed to the success

of the entire intercollegiate

athletic program at UMass
Amherst."

An impressive effort
Minutemen able to

cruise past Terriers

(iF-RAlPH 1 ISV.A 1 >LLI I •! AN

Dan Colwell

intra-state rival

tallied a goal and an assist, as UMass easily defeated

BU at Rudd Field.

By Bk KY Horowitz
( .'ol.LK.IAN ( ^ORRKSPONDENT

The Minutemen sent the dogs

to the pound.

The Massachusetts men's soc-

cer team held nothing back in a

5-1 shel-

UMjss 5 lacking

BU 1 Boston

University yesterday at Rudd
licld. BU's two-game winning

streak was snapped, as the

Maroon and While upped its

record to 4-2.

"Wc played very well, we put

them under right away, we made
it very hard for them to play."

University of Massachusetts

coach Sam Koch said. "But I

think they're a better team than

what we saw today."

Prior to yesterday's game.

UMass fell to BU (2-4) in four of

their last five meetings. With the

Terriers riding high, and some

key injured players coming back,

the Minutemen had to up their

level of play.

"We played well and they

were a little off," Koch said. "I

think that's why you had the

score you had."

The UMass offense dominated

the first half, keeping BU goal-

keeper Zach Riffett under con-

stant pressure. However, it was

unable to capitalize on numerous

opportunities.

"I thought they did a good

job." Koch said of his offense. "I

mean we struggled a iittic bit in

the first half, but wc cleaned it

up in the .second half and put

chances away."

With three minutes left in the

first, senior co-captain Andrew

Eicher drilled one past Rilfctt off

an assist from freshman Ralph

Pace, giving UMass a 1-0 advan-

tage.

The Minutemen's stifling

defense put a quick stop to BU's

second half threats, creating out-

standing offensive breaks.

"We were good at closing

them down." Koch said. "We
had the one lapse where they got

behind our outside midfielder

and scored, but they didn't have

too many chances."

Boston University showed

some signs of life at the begin-

ning of the second half. At the

51:12 mark, senior Alan

McNamara netted BU's only

goal, tying the game at one.

Two minutes later, junior

Gabe Barnard booted one past

Riffett off an impressive cross-

field pass from senior Dan
Coiwell. and the Minutemen

never looked back.

Of his wingmen, Koch said.

"We're doing well, but we could

do better. We still have to

improve upon that. Obviously

today I think we did a good job.

but I know we can do it even bet-

ter than wc have so we're going

to continue to work on it.

"The last three games we
talked a lot about iriaking sure

that we stay patient, and we get

behind on the ball. We need to

stand thorn up and make them

beat us." Koch said.

At the 59:31 mark. Colwell

scored off an assist from Eicher

after a nice break and polished

movement by the UMass offense.

The Minutemen broke up

their scoring with some fancy

footwork, making sure to keep

BU on their toes.

With the goal surrounded by

while shirts, senior co-captain

Ptah Myers came out of the

crowd and put one behind the

freshman goalie at 65:48.

Within minutes, Myers netted

his second goal of the game off a

penally kick, giving the Maroon

and \Vhite a 5-1 lead.

"lis about time." Koch said

of Myers "I've been expecting

him to score goals. Iluniorj Oral

[Bulicnl had two goals on him so

he had to catch him. they've

been battling."

Freshman goalkeeper Nick

Billman had a solid game in the

net as well, making three saves

and boosting his career record to

2-0.

"He was our keeper today,

we'll see how everything goes,"

Koch said. "He's playing very

well, but we're not going to

make any decisions. We don't

have a keeper for the rest of the

year, we need a keeper for

Saturday."

The Minutemen travel to out-

of-conference Siena for a I p.m.

matchup on Saturday.

"Each week we try to get bet-

ter and I think we've been doing

that." Koch said.

With just over six minutes left

in the game. UMass sophomore
Tim Kicheli received a yellow

card for an illegal slide tackle,

but it was too late for the

Terriers to take advantage of the

penalty.

The Maroon and White out-

shot the Terriers 16-9. and held

the edge on comer kicks 5-1

.

"Overall I think everybody

played well." Koch said. "Eicher

is doing a great job in the center

tnidfield. Devlin Barnes is doing

a great job sweeping in the back.

Canavan and Camerota both are

doing a very good job in their

positions. I'm very pleased with

the way we've been defending.

"The guys off the bench

played well. Pogano had a great

chance at the beginning of the

second half coming off the

bench. Ralph Pace and Todd
Skelton came off the bench, and

they're doing a good job for us.

so you have a number of people

contributing. That's the way it

has to be."
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Amherst becomes UMass flagship
By S.J. Port

CoLLEiiiAN Staff

I.MIlIt IHX^iASIIHLElllAN

Guest speaker, Massachusetts Senator Stanley C. Rosenberg,

salutes the Amherst campus as the flagship of the UMass system.

Valley commuters

call for travel times

The Amherst campus of the

University of Massachusetts is

now legally designated as a

research university and the sys-

tem's flagship campus.

The move to legally denote

UMass Amherst as the flagship

campus was the work of

Massachusetts Senator Stanley

C. Rosenberg. Rosenberg, while

addressing the Faculty Senate

yesterday, proclaimed this suc-

cess to be his proudest within

the current legislative session.

Rosenberg told the Senate

that he had always assumed that

somewhere within

Massachusetts' statutes on high-

er education that language

denoted the Amherst campus as

the flagship. However, after

reading every single state statute

on higher education this sum-

mer. Rosenberg found that

nowhere was such a designation

inade for the University system.

Additionally, the Amherst cam-

pus was not described as a

research university.

Due to growing tensions

between the governor and the

legislature. and following

Governor Romney's attempt to

reorganize the University system

this year. Rosenberg felt it was

imperati\c that Amherst be

legally recognized as a research

university and the system's flag-

ship institution.

"This is the first time in my
knowledge that Amherst is

legally the llagship. It was a bat-

tle to put it into law," said

Rosenberg. "It should never

have been a battle."

Since legally designating

Amherst as the flagship campus.

Rosenberg has created an addi-

tional budget for the chancellor

to create a "new strategic plan

to inform the legislature what is

needed for Amherst to be a true

flagship" and iinprove its level

of competitiveness among
research universities.

Rosenberg also brought to

the Faculty Senate an explana-

tion of what had happened with-

in the legislature during this

year's budget crisis, as well us

predictions for the upcoming
year.

"I don't have to tell you how
ugly the budget situation was

this last year." Rosenberg began.

Addressing the issue of

resigned UMass President

William Bulger. Rosenbeig said.

"The Commonwealth ended up

in a disappointing situation on

an ugi\ debute predicated on

politics and not on the future of

the public higher education sys-

tem."

Rosenberg. who fought

strongly against the re-organi/.a-

tional proposals this spring,

explained why he had done so.

"It doesn't matter how we
organize the system — it mat-

ters how much money is put into

it and who pays." he said.

"Every eight or nine years the

idea to reorganize the Univer.>ity

system comes up. It's a cover

used while they |the state legis-

lature) cut the heart out of your

budget. It doesn't matter what

academic setting you arc in —
the person above you is useless

— you want independence.

Chancellors don't need presi-

dents, and presidents don't want

Boards of Education.

"

The senator went on to

explain that in the past decade

the University has seen great

success, and improved tremen-

dously due to work within the

system at the lowest levels.

Rosenberg said thai in the past

decade the University system

has worked to place the power

in the hands of the people who
do the day-to-day work on each

campus, allowing them to make
the appropriate decisions.

Rosenberg believes that this

move to put power in the hands

of the faculties, and campus
administrations, instead of the

Board of Education and Board

of Trustees, has been "enor-

mously successful." He saw

Ronmey's reorganization pio-

posals as a way to obscure the

issues that are important to

higher education, especially the

University.

"1 wasn't going to allow them

to cloud the issue. We beat back

every one of these silly propos-

als that would have them cover

for cuts to your budget." he

said. "It is a provable, undeni-

able fact that public higher edu-

cation has improved in the last

decade. They refused to look at

this, or to talk to anyone. With

my own eyes. I watched a televi-

sion interview in which our

Lieutenant Governor. Kerry

Healey. said that we need to cut

off Amherst to build up our flag-

ship campuses Dartmouth.

Lowell, and Boston.'

Continued from page 2

Kennedy says

Iraq war

was a '\mi'
By Si t^ b LtBLA.NC

.•Will lAIIIl I'rFss

BOSTON - The case lor

going to war against Iraq was a

tniud "made up in Texas" to give

Republicans a political boost. Sen.

Edward Kennedy said l"hursday.

In un intervicvN with The

.\ssociated Press. Kennedy also

said the Hush administration has

failed to account for nearly half of

the S4 billion the war is costing

each month. He said he believes

much ot the uiiaccuuntedtor

money is being used to bribe for-

eign leaders to send in tr(.K)ps.

He called the Hush administra-

tion's current Iraq policy "adrift."

The While House declined to

comment Iliursday.

Ilie Massachusetts IX-motrat

also expressed doubts ;ibout how

serious a threat Saddam Hussein

posed to the Lmited States in its

battle against terrorism. Fie said

administrution otliciaU relied on

"distortion, mis'eprcsenlation, a

selection of intelligence" to justify

their case loi war.

"There was no imminent

threat. This was made up in Texas,

announced in lanuary to the

Republican leadership that war

was going to take place and was

going to be good politically. This

whole thing was u fraud."

Kennedy said.

Kennedy said u lecent report

by the Congressional Budget Olf

ice showed that only about

Continued on page 2

Isabel pounds Carolina coast

By ALYSON ZlLLMAN
CoLLECilAN CoRRESPONHKNT

The Massachusetts Regional

Traveler Information Center

recently began a local traffic

information hotline, which

may be of use to some if

Hurricane Isabel produces any

bizarre weather in the next few

days.

The phone line, which can

be reached by dialing 4 1 3-549-

RTIC, became operational

Aug. 29. Since then, mainly

faculty and local Amherst resi-

dents have called to get the lat-

est on travel conditions in the

area, said Stewart

Rosenberger, a technician at

the center.

The phone line was used

most heavily immediately fol-

lowing the press release in

August.

Rosenberger said that

callers most frequently wanted

to know the exact travel lime

between Northampton and

Hadley.

"We're still feeling it out to

see what people want." he said.

CRS. a conjpany in

Cainbridge. is providing the

software and phone services

for the center. and

Rosenberger said as of right

now the phone service is an

experiment.

In addition to the phone

line, the center has its own
website, which features infor-

mation about travel times,

alternative modes of trans-

portation, events in the

Pioneer Valley and Calvin

Coolidge Bridge information,

as well as a handful of web
cameras.

Rosenberger said the web-

catns were first used to get a

look at traffic around the

Calvin Coolidge Bridge, which

was under construction this

summer.
He said that the webcams are

popular, perhaps due to their

novelty, and that the center

plans on adding more as soon

as they become available.

Rosenberger said that most

of the feedback the website

receives is about the webcams.

The center's hotline and

website both provide exact

travel time inforination.

imiVl-WniviNVASSiX IATfiMU^^s

Bill Ackliss, of Kitty Hawk, takes cover behind the relative sta-

bility of a power pole yesterday, in Kitty Hawk, N.C.

Mllir IXiCKlAN/l'Ollti'.IAS

Tugl

Students participate in an event co-sponsored by the Orchard Hill/Central staff. The tug-of-war was sptmsored by the Community

Developement prt>gram as a way to build dorm pride through competition.

By E.MtKy V. D.Aiisic

,^sM.K i.\rFi) Phfs.v

KILL DEVIL HILLS. N.C. -
Hurricane Isabel plowed into

North Carolina's Outer Banks

with 100 mph winds and pushed

its way up the Eastern Seaboard

Thursday, swamping roads and

knocking out power to more

than 1 million people but pack-

ing nowhere near the terrifying

punch it had days earlier.

The storm that had once

threatened 160 mph winds and a

I2-Ii.x)i storm surge rolled in

around midday just south of iso-

lated Ocracoke Island with a 5-

foot surge and gusts that rattled

plywood boards spray-painted

"Bring it on Izzy."

"A lot of trees are down —
there's one down across the

garage," Rudy Austin said as he

looked out on his yard in

Ocracoke surrounded by a knee-

deep soup o\ sea yyalcr and

debris. "There's a lot of stulf

floating around: boards and

buoys and boxes and young'uns'

plastic toys."

Despite downed trees.

snarled air traffic and yyidc

spread power outages -- about

1.5 million in North Carolina

and southeastern Virginia alone

— there were no immciliatc

reports of any deaths oi wide-

spread flooding.

Hut National Hurricane

Center Director Max Mayfield

said fast-iTioving Isabel still

poses a threat because of its

dimensions — about the size ol

Colorado ~ and its potential to

bring 6 to 10 inches of rain and

Hooding to an Fast Coast alieady

sodden from one of the yveitest

summers in years.

"This is certainly not oyer iov

people experiencing Hurricane

Isabel. " he said. ' Fhis hurricane

yvill not be remembeicd lor how

strong it is. It will be remem-

bered for hoyy large it is."

There were isolated areas o\

liuniugc and distress on ihc

Outer Hanks iinil inliind aicus

nearby.

In Ikiiluv^e. a snuili comnui-

iiity about 25 miles inland, about

50 to 40 homes yyere destroyed,

either by winds, falling trees or

flooding, said lercniy Hmwn.
chief of Harlowe's viilunteer liie

Jcpattment. He estimated about

200 homes \yere Hooded.

I iretighters rescued a miithcr

and her tyyo children yvho were

stranded b\ the floodwaters.

Hrown said. But the lloi>ding

receded quickly, said resident |oe

leinunde/. yyho yvaiched the

yyalei rise oyei his street iuui

yaicl.

"It yyas like u toilet Hushing. It

just came up and went doyvn."

Fernandez said.

In Williston. Maiceila Willis.

62. had a half-loot of yvalcr in

her home and yvaisi-high water

all around it. Her house was

almost destroyed by Hurricane

Floyd in 1999.

"This time it's even worse."

she said. "It came so fast I was

sitting there listening to the radio

and my feel felt wet."

The storm lore apart two

beach houses in Nags Head on

the Outer Hanks, picking up a

yyusher. dryer arul relrigeralor

and carrying them about 500

feet down the street.

Wind blew out the yvindows

of a stoim shelter near I li/uK-th

City, injuring live people hit by

flying glass.

The sionn spread rain a>.r\>ss

North Carolina and \ irginia and

into Maryland. Delaware and

parts of West \ irginia and

Pennsylyania.

I.sabel's lop sustained yvind

eased to nearly 90 mph after it

hit land, and it y\as expected to

continue yycakening. Hurricane-

force w ind — at least 74 mph ~
extended up to 100 miles out

from the center

At 5 p.m. LDT. the center of

Isabel's "very large eye" yvas over

North Carolina's Pamlico Sound,

bclyycen the maiiilanJ atnl ihe

Outer Hanks. It yva^ moving

norlhyycst at around 24 mph. up

from 14 mph as it ap)iroached

the coast 24 hours earlier.

I'he increase in speed i^ nut

unusual, and coukl ruean lighter-

rain and less Hooding, said Chris

Sisko. a meteorologist ai the luir

ricanc center.

lhc\'ll still hayc flooding

issues oyer the next day or tyvo.

but the faster motion is at least a

mote |iositi\c impact." Sisko

saitl.

Isabel was expected to move
north acn.>ss \ irginia and cut

ihtough western Pcnnsyhania

and yyesiern Neyy >ork State

before dissip;itini' in C'.m.kLi In

Saturday.

Rhonda Dum-. wiiosf |i,in.iii-.

hud to be aiililted from their

Continued on page 2
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Surfing through a storm
Officials warn surfers about Isabel's power

By |ack Hagel
Associated Press

NARRAGANSETT. R.I. —The waves

crashing along Fast Matunuck Stale Beach

on Thursday were the kind )ohn Magno
longed lor as a kid.

"You waited for this all year, and you

took advantage of it," said Magno, 54, of

Cranston, who was walking along the

shore with his boogie board.

"This has always been a fabulous surf

spot" when hurricanes hit the mid-Atlantic

region, he said.

Surfers and boarders took to Rhode
Island's shores as the effects of Hurricane

Isabel pushed waves to several times their

normal heights.

But meteorologists and state officials

urged people to stay out of the water

Friday, when swells from the storm are

expected to crescendo along the state's

southern coast.

On Thursday, the Coast Guard pulled a

man from the water off Narragansett's

Black Point near Scarborough State Beach.

The 67-year-old man from Uxbridge,

Mass,, was flown to South County
Hospital, where he died, said Petty Officer

Amy Thomas.
Thomas said a rescue swimmer was

lowered from a Coast Guard helicopter to

retrieve the man, who had reportedly been

swimming.
State Department of Environmental

Management spokeswoman Gail Mastrati

said state-operated beaches have been

closed to swimming since Labor Day.

because lifeguards are no longer on duty.

Enforcing that ban is up to a small staff of

rangers, as well as local authorities.

In South Kingstown, police will have

patrols along popular surfing spots, such

as Matunuck and Green Hill beaches.

"You know, you cant stop people," said

police Lt. Geoffrey Peckhain. "You can

primarily recommend. And a lot of people

will do it anyways."

The National Weather Service predicted

swells of 9 to 14 feet by Friday afternoon

in Block island and Rhode Island sounds.

Normal swells are from I to 5 feet. The

swells are expected to be 1 5 to 20 feet off-

shore, about 20 nautical miles from

coastal lines.

High tide is expected at 2:32 p.m.

Friday in Newport.

The waves from Isabel could produce

dangerous rip tides, as the rushing water

exerts a powerful tug as it returns to sea.

said Kim Buttrick. a meteorologist with

the National Weather Service office in

Taunton, Mass.

"Even your seasoned surfers would

have a hard time coming back to shore,"

Buttrick said.

The weather service posted a high surf

advisory that was to begin Thursday

evening.

Ben Johnson, 58, of Colorado, was surf-

ing at East Matunuck beach on Thursday

afternoon and said the rip tides were

already powerful.

"You just go in up to your knees and

you get sucked in," he said, "The surf is

excellent, it's just the rip tide."

The surf could erode beaches and

threaten coastal properties, even around

Narragansett Bay, because the wind will be

blowing the water in from the south, offi-

cials said.

Meteorologists expect some rain from

Isabel as it passes through New York on

Friday, but the main threats are from

ocean swells and wind. Wind speeds are

predicted to be 20 to 30 mph, with 45 mph
gusts.

State officials, including Gov. Don
Carcieri, have met for days at the

Emergency Management Agency head-

quarters in Cranston. The EMA's executive

director, Al Scappaticci, said it appears

damage will be limited to spotty power

outages from some downed wires, but the

threat doesn't appear to be worse than

from a good-sized storm.

Hurricane Isabel begins assault on Eastern coast

Continued from page 1

home four years ago when
Hurricane Floyd killed 5b peo-

ple, said she was not convinced

Isabel would leave eastern North

Carolina unscathed.

"When something like this

happens. I don't care what it is.

you prepare for the worst." she

said. "I don't think its going to

be bigger than Floyd, but I think

it's going to be larger than what

people think."

Lip to a foot of rain was pos-

sible in West Virginia's hilly

Eastern Panhandle and b to 9

inches was forecast for parts of

Pennsylvania.

President Bush granted North

Carolina Gov. Mike Easley's

request for a federal disaster dec-

laration, ordering federal aid to

the state. In anticipation of

flooding and wind damage,

Pennsylvania Gov. Ed Rendell

issued a statewide "disaster

emergency" declaration. The
governors of West Virginia,

Maryland, Virginia and

Delaware had earlier declared

emergencies, and the governor of

New lersey planned a declaration

Thursday.

Well over 1,500 flights were

canceled at airports in the major

Eastern cities, said David

Stempler. president of the Air

Travelers Association. As the

storm moved north, all flights to

and from the Washington metro-

politan area's airports were likely

to be canceled, he said.

The federal government shut

down in Washington. Amtrak

halted service south of

Washington, and the

Wa.ihington-area Metro system

shut down all subway and bus

service.

Miss America pageant organ-

izers went ahead with plans for

their annual parade Friday night

in Atlantic City, N.|.. hoping the

boardwalk would escape damage.

For many, the hurricane's

passing was merely a sightseeing

event.

"For me. this is just like

another little rain.storm. but you

take what you can get," storm

chaser Warren Faidley said as he

videotaped the frothy, 1 5-foot

swells on Atlantic Beach, N.C.

He was impressed that in the

middle of the hurricane, he was

able to get a hot sausage biscuit

at a pier right on the beach.

"Hot food during the hurri-

cane." he said, chewing away.

"This is the most gentlemanly

chase of all times."

Kennedy opposes Bush's claims

Continued from page 1

$2.5 billion of the $4 billion being

spent monthly on the war could be

accounted for by the Bush admin-

istration.

"My belief is this money is

being shuffled all around to these

political leaders in all parts of the

world, bribing them to send in

troops." he said.

Of the $87 billion in new
money requested by President

Bush for the war Kennedy said the

administration should be required

to report back to the Congress to

account for the spending.

"We want to support our

troops because they didn't make

the decision to go there ... but I

don't think it should be open-

ended. We ought to have a bench-

mark where the administration has

to come back and give us a

report," he added.

Kennedy said the focus on Iraq

has drawn the nations attention

away from more direct threats,

including al-Qaida, instability in

Afghanistan or the nuclear ambi-

tions of North Korea.

"I think all of those pose a

threat to the security of the people

of Massachusetts much more

than the threat froin Iraq,"

Kennedy said. "Terror has been

put on the sidelines for the last 1

2

months."

Kennedy was one of 23 sena-

tors who voted last October

against authorizing Bush to use

military force to disann Iraq.

Earlier this year, he supported

a Democratic amendment that

would have delayed most of the

president's proposed tax cuts, and

most spending increases, until the

administration provided cost esti-

mates for the Iraq war.

The amendment failed.

Rosenberg

announces

UMass victory

Continued from page 1

Rosenberg declared that his

vast experience in higher edu-

cation had taught him a few

"huge truths," one of which

was that, "the best campuses

and the best schools have some

form of central administration

that keeps their hand off most

of the campus specific issues."

He continues to support the

president's office and the cur-

rent organization of

Massachusetts' public higher

education.

"I am happy to report that

we did not blow up the presi-

dent's office or campuses, or

merge any schools."

Rosenberg doubts that the

issue of reorganization will be

brought up again in the second

half of the current two-year

legislative session. This he says

will benefit the University as it

allows legislators to focus on

budget figures, and allows the

University to focus the legisla-

ture on funding contracts,

which have now been unful-

filled for three years.

Rosenberg closed his

address to the Senate by say-

ing, "With dark clouds on the

horizon, our little victories

have set the stage on campus

for a new visionary to make the

next move for UMass."
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AOL Time Warner Inc.

Offers Valuable Lesson
The board of AOL Ttme Warner Inc. voted

yesterday to remove the letters "AOL" from the

company's name after acknowledging the fail-

ure of the largest merger in U.S. history.

The AOL company was bought by Time
Warner Inc. as a way to jump-start a media rev-

olution by combining "old" and "new" media

companies. The plan to combine both compa-

nies, however, backfired after AOL's name
brand started to diminish.

The Internet company America Online was

once seen as a titan powerful enough to add

even more power to the various media proper-

ties of Time Warner, including HBO. Time mag-

azine (and Time-owned magazines including

People and Sports Illustrated) and the nation's

No. 2 cable company. Time Warner Cable.

The company's greed and insistence on

growth got in the way of smart decisions. AOL
is now the company's biggest embarrassment.

Although AOL is still profitable, slated to gen-

erate nearly $1 billion this year, it is facing hur-

dles such as a regulatory inquiry into its

accounting and a slumping subscriber base as

users drop AOL for faster connections to the

Internet.

"We believe that our new name better

reflects the portfolio of our valuable businesses

and ends any confusion between our corporate

name and the America Online brand name for

our investors, partners and the public," chair-

man and chief executive Richard Parsons said

in a statement. In other words, the AOL name
was holding back increased revenue instead of

bringing it in.

This should serve as an example that media

ownership does not always translate into big

profits. The company will focus on reworking

its image after the AOL disaster, by simplifying

its tangled corporate structure, cleaning up its

balance sheet, and selling off businesses in

order to pay dovm debt and focus on its main

media and entertainment businesses.

Other companies with the aspirations of

purchasing other companies for the sake of

increasing revenue should pay close attention

to the failure of AOL Time Warner Inc.

Companies that have made similar negotia-

tions such as the Time Warner Inc. company

and the AOL company for the sake of generat-

ing more money should seek to analyze their

current business practices, or risk alienating

investors and customers. AOL Time Warner

has already announced a deal to sell its two

winter sports teams in Atlanta, the NBA's

Hawks and the NHL's Thrashers, to a Boston

businessman for $250 million. AOL has also

sold off a DVD manufacturing facility and its

half interest in the Comedy Central cable chan-

nel.

Investors and analysts responded well to the

name change. When the name change was

being considered last month, the company's

stock began to rise. AOL Time Warner has said

it is not contemplating a sale or spin-off of the

AOL division, instead they will focus on trying

to fix the problems there.

The best thing for a company is to admit its

mistake eariy and to move on, just like AOL
Time Warner Inc. This is something other com-

panies should heed.

Information from the Associated Press was

used in this editorial.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.
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A bomb for a bomb
On Aug. 28,

Brian Wells

began his

morning as

usual, reading

the newspaper

in his Erie, Pa.

hometown .

After waving

good morning

to his landlady,

he jumped into

his small car and drove to his job

as a pizza deliveryman at Mama
Mia's Pizzeria. No one could

have predicted that this seemly

normal day would end in one of

the most gruesome crimes of the

summer.
Tony Ditomo, the pizzeria

owner, called to the back of the

busy restaurant in the height of

lunch hour around 1 :30 p.m.

"Brian! We have two sausage

pizzas that need to be delivered

three miles south of here." Wells

grabbed the piping hot pies,

jumped in his delivery van and

drove away. That was the last

time most of the pizzeria saw

Wells alive.

Wells drove to the delivery

site, which had been described

as a nearby construction site.

The site was down a long rutted

dirt road, and the construction

site was deserted. What hap-

pened then, no one can say. All

that is known is that somebody

or some people were lying in

wait for the deliveryman.

When Wells was next seen at

2:30 pm. he was robbing a bank.

He drove his Sedan two miles to

the local PNC bank and handed

a note to the lellei, demanding

$250,000. Carried with him was

a set of written instructions for

the robbery. Around his neck

hung a boinb, ticking away the

last .seconds of his life.

Ten minutes later. Wells was

pulled over outside a

McDonalds. Wells quickly

warned officers that there was a

bomb ticking underneath his

shirt. His instruction booklet

was seized from the Sedan, but

the pizzas were nowhere to be

found.

Time was running out for

Brian Wells. The instructions

told him he had less than 50

minutes to complete a circuit

consisting of five local destina-

tions or the bomb would go off.

Police had detained him at the

second. The bomb squad was

nowhere in site. Wells seemed

fairiy calm about the entire situ-

ation, telling police only that "a

man had put this bomb" on him.

At one point, he looked around

desperately and said, "Why is it

nobody's trying to come get this

thing off of me?"
Wells did not mention to

police anything about the rob-

bery plot or the means by which

the bomb was placed around his

neck. He seemed in a passive

state, arching his back against

the tight, heavy bomb before it

detonated at 3:18 p.m. He was

killed instantly.

He looked around

desperately and

said 'Why is it

nobody's trying to

come get this thing

off off me?'

The horror and disgust that

this case raises within me is

unlike any other crime I have

encountered. It is not only the

fact that a human life was wast-

ed, but the fact that the man was

tortured mercilessly until the

moment he was executed.

This case raises many baffling

questions. Due to the lack of

information that was given to

police by Wells, it is unclear

whether or not Wells was an

accomplice in the robbery plan.

If he was, what was the point of

the bomb? Negative reinforce-

ment? Was the bomb meant to

elude the police? If he was not

an accomplice, was he a man
simply chosen at random to play

the losing piece of a horrible

game?
If the point of the entire inis-

sion was just to murder Brian

Wells, this is probably the most

convoluted train of thought that

any human being could concoct.

Why not just shoot Wells when

he came to deliver the pizzas?

Why take the time and effort to

create a "treasure hunt" and

watch the man run around in a

frantic dance of death?

I'm sure that once the police

stopped Wells, he realized that

his chances of survival were tick-

ing away; he would never reach

his final destination. Even if

Wells had found every clue in

this sick game, his captors may
have refused to take off the

bomb.
Described by his family and

friends as a quiet and peaceful

individual,

Wells most likely was not the

type of man to panic, even in a

situation that meant life or

death. In his last moments of

life, he seemed to be fighting a

battle not only against the bomb,

but also against his natural

impulse to panic. It was as if he

wanted to leave this world with

as much dignity and as little fuss

as he had lived.

The overall point is. that

whether Brian Wells was an

accomplice, an innocent victim,

or a target for murder, the ordeal

through which he suffered on his

last day of life was not only an

act of terror and torture: it was

an act of evil.

Wells' guilt or innocence does

not make this crime any more of

less excusable for whoever is

behind it. The terror, anger, and

pain was experienced not only by

Wells, but by his family, friends,

and those who tried to aid him

as they watched his body

explode with the force of the

blast.

Whoever is responsible for

this heinous deed, I think capital

punishment is loo good for you.

As unconstitutional as this may
be, I firmly believe that you

deserve to die the same horrible

death as poor Brian Wells. An
eye for an eye, a bomb for a

bomb.
Erika Lovley is a Collegian

columnist.

IfYouAren't Outraged You

Aren't Paying Attention

[duardo

Bustamante

When Iared

Nokes accepted

his nomination

as speaker of

the SCA senate,

he knew that

each and every

undergraduate

student at the

University of

Massachusetts

had given him

$81 of their own money He also

knew that he had been given

instructions through the by-laws

and constitution regarding the

ALANA caucus. The .seats are con-

stitutional (the judiciary), they

require a democratic removal (a

2/3 vote by the senate and a cam-

pus wide referendum according to

the By-laws), and the students

want them (the most recent refer-

endum passed 2 to 1 in favor of the

seats).

But the SCA leadership has

been given more than $81. They

have been given $81 per student,

totaling $1.5 million annually.

When $1.5 million is on the table,

morals are easily clouded by ambi-

tion.

For the past 30 years, the

ALANA appointed seats have

opposed conservative ambitions in

the SCA. Expectedly, conservative

students have attacked the

ALANA caucus. All attacks have

failed. However, this year's attack is

different. It's undemocratic; It's a

dirty trick.

Most students would think,

"because these people promised to

represent the students, and are in

charge of our money, they will take

into account what the students

want."

But jared Nokes and Matt

Progen are self-important enough

to believe that their discovery of a

technicality gave them the moral

right to eliminate what the majori-

ty of the I8,t)00 students on cam-

pus wanted.

Here's how it went down:

Step I: Nokes tabled (post-

poned) his motion to change the

apportionment of seats in the

Senate until the last meeting he

could possibly fit it into the agenda.

Step 2: On that day, Nokes

requested that the apportionment

be taken in two parts: elcxted seats

and appointed seats. He then told

the senate that this would "make

the motion less complicated" and

deliberately misled the caucus,

telling them the motion wouldn't

affect them negatively because they

were protected by the by-laws.

After the first part of the

motion had been voted on and

elected seats had been appor-

tioned. Matt "Adjoum As Fast As

You Can" Progen called a motion

to adjoum as fast as he could. A
barrage of republican senators

immediately seconded his motion.

The ALANA caucus had no idea

what hit them. All senate meetings

are on public record at UVCTV.
However, the tape of this meeting

(May 7, 2003) went mysteriously

missing over the weekend after I

requested a copy

Step 3: On the following (and

final) meeting of the Senate (May

14, 2003), Speaker Flection Day.

the caucus put a motion to appor-

tion the appointed seats. ITic .sec-

ond Nokes stepped to the podium.

Matt "Adjoum As Fast As You

Can" Progen adjoumed as fast as

he could. Again, the Republican

Club voices seconded the motion.

On video, one can clearly hear the

black women of the caucus

screaming, "No! No! Please! It's

only two motions! No!"

Speaker Nokes. grinning all the

while, took a vote on whether to

adjoum or hear the motion. The

conservatives outvoted the Caucus

24 to 17.

On video, one can

clearly hear the

black women of the

caucus screaming,

"No! No! Please!

It's only two

motions! No!"

Step 4: There was still a

chance that the coordinating

council (the summer senate)

could hear the motion to appor

tion the seats. And so. Nokes,

chair of the coordinating council,

barred the ALANA students from

participating over the summei.

even though they are mandated

seats in the by-laws. Nokes later

told Gladys Franco that he did not

have to appoint seats over sum-

mer from the caucus, whether

they were elected or appointed.

Step 5: When Gladvs lianco

went in front of the summei senate

to ask them to hear the motion, it

consisted of five members, all

white males. I sat on the side of ihc

room during that meeting and lis-

tened to senator Brian Tliompson

disrespect, degrade and harass the

chair of the caucus, senator

Franco.

"^'a know," he smirked, "you

always have a point of infor-

mation. But now what? You
don't even have a Caucus."

The committee refused to see

the motion because they

weren't satisfied with the way
it was written. Sht left the

room upset, hurt, discouraged

and flustered.

Step b: Since school started

up again. Nokes' policy has been

to mislead and deny He told the

ALANA community that he was-

n't sure if he would recognize the

seats. He claims that the ALANA
caucus never asked to participate

in the summer.

He waited until Sept. 10 to

announce to The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian that he would not

recognize the seats. This forced

the ALANA community to rally

on Sept. II. F\pectediy, Nokes

responded to the tally and its

demands by saying that he was a

great patriot. Ignoring that, he

was in the process of undermin-

ing the democratic process.

Step 7: The final stroke is

Nokes' referendum question. It

seems to be democratic, "The stu-

dents will decide, every student

will get to vote!"

But the devil is in the details:

If students vote against the seats,

they are gone. If they vote for the

seats, they are still gone. The way

Nokes' referendum is worded,

the board of trustees will have to

approve the seats. Given the cur-

rent national political climate and

the history of the board's deci-

sions (constantly raising student

fees, giving Bulger a SI million

severance package), they would

likely rule against appointed

seats.

I wrote this wrote because I

paid my $81 and I am insulted.

There is a chance that 18.000

voices will not just be ignored.

The $1.5 tnillion in the SGA
budget is not the personal pos-

session of ii> leadership. The true

owners of that money might

want to make the linal decision

about how their money is used.

There is a chance that 30

years of protests, building

takeovers, petitions, demands,

riots, marches, rallies, blood,

sweat, and tears will not fall

silently into the night. This is

only m\ voice.

rhere is a chance that the voice

that follows niine will be 18.000

times louder; and if it is. it will be

powerful Ix-yond measure.

i.duardit Hustumanle is a

Collegian columnist.

Oops . I wrote it again
The year of 2002 was an exciting one in

respect to music. We all witnessed the array of

talent as newly released albums hit stores, mak-

ing an impact on the music industry for years to

come. Various artists were either discovered,

went solo, or just plain changed their image.

Specifically, last fall was an eventful one for

music when Christina Aguilera came out with

her new album "Stripped" that had such songs as

"Dirrty." "Beautiful." and "Can't Hold Us

Down." Artist Justin Timberlake's new album

"lustified" with song releases "Cry Me a

River" and "Rock Your Body" also came \n^

out. Coldplay's new album. "A Rush of
^^_^__

Blood to the Head," was a hit with bril-

liant sounding songs like "The Scientist."

"Clocks," and "Warning Sign." Other artists

such as Eminem simultaneously released an

album, "The Eminem Show," with a new movie.

"8 Mile."

The year 2003 has brought new albums from

50 Cent, |ohn Mayer, Linkin Park and other

She is not a girl, not yet a woman,

and right now just wants to

expk)re and find herself.

favorites. Yet this is only the beginning. This fall.

Britney Spears' new album "Get In The Zone" is

due out Nov. 18. Her first single. "Me Against

the Music," features Madonna and is bound to

attract attention from listeners.

The new song is supposed to reach radio out-

lets for airplay consideration Sept. 30 and a

video for the cut is slated to premiere Oct. I 3 on

MTV. The new album features 1 3 tracks and will

be a follow-up to her 2001 album •Britnev."

which debuted at No. one and sold 4.2 million

copies in the U.S. alone.

"Get in the Aine" isn't the only thing Spears has

going for her cither. She played a free concert at the

Sept. 4 NFL football game with Aeivsmith and ,\retha

Franklin, attracting approximately 1 30.1XK) fans. Hie

concert was staged to mark the opening of the fwiball

Hodson

season. Iliose who didn't sec her theic can find her on

the newsstands. She is or will s».K)n appear on the cover

of every major magazine, including Rolling Stone, the

British File and the Ftcnch Maxim. Hiat's not to men-

tion even other magazine cover she graced thanks to

that kiss with Madonna.

That kiss is a whole other subject. Everyone has

been talking about this year's MT\' \'ideo Music

.Awards and the opening act that night. The act includ-

ed Spears and Aguilera in wedding dresses with

Madonna in a top hat groom-to-lx- -outfit. Need I say

more? .A reputation for tabloid success and

bnlliantly staged. 1 might add. Popular

musics three biggest stars performing
'"~^~'

together w ith a little extra something for the

fans — of course everyone is going to be talking alxmt

it whether ihe> haled or loved it!

This is why it doesn't come as a surprise to me

that Spears continues to be one of the most talked

about icons in music. Her new album, wild behavior,

half-nude pictures, and dozens of interviews stir up

a new eneigy that brings hack the "entertain" in

entertainment. Ihcie's something magnetic about

her that draws people in, whelhci vou like her or you

hate her She gives people something lo talk about

and thai is what makes her so well-known all over

the world.

I myself am a huge Britney fan and think what she

is doing is great lor her career and image. She is not

a girl, not yet a woman, and i ighi now she just wants

lo explore and find herself. She doesn't try to please

everybodv and fraiiklv she doesn't care lo. I like her

carefree atiiiudc and have always been a big fan of

her music. Hits such as Stiongci." "I'm a Slave 4

V." "Ovcrpiotected. " and "Boys" are all ciavewor-

thy songs, not only foi lisicninj; hul also lot dance-

party purpc^ses.

I'herc is nevei a weekend ihat goes bv where my
roommaic and I don't leligiously listen to Britney

when gelling ready to go out for a I liday or Saturday

night. It's |iart of our tradition iinJ there's no other

way that I'll have it.

As ii stands. Brilnes Spears continues to make
nuisic and be in the limelight. If her fourth album is

as gi>od as any ol the othcis. I would like to be the

first to say congratulalions. >ou go girl!

Icn Hudson is ii (.'ollcgiati columnist.

www.dailycollegian.com
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The rise of

Vess Start

to Play

Reid Davenport

web toons
As of late there has

been a lack ut uptiuns

lur gainers to turn to.

While titles like "Halo
2" and "linal F'antasy

X-2" are due out next

\ear, at the current

time there are no major

releases for overall

gaiiK'rs to hype them-

selve> up about; it

leaves most ot us gam-

ing junkies settling tor

the overplayed gaines

we own. lor longtime gamer Randy
Solein. there is an alternative to playing

video games, and that is making movies

with ihem.

Solem is the creator ol the website

\'ideot;ameDC.com. which he uses to

place his Hash aniinated movies on. These

are not just the average Hash movies.

Solem uses characters he rips from famous

video games (termed sprites) via

Emulators and creates hilaiious, some-

times violent. Hash animations, If you have

visited the "Game Parodies" area of

New!) rounds.com, you may have seen his

work. Mostly he works with everyone's

favorite (ilumber, Mario,

"Now I've had just about everything.

Atari 2600. Game and Watches, Mini

Arcades, etc. But my most memorable sys-

tem had to be the Nintendo Entertainment

System," Solem explains on his site, "It

wasn't until cail> 2000 that I got intro-

duced lo the liaxh animation program. My
cousin sent me an email telling me to check

out this site called Newgrounds.com. It

was there that I first viewed some video

game parodies. They were done by a guy

named Clark Lybcxk and he had a site

called Nintendo Classics."

!HiP JfOPPIN^TO THE TOP

J^LAVA Unit tears it up
By E\A Piccozzi

OoLLEJ.IAN t.'oRRFSPDNDENT

Randy went from submitting a simple

movie lo NewGrounds.com to being one

of the lop Hash movie animators of video

game parodies. His works include "Mario

Gets lucky." "Mack Daddy Mario." and

the epic "Rise of the Mushroom Kingdom;

Part I
." His animations are very detailed as

he takes great pride in his work. His

upcoming picxe is one of the most antici-

pated Hash movies on NewGrounds.com;

the second part to the Mushroom

Continued on page 5

This past May, at the University of

Massachusetts' annual Spring Concert, the Elava

Unit Dance Team showed their essence in one of

the most anticipated events of the year On the

same stage that hip-hop icons 50 Cent and Rahzel

graced later that evening, a handful of energetic

young women exe-

cuted a show that

any audience mem-
ber would have easi-

ly bought tickets to

see again.

Their style and
purpose comple-

mented the

evening's theme, the

evolution of hip-hop

and rap. So who are

these girls who con-

tain more rhythm in

one room than the

entire student body

of UMass"' They call

themselves The
Flava Unit and
although they dance

to the same beat,

each comes from a

distinct background,

bringing diversity to

the group.

Kimberly

HIackett founded
the Flava Unit in 1999, making it one of four rec-

ognized dance squads at UMass, along with

Boundaries, Soul T.V., and Funk Club. Simba
Akinnagebc, a senior dancer on the Flava Unit

remembers her first year on the team and the great

efforts it took to get noticed with three other

groups dancing with a similar style.

"A lot of people started with Boundaries or

Funk Club and joined the Flava Unit because they

wanted to do real stuff relating to hip-hop and not

be constrained."

Throughout the past four

years the group has carved

its own niche, steering clear

of conformity and is confi-

dent that their style of

dance is becoming one of

the most popular among
college-aged kids.

"When we first started we
didn't even put up flyers to

announce try-outs or shows

most of our advertising was

word of mouth," says April

Stanford, a current dancer

The Flava Unit and a

past member of the Funk
Club.

The group has established a community of tal-

ented young performers with an incendiary pas-

sion for dance. Presently, the team consists of 10

girls and one boy. who have been dancing every-

thing from ballet and salsa to hip-hop since child-

hood.

"Each one of these girls has their own specific

technique that they bring to the group to keep

things fresh," says Qasim LaRoche, the sole male

member of the Unit.

One of the mo.st enthusiastic senior leaders of

the team, Michelle Monestime, spoke with pride

about the progression of the choreography.

"When we started people would come in and teach

us routines now we do most of the choreography

ourselves, which makes us more active in every

aspect of our presentation."

The Flava Unit has taken the stage at such

events as UMass' Midnight Madness, the 1 0th

Anniversary of the Black Student Union, talent

and fashion shows in Boston. They have also per-

formed at neighboring Amherst College.

Practices seem to run casually with meaning inter-

vals of perfectly coordinated combinations and

small breaks to talk about goals and how to make
the team stronger.

"We want to build more awareness this year of

who we are and our capabilities, we're always

looking for opportunities to perform." says Margot

Mussler, a second-year member.
Tryouts for the 2003-04 Flava Unit will be held

Sept. 21 at 4 p.m. on the 12th floor of Kennedy.

"We're looking for skill, originality, execution, but

most of all performance quality," says Monestime.

Those who have a background in dance, prefer-

ably hip-hop and believe they will bring character

to the team are urged to audition.

New author produces punchy product

New York city through the eyes of an anarchist

By CAMhRON J. W(K)I)S

1,<)1 I K.IAN Si AKh

Michael Tenaglia's first book "Anti-hero" takes a

stab, and a leyv punches, at defining the world creat-

ed by the baby boom generation. Protagonist Billy

Donovan explores

what he calls "living

a creative lifestyle."

Within the first

chapter Billy decides

lo cast away any

semblance of a nor-

mal life and live as a

self-proclaimed
anarchist.

The story takes readers on a first-per-

son, crazy, highly descriptive romp
around New York City. Through all of

Billy's bad relationships and bar fights,

the reader is kept almost close enough to

catch a few stray slaps or punches.

Teiiaplia. born and raised in New
York relates the dirty feeling and the lit-

tle beauties of the city like only a native

can. "TTie village was like any other place

in the city during the daytime. Trucks

went here and there, jackhammers

banged, all the night people were tucked

away somewhere nursing hangovers and

headaches, wailing for night to come so

the whole great carnival could start

again.

Ihiough Billy. Tcnaglia dissects the

baby boom generation and labels all establishments

based on money as debunked. "When did lesus

becoine a Republican'.' They (Baby-boomers) high-

jacked him. 'Fhc Republicans highjacked lesus, God
is God. At least that's what I think. Whatever you

call him Allah. Buddha, or lesus, it's all the same

concept. So if you side against the Republicans you

are against God. and then if you do side yvith them

the Democrats call you immoral."

The cover of the tx)ok provides an honest insight

into what lies within its pages. It is, at some point,

offensive lo every single religious, ethnic and politi-

cal group. I veil fellow actors and writers are not safe

from Donovan, And will all the actors please stop

over using the words Amazing' and 'Incredible' to

describe other actors' movies or anything related to

film."

This book takes literal shots at feminists, cab-

drivers, hillbillies, and even the Irish. Donovan fights

with at least one member of each of these groups in

the course of the book. The realness of this book is

that our hero, or anti-hero, does not always walk

away from these fights

unscathed; He takes his

biggest beating from a

group of women whom
he insults at a bar.

Perhaps that is

Tenaglia's attempt to

make amends.

The strongest point of

the novel is its detailed

bouncing around of

New York. In every

scene the reader is given

a street and avenue

name, pinpointing

exactly where the action

is taking place within

the five boroughs. Even

when Donovan leaves

New York and heads to

Key West on a whim,
Tenaglia points out

landmarks, both note-

worthy and obscure.

Perhaps one of the

biggest arguments

Tenaglia makes in the

pages of "Anti-Hero" is

against the war on drugs. Donovan reiterates his

feelings on this subject so many times that by the

end, the reader can practically recite his mantra. "We
have no war on drugs; All it is, is a war on addicts,

it's pro-pri,son, prisons are training facilities, they

turn men into criininals. We take sick and desperate

people and turn them into criminals."

All in all, the book is a great read, but towards the

end when one would expect to have the strongest

sense of Donovan, it actually deteriorates into pages

of anti-establishment ranting. In his (irsi novel

Tenaglia has proven his skill as a writer and shown a

deep well of passion. Hop)efully the very system of

capitalism that he reviles in his work won't alter it in

any of his future publications.

1 i>l Kr^•-V^^ KhAMINC. Min>l'KEx'-

Michaek Tenaglia's first novel

speaks of the unrest in the up-and-

coming generation of americans.

Garage rock to rant and rave to

The Raveonettes put out but won't sell out
By Brendan Lee

(^)i.ij-c.iAN Staff

One short year ago, people

across the nation tuned their

radios to the sounds of the hip

^^^^^^ new noi.se that

The Raveaiettes

'Ctiain Gang

of Love'

Coluoibia/Crunchy

Froo.2003

would save

rock music

from nu-metal

drudgery.

The new old-

design of

garage rock, as

interpreted by

modem bands

like the Hives, the Vines, the

White Stripes, and the Strokes,

stormed airwaves and TV screens,

but something funny happened

along the way to rock stardom.

There was no "new rock" .scene,

the bands refused to see why they

should be packaged together, and

listeners.just plain got bored.

The White Stripes became
their generation's Carpenters by

way of Ixd Zeppelin, TTie Strokes

have yet to test the shifting critical

waters and the other bands just

disappeared for the time being.

Meanwhile, the music industry,

sensing indifference, moved on to

finding new saviors in the form of

bands bearing the misnomer of

punk/emo and. more recently,

southern rock.

It's a shame that people didn't

stick around the new garage tent

long enough to catch the

Raveonettes, The band's 2002
debut EP "Whip It On" turned

some heads with the eye-candy.

'50s Hick noir video for the song

"Attack of the Ghost Riders." In a

nod to Phil Spector, the album

was recorded in "explosive stereo

(mono compatible)" and all songs

were wiitten in B Hat minor.

What happens when a real

garage-influenced band puts out a

record and nobody cares?

Apparently, they do it again.

With a sound something like a

post-industrial accident Everly

Brothers on the set of "The Wild

One," the new and improved

Raveonettes fill "Chain Gang of

Love" with enough feedback, girl

group harmonies, and '80s an-

punk influence to write a classic

pulp novel.

As the band's de facto leader,

Wagner wrote and recorded the

nearly entire record in his native

Denmark. In contrast to "Whip It

On," his vocals find their way to

the front of the mix, creating

sweet harmonies with Sharin

Foo's whispery, Debbie Harry

( lilJRTFvYi RUNCMYI*

The Raveonettes are into

making music, but do not want

to become media icons.

stylings. The album's opener,

"Remember." is the sweetest

sounding ode to prostitution,

heroin, and lost dreams ever

recorded. The lyrics for most of

"Chain Gang" have a dirty little

secret, even when Wagner and

Foo rhapsodize about young love

on "The Love Gang" ("Chains,

black leather, and sex/ Yeah, it's

not that complex").

None of the songs on "Chain

Gang of Love" possesses the

handclap backbeat of "Attack of

the Ghost Riders," but that does-

n't make the album any less

catchy. The aforementioned

"Remember" is a prime candidate

for a mix tape and hip car com-
mercials. In a perfect world, "That

Great Love Sound" would be

blasting out of car stereos every-

where, with its huge, distorted

bass line and wall-of-sound feed-

back.

Even when he's waxing poetic

about "that great love sound ... at

the place where lost is found,"

Wagner refuses to let himself fall

too hard. The album's best track

sports the ebullient title "Love
Can Destroy Everything," employ-
ing reverb-laced guitars and a fail-

ing heartbeat drum track, com-
plete with the beeps of a monitor.

"It takes a little time of getting

used to," Wagner and Foo harmo-
nize, "but love can destroy every-

thing."

In the end, "Chain Gang of

Love" is an acquired taste.

Amidst the distortion and doo-
wop harmonies, there are plenty

of questions. Wagner's insistence

on writing entire albums in one
key will eventually leave him with

no options. You gel the feeling

that had Raveonettes released the

best songs from "Chain Gang"
and "Whip It On" on the same
record, they would have had one
of the year's best records in their

hands.

But if Wagner and Foo afe con-

tent to ride off into the new garage

sun.set, unready to find new keys

and choruses while the kids go

find new psuedo-punk bands to

call their own (until something

better comes along ... ) that is too

bad, because it is their loss.

WBb cartoons stand in for lack of new games
Continued from page 4

Kingdom saga.

Randy's works are also good for

everyone looking for a laugh; he

goes beyond the boundaries of a

nonnal imagination and creates

hilarious parodies of video games.

Many of them are crude to the

point where he gets e-mail from

angry parents, but his creations are

original and definitely worth taking

a look at.

If you have taken a look at the

site, you may be wondering how
soon Mr Solem will be willing to

give you Flash Animation lessons.

Don't hold your breath on that

one. In his "O&A" section of the

site, he gives hints on how to do
certain things and which software

to pick up. If you intend on getting

started on learning Hash, just real-

ize that Randy has been working

on projects like the.se for three year

and had drawing experience previ-

ous to creating his site.

"There are four things you need

to learn to make VG Hash movies.

"

Randy said. "Macromedia Flash,

an image editing program (Adobe
Photoshop and |asc PaintShop Pro

are examples), a video game emu-
lator with roms (an emulator is

software that lets you play old con-

sole and arcade games on your

computer and a rom is the actual

game file), and a sound editor. In

most cases you can find video

game sound effects on the web.

But sometimes you may need cus-

tom sounds, or sounds you can't

find and sound editors are handy in

removing certain things. If you

become familiar with these four

programs, making video game
movies should be no

problem."

On his site. Randy
also gives tips on how
to go about inserting

your favorite characters

into flash movies and

where to find the files

you need to get started.

It is a good way for any-

one who is majoring in

computer science or

interested in computers

to build skills and have

tun. It also can help to

gel your name and

work out on the

Internet so you can

have examples to show
future employers.

Randy's
VideoGameDC.com
will soon release part

two of "Rise of the

Mushroom Kingdom"
that provides viewers a

chance to scv his previous success-

ful pieces, as well as the failed

ones. You can also view his work,

along with other fwrody artists', at

NewGrounds.com.

Infunnalion from

www. VideoGameDC.com was

used in this a>lumn.

Reid Dui'enixjrt is a Collegian

columnist.

From 'Brown' to gold: ZOX debut album a hit

By Camerdn J. Wdods
(."oLLEiiiAN Staff

inception in the

a Brown
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Since its

basement of

University
dorm in 1999,

ZOX has

developed a

sound that is

fresh, fun and
anything but

conventional.

Their debut album "Take Me
Home" presents the listener

with a multitude of song styles

and lyrical variations. The
quartet skillfully combines the

searing melodies provided by

violinist Spencer Swain into a

high-energy reggae-infused

lock, something along the lines

of Sublime mixed with some
Police and a dash of Beethoven.

ZOX has made a name for

itself b\ opening for bands such

as Rusted Kool. Dispatch,

Guster, Goldfinger, Common,
The Starting Line and The
Sugar Hill Gang. They have

also performed many of the

tracks on "Fake Me Home" on
the stages of l.upos in

Providence and The House of

Blues in Boston.

The simplicity running

through the band's upbeat and

rhythmic music is offset by the

sterling violin work, which
often takes the lead, providing

occasional nuances of jazz and

classical. This is definitely

energetic, good-time music

that's begging to be heard on

the radio. On "Take Me Home"
ZOX packs a lot of punch and

energy into a barrage of four-

minute tracks.

The band opens the disc

Kll^l nil IIAKI:! AK'; i .I.. 'l 1

with an enticing violin solo on
"The Squid." With the strings

in the lead for most of the song

belting out classical sounding

sound bites, the rest of the

band plays a reggae-inspired

beat topped with slightly beg-

ging vocals from Eli Miller.

"Butterfly." the album's sec-

ond track, has a more pop
sound, flavored with 311-style

vocals and a snappy accompa-

niment from the guitar and vio-

lin. With the lyrical statement,

"Everything is a little better

without you ... We talk and talk

and no matter what it is still my
fault," the listener is assured

that despite its upbeat tone this

is definitely a spiteful declara-

tion of freedom.

With the track "Leaving Me"
the band takes a deep dive into

a more mellow form of rock 'n'

and roll. With smoky guitar

rifts and a jamming bass this

song is a perfect for driving,

especially when trying to mel-

low out some road rage. As

seems to be the bands hall-

mark, the lyrics and the music

appear to contrast in an

intriguing way. "Time ticking

away this love I've got there's

no way to make it stop before

you wake. I know sou're leas-

ing me."

ZOX is a blast of fresh air

into a type of music that was
near death. They do for the vio-

lin what jethro lull did for the

flute. With such an innovative

style and catch> sound, it

would not be surprising to see

another album out from these

guys soon.

Mexican art exhibit raises eyebrows tor critique ot United States military
By Patrick Waiters

AsStK. lATKI) PrFSS

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The
whole idea of "Mexico Illuminated"

was to bring together artists of Mexican

descent to tout the Hispanic heritage of

Reading, Pa., and show how its neigh-

bors to the south perceive the United

States.

Artist Marcos Ramirez says people

should have known better than to

expect simple paintings of deserts, cac-

tu.ses and smiling field hands sporting

sombreros.

Ramirez caused a stir when he

chose to express his views on America

with a billboard-sized piece depicting

a green road sign with the distances

from Reading to foreign cities the

United Stales military has bombed.

including Hiroshima, lapan, in 1945.

Baghdad. Iraq, in 2003 and Kabul.

Afghanistan, in 2001.

"I wanted somehow to confront the

people with history," said Ramirez, one

of more than 60 artists taking part in the

show, "It's an expression of what could

be a very widespread opinion outside of

this country,"

The show in Reading, about 50 miles

northwest of Philadelphia, opens

Saturday, but organizers have already

been bombarded by angry community

members and organizations funding the

show. Many were upset that Ramirez's

piece was in an exhibit taking place so

close to the anniversary of the Sept. 1 1

,

2lX)l terrorist attacks.

Even though the original work only

reached the stage of a digital image, it

was enough to cause residents to write

scathing letters lo Ramirez, the show's

organizers, local media outlets and oth-

ers.

"As scxjn as I saw it. I .said I thought

this was completely out of line." said

Thomas L. Moses, a board member of

the Reading Redevelopment .Xuthoriu,

which had pledged $25,(X)0 toward the

project. The group unsuccessfully tried

to take back part of the money after

hearing of Ramirez's piece, which was

to be displayed on a billboard in

Reading.

As part of a compromise in\olving

the redevelopment authority, show
organizers and others, a version of the

work w ill now be shown inside an annex

of the Freedman Gallery al Albright

College. It will be a picture of what the

piece would have looked like superim-

posed on a picture of the billboard.

Christopher Youngs, organizer of the

$500,000 show and head of the

Freedman Gallery, said he felt that was

the best way to balance the community's

concerns without compromising the

integrity of the artists. After all. he said,

the purpose was to show how the United

States is perceived by Mexican artists

and show off their artwork in Reading, a

former industrial city where the number

of Hispanics has grown rapidly in recent

decades and now makes up more than

50 percent of the population.

Ramirez, who lives half the lime in

San Diego. Calif., and the other hall in

Tijuana. Mexico, said he's glad people

\yill get lo see his work. "Everybody has

rights and I tried to exercise mine," he

said.

Youngs and Dan Talley, director of

the Sharadin Gallery at Kuiztown

University, made numerous trips lo

Mexico over the past lour years, look-

ing for artists who work in a variety of

mediums.

"Mexico Illuminated" is the product

of those journeys and will feature

works at locations including the

Freedman and Sharadin galleries, the

Freyberger Gallery al Penn State's

Berks County campus and public loca-

tions around Reading.

Other works in the show, which will

not travel be\ond the Reading area,

include clay and stone artifacts sculpted

by Peria Krauze. Luis Miguel Suro has

a variety of objects made of cast clay,

including oversized Pop Bic pens and a

series of buttons displaying symbols of

desire and memory. The show also fea-

tures four large politically oriented

paintings by Raymundo Sesma.

Stephen King, Horror writer/ecieves award
Novelist recieves highest honor for his lifetime achievement

By HlLLEL Italie

As,s»x.iATEi> Press

NEW YORK (AP) — Stephen

King doesn't have the literary repu-

tation of Philip Roth or Arthur

Miller, but now all three authors

have something in common: an

honorary National Book Award for

lifetime achievement.

King, brand-name writer, mas-

ter of the horror story and e-book

pioneer, is receiving this year's

medal for Distinguished

Contributions to American Leitors.

The prize, worth $10.(X)0. was

announced Monday by the

National Book Foundation, a non-

profit organiziUion that sponsors

the awards.

"This is probably the most

exciting thing to happen to me in

my career as a writer since the sale

of my first book in 1975." King

said in a statement issued by the

foundation.

"I'll return the cash award lo

the National Book Foundation for

the .support of their many educa-

tional and literary outreach pro-

grams for children and youth

across the country; the Medal I will

keep and treasure for the rest ofmy
life."

King, who turns 5b next

Sunday, will be presented the

award at the annual National Book

.Awards ceremony, on Nov. 1 9.

Among the world's most

famous authors, he has bulh

enjoycxl the benefits and endured

ihe biases of being a "genre " writer

He is a beloved, even iconic story-

teller among the general public,

whom he has memorablv terrified

in "Carrie," "Tlie Shining" and

other best sellers.

But he has never been a con-

lender for any of the major literary

prizes, including the National BcK>k

The master of horror has been

frightening readers for i decades

Award. His biggest honor before

Monday was an O. Henn prize in

1 99fo for the short story "Tlie Man
in the Black Suit." originally pub-

lished in Tlie New \oiker.

"I'm pleased ihai ihcy're giving

it to him." said Ray Bradbury,

author of such science fiction clas-

sics as "The Martian Chronicles"

and recipient in 20tK) of ihe hon-

orary medal from the book lounda-

lion. "I don't think ihe> should

exclude any special genre, or the>'d

have to eliminate I'dgar Allan Pix.-.

vvoukln'l lliev'.'"

King has written dozens ol

books and even defenders

acknowledge that not all are worth

reading. Hut they prai.se him as an

exciting, essential writer with a

deep feeling for the American psy-

che.

"I think he's a force for g^Kxl in

the world," said Michael Chabon.

author of the Pulitzer Prize win-

ning novel "The Amazing
,'\dvenlures of Kavalier i.<: Clay"

"People like wiiieis to stay in

the boxes. Tlie 20th century was

supposedly about breaking down
those harriers Ix-lween high an and

fxjpular culture and yet it still feels

like iheie's some kind of transgres-

sion when Stephen King gets a

National liook Award medal.

Established in 1988. the hon-

orary award cites not only literary

merit, but also '"a lifetime o'i serv-

ice." The Maine-based writer has

provided scholaiships tor the

state's high school students, and

made numerous charitable contri-

butions through a foundation he

runs with his wife. Tabilha.

I le was an early advocate of e-

liooks. and cau.scd a sensation in

2(XKt when his bb-page e-story,

"Riding the Bullet." received more

than 400.000 orders in the first 24

hours alter it was made available

online.

I le also shares one quality with

many literal') yyriters: a dislike ol

corixjrate-controlled publishing. In

the cunent issue of Entertainment

Weekly, for vshich he is a featured

columnist. King celebrates a novel

available only in audio form, Ron
McLarty's "The Memory of

Running," and attacks publishers

foi' not signing it up.

"Publishing houses. once

proudly indc(X'ndenl. are today lit-

tle more than coiptnate wampum
heads, their cultural clout all but

gone." wrote King, who is pub-

lished by Simon & Schuster, a divi-

sion of \ iacom Inc.

Free PowWow
The campus and the five col-

lege community are invited to

attend the 25th annual UMass
PowVVow tomorrow and Sunday

under the tent at the Campus
Pond. The PowWow is a gathering

of Native Americans from differ-

ent regions of the country. It is a

way for Native people to meet and

join in dancing, singing, renewing

old friendships and making new

ones. It is also a time to give

thanks to the Creator for music,

dance, storytelling and more.

Tlio.se interested in attending are

advised 10 bring a lawn chair and

dress appropriately.

The gates will open al 10 a.m.

and close at b p.m. Grand Entry,

the ceremony f(.)r dancers and flag

bearers to enter the arena, will be

at noon. Guest performers at this

years PowWow will be recording

flutist loseph Fire Crow, the

Wampanoag Singer and Dancers,

and Abenaki singer Tom
Obomsawin. Hosi drums are

Mystic River Singers and Silver

Cloud Singers and vouth drum.

Ouabbin Lake. This event is spon-

sored by Enrollment Services. Tlie

Native American Student Support

Services program. Tlie losephine

White Eagle Cultural Center. The

Native American Student

Association and the UMass
History and Biology departments.

Office of ALANA .Affairs and Tlie

Wandering Wolf gift simp.

For more information call

413-577-0980.
— Cameron /. Hoo(/.\
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BU downs injury-plagued Minutewomen
Continued from page 8

1 auren Krwin, who knocked the

hot home to send the Terriers

into the locker room with a

three goal lead.

The Minutewomen were

levived in the second half, but

>iill couldn't find the back of

the net.

"The kids played much bet

ter in the second half." Rudy
said. "They were playing a lit-

tle bit more unnerved."

The Terriers continued

their offensive dominance in

the second half. Forward

I auren Ciccone took off on a

lireakaway and beat UMass
-ophomore goalkeeper Kelly

Nigh to make it 4-0.

BU finished off the scoring

at the 85:27 mark when Paula

Moniz bounced a shot past

Nigh, for the fifth and final

goal. Brooke Bringham was
credited with the assist on the

play.

Among the few positives

for the Minutewomen after

the shellacking is senior for-

ward Hrin Lilly's play, which is

getting better with each game,
as her minutes and productiv-

ity increase.

"Lilly showed signs of

getting back to her busy
self," Rudy said. "She's been
playing tentatively coming
off of a bad ankle. |The
ankle] has been a negative

factor for her."

Boston University put

forth my productive offense.

outshooting the

Minutewomen 20-2.

Nigh tallied up nine saves

on the night and her counter-

part from BU, Jessica Clinton,

only needed to save one shot.

"The good news is that we
came out of this game relative-

ly healthy," Rudy said. "We
survived this game."

This coming week could be

just what the doctor ordered
for the Minutewomen. They'll

have a week of rest, which
should hopefully provide the

chance for injured players to

heal, before returning to

action Sept. 24 against the

Central Connecticut State Blue

Devils at Rudd Field. That
game is scheduled to start at 4

p.m.

Lombardi lays down the law
Continued from page 8

II right or do something else, and

we're not going to talk about this

ajiain while I'm here. We're not

^oing to stay frozen."

Lombard! emphasized the

need to run the athletic depart-

ment as a 501(c)) program, mak-

ing it a separate, nonprofit entity.

"This is a very powerful opera-

tion." he said.

The l-A process is being han-

dled by an ad hoc task force,

which is trying to come to a deci-

sion on the feasibility of the

move by the end of the fall

semester. Lombardi said that

trustees, with the aid of a

"wealthy alumnus" are dealing

with the situation and whether or

not it can be done without expos-

ing the University to financial

lisk.

"This is important because we
have no margin." Lombardi said.

"As an academic institution we
can't make risks for athletics."

The important points of the

issue, according to Lombardi, are

EMILIE [K«1AN/CXTLLEC'.1AN

ChancelKir John Lombardi addressed the Faculty Senate yesterday

on the future of the athletic department.

the available resources, as well as

the certainty that those people

researching the project have

"agreed to use correct numbers

for discussion.

"There are actual real scary

StudentJobs
Great Job opportunities for students in

humanities and social sciences. Work to pro-

tect the environment ad hold corporations

accountable Flexible Hours: fun progressive

workplace: valuable job skills. We are seek

ing motivated, articulate, and creative people

to organize in diverse communities around

the valley Call today, start tomarrow. $8-

10 hr. plus bonus.

Clean Water Action:

584-9830

numbers in it, and having lived in

this world, I know that the num-

bers they are looking at are cor-

rect."

Prior to taking the job at

UMass, Lombardi was the presi-

dent of the University of Florida, a

school that is no stranger to big-

time athletics. Its I-A football

team is a member of the Atlantic

Coast Conference — a Bowl

Championship Series conference

— and its men's basketball team

has enjoyed national success in the

last 1 5 years.

loining a BCS football confer-

ence is also high priority for those

who are close to the UMass foot-

ball team.

"Can we be in a conference

that will generate funds? We
might be good but we're sure as

hell gonna be broke — unless

we're in a lucrative conference,"

Lombardi said. "Everybody

knows there is nothing more
depressing than a worthless l-A

football program."

Grand Opening Saturday!
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M to Siena
Continued from page 8

opportunity.

"It doe.sn't really matter what

their offense is, this is a big game
for them. They look forward to

playing us. it's one of their biggest

games," Koch said.

The Minuteman offense is also

finally coming alive. Earlier in the

sea.son, the Minutemen were out-

shooting their opposition handily,

but it was not until recently that

they've been finishing.

Ptah Myers and Oral Bullen

have been a solid one-two offen-

sive punch for the Minutemen

this season. The unit has also

been getting contributions com-

ing from the likes of Dan Colwell.

who has two goals and a pair of

assists, as well as Gabe Barnard

(two goals).

"Defensively we're playing

where I expected us to be.

Offensively sometimes we're

ahead of schedule, sometimes

we're behind. Bottom line is you

need to take each week at a time

and try to get better each week."

Koch said.

While he's not looking past

Siena, Koch's concerns have more
to do with his own charges.

"I'm not worried about them
as much as I'm worried about how
we are going to be. They have to

worry about us if we play the

game we need to play," Koch said.

Young Men' s Club
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5 Cftart

8 Ovetwtielms

V. t Kpkxtng stais

14 Ball lower

sound

lb Go on the lam

16 Nol touching

1 / Kauai iieigtuxx

18 ljahia»iW
1U Invited in
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ueiiclically

'/i Beaver s woA
24 IV network
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

FRIDAY
• High: 73

. Low: 59

SATURDAY
• High: 74

• Low: 44

SUNDAY
• High: 71

• Low: 43

I'llil'

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contdcl: 41 S-SA^-lhlh

I UNCH

• Chicken Quesadilla

• Fish Nuggets

• Vegan Cutlets

• (vegan)

DINNER

• Fried Shrimp

• Bt'et Struclel

• Sfitan Bourguignon

I vegan)
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The only real mistake

the one from which we
learn nothing.

IS

aquarius • ian. 2u-pib. ib

Cit't your work clone quickly, there are

hetter things to do.

plsceS • Ffb. 19-Mar. 20

Technicalities unfortunately do count.

aries • mak. 21-AfK. 19

Where did you leave your roller blades?

taurus • Ai>K. 20-may 20

Don! pull your hamstring while work-

ing out today.

gemini • may2i-)un. 21

\()ur luckv no one stole your stutt, vou

necxl to be more careful.

cancer • iun. 22-)ui. 22

Go barefoot more often, it's liberating.

leO • III.. 2J-AUC,. 22

Use napkins, thev keep vou neat.

virgO • .Au.. 2}-Su'i. 22

Put extra time into your work, you'll be

rewarded for it.

libra • Srpi. 2}-C)cr. 22

Get your act together, vour sh(M)ting

yourself in the foot.

Scorpio • 0<T. 23-N()v. 21

You will be taken by utter surprise with

a great ( omplinient.

Sagittarius • Nov 22-[)((.2i

I ).ipp\ uni)irtlula\ to soul

Capricorn . du . 22-)an. 19

People really aren't out to get you.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
A( TIVITIES

Fraternities-

Sororities- Clubs-

Student Groups Earn

$l,000-$2,a\^this

semester with a

proven Campus-

Fundraiser 3 hour

fundraisin^ c\cnt.

Our free programs

make fundraising

easy with no risks.

Fundraisiii^ dates are

filling; quickly, so yet

with the program! It

works. Q)ntact

C^ampusFiitidraiser at

(888) 92 3-32 W, or

visit www.campus-

fiindraiser.cotn

Montreal Weekends

$99. Includes Rfl

Luxury Motor C'oach

from Sprin^jfield. 3

[>ays-2 Nishts- 4 Star

Hotel Downtown-

Meals-Nishr C'liih

|:>as,ses. wuw.iiumtreal-

express.net 1-781-

979-9001 Sjx-cial

Group Rates

AUTO FOR SALE

Buick Century 1994

Recently inspectcxl

!08,l\H} Miles $2100-

41 3-549-6648

1993 Pontiac

Bonneville SON All

p)wer Must Sell h/O

253-SS37

COMPUTERS

Pentium Laptop

$99.00 Pentium

l>isktop $49.00 We
fix Laptop^, I\-skrops/

PC Ts miarantec\l 584-

8857

EMPLOYMENT

Earn up to $100 pcT

hour or more as an

exotic male dancer at

cluh Xstatic. 240

Chesnut St,

Sprin(,'fieldMA,4l3-

736-2618 or

www.cluhxstaticcom

EMPIOYMENT

Tempor.iry help Lx-

pre.s,s/Stnicture ware-

house sale Union

BallnK)m 9/22-9/26

\^^ quality current

merch at 50-90"'n

savings. We need

hard workint; men >Si

women tor ,ili aspec-

ts of sale includinii

marketing (Si promo

unloading tnick,

sales & setup. Com-

petitive wages, cloth-

ing discount & Kin-

US opportunity, kath

leenqu,i };
@aol.c<>m

Rent us your ears!

Participate in listen-

ing ex|X'riments $7.50

/liour call 545-6837 or

write jkingston®

linguist.iimass.edu

Produce .Sales Asso-

ciates Part-tiine

evenings -•- Saturdays.

Qmipetitive Pay I -til

Atkins 253-9528

EMPLOYMENT

L(K>king for resjxinsi-

hle outgoing people to

promote Mike's Haril

Lemonade in bars and

stores. Must Ix" over

2 1 and have reliable

transportation.

Applications will be

•tccepted at Ratters

Sports Bar on Mon

22"^'andTues23''^'

only from 2 -4pm. No
phone calls please

Sales Assistant t( ir

consulting/software

fimi. Telephone tele-

marketing. Economics

a plus. Please serid

cover letter and

resume to Frederick

Trey: at Regional

Economic MikIcIs,

Inc., 43 3 West Street,

Amherst. MA 01002

or fax 41 3-549-1038

or email

resumes@reini.i. om.

EMPLOYMENT

I land out flyers on

campus for new busi-

ness '- short temi - 5

to 10 hours per week

$8|x-rhour. Call413-

210-9352

M(n ie Extnis/Mi kIcIs

needed. No exp.

required, earn up to

$5W-iaVaday. 1-

888-820-0167 ext.

U150

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.a^ ,i

day |x)rential. LiKal

positions. 1-800-293-

3985 ext 516

IB;iitending!$

$250/dav potential No
(. x|X'rience Ncm.

Trainiiig i">rovi(.led. 1-

800-965 6520 ext 162

FOR SALE

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHP
MvSQL, Perl and

more. www.i.iL'flv.com

or(413)253-a^51.

FURNITURE

Large Comer Comp-

uter Workstation: File-

drawers, cubbies. &
more. S125.(K)OBO.

367-(X)96

SERVICES

Pregnant.' Need

help? C'all Birthright

of Amherst .trea for

free testing and assis-

tance. 549-1906

prhc.nanc:y

tlstinc, hiv

Testing, Birth C'<int-

rol, and Emergency

Contraception. Affor-

dable and confiden-

tial. Tapc-stry Health,

27 Pray Street.

Amherst. 548-9992

TRAVEL

Spring Break '04

with

StudentCity.com and

Maxim Magazine!

Ciet hiKiked up with

Free Trips, Cash, and

VlPStanis;isa

t'ampus Rep! C 'hoosc-

from 1 5 ot the bottot

destinations. BiKik

eadv for FREE

MEALS, FREE

DRINKS and 150"..

Lowest Price

Ciiiarantee! To resir\c

online or view our

Photo Gallery, \ isit

www.studentcitvcom

or CM 1-888-

springbreak:

A "Re.ilifv " Spnim

Break 2004 "s Hottest

Prices Rnik now .

Free Trips, Me.ils iJv

Parties wwvv.sun-

splashtoiirs .com or

1800-426-7710

TRAVEL

A SPRlNt J BREAK-

ER NEEnF:n2004's

Hottest IX'stinations

6i. Panics 2 free trips /

bi'jb commi-'^ions

I5\v

sunsplisbti uifs.i. om
isa'^426-7710

WANTED

EGC] IX^NORS
NEEPEn, non-snu.k

CIS. Ages 21-^2,

( ieneroiiN com[vnsa-

iion sM exjxnses paid.

I HI more infomiation

contact RolxTt

Nichols. V.sq.

l7Sl)76'J-(i900,

l\nichols@t:bnlaw.iiet.

\\ w\\.r<'lx't i

nicbolses>.i.coiii .

COLLEGIAN
MARKETPLACE

To place a

classified call

545-3500!
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Lombardi lays

down plan

for athletics
By AsDRtw Merritt and S.J. I'dri

Ca>llei.ian Siafk

Chancdloi |ohn Lombardi addressed the Faculty

Senate >esterday. and included in his remarks was a

plan lor both the Massachusetts Athletic Department

and the UMass football team's attempt to enter the

ranks of Division i-A — a move that has been dis-

cussed in some form for nearly 10 years.

Lombardis statements held a sense of urgency

regarding the I-A jump, as well as a departure from

the almost non-existent university reaction to the hir-

ing away of former Athletic Director Ian McCaw to

Baylor University on Sept. 8. I'horr Bjom. an associ-

ate athletic director with the university since 1990 —
with a brief hiatus from 2000-03 — has been named

McCaw's interim replacement.

"We had a little setback when our Athletic Director

left to bail out Baylor. When Baylor callt"d me to say

they were going to talk to our guy I issued an expletive

that wasn't appropriate for Baylor Bui Ian (its right in

there, he's pure as the driven snow, a good Christian -

congratulations Ian, you | Lombardi only

mouthed the good-natured expletive|. It just proves

we pick the right guy."

Lombardi also announced that the search for a per-

manent athletic director would be accelerated to try to

have someone in place by the end of the semester.

On the football front, the chancellor issued the

decree that once a decision has been made about

whether or not the team will enter Division I-A. it will

be final.

"We have talked endlessly about Division I-A foot-

ball," he said. "We have to settle the question 'is the

funding available among Athletic donors'.'' or quit it.

We can't sit here frozen in headlights saying. If light-

ning strikes and God is good ...
" We are going to do

Continued on page 6

XC prepares for

Owen Invite
By Matt Barstow and Leah VVvner

(:i>LLf.(.IAN lX)RRtSPON|)ENTS

The University of Massachusetts cross-country team

is back in action tomorrow, coming off a second place

finish in last weekend's home opener.

The Minutemen will travel to New Britain, Conn.,

where they will compete in the Ted Owen Invitational.

The mcx-t will feature a handful of teams, but Maine,

Vermont, and Central Connecticut will be of greatest

concern.

After a tough one-point loss to Maine last Saturday,

UMass coach Ken O'Brien is eager for a rematch against

the favored Black Bears.

"Its hard to pivdict how we will finish, but hopefully we

can pull out a second straight good meet as a team,"

O'Brien said.

The New England Intercollegiate Amateur Athletic

Association poll ranked UMass No. 15 and Maine No.

10 going into tomorrow's race. A win against the A- 10

rival would be a moral victory, but the Maroon and

White are delennined not to overlook the six other

teams.

"If we go out and run like a team, like we did last

week, we should be line. I'm not worried about the

young guys losing their concentration," O'Brien said

Much of O'Brien's confidence has stemmed from the

return of three runners to this week's lineup.

lunior Matthew Clark, and .sophomores Sean Corbett

and Paul Noone. will participate in this weekend's meet,

after sitting out of last week's race due to conditioning

issues.

"They weren't quite ready to run. we didn't want to

risk injury, but they should be ready to go on Saturday.

Ttie trio finished last season among the teams top seven

mnners. " O'Brien said.

The return of Clark. Corbett. and Noone may be

enough to push UMass over the top of Maine, who fin-

ished with three runners in the top five last Saturday.

UMass will look for sophomore Ryan Corbett to lead

the pack for the Minutemen. Corbett won his first race

for the Maroon and White last week with an impressive

time of 23:02.

Another key element for UMass will be senior Rich

Harris, who finished fourth place in last week's meet,

after "coming back in great shape from a good summer

of conditioning." O'Brien said.

The largest obstacle for the Minutemen will be

Maine's ieffery Caron, who ran neck-and-neck with

Corbett for over half of the race, before dropping to sec-

ond.

After tomorrow's invitational, the Minutemen will

travel to Syracuse. N.Y., for the Orange Cross Country

Classic. Sept. 27.

The women's team races at the Ted Owen Invitational

as well tomorrow. There will be eight teams running, but

the Minutewomen are concentrating mainly on Vermont,

Maine and New Hampshire.

The Vennont team will most likely be led by senior

standouts Michele Palmer (Plymouth. Mass.) and Tee

Gingras (Barre. Vt.). who finished first and second at last

week's tri-meet against UMass and Maine. Sophomore

Katy iackson (Sacco, Maine), who came in fifth for the

Catamounts at the tri-meet, should be vital as well.

The Black Bears' top runners are Heather lovanelli

(Brewer, Maine). Kristi Vidlak (Thunder Bay, Ontario),

and freshman Hana Pelletier (Belgrade, Maine),

lovanelli. Vidkal. and Pelletier finished third, fourth and

seventh respectively at the UMass tri-meet.

Seniors Margaret Ackley (Keene, N.fL), Li.sa Winn

(Rye. N.H.), and Ashley Vance (Manchester. N.H.)

should pull the New Hampshire Wildcats through the

meet, as they finished 56th, 42nd and 46th out of 96 run-

ners at Boston College last Saturday.

The Minutewomen are rearing to go. junior Alexis

Anzelone (Westfield, N.|.) should lead the team, coming

off of a great race last Saturday in which she ran 18:22

on the UMass home course. Senior Tricia Silva

(Amesbury. Mass.) and junior Amanda Dahlberg

(Gardner, Mass.) will also lead the pack, after running

18:54 and 19:02 at last Saturday's meet.

Dog days in Boston
Terriers take

advantage of

hobbled UMass
By Matt Stewart
l>>LLt(MAN .Staff

ttSiir

Sl./l OIIICIAN

Senior goalkeeper Kelly Nigh has remained healthy this season, a fortunate sign for the

Minutewomen, who have seen no less than three vital cogs in the offensive scheme go down early.

Devastated, diminished, and depleted are just

a few adjectives that describe the Massachusetts

women's soccer squad this season. In

Wednesday night's showdown against Boston

University at Nickerson Field, the University of

Massachusetts was without junior forward

Lindsey "Stormy" Fairweather and leading scor-

er Adair Blyler, among others.

The Terriers took advantage of the injury-

plagued Minutewomen team, as they notched

five unanswered goals, cruising to the 5-0 victo-

•7-

"They were a very good, fit, and organized

team," UMass coach jim Rudy said. "Their one

exception was that they've played the same line-

up for all six of their games ... we were really

short and down on players and they weren't."

In all, six UMass players were injured coming

into this contest. Fairweather has been on the

injured list for the entirety of the season and

though she has been waiting all year to get back

into the action, her status remained the same.

It appears that BIyer's injury, which occurred

1:07 remaining in the Sept. 14 game against

Syracuse when she got tangled up with an

drangewoman and fell to the ground awkward-

ly, was as serious as it looked, as she didn't take

the field Wednesday night.

Senior back Maggie LaBrode, sophomore

mid-fielder Morgan Czaja, and sophomore mid-

fielder Sarah Davis all sat out the game with a

variety of different injuries, lunior midfielder

Carly Turman started the game but had to come

out only a few minutes into it due to an ailment.

In addition to all the injuries the Minutewomen

were suffering, sophomore midfielder Lindsey

Bellini wasn't in the starting rotation as a result

of a yellow card issued to her in the Syracuse

game.
"This has been a very unusual year for

injuries." Rudy said. "I've never had one like this

before and I've coached for many years."

Boston University back Emily Dionne got the

scoring started 1 5:37 into the contest, when she

netted an unassisted goal off a comer kick, put-

ting BU up 1-0.

The Terriers wasted no time in striking again,

just seven minutes after the first goal. Forward

Meghann Cook found the back of the net on a

breakaway, giving Boston University the 2-0

advantage.

BU added a third goal before the break. At

the 39:28 mark Rebecca Beyer set up midfielder

Continued on page 6

Home turf a welcome sight
By Paiia Aden

t X )LLK< .IAN C X )RRI;,SIX)NI )hN7

Coming off a series of three straight road losses in

Louisiana and Cambridge. Mass., the Massachusetts

field hockey team (2-5) will finally return to home

turf tomoiTow at 2 p.m., when it hosts Providence

College at Garber Field in non-conference play.

The losing streak fx-gan in Louisville, where the

Minule\\omen dropped a 5-0 decision to the

Cardinals on Sept. 7. It continued with 6-1 and 4-0

losses to Boston University and Harvard, respective-

ly, last weekend in the Bay State.

Saturday, the Maroon and White hopes to use

home-field advantage to snap the losing streak,

lunior goalie Christine Tocco has been the player to

watch for the University of Massachusetts all season,

with a total of 34 saves in the past three games alone.

With 147 shots on her goal so far, Tocco has man-

aged a .743 save percentage.

Tocco's goalkeeping ability will be put to the test

tomorrow when facing the Friars (3-2). Sophomore

Katharine Lary of Providence has been named

Eastern College Athletic Conference Athlete of the

Week three times this season. Uiry has also been the

Big East Offensive Player of the Week twice with only

live games played this season.

Providence has a strong offense this season, led by

Lary (15 points). Tlie Friars have had 37 points in

their five games, compared to the Minutewomen 's six

points in seven games.

Coming off a shutout win against Vermont, the

Friars are in a strong position for tomorrow's game.

Seniors Kelly Romanowicz and Stefanie Suehnholz,

freshman Melissa McGaw. and junior Amy Phillips

join Lary in forming a strong forward line that will

challenge UMass' defease.

If the Minutewomen plan to defeat the Friars

tomorrow afternoon, they will need to bring their

offensive play up to the level of Providence. The

Minutewomen have struggled to get within striking

distance, with just 42 shots in seven games, of which

just 23 have been on goal. UMass is averaging less

than a goal per game.

By contrast, UMass's opponents in those seven

games managed 147 shots. 85 on Tocco's cage.

As a team, the Friars have managed 61 shots

against their opponents in five games this sea.son,

luniors Adrianne Monaco and Caitlin Beresin, soph-

omore Marije Tigchelaar. and freshman laime

Bawden offer some hope for the Minutewoman

offense. Monaco leads the team in shots with 1 1 , fol-

lowed by Beresin with six. Tigchelaar and Bawden

have each scored three of the team's six goals.

Siena is penultimate warmup for Atlantic 10
By Bt)B McGcnxRN

( .oi i.n.iAN Staff
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Sophomore Ernie Billitier and the Minutemen will take on Siena tomor-

row, one of two more non-conference games this year.

As the Atlantic 10 season

approaches, the Massachusetts men's

soccer team is firing on all cylinders.

Before the Minutemen (4-2) can

start the conference slate, they'll travel

to Loudonville, N."V. tomorrow for a 1

p.m. clash with the Siena Saints.

The Saints (0-4) have had their

share of tribulations this season. Even

with their current record, University of

Massachusetts coach Sam Koch isn't

looking past the Saints, and sees the

game as a challenge of sorts.

"We're playing against a team we
should be able to beat. Can we stay

focu.sed and make sure we do our jobs,

or arc we going to be thinking ahead?

It's a huge test for us in that regard."

Koch .said.

The Maroon and White are coming

off their biggest win of the season, a 5-

1 dismantling of Boston University on

Wednesday Currently riding a three-

game winning streak, the Minutemen

have momentum that Koch wants to

build on.

"I think this is a good game to

judge how well we can focus after a

big game like Wednesday, and how

well we can show up to play on

Saturday, " Koch said.

The Saints have had their share of

troubles finding the back of the net,

with just two goals in four games, both

of which came in the first two games

of the season.

UMass' defense has been playing

stellar soccer recently, due to the solid

work of Craig Canavan. Chris

Camerota and Devlin Barnes. The unit

has only let up two goals in the last

three games.

While Siena's offense has been

stagnant this season. Koch isn't ready

to overiook the Saint attack.

"They're strong, they have a couple of

good players ... they have some
weapons they can beat you if you're

not prepared to play them, I assume

we will be as long as we stay focused,"

Koch said.

The Saints have some frontrunners

that can pester opposing defenses, but

have yet to finish with consistency. T.L

Helly and Alejandro Vazquez are the

only goal scorers for Siena, and their

supporting cast hasn't found its

rhythm yet.

Caio Silva and C.|. Mellini have

eight shots apiece for Siena but have

come up dry. They have provided con-

stant pressure on opposing teams, and

can break a game open if given the

Continued on page 6
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Cleaning up after Isabel:
Coastal areas still struggling with hurricane's destruction

By Erik Stetson
Assoc-iATEi) Press

HAMPTON, Va. (AP) —
Utility crews had restored power

yesterday to more than two-

thirds of the people who had

been without since Hurricane

Isabel struck, but isolated price

gouging and a general lack of

information were starting to

wear down residents in the hard-

est-hit areas.

Long lines formed in many
places where there was news of

ice or water or hot showers. But

at the Red Cross office in

Hampton, workers plastered the

front doors with signs declaring

in double-underlined words: "We
do not have ice."

Newport News resident

Shawn Williams went to the

office to get water for his three

young daughters, but all the

office had was rice, meat, gravy

and pineapple. His money
reserves were running low and he

was disgusted to find a local gas

station demanding $2.50 a gal-

lon.

"Two days, we thought it was

fun. We camped out," said

Williams. "Four days is long

enough."

Tern Ellis, who was a claims

adjuster in Miami in the after-

math of devastating Hurricane

Andrew, said Virginia's response

to Isabel was abysmal. She vent-

ed her frustration yesterday at

weary Red Cross volunteers,

unable to control her anger at

being told to call emergency

numbers.

"They say call the emergency

management office.' When I get

home, I have no phone," she said.

"Where is the assistance from

other states?" she asked. "This

city is not taking care of any-

thing. Where is the water, where

is the ice? 1 have babies in my
neighborhood who yesterday

couldn't get any milk."

The city had its own com-

plaints about the Federal
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Paul Roland of Kitty Hawk, N.C., tours his neighborhiKnl after returnins to the hard-hit resort city yesterday. Many of the homes along

the beach in Kitty Hawk were destroyed when Hurricane Isabel made landfall last Thursday.

Emergency Management Agency.

"We've asked FFMA for gen-

erators. We haven't gotten

them," Newport News Mayor joe

Frank said Sunday. "We've asked

them for water, we've asked them

for food, we've asked them for

ice. So far we haven't seen any of

that."

Frank said the city had to hire

trucks to bring ice from

Tennessee and Alabama.

FEMA Director Mike Brown
was on the defensive.

"We've distributed 650.000

tons of ice down to that area," he

said Sunday. "I just find it diffi-

cult to believe that we're not

meeting someone's needs — if.

indeed, they've been articulated

to us."

The storm severed electrical

service for more than 6 million

customers from the Carolinas to

New York. By Sunday morning,

that figure had been whittled to

about 1.8 million.

Virginia was hit hardest by the

power loss. The state's dominant

provider. Dominion Virginia

Power, said it was down to under

900.000 homes and businesses

without electricity Sunday.

"It will be multiple days," said

Irene Cimino. a spokeswoman

for Dominion Power. "We have

an enormous task involved here.

Parts of our distribution system

have to be rebuilt — not

restored, rebuilt."

At least 30 deaths are blamed

on the stomi, 1 7 of them in

Virginia. North Carolina.

Virginia, Maryland and Delaware

were declared federal disaster

areas.

About a dozen Navy ships

sent out to sea to get them out of

the storm's direct path and keep

them from being battered against

docks returned to Norfolk on

Sunday, joining 24 vessels that

had sailed back into port the day

before. More than 40 ships of the

2nd Fleet had gone a couple hun-

dred miles out to sea, where they

experienced swells of up to lb

feet. said Cmdr. Ernest

Duplessis.

People were just realizing the

full extent of the damage in

Maryland, where nearly 600,000

customers were still without

power
Alice Evans, 60, was one of

79 hardy souls who stayed on

Smith Island in Chesapeake Bay

despite Maryland State Police

efforts to talk them into leaving.

Evans, one of two teachers on the

island, learned Sunday that

Isabel had washed books and

other materials out of the tiny

grade school.

"I hope I never have to face

that again." said Evans, who con-

fronted Hurricane Hazel on the

island when she was a child.

North Carolina was still

reporting more than 1 30.000

power outages Sunday, and

Bertie County Manager Zee
Lamb said Dominion Power offi-

cials said some residents of his

county could be a month without

power.

"They've just got a large terri-

tory to handle. We can only

assume that sections at a time

will be cut on," Lamb said.

On the Outer Banks, where

the only road the length of

Hatteras Island was washed out,

(ourism officials were trying not

to think about the immediate

future and instead focusing on

getting things up to snuff for the

1 00th anniversary of the Wright

Brothers' first flight in

December
"We're going to be standing

tall and proud on Dec. 1 7, 2003,

I'll tell you that much," declared

Carolyn McCormick. managing

diiector of the Outer Banks

Visitors Bureau. "It's the day that

changed the tiavel industry for-

ever. It's a da\ that changed the

world forever And we're going

to be ready for it."

Private insurers estimated

Jamyge in North Carolina could

vxceed $1 billion. In coastal Dare

County alone — where dozens of

homes in Hatteras, Kitty Hawk
and Nags Head were destroyed

— officials say it could top $500
million.

The federal government in

Washington will be open for

business on Monday after being

shuttered for two days because of

Isabel. Employees were told to

report to work on time, said

Rusty Asher, spokesman for the

Office of Personnel and

Management.
More than one-quarter of a

million customers were still with-

out service Sunday in the capital

and its suburbs in Virginia and

Maryland.

In Hampton, Michelle

Patterson got her power back

Saturday night but couldn't

afford to buy food because she

hasn't been working. "If 1 had

money, I'd go \^aii in line." she

said. "If you ha\e money in the

bank, you can't get to that

either"

Cannabis rally held in Boston to support reform of drug laws
By Dan O'Brien

OjLLEtiiAN Staff

BOSTON - Thousands of pot smokers

and marijuana supporters rallied for sup-

port of marijuana legalization on Boston

Common Saturday at the 14th annual

Freedom Festival.

Forty-five people were arrested accord-

ing to published reports, all for marijuana

posses,sion and distribution. A fair number

of people did not seem to mind the pres-

ence of law enforcement, as droves of men.

women, and some children found seats on

the lawn to enjoy the sights, music, beauti-

ful weather, and in some cases a hit of pot

smoke from a tobacco pipe.

The event featured many speakers,

musicians, and vendors with gifts and

clothes - many of which were created frotn

hemp, a legal derivative from the marijua-

na plant - for sale. At one point the

activists and musicians stepped aside to

allow for a hemp fashion show, in which

many lucky models got to show off an

array of clothes made entirely out of hemp.

The clothes ranged from pink skirts to

Recall candidates

sprint to finish

green sundiesses and had just about every-

thing in between.

Speakers of the rally called for an end to

marijuana laws, saying that government

resources could be better spent elsewhere.

Countless speakers pleaded that the money

spent on enforcement of marijuana laws

could be better spent on improving the

state's education system.

"We nec-d to take the money we spend on

the war on drugs and put it into drug edu-

cation programs so we can educate people

Ion the effects of drugs." | said Boston City

Councilor Chuck Turner as he publicly

addressed the crowd.

Nationally, the government spends bil-

lions of dollars each yeai on the "War on

Drugs."

Turner said that people should support

the legalization of marijuana for medical

purposes and said that by doing so would

be a first step in complete legalization of

pot.

"We need to take the first step in the

war on the War on Drugs." Turner said.

The councilman went on to say that pre-

scription pot would be a much better alter-

native to most of the medicine that is

alieady on the market.

"You sex; these ads on TV' for all these

drugs that are out there. Then during the

ad they tell you about four or five other

side effects that you can get from taking

them. With marijuana, you don't get any of

that."

Artists performing on stage echoed

Turner's views on illegal drugs. Some of

these perfonners included the band

Scissorfight, who exclaimed to the crowd

at one point, "This song's about growing

your own!"

The crowd had fewei people than the

number expected by National

Organizations for the Reform of Marijuana

Laws. The group anticipated between

50.000 and 75.000. but the number of

attendees was .somewhere just below

50.000.

While the number of people may have

been slightly lower than expected, there

was still u large enough target audience for

marketing ideas, products, and political

campaigns.

"There was a large amount of campaign-

ers for Congressman Dennis Kucinich (D-

Ohio), a candidate for President in 2004.

The congressman does not support the

prohibition of ntarijuana.

In his literature that was handed out at

the rally, he pointed out that countries in

Europe are turning away from "failed

drug policies." He claims that the rate of

violent crime has been reduced through-

out countries viewing drug addiction as a

medical problem. Kucinich does not pro-

vide actual numbers to support his claims,

however he does point out that in the

United States there is onK one bed for

every 10 drug addicts who apply for treat-

ment.

Congressman Kucinich also points out

the problem of racial bias by the criminal

justice system when arresting and prose-

cuting dmg offenders.

"According to a Human Rights Watch

report ba,sed on FBI statistics, blacks were

ari'ested on drug charges at nearly five

times tut rate of whites. Diug use is con-

sistent across racial and .socioeconomic

lines - yet in the state of New York, for

example, '?4 percent of incarcerated drug

offenders aiv Latino or African-American,

mostly from poor communities." said

Kucinich. wht)se message was already

t)eing fell among the thousands of marijua-

na supporters.

Also marketing to people of college age

were the creators of Seat of Our Pants pro-

ductions, the group that produced a DVD
movie of pcxiple doing funny and odd

things. The f)VD is based on the book

"Get Stoned and Read This Bt)ok;" by

Gordon G. Gourd.

The book, which is primarily pho-

tos, poems, and other works of art.

has been in print for five years.

according to Rudy Seigel of Seat of

Our Pants.

"Tliis is a great venue for us," Seigel

said, "Our target is the 18-30 age bracket,

and in a college town like fk.)ston, there are

around 350,000
|
people of that age.]"

Tlie lxK)k's primary distributor is the

store Urban Outfitters, which has a large

consumer bitse of 18-30-year-old people.

The book has sold over 50.tX.X) copies since

it was released at L'iban Outfitters 3 years

ago.

By Beth Fouhy
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -

With a federal judicial panel likely

to reinstate the Oct. 7 date for the

California recall election. Gov.
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Gray Davis and the candidates

vying to succeed him are preparing

for a final two-week campaign

push.

A new poll showed the race

tightening in Davis' favor.

An 1 1 -judge panel of the 9th

U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals will

hear arguments Monday on

whether to uphold a ruling by a

smaller panel last week that the

election must be fxistponed until

six counties still using punch card

ballots can upgrade to more reli-

able voting machines.

The judges chosen for the new

panel are said to be more conserva-

tive than the three who made the

original ruling. Observers say the

new panel will likely reverse the

earlier ruling.

"As they .say at the racetrack,

we're going into the clubhouse

turn." said lack Pitney, profcs.sor of

government at Claremont-

McKenna College.

rhc best known Republican in

the race, Arnold Schwarzenegger,

was preparing to step into the spot-

light for his first and — chances are

— his only debate of the campaign

Wednesday.
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UMass Pow Wow
Kitty Hendricks-Miller, left, of the Wampanaog tribe from Mashpee, and Erin Saulnier, right, of the Micmac tribe from New

Bedford attend the UMass Pow Wow held this weekend by the campus pond.
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For (he Record
Citrrectton & Clarification:

The Page One story last

Wednesday on the Student

legal Services Office con-

tained several reporting

errors. The correct spelling

of the office's director is

Charles DiMare. The office

phone number is 413-545-

1495. When the office can-

not represent students,

they are sent to area

lawyers with extensive

experience in criminal

cases and who have knowl-

edge of the local courts.

The office educates stu-

dents about the legal

process they face. The
sooner the office becomes
engaged with a case, the

better the results are likely

to be for the defendant.

For those reasons, the

office enjoys a nearly 95

percent rate of criminal

defense cases that yield

positive results for the

defendant.

Correction: Because of an

editing error, the pictures

in Friday's Arts section

were incorrectly identified

as those of the Flava Unit

dance team. The pictures,

however, were of the

UMass Dance Team.

Correction: Because of a

reporting error. The
University of Florida foot-

ball team was incorrectly

identified as a member of

the Atlantic Coast

Conference in Friday's

Sports section. Florida is a

member of the

Suutheastern Conference.
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Campus Perspectives
^^Do you think that it i$ important to vote in the SGA elections on September i^th?^^

B, Amelia. Lincoln 1

Yes, It is Important If y(xi

care about ttie future of our

school, yy

- Undsey Zwart

senior
Operations Management

«
I think it's important for

the student bocjy to be accu-

rately represented in the SGA

and the only way for that to

happen is for a large amount of

students to vote.

Communications

»
- Greg IVIitchell

w w It's important to vote

because there are so many

things that go on behind the

scenes here; the person who

would deal with them should

be someone whom you agree

with. ^ ^

s (; p h () rn o r e
Undeclared

- Nattian Bedrick
s () [) h o ?t7 () re

Spanish

We could have

more power if we cared

more. The SGA offers a

formalized way we could

organize ourselves and it

has a name that people

already respect.

- Jana Katz

s e n t () .

STPEC and Political Science

((\ think it's important to

vote because it's using

your voice at a local level

where it probably affects

you the most. ^ ^
- Ann Nguyen

r

Yes because people

need to be educated about

campus politics, the way

they deal with politics now

will affect them when they

get in the outside world. ^ ^

Sports Management
Ben Koebler

ptuwnrii* CVS
pharmacy
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iniiajtrrry*
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Open Mic Series

Mi
Oct 7 at 7 pm
Cape Cod lounge

UMass SUB

For more info call

Sn2990

LIVE MUSIC starts at 9:00PM.

OPEN MIC starts at 7:00PM. The Sign-Up sheet goes out

at 6:00PM. Bring your talent and your friends and your

instruments. WeMI provide the stage and sound
equipment and 20 minutes for you to knock'em dead!

ALL MUSICAL STYLES are encouraged to participate!

»AS ALWAYS, 18+ to party, 21+ to drink.
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Lombardi puts budget on

the World Wide Web
Chancellor |ohn Lombardi wants to com-

municate. He wants students, faculty, staff

and University supporters to communicate

and understand the financial situation the

University of Massachusetts is in. To better

the exchange of information, his office has set

up a Web site specifically designed to convey

information about the budget crisis and

explanations of the budget.

"The purpose of this discussion is to be

clear about the sources of our income and the

major categories of our expenses so that all of

us can focus on improving the effectiveness

of our expenditures and enhancing the acqui-

sition of our income," Lombardi writes.

"Universities are revenue machines: the

principal limit on their success is defined by

the maximum amount of revenue they can

bring into the campus."

The website, www.umass.edu/budget was

introduced last spring as an opportunity for

the Chancellor lo keep the UMass community

up to date on fiscally important news. During

rumors of tremendous budget cuts in the

spring and again during the realization of out-

landish budget cuts in the summer, the

Chancellor e-mailed and openly discussed the

situation with community members, includ-

ing any interested students.

Last Thursday, the first of a series of install-

ments explaining the University budget went

up on the Web site. This first installment

involves a letter from Lombardi detailing how

the University's budget is divided and what

part of it is important to whom. It also details

who pays what — what state money pays for —
and what students' fees pay for.

Did you know that students contribute

approximately $177 million to the campus'

budget, which represents 29% of the institu-

tions total budget? The state generally con-

tributes only $152 million, or 25.5% of the

University's yearly revenue. Or did you know

that the campus spends about $136 million

on teaching and student related activities —
not including residence halls or food services

— but including the $19 million cost of oper-

ating intercollegiate athletics? All of this, and

more, you can discover via Lombardi's reveal-

ing and educational website.

The letter is clearly organized and easy to

follow, it makes easy what newspapers and

reports coming out of the university, for years

have not. It elucidates the situation we are in,

and points us toward the exit sign.

"University budgets often confuse the

most expert observers ... nonetheless, all of

us who care about the success of the

University must understand the budget,

because the quality and productivity of the

institution depends on the amount of money

available and how well the University spends

it."

Lombardi walks across campus with a

"Students First" pin on his backpack, inside

that backpack are the pedagogical materials

he uses to teach his history course, he is first

and foremost a professor. His needs to com-

municate and teach are obvious through his

work with this website. Lombardi has gone

beyond being open with information; he has

pushed information into the fists of the

UMass community. He wants us all to under-

stand that this University continues to pro-

vide a quality education, but also that things

will get better if we work together.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

believes that students should get involved in

this discussion, learn the facts, contribute to

the process of rejuvenating the University and

in turn, inflating the value of their degree.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian.

Passions: things we live for
All of us have

that one thing

that we live for,

that one thing

that fills us

with adrenaline

and makes us

feel more alive

than anything

else. For some
of us, it's a

sport; for some

of us it's singing or dancing; and

for some it may be something

completely different.

But the feeling is still the same.

It's a feeling that is completely

passionate, a feeling we can't live

without. Maybe it's something

you've done your whole life, or

maybe you've only just recently

discovered it. But regardless, we

all have a passion.

Then you go off to college, and

for one reason or another, you let

things fall by the wayside as you

get busy and experiment with dif-

ferent activities. After all, that's

what college is for right?

So, time goes by, and suddenly

one night, as you're watching

"Godzilla" dubbed into English at

four in the morning with your

friend, you get to talking about

things you used to do, things you

used to be good at, things you

haven't done in a long time. And

suddenly it hits you: you've given

up on your passion, on the one

thing you used to love most in the

world. And for the first time, you

acknowledge that you feel like

something is missing; you feel the

void that used to be filled by that

adrenaline msh.

Then the question becomes

"for what?" What is it that makes

our old priorities seem unimpor-

tant? Why do we give up the

things we enjoy the most?

Part of it is laziness. Let's face

it. We, as college students, have a

natural tendency to be lazy. We
rarely change out of our sweat-

pants, we take buses to class when

we can, and when we don't feel

like walking the three minutes to

the DC, we order from one of the

hundreds of delivery places (Sugar

lones is my personal favorite) that

cater to our lethargy. So. naturally

any extra effort that it would take

on our part to get involved in

something, we can't be bothered

with.

It's a feeling that

is completely

passionate, a

feeling we cant

livewittKMiL

I think another thing that holds

us back is fear Think about it: You

spend your whole pre-teen and

adolescent years playing soccer,

for example, and maybe you're

really good. But then you come to

the University of Massachusetts, a

Division I school, and suddenly

you're a little fish in a big pond

and not the all-star you thought

you were. A lot of times, it takes a

lot more work and praaice, in

addition to the years of experience

that we have, before we could

even have a hope of making it

Five Steps to victory
Hello, vigi-

lant citizen

and fellow

patriot. The
Project for a

New
American
Century is

proud to pres-

ent "The
Patriot's Field

Guide to

Winning an Election." This

short guide will teach you what

it takes to beat the democrats

and conquer an election like a

real neo-con.

In this guide, you will learn

the awesome strategy of our

hero-in-chief George W. Bush -

a man who valiantly led the

one-man retreat of the Texas

Air National Guard home base

in 1972.

This guide will only have

one edition, as we expect that

as a true American you will

smile, nod. and request no fur-

ther clarification.

Step One: When Enemies Ahack
In the event that 1 1 intelli-

gence agencies from around the

world offer you specific warn-

ings of a large-scale attack, it's

important to stay calm. Take a

bath, jog, play golf and read

about pet sheep. If an agency

provides you with a list of ter-

rorists inside the U.S.. discard

this list immediately. The last

thing you would want is for

these guys to get caught, lust

let them do their job. As the

PNAC asserts, America needs a

"catalyzing event - like a new
Pearl Harbor." to get those

flags waving and those guns

blazing.

When the attack actually

happens, chances are that there

will be a lot of screaming and

bloodshed. This is perfectly

normal during a forewarned

attack. Act surprised.

Immediately cqll your political

advisor and be sure to have a

lot of cameras handy. Pictures

of your shocked-yet-cool face

make good press and make
even better souvenirs to peddle

for campaign contributions.

Step Two: DoMCtTic and Foremn

POtSIIIUTY

You're probably thinking

that it's impossible to find all

those terrorists and bring them

to justice. It can be done, but

why bother? It's far too time

consuming and elections are

right around the comer! It is

much more convenient to go

after whole regimes instead.

We at the organization suggest

Iraq as a warm-up.
Because of the shock and

awe of an attack on American

soil, Americans will be more

vulnerable than usual to sug-

gestions made by leaders and

the media.

Use slogans like

'Support our troops'

to tangle ttiepulillc

web of abstraction.

Remember if ttiey

don't like our war,

ttiey don't like our

soMiers

Appeal to the people with

stories of torture chambers and

"rape factories," and insist that

Iraq had a lot to do with the

attack on their country.

Assure them that Iraq will

'welcome us a liberators," and

don't be afraid to interject with

comments like "He tried to kill

ma' Daddy." It all just adds to

the fun of fooling everyone.

Now, there's a little thing

called the United Nations that

stands in your way. In order to

start a war, you'll have to show

them proof of an imminent

threat. This can be done by

forging the necessary docu-

ments, or with blatant lies,

office bugging and even black-

mail. Don't worry; they proba-

bly don't speak English any-

way. If all else fails, just pre-

tend that they don't exist. After

all, we ARE America, aren't

we?

Step Tnme: Disscntion at Home

This is a big problem among

these so-called "liberals." You

should suggest to the public that

they are a major part of the prob-

lem.

Ask people to put American

flags EVERYWHERE. Be sure to

chastise anyone who refuses to

line local streets with countless

American flags. Use slogans like

"Support our Troops" to tangle

the public in a web of abstrac-

tion. Remember: if they don't

like our war, they don't like our

soldiers either.

For a little fun. renaming

popular foods in support of the

war is an option (See the book:

" 101 Ways to Eat your Liberty").

Step Four: VictoryI

Things may not go as

planned, but it is important to

not acknowledge this. Let the

liberals do all the acknowledg-

ing.

Instead, dress up in your

favorite military attire and fly

around on a fighter jet. like in

the movie "Independence Day."

Land on an aircraft carrier and

declare the war is over -- even if

it isn't.

Let the public know, however,

that because the situation is so

unstable, you'll need to stay on

to fix the mess. Let them know

that it wasn't your fault, either.

Step Five: Tmk to Campamm

While using the attacks as a

backdrop to your campaign, you

should emphasize how much you

have done for f>eople in OTHER
countries. If necessary, bring up

the torture chambers and "rape

factories" again for emphasis.

Try to not bring up domestic

issues. Instead, preach about the

imminence of more attacks.

When they happen, take a

minute to congratulate yourself

on a job well done. This is what

defending America is all about.

Repeat "I told you so" ad nause-

um. take a pretzel break, and go

back to step one.

Mark Ostroff is a Collegian

columnist. For more information

on the PNAC. go to

www.PNAC.info.

Graduate students still

students, not professors

here. So then we fall back on

using our laziness as an excuse

when really, we're just scared that

we won't make the cut.

The other part of it is that

when we get to a new place, we

want to try new things. We've

spent so long doing one thing,

why not try something else? But

nothing can really ever take the

place of the oxygen that you

breathe, and let's be honest:

although it has many sport-like

qualities, playing Beirut will never

give you that same rush that you

get from a real game of basketball.

Running to catch the bus will

never be the same as crossing the

finish line in first place, and hav-

ing a dorm room full of people

applaud you for your masterful

funneling skills will never be like

taking a bow after a flawless

onstage performance.

The point is that, once you

realize this, you can do something

about it. We all "used to do"

something, but what do we do

now? We go to class, we go to

work and we go to parties on the

weekends. We try to pretend that

it wouldn't all mean so much
more if only we still had that one

thing. We try to ignore that pang

of sadness we get when some-

thing reminds us of how much
fun we used to have, how good it

felt to feel completely alive and

satisfied with ourselves. Life with-

out passion is nothing but a

monotonous routine, and if you

know what it is that makes you

come alive, you shouldn't let it go

for anything.

Paige Cram is a Collegian

columnist.

This September, I entered my first year of col-

lege at the University of Massachusetts. Amherst.

As any freshman does, 1 had a few expectations,

among which were the overwhelmingly large sizes

of my classes and the in-depth capacity of my now

college level courses. In addition to these conjec-

tures, I had mistakenly assumed that my classes

would be taught by actual professors as well.

Of the five courses 1 am taking this semester,

two of them are being taught by gradu-

ate students. While I applaud graduate Alli.nn flliPi

students for their dedication and "'"*"" "'"

intrigue, 1 do not believe that being left ^
to teach an entire class, let alone to incoming

freshmen, is a job they should be allowed to

undertake.

Graduate students have been and remain an

integral part of every major college/university in

the United States. For some people, the thought

of going to graduate school is an impending

threat, an option that people try to avoid knowing

very well that their particular major requires fur-

ther schooling. For others, it is a way to advance

one's learning in hopes to one day turn things

around and give back to society in some way.

Graduate programs are great ways to further

expand and explore what a certain career has to

offer. However, consider what a first year under-

graduate student is undergoing. For an in-state

student, the average cost of room/board and

tuition per semester is about $6,000. For the out-

of-state student (like myself) it's about $12,000,

and not to say anything of the budget cuts that

will increase those prices next semester.

Now, one of the reasons 1 chose to attend

UMass over the other schools 1 had been accept-

ed to was because the price was a lot more rea-

sonable. In fact, that was one of the points that

the UMass faculty and students kept pushing and

stressing when 1 came up for an open house.

"Come to UMass because you'll get your money's

worth!" As an out-of-state student. I am paying

about twice the amount an in-state student is

paying. If I'm paying all this money for my edu-

cation, I would expect my classes to be taught by

degree-baring professors, not students of the

University.

Now, granted, there's no better way to deter-

mine how well you understand the material than

by seeing if you can teach it back to students with

the same fervor that you learned it with. The

feedback from the students and the experiences

earned from being on the other side of the class-

room will be beneficial in any aspect of one's

career.

Graduate students have been instructing

undergraduate students going back as far as the

1960s and, even back then, it was an issue.

However, the concept of a teacher's assis-

tant is one that seems to solve the issue

of upper level students acquiring the~^^ knowledge and skills they need.

Rather than giving entire classes to graduate

students to design and instruct, why not have the

classes be co-taught by both a professor and a

graduate student? The professor can work

together with the graduate student to create the

curriculum and devise a program that will work

for the students they're teaching.

Have the professor lay the ground rules and

then have the graduate student instruct the class.

That way, the students will still have the feel and

experience of a real professor teaching them, but

will also have a graduate student fulfilling their

requirements for their program. Sometimes, it is

beneficial for a class to be co-taught.

Placing all discrepancies aside, teaching a

class is a challenging endeavor to undertake,

regardless of what skill level you have. According

to UMass' Graduate School, "A full-time teach-

ing assistant is normally required to devote 20

hours per week to preparation and teaching," and

receives a stipend for their work as a form of

financial aid.

As a graduate student working on their disser-

tation, devoting 20 hours a week, possibly teach-

ing a 300 level course to students not much
younger than themselves and working a full-time

job isn't benefiting the teacher or the students. If

the teacher is so swamped with work, then that

delays in returning the students' work and every-

one will consequently fall behind.

Although graduate students are far more
advanced in their studies than undergraduate stu-

dents, allowing them to teach a course alone

would not only result in added stress to their

lives, but also to the students they're instructing.

Allison Edles is a Collegian columnist.
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MTV arrives to find tlie 'Real World' of UMass
Real Worl(J/Roa(J Rules casting call to be held Tuesday

By Glen Straijb

CuLLCbiAN Staff

Long before there ever were reality

television-based shows like "The

Bachelor" or "Temptation Island"

crowding the minds of couch

potatoes across the country,

a little cable channel

that played music

videos around the '^^|<V
clock had an idea for a Mf^^tS,
show that would

change the way TV
executives targeted

audience.

Music Television, better known as

MTV, had a simple plan: lake seven

strangers put them in a house, and see

what happens when "people stop being

polite and start getting real." The project

seemed relatively simple so why not give

it a simple name such as "The Real

World." "The Real Worid." which at

times has been denoted as anything but

the real world, is now the New York

Yankees of reality TV — consistently on

top.

"The Real World" is currently MTV's

kjngest running show as "The Real

World: Paris" cast is the 14th group of

college students to enjoy an amazing pad

in one of the most spectacular cities in

the world.

For its 1 5th season though, the cast-

ing directors of Bunim/Murray

Productions are stopping on the

campus of the University of

Massachu.setts in

search of its newest cast

members for "The Real

World" and its sister show

"Road Rules."

Tomorrow in room 101 of

the Campus Center Basement.

MTV, with help from University

Productions and Concerts, will

hold an open casting call for the

next season of "The Real

Worid" and "Road Rules."

"We are very excited at the

opportunity to come to a college town

like Amherst," "Real WoHd/Road

Rules" casting director |ason Horowitz

said. "College towns are great because

'Real World'

Casting Call

Campus Center

Basement Room

101

10a.t_5p.«.

lKtiiy.$(«i.73

( ('l_'RTFSYMT\<.l'>M

The current Road Rules cast works together on an array of challenges in the

South Pacific,

people are really enthusiastic about try-

ing out for the show and we can really

narrow down our j 18-24 1 age group."

Horowitz is in the middle of a 1 2-stop

lour around the United States to find the

next cast members for the 2004 season.

Some of the other stops along the way

are Madison, Wi., another classic college

town, Dallas, Brooklyn, N.Y. and even

Billings. Mt.

_^^ Contrary to popular belief,

according to Horowitz, the

majority of cast members

picked for the show today are

chosen from the open casting

calls rather than sent-in

videos.

"In the very begin-

ning, for the first couple of sea-

sons we had a lot of people on

the show that sent in their

applications and videos but

now that has switched," he

said. "Our casts are basically entirely

made up of casting call attendees.

"The auditions are a great tool for

us."

For the auditions, applicants will

need to bring a recent picture of them-

selves (which will not be

returned) and a photo ID.

According to Horowitz

this will be the process of

the day: After reaching the

end of the line (which is

expected to be very long) the

applicant will speak briefly

with one of the casting directors

Then s/he will be asked to fill out a

one-page application. The final part of

the audition is a group di.scussion with

10 other applicants in which the casting

directors lead forums discussing politi-

cal, social and religious topics.

"We are looking for all different types

"Real World: Paris" cast member

Chris is from UMass-Dartmouth.

of stories from people." Horowitz said.

"Usually the most dynamic stories told

by the individuals who are not shy to

share it with us and the rest of the group

get a chance to move on to further audi-

tions."

As for the burning question of where

the next "Real World" and "Road Rules"

location will be. MTV is keeping hush-

hush as always and only the winners will

^^ find out when they are chosen.

There has been much crit-

icism of the casting prcx.ess

for "The Real World" and

"Road Rules " shows during

the years, especially recently

It seems thai sex appeal has

become a major qualification

for the show now. But according

to Horowitz, the show tries very hard to

avoid casting the same type of people

each and every year

"It is our challenge as casting direc-

tors to find someone with a diffea-nl

story from anyone who has evei been on

the show," he said.
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Anime 2 fails to receive the

same fanfare as last year's fest

By Cameron J. Woons
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON — In an attempt to

acknowledge the growing culture of Japanese

animation, the Northampton Arts Council held

Anime 2 last weekend, the second ever anime

festival held in Northampton.

Though there may be a strong underground

culture developing for these anima flicks, the

attendance at the festival was less than the pre-

vious year, which had 2.000 people come

through the doors.

At Anime 2, the crowd that

did attend the festival was near-

ly completely composed of local

area high school students.

"I think it is because the festival

was spread out over two days this

year. Last year when it was only

one day we had people come down

from all over," said Ian Adams, an organizer for the

festival.

Though the anima chosen for the festival were

all of good quality, there were many attendants

at the festival who voiced opinions on what

should have been shown or what must be shown

next year. Both days were structured as thus: ai

1 1 a.m. a G rated anime was shown, followed by

the cosplay, a chance to dress up as anime char-

acters, at 1 p.m. At 1:30 there was a PG rated

movie for teenagers, and finally at 4:30 an R

rated anime was shown, and attendance was

strictly monitored on these.

The locally donated Sushi added an authentic

cultural vibe to the intermission between the

afternoon and evening shows. Though the price

was a bit sleep, the quality of the food was worth

it. Even after buying sushi and paying $12 for a

ticket, it was still cheaper than renting three ani-

mas and buying pizza.

Hans Teensma. along with Adams, coordinat-

ed the movie selection through Disney

Entertainment.
"

It was great to see the families here for the

early movie." Teensma said. "But 1 think that the

weather hurt us a bit. all of the Goth [kidsl are

hiding inside."

One truly interesting part of the festival was

the cosplay. which in actual anime lingo meaning

is to dress up as an anime character. The cosplay

was operated similar to the type of contest held

for the best Halloween costume. There was quite

a range in the quality, anything from lifelike rep-

resentations to brown paper bag masks with

rudimentary renditions of characters on them.

Following the presentation of the costumes,

awards were handed out, with the first place

prize going to a Vampire.

Calling Anime 2 a festival may have been a bit

of an overstatement, it felt like a movie

marathon broken up with a costume contest.

That is not to say that Anime 2 was a failure:

while it may not have been a fully immersing

experience in the world of anime, there was

some good anime on the big screen, which is a

rare thing.

"Next year we will probably make it a one-day

event like it was last year,' Teensma said. "There

will definitely be more sushi and the movies will

be different though we would love to bring back

Castle in the Sky."

Secondhand Lions' is second rate in quality

'Secondhand

Lions'

DlrecteiJ by

Tinie McCanlies

Starring

Haley Joel Osment

Miclieal Came

Bofterl Duvall

New line Studio

Rated R

lUmins

Grade

B

'1!RTESYI>ISNEY

"Castle in the Sky" wad a highlight of thi.t year's anime festival in Northampton held by the

Northampton Arts Council.

By Lauren Frfeman
OM.Lti.iAN Staff

A cornfield dwelling lion

named lasmine. An elderly man

single-handedly fighting off a

gang of knife-wielding punks. .A

pig with a chicken riding on his

back. These moments make
"Secondhand Lions" a success

among those filmgoers who love a

mild-mannered family film that

can deliver genuine laughs with

fairly clean humor. Yes. that's

right, good clean humor.

Needless to say, this film

was not marketed to

high school or college-

aged kids. Although,

many who did not get to

the box office in time to

get tickets for "American

Pie 4" (relax, that was

sarcasm) and watched

this instead might find

that in an embarrassing-

ly geeky sort of way. this

film is an unexpected

charmer for all ages.

Warning: if you don't

get a warm, fuzzy, child-

ish feeling when you see

animals, you probably

will not like this film. A
large part of the humor derives

from the human-like characteriza-

tions of five mangy farm dogs, a

pig and an old retired lion. It's not

quite "Babe" because the animals

don't talk, but the overwhelming-

ly mammalian niise en scene and

subplot requires an audience who
doesn't hesitate to "ooohh" and

"ahhh" at the sight of cute animal

antics.

"Secondhand Lions" is of a

hybrid genre - comcdic. fantasti-

cal and dramatic. Haley jocI

Osment has grown several inches

since "A.I." and likewise the char-

acter arch of Walter (played by

Osment) encompasses a btn com-

ing of age. This movie deals w ith

some very important social issues;

the psyche of the elderly as they

perceive themselves becoming

increasingly useless, the impor-

tance of family bonds and tradi-

tional stories passed down

through the generations, and the

relativism of reality ... our ability

to selectively believe or not

believe what we are told.

All of these thematic elements

are carried throughout the film

with equal weight but the impor-

tance of these messages are at

times belittled and lost in an over-

loading of contrived flashbacks.

The first and last five minutes of

"Secondhand Lions" take place in

contemporary time; the majorit>

of the remaining 107 minutes is

delivered through flashback, and

then flashback within flashback.

The inovie begins with 30-

something-year-old Waltci. played

by losh Lucas, answering a phone

call. Something awful has ,h»p-

pcned to his two uncles in Texas.

T'hc flashback begins as memory;

young Walter's cruel and selfish

mother drops her son with Uncle

Hub (Robert Duvall) and Uncle

Garth (Michael Caine) at their

rundown farm in Texas and takes

off for Las Vegas. Hub and Garth

are old and cranky: they have no

use for a kid and no telephone or

T\ to boot. When Waller, amazed

at their lack of technology, asks

the uncles what they do for fun he

is surprised and hoirified

when they answer him

by sitting on the porch

and shooting at drive up

salesmen.

As eccentric and

unfriendly as these two

old men first appear.

Walter is inspired by

rumors told to him by

his mother and local

townies. that his uncles

are sitting on a large sum

of money from God
knows where. In truth,

Walter's mother wants

Walter to win the hearts

of the two men so she

can partake in their

inheritance when they

die. .Apparently. Walter's mom
isn't the only one trying her hand

at the acquisition of the fortune,

as sudden appearances from

Walter's obnoxious Aunt, Uncle

and bratty children become fre-

quent and intrusive.

Waller is less greedy and only

sees the rumored money as moti-

vation to learn about his uncles'

pasts which little by little, through

the excessive use of flashback, he

does. Uncle Garth i.s the less

eccentric of the two uncles and

tells Walter stories about Uncle

Hub who apparcnll> was a sword-

wielding, princess snatching war-

rior in his time. Garth, too. appar-

ently has had his share of adven-

ture travelling alongside the noto-

rious Hub. Hence, the name
"Secondhand Lions" refers to the

fact that these two washed up men

were in their time hert)es of sorts.

This film is perhaps oveHy

dependent on old-iashioncd chau-

vinistic values. The women in the

film are entirely dependent on

their male counterpaits. Tlic final

showdown of the film occurs

when Walter begs his Mom to do

what is best for him for once. It is

degrading from a woman's per-

spective that his mother sees the

"best thing" being leaving her son

with the two men rather than

ditching the abusive creep she is

dating. Similariy. Walter is overiy

excited about receiving the man-

to-man talk from Uncle Hub. It

almost appears that Walter at lirst

is a timid and passive character is

subduing his natural tendencies to

become more of the stereotypical

male ideal.

The excessive use of flashback

is irritating but perhaps accept-

able for a film marketed to kids ...

they don't mind artifice, do they?

In fact, the biggest dilemma posed

by this lilm is that so much poten-

tial is inhibited b> the PG rating

that the mature viewer might

almost wish that the narrative was

less geared toward kids. If the

film were made for an adult audi-

ence, which it easily could have

been, it would have been more

capable of shining light on the

complex issues that come Irom

the rare and wonderful relation-

ship between the three characters.

Robert Duvall, left, and Michael Caine star in "Secondhand

ion?i.
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Tough crew wins out

(iERAin H LING/tlOaEOIAN

Eyes on the prize

Jason Scudamore (above) played a pass through the box to Ptah Myers set up

Myers' winning jjiwl in overtime Saturday, as the Minutemen beat Siena 2-1 after

101 minutes of stKcer. Read all about it tomorrow in Sports.

Continuad from page 8

of a Marcus Williams fumble for a

touchdown gave the Minutemen a

12-point cushion heading into

halftime, one that they would not

relinquish.

"1 made a big mistake on the

punt, and broke down on cover-

ages. But 1 was able to go out there

and make a play on the fumble and

make up for at least one of those,

which 1 felt 1 needed to do."

Torres has been quite impres-

sive with his booming kickoffs in

each of the season's first three con-

tests, but had yet to hit a field goal.

So when his 37-yard field goal was

blocked — just as his previous

attempt was rebuffed by K-State

last weekend — the UMass faithful

were surely wondering if they

would be able to rely on the young

man's right leg.

However the true freshman

showed his resiliency when he

lined up for a second 37-yarder

late in the fourth quarter: he

drilled it between the posts to give

the Minutemen the additional

three points they desperately need-

ed in what was a five-point game.

"That's a big kick." Whipple

said. 'We were in a situation

where they were making big plays,

and we only had a five point lead.

We were just one play away from

falling behind and [Torres | made a

big kick to give us that eight point

edge we wanted."

Finally Boyer, who seemed to

struggle mightily early on with the

speedy Maine receivers, may have

been the most resilient of all.

After being victimized by pass

interference calls and struggling to

keep Perriera and Ryan Waller in

front of him. Buyer's task became

even more difficult when Costello

went to the sideline with an injury.

Yet the junior went on to

record seven total tackles, five

unassisted, and broke up two pass-

es. But his biggest play came at

crunch time, as he intercepted a

Ron Whitcomb pass at his own
54-yard line, and preserved a well-

fought victory for his team.

"That's just Bobby making a

play," Costello said. "They went

right at him the whole game, and

he had to carry even more of a load

out there because |we were short-

handed."

"That's the way the players on

this team are," he said. "Everybody

makes mistakes, but the first thing

we want to do as a team is to go

out there and make plays to make

up for when we mess up."

Minutemen
bear down

Pats beat injury bug, Jets
Continued from page 8

"I knew Vinny was going to

I
Wayne) Chrebet because that's

his main guy," Sainuol '•;ii<l
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The jets came right back on

Testaverdes 29-yard scoring pass

to Chrebet less than two minutes

later, but came no closer as they

converted just one of 13 third-

down opportunities.

"It was a character drive,"

Testaverde said. "We felt like we

had momentum but then we can't

go out and repeat it."

The Patriots broke a five-game

home losing streak against the jets.

"We can put that little curse

behind us," Law said. "I'm sure

the lets will bounce back like they

did last year."

The Patriots won at the

Meadowlands 44-7 in the second

game last year, then lost at home
30-7 in the 1 5th game and missed

the playoffs on the final weekend.

Yesterday, Adam Vinatieri and

Doug Brien kicked three field

goals each before Brady's touch-

down run. He took it in himself

when he saw his receivers were

covered.

Oasis Body Wraps and Tanning
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Hadley, MA 01035
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Friars win in OT
Continued from page 8

overtime, the Friars finished things off

with a rebound goal. Sophomore

Katharine Lary passed the ball to

Suehnholz at the top of the circle, but

Tocco successfully blocked her initial shot.

As Tocco dove to deflect the ball from the

cage, Suehnholz pounced and fired off a

quick shot to score the final goal of the

game, securing a 2-1 victory for the visi-

tors.

Although the Maroon and White was

in the lead for most of the game, the Friars

were able to pull out the victory when the

pressure was on. Providence has been

playing well under pressure this season,

with three of their four victories decided

in overtime.

In contrast. UMass started off the game

well, but appeared to be worn out before

the second period of the game.

"(The Minutewomen) got frantic at

critical times, and when they needed to

control the tempo they didn't," Shea said.

"That's the mark of a young team, so

it's pretty par for the course. It's sort of

been baptism by fire, learning under the

gun."

UMass did play better as a team on

Saturday than it has all season. In fact, it

outshot Providence 17-15, and outnum-

bered the Friars in penalty corners 9-8.

"They were doing good things." Shea

said. "This was their most disappointing

loss, because they had it in control. They

took steps forward, but not to finish it off

is disappointing."

Despite vast improvements since last

weekend's games in Cambridge, Mass. - 6-

1 and 4-0 losses to Boston University and

Harvard, respectively - the Minutewomen

still have plenty of room for development

before heading back on the road.

"They need to continue to grow, and

learn what they need to work on," Shea

said.

The team heads back east this week to

face in-state rival Northeastern. The non-

conference game will be played in Boston

Wednesday at 4 p.m.

www.dailycollegian.com

Continued from page 8

From there, the Maroon and White held the edge

for the rest of the game, although a laie charge by

Maine necessitated a 57-yard field goal by Mike

Torres - who was blocked earlier in the game - to

give the Minutemen a cushion.

Whipple had plenty of praise for his two rookie

kicking specialists, each of whom came into the sea-

son with big soccer cleats to fill. Torres, out of Fort

Union Military Academy in Virginia, replaces Doug

White, who went 8-t'or-lO on field goals last year.

Even harsher is the spotlight on classmate Christian

Koegel, who takes over for departed David Sanger.

Sanger averaged over 40 yards a punt on 68 attempts

last year, 24 of which landed inside the 20-yaid line.

"You've got two true freshmen that have never

been in this situation," Whipple said. "Kansas State's

not so much of a problem when you're getting your

tail kicked 24-7 or something, and then when you're

ahead 51-7 against Central Connecticut. This was a

lot more pressure, and we asked those kids to step up

and they did it."

The Minutemen were also effective in shutting

down Williams, who was averaging six yards per

carry entering the game. He was held to just 70 yards

on 17 carries Saturday, for an average of 5.*^ yards

per carry.

"The coaches told us in the beginning of the week

that "we've got to shut this kid down,'" Costello said,

"and we came out, he challenged us, and we stepped

up to the challenge. We came out and did our job to

shut down the running back, and once we shut him

down, it was pretty much a wrap."

The Minutemen also silenced the Maine air

attack, though a few long receptions Hawed an oth-

erwi.se solid performance by a depleted UMass sec-

ondary. Costello was hurt in the first half and didn't

return, though he guaranteed a return to action this

Saturday against fames Madison, lunior Boyer was

also hampered by a beat-up shoulder, according to

Whipple.

"We're banged up, and 1 think our guys need

rest," Whipple said. "We talked about it as a staff all

week. We looked very slow on Wednesday and

Thursday and our scout team looked fast, so I have

to maybe address that a little bit. But it's been two

hard physical games on turf on the road, and we're

just glad to get out with a win."

The Black Bears, who led early after a gaffe by the

Minuteman offense, found themselves trailing the

entire second half, and most of the second quarter.

They did make things interesting as the clock ticked

down the final seconds of the third quarter, when

Whitcomb found Pereira for a 56-yard touchdown

pass, making the score 21-16 with all of the momen-

tum in the home team's favor.

Maine couldn't manage any more offense, though,

and a desperation heave from Whitcomb with 32

seconds left was intercepted by Bobby Boyer, effec-

tively ending the game.

While sophomore Steve Baylark never found the

endzone. he carried most of the load for the

Minutemen. rushing for 110 yards on 24 carries.

Baylark. who is starting to make his "fill-in" title

obsolete, perfbnned admirably, giving the Maine

defense fits even on the simplest rushes.

STRUCTURE
Warehouse Clothing Sale
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

MONDA\
• High: 73

• Low: 54

JUESDA\
. High: 74

• Low: 48

WfDNfSD/\y
. High: 75

• Low: 49

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. conuct: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Pizza Casserole

• Santa Fe Chicken

. Cuban Red Beans

(vegan)

DINNER
• Boston Scrod

• Szechuan Beef &
Broccoli

• Szechuan Tofu &
Broccoli

(vegan)

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Dan Lamothe

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Amelia P. Lincoln

COPY EDITOR
Nikolas P. Markantonatos

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Shannon Farrington

PRODUCTION STAFF
Fedrich Torres, Corey Rosenberg
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if you're free you'll never see the walls

If you're head is clear you'll never freefall

If you're right you'll never fear the wrong

If you're head is high you'll never fear at

J J
-Audioslave

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is wmv
Your idea for world peace is noble but

implausible.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Today is a great day to be courageous

and try sonnefhing new.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. 19

Your pessimism will pass as things start to

look up.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20 "-^. '"'

Double check your assignment book

before you go out tonight.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21 •ib
Your arriving at a new chapter of your

life, so keep turning pages.

cancer • m. 22-iuL. 22

You will wake up on the floor in the very

near future.

leO • )ui.. 23-AuG. 22

The most hyped up events can be the

biggest letdowns.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Why do you even bother? Sometimes

you should just settle for second best.

libra • sekt. 23-oct. 22

Seek refuge from your hectic life by tak-

ing a walk to a place you've never been.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Your schedule may seem overwhelming

but take a deep breath and you'll be fine.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-dec. 21

Have more school spirit and root for the

home team. GO UMASS!!

Capricorn • dec 22-iAN. 19

The object of your affection is at a tough

place and needs personal time. Back off!

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
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Fratemiries-

SororitieS' Clubs-

Student Givups Eiim

$l,000-$2,(XX)this

semester with a

proven Campus

Fundraiser 3 hour

fiindraising event.

Our free programs

make fundraising

easy with no risks.

Fundraisinfj dates arc

filling quickly, so get

with the program! It

works. Qnuact

CampusFundraiser at

(888) 923-3238, or

visit www.campiis-

fijndraiser.ciim

Montreal Weekends

$99. Includes R/T

Luxury Motor Qwch

from Springfield. 3

Days-2 Nights- 4 Star

Hotel l>)wntown-

Meals-Night Cluh

passes, yyww.mon-

rrealexpress.net I-

781-979-9a^l Six-cial

Group Rates

AUTO FOR SALE

Buick Century 1994

Recently inspected

108,000 Miles $2100-

413-S49-6648

COMPUTERS

Pentium Liiptop

$99.00 Pentium

l\>sktop $49.00 We
fix Laptops, I>;sktops/

PC's guaranteed 584-

8857

EMPLOYMENT

Rent us your cars!

Participate in listen-

ing experimentN

$7.50/l-iour call 545-

6837 or write

jkingston@lingiiist.um

ass.edu

EMPLOY ME \T

Earn up to $100 per

hour or more as an

exotic male dancer at

cluh Xstatic. 240

Chesnut St,

Springfield MA, 41 3-

736-2618 or

www.clubxstatic.com

Sales Assistant fi)r

consulting/stifcware

finn. Telephone tele-

marketing. Econi>mics

a plus. Please send

cover letter and

resume to Frederick

Treyi at Regional

Economic Mtxlels,

Inc., 433 West Street,

Amherst, MA 01002

or ftw 413-549-1038

or email

resuines@remi.com.

FMPIOVMENT

Mtwie Extras/Mtxlels

needed. Nt> exp.

required, earn up to

$500-1000 a day. 1-

888-820-0167 ext.

U150

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. L(x;al

positions. 1-800-293-

3985 ext 516

Hand out flyers on

campus fi)r new busi-

ness - short term - 5

to 10 hours per week

$8 jxT hour. Call 413-

210-9352

Puxluce Sales

Asstx:iates Part-time

evenings + Saturdays.

GitTipetitive Pay Call

Atkins 253-9528

!Banending!$

$250/day potential

No experience Nesc

Training provided. 1
-

800-965-6520 ext 162

FOR SAI r

Have you been

ripped-off by a retail-

er? Gmtact the

Student Legal

Services Office

regarding ytxir rights

as a consumer. 922

Campus Center, 545-

1995.

rOR SAIL

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHP
MySQL, Perl and

more, ww^.jagfiv.com

or (413)253-0051.

EIIRNITIJRF

Large Comer

Computer

Workstation:

Filedrawers. cubbies,

& more. $125.00

OBO. 367-00%

INSIRIK HON

Private Boxing

Lessons- w/retired

Pro Djata Bumpus. In

Northampton. .584-

1966 or visit- 3im^
y/^temmaLSshoxing.

com Accepts all major

credit cards.

SFRVirrs

Pregnant? Need

help? Call Birthright

of Amherst area for

free testing and assis-

tance. 549-1906

PREGNANCY
TESTING, HIV
Testing, Birth

Qintn)l, an d

Emergency

Gmtraception.

Affordable and confi-

dential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst. 548-

9992

SPRING BREAK
Largest sekxtion of

l\'stinations, includ-

ing Cruises! Foam

Parties, Free Drinks

and Cluh Admissioas.

Rep Positii)ns and

FREE trips Available.

1-800-231-4386

www.EpicurcanTtHirs.

com

Spring Break '04

with

StudentCitv.com and

Maxim Magazine!

Get hixiked up with

Free Trips, Cash, and

VIP Status as a

Campus Rep! Chtxise

from 1 5 oi the hottest

destinations. B<.x)k

early for FREE

MEALS, FREE

DRINKS and 150%

Liwest Price

Guarantee! To reserve

online or view our

Photo Galler>', visit

www.studentc itv.com

or Call! -888-

SPRINGBREAK!

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2004's Hottest

Prices Btx^k now ..

Free Trips, Meals «Si

Parties w\\As.sun-

spIashtours.com or

1800-426-7710

1 RAVE I

A SPRING BREAK-

ER NEEDED 2004's

Hottest Destinations

&. Parties 2 ft-ee trips /

high commissions

15w

sunspla.shtours.com

1800-426-7710

VVANTFI)

EGG lX)NORS
NEEDED, non-smok-

ers. Ages 21-32.

Generous compiensa-

tion (Si expenses paid.

For more infomiation

contact RoK'rt

Nichols, Esq.

(781)769-6900,

Rnichols@t'hitlaw.net.

ww^.robertnich>.)k

Place your

classified in the

Massachusetts

Daily Collegian

Marketplace!

Call 545-3500

today!
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Bearing down
Resiliency

key to win
By Mike Marzelli

Cx)LLE<iiAN Staff

ORONO, Maine — Steve Baylark.

playing in place of the "acadeinicallv disci

plined" Rj. Cobbs and the injured

Raunny Rosario, rushed for 23 yands in

the first hall.

Steve Costello, playing special teams in

place of Cobbs. fumbled a punt deep in

Maine territory, and was subsequently

beaten on a fade route by Christian

Pereira for the Black Bears' first touch-

down just three plays later

Michael Torres, replacing arguably the

school's most reliable placekicker in 2005

graduate Doug White, was blocked with a

five-point lead hanging in the balance.

And Bobby Boyer. temporarily anoint-

ed as the team's top comer following an

injury to Costello, was beaten down the

sideline by Pereira. for a 56-yard touch

down pass, pulling the Bears to within five

to begin the fourth quarter.

Yet if you were to name four of Mark

Whipple's most valuable players in

Saturday night's crucial 24-16 win over

the two-time defending A- 10 champions

in UMass' conference opener, there would

be no better choices than the above.

And that speaks to one thing, and only

one thing.

"This." coach Mark Whipple declared,

"is a resilient football team."

For Baylark, resiliency was evident -n

87 second-half yards on the ground, 1 10

total on the game. In addition, his bruis-

ing, straight-ahead style cost him only five

yards for the game, and inspired an

unidentified member of the media to pro-

claim that the sophomore was "just tough

as hell.-

"It just took me awhile to get going,"

Baylark said. "I don't like playing on (arti-

ficial turf) because I slip everywhere. But

once I got my feet under me I could find a

grove and I just tried to run hard."

Costello. who has settled in nicely as

the team's top cover man. was equally

resilient following his special teams and

defensive miscues. He did drop a crucial

punt that set up a Maine drive to the end-

zone, but his 34 yards on five punt

returns, as well as a long of 1 9 yards, were

both game highs. Also, his 55-yard return

Traveling

Minutemen
trump Maine

By Andrew Merritt

tVxlJCIAN StAHK

ORONO. Maine — A six-hour road trip

through the wilderness of Maine is hard enough.

t;ven worse is when that trip follows a loss in

Orono. Fortunately for the Massachusetts football

team, the final score was tilted in its favor at the

final gun.

It wasn't pretty, but the University of

Massachusetts (2-1. 1-0 Atlantic 10) held off the

Maine Black Bears (2-2,

UMass 24

Maine

1-1 A- 10) Saturday,

posting a 24-16 victory.

the first time the

CEBALOH LlNO/ClUlECilAN

Continued on page 6

Steve Costello's fumble recovery led to the Minutemen's third touchdown of the day against Maine. UMass held off

a late push by the Black Bear offense to win their Atlantic 10 opener 23-16 at Harold Alfond Stadium in Orono, Maine.

Maroon and White has won a conference opener

on the road under Whipple's command.

UMass scored 21 points in the second quarter,

seven of which came from the defense.

It was the Minutemen's second straight road

game, one week after a 58-7 loss to Kan.sas State

in Manhattan. Kan. For all intents and purposes,

though, this one mattered more.

"Forget about championships, if you can't win

on the road in this league, you're done." Whipple

said. "We're 1-0, and that's all that really matters."

Fitting a theme for the day. it was the UMass

defense that came up with the winning score.

Sieve Costello picked up a fumble committed by

Maine tailback Marcus Williams, and returned it

all the way for a touchdown, putting the

Minutemen iip 21-*^ with 3:50 left in the first half.

Costello was more than happy to come up with

the big play after two mistakes on punt returns

earlier in the game, one of which led to a Black

Bear touchdown.

"I had to make a big play because I had two

mishaps in the punt game, but coach stayed

behind me, my teammates stayed behind me and

said go out and make the play,' " Costello said.

"When that play happened, it happentxl so

slow, just seeing the ball on the ground, I thought

I'll pick this up if nobody else is,' And I picked it

up and ran to daylight, and got seven of the nine

that 1 gave up back."

The play, which began from Maine's own 33,

followed a bomb completed by Maine quarter-

back Ron Whitcomb to Christian Pereira. who

made a leaping catch and took it all the way into

the endzone. But. in a sight that became quite

familiar to the 7,516 in attendance, the play was

brought back b\ a holding call on the Black Bears.

Continued on page 6

Friars squeak by
Providence wins in overtime

By Paula Aden
CoLl.E<;lAN C^ORRKSI'ONDKNT

Despite holding an early lead.

the Massachusetts field hockey

team fell in overtime to

Providence College 2- 1 Saturday

at Garber Field. The non-confer-

ence game

_ marked
1 the fourth

straight

Providence 2

UMass

IIM R(X;ASH^fSSlX:IATi;n PRESS

Dan Klecko (right), seen here battling New York C>iants tight end Visanthe Shiancoe during a presea.son

^me, was one of the few New England defenders to remain uninjured after the Patriots' 23-16 win over the

New York Jets yesterday.

Depleted Pats manage victory
By Howard Ulman
AsscxiATED Press

FOXBORO (AP) - New England Patriots players

are going dovm as quickly as the New York lets' sea-

son.

For the third straight game, the Patriots lost a key

defender and the jets lost a

N.Y. lets 16 close contest as New

Patriots 23 England won 23-16 Sunday

Tom Brady never

missed a play after hurting his right elbow with 5:45

left in the second quarter. He ran for a 1 -yard touch-

down late in the third quarter to break a 9-9 tie.

But in the first quarter, nose tackle Ted

Washington fractured his leg and wide receiver David

Patten hurt his right leg. Neither returned.

"We don't ask. Why us?'" linebacker Tedy Bruschi

said. "We deal with what is happening, no matter

who's in there."

Washington is expected to miss "a couple of

weeks," coach Bill Belichk:k said. It is not known how

long Patten will be out.

The Patriots (2-1 ) already were without two start-

ing linebackers — Ted lohnson. who broke his left

fool in the first game, and Rosevelt Colvin. who broke

his left hip in the second and is expected to miss the

season. And they released safety Lawyer Milloy before

the first game.

Comerback Ty l^w rolled his ankle late in the first

half but returned.

"We're already down in numbers as it is," Law

said. "As long as I can run. even if I'm not full speed,

my presence is important out there."

The lets (0-3) lost to Washington 16-1 3 on a field

goal with 5 seconds left, then fell to Miami 21-10

before Sunday's seven-point loss.

"It's a sickening feeling." quarterback Vinny

Testaverdc said. "Losing like this is worse because you

were in all three games."

The jets were without two key players — quarter-

back Chad Pennington with a dislocated wrist and

comerback Donnie Abraham with a broken shoulder.

Abraham's replacement. Ray Mickens. was called

for pass interference in the end zone one play before

Brady scored. And Pennington's replacement.

Testaverde. threw an interception that Asante Samuel

returned 55 yards for a touchdown 1 1 seconds into

the fourth quarter.

Contltiued on page 6

loss for the Minutewomen. drop-

ping their record to 2-6.

"Providence didn't win

because of anything they did."

UMass coach Patty Shea said.

"We played well, but we got fran-

tic at critical times and they took

advantage of that."

Senior Stefanie Suehnholz

scooped up a rebound and put a

shot past UMass netmindcr

Christine Tocco to win the game

1:47 into overtime.

The Minutewomen made a

strong start,- with sophomore

Robin Dziedzic earning the

team's first goal only nine min-

utes into the game. Dziedzic

scored off a rebound from a

penalty comer. The Maroon and

White dominated play during the

first half of the game, with six

penalty comers. Additionally,

the Minutewomen outshot

Providence 1 2-6 in the first peri-

od.

Play in the second half was

more evenly divided between the

teams, with solid defense from

both the Friars (4-2) and the

Minutewomen. Both teams were

playing well on Saturday, but

UMass seemed to tire during the

second period, while Providence

seemed to catch a second wind.

"In the second half, they

stopped doing the simple," Patty

Shea said of her charges.

During the second period, the

CERALDH LINCIAJULECilAN

The Minutewomen dropped to 2-6 with an overtime loss to

Providence on Saturday at Garber Field. The Friars improved to 4-2.

Minutewomen were not commu-

nicating well on the field, rushing

passes or not passing at all, let-

ting themselves get mired in one-

on-one possession and losing the

ball back to the Friars.

Still a young team, the

Maroon and White has been

struggling to play as a unit, rely-

ing too much on individuals.

Although there arc quite a

few talented players for UMass,

they have not yet been able to

combine their individual skills to

form a cohesive entity on the

field.

Tocco made eight saves dur-

ing the game, preventing the

Friars from getting on the score-

board until late in the game.

With only five minutes left in reg-

ulation, junior Melissa Kroslak

carried the ball all the way into

the circle from midfield, before

quickly passing to freshman

Melissa McGow. who slipped it

past Tocco, tying the game at one

and forcing overtime.

lust under two minutes into

Continued on page 6
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Council member (deemed ineligible
By Courtney Charles

CoLLHtiiAN Staff

Former Coordinating Council member
Levi O'Brien stepped forward last

Thursday, saying he was ineligible for the

seat he held during the summer.

According to O'Brien, Student

Government Association speaker |ared

Nokes pulled him over to the side during

one of the council's first meetings during

the summer and said, "You know you're

not supposed to be filling this seat,

right?"

"I asked him if he wanted me to step

down and he said he wanted the seat

filled and he wanted me to remain,"

O'Brien said.

O'Brien said he did not believe quo-

rum would have held had he not been

there. Nokes disagreed.

If quorum - which is one more seat than

half the voting body - is not held, any

vote or decision made without it is ren-

dered invalid. According to Nokes, quo-

rum is three people on this year's specific

council, which he said was exceeded at all

of the meetings.

ALANA member Rene Gonzalez

interpreted the bylaws as meaning all the

members, of which there should be 1 2,

including Nokes, counted for the quo-

rum. The council as defined in the bylaws

should contain the speaker, the chairs of

the five committees, two senators from

the Senate at large and four members

appointed by the ALANA caucus. In this

case, quorum would be met only at 6.5.

Previously. Nokes had said that

Attorney General Mark Morrison sent

around an internal memo that declared

O'Brien and former SGA Senate Ways

and Means Committee Chairman Brian

Thompson ineligible to serve on the

council. Nokes said he had not realized

they were ineligible until that time.

Thompson is not at the University of

Massachusetts this semester and there-

fore cannot act on the council.

When asked why O'Brien was ineligible

Nokes said, "It depends on how you look

at it. The way I read it. I didn't see it."

"Everything that happened before is

going to stand," Nokes said.

When asked about the Coordinating

Council's meetings. Nokes admitted that

the beginning of the summer was "very

confusing" when it came to figuring out

who could serve on the council.

Nokes also said, "I don't think it was

improper on my part or his (Levi's] part."

"I was essentially holding what would

have been a vacant seat over the sum-

mer." O'Brien said. "It was allowed to

happen. I was never eligible to serve on

the Coordinating Council."

The bylaws say: "In the event a

Coordinating Council member, other

than the Speaker or the Associate

Speaker, is unable to serve for the term of

the Special Period, the Speaker shall,

upon a majority vote of the Senate mem-
bership in attendance at a scheduled

meeting in Regular Period, appoint a

Senator to fill the seat."

Levi O'Brien was not the chair of the

Administrative Affairs Committee; he

was the Deputy Chair. The former chair

was Chris Eckel, who became As.sociate

Speaker at the last meeting. Therefore.

O'Brien could have taken the position,

had the Senate voted for him.

This is not what occurred. A tape from

U'VC-TV clearly shows that adjournment

is first called for by Nokes.

According to Eduardo Bustamante - who

played the tape during the ALANA meet-

ing last week - after the meeting was

adjourned, Nokes said, "1 need all

Coordinating Council members to come

and see me."

He follows that by saying; "Levi, come up

here. You've been promoted."

The Senate never voted on Levi's pro-

motion, which the bylaws .say is necessary.

Levi was also not announced as being on

the council until after the meeting was

officially adjourned. Nokes had said that

an appointment for the council be made

before the end of the last meeting. He said

this was why he barred four ALANA cau-

cus members from being on the council.

According to Gladys Franco, chair-

woman of the ALANA caucus, she had

already picked out the four people for the

council and did not realize she had to

approach Nokes with the names before

the end of the meeting.

In a previous article. Speaker |ared

Nokes told the Collegian that once a seat

on the council is vacant, it must remain

vacant. Title II. Chapter 12. Section six

explains this requirement.

According to the bylaws. "Coordinating

Council seats vacated during the term of

the Special Period shall remain vacant for

the term of the Special Period." The

bylaws define the special period as "the

calendar period extending from the final

meeting of the Senate in the Regular

Period, to the first meeting of the Senate

in the subsequent Regular Period." The

council acts as the Senate at-large during

this Special Period.

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs

and Campus Life Michael Gargano said

he offered Nokes "an opportunity to edu-

cate and take the higher ground. He

could address it in a proactive way. and

leave the SGA out of it."

Gargano proposed an open forum debate

amongst area professors and scholars

with students present.

While Nokes considered this option,

he ultimately rejected it because he did

not want the issue to become a matter of

public opinion.

"Whenever you have issues of this

nature it shouldn't be done during the

summer, you need to have the student

body at large around," Gargano said.

"1 think we should retain the ALANA
seats this year and develop communica-

tion," he said.

Gargano called the whole thing "back-

door politics" and said it was "very

underhandedly done."

"If they want to change the bylaws and

eliminate the ALANA caucus I won't sign

it. I really think the ALANA caucus

should remain." Gargano said.

EMILIE 1)IXX;AN«X)LLE01AN

Michael Gargano, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs and Campus Life said yes-

terday he would not sign anvthin|> to eliminate the ALANA caucus from the SGA.

Computer science students

win first prize at competition
By Sara-Megan Walsh
(>)LI-E<.IAN (".<)RRE.SK>N1«NT

This past August a group of

University of Massachusetts com-

puter science students were award-

ed first place in the Associatkjn of

Computer Machinery's Special

Interest Group on Knowledge

Discovery in Data and Data

Mining's data mining competition.

The award was given at a con-

ference in Washington, D.C. The

conference was organized by

Cornell University.

The UMass students involved in

the competition consisted of sec-

ond-year graduate students Lisa

Friedland, Michael Hay and Brian

Gallagher; graduate students

Andrew Fast and lennifer Neville:

and senior postdoctoral research

associate Amy McGovem.
Research Assistant Professor

David lensen directed the team of

students. All are currently

researching at the Knowledge

Discovery Laboratory at the

University.

The Knowledge Discovery

Laboratory investigates how to

find useful patterns in large and

complex databases. They study the

underlying principles of data min-

ing algorithms, develop innovative

techniques for knowledge discov-

ery and apply those techniques to

practical tasks in the areas .such as

fraud detection, scientific data

analysis and web mining. One
practical use of data mining is

detection of cell phone fraud by the

tracing of cell phone calling pat-

terns.

The team began competing in

the "Open Task" part of the confer-

ence, which began in May 2005.

The objective of the Open Task

was for the students to identify

questions of interest within a set of

29,555 articles from

www.arxiv.com. The articles came

from over a 1 2-year span.

Once presented with the arti-

cles, the UMass computer scien-

tists had to identify topics within

the area of high-energy physics

including Black Hole Theory.

String Theory and quantum

physics. Once the team finished,

they had to develop a question of

interest to ask data mining.

"This was the most difficult part

of the task because one has to

define his own questions of inter-

est," said McGovem.
After identifying the questions

that would eventually end in their

10-page entry, titled "Exploiting

Relational Structure to Understand

Publication Patterns In High

Energy Physics," the team of stu-

dents wrote code for the data min-

ing programming that scanned the

wealth of data to detemiine its rela-

tions and trends.

The students gathered the

names of scientists published in the

articles and divided them into two

groups: those who were influential

and those who were not. This judg-

ment was made on two factors.

The first factor was whether a sci-

entist had won any awards. The

second was the number of citations

each scientist received by other

authors. The top most influential

scientist was Edward Witten.

From these two groups of sci-

entists, the team identified many

interesting trends. The team found

that papers with a single author

are much less likely to be accepted

by physics joumals than papers

with multiple authors, that authors

tend to prefer particular joumals

for their publications and that

influential authors tend to co-

author with other influential

authors.

The team of computer scien-

tists from UMass finished their

project in |une 2003. Their win at

the AMC SIGKDD Conference

provided them with the pride in

winning a stiff, quick competition

over entries from 15 other coun-

tries.

Oil drilling in Alaska proposed
By H. Josef Hebert

.•\sMKiArn> Prkss

WASHINGTON (AP) - Re-publican lawmak-

ers trying to craft an energy bill have decided to

include a provision for oil drilling in an Alaska

wildlife refuge as part of the initial draft of the

compromise legislation, congressional sources said

yesterday.

The GOP "discussion draft" will include a

House-favored provision that would allow oil

development of the 1.5 million-acre coastal plain

of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge as long as

the footprint of development is limited to 2,000

acres.

The draft language, which is sure to be strong-

ly opposed by democrats involved in the energy

talks, was formally unveiled yesterday, said GOP
aides familiar with the ongoing negotiations.

A number of Senate democrats have vowed to

block final approval of an energy package, using

the parliamentary stalling tactic of a filibuster, if an

ANWR drilling measure is part of the bill. It would

take 60 votes to overcome a filibuster in the Senate

and even ANWR drilling supporters say at this

time they don't have that many votes.

Sen. Pete Domenici. R-N.M.. the chairman of

the energy negotiations, and Rep. Billy Tauzin. R-

La.. head of the Hou.se negotiators, decided to

incorporate the Hou.se-passed language authoriz-

ing drilling in the Arctic refuge in hopes of sway-

ing enough senators to nullify the filibuster threat.

"Sen. Domenici has been consistent and

remains so in support of opening ANWR. He

strongly believes this is the right thing for jobs, our

economy and our national security. " said Mamie

Funk, a spokeswoman for the senator.

She said ihat Domenici knows that he may

eventually have to drop the proposal if he is not

convinced there are 60 votes to overcome a Senate

filibuster. He "is not going to let this energy bill go

down over one issue" whether it's ANWR or some-

thing else, said Funk.

Last week. Domenici said that "we're not going

to let ANWR defeat a compromise energy bill."

Earlier this year drilling opponents got 52 senators

to oppose development of the Arctic refuge's oil as

drilling supporters came a dozen votes shy of the

60 that would be needed to overcome a filibuster.

Last week 45 senators, including five republicans,

wrote letters to the energy conferees reiterating

their opposition to .ANWR drilling.

Drilling supporters hope to sway some of those

senators by emphasizing the potential loss of wide-

ly popular programs if the energy bill fails to pass,

including a requirement to use more com-based

ethanol. development of clean coal technologies

and expansion of a program to help the poor pay

energy bills.

The House, when it passed its energy blueprint

last April, authorized oil exploration and develop-

ment within ANWR's coastal plain as long as such

activities do not disturb more than 2.000 acres of

the. tundra.

Proponents of drilling argue that the limits, as

well as other environmental restrictions and u.se of

modem technology, will provide adequate environ-

mental safeguards. Critics of exploiting ANWR's
oil argue that the 2.000-acre limit is meaningless

because the area can be spread across the entire

1.5-million acres of the coastal plain, creating "a

spider web" of development that would harm the

pristine home to caribou, polar bears, musk oxen

and migratory birds.

Officials slam President Bush on air pollution policy
By Theo Emery
AssiKiATED Press

BOSTON (AP) - Vermont

Sen. lames Jeffords and

Massachusetts Sen. Edward

Kennedy slammed President

Bush's air pollution policies on

Monday, on the eve of a hearing

into the president's choice to

head the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency.

At a press conference at the

New England Aquarium. Jeffords

and Kennedy, alongside other
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elected officials ringed by

activists bearing signs with slo-

gans such as "Mass. Moms for

Zero Mercury" and "Save Our
Seafood," said Bush was trying to

weaken clean air laws.

"Unfortunately, the Bush

administration appears less inter-

ested in protecting mothers and

children from mercury poison-

ing, and more interested in pro-

tecting the polluters' bottom

line." leffords .said.

Dana Perino, a spokeswoman

for the President's Council on

Environmental Quality, did not

immediately return a call seeking

comment.
leffords. an Independent,

cited data from the EPA and the

Centers for Disease Control, .say-

ing that one in 12 women of

child-bearing age have mercury

levels above the EPA's safe health

threshold because of mercury-

contaminated fish, putting some

300.000 newborn children at risk

of nervous system damage.

Most of that mercury pollu-

tion, he said, comes from largely

unregulated coal-burning power

plants in the Midwest, which put

some 50 tons of mercury into the

air every year, he said.

"Utilities, amazingly, are

releasing enough mercury into

our air every to contaminate 45

million lakes," he said.

The Bush administration last

week asked Congress to approve

new laws governing air quality

that he proposed early last year,

but have since stalled, only

receiving its first hearing this

past luly.

The proposals, dubbed "Clear

Skies." would establish a cap on

the amount of emissions from

power plants that are major

sources of nitrogen oxide, which

causes smog; and sulfur dioxide,

which cau.ses acid rain. Utilities

that exceeded the limits could

buy credits from other energy

producers whose emissions are

lower and that choose to sell

their ability to pollute.

The White House also said

Clear Skies would impose the

first nationwide cap for mercury

emissions.

But the officials assembled

yesterday called the proposal a

sham that would actually delay

federal mercury protections and

roll back the protections from the

1990 Clean Air Act.

"While it has a catchy name, it

delivers a false promise. In fact, a

look at the fine print shows that

clear skies actually provides less

protection than existing law,"

Jeffords said.

Kennedy said that the days of

young boys bringing home their

catch after a day of fishing with

their fathers are long gone in

many parts of the country.

"That dream, which is so

much a part of the American

lore, and so much a part of the

American promise ... does not

exist any more in New England,

and does not exist in 28 states,

where fish are too dangerous to

eat," the Massachusetts

[democrat said.

leffords also said that when
the Senate Environment and

Public Works Committee liolds a

hearing today on Bush's choice to

head the EPA, Utah Gov. Mark

Leavitt, he would listen carefully.

"He seems to be a line and

honorable man, but when he

comes before the committee

(today I he will have to explain

why this administration is mov-

ing us backward, instead of lead-

ing us forward on environment

issues, at the expense of public

health. He's going to have some

very lough questions to answer,

leffords said.

Marianne L. Horinko has

been the interim head of the

agency since Christine Todd
Whitman resigned in May. Sen.

Hillary Clinton. D-N.'S'.. and

environmentalists have said they

intend to block Leavitt's nomina-

tion

\-^.ii IMUM'KISs

U.S. Senat

is affected by

or Edward M. Kennedy. D-Mass.. speaks at rally on mercury piMlution. One in 1 2 adult women

mercury, the Environmental Protection Agency and the Centers for Desease Control say.
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Palestinian Premier complains of chaos of weapons
Israeli officials will not release top-ranking Palestinian official

By MOHAMMI-I) UaRAUHMEH
AsSlK lAIKP PkESS

RAMALLAH. West Bank

(AP) - The Palestinian premier-

designate complained yesterday

about the "ehaos" of weapons

ill the West Bank and Gaza but

suggested that - like his prede-

cessor - he will not use forte to

disarm militant groups.

With Israeli-Palestinian eon-

tacts frozen, a chance to break

the stalemate came yesterday

from a different direction: A
Palestinian source said Israel

has agreed in principle to free

hundreds of prisoners.

But Israeli officials denied

reports the swap with Lebanese

militants could include top-

ranking Palestinian official

Marwan Barghouti.

The release of prisoners by

Israel is a key Palestinian

demand, but Israel has refused

to free anyone who participated

in terror attacks. Separately,

Israel and the Lebanese militia

Hezbollah have been in indirect

contact about a possible prison-

er swap for many months.

A dramatic prisoner release

and Palestinian steps to disarm

the militants would be signifi-

cant confidence-building meas-

ures that might help get the

stalled, U.S. -backed "road

map" peace plan back on track.

A turning point in the Israeli-

Lebanese contacts apparently

came when Israel suggested it

would not rule out freeing

Palestinians. Israel is seeking

the return of the bodies of three

soldiers captured in October

2000 by Hezbollah guerrillas in

Lebanon and an Israeli busi-

nessman, abducted around the

same time.

The Palestinian source,

speaking on condition of

anonymity, said Hezbollah put

Barghouti, the highest-ranking

Palestinian official in Isiaeli

custody, at the top of the list of

Palestinians il wants freed.

Barghouti is on trial for his

alleged role in terror attacks

that killed 2b Israelis.

A senior official at Israel's

Foreign Ministry said on condi-

tion of anonymity that

Barghouti would not be freed,

citing a |une recommendation
by Israel's attorney general.

A senior security source said

it would be "unthinkable" to

free Barghouti while he is being

tried on multiple murder
charges.

Contacts on a possible pris-

oner release are being conduct-

ed by an unidentified German

mediator.

An Israeli military source,

speaking on condition of

anonymity, confirmed negotia-

tions had reached "an advanced

stage" but refused to give any

details.

In Beirut, Hezbollah leader

Sheik Hassan Nasrallah told the

Lebanese newspaper As-Safir in

an interview published yester-

day he expected a "comprehen-

sive solution soon."

In the deal, Hezbollah would
release the businessman.

Elhanan Tannenbaum. and the

bodies of the Israeli soldiers.

Israel, in turn, would free

Abdel Karim Obeid and
Mustafa Dirani, two Lebanese

guerrilla leaders it snatched in

the late 1980s and early 1990s

to win release of Israeli airman

Ron Arad, shot down over

Lebanon in 1986.

Israeli Chief Rabbi Yona
Metzger told Israel Radio he

would leave for a country

neighboring Iran yesterday for

talks with Iranian and Saudi

clerics about Arad's fate.

Metzger said these would be the

first high-level religious con-

tacts about Israeli prisoners.

The prospect of releasing

Palestinian prisoners in the

exchange has stirred mixed

emotions in Israel.

Winning freedom for the

captured Israelis, long symbol-

ized by Arad. is a powerful

emotional imperative for

Israelis. But equally strong is

the fear that freeing

Palestinians convicted for

attacking Israelis will lead to

more terrorism.

In 1985, Israel exchanged

1,150 Palestinian prisoners for

three Israeli soldiers captured

during Israel's invasion of

Lebanon in 1982. Many of the

freed Palestinians took leading

roles in the first Palestinian

uprising against Israeli occupa-

tion, which began in 1987.

Meanwhile. Palestinian

prime minister-designate

Ahmed Qureia was working to

put together a government and

iorge a new cease-fire to

replace one that collapsed after

six weeks in a spasm of

Palestinian suicide bombings

and Israeli air strikes last

month.
Israel says it will not agree to

a truce until Palestinian securi-

ty forces begin cracking down
on armed groups, as required

by the U.S. -backed "road map"
plan for Palestinian statehood

by 2005.

Quieia met with Palestinian

leader Yasser Arafat yesterday,

after consulting with Hamas,

Islamic lihad and other

Palestinian opposition groups

in the Gaza Strip. The groups

turned down Qureia's request

to join his government, which

will be dominated by members

of Arafat's Fatah movement.

"We still need more consul-

tations on ending the chaos in

the streets, in the administra-

tion and in the Palestinian men-

tality," Qureia told reporters at

Arafat's West Bank headquar-

ters. "This is the main issue ...

including the chaos in using,

distributing and storing

weapons."
That was one of the

strongest statements yet by a

Palestinian leader against the

proliferation of illegal weapons

in the hands of militants in the

Palestinian areas.

Qureia did not say what

steps, if any, he would take to

round up weapons.

Palestinian officials have

suggested that as a first move,

police might try to persuade

militants not to parade with

weapons in public, including in

demonstrations. Marches by

various factions are usually led

by masked gunmen firing into

the air.
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1 million remain without power after Hurricane Isabel
By Bill Baskervill

AssiK i.vrn) Pri-.ss

RICHMOND. Va. (AP) - Four days

after Hurricane Isabel barreled into

the Last Coast, thousands of people

went back to work yesterday without

the benefit of home-cooked meals or

hot showers, and encountered miles of

blank traffic lights and downed power

lines.

"No electricity, no water." said

Jeanne Spahr, 59. of Dover. Pa., whose

power went off Thursday as Isabel

approached. "We've been pouring

pond water to Hush the toilet. It's not

smelling so good. I grew up using an

outhouse and I don't want to go back

to that."

Isabel's effects were still widely evi-

dent yesterday; Nearly 1 .5 million cus-

tomers remained without electricity.

Hot meals were in short supply. Elderly

residents had to be shuttled by boat

from their flooded homes. And hun-

dreds of roads were shut because of

toppled trees and power lines.

At least 34 deaths have been

blamed on the storm. 19 of them in

Virginia.

North Carolina. Virginia. Maryland

and Delaware were declared federal

disaster areas, and President Bush

traveled to Richmond to be briefed on

the recovery efforts.

Many residents were irritated that

electric companies and government

officials were unable to restore power

four days after the storm hit.

"I understand that people are frus-

trated - I'm frustrated." said Douglas

M. Duncan, the Montgomery County.

Md.. executive. "We're working, of

course, with the power company to get

power restored, but it's been very slow

going."

Along North Carolina's hard-hit

Outer Banks, residents walked the

trash-strewn beaches and ate breakfast

in the few restaurants that were serv-

ing. Road crews had plowed the sand

froiTi major beach roads into 6- to 8-

foot-high berms along the shoulders.

"Some of the stores are open, but

they're not selling dairy products yet."

said Erica Stephens. 30. of Kill Devil

Hills, as she walked her dog along the

sand. "We're trying to function.

Everybody's trying to function."

Farther south along the Outer

Banks, relief workers in boats brought

food and supplies to residents of

Hatteras Village, which was cut off

from the rest of Hatteras Island when
Isabel carved a new channel across the

narrow ribbon of land.

"Thank goodness for the Salvation

Army." |anet Aiken said. "They're serv-

ing up three hot squares a day to any-

one who needs it. And the National

Guard brought in a lot of water for us

and set up the generators, so we've got

electricity in some parts and enough

drinking water."

She said volunteers with a boat had

come by the island to pick up elderly

residents or people with heart condi-

tions. "That's just how people are

here." she said.

The Monday morning commute was

especially difficult in southeastern

Virginia.

The Midtown Tunnel, which carries

40.000 vehicles a day between Norfolk

and Portsmouth, flooded during the

storm Thursday and still was full of

water. Authorities estimate it will be

closed at least two weeks while they

pump out the water.

"It's an adventure." said a jeans-

clad lennifer Avers, who rode her bicy-

cle a couple of miles froin her

Portsmouth home to catch a ferry

across the Elizabeth River to Norfolk,

carrying her office clothes in a back-

pack.

Motorists whose regular work

routes remained opened still had to be

careful, with many traffic signals out.

Police directed traffic at inajor

intersections, but motorists were left

to fend for themselves along many side

streets. To inake sure traffic moved as

smoothly as possible, officials urged

drivers to treat each intersection as a

four-way stop. No major delays were

reported yesterday morning around the

Washington area, despite nearly 200

signal outages.

Despite the exasperation over the

pace of repairs, few government offi-

cials were casting blame, insisting

everything humanly possible was being

done to recover from the storm.

"In the fifth day without power. I

know everybody's getting frustrated.

As I've heard of individual communi-
ty's concerns. I'm making sure they're

dealt with as soon, as possible."

Virginia Gov. Mark R. Warner said.

Suicide bomber wounds 19
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U.S. military personnel investigate parts of a car at the scene where a suicide bomber killed an Iraqi

policeman and himself.

By Steven R. Hurst
.AssiK lATi i> Prkss

BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) - A
suicide bomber, his body

wrapped in explosives and his

car filled with 30 pounds of

TNT. struck a police checkpoint

outside U.N. headquarters in

Baghdad yesterday, killing an

Iraqi policeman who slopped

him and wounding 19 people.

A U.S. military spokesman at

the scene said the bombei. who
also died in the 8:10 a.m. blast,

was trying to get into the U.N.

compound at the Canal Hotel,

where a truck bomb a month ago

killed 23 people including the

top U.N. envoy to Iraq. Seigio

Vieira de Mello. Yesterday's

attack wounded two U.N. work-

ers.

The attack, apparently timed

to snarl attempts by Washington

to win U.N. legitimacy for the

U.S. occupation of this Arab

country, could diminish the

world body's willingness to

become more deeply involved in

Iraq's reconstruction. The
United Nations already sharply

reduced its work here after the

Aug. 19 bombing.

Secretary-General Kofi

Annan warned that if the situa-

tion continues to deteriorate.

U.N. operations in Iraq "will be

handicapped considerably."

"I am shocked and distressed

by this latest attack on our prem-

ises in Baghdad," Annan said at

the United Nations.

"We are assessing the situa-

tion to determine what hap-

pened, who did it, and taking

further measures to protect our

installations, " he said.

The blast, which could be

heard over much of the Iraqi

capital, took place a day before

President Bush was to address

the U.N. General Assembly. He
was exp)ected to offer an expand-

ed U.N. role in rebuilding Iraq, a

condition set by many nations

for contributing peacekeepers

and money to the reconstruction

effort.

Annan has said he wants

assurances of security for U.N.

personnel in Baghdad along with

any expanded role.

The bomber in yesterday's

attack was blocked at a newly

established police checkpoint on

a street in back of the com-

pound. As police inspected the

bomber's car. he detonated the

explosives.

Praising new security arrange-

ments around the hotel, a U.S.

military officer at the scene cred-

ited Iraqi police with preventing

an even greater tragedy.

"1 reiterate that he was not

through the checkpoint, and he

was not near the U.N. com-

pound. That means security is

working." said Capt. Sean Kirley

of the U.S. 2nd Armored Cavalry

Regiment.

The bomb exploded about

200 yards from any of the build-

ings or mobile offices inside the

compound and about 400 yards

from the hotel building itselL

The truck bomb last month was

parked outside the front of the

hotel just yards from Vieira de

Mello's office, when it exploded

and brought down the facade,

trapping him and several others

in the rubble.

Kirley said the Iraqi police

had a warning of yesterday's

attack shortly before it hap-

pened. He did not give details.

The power of the blast sent

the hood of the bomber's car fly-

ing 200 yards. The detached arm

of a victim lay more than 100

yards away.

Iraqi police Master Sgt.

Has.san al-Saadi. among the first

on the scene after the explosion,

said he was told by wounded
policemen that a gray 1 995 Opel

with Baghdad license plates

approached the entrance to the

parking area.

"A guard went to search the

car. opened the trunk, and the

car exploded, killing him and the

driver When 1 arrived, there was

lire and smoke, even the guard's

body was ablaze." he said.

EXTRA! E n
Free newspapers are now available

to UMass students!

Newspapers nil! be available at

the folloning locations:

Campus Center Concourse

Hampshire Dining Hall

Franklin Dining Hall

Worcester Dining HaO ^

The folloning publications 1

are provided courtesy of

Tlie Student Government

Association:

USATODAY

The Boston Globe

The New York Times ^

Please see the special ballot item f

askin^you to consider supporting
'

thefuture ofthe newspaperpro^^rani

Questions or Comments?

Please call (800) 872-6414, e\t 504. Education

^I^H

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions,

complete all scheduled tests, and do your homework,

If your score doesn't improve on test day from your

Kaplan diagnostic or a prior official test score, you

can choose to repeat our program for free or get a

full refund of your tuition.'* It's that simple.

World Leader in Test Prep and Admissions

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

•Test names aie legisteied tiaclemarks of their respective owners

•To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan's full classroom, tutoring, or

online courses. In addition, you must present a copy of your official score report and your

course materials within 90 days.
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Unconscious man reported in DC
Warrant results in seizure of several items in Cashin Hall

compiled by Thomas Coyle

Monday, S«pt. 1 5

1:06 a.m. An officer reported a

smashed window in the lobby of

Thoreau Hall. Emergency

Housing was notified and police

went to Cance Hall to speak

with the suspect.

11:32 a.m. An officer respond-

ing to an alarm at Clark Hall was

informed by the keyholder of

offensive writing on the win-

dows of the Greenhou.se. an

ongoing problem. The officer

took 13 photos of the writing

and pictures.

1 1:48 a.m. A caller requested a

well-being check for his son, and

services were rendered.

12:47 p.m. A key ring contain-

ing house keys, car keys and

UMass keys was found in Lot

64.

1:22 p.m. A UMPD detective

met with an individual in

Patterson Hall regarding a pre-

vious assault.

1:29 p.m. A Sony Playstation

was reported stolen from

Dickinson Hall.

5:41 p.m. A restraining order

was served in Cance Hall.

4:15 p.m. A report of a break-in

on a vehicle in Lot 4*) was

received. The responding officer

reported that there was no

break-in, that the owner had

removed the stereo himself and

forgotten to close the door.

5:45 p.m. A bag was reported

stolen from a room in

Washington Tower Items stolen

included clothes, compact discs

and a Discman.

6:01 p.m. A report was received

of a sick crow in the B-section

area of North Village

Apartments. Environmental

Health and Safety was notified.

9:08 p.m. A caller reported a

student on a bike being struck

by a vehicle on Infirmary Way.

TTie responding officer reported

that the student fell off his bike

and said he would seek treat-

ment on his own.

11:30 p.m. A parly repoiled an

odor of marijuana in Cashin

Hall. Officers were able to detect

the source of the itdor but were

unable to gain entry to the room.

Tuesday. Sept. 16

1:13 a.m. Amherst Police report-

ed stopping a vehicle in Lot 32.

Amherst Police advised that the

vehicle had revoked registration

and the driver was arrested.

7:51 a.m. A checkbook was

reported found at the New
Africa Hou.se.

9:12 a.m. A call was received

from the help phone at Brett

Hail, but no voice could be

heard. An area check came out

OK. Telecom was notified of an

iippareni problem with the

Wheeler Hall help phone after u

passerby complained.

10:47 a.m. A report of a dog

locked inside a car in Lot 64 was

received. The owner arrived lo

retrieve the dog and was given a

verbal warning.

4:44 p.m. A caller reported

being stuck in the elevator on

the 4th floor ol the Fine Arts

Center The subject called again

to report that he was able to get

out of the elevator. The Physical

Plant was notified, although the

elevator had recently been

repaired.

5:14 p.m. UMPD served a sum-

mons in Dickinson Hall. Young

Lee. 2! . of 9 Muller St.. Tenafly.

N.|.. was charged with robbery,

armed breaking and entering to

commit a felony and accessory

before the tact.

8:30 p.m. A caller reported that

a male subject was lying on the

floor of Worcester Dining

Commons unconscious. The

responding officer reported that

the subject was alert and asking

for an ambulance. Amherst I ire

Department was notified and the

subject was transported to

Cooley- Dickinson Hospital.

8:36 p.m. A caller reported hav-

ing $200 taken from her wallet

in her office at Marston Hall.

9: 14 p.m. A report was received

of an odor of marijuana in

Moore Hall. The responding

officer was unable to detect any

odor.

10:22 p.m. Student Security

reported an individual request-

ing medical attention. The offi-

cer reported that the subject

signed a medical care refusal and

would transport himself to

Health Services.

11:29 p.m. Officers found a

vehicle with tires missing and

the lug nuts on the ground in Lot

22. The owner was notified and

UMPD checked west district

lots.

Wednesday. Sept. 17

12:27 a.m. Cadets reported a car

with no plates in Lot 1 1 . The

owner reported that she

removed the plates herself

because she is buying a new car

12:41 a.m. An officer reported a

parked car being struck in Lot

22. The officer administered a

field sobriety test on the opera-

tor, who checked out OK. A
citation was issued and the

owner of the struck vehicle was

advised to contact his insurance

company.

3:07 a.m. A search warrant was

served in Cashin Hall. The offi-

cers seized several items listed

in the warrant.

4:07 a.m. Housing Services

reported that an unkown indi-

vidual had cut the wires to the

door alarms on the west side of

Gorman Hall. An area check for

suspects was negative.

7:27 a.m. A caller reported a red

Trek Y26 bicycle stolen from

the 22nd fioor lounge of

Washington Tower

7:57 a.m. A wallet containing

money, a driver's license and a

Visa card was found outside

Mahar Auditorium.

12:09 p.m. A vehicle owner

reported a hit and run in Lot 1 2.

The collision caused damage to

the rear bumper, trunk compart-

ment and both sides of the vehi-

cle.

12:32 p.m. A parent requested

assistance with a domestic situa-

tion in Dickinson Hall. The

party was advised to pursue

restraining orders.

8:55 p.m. An officer reported a

subject on a bicycle checking

cars in Lot 22. The officer stated

that the subject exited campus

and headed toward North

Pleasant Street.

9:17 p.m. Housing Services

reported that one of their vehi-

cles had been struck outside

Greenough Hall.

Thursday. Sept. 18

1:15 a.m. A 911 call was

received staling thai 1 1 subjects

in an SUV were punching out

windows in Lot 44. The respond-

ing officer found no broken win-

dows and the other lots were

checked.

1:32 a.m. A 911 call was

received from the {-section of

North Village Apartments. An

area check found that all was

quiet.

2:31 a.m. Emergency Health and

Safety and the Amherst Lire

Department responded to a lire

alarm in Kennedy Tower LHS
reported that the alarm sounded

due to fireworks set off in the

1 7th floor lobby.

6:41 p.m. An officer reported a

back window missing on a vehi-

cle. There was no glass on the

ground and very little on the car

The officer concluded it was

most likely old damage and

issued an orange card as a pre-

caution.

As an engineer in

the U.S. Air Force,

there's no telling what

you'll work on.

(Seriously, we can't tell j^ou.)

Wh«i^ y©a j€6 this

picture what do you
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1-800-423-USAF or log on to airforce.com.
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The potato industry

cries for the fries
Ronald McDonald has always had a rather pale

complexion. However, the clown has been looking

mote pallid than ever. Recent study results released

by the U.S. Potato Board has shown that potato

sales have been dropping at a mind-boggling rate of

5 percent wholesale and 1 peicent in retail sales

over the past year

Experts arc blaming this drop in potato sales on

a national movement that has spaiked over the last

few years, urging the American public to becoming

more health conscious. In turn, this push has

caused many Americans to drastically change old

eating patterns.

Rie golden arches have long been the face of

the fattest nation in the world. The recent popular-

ity of "fat .suits" against McDonalds (much like the

law suits against cigarette companies), has been

launched by a paiade of obese teenagers, claiming

that they had no idea McDonald's food was

unhealthy In fact, the food was so good, they

couldn't keep their hands out of the supersized fry

container, and now they are a group of diabetic

heart attack candidates.

Now evei-yone is scared of the anti-fat crusade.

So scared that McDonald's has launched a new

health campaign starring new premium salads and

all-white meal chicken nuggets. Players such as the

reduced fat sundae and the truit n' yogurt parfait

have also been key ingredients.

Suddenly, the classic MclX)nald's hamburger

and fries" meal is disappearing faster titan the

Hamburglar There has been a huge push to cap-

tuiv the attention of calorie-conscious consumers,

and the siilcs pitch was successful. MclX)nald's got

the publicity it wanted: however, it has Ixxome its

own undoing in the meantime. Now. consumeis

don't want french fries when there are healthier

alternatives. The popularity of the premium salad

has been huge, and most people don't want fries

with that.

McDonald's other big mistake has been increas-

ing the prices of the value meals, which include a

sandwich, a drink and fries. The piice of most of

these meals has topped off around $5 and change.

Meanwhile, on the famous "dollar menu." con-

sumers can have two burgers for $2 - .sans fries -

and save three bucks. So much for the potatoes.

Statistics tell all. Meals that were accompanied

by french fries have fallen from 27.3 percent lo

22.2 percent since 1997. With french fry sales

making up one-fourth of all potato sales, spud

farmers have a right to be panicked. Once the sec-

ond most popular food staple in the U.S.. the pota-

to is quickly losing its status.

Hamburgers are apparently holding up by their

own beefy selves. The popularity of new diets, such

as the Atkins diet, has helped raise beef sales due

to the large amounts of carbohydrate-free protein

sources that inust be consumed on this diet. Hiere

an; very few diets that endorse eating french fries

or potatoes in general, not even the high carbohy-

drate programs.

Now McDonald's has dug its own supersized

hole. How can one franchise advertise garden

greens and greasy fries at the same time',' The pota-

to industry is in a fienzy to win back the affections

of our carbohydrate-addicted nation.

So far. the most recent ads for potatoes high-

light the twsics. Potatoes are carbohydrate packed

(read energy), high in vitamin A and make great

meals topped with nuts, sour cream or other veg-

etables, liie potato is no worse than any other

food. It's a vegetable for goodness sakes!

The true key lo eating healthfully is moderation.

A few McDonald's fries never hurt anyone. They

love to see you smile.

Infonmition from the McDonald's uvhsiw

(lyu-w.mciloiialds.i-om) and the USA Today web-

site (^^^\n^•.usal^>day.com) were used in this col-

umn.
Unsigned editorials represent the majority opin-

ion of Vie Mussachusells Daily Collegian.
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George Bush must go

^s

Jotinny

Donaldson

George Bush

must go. He
must leave

office, renounce

his presidency

and abdicate

the throne that

he so heinously

stole in what

can only be

called a coup

d'etat.

His is a presidency built on lies

and deception, on the idea that a

president is not a representative ol

his country's denizens, but a hall-

deity whose lordship gives him the

right lo make deci-

sions antithetical

to the beliefs of

those he "stands"

for. In other

words, he is no

better than your

Fidel Castros or

Saddam Husseins.

With another presidential elec-

tion looming on the horizon, it is

time for the country to step for-

ward and remove the cancer that is

infecting American politics. It is

time to reinstate a government in

which the president is designed lo

irpresent his constituents, not big

business nor his on^ti whims and

desires.

Look at the so-called accom-

plishments that Dubya has provid-

ed the United States in the past

three years: skyrocketing unem-

ployment, a gigantic deficit (com-

ing! sadly, on the heels of a once

mighty surplus) and the blocKly

entanglement in the wai on Iraq.

Bush has cut environmental

regulations that will no doubt seri-

ously hann our country, .such as

allowing ancient factories and reac-

tors go lax on measurements

designed to update outdated

machinery. He has designcKi a plan

to avoid forest fires by burning

down portions of woodland. This

is a man who wanted to drill for oil

in protected land lor a supply that

we would only be able to supply

maybe three or four SUVs at the

most.

Miu don't give two craps about

the environment'.' Line.

What about the Patriot Act. which

would allow government agents to

search homes without warrants,

wiretap phone lines and email

without warrants, even detain peo-

ple indefinitely without even a rea-

son as to why they are being

detained'.' Busfi and his cronies

want to take a 2005 expiration date

George W. Bush is a liar, a fraud and phony

who, through the miracle of corruption,

managed to talce over the highest office.

off the Patriot Act and make it per-

manent, lohn Ashcroft even went

so far as to have U.S. attorneys

question Congress people who are

against the Act.

Bush has made moves to make

gay marriage illegal, even calling on

the .sanctity of inarriagc to drum up

support (this in a country that val-

ues "Phe Bachelor"). His funda-

mentalist Catholic fieliefs have

grown more entwined with his

political power Bush has grown

confused about the .separation of

church and state. Homosexuality is

not a sin. as Bush has said it was,

and Bush should realize that his

religious beliefs should have no

bearing on the operation of this

country and the private lives of the

citizens.

Bush has admitted that there

was no link between Osama Bin

leaden and I lussein. one reason lor

his "pre-emptive" war on Iraq. In

fact, there are still no chemical

'.
. . Leaves the whole world blind'

Avichai Sheran was born in

1928. He had dark hair and

olive colored skin, lust over one

year later in 1929, Yasir Amir,

a distant cousin of Avichai's,

was born with dark hair and

olive colored skin. Although

neither of these men
would know the other's

name until sometime in ^^^^
the 1950s, they were

born to hate the other.

One cool day, as if willed by

Cod, the two men found ihem-

.selves working the same job for

the same construction company.

Both were assigned to rebuild

the foundation of the same

ancient edifice. Normally this

wouldn't have been a problein.

except that the two men had

different visions of how this

particularly important edifice

should be rebuilt.

No one is sure who threw

the first punch, but that after-

noon Avichai went home with a

black eye and a broken nose,

and Yasir was carried home in a

stretcher - nothing had been

built.

Overnight, someone killed

Avichai's nephew, and brought

punitive bloodshed the next

morning. In response to the

first death, Avichai headed a

small band of his family mem-
bers who hunted down and

slaughtered 38 members of

^'asir's family.

Avichai and Yasir both sur-

vived, but spent the rest of their

lives hunting one another. A
dispute, which started between

two similar men, became a bat-

tle between two similar armies,

and then a war between two

similar nations - that edifice

was never rebuilt.

The saddest part of this story

is that the rest of the world

watched as this whole mess

played out. As the dispute grew,

so did interest from the outside

world. Money and weapons
were funneled in. But the peo-

ple saw something thai defied

logic; whenever one side killed

someone, the other side would

kill someone else in response.

But then the side that killed

weapons. American .soldiers are

killed in the Middle Last on an

almost daily basis, and the war

costs us billions each week. Yet

even with our economy in sham-

bles. Bush has requested an extra

$87 billion from taxpayers just

after Sept. 1 1, and after a "new"

video of Bin Laden has come out.

(Hev it might have been sitting on

Pentagon shelves for months, but

we'll never know.)

Nevermind that North Korea

poses a bigger threat and that we

are still allied with Saudi Arabia,

even though ihc Saudi prince is

more vicious than I fussein. and the

9/11 terrorists

were primarily

Saudi.

And linally

there's the way

Bush even got the

gig as commander-

in<hief. The Tenth

Amendment stales

that the Supreme Court is not

allowed to vole on the outcome ol

an election. Yet the Supreme Court

did just that; and. in a live to lour

vote, it allowed Bush to take the

stage. Coincidentally there are five

Republicans on the bench and two

o\' them had family members that

were attorneys who represented

Bush. Hmm. and the controversy

was in a stale governed by |eb

Bush. And a voting bylaw caused

many voters, especially those who

are in a minority, to lose out i>n the

right to vote. Something smells

fishy here, doesn't it folks?

George W. Bush is a liar, a fraud

and phony who. through the mira

cle of corniption, managed to lake

over the highest office. Come
2004. maybe we should remove

him from thai office if he hasn't

already made laws lorbidding us to

do so yet.

lohnnv Donaldson is a

Collegian cnhimnist

first, killed again, in response

to the other side's response. An
eye for an eye became all the

eyes for all the eyes.

Fifty years later, we sit here

and argue about similar con

flicls. We scream about injus-

tices, we note that both

D I liiclilian ^''^^* cannot continue
"^ ''""''"''"

to kill in response to a
"""'"~"^"^""

killing - it would sim-

ply go on forever. So where did

these ideas come from .' It does-

n't .seem to make sense to us.

On Aug. 28, a man named
Brian Wells was believed to

have had a bomb, in the form

of a collar, attached to his neck.

He was allegedly made to rob a

bank and follow certain

instructions or else the bomb
would detonate. The bomb
went off and Wells died an odi-

ous death.

On Sept. 19, in response to

this episode, Erika Lovley con-

cluded her column: "Whoever
is responsible lor this heinous

deed, I think capital punish-

ment is too good tor you. As

unconstitutional as this may be,

I firmly beliese that you

deserve to die the same horri-

ble death as

poor Brian

Wells. An eye

for an eye, a

bomb for a

bomb."
Let me note

two distinct

aspects of Lovley s argument

which disgust and sadden me.

Firstly, Tfie United States of

America exists as a nation gov-

erned by certain laws. Wiihout

these laws - the Constitution

there is no nation. Theretore.

to argue for a punishment that

Lovley acknowledged as being

"unconstitutional," is to say

that the Constitution can be

selectively ignored - the logical

equivalent of the destruction of

our nation.

Secondly, and more impor-

tantly, Lovley embraces the

idea of an eye for an eye. She

even goes so far as to apply that

to bombs. Did vhe really think

about what she was saying'.'

Did she lake the time to see

where that puts the world when
applied lo Israel and Palestine,

or Pakistan and India? What
about America on Sept. 11,

2001? Would it have solved or

made better anything if the

United States had embraced
Hammurabi's ancient code and

sent two planes to Afghanistan

to murder 3,000 of their inno-

cents?

An eye for an eye is an anti-

quated concept rejected by

philosophers, activists and

even the Bible. Though not reli-

gious myselL I suggest reading

Matthew 5:38. The suggestion

of justice as balanced against

the specific crime committed

did evolve froiri Hammurabi,
but that is entirely different

from a literal reading of The
Code.

A bomb for a bomb: is that

how we solve problems? In

1955, Ariel Sharon killed 38

Egyptian troops in "punitive

military operations" against

Egyptian units in the Gaza
Strip. In the 1960s, Yasser

Arafat created the Palestinian

Liberation Organization in

order to run

A bomb for

is that how

problems?

a bomb:

we solve

border raids

Iroin lordan

and Syria. In

1982. under
the guise of

retaliation.
Sharon mas-

terminded and carried out the

invasion of Lebanon, which

resulted in a massacre of civil-

ians at Sabra-Shatila. a camp in

Beiiut.

The killing has not ended in

Israel. Americans suggest we
implement "unconstitutional"

punishments. An eye for an eye

rules the day. as we sit here and

wonder how anyone might get

the idea that an eye for an eye

>hould really be a bomb lor a

bomb,
R.I.. luskaliun is a Collegian

columnist.

Information from the web-

site http://news.bbc.co.uk/

I/hi/in jlepth/middle easf/20-

01/ was used in this article.

Snowboarder democracy
I demand democracy!

What kind of country do we live in where peo-

ple are still discriminated against because of what

they believe in and stand for? More importantly,

why does a $1.7 million conglomerate that calls

itself the "Student Government Association" at a

prominent university like UMass have the right to

show favoritism to the majority of its students,

and ignore the whimpering minority that 1 am?
Last week, the outrageous dictator lared

Nokes declared that there would be no

your favorite mountain is owned and operated

by a snowboarder and your daughter is about to

walk down the aisle with another."

And what has ihc SGA done lo combat this?

In:-tead of boycotting and denouncing the Mad
River folk, they commemorate those anti-board-

ites and even allow the Ski and Board Club, a

Registered Student Organization on campus, to

make annual trips to the mountain while leaving

us snuwhoarders at the dregs of Sugarbush. To

think the SG.A'^ propensity towards ski-

more appointed seats in the SGA. While i^.h nplcnhlpnpl i'lJJ 'i'"-' "^'<hing to do with allowing hate.
^'

- -i:-.- <- • -- ^'"'" UclJil'IIIKy':!
Therefore. I am here to press my case

this was an appalling abuse of power on

his part, the real heart of the matter is

that 90 percent of the SGA members arc white

males, and I'm willing to bet that not one of them

is a snowboarder in this so-called "representative

democracy." I might as well try and tell you that I

date Heidi Klum.

I. like so many others, once thought the days of

hating snowboarders was over. A glorious day wc

all dreamed of with skiers and boarders alike

sharing the mountain in peace. ,A day when we

could ride the same rails, frolic with glee as we

roamed the mountaintop and engage in lengthy

chairlilt chat. If only I knew how so. so wrong I

was.

Cackling in the vile state of Vermont is the

anti-boardite mountain they call Mad River Glen,

Staring the face of progress down to the ground,

this mountain has made it cool to

hate snowboarders, I will even

quote from its website: "Mad
River's 250 inches of annual

snowfall combine with uncrowd-

ed slopes free of snowboarding.

and a pristine mountain environ-

ment lo create a skiing experi-

ence like no other"

What they really meant was

"Mad River's 250 inches of annu-

al snowfall combine with slopes

free of worthless, self-absorbent,

obnoxious snowboarders (who

we feci should be exterminated in

the slow and painkil process they

deserve to make the world a better place), to

make a pristine skiing environment like no other"

,\nti-boarditism at its worst: Mad River

should be demonized for being so despicable,

\et. around the skiing hubs of campus, thev arc

practicallv celebrated, as 1 have heaid some

>.pew their hate speech with utterances like.

"Mad River is a wicked awesome mountain - old

school chairlifts and not a snowboarder in

sight." or. "Snow boarders are like a disease. You

let the first one in. then you're sharing chairlitts

with them, and then one day you wake up and

90 percent of the

SGA members are

white males, and I'm

willing to bet not one

of them is a snow-

boarder in this so-

called "representa-

tive democracy."

that there should be exactly 12 appoint-

ed seats in the SGA for the snowboarding minor-

ity. My people, the snowboarders. don't have the

time to run for elections like everyone else or get

those 25 signatures. I would wager that most of

my people would fail to achieve the goal of a

nomination because of the anii-boarditism that

runs rampant throughout our beloved campus.

Even il one ol us were to get elected. I would

anticipate the overzcalous skiing governor Mitt

Romney to make a stand at the steps of the

Student Union, impeding the entry of any snow-

boarding senator at an SGA meeting.

Mitt Roninev an anti-boardite. you say? The

answer to that is obvious when vou consider the

political pressure, or lack thereof. Romney has

imposed on the so-called "great" state ol

Vermont. Even more shocking is

that Romney staunchly support-

ed a member of his own
Republican Party to be unfairly

elected, yet still would balk at

the notion of passing off 12

-cat^ to the snowboarding cau-

cus here at our line university.

All o\' this week is National

Snowboarding .Awareness Week.

1 urge vou to meet me at the

Student Union steps promptly at

noon this Friday for our annual

"Boards, not Bombs" rally, as

Ross Powers, gold medalist and

snowboarding activist will be

speaking.

If you care one bit about what it truly means

to be an .Ainerican, if you want to stand up for

what is right even if others may look down on

vou. and if you care about showing that anti-

boardite SG.'X leading scumbag lared Nokes

what UMass is truly about, then you will be

there. SGA office-storming and cupcakes will

follow the rally, because we all know in our

hearts that democracy doesn't end at the chair-

lift.

Zach Oelschlcgel is a Collegian columnist.
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Dennis Leary stars in I

"The Secret Lives of|

IDentists."

It's no secret that in this multiplex-

obsessed era, the only movies that are given a

shot arc the ones that are essentially made of

nothing but poptom and noise. These are the

shiny baubles of modem cinema, the block-

busters that arc force fed to audiences, the

movies that look pretty but are as valuable as

the cheapest of cubic zirconium.

However, there is always solace to be

found. Three .small lilms looking to be discov-

ered arc now currently playing at theaters in

the area:

"The Magdalene Sisters"

Its one of the most unheralded atrocities

oi the 20lh century. Over the span of the cen-

tury, nearly 30,000 young women were

locked away by the Irish Catholic Church in

the Magdalene Asylums, for what were per-

ceived as crimes of the tlesh. The Asylums

were slave labor camps disguised as methods

for spiritual cleansing in which innocent

young women were jailed to atone and get

into heaven. The last Asylum was closed in

1996,

Tlie crime coinmitted by one of the three

women, whose stories form the heart of Peter

Mullan's wrenching "The Magdalene Sisters,"

was that she had a child out of wedlock.

Another flirted too much with the opposite

sex; the third was raped by her cousin. It's

sickening being a Catholic and thinking about

the abuses the religion inllicted upon its

believers, and "The Magdalene Sisters" cuts

away at the fanatic Puritanism that was, and

may still be, part of the a-ligion.

In structure, "The Magdalene Sisters"

comes off like a women's pri.son picture, but

it's a women's prison picture raised to the

level of high art. The force of Mullan's

humanity, his sad-eyed gaze upon the suffer-

ing women, bums away any question of

exploitation. Geraldine McEwan, as the cmel

head nun. acts her role with a bright-eyed

sadism that's frightening in its realism.

"The Magdalene Sisters" never relents on the

tragedy, and that's part of its power The feels

of despair, betrayal and ultimately hope, bleed

right through the screen and into the soul.

"Camp"
, Todd Graffs "Camp " is a stagy and awk-

.'; ward young-misfits drama in the manner of

"Fame." yet it has an ebullient snap that rais-

es it above the usual folluw-your-drcams ghet-

to. Graff sets his movie at the fictional Camp
Ovation - a summertime workshop for the-

ater-mad kids (based on real such places) and

it's obvious that the director has genuine

affection for his characters, an affection that

often outweighs his amateurish construction.

Among the characters confronting adoles-

cent melodramas over the summer include

the gay Hispanic drag queen (Robin

Delesus), who went to his prom in a dress;

the plain-lane young girl ()oanna Chilcoat).

who often winds up being the friend rather

than the girlfriend; and the seemingly perfect

straight boy (Daniel Letterle), who becomes

the object of many affections.

"Camp" is a series of tried-and-true

episodes that are tied neatly in a bow, but the

movie has an infectious enthusiasm that radi-

ates into the audience. The young actors are

all newcomers and they range from quite

good to tolerably amateur; but they all share

the same enthused glow.

If there is a problein, it comes from Graffs

clumsy dialogue and staging. Still, it's rare to

find a movie that showers so much real love

on its characters that it sends you floating into

the atmosphere.

"The Secret Lives of Dentists"

The marriage of Dana and David Hurst

has lasted 10 years, through tha*e kids and a

shared practice as dentists. That is until the

day that David thinks he sees Dana kissing

another man. sending him on a spiraling path

of depression, anger and suspicion.

AJan Rudolph's "The Secret Lives of

IX'ntists" is a pitch-perfect expose of mar-

riage and how it suffers from the deadening

effects of ... marriage. Routine, infidelity,

paranoia, lo.ss of passion - they have the same

effects on marriage as does sugar on a tooth.

Slowly, it rots it away.

Rudolph's direction and Craig Lucas'

script (adapted from lane Smileys novel.

"The Age of Grief") nimbly straddle the line

between humor and heartache, satire and

realism. There is not one shot, not one line,

not one moment in "The Secret Lives of

Dentists" that goes to waste. The movie is a

rcmarkable achievement - a black comedy
that's also humane enough to tickle our heart.

It helps that Rudolph is aided by a fantas-

tic cast that shares his same wavelength.

Campbell Scott and Hope Davis both act

with a quiet inner fumace; they arc awesome
examples of restrained interior torment.

Denis Learv. as a paticnt-from-hell who
becomes David's metaphorical manifestation

of his kl, is bitter, sarcastic and funny - a con-

trast to the emotionally callused couple. "The

Secret Lives of Dentists" is a nearly flawless

examination of marital grief

'Camp'
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What do you do the

'morning after?'
"Sex-iversity is a question and answer column

designed to provide answers and important infor-

mation regarding sex. sexuality, sexual orienta-

tion, sexually transmitted infections (STls) and

reproductive rights. Voiced by lulia Kristan, a

member of Voices for Planned Parenthood (VOX)

branch at the University of Massachusetts and an

active volunteer for the Everywoman's Center on

the ilMass campus, the column is intended to help

educate the university community about reproduc-

tive health, rights, legislature and responsibilities.

Much of the statistical information provided in

this column derives from research done through

and obtained by Planned Parenthood and its

national affiliates.

Q: What is the "morning after" pill? And how can

I get it in an emergency?

A: The "morning after" pill is more formally

referred to as emergency contra-

ception (EC), and is a pill (or a SeX-JVerSltV
set of pills) containing a high .i^—i——

»

dosage of female hormones. It is J(J[|A KfllSIAl

up to 98 percent effective if

taken within 120 hours of having unprotected sex.

The sooner it is taken within that time period, the

belter It reduces the chance of becoming pregnant

from a single act of unprotected sex from approxi-

mately 8 percent to 1-2 percent. There are typical-

ly two pills in a dose, which used to be taken exact-

ly 12 hours apart. This has recently changed into

taking both pills in one dosage, as soon as possi-

ble. It has been found to be as effective, or even

more so. when the two pills are taken at the same

time.

What the EC does is one of two things: it either

prevents an egg from releasing from the ovary or it

changes the uterine lining, therefore preventing a

fertilized egg from implanting. The older versions

of the "morning after" pill made most women sick,

to the point of nausea and vomiting. Today's ver-

sion is called Plan B and is much less unpleasant.

It contains no estrogen, so nearly all the side

effects are eliminated or reduced greatly.

The best way to obtain EC is by checking with

your doctor. If you are not comfortable with going

to your primary care doctor or Ob/Gyn, call or

visit a Planned Parenthood in the area. You can

also call 1-888-NOT-2-LATE (yes, it works even

with the extra number) for information on where

else EC can be obtained. The Planned Parenthood

website, www.pplm.org (Massachusetts only), has

an information page complete with a page to order

EC online. Be warned: the online ordering is not

24/7. As UMass students, you can also head down
to Health Services and speak with someone there;

the pharmacy at UHS carries EC.

Through your primary care physician, EC may
or may not be covered on your insurance. Your

best bet is to call your insurance company and ask

Continued on page 8

Chelsea singer/firefighter

heats up the Blue Wall
By Melissa Pot^xiN

("ol LH(.IAN StaFH

Boston-based singer/songwriter

and Chelsea, Mass., firefighter Eddie

McGarry performed Friday night at

The Blue Wall for a quaint, apprecia-

tive crowd. He took the stage with his

guitars in hand to begin a set, which
consisted of mellow acoustic and
folk-rock songs.

With a sound that

can be likened to that

of groups like

Counting Crows, Pat

McGee Band and
Nickel Creek,

McGarry 's show was
full of catchy guitar

riffs and heartfelt lyrics. He was laid

back, yet charming while holding

casual conversation with the audi-

ence in between songs and occasion-

ally sipping from the gallon of water

at his side.

Most of the songs McGarry played

were from his record that was
released last year entitled. "Heat from

the Spark." With song titles like "Will

You See Me Tonight," "Nice to

Dance" and "Beautiful Girl." the

alburn is romantic and clever, and it

merges together a wide spectrum of

musical genres. McGarry has said

that lames Taylor and Cat Stevens are

some of his biggest inspirations.

McGarry covered many classic

rock artists during his set including

songs by Neil Young, The Beatles,

Peter Gabriel and lames Taylor. He
was able to do all the songs justice

vocally as well as on the guitar.

There were a couple of noteworthy

songs that really enhanced the per-

formance. The tunc "The All Out" is

a tribute to the six firemen who were

killed in a warehouse fire in

Worcester in 1999. McGarry wrote

the song from a fellow fireman's per-

spective in dedication to the men who
died and their grieving family and

friends.

The more upbeat song entitled

"Classified" is McGarry 's current sin-

gle; it can be heard on 91.1 WMUA,
the campus radio station. McGarry
will be back at the Blue Wall Pub on

Friday, Nov. 21

.

LP, the artist, releases a sub-par Lp

OIKTI^'l i.KltNUNf

Eddie McGarry performed live at the Blue Wall Pub Friday night. He will be

returning to UMassi Nov. 2 1

.

By Diana Mcxjilevsky

CoiiK.iAN Staff

With so many singer/songwriters

trying to make a mark in the music

scene, it is difficult to filter out the

best from the rest. But someone,

somewhere has made a terrible mis-

take. With her edgy, unemotional

voice and cheesy love lyrics, LP has

truly initiated herself into the world

of the rest.

At some moments
on her new record,

'Heart-Shaped
Box," the vocals

seem professional

and fluid, if not for

that awful twang
evocative of bad '80s

rock songs, followed by just plain

screaming. The voice seems to not

even match the rhythm of the music

as this wannabe rock star feigns emo-
tion. The mood of the album is

unrestful, choppy and distant. It tries

to emulate Indie-folk-rock but ends

up sounding like bad southern chick-

rock.

To match the cheesy guitar riffs are

the lyrics, all relating to broken hearts

and pain, straining to reach the mel-

lifluous and tender styling of the likes

of Lucinda Williams or Idina Menzel
- but failing.

Here's an example: "I got a nice ride,

you'd be

perfect/anyway we
can work it/It's a

hard time for

answers/but you

could be my new
dancer."

Some of the

lyrics just don't

make any sense at

all. and the rest

lack poetics and
sentiment, and end

up sounding more
like pop music
minus the publici-

ty. In the album's

release statement,

she claims to have

been influenced by

lanis loplin and
The Rolling

Stones, but she

sounds more like a howling pop star.

The record starts off forcefully

with "Perfect." in which LP conveys

an attempt to reach self-satisfaction

LP sings her Indie-rock-esque songs

Harry's fast October.

and contention - a good message, but

the vocals are just not strong enough

to support it. She sounds like she is

simply shouting, luckily, she has four

guitar players on this song who sound

fairly decent to cotnpensatc for that.

"Heart-Shapcd Scar" is the third

song on the album, in which LP

IXHJRTESYKtXW

in front of a Northampton crowd at

writes of knowledge and experience

scarring her past. The chorus sounds
inconsistent with the rhythm of the

song and LP's voice hollers and
wavers disastrously.

Musically, the best song on the

album is. "(doming Home," because it

has a good progression and doesn't

sound overdone. Even LP herself

sounds alright. On "Follow Me
Down" and "Greenbriar," LP actually

plays the harmonica pretty well. She
weaves through the melody smoothly
and follows the rhythm.

The problem is the lyrics - they are

terrible! And there is absolutely no
need for back up singers.

Though certain songs on the album
could be appreciated for their instru-

mentals. there is a great deal of work
that needs to be done for this per-

former to acquire appreciation. She
claims to have been voice trained by
opera coaches and rock specialists,

but LP just doesn't sound like she
feels the music that she is singing. She
sounds like she doesn't even hear the

instruments but is concentrating on
her own voice too much, which
results in makeshift songs and croaky
vocals.

Nothing thrilling about new flicks 'Cold Creek Manor' and 'Underworld'
By Johnny Donaldson

(i)Li.ECiiAN Staff

The word "thriller" is often meant to describe a
movie that intends to scare the living daylights out of

its audience, yet the movies themselves are rarely, if

ever, thrilling. Modem thrillers are so built fit)m con-

trivance and cliche that they have lost the

capacity to thrill.

Doors creaking open by themselves are no
longer harbingers of fright; they're now part of

the old dark house routine. Ajid it may have

once been cool, post-"Matrix," to watch peo-

ple in tight leather blasting guns at other peo-

ple in tight leather, but now such scenes are as

adrenaline pumping as a Kenny G album.

The new so-calk^ thrillers "Cold Creek

Manor" and "Underworld" may be miles apart

in style, but they share one common bond: nei-

ther are very thrilling.

"Manor" begins with a goose-pimply fris-

son of suspense. Dennis Ouaid and Sharon

Stone star as Cooper and Leah Tilson, an

upscale New York couple who decide to lake

their kids and move into a large country estate to

escape the dangers and daily grind of big city living.

The 1,200-acre estate of the title is a large ntulti-room

brick fixer-upper that looks about as appealing as the

Amityville house. Why would any family, especially

one as modem-day trendy as the Tilsons, buy this dusty

scrap heap of a home? If they didn't, we wouldn't have

a family-in-peril called "Cold Creek Manor" on our

hands.

The director is Mike Figgis, a veteran of the indie

world (he helmed "leaving Las

Vegas") and he is a director who has

never met a foreshadowing he didn't

like. As the camera flits through the

house, we glimpse the

pieces for future horror: an

ornate stained glass sky-

light, a glass cabinet full of

antique hammers and the

family pet doomed a dis-

turbing demise.

Then there's the former

owner, a greasy ex-con

(Stephen DorfT) who can

barely hide his hostility and

is inexplicably hired to ren-

ovate the home. Is it any

surprise when bad things

begin to happen?

For a while, Figgis does

entice us into believing

there may be genuine scares. The

camera swoops through hallways and

into rooms, and the movie develops a creepy voyeuris-

tic tug. But the movie falls apart at about the time that

Dorff and the snakes pop up - and it never recovers.

Ouaid, as the beleaguered, emasculated father who
must get in touch with his primal instincts, gives a fine

'Cold Creek

Marxx"'

Directed by

Mike Figgis

Starrlflg

DaniiQuaid

Shariifl Stone

Iflychiiflfle

BitrtR

118 Mills
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performance of restrained paranoia, but "CoU Creek

Manor" never delivers the thrills it promises.
» •

The silly and leaden

"Underworld" is a vampire vs.

werewolf saga thai comes across

more like a Goth-wear fashion

show. The characters strut around

in a sexy series of leather

and Victorian-inspired

costumes, but the char-

acters themselves aren't

nearly so fleshed out as

the clothes. This is the

kind of movie that will

appeal only to 14-year-

old boys and "Vampire:

The Masquerade" fanat-

ics.

The talented young

British actress Kate

Beckinsale plays the

vampire warrior Selene,

a "death dealer " whose

job is to hunt down remaining

members of the Lycan werewolf

species and kill them off. A blood feud has reigned for

centuries, and now, caught in the middle is medical

intem Michael (Scott Speedman), who apparently

exists only to get banged around a lot and fall in love

with Selene.

( OllRTESV UXH^HSTONh

'UrxJerworld'

Oirected by

lenWiseinafl

Staffing

XaieBeckmsaie

Scflii Speeflman

ScieenGeRs

Rated II

num
Erade [

Dennis Quaid stars in "Cold

Creek Manor."

The movie, more than anything, resembks low-

brow action-fantasies like "Highlaiider" in its cynical

attempt to jumpstart a new franchise. It is built on a

confused and confusing ancient mythology, and is

directed by a fomier music video director - which

ensures that the movie always looks good, even when

the story goes down the proverbial drain.

It must be said that "Underworld" is not a good

movie it is too somber and preposterous for

that, but the endless supply of gun battles

and werewolf attacks ensures that there is

something to look at (unlike the equally

solemn "The Order," in which nothing hap-

pened.)

The cinematography of Tony Pierce-

Roberts relies solely on a palette of blue and

black light ("Underworld" apparently exists

in a city of endless night), and the movie

alternates between werewolfvampire rum-

bles, characters earnestly intoning pro-

nouncements and other characters making

big entrances into rooms. It is all rather

monotonous. There is no emotional core to

"Underworld" - just lots of passionless,

robotic acting and humorless dialogue - so there is no

reason to care about anything that happens. What it

does offer is Shane Brolly, as a bad-guy vampire obvi-

ously named Kraven, speaking in an Irish accent that

flutters in and out with each word.

"Underworld" is meant to be dark, scary, edgy and

exciting - and it just comes across as ludicrous.

Emmy's
re'tun

winners
By Anthony Breznican

Assoi lATEi) I'rf;ss

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
Emmy Awards turned into a

night of mostly reruns.

For the fourth consecutive

year, the White House drama
"The West Wing" claimed the

best drama award - whacking
what seemed to be yet another

groundswell for the mob series

"The Sopranos" after stars

lames Gandolfini and Edie

Faico each claimed their third

career Emmys.
It was Gandolfini's third

consecutive win, and Falco's

second. She also won previous-

ly in 1999.

Meanwhile, the Emmys
repeated a disturbing trend of

recent years: diminished view-

ership. Preliminary Nielsen

Media Research figures pegged

yesterday's average audience at

17.7 million viewers, down
' frbhl '1<).8 iTiillion on NBC last

year.

The 2001 Emmycast. twice-

postponed and aired by CBS
opposite the seventh game of

the World Series, drew only

17.1 million viewers. But in

September 2000, the show was

seen by 21.8 million viewers.

Other repeaters: Doris

Roberts and Brad Garrett of

"Everybody Loves Raymond."
For a third straight year,

Roberts collected a supporting

comedy actress trophy for

playing nagging mother Marie

Barone. while Garrett received

his second consecutive sup-

porting comedy actor honor

for his work as her hangdog
son Robert.

Roberts said her streak of

victories shows that aging

stars can still do great work.

"The fact that I'm 72 years

old and that I'm still kicking

and that I'm doing the kind of

work I'm doing, I'm still chal-

lenged, is great hope for every-

body in the business," she said

backstage.
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TuesdaySeptember23

BOOKS^ Peter Hart, activism director at Fairness and

'^ Accuracy in Reporting (FAIR) will speak at ttie

Odyssey Book Shop in South Hadley. He will be dis-

cussing his twok, 'The Oh Really? Factor: Unspinning

Fox News Channel's Bill O'Reilly. " The discussion will

begin at 7 p.m. It is an open admission event.

WeclnesdaySeptember24

LECTURES^ Piny Chong will continue his series of talks at^ the Bowker Auditorium on how history, race

and culture have affected the lives of individuals. His

lecture series is entitled, "Undesirable Elements." He

will be discussing the factors of everyday life that

may be affecting us in ways we couldn't even imag-

ine. Tickets are $8 for students and $15 for general

admission; they are on sale through the New World

Theater, which can be reached at 413-545-1972, or

www.neworldtheater.org.

LITERATURE
^^ Mike Stanton, the Pulitzer Prize winning^ author, will be at the Odyssey Book Shop in

Holyoke to discuss his book, "The Price of Providence:

The True Story of Buddy Cianci, America's Most

Notorious Mayor, Some Wiseguys, and the Feds." The

content of the evening will be an honest evaluation of

the Cianci administration. It is free

admission and the talk will begin at 7

p.m.

MUSIC
•^^ The Reverend Morton Heat,

^. and Southern Culture on the

Skids will be performing at the Pearl

Street Nightclub. These two musical

forces will make for an evening of

powerful and moving music. Doors

open at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $18 and

are on sale through the Pearl Street

BoxOffKe.

ThursdaySeptember25

MUSIC
yThe Black Sheep Deli In downtown Amherst

along with the musical group Few and Far

Between will host the "Bluegrass Exchange." Few and

Far Between will play a mix of old-time, bluegrass and

jazz standards broken up with original compositions.

Following the musical performance, community mem-

bers are invited to gather around the microphone and

join the musical exchange. Attendees are welcome to

bring their own instruments as well as their voices.

There is no charge to participate in this event.

FridaySeptember26

MUSIC
VZOX will be performing at Tammany Hall in

Worcester. The band that does for the violin

what Jethro Tull did for the flute will host a week-

end opening concert. Perhaps one of the up-and-

coming icons of the decade, ZOX is a band that

must be seen, as well as heard. Following the

release of their debut album, this is a band that is

still very much riding their first burst of creative

energy. The show is 18-t- and tickets are on sale for

$10 through the Tammany Hall Box Office, which

can be reached at 508-791-6550.

FESTIVALS
4^ The Worcester Palladium will host an all-day

rv Skate Fest on Friday and Saturday. There will

be a host of bands at the festival including Plan B,

Starting Line, Simple Plan, Homegrown, Allster, The

Movie Life, Senses Fail and many more. There will also

be huge skate par1( set up for the event that will be

open to the pro skaters and bikers Tickets are $20 for

one day and $40 tor both and they are available in

advance through www.tickets.com.

^^ Amherst College will host its second annual

^» "Music Festival for Humanity" in support of

UNICEF. Admission is S4 and the festivities start at 8

p.m. in the Buckley Recital Hall in the Amherst

College Arms Music Building. The event will feature

performances by some of the leading a cappella

groups, jazz ensembles and musicians from each of

the five colleges Amongst the performers will be

UMass Doo-Woop Shop, Smith College Smithereens,

Mt. Holyoke Nice Shoes, Amherst College DQ, Route

9 and Blue Sox. Tickets are on sale at the Amherst

College Valentine Hall or at the door

MUSIC
^^ Bathtub Mary will perform in the Blue Wall Pub at

^» the UMass campus. Ttie band's name shows the

lighter skle of the musicians, as it is a satire on the lawn

ornaments that are made of the Virgin Mary. They are a

combination of classical styling infused with tfie vibe of

folk music with some jazz-rock instrumentals mixed in.

This super jam-band will rock the Blue Wall for free so

there is no reason to miss out

SaturdaySeptember27

MUSIC

V International singing sensation Jewel will be will

be performing at the Fleet Boston Pavilkxi. Jewel

will be performing much of her new music from her new

release as well as some of her okl hits. The show will start

at 8 p.m. and tickets are on sale through www.tKketmas-

tercom, starting at $35.50.

weeklyplnUp

Poetic Art
starting Thurs., Sept 25 the

Augusta Savage Gallery will be

holding the exhibit called

"Twenty-Six Ways of Looking at

a Black Man." On display will be

images from calligraphic text

artist, Benn T.F. Nadelman and

poetry from Raymond R.

Patterson, above.
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What does emeryency contraception do to the lemale body?
Continued from page 6

now. when \ourf not in an emer-

gency situation. With an appoint-

ment at Planned Parenthood. EC is

available at a >liding scale cost based

on ability to pav. \ou can also opt to

pa\ for the visit and prescription

entirely out-of-pocket if you do not

want to go through insurance.

Emergency contraception is not

to be used as a primar\ source of

birth control: it is a back-up measure

only. The effects of taking it regular-

ly are not yet full> understood.

However, taking high doses ol

feiTiale hormones regularly probabK

isn"t the healthiest thing \ou could

be doing lor \ourself. Even the

smaller doses of birth control can

cause women myriads of problems.

Abusing the benefits of EC could be

detrimental to vour health.

What the EC does not do is give

you an abortion. It is not the "abor-

tion pill." There is an abortion pill out

there called RU 486. and perhaps that

will be the topic of another column.

So if you are already pregnant from

another act of sexual intercourse. EC
will not abort the fetus. Please note

that it is not recommended to take if

a pregnancy is suspected, and you will

not be given a prescription for it if

this is the case. Emergency contracep-

tion works as other hormonal birth

control methods.

There are some definite drawbacks

with the current system of having EC
as a prescription drug. In the real

world, most acts of unprotected or

unwanted sex happen on weekends,

when it's not possible to get a pre-

scription. Precious time is wasted

when the pills could be doing their

job in your body. There is a movement
now to get EC available through phar-

macies as an over-the-counter pur-

chase. Many phannacies and groups

are opposing this move, crying that

women and young girls especially,

will not think twice about unprotect-

ed sex if they know they can get EC
readily.

I would argue differently,

although the door is open to have

women and girls abusing the health

measure. Emergency contraception

is itnporlant in many situations. If

the condom breaks, if you are sexu-

ally assaulted, if you missed a pill or

if you just didn't use any protection,

EC is a life-saving option if you do
not wish to become pregnant. I urge

women and men to take responsibil-

ity for their actions sexually, and

realize seriously that pregnancy is

always possible. In the struggle to

have free choices for women and

their health, it is vital that all

options remain open. Having EC
there for people when they need it is

an important health care decision.

Education is another key compo-
nent in choosing when and with

whom to become pregnant. There

are numerous methods in contra-

ception, two of which 1 discussed

last week. Go out and read up on

them. Ask doctors and health care

professionals questions: this column

is not meant to substitute informa-

tion from them. Arm yourself with

knowledge. Back up your birth con-

trol consistently. Utilize EC when
needed. And as always, communi-
cate with your partner(.s).

Eor more information, visit

www.pplm.org or www.cecinfo.org.

^Arts & Living

meeting

for ALL writers

today at

5 p-m, in the

newsroom.

Please attend.
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Craig Canavan and the Maroon and White salvage a victory over Siena with Ptah Myers in overtime

with the i^amc'winning goal.

Myers' OT goal saves Minutemen

C/\ Invites you to the.
,.T...' *t^- ".rf- IS -^'fninon

Continued from page 12

Siena's seven shots mark the

third time over those last four

games in which the Maroon and

White defense limited its oppo-

nent's shots to under 10.

On offense. UMass was having

its share of troubles getting the ball

in the net. The Saints controlled

the Minuteman offense in the first

half, and they were riding a one-

goal lead going into halftime.

"We came out Hat and they

came out just the way we thought

they wouKi. ii-d we have to give

them credit lor being very difficult

to play." Koch said.

The second half belonged to the

Maroon and White, but still there

was a lack of cohesion on offense.

Myers, Dan Colwell and Ernie

Billittier had eight shots on goal

between them, but had trouljle get-

ting the ball behind Siena goalie

Patrick Henry.

UMass remained scoreless

until 65:35 when Siena committed

a foul just outside the box, giving

the Minutemen a free kick.

Colwell blasted the ball into the

upper left comer, lying the game
at one.

Fouls were a major flaw in

Siena's game, committing 24 to

UMass' 1 1 . The excess fouls gave

UMass the edge with possession

and caused the flow of the game to

be dictated by the Maroon and

White.

The rest of the game was pure-

ly defensive. Freshman goalkeeper

Ernie Billman had another solid

game in goal, making a couple of

key saves, protecting the tie going

into overtime.

"He's done a good job for us;

he's been consistent. He came up

and made a couple of good saves

when we needed him to, and 1

thought he did a good job." Koch

said.

The Minutemen dominated

overtime and didn't let Siena lake

a single shot in the extra periods.

UMass' offense began to run

efficiently, getting the ball into

space and setting up more scoring

opfxjitunities. .As the second over-

time began, sophomore lason

Scudamore made a through pass

in the box to Myers who knocked

it home, winning the game at

10l:)2

"We found a way to win. We
got the results we needed. We just

did it the hard way and talked

about it. We were able to learn a

lot. get a wake up call and still win

the game," Koch said.

The Minutemen play their final

non-conference game against

University of New Hainpshire

Saturday in Durham, N.H.
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Bartenders Have More Spirit!

Why not be a bartender?

*-»

University of Massachussetts, Amherst

Tuesday, September 23

1 0:00 am - 4:00 pm
Library Lawn

•
Hosted by Campus Activities Office

Come see the latest in hi-tech gadgets
from leaders in digital technology from
across the globe!

Win hi-tech devices, including a Samsung"
a600 camera phone, a Vespa, and an xl 05
picture messaging phone. All you have
to do is show up!

For more information, including photos
and schedules, visit www.TKOtour.com

This is a Mr. Youth, LLC. promotion.
For sponsorship information visit www.MrYouth.com

FEATURING

Ultimate Dorm Room
Want to live the ultimate digital lifestyle?

It all starts with this pad and we're givin' it away!

The CEA Surround Sound Pavilion
Experience Home Theater the way it was
meant to be heard

and Much More!!!
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• Only professional school in Western MA
• Hands on training in real bar/club setting

• National certification in alcohol awareness

• Lifetime refresher

•ID Card

• Resume

• Special UMass student discount

• Conveniently located in West Springfield

Call TODAY! (413)747-9888
www.bostonbartender.com
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AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB

"Big enough to own the best

equipment, but small enough lo

l(now your name.
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Join the company that has plenty of room for advancement. Travelers

Property Casualty is one of the leading insurance companies m the United

States. Our supenor financial strength and consistent record of strong

operating returns means secunty for our customers - and advantages for oui

employees. We give you the opportunity to get in on the ground floor with

exciting Internships and Leadership Development Rotational Programs. So

make the right ntwve with us and enpy world class benefits from day one

**nnance. IT Majors**

We Are Coming to Campus:
Re&ume Drop; 9/30/03

Pre^ntervlew Session: 10/14/03
Time; 6pm 8pm

Place: Lincoln Murrey. Campus Center Room 80S09
Interviews: 10/15/03

If you can't join us. plea'-.e submit resume to: College Relatlont, Travelers.

One Tower S«|oare, 5CZ, Hartford. CT 0€183-7150. Fax: 860-277-1970.

E-m«ll: colie^9travel«rs.com

For more information on our opportunities, visit our Web site:

wwwtravelers com
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2002-03 UMass basketball schedules released

By Mike Marzelli
(Jt)LLI:(ilAN StaFH

Massachusetts basketball coaches Steve Lappas

and Mamie Dacko announced their respective

schedules last Tuesday altemoon. The men's squad

will meet 10 teams that qualified for either the

NCAA Tournament or the National Invitation

Tournament (NIT) in 2002-2003, while the women
will play at least four games against teams that com-

peted in the 2002-2003 postseason.

The Minutemen will hit the floor for the first

time on Nov. 9, as they will travel to the Springfield

Civic Center to face the legendary Harlem

Globetrotters. Following another exhibition at the

Mullins Center on Nov 1 3, they will open the 2005-

2004 regular season by hosting St. Francis in

Amherst in the opening round of the preseason

NIT
If UMass is able lo advance past St. Francis, they

will face the winner of the Texas Tech/Davidson

game in the second round, and any further advance-

ment will see the Maroon and White compete in

Madi.son Square Garden, where the semifinal and

final rounds will be held on Nov 2b and 28.

Other notable non-conference dates for l.appas'

squad are meetings with archrival and NCAA
Tournament entrant Connecticut on Dec. 30, as

well as fellow NCAA Tournament participant

Vermont on Dec. 2.

The Minutemen have their first scheduled road

game on Dec. 6. as the annual Commonwealth
Classic will take place at intra-state rival and NIT
qualifier Boston College's Conte Forum. Another

NIT squad, Tennessee, also appears on Lappas'

docket. The Volunteers are set to face

Massachusetts on Jan. 3 at the Mullins Center in a

game televised nationally on ESPN.

Conference play begins on )an. 7, when the

Minutemen host La Salle. UMass will host Temple

on ESPN2 on |an. 24, and will appear four times on

the A- 1 Television Network (fan. 18 at Duquesne,

Feb. 8 vs. Dayton. Feb. 14 at Xavier and Mar b at

Richmond).

Dacko's Minutewomen open the season on the

road at Sacred Heart on Nov. 21 , and will host Holy

Cross in their home opener at the Mullins Center on

Nov. 23.

They will then travel to the Carrier Dome to face

Syracuse on Nov. 25 and will follow the non-confer-

ence match up by participating in the Coca-Cola

Classic, Nov. 29-30 at the Arena at Harbor Yard in

Bridgeport, Conn. UMass is slated to play host

school Fairfield in the opening round, and either

Brown or Delaware on the second day.

The Minutewomen will then face Vermont in

Amherst on Dec. 3 before heading west to partici-

pate in the Arizona Basketball Classic, Dec. 6-7.

They are scheduled to face Utah State in the first

round followed by either host Arizona, a 2002-

2003 NCAA Tournament entrant, or American.

Dacko will open the conference portion of her

team's schedule in Philadelphia, as UMass will face

La Salle and St. foseph's on fan. 3 and 6, respective-

ly The conference home opener will be on |an. 9

against Temple, and they will square off against

2002-2003 NCAA Tournament participants in

league matchups with Xavier on )an. 25 and George

Washington on Feb. 2b.

The Minutewomen s only television appearance

will come on Feb I . as they will host Fordham in a

game televised on the A- 10 Television Network.
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Milk? Yeah, we got milk

and homemade brownies

Athletes in Action Weekly Meeting
Tuesdays 8pm in James Dorm SW
Bible study + milk+ brownies = good times for athletes

Info: LA_Love_35@yahoo.com or Dave at 259-1083

Real Life

Thursdays 8pm
in the Campus Center

Teaching, worship, and a whole lot of fun

Info: umasscru.com or brent.vallee(a)uscm.org
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Is a baseball power outage at hand?
Players think steroid testing

could be a possible factor
By Ronald Blum
AsStXIATtl) I'RtSS

NEW YORK (AP) -The
biggest sluggers in baseball

look as if they've lost a little

pop in theii bats.

For the first full season

since 1995. it appears nei-

ther Barry Bonds. Sammy
Sosa nor any of the game's

top power hitters will reach

50 home runs.

Could it be because

baseball started testing for

steroids this season? Some
players think so.

"You look at the home-

run numbers and you look

at the averages that have

gone down this year." said

Frank Thomas of the

Chicago White Sox. a two-

time American League

MVP. "I think it's a telltale

sign that it's having a posi-

tive effect."

Before the 1994-95

strike, players hit at least 50

homers just 18 times. Babe

Ruth in 1927 was the only

one to hit 60 until Roger

Maris hadbl in 1961.

Then came an unprece-

dented power barrage.

Since the strike, players

have reached 50 homers 18

times. Sosa topped 60 in

three seasons and Mark
McGwire did it twice, hit-

ting a record 70 in 1998.

Then in 2001. Bonds hit 73.

Going into the final

week of this season. Alex

Rodriguez of the Texas

Rangers led the major

leagues with 47 homers.

Bonds had 44 for San

Francisco, tied for second

with Philadelphia's |im

Thome.
"There was a time when

60 was just an easy thing to

do for guys." Giants manag-

er FelifH: Alou said.

While the big bashers have

dropped off, the overall

average hasn't. There has

been an average of 2.14

homers a game this year,

according to the Elias

Sports Bureau, up from

2.09 last season. Still, it's

below the three peak years:

2.28 in 1999. 2.54 in 2000
and 2.25 in 2001.

"Things go in cycles,"

Chicago Cubs manager
Dusty Baker said.

Bob Costas. a longtime

baseball broadcaster and

author, says it's too early to

tell if there's a link between

drug tests and the power

drop at the top.

"Is it possible that there

will be some positive, long-

range effect? Yes. But I

wouldn't jump to that con-

clusion yet." Costas said.

Bonds spent much of the

season dealing with the

death of his father. Bobby.

The 59-year-old outfield-

er, who has repeatedly

denied ever using steroids,

has played in just 124

games, averaging a home
run per 8.5 at-bats. Sosa

has played 1 52 games, miss-

ing time because of a bean-

ing and a suspension. He
has 56 homers, an average

of one per 15.8 at-bats.

"A lot of the big home
run guys got hurt and had

some time off," said the

Dodgers Rickey Henderson,

another former MVP.
"Barry Bonds had a real

big tragedy, and Sammy
Sosa's been on the DL and

got suspended because of a

corked bat, so maybe it

threw his timing off."

Former MVPs lose

Canseco and Ken Caminiti

have said many players use

steroids. Last year, the play-

ers' association agreed for

the first time to allow test-

ing.

All players gave urine

samples this year as part of

"survey" testing, with sam-

ples taken twice from each

player within a given week.

In addition, the commis-

sioner's office had the right

to test up to 240 players

randomly.

If more than 5 percent of

players test positive for

steroids this year, "pro-

gram" testing will start next

season. If that happens,

players who test positive

would undergo treatment,

and if they test positive a

second time, they could be

suspended for up to 15

days.

Results of this season's

testing won't be available

until after the season.

Cubs pitcher Mike
Remlinger doesn't believe

there's a link between test-

ing and the power drop-off

among top hitters, in part

because players caught

using steroids this season

won't get in trouble.

Dodgers reliever Paul

Shuey disagrees, saying the

start of testing is the only

explanation.

"I would have expected

to see somebody hit 50
home runs after the way it's

been going the last few

years," he said. That's the

only change I could see."

Officials from manage-

ment and the union down-
played steroid testing as a

reason 50 homers might not

be reached.

"There's been talk about

some guys showing up to

camp slimmer, but I think a

lot of the talk does players a

disservice," said Gene Orza.

the union's No. 2 official.

"Barry Bonds would have

had 50 homers, but he was

out."

Bob DuPuy, baseball's

chief operating officer, said

it was simply another cycli-

cal baseball trend. And.

after all. pitchers have a lot

to do with it. too.

"There are a number of

very good young pitchers

who are maturing and hav-

ing an impact," he said.

DINO VOURNAS/A^S^ X lAI hi < IKf-s

San Francisco Giants' Barry Bonds connects off Colorado Rockies' Jose Jimenez in the second inning Tuesday, Sept. 2 in

San Francisco.

STRUCTURE
Warehouse Clothing Sale

New WORLD Theater

UttdesinUe

Bemenis/

Pioneer¥aneym.ji.

Mon - Thur
9 to 8

Fri - 9 to ???

GOT CLOTHES?

WARi:

WAREHOUSE
LOTHING

ALE
t.26th
]
llroom

SepL24aiii25

iMk

TICKETS ME:
$15-general

public; SS-low income patrons'

seniors: SS-students Call FAC Box
Office 41 3-545-2511 For more info

about the shows, call NWT at 413-

545-1972

A part of INng Chong's Innovi

InlWVitw-ttMMttrproiMi "
|

C«jlti«r«. community and klantKy
ooHkfe to form a living htetoty on
atapa. Nnniigrsm irofn awnspBi,

El Salvador share their journey in

becoming a part ot the rich

immigrant history of the Pionoor
Valley

Open Mic Series

'*"""'oct7at7pm
Cape Cod loiingn

UMassSUB
For more Into call

W2990
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1

ACROSS PRCVKHI* PUZZLE SOLVED

) \\u; \i \N \

t PtnntMw
9 Couam'tdad
14 TypcofMwnan
16 Niriuf*
1« out stuck
1

7

AlWndM • r*w«lJ

l« Irk

?0 Tokyo kxmvrty
21 PoMlcsi campaiun
22 Rllky
23 Honf wr«ck«f?
2S lily.wtill*

2t .lungla snake
27 pl//tt tupptt(«

30 > launwit wood
33 Rancher's

lootwaar
34 Cow'a "aacond

couraa'
36 Lir>« ol rotakon
37 Tranofia sauca
3* FMUolskjdy
M Veto's Who' entry
40 *Nlnolchka' sUr
4

1

Idahoc urwj r«da
4? Slrealoar
44 Moheleur's

summer
45 Borachi mgradlant
46 Cradn cards.

•langMyM TooOifypa
&2 Hiilpait
53 Nuraaa org.
54 InWala
bb GoodkJokara
6/ Rtvar vaaael
Sa Lai borrow
SO Thra«-ak)ad sword
to KntotK s mount
61 Racrulfs dlnr>ar

62 real sura of

DOWN
1 MlWary skjdsni

C /tiU3 UniiM r«M.j4« ftyri^triiM lie

2 Hasidanc*
3 Elavakx slop
4 Always to Poe
i Mlaprinia
6 r raa o< Iroat
7 StaadykMk
6 Batoranow
9 SIrtka oakara
10 Brotwr's Biria

11 HudBor>Bay
tnba

12 Tax
13 WNWoppoait*
tS Abbots

undarting
22 Bacauaaot

12 wds )

24 CEO dagraaa
25 ScraptKMk

Item
2/1 Spy- star
28 Lltfnt brown
29 Brought action
30 Urban trar^afXHi

31 Fraaway ramp

32 Daaignar label

33 Tarn
35 Qarmiin arkda
37 Mora

wastied-out
38 Mimes
40 Gaiharad

slowly
41 Hunt down
43 tMpoul
44 Pfcka
4A 1 owly laborers
47 Qray-brown
45 Panlkm

oroducar
49 BaaabaM'a

- Slangal
50 Sleaka
51 Horrtblaboaa
52 Etoow oppoaHa
54 Toy gun ammo
55 Ouicri aimna
se Above, to a bard

^'^Jf?^

.J
I
413-548-6900

[
|www.theharp.net| I

163 Sunderland Rd- N. Amherst S

lust north of the apartments
^

Great new deck!

WES. Team Pub Trivia!

Win Money and Prizes

WED. Horp Reggae Night

September Specioll

Labatt Blue:

$1.75 A pint / $6.25 A pitcher

Start your own tradition."
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THAT'S WHAT SHE SAID.
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Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Nuggets

• BBQ Beef Sandwich
• Curried Vegetables

(vegan)

DINNER
• Grilled Pork Chops
• Turkey Divan

• Grilled Portabella

• Mushroom Steaks

(vegan)

r\' f^r^t< matt
difticoW -locartch
proicc-ttleiS, no martAtr

^Ur^UfiriSff not rv»f

in^rtea^) 1 file.

cz>

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

TUESDAY
. High: 72

• Low: 49

WEDNESDAY
• High: 73

• Low: 50

THURSDAY
• High: 74

• Low: 47
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Autumn is a second

spring when every leaf's a

flower.
-Albert Camus

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

If your thinking about someone, they are

not thinking about you. Sorry.

pisCeS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Someone from your past will invade your

dreams, two nights in row.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. 19

You're your worst enemy, stop screwing

around and start helping yourself.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Your fat, don't eat that second calzone,

you really don't need it.

gemlni • may2i-)un. 21

Your predesesor screwed you over, it

sucks huh?

cancer • jun. 22-)ul. 22

Keep that CD on repete. by the end of

the day you'll know all the words to it.

leO • Jul.. 23-Auc. 22

lust l:)ecause something takes a long time

doesn't mean it isn't worth doing.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Check your pocket, you may just find

some money you didn't know you had.

libra • sm. 23-ocT. 22

Watch a movie and chill tonight, I sug-

gest Finding Nemo, it's a good one.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

You need to prioritize your life, your

obligations are too numerous.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Try to shed some of your baggage it's

weighing you down.

Capricorn • dec. 22 ian. 19

You will meet a mysterious hottie tomar-

row, get their number.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

downtown
Amherst

Fraternities-

Sororities- Clubs-

Student Groups Eiim

$1,00042,000 this

semester with a

proven Campus

Fundraiser 3 hour

fundraising event. Our

free programs make

fundraising easy with

no risks. Fundraising

dates are filling quick-

ly, S(3 get with the pro-

gram! It works.

Gintact Campus

Fundraiser at (888)

923-3238, or visit

www.campus

fundraiser.com

Montreal Weekends

$99. Includes R/T

Luxury Motor Ct)ach

from Springfield. 3

Days-2 Nights- 4 Star

Hotel Downtown-

Meals-Night Cluh

pas.ses. www.nK)ntrcal-

expres.s.net 1-781-979-

9001 Special Group

Rates

AUTO FOR SAIF

Buick Century 1994

Recently iruspected

108,000 Miles $2100-

413-549-6648

MHO KH'AiK

Imported cars a spe-

cialty, 20 years experi-

ence. Honest Service,

straightforward

answers. Mark's

Sunoco, Rtll6

Sunderland 665-7438

(on bus route)

Pentium Laptop

$99.00 Pentium

Desktop $49.00 We fix

Laptops, IVsktops/

PC's guaranteed 584-

8857

Rent us your ears!

Participate in listening

experiments

$7.50/liourcall545-

6837 or write

jkingston@linguist.

umass.edu

FMI'IOVMFM

Earn up to $1(X) per

hour or more as an

exotic male dancer at

cluh Xstatic. 240

Chesnut St,

Springfield MA, 413-

736-2618 or

www.cluhxstatic.com

Hand out flyers on

campus for new busi-

ness - shon tenn - 5

to 10 hours per week

$8 per hour. Call 413-

210-9352

Sales Assistant for

consulting/software

firm. Telephone tele-

marketing. Ectmoinics

a plus. Please send

cover letter and

resume to Frederick

Treyz at Regional

Economic McxJels,

Inc., 433 West Street,

Amherst, MA 01002

or fax 41 3-549-1038

or email

resumes@Temi.com

.

FMPIOVMENT

Pnxluce Sales

AsscKiates Part-time

evenings + Saturdays.

Q)mpetitive Pay Call

Atkins 253-9528

Movie Extras/Mcxlels

needed. No exp.

required, earn up to

$500-1000 a day. 1-

888-820-0167 ext.

U150

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

ptitential. IxKal p<\si-

tions. 1-800-293-3985

ext 516

!Bartending!$

$250/day ptitential No
experience Nesc

Training provided. I-

800-965-6520 ext 162

F«)R SAI r

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHP,

MySQL. Perl and

more, www.jatffly.com

or (413)253-0051.

KIRMTI Rl

Large Comer

Computer Worksta-

tion: Filedrawers, cub-

bies. & moit. $125.0()

OBO. .367-00%

I\S1KII( HON

Private Boxing

Lessons- w/retired Pro

Djata Bumpus. In

Northampton. 584-

1966or visit-

www.westemmass-

boxing.com Accepts

all major credit cards.

AM) FOliM)

Lost Sat night. Good-

man Presentation at

Mahar. Sharp Wizard

Personal Organizer,

contains valuable info.

Reward. 413-253-9999

Allen

SI R\ l( IS

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright o{

Amherst area for free

testing and assistance.

549-1906

SERVICES

^k^ yiiu know your

rights as a student,

tenant, worker or con-

sumer.' The Student

Legal Services Oftice

provides free help with

your questions. C ^nne

to 922 Campus Center

or call 545-1995.

PREGNANCY
TESTING, HIV
Testing, Birth Qintrol,

an d Emergency

Ginmiception.

Affordable and confi-

dential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray Street,

Amherst S48-W92

#1 Spring Break

Vacations! 110% Best

Prices! Mexici>, Jama-

ica, Bahamas, Florida,

Texas. B»H>k Now iSi

Rtveive Free Parties (Si

Meals Campus Reps

Wanted! 1-800-234-

7007 endles-ssummer-

tours.com

SPRING BREAK
2004! Beach Life

Vacations! Jamaica,

Cancun, Acapulcii,

Btihamas. Florida. Sell

Trips, Earn Cash,

Travel Free!! Call 1-

800-733-6347

www.beachlife

vacations.coin

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of

l\'stinations, includ-

ing Cniises! Foam

Parties, Free Drinks

and C'lub Admissions.

Rep Positions and

FREE trips Available.

1-800-231-4386

www.EpicureanTours.

com

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2004's Hottest

Pnces B(.xik now ..

Free Trips, Meals (Si

Parties w\^^^\.sunsplash-

tours.coni or 1 800-

426-7710

A SPRING BREAK-
ER NEEDED 2004's

Hottest Destinations

(Si Parties 2 free trips /

high commissions 15w

sunspla.shtours.com

18aM26-7710

UAMf I)

ECXj IXWCRS
NEEDED, non-smok-

ers. Ages 21-32.

Generous compen.sa-

tion & expenses paid.

For more infonnation

contact Robert

Nichols, Esq.

(781)769-6900,

Rnichols@ghnlaw.net .

v\'w\\.robertnich>.)ls

esq.com .

Place your own
Classified Ad in

the

Massachusetts

Daily Collegian

Marketplace! Just

visit the Campus
Center Basement
or call 545-35001
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BeaU'Ptah'ful
Myers saves

day for UM
By Bi)B McGtHTRN

C JJiisiaAN Stai-f

The Massachusetts men's

soccer team brought hoine a

bittersweet victory at Siena

College on Saturday in an

unexpected, dramatic fashion.

With the score even at i I

at the end ol regulation,

UMass was faced with the des

p e r a t c

UMass 2 situation

of clos-

ing out ;i

Siena 1 (OT)

game that should have nevei

been close. The threat of an

upset was ended when Atlantic

10 Player of the Week, I'lah

Myers scored the golden goal

1 :32 into the second overtime.

The Minutemen offense

looked stagnant against the

Saint defense, and was unable

to convert on multiple oppor

tunities, chances that UMass

coach Sam Koch doesn't want

his team to be missing.

"We just didn't finish oui

chances." Koch said. "Their

goalkeeper made a couple of

good saves but we created a lot

of good chances. We just

couldn't finish them."

The Saints got on the board

first at the 1 7:24 mark with an

unassisted goal from Ciao

Silva. The goal came off a

mller in the bo\ that went

uncontested by UMass defend-

ers. Silva connected, knocking

the ball into the lower right

comer
The underdog had thrown

the hrst punch.

"It was a ball that bounced

free, they were able to get on

the end of it and he hit a nice

ball in the comer," Koch said.

There was .some miscom-

munication among the mid-

fielders and defenders facilitat-

ing the Siena attack. For a

defense that has been solid all

season, the early strike was a

wakeup call.

"There were a couple of

miscues on our part to set up

the situation. If we had pos-

sessed the ball better in our

midfield. they probably would-

n't have"had the opportunity to

set up the chance ... Its just

one of those things, you can't

do everything perfect all the

time." Koch said.

Silva's goal was the only

bright spot for Siena's offense

all day. The Minutemen

defense picked up the slack

and shut down the Saints

attack, allowing only seven

shots the rest of the game.

Continued on page 9

Woes continue

in pen lor Sox
When Theo
Epstein
acquired Scott

Sauerbeck and

Ioucliiii"[iii All

Mike Marzelli

UUCUI'H LlNt'^XlilEiilAS

Senior co-eaptain Ptah Mvers scores the Rame-winning goal 1:32 into sudden-death overtime, giving UMass a 2-1 win over Siena.

XC competes in Bridgeport
Men finish 3rd, women 7th

By Matt Barstow and Leah Wy-ner

(iniJ-llAN Cj>KRt.SK)Nl>hNTS

The men's and women's cro!»» country teams finish third and seventh respec-

tively at the Ted Owen Invitational held in New Britain. Conn.

The University of Connecticut showed the

cross-country universe that it is a force to be

reckoned with, taking the top four spots in

Saturdav's Ted Owen Invitational, held in New

Britain. Conn.

l"he Huskies, rankcxl No. 1^ in the New

England Intercollegiate Amateur Athletic

Association poll entering Saturday's race,

upended No. 1 5 UMa.ss and No. 1 Maine. The

Huskies bounced back from a loss to

Providence and UNH last weekend to take the

Invitational in overwhelming fashion.

Connecticut's three returning seniors

crossed the finish line within 17 seconds of

each other, sealing victory.

Senior Mike Hall led the Huskies with a

time of 26:39. good enough for first.

"UConn lookcxi strong and they dominated

the meet from the start. First place was never in

doubt." UMass coach Ken O'Biien said.

The Minutemen finished third behind a

Maine team that bested UMass in last week's

mcx't at Amherst. UMass finished 29 points

behind Maine at the Ted Owen Invitational,

compared to last Saturday's one-point loss.

"Third place isn't loo bad. UConn is very

hard to beat, and we know Maine has a good

team," O'Brien said.

Clark and Corbett finished 3l)th and 35tli,

rcspectively. in their first race of the year.

Corbctt's brother, sophomore Ryan, won

last wcx'k's race, but finishcxl below expecta-

tions with a 2bth-place 28:42.

"I Ryan I
Corbett ran exceptionally well last

week, but he is fighting somewhat of a llu. and

it icx)k something out of him." O'Brien said.

"An overview of the race is hard to give,

some guys ran a little stronger than last week,

and some guys slipped down a few spots. This

early in the season you have to expect some

inconsistencies." O'Brien said.

Hantman came in lirst for the Minutemen,

three team spots better than last Saturday.

The Massachusetts women's cross country

team finisluxl seventh out of nine teams at the

Owen Invitational.

New Hampshitv won the mtvt with 36

points, and Vermont came in third place with a

total of 94 points. Maine raced to a fourth place

finish with 101 points. Colgate ended up with

a total of 153 points, and Siena eamed 162

points; the teams were hfth and sixth, respec-

tively. UMuss was 7th with 167 points, and

Central Connecticut State University came in

eighth with 201 points.

Minutewoman Alexis Anzelone led the

women's team lor the second meet in a row.

The Westfield. N.j. native's time of 18 min-

utes. 52.9 seconds, eamed her fourteenth

place. Freshman Cuisic Kierans from Newbury.

Mass. stepped it up and finished second for the

Minutewomen. 34th overall, with a lime of 19

minutes, 57.7 seconds. Kierans improved from

the Minutcwomen's last meet, when she fin-

ished fifth for the team.

Rounding out the top three Massachusetts

finishers was Kate Markopoulos. Tlie senior

from Porter Comers. N.N', raced lo a 38lh place

finish with a time of 20 minutes. 1 .8 seconds.

Coach Julie UiFivniere was a bit disappointed

with Ihe team's performance.

"The meet was not a gocxl one for our

women's team." she said.

^^^H Williamson

^M^P^ the trading^^S^H deadline to bol-^^^^^^^
ster the Sox's

core of arms,

everyone from

Karl Ravech to

Carl Beane was anointing him a

genius.

Although now that the afore-

mentioned duo has fallen on

some serious hard times, his

christening as the next Billy Beane

was put on hold.

Sauerbeck came with Jeff

Suppan, and at the high price of

lop infield prospect Freddy

Sanchez, yet many thought this

was the coup of the year.

However, Sauerbeck can't hit the

broad side of a bam with any of

his pitches, and has lost the trust

of manager Grady Little and the

Sox coaches, making them reluc-

tant to use him in late-inning situ-

ations.

Williamson has shown flashes

of what made him an all-star clos-

er in Cincinnati, but has shown

even moK of what made the Reds

deem him expendable. He has a

quality arm and has well above

average velocity on his fastball,

but his tendency to avoid trusting

his hard stuff has led to far too

many poorly located breaking

balls.

Now, with the ongoing strug-

gles of Byun-Hyun Kim in the

closer's role, manager Grady

Little has said he will go back to

employing what created this

Beantown bullpen mess in the

first place: closer-by-committee.

Is this something that is going

to work in the playoffs for the

Red Sox. when and if they make

it? Can Sauerbeck return to form

and retire the Chavez's and

Giambi's of the world in the post

season? Will Williamson step up

and pitch his way into the closer's

role? And is Kim going to be able

to be effective after being demot-

ed from a role he's held for almost

three months now?
These are all questions that

must be answered before the Red

Sox can even think of a World

Series birth. The problem then

lies in what little should deem as

the only solution.

These are all very capable

pitchers with plenty of big league

experience, two of whom have

playoff experience and know how

to get their job done. The staff

netSs to keep trotting these guys

out there and let them work their

kinks out on the mound in game

situations.

Sure it sets the Sox up to fail if

they continue to be unable to

come through, but without their

positive contributions, Boston

will be up the creek without a

paddle against bona fide big

league teams in the playoffs.

Spouting off

In case you missed it. Devil

Rays pitcher leremi Gonzalez got

into a heated exchange with base-

ball's official, Mr. Overrated Jorge

Posada, and actually came charg-

ing after him as the Yankee catch-

er chastised the pitcher while he

trotted to first base, for what he

thought was headhunting.

Mr Gonzalez obviously must

not have gotten the memo that

the season is a week from being

over, and he plays for the hapless

Rays. However, it's rare that a

professional athlete remains as

emotionally involved in a mean-

ingless game as Gonzalez did, and

he should be applauded for that.

This is an edge the D-Rays

never used to have, and it is obvi-

ously a distinct effect Lou Piniella

has been able lo have on his

young team. Yet never was it

more evident than in post-game

comments from Gonzalez about

the incident, and what fans from

St. Pete to Boston have claimed to

be true for years:

"When I'm pitching, I don't

want anybody to talk trash to me.

And he was talking trash to me on

the way to first." Gonzalez said.

"Nobody says anything when the

Yankees pitch inside. But when
we do it. they say something. I'm

tired of it. They think they're bet-

ter than everybody. I don't think

so.

Mike Marzelli is a Collegian

columnist. He can he reached at

MarzelliSollegian@yahoo com.

Touchin' 'him All appears ewry

Tuesday during the baseball sea-

son. Information from Major

League Baseball and the Tampa

Bay Dex'il Rays was used in this

piece.
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Gov. forms death [hasa suspended

penalty panel
By Dan LAMtmtt
tijLU<.iAN Staff

The Haitian Student Association was notified

formally Monday by letter that they will be suspend-

ed for the rest of the semester as a Registered

Student Organization.

The suspension has been put in place in

response to allegations in a report filed by Hind

Mari, Assistant Director for RSO Events at the

Campus Activities Office and the advisor for HASA
in CAO, HASA President Vonel Lamour said.

The allegations involve HASA's planning for the

National Haitian Student Conference held last April

4 through April 6 at the University of

Massachusetts. The conference is an annual event

that has moved around the country each year since

its inception in 1997. At UMass last spring, it drew

an estimated 600 people of various ages and cultur-

al backgrounds. Speakers included Grammy-win-

ning hip-hop artist Wyclef lean, film director

lonathan Demme and nationally renowned motiva-

tional speaker Rene Godefroy.

lamour said that he is frustrated that HASA is

taking all of the blame for whatever may have been

wrong behind the scenes at the conference,

"I understand that Campus Activities is under-

staffed and overworked." he said. "But at the same

time, we shouldn't be penalized for a lack of sup-

port or advisement.

"

Mari's report outlines eight areas she feels the

planning for the conference - wddely considered a

success last spring - was lacking. The allegations

include poor communication between members of

HASA's executive board last spring and CAO, con-

tradictions between different sets of financial num-

bers for the conference that HASA gave CAO. and

poor planning involving transportation, hotel

rooms, food and cash handling for the event.

Another allegation levied in the report is that

HASA had an outside bank account that was used

for the conference without the knowledge of the

CAO or the Student Govemment Association.

Lamour expressed fmstration over many of

Mari's complaints, saying that there is another side

that HASA has not had the chance to express yet.

He gave the example of a problem involving food

planning. HASA wanted authentic Haitian fcxxJ for

the conference, which he said was originally sched-

uled for lebmary but was rescheduled due to

weather. He said the group obtained a food waiver

to bring in outside catering for the February date,

but was not notified until three days before the con-

ference that they needed to obtain a second waiver

- something that typically can take a few wtvks to

go through campus paperwork.

According to lamour the bank account allega-

tion is also overblown. Because the conference is an

event that moves from campus to campus by the

year, national orgatiizers have a bank account to aid

in online registration, bimour said that was the sole

purjx)se for the account.

"No person, including Erantzlyne jMonestime,

fomier HASA president) had access to that

account. No one could withdraw or deposit into

that account," he said. "It was solely u.sed for the

purpose of online registration by a third paity, '.he

committee for the conference."

According to I.amour. HASA is also not happy

with the extended period of time it took for the

group to receive officially what their status this year

would be. HASA has been suspended since May 9.

when SGA Stvretary of the Registry Caria Moy sent

them a memo that a decision would be issued on

HASA's status as an organization "upon review and

investigation of these allegations."

HASA received no official notification until

Monday's letter from Vice Chancellor Michael

Gargano.

Man would not comment on the ullogations in

the report, other than to say she hopes she can work

with HASA this semester on organizjitional devel-

opment.
"1 really want to work with them to fix the prob-

lems." she said.

[.amour said he and other members of HASA
will meet today at 3 p.m. with members of CAO
and the SGA to discuss details of HASA's suspen-

sion and to go over discrepancies fH.\SA has with

Mari's report.

His hope is that a compromise can be

reached where HASA can be placed on some

sort of probation as opposed to a full suspen-

sion. He isn't expecting use of HASA funds,

which remain frozen under the suspension, but

he wants to be able to hold general body meet-

ings and "educationals" lor freshmen who join

the group.

UMass sets fundraising record

Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney gestures as he addresses a news conference yesterday at the

Sutehouse in Boston, announcing the formation of a panel of scientific and le^al experts to cratt a pro-

posal to reinsute capital punishment in Massachusetts for a narrow set of crimes.

By Sara-Mecjan Walsh
t.'oLLKC.IAN C'oRRKSPONDtNT

By Steve LeBlanc
AsscKiATEP Press

BOSTON - Republican Gov.

Mitt Romney said Tuesday he

wants to craft a death penalty bill

that will make it "virtually certain"

that only those guilty of the worst

crimes would be executed.

Romney named an 1 1 -member

panel of scientists, prosecutors and

legal experts to write a bill that

relies heavily on science to deter-

mine guilt or innocence.

Romney said the burden of

proof used to sentence someone to

death would likely need to be even

tougher than the "guilt beyond a

reasonable doubt " ncx.'ded to con-

vict a suspect of a crime.

"We want a standard of proof

that is incontrovertible," Romney

said. "This is a new kind of death

penalty...just as science can free the

innocent, it can identify the guilty."

Ma.ssachu.setts is one of about a

dozen states without capital pun-

ishment, which it banned in 1984.

The panel includes U.S.

Attorney Michael Sullivan - a for-

mer state prosecutor who has testi-

fied before the Massachusetts

legislature in favor of the death

penalty - and Dr. Henry l>ee, a

forensic specialist best known for

his testimony for the defense dur-

ing the 0.|. Simpson trial.

Romney said he did not ask the

members of the panel their posi-

tion on the death penalty. He tried

to deflect questions from reporters

about whether individual membeis

support or oppose capital punish-

ment.

One of the co-chairmen of the

panel. Joseph Hoffman, said the

group intends to craft a bill that

will protect the innocent.

He said it is "within the realm

of possibility" the panel could con-

clude such a bill is impossible.
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n-ial "would be a very poweriul

statement to me and I would cer-

tainly be wise to take heed."

Romney said.

Romney said he envisions using

the death penalty only for the worst

crimes, including the murder of a

police officer, terrorist acts with

multiple deaths or murders com-

mitted with "extreme atrocity."

The Republican govemor faces

an uphill fight in the Democrat-

controlled Legislature, where sup-

port for the death penalty, which

peaked aflei the 1997 murder of

10-year-old leffrey Curlcy of

Cambridge, has declined. The past

four Republican governors have

tried unsuccessfully to reinstate it.

The Massachu.setts House has tra-

ditionally opposed the death penal-

ty, which was defeated by a 94-b(.)

margin in 2001. The Senate has

backed the death penalty, but has

not taken a vote in several years.

Anti-death penalty activists say

it's impossible to cre-ate an error-

proof law.

"It is an act of arrogance to

assume that this time

Massachusetts will get it right

when it executed Sacco and

Vanzelti. " said loshua Rubenstein

of Amnesty International.

Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo

Vanzetti were put to death in 1927

after they were convicttxl of killing

two people during a robbeiy Many

observers say the trial focused

unfairiy on their anarchist beliefs

and immigrant status.

I3eath penalty supporters credit

Romnev lor trying to craft a precise

bill.

"(Capital punishment) is the

only way as a society that we can

adequately express our disapproval

of some awful behavior." said

Republican House Leader Brad

lones.

Federal prosecutors in Boston

have asked Attorney General |ohn

Ashcroft to consider filing a de^jth

penalty charge against ChaHes

laynes, 28. one of two men convict-

ed of kidnapping and murdering

leffrey Curley, The Boston Globe

reported Tuesday. Sullivan would

not immediately comment on the

decision.

leffrey Curley was lured into a

car by laynes and a second man.

then smotherc-d with a gasoline-

soaked rag when he re-sisted their

sexual advances. His corpse was

found encased in a cement-filled

tub in a river in Maine.

It would be the first time

since the federal LX-ath Penalty

Act was enacted in 1988 that

the death penalty would he

sought against someone already

serving a life sentence imposed

by a state court in the same

place, legal observers said.

Federal prosecutors have

pushed the death penalty in other

recent Massachusetts murder

cases.

As Plymouth District Attorney.

Sullivan asked fcxicial prosecutors

if Gary Sampson, who recently

pleaded guilty to the 2tK)1 carjack

slayings of two men, could face the

federal death penalty. |ui-y selection

is under way to decide if Samp.son

will be executed or face life in

prison.

Sullivan filed notice in feder-

al court last week saying he

intends to seek the death penal-

ty for two men accused of

shooting a third man at the

Boston Caribbean Carnival in

2001.

Suffolk District Attorney

Daniel Conley Conley objected,

.saying the death penalty is not an

appropriate punishment lor an

inner-city homicide.

The University of Massachusetts set an all-

time fundraising record by raising $35.2 million

dollars in private donations during the fiscal year

that ended on lune 30.

The donations came from a variety of sources,

including 44 percent from corporations and

foundations and 34.9 percent fiom University

alumni, along with funds from graduating and

current UMass students.

"We are grateful for their confidence and

their support." Chancellor |ohn V. Lombard

i

said. Chancellor Lombardi cited the key factor in

this dynamic fundraising as the increase in large

gifts granted to UMass. The University offered

information on four of the large gifts.

Kathleen and Robert Mahoney. both

University alumni, granted $2 million for the

construction of the Integrated Sciences Building.

The University also received a $1.5 million

gift from Terry Murray upon his retirement as

chairman of FleetBoston Financial Corporation.

The donation was created with matching funds

for the Terrence Murray Commonwealth College

Honors fund.

UMass alumnus Earl W. Stafford, chairman

and CEO of Universal Systems and Technology.

Inc.. gave $1 million lo the Uni\crsit> lor cre-

ation of the Earl W. Stafford Professorship in

Entrepreneurial Studies

The fourth gift was received from an anony-

mous donor and served, with matching funds, to

support the University Chair in Peace

Psychology.

There are two main factors believed to be

behind this sudden increase in fundraising

through private donations from the $20.1 mil-

lion raised last year: the first being the new

direction the University has taken under the

leadership of Chancellor Lombardi. lombardi

has argued that an investment in UMass will

improve the academic qualilv of the University

and create more educational opportunities for

students. Secondly, the University's foundation

Board has taken a lead in finding, developing

and personally making substantial philanthropic

connnitments to campus.

Last year, UMass beat the University of

Connecticut in the first Senior Class Challenge, a

competition where graduating seniors from both

universities challenged each other to laise the

most donations for their schools. UMass focused

on its long history of philanthropy, leading to 51

percent of its students donating an average of

Continued on page 2

>.IK\inH LIN.

Campus Center Water Park

Members ot the University of Massachusetts Maintenance Department responded to a flash fl.nid in the Campus Center Lobby

yesrely afternoon when waler from a torrential downpour failed to he channeled awav through safety storm ar.er.es. The heavy

downpour was estimated to have caused Kxal water levels to rise three inches withm a half hour time frame.
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Wednesday 24
At 4 p.m. award-winning poet,

Daniel Tobin will hold a reading in

ttie Stmson Room of the Williston

Memonal Ubrary at Mount Holyoke

College. Tobin's poems have

appeared in Stand, The American

Scholar, The Paris Review, and

many other journals. Among his

awards are "The Discovery/The

Nation Award," The Robert Penn

Warren Award, a creative writing

fellowship from the National

Endowment tor the Arts, and the

Robert Frost Fellowship. Tobin is

presently Chair of the Writing,

Literature, and Publishing

Department at Emerson College In

Boston. The lecture is free and open

to the public

On the University of Massachusetts

campus. Professor David Hat-

emeister of California Polytechnic

State University will present

"Verification of Arms - Control

Treaties," a lecture that will address

the general area of applying

physics to important societal

issues. Hafemeister has advised

(among others) the U.S. Senate, the

U.S. State Department and the

National Academy of Sciences.

Refreshments will be served at

3:45 p.m. In the Hasbrouck lobby.

The lecture will begin at 4 p.m. in

Hasbrouck, room 126.

At 7 p.m., Pulitzer Prize-winning

investigative reporter Mike Stanton

will discusses his New York Times

bestseller, "The Prince Of

Providence: The True Story of Buddy

Cianci, America's Most Notorious

Mayor, Some Wise Guys, and the

Feds." For more Information call:

534-7307. The event Is co-spon-

sored by the Mount Holyoke College

English Department and the

University of Massachusetts

Journalism Department TTie read-

ing is free and will take place at the

Odyssey Bookshop located at 9

College Street in South Hadley.

T h urs day 25

The Campus Community is invited

to attend the Committee for the

Collegiate Education of Black and

Other Minority Students, first annu-

al Freshmen/Upperclassmen

Community Day Reception at 5:30

p.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium at UMass. Vice-

Chanceilor of Student Affairs and

Campus Life Dr. Michael Gargano

will speak. For more informatwn

call Doris Clemmons at 545-5106.

At 6 p.m. the Jewish Outdoor Group

will be driving to a k)cal park and

build a fire, roast hotdogs and

tnarshmallows, and sing Jewish

and traditional campfire songs. To

attend, meet at Hillel House, 388 N.

Pleasant St., Amherst RSVP for

rides to bachutz@yahoo.com or

Susan at 549-1710x203.

Dr Robert Fuller will present the

lecture "Somebodies, Nobodies,

and the Abuse of Power" at 7:30

p.m. in the Hooker Auditorium of

Clapp Hall at Mount Holyoke

College. Trained as a physicist.

Fuller is a former President of

Oberiin College. His recent book

has spawned a new nKwement

based on the questioning of

"rankism," a name for the humilia-

tions, indignities and abuses

heaped upon nobodies by those of

higher rank.

At 7:30 p.m. in the Gamble

Auditorium in the Art Building at

Mount Holyoke College, the

Weissman Center for Leadership

will sponsor the lecture

"Democratic Crises and Radical

Intellectuals." The Keynote speaker

will be Joy James, the Professor of

Afncan Studies at Brown University

who has participated in a year-long

focus on "Geographies of Color:

Education, Inequality, and Black

Leadership In the 21st Century." For

more information, call the

Weissman Center for Leadership at

(413)538-3071.
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In room 319 of the Morrill Science

Center. Vans will depart for UMass

from the Amherst Geology

Department at 3:30 p.m.

Semces for Erev Rosh Hashana

will be hekl in the UMass Student

Unkxi Ballroom at 7 p.m. For more

information call 549-1710.

Smith College will host the Green

River Doula Networi< Benefit. The

"Autumn Evening of Fun" will hold

raffles and opportunities to meet

with local doulas. Beily dancers will

pertorm, and henna artists will also

be attending. The benefit will be

located at the Smith College FieW

House at 7 p.m.

Student Programs and Something

Every Friday will present hypnotist

Steve Taubman in "Americas

Funniest Hypnotist Show" at 9 p.m.

in the Blanchard Campus Center

Great Room at Mount Holyoke

College. Admissk)n is free.

d a y ^^
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From 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. the

Frances Perkins Scholars

Association (FPSA) will hold a tag

sale in the Chapin Auditorium In

Mary Wooley Hall at Mount Holyoke

College to raise money for the FPSA

Emergency Loan Fund.

10 a.m. services for Rosh Hashana

will be held in the Student Union

Ballroom. For more informatkMi call

549-1710.

Sunday 16

F r i day
students and faculty participants in

the 2000-03 Smith-Wellesley South

Africa studies program will share

their experiences with members of

the Five-College community at 12

p.m. in the Campus Center, room

205 at Smith College.

Cosponsored by the UMass

Organlsmal and Evolutionary

Biology Program, Ben Waggoner of

the University of Central Arkansas

will give a talk titled "What You Can

Learn from a Bunch of Oddballs:

The Late Proterozoic

Ediacarabiota." The seminar will

begin at 4 p.m. and will take place

At 2 p.m. filmmaker Sanjay Kak will

lead a discussion following the

screening of his film about the

struggle against big dams In the

Narmada Valley, India. The 'Words

on Water" film screening is part of

the conference, "Water Rights &

Wrongs: Global Perspectives on

Water Sovereignty." The event will

be held in the Campus Center Room

208 at Smith College. The event Is

free.

Polytechnic Institute will hold a

lecture entitled "A Guide for

Women Undergraduate
Engineering Students."

McLoughlin's talk will describe

three years of longitudinal,

qualitative research into the

lives of women undergraduate

engineering students at three

different colleges. Her research

will be developed into a hand-

book for women undergraduate

engineers and high school

women considering a major in

engineering. The lecture will be

at 4:30 p.m. in the Five College

Women's Studies Research

Center at Mount Holyoke

College.

Jane Musky, a film production

designer, will kick oft the

"Smith Theatre Departments
Designers and Directors

Colloquium Series" with a dis-

cussion and examples of her

work. Musky has been the pro-

duction designer for such films

as Finding Forester, Object Of

My Affection, The Devil's Own
and When Harry Met Sally.

Designers & Directors is a col-

loquium series with ^ix female

production designers for fea-

ture films. The lecture will be at

7 p.m. in the Wright Hall

Auditorium at Smith College.

Sarah Cardwell, a lecturer in

Film Studies at the University

of Kent, Englang, will give a

lecture entitled, "Time is of the

Essence: Exploring Film's

Temporality." The lecture will

be held at 7 p.m. in Room 202

Skinner Hall. Mount Holyoke

College, and is co-sponsored

by the Mount Holyoke College

Philosophy Department and the

Mount Holyoke College Film

Studies Program.

At 7:30 p.m., Dr. Alii Tripp, the

director of the Womens
Studies Research Center at the

University of Wisconsin-

Madison, will explore the maior

changes in and characteristics

of women's mobilization in

Africa, contrasting the current

movement with the more con-

servative women's agendas

that emerged after independ-

ence. The lecture will take

place in room 106 of Seelye at

Smith College. Refreshments

will be provided.

Tuesday 30

At 7 p.m. lesbian poet, short

story writer, and children's

book author Leslea Newman

will read from "The Best Short

Stories Of Leslea Newman."

The reading is co-sponsored by

True Colors at Mount Holyoke

College and will be located at

the Odyssey Bookshop. 9

College Street, in South Hadley.

Dr. Peter Berger. the director of

the Institute for the Study of

Economic Culture at Boston

University will present a lec-

ture entitled, "TransBuddhism:

Transmission, Translation, and

Transformation." Berger has

been committed to the study of

relationships between econom-

ic development and sociocultu-

ral change all over the world.

The lecture will be held in

Graham Hall. Hillyer in the

Brown Fine Arts Center at

Smith College at 7:30 p.m.

Monday 29
Lisa McLoughlin, a Five College

Women's Studies Research

Associate from Rensselaer

University receives $35.2

million in FY '03 donations

Continued from page 1

$39. The seniors raised a total

of $27,351.

Current students and parents

contributed a record $2 inillion

lo the Annual Fund. The money

in the Annual Fund goes toward

support for the school and its

campus programs.

Vice Chancellor for

University Advancement

F.lizabeth Dale gave a rough

breakdown of how the

University will most likely

>pend the money.

Sixty percent of the money

will have a direct impact on

campus in scholarships, equip-

ment and facilities, expanding

library resources, student

activities, research projects

and other items.

\ure campus commitments.

Dale encouraged further

tnonettSry support of the

University saying: "Private sup-

port creates a more vibrant

learning environment for our

students and provides a vital

margin of excellence on this

campus."
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Staying informed
for Election 2004

lt'$ no news that next year is an election yeur.

but even with the primiries ^f>pro«chinc in

February, wIk> the cancUdatei TtMit be is still

news. Yes, the election itself is still a long time

away, but it's iwt too early to start paying atten-

tion to the potoitial candidates so tlwi we can be

informed about who our dwices are for the next

president of the United States.

George W. Bush is the obvious choice for the

Republican Party, and everyone knows about him.

But how much do you know about the people

who are running for the Democratic nomination?

There are several Democrats who are being

considered major contenders for the primaries.

Massachusetts' own Senator John F. Kerry Is

actually considered one of the first tier candi-

dates. He may take a hit to his broad voter base,

however, with the recent arrival of fellow

Vietnam veteran General Wesley Clark to the

scene.

Howard Dean, the former governor of

Vermont, is another major player whose opinions

are similar to those of General Clark. Dean, as of

right now, is considered the major front-runner

of this race. Then, of course, there is also the

ever-present Dick Gephardt from Missouri who
has picked up solid support from the labor

unions.

|oe Lieberman and |ohn Edwards (the senator

from North Carolina, not the median from TV)

are also running for the nomination but aren't

being considered quite as seriously.

And then of course there are the candidates

that aren't being taken seriously at all: candidates

like Al Sharpton and Carol Moseley Brown, who.

while she admits that she won't win the nomina-

tion, says that she's trying to pave the way for

future women candidates.

Each of these potential presidents has opin-

ions of his or her own and positions on the key

issues. If you aren't already aware of what they

are, they can be easily found with a little effort.

We, at the Collegian, receive letters, articles

and columns all the time criticizing and denounc-

ing our current president and his actions and

statements on just about every issue. Luckily, we
have elections every four years so that if the pub-

lic is unhappy with the job that is being done, we
have a chance to change it. But no change will be

made if we don't take an active interest in the

alternatives.

If you are completely clueless, take ten min-

utes out of your day. Do some research; learn

about the other candidates and what their posi-

tions are. Formulate your own opinion, and most

importantly, when the time comes, VOTE!
We live in a democratic country, and that is a

privilege that too many of us take for granted. We
have the opportunity to choose our leader, but in

order to do that, we need to not only have an

educated opinion, but also act upon that opinion.

Short of being an exchange student, there is no

reason why everyone on this campus should not

be registered and exercising their right to vote,

especially for the upcoming presidential election.

If you want to change things, which so many

of you say that you do, then you can. So start pay-

ing attention now, and that way when the time

comes, you will know what candidate you want

as your president and you'll be able to voice your

opinion by casting a vote.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

Unsolved Mysteries: The SGA

Tiiomas

Nayflhion

^j^HjH "Who are

i jP^i^^l these people?

y|L_^B What do they

^^^tii^l do? Why the

^H^Wp^l hell should 1

^^^^^^^H care

^^^^^^^1 crap anyway?"

^^^^^m If you

yourself asking

these questions

concerning the
" acronym

"SGA, " you are not alone. 1 have

been here for three years, and 1

still have no clue what the hell

people are talking about when

they say "SGA."

I thought SGA was some STD
and all of the signs for SGA meet-

ings were signs for the "Sick

Genitalia Association." Then, 1

was walking around the student

union where I saw the "SGA
Office" and I thought, "Wow,

they have a whole office for this

•Association of the Genitally

Afflicted.'" (I was trying to come

up with less-inflammatory names

for the groins on fire' club.)

Then a friend kindly pointed

out "No, you idiot, SGA is the

Student Government Associa-

tion. Remember student council

in High School?"

I thought an STD association

sounded strange, but then 1

thought that it made sense con-

sidering the 25.000 students who

go here. And then if you consider

the amount of people who live in

Southwest, factor in the frats.

and add on the transient hippies

in Central...

My friend was disappointed in

my stupidity.

Suddenly 1 felt ripped off. 1

come to UMass for diversity and

they can't even give me one damn

STD club?! Its not like I'm afflict-

ed, its not like I want to join, but

1 want options, damn it!

Later on, I read in the paper

concerning some hullabaloo

between ALANA (My friends

kindly pointed out before I could

ask that No, not everyone in

ALANA is named Alana) and the

SGA. Apparently, someone from

the SGA eliminated seats from

the SGA because it said in the

constitution that those seats were

unconstitutional. Does that make

sense to anyone? Because it

makes no sense to me. Senseless.

1 decided to get in the know
about the SGA and exactly what

it does by logging onto the web-

site (chuckling to myself that 1

was foolish enough to get the

acronym wrong).

Three hours and 1 1 Diet

Pepsis later, 1 still had no idea

what the hell the SGA was all

about, not a clue. Then suddenly.

1 thought I found it. I started

reading the constitution. "So...

it's a club." Still clueless.

On the website there are lots

of explanations concerning who
and what the SGA is, but no info

on why an SGA is needed, what

benefits it offers, why your every-

day student should even care

about Student Government.

The Constitution was kind of

like the directions to a stereo or a

small appliance. The first article

is "Name." wherein it says the

name of the Student Government

Association: "The Student

Government Association."

(Thank you for purchasing a

Sony Stereo Unit — they have to

print that so you remember what

you bought.) Again with the dis-

appointments. I thought that the

"Name" section was going to

reveal a super secret name for the

SGA, but no, it's just SGA. Even

the Samaritans were more

thoughtful than that.

From what 1 gathered on the

website, the SGA is a club on

campus for kids who want to talk

about... stuff on campus. The

SGA is governed by a UMass

Trustee Statement that allows

these special students to handle

money going to registered stu-

dent organizations... and that's

about it. If you have a club, the

SGA is your governing body If

you mess with the SGA and

you're in the hang-gliding club,

well let's just say it may be a bad

hang-gliding season. I know I'm

probably missing a bunch of "real

cool" stuff that the SGA does and

I apologize, but I still don't know

why 1 should care about this club

that 1 don't belong to.

I remembered my friend com-

paring them to high school stu-

dent council and I grimaced

again. Why is everyone getting so

upset about a club? Did any of

the girls in the Baby Sitters Club

get this upset? I don't think any

of those girls did anything to war-

rant the submitting of statements

to newspapers or the participa-

tion in protests.

I propose that we dismantle

this SGA and ALANA and all of

those government-type clubs and

just submit to me as Grand

Poobah of Student Body. As

Grand Poobah, 1 will dis.solve any

and all RSOs that I see fit. No
more Republican Club being all

"white male" in my Campus
Center, no more "Radical Student

Union" eating soy and getting

rowdy. The Caribbean Dance

club or whoever is always in the

Campus Center Auditorium can

stay because I like their style: no

politics, just Caribbean dance. 1

am serious about these changes.

If the SGA and ALANA can't get

along and make decisions togeth-

er, then I'll make them by myself.

I represent enough groups on my
own: I'm gay. a lonncr-catholic.

my sister was the president of the

foreign language club, and I have

sonic Republican cousins in New
Hampshire. I have you all cov-

ered.

The bottom line is this: We're

in college: this is not the real

world. lared Nokes is making a

huge statement on behalf of the

SGA whether everyone agrees

with him or not. That statement

is one imbued with sickening

racism and elitism. But then

again, it's just a club. Someone

very funny said. "Politics is

Hollywood for ugly people." I

imagine that there are many
attractive members of the SGA.

so I'm not sure if that statement

applies lo them. Bui after looking

at the archives of the boring agen-

das and minutes and alter lLK)king

around al the UMass campus

unchanged in the three years I've

been here, student government

seems to be an amu.sement park

for the devoted lethargist.

Thomas Suughton is a

Collegian columnist.

Grand ol' failure

Yousef

Munayyef

__^^ I'm a

^Hj^ Republican
^^^^B No. wait, please

^^^^l keep reading: I

^J^^t swear I'll ex-

JH^I^^ plain. I know

^^^^^^^^1 to

town, but here

is the deal. Ini

not actually a
" registered

member of any party This is

becau.sc I have very little faith in

the parties that dominate politi-

cal discourse and can't lathoiii

letting other people persuade the

way I vote because they brandish

a donkey or an elephant.

Sadly, American politics has

only further disintegrated a hos-

tile petting zoo of nothing more

than donkeys and elephants defe-

cating on a lawn that occasional-

ly grows high enough to be called

the Green Party

When it comes to most issues.

I find that I identify with the con

servatives more. Many of you

who have read my column before

are thinking I'm a blatant h>p-

ocrile now. but that's noi itic

case. What I'm trying to explain,

and what I'm quite angry about

is the status of the Republican

Party and conservatives now. and

how this administration has dis

enfranchised many of its own.

I will not concentrate on

President Bush's personal short

comings. Besides, I am only per

milled so much space to write,

but rather what is important to

understand is that the Bush

administration is not very

Republican at all, al least not to

me.

When Bush ran for office, he

promised several things. I'm not

even sure if he even remember^

any of his campaigning, because

he hasn't done much of what he

originally said he would. The

whole campaign is a blur to me
as well: I jusi remember it culmi-

nating in hanging chads and a

Supreme Court case. Remember
all that talk about education and

no child left behind? What has

come of that initiative?

1 know that most schools are

strapF>ed for cash now more than

ever before. 1 know that the

University of Massachusetts,

along with other schools, is con-

sistently feeling the heat when it

comes lo budget woes. Many
state governments are inching lo

the brink oi bankruptcy How
much time and elfoit has Bush

spent supporting schools? Well

there was this one photo I recall

of him leading story time at an

elementary school, appropriately

enough Bush was holding his

book upside-down. The fact of

the matter is the campaign plat-

fonn that focused on "putting

education fust" hasn't put it on

the list al all.

Now I know many people are

thinking that poor ol' George

just caught some bad luck with

9/11 and that threw his whole

plan off: I don't really buy that.

The president took most of the

month of August off to vacation

while presiding over the largest

security blunder in the history of

this nation. I can agree that 9/1

1

changed the world: there is no

dispute in that, but Bush has

done little lo relied the conserva-

tive ideal on post-9/1 I America.

With the nation's economy
already slumping and unemploy-

ineni figures rising, the Bush

icam needed lo locus on solving

those problems. At the same
time. 9/1 I opened the window of

opportunity lor every neo-con in

the pentagon to gel off the simu-

lator machine-i and put their

plans to work in real life.

Since Bush took office, gov-

cinmeni has never been larger

This administration has created

bureaucracies that would make
I ranklin Delano Roosevelt jeal-

ous. Spending has gone

through the roof. The tax cuts

have dried up a surplus so dras-

tically that the national debt is

teaching new heights every day.

Hie tax cut may have stimulat-

ed the economy prior lo 9/1 1

but continuing with il now is

pointless. There is a desperate

need for money in a govern-

ment that is bigger and nosier

than it should be. Not to men-
tion that most of ihe money
I hat is in ihc budget isn't going

where it should be. like educa-

tion, as we were promised a

lew years ago.

Investors arc scared to jump
back into the market and I can't

blame them. The economy began

this descent after the high of dot-

com investing vanished towards

the end of the Clinton years. But

since then, no light has been seen

at the end of the tunnel. White-

collar crime, perpetrated by the

likes of Enron (F.nron officials

were .some of the largest contrib-

utors lo the Bush campaign) has

instilled a fear in investors only

rivaled by instability caused by

the constant slate of war since

9/11. People don't want to move
their money around. and

President Bush has given them

no reason to.

The recent decisions of the

Supreme Court regarding affir-

mative action and gay rights have

shown that the conservatives are

losing ground in those national

debates. Not to mention "Log

Cabin" Republicans - can there

be a bigger oxymoron? This is yet

another area where Bush has

rarely put forward an effort to

make a difference.

The status of the Republican

Parly disappoints me. I'm not

crazy about any of the

Democratic candidates for 2004
- I don't even see a difference in

many of them. If the Republican

Parly were willing lo put up
someone other than its joke of an

incumbent, I would highly con

sider il. Unforiunately though,

that is unlikely and this adminis-

. Iration has made many conserva-

tives lake an "anyone-but-Bush"

altitude.

The Republican Party has

iransformed into some mutant

composed of confused middle-of-

the-road politicians and extrem-

ist ideologues that are bent on

being the cartographers of the

Middle Fast. Not lo mention that

it's carried by an intolerant, per-

verse form of good \s. evil patri-

otism that encourages discrimi

nation towards anyone now wav-

ing Old Glory

The truth is that ihe

Republican Parly has foigollen

whal Old Glory is about: they

have forgotten what they stand

for, and they have allowed neo-

cons to hijack their party and

control it in the national arena as

well. Maybe this will all work out

and the GOP will refonn itself,

and maybe one day we can

understand the phenomenon that

is "Log Cabin " Republican think

ing. HA! Well, one can always

hope.

Yousef Munayyer is a

C 'ollegian columnist.

Meal plan exemptions
If you cannot eat what is served al the dining hall

due to religious or dietary reasons, you should be

excused from having a meal plan. Forcing

students who cannot eat the food prepared p
j

and served at the dining commons to pur-
'

chase meal plans is immoral and does not

put the best interests of students where they should

be - first.

If you are a freshman or sophomore, living on

campus, you are required to have a campus meal

plan. This is fine for the average student who oats the

average food, prepared the average way. However,

there are those who cannot, due to leligious or

dietary rea.sons. eat what is sened at the campus din-

ing coinmons. Thus the purpose of the I bod Service

Department's Exemption Conimillee to determine

whom should be exempted from the mandatory cam-

pus meal plan.

However, recently, the Exemption Cominiltee has

refu.sed exemptions to several Jewish students

attempting to keep Kosher while living on campus.

lewish students who obscr\e the lewish dietary

laws of Kashmi (to keep Kosher) are unable to eat in

the campus dining halls with assurance that the tood

and its preparation align wilh kosher obseivances.

This is also true of Muslim students who follow the

dietary laws of Hallal.

One sophomore, who we shall call Sam. keeps

kosher Last year, as a freshman he ate breakfast, ami

a vegetarian lunch al the dining common in his living

area, and then dinner at the llillcl House whore the

"Kosher Option" meal plan was seived on week-

nights. This year. Sam has become stricter in his

lewish practice. Pari ol this more inlonse focus on

religion, for Sam. means observing the laws ol

Kashrul more closely, which posos a problem when

forced to have a dining commons meal plan.

Tliis year, the "kosher option " meal plan is only

available al the Hampden Dining Common in

Southwest, unlike last year when il was seived at ilu-

Hillel House, llio option was moved to Hampden

this tall supposedly so that studonis would not have

lo leave campus lo keep kosher, allowing more stu-

dents to more easily keep kosher I low over, accoiding

to Sam, fewer people oat kosher at Hainpilon than

did at Hillel.

Now. to continue his koslioi ilioi on campus, ho

must purchase a meal plan and the "koslioi c>ption"

available for an additional $200 pei semester As a

sophomore, the smallesi meal plan Sam could

chcK)se is the Basic Meal Plan at a cosi <»f $l.20b.50

per semester If you lack on the S201) kosher option,

his meal plan for the somesior is .SI .fOIr 'HV II Sam

did not have to keep koshei. ho could have iho

Deluxe Meal Plan for just $1,288 jx-i semester.

$1 18.50 cheaper than the Basic plan with iho kosher

option.

Sam. who spends much of his time at the Hillel

House that serves lewish students on campus, could

get a meal plan there al Wabby's Cafo for just

$984.80 a semester The fiKxl at VVabby's would K-

completely kosher, prepared properly served in

accordance with the Kashmi laws, and for Sam. a

much more convenient option. Living in

n»,| Central and spending much of his lime oui-
""'^

side of class at Hillel makes the commute to^^"^
Southwest for the UMass kosher meal

option a burden.

Furthermore, the Hillel option allows Sam to eat

with others who, like him, have chosen to keep

kosher, instead of eating in a "private area" within

Hampden.
On Monday. Sept. 15, Sam completed his

Exomplion Application in order to be excused from

his campus meal plan. With his application was a let-

ter from his Rabbi detailing why Sam would not be

fulfilling Kashnjt laws if he continued to eat at the

dining commons. On Wednesday. Sept. 17. Sam
received a letter from the Hxoniption Ct.)mniittee

doming his request lor exemption from the campus

meal plan. The reason seemed lo be thai they had

added lunch to the kosher option, served at

1 lamjxlen. where before they had only offered dinner.

Sam knows of two other students also denied

oxoinplions from the campus meal plan, despite reli-

gious rea.sons. this semester

This is not about money.

This is about doing what is

right for students, putting

students first.

I'm afraiil you'll read thai Sam is lewish and from

Now ^brk and blow this off. allowing yourself to lall

prey lo typical stereotypes and think. "Iliis kid has

money, let him pay the extra $200." But this is not

about money This is about doing what is right for

suiilonls. putting studonis lirsi.

Chancellor Lombard! walks campus with a

"Siudenls lirsl" pin on his backpack. The pin pro-

claims the mollo of our now Vice Chancellor of

Student .Mfaiis and Campus Life. Michael Gargano,

who has said. "(.)ur ihemo.is students first!"

Gargano and 1 A>mbardi have the right idea: the Food

Services dopartmoni does not. If Sam is exempted

from his campus meal plan, ho will put chase a meal

plan at the Hillel Houses Wabby's Cafo. He will be

well fed and regislered wilh a well known campus

oiganiza lion's meal service. hovN' is this not in Sam's

best inioresi?

Granting Sam. and others in his situation, an

exemption from their mandaioiy meal plan would

show the University's resjxxi for their leligious

choices, decisions and needs. Denying him an

oxompiion says that foodservice cares more about

onrollmoni in ihoir plan, than in the campus's stu-

dents.

S.I. Port is a Collegian Columnist.
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The Saints return to the big screen

l.\H'Klt>r mtMiiNl«.« K>AINfsn>M

The MacManuii bruthers are coining back for some mure righteous slaughter.

By Reii) Davenr)RT
0)LiJ-(.iAN S^A^^

To be a fan of the cult movie, "The

[Joondock Saints." means there are only

a few things you wish for: a sequel and

a chance to speak with a member of the

cast. While the sequel is still in the early

stages of heading to the set for filming,

director Troy Duffy was kinjl enough to

set aside some of his own time to speak

with a member of "the Flock" about the

upcoming movie, amongst other things.

"1 saw you were in Massachusetts .so

I had to give you a call." Duffy said in

response to an email.

Troy is a former Bostonian, but cur-

rently finds his home in Las Angeles.

Calif. He never believed his movie

would be as popular as it is today. There

are currently over 10,000 members of

the fan group, dubbed "the Flock," and

they show off their love for the film

through drawings, pictures, and

through tattoos at TheBoondock-
Saints.com. To this day, there is not a

bar Mr. Duffy can enter without at least

one person recognizing him.

"I'm never tired of fans recognizing

me in public." Duffy said. "You know
they are true fans becau.se if someone

like Brad Pitt is in a bar. everyone

knows who he is. but to know who I am
wouki make you a true fan of the movie.

My wife will even overhear other fjeople

in a bar talking about the film and she'll

go tell them that 1 was the director."

For those who are unfamiliar with

the film, it's about two Irish Catholic

brothers from South Boston who realize

that if they rid the world of evil, along

with their best buddy, the good in things

may tlourish. The film includes Sean

Patrick Flanery, Norman Reedus,

Willem Dafoc and Billy Connolly, it is

an action-drama packed with some of

the best action :^enes. gunfights and

one-liners ever. The only problem is that

only a select few know of the movie.

The original film was created for

theaters back in 1999. Unfortunately

for Duffy, the timing for the relea.se of

his film was during the Columbine

school shootings. These events led to

the film never seeing the light of day in

the U.S. due to the graphic nature.

There were a few screenings in

Canadian theaters, but the film still was

not available to the public. Any hard-

core fan of the film at the time would

have to order the Canadian version of

the DVD, which was simply the R-rated

version of the film, in order to see it at

ail.

Eventually "Blockbuster" came out

with a "FOX" version of the film for

VHS, but the members of the Flock

craved more insight into the film. After

a long wait. "FOX" finally released a

L^VD with commenlar), deleted-.scenes

and outtakes for a very reasonable price

of $10. Still, the fans would learn Troy

was cheated because the NC-1 7 footage

was taken out in order to get the DVD
released.

On the heels of the DVD release

came a shocking announcement on the

website about a .sequel in the works.

Suddenly it was like "Willy Wonka" all

over again as the factory, known as the

mind of Troy Duffy, started producing

ideas again, full-blast, but the gates

stayed locked so no one could get in to

see his secret formula. The rumor mill

on the message board went crazy.

Rumors about Dafoe not being part of

the cast and whether the .sequel would

go to theaters or not were running

rampant, but only Troy Duffy could

answer the questions that Hooded in

every day.

"With Dafoe, it was a scheduling

problem," Duffy said about Dafoe

being unable to a-join the cast. "He was

doing a play over in lx)ndon when I

talked with him and he just was not

ready to take in the inlomiation at the

time.

"This is actually going to be a histo-

ry-making movie," Duffy boasted about

the theater question. "It will be the tirst

. theatrical released sequel for a straight-

to-video movie. We are going to try to

get it in all the major markets."

One of the big questions is if David

Delia Rocco will return as his Rocco

persona in the sequel. Duffy confirmed

thai the self-proclaimed "Funny Man"
will have one, and only one. returning

.scene in the sequel. Other rumors Duffy

put to rest are that there will be no love

interest whatsoever and the new char-

acter, Romeo, is not meant to be the

"new Rocco,' but simply a new charac-

ter

"I wrote the part of Romeo for my
friend Clifton Collins jr. |of "The Last

Castle" and 'Traffic')," said Duffy. "1

think of a certain actor when 1 write

my characters. 1 may not get that spe-

cific actor, but when we shot in

Toronto I found a ton of great actors.

1 prefer to put new faces in than have

a big star who won't commit to the

film.

"As for the new FBI agent, I just saw

her as a woman." Duffy continued.
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"This is actually going to be a history-making movie," creator Troy Duffv said of the sequel to "The Boondock

Saints" (original film pictured above). "It will be the first theatrical released sequel for a straight-to-video movie. We
are going to try to get it in all the major markets."
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Film creator Troy Duffy has

unwittingly created a cult classic.

"There is absolutely no love interest, so

the Flock has no need to fear"

Along with Collins, Marley Shelton

joins the cast as FBI Agent Eunice

Bloom. Shelton is most well known for

her roles as Wendy Peppercorn in "The

Sandlot" and Chloe in "Bubble Boy"

These two will not be the only new

additions to the film. There will be the

gunfights, action scenes and classic lines

that every fan will enjoy, but Troy has

promised one other thing about the

film.

"I want this sequel to blow the most

hardcore fan away" said Duffy 'The

.sequel is going to have a story that no

one will see coming. It's also the only

thing I worry about. Even with the

action the fans loved returning, this film

is going to have a twist that no one will

be prepared for."

If you are a current, or future, fan of

the movie and searching stores for

"Saints" t-shirts, the place you need to

go is the merchandise section of

TheBoondockSaints.com. The Saints

shop also has pea coats, rosaries, and

shot glasses, among other things for you

to show off your love for the film with.

They just released a Rocco shirt which

Duffy, and Delia Rocco himself, are

very proud of.

"We got lucky with our t-shirt maker

in Colorado," said Duffy "There are

only three high quality presses and our

guy managed to get one. It costs a lot

more, but its worth it. We also plan to

have a shirt for every character available

eventually"

The sequel is currently being

planned to begin filming between now
and spring in Toronto. Again, it is

planned for a theatrical release along

with a new NC-17 version DVD
release of the first film. Troy is also try-

ing to work a deal to gel the first

Saints into theaters for midnight

screenings. "The Boondock Saints" is

currently available on "Fox DVD" at

stores for around $10.
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Ready for my close-up
Mike Lebakken, a senior English major, and Ben Lund, a senior Marketing major, clown

around while they wait for their Real World/Road Rules audtion. Auditions were held yesterday

at the Campus Center.

Some major twisted rock
Fingertight's album debuts strong

By Cameron J. Woods
("oLLE(.iAN Staff

Fingertight's debut album,

"In the Name of Progress" is a

nonstop fast-paced progression

into an angry world of heavy

rock riffs and

Fingertight

'In the Name
of Progress'

Columbia

furious, emo-
tionally des-

perate vocals.

With increas-

ing pressure

from major
record labels

for a band to instantly deliver,

it has become a rare quality for

a hard rock group to be able to

authentically express them-

selves without sounding con-

trived or sappy. In fact, it seems

to be even harder to introduce

catchy hooks into the equation

without the whole ordeal com-
ing off sounding like another

faceless radio rock record. One
could sit down and analyze the

heck out of their album, but the

fact is, Fingertight has made a

catchy album that for the most

part sounds fresh and new.

Packed with a new innova-

tive and emotionally subjective

melodic metal, "In The Name
Of Progress" finds Fingertight

delivering fantastic hooks,

intricate instrumentation and

the occasional haunting melody

as well as driving riffs, a ample
amount of piano and a loosely

determined rhythm section. If

comparison must be made one

could say that this band sounds

like a twisted cross between

Taproot. Our Lady Peace and

The Lostprophets. This band

seems to excel at writing mate-

rial that is inherently tailored

to be pleasing to the main-

stream ear. yet possesses a bit

of the kind of depth that goes

beyond a face value listening.

The band wrote and com-
posed all of the 1 5 tracks on

endearing are the glimmers of

lyrical genius that vein

throughout the whole work. An
example of these deep and
thought-provoking lyrics comes
from their track "Resurfacing."

"On the surface, of the one

we call belief. Underneath it.

Nappy Roots loses its groove:

Kentucky jam band falls short
By Gill Benedek
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Fingertight strive for originality, but fail to hit hard on their debut

album.

the debut album. This fact may
explain the somewhat repeti-

tive themes of anger, loneliness

and all around social displeas-

ure that emanate throughout

the compact disk. A prime

example of their uninspired

lyrical styling comes from their

first track. "Fear In Me." "The

shame inside me. the fate

iheyve tried to seal."

At the same time, though

what makes this band so

well comes the only thing Tvc
lived for. Thal"s why you must
believe me."

Though they are quile inno-

vative in their work.
Fingertight by no means re-

invent the modern rock wheel.

Their material is tight, the band
is on point, and the songs have

a certain character: but as a

whole it"s nothing that will

boldly appeal to anyone already

Continued on page 5

On the track. "Nappy Roots Day," Ron Clutch

sums up the group's present state perfectly: "Who
would ever thought six different strands/

would lock together locked forever/ rockin'

leathery wood told you chicken and grits go

good/ with some watermelon." The Kentucky

sextet. Nappy Roots, has produced its cre-

ative, sophomore album, "Wooden l^eather."

Armed with an arsenal of producers, almost

every track on "Wooden Leather" oozes with

their signature country sound: deep-fried, funk beats

laced with organic instruments and soulful hooks.

Although some of the album's lyrics lack the verbal

persuasion of today's better rappers. Nappy Roots'

rhythm helps cover this problem. Similar to their

debut album. Nappy Roots focus on the blue-collar,

common man. On "Sick and Tired" the group illus-

trates people's frustration with barely getting by: "I'm

sick an' tired of being criticized/ I'm sick an' tired of

barely getting by/ I'm sick an' tired of not livin' right."

The single 'Roun' the Globe" is a peri'ect represen-

tation of their sound, a blend of city and country hip-

hop, as they sing on their single's hook, "The whole

damn world's country." For the partygoers. "Wooden
Leather" may disappoint. "Twang," an ode to tight-

jeaned ladies, tries hard to sound funky and instead

ends up being a little off balance.

Other surprises are the tracks by produc-

ers Raphael Saadiq and Kayne West. Saadiq

croons on "Leave This Morning," but his

other track, "Work in Progress" is a poignant

cut. Crackling vinyl, uplifting flutes and
strumming guitars are flawlessly layered on
the track. Anthony Hamilton, the talent

behind the chorus on "Po' Folks " makes a return on
"F\ish On" with an impressive showing.

The album begins to lag toward the end. where

many uninspired beats and lyrics conclude the album.

"War and Peace" and "Light and Dark" seem like an

afterthought, half-hearted in both their production and
delivery. Yet overall, "Wooden l.eather" successfully

experiments with a countrified-funk sound. Despite

the lack of focus at the end, the Nappy Roots have

solidified themselves on the hip-hop arena with

"Wooden Leather"

(XMIRTTSY ATl.ANTlr

The Nappy Rixits still jam but have lost a bit of their passion on new release, "Wooden Leather."
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Dining

Services

Certified Kosher Meals are being

served at Hampden Dining

Commons!
Monday - Friday: Luncti 11:30am - 1:30pm

Dinner 5pm - 7pm

For more informallon call: 545-3489

(£)\(ew yiburs of
Operationfor

^ocester fining
Qofntnons!

Oak Room
will now be
open until

7pm on
Friday

evening.

Hillside Room
will be open
until 7:30pm

Friday,

Saturday and
Sunday.

Shock rocker still at it:

Bowie produces another hit
By Jennifer Hubbard
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The only way to describe

David Bowie's new compact
disc is, interesting. It is full of

picturesque lyrics that force

you to listen up and colorful

background accompaniment
that edges on strange, but it

never crosses the line to annoy-

ing. This will mark
Bowie's 2bth album, but

Bowie hasn't lowered

his standards.

A song on the album
that was particularly

memorable was "Never

Get Old," where he

claims, "And I'm never ever

gonna get. I'm never ever

gonna get old." If he keeps

making albums like this, then

there is no way he can.

Lyrics like "Well some peo-

ple try to pick up girls, they get

called assholes, this never hap-

pened to Pablo Picasso," from

the song "Pablo Picasso"

intrigue and amuse the listener.

This song starts off with skip-

ping noises that almost make
you think your copy is

scratched, but soon segue into

a tune centering around the

painter Pablo Picasso. This was
by far a favorite because it is so

different, and the lyrics make it

really funny because they com-

pare everything to the painter.

The track "the Loneliest

Guy" was a bit aggravating

because it is so slow and just

makes one want to fall asleep.

It doesn't transition well with

the prior songs that

are poppy and feel

good. The first few

songs on the disk,

including "New Killer

Star" and "Pablo

Picasso" bring a

poppy-ness to the

compact disc. Songs like

"Looking for Water," "Fall Dog
Bombs the Moon," and the title

track. "Reality," have a rock

feeling to them, which is a

change from the first set of

songs.

"She'll Drive the Car" is a

surprise because it incorpo-

rates a blues sound in the song.

"Bring Me to the Disco King" is

very slow and uses a lot of

piano. This is also surprising

because of its title. The slow

songs are a little too slow at

ilMIRnSYIIMtnlM

David Bowie may be old, but

is the 'king' of smooth rock.

points, but the lyrics are well

written.

This album has mass appeal

because of its variety of styles.

David Bowie is definitely an

interesting individual.

In 1986, he played the gob-

lin king in the |im Henson chil-

dren's movie, "Labyrinth,"

where he attempts to steal a

baby and seduce the young
Jennifer Connolly. It's his odd-

est work that always proves the

most fun. This album definitely

does not disappoint.

New band, same old rock and roll sound
Continued from page 4
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"In The Name of Progress,"

sports its sp<.K>ky cartoons.

worn out by the multitude of

bands currently languishing in

this corner of the rock n' roll

genre. One could easily turn on

a rock radio station and hear

something similar to

Fingertight.

Sure, the album does have

its strong points, unfortunately

most of them seem to come
after the first half of the album
where most listeners would
have opted to get off the train.

The momentum soon goes off

the tracks near the end of the

effort, especially when the

seemingly ever-present aggres-

sion of new rock rears its ugly

head on "Surface" - a track

foolhardily resurrected from an

earlier effort.

In the end, Fingertight's

music isn't necessarily progress

for music itselL but it is a huge

leap for the band. "In The
Name Of Progress" is definitely

a fitting title when considering

the body of work they have laid

out on this offering. If >ou're

looking for modern rock music

that doesn't drill into your head

and instantly make you tear the

headphones off of you ears, or

swear off the unoriginal fluff

all together. Fingertight is the

band for vou.

SEND COMMENTS TO

arts@dailycollegian.com

EXTRA! E 11
Free newspapers are now available

to UMass students! f"

Newspapers nill be available at

the folloning locations: ^

Campus Center Concourse

Hampshire Dining Hail /

Franldin Dining Hail

Worcester Dining Hall ^

The foDowing publications ^

are provided courtesy of

The Student Government

Association:

IISATODAY

The Boston Globe
\

The New York Times ^

Please see the special ballot item f

askingyou to consider suppoiting

thefuture oftlie ne}vspaperprogram

Questions or Comments?

Please call (800) 872-6414, ext 5(M.
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Going their seperate ways
Jift Krohn hands off to Raunnv Rosario during the Minutemen's SI -7 win over Central

Connecticut on Sept 6. Rosario hasn't played since that game, but Krohn and the Minutemen will

host James Madison this Saturday.

University Health Services
Mental Health Groups Fall 2003

Alcohol and Drug Discussion Group
Mondays, 3:45-5:00 pm
This is an informal, confidential place for individuals to explore their

relationship with alcohol and drugs. Discussions will be guided by members'

interests. Self-assessment tools and referral information will be made
available. Members may attend as few or as many meetings as they wish.

Coed Self-Exploration Group For
Undergraduate Students
Tuesdays, 2:30-4:00 pm —
or — Wednesdays, 3:30-5:00 pm
For college men and women who experience difficulties in interpersonal

connections or who have concerns about their relationships.

Women's Eating Issues Group
Tuesdays, 4:00-5:15 pm
This is a group for women who are interested in changing negative eating

patterns, decreasing food and weight concerns and enhancing self-

acceptance. Members will have an opportunity to learn about the underlying

dynamics contributing to eating issues and to develop coping strategies.

Women's Self-Exploration Group
Thursdays, 9:00-10:30 am
This is a group for older undergraduates, graduate students, student

dependents, and covered employees. The group provides an opportunity

for women to explore personal relationships, work, studies, family of origin,

health, acculturation, and other relevant concerns. The group is ongoing

with members added as space permits.

Anger Issues Group
Thursdays, 1:00-2:30 pm
This group is open to any students who would like to learn how to better

manage and understand their anger. Meetings will focus on identifying

emotions, memories, and situations that trigger anger, as well as strategies

to manage it.

Coed Self-Exploration Group
For Graduate Students
Thursdays, 4:00-5:15 pm
For graduate men and women who experience difficulties with interpersonal

connections or who have concerns about their relationships. Members will

have an opportunity to explore personal relationships, work, studies, and

other relevant concerns.

Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR)
Thursdays, 5:15-6:30 pm
Start Date: September 18, 2003
Mindfulness is a particular way of paying attention:

>- with mindful intention

>- in the moment
> without judgement

Although MBSR embraces the acceptance of things as they are without

striving, research has show that, with regular practice, it has the potential

to lower stress, anxiety, and depression. It can promote relaxation, improve

concentration, raise self-awareness, and enhance the immune system.

Referrals and inquiries may be made to Kathryn Proulx @ 545-2337.

Groups are conducted by Mental Health Division staff.

Payment is deducted from your UHS Basic Plan,

Student Health Insurance Plan, GIC, or

Health New England plan subject to ,,3^;;^

„ _ , „ plan limitation and co-pays. "VSTf

Group* requir* an initial acrewiinfl that cart be irrangta

by calling 545-2337 or stopping by at 125 Hills North,

Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm.

Minutewomen get back to work
Continued from page 8

|es.sica McCavaiiagh and Kelly Shiinmin, who are

tied atop the ptiini scorcis list with eight.

jShininiin is| a creative sort of freestyle player."

kudy said, "without many defensive responsibilities.

She can tloat around and then strilte."

Another .serious threat in the Blue Devils' arsenal

is Marina Lorentzson, who nails the leading scorers

by only one point.

"U-orentzson is) very good in one-on-one situa-

tions." Rudy said.

Laura Duncan will anchor the stout Central

Connecticut defense.

"(She is) very hard in the tackle and very experi-

enced," Rudy said of Duncan. "One of the only sen-

iors on the
I
Central Connecticut] team."

Sabrina Mariani will get the start between the

pipes for the Blue Devils. Mariani has posted a 1.34

goals against average, a 74.3 save percentage, 26
saves and a record ol b- 1

.

"We're going to have to be on top of our game to

beat this team, because they are feeling pretty good."

Rudy said.

The banged-up Minutewomen will have to pick

up the slack for the absence of leading scorer Blyler,

who leads the Minutewomen with six points.

Lindsey Bellini (five points) will be expected to take

on the bulk of the offensive responsibilities for

UMass.

Freshman Nadia Villrroel has been putting her

name on the map with her aggressive play this sea-

son thus far. Villrroel has provided a spark for the

young Maroon and White defense.

The Minutewomen will look to senior Kelly Nigh

for another solid performance in goal. Aside from

the five goals allowed to Boston University. Nigh has

held opponents around one point per game. Nigh

has started every game in net for the Maroon and

White, and has totaled 29 saves on the sea.son with

a sub-2.00 GAA.
"The biggest thing." said Rudy, "is that we have

to come out with some confidence in this game and

not get rocked in the beginning.

Clarett takes legal action
By Rusty Miller
As.s<xiAi>:i) Pntss

COLUMBUS, Ohio
Suspended Ohio State tailback

Maurice Clarett sued the NFL on

Tuesday, asking a judge to throw

out a league rule that prevents him
from entering the 2004 Draft.

The lawsuit contends the NFL
rule prohibiting playeis Ironi being

drafted until they have been out of

high school lor three years violates

antitrust law and hanns competi-

tion.

Clarett, who rushed for 1.237

yards and led Ohio State to a

national championship as a fresh-

man last season, wants U.S.

Distinct ludge Shira Scheindlin to

declare him eligible lor the 2004

Draft - or ivquirc the NFL to hold

a special supplemental draft soon-

"Botore locking into

a long term contract for a

fitness facility with no

machinery in place, why not give

the veteran professionals a visit.

"

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB

"Big enough to own the best

equipment, but small enough to

know your name.

* In business 22 yeahs

• Locally owned i operated"

www.amherstathietic.com
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Under current rules, he is not

eligible for the draft until 2005.

"Had Clarett been eligible for

the 2005 Draft, it is almost certain

he would have been selected in the

beginning of the first round and

would have agreed to a contract

and signing bonus worth millions

of dollars." according to the law-

suit filed in federal court in New
York.

The NFL says it will fight any

challenge to the rule.

"We do not believe that this

lawsuit serves the best interests of

Maurice Clarett or college football

players generally, but we look for-

ward to explaining to the court

both the very sound reasons under-

lying our eligibility rule and the

legal impediments to the claim that

was filed." NFL spokesman Greg

Aiello said.

Clarett was suspended from the

team for at least a year after an

investigation detennined he broke

NCAA bylaws concerning benefits

lor athletes and lied to investiga-

tors.

His attorney, Alan Milstein.

filed the lawsuit against the NFL a

day after he and Clarett's mother

met with league executives in

Washington to discuss whether

Clarett would be eligible for the

April 24 draft.

The lawsuit argues the NFL rule

"is a restraint of amateur athletes

who were strangers to the collec-

tive bargaining process."

A Duke University legal expert

says Clarett has a strong ca.se and

the NFL will probably have trouble

keeping Clarett out of the draft.

"Any attempt by competitors to

restrain competition in the labor

market is regarded by the courts

with great suspicion," said Paul

Haagen, a Duke law professor

"Unless the restraint falls under a

limited number of narrow excep-

tions, it will be treated as a viola-

tion of the antitrust laws."

When NFL commissioner Paul

Tagliabue was asked earlier this

month if he thought the league

could win such a lawsuit, he

replied: "My feeling as commis-

sioner is that we have a very strong

case and that we'll win it."

Milstein said that if they win

their lawsuit against the NFL. it

wouldn't mean dozens of players

would leave college early for the

pros.

"This is not going to open the

floodgates." he said. "You still will

have to be of a cenain level of abil-

ity to consider this. 1 read where

someone said. "We don't want 13-

year-olds in the NFL.' That's ridicu-

lous. You still would have to be

drafted, signed and make the

team."

Ohio State coach lim 1Ves.sel

said he had spoken to Clarett's

mother this week and was told

Clarett would be enrolled for the

fall quarter.

"1 don't know really much of

what's behind the decision, so I

don't know if he's testing the

waters, how he's approaching it,"

Tressel said.

Clarett can only be reinstated

by Ohio State after the school

appeals to the NCAA. Athletic

director Andy Geiger said Tuesday

that. "We don't intend to apply for

reinstatement lor quite a while."

90 Gatehouse Road, Off Rt. 9, Two miles East of Amherst Center

On the Bus Route • TEL: 256-6446

Shopping for o health club? • Do your homevy/ork first

Hampshire Fitness Club has it all for you
•FULL SIZED INDOOR POOL
•AOUA AEROBICS
•CYBEX/NAUTILUS CIRCUIT

• BOXING STUDIO

•CYBEX FREE WEIGHTS
•FULL COURT BASKETBALL
•VOLLEYBALL
• INDOOR TENNIS

• YOGA PILATES
• AEROBICS/STEP/BOSU
• JACUZZI/SAUNAS
•CARDIOVASCULAR EQUIPMENT

Open: 6am to 1 0pm Mon-Fri

8am to 9pm Sat-Sun

/

Warehouse Clothing Sale
Mon - Thur
9 to 8

Fri - 9 to ??'?

CjGOT CLOTHES?^

LOTHING

^
I"
111
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163 Sunderland Rd- N. Amherst

Just north of the apartments

WED. Reggae Night!

JH. Becky Make Believe!

FRI. Open Irish Seisuin!

SAT. )ohnny Stevens Band

!

Septemt>er Special!

Labatt Blue:

$1.75 A pint / $6.25 A pitcher

"Start your own tradition."
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

WEDNESDAY
• High: 75

• Low: 49
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THURSDAY
. High: 76

• Low: 47

FRIDAY
. High: 69

• Low: 50
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Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Burrito

• Popcorn Shrimp

• Garden Vegetable

• Chili

(vegan)

DINNER
• Extra Crispy Fried

Chicken

• MeatIoaf

• Native American Stew

(vegan)
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On staff today
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Malt Brady
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Emilie Duggar}
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Morris Singer
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Shannon Farrington
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Sometimes I think Tm the

only one who feels like going

nowhere is like giving up...

-Less Than Jake

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

You've worked hard and yet you still

suck.

pisceS • FfB. 19-Mar. 20

You borrowed your roomate's stulrf and

broke it again, didn't you?

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9

Change isn't always bad, sometimes it's

great and sometimes it's really bad.

tauruS • Apr. 20-May 20

Don't doubt yourself, you really can

handle things.

gemini • mav2i-iun. 21

Your jacket is still soaked from yesterday

hang it to dry.

cancer • iun. 22-)ul. 22

Co to the dentist, just cause they drill

your teeth doesn't mean they aren't nice.

leO • luL.. 23-AuG. 22

Burn your bridges, no one wants to be

on the same side of a river as you.

virgO • Aug. 23-StPT. 22

That guy who wasn't cool enough, yeah

he's gonna be your boss someday.

libra • sfft. 23-oct. 22

Stop trying to convince yourself not to

try, it's so immature.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

You're not paranoid, people really are

laughing at you liehind your back.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dec 21

Use your alone time prcxiuctively

because no one likes you.

Capricorn • otc. 22-|an. i9

Although success can be scary, failure is

scarier.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\( TIVITIES

Fraternities-

Sororities- Clubs-

Student Groups Earn

$ 1,000-$2,000 this

semester with a prmen

CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundraising event.

Our free programs

make fundraising easy

with no risks.

Fundraising dates art-

filling quickly, si) jjct

with the program! It

works. Gintact

CampusFundraiser at

(888) 923-3238, or

visit www.campus-

fiindraiscT.com

Montreal Weekends

$99. Includes R/T

Luxury Motor ('oach

from Springfield. 3

Days-2 Nights- 4 Star

Hotel I^)wntown-

Meals-Night C:liib pass-

es, www.montrcalcx -

pre.ss.net 1-781-979-

9001 Special Group

Riiies

AtlTO FOR SAIF

Merc.Sahlc Wag. '94

Runs Great. Gd. Cond.

Reliable traas. Recent

Sticker. $1050. B/O

c:all 549-7455

93 Pontiac Ronncxillc

SHN All Power must

sell $1500 R/O 253-

5537

AinO REPAIR

Imported cars a special-

ty, 20 years experience.

Honest Service,

straightforward

answers. Mark's

.SuniKo. Rlll6

Sunderland (i65-743H

(on bus route)

( OMPUTFR

Pentium Liptop $99.00

Pentium iVsktop

$49.TO We fix Liptops,

I\-sktops/ I\rs guaran-

teed 5H4-8H57

I MIMOYMINT

Rent us your ears!

Participate in listening

experiments $7. 50/

FMPIOVMFNT

hour call 545-6837 or

write jkingston@lin-

guist.uma.vs.edu

Earn up to $1 00 i-ier

hour or more as an

exotic male dancer at

club Xstatic. 240

Chesnut St, Springfield

MA. 41 3-736-2618 or

wwvv.clnbxstatic.com

Sales Assistant for

consulting/software

finii. Telephone tele-

marketing. Economics

a plus. Please send

cover letter and resume

to Frederick Trey: at

Regional Economic

M.Kiels. Inc., 433 West

Street, Amherst, MA
01W2 or fax 41 3-549-

1038 or email

resumes@remi.com

Movie Extras/Models

needed. No exp.

required, earn up to

$500-1000 a day 1-

888-820-0167 ext.

U150

EMPtOYMFNT

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

;xitential. L»x;al posi-

tions. l-8l\)-293-3985

ext 516

!Bartending!$ $250/day

potential No experi-

ence Nesc Training

provided. l-aX)-965-

6520 ext 162

fOR REM

Ski House for Rent. So.

Londonberry. VT: 1 .5

min.s to Stralton. 7 mi

to Bromley 3 mi to

Magic Mtn. 7 Bdmis. 3

baths. Sleeps 30-

$l,(KX)/week.

Katv.browneftf vcii-

zon.nct or 410-404-

6326

FOR SAIE

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHP,

MySQL, Perl and

more. www.iaL'flv.com

or (413)253-0051.

FURNITURE

Futon great condition

Thick Mattress $1.50.00

O/B/O ^

KariSlyn@aol.com

Large ^omer

Computer Workstation:

Filedrawers, cubbies. &
more.$125.tX)OBO.

367-(X)96

INSTRUCTION

Private Boxing

Lessons- w/retired Pro

Djata Bumpus. In

Northampton.

5H4-1966orvisit-

www.wcstemmass

htixintf.com Accepts

ail Major Credit

f^ards

lOST AND EOUNI)

l,ost Sat night.

Gtxxlman Presentation

at Mahar. Sharp Wi/aal

Personal Organi/er.

contains valuable

info. Reward.

4L3-2.53-999<JAIlen

ROOMMATE WANTH)

Ltx>king for a quiet,

non-smoking female

rtximmate to share 2

Bedrixim Apt. in

Sunderland. Rent

$350.00/month + utili-

ties. Stephanie 978-

660-8579

SERVIC ES

Shear Bliss Day Spa

Services

*Top Hair Oilori.st

*Full Sfx?cmim

Botanical HairQilor

*Touch-ups, Party

Colors, Hi and Low

Lites, etc. 253-2322

Legal questions.' The

Student Legal Services

(."Hihce ofifers Free Leg-al

assistance to fee-paying

students. C^mtact us at

922 Campus Onter,

545-1995.

Pregnant.' Need help?

C:all Birthnght of

AiTiherst area for free

testing and assistance.

549-1906

SERVICES

PREGNANCY TEST-

ING, HIV Testing,

Birth Qmtrol, and

Emergency

C^intraception.

AtiorJable and confi-

dential. Tajx-stry

Health, 27 Pray Street,

Amherst. 548-^^2

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK
2004! BcMch Lite

VacatuMis! Jamaica,

Cancun, Acapuico,

r3ahamas, Florida. Sell

Trips, Eim Cash,

Tr.ivelFrec!!C:alll-

8aV733-6347

www.beachlife

vacations.com

SPRING BREAK
Lirgest select u>n ot

l\!stinations, including

C'ruises! Foam Parties,

Free 1 Vinks and Club

Adniis.Mons, Rep

Positions and FREE

trips ,^vallable. LaX^-

2 31-4386 www.

EpicureanTours.coin

A "Reality" Spring

Break 20O4's Hottest

Prices Btxik now .. Fret

Trips, Meals Ck Parties

www.siinsplashtours.

comor ia\M26-7710

A SPRlNt^. BREAK-

ER NEEHED 2004's

Hottest l\'stinations 6i

P.irties 2 free trips /

high commissions 15vv

sunspla.shtours.com

ia\M26-7710

WANTEfl

EGC3 IX^NORS
NEEPED, non-smok-

ers. Ages 21-32.

Genen>us compensi-

tion «Si expenses paid.

For more information

contact RoK-rt

Nichols, ¥j<\.

(781)769-69a\

Rnicl-n)ls%'bnl.iw.ne t.

\\ww.robertnicholscs>.i

cum .
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An early

look at the

Heisman

Mike

Maizelli

71 carries 586

I

Arguably the most famous

^ltt\ individual award in sports, the

K2^| Downtown Athletic Club

j|^^P| Trophy was named for the first

vB||if Athletic Director of the present-

^^^B ing outfit, former coach and Ivy

^^j^V^ League football player |ohn

^H^&^H Heisman, upon his death in^^^^^^
1936.

Since then, its annual presen-

tation to the top collegiate foot-^ ball player has spumed debate

and premature prognostications nationwide, and has

created a cult following of columnists, sportscasters

and armchair quarterbacks, all willing to weigh in on

d hotly contested race.

So while there may not be a clear-cut /avorite for

the bronzed mantelpiece in the early weeks of 2003.

the race is surely on among the following top early

candidates.

Eli Manning - Sr. OB. Mississippi - 69-/07 920

wrds 8 TDs
It's tough to leave an SEC quarterback named

Manning out of Heisman talk, and the youngest of

the famous trio is hardly doing anything to shut his

fans up.

His efficiency isn't quite where he'd like it to be.

but he has moved a middle-of-the-road Rebel offense

up and down the field like only a Manning could.

He. and his numbers, will only ^t better as he

continues to mature, but his supporting cast will be

hard pressed to support a Heisman.

Chris Perry - Sr TB, Michigan -

yards 7 TDs
lust a few years after being toW by coach Lloyd

Can- that he should look into transferring. Perry has

not only endeared himself to his coach and team-

mates, but to Heisman voters as well.

With 560 yards on 60 carries entering this past

weekend's battle with Oregon. Perry managed a

meager 26 yards on 1 1 carries. He must regain his

consistency to be a serious contender.

Cody Pickett - Sr QB. Washington - 64-104 779

yards 3 TDs
The sure-armed Pickett has been very consistent

up in the Pacific Northwest, despite losing his coach.

Rick Neuheisel, at the last minute. He has thrown

for 255. 290 and 234 yards in his first three games.

Pickett has the ability and the potential weapons,

but his numbers need to reflect this. He must also

perform better in big games to be viewed as a seri-

ous candidate.

Phillip Rivers - Sr OB. N.C. State - 118-155

1.325 yards 11 TDs
Rivers has proved everyone wrong who thought

his short arm throwing motion would keep him from

being successful, and has carried himself into the

race on performance alone.

Now a cult hero on Tobacco Road, the deadly

accurate leader of the Wolfpack has put up monster

numbers in the early going, and has certainly proven

the credibility of his name being found on Heisman

watch sheets.

Darren Sproles - jr TB. Kansas State - 90 carries

554 yards 7 TDs
Considered undersized, the ultra-quick Sproles is

the prototypical Bill Snyder tailback in the fact that

he is consistently the fastest player on the football

field, and has great instincts as the pitchman on the

option.

If Sproles can avoid finding himself with only 1

4

carries on the stat sheet as he did against Marshall,

his sheer game-breaking ability makes him a true

threat.

Mike Williams

yards 4 TDs
The most exciting player in the nation.

Williams is too tall at 6-foot-5 for most comer-

backs, and with a sub-4.4 40-yard dash, his pure

athleticism gives opposing coordinators

migraines.

Carson Palmer is no longer the signal caller in

L.A.. and Williams will surely draw double and

triple teams all season long, but the skill, the abil-

ity and the swagger are certainly there.

If not this year, then next.

Roy Williams - Sr. WR. Texas - / 9 catches 290

yards 3 TDs
Another big, tall physical receiver, this

Williams has hung around for his senior season in

Austin, and his candidacy for the Heisman was

mailed in months and years ago.

With a strong, able young quarterback in

Chance Mock to throw him the ball, the chance to

be a finalist will be his to lose. If Williams is able

to stay healthy, which has been a concem in the

past, its hard to think that he will slump below

contender status with his natural tools.

Kellen Winslow - fr TE. Miami (Fl.) - 14

catches 127 yards 1 TD
A natural freak at the tight end position, the

versatile Winslow is the Hurricanes go-to guy and

has not disappointed.

Winslow is as quick as they come off the line

and has an uncanny knack for finding the soft

spots in a defense. He has already developed a

rapport with new quarterback Brock Berlin, and

as Berlin goes, Winslow will go.

What Winslow also has is a strong supporting

cast. Super speedy receiver Roscoe Parrish will

help to stretch the field and open up the middle

for the lanky tight end, and tailback Frank Gore

should open up the passing game nicely.

Rashaun Woods - Sr WR. Ok. State - 30

catches 502 yards 9 TDs
Overlooked nationwide, the Cowboys' wideout

needs no further endorsement than that of

Oklahoma coach Bob Stoops after the speedster

torched the Sooners in back-to-back seasons.

The stats are there for Woods, as he has

recorded consecutive 1.000-yard seasons with

double-digit touchdown receptions, and has

begun 2003 on a torrid pace.

Mike Marzelli is a Collegian columnist. He can

he reached at Marzelli_collegian®yahoo.com

So. WR. use - 21 catches 298

Back to work
UMass returns

to the pitch

after respite
By Matt Stewart
CoLUGiAN Staff

.ER.MHH LlNCi^.tltLKllAN

Lindsey BeUini is one of the few leaders on the UMass women's soccer team to remain healthy this season.

The Minutewomen will continue to battle injury woes, and the Central Connecticut State Blue Devils, today.

Tougli Husky squad hosts

It's been a week since the Massachusetts

women's soccer team has taken the field. And it

still might not be enough time to heal all the

wounds the Minutewomen have suffered during

the young season.

The Maroon and White is still faced with the

same key players out on the disabled list as it pre-

pares for tonight's match-up against the red-hot

Central Connecticut State Blue Devils.

"My plan this past week was to uke three to

four days off to get healthy," UMass coach |im

Rudy said. "My biggest worry is that I hope that

we're not too flat from too much rest."

The extra rest wasn't enough time for junior

forward Lindsey "Stormy" Faitweathcr and

sophomore forward Adair BIyler to fully recuper-

ate. BIyler will once again not see action tonight.

Senior back Maggie LaBrode and midfielders

Morgan Czaja. Sarah Davis and Carly Turman

are all in questionable condition for this contest.

"It hurts not having any of our surters in

there," Rudy said. "But it especially hurts not to

have Stormy and BIyler, it's tough."

The Blue Devils are on a roll, tallying up a 6-

I overall record and earning the No. 5 rank in

the National Soccer Coaches Association of

America Northeast Regional Poll. Central

Connecticut consists of a wide array of interna-

tional influence, with seven players hailing from

such countries as England. Sweden, and Canada.

"They're a very good team." Rudy said,

"probably the best team they have ever had.

They're loaded with Englishwomen and are a

very foreign team."

Leading the way for Central Connecticut are

Continiied on page 6

tewomen
By BRfcNPAN Hali

(..JilLEC.IAN txmRJ:.sl'<)Nl>I-M

The Massachusetts field hockey team (2-6) will

surely have its work cut out for it this uficrnuon.

when it travels lo Boston to face the No. 1

3

Northeastern Huskies (6-3) at the Wentworth

Institute.

Coming off of a heartbreaking overtime loss to

Providence on Saturday, the Minutewomen have

lost four straight going into today's game, a position

they didn't want to get in to at this point in the sea-

son. But that doesn't seem to faze coach Patty Shea.

"This is another chance for us to go out there

and compete to the best of our ybility ... they're get-

ting better and learning more every time they go out

there," Shea said. "This will be a hard-fought

game."

Once again, the pressure will be on junior stand-

out Christine Tocco. who has taken the netminding

duties for the Minutewomen since day one. Tocco

has been playing exceptionally well in spite of the

team's mediocre perfomiance, racking up a .747

save percentage for the sea.son despite seeing 1 1

1

shots. But once again, she will be heavily challenged

by another high-powered offense.

"IChristinej has been playing great," Shea said.

"She has gone out there and done everything we've

asked her lo do. every single game. She has been

making spectacular saves all season long."

Leading the charge for Northeastern is All-

America junior forward Man Creatini. who scored

lour goals in Sunday's 6-0 routing of Maryland-

Baltimore County. Having won America East

Conference Player of the Week honors for the third

consecutive week. Creatini will look to keep the

momentum going against Tocco. She currently leads

the nation in scoring with 15 goals, ranks 10th in

the nation in assists (six), and leads America East

with 36 points.

lunior Lianc Dixon, senior Sara Webber and red-

shirt freshman Natalie Singelais join Creatini up

front for an offense that is averaging just over 3.5

goals per game.

That will be quite a challenge for the

Minutewoman defense to handle when it takes the

field at 4 p.m. Led by senior Kristin Hopwood and

sophomore Katelyn Woolfrey. the backfield play will

be crucial to the outcome of the game. Opponents

this season have averaged more than 20 shots per

game, and those shots are finding the back of the

cage at a three-goal per game clip.

If the Minutewomen are to stand any chance

against the Huskies, they will have to make some-

thing happen on offense. They have scored just

seven goals all season, and taken only 59 shots. The

young squad will rely on freshman Marije

Tigchelaar and sophomore |aime Bawden to make

some things happen. Tigchelaar and Bawden lead

the team in points, with three each.

Shea said that the Minutewomen will need to get

the ball in scoring position more often, and take

more shots in order to stay close.

That will be tough, considering the Huskies have

allowed just 68 shots on goal through their first nine

games of the season thanks to superb play from sen-

ior backs Melissa Rowell and Leigh Shea, junior Alii

Bolster and redshirt-freshman Megan Troxel round

out what makes for a very solid team defensively.

Broncos riding high
By John Marshall

AssiK lATED Press

Denver Broncos quarterback Jake Plummer (16) breaks loose on a 40-

yard run against the Oakland Raiders in the second quarter Monday night in

Den'er. The Broncos went on rout Oakland, 31-10.

DENVER - Beating Cincinnati and San

Diego was a nice way for Denver to start

the season. The wins gave the Broncos a

ittle more confidence and new quarter-

back lake Plummer time lo get comfort-

able.

But it is not like the Broncos took out

the town bully with one punch. It was the

Bengals and Chargers, after all.

Embarrassing the Raiders on national tele-

vision? Now that's saying something.

"I'm tired of all these people talking

about other teams and how great they are,"

Broncos tight end Shannon Sharpe said

after Denver's 31-10 win Monday night.

"They talk about these teams that are

supposedly set for the Super Bowl. But you

know what? We played like a great team

and we showed what we are all about."

Denver joined Kansas City and

Indianapolis as the only teams in the AFC

at 3-0. Oakland, last year's AFC champion,

fell to 1-2.

OK. so the Raiders have been a shell of

the team that lost to Tampa Bay in the

Super Bowl last year Oakland's offense

looks like it is stuck in the mud, the

defense can't stop anybody and the penal-

ties are piling up.

But don't tell the Broncos about

Oakland's troubles. They're not listening.

Not only is Oakland the team Denver loves

to beat, the Raiders embarrassed Denver

twice last season.

"I'm about as satisfied as I've been in a

long time," Broncos defensive end Trevor

Pryce said.

It's hard not to be.

Plummer shook off last week's shoulder

injury and showed why the Broncos picked

him up in the offseason. He threw touch-

down passes to Sharpe and Ashley Lelie in

the first quarter, then put the Broncos up

21-0 with a 6-yard touchdown run on a

bootleg.

He wasn't done. Plummer also took off

on a 40-yard run in the second quarter to

set up another score. It was the longest mn
ever by a Broncos quarterback - and six

more than any by |ohn Elway. the player

Broncos fans hope Plummer can emulate.

"It was a lot of fun to be that efficient

in the first half and score 31 points," said

Plummer, who was 14-for-21 for 197

yards. "It was a great feeling."

No one felt better than Denver's

defense.

Nearly a year after being picked apart

by Rich Gannon, the Broncos made the

Raiders' quarterback look like an unsure

rookie instead of a confident league MVP.
Defensive end Bert Berry sacked Gannon
on the game's first play, one of five sacks

by the Broncos, and the line disrupted his

rhythm all night. The Raiders, the highest

scoring team in the league last season, had

just 7 yards in the first quarter and fin-

ished with 195 for the game.

"We kept going after him. hitting him

and pressuring him - all these things and

he couldn't get his rhythm down," Pryce

said. "You could see it in his face."

The Broncos played so well that coach

Mike Shanahan didn't even have to lie

about injuries.

A week ago, Shanahan came under

league scmtiny after saying Plummer's

injury was a concussion instead of a shoul-

der injury in his halftime injury report

against San Diego.

Shanahan avoided a reprimand, but

NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue has

told teams that further "fibbing." as

Shanahan called it. would lead to discipli-

nary action.
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High-Speed police chase ends in violent crash

Man flips car in Southwest
By MOKKIS SiNUtK

(,'oi LEI. IAN Stakh

(JtK.'Rlt-SV .\LISTA1R K'lAS

A police officer oversees a nasty car crash in Southwest early yesterday morning as a tow truck drags

away the wreckage.

A police chase ended around I a.m. yesterday

morning in a dramatic accident. A 1991

Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme, fleeing three

Amherst Police Department cruisers, hit a traffic

island at the intersection of Sunset and

Massachusetts Avenues, causing it to flip over

APD Sergeant Timothy Sullivan confirmed the

story. He said the APD is coordinating the inves-

tigation, but the department would not issue any

further comment to the Collegian yesterday.

The Cutlass, which turned north onto Sunset

Avenue from Fearing Street, accelerated down

the roadway, struck (he island and became aii-

bornc. It landed on its louf 15 feel away.

"I hoaid a car come down the road, and then

the cops behind it. and then jusl a big bang," said

Alistair Ryan, a junior who heard the incident

from his dorm room in the Southwest residential

area.

"I heard it hit and when I turned around it was

flipping over." freshman |oe Gratton said.

Giatlon, who said he was standing no more

than 35 feet away from the airborne car, believes

he was the closest person to the incident when it

happened.

"If I had left where I was coming from five sec-

onds later. I would have been killed," he said.

According to Gratton. after the car landed on

its roof, the police cruisers stopped and two offi-

cers jumped out. drawing their guns and pointing

them at the car

"They were like, Get out! Get out!" he said.

"One of them was actually kneeled down behind

Ithel door [of his cruiser)."

At that point, the car was on fire, Graltuii

said. B> the time the Amherst Fire Department

arrived, though, the tUimcs were mostly extin-

guished. AFD completely put out the lire when it

arrived.

An ambulance was also dispatched to the

scene for the injured driver.

Police investigators at the scene \scre seen

sifting through wreckage left from the car.

Among the pile of debris was at least one beer

bottle, which police retrieved.

APD will hold a press conference at i< a.m.

today to addiess the incident.

Temporary handicap parking lot demolished

By Morris Singer

txJLLit.lAN StaEE

The latest construction at the

University of Massachusetts Fine

Arts Center led to the destruction

of a $70,000 temporary handi-

capped lot outside of the building

over the summer.

The work is a part of a series of

ongoing projects at the FAC
including a steam line replacement,

a parking lot installation and site

improvement.

While the temporary lot's offi-

cial completion date was October

2001, pavement work on the lot

continued through last sumitier,

according to |im Cahill. director of

Facilities and Campus Planning.

The fences and construction

equipment were removed entirely

from the site last spring, leaving a

newly paved handicap parking lot.

bus stop and pedestrian walkway

running from Herter Hall to North

Pleasant Street. The FAC plaza

became a constixiclion site again in

June, with tractors and orange tape

brought back to the highly-used

campus entrance and pavement

ripped from the ground.

UMass Projcxt Manager Bmce
Thomas acknowledged that the

construction was completed for

less than lhR"e months before it

stalled again.

"It wasn't timed." he siiid of the

projects. "There were two different

things happening at the same time.

The two projects just sort of met at

that point."

Cahill siiid that the temporary

lot was installed because of

Architectural Access Board

requirements. All S70.0tX) of the

money for the lot came from state-

allocated funds. ITie lot cost the

Llniversitv about .S5l' (KV in non-

reusiihle materials and labor and

about S20.0CK) in leusahle materi-

als, he said.

Cahill said the dcxision was

made not to apply for a variance

that could have allowed the

University to postpone construc-

tion of the lot until it could be

included in the site improvement

project. For this variance, an alter-

native arrangement for the physi-

cally disabled would have been

necessary during the construction.

Because of this, ii was decided that

building the temporary lot was a

better option. Cahill said.

"We may have btvn able to get

a variance to (postpone construc-

tion of the lot)." he said, "but our

public safety people would have

iiad to have people ix)sted there

overtime."

There is no handicap parking at

the FAC plaza while the most

recent constmction is underway

Staff will accommodate physically

disabled people at the Fine Arts

Center until the latest construction

Continued on page 2

The Fine Arts Center is undergoing construction, creating an obstacle for students traveling iioviU

Dean supporters rally in Copley Square
SGA elections begin

I li )Ll'i KlNl iSTIlOM'l OLl TCIIXN

Thousands of people gathered to show their support for 2004 presidential candidate Howard Dean.

By Holly Kingstrom

(i)LLEOIAN CAlRRE,SPONI)ENr

BOSTON - Former Vermont

Governor Howard Dean brought

his campaign for the Democratic

Presidential nomination to

Copley Square Tuesday, with a

crowd of 2.500 in attendance.

Boston to rally a crowd of rough-

ly 2,500 in Copley Square on

Tuesday

His "September to

Remember" campaign intrigued

22 Five-College students enough

to make the bus trip out to

Boston for his speech. "1 lecdom.

Democracy, and Action." They

were joined by students from

other area schtwis. including the

University of New Hampshire,

the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and Haivard

University, making up about one

third of the crowd. Some of these

students were already Dean sup-

porters, while others went to take

the opportunity to make a more

educated decision when it comes

time to vote.

"Dean has the most appeal lo

rally the younger generation."

said Rob Henig, a Hampshire

College student. Many students

said they were attracted to

Dean's politics because of his lib-

eral views.

Under an overcast sky. those

in attendance bustled around the

lawn talking about Dean's poli-

tics and his chances for getting

the Democratic nomination.

Many carried blue "Hoyvard

LX'an for America" signs.

"Dean spoke out early, when

it mattered, against the impend-

ing war on liaq," said lames

Williamson, a member of the

Cambridge Democratic City

Committee. He also inenlioned

that he doesn't support all of

Dean's politics. However.

Williamson said he's strongly

considering Dean because Dean

is, "eneigetically aggressive in

opposition to the Bu.sh adminis-

tration."

As Dean took to the "slump"

aiound 12:20 p.m. the yvind

picked up dramatically and so

did the cheers. Dean opened.

"We're here today to talk about

what's at stake in this election.

Ten inonths from today, yvc'll be

coming back to Boston, not jusl

to decide who will be the

Democratic nominee, but to

determine the future of our

democracy."

Dean condemncxl Bush's for-

eign and domestic policies. He

then proclaimed. "We aie going

to defeat this president h> bring-

ing millions of people back into

the political process."

"We believe that together we

can create a force strong enough

to change history and take hack

our couiiti>." Dean continued.

The force is well on its way.

Dean has 417.10b supporters

registered online as of Tuesday,

and will break the $10.3 million

contribution mark foi one quar-

ter, which is the Democratic

record.

"Were meeting up," Dean

said. "We'ix" organizing. We're

pulling out flyers and kniK-king

on doors. We're wtiting leilers to

one anothci. and talking about

how we can shape the luluie of

our country.

Howevei, not all were

charged by this iheioric. Smith

College student Annie Goodner

said that Dean's attacks on

Bush's policies gave the s[x.-cxh

loo negative a tone.

University of Mass;ichuselts

students Steven lloeschcle and

Dan DeVoe strongly support

Dean, and are co-coordinalors of

tlie progiam "UMass lor Dean."

fliey. along y\itli se\eral dele-

gates from each schix)! in the

Five College consortium, began

to meet and campaign for Dean.

Tlie trip to Boston is their first

liilly event, yvith tme alsti .sched-

uled this I riilav. The talk yvill

begin at Hampshire College in

front of the dining commons at

10:50 a.m. and will go around to

each of the Five Colleges.

(X'Voe and Hoeschele

cheered as IX'an ended his

sixTch, jusl before the rain came,

yelling, "You have the power!

Sou have the power!

"

By En Hi psoN
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The sprint to Election Day

has come to an end. The

Student Ciovernment

Association will once again fill

its student Senate with mem-
bers of the university student

body. From both on and off

campus, the Senate y\ill be

provided with many familiar

and possibly new faces. But if

one thing is to be expected, it

is that today's polls should be

livelier than elections past.

Steve Hoeschele. SG.A elec-

tions chancelloi, said he has

noticed more candidates "out

and about" for this election

than in the past. There will be

a total of 8t-> candidates listed

on today's ballot for Senate

election at the polls. Ol those

8(5. only bb yvill become mem-
bers of the Senate.

Fduardo Bustamaiiic.

administratiye assistant and

.M.,'\NA caucus membei. esti-

mated that in the past ont\

about 5 percent of the student

body would come out and \otc.

But. he added. "I expect it lo

he different this year."

Hoeschele agreed that there is

a bigger buzz around campus

tor this election.

In actuality, there were offi-

cially 89 nomination forms

returned to the SGA.
According to Hoeschele, the

elections commission voted

unanimously to rule three bal-

lots invalid. Two ballots were

ruled ineligible because those

election hopcluls didn't pro

vide their signatures on tlic

back of their nomination

forms. The third didn't provide

the necessary 25 signatures,

because one oi the signaiuic--

wasn't from the correct tli'-

tricl.

Ik)eschele said he helicyc

ail three election hopefuls who
had their nominations revoked

are pushing lo be write-in can-

didates in tt)day's race. He also

added thai several olher stu-

dcnls would appeal as wiite

ins on ihe ballot.

Another issue that ha> been

surrounding today's eleclion

has been that of AI.AN.A repre-

sentation in ihe Senate.

According to Hoeschele. there

is a strong feeling about siu-

dcni involvement and lepre-

senialion in gcneial. He agreed

that people feel more passion-

ate about this election yviih the

issues facing ALAN.A.
Bustamante said he believes

that historically AL.AN.A slu-

denis have not been represent-

ed well.

According lo Rene

Gonzalez. employee of

Al.AN.A affairs, this eleclion in-

going to be a lot better than

those of years past. "The

inyolvemcnt wasn't there

before." Gonzalez said. "This

year is a lot better with partic-

ipation in terms of aclivcness

to run for office."

There aie approximately 20

students associated with the

.MANA caucus running in

today's election.

Senate hopeful Oyotunde
Onikoro said at first he yvanted

to run Ibi senate lot personal

reasons. "When I heard about

A LAN,A and what yvas going lo

happen, it was the catalyst for

me running for office and to

have a voice there."

Onikoro said he ha>- been

working in coalition wiih

Ai.ANA to make sure every

thing goes accordingly in tiic

SGA.
According lo I Iocm.Ih.Ic.

Secretary of Public Policy and

Pclations Mina Satain has done

a fantastic job publicizing and

recruiting students to run for

Continued on page 2
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House leaders welcome

senate deal on forest bill

B> MATiHtw Oaiv

For the Record
( Dinrtinn o" CLinficattnn:

Ikvaiisc ul an editing enoi.

ihe onpin ot the letter sent to

the Miiitian Student

AssDtialion regarding their

status as a Registered Student

Organization was incorrectly

tepoitei.1 in a page one story

u-sierdas. Die letter sent to

ilASA on Monday was Imni

|ud\ CJagnon. assistant direc-

tor lot organization develop-

ment in the Campus Activities

Ollice. not trom Vice

Chancellor Michael Gargano.

WASHINGTON - House

Republican leaders welcomed a

Senate agreement Wt'dnesday on a

bill to speed logging and other tree-

thinning projects in national

forests to reduce the danger ol

wild I ire.

Till pleased with the

progress," said Rep. Givg Walden.

R Ore., a co-sponsor of the House

bill. "I think this is an iin|X)rtant

step forward on a critical issue to

the West."

Hnvironmentalists. though, said

the apparent Senate deal would ilo

little to a-duce the risk of wildfire

to Western communities, while

removing citizen panicipation and

boosting commercial logging.

Sean Cosgix)\e, forest p)olic>

specialist for the Siena Club, said

the Senate bill was most notable

for what it fails to do.

"It doesn't really require the

Forest Service to do fuel reduc-

tions around communities, it

doesn't provide direct funding

to do honest fuel leductions.

and it doesn't really protect old-

growth and roadless areas,"

Cosgrove said.

Senators from both parties said

late luesday they had reached a

tentative agreement on a forest-

health bill, vKhich has been mired

in partisan dispute lor the past

ihive years, even as wildfiies have

ravageil the West.

Details were still being worked

out. but aides and lawmakers said

it WDuld ease environmental

restrictions on loivst-thinning proj-

ects to reduce the dangei of wild-

lire in about 20 million acres of

national forests.

Ak)Ut half the work would be

restricted to areas near homes and

communities, while the other half

could txcui in mote remote areas

of the forests where laiger, moa-

commercially valuable trees grow.

Hie Senate bill also would

allow courts to weigh the threat of

long-tenn damage from wildfire

against shoiler-tenn effcvts of log-

ging. Supporters say it would man-

date protection for old-growth

forests.

Cosgrove called the plan

'more of the same" approach

used by the GOP-conirolled

House and the Bush administra-

tion: "trying to skirt around

I
legal

I
appeals and cut the public

out of the process."

Tlie GOP lawmakers in the

House said they want to see the

bills details. When the two cham-

bers work out a compromise, they

said, the\ will push for language

similar to a bill the Hou.se

approNcd in May.

"l^t's see what the draft is."

Walden said. "In this business, one

word can make all the ditlerence."

Write

for

news!

FAC constructitin continues
handled. Kveiy part was ncvessary

to the construction of the site, he

said.

"It was all part of the sequenc-

ing of the constmction," he said.

IIk- contiactor did what he had to

do."

About 80 peicent of the money

for the site improvement project

came from state funds. The

remainder came fiom campus cap-

ital funds and from private funds,

including a donation from the

Class of 1454.

According to Thomas, the cur-

rent phase of construction is on

schedule and contractors are

expected to compkte the project in

November.

The steam line replacement

project started in the fall of 2001

and was necessary because the

old steam line was "deteriorated

and very old." according to

Cahill.

Continued from page 1

phase is completed, Thomas said.

Construction projects, accord-

ing to Thomas, "happen when the

mone\ comes." The steam line

replacement and the site improve-

ment projcvt occurred once the

resources were securtxi, Tliomas

said.

Cahill said that many pans of

the constmction were completed

several times.

"We dug it up, we tilled it in, we

dug it up," Cahill said. "I'm not

surprised |that| some people are

wondering why we put it down,

dug it up and put some of it down
again.

"This IconstructionI was a little

bit too much to bite on in one con-

tract." he continued. "It put every-

one to the test."

Cahill insisted that this was the

only way that the project could be
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Elections begin today
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office as well as encouiaging others to vote,

Hoeschele said he has heard from a lew members

of ALANA that the SGA commission has been doing

a good job,

"I think they (ALANAI are confident that

they will get plenty of scats," Hoeschele said.

However, Bustamante believes that some
parts of the election have been rushed, especial-

ly with regard to the refeiendum questions.

There are four referendum questions to

appear on today's ballot, three of which were

submitted by the SGA's coordinating council.

Question 1. put forth by SGA President

David Carr, asks students to provide $3 of the

approved $750 fee inciease per semester for free

USA Today, Boston Globe and New York Times

newspapers. The newspapers would be available

at the campus center and in dining halls.

Question 2. perhaps the most controversial

subject on the ballot, asks students if they sup-

port changing the constitution of the SGA, orig-

inally approved in 1994 by the Board of

Trustees, to include appointed seats for the

ALANA caucus. Senate seats representing

ALANA students will be equal to 1 5 percent of

the total apportioned to electoral districts.

Question 3 asks students if they support

changing the bylaws of the SGA to remove area

government-appointed seats.

According to Hoeschele. three inembcrs of

the five-person coordinating council, not includ-

ing Chair of University Policy Olaf Aprans. who

was not present, put forth these referendum

questions.
.

.
,

"It's just ludicrous that these three students control

all this money and power." Bustamante said.

The Board of Trustees must approve all

amendments to the SGA constitution. This

includes the amendment for appointed seats for

ALANA
"1 would expect ALANA students to come out in

full force to save their representation," Bustamante

said, "And 1 hope that all progressive liberal white stu-

dents will come out also."

When asked why he thought so many students

would come out and vote in today's election,

Bustamante said, "Because they need to. We have less

say every year, so you've got to draw the line some-

where."

Students living in the Sylvan and Northeast residen-

tial areas can vote at Worcester Dining Hall.

Orchard Hill and Central residents can vote

at the Franklin Dining Hall.

Students who live in Coolidge. Kennedy.

Melville. Thoreau. Prince. Crampton. Emerson

and lames can vote at Hampshire Dining Hall.

All other Southwest area students can vote at

Berkshire Dining Hall.

Commuter students are to vote primarily at

the Campus Center concourse.

Any student can fill out an absentee ballot at

any one of the aforementioned dining halls or at

the Campus Center concourse.

Doctor speaks on Tibetan medicine
By Alysdn Zillmann

C".()l lEl.lAN ( '()RRl:SI\)Nnl-NT

Many people are not aware that

it is possible tor the human body to

survive for years on only three pills

a day. Dr. Barry Clark, an expert on

the ancient Tibetan medical sys-

tem, presented his lecture

"Rejuvenation Methods and

Kssence-Lxiraction Techniques in

the Tibetan Tradition " to over 40

people in the Neilson Library at

Smith College Tuesday night.

Dr Clark, w ho completed a 2 1
-

day cycle of fasting, studied under

one of the personal physicians of

the Dalai l^ma.

The Icxture providtxl a glimpse

of a culture* on the other side of the

world. Dr. Clark spoke of the

whole Tibetan rejuvenation

process, from preparation to fast-

ing.

He said that to pre-pare lor the

lasting, one should cleanse and

relax the body with an oil massage,

then a bath and a laxative to purge

the system. He said without taking

these steps, its as good as "dyeing

a stained cloth." Also beforehand,

one should avoid stale or rotten

foods, such as vinegar aixl pickle,

he added.

Dr. Clark said that the fasting

consisted of taking small pills of

herbal or mineral compound with

hot water

The Tibetans, he said, believe in

six superlative medicines - that is,

six plants, each believed to have

healing powers for certain organs

in the bixly Lor example, nutmeg

is believed to be good for the heart,

and cardamon is good for the kid-

neys. The other four superlative

medicines included in the com-

pound are' saffron, clove, and bam-

boo pith.

Dr. Clark said that during his

2 1 -day cycle, he gre-w so weak that

it took him one and a half hours to

lower himself one and a half feet

from his bed to the ground.

However, alter this period, he

reached a period of gre-at mental

acuity and enlightenment. This is

one of the desired results of the

rejuvenation process - to be able

to IcKUs one's thoughts precisely

for many hours and to reach new

levels of wisdom. He said that

another Westerner who complet-

ed the rejuvenation process with

him became clairvoyant for a

time.

Rejuvenation also promotes

longevity, clears the senses, relieves

nervous disorders and strengthens

the immune system. Dr. Clark said.

He said that he knew of Tibetan

monks whose hair had turned

from gray to black, and other prac-

titioners who had lived lor 1 30 to

1 50 years or more.

Dr. Clark also talked about

exotic Tibetan aphrodisiacs like

the urine of the Tibetan Snow Frog

and a rare* orchid root, which the

Tibetans use to induce virility. He

said that the Tibetan concept of the

aphrodisiac differed from the

Western concept of immediate sex-

ual arousal.

He said that during the rejuve-

nation pixxess the practitioner is

supposed to control sexual desire,

and that the aphrodisiacs allow

them to harness more energy by

control.

According to drbarryclark.com.

Dr, Clark has traveled extensively

since 1981, giving lectures and

treatments all over Asia. Europe.

North America and Australia. He
has written a dictionary on Tibetan

Materia Medica. published by the

Library of Tibetan Works and

Archives.

He concluded his lecture by

wishing the audience "the joy of

life."
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City bombings, ground attacks rattle Iraq

By Charles T. Hanley
AssixiATi!i> Phk-s

BAGHDAD - Bonib.s rocked a

teeming quarter of Baghdad and a

sex-lilm theater in Masul yesterday,

reportedly killing at least three

Iraqis and wounding dozens. In a

string of ground clashes, the U.S.

military said they killed nine Iraqis

on one of the bloodiest days of

combat in weeks.

The nine deaths were all in the

region around Tikrit, Saddam
Hussein's hometown. U.S. troops

aborted two ambushes by anti-

American forces, killing five Iraqis,

and came under lire elsewhere in

exchanges that left at least lour

Iraqis dead. The surge in attacks

came as world leaders worked to

find agreement in New York on

how to restore stability to Iraq.

In Baghdad, communist leader

Hamid Majid Moussa said he and

other members of the U.S.-

appointed Iraqi Governing Council

want to move toward national sov-

ereignty "as fast as we can." But

council members refused to be

drawn into the debate over a spe-

cific timetable.

"We don't want to become

involved in fruitless discussions."

said Moussa. one of four council

representatives at a news confer-

ence.

The debate among the United

States and other governments over

Iraq's future moved this week to

U.N. headquarters in New York,

where the Bush administration

seeks a Security Council resolution

encouraging other nations to con-

tribute troops to the Iraq stx-urity

force.

In exchange, fiance and others,

including Gemiany. want the reso-

lution to give the United Nations a

greater voice in the political transi-

tion in Iraq, and a speedy move, in

"months, not years." to full Iraqi

sovereignty - that is. to ending the

American po.stwar occupation.

Bush met with German
Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder on

Wednesday in New York, and both

said later they would work to

resolve those differences.

Schroeder renewed Germany's

offer to help train Iraqi police, but

reiterated that Germany would

send no troops here.

More than five months after the

ouster of Saddam's government,

the troops who are here - almost

all Americans - face a daily threat

of homemade roadside bombs,

mortar attacks and small-arms

ambushes.

For the first time Wednesday,

U.S. soldiers in central Baghdad

were seen deploying bomb-dispos-

al robots, to check a suspicious

object in an underpass. That

proved hamiless. but at about the

same time three miles to the north-

west, a bomb meant to catch a

passing U.S. motorized patrol

exploded instead as two buses

rolled by.

ITie blast, in the old Tigris river-

side district ol Azamiyah, .sent

shrapnel ripping through the buses

\v;in-l TTKSFtUtR.'ASSiXlAlEP PRE'-

A U.S. soldier reaches into a bomb crater looking for explosives as other troops seal off the area in

front of a blast-damaged bus after a roadside bt>mb exploded yesterday in Baghdad.

and caused one to crash into a tree.

At least one Iraqi was killed and 18

were wounded, police and hospital

officials reported. Five of the

injured were in critical condition,

hospital officials said.

In the northem city of Mosul, a

bomb exploded in a movie theater

showing foreign .sex films, and wit-

nesses said two people were killed

and seven wounded. Religious and

political groups have warned cine-

ma owners against showing such

films after censorship ended fol-

lowing the collapse of Saddam's

regime.

South of Tikrit, near the town

of Balad. seven Iraqis attacked an

oil pumping station guarded by

troops of the U.S. 4th Infantry

Division. The Americans called in

an AC- 130 gunship. whose heavy

weapons fire killed at least three

Iraqis, reported division spokes-

woman Maj. losslyn Aberle. A
fourth was seriously vt-ounded.

In a second clash near Balad. a

U.S. patrol killed three Iraqis wait-

ing in ambush with small arms and

rocket-propelltxl grenades, the mil-

itary said.

Another U.S. patrol in the same

area ojx-ned lire on three men try-

ing to bury a homemade bomb - a

mortar shell that was probably to

be triggered remotely - on a high-

way used by U.S. convoys. Two
Iraqis were killed in the firelight,

Aberle said.

In a fourth firelight south of

Tikrit, American soldiers came

under fire, pursued the attackers to

a house, and killed one Iraqi, the

military said.

Aberle also reported U.S.

troops arrested an Iraqi thought

responsible for blowing up an oil

pipeline last week. That attack,

near the town of Beiji north of

Tikrit. damaged a pipeline leading

from the oil fields to a storage tank.

It was the first time the military

has acknowledged that the

pipeline explosion was an act of

sabotage.

The Americans have been car-

rying out near-daily raids in the

Tikrit area following a coordinated

iitack by Iraqi resistance lighters

.^ept. 18 that killed three American

soldiers. The raids have resulted in

dozens of arrests.

American and Iraqi officials

blame the anti-U.S. resistance on

remnants of Saddams regime.

Other Iraqis say some countrymen

simply resentful of American dom-

ination may be joining in the

attacks.
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Three militants killed

in Saudi Arabia raid
By Adam Malik
As.SlX 1ATI- [ ) rRi.SS

II21AN. Saudi Arabia - Tear gas

hung in the air yesterday and blood

and bullets littered the halls of a

Saudi apartment building a day

after a shootout with security

forces killed three suspected mili-

tants, including an alleged al-Uaida

operative wanted by the FBI for

terror threats against the United

States.

The alleged operative, Zubayr

al-Rimi, died in the latest dramatic

raid in Saudi Arabia's crackdown

on Islamic militants.

"My son is dead and it is all

over," al-Rimi's father was quoted

as telling the Saudi daily newspa-

per Al-Riyadh on Wednesday The

father eariier called on his son to

surrender.

Zubayr al-Rimi is believed to

have been the chief deputy of Abu

Bakr al-Azdi, the fomier top al-

Qaida man in Saudi Arabia who
surrendered to Saudi authorities

June 2b.

Al-Rimi's name appears on a

Saudi list of 19 militants connected

to the May 1 2 suicide bombings of

foreign housing compounds in

Riyadh, which killed 35 people

including nine attackers, according

to a Saudi Interior Ministry official.

Saudi officials have said the 19

were in contact with al-Qaida, the

group suspected in the Sept. 1

1

terror attacks.

Six days before the second

anniversary of Sept. 1 1 , the FBI

issued a bulletin saying it was

searching woMdwide for al-Rimi,

along with another Saudi, a

Moroccan and a Tunisian in con-

nection with possible terrorist

threats against the United Slates.

Al-Rimi was killed alter secu-

rity forces stormed an apartment

building Tuesday in the southern

town of lizan, seeking five mili-

tants who had barricaded them-

selves inside. The three-story

building houses employees,

many of them foreigners, of the

King Fahd Central Hospital next

door.

At least one security officer also

died in a prolonged shootout and

two suspected militants were

arrested, the Interior Ministry said

in a statement carried by the offi-

cial Saudi Press Agency Al-Rimi

and the other suspects were plan-

ning a terror attack, according to

an official statement on Saudi state

television.

In Washington, lohn Pistole,

assistant director of the FBI's coun-

terterrorism division, said al-Rimi

died in the apartment building raid

after the FBI received infonnation

Tuesday concerning his where-

abouts.

"They engaged in a gun battle and

now al-Rimi and another individ-

ual were killed," Pistole told a sub-

committee of the U.S. House

Financial Services Committee

The Saudi government has

cracked down on Islamic militants

since the May 12 bombings. I^rge

caches of weapons have been

unearthed, more than 200 suspects

arrested and more than a dozen

killed in police raids - revealing

both the government's determina-

tion to control militancy and a dis-

turbingly wide network of extrem-

ists.

Al-Rimi, also known as Sultan

lubran Sultan al-Qahtani, had lived

near lihan, in Asir. His body was

identified by his father, the Saudi

newspaper Al-Riyadh reported.

Al-Rimi's father said he last saw

his son two years ago anil believed

his son started to adopt extremist

thought while studying physical

education at a university in Abha in

southwestern Saudi Arabia. He
never finished his university

degree, traveling instead to

Afghanistan.

At least 1 1 of the 19 militants

on the Saudi list have been killed

or arrested. They include Abu
Bakr. also known as Ali Abd al-

Rahman al-Faqasi al-Ghaimli. the

susptxted mastennind ol the May

12 attacks who surrendered in

lune: and the No. I figure on the

list al-Qaida member lurki

Nasser al-Dandani whu was

killed in a raid in northem Saudi

Arabia in |ul>.

Another susjx'ct, killed in a

police chase in |une. was reixHtcd-

ly carrying a letter written In al-

Qaida chief Qsama bin laden.

Four of the 19 were among the

nine bombers killed in the May 12

attacks.

The building where al-Rinii was

killed was part ol a complex hous-

ing about I.IKM.) toivigncis most-

ly from the Indian subcontinent,

the Philippines and the Far Fast -

as well us Saudis, fhc May 1 2 sui-

cide bombings targeted threv expa-

triate compounds.
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Governor's plan for death

penalty has no chance of passing
Republican Gov. Mitt Romneys announce-

ment that he wants to craft a death penalty in

Massachusetts that will only execute criminals

who are "virtually certain" to be guilty was

met yesterday with a predictable reaction in

much of the predominantly Democratic

Commonwealth - scorn.

Numerous state representatives and sena-

tors have already spoken out on the issue, crit-

icizing Romneys plan in a number of ways.

State Rep. Ellen Story. D-Amherst. called it

"disingenuous."

"I think we have seen that scientific evi-

dence can be used both correctly and incor-

rectly." Story told the Daily Hampshire

Gazette. "DNA samples get mixed up or they

get planted in somebody's box of documents

when they shouldn't be there."

Romney named an 1 1 -member panel of sci-

entists, prosecutors and legal experts Tuesday

to write a bill that relies heavily on science to

determine guilt or innocence, according to the

Associated Press.

"We want a standard of proof that is incon-

trovertible." Romney told the AP. "This is a

new kind of death penalty ... just as science

can free the innocent, it can identify the

guilty."

Unfortunately for Romney, much of the

state he governs does not see it the same way.

The death penalty was eliminated from

Massachu.setts in 1984. and many of the per-

sonalities and attitudes that prevailed then still

exist. Peter Kocot's. D-Northampton, opinion

serves as a good example.

"In a modem and just society in the birth-

place of American democracy, I think that we

ought to be looking out for equal protection

under the law and trying to perfect the judicial

systein. and promoting the death penalty is not

the right way to do that." Kocot told the

Gazette yesterday.

The attempt to reintroduce the death penal-

ty by the governor has become somewhat of a

tradition in Massachusetts. Since the ban in

1984. the last four Republican governors in

the state have tried to reinstate it. In each

case, the attempt has failed to pass through

the primarily democratic legislature. The last

time it came up for vote was in 2001, where

the House voted it down, 94-60.

Romney does have some supporters,

though, that much should be acknowledged.

But those supporters will face a firestorm of

criticism in our primarily liberal slate, even

though Romney told the AP he only envisions

using the death penalty in extreme cases, such

as the murder of police officers and terrorist

acts with multiple deaths.

Initial reactions have followed the same

party lines that previous death penalty votes in

Massachusetts have. State legislators such as

Kocut, Story and state Rep. |ohn Scibak of

South Hadley have all spoken out against

Romney s plan, and all are Democrats in the

majority. The only early support Romney has

drawn comes from the right wing, such as

Republican House Leader Brad |ones.

"(Capital punishment] is the only way as a

society that we can adequately express our dis-

approval of some awful behavior," lones said.

However, lones's view xyill remain in the

minority. The death penalty in Massachusetts

is guaranteed to fall to the same fate it has

before - into the right wing minority, with no

chance of passing.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

Information from The Daily Hampshire

Gazette and The Associated Press was used for

this editorial.

UMass security a failure

Gilad

Skolnik

^^^^ 1 failed. Yes,

^^ff^ my

^f^jL first test of

Mpi 9% the semester,

^ W I
and I'm not

^PPV proud of it.^^K^^ All I wanted

that was too

much for the

University of
^"^ Massachu-

setis, apparently. 1 didn't have

very high aspirations, just to be

the security receptionist for

one of the many dorms of

UMass. Most people usually

respond with a snicker or by

laughing when I inform them

that I failed the test to become

a security receptionist, usually

asking, I'm guessing in sar-

casm, "how could you fail it?"

The truth is that I don't know

how 1 managed to fail it. I have

come to the corKlusion that I must

have really pissed off that test proc-

tor. Maybe it was that really

squeaky pen of mine, or that tap-

ping sound I make with my finger

when I'm nervous.

I don't remember much from

what I had to memorize, but I

do remember that while you're

working as a security reception-

ist, women aren't allowed to

wear tank tops and men aren't

allowed to wear muscle shirts.

Its understandable that

UMass security is trying to pull

off a professional image and

look serious, but some of the

policies that they have in place

are ridiculous. Someone can

work security with as many
piercings and tattoos as they

want on their face, dye their

hair any color, and it's all okay.

But if they wear a tank-top or

muscle shirt, it's not allowed?

Now, when you walk into a

dorm room and see some guy

sitting in that security recep-

tionist chair who's jacked and

wearing a muscle shirt, you're a

lot less likely to want to mess

with him anil a lot more likely

to show him your ID. It's quite

easy to simply run by those

folk, yelling and hollering as

you wave your hands in the air

every which way, but are you

going to take that risk with

either Biff or Gus manning
security, wearing his muscle

shirt and looking so pumped
that he could rip that sink off

your bathroom wall? I know
it's important to look profes-

sional, but it should be more
imporwnt to keep our dorms

safe.

The only thing more ludi-

crous than guys not being

allowed to wear muscle shirts,

which I can live with for some

Frankly, unless

the policies of

UMass security

are changed, it

might as well be

cut and have the

money go toward

lowering tuition.

reason, is girls not being

allowed to wear tank tops. I

may be no psychology major,

but when that attractive girl in

a tank top asks me to do some-

thing. I do it. as would most

other guys. Moreover, people

are less likely to want to run by

security without checking other

people in or furnishing a prop-

er ID if security is some girl in

a tank top. If anything, UMass
security should be encouraging

girls who are working for them

to wear tank tops if they want a

more secure and safe building.

In fact, the Israeli army long

ago realized the powers of

women. Many women are

given positions in the army to

train men, in combat fields

ranging from tanks to infantry.

This is because males are often

more responsive to females

asking them to do things and

less likely to argue with them.

Aside from the out of date

dress code, the technology used

by UMass security must be

updated. Video cameras should

be installed in each and every

dorm entrance, which should

Stepping into the ring

Peter

Politics is a tough game. These

days, it seems elected officials must

come equipped with box-

ing gk)ves and a mouth-

piece. It has become a

main event worthy of Las
^^^

Vegas lights and Don King promo-

tion. Political bouts, from all differ-

ent perspectives, are running ram-

pant. Officials are doing battle, and

we are sitting ringside.

These public tiffs could be

broadcast live on pay-per-view

with George Foreman doing the

color commentary. There wouW be

an event everyday.

Tonight, live from Mass-

achusetts: Romney vs. Bulger.

Watch as the newly elected gov-

ernor takes on state crook Billy

Bulger. Once Bulger submits to

Romney 's brutality, stay tuned.

The Democrats will launch a

vicious counter-attack accusing

the governor of being unfit for

the Commonwealth, because he

wants to cut unemployment
benefits, and his former compa-

ny. Bain Inc., is being investi-

gated for corporate misdeeds

that cost the Massachusetts

State Pension fund over

$500,000.
Speaking of investigations, this

carnage has spilled out into broad-

cast and print media. Fox News is

suing author/comedian Al Franken

for using the phrase "fair and bal-

anced" in the subtitle of his new

book. "Lies and the Lying Liars

Who Tell Them; A Fair and

Balanced Look at the Right." The

book draws battle lines with sever-

al politicians and political analysts.

Namely. Ann Coulter, the right

wing, religious radical who once

said, in regard to Muslims territo-

ries, "^e should invade all their

countries, kill their leaders, and

convert them to Christianity." This

quote got her canned from her post

at National Review Online and

inspired Franken to

T n 3ln
appropriately title the

IfOVdlO second chapter of his—^~"~ book: "Anne Coulter:

always be recording everyone

entering the building. It would

be an expensive investment,

but rest assured that this would

be paid off quickly. Every time

someone would run by security

they would be caught on tape

and fined a few hundred dol-

lars. Even if no one ran by

security, then all of a sudden

security would actually be

effective.

The problem is that the

whole point of security is to

only let people who are allowed

to get into that particular

building enter that building,

but the exact people who are

meant to be kept out can just

run by security and not much
can be done without knowing

their names. Although I know
the names of the 20,000 and

something students who attend

UMass, sadly there are some of

us who don't. If the only people

who don't run by security are

the people who are allowed in

the building and can legitimate-

ly check in then there's not

much of a point for having it.

Frankly, unless the policies

of UMass security are changed,

it might as well be cut and have

the money go toward lowering

tuition. Although, at the rate

that Romney is slashing funds

from our budget, we may need

that money just to keep the

tuition from rising. Even more

absurd is that security only

starts functioning at 8 p.m.,

which means that any joe Shmo
who wants to can enter the

building at 7:59. Do dangerous

people only try to enter dorms

afier 8?

Perhaps the whole point of

security receptionists in our

buildings is to appease our par-

ents by giving the image that

UMass dormitories are very

secure. Yet the fact remains

that security receptionists are

unable to provide adequate

security for our dorms. Rather,

they are a money drain and are

quite ineffective. I may have

failed my test, but they've

failed their purpose.

Gilad Skolnik is a Collegian

columnist.

Nutcase."

The scuffles continue through-

out out the nation; the Sunshine

State is playing host to its own steel

cage match. In one comer stand

the Democrats desperately trying

to keep hold of California, a sute

overflowing with liberal thou^t.

In the opposite comer lurk the

Republicans, who ai* strategically

maneuvering their troops to even-

tually gain control of the capital.

And who is the chosen combatant

for the G.O.R? None other than

the Terminator himself: Aaahnald.

Schwarzenegger has about as

much business becoming governor

as Gray Davis has entering a body-

building competition.

Dick Gephardt; and lastly. Rev. Al.

Sharpton vs. everyone.

It is going to be a political tilt

for the ages: Who can rumble with

Bush? Name-calling, negative cam-

paign ads, questionable voting

records - you name it. this dogfight

is going to have it. Kucinich will

accuse Dean of being in-tight with

corporations and free traders.

Dean will call |oe Lieberman a

Republican in a Democrat suit.

Gephardt will tell Mosely Braun

she is un-electable. And when the

smoke clears and the bodies are

sorted out. Gen. Wesley Clark will

stand with his savvy military

knowledge and keen sense of lead-

ership as the chosen pugilist to step

into the ring with Bush.

Unrest is an understatement.

The political scene in America is a

chaotic bloodbath without limita-

tions. It is an intense attitude:

Attack at every angle and take con-

UnfBst is an understatement The political

scene in America is a chaotic bloodbath with-

out limitations.

So, both coasts are inflamed

with various political struggles. But

what about the rest of tlie country?

Are they being left out? Oh no!

They'll get their fill within the next

several months. Plenty of btows

will be traded when the Dems have

to nominate a candidate who can

knock President Bush down for the

count. This is going to be good:

Democrats attacking Dennocrats, a

party civil war

John Kerry vs. Howard Dean;

Howard Dean vs. Dennis

Kucinich; Dennis Kucinich vs. joe

Lieberman; )oe Lieberman vs.

Mosely Braun; Mosely Braun vs.

trol wherever you can. This battle-

front has even reared its ugly head

on our campus: |ared Nokes and

the Student Government vs. the

members of ALANA - simply a

mk:rocosm of the entire country.

It's mayhem, and it has become

ridiculous.

These brawls are dividing the

nation and causing important

decisions to be left in their wake.

Now. it is time for us to consider

the age-old question: How can we

get anything done if all we do is

fight?

Peter Trovato is a Collegian

columnist.
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Hunting in the Last Frontier
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The advertising manager at the

student newspaper here got stuck

in the bush two weeks ago and

killed a moose to survive. She ate

its heart.

Traveling in a swamp buggy of

some sort, she and her male com-

panion got stuck in the mud - a fre-

quent occurrence when the ground

is still thawed. In the pictures I saw,

there was a bull moase hanging

from its legs, skinned and opened

wide. Alaska has a no waste law, so the whole thing

eventually came home, but the meal of that evening

was in fact the circulatory center of that majestic beast

- the heart.

Don't cringe, the hunting and fishing in this state is

supposed to be second to none. The likelihood that

you will be out in the bush and need, in fact, to hunt

and fish for survival is also second to none. There are

many isolated spots in Alaska, and I'm not talking iso-

lated like trying to find Chenoweth or the yellow lot.

I'm talking about having a state capital that you can't

drive to Ouneau is only accessible by ferry or plane).

Villages dot the vast expanse of the largest united

state. Most are built on rivers or the coast (hint, com-

mercial fishing is a huge industry). These villages are

visited on a schedule dictated by weather and only by

plane or snowmobile. Barrow, the northemmost town

of 4,500, is visited every August to stock up the sup-

plies for the next twelve months.

Then, there are the villages on the Aleutian Islands

- the long stretch of islands heading towards Siberia. I

met a woman this past week, while reporting on a

story on these native villages, that was stuck on one of

these islands for one week longer than she planned

because the mail fiight couldn't fight the wind and

weather.

So when I heard the story of the heartless moose I

was not shocked.

Nor was I shocked when I overheard the discussion

in my 1 p.m. logic class about a moming hunt, one that

was squeeze in between 9:15 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. It

ended in two mountain sheep destined for a large

freezer. That was a true test of time management, and

also quite typical of the sportsmen here who do hunt

or fish. And that is most everyone.

Natives, such as the Aleuts. Upiks, Eskimos and

other tribes that still exist and live off the land, have

subsistence laws that allow the killing of seals, polar

bears, moose, caribou and other game. It is hardly

game and every bit of every animal gets used. And it
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appears, though numbers are depleting over time, that

there is plenty of game.

For instance, if I had the hunting inclination, there

are often moose outside the dorms here. They roam

onto campus, and as long as they aren't in heat, they

won't trample you. There are beaver dams behind my

university apartment and a stuffed cougar in the near-

est dive bar. All right, so someone already got that

cougar, but you get the point - wildlife.

It is not a male-only activity either, the ad manager

is a woman and the woman in my short-lived welding

class who has "the best way to make moose-meat chili"

is also female. Hunting is not a machismo act and, now

that there is snow in the mountains and foothills

around Anchorage, is often very much done for food

and survival and not for fun.

People still can go to grocery stores and many do,

but depending on how far and how disconnected you

are. hunting makes staying alive possible. The native

tribes that rely on fishing and caribou know this, and

this is why they can survive in the most remote areas

of the state, and the country.

There are beaver dams behind

my university apartment and a

stuffed cougar in the nearest

dive bar.

In support of the importance to some people of

hunting, and in stark contrast to the University of

Massachusetts, the University of Alaska- Anchorage

has a residential gun safe, under the lock and key of

the UAA police.

So if you hunt, bring a gun. Lock it up and go hunt

between classes - or before work if you're the two bow
hunters who at 7 a.m. were showing off their kill before

going to work at the library. And, as if it needed to be

said, there are warning signs on every door of every

building pointing out the illegality of taking a gun into

the university buiklings. It makes sense to have these

signs siiKe the governor of this state passed some of the

most relaxed concealed weapons laws in the country.

Although hunting and eating the heart straight out

of a moose - in the inevitable quote of Ek)b Dylan -

"ain't my cup of meat." it certainly typifies one of many
unique lifestyle choices in Alaska.

Scott Eldridge 11 is a Collegian Columnist on

exchange in Anchorage, Alaska.

Who's your anybody?

Rachel

Smith

MMHHHH What does Jan. 27 mean to you?

^H^^l^l How about March 2? I'll give you

^^^^^^H a hint; judging by George W.

^^Pi^rl^l Bush's tanking approval ratings,

^^OB^H thase arc the days many of you will

^B^^^^H choose the next president of the-

Ws^^^^^ United States. New Hampshire

^•^BfcH will hold their democratic primary

' ' election in January; Massachu.setts

will follow in March. If you care

about who will be sitting in the

^—• oval office next year, you'll get

involved now.

Iowa holds the first primary election on Jan. 19,

and New Hampshire follows soon afterward. All the

candidates are focusing a great deal of attention on

those two early primaries. Early victories mean more

money for the campaigns and ultimately, survival into

the national elections. New Hampshire is also unusu-

al because un-enrolled voters can vote in the primar-

ies; most states only allow members of the

Democratic and Republican Parties to vote in their

parties' respective primary elections.

Every state holds an election between January and

)une of presidential election years to detennine who gets

to compete for the White House. When there is no

incumbent president (remember the 2000 election),

both parties hoW primary elections. You mi^t recall

|ohn McCain beating George W. Bush in New
Hampshire; but, as you know. Bush won his party's

nomination. In 2004, Bush can still be reelected, so only

the Democrats are hoUing primaries. What does this

mean to you? If you don't vote in your state's primary

elections, you won't have a say in who will beat Bush.

The slogan "Anybody but Bush" is popping up on

bumper stickers, T-shirts, and even at the University

of Massachusetts College Democrats. The group

named their presidential campaign awareness prtv

gram "Who's Your Anybody?" That's a great ques-

tion, considering the importance of this upcoming

election; I'm not seeing a great deal of student

activism. All students have a responsibility to find the

best "somebody" and at least vote for that person, but

they should consider volunteering or interning on a

campaign.

My "anybody" is Senator |oe Lieberman from

Connecticut, and I'm fortunate enough to be interning

for a person who 1 heartily believe is the best person

to work in the oval office. I found out about intern-

ships for the campaign at the Senator's website and

applied online. I'm getting credit toward my major

from the political science department, getting hands-

on experience with the political and financial aspects

of national campaigns, and I'm having a terrific time.

Last weekend. I went door-to-door in New
Hampshire with Team loe, asking people about their

opinions on the candidates, specific issues and gener-

al concems. I was legitimately amazed as state opin-

ion polls materialized with unique faces, names and

personalities: I'll never think about New Hampshire

voters solely in terms of statistics or percentages

again.

You may have read about a majority of undecided

voters, but imagine that you could meet hundreds of

those voters and tell them why nobody will be a bet-

ter president than your "anybody." Debating politics

over lunch is fun, but you're not making a difference

unless you vote or get involved with a campaign. In

2004, its time to get somebody elected into the exec-

utive office by a majority of votes instead of appoint-

ed by one vote from the Supreme Court. Unless you

want to risk keeping Bush in office for another four

years, you must vote, and you really should actively

voice your concems about the Bush administration by

advocating for the Democratic candidates.

I'm sure most candidates have online applications

for interns and volunteers, plus the Campus Career

Center has a wealth of information about internships

that students can do for college credit. I would urge

students to volunteer for their preferred candidate for

one day in New Hampshire. One of the privileges of

living in New England is being so close to the political

maelstrom whirling next door.

Every four years UMass students have an oppor-

tunity to help make history; that means every student

that completes a traditional four- or five-year aca-

demic plan can participate in a presidential election,

if only for one or two days. 1 intem for Senator

Lieberman's campaign once a week in Hartford,

Conn., which is only an hour or two away from cam-

pus depending on the traffic. There are campaign

offices for the Democratic candidates all over New
England, some of which are less than an hour from

UMass.

Unless you want to risk iteep-

ing Bush in office for another

four years, you must vote.

Many voters are disillusioned, especially since the

controversial 2000 presidential election. What every

eligible voter needs to realize is that the opportunity

to reclaim national politics is not only preferable, it is

obtainable. Register to vote. Nag your friends and

family to register to vote. Get involved in elections

and advocate for whichever candidate you believe in.

but don't give up hope and don't sacrifice your elec-

toral power because you dislike the current adminis-

tration. Voter apathy is what got Bush into

Washington in 2000.

I found a candidate who will make a terrific presi-

dent, and I'm convinced Sen. Lieberman will help this

country recover from poorly executed military

actions, irresponsible tax cuts and the attempted com-

plete disenfranchisement of economically disadvan-

taged Americans. As an intem for Sen. Lieberman. I

would love to see every student at UMass join the

campaign, but as a student and a person who lives in

this country, I simply implore everybody to find their

"anybody."

Rachel Smith is a Collegian columnist.

Just eat your steak

Francis

Caff

BLast weekend
I returned to

Cape Cod to

waitress an

encore shift at

the restaurant

where 1

worked all

summer.
Halfway
through the

night, I ran

into a friend and we decided to

catch up. How was she doing?

What was new with both of us?

Her friend sat idly by, spinning

the straw in her drink and look-

ing bored. How was being back

at school for me?
At this, the friend butted in,

"Oh, you're in school?" She

more stated than asked. "Where

do you go? Four C's?" (She was

referring to Cape Cod
Community College). "No." I

said, annoyed by her intrusion.

"I go to UMass." Her jaw

dropped and then she nodded

as she encouragingly said,

"Good for you!"

This was not an isolated

experience. I can't tell you how
many times I have had cus-

tomers inquire about my per-

sonal business. More often than

not, they presumptuously ask

right off the bat, "where do you

go to school?"
"1 go to UMass. Senior. I am

a journalism major. I don't

know what I will do when I get

out of college."

They look miffed and

uncomfortable in the face of my
indecision.

"Okay, okay, maybe .some-

thing in the way of public radio.

Yes, I have had internships. Can

I go put your order in yet?"

Don't get me wrong, some

type of personal interaction is

acceptable in this line of work,

but why do people assume that

there is more that they are enti-

Mission impossible: finding a job
Stressed out about finding a

job? Well, you're in good com-

pany. Anyone who picks up a

newspaper and flips to

the news or turns on C|||i|y

the TV knows that the

job market is bleak.

The country's economic woes

are creating an overwhelming

surge in the unemployment rate,

and unfortunately, for those of

us attending the University of

Massachusetts, the job market

seems far from promising.

Quite frankly, trying to get a

job either on or off campus is

nearly impossible. There are

those lucky few who somehow
wrangled themselves a job. but

how they did it is beyond me. To

get a job in or around Amherst,

you have to fall into one of the

following two categories.

You have to permanently

live out here, so that disquali-

fies just about everyone attend-

ing UMass. Or, you have to

have some sort of "dependable"

connection that will put in a

good word so you're not anoth-

er one of the thousands of

nameless faces applying for the

job. Now, if you fall into one of

those categories, congratula-

tions! I'm jealous of you.

because you're making money,

and I am not.

Let's first discuss on-cam-

pus jobs. If you attend a school

with nearly 25,000 students,

one would think that maybe the

University would be able to

supply you with some sort of

menial job. But no. If you don't

have work-study, then getting a

job on campus is pretty much

out of the question. Anyway,

the money you do get from

work-study doesn't really put a

dent in all the weekly expenses

a college student manages to

accrue. Thettfore, at least in

my situation, getting a job on

campus is pretty much out of

the question.

So, the only remaining jobs

are found off campus. If you
don't have a car, good luck.

TVying to figure out where to

apply to is a daunting

I'Bripn
undertaking within

'
°"''"

itself. The process of"^^^^
applying for jobs (in

particular the monotonous task

of filling out applications)

takes at the very least an entire

day to accomplish.

The most demoralizing part

of the whole application

process occurs when you first

go into apply. After mustering

up the courage to ask whether

or not your desired place of

employment is hiring or not,

quite frequently the reply you

will receive is, "We're taking

applications." If you don't

One would think

that maybe the

University would be

able to supply you

with some sort of

menial job. But no.

know by now. that means "No."

It can also be translated into

"don't even waste your time

filling out this application

because I might as well throw it

in the trash the second you

walk out of the door."

"Why is it .so hard to get a

job off campus at UMass," you

may ask. I'm not entirely sure,

but I do have my theories. First

of all, many employers want to

hire Amherst residents because

they live here year-round and

won't be MIA during breaks. I

do understand this concept to a

certain extent. However. 1 still

do not coinprehend how fair it

is that we. as college students,

arc pouring money into this

community and essentially sup-
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tied to know? Why isn't it

enough to just be waitressing?

Why do people always assume

that what you are doing is a

means to an end? Where do

they get the nerve to judge your

decisions, without even know-

ing you? What does it matter to

them what my direction in life

is, as long as they get their steak

in a timely fashion, cooked the

way they ordered it?

When my sister graduated

I can't tell you

how many
times I have

had customers

inquire about

my personal

business.

from college, she returned

home for the summer and

worked at an upscale Italian

restaurant. She was going to

France in the fall to teach

English and needed to save

money. Then, the inevitable

question arose, "Where do you

go to school?"

At first, she would answer

honestly. She would tell these

complete strangers of her recent

graduation and her plans to

teach abroad. When she got to

the part about a job on the hori-

zon, people breathed huge sighs

of relief and sometimes even

commented, "Thank goodness,

you didn't get a college educa-

tion to work here, eh?"

Guffaw, poke, nudge. My
sister was offended and decided

to edit her story. Instead of

divulging her future plans to

these meddlesome strangers.

she simply stopped including

the part about going to France.

She would allow them the

knowledge that she had gone to

college, but no more. People

would wait for more informa-

tion after she told them of her

graduation, but she wouldn't

budge. If they insisted she

would simply say, "I'm sorry. I

just don't quite see how this

pertains to your order?"

I am sure we have all been

thinking about it. What in the

world is in store for me after

college? Where am 1 going to

live? Who am I going to live

with? How much money will I

make? Should I get my
Master's? Should I go to law

school? I think about these

things constantly, but that is

because it is my business. I

honestly believe that everything

will fall into place, the way
things tend to do if you just

relax and have confidence.

Someone recently told me
that these are my years to be

selfish, to do any and every-

thing you want, before you

have serious responsibility.

Why is there such an urgency

to go out, get the best job ever,

makes piles of money and max-

imize your earning potential?

This is what most of us have in

store for the rest of our lives;

overtime, nine to five, suits,

cubicles, company picnics,

retirement funds. Why start

now? Why not embrace our

youth while we still have a

choice? As long as you are hon-

oring your loans and responsi-

bilities, why not enjoy yourself

for a while? Whether you're

waitressing, pumping gas, mak-

ing a documentary or traveling,

if it's what you want, do it, and

don't make apologies. This is

your life.

Frannie Carr is a Collegian

columnist.

porting their economy. Yet,

time after time, we are turned

away from employment. Not to

mention that we do, in fact,

spend at least two-thirds of the

year out here in good old

Western Massachusetts. In my
opinion, that is by far enough

time for me to feel as though 1

qualify as a resident.

The only other way in which

you can snaggle yourself a half

decent job out here is by know-

ing someone. By that, I don't

mean your best friend's old

roommate's sister that works at

the restaurant you want to

work at. That is not a reliable

source: an immediate connec-

tion is essential. Maybe I just

don't befriend the right people,

but no one I know has a half

decent job off campus. So all in

all. it adds to that neither you.

nor I, will never ever get a good

job out here - ever.

The reality of the depression

of employment for college stu-

dents in this college town is dis-

couraging. Many of us are faced

with the reality that we have to

find some way to financially sup-

port ourselves, at least to a cer-

tain extent. I personally am very

fortunate that my parents offer

me financial assistance in vari-

ous ways. I'm basically responsi-

ble for my own spending money.

However, in order to afford liv-

ing somewhat comfortably. I

have to go home nearly every

other weekend to work. It isn't

necessarily the worst situation I

could be in, but it isn't an ideal

one either. Once you add up gas

and general expenses, such as

groceries, it's nearly impossible

to save money while in college.

So even though the outlook

of the job market is depressing

to future college graduates, at

least UMass graduates have bro-

ken in the feeling of unemploy-

ment.

Emily O'Brien is a Collegian

columnist.

Beware of MassPIRG
For those who don't know, MassPIRG stands for

Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group. The

group was started, under ;i dilfcrcnl name,

roughly 30 years iigo by Riilph Nader. Over
jgg

the years, it has spurred the creation of ^^^__
many other state "PIRGs" around the

country. Tlie group's main concerns are environmen-

tal and consumer protection. There is. in fact, a stu-

dent chapter right here on campus. MassPIRG, at

least on ihc middle and lower levels, is mainly run by

people in ihcir inid-20s fresh out of college. There is

certainly a high degree ol enthusiasm in these politi-

cally conscious individuals, but in .some cases a lack

of responsibililv.

I say this because of an experience I had this sum-

mer with MassPIRG. Due to the irresponsibility of

my directors al MassPIRG. $75 was taken from my

paycheck by mistake. Working up to 55 hours a

week and only getting paid for 25 of them is an insult

in ilsell, but losing some of my hard earned money

because of a simple paperwork mistake was certain-

ly disturbing. The issue I have with MassPIRG is not

the money, however I have accepted that I will never

see it al this point two months iifter the lact and

after countless complaints and phone calls. No. the

issue I have is the manner in which the situation was

dealt with.

MassPIRG's |iii>chccks arc very confusing lor the

untrained. Ihey deal with quotas, averages, bonuses

and buffer accounts. Often, my director mshed me

through the process of examining my pay sheet.

Obviously, this is not a gcKKl practice, because had I

not taken the lime lo caielully examine the informa-

tion and would not have caught the problem.

Finding thai money was mistakenly taken from my

paycheck. I immediately approached my director

about it. She gave nic ihe impression she would take

care of il. I trusted her to take responsibility for the

mistake and lo get me the money as sckmi as possible.

When two weeks had gone by. (a pay periixl in

the MassPIRG world, much like the campus jobs

here al UMass) I expcxied to see a reimbursement.

Upon finding no such monies. I inquired again with

my director, who basicallv informed me that nothing

had been done to solve liie problem in the past two

weeks and that I should talk lo the other director, a

male my own age. He also informed me that he

would take care of it. Again, foolishly. I tmsted him

to correct the problem, which in fact

:.„ belonged lo his very own paperwork error a
I Hi

fj.^. weeks prior.^~^
Unfortunately, the MassPIRG oftice was

closing in about two weeks and the two directors

that knew about my issue were leaving. Having still

not received any reimbursement, I inquired yet again

about the inoney a few days before the office was to

be closed. Al this point, I was told they could not

help me and the responsibility to claim my money

was dumped on me. lb save space and to keep the

reader from boredom. I w\\\ not elaborate further.

I have been attempt-

ing—without result, to

obtain my stolen money.

but will simply say that 1 have bt^;n attempting for

the past month, without result, to obtain my stolen

money. At this point, il seems 1 will have to let it go.

My purpose here is not to present MassPIRG's

activities in a negative light, and for those at

MassPIRG who may be reading this, please don't

take offense. The group indeed does great work,

which is highly valuable in the state and beyond, but

there are some important changes that need be

made.

For now, let me say this: MassPIRG needs to pay

more attention to those who work at the bottom as

door-to-door fundraisers. The group is only as strong

as its base. If the concems of the hardest working

employees of MassPIRG are not met, then the group

is only shooting itself in the foot. If MassPIRG

makes a mistake on a pay sheet, then MassPIRG

should be the one to fix it. 1 write this article only out

of concern for the individuals who may want to

make a summer job or even a career out of

MassPIRG in the future. Workers beware,

loe Wilkins is a UMass student.
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It has been practiced all over the world for

5.000 years, but for University Health Services it

is the newest addition to its repertoire of health-

care aids.

This year marks the first time an acupuncture

service will be offered through UHS to students,

faculty and staff on the Amherst campus.

Two working Licensed Acupuncturists are

conducting this groundbreaking venture in health

services, |anna Lussier and Ton Whiteside.

"I am really excited about the opportunity to

work with students because at this age people are

looking to shape the

ftoupuncturji bnzak* OMa»»

habits in their lives.

said.

really

with

20IS

of

Whiteside
"Acupuncture
works better

someone who
years old compared
to someone who is

40 years old."

The two acupunc-

turists have a prac-

tice together in

Greenfield and have

been working togeth-

er since they were

students at the

National Institute for

Acupuncture in

Columbia, Md. They

decided last year that

. UMass would be a

^'reat place to devel-

op their practice.

"We made a com-
prehensive proposal

about a year ago to

(director of UHS]
Bernette Melby in

which we used the

acupuncture service

on the campus of

University of

Maryland in College

how it could work,"

HERALD H LlNd^nLLEr.lAN

Janna Lus-tier, left, and Ton Whiteside are the two new accupunc-

Iturists at University Health Services.

Park as an example

Lussier said.

Acupuncture is an ancient medicinal practice

that originated in China roughly 5.000 years ago.

It involves the use of two to six slender, stainless

steel needles barely the size of a few human hairs

- called filaments - which are inserted just

beneath the skin's surface. It is the most popular

form and most widespread symbol of traditional

Asian medicine philosophy in the United States

and around the globe.

"Acupuncture is really not known anymore as

an alternative medicine," Lussier said. "Now it's

rather called a complimentary therapy."

According to the two practitioners, the philos-

ophy of Chinese medicine is very different than

the way western medicine operates. In ancient

China, the way doctors of Chinese medicine

determined people's health is by very close obser-

vation. They studied the change in seasons and

the changes in nature that go along with the sea-

sonal shifts. Moreover, they studied how people's

mental and physical health shifted during these

seasonal changes. By studying the way people

reacted to nature and seasons, one can determine

any instability that exists within the human body.

"It's all about the balance within your inner

self," Whiteside said. "Many times when the sea-

son changes from summer to fall you find a lot of

people getting sick and feeling down, which is

very natural, but the people who continue to stay

down is where the trouble lies.

"The cycle must be continued, so the first

thing we ask during consultation is 'how long

have you been down or sick," he added.

"Our job as acupuncturists is to be detectives

for finding where that particular person is imbal-

anced." Lussier said.

Acupuncture has been proven to be an effec-

tive treatment for an immense amount of ail-

ments. Anything from headaches to infections

can be treated. According to Whiteside, the most

prevalent reason people seek acupuncture is to

cure chronic pain but the practice

provides relief to any thing

related to the body, including

the mind.

"A lot of people

think it's just for pain

like chronic back pain

but it does a lot

more," he said. "It

treats bodily systems,

all organ systems plus

mental and emotional

symbols.

"It really is a holistic

enterprise." he added.

The basis of

acupuncture is the

Chinese theory of ener-

gy How, called Qi (pro-

nounced "chee"). Qi

is not considered a

physical entity but it

represents the vital

energy that circulates

through all the chan-

nels of the body

including all organs.

There are over 360
channels in the

human body and
practitioners have

been studying them

for thousands of

years.

"When Qi is flow-

ing through your body

smoothly, you feel healthy

and you feel good,"

Whiteside said. "It's when
one of those channels is

blocked and when the energy

cannot travel, pain or emotional

Continued on page 9
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There are over 360 channeb in the Qi i

gy flow system as shown in the diagram above.
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Patient, at the Synthesis Center practice psychcynthesi. a. a way to reach personal growth. The cetiter, above, U located in downtown Amherst

at 274 North Pleasant Street.

Nestled in the heart of Amherst Center is a

place where people go to find inner peace, devel-

op their intuitive abilities, and to seek help spiri-

tually and psychologically. It is called the

Synthesis Center. Didi Fitman. founder of the psy-

chosynthesis program at the Synthesis Center,

offers comprehensive training in the art of psy-

chosynthesis to those who seek it.

"Beyond the psychosynthesis trainingand coun-

seling, the center offers many other typ« of semi-

nars and classes that all focus around Improving

the well-being of the individual." Firmait said.

In its most basic sense, psychosynthesis is sim-

ply a name for the process of personal growth -

the natural tendency in each human beiag to har-

monize or synthesize our various aspects into high

levels. In a more precise definition, psychosynthe-

sis is a conscious attempt to cooperate! with the

natural process of personal development. The
basic philosophy behind this school of t|iought is

that everything has the drive and po^ntial to

become the most evolved and full versioi of itself

possible, and psychosynthesis is a meaiji to this

end.
{

Many other alternative forms of heilth care

date back thousands of years, such as Acupunc-

ture, reiki and yoga, while psychosyntlisis is a

fairly new concept. It emerged in the y^r 1911

from the early work of Italian psychiatristlRoberto

Assagioli. He believed that Freud's wolc vastly

ContinMd on pigi 9
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Lyrics on Mayer^s follow-up

album weigh listeners down
By Johnny Donaldson

Collegian Staff

John Mayer has titled his latest effort

"Heavier Things," and from that title, its clear

that the ingratiating young singer/songwriter

has envisioned the album as an evolu-

tionary leap forward from his work on

the triple-platinum "Room For

Squares." From the stark black-and-

white photo on the front to the title of

the album, it's obvious Mayer is saying

he's taking a leap.

Except, this isn't him taking the

leap at all. "Heavier Things" doesn't

differ much from the folk-pop-jazz leanings of

"Room For Squares," with the exception that

the album has less of the blues and jazz inflect-

ed moments of the latter. This is still the same

John Mayer

'Heavier

fTwigs'

iynn/CatMUi

to, well, pretty much anything - relaxation,

seduction, whatever. Its slick. It's easy. It's

inoffensive. And it also has a tendency to get

boring.

Not to say that there aren't interesting

moments on "Heavier Things." Lead single

___ "Bigger Than My Body " is a great hook
""""

for a new album, with a bouncing

rhythm and Mayer hitting a falsetto

high with uncanny skill. It's the high-

light of the album. Unfortunately, it's

the second song. And Mayer allows his

humor to occasionally shine through,

especially on the sarcastic "New

Deep" in which he takes aim at earnest

street comer prophets: "Cause ever since I

tried / trying not to find / every little meaning

in my life / it's been fine / it's been cool / with

my new golden rule." As he says in the chorus,

A peek through Chuck Palahniuk^s new ^Diary'

DIMIY
A NOVEL

By Teresa Roach
Collegian Staff

"Diary." the latest effort from

"Fight Club" author Chuck

Palahniuk. is a creepy dive into

the world of one Misty Marie

Wilmont. Misty used to

be an aspiring artist until

she married the doomed
Peter Wilmont. Peter

now lies in a vegetative

state in the local hospiul.

after a failed suicide

attempt. Now Misty has

the daunting task of uk-

ing care of her 1 5-year-old daugh-

ter. Tabbi. and her mother-in-law,

Grace. The reader understands

quickly that something sinister is

happening involving Grace and

Tabbi - unfortunately the reader

realizes that before Misty does.

It can't get any worse until

Peter's clients start calling to

complain about the condition of

their houses. Peter used to

'Diary'

By Chuck

Palahniuk

Bovbleday&Co

remodel houses, and it seems as

if he sealed certain rooms off.

Clients call to say their bathroom

or kitchen is missing. When
Misty goes to investigate, she

finds that her husband has

scrawled violent messages all

over the walls. "Set foot

on the island, and you

will die," or "you'll die

and the world will be a

better place for..."

Readers are in for

many surprises as the

novel unfolds. "Diary"

has the hallmark of a

good book, as Palahniuk makes

the reader eager to turn the page.

His matter of fact and often

grotesque descriptions probe at

the reader's psyche. Constantly,

the reader questions what is actu-

ally happening in the novel and

if, in fact, the characters are actu-

ally real. There are consistent

flashbacks in the novel to when

Misty and Peter met and before

ASUftTKVIxSIJIiLtl.AVi.cii

the horror of her life started.

These descriptions, coupled

»ath the way Misty addresses

Peter indirectly in the "diary," add

much to the novel. Palahniuk

actually sets the novel up as a

diary, each chapter having the

month and the date and the short

chapters make the reader feel as

though they are reading actual

diary entries.

Readers will find much satis-

faction reading "Diary" if they

enjoy novels that are atypical and

unusual. The constant one-liners

that Palahniuk injects into the

prose will make readers wince as

well as smile.

Lawsuit filed against music, movie co.

SClTTT ELimilXIE IWXX.LEG1AN

John Mayer, pictured at the Mullins Center last November, released his second major album.

"Heavier Things," following the success of "Room for Squares."

playful Mayer of before (the booklet is color-

coded according to emotional impact and loca-

tion of recording amongst other things,) the

handsome, dreamy-voiced young man wooing

young women with his acoustic guitar.

Mayer's easy-going voice, which has enough

range to overcome the crutch of good looks, is

nicely showcased here, but it's used at the

expense of songs that have all the impact of

cotton candy. Mayer's smooth vocals are

enough to seduce young giris, but the cynical

will just shrug and ask what all the fuss was

about.

It's hard to tell if Mayer is going to be a

long-lasting singer and songwriter, the lames

Taylor of his generation, or if he's really just

the second coming of the easy-listening trouba-

dours of the "TOs and '80s, men whose songs

remained while their faces faded from memory.

The music on "Heavier Things" is hardly a

strenuous listen; it exists to act as the backdrop

"Numb is the new deep."

Alas, an air of condescension and arrogance

hangs over the album. The ballad "Daughters"

is a particulady galling example. Mayer exhorts

"you are the god and weight of her world" to

the men looking after their daughters, as if

implying that fathers are the only part of a girl's

world. "Heavier Things" works best when

Mayer stays upbeat, as on "Bigger Than My

Body" and "Home Room." When Mayer slows

down the tempo, the album gets bogged down.

Mayer's relaxed voice is certainly nice to listen

to. but the music itself lacks personality and

distinction. It's not terrible, but it's not terribly

exciting either.

Mayer certainly has talent in him - "Room

For Squares" is an example of it, and "Heavier

Things," even for its faults, shows it too - but

he needs to demonstrate that he can do things

heavier than seducing young giris with his slick

and smooth sensitivity.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Makers of the most pop-

ular online file-sharing network are suing entertain-

ment companies for copyright infringement, alleging

the companies used unauthorized versions of its soft-

ware to snoop on users in their efforts to battle pira-

cy.

Sharman Networks, the company behind the

Kazaa file-sharing software, filed a federal lawsuit

Monday, accusing the movie studios and the

Recording Industry of America of using "Kazaa

Lite," a replica of its software without advertising, to

get onto the network. Sharman claims its copyright

was violated because Kazaa Lite is an unauthorized

version of its free software.

Once on the network, the companies offered

bogus versions of copyright music and movies and

then sent online messages to users warning them

they were breaking the law. Sharman claims those

moves violated terms for using its network.

The RIAA, which has battled the widespread

sharing of music, called Sharman's "newfound admi-

ration for the importance of copyright law" ironic

and "self-serving."

Sharman's lawsuit also revives its previous allega-

tion that Universal Music Group and Warner Music

Group violated antitrust laws by stopping Shannan

and its partner Altnet Inc. from distributing author-

ized copies of music and movies through Kazaa.

Last year the companies filed suit against

Sharman. accusing it of providing free access to

copyright music and films to millions of Internet

users in the United States.

Sharman, in a countersuit, claimed movie and

recording industries didn't understand the digital

age and were monopolizing entertainment.

U.S. District judge Stephen V. Wilson rejected

those claims in |uly but last week allowed Sharman

to try again.

Universal Music Group and Warner Music

Group declined to comment on Sharman's latest

lawsuit.
- Associated Press
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"Depo-Provera is 99.1% e,J^PeLCrtWe.
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If you're not ready, you're not ready. That's why

more women than ever choose Depo-Provera.

You need just 1 shot every 11 to 13 weeks to

protect you from pregnancy. So, you can focus

on history, not maternity.

Depo-Provera does not protect you from

HIV/AIDS or other sexuallv tran ?^mitted diseases.

You shouldn't use Depo-Provera if you could be

pregnant or if you have had any unexplained

periods. You should not use it if you have a

history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke, or

liver disease. When using Depo-Provera, there

may be a loss of some of the bone mineral

stored in your bones. This could increase your

risk of developing bone fractures.

See what Depo-Provera is all about.

Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or visit

www.depo-provera.com .

Some women using Depo-Provera have side

effects. The most common are irregular periods

or spotting. Many women stop having periods

altogether after a few months. You may gain

weight when using Depo-Provera. About two

thirds of the women in clinical trials reported

a weight gain of about 5 lb during the first

year of use.

If you're not ready to get pregnant, be ready

with effective birth control. Talk to your health

care provider to see if prescription Depo-Provera

is right for you.
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Please see important product information on the adjacent page.
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Synthesis Center provides people ol all ages opportunity to grow as a beings

Contmufd from page 6

I

overlooked (he higher powers

of the hum/in mind. Over the

years that /have passed, psy-

chothftrap^ts, clergy, educa-

tors, socia|(workers. and people

from maiw other professions

have co{|)tinued Assagioli's

work. /

The e<d result of all of this

mixing 4 specializations has

yielded ^hat is today called

psychositithesis.

"Thsy is the real beauty of

psycho^nthesis. it is to this

day anopen work that while it

is beiijg used to help people

beconje complete, it is still

growiig," Firman said.

0« who studies the art of

psyclpsynthesis may note simi-

larit^s to some conventional

wesvrn psychological theories

thatfocus primarily on the per-

sonility of an individual as

beiig the key. Others may focus

onpe spiritual focus of eastern

plyosophy in its methods as

wtl.

rWe don't ask you about

ydir childhood and then say,

'9K, look, your parents messed

y»u up.' Instead we look at

yur past and say, "Yes. You did

JBve a bad experience now let

\s figure out how to grow from

k,'" Firman explained.

This combination of view-

points is what psychosynthesis

is all about. It deals with the

human being in its entirety -

that is, body, mind and spirit,

in order to promote physical,

mental and spiritual growth.

Unlike most therapy styles,

there are no set patterns of

steps that therapists using psy-

chosynthesis follow. In fact,

each person's progress toward

being a complete being is

unique.

"Sometimes we use hypno-

sis, or art therapy, or music,

sometimes even dance is a part

of what an individual may need

to achieve high levels of being,"

Firman said.

Though there are no defined

stages to the art, it does

progress in two very general

steps. First is the personal step,

where one learns how to be

who they are and how to maxi-

mize one's output in day-to-day

life. The second is the transpi-

ration stage where an individ-

ual will learn how to align their

own energies in order to influ-

ence and interact with the ener-

gies that are all around them.

Also in this stage, there is a

greater focus on the outside

world and the notion of how
one can impact the community,

culture or world for the better.

It may sound like a great

deal of cutting and coping from

the methods used in many types

of psychology, religion and cul-

ture, but that is the point of

psychosynthesis.

"We have people from all

walks of life who have come to

the Center for training," staff

member Clare Goodwin said.

"Many of them have profes-

sions that do not necessarily

require any kind of psychologi-

cal skill, but in having learned

how to better themselves and

others through psychosynthe-

sis, they not only improve their

lives and the lives of those they

encounter, but the entire com-

munity as well."

Beyond the psychosynthesis

training and therapy the center

conducts many other programs.

One such event will be Clare

Goodwin's class series on intu-

itive development.

"Intuition or the sixth sense

can be developed by anyone. It

is in the very makeup of the

human being," Goodwin said.

Participants in these classes

will explore their intuitive

natures through many different

exercises. Though it may sound

neat to take a class to develop a

sixth sense, it is not necessarily

cheap. The course costs $200.

If conventional psychiatric

help does not seem like the

answer to your depression, anx-

iety, or just all around down-
and-out state, then maybe the

Synthesis Center could help.

They have a number of thera-

pists, each with their own area

of specialization and all of

whom are fully certified. The
Synthesis Center offers a range

of therapy techniques, and is

open to anyone regardless of

age, gender or race.

The Synthesis Center has a

strict scent-free policy that they

Acupuncture hits IIMass

UXJRTfcSY MNIHESlSHNTHtt«i;

Dorthy (Didi) Finnan, right,

gives knowledge and spiritual

guidance to SC members.

ask all visitors to respect.

"In today's world where so

many people have allergies,

sometimes very severe ones, we
just like to ask that when you

come to see us, you just leave

the perfumes, body sprays and

colognes out," Goodwin
explained.

For those who are interested

in learning more about psy-

chosynthesis or who wish to

learn about the center's certifi-

cation program, Didi Firman

will hold an open introduction

to psychosynthesis on
Thursday. Oct. 2, at 7 p,m.

Space for this event is limited,

so it is recommended that you

call in advance. For more infor-

mation on any of the center's

programs, call the Synthesis

Center at 415-256-0772 or on

the web at www.synthesiscen-

terorg. The center is located in

downtown Amherst at 274

North Pleasant Street.

Continued from page 6

stress begins."

At an acupuncture ses-

sion, Whiteside or Lussier

will attempt to determine

where that blocked channel

is and release the blockage

with the filaments. To help

them determine the high-

lighted zone, they will read

the patient's pulse six times

on each wrist. This differs

from western practitioners

who will take one pulse

during a normal check-up.

Now does all this sophis-

ticated medical jargon equal

out to a reasonable price for

students on campus?
Effective Aug 1.. the

Student Health Insurance

Plan covers up to $300 a

year towards acupuncture.

The prices per session

range according to the

degree of the ailment that is

being attended too. •

Whiteside and Lussier do

expect a demand from stu-

dents during high stress times

such as exam period, but to

their surprise, the patients

have been flowing in already.

"The first week of class-

es I was coming into UHS
once a week, now I am up

to twice," Lussier said.

"Who knows what will hap-

pen later on?"
The people who have

received treatment have

been returning, according

to the two acupuncturists,

and they are returning

because they know exactly

what it can do for their

overall well-being.

"It's not something that

is necessary to living well, it

is a way to enhance the

quality of your life by pay-

ing attention to parts of

your life, physically and

mentally," Whiteside said.

To make an appoint-

ment, call UHS at 577-

6511.

Oasis Body Wraps and Tanning^

1 in Rn^l ^YNIHtsl>t.ENTEROR<''

Clare Goodwin, staff member, has worked in the psychosynthesis

field for nearly three decades.

243 RuMcll St.

Hadley, MA 01035

(413) 587-9742

;N( iVV Kl';Ar(jK(lNC-.SLiiN

( I/.(;K \j\' IK 11, r.ANM
• Tbtfint UVFREE tanning '^ ™* ff''^" '"" •"J'"'"

machine in tb€ area frw seconds

• Get 15.00 offyourfirst visit ' V"" //'«>* andftelgreat

1/2 Price tanning

every Tuesday

CanvananUy
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Become a

Judicial Hearing Board Member

A great experience for students who:

are interested in law, social justice and student's rights*

*are interested in student leadership*

*wish to enhance communication skills*

*want to build their RESUME*

Requirements include:

full time enrollment*

*atleasta2.0G.P.A.*

*no current judicial sanction*

Training Sessions held in 903 Campus Center

October 14^^@ 7:00 to 9:30 P.M.

October 20^ @ 7:00 to 9:30 P.M.

(you will need to attend both sessions)

Applications available at:

Residential Cluster Offices

The Dean of Students Office

Student Government
Association

Deadline to apply:

5:00 P.M. October 9, 2003

GET PAID TO

GO TO SCHOOL

TALK ABOUT

ROLE REVERSAL.

Anf questions'^ Please contact: Patrick Higgins, Brian Long

or Rhys Livingstone

Dean ofStudents Office 545-2684

The U.S. Air Force will pay for you to continue your education

while you serve your country as a nurse. Through selection into

the Air Force Institute of Technology program, you could earn

your advanced degree in as little as two years and get paid to do

it. You'll be part of an elite team of medical professionals who

have chosen to serve their country in this proud institution.

To learn more about Air Force Nursing, please visit airforce.com

or call 1.800.423.USAF to request more information.

US.AIRFORCB
CROSS INTO THE BLUE
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WELCOME BACK
We've Got It AH!

175 University Drive

Amiierst • 413-253-0416

Monday-Saturday

7am-11pm
Sunday Tam-IOpm

WE ACCEPT OCilHP!

STUDENTS!
Prices Effective September 25tli to October 1st

In Our Amherst Store Only.

t«">

wT 12 Piece

1^ Fried Cliiclien

Sandwich Shop Hours:

7am to 9pm Every Day

Pizza Shop Hours:

9am to 9pm Evory Day
g^.^^ ^^ ^^^^^^

Pizza and Reguiar

Fountain Soda

To Place A Grinder Order

Call: 253-8098

Ji Large

ni Ham & Clieese

\ Grinder

%BUY1GET1

^FREE SaMOnUpToS

Grandpa's

BBQ Ribs

By Tlie Racic

BUYIIb*6ETIir

to
SritaUp?5 ^Package of equal or lesser value

Come In and Sign Up

For Your

i^
ATHLETIC

:xmssm^

Big Y® Express Savings Club"" Card

To Save On Items Throughout The

Store Week After Week... After Week!

ee Store Foi

Details On More

Ways To Save
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James Madison Defense Minutemen return to McGuirk to host J

Massachusetts Offense

MfteMNfbwig

Continued from page 14

should carry a great deal of the

offensive load. They are also rid-

ing high following a 25-20 victo-

ry over Hofstra in which they ral-

lied from a 17-0 deficit to knock

off the Pride.

Experienced junior quarter-

back Matt LeZotte returns for a

third season under center, and has

a strong, capable arm and a mas-

sive offensive line to protect him.

He will have senior Alan Harrison

and speedy freshman D.D. Boxley

as his primary weapons.

The Minutemen will look to

put pressure on the oft-injured sig-

nal caller with a variety of different

looks and blitzes.

The focus, however, will more

than likely remain with the power-

ful Banks and the ground game.
" LeZotte "s got another year of

experience under his belt, and

[)MU1 is much better on offense as

a whole." Whipple said. "Their line

is nearly as big as Kansas State's,

and they have u good talent with

Banks in the backlield."

For the Minutemen offensively,

quarterback |eff Krohn will look to

continue the success he has had in

the early going, as well as that of

receivers )immie Howard and

lason Peebler The onus of control-

ling the football, however, will

once again be placed on the shoul-

ders of sophomore tailback Steve

Baylark.

Coming off the second 100-

yard game of his young career.

Baylark is someone Whipple has

seen improve each week, and the

veteran coach expects that to con-

tinue.

"I think [Baylark'sl gotten bet-

ter each game," Whipple said.

"He's learning on the lly, and I

think he's close to popping that

one I
big runj."

On the defensive skle of the

ball the Minutemen have been

solid all year Injuries to corner-

backs Steve Costello and Bobby

Boyei. as well as saleiy Shannon

lames leave UMass banged up in

the secondary, but that will not

deter them from Iving aggressive

against the Dukes on Saturday.

'Wc have to hurry the quarter-

back." Whipple said. "It he has

time, he can throw It as well as

anyone. He's got a strong arm that

can make throws that not many

people can make. Wc just need to

pressure him and noi let him sit

back there.

"I think we have tremendous

respect lor James Madison." he

added. "They have all the ingredi-

ents to be a vei-y good football

team, and a real sleeper in this

league. We just need to lind a way

to win this game."

«43 Northeastern continues to roll

Massachusetts Defense

fi

James Madison Offense

Continued from page 14

second quarter, and a 52-yard strike from Matt

LeZotte to D.D. Boxley with a minute left capped off

the rally, giving the Dukes the 25-20 win over

Hofstra.

Freshman Alvin Banks rushed for 155 yards on

28 carries for the Dukes, good enough for the

Rookie of the Week nod. |unior Cortez Thompson

earned the Special Teams Player of the Week award.

His 55-yard return off of a |MU safety set up the

winning drive, and he also returned a punt for 24

yards, leading to a scoring drive for the Dukes.

Huskies put up another monster number

Northeastem's offense continued its juggernaut

ways last weekend, with a 48-14 win over William

and Mary. The Huskies have scored at least 40 points

in all four games this season, including a 78-6

stomping of Stonehill, and a 51 -point shutout of

Albany.

Northeastern will be hard-pressed to continue the

streak this week, however, when it travels to

Villanova Saturday The Wildcats have the second

best defense in the Atlantic 10. ulluwint; just 15.5

points per game, lunior delensivc end TereiKe I ay lor

(three) and senior linebacker Ryan Hreedcn (two) are

third and ninth on the A- 10 sack list, respectively.

Another stipulation ol the battle beiuccn the

Huskies and Wildcats this weekend is that it's the

first time since 1998 that two Allaniii. 10 leams

ranked in the top 10 will lace each oihei. In '98. No.

8 Villanova downed No. 4 Delaware 54-51 in over-

time, and No. 9 Connecticut eked out a 28-27 win

over eventual l-AA National Champion UMass.

ranked No. 7 at the time.

Record book bound
When Rhode Island visits Richmond on

Saturday, it will have another chance to showcase its

ground attack. The Rams, spearheaded by senior

Luther Green, are currenily on pace to break the A-

10 record of 526.5 yards per game, set by New

Hampshire in 1998. URI is currently rushing at a

587.5 yards per game clip, and C.reen is averaging a

monstrous 9.9 yards per carry.

Oikrtwti^ck^

Note to students:

The UMass football team is looking to hire student managers for the

2003-2004 school year. Individuals are needed for home games, away games

and practices to assist with field preparation, equipment and other projects.

"mose who are interested should contact Paul Bys at 413-545-2196.

nka www,dailycollegian,c()m
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My fellow students,

Our community is facing a challenge. Disagreements over Senate procedure have

escalated into heated rhetoric and related concerns, and these disagreements

threaten to overshadow the opening of the 2003-2004 Senate session and prevent

the Student Government Association from fulfilling its mission of improving the lives

of all students.

I, along with many of you, am concerned about the way in which the Speaker of the

Undergraduate Student Senate. Jared Nokes has chosen to pursue a resolution to

the issue of appointed representation. While his actions may have been legal - the

divergences in varous interpretations do not settle the matter - they were most defi-

nitely insensitive and procedurally restrictive. Because of our constitutionally-man-

dated division of powers, I have no control over, or liability for, these actions.

The issue as a whole, however, has risen beyond the level of representation,

students have expressed concern about University recruitment and retention poli-

cies, cultural center administraion, and diversity within the faculty and staff. The

Student Government Association has been asked to give a stronger accounting of

how it is responding to the needs of all students, and in particular students of color.

I fully share in the student concerns over issues of diversity throughout the

University and within the Student Government Association, and I, along with my

Executive Cabinet, have been working to address many of these issues. I can

assure that I, along with the Cabinet, are fully committed to meeting the needs of all

students in our diverse community.

As some students have noted, however, there is always the potential to do more. My

Cabinet and I will be focusing a great deal this year on issues related to diversity.

And we are all more than willing to sit down with any undergraduate students who

have concerns about any area of campus life. It is incredibly important that all of us

maintain open communciation with one another; it is only by working together that

we can achieve these common goals.

I don't have the liberty of ignoring public opinion, as I was elected, but a student

body that entrusted me to seek their best interests at all times, including times of

great promise, and times of considerable difficulty. The best way to ensure that your

voice is heard is to get involved. Engage your Executive Officers and voice your

concern and opinions. Engage the Senate as an elected representative or simply by

exercising your fight to vote on September 25th. At a time of such uncertainty, it is

my hope that we can move forward and address these critical issues. I look forward

to hearing from all students about how Student Government can better serve their

needs; please feel free to contact me or any member of my Cabinet at 545-0341.

Sincerely,

President David Carr

CANDIDATES FOR SGA SENATE

CENTRAL
Michael

Pauel

D.J.

Branwen

Katelyn

Larry

Erica

Shawn
Brendan

Stacey

Richard

Marquis

Widlande

Daniel

Silas

Ann
Ailhur

Matthew

COMMUTER
Eduardo

David

Jason

Joey

Craig

Patrick

Laura

Kelly

David

Paul

Ted

Meredith

Renate

Maggie

Michael

Joseph

Anthony

Tomi
Leia

Christopher

Rodney

Alyssa

NORTHEAST
Dan

Ama
Gladys

Andres

Goldberg

Payano

Bettencoiirt

Hardebeck

Claffey

Dougher

Han
McKenna
Duprey

Bernadeau

Cookson

Hunt

Raymond
Pozmanter

Lowe
Nguyen

LaPan

Murphy

Bustamante

Falvey

Ferreira

Giarusso

Goldschmidt

Higgins

LaPlume

Ormond
Peterson

Pitts-Dilley

Plettner

Rice

Robertson

Rogers

Troisi

Wright

Pascoe

Faust

Hlustick

Mira

Sinclair

LaBonte

Pomeroy

Boadu

Franco

Gomez

Jennifer

Kathryn

Doug
Beatrice

Farley

Mayefsky

Mayefsky

Woodruff

Ake
Pedlcr

ORCHARD HILL
Ewelina

Eoin

Brian

Laurie

Krit

Zsuzsa

Sanam
Liz

Tristan

Lindsay

Bielica

Moore
Roberts

Belsito

Chakravarths

Cook
Hakini

Jennings

Brown
Lesser

SOUTHWEST NORTH
Damien Weinstein

Monique Qu\\es

Jill Sawyer

Tim Busiere

Kathleen Edison

Olaf Aprans

SOUTWEST SOUTH
Marina Solovyov

James (Seamus)

Christopher

Adrienne

David

Michael

David

Rachel

Armando
Raut

Albert

Alexandra

Stephanie

Marcus

Katharina

Cassandra

SYLVAN
Shaun

Susan

Aiysha

Mor
Ayotunde

Brennan

DeC anibra

Girard

Owens
Sheridan

Syiinott

Delevcaux

Roman
Brens

Dennis

Mitson

LaMarca

Deforest

McCarty

Priddy

Ashworth

Allen

Cooper

Dar

Onikoro

Vote today!
Central and Orchard Hill at Franklin D.C.

Northeast and Sylvan at Worcester D.C.

Southwest South at Berkshire D.C.

Southwest North at Hampshire D.C.
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ENGINEERING
CAREER FAIR

Wednesday, October 1

Campus Center Auditorium

10 am -3 pm

Clarett a pioneer??
By Jim Litke

AswxiATEii Press

lift

co-op and full time positions for

engineering and computer science majors

of all degree levels

For more information

(and to see who's coming!)

go to www-ccn.acad.umass.edu

Careei

if the potential fallout from

Maurice Clarett s lawsuit against

the NPl. wasn't so worrisome, it

might be good for a laugh.

Mow's this for audacious?

Because Clarett couldn't stop him-

self from taking free stuff and lying

to investigators, thus breaking one

set of eligibility rules while playing

for Ohio State, he asked a judge

Tuesday to bend another set of eli-

gibility rules so he can play in the

NFL.

But by the time family adviser

and former football great |im

Brown finished describing Clarett s

act of selflessness, it ranked along-

side Mahatma Gandhi's hunger

strikes.

"He wants to point out what's

wrong with the system," Brown

said.

"I think that's a big statement

today." he added. "Most people just

want to take the money and shut

up."

Brown is a category unto him-

self. He takes money and still won't

shut up. Though Clarett has said

precious little about anything in

public recently, that didn't stop his

family adviser from insisting that

creating opportunities for other

youngsters played a big part in

Clarett's decision.

"He understands he can be a

pioneer," Brown said. "He wants to

help other players."

Yet when asked in the same

ESPN.com interview how many

other athletes might be helped.

Brown replied a precious few.

"Only the {elite) players will bene-

fit from it."

Ask somebody who watches

TOTAL FITNESS
wimour WAiriNC, in um:

^139
if Student Special ir

4 months
Best Aerobics-Best Machities
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ONueRaU
Restaurant & Sports Bar

Featuring:

Pool Tables, Music, Big Screen TV

Restaurant Hours:

Tuesday - Sunday

11 am - 10 pm

Pizza, grinders, seafood, beef and more

Maniiay Night Faatball

Student Special:

Bud Bottles $2

October Fest 22oz $4

227 Russell St (rt.9)

On Blue 43 bus route

next to Amherst DropZone
(413)586-3880

the NBA or college basketball how
that little experiment is going.

Then duck.

Nearly all the kids jumping

directly to the pros from high

school or bailing out on college

after a season or two enter the

league long on attitude and short

on fundamentals. It's watered

down the final product - both col-

lege and pro - to where some

nights it's painful to watch.

More than three decades later,

Spencer Haywood, who success-

fully challenged the NBA's early

entry rules, still wonders whether

he created a monster.

Right now the American ath-

lete is flunking and dribbling him-

self right out of the league. 1 don't

even want to imagine." he said

recently, "what would happen with

football."

Soon, he might not have to

imagine.

To play in the NFL, you must be

three years out of high school.

NFL spokesman Greg Aiello

said no single case prompted com-

missioner Paul Tagliabue to arrive

at that formulation - no exceptions

allowed - only that Tagliabue

decided sometime around 1 'WO to

take any guesswork out of the

process.

NFL players association chief

Gene Upshaw, unlike his NBA
counterpart, Billy Hunter, had no

problem going along.

However, because Tagliabue

and Upshaw made their agreement

on the side instead of writing it into

the collective bargaining agree-

ment, Clarett's attorneys found the

opening they needed. In the law-

suit, they contend the minimum-

age provision is not covered by the

antitrust laws that exempt all of the

other working conditions agreed to

h)etween the league and the union

iind spelled out in the CBA.
Tagliabue's mostly old-school

owners have told him they're will-

ing to cat hefty legal bills to defend

the age limit. They argue it's unfair

to thmw kids in against men in a

sport so much more bruising than

any of the others.

In truth, though, their objec-

tions might be no moie principled

than Clarett's. Fven though Clarett

may not turn out to be a particular-

ly good example - he's on the

smallish side, with questions about

his durability and judgment -there

are more than a few others out

there who are physically, mentally

and emotionally prepared to begin

mixing it up with their elders.

Even more rare is the owner

who, given the chance, would pass

up such a kid in the draft. And who

in their right mind would tell a kid

to walk away from the kind of

money the NFL hands out .'

So it could just be that a shrewd

commissioner and his owners don't

want to lose a minor league system

- college football - that delivers

players who are not just finished

products, but in many cases,

already proven box-office attrac-

tions.

No matter how you view it, this

is a tough call.

"Arbitrary? Sure it is." agent

Ralph Cindrich said of the NFL's

age limit.

He cites fourth-year Redskins

linebacker LaVar Arrington as a

prime example. "He came into the

NFL after three years of college,

but I met him at a banquet when

he was back in high school. He

was already a man's man back

then."

But in the next breath, he notes

there are age limits for all kind of

things.

"You have to be a certain age to

drive, vote, fight and drink, even

though some people can handle the

responsibility sooner. But Jet's not

forget why we put them out there,

because the vast majority of people

are not.

"And I believe the same is true,"

said Cindrich, a tough-guy NFL
linebacker 30 years ago, "about

football players."

Email comments to:

Sports@Dailycollegian . com
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Amateur Night
MONDAY, $tPT. 29, 2003 • 7PM-1AM

NFL Monday Nights are Back!

-^l

10-15 Erotic Dancers
Free Buffet • Free Gifts

No Entertainment Charge
For Students

with College 10 & Legal
Picture ID

Must Be 21 Years Old

Our New All Nude VIP Room Is Free For Private Parties

We Have Free Dancer's Choice Twice A Night

$Attractive New Entertainers Welcomes

Directions: From 1-91 North, Exit 22. go right 3 miles on right.

From 1-91 South, Exit 24, go right, 2 miles on left. ^j.esae

Wsrehouse Clothing Sale
Mon - Thur
9 to 8

FrI - 9 to T??'

WAR \ip'

CfeOT CLOTHES?)

Tova

Services are sponsored

hv Hillel at U m ass

Friday, September 26:

7pm Service in the Student Union Ballroom

4

Saturilay, September 27:

Service in the Student Union BaHroom

Alternative Musat Service followed by Discussion In

the Student Union Cape Cod Lounge

7:15pm Service in the Student Union Cape Cod Lounge

Sunday, September 28:

10 am Service in the Student Union Cape Cod Lounge

1pm Tashlich by the Campus Pond
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
£> P(M«««a
9 CaiTipus butkJtfig

13 OuK (lying

14 e>ll*d Roman poal
16 r

PRtVIOUli PUULf sot. VCD

\M)
I
\v\ H()<) • K . M Kh

ON TW nOOfi IN TW

17 Hkphpli
I B 'SUif Wars'

1 9 Not thtny
20 L*u pteriHtuI

?2 I Wtf) (iMrtUffM*'

24 AdvwfttM
2!> WtaaMng hoM
JH Houtfti tttbtk:

29 HavMII* irMlrurrHinl

31 MapdAlail
yj. H««taufMnt

handout
33 Drag
^6 Ojo* buggy ktn

37 P*dfu'» lofigua
40 Hull»r
41 Op in gtavy
4? Smattaat pup
43 Bobby — of l»idy

laiTia

45 Evary mofning
'if C'amara "l«g'

4» Thrertdt.

51 limaty banattl
52 Prati lad couraa
54 Concuaaton rasiJt

58 AKer a aWrl
59 Slngar Jamas
61 Groan causats
62 Suaan L ucci vamp
63 Ltght bulb maaa
64 Vaxaa
65 Makaa laca
66 Fail (rtypti )

67 Twigdwaaing

DOWN
1 RaaratMja
? AC supply
3 Travat

documani
4 Catch oH guatd
5 HIda (? wds )

6 SKiaatap
7 Clock- laca

nunibaf
B Mild cheese

10 Sibyl
1

1

Morano and
Coolidga

I? ParionulOM
16 Young Lannon
21 Jackals
23 Black caltia

26 Orassntakar s
cut

27 Ooldart Rule
word

26 Party-»Mowafa
plaa

2B Bandlaadar
— Goodman

30 CoUage credit

32 S^adgahammai

Tmmife Sv«id«.«i* ix

33 Racipa amt
34 Hydrox rivul

35 Qu«rdUtfi s
Charge

38 ChandaKar
parvlani

39 A Qraat I uka
44 Bowtmg piece
45 Notice
46 Scents
47 Oardan

produce
48 llack's cuakvrMf
4W Ufvnovir>g
50 Brazilian porl
51 Fibargtass

burKMs
53 Cvargraanti
56 Poamva
56 CaHmraphy

llulde

57 Sac'y
60 Way of lao-uru

Amherst Brewing Company

BURGERS • WINGS • BEER UPSTAKK at tht ABC

UHtWGHT MENU TIL

MIDNIGHT

LiVF. MUSIC

NO COVER CHARGH

<iJ-MHJ

i4 North CI«»Mni SW»i • KfwwJn1hm1b1wnn9.com • Amtimt Cnnw

hiRniiiv.

LNienM

ROOF fivupi

September 25th

Karooke

September 27th

Ocloberfest Celebration!

Scheiiter Meiiters 4 to 6

Raider Eddie 10pm

September 28th

Few and Far Between
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Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 41 3-.S45-2626

LUNCH
• Oriental Beef &
Vegettibles

• Chicken Cutlet

Sandwich
• Spicy Black Bean
Burger

(vegan)

DINNER
• Roast Turkey

• Stuffed Shells

(vegetarian)

• Ciinger Black Beans

(vegan)

I

Hooi'iK ' U^ I). Kk\/Ki )\\skl

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

THURSDAY
. High: 75

• Low: 49

FRIDAY
• High: 71

• Low: 57

SATURDAY
• High: 77

.Low: 59 9

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Mitl Brady

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Brendan O'Moara

COPY EDITOR
Andrew Merritt

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Shannon Farrington

PRODUCTION STAFF
Samantha Nielsen / Oliver Chong
Katie Dwan
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One thing life has taught me: If

you are interested, you never have

to look for new interests. They
come to you. When you are gen-

uinely interested in one thing, it

will always lead to something else.

-Eleanor Roosevelt

aquarius . ian. 20-FtB. is

Don't give out totj many spetidl favors,

it'll come back to bite you.

pisCeS • Feb. iq-MAR. 20

Buy folders, LOTS of folders. You can

never have enough folders.

aries . mak. ji-apk. 19

People are jerks and try to manipulate

you, don't let them. Be a jerk right Iwc k.

taurUS . Apr. 20-May 20

Don't be a snitch and tell on people, but

don't get yourself in trouble either.

gemini • mav 2i-iun. 21

Someone is obsessed v^'ith you, unfortu-

natly, it is a shady stalker.

cancer . iun. 22-iuL. 22

Go to bed earlier, those bags under your

eyes are totally unattractive.

leO • lui.. 23-Auc. 22

You will totally prove yourself to ytxir

doubters this week.

virgO . Aug. 23-Stci. 22

Beware of visiting lecturers to your class

this week, they are mean and Ixiring.

libra • sfpt. 23-oct 22

Sometimes things are gone and can't

come back, deal with it.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Iry predicting others futures. It (an be

very s( ary.

Sagittarius • Nov, 22 Df< 21

Rememl)er to press save, it sucks when

you lose all your work.

Capricorn . Dec 22-ian. 19

Swans are fun to look at but not fun to

play with, they are psycho.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

Fraternities- Somrities-

Clubs- Student Groups

Earn $1,00042,000 this

semester with :i pnnen

Ci^ampiisFundriiiscr 5

hour fundraisinn event.

Our free pn>}^ams

make fundraising easy

with no risks.

Fundraising dates are

filling quickly, s<igct

with the program 1 It

works. G)ntact

CampusFiindraiser at

(888) 923-32 W, or visit

www.campus

fundraiser.com

Montreal Weekends

$99. Includes R/T

Luxury Motor tAiach

from Springfield. 3

Days-2 Nights- 4 Star

Hotel l")owntown-

MeaLs-Night C:iub

passes. www.iiK>ntre;il

express.net

1-781-979-9001

Special Group Rates

AUTO FOR SALE

1989 Toyota C:amry

New Fngine + stereo

Cjreat Condition Must

st>ll$14a\C^BCt774-

836-8539

Merc..Sable Wag. '94

Runs Great. Gd. t 'ond.

Reliable trans. Recent

Sticker. $1050. BA^

( -ill S4'-)-7455

AUTO REPA.IR

lm(v>rted cars a sjx-cial-

ty, 10 years exix-rience.

Honest Service,

straiyhtfi irward answers.

Mark's Sunoco, Rtl 16

Sunderland 665-7438

(on l''iis ri iiiti.')

( OMI'UTFRS

Peiitmin Laptop .
1*99.0?

Pentium IV'sktop

$49.00 We fix Laptops,

Desktops/ IX "'s guanin-

teed 5S4 SS57

lM('l{)YMr\T

!B,uteiKlinu:$$250/day

j-Kjtentia! No ex]x-rience

Nesc Training pro\ided.

l-8W-965-6520ext 162

EMPLOYMENT

Rent us your ears!

Participate in listening

experiments $7.50Aiour

call 545-6837 or write

jkingston@lingiii.st.

iiinass.edu

Sales Assistant for con-

sulting/s«iftware firm.

Telephone telemarket-

ing. Economics a plus.

Please send cover letter

and resume to Frederick

Trey: at Regional

Fxonomic Mixlels, Inc.,

433 West Street,

Amherst, MA 01002 or

fax 41 3-549-1038 or

email

reNumes@remi.com.

Movie Extras/Models

needed. No exp.

required, earn up to

$50)-kW a day. 1-888-

820-0167 ext.U 150

Bartender Trainees

Neeiled. $250.00 a day

potential. Lx:al posi-

tion.s. l-80?-29^3985

ext 516

FMPIOYMFNT ^BrOOMMATF WANTri)

Eim up to$100{x;r

hour or more its an

exotic male dancer at

club Xstatic. 240

Ghesnut St, Springfield

MA, 41 3-736-2618 or

www.clubxstatic.c>)m

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHP
MySQL, Perl and more.

wwNs.jaL'tlv.com or

(413)253-lV51.

FURNITURE

Futon gre.it condition

Thick Mattress $150.W

OI?>IO

KariSlm@aol.com

1\SIKU(TI()N

Pri\ate IVixing Le^sons-

w/retired Pro I')jata

Bumpus. In

Nortbampton. 584-

1966 or visit-

www.westemmassbox-

ing.com Accepts all

major cn\lit cards.

LtK)king for a quiet,

non-smoking female

nximmate 2 share 2

BtH.lriK)m Apr. in

Sunderland. Rent

$350.00/month + utili-

ties. Stephanie 978-

660-8579

SfKVK FS

Pregnant? Need help?

C^iU Birthright of

Amherst area for free

testing and assistance.

549-1906

PREGNANCY TEST-

ING, 1 IIV Testing,

Birth ('ontrol, and

Emergency ( 'onrracep-

tion. Affordable <ind

confidential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray Street,

Amherst. 548-9992

Have you been rippcd-

off by a retailer.'

t^Mitact the Student

Legal Services t'Hfice

regarding your rights as

a consumer. 922

(^tmpusOntcr, 545-

1995.

SERVICES

All Digital Puxluctions

Pro Videography tor

Weddings, Bar

Mirrvahs, C^ommercial

(508) 221-8223 sweep-

picker@v.ihix\com

Sheer Bliss L")ay Spa

Services Aveda Facials

includes make o\ er si—

sion 253-2322

TRAVEL

Spring Break

Nassiiu/Paradise Island,

C'.incun, Jamaica and

Acapiilco from $4H9.

Air, Hotel, Transfers,

Parties nnd More!

(.>-gani:e small yroup-

eam FREE TRIPS plus

commissions! Call 1-

800-GET-SUN-l

SPRING BREAK
20041 13cMcli Life

Vacations! Jamaica,

(^ancun, .Acapuico,

Bahamas, Florida. Sell

Trips, F^m C ^ash, Travel

Free!!C:.alll-8a^73 3-

6 347 www.K.Mchlite\ a-

cations.com

»1 Spring Break

Vacations! 110".. I3est

Prices! Mexico,

Jamaica, Bahamas,

Florida, Texas. r3ixik

Now & Receive Free

Parties & Me.ils

Campus Reps W.inted!

l-8a^-2 34-7007end-

less.suiiimertours.com

SPRINC; BREAK
Lirt;est selection ot

DestinatiiMis, including

C.niises! Foam P.irties,

Free I>inks and C "liib

Admissions. Rep

Positions and FREE

tnps .Avail.ible. l-8cYl-

2 31-4^86 wvvw.Epi-

ciireanTours loin

A SPRING BREAKER
NEEDED 2004's

1 lottest IVstinations&i

Panics 2 free trips / high

commissions I5w suiv

spl.ishtours.com 1800-

426-7710

A "Re.ility" Spnng

Break 2cV4's 1 lottest

Prices I3iK>k now .. Free

Trips, Meals & P.irties

www.sunsplaslitours.co

mor 1800-426-7710

Spring Break
'04 w ith

StudentCitv.com _and

Maxim Magazine! Get

hix)ked up with 1 ree

Tnps,Cash, and VIP

Status as a C'ampus

Rep! C'hiK>se from I 5 of

the hottest destinations.

I3,Hik early tor I RFH

MEALS, FTIEF

DRINKS and 1 50"'u

Lowest Price Guaran-

tee! To reserve online

or view our Photo

Gallery visit www.stu-

dentcitvcom or (, !all 1-

888-SPRlNt;BREAK:

WANTED

EGG 1X>NC)RS

NEEDED, non-smokers.

.Ages 21-^2. C ienerous

coinpens.iiioii 6< ex|vn

SOS |mk1. For more intor-

m.ition cont.ict Rolx-rt

Nichols. E-q. (781)769-

6900 Ritichols@tlbnl.m'.

net , wwwjoberniiiluJse
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Homeward bound
UMass returns

to host JMU
By Mike Marzeui
C\)LLE(.1AN StaKI-

The date was Sept. 6. Nineteen days ago.

The Red Sox and Yankees were playing their sec-

ond to last game ol the season, the NFL was still a

day away Iroin beginning its first lull week, students

across the country were completing their first week

hack in the classroom and the Massachusetts football

tcaiii beat Cential Connecticut State 51-7 in its sea-

son opener at Warren P. McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

Since that date, the Red Sox and Yankees have

both sewn up playoff berths (or all intents and pur-

poses, the NFL is heading into Week 4, students are

tinding themselves faced with their first sets of

exams, and the Minutemen (2-1. 1-0 Atlantic 10)

have traveled tirst to l-A national power Kansas

State, and then to two-time defending Atlantic 10

champion Maine.

So now, two weeks and several thousand miles

later, a battle-tested UMass squad will finally return

home this weekend from its lengthy but successful

hiatus, and lace lames Madison (21 1-0 Atlantic 10)

Saturday afternoon at Alumni Stadium, where it is a

solid lb-5 against A- 10 opponents all-time under

coach Mark Whipple.

"Those were two very hard trips, although it was

positive to get a win at Maine," Whipple said.

"There's a certain comfort level playing at home, and

after a tremendous win last week, that makes this

week's game a huge one.

"This game is important, and we can't afford to

take a step back. There needs to be the sense of

urgencN there has been over the last few weeks."

The Minuicmen need not be reminded of the

strength of a |.\1U squad that was one yard away

from taking the Maroon and White to overtime last

year. In fact, last season's 14-7 thriller, in which a

fumble recovery by Shannon lames as time expired

on fourlh-and-goal from the 1 yard line saved the day

for UMass. is fresh in the minds of Whipple and his

team.

"I hope
I
what happened last year) will be fresh on

their minds, becau.se we've certainly showed them

enough tape of it." Whipple said. "They played us

ver\ tough lust year and we were fortunate to come

awa\ with a win. Now they have a lot of their guys

back, and we expect a hard-fought game."

Experience is certainly something the [)ukes and

Minutemen have in common. While the UMass

defense returns 10 starters and has garnered plenty

of early season attention and accolades. |MU returns

eight defensive starters, including what may be

UMass' lone competitor for best linebacking corps in

the A- 10.

Leading the way for the talented Dukes is senior

inside linebacker Dennard Melton, who has a team-

high 34 tackles, along with outside linebackers Trey

Townsend and Isai Bradshaw, and All-Atlantic 10

defensive end lerame Southern.

"I just don't see a weakness in their defense."

Whipple said. "Melton is a tremendous player. I think

he's probably the best pure linebacker in the league.

"Bradshaw is also very talented, and their outside

linebacker Townsend was their leading tackier, so

they know what they're doing and they're well

coached on defense."

Offensively, |MU is even more experienced as they

return nine starters and have filled a hole at tailback

with talented redshirt freshman Alvin Banks, who

Milestone

forA40
By Andrew Merritt

(Jt)i.LEoiAN Staff

Atlantic 10 football entered this week

with a milestone. In a sign of the improv-

ing quality of A- 10 competition, the con-

ference put a fourth team, Massachusetts,

in the Sports Network l-AA top 10, the

first time four A- 10 teams have been in

the top 10 since it became a NCAA poll

of record in 1993.

The Maroon and White joins No. 4

Northeastern (4-0. 2-0 A- 10). No. 5

Villanova (3-0,

•JSiJJti

Notebook

Continued on page 11

Cornerback Steve Costello has been a defensive stalwart for the Minutemen so far this season. The junior has

intercepted three passes on the year, and he returned a fumble 35 yards for a touchdown against Maine.

1-0 A-IO), and

No. 6

Delaware (3-0.

1-0 A-10) in

the top 10.

Northeastern
(one) and

Villanova (two) also received first-place

votes. It is the fifth time this season that

the A-10 has put more teams on the top

10 than any other I-AA conference.

Isabel's wrath felt in Williamsburg

There was some disappointment this

week regarding the decision by William &
Mary (1-2, 0-1 A-10) to cancel its game

against Maine, scheduled for this

Saturday in Williamsburg. Virg. The

school, which will be closed until Sunday

in the aftermath of Hurricane Isabel,

decided to cancel all home sporting

events for the week. While some events

may be made up, the football game will

not, much to the ire of some coaches

around the A-10.

"I think it's horrible," UMass coach

Mark Whipple said at the weekly UMass

sports luncheon. "They've suspended

school for the week. They are continuing

with their other athletics, but they made a

decision for William & Mary saying, 'we

will not play Maine in football.'

"Maine is really at a tremendous dis-

advantage because they are in the run-

ning for a league title and a playoff berth,

and if they lose this game, they will not

have the chance to go to the playoffs

because they will be down a game, and

they will not have a chance at the cham-

pionship."

Whipple said that, according to

Maine, a deal was worked out that would

bring the game to Orono on the Black

Bears' dime, but the Tribe refused. W&M
also refused to play the game at

Richmond's UR Stadium, according to

Whipple.

The A-10 athletic directors are plan-

ning to have a teleconference today to

discuss further action by the league.

The Dukes rally back

In a performance that landed two of

its players on the Atlantic 10 honor roll

this week, lames Madison (2-1, 1-0 A-10)

came back from being down 1 7-0 in the

Continued on page 1

1

A devil of a time
UM falls in physical

game with CCSU
By Todd Foster
C>)LLECiiAN Staph

(lERAinH 1 INC.* nil El '.IAN

Michele Luttati and the Minutewomen fell to CCSU yesterday in a defensive game that saw the Blue

Devils ge' whistled for 26 fouls.

The Massachusetts women's

soccer team lost a highly physi-

cal battle to Central Connecticut

1-0 at Rudd Field yesterday.

Between the shirt-pulling and

the hard

CCSU 1
knocks,

— the tight-

UMass ly-called

game fea-

tured 26 fouls by the Bobcats (7-

1-0, 2-0-0 Northeast Conf-

erence) and nine by the

Minutewomen (2-3-1. 1-0

Atlantic 10).

"I Some of the CCSU players

|

arc foreign and that could be a

reason why they play more phys-

ical," sophomore Lindsey Bellini

siad. "I thought (the referee)

called it pretty well. She called a

lot of fouls and there isn't usual-

ly that many fouls called in a

game.

"I think it got us out of our

game a little, but I'm sick of

excuses. We are way more tal-

ented than them."

The lone goal of the contest

developed quickly, when CCSU
forward lessica McCavanagh

fired a long-range blast from

near midficid that was blocked.

The ball was eventually collect-

ed by Denise Thomas, who
crossed the ball to sophomore

)en Frisch. Fnsch then flicked it

into the top left corner in the

21st minute. The goal was

Fnsch's third of the year.

Only moments later, UMass

freshman back Nadia Villarroel

sent a floating, arcing free kick

from 30 yards. The ball sailed

between the crossbar and CCSU
goalie Sabnna Mariani's hands

to find the back of the net. The

goal was called back however,

because the ball was not station-

ary when Villaroel took the shot.

That was as close as the

Minutewomen got to scoring

yesterday.

"It's sort of mixed emotions

about [the goal] being called

back, but hey. it's part of the

rules," UMass coach jim Rudy

said.

After the Bobcats dominated

the first half, Rudy went to a

more aggressive style, which

created more passing opportuni-

ties. After being outshot 9-3 in

(he first half, the Maroon and

White had a one-shot advantage

in the second.

The real story of the second

half was the crisp, quick ball

movement by UMass, which was

able to take possession for most

of the remainder of the game.

The Minutewomen changed

their formation in the second

half, adding an attacker.

"The first half we didn't play,

the second half we did," Rudy
said. "It's that simple. The sec-

ond half we forced them to play,

because we played with one less

defender. 1 told [the defense]

that they needed to step up,

because they were going to be

exposed. If we took another two

or three seconds longer, we
could have put one in."

Kelly Nigh continued to be a

model of stability for UMass,

with eight saves in the contest.

Two of those were on one-on-

one breakaways, and she made
an incredible diving stop to the

lower left corner from point-

blank range.

Mariani was relatively

untested, and came up with four

saves.

The Minutewomen haven't

been at full strength since the

beginning of the season, and

yesterday's rough play caused

an aggravation to senior Erin

Lilly's injured ankle, which kept

her out of the first three games

of the season. Rudy said that it

could be a mild sprain.

With lingering injuries to

offensive keys Lilly, junior

Lindsey Fairweather, and soph-

omore Adair Blyler, UMass has

been held scoreless in its last

three games, all losses.

"Adversity is a measuring

stick of character," Rudy said.

"When you arc losing, that's

real measurement you go by."
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Bulger brothers

lose pension bids
By Ken Maguire
ASSOIIATEI) PRtSS

BOSTON — State retirement officials

dealt a double blow Thursday to the

Bulger brothers by unanimously rejecting

William's bid to boost his annual pension

payments, and John's attempt to reinstate

his.

The retirement board voted to refuse

William Bulger's request to increase his

pension, already in line to be the highest in

state history, by another $32,000.

The former University of

Massachusetts president qualifies for an

annual pension of nearly $200,000. But he

was seeking to include his annuity and

housing allowance from his UMass con-

tract as income when calculating his pen-

sion benefits, which would have boosted

his annual pension to $250,000.

State prohibits the annuity and housing

allowance from being included in the pen-

sion, the board ruled.

William Bulger, 69. resigned Sept. 1

under pressure from Gov. Mitt Romney
and Attorney General Thomas Reilly, both

of whom argued that the former state

Senate president has not done enough to

assist authorities in the search for his fugi-

tive brother.

The five-member board also voted

Thursday to permanently withhold |ohn

"lackie" Bulger's annual pension.

"Neither person got what they sought

because we didn't feel what they sought

was legal or right," said state Treasurer

Timothy Cahill, chairman of the board.

The board began withholding |ohn

Bulger's $3,700 monthly checks in May,

after the retired Boston juvenile Court

clerk magistrate pleaded guilty to charges

of interfering with efforts to capture his

fugitive mobster brother, |ames "Whitey"

Wrecked car

Bulger. John Bulger was sentenced earlier

this month to six months in federal prison.

"What's right is that people who don't

break the law and live according to the

law in accordance with their duties are

qualified to get pensions, and those that

don't should not get pensions." Cahill

said.

lohn Bulger, 65, worked for the state

for 32 years. His final salary was $86,000

and he qualified for annual pension of

about $45,000.

lohn Bulger lefi the hearing without

commenting but his lawyer, George

Gormley. said he has already appealed the

decision by filing a lawsuit in South

Boston District Court.

"This was a foregone conclusion. It's

political, it's completely political."

Gormley said. "Mr. Bulger's situation has

absolutely nothing to do with the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts. He has

served honorably and ably for 32 years

and has paid into this pension system."

lohn Bulger "made some errors in judg-

ment out of brotherly concern and loyal-

ty." Gormley said. "What that has to do

with this is, in my view, simply politics."

William Bulger, a state employee for 42

years, did not attend the hearing. His

attorney. Thomas Kiley. also did not attend

and did not immediately return a call seek-

ing comment.
Cahill denied that the votes were polit-

ical.

"It had nothing to do with politics," he

said. "It had nothing to do with the last

name of the person."

Romney .said Thursday that William

Bulger's pension request shows the need

for pension reform.

"It's very hard for the people of the

Commonwealth and myself included to

understand a pension which is four times,

OERALIUI I ISC.A ULLtGIAN

The state retirement board turned down former University of Massachusetts

William Bulger's request for increa.sed pension yesterday.

tem should focus on the state's university

system, from which at least 1 1 retirees

receive annual pension payments of more

almost, the median income of a

Massachusetts family," Romney said.

"And for a person receiving a pension of

that scale to say he wants even more

strikes me as being greedy"

Cahill said any effort to reform the sys-

ihan $100,000. The average state retiree

receives a pension of just $18,000, Cahill

said.

was stolen,

police say

By Morris Singer

G>LLE(.iAN Staff

The Amherst Police

Department announced yesterday

that the driver of the 1991 gray

Oldsmobile Cutlass that flipped

over Wednesday morning on

Sunset Avenue was drunk and

that the car he was driving was

stolen.

Kevin Sicard, 42. of

Easthampton initiated the chase

when he fled from a police traffic

stop on Sunset Avenue, said police

department detective lanine

Bonaire. He was stopped after the

Cutlass was recognized as a stolen

vehicle.

Sicard sustained "minor" facial

injuries, according to Bonaire.

No passengers were in the car

when the accident occurred, the

department said.

The chase, which startled

many students in the Southwest

Residential Area, ended

Wednesday when Sicard accelerat-

ed down Sunset Avenue, driving

the car into the traffic island at the

intersection with Massachusetts

Avenue. The car then became air-

borne and landed upside down in

AMELIA P t.lN(X>LN/lXllLEC.IAN

Ballot check
University of Massachusetts freshman Susannah Kirkpatrick and Mike Nelson, a sophomore engineering major, vote in yesterday's

SGA elections. Aubrey Phillibert. a junior economics major, mans the voting table at Franklin Dining Hall. As of 12:30 a.m., rt'^eren-

dum questions 1 and 2 were expected to pass, and questions 3 and 4 were expected to fail, according to members of the SGA. About

1,500 students voted in the election.

New textbook

online mdM-
place evolves

By El) Hudson
t^OLllit.lAN tAJRRiSHDNDtNT

Students who hate the semi-

annual long waits and heavy lug-

ging of textbooks from the

Textbook Annex can opt to do

their shopping online, enjoying

discount rates on a vast selection

of books from TextbookX.com.

This national Internet book

market is geared particularly

toward college students.

'IcxibookX.com is a discount

online bookstore currently offer-

ing 75.000 titles, including a

vast selection of used books that

can be hard to find. The website

provides the opportunity for stu-

dents and professors nationwide

to exchange books with each

other.

Buyers can choose to pur-

chase their books from individ-

ual sellers, whether the\ are pur-

chasing discounted new books

or u.sed books, or any combina-

tion. The exchange is the latest

in a series of new programs that

Akademos. Inc., a provider of

educational resources on the

Internet, has developed to help

students meet their needs.

According to Brian lacobs,

founder of Akademos Inc.. there

are an estimated 15 million col-

lege students nationwide, lacobs

launched the exchange program

two years ago as part of the com-

pany's mission to promote the

Internet's democratizing effects

on higher education. The

Internet marketplace enables

students to sell their books,

many in near-perfect condition,

for more, and purchase text-

books the following semester for

less, he said. Unlike any other

online marketplaces. the

exchange is set up specifically

for textbook sales.

"Our system is unlike any-

thing else that 1 am aware of,"

lacobs said. "From the gei-go we
designed (it) to be in line with

students' needs and expecta-

tions."

And according to lacobs.

inventory is constantly purged,

keeping it up to date.

lacobs believes the exchange

provides a lot more information

than other sites such as

Amazon.com or E-bay

"It's really taking off," lacobs

said. "It's not surprising that

within 1 5 months, membership

has grown to well over lOO.lXX)

[people]." lacobs said. "We have .

gotten very nice comments from

a lol of people." he said,

"'Where have you been allj

my college life'.''" said lacobsj

summarizing the responses h^

has received from students.

"The high cost of educatioti

is signiticantly compounded bi

the cost of textbooks." lacoh

said.

"We know students speni

Continued on page 3

Bomb blast kills eight Iraqis
the street.

The Amherst Fire Department

arrived to extinguish the wreckage

w^ien it caught fire after landing

on the ground. The University of

Massachusetts Police Department

brought two officers to the scene

to assist in Sicard's arrest.

The chase was not in progress

for more than a few seconds,

Bonaire said and it covered only a

section of Sunset Avenue.

Sicard was arrested on several

charges including an outstanding

warrant for his arrest issued by a

different police department. His

charges directly related to this

arrest are reckless operation of a

Continued on page 3
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By Robert H. Reid

AssociATEH Press

BAGHDAD. Iraq — An
explosion at a market outside

Baghdad killed eight Iraqis and

wounded another 1 3 Thursday,

hours after a bomb damaged an

NBC News office and a member
of the U.S. -appointed govern-

ment died from wounds received

in an ambush five days ago.

The market in Baqubah,

about 30 miles north of

Baghdad, is believed to have

been struck by a mortar, U.S.

military spokesman Sgt. Danny

Martin said.

Earlier Thursday, a bomb
damaged a hotel housing the

offices of NBC News, raising

fears of attacks against interna-

tional media. A Somali guard

was killed and an NBC sound

engineer was slightly wounded

in the early morning explosion at

the small al-Aike Hotel in the

city's fashionable Karrada dis-

trict.

Meanwhile, a member of

Iraq's Governing Council.

Aquila al-Hashimi. died from

wounds suffered when six men
in a pickup truck ambushed her

near her Baghdad home. This

was the first time violence

claimed the life of a member of

the US. -appointed administra-

tion.

In the north, eight American

soldiers were wounded —
including three seriously —

when their convoy was

ambushed with roadside bombs

and small-arms fire in Mosul,

Iraq's third-largest city

The tenuous security situa-

tion prompted U.N. Secretary-

General Kofi Annan to order a

further reduction in U.N. inter-

national staff in Iraq afier two

bombings at U.N. headquarters,

including one on Aug. 19 that

killed 22 people.

And the commander of U.S.

forces in Iraq, Lt. Gen. Ricardo

Sanchez, warned he would use

whatever force necessary to

defeat those who attack

American soldiers.

But use of force has led to

"friendly fire" deaths in Iraq.

On Thursday, the military said

U.S. soldiers shot and killed two

Iraqi policemen in Fallujah on

Aug. 9.

Col. Bill Darley. a spokesman

with coalition joint task force,

told The Associated Press that

an Army investigation found that

the soldiers acted in accordance

with the rules of engagement. He
identified the soldiers as mem-
bers of the 1st Battalion, 41st

Infantry, part of the 1st Armored

Division's 3rd Brigade.

Darley did not give further

details.

On Sept. 12. U.S. soldiers

killed eight Iraqi policemen and

a Jordanian hospital guard near

Fallujah. The police were chas-

ing a car known to have been

involved in highway banditry.

Future of 'do-not-cairi

legislation uncertain
By Davih Ho
As,S(KI,ATKI> I'KhSS

WASHINGTON — With rcmarkable specxl and

near unanimity Congress on Thursday passed legisla-

tion intended to ensure consumers can bkxk many

unwanted telemarketing calls. But whether the service

millions of Americans signed up for lakes eflect next

week was thrown into doubt when a second federal

court judge ruled the list violates free speech protec-

tions.

U.S. District ludge Edward W, Nottingham in

Denver blocked the list late Thursday, handing anoth-

er victory to telemarketers who argued the national

registry is unconstitutional and will devastate their

industry.

His dcxision came shortly after the House and

Senate voted o\erwhelmingty for a bill making clear

that the Federal Trade Commission has the |X)wer to

enforce the "do-not-call" list. The legislation was

prompted by an earlier mling b\ a federal judge in

Oklahoma City who said the FTC lacked the power to

create and operate the registry.

The House voted 4 1 2-8 and the Senate 95-0 for the

bill. President Bush said he looked forward to signing

it, "Unwanted lelemarkeling calls arc int?-usive, anno\-

ing and all too common." he said in a statement.

The list thai would block an estimated 8U fx-rcent

of telemarketing calls is supposed to be efftvtive

Wednesday, but it's unclear whether legal issues will be

settled by then. Even after Bush signs ihc legislation.

the FTC must win in court for the list to move for-

ward.

Despite the uncertainty, the FTC is encouraging

people to continue signing up for the list at the Web
site www.donotcall,gov or b> calling 1-888-382-1222.

File FTC asked U.S. District Court ludge lev R. West

to blcK-k the order he issued Tuesday declaring th

agency lacked proper authority to oversee the list. Hi

declined Tliursday and the FTC immediately appealed

lu the lOlh U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Denver

The FTC had no immediate comment on

Nottingham's ruling, but it also probably will end u||

with the lOth Circuit,

During brief debates. House and Senate meinbei;

made it clear they want the list,

"Clearly the court's decision was mi.sguided." sa|

Sen, lohn McCain, RAriz,, referring to West,

measure before us makes ciystal clear the commissi^

can and should proceed with the do-not-call list."

He said the ruling has 'sened as a rallving cry

the tens of millions of American households w\\

signed up for the a-gistrv."

Sen. Charles Schumer. D-N.'S'., said no one likes

"hopping up and down like jackrabbits to answer the

phone and then hear somebcKlv on the phone try to sell

you something. It drives sou crazy
"

Rep, Hilly Tauzin. R-I.a,. chainnan of the House

Energ> and Commerce Commitlee. said he is confi-

dent West's decision will be overturned,

"We should probabK call the bill This Time We
Reall\ Mean It Act' to cure any myopia in the judicial

branch, " he said,

Tlie ruling c;iught lavvinakcrs off guard hut the>

respondcxf with remarkable speed. Bills can take

months or even years to pass, but the do-not-call legis-

lation was drafted and approved in both chambers in

little more than 24 hours,

Tlie rapid response underscored the popularilv ol

the list, which after fewer than tour months already

has ncariy 5 1 million numbers,

"This legislation got to the House lloor faster than

a consumer can hang up oti a telemarketer at dinner-

time." said Rep, Edward Markey D-Mass.
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Oampus Persflectuyejs,
^'What do you think of 'The Real World' and 'Road

Rules tryouts held on Tuesday^ Did you participatef^^

^^\ don't ttiink that anyone

from Amherst will make It, and

anyone who waited in line to try out

wasted three hours of their lives.^^

Tim Macugha

* *! would have gone, but it

was raining, y^
Yasmina Serdareic
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Theater major

^^\ went, and I loved playing

the hurry-up-and-wait game to be

placed around a table for .2 sec-

onds and realize that people are

willing to say and do anything to

have their face on TV. ^^
Jared Bonfiglio

^^\ think that people are get-

ting way too excited about it,

because they are going to go to so

many schools to pick people.^^
IVIarlsa Feola
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^^1 went just for the hell of it.
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Caltlin Jafffe

• If you want to do it, why not?
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Katie Lewin
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Police chase
Continued from page 1

motor vehicle, failure lo stop

lor police, operating with a

revoked license, a third otfence

lor operating under the influ-

ence of alcohol and u charge for

the stolen vehicle he was driv-

ing.

Sicard lajled a field sobriety

test on the scene. The accident

itself also indicates alcohol

involvement. Bonaire said.

"We ha\c to take into con-

sideration the fact that he just

rolled on a car loo." she said.

Sicard failed a Breathalyzer

test administered at the station,

the department said. Also, alco-

hol may have been found in the

car when police went to

Amherst lowing to examine the

wreckage. Bonaire said.

According to Bonaire, Sicard

gave no additional statement to

the department.

Anests in Amherst

Two University of

Massachusetts students were

arrested Wednesday night in

Amherst Center on charges of dis-

orderly conduct, assault and bat-

tery and resisting arrest,

Robert Rizzo, 21, and David

Pomeroy, 21. along with

Christopher PonK'roy, 22, who is

not a student at UMass, were

allegedly found fighting in front of

the Bananarama |uice Bar in

Amherst Center.

Officer Brandon Seymour first

saw them, and other officers

arrived to assist in the arrest, the

Amherst Police Department said.

The three allegedly resisted the

offers in their attempted arrest, the

department said.

"These idiots decided they

wanted to fight with the police

instead of being arrested and they

were all arrested," said police

department detective janine

Bonaire.

The UMass students are broth-

ers of fraternity Zeta Beta Tau.

All three were intoxicated at

the time of the arrest, the depart-

ment said.

They were released on bail

Wednesday night and were

arraigned yesterday.

— Morris Singer

TextbookX-com: online marketplace

Continued from page 1

anywhere from $600 to $700

and even up to $1,000 dollars

for books through the course of

a year." he said. "It can be quite

an added burden when they are

already struggling to pay for

their college tuition.

"Creating a national market

place through the Internet is an

ideal solution," said lacobs,

who believes it is an obvious

economical and ecological solu-

tion to reuse books.

The exchange offers signifi-

cantly discounted prices on new

and used books. According

)acobs, traditional buyback

programs at campus bookstores

offer 40 to 50 percent of the

purchase price if the book will

be reused and zero to 50 per-

cent if not. However, if a stu-

dent is willing to use the previ-

ous edition of a textbook,

which many times contains only

slight variations to the newer

version, savings of up to W
percent can be common
through the exchange.

"For current editions it's

quite common to get 50 percent

off." Jacobs said.

Students and others list their

books according to price and

condition. Pictures and infor-

mation that describes the con-

dition of books based on fac-

tors such as highlighting,

underlining and other such

wear, are also available. The

exchange also doesn't pay se

ers until three days after the

buyer receives his books and

has a chance to evaluate their

condition.
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Bulger^s greed

grows larger
State retirement officials made the right choice

yesterday in denying pension bids to the Bulger

brothers. Williani had asked that his annual pen-

sion be increased by another $32,000 tor an astro-

nomically high total pension of $230,000.

The board ruled that state prohibits the annuity

and housing allowance from being included in the

pension, as William had asked. The current pen-

sion William will be receiving is still among the

highest in state history, in addition to Bulger's pen-

sion, he has also been granted a $ 1 million sever-

ance package. The request from William to take

additional state pension money from taxpayers of

Massacha-ietts was greedy and unfair

Besides insulting taxpayers. William showed no

regard for students and faculty at the University of

Massachusetts system, where he once served as

president. The UMass system is currently suffering

from an endless string of budget cuts and fee

increases. Bulger knew that the current economy

has made for very difficult times at UMass. His

request only added salt to the wound.

)ohn "lackie" Bulger had asked for reinstating

his $3,700 monthly checks, which the state had

been withholding since May after he pleaded guilty

to charges that he was interfering with efforts to

capture his fugitive mobster brother, lames

"Whitey" Bulger The retired Boston |uvenile Court

clerk magistrate was sentenced eariier this month

to six months in federal prison.

"Whitey" has long eluded police officials in the

nation and lohns role^n helping his brother flee

capture and later trying to seek money from the

state is abhorrent.

It is ironic thai |ohn has requested money that

essentially comes out of state taxpayers' pockets

when at the same time he is also aiding -Whitey"

— who is also costing taxpayers money thanks to

continued efforts to find him.

Part of the role of an active state worker is to

follow the law and be a good citizen. That role

should not stop when the worker enters retirement.

Citizens in Massachusetts and students and faculty

at the University of Massachusetts should be

relieved the state made the right decision in refus-

ing to grant both requests.

The rejection of both requests yesterday did

not seem political. Romney has been attacking

William for a bng time for failing to cooperate

with authorities in the search for his fugitive

brother But William's request was unnecessarily

high. John's request was unfair after he admitted

that he has assisted his bixjther in hiding from U.S.

officials.

The next step following the board's decision

should be to focus on the state's university system,

from which at least 1 1 retirees receive annual pen-

sion payments of more than $100,000 when the

average state retiree receives a pension of just

$18,000. It seems obvious that UMass retirees

have underhandedly manipulated the system by

asking for more money than they shouki have

thanks to greed.

It is our hope that yesterday's decision to

shoot down the requests of the Bulger broth-

ers will set a precedent for the future: that

bogus requests continue to be refused and,

even more importantly, that unreasonably

high pension plans be avoided altogether

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

Information from The Associated Press was

used in this editorial.
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A guide to Israel

Moffis Sinyei

Given the ongoing debate on

Israel, which has yet again flared

up in recent weeks. I feel it neces-

sary to use my space here to

attend to the needs of

those thirsty for infor-

mation on the subject

through an exploration
^^^"

and informative examination of

the facts at hand.

The Israeli-Palestinian issue

certainly has its fair share of mis-

information, distorted facts and

double truths, of which I find the

task of correcting far too daunt-

ing for the few inches I have been

given. I intend, how>evcr, to make

an attempt to scratch the surface

of what is really going on in the

Holy Land, set opinions on the

right track and make
clear who is who and

what causes what in

this tumultuously vio-

lent, yet ultimately

revered portion of the

globe.

Israel has existed for 55 years.

During this time, it has withstood

the test of numerous wars. One

such war occurred directly after

it's independence was declared,

when Israel was least prepared

both financially and militarily.

This war was waged on Israel by

all of its surrounding countries in

an attempt to destroy the Jewish

State before its establishment

could take root. Israel prevailed

in this war, and remembers it in

history as the War of

Independence. The surrounding

Arab nations refer to it as al-

Naqba, or "The Tragedy."

Violence continued against

the Israelis after their independ-

ence was declared and then won
through victory in the war

brought against them. For years,

Israelis attempted to continue

cultivating the land, the economy

and the country through agricul-

ture, construction, business ven-

tures and hard work. Immigrants

flocked to the land to seek refuge

for their persecuted kind. They

came seeking safety, opportunity

and a connection to the

history of a land they

believed their ancestors^^^ had lived in thousands of

years ago when they had come
seeking refuge.

In 1964, life got more difficult

for Israel's citizens when an

Egyptian-bom Palestinian civil

engineer created the first terrorist

group in opposition to them.

Fatah, Yasser Arafat's group,

began to set up training camps
throughout the Middle East and

carry out acts of violence against

innocent Israelis. Arafat's philos-

initiated for justifiable preemp-

tive reasons, but returned most of

the land anyway.

Israel was attacked again in

1973, this time by surprise on the

holiest day of the year for lews.

When nearly every )ew in Israel

was in synagogue, worshiping

God and fasting for Yom Kippur.

they were forced to mobilize and

defend their country, again on

many fronts. Israel again pre-

vailed, although it withstood sig-

nificant losses.

Two Intifadas, or Palestinian

uprisings, have occurred since

that war Israel has withstood sig-

nificant terrorist activity against

its population. Each time the

Israel Defense Forces attacks a

terrorist tar-

When Israelis die, many say it is

the Israelis because the Israelis

those who kill ttiem blindly.

the fault of

attacked

ophy was "no compromise".

In addition to the new vio-

lence and atrocities, which began

with Fatah, the Egyptian army
began amassing a large military

presence along Israel's southwest-

em border When the situation

intensified, Israel had no choice

but to take military action to

bring its borders back under con-

trol.

When lordan entered the war,

Israel had had to defend itself on

that front as well. The Syrians

also joined the war when the

Soviets told them falsely that

Israel had concentrated forces

along the Israel-Syria border with

intent to invade.

Despite the multi-front war,

Israel prevailed. When Israel won
the war, it gave back a large

amount of its newly gained terri-

tory in exchange for peace. Israel

had won the land through legiti-

mate military action, which was

Hello Mr. Speaker
^^k

-^ >

pypoan

Some of the

feedback I

received for my
last column
berated me for

making a

"scapegoat"
out of Student

Government
Association
Speaker, |ared

Nokes. In reali-

ty, I didn't have to do anything,

lared Nokes did a stellar job of

making a scapegoat out of him-

self. Much to my delight, he's still

doing it, too.

It's coming to light, Mr
Nokes, that you are just as under-

handed and slimy as I thought

you were. Your carefully crafted

existence of deceit is starting to

fall in around you. The Vice

Chancellor of Student Affairs,

Michael Gargano, has gone on

record saying that he believes you

are practicing "backdoor poli-

tics."

As a member of your

Coordinating Council, Levi

O'Brien has come forward to tell

the truth of how you appointed

him - telling him he had been

promoted after the final meeting

adjoumed rather than having it

offered up for vote, as the bylaws

mandate.

It is interesting, Mr Speaker,

that you used the Constitution to

back up your reasoning when it

came to the elimination of the

ALANA Caucus, making it seem

that you were (on the surface, at

least), a man of principle, a man
that followed the letter of the law.

Yet, you blatantly ignored the

bylaws so that you could have a

Coordinating Council consisting

of people who would simply nod

their heads in agreement to your

agenda.

I guess Levi O'Brien was a dis-

appointment to you, wasn't he,

Mr Nokes? He didn't pander to

your wishes, choosing instead to

take the high road and be honest

with the student body that he rep-

resents. That was a gross mis-

judgment on your part, appoint-

ing him to the Council because

you thought he would just follow

the program.

Let's do a quick recap, shall

we? Levi O'Brien has the guts to

take a stand for truth. Vice

Chancellor Gargano thinks

get (a mili-

tary target),

the response

is violence

and terror

against inno-

cent Israeli civilians.

When Israelis die, many say it

is the fault of Israelis because the

Israelis attacked those who kill

them blindly. Israel continues to

live and to thrive; it's citizens

attempt to move on with daily

life, although one never knows

when a call on his cell phone is

going to bring news of a dead

family member or friend, killed at

the hands of terrorists with the

sole aspiration of murdering as

many as possible.

So now that the facts have

been adequately presented, I

hope that more informed opin-

ions will surface. Of course, I

cannot mention everything in this

column, but I believe I have pre-

sented the essential facts in traly

understanding the nature of

Israel, its status and its legitima-

cy, I hope my readers will agree.

Morris Singer is a Collegian

columnist.

you're practicing bad politics.

ALANA thinks you should

resign.

I think you're a liar and a

hack.

You make it a practice to

interpret things to suit your

needs, in public, no less. Words

come back to haunt, Mr Nokes,

and everything you have said is a

matter of public record. You are a

walking, talking contradiction

that thinks he has the moral right

to do whatever he pleases

because of the position he holds,

regardless of whom it will hurt,

even if it will negatively affect the

entire campus.

This is the Student

Government Association, not the

Levi O'Brien has the

guts to take a stand

for truth, \rice

Chancellor Gargano

thinks you're prac-

ticing back-door

politks. ALANA

thinks you should

resign.

lared Nokes Association. Your

job is to represent all the stu-

dents, not just those of your

choosing. You were elected to

serve us. You are included in the

student body, but the student

body is not just you. The sooner

you realize this, the better off this

campus - and you - will be.

You were offered the chance

to have the matter of the ALANA
Caucus debated in an open

forum. Yet, you declined because

you didn't want the issue to

become a "matter of public opin-

ion."

Mr Nokes, any decision that

could potentially affect the

dynamic of the University's stu-

dents is already a matter of public

opinion. What you really meant

was that you didn't want to give

the student body the chance to

shoot holes in your argument. It's

okay, though. We don't need a

public debate to do that. You do

an excellent job of poking holes

in your tall tales for us, every time

you open your mouth.

Do you actually know what

you're doing, Mr Nokes? Or are

you just faking your way through

politics? It's okay if you are. All

of us are faking our way through

something - a class, a paper, a

life. There's no shame in it, if you

admit you're doing it. C'mon,

sport, own up. You don't have a

clue, do you?

You don't have to say any-

thing. The answer is obvious

already. You masquerade your

social ineptitude behind your

book smarts. If you didn't, it

would become blatantly clear

that you are incapable of dealing

with the prospect of diversity, let

alone the fact that it exists on this

campus.

But, Mr Speaker, you can

only hide behind bylaws and

constitutions for so long before

the truth comes out. And the

truth, as I see it, is that it's easi-

er for you to cater to the whims

of those who agree with your

agenda, rather than take into

consideration how your actions

will impact the student body.

Wake up, Mr Speaker That's

not how it works. If you contin-

ue down this self-righteous path,

you're in for a damn rude awak-

ening when you graduate. I hope

you're not planning on a career

in politics where you have to

actually represent a communi-

ty's agenda, and not your own.

'They're not like me? Hey, I

don't have to worry what they

think. I'll just implement my
own agenda and everyone else

will conform like the good little

peons they are.' As long as your

needs - and the needs of your

yes-men - are met, then who
cares about the needs of every-

one else you represent?

Certainly, we won't notice,

right? And if we do, surely no

one will say anything, right?

Wrong. Mr. Nokes, we
notice. And I'm saying some-

thing about it. The ALANA
Caucus does not need to be

eliminated, and it's starting to

look like it won't be. The SGA,
on the other hand, seems to

need a complete overhaul.

I say we start with your seat,

Mr Speaker

Emilie Duggan is a Collegian

columnist.

It^s a college life
I wrote this piece almost two years ago at a

pretty vulnerable and lonely time in my life. As a

transfer student crammed into a corner

room in Central lacking both the social

skills and the desire to meet new people

(in other words, a girlfriend at home.) I

just wasn't all that happy. As a result, I

who can make me a ridiculously fake out-of-state

ID with the holographic keys all over the place.

Or at the very least I want to know some-

Mat! BfOChU
'^"^

T^}} ^ thirtytwo-year-old friend

_^_^^_^^ named Roberto whose eyebrows kinda"""^^^^^
look like mine so that I can use his old

blamed

the University of Massachusetts for all my prob-

lems. Sniffle, forlom sigh. Anyway, here's what

came out.

I live in a dorm. I eat at a din-

ing hall. I have a schedule of five

classes that I get to when I can. I

don't read the hundreds of pages

I'm assigned. I write papers and I

take exams. I am a college student,

but I don't have a typical college

life. Maybe it's because I'm a

transfer student, or because I go

home to work every weekend. But

I think the college life is what I

want. This is my wish list.

I want a roommate. I want to spend more time

in other people's rooms than my own. I want a

group of friends to eat with me so I don't have to

pretend to read the paper any more during din-

ner. I want to steal something random from a

frat. I want that the only thing that tells me I'm

in a frat is the sticky floor, keeping my entire

world from spinning. I want to walk home from

a party at 4 a.m. in 6-degree weather in a wife-

beater and shorts and not feel cold.

I want to eat a semester's worth of DC food

without paying a dime. Actually, I want to eat a

semester's worth of food from Wings without

paying a dime. Screw that, I just want the DC not

to (expletive) up the Rice Crispy treats. I want

the UMASS booty shorts to be mandatory.

I want a TA who speaks English better than

my '89 Honda Civic hatchback drives. I want a

lifetime supply of Easy Mac. I want to protest

against protestors in front of the Student Union.

I want to complete a crossword puzzle from this

newspaper. I want to be able to open a window in

Herter when it's 97 degrees outside.

I want to paint the "ASS of UMASS" on my
rock-hard pecs at a basketball game to make me

look creative ... and drunk. I want a group of

people to go with me to the Wu-Tang concert

even if they can't name all eight members or floss

on my level right thurr I want to know someone

Sit next to the hot

chick in Psych 100.

Unscrew your clos-

et door to make a

beer pong table.

one. I want to be stranded outside a bar in down-

town Boston at 2 a.m. with no money and wake

up the following morning in my own bed with no

memory of my return trip ... and no pants.

I want to raise up, take my shirt

off, twist it around my head, and

spin it like a helicopter. I want to

wear my second grade Spiderman

pajamas to class on Halloween. I

want to know who eats the vegan

Native American Stew at the DC.
I want to know what the hell

Pelham is. I want to be the guy in

the 8-foot inflatable Minute Man
suit. And then I want to fart right

before I get out of the suit as a

gift for the next guy. I want to see a skateboard-

er, a bike-rider, and a dude on one of those stupid

scooters crash into each other and fall on one of

the swans next to our sparkling pond.

I want to walk in on my roommate doing it. I

want my obnoxious cell phone ring (set to my
favorite Avril Lavigne song) to disrupt my enor-

mous philosophy lecture, just because. I want to

ask the police if it's OK to pet their attack dog

Max during the Hobart riots.

Wait a second ... I did do that.

I also plan on knocking off half the list before

graduating this spring, and ... (cue up sentimen-

tal "Dawson's Creek" music) ... I owe it all to my
friends. So, to anyone who can identify with my
pathetic former self, whether you're single or

spoken-for, hot or heinous, promiscuous or

prude, drunk or designated driver, get yourself

the hell out there. Sit next to the hot chick in

Psych 100. Unscrew your closet door to make a

beer pong table.

Over the next four years of your life, 4,000

new faces will be shoved into Amherst each fall

for your own personal use and exploitation. Even

though they'll have 4,000 different personalities,

insecurities, and annoying tendencies among
them, we all have one thing in common: that we
want to live, and deserve to live, a college life.

Matt Brochu is a Collegian columnist.
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Changes in Circle

A retooled APC release
By Justin Marques

CoLUiCilAN (JoRRESPONIlENT

A Perfect

Circle

'Thirteenth

Step'

VHiiflllKiris

Even with new band members

A Perfect Circle hasn't changed.

When A Perfect Circle

released their first album in the

summer of 2000, many wondered
if the band would turn out to be

just an experiment conducted by

Tool front man Maynard James

Keenan and guitar tech Billy

Howerdel. Would Keenan let his

new project fade into oblivion

and concentrate more on his premier band Tool?

Or would A Perfect Circle develop into their own
distinct group?

With the release of "Thirteenth Step," the ques-

tions are answered.

A Perfect Circle has established itself as a power

in modem music. However, the lineup of this super

group is always evolving. Not appearing on this

newest album is bassist Paz Lenchantin, currently

in the band Zwan. In exchange, James Iha, former-

ly of The Smashing Pumpkins, and Twiggy Ramirez

of Marilyn Manson have joined Keenan, Howerdel

and drummer
|osh Fresse to

establish a very

formidable
group of musi-

cians.

This band

marks the per-

fect outlet for

its members,
who previously

seemed cre-

atively stifled by

their former

bands. The blending of experienced musicians cre-

ates one cohesive unit. Best of all, "Thirteenth Step"

sounds unlike anything else these musicians have

done before.

The new lineup also makes for a very different

album than A Perfect Circle's previous album "Mer

De Noms." There is no standout single on the new

disc, like "ludith" from "Mer De Noms." Instead,

most songs create independent themes that flow

into one another, fitting the tracks together very

well. This is somewhat of a concept album about

getting something or someone back. On the first

track, "The Package." Keenan sings, "Lie to get

what I came for Take what's mine, give it to me."

This theme of loss and search for redemption, and

recovery of what is taken is reiterated throughout

the album -p especially in songs like "The Noose,"

"Week and Powerless" and "Gravity"

As could be expected, there are some musical

overtones Keenan has borrowed from his experi-

ence as lead singer of Tool, but the sonic, some-

times over-the-top attack is kept to a minimum.

Instead, Keenan focuses more on adding texture to

the throughout the album by incorporating droning

guitars and deep bass along with simmering, calm,

almost ballad-like vocals. It's not until the end of

the opening track, "The Package," that heavy, thun-

derous guitar work is heard.

Only a few tracks show constant metal guitar

influence and rhythms, such as "Pet" and "The

Outsider," which sounds like it could have been a

leftover track from Tool's last album "Lateralus."

Many of the other songs come across as ambient

metal soundscapes, moody overtures that evoke

rising and falling emotions. This subtle balance

proves much more effective then a constant bom-

bast of loud guitars, anger and rage. The listener

gets the feeling that danger is only moments away.

The real road to fame runs through UMass

MTV auditions for 'The Real World'/'Road Rules'

(1')LIRTE^Y EMIUE tX< KjAN

While waiting Johnny thought

up ways to use his new fame.

On Tuesday, casting directors for the MTV
series "The Real World" and "Road Rules" came

through UMass looking for the more of the

young, buff and good-looking to appear on their

twin "reality" shows. Being an aspiring actor -

and being deluded enough to think I was actual-

ly someone who could get on the show - I decid-

ed to head down to the Campus Center base-

ment in an

attempt to

land myself a

role as a semi-

celebrity on
MTV.

So after I

got out of

class, I made a

beeline for

Room 101

and ran into a

long, long line

of people who
also believed

they had what

it took to join

the ranks of Puck, Ruthie, Pedro and the dozens

of others who made their way on the channel.

Since we all pretty much did nothing but stand

in hne and fill out a form, there wasn't much in

the way of action to report. So to kill time I

decided to keep a running diary of my random

thoughts while I waited for an eternity to make

my way into the audition room to strut my real-

ity TV stuff. Here is a chronicle of my journey:

12:45 I arrive at the Campus Center and

promptly get in line. It's a big line: a mighty big

line. I'm stuck near the bottom q( the escalators.

This is going to take a while. Why didn't I just

skip class? I'm sure my acting teacher wouldn't

have minded ...

12:55 We have to fill out a form. It asks us the

basic things: our best and worst traits, our most

embarrassing moments, yada yada yada. I don't

want to seem too conceited, so under best traits

I just write down that I'm exceptionally hand-

some, funny, intelligent, charming, charismatic,

sexy, fun and, of course, modest.

1:04 Line jumps forward ten feet or so. Maybe it

won't take so long after all.

1:15 Begin conversation with Peter, an exchange

student from Adelaide, Australia. He's chosen

this just for the fact he can say he auditioned for

MTV. He's a nice guy; we're having a nice con-

versation about not getting on either show.

1:22 Waiting does not make for an interesting

story. I have come to realize this.

1:22:30 There are two cute girls standing behind

me. I'll use the newspaper as a hook to initiate

conversation.

1:24 Liz is a junior english and communication

major who's doing this for fun. She'd rather be

on "The Real World" as she lacks a competitive

spirit. Her roommate Sarah, a junior communi-

cation major, is also doing this for fun and

would rather be on "Road Rules."

1:27 Seriously doubting I'll make it to work at

Big Y in time.

1:27:30 Starting to feel like a media whore ...

mainly because I am a media whore.

1:32 i am looking at the most recent photo of

me. which 1 had stapled to my form. I've come
to the realization I am not a photogenic man.

1:33 I smell fruit ...

1:41 Peter disappeared like a half hour ago, ask-

ing me to save his spot. He has yet to return.

Contemplating sending a search and rescue team

into the throng.

1:42 Now I smell green beans ...

1:46 Half the men are better looking than me,

and the women are even more so ... I'll never get

on either show.

1:50 There's a picture on the Campus Center

wall of a woman who looks like |ohn Ritter.

1:51 Definitely a media whore.

2:02 As Homer Simpson would say ... "Me
Hungie!"

2:04 la la la. la di da da...

2:10 Random jingles are now passing through

my head. Yeah, I'm that bored.

2:15 Kay. now I smell s'mores. Wondering if it's

a bad sign that I smell random foods,

2:32 Glory and hallelujah! It's a cushion on a lit-

tle wheelie cart! Someone made a mobile chair!

2:33 Best seat ever!

2:42 Okay, definitely not making work ...

2:48 Front of the line! Twelve of us are segregat-

ed from the rest of the chattering mob. Sorry.

Peter, I hardly knew ye.

3:20 They finally let us 12 in to audition.

Apparently the casting directors had a lunch

break ... while we waited ... with no food.

3:21 Some sort of group conversation we

introduce ourselves and discuss social issues

(i.e. our thoughts on interracial romance.) A
large number of the people here are afraid of spi-

ders (including myself.) There are a couple guys

from Wisconsin, and a Bostonian bartender who
has met members of previous casts. I think I

know one of the giHs. though I'm not sure ...

She looks like a girl I went to a community col-

lege with.

3:22 I'm charming, funny and charismatic,

which is odd becau.se I'm not funny, charming or

charismatic.

3:22:23 Mention that I'm a proud virgin ... it'll

cover at least one all-important Real World

archetype - the good kid destined to be corrupt-

ed. Too bad. because I really wanted to be the

skanky bad girl.

3:57 We're done. That was a bit...anticlimactic,

three-hour wait for a 15-minute discussion?

Well, I guess now its time to go home and wail

for them to not call me. If they do ... well, then

that'll .set me up on the road to becoming a half-

celebrity and failed actor

johnny Donaldson is a Collegian columnist.
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After the wait interviewees were given 1 5

minutes to show off before the MTV reps.
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Hundreds of UMass students woke up early, cut class and called in to work sick to make the auditions in the Campus Center ba.sement. Even after

hours of waiting and wading through a small flood, cau.sed by a torrential rainstorm, many still hung around.

Dropkick Murphys, some kickin' concerts

Punk band rocks Pearl Street and The Paradise in one weekend

By Marcy Newhall
CoLLtl.lAN C^ORRESPONOENT

NORTHAMPTON — The

chani of 'Let's go Murphys!"

rose from the crowd at Pearl

Street in Northampton Sunday

night. A single bagpiper

took the stage and began

to play the opening

cords to "Cadence in

Arms" and the crowd

went silent. Moments
later the rest of the band

joined in. the crowd

erupted and a wild set

from the Dropkick

Murphys began. This was

only the beginning of two nights

of shows in Massachusetts for

the Dropkick Murphys.

Boston's own Irish punk band

the Dropkick Murphys played

Pearl Street on Sunday and

returned home to play at The

Paradise on Monday. The band is

heavily influenced by traditional

The Dropkick

Mutphys

Peari Street

The Paradise

SepHTs 22
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Bagpiper Scruffy Wallace pro-

vides the Irish tones of the band.

Irish music; their instrumenta-

tion includes bagpipes, an accor-

dion, and even a tin whistle.

Their blue-collar upbringing

shows through with their union

supporting, beer drinking and

working-class lyrics.

Opening for the

Dropkick Murphys at

Pearl Street were The
Disasters and The
Unseen. The Disasters,

led by Roger Miret for-

merly of Agnostic Front,

got the crowd primed for

the night of loud, fast,

punk rock that lie ahead.

With the band's tribute

to The Clash and finale "New
York Belongs to Me," The
Disasters seized the attention of

the audience and left them ready

for more.
,

The Dropkick Murphys punk

brothers from Boston. The
Unseen, took the stage next. The

Northampton crowd responded

well to the rowdy street-punks.

The Unseen's set was full of

punk-rock anthems with mes-

sages that may be lost among
many newcomers to punk but

were fully appreciated veterans

of the scene.

From the moment the eight

members of Dropkick Murphys
took the stage, they had the audi-

ence in an uproar Front man Al

Barr had no problem sharing the

microphone with his room full of

backup singers. At any given

point in the set, there would be a

fan onstage singing a few lines

and then diving into the packed

crowd that filled Pearl Street's

ballroom. Ken Casey, bassist and

vocalist, could speak in between

sets and have the boisterous

crowd's full attention. Watching

Frontman Al Barr vents anger-fueled punk lyrics onto fans, who

often return the favor by getting on stage with him.

the crowd and band interact

with each other, the mutual

respect each group has for the

other was clearly visible. The

bond between the Dropkick

Murphys and their fans is truly

unique.

The highlight of Sunday

night's show was the perform-

ance of "The Dirty Glass." in

which Stephanie Dougherty sang

the part of Ken Casey's former

love interest. The Dropkick

Murphys also performed lohnny

Cash's "If I was a Carpenter" as

a tribute to the man in black.

The ladies in the crowd also got

a special invitation to dance up

on stage for the Spicy McHaggis

jig led by bagpiper Scruffy

Wallace. A three-song encore

ended with the Dropkick's

announcing a free for all and

sharing the stage with all who
could push their way up for

"Skinhead on the MBTA",

BOSTON — Monday night's

show was a true homecoming for

the Dropkick Murphys, who
wrapped their four-month tour

in Boston with that show. Dirty

Water, a group featuring former

members of Boston's infamous

Ducky Boys, ojiened the show,

fronted by Mark l.ind. they were

the perfect choice to welcoinc

the Murphys' hometown fans to

the show.

Despite a set similar to Pearl

Street, the feel at Paradise was

completely different. The event,

sponsored by Guinncjis Beer, was

by invitation only, though some

lucky fans won tickets. Halfway

through the set Casey asked

"How many of you were on our

guest list?" and 75 percent of the

crowd raised hands. The crowd

seemed to have camaraderie

with each other, after going wild

in the pit the fighters would

shake hands and pat each other

on the back, which is not the

case in most mosh pits.

Both nights the band played

straight from their hearts, seem-

ingly feeding off the energy that

their devoted fans threw at them.

"We're grateful to everyone who
comes to see us." Casey said. "I

don't understand why all the

kids keep coming back, but I

thank them lor it."

"Hick-hop" is hot
Bubba Sparxxx's new album is stunning

By David Pessah

(Jol.l.H.IAN Cx>RRF.'ilH)NlllNT

Bubba Sparxxx: another

white rapper Timbaland: anoth-

er big shot producer.

"Deliverance:" another album of

smart rhymes, backed by master-

ful beats.

So when did hip-hop

producers start incorpo-

rating banjos and fid-

dles into their beats'.'

And when did countr\

boys decide to pick up a

microphone? And why
do they sound so good

together? The answer to all these

questions and more is on one

compact disc: "Deliverance."

On the title track, fresh off

the strumming guitar introduc-

tion. Sparxxx shares with the lis-

tener just that — his deliverance.

He delivers well, discussing how

the masses doubted he could

make another quality album ami

providing introspection into the

mind of an artist on the brink of

his sophomore disc.

"She Tried" is a sorrowful

tale of a love that got away

because of the hectic schedule

and outlandish lifestyle being a

star lends itself to. He confesses

his regrets to her, but realizes

she now has what she wanted,

"not a rebel with a passion for

the moment" as he was.

Bubba's sentimentality and

candor are refreshing compared

to that other white rapper in the

spotlight. There is no straight-

forward controversy found on

this album past the usual cgo-

boasling rap. He even gives his

fellow Caucasian rapper a shout

out, while addressing to all that

he is worthy of a listen

whicre

Bubba

Sparxxx

'Deliverance'

Inierscope

"Eminem's incredible, but did I

really have to say this for ya'll to

leave my soul at rest and add me
to your plaN list." he asks on the

track "Nowhere." This song also

as.serts that there is struggle and

strife outside of the ghetto's

many other rappers hail

from. He tells all his lis-

teners that his simple

nowhere is not all fun

and games.

That does not mean
this album is without

fun and humor though.

Timbaland's bounc\

beat for the l-dontcaic

anthem of the south

"Hootnanny" introduces listen-

ers to some southern slang,

lustin Tiiiihcrlake even sings the

hook on the song. Think this will

lessen Sparxxx's street credibili-

ty? It doesn't matter because he

"don't rcalK give a hootnanny."

Timbaland's beats never dis-

appoint throughout, amazingly

capturing the essence of south-

ern sounds along with thumping

rhythms. Ihe arra\ of new
sounds on this album is impres-

sive. The chemistry between the

artists is astonishing.

Alter listening to this nibuin.

there is no questioning how

Bubba's self-proclaimed "hick-

hop" has reached the masses. No
one will he asking if he's a gim-

mick, or a follower lo a \\hite

rapper trend, because he's not.

The real question is. why did

it lake so long to sign him to a

record deal, and when is his next

album coming out? ,As some

parting advice from the artist

himself. "There's a portrait of

the south in the spirit of the

songs, keep following the fiddle,

it will never steer you wrong."
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The Sandman has returned Husky week continues
'Endless Nights' marks 10th anriiversary

B> PttlTI Hajha
.'VSMK fAIH> I'Kl-.SS

NHW YORK (AP) - Its a fans

dream conic true: the Sandn\an is

back. Seven years alter he stopped

writing his groundbreaking, histo-

ry-making comic book series,

author Neil Guiman has returned,

again telling stoties about

Morpheus, the King of Dreams,

and his six siblings, collectively

known as the Endless.

"The Sandman: lindless

Nights" was released last week as

a graphic novel to mark the 10th

anniversary of Vertigo comics, the

publisher of the series during its

run in the I4m.)s. 71ie new book is

,1 collection of seven short stories,

one for each member of the

Endless, illustrated by artists from

around the world.

Since the series ended. Gaiman

has published u story about

Morpheus. But "Endless Nights" is

a return to the comic book form.

I k acknow ledged a slight case of

nerves when he started back, but

said he soon fell right back at

home with the characters.

"I felt. Oh my gosh. I've

missed you people. This is so

much fun." Gaiman said in an

interview with The Associated

Press.

Gaiman started writing the

Sandman comics in 1489. and fin-

ished in !94t» after 75 issues.

Along the way, he revolutionized

the whole genre, introducing work

that stood out tur its quality writ-

ing and adult themes, rather than

superheroes in costumes,

"Sandman' has been the key

book that really got Vertigo

noticed, and not only Vertigo but

literary comics in general," said

Karen Berger. vice president and

executive editor at Vertigo, which

is part of DC Comics.

"When you look and you say.

"Can comics be considered as liter-

ature?' you look at Sandman and

say yes." Berger said.

The series attracted nontradi-

tional fans, such as women, to the

comic book world. It won every

major comic book award and it

still sells big.

"It was a demographics-

buster in terms of the normal

comic book fan you think of."

said Matt Brady, editor of

Newsarama.com, a Web site ded-

icated to the comic book world.

"It really helped to open the

doors for comics as they are

today."

"For me. it's something that I

started 14 years ago," Gaiman

said. "But for so many people, it's

completely new. and people are

coming to it all the time."

For the new book. Gaiman

was able to work with artists

who had never worked with him.

He also moved away from sole-

ly focusing on Dream to telling

tales from the perspective of

the other members of the

Endless Death. Destiny.

Destruction. [desire.

Despair and Delirium.

"When I was writ

ing Sandman ... I

always felt that

sometime the oth-

ers got short

shrift." he said.

And it

was also a

chance to step away from the

novels he's been writing since

the series ended.

"When I'm writing a novel. I

find myself missing comics." he

said.

After working on "Endless

Nights" for the last two years.

Gaiman is heading back to

straight novels. He is contract-

ed to write two books, which
means saying goodbye to

Dream and the Endless for at

least the immediate future.

"I have to put my novelist hat

back on. " Gaiman said. But "when

my novelist hat comes off again. I

will look around and blink and call

Karen (Berger) and say, OK, what

are we doing

now

CVS
pharmacy

student Discount

$1.00 off 1 hour processing

(prints only)

$2.00 off 1 hour digital processing

(prints & cd)

Valid Student ID required.

Available at both Amherst locations only.

Original roll developing only.

Offer ends:

Sept. 30, 2003
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scoring spree by tapping in a loose ball in front of the

cage with two minutes to go.

In one half of a game, the Huskies managed to

match the number of goals (seven) the Minutewomen

haVe scored all season.

The barrage continued just 42 seconds into the sec-

ond half, when Dixon raced to the net untouched, and

beat Tocco to tally her first hat trick of the season.

Creaiini rounded out the scoring with the final two

goals of the game at 38:40 and 40:42 for her own hat

trick.

Webber had three assists for the day, while Creatini

and l^igh Shea tallied one apiece. Creatini is now tied

for eighth on Northeastem's career goals list (37), and

ninth on the cartx'r points list (92).

tX'fensively, the Minutewomen had a world of

trouble trying to keep Northeastem's high-powered

offense, led by Creatini, Singelais and Dixon, out of

the circle. The Huskies outshot the Minutewomen 30-

0, and dominated the penalty comers 15-1.

"IToccoj has been doing good stopping shots, but

jshei can only do so much. | We) can't allow that inany

opportunities," Coach Shea said.

Tlie 1 0-0 loss is the worst defeat in Minutewomen

history, and only the second time in the history of the

program that they have ever let up ten goals. On
October 4, 1997. the Minutewomen managed to net

two goals in a 10-2 loss against North Carolina, in

Chapel Hill.

The Huskies keep coming tomonx)w, too.

After five straight losses, the Minutewomen contin-

ue their search for a win in Storrs, Conn, tomorrow at

I p.m. against rival Connecticut. UConn (5-3) has

swept the last three meetings between the two teams.

The Maroon and White's last win, a 2-1 victory at

Garber Field, came in 2000.

"It's a big game, they're a big rival. I mean, we want

to beat everyone, but it's always in the back of your

mind, "This is UConn,'" junior Adrianne Monaco said.

The Minutewomen 's coach also recognized the

rivalry.

"There's a lot of history with UConn." Shea said.

"There's a huge rivalry, and it's a pretty unique game.

We're mirror institutions, we're mirrored in every-

thing we do
"

UConn seniors Mary |o Malone and Maureen

Butler were both awarded Big East Player of the Week

honors on Monday Malone. who is currently leading

the league conference in goals (nine), was named

Offensive Player of the Week. Butler's goaltending has

been impeccable, and she has been named Defensive

Player of the Week twice. Her five shutouts leads the

conference.

The Huskies have been managing 16.7 shots per

game, while the Minutewomen have managed just

6.6. Tocco. who has made 98 saves in just nine games

this season, will be cmcial to stopping the UConn

offense. Howevei. the UMass defense will need to be

more protective of the circle than it has been so far

this season. Opponents have penetrated the UMass

defense to the tune of 193 shots this season, com-

pared to the UConn back corps, which has only

allowed 60 shots.

In contrast, the UMass offense has taken 59 shots

in their nine games, while the Huskies have managed

1 1 7 shots in their eight games.

"We've not been able to play a solid 70 minutes.

We have good spurts, but we let down at times which

is when the opponent takes advantage of the opportu-

nities we give them," said Monaco.

There is good reason for the Minutewomen to

come together in tomorrow's game. The history

between the schools goes back to 1981, when the

NCAA held its first championship field hockey game.

The Huskies won that game 4- 1 , and the legacy of that

rivalry continues tomorrow.

Men's soccer takes on UNH

Before locking into

a long term contract for a

fitness facility with no

machinery in place, why not give

the veteran professionals a visit.

"

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB

"Big enough to own the best

equipment, but small enough to

know your name.

* In business 22 years

* Locally owned A operated"

024}IOe

www amherstathletic com
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they do, but they have a very direct

team, so we have to cut down their

service and make it hard for them

to put balls over the top."

The Maroon and White is cotn-

ing off a clo.se double-overtime 2-

1

win over Siena and a 5- 1 shellack-

ing of BU.

Siena (0-5) [Josed to be a bigger

problem for the Minutemen than

expected. After a big game against

BU and a two-hour van ride,

UMass needed a chance to regain

their composure and it almost cost

them the game.

"Playing at their place was cer-

tainly an issue because |we| didn't

play well in the first half," Koch

said. "Siena looked at our game

the way we looked at the BU game,

so they were emotionally focused

and ready to play

"1 give our guys a lot of credit

because we could have lost the

game and they didn't, they

regrouped, they came back in the

second half and they won it in

overtime."

This week, senior forward Ptah

Myers earned Atlantic 10 player of

the week honors. Myers leads the

team in scoring with four goals.

His most recent came in the sec-

ond overtime against Siena, giving

his team the 2-1 win.

The persistence of the

Minutemen offense and the deter-

mination of the defense confirm

their strength as a team.

"We're playing smarter." Koch

said of his defense. "We still have a

ways to go. but certainly we're

improving.

"What you want is the NCAA
tournament berth, that's what

everybody's driving for."

Freshman goalkeeper Nick

Billman (3-0-0). has allowed just

two goals, made nine saves and

registered one shutout in three

starts.

Women's soccer yets back to work

Rent one

olOurs

Noadd'tmalfeelor

21-25 year okldims

• Cars

Passenger Vans

• Trucks

POHERS
Mninioriarui^

• Direct Billing to

Insurance Companies

• Free Local Pick Up

• Locally Owned and Operated

at North Amherst Motors
Collision Repair Center
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NSCA.VSoccerbuzz second-team

All-Northeast and Soccerbuzz's

National Player of Year for first

year programs as a sophomore.

After three seasons leading

Binghamton in scoring, she is

ranked third on the school's all-

time points list with 104.

"Tracy Kasmarcik is a very

good forward." Kausamen said.

"She is also a very accomplished

player. [Her playing style) doesn't

look pretty, but gets the job done."

Kasmarcik is currently playing

alongside her probable successor

as Bearcat scoring champion.

Blessed with great speed and ath-

leticism, freshman forward

Danielle White is another key play-

er to watch for on Sunday. White

has started her collegiate career

with a bang, leading the Bearcats

with 1 1 points in rfine games.

The Minutewomen will focus

upon their own scoring issues

along with containing the two

Binghamton threats. The Maroon

and White hasn't put a crooked

number on the boaiti in thi^ee

games. Finding the back of the net

has been a problem with three

important scorers — Boston

College transfer Lindsey

Fairweather, last season's leading

scorer Erin Lilly and this season's

leading scorer Adair BIyler —
recovering from various injuries.

"The offense is the last thing to

come around," Kausamen said.

"The shuffling of the lineup (due to

injury! could be the problem. Once

we started getting into the offense

like at Rhode Island, we started

losing players. If we can get the

first goal against Binghamton and

get on a good roll, I believe the

confidence will flow from there."
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Dr. Lee Kane
Chiropractic Physician
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• Massachusetts Chiropractic Society
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Amherst Family Chiropractic

Center for Natural Health
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Waretiouse Clothing Sale
Mon - Thur
9 to 8

FrI - 9 to 777'

WAR II

Cgot clothes? )^

LOTHING

KSfallr

YOUR HEACaUARTERS
FOR ALL YOUR

HALLOWEEN NEEDS!
In the Hampshire Mall,

near J.C. Penney.

Mention this ad and get

10% off your purchase

with a Student ID!
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

FRIDAY
. High: 71

• Low: 56

SATURDAY
. High: 77

• Low: 63

SUNDAY
• High: 76

• Low: 51 9

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Quesadilb
• rish iV Chips

• FiesUt Rice & Cheese

(vegan)

DINNER
Veal Parmesan

Salmon Miso

Totu Fajita

tvc'^an)
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I won't
bite
-Austin Powers
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aquarius • ian. 2o-feb, is

Don't allow others to fake advantage of

your good nature and kind heart.

pisCeS • FtB. 19-Mar. 20

You feel like a big fish in a small pond,

keep swimming, the pond gets bigger.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. 19

You are so hot right now, keep working

it. Holla!

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Go dropkick a murphy, it'll make you

feel good.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

You're a really good person. Your bubbli-

ness truly shows through.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

Head up to the lake for some end of the

season relaxing.

leO • luL,. 23-AuG. 22

Don't lie, the only way to cover a lie is

with another lie. It's a vicious cycle,

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Call your mother, or vour father, whoev-

er, just don't talk to me.

libra • srpT. 23-o<t. 22

Dont play head games with your related

love interests. They are on to you.

Scorpio • 0( I. 2VNOV. 21

Don't bail on your obligations, it screws

other people over.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-de(. 21

Spend some time getting to know your

inner qi, it's tough to harness.

Capricorn . dk. 22-|a\ 19

Don t be a tool. No one likes a tool.
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Fratemities-

Sororities- Clubs-

Student Groups Eiim

$l,000-$2,000this

semester with a proven

CampusFimdraiser ^

hour fundraising exent.

Our free program.s

make fundraisinn easy

with no risk.s.

Fundraising dates arc

filling quickly, so get

with the program! It

works. Gintact

CampusFunJr.iiser at

(888) 923-3238, or

visit www.campus-

fundrai.ser.com

Montreal Weekends

$99. Includes R/T

Luxury Motor Coach

fixjm Springfield. 3

Days-2 Nights- 4 Star

Hotel l>)wntown-

Meals-Night Cluh pas.s-

p-s. vywu.montrealcx-

rres,s.net l -78 1-979-

9001 Special Group

Rates

AUTO FOR SALE

1989 Toyota Camry

New Engine + stereo

Great C'onJition Must

sell $14W.OBt^ 774-

836-8539

Merc.Sable Wag. '94

Runs Great. Gd. Qind.

Reliable trans. Recent

Sticker. $1050. B/O

Call 549-7455

AUTO REPAIR

Imported cars a special-

ty. 20 years ex|ierience.

Honest .Service,

straightforward

answers. Mark's

Sunoco. RtlKi

Sundedand 66.5-74.3S

(on bus route)

( OMPUTERS

Pentium Laptop $99.00

Pentium Desktop

$49.03 We fix Laptops,

l\^sktops/ PC's giiaran-

teed 584-8857

EMPLOYMENT

Mad Science:

Performers/Instructors

P-T to conduct fun

aftcr-schtK)l programs,

parties, ik more.

Experience managing

groups of children, love

of kids. Theatrical

experience helpful. Car

required. C^all Mark

413-584-7243.

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

potential. L(Kal pixsi-

tions. 1-800-293-3985

ext516

Movie Extras/Models

needed. No exp.

required, earn up to

$500-1000 a day 1-

888-820-0167 ext.

U150

Rent us your ears!

Participate in listening

experiments $7. 50/

hour call 545-6837 or

write jkingston®

linguist.umass.edu

FMPIOYMENT

Sales Assistant U ir

consult ing/si )ttware

firm. Telephone tele-

rt\arketing. Economics

a plus. Plea.se .send

cover letter and resume

to Frederick Treyz at

Regional Economic

Models, Inc., 433 West

Street, Ainherst, MA
01002 or fax 41 3-549-

1038 or email

resume.s@remi.com.

Earn up to $ 1 00 per

hour or more as an

exotic male dancer at

club Xstatic. 240

C^hesnut St, Springfield

MA, 41 3-736-2618 or

wwAv.clubxstatic.ciMn

FOR SAIF

MySQL, Perl and

more, www.jat^flv.cotn

or (41 3)253-0051.

FURNITURE

Futon great condititm

Thick Mattress $150.CK)

O/B/O

KariSlyn(S)aol.com

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending

Classes Start Stxin I
-

800-U-CAN-MIX Call

now for infomiation!!!

Space is Limited

www.universitybar-

lending.c»)m

ROOMMATE WANTFO

L(x)king lor a quiet,

non-smoking female

r(X)mmate 2 share 2

Bedrcxmi Apt. in

Sundedand. Rent

$.3.5().()()/nu)nth + utili-

ties. Stephanie 978-

660-8579

SERVICES

l>i you ktuiw your

rights as a student, teti-

ant, worker or con-

sumer.' Tlie Student

Legal Ser\ices C^ce
provides free help with

your questions. QiiTie

to 922 Campus Onter,

545-1995.

!Bimending!$ $250/day

ptitential No experi-

ence Nesc Training

provided. 1-800-965-

6520 ext 162

I OK SAI I

Private Boxitig

Lessons- w/retired Pm
Djata Bumpus. In

Northampton. 584-

1966 or visit-

www.wcstemmassbox-

mnjnm Accepts all

major credit caitls.

PREGNANc:Y TEST-

ING, HIV Test mg.

Birth Control, and

Emergency

(Aintniccption.

,'\ftordable and confi-

dential. Ta}vstry

Health, 27 Pray Street,

AmhetM. 548-9W2

SERVICES

All Dit^ii.il riinliiciions

Pro ViJeiigraphy tor

Weddings, Bar

Mitrxahs, C'ommcrci.il

(508) 221-822 3 swecp-

picker(C&yaliix<.ci>m

Sheer Bliss P.iv ^pa

.As S<.-i.'n on T\

Ceramic ,Asi,in H.ur

Straightc-ninu

*Smixith, Soti, Shinv,

Straight H.iir. Cill

253-2322

Pregnant.' Need help'

("all Birthright ot

.Aniherst ,irea tor tree

testing and assistance.

549- 1 *6

A SPRINC] BREAK-

ER NEEDED 20O4's

Hottest IVstm.itions >Si

P.irties 2 tree trips /

high ciMTimissions 1 5\\

sunsplashtours.com

1800-426-7710

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHP

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK
L,irt:est si'li'ction ot

IVsiinations, including

OuisesI Foam Parties,

Free IVinks ,ind CMuh

,Adniissiiins. \\cp Posi-

tions .in«.l FREE trips

.Avail.ible. 1 -ScV-2 31-

4386 ww\v.E|''iciir-

eaiiTours.com

.\ "Re.ilitv" Spring

IVeak 2aM's Honest

Prices BiHik now .. Free

Trips, Meals &. Part les

wwvv.sunspla.shtoiirs.

com or 1800-426-7710

WANTED

EGGl\">NOK.s

NEEDED, non-smok-

ers. ,Ages 21- 32.

Generous comivns,i-

tion Csi expenses p,nd.

For nmre inform. itmn
lonlact RoKrt

Nichols, Est).

(78n769-6'KV.

Rnichols@t;hnl,iw,iU't .

www.rotx'rt

nicholsesci.com .
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Sox clinch Wild Card
Second inning rally

clinches playoff

berth for Boston
By Jimmy Golen

E«JSTON ( AP) — The Red Sox

arc back in the playoffs for the first

time since 1999, looking for their

first World Series title in quite a bit

longer.

Derek Lowe held EJaltimore to

two hits over six innings, and lason

Varilek, Noinar Garciaparra and

Kevin Millar homered as Boston

clinched the last spot in the AL
playoffs by beating the Orioles 14-

3 Thursday night.

The Red Sox. who have made

the postseason 10 times since 1918

without winning a championship,

are four

Baltimore

Red Sox 1

4

3
gam
ahead

e s

of

the Seattle

Mariners in

the AL wild-card race with three

games remaining.

"These fans deserve this, and

they definitely deserve a World

Series championship." second

baseman Todd Walker said on the

field during a raucous celebration.

Boston's win also finalized the

AL matchups for the first round:

Minnesota will play against the

Yankees starting Tuesday in New
York, and Boston will open the fol-

lowing day at Oakland.

Playing before a full ballpark

for the 64th consecutive home

game, the Red Sox quickly gave

the crowd of 34.526 something to

cheer about. It was 1 2-0 after four

innings, and the rest of the night

was just a prelude to the celebra-

tion.

With the crowd cheering,

flashbulbs popping and the Red

Sox perched on the dugout steps;

Ramiro Mendoza struck out Brian

Roberts to end the game. The

Boston players poured out of the

dugout for a somewhat subdued

celebration — it didn't even match

the one that greeted David Ortiz's

lOth-inning homer two games ear-

lier

But this time they had hats. T-

shirts and champagne.

Gabe Kapler and Tim

Wakefield sprayed the fans with

bubbly, while Garciaparra went

out to the outfield to applaud the

fans. Millar took a microphone to

the pitcher's mound and reprised

his embarrassing "Rally Karaoke

Guy."

"It's time to 'Cowboy Up.'

said Millar, a Texan who inspired

the team's motto. "We're going to

take this thing to the next level."

Manager Grady Little emptied

his bench after five innings, and

Lowe (17-7) left after six with the

victory all but secure. The Red Sox

won't be back at Fenway Park

until Game 5 of the playoffs, on

Oct. 4.

Lowe did not give up a hit

through 4 1-5 innings. He wound

up allowing one earned run and

four walks while striking out one.

Bill Mueller went 3-for-5 to

raise his league-leading batting

average to .327. adding two runs

and three RBIs for Boston.

Baltimore couldn't muster so

much as a hit against Lowe until

there was one out in the fifth and

Luis Matos hit a high bouncer that

stopped about halfway to third

base. Lowe, who pitched Boston's

last no-hitter on April 27. 2002.

appeared disappointed, so Varitek

went out to the mound to talk to

him and give the fans a chance to

cheer.

(-.FRAl.l<M llNO/CV>LLEt;iAN

Nomar Garciaparra's three-run homer capped off a five-run second inning for the Red Sox. who trounced the Orioles 14-3 to clinch the

American League Wild Card. The Red Sox will uke on Oakland in the first round oi the playoffs.

Week of rest comes to an end
By ToiM) Foster

(".oiLEoiAN Staff

Dealing with key injuries and a

three-game losing streak on their

hands, the Massachusetts women's

soccer team needed a break after a

disappointing start. With coach jim

Rudy out of his office yesterday, the

squad was given the day off to lick

its battle wounds after a highly

physical 1-0 loss to Central

Connecticut on Wednesday.

While the players rest and relax,

their minds will be focusing on the

upcoming contest against

Binghamton University at Rudd

Field Sunday The game is essential

for momentum as this is the final

game before the Minutewomen (2-

5-1. 1-0 Atlantic 10) begin the rest

of the conference season against

George Washington.

In its first A- 10 game, the

Maroon and White downed RtKxie

Island 4-1 on Sept. 5.

The last meeting between

Binghamton (5-4. 0-1 America

East) and the Maroon and White, a

6-2 UMass win on Sept. 16, 2001

.

was the first game the

Minutewomen played after the ter-

rorist attacks on Sept. 1 1. It was

also the first-ever meeting between

the two teams.

"Binghamton isn't anyone we

can look over," UMass assistant

coach lorma Kausamen said.

"ITicrc are a lot of similarities to

this game as the UNH game. They

also lost big to West Virginia like

UNH previous to our game and

I
UNH 1 was able to get a draw from

us. If wc don't come out to play

from the first minute, they could

steal one on us."

The Minutewomen battled to a

1-1 draw with the New Hampshire

Wildcats on Sept. 10.

Since Binghamton joined

Division I in 2001 , senior superslar

Tracy Kasmarcik has been the

team's driving force behind the

team's leap to the big time.

Kasmarcik was named to the

Continued on page 6

Streak on the line
By Becky HoRcnvn z

Ci)l,lJi<ilAN ( "^jRRKSHlNnF.NT

The Massachusetts men's soccer team looks to

extend its winning streak to five as it travels to

Durham, N.H. Saturday to take on the Wildcats.

It is the last chance for the Minutemen (5-2) to

work out the kinks before conference play begins and

the road to an Atlantic 1 championship commences.

"We don't have any games this week so we're anx-

ious to play an opponent," coach Sam Koch said. "It's

still a big New England game for us so we want to do

well in preparation for the conference games coming

up-
Going into this game, the Wildcats (5-2). are com-

ing off of their first conference win of the sea.son. They

posted a winning record in the 2002 season, and they

pos.sess a lot of talent evenly distributed throughout

the field.

Senior back Brendan Hankard is an obstacle the

UMass offense will look to find ways around, l^st

season. Hankard earned first team honors in the

America East, and on the National Soccer Coaches

Association of America All-New England team. He

was named to the America East All-Championship

team and is also a two-time America East player of the

week. Hankard is making his mark this season as well,

with two goals.

Although the Wildcats pose a threat to the

Minutemen 's four-game winning streak. Koch is more

concerned with his teams play.

"We have to focus on the way we play. We have to

be aware of what they do, we have to respect what

Continued on page 6

Huskies' bite worse than bark

Northeastern takes

off on lO'goal rout
By Brendan Hall and

Paula Aden
CJ)LL£(.IAN (i)RRF.SPONr)ENTS

The Massachusetts field hockey

team just can't get away from

Huskies. The Minutewomen
arrived at Sweeney Field in Boston

on Wednesday looking to improve

its game, facing off against No. 1

3

Northeastern. What resulted was a

10-0 shutout by the Huskies, who
dominated just about every aspect

of the game.

The loss drops The

Minutewomen to 2-7. while

Northeastern 's victory bumps their

record up to 7-3.

The Huskies' junior Man
Creatini netted her third hat trick

of the sea.son. and assisted on an

additional one. Creatini now leads

the nation in scoring, with 18 goals

and seven assists for 45 points,

junior Liane Dixon also tallied a

hat trick, her first, while redshirt

freshman Natalie Singelais scored

two. Senior l^igh Shea aixl sopho-

more lay Quinn rounded out the

scoring with one goal apiece.

The Minutewomen found

themselves on the defensive for

most of the game, junior netmin-

der Christine Tocco managed 15

saves, despite letting up 10 goals.

Tocco currently leads the Atlantic

10 Conference in saves, with 98.

UMass coach Patty Shea

expressed disapproval of her

team's performance.

"We just didn't go out there and

play." she said. "There are certain

things that must be done to have a

good game. We didn't do what we

need to do."

The Huskies controlled the

game from start to finish. Singelais

started the scoring frenzy 5:58 into

the game, followed by a nice goal

off of a comer play by Creatini at

8:41. the first of her three goals.

Quinn next launched one in from

ten yaixls out, at the ten-minute

mark. Dixon scored her first of

three goals at 1 5:44. off of another

corner play.

Five minutes later, Singelais

slammed in her second goal of the

game, making it her fourth in two

games, while Dixon also tapped in

her second off of a nice pass from

Sara Webber at 27:01.

Leigh Shea closed out the first half

Continued on page 6

Weekend Schedule

Sport

Tennis

Sport

Football

MSoccer
Field Hockey
Cross Country

Sport

Women's Soccer

Friday, Sept. 26

Opp./Event

at St. Johns

Saturday, Sept. 27

Opp./Event

vs. James Madison
at UNH

at UConn
at Syracuse

Sunday, Sept. 28

Opp./Event

vs. Binghamton

Time

2:30 p.m.

Time

1 p.m.

1 p.m.

I p.m.

II a.m.

Time

3 p.m.

C.FBALini 1 INO/UM-LEfilAN

Kristin Hopw(HHl and the Minutewomen dropped a 10-0 decision

to Northeastern Wednesday night. They'll uke on UConn tomorrow.
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ALANA grabs 25 percent of Senate,

wins in five out of seven districts

By Dan LAMtiTHE

CoLU-tilAN SlAHl-

The Office of ALANA Affairs snared about

25 percent of the Student Government

Association Senate Thursday, with more than 90

percent of ALANA-sponsored candidates win-

ning their respective races.

"We did great," said Gladys Franco, the

internal chair for the ALANA Caucus. "Pretty

much every ALANA student that was running

won in their area."

Candidates sponsored by the Office of

African. Latino/a. Asian/Pacific Islander and

Native American Affairs garnered the most

votes in five out of seven ai^eas, with Pauel

Payano winning Central. Kduardo Bustamante

winning the commuter district. Ama Boadu

winning Northeast, Rachel Deleveaax winning

Southwest/South, and Aiysha Cooper winning

Sylvan. Payano and Deleveaux received more

votes than any other candidate, with 56 and 5 1

.

respectively.

Student Government Association Speaker

lared Nokes attributed ALANA's success at the

polls to a recruitment drive that they put togeth-

er over the last few weeks. The drive included

phone calls, e-mails and meetings.

With 25 percent of the 66-person Senate this

year, the AL.\NA caucus will again have a high-

er percentage of students on the Senate than

there are ALANA students on campus. The stu-

dent body includes about 1 7 percent ALANA
students.

"If they're exceeding that j 1 7 percent mark!

by five or 10 percent. I think that shows what

can be done through the electoral process."

Nokes said.

Chimcellor of Elections Steve Hoeschele and

Nokes were both very happy with the high stu-

dent turnout for the election. Hoeschele estintat-

ed that 10 percent of the campus voted, a num-

ber that nearly doubles last year's Senate elec-

tions total.

"This is a very good one-day turnout," Nokes

said. "We usually get more in the jSGAj presi-

dential election |in the spring}, but that's over

two days."

Franco said she believes that the ALANA
campaign had not only a positive effect on the

results for ALANA. but also increased aware-

ness overall, leading to more students voting.

"If we wouldn't have done that. I don't think

the ALANA community would have been so

alive." Franco said.

Nokes said that with 25 percent of the

Senate made up of elected ALANA-sponsored

senators this year, the Senate's overall makeup

will be about the same as it was last year, when

it included 1 3 percent appointed seats, or eight

appointed senators.

Nokes has chosen not to recognize the

Elections results

CENTRAL

Pauel Payano 59

Ann Nguyen 36

D.J. Bettencourt 29

MKhael Goldberg 25

Matthew Muiphy 23

ArOiur LaPan 20

Daniel Pozmanter 17

Brendan Duprey 15

Erica Han 15

Larry Dougher 1

3

Stacey Bemadeau 12

Katelyn aaffey 12

Silas Lowe 10

WidlandeRaymond 10

Marquis Hunt 9

Branwen Hardebeck 6

Shawn McKenna 5

Ariel Junkelowltz 2

write-in

Andrew Kilk>y 1

write-in

Aaron Maioy

write-in

Chartes Mingham

wrtte-in

Brian Murphy

wnte-ln

Richard Cookson

COMMUTER
Eduardo Bustamante 38

Joey Giarusso

Patrick Higgins

Torn! Faust 13

David Fatvey

Levi O'Brien

write-in

Kelly Ormond

Paul Pitts-Dilley

16

16

12

12

11

10

Continued on page 3

appointed seats this year, saying they conllict

with the SGA Constitution.

Franco is happy with the percentage of elect-

ed ALANA senators on the Senate for this year,

but said the caucus will still be working to get

back the appointed seats.

Continued on page 3
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Israel march. The demonstration
Palestinian women carry a model of the Dome of the Rcvk. a Jerusalem Islamic holy site, during an anti

was held in the West Bank town of Nablus yesterday.

Palestinians march in support of Arafat
By Lara Sukhtian

Associated Press

RAMALLAH, West Bank (AP)

— Thousands of Palestinians

marched through the streets of the

West Bank yesterday to support

Yasser Arafat marking the third

anniversary of the latest violent

uprising, or intefadeh. which has

claimed thousands of lives.

The demonstration came as the

Palestinians appeared set to

appoint a new Cabinet filled with

Arafat loyalists, despite efforts by

the United States and Israel to

sideline the Palestinian leader,

whom they accuse of fomenting

terror attacks.

Also yesterday, members of

Islamic lihad said one of their

members was responsible tor a

weekend shooting attack on a

West Bank settlement that killed

two Israelis— one an infant — but

they stopped short of claiming

responsibility.

The intefadeh began Sept. 28,

2000, after Israel's then-opposition

leader Ariel Sharon, now prime

minister, visited the hotly contest-

ed lerusalem holy site known to

Muslims as Haram as-Sharif and

to lews as the Temple Mount.

Palestinians called the visit a

provocation, because Sharon

emphasized Israel's claim of .sover-

eignty. Violent clashes followed,

and grew into three years of vio-

lence marked by repeated terror

attacks against Israelis and Israeli

military strikes into Palestinian

areas. A total of 2.477 people ha\c

been killed on the Palestinian side

and 860 on the Israeli side.

Today, the "toad ntap" peace

plan, stalled but still on the table,

offers the Palestinians a slate by

2005 if the violence ends. II the

violence continues, the result

could be a complete collapse ol

the Palestinian Authority.

The Islamic militant group

Hamas, responsible for .scores ol

suicide bombings against Israel,

marked the anniversai-y yesterday

with a pledge to continue the

uprising nonetheless.

In a statement released in

Gaza, Hamas reiterated its opposi-

tion to the U.S. -backed "road

map" peace plan and called on the

Palestinian Authority and the new

Cabinet to uphold the

Palestinians' right to resist the

occupation.

In the West Bank city of Nablus,

about 5.(XX) people from an array

of Palestinian factions marched in

support of Arafat and called for the

intefadeh to continue.

1 lamas supporters carried

miniature versions of an Israeli

bus and warplane to the center of

town and burned them. Dozens of

people dressed as suicide bombers

wore mock explosive belts.

In Cairo. Fgypt. nearly 500

people rallying to mark the

anniversary called on the

Egyptian government to open

the door to a holy war against

Israel, to expel the Israeli ambas-

sador and to abolish the 1^7')

peace treaty between the two

countries. The protesters were

surrounded by at least 400

police officers in riot gear.

Editorial/Opinion

Pacc 4

Gay Marriage:
The push for new i aws

Arts & Living

Bfat the Drum
PiRd'SSKIMST MllK )RI>

Gravis wows ti« FAC

Pagi S

Sports

Dukes Downed
Mini TfMfN BtAT

jMU 11-26

Comics/Classifieds
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Band Day
More than i.SOO students from over M Northeastern hish sch.n.U showed up thi> ^^rekend to par-

ticipate in Band Day. The event was hosted by the University of Massachusetts MarchmK Band and

was held in conjunction with the UMass - James Madison University f«>tball game at the Alumn.

Stadium.

Former General Electric chief executive Jack Welch, lett, and

Terrence O'Malley, UMa.ss general counsel, center, listen during

a UMass president search committee meeting Friday in Boston.

Search for UMass
president begins

By KtN MA(;uiRt
ASSIH lATEO PkESS

BOSTON (AP) — The

last nationwide search for a

University of Massachusetts

president ended on Beacon

Hill when school trustees

hired William Bulger, then

state Senate president and

Democratic power broker.

Eight years later, a panel

of trustees and high-profile

alumni are vowing a com-

prehensive hunt lor a leader

to replace Bulger, who
resigned Sept. 1 under polit-

ical pressure. The panel met

Friday for the first time.

"We will search all cor-

ners of the nation for the

person who we believe is

best able to achieve the uni-

versity's higher vision." said

Grace Fey. chairwoman of

the Board of Trustees.

Trustees gave Bulger high

marks for his leadership and

fund-raising abilities, but

Republican Governor Mitt

Romney. who appoints

trustees, targeted Bulger for

removal. Bulger withstood

Romney's legislative attempt

to eliminate his office but

eventually resigned after

criticism that he hasn't

helped authorities capture

his fugitive mobster brother,

lames "Whitey" Bulger.

Search committee mem-
bers include former General

Electric chief executive lack

Welch and former General

Motors leader lohn Smith

|r.. both UMass alumni, and

Northeastern University

President Richard Freeland,

a former UMass administra-

tor.

The panel, which also

includes faculty members

and community leaders,

hopes to compile a list of

preliminary candidates with-

in two months. The cotnmit-

tee went into a closed-door

"executive session" Friday to

begin discussions of names.

Dennis G. Austin, co-

chairman of the search com-

mittee, stressed that names

of preliminary candidates be

kept confidential. If they

leaked to the media, he said,

it could have a chilling

effect, and as a result, "we

will not get the best woman
or man in the United

States."

Search consultant

William Funk said the com-

mittee must be aggressive.

Public universities Florida,

Washington and Idaho, and

private schools Syratusc.

Rice and Duke, among oth-

ers, also are searching for a

president.

"This is a very, very com-

petitive business." Funk

said. "All of those institu-

tions will be looking for

individuals exactly like what

we're looking for."

UMass spokesman

Robert ConnolK lr. said he

would not comment on any

preliminary candidates.

Trustees attorney Terr\

O'Malley said discussion of

those candidates can be kept

private, but not finalists.

"The courts have insisted

that any discussion or vote,

that is the deliberation and

the actual vote, concerning

finalists does have to be in

open session." he said.

Romney has called on

trustees to hire a president

"recognized here and across

the country as being one of

the real leaders in the educa-

tional field." He also cau-

tioned them against granting

large severance packages.

Trustees gave Bulger, b'^.

a severance package worth

nearK $1 million. His con-

tract, which paid him

$509,000 in salary and

another $48,000 in benefits,

was set to expire in 2007.

Poll: Californians in

favor of recall vote
By Erica Werner and Jim

Wasserma
Ass(x lATH' Pkksn

SANT\ MARIA. Calif. (AP)

— With the campaign to recall

Gov. Gray Davis entering its final

full week, a |X)I1 released yester-

day showed the Democrat could

lose office by a wide margin and

put Arnold Schwai7.enegger way

ahead of everyone else trying to

become governor of Calilomia.

Schwarzenegger bamstonned

around California yesterdav.

appearing before enthusiastic

crowds in airport hangars. 'This

is now hand-io-hand cotnbat, Wc
are in the trenches. Tliis is war."

Schwarzenegger said, adopting a

newly aggressive lone.

Davis unveiled a new televi-

sion commercial accusing

Schwarzenegger of ducking

tough questions and refusing to

debate.

Some of California's major

newspapers made endorsements

\esterday. most urging \oters to

reject the recall on Oct. 7 and

recommending noKxly to replace

Davis. "Davis is lucky; there are

no R-placement candidates worth

a fiecommendation." wrote the

San lose Mercury -News

The endorsements came out

as the (xill laken after last week's

pivotal candidates' debate indi-

cated shaip differences with pre-

\ious suneys. \Nhich showed a

much narrower margin of

Californians favoring the recall,

and an cNcn race Ix-tuccn the

Republican actoi and

Democratic li Go\ Cruz

Bustamante.

r^avis's campaign spokes-

man. Peter Ragonc. ima*.kcd the

numbers.

"It's a juke." Ragone said. "It

is so lar from what e\ery olher

public poll and every other

internal poll by both Democrats

and Republicans have found."

Sclnvar/cnegger planned to

focus his message on the gover-

nor's failings during his fly-

around campaigning yesterday.

"We plan to spend the rest of

this campaign reminding voters

that the real question of the

election is whether or not they

want the status quo in

Sacramento, with the govern-

ment conlvi'lled by special inter-

ests or whether thc\ want real

change." said his spokesman.

Todd Harris.
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SGA election results debut
Continued from page 1

Maggie Rogers 10

Alyssa LaBonte 7

Michael Troisl 7

Anthony Pascoe 6

Rodney Sinclair 6

Leia HlusticK 5

Laura LaPlume 5

Renate Robertson 5

Craig Gddschmidt 4

Janie Kim 4

write-in

Chrtetopher Mira 3

David Peterson 3

Meredith Rice 3

Joseph Wright 3

Ben Flanders 2

write-in

Emera Trujillo 2

write-in

VMaComKttna 2

write-in

Daniel Bloom 1

write-in

BenFartey 1

write-in

Jason pen^eira 1

Theodore Plettner 1

Matt Chandler 1

write-in

Nick Parseghian 1

write-in

Andres Gomez 1

wrtte-in

NOfmtEAST
Ama Boadu 39

Beatrice Ake 28

DanPomercy 25

Gladys Franco 16

Andres Gomez 13

Fartey Pedlar 12

Doug Woodruff 10

Robert Porter 8

write-in

Jennifer Mayefsky 4

Kathryn Mayefsky 2

ORCHARD HILL

Lindsay Lesser 35

Zsuzsa Cook 32

Brian Roberts 21

Lauretie Belsito 18

Tristan Brown 18

Eoin Moore 18

Liz Jennings 15

Krit Chakravarthy 14

Sanam Hakim 14

Ewelina Bielica 10

John Angell 1

write-in

Jessica Jorgensen 1

write-in

Michael Pisalvo 1

write-in

Monk)ue Ouiles 51

Kathleen Edison 48

Olaf Aprans 41

Damien Weinstein 32

Jill Sawyer 15

Tim Busiere 13

Andre Cartwright 9

write-in

Enos Henry 9

write-in

Jason Bissonnette 3

write-in

Amy Anastos 2

write-in

Carios Garduno 2

wrtte-in

Eduardo Carvaiho 1

write-in

Rachel Deleveauy 1

write-in

Angela Ftete 1

write-in

VKtorZhou 1

write-in

SW/SOUTH
Rachel Deleveaux 56

James Brennan 51

Marcus Deforest 50

Albert Dennis 45

Adrienne Girard 41

Marina Solovyov 35

Alexandra Mitson 24

Jason Gariand 22

write-in

RautBrens 19

Stephanie LaMarca 12

Mk:hael Sheridan 11

Chris DeCambra 10

David Synnott 9

Armando Roman 8

Katharina McCarty 7

David Owens 6

Cassandra Priddy 5

Dan Brownstein 1

write-in

Shari Milkowski 1

write-in

SYIVAN

Aiysha Cooper 36

/^otunde Onikoro 34

Tayo Aiyeku 27

wrtte-in

ShaunAshworth 23

Mor Dar 19

Susan Allen 10

Turd Ferguson 1

write-in
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ALANA garners 25 percent of SGA seats

Continued from page 1

"UMass students voted to

keep the Al.ANA caucus

[seats]," .she said. II' this isn't a

strong enough statement by the

UMass community, we will be

taking parliamentary procedures

to insure that he abides by the

bylaws and the constitution ol'

the SGA."
Hoeschele said he was sur-

prised to see that three students

who had incorrectly filled out

nomination loinis all won scats

on the Senate by using a write-in

campaign. Those students

include Knos Henry. Tayo Aiyeku

and lason Garland, who won
with 22 votes in the competitive

Southwest/South district.

"1 was quite surprised he

pulled in as many votes as he

did." Hoeshele said.

Hoeschele said that the four

referendum questions drove peo-

ple to the polls to vote. Two of

those four questions revolved

around how to deal with the sta-

tus of AI.ANAs appointed seats

in the future. With overwhelming

votes of "yes" on Question two

and "no" on Questions 4. stu-

dents elected to change the SGA
Constitution to include appointed

seats, and rejected changing SGA
bylaw s to remove appointed seals

if the UMass Board of Trustees

does not accept the proposed

changes in the constitution.

Hoeschele said the counting

process, which ended after pres'<

time late Thursday night, went

smoothly.

"The commission was fantas-

tic. 1 basically took their methods

for counting and we were able to

zip right through it." he said.

Power outage sweeps through

Italy, blamed for three deaths

i;KTi.oKioinim

An unlit traffic lisht on the Fori Imperial! Avenue, leading to the Colos.seum, is seen durinn a nation

wide blackout in Rome, Italy early yesterday.

By Tom Rachman
.Assi K lATkTl PrIiSS

RQME (AP) — A storm-tossed tree branch that hit

Swiss power lines helped trigger a massive blackout in

almost ail of Italy, trapping thousands on trains and

forcing the pope to use a backup generator to proclaim

his new cardinals. The outage, blamed for three

deaths, underlined the dangers of Italy's reliance on

imported power.

It was Italy's worst power outage since World War

II. Most of the country's 58 million people were affect-

ed— more than in North America's biggest blackout,

which left 50 million jx-ople without power in Canada

and the United States on Aug. 14.

As in the North American blackout, there was ini-

tially confusion about the cause and finger-pointing

among neighboring countries. With scant domestic

supply and swelling public demand. Italy imports most

of its electricity.

The blackout began at 5;25 a.m.. hitting all ol Italy

except the island of Sardinia. The lights came back on

in northern Italy by early morning and in most of

Rome shortly alter noon. Power was restored to south-

em Italy late yesterday, according to television news

reports.

The blackout was blamed for the deaths ol three

elderly women, the ANSA news agency said.

Two women-one 81 and the other 72— died in

separate accidents when they fell down darkened

stairs, the agency said. A ^^2 -year-old woman died ol

bums after a candle set her clothes on lire.

The outage tripped a burglar alami at the home in

Rome where Ionia l.iscio, 21, was babysitting an 8-

year-old bo\. She woke up in a panic. "The baby

woke up too— he sleeps with the light on." she said.

"1 was scared. 1 didn't know what was happening."

Tommaso Priinavera. 17. was riding his motor

scooter at the time in Rome.

"There was panic on the streets," he said. "The

tourists went mad— everyone was thinking about

themselves."

As experts tried to work out the cau.se. none ol the

three countries involved wanted all the blame. Swiss

and French energy officials said the responsibility was

Italy's, while the Italians noted that the power cut

came fiom l-fance.

Initial investigations indicated a chain reaction

that started in Switzerland and moved through

France.

In Switzeriand. a tree branch hit and disabled a

power transmission line. This caused another Swiss

line to overload, which then knocked out Irench

transmission to Italy.

"After that, all connections to Italy dropped out.'

said Rolf Schmid. spokesman for the Swiss power

company Atel.

Italian energy company End agreed with the

Swiss description of the chain reaction. But France's

electricity grid operator RTF said it was too eariy to

speculate about causes.

Whatever the cause, the blackout was an ordeal

across Italy.

It brought to a halt some I 10 liains with 50,000

passengers on board, and delayed numerous flights in

addition to a lew that had to be cancelled.

Hospitals were forced to rely on generators, whicii

was cmcial for one man undergoing a liver transplant

in Turin. The blackout occuired during his six-hour

overnight surgery, but emergency power helped doc-

tors linish the operation successfully. .ANS.A reported.

In Rome, the city had been holding an all-night

festival with mu.seums, bars and shops still open at

the time of the blackout. The result was that many

people who had been encouraged to use public trans-

port found themselves stranded at subway stations.

Tlie Vatican was al.so affected, with St. Peter's

Basilica nonnally lit up overnight - in darkness.

Weekly news meeting at 6 p.m. tonight.

All current writers must attend.

New writers are encouraged to come.

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions,

complete all scheduled tests, and do your homework.

If your score doesn't improve on test day from your

Kaplan diagnostic or a prior official test score, you

can choose to repeat our program for free or get a

full refund of your tuition.' " It's that simple.

World Leader in Test Prep and Admissions

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

•Test names aie regi5teit.'u ujiIi, I'l-"-

'To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled m Kaplan s full classroom, tutoring, or

online courses. In addition, you must present a copy of your official score report and your

course materials within 90 days.
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Gay marriage on
the campaign trail

According to an article in Sunday's edition of

The Boston Globe. Gary Bauer, a 2000 Republican

presidential candidate and head of the organiza-

tion. American Values, will be meeting outside the

White House this week to declare that the week of

Oct. 12-18 is "Marriage PiXMnotion Week."

Bauer's group and a coalition of 2 1 evangelKal

Christian and other conservative organizations are

taking this measure in response to the most recent

efforts by homosexual and civil rights activists to

expand gay rights in the country.

"There was a little bit of burnout, but there has

been spontaneous reaction to this issue, in both its

intensity and the numbers involved, that has sur-

prised all the conservative public-policy groups,"

Bauer told the Globe.

just within four months, the push for permitted

same-sex marriage in America has gained tremen-

dous momentum. In lune, the U.S. Supreme Court

put an end to Texas's anti-sodomy law, which

extended privacy rights to gay relationships.

In the coming weeks, possibly days, the

Massachusetts Supreme judicial Court ruling on

the Case of Goodridge v. the Massachusetts

Department of Public Health will be announced.

The case was filed last year by the Gay & Lesbian

Advocates & Defenders (GLAD), on behalf of

seven homosexual couples that were denied mar-

riages licenses at their local town or city halls.

According to the Globe, the conservatives fear

that the Court will rule in favor of GLAD and the

Commonwealth will become the first state in the

Union that gives same-sex couples the right to

legally wed.

The activists who will petition Washington this

week say "their aims are to enact a federal position-

al amendment sanctioning only heterosexual mar-

riage and to make 2004 candkiates from the White

House to state house take a stand against same-sex

unions and gay rights."

Unfortunately for these conservatives, the man

leading the way from the Democratic Party in the

2004 presidential race is Howard Dean, the former

governor of Vermont - a state that granted same-

sex couples the right to form legal unkms and gain

domestic benefits in 1999.

Dean has yet to come out on any kind of

endorsement for gay marriage in his presklential

run but three other democrats candkiates, Dennis

Kucinich, Carol Moseley Braun and Al Sharpton

have.

In the next few extremely crucial months on the

campaign trail. Dean and the other democratic

leaders like )ohn Kerry should be making a valid

effort to make sure conservative republicans do not

let their views affect the minds of American across

the nation.

Our country is supposed to keep a separation

between church and state. This idea is what creates

a working democracy The Bush administration has

done all it can to implement democracy on to other

countries worldwide but in the process has forgot-

ten to maintain the democracy that supposedly is in

our nation.

For democrats, issues - like the homosexual

marriage conflict - are extremely important to take

a clear stand on, as the public has lost touch with

many of our domestk; affairs. The stand they

should take is towards protecting a true democra-

cy, giving anyone in America the same right as his

or her neighbor such as gaining a marriage license.

Unsighted editorials represent the majority opin-

ion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian Editorial

Board.

Information from The Boston Globe was used

in this editorial.

Another side of Ferris Bueller

The European Earth Day

Aaron

Wodin-Scliwart;

Last week in

Brussels. 1

experienced
something thatmany
Americans
might find just

a little bit for-

eign. I was
walking down
the street

toward Le

Grand Place (the center of the city)

when I spotted a banner announc-

ing "Mobility Week 2003."

Wondering what on Earth this

could possibly mean, I asked a

pas.serby in my broken French just

what this "Semaine de la Mobilite"

was. It turns out that Europeans

have this crazy custom whereby

they make a concerted effort to

participate directly in environmen-

tal action.

Coming from a land where

environmental concerns are noth-

ing more than a nuisance to "busi-

ness as usual," I was enchanted

and proceeded to dig deeper into

their strange traditions. 1 was quite

intrigued by what I found.

On Feb. 4, 2000, European Car

Free Day was launched (to be held

on Sept. 22) by a Brussels conven-

tion of European metropolitan and

NGO leaders. Since then, umbrel-

la groups such as the Prague-based

World Carfree Network have

taken local organizations from

over 1 ,000 cities in some 3 1 coun-

tries worldwide under their wing

in founding the "In Town without

My Car" campaign.

Centered in Europe, this pro-

gram includes nations from

Albania to Canada. Estonia to

Iceland, and so on. In addition,

cities that publicly acknowledge

Sept. 22 as a "World Carfree Day"

span five continents and include

cities such as Jakarta, Indonesia

and Newark, New Jersey. All in all,

an estimated 100 million

European city dwellers are

involved annually

Even more astounding than the

widespread enthusiasm are the

diverse celebrations thai the coun-

tries practice. Sections of the

municipalities are open only to

public transportation, and tens of

millions across Europe hop on

their bicycles to trek around town.

Some towns hold fairs with public

information booths, music, and

events to commemorate the day

and make the town square a lively

place. The three or five cities that

do the most for environmental

awareness (i.e. the highest number

of streets closed to private auto-

mobiles, the greatest community

involvement, etc.), receive awards

from the campaign organizers.

Eighty percent of Europeans

live in urban areas and a 2002 sur-

vey conducted by EuropaWorld (a

European information service)

shows that four out of five people

support this project. Those partici-

pating in the poll cited air and

noise pollution, poor mobility, and

unsightliness, among others, as the

principal causes for their endorse-

ment of the movement.

Such an event integrates well

into the already environmentally

conscious European society, whose

mastery of public transportation is

a shining example to the rest of the

globe. The consensus here is that

this direction is an important one.

One day I showed

up to school and

the entire campus

was occupied by

one of the many

countrywide bilce

tours as well as a

midway of exercise

faculties, trainers

and musicians.

In the week prior to Sept. 22,

there are also events that address

alternatives to the use of private

automobiles as a principal means

of transportation. The idea is to

introduce ecological concern while

simultaneously constructing a fes-

tive ambience. It certainly had the

desired effect in nearby Brugge,

where children raced for free all

week on hand-made bicycles that

were comically misshapen or alter-

natively designed in a variety of

ways.

One of these bikes was pro-

pelled by the rising and falling of

the seat (the sitting/standing

motion of its rider) as opposed to

Mark

Ostrolf

1 Ever watch

^^^ "Ferris
m^9k. Bueller's Day

llM Off" and get

\hf ' the feeling

ifiS" something isn't

^M/f^ right'.' Well,

^^^H^M now
^^^^B^^™ good reason to.

Amid the non-

chalance of

—» being a teenag-

er, there is a deeper, darker

message conveyed out of the

bowels of Paramount Pictures

Studios. It was an odd revela-

tion, but 1 am here to tell it to

you. Ready?
"Ferris Bueller's Day Off" is

actually a more racist film than

"Blazing Saddles." There. I said

it.

I know you're thinking that 1

probably snapped, but before

making rash judgment calls,

look at my analysis of both

movies. We start with "Ferris

Bueller's Day Off."

Exhibit one: The first black

character is a nurse at the high

school. She comes to deliver

bad news and the music that

plays as she walks down the

hall is rather unpleasant. If you

watch the movie, you'll find

that she is the most well repre-

sented black person in the

whole movie!

Exhibit two: After taking the

car, Cameron, Ferris and

leannie go to the garage, where

a Hispanic man is working.

"Do you speak English," asks

Ferris, who assumes he proba-

bly hasn't taken the time to

learn any. The man wears a hair

net with shiny slicked-back

hair, a pencil-thin mustache,

and looks very shifty. After the

crew drops the car off. the

garage man and his black

friend steal the car and take it

out for a joy ride!

Exhibit three: Ferris is

standing on the parade float,

dancing and singing "Twist and

Shout," and the camera pans

on a group of dancing black

people. On a weekday, when
everyone is either at work or in

school, why are there whole

crowds of black teenagers

hanging around downtown
Chicago? Why aren't they in

school? Does anyone recall

even seeing any black or

Hispanic students in the whole

movie that weren't playing

pedaling: another had a sprocket

system that entailed pedaling back-

wards to propel the front wheel;

several had warped wheels that

caused the bike to bourKe as it

rode. The children ran about and

let out Dutch cries of glee.

Here in Brussels, the event

turned a quiet city on Sunday into

a stimulating ceremony. There

were parades and marching bands,

sections of street covered in lush-

green sod, live horses and cows

munching on grass, plenty of street

vendors, and lots of bicycles. All

public transportation was free for

the day, as was the entrance to the

numerous museums and galleries.

During the preceding week,

many individual groups seemed to

take the initiative on their own.

One day in the sprawling park Le

Bois de la Cambre, a group of

about 20 or 30 young women on

bicycles wearing white dresses

with angel wings pedaled aroutid.

Much to my dismay, the same

group congregated for a city tour

below my bedroom window the

following night at 3 a.m., this time

with male counterparts dressed in

togas!

One day I showed up to school

and the entire campus was occu-

pied by one of the many country-

wide bike tours as well as a mid-

way of exercise facilities, trainers

and musicians for the many staff-

members of the European and

Belgian ministries.

Reflecting upon the cultural

gem that I have stumbled upon. I

realize that this is a tradition that

Americans are entirely capable of

achieving for themselves. After all,

Europeans are not so different

from us and if Serbia and

Montenegro can involve them-

selves, and if miniscule Malta can

muster up an impressive 24

"cities" to participate, then I'd bet

that somewhere in the towns and

cities of western Massachusetts

there lies the potential to do the

same.

If a town like Amherst could do

it, then what's to stop a city like

Boston or smog-plagued Los

Angeles from following suit?

Before you know it, the United

States could be the largest contrib-

utor to this wondrous event of

awareness, health, and fun.

Aaron Wodin-Schwartz is a

Collegian columnist.

hooky?
Exhibit four: A black deliv-

eryman brings flowers to

Ferris; Rooney gives him the

middle finger.

Exhibit five: At the police

station, jeannie meets a drug

felon played by Charlie Sheen

whose real name is actually

Carlos Irwin Estevez - not

exactly an Anglo-Saxon name,

is it?

Well, this is the full extent

of racial representation for

"Ferris Bueller's Day Off", and

yes. there is definitely a pattern

in this movie. Whoever cast for

this movie may have been try-

ing to convey a very offensive

message that went over the

heads of every liberal in this

country ... except one, of

course. (No applause, please.)

Blazing Saddles, however, is

a different story.

If you haven't seen the

Blazing Saddles, you really

ought to — at least to get it out

of your system. You can gauge

the movie on its un-PCness by

the vast amount of overly PC
people who scream "racism!"

within the first 10 minutes of

the film. These are usually the

same people who get offended

when you say "White trash" or

if you think "The Honeymooners"

was funny.

Exhibit one: The movie

fades in with Black, Chinese,

and Irish people hard at work

on a railroad and exploited by

foul-mouthed caricatures of

George W. Bush — only more

leather. One of the bosses

named "Lyle" tries to get all the

black workers to sing a work

song while the white bosses

look on and laugh. To Lyle's

surprise, our movie's black

hero "Bart" (Cleavon Little)

breaks in with a Frank Sinatra

tune.

Exhibit two: After nearly

dying in quicksand, Bart ends

up in prison after hitting one of

his bosses, "Tagart" on the

head with a shovel. Instead of

an execution, the cross-eyed

"Governor Lepetomane" (Mel

Brooks) appoints him as Sheriff

of a small, moronic town called

Rock Ridge.

Exhibit three: Bart ends up

being the smartest one there.

After befriending a washed-up

gunslinger (Gene Wilder) the

two become partners.

Exhibit four: Corman's char-

acter "Heddey Lamar" (that's

HEDLEY!) tries to recruit

every evil person he can find in

order to destroy the town. He

ends up recruiting the Ku Klux

Klan, the Nazis, the Outlaws,

Hell's Angels, Mexican bandits.

Islamic extremists, and even

Methodists, uniting them all to

do his bidding. (Hey at least

they're getting along, right?)

Exhibit five: All the ethnic

railroad workers come to the

rescue of the town and during

the big brawl toward the end of

the movie, a crowd of tuxedo-

wearing gay men joins in fight-

ing the bad guys.

Exhibit six: Bart kills the

Whoever cast for

this movie may

have been trying to

convey a very

offensive message

that obviously went

over the heads of

every liberal In this

counb7 ... except

one of course.

bad guy and he and his deputy

drive off into the sunset in a

limousine. All the railroad

workers are rewarded and the

once simple-minded town is

now the center of racial toler-

ance for the rest of the Wild

West.

This is a much happier end-

ing than in "Ferris Bueller's

Day Off." At the end of that

movie, all the kids simply

retreat back into white subur-

bia, where Ed Rooney is seen

walking the streets and mum-
bling to himself like a vagrant.

His last moments are seen rid-

ing away on a bus, next to the

biggest reject in school, staring

at a sign that says. "Rooney

eats it." The bus rides off into

the sunset, fade to black.

So, there you have it - just a

little brain-candy to kick-start

your week for you. Now. go do

that Voodoo that you do, so well!

Mark Ostroff is a Collegian

columnist.

Video games: as bad as they say?
Blame it on computers. Blame it on the

Internet. Blame it on video games. These state-

ments are being thrown around nowadays like the

meritless "Impeach Bush" signs that 1 see

seven year olds holding up in North

Hampton. ^____
Last week, 1 got my Sports Illustrated

^~~"

and, like every other week, 1 flipped to Rick

Riley's column that is always on the last page. For

those of you who don't know, Riley is extremely

funny and makes analogies and comparisons like

no other. However, this week he blamed video

games and the Internet for the fact that the United

States has the fattest kids in the world.

There were other comical interludes and other

insights, but that was his main argument. 1 was

very disappointed to see such a creative man take

such a familiar road. However, I am going to take

the complete opposite side to the whole argument.

Recently, my roommate and I spent an hour yelling

at the screen, yelling at each other, laughing and

swearing. Were we watching the Red Sox?

Nope. We were playing each other in our

Dynasty in Madden 2004. Since we are in the

same division, we play each other twice. (For all

those who care, we each won one and lost one).

This is what a different roommate and I did last

year. Nightly, in the winter, we would play a video

game against each other We would yell at the

screen, swear at the screen and at each other, and

just have a ton of fun.

While complaining about video games, all peo-

ple see is senseless violence and needless time

spent in front of a screen. However, my roommate

and 1 see it as a bonding ritual, and one that we

cannot do without.

Adults see video games as a waste of time and

money, and think kids should be out doing other

things. However, with online play now taking oyer

Playstation 2, that won't happen. I'm not saying

America's youth should be locked in their room

staring at their TV for hour and hours. All I'm say-

ing is that if they spend an hour playing, it isn't a

crime. People who don't play video games and

don't watch people playing don't realize how

much thinking is involved in it.

Matt [Idei

Most parents just complain from afar, and

never bother to take a look at their kids as they

play. However, if they took time off of their

pedestal and saw what was actually

involved, they would see that video

games are extremely complicated. If it

"^"^ was so easy, then why do most adults

(before the PS2 era) not bother playing?

Video games are more interactive than most

people know. It isn't like staring blankly at a

screen, the way one does when watching prime

time. And the interaction isn't between you and

the "computer". It's between you and your oppo-

nent (if it's a person, like me). My roommate and

I spend good quality time as we play these games,

and so did my last roommate and 1. Since we are

All people see is senseless vio-

lence and needless time spent

in front of the screen. However,

my roommate and I see [play-

ing video games] as a bonding

ritual, and one that we cannot

do without

doing a franchise, it is extremely complicated. It's

more complicated than I ever could imagine. Since

1 am not a sports management major like my
roommate, his financial situation with his team is

thriving, while mine is under par.

In the game, you choose everything about your

team and you track it. From ticket prices to park-

ing prices to beer prices: you decide it all. It's not

your average game, and you need to be somewhat

skilled to be successful. With the world being so

serious that most people don't want to watch the

news, today's youth needs video games as a deter-

rent. I'm not saying they should be ignorant. I'm

just saying parents shouldn't be either

Matt Elder is a Collegian columnist.
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NewWWE
game still has

'Raw' flaws
ITie newest line of WAVE wrestling games

has been released, and "RAW 2' for XBox is

likely to take number one out of the three. Last

year marked (he first relea.se of a WWE game to

X-Box with "WWF RAW." The new installment

looks to deliver a bit more of a punch than its

predecessor

"RAW 2" is filled with all of today's current

superstars. Not only does it

include top talents like The

Rock. Austin. Hogan and

Triple H. but it also includes

some newer faces to WWE
games such as Tommy
Dreamer, Goldberg, Rey

Mysterio and Batista. This

game has the updated looks

and roster for today's

wrestlers, along with the

new look for matches as

The main improvement

IS the create-a-player mode.

Press Start

to Play

Reiil Davenpofi

from the last game
. .

This mode has gotten far more in depth than the

previous game. You can change the smallest

detail of a face lo match someone, or yourself, in

almost any imaginable way. This is a great step

up from the previous game, as it was greatly dif-

ficult to create wrestlers who were not in the

game without having them look almost nothing

like the actual wrestler.

Another addition is that you can use songs

that are uploaded to your X-Box to use as your

entrance music. However, if you are planning to

bum about 20 songs onto a CD to upload, think

again. The X-Box has hardware' that restricts

burnt disks from being played.

On top of having a more detailed create-a-

character mode, the season mode has bcx-n

bulked up as well. It follows

the superstar point system

found in "Smackdown! Shut

\bur Mouth." The more

points you have, the bigger

your potential. Much like

"Shut Your Mouth," the

game also enables you to

dcvide which storyline you

want to move to next, with-

out any penalties, like miss-

ing a title shot. You can also

drag ihivc friends down the

path to "WrestleMania in sca.son mode.

"RAW 2" unfortunately carries over .some

of the major defaults that were* found in the first.

The gameplay is still not advanced, as you must

grapple, tap a button, then a dire-ction, and then

hope it isn't countered. It was one of the more

aggravating features of the first game, and it

looks like it will continue to be a problem. The

only advanceiTienl in the gameplay is being able

to perfomi moves like Rob Van Dam's "5-Star

Frog Splash" much easier and smoother The

finishing moves al.>^) appear to be in much

greater detail, as in the last one some high flying

moves lacked what they would actually look like

on TV.

Another downfall that flows over from the

original is the targeting system is just as horrific

as the first. \ou still have to manually change

your view to an attacker unlike in

"Smackdown!" games, which you automatically

turn to the attacker This provides a great deal of

frustration when you'ie thrown into a triple

thre-at match. The Al has not improved much

either You will find in most cage matches that

within a few moments of the match starting the

CPU will already be l<.K)king to head out of the

cage. While the idea of every game is to beat the

computer wrestling fans know most cage

matches will not be over in a mater of 20 sec-

onds or so. The Al really gives you no real com-

petition.

Overall. "Raw 2: Ruthless Aggression" man-

ages to fail in many areas, but it also improves

in a few others. This game appears to be one

that wrestling fans should go out and purchase,

but the casual fan should probably hold off for

a game like "Halo 2" that will probably be more'

worthwhile. "RAW 2" is T for Teen and current-

ly available at gaming retailers for around $50.

Reid Davenport is a Collegian columnist.

Bang on the drum all day
Percussionist IVlilford Graves inspires FAC audience

By Rachel Siegel

CoLLEoiAN Correspondent

Legendary percussionist

Milford Graves performed a solo

concert Thursday night at

Bezenson Concert Hall in the

Fine Arts Center. Those lucky

enough to be in attendance

(many eager would-be audience

members were stranded outside

the space) witnessed a resound-

ing demonstration of why

Graves continues to be

such an important figure

in the improvised music

world.

Graves' virtuosity is

astounding. The 62-year

old musician played at an

intense energy level for

close to an hour-and-a-

half without giving any

indication of fatigue. He impro-

vised a lengthy karate-like dance,

which looked like it might have

been difficult for even the most

agile dancers to execute. He
spoke at breakneck speed about

the importance of reciprocation

in the performer-audience rela-

tionship, his own affinity for the

"New England Feel," and even

about his close friend in the

audience who provided a collec-

tion of gongs for the concert.

Graves sang in different lan-

guages, skipped around the

stage with large a gourd shaker,

had an older audience member
play rhythms on Graves' talking

drum, and at one point draped a

willing student over his shoul-

der, carrying him onto stage

while playing and singing. The

concert was an event, and the

energy that Graves emitted was

intoxicating.

The concert was the first in a

series entitled "Solos and Duos."

and a great start to a season that

also includes an Oct. >J perform-

ance by Sunny Murray and Sabir

Mateen, and a Nov. 20 perform-

ance by Sonny Forunte and

Rashied Ali. Residential Arts,

which is producing the

concerts has grouped

together for this series

some of the founding

members of the 19t)0's

era New York Free |azz

scene. Graves was a key

player in the radical pol-

itics and musical experi-

ments of that time, and

the concert on Thursday showed

his continued interest in global

sounds.

Graves held court at the con-

cert, communicating with his

music an urgent sense of the

importance of spirituality. His

playfulness and lack of self-con-

sciousness broke down the barri-

ers of intellectualism that are

normally associated with musical

experimentation. In their place

Graves left a strange energy of

confession. One had the sense

that Graves was sharing his most

intimate secrets with the audi-

ence and wanted to encourage

the audience to do the same.

If there was a problem with

the concert, it was only that more

Milford

Graves

BueflSBfiCanceiiHali
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Rock singer Robert

Palmer, 54, dies of

heart attacl( in Paris

By Jamey Keaten

AsStXIATtl) PRt.SS
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Milford Graves is one of the

most IcKendary improvised-music

artists.

people couldn't have attended.

To keep Graves' music for only a

select few is a shame. It was

apparent from last week's con-

cert that his music has something

to offer everyone. It is likely he

would say that everyone has

something to offer him. as well.

l(_!RTr>V NKXIL.'KS ITRRIER/llRHMMERWORl in V>M

PARIS — Robert Palmer the well-tailored

British rock singer who created one of the first

iconic music videos with the look-alike mod-

els of "Addicted to Love." died Friday of a

heart attack. He was 54.

A two-time Grammy winner in the '80s.

the star behind the hit "Simply Irresistible"

died of a heart attack at a Paris hotel during a

stopover after a promotional tour in Britain,

manager Mick Cater said.

Sporting designer suits and a thick mane

of hair. Palmer shot to fame in the mid-'80s

with two videos featuring a "backup band" of

dark-haired women in black miniskirts stmm-

ming guitars. They were' directed by Terence

Donovan, a prominent British fashion and

society photographer who died in 1 94t> at age

60.

Other Palmer hits in his three-decade

career included "Bad Case of l.ovin' You

(Doctor, Doctor)." "1 Didn't Mean to Turn

You On" and "Some Like It Hoi."

"1 don't think he was hugely influential to

me musically, but he did something odd and

unique," Bob Geldof. of the tonnei Irish pop

band Boomlown Rats, said in London. "You

can visualize him singing with six babes in

dre'sses."

Palmer died at the Warwick Hotel, juM off

the Champs-Elysees. after a relaxed night of

dinner and a movie with Mar\ Ambrose, his

longtime partner Cater said. Palmer had

received a clean bill of health in a medical

checkup about two weeks ago. Cater said.

An autopsy confinned Palmer died of a

heart attack. Paris judicial officials said.

Bom Robert Allen Palmer in Butley,

England, in l')44. the singer spent much of

his childhood in Malta, where- his lather was

an officer in the British Navy.

Palmer, whose artistic influences included

Lena Home and Nat King Cole, released his

first hit album and single. "Sneakin' Sails

through the Alley. ' in 1^74. I le vsus suid to be

among the first musicians of his eia to exper-

iment with reggae, electronic sound and inter-

national folk.

In his 20s. Palmer worked with a num-

ber of small-time bands including Dada.

Vinegar |oe. and the Alan Bown Biind. occa-

sionally appearing in opening acts for big

draws including The Who and |imi

Hendrix. His solo breakthrough came in

1978. with the easy-listening tune "Every

Kinda People."

Palmer returned to broad public view in

1985 in Power Station alongside lohn and

Andy Taylor of BOs supergroup Duran

Duran. Power Station seoied threx" U.S. Top

10 hits, including "Communication" and "Get

it On."

Andy Taylor said he was "shaitcred" b>

Palmer's death.

"He was just one of the greatest Bintish

acts and a really close friend." Andy Taylor

told Britain's ifv News Channel. "Tlieres a

few people you meet in life who regally touch

you ... Robert was one of them."

^Duplex^ takes easy way out
By Lauren Freema.n

CiiLLEciiAN Staff

1 alRTtSYnRJ

"WWE RAW 2: Ruthless Aggression" fails

to improve on the gameplay of the first one.

Drew Barrymore was adorable and goofball funn\

in "The Wedding Singer" Ben Stiller's unusual good

looks and quirky acting style had audiences gasping for

air between laughs in "Meet the Parents." Combine

these two versatile stars in one film, and one would

expect to laugh non-stop, like a kid who eats too

much candy on Halloween.

However, instead of procuring unstoppable

giggles. "Duplex" was a sugar high that caused

more nausea than anything else. High expectations

for these much loved stars, makes it all the more

disappointing that Danny Devito's newest directo-

rial project didn't consistently deliver laughs.

This film is a dark comedy at it's darkest, but

unlike "Death to Smoochy." which Devito handled

with some comedy class, the majority of the punch

lines in "Duplex" are coldhearted and gross. The

humor blatantly di.sgusting, brings a new meaning

to the term comic gag. It seems that comedy writ-

ers are catering more than ever to an audience that

enjoys crass humor, like that found in "jackass."

Potty humor can be funny in small doses

and/or when executed by eccentrics like johnny

Knoxville. However in essence, it's cheap and not

very clever It doesn't take much skill to tango with a

toilet; it's too easy This film is dependent on the nerv-

ous laughter inevitable when watching the grotesque

behavior It's not real laughter

It's certainly a shame that Barrymore and Stiller

wasted their valuable time on a movie of this nature.

Perhaps if the lead roles of Alex and Nancy were given

to less renowned stars, the movie wouldn't had suf-

fered from unmet viewer expectations. Particularly in

the case of Barrymore, tor an anxious fan base who

love her for her cutesy style, "Duplex" veers too far off

base.

Granted, it is at this point in Barrymore's career

that perhaps .she should try something new - a less

typical role. Fans might still appreciate a failed attempt

to deliver a difficult, non-typecast role. However a

failed attempt lo deliver a flat, one-dimensional charac-

ter is a reflection on the actor/actresses own ignorance.

Fans don't want to support celebrities who have diffi-

culty selecting quality material to work with. Perhaps

it's equally the writer and director's faults. In the case

of Duplex, one has to wonder wh) two comic heroes

would sell themselves so short.

"Duplex" is overall comedy in bad taste. It's sad that

so much humor can be derived from American's

uneasiness around the elderly Like potty humor com-

edy based on devastating societal issues is problematic.

Beneath this humor resides the filmmaker's uncomfort-

able feelings about these very issues, masquerading as

something to joke about.

Similarly, humor is usually at it's best

when you can sympathize with the pro-

tagonist. In the ca.se of "Duplex." emo-

tional confusion was distracting when

sympathy takes an unexpected turn and

resides with the supposed antagonist.

Anyone with a beloved grandparent

might question the motives behind the

two protagonists' bizarre hatred for the

woman upstairs. The character of Mrs. C'onnolls sim-

ply wasn't diabolical enough lor the maiorit> of the

audience to share the young married couple s death

wish for her

Another huge dilemma of this movie was the "sur-

prise" false ending. "Duplex" is yet another movie that

should end five minutes before it actualK Joes. The

most brilliant art is derived from the artist's ;ihiliiy to

make good stylistic decisions, All too often, svlien a

filmmaker refuses to choose an ending the result is a

series of tacked on endings that fail lo resoKe ;md/or

bring coherence to the film.

Hollywood has to learn (and quickl\) that -iirpri.se

endings, like potty humor, are best if delix eied in small

doses. Two surprise endings, one false and ow con-

trived, makes the ending of "Duplex" worths ol Hush-

ing the whole kit and caboodle down the toilet.

I KU-\ MIK.X.Sl.^*

Ben Stiller, left, and Drew Barrymore star in the toilet-humor filled comedy. "Duplex."
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POETRY
VThe Odyssey Book Shop of South Hadley will

hold its monthly open-mic poetry tonight, host-

ed by poet Sean Vemon Readers will be given five min-

utes each and are encouraged to sign up early Sign-

ups begin at 6;30 p.m. The Odyssey Book Shop holds its

open-mic poetry night on the last Monday of every

month. Ttie event is free and open to the public.

TuesdaySeptemberSO

PERFORMING ARTS^ The Asian Arts and Cultural Program will per-

r^ form "Hachioji Kuruma NinGyo," a Japanese

puppet theater tonight. The performaice will be held at

the Rand Theater in Fine Arts Center at the University of

Massachusetts. The performance will feature singer Mr

Wakasanojo Tsuruga, who has been designated a living

treasure by the Japanese government. General admis-

sion costs S25, S20 and SI 5. Five College student tick-

ets cost SI 5. S10 and S7 and are on sale through the

FAC box office. For more information, contact the Rand

Theater at 413-545-3490.

BOOKS^ The Odyssey Book Shop in South Hadley will^ host local poet, short story writer and chiWren's

book author Leslea Newman. Newman will read from

her new collection, "The Best Short Stones Leslea

Newman." The reading will begin at 7 p.m. and admis-

sion is free.

WednesdayOctoberl

BOOKS

y Long-time National Public Radio foreign corre-

spondent Anne Carrels will host a discussion at

the Chapin Audltonum on the Mount Holyoke College

campus tonight. Garrels will discuss her work, "Naked

in Baghdad: The Iraq War as Seen by NPR's

Corespondent. ' The discussion will begin at 7;30 p.m.

Admission is free. For more information and tickets, call

41 3-545-251 1 or 800-999-UMASS.

Thursday0ctober2

ART^ The R. MIchelson Gallery, Gallery A3, The^ Fiber Arts Center, Alfredo's Photographic Art

Gallery and the Burnett Gallery will host their

October Gallery Walk. These five art galleries locat-

ed in downtown Amherst will open their doors to the

public for free exhibitions of their art work. The art

exhibited in this event will range from abstract

paintings to classical sculpture and will be the prod-

ucts of local artists as well as some professional

artists. All of the galleries participating in the Gallery

Walk Program are located along East Pleasant

Street, except for the Burnett Gallery, which is locat-

ed within the Jones Library. The event is free and

begins at 5p.m.

MUSIC
VThe Boston Symphony Orchestra will open

their 2003-2004 season with an All-

Beethoven Program. The show will feature guest

conductor Bernard Haitink, Slovenian pianist

Oubravka Tomsic and the Tanglewood Festival

Chorus. The works performed will include

Beethoven's "Fantasia for piano" in C minor, "Choral

Fantasy," as well as the other works performed in

Beethoven's Symphony No. 5. The performance will

begin at 6:30 p.m. Tickets range from $75 to $150

and are on sale through the Boston Symphony box

office at 888-266- 1 200 or 61 7-266-1 200 or by visit-

ing www.bso.org.

Saturday0ctober4

MUSIC
4^ Pop-rock band Train will perform at the

PV Calvin Theater in Northampton as part of

their release tour for their new album, "My Private

Nation" The show will begin at 8 p.m. and tickets

are S25 and are on sale through the Iron Horse box

office at 413-586-1162.

weeklt'^pinup

Latin Explosion
Panamanian pianist and com-

poser, Danilo Perez will perform

at the Bowker Auditorium on

Thurs., Oct. 2 at 7:30 p.m. His

jazzy sound combines Latin

rtiythms with Panama folk

songs. Get Tickets by calling

1-800-999-UMAS.

Tuesday, September 30, 2003
ab UMass, Bowker Audiborium.
7pm-10:30pm. TickeDs available ab bhe box office

and ab bhe door evenb day.

Doors open at 6:45pm.
Tickets and admission are first come first served.

Field hockey continues slide
Continued from page 8

Minutewomen seemed to loee focus in the second half,

becoming more desperate as their opponent continued

to rack up goals.

"When we don't commit ourselves to the type of

defense we need to be successful, we don't do well,"

Shea said.

There were a few key flaws in UMass' play on

Saturday. Despite working hard to penetrate the

Husky defense. The Minutewomen often found them-

selves in the unenviable position of sending the ball

backwards, where defender Kristin Hopwood was

given the task of restarting the offense.

"There are times when we forget how hard we

worked to get where we are, and we forget to contin-

ue working hatxl." Shea said. "When we've made a

decision to transfer the ball and we haven't all decided

collectively as a group, that's when we get stuck. When

everyone's clicking and on the same page, that's when

we're successful."

Shea remains optimistic about her team, and

UMass already has more vnm than it did at this time

last year

"We just need to be consistent," she said.

Unconcerned about this weekend's loss, the team is

preparing for its upcoming game against Syracuse this

Friday at 7 p.m.

"We're in it for the marathon, not the sprint," said

sophomore Katelyn Woolfrey

Minutemen drop Dukes, 31-26
Continued from page 8

and the Dukes nearly one-upped

the 17-point comeback that was

good enough to topple Hofstra a

week ago.

LeZotte was a perfect 5-for-5 in

spearheading a six-play, 74-yard

drive on the ensuing possession,

which culminated with a 7-yard

touchdown catch by receiver Tahir

Hinds.

Then, with the score 31-20,

IMU tumed what was potentially a

rout into the nip-and-tuck battle

Matthews had expected, as Isaiah

Dottin-Carter picked off a deflect-

ed Krohn pass and rumbled 22

yards to narrow the margin to just

51-26.

The two-point conversion

attempt failed, however, and a

UMass defense which was in the

jMU backfield consistently all

afternoon, held the Dukes on con-

secutive drives and forced LeZotte

into a Hail Mary that fell incom-

plete.

"I think we fell asleep with the

score 3 1 - 1 5, but you have to credit

jMU." Whipple said. "When we

went ahead like that . . . there was

an attitude like 'they're going to

roll over for the mighty

Minutemen.'

"I did not have a good feeling in

my gut ... they have a good team,

and they came fighting back. They

came off a comeback win last week

and it gave them confidence to

come back down the stretch."

Massachusetts got on the board

first, as Krohn found fullback Rich

Demers for a five-yard scoring

strike with 6:47 remaining in the

first period. Following a missed 32-

yard field goal by |MU kicker

Burke George and a 43-yard scam-

per by Baylark down to the |MU 32

yard line, true freshman placekick-

er Michael Torres made the score

10-0 in favor of the Minutemen

with a 46-yard field goal.

"Special teams always shows up

in the end." Matthews said. "We

missed an extra point and a field

goal, and | Torres] hits a big field

goal for them and we lose by five.

It's something that really hurt us."

LeZotte finally got |MU on the

board late in the second quarter, as

the junior signal caller took the

Dukes 61 yards in just four plays,

capping the drive with a 21 -yard

TD pass to wide receiver Nic

Tolley George missed the extra

point, making the score 10-6 with

3; 1 3 remaining in the half.

The Maroon and White imme-

diately answered, however, as

Krohn marched the offense 71

yards in just over three minutes,

concluding the seven play drive

with a three-yard touchdown pass

to Feebler to up the score to 1 7-6

just before halftime.

On lames Madison's first pos-

session of the second half, UMass

quickly regained possession as cor-

nerback Steve Costello forced

Harrison to fumble into the hands

of freshman Charles Walker

UMass immediately capitalized on

the turnover as Baylarlc found the

end zone from five yards out for his

second touchdown of the day, mak-

ing the score 24-6.

The Dukes narrowed the mar-

gin to 24-13 when LeZotte hit

Harrison for his second touch-

down pass of the day |MU seem-

ingly tacked on a crucial two-point

conversion when LeZotte found

Tahir Hinds, but the play was

negated following an illegal receiv-

er downfield penalty, and the

Dukes settled for the PAT to make

the score 24-13.

Baylark concluded UMass"

scoring nearly on his own early

in the fourth quarter, carrying

the ball six times for 37 yards in

an eight-play drive that resulted

in the sophomore's second and

final touchdown of the after-

noon.

Linebackers Isai Bradshaw and

Trey Townsend led the way for

lames Madison defensively, as the

duo recorded 1 3 and 1 1 tackles

respectively Tri-captain Anton

McKenzie paced the UMass unit

with 1 1 tackles, nine solo.

Massachusetts retums to action

next Saturday to host New
Hampshire at McGuirk Alumni

Stadium for Family Day

Offense comes together in win
Continued from page 8

time to get back to work. But

for that moment, it was clear:

this week, Baylark officially got

the keys to the offense.

Baylark also wears No. 5,

the very same number worn by

the '98 team's stud tailback,

current Arizona Cardinal

Marcel Shipp.

At quarterback, senior Jeff

Krohn provides an exemplary

reflection of 1998's Todd
Bankhead. Bankhead went 303-

for-525 (57.7 percent), threw

for 3,919 yards and 34 touch-

downs - all UMass records -

and led the team into the post-

season. While Krohn hasn't

quite amassed those numbers -

and probably never will - he is

on track to eclipse '67 graduate

Greg Landry (3.131 yards) for

fourth on the all-time passing

yardage list, and he's gotten

there in just 14 games under

center for the Maroon and

White.

Any Krohn naysayers can

forward their gripes to any one

of the Pac-IO defensive coordi-

nators who had to deal with

him in his two years at Arizona

Oasis Body Wraps and Tanning
243 Russell St.

Hadley, MA 01035

(413) 587-9742

. MjiN
I I

'-
I I

>
I \ I I

• The first UVFREE tanning ' '^ "ch golden tan injust a

machine in the arta fe-w seconds

' Get .5.00 offyourfirst visit ' "^ouVlook andfeelgreat

tUIb^ssat.

1/2 Price tanning

every Tuesday

Convnmntty

Locatad

• U«MSS I

665-2629

Hair Skin & NaUs ^'^'v^^;^

Visa

Massage Therapy ivk

Route 116, Sunderland

(Located on bus route)

^^^^^n

Featuring Avedn and Paul Mitchell Prodnrtx

Take $5 off any coloring highlights

in aubiirn.s, golds, or beiges

starting at $S0\

(ilaylHg SlHd(J

100% Organic INuFrce wax!

Take $^ off .3/4 leg or lower leg!

Ik

(MUSIC • SOPTlMrAMB MOVIK* • aOOK*

paper ^-S^- ESUOUim "Jones tf iJt,-o:x,9f^nm» 'iSbnfb:f(bmfl

STUDENT TUESDAYS
1. BRING IN THIS AD

2. BUY ANY 3 CDs OR 2 DVDs

3. SHOW US YOUR STUDENT I.D.

4. GET A $5 GIR CARD INSTANTLY

V

OFFK VAUD AT

HAMPSHIRE MALL LCX^TION ONLY

CASHERS MARKDOWN CODE 101

State.

But until Saturday's per-

formance against lames

Madison - one that included

miscues and failures - the

offense wasn't really clicking, to

use again the oft-overused

cliche. Saturday, it all began to

come together, and the weapons

on the Minuteman offense

looked to be locked and loaded,

just in time for the conference

season.

The hallmark of the "O's"

performance was its three-

minute, 71 -yard drive at the

end of the first half. It began

with a bang, as Krohn found

junior |ason Feebler for 23

yards, bringing the Minutemen

into |MU territory on the first

play of the drive. Krohn then

hit limmie Howard for nine

more yards, before handing off

to junior transfer Rich Demers,

who look it 19 yards to the

Dukes' 16.

An illegal procedure penalty

took the Minutemen back to the

21, but Krohn quickly threw to

Baylark, who rumbled to the

jMU 2-yard line. Baylarks first

two attempts at paydirt were

stopped, the second of which

ended with the sophomore gob-

bling up his own fumble. Then
Krohn went back to Feebler,

who began and ended the drive,

for the scoring play.

Throughout the drive the

Minutemen, and especially

Krohn, worked at an efficient,

professional level, exhibiting

plenty of comfort in the two-

minute drill. That, according to

Feebler, was no fluke.

"We go through our two-

minute drill once or twice a

week in practice so it clicks to

us pretty good, and once we get

going, it's pretty hard to stop

us," he said.

Feebler and the rest of the

receiving corps also had an

extra incentive to beat the

Dukes Saturday, after a tough

pregame review by |MLI coach

Mickey Matthews.

"He did make a lot of com-
ments toward us," Feebler said

of the four-yard Duke coach,

"saying that some of our
receivers weren't as fast as

some of the receivers they've

seen in the past, and it just

motivated us to step up our

game that much more."

According to his play.

Feebler especially took offense

to Matthews apparent under-

statement. The junior from
Modesto, Calif, eclipsed the

century mark, getting his

money's worth on just eight

catches to the tune of 1 1 6 yards.

Even the kicker got into it.

Freshman Mike Torres kicked

his longest field goal in a

UMass uniform, a 46-yard
boomer that went well past the

goalposts and cleared the

curved wall sitting roughly 15

yards behind them.
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Hey, can I have a gritted
|

chicken wrap please?

S... SureL

Getting a wrap,

but I thinit I got

stucK with a

1st time wrapper,

my wrap is

gonna sucl(.

damn iti

riHahaha!]

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

MONDAY
• High: 69

• Low: 43

TUESDAY
. High: 64

. Low: 39

WEDNESDAY
• High: 62

• Low: 36

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Cavatelli Supreme

• Battered Fish

• California Chili Nachos

(vegan)

DINNER
• Chicken Mamou
• Southern Fried Steak

• Thai Seitan

ivegan)

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Dcin Lcimotbe

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Gerald H. Ling

COPY EDITOR
L(\ih Wyner

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Shannon Farrington

PRODUCTION STAFF
Sarah Lloyd/ Cory Rosenberg
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Politicians hide themselves away

They only started the war

Why should they go out to fight?

They leave that role to the poor...

-Black Sabbath

aquarius . ian. 2o-feb. is

Make sure you get some praise for your

work tfxJay.

pisCeS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

If you want to be a star, this day could be

a milestone, if not find another sign.

aries • mak. 2i-ai'r. i9

If you lose today tomorrow will only be

better.

taurus • Apr. 20-May 20

Since people always gossip, try to make

it positive rumors.

gemini • may2i-)un. 21

The ditfic ult dec ision you've Ix'en stress-

ing over is out of your hands.

cancer . iun. 22-iuL. 22

Take what you want, don't hold back. It

was put there for you.

leO • lui.. 23-Auc. 22 •

Don't let others take you down, hit the

gym to be strong enough to stand it.

virgO • Aug. 23-SiPT. 22

Try the stocks today, there is fortune in

your future.

libra • sfpt. 23-oct. 22

You were wild this past weekend, make

it up by starting this week off moderately.

Scorpio • Oct. 2VNov 21

Nothing will stand in your way, but don't

forgot to {ompliment others.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-De( 21

Your activist side is on overload, don't

dream too big.

Capricorn • dec. 22-ian. 19

Try to show that you're not as selfish as

people think.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
ACIIVITIES

Fraternities- Sororities-

Clubs- Student Groups

Eam$l,aX)-$2,aVthis

semester with h proven

CampusFundraiser 3

hour tundraisint; event.

Our free programs

make fundraising easy

with no risks. Fundrais-

ing dates arc hllinu qui-

ckly, so get with the pro-

gram! It works. Qmtact

CampiisFundniiser at

(888) 92V32W, or visit

www.i,iinpustuixlr,iiscr.i:c)ni

Montreal Weekends $9^.

Includes R/T I.uxur>-

Motor C^iach from

Spnngfield. ^ I>avs-2

Nights- 4 Star Hotel

Downtown Meals-Night

Club passes. v\w\v.mon-

trealexpress.iK-t 1-781-

979-9001 SpeciaUiroup

Rates

M'ARIMFNT FOR RFNF

2 Bcdr(X)m, 1 F'ull Bath,

Uill Style apanment,

Washer/Dryer in unit.

$1.3(K)/moinh.

Downtown Amherst 97S

.M6-5243

AUTO FOR SALF

93 Pontiac RonneNillc

Sl')N All Power Must

Sell $1500 B/O 253-

5537

1989ToyotaC:amryNew

Engine + stereo tJreat

Qmdition Must sell

$1400. OBC^ 774-8 36-

8539

Merc.SaMe Wag. '94

Runs CJreat. Cui. Cxjnd.

Reliable trans. Recent

Sticker. $1050. R/O Call

549-7455

AUTO RFPAIR

ImportctI cars a s|X'cialty,

20 years experience.

Honest Service, straight-

torwiird answers. Mark "s

Sunoco. Rt 1 1ft

Sunderland 6ft5-7438 (on

bus route)

f OMPDTFRS

Quicksilver ( ^miputing

( Aimputcr help Vims

removal Web IVsign

$ 1 5/lu 548-6847

Ask for T.J.

(OMPUTFRS

Pentium Laptop $99.00

Pentaim Desktop $49.00

We hx laptops,

IVsktops/ PC's

guaranteed 584-8857

EMPIOYMFNl

Visa/Klastercard approval

agents earn $1 ,000/week

potential. No experience

necessary. Call 1 -800-

821-3416 ext.145

International Sales for

consulting/sohware firm.

Multi-Lingual Telephone

skills required.

Fconomics ,i plus. Early

AM hours reiiuired. Full

or part time. Please send

cover letter and resume

to Frederick Trey: at

Regional Economic

M(xlels, Inc.. 433 West

Street, Amherst, MA
010)2 or fax 41 3-549-

1038 or email

resumes@remi.com

Movie Hxtra.s/Models

needed. No exp.

requireii, earn up to

$500-iaX»adav. 1-888-

820-0167 ext.U 1 50

FMPtOYMFNT

Mad Science:

Performers/Instructors

P-T to conduct fun after-

schiKil prognims, parties,

&. more. Experience

managing groups of chil-

dren, love of kids.

Theatrical experience

helpful. C^ar required.

Call Mark 41 3-584-

7243.

Eiirn up to $100 per hour

or more as an exotic

male dancer at club

Xstatic. 240 Chesnut St,

Spririgfield MA, 41 3-

736-2618 or

www.clubxstatic.com

Sales As.sistant for con-

sultitig/>*'ftware tinn.

Telephone telemarket-

ing. Economics a plus.

Please send C( )ver letter

anil resume to Frederick

Trey: at Regional

Economic Mixlels, Inc.,

433 We.st Street.

Amherst. MA 01002 or

fax 41 3-549-1038 or

email

resumes@rcm i .com

.

EMPIOVMENT

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

pt)tential. Lixal [Kisi-

tions. 1-800-293-3985

ext 516

!Bartending!$$250/day

|-H)tential No experience

Nesc Training provided.

1 -800-965-6520 ext 162

FOR SAFE

C'la.vsic Slingerland

Drum Kir. Bass pair

Toms Snare with Stani.1

etc. Extra Snare. Pair

Zilgian cymbals with

stand Throne with

bnishes, sticks, etc All in

gcxKl condition. $450.00

O/B/O Call 25 3-2967

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHP
MySQL, Perl and more.

vvwAyiaytlv.com or

(413):53.0^^S|

iRNHDRF

Futon gR'al condition

Thick Mattress $I.S().(K)

O/BA)

KariSlytKcL aol.com

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending

Classes Start Scx)n 1
-

8(K)-U-CAN-MIX Call

now for information!!!

Space is Limited

www.university

bartending.com

Private Boxing Lessons-

w/retired Pro Djata

Bumpus. In

Northampton. .'>S4-I966

or visit- www.wcstcm-

inassbt)xin^.coni Accepts

all niaior credit cards.

SERVICES

Legal questions' The

Student Legal Services

t'Hfice offers free Legal

assistance to tee-paying

students. Ct intact us at

922 ( ^>mpus Onter,

545-199S.

PRHC.NANCY TFST-

INCi, HIV Testing, Birth

Cxintrol, an d Emergency

Contraception.

.Aftordable and confiden-

tial. Tapestry Health, 27

Pniy Street, Amherst.

548-9992

SERVICES

All Digital Pnxluctu)ns

Pro Videography tor

Weddings, B,ir Mitzvahs,

C^immercial (508)

221-8223

sweeppicker@yahoo.com

Sheer Bliss Day Spa

Service> Two tor one

Tuesday Bring a friend

get 1/2 offOn the lx-si

full service h.iircut in

town C:all 253-2322

Pregnant.' Need help.'

C^dl Birthnght of

Amherst .ire.i tor tree

testing .uid .issi--r;ince

549-1906

TRAVFF

A "Reality" Spnng Break

2004 's Hottest Prices

BiH>k now . Free Trips,

Meals &i Parties

wv\^^v.sunsplashtou rs.^,>:llll

or 1800-426-7710

A SPRINC BREAKER
NEEDED 2004's Hottest

IVstinations & Parties 2

tree trips / high commis-

SIOI1S 1 5w sunspl.ish-

tours.com 1800-426-

7710

«l Spring Break

Vacatu>nsl 110% Best

Prices! Mexico, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Florida, Texas.

FVntk Now &. Receive

Free Parties >!n. Meals

C^impus Reps W.mted!

1-800-234-7007 endless-

summenours.com

SPRING BREAK
Lirgest selection of

IVstinations, including

( Iniises' Foam P.irties,

Free IVinks and (Tub

Admissions. Rep

Positions and FREE trips

Avail.ible. 1-8W-231-

4386 www.Epicurean

r. Mir-Ci'in

WAN 1 EH

ECC. IXtNCRs
NEEDED, non-smokers.

.Ages 21-32. Generous

compensativin &
expenses paid. For more

infomiation contact

Rolx^rt Nichols, Esq.

(781)769-6^XV,

Rmchol.s@t,'bnlaw.net .

\\\vw.roK'rtnn.holsesa.
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Minutemen Duke it out
Shades of

1998 as 'O'

comes alive
By Andrew Merritt

C^iiiti.iAN Staff

No rings are being cast, and no ban-

ners are being sewn yet, but the simi-

larities between the 2005 and 1998

editions of Massachusetts Football are

striking already, especially when it

comes to the guys given the job of

scoring.

True, the '98 National Champions

never faced the loss of their two top

running backs before a conference

game was even played, as this year's

squad did with sophomores R.|. Cobbs

(out indefinitely due to academics) and

Raunn) Rosario (still recovering from

an injured knee that could keep him

out another two or three weeks).

Still, those two injuries could, in

the eyes of the most optimistic fans, be

seen as an odd alignment of the stars

that has thrown young Steve Baylark

into full-lime duty, where he has blos-

somed in his first four games on the

job. Not sure if Baylark can handle the

load? Witness the following:

In 3 3/4 games as the prime tail-

back. Baylark has amassed 456 yards

in 100 attempts, and his 109 yards per

game average puts him second best in

the Atlantic 10 behind Maine's Marcus

Williams, considered to be among the

best athletes in the conference.

Saturday was also the third time

this season Baylark has rushed for over

100 yards. The only other A- 10 player

to do that thus far is Marcus Williams,

who holds a scant 57-yard edge over

Baylark on the top 10 rushing yardage

list.

The A- 10 brass is also beginning to

recognize his abilities, as the sopho-

more was awarded Rookie of the Week
honors for his performance against

lames Madison. Baylark rushed for

140 yards with two touchdowns on a

career-high 55 carries against lames

Madison - a sign that Mark Whipple is

starting to accept the fact that the

Apopka, Fla. native has to be the

workhorse, even if there isn't much
depth left on the tailback chart.

Baylark provided a perfect image of

his current situation just after the 70

bands - counting UMass - had com-

pleted their Band Day show at half-

time. The soft-spoken 6-footer casually

sat in the driver's seat of the injury

cart, his hand draped over the wheel.

He didn' t stay long though; it wa s soon

Continued on page 6

UM (iowns

JMU, 31-26
By Mike Marzelli

C^jLLii.iAN Staff

Mickey Matthews said he "didn't under-

stand at all" why a win Saturday for the

Mas.sachusetts football team over James

Madison (2-2 1-1 Atlantic 10) would be

considered an upset.

The veteran l^ukes' coach felt the

Minutemen (5-12-0 A-IO) were quite sim-

ilar to his own

lames Madison 26

UMass 31

^l^^m^:^
ifRALPII LIN<.".A:i>LLEtilAN

L.A. Love .sacks James Madison quarterback Matt LeZotte for

offside penalty against UMass, the Minutemen put LeZotte on th

an 8-yard loss. Although the sack was negated by a five-yard

le ground two more times in their 31-26 win over JMU.

outfit, as both

teams featured

injury-prone,

veteran quar-

terbacks, experienced receivers and talent-

ed lirst-year performers in the backfield.

So following UMass' 51-26 win over

IMU before a capacity home crowd on

Band Day in Amherst, Matthews was cor-

rect on many fronts. While U.Mass' |eff

Krohn was good on 1 8-of-54 for 2 1 4 yards

and three touchdown passes. Matthews'

own fragile quarterback, junior Matt

LeZotte, coinpleted 21-of-58 for 248 yards

and a career-high three scores as well.

Along the same lines, Minuteman

receiver lason Feebler was hauling in eight

catches for 1 16 yards, while Dukes' coun-

terpart Alan Harrison snagged nine balls

for 78 yards.

As is often the case, though, the effec-

tive difference between the two teams

came on the ground. Sophomore tailback

Steve Baylark finally emerged as a work-

horse, tallying 146 yards on 55 carries and

two touchdowns, and an aggressive

Minuteman defense knocked highly-touted

freshman tailback Alvin Banks out of the

game in the lirst quarter after gaining just

seven yards, allowing the Maroon and

White to hold off a late |MU charge and

preserve the victor>.

Tm really happy with the win."

Whipple said. "We did some good things

and played well enough to win. It's been

five years since we've been 5-1 and 2-0 in

the .Atlantic 10. and I feel a lot better now

than 1 did outside North Carolina State a

year ago. That's the bottom line."

Massachusetts finished with 585 total

yards while jMLJ totalled 519 yards,

despite UMass out gaining IMU 171-71 on

the ground. The Minutemen were, howev-

er, tlagged for .season-high fourteen penal-

ties for 1 40 yards.

"At times, we played as well as any

team I've had at UMass." Whipple said.

"But other times we did some things out

there that were just dumb."

The Minutemen made a late bid to fall

victim to complacency following Baylark's

1 -yard touchdown plunge that made it 3 1
-

1 5 at the 1 5:37 mark of the fourth quarter.

Continued on page 6

Late rally dooms Minutewomen
By Matt Stewart

C".<)Li£(.iAN Staff

The Mas.sachusetts women's soccer team is experi-

encing a bit of a slide. The Minutewomen came into

Sunday afternoon's contest against the Binghamton

Bearcats, struggling through a three-game scoreless

losing streak.

The Maroon and White broke the goalless streak

early and led 2-1 late in

game in the pouring rain.

But the Bearcats wouldn't

back down, stepping up

their physicality and netting

two unanswered goals to surpass the Minutewomen 5-

2 in heart-breaking fashion for the Maroon and White.

"It was a disappointing finish." UMass coach |im

Rudy said. "Although we are definitely showing posi-

tive signs from the Central Connecticut game to now."

UMass controlled the tempo and momentum in the

Binghamton

UMass 2

-^*i£2^*"'*•* -(«*|n

Adair BIyler's goal in the 32nd minute wasn't

enough to beat the Binghamton Bearcats yesterday.

stxond half as it held onto a 2-1 lead, but that would

soon change at around the 80-minule mark. The

Bearcats physical play was turned up a few notches, as

they began making an excessive amount contact and

committing multiple fouls. Binghamton tallied up 16

fouls in the game — nine of which came in the latter

part of the second half.

Finally. Binghamton caught a break. Freshmen for-

ward Danielle White streaked past the defender, racing

to ball and sending it home to tie the game 2-2 at

80:15.

lust two minutes later, the Bearcats netted the

game-winning goal. With under eight minutes to go.

Vicky Vemicek floated a corner kick to Kelly

Bumham. who headed it in to put the Bearcats up 5-

2. a lead that would last until the final whi.stle.

The Minutewomen tried to rally with under two

minutes left, heightening their offensive attack, but

were unable to find the back of the net. The

Binghamton defense ensured that the ball stayed out of

its zone in the last minute, and as the clock read zero,

the Maroon and White were astoni.shed to see that

they weren't victorious in this heartbreaker.

UMass held the upper hand in shots, outshooting

Binghamton 21-10. and had seven comer kicks to the

Itearcats' six.

Maroon and White goalkeeper Kelly Nigh racked

up a total of six saves in the contest. Her counterpart

for Binghamton. freshman Kristie Bowers, put forth

an impressive showing, notching nine saves in the win.

UMass stormed out of the gates in the first half,

bombarding Bowers with a wide array of shots.

Leading the Maroon and White on the attack was jun-

ior l.indsey Fairweather. sophomore Morgan Cziija

(three shots in the offense half) and freshman defend-

er Nadia Villarrocl. along with the other offensive play-

ers.

The Maroon and White struck first, with 13:03

showing on the clock, when sophomore Adair BIyler

in her first game back since injuring her knee (eight

points), controlled the dellected ball off of Bowers and

punched it home to give UMass the 1-0 lead.

"Breaking out of our Iscoringj slump." Rudy said,

"was definitely a positive today"

Binghamton wasted no tiine in returning the favor,

with 10:33 remaining in the half. Vemicek booted the

free kick past Nigh to deadlock the game at one a

piece.

UMass took the lead in the second onK 6:07 into

the half, when 1 airweather scored on a free kick from

sophomore l.indsey Bellini to give the Minutewomen

the commanding 2-1 lead. Fairweather tallied up a

total of 1 shots on the afternoon.

Downwar(i spiral

Slide continues '

with 7-0 loss
By Pauijv Aden

CtoLLEf.lAN (JoRRFSP<)NI>tNT

UMass

UConn

Becky Helwig

STORRS. Conn. With a 7-0 loss to the University

of Connecticut Saturday, the University of

Massachusetts (2-8) field hockey team's losing streak

extended to su games. UConn (6-5) scored five goals

in the second period, and goalie Maureen Butler

blanked the Minutewomen for her sixth shutout of the

season.

UMass goalie Christine Tocco had her work cut out

for her. facing 22 shots from

the Husky offense. In the

first half. Tocco blocked five

shots, holding down a 2-0

UConn lead at halttime.

dribbled through the

Minutewomen 's defense to score the lirst goal of the

gaine 10 minutes into the first period, granting UConn

a lead it would continue to hold for the remainder of

the game.
.

With the cIcK-k mnning down on the first hall.

UConn had its sixth penalty coiner. Lauren Henderson

was unable to score on her initial shot, but with an

assist from Uura Thibodeau, Henderson managed to

score on the rebound with only nine seconds left in the

period.

"That was an inexcusable goal." Mas.sachusetts

coach Patty Shea .said.

The Minutewomen were playing well during the

first half, but the final UConn goal of the period

seemed to be more of a careless mistake from the

Maroon and White. The Huskies had made stronger

offensive strikes earlier in the jx-riod that had been

successfully stopped, but with only seconds remaining

until halftime. the Minutewomen stopped focusing on

their defense, and allowed the UConn goal.

The first half was marked with especially good

defensive playing from UMass. Halfway through the

period, the Huskies had three penalty comers in I 1/2

minutes, but Tocco earned a save on the lirst. and the

defense protected successfully against the next two.

When the second period began, it became clear

that UConn was controlling the tempo of the game.

GERALD H I.IN(i«-)LLEC.IAN

Kristin Hopwotxl was given the task of keeping

the Minutewomen out of hot water against UConn.

Although the Minutewomen managed a few strong

offensive maneuvers early in the half from Patricia

Borneo and Caitlin Beresin. the Huskies quickly took

charge of the field.

With virtually all the second half action happening

in the UMass end. Connecticut had an offensive explo-

sion, scoring five goals in just over eighteen minutes.

The strike began with a goal from Mary |o Malone off

an assist from Kelly Stolle. Stolle scored three minutes

later, assisted by Laura Puddle.

Henderson scored her second goal of the game,

unassisted, barely four minutes after Stolle 's goal. Cea

Fong came up with the final two goals of the game, the

first one coming on a near baseball swing at her wai.st.

Tlure was little help for Tocco in the second half,

though she managed seven saves in the loss. The

UMass defenders were not sticking with specific tar-

gets, and allowing the Huskies to escape them. The

Continued on page 6
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UMass to

host open

meeting

Forum to aid in

ongoing searcli for

new president

By KocHNOV Jean-Noel
CoLUCilAN CoRRI:SW)NI)ENT.

The University of

Massachusetts Board of

Trustees, in conjunction with the

President Search Committee, is

encouraging the UMass commu-
nity to attend an open forum

addressing the search for the

next president of the UMass sys-

tem.

The Amherst campus will

host its open forum today at 5

p.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom.

The purpose of the open

forum is to allow students, facul-

ty, staff, alumni, parents and all

other interested constituents of

the UMass community an oppor-

tunity to lend their voices to the

search for a new university pres-

ident.

Tho.se who attend the forum

are asked to consider three ques-

tions: What are the most impor-

tant challenges and opportuni-

ties facing the new president;

what kind of person is best pre-

pared to address these chal-

lenges and opportunities; and

what kind of experience, man-

agement style and other charac-

teristics and traits would the

ideal candidate possess?

R. William Funk, the national

managing director of Kom/Ferry

International, will moderate the

forum. Kom/Ferry International

is the executive search firm hired

by the University to aid in the

process.

The University Board of

Trustees appointed the 28 mem-
bers of the President Search

Committee on Aug. 28. The

committee consists of Board of

Trustees members. University of

Massachusetts faculty, alumni,

staff, students and community

leaders. The committee is co-

chaired by Diane Bissonnette

Moes. an attorney with

Donoghue Barrett & Singal. and

Dennis Austin, the director of

state government relations with

the Raytheon Company Both are

UMass alumni and serve on the

Board of Trustees.

The five-campus University of

Massachusetts system has been

without a president since the res-

ignation of William M. Bulger on

Sept. 1. Bulger held the post

since lanuary of 1996.

Currently mired in a budget

crisis, the University of

Massachusetts system has come

under fire by Governor Mitt

Romney, who, as part of his

administration's 2004 fiscal

budget proposal, sought to elim-

inate the president's office while

also privatizing the Amherst

campus in an effort he said

would improve the system's effi-

ciency The bid was rejected by

the Massachusetts House Ways

and Means Committee and did

not make the final budget.

Nonetheless, the University

of Massachusetts system eventu-

ally received an $80 million

budget cut.

The Amherst campus will be

the first stop in a three-day tour

of open forums, which will be

held until Oct. 2.

On the Net: www.massachu-

setts.edu.

Schwarzenegger campaign

accused of Mirty tricks*
By Erica Werner
Assix lATEi) Press

SANTA MONICA, Calif. — The feud between

Gov. Gray Davis and Arnold Schwarzenegger esca-

lated yesterday as the governor's campaign accused

the actor's handlers of engaging in "dirty tricks" by

plotting to disrupt a Davis event.

Davis spokesman Peter Ragone said the cam-

paign had obtained an e-mail showing that the

Schwarzenegger camp was trying to stack one ot

the governor's town-hall meetings "with shills tor

their campaign. Republicans who would disrupt

and attack the governor."

"We find that deeply troubling and deeply disre-

spectful to the process," Ragone said, terming the

tactic "dirty tricks."

Schwarzenegger spokesman Sean Walsh said he

would have to check on whether the campaign was

playing any role in getting Republicans to attend

the town hall meeting being broadcast Monday on

the Spanish-language network Univision.

"Our response is it sounds like the wheels are

flying off the car of the Davis campaign, and if this

is a town hall open to the public, why shouldn't

voters if they're Republican voters go hear what

the governor has to say," Walsh said.

Although more than 100 candidates are running

in the historic recall election next Tuesday, Davis

and Schwarzenegger have been casting the final

days of the campaign as a two-man race, trading

several barbs and airing attack ads.

Schwarzenegger struck first by launching a neg-
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ative ad a week ago and Davis responded with his

own attack ad and a challenge to Schwarzenegger

to debate him. The former bodybuilder has reject-

ed the debate request and forecast "hand-to-hand"

combat in the final days of the chaotic race.

Davis renewed his debate dare yesterday as he

campaigned at a public health clinic with New

Mexico Gov. Bill Richardson — the latest in a

series of campaign appearances with prominent

out-of-state Democrats.
"1 don't know what Mr. Schwarzenegger is

afraid of," Davis said Monday. "1 mean, I never

participated in a Mr. Universe contest. 1 weigh

maybe 165 pounds on a good dav. I'm ready to go

to him toe-to-toe but he seems to be the one on the

run."

Schwarzenegger spokesman Rob Stutzman said

there would be no debate, adding the candidate

had turned down broadcaster Larry King's offer to

meet Davis on CNN.
"We've declined. We have our final week of the

campaign .schedule locked in." Stutzman said.

"Gra\ Davis didn't want to debate Arnold

Schwarzenegger until Gray Davis realized he was

dead in the water"

As long as Schwarzenegger refuses to debate.

Davis said he will correct the actor's misstatements

on a daily basis until the election.

He was asked by one person if that indicated

Davis, who has long been known for directing

attack ads at political opponents, had abandoned a

recently adopted "kinder, gentler" approach to pol-

itics.

Palestinian official calls

violence a mistake
By Ibrahim Barzak

AsSlK lATKK I 'revs

GAZA CITY. Gaza Strip —
The Palestinians were better off

before they launched their uprising

against Israel. the ousted

Palestinian security chief said yes-

terday, as thousands marched to

mark the three-year anniversary ol

the revolt.

In an interview with The

Associated Press, Mohammed
Dahlan al.so said the Palestinians

misread the dramatic changes

brought bv the Sept. 1 1 terror

attacks on the United States, and

that hurt their aspirations of state-

hood.

It is rare for Palestinians to

openly criticize the "intefadeh"

despite growing misgivings among

some, esptvially those whose lives

have been severely disrupted b\

Israeli travel bans and military

raids aimed keeping suicide

bombers and gunmen out of Israel.

In Tel Aviv, a prominent leader

of the uprising. Marwan
Barghouti. said he had no regrets

about the past three years. "To die

is better than living under occupa-

tion." Barghouti told an Israeli

court, delivering closing argu-

ments in his murder trial. Israel

accuses him of involvement in

attacks that killed 2b Israelis.

| am proud of the intefadeh. I

am proud of the resistance to the

Israeli occupation." Barghouti

said, addressing the judges in

Hebrew.

Also yesterday. Palestinian

leader \assei Arafat emerged smil-

ing from his battered West Bank

compound after a bout with the

llu.

Aides said Arafat. 74. sent for

his personal physician. Dr Ashraf

al-Kuidi. who lives in Jordan.

.\ialat had been ill for three days

and was unable to keep down

food, said his aide. Nabil Abu

Rdeneh.

Smiling at reporters after

descending the steps slowly. Arafat

thanked King Abdullah II of

lordan lor sending al-Kurdi and

three other doctors, adding, "but

now the illness is over, thank

God."

The Palestinian uprising broke

out Sept. 28. 2000. after Israel's

then-opposition leader Ariel

Sharon, now prime minister, visit-

ed the hotly contested lerusalem

holy site known to Muslims as

Haram as-Sharif and to lews as the

Temple Mount.

Violent clashes followc-d. and

grew into violence marked by

repeated terror attacks against

Israelis and Israeli military strikes

into Palestinian areas. A total ol

2.477 |x-ople have been killed on

the Palestinian side and 860 on the

Israeli side.

Anniversary rallies on Sunday

and Monday were relatively muted

and small in scale compared to

previous years.

Yesterday, about 3.000 sup-

porters of the Islamic militant

group Hamas, which has carried

out scores of suicide bombings,

rallied in Gaza City A Hamas

leader. Ismail Hanieh. said the

group is ready to halt attacks on

Israeli civilians "if the Zionist

occupation stops killing civilians.'

However, llamas founder

Sheik Ahmed '(assin said last

week his group is not interested in

a truce deal the incoming

Palestinian prime minister. Ahmed

Oureia. wants to negotiate with

Israel.

Dahlan. who served as security

chief under outgoing Prime

Minister Mahmoud Abbas, said

the Palestinians' lirst uprising,

from 1987-19^3, in which demon-

strators faced soldiers with rocks

and bottles, was much more effec-

tive than the current revolt. The

first uprising "brought us back to

our homeland." said Dahlan. who

along with Aralai. ivtunicd from

e\ile in the mid-1990s.

"We were in a better position

I
then

I
than we are now. politicalK

and internationally," Dahlan told

AP in an inter\'iew at his Gazii City

wifice.

Doctor supports use

of medical cannibus

Asstx imt:|)|'K|s-.,titan hiss ashkena/i

Israeli policemen push Marwan Barghouti, a prominent leader of the Palestinian uprising, onto

a police vehicle as they leave Tel Aviv district court yesterday. Barghouti is on trial on 26 mur-

der counts.

First lady pushes education
By Jennifer Lo\ en

ASSCK lATH) PrI-SS

PARIS — Laura Bush ushered the United

States back into the U.N.'s main cultural agency

yesterday and urged the organization to work to

make education accessible to all the world's chil-

dren as a weapon against terrorism.

Mrs. Bush also offered a firm defense ot U.S.

policies in Iraq, an issue that has divided the

Bush administration from many of the countries

represented at the meeting of UNESCO, the

United Nations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization.

On the second day of a five-day foreign irip.

Mrs. Bush whirled through Pans, opening the

crisp fall day at the Flysee Palace with a social

call on President Jacques Chirac and ending it

with an evening reception at the residence ol U.S.

Ambassador Howard Leach. She leaves early

today for Moscow to attend a book festival spcm-

sored by Lyudmila Putin, wife of the Russian

president.

Chirac, accompanied by greelcrs in white tie.

red waistcoats and tails, joined Mrs. hush at her

limousine in the gravel palace courtyard and bent

low to kiss her hand. He sent her off 40 minutes

later, after discussions in his ornate palace ollice

that aides said stuck mostly to pleasantries, by

repeating the gentlemanly flourish.

With both aware of the tensions between the

French and U.S. governments over the American-

led war in Iraq. Chirac seemed determined to

wear liis most charming, welcoming lace, a

White House official said.

For instance, when Leach mentioned Iraq.

Chirac said quickK. "Let bygones be bygones —
we all agree wc need to rebuild Iraq." then quick-

ly steered the conversation to Mrs. Bush's travel

plans and charily work, the official said.

Mrs. Bush likewise appeared eager to take on

the role of emissary of good will between

America and Fiance, telling reporters traveling

with her later that she of course agreed with

Chirac's Iraq comments.
"1 fully expect the relationship between the

United Slates and France will continue to be very

strong," she said. "Sure, we'll have disagree-

ments, but we'll have disagreements with a lot of

people but continue to have strong relation-

ships."

As for those kisses, Mrs. Bush just laughed. "I

think that was French hospitality." she said.

Though discussiim of Iraq went no further

with Chirac, it figured prominently in Mrs.

Bush's remarks at the UNESCO gathering.

"Surely we can agree that rebuilding jlraql ...

is in all of our best interests." she said in a speech

that received only intermittent, polite applause.

"The presence of a peaceful, stable Iraq ai the

heart of the Middle East will be a powerful bea

con lor freedom — and example of hope - in

that vital region."

Afier her speech. Mrs. Bush also met briefly

with Iraq's minister of education. Alaudin Abdul

Saheb al-Alwan.
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Studies haNc shown that

patients with incurable pain have

substantially benefited latm the use

of cannabis while avoiding the side

effects of many FDA-approved

drugs. Dr. Ethan Russo said in his

lectuic on medical marijuana last

night.

Russo. who practiced clinical

neurology with a specialty in child

neurology, migraines and chronic

pain in Minnesota for 20 years,

gave a medical histoi-y of cannabis

to a crowd o\ about 60 at

Siot-kbridge Hall.

Russo said there are records

that show that cannabis was used

to reduce excessive menstrual

blcx'ding as far back as ancient

Lgspt and 1 3th-centuiA ltal>.

Medical texts claiming that

cannabis diminishes menstrual

cramping ami bleeding have per-

sisted until toda\. According to

Russo. 51 [XTcent of .Australian

women now reportedh use med-

icated cannabis to relieve cramp-

ing.

Rus,so said that many ol the

women in lamaica smoke cannabis

throughout their pregnancies: lhe>

have no evidence of niiscaniage or

negative effects on the biilh weight

and growth of their children.

I lowevei. he said lamaican women

wpon increased appetite, sleep

duration and energy, and dimin-

ished svTiiploms of moniing sick

ness during their pregnancies.

Russo also said that cannabis

has been showTi to ivduce synip-

toms of asthma, heme disorders,

multiple sclei\>sis and glaucoma.

He periomied a stutly on four sub-

jects who were legalK receiving

medical cannabis fiom the govem-

meni for vears. Russo said that one

subject suflcred from a loiig-temi

addiction to heroin because it was

the oiiK way he could contix)! his

pain. This subjcvt. who he said was

lonncrly wheelchair- lx>und. now

walks and uses cannabis as his onl>

painkiller

Russo said he tound no negative

side efftvts caused b\ cannabis in

an\ of his subjcxts. He tested for all

the rumoivtl side effects, but lountl

no evidence iosup(X)rl anv of them

For example, he tested lor brain

shrinkage using magnetic reso-

nance imaging, and tound that

none of the subjtvts suffered from

this pmblem. His studies fiirther

showed that none ot the subjects

were ilepivssed. and that the rate ot

acquisition of complex new verbal

material was normal.

Russo said cannabis was an

improvement over the besi avail-

able standard medications in all

cases.

Marcv Duda. a woman who

uitcndetl the lecture, said she has

Ixvn smoking cannabis since the

age of 12 and Ix-lieves it saved her

lite. She said she had two sisters.

both who died of aneurv sms i blood

clots in the brain) at young ages.

Duda had live aneurysms, none ot

which ever ix)pped. She saiil she

credits this to the tact that she

smoked cannabis.

Since having brain surgei> to

remove the aneurysms. Duda said,

she suffers from headaches so

paintui ihcv make her want to slam

lier head against a wall. She said

she didn't know what she would do

without cannabis, which she

smokes and takes in the tbnii of

tetiahydi\x.annabinol. or THC.

"I alwavs sa> cither give me a

gun or give me a joint.'" said

Duda. who is an activist lor the

legaliziition of marijuana.

Duda has been testifying at the

Stateliuu.se lor the last four years

to try to legalize marijuana. She

said congress is one vi.)ie awav

from decriminalizing marijiuina,

which is "the lirst step on tlic lad-

der"

riiere is no reason cannabis

should be illegal. Russo said, since

it is less hannlul than other legal,

adtliciive substances like nicotine,

alcohol caffeine.

There is no evidence — such as

tolerance or withdrawal — that

eannabis is addictive. Russo saiil.

He said none ot his subjects

ever had to increase their dosages,

and that if anv thing, stuiie of them

improved and were able to

tieciease their intake amounts. Tlie

patients had "caiinahis drought,"

meaning they sutlered trom pain

relaied to their illnesses if their

cannabis shipment was late, but

there was no evidence ol with-

drawal, he said.

Russo ended his leciuiv by say-

ing the audience sfioulil he o|x;n-

minded.

">ou don't need lo Ixlieve any-

thing I sav tonight, but read what

is out there ami see if there might

be a different wa> of thinking

about these is.sucs. Make up your

own mind."
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Student duct^taped to post

Fencing stolen from FAC plaza

compiled by Tom Coyle

For the RciXird

Comxtioii &. Clurijkatiun:

Due lo iriiicciiiaic inlbnna-

tiun provided b> the Amherst

Police nepariinent. there

wcR" several errors in Friday's

briet about the three arrests

in Amherst Center in the

News seetion. Robert Riz/.o

was booked onl> on charges

of disorderlv conduct. Me

was not intoxicated at the

time of the arrest, he said. He

is also not a brother of frater-

nity Zeta Beta Tau. His

arraignment is on

VVednesdav.

Cumxiiun: In a Page One
story yesterday, it was incor-

rectly reported that the Office

of AI.AN.A Affairs won
about 25 percent of the

Student Government

Association Senate in

Thursdays Senate elections.

However, it was the ALANA
Caucus that won the seats.

Tuesday, Sept. 23
11:14 a.m. A video camera

worth between $1,500 and

$2,000 was reported stolen from

the Computer Science building.

11:50 a.m. A cell phone and

textbooks were reported stolen

from a teaching assistant's oflice

in the Isenberg School of

Management.

1:32 p.m. A caller reported that

her vehicle had Hooded during

the heavy downpour earlier.

UMPD reported assisting

numerous ntotorists during the

torrential downpour

7:28 p.m. A report of a vehicle

on fire in Lot 1 1 was received.

Amherst Fire Department and

Environmental Health and

Safety responded. The owner

was notified and the vehicle was

towed.

Wednesday, Sept. 24
12:40 a.m. Douglas Home. 18.

of 1 56 Eastbourne Kd.. Newton.

Mass.. was arrested in L.ot I I lor

possession of a Class D sub-

stance.

12:57 a.m. Multiple calls were

received regarding a vehicle

rollover on Massachusetts Ave.

Amherst Police department

reported that the vehicle was

stolen. Amherst Fire

Department responded and no

personal injury was reported.

Amherst Police assumed arrests.

b a.m. Eight vehicles were found

vandalized in l.ot 22. Three of

the vehicles had broken rear

windows, thiee had missing side

windows and three of the vehi-

cles' stereos weie removed. The

owners were notified.

1 1 :45 a.m. A caller repotted that

the back window of her vehicle

had been smashed within two

hours of her report in Lot 32.

12:03 p.m. A report was

received of a break-in of a car in

Lot 12. One hundred CDs in a

case and a radar detector were

reportedly stolen.

2:16 p.m. A caller reported a

fight between two people in Lot

45. Officers reported that all was

quiet and arrested Nicholas

Rivard. 29. of lOA Karin Dr.

Plainfield. Conn., for misde-

meanor laiceny.

8:25 p.m. A resident assistant

reported a subject duct taped to

a pole in the Orchard Hill

Residential Area. Responding

officers found that the subject

was able to free himself and had

apparently allowed his friends to

duct tape him to the pole after

losing a bet.

9:12 p.m. A party reported that

someone had entered her

unlocked room in Coolidge flail.

Two purses, a wallet, credit cards

and money, valuing $1 .000. were

reported stolen.

1 1:54 p.m. A party reported that

her vehicle's rear window was

smashed out in Lot 52.

Thursday, Sept. 25
4:25 a.m. Montague Police

reported that a missing person

had last made a phone call from

the UMass campus. Telecom was

advised and was able to trace the

call. Officers were shown photos

and seaiched the area but no one

was found. Montague Police

were advised.

4:32 p.m Parking Services

reported that an unoccupied

vehicle had rolled out of a space

and struck a stale vehicle. The

vehicle was towed and the party

advised to take insuiance infor-

mation to the Parking Services

office.

10:16 p.m. A report was received

of fireworks in Lot 50 between

|ohn Ouincy Adams Tower and

Patterson flail. The responding

officer reported that all was quiet

upon arrival.

1 1:50 p.m. The resident director

of Cance Hall lequested assis-

tance for a check on a resident.

The officer reported that the stu-

dent was not there, and that the

mother will call UMPD if the res-

ident was not located by the

morning.

Friday, Sept. 26
2:05 a.m. Environmental Health

and Safety reported that a fire

alarm in Gorman Hall was

apparently caused by someone

attempting to light the smoke

detector on fire.

9:50 a.m. A party reported that

there was a suspicious Fed-Ex

truck with no rear plate and two

occupants hiding inside. The

responding officer reported that

the vehicle was moving.

4:1 1 p.m. A caller reported that

since he last parked his car in Lot

12. someone had replaced the

right front tire with a tlat spare

tire.

8:16 p.m. Lauren Macdonald,

18, of 21 Heather Dr..

Wilmington. Mass., was arrested

for being a minor in possession

of alcohol.

8:34 p.m. A resident assistant

reported that he could hear glass

breaking outside Patterson Hall.

Police cadets reported finding

broken bottles outside and the

fourth floor bathroom window
broken. Housing Services was

notified.

Saturday, Sept. 27
12:55 a.m. A resident assistant

reported swastikas drawn in the

sixth floor hallway and stairwell.

Housing Services was notified.

1:08 a.m. A transit dispatcher

reported that there were several

subjects tearing down fencing

near the Haigis Mall.

1:12 a.m. An officer noticed sev-

eral subjects carrying fencing in

Lot 62. Brett Danahy. 21, of 21

Parsons Dr. Swampscott. Mass..

and Christopher Harrsion. 21. of

143 Spring St., Fairhaven. Mass..

were arrested for misdemeanor

destruction of property and mis-

demeanor larceny.

1 :22 a.m. An officer responded to

a report of a robbery in Kennedy

Hall. Tlie party stated that he had

been assaulted by three men in an

elevator. The subject was trans-

ported to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital.

2:15 a.m. A cadet reported a

group of three males rummaging

through a car on Fearing Street.

An officer issued trespasses and

the suspect vehicle left campus.

2:43 a.m. A resident assistant

reported hearing glass breaking in

the fourth floor men's bathroom in

|ohn Adams Tower The respond-

ing officer found a broken window

and Housing Services was notified.

5:51 a.m. A party stated that most

of the doors on the third floor of

Pierpont Hall had offensive writ-

ing on them. An officer reported

that 40 doors had obscenities writ-

ten on them. Housing Services was

notified.

5:15 p.m. Individuals on roller

blades riding the rails near

Kennedy Hall were sent off cam-

pus.

9:23 p.m. loshua Pereira, 20, of

1010 Maple St.. Palmer, Mass.,

was arrested for driving with a

revoked license and failure to

stop/yield.

10:43 p.m. A resident assistant

reported that someone threw an

object through the windows in the

lobby of lohn Adams Tower, shat-

tering glass all over the reception-

ist. The responding officer report-

ed that the receptionist was not

injured and Emergency Housing

was notified.

10:52 p.m. L.arge windows in the

lobby area on the Sunset Street

side of Patterson dormitory were

smashed. Housing was notified.

Sunday, Sbt. 28
12:15 a.m. An officer reported

that the Amherst Police were

breaking up a party in the area of

the fraternities. UMPD reported a

large crowd moving down Fearing

Street. Officers then reported

about 60 subjects in the area of

the pyramids and about 100 stu-

dents in the Southwest Residential

Area.

1 a.m. Officers responding to a

report of a fight in Lot 32 arrested

Mathew Enegess. 21. of 943

Boylston St.. Newton, Mass., for

disorderly conduct.

1:57 a.m. A resident assistant

reported that a student had beaten

on and ran a knife down her door.

Services were rendered.

1 1:53 a.m. UMPD served a war-

rant in Brooks Hall. Kyle

Albertini. 18. of 74 Cox St..

Hudson. Mass.. was arrested.

6:25 p.m. A subject came to the

station wishing to speak with an

officer. Jonathan Schwall. 19, of

186 Randall Rd.. Stow. Mass..

was arrested on a warrant.

ciiud ai w.wv r.i'i.

For your convenience, there will be a free shuttle leaving Haigis Mall for the Mulllns Center every 20 minutes from Noon to 5:00 P.M.
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Today: The solution to

music piracy surfaces

Do-not-call day is the

demise of tlie telemarketer

The battle over music piracy might reach an

armistice on Capitol Hill today. After a battery

of lawsuits were handed out across the United

States to music lovers, neither the young nor

the old are safe from the wrath of the

Recording Industry Association of America.

CD sales have slumped by 8 percent this

year, and the RIAA is pointing fingers at the

music swapping systems of the Internet, such

as Kazaa and Bearshare.

This month alone, 260 people have been

slapped with lawsuits by the RIAA. but not

without heavy protest from consumers. Some

people claim that they have been wrongly

accused. Some are in this predicament due to

children who swapped music without their

parents' permission, others due to technologi-

cal glitches. More than 50,000 signatures

protesting the RIAA lawsuits have been gath-

ered by a foundation called the Electronic

Frontier Foundation.

The opinions of music artists remain divid-

ed. Rap artist Nelly firmly believes that people

should pay up. "If you can afford a computer,

you can afford a CD."

On the other hand, some musicians believe

thai downloading music is a freedom that

should be enjoyed. Artists are already able to

make millions in movies, ticket sales and mer-

chandise even with a slight slump in overall

album sales.

This dilemma will be examined today when

music labels and music sharing services face

off in an attempt to find a way to halt music

piracy. A new .solution may be just what

William Fisher, a professor at Harvard

University, has created. In his proposal, all

Internet users would be charged an additional

tax on their monthly Internet bill to cover

music sharing. This plan would keep the

downloading consumer happy and allow

recording industries to allot a portion of these

fees to the artists, which will cover above and

beyond the losses in CD sales. This would also

eliminate the need to sue 1 0-year-olds for

$5,000 over a few Hillary Duff tunes.

The rewriting of the 1998 Digital

Millennium Copyright Act could also be in

order. However, the music industry does not

want its rules and regulations imposed upon,

nor does it believe that Fisher's proposal is a

fair one. if there are to be new rules for music

sharing, what about other media sources such

as software and movies, which can also be ille-

gally exchanged through the music piracy

world?
This battle closely mirrors one that was

once fought between the music industry and

the radio. Eventually it was decided that radio

stations could play music as often as they

wanted, in exchange for royalties.

Windows is already one step ahead of the

game. Yesterday, a new service called

MusicMatch Downloads opened, which allows

customers to purchase each song they want to

download for 99 cents. This mirrors Apple's

service called iTunes Music Store, which has

sold 10 million tracks to date. More online

downloading stores are expected to open by

the end of the year.

These online stores may be the solution to

our problems. If you have not received a law-

suit yet. and like most everyone, you are still

downloading from Kazaa. you are breaking the

law, like it or not. Paying nearly a dollar per

song is not cheap, but it may keep us $5,000

dollars richer in the long run.

Information from www.usatoday.com was

used in this editorial.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

Words and meaning
Using words is a tricky busi

ness. trickier than one might

expect. In our daily discourses

we use verbs, nouns, adjectives,

prepositions, all of which are

placed in certain tenses, num-

bers, clauses, declension and

cases. We do this all without

much thought or effort, and

though our usual conversations

are filled with small vocabulary

and grammatical errors, we get

along just tine.

However, there is one important aspect ol

word usage that we use on a daily basis, which

has a profound impact on how we think and

express ourselves. A word's connotation —
whether it be negative, positive or somewhere in

bciween — can have drastic consequences when

it comes to how it gets used in speech, and how

people view the thing or action the word repre-

sents.

Take for instance the two words "strange

and "unique." words that could probably be syn-

oymns of one another if it wasn't for their oppo-

site connotation. Unique is a word used by a lot

of people to describe themselves to others, even

though most of those people are ironically quite

ordinary. Many of these allegedly unique people

would never admit to being strange. However,

isn't it true that both words stripped of any kind

of connotation

mean the exact

same thing —
that is to stand

out from others,

thus making the

self-described
non-strange,
unique person a

prattling hypocrite?

Therefore, one can see how using words with

a precise connotation can be quite dangerous.

On a broader scale, word connotation can be

used effectively to vilify people, actions and

ideas. Look at communism, for instance, which

was vilified to the extreme for over 50 years by

the American government and media. For many

people, it still carries a connotation that is down-

right sinister. To some, the word communism

brings up an image of a demonic figure standing

over a young by while he downloads free music

off the Internet, or they just stupidly mistake

communism with Stalinism. It was this kind of

enforced mentality on the word communism that

Patriotism is a word as highly valued in our

country as philanthropy, and is looked upon

as a grand attribute worthy of having a

sports team named after it.

kept people needlessly terrified over a mysteri-

ous notion that they choose to learn nothing

about.

if people had taken the time to learn what

communism was about, they would have learned

that it was an idea of an economy based on egal-

itarianism (positive connotation in that word)

where people would work collectively for a soci-

ety that wouldn't need the wage-slavery system.
"

Instead of spitting every time Americans

heard the word Karl Marx, they might have

learned that he was not an unkempt political

radical with absurd and evil notions, but a bril-

liant economist who spent most of his time clas-

sifying and critiquing the capitalist system.

Often, negatively ascribing such words is

done to bring people together, to boost their

unity and sense of patriotism. Is that in itself a

positive thing? Patriotism is a word as highly

valued in our country as philanthropy, and is

looked upon as a grand attribute worthy of hav-

ing a sports team named after it.

By loose definition, to be a good patriot, a

person must follow the creed of his own people

without question. But what about the creeds and

ways of life of other people — how does one

account for them? Does that mean that to be a

good patriot, one must put him or herself on a

pedestal in order to justify his actions? If this is

the case, does being a good patriot also mean to

be a bigot, or at least to be prejudice?

Strip a word

of its popularly

perceived con-

notation and you

can whittle it

down to its basic

form, and judge

it for the most

accurate mean-

ing. As you can see in this editorial, when this

process is done, an array of questions emerges.

Ouestions that are too mentality taxing for some

to address.

In a perfect world, questioning the positive

and negative emotions brought up when men-

tioning a particular word wouldn't be necessary.

But we live in a world where language is bent

and misconstrued in dubious ways by the powers

at be to deceive the minds of the people using

that language. And thus, in this endless world of

toil, we all must work our minds, and examine

this great tool of language that we take for grant-

ed, in order not to be lead astray by it.

Robert Carey is a Collegian columnist.

"Hello?"

"Hello, is

Eureka Looley

there?"

Tomorrow
will be a day

that lives in

infamy; a day

that America is

reborn. No
longer will we
hesitate to pick

up the phone, glancing suspi-

ciously at the blinking

"Unidentified Caller" sign on the

Caller ID box.

October 1 . 2005 is the day the

national Do Not Call Registry

activates its list of Do Not Call

members — or in plain English,

people who are sick of running

for the phone, only to hear their

first name grossly mispronounced

by the incompetent telemarketer

on the other end of the line.

This calling list is one you

want to be on. The Federal Trade

Commission is actually going to

make telemarketers stop calling

you at those awkward moments,

like right when you're standing

naked in front of the bathroom

window. My mother is going to

cry tears of joy. for her home-

cooked family meals will no

longer be interrupted by Bob sell-

ing Supervacs. and my roommate

will no longer be forced from her

nap to answer questions about

her life insurance (she's 19).

It took the FTC three years of

polls, tests and 64,000 public

comments (most of which were

ironically gathered by telemar-

keters) before someone came to

this brilliant conclusion: telemar-

keters are the most despicable

creatures on the planet.

Therefore, by plea from the gen-

eral public, there are new rules to

restrain them through the phone

lines.

The Do Not Call policy will be

enforced by everything from ttie

Consumer Protection Agency to

state law enforcement. That's

right. If that Buy-one-get- 12-free

CD clearinghouse keeps calling,

you can help send them and their

outdated music to the tank.

If the telemarketers don't get

shut down permanently by your

complaints, they will be forced to

pay as much as'Sl 1 ,000 per call.

I firmly believe that money

should be allotted to the poor

people who put up with these

calls in the first place. Us.

If you sign up on the Do Not

Call website today, your name

and number will be added to the

list tomorrow. This registration

lasts for five years. Telemarketers

have exactly three months to take

your name off their calling lists.

Even your cell phone can be

signed up. You can register up to

three numbers, except business

phone lines.

Unfortunately, this progr'am

does not exorcise your phone

Telemarketers are

not human beings;

they are trained

bartiarians, ready to

do anything and

everything to get

your credit card

number.

from the evils of political organi-

zations, research surveys or those

awful charity calls. For these nui-

sances, there is a simple cure. If

you don't want the peons to call,

all you have to do is tell them. Ii

seems too easy, but even the sub-

human telemarketer has lo listen

and respect your wishes. If they

don't do your bidding, they arc

subject to prosecution by law.

If you don't have time to regis-

ter on the Do Not Call list, there

are a few home remedies to ward

off any batch of phone solicitors.

The general rule of thumb: do not

be afraid to be rude.

Telemarketers are not human

beings; they are trained barbar-

ians, ready lo do anything and

everything to get your credit card

number. Tlie key to ridding your-

self of these pests is giving them a

taste of their own medicine. II all

they do is ask you questions, why

not ask them a few right back?

For instance: "Are you a tele-

marketer?" They have to say yes.

"Are you trying to sell me some-

thing?" No gimmicks here.

"What is your first and last name,

phone number and home

address?" Does the phrase sound

familiar?

If you don't like the idea of

questioning these strangers

(you'd make a poor telesoliciter),

throw out a silencer. By a silencer,

I mean a reton that will suck the

wind right out of their swindling

sails.

"I do not speak the English

language particularly fluently,

thank you." is a great one.

When someone asks for me, I

often reply "I'm sorry she's dead."

The caller stammers out an apol-

ogy and hangs up.

At least everyone has the

option to not to sign up. My
roommate and I will not be sign-

ing up anytime soon.

Telemarketers serve as a unique

source of dorm room entertain-

ment on a dull afternoon.

When the magazine people

call, I tell them the high quality

paper from my free issues made

excellent bedding for my pet rab-

bit. I've asked the knife company

if their blades slice through

human bone and if lohn Deere

makes a mulcher big enough to fit

my boss.

"I'm sorry." I told an SPCA-

type caller, "but there's a big juicy

possum caught in the grill of my
car. and he's still wiggling."

A self-employed man named

Ibm Mabe has taken a similar

approach to terrorizing telemar-

keters. He has made a killing in

CD sales on his albums,

"Revenge on the Telemarketers"

and "Revenge on the

Telemarketers, Round II." The

albums feature a series of real

phone conversations between

Mabe and telemarketers.

Running a business out of his

home oflice. Mabe found that his

business calls were constantly

being blocked and interrupted by

the chronic nagging of salespeo-

ple. Mabe didn't get mad. Mabe

got even, and recorded the calls

on his answering machine. In one

act, he asks the carpet cleaners

whai the fee is for removing

human blood stains from his liv-

ing room carpet.

Siunts like this have made

Mabc's CDs the best selling

underground comedy albums of

last year And who can blame

him? Telephone solicitation is a

$400 billion industry. It's about

time someone started talking

back.

Information from uuw.donot-

cull.gor was used in this column.

Erika l.ovley is a Collegian

columnist.

A deadly detention

sprouts from Israel
World

Perspectives

w
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Regarding Joe Wilkens'

"Beware of MassPIRG" — these

comments are dead-on accurate.

Considering MassPIRG claims to

be a progressive group, the way

they treat their workers is

abysmal, and threatens the very

stability and reputation of what

should be an excellent group

working for the public interest.

The pay process is indeed com-

plicated, and glossed over so

briefly during training that even

months into working for the organ-

ization, many employees get the

"facts" about their paycheck as

gossip from fellow canvassers

who have as little idea about

where their money went as anyone

alcp

Questions to supervisors about

missing pay typically result in a

longwinded and illogical explana-

tion about the missing funds, usu-

ally involving some sort of lip serv-

ice to the organization as a kind

angelic underdog worthy of our

hard-earned dollars as well as our

time.

In the end, a canvasser can

expect to work between 50 and 60

hours a week. Yet most canvassers

only ever make "base pay" — a

measly $275, which works out to

$5 an hour for a 55-hour work-

week. Ironically, a group that

pitches itself as one of the most

progressive out there not only fails

to pay overtime to its employees,

but routinely pays them less than

the minimum wage.

More insulting still,, even If an

employee works 60 hours a week

or even more, they might get paid

even less than this base pay if they

fail to make "quota," the dreaded

$85 that canvassers are expected

to raise each night. If canvassers

don't make quota, we don't really

know what happens, except that

chunks of $60 or even $75 can be

subtracted from this "base pay,"

bringing that hourly wage even

lower.

This routine disrespect is the

sort of thing that may ultimately

bring down a well-meaning, ideal-

istic organization. If a supposedly

progressive group can't even bring

itself to listen to the concerns of

some of its hardest working and

lowest-paid employees, it may as

well be a part of the harmful

establishments it seeks to over-

turn.

Melissa Drysdale, UMass student

You've just

picked up this

newspaper.
Where are

you? Eating

in the DC, sit-

ting on a park

bench maybe?
Might you be

skipping a

class this very

moment? If

so, the consequences must not

be that grave. The likelihood is

that you'll miss the day's notes,

which you could probably

mooch off your friend anyway.

No big deal, right?

For 1 3-year-olds Koby

Mandell and Yosef Ishran. this

day-to-day triviality was far

more precarious. On May 8.

2001 at approximately 7 a.m.,

the boys were brutally killed in

a cave in the rocky countryside

about 10 minutes outside the

Mandell home in Tekoa. Israel.

Carrying pita bread and toma-

toes. Koby and Yosef were

merely on their way to play

hooky as we all have, when they

were pumnicied to death with

bowling ball sized boulders by

Palestinian terrorists.

This past month. I was priv-

ileged to meet a very special

man. He was a man whose pain

permeated the entire room,

simply with a glance. His unas-

suming stance paired with his

gentle features made me won-

der why such a tragedy could

ever have befallen him. Two

years after his son's brutal mur-

der, Seth Mandell spoke lo me

of his struggle, of both memori-

alizing his son's life, while

attaining the capacity to move

on and not allow Koby's death

to forever paralyze his and the

rest of his family's lives. Only

one man, yet his story alone

provided more than enough

heartbreak for a roomful. Sadly,

his is a story that is not uncom-

mon in Israel at all.

The aftermath from an expe-

rience such as the Mandell's is

unending. Seth told me of the

change that his family has

undergone: how everything and

everyone reminds him ol his

son. fie described the heartache

Koby's siblings experience each

day as well. He recounted how

his son would cry at camp upon

watching a game of basket ball

in which he thought Koby

would have liked to partake.

Mr. Mandell and his wife had to

undergo intensive therapy and

grief counseling, and continue

to do so to this very day. All this

pain and suffering, for what?

Recently. I have read articles

Allegations blaming

the 'oppressive'

Israeli government,

which happens to

be the only democ-

racy in a region

surrounded by 22

military dictator-

ships, are just plain

false.

on the terror in Isiael needing

"lo be pul into cunicM." In m\

opinion, there is no such need.

There is absolutely no justifica-

tion for tragedies such as the

Mandells'. period. This form of

brutal assault is far too com-

mon and deepK rooted in noth-

ing other than dovvnriphi

hatred. Allegations blaming ihe

"oppressive" Israeli govern

ment. which happens to be the

only democracy in a region sur

rounded by 22 military dicta-

torships, are just plain lalse.

If one were to truly dcUe

into the roots of the dissention

here in the Middle Last, he or

she would not find that the

Israeli/Palestinian issue is one

of any "logical questioning" or

rationale. It is one of hostile

intolerance pervading the men-

tality and spirits of the

Palestinian people.

Not only is it a mindset of

intolerance, but an entire move-

ment, much of which is found-

ed on the exploitation of chil-

dren. Impressionable and with-

out choice to protest, children

are brainwashed to hate lews

and to strive toward their com-

plete annihilation, by devoting

their lives to martyrdom. Kids

as young as three years old are

.sent to military training camps

and the text books in their

schools are infiltrated with

hateful rhetoric, slipped in at

every upporiunity. down to the

every math problem. It is sim-

ple lo see that the problem is an

infrastructure of hatred that

must be broken.

What can wc do until it is

dcsiroyed? Lor starters, we can

folli'W ihc example of people

like Koby Mandell's parents,

who have used the energy from

iheir grief for a positive cause.

Since their son's death, they

hiive created a summer camp
lor other children affected by

terror, so they have a place

where they can open up and

feel more "normal" by sliaring

their respective stories.

Some other ways this prob-

lem has been approached is

through the establishment of

groups such as "Operation

SICK : Stop Inciting Children

to Kill" on college campuses to

educate and try to condemn the

existence of these institutions.

Other than thai, we can only

continue to support our govern-

mental action and support of

Israel, in their attempts to fight

in the seemingly unending war
against terrorism.

I cah \'iiale is a Collegian

columnist.
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A 'Titanic' affair
Musical debuts in Worcester

Titanic, the

Musical'

Foothills Iheatte

INortestet

SepilTOti 2E

David Foley Jr.. left, and Steve Pacek star in "Titanic,

FtHnhiiis Theatre this month.

UlBTtSYKxnHILl.>THK

the Musical" at

ATRE<X'>MrAKV

Wocester's

By Nikolas P. Markantonatos
CoLLECilAN StAFP

WORCESTER — Despite sailing

through lames Cameron's Oscar-

winning cinematic spectacle, docu-

mentaries and countless other depic-

tions of the sinking of Titanic, peo-

ple just cant seem to get enough of

the tale of the doomed British luxu-

ry liner.

Launching the 2003-04 season of

Worcester Foothills Theatre

Company, "Titanic, the

Musical" (running through

Oct. 2b) offers audiences

another look at the thrilling

tale of Titanic's tragic fate.

Not to sound icy, but a

musical show of this great

maritime disaster of 1912

sounds like a waterlogged

idea. The idea of using water,

lifeboats, coal bins and a, well, titan-

ic ship sound like ingredients to put

the production in dry dock before it

even leaves its moorings.

Minutes into the show, those

thoughts are washed away. "Titanic,

the Musical" — much like the actual

ship — lloats like the biggest, grand-

est, prettiest and classiest musical

around. The difference, of course,

being that the ship sank while the

show stays steadily afloat.

An extremely ambitious project,

"Titanic, the Musical" steers itself

I through calm waters and clear skies.

I Directed and choreographed by

Jennifer Waldman, "Titanic, the

Musical," a 1996 musical and five-

time Tony award winner, provides a

highly entertaining 2-1/2 hours of

theater — grave and somber at some

points and entertaining and joyful in

others.

A cast of 55 people (including

several University of Massachusetts

Amherst alumni) make up "Titanic,

the Musical," with music and lyrics

by Maury Yeston and book by Peter

Stone.

Kevin B. McGlynn, who plays the

ship's designer and builder

Thomas Andrews, gives

one a sense of the colossal

dimensions of the ship

through a bold prologue.

The first half of the musi-

cal glides along rather

breezily, introducing us to

an array of characters and

showing us some antics on

board the ship, inter-

spersed with some romp

ing music.

The play's best

I iMJRTtSY axTTHlLLS THEATKt (A>M|-ANY

, L.va. Tom Henry, left, Jim Burkholder. center, and

moments, fittingly, Kevin B. McGlynn play the ship's owner, captain

rarely involve dia- and designer, respectively.

logue. It's the

emotionally feel for them. But why
songs that run the

show. Navigating calmly

through the mid-Atlantic, the

production is also carried by

the personas of the protago-

nists. Alice Bean (Carrie

Pine), for example, is a hoot as a sec-

ond-class passenger with her insis-

tence to crash the first-class activi-

ties.

The only drawback to introducing

us to so many characters is that the

musical never offers us the chance to

connect to people in enough detail to

harp on such details'.' After all, we

have the Leonardo DiCaprio-Kate

Winslet love story in the 1997 block-

buster movie for that anyway.

Picking up after the iceberg hits

the R.M.S. Titanic, the second half

shows the nature of the tragedy

itself. Here, perhaps, is the most

spectacular part of the show where

the production never relies on chaos,

pity or drowning (with the exception

Continued on page 5

"Titanic" ladies from left to right: Stephanie Pam Roberts. Maddy Wyatt and

Stephanie Biembaum.

Lubes, rubbers and

why veyetable oil is

meant tor cool(ing
Sex-iiersity is a question and answer column

designed to provide important information and

answers to questions regarding sex, sexuality, sexual

orientation, sexuallv transmitted infections and

reproductive rights. Voiced by jidia Kristun. a mem-

ber of Voices for Planned Parenthood ( VOX) branch

at the University of Massachusetts and an active vol-

unteer for the r.verynoman's Center on campus, the

column is intended to help educate the university

community about reproductive health, rights, legis-

lation and responsibilities. Much of the statistical

information provided in this column derives from

research dime through and obtained by Planned

Parenthood and its national affiliates.

Q: My boyfriend and I want to use lube with con-

doms. Does hand lotion make condoms break more

easily or is this an old wives tale?

A: Yes! Hand lotions and other oil-based lubricants

will make condoms break more eas-

SeX-iVerSitV ''>• The oUs in these products
' quickly break down the latex in the

Julia KfiSlan condom, making it far more sus-

ceptible to tearing. When putting

on and dealing with condoms, it is important to have

clean, dry hands for successful contraceptive protec-

tion. If you've put lotion on your hands, wash them

thoroughlv before touching a condom.

Here's a checklist of proper condom usage:

After making sure your hands are clean and dry,

check the expiration date. Squeeze the individually

wrapped package a little between your fingers to

make sure there is no hole in the wrapper. Carefully

open wrapper, there should be a 'tear here" mark to

guide you. Take the condom out of the wrapper and

gently unroll about a half an inch so you can pinch

the top. The pinching helps keep condoms from

breaking upon ejaculation and leaves a "reservoir"

space for semen

Place the tip. while still pinching it. on the top of

the erect penis and unroll the condom. If you have

the condom upside-down, it will be at this point

where you cannot unroll it. It should look like a

donut on the outside of the rubber. If it doesn't,

don't simply dip over the condom; get another one

and try again. There are spenn in the pre-ejaculate

fluid males emit when aroused, and yes. those little

guys can get you pregnant, not to mention they can

transmit STr>. As you unroll the condom, make

sure there are no air bubbles as these also can cause

breakage. Unroll the condom all the way to the base

of the penis.

After intercourse, may it be vaginal, oral or anal,

remove and dispose of the condom properly To

remove the rubber correctly, take the penis out still

erect while holding onto the condom. This prevents

the condom from slipping off and allowmg semen to

spill back onto the vaginal area. Throw away the

condom and do not use again. Never reuse a con-

dom, ever. In addition to being difficult to gel back

on. the effectiveness of the condom will be naught.

Continued on page 5

Big names but no big winners
By Johnny Donaldson
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"Th£ FiGHTlHG TEMFTATONS"

'lou get three movies for the price of one in

"The Fighting Temptations." and not one of thein

is very good. There's the underdogs-triumphing-

again.st-the-odds story, the fish-out-of-water story

and, as the base for them all, the yuppie-redemp-

tion story. If this is Cuba Gooding Ir.'s attempt at

atonement for the one-two suckerpunch of "Boat

Trip" and "Snow Dogs." then he better get on his

knees and plead for the audience's forgiveness.

Not unexpectedly. Gooding mugs his way

through the role of Darren Hill, a soulless New

York ad exec (the go-to occupation for yuppie

.soullessness) who loses his job for

lying on his resume, and returns to

his small Georgia hometown to col-

lect a $150,000 inheritance left to

him by his recently deceased aunt. It

should be said that the only way for

Hill to cam his inheritance is to lead

the town's misfit church choir into a

state competition.

Now everyone can lei out a heavy

sigh. "The Fighting Tempations" is

'The

Fighting

Temptations

Directed by

Jonailiafl lyiin

Starring

Cuba Gooding Jr.

BeyonKlMes

Paraaimmt

Rated PGU

123iis.

Grade

one of those predictably inspirational hackjobs

that doesn't so much inspire as lead to eye rolls

and maybe some ulcers. It's as if the filmmakers

were deathly allergic to any kind of creativity or

originality; this is a textbook example of how to

do a movie by the numbers.

Mike Epps, as a local "playa" and Steve

Harvey, as a dry-witted radio Dj. do most of the

heavy comic lifting and earn most of

the movie's meager laughs. That's

because Gooding does his usual yelp-

ing, frantic shtick instead of acting,

while Beyonce Knowles, as the love

interest, tamps down her natural

charisma until it doesn't exist.

Pokey and overlong, "The Fighting

Temptations" aspires to be this year's

"Barbershop" but it comes closer

to being another notch in

Gooding's belt of misfres.

"The RuNiNwm"

In the opening scene of "The

Rundown," The Rock, playing a

"retrieval expert" named Beck,

( IM IRTESY TABAM<X INT

Beyonce Knowles struts her stuff in "The

Fighting Temptations."

enters a

nightclub to confront a debt-skipping foot-

ball star and passes Arnold

Schwarzenneger in the hall. The aging

action star and current gubernatorial candi-

date tells him to "have fun," almost as if

he's passing the action hero baton to the

younger generation.

"The Rundown" is a passable action-

comedy that cements the fact that the for-

mer pro-wrestler known as The Rock is a

genuine star. Unlike most athletes, the man also

knowm as Dwayne lohnson has the charisrtia and

screen presence that befits a movie star. Even in

dreadful schlock like "The Scorpion King," The

Rock was eminently watchable.

"The Rundown" is a small step in the right

direction, even if it visits a decrepit cinematic ter-

rain commonly referred to as the buddy film.

Here, The Rock is sent to the jungles of Brazil to

bring his boss' wayward son (Seann William

Scott) home. Scott is looking for a mys-

terious golden treasure called "El Gato

del Diablo," a treasure also sought by a

ruthless land baron played by

Christopher Walken with full Walken-

esque loopiness.

It's part of the film's obtuseness that

the small town where the action takes

place is called El Dorado. Casting

Walken as the heavy is just this side of

lazy, as it requires no amount of charac-

terization whatsoever: Walken already

comes complete with the necessary tics

and twitches. Ditto for Scott, whose

character is nothing more than a plot

device fleshed out with the usual Scott

mannerisms.

Director Peter Berg — what a letdown after

"Very Bad Things" — tries to pretty things up

with flashy direction, but all that does is make

"The Rundown" into another live action

videogame. There are some moments of humor

CXXIRTtSY UNIVERSAL

The Rock displays his superstar screen pres-

ence in "The Rundown."

here, and The Rock has a keen sense of timing, but

the standard genre cliches and the movie's confused

stance toward guns — Beck says he doesn't use

them, but then the movie all but eroticizes them in

the climax — dampen the amusements on display

Continued on page 5
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Jason Biggs, left, and Christina Ricci star in

Woody Allen's new movie "Anything Else."

Matthews makes solo debut
Long awaited release of 'Some Devil' brings fans back

By Joe PlEDRAHTE
CloLLttiiAN Staff

Probably one of the most

anticipated albums

released this fall, Dave

Matthews' long await-

ed solo debut fSome
Devil" proves to be a

smash.

Matthews puts

forth his own master-

ful effort following the

current trend of testing

out solo waters as set by Justin

Timberlake of N'SYNC.
Beyonce Knowles of Destiny's

Child, Trey Anastasio of Phish

and even fellow Dave Matthews

Band-mate Boyd Tinsley joining

Matthews on the project were

frequent collaborator Tim

Reynolds, who backs him up on

numerous tracks, Anastasio,

Brady Blade, Tony Hall and the

Seattle Music Group, all of

whom contributed to a sparkling

solo debut.

Matthews' signature raspy

voice is at its finest on this 14-

track disc, which clocks in at just

under an hour, a rarity by today's

standards. The music evokes a

giant spectrum of emotions. The

light and sugary sounds of

"Dodo" and "So Damn Lucky"

will definitely find appeal in the

masses, and will probably get a

considerable amount of radio

play once released.

Also impressive is the low-

key, summery "Grey-Blue Eyes,"

which comes courtesy of

Anastasio. The laid back title

track, "Some Devil," is quite

catchy, ditto for the epic sound-

ing "Up and Away" and "Too

High." which fit quite nicely into

Matthews' signature effortless

style.

Matthews uses a variety ot

instruments on this album, rang

ing from the standard guitar, to

percussion, to the eclectic and

exotic electric sitar. He also uses

a gospel choir and the Dirty

Dozen Brass Band.

The piece de resistance on

this package however has to be

the first single to be released.

"Gravedigger." Matthews is in

top fomi on this track, and is

arguably at his creative best.

"GravcdiggerAVhen you dig my
grave/Could you make it shal-

low/So I can feel the rain" are

beautifully written lyrics that

rank right up there with

the likes of "Bartender"

and "TVipping Billies."

This haunting ballad is

not only beautifully writ-

ten, but it's also hand-

somely orchestrated

with the help of the

aforementioned
Reynolds, Anastasio and

the Seattle Music Group.

There are two versions of

"Gravedigger" on the album.

The second one is an acoustic

version. While the acoustic ver-

sion is not as complete as the full

electric version, it is just as lin-

gering and powerful. Matthews'

massive talent as both a lyricist

and a musician is fully unleashed

with this amazing single.

Fans may have begun to bse

faith in Matthews & Co. with the

2001 release "Everyday" and

2002 s "Busted Stuff," but fear

not DMB lovers — Dave makes

a tremendous return with his lat-

est effort. Matthews is spectacu-

lar with "Some Devil," and hard-

core fans will definitely appreci-

ate his freshman solo CD.

One can only hope that the

creative juices overflow into the

group's upcoming studio album.

Word on the street has an

expectant release date sometime

during the summer/fall of 2tX)4.

Until that day comes, thousands

of Matthews fans everywhere

will have to chew on "Some

Devil" — waiting, salivating for

a second helping of this revital-

ized genius that is Dave

Matthews.

ClxmrtSY JASON byUIRER/RL)LLIN(,--<Tc)Nt-COM

Dave Matthews gets a little help from his friends on his first-

ever major solo release "Some Devil."

Its a Great Time to Apply a

New Coat of Success to Your Career!

The Shewin WflliaiM Company U a $5 billion, Fortune 400 leader!

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES NEEDED THROUGHOUT NEW ENGLAND

Our Management Training Program is designed to provide you with all the skills necessary

for a successful career In management and/or outside professional sales. The Program

Includes self-study modules, structured on-the-)ob training, classroom Instruction at our

regional training facilities, and )0b certification, as well as ongoing education throughout

your career Training topics include: credit management, human resources management,

professional sales, profit and loss, merchandising, inventory management, and customer

service.

Visit us at the career fair at the Mullins Center on Wed. Oc^ 1st or

Send your resume to fvlichelie FIschman, Recruiter. 226 Talmadge Road, Edison,

NJ, 08817. Fax: 732-248-9730, E-mail: micheiiefischman9 shen^in.cpm.

WWW.sherwin-williams.com
EOE

Uptown or round robin?

pink or clear lipgloss?

mid or knee length boot?

Titanic, the Musical' playing at Foothills Theatre

Continued from page 4

of one brief part near the end). Interestingly, the

production never resorts displaying water, either.

Instead, the audience is required to use its imag-

ination, only helped through the use of sound

effects.

The interaction between Andrews, the cap-

tain dim Burkholder) and |. Bruce Isinay (Tom

Henry), the ship's owner and most colorful char-

acter, provides a strong wave of drama through-

out the musical as Ismay urges more speed to set

a trans-Atlantic record. His insistence to

increase knots from 17 to 23 offers us inter-

spersed drama throughout the production. But it

is the number "The Blame," in the company of

the telegrapher, where the three argue about who

is at fault that helps the production reach its dra-

matic crest.

Beautiful costumes that show the different

class statuses of the passengers are captivating.

The brilliant set quickly takes us from the bridge

of the ship to the third-class passenger cabins or to

the boiler room. The sound, too, is clear and loud,

oftentimes aided by the strong voices of the cast.

A close-to-full house of 349 people gave the

production a standing ovation at the end. The des-

tiny of the queen of the White Star Line is one ol

the great stories of last century, and the Foothills

production is now awaiting your arrival. Board

now.

For tickets contact the Foothills Theatre box

office at (508) 754-4018 or online al www.

tbothillstheatre.org.

Why lotion can't be your best friend in bed

Continued from page 4

Now hand loiion and veg

etable oil might be handy

around the house, but they

should not under any circum-

stances be used as personal

lubricants with condoms (or

without them fur that matter;

irritation, ladies and gents!).

There are a wide varietv of

lubricants on the market that are

water-based, making them safe

to use with latex condoms.

Search for them online, check in

pharmacies or drop into your

local sex shop. There's a world

of possibilities out there; experi-

ment with what works best for

you. In addition to being fun.

lubricants aid in protecting you.

your partner and the condom.

They reduce tearing and can

ease pain, especially for women.

There are also lubricants that

contain Nonoxynol 9. which is a

spermicide. This can he a benefi-

cial second measure to utilize in

your quest for the contraceptive

methods that work for you and

\our partner. There are condoms

that ha\e Nonoxynol ^ on them

iead\-to-go, or you can buy gels

and foams containing the sper-

micide. The Nonoxynol '^ works

to kill sperm in caSe of a tear in

the condom. However, if a tear

or break in the condom is sus-

pected or confirmed, a call to

your doctor or local Planned

Parenthood is wisest. The soon-

er >ou act the better, no matter

vvhat your decisions will be.

Unfortunately. Nonoxynol '^

has been found to increase the

risk of STD transmission in sev-

eral studies. This may be due to

the fact that using Nonoxynol 9

can increase vaginal irritation,

thereby increasing the odds ol a

tear in the vaginal lining and

transmission of an SID. While it

is far better to use a condom

with Nonoxynol 9 on it, or a

product containing the spermi-

cide, you might want to read

about other options.

Condoms can be great for

contraception and STD preven-

tion. Remember, cook with veg-

etable oil and luhe with products

designed for thai task!

Questions'.' Comments'.' E-

mail arts^dailycollegian with

the subject "Scx-iversily."

Confidentially is respected.

Triple threat of mediocritv opens over weekend
Continued from page 4

"ANYTMNe Else"

It counts as a small miracle that Woody Allen

doesn't take the usual Woody Allen role in the

director's latest comedy "Anything Else." That role

goes to lason Biggs, the "American Pie" star who's

probably better suited for the romantic lead oppo-

site co-star Christina Ricci than the aging filmmak-

er. After all, the Allen-as-a-romamic-hero angle has

long ago lapsed into creepiness.

But that's virtualK the onK consolation that

comes from this lethargic anti-romance. "Anything

Else" lasts only 108 minutes, but with the few

laughs it engenders and snail's pacing, it seems to

last for about two hours more. It numbs the audi-

ence into submission.

"An> thing Else" comes across like the efforts ot

an old man cynically attempiing to court the more

youthful demographic. Which may be wh> the

young characters seem more like ancient Woody

Allen caricatures being playacted by Generation Y

celebrities. Biggs is the resident nebbish here, a

writer who falls in love with an exotic and sexy

actress played by Ricci. In typical Allen fashion,

Ricci turns out to be more trouble than she's worth

and the movie follows the disintegration of the

relationship along with Biggs' attempts at maturing

and being less spineless.

Ricci is fine, and there are lively comic turns b\

Stockard Channing and Danny DeVito. And while

its nice to see Biggs growing up from pastries, he

seems tentative and unsure in the role. With

Woody Allen himself taking on a role as a nutjob

mentor — an anti-Allen character no less — Biggs

seems to be cowed under by the presence of a more

legendary actor. Biggs' awkwardness may also stem

from the cast, which is severeK underserved by

Allen's yammering, uneven script and static, basic

direction.

The

BLUE WALL
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Karaoke 7-11

Open Mic from 7-11

^:3Himsm:^ms^^.
, (.iTtiittii mimmmi, mmitm

rXBIItDSDAY
liiMtali iM^'

DJ M'peli Mwakaliku

Dance Music of the African

Diaspora 9-1

mBUMLY _ DJ Aquarius 9-1

^xiMMrr'^giMiiii^^"'

LIVE MUSIC starts at 9:00PM.

OPEN MIC starts at 7:00PM. The Sign-Up sheet goes out

at 6:00PM. Bring your talent and your friends and your

instruments. We'll provide the stage and sound

equipment and 20 minutes for you to knock'em dead!

Jill MUSICAl STYIES are encouraged to participate!

AS AlWAYS, 1 8+ to party, 2 1 + to drink.
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Cross country runs

in Orange Classic
Continued from page 8

plated •icttnid with i4 jx)ints.

"The ii-ani just lell !«hori ol a win," said Coach lulie l^Prenicre. "At

the mid(X)iiit ol the race, things wea* looking good. " Alexis Anzelone

was on tlK- heels ol the first two Binghaiiiton runners, and Tricia Silva,

Kate Markopoulos and Cuisle Kierans were in front of Binghamton's

third, fourth, and tilth runiK-rs,

"We were well positioned to win the meet. But over the next 1.2

miles and the final stivteh. Biiighamton put all five in front of our sec-

ond mnner to grab the win." said l^Ka-nicre. "Their mnners were

stronger and faster at the end of the race."

Alexis Anzelone continued to ic-ad the team, placing fourth over-

all. SiKa and Markojx>ulos followed, finishing lOth and llth.

Kierans and ,\manda Dahik-rg finished I 3th. and Ibth respectively

While laFieniere is pmud of the team's accomplishments, she

acknowledges that the\ still hav e a ways to go. The meet on Saturday

paivided her with some insight into what the Minutewomen need to

concentrate on improving: the second half of the race. This is especial-

l> im(xinant because the season only gets more challenging in the

coming wtvks. when the Minutewomen up the ante and make the

transition (njm 5.(X)0- to b.CKX)-meter races.

"It was a ver\ gixxJ effort for our women and they competed like

a team. " Lal'reniere said. "We have to work on finishing the second

hall of our race. We still have time and a lot of hard work ahead of us

to jirepaie lt)r ihe championship pari of out season."

The teatn next competes at Franklin Park in Boston, on Friday

CXi. 10.

UMass ends UNH's

lioine winning streal(
Continued from page 8

opportunities," Koth said. That's

what you want to do. Can we finish

a little bit better'.' I think so."

Freshman keeper Nick Billman

recorded his second shutout of the

year, and is currently on a four

game winning streak. Billman

rec6rded six saves on the day and

continues to be consistent staple in

the cage. He was named the A- 1

Rookie of the Week for his per-

formance and has pleased Koch.

"He's been doing very well, I'm

very pleased with what he's done.

"

Koch said. "To come in as a fresh-

man and do what he's been able to

accomplish has been very refresh-

ing and we're pleased."

For the Minuteman defense, the

shutout was their third of the sea-

son. The squad, led by sophomore

Craig Canavan and junior Chris

Camerota, has been shutting down

opponents since UMass lost 4-0 to

UAB.

They have only allowed three

goals during their cunent live-

game winning streak and have

been a vital cog in the team's suc-

cess. Koch is excited with how his

defense has progressed after a

shaky start to the season.

"We are doing a better job than

we were. We're still making mis-

takes, and we still have things we

have to get better at," Koch said.

"The attitude and direction that

they aie in has been very good. I

feel that they arc working hard on

the areas that we need to work on

and each week we seem to be get-

ting a little bit better."

Prior to the game, the Wildcats

were ranked third in New Fngland,

with UMass on their heels in

fourth. Koch didn't give too much

credence to the rankings, though.

"The ranking doesn't mean any-

thing until the end of the season.

Right now we're playing on Friday

and we're 0-0 in the conference,"

he said.

OfR.M.I>M llNli/rdlXFClAN

Chris Camerou and UMass improved to 6-2 overall on the season

following a 1 -0 victory over UNH.

Forecasting the MLB Divisional Series

EARN UP 10 $40 PKR HOUR
Nightclub Now Hiring

Bar^nJers - ^- Floor Staff

l^pocktaiHServ ?rs • _,, Barbacks

Cashiers

Floor Staff

Barbacks

oat CilMickcrs

Continued from page 8

one that can be taken over by

one man, and Bonds is capable

of doing that to the Fish.

Brady: The Marlins lost A.|.

Burnett early in the season, but

Dontrelle Willis stepped it up

big time. He's not as good as

the press he's gotten, but he's

easily the number three on the

staff. Brad Penny is untouch-

able when he's on and |osh

Beckett has been one of base-

ball's best two pitchers (along

with Mark Prior) in the second

half. He can — and will —
strike Barry Bonds out in a key

situation.

Moderator: Well gentlemen.

Apply In Person Only

Dates: Tiic-Scpi. .M)th And Wul (Vt. !si JOIM

lime: (rAH) - «:()() p.m
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Bartenders Have More Spirit!

Why not be a bartender?

• Oni'/ [jKifei^ioi W(-.fen. MA

BOSTOn • ^'^'^'^'^ ^^1 trainiiiS H' leal bat ckic settniS

BflRTCnDCRI * '"'-''^''O'l'''' cettiticdtiot! \\\ :iicorioi avvatenc'.!

ICIIODlof .ip^^,^
nmcmcn .Revi-ie

i..#
• special UMdss student dib(;ou'i'

• rij"-'etiientfv located ii West Spnn'.^f!eld

Call TODAY! (413)747-9888

^ www.bostonbartender com

There's nothing
funny ahout
sex with pies.

in the first three series, you

have agreed across the board on

the winners, varying only on the

number of games it would take.

Does the trend continue here?

MarzelW: Felipe Alou has

done a masterful job in San

Francisco, but without Robb
Nen. the Giants bullpen isn't a

sure thing. The lineup is hardly

Murderer's Row either, but all

in all this is the most well-

rounded team in the playoffs.

With that said I think the

Marlins will be as energized as

any. and will steal two games in

South Florida before lason

Schmidt restores order and

gives San Fran the series in five.

Brady: God no. and not only

because I don't want to agree

with my cohort. The Marlins

have so little to lose and the

Giants are old and worn down

at this point in the season.

Sidney Ponson has been good,

but not the pitcher the Giants

needed to fill out their staff.

The Marlins will split in SF and

sweep South Florida to win in

four.

Mike Marzelli and Malt

Brady are Collegian colum-

nists.

They can he reached at

Marzeili_collegian@yahoo.com

andBrady_ collegian
@yahoo.com, respectively.

r.«MU*IC • som«fAM* MteviKS • aooKS

MEDIiK^PLAY
mmR TUESDAirs

1 . BRING IN THIS AD
2. BUY ANY 3 CDs OR 2 DVDs

3. SHOW US YOUR STUDENT I.D.

4. GET A $5 GIFT CARD INSTANTLY

OFFB? VALID AT
HAMPSHIRE MALL LOCATION ONLY

CASHIBB MARKDOWN CODE 101

snira^TiSiinw

elevote
OS seen on ^^rV8

cbt RmI World Paris

europe
This 18 THE Crip OP Che sbobooI

Foltow Che coses' Poocscepe Prom
Parte CO »|«ce

•» Florsnoe

• Rome
»ZsrmaCC

Experience beach Pw\. dCy nIghCs

and mountoihn dreams m 2 weeks
orlesslscamtgoci
MtrfUr* noc MoludMl

«W^ bssn ctier*.

$607'
ENTW TO WIN TWE tsHp Por 2

oc your toeol txxjnc" or

wwwjtKJtravlrocnl

44 Mcin Sc.

(413) 256.1261
TRAVEL

WE'VE BEEN THERE.
*\ :.' V" I ..

''5 A *>• w •.; . J I. u > «^ . "J
•

WITH OUR Fall Special

Restore the fullness and shine and

replenish the moisture to your hair

with our patented Color Touch

conditioning treatment.. .that lasts four to

six weeks.. .a $50 value

~ And-

Sooth you dry hands with out Citrus &
Paraffin treatment...a $20 value

Aloe

All FOR ONLY $

ncluding FREE allnutrient

hand & body lotion! 3(f. $70 value

Patrick
Open TUes. thru Fri.. 9:30- CT LiOfnOafty

7:00 Sat., 9:30-4:30
^

102 RusseU St., Rte. 9, Hadley • 586-7477

,
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163 Sunderland Rd.- N. Amherst

lust north of the apartments

Great new deck!

WES. Team Pub Trivia!

Win Money and Prizes

Harp Reggae Night

September Special!

Labatt Blue:

$1.75 A pint / $6.25 A pitcher

"Start your own tradition."

Dining Commons Menu
O.C. contact: 41 3-545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Nufigets

• MMaroni & Cheese

• Sescime Noodles with

Pea Pods

Ivefian)

DINNER
• Grilled Pork Chops

• Turkey Divan

, Grilled Portabella

Mushroom Steaks

(vegan)
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I don't know half of you half

as well as I should like, and I like

less than half of you half as well

as you deserve.

-Bilbo Baggins (The Fellowship of the Ring: j.R.R. Tolkien) * ^

aquarius • ian. 2o-fe8. is

That jerk outbid you on eBay again,

don't you hate that?

pisCeS • Ffb. 19-Mar. 20

People aren't really out to get you, some-

times things just don't work in your favor.

aries • mak. 2i-ai'k. 19

Take a trip, you're getting restless with

your daily schedule, and need a change.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Turn your cell phone off. Forget your

responsibilities for a while and relax.

gemini • may2i-kjn. 21

Your charming nature will get you out of

serious trouble.

cancer • iun. 22-)ul. 22

Today is a good day to finish that projec t

you haven't worked on for a while.

leO • jut.. 23-Auc. 22

You had a very random surprise yester-

day, but it will work out.

virgO • Aug. 23-StPT. 22

Your day sucked yesterday, but tcxiay

will Ix* Ix-tter.

libra • sfpt. 23-001. 22

Your unusual interests will get you a job

by the end of the month.

Scorpio • On. 23-Nov. 21

Don't take everything you read too seri-

ously, it's just someone having fun.

Sagittarius . Nov 22 dec. 21

Work hard all this week, by the weekend

you'll really appreciate those parties.

Capricorn • dec. 22-ian. 19

You're a red headed teddy bear that

everyone wants to hug today.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
ACIIVITIES

Fraternities- Sororities-

Cluiw- Student Groups

Earn $l,0a?-$2.0W this

semester with a proven

CainpusFundrai-ser "? hi >ur

fundraisinj! event. Our

free programs make

fundraising easy with no

risks. FiinJraising dates

are filling quickly, .so get

with the program! It

works. Contact

CampusFundraiser at

(888) 92V?2i8, or visit

www.campus-

fijndraiser.com

Montreal Weekends $99,

Includes R/T Luxur>'

Motor Coach fi-oni

Springfield. 3 Days-2

Nights- 4 Star Hotel

rV)wntown-Meals-Night

Club pas.ses. ^-ww.mon-

treaicxprgsMiel 1-781-

979-9001 SpecialCirotip

Rates

\P\KIMIM lOK KIM

2 Bednwin. 1 Full Bath,

l^fi Style apartineiil.

Washer/Dryer in unit.

$I.W)/nu)nth.

Downtown Amherst

97K-546-.'i24.1

AUTO FOR SALE

93 Pontiac Bonneville

SON All Power MustSell

$15a^lV0 2S3-5S37

1 989 Toyota C;.imr> New

Hngiiic + stereo CJreat

Condition Must sell

$14a\ CM^C) 774-836-

8539

Merc.Sahle Wag. '94

Rliiis Creat. C<d. ( lond.

Reliahle trans. Recent

Sticker $1050. B/CH:all

549-7455

AUTO REPAIR

hnported cars a specialty,

20 years experience.

Honest .Service, straight

forward answers. Mark's

Sunoco. Rl 1 16

Sunderland 66.';-743S (on

bus route)

COMPUTERS

Quicksilver ( :oniputing

( Computer help Virus

renuA.ii Web l\-sign

$15/lw 548-6847 Ask tor

T.J.

Pentium l„.pt.r*''''^-^'^

Pentium IVsk top $49,00

We fix Liptops, IVsktops/

PCs Kiianwtee.1 584-8857

EMPLOYMENT

Visa/Masrercard approval

agents earn $1 ,000/week

[Totcnti.il. No experience

necessiiry. t'all 1-800-

821-3416 ext. 145

International Sales tor

consulting/Mittware timi.

Multi-l.ingual Telephone

skills required. Kconomics

a plus. Fairly AM hours

required. Full or pan

lime. Pleas*.' send cover

letter and resume to

Frederick Trey: at

Region.il EcoivMuic

M.xJel.s, Inc., 433 West

Street, Amhei^t, MA
01002 or fax 41 3-549-

1038 or email

resume.s@remi. colli

Mad Science:

Pei^ormers/Instructors

P-T to conduct tun after-

schixil prograins, parties,

& more. Kxperieiice m.in-

.tging groups ot children,

love of kids. Theatrical

exivrience lulphil C"ar

requircxl. t ^all Mark

413-584-7243.

EMPLOYMENT

Earn up to $100 j^c-r hour

or more as an exotic male

dancer at cluh Xstatic.

240C:hesniit St,

Springfield MA, 41 3-7 36-

2618 or

wvvw.cluFxstatic.com

Sales Assistant tor con-

siilting/softw.ire tinii.

Tclephi me telemarketing.

Economics a plus. Please

send cover letter and

resume to Frederick Tre>:

at Regional Economic

M.xlels, Inc., 433 West

Street, .Amherst, MA
01002 or fax 413-549-

1038 or email

resumes@renii.ci im.

Movie Extras/Mixiels

tieedei.1. No cxp. required,

earn up to $50?-kW a

day. 1 -888-820-0167 ext.

U150

B,irtendei Trainees

Needed. $250.a^ a day

[Totenti.il. l.iKal positions.

1-8l\i 293-3985 CXI 516

!Bartending!$$250/dav

potential No exivrience

Nest. Tr.iining providevl.

l-8tX)-965-6520ext 162

FOR SALE

Cl.issK Siingcrl.ind IVum

Kit. B,iss pair Toms Snare

with Stand etc. Extra

Snare. Pair Zilgian cym-

bals with stand Tlirone

with brushes, sticks, etc

All in giHxl condition.

$450.aXVB/tH:<ill 253-

2967

Web Hosting

9.95/month PI IP

MySQL, Perl and more.

vvAVW. layfiv.com >'r

(413)253-1X151,

FURNITURE

Futon great condition

Thick Mattress $i.S().(K)

o/b/o KariSlyn@aol.com

INSTRU( TION

University Bartending

Classes Start Scxin 1 -WK)-

U-CAN MIX Call now

tor inlonnalion!!! Space

is limited www.universi-

tybarteniling.com

Private Boxing lj:ssons

w/rclired Pr» Djaia Buni-

piis. In Northampton. .'^84

- 1966 or visit www.vvcst-

ei-nmassK)Xintf.coin

Accepts all major civdit

cards.

SERVICES

Lcg.il Questions.' NX-c

ha\e answers. Student

Legal Services Office 9..i

('ampus Center. 545-

1995

.All Pigit.il PriKluttions

Pro Videography tor

Weddings, B,ir Mit:\ .ihs,

c:ommercial (508) 221-

8223

sw eeppKkei-#\ ahi h i.ci <m

Sheer Bliss Day Spa

Services l>xlv Siii^aring

(Waxing) for men and

women
Safe

*1 00' 'nN.miral

Effective 25 3-2 322

Pri-gnant.' Need help.'

Call Birthright ot

.^mheI^t ,irea tor free test-

ing .ind .wsistance. 549-

190(<

PRECNANCY TEST-

1N(^HI\' Testing. Birth

Control, ,111 d Emergency

Ciontntception.

.Atford.ibic ,ind confiden-

tial. Ta|vstr\ lle.ilth, 27

Pray Street, .Nmlurst

548-9992

TRAVEL

Spring Break '04 with

StudentCitv.com and

Maxim Magazine! Get

hix>kev.i up with Free

Trips, Cash, and VIP

Status .IS a C'.impus RepI

t^hiMse from 15 ot the

h(ittest destinations. l\>i)k

e,»rly for FREE MEALS,

FREE PRINKS .ind

1 50% Lwest Price

CHi.irantee! To reserve

online or view our Photo

C iallery, visit wwav

stiidenti.il\.com (»rC,ill 1-

888-SPRINC.BREAK!

SPRINC; BREAK
20tH! 13eaeh Lite Vac.i

lions! lam.iica. C'ancun.

,\capulc> 1. B.iham.is,

Flonda, Sell Trips, Fl^im

Cish, Travel Free! 'Cill

l-8cV-7H-6347 www,

K*achlifevacarions,com

SPRINCi BREAK
largest selei. t n 'ii i it

IVstin.itions, including

Cmisi's! lo,im Parties.

Free l>inks and Club

Admissions Rep

Positions and FREE

inps .Av.iil.ible

1-8CX1-2 3I-4386

www.FlpicureanT iurs,ci nn

TRAVEL

.A "Rcility" Spring Break

2a}4's H»)ttest Pnces

Bivik now ,, Free Trips,

Meals & P.irties

wwvs suivspliishti iurs,ct'm

or 1800-426-7710

A SPRING BREAKER
NEEOEn 20O4's Hottest

IVstinations iSi P.irties 2

free trips / high commis-

sions 15w sunsplash-

tourscr.m 18i.V-426-7710

WANTED

FXK.lX^NORSNEEFi-

EP, non-smokers. Ages

21-32. GencTous compen-

s.ition & expenses paid.

For more intorm.ition

cont.ict Rolxn Nichols,

Esci.( 78 1)769.69a\

RnKhoLs@gbnl.ivv.tKt,

w vv w.n '1

K

ri nii^.hoisesjj

torn.

Place your

c:l,tssificd .^d

in the Massachusetts

Daily t Ailleginn

Marketplace!

Just visit the

(Campus Center

Rasenient

or call

545-3500!
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Streak busters
UM ends 'Cats'

winning ways
By BobMcGdv-ern

I <)11K.IAN SlAK>

UMass

UNll
J_

In its last non-conference game of the season, the

Massachusetts mens soccer team gave Atlantic 10 oppo-

nents something to think ahout.

The Minutemen traveled to Durham. N.H. on

Satuidav. and squeaked by with a 1-0 victor\ over New

Hampsliire on a goal from Dan Colwell. With the victo-

ry. UMass rentains unbeaten over its last live contests.

Ihc w in snapped a 1 4-game home winning streak for

the Wildcats, the sixth longest streak in Division 1 men's

siKcer. Iionically The Maroon and White were the last

team to win in Durham, beating

UNH 2-0 back in 2001.

Mas,sachusetts head coach

Sam Koch ivcognized the diffi-

culty of playing in l^urham. The

MaiiHjii and While came away with the victory, but not

without playing one of its hardest contests of the season.

"Its a veo tough place to play," Koch said. "They were

tiivd up. playing at home and they had a very good

crowd."

Hie first half was a defensive struggle for both sides.

The Minutemen were outshot by the Wildcats 9-6 in the

peiiod. but neither squad was able to break the ice. The

UMass defense was once again stilling and shut down the

few attempts the Wildcat offense could muster.

"Delensi\ely we playc-d very well and ihats what we

needed to do to put ourselves in a good situation at hall-

time to be able to win the game in the second half," Koch

said.

Hie offensive production increased in the second halt,

but neither team could capitalize on their opportunities,

for UMass. Colwell and Ernie Billittier had several

attempts on goal but it wasn't until late in tfie hall that the

Maroon and White struck first.

Ihe duo of Billittier and Colwell connected for the

gantes only goal at the 74th minute of play Billittier

lobbetl ihe ball to Colwell who one-timed the ball past

UNH keeper. Brian Levey

l.eve\ had a caieer game with seven saves in the con-

test. Coiwell's goal was taken from five yards out on a

nearly uncontested shot, leaving Levey defenseless.

riie W ildcats had an opportunity to answer Coiwell's

goiti with lour minutes left in regulation. Nichola.s Mello

laced a shot on target nearly 30 yards away from goal that

skimmed the top crossbar, inches away from being the

equalizer. UM I wouldn't get another chance.

Koch had his defense geared for the long ball, as the

Wiklcats have had a tendency to create scoring attempts

from further down the lield than the Minutemen are used

to seeing.

"The\'re a very direct team. They put balls into the

lx)X," Koch said. 'They create havoc by hitting long balls

and looking for knockdovm, they are a hard team to play

against."

Lor the fifth straight game, the Maroon and White

outshot their opposition. UMass had 19 shots to the

Wildcats' 1 5, but only one made the difference.

Even though their shot count is high, the Minutemen

haven't been the most efficient team this season.

"We're outshooting the opponents so we re creating

Ihe Major League Baseball

Divisional Series at a glance

Iwo of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian's

brightest baseball minds were able to clear

their busy schedules to prognosticate Major

League Baseball's upcoming Division Series.

The following represents

their opinion, and is not

necessarily the opinion of

this newspaper or its edito-

rial board. Not that it mat-

ters; it's just baseball.

New York Yjukks v. MwNEBom

TUflNS

Moderator: Alright, we'll

open things up with a look

at the AL matchup between

the Yankees and Twins.

Mike MarzeUi: The

r.ERALim 1IN(;/0M.1BC.IAN

Continued on page 6

Jason Scudamore and the Minutemen snapped New Hampshire's 14-game home winning streak.

It was the sixth longest streak of its kind in the nation.

XC competes in byracuse
Men finish in fourth,

women in second

The men's and women's cross country teams finished fourth and second, respcctive-

l\, .It Syracuse's Orange InvitationaL

By Matt Barstow and Leah

Wyner
QlLlfCllAN CXJRRESPONDENTS

The Massachusetts men's cross

country team finished fourth out of

seven teams in Saturday's Orange

Classic Invitational, held in Syracnise.

N.Y
Delhi College won the meet with

55 points, upending second-place

Syracuse by four U Moyne College

finished third with 67 points, and the

Minutemen finished more than 30

points ahead of S. Rose, Binghamton

and Niagara, in its first ever Orange

Classic Invite.

Youth prevailed at the Orange

Classic, as freshman David Wishart of

Syracuse won the race with a time of

27:24. Wishart was one of eight

underclassmen to finish in the top- 10.

"It's hard to say what we expected

because we were unfamiliar with the

competition. This is the first time

we've been to this particular meet,

and 1 was surprised to see how close

the race turned out." UMass men's

coach Ken O'Brien said.

Sophomore Ryan Corbett and jun-

ior Andrew McCarron, who were act-

ing as captains for the race, finished

first and second among UMass scor-

ers, with times of 28:25 and 28:40

respectively.

"it was a tough five-mile course.

We ractxl on Drumlin Golf Course,

which is known for its hilly terrain.

We had some guys battling a flu this

past wwk. and I thought we held up

Maf2elli

well." O'Brien said. "Any loss of

strength from the flu would have

showed up when they had to dig

dowTi deep for an extra boost. It was-

n't bad during the week, but you never

know until you're under the gun."

The Minutemen raced as a team

for the first time this year, finishing

with four runners in the top 25, and

all runners within 29 places of each

other.

"We don't have one or two mnners

to necessarily win every race, but it's a

team game and when we finish as a

group we get good results. Our top

three runners. McCarron, I
Ryan |

Corbett and [Seanl Corbett all fin-

ished within 15 seconds of each

other," O'Brien said.

Freshman Michael Dulong fin-

ishcxl fourth for the Maroon and

White, with.il time of 29 minutes,

lunior Joshua Williams finished 1

1

seconds behind Dulong, followed by

juniors Matthew Thomas and

Matthew Clark who brought up the

rear for Minutemen scorers, with

times of 29:42 and 30:01 rcsptxtively.

"I'm impres.sed by the way we're

starting to come together as a team. 1

think this was our strongest meet, and

coming in second among the |4| D-l

teams, shows that we can compete.

"

O'Brien said.

The Ma.s,sachusetts women's

Cross-Country team competed in the

Orange Classic Invitational this past

Saturday. Binghamton won the meet

with 27 total points, and UMass

Continued on page 6

Yankees are considered by many to again be

the odds-on favorite in the American League,

but this is certainly the weakest Bomber team

in recent memory.

Matt Brady: Agreed, but the pitching staff

is definitely something to be reckoned with.

The Twinkles will surprise people once again.

Yankees fans are confident, but they should

remember what As fans saw last year.

Moderator: Arguably, neither one of these

teams is as strong as they were last year. Will

this be a battle of attrition?

Brady: 1 think the Twins

are better than they were

last year Sure the pitching

staff isn't what it used to be

with )oe Mays exploding,

but having Eric Milton back

should be huge. Shannon

Stewart was probably the

best deadline pickup. You

can see a difference in

Minnesota's swagger since

-^ they got him.

MarzeUi: Stewart has certainly been the

table-setter they've lacked, but without Torii

Hunter swinging a potent bat they wont put

the rurfe on the board that will be necessary to

get into New York's most glaring weakness:

the bullpen.

Moderator: So. series prediction?

MarzeUi: The Twinkles will steal one at the

expense of the Yankees 'pen, but that'll be all.

Yankees in four

Brady: If the T*'ins take one in New York,

it could be lights out. They won't, and the

Yankees will win in five

Oakumo Aimhks v. Boston Red Sox

Moderator: Sticking with the AL, we'll

move onto the other AL series, the Boston Red

Sox and Oakland Athletics.

MarzeUi: The Athletics save the Twins from

the distinction of "worst playoff-bound

offense," and without Mark Mulder their

pitching staff is Hudson and Zito and pray for

rain: they cannot take over a series without

their third thoroughbred. The Sox. on the

other hand, have pitching problems of their

own and must get quality starts across the

board. Offensively Boston must continue to do

as it has done all season long.

They should look for a split in Oakland

against Hudson and Zito and take their

chances with Derek Lowe regaining control of

the series in game three at Fenway.

Brady: The As offense is definitely weak,

but the big guns in the lineup have perked up

recently. Ted Lilly has been a bold, brash,

excellent number three for them, which is def-

^itely the stuff of playoff magic. Whoever

wins game one is definitely in the driver's seat,

as Hudson v. Pedro is definitely the marquee

matchup.
Moderator: Series predictions in this one?

MarzeUi: This series is going to come down

to each team's respective weaknesses. The A's

must get offensive production from a punch-

less lineup, and the Red Sox must get quality

work from their starters and a much-maiigned

bullpen. The Sox have the horses in the 'pen,

and they simply must perform. The A's, on the

other hand, are severely mediocre at the top

and bottom of their order Sox in five.

Brady: Pedro will take game one in an

"Instant Classic" and the Sox will bash

Oakland's pitching at Fenway to take it in four.

Atuhta Braves v. Chkaco Cws
Moderator: Moving on to the National

League, the East Champion Atlanta Braves

square off with the Chicago Cubs, kings of the

Central.

MarzeUi: You hear it all the time: "pitching

wins championships," and that's no different

here. The Cubbies have their ducks in a row,

starting with ace Kerry Wood in game one

against an up-and-down Greg Maddux. For

the Braves to win, they have to keep it a short

series. If they see Wood and Mark Prior twice,

they are out of luck.

Brady: Maybe three people will show up for

the games in Atlanta this year. Seriously, the

Braves are the NL version of the Red Sox with

a nasty offense, questionable starting pitching

and a woeful bullpen. Prior and Wood may be

the scariest one-two in the majors, but can

they handle the Braves' mighty bats?

Moderator: Prediction for this series?

MarzeUi: Good pitching always beats good

hitting, and the Cubs lineup rivals the A's and

the Twins for mediocrity, but don't ever dis-

count a Dusty Baker team in the playoffs. If

the Cubs swing the bats ~ at all - Dusty will

find a way to win. Cubs in four

Brady: My heart sides with the Cubs, and to

some extent so does my brain. Without |ohn

Smoltz, the Braves could be in serious trouble.

This is the only NL team that the Cubs really

matchup favorably against. The Cubbies will

fight nail and ttK)th and take it in five.

San Fmnosco GwNTS «. Flomm MUmjm
Moderator: Finally, in a story of a feel-good

wild card winner and the NL West's crown

jewel, the Marlins take on the Giants.

MarzeUi: "Trader lack" McKeon will have

his team, and his staH, ready to go, but noth-

ing will prepare any of them for facing Barry

Bonds on a playoff stage. A five-game series is

Continued on page 6
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GOP pushes $87 billion Iraq bill

By Alan FiUm
AstAx lAim Press

WASHINGTON - Republicans mus-

cled President Bushs $87 billion plan for

Iraq and Afghanistan through a Senate

committee Tbesday but signaled that they

may ultimately defy the White House and

structure some of the aid as a loan.

The Senate Appropriations Committee

approved the bill 29-0, with Democrats

reluctant to oppose a bill dominated by

funds for U.S. troops. But the unanimous

tally belied sharp partisan divisions over

$20.3 billion included for Iraqi recon-

struction, and the fight on the Senate floor

seems likely to last until after lawmakers

return from a Columbus Day recess in

mid -October.
With even OOP .senators flashing signs

of uncase over the Iraq rebuilding money,

the panel's chainnun said a bipartisan

compromise was being explored to pro-

vide some of the rebuilding assistance as

loans that Iraq eventually would have to

repay.

A compromise might be included when

Congress considers the bill in coming

weeks. It would envision that "jwrt of it

should be considered repayable when oil

comes out of the ground" in Iraq, said

Senate Appropriations Committee

Chaimian Ted Stevens. R Alaska.

Administration otlicials have opposed

strongly Iranslomiing the reconstruction

spending into loans. They say it would

make it harder lor Iraq's economy to grow

and would fuel Arab arguments that the

United States is inteiested chiefly in Iraqi

oil.

The willingness of some GOP lawmak-

ers to strike a deal, however, underscores

how effectively Democrats have turned

the plan's $20.3 billion for Iraqi recon-

struction into a political issue.

"We oughtn't be too fast to give away

$20 billion if we can find a way not to,"

said Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., who is up

for re-election next year.

Democrats have built their political

case, in part, by arguing that with record

federal deficits and a weak domestic econ-

omy. Americans should not foot the entire

cost of rebuilding a country with the

world's second largest oil reserves.

"The president squandered the good

will of our allies after Sept. 1 1 . and now
he is asking Congress to shovel money

into the hole he has dug for himself in the

international community." said Sen.

Robert Byrd of West Virginia, the

Appropriations panel's top Democrat.

By a party-line 15-14 vote, the com-

mittee rejected an amendment by Sen.

Byron Dorgan. D-N.D., to remove the

reconstruction money from the bill.

Dorgan's measure would have used Iraq's

potential future oil revenue to leverage

loans and other investments it could have

used for rebuilding in place of the $20.3

billion.

The panel also voted 15-14 against a

Byrd amendment that would have split

the rebuilding funds into a separate bill.

With support questionable for that por-

tion of Bush's request, the maneuver

could have dealt a fatal blow to the

money
By the same margin, the committee

killed a proposal by Byrd to erase provi-

sions giving Bush flexibility on precisely

how the $20.3 billion - and other por-

tions of the bill - would be spent. In one

of the few Democratic wins, the panel

accepted an amendment by Sen. Patrick

Leahy. D-Vt.. and others creating criminal

penalties for war profiteering in Iraq.

The faster the $20.3 billion is provid-

ed, the safer American soldiers there will

be. and the sooner they can get home.

Republicans said.

"Our troops become larger and larger

targets as more and more dissidents come

out into the streets as a result of living

conditions." Stevens said.

The overall bill mostly rubber-stamps

the request Bush announced Sept. 7.

Members of both parties are strongly

behind its $65.6 billion for U.S. military

operations in Iraq and Afghanistan during

the government's new budget year, which

begins Wednesday. Of that total, $51 bil-

lion for is for Iraq. $11 billion for

Afghanistan and the rest for Pentagon

efforts against terrorists elsewhere.

IMII \f nUOGAN/nX.LEr.lAN

Freedom Now!
Barry Crimniin.s. a nationally known political satirist and stand-up comic, speaks last night durinj; the 2003 ACLU

College Freedom Tour at Bowker Auditorium.

Bush raises reelection casti, assures

stability in Iraq and on home front

By Tc)M Raum
As,s«« lAiT-n Prkss

CHICAGO -^ President Bush pledged

to finish what his administration had

begun, both abroad and at home, as he

raised $5.3 million more for his re-elec-

tion campaign with visits to two electoral-

ly pivotal Midwestern industrial states.

Brushing aside rising Democratic ciiti-

cisin about his handling of the economy

and Iraq, the president told supporters on

Tuesday. "We're laying the foundations for

greater prosperity and economic vitality

and more jobs across America."

The president spoke following disap-

pointing reports on consumer confidence

and Midwest business activity.

Bush was traveling later trf Cincinnati

for another fund-rai.ser. and was expected

to have raised his campaign bank account

to more than $82 million by the day's end.

The $5.3 million take at the two events

was the most raised in one day since Bush

announced in May that he would seek

another term, according to a Bush-Cheney

'04 spokeswoman.

Together. Illinois and Ohio, two Rust

Bell industrial states, have lost 280.000

manufacturing jobs since Bush took

office.

"So long as anybody in America who

I liVKIh'-l'tHKMAK'N----

President Bush speaks at a Bush-Cheney 2004 campaign fudraising lunch-

eon in Chicago yesterday.

wants to work is looking for a job. I will

work hard to make conditions for eco-

nomic growth positive." Bush told about

1 .700 supporters at a hotel luncheon.

He also addressed business leaders at

the University of Chicago School of

Business.

Bush pressed ahead with his re-elec-

tion fund-raising tour in the face of slump-

ing job approval ratings and new ques-

tions about his administration's conduct

in nuiking its ca.se for war in Iraq.

Before leaving Washington, Bush

instructed his staff to cooperate with a

justice Department investigation into

whether the administration improperly

disclosed the name of a covert CIA officer

whose husband had criticized Bush's war

rationale.

"If there's a leak in my administration,

I want to know who it is," Bush told

reporters during a picture-taking session

with business leaders.

I'ariier, Bush did not mention the issue

in his speech at the fund-raising luncheon,

nor the demands from Democrats lor the

appointment of a special outside counsel

to investigate the leak.

But he did tell his audience that he and

GOP leaders such as House Speaker

Dennis Hasten. Rill., were working with

him to try "to get rid of this needless par-

tisan bickering that dominates the

Washington. D.C.. landscape and the zero

sum ix)litics of Washington."

Hasten introduced Bush at the lunch-

eon, calling the president "a man of his

word. He dcK's what he says regardless of

which way the political winds might be

blowing."

Bush acknowledged gloomy unem-

ployment statistics amid other signs of a

recovering cx-onomv.

But. he suggested the imiwci of the

two major tax cuts he pushed through

Congress would eventually help to lift the

overall economy.

"When Americans have more take-

Contlnued on page 3

Open forum yields

low student turnout

I Mil II l«l«rANAi.lLLFlilAN

Dennis Austin, co-chair ot the I'nsiJential Starch Coniniittcc. jxirticipates in yester-

day's open forum to discuss the search lor a ne« I 'Mass president.

By KiKHNtn Jfan-Nofi

(.:ol IH.IAS C'nKHOsruNlil NT

Despite light attendance at the

Presidential Search Committee's open

forum Tuesday afternoon, search com-

mittee members were encouraged by the

attendees, who each lent diflcrent per-

spectives to the search tor the next pres-

ident of the five-campus University of

Massachusetts system.

In opening the forum. Chancellor

)ohn Lombaidi joked that a smaller

room wasn t hooketl out ot Icar iif having

too great a turnout, so a hngci one was

booked to keep things manageable. But

even though about 40 people nestled

into the Student Union Ballroom, which

is capable of holding 500 people, many

felt the forum was a success.

"The questions and the comments

that were made by the people heie today

were very thougliitnl." sjijcl lohn

Armstrong, a

retired Vice

President for

Science and

Technology
for IBM. "I

would com-

ment on the

quality of the

turnout which

I would say

was very high.

1 had no idea

what the quantity should he so I was )xi

fectly .satisfied with the turnout,

'

Armstrong was one of tiM' search

committee membcis on the panel that

ran the forum.

Faculty, studcnis. Liiucisiiy staff and

even the Amherst Chamber of Commerce

were represented as concerns, sugges-

tions and opinions weie voiced.

"I don't feel connected to the prcsi

dent. I don't feel connected to the piesi-

dent's office." Student Government

Association president David Carr saiil.

He added that student ambivalence

toward the otiice. as ap|)arcm willi the

low student turnout at the loium. was

because "they just don't see it on a d.iily

basis."

Dennis Austin, co-chaii ol the scaivli

committee and director of state govern-

ment relations with Raytheon, explained

that "the president acts very similar to a

CEO of a major company. He oversees

up to a large part the central otIice and

the major duties that arc involved with

the governance. He assists the cliaiiccl

lors to do their jobs, and then his panic

ular job is to help them on the moie

functional issue of getting tliem funding

nationally anil within the state. ,\ lot ol

people wouldn't understand that, llic

students woultln'l undeisianil thai

because the) don't see the day to Ja\

activities that he has at the legislatuu- i-i

at the congress."

Austin addeil. "We've got ic ilo .\

much, much better job of publiciiy. not

only to our students, hut li> our alumni,

to the legislature and to the citizens of

Massachusetts. We haven't done that the

last couple of years. We get too much

into showmanship that Bill Cosby came

here or lack Welch came here."

Kd Cutting, a giaduale student in the

School of Education, cited giievanccs

about the costs of attending the >itaie s

flagship .Amherst campus and the possi

hility of the lutuie pivsidcnt looking !>

shift the flagship status to one of the um
versity system's easteni campuses

"I think the entiic Board |of Inisteesj

would agtee |thai the inove) would be

over my dead body." he said.

Of the rising costs i>l aliending the

University, Cutting said that the lutuie

piesiilein must understand that, "if the

public education in the Commonwealth
is not affordable, it is irrelevant." But

Cutting also admitted that balancing

costs and the academic integrity of the

University would be no easy proposition.

If UMass raises assistance with financial

aiil. Cutting said. "You'll ha\e a low

income ghetto."

Austin said that the student fee

increases made b\ the Board of Trustees

over the past year were to make sure that

91 pcicen»of current student aid need

was addressed.

In September. The Collegian reported

that costs v\ attending the University

woidd see a minimum $750 dollar

increase per semcstci' beginning in the

spring of 2004. This was done to count-

er a $21 million cut to the university

budget, allowing the University to

recoup nearly $18 million.

LUtimaieK. the consensus was that a

future presi-

dent would
have to be

able to bear

many trying

moments in

balancing
educational

e \ c e 1 1 e ti c e

and issues of

diversity,
along with

fiscal issues -

paiiicularly stale funding.

riie Board of Trustees and the presi-

tlciil's office "iiavc to be advocates for

tlie system." \ustin said, "but the prob-

lem is while we are lobbying for you.

there are others |also lobbyingl"

R, William Funk, a consultant of

Korn/lerry International, which was

hiied to assist in the piesidenlial seaich.

spoke about the difficulty he faces in

recruiting a canditlate for the post ol

president amidst the university system's

cuirenl budget issues.

"For those who live here and heat

that ail the lime, it becomes a bigger

issue in tlie minds oi many people, but

coming from the outside as I do. the

good news, if you can call it good news.

is that state resources are very limited

and have been curtailed... across the

country. So in that regard, our challenge

is not diftcieiii than any place else."

rhe seaich conmiitlee encoutaged

those aware of the search for the future

jMcsidcnt to contact their offices with

suggestions for candidates.

(( I don't feel connected

to ttie president. I don't feel

connected to the president's

office. ^ f
-David Carr,

Student Government

Association president
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1-A Auto, Inc.

Alexander, Aronson, Finning

American Express Financial

American Express Tax &

Business

BDO Seidman

Becker Conviser

The Boston Beer Company
Cambridge Associates

Deloitte & Touche

Decathlon Sports USA
Enterprise Rent-a- Car

Ercolini & Co.

Ernst & Young

Feeley &Driscoll

Ferguson Enterprises

Filenes

Follett Higher Education

Group

Frito-Lay

General Dynamics

General Electric

Hannaford

Hertz Corporation

Hiico Appraisal Services

Huron Consulting

Internal Revenue Services

Investors Bank & Trust

J.C. Penney

Jeld - Wen
Johnson & Johnson

KB Toys

Kmart Corporation

Kohl's Department Stores

KPMG LLP

Liberty Mutual

Maxim Healthcare Services

Moore Wallace North

America

Moriarty & Primack

Morris & Morris

Needel, Welch & Stone

Northwestern Mutual

O'Connor & Drew

One-Stop Business Center

The Pepsi Bottling Group

PETsMART
PricewaterhouseCoopers

Putnam Investments

Raytheon Company
The Sherwin-Williams

Company
Staples

Stop & Shop Company

Sun Life Financial

Target Stores

TJX Companies

Travelers

United Technologies

U.S. Marine Corps

Vitale. Caturano & Co.

Waddell & Reed

Walgreens

Wells Fargo Financial

Wolf & Company
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you moot; (2) Drwaa appropriately if poaalbla. This moans tia and (ackat for man; dress or blouao

and skirt for woman. (3) Spaak with corporate representatives of interest to you arid ask for a busi-

ness card, if available

Career Services hosts

engineering job fair
Today, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

in the Campus Center Auditorium,

the Career Services Office at the

University of Massachusetts at

Amherst will host more than 40

employers at its annual Career

Fair.

Com|AinJes attending the event

will be looking to fill both co-op

and full time positions with engi-

neering and computer science

majors. Employers participating in

the career fair include General

Electric, Microsoft, Texas

instruments. Inc., Raytheon

Company, Gillette Company,

Liberty Mutual and Shawmut
Design and Construction. In addi-

tion, the U.S. Coast Guard and the

U.S. Department of Energy will be

present.

In a recent press release, Tina

Acker, the Associate Director and

Career Fair coordinator stated that

the career fair is not only useful for

the prepared individual who
knows what he or she is seeking,

but also for the person who wants

to browse what kinds of jobs exist

for new technology graduates.

Career Services is designed to

help students and alumni identify

and pursue satisfying careers

through a variety of programs and

services. They frequently offer pro-

grams like the Annual Engineering

Career Fair to assist employers

who are seeking talented students

or alumni.

For a complete listing of the

employers who have registered for

the fair visit the career fair web-

site. For more information on the

career fair, contact the Career

Services Office at 545-2224.

On the Net; http://www-

ccn.acad.umass.edu.

- Fenon Salniker
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Bush raises campaign funds

Continued from page 1

home pay to spend, save or invest,

the whole economy grows, and

more people are likely to find a

job," he said.

Earlier Tuesday, the New York-

based Conference lioard reported

that consumer confidence, which

had rebounded in August, look a

bigger than expected drop in

September due to the sluggish job

market.

Also, the Purchasing Manage-

ment Association of Chicago said

its index of area business activity

fell sharply in September

Outside the Chicago hotel,

about 80 demonstrators protested

the war in Iraq.

On Iraq, Bush said, "Saddam

holdouts and foreign terrorists are

desperately trying to throw Iraq

into chaos by attacking coalition

forces and aid workers and inno-

cent Iraqis." "This collection of

killers is trying to shake the will of

America and the civilized world.

But America will not be intimidat-

ed," he said. "We will finish what

we have begun and win this essen-

tial victory in the war on terror"
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held every Monday
at 6 p.m. New

writers welcomed.

Weekly Calendar—oi-events
Compiled by Sara-Megan Walsh

Wednesday^ S a t u r d a y\A

The Isenberg School of Management will host its

Annual Career Fair from 12 to 5 p.m. at the Mullins

Center Doors will open at 1 1 a.m. For turttier infor-

mation, call 413-545-3001.

FrecHl^ch of Dicut, Inc. will host a chemistry

seminar (iHtitled, "The Tortured Landscape of

Interferfihdb Design for Chemical Prediction" at

Mount Holyoke College. The Seminar will begin at 4

p.m. In Cleveland LI

.

As part of the Faculty Colloquium Series, profes-

sor Catherine Sanderson of the psychology depart-

ment will give a lecture at Amherst College entitled,

"Why I'm Not As Thin As You Think I Am: The Role of

Norm Misperception in Fostering Disordered

Eating." The lecture will begin at 4:30 p.m. in Porter

Lounge of Converse Hall.

Smith College will host the First Annual

Symposium in Plant Biology from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30

p.m. in McConnell Auditorium. The event will fea-

ture lectures on various areas of plant biology.

The first session of the Princeton R«w»ew LSAT

preparation course will meet at 6:30 p.m. at UMass.

The course will be run every Tbesday through

December 2. Those interested can call 800-

2REVIEW or register through www.princetonere-

view.com. Class size is limited.

At 11 p.m., Mount Holyoke College invites all to

come listen and dance to soca, hip-hop, R & 8 and

reggae music at the Betty Shabazz House.

Admission is $5.

At 5 p.m., Hillel House's Hebrew Speaking

Group, Sababa, will host their first gathering.

Sababa offers students the opportunity to practice

their Hebrew without judgment, as well as dis-

cussing Israeli music, culture and film.

T h u r s d a y

S u n d a y\5

All are invited to an African-American worship

service, followed by a fellowship dinner at Amherst

College. The event will take place at 1 p.m. in

Chapin Chapel. For more information call 413-542-

8489.

The German department will show Die

Abenteuer des Barons Miinchhausen (The

Adventures of Baron Miinchhausen) at 4 p.m. and at

7 p.m. as part of its Fall Film Series at Amherst

College in the Stirn Auditorium.

At 4:30 p.m., painter Joseph Ablow will speak

about his faculty exhibit which is titled "Joseph

Ablow: A Retrospective." The lecture will occur in

115 Fayerweather inside of Pruyne Lecture Hall at

Amherst College.

Professor Harold Metcalf of SUNY-Stonybrook

will give a lecture titled "New Kinds of Optical

Forces for Atom Manipulation." The lecture will take

place at Amherst College at 4:45 p.m. in Merrill 3.

At 8 p.m., the UMass Visiting Writer's Series

presents a poetry reading by Lavan Younger Poet

Award winner, Pete Grizzi, author of "Artificial

Heart" and "Periplum." His most recent book pub-

lished is entitled "Some Values of Landscape and

Weather." The reading will take place in Memorial

Hall at UMass.

a

Mount Holyoke College's Film Board will be

showing "Charlie's Angels: Full Throttle" in Dwight

101 at 7 p.m. Admission is $2.

The Middle East Festival of the Arts kicks off on

the UMass campus with a women only dance work-

shop entitled, "HAFLI: Women Dances from the Gulf

and Saudi Regions" in Bowker Auditorium at 5:30

p.m. Participants will be introduced to dimensions

of the life of women and dance expression in the

Middle East. Admission is free for UMass students

and tickets from Tix Unlimited are available for $5

for other five college students and $10 for adults.

At 6:30 p.m., the event will continue with a feast

of Middle Eastern foods available. The feast will be

followed by a musical concert at 8 p.m. that will

feature Arab and American musicians in a Middle

Eastern Fashion and Dance show. Tickets for the

second portion of the events run $15 for adults and

$7 for five college students.

M o n d a y\id

For Yom Kippur, Hillel House will host events

from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Student Union

Ballroom at UMass. The service will start at 10 a.m.

followed by the Book of Jonah at 3 p.m., then

Tshuvah Exercises at 4 p.m. and Mincha and Neilah

will be at 5:30 p.m. Those seeking information can

contact Hillel House at 413-549-1710.

Woojin Kim will present an entomology seminar

entitled "Genome analysis of Hz-2V, a virus that

causes sterility in the corn earworm moth" in the

Alexander Conference Room on the second floor of

Fernald Hall. The seminar will be held at 3:30 p.m.

Tuesday
At 12:30 p.m.. Smith College will host "Music in

the Noon Hour" at the Sweeney Concert Hall. The

show will feature duet sopranos Jane Bryden and

Kristen Carmichael-Bowers along with Clifton J.

Noble on piano. They will be performing various

works of Purcell, Brahms and Schumann.

John Dobson, creator of the Dobsonian tele-

scope mount and co-founder of the Sidewalk

Astronomers organization, will host "A Sidewalk

Lecture on Astronomy" at 7 p.m. in Franklin

Patterson Hall of Hampshire College. Dobson will

discuss some of his own unorthodox theories on

cosmology.

Susanne Zwingel, a political scientist from

Bochum, Germany, will be sharing her research in

international relations, international law, and

human rights in a lecture titled "International

Women's Rights and Domestic Change" at Smith

College.

The lecture will take place in the Wright Hall

Common Room at 7 p.m. This event is co-spon-

sored by The Sierra Club and the Smith College

project on women and social change.

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions,

complete all scheduled tests, and do your homework.

If your score doesn't improve on test day from your

Kaplan diagnostic or a prior official test score, you

can choose to repeat our program for free or get a

full refund of your tuition.'* It's that simple.

World Leader In Test Prep and Admissions

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

•Test names are registeted trademarks o! iHeu 'tw' ' ' (iwer^

•To be eligible for this offer, you must be eniolled in Kaplan's full classroom, tutoring, or

online courses. In addition, you snust pre^r •
: .

' vour official score report and your

course materials within 90 days.
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Homophobia in the sports

world: Ed Gray comes out

1

Ed Gray, sportswriter for the Boston Herald,

announced in his column yesterday tKat he is gay.

Gray said that he finally decided to come out

becaase he was tired of the "unabashed homo-

phobia" that is tolerated in the world of profes-

sional sports, and he is hoping that his announce-

ment will help people to reconsider their mind-

sets.

It is a bold and admirable move that Gray has

made; very few sportswriters are open about their

sexuality, partly because appearing macho is such

an important part of professional sports. But this

is one of the stereotypes that Gray is hoping to

put to rest: a gay sports writer or athlete can be

just as masculine as a straight one. Not all gay

men are Robin Williams in the "Birdcage" or lack

from "Will & Grace." and the sooner people start

to realize that, the sooner more people will feel

comfortable about their sexuality, no matter what

field they work in.

Another thing that makes coming out

extremely intimidating to anyone involved in

sports is the attitude taken by most athletes and

coaches. Homophobia runs rampant and anti-gay

comments and slurs are often permitted without

any reprimanding. This is another thing that Gray

would like to put a stop to. He wants the "mujor

league sports |to| address the issue of homopho-

bia and people who make overt homophobic

remarks or actions |to| be held accountable."

With his column. Gray has taken a courageous

stand that will hopefully inspire others to follow.

The more people that speak out, the more the feay

community will benefit, and it is commendable

that Gray was willing to be one of the first in the

sports arena.

The reaction to Gray's annoutKcmenf remairw

to be seen. He is supported by his editor and fel-

low workers at the Herald, but the larger picture

is still unclear Gray's column is fairly popular,

and one would hope that his coming out will not

change that. But there are many, especially in the

world of professional sports, who may be turned

off. not only by Gray's sexuality, but also by his

desire to be open about it. There are many who

will think that if he kept quiet about it, no one

would care.

But the point is that no one should have to

hide who they are in order to be accepted. No one

should have to keep quiet just so that other peo-

ple won't feel uncomfortable. The problem is not

with those who come out, but with those who

experience the discomfort. People are people,

whether they are tall, short, black, white, gay or

straight And we, at the Collegian, would like to

congratulate Ed Gray for attempting to help peo-

ple to realize that.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board

information from the Associated Press was

used in this article.

Guns don't kill children
Children kill children. Is that

how the popular saying goes'.' It

seems after this past week that

gun enthusiasts may need to

revamp their sarcastic mantra

"Guns don't kill people, people

kill people" to the prior

mentioned slogan.

Shocked are you,

possibly a little taken
^^"'

aback by this'.' Well so was I

when last week in Landover,

Md. a 4-year-old boy happened

upon a loaded gun and subse-

quently shot and killed his 5-

year-old sister, also wounding

his 7-year-old brother, when the

three children were left home

alone. Take a moment to let

that really sink in. Once you do,

you might realize that the impli-

cations of something this unbe-

lievable go slightly beyond the

initial disgust we all feel

towards their neglectful par-

ents.

For me the first thing that

crossed my mind when learning

of this was sheer outrage over

what kind of terrible people

would leave their barely adoles-

cent children home alone. Then

further outrage over the fact

that these people left a loaded

gun in enough of a conspicuous

area for their children to find

and fire it.

Yet when the question is

raised as to who is at fault. I

would have to answer that the

parents are those who should

be held directly responsible.

Their negligence is totally inex-

cusable, and although I'm sure

they will be tried and punished,

the problem does not stop

there. That is the problem: it

neither stops with their being

brought to justice nor it did it

begin with their 4-year-old

pulling the trigger of a gun. The

reality of the matter is if it

weren't for the loose gun con-

trol laws in this country, such a

Ollieism: a new philosophy
This is a tribute to my friend

Ollie. Now. most of you are

wondering, great, another bor-

ing article about some-

thing pointless. Where- n..

as this may he true, ask

yourself, when have

you read anything worthwhile

in the past two weeks? It cer-

tainly hasn't been in that "Text

Wrestling" book of yours. So

let's get started.

First off. the reason behind

this article is that Ollie is one

of the most interesting, prepos-

terous, borderline insane peo-

ple I know. His collegiate wis-

dom, philosophies and insight

in the human experience and

moral standards are enough to

be the foundation of his own
religion: Ollieism.

Now besides his forthright-

ness and saturated self-confi-

dence, Ollie makes sure that

his presence is known. Not

simply by walking up to a

stranger at a party with extend-

ed hand and greeting smile, but

by carrying around a legal pad

and writing personalized notes

to the person he is meeting.

"To Katie, I'm Ollie. Love

Ollie." read one of these letters

that he used to seal a lasting

impression on an unsuspecting

freshman.

For his friends, a more sin-

cere and kind voice is ascribed

in his notes. "Glenn, you are an

attractive collegiate male that

has the world in his hands.

Choose. Choose wisely."

This gets into one of his

main creeds - the aspect of

"choosing" basically, the

belief that one can simply

choose their path in life and

any detail within that path. For

instance, you can choose to feel

sick, or not. You can choose to

ask that cute person across the

bar on a date, or slip them a 20

and hope they go with you any-

way.

that

feder

Its a watered down version

of a black or white principle

makes Ollie happy to

know he can choose

his own destiny and

control anything that
^ crosses his path. This

may sound obsessive, but it

simply means taking things as

they come, a quality in life that

most people could abide by

since it helps the more control-

ling to let go and relax, even

though one can say that some

situations get so completely out

of control that merely choosing

one option to another is ludi-

crous. However, you can break

that situation into smaller more
manageable parts to choose

your way to a positive remedy.

His collegiate wis-

dom, philosophies

and insight in the

human experience

and moral stan-

dards are enough

to be the founda-

tion of his own reli-

gion: Ollieism.

Ollie enjoys life, and living

it as well. Ask his friends about

his personality, and all you will

hear is praise for his positive,

comical, devil-may-care atti-

tude. Wherever he goes, it's

always with a Cheshire grin

plastered on his face. His loud,

audacious voice can be heard

echoing off the Franklin DCs
walls or bellowing through the

concourse of the Campus
Center

He is an unselfish person in

a selfish world, always going

out of his way to greet all his

friends and make sure their day

tragedy would never have

occurred at all. From this, the

only conclusion that 1 can reach

is that the system itself is

innately flawed.

The Second Amendment is

incredibly controver-

,,..... sial. Gun advocates
tli;abelll tailei often cite the Second
^^^^"^^ Amendment making

the argument that they have the

implicit right to defend them-

selves and their homes by bear-

ing arms. They lead you to

believe that if the Constitution

says they can have their guns,

then damn it all to hell if in

these changing times, such an

amendment has become obso-

lete and unrealistic in the high

tech violence-laden age that we

live in today.

Hie reality of the

matter is if it

weren't for the

loose gun control

laws in this coun-

try, such a tragedy

would never have

occured at all.

Yes, people have the right to

defend their homes, but with

things such as security systems,

locks and 911. In reality, no one

other than the police (you

know, those professionals who
are tested and trained before

they receive their firearms)

needs or requires a handgun or

an assault weapon. Quite

frankly, I do not understand

why the common man or

woman really needs a gun of

any kind other than a hunting

rifle that should be too massive

for a child to operate anyway. It

seems to me that even with the

gun control laws we have, such

events as the tragedy in

Landover will only continue

happening so long as handguns

and assault weapons are legal in

this country.

My major argument is that

the right to bear arms was given

to the citizens of this country

200 years ago, when this coun-

try was in its infancy. Without

an organized police force or a

united standing military, it was

necessary for the people of

colonial times to form militias

and bear arms. Yet. as we can

see with a military budget that's

greater than the GNP of most

small countries, and with police

forces that haunt us at every

party we go to and every red

light we run, there is no longer

a shortage of people who are

trained to protect us.

So I say that it's about time

that our legislators stopped

catering to organizations such

as the NRA and lunatics like

Charlton Heston (Not from my
cold dead hand? Seek help Mr
Heston). Rather, they should

start stepping up and start pro-

tecting our nation's children as

well as other innocents from

becoming victims of gun vio-

lence.

Quite simply if there had not

been a gun in that house, the 4-

year old boy from Landover

would not have to be labeled a

murderer for the rest of his life,

and his 5-year-old sister would

not be resting in a grave. No
one, 1 repeat no one, needs or

requires a firearm that has the

implicit purpose of killing

another human being. So, if you

want protection, go get a guard

dog and an electric fence, not a

gun that could accidentally kill

me.
Elizabeth Carter is a

Collegian columnist.

It's,the only way out

YoDsel

Wunayyer

is going as well as his. With a

hearty handshake and a drink

extended to you, Ollie knows a

good time.

Delve deeper into the Zen

of Ollie, and you will find a

sense of humor unrivaled by

many. For example. Ollie's

dorm number is similar to the

Domino's Pizza number. So

when careless students neglect

to press nine before dialing

Domino's number, they happen

upon Ollie's phone. Instead of

Ollie explaining their error, he

takes the order pretending to

be the pizza establishment's

delivery person. When the stu-

dent calls back wondering

where their pizza is, Ollie con-

tinues with the ruse assuring

them that it is on the way. Now
this may seem cruel, but under-

stand that anyone's patience

would be wearing thin after the

30th late night pizza order, so

you need to entertain yourself

somehow.
For those of you who have

read this and don't know Ollie.

I'd like to apologize for the

absurdity of this article. It's one

giant inside joke and most like-

ly left people confused and

feeling like someone just

punched them in the face. But

consider the humor in the fact

that I just wrote an article on

one of my friends amidst the

ones about war, politics, and

other observations.

What does this matter, you

may be wondering. Well, in

explaining my man Ollie to

you, hopefully you've won-
dered what aspects of Ollie do

you exhibit as well. Or maybe
you've learned something
about yourself. So when con-

fronted by those hard to

answer questions, just ask

yourself: "What would Ollie

do?"
Ben Feder is a Collegian

columnist.

Last week, the Palestinian

cause and the world lost a great

intellectual mind. Edward Said,

the renowned advocate for the

Palestinian cause. Professor at

Columbia University, and

author of the influential

"Orientalism", passed away at

the age of 67. I need not, nor

have the space to. give a synop-

sis of the accomplishments the

Palestinian scholar has

achieved. Rather, my focus is on another issue

that Professor Said was known for, his opposi-

tion to the two-state solution. In "Power. Politics

and Culture," he says "the only conclusion to be

drawn from this is to devise a means where the

two peoples can live together in one nation as

equals, not master and slave, which is the cur-

rent situation."

Growing up as a Palestinian child, you are

most likely surrounded with the conflict in one

way or the other When you hear about all the

troubles and irresolvable quarrels, you may tend

to think, "can't we all just get along?" This

thought constantly crossed my mind during

childhood.

Now I revert to that mentality but for a differ-

ent reason. What we need to realize is that a one-

state solution will work not because everyone is

jumping at the chance to have a neighbor who

they have been fighting for the past 50 years, but

rather because there is simply no other workable

solution.

Critics may still argue that a two state solution

is still possible. 1 disagree completely. This rosy

idea of two states living side-by-side in peace will

never happen. This is not pessimism; this is real-

ism. For a two-state solution to be considered,

you would need to be working with two states.

But the American and Israeli conception of the

"state" that the Palestinians would have is the

main reason why the solution will not work.

Last semester, Dennis Ross spoke to an audi-

ence here at the University of Massachusetts

regarding his work as an ambassador and media-

tor between both parties under the Clinton

administration. After his lecture and joke of a

question-and-answer session, he exited the build-

ing.

This is when I had a chance to catch up with

him and ask him the questions he didn't want to

answer in front of the audience he was catering

to. On our walk, we discussed what type of

"state" the Palestinians would have. Well, the

idea he described was not a "state" at all. In fact,

he told me that the Palestinians could never have

complete sovereignty over their land and air

space, could never have armed forces and could

never have full control over their own borders.

So basically, the Palestinians would have the

rights to collect faxes and clean the sewers of the

spotted territories they would control within the

West Bank and Gaza. This is why the two-state

solution won't work, because it doesn't deal with

the ideal outcome of two states. Rather, it deals

with Israel and a fenced-in meaningless mass of

Palestinians.

After expressing my disgust to Ambassador

Ross about the situation, we went in separate

directions and from that point on, I understood

that the inclination I had about the need for a

one-state solution was the only viable option.

Israel now has under its control approximate-

ly 8 million people, half of which are

Palestinians. The vast majorities are living under

Israeli occupation and have no voice in the gov-

ernment. The booming population of

Palestinians under Israeli occupation is leading

to a problem which Thomas Friedman called the

"end of the Jewish Democracy."

The situation now is not only undemocratic

and unjust, but is further perpetuating the cycle

of violence. From its beginning, the state of

Israel has demanded its right to exist on the

premise that there needs to be a national home-

land for the lewish people. However, as history

has shown us. Israel has only existed in the

Middle East and continues to exist there with the

constant use of force because it is a foreign enti-

ty to the region. Before the ideology of lewish

nationalism came to the Middle East, Palestine

was a homeland to Arabs, some of which were

Christians and some of which were jews. They

had no problem living together They went to

school together, shopped at each other's stores,

and went on with life.

However, once the ideology of Jewish nation-

alism was forced upon the land through the

influx of European lewish immigrants, the reli-

gious divide was invoked. Suddenly, after the

creation of the state of Israel, identification

cards marked you as Christian, Muslim or |ew.

The Arab and Palestinian identity was forced

into disappearance.

Honestly, what need is there for the land to

have a purely lewish character? Why can't a sec-

ular bi-national country exist governed demo-

cratically by the people who live on it? Who
cares if a different flag flies over the land as long

as all people have the right to live on the same

land in which their ancestors have been buried

for centuries? That is true nationalism, not some

colorful banner reminding us that we are differ-

ent, but a connection to the land that reminds us

that we are the same.

The argument that a national "lewish" home-

land is necessary is no longer as powerful as it

was directly after World War II. Am I to believe

that such homeland is necessary for those fleeing

genocidal persecution today in the 21st century?

Palestine/Israel is not some remote African

nation that we. in the west, tend to ignore when
genocide is occurring; rather, it is the most

watched conflict in the world. Also, if a solution

to the conflict is finally at hand, every leader,

NGO, nation, and citizen will be watching to

make sure everyone is on his or her best behav-

ior so that this conflict stays resolved. The geno-

cides of the 20th century have opened the eyes of

the world.

The one-state solution solves the conflict and

is only opposed by radical petty arguments that

no longer are relevant in the world we live in

today. The ideology of zealous nationalism and

religious national identification is a phase that is

passing, and has to be for the world to logically

progress. The one-state solution will work
because it has to; honestly, it's the only way out.

Yousef Munayyer is a Collegian columnist.

www.dailycollegian.com
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An honest

look into

Hollywood
Welcome to the inaugural edi-

tion of "Ask lohnny," a biweekly

forum for curious moviegoers who
want to know anything (within

reason) about movies. This is your

chance to find out the name of that

A I 1 u movie you
Ask Johnny saw over the

Johnny Donaldson l-Xt:ol
acts the way it does and why do 1

review movies. It's anything you

want. If you have a question, just

email askthecritic@yahoo.com.

Please do not send comments -

positive or negative - about any

review that runs in the paper; just

send your questions and marriage

proposals please.

Why does Hollywood keep

making so many Freddy

Krueger movies? - c^m

It's all about the marketplace,

Cameron. Hollywood wholeheart-

edly believes that old "Field of

Dreams" chestnut that says if you

build it they will come, and when

audiences flock to a movie en

masse the first thought is to give it

a sequel. The success of the recent

"Freddy vs. |ason" movies ($80

million and counting) practically

ensures that there will be another

one, mainly because Hollywood

executives think that initial mone-

tary success means immediate

audience loyalty (which is hardly

the case - no one wanted to see

"Tomb Raider 2," after all.) It also,

helps that these kinds of horror

movies are often cheap and easy to

make (which goes along to explain

why they are as slapdash as they

are ubiquitous.)

What's your favowt^ mowe?
- herron

Wow, Ferron, thanks for giving

me such a hard question right off

the bat. Since there are literally

tho^safds'^ o( movies e>(lsti^g jn

sortie form since the advent of cin-

ema, it would take me eons just to

parse the list down to one singular

achievement. At the risk of losing

my license in the movie critic's

club, I'll have to say the movie that

brings me the most joy when see-

ing it has to be "Tremors." the

1990 Kevin Bacon homage to '50s

giant monster flicks, about very

large, very carnivorous worms liv-

ing under the Nevada desert. It

isn't great moviemaking, but it

does exactly what a movie should

do and make you forget about

everything except the movie itself.

johnny Donaldson is a

Collegian columnist.
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iti^it<Mt from all over

_j popuiarity of this art

^ J incroftwd steadily over

ipouph years, likely due to the

I of artists coming from
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pKUtt^ college students are in the

„ ate of this rich, cultural activ-

; k) within walking distance from

, The Gallery Walk is an exciting

through a series of diverse

^ along South Pleasant Street,

I Street and the roads of Amherst

. Thle event offers the public a

1 to step inside the galleries and
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I iatiovatkms of the 21st centu-
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m will be present for the opcn-

r reception at cadi of the partic-

j locations to greet patrons
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^pieces. The evening will
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wiite and Hght
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Museum
I tut enthusiasts

jcam TVWKWO opened Gallery A3 in

2001 after the events of Sept. 11. The

three featured artists this month are

Helena IDooley, whose show will consist

<rf large duckie paintings contrasted with

glittery paintings on glass which she has

entitled "Breakable Rules for Behavior."

Tom Morton, with a focus on using mate-

rials he found, such as dirt, leaves, flow-

ers, beans, rice and paint, has created an

anticipated floor piece accompanied by

the audio recording of loons chirping.

Lastly, Guru Karam Singh Khalsa will

round out the feathery theme with his

depiction of mixed media paintings of fly-

ing birds and winged figures at night.

Alfredo's Photographic Gallery

This month, the photographs of the

Dutch photographer Peter van Bolhuis

will be featured. This exhibit includes

aerial pieces of locations including the

Dutch lowlands and Cape Cod. The

University of Massachusetts Department

of Landscape Architecture and Regional

Planning has worked in cooperation to

complete the feature piece entitled

"Grace to Water"

Burnett Gallery

.-,1^*19^* Located inside the {ones Library on 43

Andty St., the Burnett Gallery will fea-

ture two •howB of new work by artists

Mitflaae Rye and Chet Cramer. Rye's"""**"
! Immensities" and

f rUx paper and

ntings and

Art^"
Fiber is the

medium of expression

among the artists fea-

tured each month in The

Fiber Art Center located

along South Plea.sant Street.

This month the exhibition is

titled "Felt So Good" and was put

together by inteniatiorxaliy

acclaimed feh artist, teacher and

Northampton resident Beth Beebe.

Sculptures and two-dimensional

pieces resembling paintings have been

made out of wool material, which hfi^

been moistened, soaked and heated.

Mead Museum

Thirteen artists will be included in the

Mead Museum show titled "Off the

Beaten Track: Contemporary Mind-

scapes." A series of landscape paintings

will examine land, city and dieamscapes

of the modem era. The Mead Museum is

located at Amherst College

R. Mlchelson Galleries

R. Michclson Galleries located at

25 South Pleasant St. will feature

new miniature oil paintings by

Richard Baldwin this month.

Baldwin's paintings we of local

land.scapes. detailed objects

and strange circumstances.

The R. Michclson Gallery

typically shows Realist

works and has anoth-

er location in

Nortliarapton.

Local
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Underworld resurrects rock and roll

Soundtrack boasts classic gothic sound

By TlMtTTKV GABRIELE

ti)LLEC.lAN ti>RRE.SI><)NI>ENT

Sometime shortly after April 20, 1999, being goth

became not only grounds for social ostracization. but

suspension from high school. Trenchcoats wca- indica-

tive of involvement in dangerous mafias. KMFDM
quotes in your profile were secretly placed in FBI files

around the globe.

All ambiguous poetry censored, trenchcoats were

locked away and part of the culture's inno-

cence was gone. Most of the excommunicated

goths turned to a place even darker than the

brutal confine.=^ of the industrial revolution -

techno.

Some people, like Danny Lohner, the live

guitarist for Nine Inch Nails and mastemiind

behind the historically underpromoted

"Underworld Soundtrack." never left their trail

of tears too far in the past. As producer and

composer of several of the film's incidental

pieces, Lohner hammered together a motley lot
^

of celebrity friends to produce what could have

been a cutting edge lineup - in 1996. This whole proj-

ect, despite appearances by contemporary talent like the

Diliinger Escape Plan and the Icarus Line, smells like a

love letter to people whose major purchases in the past

five years have been any Maynand lames Keenan project

and the last appropriate NIN release in 1999.

The movie itself is being promoted as combining

equal elements of The Matrix, The Crow and Blade for

two hours of nauseating music video editing and an

unsurprising amount of style over substance. F^ch of

those three films had their respective soundtracks

scrambled together from the hip music of the day and

the Underworld soundtrack is no different.

It's a surprisingly low-key affair though. Sun;, there's

a gtxxi deal of energetic material here, but the latter half

especially sinks into the more ethereal piano-led gothic

territory. It's hard to imagine a pre-certified blockbuster

like Underworld eliciting so many somber moments

(espt\;ially without falling into a pit of Keanu-style awk-

wardness). Still, big names and relative unknowns alike

till the grave, as one of the two A Perfect Circle remixes

exclaims, of 4AD artists like Dead Can Dance and This

Mortal Coil.

Speaking of graves. Helmet's Page Hamilton, a C row

stmndtrack alumni, reappears after years of inactivity

with a solo effort called "Throwing Punches." It's unfor-

mnate that these petty jabs don't compare at all to the

better works of Helmet, Hamilton's a dinosaur here.

Various artists,

including

Maynard

James Keenan

'Underworld'

Soundtrack

laJteshore

croaking through dirty 5:4 and elsewisc-odd tempo hits

of guitar This proves he has not followed much music

since Helmet's temble 1997 album "Afterta.ste" almost

completely overturned the band's solid reputation. In

fact, this song belongs back on that album, vying for

space alongside the other nu metal throwaways.

Hamilttni's foreed staccato sounds are nothing more

than a pale imitation of his fomier self. His new band

gluts out such a predictable footnote that it kind of

sounds like a Midwestem garage band who downloaded

a Helmet mp3 and then immediately decided to

^^m steal some ideas for their new RO.D cover

band.

Then there are the collaborations. The album

starts with a spanking-new track by The

Damning Well, another name for the so-called

synergy of Filter's Richard Patrick and Wes

Borland, fonnerly of Limp Bizkit. Has-beens?

Not necessarily so.

It's got all the trappings of what churned the

stomachs of hardcore industrial fans when the

genre went pop in the mid '90s, though: that

sweltering and melodramatic chorus, the

melodic riff-based guitai-s that rock you and the clever

studio effects. It's not a bad track for this specific class

of music. It's just unfortunate for all those involved that

this particular class of music exhausted all its redundant

ideas shortly after its inception into mainstream culture.

Track two features the first of the four Maynard

lames Kcvnan songs featurai on this album. Tool fans

will find this reason enough to purehase the album with-

out thinking twice. Puscifier Keenan's pet project with

Lohner. will not disappoint. It's a sweet little slice of bur-

lesque about a sexy little devil that's got an element of

folkish storytelling that has been absent in any Keenan

project to date. He proves himself to be up to the task

though, rollicking along simultaneously tempting and

warning you that "she'll suck you dry."

Next," Keenan joins the Red Hot Chilli Peppers' |ohn

Frusciantc in helping out David Bowie for a slow ballad

called "Bring mc the Disio King." On the suri'ace, the

track sounds like a dream come true. Of course, it falls

below expcvtations. like collaborations of this caliber

usually do. It's quite a lovely song actually excxuled with

resei-vation bv the thre-e superstars. The ageless Bowie

swoons a mournful tunc while Frusciante plucks lightly

above the obligatoiA string section. The wood instru-

ments avoid S(X'ctor-like bombast and instead provide a

raft for the song to float along. It is actually Kc-enan, rel-

Life for rent but Dido not for sale:

New album hits all the right notes
By Johnny I^iinai.dson

L^DLLtCilAN SjAhh

Continued on page 6

Dido's 1999 debut "No

Angel" was the perfect backdrop

music for a quick SUV run to

Starbucks. But her smooth mix

of folk, chill-out and electronic

music - dubbed folk-tronica by

some enterprising souls - was

hardly the most likely music to

catch anyone's atten-

tion. The unruffled con-

tours of "No Angel"

were more suited to

playing inside yuppie

hangouts than rocking

the radio airwaves,

especially since this was

the era of teenybopper pop and

angry nu-metal.

Not exactly the perfect envi-

ronment for releasing a record by

a former trip-hop chanteuse who

could convey chilliness and

warmth often at the same

moment. That is, until Eminem

sampled her song "Thank \ou

"

in his deranged fan epic "Stan."

which led to the left-field success

of "No Angel," that is, woridwide

.sales of 12 million, making her

one of the most successful solo

female singers from Britain -

ever

How do you follow up that

kind of pressure? For Dido, you

wait four years and release an

album that'doe.sn't differ that far

from the formula of the former

but perfects it with a newer musi-

cal skills and emotional maturity,

as well as letting the darker hues

edge their way to the forefront.

The songs on "Life For Rent,"

like those on "No Angel." focus

on romance, but with Dido

breaking off an engagement to

her former fiance last year, the

focus is on the darker aspects of

love and romance. Heartbreak,

loneliness and romantic ob>es-

sion - they are all on display in

Dido's world, and they lend the

music a clearer edge than the

sometimes-mushN sentiments

found on songs like "Thank

You."

A dying romance haunts hci

on "White Flag." the first single;

"I will go down with this ship/

and I won't put my hands

up and vuncnder/ there's

dAi \ 4'

The British babe that snuck

into fame mav have chantjeJ her

appearance a bit hut not her tune.

door/ I'm in love/ and always

will be." she sings in the chorus,

surveying with a reluctant heart

the damage done by an ending

relationship. She chastises an

emotionally calcified lover on

"Stoned," while in "Mary's In

India." she sings a story about

Danny, whose love is abroad. In

an edgy turn, the song ends with

Dido snagging the man for her

self. In "See \ou When 'You're

40," she laments the loss of

dreams when she realizes her

lover is a fake and a sham.

As emotionalK tortured and

wrenched in the heart "life For

Rent" is. the music sidesteps the

need for making the music equal-

ly depressing. That's not to say

lh;it Dido is matching despon-

dent lyrics with booty-shaking

club beats: she's alway> been too

classy and elegant to make dance

floor anthems. She favors more

ambient textuies and cushions, a

more relaxed vibe even on the

spikier songs, •^uch as on the

house sound of "Stoned." Once

again, the folk-tronica label is

well placed, as the songs often

cinploN simple acoustics along

with liic chill-out beats.

Ihe producers include her

brother Rollo and underground

hip-hopper P'Nut. Dido's beauti-

ful, crystal-clear vocals are

placed higii in the fold. She has

one of the most gorgeous, ethere-

al voices in modern pop music

today, so it's a joy to hear her

wrap her tender vocals around

new music. The title track, for

example, is a warm and lovely

pedestal for her talenf^, and she's

able to give the cold electronic

sounds a humanity they may

have otherwise lacked. At times,

she embraces the cliches of trip-

hup too closely, but she also

evokes a delicate expanse of

majesty.

On "life lor Rent" Dido wan-

ders down a road paved with

broken hearts and regrets, yet the

sounds are never heartbroken

themselves. Theie arc edges here,

but they don't cut so much as cry.

It's the dichotomy of Dido - sad-

ness and beauty, hope and heart-

break that can mingle in the

same land. Its pristine, its exqui-

site, its absolutely breathtaking.
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Dark movie

equally rich

Continued from page 5

egated to whispers in the back-

ground, that nearly ruins the song in

a slightly potnpous reprisal of the

call and response method utilized by

Richard Patrick and he on the

Damning Well track, luckily. Bowie

saves the day.

l^ohner's instrumental music as

Renholder shows that while he may

have a lew ideas up his sleeve, most

of them are on loan frotn his buddy

Trent. "Down in the Lab" is e^en-

tially the coil remix of NlN's

'Closer" (as featured over the open-

ing credits of David Fincher's

"SeTen") and the link between

"Now 1 Know" and NIN's

"Pilgrimage" is only a hop, skip and

a jump away.

The Underworld soundtrack

also contains the long-awaited

return of industrial's godfathers, the

PKTA-worshipping, Kubrick-sam-

pling, stilt-wearing band of power

electronic assassins that could only

have co4Tie out of the snowy terrain

of Canada. Of course. I'm talking

about Skinny Puppy in the vein of

frontman Nivek Ogre's recent

dancey electro unit Ohgr,

"Optimissed" is easily the most

accessible thing that Skinny Puppy

has done. Oddly reunited a good

eight years after programmer

Dwayne Goettel's sudden death.

Skinny Puppy combine a seemingly

nonsensical cut-up pattern of sylla-

bles together at a rapid-fire pace. It

doesn't take a Ouaalude popping

Chicago Wax Trax veteran to realize

that these old dawgs are still ahead

of their game.

brings an

soundtrack
Then; are some decent bits of

new material by younger talent that

overcome the soundtrack's stuckin-

1995 feel. The Dillinger Escape

Plan, the most progressive baixl in

hardcore, chums out a bipolar piece

of noise candy that hurls from

anguished scowls to lush passages

of actual singing. The ensemble

obviously picked up some tips from

Irony is A Dead Scene's guest vocal-

ist Mike Patton. Songs by Finch and

The Icarus Line also provide nice

melodic diversions of pure timeless

mekxlic fuzz rock. Not exactly live

sur material, but welcome polarity

shifts with no excess eery synth to

boot.

The piano-based tracks by Sarah

Bettens. Lisa Gennano, lohnette

Napolitano. Milla (jovavich. the red-

head from The Fifth Element) and

even Trust Company are pretty

good, sometimes though, they are

tedious pitves ot melancholy and

gloom. Flowever. they all act as dil-

terent parts of the same blue path ot

heartbreak and self-pity

Milla jovovich's humble

attempts to mime Elysian Fields'

Jennifer Charies are cute. In all hon-

esty. Trust Company should go back

to the headbangers ball where they

belong. There's just only so much

that a sun drenched 2 1 -year-old boy

with no foreseeable romantic

calamity can endure.

This is virtually how the entire

album feels in general. That black

nail polish is empty, those Poppy Z.

Brite books are dusty, and that

Marilyn Man.son lunchbox is long

lost. Why won't they let dead goths

rest in peace?

New network ready to roll

Automobile channel begins to take motion
By John Porretto
AsStKIATIil) PwiSS

DETROIT - Add 24-hour

automotive news and consumer

progranmiing to the list of cable

networks hoping to find a niche

among those already airing

round-the-clock shopping, cook-

ing, golfing and other interests.

Wheels TV, based in Acton,

Mass., outside Boston, plans to

launch in the first quarter of

2004 with a lineup of original

and acquired programming

focusing on cars, trucks and

motorcycles - but not on com-

petitive racing, the niche of Fox

Cable Networks Group's Speed

Channel.

"Wheels TV is all about our

enjoyment of the automobile,"

said Wheels TV chairman and

founder |im Barisano. "That

runs the gamut from the wind in

your hair with the top down to

safety and performance and

resale value. We're more on the

road than on the track."

The channel will cover topics

such as technology, history and

traffic. A sampling of shows

includes Wild About Wheels.

Muscle Car Crazies. Import

Tuner Time and Auto-Biogi aphy.

Barisano said Wheels TV also

will feature coverage from vari-

ous international auto shows,

classic movies, manufacturer-

sponsored programming and

daily news segments. The net-

work will have field offices in

New York, Detroit and Los

Angeles.

Stan Soocher, an associate

professor of music and enter-

tainment industry studies at the

University of Colorado at

Denver, said the concept has

potential but starting a new
cable network is a difficult task.

"We're a car culture, so you

really have quite a vested inter-

est in most of the audience."

Soocher said. "But you can end

up in 100 million homes and still

not be successful. You have to

have the eyeballs on your chan-

nel, and to do that you need an

attractive product."

Wheels TV. which is private-

ly held, aims to be in 5 million to

b million homes when it launch-

es early next year, but that will

depend on how many cable sys-

tems decide to offer the channel.

The network is in the early

stages of trying to forge relation-

ships with cable company giants

such as Comcast Corp. and Time

Warner Cable, as well as satellite

television providers DirecTV

and EchoStar. Barisano said.

He said the idea for the net-

work evolved over 20 years as he

and others produced automo-

tive programming for networks

such as Discovery and

Speedvision, the predecessor of

Speed Channel.

Speed Channel, which car-

ries primarily NASCAR pro-

gramming and a variety of

other racing, is in more than

58.8 million U.S. homes and

4.5 million more in Canada, the

network said.

Barisano declined to discuss

Wheels TV's finances, but he

said it typically takes upward ol

$100 million to $125 million to

launch a cable network and

reach profitability.

Each year, a dozen or so pro-

posals like Wheels TV make

their way before cable operat-

ing companies, said Rob

Stoddard, spokesman for the

National Cable & Telecommu-

nications Association.

At the start of 2003. there

were 308 nationally delivered

cable channels, and another 40

to 50 regional channels,

Stoddard said.

•Admittedly it's a challeng-

ing environment. because

there's always more supply than

demand," Stoddard said. "But

cable operators would be the

first to tell you they're more

than willing to listen to new

ideas. If that weren't the case,

we wouldn't be watching chan-

nels like ESPN and CNN
today."

The Station Agent' makes a runaway hit

By Christy Lemire
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A reticent dwarf, a grieving mother and a

chatty hot-dog vendor walk into a bar. Actually,

they drink beer on a poreh. but you get

the idea.

It sounds like the setup to a joke,

but its the premise of "The Station

Agent." a small film bursting with

insightful humor, unforced poignancy

and beautifully drawn characters.

Peter Dinklage (who's extraordi-

nary). Patricia Clarkson and Bobby

Cannavale vividly portray three lonely

people in rural New Jersey who form

an unlikely social circle, despite their

anti-social tendetKies.

In the tiny universe writer-director

Tom McCarthy has created in his aus-

picious film debut, they keep running

into each other sometimes literally

whether they want to or not.

Fin McBride (the 4-foot-6

Dinklage) is more interested in trains

than in people, and has recently moved into the

empty, dilapidated train depot he inherited

when his only friend died. He spends his days

walking the rails alone, smoking and thinking.

and when he opens his mouth, his dc>ep,

assured voice comes as a surprise.

During one of his walks, he's neariy run over

by Olivia (Clark.son). a spacey artist who's eas-

ily distracted behind the wheel of her sport util-

ity vehicle. When she knocks on his

door later in a hesitant attempt at

befriending him. she divulges that her

son is dead and that she and her hus-

band have separated then passes out.

When she leaves hastily the next

morning, it sparks the imagination of

|oe (Cannavale), who sells coffee and

hot dogs from the truck he parks out-

side Fins depot. |oe wants to make

friends with Fin and Olivia, but is so

hyperactive and overeager in his

approach, he causes them both to

retreat.

"You're my hero, dog!" |oe gushes.

"You wanna cold one?" Fin politely,

but firmly, declines.

Because of his small stature. Fin has

spent his entire life fortifying himself

against menacing advances from peo-

ple who treat him like a fre-ak. So when Olivia

and joe approach him with kindness, he doesn't

quite know how to respond.

Fortunately for him (and for us) he slowly

lets his defenses down, and the three form a

friendship that's awkward at first (which

McCarthy's observant script depicts with small

talk and painful silences) but evolves in time.

That they're all oddballs and misfits may

sound a bit too precious, but McCarthy has

developed the characters .so fully, you'll want to

hang out with them long after the movie's end-

ing, which seems to come far too soon.

I n 'Rn>Y ^M.^7^1N (x~im

Peter Dinklage, J'atricia Clarkson and

Bobby Connavie form a liHJse-knit group oi

social oddballs.
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Cubism isn^t square
Picasso work shown from a diffbrent angle

By Carl Haktman
AiiSOl-lATEl) PlUUiii

WASHINGTON - When
Pablo Picasso was 27 he spent

the summer in a village in his

native Spain, drawing and paint-

ing odd angles aiKl curves that

looked only a bit like his beauti-

ful French mistress.

They ended up helping

inspire the cubism that defined

his career.

"When we invented cubism

we had no intention whatever of

inventing cubism." he said many

years later of the movement that

moved far beyond the tradition

of art that tried to reflect the

world as it appeared to the

huinan eye.

The National Gallery of Art

has assembled 60 related sketch-

es, drawings, paintings and

sculptures for a show that opens

on Wednesday: "Picasso: the

Cubist Portraits of Femande
Olivier." It will be on view until

Ian. 18.

Jeffrey Weiss, curator of the

show, r»oted that cubism was not

Pfcasso's own name for the style.

"Picasso didn't name things."

Weiss sakl.

Trying to create an entirely

new kind of painting, Picasso

had been experimenting with

geometric shapes. The pictures

that resulted had less and less

resemblance to realistic art

though their subject was usually

identifiable as a person or

object. That's not the case with

some later abstract artists, who
often put nothing at all recogniz-

able into their works.

As an introduction to the

show, wall notes explain that

Her illness and the cooling of

her kxig romaiKe with Picasso,

may be reasons for the figure's

bent head in many of the pic-

tures.

iXXiRTtSY MtDIAMITElXl

With La Joie di Vivre the abstract nature of Picasso's style is

expressed to an extreme.

XK1RTESYC.TI1(,-NRIT

In Les Demoielles d'Avigrun

Picasso shows his trademark

perception of reality.

mistress Femande became "less

a subject than a motiP and that

Picasso sought more an "allegor-

ical representation" than a like-

ness.

Weiss doesn't see the pictures

as an attempt to portray a partic-

ular woman, as artists had been

doing for centuries. Though a

professional model, the "lan-

guorous, auburn-haired"

Femaruie - as Picasso biographer

Kjhn Richardson describes her -

apparently did not sit for them. In

her many letters to Gertrude

Stein, the American writer who
was Picasso's patron, she com-

plained that a kidney ailment was

so painful that she coukl hardly

sit at all.

She spent much of the time at

the village of Horta de Ebro

stretched out and reading novels

by Charles Dickens. They were

sent from Paris by Alice B.

Toklas, Stein's bng-time secre-

tary-companton.

Picasso usually put one or

more of Femande 's characteris-

tics into the pictures, such as the

deep cleft between her nose and

upper lip. or the bun that was her

favored hairdo.

The victim of an abusive hus-

band she was afraid to divorce.

Femande had been living with

Picasso since shortly after he set-

tled in Paris. His family in

Barcelona, whom they visited

before going to the remote vil-

lage, had thought they would

marry and turned against her

when they didn't.

Villagers in the northeastern

province of Catalonia were

shocked by their unmarried state.

One night demonstrators stoned

their room at the inn. and Picasso

scared them off with revolver

shots.

Stein and Toklas promised to

visit. Picasso got tfie pianola fixed

in the local bar so they would

have something to dance to. but

they never came. Stein later

bought two landscapes Picasso

also painted in the village.

Three years after that

Femande and Picasso broke up.

both having taken new lovers.

Another of his mistresses later

said that he had two successive

ways of dealing with a woman:

the first was to put her on a

pedestal and the second was to

use her as a doormat.
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Week four: a musical tribute
ContiniMd from page 10

BuAiloed Soldier

Well, it was nice of Chicago to

open up such a beautiful new place

for the Packers to play in. Too bad

the Bears didn't want to join in on

the festivities. Yikes. It really is a

shame, because 'Da Bears' offense

actually put in a somewhat solid

night in the 38-23 loss Monday

night. Unfortunately, all those

Soldier Field ghosts Kordell

Stewart thought he saw were just

apparitions due to the five sacks he

endured.

N4aybe the Bears just don't like

to stop people from what they're

doing. They didn't keep the Pack's

defense from giving Kordell a few

hundred new grass stains, and they

didn't stop Brett Favre or Ahman
Green, well, at all. Green got

everything out of his 19 carries,

mmbling for 176 yards and a pair

of touchdowns, while Favre dis-

tributed the ball pretty evenly to

six different guys, three of which

caught for TDs.

Anthony Thomas, who put in

an otherwise decent night, opened

up for 67 yards in the fourth quar-

ter, but that was the first time the

Bears saw the endzone the whole

game.

The stars at night, are big and

bright...

Honestly, the best game of the

weekend for the average fan had to

be the Texans thrilling last-second

win at home over Jacksonville.

Reliant Stadium definitely turned

into a rocking college-like arena,

with the noise reaching such a high

level that David Carr and a half

dozen of the Houston offensive

players had to step out of the hud-

dle and quiet the fans down.

But that was just the finish.

First, you had the coming-out

party for Marshall's Byron

Leftwich, and while the youngster

didn't exactly get off to a great

start, he kept the jags ahead for

much of the game. Leftwich is not

the second coming of Michael

Vick, but with a little polish, and

maybe a better team, he's got a

good chance in the league.

Back to the Texans: All those

fans who prayed that David Carr

would finally become not just a

rookie who fills the jersey, but a

bona fide playcaller. well, you got

your answer on Sunday. Carr's

inspirational work in the waning

seconds, and his gutsy take-one-

for-the-team leap across the goal

line to win the game was enough

to make even Patriots fans - who

got the Uil end of the game after

the Pats' loss - emotionally

involved.

No heart in San Franciico

How ugly is the situation in San

Francisco right now? Nevermind

the subpar effort the 49ers are put-

ting in for Dennis Erickson's rook-

ie year at the helm, the infighting

and controversy is getting out of

hand.

There's no reason to glorify an

athlete for being brash and egotis-

tical, but Terrell Owens has a

point. His stats on Sunday were

quiet, yes. He gained just 55

yards. But that came on only five

catches. Seems like you'd want to

send the ball T.O.'s way a few

more times than that, doesn't it?

The fact that he took out his rage

on offensive coordinator Greg

Knapp might not be excusable,

but someone ought to light the fire

under this team. Even worse is the

fact that Knapp didn't seem to

have any answers, and was in tact

shocked by Owens' blowup.

Unhealthy things coming out of

the Niners camp indeed.

Goodnight, Cincy

We'll finish things off this week

with the 0-fer watch, and now it's

finally an interesting race, with all

the only-mediocre teams finally

out of the picture. Special thankj

to the Bengals, who were kind

enough to give up the top spot this

week with a 21-14 win over

Cleveland.

The jets are going to be stuck

at zero for at least another week

thanks to the bye they'll enjoy on

Sunday. It might be a good thing,

because this will be the last chance

for master motivator - and media

critic - Herman Edwards to rally

the troops and make 2003 at least

respectable.

The O-fer watch gets a treat

this week, with a crucial battle

between two members of the

NFL's dregs, lacksonville and San

Diego, both with four losses, meet

up at ALLTEL Stadium.

Rounding out the non-winners

are those hapless Bears (0-3).

They might have a pretty decent

shot at a W this week, though,

against the flaiders, who are mak-

ing it harder to believe they played

in the big one last year on a week-

ly basis.

Andrew Merrilt is a Collegian

columnist. He can be reached at

Merritt_Cullegian&'yah(>o.cam.

Author Signing

eet author

Sabina Murray

Thursday

October 2

12 :00pm-l :00 pm

in the University Store

University of

IBJMlSffif Massachusetts

UNIVERSITY STORE
AMHERST

Campus Center . Phone:(413)545 2619

www.umass.bkstr.com
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Still rolling

Senior Dan Colwell stored the t>ame-winning goal again.st UNH on Saturday. He and the

Minutemen open up their Atlantic 1 conference schedule against St. Bonaventure on Saturday.

Same Beck, different team
Continued from page 10

ing for the fans. As reported by Wayne Drehs

from ESPN; Beck lived in a trailer 400 feet from

Sec Taylor Stadium, where he set up a postgame

barbecue for fans, along with burgers he would

also distribute a few adult beverages for anyone

of age who happened to stop by. Only Rod Beck

would be able to pull this off.

Beck put up some impressive stats while in

the minors, performing well enough to grab the

attention of the Padres' organization.

Trading in his beer-fest barbecue in America's

heartland. Beck headed to the west coast for

some fun in the Caslifornia sun. He was thrust

into the closing role when Padres reliever Trevor

Hoffman was forced to sit out the majority of the

season with a serious injury.

As if the situation for San Diego wasn't grim

enough, the loss of Hoffman being substituted

by a questionable Beck left the few Padre faith-

ful with onrush of headaches.

The tenacious Beck, rose to the occasion. In

his first 20 save opportunities, he was flawless,

not blowing a single opportunity. He has been

one of the most positive highlights of the lowly

Padres season.

Beck started his professional baseball career

with the San Francisco Giants. He got his feet

wet in his rookie season for the Giants with the

role of being a middle-reliever. His ERA was in

the high threes, earning only one save.

Beck's sophomore season in the majors was

arguably his best year. Beck held an ERA below

two and tallied up a shade fewer than twenty

saves. This is what launched the beginning of his

career as a closer, which lasted from 1 995- 1*^97

The Chicago Cubs acquired Beck in 1998 to

be in command of the closing responsibilities.

Beck stepped up to the challenge on his way to a

career high 51 saves on the year. He also led the

Cubs to a huge Wild Card victory

Midway through the 1999 season Beck

packed his bags, as he was shipped off to the

hub.

Who knows what the future will hold for Rod

Beck? Fans know one thing for sure; whether he

is pitching games in the majors or partying it up

in the minor leagues, the name Rod Beck will

always be remembered in a positive light for his

unique antics.

Matt Stewart is a Collegian columnist.

Thrashers' all-star in car accident
By Keith Parsons
AsMx'iATEi) Press

Twins take series opener
Continued from page A1

up in iliL- dugout.

"Ilic one thing you try to do is

not show panic to your players,"

Gardcnhirc said.

So ho told them: "Here we go.

have some fun."

It was somewhat similar to the

night of lune 1 1 . when Ro> Oswalt

got huii iind Houston's bull|x-n

beat the Sanlana Yankees in the

(irst si.x-pitchcr no-hitter in major

league history.

"We pieced it together as bcs!

we could," Cardenhire said.

New York had rolled over the

Twins during the past two sea.sons,

going 15-0 and out.scoring them

90-56. But Minnesota wasn't fazed

by Santana's injury. Hawkins

struck out four over two innings

lor the win. and Guardado hung on

for the save.

Santana had thrown just 59

pilches when he cramped up. The

Twins' bullpen was shocked.

"Wow! What happened."

Hawkins said to himself. "He total-

ly caught the bullpen off guard."

Eliminated in the first round by

Anaheim last year after winning

the opener. New York has lost four

straight postseason games for the

liist time since the 1981 World

Series against the Dodgers, not

exactly what owner George

,SteinbrQjjner wii^ Ipoking foifei

when lie sq [^>|blli)'ecords last

winter in an effort to get the

\ankecs their first Series title since

2000.

DULUTH, Ga. (AP) — Atlanta Thrashers star

Dany Heatley was charged Tuesday with reckless

driving after his sportscar swerved off a road and

careened into a wall at about 80 mph, breaking his

jaw and critically injuring a teammate.

Dan Snyder, a backup center, underwent a two-

hour surgery for a skull fracture. Heatley, the M\'P

of the 2005 All-Star game, was hospitalized in sta-

ble condition.

At a news conference at Grady Memorial

Hospital, the neurosurgeon who operated on

Snyder said he was still unconscious but that there

wasn't any bleeding into the brain.

"It'll he a few days before we know we can even

tell a prognosis," Dr. Sanjay Gupta said. "The

underlying brain actually looked pretty good."

Heatley also has a minor concussion, a contu-

sion on his lung and a bruised kidney, according to

the team's physician. Dr. Scott Gillogly None of the

injuries appeared to be career threatening, Gillogly

said.

Heatley lost control of his 2002 Ferrari 560

Modena on a curve on a two-lane road Monday

night in Atlanta, police said. The vehicle crossed

into the other lane, left the road and struck a

wrought iron and brick wall in front of an apart-

ment complex. The car was ripped in half and the

players were thrown onto the road.

Heatley also was charged with serious injury by

vehicle — a felony — and three misdemeanors,

police spokesman Sgt. Kevin losty said.

"Our preliminary reports indicated speed may

have been a factor," he said.

Officers estimated the car was traveling about

80 mph. Heatley took a blood-alcohol test, but

retults will' not be available for weeks, police said.
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Heatley. 22, and Snyder. 25, had been at an

event for season ticket holders at Philips Arena.

The Thrashers canceled practice Tuesday and

were considering canceling Wednesday night's exhi-

bition against Florida. Their season opens a week

IroiTi Thursday.

"Nobody's really thinking about hockey," team

captain Shawn McEachern said. "We're thinking

about the guys."

The usually energetic Thrashers coach Bob

Hartley was sullen as he answered questions at the

team's training headquarters in Duluth, in subur-

ban Atlanta. His voice often wavered with emotion,

and tears welled in his eyes.

"Right now, our thoughts and prayers are just

with the two
j
players) and their fainilies," Hartley

said. "We're a big family. ... When you face adversi-

ty or tragedy like we are now, you get even closer"

Heatley and llya Kovalchuck are the comer-

stones of a franchi.se that hasn't inade the playoffs

in its first four seasons but has plenty of young tal-

ent.

Hartley and team president Stan Kasten would

not di.scuss how Heatley's injuries or charges

against him might affect his role with the team.

"Our focus is on our two guys," Hartley said.

"Were praying about their health, to overcome this

tragedy."

Kasten spoke with Heatley when the players

arrived at the hospital.

"His first concern was about Danny Snyder,"

Kasten said.

Snyder, a center who scored 10 goals and added

four assists in 3b games for Atlanta last season, had

surgery on his ankle in September before the start

of training camp.

Snyder signed with the Thrashers as a free agent

in 1999 after playing four seasons of junior hockey

for Owen Sound in the Ontario Hockey
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Extra Crispy Fried

Chicken

• Meatloaf

• Native American Stew

(vegan)
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HOROSCOPES

^ ^ We ride and never worry

about the fall. I guess that's

just the cowboy in us all*

Q

u
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H
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aquarius • |an. 2o-i-eb. is

Careful where you walk, you never know

whose toes you nnight be stepping on.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Things could always be worse, just ask

the person next to you.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. 19

Swing by a hockey rink, you'll pick up a

cute player.

taurUS • Apr. 20-Mav 20

Take some time for you. Put your feet up

and relax.

gemini • may21-)un. 21

Beware of men who are intimidated by

tall women.

cancer • iun. 22-juL. 22

Take a trip to an exotic island, what you

find might surprise you.

leO • Jul.. 23-Aug. 22

Your friends are getting mad at you.

You're never around, you work too much.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

You handled yourself well in that

uncomfortable situation.

libra • Sept. 23-Oct. 22

Be understanding of those around you,

things aren't always what they seem.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

No matter what anyone says, you're not

perfect, and that's ok.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Laugh, it'll make you feel better.

Capricorn • dec. 22-|an. i9

Go to the store. You're running low on

Lean Pockets and frozen pizza.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

Fraternities- Sororities-

Clubs- Student Groups

Earn $l,000-$2,000 this

semester with a proven

CampusFundrai.ser 3 hour

fundraising event. Our

free programs make

fundraising easy with no

risks. Fundraising dates

are filling quickly, so get

with the program! It

works. Contact

CampusFundraiser at

(888) 923-3238, or visit

www.campasfundraiscr.

Montreal Weekends $99.

Includes R/T Luxury

Motor Coach from

Springfield. 3 Days-2

Nights- 4 Star Hotel

Downtown-Meals-Night

Club passes. wxtLtntwi.

mglggmm)^ I -78 1
-

979-9001 Special Group

Rates

lOK Kl M

2 Beditwm. I Full Bath.

Lof^ Style apartment,

Washer/Dryer in unit,

$1300/month. Downtown

Amherst 978-546-5243

AITO FOR SAI F

93 Pontiac Bonneville

SDN All Power Must

Sell $1500 B/O 253-5537

1989 Toyota Camry New

Engine + stereo Great

Qindition Must .sell

$1400. OBO 774-836-

8539

MHO RFI'MK

Imported cars a specialty.

20 years experience.

Honest Service, straight-

forward answers. Mark's

Sunoco, Rt 116

Sunderland 665-7438 (on

bus route)

Quicksilver Qimputmg

Computer help Virus

removal Web l>sign

$15/hr 548-6847 Ask for

T\_

Pentium Laptop $99.00

Pentium I>?sktop $49.00

We fix Laptops,

Desktops/ PC's guaran-

teed 584-8857

IMPIOVMFNT

International Sales for

coasulting/software firm.

Multi-Lingual Telephone

skills required. Economics

a plus. Early AM hours

required. Full or part

time. Please send cover

letter and resume to

Frederick Treyi at

Regional Economic

McxIeLs, Inc., 433 West

Street, Amherst, MA
1 002 or fax 4 1 3- 549-

1038 or email

resumes@remi .ci>m

Mad Science:

Performers/Instructors

P-T to conduct fiin after-

sch(X)l programs, parties,

(Si more. Experience

managing groups of chil-

dren, love of kids.

Theatrical experience

helpliil. C-ar requircxj.

G.II Mark 4! 3-584-7243.

Earn up to $100 per hour

or more as an exotic male

dancer at club Xstatic.

240 Cniesnut St,

Springfield MA, 41 3-736-

2618orxQ|Q|uJybBBt:

FMIMOYMFM

Visa/Mastercard approval

agents earn $1 ,000/week

potential. No experience

necessary. (^11 I -800-

821-3416 ext. 1 45

Sales Assistant for con-

sulting/software firm.

Telephone telemarketing.

Economics a plus. Please

send cover letter and

resume to Frederick Treyz

at Regional Econcimic

M(xJels, Inc., 433 West

Street, Amherst, MA
01002 or fax 41 3-549-

1038 or email

resumes@remi.com.

Movie Extras/Mixlels

needed. No exp. requireii,

earn up to $500-1000 a

day. 1-888-820-0167 ext.

UI50

F^irtendcr Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

potential. ljK.al positions.

1-800-293-3985 ext 516

!Bnrtending!$$250/day

potential No experience

Nesc Training provided.

1-800-965-6520 ext 162

FOR RFSF

Ski House For Rent So.

Londonberry, VT: 15

mins to Stratton, 7 mi. to

Bromley 3 mi. to Magic

Mtn. 7Bdrms, 3 baths,

sleeps .30 $l,()00/week.

or 410-404-6326

FOR SMF

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHP,

MySQL, Perl and more.

SFRVK FS

Pet-Sitter available days

nights & weekends. l")og

walking. 9 years experi-

ence. Call Gina 253-

0619

All Digital Pnxluctioas

Pro Videography for

Weddings, Bar Mitzvahs,

G.mmercial (508) 221-

8223

sweeppicker@yah(xi.com

(413)253-0051.

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending

Classes Start Sotm 1-8(1)-

U-CAN-MIX Call now

for information!!! Space

is Limited www.universi-

tybartending.com

S|K\ l( IS

PREGNANCY TEST-

ING, HIV Testing, Birth

(^introl, an d Emetgency

(^mtraception.

Affordable and confiden-

tial. Tapestry Health, 27

Pray Street, Amherst.

548-9992

Sheer Bli.ss Day Spa

Services *Top Hair

C^olorist *Full Spectnim

Botanical Hair C'olor

*Touch-ups, Party Qilors,

Hi and Low lites, etc.

253-2322

Pregnant? Need help?

C^ill Birthright nt

Amherst area for free

testing and assistance.

549- 1906

A "Reality" Spring Break

20(M's Hottest Pnces

Ficx>k n<iw .. Free Trips,

Meals & Panies

tw 1800-426-7710

Spring Break- Sign up

with Student Express and

get Free roundtrip airline.

Tickets to over 1 5 inter-

national destinatii>ns-

including Aruba,

Dominican Republic,

Costa Rica, Caribbean

hot spots and more. Why
go with anyone else?

Limited offer call now.

Q>mmission rep positions

alsi) available l-a\^-787-

3787 www.studentex-

press.com

#1 Spring Break

Vacations! 1 10% Best

Pnces! Mexico, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Florida, Texas.

FWxik Now & Receive

Free Parries & Meals

Campus Reps Wanted! I-

800-234-7007 endless-

siimmertoiirs.com

SPRING BREAK
2004! Beach Life

Vacations! Jamaica,

C^ncun, Acapulco,

Bahamas, Florida. Sell

Tnps, Earn C^ish, Travel

Free!!C:i,ll l-8a).733-

6347 www.beachlife

vacations.com

SPRING BREAK
Largest .selection of

L\;stinations, including

Cruises! Foam Parties,

Free Drinks and Club

Admissions. Rep

Positioivs and FREE tnps

Available. 1-800-231-

4386

www.EpicureanTours.com

Spring Break '04 with

StudentCity-com and

Maxim Magi^ine! Get

hiH)ked up with Frix'

Trips, Cash, .md VIP

Status as a C^ampus Rep!

C]!hixise from 1 5 of the

hottest destinations.

IVx.k early for FREE

MEALS, FREE DRINKS
,ind 150% Lowest Price

Guarantee! To reserve

online or view our Photo

Galk-n. \ isit WCHJUt
• ^QfeklUUJJIttor Call I-

88«-SPRINGBREAK!

A SPRING BREAKER
NEEDED 20O4's Hottest

IVstinafioas iSi Parties 2

free trips / high commis-

sions 1 5w

suasplashtours.com

1800-426-7710
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Twin killing
Minnesota

takes one-

game lead
Bv Ronald Blum
Assm lATti) Pres-s

NEW YORK - Those pesk\

Minnesota Twins quiclcly put the

big, bad Yanlcees in another post-

season funl^.

Toiii Hunter ciivled the bases

when his line drive resulted in a

pair of misplays and the Twins

finally beat New York, defeating

the stumbling Yankees 3-1 in

Tuesday's AL playoff opener

Despite their troubles, the

Yankees threatened to pull oft yet

another memorable ninth-inning

comeback. But a spectacular catch

by Shannon Stewart helped Eddie

Guardado escape allowing only

one run, and the Twins beat New
York for the first time in 14 tries.

Twins starter johan Santana

left after four innings because of a

leg cramp, but Rick Reed, |.C.

Romero. LaTroy Hawkins and

Guardado cobbled together a nine-

hitter that gave the AL Central

champions a 1-0 lead in the best-

of-five series.

"We have to be aggressive."

TWins manager Ron Gardenhire

said. "We run around the bases

hard, try to take extra bases."

Despite all the playoff preparation,

he had to scramble after cramped

Continued on page 8

Cobbs is

suspended

for season
By MiKfc Marzelli

CoLUl.lAN STAhh

Ar 1'HOTlVJl.ILIF 1A(X>I<S11N

The Minnesota Twins' Cristian Guzman, right, slides into third ahead of the throw to the New York Yankees' Aaron

BtKme, on a single bv Shannon Stewart in the third inning at New York's Yankee Stadium yesterday. The Twins won, 3-1.

Rod Beck: the mullet man
Beantown was home to Rod

Beck for a little over two short

seasons, but when he started to

show signs of struggling, the

Red Sox organization decided

to cut him loose.

Beck was

•1 .. n. . released and
Mall Siewarl found himself"^"^^^"^

playing triple-

A ball for the Iowa Cubs, where

he was given the chance to

refine his pitching skills and

shave off his legendary mullet.

After this short stint in the

minor leagues. Beck has made a

phenomenal comeback to the

majors for the lowly San Diego

Padres. It's been a long journey,

but who could forget his days in

Boston.

Rod Beck was a classic mem-
ber of the Red Sox" storied

bullpen. Perhaps he didnt put

forth an outstanding perform-

ance every night for the rota-

tion, but at least you could

expect to be entertained.

Beck was the setup man. In

the late innings of a ballgame

when the starter was showing

signs of fatigue, the manager

wasted no time waiting to make
the call to the pen. Fans glanced

out to right field to see Beck

making a stride to the mound.
Once on the hill, the game

belonged to Beck. He stared

down his opponents, chewing

on an extremely oversized wad
of gum, waving his throwing

arm back and forth in the

breezy air. waiting for the per-

fect moment to deliver the

pitch. The sweat poured down
his face after every batter he

faced, adding to his intimida-

tion.

Unfortunately for Red Sox

Nation. Beck"s magic would
soon wear off. instead of com-

ing off the bench and ensuring

victories, he started to blow

ballgames by throwing muffins

that the hungry batters would

devour, rocketing them over the

fence. It was a sad sight to sec

and fans knew in the back of

their minds that the end was

near for Beck.

Today when Sox fans hear

the name Rod Beck, the first

thing that pops in their minds is

his outlandish appearance

instead of his pitching ability.

The fans hold no animosity

toward Beck, which is quite dif-

ferent in contrast to some of the

other characters who have

passed through the Boston

pitching staff.

2002 wouldn't be the best

chapter of Rod Beck's profes-

sional baseball career. Due to a

deteriorating body. Beck had to

take some time off from the

game to heal. He sal out the

entire 2002 campaign due to

reconstructive surgery on his

elbow.

Ihe next stop, and first step

in making the big comeback to

the major leagues, was out in

the heartland of America, play-

ing for the Iowa Cubs. Beck as

usual made the game eniertain-

Contlnued on page 8

Giants sink Fish

Under Review

Andrew Meifill

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - lason Schmidt aced

another test.

Schmidt pitched the San Francisco Giants to their

first playoff shutout in 16 years, throwing a three-hit-

ter for a 2-0 victory over the Florida Marlins in Game
1 Tuesday.

Schmidt outdueled )osh Beckett while Barry

Bonds and the Giants took advantage of a costly error

by Rorida (ill-in third baseman Miguel Cabrera to

score the go-ahead run.

At 68. Felipe Alou wound up a winner while man-

aging his first postseason game and 72-year-old lack

McKeon lost in his playoff debut.

Bonds barely had two feet in the batter's box when

catcher Ivan Rodriguez's glove shot out to signal an

intentional walk.

Bonds wound up 0-for-l with three walks. Chad

Fox intentionally walked Bonds with nobody on base

in the eighth, and he came around to score on

Edgardo Alfonzo's double.

On a day the teams combined for only six hits, the

Giants scored a run on a misplay.

Cabrera, starting in place of injured All-Star Mike

Lowell, charged in on Alfonzo's fourth-inning bunt

and made a wild throw to first. By the time the ball

had stopped it was in the bullpen dirt and Rich

Aurilia was headed for home.

Alou had said the key for Schmidt was to keep his

pitch count down _ and that happened. The lanky

right-hander with the league's lowest ERA worked

ahead in the count and was at 79 pitches through six.

After Alex Gonzalez reached on an error in the

fifth. Schmidt retired the final 14 batters. Schmidt

walked none and struck out five.

Schmidt pitched the first postseason shutout for

the Giants since Dave Dravecky beat St. Louis in

Game 2 of the 1987 NL championship series.

Beckett gave up two hits in .seven innings, striking

out nine and walking five.

Tuesday's Sports Thinsactions

American League

KANSAS cm' ROYALS - Named Brian Poldberg

bullpen coach.

SEATTLE MARINERS - Announced the resigna-

tion of Pat Gillick. vice president and general manager,

who will remain with the team as a consultant.

National League

COLORADO ROCKIES - Announced RHP lose

limenez and LHP |esus Sanchez both declined their

outright assignments to Colorado Springs of the PCL

and declared for free agency.

NEW YORK METS - Announctxl Vem Ruble,

pitching coach, will be reassigned within the organiza-

tion.

PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES - Named Mill

Thompson first ba.se coach and Mick Billmeyer minor

league catching coordinator Announced Tony Scott

and Clemente Alvarez, coaches, have been offered

positions in the team's minor league system.

Naliona) Hockey League

BOSTON BRUINS Agreed to terms with D Nick

Boynton on a two-year contract.

COLUMBUS BLUE |ACKETS - Loaned D
Alexander Guskov to Yaroslavl of the Russian Elite

Ix-ague.

NEW YORK RANGERS - Claimed D Shawn

lleins off waivers from Atlanta and F |cff Heerema

from Carolina.

PFTTSBURGH PENGUINS - A.ssigned F Colby

Annstrong. D Patrick Boilcau. F Kris Beech. G Andy

Chiodo, D David Koci. F Tom Kostopoulos. D Ross

l.apaschuk. F Eric Meloche and D Rob Scudcri to

Wilkes-Barre/Scranton of the AHL.
ST LOUIS BLUES - Recalled F Jeff Panzer from

Worcester of the AHL.
Associated Press

A lyrical tribute

to NFL Week 4
Slip sliding away
File Patriots and Redskins locked

up in a classic battle of two teams

trying desperately to let the other

side win, and it came out awful.

Especially for New England fans,

vs ho had to ride the roller coaster of

watching the 'Skins give the game

away at every step, and yet come
out with the thret-}X)int squeaker

when the Patriots coaching staff

decided to go for an unre'asonably

long slant pass, when a quick 5-yard dart route from

the likes of Ixirry Coilers or even underachieving

Daniel Graham would have done the job. putting the

Pats in good enough position lor Adam \ inalieri to

redeem himself for an eariier miss.

That was a rough thing for N.E. fans to take. too.

seeing Mr. Automatic miss a field goal that, while not

a chip shot for any NFL kicker, is cenainly within his

range. Doesn't seem like there's much doubt that, had

Vinatieri gotten the chance, he would have put the

tying field goal into the Potomac, but that's for

Bclichick and his ilk to lose sleep on all week.

Suie. the Patriots arc depleted, and sure, the incon-

sistent running game was exposed on Sunday, leaving

Tom Brady to step up and lead the air attack some-

thing he tailed at with untimely incompletions and

awful decision-making - but the real onus of the loss

falls in the hands of the coaches. The game may have

been decided by the three points Vinatieri couldn't

come up with earlier in the game, but there was still

plenty of time to make it happen in the final moments.

Continued on page 7

Massachusetts football coach Mark Whipple

had planned on R.|. Cobbs making a large contri-

bution for his football team this season as a tail-

back, wide receiver kick returner and defensive

back.

Instead, the reigning Atlantic 10 Rookie of the

>'ear will make no contribution whatsoever, as it

was announced Tuesday that the Parsippany Hills.

N.j. native will not play for the remainder of the

season.

Cobbs. who had missed the Minutemen's first

four contests due to what was deemed as "academ-

ic discipline." is now academically ineligible,

according to Whipple. He will continue to practice

with the team, and will have two years of athletic

eligibilit) remaining at University of Massachusetts.

The 5-foot- 1 1. 190-pound sophomore came to

Amherst as a defensive back in 2001. and was red-

shirted before being moved to tailback prior to the

2002 campaign.

The move pioved fruitful for Whipple and the

Minutemen. as Cobbs broke Marcel Shipp's fresh-

man rushing record in amassing 1.067 yards on

192 cariies. He became just the third rusher in A-

10 history to break the 1 .000 yard mark as a fresh-

man, joining New Hampshire's |erry Azumah and

Connecticut's Tory Taylor His 15 touchdowns led

UMass in scoring, as did his 1.268 all-purpose

yards. In his final game of 2003, he put up five

scores, tying a conference record.

Whipple had intended to use Cobbs as the

Maroon and White's first regular two-way player, at

cornerback and as a fiankei. since Don Caparotti

split time between receiver and defensive back in

the early 1990s

The Minutemen are currently 3-1 (2-0 A- 10) on

the season, with wins over conference rivals Maine

and |an>es Madi.son, and are ranked ninth in The

Sports Network's 1-AA poll.

Sophomore Raunny Rosario began the season

as Cobbs 's replacement in the backlield, but was

injured early in the team's season opener and is out

indefinitely

Fellow sophomore Steve Baylark, who is in his

first season with the Minutemen. is currently the

team's starting tailback, and has rushed for 436

yards on 100 carries with four touchdowns on the

season. He was named A- 10 Rookie of the Week
following a 35 carry. 146-yard performance against

lames Madison Saturday.

Mas.sachusetts returns to action this Saturday,

as they will host New Hampshire at Warren P

McGuirk Alumni Stadium for Family Day. Kickoff

is slated for I p.m.

Mull Brady contributed to this article.

I KTI ^1 1 MAv^ MUllA RHLATION>

Sophomore R.J. Cobbs

Running the Gauntlet
< .KHAL11 H IIN( l/l XULEOIAN

Wide Receiver Jason Feebler and the Minutemen have won their first two A- 10 conference

gamex. The Marwn and White takes on New Hampuhire this Saturday at 1 p.m.
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Senate to focus on the

language requirement

By Dan O'Brien
C'oLLtlilAN StaK-

Changes to the foreign language requirement and

revisions to the hospitality and tourism manage-

ment major are two of the major issues to be dis-

cussed at the next meeting of the University of

Massachusetts faculty senate, the legislative body

that focuses on a wide range of issues that affect the

University's students and faculty.

The proposed change in the foreign language

requirement applies to the College of Natural

Sciences and Mathematics. Currently, the college

requires that all students demonstrate foreign lan-

guage proficiency in one language at the fourth-

semester (Intermediate II) level.

The proposed requirement offers students more
options to complete the requirement. The proposal

states that a student may either demonstrate his or

her ability by reaching the fourth-semester level of a

language, or by reaching the third-semester

(Intermediate 1) level in one language and the sec-

ond-semester (Elementary 11) level in a second lan-

guage.

The reasoning behind the new proposal is that

some students face a heavier burden than others in

regards to the foreign language requirement. The
proposal addresses the fact that it may be difficult

for students to complete their foreign language

requirement in the time frame that they were allot-

ted.

Another major issue that is expected to come up

at the meeting is a revision to the Hospitality and

Tourism Management major. There is a proposed

restructuring in terms of the concentrations within

the major.

The Senate met for the first time this semester on

Sept. 18 to discuss the University's budget shortfall

issue.

Massachusetts Society of Professors President

lenny Spencer brought up the budget issue at the

beginning of that meeting. She inquired as to what

was being done at a state level to solve the problem

of the faculty contracts that have not been funded

by the Commonwealth in about a year and a half.

State senator Stanley Rosenberg fielded the

question, explaining that the word from the state's

House Ways and Means Committee has not been

positive.

Continued on page 3
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Townehouses face legal issues
By Barbara Lcnro

CJoLLEoiAN Staff

A recent complaint about increased parking per-

mit fees at the Townehouse of Amherst apartments

has led to the di.scovery of multiple instances of pos-

sible breach of contract on behalf of Townehouse

matiagement.

Townehouse tenants may be entitled to one-third

of the money they paid toward each parking pennit

this year While most tenants received a notice

regarding increased parking permit fees and are

subsequently paying $150 for each one, they are

only obligated to pay $ 1 00 according to their lease.

Lyndsey Fluxgold, a senior journalism and legal

studies double major, informed The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian of the situation last week. Fluxgold

discovered that her lease, which had already been

signed by all required parties, was written on in pen,

signifying an agreed change in the cost of parking

penniis.

The problem was that the inflated cost was not

agreed upon, Fluxgold explained.

"A week after we moved in, they put flyers under

everyone's door saying that if you haven't registered

your cars you have to re>gister them," she said. "If

you have more than two cars you have to pay $1 50

per vehicle for the year"

Fluxgold was uasurc about the amount, so she

and her roommates decided verify the information

on their lease. That is when it became clear that they

signed the lease with a clause in the agreement to

pay only $100 for each additional pemiit.

One of the roommates, lennifer Clark, a junior

psychology major, went to the office to discuss the

discrepancy. There, ludi lohnson, the agent for the

Townehouses, pulled out the original copy of their

lease from on top of a shelL "||ohn.son| was like,

"No, your lea.se says $1 50.' So I told her I wanted to

see it, written in ballpoint pen over the typed text

was the number "5." Clark said. "I told her that she

obviously changed the lease and she denied it. She

proceeded to pull out other people's leases to see if

they had been changed, and she started changing

them right in front of my face."

Clark went on to say that she recognized that

lohnson s actions were illegal.

"I told her You can't do that. You're changing a

signed contract right in front of my face. You real-

ize what you're doing is 100 percent illegal.'"

lohnson defended her actions by saying that she

The Townehouse Apartments in Amherst face

alleged price chanse to the 2003-2004 lease.

knew those tenants only had one car each. Clark

said, lohnson then .said they made a mistake when
they wrote up the contracts for this year, and that

the cost of the pennits should have been pr inied as

$150 rather than $100.

"I said to her, "So because you made the mistake

we need to pay for it'.''" Clark explained. "We're not

paying the extra amount."

According to Courtney Fredericks, a junior psy-

chology major and the third tenant on the lease,

when she brought in the photocopy of the docu-

ment to prove the pricing discrepancy to lohnson,

she was told: "OK, I guess I'll let you get awa\ with

it."

Fluxgold and her roommates said the

Townehouse management is also trying to increase

their rc-nt. As a result, they arc* requesting them tt>

pay more on their security deposit - - a payment that

has already been made in full.

According to theii lease, however, their rent ma\

not be changed under any circumsianco until the

contract term is over — in their case, in .August ot

2004.

"Courtney and I paid out the deposit befoiv they

raised our rent, so we ha\e papers signed by us and

our parents ba.sed on the original price." Iluxgold

potential lawsuits from current residents due to an

saiil. "And now they say that we owe them money
because the rent went up."

Fluxgold and her roommates have had several

other problems with Townehou.se management
since signing the lease to live there. They have

argued over filthy caipets on their lloors. missing

blinds and drapes from their windows, cracked and

brciken countertops in their kitchen and disconnect-

ed phone lines.

Hie neighbors in the adjacent apartment said

they were not requiixxl to pay the increased amount

to puivhase two additional parking permits. They

said because they lived there last year, lohnson did

not make them pay morc*: they werc- "grandfatherc'd

in." in a sense.

Emilia Clancy, a junior biology major and her

roommates did not receive a flyer under their door

notifying them of any changes in parking permit

prices: hut they did gel the copy of their lease with

the altered numbers.
•We got the yellow copy that had $100 typed in

with a i' marked over it." Clancy said. "There was

no notice about it or anything."

Thinking it was unusual, she showed Wanda

Continued on page 3

Members of the SGA Senate walk out of first meeting In protest

kMlUt m-lK.ANft Oil B.IAN

"If we aren't taking into account the public opinion, then we aren't

doing our jobs," said SGA President L>avid Carr of the response to the

SGA's elimination of the appointed ALANA caucus seats.

By El) Hudson
CoLLEtilAN C'ORRRSPDNIIENT

Amid a police presence and

flared tempers, the first

Student Senate meeting of the

year survived a mass walkout

and many strays from parlia-

mentary procedure. The meet-

ing, which featured among
other things, a plea in the form

of a rap song by one Senate

hopeful who was bidding to

avoid elimination by way of a

tie-breaking vote, also featured

a strong presence by members
of the ALANA caucus and a

motion to impeach Senate

Speaker |ared Nokes.

Called to order by Senate

President David Carr at about

7:30 p.m. in room lb8C of the

Campus Center, the meeting

lasted nearly three hours. New
members of the Senate were

sworn into office by oath, and

two attendees involved in tie-

breaking motions lost their bid

to be Senators,

Speaking to the new mem-
bers. Student Trustee Hannah
Fatemi said. "You've been

elected, and you have the

power to make change on this

campus."
"If we aren't taking into

account the public opinion,

then we aren't doing our jobs,"

said President David Carr. Carr

said he is supporiitig ALANA
appointed seats, although he

does not necessarily personally

agree with them. "I cannot and

will not ignore the student

voice. I will do everything in

my power to make sure stu-

dents get what they want. It's

my job to do what they want."

'Fhe motion by ALANA rep-

resentative Gladys Franco to

impeach Senate Speaker lared

Nokes occurred about halluay

through the meeting. "H

I
Nokes

I
is not doing his job. he

shouldn't be the Speaker,"

Franco pleaded. "I hope you

support me in asking him to

resign."

When the motion failed, it

led to a massive walkout by

members of the Senate and

other attendees, many of whom
had ties to the ALANA cause.

Nokes will he meeting with

each of the bb members i\>v up

to 15 minutes during the next

week to discuss Senate conmiit-

lee appointments.

"We shouldn't be closing

doors to anyone," Franco said,

regarding the decision by

Nokes to not recogni/e

appointed seats for the ALANA
caucus. According to Franco,

certain members ol the

University's Republican Club
within the Senate were most

responsible iov this ruling. "We
were denied this light." Franco

said. "I'hat is basically an

attack on the Al.AN.A commu-
nity."

Franco believes it is an

attack not only on the ALANA
connnunity. but the campus as

a whole. In defense of Nokes.

Chair of Universii\ Policv Olaf

Aprans said. "INokes) can't

recognize appointed seats by

his own will."

According to Aprans, the

coordinating council mandated
Nokes' motions. "It's in the will

of the Senate." he said. "The
Senate left us no will, no deci-

sion."

"We're trying to do the best

with what the Senate left us,"

Aprans added, pointing out

that the ALANA caucus won
25 percent of the Senate. "I

believe I acted properly when I

said I would not recognize

appointed seats. Often times,

we see members of the |U.S.|

legislature acting in a way that

citizens might not agree with,

and that appears to be what

happened here last year."

"The sentiment was that this

was not in the constitution for

a reason." Nokes added. Nokes
said he believes that a portion

of the Senate was uninformed

a> to the magnitude in which

Continued on page 2

Career fair offers up host of opportunities
By Ferron Salniker

(,\)1LF.(MAN StaFK

The Campus Center Auditorium at

the University of Massachusetts Amherst

bustled with activity yesterday, as stu-

dents and employers participated in the

Career Services Office's annual

Engineering Career Fair.

Over 40 employers spoke to and col-

lected resumes from hopeful engineering

students looking for internships, sum-
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mer co-ops and full time jobs. The most

well known companies participating in

the fair included General Electric.

Raytheon. Texas Instruments. Inc. and

Microsoft. Other employers such as the

U.S. L)epartment of Energy, the United

Postal Services and the U.S. Coast

Guard were also kept busy recruiting.

"We have three more employers than

last year, which is good given the econo-

my." said Tina Acker, the associate direc-

tor and Career Fair coordinator. "The

most popular employers are well-known

names like

General Electric, names that we see

everyday on the products we use. but the

companies that have received the most

attention have been the ones that have a

lot of internships and full time jobs

available."

Acker also said that she was pleased

with the student turnout.

"We've had a large number of stu-

dents come in early, which is good." she

said in the beginning of the day. "We
changed the day this year: last year, it

was on luesdaN. |On| Wednesdays, there

are more frequent class changes, so we
thought it would be belter."

Flmployers were also pleased with the

number of students participating.

"It's going excellent, we've got a lot

of different folks coming up to talk to

us," .said Kevin Binetle, a staffing con-

sultant from the company
Raytheon. "We've gotten a good balance

of people kK)king for summer intern-

ships and people who will be graduating

in May."

Raytheon Company, a global leader in

defense electronics and complex inte-

i

grated information systems, has attend-

ed the Career Fair every year.

"Today we've talked to a lot of people

who are interested, knowledgeable

about the company and know what type

of work they would be expected to do.'

said Binetle. "We consistently see quali

fied candidates: UMass is among our top

three schools for recruits."

Other employers agreed that the lair

was a great opportunity to lind qualiliecl

students.

"We are having a great time. We've

had a lot of talented people coming to

talk to us." said Al Arcesc, a UMass
alumnus and a civil engineer for the

Federal Aviation Adminisiralion. "It'v

encouraging to see sophomores; wc
want to get them thinking about us early

on."

Arcesc was not the only UMass alum

nus recruiting employees: he was joined

by several, most of whom found employ-

ment through past Career Fairs.

"I feel bad: they all look so nervous,"

said Allen Mackey. a recent graduate.

"It's a tough time for finding employ

ment. I've seen people here who didn't

graduate with me trying to lind a job."

Mackey was an intern lor two years at

the Voipe Center, an innovative, federal,

fee-for-service organization within the

U.S. Department of Transportation. Ik-

is now an electrical engineer for the air-

port service division.

"I get to travel to different parts of

the United States," said Mackey. "Next

month I'm going to San Diego to do
some testing."

Although many students were forced

to wail in lines to speak to employers.

hl<IMi\S .vvil AHA' Ol llr.lAK
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'I'm here to look lor a summer co

op," said Rami llarawi, a senior

mechanical engineering major. "I'se

lotikcd al Texas Instruments | I'll. Saint

Ciobain High Performance Materials and

Skanska. 11 was very interesting.

"

He explained that most recruiters

were helpful and inviting

"They were all very friendly, the\

seem interested because they know they

are doors Ui out careers." he said.

Some stuilcnis found the lair to be

o\erw helming and frustrating.

"I ihink I came w.iy Km undci-

dressed," said Christopher Colelto, a

mechanical engineering major "I came
hcLiusc I feel like I neeil lo be here; I

don'l really want a job."

Mike Dillon, a senior cheinica! engi-

neering major, said he thought the

process of hantling in resumes and talk-

in^' with emploNcrs was useless.

You're onl\ one in a million. The
only vsa\ you'll gel a job is if you have a

connection." Dillon, who visited the

Geneial Electric and Department of

I nergv stations, said. "They were all

very lriendl>, but it's all fake."
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Sister of slain former priest requests fair inquiry

Geoghan urges unbiased look into

death of convicted child molester

By Theo Emlry
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For the Record

Correction: Due to an

editing error, there was a

misattributed quote in yes-

terday's story on the

Presidential Search

Committee's open forum,

held Tuesday. Dennis

Austin, to-chair of the

search committee and direc-

tor of state government

relations with Raytheon,

said at the meeting, "I think

the entire Board [of

Trustees] would agree |that

the move) would be over

my dead body." University

of Massachusetts graduate

student Ed Cutting was mis-

takenly credited as making

this statement.

BOSTON (AP) — The sister

of slain former priest John

Geoghan said she feared that

an "honest inquiry" into her

brother's prison death would be

undermined because of punish-

ment and intimidation of

inmates interviewed about the

case.

Catherine Geoghan released

her first public statement yes-

terday since her brother, a con-

victed child molester and a cen-

tral figure in Boston archdio-

cese's clergy abuse scandal, was

killed in his prison cell in

August. A fellow inmate has

been charged with his murder.

"I break my silence today to

express my concern that the

process not be impeded or

undermined through the intim-

idation of the prisoners and

staff whose observations are

critical to an honest inquiry."

Catherine Geoghan said in the

statement. Leslie Walker, exec-

utive director of the prisoner

rights advocacy group

Massachusetts Correctional

Legal Services, read the state-

ment aloud.

Walker said yesterday that

guards have threatened inmates

interviewed about the slaying,

charged them with prison rule

infractions, put them in solitary

confinement. and "locked

down" Geoghan's former ward,

allowing inmates out of cells

for only a few minutes each

day.

Catherine Geoghan. a

staunch defender of her broth-

er, reported in her statement

that while she was visiting him.

a guard assaulted John

Geoghan. After she com-
plained, Catherine Geoghan
wrote, her brother was accused

of attacking the guard.

")ohn always conducted

himself respectfully and as a

gentleman and received fair

treatment from many prisoners

and guards. Other guards

abused him terribly and with

seeming impunity," Catherine

Geoghan wrote.

Justin Latini. a spokesman

for the Department of

Correction, declined to com-

ment. Public Safety Secretary

Edward Flynn, who has

appointed a panel to investigate

Geoghan's death, asked that

investigators "be given the

courtesy of completing the

investigation they have been

working on."

"It is my hope that anyone

who has information relative to

this matter speak openly and

honestly with members of the

investigative team. If anyone

believes that they are being pre-

vented from speaking, then I

would encourage their attor-

neys to contact my office

directly." Flynn said in a state-

ment.

The panel has come under

criticism from prisoner's rights

groups including Massa-

chusetts Correctional Legal

Services, state lawmakers, and

the prison guard's union. Flynn

and Gov. Mitt Romney have

defended its impartiality and

promised an aggressive investi-

gation.

The Massachusetts Correc-

tion Officers Federated Union,

which represents prison

guards, released a statement

Attorney Leslie Walker, riKht. the executive director of the Massachusetts Correctional Le^l Services

answers qu».'>tii.nN from rep,.rten, yesterday in Boston. Walker read a statement from Catherine Gei>Khan regard-

ing the treatnunt of her brother, the murdered John Gei^n. and other pristiners at Massachusetts Correctional

facilitieA.

Wednesday saying the union

supports "any inquiry or inves-

tigation undertaken by the

state."

"Until a thorough investiga-

tion is complete, it would be

irresponsible for us to address

accusations made by prison

inmates or their family mem-
bers." the union statement

read.

John Geoghan was serving a

nine- to 10-year prison term for

groping a 10-year-old boy. but

he was accused of molesting

nearly 150 boys over three

decades as a Boston-area priest.

The revelation that the

church knew of the alleged

abuse and nonetheless moved

Geoghan between parishes trig-

gered the clergy abuse scandal

in the Boston archdiocese in

lanuary 2002.

On Aug. 23, fellov/ inmate

Joseph L. Druce. 37. allegedly

beat and strangled the b8-year-

old Geoghan in his prison cell

at Souza-Baranowski Correc-

tional Center in Shirley, where

Geoghan was transferred

because of what prison officials

described in part as discipline

problems. Druce has pleaded

innocent to murder.

After Geoghan's death.

Flynn appointed the three-per-

son panel comprised of State

Police Maj. Mark Delaney.

Department of Correction

investigator Mark Reilly. and

prison expert George Camp to

investigate the slaying. The
investigation is pending.

Walker said she feared a

"whitewash" by the state panel,

and urged the creation of a sep-

arate panel to look into the

states prison system as a

whole.

"The only thing that sepa-

rates lohn Geoghan from

countless other prisoners is

that he died. Many prisoners

experience the same abuse and

mistreatment ... It is imperative

that numerous critical, sys-

temic issues be reviewed in

depth by a blue ribbon commis-

sion," she said.

Motion to impeach Senate Speaker Nokes fails

Collegian ne\NS

Continued from page 1

the amendment to not recognize

appointed seats affected the Senate.

However he does believe it to be under-

stood by those who voted for it.

"The Senate last year chose not to

But when asked whether or not he

felt Nokes had engaged in any actions

that he considered impeachable.

Morrison said. "Yeah. I'm sure he's

done stuff. I'm looking into it. If any

"(NokesI had to listen to the Senate last^^^enator is breaking the rules, I'm look-

.^^ng if

recognize them." Attorney General

Mark Morrison said regarding appoint-

ed seats. "You guys can change that."

However, he added, the people voted,

and for now it's a standing rule.

year. Tng into It.

Though, according to Morrison, most

everyone serving on the Senate breaks

some rule everyday. Morrison noted that

to his knowledge, "no one is attacking

the
I
ALANA I caucus for what they

stand for; they are attacking it because

they fthe seatsj are appointed."

Interested in an
Internship for

Spring Semester?

Come to a
Field Experience
Welcome Session!

Monday, Oct. 6

3:00 pm

Thursday, Oct. 9

3:00 pm

Tuesday, Oct. 14

10:30 am

All Welcome Sessions take place in

104 Career Services BIdg.

(across from the Newman Center)

For more information

about Internships and Co-ops,

go to www-ccn.acad.umass.edu

or call us at 545-6265

Careei

WWW.DAIlYCOlUCIAN.COM tir[)e jUaggacbugettg jiaitp CoUegian TlU'KSDAY, Ot rOBIK 2, 200}

Legal issues plague apartment complex
Continued from page 1

Benoit, an employee in the main

office, the copy of the lease. She

has still not heard back from any-

one about the issue.

When Bruce Cote, a junior

mechanical engineering major, and

his roommates received the carbon

copy of their signed lease in lurte,

they immediately noticed that the

numbers were written over in ink.

but they decided not to question it.

"UMass students get hosed for

all the money we're worth," Cote

said. "We're used to prices going

up every year for everything. It's

the UMass trend."

They own four cars, which

means they had to purchase two

additional parking permits this

year. Cote and his roommates
decided to split the total cost.

Rather than having two people pay

the $500 charge, they each paid

$75 to split it evenly.

However, according to their

original contract that they signed,

they were only obligated to pay a

total of $200.

)on Contrada, a senior legal

studies major and one of Cote's

roommates, was concerned that

the extra money paid for the park-

ing permits would not be applied to

improving the Townehouse proper-

ty. He explained that large potholes

were a potential hazard to his vehi-

cle, which he drives to and from his

apartment everyday

As for other problems they have

had with Townehouse manage-

ment, Cote explained that there

have been issues concerning the

higher prices on rent.

"We've gone down there [to the

office) before and I've had different

prices quoted to me," Cote said.

Cote explained that while he

felt that the tenants was being

taken advantage of, that it would

likely not make an impact unless

several students spoke up.

"It's one of those things that if

everyone did it, it's great," he said.

Attorney Charles DiMare,

director of Student Legal Services,

said the lessor is "committing

breach of contract by enforcing the

changes" that were made to the

leases — the lessor is illegitimately

charging $ 1 50 for additional park-

ing permits when the agreement

with the tenants was to charge

$100 each.

"It is unenforceable as a matter

of law," DiMare said. "It is an

unfair or deceptive act and practice

in violation of Mass. General l^w.

Chapter 95A, the Massachusetts

Consumer Protection Act."

The Consumer Protection Act

prohibits deceptive and unfair acts

such as this to be f)ert"ormed by

landlords.

DiMare recommends that ten-

ants who have had their contracts

unlawfully altered should seek

legal advice. They will be advised

to send a letter to the agent of the

condominiums (in this case.

k)hnson) or some other member of

management. The letter should

explain that the tenants have seen a

lawyer and would like their over-

payment returned by some speci-

fied date (usually between a week
and month from the date of the let-

ter). It should also state that if the

money is not returned within the

specified time frame, appropriate

legal action will be taken.

From there, lawyers will threat-

en litigation, or sue if necessary.

Possible consequences in this case

include the Townehouses owing

triple damages and attorney's fees,

DiMare said.

Several attempts were made by

UNITED STATES MARINE
CORPS orncER programs

Pm—nt

FREE HELICOPTER RIDES
Thumky, Oitober 2, 2003 11:00 am - 3:00 pm Fieltls Behind .VluUiii.s Center, UMass

**Parking available by ftermit or meter only**

Open to al students and faculty interested in learning more about

what the Marine G>rps Officer Prc^rams have to offer!

Iirlin.-J Slip

I- lla

i»r I'uiT

Are you interested in a career in International Affairs?

Learn more about International Affairs Graduate Programs

jr
%

Thursday, October 9, 2003

5K)O-7:O0pm

Radisson Hotel Convention Hall ^A and B'

200 Stuart Street

Boston, MA 021 16

617-482-1800

Pre-Registration for this event is not required

> Discuss admissions requirements, curriculum, joint degree

program options, and careers opportunities.

> Collect application information on a range of graduate programs.

> Meet admissions representatives from the following universities:

American University

University of California, San Diego

Colunobia University

University of Denver

Dul(e University

Georgetown University

The George Washington University

Harvard University

The Johns Hopldns University

University of Maryland

University of Michigan

University of Minnesota

University of Pittsburgh

Princeton University

Syracuse University

Tufts University

University of Washington

Yale University

Sponsored by the Association of Professional Schools of International Affairs

For additional information, please contact APSIA at:

info@apsia.org, 301.405.7553, www.apsia.org

APSlA

The Collegian to contact lohn.son

and the owner of the Townehouse

apartments, S. Starr, neither of

whom were available for comment,

according to Benoit. Kenoit said

she was not authorized to sfx-ak to

the press.

To speak with a member of

Student Legal Services, call 413-

545-1995 or visit the office in

Campus Center room 922. The stu-

dent-funded law office provides

legal assistance to fee-paying

UMass students.

Language requirement
Continued from page 1

"They are sick and tired of me
talking; about it," Rusc-nbcrg

explained. "I bring it up at least

every other time and the last cou-

ple of times I brought it up. some
people started pushing back and

saying, 'Hey, don't those people

still have a job'.' \uu know, my
people are losing their jobs. 1

have x-people laid off.'"

Another issue that was dis-

cussed at the Sept. 18 meeting

was the Student Government
Association elections, which

took place last week. Brian long,

SGA secretary, spoke for the

Association saying that this

year's senate will focus on,

among other issues, organizing

activities on Friday and Saturday

nights in an attempt to keep

more students on campus during

the weekends. Long said this is

an attempt to curb large parties

such as last year's "Hobart Ho-

Down."

ASIAN AKTS ik CULTURE PKOGKAM
In Collahorahon uvth th( Department ot Thtaiir au.i iht Arab Student Club

MIDDLE EAST FESTIVAL
HAFLl:
DANCES
FROM
THE GULF
REGION
FRIDAY
OCTOBER 3

Bowker Auditorium
5:30-7P«l

"Women only" dance
workshop

DAANAH
FRIDAY. OCTOBER 3

Bowker Auditorium, Sn»

All Women Middl« East ensemble playing the sounds of

traditional and popular melodies

IN STUDENT UNION BALIROOM
Middle Eastern food will be on sale al 6:30. An Arab fashion

show and dance tiegins at 9:3a
ruNoroBvsAiEr

FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

FOR TICKETS CALL 545 251 1 OR 1 800 999 UMAS
FOR INFORMATION
CALL 577 24«« OR GO ONLINF AT WWW FINFARTSCENTFR COM ASIAN

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors
Beer:

Long Trail

Liquor:

, Chivas Regal
24 hllcasi- $19.99 , -

"^o ml. ..$24.99
Miller Lite Bushmills

24 pkcan> $15.99-
, l.tcr. $22-99

Icehouse Wild Turkey
wpkcans $12.99*

, liter.. $21.99

Coors Light Captain Morgan
2()pi<hiis, 12.99*

I liter.. .$15.99

Busch & Busch Light Seagram's Vodka Ml I l.ivors

24 pkbu..$10.99* 1.75 li... $14-99

RubinoffVodka Ml ! lavors

1 75 It. ..$9.99
Heineken

Corona

Wine:
Talus

("haixJ.,CaK. Mt-rlot. Pin<»t Ciriizn'

l.S It. ..$10.99

Jacobs Creek Reserve
r 'hard.. Cab.. Shiraz

7S0 ml. ..$9.99

Casa LapostoUe
Chant. Cah.Merliii

750 ml...$8.99

Beauiieu Vineyards Costal

Chanl , Cab.. Merli.t ^ ^
750 ml.. .$8.99

i2pkhii. $9.99*

i2pkhti $9.99*

Carlo Rossi
All n.nurv

4.0 It. ..$7.99

"all beer prices plus deposit

V

Nathanson Creek

750 ml. ..$3.99

/

SALE 10/02 THROUGH 10/08

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

jjj Russell St.. Rte 9, Hadley. MA o/o.?f

§84-8174 • Man,- Sat. 9am- iipm i

A calling plan that will

make your day!

Unlimited
Night & Weekend

Airtimf Minutes wtifn on th« Ameriu's Choicf Nftwofk

Pius

1000 Anytime

Mobile To Mobile
Mlnutrs If) <<ili any of our \} S mltkHi cu^omfn

ofi Mil nalMmwKJc rrwbilf to mobil*' rwtworti

Fall into Savings!

Get up to

4 FREE
Motorola V120E

Phones!

Ne« 2 y«ai vnwl ogiNiTitiii itquimd While Juppfin Iiki UmtMJ nm oHer

FOR
$

400
39

anytime

minutes

QQ monthly

Wi(hlor2»«

Unlimited nationwide long distance.

No roaming charges coast-to-coast.

All wtion calling on the Arwiu's Choice^ ftftwork

Trw A'Tenca's Chans network covers more tt^ar 265 million people

in ihe Li.S hteiwork nol avaiiatile in all areas Calls placed oulSKle

11)6 cailina plan area dip 69t,'fnin Mo^|le to Mn'jile not available

tti'nijnhn 1 thf. America s Choice Network

^Dhreless
www.shopatwireless.com

HADLEY
322 Russell St •413.587.3248

HOLYOKE
50 Holyoke Mall 413 533 2500

Stop in and ask how you can keep your same phone
number and switch wireless carriers Coming this falll

NIgM t wMktnd hoan Mhi-FtI f:t1pm-6 &tam. Id UamSun 11 Stfin Tun a lurcntrgn ipply t mif *inr '•diral Unimntl Scrvie* Chtrg
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Gaognphic and olhai reslricllons TOl» S«•broc^lJrf JnlJvll«'«pfltt8nt»^wl0l(1el»'i SVOni Vac /on Weiss*
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More active role needed

in president's search
The search for a new president at the

University of Massachusetts is starting to pick

up speed, and students had a golden opportu-

nity Tuesday afternoon to weigh in on whom
the next leader of the University system will

be.

Nearly no one took it.

The empty turnout could be blamed on

numerous things. Having an open forum at 5

p.m. made little sense to many students, con-

sidering that is during the middle of many

students" busy class schedules. Staff members

at the Massachusetts Daily Collegian heard

many complaints that the forum was too early

for them to attend — that if it had been at 7

or 8 p.m.. they would have taken an interest.

That point is debatable. One of the biggest

complaints against UMass students for years

has been their general apathy toward many

issues, especially politics. Tuesday bears that

out. Students had a chance to meet with

Chancellor |ohn V. Lombardi and many of the

high-profile executives from the business

world that are on the search committee,

including )ohn Armstrong, a retired vice pres-

ident at IBM. and Dennis Austin, the director

of state government relations with Raytheon.

Lombardi admitted that when working out

the details of the forum, the group planning it

chose the Student Union Ballroom for fear

that turnout would be too great to fit into a

smaller venue. So what did the forum end up

with? Less than 40 people, and that's includ-

ing members of the Student Government

Association, the Amherst Chamber of

Commerce and other various members of fac-

ulty and staff. That leaves little more than a

handful of students who took the time out

from their schedules to voice concerns on

who next president of the University will be

— a man more powerful than any other in the

University system.

"We've got to do a much, much better job

of publicity, not only to our students, but to

our alumni, to the legislature and to the citi-

zens of Massachusetts," Austin said during

the forum. "We haven't done that the last

couple of years. We get too much into show-

manship that Bill Cosby came here or lack

Welch came here."

It's a valid point. Nevertheless, the forum

had a different sense to it. Lombardi's office

made several efforts to make sure that stu-

dents knew about the forum, including send-

ing out a bulk e-mail to all students and tak-

ing the steps to contact The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian and SGA President David

Carr. Every effort was made for the forum to

have been a comfortable student-friendly

atmosphere.

So why didn't anyone go?

In the last year, UMass has seen over $20 mil-

lion in budget cuts, dozens of layoffs and sev-

eral public embarrassments, including the

legal troubles of our own retired president,

William M. Bulger. Even Lombardi said that,

financially, at least, we are nearing our break-

ing point.

The Collegian encourages students to take

a more active role in the search for our new

president and in politics in general. The selec-

tion of a leader is no easy task, and doing it

with a student voice that is near silent only

makes it more difficult. The student body will

have no place criticizing the next president if

they take no active role in selecting one now.

The option is there. It needs to be utilized.

Shouldn't now be the time to pay atten-

tion?

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian Editorial Board.

Rejuvenating political interest
With the democratic nomi-

nation less than one year away,

five of the nine candidates

vying for the coveted position

have emerged as plausible con-

tenders. However, one candi-

date in particular, the

insurgent former gov- Uiphaol

ernor of Vermont, "'"'"'""

Howard Dean, appears
"""'"'""

to have a distinct advantage in

fundraising. But the latest polls

suggest that the socially-mind-

ed liberal has also drawn an

adoring following from the

men and women of Generation

Y
What has Dean done differ-

ently than his fellow rivals,

loseph Lieberman ( D-Conn.).

Richard Gephardt (D-Mo.).

|ohn Kerry (D-Mass.). and |ohn

Edwards
" (D-N.O? Simple.

The former governor has uti-

lized the Internet better than

any of his counterparts. In

struggling through a lackluster

first quarter, where he only

pulled in $ 2.7 million, )oe

Trippi, Dean's campaign man-

ager, arrived at a creative, yet

basic solution; Why not

encourage voters to visit

Dean's Web site: www.dean-
foramerica.com?

By dropping e-mail mes-

sages into potential voters'

inboxes. proclaiming. "Every

little bit counts." Dean raised a

staggering $7.4 million for the

second quarter, topping even

Kerry, who was thought to be

the early favorite.

So what does this all mean?

In the last 30 years, or maybe

longer, political races have been

dominated by corporate dona-

tions, and "big money" spend-

ing. However, with the

lenz

recent success. Dean has

enjoyed from mostly $10 to

$20 contributions, Americans
— especially those between the

ages of 18 and 29 — are re-

engaged in the democratic

process. After all. our

founding fathers envi-

sioned a system that
^^"~'

allowed its citizens to

participate directly in the elec-

tions of its leaders.

In a recent poll, conducted

by www.gallup.com. it was
determined that 92 percent of

men and women between the

ages of 18 and 25 have access

to the Internet. This data raises

Can the Internet

actually rejuvenate

the minds and
passion of an oth-

erwise apathetic

Generation Y?

the following questions: Has

the Internet emerged as a new
forum for political engagement;

and more specifically, can the

Internet actually rejuvenate the

minds and passion of an other-

wise apathetic Generation Y?
In the 2000 presidential

election between then Vice

President Al Gore and George

W. Bush, only a fraction of

Americans actually voted. The

figure among young adults ( 1
8-

25) was even lower. However,

thanks to the excitement gener-

ated by the Internet, apathy

may soon be a distant memory.

Web sites like deanforameri-

ca.com both informs

Americans about critical issues

The failure oi UMass Food Services
Most stu-M|k dents whor^ haven't been

^i
"convinced"
that an unlim-

ited meal plan

is best for

them will

agree that

liilad they usually

Skolnik
have any-

where from

20 to 80 (or more) meals left

over each semester. These

meals don't get rolled over to

the next semester, nor does one

get I refund — even a partial

refund. With each meal coming

out to be between $5 and

$6.50. 40 meals left over by the

end of the semester is over

$200 down the drain.

One could argue you can't

get your money back because

Food Services has already spent

that money on food for you.

but then why can't one pur-

chase less than 163 meals a

semester? if someone goes

home on Fridays, that's an

extra two meals a week they

don't use — $10 lost every

week. You'd have to be pretty

intoxicated to flush a $10
check down the toilet every

seven days.

What if someone is sick for

a week or two and doesn't eat a

lot. or has to go home for a

week for a wedding? Making

students pay for meals that they

don't intend to use is not only

not very nice, but being forced

to pay money for goods and

sei^ices that you do not want

and have no intention of using

isn't that far a step from steal-

ing from you.

At least the thousands upon

thousands of dollars spent put-

ting up unneeded ads about the

YCMP meal plan on the PVTA
and other various areas isn't a

such as the disaster in the

Middle East, economic policies

and defending civil liberties,

and also encourages young

Americans to get involved. One
common Dean slogan found on

his website that has "fired up"

the constituency is, "Together

we can take back our country."

Another positive aspect

about the emergence of the

Internet in the democratic

process has been the substitu-

tion of grassroot campaigns in

place of the ever popular cor-

porate spending that has

derailed politics. For example,

while our own president plans

to buy the next election (he

may raise $200 million by late

2004 by taking money from his

oil-rich, corporate allies), can-

didates like Dean are pursuing

the White House with integrity.

The president may be raising

millions of campaign dollars by

the week. However, in doing

so. he is alienating the average

voter who has lost hope that

their vote no longer matters.

Thanks in large part to the

Internet, candidates like Dean
are drawing the support of

lower and middle class

Americans (the other 99 per-

cent of the population). One
can imagine if each and every

American felt included, then

our national voting turnouts

would be reminiscent of the

'60s and '70s.

To those in despair, do not

lose hope. You are just one

click away from directly

impacting a pivotal election

that could potentially decide

the fate of our nation.

Michael W. Lenz is a

Collegian columnist.

waste. That's about the only

way that Food Services could

convince you to get their

YCMP plan, where you are

allotted about $6.50 per meal

yet can only buy $5.75 worth of

food in the Bluewall. If these

meal plans were a truly good

deal, then Food Services

wouldn't need to blow all that

money on advertisements. They

are a monopoly on campus; if

it's good food, people will

come.
Even worse. Food Services

has prevented Jewish students

who wish to keep to a strict

Freshmen and soph-

omores are forced

to spend over

$1,000 eating In

UMass' greasy satu-

rated fat-ridden

cafeterias whether

they want to or not.

kosher diet from doing so.

Numerous |ewish students who
have appealed to Food Services

to be able to observe their reli-

gion and eat at Hillel's kosher

kitchen have been denied. As if

this wasn't enough, they were

charged without their consent

several hundred dollars to be

put on Food Services' "kosher"

meal plan, which as a UMass

Jewish chaplains stated, does

not strictly keep kosher.

Moreover, Food Services

fails to provide the nutritional

information for the food near

the location where they serve

their food. Instead, they put it

in a clumsy book in the incon-

venient area outside the seating

area, making hungry students

walk in to see what is being

served and then walk back out

to look in the book in order to

see the nutritional information.

Freshmen and sophomores

are forced to spend over

$1,000 eating in UMass' greasy

saturated fat-ridden cafeterias

whether they want to or not.

Moreover, every meal is all-

you-can-eat, which might not

be the brightest idea consider-

ing the raging nationwide prob-

lem of obesity and a college

epidemic of "the freshman 1
5."

Students already distraught

from not being able to use up

their meals try to get their

money's worth by eating a lot.

Additionally, pounds upon

pounds of unused food get

thrown out as students pile as

much food in their plate as they

can fit.

UMass Food Services has

failed in its mission to serve

students and has succeeded in

wasting their hard-earned

money. Even McDonalds posts

its nutritional information near

where the food is ordered, and

it doesn't make you buy 163

meals at a time.

UMass Food Services needs

to apologize to students who
are forced to pay for more

meals than they can use, to stu-

dents who wish to keep kosher

and to all other students who
have been victims of UMass
Food Services incompetence.

They should reform their ways,

but before that. Food Services

needs to either change the

wording of their goal or start

aiming to achieve it. On their

Web site it states, "Our goal is

to provide you with the best

dining experience on campus."

Either those who manage food

services are lying to us, or are,

to put it nicely, truly unskilled

at what they do.

Gilad Skolnik is a Collegian

columnist.

*Real World/ here I come

O'Shea

MTV held an open casting

call in the Campus Center base-

ment for "The Real World" and

Road Rules" last week, and I

was fourth in line with giddy

excitement at the thought of all

expenses paid debauchery. I am
no bowser, but my choice

« , between hitting the gym and
oiepnanie stretching out on the futon usu-

ally ends up with a "Growing
Pains" re-run and me thinking

it is hilarious that Mike Seaver's best friend is

named Boner.

To ensure myself a fraction of a chance at

being noticed, despite my realistic looks, I there-

fore had to shift focus from my body and pro-

mote myself with the aspects of my personality

that most other girls do not exude.

Samuel L. Jackson defines "cool

only he and I can — or at least

that was the .scheme I was going

for when I stapled a photo of

myself "telling dirty jokes" into

the ear of his wax replica to my
application. If you see me on dig-

ital cable surrounded by Ikea fur-

niture, it will most likely be as the

just-one-of-the-guys type of girl

with a dulled sense of what it

means to be a lady despite her

cranberry creme nails and refrig-

erator full of diet soda.

Attention is the Luigi to my
Mario, and my favorite way to get

it is when people dignify my off-

kilter sense of humor with a response. If my life

was put between commercials, the promos

would show me in public licking my two index

fingers and making a sizzle noise as I touched my
nipples, a move that has somehow evolved from

a victory dance to a shamefully all too familiar

sensory-motor skill. Much of the show's filler

would be close-ups of my instant messages edit-

ed to make it look like all I ever talk about online

falls under one of the three general categories of

sexual behavior, food that tastes good, and how
I desperately want to be the female Conan

O'Brien. Song and dance would also get signifi-

cant air time.

The substantive part of the half hour, howev-

er, would be the underlying social dynamic con-

m a way

If you see me on

digital cable sur-

rounded by Ikea fur-

niture, it will most

likely be as the just-

one-of-the-guys

type of girl with a

dulled down sense

of what it means to

be a lady.

ceming my recent realization that, as a general

rule, nobody lusts after female comedians. My
eyes would be shown rolling out of their sockets

each time my best guy friends discussed with me
such subjects as how they develop crushes on

girls after seeing their underwear. "Stephanie

Says" by the Velvet Underground would fade in

as I sullenly sipped my beer and ran my fingers

through my hair in slow motion, bothered that

because I am privy to locker room talk. I will

never be the subject of it.

Straight-to-DVD footage would involve me
trying to act like a business diva, which ironical-

ly would work against the show's initial vie for

commercial success. I can imagine myself

screeching at producers that product placement

does not come for free as they tried to unload 20

cases of Sprite Remix inside of my kitchen. I

would then put my hand over the microphone

and inform them that I will be their puppet on

strings if it involves free burritos

or anything branded American
Eagle Outfitters.

Director commentary would
point out how I purposefully

placed graphing calculators and

copies of The Wall Street lournal

around my apartment in an effort

to send subtle messages to the

youth of America that there is no
shame in turning down the televi-

sion and dorking it up a little.

As you read this, my Real

World/Road Rules application is

probably on the bottom of a huge

reject pile in gross violation of

Los Angeles County fire code, and Samuel L.

[ackson has a Starbucks order for three mocha
lattes scribbled across his designer suit. I have

most likely been passed over in favor of girls

who never eat carbs, who cannot exist without

drama, or who were savvy enough to maintain

that the kiss between Madonna and Britney

Spears gave them ideas. I have accepted the real-

ity that if I want my life exposed to the public it

has to be done the old fashion way with

Microsoft Word and an adequate supply of

Ellio's Pizza.

lust promise me that if I do get picked, you

will buy me a drink and beg me to do my nipple

thing when I get back to Amherst.
Stephanie O'Shea is a Collegian columnist.
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Philosophical thoughts from Down Under

Adrienne

Bossi

My aunt

thinks I am
"going to be a

new person in

December"
when I come
home. I be-

lieved her at

first. Now, I

am not so

sure.

I have been

in Australia for about two and

a half months. I expected to

come here and find a great

adventure with someone or

something new and exciting

around the corner. I'm still the

same old me. just in a new
atmosphere whose newness

alone doesn't seem so foreign

anymore.
I want to enjoy every day

and make the most out of every

second I am here. After all, this

is a very unique experience. But

I'm finding that to be a cliche

impossibility to actually live by.

I have classes to attend, home-

work to hand in and tests to

study for.

Maybe I expected too much.

There is only a small time

frame before the novelty and

newness of a situation wears

off. When I first got here, I was

overwhelmed with trying to

meet everyone, absorb the

atmosphere and acclimate

myself to the accents. Two
months later. I am still noticing

the differences instead of

acknowledging the beauty of

each moment that passes dur-

ing my limited time here.

Life gels in the way of enjoy-

ing every passing moment.
Daily annoyances are some-

times unavoidable: People dis-

appoint us. situations aggra-

vate us. and before you know it

youre flipping the calendar

forward. There are only specif-

ic moments that grip you. You

can't have every second at its

best.

Every now and then, I get

hit with the realization of, "Oh

my god. I am in Australia right

now!" I'll roll over on the

beach and realize that it's real-

ly amazing that I'm on a tropi-

cal beach on the Great Barrier

Reef in northern Australia in

October! But then life happens

again.

There are only spe-

cific moments that

grip you. You can't

have every second

at its best.

It is the same with any big

life event. Going away to col-

lege was a huge change from

living at home and going to a

high school incomparable in

size to UMass. Before college,

teachers knew your name and

you recognized every face in

the halls. But it grows on you.

You forget that your lime is

limited, and you're supposed to

be living your youth to the

fullest, acting out scenes from

"Animal House" and "PCU."

But. as the story goes, lime

passes and then you realize

you've taken this amazing

experience for granted. You

have not enjoyed every infini-

tesimal moment. You haven't

lived by the revered and highly

preached cliche. We are led to

believe that we will have

regrets if we don't wring dry

every moment of all of its good-

ness. But does that mean you

haven't enjoyed it'.'

After all. if life were just one

magical moment after another

it would seem pretty mundane.

It is the humdrum drone ot

daily life and the occasional

bad times that allow those spe-

cial moments to shine through

so brightly.

Therefore, I think the cliche

is misleading. I don't like think-

ing I am ungrateful, because I

sometimes have complaints

while I am in Australia. I don't

like feeling guilty that this

semester abroad I am not culti-

vating a four-month long

epiphany.

Or maybe this is my
epiphany... hmmm. Wouldn't

that be ironic'.' Maybe my aunt is

right, and I am a changed per-

son, because I now realize that it

is naive to hold on a pedestal the

idea that the right way to live

life is by lathering yourself in

every moment.
That is not to say that you

shouldn't be careful what you

lake for granted. I certainly have

found a plethora of things 1

appreciate much more now than

I am without them; like fast

restaurant service, the resources

of a big university, 24-hour any-

thing and free local calls.

I am not simply trying to

make myself feel better about

having bad days while I am
away. I do have a point. The

same goes for all of us in col-

lege. It's only four years (well,

for some of us it is). It is a

shame to let it fly by without

noticing how great it is that we

are 20-somethings living it up

in a situation unlike any other

we have experienced or ever

will experience again. But at

the same time, screw those who

try to tell us that we are not liv-

ing right when we do have

complaints, when life gets in

the way and when months pass

right under our noses.

,\dricnne Bossi is a

Collegian columnist on

exchange in Australia.

It's time for us to grow up

Becky
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Letters to the Editor

College may be a time to experience new

things, make lifelong friends and finally reach

maturation. Yet. sometimes, students lose sight

of one major purpose of school... of the educa-

tion that will determine the course of our future.

As freshmen, we enter college with big ideas.

Certain people cannot wait to recreate them-

selves and leave high school stereotypes

behind. Some look forward to leaving

home for the first time and experiencing

adulthood for themselves. But other stu-

dents look at university life as a prepaid vacation

arranged by their parents. It becomes too easy to

slip up when no one is there, constantly nagging

us to do well. Going to class is suddenly an

option rather than a requirement. Curfews

become non-existent. For many, irresponsibility

becomes a familiar companion.

But for all the fun students should have in

college, these years do not have to end in failure.

If we have priorities, balancing work and play

That twinge of guilt we feel

when we skip out on home-

work or class may not be as

nonsensical as we think.

will not be such a challenge. We should know

when it is appropriate to let go. as well as when

it is time to be serious. After all. that twinge of

guilt we feel when we skip out on homework or

class may not be as nonsensical as we think.

A good way to get out of the rut of indolence

is through time management. Each semester, stu-

dents are faced with new roommates, new sched-

ules and new problems. A loss of focus becomes

more common than keeping focus. But if stu-

dents manage time wisely, many conflicts could

prove avoidable.

Enjoy Greek life, play a sport, and get a job.

However, make sure to do these things while

remembering that other aspects of college are

equally as important. Make sure to plan classes,

so an undergraduate degree does not take over

four or five years to attain. Do not skip or fail

classes and lessen the chances of reaching grad-

uation. Try not to make dim-witted decisions

that can ruin chances of a good future. By simply

looking out for our own wellbeing. we increase

our likelihood of being more successful in our

post-collegiate years.

It is also important to remember when we

enter college that there are few things to fall

back on. Throughout high school, it was not

hard to attain mediocre grades and still

Uartinc S^t into a university. The future never
MdlimS
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our options appeared endless. We
believed we could have any job in any field,

because that was what we were always told.

But now. in college, we have to prove we are

capable of achieving great things. There are no

teachers or guidance counselors warning us

when we skate too close to failure. We must do

well every semester in order to fulfill our

requirements to graduate on time. We are also

paying for our education, housing and books, so

unless someone has unlimited amounts of

money, or very understanding parents, wasting

whole semesters is not an option, it is time to

really figure out what we want from life. If we

hope for a rewarding career, this is where we

start building one. If we wish to own that luxury

car. build a grand home and provide a comfort-

able lifestyle for our future families, college is

where that dream begins. We just have to make

goals and work toward them.

College students have never been so close to

the real world, as we are today. We do not have

to just dream about what we want to be when we

grow up. Now. we finally have the chance to act

on that decision. So take the initiative and grow

up. Remember that while college is supposed to

be the best years of our lives, there is much more

to it. Have fun, and enjoy it while we can. but do

not forget why we are here in the first place.

In a few years, the time will come to put our

abilities to the test. The job market will eat up

those with skills to succeed, while others may

flounder after realizing they are unqualified due

to lack of self-preparation. Do not be the person

who lives a life of regret and what could have

been. Instead, do well from the beginning, and

reap the rewards of hard work and effort when

they come.
Becky Martins is a Collegian columnist.

\ The other way out

To the Editor:

In his article entitled "It's the Only Way Out,

Yousef Munayyer attempts to explain away the neces-

sity of Israel being a Jewish state. He asks rhetorical-

ly "Am I to believe that such (a) homeland is neces-

sary for those fleeing genocidal persecution today in

the 21st century?" Well Mr. Munayyer, the answer is

yes.

Here is why: In the aftermath of the Holocaust,

there has been a myriad of books, articles, movies and

documentaries about the genocide that took place in

the Nazi death camps. But the press has done a des-

picable job of covering the terrorizing acts being com-

mitted against Jews to this very day. As a matter of

fact were one to look closely at international news

stories, one would clearly see that there is a sickening

wave of anti-Semitism sweeping western Europe, just

as it was in the years leading up to the rise of Hitler.

Throughout France and Germany, synagogues are

being burned, and Jews are being terrorized on the

streets. Even here, in the land of the free and the

home of the brave, racism is rampant. At Rutgers

University in New Jersey, Jewish students cannot

observe their Sabbath without protestors standing

angrily outside attempting to intimidate those inside.

On Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year that was cel-

ebrated this past weekend, a rabbi in Brooklyn found

a bomb on his doorstep. A friend of mine in Haverhill,

Mass went to synagogue on Rosh Hashanah only to

find the area littered with fliers inciting Jew-hatred.

Even I home in Manhattan this past weekend, got

yelled at on the sidewalk. "Do you like being a Jew?

They cloned Hitler!" This is what a young man shout-

ed at me as I walked by him Saturday night.

With Mel Gibson's latest product, an inaccurate

and strongly anti-Jewish rendition of "The Passion,"

is about to be released in theaters across the country.

It is difficult for me to see how a man who claims to

be as educated as Mr. Munayyer does can fail to see

the necessity for a Jewish State in Israel.

I saw something incredible a few weeks ago in The

Valley Advocate. It was an article about a Palestinian

man who is working with children in the West Bank to

channel their frustration into artwork instead ot vio-

lence. What we need on all sides of the conflict is this

constructive form of expression and education toward

the ideals of peace and the needs of all parties

involved. Only in this way can any solution be

reached. Let us begin this year on the right foot,

working toward mutual understanding, not mutual

ignorance, and may we all merit to see peace in the

Middle East speedily in our days!

Ben Nathan

Concerned sophomore

University of Massachusetts

Seeking a truthful solution

To the Editor:

Leah Vitale wrote Tuesday about the suffering of a

Jewish family due to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. She

expressed deep sympathy over the tragic event of chil-

dren lost to violence. Many people share this sympathy

and are working to bring people together to overcome a

history of conflict. I greatly respect the strength required

to endure such a tragedy.

Even greater than surviving through a tragedy is the

ability to withstand the pain without allowing it to become

a reason to hate. Leah seems to desire peace in the area.

However, she did not express true understanding of the

intricacy of the situation. She spoke as though

Palestinians are the only people involved, as if the con-

flict is one-sided. This is not the case and is rarely the

case in any conflict.

Leah has overlooked that Israel has invaded

Palestinian territory. Many Palestinians feel desperate to

protect themselves, their families and their land from the

push of Israeli soldiers. Consistent with human response

throughout history to a threat on their homeland,

Palestinians are taking drastic measures to force their

message on a deaf ear. This is not to say that violence is

ever a virtuous way of achieving any goal. Yet, it is neces-

sary to look at the history and facts, if one wants to under-

stand the situation and seek resolution.

Tens of thousands of Palestinians have left their

homes this year to escape persecution. Israel receives

much financial support from the U.S. government, includ-

ing help from our military that is the most powerful in the

world. Who supports Palestine with such power? Now

Israel is building a wall to barricade exchange between

the two peoples. Palestinians are being cut off from their

land. This is a just solution?

Meanwhile, Jewish residents are being cut off from

their nation. Yet the push from within the

Jewish nation to block out Palestinians is so immense

that the wall is going up anyway. Surely this is widespread

prejudice on the part of those Jewish people. Even

the Bush administration frowns upon this act, urging

Israel to leave passageways in the wall. Still, any openings

are to be guarded by armed soldiers at all times.

Though I feel the need to defend Palestine from Leah's

rash accusations, I am writing in support of unbiased

observance, with the hope that truth can lead us to a solu-

tion. Blaming or hating either parly involved will steer us

anywhere but to the truth. For how can truth reveal itself

when one's mind is shadowed by preconceived negativi-

ty? In the future, perhaps Leah will not fall to such biases

in her writing but will seek out evidence from all sides of

a situation. (See www.newint.org/issue348/refuse.htm

for some examples of people working for peace with-

out hatred,)

Deanna Levanti

University of Massachusetts student

Stripped ot creativity at a young aye
The modern

school systems

follow a basic

pattern. As the

grade increas-

es, the fun and

games
decrea.se. and

the readings

increase.
Children who
look forward

to waking up early, getting on a

big yellow bus and going to

school slowly start to despise

alarm clocks, beg for rides to

school and fake illnesses to not

even go to school in the first

place. Progressively, fun turns

into hell. But why?
Preschool kicks off the edu-

cation cycle with short days lull

of fun. The foundation of pre-

school education is based, pri-

marily, on symbolism and cre-

ation' Through the media and

the arts, children are given a

strong knowledge of the basic

functions of society. Simple

games keep children involved

and under control, yet they also

plant seeds of knowledge into

their minds, which blossom in

the near future. Preschool is fun.

because it is entirely planned to

be pleasing, educational and

beneficial to all of the children

attending.

As children grow, creative

restraints get stronger. In

preschools. strange shapes and

random color schemes labeled

"my family" are cherished and

encouraged. The next year,

kindergarten teachers will draw

shapes and colors on the board

and give them names like

"square" and "yellow." Kids are

taught to use these shapes to

draw a family. They take home

stick figures that are equally as

cherished as the indistinguish-

able shapes they brought home

from preschool. In time, these

family portraits become three-

dimensional. Children are given

materials and shown how to use

them. The yarn is the hair; the

cloth is the dress; the buttons

are the eyes.

Eventually, these children

begin to function like robots.

They take home pictures that

look exactly like all the other

pictures, aside from minor

details, lohnny draws his people

with red hair. Annie draws her

people with yellow hair. Tommy
draws his people with black

hair. All the kids draw square

houses with a triangle looL Cars

have four wheels; bikes have

two.

When children reach high

school, this concept becomes

clearly evident. Papers are not

graded on creativity, but rather

Instead of closing

the door to cre-

ativity, it should

be thrown open
for when we
enter society

after college.

on the u.sage of another person's

thoughts. Projects are rare, and

little thought goes into them.

There is no material usage, aside

from markers and paper.

College is even worse. .Ml

you do is read, then lake a test.

Then you read some more, and

lake some more tests. Then you

take a new class, read some

more books, and lake some

more tests.

When you graduate, you are

put into the workforce. The peo-

ple with the new ideas are the

ones who lead our nation

toward advancement — not the

ones who do exactly what has

been done in the past. Creativity

gets you rich overnight if you

use it the right way. People like

Gar> Dahl come up with the

idea of selling rocks as pels and

end up selling millions of them

for $4 a rock.

I think if wc start raising our

children with a stronger focus

on creativity, it would greatly

benefit society. Its OK to teach

them the names of shapes and

colors, but when we hand ihem

a pile of materials, they should

figure out themselves how to

turn it into a person. Circular

houses should be encouraged.

People with square heads are

OK. Cars with wings are cool,

too. As children gel older, they

should be encouraged to work

outside of the usual marker and

paper for projects. The> should

write about things they never

thought about and draw things

they never thought they would

see. Instead of closing the door

to creativity, it should be thrown

open for when we enter society

after college.

That way. we would have

more cures for diseases. Dr.

Takahashi came up with a chick-

en pox vaccine, not only because

of his education and observation

of the chicken pox virus, but

because he was creative.

Technology would be more

advanced, too. Dr. Percy

Spencer invented the micro-

wave, not only because of his

knowledge of magnetron, but

because he was creative.

Even food quality would

improve, limmy Dewar invented

the first Twinkie 70 years ago

not only because of his knowl-

edge of the culinary arts, but

because he was creative.

I really hope that, in time,

education systems turn awa>

from just books and tests, and

teachers start to use different

techniques of teaching. The

more creativity is stripped from

us as children, the slower our

world will advance. We are liv-

ing in a world that demands a

generation of creators, but rais-

es generations of the created.

Something is very wrong with

that.

Sarnini Hakim is a Collegian

columnist.
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UMass Marching Band living through its busy schedule

And the band plays on

NDER THE LEADERSHIP OF DIRECTOR GEORGE

N. Parks, the Umversity of Massachusetts

MiNUTEMAN Marching Band has dominated the

collegiate marching band scene for decades,

and 2003 is proving to be no exception.

After 10 grueling days of practice at Band Camp, the students of

the UMMB wasted no time hitting the field. They premiered their

show at a barbeque for family and friends on Aug. 29 and then wel-

comed the UMass class of 2007 just two days later at Frosh Fest with

a powerful and electrifying performance.

Receiving national recognition for their continued excellence, the

members of the marching band are the recipients of the prestigious

Sudler Trophy and have performed at two Presidential Inaugural

parades. This season, they have already traveled to such exotic loca-

tions as AllentowTi, Penn. (pictured above) and Piscataway, N.|.

Known as the "The Power and Class of New England." Clearly, the

UMMB has yet again secured its place on the top-rung of marching

bands nationwide.

As the season goes on, the band will be headed down to the

University of Delaware to perform, as well as putting on an exhibition

performance at the Massachusetts Instrumental and Choral

Conductors Association High School Band Festival in Framingham.

Mass. But for those who would like to catch the band on their own

turf, the Minutemen can be found at almost any of the upcoming

home football games, bringing excitement and enthusiasm to the

crowds at McGuirk Stadium.

— Meghan Healy

* University of New Hampshire (Parents Day)

Multibands Concert (Fine Arts Center)

*Hofstra (Homecoming)

BOA (Bridgeport, CT)

MICCA (Framingham, IV1A)

OTOAU'H Us

October
4
17

18
25
26

November ^^ _
1 *Northeastern Unh/eWty

^

8 *Richmond University

15 @ University of Delaware

22 * University of Rhode Island

December
5 Merry Maple (Amherst, MA)
6 Band Banquet

*Home Football Came

Minuteni.in Marching Band director George N.

Park.s has hi.s performer* working hard all fall.
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Grunge rockers switch it up
By Dave Pliskv
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In 1993, Matt Cameron and
|ohn McBain created Wellwater

Conspiracy. Cameron was the

longtime drummer for

Soundgarden ... Bain Monster
Magnet's lead guitarist. Both are

currently members of Pearl |am.

A decade later, Transdreamer

Records has released a new self-

titled and innovative effort from

the band, considering their

Seattle rock music backgrounds.

Wellwater Conspiracy's mixing

and matching of genres within

almost every song makes for an

ambiguous rock product.

The first five tracks

fall somewhere between

60s or '70s English pop

rock without the hooks,

electric, progressive and

jazz-rock. When you

consider the songs'

diversity and technical aptitude,

they are lislenable, if not friendly

The band's jazzy-rock sound

usually accompanies long songs

and jam sessions, but WWC keep

the tunes curtailed. No tracks are

over five minutes long, and the

first major departure from their

norm starts out with a spacey,

synthesized bass duet more likely

heard at a rave than a rock con-

cert. The instrumental song is too

upbeat to be a ballad, but might

have otherwise been considered

one, leaving the listener the static

feeling of euro-pop.

The trend of departure contin-

ues into the next two tracks. In

"Something in the Air." the

bridge is a crazed digression of

synthesized sound effects,

abstract drumming and two aim-

less guitar melodies all at once.

Then, "Sullen Glacier" might be

another instrumental if you don't

consider animalistic

roaring/grunting in the back-

ground to he vocals.

Unfortunately, these are the

kind of songs that define WWC.
In the album's release statement.

Matt Cameron refers to the self-

gratifying nature of the music.

"We just do what we want to

do," he said.

Though this new release is

self-tilled, often signaling a

band's new beginning, WWC
seems to want to do the same old

thing with this side-project of a

band. Cameron, the spokesper-

son for the band, put it simply.

"We don't have to write a hit

single or any of that kind of

junk," he explained. "In that

respect, it's great."

The band also claims to have

no outer motivations for the

music. It must be nice

not to have the pressure

of anyone's standards to

live up to, but not at the

expense of the listener

It's almost as if they

want to ensure their

obscurity, making noises not

because they think they should,

but because they know they can.

Wellwater Conspiracy's name
comes from a 1970's myth that

said. "When a free-spirited per-

son put LSD in the drinking

water in Minnesota." This is

interesting, since for quite some
time during this album, the only

way the listener might be enjoy-

ing the record was if he or she

was on LSD back in the '70s.

At the very least, WWC is can-

did with you. The cover art is the

organic color of parchment paper

containing ancient maps of the

sky and a superimposed painted

sketch of Neptune in the sea. The
song titles, like "Galaxy," "Night

Sky" and "My Darker Bongo"

certainly don't detract either.

So if a-grunge-goes-to-space

sort of genre appeals to you, this

might be just the thing. Most

modem rock fans, however, need

not bother. It will take more than

an untitled album to pull the

"Conspiracy" up out of the well.

Wells flick barely under the sun
By Johnny Donaldson

Cx)i.Li:<.iAN Staff

Frances Mayes needs a

change. Her cad of a husband

has left her, and taken the

house with him. Despondent,

she holes herself up in

a depressing apart-

ment complex full of

the walking wounded
— i.e. others who are

going through

divorce. Her best

friends, a pregnant

lesbian and her girl-

friend, buy Frances a

ticket for a 10-day

Italian tour with a

homosexual-friendly

tour group. Gay and

Away.

"Under The
Tuscan Sun" is a shal-

low and postcard-

pretty fantasy cele-

brating the rehabilitat-
'

ing effects of living in a color-

ful foreign land. Mayes is an

actual person, and this is

more or less her story, based

on her best-selling novel (be

forewarned, however, as an

end-credit disclaimer makes

note of the dramatic liberties

it takes). I have yet to read the

book, but its safe to assume

that it wasn't as puddle deep

as the movie.

Your tolerance for "Under

the Tuscan Sun" may depend

on how much you can put up

with the dreaded tag known
as the chick flick. This is a

fairy tale seemingly ripped

from the pages of a glossy

travel magazine. The camera

loves the Tuscan countryside,

giving it a honey-dipped glaze

'Under the

Tuscan

Sun-

Directed &Y

AudreyWells

Starring

Diane lam

Saniira Oil

Baled PG 13

il3iios.

Grille

C+

and seemingly photographing

it for preservation in an an
gallery. Except "Under the

Tuscan Sun" is far from being

art. It's cute piffle, armed with

a charming star, but it has as

much depth as a pudding cup.

The charming star is

Diane Lane, the tal-

ented and beautiful

actress who has

toiled away in near-

obscurity since mak-

ing her debut as a

teen in i979's "A
Little Romance."
With last year's Oscar
nomination lor the

adultery drama
"Unfaithful." the

long lost Lane finally

found herself a spot

on the A-list of

actresses, and with

"Under The Tuscan

Sun" she continues

her (relative) win-

ning streak. If there's anyone

you'd want to watch for two

hours letting go of her sadness

in the hills of Tuscany, it's

Lane.

And Lane gives as good as

she's got, even if the movie is

another film beneath her tal-

ents. It's hard to make
despondency compelling to

watch for the length of an

entire movie, but Lane is one

of the few to pull it off, main-

ly because she finds notes of

grace amidst all the blarney.

Lane finds varying degrees

amidst her sorrow; she may be

one of the few actresses who
can make even depression

appealing.

Director Audrey Wells

turns her Tuscan travelogue

into a heavy-handed

metaphorical collage. In true

Hollywood fashion. Wells —

who did right by her indie

romance, "Guinevere" a few

years ago — ladles on the

most obvious of symbolism

she can find. Wells practically

beats the audience over the

head with her rubber-mallet

obviousness, such as the rusty

faucet that goes from stopped

drip to raging flood by the

end. It's as if no one on the

creative side trusted the audi-

ence enough to "get" the

movie.

Wells surrounds Lane with

the usual assortment of quirky

characters, such as the preg-

nant lesbian friend (Sandra

Oh, who's quite funny), the

cutesy Polish contractors ren-

ovating the rundown villa

Frances buys and the eccen-

tric British women who claim

to have had an affair with

fellini. And then there's the

boy. played b> Raoul Bova,

anil named -^ get ready for

this folks — Marcello.

It's enough to give the

chick-flick phobic hives.

However, Lane makes the

whole enterprise go down a

lot easier, and the scenery is

quite lovely tei look at.

Unlortunateiy, that's not

enough to base a recommen-
dation on.

Francis (Diane Lane, right)

man (Emiliano Novelli, center)

gets a lift from a Po.sitano police-

in "Under the Tuscan Sun."

National Geographic Channel sends American families to Third World
By Janice Rhoshalle

Littlejohn
A.SSIK lATEl) PrFSS

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
Russell family likes comfort:

their three-bedroom, three-

bathroom suburban home in

Birmingham, Ala.; a packed

refrigerator with an automatic

ice machine; central air condi-

tioning, and. when mom doesn't

feel like cooking, fast food

restaurants.

So why would they trade all

these middle-class amenities for

a sweltering mud hut in Lungu,

Ghana, with no electricity, no

plumbing, and no golden arches

for thousands of miles?

"It just sounded like it would

be a blast," said Lvnne Rus.sell,

who with husband Scott and

their two children signed up for

one of the cross-cultural adven-

tures on the National

Geographic Channel's "Worlds

Apart." The 13-episode series

premieres 8 p.m. EDT Monday.

Each week, one American

family spends 10 days with a

local household in a remote

Third World village, participat-

ing in their customs, rituals and

livelihoods.

"We thought, wouldn't it be

amusing if we took a whole fam-

ily and all of a sudden their

neighborhood was totally differ-

ent," said Glenda Hersh, the

series' co-executive producer

Added partner Steven

W'einstock; "You take away

some of the basic things we're

familiar with, and project them

into an environment that is cul-

turally distinct and interesting,

you're going to put them

through both a psychological

and emotional journey that's

going to give them an apprecia-

tion of what really matters and

what's important."

Lynne Russell said she

jumped at the chance for what

seemed the vacation of a life-

time, but acknowledged "I had

no idea of what we would be

going into. Even what 1 imag-

ined was not exactly what we

encountered." The Russells'

journey to northwestern Ghana
is featured in the series' pre-

miere episode.

For the first few days, the

Russells had to adjust to the cul-

ture shock of living in a primi-

tive village with extreme pover-

ty, unappetizing food, rudimen-

tary toilet facilities, horrendous

smells and harsh terrain.

"The pen for the livestock —

the cows, the goats, the chick-

ens, and all of that — was about

1 5 feet from our room," recalled

Scott Russell, a financial plan-

ner. "Where they cooked was no

more than three or four feet

from the livestock. It all hit me.

it was really kind of a shock."

"Essentially these families

are cultural explorers," said

Andrew Wilk. executive vice

president ot programuung and

production of the Washington

D.C. -based National

Geographic Channel.

"On the face of it, it might

seem like. Oh, what a great

romantic cultural idea for me
and my family.' but in essence,

this is real cultural diversity." he

continued. "Watching these var-

ious individuals going through

their own personal catharsis ...

it's pretty amazing television."

One reality that didn't sit

well for the feminist-minded

American women in the series

was the gender bias inherent in

many Third World cultures: The

women do the bulk ot the work
— the cooking, cleaning and

child rearing - while the men
have the luxuries of free time.

"There was dcliniiclj a divi-

sion." said insurance agent

Deborah lohnson-Noble.

Rent on

of ours

NoadMoi^teetor

21-25yearolddrm%

• Cars

• Passenger Vans

• Trucks

POHERS

• Direct Billing to

Insurance Companies

• Free Local Pick Up

• Locally Owned and Operated

549-RENT'"«''

at North Amherst Motors
Collision Repair Center

1 SunaefTd Roic. N;iin HT.'.tn: M* 01059

m.nortlunihtritinolort.coni

On Bus Route • One Mile North ot UMass

Oasis Body Wraps and Tanning
243 RuMcll St.

Hadley, MA 01035

(413) 587-9742

•Li«|lN( ; Ml IN

[[{['A: I a in in UN (\'{<\ \VA'.\{

- Thefirst UVFREE tennmg 'A rich golden tan mjmt

mucbintintbearra
ff-wsftonds

. Get ,f.oo offyourfirst visit ' Youllloot andfeelgreat

111 Price tanning

every Tuesday

panda East
^Wc bring ('hinatoxvn

to vou'

"Voted best Chinese food

by UMass students!"

*^vsHi bar!

*0(^^M^ ACCEPTED
*<T>ELivERr available!

Location: Amherst: 103 N. Pleasant

St. Amherst, M.A. 01002

Open Hours:

Fri. & Sat.: 11:30 a.m. -11:00 p.m.

CeiN'a'y:

(413)549-0077

(413)256-8923
(413)256-8924

'ax

Sun. - Thurs.: 11:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. (413)253-1173

GREAT
Reasons to use UHS
Eye Care Semce

1
Savings on routine eye exams for

students at UMass

( 7, >'A great place to get contact lenses

2 ; »>FREE sample start-up contact lens solutions

/•":••.. Same (day replacement of disposable

l..^,-*' contact lenses, in many cases

/ c" .. Contact lenses mailed directly to your

'•..._..• home or office

. T FREE eyeglass adjustments and one year

K^y*' warranty on frames

10 PERCENT _

SPECIAL OFFER: st"^,\-;,Kno

... EYEGLASS LENSESl"

• Cannot be combtned with

other insurance discounts.

Frederick H. Bloom, 0.0.

Dlrec tor, UHi Eye Care Services

/ invite you

to use the \

Eye Care '

Services" . For appointments or

questions, call 577-5244

UHS EYE CARE SERVICES

J Re|)vena^^
WITH OUR FALL Special t
Restore the fullness and shine and ^^

replenish the moisture to your hair

with our patented Color Touch

conditioning treatment...that lasts four to

six weeks...a $50 value

~ And-

ooth your dry hands with our Citrus &

Aloe Paraffin treatment...a $20 values
Al I FOR ONLY $

including FREE all-nutrient

hand & body lotion! 3(f $70 value

^Ui pht— TgmrmU ffC. Siln§/VMm§Uui
A

ompany

102 RusseU St., Rte. 9, Hadley • 586-7477

Open Tbes. thru Fri., 9:30-7:00

Sat., 9:30-4:30

9>»ee^«>^

unique you.
DVVN IT.

downtown
Amherst
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New Hampshire Defense

#22-A^on tl(oma« «33-BironFl9nory

New Hampshire

Vs.

Massachusetts

Saturday 1 p.m.

Warren P. McGuirk Alumni Stadium

#24-1

.^ «98-QltfiilllM)lnson

•44^«Nlt«1h**« MLB •
OLB V > V . > <

''''^"^7Mr^3J^_H*»cm.r( DT "?40-(

llni«n

KSf^J^-

M-GI

Massachusetts Offense

u r»- u^ Jackie »f»-Carm*flCo!ljiidC«n««'^Jjj,.Qly,^i

ff77r4:oiiiii^Mzal fll-

•43 - $tov7«d|»ocki
•9 -^4i«val|iylark

LINO/aXLEOIAN

Tailback Steve Baylark was named Atlantic 10 Offensive Player of the Week after he rushed for 140

yards and two touchdowns on ^S carries against James Madison.

Become a

Judicial Hearing Board Member

A great experience for students who:

*are interested in law, social justice and student's rights*

*are interested in student leadership*

*wish to enhance communication skills*

*want to build their RESUME*

Requirements include:

*iull time enrollment*

*atleasta2.0G.PA*

*no current judicial sanction*

Training Sessions held in 903 Campus Center

October 14*@ 7:00 to 9:30 P.M.

October 20* @ 7:00 to 9:30 P.M.

(you will need to attend both sessions)

Applications available at:

Residential Cluster Offices

The Dean of Students Office

Student Government Association

Deadline to apply:

5:00 P.M. October 9, 2003

Any questions? Please contact: Patrick Higgins, Brian Long

or Rhys Livingstone

Dean ofStudents Office 545-2684

Massachusetts Defense

•34-$Hannolir^^alnec •42-JUiton Hki^zie

Strong 9a^t^

•10-Ji

^ sai^jy,.

-''—\ •SB-IIMnntll^Miwr

^fflyCf^ / ILB i' •a^LA.

-^?:

•at^BoMi^foyw

^orn^itMRk

•98-Vi
/^ X •5*<fiiT)»plw •lygimBkfMlo

New Hampshire Offense

Wl

•IBMIktaninlarl

QtUrtarb^cK.,3tUi1*rb4c

^"^ •8t4tovW~l*ilay

Wkto RMWlvtr

llllami

•8$<iMl(i^d«r

FullbajpK Tailback

UMass to face New Hampsliire
Continued from page 10

the football game. I'd like lo

think it was a one-game thing."

The other demon the

Minutemen will have to fight,

should they find themselves up by

18 points late in the game as they

were against James Madison, is

complacency. While the Band

Day festivities of last week's game

put iO.1% fans in the McGuirk

stands, much of that number was

missing by midway through the

fourth quarter due to the com-

fortable lead.

Whether it was a result of the

departing fans or not, UMass'

play downgraded significantly,

allowing the Dukes to get back in

it.

"I mean, everyone in the

stands was leaving, everyone was

saying this is over. And our guys

haven't been in that situation in a

long time, and the problem is

only if they haven't learned from

it. 1 doubt we'll get in that situa-

tion again, but we'll see."

rhc lop weapon on the UNH
sideline is undoubtedly quarter-

back Mike Granieri. The junior is

not only an air threat (17-for-26,

1 76 yards, two touchdowns

against Dartmouth), but can hurl

teams on the ground. His mobili-

ty gives the Wildcats an extra

dimension that Whipple was

careful not to dismiss.

"He's playing as well as any-

body in this league that I've

seen." Whipple said of the 6-foot-

1, 210 lb. signal caller. "He

understands what they want. He
makes all the throws, and he's

very athleiic in the run game, he's

making a lot of big plays running

the ball."

The Minulcman offense con-

tinues to improve, with Baylark

the shining example of a UMass
attack that faced early adversity

and developed into a smooth-run-

ning machine. However, the 56

carries that the sophomore

received against |MU will not be

a trend.

"Last week, when the score

was 31-15, there was no momen-

tum," Whipple said. "But

[Baylarkl was just dead tired, and

we've never said we wanted to

give him the ball 55 times."

For his efforts. Baylark earned

the A-lO's rookie of the week

award.

The UMass receiving corps is

also beginning to step up of late,

junior jason Peebler had eight

receptions for 116 yards last

week, both career highs, and

leads the team with 18 catches

for 290 yards.

"1 think (Peebler is) very much
like our entire offense in that he's

getting better, but he has to locus

more and become a better all-

around player," Whipple said.

"But I think he's talented, he's

faster than people think he is, so

I think it's helped his confidence,

and it's helped him get his legs

back. He and (.senior) jimmy

Howard are more than solid play-

ers in our league, and I think as

we get better with practice, jason

will continue to make plays,"

«i The n

BLUE WALL
vw«i«w*r»T !!

'
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The BLUE WAll PUB

MONDAY

TUESDAY

Karaoke 7-11

Open Mic from 7-11

1..4lliniliFQnAV --Rhythm Systems

'

r^miMiii
mmmlmtt yiW

fRIBAY

mmmtujami

i 'imTimiiiiY '^

DJ M'peli

Mwakaliku Dance Music of

the African Diaspora 9-

1

DJ Aquarius 9-

1

*iii'^iw» MusicB^

LIVE MUSIC starts at 9:00PM.

OPEN MIC starts at 7:00PM. The Sign-Up sheet goes out

at 6:00PM. Bring your talent and your friends and your

instruments. We'll provide the stage and sound

equipment and 20 minutes for you to knock'em dead!

ALL MUSICAL STYLES are encouraged to participate!

AS ALWAYS, 18+ to party, 21+ to drink.

WWW.DAnVCOllfGIAN.tOM

/<)uM\s>s • i: ^
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
! Browruth-yvHow
« LurrwwKNi aufst

M HUQV
1 6 Toward th«

16 Oractor Sp(k«
1 7 Witt

I B Rum tource
20 FBI abbr
21 Faih*r ••!•(•(
23 lnl*nd«d
24 WsocJer Worn

place to fMcm
20 finches
28 Chicago »uOurL)

30 Rockhound'k
Una

31 Sh«*hs. probaoty
32 Tira problemt
33 Ftsh laatuf*

36 Prtcft

37 Jungia vina

38 Th« — Rangai
3ft Ottawa's prov
40 So(Orily woman
41 Fruil pattrta*

42 Lagand
43 Woodan rod*
44 Wa« tn a baa
47 Short I'lp

48 MadapuUtc
40 Piano pats
50 Had dinnar

53 Siaitino pomi
56 Typa cm lurgary
58 D*rm
59 Stgniticanl —
60 Go insida
61 Sttii

62 Jach and Jilt.

• g
63 Fk>w«r pans

DOWN
1 "Hawkeya

Ptarca

PRCVtOUS PUZZLE SOLVftO

V I. «: I

Fm b e^Ma u d u pHM I o
M A u V eHm a o r I Me v a

A L O N OpT I N
PT3 S eMIE G B E T

O W SMP^O

"

3 6

PET I veBprr I N E

E L L sHda n E sHe
c L a^pBIn e aBHn erg

oHpo n she I. I A
sTu naJBe e h I t r
A S tBBP R A VER

C|H ML LBM I R E SBPI
1 O nHe L U D eHT I DAL
O U nHe a R L VBE RICA
S L YMP O K E SMR a T E P

lOllOI 19 iOOl Un'.4'Mlu««)»y<«*0.

2 Siuog«r
Mcfiwtre

3 Show on TV
4 Typ« of trip''

5 Fl««
8 Lack!
7 Hm'^boi on
8 Faatwnind
9 GhoU —

chanc*
10 Maioona
n How

[•sponsibl*
12 Po«<SMpn«n

Vincanl
13 GcnMnar'a

purch«s*B
19 Film
22 Alwn ciall''

25 Soklwra in gray

2« TiHa
27 ModicuTi
26 Roman

atalaaman
20 Piaaa

Amherst Brewing Company
Silver MedJ Wiiuurr jl

(jrrai Anieriian Beer JeaiivaJ

BURGERS -WINGS 'BEER

LATE NIK)HT MENU TIL

MIDMGH1

UPSTAIRS at tht ABC

PINCPONC

DAim

POOL

30 Foraat claaring

32 MMdow
33 Advene*

wafniitg

34 Lika ina u N
38 Loch —

monaiaf
37 Earring I placa
38 Qraaay araa
40 Hug* kaltia

41 Muaaat
42 Typ« of marhal
43 — -cara canlar
44 impaflinant
48 Mift

48 Spaw
47 Yalta insults

4» Typa of lack'
51 Swarm <wtth)

82 Miaiudaes
84 LAX info

86 EWctrical
unl

87 Aatdvark
mora**

.1V1-. MUSIC ^^^^ f™^'
NO COVERCHARGt^^^ '

'''^'*
'

^4 North PtrjuM SIrart • www4n*>e"H)irw"H> < «'" • *">he"l u<*k

October 2nd

Silent Groove

Hip Hop Funk

October 4th

Stymie

Herd beat Funk

No Cover

October 5th

Adam Kolker Quartet

Jazz

, 2 3 -^

14 t 1'
JJ— 1

"-—^f-'-'nmL.

^B3 34 35

PP" '-ij
JT

31

SB"

4« 188

I" 4^^""-
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Dining Commons Menu
DX.. toiitacl: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Chofsc Qui'SMlilb

ivcgvtcuidn)

• Philly Stedk Sandwich

• Totu Fricassee

(vegan)

DINNER
. BBQ Chicken Quarter

• Baked Chicken Quarter

• Old Fashioned Beef

Stew
• Seitan Bourguignon

(vegan)

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

THURSDAY
. High: 57

• Low: 33

's WHM NHf >«Ain • Bn 1)1 KKK K (rl M )\ \

HI oei^RXCK.
'hey aumt rose-.

HOV 'S U/^AS&?)

\0U KNOW.. MV

OAUGHTE R
Ooe^ THERe...
ER:IC A 6ANXTH..

PO VOO KNOWJjERj,

UH..- NO. i ' ^ -^

PRETTY BIO SCHOOL.

HERE, I'LL &IV£
You HER NU/^6£R •

YOO SHOULD CALL

HER SC^ET-rME.^

LO0K...I'/*^ I^OT

OONMA RAN00/«^LY
CALL io/^e 6inL When
/^y ONLV 'ZN" Ti THAT
X'M Hef< /"OTHER'S
KETliHBOR-5 NEPHEW.

FRIDAY
• High: 58

• Low: 45

SATURDAY
. High: 66

• Low: 52
<c?

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Icnnilcr tjstwaod

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Brendan O'Meara

COPY EDITOR
B.jrj/ijr,! lotto

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Scott Pihl

PRODUCTION STAFF
S.im.intb,i Nii'hcn/ Kjtic Dw.w/

Dan Simmom
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You will never silence

the voice of the voicelesSa

-Rage Against the Machine

aquarius • Ian. 2o-feb. is

It's a tough day. lust get through it,

tomorrow will be better.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Peopk- really are stu|Jicl, sometimes even

to the [)oint of am.i/ment.

aries • mar. 2i-ai'k. i9

The wrap you had for lunch today had a

little something special added for you.

taurus • Ai'K. 20-may 20

Sometimes people mess up your work. It

sucks but it happens.

gemlni • mav 2i-iun. 21

lust put your head down and work until

all your tasks are completed.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Don't put too much faith in people you

barely know. They'll tail your trust.

leO • lui.. 23-AuG. 22

Be suspicious of your hunches. Think

things through before acting.

virgO • Au(.. 23-Sfcm. 22

I don't think it's very natural for you to

act like that.

libra • srpT. 23-ocT. 22

People find it difficult to handle your

annoying personality.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-N()v. 21

Take that extra 20 minutes to nap today.

Y(iu need it.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22 Dr< .
21

if one thing isn't going wron^, another

thing is.

Capricorn • ou. 22-|an. 19

Where do you think your lazy ways are

going to get you? It won't be far.

MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN MARKETPLACE
A( TIVITIES

Fraternities- Si>rt>rities-

Clubs- Student Groups

Eam$l,lW-$2,lWrhi>

semester with i\ proven

QimpusFuiulnuser ^ hnur

fiindraiMny event. Our

free protn"ani.s make

fundraising ea-sy with no

risks. Fiiiulraisins d^ues

;ire tilling qmcklv. so «et

with the proj,Tam! h

works. Qmtact C:ainpii>-

Fundraiserat(8H8)'^2V

?2?8, or visit www.L.iin-

pusfunJniiser.tom

AI'ARTMFNT FOR RENT

6 RtH)m-4 BedriKmi apl.

SI2(H)/momhplus iilililies.

Northamplon- .S84-492()

AUTO FOR SALE

1988 Amni Inteyr.i LS

41')r. eirev$5CX3.a?4n-

88M835

HoikI.i Accord LX IWl

Auto l54KPower$16a'^

4n-S46-55?7

nedkeiii@larp.umass.eiiu

COMPUTERS

QuKksiKcr*. oiiipiitint;

C^imputer help V'lni.s

reiiuiv.il Weh lVsij,ni

$15/lir 548-6847 Ask tor

T.|.

EMPLOYMENT

Part-tiiiie; R(.-.p<iii^iMe

student to post flyers on

campus. Must tv deiK-nd-

aHe.c:alii-av-u-c:AN-

MIX. A.sk tor Ted.

EMPLOYMENT ^ ROOMMATF VVANTFI)

Movie Extra.s/MiKleis

needed. No exp. required

earn up to $SC\1- 1 000 a

day. 1-888-820-0167 ext.

U150

Montreal Weekends $99.

includes R/T Liixiin,

Motor C^iach from

Sprinstield. ^ l>ays-2

Nights- 4 Star 1 iotei

ITowntown-Meais-Ninlit

C:iuh passes, www.mon-

^p-ii|tx press.iiet 1-781-

979-9001 Special Clroup

Rates

M'XRtMFNr fOR RFNT

2 Bednnim. I Full Hath.

Loft Style aparimenl.

Washer/i:>ryer in unit.

$l,^(K)/inonth. IXiwntdwn

AmheiM 978 .S46-S243

9 5 Pontiac l^mnevilic

SI "IN All Power Must Sell

$lSi\MV0 2SV5S^7

1 989 Toyota ( ^amry New

EiiL'ine + stereo ( Ireat

(Condition Must sell

$1400. OBO 774-8 Ki-

ss <9

COMPUTERS

Imported cars a s|X'ciali\

20 years experience.

Honesi Serv ice, slraigtii-

forwanl answers. Mark's

.Suiuico. Rt 1 16 Sunderland

(>6S-74.W (on hus route)

Pentium i,aptop $99.00

l\ntium IVsktop $49.ai

We tix l.,iptops, l\-sktops/

P( "s guaranteed S,S4-S8S7

EMPLOYMENT

International Sales tor

consiiltm^/sottware hnn.

Multi-Linmial Telephone

skills required. Economics

,iplus. Fairly AM hours

required. Full or part time.

l''lease send cover letter

and resume to Frederick

Trey: at Retjionai

Fxonomic Mtxieis, Inc.,

4?1 West Street,

Amherst. MA 01LX)2 or

t.ix 41 VS49-10^8orem.ul

resumesWremi.com

l.,\rn up to $IOOperliour

or more as an exotic male

dancer at cluii Xstatic.

240("hesnut St,

SprinKfieldMA, 41^7^6-

2618or

www.cluhxstaiic.coni

Mad Science:

Performers/Instructors

P-T to conduct tiin .itrer-

schiHil prof^rams, parties,

iSt more. Experience inan-

ayiiiy groups ot children,

love ot kids. Tlicatnc.il

experience helpful. Car

R-quired. Call Mark 4 H-

584-7245.

Visii/M.istercard ,tppn «vai

aijents earn $l,000/week

potential. No experience

necevsary. C :all 1-800-821

5416 ext. 145

B.irteiider Tr.iiiucs

Needed. $250.a> a day

potential, l^val positions

1-800-295-5985 ext 516

Sales Assistant lor con-

suitinK/s«'ttware hmi.

Teleplv >ne telemarketinn.

Economics a plus. Please

send cover letter and

resume to Frederick Ta\-

at Ret'tonal Economic

M.Kiels, Inc., 45T West

Street, Amherst, MA
010C2orfax41V549-

1058 or email

resumesSrem i .ci mi.

IB.inendin«l$$250/d,iv

pitenlial No experience

Nesc Training; provided.

l.KlV.965-6520ext 162

FOR SALE

Arch.». JukeKix 6aV 6

(liCnnp^Mayer/Hi"'

$,M5.00 4n-885-1855

Weh Hostinu

9.95/month PHI'.

MySQl., Peri and mote.

www,iatfflv.coll1or

(415)255-0051.

INSTRUCTION

University Barleiuliny

Classes StiUl Soon l-S<KI-

l!-CAN-M1XCall now

for intomialion!'! Space is

Limited www.university-

bartending.ctim

Ltxiking tor quiet, non-

smoking female riKim-

inate. 2 stiare 2 bednxim

apt. in Sunderland. Rent

S.5S().(KI/momli -I- utilities.

.Siephanie 978-WiO-S.S79

SERVICES

Pet-Sitter .ivailahie days

niL'hls iSi weekends. 1\<k

w.iikinj;. 9 years ex^x.rl-

Lllce.C:allCnna255-0619

All Umit.il PrckliKtioiis

Pro \'ideoj,T,iphy tor

WeddinL-s, l^ar Mit:v.ihs,

C;oniniercial(508) 221-

822?

sweeppicker@>'ah(X).com

Sheer Bliss l>av Spa

.'Veda l-.icials Includes

makeover session 255-

2522

PKFA '.NANl.-Y TEST-

ING, Hl\' Testmu, l^irth

(, Control, ,in d EmetKemy

CJontracepfion,

.Mfordal>!e and confiden-

tial. Tipc-stry Health, 27

Pr.iv Street, ,'\mhersl

54S.9992

SERVICES

Pregnant.' Need help.'

t:all Birthright of

Amherst ,irea tor tree test-

ing and .Lssistanie. 549

1906

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK
Lirgest selection of

IVstinations, inciudint:

CniisesI Foam P.irties.

Free iVinks and C'lui^

.'\diiiissions. Rep Positions

and FREE trips Av.ul.ihlc.

l-aX^-2 514586

wwwEpKiire.inTonrs.tom

A "Rciiilv" Spriii): 15re.ik

2004 's Hottest Prices

IVkik now Frei Trips,

Me.ils ilsi P.irties vywxs^Mm

splashtours.i-om or 1800-

426-7710

Spring Break

N,\ssau/Par,idisc Khmd,

C",inciiii, lam.iii.i .itid

Acapiilco fi-om $489 Air.

Hotel, Traiistt-rs, P.irties

and Morel (.V^-anire small

j,Toup- earn FRF.E

TRIPS plus I. ommissioiis'

Call l-HOO-GET-SUN-1

TRAVEL

A SPRING BREAKER
NEFl'>El'»20O4's Hottest

l\stinations 6i. Parries 2

tree trips / hiyh i.oininis-

sions |5w

sulispl.ishtours lom 1800-

426-7710

Spring; IVeak- Si^-n up

with Student Express and

yet Free roundtrip .iirliiie.

Tickets to over I 5 inter

nitioii.il destiii.itions-

in<liidiiiy .Aniha,

IXiniinic^in Repuhlic,

I 'ost.i Rici, CiriHxMti

tiot spits .Hid more. Wliy

qo with anyone else'

Limited offer cill now.

Gominission rep ixsitions

ilso .ivailahle

1-800-787-5787

vvWW .studentexpn."ss,com

- SPRINC; BREAK 2004!

IV. icli Lite Vacations!

latn.iici, (. !ancuti,

.^cipuko. B.ih.im.is,

Florida. Sell Trips, Eiim

C:,i.sh,Tr,iveiFreel'C:.ili

1 -SOO- 7 5 V6 547

vvuu IxMchlitevacations.
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Family Day affair
UMass to face

rival UNH
By Andrew MhRRiri

It's a distraction that Massachusetts football

coach Mark Whipple's team needs to get past.

Then again, the R.|. Cobbs situation has been a

distraction the entire season, so perhaps it's now

finally over. Cobbs was formally suspended lor the

season this week, but the sophomore tailback hasn't

taken a snap all season, handing the spotlight ovei

briefly to classmate Raunny Rosario. and then to

newcomer Steve Baylark. who was pressed into serv-

ice after Rosario injured his knee in the first game of

the season.

Cobbs was kept out of that first game due to "aca-

demic discipline," and missed the next three weeks:

but his status was'never fully defined, rather accept-

ed as a "if he's there, he's there" situation. Now, the

.sophomore's season, one full of promise, is officially

over, and the Minutemen must move on.

Although Whipple and the squad recognize the

weight of losing Cobbs for the season, there's no

doom and gloom coming from the UMass camp,

especially with the performance of Baylark behind it.

"I just addressed it Tuesday morning. " Whipple

said. "It's not a big deal, it is what it is. There's no

question he would have given us a boost, but you

don't worry about things you can't control."

Cobbs will practice with the team for the rest of

the season, but his academics will come first before

he can return.

"That was already in place from the first of the

year." Whipple said. "I addressed it with the team

We're most concerned about R.|. and just see that he

does the work he needs to do to stay on track tu

graduate. He's been practicing and running the scout

team, helping our defense."

Their next task comes Saturday at 1 p.m.. when
they'll host the New Hampshire Wildcats at

McGuirk Alumni Stadium for Family Day. The

Wildcats (2-3. 0-2 Atlantic 10) come into the game
off a 42-17 win over instate rival Dartmouth, but

have been struggling against the Atlantic 10 this sea-

son, with losses against V'illanova and at Rhode

Island.

UNH has done well against UMass t5-l. 2-U A-

10) recently, though. The Wildcats have taken the

last three meetings, and three of the last four in

Amherst.

The Minutemen are coming off a 31-26 win over

lames Madison that only got that close at the end

The Dukes scored 1 3 points in the fourth quarter to

get within striking distance, as 16 penalties called

against the Maroon and White kept |MU in the

game. The penalties were enough to cancel out the

140 yards that Baylark put in. although his two

touchdowns were crucial in the victory.

Still, the penalties came against the Minuteman

starters, and Whipple isn't too concerned about a

replay of last Saturday's miscues.

"I'd be more concerned, but it was all of our best

players. I told them it was personal; it almost cost us

Continued on page 8
Wide receiver Jason Pecbler comes off a career-best game catchint; the football. Th

yards in LJMass' win over James Madison.

' IKAI I'H IINC./CiMXtiilAN

f junior had eight receptions for 1 16

Minutewomen hit the road

^ A'lO foes GW, Richmond on

tap for pair of weekend games
By Matt Stewart
Ca)1.i.k(.ian Stahf

(.FRAIPII ll»ili

lunior forward Lindsey Fairweather hopeit to return this weekend.

The Massachusetts women's

soccer team is hitting the road

this weekend for back-to-back

Atlantic 10 Conference games,

including a highly anticipated

match-up against a George

Washington team that features

Kim Warner, arguably the best

player in the conference.

The Minutewomen head

down for a 4 p.m. match-up in

Mount Vernon, Washington,

D.C. against the Colonials

tomorrow and then travel on

Saturday to First Market

Stadium to square off against the

Richmond Spiders at 7 p.m.

UMass (2-4-3. 10-0) has its

work cut out for it in game one

of this double header. The
Colonials (fa- 1-2, 0-0-1) are on

(ire, having not suffered a loss in

their past seven games. The pres-

sure is on the Minutewomen to

break this four game slide. If

L'Mass hopes to stay in con-

tention for an Atlantic 10 title, it

must get past the favored GW
squa<l

The biggest weapon in the

GW arsenal is Warner. The sen-

ior forward leads her team in

goals (eight), as well as points

(17) and also currently leads the

Atlantic 10 in points, points per

game, goals and goals per game.

Warner was named the 2002 A-

10 offensive player of the year.

among other notable awards she

had compiled over her career.

Also a major contributor to

the offensive attack is Sarah

Sample, who has notched eight

points this season.

Anna Handzlik will be

between the pipes for George

Washington. Handzlik is having

an outstanding season. Her sta-

tistics are an accurate represen-

tation of her performance: .78

goals against average, 91.1 per-

cent saving percentage, a perfect

record of 4-0-2. and she is cur-

rently leading the Atlantic 10 in

saves per game.

The Colonials are blessed to

have a solid backup goalkeeper

in Kelly Paolucci. who has a .33

goals against average. 91.7 per-

cent save percentage, a 2-1-0

record, and currently leads the

Atlantic 10 in shutouts per

game.

The Spiders ( 1 -5-2. 0-0- 1 ) arc

in a slump, unable to win a game

in the last six. Liana Wooten

leads Richmond in points, tally-

ing five on the season thus far.

Megan Cox has been taking

on the goaltending responsibili-

ties for the Spiders this season.

Cox ha« posted decent stats;

1.36 goals against average and a

79.2 percent saves percentage.

The Spiders and the Colonials

battled to a double overtime 0-0

tie on Sept. 26. Richmond held

the advantage in shots 25- 1 3.

Handzlik held down the fort for

GW, stoning 15 saves.

The Minutewomen are

injury-plagued, but are finally

starting to show signs of recov-

ery, with the return of two of

their brightest stars, sophomore
forward Adair BIyler and junior

forward Lindsey Fairweather.

Albeit both aren't at 100 per-

cent, they are showing consis-

tent improvement in their play

on the field.

BIyler netted a goal in the

heart-breaking loss to

Binghaniton on Sunday after-

noon, raising her total to four

goals and maintaining her status

as points leader (eight).

Fairweather also put forth an

impressive showing in the

Binghamlon game, notching 10

shots and a crucial goal in the

beginning of the second half.

The Minutewomen defense

must step up to the challenge

this weekend, especially against

the high octane Colonial

offense. Freshman Nadia

Villarroel and the rest of the

UMass defenders must gel

together to form an impenetra-

ble wall in front of senior goal

keeper Kelly Nigh.

Nigh looks to have another

outstanding game in net for the

Minutewomen. Nigh racked up

a 1.80 goals against average.

78.3 percent save percentage,

and has played every minute of

every year this season for the

Maroon and White.

Maine downs
W&Mby
way of forfeit

By Mike Marzelli

CoLLECiiAN Staff

Maine, which saw its

Atlantic 10 contest with

William & Mary — scheduled

for this past Saturday canceled

due to effects of Hurricane

Isabel in Williamsburg — has

been awarded a win by forfeit,

as decided by the conference.

The move is drawing the ire

of coaches and administrators

around

/LJID3
Notebook

t h e

league,

as the

Tribe
chose
t o

remain inactive despite being

offered the use of Richmond's

facility, and the financial

means to fly to Orono and have

the game at Harold Alfond

Stadium.

Nonetheless, coach jimmye

Laycock chose not to play

despite being able to practice

at points during the week. The
Tribe will not be tagged with a

loss, and will instead have the

game erased from their docket

and not included in their

league record.

This effectively eliminates

W&M from league title con-

tention, as they will play one

less contest then the A-lO's

other nine members. It also

hinders the efforts of senior

wide receiver Rich Musinski.

The All- A- 10 performer

currently has 3,484 receiving

\ards, good for sixth on the

conference's all-time list.

He needs 460 yards in his

remaining games to break for-

mer URI standout Brian

I orster's record of 3,944.

Top Guns
1 he Sports Network, pre-

senter of the Walter Payton

Award given to the nation's top

offensive player at the Division

l-AA level, has added a pair of

potent Atlantic 10 signal

callers as candidates based on
their early season accolades.

Villanova first-year starter

|oe Casamento, as well as

Delaware junior Andy Hall,

have been placed on the

award's "Watch List" after

passing for 1,035 yards and
786 yards, respectively.

Casamento has completed

93-of-126 passes and thrown

nine touchdowns and only one

interception in leading the No.

3 Wildcats to their first 4-0

record since 1997.

The sophomore leads the A-

10 in passing yards per game
(258.8). completions and com-
pletion percentage (73.8), in

his first season under center

following the departure of the

graduated Brett Gordon.

Last season, Gordon was
the runner-up for the Payton

Award to Eastern Illinois quar-

terback Tony Romo, in the

closest vote in the history of

the award.

Hall, who is ranked second

nationally with a 174.1 passing

efficiency, leads a Blue Hen
offense that is seventh nation-

ally with a 455.0 yards per

game average.

He has completed 58-of-86

passes and thrown nine touch-

downs, and has also run for

260 yards and a pair of touch-

downs.

Movin' On Up
Impressive quarterbacks

aren't the only things keeping

the Villanova and Delaware
programs in the news.

Coming off a 28-7 win over

Northeastern, the 'Cats have

moved up to No. 3 in the

Sports Network Division l-AA

poll, their highest ranking

since 1997, when they spent

six weeks ranked No. 1 overall.

The Huskies, meanwhile,

have fallen to 1 0th in the poll

following their loss to the

Wildcats.

Delaware, which is ranked

4th. joins Nova in the top five,

while Massachusetts, ranked

ninth, gives the Atlantic 10

five teams in the top 10. This is

the first time the conference

has accomplished this since the

Sports Network poll became
official in 1993,

W^t ®ailp CdKegian
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OIT wrestles with

Internet worm
By Ferron Salniker

CoLLEtaAN Staff

The University of

Massachusetts Office of

Information Technologies has

not gotten off to an easy start

this semester due to challenges

posed by the MSBIast virus,

which has infected more than

3,000 computers on the

University network since Aug.

11.

The virus exploits a security

loophole in the Microsoft

Windows operating system,

announced Microsoft the day

before the University experi-

enced its first bout of infection.

Also known as LoveSan. the

virus infected 2.638 residential

systems, 188 dialup systems,

and 233 academic systems.

"MSBIast works like a

worm," said Kenley Obas, the

Software Support Manager at

OIT "It finds flaws in the secu-

rity operating system and
hooks into those holes."

The most damaging part of

the virus is that it sends itself

to other systems.

"The virus replicates," said

Jake Cunningham, Network
Analyst at OIT. "It becomes an

exponential problem."

Cunningham explained that

to the user, the virus' presence

is not obvious at first; the only

signs are that the system may
run a little slower.

The infection, which began

spreading through window-
based systems, as students

returned to campus for early

arrival, only worsened when a

second virus appeared.

"Somebody wrote a virus in

an attempt to fix the other

virus." said Obas. The second

virus, called Nachi. was
designed to remove MSBIast.

clean the system and download

the security patch.

Unfortunately. Nachi did not

function correctly and only cre-

ated more network traffic.

In an effort to stop the

spread of the viruses, OlT staff

quickly met, and made a num-
ber of attempts to warn stu-

dents. On Sept. 10, a Microsoft

security bulletin was posted

advising students to download

the security patch. OIT then

sent an email to all incoming

students, advising students to

clean their systems and run the

patch.

"Also, using the net register-

ing system we posted a virus

alert and made information

available," said Cunningham.

"Most people probably skipped

through it though."

The email, sent to students'

UMail address was also not as

effective as OIT staff had

hoped. The majority of UMass
students have other email

accounts and check their

school accounts less frequently,

he said.

By the next staff meeting the

number of infected systems had

risen to 1,600. Software

Support, which normally has

three technical consultants,

became flooded with students

asking for explanations and the

OIT help desk was receiving

hundreds of voice messages

every day.

"We did everything we
could. Users have the responsi-

bility to patch their systems,"

said Cunningham. "Our next

option was to shut off the sys-

tems."

OIT then took measures to

systematically remove infected

systems from the network.

Users received an email

informing them that their sys-

tem would be shut off. OIT
began the rolling process of

disabling systems in Northeast,

to Sylvan, continuing to

Central and Orchard Hill and

then finishing in Southwest.

The last 80 systems were shut

off Wednesday.

As students began coming in

to the help desk to reconnect

their systems, Software

Support provided students

with a $3 compact disk to

assist them in removing the

virus and cleaning their sys-

tems.

In addition to the eight stu-

dents working at the offices,

two temporary workers were

hired last week to help with the

process. In addition, OIT
reduced the price of cleaning

the student systems themselves

from $40 an hour to $25 an

hour.

"Students were confused

with the response time," said

Mike L. Davis, help desk coor-

dinator. "The help desk has X
number of people; people

aren't aware of how flooded we
were."

Davis, Cunningham, Obas
and Kenyon Fairey, director of

Hardware and Software

Support all agreed that

although students were frus-

trated they were all patient.

"The vast majority were

really understanding and more

than accommodating," sad

Fairey.

"I called them and I wasn't

Continued on page 2

Police fight crime witli cyberspace

i.ERAinH LIN(;/(\')LLE(.IAN

Officer Allen R. Silva, of the University of Massachusetts Police Department, demonstrates one of the new PDAs. According to

Police Chief Patrick Archbald, the UMPD is one of two departments in western Massachusetts to use these devices in the field.

New technology pushes

UMPD ahead of the game
By Eo HuosoN

CoLLFl.l A.N ( .1 )RRkSI>ONr)ENT

Outfitted with some of the latest in

technological crime-fighting devices.

University of Massachusetts police offi-

cers investigating potential suspects and

witnesses are now capable of accessing

records with much greater ease. Personal

touch-screen computers capable of tap-

ping into state and federal databases are

now featured in five of the seven universi-

ty police cruisers. In addition, specialty

units such as foot, horseback, bicycle and

motorcycle-patrols are equipped with five

hand-held computers providing access to

information such as the FBI crime data-

base and outstanding warrants.

The hand-held computers, known as

Personal Digital Assistants, are one of the

hottest trends in Web development.

According to Deputy Police Chief Patrick

Archbald, it is the greatest advancement

in technology for police officers in 10

years.

"These PDAs are cutting edge."

Archbald said. "The only other depart-

tnent in western Massachusetts that I

know of that has them is Springfield. ... A
large percentage of

|
police j departments

simply have one computer."

"We're ahead of the pack," Archbald

said. "We're in a position where 10 offi-

cers out on the street can run criminal

checks as well as motor vehicle registry

checks simultaneously."

With help from the Everywoman's

Center in the form of $7,800, the police

department was able to purchase comput-

ers that also allow access to stolen proper-

ty records, gun registrations, and more.

According to Archbald. the major grant

from the U.S. Department of lustice for

the new technology was $53,000.

Combined with the donation from the

Fverywoman's Center, the final amount

spent for the new computer equipment,

including the software that powers it

totaled $60,800. Both Panasonic and

HP/Compaq supplied the computers,

while the software is a product of Public

Safety Inc. According to Archbald, they

were both the lowest bidders for the con-

tract and the department has been work-

ing with them for the past few months in

order to get the systems up and running.

"The initiative behind this is that these

tools give officers the ability to do what

once had to be done over the radio."

Archbald said.

According to Archbald, the new com-

puters allow loi more flexibility, enabling

officers to conduct their business without

having to use the radio or tie up the dis-

patcher with detailed information that can

clutter the airwaves. Archbald believes

those days are over.

"I think one of the driving forces

behind this effort was that we were trans-

mitting information over a public frequen-

cy that can be heard on scanners." he

said.

Archbald believes the trend among
police departments is to limit the amount

of personal information transmitted out

over the airwaves into public realm as

much as possible as newer technology

becomes available.

"Our detectives can use [the new com-

puters! as well," Archbald said. "It makes

it that much more of a secretive operation

— a safer operation for the officers and

detectives," he said, speaking specifically

about undercover operations.

Archbald thinks the equipment offers a

major amount of flexibility for officers

working at concerts and events. The high-

tech computers also provide Miranda

warnings and other procedural readings in

multiple languages, in addition to e-mail

access, electronic interviews and incident

report forms. .As technology becomes

more readily available, video transmission

and fingerprint recognition systems are

other possibilities for the department.

"Operationally speaking, this is just a

huge win for us," he said.

Faculty senate puts academic

requirements on drawing board
By Dan O'Brien

t>)Ll.K(.IAN SlAFF
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Mokhtar Atallah, a nutrition professor at the University of Massachusetts, responds to opposition to

the reconstruction of the Hospitality and Tourism Management major.

The Faculty Senate yesterday

met for the second time this

semester, focusing on the revisions

to the foreign language require-

ments for the College of Natural

Sciences and Mathematics and the

reconstruction of the Hospitality

and Tourism Managetnent majoi.

It is possible that 1,800 stu-

dents in the College of Natural

Sciences and Mathematics and

500 students in Hospitality and

Tourism Management could be

affected by the meeting.

Before the Senate vote, the

Natural Sciences and

Mathematics' foreign language

requirement asked that all stu-

dents lake a fourth-semester

(Intennediate II) level in one lan-

guage. The change now says that

students can take a fourth-semes-

ter (Intennediate II) level in one

language, or take a third-semester

(Intermediate 1) level in one lan-

guage and a second-semester

(Elementary II) level in a second

language.

Proponents of the change say

that the new requirements will

give students more flexibility A
reason for this change is that

many students stop taking a lan-

guage their junior year of high

school and do not begin fulfilling

their language requirement until

their sophomore year at the

University. A result of this is that

some students have a larger bur-

den of the language requirement

than others, solely due to timing

constraints.

Many foreign language classes

do not have room for students

until their sophomore year.

Students may have to take on a

heavici foreign language course

load because of this.

The vote passed the Senate

with little opposition. One mem-
ber raised concern over whether

or not the college should join two

other colleges to create a three-

college wide foreign language

requirement. Senate Secretary

Ernie May replied by saying he

would look into the issue.

The vote to restructure the

Hospitality and Tourism

Management major passed with

almost no opposition. Previously

the major consisted of three con-

centrations, which were: Lodging

Administration; Food Service

Administration; and Travel and

Tourism Administration. The

revamped major will now consist

of five concentrations, which are:

Lodging Management; Food and

Beverage Management; Tourism,

Convention, and Event

Management; Club Management

and Casino Management.

Other campus issues were also

raised at the meeting, including

what is being done about the loss

Continued on page 2
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Two peacekeepers killed In Kabul land mine explosion

By Daniel Cooney
AsS(KIATtT) PrFSS

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) — A land

mine hidden in a sandy track in the

Afghan capital exploded yesterday,

killing two Canadian peacekeepers and

wounding three others.

The blast came 24 hours after engi-

neers checked the road for explosives

and found nothing. However, officials

said it was too early to determine

whether the explosion was caused by an

old land mine or one laid recently in an

effort to target international peacekeep-

ers.

"It was an explosive device of some

magnitude, " Gen. Raymond Henault, the

Canadian chief of defense staff, said in

Toronto.

The peacekeepers were on a routine

patrol about two miles southwest of their

camp, in foothills where attackers have

previously launched rocket attacks, said

Canadian Gen. Andrew Leslie, the

deputy commander of the NATO-led

peacekeeping force.

The explosion comes as NATO lead-

ers are considering expanding the peace-

keeping force and deploying to regions

outside the capital. Kabul.

Canada's Defense Minister |ohn

McCallum said "this tragedy will in no

way lessen our commitment" tit the

peacekeeping mission and thai "the secu-

rity of Canada and of the greater interna-

tional community depends on it."

The Canadian government identified

the dead as Sgt. Robert Alan Short and

Cpl. Robbie Christopher Beerenfengei.

The injured were Master Cpl. )ason Cory

Hamilton, Cpl. Cameron lee laidlaw

and Cpl. Thomas Stirling.

Two of the wounded had light injuries

while the third was "seiiously ill" hut not

in life-threatening condition, said peace

force spokesman Squadron Leader Paul

Rice.

Afghanistan is among the most heavi-

ly mined countries in the world. A
German peacekeeper was killed and

another wounded in May when their

vehicle ran o\er a land mine apparently

left over from decades of war.

In addition to the peacekeepers, there

are some 11,500 U.S. -led coalition

troops in Afghanistan focused on hunt-

ing down the Taliban and remnants of al-

Oaida.

Insurgents, believed to be a mix of

Taliban rebels, al-Oaida fighters and sup-

porters of renegade warlord Gulbuddin

Hckmatyar have been intensifying

attacks on government forces and coali-

tion troops in recent months.

Peacekeepers have also been targeted.

A^isuciatcd Press writer Tom Cohen in

Toronto contributed to this report.
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Requirements

questioned
Continued from page 1

ol the C'iimpus Chroiikle, vshkh

Wits eliminated this year due lo

the stales budget cuts. Ihe

C'hivniele was the faculty newspa-

per, and listed many campus
events.

University Chancellor John V.

lombardi addressed the issue,

saying that an online calendar

would be available by the begin-

ning ol next semester. Tlie calen

dar would list events by individual

depiunnenis. which would solve

the problem ol the "lailurc ol the

campus to have a decent calen

dar." He also said there would be

helpful sections of the website

such as a "Frequently Asked

t)uestions" button.

Also addressed at the meeting

was an announcement made by

lenny Spencer, the president of

the Massachusetts Society of

Professors. She said thai her

organization is seeking a full reim-

bursement of the faculty contracts

that have not been funded in a

year and a half. She also said that

fomier Massiichusetts gubernato-

rial candidate. Robert Reich, has

accepted an invitation by the

University to speak. He is being

paid $2,1)00 by the University to

speak at the Lord Jeffrey Inn

Ballroom.

Campus Perspectives,

^^What was the last concert

you wenttof^

The last concert

that I went to was

Radiohead. '7

Anna Sample

I snuck into the

Bob Dylan show at ^ ^
Look Park In August/^

Sarah Krill

u rn

Sociology major

S u p h

English major

Internet access denied

^ The last concert I

went to was the Spring

Concert.

Ti-udy Smith

Ci
Tool, last year at

the Mullins Center. ,>>

Tom Holley

Continued from page 1

there when they called back, it

was a back and forth ordeal but

ihes finally got in touch with

me," said Callin Cllillespie. a

sophomore living in the Central

residential area.

Some students told the staff

that they thought the University

gave their systems a virus.

"By no means was this a

UMass internet problem." said

Kairey. "People were probably

infected before they got to cam-

pus."

One student threatened to

sue OIT. arguing that the

offices did not ha\e the right to

turn off her port.

"We have policies that clear-

ly state our right to shut off sys-

WWW

terns, J mentioned lairey. "It's

not something that we want to

do. It's a nightmare."

Students agreed. "There

were tons of people around ine

who had it — at least five or si,\

people on my floor," said

Gilillespie.

The staff warned students of

incidents like this one occur-

ring again. "This was a rude

awakening to the average user,"

said Obas.

Pairey suggested that com-

puter users pay attention to

operating system patches.

"They need to regularly get

updates for anti-virus software,

and should have them run auto-

matically." said Fairey.

On the Net:

www. oit.umass. edu.

Chemistry major Economics major

Ben Folds in

Central Park. >>

Zach Under

u

Theater major

! u n t n r

Linguistics major
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Arnold's campaign:

avoiding the media
Arnold Schwarzenegger's status as a celebrity

provides no justification for why he has eluded the

media on his campaign to become California

Governor. Since his announcement on "The

Tonight Show with jay Leno," the Terminator ha.s

gone around the press, staging glitzy photo oppor-

ttinities instead of sitting down for serious one-on-

one interviews regarding his qualifications and

long-term views.

In a lengthy story that appeared in yesterday's

Lxw Angeles Tmies, six women accused the actor-

tumed-politician of sexually harassing and groping

them. Although rumors of Schwarzenegger's

behavior have come up in the past, this story is

much more crucial, as it comes days before the

Oct. 7 recall election. The gubernatorial front-run-

ner had denied the allegations in the past.

Yesterday, however, he acknowledged he has

"behaved badly" to women, apologizing and prom-

ising that he has changed.

The misconduct dates as far back as the 1 970s

and as recently as 2000, according to allegations.

Three of the women quoted in the Times said

Schwarzenegger grabbed their breasts. Another

said he reached under her skirt and grabbed her

buttocks. Another woman said Schwarzenegger

tried to remove her bathing suit in a hotel elevator,

and the sixth said Schwarzenegger pulled her onto

his lap and asked whether a certain sexual act had

ever been performed on her

This may have been one of the reasons for

Schwarzenegger's evasion of the press. It would

have better served Schwarzenegger, however, to

have admitted to wrongdoing when he stepped

foot in the election. It is now uncertain as to how

the public will react to the news.

Schwarzenegger spokesman Sean Walsh said

yesteniay that the stetements are a political attack

in the days leading up to the recall election.

Perhaps, but Schwarzenegger's continued refusal

to meet with the press is suspicious. For instance,

Walsh had earlier denied the women's allegations

in comments to the Times, saying the actor had not

engaged in improper conduct toward women. The

public may not know other things

Schvwirzenegger's camp may be covering up.

More importantly, however, the public has little

information about any ideas he'd like to implement

in California. Schwarzenegger has held press con-

ferences and given some interviews, but he has not

been forthcoming with details on his budget plan

for the state. As an actor Schwarzenegger has

entertained millions of people. His repertoire of

films includes quite a few blockbuster hits, such as

"The Terminator" and "Kindergarten Cop." But his

qualifications for a position as a governor are less

certain. And it will take much more than special

effects to govern the 35 million people living in the

Golden State.

Schwarzenegger proved that he could gamer

intense — and often flattering — media attention

simply because of who he is. The Times story may

open everyone's eyes. If he fails to win the election,

his cgwardly ways with the press will be one of the

reasons why
If he does get elected, we hope Schwarzenegger

will cease his childish ways with the media. After

all, this isn't some Hollywood movie. This is real

life.

Information from the Associated Press was

used in this editorial.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opin-

ion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian Editorial

Board.
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Both sides of the story
Part of being

a student of

journalism is

learning when
— and how,

sometimes —
lo apologize

when you have

made a mistake.

Having profes-

sors who beat

the concept of

accountability

into your head helps, but it is the

practice that truly teaches the les-

son.

Before I go any further, I have to

say that I do not take back anything

I have written in my columns. I still

believe that Student Government

Association Speaker, jared Nokes.

did not handle the refusal to recog-

nize the ALANA Caucus as diplo-

matically as he could have. It is also

certain to me that there are mem-
bers of the SGA that prefer to fol-

low their own agendas and push

through their own motions, rather

than pay attention to anyone with a

dissenting opinion.

However, I was present for

parts of the first SGA meeting of

the school year Oct. 1, and I saw

the utter hatred that spewed from

the mouths of some of those in

attendance. The loathing was not

one sided.

Gladys Franco stood up and

gave her account of what happened

this summer, to a rather tepid

showing of support from senators

both new and old. Olaf Aprans, the

Chair of University Policy, man-

aged to offend senators from

ALANA, newly elected senators

who ran because of the ALANA
crisis and Nokes, in a speech that

was more convoluted than coher-

ent.

While I completely agree that

Nokes isn't brave enough to have

acted alone in the decision-making,

Aprans hung himself out to dry

with the use of phrases like "let's

not hang ourselves." Nol a smart

thing to say to a group comprised

of some very angry senators who

are crying racism in senate pro-

ceedings.

My job as a columnist is lo

opine on issues of importance lo

me, but this does not mean that I

have to be biased. Some of my

favorite columnists in mainstream

media are unabashedly one-sided

in their writing. I admire that, and

I admire their writing, but that is

not who I am, nor who I wish to

become.

It has become startlingly clear

to me that my knee-jerk outrage at

Nokes' announcement at the

beginning of this semester blinded

me from seeing the truth about

others' behavior

1 have been decrying the lack of

equality in the SGA, but I haven't

been practicing what I preach,

lared Nokes could very well be the

scum of the Earth, but it is not my
place to call him that. My job is to

try to draw attention to whatever

issue I choose to write about. But,

that doesn't mean that I shouldn't

take into consideration an oppos-

ing view or opinion.

Ttie members of

ALANA who serve

as senators have

acted as despicably

as Nokes, and they

should have been

publicly called to

the carpet as well.

The behavior at the first SGA
meeting — not just of Nokes and

his crowd, but also of the ALANA
Caucus — made me see that I may

have unfairly singled out someone

to blame for a situation that is not

solely his fault. While Nokes cer-

tainly didn't help the situation with

his constant contradictions and

flat-out lying, there was no need for

me to add to the persecution of a

boy who might not have the chutz-

pah to act independently of his

lackeys. Especially when it's clear

that Nokes and his crew are not the

only ones with their own agendas.

Members of the ALANA
Caucus attempted to verbally lynch

Nokes at the first SGA meeting.

They called him racist, they called

him fascist, and they called for his

resignation as Speaker They

ignored pariiamentary proccxiure,

and they cul down and insulted

anyone who tried to make a point

that opposed theirs. In short, they

did everything that they have been

accusing Nokes and his boys of

doing.

It was wrong for Nokes to

announce that appointed seats

would not be recognized in the way

that he did. It is true that he contra-

dicts himself every time he opens

his mouth and that he has probably

done something worthy of

impeachment. But the members of

ALANA who serve as senators

have acted as despicably as Nokes,

and they should be publicly called

to the carpet as well. Until now,

they have successfully hidden

behind the title of "the oppressed,

"

and had I not gone to the first SGA
meeting, I might not have seen the

truth.

It is not time for only Nokes to

shape up or ship out. The members

of ALANA need to realize that they

are not being taken seriously

because they act in a manner that is

unbecoming of a large university

senate. This is not high school. The

SGA is charged with making pret-

ty serious decisions that won't get

made as long as there are petty dis-

putes taking up the majority of the

meetings.

This is not to say that I do not

support ALANA in their quest for

equality in the senate. 1 do. This is

also not to say that I support lared

Nokes, at all. I don't.

But. it's hard to watch someone

get reamed without defending him-

self because he is trying to be pro-

fessional, and follow parliamentary

procedure. I'm sure- Nokes would

like nothing more than to speak his

mind on all of this, but he hasn't.

He has been publicly silent, letting

everyone else tear him apart with-

out retort. That makes him better

than most, and I almost admire

him for that.

I have always rooted for the

underdog. There' are' those that arc

predicting thai Nokes will be

impeached, and leave in disgrace.

After witnessing members of the

senate trying to tear Nokes down. I

have one thing lo say: I may not

agree with everything Nokes says

or does, bui here's to him proving

them wrong.

Hmilie Duggan is a Collegian

columnist.

We are all responsible
We all have responsibilities. By

"we," I include students and facul-

ty members alike. By responsibili-

ties, 1 mean civil and

social responsibilities to

people in our community,

people in our country, ~™~""
and the people of the world.

Because we are all part of a uni-

versity, we are all in a particular

position of privilege, and with that

comes responsibilities beyond that

of those who are not. Accordingly,

we are all afforded resources that

are not available to most others.

This demands an increased respon-

sibility to use these privileges for

the benefit of others who lack

them.

How much responsibility do we
have? Certainly those who are

oppressed bear less of a burden

than those who live in a free coun-

try. The underprivileged, with little

or no control over their lives and

communities, have little responsi-

bility for the improvement of them

and for the actions of their leaders.

For example, the people of Iraq,

under brutal tyranny, are obviously

less accountable for the crimes of

Saddam Hussein than the people

of Germany, under the democrati-

cally elected Gerhard Schroeder

The people of democracies must be

held to a greater degree of respon-

sibility than their counterparts in

totalitarian states. If this is indeed

the "Land of the Free", we must

accept that we have a greater liabil-

ity for the actions and crimes of our

leaders and popular institutions.

These actions have been signifi-

cant and their consequences have

not been trivial. In the last two

years, our govemment has violated

the U.S. Constitution, international

law, Geneva Conventions, and

committed international aggres-

sion, resulting in the murder of

thousands, if not millions of peo-

pie.

Our govemment has used ille-

gal, low-grade nuclear weapons,

forms of biological warfare, and

supported mass deprivation of

food and supplies in order to

achieve its goals. Adding insult to

injury, our leaders have done this in

opposition to the opinion of the

people of the world and their rep-

re-sentatives in the United Nations.

leading this country into singular

isolation.

Our leaders and institutions are

not abstract entities, without name

or form. Our leaders consist of not

only George W. Bush, who cleariy

bears much of the responsibility for

the crimes of the U.S., but

, „ „ ,-.
all of Congress,

Jell KapOlltanO Democrats and-™—^^"^ Republicans alike, with

very few exceptions. They are com-

plicit in his actions, as they gave

their overt support of these actions.

The U.S. military is also complicit

in these crimes, as the institution

which enforeed the illegal aims of

the govemment.

But international affairs is not a

domain to which our leaders and

institutions are limited; our govem-

ment obviously has a great role

within our borders. When our gov-

emment enacts such laws as the

Patriot Act and otherwise abridges

our human rights and liberties, we

have a duty to every other citizen,

especially those with fewer oppor-

tunities, to take back those rights.

Another example, closer to

home, is the budget cuts, enacted

by the slate govemment. which not

only raised the cost of our school,

but also lowered the quality of our

education, evidenced by classes of

These are our lead-

ers, this is otir gov-

ernment, and if w<e

truly live in a dem-

ocratic society, then

every wrongful

death incurred, or

job lost, or child

who suffers, by its

effects is our

responsibility.

350-plus students. We must be

aware that such increases in costs

prohibit poorer students from

attending higher education, thus

increasing the inequality of our

society.

These are our leaders, this is our

govemment, and if we truly live in

a democratic society then every

wrongful death incurred, or job

lost, or child who suffers, by its

effects is our responsibility. Our

obligation as students is more sub-

stantial. We belong to the intellec-

tual community, and thus possess

an increased ability to critically

examine the policies, statements

and lies of our govemment and

others who hold power. We are in a

position to bear an intense light on

whatever problems we find.

This is not a responsibility limit-

ed to students; faculty should act as

more than merely passive educa-

tors, and encourage students. I

know several members of the fac-

ulty who actually engaged their stu-

dents, led them in discussion of the

rather dramatic events of last

semester, on campus as well as in

the world, but sadly they were in

the minority

On the day of protest against

the budget cuts last semester, only

one out of my five professors even

acknowledged the issue. If most of

our faculty have not the conviction

to address the issue of even the sur-

vival of their own school (and ulti-

mately their jobs), how can we

expect the student body to be so

inspired'.'

And now? How do we meet

that obligation, as free people, as

burgeoning intellectuals? First of

all, professors should nol be afraid

to bring up glaring political and

social issues, even if they come

from outside of the classroom. We
do not exist in a vacuum, so to

teach a class on a day in whk;h our

country massively bombs another,

in the same fashion as any other

day is to become amoral, and

defeats the purpose of "higher edu-

cation."

Secondly, students must come

together to address the issues

which are relevant to them. We
must recognize our role as whole

human beings, people with a con-

science, and more importantly, a

will to enable that conscience.

There is perhaps no better oppor-

tunity to fight for your convictions

than here at the University and no

shortage of people to do it with.

In a year in which our country

has illegally invaded another coun-

try, in which the govemment has

given to the most wealthy and

taken away from the most poor, in

which the nuclear threat has once

again become heightened, in

which our very school has been

fragmented, there is no shortage of

work to be done. It is lime for all

of us to live up to our responsibili-

ties.

leff \apolitano is a Collegian

columnist.

3 1 Days of October

Jen

Hodson

I am so happy to announce

that we have officially entered

the month of October October

is by far my favorite month of

the year New England's beauti-

ful foliage is always a breathtak-

ing sight. When thoughts of fall

come to mind, I think of great

outdoor activities, such as play-

ing in the leaves and apple pick-

ing. Apple cider's sweet, unfor-

gettable taste is so hard to pass

up, as are other fun activities like pumpkin carv-

ing and face painting.

Amherst Center usually has some .sort of week-

end activity brewing, like carnivals or fairs that

are always fun lo attend. I love the weather in

October, too. The cool, crisp air is so refreshing

because the temperature is not too wami and not

too cold either, leaving it comfortable enough to

run outside with a sweater en and feel snug. These

are all great reasons in my mind to love the month

of October, but the real secret behind why this

month is such a great one, is actually quite plain

and simple: Halloween!

Halloween is by far my favorite holiday of the

year. In this day and age, the holiday gives people

a chance to look forward to such traditions as

dressing up, eating bulks of candy and having

good old-fashioned fun. Dressing up as anything

you want can make for some really creative ideas.

Over the years I've seen a variety of costumes

from my group of friends alone. Different ideas

for costumes that I've seen firsthand are ones that

involved a cheetah, sailor girl, butterfly, '80s

dresser, piglet, cowboy and even a naughty school-

girl. The list is endless, but once you have that per-

fect Halloween costume, it's all worth the while.

Remember when we were kids and we used to

participate in such fun activities like bobbing for

apples, .shaving cream fights, toilet papering and

egging houses, face painting, smashing pumpkins

and going to haunted houses? Those were deli-

nitely good times and I will never forget them. Rut

these traditions are nothing without the one key

ingredient.

Thai's right, the Halloween party! You can't

have a Halloween without one. It just wouldn't be

the same and that's why every year the University

of Massachusetts has unforgettable Halloween

parties. They're usually pretty wild and entertain-

ing. My favorite part is seeing all the diffcient cos-

tumes that people come up with. Ideas range

across a wide spectrum. Last year. I noticed a lot

of Avril l.avigne wannabes walking around.

whereas the year before I witnessed a good

amount of "Hooter's girls."

Either way, Halloween sure makes for an inter-

esting holiday. If you're not one who is up for all

that participation, then there's always other ways

to celebrate the nightmarish event, which can still

be exciting and fun. Baking Halloween cookies or

treats or even passing out candy to children are all

good ways to celebrate. Also, making decorations

for your dorm room, apartment, or house can be

fun too.

What I like to do, and suggest others try, is to

pop in a good horror flick. I am huge fan of hor-

ror movies and they create a mood unlike any

other. Last year, my roommates and I began

watching a series of scary movies a month before

Halloween season even started. This helped to

build suspense and to get each other ready for the

major event. We watched the entire "Halloween"

collection with killer Mike Myers and some movies

from the "Friday the 1 3th" series.

Remember when we were

kids and we used to partici-

pate in fun activities like bob-

bing for apples, shaving

cream fights, toilet papering

and egging houses, face paint-

ing, smashing pumpkins, and

going to haunted houses?

I know that this year there will be no problem

finding a good horror flick, as a slew of great

movies have been coming out recently. This week-

end. I saw "Cabin Fever," which was super-gory

and definitely freaky. The main character is played

an ex-"Boy Meets World " actor, but don't let that

throw you. It's definitely a good flick to catch

before the end of the month. Also, recently

relea.sed "Cold Creek Manor." which I hear is real-

ly .suspenseful, and the soon-to-be-released vam-

pire movie "UnderWorld" are definitely worth

checking out.

So. whether you're a Halloween-junkie like

myself or arc just looking to have a little fun this

year, make sure you find a way to celebrate this

long awaited day in whatever style serves you best.

Happy Halloween!

Jen llodson is a Collegian columnist.
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INTERNATIONAL FAME
By Kendra Smalter
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Half of Read Yellow is sitting under a skull

and cross bones flag in the kitchen of a small

apartment on Main Street in Amherst. The glow-

ing red eyes of the skull above their heads emu-

late the fiery attitude the band has onstage. But,

on this Monday evening, far from the thrill of the

stage, lead singer Evan Kenney and bassist

Michelle Freivald are complaining about their

day jobs.

"1 basically work in fast food!" yells Freivald.

The daily life of the Amherst band may not be

glamorous, but their plans to tour England,

where the press is beginning to build, is anything

but ordinary.

The August issue of New Musical Express

listed Read Yellow on their "What's on the NME
Stereo?" segment of their weekly magazine. Here

in America, NME may not ring a bell, but in

England every new band waits to be noticed by

the publication, lust one mention on its pages

and the rest of the reviews come rolling in. TWo
months later. The Independent, a large newspa-

per in London, chose the band's song "Read

Yellow" as the single of the week. When asked

about this publicity across the Atlantic, Kenney

said, "1 had no idea. I thought The Independent

was just some kid's website, or something."

Tliree years ago the four band members, |esse

Vuona, 22, Worcester, Paul Koelle, 23. East

Haven, CT. Freivald, 20, Franklin, and Kenney,

22, Norwood, began practicing in the Van Meter

dormitory basement of the Central residential

area.

"Evan and Jesse came up to me and a group

of my friends in Franklin Dining Hall and asked

us if we knew anyone who played bass," said

Freivald. "Someone at the table told them I did

and I just kind of nodded my head and said

yes.'"

Shortly after some initial practice and gigs at

parties, they stole Koelle from another band and

the Sharks were bom. Yes, the Sharks. The name

Read Yellow came from a song title and became

the band name in 2002. lust a few months after

the band formed, they spent three hours in a stu-

dio and $100 to record their EP at Dead Air

Studios in North Amherst. This recording landed

Read Yellow a deal with Boston label Fenway

Recordings. In a situation just out of a movie,

they were "discovered" by the same A&R execu-

tive that signed Sonic Youth, Beck and At the

Continued on page 5
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Reunited: mission accomplished
By Brendan Lee

QjLLEGLAN StaFF

In October of 1982. the New York Times

called their debut album "A raw power disser-

tation ... a compelling piece of

work." Countless bands cite them as

a major influence and inspiration.

Artists ranging from alternative rock

legends R.E.M. to technophile Moby

have covered and recorded their

songs. Members of the band went on

to record and produce albums with

groups such as Yo La Tengo and

dozens more. Tonight, they are play-

ing in the Pioneer Valley

For the first time in almost 20

years. Boston rock pioneers Mission

of Burma will take the stage in west-

Massachusetts. The recently

Mission of

Burma

ReadYeMcw

FridayOct, 3

Pearl Street

em
reunited four-piece unit changed the

landscape of American punk and provided a

basis for the rise of the "college rock" sound

of the mid-'SOs.

"What's interesting is many bands cite

Burma as an influence, but I can't think of too

many bands that sound anything like them,"

NorthaiBpion

says A! Quint, founder/publisher and editor of

the venerable Boston scene diary Suburban

Voice magazine. "Sure, they drew from the

punk thing and a lot of people who were part

of the late '70s Boston punk scene embraced

them, but their appeal was further

reaching than that."

The quartet formed in 1979. when

ex-Moving Parts members Clint

Conley (bass/vocals) and Roger

Miller (guitar/vocals) started playing

with drummer Pete Prescott. The

musicians played as a trio until later

in the year, when the addition of

Martin Swopc on "sonic manipula-

tion and tape loops" filled out the

angular, raucous Mission of Burma
sound. The band waited until |une of

1 980 to release a proper debut, using

the interim lime to perfect their craft

through endless rehearsals and live

shows in Boston.

"Tlieir first 7-inch 'Academy Fight

Song/Max Emst' totally lit up the airwaves in

1980," explained Quint. "I heard Academy'

on the radio and it totally connected."

Over their short career, Mission of

Paloalto pay tribute to its 'Heroes' on new album
By Nick Romanow

CoLLECilAN CxjRR£SPONl)ENT

Almost every article written about Califomia

quartet Paloalto focuses on their love of the lush

British rock sound. One listen to their sophomore
album, "Heroes and Villains," and it is clear that

the band is guilty of cribbing from both their Brit-

rock forefathers as well as their peers. Paloalto

have the songwriting and technical talent

necessary to allow them an eventual

escape to the comparisons that have

dogged them thus far in their career. They
have run upon a fair amount of trouble in

their short time in the music industry.

Aside from record-label troubles, Paloalto

went through a tumultuous upset in the

lineup in the past few years, leaving

singer/guitarist James Grundler as the only mem-
ber remaining from the days of their last album.

Since Grundler is the solitary songwriter as well.

Paloalto seems to have become defined as a singu-

lar vision; luckily, he has no problem carrying that

Califomia'based band, Paloalto, is dedicated to developing their British

rock sound on "Heroes and Villians."

burden.

Most reviewers take great joy in holding

Paloalto up against Coldplay, Travis, and

Radiohcad. but aside from slight vocal similarities

to Thorn Yorke. the band is actually somewhere in

between U2 on not quite a "Beautiful Day" and

Ours on "Prozac" (in fact singer/guitarist/song-

writer lames Grundler sounds more like Bono or

limmy Gnecco than he docs Yorke). It's Crundler's

stunning Gnecco-esque vocals on songs like

"Breathe In" and "Last Way Out Of Here"

that make the sometimes eye-rolling lyrics

bearable. "How do you feel suffocated/

Breathe in/ Look what's all around you"

from the former and "When all your walls

are down/ There's love" from the latter.

Luckily for the listener, lyrics like the

above are rarities on the album. On the

leadoff single "Fade Out/In" Grundler expresses

his frustration with the music industry: "I don't

want to fade out/ I don't want to fade in/ Like

everybody should/ 1 don't want to fade out/ I don't

want to fade in/ Like everything before." The

harshest critic of this

album could find that sen-

timent ironic, arguing that

"Heroes and Villains" is

only a little bit more than a

tribute to bands like The

Smiths and My Bloody

Valentine who came
before Paloalto.

Grundler compliments

his lyrics with superior

musical arrangements.

Musically. Paloalto is also

much more reminiscent of

Ours or lohnny Marr's

solo outfit than they are of

Coldplay or Travis. Their

layering of textural

electrics and strumming

acoustics might not be

new, but the band makes it

work for them. The
group's fetish for strings

U.XJRTESY AMERICAN REOORIUNUS

and atmospheric, swirling guitars also brings to

mind Cinerama in top-form. Grundler seems at

home doing both the slightly more upbeat, rock-

ing songs such as "Fade Out/In" and "What You

Are' and the softer, more melodic songs such as

"Throwing Stones" and "Sleeping Citizens." and

his ability to switch between tempos and moods

makes the songs on the CD flow much more easi-

ly than an album in which there is, say, an awk-

wardly placed power ballad mid-way through.

Paloalto is a band that has stumbled upon a

very unique problem. They have constructed a

very good album: the melodies, harmonies, instru-

mentation, and lyrics all go together nicely Rick

Rubin, known mostly for his work with rap acts

like Run-DMC in the '80s and harder rock acts

like System of a Down currently, did an excellent

job producing "Heroes And Villains," making it

one of the best sounding albums of the year.

Listeners won't be skipping a single song on the

album and it can withstand multiple replays;

songs such as "Going Going Gone" will stick in

your head days after you've played it. The prob-

lem with "Heroes and Villains" comes with its

heavy reliance on the influence of other bands'

sounds. Additionally, the fact that other bands

such as Cinerama and Ours exist today and are

doing similar things, only better and with infinite-

ly more original sounds, only serves to make

Paloalto more generic.

Paloalto have shaped a very good album; in

fact it would take a lot of work for them to

upstage "Heroes And Villains" and if you have the

ability to look at the album as a single piece,

ignoring all the comparisons and influences that

the band has endured, you will And work that is

far superior to most of the pop-rock bands that

clutter the compact disc racks today Paloalto has

found a sound that they seem comfortable with,

and if they never evolve far beyond this then they

will surely continue to make good records. But if

Grundler finds a way to take a couple of extra

steps in the "inventiveness" department, Paloalto

can become a band that plays on the same field as

similar, yet superior, acts such as Marr, Cinerama,

and Ours.

Read Yellow enjoying success before trip across Atlantic

Continued from page 4

Drive-In.

"We were sitting upstairs at the

Other Side Cafe in Boston when we
saw Krist Novoselic from Nirvana sit-

ting at a table near us," Freivald said.

"A friend of ours who works at the cafe

put on our CD and we noticed that

Novoselic and the guy he was with

were really listening to it. Then |esse

just walks over and says "Hey, this is

my band.'
"

Vuona found out that the other man
at the table was former president of

Grand Royal Records (the Beastie

Boys's label), Mark Kates. Kates has

worked with bands like Nirvana,

Siousie and the Banshees, the Sundays,

White Zombie and Hole.

"Jesse gave him the CD without a

lot of expectation, but he started com-

ing to our shows and signed us to his

label about six months later," said

Freivald.

Freivald says the band has had a lot

of success in tfieir early career, but they

have worked very hard to get where

they are now.

"I get pissed off when a lot of bands

are like 'uhhhh' [when trying to get

signed], but you've just gotta do it."

Friend of the band and lead singer

of emerging Amherst band, the

Debras, lames Patterson said, "Jesse

has changed the face of self-promotion.

He's pushy, but not annoying."

Is that the secret of Read Yellow's

success? Innovative self-promotion?

There must be more to it. It must be

the music.

The mention in NME described the

band "like Trail of Dead's little broth-

ers (and sister)" and went on to say

"Boston's extreemo screechers make an

unholy racket."

That "unholy racket" refers to

Kenney 's wailing vocals and the fren-

zied lead guitar of Vuona as they col-

lide in fevered atmosphere of their per-

formances. With so much energy

onstage, performing can be a danger-

ous job for Read Yellow. Freivald is

constantly dodging Kenney's guitar,

and with good reason. After the singer

needed six stitches in his head when it

slammed into Vuona 's guitar, the stage

is no longer a safe place.

"We were playing a show in

Northampton and I jumped down real-

ly quickly just as lesse's guitar went

up," Kenny said. "We went to the hos-

pital around two in the morning after it

happened at 10 that night."

When the nurse asked the blood

stained Kenney why he hadn't come

earlier he replied simply, "Oh, I was

just hanging out."

Such is the life of a rock star.

true with these four short, but intense,

songs. The Independent says Read

Yellow "extract the energy from garage

rock and pump it full of punk emotion

that maintains its power and awesome

characteristics over all four songs."

What does the band think of all this

positive press coming from England?

"I think it's so funny, it's hilarious,"

says Kenney, who writes the majority

of the lyrics. "When we recorded those

songs we had no intention that they

would ever be heard by anyone else

besides the four of us."

UH Kn.SY KfAh VtU-O*

Read Yellow, originally called the Sharks, started playing in the Van Meter

dormitory on the UMass campus three years ago.

The four songs on the Read Yellow

EP share sounds with other rock stars

like the aforementioned ... And You

Will Know Us by the Trail of Dead as

well as Sonic Youth and Fugazi. The

slow build up of the song "Static" and

the eerie guitar and disjointed, spoken

lyrics of "The Association" sounds

familiar of At the Drive-In. Screaming

vocals pulsate between thrashing gui-

tars in the single "Read Yellow." NME
has chosen this two and a half minute

song as one of the singles of the week

for their Sept. 27 issue.

Freivald describes their sound as

"post-punk" which certainly seems

The band has not gone unnoticed in

their home country, either. The video

for "The Association", filmed by

University of Massachusetts graduate

Adam Carullo, is currently playing on

MTV2. The video debuted on Canada's

Much Music station where it ranked on

their top 20 list.

Less than a month ago Read Yellow

was nominated for a Boston Music

Award in the category of New
Rock/Pop Band. Though the band did

not win, they still enjoyed the recogni-

tion and the ceremony at the Wang
Center ... to an extent.

"We got kind of crappy seats,"

Kenney said. "I think bands that

weren't even nominated got better

seats than us."

Read Yellow worked hard for those

crappy seats. While students at UMass,

they built up a fan base within a punk

subculture, which went unnoticed by

the university. When other, outside,

bands are paid for their performances

on campus. Read Yellow are refused.

Frustration in Vuona 's voice is notice-

able. "We've put a lot of hard work and

a lot of money into those shows and

the university completely ignored us."

Small obstacles aside, Vuona said

he wants to "become one of those

bands that is respected, especially in a

grassroots way."

Respect for the music is much more

important to the band than having the

right image. Many new bands in

Britain, where the Read Yellow EP

was released Sept. 9, seem to have a

certain "hipster" look which NME is

quick to praise. As single of the week,

the review included a comment on the

band's "correct hair."

"I wouldn't say we were a hipster

band," said Freivald, "it's hip because

it's new and original."

Before this properly coiffed band

leaves for English shores for a week

starting Oct. 27, they are playing at

local favorite. Pearl Street Nightclub

on Oct. 3. Read Yellow will open for

rock veterans Mission of Burma,

which formed in 1979.

"It's nice to be playing for people

we know, said Freivald. "though it

sometimes makes me more nervous

when the crowd is a lot of our

friends."

Friday at Pearl Street may be

Pioneer Valley's last chance to see

Read Yellow live before they're

booked solid for the next ten years.

With praise like "best, most recog-

nized output that Boston has given the

music world since the Pixies" and

"intensity far greater that anything the

Hives have done" from

silentuproar.com. it will not be long

before Read Yellow are headlining

shows and asking the Hives to open

for them.

Mission of Burma reunion tour rolls through NoHo

XIIIRTFSY WANE BERC.AMAS(ll/MISSklN(1FBURMA IX)M

Ugendary rtx:k band Mission of Burma is making a stop at Pearl Street in Northampton tonight en route its 2003

reunion tour.

Continued from page 4

Burma produced a handful of

singles. EPs, and one full-length

recording. In 1981, the band

released the "Signals, Calls, and

Marches" EP on Ace of Hearts

Records. The album included a

re-recorded version of their

debut single "Academy Fight

Song." which went on to be

handpicked by Michael Stipe to

become part of R.E.M. s live set

during their formative years.

"Signals" also included the fiery

"That's When I Reach For My
Revolver," one of the band's

defining songs, later covered

(and significantly altered) by

Moby. The album also included

Burma classics "This is Not a

Photograph" and "All World

Cowboy Romance."
Following the release of

their debut full-length "Vs." in

the fall of 1982, the constant

noise and stage volume of the

band's live set began to cause

problems for Roger Miller, He

was diagnosed with a condition

known as tinnitus, a painful

and disorienting ear disorder

brought on by unprotected

exposure to high decibel noise.

Mission of Burma broke up

after a brief, but influential four

years in 1983.

All four of the band's princi-

pal members stayed active in

the music industry, leading to

Burma reunion shows in Boston

and New York City in January

of 2002. They were headliners

at this year's edition of the hip-

ster gathering All Tomorrow's

Parties in LA; they were added

at request of festival curator

and "The Simpsons" creator

Matt Groening. After playing in

Northampton tonight, the band

will also be playing shows in

Providence, amidst rumors of

new recordings.

"The thing about Burma is

that they didn't really 'fit in'

with any set style." says Quint.

"1 think they're one of the most

important bands in the history

of Boston's music scene, peri-

od."

Mission of Burma plays at

Pearl Street in Northampton,

with opening act and University

of Massachusetts alumni Read

Yellow. Tickets are $20 and the

show begins at 8:30 pm.
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New console

more than most

can'N-Gage'
The wait for one of the most mind-

blowing handheld systents to ever show up

on the gaining market is almost over. On
Oct. 7, Nokia will release the N-Gage, a

brand new design that consists of a cell

phone, wireless Intemet device, gaming

system and MP5 player all in one.

This is undoubtedly the single most

anticipated handheld system to ever be

relea.sed onto the elec-

tronic market. The Nokia

N-Gage is everything a

gamer would possibly

want in a handheld and

more. With games like

"Tomb Raider" and

"Splinter Cell" available

for the system, it easily

makes leaps and bounds

over the Game Boy

Advanced SP The graph-

ics arc very good for a

handheld and are almost

as good as playing on your television.

Games like "Tony Hawk 3" and "Monkey

Ball" look extremely close to their consul

counterparts.

The N-Gage looks confusing to use with

all the buttons it possesses, but have no

worries. The website can displa> exactly

which buttons are used for gaming. Like

any new system, it just takes time to get

used to the new controller. If you are look-

ing to play a game with your friend, who
also owns the system, Nokia uses a pro-

gram called "Blue Tooth" to eliminate hav-

ing to use wires to play multiplayer games.

As for the other extras, they appear to

be easy to use. The N-Gage has a USB port

for the transfer of MP3s from your comput-

er as well as an FM radio option. It comes

with software for your PC to transfer files

and infonnation. This will be one ot the

major selling points of this power packed

Press Start

to Play

Reid Davenport
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Nokia's N-Gage is the newest portable

video-game player.

system, as most handholds currenllv avail-

able have functioned as gaming devices and

nothing else. The system has its own small

speakers, but unlike the GBA-SP. this sys-

tem comes with an audio outlet. Nokia has

also taken a step ahead of other handhelds

by offering a special set of headphones for

people with hearing aids. The hccid phones

are designed to plug into a hciinng aid so

there are fewer problems with gelling

headphones on.

Similar to the GBA-SP the N-Gage also

has a rechargeable batierv pack. It can last

for around three hours of game or music

play and two to four hours of phone usage

with about an hour and a half of recharge

time. It also has the optional car charger,

like most phones, for those long trips back

home from campus.

One aspect of this system that goes

almost unnoticed is that the N-Gagc is a

cell phone as well. It does all the things

that a normal cell phone would, including

text messaging and more. From the looks

of it, you need a headset to use the cell

phone option. Plus, it wouki look ridicu-

lous walking around with something

resembling a gaming system, more so than

a cell phono, to the side of your head. The

N-Gage can also receive and send emails

as long as the wireless network is ii\iiil-

able.

The N-Gage looks as il it will go uncon-

tested on the gaining market for quite

some time. They are already years ahead

of its only rival, the GBA-SP. and looks to

further its lead as the months p;iss. The

Nokia N-Gagc is priced ui around SiOO a

pop. If you pre-ordcr the system. \ou may

be lucky enough to gel it a d;i> before it

hits the market. For more inlormaiion on

N-Gage and the games available lor il. po

to www.N-Gage.com.
Reid Davenport is a CoUe^iuu culuni-

nist.
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Limbaugh explains resignation
By Jason Stra/iuso

As-SOL lATtl) PKtS.S

PHIiAOKLPHIA (AP) - One
day after giving up his job at ESPN
amid a fur> oi criticism over his

comments about Donovan
McNabb. Rush Limbaugh
explained his decision this way: It

was the path ot least resistance.

Speaking at the National

Association ol Broadcasters' con-

vention here, Limbaugh said

Thursday he resigned as an HSPN
sports analyst to protect network

employees from the uproar.

But he still didn't back down
from the remarks he made three

days earlier, when he said the

Philadelphia Eagles' quarterback

was overrated because the media

wanted to see a black quarterback

succeed.

"The great people at ESPN did

not want to deal with this kind of

reaction," the commentator told

the convention. "The path of least

resistance became lor me to

resign."

Democratic presidential candi-

dates and the NAACP had criti-

cized the radio talk show host,

calling on him to quit. And
Litnbaugh did late Wednesday.

It was on ESPN's "Sunday
NFL Countdown" show — before

McNabb led the Eagles to a 23- 1

3

victory over the Buffalo Bills —
that limbaugh said he didn't think

McNabb was as good as perceived

from the start.

"I think what we've had here is

a little social corKem in the NFL.

The media has been very desirous

that a black quarterback do well."

Limbaugh said on the show.

"There is a little hope invested in

McNabb. and he got a lot of cred-

it for the performance of this

team that he didn't deserve. The
defense carried this team."

Limbaugh has denied that his

comments were racially motivat-

ed. He said at the convention in

Philadelphia that he had thought

about the issue the night before

making the comments and want-

ed to write an essay on it.

"it's something I have believed

for quite a while." Limbaugh
said. "I don't mean it to hurt any-

body. ... It's just an opinion."

McNabb said Wednesday that

he didn't mind criticism of his

performance but was upset

Limbaugh made his race an issue.

George Bodenheimer, presi-

dent of ESPN and ABC Sports,

accepted Limbaugh's resignation,

saying: "We believe that he took

the appropriate action to resolve

this matter expeditiously."

Meanwhile, law enforcement

sources who spoke to The
Associated Press on condition of

anonymity confirmed that

Limbaugh is being investigated in

Florida for illegally buying pre-

scription drugs.

Limbaugh, the radio host of the

politically focused "Rush

Limbaugh Show." did not address

the drug investigation reports in

his speech to broadcasters.

Premiere Radio Networks,

which syndicates the politically

focused "Rush Limbaugh Show"
to more than 650 markets, issued

a statement from Limbaugh on
Thursday saying: "I am unaware

of any investigation by any

authority involving me. No gov-

ernment representative has con-

tacted me directly or indirectly. If

my assistance is required, I will,

of course, cooperate fully."

The allegations were first

leported by the National

Enquirer

The Enquirer had interviewed

Wilma Cline. who said she

became Limbaugh's drug connec-

tion after working as his maid.

She said Limbaugh had abused

OxyContin and other painkillers.

Ed Shohal. a Miami lawyer for

Cline and her husband, said

Thursday, "The Clines stand by the

story." Shohat .said neither he nor

his clients would comment further

National Enquirer Editor in

Chief David Perel declined to say

whether the Clines were paid for

their interview, but said the tabloid

does "pay for interviews, photo-

graphs and exclusives — as long as

they can be proven to be true,"

Referring to media reports saying

the Clines were paid six figures for

their story, Perel said, "People are

just ntaking things up,"

Limbaugh skipped his radio

show Thursday to attend the

broadcasters convention. He was

scheduled to be back on the air

Friday.

Baker makes return to camp
Continued from page 8

ed to the point where he was rarely used.

Danny Ainge, who took over the Celtics' basket-

ball operations at the end of last season, said he

doesn't doubt that Baker has the skills tp con-

tribute.

"I think the bigger question is: How Vin will

deal \sith the attention, expectations, the pressure

and the challenge ahead of overcoming any sort of

addiction?" Ainge said, "I think those are his chal-

lenges,"

But at least Baker has the team on his side.

"Everybody on this team, and in this ownership

group, feels close to Vin, Vin is the most likable guy

on the team." Grousbeck said. "Everybody's pulling

for htm."

Baker said he didn't know what kind of reaction

to expect from the fans when the Celtics open the

season at home against Miami on Oct. 24. Ainge

said he thinks there is the fans are willing to wel-

come Baker back.

"I think we live in a society that's very forgiving,

and everybody's looking for a feel-good story,"

Ainge said. "He has a chance to give us a real feel-

good story this year"

Sox Struggling in key situations

A P rH< 1T^1^ lEORl iE NITKIN

Oakland Athletic's Pamon Hernandez bunts in the 12th inning to bring home Eric Chavez with the

winning run in Oakland's 5-4 win over the Boston Red Sox in game 1 of the opening-round AL playoff

series Wednesday, in Parkland, Calif. Red Sox catcher Jason Varitek is at left.

By Janie McCauley
.•\.s,s<H lATH) Press

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) —
Things have become so desperate

for Boston's loaded lineup, David

Ortiz is giving Manny Ramirez

hitting advice.

Understand, Ortiz is O-for-9

with four strikeouts hitting

behind Ramirez in two playoff

los.ses to the Oakland Athletics —
but Ramirez, the team's most dan-

gerous batter, is I -for-8 with two
strikeouts and has stranded seven

baserunners.

"I keep telling him to calm

down, be patient out there," .said

Ortiz, who hit 31 homers during

the regular season with the AL's

third-best slugging percentage.

Ramirez and Ortiz aren't the

only ones not producing for the

powerful Red Sox .so far in their

bost-of-live AL division series.

Todd Walker, a big bright spot

with four hits and three RBIs for

the Red Sox in Wednesday's 5-4,

1 2-inning loss, went O-for-4 with

four groundouts a day later in

Boston's 5-1 defeat Thursday in

Game 2.

AL batting champion Bill

Mueller is 2-for-9 with two strike-

outs in the series and Kevin Millar

is 2-for-IO with three K's.

A failure to score is a big rea-

son the Red Sox are headed home
to Fenway Park with a 2-0 deficit

in the best-of-five series. They

desperately need to figure things

out in a hurry or this team — like

so many from Boston before —
will be left to think about another

year of postseason heartbreak for

this frustrated franchise.

"The way things have been

going all season long, I don't

know what degree of disruption

this is," manager Grady Little

said. "It's a little uncharacteristic

of our club. And now we'll be

going back to Fenway and hope

we can get it back on track right

away, because we have no time to

waste."

And all those Red Sox rooters

insisted this was their year, too.

With such a potent offense, they

had reason to believe.

Boston led the majors in

almost every offensive category

this season — batting, runs

scored, hits, doubles, extra-base

hits, total bases, sacrifice flies,

slugging and on-base percentage.

The Red Sox finished one
home run behind Texas for the

most homers in the majors with

238.

Eight players had at least 85

RBIs and the Red Sox broke the

major league record for slugging

percentage set by the 1927 New
York Yankees. Six players hit

more than 20 home runs.

Yet so far in the postseason,

Boston can't gel anything done.

Pitching rules in the.se playoffs.

"F'verybody knows our pitch-

ing is great." A's shortstop Miguel

Tejada said. "That's why they're

not hitting. But we can't think

that they're not going to hit.

They're the best team in baseball

right now. and we can't go to

sleep against those guys."

OERAIX) H. LINCVCOLLECIAN

'X' marks the spot
Senior Nick Kuiper and the UMass hockey team make their first return to the ice tonight,

when it hosts St. Francis Xavier in a 7 p.m. exhibition at the Mullins Center Practice Rink. It

will be the Minutemen's first action since their Hockey East semifinal loss to New Hampshire

in March.

Old foes clash today at Rudd
Continued from page 8

Siena (2-1) and New Hampshire (1-0) — but they

have been unable to convert on the majority of them.

But Koch is unfazed by the Maroon and White's

scoring struggles.

"You're going to have games where you have

chances and you don't put them away," he said.

Seniors Dan Colwell (4 goals. 2 assists) and Ptah

Myers (4 g, 1 a) along with junior Oral Bullen (3 g,

2 a) are all an intricate part of the Minuteman
offense.

"I expect them to be there," Koch said of his lead-

ing scorers.

The Minutemen offense is deep, with seven dif-

ferent players marking the scoring sheet this season.

Koch believes "there will be more people joining that

group |in the future]."

"You will see (senior) Andrew Eicher get a few

goals and [freshman] Richard Higa is certainly a

scoring threat."

For all the variety on offense, the Minutemen
have found a stable situation when it comes to

defending their goal.

Freshman goalkeeper Nick Billman (4-0) posted

his first career shutout last Saturday against UNH.
"He's doing a good job proving himself and he will

definitely be in goal for the first game on Friday,"

Koch said. "He's working hard and we're very happy

with what he's done."

The Maroon and White will continue their home-

stand Sunday against Richmond. UMass leads the

series 1-0-2, with a 0-0 tie in the 2001 A- 10 finals.

The Spiders haven't broken out yet. but have shown
signs of life in beating national top- 30 Coastal

Carolina 2-1 on Sept. 13.

Struggling squads set to meet
Continued from page 8

than it is. This is a great group of young women; they're

working their butts off. and are getting better every

game. That's all I can ever ask for," Shea said.

Like UMass. the Orangewomen have been on a skid

as of late, losing their last three. They also are coming off

of back-to-back road losses to two Top 25 teams, having

been edged by No. 6 Penn State and No. 18 Boston

College. Against the Nittany Lions. 'Cuse took an early

lead before being put to rest by four unanswered goals.

Also like the Minutewomen, the goaltender is the

player to watch for Syracuse. Betsy Wagner, who earlier

this year attained ECAC Goalkeeper of the Week and Big

East co-Defensive Player of the Week honors, has been

having a great year in the cage for the Orangewomen.
Wagner has halved Tocco in both saves (52) and

goals allowed (22). but a slightly better save percentage

(.703) should make this an interesting matchup.

Nonetheless, it will be a goalie's duel tonight at |. S.

Coyne Stadium.

Leading the 'Cuse offense will be seniors Jackie

Sheaffer and Ann-Marie Guglieri, along with team

points leader Meredith Gettel, a junior. Combined, the

trio has tallied seven goals, which matches the UMass
team total this sea.son. Although they may have not

turned heads in the statistics column, the Orangewomen
offense is not to be taken lightly.

Also not to be overlooked is 'Cuse's defense. Thanks

to the efforts of juniors Lindsay Kocher and Erin

Fitzgerald, as well as sophomores |oanne Iximbard and

Michelle Sola, opponents are averaging just 1 3 shots a

game on this backfield.

"Syracuse is an excellent team; they're going to be

very good. We always have a great game with them," said

Shea, alluding to the number of overtime and last-second

wins in recent years. "We're both looking for a win right

now. so I think it's going to be a great game."

(lERAI.l) H LINO/aiLLEOIAN

Freshman Tracy Razzano and the UMass field

hockey team will visit Syracuse tonight.

665-2629

Hair Skin & Nails A...|,ie.i

Mansage Therapy m(

Kontr 116. .Sinult-rland

(hofuteil on bus route)
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fjf^ lOO'/rOrganic INuKree wax! ttj^f Tak.' *r) (.ff .3/4 leg «>r lower leg! ^F

Gentle, effective, natural treatment for neck pain, back pain,

headaches, sports Injuries, auto injuries, work injuries.

Ke^Jts/'0(i canH"
Dr. Lee Kane
Chiropractic Physician

Member
• American Chiropractic Association

• Massachusetts Chiropractic Society

Participating provider with most insurance,

including student insurance & GIC

Amherst Family Chirooradic

Center for Natural Health

228 Triangle Street, Amhenl (next to 8«rfucci'si

mm
%

(We bring Cf''"fl'ovvn

to youf

"Voted best Chinese food

by UMass studentsl"

*^vsHi bar!

*OQ£M^ ACCEPTED
*<J)elivery available!

Fmi Chincm a Jammmi Cuminc

549-1500

• Location: 103 N. Pleasant St,

: Amherst, M,A, 01002

: Open Hours:

: Fri. & Sat.: 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m,

\ Sun, - Thurs.: 11:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

(413)549-0077

(413)256-8923
(413)256-8924

Fftx'.

(413)253-1173
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

FRIDAY
• High: 59

• Low: 39

SATURDAY
. High: 65

• Low: 47

SUNDAY
. High: 59

• Low: 37

ilJlni
iii'i,'

<c?

comics collegian@yahoo.com

Dining Commons Menu
O.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Rodst Turkey

• Stuftcd Shvlls

• labtel Pocket S,in<h\i( h

tvegan)

DINNER
• Dill Salmon
• Veal Madeline

Supreme
• Brazilian Blai k ln;in>

(vegan)
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On stall today
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Nikolas P. Marktintoiwtt>'>
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Amvliii P. I incoln

COPY EDITOR
Mi'f^han Hc\ily

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Irene Ros

PRODUCTION STAFF
Scott Pihl/ Shannon Farrin^lon

Emilie Duggan
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Music is well said

to be the speech of
angels. ,t

-Thomas Carlyle

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

Watch your back!

piSCeS • Ffb. 19-Mar. 20

Make me lielieve you. Work it like you

mean it. Keep pushing and it will work.

aries • mak. 2i-ai'r. 19

Watc h your money and stay in touch

with elder family memters.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Be social and creative and romance will

evolve.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

You're feeling the financial crunch as

much as UMass is, watch your money.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL, 22

It's raining and cold. You're depressed -

get out and [i.irty, you'll be glad you did.

leO • JUL. 23-Auc. 22

Oppurtunities abound, with your indus-

triousness you'll take advantage todav.

virgO • Auc. 23-StPT. 22

The C{X)I New England autumn brings

you new interests ... and new bedin.iles.

libra • Sept. 23-OcT. 22

Welcome to family feud! Stay oliI ol Ihi-

(<)nfli( ts around you.

Scorpio • 0(i. 23-Nov. 21

Lose yourself in romance this weekend.

Take that hottie out!

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-ni. 21

As for a raise, you're at the lop of vour

game. Your income will grcrn

!

Capricorn . dh.22-)an. i'»

Reevaluate your partnerships, lake time

making dec isions.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
A{ TIVITIES

Fraternities- Sororities-

Clubs- Student Groups

Earn $l,a\n2,LW this

semester with a proven

Campu,sFuiidraiM.-r ^

hour tiindraisiiiy I'vi-iit.

Our free pn>grains makf

fundraising easy with no

risk.s. FundriiiMny Jares

are tilling quickly, so i^et

with the proKramI It

works. Contact

CampusFunJraiser at

(888) 92 }-^2 58, or visit

www.campustunilniiser.

com

Montreal Weekends $S>9.

Includes R/T Luxur>

Motor C'oach from

Springtield. 3 l>ays-2

Nights- 4 Star Hotel

[Viwntown-Meais-NiKht

Cluh passes, www.mot i-

trealexpress.net 1-781-

979-9001 SpeciaKiroup

Rates

M'AKIVtlM rOR RtNT

6 R(X)n) 4 Bedroom apl.

$l2(KVnionthplusutili

ties. Norlhanipton- ^M
4920

APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 BcdnxHi). 1 hull Bath.

Loll St>lc apartment,

Washcr/IMer in unit.

$1 MX)/moiilh. IJowntown

Amhersi 97S .'=i4fv.'S24.^

AUTO FOR SALE

1988 Acur.1 liitcKra LS

4l")r. C.roYS'ieWt.Yi

4! 5-88M 8 5S

9 5 f'ontlac lionneville

SHN .All Tower Must

Sell$15aiIV0 25 5-S5 57

1 989 Toyot.i ( lamn New

Hnjjine + stereo C ireai

(londlrlon Must sell

$1400.01^^774-856-

AUTO REPAIR

lm|X)ned cars a sjiecialty.

2(1 years cxixriencc.

I lonesi Service, slraight-

torward answers. Marks

.Suiuvo. Rlllft

Sunderland Wi.'S-7438

(on hiis route)

COMPUTERS

Quicksilver t\)mpiitmt;

C Computer help Virus

removal Weh l\»sign

$lS/hr 548-6847 Ask tor

T|.

Pentium Liptop $9M.0O

rentiuml\-.sktop$49.eV

We tix Laptops,

DesktDiV PC's mianin-

loed SS4-S.S57

EMPIOYMENT

Visa/Mastercard approval

ajjents eani $ 1 ,000/week

potential. No experience

necessiiry. C^ll 1 -800-

821-5416 ext.HS

International Sales tor

consult iny/solt ware tirm

Multi-Lint;u,il leiepln me

skills required.

Economics a plus. F:.iriy

AM hours reiiuired. Lull

or part time. Please s^-nd

cover letter and resume

to Frederick Trey: .it

Recional Ecunomic

M(xlels, Inc., 455 West

Street, Amherst, M.A

01002 or fax 41 5-S4^'

) 058 or email

resumes@remi.com

EMPLOYMENT

Mad Science:

Performers/Instructors

P-T to conduct fun after-

schiHil proi;rams, p.irties,

iSi more. Experience

maii.iKiny fjroups of chil-

dren, Kne ot kids.

Tliearrical experience

helpful, ("ar rec|uired.

C:aIlMark415-SS4-7245

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.l\iaday

[nitenti.il. L(Kal posi-

lu.ns. 1-800-295-5985

ext 516

!BartendinK!$ $250/day

jiotenlial No ex|X"rience

Nesc Irainin^; provided.

1-800-965-6520 ext 162

Sales Assi.stant lor ion-

sulting/sottware tinn.

Telephone telem.irketin^j.

Economics ,i plus. Pleasi'

sc-nd ci )ver letter antl

resume to Frevlerick Trey:

at Regional Economic

Models, hic, 455 West

StR>et, Amherst, MA
011X12 or fax 41 5-549-

1058 or email

resumes@remi.com.

EMPLOYMENT

E.ini up to $100 (XT hour

or more as an exotic

male dancer at cluh

Xstatic. 240 ("hesnut St,

SprioKtieldMA, 415-

756-2618or

ww'w.cluhxstat ic.com

Miivie Extras/Models

needed. No exp.

required, eani up to

$5a">-lW0aday 1-888-

820-0167 ext. U 150

Part-time: Responsible

student to post tlyers on

campus. Must Ix-

de(X'ndahle. ( 'all

1-800-U-CAN-MIX.

Ask for Ted.

LOR SALE

ArchosJukeK)x6000 6

('iR]nip5player/Hn

$85.00 415-885-1855

Web Hosting

9.95/inonth PHP
MySQL, Perl and more.

wwvv.ja
t
^lv.com or

(415)25 5-0051.

INSTRUCTION

Liniversiiy Baileiidint:

Classes Start -ScKVi l-S(X)-

U-CAN-MIX Call now

for infomiation!!! Space

is Limileil www.universi-

lybartending.com

ROOMMATE WANTED

L(xiking lor quiel, non-

smoking leniale i\H)m-

male. 2 shan.- 2 bedr(H)m

apt. in Sunderland. Rent

S.5.'S0.(K)/month -i- utilities.

Stephanie 978-660-8.579

SERVICES

,A1I nii;it,ii PnKlucIions

Pro V'ideoj,'r,iphy tor

Weddings, Bar Mir:vahs,

Commercial (508) 221-

822 5

.sweeppicker#yahoo.com

PRE(iNAN(VTESI
INC., HIV Testing, Binh

( 'ontrol, aiKJ EmergeiuA

( "ontraception.

Aftordable and uintiden-

tial. Taix-str\ 1 le.ilth, 27

Pniy Street, .Amherst.

548-9992

SERVICES

Shear Bliss Day Spa \^

Seen on T\ t. .Vniiiik

Am.iii Hair Straightening

*Sm(H)th, Sift, Shiny,

Straight ll,iirC.ill25 5-

2522

Pregnant.' Need help.'

Call Birthriui>! ot

Amherst .ire.i tor tree

testing and ,)ssi>t.ince

^^. 1 OCV^

Pet-Sitter ,i\. 111. li^le d.iv-

nights 61 weekends. l\>i;

w.ilking. 9 years experi-

etice. C :,ill Ciina 255-

061--)

A "Realitv" Spring Bre.ik

2004's Hottest Prices

I5tHik m'w .. Free Trii>,

Me.ils 6n P.mies

ww\\.'unsp!,ishtours.i.om
or i8^V426 77K'

.\ SPRING ; i5REAKER

NEEPEH 2004's Hottest

l\'stinations 61 Parties 2

tree trips / high commis-

sions 1 5w sunspl.ish-

iours.com 1800 426-7710

TRAVEL

Spring Bre.ik '^i.L;n up

with Student Express anil

get Free roundtrip .iirlitie

Tiikets to over 1 5 mier-

nation.il dest in.it ion>-

includmg .Anib.i,

IX)minK,in Repiii'lu.,

Cost.i Rica, C ',inblv,in

hot s|Mts ,iiul iiUMV. Win
go with .imvine eKe'

Limited otter c, ill now.

C'ommission rep po^i

tions also avul.iMe 1

800-787-5787 svww.siu-

delitexpiess.voiii

SPRING BRF.\K

L.irgest st'lei 1 101 1
.

.1

IVstin.itions, in> liidiim

( 'niises! Foam P.irtie^,

Free l\inks and ( liil'

.Admissions. Rep

Positions and IF! i

Tnps Avail, ibk

1-800-251-4586

www.EpicureanToiiis.

i.on\

.M.ith/Physks Uii.i

$50/Hrpliisir.nelC..II

1>. Klme415 552 5^0'

I
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Zito's night

off gets a

win for A's
By Greg Beacham

AjiSiOL lATEl) PutSS

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — Barr> Zito got plenty

of rest and no relaxation on the night before he dom-

inated the Boston Red Sox.

While his Oakland teammates worked late for a

12-inning victor) in the division series opener, Zito

was wide-awake in bed. He turned the radio on and

off. called his parents se anything to stay occupied

until the Athletics were finished.

On Thursday. Zito had a spring in his step and a

nasty dip in his curveball — and he put the As in com-

mand of the best-of-tive series by striking out nine

over seven impressive innings. Oakland sent bleary-

eyed Boston to the brink of playoff elimination with a

5-1 victory in Game 2.

The teams took the field for batting practice slight-

ly more than 10 hours after Eric Chavez scored the

winning run in Game I on Ramon Hernandez's daring

bases-loaded bunt.

"I think I pictured it pretty well," Zito said. "But 1

still came in the clubhouse and watched the tape of

the last couple of guys, just

Red Sox 1 to make it real and get me
fired up for the game today."

Mission accomplished:
Oakland

The Cy Young winner's looping curve was in top fonn,

and Boston's record-setting offense spent the after-

noon flailing at his best stuff. The As didn't score

again after an impressive second-inning rally, but Zito

and relievers Chad Bradford and Keith Foulke easily

made it stand up.

"Everybody was here early, even though it was a

Ideally tough night," said Hernandez, who had an RBI

single in Game 2. "It's the time of year when you don't

have to worry about getting tired. We're a young team,

and we love it."

Zito allowed five hits and two walks for the A's,

who have lost in the first round in each of the past

three postseasons. Oakland finally can advance to its

first league championship series since 1 992 with one

more victory.

"I think we definitely have something to prove,"

Zito said. "We realize our guys are not going to be

coming back every year We lost lason (Giambi), and

the whole (Miguel) Tejada thing, we don't know

what's going to happen with that.

"We don't have a lot more years to say, 'Oh, we'll

get them next year." We have to really bear down and

get this series as soon as we can."

Game 3 is Saturday at Fenway Park. Derek Lowe, the

losing pitcher in the opener, will start against Ted Lilly.

"Zito pitched a great game," said Nomar
Gaaiaparra, who went l-for-3. "He put us against the

wall, but we've been there before."

Eric Byrnes' first playoff hit was a two-run double

during Oakland's rally against knuckleballer T\m

Wakefield. Todd Walker, who hit two homers for

Boston in the opener, made a comical throwing error

that also allowed two runs to score.

Bradford pitched tht eighth for Oakland — and

one night after throwing 51 pitches over three relief

innings. Foulke finished off the Red Sox in the ninth

with 20 more.

After the complicated dramatics of the opener.

Game 2 was fairly straightforward: The A's relied on

the dominant starting pitching and big innings that

have carried them to four straight postseasons.

Oakland has been in this situation before, howev-

er: The As won the first two games of their 2001 divi-

sion series against the New York Yankees, only to lose

the final three.

"Anyone who was around in 2001 knows we can't

take anylhing for granted." Byrnes said. "I guarantee

that nobody in here has thought beyond today's

game."

A few of the Red Sox have been here before, too:

Boston trailed Cleveland 0-2 in the 1999 division

series before rallying to win it in five games.

Old foes square off
GW visits

Rudd today
By Becky Hi)Rt)wiTZ
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raiR Canavan has become the Minutemen's top defender this season, thanks to his hard-hitting style of play.

MariKm and White open up the Atlantic 10 season at home today against the George Washington Colonials.

Call it a revenge game. Or just call it

another weekend in the Atlantic 10. Either

way, the real season starts now.

The Massachusetts men's soccer team

(6-2) opens conference play today against

George Washington (2-6) at Rudd Field.

This is a highly anticipated rematch as the

Colonials knocked UMass out of last sea-

son's A- 10 tournament in the first round

with a 4-3 overtime win.

"it's always easier to play at home."

Coach Sam Koch said. "You're starting off

against two of the best teams, but I think

you've got to play them sometime so you

might as well play them now."

The Minutemen continue conference

play Sunday against Richmond (3-4-1 ).

The Maroon and White is looking to

extend its five game win streak, while GW
is starting to turn things around, coming off

a 4- 1 win over Towson.

"I don't think they're as strong in the

back as they have been," Koch said, "but

obviously in their last result over Towson,

which is traditionally a strong program,

they did a good job beating them. It was a

convincing win."

Leading GW in scoring with seven goals

is junior forward Amar lohannsson. who
according to Koch "is one of the best strik-

ers in the conference." lohannsson was the

200 1 A- 1 rookie of the year, and is a vital

cog in the Colonial offense.

Although GW is off to a slow start, Koch

is still preparing his squad for the team that

ended the Minutemen's hopes of a trip to

the NCAA tournament. They'll get a chance

at vengeance today at 3:30.

"We have to continue to improve on the

areas that need improvement and if we con-

tinue to do that we're going to get better

and belter, and I think we'll be in pretty

good shape."

UMass has had numerous scoring oppor-

tunities in the last two games — wins over

Continued on page 6

meet up in Syracuse
By Brendan Hai l
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After suffering back-to-back

road losses to two Top 25 teams,

the Massachusetts field hockey

team will breathe a bittersweet sigh

of relief when they travel to

Syracuse, N.>'. tonight at 7 p.m., to

face an alinost identical

Orangewoman squad.

The Minutewomcn (2-8) have

lost their last two games by a com-

bined score of 1 7-0. being outshot

52-4 and dominated on penalty

comers 23-3.

The Minutewomcn have been

outshot 214-63 on the year, with

only half of those 63 being shot on

net. If they are to keep pace with

Syracuse (3-6), regardless of the

latters talent, they will need m
erase what's happened and make

some things happen on offense.

But statistics seem to be noth-

ing more than numbers, as UMass
coach Patty Shea remains confi-

dent in her young squad. "It seems

every team has their best game

against us," Shea said. "In some

respects it's a complement

I
because 1 it means we do bring out

the best in other teams. They know

that we come out to compete."

Leading the offensive charge for

UMass are sophomore laime

Bawden (I goal, I assist) and

freshman Marije Tigchelaar ( I g,

la), and the onus falls on them to

score the team's first goal since

Sept. 20.

As usual, the player to watch

lor the Minutewomcn is goalkeep-

er Christine Tocco, who is .second

in the Atlantic 10 in saves (105)

Although her save percentage ha^

dropped (.700), Tocco is averaging'

10.5 saves a game, which also

ranks second in the A- 1 0.

On the other side, Tocco has let

up 45 goals over the first ten

games, thanks in part to a defense

that has allowed an average of 21 .4

shots per game. The defense will

tv\\ on the backlieki of k)ne senior

Kristin Hopwood and sophomore

Katelyn Woolfrey to put a clamp

on the Orangewoman offense.

No matter what, though. Shea

is ever the optimist for her squad.

"|To| everybody in the outside

world lour situation | looks worse

Continued on page 6
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Sophomore Patricia Borneo has one goal in

nine starts for the Minutewomen this season.

M^mi^

Weekend Schedule
Friday, Oct. 3

Sport Opp./Event

Men's Soccer
Women's Soccer

Ice Hockey
Field Hockey
Tennis

Geo. Wash.
at Geo. Wash.

St. Francis Xavier

at Syracuse

at Eastern Invitational

Sport

Saturday, Oct. 4

Opp./Event

Football

Women's Soccer
Tennis

vs. UNH
at Richmond

at Eastern Invitational

Sunday, Oct. 5

Sport Opp./Event

Men's Soccer

Tennis

vs. Richmond
at Eastern Invitational

rime

3:30 p.m.

4 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

Allday

Time

1 p.m.
7 p.m.
Allday

Time

1 p.m.

Allday

Baker makes return
By Jimmy Goi en

AsMX lATKI) PkJ-SS

WALTHAM (AP) — Viewing his alcohol-related

suspension as "a second chance at my career." \'in

Baker returned to the Boston Celtics for the opening

of training camp on Thursday and promised to show

his teammates that his problems are in the past.

"I'm approaching camp like it's my rookie season

in Milwaukee." he said on the Celtics' practice court

on media day. "My after-care program's in place.

Most of my therapy's going to be right here with my
teammates."

Baker was in the middle of his worst season as a pro

last year when he was suspended indefinitely on

Feb. 27. He later admitted that he is a binge drinker

and sought treatment.

With Baker in rehab, the Celtics made it to the

Eastern Conference semifinals, where they were

swept by the New |ersey Nets.

"The lowest point had to be when I realized 1

wasn't going to finish the season with the team,"

Baker said Thursday in his first public appearance

since his suspension. "During the whole time, 1 just

thought, 'This is going to make me a better person,

a better father, a better son.' Ultimately, it will make

me a better basketball player"

But he also added: "The situation is bigger than

me — 18.6 million Americans were affected by it

last year"

Baker said he is in the best physical and mental

condition of his career But he said the .same thing at

media day last year after the Celtics brought the

Hartford. Conn., native back to New England in a

move they hoped would revitalize his career

The former All-Star didn't thrive back home,

though. He continued drinking and his game suf-

fered, though he said Thursday that he was never

under the influence while on the basketball court.

By February, he was rarely playing and contribut-

ing even less, averaging five points and four

rebounds in 18 minutes per game. After negotia-

tions with the team, he accepted a suspension that

would give him a chance to get his life in order

"We all figured out what was the right thing to

do, as best as we could," Celtics owner Wye
Grousbeck said. "He's the one who gets the credit

for sticking lo his deal. I want to compliment him

for rising to the occasion and really coming through

a difficult situation."

Baker has three years and about $44 million left

on his contract, a deal that makes it impossible for

Boston to trade him. With Antoine Walker and Paul

Pierce also making big money, the Celtics don't have

room under the salary cap to add much to their ros-

ter.

Walker for one, thinks things can work out to

Boston's benefit.

"If he's on top of his game, the sky's the limit

how good we really can be," Walker said. "To

bounce back so quickly in a five or six month span

is a tribute to him and I'm happy to see him smiling

again."

The 6-foot- 1 1 Baker was the eighth overall pick

by the Milwaukee Bucks in the 1993 draft. He aver-

aged 21 points and 10 rebounds over his last two

seasons in Milwaukee before he was traded to

Seattle for the 1997-98 sea.son.

His first season in Seattle showed only slight

dropoff, and he was good enough to be picked for

the 2000 U.S. Olympic team. But by the time the

Sydney gatnes came around, his play had deteriorat-

Continued on page 6
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Red Sox win leads

to riot in Southwest
By Morris Singer
CoLLEiJiAN Staff

A celebration of the Red Sox victory over the

Oakland Athletics turned ugly on Saturday night

as students gathered outside of the dormitories in

the Southwest residential area at the University

of Massachusetts, lighting fireworks and over-

turning two cars.

The UMass Police Department made two

arrests during the riot. Kevin Raposo of

Somerville, Mass. was arrested on charges of dis-

orderly conduct. Vincent Robert Mazza of West

Springfield, Mass. was arrested on charges of dis-

orderly conduct, resisting arrest and inciting a

riot. Neither is a UMass student.

The riot started after the end of the game, stu-

dents said, to praise Red Sox outfielder Trot

Nixon's game-winning homerun. The UMPD sent

about 30 officers to the scene at 1 1 :23 p.m. in an

attempt to break up the destructive behavior

"After the game ended, |the riot) started as a

celebration," said Barbara O'Connor, chief of the

UMPD.
The crowd continued to build, and officers

requested that people move along, she said. Some
members of the crowd then began to riot against

the police instead of following instruction.

O'Connor said officers had to take action.

Five officers were injured while attempting to

disperse the crowd, including four who were hurt

by rocks thrown by students, O'Connor said.

Three students were injured as well, including

one who was hit in the face with a projectile and

lost some teeth, she said.

Continued on page 2

Men^s Resource Center

marches to end violence

0^ ^it* WALHIN6 TO END MMM
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A participant in the Men's Walk to End Abuse marches down N
Center on Friday.

walked from Northampton to

Amherst and UMass, and on

Oct. 4, from South Deerfield to

Greenfield. The walk helped

launch October as Domestic

Violence Awareness Month,

emphasizing that there are men
who are taking responsibility to

end male violence — not just

women.
"This is a men's walk to end

men's abuse." said Karen

Fogliatti. a Men Overcoming

Violence (MOVE) problem

group co-facihtator Fogliatti.

the only woman who spent

Friday walking from

Northampton to the

Everywoman's Center on the

University campus, also walked

the first route from Springfield

to Holyoke.

"It's about bringing up that

awareness. That [men and

women) are of equal value,"

she said. "We teach ways of

dealing with when they get trig-

gered. Women are more verbal-

ly adept in arguments, so they

get overwhelmed...and they

just strike out... their anger

just leads to a boiling point and

then they just explode."
' Fogliatti helps run the

MOVE Program, a state-certi-

By Deborah Geiger

COLLIGIAN CORRESPONDENT

AMHERST — Trailblazing

the highway is usually left for

hitchhikers and Chevy owners,

but members of the Men's

Resource Center in Western

Massachusetts marched forty

miles last week in an effort to

raise public awareness about

violence.

The four-day Men's Walk to

End Abuse, which ran from

Oct. 1 to Oct. 4, covered the

areas serviced by the Men's
' Resource Center from

Springfield to Greenfield.

"This is a chance for us to

be together and make a state-

ment." said Steven Botkin,

founder of the Men's Crisis

Center "To me. the walk is

another way that men can

make a statement publicly

about being against violence

and abuse in our families and

communities."

The four-day, 40-mile trek

across the three counties of

Western Massachusetts began

on October 1 . from Springfield

to Holyoke. It continued on

Oct. 2, from Holyoke to

Northampton. On Oct. 5, they

ilFR.ALP H llNti/( IM ! Ft IAN

orth Pleasant Street in Amherst

fied batterers' intervention pro-

gram. MOVE focuses on those

who have used physical, emo-

tional, verbal, economic or sex-

ual abuse as a way to control

their partners or loved ones —
and are taught specific alterna-

tives to end the abusiveness.

"We teach them to take time

outs," she said. "We teach them

to learn to breathe, to deesca-

late their anger to recognize

their negative self talk. They

address their sexist attitudes

and 'tapes' that are running in

their heads, and change it into

positive self talk."

MOVE suggests an

approach called "compassion-

ate confrontation," where the

abuse that already has been

done is not shamed. The pro-

gram emphasizes dealing with

the problems not of the rela-

tionship but of the abuser

"A lot of guys just stuff the

anger" said Fogliatti. "Which

just leads to that boiling point."

Russell Bradbury-Carlin. also a

MOVE group coordinator runs

fourteen groups in the

Connecticut Valley once a

week. For every group, there

Continued on page 2

Romney appoints trustees
By Jennifer Peter

AssociATEO Press

BOSTON (AP) — Gov. Mitt

Romney appointed a former uni-
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versity president, a national

medical leader and a telecom-

munications executive to the

University of Massachusetts

board of trustees Saturday, mak-

ing his first imprint on an institu-

tion he's frequently clashed with

during his first months in office.

In making his first appoint-

ments to the 22-member board,

Romney said he was no longer

seeking the elimination of the

university presidency — a pro-

po.sal that led to a drawn-out

fight with former President

William Bulger

The three appointees, who
will serve five-year terms, are:

former Tufts University

President |ohn DiBiaggio. who
also served as president of

Michigan State University and

the University of Connecticut:

Dr Christine Cassel. a UMass
medical school graduate who is

now president and chief execu-

tive of the American Board of

KVll M<x I AI«;«XMLF.<)IAN

Students riot outside of Southwest residential area after the BoNton Red Sox defeated the Oakland

Athletics in Saturday night's game.

Professor visits Afghanistan
By Steve LJrw)n

.^siKiAfti) Press

NEW BEDFORD. Mass. (AP) — It was eariy

August, almost two years after the rout of the

Taliban, and Afghan warlord Abdul Rashid

Dostum was attending the wedding of one of his

generals when he was informed that there was a

man outside who wanted to talk to him. an

American.

Americans simply are not supposed to be in

northern Afghanistan these days. It's far too dan-

gerous. The U.S. State Department advises every-

one to stay away for their own good.

But Gen. Dostum soon found himself face-to-

face with an unlikely visitor 3b-year-old Brian Glyn

Williams, a history professor from the University of

Massachusetts Dartmouth.

Dr Williams somehow had bluffed, bribed and

finagled his way into one of the most dangerous

places on Earth — especially for an American civil-

ian.

He not only wanted to talk to Gen. Dostum, he

wanted to stay a while, to be "embedded." to use

the phrase of the day. with the 25.000 nomadic

Uzbeki soldiers who keep the peace and rule the

countryside in the region around the sprawling city

of Mazar-1-Sharif.

He wanted to know how the war on terror was

going, how the rebuilding of Afghanistan was

going.

"I'm here to tell your story," he told the skepti-

cal general, who. Dr Williams said, "hates being

called a warlord. He doesn't like the word at all.

He'd rather be called the interlocutor for the

community, defender of the ethnic Uzbeks, They

call him "Baba." which means father"

The woHd still calls him warlord, responsible for

the destruction of the Taliban and the capture of

the "American Taliban." lohnny Walker Lindh. But

it also blames Gen. [:)osiuni for the deaths of hun-

dreds of Taliban prisoners of war in storage trailers.

He is now persona non grata for the U.S. govern-

ment, and runs northern Afghanistan mostly on his

own while the U.S. patrols the south.

The bear-like Gen. Dostum granted f^r

Williams a five-minute interview, which is about all

he had ever granted to the small handful of foreign

journalists who even spoke to him during the height

of the conflict in November 2001

.

"It became five hours," said Dr Williams.

The Welsh-bom UMass professor got everything

he wanted: to stay with Gen. Dostum and his

25,000-nian army for two weeks, to be shown the

mountains and battlefields where .American B-52s

and Stealth bombers rained fury on the Taliban,

directed by special U.S. "A-Teams" riding horse-

back and calling in airstrikes using laptop comput-

ers and satellite links.

The professor wanted to interview the Taliban

prisoners, to walk the streets of the cities and ask

people about their lives.

For the fast-talking Dr Williams, language was-

n't a problem. He had long since added Turkish to

his native Welsh and adopted English. Turkish, as it

happens, is Gen. Dostum's language. The eager

American, carrying an indispensable accessory for

the traveler in Afghanistan, his own AK-47 assault

rifle, made himself right at home.

Dr Wifliams intends, among other things, to

write a magazine article describing how one goes

about purchasing a machine gun in Kabul. (His was

a used one. $250.)

But as a historian he has many stories to tell, and

to date his career has included many trips to Asia,

lo Kosovo and Bosnia, to Crimea, to Uzbekistan in

the former Soviet Union. His venture into

Afghanistan, financed by a summer research grant

("They wanted me to keep receipts from

Afghanistan for a mortar" he laughed), will

become a book and the topic of lectures and cours-

es.

This trip, to the northern provinces of one of the

most inhospitable places on the planet, involved

ingenuity and risk.

First off. Dr Williams traveled as a British citi-

zen (he holds dual citizenship), to avoid the inter-

ference of the State Department. He traveled first

to London, then to Istanbul, and then to Baku,

Azerbaijan, where he bribed his way into a round-

trip ticket into Kabul on an aging fomier Soviet

Aeroflot aircraft now llown by the Azerbaijan state

airline.

In Kabul as a guest of the Turkish embassy. Dr
Williams made contact with a contingent of Gen.

Dostum's army stationed at the nation's capital.

"I went to their compound with Turkish guards

from the Turkish embassy. 1 told them. I'm here to

meet General Dostum. If you can get me through

the mountains safely I will recommend you to him

personally, and you have my word thai I will bring

you lo him." Dr Williams said.

"These were lowly soldiers down in Kabul. 1 told

them (falsely). "I'm on hi^ nnlcK m ^miu' thL-iv.' So

they believed me."

Soon the young profc^^>.>r wii> ui.n.'iiijijiin.iJ by

"several truckloads of guys with machine guns and

rocket -propel led grenades," and they set oil lur the

forbidding mountains that bisect Afghanistan and

isolate the northern provinces. They chose the

treacherous mountain route. Dr Williams said,

because as bad as it was. it was still preferable to

the eastern route around the mountains, close to

northwest Pakistan.

There, the neo-Taliban. as Dr Williams calls

them, were busy attacking buses and police sta-

tions, burning girls' schools opened since the war

and otherwise terrorizing the population. More

than 60 people were killed in that region in one

week during Dr Williams' visit, he said.

The mountain route was no bargain, either It

included a long tunnel built by the Soviets during

their disastrous occupation of Afghanistan— with-

out lights, with lots of rubble and cleared of mines

only two weeks earlier

At one point in the trip the driver slammed on

the brakes when he realized that there was no

longer a bridge spanning a 2,000-foot ravine. The

party needed to drive down the mountain, across

the river at the bottom und back up again.

That was nothing compared to the checkpoint

incident in which his bodyguards threatened to use

their RPGs and machine guns if they weren't

allowed to pass. The checkpoint guards, disbeliev-

ing their story about transporting an American, had

even made the not-so friendly gesture of spraying

machine gun fire into the air to demonstrate their

point.

But after Dr Williams stepped forward and

proved his identity by displaying his cameras and

video gear they waved his group through.

Continued on page 2

Internal Medicine; and William

O'Shea, president of Bell Labs,

which is a division of Lucent

Technologies.

"This is a major step forward in

the mission of the University of

Massachusetts," Romney said as

he announced the appointments.

"I'm confident that they will

each make a positive and lasting

impression on our great institu-

tion."

Board Chairwoman Grace

Fey, who strongly supported

Bulger against Romney s attacks,

praised the governor's choices,

calling them "a terrific triumvi-

rate."

"We see the strength of Gov
Romney's commitment to the

University of Massachusetts,"

ley said. "I welcome my three

new colleagues to the board. 1

appreciate your willingness to

step forward and offer to the

university and to the common
wealth."

AnS*X..1.A1Ii'I"RR>.'!

Massachusetts Governor Mitt Romnov, right, applauds during Saturday's news conference at the state-

house in Boston announcing his appointment of three new UMass trustees.
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Celebration turns into riot; students flp

two cars, cause $20,000 in damage to DC

MANPATORY MEWS

MEETING TONIGHT AT

6 P.M.

Continued from page 1

. Students flipped over a gray

Hunda Prelude Special Edition

and a red Toyota in Lot 50,

which is located between )ohn

Quincy Adams tower and |ohn

Adams tower. The Prelude was

Hipped onto a gray Saturn with

Massachusetts plate number
"1835 NO." The Saturn's front

windshield was smashed, and

the front right corner of the car

was damaged where the Prelude

had hit it. A van was also

parked in the lot. but was not

visibly damaged during the riot.

According to |ohn Tattersall,

a freshman who watched the

riot, the crowd was located in a

different part of Southwest

than where the cars were

flipped. He said people moved
to the lot during the riot specif-

ically to flip the cars.

"All of a sudden, people

were just like, 'let's flip cars.'"

Tattersall said.

loel Karas. a freshman, said

the owner of one of the dam-

aged cars watched as rioters

flipped his car. The owner car-

ried an aluminum baseball bat

with him and punched one of

the people who participated in

overturning his vehicle, Karas

said.

According to O'Connor, the

Physical Plant estimated

520,000 of damage to the din-

ing commons. Police estimate

an additional $8,000 in over-

time costs for the UMPD.

Free Bicycle Registration

sponsered by ttie

UMass Police Department
beginning ttie week of IMonday, October

6th and running througli Friday

October 10th at the Student

Union Circle.

Hours of Program

will be from

10:00 a.m.-2:00p.m.

each day during ttie

week. All bilte own-

ers are encouraged

to register there

bil(es.

Fireworks were set off sever-

al times during the riot, espe-

cially near Coolidge Tower. A
few loud explosives were deto-

nated during the night as well.

At 1:50 a.m.. many students

had already left the riot, but a

number of people remained in

opposition to the police. The
rioters threw glass bottles and

rocks at the police officers.

They also shouted offensive lan-

guage at the police, calling

them pigs and neo-Nazis.

"Shoot me, you f***ing bas-

tards." yelled one student, as

police shot rounds of their

weapons into a crowd of stu-

dents from several hundred feet

away.

According to O'Connor,
police discharged a type of

paintball gun that shoots a ball

filled with Oleoresin Capsicum,

or pepper spray. This weapon is

considered "less-than-lethal" in

their force continuum,

O'Connor said. Two sponge

guns were also brought to the

scene, although never dis-

charged, she said.

The police held their posi-

tion in lines at the north and

south edges of the living area at

around 1:30 a.m. The east and

west sides were left unguarded

and people came and went

through these spots.

At 1:50 a.m.. the police

moved from their northern

line, sweeping through the

quad, turning right and moving

down the stairs between

Hamden and Berkshire DC.
They met on the southwest cor-

ner of the living area for about

fifteen minutes before continu-

ing their patrol.

They proceeded back up the

stairs into the main part of the

living area at 2:05 a.m. People

ran from the police as the offi-

cers moved in a coordinated

fashion through Southwest

another time. At one point, the

police, having sped up, were

told by one officer to slow the

pace of their march.

A rioter ran across Lot 50 at

2:16 a.m. O'Connor chased

him with the help of two

mounted patrol officers. Other

rioters cheered him on. encour-

aging him to run faster. The
rioter reached the edge of cam-

pus, and police did not pursue

him. Instead they returned to

the lot.

Michael Gargano, the vice

chancellor for student affairs

and campus life, told students

who were standing around to

clear the area. He walked with

some of the police officers

throughout the night.

O'Connor said the police

department will identify perpe-

trators and bring forth charges.

She said Gargano would take

"swift disciplinary action."

The police will use a video

camera they have installed

above |QA to aid them in iden-

tifying rioters. The camera was
used during one other incident

with no success, but O'Connor
is still optimistic about its use

in this situation.

"This time we'll take a much
wider approach to try to get

these people identified." she

said.

Amherst Police Department

was present for some of the

riot. They were dispatched

early on and left before 1:50

a.m. During their time on the

scene, they pursued stone

throwers who were allegedly

participating in the riot from

just outside of campus on
Sunset Avenue. O'Connor said.

APD was not available for com-

ment.

Onlookers were in disagree-

ment about the appropriateness

of police action.

"The police were irresponsi-

ble in their actions^" said soph-

omore Gregory Forfa, who was
present at the riot.

"I don't ... blame the cops."

said sophomore Devin Kelly,

after observing police action

during the incid«nt. "They have

to do what they have to do."

This was not the worst riot

the University has seen, said

O'Connor, but noted that this

was still a riot situation.

"They're all bad." she said.

"Certainly when you get people

losing teeth and ... people

throwing rocks and bottles at

the police and turning over

cars, it's not good."

By 5 a.m.. police had cleared

the area of crowd activity. The
living area was quiet, and the

police presence diminished.
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Men's group walks to end abuse
Continued from page 1

are 12 men and two facilitators.

"I think that most men have their

hearts in the right place,"

Bradbury-Carlin said. "But men
can be abusive, overtly sexist, say

negative things about women,
and make sexist jokes. A lot of

men don't say anything about

that. And in a sense, it kind of

condones it."

While rape jokes or other

jokes of veiled hostility may be

unfunny to most men, Carlin

suggested that the problem
branches from no one speaking

up.

"For instance, a rape joke.

Most men don't agree with it. or

will even lind it offensive. But

they don't say anything. By not

saying anything, that kind of con-

dones it," he said. "I'm hoping

that being a group of men, and

standing up visibly to these

issues, that it might get other

men to think. "OK, I don't have

to be silent about this. I can

speak up. 1 can stand up to this."

Botkin said men's violence is

not just a problem within our

society in particular. He agreed

that it branches out in all soci-

eties.

"We've had conversations

with people all over the world.

It's a very consistent problem

with people all over the place,"

said Botkin, who is going to

japan next week to speak at sem

inars on domestic violence pre-

vention.

"It's a tremendous problem in

japan, A year ago they passed

their first domestic violence

law."

Botkin said that domestic vio-

lence is coming into the light

only now; it's something that

wasn't really talked about until

now.

"There are men all over the

world who are starting to join

woinen. They're taking the stand

on the issue," he said. "This walk

is one piece of it. Its men in par-

ticular who are violent: because

of our shame, because of our

fear. We learned to be afraid.

"A really important piece is

about breaking the silence. It's a

powerful thing to speak out. It

makes a difference." Botkin said,

"When men take a stand, it

makes a difference. I don't think

that every man is violent br abu-

sive. I think that every man has

witnessed, experienced, or per-

petrated violence."

From whizzing cars on busy

Interstate 91 to a serene and

smiling photo-op in front of the

Everywoman's Center on the

UMass campus, the group's

overall theme was to end vio-

lence by men.

"We're walking to express

our concern to get the word out

to the community that we're

here." Fogliatti said. "To ask for

everybody's support. To put our

feet where our mouths are."

"The program makes people

happier. You can be happier...

the people you love can be hap-

pier. And that's what it's all

about."

Professor visits Afganistan

Continued from page 1

"It was the most harrowing

trip of my life." Dr. Williams

said.

Upon his arrival, it was clear

to his hosts what needed to be

done. The American had to be

kept safe. "General Dostum
(pronounced "Dostoom") gave

me some guards, some tribesmen

to protect me." Dr. Williams

said.

"He made a point of having

these guys swear an oath, a

bayat. to me that if anything hap-

pens to him it's on your head and

your family's head. Your whole

clan is responsible. Don't let any

harm happen to my American.

"They all swore bayat. That

bayat is more important than

$25 million." he said, referring to

the award money offered for the

capture of Osama bin Laden.

"These guys live on $25 a month.

It means nothing, the $25 mil-

lion. A Rolls-Royce, a swimming

pool, it just doesn't matter.

"They're ethnic warriors from

another era..They're primordial.

When ihey swear bayat that

means everything in the world.

That means your soul to Allah. It

means your tribal pride. It means

your pride as a man. It means

your honor. These people aren't

from the line of Britney Spears

from MTV and Kmart. Honor is

everything," he said
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EditorialOpinion
Monday, October 6, 2003 Editorial@dailycollegian.com

Riots: another fee

for UMass students
You've got a beer in your right hand; the

chips are to your left. Your buddies are piled

around you and the sound on the big screen tel-

evision is up loud enough to hear the crack of

the ball against bat. It's Saturday night at

UMass Amherst - the flagship campus of the

Massachusetts state system, home of the

Minuteman. and of Red Sox mania. Campus
may be two hours from Fenway, the lights, the

Green Monster, and Pedro, but if you're not

tuned into the Sox game, you might as well be

a Yankees fan. Everyone is watching, parties

are centered on the television instead of the

keg, and everyone is united under one dream:

win the games, break the curse, and take the

series.

The Sox win their game against the Oakland

Athletics, one step closer to the World Series

and lifting that aged curse and the celebrations

begin. You run outside with the rest of the

crowd. You break out the fireworks: you gath-

er and cheer with friends, peers, and people

you don't know. You move with one group as

they head towards the parking lot. Ahead you

realize that the group has decided to flip a car

— your car! You watch as they flip your sedan

into another car. You try to stop them but it's

useless. Your car is a mess.

The police arrive and the group who just

turned over the car has swelled into a riot,

angrily catcalling the UMPD. The police have

weapons, aimed at you. which they shoot.

Pepper spray flies into your eyes and skin, and

you wonder why is this happening? What is the

connection between celebrating the Red Sox's

win and violence?

Soon rocks are being thrown, and not only

are police injured, but your neighbor has his

teeth knocked out by a rock. People who fif-

teen minutes before had been celebrating a suc-

cessful athletic event are now taking part In a

damaging and expensive riot.

Regardless of the UMPD and Amherst

Police Department's treatment of students, the

situation should never have become violent or

dangerous. Nor should a Red Sox win move

people to overturn other student's vehicles.

Additionally, the two arrests made by

UMPD on Saturday were of non-students.

These two men were guests of students on

campus. As residents, we arc responsible for

our guests' actions. These two guests cost each

UMass student by damaging the property that

our fees pay for, and furthermore cost students

the influence that this will have on our

University's reputation.

There should be no connection between a

Red Sox win and a riot at UMass. The riots in

Southwest following Saturday's game were

uncalled for and left an acrid mark on what

could have been an awesome night. The riots

on Saturday will cost the University, and there-

fore students. $28,000.

The message sent by riots is one of anger,

immaturity, lack of respect for property value

and for people's safety. This is not the message

that UMass students should be .sending to the

Commonwealth or to the Red Sox.

Don't curse UMass with riots: enjoy the

game, celebrate peacefully, and be safe.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Collegian Editorial Board.
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Apîplications for assistant Ed/Op e<fil»r

currently open. Anyone interested in appl^

should contact Erika Lovley or Paige Cr;

Editorial@dailycollegian.com

Abortion Pill Breakthrough
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tion pill called Mifepristone and.

days later, was taken to the

emergency room in Pleasanton.

CA where she died. The direct

cause of her death was not

directly linked to the abortion

pill, as an autopsy had not yet

been performed on the girl.

However, the debate has once

again risen, espe-

cially with the

recent advance-

ments in the

Senate of the first

federal law that

would restrict a

woman's right to

abortion being

unanimously
passed on to the

House of

Representatives.

The use of

Mifepristone brings up many
new ethical questions and has

had anti-abortion lobbyists

jumping all over doctors and

clinics to ban the Food and Drug

Administration FDA-approved

drug. While the right to have an

abortion is each woman's entitle-

ment, the right (and expectation)

lo safely improve and expand the

way through which the abortion,

a.s well as any medical procedure

done, is the entitlement of mod-

ern-day medicine.

Currently, there are three

main safe ways in which to have

a surgical abortion: manual vac-

uum aspiration, dilation and suc-

tion curettage, and dilation and

evacuation. All three procedures

last about 10 to 20 minutes and

are fairiy involved. The proce-

dure involves the cleansing of

the vagina with an antiseptic, a

local (and sometimes general)

anesthetic, a dilator or medica-

tion to open the cervix, and a

pump to flush out the uterus.

This is a much-abbreviated

run-through of the procedure.

Each of the three types of surger-

ies varies in method and time.

On top of the medical aspect, the

process may be extremely trau-

When Holly matic and emotional for the

Patterson, an woman undergoing it.

1 8- year-old Oftentimes, there is an issue of

woman from comfort for the woman with the

California, staff of the facility where it is

died on Sept. being performed. If the woman
17. the abor- is a teenager, she may be subject-

tion debate ed to certain types of harassment

was once again from patients and/or employees

resurrected, that may further upset and

Patterson had aggravate an already tender situ-

taken an abor- ation.

Recently, medical abortion

has been added to the list of safe

ways to abort a pregnancy. This

process first involves a dose of

either Mifepristone by tablet,

which blocks progesterone

(without progesterone, the lining

of the uterus breaks down thus

terminating the pregnancy and

With all the benefits of the medical alior-

tion, modem-day medicine has done its job

in facilitating and improving a procedure

that, before, has scared many young giris

and has resulted in infants being thrown in

dumpsters because of embarrassment or

shame to the mothers.

causing vaginal bleeding), or an

injection of Methotrexate, which

stops pregnancy in the uterus

and fallopian tube. Then, the

patient is required to take anoth-

er medication (in tablet form)

called Misoprostol, which causes

the uterus to contract and empty

with vaginal bleeding. The third

and final step in the process is a

clinical follow up with the clini-

cian or doctor that perfonned

the procedure to make sure that

the abortion was complete.

Unlike surgical abortion,

much of the medical abortion

process can take place in the pri-

vacy of the woman's home, as

opposed to a hospital or clinic.

Also, the process feels more

"natural", according to some

women, like a miscarriage, and

usually doesn't involve any sort

of surgical procedure or anesthe-

sia.

But. one of the most impor-

tant factors to many women is

that they have a better sense of

control, unlike with surgical

abortion where the control (and

consequently, trust) must lie in

the doctor or clinician. With all

the benefits of the medical abor-

tion, modern-day medicine has

done its job in facilitating and

improving a procedure that,

before, has scared many young

girls and has resulted in infants

being thrown in dumpsters

because of embarrassment or

shame to the mothers.

The expected controversy

that has resulted from

Patterson's death raises many

ethical questions about the new
drug. Primarily, the concerns are

centered on the life of the moth-

er and if there will be any side

effects that may be damaging

and/or traumatic. Of course,

with any medical drug and/or

procedure, there will always be

side effects. And. unfortunately,

which ones and the intensity to

which they'll be apparent are not

always anticipat-

ed by medical

practitioners.

Mifepristone

was approved by

the FDA three

years prior to this

incident and is

92 percent to 97

percent effective.

Surgical abor-

tion, while neariy

100 percent

effective, has the

same side effects and possibili-

ties as a medical abortion may
have.

Modern-day medicine has

come very far and has made it so

the process of terminating an

unwanted pregnancy can now be

done with more dignity and con-

trol than in the past, which gives

the patient an overwhelmingly

easing feeling and lessens the

anxiety and apprehension they

may have.

Throughout history, medicine

and science have improved

countless illnesses and inedical

procedures. And. as we further

advance into the future, the only

way to go is up. While

Patterson's death is tragic and

might have had something to do

with the medicine prescribed to

her for her abortion, there is no

reason to attack medical science,

especially when thinking about

the millions of individuals

worldwide that have been helped

through their procedures and

guidance throughout the years.

Information for this article was

obtained from vvww.plannedpar-

enthood.OT%.

Allison Edles is a Collegian

columnist.

'm surrounded by idiots
Wow. The

Red Sox won a

game! Let's

destroy stuff!

Sound famil-

iar? That's

because hun-

dreds of UMass
students took

that attitude

Saturday night

when they

in front of Johndecided to riot

Adams Tower as a form of cele-

bration. The crowd shot off fire-

works, tipped over cars and lit

fires, until the riot police finally

stepped in and began spraying

tear gas over the mob. It was an

awesome sight, and

by awesome I mean
utterly ridiculous

and embarrassing.

Now. don't get

me wrong. I'm all

for the Red Sox,

and I'm all for hav-

ing fun. but there

was definitely a line

crossed on Saturday

night. I'm sure the entire student

body doesn't agree with me. I'm

sure some of you think that the

riot was great, maybe even the

coolest thing you've ever seen.

Well, you're entitled to your own
opinion, but 1 don't think I'm

alone in saying that if you are one

of those people, you are an idiot.

First of all, the whole idea of

wrecking and destroying stuff

becau.se you're happy and excited

makes no sense at all. Okay,

maybe the fireworks 1 can under-

stand. Despite the fact that they

are not allowed on campus, I'm

sure no one would complain at

seeing some fireworks while cele-

brating the victory. But there is

nothing cool about destroying

innocent people's property How
happy would you be if that was

your car that got flipped over or

set on fire?

Yes, it was a good game. A
homerun in the 1 1 th inning is

definitely exciting, and if you're a

huge fan of the Red Sox. as most

people on this campus are, then

it's definitely cause for a little

hooting and hollering. But let's

think about this for minute: the

Sox haven't even won the series

yet. And what if they do? Or
even worse, what if they actually

beat the Yankees and make it to

the Worid Series? What are you

going to do then, bum down the

whole campus?
Apparently some of you, who

I'm ashamed to call my class-

mates right now. would think

that was a great idea. And you

know what? You've gotten me.

who normally wouldn't care one

way or the other about who wins

this series, actually hoping that

the Red Sox lose because I'm

afraid of what will happen if they

win.

I don't buy the excuse that it's

Ttie Sox haveni even won the series yet.

And what if they do? Or even worse, what

if they actually beat the Yankees and make

it to the Worid Series? What are you going

to do then, bum down the whole campus?

just some drunken fun. If you

honestly believe that, then again,

you are an idiot. I have had plen-

ty of fun drunken nights without

potentially injuring people and

invoking a riot squad response.

There are plenty of times when

my judgement has been impaired

and still never would have even

dreamed of considering rioting

fun. I'm sure that out of the

20,000 students here. I'm not the

only one who feels that way
I actually don't think this had

so much to do with the Red Sox's

victory as it did with the fact

that, for some stupid reason,

there are a group of people here

who just look for an excuse to

riot. It's not like this is the first

time that UMass has seen this

kind of thing. Can anyone say

Hobart Hoedown? My god.

we've got a yearly tradition of it.

Then you wonder why our school

has the reputation it has.

I'm sure some of you are

proud of that reputation. You

know what? Having a reputation

for great parties definitely isn't a

bad thing. But a reputation for

being crazy and dangerous and

an
rest

full of people who like to damage

stuff for fun? Who wants that?

1 can honestly say that

Saturday night. 1 was ashamed to

even be associated in any way

with people who do something

like this. You may think I'm

being extreme, but I don't like

the fact that because there are a

couple of hundred morons at the

school, we all get a reputation for

being "those crazy college kids

that have no respect for other

people or their property."

I'm not one of those kids, and

neither are the majority of the

rest of the students here. But,

because those of you that do fit

that profile make such a huge

scene every time

you get

excuse, the

of us suffer.

So, when
you're watching

the news tonight

and see footage

of the riots, and

you're thinking

about how cool it

is that you niade it on TV. think

again. "Think about what you are

doing, or what you did.

Think about the people's

property you damaged, about the

people who likely got injured by

the riot police, and about all the

rest of us who weren't involved

and yet will be labeled just like

you. Think about what \ou really

want from the education that you

are paying out of your rear for.

Do you really want it to be worth

nothing when you apply for a

job. because your potential boss

laughs when he sees that you

graduated from UMass Amherst?

Because that's where you have us

heading right now.

So, the next time the Red Sox

win (or any other New Lngland

team for that matter), celebrate

like a nomial person. t!et drunk.

Go outside and scream and yell.

Streak across campus waving a

jersey in the air for ciying out

loud, but don't start a riot.

Because, unfortunately, there are

too man\ stupid people on this

campus who will join in.

Paige Cram is a Collegian

columnist.

'Short Circuits'
Going into the 2000 race, it was

well known that George Bush had

many winning advantages over Al

Gore — a brother governing a piv-

otal state, judges seated by his

father, and a "purge" of 91,000

black Democrat votes, to name a

few. Even then, however, the

American majority opinion still .set-

tled to the left. But after the 2000-

election debacle, the system that

popularly made Bush lose is now

under the knife by America's only court-appointed

president.

Election Day: 2004 looms in the not-too-distant

future and Americans, once again, will go without clo-

sure on which candidate they actually voted for. Only

this time, electoral chaos goes high-tech.

Electronic voting has been an initiative of the Bush

Administration since day one. With the 2002 passing

of the swc-etly named "Help America Vote Act"

(HAVA). electronic voting will sweep across the nation

by the 2004 elections.

Ideally, with this new system, voters will now be

able to use an "ATM-like" machine to cast their vote

for the next president. The machine will automatically

tally votes and the election will be

determined in no time at all.

So, what's the catch?

The catch is that because private

companies have been contracted to

manufacture these machines, the

voter tally is technically in their hands

as well.

In an even more pessimistic light,

scientists from some of the top

schools in the country already see this

system as a complete joke. One
Stanford computer science professor

even described the e-voting system as

"an unlocked bank vault," and "a dis-

aster waiting to happen."

While some have already begun

dismissing this as common techno-

phobia, others have written it off as another anti-Bush

initiative from the liberals. But the story behind the.se

machines and their manufacturers are a cause for con-

cern for those who take American democracy serious-

ly (Sadly, statistics show that's only 58 percent of you.)

Three companies have a stake in the building of

the.se machines —Diebold, Election Systems and

Software (ES&S), and Sequoia — and all of them are

in bed with the current administration.

The CEO of Diebold, Wally O'Dell. is one of

Bush's top fund-raisers. Diebold's so-called "competi-

tor," ES&S employs Todd Urosevich as VR Urosevich

owes his career to an investor named Howard

Has America now

stepped into the

electronic age of

Stalinizing an elec-

tion where archaic

methods like hang-

ing chads and

racial profiling are

no longer needed.

Ahman,son. who staked his fortune for Todd and his

brother Bc^b in the vote-tally business.

Ahmanson currently holds vast shares in I'S&S

and is a proininent Christian Reconstmciionist - a

movement that openly supports a totalitarian theocra-

c\ of American society (I rtvommend reading "The

Handmaid's Tale" for reference.)

The third company. Sequoia, hud ;iliciid> been

involved in a corruption scandal involving bribed oflt-

cials in the state of Louisiana via Mob front-compa-

nies. Enough said.

The machines have already been put to the test in

a handful of states for the 2002 eltvtions and. needless

to say. the results were "right" on target.

In Snyder, Texas. Republicans won the 2002 elec-

tion in a landslide, according to the lall> of \oiing

machines there. I.ater. it was found thai a chip in the

main computer had fx'cn deftvlive and after being

replaced, showed that Democrats had v.\m by wide

margins. A hand recount also verified this.

In Florida, "misaligned" louchscreens on these

machines had led to people voting for |eb Bush, while

intending to vote [democrat. The problem of mis-

aligned screens has now been confinned in 18 other

machines in Dallus.

One Florida OenuKiat had challenged the

machines' tallies by taking the case to

court in order to examine the

machines. The judge kni>ckcd the suit

down h\ claiming that the hardware

and software of voting machines

were "trade secrets" of the company.

So. there is no real way of telling how
these machines work, if they are

working at all.

Tlio machines also leave no paper

trail, and the provisions ol the HAVA
say ihal the only legitimate recount

will he a single paper record ol the

machine's tallied votes. Makes perfect

sense.

Another anomaly was the amount

of lobbying that the HAVA got by the

military industrial complex. What

stakes did Lockheed-Martin have in lobbying lor this

poor excuse of a bill — a bill that offers no piotcction

to Americans from historically fraudulent, leligiously

zealous, politically biased companies and interest

groups?

Has America now stepped into the electronic age of

Stalinizing an election where archaic methiKls like

hanging chads and racial profiling are no longer need-

ed? Perhaps Bush has improved something after all.

Infonnation for this column uvs used from The

Moscow Times, Chris lloyd's "(.llolnil lye." Dr.

Douglas tones of U ofloua. and Thorn Ihirtmann.

Mark Ostroffis a Collegian mlumnist.
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Hip-hop heads come

together at 'Ihe X'

By MoN!Ol-'t jHMMon
(i)LUl.lAN 1^>KRKSIH)NI)KNT

The Malcolm X Center is most common-

ly known as a spatially challenged venue

whei-e parties are held by organizations for

students of color However, on Thursday the

building commonly referred to as The X'

was the scene of a very different event.

"Can't Nobody TellMe Nutlin'." the title

of a round table discussion centered on the

subject of hip-hop and its aflects on our

community, was spon.sored by the Black

Mass Communication Project (BMCP).

With atA)ut 40 students in attendance, the

two-hour event dug deeply into the topic at

hand, examining the high and lows of one ol

the most influential forms of music alive

today.

Through the discussion of hip-hop, stu-

dents touched upon many different issues in

society ranging from social to economical to

political. From the start, the question posed

was: "What is hip-hop and what does it

mean to you?" Participants were eager to

explore the topic with meticulousness and

intensity. Attendants shared their experi-

ences, thoughts and opinions. They

explored how the music has affected their

lives as occupants of this culture.

The seemingly dominant issue of the

night was the commercialization of hip-hop:

the genres transition into mainstream and

the influence that the switch has had on its

listeners, as well as musicians. Participants

discussed how outsiders capitalizing on the

commercial success of the music are endan-

gering the art form by using it as a market-

ing tool.

"Hip-hop is being used as a form of con-

trol," said one participant. "It's up to us to

monitor that control and make sure it's not

being abused."

Also discussed was the responsibility of

hip-hop to the community and audiences to

which it appeals.

"Hip-hop artists are reckless," said one

student. "They don't realize the power and

influence that they have over young chil-

dren, and that can be deadly." Like many

other points made throughout the discus-

sion, participants were in agreement on the

danger and power that come with hip-hop

success.

Discussion facilitator Ferris Claire said

about the event, "I'm very pleased with the

turn out. It was good to see so many stu-

dents come to support such an event, and it

was also good to see students of many dif-

ferent cultural backgrounds joined by such

an issue."

She also added, "The conversation really

carried itself. People were really interested

in this i.ssue so it kept the discussion mov-

ing."

The di.scussion will air tonight at S.p.m

on UVC-TV on the Mission 101 program.

By Eva Pica)zzi

CoLLEOiAN Staff

Walking down S. Pleasant

Street last Thursday on a cool,

crisp October evening, there

was an upbeat energy circulat-

ing through the sidewalks.

People were gathered on the

street of Amherst for the three-

hour pilgrimage through six

local art galleries.

This being my first

time on the Gallery

Walk, I arrived with

blind expectations,

unaware of the colos

sal potential that

Amherst obtains with-

in such a small radius

To my surprise, not only was 1

surrounded by friendly compa-

ny, charming establishments

and an eclectic abundance of

art, I also found the quality of

work that was featured was

most impressionable. I have

.seen art in museums and gal-

leries all over the world, and I

have to admit that, after attend-

ing the Gallery Walk once in

Amherst, I left mot^e than satis-

fied, and with a new activity to

mark on my calendar for the

first Thursday of every month.

The R. Michelson Gallery

was my first destination, and

the one that held the collectk)n

that impacted me the most.

Arti.st Richard Baldwin shared

with me a generous discourse

about the inspiration behind his

paintings titled "Short Poems."

The show was dominated

solely with his land-

scape and abstract

objects in strange cir-

cumstances presented

by oil on canvas paint-

ings. The detailed tech-

nique of Baldwin's

landscapes was epito-

mized in his miniature painting

titled "F^sy Chair." which easily

could have been mistaken for a

photograph. His unique poetry

pieces, like "The Proposition,"

simply illustrated a fish and an

old-fashioned washing machine

floating in a blue sky with

clouds. The obscurity of this

representation was merely to

associate how these too dissim-

ilar objects can be associated

AMaiA p. LlNUOtN/COLLEGlAN

This month, winged creatures is the theme of paintings at

Gallery A"', located right next to Amherst Cinema.

Helena Dooley's

Gallery Walk.

through their common use of

water.

"These are little haiku con-

structed paintings, I completed

them by juxtaposing two

images that were unrelated to

try and make the viewer think

about there association,"

Baldwin said.

Located in the Amherst

Cinema, Gallery A"' is cme of the

smaller homes of aspiring con-

temporary art. Helena Dooley.

Tom Morton, and Guru Karam

Singh Khalsa attracted a large

crowd with their individual

approach to a united theme of

the winged creatures of nature.

Along with Dooley's canvas

"Duckie Paintings" were her

"Rules for Smooth
Relationships." whrch present-

ed a mock list of seven crossed

out rules. Khalsa's acrylic on

canvas wall paintings showed

winged figures, perhaps angels

in different positions on a night

sky. The contrast between

Dooley's light airy pastel use of

color and Khalsa's white figures

on black background balanced

each other's nicely. Tom Morton

intrigued all viewers with his

unique three-dimensional floor

piece titled "Loon suck." His

'Duckie Paintings" at Gallery A is one

wall piece titled "Birthday," a

favorite among viewers, used

materials including edible birth-

day cake decorations and can-

dles to paint the look of a melt-

ed cake.

just a walk across the street

and I found myself at the

Burnett Gallery inside the lones

Library. Mariene Rye and Chet

Cramer coated the walls with

two distinct forms of artistic

expression as Sarah McKee
strummed the Celtic harp, fill-

ing the room with a relaxing

ambiance.

"I like stuff that looks good,"

states Chet Cramer, an UMass

alumni whose show titled

"Pictures." included graphite on

paper sketches, and large can-

vas paintings from 1981 to

present.

His subject matter that was

most interesting was of the

local scenery of Amherst and its

neighboring towns. Cramer's

realist style was represented in

all his work and included such

titles as "Amherst Chinese" and

"Belchertown Road@55MPH."
"Intimate Immensities," by Rye

included small oil on rice paper

and wood abstract landscape

paintings.

AMtLlA I' LlNl X'LNA XM I.El MAN

of the highlights of October's

"These are not of specific

places; they are invented

through a combination of loca-

tions, and paintings in my mem-

ory. As I work on the painting

the painting tells me what to

do," Rye said.

All of her work had a consis-

tent theme of an anonymous

location in the wilderness that

allows the viewer to recognize

an image of a field but keep

them mystified through the use

of abstract brushwork.

The only photography

gallery among those participat-

ing in the walk was Alfredo's

Art Gallery. The opening for

Peter van Bolhuis will not be

until Thursday, Oct. 9. although

his photography is now on dis-

play. His show titled "Grace to

Water" includes aerial photo-

graphs of the Netherlands.

Scenery including rivers, soccer

fields, and farms are just a few

subjects Boluis captures from

above. The geometry, patterns,

and 4;4ll)r of the nature creato

an *«TMiing form of art known

as landscape architecture.

The Fiber Art Center was

unknown to me before

Continued on page 5

Denzers new movie simply timeless
Carl Frankin creates intricate

plot-twisting crime mystery
By Lauren Freeman

C'<)LLf.(.iAN Staff

Determining the quality of a suspense/thriller

is as easy as counting the number of times the

audience holds it's breath. Those who attended

the premiere of "Out of Time" on Friday were

surely somewhat deprived of oxygen by the time

the lights came up and it was time to file out of

the theater. If audience nail-biting is a measure of

greatness, this crime thriller is a definite success.

According to the production notes released by

MGM studios, first time screenwriter Dave

Collard found inspiration for "Out of Time" in the

mystery thrillers he enjoyed as a kid.

"Those were the movies I grew up really lik-

ing," he says. "Those twists, trying to figure it out

and put together the puzzle... I just loved it."

In the world of creative writing, simple real

world observation can lead to a great film. Before

he wrote a word. Collard only knew that he want-

ed to write about a good guy who does the wrong

thing for the right reasons.

"My intent was to get the audience to like the

character, then sort of throw him in a blender for

the second half of the movie, hit 'blend,' and

watch him try to stay away from the blades," he

said. "I was going for a movie where

the viewers lean forward in their seat,

where they are really interested in

what's going to happen because they

really feel for the guy."

Producer Neal Moritz was very

impressed with the screenplay.

"It made for exciting entertainment

from beginning to end." Moritz said.

"Audiences love to root for a hero,

and it's even more electrifying when you

have no idea how they can possibly get

themselves out of the trouble they're

in," he said. "That's the case with Matt

in "Out of Time" — you're right there

with him, taking the journey, and you

can't wait to see where it ends up. It's a

'Out of

Time'

Directed bY

Carl Franklin

Starring

Deiu^Wasliinffan

bi Mendes

Dean Cain

MEHMBt

Baiej P613

114 iiK.

Efrit
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Denzei Washington. left, and John Billingsly cniiK the streets in the new movie "Out of Time."

very suspenseful. thrilling story, and it's very well

told."

This film tells the story of Matthias Lee

Whitlock, played by Denzei Washington.

Whitlock is chief of police in a small Florida

town. Banyan Key. As the film starts, he is going

through a divorce with his wife, Alex, played by

Eva Mendes. Alex has recently been promoted to

the rank of homicide detective and constant run-

ins with each other at the police station make for

severe workplace tension. Things heat up when

Anne Marie Harrison (Sanaa Lathan) and abusive

husband, ex-NFL star Chris Harrison (Dean Cain)

are killed in what appears to be a double

homicide.

Whitlock has been having an affair with

Anne and although he had nothing to do

with the murders, all the evidence points

to him. The plot thickens and unfolds as

Whitlock is forced to intercept evidence

(always one step ahead of his own detec-

tive wife) that could very well mark the

end of his career, and life, as he knows it.

Washington says about his character.

"He's a big fish in a little pond. He's the

chief of police in a four-cop town, and he's

pretty content. He thinks he has every-

thing right where he is. He thinks he can

do no wrong — and pays the price."

He adds, "For me in terms of my charac-

ter, the picture is really about temptation,

and what can happen when you give in to

it. It's about sticking your hand in the

cookie jar and it turns out to be full of fire. When

you go out there and do something you know you

shouldn't be doing, there are consequences.

Though he's trying to help someone, trying to do

good. Matt makes a couple of very bad mistakes."

The biggest challenge director Carl Franklin

faced was creating a character that was undeni-

ably a sympathetic hero.

"If the viewers don't buy what Matt is doiiig

every step of the way in this movie," Franklin

said. "They end up sitting there, saying. Why did

he do that?' Fortunately, because it's Denzei and

because he's so good, they believe him every step

of the way."

In order to follow suit and create a similarly

believable character for her role as Detective Alex

Whitlock, Mendes had to do her share of home-

work. "I did my research. I hung out with police-

men and policewomen for a few days. My precon-

ception of a female cop was that they were kind of

severe, but I was wrong. They were very femi-

nine."

From the beginning, Cain had a kind of person-

al investment in his character

"Chris is a retired football star who did great in

college, then went to the NFL." he said. "It's a

world I know personally. It's a very glamorous

\ t< I rM \H .M

Sanaa Lathan stars as Ann Merai Harrison in

"Out of Time."

business and you really get the spotlight on you;

you're a rock star when you're on lop. But it's a

very short-lived, finite career, and that's what's

happened with Chris. He's not The Guy anymore;

he's not the golden boy. I saw a lot of people crash

and burn in the NFL. That's where Chris is in the

film. He's dealing with a lot of anger"

To many it wnll seem that the very location of

the movie becomes a characterization of the plot

within which the suspense resides.

Shooting the entirety of "Out of Time" during

June and July in Florida added an essential ele-

ment of believability. Increasing the sensuality of

the sex scenes and the sweat and anxiety of the

suspense, this film wouldn't have worked as well

if it were shot anywhere else.

Lathan agrees, "I certainly didn't have to act

like it was hot. It was hotter than anyplace I've

ever been. But that added a whole other element.

It definitely added to my performance. The heat

just makes you want to scream."

Cain adds. "To be in that environment really

Continued on page 5

OAR. finds mainstream home
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By Diana Mogilevsky

( iXLEtilAN (xHWeSPONDENT

After releasing four independent albums, O.A.R.

(Of a Revolution) has finally given into the machine.

They have signed on with Lava Records, the same dis-

tributing label that signed Kid Rock and Uncle

Cracker, to release their latest album. "In Between

Now and Then."

But don't let the uninformed be too hasty with that

awful word good bands hate to hear: sellout. The band

hesitated for a good while, intending to remain inde-

pendent, until they crossed paths with Lava president

lason Rom. His genuine intentions of keeping

the music true to its intended form finally

won them over

The Ohio-originated band - founded by

Marc Roberge (vocals and guitar) and Chris

Culos (drums) - started out like many jam

bands: popular with the college crowd. They

played at parties and shows as often as possi-

ble and, upon graduation in 2001. set out on

tour. Their unique sound integrates folk and

reggae with a roots-rock jam quality that truly sets

them apart from the rest.

After several albums with Everfine Records their

aim was clear: O.A.R. intended to stay tme to their

music. They have already acquired a mass of fans

while making and distributing independent albums

that -seem to have the type of universal appeal millions

could enjoy. They aren't trying to get a hit and grab a

spot on the charts, and they certainly aren't looking to

integrate themselves with the dull-eyed corporate

monster otherwise knovm as MTV. They simply want

to make themselves available to those who appreciate

their sound.

Musically, "In Between Now and Then" is sated

with fluid instrumentals. Lively acoustics, saxophone,

piano, Hammond, Wuriitzer, tambourine, bongos,

maracas, and oboe combine with clear heartfelt vocals

for a spirited and vivacious sound reminiscent of The

Police. F.ach song has a bright-rock sound, with sooth-

ing jazzy breaks and smooth progressions.

There is an ongoing lyrical theme of time lost and

salvaged, opportunities grasped and stolen, wonder

and confusion, and messages imbued with efferves-

cence toward life. The songs are personal and honest;

they don't hide behind an attempt at crowd-pleasing

poetics but rather matter-of-fact experience and situa-

tions.

For example the song "Anyway" starts out with,

"Never say that nothing ever came from a mouse, any-

way. Might crawl into your house, take that cat away.

Don't let the world tell your mouth that it must say.

Nothing ever came from a mouse, anyway."

The song "Coalminer" tells a story about a restless

dad wandering away. "Daddy was a guitar player He'd

play that joint all night. Out back in the shack the six-

string was his demon. Maybe one day I could run

away, join my dad in a band one day"

Each song seems to form a question and gratuitous-

ly accepts the fact that some have no answers, but

leaves the listener dangling with hope of dis-

covery.

The mood of the album is hopeful, satis-

fied, and calm while remaining upbeat and

playful. All 1 5 tracks arc representative of the

at-ease disposition the whole album puts

forth. None of the songs are forced. "In

Between Now and Then" has no filler

Staying fairly low-key with their first major

label release, O.A.R. has managed to keep it

They will be co-headlining with The Roots and

Virginia Coalition at Boston College on Nov. 12. They

will also be peribrming at the Palladium in Worcester

on Nov. 24 as part of an album tour

i.l)llRTF>YrHAI'MAN HAEMLER/LAVA EVKRHNI

Of A Revelution released a DVD with their

new record, "In Between Now and Then."

Amherst Gallery Walk displays the fhest artwork in the Five College area

Continued from page 4

Thursdays Gallery Walk, and I am
now aware of an exciting place that

includes a retail store, gallery, and

lecture room in one building.

Grc-eting visitors with tea as the

evening began to turn chilly, the

Fiber Art Center was the warmest

atmosphere of all the galleries. The

exhibit "Felt so Good" included

wall and three-dimensional felt

made pieces by artists from all over

the world. The material used was

made from raw sheep wool, and

was totally handcrafted by the

artists themselves.

Canadian artist |oanne Circle

said, "The felt making process is a

metaphor for life."

On display is everything from

wool flowers, wall carpets, to

bowls. Heather Belcher from

London, England stole the show

with her wall piece titled

"Unfolding" which was a white

and black coat that "symbolized

formality and conformity within

western dress code." The commu-

nity of wool enthusiasts together

has put on a show of intricate

designs and themes leaving viewers

amazed by the craft and talent ot

such individuals.

The three-hour tour through

the intimate art world of S.

Pleasant Street is a perfect social

event to enjoy alone or with com-

pany. Wine, juice, and a light

assortment of delicious provisions

are available at every stop to keep

up a walker's endurance. The exhi-

bitions will run throughout the

month for the enjoyment of those

that missed the Gallery Walk and

wish to view them at their own

pace. New Gallery Walks occur the

first Thursday of every month.

Thumbs up for Time'

Continued on page 4

helps you as an actor Sticky,

hot, sweaty — it's a different

feeling and helps everything

feel different. Your clothes

hang a bit differently. Your hair

feels different. Everything just

feels different. Florida is sexy

— it's a perfect setting for this

film."

"I LOVE the heat," Miami-

born, Los Angeles-raised

Mendes said.

"The heat adds to the sexi-

ness. After a couple of weeks

here I just wanted to take my
clothes off. You want to be as

bare as you can be, and there is

something really freeing about

that. That's what you want as

an actor. The climate affects

your attitude, your behavior

It's great," she said.

With a convincing cast of

character, a indispensable

locale and an indestructible

"who dunnit"-type plot, what

will prevent this film from

becoming the next best crime

thriller since Polanski's

"Chinatown?" Despite the fact

that the particular events

resulting from the crime are

narratively secure, the develop-

ment of motivation between

characters is at times problem-

atic.

Before Chris could know
that Matt is sleeping with his

wife there is serious animosity

between them. How do these

two know each other so well?

Granted the town is small and

Matt is well aware that Chris is

abusive. So, perhaps this

forced assumption is forgiv-

able.

Less forgivable is the unde-

veloped relationship between

Matt and his ex-wife-to-be,

Alex. This damaged relation-

ship is central to the beginning

and resolution of the plot.

Leaving the reason for the

characters' intended divorce

entirely unresolved and virtual-

ly not discussed banishes vital

information into the unreach-

able realm of character back-

story.

Overall. "Out of Time" is

worth seeing for those who
love the mystery, thriller

and/or crime genre. It is a good

lesson for aspiring screenwrit-

ers in learning how to make an

unbelievable premise believ-

able. It also incorporates a

'holes' free surprise ending —
a rare find nowadays, where

unmotivated surprise endings

are tacked onto every movie on

the market.

Genile, effective, natural treatment for neck pain, back pain,

headaches, sports injuries, auto injuries, work injuries.

Re^niCstoa can(eer

Dr. Lee Kane
Chiropractic Physician

Uembtr
' American Chiropractic Association

• Massachusetts Chiropractic Society

Participating provider with most insurance,

including student insurance & GIC

Anthers/ Family Chiropractic

Center for Natural tieahh

228 Iriangle Sinel, Amh«fi» (next to flerh/cti j|
549-1500

^ MAYO CLINIC

SUMMER III
FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDEMTS

We invite you to explore the Summer 111 Student

Nursing Experience with Mayo Clinic in Rochester,

Minnesota. This program is for junior year students

of a four-year baccalaureate nursing program. Summer

III begins in early June and lasts for 10 weeks. Summer

III is a paid, supervised nursing program exposing the

student to a broad range of direct and Indirect patient

care settings on inpatient and surgical units.

Mayo Nursing was awarded the Magnet Hospital

Recognition Status for Excellence In Nursing Service

by the American Nurses Credentlaling Center.

For more information about the Summer III program,

please visit our website or contact;

Mayo Clinic

Human Resources, OE-4

200 1st Street SW
Rochester, MN 55905
ph 800-562-7984 •-mail summer3@mayo.edu

Appllcmtlon Deadllrw: January IS, 2004

www.niayocllnic.org/summer3-rst

Call us crazy, but we're giving away FREE FOOD from

LA CUCINA Dl PINOCCHIO

Mi
THE LOOSE GOOSE CAFE

Get something HOT delivered today!

Visit www.campusfood.com for detaiis

campusfood^com
HURRY! Ends October 19th!
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Pats pull out

'dream' win
Continued from page 8

the middle tor the winning I'D.

capping a da\ in which he gained

73 yards un seven carries.

Cloud, who grew up in Rhode

Island and played at Boston

College, signed with New
England from Kansas City in the

offseason despite facing a suspen-

sion after testing positive for an

illegal supplement.

As it turned out. his TD was-

n't quite the clincher.

The Titans were driving on the

next series, but Law jumped in

front of Calico and raced down

the sideline untouched. Law was

playing with a .-iprained ankle on

a defense that has been without

as many as nine starters this sea-

son.

McNair was trying to take

advantage of the three-time Pro

Bowl comerback, by far the best

member of New England's sec-

ondary

"I thought I could get it in

there with the bad leg he had,"

said McNair who was 23-of-45

for 391 yards and ran for two

scores. "I don't guess right all the

time. He broke on it, did a good

job and that was the ball game."

Not quite Gary Anderson's

4 1 -yard tield goal with 3b sec-

onds left cut it to eight points and

Christian hauria had to recover

an onside kick to ensure the win.

New England (3-2), which

had been averaging less than 1 00

yards rushing a game, ended up

with 1 b I on the ground, 80 on lb

carries from Antowain Smith.

With Kevin Faulk out with a leg

injury. Cloud was the only option

when Smith was shaken up in the

third quarter

On his first carry, the Patriots

were called lor illegal procedure.

On the next play. Cloud burst for

17 yards He stayed in for the

remainder of the game because

he played so vwll.

"1 thought alter that first one I

might be done for the day," said

Cloud, who backed up Priest

Holmes in Kansas City. "But 1 felt

good and 1 felt things would

come."

"When you allow your oppo-

nent to rush for 1 60- 170 yards

and you tackle as poorly as we
did and you were ineffective in

your kickoff coverage, it makes it

tough to win." Titans coach )eff

Fisher said.

Minutemen grind out victory
Continued from page 8

McCormick and Sam Lussier by three yards.

Peebler was also involved in the eventual game-

winning score, a 22-yard strike from Krohn with 8:50

remaining, capping off a lO-play, 80-yard drive that

took 3:21 and put the Minutemen up 37-22.

Baylark scored his third touchdown of the day with

5:55 to go. giving the Maroon and White a convincing

44-22 lead. Amherst native lames Ihedigbo came up

with an interception with 1:28 remaining, stilling a

fierce UNH charge and solidifying the Minutemen 's

third straight win.

The victory also puts Umass in the upper echelon

of the A- 10 with a 3-0 conference record. Only two

other teams — Delaware and Villanova. each at 3-0 —
have yet to be beaten by a conference opponent.

Baylark and Peebler were also recognized by the A-

10 for their work on Saturday, with Peebler awarded

co-Offensive Player of the Week honors along with

William & Mary quarterback Ixing Campbell, and

Baylark earning his second straight Rookie of the

Week award, splitting the honors with Maine signal

caller Ron Whitcomb.

For his efforts, Peebler earned the Bill Knight

Award, which is given annually to the Most Valuable

Player of the game between UMass and UNH. Still his

coach wasn't ready to shower him with compliments

after a number of gaffes, including a crucial fumble

with 3:4b left in the third quarter that the Wildcats

scooped up.

"Peebler jumps offsides twice, drops a touchdown

pass, fumbles the ball down there, and he's the best

player of the game'.' I don't know." UMass coach Mark

Whipple said. Peebler seems to be an embodiment of

how this team plays, according to the coach.

"We're probably a lot like jason Peebler or |eff

Kiohn or Anton McKenzie or feremy Cain; at times we
play very well, but as 1 said to coach [Mike] Hodges

towards the end of the game. I yelled to him. 'let's fin-

ish the game.'"

With a little over two minutes left, the Wildcats did

manage to mount an offensive, adding a two-point

conversion when quarterback Mike Granieri found

David Bailey all by his lonesome in the back of the end

zone, and grabbing an onside kick that wasn't covered

up by the Massachusetts hands team.

Baylark scored the final touchdown for the

Minutemen, after pounding his way up the middle

twice for little to no gain. On the third try from short

yardage, though, he found an opening and busted

through, giving him a career high in touchdowns, and

his third straight 100-plus yard rushing performance.

UMass-Lowell transfer, Rich Demers, was the

unsung hero of the game for the Minutemen, catching

four passes for 34 yards and a TD, and rushing nine

times for 55 yards. His best play of the day came with

9:50 remaining in the fourth quarter Demers look off

on a long rumble down to the New Hampshire 23, set-

ting up the winning touchdown pass from Krohn to

Peebler.

Struggle to score continues

Peebler is no fill-in for UMass
By MiKt Marzelli

CoLU-oiAN Staff

A year ago at this time, the

Massachusetts football team was

coming off a victory over

Richmond that marked the begin-

ning of a turnaround that would

see the team climb to the top of the

Atlantic 10 standings.

A large factor in their success

was the emergence of eventual A-

10 Rookie of the Year R.|. Cobbs,

who had played his way into the

starting lineup and went on to gain

1 ,067 yards, after UMass began the

season with a converted receiver

named |ason Peebler as its tailback.

A year later, it's Cobbs that is

unable to play after being suspend-

ed for the season following aca-

demic difficulty. And Peebler. the

receiver turned tailback whose job

he had taken, has found his way off

the sideline and onto the field in his

original position.

So following his second consec-

utive 100-yard receiving perform-

ance — a game in which he also

hauled in the longest touchdown

pass in Massachusetts history —
jason Peebler has solidified himself

as the top threat at a position that

was suppwsed to belong to Cobbs.

He has found retribution of sorts

for the player whose success origi-

nally cost him a job; retribution

coach Mark Whipple will certainly

take.

"[Peebler] has developed well

as a receiver" Whipple said. "He's

worked well with [quarterback!

[elf [Krohn I. and has made plays

for us."

"He can still get better, but

we're happy with the progress he's

made at the position up to this

point."

Following the graduation of one

of the best receivers in school his-

tory. Adrian Zullo. the wide receiv-

er position was one of concern for

the UMass coaching staff.

However. Whipple's off-season

decision to move the talented

Cobbs to wideout eased worries

about one of the few weak spots on

a team loaded with veteran experi-

ence.

At the time. Peebler was just a

sinall piece of a puzzle that also

included returning senior jimmie

Howard as well as sophomore

Greg Scott. He had caught 1 7 balls

for 231 yards and a touchdown in

a 2001 freshman season that saw

him earn five starts, and con-

tributed eight catches for 185 yards

and three scores in limited action

as a wide receiver late in 2002.

"It's tough to switch positions,

let alone twice." Whipple said.

Residence Hall Students

UMass Residential Telecom now has

INTERNATIONAL RATES
when you use your room telephone!

,m Rates are per minute (as of 1 0/03/03)

^.

China

France

India

Japan

Taiwan

U.K.

For LOWER RATES in other countries, check out our Web site

{http://telecom.oit.uma5S.edu/student5), and click on Rates.

AT&T ACUS One Rate Plan* users have been automatically switched

to the new, lower rates! Plus, your monthly fee has been waived!

Please call Residential Telecom at 545-2103 with any questions.

Just use your PSC code!
(For questions about your PSC code, please call 545-2103)

PLUS, DOMESTIC LONG DISTANCE IS JUST

7.9 cents per minute, 24/7
Anytime, anywhere, in the United States

when you use your room telephone!

No Monthly Fees

No Roaming Fees

No Connection Fees

No Sign Dps

"But we knew we could count on

Pebbler to contribute to our

offense this year because he's a

good football player, and a smart

football player"

But after developing a rapport

with Krohn in a pair of strong pre-

season scrimmages, the 6-foot- 1,

202-pound Peebler hit his stride at

the right time. With Cobbs on the

sideline serving the first game of

his suspension. Peebler caught six

passes for 85 yards in a romp over

Central Connecticut.

Then, in a play that will go

down in the annals of

Massachusetts' football, he caught

a 65-yard touchdown pass from

Krohn on the third play of the

game, to give the Maroon and

White a 7-0 lead over national

power Kansas State.

Now, after making eight catches

for 116 yards and a touchdown

against lames Madison, and adding

five more for 177 yards against

New Hampshire, that included the

record setting 83-yard TD recep-

tion. Peebler has become the num-

ber one receiver for a team that

wasn't sure if it had a position for

him.

He has given the Maroon and

White a reliable option through the

air that takes pressure off a deplet-

ed backfield, and has worked to

alleviate the ills caused by Cobbs'

absence, both on offense and on

special teams.

So one year after Whipple.

Krohn and the Minutemen put

their trust in a itlatively untested

freshman to carry a large chunk of

the offensive load, they have found

their go-to guy in a player that just

last year they chose not to go to at

all, in hopes that the results will be

the same.

Continued from page 8

ing to score in the second period.

"! thought the second half we
really did a good job. we managed

the defensive situations better than

in the first half," Massachusetts

coach Patty Shea said.

UMass goalie Christine Tocco

eamed three saves in the loss, all in

the second period. Opposing

goalie Betsy Wagner registered

seven saves, successfully prevent-

ing any UMass goals in her second

shutout of the season.

The first two goals were both

off penalty ^x)mers, shot to the left

of Tocco. Guglieri stopped the ball

at the top of the circle both times,

feeding it first to loanne Lombard

and then Michelle Sola.

The final goal was scored with

just over two minutes left in the

first period. Guglieri chased a stray

pass from a teammate all the way

down the field, and a foot race

ensued. When Tocco went for the

loose ball, Guglieri finally caught

up and took control of it, manag-

ing to knock the ball into the cage.

"It was a miscue defensively,

where we picked each other off

and the ball squirted in. We both

dove for the loose ball, but she got

to it first and managed to score. It

was just simple lack of attention

and skills," Shea said. "It really

was our skills in critical areas that

let us down."

The Minutewomen played a

stronger offensive game than they

have been managing in the past,

combining for nine shots - the

same number that Syracuse accu-

mulated during the game. Robin

Dziedzic attempted three shots, a

UMass record for the season.

Additionally, Massachusetts ot«-

numbered Syracuse in penalty cor-

ners, 10-8.

Despite the improvements in

their offensive play, the Maroon

and White were still unable to

complete their drives. Although

the Minutewomen were able to

penetrate the Syracuse defense,

they simply could not put together

a successful attack on Wagner's

cage.

"We have to just realize where

we are on the field, when we can

attack, when we have a line to

goal, and just finish the attacking

concept of it."

Up-and'down affair
Continued from page 8

ond goal, which came three min-

utes later from Oral Bullen. Ptah

Myers passed the ball through the

box, and Bullen tapped it just

inside the right post.

There was an array of fouls

from George Washington over the

course of the game that threatened

to make things ugly Koch was

ready for the aggression, but wasn't

pleased with some of the non-calls

from the referee.

"You hope the referee can keep

it under control and 1 think there

were tough calls and he missed

them on both sides... I thought he

did OK." Koch said.

The Maroon and White fin-

ished out the game with a final goal

from Myers on a penalty kick.

Myers was playing the ball in the

box when a Colonial defender

knocked him down, .setting up the

seniors fifth goal of the season.

The win extended their winning

streak to six games, tying the

fourth longest in school history.

Richmond came to UMass on

Sunday, and played the Minutemen

in a very evenly matched game.

The Spiders, who were picked to

finish first in the A- 10 preseason

poll, brought a very defensive team

to Rudd Field and left with unfin-

ished business.

The key player for the Maroon

and White was Bums, who started

in place of Billman. Bums officially

had six saves in the game, but

appeared to be involved a lot more.

"He played very well, he saved

the game for us. He made some

good saves when we made some

mistakes in the back. We are very,

very pleased with him," Koch sakJ.

The Minutemen came out flat

in the first half, allowing the

Spiders to control the momentum
of the game.

Richmond had two huge scor-

ing chances within two minutes of

each other With 22:38 remaining

Richmond had an open shot on

goal that was met by the out-

stretched hands of Bames. On
their next possession, the Spiders

received a direct free kick that

was also sent away by the UMa.ss

keeper

Sox are still alive
Continued from page 8

this year," Oakland second base-

man Mark Ellis said. "We're trying

to make some new history and win

that Game 5."

Scott Williamson pitched two

perfect innings for the win, getting

Embiel Durazo to pop up to third

base for the final out. For the third

time in as many games at Fenway

— the wild-card clincher, then

Games 3 and 4 of the division
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series — the Red Sox poured out

of the dugout to celebrate.

"This is the happiest I've ever

been for a five-hour flight," Boston

first baseman Kevin Millar said.

"Usually at this time of year I'm

barbecuing in the backyard with

my boys and watching the playoffs.

Now, they're watching me."

Barry Zito v^dll be pitching on

three days' rest as the A's face the

possibility of first-round elimina-

tion for the fourth consc\;utive sea-

,son.

"I think we have the better

team." said A's starter Tim

Hudson, who left after just one

inning becau.se of a strained muscle

in his side. "We have the best left-

hander in the league going tomor-

row."

But Boston has perhaps the best

right-hander

"It's all right." Hudson said. "I'll

take Barry Zito over Pedro

Martinez any day"

Boston was equally confident.

"We feel like we have the dri-

ver's seat because we have Pedro

going tomorrow." said Red Sox

outfielder lohnny Damon, who
homered and threw out a runner at

third. "We know Pedro's going to

be on."

Boston is hoping for a repeat of

1999. when it rallied from a 2-0

deficit to beat Cleveland in the first

round. Martinez also pitched

Game 5 that year on full rest, com-

ing out of the bullpen to throw six

hitless innings.

"We've got the best pitcher in

the planet going." said Boston

starter |ohn Burkett, who allowed

four runs and nine hits in 5 1-3

innings.

Two years ago. Oakland took a

2-0 lead over the New York

Yankees before losing three in a

row. If the A's blow it this year,

there will be plenty of blame to go

around.

The A's got di.sappointing per-

formances from two of their best

pitchers. Hudson, working on

three days' rest, was cruising

before he felt a twinge in his side at

the end of the first.

And Foulke. who led the AL
with 43 saves during the regular

sea.son. took the loss after allowing

two runs on three hits in the

eighth.

In Game 3, Oakland made a

record-tying four errors and had

two players thrown out at the plate

before pinch-hitter Trot Nixon

homered in the 1 1 th inning to keep

Boston alive. About 13 1/2 hours

later, the As returned to Fenway

Park and hurt themselves again on

the bases.

"Without the gifts from us,

we'd be celebrating," Hudson said.

"We're still confident that we can

win."
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Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

/ UNCH
• Me.nhall Sub ^

• Chili Ncuhos

• Vegetable Chili Nachos

(vegan)

DINNER
• Veal Cutlet

• Savory Baked Chicken

• Southern 6-Bean Stew

(vegan)

/(.oMvss •

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

/VIONDAY
• High: 57

• Low: 32

TUESDAY
. High: 59

• Low: 38

WEDNESDAY
• High: 66

• Low: 43
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You guys have an addiction

problem. You should go to an

addiction place. ^ ^

-Arnold Schwarzenegger

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

Don't park on campus, your car will be

flipped over.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Be more cautious with your emotions,

things can get out of hand.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. 19

Your romantic aura is shining brightly.

Take a risk and pursue your crush.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Refer to the manual before trying to

assemble your life.

gemini • may21-|un. 21

Don't just throw things around, they

belong in special place.

cancer • jun. 22-juL. 22

Don't drink from the water fountain

today. The bubbler is infested.

leo • |UL.. 23-Auc. 22

Wrong way. Turn around and try again.

virgO • Aug. 23-SfPT. 22

Don't bother trying to light the dumpster

on fire, metal doesn't burn.

libra • sm. 23-orT. 22

Striking clothing choice, you really stand

out today.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Don't be that person. I don't like you act-

ing like a homewrecker.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22 dec. 21

Music is quite soothing. Try some

Groovy tunes to help relax you.

Capricorn • dec. 22-ian. i9

You .ire .1 big loser You don't deserve

anything else in your horiscope.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

Montreal Weekends

$99. Includes R/T Lux-

ury Motor Q);ich from

Springfield. 3 l>dys-2

Nights- 4 Star Hotel

L\iwntown-Meals-

Night Club passes.

www.im)ntrealexpres.s.

ngt 1-781-979-9001

Special Group Rates

\l'\Rl\ll M lOK Kl M

6 Room-4 Bedr(X)m apt.

$1200/month plus utili-

ties. Northampton- 584-

4920

rOMPUTFRS

Quick.Mlver Qnnputing

Computer help Virus

removal Web l>sign

$15/hr 548-6847 Ask

for T.J.

Pentium Liptop $99.00

Pentium I>sktop

$49.00 We fix Liptops,

Desktops/ PC's guamn-

teed 584-8857

93 Pontiac Bonneville

SDN All Power Must

Sell $1500 8/0 253-

5537

MHO KII'AIR

Imported cars a special-

ty. 20 years experience.

Honest Service, straight-

forward answers.

Mark's Sunoco. Rt 116

Sunderland 665-7438

(on bus route)

Part-time: Responsible

student to post flyers on

campus. Must be

dependable. Call 1-800-

U-CAN-MIX. Ask for

Ted.

Visa/Mastercard

approval agents earn

$l,000/week potential.

No experience neces-

sary. Call 1-800-82 1-

3416ext.l45

Movie Extras/MtxJels

netvlcd. No exp.

required, earn up to

$500-1000aday. l-888-

820-0167ext.U150

EMPLOVMFM

Mad Science:

Performers/Instructors

P-T to conduct Rin

after-schtx)! programs,

parties, &. more.

Experience managing

groups of children, love

of kids. Theatrical expe-

rience helphil. C'ar

required, ("all Mark

413-584-7243.

Barteixler Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

potential. Lxal posi-

tions. 1-800-293-3985

ext516

Sales Assistant for con-

sulting/software firm.

Telephone telemarket-

ing. Economics a plus.

Plea.se semi ci)ver letter

and resume to Frederick

Treyz at Regional

Economic Mixlels, Inc.,

433 West Street.

Amherst, MA 01002 (ff

fiix 41 3-549-1038 or

email

tesumes@Temi.com.

FMI'lOYMENT

E;im up to $100 per

hour or more as an exot-

ic male dancer at club

Xstatic. 240 C:hesnut St,

Springfield MA, 41 3-

736-2618 or

wvv'w.clubxstatic.coni

!Bartending!$ $250/dav

potential No experience

Ne.sc Training provided.

1-800-965-6520 ext 162

FOR SALF

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHP
MySQL, Perl and more.

wwwjayflv.coni or

(413)253-iV51.

INSIRUCTION

Private Boxing Less«ms-

w/retired Pro Djata

Bumpus. in

Northampton. 584-1966

or visit- w-ww.wcstcm-

massK)\int;.coin

Accepts all major credit

cards.

I

INSFRUCTION

University Bartending

Classes Start Soon I
-

800-U-CAN-MIX Call

now for information!!!

Space is Limited

www.universitybartend-

ing.com

ROOMMATF WAMFD

l^x)king for quiet, non-

sinoking female nx^m-

mate. 2 share 2 bednx>m

apt. in Sunderiand. Rent

$.35().0()/month + utili-

ties. Stephanie 978-660-

8579

SFRVK ES

SHEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES Twi)

t( >r Chie TuoHlay Bnng a

friend get 1/2 oft on the

best full service Haircut

mTiwn 253-2322

brtps://shearbliss.image

41 1.com

Pet-Sitter avail. ible days

nights 61 weekends. l~)og

walking. 9 years experi-

ence. Call Gina 253-

0619

SERVICES

VK-) you know your

rights as a student, ten-

ant, worker, and con-

sumer.' Tlie Student

Ix'gal Services Clftice

can help with your

questions. Clonic to 922

Campus Center or Call

545-1995.

All Digit.il PriKluctions

Pro Videography for

Weddings, Bar

Mitzvahs, C "ommercial

(508) 221-8223 swcep-

picker@yab( x >.com

Pregnant? Need help?

( ^all Birthright of

Amherst ,irca tor free

testing and assistance.

549-1906

PREC^.NANCV TEST-

ING, HIV Testing.

Birth Control, .in d

Emergency

Contniception.

Attordable and ciinti-

dential. T,iix-str\-

Health. 27 Pniy Street,

Amheist. 548-9992

Spnng Bre.ik- Sign up

with Student Express

and get Free niundtrip

airline. Tickets to o\er

15 intematmn.il desti-

nations- including

Aniba, l\)ininicaii

Republic, (-"osta Rica,

QiribK-an hot spots and

more. Wliy go with an\-

one else.' Limited otter

call nosv. C Commission

rep positions also avail-

able 1-SOO- 787- 3787

www.stiidentexpress.com

Sprint; Break '04 with

StudentCitv.com and

Maxim Mapuine! C let

In Hiked up wjtb Free

Trips, (,:,isb,.iiid VIP

Status as .1 C "ampiis

Rep! C!biHist' from 1 5 ot

the hottest destinations.

Rxi early for VKV.K

MEALS, VKKF.

DRINKS and 150^.

Liwest Price

t iuamntee! To re.sene

online or view our

Photo t cillery, visit

www.studemcitv.com or

Call 1.888-SPRING-

BREAK!

SPRING BREAK
L;irgest selection of

l>stin.itions, including

(Imisesl Fi>am Parties,

Free I>inks and Club

Admissions. Rep

Positions and FREE

trips Available. 1-800-

2 M -4386

www.EpicureanT nirs.

com

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2004"s Hottest

Pnces Fkx>k now .. Free

Tn|>>, Meals iSi Parties

www.sunsplaslitours.coni

or LSOO-426-7710

A SPRING BREAKER
NEEDED 20O4's

1 iotiest l>stinations iSi

Parties 2 tree n-ips / high

commissions I5w sun-

spla.shtours.com

18aM26-7710

TUTORS

M.ith/Physics Tutor

$30/Hr plus travel Call

l>. Kline 41 3-552-3805
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Daily double
Cloud shines

in debut as

Pats hold off

Titans 38-30
Bv Dave GtH-iWERu

AssiKiAiTii) Tri-xs

Tennessee 30

New England 38

FOXBORO. Mass. (AP) — It was a dream

come true for Mike Cloud — literally.

Cbud returned Sunday from a four-game

substance abuse saspcnsion and scored the go^

ahead touchdown on a 1 5-yard run with 3:14

left to give the New
England Patriots a

3^-30 win over

Tennessee.

"As 1 went to

bed last night, I had visions of something good

happening." Cloud said. "I guess the dream

was right."

The final five minutes were wild Before a

crowd cheering as much lor ba-seball's Red

Sox. Cloud put the Patriots ahead for good

with his touchdown run. then Ty L^w clinched

it with a b5 yard interception return for a TD.

The sequence started with 4:40 remaining

when Steve McSair bulled into the end zone

from a yard out to give the Titans ( 3-2) a 25-

24 lead, and threw for a 2-point conversion to

rookie Tyivne Calico. It came at the end of a

1 7-play. 86-yard drive that consumed more

than seven minutes.

But another rookie, the Patriots' Bethel

Johnson, returned the kickoff 7 1 yards to the

Tennessee 30. Three plays later. Cloud ran up

Continued on page 6

Sox pull off

yet another^

stunner to

stay alive
By Jimmy GoLEN
AsaxiATEn Press

Oakland

Boston

IIM BcXlA'vH/ASSrt lATEn PRESS (rATWcrrsi. IIEBALD H USKi/IJCH.LEUIAN

Dan Klecko was a presence all over the Patriots* 38-30 win over the Tennessee Titans, even throwing a key bl«ck in a

cameo at fullback, while Tim Wakefield's stellar 1 2/3 innings helped the Red Sox to another season-saving win over OakUnd.

BOSTON (AP) — The Boston Red Sox

were four outs from another postseason fail-

ure when David Ortiz snapped out of his

slump and saved their season.

Hitless in his first 16 at-bats of the series,

Ortiz lined a two-run

_4 double off Keith

5 Foulke with two outs

in the eighth inning

yesterday to give Boston a thrilling 5-4 win

over the Oakland Athletics.

Manny Ramirez, who was 1 -for- 12 com-

ing into the game, also broke out, getting two

hits and scoring the go-ahead run as the Red

Sox forced a decisive fifth game.

"I couldn't think of a better time for that

to happen, because the clock was running

out there," Boston manager Grady Little

said. That was a good time for them to bust

loose."

Oakland has lost eight consecutive games

when it was just one win from advancing in

the playoffs — the longest such streak in

major league history. To snap that slump,

they'll have to beat Boston ace Pedro

Martinez after the teams fly across the coun-

try for Monday's Game 5.

"This is this year. We're worried about

Continued on page 6

UMass claws UNH
Baylark and
Feebler lead

in 44-30 win

Roller coaster

pair at
By Bob McGovern

Collegian Stah-

By Andrew Merritt

CijLLEciiAN Staff

A month ago. just before the Massachusetts

football team was to open its season against Central

Connecticut State, the one clear thing about the

team was that its most explosive weapon was it's

sophomore standout. R.|. Cobbs, the man who
would line up at tailback

UNH 30_ and wide receiver this sea-

44 son, and in a perfect

worid, would set records
UMass

UMass

< itRALI ) M UNu\XX.LEOIAN

James Ihedigbo (No. 17) and Steve Costello come together in defense against the New

Hampshire Wildcats Saturday. Ihedigbo's late interception sealed the UMass victory.

at both positions.

One month later, the Minutemen are without

Cobbs, and his dependable classmate, tailback

Raunny Rosario. But it seems to be no matter,

thanks to the work of jason Peebler and refreshing

newcomer Steve Baylark.

Peebler caught five passes for 177 yards — a

career hi^ — and two touchdowns, and Baylark

gained 1 25 yards on 26 touches with three TDs to

lead the Minutemen (4-1-0. 3-0 Atlantic 10) to a

sloppy 44-30 victory over New Hampshire (2-4-0.

0-3 A- 10) in front of 7.085 at McGuirk Alumni

Stadium Saturday

Peebler also etched his name in the record

books, catching the longest pass in the history of

UMass football — an 82-yard touchdown bomb

from quarterback |eff Krohn that cut an early UNH
lead, to 14-10. The play outgained a 43-year old

record connection between quarterback |ohn

Continued on page 6

The Massachusetts men's soc-

cer team entered its Atlantic 10

season last weekend and left with

mixed emotions.

Riding the momentum of a five-

g a m e

Ceo. Wash. »-;«
UMass 3 t h e

Maroon
Richmond and

White
(7-2-1.1-

0-1 A- 10) came home to Rudd

Field to face-off against conference

foes George Washington and

Richmond.

The Minutemen dropped the

Colonials 3-0 on Friday, but could-

n't muster the same offensive per-

formance against the Spiders (3-4-

3, 0-0-2 A- 10). settling for a score-

less draw.

George Washington (2-7-0, 0-

1-0 A- 10) brought an extremely

aggressive team to Amherst on

Friday, playing the Maroon and

White evenly in the first half.

UMass coach Sam Koch attributed

their intensity to the beginning of

their A- 10 season.

"It's a conference game and the

intensity is a little bit higher and

the value on each game is higher,

these games determine whether

you go to the tournament or not,"

said Koch.

Rudd
The Minutemen suffered a cou-

ple of key injuries in the first half,

briefly losing forward Oral Bullen

wnth a rolled ankle, and freshinan

goalkeeper Nick Billman soon

after.

Billman was unable to return to

the game after jumping for a ball

and getting his foot stuck in the

net. He appeared to twist his ankle

and was replaced by senior Colin

Bums.
Bums heW the Colonials score-

less and made several key saves on

defensive miscues to keep the lead

intact.

"He played very well, that was a

big game for us and a very big

game for him. It was a big confi-

dence builder, which he needed,

and I'm very happy for him," Koch

said of the senior.

The Maroon and White needed

65 minutes to get on the board,

when freshman Richard Higa

scored his first career goal off a

Can Colwell throw-in. Higa has

been getting more touches recently

and Koch thinks he can only get

better.

"He's getting better and better

each week. He still has to keep the

ball on the ground more, he still

has to work the outside more, but

he's doing it better and 1 expect

him to improve each week," Koch

said.

The Minutemen didn't need

much more time to net their sec-

Continued on page 6

Foulke's troubles deter A's
By HOWAKI) Ulman

AsstKiATEi) Press

BOSTON (AP) — Keith

Foulke couldn't close the game,

and the Oakland Athletics still

can't close a playoff series.

Now they're going home to try

to break a streak of eight losses in

games that could have clinched a

spot in the next round.

The As blew their latest

chance Sunday when Foulke, the

AL's best closer this season,

allowed a two-run double to a

slumping David Ortiz in the

eighth inning that gave the Boston

Red Sox a 5-4 victory arid forced

a decisive fifth game Monday in

Oakland.

"He's not a robot." Athletics

reliever Steve Sparks said. "He's

been as good as the major leagues

have had this year, him and Eric

Gagne. I hope he'll get another

chance in that situation tomorrow

and he'll come out on top."

It's a distinct possibility, with

2002 Cy Young Award winner

Barry Zito pitching for Oakland.

He was brilliant fur seven innings

of Oakland's 5-1 win in Game 2.

but he's going on three days' rest.

He also must face Al. ERA leader

Pedro Martinez, who will have

four days of rest

.

Foulke led the AE with 43

saves and blew just five opportu-

nities. He also had a 9-1 record

and a 2.08 ERA. And he was out-

standing in the first two games of

the scries in Oakland, where the

Athletics have the AL's best home

record.

But he struggled Sunday after

replacing Ricardo Rincon to start

the eighth with the Athletics

ahead 4-3.

"We got right where we want-

ed to go today to get to the clos-

er." Oakland manager Ken Macha

said. "Vac s^ve v^s in the

eighth inning because you have

the top of the order coming up."

Foulke got the first batter,

lohnny Damon, to ground out to

shortstop Miguel Tejada. Then

Nomar Garciaparra, who hit . 1 70

in September but was 5-for-l 5 in

the series going into the eighth,

doubled off the left-field wall.

"I left the cutter over the plate

and he hit it off that thing in left,"

a somber Foulke said.

Manny Ramirez, 2-for-15 to

that point in the series, ripped a

single to left fielder jose Guillen

that was hit too hard for

Garciaparra to advance past

third.

"We wanted to make sure wc

pitched carefully to Manny,"

Foulke said. "1 left the cutter too

much over the plate and he

hooked it."

Scoring woes

continue in N.Y.
By Paula Aden

Collegian {^jrrespondent

With a 3-0 toss to Syracuse University this Friday,

the University of Massachusetts field hockey team has

been shut out three games in a row.

The Orangewomen's victory breaks them from a

three game losing streak, and stretches the

Minutewomen's losing streak to seven games, dropping

their record to 2-9.

Syracuse forward Ann-Marie Guglieri contributed

to all three of her team's

UMass 0_ goats, with assists on the first

Syracuse 3 '^° ^"^ scoring the final goal

unassisted.

The Orangewomen (4-6) scored all three goals in

the first half of play, and the Minutewomen kept

Syracuse scoreless in the second half. This was an

improvement on the previous two games, where

UMass was unable to stop its opponents from continu-

Contlnued on page 6
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Jaime Bawden and the Minutewomen are on a

three-game scoreless streak after Friday's lots.
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Massive riot erupts in Southwe
g Students react to outcome of

Game 5 ofAL division series

litRMIiH LINCWU.IU.IAN

A student prepares to leap over a bonfire fueled by tree branches, articles of clothing, toilet paper and

other debris.

Faculty Senate discusses

Student language requirements
._ I I II ,. _ . I ...... ..->.• naa.i Hisli xtiiirtt tt\ >r\IIJ*r

By S.J. Fort
tA)LLK(.iAN Staff

A motion by the Academic

Matters Council at the Faculty

Senate's Thursda\ mcvting to

revise the foreign language

requirements of the College ot

Natural Sciences and

Mathematics sparked a discus-

sion concerning the variance

of language rc"quircmcnts for

majors within the Colleges ol

Arts and ScietKes.

By approving the revisal of

the College of Natural

Sciences and Mathematics'

language requirement, the

Academic Matters Council

and Faculty Senate created a

third division of requirements

within the united Colleges of

Arts and Sciences.

The Colleges of Arts and

Sciences include departments

within Humanities and Fine

Arts, Social and Behavioral

Sciences, and Natural Sciences

and Mathematics. Before the

proposal. Humanities and Fine

Arts students and those in

Natural Sciences and

Mathematics majors had to

fulfill identical sets of language

requirements. Students within

the Social and Behavioral

Sciences departments (who

entered the university after

1999, when the college

changed their requirements)

could have the choice of fulfill-

ing the language requirement

in the same way that

Humanities and Fine Arts and

Natural Sciences and

Mathematics do. or by fulfill-

ing a set of Global Educaticni

requirements.

Students within the College

of Humanities and Fine Arts

with a double major are

required to fulfill these

requirements, regardless ol

whether it is their primary or

secondary major. (Students

within the College of Social

and Behavioral Sciences may

fulfill language requirements

in either their primary or sec-

ondary major as long as it

complies with the Global

F^ducation requirement.)

The revised foreign lan-

guage requirements for the

College of Natural Sciences

and Mathematics allow for

more flexibility on the depart-

ments' part to help students

satisfy the language require-

ments. However, some mem-
bers of the Faculty Senate

showed concern that the dif-

ferences in language require-

ments for the Colleges of Arts

and Sciences were- becoming

too confusing and varied.

Professor Eric Einhom of

the political science depart-

ment, which falls into the

College of Social and

tiehavioral Sciences, was one

of those concerned by the lack

of coordination between the

three colleges.

Einhom also expressed dis-

satisfaction with the adminis-

tration concerning

language/global education

requirements.

"What is regrettable is the

lack of leadership by the

administration in rethinking

language/global education

requirements." said Einhom,

"Professor Marta Calas. from

the School of Management,

was in the Senate and she said

that many business students

need foreign and global cultur-

al education, but hci col

leagues are reluctant to touch

the issue."

Einhom. as well as other

members of the Faculty Senate

also mentioned the lack of

resources available to teach

languages, especially since the

Foreign Language Resource

Center was permanently

closed due to budget cuts in

2002.

"Finally, as always, at

UMass it's a matter or

resources: the language

departments have shmnkcn in

size and can barely cope with

current enrollments." said

Einhom. "They could not han-

dle wider language require-

ments — this v^as behind the

CNSM change."

Members of the Faculty

Senate asked that the issue of

language requirement coordi-

nation between colleges be dis-

cussed at the Rules

Committer's meeting. Senate

Secretary. Professor Ernest

May said he would bring up

the issue.

Ujxm discussion of the lan-

guage requirements issue at

the Rules Committee's meet-

ing Friday morning. May
reported that it was decided

the matter be referred to the

Undergraduate Education

Council for further study

May believes that the issue

of language/global education

requirements is a complex one

and "that it will take some

time for the council to fonnu-

late a recommendation." May

also said that students who
wish to voice their opinions

should direct their comments

to Professor Richard Rogers.

Chair of the Undergraduate

Ivducation Council.

Richard BoRartz, professor of psychology speaku at the Faculty Senate meeting Thursday niuhi.

By FERRON SALNlKtR

C:oLLEc;IAN SlAFf

For the second time this

week, riots erupted in the

Southwest Residential Area fol-

lowing the Boston Red Sox's

triumph over the Oakland

Athletics in last night's game.

Students raced to gather in

front of the Berkshire Dining

Hall from all directions of the

Southwest Residential Area,

chanting, "Riot, riot!" and

"Yankees suck!"

Students surrounded the

stairs located between |ohn

Ouincy Adams and John Adams
towers pointing fingers in the

air, hugging, yelling on cell

phones and waving video cam-

eras through the air.

At approximately 11;30

p.m., one of the first fireworks

went off, followed by a cloud of

smoke. Fireworks then began

to go off simultaneously

throughout the quad.

When the crowd first began

to gather, a beer can was

thrown and it struck a police

officer. Police were inside

Washington Tower, allegedly

filming the activities.

As students began to crowd

around Berkshire, a police offi-

cer positioned outside of the

D.C. was struck by a beer can.

He later moved inside the din-

ing hall.

There were two small fires:

one between two pyramids, and

another on top of one of the

pyramids in front of lU.A.

There, a student's sweater was

set ablaze. A piece of debris

was thrown into the air but was

extinguished when it hit the

ground. Students began push-

ing each other around the fires.

A tree almost caught the flames

as students began tearing down
limbs and lighting them on fire.

A large explosion occurred

in front of the Berkshire Dining

Hall. Students who thought it

was teargas began yelling.

"Tear gas!" The crowd subse-

quently shifted away from the

building.

At least five students

climbed on top of the Dining

Hall, one waving a Pedro jer-

sey. Students began crowd surf-

ing: one female was reported to

be on top of a male's shoulders

exposing her chest.

At approximately 12:15

a.m., one of the students on the

roof of the D.C. knell down
and then hung from the ledge,

as another took a running start

before he leapt off the building

and jumped into the crowd. It

was reported that he was car-

ried to an area behind

Washington Tower, possibly

with a broken leg. He was set

down on the ground us police

officers tended to him. and he

was shortly taken away by

EMTs. Students then began

shouting. "DC. jumper. DC.
jumper!"

"He was running off |the

D.C.j. and he fell like standing

up: he fell right on his legs, like

standing straight up. It looked

bad. and then he just collapsed,

and everyone started pushing

toward the front DC. to see

what was going on," said Sean

Roush, a freshman. "People

picked him up and they started

carrying him out toward these

guys I the police). Then the

cops came right here |to the

back entrance of Washington

Tower |."

At approximately 12:20 a.m.

students began yelling, "The

cops are coming!" and a large

number of students dispersed.

"Someone said the cops

were coming this way. People

started stampeding," said

Krystal Najim, a junior. "Some

kid fell off the steps: people

just ran over him."

Students then began run-

ning toward Cance Hall, after

another firecracker exploded

outside of |.O.A.

Police had the area between

Washington Tower and Cance

Hall blocked off.

By 1 a.m., in excess of 200

people remained in the area, as

approximately 30 police officers

in riot gear slowly began walk-

ing toward the crowd through

the Southwest Horseshoe.

A fight broke out, but it was

quickly dispersed by the oncom-

ing police. Beer bottles dropped

from windows in I.O.A. As the

police pushed toward Coolidge

Hall, students gradually left the

scene.

likKALl'H LlNunAiUti.lAN

Students face off with mounted police in front of John Quincv Adams Tower last night.

Traprock Peace Center to

host Scott Ritter tonight
By FfcRRON Salniker

t'l)l.LI<ilAN Si AhK

Tonight, the Traprock Peace

Center in Dcerficld will host its

24th anniversary celebration,

presenting a number of speakers

including former United

Nations weapons inspector in

Iraq and U.S. Marine

Intelligence Officer. Scott

Ritter.

The celebration, which will

take place at the Frontier

Regional School auditorium, at

1 13 North Main St., will begin

at 7 p.m. with inlroduclor>

remarks on I he theme of disar-

mament by Randy kehlcr, ihc

Traprock Center's first director,

and luanita Nelson, co-founder

of Peacemakers, the Pioneer

Valley Community Land Trust,

the Greenfield Farmers Market

and Pioneer Valle> War Tax

Resistors.

The Traprock Peace Center,

established in 1979. provides

peace education programs

regionally and nationally and

engages in national educational

campaigns. This past year the

center has collaborated with

colleagues organizing educa

tional forums on alternatives to

war. The forums have been held

across the country, in major

cities including Baltimore and

Boston.

In a recent prcs> release.

Sunny Miller. Traprock's execu-

tive director, said. "'We are gath-

ering brilliant people to share

this evening. It's not surprising

that a former U.S. Marine, an

organic farmer and a nuclear

freeze organizer find common
ground in their desire to prcvoni

wars of aggression.

Ritter will discuss his analy-

sis of ihc process of disarnia-

menl as a painstaking, but cltec-

tive and workable alternative to

the chaos and tragedy of pro-

iracled war. "The foundation of

what I'll be talking about will be

on niv new hi.>ok. on how the

Bush administration is weak, on

how it mislead us," he said.

Ritter served for eight years

as an intelligence officer in the

Marine Corps, and served as an

arms control inspector in the

former Soviet Union and on

C.eneral Norman Schwarzkopf's

staff during the Gulf War before

his appointment as a weapons

inspector for the Linited Nations

Special (.'ommission

(UNSCOM).
Ritter published his cxpcri

ences in Iraq in 1999 in his

book. "ENDGAME: Solving the

Iraq Problem Once and loi

All." He also recenth complet

ed a documcntaiy film. "In

Shifting Sands: The Truth

About UNSCOM and the

Disarming of Iraq." which cov-

ers the ramifications ot the tail-

ure of the U.S. policy of eco-

nomic sanction>-hased contain-

ment of Iraq.

"IThc Icciurcl is about what

the niniilications are going to

be for the war on terror and

what it means lor democracy

when the president can lie to

us," said Ritter. "It's not a

minor issue, it's a major issue.

It defines who we are as a peo-

ple, depending on how we deal

with it."
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University of Massachusetts

Amherst

319 Whitmore Administration Building

181 Presidents Drive

Amherst, MA 01003-9313

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

and Campus Life

October 6, 2003

Dear UMass Amherst Student Body,

Since my arrival in June, I have been warmly welcomed by the students of this campus, and have had
.

many opportunities to witness exemplary conduct and accomplishment. I have witnessed hundreds of

students performing community service. I have joined students as we cheer on our own athletes, and

applaud our student performances. I have seen thousands of students involved in strenuous academic

disciplines and research. Every day, I am privileged to meet students who, through their day to day

activities and endeavors, make the University of Massachusetts Amherst great.

Saturday night, October 4^^, I also witnessed the worst possible type of behavior as thousands of stu-

dents from the Southwest area of campus engaged in a riot, creating an environment of violence and

destruction that endangered other members of the campus community and destroyed property.

I am writing to all students to stress in the strongest possible terms that this behavior will not be tolerat-

ed: there is zero tolerance. Any student who engages in this unlawful behavior will be arrested and

charged under Massachusetts General Law, and will be held accountable under the Code of Student

Conduct and subject to severe discipline up to and including expulsion from the University. These con-

sequences will be enforced in a manner previously unprecedented on this campus.

Students who might consider engaging in this destructive behavior should also consider the ramifica-

tions of permanent University dismissal, including requirements for repayment of financial aid, and

jeopardizing future educational and employment opportunities.

.J write this letter knowing that the vast majority of UMass Amherst students do not participate in, nor

approve of, this type of destructive behavior. With this knowledge, I ask all of you who care about this

campus to take an active role in ending these disgraceflil events. It is this type of inexcusable behavior,

whether in a campus residential cluster, on Hobart Lane, or any other location, that degrades the reputa-

tion of this campus, and therefore, by direct extension, compromises the value of your University

degree. Each of you must hold your student colleagues responsible and accountable for any behavior

which undermines your academic and personal accomplishments.

In considering this most recent destruction in Southwest, I specifically ask that sUidents take personal

responsibility for their campus and work with me to identify those students and visitors involved with

the violence and destruction. As of this writing, we have three arrests resulting from the incident. Using

images from surveillance cameras we will continue the process of issuing warrants.

Similar to the accountability each sUident has for their residence hall room, those students who partici-

pated in the October 4^^ riot, and any students who participate in any ftiture destructive behavior, can

be held financially accountable for the cost of the damage from October 4^^, which exceeds many,

many thousands of dollars. Our General Counsel reserves the right to file law suits against students who

participated in the riot for the costs of damage, including any collateral costs such as extra police and

medical responses.

As I work with Chancellor Lombardi and my fellow Vice Chancellors to move this campus from

strength to strength, I am adamant that this type of behavior not be tolerated. I ask all of you to take

responsibility for your campus and work with me to bring prestige and honor to your educational expe-

rience at the University of Massachusetts Amherst.

Michael Gargano

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs and Campus Life

Michael Gargani

Vice Chancellor ftjr'Student Affairs and Campus Life

Vehicles vandalized
Car windows smashed in Lot 33
compiled by Tom Coyle

reported that the subject

checked OK.

7:56 a.m. An elevator

door was reported

kicked off its tracks in

Kennedy Tower causing

$500 worth of damage.

police log
11:45

lames
receivmg

Tuesday, Sept. 30

12:09 a.m. An officer

reported a Saturn with

the rear window broken

and the stereo missing in

Lot 32 on Massachusetts

Ave.

9:54 a.m. An officer

reported that someone
tore up a two-foot square

piece of sod from the

Softball complex and

another from the football

field.

9:58 a.m. One person

was transported from

Prince Mall to Cooley

Dickinson Hospital.

11:27 a.m. A party

reported the attempted

theft of a wallet from

Brett Mall.

1:01 p.m. Officers

received a report of a

subject smashing park-

ing meters in Lot 3 1 . The

offender will pay restitu-

tion to Parking Services.

4:27 p.m. A caller

reported that his chair

was stolen. The respond-

ing officer reported that

the chair was returned.

side window, stole his

stereo, TV. system and

middle console from Lot

33 on University Drive.

9:48 p.m. A party report-

ed an odor of marijuana

in John Adams Tower.

The responding officer

reported that no odor

was detected.

11:05 p.m. A party

reported an odor of mar-

ijuana in Kennedy

Tower. The responding

officer reported that no

odor was detected and

the residents were spo-

ken to about the noise.

Wednesday, Oct. 1

12:13 a.m. An officer

reported a car with its

driver's window smashed

in Lot 22 on University

Drive. The officer stated

that it appeared someone

had tried to remove the

stereo. The officer and

cadets checked car-to-

car and the victim was

given transportation to

Washington Tower.

7:39 p.m. A party report-

ed that someone had

smashed his passenger's

1 :24 a.m. A cadet report-

ed suspicious movement

inside a vehicle in Lot 1

1

on Stadium Drive. The

resppi)ding officer

a.m. A party m
Hall reported

several phone

calls of a sexual nature

from a male. She was not

sure whether the calls

came from on or off

campus. A report was

taken.

1:22 a.m. A caller

reported what appeared

to be a gun lying under-

neath a large tree near

the mobile trailer on

Eastman Lane. The
responding officer

reported that it was

either a BB gun or an air-

gun. The officer secured

the weapon and brought

it into the station.

1:44 p.m. A caller

reported her stereo

stolen from her car in

Lot 44 near Sylvan.

4:35 p.m. A report of a

vehicle broken into in

Lot 1 3 on Olympia Drive

was received. The stereo,

CDs and other car parts

were stolen and dam-

aged.

4:53 p.m. A party report-

ed a minor motor vehicle

accident at the Robsham
Visitors Center, and

requested an officer to

mediate the problem.

Insurance information

was exchanged.

5:45 p.m. A party

observed a college-aged

male exiting the side

door of Hampshire

Dining Commons carry-

ing a full box of ice

cream bars. Officers

were unable to locate the

subject. An investigation

is pending.

8:05 p.m. Campus
Center Security request-

ed assistance with an

unruly subject in the

Student Union.

Christopher Quinn, 45,

of 109 Washington St..

Keene. N.H., was arrest-

ed on a warrant.

10:22 p.m. An officer

responded to an odor of

marijuana in Coolidge

Mall.

11:44 p.m. An officer

responded to iwo reports

of an odor of marijuana

in Gorman Mall.

1 1:46 p.m. A fire alarm

activation in |ohn Adams
Hall was reported.

Environmental Health

and Safety reported that

the alarm was due to

burnt popcorn.

11:56 p.m. A party

reported that someone
had cut off her vehicle

antenna on Thatcher

Way. The party reported

that her antenna was

worth $30. A report was

taken.

Thursday, Oct. 2

1:39 a.m. An intoxicated

person from lohnson

Hall was transported to

Cooley Dickinson

Hospital.

2:51 a.m. An officer

reported a crowd gather-

ing in the Southwest

Mall. Three calls were

received regarding a sub-

ject throwing lit objects

at Washington Tower.

The officer reported that

several groups had been

dispersed.

1 0: 1 2 a.m. A party called

to request an officer to

trespass a few "home-

less" people who had

been hanging around for

the past few weeks and

eating at the hotel's con-

tinental breakfast buffet.

The party stated that the

people were not eating

right now but had been

seen with coffee earlier.

The officer spoke to the

subjects in the lobby of

the hotel and advised

them to move on.

3:03 p.m. A resident

reported an odor of mar-

ijuana coming from out-

side a room in

Washington Tower. The

responding officer

reported that he was

unable to detect an odor

in the hallway outside

the room.

5 p.m. An officer

responded to a report

that a member of the

custodial staff and a stu-

dent were involved in a

verbal argument includ-

ing racial slurs, concern-

ing a traffic dispute in

Knowles Engineering

Building. An officer

spoke with the parties

and determined that no

threats of violence

occurred.

5:10 p.m. A party

reported receiving sever-

al phone calls from an

unknown person and

stated that the subject

knew her roommate's

name. The officer pro-

vided the parties with

his call number and

advised the parties to

have their phone num-

ber changed through the

telecommunications
office.

7:20 p.m. A caller from

Brown Hall reported

that their cell phone was

either lost or stolen

approximately two

weeks ago from a lounge

in Washington Tower.

7:35 p.m. Amherst

police department

requested assistance

serving a summons in

Crampton Hall.

9:50 p.m. An officer

requested assistance

with a group coming to a

vehicle with empty duf-

fle bags to unload alco-

hol. Kristen Stenstrom,

18, of 32 Buchanan Rd.,

Boston, Mass., and Anne
Roddy, 18. of 47

Strafford St., Boston,

Mass., were arrested for

being minors in posses-

sion of alcohol.

CoHegimi
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Friday, Oct. 3

12:02 a.m. A party

reported an odor of mar-

ijuana coming from a

room in McNamara Hall.

The responding officer

reported that the odor

was detected in the

lounge area and the resi-

dent assistant was

advised.

1:20 a.m. A noise com-

plaint was reported in

the Orchard Hill Bowl.

An officer stated that a

group of subjects play-

ing wiffle ball were

advised to keep the noise

down.
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As an engineer in

the U.S. Air Force,

there's no telling what

you'll work on.

(Seriously, we can't tell ^ou.)

Residence Hall Students

UMass Residential Telecom now has

1_0\A/ER
INTERNATIONAL RATES

when you use your room telephone!

Rates are per minute (as of 10/03/03)

UTlna

France

India

Japan .15

Taiwan .22

U.K.** .10

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead

of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new

engineer you'll likely be involved at the ground level of new

and sometimes classified developments. You'll begin leading

and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out what's waiting behind the scenes for you in

the Air Force today. To request more information, call

1-800-423-USAF or log on to airforce.com.

US.AIRFORCB
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

For LOWER RATES in other countries, check out our Web site

{http://telecom.oit.uma55.edu/student5). and click on Rates.

AT&T ACUS One Rate Plan® users have been automatically

to the new, lower rates! Plus, your monthly fee has been waived!

Please call Residential Telecom at 545-2103 with any questions.

Just use your PSC code!
(For questions about your PSC code, please call 545-2103)^

PLUS, DOMESTIC LONG DISTANCE IS JUST

7.9 cents per minute, 24/7
Anytime, anywhere, in the United States

when you use your room telephone!

No Monthly Fees

No Roaming Fees

No Connection Fees

No Sign Ups
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New $20 bill will offset

counterfeit criminals
ThU week, our government is taking a

major stride ahead of counterfeit criminals. At

the same time, our classic greenback is receiv-

ing a major facelift. The new $20 bill will be

released today. The new design has a color

scheme unlike any other bill in United States

currency. The new bill features shades of

peach, yellow and blue.

Authorities hope that the new look will

deter counterfeiters, who have become increas-

ingly crafty at forging bills. This is partially due

to the advancement of printers and computer

technology. While it may currently be easier

than ever to replicate a $20 bill, the new color

scheme should make this job much more diffi-

cult.

The worst cases of deceptive counterfeit

bills have been mostly from foreign groups

from Colombia, harboring expensive and high-

ly advanced technology. The $20 bill is most

commonly forged because it is highly function-

al as a payment method, and is more valuable

than copying $1 bills.

Other changes include the loss of Andrew

lackson's frame, as well as a new watermark

and new security thread. These adjustments

will cost 7.5 cents for manufacturing each bill,

which is almost 20 percent more than the older

version.

One problem that is feared relating to the

bill's release is public confusion. This bill will

be the third version that has been released

since the 1990s. In the past, problems arose

when new bills were rejected by ATMs,

cashiers and vending machines. Worst of all,

the older bills were refused by businesses out-

side the U.S.. making international exchanges a

nightmare.

A lump sum of $50 million has been invest-

ed in an advertising campaign to familiarize the

public and foreign markets with the new and

improved $20 bill. This is especially important

due to the new color codes, as U.S. money has

been strictly black and green for years.

Collectors beware: the old $20 bills are not

worth saving. The actual value of the bill will

probably never go up. Millions and millions of

the old twenties have been made over the last

decade, and they will not be wiped from the

face of the earth anytime soon, as they are still

perfectly legal tenders. Even $1,000 bills that

have been saved from the Great Depression are

currently worth only $1,050. Remember, the

government doesn't want us to save money; it

wants us to spend it.

However, the new bills will certainly take

you by surprise, and they may cause you to

glance more carefully into your wallet. With

$150 million worth of counterfeit American

cash floating around the world, it's easy to be

fix)led. There arc several key signs to look for

if you think that your money may not be legal.

The portrait should appear lifelike and

should stantf out from the background; it

should not be dull. The serial numbers should

be clear and evenly spaced. Sometimes, the

touch of the bill is enough to give away the tex-

ture of the regular printing paper that counter-

feits use. versus the linen-cotton mix usea for

real bills. True currency has Hecks of red and

blue fibers within the paper

If you suspect a bill is counterfeit, make

sure to compare it to a proven legal tender just

to be sure. Write your initials in the border of

the bill, place it in an envelope and contact the

U.S. Secret Ser\'ice field office, the number for

which can be found in any telephone directory.

Informafiun from wwM'.setretn'n'ke.gov and

wu-H-.tisaloday.cuin was used in this editorial.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

hidilorial Board.
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Antigun coalition = stupidity
Again, the dream of a Utopian

society takes away all of our com-

mon sense.

lust last Wednesday, one of my
fellow columnists wrote

an article about why we
^j[>|| Qg

need to make handguns

illegal.. -^ - . citing a tragic

death in Maryland in which a 4-

year-old shot his sister While I feel

for the people involved and 1 agree

vknth my colleague that this would

never have happened had there not

been a gun in the house, the whole

idea of making guns illegal is com-

pletely and utterly stupid.

I really have to laugh at the peo-

ple who scream about Ashcrott

being the anti-Christ, becau.se typi-

cally, these are the same people

touting the "stop gun violence" pol-

icy.

Let's just think about this for

one second. On the one hand,

these people arc crying that |ohn

Ashcroft is trying to turn America

into Stalinist Ru.ssia. Every right

we have will go straight out the

door; everything we should take

for granted as free American citi-

zens will be compromised in this

appajling Patriot Act.

l^ter in the day these same

people are answering phones for

the Coalition to Stop Gun

Violence. Apparently, the Second

Amendment doesn't count as one

of our so-called "inalienable

rights." and ironically enough, lohn

Ashcroft actually supports our

right to bear arms, arguably the

most important right we as

Americans were ever given.

In truth, the Second

Amendment was never really

about forming our own militia in

case Britain decidcxl to invade us

again. It wasn't designed to give us

a gun so we could go out and

knock off a few rabbits for supper

or give us a means to protect us

from criminals. The true reason the

Second Amendment was given to

us was to protect us from our own

government.

However obvious it .sounds, if

we did not have guns, we would

not have had any chance to win the

Revolutionary War Like-

Icphlonol wise, when the Bill ol
lil-'IIKyKI

Rights was made.

Americans were given the

right to own a gun so they could

protect themselves from their own

government, in the case that gov-

ernment became oppressive like

Britain's was before our independ-

ence.

Someone once

said, "When guns

are outlawed, only

outlaws will have

guns." We outlawed

murder and steal-

ing a long time ago,

and I don't see that

working out too

W0ll>

The framers made every effort

lo spell out the freedoms of

Americans, and gave American cit-

izens every law and right to stop

the government frt)m infringing

upon them, which is stated in our

Bill ol Rights.

Now. many people foolishly

want the government lo violate our

rights by taking awny the Second

Amendment. We arc already ade-

quately protected, they sa>; by our

well-trained police force and stand-

ing army Ncvennind that banning

guns would make criminals the

only citizens with guns: nevcmiind

that banning guns makes every

other right we have completely

hazy; nevcmiind that it's statistical-

ly proven that crime rates arc lower

Federal law is no obstacle for

the Bush administration
Every person, from CIA

Director George Tenet, to each cit-

izen of this country should be

enraged. The leak of classified

infonnation — chiefly the

name of a CIA officer —
is illegal for good reason.

When Robert Novak

relegated to the public in his

nationally syndicated column the

name of Nonofficial Cover Agent

Valerie Plame, he not only endan-

gered her life, he endangered the

lives of countless innocent people,

and potentially jeopardized

decades of secret intelligence.

Plame, as a nonofficial cover,

was not acting as an agent under

the guise of being some other

United States government employ-

ee. Instead, Plame 's cover was that

of a private energy expert.

"This is real lames Bond stuff,"

said Kenneth M. Pollack, a former

agency officer "You're going over-

seas posing as a businessman, and

if the other government finds out

about you, they're probably going

to shoot you. The United States has

basically no way to protect you."

If a NOC agent is identified, not

only is her life put at risk, but any

innocent person with whom she

interacted regarding her operation

will also be targeted as a possible

spy or collaborator These people,

maybe having no knowledge of

Plame's position, would probably

be tortured or murdered along

with Plame — if she were caught.

Beyond this, a NOC agent is

one of the hardest agents to place

amongst enemy locations and posi-

tions. It can take years for an agent

destined for NOC-work to prove

her loyalty and legitimacy to for-

eign nations or organizations. TTie

implications of a NOC agent's

cover being blown is far reaching:

any information gathered by her

can be assumed to no bnger hold

relevance, since the groups she was

investigating have become aware

that she was not who she appeared

to be.

Novak, however, isn't the

source of this problem — though

ethics should have overwhelmed

his desire to declare an agent's

name. The legal offenders are the

"two senior administra-

D I k I
9 tion officials," who Novak

HllSS JUSKSIIdil attributes as the source of

his information regarding

Plame.

Under United States Code, Title

50, Chapter 15, Section 421,

designed specifically for the "pro-

tection of certain national security

information," anyone "having or

having had authorized access to

classified information that identi-

fies a covert agent" who shares this

information with someone without

said authorization, is committing a

When Robert Novak

relegated ...ttie

name of FkMwffidal

Cover Agent Valerie

Plame, he not only

endangered her life,

he endangered the

lives of countless

Innocent people,

and potentially

Jeopardized

decades of secret

intelligence.

crime punishable by up to 10 years

in prison, in addition to a fine.

The fact that anyone would

endanger the lives of so many peo-

ple and risk such important intelli-

gence is stunning. That two senior

administration officials — as in the

Bush administration — could com-

mit such a crime is even worse.

However, if what the democrats

say is true, that the name was dis-

closed in order to punish loseph C.

Wilson IV (Plame's husband) for

his criticism of the Bush adminis-

tration's use of false evidence to

justify war, someone must be held

responsible and given the maxi-

mum passible sentence.

George W. Bush should have

made a statement immediately fol-

lowing the release of the Novak

article condemning the treachery of

those senior officials who pro-

duced Plame's name, but he didn't.

He didn't take any action, and

wouldn't have, until a few people

in the media called attention to the

now infamous Novak column.

Bush's statement should have

taken the form of a national, ad

hoc speech, broadcast by network

television — similar to those he

gives when it is time to declare war,

or ask for more military funding.

The gravity of this issue is out-

rageous — the two senior officials

were Bush's senior officials.

Now it has been left up to the CIA

to demand a IX'partment of justice

inquiry. As Paul Krugman pointed

out in The New York Times on

Oct. 3. the Bush administration is

relying on "the right-wing media

slime machine, which tries to

assassinate the character of anyone

who opposes the right's goals."

Krugman noted that before the

release of Plame's identity, her hus-

band, Wilson, was touted by Bush

himself as a "truly inspiring diplo-

mat." And now. post-agent-betray-

al, the "slime machine" has already

made references to Wilson as an

"opponent of the U.S. war on ter-

ror"

What is going on? Why won't

the president take the action

expected of the leader of the mast

powerful country in the world.' If

his officials made the gravest of

mistakes, then it is his responsibili-

ty to be the first person to identify

them and make apologies to every

citizen of this country on behalf of

those treacherous men.

Bush's handling of this situation

is the final straw. We need a new

administration in 2004.

Russ luskalian ffTT Collepan

cxjlumnist.

Downward spiral of UMass fans

Dan

lamothe

in slates with minimal gun control

legislation as opposed to states

with high gun control laws.

The idea of taking these guns

away is idealistic, but nowhere

near realistic. Someone once said,

"When guns are outlawed, only

outlaws will have guns." We out-

lawed murder and stealing a long

time ago, and I don't see that work-

ing out too well. As if banning guns

would be any different? Shouldn't

we try to have the people handling

the guns be at least law-abiding?

We already cower in fear over the

potential of being burglarized,

mugged or killcxl, so why take

away our last line of defense?

It isn't feasible. Remember pro-

hibition? Going out and banning

something that's been legal for

years will not work because of the

backlash society would put against

the police and the government.

Can you imagine the cops taking

>i)ur crazy, southern, redncxk uncle

leremiah into the police station for

having a gun in his house?

What wc really need to be

thinking about, however, is the law

itself. The Second Amendment
specifically states that "the rights of

the people to hold and bear arms

shall not be infringed." Infringing

these rights opens the door to

Ashcroft or any other politician

who wants to steal our freedom. It

would make the entire

Constitution ambiguous if we were

lo violate a right that is clearly in

our Constitution to never be violat-

ed, and it opens the door to rewrit-

ing our entire law,

Tliere is a reason as to why our

forefathers gave us these undeni-

able rights; they didn't write these

laws in so they could be denied

once again by an oppressive gov-

ernment. Banning guns is a nice

idea, but what it really comes

down to is that it is just plain stu-

pid.

Zach Oelschlegel is a Cnllepan

columnist.
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It's old hat, guys.

^H^k University of Massachusetts

¥ _j| students have rioted on occa-

(Jc^iIBb ^'"" ^^^ years, but there's^^ always been some seemingly

^^W large stirring force driving the

^^jm^^^ mayhem. Be it wrong or right,

^^Bj^^^^Bj there's always been some dra-
^^^^^^^^ matic event to point to as a

hypothetical cause for UMass

riots, whether it was a Red Sox^ loss in the 1986 World Series, a

New England Patriots win in the 2002 Super

Bowl, a blackout in April of 2001, or the horri-

ble clash of student and police egos that was

Hobart Hoedown 2003.

No longer.

Saturday night's riot was a riot of a different

animal. Sure, all of the usual elements — alco-

hol, adrenaline, violence and destruction of

property — were there. But Saturay's riot signi-

fies a continued change in the mentality of many

UMass students. It's sad to say, but rioting has

become more hip each time one of these

episodes plays out, and it's a matter of time

before something drastic enough happens to

make the national news.

On Wednesday night, the Red Sox opened

their series with the Athletics. The game, a nail-

biter that will no doubt end up on a classic

sports network sometime soon, was completely

frustrating to watch as a Sox fan. Poor decision

making, poor baserunning and poor pitching all

contributed in the end to a loss, and that in itself

was enough to drive a Sox fan crazy.

So did fans reflect on the loss and move on?

Sadly, not even then — at 3 a.m. on a school

night after only one loss in a series of games to

be played. Dozens of people gathered outside the

towers in Southwest, with gremlin kids throwing

lit objects at Washington Tower.

"We know there are a lot of fans who want

the chance to celebrate," UMPD Deputy Chief

Patrick Archbald said on Thursday. "We want to

give them that chance while not having them

damage any property or harm anyone."

But at this point, could that be asking too

much? The mentality for many students has

evolved to the point where they're looking for an

excuse to light things on fire. After Game 1. a

few dozen kids did it. Game 2 brought no

destructive behavior with it at UMass, perhaps

in part because it was a daytime game with fewer

drunks around. Game 3 led to two cars being

'i,|*

flipped. Where does this end?

Maybe it's because I'm a senior and have one

foot out the door already, but 1 do not under-

stand the sense of entitlement that many stu-

dents seem to have developed. At some point,

the right to celebrate and party recklessly at

UMass developed into the right to maim and

destroy.

That is troubling at the very least. The over-

whelming popularity of Hots has led to a sense of

one-upmanship, and that's dangerous. First it

was setting couches on fire. Then it was using

fireworks. Then, last year at Hobart, it became

setting trees on fire and burning down a bus stop

in Puffton Village. Now it's flipping cars over.

Does anyone else see a vicious trend?

Both UMPD and the Amherst Police

Department have taken strong criticism in the

past for their handling of riotous conditions.

Riot gear leads to more riots, the school of think-

ing that criticizes the police goes.

But if you were faced with dispersing the

crowd Saturday night, what would you have

done? Going back at the very least to 2001. any

type of police presence has been met with flying

rocks, bricks and bottles. Is that fair? The own-

ers of the flipped cars most assuredly don't think

so, and I'd be willing to bet the student who lost

his front teeth Saturday night doesn't either.

About the only positive for one of the car own-

ers is that he reportedly got out there after his

car was flipped swinging a baseball bat.

According to the Hampshire Gazette, all 56

UMPD police officers were on duty last night to

respond to the threat of another riot, including

Chief Barbara O'Connor, who has been on leave

for weeks. She came back this weekend to deal

with the violence. And that's as fine of an exam-

ple as any as to what riots cost UMass students

in the long run.

From the tens of thousands of dollars in dam-

age to dining halls in Southwest to the massive

overtime costs for UMass police anticipating a

repeat performance Sunday and last night, the

money to pay for problems will eventually come

from funds that could have been applied to

something more positive and useful for students.

As students, we're losing our respect, our

funding and our freedom to participate in future

celebrations because of complete stupidity right

now.

Is that really the best way to gather for our

nation's pastime?

Dan Lamothe is a Collegian columnist.
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A masterpiece in any language
'Lost in Translation' proves

to be Bill Murray's best work
By Johnny Donaldson

CdLLKOIAN STAhh

Her acting in "The Godfather,

Part 3" may have earned her nearly

universal critical boos, but Sofia

Coppola showed real promise as a

behind the scenes talent with

I999's poetically beautiful subur-

ban tragedy, "The Virgin Suicides."

That film showed the raw talent of

a filmmaker with a singular dreamy

voice, and with the thoughtful

romantic comedy, "Lost in

Translation," Coppola — the

daughter of famed film-

maker Francis Ford

Coppola and the wife of

Spike jonze — makes the

leap into the wind, crafting

a film as delicately perfect

and astounding as the best

her father and husband

have ever created.

Yes, "Lost in

Translation" is a romantic

comedy. But this isn't a

romance predicated on the

matching of organs nor is

it predicated on the gim

micks of farce. This is a

romantic comedy made
with a subtle, low-key ele-

gance, in which the romance is

almost subliminal and the comedy

comes on the human level.

Bill Murray — a comic genius

who has long gone underappreciat-

ed as a dramatic actor — delivers

the performance of his career as

Bob Harris, an American film star

slumming in japan by filming a

series of whiskey ads for a cool $2

million. Bob is a man in deep pain,

though he hardly shows it through

his calm, charismatic exterior. He

has been married for 25 years, but

there is little that is precious about

'Lost in

Trafislation'

Directed by

Solia Coppola

Starring

BUIUuraY

Scarlett JohanKen

Fociisjeatvret
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Scarlett Johanssen plays Charlotte

in "Lost in Translation."

the marriage other than his kids.

He is a successful actor, making

mountains of cash, yet he seems

embarrassed by the sell-out factor

of his Japanese commercial excur-

sions. His face is a road map of

regret and resignation, but Bob is a

man who has long ago come to

accept his regret and resignation.

A permanent jet lag has left Bob

tired and disoriented, wandering

the halls of his hotel with little

direction or purpose. Often, he

finds himself sitting alone at the

hotel bar. sipping whiskey, at a loss

as an American stranded in this

polite, but alien world of high-tech

achievements and colorful enter-

tainment.

An oasis for Bob comes in the

form of Charlotte (Scarlett

lohanssen), the young wife of a hip-

ster photographer (Giovanni

Ribisi) off on assignment in Tokyo.

Charlotte is just as dislocated and

lost as Bob, unable to sleep

and seeking refuge in a

self-help tape, titled "A
Soul's Search." Charlotte is

beginning to realize that

she married the wrong
man, a sycophantic ladder-

climber who says that he

loves his wife but is often

more content to be off

schmoozing a potential

celebrity client.

Charlotte and Bob are

lost souls drifting rudder-

less through life, and the

sense of misplace-

ment as they stay in

japan only accentu-

ates it. They meet

in the hotel bar and

gradually, almost

casually, their

encounter forms

into a friendship

and then a

romance. They
both sense a kin-

dred soul in the

other, and they

form a bond out of

their mutual alien-

ation.

Coppola avoids the

usual heavy-handed cliches

of romantic movies; her

love story is one based on

intimacy rather than sex or

contrivance. Bob and

Charlotte connect on a

purely emotional level,

their romance blossoming

through conversations that

enrich each other on a

deeper personal level.

Coppola prolongs any sense of

physical gratification: after all. Bob

and Charlotte may be falling in love,

but they both are married and do

not want to risk giving into base ani-

mal attraction. The look on their

faces when Bob warbles Roxy

Music's "More Than This" during a

karaoke session sums up the com-

plexity and longing of the relation-

ship.

Coppola has written and directed

"Lost in Translation" with a muted

vibrancy, a kind of big-hearted

spiritedness that also never over-

whelms Coppola's wistful humanity.

Her cast aids her immensely. Murray

is given the role of his career, toning

down his patented lovable insinceri-

ty to find a man with genuine soul-

fulness hiding behind his sardonic

humor. Murray is an actor smart

enough to know when to reign in his

usual tics; even in scenes that are

seemingly tailored to the comedian's

gifts. Murray never falls back on

mannerisms that would break

Coppola's quiet spell. Anyone who
doubted Murray's ability to be a

romantic lead should be blown away

by his performance here, which is

every inch deserving of the Oscar.

johannsen superbly captures the

loneliness and uncertainty of a

young woman unsure of her place in

life, and there is able support from

Ribisi and Anna Faris, who conveys

the monumental self-absorption of a

Hollywood starlet in a few deft

brushstrokes.

Coppola employs her husbands

usual cinematographer. Lance

Acord, with lovely results; his

caressing camera is almost a love

letter lo the exotic allure of Tokyo.

Sound designer Richard Beggs picks

up bits of background noise — the

clinking of pachinko parlors and the

dulcet tones of a lounge singer —
and with them, he is able to give the

movie an acute sense of place and

time. This is a japan that finds com-

fort in imitating America

exotic to fully grasp

American culture.

Even, with the

moments of sadness

that pop up through

out "Lost in

Translation," there is

never' any moment
when the movie

grows depressing.

This is a comedy,

first and foremost,

but this a comedy in

which the laughs

derive from human
instinct and

impulse, not from

preconceived
notions of cinematic

humor.
"Lost In Translation"

heartfelt, touching, swe

. but IS toi

^ ^C(.>ppH.>la has

written and directed

'lA>st in Translation'

with a muted

vibrancy, a kind of

bi^-hearted spirited-

ness that al.st> nev er

overwhelms

Ci>ppola's wistful

humanit>'. a ^

IS at once

et. >iad iind

\ci>. \cr> funny, and is loaded with

little lines of dia-

logue and little

scenes that could be

forever burned into

moviemaking memo-
ry. (In the best

scene, a line of dia-

logue between Bob
and Charlotte is left

just out of reach, a

lovely personal

touch on Coppolas

part.)

As the movie

winds down to the

fuzz-rock sounds of

the K'sus and Mary

Chain, the audience

will realize that they

hiiNC been transported into a mas-

teipiccc. uni] one of the best movies

seen iill vcar.

M l<r^^^ h\ i --h-ah Kt^

"Lost in Tran.slation" takes place in one of the busie.st cities in the world,

Tokyo, Japan.

Does position really

matter during sex?
Sex-iversity is a question and answer column

designed to provide important information and

answers to questions regarding sex. sexuality, sexu-

al orientation, sexually transmitted infections and

reproductive rights. Voiced hy Julia Kristan, a mem-

ber of Voices for Planrted Parenlhoini ( VOX) branch

at the University ofMassachusetts and an active vol-

unteer for the Everywoman's Center on campus, the

ivlumn is intended to help educate the university

community about reproductive health, rights, legis-

lation and responsibilities. Much of the statistical

information provided in this ixjlumn derives from

research done through and obtained by Planned

Parenthood and its national affiliates.

Q. Are there any sex positions that will minimize

my chances of becoming pregnant'.'

A. Probably not. If you take a look out there into the

vnde world of sexual education there are various

answers to this question. If you look into intomia-

_, . , tion concerning contraception, the

SeXjyerSlty answers are decidedly no.

'However, if you look into informa-

JullS KlISlBIl tion regarding conception, the

answers lean more toward a maybe. This would lead

one to believe that positioning might actually have a

small effc-ct on contraception.

When reading infomialion on becoming preg-

nant, there are tips all over the place on which pos\-

tions are the ones to get you a baby the fastest. The

missionary position (man on top. both patiners fac-

ing each other) is recommended because It puts the

head of the penis close to the cervix. Gravity is also

theoretically helping you at this point. Rumor has it

that if the woman stays lying in bed lor about a hall

an hour, the chance of sperm flowing to the cervix

and connecting with an egg will increase since less ol

the sperm slides out of the vaginal canal.

It is also believed by many that the "doggy style

"

position, where the male enters from the rear

increases conception likeline.ss. In this position, the

penis is again close to the opening of the cerv ix and

the vagina is sloped downward, allowing spenn to

travel quickly through the cervix.

A factor that also plays into conception is

orgasm. This is quite obvious for males, and it's also

true with females. When a woman orgasms, the

cervix contracts and the mouth of the cer\ix dips

down into the vagina to suck in spenn. How about

that for Mother Nature? Although this does not hap-

pen in every orgasm for every woman, it has been

scientilically documented as such in many cases.

While doing it "doggy-style" or in the missionary

position might slightly increase your odds il \ou're

trying tu get pregnant, sex while sitting' or standing

are not recommended in the "fast-rofid-to-prcgnan-

cy" quest. Now man) of you are probablv gelling

excited, thinking that this is the magical contracep-

tion tip that sex education clas.scs didn't tell you. As

much as I'd love to be the bearer of that news, it's

not the case.

Positioning has at most a small impact on con-

ception if you are trying to conceive. If >ou are try-

ing not to conceive, do not rely on positioning. >ou

can get pregnant in any position you can dream up.

You can even get pregnant sans vaginal penetration,

via a "splash conception" where spenn ends up on

the outside of the vagina and makes its way up to the

So if you dream ot being a parent in the near

future, you might want to try either of the aforemen-

tioned positions on a regular basis. For the rest ot us.

treat contraception with the care it deserves and put

in the effort it ncx-ds. Use reliable meihcKls always

and back up your birth control when needed.

Q. Can I get HIV through oral sex?

A. Yes you can. VVTien fellatio is perfonned on a

man, the Hl\' strain is in the ejaculate tluids. When

cunnilingus is (x-rfonned on a wonuin. her \aginal

secretions also may contain the vims. There have

btx-n no documented cases of AIDS transmi.ssion

solely through cunnilingus. so the risk is low. If a

wonian is mensiniating. the risk goes up as the vims

is found in the menstrual biixKl.

Use dental dams and condoms when performing

oral sex for proper STD prevention. I'csi vuurscil

and have your partner be tested before engaging in

any sexual behavior with them. Alwavs communi-

cate your sexual histories, and be aware ihat not

everyone in the world w ill be as honest as \ou'd like

them to be. Educate and protect yoursell because

you've only got one body Treat it with respect and

the utmost of care and you will be rewarded icniold

in the long nin.

Ouestions? Comments? E-mail sexiversity^'hot-

mail.com. Conlidentiality is always respected.

Mission of Burma rock in reunion
By Brendan Lee

(x)iiK.iAN Staff-

"This is a very special night," said bass

player Clint Conley halfway through

Mission of Burma's set Friday night. For

the first time in 20 years, the legendary

band took the stage at the Pearl Street

Nightclub in Northampton.

Several generations of punks, mods,

musicians, music critics and hangers-on

packed the upstairs ballroom of the club,

bringing two decades of anticipation to a

fever pitch in the final minutes leading up

to the band's performance. For all the

harsh demands and unreal expectations

of their fans, the members of Burma were

their own worst critics on this night.

"Don't make excuses. motherf***er ...

come on," snarled dnjmmer Pete Prescott

during onstage technical problems for

Roger Miller's labyrinthine guitar setup.

The band had no need to apologize for

anything. Mission of Bunna turned in one

of the best performances of the year in the

Pioneer Valley, blasting though old

favorites and previewing an entire

album's worth of new material.

Before Mission of Burma even set foot

on stage. Fenway Recordings

labelmate Read Yellow delivered

a milestone performance of their

own. Playing one of their first

shows since receiving the

English music press corps seal of

approval, the UMass-based quar-

tet showed the rest of the

Pioneer Valley what it has btH.'n

missing for the past thrc-e years.

After a fashionably late start

around 9 p.m.. Read Yellow demanded

the audience's attention by screaming

through seven songs without a pause.

The set cementtxl Read Yellow's well-

deserved hype as the best rock group to

come out of Western Massachu.setts since

the Pixies. The soulful, mod garage stomp

of "Fashion Fatale" gave way to a swiriing

build-up of "My Bloody Valentine"-stylc

noise.

Singer Evan kciincN and lead guitar

Jesse Vuona disj^laNcd manic Ici-vor ili\-

ing across the stage and attacking their

instruments. When the band

locked into the pouiuling tension

ivlcasc mechanics ul "Sialic," the

stunned cn)wcl knew the\ were

witnessing somcihinj; s|xviul.

"We have a couple oi woi Id

pa-mieres tonight," said ConlcN.

in what qualities as t>ne ol the

biggest undersiatcinents ol

rcvenl memoiy, Bunna came to

the stage with ver> litllc fanlare

and played seven new songs, after guitar

player Roger Miller conlinned that the

band was alx)ui lo begin work on a new

album. Playing with the enthusiasm, ener-

gy and the presence i.>f a banil that never

slopped playing together. Buniui proved

to be just as vital as ever, with a stage ban-

ner raiding "No New McCarthy " and

Miller laking shots al C.ivrge W. Bush.

All lour nicmlx-rs (including tajx- leKip

Mid sound engineer Martin Swope. work-

ing Ivhiiid ihc scenes) played in kxkstep

on new songs like "Nicotine Bomb." With

ihe |iromisc ol a new recording. Mission

of Bunna have linall) embraced their her-

itage as one of the most important

American rtxk bands of the past quarter

eenliii'V.

New matenal aside. Mission of Bunna

thrilled the crowd with old standards

from their "Signals. Calls and Marches"

and 'As.'" recoals. The punk roek classi-

eism of "Tliis is Not a Photograph" and

the claustrophobic speed of ".Academy

light Song" ilrove the audience into a

nearhcn/v Thev worked thmugh all the

highlights of their catalog over the course

ol two hours, plaving two encores.

\ficr several fiiisi' starts, Bunna raged

ihrouKh "Thais When I Reach for mv

Revolver," with C oniev joking. "•Here's a

new song, give u- .i break,"' as the crowd

eiiipled.

During an e.iidiiim shattering, 10-

minule rendition of "All World Cowboy

Romance," the show ended and the

crowd still refused to leave.

After 20 years awav Iron) the game.

Mission of Bunna played almost every

song they had ever pixxluced. about a

dozen new songs and still left the crowd

begging for more. I loivlullv. it wont have

lo wait another 20 vear'>

I Ol iai.>^ ,VII-vnU 'Ni 'I K IxM \ 1. I 'M

Mission of Burma plaved its first

show in 20 years at IVarl Street Eridav.
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TuesdayOctober?

MUSIC
V7)ie Univereity Jaz2 Ensemble and the Chapel

Jazz Ensemble perform tonight at 8 p,m. In

Bowker Auditorium. Tickets are $5 for students and

senior citizens. $1 for the general public.

V Faculty performed Avanti Wind Quintet per-

form "Pieces of Eight Octets for Winds and

Strings" tonight in Bezanson Recital Hall. Performing

selections from Mozart and Mendelssohn, the quintet

goes on stage at 8 p.m , with doors opening at 7:30 p.m.

Tickets are $3 for students, $10 for the general public.

BOOKS ^^VThe Odyssey Bookshop in Itorthampton hosts

Washington Post journalist David Von Drehle

who Will discuss his book, "Triangle: The Fire that

Changed Amenca." His research is on the Triangle Dry

aeaning disaster The reading takes place at 7 p.m. and

Is free of charge.

WednesdayOctoberS

wusic ,^ „^,A^ Music and dance professor Adam Kolker per-

»^ forms "Monk Alone," a solo inteipretation of

compositions by jazz great Thelonlus Monk The per-

formance is today at 12:30 p.m. in the Bezanson

Recital Hall and is free and open to the public.

ThursdayOctoberQ

BOOKS
^. Poet, novelist, editor and activist Daniela

^^ Giosetfa appears tonight at The Odyssey

Bookshop in Northampton. She will discuss the new

editkxi of "Women on War: An International Anthology of

Women's Writings from Antiquity to Present." The read-

ing starts at 7 p.m.

PERFORMING ARTS^ ClassK musical "The Music Man" comes to the

^^ Fine Arts Center for one night only. Featuring

well-known songs such as "Til There Was You,"

"Seventy-six Trombones" and "Gary, Indiana," the pro-

duction Is choreographed by five-time Tony winner

Susan Stroman. The performance will be in the Concert

Hall tonight at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $1 5 for students.

LECTURES
-^ Tracy Kidder Pulitzer Prize winning author,

•^ speaks today about his new book "Mountains

Beyond Mountains." Hailed by the New Yort( Times as

"inspiring, disturt)ing, daring and completely absort)-

ing," Kidder's latest book tells the story of Dr. Farmer, a

physician who travels from Harvard to Haiti. The lecture

IS at 4:30 p.m. in Memorial Hall. It is free and open to

all.

Ramirez, Lowe come

up big as Sox advance

weekly.)plnup
FridayOctoberlO

Charlotte's web
Pop punk band Good Charlotte plays the

Mullins Center. With the success of their

most recent release, "The Young and the

Hopeless," the members of this band

have built a huge following. Supporting

acts Mest and Something Corporate ioin

Good Charlotte. Tickets are $26 and the

show starts at 7:30 p.m.

ART
^ "Landscape Links: A Look at the Etchings of

^^ Frank A. Waugh ' opens today at the Central

Gallery on Infirmary Way. An opening receptkxi will be

held today at 5 p.m. The exhibit will be up until Nov. 9.

Gallery hours are 3-6 p.m., Monday through Thursday,

and 2-5 p.m. on Saturdays.

SaturdayOctober11

ART

V Today maris the start of the Paradise City Arts

Festival in Northampton. Known as New

England's most acclaimed visual arts event, the

Paradise City Arts Festival also offers music, food and

a silent auction among other things. The festival takes

place rain or shine at the 3-County fairgrounds on

Route 9. Today's events start at 10 am. and go until 6

p.m., but the festival runs until Monday. The price of

admission is $6 for students and $9 for adults. For

more information go to wvwv.paradisecityarts.com.

SundayOctober12

MUSICy Northampton's own Stephen Kellogg returns

home to play the stage of the Iron Horse Music

Hall. After a string of dates opening for Matt

Nathanson last spring, Kellogg viflll be headlining this

show. Opening will be up-and-coming singer/song-

writer Ari Hest. The show starts at 7 p.m. and tickets

are $1 2.50 in advance, $1 5 at the door.

Continued from page 8

The A's countered with pinch-hitter Tcrrence

Long, who vfc'as just 2-for-7 in the series. Long toolc

an inside fastball for another called third strike —
and the Boston bench and bullpen emptied onto the

field in celebration.

"This team has been remarkable all year in our

ability to never quit, never give in," Boston's |ason

Varitek said.

The game that began as a tense duel between for-

mer Cy Young Award winners Martinez and Barry

Zito took a different tone in the final innings after a

scary injury to Damon, Boston's leadoff hitter and

center fielder.

Damon left the field in an ambulance following a

frightening head-to-head collision with second base-

man Damian lackson. Both players were converging

on lermaine Dye's fly ball in the seventh.

lackson shook it off, but Damon was knocked

unconscious with a concussion. The game was

delayed 10 minutes until Damon, awake and alert,

raised his hand to loud cheers from the Coliseum

crowd as he was loaded into the ambulance on a

stretcher. He was taken to a hospital for evaluation.

Boston had taken a 4-1 lead on Ramirez's homer
— puncrtiated by a showboating walk to first base.

Oakland battled back with runs on Miguel

Tejada's double in the sixth and pinch-hitter Billy

McMillon's RBI single in the eighth, which chased

Martinez.

But Boston's relief crew, which blew Game 1 of

the series and numerous leads during the regular

season, bailed out Martinez with three straight outs

in the eighth after the ace allowed two hits and a

run.

It was all just a prelude to Lowe's season-saving

work in the ninth.

"I knew we were going to make it because I have

confidence in my teammates," Ramirez said.

The Red Sox "will face the Yankees in the playoffs

for just the second time, following a 4-1 loss in the

1999 AL championship series. New York won 10 of

19 games against Boston during the regular season,

but the Red Sox frequently teed off on Yankees

pitchers.

The As won the first two games of a series dom-

inated by tight games and emotional finishes, but

Boston rallied for two dramatic victories at Fenway

Park last weekend.

Boston became the fourth team to rally from a 0-

2 deficit in a division series since the round was

added to postseason play in 1995. The Red Sox also

did it in 1999 against Cleveland.

Martinez, pitching on full rest, fell behind early

but stayed strong in his duel with Zito, who was

pitching on three days' rest for the first time in his

career ,

It was the first lime in postseason history that

two Cy Young Award winners faced each other in a

decisive Game 5 or Game 7. according to the Elias

Sports Bureau.

Zito took a one-run lead into the sixth alter

Guillen's RBI double in the fourth.

But Varitek led off the sixth with his second

homer of the postseason. After Damon walked and

Todd Walker was hit by a pitch with one out.

Ramirez pounded a homer into left field.

Boston's imposing cleanup hitter had just

three singles in 18 at-bats before the homer.

Ramirez made the most of his first postseason

homer since 1998, standing at the plate to

admire his blast before walking slowly up the

baseline while pointing at his celebrating

dugout.
.

"I was looking in, and he gave me the pitch,

and I went deep." said Ramirez, who struck out

in his other three at-bats.

A crowd of 49,397 was well aware of the his-

toric implications of the decisive game. On the

facing of the Coliseum's upper deck, a Ian post-

ed a large green sign simply reading "1918;" next

to it was a picture of Babe Ruth.

But the As got almost no contributions from

Miguel Tejada and Eric Chavez. Oakland's top

two run-producers during the regular season

combined to go 3-for-45 in the series, and both

made outs with a runner on base in the eighth.

In the first 3-1/2 innings, both starters were

nearly flawless. Both allowed one hit apiece,

with Zito retiring Boston's first nine batters.

Notes: Ted Lilly. Oakland's Game 3 starter,

threw two hitless innings in relief of Zito. ...

Boston DH David Ortiz went l-for-4, finishing

the series 2-for-2l. ... Several hundred Red Sox

fans gathered behind the Boston dugout 90 min-

utes before the game, cheering and clapping

while their team warmed up. A few players

rewarded the fans by throwing candy, wristbands

and other treats into the stands.

Unfriendly road for UMass
Continued from page 8

before finding sophomore for-

ward Adair BIyler. Blyler

jumped into the air and sent a

15-foot header rocketing past

keeper Megan Cox, notching

her fifth goal this season.

The lead only lasted for 12

minutes before junior forward

Meghan Ogilvie scored a header

of her own off a beautiful free

kick from 2002 All-

Conference selection F.dda

Gardarsdottier.

"Luttati and Bellini were

awesome," Rudy said. "They

outplayed everyone, especially

Bellini in her match-up with

Gardarsdottier. jBellinil out-

jumped her. outskilled her.

outran her and outbattled her.

She was just amazing.

Both goalies turned in

respectable performances.

Nigh came up with 10 saves

against Richmond and 17 lor

the weekend. Her counterpart.

Cox. came up with a game-sav-

ing stop against Fairweaiher in

a one-on-one situatioii Tn iht

first overtime and finished

with three saves.

'Ilie lion Kino' roarsM into living roflins witli DVD deiiut

By Uami) Germain
.'X.sMmA-niii Press

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The

king of cartoon cats is about to

rtvlaim his throne.

"The I.ion King" debuts today

on DVD with hullabaloo more

befitting a new movie than a 9-

year-old flick. Walt Disney Pictures

lavished painstaking care on the

DVD. loading it with hours of

extra material for children and par-

ents alike.

Over the weekend. Disney

staged a DVD premiere party at

Hollywood's lush El Capitan the-

ater, shutting down Hollywood

Boulevard during a celebration that

included African musicians and

dancers, a live lion cub. and Elton

lohn perfomiing .songs from the

film.

The •Bambi-meets-Hamlet" tale

spins the story of Simba. a lion cub

orphaned by the murder of his

monarch lather, who's slain by

Simba's evil uncle. Tricked into

believing he's responsible for his

father's death. Simba flees into

exile, returning years later to battle

his uncle for his rightful crown.

At $328.5 million. "The Lion

King" had been the top-grossing

animated film ever until this year's

biggest blockbuster. Disney-Pixar's

"Finding Nemo." Factoring in

today's higher admission prices,

"Lion King" sold more tickets than

"Finding Nemo."

"One of the reasons it was so

popular is it's about our relation-

ships with our dad. You've got a

character raised in great privilege,

then he loses his dad. and he's

tos,sed out in the worid trying to

make his way home," said produc-

er Don Hahn. whose other Disney

crcxlits include "Beauty and the

Beast" and "The Hunchback of

Notre Dame" "We all can relate to

the father-and-son themes."

Gordon Ho. senior vice presi-

dent of marketing for Disney home

video, said "The Lion King" is the

most-requested Disney movie.

Two years in the making, "The

Lion King" DVD precedes the

home-video release of "Finding

Nemo" by a month, with Disney's

"Pirates of the Caribbean: The

Curse of the Black Pearl" — the

year's second biggest hit — coming

in December Those three titles are

Positions in Amherst

Telefundraising
Weekend Hours!!

Raise awareness and funds for:

expected to propel Disney home

video to its best fourth-quarter

sales ever.

A new version of the film with

an extra song played in large-for-

mat IMAX theaters this year This

extended version also is debuting

Tuesday on VHS. the first time

since the mid-1990s that the film

has been available on videotape.

In the DVD era. Disney is con-

tinuing its practice of releasing ani-

mated classics for a limited time

befoa- locking them back in the

vault for roughly seven years until

the next video reissue.

fhc two-disc DVD set includes

the original theatrical release of

"The Lion King" plus the extended

version, which adds the tune

"Morning Report." borrowcxl from

the stage adaptation of the film.

file huge range of DVD extras

feature background on three delet-

ed sequences; commentary by

Hahn and directors Roger Allers

and Rob Minkoff: loads of set-top

games; and music videos by com-

poser John performing his

Academy Award-winning "Can

You Feel the Love Tonight" plus

Hilary Duff and other Disney

Channel stars on "Circle of Life."

"There's really something for

everybody." said Andy Siditsky.

Disney senior vice president ol

DVD production, "lust lite in our

theme parks, we try to have an

experience for the whole family."

Tiirashers' Snyder dies following

car accident; Heatley indicted
By Pall Newberry

Asscx lATEi) Press

ATLANTA — All-Star Dany

Heatley was charged yesterday

with vehicular homicide after

the death of Atlanta Thrashers

teammate Dan Snyder, who was

fatally injured when Heatley's

sports car ran off a road.

A spokesman for the district

attorney's office. Erik Friedly,

said the charge was based on a

preliminary finding that Heatley

was driving recklessly. It carries

a prison sentence of three to 1 5

years.

Snyder died at a hospital

Sunday night, six days after sus-

taining severe brain injuries in

the wreck. He was 25.

Heatley had already been

charged with serious injury by

vehicle, but that charge was

dropped after the vehicular

homicide count was filed. He

also still faces four misdemeanor

counts, each of which are pun-

ishable by up to a year in pri,son.

He is free on $50,000 bond.

Police said Heatley was driv-

ing his Ferrari at about 80 mph

on a narrow two-lane road Sept.

29 when he lost control, spun

off the road and smashed into a

»1 4^hiid;IA
OJ,

brick and wrought iron fence.

Snyder, who was a passenger

in the car, underwent surgery for

a skull fracture but remained in

a coma until his death.

"We are deeply saddened by

the tragic loss of Dan Snyder."

the Thrashers said in a state-

ment. "Dan was a teammate and

friend to all of us. We feel a

tremendous amount of pain as

an organization and extend

deepest sympathies to his fami-

The case has yet to be pre-

sented to a grand jury, which

would decide on the formal

charges, Friedly said.

Prosecutors are waiting for more

evidence before taking their case

to the grand jury.

Police were also awaiting test

results to determine if Heatley

was drinking on the night of the

wreck. There is "no conclusive

indication" that Heatley was

drinking, Friedly said.

Heatley and Snyder had been

at an event for season-ticket

holders at Philips Arena shortly

before the crash.

Snyder, a center who had 10

goals and four assists in 36

games for Atlanta last season,

had surgery on his ankle in

September before the start of

training camp. He was expected

to start the season on the injured

list.

Snyder signed with the

Thrashers as a free agent in

1999 after playing four seasons

of junior hockey for Owen
Sound in the Ontario Hockey

League.
"1 he news of his passing fills

all of us with an overwhelming

sense of sorrow," NHL commis-

sioner Gary Bettman said.

Los Angeles Kings forward

Sean Avery played three years

with Snyder in Owen Sound.

"He was such a strong guy.

such a fighter." Avery said. "1

figured he would battle though

this like he did everything else. I

never, ever thought this would

happen."

Snyder spent most of his first

three professional seasons in the

minor leagues, helping Orlando

win the International Hockey

League title in 2000-01 and

playing on the Chicago Wolves'

American Hockey League cham-

pionship team in 2001-02. He
also played 35 games for

Chicago last season, getting 1

1

goals and 1 2 assists.

Heatley, the 22-year-old gap-

toothed leader of the team, also

was injured in the crash.

He underwent surgery

Saturday for a broken jaw and

an MRI found two torn liga-

ments in his right knee. He will

undergo knee surgery in about a

week, certainly threatening any

return to the ice this season.

Last season, he scored a

team-record 41 goals and was

MVP of the All-Star game.

We offer

$10-15/hour average, flexible schedules and benefits.

For consideration, please call Joyce at: 413-549-2061;

fax: 413-549-2680; or e-mail:

JSweeney@sharegroup.com
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Bartenders Have More Spirit!

Why not be a bartender?
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1
" Ado AtKHJt

14 Give forth

19 Jutttflkluvu
16 Sha In P«rlv
1 / Stam 9ov«r(M«b
18 Mop*
19 Soon, in vnv
20 BOMOfk OUtMMt
22 QOMtp
24 Atoni» wi»i M

20 Maakail r^rtt«ift

3? JoMWl w«iahi
35 Can notgnbui
36 Naturs walk
30 Rawurd tor
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40 Avutd
42 'Cioklan toocrr

king
44 Only
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47 Fraah team
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63 Horae s gait

64 Attaapage
68 Hetp
67 SauN — MaJio
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163 Sunderland Rd. N. Amherst

lust north o*f the apartments

Great new deck!
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WED. Harp Reggae Night

October Special!
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

TUESDAY
. High: 61

• Low: 39

so HOWO IT frO WITH
TAME LAST nIGHTT

SUT WHEN I STARTED
TO STRU&(,LE 1 N THE
LATE INNTN6-S,SHE
qENCmED /^C A^IP

BROUGHT IN H£R...

\)f*<f^..."CLOi£R".

I OON'T KNOW HOW
I CAN Cor^Pf^i WITH
THAT THINS. . IT'S
GOT A PERFECT
RECORD... NO Blown

SAVES.

VJELL, T'f^ song SHf lli

l£T Vol) pitch A

"CO/wPLCTU 6A/*^E"

SO AAEDAY.

[yeah, WELL, 1 -AN

NOT Wl NNIN &
iAtHE cy Y0WN6-
.THIS YEAR..
\thAT'5 F0«
V SURE.

WEDNESDAY
. High: 68

• Low: 45

THURSDAY
. High: 70

• Low: 4 J

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• BBQ Pork Sandwich

• Chicken Pesto Pasta

• Falafel Pocket Sandwich

i vegan)

DINNER
• Chicken Pot Pie

• Boston Scrod

• Native American Stew

(vegan)
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Cowboy up f

-Kevin Millar, Red Sox first baseman

aquarius • ian. 20-feb. i8

People are usually clueless, help to clue

them in.

pisCeS • FrB. 19-Mar. 20

Doti't be afraid to discuss it. You might

learn something.

aries • mak. ii-Aw. 19

Hum the Star Wars Theme to yourself;

it'll make you feel like a hero.

taurus • ai'k. 2o-viav 20

Don't make out on a couch in the

Campus Center. No one wants to see it.

gemini • may2i-|ijn. 21

Be careful not to wrap the phone cord

around your desk.

cancer • iun. 22-K'i. 22

Young peu|)le are capable of amazing

things, but most are just destructive.

leO • Jul. 23-Aug. 22

Why do you care what someone else is

wearing? VVorrv about yourself.

virgO • Alic. 23-StPT. 22

You need to date |x»ople that live closer

to you. Is it really worth the walk?

libra • sfht. 23-ocT. 22

When those items you ordered online

are delivered, make sure they fit.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Don't worry about your shoelaces, they

always end up untied anyway.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Df( .
21

lake a break Irom working to get your

thoughts together.

Capricorn • dk . 22-|an. 19

You need space right now, tell your sig-

nificant other that.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\I>\K1MIM FOR RFM

6 Room- 4 Bedroom

apartment $ 1 2CX)/

month plus utilities.

Northampton 584-

4920

M lO FOR SAIF

93 Pontiac

Bonneville SDN All

Power Must Sell

$1500 B/O 25^55^7

( miDCARF

Nanny Wanted Part-

time to care for 1 yr.

Old triplets 1 to 3

days a week. In

Belchertown Call

413-323-9218 or 41.3-

272-6267

COMPUTERS

Pcniiuni Laptop

$99.00 Pentium

i\-sktor $49.a^ Wc
fix Laptops, IX'.sktops/

PC's guaranteed 584-

8857

(MPLOVMfNT

Visa/Mastercard

approval agents eani

$l,000/weekp»)tcn'

tial. No experience

neces.sary. CaW 1 -i'tOO'

821-3416 cxr. 145

I

Movie Extras/Models

j

needed. No exp.

!
required, earn up to

$5W-ia^ad;iy. 1-

888-820-0167 ext.

U150

Quicksilver

ComputinR G)mpurer

help Virus removal

Web Design $15/hr

548-6847 Ask for T.J.

!Bartcnding'.$

$2 50/day potential

No experience Nesc

Training provided. 1
-

81X^-965-6520 ext 162

EMPLOYMENT

Sales Assistant \or

consulting/software

fimi. Telephone tele-

inarkering. Economics

a plus. Please send

cover letter and

resume to Frederick

Trey: at Regional

EconiMnic Models,

Inc., 4^ West Street,

Amherst, MA 01002

or fax 413-549-1038

or email

resumes@remi.com

Evim up to $100 per

hour or more as an

exotic tnale (.lancer at

club Xstatic. 240

Chesnut St,

Springfield MA, 4 n-

736-2618 or

www.cluhxstatic.coin

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. Lx;al

positions. l-8a^-293-

3985 ext 516

FOR SALE

Web Hosting

9.95/month PI IP,

MySQL. Perl and

more, www.iaaflv.

comor4n-25UX51

INSTRUCTION

Private Boxing Less-

ons- w/retired Pro

Djata Buinpus. in

Northampton. .584-

1966 or visit-

ww'w.vvesteminass-

hoxint^.com Accepts

all major credit cards.

University Bartending

Classes Start Stxm 1
-

8(X)-U-CAN-MIX

Call now for informa-

tion!!! Space is

Limited w ww.univer-

sityhartending.com

SERVICES

Leg-al questiims.' Tlie

Student Legal

Ser\'ices Ofhce offers

free legal assistance to

SERVICES

fee-paving students.

Qintact us at 922

Campus Center, 545-

1995,

Pet-Sitter available

Jays nights & v\cck-

ends l")og walking. 9

years exjxTience. (
'all

C.ina25V0619

PRECNANCY
TESTINC, HIV

Testing, Birth

Q)ntrol, and

Emergency

C'ontraception.

Artordable <ind confi-

dential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pniy

Street, Amherst. 548-

9992

SHEAR BLISS

DAY SPA
SERVICES IVvly

Sugaring (waxing) for

men and women

*Safe*R\>X, Natuml

Efilective 25^2 322

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need

help.' C:all Birthright

o\ Amherst area for

free tesring and assis-

taiuc. 549-1906

All Digital Pn)duc-

tions Pro Videograpby

for Weddings Bar

Mitzvahs Qimmercial

508-221-8223 sweep-

picker@yahixi.com

TRAVEL

A "Reality" Spring

Bre.ik 2004 's Hottest

Prices ]\\iV now ..

Free Trips, Meals &
p;irties www.sun-

spl.ishtours.com or

18aM26-7710

ASPRINC. BREAK-

ER NEEDED 2C04's

IKutest IVstinations

& Parties 2 free trips /

high commissions

i5w sunsplashtoiirs.

com 1800-42(v7710

TRAVEL

»1 Spring Break

Vacations! 110% Best

PricesI Mexico,

Jamaica, Bahamas,

Florida, Texas. Bixik

Now & Recei\e Free

Parties iSi Meals

C'ampus Reps

Wanted! 1-80^-234-

7007 ondles-ssummer-

tours.com

Spring Break- Sign up

with Student Express

and get Free roiindrrip

airline. Tickets to

over 15 international

destiiiatioos including

.Aniba, Dominican

Republic, Costa Rica,

CJariblxMO hot s|>>ts

and mi>re. Why go

with anyone else.'

Limited offer call now

(.Aimmission rep f\)si-

tions also available

1-800-787-3787

www.studentexpress.

com

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK
2004! Beach Life

Vacations! Jamaica,

C^ancun, Acapulco,

Bahamas, Florida. Sell

Trips, Eiim ("a.sh.

Travel Free!! t:all 1-

800-7 3 V6 347

www.K'achlife-

vacations.com

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of

IVstinations, includ-

ing t'niises! Foam

Parties, Free IVinks

and t 'lub Admissions.

Rep Positions and

FREE trips Available.

l-8a^-231-43S6

w wAv.EpicureanTours.

com

TDTORS

Math/Physics Tutor

$30/Hr plus travel

Calll>. Kllne413-

552-3805
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On to the ALCS
Ramirez's homer wins Game 5 in Oakland

By GREt; BfcACHAM

AsMKiATEi) Press

OAKLAND. Calif. (AP)

— Pedro Martinez, lohnny

Damon. Manny Ramirez

and even that maligned

Bo.ston bullpen — they all

were tougher than any

curse.

Martinez pitched seven

gritty innings, and Ramirez

Boston 4_

Oaklcind 3

broke his slump with a deci-

sive three-run homer as the

Boston Red Sox completed a

three-game playoff come-

back, beating the Oakland

Athletics 4 3 last night in

Game 5 of their AL division

series.

Boston got its fourth

playoff series victory since

its last World Series title in

1918. while Oakland's frus-

tration continued. The As

have lost nine straight

games in which they could

have clinched postseason

advancement, extending a

major league record.

Boston meets the

Yankees, its traditional rival,

in the AL championship

series starting Wednesday

night in New York. The Red

Sox had to withstand a rally

attempt in the ninth to get

there.

Reliever Scott

Williamson, making his fifth

straight appearance for

Boston, led off the inning by

walking Scott Hatteberg and

lose Guillen. Red Sox man-

ager Grady Little went to

Derek Lowe, the Game 3

starter and Game 1 loser out

of the bullpen. This time,

Boston's No. 2 starter came

through.

After Ramon Hernandez

bunted pinch-runner Eric

Byrnes and Guillen into

scoring position. Lowe
threw a called third strike

past pinch-hitter Adam
Melhuse — the As backup

catcher who had three hits

in Game 4 Sunday
Moments later, Chris

Singleton topped a weak

grounder down the first-

base line — but Kevin Millar

didn't charge it in time to

prevent it from going foul.

Lowe then walked

Singleton, loading the bases.

Continued on page 6

IIM RUiAv|l/AvH» lATEDl'RE.S'^

David Ortiz's dshth inninu double in Game 4. shown here. propeWd the Red Sox to last night's stunninK clincher. Although

Ortiz went l'for-4 in last night's game. Boston won 4-3 to advance to the American League Championship Vries.

Road woes for Minutewomen
spiders, GW
tee off on UM

By Toni) Foster

t^ji.LKc.iAN Staff

UMass

GW

1

.IKAI l>n I INlil (MIHilAN

Junior Carly Turman managed one shot against the George

Washington Colonials, but the Minutewomen 's losing streak continued.

After a promising 2-0-1 start, the

Massachu.setis women's soccer team has run

into a swarm of problems. When one prob-

lem is solved and dealt with, another issue

has a tendency to

Richmond 2 come out of

nowhere.

Following an

injury plague, seven
' uppcrclassmen were

UMass suspended for vio-

lating a team rule.

The suspension carries through two games;

Saturday's 1-0 loss at George Washington

and a game scheduled for this weekend.

UMass coach |im Rudy would not com-

ment on the reason for the suspension or the

specific players involved. With nothing

seeming to go right, Rudy still remained

optimistic.

"The suspension could be a blessing in

di.sguise," Rudy said. "The players on sus-

pension were providing some of the best

spirit from the bench I have ever .seen. They

were really cheering on the younger players

and providing a big boost. Not to mention,

it's hard transition going from starter to the

bench. I just hope this was a stepping

stone."

The Minutewomen (2-6-1, 1-2 Atlantic

10) had a new look with key starters out

against the Colonials last Friday. The eleven

starters played all 90 minutes, and only two

of them, junior Lindsey Fairweather and

senior netmindcr Kelly Nigh, were upper-

classmen. The young UMass squad could

not find a way to get by GW. dropping the

1-0 decision in Washington. D.C.

Led by Lindsey Fairwealher's five-shot

effort, the Maroon and White outshot their

opponent, 18-15, for the second con.secutive

game and with nothing finding the back of

net. However, GW held a 7-0 corner kick

advantage.

Fatigued alter battling for 90 minutes the

day before, Rudy allowed certain players to

return to the lineup against A- 10 power

Richmond.
"We allowed suspended players to come

back, since the other I I players should not

be playing back-to-back games," Rudy said.

"Though, the suspension will continue this

weekend."
Senior veterans Frin Lilly, Maggie

l.aBrode, CaHy Turman. Ryan Meisel and

Michelle Lutlati returned to the lineup last

Saturday, and were able to help lake the

Spiders into a double overtime battle.

Richmond freshman forward Brooke

Binswanger was heio. putting away a clean-

up goal to take the thrilling 2-1 win,

"We played very tactfully by taking out

their midfield game." Rudy said. "We were

super fit. skilled and played well. They also

own the best non-conference schedule in the

A- 10 and we weren't even given a chance,

but still battled. We gave them all they could

handle."

UMass opened the scoring column in the

24ih minute with l.ultati showing off some

world-class skill. Luttati swiped the ball

from a Spider forward and Hew upfield. As

a defender approached, Luttati faked out

the defender and continued her way up field

Continued on page 6

Touchin'
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Mike Marielli

Unsung heroes

provided spark
One has lived and died as a member of the

heavily maligned Boston bullpen since an

Opening Day collapse doomed its concept of

closer by committee. The other has overcome

serious family problems and a horrific pitching

slump to regain his stellar in time to save the

Red Sox fiom reverting .back to it yet again.

Red Sox fans, behold your American

Uague Division Series MVPs. They are

Michael August Timlin and

^^^^ Scott Ryan Williamson, and

^PJ|[^ without them, the Fenway

h|M Nine would be packing up

^2^P ^^'^ another long, bitter win-

nr
Wtjfm. In a series where, until

^SPr^k their final at-bat in Game 4.

HI^S^III run producers Manny
Ramirez and David Ortiz

were hitless with runners in

scoring position, effectively

' leaving a small village on

base, there was no room for

error from the inconsistent

Boston bullpen.

In Game 1 . after Todd Walker had given

the Sox the lead with a clutch two-run homer

off of As left-handed reliever Ricardo Rincon,

and Pedro Martinez escaped from the seventh

inning unscathed after watching his pitch

count rise to upwards of 150, it was with

Timlin that Grady Little laid his trust as the

first man out of his embattled pen.

In a scenario similar to that which saw the

veteran reliever serve up a game-tying solo

homerun to jim Thome in a game which

Martinez had battled through seven similar

innings to hold a one run lead eariier this sea-

son in Philadelphia. Timlin breezed through a

one-two-three eighth, striking out two.

That, of course, set up then-closer Byun-

Hyung Kim to send Red Sox Nation into car-

diac arrest, before giving way to Alan Embree

to finish what the Finger Flippin' Kim began.

(In case you missed it. Kim responded to rau-

cous boos upon his introduction before Game

3 at Fenway by giving The Faithful the finger. I

chose to think he was emulating the response

he received from Little when inquiring as to

whether he was still the team's closer.)

So with the game tied heading into extras,

and the Red Sox unable to mount any sort of

offensive against Rolaids Relief Man of the

Year Keith Fouike, it was Williamson who was

called upon.

With Sox fans' confidence in him still

wavering, the former All-Star closer worked

around a walk to retire Oakland with the help

of two strikeouts. This forced Fouike out of the

game, and if it wasn't for a game saving snag

by Gold Glover Eric Chavez at third, Ramon

Hernandez's bunt may not have ever come to

fruition.

In Game 2. the powerful Sox lineup was

shut down by reigning Cy Young Award win-

ner Barry Zito and his magnificent curveball,

but again it was Williamson who was able to

throw his second consecutive scoreless inning

in as many nights.

Game 3 saw dominating performances on

both sides of the starting dockets, as the

Athletics' Ted Lilly and Derek Lowe ofthe Red

Sox took turns shutting down the opposing

lineup.

However after the As tied the score in the

sixth on the now-infamous obstruction play, it

was the chiseled veteran hurler who gave the

fans at The Fens a chance to cheer the relief

corps that had let them down time and time

again.

Timlin put together arguably one of the

most important individual performances of

this roller-coaster Red Sox season, stifling the

Oakland lineup with three perfect innings of

relief in which he struck out three and com-

pletely overpowered the As hitters.

And it was Williamson who picked up right

where the 38-year-old veteran of back-to-back

World Series titles left off. Armed with a blaz-

ing fastball and a devastating slider reminis-

cent of his glory days with the Reds, he mowed

down the three hitters he faced, inducing two

to strike out, and was the winning pitcher

when Trot Nixon sent a game-winning, two-

run homer into the centerfield bleachers late

Saturday night.

So after |ohn Burkett pitched his heart out

in Game 4, keeping the Red Sox in the game

with the help of an impromptu relief appear-

ance from Tim Wakefield, there was no doubt

who the go-toguys were in the Boston bullpen.

And with Little surely looking to stay away

from a reliever who had hurled three innings

just the night before, there was no question

who The Man was, as No. 48 trotted in from

the right field pen.

With Kim on the bench with what was

called shoulder stiffness and is more accu-

rately termed ineffectiveness, Williamson

again set Oakland down in order in the

eighth. Then, after David Ortiz regained his

MVP form in the bottom of the inning, ignit-

ing an improbable Boston comeback for the

ages. Little stuck with his rejuvenated flame

thrower. He was in line to get the win in

Game 4 after pitching in every game of the

series. But Scott William.son remained in the

dugout and returned to the Fenway mound.

He was the closer, and following a pair of

strikeouts and a weak popup that ensured a

return flight from Logan to Oakland for

Game 5. he will remain the closer.

Punchless and altogether ineffective at

the plate, the powerful Boston Red Sox had

clawed their way back into the series, yet not

on the strength of their record-setting line-

up, but with heroic performances from what

was said to be the team's most glaring weak-

ness.

Mike Marzelli is a Collegian columnist.

He can he reached at Marzelli_Collegian

@yahoo.com.
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Police make their presence known at a celebration following Boston's victory in the ALDS

on Monday night.

UMPD: Handling of Red

Sox celebration a success
By Dan Lamothe
(x)LLt(.iAN Staff

University of Massachusetts Deputy

Police Chief Patrick Archbald said yester-

day he considers successful the handling of

Monday night's gathering in Southwest

following the Boston Red Sox' win in the

American League Division Series.

"I am satisfied in thai there was a de-

escalation in the use of aggression towards

each other and destruction of property."

Archbald said.

UMPD estimated 2,000 students con-

gregated outside the Southwest towers

near Berkshire Dining Commons, a num-

ber even larger than during a riot Saturday

night following a Red Sox win in Game 3

of the Division Series.

Despite several fires set by students,

numerous discharges of fireworks, and the

large number of people present. Archbald

said Monday night s gathering was not a

riot.

"A riot to me is violent." .Archbald said.

"What I saw last night was a celebration.

We recognize that fires are a violation of

student conduct, and we're trying to iden-

tify the students responsible."

All 55 UMPD officers on staff were on

duty Monday night, with some in riot gear.

Archbald said the department also had

access to several resources from state

police, including K-9 officers, bui thai

their use was not necessary.

Michael Gargano. vice chancellor for

student affairs and campus life, said

Monday night was generally a peaceful cel-

ebration, but there is still behavior by

some students that needs to be addressed.

"The setting of fire in the University

Quad is a violation of student conduct." he

said. "As we identify those students who

set the fires and who broke the branches

off the trees to set the fires, we will hold

them accountable by the code of student

conduct."

Anyone who police can tie to discharg-

ing fireworks will be held accountable as

well. Gargano said.

According to UMass spokesperson

Barbara Pitoniak, a man who climbed

Berkshire Dining Commons during

Monday night's disturbance was identified

as Daniel Dickson, a Springfield Technical

Community College student from Fast

Longmeadow, Mass. Pitoniak said previous

reports made by the Associated Press stal-

ing Dick.son broke bones in the fall were

incorrect. Archbald and Pitoniak both said

Dickson was treated and released from

Cooley Dickin.son Hospital early Tuesday

morning.

UMass Police also announced yesterday

they have arrested four students in connec-

tion with Saturday night's riot. The arrests

are the result of a police review of video-

tape of the disturbance, information pro-

sided to the police by students, and the

assistance of the Amherst police, accord-

ing to Archbald.

Three people were arrested Monday

afternoon. Alexander R. Hamilton, 18, of

West Newbury, Mass.. was charged with

malicious destruction of property valued

at more than $250, two counts of disorder-

ly conduct, disturbing the peace, and two

counts of rioting and destroying a build-

ing.

Derek Kuyendall. 20. of Aver. Mass..

was charged with two counts of disorderly

conduct, two counts of disturbing the

peace, five counts of assault and battery

with a dangerous weapon, and five counts

of assault with a dangerous weapon.

Michael Heilner, 18, of Littleton, Mass..

was charged with disorderly conduct, dis-

turbing the peace, four counts of assault

and battery with a dangerous weapon, and

four counts of assault with a dangerous

weapon.
The fourth arrest was made yesterday

morning. Police arrested and charged

David B. Brown of Dunstable, Mass., with

disorderly conduct, disturbing the peace,

and defacing property.

Gargano could not comment on what

the status of the four arrested students

would be until he saw a list of the charges

they face, but when informed by the

Massachusetts Daih Collegian that a few

of the students face assault and battery

charges, he said, "Thai will be dealt with

swiftly."

Archbald said there will be an increa.sed

police presence in Southwest again

Wednesday night when the Red Sox play

the New York Yankees, but that there is no

way the entire UMPD force can be on duty

for every game.

"It will be a measured response," he

said. "We can'l afford to have every officer

here every game. Historically speaking,

we've only had problems with crowds in

Southwest when the Red Sox have been in

a position to clinch a series."

He acknowledged that Saturday night

did not follow that trend.

"We're doing what we think is appro-

priate to insure that the celebrations are

allowed, hut that it doesn't cross the line

into violent behavior," Archbald said.

UMPD is also still looking for more

information to identify students responsi-

ble for destructive behavior in Saturday

night's riot. He asked anyone with infor-

mation to contact UMass police at (413)-

545-2121 or (41 3)-545-TIPS.

Gargano sees preventing riots us a stu-

dent concern.

"Students need to hold each other

accountable." he said. "They need to take

personal responsibilities. If they exert

enough peer pressure on their fellow class-

mates, we will start to change the attitudes

on campus."

Women's rights scholar speaks
By JENNIKER MARaXJlLltR

( 4)LLF«ilAN t JjRKFMMNIlFNT

"Ixjcal voices in international communities need to

be heard in the debate on reproductive rights," said

visiting scholar Susanne Zwingel at a lecture Tuesday

night at Smith College.

Zwingel suggesttxl local, national and internation-

al conversations are needed in order to implement

global reproductive health nonns in a way that

enhances human beings. She said reproductive health

norms have three factors; inlonnalion on reproduc

live health - including risks such as HIV-AIDS, infor-

mation on and the availability of a variety of family

planning methods and information on and the avail-

ability of health care services related to pregnancy and

childbirth.

"It's also lime to hear the voices of men, who have

to take reproductive responsibility seriously." Zwingel

said.

Zwingel compared national responses in Chile and

Peru to the reproductive rights debate. Chile, she said,

has been eager to respond to international human

rights conventions, where reproductive health is a

major topic, but at the same time, family planning

goes against parts of traditional Chilean society As a

result, abortion is illegal in Chile, yet, every fourth

pregnancy ends in abortion, she said.

Zwingel said wealthy women still have access lo

adequate care while poor women are obtaining illegal

abortions in "bad conditions."

Peru had a state-sponsored program of p*.)pulation

control in the 'Ws. Zwingel said, that "had steriliza-

tion quotas among the poorest populations. " Hie

approach, she said, was lo fight povctiy b\ sierihi'ing

poor women. So-callc^d "sterili/iition fairs" were held

in poor neighborhoods where health workers would

receive a reward for each person they persuaded to be

sterilized.

"But not enough infoniiaiion was given on what

sterilization meant." Zwingel said.

Zwingel emphasized that the sell -determination of

women and men has to come lirst in family planning.

The Sierra Club and the Smith Project on Women
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WASHINGTON (AP) -

President Bush questioned on

Tuesday whether investigators

would be able to deleiniine who
leaked the identity of an under-

cover CIA officer but said his

staff was cooperating. "I want

to know the truth." he said.

Bush's chief of stafT.

Andrew Card, urged some

2.000 While House employees

to turn over any relevant docu-

ments by Tuesday night. While

House lawyers will screen the

materials and decide which

ones lo send lo the lust ice

Department as part of a crimi-

nal inquiry into the leak. Bush

spokesman Scott McClellan

said.

McClellan said it could lake

and Social Change sponsored the lecture, which was

attended by about 25 people and sparkcxl debate in

the audience about the balance between individual

freedoms and environmental sustainability.

Anita King, chairperson of the Massachusetts

Chapter Sierra Club Population Program, said that

environmental groups do emphasize population stabi-

lization and slowing population growth but are

opposed to population "control" programs.

"The Sierra Club is seeking to influence people by

making them aware of population growth,'^ King

said. "More people means more devastation to

resources. These are the kinds of things we're con-

cerned about."

lunior Meghan lahey said, "What I found most

interesting was the point that we need to respect the

woman's individual reactions and desires. What

we're talking about is women."

Aria Berman, a junior at Pioneer Valley

Perfonning Arts Charier High School in Hadleji liked

the fact that Zwingel brought up men in her discus-

sion.

"A lot of what jZwingell said I've heard before

but ... people always forget men and that men are

part of this problem loo," Beniian said.

"Now more women are able lo delay their first

child until their own personal capacity is maximized

in terms of education, career, etc.," said a Smith stu-

dent who asked lo be identified as Mary |ayne. "That

plays out to smaller families that are belter educated

and belter cared for Tliat alone will probably go a

long way lo solving a lot of environmental and polit-

ical issues."

Zwingel is a political scientist from Bochum.

Germany and is cunently a visiting scholar at the

Five College Women's Studies Research Center at

Mount Hohoke College. Her research interests are

international relations, international law and human

rights from a gendered perspective, comparative gen-

der policy and gender relations in war and peace.

The lecture was pan of the Sierra Club's "54

Million Friends" campaign that is trying to raise $34

million from 34 million people for the U.N.

Population Fund.

Palestinian Cabinet sworn in

By MdHAMMED DARAtiHMEH
,A.sstmATFi> Phf.ss

RAMALLAH. West Bank

(AP) - The new Palestinian

Cabinet ran into its first hitch

Tuesday while being swOm in.

when the man slated to oversee

security refused to lake the oath

in what officials called a turf

struggle with \asser Arafat.

The outcome of the dispute

over control of security forces is

critical to the future of the U.S-

backed "road map" peace plan,

which calls for Palestinian state-

hood by 2005 while demanding

thai the Palestinians dismantle

violent groups. The road map wa'"

accepted in principle by both

sides, but has been mired in dis-

putes over how lo carry it out.

Reflecting increasing tension.

the Israeli military announced late

yesterday it was extending the clo-

sure of the West Bank and Gaza,

banning Palestinians from Israel,

and cordoning off Palestinian

towns. The closure was imposed

before the lewish New \ear two

weeks ago. Normally such clo-

sures are lifted after lewish holi-

days.

The military said the closure is

among measures to keep

Palestinian attackers out of the

country. Security was intensified

after a weekend suicide bombing

in the Israeli city of Haifa in

which 1*^ people were killed.

Also. Israeli militan sources said

orders lor mobilizing reserve sol-

diers are being drawn up because

of an increase of terror threats.

Arafat appointed Prime

Minister Ahmed Oureia and the

other Cabinet members by decree

Sunday, circumventing the legisla-

ture in an apparent bid to block

Israeli action against the

Palestinian leader in response to a

deadly suicide bombing.

Oureia has been mired in

political wrangling over Cabinet

posts. The United States wants

Israel to give Oureia a chance to

end three years of violence, as he

promises to try to do. and Israel's

threatened expulsion of .Arafat

would leave him with little choice

hut to step aside.

Israel and the United States

have made clear Oureia will be

judged on his success in ending

terror attacks. But Nasser Vousef.

the man who as interior minister-

designate was to have overseen

the effort, refused to take the

oath, though he was present at

Arafat's offices Yesterday.

,\rafal and \'ousef base

clashed in recent weeks over w ho

would run the disparate

Palestinian security forces.

Palestinian officials have said

Arafat continues to insist on over-

all control, but Youscf would not

comment Tuesday.

Israel says that unicsv the

Palestinians disann and dismantle

the militant groups as required

In the toad map it will not carry

i.)Ut its obligations, such a- Ireez-

ing lewish scttlemciil building.

Israel and the United States

blame Arafat lor the Palestinian

letusal to earn ».>ui a crackdown,

and they want authority over

Palestinian security wrested away

from him. Tliey also accuse .Arafat

of encouraging attacks and some-

limes supplying militants with

funds. Palestinians deny the

charges.

Oureia has called for ending

the "chaos of weapons" in the

Palestinian areas, but in an

Associated Press interview

Monday, he rejected the idea of a

forcible crackdown. "We will not

confront, wc will not go for a civil

war. he said. "It's not in the inter-

est of our people, and it's not in

the interest of the peace process."

Still, he said he wanted to end

the violence and was prepared "to

sit with them (the Israelis) to dis-

cuss reaching a comprehensive

cease-fire."

In Beirut, the militant Hamas

and Islamic |ihad groups, respon-

sible for most of the 103 suicide

bombings against Israelis in the

past three years, rejected Oureia 's

government in a joint statement

as a "strange and surprising

move" aimed against them.

Arafat declared a state of

emergency and appointed

Oureia's Cabinet b\ decree

Sunday, a da\ after an Islamic

lihad suicide bomber blew her-

self up in a restaurant in the

Israeli port city of Haifa, killing

19 people, including se\cral chil-

dren.

CIA leak to be determined
as long as two weeks lo check

those submissions for rele-

vance.

The spokesman wnuld not

rule out the possibility that the

White House would invoke

executive privilege to shield

sensitive documents from the

justice Department's inquiry.

He said it was premature to

talk about such a step.

Hush renewed his pledge to

cooperate with the investiga-

tion to "come to the bottom of

this."

But he said success was not

guaranteed, and he turned

leporters' questions back on

them at the end of a Cabinet

meeting.

Associaied Press

Sing it

Patrick MacAlwn of the Patrick MacAlcnm Band performs at the Bluewall on Fridav night as

part of a tour to promote his debut CD. 'Angels and ferns wheels.'
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Betty Shamieh

will discuss her

recent play.

"Chocolate in

Heat: Growing up

in Arab America."

on the University of

Massachusetts-
Amherst campus in

room 1 04 of

Thompson Hall al

will be p)eribnned on

Bowker Auditorium at

China launches

tirst astronaut
BlljINC. (AP) - China will

launch its tirst human being into

space on Oct. 1 5 in a 90-minute

llight that will orbit the Karth

once, a major Chinese Wob site

i.|K)ited. quoting a top govern-

ment rocketry otiicial.

It implied that the llight, the

.Shenzhou 5. would carry only one

luiman Ix-ing.

The comments by Xie

(>uang\uan. director o( the gov-

crnmenis China Rotkei IX'sign

l)e|wrtment. were reported by the

Web site Sina.com. Chinas

laigesl.

"China's space technology has

been created h\ China itselt. We
started later than Russia and the

Unitc-d States. It's amazing how
la'-l we've been able to do this."

\ss(KiuU'il I'rcss

3:30 p.m. The play

Oct. 9 at UMass in

8 p.m.

Mount Holyoke College's public sculp-

ture series will host Karl jenson for its first

lecture, beginning with the opening recep-

tion at 7 p.m. in Abbey Chapel, lenson is a

New York architect, and sculptor of PUL-

PIT (2002). The 25-fooi-high celebratory

sculpture was installed in Abbey Chapel on

Oct. 3. The event is coordinated by the Art

Department and the Mount Holyoke

College Art Museum.

At 7 p.m. in Stim Auditorium, the

Spanish Department of Amherst College,

along with the bookstore Food for-

Thought, will sponsor a "Poetry Tribute to

Commemorate Pablo Neruda" in honor ot

the 30th anniversary of Pablo Neruda's

death and his 1 00th birthday. Students can

Contact Man Stavans al

istavans^'amherst.edu if they are interest-

ed in sharing their favorite Pablo Neruda

poem in Spanish, English or any other lan-

guage.

From 3:30-5:30 p.m., Lynn Margulis

and Doiion Sagan will give a lecture enti-

•
tled, "Oaia and the

Evolution of

Machines." con-

cerning contempo-

AiOhM ''"7 evolutionary

i 't^ViM''
'

theory and the

I ^fM€% ^ possibility of a

^ a(,*Ov* "post human"

^k future, at F.ast

^^ Uxture flail of the

Franklin Patterson

building at Hampshire College. The

Culture, Brain. Development Program and

the Humanities Program at Hamp.shirc

College will host the event.

Theresa Ramsby. classics major at

UMass. will give a lecture eniitled.

"Visualizing the "Other' Woman: Barbitrian

Outvns in Augustan An and Poetry" at

4:30 p.m. in the Dewey Common Room ol

Smith College.

Amherst College's Physics Department

will sponsor a lecture titled: "Ouantum

Communication and the Meaning of

Entropy." by Professor William Wooters.

The lecture starts at 4:45 p.m. in Merrill 3

at Amherst College. Cookies and tea will

be served beforehand at 4: 1 5 p.m.

At 7 p.m.. Teach for America will be

having an infomiation and recruitinent ses-

sion in the Dewey Comnton Room at

Smith College.

People Opposing War. the Student

Coalition for Action and Asian Interpretive

Realities will sponsor a lecture, tilled: "A

Conversiition with Elizabeth Wilson "72.

Petroleum Geologist, on Iraq and Oil:

What Does the Future Hold?" This is the

first of a series of events discussing the

U.S. military occupation of Iraq. The lec-

ture will begin 7:30 p.m. in Skinner 212 at

Mount Holyoke College and will be fol-

lowed by a roundtable discussion.

i
SS*"

students. $10 genera

ihi-ough the FAC Box

At 8 p.m.,

the Sunny Murray

duo featuring

Sabir Mateen will

perform in

Bezanson Recital

Hall as part of

UMass' Fine Art

Center Solos &
Duels Series.

Tickets are $5 for

, and are available

Office at 545-2511

Michael Marcotrigiano, the director of

Smith's Botanical Garden, will give a free

Ic-cture titled: 'Shaping Plants that Shape

the Landscape" at 7:30 p.m. in Smith

College's Lyman plant house.

Good Charlotte will perform in concert

with Something Corporate and the Living

Dead at the Mullins Center at 7:50 p.m.

Tickets are $26 and the doors open at 6:30

p.m. For more information call: 5-3001.

At 8 p.m.. Betty Shamieh's "Chocolate

in Heat: Growing up Arab in America" will

be perfoniied at UMass's Bowker

Auditorium.

At 6 p.m.. Hillel House will host Erev

Sukkot services in the Sukkah. Following

the services at 7:15 p.m., a meal will be

served downstairs in the Hillel House. The

meal is free to all UMass students.

F-estivities for Sukkot will be held from

Oct. lO-Oct. 1 2 at the Chabad House at 30

North Hadley Road. Amherst. Day and

evening services will be conducted in the

Sukkah. Free home-cooked meals are also

available at the Sukkah. No reservation is

necessary. For information or directions,

call 559-4803.

#
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At 10 a.m..

Hillel House is

hosting Sukkot

services in the

Sukkah. The event

is free for all UMass

students. $7 for

others. Lunch will

be served after

services to those

who have signed

up. For more information call 549-1 710.

#
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13-17 from 10

Thursday and 10 a.

A group

exhibit titled

"Computer Arts.

Photography and

Graphic Design"

will host its open-

ing reception in

the UMass
Student Union

Gallery. The

exhibit runs Oct.

a.m. -5p.m. through

m.-5p.m. on Friday.

Cingalar's on your campus, so stop by the Cingular booth!
Demo new phones and other cool products irom Cingular.

Come take a pic!

Sony Ericison

Play the

coolest games.

Color screen,

Camera phoi-e.

Listen to the

newest rJngtones.

C^ C*?) ^^
(^ (v> (^
(j^ 0»r* &>
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Sony Ericsson

,^^ • \

,^
V

Coior screen with

lots of features.
5»

8t»

Easy text messaging,

MP3 player aid a phone.

'^ff

NOKIA
CoNNBTTiNG People

NOKIA
OjNNtJll INCi PBOHJ;

Too cool

for school.

Spin the Cingular Prize Wheel for a chance to win Cingular phones, tickets to the hottest concerts

and movies, and other exciting prizes.

LIBRARY LAWN, SEPTEMBER 22, 2003, 10 AM - 3 PM

finnulAr ha<; the^ phone to fit your needs. Visit www.cingular.com./shoutoyt to check out all our cool phones and features.

Certain p^,one5 rray not be available .n all areas V,s,t your closest retailer or www.Cingylar.COT to see what .s available m your a;ea, Sorr^e features are network
-^^f"^.^"'^"l^^X^J'r'J'^"/,

'

'^^^^^ "^ T I PiH I I ?i f
alTphCes Op :onal w rele« internet service reauirec/to download games. Football game availability planned for September 2003 Sony is 'he trademark o- '^a'Jte^ed trademark o^^^ A V^ I I IU U I Cl I

I t^e^^ema^rk or registered trademark of Telelonakt.ebolaget LM^ncsson. The Sony Ericsson logo „ the tradenia-t or registered trademark of Sony Encsson Mob,le Communications AB. Nokia. Connecting ^
People, and the 3300 ard 3560 phone*, are trademarks or registered trademarks of Nokia Corporation and/or Its affiliates ©2003 Cingular Wireless LLC.
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Schwarzenegger wins recall election
By Erica Werner
AsSOCIATtl) PrUSkS

LOS ANGELES (AP) — CaMfomians bati-

ished Gov. Gray Davis just 1 1 months into his

second term and elected action hero Arnold

Schwarzenegger to replace him Tuesday — a

Hollywood ending to one of the most extraordi-

nary political melodramas in the nation's histo-

'^- .....
Voters traded a career Democratic politician

who became one of the state's most despised

chief executives for a moderate Republican

megastar who had never before run for office.

Davis became the first California governor

pried from office and only the second nation-

wide to be recalled.

Early tallies showed the recall favored by

1,019,874 voteis, or 57.5 percent, and opposed

by 755,375, or 42.6 percent.

Other early returns had Schwarzenegger

ahead with 862,21 7 votes; Democratic Lt. Gov.

Cruz Bustamante with 482.376; Republican

state Sen. Tom McClintock with 200,970: and

Green Party candidate Peter Camejo with

25.916.

Schwarzenegger prevailed despite a flurry of

negative publicity in the campaign's final days,

surviving allegations that he had groped women

and accusations that as a young man he

expressed admiration for Adolf Hitler.

Metco Inc»

appeals for

restoration
By BiPASHA Ray
.AsScn lATtl) PrKSS

BOSTON (AP)- Officials of

a voluntary school busing pro-

gram for inner-city children,

which has been in the spotlight

since a radio talk show joke

compared its students to an

escaped zoo gorilla, appealed for

a restoration of state funding on

Tuesday
Metco Inc. officials said the

on-air comments of WEEI-AM
show hosts |ohn Dennis and

Gerry Callahan proves that a cli-

mate of "bigotry" and lack of

sensitivity toward minorities still

exists.

The same climate is the rea-

son why funding for Metco stu-

dents is inequitable with other

public school students. Metco

executive director lean McGuire

said, asking the state to fully

fund the Metco grant next year

and unfreeze its transportation

budget.

Metco is a state-run, volun-

tary propMiD that allows inner-

ttshildren to attend schools in

rby suburbs.

"A climate of bigotry should

not prevent the equitable educa-

tion funding for 3.200 Boston

school children." McGuire said

at a news conference Tuesday-

She said the state reimbursed

suburban school districts

$2,592 per Metco student this

year, less than half the minimum
$7,332 required for every other

Massachusetts public school stu-

dent.

This year, the state granted

Metco $1 3.6 million. 10 percent

less than last year. Metco

spokeswoman Catherine Tang

said.

A spokeswoman for educa-

tion committee co-chair Sen.

Robert Antonioni. D-

l.eominster. said that budget

cuts were across the board, and

Metco's tuts did not have racial

reasons.

The budget cuts were due to

"the deficit, a lack of resources

and the unwillingness of the

electorate to support any rev-

enues." said Sylvia Smith.

Antonioni's chief of staff.

"The notion of racial implica-

tions in any of the decisions is

not part of reality." Smith said.

The controversy began after

an on-air exchange between

Dennis and Callahan on Sept.

29. a day after the gorilla. Little

|oe. escaped from Boston's

Franklin Park Zoo and injured

two girls.

After Callahan observed the

gorilla was captured near a bus

stop. Dennis said. "Yeah. yeah.

He was a Metco gorilla."

"Heading out to Lexington."

Callahan added.

"Yeah, exactly." Dennis

replied.

McGuire said the comments

only exposed an intolerant and

insensitive atmosphere preva-

lent in talk radio.

"Old beliefs die hard."

McGuire said. "What you say is

often what you think."

She said Metco students were

hurt by the comments and many

had been taunted at their subur-

ban schools.

WEEI officials have apolo-

gized and on Monday suspend-

ed Dennis and Callahan for two

weeks. Metco continued talks

with Wt-EI officials Tuesday

and said they talked about

changing "the climate of talk

radio" and ensuring similar

gaffes never happen again.

McGuire .said. WEEI vice presi-

dent and general manager Tom
Baker did not immediately

return a telephone message

after Tuesday's meeting.

The 56-year-old Austrian immigrant — hus-

band of television journalist Maria Shriver —
finds him.self in charge of the nation's most pop-

ulated state with an economy surpassed only by

tho.se of several countries.

Schwarzenegger promised to return the

shine to a Golden State beset by massive budg-

et problems and riven by deep political divi-

sions.

Voters faced two questions — whether to

recall Davis, and who among the other candi-

dates should replace him if he was removed.

They chose to get rid of the incumbent and put

Schwarzenegger in his place.

About seven in 10 voters interviewed in exit

polls said they had made up their minds how

they would vote on the recall question more

than a month before the election.

Long lines were reported at polling places

through the day By late afternoon. Tern

Carbaugh, a spokeswoman for the Sc-cretary of

State, said a turnout of 60 percent appeared

likely, higher than the 50.7 percent who voted

in last November's gubernatorial election. It

would be the highest percentage to vote in a

gubernatorial election since 1982.

Re-elected last year with less than 50 per-

cent of the vote, Davis fell victim to a

groundswell of discontent in a state that has

stmggled with its [X'rilous financial condition.

As colorless as his name. Davis was also

known as a canny politician with sharp elbows.

Once chief of staff to Gov. |erry Brown, he rose

through the political ranks as a state assembly-

man, controller and lieutenant governor, before

becoming governor in 1 999.

By contrast, Schwarzenegger's political inex-

perience seemed a virtue to many voters.

The actor's improbable rise to political

power played out before a rapt international

audience. He announced his candidacy in

August on "The Tonight Show With jay U-no"

after aides said it was certain he wouldn't mn.

Other major candidates seeking to replace

Davis were the Democratic lieutenant governor,

Cruz Bustamante, conservative Republican

state Sen. Tom McClintock and Green Party

candidate Peter Camejo.

The campaign included a parade of bit play-

ers among the 135 candidates, including

Hustler publisher Larry Flynt. fonncr child

actor Gary Coleman, a publicity-hungry pom
actress who wanted to tax breast implants and

an artist who dressed in all blue and described

his candidacy as the ultimate piece of perfonn-

ance art.

The cast of characters and outsized ballot

gave the campaign a carnival-like atmosphere

and provided late-night comics with a stream of

material.

But to many Califomians, it was serious

business.

WKI i.M V*s\. \\\ N-.VX l.MflU'Kf

California Kubernatorial candidate Arnold Schwarzenegger watch-

as his wife Maria Shriver signs the voter's rejjister at a polling place

in the Pacific Palisades neiKhborhtHxl of Los Angeles yesterday.
es
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Dean phenomenon sweeps

many college campuses
College students are taking an interest in

politics like never before. Polls show that the

percentage of young citizens who intend to par-

ticipate in the 2004 election has almost dou-

bled from that of 2000. What's the reason for

this sudden increase? Well, there's a simple

two-word explanation for it: Howard Dean.

Ihe former governor of Vermont and

neinocratic presidential hopeful has caused

quite a stir among the usually politically apa-

thetic youth of todays world. There are many

websites and groups popping up all over the

country that have been organized by 18-25 year

old> in support of Dean. On college campuses

iiiiiiotiwide. students proudly display buttons

iind pass out flyers with pro-Dean slogans.

Ihis kind of political activism hasn't taken

place since the anti-Vietnam War movement in

the bOs and "TOs. Many of our parents' gener-

ation avidly supported and diligently worked

lur the campaigns of Gene McCarthy and

George McGovern. While they knocked on

doors and passed out handouts, modern day

students are hitting the Internet with equal

vigor, which may be part of the reason why

Dean is so popular among the youth of

America.

He has managed to capitalize on the fact

iliiU today's youth is much more Internet savvy

than any other age group by spreading his mes-

sage online, and it has worked extremely well

so far

Other things that students have found

aitiHclive about Dean are his anti-oil war

stance and his liberal views on things such as

same sex marriage. These opinions are highly

appealing to the liberal wing of the Democratic

Party that mainly consists of young college stu-

dents.

Because of this increasing interest in poli-

tics, clubs such as the UMass Democrats Club

are trying to make it easier for students to vote.

They have set up tables in the Campus Center

concourse recruiting young Democrats to reg-

ister, and eventually, vote for Dean. And

UMass students are not alone. This sort of

thing is taking place everywhere.

The Dean campus craze has been spreading

like wildfire, and with the approaching primar-

ies, it is only expected to become a blazing con-

tlagration.

But even if you do not agree with Dean's

views and policies, at least one good thing is

still coming out of his campaign. He has invig-

orated the political fervor of America's young

adults, and hopefully it will inspire others and

increase voter turnout.

It's about lime that college students took a

stand and actually acted on their desire for

change, instead of sitting passively by. So.

come the primaries, follow your inspired class-

mates to the polls. Vote for Dean, for Bush, for

Sharpton even, but get out and vote.

Information from www.cnn.com was used

in this editorial.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

Letter from the editors
Dear readers.

The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian continually strives to pro-

vide Its readers with the most

Important thing it has to give: truth-

ful and original accounts of our

world at large. An error has

occurred in recent weeks to com-

promise that goal.

It has been brought to The

Collegian's attention that the story

entitled "Titanic, the Musical' stays

afloat at the Foothill Theatre," a

review covering the theatrical pro-

duction now running in Worcester,

Mass., written by a Collegian staff

member and published in The

Collegian's print and online ver-

sions on Sept. 30 is questionable In

originality.

On Sept. 23, the Worcester

Telegram & Gazette published its

own review of the same show,

written by one of its staff. Many of

the details included in the Telegram

and Gazette's story were displayed

in The Collegian's. The resemblance

among paragraph and sentence

structure in both stories is uncanny.

By all accounts, it appears as

though this review marks a case of

plagiarism.

The author of The Collegian

story remains firm that this was not

intentional plagiarism. He admits to

reading the Telegram and Gazette's

story, which was included in the

show's press packet, and, in hind-

sight, to allowing himself to be

Influenced by the piece much more

than he realized at the time. The

Coitegian views this as a poor judg-

ment error — one that has resulted

in pulling The Collegian's review

from the Web and suspending the

author from all newsroom duties.

We have examined the author's

past Collegian stories, of which

there are over 90, and are satisfied

that the case of the "Titanic"

review was a singular occurrence.

As such, we stand firm with the

author that this case was not done

with the mal intent of plagiarism.

Intentions aside though, the

result still remains inexcusable for

any publication and regrettable for

The Collegian We believe that the

story's online deletion and the

author's suspension will illustrate

this point and prompt all Collegian

writers and editors to understand

the seriousness of capitalizing on

other's work. The Collegian is com-

mitted to doing its best to uphold

its social duty in offerin^accurate

and original stories.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Eastwood

Editor in Chief

Dan Lamothe

Managing Editor

Glen Straub

Arts & Living Editor

Public president wanted
I didn't want

to attend the

University of

Massachusetts

when I gradu-

ated high

>chool in

2001. I suf-

fered from
Massachu-
setts i a n

Syndrome, or

in scientific terms Yuppius

Snottius Vulgaris. Students

from Massachusetts are social-

ized lo believe that upon grad-

uation, they must matriculate

to a private institution in the

lollowing fall or face ridicule

from ihcir graduating counter-

parts. Basically, in Mass-

iichu«ietts. private universities

and colleges are equivalent to

the Reebok Pump craze of the

late 'HUs or the Starter jacket

insui>a'nce of the early '90s.

I'm exaggerating, of course,

but the fact remains that stu-

dents in Massachusetts look

down on higher public educa-

tion.

I cried all the way up to ori-

entation, angry that I was

thrust into the cold world of

the mil insi ream student. 1 was

under the same impression as

many people in this state - that

UMass is a haven of idiots and

mediocrity. (Don't mistake me.

we have our share of idiots, but

our school is far from

mediocre.)

Then. I reached Amherst

center in my car and fell in love

(as much as I fought it) with

the iirlsy fartsy town. When I

reached UMass - the piebald

concrete jungle where no build-

ings match I knew immedi-

ately that this was the place for

me. Doesn't that picture just

give you a cavity? It gives me
one too. so let's get down to

business.

Since Mitt Romney made it

his personal crusade to oust

Billy Bulger, we're now presi-

dent-less. No offense to Interim

President What's-His-Name,

but if we learned anything from

Interim Chancellor Marcellette

Marcy Williams, "interim" is

just a fancy word for "chair-

warmer."

I want to apologize to the

Board of Trustees for not being

available at 3 p.m. to attend

their meeting concerning who
the next president of UMass
should be. My advice for future

meetings is this, schedule them

at 7 p.m. the dining commons
close and most of us who drink

know that it's trashy to start

that early. We'll be all ears.

Because I was unable to attend

that meeting that was so conve-

niently scheduled, I would like

to drop my two pennies on the

campus concerning who the

next Mr. or Ms. President

should be.

Massachusetts as a

Commonwealth needs to real-

ize that we are the life-blood of

the community. Mitt Romney is

How are we to be

appropriately

advocated for if

our advocate has

no idea wtiat

kinds of struggles

we endure?

sending us a message with

budget cuts; Don't start your

business here, don't start your

family here, get your degree

and get out of Dodge. Where

does that leave Massachusetts?

In the same financial crisis it

has' been in for the last decade

or two.

What does the University of

Massachusetts need? We need

a president who understands

what it is like to attend a pub-

lic university. I believe the next

president should be from a

public university system. How

Everybo(Jy, pack the Mullins
•^. .... / ... ..«_.. KiA VIA HFY HEY HEY

Yousel

Munayyef

I felt it as

soon as I

pulled into the

Mullins Cen-

ter parking

lot: the chilly

air, the antici-

pation, yup,

the stage was

being set.

Walking into

the practice

rink you just knew. The stands

were packed, there was barely

room to stand. Fire codes were

most likely violated. But every-

one there knew they were going

to be part of something special.

This was just the exhibition

game. Our starting players

weren't even in uniform so they

would be sure to be healthy for

the opener Yet even though this

game wasn't going to matter to

the standings it sure mattered to

the hundreds of students who
showed up. Why? Because all of

them have been waiting since

last season like me for the puck

to drop at the "M" once again.

So here is the million-dollar

question, where are you going

to be tomorrow night? If your

thinking like I'm thinking, you

will be down at the Mullins

Center helping pack that build-

ing for what is anticipated to be

the biggest crowd in the build-

ing's history. This is a chance to

be part of something special.

I'm not just talking about

tomorrow night's season opener

against UConn, but the entire

season. Krom the moment that

puck drops tomorrow night till

the buzzer sounds in the last

game of the season, there is no

excuse not to be supporting the

most exciting team on campus.

OK, I know not everyone

thinks this team is that exciting

but have you been down to a

game? This is pure, intense, in

your face Hockey East action,

it's the most competitive level

of hockey you're going to see,

short of the Olympics and the

NHL playoffs. These guys are

hungry, and they give 110 per-

cent every game. During winter

break when I'm home, 1 catch a

few professional hockey games,

and I usually try to get a seat

downstairs. But it's just not the

same. Hockey at the Mullins

Center is powerful, and every-

one should be a part of it.

Don't believe fans make a

difference? Then you obviously

didn't go to last year's game

against Boston University. The

comeback win against the com-

petitive regional and Hockey

East rival was supported by one

of the biggest crowds in UMass

history, and when the overtime

goal was scored, that building

erupted with roars and screams

that had been waiting to be let

loose for years.

The Mass Attack is a force to

be reckoned with in Hockey

East. They sure proved that last

season, defeating national pow-

erhouse Maine and then taking

Hockey East champion UNH to

the final three minutes.

Now I know basketball is

fun, and football gets a lot of

fans too. But there is no thrill

like being at a hockey game

when UMass nets a goal, and

the fans erupt into the tradition-

al chants, pointing at and taunt-

ing the opposition's goalie and

letting them know they are in

our house.

I'm sure there are readers

out there who are thinking,

"what can beat a basketball

game?" And yeah, basketball is

a fun sport lo watch: the action

is going back and forth. But

how many times do you see

bone-crushing hits in basket-

ball? Hockey is the pinnacle of

athletic competition, and if you

don't believe me, ask an oppos-

ing player who just got

slammed against the boards

what he thinks. That is, if

you're not too busy taunting

,him through the plexi-glass like

1 would be.

I don't mean to be picking

on basketball, but your "NA NA

NA NA. HEY HEY HEY,

GOOD BYE" cheer doesn't

have anything on the chants

that get going when an oppos-

ing team's player gets sent to

the penalty box. Besides, we get

a few of those a game, as long

as the refs are fair And if

they're not, you better believe

we let them know it. I'm sure

some refs have left the M and

cried all the way home.

Oh and how could I forget?

There is something else particu-

larly unique to the hockey

games here at UMass. Nowhere

else can you see Mr Slice. If

you have never heard of Mr.

Slice, you should simply be

ashamed of yourself. Mr Slice

is the Domino's sponsored mas-

cot that frequently sends t-

shirts sailing into the crowd

along with the Minuteman, and

they occasionally brawl as well.

If you're lucky, you may win a

chance to shoot some pucks

past Mr Slice on the ice during

the second intermission.

Tomorrow night I'm looking

forward to seeing you all down

there. You can find me in the

student section, screaming at

the top of my lungs. But be

ready, because it's going to be

an awesome ride. Our team is a

year older than last, with more

experience, and the majority of

its players returning. It looks to

be a very promising season.

And when there is a chant

going on, you better join in.

Don't be looking around think-

ing, "wow look at all these

geeks." Sorry pal, but you're

going to be the odd one out

there. This is our house, our

team, and we need to help them

make it our season.

Starting tomorrow night, be

there to show your school spir-

it. Don't do it for me, do it for

the team. And if you don't do it

for the team, do it for Mr. Slice,

I'm sure he wants to see a

packed house too.

Yousef Munayyer is a

Collegian columnist.

A nation on speed

are we to be appropriately

advocated for if our advocate

has no idea what kinds of

struggles we endure? The stu-

dents at UMass are fighters: We
fight to get into classes; we
fight to stay in our majors; we
fight to have enough money to

pay for school; we fight to

graduate on time: and we fight

to keep our heads above water

in the 25,000-plus ocean of stu-

dents. Mitt Romney doesn't

understand that kind of dynam-

ic. He understands money and

that he wants certain people to

have more than others.

Our president should be

able to effectively advocate and

secure more funding for our

University. Even with budget

cuts, we still made the U.S.

News & World Report Top 50

State Institutions. We need to

hit the ground running with

someone who understands who
we are. and what we need.

Why did 1 tell the above

story about coming to UMass?
Because all it took was a look

at the town, a look at the cam-

pus, for me to know there was

a life here. It seems in

Massachusetts that anything

west of Worcester is unimpor-

tant, and that sentiment needs

to be phased out as aggressive-

ly as Billy Bulger was. I'd like

to see our president be so pres-

ent in the state legislation that

those politicians need to invest

in Fast Lane toll passes

because hey, they visit that

much.
Randal Stokes, profes.sor of

Sociology at UMass said it

best. "Private rationality caus-

es public irrationality." To have

a president of a public univer-

sity system be from a private

institution makes no sense. We
need a voice that will represent

us as we are: A venerable insti-

tution of higher learning filled

with students who fight for

their education and aim to win.

Thomas Maughlon is a

Collegian columnist.

We are a nation on speed, a generation on speed.

We do more in less time than ever before, and the

major n.'strictions on this productivity are the very

limitations that make us human; the need for sleep,

rest, rejuvenation, and nourishment. But what hap-

pens to human limits when chemical stimulants play

such a major role in our society's work?

In an article which hrst appeared in URB
Magazine in October 1 995. Todd C. Roberts - .

wrote, "Our generation could be considered ^J

the sleepless generation. An age of society's
•"^~

children weaned on the ideals of high-speed commu-

nication and accelerated culture has prided itself in

mastering many of the facets of human existence —
doing more, sleeping less. The machines of this age

have in a way enabled us to create a 24-hour lifestyle

...However the limitations of the human existence,

like sleep, may still provide the stumbling block for

infinite realization. "That is. without chemical aid."

Roberts goes on to discuss the use of ampheta-

mines to overcome the constraints our humanity

inllicts upon and keeps up with our hectic pace of

lives. The issue is one of great relevance for students.

There are not enough hours in the day to do every-

thing expected of us, or take advantage of all the

opportunities presented to us. Amphetamines, for

many, become the answer. Get a hold of an ampheta-

mine, and you don't need to sleep as much, you eat

less, or perhaps you can locus for longer periods.

You can buy them anywhere, from your donn

druggist or the kid next door Everyone seems to be on

them come finals week. They make your heart race

and your pulse jump: they give you false energy and

hype you up. However, they remain highly addictive

narcotics that can easily bum you out.

Ritalin, Adderall and Dexedrine are ampheta-

mines: Speed. Meth or Crystal are methampheta-

mines. A methamphetamine is the derivative of

amphetamine, a central nervous system stimulant that

may be injected, snorted or ingested orally They are

powerful drugs, with serious side effcvts, and every-

one seems to have them — including me.

"Amphetamines are potent psychomotor stimu-

lants. Their use causes a release of the excitatory neu-

rotransmitters dopamine and noradrenaline from the

brain. Tliey induce exhilarating feelings of power,

strength, energy, self-assertion, focus and enhanced

motivation," states the Web site www.ampheta-

inines.com. The euphoria doesn't last: Amphetamine

depletes the neuronal stores of dopamine in the

mesolimbic pleasure centers of the brain.

Short and long term health effects of ampheta-

mines, according to the IDA, include stroke, cardiac

arrhythmia, stomach cramps, shaking, anxiety,

insomnia, paranoia, hallucinations and structural

changes to the brain. Additionally, methampheta-

mine-related deaths and hospital admissions are on

the ri.se. They are narcotics. They are not to be played

with.

The recent resurgence of amphetamine prescrip-

tions is due to the increased awareness and skyrock-

eting number of Attention Deficit L:)isorder diagnosis.

The production of Ritalin in the United States from

1990 to 1998 increased 700 percent. People with

ADD have been shown in clinical trials to have a dif-

ferent chemical response to amphetamines than the

rest of the population. Researchers have foynd a sig-

nificant positive selection for the genetic variation

associated with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity

Disorder and novelty-seeking behavior in the human

genome. Their findings strengthen the cor-

relation between genetic variations and

POf( ADHD.
However, there is little known about the

long-term effects of amphetamine therapy for

ADHD. And while studies agree that amphetamines

taken in the right low dosage do improve behavioral

i.s.sues in people with ADHD, there is no evidence

that the use of these drugs improves academic learn-

ing. Amphetamines are not an issue of speed for

those with ADHD, they are an issue of controlling a

chemical behavioral issue that inhibits our ability to

do our work at all, regardless of the amount of time

we have to do it in. They do not help you learn, work

faster, or succeed.

Amphetamines provide a sense of heightened con-

trol of psycho schematic reflexes for many, especially

for those with ADHD. However, many others who

play with amphetamines behave like I do without my
amphetamines. They are hyper, buzzed and develop

twitches; they feel stimulated whereas 1 feel calmed

and in control.

As productivity has increased, so has the amount

expected of us. We take Adderall because we believe

we must perform at a level above our human capabil-

They give you false energy

and hype you up. However,

they remain highly addictive

narcotics that can easily bum
you out

ity. Aldous Huxley wrote of a society geared toward

maximum efficiency in his novel "Brave New World,"

but one must ask, "why kill yourself to get it all

done?" This is not why people are prescribed

amphetamines. Prescribed amphetamines gontrol

behavior that impinges upon ones ability to work.

Amphetamines should not be used to overcome

what we, as humans, cannot. Amphetamines provide

a false answer to the issue of efficiency for a sleep-

deprived generation set on high speed toward a

stressful existence. ("Faster, faster, until the thrill of

speed overcomes the fear of death." — Hunter S.

Thompson.) It is a life choice: A long slow bum or a

bright, fast blaze.

Information used in this article was taken from

"Proceedings of the National Academy of Science"

Ian. 8 issue, www.amphetamines.com. and

Educational Psychology by Anita Woolfolk, 9th

Edition.

S.f Port is a Collegian columnist.
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The first thing you notice

about "Thirteen" is the way it

looks. It's shot, by Elliot Davis,

with a grainy, restless,

hand-held urgency that

plunges you, at every

moment, into the star-

tling heart of the scene.

The camera rattles for-

ward, into tattoo par-

lors and broken homes,

never settling for a sec-

ond, and it captures the

twitchy soul of its hero-

ine.

The second thing

you notice is the per-

formance of Evan

Rachel Wood. She's a

young actress in the
^

blonde cutie-pie mode
of Kirsten Dunst and Reese

Witherspoon, but she acts with a

fearless, raging inner lire that is

hardly seen in the placid starlet

demeanor of her cohorts. It's

there in her eyes; in the way that

Wood registers repulsion and

ecstasy, panic and desire in one

single glance. As Tracy, a sweet-

heart of a 7th grader whose life

falls apart as she descends into

the swamp of sex and drugs.

Wood captures the fragility of a

girl who is watching her inno-

cence drain away, and is too

afraid and too enamored - to

do anything about it.

Catherine Hardwicke's

"Thirteen" is a devastating, if

somewhat lurid, youth-gone-wild

melodrama. Its a portrait of a

young girl who slides slowly -

inexorably - down the rabbit

hole of self-destruction, and it

has a harrowing, brutal impact.

There's a whiff of exploitation

about "Thirteen," but there's no

denying the fact that Hardwicke

has captured the treacherous

emotional potholes of puberty in

all their dangerous, foreign

allure.

At lirsi Tracy is a good-girl in

robin's egg blue socks, chatting

with her studious friends and

smiling with the sweetly dreamy

grin of an angel. Then she spies

Evie Zamora (Nikki Reed, who
co-wrote the screenplay, based

partially on her own life, with

Hardwicke at age 13) a sultry

popular giH in a lace-up halter-

top and S&M studded bracelets.

Tracy is hit by the pangs of ado-

lescence - the jealousy and. even

more, the need to be one with the

crowd - and she's drawn into

Evie's orbit. Tracy steals a wallet

to fit in. and from there on in,

she and Evie are the best ol

friends, going on shoplifting

sprees, dressing like junior pros-

titutes, smoking pot and getting

down with the boys.

"Thirteen" is a horror movie

in which the monster is the all-

consuming pubescent urge lo fit

in. Tracy starts out as a baby-

faced good giri, and turns, with

stunning speed, into a howling,

demonic windstorm of

unchecked youthful rebellion. As

Tracy delves deeper into Evie's

wanton abyss, she casts otf her

nice-girl image, and with it, any

vestige of humanity. She flaunts a

newfound casual cruelty, tossing

off withering putdowns with a

cunning, defiant glee. She

reserves her most bilious venom

lor her mother's live-in, lecover-

ing-addict boyfriend (|eremy

Sisto) and for her hippie

hairdresser mother

(Holly Hunter), a

woman who has, to this

point, acted more as a

cool older sister than

mother Hunter, with her

wide, lost eyes, perfectly

embodies the panicked

soul of a woman who
can do nothing, but

watch as her child gives

in to the wicked forces

of temptation.

Hardwicke at times

lays the darkness on too

^

thickly, but "Thirteen"

has an undeniable raw

power There's some rich com-

mentary here about the corrupt-

ibility of innocence by the forces

of consumerism, the way that

societal ideals about image and

belonging prey on ihe insecuri-

ties of confused youth.

Hardwicke repeatedly swings her

camera back to the image of a

bus stop poster for perfume, a

symbolic totem of the con-

sumerisi culture's vulture-like

preying on the young.

Jioffac/

Dresden 'Dolls give it t ALL
By !>A\ii> FoNsn. A
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D.W. Moffett and Evan Rachel

Wood try to hold it together.

Reed, in her acting debut,

amazes as the Lady MacBeth-like

Evie. a young woman who has

the charisma to pull others into

her hell, but also shows the vul-

nerability of a broken giri who
may have once been as sweet and

unguarded as Tracy

Rut "Thirteen" is ultimately

owned by Wood's courageous

portrayal of Tracy. Watch the

scene where she hungrily tries to

seduce, with Kvie, a twentysome-

thing stud or the scene in which

she uses scis.sors to pierce her

forearm in an effort to release

her torment. Wood conveys the

nervous, ambivalent stir of emo-

tions thai shape her downfall

the anger, the Itustiation, the

fear, the joy and the desire to

erase any form of her old self

from existence. "Thirteen" is a

frighteningly dark and painful

portrayal of rebellion at its most

hellish and destructive, but it has

an aura of startling power.

This past summer while at a icnt-a-car station in nearh\ lladley

a friend and I came across a laihei curious site. Silling upon a table

in this unpretentious shop w.is an issue ol llic liiipiopci Bosionian

with the visages of Boston's hollcsl acl the Dresden Dolls, on the

cover It was not the sight ol ihe Iniiul in and ol iisell on ihe cover

that surprised, rather the mileage ihal this litlie magazine had cov-

ered. 1 shouldn't have been surprised: combining inspired Krics,

dynamic instrumentation, and caichy lKK)ks ihc Dolls will no doubt

be going places far beyond this icni-a car in lladley. C'oinpt)secl ol

Amanda Palmer on piano ami vocals and Brian \ iglionc banging

the skins, the dynamic duo of Boston's own. the Dresden Dv>lls. are

no stranger to the limelight.

Winner of Noise! Magazine's Best Band in Boston reader |X)le.

a first-place finish in the ivconi \\ BCN rock n' roll rumble result-

ing in a spot in ihc Uivci Rave and .1 |vilonnaiKC in the Boston

Music Awards; accolades arc also nothing new lor the Dolls. And

now with a sell-titled, lull lenglh dcluii

album ready to be unleashed

upon the world and a short

midwest tour, the

Dresden Dolls are

about to show the

world just how far

thev will go.

On the

album, the Dolls

offer a seleclion

of tracks thai

cover almost every

inch of the musica

landscape. The pulse-

pounding "Ciirl

Anachronism" races ahead a mile

a minute with Palmer's clever Krics and

machine gun piano rilling accompanied by

Viglione's fierce drumming. The frenetic

pace of "Girl Anachronism" is offset by

slower, moodier tracks like the icllcclive

and extremely personal IVileci I it." in which Palnu-i

beautifully sings about her insecurities. I used lo Iv ihc

bright one/sharp as a tack/funnv ihai how skipping' \ears

ahead/has hekl me back".

The Dolls also offer up some tracks thai lean more towards

•50s pop, like the hand clapping- "The kvp .Song" while others like

"Missed Me" and "Coin Opeiaictl Bov" are products nl ihe iheatri

cal punk-cabaret .sound that onlv the Dresden Dolls can produce.

The latter, a song about being fixated on an aiiilicial iovir. presenis

some of the more ingenious word play on the album. "Coin

Operated Boy/he may not be real e\perieiKcd wilh girls/btil I

know he leels like a boy should ieel/isni thai ihe point'.'"

••I'm intluenced by the music I love no matter how subtle ihc

influence is." Palmer said ol the orit'ins ot the Dresden Dolls'

sound. "I grew up listening to such a huge array of music that it's

hard 10 pin it down, and it's probably also why the songwriting is

so diverse. I just sort of write what comes into my head which is

jusi an amalgam of evervlhing."

Viglione, a huge fan of Nirvana and Hardcore Punk acts like

Minor Threat, brings a whole other dimension lo the table.

According lo Palmer there was an instant chemistry when to two

first plaved together "It didn't develop over lime. It was like light-

ning struck, we knew right away" Ihis chemistry is clear and

results in a sound that will surely please lovers of all styles ot

music.

A giant of the Boston live scene, the Dolls ate known lor their

animated live show, fans will be delighted to hear that none ol this

trademark energy has been lost in translation from stage to studio.

Palmer described The Dolls' attempt to maintain the live atmos-

phere while also adding new elements to each song. 'It was an

interesting task. On some of the songs we tried lo keep it realK raw

and live, on other songs we decided to have more fun using the

advantages that a studio gives you."

Indeed, fans will also he pleased with the adjustments that the

Dolls made, whether it's the string ariangement on the album's

tinal track "Iruce" or Palmer's revision of some ol her lyrics. "The

songs are always changing, thev just constantly evolve, and 1

think they were at a good point in their evolution when we

put them down on the album." Palmer said. Ihe Dolls

weren't alone in the process of trying to capture the ener-

g> of their live show in the studio, assisting them was ven-

erable producer Mai tin Bisi I Ihe Swans. Sonic Nouthl.

"He's an incredible producer." Palmer

said. "He really got the band and

understot)d what we were

trying lo capture."

The Dresden Dolls

are clearly one of

the must unique

and multi-tal-

ented groups to

emerge in a

long time.

LInforiunately.

considering the

current state ol

popular music, this

can someliines be a bad

thing. In an imlustrv that is

so used to marketing oKI tiends as

new, see the "Ihe" band lia.sco ol last fall or the

current "screamo" phase some of us seem to be going through

recently, main radio stations may not know what to do wilh a

band of the Dresden Dolls' inlegritv. However, jmhiing from the

len-K-ity ol their current lans aiul the new leciuits ihat are con-

stantly being acquired due to the band's lelentless touring sched-

ule, somelhing tells me that the Dolls aren't about lo change lor

anvone. Don't he fooled by the "the" in front of their name. Ihe

Dolls are no lad I'hev are the real deal.

Ginsberg photos on display in AUentown
By Jenniitr Kay
AssoiiAirn Pm.ss

ALLENTOWN, Pa. (AP) - Smoking on

a fire escape, a railroiid brakeman's rule-

book stuck in his jacket pcxket: jack

Kerouac looks as though he just stepped

Eon'ORIAI.®DAn.VCOUJiGIAN.COM

isuaKtf-r .,..—

-
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Jack Kerouac poses in "Railroad

Brakeman's Rule-h«H)k in Pocket."

Irom the pages of "On the Road." The

image is .seen in a 1^53 photograph taken

by fellow Beat writer Allen Ginsberg.

Ginsberg photographed the best minds

ol the Beat Generation in between bursts

of crealiviiy An exhibit of 34 black-and-

white photographs taken by Ginsberg and

annotated with the pcxM's handwritten cap-

tions is on view at the AUentown Art

Museum.
Kerouac is caught mid-conversation

while walking down a New York street. I le

makes what Ginsberg called a

"Dostoyevsky mad face. " mugging for the

camera. Neal Cassady, Kerouac "s model for

Dean Moiiarty in "On the Road," is stH;n

on a bus trip: William Burroughs squints in

the sun: Uiwivnce Kerlinghetti is pho-

tographed outside his City Lights book-

store in San I'ranci.sco, shortly before pub-

lishing tiinsberg's graphic poem, "Howl."

Ilie word "beat" came from the streets

of rimes Square and jazz musicians of the

1940s and was embraced by Ginsberg, the

Massachu.setts-bom Kerouac. Burroughs

and their friends. It came to symbolize an

alternative community, a rejection of rigid

literary conventions and the repressive

social mores and politics of the 1930s.

Poet Anne Waldman, who co-founded

with Ginsberg the lack Kerouac School of

Disembixlied Ptx.'tics at Naropa University

in Boulder Colo., said the photographs

embody his ethic of "snapshot ixx;tics,"

capturing Ihe details of a single moment.

The first half of the exhibit shows the

young Ik'ais moving among New ^ork.

San I lancisco. India and Morocco Irom

1953- 1904.

The photographs, most enlaigcd lo lb

inches bv 20 inches, are candid but

Ginsberg focused <'n his subjects' laces

staring hack at him Ihe intimate imaj'c

l(.K)k as though thev were snapped .ilK'i

Ginsberg said. "I lev. Iinik at me lot a sec

on<l."

A photograph Irom I9S4 shows

Waldman and Ihirioiighs .squeezed into the

cornel nl a lH«>th in a Mexican lestaurant

hehind a lahlc hill of kittles and empty

glasses. /\s they tiiin lovvaicl the camera.

Bunouglis' metallic tie glints in the liflii.

Cuialor |acc|ueline van

Rhvn ci>mpaivd Ginsberg's

photogiaphs 'o |H)itrails bv

UichartI Avedon. ' Ihe prints

arc high t|ualilv. but what con

tributes to their popularity is

Allen

Ginsberg

Alleniown All Museum

AUentown, Pa

ends Nov 2

Penne Baker captured on film, appari-

camera.

ntK lost in thought. .inJ unaware of the I

the personalities they capture. " she said.

A I93ti photograph of Ginsberg retyp-

ing. •Howl" on a |x>rtahle iv|ievvriter in

liiend IVier Oilovskv's apartmeni opens

the cxiiihit. GinsK-rg is the suhjoct ol sev-

eral photographs. In run-on sen-^ lences he sciavvled beneath each

image in the 1 9S0s. he notes whose

hands held his camera.

Hie handvviitten captions set

Ginslvrg apart hoin other divumen-

larv photographers, said David

Sestak, a collector whose family

owns ihe GinsK-rp photographs on

ilisplav

"I thought it was verv unique in

that there aiv ven tew fine art photogra-

phers who express iheinselves with the

visual combined with the word." he said.

Ginsberg lecords not only jx'ople's names,

but also theii drug use and puhlislied writ-

ings

Ihe later photographs Irom 1^84 1991

are more self-conscious, as the Beats grow

into iheii ix)les as cultural icons. By this

time. Ginsbeig hail invested in a medium-

lonnal camera, lesuliing in crisper images.

IWo photograptis taken througli the

kitchen window of Ginsfxig's apartment

on New fork's Lower llasi Side close the

show, offering a last view of the world as

the |hkM saw it. Ginsberg ilitxl in his apart-

ment in t'->97 at age 70.

"Allen Ginsberg: Beat Generation

hotogiaphei" nins through Nov. 2 and

will not travel.
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Birth control for men in the worl<s

Male contraceptive trial results in no pregnancies
... 1 .1 11 ^ ' I ' U . » . i . . 1 1 1
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By J.\MIK Takabav
AsSiKIATKl) PkISS

SYDN^:^. Australia (AP) -

A piatiii-al male contraceptive

could be a step closer after

researchers said Tuesday that

trials prevented pregnancies

among 55 couples using it for

12 months.

The treatment stops sperm

production by using implants

of the male hormone testos-

terone under the skin and

injections of the female hor-

mone, progestin.

E\perts said the results

were a significant step forward

that builds on many years of

related research.

Previous studies have

shown that a combination of

testosterone and progestin can

switch off sperm production in

men. The latest study is the

first to measure the effect on

preventing pregnancy.

The U.S. government-fund-

ed trial, sponsored by Virginia-

based family planning organi-

sation CONRAD, successfully

and reversibly turned oft

sperm production in the men

who took part, said Rob

Mcl.achlan. director of clinical

research at Prince Henry's

Institute of Medical Research

in Sydney. Australia.

CONRAD often funds med-

ical studies outside the United

States and works closely with

the World Health

Organization, which is inter

ested in finding new contra-

ceptive methods for the devel-

oping world.

"This is the first time the

combination of long-acting

testosterone and a progestin

have been used in an effective-

ness study." McLachlan said in

a telephone interview.

The idea of using hormone

treatment to turn off sperm

production has been tested for

about 30 years, but much of

the earlier work focused on

using testosterone alone.

About a decade ago. two

World Health Organization

studies demonstrated that

sperm counts could be

reversibly suppressed and

pregnancies avoided using

testosterone injections.

The idea is similar to that of

the female contraceptive pill,

which tricks the body into

thinking it is pregnant. The

testosterone injections trick

mens bodies into thinking

their testes have produced

enough testosterone already, so

the body switches off testos-

terone and sperm production

in the testes.

Injections of too much
testosterone can create prob-

lems, however, so much of the

latest research has used a com-

bination of testosterone and

progestin to lessen the amount

of testosterone needed, said

Dr. Richard Anderson, a clini-

cal scientist at the Human
Reproduction Unit at

Edinburgh University in

Scotland who conducts similar

research.

Progestin, which is found in

men's bodies but only in very

small amounts, does most of

the sperm suppression; used

alone, it would be equivalent

to chemical castration.

Anderson said.

"You have to add back a

normal amount of testosterone

to make the guys feel OK."

said Anderson, who was not

connected with the Australian

study.

Tony Morrow, an endocri-

nologist at Sydney's Mona
Vale hospital who also was not

linked to the research, said

that if the treatment ever

becomes available, it might

not be popular with some men
"because it involves injections

and testosterone implants."

The 55 couples in the

Australian study made an 18-

month commitment,

McLachlan said.

in the study's first phase,

men took testosterone and

progestin for up to six months

until their sperm count

reached zero. Then the men

had testosterone implants

placed under their skin in

minor surgeries and received

progestin injections for the

next 12 months, to keep their

sperm suppressed.

Ihc trial was unusual

because it tested real-life birth

control effectiveness,

McLachlan said. "Once the

sperm was suppressed, the

couples used this as their

(contraceptive) method. Other

studies only monitor how far

the sperm count falls."

All the male participants'

sperm counts returned to their

pretrial levels in six to 12

months after the trial,

McLachlan said.

He said the contraceptive's

cancer risk for men would

likely be similar to that of

women using traditional meth-

ods, such as the pill or contra-

ceptive implants.

"There's no evidence for

this problem at this point of

time. Cardiovascular and

prostate health are long-term

safety issues that we'll need to

keep a close eye on, but so far

so good," he said.

Morrow said more research

with larger groups was neces-

sary to evaluate other possible

side effects, such as sleep dis-

orders and breathing difficul-

ties.

McLachlan said it could

take "several years" of more

and longer tests before the

contraceptive would be avail-

able.

The study will be published

in the October edition of

journal of Clinical Endo-

crinology and Metabolism.

Sabotage puts a

halt on killer show

Free Bicycle Registration

sponserad by Um

UMass Pollct Department
beginning tlM «Md( of Monday, Octobor

6th and running through Friday

October 10th at the Student

UnkNi Cbisle.

Hours of Program

will be from

10:00 a.m.-2:00p.m,

each day during ttie

week. All bii(e own-

ers are encouraged

to register there

bil(es.
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NI6HT APPETIZER SPECIAL

-CLOSE 7 DAYS A WEEK!

Thursday 9pm-miilnlght KARAOKE!

Positive ID Required 21 and older

Smoke. Eat. Drink, and Sing at

THE GROUND ROUND!
Hampshire Mall - 5I2-»I17

By Vickie Chachere
AsMKiArEi) Press

TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - An
Internet broadcast of a concert

that was to feature a suicide of a

terminally ill person did not hap-

pen Saturday because the Web
site was attacked. The band's

leader said the concert still went

on. but he didnt know whether

the suicide did.

Billy Tourtelot, the bandleader

of Hell on tarth, said Saturday

night that his group performed at

an undisclosed St. Petersburg

location as scheduled and that he

was unaware of the Internet prob-

lems until after the show.

Tourtelot said the suicide was

scheduled to take place at a sepa-

rate location, which he also

refused to reveal. It was not

shown on the band's Web site as

planned, but that did not neces-

sarily mean it didn't happen.

Tourtelot said.

"I don't know if that was done

tonight." Tourtelot told The

Associated Press in a telephone

interview.

Hell on Earth's Web site was

attacked Saturday evening by a

flood of data from computers

somewhere in Hong Kong, said

lason Trindade. the operator of a

San Diego-based technology com-

pany that hosts the site.

"There's been a huge amount

of traffic which causes the server

to lock up," Trindade said.

Trindade said Tourtelot told

him the performance would be

postponed, possibly until next

weekend. But Tourtelot said the

show, at least the musical portion,

went on as scheduled and that no

other performances were

planned.

City and state officials had

warned they would pursue crimi-

nal charges if the band went

through with the suicide plan,

and a judge had issued an order

banning the event.

Tourtelot had said Saturday

morning the concert and suicide

would take place that night in two

separate, undisclosed locations in

St. Petersburg. He wouldn't give

any more details on the venues.

Tourtelot 's announcement last

month that he would host the sui-

cide of a terminally ill fan led the

city to ban the event with an ordi-

nance and prompted the court

injunction.

The band asked fans to visit its

Web page for the perfonnance.

but no video was shown. Instead,

a link to another site appeared, as

did the following message: "Next

week the show will go on."

Trindade said the site was vic-

timized by a denial-of-service

attack, which is designed to ham-

per or shut down a computer sys-

tem by Hooding it with huge

amounts of data. He did not

immediately know how the site

would address the problem.

Emergency dispatchers in St.

Petersburg and Pinellas County

reported they had no calls report-

ing a suicide nearly four hours

after the event was to have taken

place. In St. Petersburg, officials

were on alert for calls of a suicide

or suspicious death.

Florida Attorney General

Charlie Crist has said that anyone

who assists in a suicide could be

charged with a felony and face up

to 15 years in prison.

The person threatening suicide

has said he is dying and wants to

promote his right-to-die views.

Tourtelot. 33, said he was stand-

ing up for what he believed in to

grant his friend his dying wish.

"There's nothing bad about

that. It's giving the right to die with

human dignity and compassion for

those that we love," he said.

Kevin Hayslett, an attorney for

Tourtelot. said the bandleader

wanted to go ahead with the show

despite the lawyer's advice that he

not do so. Hayslett said he did not

know the concert's location.

Tourtelot said opposition from

St. IPetersburg city officials helped

the band promote the concert

"I think they wasted a lot of

people's tax dollars," he said.

City officials did not return

phone messages Saturday.

The other members of the

band have not been heard from

throughout the controversy,

which has earned the group

worldwide publicity.

Trindade said he would con-

tinue serving the site and carry

the concert until he receives com-

plaints from law enforcement offi-

cials to shut it down, although he

said he found the band's plans to

be "pretty twisted."

"They haven't broken any law

and 1 cant just turn them off." he

said.

Residence Hall Students

UMass Residential Telecom now has

INTERNATIONAL RATES
when you use your room telephone!

Rates are per minute (as of I0f03f03)

China .55

France ^ .17

India .55

Japan .15

Taiwan .22

U.K. .10

For LOWER RATES in other countries, check out our Web site

{http://telecom.oit.uma5S.edu/5tudents), and cliclc on Rates.

AT&T ACUS One Rate Plan* users have been automatically switched

to the new, lower rates! Plus, your monthly fee has been waived!

Please call Residential Telecom at 545-2103 with any questions.

Just use your PSC code!
(For questions about your PSC code, please call 545-2103)

PLUS, DOIVIESTIC LONG DISTANCE IS JUST

7.9 cents per minute, 24/7
Anytime, anywhere, in the United States

when you use your room telephone!

No Monthly Fees

No Roaming Fees

No Connection Fees

No Sign Ups

Nugent enters

reality TV
By Mike Householder

ASWX-IATED PRhSS

DETROIT (AP) - They were

shot with paintballs, slept in a

bam, constructed their own out-

house and skinned a Russian

boar.

Is all of this worth $25,000

and a truck?

Evidently so for the seven

people who signed up for

"Surviving Nugent," a two-hour

reality program that airs Sunday

night on VHl.
Ted Nugent, the outspoken

rocker and outdoors enthusiast,

challenges the contestants to live

off the land in his rural com-

pound near lackson, about 70

miles west of Detroit.

Dopamine: may cause temporary boredom
By Ben Nuckols
ASSIKIATED I'rHSS

"Dopamine." a humorless,

insufferable computer-geek

romance, takes its name from

the chemical that floods the

brain during moments of pleas-

ure. It's the most inappropriately

"Deeptitled movie smce
Impact." Insular, self-

important and patent-

ly ridiculous, this digi-

tal video feature is a

pleasure vacuum.

A product of the

Sundance Institute,

which helps budding

filmmakers hone their

cinematic musings

into features,

"Dopamine" bears all

the hallmarks of a

movie that's been

developed to death.

With the institute's

proud guidance,

director Mark Decena

and his co-writer. Timothy

Breitbach, have taken a teensy-

weensy idea and padded it with

more filler than a $3 crab cake.

Their years of writing, work

shopping and rewriting have

produced a wan. 84-minute fea-

ture that feels twice as long.

The premise: Can love really

Dopamine'

Directeifby

Ma(k Decena

Starring

JolKi iivmgston

Saliiina iloyd

Syndaiice Imiiiuie

Hand H

79 mini

.
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exist at a time when science can

explain the way hormones,

pheromones and brain chem-

istry interact to produce every-

thing from sexual attraction to

the nesting instinct and the

seven-year itch?

Well, sure it can. because

most people don't pay attention

to that stuff. But Decena and

Breitbach have created a

hero who's obsessed

with it; Rand (John

Livingston), a Bay Area

programmer who creates

an artificially intelligent

cartoon bird that's

geared to respond to

human emotion like a

pet.

Of course there s a

lame back story that

explains Rand's obses-

sion with the science of

emotion: His mother is

stricken with

Alzheimer's disease, and

she no longer recognizes

her son or her husband of 30-

plus years. In his bitterness.

Rand's father has become con-

vinced that the love he shared

with his wife was merely chemi-

cal, and he's drilled that mental-

ity into his son.

And of course Rand's mind-

set will be tested by a woman.

Sarah (Sabrinu l.loyd), whom
we first see painting, signifying

what a perfect love interest she

is. She tries to flirt with Rand at

a bar, but Rand clams up and

she goes off with his sexually

aggressive partner. Winston

(Bruno Campos), for an unsatis-

fying one-night stand.

But never fear Sarah teaches

at the kindergarten where Rand,

Winston and their third partner

lohnson (Rueben Grundy) have

been ordered to product-test

their digital pet. giving Rand

plenty more chances to woo her

with his moroseness. While

Lloyd has some winning

moments as Sarah. Livingston

(the brother of the far more tal-

ented Ron Livingston) ties him-

self into knots trying to look tor-

mented.

Although nothing signifies it

as a period piece, "Dopamine"

clearly takes place when the dot-

com bubble was still inflating;

People gel paid to mess around

on their computers all day, and

nobody seems to worry about

money or even whether their

product ever makes It to market.

They live in a sell-contained

world untouched by war, terror-

ism or economic uncertainty,

making them seem all the more

smug and inconsequential.

Kl^'-V 11,11 V^M•A/A!^S.X'IATE1>IKE.SS

Bruno Compos plaVN Winston, an aggressive oddball, in this

film about computer obsession.

tXXIRTESY WWWROLl INliSTONt 11>M

The old-school rocker is tuned

up for his new television show.

The contestants are eliminat-

ed one by one as the Motor City

Madman sees fit. The last one

standing wins the loot and the

vehicle.

Along for the ride, are

Nugent's wife. Shemane. son.

Rocco. and his "blood brother."

Big |im. who drives the eliminat-

ed contestants down a dirt road

in a pickup truck.

"We're showing off our self-

sufficient. Neanderthal lifestyle."

Nugent. 54. told The Associated

Press. "If you can't derive some

entertainment from that, you're

weird."

"Surviving Nugent" is sched-

uled for one airing, but VHl
might make it an ongoing series,

said Rob Weiss, head of East

Coast programming and develop-

ment for the channel.

Nugent's no stranger to televi-

sion, he has appeared on "Miami

Vice" and "That 70's Show."

New book surfaces to touch all Mister Rogers' fans

Work incorporates speeches, songs, anij writings made by Rogers
.. . . , , r _..i-.i f_ ui:.. ....-,;.„ :, hooL C.r i-k-nnle who hud bout with stomach canct

By Judy Lin

AsStHlATEl) I'kKSS

PITTSBURGH (AP) - Mister

Rogers may have left a void in mil-

lk)ns of lives when he died but Mrs.

Rogers hopes a new collection of

his plainspoken wisdom will pro-

H Kit>'i \ii*«Ramj<(innH>*.\

Mister Rogers' legacy has

moved from the screen to the page.

vide comfort to them as it did for

her

loanne Rogers says "The World

According to Mister Rogers;

Important Things to Remember."

from Hyperion Books, was pub-

lished for people who grew up

watching Fred Rogers' public tele-

vision show. It serves as testament

to his timeless message of love,

friendship and respect.

"Most of the people who read

this book will feel as if they're hav-

ing a visit with him. I do. and 1

ihink that's why I cherish it so."

Rogers said.

Culled from years of com-

mencement speeches, songs, writ-

ings and interviews, the new book

contains words of courage and

inspiration, simple statements that

made Mister Rogers a hou.sehold

name. At least one passage was

pulled from a public service

announcement, which aired alter

the Sept. 1 1 . 2001 terrorist attacks.

One .sentence reads; "I'm con-

vinced that when we help our chil-

dren find health) ways of dealing

with their feelings, ways that don't

hurt them or anyone else, we're

helping to make our world a ^alei.

better place."

For more than thrtv decades,

the public television show "Mister

Rogers' Neigh Ixjrhood" taught mil-

lions of young viewers about love

and to feel more secure about the

world. Decked in his zip-up cardi-

gan and sneakers, he became a

friend to children and a mentor to

parents.

Unlike his previous songbooks

lor children and parenting guides,

the new book has a broader appeal.

"It's not a book for children, but

a book for people who had

watched the show over the years,

grown-up children who were famil-

iar with his program and who

knew him." loiinnc Rogers said.

Proceeds from the book sale

will go to The Fred Rogers Fund,

which promotes children's devel-

opment.

The ver> private Rogeis wrote

the forward lor her late husband's

book, recounting how thcv met at

Rollins College in Winter Park.

Fla.. where ihc two played piano.

She continued to pla> professional-

Iv as he focused on his iclcvision

show, which began airing at

Pittsburgh public television station

WQED in l%b and went national

two years later.

The two. who were married for

more than 50 \cars, loved lo laugh.

Esen before he died Feb. 27 after a

bout with stomach cancer at his

Pittsburgh home, loanne Rogers.

75. said he told jokes and watched

Monty Python with their grandchil-

da-n.

When he came home from the

hospital after having surgery in

|anuar>. he walked straight to his

piano to play because he had

missed it so much, she said.

"Our friendship was extremely

important to our relationship and 1

miss that." Rogers said, "but on the

other hand, he's everywhere."

Rogers uses three words to

describe her husband - courage,

love and discipline - which

inspired editors to bundle his work

into tho>e three themes. The book's

messages keep her conipany She

even uses paper clips to mark her

fa\orite quotes in her cop\ of the

final proof
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Fans over the edge
By Helena Payne

A»8t)ClATKl> PRtJiS

South

BOSTON - jubilant Red Sox fans poured

into the streets and hundreds converged on

Kenway Park, celebrating Boston's 4-3 victory

over the A's in Oakland to advance to the

American League Championship Series

against the hated New York Yankees.

"It's crazy. It's awesome," said Sean

Cunningham, 27, of the city's Jamaica PUiin

section. "It's going to be a great series. Red

Sox against Yankees, it doesn't get any better

than that."

At least one car near the ballpark Monday

night was flipped over onto its top, some fans

jumped onto the roof of a parked ambulance,

others rocked moving taxis back and forth and

witnesses said beer bottles were thrown from

rooftops of nearby buildings. Chants of "Go

Sox" filled the air.

Boston police reported three arrests

including two women for allegedly exposing

themselves - but no injuries in the crowd.

They were expected to be arraigned Tuesday at

Roxbury District Court.

Several thousand students poured out of

dormitories at the University of Massachusetts

in Amherst following the Red Sox' victory,

said Patrick Callahan, a university spokesman.

He described the gathering as "celebratory"

and said no arrests were made.

However, one person, described by

Callahan as a student at Springfield Technical

Community College, suffered broken bones

Iter jumping off the roof of the Berkshire

)ining Commons.
Shortly before Monday night's game three

students were arrested in connection with

damage following Saturday night's game when

500 to 1.000 students and other people gath-

ered outside the Southwest Dormitory com-

plex, Callahan said. Two non-students were

arrested eariier with police estimating broken

windows and other damage at $20,000.

In New Hampshire, hundreds of revelers

celebrated downtown near the University ol

New Hampshire in Durham. Observers said

there were about 2,000 people downtown:

^^_ police estimated between 500 and 600. In

,fRAiiiHiiN<,/.xH.iF,r.iAN Plymouth. scores of police assisted from sur-

, rounding towns to control the crowd that

An unidentified nwn hangs from the roof of Berkshire Dinning Commons during a raucous celebration in UMa.ss
g^jj^^rcd at the bonfire near the Plymouth

.thwest re.sidential area early yesterday morning. Red Sox celebrations were reported throughout New England.

Slate University campus. In Manchester alter

the game, police were called to assist campus

guards at Southern New Hampshire University

for reports of a disturbance, including at least

one outdoor lire.

At the Cask 'N Hagon across the street

fojm lenwav Park, bar patrons let out a collec-

twe roar when Derek Lowe pitched his way

out of the ninth-inning jain.

"It's amazing. I'm so excited," said Liz

Wes.sen. 2b, of Boston, a Red Sox fan since

childhood.

"They have a team this year that can go all

the wav"
But' F.stee Chaikin. 23, of Boston, who

watched the game at lillian's. a downtown bar.

said people were praying and holding hands

until the end of the game.

With the bases loaded in the bottom ol the

ninth and a one-run lead. Lowe struck out

pinch-hitter Terrence Long to end the decisive

(ifih game of the AL Division Series.

Bostt)n recovered from a two-game delicit

to knock out the As three games to two to gel

to the ALCS.
Red So\ lan> had a momentary scare m the

seventh inning after center fielder lohnny

Damon and second baseman Damian Jackson

bumped heads in the oullield while running lo

catch a lly ball from Oakland's Icnuaine Dye.

"I think we lost a lot ol the momentum,"

said Yao-Chung King. 14, who watched the

game in a dorm at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, then left with his group to soak

up the post-game excitement in the heart of

Boston.

"After coming from behind 2-0. 1 ligure we

have a prettv good chance," said |ohn Moore.

22. of Walpole. who was vsatching the game

with friends at the Cask 'N flagon.

Oakland entered Monday s game hoping to

break a streak of eight losses in games that

could have clinched a spot in the next round.

1 he A's made the playoffs in each of the last

three years, failing each time to make it past

the tirsi round.

But Oakland has nothing on Boston when it

conjcs to losing big games.

The Red Sox long history ol near-mis.ses is

legendary from the ball through Bill

Buckner's legs in Oame 6 of the l'-tt<b World

Series to Bucky Dent's improbable home run

in a one-game playoff in I'^TM.

DepO'Provera is 99.7% effective.

Not only is it 99.7% effective, but you need just

1 shot every 11 to 13 weeks to protect you

from pregnancy. So, unlike the Pill, Depo-Provera

is not your every day birth control.

Depo-Provera does not protect you fronn

HIV/AIDS or other sexuallv transmitted diseases .

You shouldn't use Depo-Provera if you could be

pregnant or if you have had any unexplained

penods. You should not use it if you have a

history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke, or

liver disease. When using Depo-Provera, there

may be a loss of some of the bone mineral

stored in your bones. This could increase your

risk of developing bone fractures. Some women

using Depo-Provera have side effects. The most

common are irregular periods or spotting. Many

women stop having periods altogether after a

few months. You may gain weight when using

Depo-Provera. About two thirds of the women

in clinical trials reported a weight gain of about

5 lb during the first year of use.

Talk to your health care provider to see if

prescription Depo-Provera is right for you.

Birth control you think about just

4 times a year.
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Thursday, October 8, 2003
6:00 to 9:00 pm

Elijah Boltwood's Tavern

at mi: LORD JEFFERY INIV

$2.00 PINTS
Appetizer Specials Prizes Giveaways

Oktoberfest: October 9—25

The Lord JcfFcry Inn

30 Boltwood Ave,, Amherst

413 253 2576

www.lordjefferyinnxom

ReJDvena^*
WITH OUR FALL Special ~m~

Restore the fullness and shine and ^|^
replenish the moisture to your hair

with our patented Color Touch

conditioning treatment...that lasts four to

six weeks...a $50 value

~ And-

Sooth your dry hands with our Citrus &

Aloe Paraffin treatment... a $20 value

FARN UP TO $40 PER HOUR
Nightclub Now Hiring

Barijenders >*»^ Floor Staff

I^CocktatHServ ;rs ^ «*-

Casliiers

r «^:^ Barbacks
'^ 'dickers'

Al 1 FOR ONLY $

including FREE all-nutrient

hand & twdy lotion! 3(fa $70 value

Patrick
Open Tbes. thru Fri.. 9:307:00 C' VjOTHpUny

Sat., 9:30-4:30

A 102 RusseU St., Rte. 9, Hadley • 586-7477r

Apply In Person Only

Dates: luc Sept. .K)th and Wcd-Oct. !st 2003

lime: 6:00 8:00 p.m

Place: 1"00 Main Srrccl, Springfield, MA
www.hd rome.com

Also Hiring: Marketing and Promotions Manager
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Runner balances workload
Continued from page 12

hometown of Lunenburg. Mass.

MtC'arron's sister also shares the

lainily's passion lor running, and

is currently the number two run-

ner lor the Naval Academy's

women's cross-country team.

Aside from leading the cross-

country team on the trail.

McCarron has helped guide new
students for the past three

semesters, by being a Resident

Assistant. Despite the large time

commitment. Andrew enjoys the

responsibility of being an R.A.

because it gives him the chance

to interact with people he nor-

mally would not see.

"Heing an R.A. is fun, it takes

up a lot of time, but it's usually

during times I'd be in my room

doing homework anyway. I

chose to become an R.A.

because it looks good to have

leadership experience on

resumes, and I like the kids on

my hall. ' McCarron said.

Despite his involvement with

several extracurricular activities,

McCarron refuses to believe that

he's taken on too much, and jok-

ingly suggests that all he needs is

"a little sleep and a day planner
"

"The only advice I could give

to someone thinking about

becoming a student-athlete is to

put school first, because in lime

everyone's athletic abilities will

fade, but they will always have

the education." McCarron said.

McCarron isn't ready to start

planning for life after college,

but he's excited about graduat-

ing from UMass in 2005.

•j guess I'll look at the mar-

ket when I get out. I may go to

grad school, or I may go out and

try to find a job," McCarron

said.

One prediction McCarron

will make, with two races Ictt

before the cross-country playoffs

- he is confident that UMass will

improve upon last year's sixth

place. Atlantic 10 finish.

"We'll do way better than

sixth. No one on the team may

win the race, but we'll linish as a

pack, and definietly improve

upon last season." McCarron

said.

City officials to crack down
Destructive post game celebrations create cause for concern

By Gkei; Sdkiennik
AsS(K lATkll I'KbSS

BOSTON - City officials

pledged to crack down on row-

diness and underage drinking

Tuesday after celebrations by

Red Sox fans led to property

damage and seven arrests.

Fans poured onto the streets

and hundreds converged on

Fenway Park after Boston won

in Oakland on Monday night to

advance to the American

League Championship Series

against the New York Yankees,

At least one car near Fenway

was flipped onto its top. Some

fans jumped onto the roof of an

ambulance and others rocked

moving taxis. Witnesses said

beer bottles were thrown from

rooftops of nearby buildings.

The seven were charged

with disorderly conduct, and

three of them with trespassing.

Two of the seven also were

charged with indecent expo-

sure, authorities said.

With an ALCS looming

against the archrival New York

Yankees, city officials took a

stand Tuesday in hopes of pre-

venting further violence.

Mayor Thomas Menino

urged fans to "celebrate in a

way we can all be proud oL"

"Celebrating at the expense of

others is unacceptable and will

not be tolerated," he said,

adding that police will arrest

anyone who threatens public

safety.

Police Commissioner Paul

Evans said the city will ban

parking around Fenway Park

between 4 p.m. and 1 a.m. on

game days - home and away -

during the playoffs.

Police will arrest underage

drinkers and check liquor

stores and pubs to make sure

underage or drunken fans are

not served alcohol. Police also

planned to work with area col-

leges, several of which are

within walking distance of the

ballpark.

Meanwhile, the team's die-

hard fans - loyal despite nearly

a century of heartbreak -

looked forward to the best-of-

seven series against the

Yankees with a mix of "this is

our year" enthusiasm and "here

we go again" cautious opti-

mism.
"Every year it always seems

like this is the year," said |erry

Oimeda, 30. of Revere. "You
always think this year is differ-

ent. So I don't know if this year

is different."

"It makes me nervous,"

added Maureen Shepherd, 40.

"Boy. they do it the hard way."

Monday's decisive game
against the A's came down to

the last pitch, with Derek l,owe

striking out Oakland's Terrence

Long with the bases loaded.

Game 3 was an extra-inning

cliffhanger and Game 4 fea-

tured a dramatic Red Sox

comeback in the eighth inning.

Some Boston fans were

already looking past New York,

toward a possible World Series

matchup with the Chicago

Cubs - like the Red Sox. a star-

crossed team with a tragicomic

history of bad luck and blun-

ders attributed to a mythic

curse.

In 1918. the last time the

Red Sox won a World Series,

they beat the Cubs.

"It's going to be the "super-

natural series,'" said Michael

JVlonroe. 27. of Acton.

Shepherd, 40. a New |ersey

native who became a Red Sox

fan in 1986. said she's trying to

persuade her mother, a Yankee

fan, to see the error of her ways

and root for Boston.

"I think we hate them more

than they hate us," she said of

Yankees fans. "But 1 think

they're worried going into this

series. I think we're going to

win."
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SPONSORED IT;

DAILY
HAMPSHIRE
GAZETTE

lAfE lAIANT ^,
TO BREAK THE UMASS HOCKEY SINGLE GAME ATTENDANCE RECORD

OOO!
BUY ONE
GET ONE
FREE

n^HOCKEY
VS. CONNECTICUTHUSKIES

THURSDAY • OCTOBER 0th • 7:00 PM
TICKETS 1MILLIA ULLINS CENTE

FREE T-SHIRTS FOR THE FIRST 2,000 FANS!
^eca'i

>\OHKCY BAU
i:!>1i;'' r^ cim4^ * r»^f«z«^wt^ ISIortheast dental

CKY lllflNMER lllfILL IfliALK AlAiAY I'^VIJ'H.^
.^^:rs5v M OME LUCKY lllflNNEK lllfILL ^^^"^ ^JT"^ — « -i«m^yi FREE SPRINGBREAK TRIP TO CANCUN
^-#^\^ COURTESY OF Fl-IRMJ^TIOM-COIWI * 1 -ST7-^CJtMCUM

UIVIASS STUDENT 1
uirltti vaim UlVlass U n d e r g
STUDENT TICKET PICK-UP LOCATIONS
mULLINS CENTER • CAIVIPUS CENTER

BERKSHIRE DINING COIVIIVIONS

me Student I

T I C OFFICE
5^5-0810

v) l\LA I Eye Care Services

wm_^ Savings on eyeglasses from theU *"
on-site Optical Services at UHS

RP^^ A great place to get contact lenses

Convenient hours and location

FREE eyeglass adjustments and

one year warranty on frames

Savings on routine eye exams for

students at UMass

\ hundreds of parkmg spaces

1/2 mile to class

5 minutes to get there

SPECIAL OFFER: 10 PERCENT

STUDENT DISCOUNT

'ONALLFRAMEI
AND EYEGLASS

. LENSES'/

"/ invite you

to use the

Eye Care

Services"

' Cannot be combined with

other Insurance discounts.

Fredeflck H. Bloom, 0.0.

Director. UHS Eye Care iervket

For appointments or

questions, call 577-5244

UHS EYE CARE SERVICES

1 unique you

WORKOUT ON
CAMrUf!!

4 GYMS TO CHOOSE FROM FOR ONF LOW PRICF

BES^ PIBICKS AlBOiaiD

lloiiNiiiff Sei^lit'j* K4>.<<i<leiiUal WelliK'v^t ("filters

Washington 19''' floor

IQA 19''' floor (Now Expanded!!)

Lewis basement

Webster V floor

Wall Mounted Televisions

(Coming S(ion to I cw is ;mcl V\'i-bstcr)

downtown
Amherst

A VAtLABLEfOk ALL STUPiMTsU
Membership fee: $45/semester

S85'year
C8«h cannot be accepted Pay with your UCARD or witti

ctieck or money order \,^
payable to UMASS Housing ^
CALL 577-WELL ** > ^i^
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TODAY'S
rROSSWORP PUZZLE

ACROSS

Ctiocot«1* d'tnk

6 fmCM covM'mg
10 Not odd
14 OhK) city

t^ Ki«in ol d«»<gn
16 Glwlwtor

•vtiing
17 OowngriMle
IB Rais*
1

9

Popuiat &Kl« dtfth

20 Own»
21 T»n«l
23 M«l*<] out

24 NoCMlitr Uom

pntVlOU* PUZ2LE ftOLVKO

EoyP'
» BbtndBtt

Kl I ), kK^ /I' ( i\\ '

26 Bmndat buMor>
27 n*d CfOftv

found*'
2b Thinks Bhcacl
3) Walking
32 M«ror1iin«>
33 Small swallow
36 Biaaktasi drmk
40 Cow*' wrth luri

A I Optical davca
42 Pattton
43 Onfl

4b Conductor
Oonandv

46 Pulled tha oau
40 Sia' m Cygnu*
49 Oimmtshas
^ Vtgilani

S2 Unaaal lo Blake
55 ValhaHa hosi
66 fog srtapad
57 Viobnist Stern

59 Barrel ul laughs
60 Soup dt»h

61 Otound
62 Actor Perkins
63 Quaint hotels

64 W4d Wefti »how

DOWN

i-i J* 01 O /00> I

? N Mei>
neighbor

3 Junction
4 Bounce
b Story

e TypeO*
parking

7 Lady tn Kir>g

Arthur % court

8 Hard tacts

9 Aikiw
to Mistakes
1

1

Curtain fabric

1

2

Quiz show
host

13 Prerequtsile
22 Went loggir^
23 Hourvj tor

payment
26 Surmounting
26 Over with
27 Suitcases
28 1960s hatrdo

29 Urwi ol wetght
30 Aloha go w>l^8

32 Btrdhouae
occupant

33 Buffet
34 Computer

screen graphtc

36 MadamcHteUeft
father

3/ Hurried away
38 Perkier

39 Sirortg desira

43 Score
44 Home. )n the

phone booti

46 "Auction er*d

46 Deetay s
medium

47 Leek cousin
46 vales
49 Beer starter

60 Ertglish river

61 Grassy area
63 Canape loppei
64 Reverberate
66 Geisha s sash
68 — Paulo

^VtgW^Y>gKJt5KJtg^£^5^

I

't''>^J^%>

Qris^'PuB
413 S48-6900 j

|www.thehorp.net|

163 Sunderland Rd.- N. Amherst

just north of the apartments

WED. Reggae Night!

TH. UFB (Atropop, Reggae, Roots)

No Covtr

FRl. Open Irish Seisuin!

SAT. Havin' Fun Band
(Rock covers, Oldies)

No Cover

September Special!

Labatt Blue:

$1.75 A pint / $6.2S A pitcher

Don't forget FREE Red Sox Buffet

AM) JAVVHOO • 111 M.\K'K \

\\\ \\\ l?K'l\ll\\ \1K1 K .\ A. MH mi \I (i\KI I
IINSI l!l KUI \.( ( l\l

Dining Commons Menu
DC. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Meat I asagna

• Chicken Nuggets

• Sweet Potato Quesadilla

(vegan)

DINNER
• Roast Turkey

• Fried Scallops

• Thai Seitan

(vegan)

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

WEDNESDAY
• High: 75

• Low: 47

/l)()M\SS • 1-)^ S \K \l

All mov«4 l**t« Vh« aar: y«a.

W«'v« rtiii 90* © ••r* M •*•

down to aMiKcrit un>0«e ***•

car atd tn«va •>' fh.i atuff

u^ .*»• your dofi** n>««n

C

THURSDAY
. High: 73

• Low: 45

FRIDAY
• High: 66

• Low: 44
<o

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
M.jff Brjdy

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Fmiliv Dugg.in

COPY EDITOR
Morris Singer

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Slwnnon Fjrringlon

PRODUCTION STAFF
Gerry Auger/ Lindsdy Clark
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They may take our

lives, but they'll never

take our freedom!

-Willicim Wallace, (Mel Gibson) Braveheart

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

wherever you go, always know where

you are.

pisCeS • Feb. I^J-Mar. 20

It's funny that you think people care

about your problems, cause they don't.

aries • mak. 2i-A('r. i9

Keep hold of the higher ground. It's how

you win the battles.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Take up a new hol)by. Tightrope walking

has always sounded interesting.

gemini • may21-iun. 21

Eat more macaroni and cheese.

cancer • iun. 22-)ul. 22

Be quick about your task, it's inconve-

niencing many others.

leO • lui.. 23-AU&. 22

Speak up. Don't let yourself be forgotten.

virgO • Aug. 23-StKT. 22

Today is a good day to look deeper into

things.

libra • sfpt. 23-o<t. 22

Try to advance in your workplace. A pro-

motion has your name on it.

Scorpio • 0( T. 2^-Nov, 21

Fight c()uragtK)usly don't let "The Man"

hold vou down

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-de(. 21

Just deal with the fact that no one likes

you.

Capricorn • dk. 22-ian. iq

Walk backwards tixlay you're missing

things as you pass.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
M'AKTMFM Ff)R RENT

6 R(X)m-4 BcdnxMii

apt. $120()/month plus

utilities. Northampton

584-4920

At H) FOR SAIE

$500!!! Cars from

$500!!! Police impou-

nds for li.stiiigs. 1 -800-

319-3323 ext4554

1994 VolksvvaKon

Jetta, 160K, includes

4 snow tires, $2,000/

OBO. Julie 253-4240

93 Pontiac Bonneville

SL^N All Pcwer Must

Sell $ 15a"! B/O 253-

5537

( HIinCARF

Nanny Wanted Part-

time to care for 1 yr.

Old triplets I to 3

days a week In Belch-

eHownCall4l.3-.32.3-

92i8or4i.3-272-(i267

COMPUTERS

QuickMlverC'ompu-

ringC'omputer help

Viru.s removal Web
I\'siun$15/hr54«-

6847 A>k for T.J.

Pentium Laptop

%^)9.00 Pentium

IVsktop $49.00 We
fix Laptops, IVsktops/

PC's guaranteeil 584-

8857

FMPIOYMFNT

Sales Assistant f ir

consult inK/sofrvviire

finn. Telephone tele-

marketing. Economics

a plus. Please send

cover letter and

resume to Frederick

Trey: at Regional

Economic MikIcIs,

Inc., 43 3 West Street,

Amherst, MA OlOOl

or fax 41 3-549-1038

or email

resume.s@remi.com.

EMPLOYMENT

Vi.sa/Masterciud

approval agents earn

$l,000/week p»)ten-

tial. Noexpcnence

necessary. Call 1-800-

821-3416 ext. 145

Hani u|itt)$ 100 per

hour or inure as an

exotic male dancer at

club Xstatic. 240

C:hesnut Sr,

Springfield MA,4n-
736-2618 or

wwvv.cluhxstatic.com

Movie Lxtra.s/Models

needed. No exp.

required, earn up to

$500-kW a day. 1-

888-820-0167 ext.

U150

Banender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day jMtential. Lival

positions. l-a\^-293-

3985 ext 516

EMPLOYMENT

!Bartending!$

$250/day potential

No experience Nesc

Training provided. 1-

800-965-6520 ext 162

FOR RENT

Ski House for Rent

So. Lonilonbenry. VT
1 .5 mins to Stratton. 7

mi. to Bnnnley 3 mi.

to Magic Mm. 7

Bdnns, 3 baths, sleeps

3{)$l(KX)/weekkatii

hiovvnc(« vcri/on.net

or 410-404-6326

FOR SALE

Have ytni been

ripjx'd-off by a

retaiter.' Contact the

Student Legal

Ser\ices Offices

regarding your rights

as a cMiisumer. 922

Campus (Vnter,

545-1995

INSTRUCTION

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHP
MySQL, Perl and

more.

www.iatftlv.com or

(413)253-0051.

University Bartending

Classes Start Sewn 1
-

S(X)-U-CAN-M1X

Call now for informa-

tion!!! Space is

Limited www.univer-

sitybartending.com

SERVICES

pregnanc:y
TESTINC, mv
Testing, Birth

Gintrol, and

Emergency

Qmtraception.

Affordable and confi-

dential. Tapestry

Health. 27 Pray

Street, Amherst. 548'

9992

SERVIC tS

Pet-Sitter available

days nights & week-

ends. l\>g walking. 9

years experience. Call

Gina 253-0619

All Digital Pnxluc-

tions Pro Videography

for Weddings, Bar

Mitzvahs, Comm-
ercial (508) 221 -822^

sweeppicker@yahixv

com

SHEAR BLISS

DAY SPA SER-

VICES 13. xH

Sugaring (waxinj;) for

men and wcnnen

*Safe*ia>H. Natural

Effective 2532322

Pregnant? Need

help? C lall Birthright

of Amherst area for

free testing and assis-

tance. 549-1906

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK
2004! IVacli Lite

Vacations! Jamaica,

C'ancun, .^capulco,

Bahamas, Fk^rida. Sell

Trips, Earn C-ash,

Travel Free!! C:all 1-

8^-733-6347

www.Ivac hiifexaca

-

rions com

SPRING BREAK
Lugest selcxrtion of

IVstinations. includ-

ing C'niises! Foam

Parties, Free l>inks

and C-lub Admissions.

Rep Positions and

FREE trips Avail.ible.

1-8^-231-4386

www.EpicuR'anTours.

com

A "Reality" Sprint;

Break 2a4's Hottest

Prices Bix)k now ..

Free Trips, Meals 6i

Parties vvww.-~un

si-tl.ishtours.coin or 1
-

8aM26-7710

TRAVEL

A SPKlNt i BREAK-

ER NEEHEn 2c\M's

Hottest IVstinatiiins

Ck Parties 2 free trips /

high commissions 15w

sunsplashtours.com 1-

8a^-426-7710

Math/Physics Tiiti>r

$kYHr pliiN tr.ivel

C:alll>. Kline 413-

552-3805

WANTED

Casting: pholoijenic

male/female luixlels,

h.ur stylist s/m.ikeup

artists, artists

(786)556-2405 email:

colorartist r\i(^n.et

:envnet

Weekend CtH>k: To

prepare meals i>n Sat

6i Sun lx.tween 10-5.

Please Call 549-6202

for more information.
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Marlins fire first strike
*"^^»'"

By Ben W/oker
AsSOtlAIll) PRtSS

CHICAGO (AP) — Mike Lowell sure

wrecked this Wrigley Field party in a hurry.

With the old ballpark still shaking after

Sammy Sosa's tremendous, tying homer

with two outs in the ninth inning, Lowell

led off the 1 1 th with a pinch-hit home run

that sent the Florida Marlins over the

Chicago Cubs 9-8 Tuesday night in the NL
championship series opener.

In a game featuring seven homers, four

triples and six doubles, Sosa's two-run shot

was clearly the most dramatic. He finally

delivered a big postseason hit, and when

the ball landed beyond the left-field wall, it

turned Waveland Avenue into Bedlam

Boulevard.

Too bad for the Cubs, Lowell's drive

won it. He had help, too - playoff star Ivan

Rodriguez homered and drove in five runs

for Honda.

An All-Star third baseman, Lowell

missed almost all of the final four weeks

because of a broken left hand, and has

played sparingly in the postseason. He was

ready for his first pinch-hitting appearance

this year, batting for winning pitcher

Ugueth Urbina and launching a drive over

the center-field wall off Mark Guthrie.

The sellout crowd of 39,567 started

rocking early as Moises Alou homered in a

four-run first. But the Marlins, who posted

three comeback wins over San Francisco in

the opening round, stormed back when

Rodriguez, rookie Miguel Cabrera and )uan

Encamacion homered in a five-run third.

Braden Looper pitched the 1 1 th for a

save, giving the Marlins a win and a nice

omen. The last 10 teams to win the NLCS
opener have reached the World Series.

After avoiding Barry Bonds in the first

round, Marlins manager lack McKeon said

he would pitch to Sosa in this series.

And it was a good decision - up until

Slammin' Sammy took his final swing.

5>osa tied it with a no-doubt drive, taking

a signature hop after he connected off

Urbina.

Sosa pointed to the sky as he touched

home plate, as much in joy as in relief. The

slugger with 539 career homers had been

only 5-for-51 with one RBI in postseason

play, and his October slumps were starting

to cloud his regular season accomplish-

ments.

As Sosa trotted to right field for the top

of the 10th. his fans in the right-field

bleachers bowed and he doffed his cap.

realion in 2004
By Mike Marzelli

CxjLLEaiAN Staff

Notebook

Florida Marlins catcher Ivan RodriKuez (left) and pitcher Ugueth Urbina celebrate after the Marlins clinched the Wild Card on Friday.

Sept. 26. Although Urbina was rouuhcd up in last night's Game 1 of the NLCS. Rodriguez's five RBI led Florida to a 9-8 w.n.

Renaissance mnner gets

it right on and off course Can the Lakers lure Jordan?
By Matt Barstow

C'oi LF(iiAN Staff

Being a college student is not

easy. For many of us. it's hard

enough going to classes, doing

homework and finding time to

sleep. But a select few University

of Massachusetts students,

known as student-athletes, rede-

fine what is meant by a "heavy

workload."

Acting captain of the men's

cross-country team Andrew
McCarron may be the poster

child for student-athletes. Aside

from participating in two sports

(cross country and indoor

track). McCarron is a chemical

engineering major enrolled in

Commonwealth College.

On top of it all, McCarron 's

been able to maintain a 3.5

cumulative GPA through his first

two years at the University of

Massachusetts.

"I don't really have a secret, I

just try and stay on top of things.

It's tough keeping on the right

track with all the distractions

college kids face, but I love run-

ning and enjoy engineering, so it

comes natural to me," McCarron

said.

UMass head coach Ken

O'Brien believes McCarron is

one of the most dedicated and

motivated student-athletes he's

seen during his 37-year tenure at

UMass.
"Andy is one of those well-

rounded kids. I chose him to act

as captain in last week's race

because of his leadership. Even

though he's only a junior, he

really raises the bar for himself

and the guys around him. He

works really hard and it pays

off," O'Brien said.

In his first race acting as cap-

tain, McCarron finished first

among UMass scorers, with a

time of 28:40. The newly

appointed captain ran his best

race of the year, finishing 1 0th

out of 57 competitors, leading

the Minutemen to a second-

place A- 10 finish, at the Orange

Classic Invitational in Syracuse,

N.Y.
McCarron, who finished

eighth in the lO.OOOmeter event

at the New England Champion-

ships last year, is helping to

anchor a team that lost seven

\

graduating seniors in 2001

With three solid races under

his belt this season, McCarron

will be looked upon to lead the

Minutemen in Saturday's high

profile New England Champ-

ionships,

"The guys are going to face

something new Saturday. Instead

of 40 or 50 runners like they've

seen so far, they will be running

against 300. It's nice when you

have guys like Andy who've been

there before to help ease the ten-

sion," O'Brien said.

Senior teammate Matthew

Thomas, who has known

McCarron for two years, realizes

the importance of having some-

one like him on the team.

"He's a hard worker, he is a

leader but it's not in a loud,

pushy kind of way. When he's

there, you know he's going to get

it done," Thomas said.

Being a D-l athlete requires

intense dedication. McCarron

trains year-round, running sever-

al miles at least four days a

week. After a summer of push-

ing his body into gear for the six-

mile cross-country races.

McCarron has three weeks to

adapt his body to running the

much faster 3.000- and 5.000-

meter indoor races.

"Sometimes it's tough, like

when you're sick but you have to

continue to push yourself any-

way," McCarron said. "I won't

lie, it's not always easy. I worked

really hard my senior year of

high school, but had to sit out

the entire season because I

caught mono. Luckily I'm sur-

rounded by people like my team-

mates and parents who support

me," McCarron said.

"We're used to running year-

round, because when the cross-

country season ends in mid-

November we have to be ready

to back off the long workouts

and run indoor," Thomas added.

"McCarron and I don't race the

10,000 during the indoor sea-

son, so we have to be in good

enough shape to run any dis-

tance."

McCarron 's father, who intro-

duced Andrew to cross-country,

continues to run competitively in

five-mile road races, held in their

"And now, the captain for your Iajs Angles

lakers, number 23. Michael lurdan!"

Could you imagine hearing that every night

from a sold out Staples Center'.' Phil lackson.

lakers Coach and Mi's mentor for all six rings, has-

n't ruled out the thought.

"It has crossed my mind." Jackson told the

Chicago Tribune for Tuesday's editions. "But 1

don't think I'd ask Michael that question until it

became absolutely necessary or it became

a realitv. It's just speculation."
^ ,

,

If Kobe Bryant goes to jail, which he 1000

should, who better to fill the void as the

centerpiece of the Triangle Offense than lordan.

The prince of flight used this offense with Scottie

Pippen and whoever else to dominate the entire

•90s era.

After signing two former Dream Team players,

two-time M.V.P KaH Malone and eight-time All-

Defensive Team inember Gary Payton. lackson is

now in search of his finest student, not to mention

the greatest player of all time. Being a Btjstonian

Continued on page 10
Michael Jordan takes the final shot of hi.s NBA

unless Phil Jackson has anything to «ay about it.

/

and raiscxi on Celtic Pride. I can't help to think of

the similarity between the Yankees and Inkers as

"Evil Empires."

An "Evil Empire" is simply a sport organiza-

tion that uses past prestige to gain players

through unlimited and immediate success. Who
else could have gotten Malone. the greatest

power foi-ward in history, to play for one million

dollars'.' Why else would his Aimess take flight in

his Air lordans again instead of just stay-

ing grounded'.' It's called opportunity.

fOSler Unlike the Yankees, the 1 bikers are look-
~"^""~

ing to dominate the entire league instead

of siniplv taking a guy from their archrival. Kobe

and Shaq arc already two of the best players

around, so why not load up? I'nter Malone and

Payton to make a Dream Team-like lineup.

Hcxk. let's just make the Dream Team! By

inserting a 40 year-old lordan. this still would be

the greatest lineup on paper you would ever see,

which is completely unfair. No other team in the

history of the NBA has ever had the means of sim-

^^. . ply adding three of the great

I^Bf ' est players of all-time for

^r cheap prices and a ring, Luke

Walton and Brian Cook was-

n't enough'.'

No one can name another

athlete who has retired three

times (Dennis Rodman is a

freak, not an athlete) and

return for a fourth time

already with a hand full of

rings. The mystic of the

lordan saga is already a little

tarnished with the Wizards

failure. What would he be

proving'.' That he can win

with the greatest team ever,

assembled'.' He would just

seem like a greedy sellout that

needs to call it quits. But you

still think about it.

One of the most intelligent

and dominating players to

ever touch the hardwood.

Gary Payton, wcjuld only be

the third or lt)urth option.

Rookies would Ix' forced to

fight through I he trash talk

and Miiiul games of the sport's

greatest intimidalor since

Muhammad All. fie would do

everything from dit)pping 10

assists to the Mailman and

Shaq a night to k^king down

every backcout with the

Glove.

lordan hasn't responded to

his former coach's wishes,

but the legend must be jx)n-

dering the good ol' days. Stay

tuned.

ToJd Foster is a Collegian

coUwtnist.

With the addition of Towson

University to its ranks beginning

in 2004. the Atlantic 10 Football

Conference

/r\-i^'J^ wi" return

to divisional

play for the

first time

since 1998.

The A- 10.

which was

known as the Yankee Conference

until 1997, will now be made up

of 12 teams split into two six-

team divisioi\s.

Hofstra. Maine, Massa-

chusetts, New Hampshire,

Northeastern and Rhode Island

will compete in the North

Division, while Delaware, lames

Madison, Richmond, Towson,

Villanova and William & Mary

will comprise the South.

Upon the implementation of

the re-aligninent in 2004, each

Atlantic 10 team will play an

eight-game Conference schedule,

which will be comprised of five

divisional games and three games

versus teams from the opposite

division.

Steppm' Up

Sonic programs rebuild, oth-

ers reload. And for Mass-

achusetts coach Mark Whipple,

first-year sophomore Steve

Bay lark is clearly an example of

the Minutemen doing the latter.

Faced with a gaping hole at

the tailback position following

the suspension of Atlantic 10

Rookie of the Year R.j. Cobbs for

the season and a week one injury

to backup Raunny Rosario,

Whipple placed his trust in

Baylark to carry part of the offen-

sive load for the University of

Massachusetts, and the sopho-

more has not disappointed.

After a pair of impressive

100 yard performances in two of

the Maroon and White's first

three games, Whipple made the

decision to give the 6-foot 230-

pound back more carries, and the

Apopka, Fla. native has made the

most of the opportunity.

Following a workman-like 35

carry. 1 46-yard effort in which he

scored two touchdowns to help

UMass shake off lames Madison

31-26 and was named A- 10

Rookie of the Week, Baylark was

back at it for the Minutemen

against New Hampshire on

Saturday.

Carrying the ball through a

driving rainstorm and battling

with his footing on a sloppy, wet

track. Baylark carried the ball

another 25 times, this time for

1 25 yards and three touchdowns.

It was good enough not only to

pace Massachusetts to its third

consecutive win. but to earn

Baylark A- 10 Rookie of the Week
honors for a second consecutive

week.

"I Baylark] is a strong, physi-

cal runner at 250 pounds,"

Whipple said. "There's still a lot

he needs to pick up to become a

complete player, but he works

hard and he's learning.

"I'm certainly happy with his

production up to this point."

For the season, Baylark has

rushed for 584 yards on 1 22 car-

ries in four 100-yard performanc-

es, and is tied for the league lead

with seven rushing touchdowns.

On the Rise

Following its 44-30 win over

New Hampshire, Massachusetts

is threatening to give the A- 10

three top five teams in both the

Sports Network/CSTV l-AA Top

25. as well as the ESPN/USA
Today poll.

Villanova (third) and

Delaware (fourth) are now also

both receiving first-place votes

following wins over

Northeastern and William &
Mary, respectively.

Northeastern (19th). is the

only other A- 1 school in the Top

20, although Maine falls just

short at 21st.

areer la.st season,

Special Special Teams

Rhode Island place-

kicker/punter and all-A- 10 per-

former Shane Laisle tied a 29-

year old school record when he

kicked a 50-yard field goal in the

Rams 27-9 win over Brown.

Ironically enough, the record

was originally set against Brown,

when foriner Ram Wally

Christensen was good from 50

yards on Sept. 28, 1974.

Laisle, who also averaged

37.3 yards per punt, and placed

five of six inside the 20-yard line

for the game, is now a perfect

six-for-six in field goal chances

this season.

{
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The revolution begins
UMass set

for 2003-04
By Matt Stewart
CoLLEiiiAN Staff

If last year was a pleasant surprise, then 2003-04

is a season of expectation, for the Mas.sachu.setts

hockey team, which begins the next phase of "The

New Revolution" tonight against Connecticut at the

Mullins Center.

The Minutemen are coming off their best season

since joining the Hockey East Conference, finishing

2002-03 with a 19-17-1 record (10-14-0 Hockey

East). Highlights of last season include a 5-4 OT vic-

tory at home over Boston University in December, a

solid 3-2 win at Conte Forum against the Boston

College Eagles in January, and finally a landmark play-

off series win in Orono. Maine.

The Maroon and White found themselves in a five-

game slump during late lanuary into early February,

but soon snapped out of it, wnnning three out of its

last four games, building up some steam as it headed

into the Hockey East tournament.

The momentum would continue in the

Minutemen's favor all the way to March. UMass

stormed past Maine in first round action, getting the

5-3 victory in game one and sealing it wnth a 4-2 wdn

in game two. It was the first time the Black Bears had

ever lost a playoff series in Alfond Arena.

Next stop for UMass was the FleetCenter for a

matchup against the New Hampshire Wildcats, a

showdown in which the winner would advance to the

Hockey East finals.

Trailing 4-2 in the third period, the Minutemen ral-

lied behind back-to-back strikes. Stephen Werner cut

the deficit down to one at the 9:40 mark and just 1

seconds later Tmi Turner tied the game up in thrilling

fashion. But the celebration would be tainted with

2:29 ticks left on the clock, when UNH wing Preston

Callander notched the final goal, advancing the

Wildcats to the Hockey East final, which they were

victorious in a 1-0 thrilling overtime win over Boston

College.

Despite the heart-breaking loss in the semifinals,

there's little question that 2002-03 was the greatest

year in the history of UMass hockey. This year, it's the

charge of the Minutemen to build on that success.

FomMROs
UMass is loaded with a wide array of top-notch

forwards. The combination of experienced veterans

and hungry newcomers could be lethal this year,

lunior forward Greg Mauldin (21-20-41) leads the

charge vsath sidekick Stephen Werner (16-22-38) to

comprise one of the best one-two punches in Hockey

F^st.

The pair did lose its line mate when sophomore

Matt Anderson's shoulder injury didn't respond to

surgery, causing the West Islip. NY. native to be red

shirted for 2005-04. M^iuldin was the first UMass for-

ward to break 40 points since the 1996-97 season, fin-

ished No. 10 in the Hockey East in scoring, led all

Hockey East sophomores in scoring, and was the sev-

enth-round draft pick of the Columbus Blue jackets in

2002. Werner led all Hockey East freshmen in scoring

and made UMass history when he was drafted in the

third round. 83rd overall, by the Washington Capitals

in 2tX)3. Anderson finished scx;ond to Werner in

Hockey East in scoring and was a runner-up to

Werner on the team in assists, lunior forward Tim

Vitek (2-5-8) will start in his place.

But a top line alone does not a great team make.

The Minutemen feature balanced .second and third

lines this season. Headlining the second line is senior

center Mike Warner. The strong defensive forw-ard

will be an assistant captain lor this season. Warner is

joined by Chris Capraro (7-16-23) and one of the

most highly-touted recruits to come to Amherst,

freshman Kevin larman. Capraro is great with the

puck and creates opportunities for his teammates,

larman demonstrated his skill in an exhibition against

St. Francis Xavier, with a rocketing one-timer that

went past the bewildered goalie.

Sophomore |ohn Toffey. junior Peter Trovato and

Providence College transfer |ohn Lusczc make up the

third line. All thrtx- of the players in this line made a

positive impact last Friday night against St. Francis

Xavier Luszcz is a new addition to this line, swapping

spots with larman. who took the third slot against the

X-Men.
Also getting a significant amount of playing time in

the exhibition game were sophomores Peter Alden.

lames Solon, and Stephen Jacobs, junior Craig

MacDonald, and freshmen Obi Aduba and Garrett

Sumerfield. Jacobs, the former Cushing Academy

Penquin. proved his toughness by unleashing some

nasty hits on the Canadian visitors. MacDonald

scored the Minutemen's second goal in the exhibition

game, and Summeriicld was credited with the assist.

The other freshman forward, Aduba, showcased his

considerable speed and toughness in the game, lunior

forward |osh Hanson is also expected to contribute to

the Marwn and White attack this season.

Oefensemen

The defen.se features Hockey Fast leading sconng

defensemen Thomas Pock. Pock (17-20-37) broke or

tied 1 1 school rcxords last season and has been elect-

ed a Iri-captain this season in his senior campaign.

Pock was the first ever Minuteman to be named to the

postseason All-Hockey East Second Team. Along with

the sharp shooting Pock is probably one of the best

defensemen in the Conference. Nick Kuiper. the third

and final member of the tri-captains. Kuiper was nom-

inated for best defensemen last season. The second

biggest scoring threat from the Minutemen blue line is

sophomore Marvin Degon. Degon rackcxl up a total of

16 points last sea.son. None of these defensemen saw

action in the exhibition contest against St. Francis

Xavier as a precautionary measure by Cuhex)n.

lunior jelT Lang (3-9-12) improved his offensive

skill drastically in his sophomore .season and looks to

improve even more this year Freshinan Mark

Matheson appears to be a solid addition to the defen-

sive unit, after a gtxxl showing last Friday night, junior

Sean Regan, sophomores Dominic Tonvtti (transfer

from Providence College) and Matthew Fetzer. and

junior Dusty Demianiuk all bring experience to the

table.

Gqaues

Sophomore Gabe Winer will command the

Minutemen between the pipes. Winer posted 3.11

goals against average. 87. 1 save peaentage. and a 1
7-

12-1 record in 2002-03. His 17 wins ranked him

fourth among all freshmen in the nation. Tun Warner

will be backing up Winer in net. Warner held 4.30

goals against average. 81.3 save pereentage. and a 2-

2 record last season. The is a new addition to the

UMass goaltending unit is freshman William Harper,

who comes with a 2 1 -2-2 season with the Connecticut

lunior Wolves, where he put together 1.74 goals

against average and a 94. 1 save percentage.

Love was in the air in Amherst last Valentine's

Day. \Nhen the Maroon and White knocked off the

Huskies 8-6. Pock netted two back-to-back goals to

tie and take the lead late in the third period to clinch

the win. UMass would love nothing more than to

repeat on last year's success.

The Huskies finished the season with an 8-23-3 (7-

16-3) record last season. Graduation hit UConn hard.

as it lost its two top scorers. Kurt Kamienski (30

jxjinis) and Ron D'.Angelo (26 points). The biggest

threat in the Huskies offensive attack is Tim Olsen.

Olsen notched 23 points last season and his speed

threatens even the most disciplined defensemen.

UConn features two senior goalies, Artie Imbriano

(2-10-1 record, 3.9b GAA. 86.4 save pereentage) and

lason Carey (6-13-2 record. 4.09 GAA. 88.4 siive per-

centage).

The Huskies inexperience should play a factor in

tonight's game. The majority of the Huskies roster is

compri.scxl of freshmen ( 1 5 freshmen).

Fill the Bill tonight |

The best of the best
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lew. the WCHA is Strong from top to botioir

Aniirew

Merrill

Why should you go? Because

it's your chance to see the next

chapter in a program that went

from oblivion to the playoffs, in

one of the toughest conferences

in college hockey.

Because you'll see some of the

finest young talent to play any

sport here in the Valley. Need

proof? No less than four of the

players have been drafted into

the National Hockey League,

one before he even set foot on a college ice surface.

How about the chance to be a part of history —
namely, joining the largest crowd to ever watch a

hockey game in the Mullins Center?

How about the chance to see the birth of a

hockey school one that does indeed rival the places

on Commonwealth Ave. and the rest of New

England?
How about a free T-Shirt?

How about watching the ol' State U. take on its

rival in a sport where the playing field is tilted a lit-

tle more toward the Commonwealth?

Tonight, the squad that has brought great hope

to an athletic department ravaged by unexpected

departures (see McCaw, Ian) returns to its home

ice, and it will be the first time that lack O'Neill's

signature "Here come the Minutemen," accompa-

nied by Fight Mass will echo through the Mullins

Center in almost eight months.

Only tonight will be very different than the last

time the hockey team skated onto the Mullins ice.

Tonight will be a treat, a reward both for the team

thai captured the attention of this campus last

year, as well as the students, alumni and support-

ers who made treks to such distant outposts as

Orono. Maine and Estero. Fla.

Tonight, the Minutemen come out not just as

the UMass hockey team, but as heroes. While I

won't give loo much away about what you'll see il

you show up. 1 can say that you'll be proud to live

in the .state of Massachusetts, even if it's only dur-

ing the school semester.

There is» of course, a hitch — and isn't there

always an oftstacle for this team to overcome? The

Red Sox will play the second game of the

American League Championship Series against the

Yankees tonight, first pilch scheduled for 8:18.

Continued on page H3

By Andrew Merritt

(.x)Llf<;ian Staff

It was indeed a meeting of the minds. The date

was Sept. 30. The place? Boston's FleetCenter.

the mecca of Beantown hockey. Hockey East's

annual media day — the day for ihe press to meet

and greet every coach at the helm of a Hockey

East team. Young (Maine's Tim Whitehead) and.

well, established (Boston University's lack

Parker) were there to extol the virtues of their

teams, hobnob with the other coaches in a non-

competitive arena, and give the hungry scribes a

scrap or two after six months in hibernation.

It also represented a grouping of ihe finest

brains in college hockey. Hockey l-asi features

some of the best programs in the nation, from

Parker's perennial powerhouse to lerry York's

otherworldly Eagles, and every year at least a few

of the squads make it to the NCAA tournament.

A thousand miles west of the Boston-centric

cluster of Hockey East .schools resides the other

college hockey superpower, the Western

Collegiate Hockey Association. Including top-

notch squads like National Champion Minnesota,

North Dakota and Colorado College to name a

few. the WCHA is strong from top to bottom.

The conference stretches from Columbus, Ohio

all the way to Anchorage, Alaska, and the acco-

lades cover nearly as much distance. From

Continued on page H2

1 INIWAY ( nJ^RKA\XlEOIAN

Jerry York's Eagles are the odds-on favorite to

take the Hixkey East regular season title.
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The debate rages: Which is the best conference in hockey?
Continuad from page HI

Minnesota's Thomas Vanek, drafted by

Buffalo this year, to North Dakota

phenoni Zach Parise. the talent list in

the league reads like an NHL all-star

roster for 2007.

So, until the two leagues combine

for a season-long death match, its up

to the coaches and officials to answer

one intriguing question: Which confer-

ence is the best one in college hockey?

Is it Hockey East?

"In my opinion it is." says New
Hampshire's Dick Umile. "And maybe

that's a little biased, but if you look at

the last place teams, the eight and nine

in our league does in non-conference

games, how well they play, they beat

the top teams in our league, that's a

good indication of how strong our

league is top to bottom. There's no

question that the bottom of our league

are teams that can beat us. Any team

can win on any given night in our

league."

Says Maine's Whitehead. "I think it

is. yeah. I really do. I've been in the

league for 1 5 years, and I think I can

say that pretty confidently. I know

other leagues can argue that same

thing, and that's fine, but I do believe

we are. I think our record against

other leagues is strong enough. Our

NCAA results have been strong

enough where we can definitely say

we've been one of the top two confer-

ences in the country, going strictly by

results.

"As far as exposure and television

impact. I think there's a lot of interest

in our league which 1 think is a good^

sign too. I think we have a good prod-

uct, and people enjoy coming to see

our games, so that's a good sign for

our league."

indeed. Hockey East receives plen-

ty of attention, especially the teams in

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Boston University generally appears

on Fox Sports New England a handful

of times every season, and the Boston-

based New England Sports Network

just signed a deal with the conference

guaranteeing that each school's fans

will be able to watch their team play

on one Friday night this season.

Also, the year-old College Sports

Television Network will begin broad-

casting a college hockey game of the

week this season, and Hockey East

teams are involved in seven of the first

16 dates of the season. CSTV will

announce the second half of the broad-

cast schedule later this year.

But WCHA gets plenty of press too.

Its teams will take part in seven CSTV
games of the week as well, and

Wisconsin enjoys a similar deal with

lAYtlARKAX I

Boston University coach Jack Parker and Massachusetts coach Don Gaboon

meet during Hixkey East Media Day at Boston's FleetCenter.

game of the series, after losing the first

meeting 6-4.

Minnesota coach Don Lucia, ironi-

cally enough, agrees with MacDonald's

feelings, but he feels that the depth

contest goes to WCHA.
"Hockey East has great teams and

coaches," says Lucia. "There's no real

difference at the top of our leagues,

but the depth here might be belter. In

Hockey Hast, you've basically got the

four teams that dominate year in and

year out. but that math does n^t hap-

pen in our league.

"I'll be biased. There's no differ-

ence at the top. but we're very deep

with seven or eight teams each year.

That's what makes this conference

great, that so many different teams

could be at the top, it's not like one

team wins year in and year out."

lerry York, whose Chestnut Hill

charges are far and away the class of

Hockey East, is less than convinced

about the top conference answer.

"On one of the preseason polls 1

read this morning, we had four teams

in the top 1 5. It'll be interesting as the

year progresses; the WCHA was

ranked No. 1 with Minnesota and

Michigan (Central Collegiate Hockey

Association) No. 2. so clearly the

western conferences are comparable to

us probably. Who's going to be the

best? We'll wait and see. Minnesota

has had the bragging rights the last

couple years, so the WCHA is waving

that Hag, so it's a good challenge for

us."

UMass" Don Cahoon is similarly on

the fence, although it's for slightly dif-

ferent reasons.

Fox Sports as BU. The college hockey

climate is also very different in the

Midwest, where cold winters and qui-

eter areas give way to a more intense

puck crowd.

Also, where the largest Hockey

East arena is Massachusetts' Mullins

Center, with a capacity of 8.58'^, the

buildings in the WCHA are monstrous

cathedrals, topping out at Wisconsin's

13,313-seat Kohl Center. Also bulging

with massive crowds are North

Dakota's Ralph Egglestead Arena

(capacity 11.40b) and Minnesota's

Mariucci Arena (10,000). While there

are some smaller buildings in the

WCHA, like Michigan Tech's 4,200

seat Maclnnes Student Ice Arena, the

barns in the league are generally the

largest in college hockey.

The Hockey East brass argue that

their league is superior because of its

depth.

"I think like any conference, any

league in any sport, if the teams that

are in your lower tier are really com-

petitive and good, that's going to make

for a great conference." says UMass

Lowell's Blaise MacDonald, whose

squad has suffered in the bottom

bracket of Hockey East the last few

years.

"If you look at us last year, we

played pretty well, but we struggled in

the wins and losses. But we go out and

beat Colorado College, and our non-

conference record is outstanding, and

we're an eighth-place team. I think

that's what makes our league great.

"

The River Hawks split a two-game

set with CC in October 2002. Lowell

downed the Tigers 4-1 in the second

"I think most coaches that have

been doing this for a long time would

say Hockey East and the WCHA sepa-

rate themselves from the other leagues

top to bottom. The top programs in

the CCHA measure up, but the differ-

ence is top to bottom. The ECAC's top

teams periodically are as good as any-

body; 1 think they proved that last

year. They could have been in the

national championship."

For Cahoon, it's also a matter of the

older, more established WCHA (44

years old) and the relatively younger

Hockey East, which celebrates its 20th

anniversary this season.

"The WCHA has been in business a

long, long time, and we're only 20

years old. The traditions run even

deeper as a league, and they're in ven-

ues that are a little bit different than

the Hockey East venues, because of

the nature of the schools. Minnesota,

Wisconsin, North Dakota, that's what

they do socially there, so they all play

in big houses, and the tradition is real-

ly terrific."

The leagues are also evenly

matched on the pool of available local

players. Hockey East is a renowned

name in the Northeast, while WCHA
has an unofficial feeder league in the

Tier 1 United States Hockey League,

which Lucia describes as being in the

WCHA's "back yard." That league is

rife with teams from Ohio. Minnesota,

Michigan and Wisconsin. While

Hockey East doesn't enjoy the same

kind of relationship, there are plenty

of junior teams in the eastern part of

the country that give players to the

conference. That's what HEA commis-

sioner |oe Bertagna says provides part

of the strength in the league.

"I think the simple answer, if there

is one, is that each of the nine schools

makes hcKkey on their campus a prior-

ity, because you're not going to get the

players that perform and get these

results on the ice, unless you've got

everything around it that would attract

these kids to that school," Bertagna

says. "So that means the coaching

staff, facilities, booster club, every-

thing ... each of these nine schools

make hockey a big deal; the kids are

going to know that."

"The other thing I think is the

brand name, especially for the New
England kids who grew up in this area.

They see the games on TV, they know

they play where the Bruins play, and

they know it's a big event. I think the

league element also draws, but I think

the real first reason is that the schools

make it a priority on campus."

Though Bertagna points to Hockey

East's record against WCHA and other

conferences as a strength, he also rec-

ognizes the power of the hockey-mad

campuses that make up the western

conference.

"On head-to-head we do pretty

well, on national championships, at

least in recent years, they've got an

edge on us. The finances of the league

are probably better than anybody; they

have some double-digit on-campus

buildings.

"1 went out to North Dakota last

year, and anybody who's a fan of col-

lege hotkey should go out there to see

it. 1 think in all fairness, we've got to

tip our hat to them right now, but I

don't think there's anybody that would

challenge them other than us for that

position."

The National Championship angle

is a tough one, because while

Minnesota ran away with the title last

year, the competitions on the national

level between Hockey East and WCHA
have been fierce. The leagues have

alternated in the last four years with

respect to which conference's team

takes the trophy, with Maine and EC

winning in 1999 and 2001, respective-

ly, and North Dakota (2000) and

Minnesota (2002) winning the other

half. Of the last 10 championships, a

Hockey East team has won four; while

the WCHA has seen three teams win it

all.

When it does come to comparing

the leagues, though, some of the

Hockey East coaches are surer of their

league, and its superiority over its

Western competitor, than others.

"There's certainly a lot of similari-

ties, but ... 1 think our bottom teams

do a better job and 1 think we're deep-

er," Umile says. The top teams in our

league do well nationally into the

Frozen Four as does the WCHA, but

the bottom bracket of our league does

better than theirs, and to me, that

makes us the stronger league, but

they're two very good leagues."

Unfortunately, there's no official

competition for "best bottom half," so

this argument remains subjective. That

doesn't mean that the coaches can't be

completely confident, though.

Especially those who have developed a

legacy during their tenure in the con-

ference like BU's Parker.

"1 think [Hockey East] has been

[the best conference] for a long time,

and 1 think it'll prove to be again this

year." says the Terriers bench boss,

who enters his 31st season at the helm

this year. "The only league that com-

pares to us year-in year-out, top to bot-

tom is the WCHA. But 1 think we've

proven for a long time that, if you look

at our record against the other confer-

ences, and our record in the national

tournament. We've done pretty well."

Sunderland R<
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SGA discusses student riots

and alcohol abuse prevention
By El) Hui>soN

Q)LLEC.1AN (i)RKfcSIMNl)ENT

IMUNI >AN I VMtAR ^A ^ « I.F< HAN

Hannah Fatemi addres.ses the SGA last night in the Cape Cixl Lounge.

With the first in what will be alternating members

of the Faculty Senate in attendance, the recent issues

regarding student riots and misconduct were

addressed at the second Student Government

Association meeting of the year.

Called to order at 7: 1 5 p.m. at the Cape Cod lounge

of the Student Union, the post Red Sox victory riots

were at the forefront of the issues addressed. Of con-

cern was the potential billing of Southwest Residential

Area residents for costs associated with the riots.

.According to some executive cabinet members, the

riots, which are estimated at about a $30,000 financial

loss for the University, could potentially cost residents

of Southwest $6 each in the fonii of a supplemental

bill.

"This isn't a small problem. $30,000 is significant,

and it's significant for us. It's going to end up coming

out of money that would have been spent on us." said

President David CaiT. Regarding the police presence at

riots that took place on Saturday. "I'd go as far as to

say they weren't quite ready."

"Looking back on it. it's a disappointment. At that

point the police weren't set up in any way shape or

fomi on Saturday like they were on Monday night." he

said. "The second jriotj was a celebration. On
Saturday night, it was a different story."

Carr described the student body as a giant curve.

He said there is a group of students who make up the

bottom of the curve, those students who btxome

involved in the riots. He said the larger segment of the

curve is made up of students who are just present at

the riot and don't participate in any destructive acts.

But. he said, there are a .small percentage of students

involved on the other side of the curve that arc flipping

cars and lighting fires.

"What can we do to pre'vent that 1 percent? " Can-

asked the Senate. "I don't know how to slop it." Carr

said. "And jthe police! don't know how to stop it

either." According to Carr. he and a Southwest

Residential Area Governor will be meeting with police

this morning. "It's becoming extremely difficult to

defend students after what happened last Saturday

night." said Brian lAjng. Secretary of University Policy

"These things cannot happen. They should not be hap-

pening."

One student senator added that students have a

right to peaceably assemble according to the First

Amendment, but they don't have a right to violently

assemble. One proposition was to have more cameras

installed in the Southwest Residential Area. However,

according to Attorney General Mark Morrison, the

cameras cost $32,000 each to install and he ques-

tioned whether it was worth the initial costs. There are

currently three additional cameras installed in the

Central Residential Area.

Can addressed the issue of campus-wide program-

ming for students, such as the Alcohol Prevention pro-

gram. "We've had more alcohol incidents in the first

month
I
of this semester! than we have had in the

! entire! first semesters of the last three years," Carr

said. "What can we do to provide better student qual-

ity of life'.'"

Long believes that the Alcohol Prevention Task

Foree has been led astray from its original goal. "It's

my personal opinion . . . that it went f rom preventing

alcohol abuse to anti-alcohol, and that's not good. It

doesn't work." he said. "The long term recommenda-

tions are great and the short temi recommendations

are not."

Regarding the makeup of Senate Committees,

Speaker lared Nokes said he met with 4b of 66 sena-

tors this past week to discuss committee appoint-

ments. According to him, 4 1 of those he met with were

granted their first choices for committcv placement.

Thiileen seniitors did not respond and were randomly

appointed lo committees. Nokes said.

Steven P. Hoeschele. Elections Chancellor,

expressed concern that only nine senators had initially

been appointed to the Ways and Means Committee

this year. Hoeschele preferred that the number be

about 22. with nu less than at least 1 5 on the commit-

tee. He believes that having only nine people control a

budget that will affect the entire student body is not

right.

Nokes anticipated that the Ways and Means

Committee would end up larger in than originally

designed as more Senators sought to be#added.

Continued on page 3

Local restaurants help fight hunger

;i, n

By Erin Whittey
,CVL1-B.1AN <-A.)KH^.>IM)S|)I.ISl

Today 151 restaurants across

Ik-rkshire, Franklin. Hampden and

Hampshire counties will donate 10

percent of their proceeds to The Food

Bank of Western Massachusetts for

their I5lh annual "Piece of the Pie
"

The event is a fundraiser to help light

hunger in Western Massachusetts —
simply by .going out to dinner.

"Pic"ce of the Pie" is more exciting

every year, as more and morc" people

in Western Massachusetts arc- given

the opportunity to help out." said

David Sharkcn. e\cvuti\c dircvtor of

The Food Bunk.

Participating restaurants in

Amherst include. Bueno y Sano,

Rafter's Sport's liar and Restaurant

and Pasta e Basta. A full list of panic-

ipating restaurants is available at food-

bankwma.org. The "Piece of the Pie

2003" logo will be displayed in partic-

ipating local restaurants.

The Food Bank, which is basc-d in

Hatfield, distributes more than six

million pounds of food each year

through its network of 42 1 agencies.

which include programs like soup

kitchens, food pantries, homeless shel-

ters, chiWcare centers and elderly pro-

grams.

This network distributes food to

about 100,000 people in Western

Massachusetts — many from working

families that can't make ends meet.

Children make up 43 |,x-rcent of their

rcxipients.

The 1 ood Bank helps fainilies that

may not get goveninient assistance.

According to Hie Food Bank's Web
site, the 2001 study Hunger in

America' indicated that while 6^ per-

cent of food recipients in Western

Massachusetts have annual household

incomes of less than $1 5,0tK). only 10

percent are on welfare and only 37

percent receive food stamps.

According to Food Bank develop-

ment assistant Icnnifer Myszkowski.

economic problems led many restau

rants that had previously pailicipatecl

in "Piece of the Pie" lo pass on this

years event.

"Picve of the Pie" is The IckkI

Bank's biggest event, generally raising

around $40.0(X). I lowever, with fewer

restaurants than usual, Myszkowski

said. "We're not quite sure how well it

will do this year"

Small donations contributed by

eating downtown today help, as Tlie

l-ood Bank can distribute $9 worth of

food tor every dollar it rai.ses — in part

k-cause much of its food is donated or

salvaged. Sahaged food comes from

damaged packages that can't be sold

in supemiarkets but is still edible.

The Food Bank is always looking

for volunteers for every aspect of its

o(XMation.

"On an ongoing basis, we're look

ing for people who can help sort

through food donated by stores like

Big Y." said Fern Spierer, who coordi-

nates volunteers at Tlie Food Bank.

Spierer is also looking for groups

like registered student organizations.

Iratemiiies and sororities to sponsor

shifts of gilt-wrapping at ITriome's

Marketplace in Northampton during

ihc holiday season.

It doesn't take much to get

involved, though. Myszkowski point-

ed out: Going to "Piece of the Pie" is a

good vvav to help out.

"It's an easy way to get involved —
cat out." she said.

HKl.Sl '\N I >M[ AR.AA IM.I.BllAN

Customers wait for their frnxl at Bueno > Sano. one of many area restaurants donating

10 p«rcent of their profits to The Fi>i>d Bank to commemorate Piece of Pie Day.

House committee approves

legislation for Syria sanctions
By Jesse J. Holland

.-VsMH IATH> Press

WASHINGTON (AP) —
House members yesterday imposed

weapons sanctions and other

penalties on Syria after fresh allega-

tions that the country sponsors ter-

rorists.

"The time has come to hold

Syria accountable for its actions."

said Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen. R-

Fla., as the House International

Relations Committee approved

sanctions legislation.

The United States considers

Syria a state sponsor of terrorism.

and officials are concerned it may
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be allowing activists to cross into

Iraq to take up arms against U.S.

soldiers.

"it has become increasingly

clear which side Syria's govern-

ment has chosen in the war on ter-

ror," 1 louse Majority Leader Tom
Del.ay, R-Texas. said.

The legislation, approved 33-2,

bans the export of weapons and

items that can be used in weapons

programs into Syria.

Prc-sident Bush also would have

to choose two of the following

sanctions: a ban on all U.S. cxp(.)rts

10 Syria except food or medicine: a

ban of all U.S. business investment

in Syria: restriction of Syrian diplo-

mats in Washington and ai the

United Nations in New Vork City

to a 25-mile radius; a ban on all

Syrian ownetl or controlled aiicrall

from taking off. landing or flying

over the United States; reduction

of diplomatic contact with Syria: or

freezing Syrian as.sets in the United

States.

Those sanctions can be waived

for "national security" reasons.

Israeli warplanes on Sunday

bombed a camp in Syria in relaiia

lion for a Palestinian suicide Kmih

ing attack that killed 1*^ Israeli'-,

Israel said Syria was partly res|xin

sible, since Islamic |ihad had

offices in Damascus and Syria >-up

ports the gR>up. Syria has said it

had closed the offices of extremist

Palestinian groups.

A naturalized U.S. citizen

working as an Arabic translator at

the Guanianamo Bay. Cuba.

Terrorist Prison Camp has been

accused of spying, with plans to

iiansmit stvreis to an unsptxilied

eiicinv in his native Syria.

"Syria is among the most dan-

gerous, destabilizing countries in

the Middle Fast." said Rep. Eliot F.

Fngei. D-N.Y.

GOP Rep. Ron Paul of Texas,

who voted against the bill, said the

Bush adminisiiation already has

enough on its plate dealing with

Afghanistan. Iraq, Iran and North

Korea without trying to antagonize

Syria.

"I do not see how we're going

to take on another nation." Paul

said.

Rep. leff Make. R-Ariz., the

other "no" vote, said he has no love

lor the "thugs" in |he Syrian gov-

L'lnnienl. "I just am loath to use

unilateral economic sanctions," he

said. "I want the inlminislialion to

have all the flexibility they ncvd

and this cuts back on their llexibil-

iiy"

SecaMary of State Colin Powell

mkkIc clear to Syria last May that

without some signilicanl steps

against terrorist groups there pmb-

ahlv would be congressional legis-

lation, spokesman Richard

Boucher said.

•.Anil that's what we are scxing

unfold. Ixvause Syria hasn't taken

any significant action against ter-

rorist groups," he said.

Ritter speaks on disarmament
By Adam Gardner

C.'llll-K.IAN ( XlKRhSl'ONhFNT

Fonner U.N. Weapons Inspector Scott Ritter spoke

to an audience of about 200 on Tuesday night at the

Traprock Peace Center's 24th anniversary celebration.

The event, called "Disanning Realities Lessons

Learned." took place at the Frontier Regional High

School in South Deeriield at 7 p.m.

Ritter offered his opinions on (he Bush administra-

tion and the current condition ol Iraq.

"America today is sick, it is killing the countn we

live in, the country we love," he said. "If we can't real-

ize we are infected, then we cannot come up with the

cure."

Ritter said that the sickness the United States is

experiencing is in the fonn of fear and ignorance: he

said thai the American public allowed the Bush admin-

istration lo prey on this .sickness. He expresscxl that

because of this ignorance. Bush was able to connect

the threat of weapons of mass desimction lo the immi-

nent threat of terrorism without questioning.

"We invaded Iraq illegally," said Ritter. Taking the

posture of a cowboy he said, "and now we must under-

go frontier justice, which is some where belwcH.'n civi-

lizxition and the wilderness.

"

Keeping on the theme of the West, Ritter said that

Bush used the worst fonn of Ironliei justice by bush-

whacking Americans. "He shot us in the back, he lied

to us about weapons of niass destruction."

Ritter described a compliant national media that

rc-gurgitated Bush's words as tniih. Before appearing

on CNN. Ritter was drilled bv the cable channel on his

stance on Iraq. He said that alter answering; all ol their

questions amply and to their content, he was then

accepted as an expert and could speak on television.

He asked thent, "Why arc-n't you asking your owii

prc-sident these .same questions?"

"David Kay is not in Iraq lo search tor the Imih."

he .said. "He is in there lo huv ihe president lime |x>lil

ically."

Ritter .said Kay has claimed ihciv are dangerous

nuclear and biological weajxins in ammunilion supply

points. Ritter asked why the supply points are still not

securc-d if therc' arc* known dangers. He answered his

owtt question saying there are no dangers. Kay is lying

and so is Bush. He stated ihai disannament worked

and that therc- are no signilicanl weapons left in Iraq.

"We are stuck in Iraq and iherc- is no elegant solu-

tion for gelling us unstuck." he said.

I lowev ei. Ritter had a lew suggestions.

"Iraq is bunting and the fuel is American troops, so

gel the fuel out of the lire." he said.

He then said the United Nations could step into the

vacuum created hv the removal of U.S. troops, and

that the Iraqi |x\'ple should be under control of their

own national security

Ritter called upon the audience and the .^merican

people to be engaged in their government to defeat the

disease of ignorance that has 70 percent of the

American (xipulalion believing that *)/! I is linked to

Saddam Hussein.

"We are capable of doing grc-ai things." he said.

"But right now bad thing's :iiv Iving done in our

name."

Ritter was pivceded bv two intn.Klucioi\ speakers.

Pacifist luanita Nelson, a lixal organic farmer aixl

co-founder of organiziilions such as the Tax Resisters

Group and the Fanners Market, sjxike on the subject

of economic disannament.

"Ixonomics as it is. is quite violent." she said.

She saiil she imagined an economy without the

need to pii one against the other She rc*minded the

audience of the importance of everyone's contribution

and said war is a prcKlud of greed, and not rc*alizing

that we arc all interdejx'iulent.

Randv Kehler s(X)ke on the subject of scxial disar-

mament. He saiti that our essential problem is not in

Washington but in our lack of courage. He likened

grc-ed, ignorance, and desire for endless comforts as

vimses in a living body.

"Viruses arc* capable of spreading but so is

courage." he said.

Hie Traprix.k Peace Center, established in 1979,

provides |x-acc cxlucation programs and organizes

national educational campaigns. This past year, the

Center has collaborated with colleagues to organize

ixlucalional fomms on alteinatives to war.

-V
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University of Massachusetts

Amherst

319 Whitmore Administration Building

181 Presidents Drive

Amherst, MA 01003-9313

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

and Campus Life

October 6, 2003

Dear UMass Amherst Student Body,

Since my arrival in June, I have been warmly welcomed by the students of this campus, and have had

many opportunities to witness exemplary conduct and accomplishment. I have witnessed hundreds ot

students performing community service. I have joined students as we cheer on our own athletes and

applaud our student performances. 1 have seen thousands of students involved in strenuous academic

disciplines and research. Every day, I am privileged to meet students who, through their day to day

ictivities and endeavors, make the University of Massachusetts Amherst great.

^Saturday night October 4*, I also wimessed the worst possible type of behavior as thousands of stu-

dents from the Southwest area of campus engaged in a riot, creating an environment of violence and

destruction that endangered other members of the campus community and destroyed property.

1 am writing to all students to stress in the strongest possible terms that this behavior will not be tolerat-

ed- there is zero tolerance. Any student who engages in this unlawful behavior will be arrested and

charged under Massachusetts General Law, and will be held accountable under the Code of Student

Conduct and subject to severe discipline up to and including expulsion from the University. These con-

sequences will be enforced in a manner previously unprecedented on this campus.

^udents who might consider engaging in this destructive behavior should also consider the ramifica-

tions of permanent University dismissal, including requirements for repayment of financial aid, and

jeopardizing ftiture educational and employment oppormnities.

I write this letter knowing that the vast majority of UMass Amherst students do not participate in, nor

approve of, this type of destructive behavior. With this knowledge, I ask all of you who care about this

campus to take an active role in ending these disgraceftil events. It is this type of inexcusable behavior,

whether in a campus residential cluster, on Hobart Lane, or any other location, that degrades the reputa-

tion of this campus, and therefore, by direct extension, compromises the value of your University

degree. Each of you must hold your student colleagues responsible and accountable for any behavior

which undermines your academic and personal accomplishments.

In considering this most recent destruction in Southwest. I specifically ask that students take personal

responsibility for their campus and work with me to identify those students and visitors involved with

the violence and destruction. As of this writing, we have three arrests resulting from the incident. Using

images from surveillance cameras we will continue the process of issuing warrants.

Similar to the accountability each student has for their residence hall room, those students who partici-

pated in the October 4* riot, and any students who participate in any fixture destructive behavior, can

be held financially accountable for the cost of the damage from October 4*, which exceeds many,

many thousands of dollars. Our General Counsel reserves the right to file law suits against students who

participated in the riot for the costs of damage, including any collateral costs such as extra police and

medical responses.

As I work with Chancellor Lombardi and my fellow Vice Chancellors to move this campus from

strength to strength, 1 am adamant that this type of behavior not be tolerated. I ask all of you to take

responsibility for your campus and work with me to bring prestige and honor to your educational expe-

rience at the University of Massachusetts Amherst.

Michael Gargano

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs and Campus Life

Over 5,000 detainees wait behind Iraqi prison walls

By CHARI tS J. HANLtY
ASSIX'IATKI) PKkSS

\M|ANIFI«INOHAl>S/ASS»X-|Ara> PRESS

Shiite Muslims Rather under a painting of imam Sheikh Mohammed al-Sudani outside BaRhdad's

palace to demand the release of their cleric detained by coalition forces, yesterday.

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) Tlic

U.S. military is detaining iikmc than

5,000 Iraqi men and women accused

of common crimes or of being sccuii

ty threats— people whose legal rights

are in dispute and whose living tondi

tions are hidden from public view

The Iraqi Uiwyers league, under u

new, elected leadership, is mounting a

rights campaign on their bclialf, and

on behalf of the uncertain families

they left behind.

"We're in touch with the people.

They come to us," said the lawyers

association vice president. Kamal

Hamdoun. "We were obliged to do

something. 'I"he detainees" situation

doesn't meet the minimum of human

rights."

For one thing, six months alter the

U.S. and British niilitai7 ousted the

Baath party govemnienl and took con-

trol of Iraq, the league has posted lists

of detainees' names obtained Irom

occupation authorities, l-^ch morning

anxious Iraqis scan the typed shcx-ts

taped to lobby walls at league head

quarters.

"I've searched lor him everywhere.

I don't know whether the Americans

took him or not." black-veiled

Buthayna Ali. 42, said of her husband,

who disappeared while traveling to

sec relatives outside Baghdad during

the war last April. Not finding his

name on the lists, she told a reporter

stoically, "At least I want to see his

body."

"Tracing is a very big problem,"

said Ali Ismael of the Iraqi Red

Crescent Society, which works to con-

finn detainees' locations for families.

It coordinates with the International

Coinmiltee of the Red Cross, the

agency designated under inteniational

law to visit wartime prisotwrs and

ins|X'cl detention centers.

Ismael and the lawyers believe the

U.S. led coalition is holding many

more than the 5,500 names on the

lists given to the lawyers U'ague. "I

think it's double this number."

Hamdoun said. "We know many

whose names aren't on the list."

Col. Ralph Sabalino insists 5.500

is roughly correct. "Hvery day I gel a

copy of the (detainee) list," said the

U.S. Army lawyer, who handles

detainee issues at the palace headquai

leis of the Coalition Provisional

Authority. iIk- occupiiiion administra-

tion.

Other Army sources, however,

have spoken of 10.000 "detainees and

prisoneis," apparently including some

held b> Iraqi jx)lice. Hie tents and

cells have been tilling up both with

alleged resistance lighters rounded up

in U.S. mililar-y sweeps, and suspects

in Baghtlads monthslong crime wave.

In addition, Sabatino said, some

13,000 Iraqis detained by coalition

forces have been released since the

war
One of the most rcxeni to emerge

is 80 year-old Abclel al-Majid al-

lanabi, a high-ianking jurist under the

Baathists, seized by American troops

at his Baghdad home on July "50. He

spent two months in the tents at ihe

U.S. detention center at Baghdads air-

port, in summer heat that soared

above 120 degrees, said his lawyer.

Tariq al-Beldawi, who siiid the ex

judge told him. "I thought I was about

to die."

"Theydidnl aMow me lo see him.

to be there during the inteiTogations."

al-Beldasvi complained.
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Troops reach Palestinian areas

lERUSALEM (AP) — Trying

to prevent another terror attack

during the Jewish holidays. Israel

enforced an open-ended liKk-

down of Palestinian towns yester-

day and ordered two more battal-

ions into the West Bank and Gaza

Strip.

The closure was extended as

questions arose over the health of

Yasser Arafat after he appeared in

public looking haggard and disori-

ented. Advisers denied a report he

has suffeiied a mild heart attack,

saying Arafat— the leading cham-

pion of the Palestinian cause over

four decades —is weak from

stomach flu.

Over the weekend, the 74-

year-olcj-ir^lt instilWlW «Ii«-;

gency Cabinet - his main objec-

tive apparently being to block

Israeli action against him in

reprisal for a suicide bombing by

Palestinian militants. New pre-

mier Ahmed Oureia was tapped

by Arafat for the job a month ago

bill has since struggled lo fonn a

Cabinet.

Yesterday. Oureia presided

over the first meeting of his eight-

member emergency Cabinet,

which in principle can govern for

one month. He said he would sc=ek

parliament approval Tliursday lor

the ministers, turning them into a

regular Cabinet, and that he

hoped to broaden his government

eventually.

Ways and Means Committee appoited

Continued from page 1

According to Nokes. the Chair of

the Ways and Means would also

appoint an additional five non-vot-

ing members to the committee.

Nokes added that senators are- able

to serve on more than one commit-

tee and can be approved for multi-

ple assignments by the Senate.

A motion by Senator Daniel

Pozmanter to amend the makeup

of Ihe Ways and Means Committee

— some fearing that its members

were tiltc-d too far toward the con-

servative side of fiscal policy —
was subsequently vottxi on and

passed by the Senate. Senators

lEdiiardb; Bustamantc. who wai

originally appointed to FinaiKc.

and Senator Christopher Mira.

originally set for RSO Advocacy,

were- voted lo take seal in the Ways

and Means Committee, thus

increasing the number of Senators

serving on the commiltcv to II

.

All appointments lo commit-

tc-es. including the two amended

appointments of Busiamante and

Mira. were voted on and jmssed.

The Chair for each commitlOe was

then elecled by its UK-mbers. with

Levi OBrien elected chair of

Administrative Affairs, Zsu/sa

Cook lo l-inance. Adrienne Giiard

to Public Policy and Relations,

jason Bissonette to RSO Adviicacy.

Laura l^lupie , \Q University

Policy and Paliick lliggins to Ways

and Means, lliggins will be the

only Chair of a committee to be

paid a salary, but according to

Associate Speaker Christopher

l-ckel. with the position comes an

inlense lime commitment, tckel

regards the appointing of commit-

tee- chairpeiNons to be one ol the

most im|X)itanl votes a Senator

will make all year

Secreiaiy of Diversity Issues

Russell Plato also expressed con-

cern ovei lack of parliamentaty

procedure and the "demonizing" of

individuals at previous Senate

gatherings. Nokes siiid meeting on

pro|Kr parliamentary procedure

would be held next vvvek.

For the Record
Currccliiin:

Due to a production

error, two events in yester-

day "s Community Bulletin

were reported under

incorrect dates. The Sunny

Murray duo will perform

in the Bezanson Recital

Hall at the University of

Massachusetts at 8 p.m.

tonight. Belly Shamiehs

play "Choclale in Heat:

glowing up in Arab

America" will be per-

formed at the UMass
Bowker Auditorium, also

at 8 p.m. tonight.

News Meetings

are every

Monday ^t 6 p.m.
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The

UMass Residential Telecom now has

INTERNATIONAL RATES
when you use your room telephone!

BLUE WALL

^!!!!!MIII6 VUU-VUAILJUIICLp

MONDAY

Ina

France

India

Rates are per minute (asofWfb^fos)

Japan

Taiwan
U.K.

lUESDAY

Nancy Cole

Karaoke 7-11

Monday Night Footb

Open Mic from 7-11^

%m

For LOWER RATES in other countries, check out our Web site

{http://telecom.oit.umas5.edu/5tudents). and click on Rates.

AT&T ACUS One Rate Plan® users have been automatically switched

to the new, lower rates! Plus, your monthly fee has been waived!

Please call Residential Telecom at 545-2103 with any questions.

Just use your PSC code!
(For questions about your PSC code, please call 545-2103)

PLUS, DOMESTIC LONG DISTANCE IS JUST

7.9 cents per minute, 24/7
Anytime, anywhere, in the United States

when you use your room telephone!

No Monthly Fees

No Roaming Fees

No Connection Fees

No Sign Ups

DJ'RhythmlSpStems

Sony Music Night

'AJ

Lucky Caderra

Richard Mwandemand
^uarius 9-T

LIVE MUSIC starts at 9:00PM.

OPEN MIC starts at 7:00PM. The Sign-Up sheet goes out

at 6:00PM. Bring your talent and your friends and your

instruments. We'll provide the stage and sound

equipment and 20 minutes for you to knock'em dead!

ALL MUSICAL STYLES are encouraged to participate!

LWAYS, 18+ to party, 21+ to drink.
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Schwarzenegger's task

is. no small order
ViXett have elected to turn over a new leaf

in electing Arnold Schwarzenegger as governor

of California, naming a relative political new-

comer after choosing to recall Gov. Gray Davis

friMn the office.

Unfortunately, that in itself will not fix the

many problems the state faces. Its economy is

one of the top 10 in the world and faces a

deficit of between $6 and $10 million. The

thaos the sUte has been through over the past

year and still faces played a strong role in

Davis" recall and the strong turnout m
1\Ksday's election.

"People were angry at the governor. Art

Torres, chairman of the states Democratic

Party, told CNN.
While Davis may be gone. Schwarzenegger

Ifl also faced with healing the wounds that have

come both from Davis' tenuous term and from

a heated political race. Democratic Lt. Gov.

Cruz Bustamante, for one, will still work with

Schwarzenegger as Lieutenant Governor after

finishing as runner-up in the recall election.

Schwarzengger's first job now becomes —
even before working on the economy — out-

reach. The early signs are that he recognizes at

least that much.
. - ,-.

"Shall we rebuild our stale together? Or

shall we fight amongst ourselves, to create an

even deeper division and fail the people of

California?" Schwarzenegger said on the lay

Uno show Tbesday night. "Well, let me tell you

something, the answer is clear: For the people

lo win, politics, as usual, must lose."

That point could not be truer, but it remains

lo be seen how Schwarzenegger will carry it

out. The one-time movie star has promised to

be a people's governor, with doors open to

members of the public and the legislature alike.

That's a start. The future of California, how-

ever, will rely not on Schwarzenegger's rhetoric^

but on how well he and the "transition team,"

he and his staff, recognizes, addresses and fol-

lows through on the needs of California and its

people. The team, led by U.S. Rep. David

Dreier, will be announced completely today

Schwarzenegger said yesterday that the team

will start by going line by line through the

state's budget looking for waste, but that's only

going to be a start in getting through the state's

budget woes. For one, if a lawsuit regarding a

bonding issue goes through, California's deficit

could jump from the $6 to $10 million range to

as high as $20 million. Digging out of a hole

that large is a lot to ask of any politician, let

alone one with so little experience.

California residents and all Americans can

only hope that Schwarzeneggers outward con-

fidence and forwardness in addressing issues

during his political campaign will translate well

now that he holds office. The economy of

California and the welfare of its citizens are not

only important lo residents in the state, but

America at large. The impact of California con-

tinuing to suffer will do nothing but hinder the

American economy in the end.

We, The Massachusetts Daily Collegian,

wish Schwarzenegger luck, and hope his hold-

ing office can have a positive effect on the state

and the country. It is now time for him to earn

and maintain the trust he said voters showed in

him by electing him. Only sound financial judg-

ment can make that a reality.

Information for this editorial was taken

from CNN.com.
. .

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

Getting political Inertia started
Isaac Newton

figured out that

once an object

is in motion, it

will keep mov-

ing until some-

thing stops it.

Unfortunately,

once an object

is inert, it will

sit there,

motionless.

until something or someone gives

it a little push. I've noticed the

same principles apply to students

at the University of Massachusetts.

Inertia not only feeds upon itself;

it's contagious. My question to the

student body is, how big of a push

do students need to register to

vote?

Students are notoriously the

least participatory demographic in

domestic politics. Consequently,

politicians don't listen to young

people, lust as Newton predicted,

students' sense of powerlessness

maintains political inertia amongst

young people, while many politi-

cians are simply too self-interested

to set student activism in motion.

It seems that we. as students, are

going to have to cheat the laws of

nature and give ourselves a much-

needed push.

If you think your vote doesn't

count, you might be correct. One

vote probably won't get a national

politician elected, and won't

inspire a great deal of alarm in the

hearts of the opposition. But

remember, giving up isn't going to

affect national politics either Voter

participation has been declining

for 40 years; less than half of all

registered voters took part in the

2000 presidential election. If stu-

dents exercised their right to vote,

they could easily make a huge

impact on national politics.

According to the U.S. Census

in 2000. just under 50 million

Americans are between the ages of

18 and 24; around 20 million

more are between 25 and 29 years

old. According the Federal

Election Commission.

105.586.274 people voted in the

last presidential election, vk^reas

only around 4 million young peo-

ple aged 18-24 participated.

College-age Americans made up

about 5 percent of the total elec-

torate. The most participatory

demographic is the 65 and older

group. In other words, your grand-

parents are changing the face of

politics while you stand by and

watch.

Politicians, much like all pro-

CoUege-age

Americans made

up about 5 percent

of the total elec-

torate. Tliemost

participatory

demographic is tlie

65 and older group.

In other words,

your grandparents

are changing poli-

tics ¥vhile you

stand by and

watch.

fessionals, are concerned with job

security; elected officials want to

be reelected and adopting policies

that are popular among a demo-

graphic that doesn't vote isn't a

good way to remain in office. If

students want Washington to care

about public higher education, the

environment and other issues pop-

ular among young people, they

must break free of inertia and vote.

A solitary vote might not make

a difference, but momentxim is as

difficult to contain as inertia. Once

suidents are set in motion in the

political universe, we will be

unstoppable. One way to get

momentum going is to get involved

and take as many people as possi-

ble with you. It seems that many

students are willing to demonstrate

their views through walkouts and

protests, but demographically

speaking, those same students

aren't willing to back up their con-

victions at the voting booths.

Protests are a democratic way fcj

communicate interests, but they

don't mean anything in

Washington. Boston, or anywhere

when the people holding up signs

aren't grabbing their pens and reg-

istering to vote.

Another way that swdents can

gamer politkal attention is throu^

campaign contributions. Elected

officials usually depend upon pri-

vate donations to run a viable cam-

paign. Believe it or not, contribu-

tions under $50 make a big differ-

ence, especially in local elections. If

students combined their influence

at the poll booths with the power

of campaign finance, I guarantee

you the University would be fund-

ed properly The Boston State

House won't heed a group of kids

with signs, but it will listen to their

checkbooks.

The University Democrats are

sponsoring a voter registration

drive this week all over campus.

The slogan is "Get On Board" and

UDem's will be signing people up

on ironing boards instead of

tables. I can't imagine an easier

way to get registered than lo have

people bring the forms to you, on

campus, while they help you sign

up. Incidentally, voter registration

forms are far less complicated than

the admissions application to

UMass, so if you got into school

you can register lo vole with no

problem.

If you miss the "Gel On Board"

crew on campus, don't fret. The

Smith Democrats are sponsoring a

voter registration drive Thursday

Oct. 23 and voter registration

information is always available at

the University Democrats' office in

room 306 at the Student Union.

Anybody can log on to The

Democratic National Committee

website to fill out registration

forms online at

www.democrats.org.

The past three years have been

tough for the country and the uni-

versity. UMass snidents have suf-

fered through budget cuts that

threaten the very academic core of

our institution and the time has

come for elected officials to take

notice. Let's make this election

year an historic revolution in

American politics; let's make the

studertts' votes count.

Rachel Smith is a Collegian

columnist.

f^^^f^^Sttfs

Ending the United Nations

Australian media very opinionated
As a journal-

ism major

with an inter-

est in current

events, I try as

often as possi-

ble to watch

the news and

read the day's

headlines to

update myself

on what is

going on in the world. At home,

ABC's Peter Jennings is my

choice of anchor, as his calm

collccliveness somehow makes

the news seem more digestible.

Through my study of media

and journalism, I have become

a keen observer of the methods

employed by the media and am

aware of various types of

media, including the traditional

printed word, the voices of

radio and the faces of evening

newscasts.

One of the major topics I

have examined, mostly through

my media criticism course last

semester, is media bias. Bernard

Goldberg's text, "Bias" claims

that the maineream media in

the United States is unaccept-

ably liberal and that conserva-

tives do not have enough of a

voice. For those on the left. Eric

Alterman wrote "What Liberal

Media?" poking fun at argu-

ments such as Goldberg's and

claiming that right-wing agen-

das influence the information

Americans hear and read.

Since temporarily relocating

to Australia three months ago. I

have noticed several key

moments where the Australian

media behaves very differently

from the media in the U.S. Even

though I definitely should read

the national newspaper "The

Australian" more often, the few

moments when I have been

inclined to soak up the message

of the Australian media have

been extremely valuable to my
understanding of what makes

quality journalism.

Before I get into specific

examples, it is imperative to

note how focused and knowl-

edgeable Australians are of the

issues and history of the

United States. Whereas, stu-

dents in the U.S. usually study

their own history and some

European accounts, ordinary

citizens here have extensive

knowledge of the workings of

the U.S. I haven't met one

Australian who doesn't know

our president s name, yet how

many of you know of

Australian Prime Minister

John Howard? I certainly did-

n't, until I arrived here and

began to notice the subtle

nature of the Australian media,

as opposed to the overwhelm-

ing presence of the American

news profession.

During a nightly news

broadcast, the male news

anchor was updating viewers

When the program

returned to ttie

news anchor, she

said, TliafS dis-

gusting,' before

moving on to the

next piece.

on the current situation in Iraq.

There was a great deal of quali-

ty information given to allow

viewers to assess the situation

on their own terms, but the

anchor was also able to exert

his own tone into the piece. He

said that although American

soldiers do not openly criticize

President Bush, in private they

have expressed discontent with

Bush and Secretary of Defense

Rumsfeld's plans for Iraq. Not

only did the reporter expose the

inner thoughts of American sol-

diers in the Middle East, but

also gave the battalion number

of the concerned soldiers.a

Needless to say, the candid-

ness of the segment was in stark

contrast to what would be

heard on a nightly news edition

of CBS, NBC or ABC. The pin-

pointing of specific battalions

would never be given (as a safe-

ty precaution, but perhaps more

as a means to keep the news at

a safe distance from viewers)

and the reporter would not edi-

torialize by saying that troops

had spoken to him in private.

confiding their deepest con-

cerns about the rebuilding of

Iraq and the wisdom of U.S.

leadership.

A second instance where a

news anchor exercised her right

as an individual and journalist

to have a strong opinion on an

issue was on a feature-style

nightly news program. I was

lounging on South Molle Island

in the Whitsunday Islands, tak-

ing a break from sunbathing,

swimming and soaking in the

lacuzzi. It was one of the final

days of my lecture recess week
— the Australian equivalent to

our spring break (it's a hard life

studying abroad!). The main

segment highlighted a retire-

ment community owner

accused of purposefully deceiv-

ing and ripping off residents.

One elderly man said he and his

wife were unable to do much

except buy food, as their sav-

ings were dried up.

When the program returned

to the news anchor, she said.

"That's disgusting" before mov-

ing onto the next piece. Her

blatant editorializing and emo-

tional response to the story was

so drastically different from the

comfortable distance most

American journalists are

required to keep from their

work. It was refreshing to hear

what a trained medja profes-

sional thought of an issue. Her

empathy and concern for the

elderly individuals discussed in

the piece made me feel like it

was okay that 1 was feeling dis-

turbed by the segment as well.

It is difficult to contrast

American and Australian jour-

nalism in ethical media stan-

dards. Sometimes 1 crave a

straightforward synopsis of

daily events, while at times I

want a journalist to show his or

her emotional side. Regardless

of whether the anchor says

"good night for now" or "good

day. mates." I am convinced

that examining the mass media

of other cultures sheds light on

media debates that can only be

truly understood in a global

context.

Katy Noone is a Collegian

columnist on exchange in

Australia.

Gilad

Skolnik

J^

There are 193 countries in the

m United Nations, and of that over

mI 100 of those countries are not

i' democracies. When the United

iv Nations makes a decision, it's not

1m^ the people of the woHd making a

^^M decision, but most likely the deci-

^^1 sion of a hundred or so cruel tyran-

nical men — often with much

blood on their hands. Frequently

these dictatorships form voting

blocks that all agree to vote the same way

At least the United Nations has Sudan on its

human rights board. The United States was recently

voted off the board, while Sudan, a country where

slavery is still rampant, was voted in. In Sudan.

Muslim groups raid villages in the predominately

Christian south and kidnap the inhabitants, who are

later sold as slaves in the north while the government

turns a blind eye. 1 can't think of a better country to

make decisions on human rights for the rest of the

world than Sudan.

I know many of who were relieved when such a

trustworthy country like Syria was elected to be on the

Security Council. The brutal dictatorship of Syria real-

ly knows a lot about security. In fact, back in 1982

Syria had a little problem with their internal security.

In the town of Hama, the citizens started rioting

against the regime, and Syria simply responded by

sending in the army to flatten much of the city. In the

process, they killed well over 20,000 people (accord-

ing to the British Broadcasting Corporation). Nothing

can make me feel safer than knowing that a country

makes the U.S. list of tentjrist-sponsoring nations and

can quickly quell riots is on the U.N. Security Council.

To make things even fairer, Israel is not allowed to

get a seat in any of the major U.N. bodies. In August

2001. the United Nations had a world conference

against racism in Durban. South Africa. This confer-

ence soon became a forum of anti-Semitism. Hate lit-

erature was distributed during the conference includ-

ing caricatures of jews with hooked noses, Palestinian

blood on their hands, surrounded by money, and

Israelis wearing Nazi emblems. Outside the conference

thousands of South African Muslim demonstrators

marched bearing banners proclaiming, "Hitler should

have finished the job." At least the conference stayed

on the subject of racism.

Meanwhile, countries such as China and France

can veto any U.N. Security Council resolution, while

India has no seat on the permanent Security Council.

China is an oppressive dictatorship, which has more

prisoners executed annually than any other country.

France is just a random European country, yet India,

with a sixth of the world's population, is denied such a

seat.

Fven worse. Taiwan is kept from holding any seat

anywhere in the United Nations and is not even

allowed to observe General Assembly sessions as a

nonvoting observer Taiwan is a free democracy with a

thriving economy and over 20 million people living in

it. yet it is denied its right to be represented. The

United Nations will never be legitimate until it fulfills

its promise in its charter which states that:

"Membership in the United Nations is open to all

peace-loving states which accept the obligations of the

Charter and. in the judgment of the Organization, are

willing and able to cany out these obligations."

Taiwan is undisputedly peace loving and has

repeatedly accepted the obligations of its charter, yet

for one simple reason, it was denied: The regime in

China wants to have Taiwan become part of it. just like

Tibet is under its occupation now.

One hundred and ninety three countries, most of

which are dictatorships, are expected to pass resolu-

tions regarding anything imaginable. It's completely

illogical that a nation such as Andon-a. with about

20.000 people receives one vote, and a nation with a

billion people like India receives one vote as well. I

have absolutely nothing against Andorra whatsoever.

They're good, hard-working people, but it seems a lit-

tle unfair to me that a country that small has the same

say as a nation made up of over one billion people.

Although the United Nations might have many

great charitable causes and achievements when it

Not siriotf the Korean war has

the United Nations made a good

military decision. Since then, it

has done nothing but waste

money.

comes to removing mines and feeding the hungry, in

terms of military, it's completely useless. It should have

its militaristic elements dismantled immediately Not

since the Korean War has the United Nations made a

good military decision. Since then, it has done nothing

but waste money.

Regandless of whether the war in Iraq was just.

Saddam completely ignored years of the United

Nation's plea for weapons inspections, and Bush

ignored the U.N. decision regarding Iraq. The United

Nations has become completely irrelevant in terms of

peacekeeping and is about as useful as the ill-fated

League of Nations. The point of the United Nations

upon establishment was to seek world peace, and it

has failed to prevent the countless instances of fighting

that have occurred since its creation.

The United Nations was hijacked long ago by dic-

tatorships that used it as a tool to bully other nations.

How can a U.N decision be given any respect? As U.S.

Ambassador to the United Nations, lean Kirkpatrick

stated, the United Nations "is nothing other than the

executive committee of the Third World dictator-

ships." When people use a decision or resolution made

by the United Nations to justify their argument or case,

it just shows their ignorance. The U.N. view on things

should be given just as much respect as that of

Andorra. No offense intended, Andorra.

Gilad Skolnik is a Collegian columnist.
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Seeing the big picture
Fall is once again upon us

here at the University of

Massachusetts. The air is crisp.

The morning's chilly, and bulky

sweaters have found their way

out of our closets. These are

some of the telltale signs that the

carefree spirit of summer is

gone. The replacement marks a

serious tone of autumn and the

inevitable realization that we are

faced with responsibili-

ties that so easily
^mHy |j

escaped during the ^__^_
wann summer days.

Beginning at the tail end of

the summer, the semester seems

to start off quite smoothly.

Classes appear to be rather easy,

and the workload is fairly light.

Yet. by the time the fall climate

is upon us. the progressive diffi-

culty of classes picks up at a sub-

stantial speed. It's right around

the beginning of October where

the first arsenal of quizzes, tests

and papers occur — all in the

same week, of course. This is the

time that the reality of the over-

whelming responsibilities that

college entails is quite clear.

Inevitably, we find ourselves

forced into the same routine of

semesters past — attending

classes, running errands, doing

homework, eating, sleeping and

going out on the weekends. The

monotony of college life can at

times be stifling in comparison

to the spontaneous atmosphere

that home can offer. Granted, I

acknowledge there are a variety

of spontaneous things happen-

ing at UMass, which can be evi-

denced by the various riots of

the past week, but I'm talking

about a typical day-to-day rou-

tine.

Stepping back, I can person

ally attest that for the past few

weeks, I've been trapped in a

whirlwind of working on papers

and studying for tests. By over-

whelming myself so incredibly

with all the work I have to

accomplish, I haven't yet been

able to appreciate that I'm back

at a place where 1 am able to

live away from the rule of par-

ents with some of my

'Drian ^^^ friends, surround-
°'"" ed by about 20,000~^"

people all relatively my
own age. It is these years of our

lives in which we are given the

opportunity at college to live in

such a unique atmosphere. To

take this incredible experience

for granted while we have the

chance to enjoy it is a shame.

Quite often people don't appre-

ciate college until they graduate

and have to face the real worid,

where it is difficult to capture

one day with your friends. You

can peruse various shops or

beeline to Bueno y Sano like my

friends and I do. Go and experi-

ence the colorfulness of

Northampton, which never fails

to be interesting. Attend cam-

pus activities, such as sporting

events and school-sponsored

concerts. Participate in activi-

ties that will give you the

chance to see new things and

meet other people. It is only in

this way you will be able to look

back on your years spent in col-

lege and know that you took it

for all that it was worth. You

are paying to come here, and

with prices rising, you need to

take advantage of all this uni-

versity has to offer.

Although autumn can in fact

be viewed as a season that

forces us all to take life more

seriously, that does not mean

that the excitement of summer

No more guests allowed?

guests were not allowed on this night. evn-y mgi^i » .^^^ ^^^^^

Why would guests not be allowed to MaMO PielfOmOnaCO
f"„":

'

.he sacfed quiet
enter a dorm that they do not live in.'
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Instead of Just allowing yourself to fall into

a monotonous routine, spice it up by doing

something a little bit different

the carefree attitude they had

during their years as an under-

grad.

In order to truly appreciate

the wide variety of things that

attending UMass has to offer,

you have to step outside of the

box and explore the community.

Instead of just allowing yourself

to fall into a monotonous rou-

tine, spice it up by doing some-

thing a little bit different. As we

all know, variety is the spice of

life. Head into Amherst Center

has to be forgotten. Instead look

at fall as a fresh start, and the

beginning of a new experience.

Take advantage of the clean

slate you have to work with,

both academically and socially,

and most of all. have fun. Party

with your friends; do things

you'd never thought you'd do.

Soon enough, we won't have the

chance to. so don't let these

opportunities slip by.

Emily O'Brien is a Collegian

columnist.

The riots? But they are outside. Can't

be that. Then 1 thought maybe it was because

nobody in the dorm paid their bill, so the dorm

rooms aren't actually ours. Because if students

are paying thousands of dollars for a room, there

is no way UMass or my (can't get a real job) assis-

tant resident director would have the audacity to

prevent me from having a guest.

Then I realized UMass is on a power trip. We

now have a good football team, and we charge

more money for a school that offers less, but is

"on the right track." UMass is so reputable now

that it isn't ZooMass anymore, and there seems

to be the attitude that, "We are going to run a

tighter ship, and this campus is not going to

allow such crazy activities to go on within their

dorms — no letting students from other parts of

campus watch a baseball game with their

friends."

So here is my outlook on UMass. It is a corpo-

rate stickler. It is run by business men that could-

n't get a real job and decided to "stick" it to all of

us students. First, you get an ARD that was

picked on in high school and college to run the

dorm. This person enjoys nothing more than

writing some kid up who actually is having a

good time in college. Next, we hire a bunch of

rent-a-cops (parking services) and have not-

trained police that are just trying to scam every-

one on campus for $25-$50 constantly Then, you

have the tow truck companies who are somehow

always available on the minute when it comes to

towing someone, but when we call them through

AAA for help, it takes 45 minutes to an hour for

them to arrive.

hour rules

might be broken.

Here is my next idea. You don't want a not. so

you send out a stupid threat on a piece of paper

that is actually too rough for toilet paper, ^so it

gets thrown in the trash. Maybe if you placed

some cops in front of )QA where the riot takes

place, it will not be able to start. Therefore, you

*

Because If students are paying

thousands of dollars for a room,

there is no way UMass or my ...

assistant resident director

would have the audacity to pre-

vent me from having a guest

won't have to break it up or waste your time

sending out empty threats.

1 also commend any student who disregards

the no-guest rule by simply telling the secunty

guard (5' 2" girl that weighs a hundred pounds in

weight) to leave you alone or call the cops

because you "Ain't even worried about it" When

the ARD threatens you with the cops, you tell

him. "Get a real job." UMass has a new logo, but

the same old ego. Students deserve respect too,

and to the big shots of UMass: Be careful. The

students are what make you. and we can ruin

you.

Mario Pietromonaco is a UMass student.

The taxing truth
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Lurking behind the recent

string of federal tax cuts are the

blueprints for a conservative

revolution. In a |une 2005 col-

umn in the Washington Post.

Grover Norquist. President of

Americans for Tax Reform and

the radical right's anti-tax ring-

leader, laid out a program to

transform our current tax sys-

tem into a single flat tax on

wages. Unlike Steve Forbes and

others who have tried to radi-

cally alter the tax code in a sin-

gle swoop, the contemporary

conservative movement favors

a more gradual assault.

"The new republican [)3||g

policy is an annual tax .__
cut," proclaimed

in total lax cuts to the top one-

tenth of one percent of all US
households — the tiny number

with yearly incomes over $1

million as it will to the bottom

88 percent.

Recently, the radical-right

tax crowd has enjoyed the help

of an unlikely accomplice: the

U.S. Treasury. Most independ-

ent economists agree that ever

since Bush's inauguration.

Treasury analyses have been

politicized to support the pres-

ident's tax-cutting agenda.

Traditionally, the Treasury pro-

duced reports showing

fliSSnn
^^^ percentage increase

"
or decrease in total

federal taxes paid by

Four things you can't say at UMass
Want to hear four things you can't say on the

UMass Campus? Number one; "blacks are more

racist than whites." Number two; "the media

bias- It's real, it's widespread, it's destructive.

Number three; "America's greatest problem:

Illegitimacy." And number four; "the welfare

state: helping us to death."

It's a fact: black people are more racist than

whites. If you call a person white, rather than

Irish English, or whatever nationality they are,

its acceptable. But dare call an African

American black, and you could start an

uproar. Jll

That aside, lets talk about what peo-
,

pie actually say. I have to hear whitey,

cracker, honky, or mc at least five times a day,

whether it is directed at me or not. But heaven

forbid if an Irish American (white guy for all you

politically incorrect) should say the "N" word.

The fact is, the lack of respect for fellow mem-

bers of humanity is rampant in today's society.

African-
Americans
should really

work on

their level of

respect
before they

go around

accusing
European
Americans
(white guys) of being racist.

.

Next it couldn't be any truer that the media is

bias In a recent poll of three out of four of the

major news corporations, nearly 85 percent ol

the employees were Democrats. What more

needs to be said, except that Fox News is the only

semi-conservative network that we can rely on to

help us see the entire story, instead of the one

sided story that we have been fed for the past 30

years.
, ,.

Forget the war in Iraq and how much you all

hate President Bush. How about some of your

fathers go out there and take responsibility for the

lives you have brought into this world. The num-

ber of unwed and single mothers in this country

over the past two decades is shameful. Granted,

not all couples are meant to stay togeth-

Ipp er. and mistakes are made, but that still

'

""^
does not account for all of the women out

there today that have to try and raise a

If illegitimacy is this

nations number one

problem, then welfare

is right behind it at

number two.

family on their own. Be accountable for your

actions. Get married for crying out loud, or at the

very least, support the mother of your child.

If illegitimacy is this nation's number one

problem, then welfare is right behind it at num-

ber two. Let me see if this is clear to all of you:

welfare is meant to be a short term, temporary

helping hand to those in our nation who are in

desperate need. It is not meant to be a way of

life. It is not meant to be the source of income

for those on it. It is meant to be that safety net

when a person or family is going through trou-

bling times. The number of capable, skilled peo-

ple who are on welfare in this country is a shock

and a shame to such a system.

Oh yeah, on a side note, these tour things that

you can't say on the UMass campuses are taken

from a larger list in a book called. "The Ten

Things You Cant Say in America." by Larry

Elder. And I'm not sure if I mentioned this, but

he's black!

jim Nee is a UMass student.

Norquist, "each of the Bush tax

cuts, past and proposed, moves

us toward fundamental tax

reform."

When they say "fundamental

tax reform." right-wingers are

talking about dismantling the

progressive tax system that has

facilitated social progress in

the U.S. for the past 70 years.

They are trying to smother the

widely held belief that people

should be taxed at different

rates based on their ability to

pay and they are proposing a

change in the tax system that

would hurt most Americans by

shifting the tax burden off cap-

ital and investments and onto

the wages of low and middle

income taxpayers. To market

what should be a wildly unpop-

ular agenda, the conservative

movement has devised an arse-

nal of disinformation.

For three years in a row.

President Bush has exploited

workers' insecurities in a stag-

nating economy to pass major

tax breaks for his wealthy cam-

paign donors under the guise of

economic stimulus. The recent

2003 tax cut provides a potent

example: although it was sold

as a "jobs and growth" pack-

age, the bill is a targeted give-

away to high-income earners

and investors who are likely to

save their windfalls. Working

taxpayers, in contrast, would

spend tax cuts now in ways that

would stimulate job creation

and economic growth. The only

thing Bush's tax cut will cer-

tainly stimulate is growth in

economic inequality.

An honest look at the num-

bers reveals the tax cut's stag-

gering inequities. Over the next

10 years, the bill will deliver

the same amount, $90 billion.

various households under new

tax laws, but the Biwh-era

Treasury publishes percentage,

changes only in federal inconm.

tax paid. The differ-

ence is significant because low

and middle income households

pay more in regressive payroll

taxes than they do in income

taxes, while the taxes paid by

high income households come

primarily from the income tax.

Therefore, analyses that iso-

late the income tax make it

look like low and middle

income level earners have

received larger percentage cuts

in their taxes from the Bush tax

cuts than high income earners

— exactly the opposite of reali-

ty-

To marlcet what

should be a wildy

unpopular agenda,

the conservative

movement has

devised an arsenal

of disinformation.

Martin Sullivan, an econom-

ic correspondent for the

respected journal. "Tax Notes"

has said that the Treasury's fail-

ure to acknowledge the differ-

ence between total taxes and

income taxes "can only be char-

acterized as an egregious use of

misinformation." The good

news is that honest tax analyses

are published by several non-

partisan research groups,

including the Center lor Budget

and Policy Priorities

(www.cbpp.org). Citizens for

Tax lustice (www.ctj.org). and

OMB Watch (www.omb-

watch.org).

Already, the Republicans'

annual tax cut strategy has had

dire consequences for

America's fiscal health. In |uly.

the Bush Administration

announc&d an estimated $455

billion federal budget deficit

for fiscal year 2003. A long-

term analysis by the Center for

Budget Priorities (CBPP) con-

cluded, "under realistic projec-

tions, budget deficits will

remain at or above $325 billion

for each of the next ten years

and total $4.1 trillion over that

period." While the Bush admin-

istration and its supporters

have been quic|f to blame the

defi«««u4^]>i ,.t»nuljij!ipated

spending. dJuiiinds, iL; CBPP

report jjomcnisirates xm\ feder-

al tax break? ftiacled since

2001 will, over 2003 and 2004.

cost nearly three times the

combined costs of combat and

occupation in Iraq and

Afghanistan. reconstruction

and relief after the 9/11

attacks, increased expenditures

on homeland security, and the

cost of fighting terrorism

worldwide.

America is at a crossroads ol

tax and budget policy. The

choices made by citizens and

legislators in the near future

will lead the nation down one

of two diverging paths.

Politicians and pundits on the

right have offered assurances

that the deficits are "manage-

able" while advocating even

more tax cuts aimed at the

wealthy. Accepting this conser-

vative revolution will lead to an

enormous fiscal shortfall that

the right will use to justify

elimination or privatization of

social programs that most

Americans want and need,

namely Social Security.

Medicare, and Medicaid. If the

right succeeds in shifting

responsibility for funding

social programs to stale and

local governments who.se tax

systems disproportionately bur-

den people with lower incomes,

most people would pay more

taxes for fewer services.

Or we can choose the other

path: honoring our commit-

ments to aging generations

while investing in a future of

shared opportunity and pros-

perity.

Dave Bisson is a UMass stu-

dent.

Letter to the Editor: Only UMass can end riots
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devices, most people are capable ot quite enough already
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To the Editor:

As an alumnus, 1 feel It worth

noting that riots on the scale ol last

weekend's Insurrection occur on

regular basis at or near the

University of Missachusetts.

Amherst. There Is. iftif all. • rw-

son my alma mater It luwwn aa

"ZooMass." somewhat proudly, I

might add.

However, I am not writing to wax

poetic lines about my beloved

school's terrible appetite for wan-

ton destruction. Rather, I write to

address what I believe to be the

source of these periodic outbursts

of not unrighteous fury: Whitmore.

I place the blame for the esca-

lating destructiveness of campus

riots squarely on the shoulders of

the University administration. It Is

they, and their puppet masters In

Boston, who are primarily responsi-

ble for the broken glass, splintered

bones and shattered peace of the

campus community. While raucous

celebrations, excessive Inebriation

and crazed merrymaking are noth-

ing new, the violent clashes with

campua and town police that have

characterized the last decade were

wttdly unknown. Even when pro-

tatters seized control of key bulld-

Inga, embarraating campus leaders

and prompting International news

coverage, the administration and

students were able to settle their

differences peacefully. Criminal

prosecutions, when they did occur,

were usually limited to petty crimes

like "Disturbing the Peace."

Today, the campus Itself has

changed. In fact. It's totally differ-

ent. Students have less power than

they did when I attended UMass,

and we had less power than the

students before us. On-campus

services are being eliminated, and

there's literally nothing to do on a

Friday night that's worth doing.

Chief among the missing venues

are the several bars and nightclubs

that used to grace our campus.

Today, students are lucky to find

one that keeps reasonable hours.

Even that one is ofl-llmlts to the

majority of the student body, thanks

to misguided politicians. If students

have less access to alcohol today,

why is it that deaths due to binge

drinking were almost unknown on

college campuses until the late

'90s?

Our political leaders and cam-

pus administration continue to treat

college students like pre-pubescent

children, rather than the young

adults they are. Not only do they

refuse to allow most students to

drink, but they alternately baby and

bully students Into submission. In

the last five years, the UMass

administration has turned the

"Residence Assistants" Into student

Informants, as well as adding sur-

veillance cameras, and electronic

door locks despite the objections of

the student body.

By defying the student body, and

treating these adults, these voting

citizens, like children, the adminis-

tration is only adding to the stress

students feel. If left to their own

devices, most people are capable ot

safely relieving their own stress.

Unfortunately, today's college stu-

dents are unendingly hounded by

outside stressors, and then threat-

ened with arrest and expulsion If

they try to do what their bodies are

telling them to do. I think most psy-

chologists would tell you this is a

recipe for mental illness, violence

•nd substance abuse. As a special

needs teacher, every day I deal with

young people whose parents

abused alcohol or drugs, and In

many cases, their own children,

who are now my students.

While my advice might fly in the

face of popular reasoning, the path

to wisdom is often littered with

pain. Our campus, our communities

and our children have endured

quite enough already, thanks to the

twin follies ot prohibition and dis-

empowerment. We can continue to

do more of the same and continue

to suffer the same consequences,

or we can learn from our mistakes

and move forward.

Isn't it time we showed our

maturity and wisdom by treating

college students like adults? After

all, how can we expect them to

make responsible choices It we
won't even allow them the opportu-

nity to make choices? We mutt put

the power to run UMass back In the

hands of the UMass community. It's

the only way to end the rtott.

Keith C. McCormic,

UMass Alumus

Class of 2000
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\ Keliy Says, "Don't Be A fool'

M^
Zack Says, ''Just Say No'
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Jessie Says, "Please Recycle'

€> 'aysidcHcg
By Glen Straub
CXJLUUilAN STAfF

It's a Saturday morning in 1991, and it's your first day-off of elementary

school in a whole week. The stress of crunching your mind over multiplication

tables and long division exen;ises during the school days is really starting to get to

you All you want to do is wake-up, eat a bowl of captain crunch, veg-out on your

couch and watch how much cooler life is going to be when you get to high school.

You want to know about the crazy teachers, the school spirit, the cool guys

and beautiful girls and of course the drama.

Your source for that much-needed info could be found on your local

National Broadcasting Company station, and it came in the form of arguably the

Continued on page 8
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CoLusuiAN Staff

«>
Lisa Saysr "Stay In School'

W^

After graduating from the "Saved By The

Bell" series, the Bayside High gang took many

different paths — some mor^ successful than others.

Mmw-Pmil Gossbaar (Zack Momis)

Upon graduating from Bayside. Zack Morris was head-

ed for Yale, but somehow found himself back in California for the short-

lived series "Saved By The Bell: The College Years." After the fail-

ure of "The College Years," M^rk-Paul Gosselaar spent

about four years focusing on film roles — mostly for

television movies. Gosselaar had some big

screen success staring alongside Tom
Everrett Scott in the MTV-pro-

duced flick "Dead Man on

Campus." The com-

miti^: Continued on page 8
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Like any teen sensation. "Saved By

the Bell" was a marketing jackpot for its

creators. Anything from dolls, to posters, to T-

Shirts to even Zack Berry flavored bath packs

couU be find in stores while the show was on the

air.

But time has gone on and "Saved By the Bell" gear

is hard to find. However, starting last month. DVD
tovers can now purchase the complete first and second

seasons of the Saturday moming sitcom. "Saved By

the Bell."

The five disc set features every episode in the first

two seasons, which does not include any material

from "Ciood Moming. Ms. Bliss." The viewer can

access scenes at any time and even choose to

watch it with Spanish subtitles. The set is

being soW for a pricey $49.99. The mak-

ers. Lion's Gate Entertainment,

must have figured that the

people who watched

the show back then,

now have full-time jobs and

can afford the set. If you purchase

it through NBC.com though, you will be

given a free beefcake Zack and Slater old-

school plastic lunchbox.

If you are completely nutty over "Saved By the

Bell" merchandise, ebaycom is your home for

those hard-lo-find novelties of the best teen show of

all time. Currently items being sold by auction are

playing cards, the board game. Kelly. )esse and Slater

dolls and for $34 you can buy the soundtrack of the

show, which includes the theme song. Hot Sunday's

"Go for it!" plus Zack Attack "s "Friends Forever" and

"Did We Ever Have a Chance?"

Ebay nerds and "SBTB" dorks looking for col-

lectable items, "put your mind to it, go for it. get

down and break a sweat i-ock and roll.'

because after you purchase these items,

then you can tell your friends. "You

have seen nothing yet till you see

my cool new Slater

doll."

^s^
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\
,7i^Hti Says, "Stay Alive'^

Slater Says, "Don't Do Drugs"
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.. ,ou buy the new "Saved By the Bellt The Complete First Two

Season*" DVD through NBC.com, you receive a free lunchbox. ^ lV..-.V#Ii*./

Doughty by himself in NoHo Not your daddy's Old blues
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By David Pesah
CoLLttUAN Staff

Mike Doughty is about to bring his self pro-

claimed "small rock" to Northampton on

Saturday at 8 p.m., and Pearl Street is about to

experience the stage presence of a louring veter-

an.

Doughty has been pel^'o^ning for over a

decade — both by himself and with a band. You

may not recognize the name Mike Doughty, but

if you were a fan of the early 90s rock scene,

scan your memory for the name Soul

Coughing. That was his band. Well, he

was at least the front man to that band,

which combined rock, hip-hop and

jazz, and has been solo since 1998. As

of late, he's been rocking crowds with

mainly just his acoustic guitar and poet-

ically twisted lyrics.

Doughty, a New York native, began

playing guitar at age 1 5. He brought his

love for music to New School

University In New York City and began perform-

ing in venues around the city and meeting other

musicians. Soul Coughing, his first major label

band, released their first album "Ruby Vroom"
in 1994. emerging as a lighter, slightly eccentric

answer to the grunge rock of the times. The band

released two more albums. "Irresistible Bliss" in

1996, and "El Oso" in 1998 before parting ways.

"Skittish." Doughty's first solo album was

released in 2000. Recorded in 1996 while he was

still with the band, it was, and still is. only avail-

able through his self-maintained Web site super-

Mike

Doughty

Sat. Oct. 11

hKlSBNl
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spccialquestion8.com and at shows. This was fol-

lowed by the live recording "Smofe'+ Smag: Live

in Minneapolis" in 2002, which was only avail-

able for a brief time online. Last month. Doughty

released the "Rockity Roll EP," a six-song collec-

tion of acoustic tunes he has been playing during

his tours, available online only as well.

Throughout the discs, the lyrics take on more

of a poetically nonsensical tone. The words are

rarely straightforward — with lines like, "Your

back curves like a creeping vine with the

answers in the fluid in the stem of the spine."

But amazingly, you get the gist of what

Doughty is trying to portray through his

lyrics, you're just not sure how you came

to the realization. Music critics have

tended to label his style of guitar "folky,"

but Doughty says he prefers to call it

"small rock."

During his live shows, fans can expect

lots of funny commentary. During songs.

he tends to comment and improvise. If

they are lucky, onlookers may get to hear

Doughty's rock freestyle, where he makes up

words on the spot that somehow sound like they

are English and fit within the context of the

song. You really have to hear it to understand.

Saturday night will bring this music veteran

to a venue near us, so everyone who is interest-

ed in funny, witty, acoustic rock should check

this out. Supposedly, it's just Doughty on stage

alone with a guitar. Tickets are cheap ($12.50 in

advance at For the Record in Amherst or $1 5.00

at the door), and it will definitely be worth the

money.

The Black Keys play Iron Horse

Solo & Duos series continues

The Sunny

Murray Duo

Thurs. Oct. 9

The Fine Arts Center wel-

comes The Sunny Murray Duo
featuring Sabir Mateen to

Bezanson Recital Hall tonight

at 8 p.m. The per-

formance will mark

the second install-

ment in this season's

"Solo And Duos
Series," concluding

on Nov. 20 with a

duet performance by

Sonny Fortune and

Rashied Ali.

Revered percus-

sionist and current

Paris resident. 67-

year old Murray has played

with jazz legends — the likes

of Cecil Taylor. Archie Shepp.

Ornette Coleman and Don
Cherry. Alongside fellow lumi-

naries of the drum kit Milford

Graves ta tremendous musical

presence who performed last

month on the Series' opening

night) and Rashied Ali. Murray

helped to redefine the role of

_^ the drums in the jazz

avant garde.

"1 consider what 1 play

to be the traditional

avant garde, the roots."

Murray told

Paristransatlantic.com in

a Nov. 2000 interview.

Mateen. his partner

for the night, is a mas-

terful reeds man who
regularly performs on

the alto and tenor saxo-

phones, clarinet, bass clarinet

and flute. His work with

Horace Tapscott. Raphe Malik.

Alan Silva. Butch Morris and

Bill Dixon, among others, has

taken him all over the United

States and around the worid.

The duos only record

together, a 1 998 live date doc-

umenting a performance here

in Amherst, was issued on

Eremite Records in 1999. "We

Are Not At The Opera"

received rave reviews from

publications including Wire,

jazztimes and jazziz.

"Murray still loves the idea

of keeping a pulse you can time

eggs by." wrote Richard Cook

in jazziz. "He is as strong and

gracious as Art Blakey. and lis-

tening to him affords a lot of

the same satisfaction as hear-

ing Bu."

Tickets to tonight's per-

formance are available through

the Fine Arts Center Box

Office or at 1-800-999-UMAS.

Prices are $10. and $5 for stu-

dents.

- Bradley Farberman

ww.dailycollegian.com

By Evan Gt)Li*wiEi)
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After the show on Monday, my
friend and I sat with The Black

Keys in the basement of the Iron

Horse Music Hall in Northampton.

With bloodshot eyes, shaggy hair-

cuts and stylish clothes, the band

presented a look of fash-

ionable indifference.

However, it was well past

midnight, and lead

singer/guitarist Dan
Auerbach quietly slumped

in his chair while drum-

mer Patrick Carney fidget-

ed with a pack of Camel

Lights. They still had to

load equipment into their van

before driving to Boston that same

night.

"What do blues men eat for

breakfast after a night like this?" 1

asked.

"Coffee and cigarettes," Carney

said with a slight chuckle.

Only a few hours before. The

Black Keys, the band Rolling Stone

Magazine called "a killer, bluesy

Midwest two-piece." shredded

apart the Iron Horse with a diesel.

rewed-up sound that's loud, dirty

The Black

Keys

ronlkne Music Hal

NodltampioR

flcTl

and out of control. A small crowd

of neariy 100 watched, as

Auerbach sweat, swayed and

howled his way through the blues

while Carney attacked his drum set

so violently you couldn't help but

wonder how the cymbals could still

be standing.

It's easy to imagine them holed

up in a basement, listen-

ing to old Son House and

lunior Kimbrough

records, playing on hall

broken equipment until

the eariy morning.

However, the two said

their music was primarily

influenced by the classic

rock and rap they listened

to together in Akron. Ohio —
where the two givw up only a few

houses apart. Most notably, they

mentioned the Wu-Tang Clan, the

super-rap group from Staten

Island, N.Y. of the '90s as one of

their favorites.

During the show Monday night.

The Black Keys played 14 songs

from both their critically acclaimtxl

debut, "The Big Come Up." as well

as their latest. "Thicklreakness.

"

The two best songs were

"Busted" and "Thickfreakness,"

which showed off Auerbach's

impressive riffs and Carney's mank;

drumming. Also, their live cover of

the Beatles' "She Said. She Said,"

was a soulful tribute to the Ixnnon

classic.

The two felt at home with the

small crowd in the Iron Horse, an

intimate venue where the stage is

only feet away from the crowd.

"We liked being on tour with

Beck, but we like smaller venues

too." he said.

Carney added. "We don't like

playing sports arenas or non-festi-

val areas; a thousand is a good

crowd, but you lose something

beyond that."

With a large grin on his face.

Auerbach thanked everyone mul-

tiple times between songs, and

seemed to genuinely enjoy the

night. When the show was over,

the two paced through the exiting

crowd, shaking the occasional

hand and packing up their gear. I

would have asked more ques-

tions, but they were exhausted

and begged for a short interview.

A few minutes later, my friend

and I waved goodbye and watched

The Black Keys pull across Main

Street in a cherry red van, heading

two hours down the road to the

next gig.

X RTESY BLA( KKEVS tX-*l

Singer/guitarist Dan Auerbach wails out bluesy rifts during one of The Black Keys' shows.

Hey Seniors!

Need help with

your search?

Come to one of

our Job Search

Workshops!
Today! Thursday, Oct. 9

1:30pm

Tuesday, Oct. 14

3pm

Wednesday, Oct. 15

12pm
All Job Searches made easy

Workshops take place in 104 Career

Services BIdg. (across from Newman
center)

For more Information about our

workshops, go to

www-ccn.acad.umass.edu

or call us at 545-2224

Careei
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Saves the Day releases new sound on LP
'In Reveries' lacks same fire power

of past records from this punk band
By Johnny IX)Nali>son

{ XJLUJI.IAN StAFK

The word precious can be defined as

affectedly dainty or over- refined, which is

as apt a description as any to express the

values and limitations of "In Reverie" the

fourth release from emo-rock won-

derlands Saves The l)ay.

With "In Reverie." Saves The

Day veer a hard right away from

their original poppy-punky sound

into the world of mannered indie

pop, and its enough to induce

whiplash. Comparing the new

album to their previous, 2001 s

"Stay What You Are" — which

spawned the hit "At Your

Funeral" — it's abundantly clear how

much of their old sound that Saves The

Day cast off, and how quickly they did it.

I'm all for bands changing up their sound,

and who into new places they have never

been before, but not if it comes at the

expense of the band's own identity.

Yes. it's good, in theory, for a band to

push its limits. No, a band should not

regurgitate the same old sound on record

after record — after all, it's a sign that the

musicians in question lack the confidence

or skill to move beyond a template. But

the path of drastic change is wrought with

its own treacheries; it can lead to

wretched excess, failed experiments and

fan abdication.

Saves the

Day

'In Runes'

Dreniofks

And the fans may not respond so kind-

ly to Saves the Day's newest incarnation.

An album exactly like "Stay What You

Are" would have been a betrayal of trust,

but "In Reverie" is, in it's way, just as much

as betrayal, a discarding of loyalty without

the developmental processes that would

albw the change to come naturally.

All that said though, the album isn't

horrible if you take it for what is:

a slice of jangly, melodic rain-

bow-pop that wafts in with a

gentle wind. It's good. If this

were Saves The Day's first

album. I wouki maybe have rec-

ommended it. "In Reverie" is a

very pretty album; it never push-

es too hard and never asks too

much of the listener, it's the definition of

lovely.

Except that this isn't Saves The Day's

first album, it's the fourth, which circles

me back to my main problem with "In

Reverie": it seems like an entire new iden-

tity was tailored and the old one cast off.

It's impossible to recommend to those

who are already fans, though newbies

may very well enjoy it.

On "In Reverie" nasal-voiced front

man Chris Conley shows off a new admi-

ration for the falsetto, as he lets himself

drift into the upper range of his vocal pat-

tern. He also has a fascination with

abstract lyricism that at times comes off as

a bit arch and pretentious; a more perfect

example couldn't be found than "The

monkey will bite/ better eat your poultry,

too" off the supposed anti-conformity

tract "Monkey." The rampant morbidity

that haunted "Suy What You Are" is no

longer here, which is a debit. The dark

lyrics that permeated that previous effort

gave the songs an emotional heft, a solid

center from which Conley and company

could spin off of. Songs like "At Your

Funeral," which depict«i the death of a

close friend, and "Cars & Calories" about

confronting body image issues, had a

clearer and more wrenching impact. The

lyrics on "In Reverie," on the other hand,

lack that same focus and wallop. True,

they are at times clever, but they are also

insubstantial.

What helps is the music itself. Conley

and his bandmates — Eben D'Amico,

David Soloway and spanking new drum-

mer Pete Parada still have a knack for

crafting sparkling, piquant melodies.

The songs, even at their most lyrically

suspect — often come together beauti-

fully, especially on the title track and

"Morning In the Moonlight." The art of

modulation is in evidence here, as the

members of Save the Day know how to

surge forward without being over-

whelmingly aggressive just as much as

they know when to pull back without

growing overly fragile.

It's in all fairness to wish Saves The

Day the best of luck with their newest

incarnation — it shows promise, but let's

just start hoping they may stick to a com-

fortable place for a while rather than

going for musical cosmetic surgery every

few years.

Saves the Day constructs an indie rock sound on "In Reveries" rather than

keeping to its usual pop-punk persona.

'Saved by the Bell' has and will continue to have a place in the hearts of our generation
*'*^I ._.. . .. .-_j;_- :_...,.„ a„ii" ,...,„,. .,^ i„v..^ :.nH l..am from throughout the show. .somehc

Continu«d from page 6

best teen show of all time, "Saved

By the Bell."

The instant that loud bell rang

at 10 a.m., followed by the singing

of "When I wake up in the morn-

ing/ And the clock lets out a warn-

ing I don't think I'll ever make it

on time/ By the time I got my

books I give myself a look/ I'm at

the comer just in time to see the

bus fly by." nothing else in the

world mattered except for the

lives of Zack Morris, .A.C. Slater,

Samuel "Screech" Powers, Lisa

Turtle, Kelly Kapowski and Jesse

Spano.

"Saved by the Bell" is — as

much a television sitcom can be—
the cornerstone and phenomenon

of our generation. It is hard to find

a person between the ages of 17-

24 who is not a fan of the show,

which originally ran between

1989 and 1994 on NBC and can

be seen in syndication to this day

on the TBS Superstation and local

stations across the country.

It would be an overstatement

to say it defined what being a

teenager was all about in the eariy

90s, but it definitely made an

exaggerated picture of what is so

great and what is so miserable

about the days of high school

everyone has endured.

If you were the jock type, you

wanted to be Slater. If you were

trying to be the coolest guy in

school, you wanted to be Zack. If

you were made fun of and was

incredibly awkward, you found

salvation in Screech. If you want-

ed to protest and save the world,

you wanted to be |esse. If you

loved to gossip, you wanted to be

Lisa. If you wanted to be the

Where is the Bayside gang hanging now?
Continued from page 6

edy made minor waves and acquired a cult follow-

ing after its release in 1 998. Two additional series.

"Hyperion Bay" and "DC," both on the WB, fol-

lowed in 1999 and 2000 respectively, but neither

made it into a second season. In 2001. Gosselaar

landed the role of Detective )ohn Clark on the

police drama "NYPD Blue," where he can still be

seen today

TiFMM-AMBa Tmessbi (Kbit Kapowm)

After playing girl-next-door type Kelly

Kapowski. Tiffani-Amber Thiessen tried her hand

at the worid of film. She appeared in many proj-

ects, mostly television movies doomed to be

replayed on Lifetime for all of eternity. In 1994,

Thiessen got a big break playing manipulative

Valarie Malone on Aaron Spelling's drama

"BeveHy Hills, 90210." She remained on the series

for four years, until it went off the air in 1998.

Following her success on "90210." Thiessen had

small roles on quite a few sitcoms, including NBC's

"lust Shoot Me." She can currently been seen liv-

ing life in the "Fastlane " on Fox and is also making

appearances on NBC's "Good Morning Miami."

mUno Lopez (A.C. Suaa)

Following the demise of "Saved By The Bell:

The College Years." Mario lx)pez didn't work

much. He returned to the small screen to play

Officer Bobby Cruz on "Pacific Blue." where he

enjoyed some success. Along with appearances in a

string of independent films, Lopez appeared on the

game show "The Weakest Link" in 2001 . Although

his character. A.C. Slater was often accused of

being a male macho, chauvinist pig' Mario Lopez

is anything but on his newest project, "The Other

Half," the male counterpart to talk show "The

View."

Lmw Voormes (Lba Twnu)

Not much is known about where Lark Voorhies

went after class was dismissed at Bayside High.

She has only recently made a rehim to the busi-

ness, starring in the mini-series "Windows" and the

2002 flick "Civil Brand." Possibly the most impres-

sive of her post-"SBTB" credits though was her

appearance in the 2001 movie "How High."

Dunw Diamond (Smmb. "Sgroch" Pomob)

Though most people who are dorkS in high

school never look back after graduating. Screech

couldn't get enough. Dustin Diamond appeared on

every inception of "SBTB," including "Saved By

The Bell: The New Class,' which was finally put

out of it's misery in 2000. Diamond now has a

band. Salty the Pocketknife and performs stand-up

comedy routines around the country. Film credits

for Diamond include "Made" and "Big Fat Liar," as

well as an instructional video on how to play chess.

EUZABETN BBtKBFT (JeSSE SpANO)

Probably the most notable Bayside grad as soon

as the show ended was Elizabeth Berkeley. She

went from burning bras to taking them off, as she

starred in the arguably the worst movie of all time,

1995's "Showgiris." Since the film that document-

ed the life of a stripper, Berkeley has appeared in a

combination of 20 independent and major movies,

including 19%'s "The First Wives Club."

hottest cheerieading captain ever,

Kelly was your idol. And if for

some reason you dreamt of being a

school priciPAL — not principle

— Mr. Belding — not Balding —
was your source of inspiration.

Of course, if you weren't satis-

fied with the main characters,

biker girls who only go to school

for a couple of episodes could

admire Tori.

The series, which began as a

pilot for NBC called "Good

Morning, Ms. Bliss" in 1987, was

originally designed to take place in

Kennedy junior High School in

Indianapolis. Ind. However, focus-

ing on the teacher. Ms. Carrie

Bliss, played by popular 1980's

actress Hayley Mills, was not the

key to reaching the suburban

youth of America.

So after appearing for 15

episodes on The Disney Channel.

"Good Morning, Ms. Bliss," was

cancelled and the producers, Peter

Engel and William F. Phillips,

went back to the drawing board.

The end result was a masterpiece

of puberty-driven entertainment.

"Saved By the Bell" was the

new name of the show and rather

than setting it in dreary Indiana,

the school, now called Bayside

High, was in sunny Pacific

Palisades, Calif, during one of the

freshest times for the west-coast

lifestyle, the late '80s into the early

'90s.

From there, the focus was put

on the characters played by Mark-

Paul Gosselaar (Zack), Mario

Lopez (Slater), Tiffani Amber-

Theissen (Kelly), Elizabeth

Berkeley (lesse), Dustin Diamond

(Screech) and Lark Voorhies

(Lisa).

The gang was the quintessen-

tial group of white-collar friends

— three guys and three giris all

with raging hormones, crushes

and egos. The group, led by "prep-

py" Zack who had the ability to

"timeout" any situation that

seemed sketchy (don't we all wish

we had that power) and carried

around an obnoxious, oversized

cell phone, dominated the halls of

Bayside and their usual burger

hangout, "The Max."

The audience of "Saved by the

Bell" came to love and learn from

the cast as each episode had some

reason for its existence: to teach a

lesson. If it either was Lisa spend-

ing too much money on her par-

ents credit card, lesse getting

addicted to caffeine pills. Slater

and Zack fighting over the new

hotty on the first day of junior

year, Kelly cheating on Zack or the

crew finding out that their favorite

celebrity johnny Dakota liked to

smoke the ganja, everybody could

walk away from watching the

show with a heartfelt lesson

learned — "there's no hope in

dope."

If it wasn't the lessons that

affected the viewers, it was the

relationships on. and according to

"E! True Hollywood Story," off the

show as well.

Zack and Kelly was a match up

of the most popular kids in school.

It seemed so perfect until that

unfortunate night, with Jesse and

Albert Clifford singing "How am I

supposed to live with you?" by

Michael Bolton in the gymnasium,

Kelly told Zack that she had found

someone else. Or the give-and-

take sexual tension filled relation-

ship between "mama" Jesse and

"pig" Slater. And of course every

guy who has had their own version

of a lifelong crush can relate to the

struggles Screech faced chasing

after Lisa for five years.

Between relationships, lessons

learned, amazing original songs

such as "Friends Forever" and

"Cool School" plus the overall

cheezeball comedy that persisted

throughout the show, .somehow

"Saved By the Bell" became a leg-

endary cult classic.

So much so that primetime TV
movies were created separate

from the Saturday morning show.

"Saved By the Bell: Hawaiian

Style" and in an effort to put a

conclusion to the often criticized

"Saved By the Bell: The College

Years" and where Zack and Kelly

get married in Las Vegas in

"Saved By the Bell: The Wedding"

all aired at 8 p.m. during the

week.

The show, which lasted 100

episodes, was such a success thai

it spun off "Saved By the Bell: The

New Class" for four seasons.

However, those casts lacked the

same fire and camaraderie as the

original team of coeds.

Other Saturday morning

TNBC shows, such as "California

Dreams," "Hang Time" and "City

Guys" attempted to repeat the

success of "SBTB," but there will

never be another gang like one at

Bayside.

So today when you are sitting

in class reading this article and

reminiscing on all those "Saved

By the Bell" memories and all of

sudden "the teacher pops a test

... and you know you're in a

mess ... and your dog ate all

your homework last night.

Riding low in your chair, she

won't know that your there. If

you can hand it in tomorrow it'll

be all right..."

It's all right, "cause you will be

saved by the bell.
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Cross country to compete in
Meet will be second to last

of the season for men, women

The men's and women's cross

Championship.

GERALD H UNO/OCHJ-EGIAN

country teams return to action this weekend at the New England

By Matt Barstow
C^oLLEGiAN Staff

Believe it or not, after three

races the University of

Massachusetts cross country

team has reached the pinnacle

of its season. Barring a trip to

the postseason, the Minutemen

will have one meet after

Saturday's New England

Championship, to improve

upon last years, sixth place A-

10 finish.

This year's New England

Championship will be held at

Boston's historical Franklin

Park, where 315 runners from

all 47 New England schools,

will compete in the 5,000-meter

event.

"Obviously, this is the

largest race of the year in terms

of numbers, but it is also the

biggest in terms of the level of

excitement," head coach Ken
O'Brien said. "Up till now our

meets have been 40-50 runners,

this will be six times larger,

with a huge crowd, and high

stakes."

In a five-week season, a sec-

ond, third and fourth place fin-

ish in the first three races, may

not be enough to propel the

Maroon and White into the

NCAA tournament.

"Our production will deter-

mine a lot in terms of where we

are in the broad spectrum of

New England teams, as well as

how we match up in the A- 10,"

O'Brien said.

Ten schools racing on

Saturday are nationally ranked

in the top 20, in their respective

Division one, two, or three cat-

egories.

Providence is the D-1

favorite, ranked anywhere from

7-10 in the country, depending

on the poll. Other teams of con-

cern to UMass are Brown,

Dartmouth and BU, all ranked

in the top 20.

"The quality of competition

should make for an interesting

race, not only are there fast

runners, the course its self will

make for a fast race. The

course is very flat, and if there's

nice weather, guys will be mak-

ing very good time," O'Brien

said.

The course at Franklin Park

is Hat except for one hill, so

competitors feel as though they

are running on a track rather

than a typical cross-country

trail. At the starting point there

is enough space for the 300

runners to spread out, but at

the 2,000-meter mark the

course gets narrow, creating a

potential bottleneck.

"It's almost like the course

favors 800 meter runners.

When the guys run, you see

then sprinting to the 2,000-

meter mark, and the guys who
get there first are the ones who
don't get bogged down,"

woman's head coach lulia

LaFreniere said.

Seniors Dave Hantman and

Matthew Thomas, and junior

Andrew McCarron, will be

looked upon to lead the

Minutemen at Franklin Park,

because they have experience

running mid-distance during

the indoor season.

"It should be fun. Keen St.

is another team that people

look past because they're D-2.

In a race like this you don't

know how things are going to

turn out, the best thing we can

do is make sure we run togeth-

er," O'Brien said.

Out of the 47 schools.

UMass' placement among the

19 Division 1 schools will be

the largest factor in determin-

ing a possible bid into the

NCAA "Tournament.

—

The woman will race on

Friday in the New England

NE's
Championships, but against a

comparatively higher level of

competition than the men.

Providence College, ranked No.

5 in the country and No. 23

Boston College are prc-meet

favorites.

'The Northeast is a power-

house for long-distance. Some

of the best schools in the coun-

try will be at Saturday's meet,

including Williams and

Middlebury, who are ranked

first and second in the country

for D-3," La Freniere said.

Most of the Ivy League will

be represented at the

Championships, including

Brown, Dartmouth, and Yale.

"The Ivy's are always strong,

and some of the D-2 schools

like No. 13 Amherst College

and No. 18 Wesleyan and

should be in the hunt," La

Freniere said.

Senior leader Alexis

Anzelone, who finished first

among UMass scorers in all

three races, will be looked

upon to lead an inexperienced

team in the highest profile meet

of the regular season.

The team will look for an

impressive showing from its

top five runners, to help put an

unranked squad into the NCAA
tournament picture.

"Lexi will probably lead the

team, so the key will be the

other four in my Fab Five, that

is, Tricia Silva. Kate

Markopoulos, Cuisle Kiernas.

and Amanda Dahlberg," La

Freniere said, "if Anzelone can

get out in front, and the other

four run like they did this week

in practice, we should be fine."

The top five runners for the

Minutewoman have finished

with a 48. 120, and 50-second

differential between them and

their teammates.

"I think the team is ready to

break out with a good race.

Anzelone is clearly the fron-

trunner. but if the other four

girls can stay as close to her as

they can, the team will bring in

a good score," La Freniere said.

Parcells a mastermind
Well it looks like the Tuna is going fishing

again.

After nearly three years away from coaching.

Bill Parcells is taking another struggling, storied

team, back to the Promised Land.

Ok, now let's slow down a bit.

The Cowboys, led by an array of inexperienced

youth will not win the Super Bowl in January.

However, Parcells has taken a team that was on

its way out and pushed it right back in the mix.

As the NFL season trudges along its initial

weeks, the Cowboys are one of the hottest teams

in football. They have grasped an unlike

ly seat at the top of the always-competi

tive NFC East, and have proved their

legitimacy to the league.

During this span. Parcells has revisited his pre-

vious employers in the Meadowlands and took

two games against the Giants and the jets. These

wins were two personal victories for a coach that

led both teams out of the doldrums of mediocrity.

Granted four games doesn't represent an entire

season, but America's team has found something

that has been missing the past three years —cohe-

sion.

This is what Parcells brings to any team he

coaches, an efficiency that filters down to his

players. His leadership has taken the Giants and

Patriots to the Super Bowl and changed the jets

from a laughing stock to a veritable contender

It's not quite time to break out the champagne

in Dallas, as the Cowboys have played one of the

weakest schedules in the NFL. Their most impres-

sive win was a 35-32 Monday night victory over

the Giants (2-2). The other two came off of

perennial cellar dwellers Cardinals and jets.

The difference is the look of America's team,

as they are beginning to rely on what few

strengths they have.

One major change in the Cowboy's game play

has been their offense. The Cowboys have aver-

Bob McGovern

aged 382.8 yards per game while their opponents

have only mustered 265.8.

Leading to the sudden influx in offensive

production has been the intelligent play of

quarterback Quincy Carter

Carter, who has been anything but consistent

over his career has an 80.5 quarterback rating,

the highest of his career. He has thrown for

1,031 yards, third in the NFC, and has finally

stopped throwing the ball to the opposition.

Parcells, who doesn't deal well with an

inconsistency, has given Carter the green light

to remain the Cowboy's field general.

He has him more settled down than in

the past and is using his arm and speed

sparingly.

The Cowboys are coming off of three

straight 10-loss seasons under previous coach

Dave Campo. If there is one coach that can turn

a team around it's Parcells, who had one of the

biggest turnaround seasons in NFL history with

the lets.

Parcells took a jet team that in its two previ-

ous years went 3-13 and 1-15 and finished 9-7.

The following year they went 12-4 and

advanced all the way to the AFC Championship

game, before losing to the eventual champion,

the Denver Broncos.

Parcells has hall of fame numbers for a

coach, with a record of 149-106-1 and playoff

appearances with three different teams. He has

been in three Super Bowls, winning Super

Bowls XXI and XXV with the Giants and drop-

ping XXXI as the Patriots head coach.

As week six approaches, Parcells and his

Cowboys meet their toughest opponent of the

season in the Philadelphia Eagles. If the

Cowboys pull off their fourth victory of the year

and their second in conference play you better

believe the NFC will be watching.

Bob McGovern is a Collegian columnist.

E-mail questions or comments

to Sports(a)dailycoilegian.com

Pennant fever on Capitol Hill

as congressmen make wagers

GET PAID TO

GO TO SCHOOL

TALK ABOUT

ROLE REVERSAL.

By LoLiTA C. BALixm
A.sstxiATEii Press •

WASHINGTON I AP) — With

little else on deck this week, parti-

san wrangling on Capitol Hill was

overshadowed by the rabid Red

Sox-Yankees rivalry, as lawmak-

ers wagered wine, clam chowder

and song.

For the loyal but weak of

heart, the bets were based on food

— New England Clam chowder

for New York subs, with a little

local beer or wine thrown in for

good measure.

But the stouthearted put their

egos on the line, as the best-of-

seven American League

Championship Scries between the

perennial enemies began.

Wearing his Red Sox jersey

and cap. Rep. Marty Meehan, D-

Mass., stood on the steps of the

Capitol Wednesday and put up

Boston-made Samuel Adams beer

and pizza and calzones from Sal's

Pizza in Lowell, against New York

Republican Rep. Vito Fossella's

subs from Luigino's Restaurant

on Staten Island and Ginos

Restaurant in Brooklyn.

Rep. Edward Markey, D-

Mass.. stepped it up a bit. He

wagered lobster and clam chow-

der from Legal Seafoods in a bet

with Rep. Charles Rangel, D-

N.Y., who will pony up a case of

New York wine if the Red Sox

beat his Yankees.

But over on the Senate side,

food wasn't enough to risk with

the haunting "Curse of the

Bambino" hanging in the balance.

Depending on the eventual

victor, either Sen. Edward M.

Kennedy, D-Mass.. or Sen. Chuck

Schumer, D-N.Y., will have to go

to the Capitol steps and belt out

"Take Me Out to the Ballgame."

The winner celebrates, the loser

sings.

In a similar wager in 1999,

Kennedy had to go to the steps

and recite "Casey at the Bat." This

time, he said, it will be different.

"Enoughs enough. Even the

Bambino is smiling down on

Boston this year," Kennedy said.

Any students interested in interning witti

New England PGA please contact

Eric Soderstrom at (774) 239-2690

The U.S. Air Force will pay for you to continue your education

while you serve your country as a nurse. Through selection into

the Air Force Institute of Technology program, you could earn

your advanced degree in as little as two years and get paid to do

it. You'll be part of an elite team of medical professionals who

have chosen to serve their country in this proud institution.

To learn more about Air Force Nursing, please visit airforce.com

or call 1.800.^23.USAF to request more information.

US.AIItPOIICB

CROSS INTO THE BLUE
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Massachusetts

®
William & Mary
Saturday 1 p.m.

Zable Stadium (13,279)

William & Mary Defense

#22-Altfoiirtl>omat

•37 •10-J

DC ' 999-
CbriMrtMck

Massachusetts Defense

•34-SKannoi^>|ainm •42-MitMri^KMzto

|4m SalMy^ Strbng §«^

s5h^ Vli^ Vik^^ V^^'

Massachusetts Offense

Tackier ••e^^arman tol»m( ^•'^•f
vindef^MCive

M»-tar

^: VGV5!^
r MMHeh

WideRi
MUehipiiainskl

Recievar

William & Mary Offense

^ultoy /^"^ "'TST"' *

cw*SaMi W11119

f12-;e^ii|Cabpb«M

Qitert«rlM|icIck

•4<Mti^ Dahiars

f2446ck ffbpen

. (Fullback M

UMass to face William & Mary
Minutemen look to remain perfect in A-IO

.. • t _ „UI.

Continued from page 12

challenge certainly for us defen-

sively."

"I think they'll come out and

do what they've always done

and have a good mix and a bal-

ance. They'll try to isolate

Macinski, and they have three

good running backs behind an

offensive line that's finally

found some continuity now that

they're all healthy."

On the defensive side of the

ball. VV&M is led by linebacker

Travis McLaurin, who leads the

team in tackles (4b). as well as

solo tackles (28). However,

Whipple feels that the second-

ary, which consistently features

three safeties in senior Marques

Bobo. junior Craig Patterson

and sophomore Jonathan Shaw,

is the strength of the unit.

"Their secondary is strong,"

he said. 'They've been playing

well as a group, and have really

improved in what I've seen.

"They're playing much bet-

ter as a team as well. We saw

them play a lot better in their

last game than they did the one

before, so the week off really

helped them."

UMass will likely look to

continue to run the football on

offense as it has all season long,

and will benefit from the

improvement of fullback-tail-

back Rich Demers. The UMass-

Lowell transfer caught four

passes for 34 yards and a score,

and rushed for a season-high 55

yards on nine carries against

UNH, and Whipple likes what

he sees from the junior.

"He's getting better every

week, he's felt more comfort-

able and he's made big plays."

he said. "We're going to look to

get him the ball more and more

as he gets more used to the

offense, but I'm really happy

with how he's progressed."

Demers' play has allowed

Whipple to take some of the

onus off of two-time reigning

A- 10 Offensive Player of the

Week Steve Baylark.

The sophomore, who is in

his first year with the

Minutemen, carried the ball 25

times last week as opposed to

35 in the previous week, and

may see his workload cut down
even further after a high ankle

sprain that kept him out of at

least one practice this week.

"IBaylarkl will start, but he

didn't practice [Tuesday),"

Whipple said. "I think every-

body could see the difference in

Baylark in the fourth quarter

against New Hampshire. He
was better than he was in the

fourth quarter against lames

Madison because we were able

to give Demers the ball and not

rely on his as much."

When the Minutemen look

to throw, it will more often than

not be in the direction of A- 10

Offensive Player of the Week

lason Peebler, who has posted

two consecutive 100-yard

receiving games, including five

catches for 177 yards and two

touchdowns, one covering a

school-record 82 yards.

"Peebler has been good for

us. and he's made plays."

Whipple said. "There's still

things he needs to pick up, but

he's stepped it up."

Defensively, UMass may be

without starting cornerback

Bobby Boyer again, and his

replacement, Amherst Regional

product lames Ihedigbo, will

play with a cast over a dislocat-

ed finger.

Whipple also knows that

after seeing 1 5 flags fly against

his squad two weeks ago. and

eight last week, his team cannot

continue to shoot itself in the

foot with penalties.

"I wasn't happy with [the

penalties) last week, and its

mostly defensive penalties," he

said. "We just need to come

out. play smart, keep our heads

in the game and play like we're

capable of playing."

WilTHI illHtSKSION ABROAD 2004

Experience
Infernatlonal
Cultures

and

Earn Acailemic
Credits

UMass-Uiwell transfer Rich Demers carried the ball nine times for S5 yards against UNH.

Cuba

Nepal

Thailand

Mardniflue
t: L 1 /: 1

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

For more Intormatioii:

contliiuinostiiilea.iiconn.o*i
(taltct Manttlmui gimKt$)

Email patricia.liaridMdiic«n.tiM

Phone: 8INM88-S88G

French 161

All Students Welcome

iSi University of
\^p Connecticut

College of Continuing Studies

Ttumjhnmng Uvn Through FJuctnon

Beer:
Sam Adams

Liquor:

Glenlivet

Wine:

2/12 p. bu. $19.99-
75omi...$27.99 "i^T'^

1.5 lt...$6.99

Sterling \nnyardt
750 ml $nW
TV) ml tl6.99

Bud & Bud Light Jameson
c«b«n,,s«uv„non tw., srw

Mpk en. $18.99*
•'

, liter $22.99 J«»«*« Creek Reserve

Killian's Irish Red Martell V.S. 750 nJ. . $6.99

impkbti $17.99' 750 ml. $21.99 Vendange

Schaefer Captain Motgan chanj.. c«b., M«ri<*, v origin

30 pk cm 10.99* 1 liter.. $15.99

Seagram's Gin Ml Flavors

,2pkK,$9.99* 750 ml...$8.99 ^"'^"-"
1.5 It...$4.99

RubinoffVodka All Flavors
Barton & Guestier

1 7? It $<).9Q Ch»id , Cub., mrrloi

iipkbti $9.99* '^
'

^^^
750 ml...$4.99

MarcusJames
Chard., ("jib . MiTlot. White Zin_

750 mr..$2.99

•all beer prices plus deposit

Shipyard

Heineken

Artxtfrnist

SALE 10/09 THROUGH 10/15

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

jjj Russell St., Rte 9, Hadley, MA 0103$

§84-8174 • MoH,- Sat, 9mm- iipm
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROU

1 ftnub-rKMMd

e Couf^ayup

ntlVKHM MJOLl aOLVID

10 Big Oipow Daw
14 Ofcutlyl*
15 P«r1urtf1io(i

16 Redactions
1

7

Stnger HonstiKll
18 Branding
iy 8ubmai9>
?0 Qrlmaoa
22 Onadg*
73 Quay
24 Squtiratad away
26 Pull

29 Sign ol ino

(ulufa

31 Uiaancuiiitwi

32 Vanly
33 Ha lovad Lucy
34 Ruba II in

38 Sommai of Iha
acraan

40 Ada*noon aociai

42 Paakybug
43 Madaahoma
46 Siuft

40 Typa a< wina
SOOardanlool
»1 To tM. ID

t
A R DlO.H

_ U
n EN

V:A lH I S A A C
Bbtw'LMEiAln TH

• MO( unMdlMlwniav*)d

52 Jazz Inalrumant

53 Lack
57 Paaaion
M Ramahan)
ao Orova

protaclor

65 siand up
66 CHation ablH
67 W«ar away
68 Jobaalety gp
68 Topplad ovar
70 Paavaa
71 S*ngar Diamond
72 Loar card

/3 PaycMca

DOWN
1 Qkywa pan
2 Kazan ol

mmdom
3 Flaw
4 Ovar
6 Lobalaror

aalnion
6 Moatcrowdad
7 Or*
8 Walk tfiiough a

puddia
8 Kind ol pal

1 Surpnae wirviar

1

1

Buiat of

applauaa
12 Ciial

13 Quanad
?i Plnnaola
22 Plana pan
25 Aaar
26 Mall Iraquarvlar

il Siara ludaly ai

28 SOr-try pana
30 Broltiar'a criiid

36 Pluaaiorda
36 SoarMfa

37 Charon • rivar

38 Haaiianly

41 Cunningly
44 Biinna of yaara
46 Holiday mo
47 Lika Ilia Gotii

46 Bualnaaa daala
53 Cook'a amock
54 Idaho capital

55 Raw Hah diah

56 -Poly" and
58 FngMamng
61 Siao-pany

altandaa
62 Ply a gondola
63 Qaiman iivar

64 Hardy harorna
66 Salamandar

Amherst Brewing Company
Silver Mml.il Winner a<

(ircat Anieritaji IVrtr Icaiival

BUHGfcRS'WNGS'BEER

lAUNKHlMUUTl

MOMOff

UPSTAMotttwABC

LIVE MUSIC -^^^ EAERmu.V,

NO COVERcwssa^^^ ^
^^^ '''"'

MminhW»aMW>liaat»««i«i4ii*iar»il>i»«»«i»tom»«««iiawlC»«a«'

October 9tli

Karaoke

w/Cloud Nine Productions

October 1 1 th

Love Bomb
70's dance Music

50 HOW
DATE 60
NI6HT?

DID THAT
LAST

STRUCK
. BT& TI/*\E.

LO0K1N& OR
SWIN6IN6?]
'ToOKIlW^... 1
DROPPED HER OFF,

SAID OOOP NT6HT,
AND DIDN'T TRY

I AMVTHXNO. .NOT
\\\EVEN A CHECK-

SWIN&.

OH />^AN,yOU CAN'T
00 THAT. WALKS ARE
RARE TN THIS
GSf^l..yO\i-Kl NOT
60NNA FIND A\ANy
-XRl-S WHO WILL
TuSTitlvE YOU A

•FREE base: 50 if
YOU DON'T SWIN&
ON THAT PAYOFF
PITCH,
XT'5
ov£R.Xj^SMMl-

1 /^EAN. DO You
WAt4T /v\E TO SEND
You DOWM TO THE
AMNORS TO WORK
ON THAT A BIT?^

UHH, NO THANKS,

1 THINK THAT'S

1 LLE6AL

UUl,

*^"'"
3—n5

i

7 « J—

1
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1

-
TJ-

14 \^

17 it 18
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—
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t

1
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1
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1
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U
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Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 4H-545-2626

LUNCH
• Shepherds Pie

• Chicken Nuf^^ets

• Sweet Potato (^uesadilld

(vegan)

DINNFR
• Flank Steak
• General Tso's Chicken

, Penne with Spinach &

Tomato

/ooSUxN *

Th^ Cambufforrrich: o morvl of modemtty

tee»*ww «K« teu^«t«. «am«l.

*K« •#»•»•*<• «e*w*»« •f

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

THURSDAY
, High: 75

• Low: 47

FRIDAY
• High: 70

• Low: 42

SATURDAY
. High: 67

• Low: 47

Production Crew
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NIGHT EDITOR
lenniter EastwocxI
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Brendan O'Meara

COPY EDITOR
Sheryl Wolnik

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Shannon Farrinf^ton

PRODUCTION STAFI

Samantha Nielsen/ Oliver Chon^i
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Like handshakes, house pets,

or raw carrots, many things are

preferable when not slippery.

-Lemony Snicket, author of "The Slippery Slope: A

Series of Unfortunate Events," book 10.

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

You have no chance at getting a

date tonight, or any other night.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

People in Zen Mode freak me
out. You agree?

arles • mar. 2i-apr. i9

For the most part, people are just

no good, including you.

taurus • apk. 2o-may 20

Go running. Hopefully you'll trip

and fall off the dining commons.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Wear something with the Ninja

Turtles. They have turtle power.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

It's horrible having the to get out

of that situation, but it'll work.

leo • lui.. 23-auc. 22

Put your headphones on and don't

talk. They aren't worth your time.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sipi. 22

Don't read over my shoulder. I

don't like it.

libra • seht. 2:j-OfT. 22

Pick on people more. They need

to toughen up.

Scorpio • 0(T. 2VNOV. 21

You're a lifesaver. You take care

of everyone's problems.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dt< 21

Don't forget your clothes. No

one wants to see you naked.

Capricorn • dec. 22-ian. m
Seduce Derek Lowe. You'll like it

and so will he.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

Questions about your

lease/security deposit

deductions? Questions

about subletting/assign-

ing leases? Questions

about the conditions of

your new house or

apartment ? Contact the

Student Legal Services

Office, 922 Campus

Center, 545-1995

One bedrcwm, near

UMass Amherst Center

Bus. 2 l^ge Rooms,

low heat cost, $575 per

month. 586-0746

$500!!! Cars from

$500!!! Police

Impounds for listings.

1-800-319-3323

ext4554

1998 Volvo V70 AWD
Wagon Turbo Auto

130,000 Miles Uwded

$10,000/OBO 253-

0733

1994 Volkswagon

jetta, 160K, includes 4

snow tires, $2,000/

OBO. Julie 253-4240

93 Pontiac Bonneville

SDN All Power Must

Sell $1500 8/0 253-

5537

( Hlll)( \RI

Nanny Wanted Part-

time to care for I yr.

Old ttiplet.s I to 3 days

a week. In Belcher-

town Call 4 13-323-

92 18 or 4 13-272-6267

( OMI'l 11 Ks

Quicksilver

Gimputing Gimputer

help Virus removal

WebL:)esign$15/hr

548-6847 Ask for T.J.

IMIMOVMFNT

Visa/Mastercard

approval agents earn

$l,000/weekptitential.

No experience neces-

sary. Call 1 -800-82 1

-

3416ext.l45

Earn up to $100 per

hour or more as an

exotic male dancer at

club Xslatic. 240

Chesnut St, Springheld

MA, 41 3-736-2618 or

www.cluhxstatic.com

Movie Extras/MixJels

needed. No exp.

required, earn up to

$500-1000 a day. 1888-

820-0167 extU 150

EMPLOYMENl

Sales Assistant tor

consultin^software

firm. Telephone tele-

marketing. Economics

a plus. Please send

cover letter and resume

to Frederick Treyz at

Regional Ec<inomic

MiKlels, Inc., 435 West

Street, Amherst, MA
01002 or fax 41 3-549-

1038 or email

resumes@rem i.com.

(OR SAir

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHR
MySQL, Perl and

mt>re. www.jagflv.com

or(413)253-a^51.

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

ptnential. Local posi-

tions. 1-800-293-3985

ext 516

Pentium Laptop

$99.00 Pentium Desk-

top $49.00 We fix

Laptops Desktops/ PCs

guaranteed 584-8857

!Bartending!$ $250/

day potential No expe-

rience Nesc Training

provided. 1-800-965-

6520 ext 162

INSIKUC HON

University Bartending

Classes Start Soon I
-

80()-U-CAN-MlX Call

now for infonnation!!!

Space is Limited

www.universitybar-

tending.com

SFRVK ES

Pet-Sitter available

days nights & week-

ends. l\)g walking. 9

years experience. Call

Gina 253-0619

All Digital Productions

Pro Videc)graphy for

Weddings, Bar

Mitzvahs, Commercial

(508) 221-8223 sweep-

picker@yahixi.com

SHEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES Bixiy

Sugaring (waxing) for

men and women

Safe* 100% Natural

Effective 253-2322

https://shearhliss.imatze

411.com

PREGNANCY TEST-

ING, HIV Testmg,

Birth Cxnitrol, an d

Emergency

(Contraception.

Atitordable and conti-

dential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray Street,

Amherst. 548-9992

SIRVK FS

Pregnant.' Need help.'

Call Birthright oi

Amherst area for free

testing and assistance.

549-1906

I RAVE I

Spring Break- Sign up

with Student Express

and get Free n>undtrip

airline tickets to over

1 5 international desti-

nations- including

Aniha, rXnninican

Republic, C^wta Rica,

Caribbean hot sp«,)ts

and more. Wliy go

with iinyoncelse?

Limited oiicr call now.

Qimmission rep ptwi-

tions also available 1-

800-787-5787 www
studentexpress.com

A "Reality" Spring

Break lOO'^'s Hottest

Prices Bix^k now .. Free

Trips, Meals &. Parties

www.sun.splasht<.mn<.

u)morlSaM26.7710

TRAVEI

*1 Spring Break

Vacations! 110% Best

Prices! Mexico,

Jamaica, Bahamas,

Florida, Texas. B*,x»k

Now & Rcx;eive Free

Parties & Meals

Campus Reps Wantev.1!

1-8^-2 54-7007 end-

les,ssummertours.com

SPRING BREAK
Lirgest selection of

L>stinations, includint;

Cruises! Foam Parties,

Free l>inks .>iui C\\ih

Admissions. Rep

Positions and FREE

n-ips Available. 1 -SOO-

231-4386 www.Epicur-

eanTcxirs.com

Spring Break -

Nassau/Paradi.se Island,

Cancun, Jamaica and

Acapulco from $489

Air, Hotel, Tr.in.stcrs,

Parties and More!

Organize small group

earn FREE TRIPS

plus commissions! Call

1.800-GET-SUN-l

TRAVEL

A >rRlNG BRHAK
ER NEEDED 2004's

Hottest l>stin;iiions

& Parties 2 free trips /

hiyh commissions 1 5w

sunspla.shtoiirs.ci nn

1800-426-7710

TUTORS

M.ith/rinsics liitor

$50/HrplusiraveiC,ill

Dr Kline 41 5-552.

580'=!

WANTED

Weekend CvHik: To

prep.ire dhmIs on Sat

(Si Sun Ivtween 10-5.

Please Call 549-6202

tor more inloriu.ition.

Collegian

Marketplace

wants your

classified ad!

Come to the

Campus Center

basement or call

545-35001
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Sox draw first blood
Ortiz, Walker and Ramirez homer as Boston wins Game 1

By Ronald Blum
AsSlXlATtl) IVtss

NEW YORK (AP) — The Boston Red Sox won

their tii^t skirmish with the t'vil Empire, putting

aside curses and fatigue to burst ahead in the AL
championship series.

David Ortiz, Todd Walker and Manny Ramirez

hoiTiered off a shaky Mike Mussina, and the Red Sox

beat the New York Yankees 5-2 Wednesday night.

Ail the chants and signs reminding Boston of its

85-year title drought only seemed to spur on the Red

Sox against their old

Red Sox 5_ rivals, who have dominai-

YankeeS 2 '^ 'heir Northeast neigh-

bors for decades.

Thn Wakefield befuddled New York with his

knuckleball, taking a 5-0 lead into the seventh

before he got wild. Three relievers from Boston's

beleaguered bullpen completed the three-hitter.

After traveling from Boston to Oakland on Sunday
'

night, then winning Game 5 on Monday night and

flying back across the country, the Red Sox seemed

bleary eyed when they arrived at Yankee Stadium on

Tuesday. But when it came time to play, they had the

energy and emotion, not New ^'ork, which had been

off since winning its first-round series at Minnesota.

Ever since December, when Boston president

Larry Lucchino called the Yankees the "Evil

Empire," the Red Sox have played off imagery from

"Star Wars," painting themselves as white knights

trying to knock off the 26-time World Series cham-

pions.

Following their stunning comeback from a 2-0

deficit against the Athletics, Lucchino even predict-

ed Tuesday that the Red Sox, who haven't won the

Series since trading Babe Ruth to the Yankcx-s in

1920 — supposedly bringing on The Curse —
would have The Force on their side.

Yankees fans kept reminding the Red Sox of

their title drought, screaming "1918," but the

reminder just seemed to fuel the Red Sox, who

flashed their power and rapped out 1 3 hits, includ-

ing four by Ramirez.

Game 2 of the best-of-seven series is Thursday

night with Detek Lowe of Boston facing New York's

Andy Pettitte.

Boston, which finished second to New York in

the AL l^asi for the sixth straight season, had

dropped 12 of its previous 1 3 games in the AL.CS

since its last World Series appearance in 1986.

including a 4-1 loss to the Yankees in the 1999 LCS.

But the Red Sox struck back on the 47th

anniversary of one of the most famous games in

baseball and Yankee Stadium history — Don

l^rsen's pertcvt game against Brooklyn in Game 5

of the 1 956 World Series.

Mussina, pitching on seven days' rest since losing

the first-round opener against Minnesota, wasn't

sharp at all, allowing three homers in a game for

only the scvond lime this year — and for the first

time in 1 3 postseason starts. He dropped to 4-4 in

postseason play.

While Mussina didn't allow any runs in the sec-

ond inning, he labored, going to 2-0 counts on four

batters, including 3-0 on three.

Boston finally broke through in the fourth. Ramirez

reached on a one-hopper to right side that Mussina

just managed to deflect — similar to the Cristian

Guzman infield hit that led to Minnesota's key rally

in his previous start.

Ortiz, who had been O-for-20 against Mussina,

fell behind 0-2, worked the count full and then

homered into the front of the right-field upper deck.

Walker made it 3-0 when he led off the fifth with

a drive high off the foul pole in right field. While

right-field umpire Angel Hernandez signaled it was

foul, he was immediately overruled by plate umpire

Tim McClelland - also behind the plate 20 years

ago when he took a home run away from George

Brett, a call later reversed by AL president Lee

MacPhail.

Two batters later, Ramire-z hit homered on a

drive that just cleared the right-field wall and a leap-

ing luan Rivera. Kevin Millar added an RBI single

off reliever |eff Nelson in the seventh for a 5-0 leatl

Wakefield, who improved to 3-0 in LCS play, took a

two-hit shutout into the seventh but walked his first

two batters and was replaced by Alan Embnx'. |orge

Posada hit an RBI double and Hideki Matsui fol-

lowed with a sacrifice fly. but Aaron Boone and Nick

lohnson ttied out.

Mike Timlin pitched the eighth, and Scott

Williamson closed out the ninth for the save.

(X-IURTtSY BOSTON UU«E STAff PmmVJIM DAVb

Manny Ramirez (center). Todd Walker (left) and David Ortiz (not pictured) accounted for all five

Boston runs as the Red Sox took a 1-0 series lead over the rival Yankees in the ALCS.
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UMass to head south to face William & Mary

By Mike Marzelli
(2t>LLE(nAN Staph

Coroerback Steve Costello and his team-hif{h three interceptions will

Va. to face the Tribe.

lirRAlDH llNCMHIF.tilAN

lead UMass into Williamsburg,

After consecutive home vic-

tories over Atlantic 10 foes

lames Madison and New
Hampshire that helped it climb

into a three-way tie atop the A-

10 standings, the No. 7

Massachusetts football team

will return the road this week-

end as they continue their con-

ference slate in Williamsburg.

Va. against William & Mary ( 1
-

5 0-2 A-10).

The Tribe, who are hosting

their first game in 2003 after

forfeiting their scheduled home
opener with Maine following

Hurricane Isabel, pose an inter-

esting threat to the Minutemen

(4-1 3-0 A-10). as the two

league rivals did not meet last

year, and have not met in a

game that counted towards

their respective conference

records since 2000.

"It's just different," Coach

Mark Whipple said. "It's like

playing Kansas State or North

Carolina State, where we just

don't know them that well. It's

not like New Hampshire or

Maine where we've been play-

ing them every year. We don't

know the names of the players

or anything like that so it's def-

initely different.

"Logistically. this trip isn't as

long as Kan.sas State ... so you

just need to have a 'circle the

wagons'-type attitude.

"We have 56 guys and

they're going to be all busi-

ness."

What is no secret to the

Maroon and White, however,

are the impressive exploits of

highly touted Ail-American

wide receiver Rich Musinski,

who has 23 catches for 313

yards and four touchdowns on

the season, three of which game

in a 41-27 loss to Delaware last

week. His 28 career touchdown

pas,ses are a school record, and

are good for lOfh on the A-10*s

all-time list.

"Musinski is really a great

player," Whipple said,

"Nobody's really stopped him.

If you try to put pressure on

their quarterback, he has you

one-on-one, and he's beat

everybody in our league. It's a

real dilemma, and he's a great,

great player."

Overall for the game, the

Walter Payton Award candidate

caught nine balls for 109 yards

against the Blue Hens. It was

the second time this season he

has topped the 100-yard

plateau, and the 18th time in

his career. He currently sits

fourth in A-10 history with

3,593 receiving yards.

"He's just very talented and

very smart on the football

field," Whipple added. "You

just hope he doesn't get any-

thing over the top. or they over-

throw him because he's going to

be open."

The Tribe is also receiving

strong play from quarterback

Lang Campbell. The reigning A-

10 Offensive Player of the Week
set career highs in completions

(27). attempts (37) and yards

(278) while tying his personal

best with three touchdown

passes against Delaware.

"Their quarterback is really

playing well for them." Whipple

said. "He's making the plays

and they're going t'o pose a

Continued on page 10
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Tight end Sean Young has caught five passes for 3 3 yards on the

season.
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Why you should

fill the Bill tonight
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Continued from page HI

There's no reason to think that

the first time the Yankees-Red

Sox rivalry has really mattered

in four years should take a back-

seat to the first hockey game of

the season, against a subordi-

nate opponent. But there is a

solution.

The puck drops at 7 p.m. For

1 1/4 hours, the only thing you'll

miss is the National Anthem
(there will be one at the hockey

game too), and the Fox

announcers finding new ways to

squeeze one more Bucky Dent

and/or Bill Buckner reference

into the pre-game show.

When the baseball game does

start, you certainly wouldn't be

the only Sox (or Yankee) fan

inside the Mullins Center. There

will be members of Red Sox

Nation stationed everywhere

from the press box to the pop-

corn stand, and even down at ice

level, UMass coach Don Cahoon

has stated a number of times

since Boston advanced to the

ALCS that he'd like to see the

Sox win, and you'd better

believe he'll be listening when

the scores boom over the PA.

Not sure you'll gel a score

update? Consider that on Sept.

27, during Band Day, the loudest

ovation that the crowd at the

football game between UMass

and James Madison gave wasn't

for a great gridiron play, or even

for the field-filling halftimc

show. No, it was in response to a

losing Yankees score announced

by O'Neill. You can bet your

tuition that if anything impor-

tant happens during the baseball

game, the Mullins crowd will

know about it shortly thereafter.

Of course, there's also a bribe

involved. The first 2,000 people

to jam their way into "The Bill"

will get a brand spankin' new

UMass hockey T-Shirt. And any

college student who's realized

it's laundry day late on a Sunday

afternoon can appreciate the

value of a free T-Shirt. One

lucky puck head will al.so win a

trip to Cancun for Spring Break.

Even if "Operation 8k" isn't a

technical success, a crowd of

6.000 would still be a sight to

see, especially when UMass
scores.

Yes, that score you saw less

than a week ago was monstrous.

Yes, 7-2 is never pretty. But that

game, against St. Francis Xavier

from Antigonish, Nova Scotia,

came on no more than three

days of official practice.

Thai loss also came against a

team of tough, gritty and expe-

rienced Canadian players, the

likes of which could probably

crack any roster in D-L
Not a hockey fan? Well

here's a great chance to find

out what you're missing —
namely, the fastest sport on the

planet that doesn't involve

engines (discounting the

Zamboni). You'll also find out

what hockey is like at the col-

lege level. The raucous, pas-

sionate crowd is enough to get

even the most dyed-in-the-wool

Canadiphobe interested in the

goings on.

Tonight represents the cul-

mination of a long summer, and

its the first chance the

Minutemen will have had in

over six months to play a game
that actually matters, to show

off all of the things they learned

in last year's Cinderella season.

The attendance record for a

hockey game is 7.089. That

record turns eight years old

this season. Being No. 7.090.

well, that's a UMass memory
that ranks above any riot or

party.

Need a reason to walk,

drive, scoot. Segway, crawl,

bike or stumble down to

Mullins tonight? How about

8,000? They'll be there, primed

and ready for the next step.

And so should you.

Andrew Merritt is a

Collegian ci)liimnist. He can be

reached at MerrillSollegian

@vuhoo.com
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Clockwiu from lefts BUize

MacDonaia, Dick Umik, and Jack

Parker will fight for the Hockey East

crown thif year.

Who will

Win it all?
By Matt Brahy
CijLLEGiAN Staff

"Every year we say the same

thing. Our season begins and ends

at the FleetCenter. " — Hockey

East Commissioner loe Bertagna.

Train tracks rtin beneath the

ice. Orange construction signs lit-

ter the surrounding block. And
these days, pedestrians could trip

over the FleetCenter if they're not

careful. The Fleet is known by

most as the home of Ekiston's two

professional winter franchises, a

place where some of the biggest

musical acts perform and even as a

place to host exhibitions from cir-

cuses to ice shows.

But it is also the center of the

Hockey East world.

Sure, it only hosts three post-

season games and the Beanpot

tournament, but it's more than just

a building. To Hockey East teams,

the ReetCenter is a symbol of

excellence, a symbol of being a

national power, a symbol of being

among the best teams in college

hockey

For most Hockey East coaches,

however, that is far from enough.

"I think given the fact that we
had never been [to the

FleetCenter) before and that we
had won a couple of great games

to get there last year certainly gave

us a feeling of satisfaction,"

Massachusetts coach Don Cahoon

said. "But it was empty in the end.

We didn't get to play for anything.

We wanted to play in a champi-

onship game, wanted to be in the

natiotial tournament.

"At the end of the year, the

teams in our league are measuring

it that way It's nice to have a good

team and be in the mix, but you

need to walk away with something

saying you're a little bit better than

the rest. That's what the ambition

is here."

In order to get to the Hockey

East tournament, teams not only

need to survive the rigors of a 24-

game conference schedule against

some of the best teams in college

hockey, but also to get through a

best-of-three scries against hungry

teams with nothing to lose. No
first-round series is safe, as evi-

denced by UMass' two-game

sweep at Maine last year and the

1998 playoffs, which saw No* 8

Merrimack. No. 6 Maine and No.

5 UMass Lowell all move on.

As to who will be on top when

the dust settles at the Fleet in

March...

"That could be anybody."

Boston University coach lack

Parker said. "I could tell you in all

probability the team that will be on

top for the regular season is

Boston College. They've been

picked to do that, and I think that's

a good pick because they've got so

much offensive talent, something a

lot of schools don't have. But then

when you get into single elimina-

tion in the playoffs that could be

anyone who's hot at the end of the

year"

The coaches unanimously

voted for BC to take the regular

season title this year, but the play-

offs are a completely different

story, and with a conference as

tough as Hockey Eiast, it's hard to

see who you might see in the

championship game.

"Right now, (laughs) 1 guess

Boston College." Maine coach Tim
Whitehead said. "I voted for them

to be ranked number one, because

I respect what they have coming

back. Obviously that was a tough

choice, because I could have

picked a variety of teams there. So,

perhaps I would say Boston

College, but if you ask me in two

weeks, I'll have a different answer.

I've been in this too tong to know
people's predictions are going to

change each month you ask them."

In this week's sports luncheon

at UMass, Cahoon cited U.S.

College Hockey Online columnist

Dave Hendrickson's article quot-

ing several coaches on who they

see as the top team in Hockey East

at this point.

"(Boston College] is clearly the

team to beat in our league." —
New Hampshire coach Dick

Umile.

"BC, on paper, is far and above

everyone else in the league." —
Boston University coach lack

Parker

"BC is BC. They have every-

thing coming back."— Merrimack

coach Chris Seritx)

"Boston College is clearly the

favorite." — Providence coach

Paul Pooley

"BC is returning 97.4 percent

of its offense. I like them." —
UMass-Lowell coach Blaise

MacDonald.
* But that doesn't make BC a

shoo-in.

"Any time you're in the top

bracket in Hockey East, and I

think we've learned that in tfie last

couple of years, being pk:ked first

doesn't mean you're going to finish

first," said Umile, whose New
Hampshire squad won the post-

season tournament for the second

straight year

Cahoon was on the same page

with the rest of the league's bench

bosses, but sees the FleetCenter as

a wide-open affair.

"BC is the most skilled team,

far and above in terms of wtiat

their experience is and what

they're bringing back from a very

successful juggernaut a year ago,"

Cahoon said. "BU's team defen-

sively is very, very solid. The ques-

tion that people are posing is

where they are going to get their

scoring from. 1 think they've got

some pretty good players and

they're going to pound people,

play such tight defense, and

they've got Fields so they'll be in

the mix. New Hampshire has a lot

of holes to fill but they've got a lot

of quality recruits that they've

brought in over the last couple

years.

"1 think the rest of us, including

Maine are a little more suspect

than that and it's going to be a

matter of which team functions

the best, which team plays within

itself, which team finds its way in

terms of the way they need to play

in order to be able to win a lot of

games and get themselves to the

FleetCenter."

Coach after coach sees things

the same way. Any team in Hockey

ELast. including those that fell to

the bottom last year, could be on

top when the smoke clears in just

over five months. And finally, Dick

Umile successfully sums up every-

thing that the coaches before him

were trying to say.

"I don't know that there's one

particular team. Any time that you

get to the FleetCenter you better

be scared when you get there

because to get to the FleetCenter is

very difficult, so anybody that gets

there is a very good team. Getting

to the FleetCenter is as hard as it is

qualifying for the NCAA
Tournament. It's a major task get-

ting there. Sometimes I think we
should have this big cup for get-

ting there because it's so difficult."
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Celebration became
violent, police say

Third disturbance this week

By Dan O'Brien
CoLLECiiAN Staff

The Southwest Residential

Area of the University of

Massachusetts saw another cel-

ebration by students following

the Red Sox victory over the

New York Yankees on

Wednesday night. The UMass
Police Department made three

arrests during the disturbance.

UMass Police Department is

stopping short of calling the

gathering a riot although force

was used to disperse the

crowd.
All three of the arrested

were UMass students. Alpar

Solyom, 19, was charged with

inciting a riot, failure to dis-

perse in the riot, persons under

21 in possession of alcohol and

disorderly conduct. Thomas j.

White, 18, was charged with

trespassing on state property,

failure to disperse in a riot and

disorderly conduct. Thomas W.

Folz-Donahue, 18, was

charged with failure to dis-

perse in a riot, disorderly con-

duct, and mistreatment or

interference with a police dog

or horse.

According to many students

this celebration is the tamest of

the three that have occurred in

the residential area since

Saturday. There was only one

small fight near the Southwest

Pyramids, the UMPD reported,

but said it was quickly broken

up. Various female students

exposed their chests to the

crowd.

Only one bonfire was set, no

one repeated the stunt of the

"DC lumper" and no cars were

overturned. The size of the

crowd was down from the

number of students at

Monday's rally, which was esti-

mated by UMPD at 2.200.

Originally, the UMPD estimat-

ed 400 to 500 students showed

up for the celebration.

However, a fire alarm in John

Quincy Adams Hall was
pulled, which resulted in the

crowd growing to nearly 1 .000

people.

At 12:24 a.m., between 15

and 20 police in riot gear dis-

persed the crowd with smoke,

horse-mounted police and

Oleoresin Capsicum guns. The
OC gun shoots paintballs filled

with a pepper spray-like sub-

stance.

UMPD Deputy Chief

Patrick T Archbald said he

determined that the celebration

had evolved into a disturbance

after students began pushing

and shoving one another. It

was shortly after police asked

the crowd to leave that force

was used. Archbald said.

"There was an order to dis-

perse over the PA, but I don't

think the crowd heard."

Archbald said.

When many in the crowd did

not obey the request, police

used gas canisters in order to

drive people back.

After the first use of smoke,

mounted officers rode through

the Pyramids and the crowd
ran away. At that point, UMPD
fired OC into the crowd.

Around 12:50 a.m., in the

area between I.Q.A. Hall and
MacKimmie Hall, several hun-

dred students stood in a cloud

of smoke, while police fired

rounds of their OC guns.

Meanwhile, the action in

front of Washington and Cance

Halls had become subdued.

However, police returning to

the area found a crowd of

about 40 people that had
formed, taunting police.

A few students began

yelling expletives at the return-

ing cops. Others protested

that the gathering was a

"peaceful celebration."

"Being part of a peaceful,

celebratory assembly where I

pay to live, and to have the

I police I shoot me for that, is

wrong," said Duncan
Schilcher, a junior. "To be told

to leave a public quad with a

gun in my face is really

wrong."
The group of students,

apparently responding to

police movement, ran back

and forth from Cance Hall's

front door to the top of the

entrance ramp. Most of the

group finally ran inside the

building after a mounted offi-

cer chased the crowd toward

the front of the building at

around 1 a.m.

About five minutes later, an

unidentified student threw an

explosive device out of a fourth

floor bathroom of the dorm
and into the courtyard. Some
Residential Assistants standing

in the building's lobby

expressed shock at the explo-

sion.

The R.A.s also said they

were frustrated with the

amount of overtime they have

had to work because of this

week's celebrations.

"We're not getting paid

overtime for this." said Carrie

Sallgren, an R.A. of Cance.
"1 need a note [to give to my

professor), because I haven't

had time to study for my
exam." said lohari Allen-

Davis, also an R.A.

The building staff also

expressed resentment toward

students for the continual cele-

brations.

"I'm a student too." said

Residential Director Erica

Piedade. "I'm mad about the

amount of money we're all

gonna have to pay for this."

Crowd activity at

Southwest was diminished by

around 1:15a.m. There were

still reports, however, of a

small group of students con-

gregating at the Pyramids,

attempting to light paper on

fire.

Ikaika Arnado contributed

to this report.
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Table Manners
Carol McGuiggan, right, was the instructor at an etiquette dinner last night at the Campus Center

Hotel. Over 100 people signed up for the dinner that was sponsored by the Alumni A.sMKiatit>n,

Ernst & Young and University Catering.

UMass receives large grant
By El) Hui>sON

CoLLEciAN Staff

While the state legislature continues to cut the

University of Massachusetts budget by $150 mil-

lion in the last two years, the University will

receive a boost in the form of the largest research

grant it has ever been awarded.

Aided by a promise from Massachusetts

Governor Mitt Romney for $5 million of the state's

$1.5 billion budget, the National Science

Foundation chose UMass as the headquarters and

recipient of a $ 1 7 million grant for a new engineer-

ing research center.

The $40 million research center, called the

Center for Collaborative Adaptive Sensing of the

Atmosphere, or CASA, is one of four centers cre-

ated as a result of a competition between 120

teams vying for the NSF grant.

"We won the most prestigious grant that there

is for engineering research in the nation." said

David McLaughlin, director of CASA and profes-

sor of Engineering at UMass. "That broadcasts to

the world that UMass is performing at first rank."

Funding will also be provided in part by nearly

$6 million from corporations and in-kind dona-

tions as well as by $12 million in support from

contributions coming from other academic part-

ners.

CASA researchers will focus on prediction,

detection and understanding of severe storms and

other atmospheric and airborne hazards. The cen-

ter is expected to increase the warning time for tor-

nados, flash Hoods and other weather related dis-

turbances, while also providing more timely and

accurate forecasts. According to McLaughlin,

weather presently impacts 25 percent of gross

national product and has massive impact on the

economy every year

"The problem is today we lose several hundred

people per year to tornados, flash floods and hurri-

canes ... and the financial consequence of these

events totals $15 billion each year in the US
That's the big societal problem that we're tack-

ling." McLaughlin said. "What's needed is better

tracking, better predictions and better warnings

against these hazards."

UMass. already the third-ranked research insti-

tution [when its five campuses are combined) in a

state that features celebrated names such as

Harvard and MIT, will be the leader of a team that

includes Colorado State University, the University

of Oklahoma and the University of Puerto Rico at

Mayaguez. "We had top draw expertise in comput-

er science and the engineering disciplines."

McLaughlin said. "We assembled a nationwide

team that had all the expertise needed to tackle the

problem."

According to McLaughlin, the project will

include specialized research labs at all of the other

academic partner campuses. The CASA research

center at UMass will encompass approximately

7,000 square feet within the University's engineer-

ing complex.

CASA can overcome the blind spots created by

Earth's curvature and other obstructions such as

mountains and buildings by arranging dense net-

works of radars that operate at short range. The

radars will communicate with one another and

adjust their sensing strategies in response to evolv-

ing weather. New meteorological software will

power this radar data to organizations that need

weather data for decision making such as govern-

ment, emergency managers, and private industry.

McLaughlin said the inspiration lor CASA
came after a congressional hearing following a

killer tornado outbreak in May 1999, and mem-
bers of the UMass engineering department were

asked how their work with tornado chasing could

improve the nations ability to detect and predict

against them.

"We had to create a new academic discipline

that marries computer science, radar, civil engi-

neering, meteorology, and sociology." McLaughlin

said.

McLaughlin said he and others members of the

University took a creative leap and figured that

they should be able to engineer networks of radars

installed on cell towers across the country; this

could dramatically improve how we are able to

detect and respond to tornados and other weather

hazards, today's forecasting and warning systems

use data from long-range radars that have limited

ahilitv to observe the lower part of the jiimosphere

and cannot detect the full \criicai rotation of most

tornados.

According to McLaughlin, tornado warnings

are false alarms 80 percent of the time. "We think

we can cut that down to 20
|
percent),"

McLaughlin said.

He added that the airline industry loses

between $1 to 2 billion per ycai in weather related

delays and cancellations.

"This system could save hundreds of millions of

dollars per year by improved thunderstorm fore-

casting." he said.

The radars being developed by CASA are about

thrce-leet around and will cost anywhere from

$50,000 to $75,000 each to build. McLaughlin

said. According to him. CASA plans to build sev-

eral dozen of these radars throughout the live-ycar

duration of the initial grant with money pooled

Continued on page 2

Pilgrims

to parade

for peace
By Dan O'Brien

CoLLEi.iAN Staff-

The first annual "Children of

the Sun Pilgrimage to One People

One Earth" will be begin on

Sunday Oct. 12, and will last

through Columbus Day weekend.

The event will begin as a parade

at 10:30 a.m. on the Hagis Mall

and will march into Amherst

Common, culminating into a fes-

tival.

The parade will include people

from various groups that promote

environmentally friendly causes,

as well as political, cultural, spiri-

tual and educational groups.

These groups range from holistic

health practitioners and organic

farmers to animal rights groups.

One People One F^rth, the

group organizing the event, is

looking to recruit hundreds of

children for the parade. The

group also wants puppets, ban-

ners, flags, music artists, speak-

ers, solar energy cars and other

eco-friendly vehicles to mark the

parade.

The event after the parade,

which will take place on Amherst

Common, will include speakers,

multi-cultural performances,

solar energy exhibits, an animal

show, a hemp and earth-friendly

fashion show, musicians, spoken

word and artists. The group also

said that any organization or busi-

ness that promotes the festival's

"all life is sacred" theme is wel-

come to set up a table at the

event.

Robin MacRostie. a parade

organizer said that One People

One Earth is continuing to look

for more parade participants.

"We're still looking for drummers

or people who can play instru-

ments, as well as people who
would like to hold flags and ban-

ners. People who would like to

come and wear their national

dress are also welcome."

MacRostie said.

One People One Earth is hop-

ing that among their other causes,

their promotion to conserve ener-

gy, will last through the weekend

for "Unplug America — Give

Earth a Rest Day" on Monday.

Ckt. 1 5. This day was started in

1992 by the indigenous peoples

as a way to promote the "chang-

ing unhealthy patterns of con-

sumption and the continued pro-

duction of poisons that destroy

our environment." according to

the group's Web site.

Some members of One People

One Earth are walking the

Mohawk Trail in Charlemont in

recognition of this day. The rea-

son the participants are choosing

to walk this particular trail is

because this is the place where

various peacemakers came and

planted trees called "Pines of

Peace." This part of land is of par-

ticular interest of the local

Cherokee tribe, who would like

the state park around the "Peace

Trees" to be renamed from the

Continued on page 2

Pulitzer Prize-winning author speaks

on travels and writing at Memorial Hall

By Michelle Dozois

Collegian Corresponoent

Pulitzer Prize-winning

author Tracy Kidder spoke to an

audience of about 50 in

Memorial Hall yesterday after-

noon about his latest book,

"Mountains Beyond

Mountains."

"Mountains," which tells the
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story of Dr. Paul Farmer, a

major force in revolutionizing

international health, "is just a

wild story ... a great love story,"

Kidder said.

As a young man. Farmer had

moved to Haiti to be a medical

anthropologist, but when he

saw the massive suffering there,

"He knew anthropology would-

n't be adequate," Kidder said.

Farmer and Boston business-

man Tom White then co-found-

ed Partners in Health, a non-

profit organization, and started

building health care facilities in

Haiti. At the same time. Farmer

earned his medical degree at

Harvard, as well as a Ph.D. in

Anthropology.

Kidder and Farmer initially

met in 1994, while Kidder was

in Haiti reporting on U.S.

troops. They kept in touch

through occasional notes and e-

mails, and in 2000, Farmer

invited Kidder to Haiti to visit

him.

"I just knew 1 should follow

this up," Kidder said. "It's a lit-

tle ironic for me," he said on

going to great lengths to

research this book, because he

had previously done mostly

local writing and had not

planned on starting to travel

later in his career.

Haiti was not the only place

that Kidder journeyed. He also

followed Farmer to Cuba,

Russia, Peru and Mexico.

During this time. Kidder filled

75 notebooks with research,

transformed his notes into a

2,000-page draft, and eventually

streamlined the stories into a

500-page book.

"I'm glad I did it," he said.

"It was exhilarating."

Kidder said that Partners in

Health battled the World Health

Organization to implement

plans for fighting AIDS and

tuberculosis in Haiti because

the WHO said it wasn't consid-

ered "cost-effective" to do so. In

acluality, it had never been

attempted before, and Farmer

and his fellow health advocates

managed to drive prices for the

drugs down by 95 percent.

All the care is free for

patients. Although they are

required to pay 80 cents per

doctor's visit. Farmer has

worked around that policy,

requiring instead that everyone

"except for women and chil-

dren, the destitute, and the seri-

ously ill" pay the fee.

Kidder said he has previous-

ly been asked if he is trying to

raise money for Partners in

Health.

"I said reflexively. 'I don't think

it's iTiy place to do that.'"

Kidder then said he wrote an

"honest" book, and he hopes

that maybe it can help the situ-

ation in Haiti.

"Haiti is a catastrophe." he

said. "It has the fingerprints of

France and the U.S. all over it."

Kidder is also the author of

several nonfiction books set in

the Pioneer Valley, including

"House." which chronicles the

building of a home in Atnherst:

and "Old Friends, " which tells

the story of residents in a

Northampton nursing home.

He won a Pulitzer Prize in 1981

for his "Soul of a New
Machine," a book about com
puter building.

The University of

Massachusetts louinalism

Department sponsored Kidder's

talk.

nXiiiTF--v ^MHl^ r i numn

Author Tracy Kidder speaks aK>ut his work following Dr. Paul

Farmer, an advocate for international health reform.
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Mohawk State Park to

Peace Park."

The parade and festival mark
the beginning of a larger peace
walk by Brother North Star, one
of the pilgrims of the group.

North Star has gone on Peace

Walks through 19 different

countries, and is launching the

"Children of the Sun Pilgrimage

to One People One Earth" from
the Pioneer Valley.

The Children of the Sun
Pilgrimage has a mission to "roll

back the carpet of consump-
tion" and emphasize that this

movement begins within each

individual person's awareness of

his or her own consumption of

consumer goods, fossil fuels and
other items.

The other goal of the group
is to follow the path of Sister

Clare Carter of Nipponsan
Myohoji Buddhist Order, a

group that meets at the Peace

Pagoda temple in Leverett. One
People One Earth follows her

legacy by giving speeches and
holding festivals about reversing

I he effects of slavery and
racism.

On the Net: www.onepeo-
pleuneearth.org, and click on
the link, "Children of the Sun.

"

How do you feel about the recent gatherings

in Southwest in response to the Red Soxi

cc
-t

I think that the riots

are good, because they

create a dialogue

about what authority

means ... and what an

insurrectionary

moment is. a a

Alex Hirsch

^*^
It reveals the ugly

nature of competitive

sports and beer

combined. It's a mas-

culinity parade. ^^
Audrey Fisher

senior
STPEC

Rally will honor tolerance
This Saturday, a number of

organizations including the

Stonewall Center and Tapestry

Health, a non-profit organization

providing health services to com-
munities in Western Massachusetts,

will mark the 15th anniversary of

National Coming Out Day.

The Pride Alliance will host a

rally on the Student Union steps

from noon to I p.m. to allow stu-

dent speakers to share stories of

their challenges in becoming open-

ly gay. Michael McKinsiry, a mem-
ber of the steering committee for

the Pride Alliance said the purpose

of the rally is to allow students who
are already "out" to talk to people

and encourage others to not be

ashamed of their homosexuality.

"The point of the day is to break

down the silence and to stress that

there should not be a stigma about

coming out." said McKintsry.

The Stonewall center will also

encourage students who support

the gay. lesbian, bisexual and trans-

gender (LGBT) community to

wear white shirts and blue jeans.

In honor of the day. Tapestry

Health will have a table on the

sidewalk near BankNorth on Main
Street in downtown Northampton.

The table will provide material

about services geared toward the

GLBT community and information

about Tapestry's general health

care services. In addition, the cen-

ter will give out condoms, balloons

and cookies.

Tapestry Health staff members
will also be wearing purple ribbons

to commemorate National Coming
Out Day

"This is our third or fourth year

doing this," said Lucy Hartry of

Tapestry Health. "We gave every-

one a ribbon to wear tomorrow so

we would have the opportunity to

explain to people why we are wear-

ing them."

- Ferron Salniker

s I' n I (> I

Wildlife conservation

i^r
I think it's childish»

Bleay Abebe

^C I think that they're

working off of tradition; it's

expected of them so they

are following suit. « «

Dan Feeney

i e n I o r

Mechanical Engineering

senior
Anthropology major

gr a d St II dent
Public Health

I think that they're

disgraceful. The

school's reputation Is

sliding as is and peo-

ple doing this makes it

worse, yy
Kat IMcLaughlin

^^ I think people are

trying to live up to a

reputation.^^
Nicole Rand

s o p h o ni o r e

Elementary Education

Democratic rivals aim their fire at newcomer Clark in debate
By Ron Fodrnier
AssKiATEi) Press

PHOENIX (AP) —
Democratic presidential hopefuls

focused fire on Wesley Clark in

campaign debate Thursday night,

deriding the retired general as a

belated convert to their party —
and indecisive to boot.

"I did not vote for George
Bush. I voted for Al Gore," Clark

retorted in the most contentious

of four debates to date in the bat-

tle for the Democratic nomina-
tion.

Former Vermont Gov.
Howard Dean and Sens. |ohn

Kerry, joe Lieberman and John
Edwards took turns criticizing

Clark, saying he was speaking

warmly of Bush as recently as

2001, and more recently

switched positions to oppose the

war with Iraq.

Clark struck an above-the-fray

pose at one point, insisting, "I'm

not going to attack a fellow

Democrat."

But even that drew a sharp

response from his rivals, primed
to attack the retired Army gener-

al who jumped to a lead in some
national polls within days of his

entry into the race in September.

"I want to say ... welcome to

the Democratic presidential cam-
paign," Lieberman said. "Look,

none of us are above question-

ing."

After the debate. Clark said the

criticism came as no surprise.

"When you're the front-run-

ner, you have to expect that," he

said in an interview with The
Associated Press. Although he

leads in national surveys, he trails

his rivals in state polls, including

a recent New Hampshire survey.

With the pace of the campaign
quickening, the Democrats trad-

ed jabs over economic policy as

well.

Gephardt told a questioner in

the debate audience he favors

repealing Bush's lax cuts in their

entirety, and insisted that would
not result in an increase in her

taxes.

But Kerry, who favors retain-

ing Bush's tax cuts only for mid-

dle-income individuals, said,

"You're going to pay more tax" if

all cuts are repealed.

The field of Democratic con-

tenders — shrunken by one with

Florida Sen. Bob Graham's with-

drawal from the race — met
onstage at the Orpheum Theater

in Phoenix, capital of a state that

holds an early primary on Feb. 3.

For the first half of the debate,

the candidates sat on tall chairs

in front of identical lecterns,

each one bearing a CNN logo.

The cable network sponsored the

debate, and |udy Woodruff, a

network anchor, served as mod-
erator.

The format switched halfway

through. The lecterns disap-

peared, the men shed their suit

jackets and fielded questions

from the audience — the first

time in any of the debates that

the candidates have responded
to questions from men and
women whose votes will prove

decisive in the early primary
states.

When they weren't sparring

with one another. Democrats
took time to heap fresh criticism

on Bush's postwar policy in Iraq,

faulting him for failing to win
significant help from other coun-
tries.

"You remember on your
report card you had your English

grade, your history grade and

then it said, plays well together?

He flunked that part." jabbed

Gephardt of Missouri.

Former Sen. Carol Moseley
Braun of Illinois made a similar

point, saying, "I think we have to

work well with others and begin

to bring our troops home with

honor."

Clark — who voted for

Republicans Richard Nixon,
Ronald Reagan and George H.
Bush for the White House —
labored to fend off the criticism

from the early moments of the

debate. "I would never have
voted for war The war was an
unnecessary war and it's been a

huge strategic mistake for the

country," he said.
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from the entire enterprise includ-

ing all of its partners.

McLaughlin added that

today's big high-power weather
radars, many of which have 50-

foot antennas and can reach

three stories in height, cost

about $5 million to build.

He estimated that it is going
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to take CASA one year to devel-

op the first radar prototype and
then another six months to get it

installed and tested. The first

field test of CASA will be in mid-

2005 in Oklahoma's "Tornado
Alley," and will cover about 20
percent of the state.

The improved ability to

observe the lower atmosphere
al.so has benefits when it comes
to the predicting of chemical and
biological and other pollutants

transported through low-level

winds by weapons of mass
destruction. According to

McLaughlin, this is a topic of

current concern, for there is no

current technology on the planet

that is capable of mapping these

winds that could transport such

agents.

"The CASA system would do
that," he said.

CASA will also operate in

partnership with companies
including Raytheon, IBM Corp.

and The Weather Channel,
among others, who will help

with money, equipment and
expertise. According to

McLaughlin, all patents and
intellectual properties are going

to be shared with all of the part-

ners.

"By having them embedded

jjr\ General Information Meeting
^^' Wednesday, October 15 3:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Campus Center, Room 905-09

www.peacecorps.gov 800.424.8580

with us it helps to optimize the

educational experience."

McLaughlin said. "We learn

from them and they learn from
us."

The National Severe Storms
Laboratory, the National Weather
Service, the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory and the Massachusetts
Department of Education will also

be additional government part-

ners. McLaughlin said it gives the

partners access to students, creat-

ing a situation to potentially \\\k

them as company employees.

The NSF, an independent feder-

al agency that supports fundamen-
tal research and education across

all fields of science and engineer-

ing, will provide roughly $17 mil-

lion to each of the four new cen-
ters, over the next five years. The
estimated initial investment for

NSF will total $68 million. The
other new center headquarters are
located at Colorado State

University in Fort Collins, the
University of Kansas in Lawrence
and the University of Southern
California in Los Angeles, each
focusing on a specific area of
research.

The NSF currently funds 24
engineering research centers
nationwide. McLaughlin said there

will be critical reviews of CASA
by NSF reviewers in three years
and again in six years, where
progress will be observed regard-
ing their investment.

"There is every expectation
that it will be renewed,"
McLaughlin said.

The centers are expected to

become independent after the
maximum 10-year duration of
NSF support comes to an end.
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Urban Outfitters: Board
game crosses a fine line

Urban Outfitters, a popular clothing store
for young adults, now has a new accessory to
pair with your purchase, besides belts and ear-
rings. Ghettopoly is the board game with such
a high demand that it has been selling out in

Urban Outfitters around the nation.

The game is a knock-off Monopoly, but has
been designed with a catchpenny appeal.
Ghettopoly is being marketed toward a young
crowd, who are an excellent reflection of the
game's maturity level. The mascot for
Ghettopoly is a gun welding, marijuana smok-
ing, 40 oz. guzzling black man, donning a
large gold chain and a headband. Rather than
the traditional Park Place and B + O Railroad,
landmarks include Harlem, the Bronx, a gun
shop, Westside Liquors and Smitty's XXX.

Card instructions include phrases like "You
got da whole neighborhood addicted to crack,
collect $50." Players compete to build
Projects, rob banks and receive warnings to

"pay up,' or they might find themselves in the
emergency room.

While the creator of the game, David
Chang, claims the game was created for enter-
tainment value only, black rights activists say
the game sends a racist message.

Undoubtedly, Ghettopoly is crude, racist

and offensive. It advertises a message about a

lifestyle highly popularized in our culture —
and an inaccurate message wallowing in the

stereotypical depths of ignorance. Sadly,
Ghettopoly may simply be a bi-product of a

cultural phenomenon — the likeness of an
image marketed by the hip-hop industry — as
evidenced by the details of the game mirroring
the subject matter of many MTV hip-hop and
rap music videos.

The behaviors and stereotypes associated
with Ghettopoly are not exclusive to the black
community. Nor is life in the projects, drug
trafficking or poverty. These are problems and
issues common to all races and all creeds of

human beings. However, the game submits its

content as nothing more than comedy.
Urban Outfitters is not the appropriate place
to market a game that could leave such a last-

ing impression on a highly impressionable
group of minds; it should be pulled from the

shelves.

Young Americans are already out of touch
with the reality, thanks to teen magazines, a
plethora of pop star advertising campaigns
and reality TV. Urban Outfitters, which begins
its pant sizing with a 24" waist, is clearly tai-

lored for customers who barely brush on the

doors of adulthood. Let's not fuel ignorance.
The game preaches degrading comedy and

allows for no disclaimer that its cultural mes-
sage speaks of the same old stereotypical com-
edy steeped in a history trailing back to black
ministerial shows of the 1800s. It packages
the same stereotypes in a playful board game
and proclaims to create a "new" fad. This is a
problem ... and not simply an African
American's one. It should unsettle anyone
unnerved by bigotry who looks beyond the

colorful packaging.

While Ghettopoly may be more of a gag
gift than a game — a piece that will be pur-

chased, played once and thrown in the back of
the closet with Dream Phone — its cultural

messages still remain as ever pungent. We at

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian will not
presume to be so naive as to say that young
adults won't find these same, or even more
powerful, cultural messages anywhere else in

their lives. Indeed, they are bombarded at

every turn. And pulling this game from the

shelves won't change the world's bigotry.

But it can be a start.

Information for this editorial was obtained
from ghettopoly.com and usatoday.com.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority
opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
Editorial Board.

On equality and fair judgment

Morns Singer

In a world seemingly driven

more by realism, perhaps every

nation should be given the

chance to defend itself from ter-

ror, war and violence.

Although the last half

of the previous century

was defined by increas-

ing multilateralism and faith in

trans-national organizations,

shown by the seemingly expo-

nential development of such
entities, the world has reached a

new era in which powerful
nations seem to exercise their

will on a more unilateral basis,

regarding coordination of efforts

across a multi-national front as

more of a hindrance and formal-

ity, a vestigial or primitive part of

foreign affairs and international

policymaking.

The United

States has pro-

vided such exam-

ples in recent

years, specifically

in its pursuit of

terrorism over-

seas. America
has endured wars in the Middle

East for the sake of her domestic

security. The justification of the

military action in Afghanistan

has been that the security of

America, her interests and her

citizens, depend on the rooting

out of terrorists and nations sup-

portive of terrorism.

The world as a whole stood

by and watched the United

States lake on Afghanistan after

Sept. II, 2001. Although resist-

ance and protest did exist to

.some degree, many nations were

quick to jump on the bandwagon
in supporting U.S. forces

throughout its campaign in the

name of justice for terrorists.

The "coalition" was not militari-

ly necessary, but was arguably

politically necessary. The U.S.

could have and would have acted

alone, if required. Regardless,

the war was not criticized.

Tlie world, however, is quick

to criticize other nations

when they turn to the

same tactics for much
the same reasons.

The Associated Press report-

ed Sunday that Israel struck a

reported Islamic lihad training

base inside Syria, marking the

first time Israel had taken mili-

tary action in Syrian territory in

three decades.

Instead of recognizing that

the solution to Israel's security

concern was the destruction of

this training base, world leaders

were quick to censure Israel in

the harshest terms.

A nation can take the actions it needs to

protect its country and its sovereignty,

especially when another nation attacks it

first — except when Isreal is involved.

"Many people across the

globe feel that Israel is above the

law," said Fayssal Mekdad,
Syria's U.N. ambassador

This seems to be a well estab-

lished trend in world thinking: A
nation can take the actions it

needs to protect its country and
its sovereignty, especially when
another nation attacks it first —
except when Israel is involved.

The widely-accepted U.S.

attack on Afghanistan, including

its removal of the Taliban from
the country, which is remarkably

similar (although on a larger

scale) to Israel's attack on Syrian

land, has been seen in much dif-

ferent light. In the ca.se of

Afghanistan, the U.S. removed
from power a government which
was understood to be harboring

terrorist group al-Qaeda. Al-

Oaeda was responsible for the

attacks on the U.S. on Sept. 1 1.

2001,

In the case of Syria. Israel has

attacked land in a country which
is understood to be harboring

terrorist group Islamic lihad.

Islamic lihad is largely responsi-

ble for the attacks Israel has

endured in recent years, includ-

ing the attack Saturday in Haifa,

which killed 19 innocent

bystanders including four chil-

dren.

Although the two situations

are similar, the world has been
quick to judge — and quick to

do so more harshly and more
unfairly than ever before — sim-

ply becau.se the situation

involves Israel.

In the most
recent situation,

multilateral approval

was not necessary.

Israel acted alone in

the iniercst of her

safety, using a con-

ventional approach
established by the example of the

U.S. We should support Israel in

her quest for safety and security,

her actions on realist principles

and the .same acceptable meth-

ods that we have previously

founded.

As Americans and as human
beings, we need to be more care-

ful in recognizing the similarities

in these situations and in under-

standing the root cau.ses for why
so many see them as different.

We need to be more careful —
and less hypocritical — in our
judgment of other nations. We
need to stop criticizing Israel

simply for being Israel, and we
need to realize when our criti-

cism comes for such a reason.

Morris Singer is a Collegian

columnist.

Making a judgement call
In a perfect

world, newspa-

pers don't have

to worry about

whether the

content in their

pages is origi-

nal; stories get

written on
time, and there

is no pressure

for writers to

produce consistently stellar work
on a daily basis.

This, however, is not even a

remotely perfect world.

Members of The
Massachusetts Daily Collegian

have taken on the task of produc-

ing a quality newspaper five days

a week. Our goal is for this paper
to accurately reflect our commu-
nity and our world. We have
deadlines, space constraints and
budget concerns. And we have

schoolwork. On top of everything

we do here, we are all students,

too.

Some of us have heavier

course loads than others, and it is

a constant battle as to whether
our schoolwork or our news work
will come first. There are nights

the paper doesn't get put to bed
until the wee hours of the morn-
ing, but we're still in here early

the next day. We pop in-between

classes to make sure everything is

on track for the next edition. We
are wired on coffee and hopped
up on pixie sticks — whatever it

takes to have the energy to make
it through another night so the

campus will have a newspaper in

the morning.

We sacrifice sleep and health

so the pap)er will get produced.
We skip class to write an emer-
gency article or column. We are

the dedicated, the die-hards. The
ones who are here every night,

whether we have an article due or

not. We put more pressure on
ourselves than anyone else ever

could. All of this to put out a

newspaper we can be proud of —
that you can be proud of.

We lose our minds doing this

sometimes. Our pets get neglect-

ed, plants die and roommates for-

get what we look like. Our par-

ents know that if they can't reach

us where we live, they can call the

newsroom and find us here. We
are notorious for our seeming

lack of dedication to our classes,

yet we somehow manage to get

every assignment completed. We
don't eat regularly; we don't sleep

nearly as much as we should.

Everything lakes a backseat to

anything that might have some-
thing to do with the f)aper

We are so caught up in putting

out a quality product that we for-

get we are only human. We run

ourselves ragged and only when
it's too late do we realize some-
thing has to give. Sometimes, it is

the ability to use our inherent

sense of good judgment. And, it is

when our judgment is failing that

the chance is high that we will be

unduly influenced in ways we
never would be under less taxing

We are so caught

up in putting out a

quality product that

we forget we are

only human. We
mn ourselves

ragged and only

when it's too late

do we realize that

something has to

ghre. Sometimes,

its the ability to use

our inherent sense

of good judgement

situations.

If it's so stressful, then why
don't we do something else? We
complain and bemoan our situa-

tions. But, when it comes down to

it, we love every minute of it. We
live journalism like an athlete

lives his sport, a musician lives his

music, or a junkie lives his drug.

We need what we do, madness,
hard decisions and all.

All that said, it would have
been so easy for the editors of this

paper to sweep under the rug the

tact that one of our writers may
have plagiarized a review that ran

a few days ago. But, they didn't.

ITiey chose instead to be honest;

to let you know what happened

and what has been done about it.

There are those who say the

writer should have been fired

instead of just suspended. To
those people 1 say this: Until you
have been in the position where
you have to decide what is and
isn't right, you cannot say we have
made a bad call.

This could have happened to

any of us. Every student on this

campus has been there: We have a

paper to turn in and can't find

words of our owm to say what we
need to. The words are there,

though, in the book or the news-
paper in front of us, and it would
be so easy to just rephrase them,
make them our own without attri-

bution. Some of us do it; some of

us don't. But I challenge any of

you to tell me that you haven't al

least thought about it. Find me
someone who says they have
never entertained the idea of not

sourcing their work, and I'll show
you someone who is lying.

The writer in question has

assured the editors that this has
never happened before and would
never happen again. There is no
reason not to believe him. The 90
stories with this writer's byline

were carefully scrutinized. No
other evidence of wrongdoing
was found. It was decided this

was a one-time occurrence, and
now it is time to move on. To be
clear, however, this is not some-
thing to be proud of, and it's not

something I endorse. But it's not

necessarily something to con-
demn someone for either

Understand we are a learning

paper We do the best we can with

the resources we have, and we try

our hardest to be professional in

every way. We do a good job of

pretending to be full-grown,

responsible adults, but the truth is

that we are still students. We still

make mistakes, and we will learn

from them, but that is what col-

lege is for

Down here, there are differing

opinions about what happened
this past week, but it is rare for us

to all agree on anything. One
thing is certain: no matter how
much bickering there is amongst
the staff of The Collegian, we
don't turn our backs on one of our
own.

Emilie Duggan is a Collegian

columnist.

'Manny' reasons to love the Sox
Hey, you. Yeah. You — the chick with "COW-

BOY UP!!" written in her instant messager pro-

file in the blue and red font. The closest you've
ever come to baseball was last week
when you got to second base in |QA ii...

with that kid with clammy hands. Many *"°**

people are going to be upset with you
"~^~"

and other bandwagon jumpers this week, but not
me. Welcome aboard, baby, and join me on the

play-off train.

Whether you saw Games 3 and 4 at Fenway
Park for free with a girl on your shoulders (like

I did), or you watched them on TV to get close-

ups of lohnny Damon, it no longer matters. You
could be anywhere in the world right now, but

you're right here with mc ... and I appreciate

that. You see, I was actually like you once.

I hated baseball when I was little. At age
seven, my dad brought me to my first Red Sox
game on Father's day. To thank him. I fell asleep
by the third inning, on his shoulders, and my
Bubblicious ended up causing that bald spot on
his head that never really grew back (Happy
Father's Day, Dad). My favorite parts of the day,

which of course had absolutely nothing to do
with the game itself, were "the weird man with
green hair" in front of us on the T and the look
on my dad's face when I said that out loud, it

was a great day with my favorite guy on the plan-

et, but I probably would've been just as happy
chilling in my sandbox. For years, my apathy
toward the sport persisted ... until three .seasons

ago.

Now, not only am I a lifetime member of Red
Sox nation, I'm also a client. So here's what I,

and 10,000 of my clo.sest friends here at the

University of Massachusetts, love about the Red
Sox:

- Like mc in competition against any guy who
can play guitar in a "chicks wanting us" contest,

the Sox arc always an underdog.
- My Remdawg pin — that I'll be wearing all

week. If you see me. rub it for good luck. It's on
my pants.

- Watching Manny play left field like the over-

weight kid in Little league with ADD.
- My beloved Souvenir Sluts (|en. Kale,

l.indsey, Moc, Rachel and Toni).

- Watching Pedro Martinez in the dugout

when he's not pitching —both with and without
a headband.

- The ambiguously gay duo of Tim Wakefield
and Doug Mirabelli. Id like to see their

BfOCllU
''^^'^ taped and made into a reality show,

^^^^^ with every aspect of daily life driven by
Tim giving and Doug receiving. I see it

now. Grocery shopping: Wakefield picks up the
Chef Boyardee and throws it into the shopping
cart pushed by Mirabelli. Household chores:

Timmy sweeps and Doug holds the dustpan.
They hardly need to speak, because they use
signs for everything. And every episode ends
with, "Night Timmy." "Night Doug." Lights out,

cue music ("Somewhere Out There" from that

Feivel movie), with each hopelessly staring at the

ceiling wondering when the other's going to

make the first move.
- David Ortiz's homerun swing, where he

whips the bat around his head like a lasso.

- Triple-fisting $5.00 Miller Lights.

- My roommate lohn's play-off beard.
- My autographed Marty Barrett card.

- People at Fenway waving at the jumbotron
when they see they're on TV, instead of at the

actual camera.
- That I thought Trot Nixon was black for

about two years. The only more extreme case of
this was in 199b when I found out that Bing
Crosby was the whitest man to ever exist.

Honorable mention goes to the lead singer of
Blessed Union of Souls.

- That they're not the (expletive)-ing Yankees.
- The owner of the Red Sox can't be seen in

cheesy Visa commercials ... with a player who
once dated Mariah Carey.

Hugging and high-fiving random fat people
al Fenway, without caring what STD's you might
pick up, because Billy Mueller just hit a home
run.

COWBOY UP
- Knowing that putting on your beat-up,

sweat-stained, broken-brimmed Red Sox hat can
make you friends no matter where you go ...

even New York.

That about does it ... except maybe: when
1918 becomes nothing more than a number that

Roger Clemens cant count up to.

Matt Rrochu is a Collegian columnist.
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New voices in NoHo
Ari Hest at Iron Horse

By MKiHAN HEALY
Ca>i.l£(.ian Staff

When Ari Hest takes the stage

ol the Iron Horse Music Theater, to

ti[vn lor Stephen Kellogg Sunday
night, he is hoping things go a little

belter than the last time he was in

town.

"We played at some cafe, arxi

.lorybody there was over 60. It

was a lew years ago. when I was in

this band Synapses. We didn't have

ii good following in the area. We
didn't really have good songs

either." he joked. Though Hest and
the rest of Synapses tried to get the

crowd into the show, they weren't

having it. "I am really looking for-

ward to playing there again and
wiping the slate clean," he said.

Ihis visit to Northampton
sliould be a little kinder to New
^brk City native Hest. A little older

and years ahead of his days as the

S)napses front man, Ari Hest has

made a name for himself as a solo

artist and acquia-d a modest but

dedicated following. Fans have

(locked to the acoustic rocker's

sountl. somewhere between Peter

Gabriel and Dave Matthews and
with each show the crowds seem to

gixjw a little bigger It is thanks to

this devoted contingent that Hest is

where he is today.

KnIisting the help of the "A-

team.' a group of 100 or so fan rep-

lesentatives from around the coun-

try, to promote up-coming shows
iuid record releases is a tool that

Hest says has proved invaluable.

"It's nice when I get to a town
I ve never played before and peo-

ple already know my songs," said

Hest. "I Having a team of reps]

gives you a lot of freedom. It's like

owning your owti record label or

something." Without a big label to

heavily promote him. Hest feels it

i- vital for independent artists to

take the initiative, mobilize and
spread the word.

Like Ari Hest, Charlotte Martin

has relied heavily on word-of-

muuth to get her music out to a

larger audience. It was through the

grapevine that one very important

person came upon her EP 'In

Parenthesis.' Howie Day, rapidly

rising acoustic rocker, was in

search of an opening act for his fall

tour when some told him about

Martin and her unique and some-

times haunting piano driven

souixl.

"He was going through a lot of

CDs trying to find someone, and
then he was given mine and he was
really impressed." said the Indiana

native. "Or at least that's what he

told me," she laughed.

When Day offered her the

opening spot for a string of tour

dates across North America, which

recently brought her to Providence,

she readily accepted. "The more
peuple that can hear my music, the

better" Martin said.

At five feet even in height, the

diminutive Martin looks fairly

unassuming. No one wouW ever

suspect that behind the long

blonde hair and wide eyes this for-

mer Illinois beauty queen hides the

ferocity that einerges when she sits

behind a keyboard.

From the moment she opens

her mouth to sing, people are call-

ing her 'the next generation's Kate

Bush,' but something seems off

about that comparison. Chariotte

Martin's music is truly unique.

Though she openly claims Bush as

an inspiration, Martin is revolu-

tionizing the world of piaiK>based

alternative rock. With her chilling

vocals and willingness to put it all

out there, Chariotte Martin sounds

like a perfect mixture of Tori Amos

Continued on page 5

UMass ready to get punked
Good Charlotte performing tonight

By Johnny Donaldson
CoLLECiiAN Staff

Poppy punk stars Good
Chariotte will make ttieir Mullins

Center debut tonight, with open-

ing assists from burgeoning

favorites Something Corporate

aixl Mest.

Good Chariotte —
or GC. as loyal fans

often refer to them —
have made a dent in

the music world, bring-

ing their ultra-catchy

brand of polished punk
to the mainstream and

introducing a storied world of

music to a new generation of fans

who maybe unfamiliar with the

sounds of the Ramones or the

Sex Pistols.

Fans first took notice of Good
Charlotte with their self-titled

debut, which spawned minor

MTV-frieixlly hits with the songs

"Motivation Proclamation" and

"The Clique." But the band hit

the mainstream with the release

of their latest effort "The Young
and the Hopeless" which has

since gone double platinum on

the strength of such radio friend-

ly songs as "The Anthem" and

"Lifestyles of The Rich and
Famous."

Unfortunately, some punk
fans have questioned the credi-

bility of the band because of the

group's newfound, widespread

popularity. Songs like "The

Anthem" were voted into

top positions on pre-teen

friendly shows like "Total

Request Live." Since

these shows often catered

to the Britney-and- Justin

crowd, punk purists

could often be heard cry-

ing sell-out when it came
to Good Charlotte.

But the guys of Good
Charlotte - which includes its

twin front men, (oel and Benji

Madden - never let the sell-out

label get to them, and continue

to make music that matters to

them and their fans. The
Madden brothers, who grew up
in poverty and without a father,

use their life story and the way
they managed to work their way
into fame as basis for many of

their songs. The group has

stayed true to its young fans,

often staying behind to sign

IXXIRTESY VHI CXIM

Joel Madden crank* out many of Good Charlotte's more
poignant vocals.

autographs for the eager

Mohawked kids.

In addition to Good
Charlotte, the ascendant turks of

Mest afKl Something Corporate

will be filling out the bill. Mest

just recently released a self-titled

new album this past June, includ-

ing a collaboration with Benji

Madden on the first single "jaded

(One of These Years)." It's an

excellent collection of pop-punk

songs that could satiate the

hunger of GC fans looking for

similar sounds.

Meanwhile, Something

Corporate will be releasing their

sophomore album, "North," on

Oct. 21. Their debut, "Leaving

Through the Window" made its

mark a couple of years ago, sell-

ing a quarter of a million copies

and whetting fans appetite's for

their more mature follow-up.

( XXJRTESY KEILIE WAL';H/4 EYES PHOTtXJRAPHY

I'reformer Ari Hest will bring his unique musical styiings to the

Iron Horse in Northanpton.

Good Charlotte seemed unfazed by accusations of being sellouts,

of changing what they are all about.
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Despite Hard'Core punk community hostility GC shows no signs

New album a real catastrophe
Belle and Sebastian work seems out of time

L.

By Timothy Gabriele
C^oLLhc.iAN Staff

There is no God.
Sorry for all the emotion, but

this really is the living end of tol-

erance. Okay, maybe it's not that

IvhI Oh God. it really is. It truly

is. Were we that bad? Sure, we
had our little sonic

detours and transgres-

sions. You can forgive us

for that easily, but how
could any caring deity

deliver us the mess that

is "Dear Catastrophe

Waitress."

True, it's never a

crime for a band to

attempt to reinvent

itself. In fact, many
cases do so, and rightly.

Belle and Sebastian's last project,

writing incidental music for Todd
Soiondz's predictably controver-

sial film "Storytelling" seemed
like sketches of pieces to come.
Iheir previous album "Fold Your
Hands Child. You Walk Like a

Peasant" had its ups and downs
and even glinted with refreshing

bites of cheese ("Beyond the

Sunrise") from an extinct era.

The album launched the band
as a less traditional rock ensem-
ble wherein different band mem-
bers could switch roles and
instruments when appropriate

(and sometimes when not). It

seemed like a steppingstone.

Perhaps since this last experi-

ment, they have lost the ability to

criticize each other and simply

greenlight every half-cocked new
idea rushed forward.

Flashback to 1 996. Belle and
Sebastian came seemingly out of

nowhere and made what is con-

sidered (by me and many critics

Belle and

Sebastian

'Dear

Catastrophe

Waitress'

Sanctuary

alike) one of the greatest albums
ever made. The album was at

once so precious and so deli-

ciously naughty that they had to

call it "If You're Feeling

Sinister"

It was a triumph of the heart

and soul. Stuart Murdoch sang

like an angelic reincarnation of

Nick Drake (whom he'd

never heard before),

while spouting lyrics so

bittersweet that they

evoked "Queen is

Dead"-era Morrissey.

The music, on the

other hand, whisked
through all four seasons

ae from a fictitious sum-
mer of love to a hostile

winter with foxes starv-

ing in the snow. It was
like Vince Guaraldi and Burt

Bacharach playing together at

Fairfield Convention with

Thomas Pynchon as master of

ceremonies. Yes. the name of the

game was the '60s, but the actu-

al '60s never sounded as blissful-

ly actualized, as they did in 1996
on Matador records.

Much has happened since

then. Bassist Stuart Campbell
formed Looper, perhaps the first

tweetronica band, garnering a

new era for delicacy in electronic

music that Lali Puna and The
Notwist would capitalize on. The
band gained a cult following —
both within and outside of the

Belle and Sebastian circle. It

caused David left to pursue the

project full-time. Isobel

Campbell explored new sonic

territory with the Gentle Waves
and excused herself publicly

from the band. Perhaps most
importantly, director Wes
Anderson began to make gor-

geous films that both sounded
and felt like an abstract homage
to "If You're Feeling Sinister."

With this in mind, those pop-

ping in "Dear Catastrophe
Waitress" would expect to be lift-

ed in a to a similarly whimsical

world of wonder That is not the

case. Within the first few notes of

the album it is immediately
apparent that something is

wrong. The trumpet and flute are

nothing out of the ordinary.

What it most irksome about this

first track, "Step into My Office,

Baby," is the feeling that the

"office" in question is located

somewhere along Sesame Street.

Sunny days have pushed the

clouds away and the dreadful

result for thousands of sulking

Belle and Sebastian fans is what
may reluctantly be called — gulp
— "happy" music. The moroni-

cally jumpy "Step," which Belle

and Sebastian have chosen to be

their first single, has listeners

questioning whether they per-

haps grabbed the wrong album
and if they can tolerate another

40 or more minutes of this.

For the next five songs, there

is an anticipation that things will

get better, an anticipation that is

never fulfilled. The whole range

of all emotions is felt: denial that

it could suck this bad. anger at

the loss of the beloved Scots, bar-

gaining with oneself that it could
not get much worse (and it did-

n't), deeply traumatizing depres-

sion, and finally, acceptance. I

went for a walk down by the

pond with just my thoughts sob-

bing to myself like I'd lost a rela-

tive I could never say goodbye to.

I passed out cursing Jim Henson

Continued on page S

Something new from England
Stereophonies 'Cbme Back' with best album yet

By Nick Romanow
Collegian Staff

Welsh rock group
Stereophonies' fourth album,
"You Gotta Go There To Come
Back," opens with a few sec-

onds of near silence and then a

mildly distorted, dark laugh.

After that comes a heavy,

bluesy guitar riff and the first

song, "Help Me (She's Out Of
Her Mind)," officially begins.

In the next seven-plus minutes.

Stereophonies present numer-
ous and masterful fills with

Kelly tones' distinct, scratchy

voice, an astounding mixture of

Kurt Cobain. Chris Robinson
and )ones' layered vocals in the

chorus. It is immediately evi-

dent that "Help Me" is one of

the best songs Stereophonies

has ever recorded ... and then

the album gets better

Stereophonies is one of the

biggest bands in the United

Kingdom, and rightfully so.

They have continued their tra-

dition of constantly improving

by making the best disc of their

seven-year, four-album career

— despite that no one in

America has noticed. The
'Phonics wear their classic-rock

influences on their sleeves but,

unlike Oasis, Stereophonies are

creating a career of their own
rather than just living off the

fat of their predecessors. "You
Gotta Go There ..." is no
exception to this; it finds the

'Phonics traveling even further

away from obvious influences

of bands like The Black Crowes
and The Rolling Stones.

Tracks such as "Help Me,"

"Madame Helga" and "High As

TTie Ceiling" are flat-out rock-

ers blowing away most modern

rock bands and making risking

blasphemy to rival anything
heard on classic rock radio.

"Maybe Tomorrow," "Getaway"
and "Nothing Precious At All"

are quieter songs, yet not folky

ones showcasing the band's tal-

ents for more subtle arrange-

ments. It is in the way the band
has learned to mix different

sounds and dynamics — with

lones singing and playing gui-

tar, Richard |ones on bass and

^^^^^ Stuart Cable

Stereophonks

'YouGotta

GoTliere

To Come
Bac_k'

V2

drumming —
that has

brought it so

far from the

mostly one-

note debut.

"Word Gets
Around " In

fact, it seems
as if the

biggest criti-

cism this album might attract is

from narrow-minded fans who
want to see the 'Phonics stay in

their brash classic/alterna-rock

mindset forever

Lyrically, fones has devel-

oped his introspective writing

skills more, while still showing
his talent for writing songs that

tell stories about others. "You
Gotta Go There ..." seems to

be a slightly darker album than

previous 'Phonics albums and
contains more personal songs

as opposed to "Word Gets
Around," which is nearly all

songs about other people from
[ones' point of view, fones still

does find time for others on
songs such as "Nothing
Precious ..." which begins with

the line "I've been people
watching again/ They can
watch me too," before it

becomes a story about a young

woman working at a coffee

house that Jones frequents.
"You Gotta Go There ..." is,

however, a very personal affair,

and while some listeners may
miss lones' wonderful story-

telling that can be heard on
earlier albums, there is no
doubt that "You Gotta Go
There ..." is Stereophonies'
most lyrically mature and well

written album to date.

It is the mixture of the
aforementioned sounds and
styles, which are entirely new
to Stereophonies and make up
the best songs on "You Gotta
Go There ..." "Rainbows And
Pots Of Gold" finds the
'Phonics experimenting with
string arrangements as Jones
laments about his ex, whom he
found sleeping with his best

friend. "1 Miss You" is a muted,
bluesy tune that finds the band
experimenting with different

types of piano and guitar
sounds that all compliment the

despair in Jones' voice as he
sings "Are all my old friends

gonna leave me and die / I'm
helpless. It's gonna get us /

Before it gets us I wanna kiss

you goodbye." "Since I Told
You It's Over," begins with
Jones softly crooning, while
slightly strumming an acoustic
guitar. The band, plus a piano,
comes in, and Jones spends the
next four-and-a-half minutes
straining his heart and his per-

fectly emotive voice to a point
where listening becomes emo-
tionally draining: One can
practically see Jones holding
his head in his hands, as he
pours everything he has into

apologizing for mistreating and

Contimied on page 5

Magician taken by the scruff
Roy Horn attacked by his own white tiger

By RoBERi Macy
Associate!} Pntas

LAS VEGAS (AP) - Exquisite

white tigers have been Roy Horn's
passion for almost 40 years. Then
last week, one of the beasts

brought him to the brink of death.

A modem day Dr Dolittle who
called the cats his children, Hom
spent vast amounts of time, energy

and money on animals that have
left millions of show-goers here in

awe since 1 966.

The menagerie developed by

Hom and longtime stage partner

Siegfried Fischbacher includes 65
rare white tigers and white lions.

Hom has been on hand for many
of their births.

"The first voice they hear is

mine, the first touch they feel is

mine, the first human face they see

is mine," Hom said in an interview

in late 2000. "They just think I'm a

strange tiger who walks on two
legs."

On Friday night, just 20 hours

after Hom had celebrated his 59th

birthday with hundreds of friends,

one of the beasts inexplicably

turned on its owner at the Mirage

hotel-casino.

Hom sauntered onto the stage

with 7-year-old Montecore, a white

tiger who has appeared in the show
siiKe he was 6 months old.

Bemie Yuman, the magician

pair's longtime manager, said

Friday he thought things went av^
when Montecore got distracted by

something in the audience.

"Roy - herokally, from my per-

ception - got in front of him and

started to nudge him," Yuman told

ABC-TVs "Good Morning

America."

"They were both out of their

routine. One thing led to another,

and it was a tragic accident," he

said.

Montecore was told to lie

down, but balked and grabbed

Horn's arm in his mouth. Hom
struck Montecore with his mkro
phone, trying to get him to kx>sen

his grip. Montecore then grabbed

Hom by his throat, dragging him

backstage wheix; handlers subdued

the tiger by spraying him with a fire

extinguisher

Hom remained in critical but

stable condition Tliesday

Hom prided himself in know-

ing his animals and his animals

knowing him. In more than 40
years of close encounters with

some of the world's most exotic

animals, Hom was never injured

by any of the creatures, Hom said

in a 2000 interview for the book

"Siegfried & Roy's Gift for the

Ages."

"Siegfried and I have spent

every waking moment with our

animals," Hom said. "We watch

and observe. We talk to them, take

walks with them, swim v^th them,

meditate with them. Day by day,

we leam about each other But you

must have patience and respect for

Mother Nature. Because when an

animal gives you its trust, you feel

like you have been given the most

beautiful gift in the world."

Hom said whatever situation

he's put in with his animals, "I

always try to think as they think.

We can always solve our argu-

ments in an understanding way
because I respect them and they

respect me."

Only once was that philosophy

tested, he said in the 2000 inter-

view.

He was playing hide and seek

with a Siberian tiger named Sahra.

"After rolling around in the grass

together, she suddenly laid on top

of me aiKl pinned me down,"

Hom recalled. "Our eyes met and

1 realized she was no longer play-

ing; she was about to bite me."

Thisting my instirKts, I raised

my head and bit her nose as hard as

1 could. "Totally perplexed, she

jumped up and pretended it never

happened. 1 immediately made our

frieiidship souixl - ff-fuff, ff-fuff.

She never attempted to bite me
again."

COURTESY AFPAjETTY IMAGES

Siegfried and Roy have lived the last 50 years surrounded by their tigers, both on and off the stage.

Two new stars make their presence felt

Continued from page 5

and Fiona apple. Her voice is melodic and guttural all

at once and is even at times reminiscent of Ben Folds.

However, there is an underlying darkness to Martin's

music that can be attributed to her love of Goth rock.

The Cure and Nick Drake.

Despite their efforts to do something musically

unique, the fact that they are both singer/songwriters

operating as solo artists has inevitably caused some to

draw comparison between Hest and Martin and per-

formers like John Mayer and even Howie Day (who
have been excessively compared by major media out-

lets themselves.) This places Hest, Martin and many
other up-and-coming singer songwriters in a compro-

mising position. With the success of those before them

comes an added interest in their own music, yet they

also mn the risk of being deemed another Mayer
knock-off, or simply riding the coat tails of those who
have 'made-it.'

"I totally admire and respect what he is doing,"

Hest said of Mayer, "but 1 think we are coming from

two different places musically He is definitely into the

blues. I can't even name two Stevie-Ray Vaughn

songs." Though Mayer and Hest both wieU an

acoustic guitar and have incredible singing and song

writing skills, the similarities stop there.

"We both write very tnelodic rock songs." Hest

said. "1 think that John is definitely more of a musician

than I am or hope to be. I want to write good songs,

yeah, but 1 really want to be a singer more than any-

thing."

Martin also has heard comparisons being drawn
between her and the current king of acoustic rock.

Mayer "I think it's great that people think that I am on

the same level as [Day and Mayer), but I don't think

that we are doing the same thing at all." She can't say

for sure where she fits into the recent outburst of

singer/songwriters but she is glad to be along for tiie

ride. "Some of the best shows I've had no one kriew

who I was, but they were into the music," said Martin,

pointing out probably the best part of this current

influx of solo artists on the airwaves.

"Do 1 want to be famous? That's a good question,"

said Ari Hest pausing for contemplation. "I am not

really excited by the fame part of it. I think people in

general like to get attention for things they are good at,

and I am no exception. It's not really fame I am look-

ing, for but really that I would like to have my music

heard by a lot of people." If he happens to hit big after

Mayer, so be it.

Rockers fail at redefining themselves
Continued from page 4

and the Bush administration and
whatever else could have caused
this travesty.

After a slow recovery over the

next week, the album was gener-

ously given one more whirl.

Skipping the first track, a new
thought arose, "Hey! This isn't

that bad. It's not great, but no
too bad either"

In fact, there's some really

groovy stuff on "Dear
Catastrophe Waitress.' That's

the problem with first impres-

sions. Boy, did Belle and
Sebastian blow their first impres-

sion this time around. In fact, the

title track which immediately fol-

lows "Step into My Office"

sounds like the second coming of

Christ when compared to the lat-

ter song. And it isn't even that

good.

Amidst all the b.s. on Belle

and Sebastian's fifth official stu-

dio album (excluding "Story-

telling"), there's an amazing EP
and a mediocre outtakes disc.

The third track is where things

really take off. "If She Wants

Me' is a swinging summer day

loungin' tune wherein breezy

organs interact with "wah wah'
guitars for that classic feel that

only our favorite Scots can elicit.

Oh, and by 'swinging' think

swing set not big band. Vocalist

and brainchild Stuart Murdoch
may pull off the ultimate rock

slant rhyme when he sings, "If I

can do just one near perfect thing

I'd be happy/ They'd right it on
my grave or when they scatter my
ashes," but all is forgiven when
we leam what the title means and
the big payback comes. "On sec-

ond thought I'd rather hang
around /and be there with my
best friend if she wants me."

The name of the new game is

seventies, and it's a tricky affair

for Belle and Sebastian to pull

off. "I'm a Cuckoo" cranks out a

real .38 Special riff that would
have easily rocked suburban con-

venience store parking lots thirty

years ago. With the rise of tmck-
er hats and shaggy hair, it would-

n't surprise me if it had the same
effect on today's indie rock kids.

"Roy Walker" is another bizarro

cut that sounds like Neil Young

and America by way of Guys and
Dolls that could have tragically

failed in the same way that the

dirty, dirty first song did. Luckily,

the traditional Belle and
Sebastian style production dull

the country twang.

It's not all peaches and
cream. Isobel Campbell's contti-

bution to the album is the one
track that almost announces
itself as a parody of Belle and
Sebastian, but Murdoch's
inquiries into Mike Piazza's sex-

uality seemed equally unneces-

sary.

Earlier this year, Belle and
Sebastian announced a

rearranged track listing with a

few tracks taken out. Hard to

imagine given that the current

order still seems disoriented and
half of the material is just a tier

above sub par Overall, the good
stuff are tracks to shuffle into the

mp3 playlist, but bear no real

gravity appearing next to each

other on a 12 song album. I

guess whatever faith I had is

back in place, but for God's sake

heed my advice: Take caution

when listening to track one.

Welsh Rockers still going strong
Continued from page 4

wrongfully dumping a girlfriend.

While those songs are high-points on an
album filled with high-points, "I'm Alright (You
Gotta Go There To Come Back)" is clearly the

pinnacle. It is truly the standout song on the

album and probably the deepest, darkest and
most experimental thing the 'Phonics have ever

done. Over a programmed drumbeat and other

miscellaneous noise, Jones sings of destroying

himself in order to make someone else happy.

"I'll drink another drink for you / One, two,

three, four, five, once I drank a fish alive / I'll

drop another pill for you / Six, seven, eight,

nine, ten, did it before, and I'll do it again,"

lones threatens. He then looks his target square
in the eye, and repeats, "I'm alright" before

reminding himself of the album's title and thesis:

"You gotta go there to come back".

Jones' message is that you have to hit rock

bottom before you can get better Judging by his

lyrics, he has been through some rough times in

the past two years. From the rest of the album, it

seems that he has indeed "Come Back," and the

band (Stereophonies is, despite the media's
obsession with Jones, a full band, not one man's
vision) have produced its best album yet ...and

one of the best albums of the year
The Stereophonies got off to a bit of a false start

with their first album. However, the two subse-

quent ones were nothing short of stunning. The
band has somehow found a way to make an even

larger leap in every area from 2001 s "J.E.E.P.,"

and has truly become a musical force.

"You Gotta Go There ..." is a flat-out, amaz-
ing album that cements Stereophonies' place on
the list of absolutely great rock bands and should
finally bring the band its due with audiences in

the United States, who have thus far been com-
pletely neglectful of such masterful work.

1 iH'VTLSY KOU INi>:oSHX)M

Stereophonic prooves in their new album that

the world of British rock is still evolving.

Residence Hall Students

UMass Residential Telecom now hasLOWER
INTERNATIONAL RATES

when you use your room telephone!

Rates are per minute (as of wmm)

China

Franc

India

Japan-^^.15
Taiwan .22

UX .10

For LOWER RATES in other countries, check out our Web site

{http://telecom.oituma55.edu/5tudents), and click on Rates.

AT&T ACUS One Rate Plan* users have been automatically switched

to the new, lower rates! Plus, your monthly fee has been waived!

Please call Residential Telecom at 545-2103 with any questions.

Just use your PSC code!
(For questions about your PSC code, please call 545-2103)

PLUS, DOMESTIC LONG DISTANCE IS JUST

7.9 cents per minute, 24/7
Anytime, anywhere, in the United States

when you use your room telephone!

No Monthly Fees

No Roaming Fees

No Connection Fees

No Sign Ups
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Small crowd, big noise Vitek Starts it Up
Continuad from page 8 ^^^ UConn fans who made the trek ftum Storrs got J^

reminded of their location. If the five freshman starters

for UConn were a little bit nervous in their first ever

collegiate contest, the anxious crowd didn't help the

cause.

Darkness struck again, the light show reappeared.

the excitement had commenced, and it was time to

introduce the UMass squad. Out stepped Greg

Mauldin, Stephen Werner, Tim Vitek, Jeff Lang.

Thomas Pock, and Winer, each greeted with a hero's

wekxxne.

Kevin Hollister's beautiful rendition of the National

Anthem sent the crowd into a frenzy, and when he fin-

ished, it was time to play some hockey.

The Minutemen were mostly quiet in the first 10

minutes, but an annouiKement of Wednesday night's

ALCS score received a loud ovation. Pock finally ignit-

ed the faithful UMass fans when he netted the first

goal of the game.

The Minutemen would strike once more before the

few UConn fans who made the trek from Storrs got

the opportunity to cheer, on a goal from Matt Scherer,

but as the Minutemen marched to the 6-3 win. the

UMass faithful ruled the roost.

As it turns out, there aren't any days off for the

"Maroon Platoon," an organized student fan group
that debuted at football games this fall. The platoon

ensured that players on the ice continued to be fired

up, belting out the usual array of chants, such as

"UConn High School."

The second period featured the highly anticipated

slug-fest between the new-k)ok Sam the Minuteman
and Mr Slice.

Finally, with 1 :00 showing on the clock in the third

period, the raucous group got out their keys and jin-

gled to their hearts' content, signifying the

Minutemen 's first win of the season, over the visiting

Huskies. The traditional sendoff remained, even if

many had departed to get back to baseball. But no
matter the length of the Red Sox' October run, it's

clear that hockey in the Valley is back.

Xavier, Dayton invade Rudd
Field to battle Minutewomen

By Todd Foster

Ci>LLEi;iAN Staff

University of Massachusetts coach |im Rudy is sick

of this bad luck streak.

Several injuries, half the starting line-up suspended

last weekend and a six-game losing streak, the

Massachusetts women's soccer team is looking for

something positive. Unfortunately for them, the

Minutewomen's (2-6-1, 1-2 Atlantic 10) weekend will

feature the two toughest opponents within the A- 10.

Xavier Friday followed by Dayton Sunday

"My goal is for us to just get through this weekend

healthy and get some points, because we need them."

Rudy said, "if we can through this weekend and have

everyone back next week with no injuries or suspen-

sion, maybe we can get back to who we really are."

The Musketeers (6-4-1, 2-1 A- 10) usually a team

who starts out the season slowly, is off to one of their

best starts in five years. Their lone conference loss was

to Atlantic 10 powerhouse arxi UMass' Sunday oppo-

nent, Dayton (73, 3-0 A-10). Seven key players will

not play against Xavier due to a continuing suspen-

sion.

"They are bit of an older team with six upperclass-

men starter, but are still a difficult opponent," Rudy
said. "They always do well on the restarts and are com-

ing off tfieir best start in years heading into the heart

of A- 10 season."

The Maroon and White will be focusing a variety of

players on both sides of the ball.

The major of attention will drawn to leading scor-

er, senior forward Lindsay Yonadi, and her deadly free

kicks. She has developed a reputation as a deadly

sharpshooter from anywhere on the field when the ball

is at rest. Tallying 1 2 points including five goals, she is

also one of the more accurate shooters, scoring on

30% of her shots and putting 77% of her shots at least

on goal.

One player who could sneak up on her opponents

is 5'4" freshman forward/ midfielder Amber Silvis.

Silvis is all-time leading scoring in Ohio high school

soccer, collecting 182 goals. Silvis' past prestige makes
her two goals a slow start but she is still deadly scorer

with a lot of explosiveness.

When UMass nears toward the goal, they will need

to watch out for Xavier's defensive anchor, junior

sweeper Melissa Clavier. Clavier has the speed and

intelligence to cut pass and players with the perfect

angle. Her coach, Ron Quinn, holds her as a player

who continues to improve and as vocal leader.

"The keys to winning this game is to play away
from the sweeper and make sure we don't give up any

free kicks," Rudy said.

Dayton holds the top spot in tfie A-10 and has

received Top 25 National votes from national recog-

nized magazine. Soccerbuzz. Dayton has quality

through their entire roster with six players racking up
five or more points. Dayton is no doubt the toughest

A-10 opponent the Minutewomen will face, but Rudy
is taking this weekend one game at time.

"I'll worry about that when we get there." Rudy
said. "I just want to get through Friday ... I just want

to get the upperclassmen on the field. | Dayton | has a

physical defense, quality throughout the entire starting

line-up, a great bench and two good goaltenders."

A host of different players could cause datnage,

with the focus no doubt on last week's A- 1 player of

the week. Reba Sedlacek. The sophomore forward had

her first career hat trick leading Dayton past Temple,

6-0, and her first two career assist efforts in 5- 1 win

over St. Joseph's two days later.

Countering the balanced attack, Rudy will install a

technique called Italian Catenaccio. This defensive

strategy will lure the offense in as the defense plays

back to look for an interception to start the break.

Field hockey to open A-10
By Brendan Hall

Collegian Corresponhent

After a tough road trip, the

Massachusetts field hockey team

(2-9) will open its Atlantic 10 sea-

son with a two-game homestand

this weekend at Garber Field.

At the last home game.

September 20, the Minutewomen
lost a nail-biter to Providence

College in overtime, 2-1. Since

then, the Minutewomen have not

scored a goal, having lost on the

road to Northeastern, Connecticut

and Syracuse by a combined 20-0.

As coach Patty Shea knows,

there are no easy games in the A-

10.

"I think a lot of the teams in the

conference are really even. You
really have to throw all those

records, statistics, everything out

the window, now that conference

play has started." Shea said.

She also noted how much bet-

ter her team is at this point in the

season, as opposed to last year's

senior-loaded squad that finished

second in the A-10 despite their

horrendous start.

This weekend, all eyes will be

on the goalies, as three superb net-

minders will step onto the turf in

what should make for some classic

showdowns.

The A-10 season officially gets

underway tonight at 5 p.m. for

UMass. when they square off

against Temple (5-6) for what
looks to be another goalie's duel.

The opposite net will be boast-

ing one-time ECAC Goalkeeper of

the Week Erin Conroy, who has

been stellar in the cage thus far this

season. She currently leads the A-

1 in saves (117) and save percent-

age (.860). Conroy recorded her

first shutout as an Owl last Sunday
in a 1-0 win over Fairfield, having

faced no shots on goal.

While Minutewomen goalie

Christine Tocco has yet to attain

any shutouts, and her save percent-

age has dropped (.700), she is still

fun to watch. She currently ranks

second in the A-10 in saves ( 108).

right behind Conroy. and has been

a bright spot in what seems to be a

slump as of late.

"Erin has a little more experi-

ence, but I do think we have the

better goalkeeper." Shea said. "I

think Christine is smarter in her

skills, smart in her decision making

... Erin's style is a little more
unorthodox, but it works for her.

It's a good style for her"

Nonetheless, it will be an inter-

esting matchup between two out-

standing goalkeepers.

Offensively, the Owls boast a

few young guns that shouldn't be

taken lightly They will be led by

three-time A-10 Rookie of the

Week Monica |iao. a redshirt fresh-

man. She is second on the team in

points (seven), with two goals and

three assists to her credit. A vital

asset to the offensive attack, |iao

made a key pass to set up Caitlyn

Bowers' game-winning goal in the

1 -0 defeat of Fairfield.

The Owls will also look to

Bowers, team points leader Haley

Deivinis, Talia Ruth and Rachel

Barber to keep Tocco busy in the

cage.

But the chance for an offensive

turnaround is as good as ever for

the Minutewomen offen.se. The
Owls' defense has allowed an aver-

age of 17.8 shots per game. If the

Minutewomen can keep the ball in

front of Temple's net. it may mean
a long night of trouble for Conroy

The defense of Dannon Mehaffy

lillian Thomas and Rachel Kasper

will be on tfieir toes. But as confer-

ence play often dictates, teams

can't take anything for granted.

The second game commences

Sunday at noon, when the Fiawks

of St. [oseph's University will look

to keep the ball rolling after a nail-

biting double-OT victory over

Rutgers last Tuesday.

"St. loe's will play us tough.

They always do. They're not afraid

to be physical." Shea said.

Tocco will be facing another

stellar goalkeeper, junior Courtney

Huff, arguably the string that has

kept St. joe's from falling apart.

"Her team has a lot of confiderKe

in her. When a team has a lot of

confidence in the player behind

them, they tend to take more risks.

[But] our team has a lot of confi-

dence in our goalie (too)," Shea

said.

Through the first 1 1 games.

Huff has made 97 saves, including

18 in last Tuesday's thriller, has a

save percentage of .776 and has

one shutout thus far. She has been

on fire as of late, and if the

Minutewomen are to put out the

torch they will have to pressure

her into moi^e one-on-one situa-

tions.

Not to be outdone is the fire-

power of the Hawks' offense, led

by one-time A-10 Rookie of the

Week Nicole Antonini. The explo-

sive midfielder leads the Hawks in

points (15) and goals (seven). The
Minutewomen as a team have only

scored as often as Antonini (seven

goals), loining Antonini up front

will be sophomore Katelyn

O'Brien, freshman |ulie Lentz, and

senior Amie Schmoltze.

The Minutewomen offense. led

by Marije Tigchelaar, Adrianne
Moncao and |amie Bawden, will

be optimistic to put pressure on a

St. loe's defense that is albwing
more than 1 8 shots per game. But

in the end. it will come down to

the last line of defense — the

goalie — in what should be a great

matchup.

UMass drops Huskies in opener
ContimMd from page 8

probably used a lot of energy there in the first 10

minutes, and then they kind of wore us down and
we didn't handle it well after that."

The Minutemen, who looked nothing like the

playoff-bound team of six months ago early in the

game, soon gathered momentum. That process

was spearheaded by a pair of nifty plays from
junior Greg Mauldin and senior captain Thomas
Pock, who broke the ice with a one-timer off a

pass from sophomore Chris Capraro. Pock played
a quick game of catch with Capraro, and on the

return, fired a low shot that hardly left the ice

and beat UConn goaltender Scott Tomes in the

five hole to give the Minutemen a 1-0 lead with

8:05 remaining in the first period.

Senior Nick Kuiper added another goal less

than three minutes later, and Capraro was
involved again. The Medford, Mass. native cycled

all the way around the net, found Kuiper on the

point, and dished. Kuiper then steadied the puck,
and snapped a shot that found its way past Tomes
for the Minutemen's second goal.

The Huskies managed to get on the board just

before' the end of the first period when freshman

Matt Scherer waltzed out of the corner on UMass
goalie Gabe Winer's left side, and threw a shot on

net that deflected past Winer to make it 2-1.

"We're a pretty young hockey team, and I

think youth was served a little bit," Marshall

said. "But there were things that I liked about our

hockey team that we're going to take some time

to fine tune."

UConn added another score at 10:27 of the

second period. Scott McDougall broke through

the middle of the UMass zone, and although

Winer made the initial save, McDougall persist-

ed to cut the defecit to 4-2. However, junior |eff

Lang extended the UMass lead 1 1/2 minutes

later by maneuvering out of the corner, faking

once, and skating past Tomes to open up the net

and make it 5-2. Hanson added his second goal

of the day at 1 1:41 of the third to finish off the

Minutemen's scoring.

Four minutes later. Trevor Stewart camped
out in front of Winer and waited for a pass from

larret Scarpaci. which he banged home to make
it 6-3 UMass, but the Huskies were silenced for

the remainder.

UM hits the road
No. 13 Minutemen travel to Ohio

By Bob McGovern
Collegian Staff

The utmost respect for any college team is to

be nationally ranked by its peers.

This is precisely what happened to the

Massachusetts Men's soccer team last week after

extending its unbeaten streak to seven games.
As the 13th-ranked Minutemen (7-2-1. 1-0-1

A-10) go on the road this weekend it will face one
of its greatest challenges. The Maroon and White
will take on Atlantic 10 foes Xavier and Dayton
(6-1-3. 1-0-1 A-10) as a favored challenger.

"Now we've got a big bulls-eye on our back,

and everybody wants to beat you ... everybody

wants to beat you. We're not going to come in

unannounced, we're not going to come in and
have people look at us lightly," UMass coach Sam
Koch said.

The Minutemen will play Xavier (1-10, 0-2 A-

10) today at 7 p.m. and will be facing a team that

has all the components to win, but lacks the nec-

essary cohesion. The Musketeers have been shut

out 10 times this season, a school record.

Koch doesn't look at Xavier's record as indica-

tion of their talent level. He believes that there is

a home field advantage that needs to be consid-

ered.

"Xavier is struggling, and yet they are not a

bad team. We are playing them on a small field

which will give them an advantage," Koch said.

The Musketeers are definitely the underdogs

on paper, but have several players that have the

ability to be game breakers. Xavier's best player is

on the defensive side of the field in junior goal-

keeper. Brian Schaeper.

The Maroon and White will have to face an

Xavier team with extra incentive to win. looking

to win their first A-10 game and getting it against

a top-25 team.

"The ranking, putting us in the top 20 has only

fired them up so they're going to be extremely

excited to play us and knock us off," UMass coach

Sam Koch said.

On offense the Musketeers have several play-

ers that have the ability to score, but have had

trouble finishing on opportunities. The leader of

this offense is Matt Kmetz. who in only six games
has scored a goal and dished an assist. He also

leads the team in shots with 14.

"Even though they are doing the things they

need to they haven't been putting the ball away
We just hope we aren't the team they start doing

it against," Koch said.

Dayton brings an entirely different challenge

to the Minutemen. The Flyers were ranked No. 18

this week and are a clear and present danger to

any team that they play.

"They have a very good midfield with a couple

of guys that played club together that know each

other and find each other well," Koch said, "They
combine well together, they are going to be a

tough midfield to slow down and stop."

The Flyers leader on offense has been forward

Chris Rolfe, who leads the team with 1 1 total

points. Rolfe has been a key component to

Dayton's success this season

"They have one of the best goal scorers in the

conference [Rolfe], who is a handful and single-

handedly beat Wisconsin when they played,"

Koch said.

UMass's offense will have a challenge of its

own. trying to figure out Dayton keeper Matt

Handy. Handy has recently earned the starting

spot for the Flyers, giving up only two goals in

410:21 minutes.

Handy was the A-10 player of the week and
named to the College Soccer News team of the

week in late September. In four starts he has

recorded two shutouts and only allowed two
goals.

The Maroon and White are currently riding the

best start in school history, with the most inexpe-

rienced team in recent memory. Koch is con-

cerned about whether his team can handle the

pressure of being in the national spotlight and
looks at this weekend as a test.

"It's nice. I think the guys have worked hard to

get here and I'm very pleased for them. With it

comes another responsibility. I think we are a

young team and I'm really not sure if we're ready

for it." Koch said.
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YOUR HEADQUARTERS
FOR ALL YOUR

HALLOWEEN NEEDS!
In the Hampshire Mall,

near J.C. Penney.
Mention this ad and get

10% off your purchase

with a Student ID!

STUDENT TUESDAYS
1. BRING IN THIS AD

2. BUY ANY 3 CDs OR 2 DVDs

3. SHOW US YOUR STUDENT I.D.

4. GET A $5 GIR CARD INSTANTLY

OFFWVAUDAT
HAMPSHIRE MALL LOCATION ONLY

CASHBB MAfOOXM^ C0C3E 101

"N

v.

Hair Skin & Nails Ar,e,.te.i

Massage Therapy ^c
Route 116, Sunderland ^Kfl^

665-2629 (Located on bus route), ^^^
Open Tuesday - Friday 9 to 6:30, and Saturday 9 to 4

m^ Stim 1?M feehf.^
f^

,

30 Minute Massage \ W|
30 Minute Aveda Facial ' jf^

Hair Shampooed & Dried 'j^^

RegiJaHy $73, Now $60 I V^
(Add a I.4ivend«>r Paraffin hand dip for $6!) J ^O*

Aveda . ARUM • Paul Mitchrll 4| ^^" '^"" service rooms!

Gentle, effective, natural treatment for neck pain, back pain,

headaches, sports injuries, auto injuries, work injuries.

Dr. Lee Kane
Chiropractic Physician

Member
• American Chiropractic Association

• Massachusetts Chiropractic Society

Participating provider with most insurance,

including student insurance & GIC

Amherst Family Chiropractic

Center for Natvral neahh
228 Triangle Stnel, Amhent (next to Btrfucd's/ 549-1500
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 8o«nta
7 DMhtxMird mto
10 Shut ham
u Pulonilia

MyioM agwn
15 PlOflfMOlOf'*

(md
le Hawaiian oNy
17 Omoaauf bona
•8

11 Poorly In

19 Awara of

20 Nuraary >lani

23 loathaa
M Pub ordai
27 SwaMa piaa
20 Arab prtrKa
29 Bature, tn varaa
30 Conlfar
31 LanO a hmna
32 -~ OoubHka'
33 Wadad
37 (jarialic malanal
30 Lanrxx^'a wi*a
3S Walar, to Piaria
40 Eoea. m btoioffy
41 MKiml playar
43 Typa of curva
44 Makaanodar
45 Funny ChartoMa
4« Wood raakkia
47 Couraoaoua
4« Caai about
51 Novaltai Lavir>

52 ImpudarM
53 Vary laal

5e Try to parauada
57 Impalf
58 Typa o1 waltz
62 Ratlrod
63 Ewa'a pianl
64 SkMhil
66 Oaootaiad

tmiaara
66 Faamo
67Cu<ldlaup

pwivKiu* PUJZLS aoLvao

jll {"'wv i--.\n\

DOWN
1 Canlna
oommmrA

2 VMagaauto
3 Sighiot

•ufprtaa
4 PaUa addraaa
5 Olva'l malodHa
• — Ikaholoakaa
7 IMi
• Typa ol rata

« Ropatlbar
10 Cloudburala
11 Smoar P
12 Modlly
13 Oooka
21 Fronttaraman

Kir
22 Oaouaitng
23 LlaWnad
24 — and
25 Kind ol pool
28 Halld-Famar

Banka

30 TawiUa
32 Maw Yorli rival

33 Taatar-ionar
34 Frawhi ndaia
36 Miamiunaa
36 Juna horoiaa
42 Coma batora
46 Moununin

TurtMy
47 CooWacooka
46 <;rouch down
48 Raca-cai

inrisrEshiic^

50 A bnghl alar

51 Pftyalciat

52 Lika soma
lamarka

54 OWpu^M
56 ^4av«llal

Turoanav
58 "— to wwoiry'

"

60 2aro
61 HadabM

4TIU. f».*nA oo¥-

1 Hit bcHiraam!

•Vk.!.

\jy^si=i

'Hi*, uiitpawu- I

&i^i=J.

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

FRIDAY
• High: 74

• Low: 44

SATURDAY
• High: 72

• Low: 41

SUNDAY
• High: 67

• Low: 42 i/i/i/i

iroonn

coff(iqi5in of'h[:'ii!

Dining Commons Menu
n.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Quesadilla

• Fish Nuggets

• Vegan Cutlets

(vegan)

DINNER
• Fried Shrimp
• Beef Struclel

•Seitan Bourguignon

(vegan)

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
lennitcr f,)stw(Mxl

FHOTO TECHNICIAN
Ameli<i P. Lincoln

COPY EDITOR
Mt'g,}n Hi\ily

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Irene Ros

PRODUCTION STAFF
Lmiliv IJuggun/ Oliver Chong
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u Masterpieces are not single and
solitary births; they are the outcome of

many years of thinking in common, of

thinking by the body of the people, so

that the experience of the mass is

behind the single voice.

-Virginia Woolt

aquanus • ian. 2o-feb. is

It's amazing what you think about late at

night.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Take a late night excursion to Wendy's.

Get a frosty and fries.

aries • mak. 2i-apr. 19

Keep a permanently confused look on

your face. It amuses others.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Stay inside today. It's best.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Rent a piece of furniture from a store. Try

stuff out before you buy it

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

Eat your potato chips one at a time. They

last longer.

leO • lui.. 2J-AUG. 22

Stand on something; it will make you

feel tall.

virgO • Au(.. 23-Sept. 22

Try your Ix'st. It's all you can do.

libra • sipt. 2.}-orT. 22

Careful of holes in your pockets. You'll

loose money.

Scorpio • (>T. 21-Nov. 21

Watch out for sniper photographers..

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Df( . 21

Does your nK)ther know you speak like

that?

Capricorn • dk. 22-ian. 19

It ti'els hotter when you're standing iti the

spotlight.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\I'\KIMI\T K)R SM( M>10 FOR SAir

1 bedroom available

in 2 bedroom apart-

ment in Sunderland.

On bu.s route

$450/month. Cats

allowed 11/1413-478-

9175

One bedroom, near

UMass Amherst

Center Bus. 2 Large

Rooms, low heat cost,

$575 per month. 586-

0746

M I() lOK SAIE

Purchasing a used car.'

Having your car

repaired.' I\iyou

know your legal

rights? Qmtact the

Student Legal

Services Office, 922

Campus Center, 545-

1995

1991 Toyota Camry

Wagon AC/Power

I7,(XX) miles, reliable.

$2500 549-4060

$500!!! Can; from

$5TOI!! Police

Impouiitis for listings.

1-81X^-519-^323

ext4554

( OMPDTFRS

Quicksilver

C'omputing Computer

help Vims removal

Wehl\'sign$15/hr

548-6847 Ask for T.J.

1998 Volvo V70

AWn Wagon TurKi

Auto 1 W,0W Miles

Loaded $10,aX)/OBO

25V0733

1994 Volkswagon

Jetta, 160K, includes 4

snow tires, $2,LW/

OBO Julie 25 3-4240

93 Pontiac Bt)nneville

SPN All Power Must

Sell $1500 B/O 253-

5537

( MIIIX AKt

Niuiny Wanted Part-

time to care for 1 yr.

Old triplets 1 to 3

days a week. In

BelchertownCall413-

323-9218 or 4 13-272-

6267

Pentium Liiptop

$99.a^ Pentium

IVsktop $49.00 We
fix Laptops, Desktops/

PCJ's guaranteed 584-

8857

f MI'l()VMr\I

Sales Assistant for

C( nisulting/stiftware

finn. Telephone tele-

marketing. Economics

a plus. Please send

cover letter and

resume to Frederick

Treyz at Regional

Economic Mtxiels,

Inc., 433 West Street,

Amherst, MA 01002

or fax 413-549-1038

or email

resumes@remi.com.

FMPIOYMENT

Movie Extras/Mcxlels

needed. No exp.

required, eam up to

$500-1000 a day. 1-

888-820-0167 ext.

U150

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. Local

positions. 1-800-293-

3985 ext 516

! Bartending!$

$250/day potential No
experience Nesc

Training provided. 1
-

800-965-6520 ext 162

fOR SAI r

Win FREE ILLIG

FASHION
WWW.ILLIC.COM
Enter to win $100

worth of Free ILLIC

Fashion! The ciK>lest

clothes on the planet.

WIN FREE ILLIC

FASHION
WWW.ILLIC.cr>M

FOR SALE

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHP
MySQL, Perl and

more. www.jagflv.com
or(413)253-W51.

INSFRDf TION

University Bartending

Clas.ses Start Sixjn 1
-

800-U-CAN-MlX

Call now for informa-

tion!!! Space is

Limited www.univer-

sitybartending.com

SFRVIfES

Pet-Sitter available

days nights ik week-

ends. l^)g walking. 9

years experience. Call

Gina 253-0619

Pregnant.' Need

help? Call Birthright

of Amherst area for

free testing and assis-

tance. 549-1906

SERVICES

All Digital

Prtxluctions Pro

Viileography for

Wedding's, Bar

Mitzvahs, CJoinmer-

ciaK 508) 221-8223

sweeppicker@yahiK>.

com

SHEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES
Body Sugaring (wax-

ing) tor men and

women *Safe

*100% Natural

Effective 253-2322

https://!jhearhliss.

imatfe4 1 1 com

PREGNANCY
TESTING, HIV
Testing, Birth

Control, an d

Emergency

t-ontraception.

Affordable and confi-

dential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst. 548-

9992

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of

Destinations, includ-

iiiK Cruises! Fo.ini

Parties, Free l\inks

and C'lub Admissions.

Rep Positions and

FREE tnps Available.

l-8ai-2 3 1-4386

www.EpicureanTours.c

oni

A "Reality" vSprin^;

Break 2004's Hottest

Prices F3iH)k now ..

Free Trips, Meals iSi

Parties www.sun-

splashtours.com or

1800-426 7710

ASPRINCiBREAK
ER NEEDED 2004's

Hottest Destinations

iSi Parties 2 tree trips /

hij,'h commissions

15w

sunsplashtoiirs.com

1800-426-7710

TUTOR

Math/Physics Tutor

$30/Hrpliistmvel

C:alll>, K'linc4i3

552-3805

WANTED

Weekend CiHik: I>i

prcp.ire iiieals on S.it

6i Sun tvtween 10-5.

Please' Call 549-6202

tor more intoniiatioii.

Rent us \oiir carsl

Participate in listcn-

mii experiments

$7.00/lioiir call 545-

6837 Leave Message

Reach
thousands of

potential

customers!

Advertise in the

Massachusetts

Daily Collegian

Marketplace!

Visit the Campus
Center Basement
or call 545-3500

today!
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To egin, a win
First game a

success for

Minutemen
By Andrew Merritt

CoLLEiiiAN Staff

It wasn't a perfect night for the

Massachusetts hockey team, on or off

the ice, but six goals — including ttjree

from defensemen — gave UMass the

win in its first game of the season, 6-3

over Connecticut in front of 5,379 at

the Mullins Center.

Tim Vitek's goal at 3:17 of the sec-

ond period solidified the Minutemen 's

victory. and

UConn 3

UMass

although their

play was less

than spectacular.

and the attendance number didn't hit

the targeted 8,000 they were hoping to

have for the first official game of the

2003-04 season, it was enough to beat a

young Husky squad that lists no less

than 1 5 freshmen on its roster.

Vitek was johnny-on-the-Spot when

a loose rebound slid in front of him

3:37 into the second period. The junior

from Dresden, Ont. quickly collected

the loose change for his first goal of the

season, making it 4- 1 — enough for the

Minutemen (1-0) to handle the Huskies

(0-1).

"We're happy to get the season start-

ed," UMass coach Don Cahoon said.

"You get into these situations of trying

to play a game literally nine or 10 days

after you begin, and you're not sure

what you're going to get. It's nice to see

a couple of guys like Timmy Vitek and

(junior I |osh [Hanson] come in and

chip in goals in game one, seeing where

our goals are going to come from, it's

nice to see people finishing. It gets us

off and running, and hopefully it gives

us a sense of what we need to do to get

up to speed in our own league and play

successfully."

Hanson was the top goal-scorer of

the evening with two. one just under a

minute before Vitek's clincher, and

another midway through the third peri-

od.

Connecticut looked impressive early

on, and although UMass eventually

took control and momentum away from

the Huskies, the young squad showed

promise.

"I think we showed a lot of energy

and excitement in the first ten minutes

of that hockey game," UConn coach

Bruce Marshall said, "we were moving

the puck pretty well, being so young we

Continued on page 6

Crowd is

small but

spirited
By Matt Stewart
QjLLEoiAN Staff

Thomas Pock is mobbed by teammates after scoring a goal 11:57 into the first

towards a 6-3 win over Connecticut to open up the season. Tim Vitek scored

period of last night's game, jumpstarting the Minutemen

the game-winner at 3:17 of the second period.

Last night was the highly antic-

ipated "Operation 8K" game. For

weeks, UMass hockey fans have

been counting down the minutes

for the inaugural face-off of the

2003-04 Season.

But then. Operation 8K faced a

major roadblock. The beloved

Boston Red Sox were also playing

Game 2 of the American League

Champk}nship Series last night.

This understandably put a damper

on Operation 8K night, but a

group of 5,374 diehard UMass

fans sacrificed the beginning

innings of the ball game to witness

"The Next Revolution" in action.

The anxiety level climaxed as

the clock tkked past 6:30, as the

fans now realized that the wait was

almost over. The lights were

dimmed and the Mullins Center

energy began to buiU. Finally, the

wait was over, and the place erupt-

ed. Spotlights scanned the crowd

creating a wave of excitement,

which was coupled by the rapid

flashing of strobe lights to jolt the

mayhem.
Suddenly, Seth Gerard, the eve-

niung's PA announcer shouted out

the words: "Here comes the Mass

Attack", music to the UMass fans'

ears. The Minutemen stormed out

of the locker-room and onto the

ice. Leading the Maroon and

White out of the gates was sopho-

more goalie Gabe Winer. With

techno music blaring, the

Minutemen let the fans know that

they were ready to play. Not only

that, they had a new look to go

with the new season

The new UMass marks brought

with them new uniforms for many

teams, and hockey was no excep-

tion. The Minutemen featured a

black shirt with the word

"Massachu-setts" written across the

front, along with the school's

Maroon color on the shorts. This

new attire brought another ele-

ment of excitement to (he game.

The cheers of the crowd halted

swiftly when the visiting UConn
Huskies stepped on the ice.

Then came time for the starting

lineups, where the Huskies were

OHitinued on page 6

Yanks prove mettle
Pettitte leads N.Y. to victory

By RONALD BLUM
Ass(xiATEn Press

NEW YORK (AP) — Andy Pettitte and Nick

Johnson showed the Boston Red Sox the grit that

makes the New York Yankees so tough in

October.

Pettitte fought off early struggles to hold

down Boston's bashing batters, and the slumping

lohnson hit a go-ahead, two-run homer that pow-

ered New York to a 6-2 victory Thursday night

and tied the AL championship series.

Seven of Boston's first

OaA Qnv 7 "'"c batters reached base.
'^^" ^"^ — but the Red Sox failed to

Yankees 6 score after loading the

bases in the first and got

only one run in the opening two innings despite

having six hits.

New York, coming off a 5-2 loss in the open-

er, went ahead on Johnson's two-run homer in

the second off Derek Lowe and opened a 4-1

lead by the fifth.

Pettitte made it stand up, tying Greg Maddux

for second with his 12th postseason win. one

behind lohn Smoltz.

lose Contreras pitched 1 1-3 innings and

Mariano Rivera got the final three outs, combin-

ing with Pettitte to hold the Red Sox to four hits

over the final seven innings, lorge Posada added

breathing room with a two-run double in the

seventh off Scott Sauerbeck and fans serenaded

Boston with chants of " 1 9 1
8" during the ninth, a

reminder of how long it's been since the Red Sox

last won the World Series.

The best-of-seven series resumes Saturday in

Fenway Park, where former Red Sox great Roger

Clemens pitches in Boston for the final time,

opposed by current Red Sox ace Pedro Martinez.

Pettitte has often been the Yankees' October sav-

ior, called on to pick up his team when their

postseason push was on the verge of spinning

out of control. After New York lost the first-

round opener to Minnesota, the 31 -year-old left-

hander pitched them to victory in Game 2. start-

ing a run of three straight wins that put the

Yankees back in the Al.CS after a one-year

absence.

He struggled mightily at the start against

Boston, falling behind in the count to five of his

first six batters. Gabe Kapler singled leading off

but was caught stealing by Posada as Bill Mueller

struck out. Boston then loaded the bases on sin-

gles by Nomar Garciappara and Manny Ramirez

(his fifth straight hit), and a walk to David

Ortiz. But Pettitte got out of trouble when Kevin

Millar popped out.

lason Varitek doubled leading off (he second,

and scored on singles by Tro( Nixon and Damian

lackson. but Kapler bounced into a double play

and Mueller grounded out. That sorted a run in

which Pettitte retired 10 of 11 batters, challeiig-

ing and beating the bes( offense in (he major

leagues with high fastballs and cutters (ha(

moved across (he outside corner.

Pettitte. starting on six days' rest, came out

after 118 pitches, allowing two runs and nine

hits over 6 2-3 innings. Contreras relieved with a

runner on first and got Garciaparra (o pop out

on his first pitch.

When Boston lost out to the Yankees in the

bidding for Contreras in December. Red Sox

president Larry Lucchino called New York (he

"Evil Empire." causing a new round of Nor(heast

sniping between the rivals.

lohnson, meanwhile, woke up a New York

offense that was flustered a night earlier by Tim

Wakefield's knuckleballs. After Posada walked

leading off the second and Hideki Matsui hit into

a forceout. lohnson hit a long drive over the

right-field wall. lohnson had been in a l-for-35

slump dating to the regular season, which

included a I -for- 16 (.063) skid in the playoffs.

He also had been 2 for- 1 4 against Lowe, whose

relief performance at Oakland on Monday night

preserved a lead and got Boston to the ALCS.

Bernie Williams had an RBI single for the

Yankees in (he third, (hen hi( a double in the fif(h

and scored on a single by Matsui for a 4-1 lead.

Varitek hit a solo homer for Boston in the sixth.

Weekend Schedule
Friday, Oct. 3

Sport

Men's Soccer
Women's Soccer

Men's Cross Country

Women's Cross Country

Field Hockey

Sport

Football

Men's Ice Hockey

Sport

Men's Soccer

Women's Soccer

Field Hockey

Opp./Event

at Xavier

Xavier

at New Englands

at New Enalands
Temple

Opp./Eveiit

at William & Mary
at UMass-Lowel

Opp./Event

at Dayton
Dayton

St. Josephs

Time

7 p.m.

3 p.m.

12 p.m.

12 p.m.

5 p.m.

Time

1 p.m.
7 p.m.

Time

1 p.m.

1 p.m.

12 p.m.
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UMass to alter admissions policy
By Perron Salniker

CoLLEciiAN Staff

Based on a United States Supreme

Court ruling in |une, the University of

Massachusetts decided last month to

abolish the system of awarding points

to applicants based on race.

Last summer, the U.S. Supreme

Court ruled that the University of

Michigan's undergraduate admissions

process did not properly review all of

the qualities applicants would con-

tribute to the diversity of the student

body. The University's point system

was said to give more weight to an

applicant's race than to certain meas-

ures of academic performance.

"What the Court said is that it is

up to the institution if it wants to con-

sider race in when looking at appli-

cants." Vice Chancellor of Student

Affairs Michael Gargano said. "But if

they are going to. admission cannot

be based solely on race or ethnicity."

Previously at UMass, applicants

were reviewed through a point sys-

tem. In addidon (o their ability to

bring diversity to the student body,

applicants were assigned points for

high school grade point average, for

Massachusetts residency and for vari-

ous achievements and honors. Points

were also awarded to applicants for

being international students and for

being the first generation in the fami-

ly to attend college.

Although UMass will continue to

consider a student's minority status

when deciding on admission, the

University will no longer continue to

award points to a student for any of

these categories, including race.

Gargano said that based on the

Supreme Court ruling, (here yvill be

no poin(s; (herefore, admissions will

(ake a more holistic approach.

"It's a work in progress. We will

use race as just one of the considera-

tions. We will do a more comprehen-

sive review of each student applica-

tion," Gargano said.

Gargano expressed that having a

diverse student body covers more

than looking at race and ethnicity. He
expressed that many factors go into

making the student body diverse,

including looking at socio-economic

geography factors, sexual orientation

and gender. In addition, paying atten-

tion to students with learning disor-

ders and to international students is

necessary. Gargano mentioned that

putting a greater weight on all of

these factors is important.

"1 personally am not a fan of the

point system." Gargano said.

Gargano said that fewer students

are filling out the section that asks for

race on the UMass application for

admission; he said that most students'

do not see themselves fitting into any

of those categories.

"Most students want their admis-

sion to be based on their own merits,"

Gargano said. "They don't define

themselves in terms of those cate-

gories. They want to know that they

did on their own."

When predicting the outcome of

the new policy, Gargano said he does-

n't think the number of minority stu-

dents applying and being accepted

will decrease.

"I think for those universities that

don't include race in the admission

process, their numbers will drop," he

said.

Numerous universities across the

country are reviewing admission poli-

cy changes regarding race, including

the University of Georgia, the

University of Washington and the

University of California. Earlier this

month, Ohio State University adopt

ed a similar policy to UMass*.

Unlike UMass, however. Ohio

State University will change its

undergraduate application, adding

four essay questions in an effort to

take a closer look at prospective stu-

dents.

Gargano said he believes that right

now, the UMass student body reflects

the state demographic, but he hopes

to strategically move along to have

the student body be reflective of the

national demographic.

Michael Gargano, vice chancellor for student affairs and campus life

create an admissions policy that will more accurately depict diversity in
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society.

U.S. on hunt for Baghdad bombers Microbe generates electricity

from sugar energy source
By Dan O'Brien

CoLLECilAN StaKF

Iraqis are evacuated out of a building after a suicide atucker slammed an explosives-rigged car into a

barrier outside the Baghdad hotel in the Iraqi capital on Sunday.

By Tarek Al-issawi

AssociATEn Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — The

American administrator in Iraq

vowed to hunt down those

responsible for a car bomb attack

that shook central Baghdad,

killing at least six bystanders and

wounding dozens of others.

Sunday's attack outside the

Baghdad Hotel was the seventh

fatal vehicle bombing in Iraq

since early August. The bomb-

ings have killed more than 140

people.

"We will work with the Iraqi

police (o find (hose responsible

and bring them to justice." Iraq's

U.S. civilian administrator, L.

Paul Bremer, said after Sunday's

bombing. So far. none of the

planners of the previous bomb-

ings has been found.

Two cars exploded nearly

simultaneously, but military

spokesman Lt. Col. George Krivo

said yesterday it was unclear

whether the second car was part

of the a((ack or if i(s fuel tank

had been igni(ed by (he first

blast.

The Pentagon said gunfire

from Iraqi guards and U.S. per-

sonnel aborted the plan (o hi( the

hotel, home to officials of the
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U.S. -led occupation authority

here and reportedly some mem-
bers of Iraq's interim Governing

Council.

At least one guard was report-

ed among the six bystanders

dead; the two drivers also were

presumed killed, but was not

clear if one or both were suicide

attackers. One member of the 25-

seat Governing Council.

Mouwafak al-Rabii. (old Al-

lazeera satellite television he suf-

fered a slight hand injury.

The lunchtime attack sent ter-

ror-stricken Iraqis fleeing up
Saadoun Avenue, over broken

window glass from banks, restau-

rants and shops and past (he

bloodied bodies of injured.

American helicopters and com-

bat vehicles converged on the

chaotic scene as black smoke

from burning cars billowed over

the central city.

The six victims and 32 injured

reported a( al-Kindi Hospi(al

were all Iraqis, authorities said.

The U.S. military said three

Americans were slightly injured.

Along Saadoun Avenue, feelings

ran high agains( the Americans

and their inability to stop the

bombings. As rubble burned, a

crowd chanted slogans calling

the U.S. -led regime a failure.

The military said yesterday

that two U.S. soldiers were killed

and three wounded in two inci-

dents in northern Iraq.

One soldier was killed and

two were wounded in a rcKket-

propelled grenade attack Monday

during a patrol in Saddam
Hussein's hometown of Tikrit.

A U.S. soldier was killed and a

second was slightly wounded in

when their vehicle struck a land

mine Sunday night in Beiji. 120

miles north of Baghdad, (he mili-

tary said.

The deaths brought to 96 the

number of U.S. soldiers known

to have been killed in hostile

action since May 1. when

President Bush declared major

combat over

An explosion on the outskirts

of the southern city of Basra

slightly injured a British soldier

yesterday, the British military

said, but it gave no details. Basra

residents said the explosion

occurred as the soldier's vehicle

was passing a gasoline station.

On Sunday, two U.S. military

police were slightly injured in a

blast, apparently from a roadside

bomb, just outside the main U.S.

Army base in Tikrit, 120 miles

north of Baghdad. Another sol-

dier was wounded when his con-

voy came under small-arms and

grenade attack 60 miles south of

the northern city of Kirkuk.

In other developments:

Hundreds of thousands of

Shiite Muslim pilgrims conclud-

ed a weekend of religious cele-

bration in the holy city of

Karbala, south of Baghdad. The

festival was peaceful despite a

fiery Friday sention by hard-line

cleric Muqtada al-Sadr. who
railed against the U.S. occupa-

tion and announced formation of

his own Islamic "government."

Members of a visiting U.S.

congressional delegation

expressed American determina-

tion to stick it out in Iraq. "We

are here to stay until these people

are ready to take over." said Rep.

H. lames Saxton. R-N.l.. refer-

ring to members of Iraqi security

forces with whom the delegation

met.

The heavily guarded Baghdad

Hotel sits at the fool of a short

side street running from Saadoun

Avenue. A tall wall of concrete

guards the intersection where the

street meets the avenue. Bremer's

Coalition Provisional Authority

said some of its staff and contrac-

tors reside in the hotel, and for

weeks it was rumored to be home
to CIA staff, although the U.S.

intelligence agency denied

Sunday it was its headquarters.

Witnesses .said (wo cars sped

(oward (he intersection, one

going up the wrong lane on

Saadoun, a two-way road, and

suddenly veered behind the barn

er. toward the hotel.

Professor Derek Lovley of the

University of Massachusetts

Microbiology Department and

postdoctoral researcher Swades

Chaudhuri have discovered a

microorganism that is capable of

long-term electricity production,

which could be an alternative

source of energy in the near future.

The organism, Rhodoferax fer-

rireducens, is able lo transfer eltx-

trons directly to an electrode as it

metabolizes sugar into electricity.

Tlie electricity is produced by put-

ting a wire between a microbe and

an oxygen cell. This process col-

lects the electron flow that other-

wise would go directly to oxygen.

The application of ihis new

energy source is still in its begin-

ning stages. However, scientists

have ideas concerning how the

microorganism could be used to

generate power. One idea is a

tracking device for the govern-

ment, explained Professor l.ovel>.

"It might be applied for some-

thing like a monitoring device for

the Department of Defense, or

possibly as an underwater (racking

device, because it would be a lot

easier to harvest the energy from

that environment."

The researchers made their dis-

covery by placing a bacteria and

sugar with a graphite electrode in a

cl^ed glass container When the

bacteria began to eat the sugar, it

came into contact with the elec-

trode and began depositing elec-

trons onto it.

When Lovley and Chaudhuri

connected the electrode lo another

electrode exposed lo the air, an

electrical current began lo (low.

Lovley aLso explained why there

has been interest that considers

using the microbes to generate

electricity from sugar as an alterna-

tive to fossil fuels.

"There's been a lot of interest in

microbial fuel cells trying to con-

vert sugar ink) ckvtricily." Lovley

siiid. "But in ihe pasi. they've con-

verted 10 peircnl or less of the

available electrons, and we're up lo

over 80 peiveni."

The project bi.'gan two years

ago and was supported by the

Office of Naval Research and the

Defense .Advanced Research

Projtxts .Agency, as well as the US.

Department of Energy.

Lovley explained that such

attempts have been made belore;

however, the experiments resulted

in little success. He said that previ-

ous experiments have required an

electron shuttle between the sugar

and oxygen. Unlorlunalely. this

po.ses a (x)teniially toxic situation

for humans.

"People have done it without an

[electron shuttle) before, but their

recovery of energy was less than

one percent."

The discovery by L>ovley and

Chaudhuri is receiving a good

amount of press. The researchers

have been interviewed by the

Hoston Globe. The New 'I'ork

Times and Science magazine.

Most notably, their findings have

appeared in the October issue of

Nature Biotechnology.

The first step of this project has

been consideatl a success: howev-

er, Lovley said it might be some

time before the energy source can

tx' used commercialK.

"There are still issues with gel-

ting a high enough voltage and

converting the sugar lo cicvtricily

fast enough." he said. "Although

the process is highly efficient, it is

slow. And as the process is right

now. we're noi talking about a lot

ol power lis harlcy enough lo run

a calculator"

Although this new finding can-

not be used lo power up your

lawnmower or cell phone today,

much progress has Ix'cn made in

the area of microbiological fuel

cells.

"1 don't want to give the

impression that it's Back lo the

Future.' where we stuff a banana in

the engine and go. but it's a pretty

giKxJ leap from where microbial

fuel cells were before," Lovley said.

Crouch, hold, engage!

Paul Sousa "Junior" of the Massachusetts Rugby FiHitball Club ennagcs in a scrum durin); the last

home game of the season. The team defeated Boston University and is now tied for f^rst in the Green

League.
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Woman reports assault by boyfriend

Offensive graffiti found in Coolidge Tower lounge

police log
compiled by Tom Coyle

Saturday, Oct. 4
i 2:48 a.m. A caller reported a light among

eight to 10 people underneath the over-

hang at Mackimmie Hall. The responding

officer reported that the light broken up

and all was quiet.

1:26 a.m. An officer checking Southwest

parking lots reported an individual

involved in an assault and battery in Lot

22. Christopher DiDonato. 19. of 3

Nelson Rd.. Burlington, Mass., was arrest-

ed for disorderly conduct.

2:50 a.m. An officer reported a couple of

subjects running toward Health Services

carrying a sign. The officer reported find-

ing a subject meeting the suspect's

description. Subhash Patel, 20, of 9 Dale

St.. Wobum, Mass.. was arrested for mis-

demeanor larceny.

10:59 a.m. A report was received of a

missing 10-year-old girl at the Campus

Center Hotel. Amherst Police were

advised. Her father called back to report

that she had returned to the hotel and

been reunited with her parents.

12:28 p.m. A party reported that someone

had broken into his car in Lot 22 and had

taken electronic components for his vehi-

cle's performance.

8:19 p.m. A resident assistant in

Washington Tower reported a round robin

on the 1 5th floor involving 50 people. The

responding officer reported that a small

amount of alcohol was dumped.

Sunday, Oct. 5
1 2:42 p.m. A report was received of offen-

sive graffiti in the 5th floor lounge of

Coolidge Tower.

1 2:42 p.m. A caller reported that his car

was damaged in the riots when another

car was flipped onto it. He reported being

able to grab the I.D. of the person respon

sible.

2:02 p.m. A laptop computer valued at

$2,100 was reported stolen from

Coolidge Tower. Michael Kelly, 21, of 46

Elmwood St., Somerville, Mass., was

arrested for breaking and entering in the

daytime to commit a felony, felony larce-

ny and possession of a Class A substance.

5:52 p.m. A party in Washington Tower

reported receiving several annoying

phone calls. She was advised of her

options for changing her number and was

advised to have no further conversation

with the perpetrators.

9:1 fa p.m. A caller in .Melville Hall report-

ed an ongoing problem with another resi-

dent regarding drugs. The responding offi-

cer reported being able to detect an odor.

but there was no answer at the door.

Monday, Oct. 6
12:24 a.m. A distress call was received

regarding .several individuals stuck on the

17th floor in the No. 2 elevator at

Washington Tower Housing Services was

advised and was reported to be en route.

2:50 a.m. A caller at the Agricultural

Engineering Building reported being

assaulted by her boyfriend. Amherst Fire

Department was notified and the Amherst

Police captured the suspect, lorge

Quinonez, 50, of 111 Meadow St..

Amherst. Mass., was arrested for assault

and battery and threatening to commit a

crime.

8:40 a.m. A caller reported an accident

involving a state vehicle hitting Munson

Anne.x. The responding officer reported

that the vehicle was extremely close to the

building but had not struck it.

2:52 p.m. UMPD served two warrants in

Washington Tower. Alexander Hamilton,

18, of 227 Middle St., West Newbury,

Mass., and Derek Kuykendall. 19. of 15b

Oakridge Dr.. Ayer, Mass., were arrested

on warrants.

5:55 p.m. UMPD served a warrant in

Patterson Hall. Michael Heilner. 18, of 1

Essex St.. Littleton, Mass., was arrested

for warrants. The Dean of Students was

infomied.

kicking field goals against Coolidge Tower

Tlie officer reported ihiit the individuals

had left when asked

1 1 :55 p.m. A resident assistant reported a

group of 200 people gathering in the

Orchard Hill Bowl. A second cull reported

that the subjects were getting naked and

heading to Southwest.

Tuesday, Oci. 7

12:27 a.m. A subject |uiiiped off the over-

hang at Berkshire Dining Hall and injured

his leg. An Amherst lire Department

ambulance was on scene to transport the

subject to Cooley Dickinson Hospital.

9:16 a.m. Officers arrested a subject at a

traffic stop on Commonwealth Ave.

David Brown of 524 Groton St.,

Dunstable, Mass., was arrested for unlaw-

ful possession of fireworks.

10:09 a.m. Three breaking and enterings

were discovered in Lot 15. The first vehi-

cle had a broken vent window and 50

compact discs taken; the second vehicle

had a smashed vent window; and the third

vehicle had a broken door with a lock that

appeared to have been drilled out. Police

are investigating.

1 :07 p.m. A caller reported that her gray

Huffy bicycle had been stolen from out-

side Prince Hall.

1:27 p.m. A caller in |ohn Quincy Adams
Tower reported that his laptop computer

had been stolen during the fire alarm the

previous evening: a report was taken.

4:19 p.m. An anatomical model was

reported stolen from the University

Health Center

5:08 p.m. $150 worth of books were

reported stolen from the Textbook Annex.

5:56 p.m. A party reported that his room-

mate was having a .seizure in Gorman

Hall. The party was transported to Cooley

Dickinson Hospital. Police summonsed

Asher Gumbiner. 20. of 10155 E. Lake

Dr. Englewood. Co., for possession of a

false/stolen license and being a minor in

possession of alcohol.

Wednesday, Oct. 8
10:52 a.m. A party reported thai her vehi-

cle was damaged in Lot 65 during a dis-

turbance Monday night; a report was

taken.

cle damage in Lot 11. Ihe passenger side

window was broken, the stereo was

removed and the dashboard sustained

substantial damage.

Thursday, Oci. 9
I2:1U a.m. A parly reported finding a

blue Samsung cell phone in Goessmann

laboratory.

10:54 a.m. Parking Services requested

an officer's opinion on whether or not a

vehicle had rolled into or had struck a

car The owner agreed to pay for the

minor damage caused in the accident.

5:17 p.m. A toaster was reported stolen

from Berkshire Dining Hall.

6:24 p.m. David Beauvais, 55. 725

Federal St., Belchertown, Mass., was

arrested for trespassing at Totman Gym.

5:22 p.m. Officers spoke with subjects 5:28 p.m. A subject filed a report of vehi-

Friday, Oci. 10
12:12 a.m. An officer reported checking

on a subject in |ohn Ouincy Adams
Tower who may have been in possession

of fireworks. The officer stated that the

subject had two cans of pepper spray,

has been trespassed and has surrendered

his firearms identification card.

1:12 a.m. An officer reported checking

on a subject sleeping in his car in the

area near Alumni Stadium, formerly

known as "The Maze " The officer stated

that the subject had fallen asleep while

reading.

2:05 a.m. An officer reported a subject

using a megaphone near the Southwest

Pyramids. The officer stated that

megaphone had been confiscated.

2:06 a.m. A cadet stated thai there was a

fight about to start involving 10 to 12

subjects in Lot 11. Officers reported that

there was no physical violence involved

and they arrested Christopher Donadio

20, of 182 420 East St.. Weymouth,

Mass., and David Woolen, 20, of 182

Pond St.. South Weymouth. Mass.. for

being minors in possession of alcohol.

Woolen was also charged with posses-

sion of an open container of alcohol in a

motor vehicle.

2:59 a.m. A resident assistant reported

an unruly, intoxicated individual who
refused to leave Van Meter Hall. William

Odamtten. 26. of I Woodward St..

Worcester, Mass., was arrested for

assault and battery.
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If you are spotted wearing UMASS gear

the week before homecoming (Oct 14-17)

you'll be entered to
- a Drew Bledsoe autographed football mr'

- Celtics tickets, Bruins tickets ^fr | a

- 2 Airline tickets to anywhere in the continental US
some restriction dates apply

"... and more

^e^

»^\*^

w

For a schedule of Homecoming events visit

http;//www.unnassalumnl.com/lgnite/lndexhtm

Campus Activities

Homecoming Steering Committee
umasshomecoming@Yahioo.com
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Liberal learning: where

higher education falls
While sitting in a seat in a typical lecturt hall

college class, more than half the class will prob-

ably refuse to participate. The 50-minute period

will consist of a somewhat interactive lecture

while we scribble our notes, and then the day

ends. In a week or so, we sit down for an hour

and regurgitate the information with a series of

multiple-choice bubbles for an exam. This is the

process most universities call learning.

More now than ever, students are jumping

into the job market with a diploma, a plethora of

memorized facts, and not much else. According

to a national report, "Greater Expectations: A

New Vision for Learning as a Nation Goes to

College," our generation of college graduates

appears in the job force lacking analyzation. crit-

ical thinking and problem solving skills.

The blame is boiling down to the institutions

of higher education. If a university is draining

our life's savings in order to hand us a degree, we

would assume we are gaining all the bonuses of

a high priced education. This is not always the

case. We must question the validity of a class

that asks us to memorize and recite an entire

textbook, without requiring much forethought

or afterthought, for that matter This image

seems to mirror a high percentage of college

courses today.

A movement sparked 30 years ago by a phi-

losophy professor named |ohn Dewey first began

to reintroduce critical thinking into the class-

room. The movement encourages students to

dispel their usual reliance on notes, textbooks

and test-based curricula. Rather, education is

emphasized by group work, analyzing and

hypothesizing on different topics. This process is

known as "liberal learning."

Hands-on work is generally more memorable,

and leaves a much deeper impact than any text-

book memorization could have. In order to pro-

duce these results, professors often believe that

smaller class ratios are necessary, a standard that

major universities, such as the University of

Massachusetts, may find hard to uphold.

The purpose of our time spent at UMass is

not to cram our over-stimulated minds with

more facts. Perhaps the real point of higher edu-

cation is to train our minds to become better

learners, philosophers and analysts. To be able to

take infoniiation, process and represent in our

own finished product is proof of true under-

standing and knowledge.

Patricia King hits been conducting experi-

ments on students at the University of Michigan

for 25 years in educational psychology. "They're

making what we call quasi- reflective judg-

ments," she said. "Even four years of college only

brings traditional-age college students to a very

low level of critical thinking and judgment."

While competent and well-educated adults

are needed for the workforce today, a generation

of unreasoning machines will be the demise of

the philosophical and reasoning world.

Unfortunately, critical thinking is not inherited,

it can only be taught.

As students at UMass, we have witnessed the

devastating effects of the budget cuts on our

classes, faculty and the quality of our education.

It is obvious that lawmakers are not going to

take responsibility for our education. With the

dwindling numbers of UMass faculty, our profes-

sors may not have the funds or means to provide

us with an education that encourages us to rea-

son and analysis, rather than recycle textbook

quotes to satisfy a general education require-

ment.

If we find that this university cannot provide

a critical thought environment, we must pride

ourselves enough to raise our hand in the class of

250 snoozing law students and explain why the

Crucible demonstrates the demise of theocracy.

We. the students of UMa.ss. must take an active

stand for our own education.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the UMass Daily Collegian Board of

Editors.

Info for this editorial was used from

wwwxhristiansciencemonitor.com.

Selling out your securitv

Oan Cole

Despite the overwhelming lib-

eral sentiment on this campus. I

like to believe that I'm not the only

one whom these stories of illegal

aliens committing fek>r\ies when

they shouldn't be in the country in

the first place irritate.

The latest such reported inci-

dent came out of Miami a few

weeks ago. A Honduran

man named Reynaldo

Rapalo was arrested and

charged with raping

seven women and with sexual

assault on a 1 0-year girl. The heart-

warming part of this story is that,

despite three prior arrests, the

Immigration and Naturalization

Service did not detain him. and he

has a valid Florida driver's license.

Right now there are close to 8

million people in this country who

shouldn't be, and President Bush

hasn't done anything about it.

Neither dki President Clinton. The

right pressures with promises of

cheap labor, and the left and ethnic

interest groups pressure with the

race card.

As someone who works in

restaurants. I've had the experience

of working with some of these peo-

ple, and most of them are honest

people just trying to make their

lives better. However, the federal

government is constitutionally

bound to protect our borders and

enforce naturalization laws. They

will not do that of course. Right

now. the Internal Revenue Service

is pmviding 6 million illegals with

taxpayer IDs so that employers can

deduct taxes, but they are refusing

to hand over those names to

Homeland Security.

lx)cal governments in the fol-

lowing cities arc instructing their

employees to not report

illegal aliens to the Federal

Government: San
~~~" Francisco: Los Angeles;

New York City: Portland, Maine:

Oregon: Seattle: Denver: and

Chicago. The feds and states cur-

rently supply welfare checks to

200,000 families that are here ille-

gally. The stale of California spends

about $5 million a year in provid-

ing services for illegal aliens. Say

hello to the recall election and Gray

Davis pandering to the illegals.

The legislature in Texas gives

health care to undocumented

aliens. So many Americans are

uninsured, and yet people who
aren't supposed to be here gel free

health care. Rep. Luis Gutierrez

(D-lll.) and a number of special

interest groups are supporting a

bill that proposes general amnesty

to millions of illegal immigrdnts in

the United States.

My one-time home. Arizona,

has an initiative on the ballot that

would stop funding to illegal aliens,

and as of right now. over 70 per-

cent of the state is in favor

However, the governor and

Senators McCain and Kyi are not

in favor

Even the most hopeless idealist

can tell that the federal government

has no intention of enforeing immi-

gration laws. God forbid you put

up with the left calling you a racist

or the right telling you you're hurt-

ing business. Yet government offi-

cials act as if there is .something

wrong with putting ixjpes on the

border. All over the world, if you

want to cross borders you have to

pass by heavily armed gentlemen.

How many people will try to come

over if they are' looking at a soldier

with an Ml 6?

Of course, the left has no solu-

tion. If any of them get elected they

won't do anything: they don't even

talk about having a plan. Howard

Dean especially could care less

about being here illegally, as long as

you have a job. General Wesley

Clark is a shell for the Clintons, so

we all know where he stands. I

don't know about you, but I cer-

tainly don't have any hope that our

government is going to see any

change its policies.

Information from xi'ww.boston-

globe.com. liM-w.foxnews.com and

www.fairus.org was used in this

editorial.

Daniel Cote is a Collepan

columnist.

Letter to the Editor
America's REAL proUem

To the Editor

As I picked up the Collegian on Oct

9, 1 began reading, mix:h as I usually

do. Turning to the editorials, I expected

to see the normal gripes regarding

rioting students and whatnot. Imagine

my surprise, when I got to Jim Nee's

piece: "Four things you cani say at

UMass"

His WatantJy racist opening para-

graph caught me extremely off guard.

However, the true impact of his piece

didn't really set in until the end.

Despite the fact that Jim Is clearly an

uHra-conservattve, he is a tetiible one

at that As I'm sure his heroes are Bill

O'Reilly and What's-His-Name

Scarborough (after all, he boldly

states, "... Fox News is the only semi-

consetvative network that we can rety

on to help us see the entire story ..."),

he doesn't take an extremely impor-

tant cue from them; the tact that

throughout his entire commentary, he

doesn't present us with a single fact to

back up his disgustingly misgukled

arguments. So. I've deckled to go back

through his piece, rewotk it a Wt and

go that extra mile

Anyone with a shred of common

sense wW know that hto first "argu-

menr is extremely weak on its own.

He announces, "It's a fact Wack peo-

ple are more racist than wtiites." They

are? Thafs quite a feat interviewing

the millkxis of African-Americans that

make the U.S. their home. Well, I sug-

gest Mr Nee talk to my African-

American friends. If they do hate me

because I'm white, they do a really

good job of hkting it.

Next he complains about the overt

racism he faces every day However,

he doesn't mention where the deroga-

tory remart<s corne from. Logk; says it

wouW not be in the minorities' best

interests to perpetrate hate against

the majority ... it just doesn't make

sense.

I vtrill agree that Fox News is defi-

nitely a conservative nehwortc. But

semi? I'd go as far as to say ultra-con-

servative. A recent study, showed

something different than what Jim

says; Heavy viewers are four times

more likely to hoW untrue positions

regarding the war in Iraq, compared to

media consumers who rely solely on

NPfl or PBS (both somewhat conser-

vative news sources). A sample of the

questtons, devetoped by the research

center — characterized as being

severely wrong misconceptions —
are as folk)ws:

1 .) Saddam Hussein was tlirectly

involved with Sept. 11 ; 2.) Weapons of

mass destructkxi have already been

found in Iraq; 3.) World opinion favored

U.S. military actk)n in Iraq.

Isn1 Fox News' tag line "Fair and

Balanced"? Hardly.

Next the issue of wetfare arises.

According to the U.S. Department of

Dear Conservatives: an apology to the right
. . i. J . .!.• 1. . u^^A oKr^iit u/hnt tn think

Johnny

Donaldson

iril only be a matter

of time before I, too,

am a conformist zom-

bie bowing down at

the alter of bigotry,

preiudice and good,

old-foshioned patriot-

ism.

Dear Conservatives

I want to say I'm sorry. On
behalf of all liberals, every-

where, I must apologize for

being too ignorant and arrogant

to not be a liberal. I have to con-

cede now. that you were right.

I'll cry "uncle" and say that the

Conservatives have won.

I must say. though, that being a

liberal was rewarding for a time.

I really enjoyed

the way that I could accept some-

one even if they were of a differ-

ent race, religion or — dare I

say? — sexual orientation. Being

a Liberal, I was inclined to give

almost everyone a fair shake

when it came to acceptance. I

never saw anything wrong with

being gay, or being black, or

being lewish or Islamic, for all

that matters. That's just who
people were.

But I understand now that I

was wrong. See, I never knew

that what people did in the priva-

cy of their own homes was

morally wrong. Geez, I'm kicking myself because

I feel as though 1 should have been aghast sooner.

When I found out that I should have been out-

raged by such filthy, reprehensible acts, I tried to

act as outraged as I could. Granted, I'm still a

novice at this whole conservative thing, but I'm

sure I'll be able to fathom up the right amounts of

righteous zeal in due time. It'll only be a matter of

time before I, too, am a conformist zombie bow-

ing down at the altar of bigotry, prejudice and

good, old-fashioned patriotism.

Now if only my fellow Liberals follow suit,

then we will be one big, happy, George Bush -wor-

shipping family.

As a former Liberal, I must say I am ashamed

of the antics of such stammering liberal mouth-

pieces like Al Franken and Michael Moore. How
could anyone stand the deeply self-absorbed arro-

gance of these braying liberal jerks? I mean, look

at the mouthpieces that represent the conserva-

tive side. Would you ever see someone like Bill

O'Reilly or Ann Coulter act in such a phenome-

nally shallow and narrow-minded way? Moore is

nothing but a blowhard, but, by golly, O'Reilly is

an insightful political genius.

Being a Conservative is so much easier because

I don't need to think too hard about what to think

and what to like. As a newly minted Conservative,

I am told what to think and what to like, and so

the pressure is let off me, which feels absolutely

terrific. No more enlightened thinking or expand-

ed intellectual horizons for me. I don't have to

worry about infecting myself with such dirt-laden

trash like hip-hop or rock music, or movies in

which there might be bloody violence or sex.

I don't have to worry about accepting people

for who they are. I can demonize Goths as mem-

bers of some Trenchcoat Mafia

because they dress in black and

listen to industrial. I can rail

against the idea of iparriage for

gays because being gay is evil

and wrong. And abortion? Now
I'm against it. The best way to

terminate a pregnancy is to not

get pregnant after all. It makes

life so much less complicated if I

am constantly told what is right

and what is wrong. Not thinking

for myself never felt so good.

And as for following politics ...

well, politics have never been so

simple! All I gotta do is tune in

to the Fox News Channel and I

get everything and anything I need to know right

there. 1 just click on the tube and watch a few

minutes of Bush at a press conference, and I'm

fully prepared for a day's worth of debates.

Look at the great, great, great service that El

Presidente has done for a country this year. We
got Saddam out of power! Ain't that grand! Sure,

we had to lie our way into a war and risk the lives

of our soldiers, but desperate times call for des-

perate measures. Now I say we fork over that $87

billion so we can rebuild Little America.

So, to all you Conservatives out there, I apol-

ogize. I apologize for my former life as a stupid,

ill-bred dork who truly believed in helping the

environment, avoiding war and accepting his fel-

low man. 1 was wrong. 1 admit that now. 1 was

under a fog of rebellion, too narrow-minded to

see past the lies of my hippie Liberal professors.

But now 1 am better and 1 am looking forward to

a life of making the world a more uptight place.

Now, won't all the Liberals join me in convert-

ing?

With a heart full of joy. and an eye on the

Patriot Act, yours sincerely,

lohnny Donaldson.

lohnny Donaldson is a Collegian columnist.

The aura awaiting Saturnalia

Health and Human Servk:es, overall,

welfare rates have dropped between

March '02 and March '03. The two

states with the highest percentage

increase? Idaho and Maine. California

and New Yori< actually decreased in

this period, so forget those racist

assumptions. Between 1960 and

2000, there was a slight increase in

the numbers on welfare. However, the

change was only 0.4 percent.

There is a population out there

called the working poor that conserva-

tives will have no choce but to recog-

nize. As for ttie unwed mottiers and

illegitimate children, that's clearly

aimed at African-Americans, and is

nothing more than a racial stereotype.

Ask all my childless African-American

friends, while you are questkxiing

them on their feelings toward white

people.

I hope this sen/es to show why

people like Jim Nee, with completely

unfounded biases, are what is entirely

wrong with this country Instead of

pointing an accusatory finger, we need

to recognize that we are a melting pot

of the wrarW. This is what we were

founded on, and what we remain. If

this message isnl conveyed, just real-

ize that if anyone is going to vofce

such strong opinions, please provkle

evidence to support the ideas.

Othenwise, you just \ook stupid.

Oris Canton

UMass student

In California,

the recall circus

is at an end;

and I. never

one to bet

against the stu-

pidity of the

American pop-

ulace, became a

slightly richer

man for it. In

Iraq, the circus

is becoming deadlier by the day.

and the locals are wondering

when the U.S. is going to strike its

tents and move on. In other parts

of the world, the sad saga of

Afghanistan continues. Cuba con-

tinues to be crushed by foreign

boots, China has begun blasting

itself into space and West Africa is

dealing with public disgruntle-

ment over the rise in penis snatch-

ing (seriously, no joke).

And what's going on in our

comer of the world? Why, it is

postseason baseball goddamn it.

It's a time in autumn when there is

an all too short overlap between

America's two finest sports: base-

ball and football. Need I type

more?
Waiting for the beginning of

every post.season game is excruci-

ating. They push the start time

back an hour to hype it up, and to

show you the crummy fall line-up

on FOX. When it gets within 1

5

minutes of game time, they give

you the announcers: joe Buck, and

baseball's John Madden-version of

a senile analyst, Tim MacCarver.

And for some strange reason.

Mariners' second basemen Bret

Boone is there in the box as well.

I suspiciously wonder when

Boone's contract is up with the

M's. remembering that the

Yankees arc going to need a good

second baseman next season after

they move Soriano to the outfield.

Wouldn't it be gre^t. 1 thought —
in a "hurray for all things Yankee,

George Stienbrenner" kind of way
— if the boss acquires Bret and

then he would be playing in the

same infield as his big brother

Aaron? But whether or not Bret's

appearance as an announcer is

some Yankees-sponsored PR

stunt, he does a good job of cor-

recting Tim MacCarver when he

begins to rant about how the game

was played in the "bOs.

Everyone who remotely knows

anything about baseball has a

team they're rooting for in the

ALCS. And what kind of decent,

fair-minded person doesn't want

to see the Sox win? Everyone likes

to see arrogance defeated, to

watch an Empire crumble, and to

see Goliath fall back on his heels.

The Red Sox have a history as

the underdog. Who wants to see

an insipid Yankees' win-all rerun

World Series that has caused every

respectable baseball fan to seethe

at the mouth with disgust?

But this year the Sox bandwag-

on is rolling, picking up fans and

non-fans alike, all chanting the

two-word phrase that, out of per-

sonal annoyance, I will not repeat

here.

Right now in New England,

amongst the red-orange autumn

explosion, a new page is being

written in Boston sports history.

And everyone can feel a sense of

unity in the fact that they are tak-

ing a part in it. Al my work, we

can't help but spend the day talk-

ing about it. I spend the morning

explaining to Andy, my foreman.

In the bars, I share stories with

the other sports fanatics. One guy

tells me of the time he saw Derek

Lowe stumbling drunk during his

meltdown 2001 season outside a

bar in Cleveland. I tell him the

time I met recently acquired AAA
prospect lamie Brown — he

showed me his Tommy |ohn scar,

and told me of all the great hitters

on rehab stints who had taken

him deep in his short career, as we

watched the All-Star game at

Applebee's. We talk about

Bellicheckian football, the recent

managerial moves (or lack there-

of) of Danny Ange.

But of course no conversation

is as dear to our hearts as Red Sox

memories. I talk to fans of all ages

that remember where they were

in '67, '75, '78, '86 and all the

other crucial moments in Sox his-

tory. In recent memory, we reflect

on the Brunansky catch. Big Mo
and the Indian series of the late

'90s, Pedro's reign of dominance,

and the Rocket's departure.

For Sox fans, all of these

memories are collecting like dead

wood at the bottom an unman-

aged Yellowstone forest, waiting

for that one spark of victory to

erupt into a conflagration, a

This year the Sox bandwagon is rolling,

piddng up fans and non-fans alike, all

chanting the two-word phrase that, out of

personal annoyance, I will not repeat here.

why Manny Ramirez is the best

hitter in the American League,

despite being completely aloof and

incompetent in every other aspect

of the game.

But 1 really want to continue

my argument with Paul, one of

my co-workers, as to why a feces-

throwing chimp could do a better

job managing the team than

Grady Little. But he has gone to

secure a Kubota tractor from

Hydro-seeder Shaun McNeely —
brother of the famed "Hurricane-

Peter McNeely, who became Mike

Tyson's human punching bag for

approximately 92 seconds.

chaotic Saturnalia celebration

that will turn the woHd upside

down. As Sox fans, we do not

only root for our team, but for the

chance to release our years of dis-

appointment of seasons ended too

short.

The foolish riots conducted by

student fans right now are noth-

ing but adolescent hiccups, for

what could potentially be the

greatest celebration in sports his-

tory. To those premature celebra-

tors, I say: "Patience my friends,

patience."

Robert Carey is a Collegian

columnist.
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Good times all around
GC rocks Mullins crowd

By Johnny Donaldson
Collegian Staff

It was a blessed sight when Good

Charlotte rocked the Mullins Center

Friday night.

Colorfully attired fans — young and

old — came out in force to watch as the

modem era's preeminent face of punk

took to the stage to wow the gathering

masses. And Good
Charlotte did not disap-

point, delivering an elec-

trifying performance

that kept the crowd on

its feet and jumping

around with wild aban-

don.

Good Charlotte was

the centerpiece of the

nearly four-hour-long

show, playing songs off

their self-titled debut
'~

' and their multi-platinum

follow-up, "The Young and the Hopeless."

Opening acts Something Corporate

and Mest provided solid support during

their performances. Both bands managed

to overcome the stigma that usually comes

along with opening act territory by getting

the crowd to cheer and sing along during

their slots.

But it was Good Chariotte who every-

one came to see. and the band was awe-

some. From the moment that a giant cur-

tain descended displaying a portion of the

"Young and the Hopeless" cover, with

Good

Charlotte

w/Mest and

Something

Corporate

Mullins Cenler

Ainlierst

Oci 10
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Andrew McMahan and the rest of

Something Corporate opened for GC.

strobe lights flashing overhead, you knew

that the band was going to deliver on

what it promised: a killer live show.

GC — as fans have christened the

band — txjared through an assortment of

popular songs, with the set bookended by

its two biggest hits, "The Anthem" and

"Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous." Fans

cheered when the opening notes of each

song floated through the arena, and many

a fan favorite was heard, including "Giris

and Boys," "Little Things" and

"Motivation Proclamation." They only dis-

appointed by not playing a personal

favorite, "East Coast Anthem."

The boys also have great stage pres-

ence, bantering back and forth between

songs and getting the crowd to chant.

"Yankees suck!" while extolling the

virtues of the Red Sox. (A nice way to

worm your way into the graces of the

UMass crowd.)

When lead vocalist |oel. his guitar-

slinging twin Benji, and guitarist Billy sat

down for the acoustic ballad

"Emotionless," jokes abounded at the

expense of sensitive emo-rocker Chris

Carrabba of Dashboard Confessional and

his communal sing-along shows. Of

course, many of loel's jokes were taking at

Benji's expense, too.

Good Charlotte easily won over the

crowd, welcoming those who have never

been to a GC show into "the family." And

the music was played with enough sharp

energy and professionalism to get the

crowd pogo-ing up and do\vm where they

stood.

Mest kicked off the show with a decent

gig, but one that paled in comparison to

Good Chariotte s later perfomiance. The

band sounded good, mostly playing songs

off its recent sclf-titlod album.

Unfortunately, GC also seemed sort of

static on-stage; vocalist Tony Lovato

offered a few wisecracks, but the show

could have used more energy.

Something Corporate followed, and

they delivered the energy that was

strangely muted during Mest's opening.

Unfortunately, some poorly designed

.sound engineering took the sting out of

Something Corporate's sails. The music

sounded a bit tinny, while the vocals of

Andrew McMahon came out garbled and

indistinct. Diehard fans could still sing

along, but the lew new songs that

McMahon introduced (off the upcoming

album "North") were left out-ol-reach.

Still, while there were a few glitches

here and there, the one-two-three teaming

of Mest. Something Corporate and. espe-

cially. Good Charlotte made for a spectac-

ular live show.

' I'l (k.ANIXULEUIAN

Gm^d Charlotte frontman Joel Madden plays to a loud and roudy crowd at the Mullins^

during the show the power pop punk band led the crowd in a cheering of, Yankees suck.

Spearhead hits target with new and
Frontman Michael Franti talks about the tour, |

"""• ""'^
his politically-driven lyrics and the new album

"'
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old fans

By Nick Romanow
C'oi LUMAN Staff

Michael Franti has

been making music

for almost 20 years:

he has been signed to

a major record label,

has received critical

praise and has even

had airplay on com-

mercial radio and

MTV. However, it has

not been until this

past year that the

band he has been

fronting since 1994.

Spearhead, has prop-

erly received credit.

When Franti and his band play

Pearl Street tonight, they are

sure to be playing before an

audience of longtime hardcore

fans and new. curious listeners

who have only just been

turned on to Spearhead.

The reason for the recent

boost in attention for the band

is they latest release.

Michael

Franti and

Speartiead

Tues.,Qct.16

Pearl Street

Noriliaflipion

$17 M Advance

S2Sil«g(

"Everyone Deserves Music." It

is a politically conscious,

musically diverse album in

which Franti and his

band look at the world

we live in and set out

to make it better.

"In the verses I state

the problem." Franti

.said. "The bridge is a

musical uplift where I

come to a resolution."

Having this formula

makes songwriting

easy for Franti. who
wrote all the

music on hi

guitar, as he

certainly has

plenty to say about

modern society.

"We can chase

down all our enemies

/ Bring thein to our

knees / We can bomb
the world to pieces /

But we can't bomb it

into peace," he sings

in a relaxed voice

,^_ "Bomb the^ World."
Ifp Franti's sug-

wouid address all emotion.

And Spearhead has no doubt

succeeded with "Everyone

Deserves Music."

Franti articulated the album's

title as: "Music is a healing

art. Through music we have

the opportunity to feel emo-

tions we never felt. You listen

to the blues when you're sad.

.You listen to samb;i when

,you want to dance, \o^^

listen

boom that

re was no rea-

son left to Slay on

u major label.

"These days, as

iirtisis, we have

the ability to

record our own
music in a cheap-

er way than il

used to be so we
don't need to get

tons of money
from a label," he said,

l-ianti is now able to record

his albunis by himself and not

have to worry about the label

taking unfair peiccniagcs ol

the gross.

Lyrically.

the album does tend

10 dwell

Center Friday night. At one point

First D.C. sniper

movie to be made,

but is it too soon?

numisi-oimi^v artm pirh i km'

geslion on

this song is

simply "Power to the

peaceful / Love to the

people."

If Franti's lyrics seem

at times too hopeful, it's

because he is trying to

combat the heaviness of

the times.

"It was a conscious

decision to make an

album that wasn't so

heavy that al the end you

felt like. ah. the whole

world sucks.'" he

explained. "It's easy to

feel that way when you

watch CNN. I wanted to

make an album that

Michael Franti and Spearhead bring their politically-conscious hip-hop/reR-

gae/riKk music tonight to Puarl Strict in Northampton.

to punk rock or heavy mcial to

release aggression."

Franti believes, as he sings

in the title track. "Even our

worst enemies, lord, they

deserve music." so that every-

one may experience a wide

range of emotions.

This album, like 2000s

"Slay Human." was released

as a joint effort though

Franti's own label. IUjo Boo

Wax. and iMusic. Spearhead

previously spent its career on

Capitol Records, which pro-

moted the band well and treat-

ed them properly; but Franti

saw with the recent technolo-

on political strife, although

Franti does his best to see the

light, even with a war looming

over his shoulder. While

Spearhead is classified us a

"hip-hop" group, the album

travels over many different

styles of music — horn

relaxed acoustic pop. to reg-

gae, to hip-hop — in order to

keep an upbeat mood and an

aurally interesting album.

Franti notes that in making

an album filled with different

types of music - all of it very

clean and glossy sounding —
he was trying to make a com-

mercial-sounding album. The

phra.sc "conscious music for

the masses" is scrawled across

the back of the album booklet

and Franti's press release fre-

quently talks about his desire

to make mainstream music

with a strong message^

"Everyone f)escrves Music"

succeeds on all counts.

Through his talents as a

musician and through his

lyrics, Franti has over the past

two decades proven himself lu

be one of the most lorwaid-

thinking. influential voices in

hip-hop. even if a lot of main-

stream hip-hop still has a neg-

ative image.

I'ranii recalls. "Rick Rubin

I
a highly influential producer

who has worked with nuiny

hip-hop and rock groups)

used to sav it's like wrestling

... you create these characters

that are larger than lilc'

Franti docs not have any anger

or frustration at the music

business or the artists that

partake in these practices: he

just understaiuls that ihey are

'selling an iiuiigc. "

Spearhead, being one of

the few bands in an increas-

ingly growing wave of politi-

L-ally conscious hip-hop

groups, has been singled oui

to target a very specific audi-

ence. I ikemindcd people of all

ages and of all tastes in music

have been drawn to

Spearhead. However. as

Spearhead's popularity ccmtin-

Continued on page 7

By Ben Nucklus
.AiivM K lATFI > PrE-SS

BALTIMORE (AP) — Less

than a year after the arrests of John

Allen Muhammad and Lee Boyd

Malvo. the first movie about the

shootings that terrorized the sub-

urbs and cxurbs of the nation's

capital is here.

"DC. Sniper: 23 Days of Fear,"

which premieres 9 p.m. EDT
Frida\ on USA. was admittedly

mshed through production to be

linished while the shooting spree

was still fresh in people's minds.

(Also kcvping it fresh in their

minds: today's scheduled start of

Muhammad's trial.)

Following books about the

sniper probe by Montgomery

County Police Chief Charles

MtKisc and two Washington Post

rc[xirters. this relatively evenhand-

ed docudrama doesn't reveal

much.

And while it's nearly impossible

to replicate the feeling of waking

up even moniing wondering if

there's going to be another shoot-

ing, the movie does capture both

the penasive anxietv of the region

and the stunning randomness of

the attacks.

'Tlic main question would be.

Is it loo carK'.'" And niy answer to

that is, ''riiis is America. We move

on very fast," says Charles S.

Dutton. who stars as Moose. "I

didn't want to do anything

exploitative or disrespectful to the

\ictims' families, and I don't tWnk

this is."

Not only does Duiton bear a

passing resemblance to Moose, he

also has ties to the area. A
Baltimore native, he lives on a

faim in Howard County,

Montgomery's neighbor to the

noilh.

"I was physically here during

jusi alxiut all the shillings, and

those guys were captured maybe

15 miles from my place." Dutton

says by phone ftvm his home. "So

Continued on page 6
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New horror flick is barely living

*House of the Dead' could

be the worst movie of 2003
By Johnny Donaldson

I'oLLBuiAN Staff

No one expects high art

from a horror movie

adapted from a zom-

bie shoot-'em-up

arcade game, but one

expects that it will at

least be a guilty pleas-

ure. "House of the

Dead." on the other

hand, makes
-Resident Evil" — the

last movie adapted

from a zombie sh<x)t-

'em-up arcade game
— look like a model

of cinematic sophisti-

cation by comparison.

This is the latest in

a recent line of horror

movies that barkens

back to the grindhouse cinema

of the "TOs and "SOs. which, at

their best, delivered gritty clas-

sics like "The Texas Chainsaw

Massacre" to audiences. But

unlike Rob Zombie's genuinely

disturbing "House of 1.000

Corpses." or Eli Roth's gen-

uinely clever "Cabin Fever,"

the filmmakers of this Z-grade

travesty seem more content to

rip off the worst that the genre

had to offer.

One wonders how a film

this cheap and this cheesy

managed to escape the direct-

the-video dungeon and receive

a theatrical release, it's even

sadder when one sees a truly

good horror movie like 200 1's

"Ginger Snaps" tossed to the

side in favor of something like

this.

True to form, the filmmak-

ers populate their minimal plot

with the stupidest of charac-

ters enacted by the worst of

actors. Here, a group of dim

college kids charter a boat

from salty sea dog Captain

Kirk (the first of many lame,

self-referential jokes) to take

them to the "rave of the year"

on the Isia de La Muerte in the

San luan islands. As Kirk's

creepy, hunchbacked first

mate helpfully explains,

"muerte" is Spanish for death.

When this group of morons

gets to the island and finds the

rave mysteriously devoid of

people, do they think to listen

to the one reasonably smart

girl in their midst and hightail

it out of there'.' No.

they tap the keg, split

up, and leave the two

biggest idiots behind

to have sex.

Meanwhile, the rest

of the group finds a

trio of ravers huddled

in a mossy old house

and discovers that a

horde of nasty, violent

zombies have ravaged

the island.

"House of the

Dead" is a movie

made by people who
are so obviously

enthralled in making

a horror movie that

they forgot to make it a good

horror movie. Obviously, there

are no scares here, but there is

absolutely no tension, either.

There is no suspense to the

proceedings. The characters

are such charmless, brainless

ciphers that not only do you

not care if they live, but you

don't even get a morbid rush

seeing them getting ripped to

pieces. All the exploding heads

and gratuitous topless breasts

in the world can't save this

garbage.

Director Uwe Boll and his

writers, Mark A. Altman and

Dave Parker (the latter, ironi-

cally, made a direct-to-video

zombie movie of his own,

"The Dead Hate the Living!,"

that was actually better than

this), seemingly have no grasp

on the mechanics of

moviemaking. "House of the

Dead" is at times hilarious in

the fact that the victims spout

the most idiotic dialogue

imaginable, without the mer-

est hint of irony. It's as if they

played a particularly cruel

joke on their not-at-all talent-

ed young cast, of which I will

be charitable and not name

names. Nor will I mention the

German "Das Boot" star who
took on the role of Captain

Kirk — I assume for the pay-

check, because this will no

doubt find itself erased from

his resume.

Boll shoots the movie as if

he's auditioning for a low rent

Xerox of "The Matrix." He

throws in a lot of slo-mo bul-

let footage and freeze frames,

and then he splices in footage

of the actual videogame.

During a spectacularly violent

zombies-vs. -humans melee

that is the movie's centerpiece,

he does at least capture the

feel of a playing a videogame.

Unfortunately, it feels as

though someone else is play-

ing, it's the one moment in the

movie, afier a long, tiring slog

through some dreary exposi-

tion, that at least had the

potential to entertain — a

potential that was horribly

squandered by the repetitive-

ness of the sequence.

It isn't worth it to get into

the numbing amounts of con-

trivances that pile up on

screen, nor is it really worth

the effort to pinpoint the

worst aspects of the movie —
mainly because "House of the

Dead" is the worst aspect of

"House of the Dead." This is a

movie with no reason to exist,

since all it adds to the zombie

genre is swimming zombies.

This is the kind of horror

movie in which the brain mat-

ter is more likely to be splat-

tered on screen rather than

used by the filmmakers.

Nepalese music legend

exchanges fame for security

By Foster Klug
Ahociatei) Prms

Director Uwe Boll's "House of the Dead" has all the aspects of

movie- fails to entertain the audience like its predecessors.

CX.XJRTF.SY ARTISAN

a classic horror film, however, the

BALTIMORE (AP) — For mil-

lions of Nepalese worldwide. Prem

Raja Mahat's rich, mellow voice is

an instant portal to an idyllic pic-

ture of life and love beneath the

vistas of the highest mountain

range in the world.

The Nepalese music supersUr is

currently crafting his 47th album

— while working as a restaurant

manager in Baltimore, where he

makes about three times what he

dkl as his country's version of

Bruce Springsteen.

Mahat abandoned fame and his

homeland seven years ago to pro-

tect his wife and four school-aged

children from an insurgency that

has killed more than 7,000 people.

Guerrillas inspired by the late

Chinese revolutionary leader Mao

ZjeAong have fought since 1996 to

replace Nepal's constitutional

monarchy with a communist state.

The government calls them terror-

ists.

"1 miss Nepal, because they love

me there. I miss being famous,"

Mahat said recently, sipping a

frothy yogurt lassi aiui watching

the early dinner crowd stroll past

the Mughal Garden restaurant,

where he earns about $3,000 a

month.

"But in my country there is

fighting and death and poverty.

That is why 1 left," he said. "Every

parent in the worid . . . wants to do

well for their children. I am no dif-

ferent."

There are approximately

50,000 Nepalese in the United

States, according to Krishna Aryal,

first secretary at the Embassy of

Nepal in Washington.

Forty percent of Nepal's 23 mil-

lion people live in grinding poverty,

and tourism to Katmandu, the

country's culturally rich capital,

and Mt. Everest, which straddles

the Nepal-China border, has

dropped because of the violence.

The Himalayan kingdom lies

between China and India.

Todd Lewis, a professor of reli-

gion at the College of the Holy

Cross in Worcester. Mass.. who has

lived in Nepal periodically over the

past 23 years, said Nepalese from

all parts of society have left the

country in search of better lives.

"Having talent, even recording,

doesn't necessarily get you any-

where financially in Nepal." Lewis

said. "Even a modest, middle-class

cnnT uiniT to
see THHT mouie?

DOnT.
Get MOVIES IN MINUTES™ with Movielink. Just visit

college movielir»k.coni and pick from our library of new and

dassic movies. Dowload and start watching the movie in minutes.

There's no subsaiption fee and no late fees. All students get

50% OFF their first download, and 25% OFF the rest

coLUGe.mouiEiiniLCom

Free Quiznos" Philly Cheesesteak Sub
with every rental*

^dp^
Movielinlc

©2003 Mowtefcnk. LLC 'Limited time offer. Terms and conditions appty. See college movielmkcom for details.
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life here running a restaurant

would still be vastly more lucrative

than staying in Nepal and living off

of one of the poorest communities

in the world."

Mahat, 42. is one of the most

famous people to have left Nepal.

While fans al home feel the loss.

Nepalese in the United States revel

in the handful of concerts he gives

every year.

When Mahat takes the stage, he

usually carries a sarangi. a small

stringed instrument that's played

upright, like a miniature cello. He

wears a high topi, the national cap

of Nepal, and a brightly colored

vest. His hit love song from 2002,

"Hiunchulima Hiun," or "Snow in

the Snowcapped Mountains," runs

more than 20 minutes.

"We call him the "King of Folk

Songs,'" said Ram Kharel. who

hosts an American public access

television show on Nepalese news

and culture. "At every Nepalese

event in America, even if he's not

there, people sing his songs. He is

that popular."

Mahat originally came to the

United States to visit friends. He

decided to stay when he realized

the opportunities his children

would have here. Mahat plans to

return once the violence subsides

and his children are grown. In the

meantime, he visits Nepal every

year or so to record the songs he

writes before his shift at the restau-

rant.

The important thing, he said, is

that his children understand what

he has given up — and why.

"They thank me for bringing

them here and giving them this

opportunity." he said, flashing a

wide, album-cover smile. "They

understand my sacrifice, that 1 am
giving up my name and good job

— for them."

For people who grew up idoliz-

ing Mahat, seeing their hero toiling

in an everyday job can be jarring.

"We are a little sad because he

is so famous in Nepal. It would be

great for him to be singing rather

than working in a restaurant,"

said Roshanee Shrestha, who
recently watched him bus tables

and greet guests. She first heard

Mahat's voice as a little giri, curled

up in her home in the shadow of

the snowcapped Himalayas.

"In the villages of Nepal, I

think he is like a Michael

Jackson." said Shrestha, 50, who
now runs a variety store outside

Baltimore.

D.C-area sniper TV movie in the works

Continued from page 5

although I was maybe 50 miles

north of where everything was

happening, you could still really

feel the anxiety in my area."

Director Tom McLoughlin and

screenwriter Dave Erickson. who

also collaborated on USA's

"Murder in Greenwich," did as

much research as they could in the

time they had — speaking with

investigators and Montgomery

County Executive Doug Duncan,

among others.

But Moose, who was embroiled

in a dispute with the county's

ethics commission over whether he

could write his btx)k, was not

involved with the project. And

Dutton, who was performing on

Broadway thixjughout preproduc-

tion, came to the set cold.

"I've never met Charles Moose.

He wasn't on the set. I finished the

play April 4, flew to Vancouver

April 5 and we were shooting April

6. 1 had no rehearsal time," Dutton

says. "So one thing 1 didn't try to

do is try to capture his speech pat-

terns or dialect because I really did-

n't have time to work on that."

Dutton did, however, study

tapes of Moose's news conferences.

"At the podium, he had a certain

pensiveness. You could see him

thinking before he answered a

question. That was really fun to

play, that introspection."

"D.C. Sniper" cuts quickly

between the investigation and the

alleged shooters, Muhammad
(Bobby Hosea) and Malvo (Trent

Cameron), as they pick out their

targets, elude dragnets and try to

initiate communication with inves-

tigators. While certain elements

are exaggerated, it's stilJ shocking

to see their phone calls ignored

and see them slip away from police

because they didn't match what

investigators were looking for.

Still, inaccuracies are likely to

needle those who followed the

case closely, particularly those who
live in the region. A passer-by

greets Doug Duncan (lay O.

Sanders) with "Good morning.

Mayor Duncan" (he's not the

mayor of anything); Moose pops

up at crime scenes, even those out

of his jurisdiction, just minutes

after the shootings, when in reali-

ty he was holed up at police head-

quarters.

Ultimately, there are few sur-

prises in "D.C. Sniper." While

Dutton has some powerful

moments, he plays Moose largely

as the world saw him: at times

steely and determined, at times

bumbling and frustrated, at times

overcome with emotion at the

plight of the victims.
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October Special

TuesdayOctober14

BOOKS

^^ Well-known essayist Sue Halperin reads^ from her first novel, "The Book of Hard

Things," tonight at the Odyssey Bookshop. The

reading is free and starts at 7 p.m.

MUSIC

^^ Project/Object presents "22 Years of Live

^» Inventkjn," a reunkxi of three generations

of Frank Zappa Band members. The show, whteh

starts at 7 p.m. at the Iron Horse, hopes to honor

the live Zappa experience, boasting a unique and

inventive set for every stop on the tour. Tickets are

$15 in advance and $18 at the door.

WednesdayOctober15

PERFORMING ARTS

^^ "Visual poetry, music and fantasy,"

^» according tc the press release, come

together in "The Star Keeper," a play without

words, to be perfamed tonight and tomonow in

Bowker Auditorium. A play for all audiences, "Tlie

Star Keeper" is a sensory-oriented productkm that

the New York Times has called "enchanting." The

show starts at 7:30 p.m. and tickets are $7 and

$10 for Five (k>llege students.

BOOKS

^^ Today maita the start of a Caribbean

^V women writers series, "Voices from

Hispanoia: Haiti and the Domink^ RepublK,"

hosted by Smith Ctollege. Readings will be given by

award-winning authors Edwige Danticat (today at

4:30 p.m.), Loida Marttza Perei and Myriam J. A.

OnuKi (Oct 18), and Nelly Rosado (Oct 22). The

readings will be held in the Neilson Library

Browsing Room. They are all free and open to the

public.

ThursdayOctoberie

LECTURES

^^ Dan Kennedy, media critic for The Boston

^V Phoenix, will speak today at 1 p.m. in

Herter Hall, Room 227, and at 4:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center, Room 904. A frequent panelist on

"Beat the Press," Kennedy is considered to be one

of the prominent press critics in the United States.

The talks are free and open to the public

Friday0ctober17

PERFORMING ARTS

^ Tfie stonewall Center preaenls laughing

^> Out Loud," an evening of comedy perform-

ances in honor of Natnnal Coming Out Week.

Featuring Marilyn Pittman and Steve Jay the show

starts at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. Tickets are

$6 for UMass students, $8 for Five College stu-

dents and $12 tor the ganeral pubikx

SundayOctober19

BOOKS

^^ University of Massachusetts professor

^m Arthur Kinney leads a discussion on

"TVvelflh Night" as part of the "Sundays with

Shakespeare" series at Odyssey Bookshop. The

discusskxi starts at 11 a.m., is open to all and is

free of charge.

weeklypinUp

MUSIC

^^ Trina Hamlin and Amy Speace perform

^0 tonight at the Pioneer Arts Center of

Easthampton at 8 p.m. The h«o female

singer/songwriters bring their acoustic stylings to

Easthampton for $8 in advance, $10 at the door.

SaturdayOctober18

FESTIVALS

^^ The 8th annual Boston Vegetarian Food

^V Festival gets underway today at 10 am. at

the Reggie Lewis Athletic Center on Tremont Street

in Boston. With over 90 exhibitors, the festival

promises cooking demonstratkwis, consultations

with registered dieticians, free samples and more.

The festvities go on throughout the day ending at

6 p.m., and are tree to the public. For more details

see www.bostonveg.org/foodfest

BATTLE OF THE BANDS
Friday at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall, the University of Massachusetts

Minuteman Marching Band, Symphony Band

and Percussion Ensemble, among others will

take the stage for the 29th annual Multiband

Pops concert. The concert features perform-

ances by seven of the University's musical

ensembles. Tickets are $1 2 for students, $1

8

tor the general public

Attention all

Arts & Living

writers:

Important Arts

& Living

meeting today

In the

Newsroom at

5:30 p.m.

Please attend.

Contact Glen If

you cannot

make It,

UMass Boston
A Great University in a Great City October 2003

UMass BostcMi Hosts

Open House 2003,

October 25th @9ain

What's next for ytm} With more than 100 pro-

grams to offer in graduate study, undergraduate

study, and professional development, UMass

Boston has what's rigiit for your next step in

higher education. Come explore our many edu-

cational opportunities with other, like-minded

students at our Open House on Saturday,

October 25th, starting at 9 am. There'll be a lot

happening, and it's the perfect opportunity for

you to see what UMass Boston is all about, up

front and in person. Plan on it. Register today

by calling 617.287.6000, or by visiting the

UMass Boston web site at www.umb.edu.

Meet friendly

students, accessible

faculty & helpful staff.

Find out about our

undergraduate,

graduate, corporate

training, & distance

learning opportunities.

Tour the campus with

student guides.

Attend workshops

about academic

programs & services.

Discover our day,

evening, weekend,

and online courses.

Ask questions.

UMASSBOSTON

isliT tor ()|xn I li'iisi.' itli' >:

.,11 617.287.6000

visit vtfww.umb.edu

m LINCOI.N LABORATORY

On<ampus Recruiting at

University of

Massachusetts Amherst

MIT Lincoln laboratory stands os a driving force behind

the nations most exciting and chollenging technological

advonces -corrying out our mission of applying science

and odvonced technology to critical problems of

national security We offer ihe competitive

salary and benefits you'd expect from

a premier technology employer

hiring top-tier scientific thinkers

The Loborotory will be hosting

an on-cflmpus informotion

session and will be

conducting interviews.

Please visit our website

or your Career

. ^H Center lor

^ ^^ rtKxe details.

www.ll.mit.edu

If you are pursuing o degree m any of the following ma'iors or a

comparable scientific or technical field, our techncol staff members would

like to consider you for on on<ampus interview

ElECTRICAL ENGINEERING

PHYSICS

MATHEMATKS

COMPUTER SCIENCE

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

aeronautics/ASTRONAUTICS

MOIECUIAR biology/

BIOCHEMISTRY

MATERIALS SCIENCE

You must apply by using your Career Center's online recruitment system

by October 20. 2003,

E-mail (preferred) to resume@ll mit edu, or moil to:

Human Resources, MIT Lincoln Laboratory,

244 Wood Street, Lexington, MA 0242a9108

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/f/D/V • U,S CiHzenship Required
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Spearhead hits up Peari Street

Continued from page 5

ues to grow, ihey fiave found

themselves more on the public

radar, which has caused prob-

lems.

"One of the band members'

lainily is in

the military."

I rami said.

"His family

was visited

by military

officers. They
had records

of every-

where we
had been on

tour, phone
calls."

Despite
this threaten-

ing visit,

Iranti and
his band
decided to

continue on, _ .

messages to the masses. "We

felt scared, but we talked about

it and decided we had to go

on," Kranti remembered.

Next up for Spearhead is a

Spearhead's

called "Everyone

bringing their

set of DVDs and a book called

"Food For the Masses" that

Franti is in the midst of writing

But first, touring is on his mind,

"I I like to) inspire others to

speak out and that's what 1 feel

is the best form of activism: that

which empow-
ers the silent,"

franti
explained
when asked

about taking

the band on

the road.

The music

lends itself to

an upbeat,

party atmos-

phere and

Spearhead
makes sure

that the audi-

ence has a

good lime.

The group is

out promoting "Everyone

Deserves Music" and welcoming

new listeners but still make sure

to play old favorites, as a way of

giving back to a devoted cult ol

longtime fans.

ri->Y ,^R•tls^ iiirk r hMi.

new record ik

Deserves Music."

World Sciciiliticotteis

2()7r discount \o i'M;(ss suuicms

[>ai< Oct IS -Nov 15. 2(KM

Venue: l^nivcrsity Campus Store

Buok olTenngs in:

• Medical & Life Sciences

• Material Science

• Popular & General Science

• Environmental Science

• Business & Management

I Worid Scientlftc
»# wc(l(li<:'«ri!ilic .'.'fT,

• Exonomics & Finance

• Chemistry

• Computer Science

• Engineering

• Mathematics atul I'hysics
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Bartenders Have More Spirit!

Why not be a bartender?

BOITOn
BflRTCnDCRS

SCHODI of

nmcRicn

• Only professional school in Western AAA

• Hands-on trainins in real bar/club settins

• National certification in alcohol awareness

• Lifetime refresher

• ID Card

• Resume
• Special UMass student discount

• Conveniently located in West Sprinsfield

Call TODAY! (413)747-9888
www.bostonbartendercom

Coming Soon!

Rain Entertainment Complex

1^;^
Bartendej-s .^ Barbacks.

i^ti#T;ch •F|m:r5Taff.OaiTc
^qdec Tech "^

Disc Jock^

Floor Staff

Barbacks^

Coat ChecUBTs

Doot

Apply In Person Only

Dates: Octolu-r 14, 1 5 &: 16 frotn 5- 8:()()pni

Place: 10 Srcarns Square, Downtown Springfield

(formerly the HOT Cl.UB)

www.hdronie.com

/tudent

iin^

cli/count/

great student fares! *>

London $310

Paris $371

Rio de Janeiro $643

Los Angeles $262

Las Vegas $262

Fan i* round trip from Botton Subject to change

and availabilltv Ta« not included Raatrlctioni

and Mackouta apply

44 Main SC.

(413) 256.1261
TRAVEL

WE'VE BEEN THERE.
exciting things are happening www stotrovei com
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In-State rivals face off
Continued from page 12

ue with ihc same high level ol

physicality The tact that this

was a vital conterence game

this early in the season just

added another degree of inten-

sity.

Players from both teams

battled back and forth for a

highly entertaining hockey

game. Some of the players lay-

ing down the big hits for the

Maroon and White were

Thomas Pock, who cleaned a

Lowell lurwards clock when

he came streaking down the ice

mid-way through the second

period and Peter Alden. who
was physical the whole game

and made a huge hit to start

the third period. Nick Kuiper

and Dusty Demianiuk made

hard hits all game long.

"We always know that they

are a hard hitting team and a

w v<# v»# . d rrx 3u 1 V

powerful skating team," Pock

said. "And we know that it's a

lot of work to get a W' out of

here. Tonight we put the work

in, we played not really well in

the last two periods, but we

work our butts off and we did

what was necessary to win."

fourteen penalties were

called in all. and they were

evenly distributed between the

two teams a seven apiece.

Lowell had a five-on-three

opportunity late in the second,

which the UMass penalty kill

thwarted off.

The series will continue on

)an. 3, when UMass travels to

the Tsongas Arena for a 2 p.m.

showdown. The final game of

the 2005-04 battle for the

Alumni Cup will be played on

Ian. 4 at the Mullins Center at

5 p.m., the first and only time

the River Hawks will visit the

Valley this season.

com

Pastime past its time?

Not what it used to be
Sitting on my father's lap

watching the 1986 World Series

between the New York Mets and

the Boston Red Sox is one of my
earliest memories. We yelled at the

TV and jumped up and down as

the ball rolled under Bill Buckner's

glove and the Mets took Game 6,

and a game later, the

Series.

Senior capuin Thomas Pdck

penalty kill by the Minutemen.

1 don't think I've ever

been as excited about a

baseball game as 1 was that night.

Maybe it's because 1 was four and

everyone else was excited, or

maybe it's because baseball just

isn't that much fun anymore.

It seems that rivalries arc now

being created for controversy

rather than the actual quality of the

matchup. Games between top-

notch teams are overshadowed by

the possibility of a bench-clearing

brawl. Both the media and the fans

spend more time covering and talk-

ing about fights and fines than the

actual game.

The Red Sox have a chance to

go to the World Series for the first

Becky HoroiiKiu

time in 1 7 years. They have a solid

set of starting pitchers and their

relievers are finally settling down

and coming into their own. On a

good day, their lineup is devastat-

ing as everyone in the order can hit

one over the fence; some are even

known for doing it in clutch situa-

tions.

But if the Sox don't

Knowledge is power.

Pass it on.

Quality In Everything We Do

make it to the World

Series this season, it

won't be because the Yankees are

better or because of "the curse."

It'll be because they've forgotten

what it's all about.

It isn't about baseball anymore.

It seems that the only things that

are important to many of the play-

ers are their paychecks, their pride

and their precious egos.

Saturday's ALCS game at

Fenway Park was set to be a battle

between Pedro Martinez and

Roger Clemens, arguably two of

the greatest arms in baseball.

Unfortunately, it turned into a

brawl of costly proportions.

My dad and 1 were in our usual

spots, parked in front of the TV,

ready for what we anticipated to be

a pitchers' duel. It was definitely a

pitcher's duel, but not the type we

had envisioned.

Karim Garcia had some words

with Martinez when a pitch flew

over his back and popped up off

his bat. In retaliation, Garcia took

out Sox second basemen Todd

Walker, igniting the flame. Words

were exchanged as Pedro threat-

ened to hit Yankee catcher )orge

Posada in the head.

The tension remained high into

the bottom half of the fourth when

Manny Ramirez overreacted to a

high pitch ' from Clemens and

stepped toward the mound ... the

fire began to spread. The benches

cleared and 72-year-old Yankees

bench coach Don Zimmer charged

at Martinez. Zimmer took a swing

and Martinez grabbed his head and

threw him to the ground.

Amazingly nobody was ejected

from the game. My father and I

kept watching as Clemens struck

out Ramirez and the Sox blew

every chance they had at a come-

back.

Baseball. America's pastime,

has remained strong through

tremendous amounts of turmoil.

The sport has thrived through two

World Wars, segregation and

numerous strikes and protests.

Avid supporters and life-long fans

are giving up on their teams and in

some cases, the sport in general

because, short of a fight, there's no

thrill anymore.

I've never been as disgusted as I

was Sunday night when I turned

on Sportscenter to see Zimmer, a

former Red Sox manager, crying

while he apologized for his

"embarrassing" behavior during

Saturday's game. That's what base-

ball has become, an abundance of

apologies, fines and brawls. A
sport that has been there through a

century worth of problems has

always given Americans something

to rely on, something to be proud

of.

After the past few seasons, "my

interest in a sport that I've spent

my entire life watching has begun

to dwindle. I can't support and

appreciate a sport where the play-

ers lack heart. I'd rather spend my

time watching a little league game

than a major league one. Little lea-

guers play because they love it,

because every time they step on

that field they're happy. I can't say

that the guys in the majors don't

feel that way. but if they do. I can't

tell anymore.

Those little boys play each

game with everything they have

hoping to one day make it in'

the pros like their idols. What

are they supposed to think

when they sit down to watch a

game and they all the see are

their idols swearing and throw-

ing punches at other players?

Baseball has altered over the

years, evolving with an ever-

changing society, sometimes for

the better but recently for the

worse; if things continue in the

direction they're headed.

America s pastime will become

just that — a thing of the past.

I miss that feeling I had in

'86; I miss how exciting it was

to sit in front of a game and

really care about the outcome. I

miss how much fun I had

watching each game, pitch-by-

pitch, never once turning my
attention away. I knew every

statistic there was to know
about my team and I loved

watching the same players do

great things year after year.

It's different now. Baseball

is something I put on while I'm

doing other things. I keep it on

the other channel so I have

something to click to when the

show I'm watching goes to

commercial. I wish I could sit

down in front of a game with

the same butterflies and antici-

pation I once had. Maybe
things will change and the

focus will go back to the game
and how amazing it is and

maybe I'll click back.

Becky Horowitz is a Collegian

columnist.

Field hockey splits weekend
By Paula Aden
t^OLtKC.IAN Si AH-

UMass

St Joseph's

UMass

Temple

1

_0_

1

With two conference games this weekend at

Garber Field, the University of Massachusetts field

hotkey team was finally able to snap its eight-game

losing streak with a 2-1 victory over St. Joseph's (4-

9. 0-2 Atlantic 10) on Sunday after a tough 10 loss

on Friday to Temple (7-6,

2-0 Atlantic 10).

Temple's game marked

a huge improvement of

play for the Minutewomen
(3-10, l-l Atlantic 10).

The teams were evenly

matched on the field, and

UMass managed to play as a solid unit rather than

a collection of individuals.

Melissa DeCesaris scored the winning goal off a

penalty corner, assisted by Lindsay Holman and

Haley Dervinis. The best scoring opportunities for

both teams came from penalty comers where the

Owls had an 11-8 edge, and managed to turn their

fifth one into the game's only goal.

"Sometimes corners just go in, it's a free shot

and that's about it," senior back Kristin Hopwood

said. "You can't really help it."

UMass' defensive play on Friday was a vast

improvement over anything they have done in the

past, managing to hold their own against a strong

offensive team. Hopwood was a key player in keep-

ing the action out of their circle and away from

goalie Christine Tocco.

"I felt like I had a day off. a little break for

once," Tocco said.

Facing the Atlantic lO's save leader. Erin

Conroy, the Maroon and White kept her busy with

seven shots on goal. Conroy stopped all seven,

while Minutewoman goalie Christine Tocco saved

three of the four shots on goal she faced.

Temple and UMass had an intense battle for the

entire length of play, with the action evenly distrib-

uted between both sides of the field. Still down 1-0

at the end of the second period, the Minutewomen's

last 10 minutes of play were among their best this

Hockey East season starts with win

"We attacked the space, we played with a pur-

pose. We attacked with a purpose, we defended

with a purpose and that made all the difference in

the world," Massachusetts coach Patty Shea said.

A penalty corner was awarded to the

Minutewomen just as the clock ran out on the sec-

ond period. UMass piled its entire team just behind

the circle, in hopes of tying the game and sending it

to overtime.

In a suspenseful turn of events, the Maroon and

White was given a second penalty comer during the

scuffle that followed its first attempt, but it was

unable to make either shot materialize into a goal.

In Sunday's game against the Hawks, the

Minutewomen finally managed to score after four

consecutive shutouts. Gina Sanders scored the

team's first goal in 351:43, a scoreless streak dating

all the way back to a 2- 1 loss to Providence on Sept.

20.

The Maroon and White's two goals were scored

in an almost identical fashion, both off penalty cor-

ners. Nine minutes into the first period, Katelyn

Woolfrey faked a shot and passed to Sanders.

Before St. Joseph's goalie Courtney Huff was able

to react, Sanders successfully slapped the ball into

the cage.

"On comers, I don't think of anything except for

practice; it's just like I do in practice," Sanders said.

For the winning goal, laime Bawden managed to

get past Huff after Marije Tigchelaar similarly faked

a shot and passed to Bawden. Bawden is now the

only Minutewoman with more than one goal this

season, leading the team in both points (5) and

goals (2).

"We've been working really hard on comers

because we always get so many and we can never

turn them into goals," Hopwood said. "Today was a

great feeling, finally being able to get some in and

actually get a goal."

With eight minutes left in the game. St. losephs

got on the scoreboard. Katelyn O'Brien earned con-

trol of the ball at midfield and passed to Lauren

Luft. Tocco moved forward to block the shot, but

Luft's attempt managed to get past her.

Tocco and Huff each had six saves in the game,

bringing Tocco's total to 1 1 7 this season

Continued from page 12

the conference scrap.

"It's very hard playing the first

game against such a good oppo-

nent as UMass, and it's a hockey

east game right off the bat, with an

extremely young team," said

Lowell coach Blaise MacDonaki.

"You'd rather make some mistakes

and not pay such a dear price but

you've got to play them to the best

of your ability, I thought we dkl

tonight, but we have an awful tot of

room for improvement."

"This was a type of win where

it wasn't a gimme win, it wasn't an

easy game," Trovato said. "It was a

scrappy game for sure, and we're a

scrappy team for sure, we're going

to have to get down low in the cor-

ners, going to have to hit people,

and at the end of the game I think

you saw that, we tried to disturb

their breakout. That's the type of

team we have to beat."

Leading the way for the River

Hawks was Ben Walter, who

notched both of their goals. Uwell

•truck first when die disorganized

play that has become a finit-period

trend for the Minutemen allowed

Andirw Martin to fire off a shot.

and although Winer made the ini-

tial save, Walter wound up on the

rebound in front and look it glove

skle high, making it 1-0 in favor of

the hosts.

Walter added his second at 7:38

of the third, when Martin uninten-

tionally kicked the puck at Vfincr

atong the ice. The sophomonrnet-

minder stopped the puck, but

Walter banged the rebound home

to tie the game at two.

Greg Mauldin naide two key

plays for the Minutemen, stopping

Martin with a legal hook that held

the sophomore away from Winer's

net until he was out of the danger

zone, and then scoring a goal at

8: 1 2 of the second period. Mauldin

took a feed from Pbck at the blue

line, skated in, and ripped a wrister

past Davidson to give the

Minutemen a 2- 1 lead.

For the second straight game,

Pbck scored the Minutemen 's first

goal. Thirty-five seconds into the

sccoikI period, with his team down

I -0, Pbck took it upon himself to

pick up the slack, and went on a

coast-to-coast ciuise before firing a

wrist shot that beat Davidson stick

side high.

As for spcils. the vk;tors gained

an advantage in the three-game

race for tin; Alunmi Cup. the tro-

phy given to whichever UMass

sqiiad wins the season series.

While the prize isn't a.s highly

regarded as certain other accou-

trements, the squads still give a

hoot about who earns the trophy

— and the bragging rights.

"At the end of practice yes-

terday, we always get together

and have a little chant, and it

was 'Alumni Cup." Trovato

said. "So we know about it, and

I don't know if we'll carry it

around the ice |if we win it),

but surely well know that we

won."

Sox even series at home
By Ronald Blum
AsstKiATEO Press

season. uiuikims "v-^-- •-— -

Road game snaps streak
.... . ..-11 1 1 . 7 ,>, „. .U . UclC
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Colwell assist, tying the game at

two at the half.

The Minutemen outshol the

Ryers 7-4 in the second half but

were unable to convert. Overall

Dayton held the edge on both

shots and comers. 11-10 and 7-3

respectively. Goalkeeper Colin

Bums tallied throe saves in loss for

UMass. matching the save total for

Handy
The Marixjn and White suf-

fered a disappointing loss Friday at

Xavier. Although each player

made the trip, not as many showed

up for the game.

Freshman Toni Skudrzik and

senior Brandon Lalley combined in

the production of offensive marks

for the Musketeers as they defeat-

ed the Minutemen 3-1. Skudrzik

led his high school team to the

2002 Indiana Stale Championship

and was named to the Atlantic 10

pre.sea.son team.

Skudrzik and Lalley combined

for the first goal of the game just a

minute and a half in as lalley boot-

ed one over Bums off a Skudrzik

feed, giving Xavier an eariy 1-0

edge.

Fifteen minutes later, Skudrzik

managed an unassisted goal as the

game remained in the Musketeers

control.

Skudrzik struck again at 40:43

from the middle of the box off a

f^lley pass giving Xavier a com-

fortable lead (3-0) at the half

UMass tried to muster a come-

back at the 60:30 mark when

freshman midfielder Rob Charest

scored his first career goal off a

Todd Skelton rebound. The

Minutemen's attempt at a come-

back ended there, as they fell to

the underdog Musketeers.

The Maroon and White was

dominated in almost every aspect

of the game as Xavier oulshot

them 17-12 and held the edge on

comers 5-3. Musketeer's goalie

Brian Sichaeper had two saves in

the win while Bums gathered

seven in the loss.

UMass hasn't recorded a win in

its past three contests and has been

outscored 6-3.

BOSTON (AP) — No beanballs or brawls, just

a dynamite knuckleball by Tim Wakefield that gave

the New York Yankees fits and allowed the Boston

Red Sox to knot the AL
Red Sox 3_ championship series.

Yankees 2 Wakefield struck out

eight over seven-plus

innings, and Todd Walker and Trot Nixon provided

the offense with solo homers, leading Boston over

New York 3-2 last night to tie the best-of-seven

series at two games apiece.

There was none of the fighting that marred

Game 3 Saturday, and Wakefield beat Mike

Mussina for the second time in the series, which

now must return to Yankee Stadium later this

week.

Pinch-hitter lason Varitek added important

breathing room for Boston with an RBI grounder in

the seventh, just beating the throw to first as the

Yankees tried to complete an inning-ending double

play.

It tumed out to be important.

Derek leter drove in New York's first mn with a

fifth-inning double that hit third base and pinch-

hitter Ruben Sierra homered off Scott Williamson

with one out in the ninth, ending a streak of 19 1-

3 shutout innings for Boston's much-maligned

bullpen.

Williamson, who had relieved Mike Timlin to

start the inning, stmck out Dave Dellucci and

Alfonso Soriano to eam the save.

The series continues at Fenway Park today, orig-

inally a travel day. David Wells pitches for New

York against Derek Lowe in Game 5.

After Sunday's rainout. fans had a festive time

on the warm autumn night, booing Yankees catch-

er Jorge Posada, who screamed Saturda> at Pedro

Martinez after the Boston pitcher hit Karim Garcia

with a pitch. Posada went O-ibi-4 with two strike-

outs, leaving seven runners on base.

They also chanted, "We want NeNon." a refer-

ence to New York reliever Jeff Nelson, involved in

Saturday's ninth-inning bullpen scuttle. Nelson

entered to boos in the eighth inning just alter Felix

Heredia hit Walker in the shoulder. There was no

hint of trouble on this one — Walker went directly

to first base.

Still, there was at least one dispute.

After Nelson's first pitch. Boston manager

Grady Little came out to talk to the umpires, who

then checked the pitcher's bell and glove. But they

apparently didn't find anything against the mles.

and Nelson got out of the inning with a double-play

grounder.

There was extra securiu in the Yankees bullpen

following the Game 3 fight thai in\ol\ed a member

of Boston's grounds crew. There was a police offi-

cer stationed there from the start of the game yes-

terday and no grounds crew pcr'>onnel.

Wakefield improved K> 4-0 in l.CS pla.\ — he

also went 2-0 for Pittsburgh in 19<i2 against

Atlanta. His eight strikeouts matched his season

high, and he allowed just live hits.

While the Yankees had mnners in four of the

first five innings. Wakefield pitched out of trouble,

holding New York to l-for-8 with runners in scor-

ing position and leaving the bases loaded in the

fifth, when Posada ended the inning with a tlyout.

Wakefield then stmck out the side in the sixth

and retired the side in the sevomh on four pitches.

Boston's offense, which led the major leagues
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outsmart people,

outwork them. ^
-Bill Veeck, former owner of the Cleveland Indians,

St. Louis Browns and Chicago White Sox
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7T/ES. Team Pub Trivia!

Win Money and Prizes

WED. Harp Reggae Night

October Special!

Labott Blue:

$1.75 A pint / $6.25 A pitcher

"Start your own tradition

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

TUESDAY
• High: 71

• Low: 47

WEDNESDAY
• High: 60

• Low: 37

THURSDAY
• High: 59

• Low: 35

iIuiSi
'Ni'i

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Nuggets

• BBQ Beef Sandwich

• Curried Vegetables

(vegan)

DINNER
• Grilled Pork Chops

• Tivr^ey Divan

, Grilled Portabella

Mushroom Steaks

(vegan)
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Barbara Lotto
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Sarah Lloyd
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Andrew Merritt

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Scott Pihl

PRODUCTION STAFF

Nikolas P. Markantonatos/

Emiiie Duggan

HOROSCOPES
aquarius • ian. 20-peb. is

Don't try to crowd surf; 1
2-year-olds

can't hold you.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Just get in your car and drive some-

where, it doesn't matter where — just go.

aries • mar. 21-apr. i9

Stare at someone incessantly today.

taurUS • Apr. 20-Mav 20

Learn the lyrics to random songs. It will

impress people.

gemini • may21-|un. 21

You aren't like your hero. You will never

be c(X)l.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Separate spirituality from religion. It will

. open your eyes.

leO • Jul.. 23-Auc. 22

If you ask for a fry, but you really want

five, just ask for five. Don't sneak them.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Your pathetic attempts at self-improve-

ment are useless.

libra • Sept. 23-Orr. 22

Why did you panic?

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

What a let down; you get so excited for

something, and it totally falls through.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-dec. 21

Hurry up — people are waiting on you.

Capricorn • dec. 22-)an. 19

You have terrible taste in music. Don't

subject others to the pain you call music.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
WSOUNrfMFNTS

Fraternities- S«»n)rities-

Clubs- Student (Jniups

Earn $l.()()0-$2.n(K) this

semester with a pn)ven

CampusFundraiscr 3 hour

fundraisinji event. Our

free pnigrams make

fundraising easy with mi

risks. Fundraising diites

are tilhng quickly, so gel

with the program! It

woris. Contact Campus

Fum1raiseral(S88)92.V

.3238. or visit www.cam-

pusfundraiser.com

\I'\KI\11M tOK KtNT

I bedroom available in 2

bedrcxnn apartment in

Sunderland. On bus route

$4.'>()/monlh. Cats

allowed 11/1 41.3-478-

9175

One bedroom, near

UMass Amherst Center

Bus. 2 Large Rooms, low

heat cost. $.'575 per

month. S86-0746

\l lO lOR SMf

93 Pontiac Bonneville

SON All Power Must

AUTO FOR S,\Lt

1991 Toyota Camrv

Wagon AC/Power 17,000

miles, reliable. $2500

549-4060

$500!!! Cars from $500!!!

Police lmp<iunds for list-

inf?,. 1-800-319-3323

cxr4554

1998 Volvo VTOAWn
Wagon TurK) Auto

1 k\Oa) Miles Ljaded

$10,aX)/OPC^ 253-073}

1994 Volk-swagon Jerta.

160K, includes 4 snow

tires, $2,000/OBO. Julie

253-4240

Nanny Wanted Part-time

to caiie tor 1 yr. old

triplets 1 to 3 days a

week. In Belchertown

Call 4 13-323-92 1 8 or

413-272-6267

f OMIHIf KS

Pentium Laptop $99.00

Pentium llesktop $49.00

We tix Laptops,

l")esktops/ PC's guaran-

teed 584-8857

IMIMONMFNT

Sales Assistant for con-

sutting/softwaa- hrm.

Telephone telemarketing.

Economics a plus. Please

send awer letter and

resume to Fa-denck Treyz

at Regional Econtmiic

Models, Inc.. 433 West

Street, Amherst, MA
01002 or fax 4H-549-

1038 or email

resumes@remi.com.

Movie Extras/Mcxlels

needed. No exp. required,

eani up to $500-1000 a

day. 1-888-820-0167 ext.

U150

IMI'IOVMFM

Visa/Mastercard approval

agents earn $1 ,000/week

potential. No expcnence

necessary. Call 1 -800-

821-3416 ext.145

Motivated students seek-

ing leadership outside the

K)x. Gain experience in

all aspects of running a

small business Gill 508-

246-1230

Expenenced and certified

high energy instmctors

for kickK)xing and spin-

ning cla.s,ses. C^all

Northampton Athletic

Club 585-8500

Quicksilver Qimputing

C^omputer help Virus

removal Web l^ign

$15/hr 548-6847 Ask for

Sell $I5CV 8^^)253-5537 T.J.

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

potential, bxal positions.

1-800-293-3985 ext 516

!BarTending!$$250/day

ptitential N(5 expencnce

Nesc Training provided.

l-800-%5-6520extl62

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHP
MySQL, Perl and more.

j^l^QyigSyjgSB or

(413)253-0051.

I\SIKI ( IIO\

Private Boxing Le.ssons-

w/retired Pn) Djala Bum-

pus, in Northampton 584-

mig]|^|]Q](^|]^g|Q Acc-

epts all major credit cards

issTRi ( nos

University Bartending

Classes Start Soon 1-80(V

U-CAN-MIX Call now

for information!!! Space

is Limited www.universi-

tybartending.com

SFRVIC FS

Legal questions.' The

Student Legal Services

Oflncc offers free legal

assistance to fee-paying
|

students. Gintact as at

922 Campus Center, 545-

1995

Pet-Sitter available days

nights &. weekends. Dog

walking. 9 years experi- ,

ence. Call Gina 253-

0619

All Digital Pnxluctior«

Pn ) Videography for

Weddings, Bar MitTvahs,

Gmmercial 508-221-8223

sweeppicker^ahixi.com

SHEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES Bcxly

Sugaring (waxing) for

men and women *Safe

100% Nanjral 'Effective

253-2322 httrs://shear-

bliss.imagc4n.com

SI RVK ts

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free

testing and assistance.

549-1906

PREGNANCY TEST-

ING, HIV Testing, Birth

Gmn-ol, an d Emergency

Gintraception.

Affordable and confiden-

tial. Tapestry Health, 27

Pray Street, Amherst.

548-9992

Spring Break- Sign up

with Student Express arkd

get Free roundtrip airline.

Tickets to over 1 5 inter-

national destinations-

including Aruba,

Dominican Republic,

Gista Rica, Caribbean

hot spots and more. Why
go with anyone else?

Limited offer call now.

G>mmission rep positioi«

I

aLso available 1-800-787-

I 3787 www.student

express.com

A "Realiry" Spring Break

2004 s Hottest Prices

Book now .. Free Trips,

Meals & Parties

or 1800-426-7710

#1 Spring Break

Vacations! 1 10% Best

Prices! Mexico, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Florida, Texas.

Book Now & Receive

Free Parties & MeaLs

Campus Reps Wanted! 1-

800-234-7007 endless-

summertours.com

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of

Destinations, including

Cmises! Foam Parties,

Free Ptrinks and Club

Admissioas. Rep Pc»i-

tions and FREE trips

Available. 800-231-4386

I
www.EpicuteanTouis.com

grring Break '04 with

ygjgpi Maeazinc! C>et

h<x>ked up with Free

Trips, Cash, and VIP

Status as a Campus Rep!

Chcxise fmm 1 5 of the

hottest destinations.

Book early for FREE

MEALS, FREE DRINKS

and 150% Lowest Price

Guarantee! To reserve

online or view our Photo

Gallery, visit WOUUt
(koUlOifiamorCall

1-888-SPRlNG-

BREAK!

A SPRING BREAKER
NEEDED 2004's Hottest

Destinatiotw & Parties 2

free ttips / hi^ aimmis-

sions 1 5w suasplash-

tours.com 1800-426-7710

Math/Physics Tutor

$30/Hr plus travel Call

Dr. Kline 413-552-3805

Rent us your cars!

Participate in listening

experiments $7.(X)/hour

call 545-6837 Leave

Message

YOUR AD
COULD GO

HERE!
CALL

545-3500

FOR DETAILSI

By Becky HtiRowii/

(j;>LLEtiiAN Staff

Sophomore Tim Kitchell has been a vital component of the Maroon and White defense. UMass comes

home to play LaSalle Friday at Rudd Field.

en streak to seven.

junior Oral Bullen started the games scoring 10

minutes in when he drilled one past Dayton keeper

Matt Handy off of his own rebound giving the

IVIinutemen an early 1-0 lead.

Dayton answered quickly when freshman Antti

Arst scored his first collegiate goal six minutes later

Arst chased down his own deflected shot and placed

it in the bottom left comer past UMass keeper Colin

Bums.
Arst started in place of Flyer's leading scorer Chris

Rolfe (4 goals, 5 assists) who was unable to play due

to a pn;vious injury that gave him trouble during

warm-ups.

Dayton struck again five minutes later off a text-

book comer kick, lunior Tye Stebbins' comer found

sophomore Nate Darrs' head, which led to sopho-

more Mpoki Tenendes' goal, giving the Flyers a 2-1

lead.

UMass senior co-captain Ptah Myers found the top

right comer of the net from 50 yards out, off a Dan

Continued on page 9

Ranked No. 1 3 by the National Soccer Coaches

Association of America, and on a seven game unbeat-

en str«ak. the Massachusetts men's soccer team was

riding high entering the weekend.

Their high ended abruptly as the Minutemen

dropped two in Ohio to con-

ference toes Dayton (8-1-2.

3-0-1 Atlantic 10) and

Xavier (2-9-1. 1-2-0 A-10).

UMass (7-4-1, 1-2-1 A-

10) lost a tough battle yes-

terday. 3-2. to No. 18

Dayton. It was the first time

two ranked men's soccer teams had ever faced each

other at Baujan field. Although the Maroon and White

was not up to par. it still played the I'lycis evenly.

Dayton sophomore George Nanchoff clanked one

off the post and in at the 63.36 mark scoring the

game-winning goal and extending the Flyer's unbeat-

UMass

Xavier

UMass

Dayton

_\_

3

2

<
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Deaifs Seminar Series - 2003/2004
OMin lh« »toil4: Alumni tr.ueprentuis

A degree in the humanities and fine arts opens up a world of opportunities!

Come meet some of the Colleges leading alumni entrepreneurs, who used their

degree to launch business ventures, create educational campaigns and much more.

oa Entrepreneurs Fall 2003

Miriam ZoU SA!#4

-from UNtm to ttit United Nitiow"

Ms. Ml IS » wil»r ana commun.udons strategist and producer ot puUtK

»()ucalion ampaigns tor donwslK and mternaliorul onjaoutio"* 5he is ttw

NxindK and national codirertor ot A CAll. TO ARMS, a new national initiative

to> Amenta s sons, and ih« loundinq co producer ol the Ms. Foundation lor

Women s annuil lake Our Damjhters to Work campa-qn

tam. wwiMrtar oc»*»f nmxi-m mim*nii*-''' *'> » >i""'

Accc^ffM •••ttiwc tmi§wi§§

Lawrence Wilker.. ..

Tony *»»«rd Wlnnini, Emmy nomliwlwl ProduMf

Mr Wilkei IS i lony Award-wnninq. Emmy nominated producer and

enledainmeiit e«ecuii»e. He was ttw Prtsidenl ol the John F, Kennedy

Center Irom 1 Ml 2000 In Apnl JOOO, Wrtker launched 'Theater

Dreams , a theatrical production enterpnse and a new media company,

ShowOnOemand Thealerflreams has successfully co-produced two

hit Broadway '.hovrt, ffie Dinner Party jrid Unnetown

«»#Aii.ita<.ii«w«»» (7. ao £•«*'»«««''"*'<:*» -

Dtcftlm ImmtiimirUkuni

Cubs hope for Wrigley win
^^_^_.^^-.—^——^-^—

—

Ml ...u;«,. a .«,>>T,M ik** <\tK^r nitrht and i

By Ben Walker
AsMX'iATCi) Press

CHICAGO (AP) — Whatever happens at Wrigley

Field this week, whether his team reaches the Worid

Series or not. Dusty Baker already has posted a huge

vktory for the Chicago Cubs.

He's managed to get them to shed their longtime

image as baseball's lovable losers.

Cute cubby bear on their sleeves? Friendly

Confines? Warm and fuzzy feel?

Forget it.

Watch Mark Prior and Kerry Wood buzz a batter,

even if it's Barry Bonds. See Kenny Lofton knock

down Rorida pitcher Mark Redman with a loose

elbow. Listen to Baker shout out Tony La Russa.

More like grizzlies than baby bruins, these Cubs.

"What we've been fighting here all year long."

Baker said yesterday, a day before the Cubs played

Florida in Game 6 of the NL championship series.

"Everytime you lose a game, somebody conjures up

something negative in history that happened kjefore."

Ahead 3-2. the Cubs can wrap up their first

World Series trip in 58 years with a win tonight.

Prior will start against Carl Pavano. with Wood

set to pitch Game 7 if necessary.

A win would give the Cubs a chance to claim their

first Series championship in 95 years, lack McKeon

had no good reason for the Cubs' long drought.

"1 don't know. I'm not that old. I haven't been fol-

lowing them that long to see what goes on," the 72-

year-old Marlins manager said yesterday.

"There's a lot of luck involved and 1 don't know

whether the hex or the curse in Boston ... I guess if

you want to believe that, that's what will happen.

So, I hope you all keep believing the hex is still on
"

Baker wants to keep the focus on the field, though

he knows a lot of fans will be thinking about the Cubs'

past.

"Most of these guys in 1984 — Kerry Wood in

1 984 _ what was he. like 8?" Baker said. "Half of this

stuff doesn't apply to them. They can't help the fact

that they are playing for the Cubs. Dodgens or As or

whoever they are playing for, and they can't help what

happened in the past.

I was watching a game the other night and in

between innings this goat kept running across the

street. I thought that was the craziest thing I ever saw

in my life. Or 1-800 whose curse is the strongest, the

goat or the curse of Babe? Man. that's crazy." he saW.

"You either don't pay attention to it or you laugh at it.

Those are the two choices you got."

Sammy Sosa sure wasn't laughing after a 97 mph

from |osh Beckett whizzed past his head Sunday in a

4-0 loss in Game 5. Sosa sprang up. pointing his bat at

the young Florida pitcher, and several Cubs rushed to

the top of the dugout steps, ready to rumble.

Ernie Banks was Mr. Cub and the ultimate gentle-

man, entertaining crowds with his call of "Let's play

two!" But he never made it to the Work! Series during

his Hall of Famer career

Baker guided San Francisco to the Series last year,

losing in Game 7 to Anaheim, and then took over a

Cubs team that had gone 67-95. This season. Chicago

went 88-74 and won the NL Central.

After the Cubs beat Atlanta in the first round of the

playoffs, Baker admitted he did not think the turn-

around would be so swift. He said new players and a

new staff helped bring success, along with an extreme-

ly positive outlook.

"1 remember back in my days v^^th the Dodgers, I

mean, with Tommy Lasorda, he genuinely believed

and he would always tell us, 'You've got to believe it,'"

Baker said right before the NLCS. "I remember when

1 was going for my 50th home run on the last day of

the season, and 1 had come back to the dugout, and 1

said, "1 don't think I'm going to do it.' and I must've

said it ttx) loud because he heard it.

"He went into this long dissertation about the chil-

dren of Israel standing by the Red Sea, and they didn't

believe and those that didn't believe and fled perished,

and those who stayed there and waited for the Lord to

deliver them and the sea parted, and 1 was like before

he finished, 'OK, Tommy, I believe.' That next at-bat.

I went up against |.R. Richard, my nemesis, and I hit

it over the center-field fence."

So what would a championship represent?

"Oh man, it would mean everything," said former

star second baseman Ryne Sandberg, who neariy led

the Cubs to the WoHd Series in 1984.

Offense sparks Minuteman victory
Continued from page 12

the year, snagging a Campbell pass

in the comer of the end zone on the

preceding drive, preserving

Massachusetts' fourth consecutive

victory.

"We just wanted to come down

here and find a way to get one

more point, and credit our kids

they did a good job," Whipple said.

"It was gcxxi to get on top early on

the road, but 1 think we fell asleep

a little bit again. It's just the com-

placency factor You feel like 'hey,

the game's over,' and it's never

over. But our guys, when they con-

centrate, arc pretty good."

UMass struck first on its open-

ing possession when Demers

scored the first of his two one-yard

touchdown runs to cap off a 12-

play, 79-yard drive just 4:45 into

the opening frame.

Freshman placekicker Michael

Torres then gave the Minutemen a

10-0 edge just before halftime,

when he connected on a 29-yard

field goal after another lengthy. 1
2-

play drive.

After the Minutemen again put

together another lengthy drive

which covered 61 yards in 14

plays, Demers' second touchdown

of the afternoon pushed the lead to

17-0 at the eight-minute mark of

the third quarter before Campbell's

pass to Hargrove finally got

William & Mary on the board eariy

in the fourth quarter.

The Tribe signal caller was 25-

of-29 for 265 yards with a touch-

down and an interception, despite

being victinjized by an anemic

ground game that netted only 48

yards.

On the other side of the ball,

Krohn was 25-of-52 for 242 yards

and a touchdown despite throwing

two interceptions.

Starting wideout lason Feebler

caught three passes for 72 yards

before leaving with a hamstring

injury in the second quarter. He is

out indefinitely Dominque Stewart

led all UMass receivers with five

catches for 52 yards and a touch-

down.
Ail-American wide receiver

Rich Musinski was a non-factor for

the Tribe, catching only three pass-

es for 50 yards. He now sits just

three catches short of tying a

school record for career recep-

tions, and its threatening Brian

Forster's conference record of

5,944 career receiving yards.

As an engineer in

the U.S. Air Force,

there's no telling what

you'll work on.

(Seriously, we can't tell ^ou.)

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead

of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new

engineer you'll likely be involved at the ground level of new

and sometimes classified developments. You'll begin leading

and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out what's waiting behind the scenes for you in

the Air Force today. To request more information, call

1-800-A23-USAF or log on to airforce.com.

U.S. AIR FORCE
CROSS INTO THE BLUE
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UMass ices Lowell
Rivalry starts

on right track

By Matt Stewart
C^iJLLKGiAN Staff

h's only week one of the 2003-04

Massachusetts hockey team's season

and not only does it have a Hockey

East victory, it's against rival UMass

Lowell. But the win wasn't easy.

Lowell holds the advantage in the

all-time serious against the

Minutemen, with a record of 20-1 1-4.

The River Hawks have gotten the bet-

ter of the Minutemen in the last 10

games as well, with a record of 5-3-1.

The longest winning streak that UML
has ever had against UMass was six

games, starting prior to the discontin-

uation of the hockey program in

Amherst (Nov. 19, 1977) and ended

after it was reinstated (Nov. 10,

1995).

The longest winning streak the

Minutemen have held against the

River Hawks was three games (Nov.

26, 1968 to Nov. 24, 1970). Lowell

has had the advantage in overtime as

well, bettering UMass with a record of

2-1-4 in the series. Surprisingly for the

Minutemen, they have performed bet-

ter in Lowell (7-9-1) than they have

on their home ice (4-1 1-3).

Lowell has undergone many

changes prior to becoming the

University of Massachusetts at Lowell.

Long before the name UMass Lowell,

it was known as the Lowell Technical

Institution. Then due to a merger of

Lowell Tech and a teaching college,

the University of Lowell was founded.

University of Lowell later became

incorporated into the UMass system.

Lowell was one of the original

members of the Hockey East

Conference, along with Boston

College, Boston University, Maine,

New Hampshire. Northeastern and

Providence College. UMass joined

Hockey East 10 years after its creation

in 1994-95.

Last season, UMass took the series

over Lowell 2-1. On Nov. 15. Greg

Mauldin and Stephen Werner both lit

the lamp twice as the Minutemen

cruised to a 6-3 victory.

In win number two. the Maroon

and White, down 3-1. rallied to score

three answered goals to capture the 4-

3 win. Mike Warner netted the game

winner. Lowell avoided the sweep

with a 3-2 victory on Feb. 8. when Ben

Walter scored the clincher to break a

2-2 tie.

Saturday's matchup would con tin-

Continued on page 8

UMass squeaks by

By Andrew Merritt

CoLiEoiAN Staff

LOWELL — The Massachusetts hockey

team has a penchant for slow starts and

strong finishes. While those finishes are

warming to the UMass faithful, the starts are

rough on coach Don Cahoon's blood pres-

sure.

The trend continued in the Minutemen s

second game of the season, as they trumped

UMass Lowell 3-2 at Tkxigas Arena Sanirday

night.

Peter Trovato's rebound goal with 2:20 left

in regulation put the Minutemen ahead after

a chippy game that showed where UMass'

strength is thus far:

UMass

Lowell

Special Teams.

Trovato's goal was

set up when the

Minutemen held off

'( ^ERALPH LIN<iRX1LLECilAN

Junior forward Peter Trovato scored the Kame-winning goal with

Minutemen return to action against St. Lawrence on Saturday.

2:20 left in regulation against UMass LoweH. The

Minutemen roll over

a Lowell power play in the wake of Dusty

Demianiuk's obstruction penalty, and James

Solon fired a shot that bounced off of goal-

tender Chris Davidson and landed at

Trovato's feet.

"Perfectly executed penalty kill that we've

been working on all week." Trovato said.

-We jam up the middle when they're break-

ing in. and the next thing you know, the puck

squirts to lamie. and hats off to Jamie Solon

for taking that wide, getting that on net, and

that's a gimme goal. It popped right up. and

1 just stuck it in the net. Those are the types

of goals that 1 get. I'm a rebound goal-getter"

UMass flourished both in man-down and

man-up situations Saturday. The power play

unit accounted for one UMass goal, froiri

Thomas Pock, and in addition to Trovato's

game winner, the penalty kill put in one of the

best performances of the night, stifling the

River Hawks for a full two-minute five-on-

three after Nick Kuiper (slashing) and

Marvin Degon (unsportsmanlike conduct)

both went into the box at 16:55 of the second

period.

During the two-minute span, the River

Hawks hardly breached the Minuteman

penalty killers, and the closest Lowell got to

capitalizing on the two-man advantage was a

shot that went off the outside of the post to

Winer's left side.

"That was definitely good for the team,"

Pock said of the kill. "The ref got us down on

the five-on-three. and it's always tough when

you're in a (ive-on-three in the first place, and

they had us running around pretty good

there. But we managed to stay on top. and

not give up a goal, so that definitely helped

the team."

In the earliest Hockey East opener for

either team, the contrast between conference

and non-conference play was evident as the

two squads beat up on each other to the tune

of 31 combined penalty minutes. In the end.

the young River Hawks took the brunt of

Ck)ntinued on page 9

Pri(ie
Maroon and White remain undefeated

in conference with win on the road

By Mike Marzelli

CoLLEfiiAN Staff

Folbwing a preseason scrimmage, a

reporter asked Massachusetts football

coach Mark Whipple if an unknown full-

back who had carried the ball late in the

game would fac-

UMaSS 24_ ,or into his

W & M H" team's rushing

attack during the

season.

"He was only carrying the ball for his

friends and family in the stands," Whipple

said, laughing.

That unknown fullback was UMass

Lowell transfer Rich Demers.

And Whipple isn't laughing anymore.

With Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Week

Steve Baylark limited by a high ankle

sprain that kept the team's leading rusher

out of practice all week,

Demers amassed 171 yards and two

touchdowns on 26 carries, and also caught

three passes for 26 yards as the Minutemen

(5-1 4-0 A- 10) downed William & Mary.

24-14. before a rain-soaked crowd of

4.868 at Walter |. Zable Stadium. It was

the team's first meeting since 2001

"Steve [Baylark] did not practice all

week and we weren't sure he was going to

be able to go. He didn't do anything

(Friday) and didn't even take the boot off."

Whipple said. "We were planning on going

with Rich every other series, but we threw

him out there out of necessity and he real-

ly came up big for us."

"(Demers I did not catch us by sur-

prise." Tribe coach limmy Laycock said. "It

did surprise us that they u.sed him a lot, but

we knew he was a vei>. very good back.

He's a very versatile back, he can do a lot

of things."

It was not all positive for the

Minutemen, however, as they continued

two alarming trends that have plagued

them over the last two weeks, including

being unable to avoid flags, as Whipple

saw his team penalized 1 1 times for 95

yards.

Another problem that again reared its

ugly head on Saturday after becoming evi-

dent in wins over Maine. James Madison

and New Hampshire, was complacency, as

UMass again allowed its opponent to bat-

tle back from an early deficit.

The reigning A- 10 ctvOffensivc Player

of the Week, W&M junior quarterback

Lang Campbell, got the Tribe on the board

eariy in the fourth quarter, as he capilaliz^-d

on a Baylark fumble with a 5 1 -yard touch-

down pass to tailback Steven Hargrove

which pulled the Tribe to within 1 7-7 with

14:38 remaining.

UMass quarterback |eff Krohn was

picked off on the following drive by the

Tribe's Travis Mcl^urin on a biziirre play

in which the linebacker fumble on the

return, only to see it recovered by team-

mate Adam O'Connor Campbell sparked

a five-play drive, which culminated with a

1 4-yartl touchdown dash by fullback Nick

Rogers that shrunk the Maroon and

White's lead down to just 1714.

However, it would be too little too late,

as Krohn drove the Minutemen 80 yards in

nine plays, hooking up with Dominique

Stewart in the comer of the end zone with

a 23-yard strike to make the score 24-14.

Comerback Steve Costello then reiord-

ed his team-leading fourth interception of

(k>ntinued on page 1

1

Junior receiver JaM)n Feebler had

Saturday for it.s homecoming game.

72 yards receiving against Wi
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illiam and Mary. The Maroon and White take on Hofstra on
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ALANA students demonstrate in protest of Columbus Day
^ ^^-^^ ^-1. ^ -* ^ fortunetellers with facts abom

EMILIf PrCtiAN/COLLEOIAN

Patrick Brown, a senior Environmental Science major, checks out the ALANA demonstration outside the Student Union yes.er-

By Perron Salniker

CoLLEoiAN Staff

In protest of Christopher

Columbus Day. the Office of

ALANA Affairs held a demon-

stration yesterday to commem-
orate the memory of the vic-

tims who have suffered from

the effects of colonization.

Similar to the memorial

dedicated to victims of the ter-

rorist attacks on Sept. 11,

2001, "The Truth Behind

Columbus Day" displayed flags

hanging on the campus center

lawn with messages reflecting

the loss caused by those who
died. Students paused as they

headed to class to glance at

flags reading such messages as

"Homeland security: fighting

terrorism since 1492" and

"Because of an unknown
plague brought to America by a

French trading ship, many

native communities were

entirely wiped out between

1616 and 1618."

The flags were designed by

the organizers of the event

along with members of the

Native American Student

Association, but any student

was free to design a flag of his

or her own. The flags remained

up all day from 9 a.m. to 5

p.m. in an effort to leave a last-

ing effect in student's minds.

Organizers spent the day

handing out flyers containing

information on Christopher

Columbus's arrival in America

and the effect it had on the

Native Americans and Africans

who were brought to the

AiTiericas as slaves. Origami

fortunetellers with facts about

Columbus Day and Native

Americans were also given out.

In addition, students read poet-

ry and Nelson Acosta, Director

of OAA, spoke.

There was also a space for

students to leave their opinions

and thoughts on the demon-

stration. Most comments
applauded the event. One stu-

dent wrote, "This stuff still

goes on, look at your shoes,

look at your clothes. Who
makes them?"

"We are here because we

think it's important to look at

both sides," said Lisa L.

Robinson, the Public Relations

spokesperson for OAA. "We
don't want to eradicate knowl-

edge, we want to acknowledge

those who have suffered and

died and who still suffer

because of colonialism."

As Robinson walked along

the hanging flags she pointed

to one flag, "1 think this one is

the most powerful." The sign

read, "For every Christian slain

Columbus killed 100 Native

Americans."

Organizers agreed that the

majority of the passing stu-

dents showed interest,

although they did speak to a

few who disagreed with the

demonstration.

"The majority of students

have been eager to learn

more," Robinson said. "There

were a few students loitering

around the table being contro-

versial. They are entitled to

their opinion but they should

come with correct facts. I don't

Continued on page 3

day.

Equipment stolen from

SOM over weekend

One People pilgrimage launched

Thousands of dollars in equip-

ment were stolen over the week-

end from the Isenberg School of

Management building, including

laptops containing professors'

data needed for courses in session.

"There have been a number of

thefts this semester." said SOM
Dean Dennis Hanno. "Laptops

were stolen this week and an

overhead was stolen a few weeks

ago."

The theft will undoubtedly

cause problems in the classes of

those professors involved. Dean

Hanno said that five to six profes-

sors lost data that was stored in

their laptops. Most of the profes-

sors will be able to recover some

of the data, but not all of It.

The University of Massa-

chusetts Police Department is cur-

rently investigating the incident

and Dean Hanno said that the

department has recovered finger-

prints. According to Hanno. there

are no suspects at this time. He

was confident that the guilty par-

ties will be found.

Dining commons and dorms

have experienced robbery as well.

In April and in February, two sep-

arate thefts claimed thousands of

dollars worth of lab equipment

was from the Morrill Science

Center and another campus loca-

tion. Arrests were made in both

cases and UMPD is hoping the

evidence left at the scene of the

SOM theft will help it out.

Dean Hanno has met with fac-

ulty to discuss how to prevent

future theft from happening.

Hanno said he's looking for

changes in procedure and an

increase in vigilance so faculty

won't lose any more of their lap-

tops and data.

W^th a possible new security

system being installed on campus,

the UMPD and UMass staff hope

to prevent costly thefts from

occurring in the future.

Rexd Davenport

Marylan(d sniper suspect

could face death penalty
By Matthew Barakat

Associated Press

VIRGINIA BEACH, Va.

(AP) _ With his life on the line,

a stone-faced lohn Allen

Muhammad pleaded innocent

to murder charges Tuesday as

the first trial in the deadly

Washington-area sniper spree

got under way.

In a strong, clear voice.

Muhammad, dressed in a light

gray shirt and tie, entered his

plea in the slaying of Dean

Harold Meyers, 53, of

Gaithersburg, Md.. who was

cut down by a single bullet that

him in the head while he filled

up at a gas station near

Manassas on Oct. 9, 2002.

Muhammad. 42. could get

the death penalty if convicted.

Muhammad and Lee Boyd

Malvo. 18. are charged with 13

shootings, 10 of them fatal,

during a three-week period in

October 2002 that spread ter-

ror across the Washington met-
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ropolitan area and had many

people ducking for cover as

they ran errands. Malvo goes

on trial separately on Nov. 10.

Muhammad answered a

series of questions from the

judge and was then asked if he

understood the charges. He

remained silent for several sec-

onds, until defense attorney

Jonathan Shapiro whispered in

his ear. Muhammad responded,

"Yes, I understand what I am

charged with."

Circuit Judge LeRoy F.

Millette asked if Muhammad
was ready for trial, to which he

replied: "I'm prepared for it,

yes."

The trial then opened with

jury selection. Prosecutor Paul

Ebert said after the hearing he

hoped have a jury picked by

Wednesday.
Millette jr. excused 53 of

124 potential jurors, mostly

because work or personal rea-

sons prevented them from sit-

ting through a trial expected to

last six weeks. Two were

excluded because they said the

pretrial publicity would make

it impossible to for them to

give an unbiased verdict.

The remaining prospective

jurors will be questioned indi-

vidually. A jury of 1 2 plus three

alternates will be seated.

Muhammad stood and

stared silently at the prospec-

tive jurors each time Millette

introduced a group of them to

him. Prosecutors and defense

lawyers, .in contrast, all took

the opportunity to say, "Good

morning."

The judge sternly warned

the prospective jurors to ignore

pretrial publicity about the

case.

'The only evidence you are

to consider is evidence present-

ed within the four walls of this

courtroom. If you cannot make

that commitment to this court,

you should not sit on this jury,"

he said.

The trial was moved about

200 miles out of metropolitan

Washington to this southeast-

ern Virginia city after the

defense argued that every

northern Virginia resident

could be considered a victim

because the shootings made

them afraid.

Muhammad faces two

counts of capital murder. One

charge is under an anti-terror-

ism law passed by the

Legislature after the Sept. 1

1

attacks; it has never before

been used. Prosecutors will

have to show not only that

Muhammad participated in a

slaying, but that the intent was

to influence the government or

to intimidate the civilian popu-

lation.

The other capital charge

accuses Muhammad of multi-

ple murders over three years.

Prosecutors will have to prove

Muhammad's involvement in

the Meyers killing and at least

one other fatal shooting.

Defense lawyers argue

Muhammad can get the death

penalty on this count only if he

was the triggerman. while

prosecutors say they need only

prove Muhammad was the

"instigator and moving spirit"

of the murders.

As for Malvo, he will be

tried in neighboring Chesa-

peake in the slaying of an FBI

analyst outside a Home Depot.

His lawyers intend to pursue

an insanity defense.

By Keyana Brown
COLLEOIA N CORRESPONOENT

Various earth-based and

ecologically affiliated commu-

nities came together Sunday

and Monday to advocate that

"all life is sacred" during the

One People, One Earth First

Annual Parade/Festival and

Ceremony in Amherst and the

surrounding areas.

Spiritual, educational, cul-

tural, environmental, animal

and other rights interest groups

were all present. This two-day

event represented the launch-

ing of a "Pilgrimage."

The Pilgrimage is a walk,

signifying a promise to "weave

people together in order to

raise faith, awareness, hope

and consciousness to respect

for nature and the earth," said

Robin MacRostie, an Amherst

community member who
helped with the event.

Despite the rain on Sunday.

the festival and parade had an

overall turnout of approximate-

ly 30 individuals.

"Thirty people may not seem

like much, but this was our

first annual festival and it was

planned considerably late. This

was a start and I am just so

grateful for not having to walk

alone even though I was pre-

pared to do so." said Brother

North Star, the founder of One

People One Earth.

At about 10:30 a.m., the

peace walk traveled from the

Haigus Mall and circled around

the town of Amherst and halted

at the Amherst Commons. The

march then turned into a festi-

val.

Supporters of buying local

collectives, sustainable living

communities and eco-villages

and cruelty free businesses and

products were also in atten-

dance. Supporters walking

chanted: "Earth, my body;

water, my blood; air. my breath;

fire, my spirit."

Everyone was advised to

wear earth-tone colors as well

as earth friendly, cruelty-free

fabric. Instead of driving to the

parade/festival, everyone was

advised to travel via bicycle,

foot, skateboard, rollerblade or

eco-friendly vehicle - some par-

ticipants even camped out the

night before the festival.

The festival included guest

speakers, multi-cultural per-

formances (traditional and con-

temporary), solar energy

exhibits, animal shows, puppet

shows, vending stations, earth-

friendly fashion shows, instru-

ments/sound-makers and a

dragon made mostly of recycled

materials that took at least five

people to hold up.

"This Pilgrimage circled

Amherst propagating the

Internal Revolution: Rolling

Back the Carpet of

Consumption," Brother North

Star said.

"The Gathering" took place

on Monday at Mohawk Trail

State Forest. One of the themes

of the gathering was to

"Unplug America - Give Earth

a Rest Day." For example.

walking instead of using fossil

fuel-burning vehicles.

Cherokee grandmother |ani

Leverett is the President of

Friends of Mohawk Trail State

Forest.

"Monday turnout for the

gathering was perfect because

there was only about 20 people

or so present and therefore

there wasn't an enormous

amount of people in the forest

to step all over and kill a lot of

rich and vibrant, potential life,'

Brother North Star said. "The

primary focus of the gathering

was not only for spiritual rea-

sons, but also to open the idea

of the possibility of trees being

devoted and named after not

only Native American peace-

makers, but also peacemakers

of a diverse range such as

Gandhi and Martin Luther

King |r."

The goal is to obtain state

approval, so that the part of the

state forest will be a "Peace

Park" in which followers of

peacemakers, especially indi-

viduals of Pioneer Valley, are

offered a sacred location to

pray and find solace.

Furthermore, many gathered

in an area within the Mohawk
Trail Stale Forest called the

"Trees of Peace" and said

prayers from various spiritual

communities. Ancient cultures

such as Mayan/Aztec, African,

Shinto. Wickens, Druid. Celtic

and Hindu gathered in the cer-

emony as well as various faiths

including Ouakers, Buddhists

and Muslims.

Kennedy to give book talk
By Emilie Duggan

C'oLi-Ec^iAN Staff

Boston Phoenix media critic

and award-winning writer Dan

Kennedy will be on campus tomor-

row to speak about the media and

read from his new book. "Little

People: Learning to See the World

Through My Daughter's Eyes."

Kennedy will speak about the

state of the media and his recently

published memoir. From 1 to 2: 1

5

p.m. in 227 Herter Hall. Kennedy

will give his views on where the

state of the media is heading.

The second part of Kennedy's

visit, held from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.

in Campus Center 904-908 will

consist of a reading from his

recently published memoir about

raising his daughter.

As a writer for the Boston

Phoenix, Kennedy is well known

for his outspoken, no-holds-barred

criticism of both the Boston and

national press. Some of his recent

columns have covered issues rang-

ing from the war in Iraq to the

ousting of former UMass president

William Bulger, and it was with the

help of Kennedy's research that the

Boston Globe fired Mike Bamicle

in 1998.

"Dan is an equal opportunity

critic - he goes after the left and

the right, which makes hiin unusu-

al but makes him well worth lis-

tening to." journalism professor

B.|. Roche said. "It's really a very

interesting time lor joumali.sm."

"Right now. with issues related

to the Iraq war. the issue around

the Fox News Network and

whether or not it has bias in it's

reporting; we thought it would be

interesting to talk about this right

now. Dan Kcnned> is one of the

best people in the country on the

topic of where the media is head-

ing," she continued.

According to an interview he

did with Mediaman.com, Kennedy

said that his book "is about the

culture of dwariism."

"It's partly a memoir - our 10-

year-old daughter. Rebecca, is an

achondroplastic dwarf - partly

journalism. partly historical

research and partly cultural criti-

cism." he said.

Rodale. the publisher of

Kennedy's book, says the book is

about Kennedy's daughter and

"about Dan's search for meaning

in his daughter's difference."

This book is very interesting,'

Roche said. "It's a subject you

don't think about and that isn't

talked about."

Kennedy started at the Boston

Phoenix in 1991. and is now the

senior writer and the media critic.

He got his start at the Daily Times

Chronicle in Wobum in 1979 after

graduating with a degree in jour-

nalism from Northeastern

University.

While at the Chronicle,

Kennedy received his master's

degree in history from Boston

University in 1988. From 1989 to

1990. Kennedy was the editor and

publisher of the MetroNorth

Magazine, a news and lifestyle

publication.

Kennedy is seen and heard

around the Boston area on various

media analysis shows such as

"Beat the Press" on WGBH-TV
and "The Pat Whitley Show" on

WRKO 680 AM. His writing is

not limited to the Phoenix, and

articles by Kennedy can be found

in The New Republic, Slate and

Salon, among others.

Both events are open to the

public, and are sponsored by the

journalism department.
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Lenka Reinerova, author of

Atle Farben der Sonne und der

Nacht (2003), will present her

book at 4 p.m. in the Porter

House of Amherst College. The

presentation will include a short

reading from her book in

German, followed by a panel

discussion in English of her life

and memoirs.

At 4:30 p.m., a Microsoft rep-

resentative will be at the Career

Development Office of Smith

College to discuss summer
internships, full time jobs and

technical positions.

Students are invited to Smith

College's "The People Speak:

Smith College Students Debate

America's Role in the World" to

hear and join a debate on

American Foreign Policy at 7:30

p.m. in Seelye 106. Topics will

include role of international

institutions and use of military

force.

UMass' Theatre de I'Oeil will

be performing "The Star

Keeper" in Bowker Auditorium

at 7:30 p.m. "The Star Keeper"

tells the adventure of its main

character. Pretzel, in his

attempts to return a star to the

sky. Tickets are available

through the Fine Arts Center

The cost is $7 for UMass stu-

dents, $10 for Five College

Students, $10-$25 for all others.

Compiled by Sara- Megan Walsh
ture titled "Cancer: Hope,

Progress. Answers." at 4:15

p.m. in McConnell BOS at Smith

College. The lecture will be

moved to McConnell

Auditorium if space is required.

Dan Kennedy will

give a talk, sponsored by the

UMass journalism department,

from 4:30-5:30 p.m. Kennedy is

the author of "Little People:

Learning to see the World

Through my Daughter's Eyes."

Kennedy will discuss many
issues of the "little people" and

sharing his own experiences

concerning his daughter Becky,

who is a dwarf.

Mount Hotyoke College

presents Tariq All, the editor of

"New Left Review" and author

of "Bush in Babylon", giving a

lecture titled "Bush in Babylon:

Recolonization and Resistance

in Iraq." The lecture begins at 7

p.m. in Gamble Auditorium of

the Art building.

At 8 p.m.. Mount Holyoke's

production is seeking actress-

es and actors to audition for

"Jacques Brel is Alive and

Living in Paris" in Black Box,

Rooke Theater. Casting seeks

eight to 12 singers and four

dancers. Auditions are also

being held at 7 p.m. on Friday,

Oct. 17 and at 1 p.m. on

Saturday, Oct. 18.

F r i d a y 17
Dr. Mary Simmonds, the

president of the American

Cancer Society, will give a lec-

Smith College will have

"POPS! A Night of Magic"

which will feature musical

works by Steppenwolf, ELO,

Heart and more, sung by stu-

dent ensembles and a cappella

groups. The event begins at

7:30 p.m. in John M. Greene

Hall. Admission is $4 for Five

College Students, $7 general.

Saturday 18
Vision and Resistance

Gathering is a weekend-long

gathering of workshops, train-

ings and panels on the theme

of interconnected forms of

oppression and ways to trans-

form them through resistance

and teamwork. Various events

will be taking place both

Saturday and Sunday at

Franklin Patterson Hall of

Hampshire College. For more

information contact 559-5292.

From 8 a.m. -5 p.m., Amherst

College will host the Five

College workshop on African

Historical Production as part of

the "Listening (Again) for the

African Past: A Five College

Project on Historical

Production" conference.

Historians from various African

universities will discuss their

latest research in the Cole

Assembly Room of Converse

Hall during the day. The confer-

ence will be held on both

Saturday and Sunday. For

information, call 413-253-

3904.

U n day 19

p.m. in the Babbott Room of ttie

Octagon.

At 7:30 p.m. Sr. Joan D.

Chittister, author of "Scarred by

Struggle. Transformed by

Hope" will give a talk, titled:

"God, Women and the World:

Telling the Story Another Way"

at Helen Hills Chapel at Smith

College.

Rebecca Hart Olander, Bob

Susskind and S.G. Tyler will

give a Writing Collective Poetry

Reading at 3 p.m. in the

Neilson Library Browsing Room
of Smith College's Library.

M o n d a y cSj

Sridhar Polavarapu will hold

a seminar, "Entomology

Seminar - Sex pheromones,

selective chemicals, and slen-

der worms: An integrated

approach for the management
of oriental beetle" at 3:30 p.m.

in the Alexander Confrerence

Room on the second floor of

Fernald Hall at UMass.

Refreshments will be served at

3:15 p.m.

Joe Klein, author of

"Primary Colors" and "The

Natural: The Misunderstood

Presidency of Bill Clinton", will

give a lecture titled: "The

American Presidency Since

9/11" at Amherst College at 7

Tuesday 21
The Amherst Feminist

Alliance is welcoming Kim

Gandy, the President of

National Organization of

Women, who will speak in Stirn

Auditorium at Amherst College

at 7 p.m., to promote the March

for Choice.

Teach for America will have

an info session at 7 p.m. In the

Wright Hail Common Room at

Smith College. The program

places college graduates Into

teaching jobs in under-

resourced public school dis-

tricts. For more information,

visit www.teachforamerica.org.

Nobue Socho Yamashlta will

host a Japanese Tea Ceremony

in Washinan, Eliot House at

Mount Holyoke at 7:30 p.m. The

ceremony is free and open to

the public. Please call 536-

6364 or email nyamashi

Omtholyoke.edu for reserva-

tions.

ALANA demonstrates on Columbus Day

Flags memorialize Natives

Continued from page 1

think we changed the students' view but we

may have altered it a little."

Overall Robinson said that the event was a

great success. "It touched a lot of people," she said.

In addition to the events of today, organiz-

ers passed around a petition to change

Columbus Day in Massachusetts to Native

American Day. Currently. 1 7 states do not

recognize Columbus Day, in South Dakota it

has been changed to Native American Day and

in 1996 the city of Berkeley, California

renamed the holiday to Indigenous Peoples-

Columbus Day.

who died in colonization
Robinson said that the petition wasn't as

successful as the entire event, but the office

will continue to advocate for more signatures.

She said that the petition would possibly be

posted outside of the OAA for the entire year.

"There's so much apathy in our nation, it

takes a long time to change anything, all you

can do is things like this," she said.

The anti-Columbus day demonstration will

not be the only event of the year sponsored by

OAA. as the office has recently created a vol-

unteer organization that acts as an outreach

team. The outreach team will set up a table a

few days of the week in the Campus Center to

keep students informed of upcoming events

News meeting
Monday at 6
p.m. in the

Campus Center
Basement
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Homecoming weekend: A
UMass

It's that time of year again. The leaves are

turning, the air is getting cooler and the

marching band can be heard practicing all the

way up on Orchard Hill. That's right, the

whole campus is gearing up for the flood of

alumni that will come rushing in to Amherst

this weekend.
It's Homecoming, a time for past students

and current students to celebrate together what

the University of Massachusetts is really about.

A lot. of preparation goes into this three-day

festival: students are hired to work, events are

elaborately planned and road trips are taken

from all over the state just to be here for it all.

Last year, since Homecoming fell on

Columbus Day weekend, many students did

not attend the events, as they had all fled home

for the first three-day weekend of the semester.

This year, however, Homecoming promises to

be a huge success.

The festivities will kick off Friday night with

a bonfire and pep rally to support the UMass

football team, which will hopefully draw big

crowds. Then, there will be an afternoon of

tailgating before the big Homecoming football

game against Hofstra where both the team and

the marching band promise to put on a good

show. And, if you just can't get enough of your

UMass sports, the mighty Minutemen of the

hockey team will be taking on St. Lawrence in

our very own Mullins Center that night at 7

p.m.

Then, for those of you who like to get down

and dirty, Oozefest, the annual mud volleyball

tournament, will take place on Sunday after-

noon. And trust us, it's something you really

won't want to miss; last year, even Chancellor

Lombard! made an appearance.

It's going to be an action-packed weekend,

and it'll give all of us a chance to show our

spirit in a positive way. The last couple of

weeks have put a negative spin on the true

vivacity of our student body. This is our chance

to show our alumni that we don't only put our

energy into things like rioting and destruction,

but that we also put it toward showing our

pride for UMass. We all know we have it, but

now it's time to prove it.

So. regardless of what's going on with the

Red Sox, get out there and participate this

weekend. Let's show them that there's still

something worth cheering for After all, if

we're worried about the image of our school,

we should be doing something to change it,

and what better chance do we have than min-

gling with the very alumni who have begun to

question our character?

We at the Collegian hope to see you out

there. Bring your pom-poms, bring your rally

towels, and make sure to sport your UMass

gear. And don't worry if you don't have any;

you still have a few days to get down to the U-

Store and grab some.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

No crying in baseball

Ant's eye view observations
Despite the

fact that I

have not rid-

den the pub-

lic buses since

my arrival in

Israel three

months ago

due to their

high terror

risk, when 1

travel the

country, I do ride private buses

that go directly from point A to

point B and have highly

enforced security. This past

weekend, 1 went home with my
Israeli roommate on one such

bus. As I stepped on the bus,

aside from being hit by a sea of

green army uniforms worn by

faces of young boys and girls

practically filling half the bus, 1

also noticed that the bus was

already completely full and I'd

have to sit on the floor. Little

did I know that within the

duration of that bus ride 1

would be provided with much

insight into Israeli society.

Once situated in the aisle, I

started up my Coldplay album

and began to enjoy the ride.

Ahead of me was the panoram-

ic view of the open winding

road surrounded by the magnif-

icent mountains and country-

side. Then. I looked in the dri-

ver's rear view mirror. 1 noticed

that the driver alternated look-

ing at the road and at all of us

on the bus. Upon seeing the

passengers all at ease and rest-

ing, he'd make this face of sat-

isfaction, almost fatherly in a

way. Something especially

struck me about the bus driver:

how important his job was to

him, and his realization of how

important his service was to

Israel. You could see that in his

mind, he didn't feel like some

disgruntled Greyhound driver,

rather, like an established

essential role in Israeli society.

1 started looking around on

either side of me, noticing all of

the shoes that surrounded me;

Clogs, tattered and worn Keds,

big black boots, business shoes,

black leather laceups. After

studying the shoes a little

longer, I looked up, tracing

each pair of shoes to their

respective owners. The clogs

were worn by an indie-hippiesh

girl probably in her mid-twen-

ties. The Keds were sported by

an elderly woman wearing a

head covering and long skirt.

The black boots were those of a

baby-faced soldier, wearing his

olive uniform and cradling an

M-16 rifle with its head to the

In a country the

size of New
Jersey, each

and every per-

son really mat-

ters and affects

society.

ground. The business shoes

were paired with a full suit and

tie that were worn by an execu-

tive-looking middle-aged man.

The simple black pair was

accompanied by a full suit, long

white beard and black velvet

kippah (skull-cap). When I

studied the people a little

longer, the image of the young

soldier sitting next to the reli-

gious man was extremely juxta-

posed, yet, neither seemed to

be phased in the least by the

person he was sitting next to.

It was then that I realized

these people

cross-sectional

Israeli society,

role, however.

Yousef

Munayyei

"I~~
I

On the

^Bj^ SeptemberBBB evening when I

iL^^l^h first arrived at

^t^Sf campus, the

^H^^^^ Yankees were

^^^^^^Kk playing the Red

^^^^^^^^H Sox heated
^^^^^^^^ one-run game.

It was fun, excit-

ing to watch
" and a good way

to get to know some of the people in

the hall quickly. I knew from then

on that people here were really into

their baseball team and really hated

the Yankees.

I was never a huge baseball fan.

It's great to root for the home team,

but my priorities were always hock-

ey and football, putting baseball a

distant third. I'm not from

Massachusetts or New England. In

fact. 1 grew up just five miles out-

side New York City So I cheer for

the Yankees.

, Now that last statement may get

me into more trouble than anything

political 1 have ever written on this

campus. It's sad but true.

Shortly after that game, the

Yankees were in the World Series

and they lost in a nail-biting ninth

inning. What happened after that

really made mc think about this

rivalry. I experienced my first

UMass riot. 1 really didn't under-

stand why people were rioting. I still

don't really get it. Apparently this

was some form of celebration, but if

you were watching the game close-

ly, you would have seen that the Red

Sox didn't win, because they

weren't even playing. People gath-

ered, rioted and burned things in

celebration of a team losing. It was

simply mind-boggling.

That's when I began to think

about why some Red Sox fans act

the way they do. And I say "some"

because I know not all Red Sox fans

riot and not all Red Sox fans chant

"Yankees Suck!" at every family

meal. After considering it for a

while, I came to the conclusion that

it's very similar to sexual frustra-

tion. It's a pent up frustration that

has been building since 1918 and

can only be relieved by a climax they

just can't reach. And how do they

get by in the meantime?

Masturbation: in the form of

"Yankees Suck!" chants.

Honestly, if your team isn't win-

ning, don't blame it on a curse and

don't blame it on another team. Do

you realize that you cheer "Yankees

Suck!" even after they beat you?

What does that say about your

team?

Then something else happened.

The Patriots won the Super

Bowl. Now, I was happy for the

Patriots because they were due, and

they played a charged game. Of

course, rioting ensued. So what

were the cheers at the Patriots riot?

"Yankees Suck!" again. Now guys,

you didn't just overlook the tact that

the Yankees and Red Sox weren't

playing, you got the wrong sport

this time.

It's a pent up

frustration that

has been building

since 1918...And

how do they get

by in the mean-

time? Mastur-

abation in the

form of "Yanltees

Suck!" chants.

So far this year we have seen

more riots. After Game 4 of the first

series, that's right Game 4. students

rioted again, ffas it really been so

long since you guys have won that

you have forgotten how to act after-

wards? Cars were overturned,

things were burned and property

was destroyed, as was this school's

reputation. Alumni K.-gan to write

to the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian telling students that they

were devaluing their diplomas with

their conduct. And I. as a Yankee

fan. can only sit back in amazement.

Then another riot. This time, it

gets more dangerous. Someone

decides it would be a good idea to

jump off a building. iVlaybe this is

using the same logic that is behind

the "Yankees Suck!" chant. How
far is it going to go? Do you guys

plan on carrying this on into spring

training next season?

I blame the administration for

not cracking down on this sort of

behavior Sending out letters of dis-

approval to all the dorms and print-

ing it in the paper will not deter a

thing. Would the administration's

response have been different if that

guy who jumped had died? What if

the papers in Boston the folkjwing

day read. "UMass riots lead to stu-

dent death." That wouldn't look too

good, now would it?

What should the University do?

Crack down and crack down hard,

because it becomes a very serious

issue when people start getting

hurt. Anything short of public

hangings is fine by me. Suspension

or expulsion will do. I've known of

students who got expelled for

"endangering the UMass commu-

nity" because they had a few empty

baggies in their room. Would you

consider inciting a riot "endanger-

ing the UMass community?" I sure

would. Something should be done

to control this becau.se it's only

going to get worse as the postsea-

son goes on. When will it stop? If

the Red Sox lose, the students will

riot after Yankee losses in the

series, and if the Sox win. God help

us.

You all need to get a grip. 1 don't

like getting into the trash talk

because 1 don't hate the Red Sox in

the way you guys hate the Yankees.

In fact, 1 don't hale the Red Sox at

all. They simpl> have never given

me a reason to hate them. Maybe

this has to do with the Yankees hav-

ing more championships than the

Sox have fielders. Either way. if the

Red Sox win. more power to thein.

good luck in the WoHd Series. I'm

not going to riot, and I hope you

guys don't either, becau.se it just

makes everyone look bad.

The New York-Boston rivalry

has been huge and this past week

was no exception, lust remember

when it's all over, we all have to go

back to school or work the next day

However this postseason ends, it

will be fun to watch, and when it

does end, remember one thing:

There's no crying in baseball, no
matter how long its been since your

team has won.

YousefMunayyer is a Collegian

columnist.

The malleability of good and bad

€>

represented a

paradigm of

Each knew his

each was also

comfortable with that of his

neighbor, no matter how glar-

ingly different their lifestyles

and beliefs were. Then, I real-

ized, the reason each person

was so comfortable with him-

self, yet also with those sur-

rounding him, was due to the

Israeli-Jewish dynamic. In a

country the size of New |ersey

each and every person really

matters and affects society. It is

as though, just as the bus driv-

er realized, each person is sin-

gle-handedly holding the coun-

try together, just by fulfilling

his function.

When 1 spoke about it later

with my roommate, she said:

"The thing that is so great

about Israel is that if you drive

by someone's crops and see that

they are bountiful, you aren't

envious of him even if yours

aren't, because you know that it

is good for the country's econo-

my as a whole." Instead of each

person living his life in his self-

important independent bubble,

as we often tend to do in the

U.S., each person is not only

making his own salary, but also

really enhancing everyone

else's. This realization made me

especially blissful, sitting on the

hard floor of that bus. because 1

too, was an essential part to the

whole picture. Without tourists

and students such as myself.

Israel's entire industry would be

without a market.

Israelis are often referred to

as "sabras." A sabra is a prickly-

peared fruit, hard and spiky on

the outside, yet soft and sweet

on the inside. My experience on

the bus couldn't have better

exemplified this persona of

Israelis. Each person sat quietly

next to one another; however, 1

believe that we all knew we were

really in this together, in a quest

to live peacefully and prosper-

ously in the face of the hard-

ships and challenges presented

in the country each and every

day. Toward the end of the ride,

the bus driver looked back

again, except that lime, I smiled.

Leah Vitale is a Collegian

columnist on exchange in

Israel.

Elizabeth

Carter

Where do we draw the fine

line that .separates all that is

good and all that is bad in mod-

ern society? Although it is

i <^feKl intangible, surely it is set. To

W^^^L^ most, good and bad are com-

^^H^^M municated as the difference

^^^^^^H between right and
^^^^^^^^ However although one may

think that some of my ideas are

wrong, that docs not make me
"bad" necessarily, just less right

than others.

So then it appears that right and wrong are

subject to perception, just as are good and bad.

Yet within this perceived right and wrong, is

there still a more absolute form of good and

bad? To most, what makes one good are good

actions, likewise what makes one bad are bad

actions. Yet even actions are subjccl to percep-

tion. The perception of the perpetrator of a

"bad" action, and the perception of those who

are the recipients of the negative effects of the

"bad" action, come from two very different van-

tage points.

If a girl were to steal the wallet of a business-

man, surely that is a wrong and bad action. But

what if this businessman had just downsized his

company, laying off thousands of people during

times when the company was flourishing eco-

nomically? There was really no need for the busi-

nessman to fire so many people, except that by

doing so he earned himself a few more million

dollars, and in turn, destroyed a few thousand

lives. What if one of those laid off was the girl's

mother? Is she justified in seeking revenge on

this man whose greed has hurl not just her moth-

er and family, but also many of her mother's col-

leagues? Are her actions "less bad" if they are

justifiable by a prior wrong?

To me the answer is no. but it should now

appear theie are two types of wrongdoing; initial

wrongdoing, and the wrongdoing of revenge.

This hypothetical situation is a simple case of

two wrongs not inaking a right. Revenge is what

she was seeking, although on a very small scale.

But revenge does not fix things. Rather, revenge

only exacerbates wrongs, it throws salt in UK-

wound, and creates a vicious cycle into which

both parties get hurt. After a while, one tends to

forget who was wronged first, and one focuses

on retaliation instead of resolve.

The need for revenge is that which is destroy-

ing our own country before our very eyes. We
like to pride ourselves in this country on how

fair we are and how just we are. Yet with two

wars abroad, maybe its time for us to stop look-

ing for the bad guys. Maybe it's time for us to

start realizing that we all are the bad guys, if we

take a close enough look. What is terrorism but

retaliation for the past wrongs we have commit-

ted as a nation? You think they hate us because

we're rich. Ouite possible, but 1 think they

loathe us for the fact that we're rich and the fact

that our companies are taking advantage of their

people along with many other people all over the

world. Cheap labor and bad conditions is some-

thing we don't allow or stand for in our country;

What is terrorism but retalia-

tion for the past wrongs we

have committed as a nation?

that's what unions are for

However, outside of the United States, that's

how companies make their livelihood; they

exploit the cheap foreign laborers, plain and sim-

ple. They hate us because we abuse them,

because we butt into their feuds, their wars,

their conflicts, and we pick the most profitable

side. They hate us for the bombs we've dropped

on them and their innocents that we've killed.

They hate us for the fact that we liave the money

and the power to help people but instead we use

those things to bully the world into doing what

we want and what profits us. There are two sides

to every story, good and bad. and right and

wrong are nothing but perceptions. I will always

think that terrorism is wrong, not just because

killing innocents is grossly unjust and cruel, but

also because, as simple as it sounds, two wrongs

will truly never achieve what is right. 1 under-

stand why people would hate us. and I under-

stand why terrorism happens. But more impor-

tantly. 1 understand thai if someone doesn't stop

this downward spiral of revenge that we are

caught in as a nation, in time, the only thing we

will have left to do is crash and burn.

lilizuheth Carter is a Collegian columnist.

plicatioiis for assistant Ed/Op editor

close on Friday. Interested in applying?

Contact Paige Cram.

Editorial@dailycollegian.com
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Getting to know about

Planned Parenthood
Sexiwrsity is a question and jnswfr col-

umn designed to provide important informa-

tion and answers to questions regarding sex,

sexuality, sexual orientation, sexually trans-

milted infeaions and reproductive rights.

Voiced by Julia Kristan. a member of the

Voices for Planned Parenthood group at the

University of Mass-

SeX-iVerSity achusetts and an active
^^^.^—^—^ volunteer for the

Jllli IdStin Hverywoman's Center on

campus, the column is

intended to help educate the university com-

munity about reproductive health, rights, leg-

islation and responsibilities. Much of the sta-

tistitvl information pnwided in this column

derixvs from reseanh done through and

obtained by Planned Parenthood and its

national affiliates

Q. I have read thai if you want an abor-

tion, you should go to Planned Parenthood. I

also know that il you need birth control you

should go to Planned Parenthood. What is

Planned Parenthood exactly?

A. Planned Parenthood is the world's

largest and most trusted voluntary reproduc-

tive health care organization. We believe that

every person has a right to choice in having

children and that every child should be want-

ed, loved and adequately cared for Within PR

we work for comprehensive education,

research and legal activism, as well as provid-

ing health care. We stand behind rights to pri-

vacy and rights to access of reproductive

health care services. Planned Parenthood is

an organizatbn which advocates women's

rights, abortion rights, sexuality education

and early pregnancy detection as well as

working to maintain First Amendment rights

in schools, libraries and other publicly funded

institutions.

Founded by Margaret Sanger as the

nation's first birth control clinic in 191b. PP

has expanded to a broader resource focused

on helping women and families nationally

and internationally. You can obtain informa-

tion, medical services and links to other

resources through PR We are not affiliated

with any religious groups. There are jobs

within PP in many areas, and volunteer

opportunities abound.

Planned Parenthood might be well known

for providing access to medk;al abortions and

birth control, yet there are many other facets

to our organization. At the very local level we

have VOX, which is a PP affiliate here on

campus. We provide information and plan

ovenWn Mich as Tak« Back the Night last

semester. Take Back the Night was an event

to raise awareness of the pervasive problems

of violence and sexual violence against

women and men. We will be organizing this

event again this spring. If you are interested in

VOX or Take Back the Night, please email to

get information on our meetings and this

semester's events.

If you need birth control, a pregnancy test,

information concerning sex. sexuality and

sexual health, or even an abortwn. Planned

Parenthood is a vital resource. Open with 1 25

affiliates in 49 (soon to be all 50) of the states

in America, there are resources to varying

degrees all over the country. Other centers for

pregnancy help may steer women to certain

chokes, while PP aims to be as neutral as pos-

sible, providing the information and means

for women to have control over their health

and bodies.

Want to get involved? Want to discuss dif-

ferent opinions? lust want more information?

Planned Parenthood is coming to UMass,

Contiitued on page 5

Tarantino carves up a comeback gem
AlLci-of r^act- rl^lK/^rc in 'Kill Rill: Volume One

By Matthew M. Burke
C'DLLtiiiAN Staph

'Kill Bill:

Volume

One'
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It has been six years since

writer/actor/director Ouentin

Tarantino has come out with

a new film. In the years that

have elapsed since the 1997

release of Jackie Brown,

Tarantino has been busy pro-

ducing other people's projects

and has remained strictly

behind the scenes. All the

while he was really biding his

time with aspirations to

explode back on the Amer-

ican movie scene, and stage a

heroic comeback with his

most aggressive project to

date.

How hard could it be for a

controversial director whose

films have tapered off in

recent years to come back from a long break

and a lot of critical success to re-win the hearts

of moviegoers everywhere? Would this be a

change of the guard in Hollywood or a sad

attempt to reclaim box office prowess? In fact,

Tarantino is the king of career resurrection.

From John Travolta to Ram Grier, Tarantino has

been bringing aging actors back into our hearts

for years, but his biggest test ever would come

in the form of his own reanimation.

-Kill Bill: Volume One" is a gory yet uplifting

spectacle that will take your breath away and at

the same time end any feelings of hunger one

might have had prior to viewing. It is nail bit-

ing, to say the very least, as you pull for the

heroine of the picture, who is placed in one

inescapable situation after another. Tarantino

continues to show the wit and raw creativity

that drove audiences to see "Reservoir Dogs"

and "Pulp Fiction" in mass numbers. It all but

assures "Kill Bill" will have a similar cult fol-

lowing. ^

Uina Thurman is powerful as "The bride, an

anonymous victim of a plotted assassination.

She becomes hell bent on vengeance for the

death of her unborn baby, which was killed dur-

ing a shooting at a wedding rehearsal by her for-

mer lover and his group of elite assassin friends.

Thurman. an Amherst native, shines in her

most challenging role to dale.

She plays a former assassin from the Deadly

Viper Assassination Squad who. after the shoot-

ing at her wedding, sits in a coma for four years.

She finally wakes up and unflinchingly makes a

list of former friends that she must dispose of in

light of these tragic events.

Since four years have passed, some of her

targets have moved on with their lives. Vernita

Green (Vivica A. Fox) has a home in middle-

class America and a small daughter. Bill (David

Carra-dine) and Elle Driver (Daryl Hannah) are

still on the assassin circuit, while O-Ren Ishii

. (Lucy Liu) has become the boss of the Yakuza

in japan due to her ruthless and bloodthirsty

Vivica A. Fox tries to leave Thurman in her

past, but Uma wants to take another sub at it.

( X l< iRTE.-iY ANUHHW flKM-EB

The .showdown between Liu and Thurman has a heavy Japanese fightinR influence. It is one f»rt

"Matrix." and one part "Crouching Tiger. Hidden Dragon" with a bit of women s wrestling added in for

Kood measure. It is a classic clash between gexjd and evil, a hero risen fn,m the brink of death and the

ex-ally who is now a mafia boss. With swords and wills clashing these two actresses produce a fight scene

that transends the usual gore-fest and shows some true chemistry.

Uma Thurman has vengeance on her mind

and a very large sword in her hands. After a four

year nap and losing an eye nothing is going to

stand in her way, even if she does have to fight

through countless enemies and sequels.

tactics.

While Bill and the one-eyed beauty. Elle. will

have to wait until "Volume Two" to meet their

fate. Green and Ishii have their hands full with

the determined character portrayed by

Thurman. She travels to Okinawa and seeks the

help of the funny and brash Hattori Hanzo

(Sonny Chiba). Hanzo is known to have made

the finest swords the world has ever been

graced with. It takes him nearly a month to

make "The bride" her own sword. In the mean-

time she trains for the ensuing fight scenes that

are as spectacular as "The Matrix" meets

"Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon." The only

difference is that in this film blood is shed so

much that the viewer will become desensitized

to it within the first half hour.

In classic Tarantino fashion, the film jumps

back and forth between past events and present

action. This motion picture is particularly inter-

esting as it is set up like a book with chapter

markers throughout. These are complete with

titles, which makes Tarantino's fourth filrn

slightly more structured and subsequently easi-

er to follow than previous works. He also

showed that at this stage of his life he is very

influenced by Japanese and Samurai culture. A
portion of the film is so bloody and shocking

that Tarantino chose to direct it as Japanese

Anime.
This film is not for those with weak stom-

achs, but if you enjoy spectacular fight scenes

that are set to music by Wu-Tangs the Rza then

this movie Is just what you've been waiting for.

Tarantino's "Kill Bill: Volume One" is better

than "Pulp Fiction" in almost every aspect, from

acting to storyline. Sonny Chiba, the Japanese

film star who plays Hanzo, will delight crowds

with his skillful acting and humorous lines. The

all-star cast really makes the difference in this

outstanding motion picture about revenge. You

can't go wrong with "Kill Bill."

Comedian/Rocker cracks up Pearl Street:

Mike Doughty pleases beyond expectation

By David Pessah

CX)LLF(.IAN (>)RRKSP1)NI>ENT

"Who here is Yankee fans?"

were the opening words of the

Mike Doughty Set. This solo

acoustic guitarist hails from New
York City and his question

received more cheers than it

would seem like a Massachusetts

crowd should give him.

"I'm a MaHins fan." Doughty

went on to say before concluding

his opening by proclaiming,

"Actually, 1 don't give a f"*, I just

axJimrsY pali oinvAN

Mike Doughty has found his

place as a rocker/comedian.

play music."

This set the tone for the show.

Doughty the interactive comedian

who plays rock music. Blazing

through a two-hour long set. he

mixed new songs with old

favorites from his previous band.

Soul Coughing.

Doughty added a new twist to

"Grey Ghost," one of his concert

staples. Previously the song had

been played only live

with a "fake word

bridge" where Mike

makes up fake words to

sound like the actual

bridge. "1 know what

you're expecting," he

said to cheers from the

crowd as he played the

riff to the song in the '

background. Then he went into a

bridge with real lyrics most peo-

ple in the crowd had never heard

before. He explained at the end of

the song. "I just recorded this

song in the studio, and apparently

you need to write a bridge to get a

Grammy, and I want that dang

Grammy!"
The crowd played a great role

in the concert, with Doughty

reacting to almost every shout

before, after or even during the

songs. Mid-set he asked the

crowd what he should talk about,

and the definitive "Yankees

Suck!" came forth. Doughfy's

response matched his opening

comments, adding, "To me sports

is one big game called get the

Inciting a

Matthew Herb

swinging revolution

ert resurrects big band sound

Mike

Doughty

tolSntiilMchI

lininmtn

SctlHlM

ball.'

Doughty never missed a beat

on any of his songs. "Rising Sign"

was met with hearty cheers and

"It's Only Life." his acoustic cover

of Mary |. Blige's "Real Love" had

the crowd singing along.

Seemingly loving to depart

from rock concert cliches, after

ripping through "True Dreams of

Wichita." an old Soul Coughing

—^ favorite. Doughty

stepped off the side of the

stage before the encore

exclaiming. "This is the

point where 1 pretend to

leave" before stepping

back on stage with a

shocked expression and

witty sarcasm adding.

"This is such a surprise. I

really didn't think I was gonna

play more music."

The five-song encore rounded

out his set. with the fan favorite

"Madeline and Nine" and a cover

of the Magnetic Fields' "Book of

l^ve." He ended the night's set

with "lanine," another Soul

Coughing hit. At the end of the

song he encouraged fans to end

the show with "a big obnoxious

sing-along" where everyone

screamed the chorus at the top of

their lungs. This was a fitting end

to th* show where the fans were

just as much a part of the show as

the singer. Mike Doughty on Pearl

Streel was a refreshing switch

from big name bands that play the

music to the fans and leave.

By Timothy Gabriele
C.'oLLEtiiAN Staff

Rock and Rolls origins

coincide with one of the most

aggressively rapid periods of

social change in the history of

the United States. This is no

coincidence. During the late

1960s popular music gained

the power to unite people

under tumultuous periods of

duress. It proclaimed that the

times were "a-changin" and

that we would, indeed, over-

come. These messages of hope

struck chords in the ears of the

rising radical left to such a

degree that at one time it

seemed possible that a Bob

Dylan song could free a man
from death row.

As Matthew Herbert pro-

claims on his newest project.

"Everything's Changed." the

climate for protest music since

the 1960s has become stigma-

tized by something even worse

than the common tag of "ideal-

istic." It has become cheesy and

almost passe. Sure, without

Peter Gabriel or Rage Against

the Machine wc may have never

heard of Stephen Biko. Mumia
Abu-lamal or Leonard Peltier,

but the overall timidity in such

a radicalized political environ-

ment is a bit alarming when

one considers that the men who

run this country were vigilantly

opposed and disgusted by

everything that the 1960s stood

for. By many measures, things

are worse now than they were

then.

Matthew Herbert chooses

an odd medium for his

most recent political

commentary. Instead of

veering anywhere near

an accessible or easily

utilizable genre, he digs

back to a style that

peaked before the sec-

ond world war; swing

music. The very name

of the field suggests a

celebratory joy that one

does not normally asso-

ciate with the frustra-

tion of an educated yet alienat-

ed populace. His intention, as

he extensively outlines on his

website "Magic and Accident."

is not to scream in anguish, but

rather to provide himself a

space in which pop music can

exTst on its own without isolat-

ing the influence of the chang-

ing world around it.

This is no small feat, but il

is common ideological terrain

for Matthew Herbert.

Recording under just the name

Herbert, he redefined house

music in the late 1990s by

incorporating elements of

glitch and IDM into his down-

tempo grooves. His 1998

album "Around the House" was

a cornerstone for each of those

three genres, focusing on the

The

Matthew

Herbert Big

Band

'Goodbye

Swingtime'

AccideRtalReconis

relationships of people to their

personal belongings. The

album began Herbert's flirta-

tion with the guidelines of

PCCOM. a personal dogmatic

set of guidelines for

music composition.

Rules include the com-

plete restriction of

drum machines, the

promotion of musical

"accidents." and a ban

of synthetic replication

of acoustic instru-

ments.

The latter rule caused

Herbert to independ-

ently assemble a big

band ensemble to

record what would become the

samples that later became
"Goodbye Swingtime." The
result is really something
extravagant; a revival of a

genre lost under stacks of

Vegas imitations. It's only apt

that an adbusting perfection-

ist/electropurist could pull its

corpse out from under stacks

upon stacks of record jackets

and shake it into the computer

age.

The crisp, multilayered per-

formance sounds like a million

bucks. Every instrument is del-

icately captured in all its feroc-

ity or reservation. The packag-

ing of the album also deserves

praise. A jazzy skyline on the

Conthiued on page 5

A fresh and revolutionary sound surfaces

Continued from page 4

cover gives way to a rising rain-

bowed sun outlined by some

futuristic silver inks. Inside,

the pages of the booklet itself

are cut to duplicate that sky-

line, no doubt indicative of the

various layers that the album

operates on.

All of this may seem stan-

dard in the recording communi
ty until you consider that most-

ly Herbert himself assembled

this entire project, of tremen-

dous scale. Coincidental ly.

Herbert can also claim some-

thing that his far-left peers in

bands like Radiohead and

Coldplay cannot; complete con-

trol over his creations. In a

world where illegitimate fan-

suing institutions and vigilantly

pro-war radio corporations own
music. something like

"Goodbye Swingtime" at the

very least must demand a minor

level of respect.

"Certainly, the struggle of

living in a world in which one's

personal ideals arc constantly

ignored or overruled can be

heard not only in ihe lyrics, but

also in the musical struggle

between harmony and disso-

nance." Herbert says on his

website.

The album opens with the

sounds of the first of many
samples of pages turning in a

book. It's not just any book

though. It's "Rogue States" by

Noam Chomsky. Herbert

specifically chose recent politi-

cal texts to help assemble the

external drum samples on

"Swingtime " In lad. literacy

assumes a significant theme to

Herbert. He poses it as a

weapon against the corporate

and institutional tyranny.

"MisprintsJ' asks us to "read all

the books," but cautions us not

to "pick all the meanings."

The CD itself contains a list

of over 100 suggested books

from Michel Houellebecq to

Nick Hornby. Other samples

are made from clippings sent to

him about the then-impending

Iraq war and the .sounds of his

fingers typing the web address

to School of the Americas

Watch. Perhaps most interest-

ing. "The Many and ihe Few"

contains phoned in sounds of

phone books around the coun-

try being dropped to symbolize

the silencing of antiwar voices.

Then there's the music.

From Ihe opening instant, the

listener is plunged in as flutter-

ing brass manipulations (call it

"reticulated tweaking") give

way to a languid, somber

organic orchestral gesture. The

standup bass holds a pulse like

a licking clock while we await

the passage from the past into

the future.

The closer you listen, the

more you realize just how
incredibly calculated and

remixAl this organic-sounding

album is. Songs are assembled

with freeform arrangements, in

all likeliness from different ses-

sions, in a manner that never

buzzes too far from appreciable

formulaic structure. The

sounds of Herbert's printer

provide light futuristic accom-

paniment to Mara Carlyle's ele-

gant vocals on "The Three

W's." As she croons that "Ears

should be burning" when she

informs us that "act on princi-

ple" has been extinguished,

she's channeling Julie London

inside a disenfranchised loan

Baez at Raymond Scott's

Manhattan Research factory.

Speaking of Raymond Scott,

the late loony-tune-inspiring

swing time bandleader turned

electronic-instrument-construc-

tor would surely be proud of

the fun and wacky contortions

of "The Battle." Electro glitch

slides playful alternate whirl-

winds of piano, bass, trombone

and cymbal-heavy swing music.

The ecstatic cartoon vigor glee-

fully romps between midtempo

lounging to vehemently fill-

happy accelerated bursts of

spontaneous activity.

Elsewhere, the tone rings

vague enough for silly love

songs, but alludes heavily back

to the heavy-handed politics

steering the album. "Not in my
name" repeats the chanteuse

Shingai Shoniwa. making the

rhetoric of the peacenik plat-

form familiar if not the ideas

behind it. On "Simple mind,"

the band somehow plays their

wind instruments without

blowing on them, Herbert's

words attempt to carry the

weight of his intentions.

"You can be sure / That I

couldn't be more ready /

Simply to be / Different to this

hypocrisy." I think that's been

made abundantly clear. Now
who else is ready?

Swing music has never been used in the way that it is by Matthew Herbert. The sound of the record

may be light, but the music caHs for pt>litical and social change.

Men bare it all for local schools

Citizens go to extremes for education

By Julia Silverman

Associated Pwiss

lUNCTION CITY. Ore. (AP) - Cleve Dumdi
- a 70-year-old respected sheep rancher, hus-

band of a former county commissioner - was

walking in this small Oregon town one day

when a longtime acquaintance hailed him from

across the street.

"Hey Dumdi!." the man hollered. "Didn't

recognize you with your clothes on!"

It's the kind of ribbing Dumdi has had to

bear ever since he disrobed and perched on his

tractor for a 2004 nudie calendar featuring the

men of Junction City's Long Tom Grange.

All proceeds from calendar sales go to the

junction City school district, which has had to

give up at least three classroom teachers, art,

music, gym class and field trips after recent

severe state cutbacks in education budgets.

The calendar, which is being sold online for

$17. is the latest gambit to raise money for local

schools in a state where teachers already have

lined up to sell their blood plasma and ranchers

have auctioned off the rights to hunt for buffa-

lo and antelope on their property.

"Anyone who knows fund raising knows you

can't make enough on a bake-sale, and we have

been jog-a-thoned to death." said Danuta

Pfeiffer. the force behind the calendar and the

wife of Mr. March, who obligingly posed hold-

ing up a well-placed pot of daffodils. "We'd do

backwards handsprings if we could raise

$25,000 from this, but we are dreaming of

$75,000 and a movie deal."

She's not the first: the Helen Mirren film,

"Calendar Giris," opening this Christmas and

billed as a female "Full Monty," tells the story of

a group of prim ladies from northern England,

who made a tastefully nude calendar of them-

selves doing various housewifely chores to raise

money for leukemia research. The 2000 calen-

dar sold like hotcakes. the ladies got endorse-

ments galore, and suddenly, a pinup girl no

longer automatically meant a sultry Baywatch

babe.

Since then, their idea has been copied all

over the globe, by everyone from firefighters in

Vail. Colo., to senior citizen belles in South

Carolina, to raise money for causes from new

community centers to breast cancer research.

The men of the Long Tom Grange think they

are the first to drop their drawers for public

education, though. Over the years, the local

Grange, a social association of farmers, has

made periodic contributions to the school dis-

trict, such as a new oven for the home econom-

ics class or a saxophone for the band. But the

current situation, they thought, called for more

drastic measures.

There was some hemming and hawing.

Dumdi. for example, had to be nudged into pos-

ing by his wife, then tried to show up for his

photo shoot wearing swim trunks.

Mr. November, aka 53-year-old mushroom

hunter Al Hasselblad. acknowledged he also felt

"unnatural" stripping down in front of the male

photographer for his shoot, in which he is

shown crouching to cut down some especially

delectable fungus.

There was some jockeying among Grange

men for month position too - centerfold Mr.

lune. for example, scored that prime spot

because he was set to pose hoisting a bag of golf

clubs, and |une is lovely weather for a round of

golf. Chris Shown. Mr. September, laid claim to

his month because that's when the grapes ripen

at his junction City vineyard; he is pictured art-

fully draped in grape leaves, holding up a glass

of Oregon pinot noir

The calendar is big news in Junction City,

where Pfeiffer plans to hold calendar signings

and rallies. The project has drawn a few angry

letters in the local weekly, accusing the men of

moral indecency, especially after the picture of a

local school board member ran on the front

page - Mr. August in all his glory, naked but for

a pair of backless chaps and a lasso slung over

his shoulder.

Still, there's been far more enthusiasm than

complaints: Pfeiffer already has 500 pre-orders

from locals.

"This one 80-year-old lady said to me, 'When

is that calendar going to be actually published?

Because I am a snowbird, and I want four

copies before I leave for Arizona," Shown said.

Everything you need to be a good parent

Continued from page 4

on Tue-sday. Oct. 21, from 1 2]to 2

p.m. on the steps of the Student

Union, loin us as we build support

for the March on Washington.

This smaller rally will provide

information and gamer support

for the larger march, which will

take place April 25. 2004 in

Washington. Spearheaded by four

major women's rights and repro-

ductive rights groups - National

Organization of Women. Feminist

Majority, NARAL Pro-Choice

America and the Planned

Parenthood Federation of America

- we are aiming to make this the

biggest march in history for the

Constitutional right of women to

reproductive freedom.

The March on Washington

happening this spring is to show

support for womai's rights, specif'

ically our right to choose. In a time

of great upheaval in our nation,

lets not allow our right to choose

be one more freedom taken away

from us.

lulia Kristan is a Collepan

ix)lumnist.

Ouestions? Comments? E-mail

sexiversity@hotmail.com.
Confidentiality is always respect-

ed.

Three Women of musical vision and

style hit the road. Virtuoso jazz

vibraphonist and composer Lalo,

pop-rock chaneuse and singer-

songwriter Kylar, and Qoepel-tmged

songstress Laura Berman pres-

ent an unforgettable even'mq of

song, groove and collaboration as

slater© In m ueic>

The Blue Wall Pub is located on the ground floor

of the Campus Center Complex in the Blue Wall

Eatery on the UMass Campus. Parking is free in

all surface lots. All are welcome.

The Women Rock World Tour has come together

IN ORDER TO RAISE BREAST CANCER AWARENESS |N

COLLEGE STUDENTS AROUND THE COUNTRY. %
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XC.competes in

NE championships
By Leah Wyner
Coil H. IAN StAHF

The Massachusetts men's

and women's cross country

teams made their marks Friday

when they competed in the New
England Collegiate XC
Championships at Franklin Park

in Boston.

Senior Kate Markopoulos

pulled ahead to lead the

women's team, placing 96th out

of 287 total women's varsity

competitors, with a time of 19

minutes, 20 seconds on the five-

kilometer course, lunior Alexis

Anzelone was right behind her,

with a time of 19 minutes, 22

seconds. Freshman Cuisle

Kierans was next for the

Maroon and White, clocking

m:44_ while senior Tricia Silva

and junior Amanda Oahlberg

rounded out the top five, racing

19:56 and 19:58, respectively

With a total of 653 points, the

team finished 24th overall.

Sophomore Rebecca Ruffo

led UMass in the sub-varsity

race, clocking a notable 21 min-

utes. 47 seconds on the course.

Freshman Erin Larkin also per-

formed well, finishing in 22

minutes. 38 seconds.

Sophomore Ryan Corbett led

the way for the men, finishing

57th out of the 317 runners in

the race in 25 minutes, 53 sec-

onds, junior Andrew McCarron

was next for the team, running

26:22 on the five-mile course,

and freshman Michael Dulong

was right behind him with

26:28. junior David Hantman

finished off the top five with

26:38. The team finished 19th

overall with 571 points.

Men's coach Ken O'Brien

had expected the team to do a

little better.

"I'd say we had two people run

pretty well, and the other five I

think lacked confidence in a

bigger meet."

And though he hoped the

team score would be better, his

predictions were in the right

ballpark.

"Someone had asked me
what 1 thought we'd do [in

terms of team scoring) and I

said, 'well, maybe thirteenth,

fifteenth, but in all reality aiid

honesty it could be from fif-

teenth to twentieth." O'Brien

sees confidence and experience

as the team's main obstacles.

The championship meet was the

largest meet by far this season

in terms of how many teams

competed, and a lack of experi-

ence poses problems at meets

this size.

"We have some kids return-

ing from last year's team, but

those kids weren't in the top

seven last year. They weren't

counted on to score. When you

go to a meet and you're a back-

up person, some people don't

have that level of aggression,

they don't learn as much," said

O'Brien. In his eyes, experience

is the best teacher.

"Once you're in the scoring

position, you learn, you're

forced to learn. ! shouldn't be

completely surprised that we

didn't meet what I had hoped

we would because there are a

lot of young kids on the team

and some of the returners had-

n't been put in that position

before," said O'Brien.

He also notes that there are

consequences to not having a

consistent lead runner. In order

to score well, the team needs

near or top performances from

the first five runners. The team

essentially needs five good days,

and has little room for error due

to the lack of a lead runner in

his mind. In the end, O'Brien

feels the team just needs to keep

working hard and gain the

needed experience.
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Wells stops Sox in Game 5

Continued from page 8

Matsui contributed a run-scor-

ing grounder in the eighth.

New York is seeking its 59th

AL pennant, and fifih in six

seasons, while Boston is trying

to get to the World Series for

the first time since 1986.

Wells is a longtime Babe

Ruth fan who six years ago

wore one of the Bambino's caps

from 1934 for an inning

against Cleveland. He both

delights and distracts the

Yankees, getting big wins but

also causing big trouble from

time to time.

"We know what he's capable of

doing." Torre said.

He improved to 9-2 in the

postseason, allowing one run -

Manny Ramirez's fourth-inning

homer. Wells allowed just four

hits in seven innings, blunting

Boston just as he did Sept. 7,

when the Red Sox closed with-

in 1 1/2 games in the AL East

before losing 3- 1 to Wells,

"He was mixing it up pretty

well - fastballs, curveballs,"

Jeter said. "The thing with

Boomer is he goes right at you."

Mariano Rivera finished for

his fourth save of the postsea-

son. He allowed his first run of

the playoffs when Todd Walker

tripled off the right-field wall

leading off the eighth and

scored on a groundoul by

Nomar Garciaparra - his first

RBI of the playoffs.

Lowe, who lost to Pettitte in

Game 2. got in trouble in the

second when he walked lorge

Posada with one out. After

Matsui advanced Posada with a

forceout. Lowe intentionally

walked Nick lohnson, and Aaron

Boone hit a hard bouncer to

third that went off Bill Mueller's

glove and into the air, with

Mueller unable to grab it with

his bare hand on the first try.

That brought up Garcia,

who lined a sinker into center

for a 2-0 lead. When he

reached first base, he kissed a

finger and pointed toward the

sky

Soriano, 1 -for- 1 6 in the

series at that point, hit a hard

smash into right field on the

next pitch for a 3-0 lead.

Boston threatened in the

third, when Trot Nixon was hit

by a pitch on the right shoulder

and Varitek singled, johnny

Damon grounded to first to

advance the runners, with

lohnson making a nice pickup.

Walker then filed to lefi and,

with the crowd on its feet

cheering, Garciaparra struck

out on a 3-2 pitch.

Ramirez homered over the

Green Monster in the fourth, his

second of the series and third of

the playoffs. With his 16th

career postseason homer, he

moved past Ruth into fifth place.

New York put runners on

first and second with one out in

the fourth and got runners at

the comers with one out in the

fifth, when Walker, Mueller

and Kevin Millar failed to come

up with difficult grounders

during the two innings. But

Lowe escaped both times.

After Soriano misplayed

Nixon's grounder for an error

leading off the fifih. he made a

neat play on Damon's one-out

grounder up the middle.

Soriano ran toward second,

stretched to the shortstop side

of the base and with his glove

flipped the ball back to Jeter,

who caught it with his bare

hand for the force.

Walker then singled and

Garciaparra walked, loading

the bases for Ramirez, who
bounced into the forceout at

third.

A Sox fan fires back
Continued from page 8

he loses all immunity

Zimmer is hardly cute any-

more, which afier 50-plus years

in baseball is all that'.s keeping

him around. Tliink about it.

How often can you remember

seeing )oe Torre or Mel

Stottlemyre leaning over and

consulting with him, unless it's

to gauge the sun's reflection off

of his metal head?

What he did is like watching

Wally the Green Monster take a

swing at a little kid, and I'm

sure no one would have been up

in arms if Wally took a face

plant.

Did anyone excuse the old

man who fatally drove his car

through a storefront in

California from his transgres-

sions because of his age? I think

not. What Zimmer did was

pathetic, and a man of his age

should know better: a lot better

He embarrassed himself, his

team and the game of ba.seball,

yet he is a Yankee, and thus, all

is excused.

Headhunting

OK. so maybe Pedro did

throw at Garcia's head, and

maybe he didn't.

Regardless, who was more

fired up about that situation

than Roger Clemens himself?

The same Clemens who
drilled Kevin Millar in the

domepiece over Fourth of July

weekend, and the same Clemens

who did the same to Mike

Piazza and then, instead of apol-

ogizing, hurled a broken bat at

the Mets" catcher.

1 totally understand the

anger on the part of Garcia,

who certainly has to fear for his

career. But Clemens, the man
who has shown no remorse over

either of the aforementioned

incidents, and tries harder and

harder every day to enhance his

tough-guy persona, needs to

keep it to him.self.

1 don't think he realizes how

lucky he was when he got a

thunderous ovation upon exit-

ing Fenway following his final

regular-season start, because

when 1 step away from the nos-

talgia surrounding the man who

was my childhood hero, all I see

is a cocky, ego-driven punk.

Mh. Overrated

No, not Derek )eter. forge

Posada.

You. Mr Posada, have made

yourself a target after parading

around the dugout threatening

Martinez afier Karim Garcia

was beaned.

A .270 lifetime hitter since

becoming a regular in 1998, he

has posted two seasons in which

he hit over .280. In the other

four, he hit .268 twice, .245 and

.277 and has missed close to 20

games in each of those seasons.

He's also struck out at least

1 10 times in four separate sea-

sons, with as many as 151 in

2000 — the best season, aver-

age-wise, of his career.

Yet the man who also holds

the Major League record for

passed balls in an inning starts

the All-Star game every year,

and gets prai.sed relentlessly by

lust For Men posierboy/nirwit

Tim McCarver, among others, as

one of the premier catchers in

the game.

I choose to believe that if he

took that hole in his swing any-

where other than the Big Apple,

he'd just be the next Benito

Santiago. Maybe that's my
impartiality or maybe I'm on to

something.

You decide.

Mike Manelli is a Collegiart

columnist. He can be reached at

Marzelli_collegian@yahoo.com

UMass splits pair with conference foes

Continued from page 8

concerned Minutewomen stood

there anxiously awaiting to see

how serious the injury was.

Minutes later Nigh came to her

feet and with the aid of her

coaches walked over to the

sideline find greeted Rutland

with a good-luck hug.

Dayton wouldn't go easy on

the sophomore, attacking her

right off the bat. Reba Sedlacek

nailed a point-blank shot at

Rutland who dived to make the

save, robbing her opponent.

But eventually the Flyers

would get the better of Rutland.

Sedlacek dished the ball into

the box where Tesia Kozlowski

received it and rified a shot into

the top left corner beyond the

reach of Rutland to give Dayton

the 1-0 lead.

"She did a very nice job,"

Rudy said of Rutland. "She was

very composed. The goal was a

well-taken goal.'

UMass almost tied it up

three minutes into the second

halL Bellini streaked up the

field and found Fairweather

who belted a shot just wide of

the net.

The second half was filled

with collisions, air-borne play-

ers and nasty spills. On a cou-

ple occasions Fairweather land-

ed hard head first on the

ground, but still got back up

and continued to play.

Both teams would streak

back and forth for the remain-

der of the game but neither

could net a goal, as it remained

a 1-0 win for the Flyers.

Rutland allowed one goal off

the bench and made three

saves. Nigh racked up three

saves prior to her injury

Dayton outshot UMass 15-'

10. had more shots on goal (7-

,

3). and had more corners (6-4).

The Maroon and White did,

however, commit more fouls (6-

4).

Minutewomen to face UNH
By Paula Aden
CoLLEfiiAN Staff

After splitting two Atlantic

10 games this weekend, the

Massachusetts field hockey team

heads back into non-conference

220Z Boomer

mug ot beer

action tonight against New
Hampshire, beginning a series of

four consecutive road games.

Tonight's competition is in

Durham. N.H. at 7 p.m. on

Memorial Field.

Revitalized by a victory on

; 2 Eeexi on (Jap
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Sunday - their first since Sept. 6

- the Minutewomen are looking

to improve on their 3-10 record

(1-1 Atlantic 10). The Wildcats

have won their past two games,

with a 6-8 overall record on the

season

UMass has only been able to

win one road game this season,

coming in Louisville, Ky against

St. Louis. UNff has only lost two

home games; to Iowa and No. 4

Duke.
New Hampshire and UMass

have faced five common oppo-

nents this season: Syracuse.

Boston University. Providence.

Harvard and UConn. UMass lost

to all five schools, but the

Wildi;ats were able to defeat BU

and Cuse, 3-2 and 4-2 respec-

tively.

UNH is currently tied for first

in the America East Conference

with Maine and Northeastern.

Goalie Christine Buckley stands

second in saves in the confer-

ence. Christine Tocco. netminder

for the Minutewomen, is ranked

second in .saves in the A- 10.

The last time UMass was able

to defeat New Hampshire was in

2000. by a final score of 3-1.

while last year UNH beat the

Maroon and White 2-1. The

Minutewomen and Wildcats

have been facing each other

since 1975. with 16 wins for

UMass, 1 1 for New Hampshire,

and two ties over the past 28

years.

The Wildcat offense has been

much stronger than the

Minutcwomen's this season,

scoring 26 goals in 14 games. In

contrast, the Maroon and White

have managed only nine goals in

their 13 games.

Katie White leads the UNH
offense in goals (10), points

(20), shots (43) and shots on

goal (eight). The equivalent lead-

ers in those categories for UMass

are laime Bawden for goals

(two) and points (five). Marije

Tigchelaar with shots (15). and

Adrianne Monoco for shots on

goal (nine).

28th Annual MUSICAL eXTRAVAGANZA
in the Fine Am Center

( A)niin<; Soon!

liaiii I iiicrtainniciu (.oniplcx

ufflVERsrry of Massachusetts amhemt

THURSDAY & FRIDAY.

OCTOBER 10 & 11

8 pm • Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Tlcfceto:

Gerifral Public. TTiuraday $n • Friday • <i8 l/MoM & Other College

Stiidentj. plderi & rhildren undpr rS. Thunday • $w • Friday ii2

Tlekeu available at the fine Art* Center Box Ott^ee

Baitcnck't-s ^

C.ocktail Seifjk^evs

\I jghflnfe rich

Mcr, Video Iccli

Door ScciihtN

Floor Stall

Barliack.s

. Coal Checkers

ri.O(jr Staff Dancers

Disc jotlvcv

f<i3^ 5<S ««"

Multiband Pcpt i6 Ccipcmond by

I "^!^JS^ AlSSn.Assocu.non- IT
GAZETTE

INI .illflP wf C I

Appl\ In Person ()nl\

D.itcs: ( V lolivi 1 I. 1
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iil\ ilu ( I I Hi
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TODAY'S
rROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Friwrying
mmamm

5 Pwfw • coin
10 An oau»«n
14 K«nof

-lhuiy*om«irurio'
1 ft WUd W««i tho¥*
10 Fxcufston
1 7 N«cKlao« untt

19 Oiyoim
19 Capiialof

^4orw•y
20 Lunar avvnu

,

22 Common
houaaplant

24 Lsto Animal
35 F-i«htng o**^
2e Knt^hta' auiU
29 HMtflng

rano*
33 Show gramuda
34 Maalantraa
36 out: Biraioh
37 involuntary

movamanl
36 Fi«4d protadora
30 Cotoriaai
40 - nuTfy
41 "Woa t» mat'
42 Chirpa
44 Ha^c^ hand
47 VHtatn
48 Halp • butglaf
49 Tha<3raata«r
50 Laal va«n
53 Pockai

ilam
M Colorado

naiivaa
b9 Pri«a
61 Notion
62 Vama'»

thippo*
63 Raaf

oomponar*!
64 Foa«l fuai

65 Smila
66 $«rioar Hogar»
67 CoaaiBl bird

pnCVIOUt PUZZLC SOLVIO

DOWN
1 Huup • piaca
2 Nova4ia( Waugh
3 OiaMbofUa
4 Firadug
6 Cotdanapa
6 Catna-caii

raward
7 Uaaaa

catouiator
t Fom^arty namad
9 Htdaa
10 Hiktni and

I arawa
1

1

Mad»ciiiai
amount

1 ? South Arrtcan
naliva

1 3 Pwlylhtcal archar
21 City graanary
23 Abova. to poata
25 Bftnga m Iha

crop
26 Storaga placa
2/ Sigarvmai
26 Harah-votoad

bquawkar

30 Chuppad
down

31 Oirafia
couam

32 Onadga
34 Typa ol parking
36 Ptmd eA tima
38 Raturn
42 Gal bortr^
43 Siructura
4!> Mmiaiar
46 Kimono mmm*^
4 7 Plainly
50 Haan-aproiit*

t>aan
51 Apptan Way

•
52 Ma Moora
53 ttvaatoch

Wi>!r>gKUy5KM3H

i'i^,|^

54 P*r»w todav
58 BkxxViau'id •

56 frop
9/ CarncQW oi

Evan*
eo Troubl*

413-548 6900
|

|www.thehurp.net|

163 Sunderlund Rd.- N. Amherst

lust north of the apartments

Great new deck!

VJU). Reggae Night • Donee Party

JHU. -Murphy's Men (from Cork, IRE)

7-9p.m.

•Special Brew (Rock)

lOp.m.-closing

SAT. The Equalltes lOp.m.-closIng

October Special!

Labatt Blu«:
$175 A pint / $6.25 A pitcher

"Start your own tradition."

1

WOW... THAT GIRL
IS WICK£D H OT.

Cno7?HE ISN'T.

WHAT?!?! ARE yO\i

OUT OF YOOR
LOOK... FOB "THE PAST
WEEK I'VE BEEN
tONVI NJC I MGr

/-NVSetP THAT SHE
i; SN'T "HOT" SO
I CAM TALK TO HfR.

XF WE EVfc-R END
UP 6 01 NG OUT, I
CAN 5T/ART
CONVINCIN6-
A\Y5ELF THAT

j^HE'S HOT A6AIN,

!^ Ii
\*- K '« '' ^J—'r-T^o-n— TTTT"

His
1"^i*

20 "
PPP--^^ La ^^I^t;

vs
Wk

II" P..

H«i

M
I

55 46 bl

w
1-

\ w

/()<)M\Ns • 1;^ S'

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

VVFDNfSDAV
• High: 59

• Low: 35

THURSDAY
• High: 60

• Low: 33

FRIDAY
• High: 60

• Low: 38

<c?

Dining Commons Menu
O.C. contact; 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• ( hitketi Burrito

• Popcorn Shrimp

• Garden Vegetable Chili

(vegan)

DINNER
• Kxtra Crispy Fried

Chicken

• Meatloaf

• Native American Stew

(vegan)

Production Crew
On stall today

NIGHT FDITOR
M.UI Buds

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Fmilic Diififidn

COPY EDITOR
Morns Sinficr

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Shannon Farrinf^ton

PRODUCTION STAFF
Linch.iy Cbrk/' Cvrry Auger

HOROSCOPES

5
Q
UJ

X
H

u.

LJJ

H

D
O

A positive attitude may not

solve all your problems, but it yvi

annoy enough people to make it

worth the effort.

-hierm Allbright

aquarius • ian. 20-FtB. is

You aren't nice. Try to be nicer. No one

likes a meanie.

pisCeS • Feb. 19-M.ar. 20

Listen closely - you never know when

someone might call your name.

aries • mak. 2i-Ack. 19

People don't like your odor.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Why don't you relax and release some

tension?

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

You will have ridiculously good luck in

your relationships.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

It's hard to keep friends when you think

you're better than they are.

leO • luL. 23-Alc. 22

Don't hide your love for Justin

Timlx>rlake. It's nothing to be ashamed of.

virgO • Alio. 23-StPT. 22

Steer clear of Southwest. Your parents

will be mad if you get arrested.

libra . srpi. 2i-o<t. 22

You're not as tough as you think you are,

so stop trving to deny your feelings.

Scorpio • 0( 1. 23-Nov. 21

Look at the images in the clouds. What

you set^ might surprise you.tk

Sagittarius • Nov. 2

2

-dec 21

Life is tough, get used to it.

Capricorn . dec. 22-|an. 19

Derek Lowe is hot. Hunt him down and

tell him that.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

Student Director Wanted

For Play on Lord JelT

Amherst. .Shows the

'Hero' Biologic Warrior

who Deliberately

Slaughtered the Indians

with Smallpox. Winning"

the War. Style. Brechtian.

Loud, raucous. Simple

sets. Musical. Goal: con-

troversy, outKige. Author:

AC graduate, many past

productions Venue/Actors:

your choice Contact: 7 1
S-

601-8089 nites Leave

name/address please

Fraternities- .S«n)rllies-

Clubs- Student (Jniups

Earn $1.(XK)-S2.(KM) this

semester with a proven

CampusFundraiser 3 hour

fundraising event. Our

free proRrams make

ftindraisinti easy with n<»

rtaka. Fundraising dates

are filling quickly, so gel

with the prt)grdm! It

worlcs. Contact

CampusFundraiser at

(888) 923.^238, or visit

www.campustundraiscr

com

AI'AKIMINI (OR KINt

i bcdnxMTi available in 2

bednwm apiirtment in

Sunderland. {)n bus route

S4,'i()/nionih. Cats allowed

1 1/1 41.3-478-91 7.S

( )nc hedr(x>m. near UMass

Amherst C\-mer Bus. 2

Large Rixuns, low heat

cost. %51^ per month. .*i86-

074<^)

ADIO FORI SALE

1991 ToyiitaC^mry

Wilson AC:/Powerl7,CW

miles. rcli,iHf.$2SiV S40-

4060

$500!!! C:.ir> from $500!:!

Police Impounds for list-

iims. 1-81V-M9-U21

ext4554

1998 Volvo V70AWn
W.iyon TiirKi Auto

no,lW Miles L-culed

$10,0a)/ORC)25^07H

1994 Volkswa^jon Jott.i.

160K, includes 4 snow

tires, $2,aX)/ORC>. Julie

2SV4240

( OMPIIIIRS

Quicksilver C'omputlni;

C«>mputer help Vims

removal Web l\'si«ii

$|S/luS48-6847.A>ktor

T.J

Pentium Uptop $99.00

Pentium I>sktop $49.00

We hx Laptops, l\-sktops/

PC:s guiinrnteed 584-8857

FMPIOVMENI

LCXJAL RADIO
STATION Kntry level

(.lerjc.ii/salcs/on-air.

C "omputer skills lictes,sai^'

( :ompen.sation nejjotiable

Resume: IX") Box 98^

c;rccntieiJ,MA0n02

9^ Pontiac Bonneville

SDN All Power Must Sell

$1500B/O25i-5537

B.iricndcr Traineo

Needed. $250.00 a day

[lotential. Ijval |>>sitions.

1-800-29^5985 ext 516

!B;mendinn!$$250Alav

ixrtential No ex|XTieiKe

Nesc Training provideJ

l-8a"^-965-652Cext 162

Experienced and ccrtitieil

high ener>jv lastnictors for

kickKixing and spinninK

clasites. Call Northampton

Athletic Club 585-8500

IMPK^YMINT

Motivated students seek-

ing leadership outside the

Kix. Cain expenence m
.ill aspects of mnning a

small business Qill 508-

246-1 2W

Visa/Mastercard appnival

iigents earn $1 ,000/weck

potential. No exix-rience

ncxessary. Call l-8aV82l-

m6ext.l45

Sales A.ssLstant tor con

suiting/software tinn.

Telephone telemarketinn

Economics a plus. Please

send cover letter and

resume to Freilerick Trey:

at Reuional Economic

Mtxlels, Inc., 435 West

Street, Amherst, MA
01C\^2orfax4n-549-

1058 or email

re.sumes@remi.com.

Movie Extras/Ml kIcIs

needed. No exp. required,

cam up to $5aV 1000 a

day 1-888-820-0167 ext.

U150

K)R RINI

Ski House For Rent So.

Londonberry. VT 1 .5 mins

to Stratton, 7 mi. to Brom-

ley 3 mi. to Magic Mtn. 7

Bdmis. 3 baths, sleeps .^0.

$ I (X KVweek |
.;il>bro\MK-l.<

NiaUiauiiaw41(M<VW.326

K)R SAll

Have you been ripped ofif

by a rerailer? Omtact the

Student Lej;al Services

(."Hfice Rejiardmn V'>ur

rights as a coasumer. 922

Campus Onter. 545-1 9«-)5

Web Hjwting 9.95/monfh

PHP MySQI., Perl.md

more. >\wAv,iayHv.com or

(4n)253-lXt51.

INSIRIK HON

Private Boxing L^essons-

w/retiied Pro Djata Bum-

pus, in Northampton. .584-

1966 or visit wvvw.west-

emmasshoxintl.COIll Ace

epts all major ca-dit cards

University Bartending

Classes Start Soon l-8(X)-

U-CAN-MIX Call now for

information!!! Space is

Limited www.universitv-

hartendinccom

Wallet Near Parking

garage 10/14 It'tound

please call with descnp-

tion 4 1.3-2.37- 1 01.

5

SERVICES

Pet-Sitter .ivailable days

ni^ihts iSi weekends. l\>i;

wvilkiny. 9 vearsexIXrl-

enteC:.lllC.m.l25V06|9

All Digital PrcKliKtions

Pro Videoj;r.tpln tor

Weddln^;s, B.ir Mii:v,ihs.

c:ommereul(508)221-

S2:5

swee pi'ickertj'v.ih'H'.com

SHEAR BLISS PAY
SPA SERVICES B.S.1V

.Sij;,iring (vv.ixmi;) tor

men .uul \vi mien

Sate lOO'Xi Natural

Etiective

75V?522https://she..r

bliss.imai:e411.com

Pregnant? Need help?

C.\\\ Birthnuht ol

,\mherst area tor free test-

ing .md a.ssist.mce. 549-

1906

SERVICES

PRECNANl.'Y TEST

1N( ^ HIV Testing. Birtii

Control, .ind Emernencv

0>ntracepiion .Aftordable

and contidential. Taix-str\

He.ilth, 27 Pniy Street,

Amherst. 548 9'»2

TRAVEL

A SPRINC BREAKER
NEEPEn 2004's Hottest

IVstin.itionsiSi. P.irties 2

free trips / high commis

sions 15\v sunsplash-

tours.com 1 SOO 426 77 1

SPRINC BREAK 20041

IV-.kIi Lite \.K,lllcMVsl

Jamaica, t',incun,

.^i .ipulco, P.ihamas,

riiind.i. S».'ll Trips, F^tm

Ci,sh. Tr,ivelFree!:t;all I-

800-7 5 5-6 547 w vNW.bcach-

litev.ie.aions.com

S'il Spring Break Trips!

t iu.ir.mteed Best Buy 1

tree trip for everv 10 paid

t>R c.t$h startmj; with tirM

K»>king. Exxtrcme Party

P.ickage! Protection of

.'\merican Express

Worldwide EXXTREME
V.At:AT10NS, lNCl-

800-556-2260viim:iS-

» 1 Spring Bre.ik

Vacations! 1 10"<. Best

Prices! Mexico, Jamaica,

B.ibim.is. Florida, Texas.

15ook Now iSi Receive

Free Parties (Si Meals

C .impiis Reps Wanted! 1-

.SvV 2 54 7007 uidli^

Miiiiiuertours.com

SPRINC ; BREAK
I .irf:est selection ot

IVstin.iiions, including

Cniises! Foam P.irties,

Free 1 Vinks ,ind C "lub

.'Xdiuissioiis. Rep Piisitions

.inJ FREE trips .Available.

1 SOO-2 51-4586

n-a-w Fr'n,'"'.inTours.com

A "Re.ilirv" Spring Break

2004's Hottest Prices Btxik

now .. Free Trips, Meals &
Parties «-\\Av.sunspl.Lsh-

tours.o'in or 1800-426-

7710

TUTORS

Math/Ph\sKs Tutor

$50/}^r plus travel C»\\ Dr.

Kline 415-552-3805
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Yankees take series lead
David Wells leads New York past Sox in Game 5 FiringM at

the [vil EmpireBy Ronald Blum
Associated Press

BOSTON - David Wells put

the New York Yankees on the

verge of another World Series,

sending them back to the Bronx

with two chances to keep The
Curse alive.

Wells worked his way out of

trouble to lead the Yankees over

the Red Sox 4-2 Tuesday for a 3-

2 lead in the AL championship

series. With one more victory,

New York will extend Boston's

perennial heartache to 85 years.

Andy Pettitte and Roger

Clemens are rested and ready for

the final two games of the series,

which continues Wednesday at

Yankee Stadium.

"We never get overconfi-

dent," Yankees captain Derek

leter said.

Boston planned to start John

Burkett, 0-6 against the Yankees

in his career in the regular sea-

son, against Pettitte in Came 6,

holding Pedro Martinez back for

a seventh game rather than pitch

him on three days' rest. But

knuckleballer Tim Wakefield,

who has both of his team's wins,

said he thought he would be

available if the Red Sox wanted

him in relief.

"The clock is ticking on us

right now," Boston manager

Grady Little said. "We'll just

wait it out another day and see if

they can get it going."

Karim Garcia, who cut a

knuckle in Saturday's bullpen

scuffle with a member of

Boston's grounds crew, was

inserted into New York's lineup

just before gametime and hit a

two-run single in the second off

Derek Lowe, who dropped to 0-

2 in the series. Boston fans

taunted Garcia in the ninth with

a sing-song chant of "jailbird."

David Dellucci originally wa.s

slated to start in right field, but

manager joe Torre told Garcia he

was in the lineup after watching

him in batting practice.

"His eyes lit up," Torre said.

"He thanked me."

Alfonso Soriano followed

Garcia's hit with an RBI single

and later made a fantastic back-

flip that helped stifle a Boston

rally. Jeter also had a great play,

making a diving stop to throw

out lason Varitek, and Hideki

Continued on page 6

Touchin'

'email

Mike Mar/elli

WISSLOVl' Tl'WNSONiASSl.lCIATED PRE.SS

The New York Yankees' Derek Jeter leaps over Boston Red Sox outfielder Manny Ramirez to complete a double play. The Yankees

won Game 5 to take a 3-2 series lead.

~~
I

I am a diehard Red

^ffK Sox fan.

K^yj There, I said it, thus

^^^PHj effectively eliminst-

VHBp ing any hope you may

^^^B have of finding

^^^^V^^ impartiality in this

Because there will

be none.

So consider this

your warning — if

you root for the Evil

Empire, dislike the

Red Sox or are searching for an insight-

ful, balanced analysis of the American

League Championship Series, peer over

just to the left and not only will you find

a nice, accurate game story penned by

an impartial member of the Associated

Press, but you'll have shown more

range than a certain shortstop your eyes

will have just passed.

Thus, now having weeded out the

idiots, scum suckers, no-nothings and

pathetic bandwagon jumpers, I shall

begin my rant.

FENMUnr PUNK?

In case you missed it, that was the

headline that adorned the back page of

the New York National Enquirer, other-

wise known as the Post, following the

incidents that transpired between Pedro

Martinez and Don Zimmer in Game 3

on Saturday.

Well let's see. In the illustrious histo-

ry of the New York franchise, Steve

Howe sold cocaine, Jeff Weaver was

caught sm«king weed on an airplane,

|eff Nelson and Karim Garcia wailed on

a Fenway Park employee and Roger

Clemens hurled a bat at Mike Piazza,

just to name a few, and none were

labeled "punks."

Yet when the 72-year-old brain-dead

lump of uselessness they call "Zim"

comes charging out of the visiting

dugout with every intention of leaving a

permanent legacy on the face of

Boston's crovm jewel, and is sent to the

ground in a move that is now almost

exclusively recognized as self-defense,

Martinez is not only considered one,

but reinforced as a "punk" in the sub-

head?

The Post should be ashamed of

itself. The fact that Zimmer is as

ancient as he is certainly should make
him immune to unnecessary physical

contact, but once he steps on to that

field and declares an intention to find,

and hurt, the opposing team's pitcher.

Continued on page 6

UM splits weekend
Minutewomen beat XU
but are downed by Flyers

By Matt Stewart
Collegian Staff

OERALnH

Senior forward Erin Lilly and the Minutewomen split a pair of weekend contests with A- 10 foes.

This past weekend, the

Massachusetts women's soccer

team (3-7-1, 2-3 Atlantic 10)

ended a six-game losing streak

when it surpassed Xavier 3-1 at

Rudd Field.

However they couldn't com-

plete the sweep as they came up
short in an all-out battle against

Dayton (7-4-1, 4-1 A-10),

falling 1-0.

"It was probably the ugliest,

most satisfying game of the sea-

son," UMass coach |im Rudy
said of the Xavier game. "\Ve

didn't play pretty, 1 can't say

that we played well, but we
won. I think if this team can put

in that effort and play with a lit-

tle more composure and take

care of their first passes then

we could do this a lot of games

this year.

"They're at the verge of

breaking through here, but

we're not quite there yet.

"

Goal scoring has been a

recent problem for UMass.
During the six-game skid, the

Maroon and White was shut out

four times, and only once

scored more than one goal in a

game.
In Friday's matinee against

Xavier (6-5-1. 2-2-1 A-10), the

Minutewomen tied their season

record for goals in a half, net-

ting three by the "big three" -

sophomore Adair BIyler (14

points - six goals, two assists).

junior Lindsey Fairweather

(eight points - four goals) and

sophomore Lindsey Bellini

(eight points - two goals, four

assists). The trio accounted for

all the Maroon .ind White's

points against the flyers.

UMass set the tone 10 min-

utes into the matchup when
Fairweather, assisted by Bellini

and BIyler, belted a shot past

Andrea Garber to give the

Maroon and White the 1-0

advantage.

The Musketeers retaliated at

the 19;33 mark, when Angle

Scarlato passed to Lauren

Giesting, who headed it home
to knot the game at one.

UMass would reclaim the

lead just a few minutes later

when Bellini scored her second

goal of the game off a home-run

pass from BIyler to put the

Maroon and White up 2-1.

Fairweather capped the scor-

ing for the Minutewomen when
she beat three Musketeer

defenders and found the back

of the net to give UMass a 3-1

lead that would last until the

final horn. BIyler was credited

with the assist.

"Today was my first day

back without a brace,"

Fairweather said. "[The brace]

kind of hindered my movement.

[Today! it was good anch I felt

more mobile."

The Musketeers had a cou-

ple of scoring opportunities of

their own, but were unable to

get a goal past senior goalkeep-

er Kelly Nigh.

For the remainder of the sec-

ond half, UMass dictated the

flow of the game and ensured

that the Musketeers wouldn't

be let back into it.

"I thought that we played a

better second half than first,"

Rudy said. "We dominated and

had them under control. We
came in with a different tactical

package than we usually do,

just to play against [Xavier's]

style and system of defense

which worked very well."

Nigh put on an impressive

showing, allowing only one goal

and tallying nine saves. Her
counterpart, Garber, allowed

three goals while savings five

shots.

Shots were tied between the

two teams at 15-15, though
Xavier racked up more comers
(3-2) and fouls (10-8).

With rain coming down off

and on during Sunday after-

noon's game against Dayton,

injuries continued for the

Minutewomen, as they suffered

another devastating loss when
senior goalkeeper Kelly Nigh
went down and had to be

replaced by sophomore Kristen

Rutland.

"We didn't get physical until

we lost our goal keeper," Rudy
said. "They were ready to be

had today, they looked off their

game, they looked listly, they

look disinterested."

The injury occurred when
the Dayton offense sent the ball

into the box, where senior for-

ward fudi Aschenbrener was in

hot pursuit. Realizing this, Nigh
dove towards the ball, but the

wet field conditions carried her

forward. Aschenbrener was
unable to put on the brakes and
the players collided.

Aschenbrener was able to

recover after a few moments
but Nigh remained down. The

Continued on page 6
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SGA (debates new a(dinissons

policy an(d (diversity issues
By El) Hudson
OiLLtiiiAN Staff

Speaker of the House, Jared Nokes, speaks one-on-one with a fellow selectman at last nights SGA
meeting.

The Student Government

Association tackled senate apathy

and campus diversity concerns last

night, debating over the newly

declared University of

Massachusetts admissions policy

that eliminates the use of a point

system.

With 46 of 63 members of the

Senate present, the meeting took

place at the top lloor of the

Campus Center

According to Speaker |aied

Nokes, Senate President David

Carr was not present for the sake

of monitoring student activity in

the Southwest Residential Area

for Game 6 between the Red Sox

and the Yankees.

Nokes announced he was not

happy that none of the Senate

committees had met over the past

week,

"We need to reevaluate a little

bit. what we're doing ... 1 don't

think 1 have talked to a chair yet

that has talked to all of their com-

mittcv members." Nokes said.

"We have a very big role to

play, and we're passing on it. We

really should be doing more than

this."

Nokes said he would like to see

the committees meet this week

and that he was also upset with a

fundamental change made in

terms of admission policy at the

University He said it was a mis-

take that the Senate was not more

involved. According to Nokes,

Chancellor |ohn Uimbardi didn't

have to take action on the policy

right away.

"We definitely should have said

something," Nokes .said. "At least

a reaction to it."

However, Associate Speaker

Christopher Eckel said the Senate

meeting attendance has been great

thus far. "Ill's becnj a lot better

than previous years." he ^aid.

According to him. the parlia-

mentary procedure workshop lor

new members ol the Senate took

place prior to last night's meeting

and went well.

Eckel pleaded lor new senators

to get to knov\ University adminis-

trators.

"We do have a lot of power

here." he said. "But ultimateh, it

comes down tu them. I\)n't be

afraid to get out there and talk to

them."

According to Attorney General

Mark Morrison, the SGA ludiciary

is still non-existent and the appli-

cation process is now closed.

"Some resumes are transpar-

ent." he said. "Some are enthusias-

tic."

He also said he doesn't under-

stand why the judicial Advisors

program was taken out of the

Vinan of Students office. "We want

to rejuvenate it because it is really

important," he said.

Morrison believes a judicial

body to be highly necessary this

semester with the amount of stu-

dents being suspended. According

to him some of the students who
were involved in a riot on Phillips

St. about 3 weeks ago are being

accused of 40 to 50 criminal

charges.

Morrison said he has been in

contact with seven of those stu-

dents already this semester and

only spoke with two all of last year.

"If we're not willing to pay for

students rights to be protected I

think it's kind of ridiculous." he

said. "I cant get the program run-

Continued on page 2

Staten Island ferry contract stroggle heats up Berkshire Gas

crashes into pier
By Michael Weissenstein

Associated Press

NEW YORK ( AP) - A Staten Island ferry slammed

into a pier as it was docking yesterday, killing at least

10 people, tearing off victims' limbs and sending pas-

sengers leaping into the water, officials said. At least

34 people were injured.

The 310-foot ferry, carrying about 1,500 passen-

gers, plowed into the enonnous wooden pilings on the

Staten Island end of its run from Manhattan, reducing

the front of the mighty boat to a mass of shattered

planks, broken gla.ss and twisted steel.

The crash happened on a windswept afternoon.

with gusts over 40 mph and the water in New York

Harbor very choppy.

"Everyone just jumped for their lives," rider Bob

Carroll told T\' station NY I. "It was like an absolute

horror. ... The whole side of the boiit looked like an

opener on a can."

The ship's captain fled and was tracked down by

police at his Staten Island home, said a high-ranking

police source, speaking on condition of anonymity.

The ferry's crew will be interviewed and tested lor

drugs and alcohol. Mayor Michael Bloomberg said.

At least 10 people were killed and 54 injured, the

mayor said, making it New York's worst mass-transit

accident in at least a generation. Some bodies were

accidentally counted twice, leading to an initial report

by city officials that 14 pcx)ple were dead.

Firefighters picked their way through the debris

aboard the ship, the Andrew j. Barberi. looking for vic-

tims, and Coast Guard divers searched the water. At

least one body was recovered from the water.

The cause of the crash was not immediately known,

although Bloomberg suggesttxl the heavy wind as a

possibility. The National Transportation Safety Board

convened an accident investigation team, which will

look at the weather, among other possible factors.

"The ferry was coming too fast," said wimess

William Gonzalez, who lives in a nearby apartment

complex. "They had no control to stop the boat."

Commuters were trappt>d in piles of debris aboard

the 22-year-old ferry, and victims screamed and dove

for cover as metal cmnched into wood just before the

start of the evening rush hour, tearing girders, splinter-

ing planks and ripping a huge hole in the right side of

the three-level, bright-orange vessel, which has a

capacity of 6.000 pas.sengcrs.

"People who were silting thcR" as the ferry docked

were hit by the pilings that came through the side of

the boat." the mayor said. The pilings hit on the ferry's

main deck, crashing into the windows that ordinarily

afford a postcard view of the Statue of Liberty.

"There were numerous injuries like fractures and

lacerations." said Fire Department spokeswoman

Maria Lamberti. "There were a couple of people with

amputations - legs and anns."

Victims also suffered back and spinal injuries, chest

pains, and hypothermia from the water, which was

about 62 degrees.

The five-mile trip between Staten Island and

Manhattan noniially takes 25 minutes. A free ride on

the Staten Island Ferry is one of the city's most beloved

attractions to New \'orkers and tourists alike, giving

visitors a Hollywood-style view of lower Manhattan's

skyscrapers.

The seven boats that make up the Staten Island

Ferry fleet carry 70.000 commuters a day between

Staten Island and lower Manhattan. The boats make

104 daily trips between the two boroughs. The

Andrew j. Barberi travels at about 18 mph. Ser\'ice

was suspended on all Staten Island ferries after the

accident.

UMass celebrates Homecoming weekend

By Erika LcnxEY

Ci>ujiCiiAN Staff

Since April, the United

Steelworkers of America has been

working to cliange a labor contract

that has left 79 employees and

union members of Berkshire Gas

Company locked out of their jobs

for 199 days without pay or health

insurance.

The struggle began after the

employees refused to accept the

compiiny's proposal for the new

workers' contract last April. The

lockout includes union members of

the USWA Local 12525-1. which

covers the Greenfield. North

Adams and Pittslield area.

Now. Berkshire Gas Co. is

understaffed, creating what |oe

Carbone. union member and coor-

dinator of New England Workers

Alliance, considers a potentially

hazardous situation for the public.

"There are leaks in the gas sys-

tems in Massachusetts, but they're

usually repaired." said Carbone.

According to reports on the

United Steelworkers of America

Web site, this has not been the

case. There are three types of gas

leaks. An a-leak is a tiny leak. A b-

leak is more serious and should be

scheduled for repair when found.

C-leaks are the most severe and

should be fixed immediately

Due to the lack of staff, these

leaks are not getting the attention

they need. Some workers have

reported gas meter readings of up

to 5 percent, an explosive level

leak.

"These [leaks] should be

repaired, but instead they are being

left to be monitored indelinitely

These things don't tend to fix them-

selves," said Carbone. "Things

aren't safe, and we're tired."

Ikrkshiiv Gas is the major gas

supplier for the University of

Massachusetts. When asked how
the labor contract issues will affect

UMass' heat supply this coming

winter. Carlx)ne was unsure of

what the future held.

"Who can say'.' jOur cus-

tomers | are all getting less seivice,

but are paying the same." Carbone

said. "The rates haven't gone

down; people are just getting less

for their money"
Carbone is also concerned

about issues of public safety Before

the lockouts. Berkshire employees

were available 24 hours a day.

.seven days a week to answer emer-

gency calls. These serv ices includc*d

in-house calls for customers as

well, but the 24hour service no

longer exists. Carbone expresscxi

concern for the elderly, especially

considering the coming winter

"At night, if they call after 10

p.m.. there's no one to drive out

and help hem."

Locked-out employees lost all

health insurance coverage, a blow

for a company where workers are

generally betwcxm 40 and 50 years

of age and rely on health coverage.

"I worked with a grandmother

of 10 who has been on the picket

lines for seven months. Her insur-

ance and benefits had been

removed immediately. Another

man I worked with was 51 and

forced to gi\e up his apartment

and move in with his parents."

said Carbone.

The USWA seeks to reform

issues drawn up in Berkshire's

April proposal, such as an insur-

ance payment raise of over 300

f)ercent. Spouses who were not

employees are required to seek

health coverage through their own
employers, resulting in two co-

pays. "Add it all together, and

that's a huge take back", said

Carbone.

Also to be reformed is the two-

tier payment plan, also known as

the "staggered step" plan. A new
employee at Berkshire Gas would

be paid a lower rate than any

employee hired before 1996 who
was doing the exact same job.

Wages for employees increase in

percentages. Overtime, a younger

employee could be paid as much
as $5 less for doing the exact

same job as an older employee.

"In the new |proposal| we
want a single wage scale." said

Carbone. This would allow new
workers to work their way up to

higher wages.

"We want to be working there;

we want our contract. Many peo-

ple are 50-year employees. That's

I
the job| we know and we do it

well. It's tough to go out into mar-

ket place and find a job. There we
had good pay."

USWA will hold a rally to put

12525 back tu work on Oct. 23

un the Massachusetts Statehouse

steps in Boston from noon to 1 :30

p.m. The rally will focus on pub-

lic safety and awareness and fea-

ture a wide variety of speakers.

Injorinaiion for this article

was used from
www.piltsfieldrrnet.

By Dan O'Brien
CoLi-Ei.iAN Staff

The University of

Massachusetts will hold its

Homecoming Weekend 2003 on

Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

The campus will host numerous

activities including a pep rally, a

concert at the Fine Arts Center,

department open houses, the

MinuteFan Park event, the

homecoming football game ver-

sus Hofstra University and the

annual Oozefest.

Oozefest. a mud volleyball

tournament will be held on

Sunday at noon behind the

Totman Gym. Young alumni

and current students are wcl-
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come to join Oozefest. which is

being referred to by homecom-
ing organizers as "UMass
Amherst's newest tradition."

The event is a co-ed. three-game

guaranteed tournament spon-

sored by the Student Alumni

Relations Society (STARS) and

the UMass Amherst Alumni
Association. For more informa-

tion on Oozefest. contact

STARS at 1-800-456-UMASS

or visit

www.UmassAlumni.com/ooze-
fest.

Warren ?. McGuirk Stadium

will turn into MinuteFan Park

on Saturday from 10:50 a.m. to

12:50 p.m. This event will

include activities such as the

Coca-Cola Football Town
Interactive Tour, live entertain-

ment, face painting and games

for children of all ages.

In addition to these events at

the park. The Office of

Fraternity and Sorority Life

(formerly known as Greek
Affairs) invite all fraternity and

sorority alumni and their fami-

lies to visit the tent. MinuieFan

will also have food and bever-

ages on hand.

The Renaissance Center will

hold a tour and reception on

Saturday at 10 a.m. The center

is offering tea and a tour of its

gardens and house. Dancers

from the center will entertain

guests of the tour.

The Renaissance Center is

one of only six Renaissance

Centers in North America and

the only one in the U.S. with its

own rare book library. The cen-

ter is known for hosting numer-

ous lectures, seminars and per-

formances throughout the year

It is also the home of a popular

literary journal, the English

Literary Renaissance.

In addition to the

Renaissance Center opening its

doors to the public, several aca-

demic departments are offering

open houses for alumni on

Saturday. These departments

include political science, com-

munication and the Isenberg

School of Management. The
open houses for political science

will be held from 9:50 a.m. to

10:50 a.m. on the second floor

of Thompson, SOM from 10

a.m. to 1 1 :30 a.m. and the com-

munication department from 10

a.m. to II a.m. at 120 South

College.

One of the most notable acti-

vates of the day. however, is the

annual homecoming football

game, sponsored by the Alumni

Association. UMass will be

playing Hofstra University at

12:50 p.m. on Saturday. Tickets

are available through the

Athletic ticket office by calling

415-545-0810.

There is a tailgate lor UMass
students before the game, which

will he held from 10:50 a.m. to

12:50 p.m. Students on a meal

plan can enjoy a free meal. The

tailgate will be sponsored by

Dining Services and Laser 99.5

FM.
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Emotions ran high at a packed Blue Wall Puh last nitjht as the Red Sox rallied ti> beat the

Yankees.
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SGA discusses admissions policy

Continued from page 1

ning until we have a strong founda-

tion for it."

Regarding the newly enacted

admissions policy at the University,

Secretary of Diversity Issues

Russell Plato said he met with the

Vice ChaiKellor of Student Affairs.

Michael Gargano, and announced

that the new policy wasn't some-

thing the University just decided

on their own.

According to him, it had to do

with the Michigan ruling in which

a point-based system of admissions

was deemed unconstitutional.

"Legally they had to get rid of

[the point system), " he said. "It's

gone."

According to Plato. University

admissions is going to spend more

time reading applicants' files

instead of looking at points. "(The

University) does want to start

matching national numbers," he

said. Plato said he will be watching

admissions and seeing how every-

thing works.

According to Plato, the

approach of UMass admissions

will be similar to that of which

Amherst College would take.

"You wont get it simply because

you're an ALANA student." Plato

said. "It's just going to be one fac-

tor among many."

Gargano does not believe the

number of ALANA students will

decrease, Plato .said. However.

Senator Gladys Franco expressed

concern. The percentage of

ALANA students has been

decreasing since the I'WO's, she

said, adding her belief that the

administration has manipulated

the numbers by using international

students to skew the current per-

centage.

A report to the Senate by chair

of Administrative Affairs, Levi

O'Brien regarding the 2005

National Conference On Race and

Ethnicity (NCORE) was also high-

ly discussed. O'Brien said he

believed the nine-student trip to

the San Francisco Bay area for con-

ferences addressing diversity chal-

lenges was beneficial.

While Plato said that similar

conferences could be had at UMass

for less money, such as the upcom-

ing Diversity Round Table meet-

ing, O'Brien said the NCORE trip

was relative to students and could

be in the future.

"We spent money, so that the

University has a much better cli-

mate than it has in the past," he

said. "We can make some very

powerful changes to the campus

climate."

Secretary of University Policy

Brian Long noted that 1 1 new stu-

dents have been appointed to the

Faculty Senate councils and com-

mittees. These students will report

to him with information from each

meeting that will be passed on to

President Carr and the rest of the

Senate.
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Legislators aim to reduce drug costs

By Jennifer Peter

ASSIX'IATKI) PwiSS

BOSTON (AP) - A growing

number of state legislators are sign-

ing onto a muhifaceted prescrip-

tion drug bill designed to counter

the rising cost of medication by

negotiating better prices for state

clients and employees.

The bill, which seeks to estab-

lish a bulk purchasing program and

limit the drugs that can be pre-

scribed, has been endorsed by at

least 25 of the 40 state senators

and 69 of the 160 members of the

House of Representatives.

"The point is, we can spend the

same amount of money and get a

lot more drugs for those who need

them," said Rep. Patricia lehlen, D-

Somerville, the lead House sponsor

of the bill.

In addition to pursuing lower

prices, the bill would require phar-

maceutical manufacturers doing

business in Massachusetts to regis-

ter with the Board of Pharmacy

and to disclose the value, nature

and purpose of any promotional

gifts, fees or subsidies distributed

for marketing purposes.

"For the hundreds of thousands

of seniors in the state who need

drug that are affordable, pkase

pass the legislation," Phil Mamber,

president of the Massachusetts

Senior Action Council, told the

Health Care Committee yesterday.

Lawmakers say there is growing

impetus for state action given the

federal government's failure to

approve a prescription program for

the elderly through the Medicaid

program and the increasing on the

availability of lower priced drugs in

Canada. In 2002, Massachusetts

spent over $1.2 billion on prescrip-

tion drugs.

"Now, because we're in a budg-

et crisis, because there's no more

smoke screen about the federal

government doing something, now
we at least have the level of support

to pass the bill and override any

veto." said Sen. Mark Montigny. D-

New Bedford, the bill's Senate

sponsor, who has proposed bulk

purchasing bills several times in the

past.

The pharmaceutical and

biotech industry opposes the initia-

tive. Both argue that the bill would

restrict patients' access to the drugs

they need and, by reducing the

companies' profit, make it impossi-

ble for the industry to pursue

research and development of life-

saving drugs.

"These programs jeopardize the

health of patients, interfere with

the patient-physician relationship,

and are not sound fiscal public pol-

icy." the Pharmaceutical Research

and Manufacturers of America said

in a statement.

Supporters of cost controls

argue, however, that the pharma-

ceutical industry is reducing access

to lifesaving prescriptions by mak-

ing them too expensive for many
patients.

"Tlie problem is it's almost use-

less to do all this research and cre-

ate all these wonderful drugs if no

one can afford them." said Sen.

Richard Moore. D-Uxbridge. co-

chairman of the Health

Committee.

The bill would establish the

Massachusetts Prescription Drug

Fair Pricing Program. It would

limit which drugs could be pre-

scribed under the state's Medicaid

program, requiring doctors to get

special approval before they could

prescribe anything not on the list.

The goal of that pan of the initia-

tive would be to encourage physi-

cians to steer patients to less expen-

sive drugs.

The bill would also create a sin-

gle purchasing unit that would use

the state's large pool of empkjyees

and clients to negotiate better drug

prices from the pharmaceutical

companies. This would include the

state's Medicaid patients, state

employees, as well as citizens

receiving services from the

Department of Mental Health.

Department of Mental

Retardation, and the Department

of Public Health.

Another section would provide

prescription discount cards to

those without insurance.

ASSOClATVn PRESS

Springfield, Mass, Mayor Michael J. Albano speaks in front of the Mass joint committee of Health Care

at the statehouse in Boston, yesterday.

Three American security guards killed in Gaza Strip explosion

By Ibrahim Barzak
AsstKiATEi) Press

BEIT LAHIYA. Gaza Strip (AP) - A remote-

controlled bomb tore apart an armored vehicle

in a U.S. diplomatic convoy yesterday, killing

three American security guards and wounding a

fourth in the first deadly attack on a U.S. target

in the Palestinian territories.

The attack, on a convoy of U.S. Embassy

diplomats entering Gaza to interview Palestinian

candidates for a Fulbright scholarship, was a

dramatic departure from typical militant opera-

tions, which usually target Israeli soldiers and

civilians. It was almost certain to lead to greater

U.S. pressure for a Palestinian crackdown on

militant groups.

Secretary of State Colin Powell, in a tele-

phone call to Palestinian Prime Minister Ahmed
Qureia. said the United States expected full

cooperation in investigating "this heinous act

ard in bringing these murderers to justice."

according to State Department spokesman

Richard Boucher.

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat condemned

the attack as an "awful crime." and Qureia

promised to track down those responsible.

There was no claim of responsibility, and the

largest militant groups -Hamas, Islamic jihad

and the Al Aqsa Martyrs Brigade - quickly dis-

tanced themselves from the attack. Palestinian

security sources said they were focusing on small

groups who receive funding from abroad, includ-

ing from Iran.

The attack came four months after a previous

assault on a U.S. bulletproof vehicle in Gaza.

That attack, which was not publicly revealed

until yesterday, did not cau.se any injuries, said

U.S. Ambassador Dan Kurtzer. providing no

other details.

Kurtzer said those killed yesterday were U.S.

citizens working on contracts to provide security for

the U.S. Embassy in Tel Aviv

The State Department identified the slain

Americans as John Branchizio. 36; Mark T. Parson.

31: and |ohn Martin Linde jr.. 30 - all employees of

DynCorp. a Virginia-based security firm. The

wounded American was initially treated at a Gaza

hospital before being transfea rred to a hospital in

the southern Israeli city of Beersheba.

After the bombing, the U.S. government advised

its citizens to leave the Gaza Strip. Kurtzer said 200

to 400 Americans work in the Gaza Strip.

U.S. diplomats at meetings in the West Bank were

immediately brought back tO; Jerusalem, and it

remained unclear if U.S. travel in the West Bank and

Familiarity
breeds content.
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Gaza would be further curtailed.

The investigation will be a cooperative probe

involving Israeli police and the FBI. according to FBI

officials. FBI agents do not intend to go into Gaza

immediately; instead, they will rely on the Israelis to

collect and preserve evidence, with the FBI doing the

detailed examinations of what is found.

The diplomats were riding in a three-vehicle con-

voy en route to Gaza City when the blast went off

about 10:15 a.m.

An Associated Press reporter saw a gray wire

with an on-off switch leading from the scene of the

attack to a small concrete room at the side of the

road. The blast took place about a mile south of the

Erez crossing between Israel and Gaza.

The blast hit the third vehicle in the convoy just

after it passed a gas station, said Mohammed
Radwan, a Palestinian taxi driver who was at the sta-

tion at the time.

"The first two cars drove quickly and stopped far

from the explosion. Palestinian security people

jumped out of the car and rushed to the car that had

blown up. ... I saw two people covered with blood

lying next to the car." he said.

The explosion gouged a deep crater into the

unpaved road, nearly tore the vehicle in half and

flipped it over. The pavement was stained with blood

and littered with bits of flesh that were collected by

Palestinian paramedics.

U.S. and Israeli officials said the attack under-

scored the need to dismantle Palestinian militant

groups.

"The failure to create effective Palestinian securi-

ty forces dedicated to fighting terror continues to

cost lives." Bush said in a statement. "There must be

an empowered prime minister who controls all

Palestinian forces -reforms that continue to be

blocked by Yasser Arafat."

In his call to Qureia. the Palestinian prime minis-

ter. Powell "made absolutely clear that we cannot

move forward on a two-state solution to the Israeli-

Palestinian conflict without eliminating violence and

terrorism."

Zalman Shoval. an adviser to Prime Minister

Ariel Sharon, said: "What happened is evidence

that no one is immune, unfortunately, to

Palestinian terrorism, even when we are talking

about the representatives of ... the United States,

whose entire goal was and remains to advaiKe

peace agreement between the sides."
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Public videotaping

is necessary
A right to privacy is one of the fundamen-

tal rights of citizens of this country. It sets us

apart from many other nations of the world.

However, when people begin acting irrespon-

nMy in public because they are involved in a

large-scale celebration or demonstration and

bAgin destroying private property and hurting

others, they compromise their right to privacy.

The idea of police videotaping gatherings

hfts recently received a considerable amount

of attention. Amherst has taken a stand

Ugainst the Patriot Act in order to preserve

residents' civil liberties from illegal surveil-

lance. Town Manager Barry Del Castilho told

the Daily Hampshire Gazette that although

there is a 95 percent agreement with the town

resolution, some residents may be dissatisfied

with the results, or more specifically, the fact

that the police have a right to videotape pub-

lic demonstrations and people in public

places.

Nancy Foster, one of the sponsors of the

Town Meeting article, told the Gazette that

this kind of videotaping could have a cata-

strophic effect on public political demonstra-

tions.

"It is one thing to have cameras in the

squad car or in the booking room," Foster told

The Gazette, "but quite another to film

demonstrations or public meetings. Who gets

to see them? When are they destroyed?"

This same issue has been a hot button of

contention on campus. With the recent

destructive gatherings taking place. Police

Chief Barbara O'Connor has stated that the

camera on John Quincy Adams lower will be

used to identify disturbing perpetrators on

campus.
Although The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian strongly advocates the citizens'

right to privacy, the fact remains that in these

large gatherings property is being destroyed

and people are being hurt. This is neither fair

to those being effected by this destruction nor

the remainder of the student body who will be

paying for the actions of few.

The second people place themselves out-

side of their privatt homes; they become fig-

ures susceptible to public scrutiny. The same

goes for people exercising large scale demon-

strations or celebrations; because they are not

in (he privacy of their own homes, they are

leaving themselves open to any kind of sur-

veillance that may take place in public areas.

Until people can prove themselves respon-

sible enough to not hurt others or destroy

property, the use of police videotaping during

large public gatherings is something that is

necessary for the police to identify the actions

of the few causing hurt and destruction. If

you're planning on engaging in destructive

behavior in a public arena, be prepared to be

treated like a public figure.

Information for this editorial was taken

from The Daily Hampshire Gazette.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.
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^ememberino the comforts of home

Becky Martins

nis easy to get caught up in

a hectic life of work, school

and play. But sometimes, we

shanW slow down and remem-

ber ^hat is truly important in

life^j-r

nar many college students

nornving at home.
Columbus Day week-

end marks a time

where old friends
"^^^^

reunite, families come together,

and everyone returns to the

normality of their past. We
leave college life behind for

three days, and fall back into

the routine we once knew so

well. Memories come pouring

back: Of high school, of holi-

days celebrated with relatives

and of time spent with friends.

We realize we love the direc-

tion our lives have taken. Yet.

we should also see the impor-

tance of remembering where

we are from.

The longer we spend in col-

lege, the more we become
accustomed to being independ-

ent. Upperclassmen's visits

back borne become more infre-

quent with each passing year

Even freshmen find themselves

more distanced we become.
Suddenly, our past, and the

people in it. take a back seat to

our new. autonomous lives.

Sitting at a family birthday

party this weekend, I began to

think about my life. As a fresh-

man. 1 am still getting

used to this new life at

school. I hardly get^^^ homesick, but upon
returning home. I do see the

consequences of being away.

Often. 1 feel like 1 have missed

out on things, such as my sis-

ter's field hockey season or

spending time with an ill rela-

tive. When I visit on the week-

ends, I seem to notice any

change, like slight alterations

in my friends and family's

appearances. But most appar-

ent to me, is my newly acquired

awareness of the present and

future.

Last weekend, my grand-

mother referred to me as "an

adult." and for some reason, the

phrase hit home. At age 18, I

legally am one. yet it is hard to

believe the label applies to me. I

can no longer be that person

who ignores the future until it

Tbe more time we spend away from home,

the more distanced we become from it

Suddenly, our past and the people in it take

a back seat to our new, autonomous Ih^es.

staying on campus more as

bouts of homesickness subside.

We enjoy our freedom and

appreciate not having to

answer to anyone. College also

proves to be a nice escape from

problems with family and

friends - issues that appear

minuscule when they are miles

away. But the more time we

spend away from home, the

has to be dealt with, it is now
my responsibility to have a han-

dle over my behavior and deci-

sions. Among other things, this

includes which relationships I

choose to keep, and which ones

I let slip away.

College and home are often

separate worlds. While away, we
have different friends, different

schedules and different manners

of living. Yet, when we return,

everything falls back into place.

If we do not keep in touch with

the people that helped shape us

as individuals, we would be

denying an important period in

our lives. We may have to work

harder to continue friendships

and relationships, but if they are

important in the first place, it

will not seem like effort.

People often wonder what is

important in life. My answer to

this question would be the hap-

piness found in family, good

friends and the comforts of

home. These things do not have

to be questioned because they

are meant to last indefinitely.

When everything else fails, we
can always count on this love

and support to help us through

tough times. But we cannot for-

get about the important people

in our lives and go back to them

only when it is convenient for

us.

As college students, we are

supposed to become independ-

ent and take the next step in life

responsibly. Soon, we enter the

real world, where we are at the

helm of our decisions and

actions. We will determine the

course of our lives, but we can-

not forget the people who
helped us reach this point. As

"adults" we may be growing up,

but it is never too late to make a

phone call or pay someone a

visit.

Let Columbus Day weekend
serve as a reminder of every-

thing that remains important

outside of school. College is a

time of new beginnings, but we
should also keep a place for our

past. If someone is fortunate

enough to have a close family,

good friends and a comfortable

home, he or she should cherish

what they have. Not everyone is

so lucky.

Becky Martins is a Collegian

columnist.

The world of Instant Messenoer

Stephanie

O'Shea

Someone dig

up George Or-

well, because

this place is

falling apart like

a leper on a

trampoline.
Computers are

monopolizing
our time, mak-

ing or breaking
^^^^^""^ our interper-

sonal relationships, and creating a

social divide among the college

population at large.

As a young woman on the

prowl, nothing is more frustrating

than having make-out fantasies

about a potential gentleman friend

from class or other mutual haunt

and then coming to find out that

the dude does not go online. I also

feel somewhat alienated from my
friends who are not permanent fix-

tures on my buddy list. A person

without a screen name or discrimi-

nating palate for one-liners lives a

lifestyle that is in direct conflict

with mine. Auto response from

Stephy Ska: I am addicted to AOL
Instant Messenger

My life is located on the right

side of my 17" monitor, and my
social structure is organized neatly

into groups labeled My Posse, Fam
Stylie. UMass. Hunk Corral and

Randoms that descend vertically

according to personal importance.

My Posse is the most exclusive

group, because it is reserved for my
very best homies who I appeal to in

times of stress or when that

episode of Seinfeld is on when

George C«stanza becomes a genius

after giving up sex. Stephy Ska

takes the narcissistic top sk)t of my
entire buddy list so 1 can ensure the

quality control of my profile and

away messages.

Fam Stylie is where I go to get

the homestead update from my
brother and to scan my younger

sister's online journal for signs of

high school corruption. My parents

cause the occasional open door

noise, but I feel bad about subject-

ing them to fast typing and usually

refer them to the telephone.

UMass is by far the largest

group, and it is made up of friends,

old neighbors from the dorm, and

former teammates from group

projects. It is the "go to" place for

useful information, lewd vignettes

and pictures from the riots.

Hunk Corral, also known as the

man stable, is strictly for guys. It

exists mainly for my own personal

enjoyment, and the entrance

requirements besides gender are

arbitrary and dependent on how

as to not offend my roommates.

The away message has replaced

small talk as communication's triv-

ial yet dignified art form, and its

artists post with a broad range of

effort and adroimess. Amateurs

waste screen space with snooze

fests such as "at class" and "be

back later" Those residing at the

top of the bell curve leave interest-

ing play-by-plays of their day, and

the geniuses come up with one-lin-

ers that are repeated in actual face-

to-face conversation.

Buddy Info, or the profile whfch

us old-schoolers still call it, is the

1024 character version of this col-

umn. The typist has free rein to

enrich minds or to make his read-

As a young woman on the prowl, nothing is

more frusbirting than having make^Mit fan-

tasies about a potential gentleman

fi1end..uind then coming to find that the

dude does not go online.

sassy I am feeling on a given day

Randoms contain the most

diverse group of people, and it does

not speak highly of our relation-

ships that they require the most

scrolling to find. This is where I

keep people from the late '90s that

1 no longer talk to because we have

nothing in common or because I

have long forgotten their true iden-

tities.

AOL Instant Messenger does

not just warp my life into a list - it

also runs it. The very first thing I do

when I wake up in the moming is

check the away message of every-

one that is signed on. I walk to the

bathroom feeling better that there

are people already at class when I

am still in my favorite t-shirt with

the hole in the armpit so large that

I have to wear a sports bra to bed

ers dumber with each additional

word. I have outgrown the popular

bag of transcribing song lyrics for

others to read, but my cut and past-

ed quotes have a crazy high

turnover rate. Links to bawdy web-

sites are also a good time.

1 thoroughly enjoy sitting in

front of my computer and the real-

ization that 1 do not feel as con-

nected to those who do not was a

strange one. 1 k)ve giving presenta-

tions in class and being a clown

among friends, but I still cannot

shake this nasty keyboard habit.

For now 1 will have to cope with

the fact that my loop is electronic,

and that I am missing out on dudes

who do not know the joys of the

IM booty call.

Stephanie O'Shea is a

Collegian columnist.

Vietnam and Iraq
Currently, the United States is trapped in what

appears to be an endless and tiresome fight for peace

in post-war Iraq. What was supposed to te a quick and

decisive "liberation" for the Iraqi people has quickly

emerged into a precarious conflict particularly inflict-

ing the men and women of Generation Y There's one

question that haunts us all: could the present

debacle have been avoided? „. . .

In the case of Iraq, the statement pro- MlCn88l

claiming, "history always repeats it.seir can -^—

^

be assumed to be correct. The present bloodshed

draws many parallels to that of the Vietnam War Both

instances involved the justification of American

aggression and the assertion of public support through

propaganda.

in Vietnam, beginning with the Kennedy and

Johnson administrations, the American government

began a propaganda machine of claims and justifica-

tions for American involvement. Both administrations

labeled Ho Chi Minh as a traitor to American ideals

and charged that a communist-led regime would shift

the world balance to the Soviet Union. According to

Daniel Ellsberg, author of the best selling book

"Secrets," lohnson stated that, "people in Vietnam

were committing aggi^ession, and the United States

was there to defend South Viemam." U.S. officials

took it one step further when they said the United

States was fighting for "self-determination" and "free-

dom." The justification above draws contradictions on

two fronts.

It was long known that Minh was far from a threat

to American ideals. In fact, in his September 1945

speech declaring Vietnamese independence from

French and Japanese colonial rule, Minh cited specific

passages from the Constitution. He referred to a per-

son's right to "life, liberty and the pursuit of happi-

ness." Minh studied in America and even wrote former

U.S. presidents Franklin Delano Roosevelt and Harry

Truman asking for U.S. support in Vietnam's fight for

sovereignty. So to think that Minh and the newly

formed Vietnam republic posed any threat to the west

is false on almost all accounts. After all, Minh was a

nationalist before he was a communist, an important

fact to consider when dissecting the true motives of

this revolutionary.

How were the people of South Vietnam commit-

ting acts of aggression? The United States claimed that

nations would reject Marxist thought and would, if

given the choice, select a capitalist democracy over

communism. It was reasoned that Americans were

simply encouraging democracy and liberating the

Viemamese from oppressive rule. But doesn't forcing a

unified nation to adopt democracy portray the "libera-

tors" as occupiers and deny the constituency the right

to select their own brand of government?

In Iraq, the propaganda machine, while as potent

as that of the Vietnam era, is not as complex and has

since been exposed. The Bush administration coaxed

the United States to war on three claims. A) Iraqi

President Saddam Hussein and his secular regime

shared close ties and traded intelligence with Osama

bin Laden and his fundamentalist terrorist ring Al

Qaeda. B) Saddam Hussein attempted to acquire ura-

nium from Niger, an African nation. C) Defense

Secretary Donald Rumsfeld stated, "We know where

the weapons of mass destruction are."

All three justifications have since been proven false.

The administration assures the American public of one

important reason for engaging in conflict - to "liber-

ate" and "free" the Iraqi people.

During the Viemahi conflfct, the United

States violated the terms of the Geneva

IN. IfinZ Accord of 1954, installed a puppet regime in

South Viemam. and ignored attempts by the

United Nations and the National Liberation Front to

arrive at a peaceful compromise.

Now. in Iraq, the United States ignored the reserva-

tions of leading members of the European Union and

undermined the United Nations. The United States

was consistently wamed by world leaders about the

consequences of military action. Jacques Chirac of

France even drew comparisons between Vietnam and

Iraq. "We saw what happened in Viemam. I urge the

president to reexamine what he is getting himself

into."

In Vietnam, the United States supported the

oppressive ruler Ngo Dinh Diem. Diem was known

for his violent tactics and his intolerance for opposi-

tion. Diem was imported from America and had little

support from the South Viemamese people.

More recently the United States' favorite son,

exiled Iraqi Ahmed Chalabi, has been considered a

potential leader in the new regime. He shares close ties

with the Bush administration, and like Diem, he is

unpopular with the common Iraqi citizen.

Finally in both conflicts, the United States could be

said to have demonized the adversary. Because the

Vietnamese refused to give in to the conquerors' vast

weaponry and technological advantages, which includ-

ed the usage of dirty bombs, and instead empbyed the

tactics of guerilla warfare, the men and women who
defended their homeland were labeled as terrorists. In

general, the Vietnamese people were considered less

than human.

Likewise, in Iraq, the enemy has been demonized

as less than human. Iraqis protesting the occ-upation

have been shot - the enemy has been referred to as

"collateral damage" by our defense secretary. The

guarding of oil ministries, the building of oil pipelines

and the awarding of infrastructure contracts have all

taken priority over the well-being of the Iraqi people.

Due to the chaotic scene, one can barely tell that the

1 0-plus years of U.N. sanctions have been lifted off the

puppet nation.

Other similarities could be shown, such as the

heavy burden placed on taxpayers, the negative

impacts both wars had aixl have had on returning sol-

diers and the political costs of war If we have learned

anything from history, it is that the United States can-

not simply force an ideological change on an independ-

ent and sovereign state. Every man and woman
deserves the chance to pursue his/her own choice of

government without the threat of foreign occupation.

In understanding the past, the men and women of

Generation Y can better prepare for the future.

The quotes above were compiled from Daniel

Ellsberg and the periodical "The Nation.

"

Michael W. Lenz is a Collegian columnist.
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Israel: cruel and racist Building a better UMass

Gilad

Skolnick

K
Israel is a cruel and wicked

discriminating racist dictator-

ship. Such a disgusting, foul

country exists nowhere else, and

it's a shame that the internation-

al community does not take a

stronger stance against this ter-

rible excuse for a nation. There

will always be ignorant people

who support Israel no matter

what it does, either because^~^~'"~"
they've been told that they

should support it or because of the biased news,

but the most intelligent people know the truth.

Now I know that those Israel supporters like to

rant and rave that Israel is the only nation in the

Middle East where all of its citizens, including

Arabs, can vote for the country's parliament and

prime minister They shout out that it is the only

country in the Middle East where all citizens, no
matter what their nationality, is allowed a fair and

open trial and to be protected by a lawyer, but

they are neglecting the fact that

Israel is a cruel country.

Sometimes, those fanatic Israel

supporters go off on how Israel is

the only country in the Middle
East where members of parlia-

ment can be openly gay, where
there are annual gay pride parades

in the nation's two largest cities,

and that it's the only country in

the Middle East where men and
women can be openly gay - even

in the army. Even though the

United States has a "Don't ask,

don't tell" policy in place, Israel is

nevertheless an oppressive state. An Egyptian

court sent 23 men to jail for one to five years on

charges including "practicing sexual immorali-

ty," a local euphemism for homosexuality, a bit

over a year ago, but just because Israel is a little

more flexible with letting people decide their

sexual preferences doesn't make it a nicer coun-

try.

What irks me most is when Israel goes about

killing Palestinians. |ust last week a few

Palestinians were peacefully firing rockets into

Israeli towns, and out of nowhere, Israel sends

warplanes to fire back, killing them. What
nerve! What right does Israel have to violate

their sovereignty and kill them? Since when was

Israel allowed to defend itself? There must be

.some sort of U.N. resolution against that. 1 just

hope that the international community con-

demns Israel.

In fact, there is no place on Earth where sui-

cide bombers are more discriminated against

than Israel. They are routinely shot at, impris-

oned and often even wrestled to the ground

when they try to get a bite to eat at restaurants.

Only an oppressive country like Israel would

want to deny Palestinian suicide bombers their

wishes to go to heaven.

Sure, you can cry that Syria murdered 20,000

of its own citizens in 1982 and that Jordan killed

3,000 Palestinians in 1971 when they rioted, but

Just because Israel

is a little more flex-

llile with letting

people decide Ifieir

sexual preferences

doesn't make it a

nicer country.

nevertheless, Israel has been killing innocent

civilians who have done nothing more than try to

murder Israeli citizens. Then Israel goes about

building a fence between it and the West Bank,

making it far more difficult for suicide bombers

to hang out in Israel, If that's not racist, then

what it? Imagine if America built a fence

between it and Mexico. It would never get away

with that, and neither should Israel.

The worst thing that Israel has brought to us

is AOL Instant Messenger, though. About seven

years ago the instant messaging technology ICQ
was invented in Israel. This has caused countless

people to bum valuable hours of their day in

front of the computer screen, all wasted poten-

tial studying time. Moreover, the firewall was

invented, denying people from the fun and thrill

of hacking other people's computers.

If that wasn't bad enough, hundreds of thou-

sands of women have been victims of the pain

caused by the Epilady, a hand held hair removing

device invented in Israel. Show that you will not

support a racist state, and urge

for the end of the use of the med-
icine that fights multiple sclero-

sis: don't let Given Imaging

import their new camera-in-a-pill

that people can swallow, which is

the only way to record the func-

tioning of the small intestines.

And definitely don't take that

new West Nile virus vaccine,

which also was an Israeli inven-

tion in the last decade. Here and

there, you can squeeze out some-

thing small and positive that has

come out of Israel, but on the

whole, the harm that it has caused is immeasur-

able.

Perhaps you could cite that in the 1960s, drip

irrigation was invented in Israel, which allows

modern day agriculture in sandy soil, on which

all greenhouse technology is based, but other

than that I can't think of much. The filthy ham-

ster was another product of Israel, as all ham-

sters can trace their roots to the first colony of

golden hamsters that was bred at Hebrew
University in lerusalem. Since then, guinea pigs

have had a hard time making it to people's

homes, being less preferred in favor of the more

travel-size rodent.

Worst of all, cherry tomatoes used to die too

quickly to make it to the stores, but once Israel

managed to develop a strain that kept the fruit

from dying before it was distributed across the

globe, traditional tomato farmers began having a

difficult time. Now thanks to Israel, Roma toma-

to growers are having a hard time competing for

the treasured salad eating market. Is such a

country that has committed so many wrongs

worthy of U.S. support?

It's time people realized the truth about

Israel. I urge you all to be intelligent. Don't eat

cherry tomatoes or play with hamsters.

Information from www.israel2lc.org was

used in this article.

Gilad Skolnick is a Collegian columnist.

When 1 was
in second
grade, my sis-

ter and I both

really wanted
one of those

gigantic
Barbie play-

house things.

Unfortunately,

my parents
^^"^^^~^~

never bought

us one. There is light at the end

of the tunnel, however,

because, that same year, my
dad decided to surprise us and

make an even bigger dollhouse

for us out of wood. We filled it

with all kinds of fun stuff: a

bathtub, a little antique chair, a

crib for the baby and little

matching plates and cups for

the kitchen table.

Anyway, the point of the

story is that when 1 think back

to that dollhouse, I don't think

about the architectural design

of the house or how sturdy the

wood was. 1 think about the lit-

tle forks and spoons and the lit-

tle shirts and skirts for the

baby. At the very least, I

remember the dolls.

On a grander scale, UMass
administrators have got it all

wrong. Millions of dollars are

going into the wrong things.

First of all, they've been

working on the Fine Arts

Center for quite some time.

Recently, part of the new
design has emerged through

the construction - a very large

field of cement. Great.

According to the UMass
website, we have even more
excitement coming our way.

"The sidewalk from Pleasant

St. to Herter Hall is widened,

re-landscaped, and will get six

exedras for patrons to gather

at." (Exedra is the Greek word
for stone bench with a seat

back. Our exedra will also

incorporate a tall lighting fix-

ture with the possibility of

hanging banners from it.)

1 have a great idea. Instead

of buying six stone "exedras"

for "patrons." let's buy twelve

wooden "benches" for "stu-

dents" and scatter them
throughout campus. We can

start by, at least, putting one at

every major bus stop. Then we
can take the tall "lighting fix-

ture," return it, and fix all the

broken lights around campus.

We don't even have to buy the

banners because we could just

use the money to buy some
paper towels to fill the paper

towel holders in the bathrooms

TWICE a week instead of once.

As far as making UMass
look better, as a whole, the Fine

Arts Center was not the right

place to start. The first step in

beautifying UMass should have

been knocking down that use-

less, ugly shack behind

Worcester Dining Hall.

Seriously, what is that thing

anyway? It's just a waste of

space and a frightening thing to

walk by at night. The next step

should have been paving the

roads on campus. I admit -it

makes my day when I'm walk-

ing to class and 1 see a skate-

boarder fall, but then I remem-
ber that instead of paving our

walkways, the school is deco-

rating select pieces of ground

with cement, and it ruins the

moment. The third step should

have been draining the campus

dollhouse and the teachers arc

like the dolls. It's the small

things we notice and desire, not

the big things. When students

pay $12,000 to come here, they

are not hoping for a new build-

ing to be built in place of teach-

ers to teach in them.

Dollhouses are nothing without

dolls. Students don't want

beautiful, new, Greek stone

benches facing a Fine Arts

Center, when the performing

arts programs barely get

enough financial support from

the school to even hold an

event. Empty dollhouses are no

fun at all.

Money doesn't even seem

like it should be a valid excuse.

The school mysteriously comes

up with sums of money all the

time. Last year. $15,000 was

wasted paying the Phoenix

Design Group to come up wilh

a new mascot that we didn't

even end up using. The sad part

is that, if we did change the

mascot, and our colors, that

would have been even MORE
money that the school was will-

ing to spend to repaint and

redecorate everything. William

Bulger left his service at UMass
with $1 million. The money
must be there, somewhere.

Regardless, instead of deco-

rating the school and adding

new, unimportant things, we

Ttiey've tieen worMng on tlie Rne Arts

Center for quite some time. Recently, part

of the new design has emerged through the

conshiiction: a very large field of cement

Great

pond and refilling it with water

instead of leftover sewer liq-

uids, which, might 1 add. is

more in the "health hazard"

category than the "beautifica-

tion" category.

Going back to my dollhouse

example. UMass is like that

should be improving the quali-

ty of what we already have. At

the very least, knock down that

stupid shack behind the

Worcester Dining Common.
Please.

Sanam Hakim is a Colleg'''n

columnist.

Letter to the Editor
Ye», no more guastt allowed

To the Editor:

I am writing in response to

Mario Pietromonaco's article pub-

lished in last Thursday's Collegian.

While I agree that the "no guest

rule" can be a hindrance, Mario's

take on the issue Is way off base

and way out of line.

First, let's get something

straight. We do not own our dorm

rooms. We live In the rooms, no

matter how much money we pay

for them, under a contract that we

signed called the Code of Student

Conduct. Under our contract with

Housing Services, It is implicitly

stated that we are tenants, and

therefore must adhere to the rules

housing puts down to keep us

safe. That's right, to keep us safe.

The Residence Life staff hired by

housing to make sure the building

is kept clean and safe does not

take pleasure out of dealing with

imbeciles who insist on breaking

rules.

Second, I will never understand

how running a tighter ship is a bad

thing. The UMass administration Is

not on a power trip. What they are

on is a mission to better the quali-

ty of our lives and education, so

that our future employers-to-be

don't look at our resumes as "a

piece of paper that is too rough for

toilet paper" You complain about

how much money we spend on our

rooms, but let's think also on how

much we spend to be here. I don't

want that money to go to waste, so

if the school has to crack down on

the idiots who get drunk and riot

'III

on a Wednesday to improve our

University's worth, then so be it.

Finally, if you consider the

"threat" that the vice chancellor

sent out as empty, than apparently

you didn't see the how the police

cleaned out Southwest last

Wednesday night. To say it was an

awesome sight is an understate-

ment, and in my opinion, their

actions were totally and complete-

ly justified. Furthermore, I derive a

certain pleasure from laughing at

your empty threats, because any

idiotic attempt at running by and

breaking rules are both self harm-

ing and useless. You want UMass

off its power trip? Come off yours

first.

Justin Paresky

UMass student

Our rioting program „ ""

,

^
The riots are getting out of It's not like it's defamation of "Yea. take a look of this kid H^Ui Cl|JWl^^gy lO O.V^^V.pi-V.'VA
The riots are getting out of

control. Well duh. isn't that

obvious? However, let's try to

figure out what people decide

to gather in Southwest and

scream, chant and

jump off the DC. Matt [liler

There have been big _^_^_^
wins and big losses at

this school before. You think

It's not like it's defamation of

character or anything like that;

it's certainly true.

So what can the school actu-

ally do about all the publicity?

I was driving through

Southwest about two

hours before the final

game of the A's series,

saw vans for Fox News

this is the first time any sports

team has done well? The

Celtics have numerous league

championships, so do the

Bruins. And despite the stupid

"curse of the Bambino." the

Red Sox have done well in pre-

vious years. So it's not like

we've never won anything

before.

However. UMass. especially

Southwest, is the focus of such

negative publicity that now
people feel that they have to

riot. We are in national news-

papers, local newspapers, and

all over the Internet. My room-

and I

and for CBS. A glH in a class of

mine told me that during a riot

there was somebody from ABC
News getting quotes from

everyone he could about what

was going on (keep in mind,

this is in the middle of the

riots).

So how to solve this? Get

the media and the press out of

Southwest. It's that simple.

Also, if the police see anyone

with a video camera during the

riots, grab them (or at least

grab the tape). Getting rid of

the tape recorders will greatly

cut down on the amount of

You can go on Kazaa anytime you want and

download a handful of riot movies. You

thinit that's good for high school seniors

and their parents?

mate was reading up on the

Yanks/Sox series and UMass

was actually on cnnsi.com

(Sports Illustrated). Daily, in

The Hampshire Daily Gazette

they trash UMass for its reputa-

tion.

But the school can't exactly

go al these news organizations.

publicity the school gets. You

can go on Kazaa anytime you

want and download a handful

of riot movies. You think that's

good for high school seniors

and their parents?

"Hey mom, UMass has a

great rioting program!"
"Really?"

Yea. take a look of this kid

jumping off the DC!'
"Wow. he has great form!

You're right Mike. Let's get you

to UMass!"
With all the problems

UMass is having, bad publicity

is certainly not helping our

cause. Budget cuts, forced

retirements, increased tuition

and increased populations are

bad enough, plus we're

(in)famous.

Get the press out of

Southwest. If you see someone

with a camera "reporting"

what's happening, get them out

of there. If you see some loser

with a notepad asking some girl

how she feels about the riots,

get him out of there.

We can't stop people from

saying there was a riot at

UMass. We cant stop the

Gazette from reporting about a

huge party on Phillips Street,

but we can stop Fox. CBS and

ABC from being at the riots

interviewing people. Two hours

before a game! It makes me
sick.

UMass isn't as bad as the

newspapers and the news they

want people to believe. You

won't find a riot on a Tuesday

in February. They're making it

look like we do this all the time

because they only cover UMass
when they think it's newswor-

thy. Our great programs like

psychology and nursing aren't

newsworthy. However, our

riots are.

Matt Elder is a Collegian

columnist.

Dear johnny Liberal.

Thanks for your heartfelt apology. As one who

would generally identify himself as a conservative.

I'm touched and humbled by your sincerity, and have

new respect for the perspective and ideals you dis-

played in your column entitled "Dear

Conservatives..." In fact, you've even helped me to

realize that I must have many silly, misguided notions

about the worid because obviously I am no different

from anyone else in the conservative camp, especial-

ly those who are most controversial and vocal. No.

you're right, I fully fit the generalization.

There's no need to find out what 1 think

personally, or if 1 even agree with ever\-

thing the loudest conservative mouthpiece's ^""^
spout.

Speaking of which, 1 guess I never actually

thought anything personally I used to think that even

though I might label myself "conservative," I could

still consider things intelligently and logically Not

only can I determine for myself what is right and

wrong, what 1 like and dislike, what was good for me

and not. but also why. I'm not sure where I picked up

this crazy idea, when it's pretty clear that I was just

blindly buying into the party line.

The funny thing about pretending to think for

myself is that it made me feel okay about having cer-

tain beliefs, .sometimes even disagreeing with other

people. But I can .see that it's really not. So I'd like to

offer my own apology here: I'm sorry that I had opin-

ions that were different from yours, and I'm .sorry if

they made you feel threatened or made you wonder

why I thought the way I did. You were totally justi-

lied in writing me off from the start; I'm glad you

weren't encouraged to thoughtfully consider my
world view. I have a feeling, though - keeping my fin-

gers cros.sed - that your joy-filled heart will accept my

apology. Why? Because you're so accepting. \

Whether gay. black. Jewish. Islamic or - dare I say

- conservative, you lake people for who they are, giv-

ing them a fair shake. So that must include even me.

a conformist, bigoted, prejudiced, patriotic zombie.

TTiat's what acceptance is about after all, and that's

the moral high ground that you've claimed, right?

Oops, am I allowed to refer to "morals" here? I'll

retract the term if it offends anybody

lohnny. thanks for clarifying where I really stand

on many issues. I thought I too valued the environ-

ment, conservation and greater efforts towards

cleaning up. controlling and eliminating industrial

waste. But that can't be, since I'm a conservative and

probably support drilling everywhere in the search of

oil, reckless logging, and polluting corporations as

long as they make money I thought I too was sad-

dened and angered by the injustice, violence,

^ pain and war 1 read on the daily news. But

"OnO that cant be, since I'm a conservative, and
^^^~ therefore, an imperialist might-makes-righl

war hawk. I thought 1 was capable of seeing both

sides of many arguments. But that can't be. since I'm

a conservative and consequently tjj narrow-minded

and uptight to even hear what other people have to

say

Maybe I can make things a bit easier - no need

for apology if I just switch sides, right? I'll try your

way of things: everything is okay, and everybody is

okay No right, no wrong, things just arc. Hey, you

know what? This ain't bad. It was a lot of work pre-

viously to field a new issue or idea, see what my coi^e

beliefs might have to say about it. and then formulate

an opinion. I don't know how I did it. It's much easi-

er just to say that everything's great. No fuss! Not

having to think never felt so good. I'm enlightened.

Im so glad you were willing to help me expand

my intellectual horizons. They're so expansive now

that I guess I'll change my tune, lest I be that dissent-

ing conservative voice in the arena of public dis-

course. Dissension is so un-American.

With a dying hope in the possibility offruitful dia-

logue with people we don 't agree with,

Waiken Wong

PS. You're right, abstinence is not a reasonable

option for being .sexually responsible. Self-control

could never amount to anything beneficial.

Waiken Wong is a UMass graduate student.
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Ri^Ot n. l.a noisy,

violent public disorder.

2. disturbance of the public

peace. 3. a profuse out

pouring or display
-^.' V.

WHAT ELEI SPARK THIS PHENOMENON?
By Dan Lamothe
Coi.LE<.iAN Staff

V^J r- >
..^.-

lis 12 a.m. on a Monday, and 6.000 people

choke the sidewalks in Southwest. The scent of

beer and smoke (ills ilic ;iii. as a mob chants in

unison for I heir beloved IVistun Red Sox.

Toilet paper sta'ain.s through the air. the

flames tailing off pieces of iwo-ply as they land

in a nearby tree. Beer pours down on the crowd

from a dorm room above, splashing crowd

surfers and women flashing tlicir chests to thou-

sands of men. A lit firecracker Hies through the

air. landing on a cluster ot students.

Then it happens. Up on the ixxjf of the

Berkshire Dining Commons, ii large stumbling

male makes a caHoonish motiori like he is going

to jump off the building. The crowd sees it and

responds.

"jump! lump! lump!" they chant.

The man hesitates, but regains hi.s courage

and leaps. Onlookers some 1 5 to 20 feet under-

neath him scatter, and the iiian s legs fold under-

neath him as he crumples lo the .sidewalk.

Several friends carry him away.

Daniel Dickson of Kasi I ongmeadow, Mass..

or the "DC jumper." as he has come to be

known, was the only person chat^ged in connec-

tion with the Oct. b gathering, despite numer-

ous fires set and several trespassers on the DC
roof. The gathering, however, was the second of

thi-ee major disturbances in a week, including a

full-scale riot the night of Oct. 4 that included

the flipping of two cars and over $20,000 in

damage to Ikrkshire DC. All followed a win for

the Rc-d Sox. At least eight students have been

charged with crimes, including serious charges

such as inciting a riot and assault and battery

with a deadly weapon.

What makes people act this way? Experts

have conflicting opinions.' and the reasons they

give aa* numerous and complicated. One thing

rings true with nearly all of them, though. Right

or wrong, rioting has become a part of our cul-

ture.

WRiy rtolT

Violent outbursts like the incidents in

Southwest last week are nothing new, according

to Todd Crosset. a sociobgist and professor of

sports studies at the University of

Massacnlisetts. They follow a long, scripted tra-

dition. Wr said.

"It's a masculine cultural product." he saki.

"It's part of the mentality that comes to us from

mob lynching. They were big community affairs

where people did violence."

Cresset's assertion that riots at UMass are

driven by young, white males echoes studies

done across the nation. The Ohio State

University Task

Force on Preventing Celebratory Riots,

developed in response to the last large riot at

OSU in 2002. said in their final report that

active participants in celebratory riots "are near-

ly all white, yoimg adult males with a large

crowd of onlookers who are predominantly

white, young adults of both sexes."

At least seven of the eight arrested in connec-

tion with disturbances at UMass last week were

ntale. Racial statistics on them were not avail-

able.

Crosset compared following Red Sox baM-

ball with listening to hard rock music.

"It's white. It's male. It's hostile." he said.

"It's all a pari of our culture. We kx)k for ways

to feel alive. As white folks, we don't have

enough love; we don't have enough rituals."

One of those rituals. Crosset said, is watch-

ing the Red Sox.

There's this attraction and repulsion to

sports. The more you watch, the more cynical

and hostile people get." he said.

Thanks to their inability to win a Worid

Series, that hostility is at a greater level for Sox

fans than nearly any others. There's been no pay-

off, he said, and the hostility level continues to

rise,

Patrick Archbald. deputy police chief for the

UMass police department, said it is tough to pre-

dict when the.se problems wall occur,

"They start out as celebratory and pride-

infu-sed events," he said.

"It only takes a small contingent to act in a

destructive way. and a group mentality takes

over."

And that small, destructive group has a "self-

ish disregard for other people," he said.

After many of the students drifted away from

the mass of people on the nights of the distur-

bances, Archbald said the chanting for the Red

Sox and Yankees stopped, but the behavior of

the students left escalated.

"It wasn't about baseball anymore. That's

one of the things that indicated to me that the

Continued on page 7
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Mraz casually serenades Calvin

By MlCHAH. Busack
CoUStJIAN Stapi"

It has become sort of an

American staple these days, the

v^stful young pop symbol fight-

ing his way up the charis with

solely an acoustic guitar

and a dream. But in the

sea of Dave Matthews

Band and lack Johnson

replicas emerging, one

man has been offering a

breath of fresh air

lason Mraz consid-

ers himself a Califomia
"

native via Mechanicsville. Va.

After doing a brief stint in New
York City at the famed American

Musical and Dramatic Academy
where he studied musical the-

atre, Mraz found a love for the

acoustic guitar. Instantly con-

nected to the immarked instru-

ment. Mraz began to perform on

Manhattan streets and in the

renowned Strawberry Fields.

Now 27 years old and with a

great deal of experience under

his belt, Mraz finds himself on

top of the world. Having toured

with the likes of Bob Dylan and

|ohn Mayer while his debut

album "Waiting for My Rocket

to Come" has been all over the

charts, Mraz shows no sign of

braking.

Currently he is leading his

own tour with bands such as

Steadman and )ohnny Lang, On
Thursday, Oct. 9, 1 had the pleas-

ure to sit down with Mr Mraz

before his show at

Northampton's Calvin Theatre.

His demeanor was surprisingly

far more casual than expected

considering he is a tnan that is

played daily on radio and televi-

sion stations across the world.

The fact that .seemed pervasive

on Mraz's mind throughout the

Jason Mraz

CalinVllitaltr

RBrthMpin

BtTl

interview's entirety was the

immediate urge to rest from

tourir^. Flaving completed near-

ly 200 dates in the past year,

jason and crew desperately wish

to take some time off soon.

"Life on tour is a blur," he

^___ said. "Whether it is a

bus or a plane or a car,

you are constantly sur-

rounded by B.O. and

B.S. looking out a win-

dow,"

"I think I just want to

go get a place that's real

quiet and rent a cat for a

month or something," he added.

As for the long-term future,

the self-proclaimed "curbside

prophet" is intent on touring

again in the spring while begin-

ning the recording of his new

album. Although there weren't

many concrete details about the

new effort, listeners should defi-

nitely not expect as much of the

Dave Matthews- and |ohn

Mayer-friendly tunes regardless

of the fact that all the artists

share producer Dave Algia,

"I have 1.000 ideas running

through my head for the new
album. It all comes down to four

different themes that I am work-

ing on," he said. "Now I just

have to decide which scheme

seems most prevalent right now
and make a good album out of it,

but regardless they all have a lot

to do with love and relation-

ships."

Mraz and drummer Toca

Rivera wind back around the

United States until they plan to

break for a month around

Christmas time.

"Until then it is the same long

road in and out of cities, but the

crowds have been great and I

still really enjoy myself out

there."

Jack Black rocks in new heartfelt comedy
By Johnny Donaldson

CuLLECilAN StaKP

lack Black is no doubt an acquired taste.

There are those who love Black's human torna-

do routine, and they'll be tickled pink by seeing

him take on the role of a wannabe rocker turned

substitute teacher in Rkhard Linklater's clever

"School of Rock." But the strange and wonder-

ful thing about this funny, witty and heartfelt

comedy is that even those who can't stand

Black's bellowing, astringent style of comedy

will find themselves amused by his antics here.

"School of Rock" is the kind of movie that's

positioned to launch Black onto the A-list. and

the comedian makes the most of his newfound

springboard. Having been stuck in far too many

half-assed comedies to count ("Saving

Silverman"), Black summons all the head

banging v«t and bravado he can to deliv-

er the kind of fully fleshed out, unsung

performance that is too often ignored by

award-makers because of the fact that it

serves a broad comedy rather than a

straight drama.

"School of Rock" is also a solid

demonstration of what can be accom-

plished when some sharp indie-land tal-

ent is allowed to establish their eccentric

acumen in a Hollywood studio film.

"Dazed and Confused" and "Before

Sunrise" established Linklater's cred,

while screenwriter and co-star Mike

White wrote and appeared in "Chuck

and Buck," "The Good Giri" and

"Orange County" It's a hip resume for I

what is ostensibly a family film, and

that's a good thing, because the creativity helps

"School of Rock" tran.scend its rather dubious

origins,

Dewey Finn (Black) is an aspiring rock gui-

tarist who bows down at the altar of AC/DC,

and earnestly believes that he can serve society

by rocking out. But his endless guitar solos and

stage diving antics have made him an embar-

rassment to his band, a group of talentless hacks

who vote Dewey out of the band. After being

nagged into getting a job by his timid room-

mate's (White) irksome girlfriend (Sarah

Silverman) to pay for his half of the rent. Dewey

gets a call — or rather his roommate gets a call.

Dewey poses as his friend and becomes a substi-

tute teacher at the posh Horace Green

Preparatory School.

Dewey would rather give the kids an all-day

recess than teach, but when he hears the young

prodigies in music class, he hits on an idea. He

recruits them for a "class project" called Rock

Band, with plans to enlist them in a battle of the

bands contest against his former band mates.

Yes. "School of Rock" is predictable, and it's

not a realistic movie. But it's not a movie aiming

for realism or mold-breaking. It's a movie aim-

ing for revitalizing a tired genre by introducing

an actual element of entertainment in it, and on

that level it succeeds. This is one of the most

immensely quotable comedies to come down

the turnpike in a long while, and there are some

__^__ truly witty, laugh-out-loud moments

in the movie - a rarity in most main-

stream comedies if you think about

it.

Surprisingly. Black shares an easy

rapport with the kids in the movie,

and the genuine sense of kinship

between the two parties is one of the

best things in the movie; it is. at

least, the sweetest thing in the

movie. The young actors - none of

'School of

Rock'

Directed by

HIcliaril liflklaier

Starring

JackBla(j(

Joan Cusatk

them professionals, many of them blessed with

actual musical talent - are a joy to watch,

because they are never cloyingly. tooth-rottingly

cute, as many child stars tend to be, They strike

the perfect balance of wide-eyed innocence and

the youthful knowingness of the young.

loan Cusack, as the starchy Horace Green

principal, adds more layers to her character than

expected; there's a little glint of mischief lurking

behind her stick in the mud exterior But this is

Black's show, and he owns the role. Black can

get laughs just by flexing his eyebrows and he's

right on his collaborator's wavelength. Black

already has his rocking out credentials (he's the

more visible half of mock folk-metal duo

Tenacious D) and he's absolutely believable as a

man who believes, deep down, that he really

was bom to serve by rocking. Dewey Finn may

be the inspiration for the jokes, but he is not

ever a joke himself.

There's one aspect that does bother me
about "School of Rock:" when IX-wey lectures

the class about "the Man, " and then admonish-

es them for not being familiar with ixjck history,

he's being "the Man" hinisell. It's the one

uncomfortable, sour note in an otherwise great

comedy that proves thai more iconoclastic film-

makers should tackle the weary family genre.

Jack Black surs as a former rocker turned substitute teacher in Richard Linklater's

"School of Rock."

The science, elements and prevention of different types of riots

Continued from page 6

mood in the crowd had changed,"

Riots a prabiam natkmwide

Despite the recent media frenzy

surrounding UMass riots, they are

neither new to the campus, nor iso-

lated to the University of

Massachusetts,

"It's not a culture that's specific

to UMass." Archbald said.

On Oct, 6. there were Red Sox-

related riots across the region, with

cars flipped everywhere from

Kenmore Square in Boston to

Westfield State College, a small col-

lege a half-hour west of Springfield

with about 3,500 students.

In fact, rumors circulated at

WestfieW State that state police on

the scene in Westfield that night

had to leave the scene to head for

UMass,

The OSU task force report

showed a steep increase in the

number of campus/community dis-

mrbances across the United States

not associated with protests

between 1985 and 2002. Clemson

University, Indiana University, the

University of Connecticut and

Pennsylvania State were among the

m schools the report said experi-

enced at least one celebratory riot

in that timeframe.

Professor Roland Chilton, a

sociologist and criminologist at

UMass, said the reason for riots

and disturbaiKes all comes down

to one thing: alcohol,

"Some studies suggest that stu-

dents do not learn to drink and get

drunk on campus, but come to

school with bad drinking habits

well established." he said, "To
the extent that any sizable number

of students drink to get drunk, we

can expect recurrent bouts of vio-

lence."

A tough problem to solve

While law enforcement officials

and academics alike acknowledge

there are problems, no concrete

solution to them has surfaced.

Chilton and Crosset both see stu-

dents taking responsibility in han-

dling it as the best way
"Perhaps the only hope for

turning the situation around is for

responsible faculty and students to

stress the need for civility and to

indicate in as many was as possible

the smpidity of arson, assaults and

property destruction as entertain-

ment." Chilton said.

The Ohio State task force sug-

gested a more pro-active point of

view, but it is too early to tell yet if

actions they may have taken will

make a difference. Their campaign

plan included steps for potentially

instilling pride in students promot-

ing safety and health and prevent-

ing illegal behavior The University

of New Hampshire also took steps

to eliminate rioting by holding pub-

lic forums, including one last

month that included UMass repre-

sentatives in attendai?te. according

to the Foster's Daily Democrat

newspaper

Until things change though.

police will be left to deal with the

situations as they come. Archbald

thinks UMPD is up to that task.

"We have a very experienced

command staff and have worked

with the students through

takeovers, protests, the sort of

things happening in Southwest,"

he said. "But it's a young popula-

tion, and they're tough to read

sometimes,"

Archbald said police always

have to be aware to step in only at

the right time in a mass celebration

situation,

"If the police step into the cele-

bration, it can turn very ugly, very

fast." he said. "We've tried to walk

that line very finely."

Hair Skin & Nails ^
'""^

\i«

.MaHsa^e Therapy >„

Koutf lit). Sundt-rland 4^^!^

665-2629 (I-<Matfd «»n bus rtnit«»
'"'

Open Tuesday - h'riday 9 to 6:30, and SaHinlay 9 lo /m St>m MA ?oAo^
If^

30 Minute Massage

30 Minute Aveda Facial

Hair Shampooed & Diied

Repilarly *73, No>% $60
('\dd a Ijivendcr I'araflin band dip for W.)

If

Aveda . ARUM • Paul Mitchell 4{ '"Two lull -.rrNiri' nM>in>!

Puda East

r « mm

(We bring Cf>*"*>'0"^"

to youf

"Voted best Chinese food

by UMass students!"

*fgusHi bar!

*OQC\fV ACCEPTED
*<Delivery available!

Bent one

olOu»s

Noaddaonallutor

21-25ytaroUdmers

• Cars

• Passenger Vans

• Trucks

POHERS
ivninvnitamiu^

• Direct Billing to

Insurance Companies

• Free Local Pick Up

• Locally Owned and Operated

at North Amherst Motors
Collision Repair Center

n« norHiinhiritntleri com

On Bus Route • One Mile Noilti olUMass

Delivery: •

(413)549-0077
\

Telephone: |

(413)256-8923
\

(413)256-8924
\

Fax: i

Sun. - Thurs.: 11:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. (413)253-1173 :

Fine Chwek » J*p*Nf9e Cuisiwt

Location: Amherst: 103 N. Pleasant

St. Amherst, M,A. 01002

Open Hours:

Fri. & Sat.: 11:30 a.m. -11:00 p.m.

Oasis Body Wraps and Tanning^
243 Russell St.

Hadley, MA 01035

(413) 587-9742

iN( iw ( i:

• Tbtfint UVFREE tanning

machine in the area

• Get $$.oo offyourfirst visit

UKIiNCSUlN

• .1 rich golden tan injust a

fev) seconds

• You'll look andfeelgreat

1/2 Price tanning

every Tuesday

Convvnwntly
Locatsd

pLAy

GREAT
Reasons to use UHS
Eye Care SerYi^^^^^

1)
Savings on routine eye exams for

"
students at UMass

( 2 y A great place to get contact lenses

3'iI_^FREE sample start-up contact lens solutions

"f"^--. Same day replacement of disposable

V4 ,)*' contact lenses, in many cases

••"cN Contact lenses mailed directly to your

\.,^~^ home or office

6V FREE eyeglass adjustments and one year

v^arranty on frames

.. 10 PERCENT _

SPECIAL OFFER:r^;^
\, EYEGLASS LENSES! ,

'/ \nv\te you

to use the

Eye Care \

Services" J For appointments or

questions, call 577-5244

Fr*d«r1ck H. Moom, 0.0

Urtttor, UHS Eye Cart Services

' Cannot bf combined with

other Irwurance dijcounti.

UHS EYE CARE SERVICES

Seve0^
Rt. 116

I
Sunderland, MA

(413) 665 - 8788

Next to Cliffside Apartments

KARAOKE EVERt lEPWESDAy

KARAOKE CONTEST EVERY SUNDAY

fieyle

Open MIc Night
Every Thursday

m piicHtiim ii

SPORTS MR
&RCSTRURAHT

Univmity Drive l Amity Stiwt, Amhmt

FRIDAYS

FREE PIZZA
3-5PM

Pitcher Special
$6.50

All Month
Saturday Nights

10-1am No Cover

29th Annual MUSICAL CXTRAVAGANZA

Presented by
Department rf

Music &
Dance

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

FRIDAY.
OCTOBER 1

7

8 pm • Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Ticket*.-

General Public. SiH UMqm & Other Ccllese Stvdents.

elden [' children under iH: $12

Ticket* available at the Fine Art* Center Be* Cffiee

MiiltllHinrt f'rp* it Cc ipcntcred bv

U'iiiiMA Ai53 A , ^
Aluiniu AssMxriatKMi

)/ ^-
'IS

ie*^V%% •« >'.».«ii««.nii /im-*m

fNonrot ITGSMIDH tMO
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Hofstra Defense

tSO-Cariml^rgman

FltMSifalV

Massachusetts

Vs.

Hofstra

Saturday 12:30 p.m.

Warren P. McGuirk Alumni Stadium Massachusetts Defense

•20-J[iiMM)BlM

Str^i^Mty

•94-StakM^^OWM CdnMrt>«clF
Mturvyprooks

"-e^"t^"^: «^-
f1-St4vtC^Mto

Massachusetts Offense
£r«ex wilier /'"^ tn-Cgan SMnI M-OomfniaM^Stowart ^^

Hofstra Offense
^iiii^hgmtrti #74*6 ICaw /"^ \ MZrflexWllef »77-»52,<lir»ri«by /"^ f75-ft*BfcfBrlMi /""^ "^

Colston
^a^Mo »6oilwnMrWve (CmiW f78-Bi4iiinll«wton

f4a^icic<i Dfmors
ullbacK

«7^1(rotw
Qiiartoi^ek

•S -Stev«iVaylar1(

1kilb«c^^

#8S:SMnnwR9
WIte fm^yer

\i>«Mrf*- " \

#1.

^<IU«f0

•9-I^Mqr«qrant

Wltttfl«|£«lyor

Wldill*^ver

•22-W««r |iimnl«
aUbaek

Uptown or round robin?

pink or clear lipgloss?

mid or knee length boot?

UM faces Pride in non-league game

Notebook

Four Seasons

Wine:

Beer:

Harpoon

Z'U pk bti. $19.99*

Coots Light

30pkcam...$18.49*

Keystone

30pkcans...$13.49*

Busch ft Busch Light

24 pk bU...$10.99'

Corona

12 pk btl. $9.99*

MolKXl

13 pk btl. $8.99*

'all beer prices plus deposit

Canyon Road
Oivd. Cifc MnW

Jacob* Creek RcMTve
Uluil. Cab Shra

1.5 lt...$10.99

& Liquors

Liquor:

Bushmills

750 ml...$9.99

Caaa LapoatoOe

BeauUeu Vineyards CoKal

Inglenook

Sanu Carolina
All ruv,„x

Prdzenet CarU Nevada
Brm

,
S«nt Jf\

Nathamon Creek
ChxI. Citi. Mrrkx

I liter.. .S22.99

Jagermeister

I liter. .$19.99
750 ml...$8.99 Bacardi Rums ah Flavors

I liter. .$i$.99

750 ml...$8.99 ScagTam's Vodka ah Flavors

1.7s It... $14.99

4.0 It $6.99 Ji"* ^*"
750 ml. ..$11.99

RubinofjfVodka AII Flavors
1.5 h ..$6.99

, ,
1-75 It- $9-99

750 ml...$5.99

750 ml...$3.99

i
Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

jjj Russell St., Rte 9, Hadley, MA 0103$

$84-8174 • Mam.- Sm. pmm- iipm

SALE 10/16 THROUGH 10/22

By Andrew Merritt
(x)LL£GiAN Staff

Hofstra and Massachusetts will

play the oddest game of the season

Saturday The Minutemen host the

Pride at McGuirk Alumni
Stadium for UMass' Homecoming
celebration, and while Hofstra will

be playing a

conference
game, the

Minutemen
will not.

Each A- 10

team has a

"miss" this

season - one team that it will not

play because of the conference's

scheduling format. So while the

Maroon and White play for brag-

ging rights and little else, the Pride

will be playing for its conference

record.

The Minutemen's undefeated

conference record will stay intact,

while the Pride has a chance to

improve on its 1-5 A- 10 mark. It

would be more than a long shot

for Hofstra to reinsert itself into

the A- 10 race, with no less than

three undefeated teams topping

the standings heading into the

weekend.

Massachusetts put two players

on the weekly honors list for the

Atlantic 10 after its 24-14 defeat

of William & Mary. UMass Ixjwell

transfer Rich Demers earned co-

Offensive Player of the Week hon-

ors with Rhode Island's Wendell

Williams, who ran up 243 all-pur-

pose yards on 1 1 touches last

week against Villanova. Demers
notched two touchdowns against

the Tribe, each on 1-yard runs,

and scored for the fourth consecu-

tive game.

Punter Christian Koegel

earned the Rookie of the Week
award for his best effort of the

season - 45 yards per punt, three

downed inside the 20-yard line,

with a booming 54-yarder (his

longest) as well.

So Guw, vfT SO Mil mm
RhiKJc Island had a chance to

upset the No. 5 Villanova

Wildcats Saturday, and in fact

held a lead for much of the game.

Up 17-14 with under a minute to

go, the Rams only had to hold the

Wildcats off a little longer to com-

plete the victory, but Villanova's

joe Casamento threw to Troy

Butler and |ohn Dieser for a com-

bined 55 yards, setting up
Casamento s 1-yard keeper that

gave "Nova the 21-17 win.

Rhody held Villanova to 385

yards of total offense, a season-

low for the Wildcats, and inter-

cepted Casamento five times for

45 yards, but couldn't hold the A-

lO's leading passer (246.8 yards

per game) in the final minutes.

Maine is currently second in the

A- 10 with a 3-1 record (4-2 over-

all). But it took seven weeks for

the Black Bears to notch their first

home win over an Atlantic 10 foe,

a 20- 1 victory over Richmond on

Oct. 4. With a bye last week.

Maine has played just one game
since its loss to UMass on Sept.

20, thanks in part to the cancelled

gaine against William & Mary
scheduled on Sept. 27. The Black

Bears hit the turf for the first time

in 14 days Saturday - albeit not

their own - when they visit

Northeastern.

MusnMi RM KnBi
Delaware's K.C. Keeler

became the second-fastest man to

reach 100 wins among active I-.

AA coaches with the Blue Hens'

22-21 squeaker over New
fiampshire. Keeler's crew clawed

out of a 21-3 hole to top the

Wildcats in a stunning finish that

saw UNH kicker Connor
McCormick's kick float just wide

of the right goalpost with four

ticks left on the clock. The Hens

host Rhode Island Saturday in

search of No. 101 for Keeler

DosDns
The preseason pick to run

away with the conference contin-

ued to struggle last week.

Northeastern 's loss to Hofstra was

its third in as many games, the

first time the Huskies have lost

three straight since 2000. While it

would take a minor miracle (and a

big winning streak), NU still has

an outside shot at postseason play,

sitting on a 2-2 conference record

(4-3 overall). But the Huskies will

have to start posting Ws this

week, and they'll host the well-

rested Maine Black Bears on
Saturday

The 2004 Japan Exchange and Teaching Program

Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan

Learn about Japanese culture and people

Gain international experience

Requirements

Have an excellent command of the English language

Obtain a bachelor's degree by July 1, 2004

Be a U.S. citizen

Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year

Applications are now available. The deadline for applying is December 5. 2003.

For more Information and an application contact the Consulate General of Japan in Boston. Federal Reserve

Plaza. 14th Floor. 600 Atlantic Avenue Boston. MA 02210 Call (617) 973-9772 ext 122 or 1-800-INFO-JFT

or email lapanntiac.nel The application can also be found at www.emb|apan.orq

Red Sox vs. Yankees

Have you prayed

recently?

Check out Mercyhouse
(it's a church!)

www.knowmercy.com

(
'oniiiiii .Soon!
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'^eDvena^*
tWITH OUR Fall Special'

Restore the fullness and shine and 3^
replenish the moisture to your hair

with our patented Color Touch

conditioning treatment...that lasts four to

six weeks...a $50 value

~ And-

Sooth your dry hands with our Citrus &
Aloe Paraffin treatment.. .a $20 value

ALL FOR ONLY $

includingFREE all-nutrient

hand & body lotion! 3(r $70 value

\\\\\\.|H||M

Patrick
Open TUes. thru Fri., 9:30-7:00 (U KjOffiPUfiy
^ Sat. 9:30-4:30 * ^

102 Russell St.. Rte. 9, Hadley • 586-7477^
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TODAY'S
rROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

• AlKlM«
ISSkntw
14 OnlBhrt iival

1* B*i*ru(K
17 tIpnaOw

hjlntn
I* Yogurt dwio*
KOon
ao FounXnon
21 SwMinp
22 BanoMJ up
24 WK&baMU
2« WriMi Mwrnon
27 DdttcuM linw

30 CtwyMr ganr*
34 WUdKoiM'
36 Tr«M«s
30 Bog
37 JFK mlo
3a Paur>
38 Aulo
40 Smgot Tumor
42 SooUl moods
43 Voroo fwoltofl

46 Tiny t>uM>l04
47 Commond
46 Snow boou
49 Popor toy
ao nico oMornolivo
63 Down 0000044
64 Tordy
66 Qanco or

Porraro
69 -vmor •ion
01 LOOVO 04JI

82 Ftohoigon
A3 Mora rotionoJ

64 Ownly poUfy
66 Eloctnc Ml
6< LodytUilo
67 Mol>' nonx

DOWN
1 Sd-h cloasrc.

with -Tho'
2 Typo o( boan

piuvKXi* puzzu aoLytD

/^UPSTfilRS ... rlM ABC

NO COVER CHARGE
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1 fmmUrf mambor
n SmoH amount
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41 Otsmaya
43 Furry

GOmpanion
44 LaoparO

46 Waa on a tury
47 Dopnva V

49 Aaian country
60 Maoaana pan
SI NYC Ihaator

award
62 Confide tn

63 Long-acliva
volcano

S6 Caicuiia

Oahed Vinyl

Open I11IC9 i;„n

Hmhersl Jail Orchestra

M Poop OIK
67 Blu*« vm^t
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60 FI*«hMUly
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News Alert!

Jarqucn dH'Wafllc aiid Moatl-OBiasr

neteriou* cofounders of th« Belgian Mafla.

Ila^r t%c»gft^ctiM\aiy la«t mghl Their

de^iBuiiion i^ unknow n. but It i» belie\«J
'

r

tbe>- aie can^mg razor-«dfted

confectionar> deHshts. Pteasc bt ad\i»ed.

tlie%e two are

.Armed ami Daaneron*

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

THURSDAY
. High: 60
• Low: 37

FRIDAY
• High: 58

• Low: 39

SATURDAY
• High: 54

• Low: 36
<c?

Dining Commons Menu
DC contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Cheese Quesadilia

(vegetarian)

• Philly Steak Sandwich

• Tofu Fricassee

(vegan)

DINNER
• BBQ Chicken

• Baked Chicken Quarters

• Brazillian Black Beans

(vegan)

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Jennifer Eastwood/ Matt Brady

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Brendan O'Meara

COPY EDITOR
Sheryl Wolnik

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Scott Pihl

PRODUCTION STAFF
Samantha Nielsen/ Katie Dwan/
Oliver Chong
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In three words I can sum

up everything I've learned

about life: It goes on. ^ ^
77-Robert Frost

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

People always try to screw you, but you

deserve it.

pisCeS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Screw over someone else. They deserve

it, not you.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9

Annoy someone at work today.

taurUS • Apr. 20-MAY20

Don't walk around with a target on your

back.

gemini • may2i-jun. 21

Go to a museum. You're severely lacking

culture.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

All your friends are coupled, and you're

all alone. Haha.

leo • JUL.. 23-Auc. 22

You are stuck. Try to work your way free

from your boring life.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22 »

Forget your financial problems and stay

put. People need you here.

libra • sfpt. 23-orT. 22

That friendly flirtation in the office

should turn to something more.

Scorpio • 0(T. 23-Nov. 21

You freak out way tcx) easily. Take a

deep breath, think, and then freak.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-DEc. 21

It's not worth the time. Leave it.

Capricorn . dec 22-ian. 19

Things (Jidn't work out for you yesterday.

Today will be much better.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\r\KIM(M FOR KIMH MHO K)R SM I

Student Director Wanted

For Play on Lxird Jefl"

Amfierst. Shows the

'Hero' Biologic Warrior

who Deliberately

Slaughtered the Indians

with Smallpox, 'Winning'

the War. Style; Brechtian.

Loud, raucous. Simple

sets. Musical. Goal: con-

troversy, outrage. Author:

AC graduate, many past

ptxxluctions

Venue/Actors: your

choice Contact: 7 18-60 1

-

8()89 nites Leave

name/address please

Fraternities- Sororitles-

Clubs- Student (iruups

Earn $1,(XX)-$2.(X)() this

semester with a pniven

CampusFundraiser ^ hour

fundniising event. Our

free programs make

fundraising easy with no

risks. Fundraising dales

are tilling quickly, so gel

with the program! It

woiics. Contact

CampusFundraiser at

(888) 923-32.^8. or visit

www.campusfundraiscr.

com

Questions alwut your

lease/security deposit

deductions? Questions

about subletting/assigning

leases ? Questions about

the conditions of your

new house or apartment'.'

Contact the Student Legal

Services Offices, 922

Campus Center, 545-

1995

I bedroom available in 2

bedRXMTi apartment in

Sunderland. On bus route

$45()/month. Cats

allowed 11/1 41.3-478-

9175

MHO FOR SAIF

199S Honda Acciml

Standard 1 2 SK Excellent

Gindition $4800.00 253-

2740 Evenings

1991 Toyt)ta Ciimry

WaK('nAC:/P()wcr 17,000

miles, reliable. $2500

549-4060

$500!!! Cars from $500!!!

Police Impounds tor list-

ings. l-800-H9-}i2}

ext4554

1998 Volvo V70 AWn
Wa(jon TurKi Auto

130,000 Miles Loaded

$10,0a}/ORO 253-0733

93 Pontiac Bonneville

SON All Power Must

Si-li$1500B/O25V5537

( OMIHJHKS

Quicksilver Qimputing

(^)mputer help Virus

removal Web IX-sign

$15/hr 548-6847A.sk for

n
Pentium Laptop $99.00

Pentium I>sktop $49.00

We fix Laptops,

l>e,sktops/ PC's guaran-

teed 584-8857

!BartendinK!$ $250/day

potential No experience

Ncsc Training pnwided.

1-800-965-6520 ext 162

Bartender Trainees

Neetled. $250.00 a day

potential. LksI positions.

l-800-29VW85ext 516

FMI'IOWtFM

Expenenced and certified

high energy instructors

for kickboxing and spin-

ning cla.s.ses. Call

Northampton Athletic

Club 585-8500

Sale.s Assistant for con-

sulting/software firm.

Telephone telemarketing.

Economics a plus. Please

send cover letter and

resume to Frederick Treyz

at Regional Economic

Mcxfets, Inc., 433 West

Street, Amherst, MA
01002 or fax 4n- 549-

1038 or email

resume.s@rem i.com

.

LOCAL RADIO
STATION Entry level

clencal/sales/on-air.

G>mputer skills necessary

Q>mpeasation negotiable

Resume: VO B.« 983

CtrcenfielJ, MA 01 302

Motivated students seek-

ing leadership outside the

box. Gain expenence in

all aspects of running a

small business Call 508-

246-1230

I

FMPIOYMFNT

Visa/Mastercard approval

agents earn $ 1 ,000/week

potential. No experience

necessary. Call 1-800-

821-3416exf.l45

FOR SAI F

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHP,

MySQL, Perl arid more.

wwvvjagflv.com tir

(413)253-0:151

I\S|RII( TIO\

University Bartending

Classes Start Soon 1 -8(K)-

U-CAN-MIX Call now

forinfortnation!!! Space

is Limited www.universi-

tybartending.com

Wallet Near Paricing

garage 10/14 If found

please call with descrip-

tion 413-237-1015

stR\l( Fs

Pet-Sitter av.iilable days

nights iSi weekends. I \)g

walking. 9 years experi-

ence Call Gina 253-lVil9

SFRVICES

I'V) you know your rights

as a student, tenant,

worker, and consumer.'

The Student Legal

Services C^cc can help

with your questiorts.

Gime to 922 Campus

Center or Call 545- 1W5

All Dinital Pnxlucrions

Pro Vidci>graphy for

Weddings, Fiar MitzvaKs,

Gimmercial 508-221-8223

swfeppjcker@yahoo.coin

SHEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES Rtxly

Sugaring (waxing) for

men and women *Safe

lOO'V.- Natural *Eftecrive

253-2322 https://shcar

bliss.image41 l.com

Pregnant? Need help?

Gill Birthnght of

Amherst area for free

tt-stiiig and assistance.

549-1906

PREGNANCY TEST-

1N(^ HIV Testing, Birth

Gmtrol, an d EmctKency

Conrr.iception. .Affonl-

able .uid contnlential

Tapestry Health, 27 Pray

Street, AmheiM. 54«-9992

Spnng Baak- Sit.ni up

with Student Express and

get Free nnindrrip airline

tickets to over I 5 inter-

national destinatiitns-

including Aniba,

l>iminican Republic,

Gista Rica, C ^.inbbean

hot spins and moa". Why
ao with anyi>ne else.'

Limited ofter c.ill now.

G>mmission rep positioi^s

also available 1-800-787-

3787 wwvv.stiidentex-

press.ci >ni

Spring Break -

Nassaii/Paradisi- M.ind,

Cancun, Jamaica .ind

Acapultofrom $489 Air,

Hotel, Transfers, Paniis

and Morel (.\gani:e small

group- eam FREE
TRIPS plus cominis-

MonslCall 1-800-C.ET-

SUN-1

SPRING BREAK
2004! Reach Life

Vacations! Jamaica,

C "ancun, Acapulco,

F^ihamas, Florida. Sell

Trif>s, Eam C 'ash. Travel

Irv!:i:,.ii 1-8CV-7U.

(i 347 www.bcachlifevaca-

iions.com

SPRING BREAK
Lirgest selection of

IX-stinations, inclutiing

C^niiscs! Foam Parties,

Free Drinks and C.\uh

Admissions. Rep

Pt^itions and FREE trips

Available. 1-800-2 31-

4386

www.EpicureimTours.com

A "Reality" Spring Break

2004's Htittcst Pnces

Rtxik now .. Free Trips,

Meals (Si Parties

www.sun.splashtours.com

or 1800-426-7710

A SPRlNti BREAKER
NEEDED 2004's Hottest

IV-stinations & Parties 2

free trips / high commis-

sions 1 5^ sunsplash-

tours.com 1800-426-7710

Math/Physics Tutor

$30/Hr plus travel Call

1>. Kline 41 3-552-3805

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

545-3500
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Sox force Game 7
Boston evens series, Martinez to face Clemens in decisive matchup

By Ronald Blum
AjSSCK lATEP PRtSS

NEW YORK (AP) - The

resilient Boston Red Sox rallied

just in time.

Trailing by two runs and nine

outs troni ending their season.

they rebounded with a three-run

seventh inning to beat the New
York Yankees 9-6 Wednesday and

set up a whopper of a Game 7.

David Ortiz tied it with a run-

scoring single and johnny Damon
drove in

Red Sox 9_ the go-

fj
ahead
run with

Yankees

a bases-loaded walk in the sev-

enth inning that tied the AL
championship series.

That brings the series down to

one game Thursday night, and it

has all the makings of a classic:

Roger Clemens versus Pedro

Martinez, the central characters

who set off fireworks and fights

during Game 3 at Fenway Park.

Slumping Nomar Garciaparra

had four hits, including a wind-

blown triple that started the

three-run seventh and atoned for

an earlier error. |ason Varitek hit

a third-inning homer off starter

Andy Pettitte, and Tnjt Nixon

added a two-run shot in the ninth

off Gabe White as the Red Sox

beat up New York for 1 6 hits and

moved within one win of their

first trip to the World Series since

1986.

New York and Boston will play

for the 26th time Thursday - the

most meetings ever between two

teams in a season. It marks the

first time the championship series

in both leagues will go a full seven

games in the same season.

Homers by jason Giambi and

Jorge Posada, and a two-run dou-

ble by Alfonso Soriano staked

New York to a 6-4 lead. But reliev-

er lose Contreras couldn't hold it.

A swirling 25 mph wind float-

ed napkins across the field all

game, and the conditions made it

difficult for fielders on both

teams, spinning line drives into

twisting gappers.

"It's all over the place," Giambi

said after batting practice.

Boston, the top offense in the

major leagues during the regular

season, had been hitting just .230

in the playoffs and hadn't scored

more than five runs in 1 post.sea-

son games. But the Red Sox

remembered back to the first

round, when they fell behind

Oakland 0-2 before winning three

in a row to advance.

Contreras relieved Pettitte to

start the sixth and struck out the

side, but his piiLlies got up in the

seventh and he wound up the

loser.

Garciaparra, who didn't get his

first postsca.son RBI until Tuesday,

hit u deep drive to center leading

off the inning, and the ball gusted

over Bemie Williams for n triple.

Garciaparra came home when the

wind sent left fielder Hideki

Mat.sui's throw to third sailing on

a hop into the seats for an error.

Manny Ramirez hit a similar

shot over Williams for a double,

took third on a wild pitch and

scored the tying run when Ortiz

smashed a single off first base.

Telix Heredia relieved with one

out and two on, threw a wild pitch

that moved up the runners, then

threw a called third strike past

Nixon.

After an intentional walk to

Varitek, Heiedia walked Damon
on four pitches - two of them

close - forcing in the go-ahead

run. Heredia then fanned Todd

Walker.

Alan Kmbi^ee. who struck out

Giambi to help escape a big jam in

the fifth, got the win. Scott

Williamson. Boston's sixth pitcher,

got three outs for his third save ol

the series.

Following the Game 3 fights at

Fenway Park, security was

increased as the series returned to

Yankee Stadium. Two dozen

police officers were in Monument

Park, behind the bullpens. at start

of the game. Fans greeted

Ramirez, a central party in

Saturday's confrontations, with

the loudest boos.

Giambi's first postseason

homer for the Yankees, the third

of his career, put New York ahead

in the first.

Pettitte breezed through two

innings but got in trouble in the

third, when Varitek led off with a

long homer to left - his fourth of

the post.season.

A walk to Damon and a single

by Walker put two men on for

Garciaparra, who grounded to the

hole at shortstop. But Derek leter

made a fine backhanded pickup

and threw to third for the force.

Pettitte then walked Ramirez on

four pitches and Ortiz lined a sin-

gle just over a leaping leter, driv-

ing in two runs. Kevin Millar loft-

ed a soft single to center for 4-

1

lead.

iviHN TeH>|l/MLB.COM

Pedro Martinez will be on the mound for the Red Sox when they take the field at Yankee Stadium for Game 7 of the ALCS tonight. The

Red Sox heat the Yankees 9-6 in Game 6 Wednesday night.

A matter of Pride
UM seeks revenge in

matchup with Hofstra

By Mike Marzelli

Ci)LU!<iiAN Staff

(ItHMliH l.lN(i/(X1LLF.r.lAN

A- 10 Offensive Player of the Week Rich Demers and the Minutemen will face Hofstra this Saturday

for homecoming. Kickoff is slated for 12:30 p.m. at McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

When the Massachusetts foot-

ball team takes the field at Warren

R McGuirk Alumni Stadium on

Saturday to face Hofstra. it will be

exactly 1 1 months to the day since

it happened.

With 1 3 seconds remaining in a

game which UMass was trailing

31-28 in a driving snowstorm, true

freshman quarterback Tim Day.

playing in place of an injured |eff

Krohn. had no timeouts and was

faced with a second-and-five from

the five yard line, and he did the

unthinkable.

He got sacked.

It is a play that will forever live

in infamy here in the Pioneer

Valley. The Maroon and White,

who needed to win the game and

then defeat conference doormat

URI on the following Saturday to

vnn a share of the A- 10 and quali-

fy for the 1-AA playoffs, were elim-

inated that very instant, and have

had 1 1 long, painful months to

think about it.

So when Hofstra visits Amherst

as part of homecoming weekend,

in what will be a league contest for

the Pride but not for UMass.

there's no question what will be on

the minds of coach Mark

Whipple's squad.

Revenge.

"We remember what Hofstra

did to us last year." Whipple said.

"They kept us from going where

we wanted to go, so that's a game

that gets circled on the schedule.

""They're a team that we've

struggled with over the last few

years. They've just been the better

team."

Indeed the Pride (1-5 1-3 A- 10)

has been quite successful against

UMass (5-1 4-0 A- 10) over the

years, posting a 5-1 record in the

two squads six all-time meetings.

In five of the six games, it was the

visiting team that was victorious,

as 1 lofstra has also gone undefeat-

ed in four games at McGuirk

Stadium, and have not lost to

UMass since the Maroon and

White's National Championship

sea.son of 1998.

"They're never easy to play,

because you know they'll show

up." Whipple said. "They're well

coached and always play well

against us."

For the Minutemen. their 5-1

start is their best since 1992 — a

season which saw them go 7-1

before finishing at 7->. A big rca-

.son for UMass' .success throughout

the first half of their schedule has.

been the play of tailback Steve

Baylark and fullback Rich Demers.

bt)th in their first years in Amherst.

Demers, the A- 10 Offensive

Player of the Week and Dinn

Brothers/UMass co-Athlete of the

Week, carried the ball 26 times for

1 7 1 yards and two touchdowns in

a win over William & Mary last

Saturday, and has chipped in with

263 yards on 38 carries for the sea-

son, along with two touchdowns.

"Demers is a player who's really

shown us a lot in practice,"

Whipple said. "It just seems like

when he touches the ball, good

things happen.

Baylark has been txiually as

impressive in rushing for 1 (X) yards

in four of UMass' six games this

sea.son, including gaining 1 46 and

125 yards in games with |ames

Madison and New Hampshire,

respectively Both efforts earned

the rookie .A- 1 Offensive Player of

the Week honors.

The running game has become

even more critical to UMass' suc-

cess after a hamstring injury to

leading reciever |ason Peebler in

last Saturday's win over W&M.
The junior is listed as active on the

depth chart, but Whipple fears he

may not be back.

"Peebler hurt his hamstring,

and we may not have him for a few

weeks." he said.

"We have to see how he feels."

The Pride is led offensively by a

very talented pair of receivers in 6-

ftK)t-4 Marques Colston and Ohio

State transfer Ricky Bryant. The

former victimized the Minutemen

for the game-winning touchdown

catch in 'last season's aforemen-

tioned heartbreaker. and has 17

catches for 265 yards and a pair of

scores. Bryant has also had a strong

sea.son, p<.)sting 20 catches for 385

yards and a touchdown, while sen-

ior Isaac Irby has caught a team-

high 24 balls for 293 yards and a

touchdown.

Another weapon on offen.se for

llofstia will be tailback Trevor

Dimmie. The senior has carried the

ball 76 times for 332 yards and live

touchdowns, despite taking hand-

offs from three different quarter-

backs, including Marshall-transfer

Bobby Seek, who will be under

center for the Pride despite suffer-

ing a broken hand in the early sea-

son.

On the other side of the ball,

Hofstra is led by senior linebacker

and Buck Buchanan Award candi-

date Renauld Williams, who has

iiecorded 54 tackles and two sacks

on the season.
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Police look

for clues in

SOM theft

By Ed Hudson
CijLLEtiiAN Staff

The University of

Massachusetts Police

Department is still searching for

clues on the theft of over $ 1 0,000

dollars worth of computer equip-

ment last weekend from the

Isenberg School of Management.

The stolen merchandise is val-

ued at $12,100, including five

laptop computers and their carry-

ing cases. As a result, police have

increased patrols of campus aca-

demic areas.

Many of the missing laptops

contained professional data need-

ed for courses that are in session.

According to SOM Dean Dennis

Hanno. at least five University

professors will be affected by the

loss, and some are left with little

hope to recover much of their

previous work. The thefts are also

problematic for professors con-

ducting classes where the com-

puters were utilized for instruc-

tion.

"We know that there was a lot

of work on these computers,"

said Patrick Archbald, deputy

chief of UMPD. "|SOM| won't

have a full evaluation of what was

backed up or not for sometime."

According to Archbald, an

unnamed employee in the SOM
building arrived at the scene of

the crime at 9:41 a.m. Saturday

and reported her observations to

a co-worker, who then contacted

UMPD. The thefts are suspected

to have taken place at about 3

p.m. last Friday after University

employees presumably went away

for the holiday weekend.

A door handle and its lock

mechanism were possibly dam-

aged by a large screwdriver or

crowbar. Archbald said.

In addition to the damaged

entry, the department is aware of

at least one office for which a key

was used to enter The depart-

ment has information that a key

was stolen along with the com-

puters, and because of this, SOM
is changing the locks on the

doors, Archbald said.

The department was able to

recover three fingerprints, each

appearing to be recent, from one

of the doors to an office in which

some of the equipment was

stored. Archbald said police are

not ruling out the possibility that

there could be more than one sus-

pect involved with the thefts.

According to Archbald. police

patrols of the areas have been

increased by 1 5 percent.

"If we (normally) have six or

seven officers on a shift, we may

put two additional officers in that

area," he said.

Despite the incident,

Archbald said he hasn't noticed

an increased trend in campus lar-

cenies.

"1 think this is an isolated inci-

dent," he said. "Given my experi-

ence here, nothing has alarmed

me."

According to Archbald, larce-

ny cases are not uncommon for

the University during long week-

ends and extended vacations.

"It seems to be an opportunity

for some," he said. "There's defi-

nitely a connection, but I can't say

that I'm seeing anything more in

particular than any other semes-

ter.

"It's the crime of opportunity."

Archbald said.

Hanno met with members of

faculty this week to discuss pre-

ventative measures against costly

thefts in the future. He is investi-

gating possible changes in proce-

dure and proposed an increased

vigilance for faculty members to

prevent further losses.

Last spring. University

Continued on page 3
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Faculty Senate meets interim president

Interim President of the University of Massachusetts Jack M. Wilson addresses the Faculty Senate for the first time yesterday. At the

meeting he touched on university funding, the University's image, and using racial factors m admissions decisions.

By Dan O'Brien
tx)iLEc;iAN Staff

The University of

Massachusetts Faculty Senate

met yesterday afternoon intro-

duced the school's interim

president, lack Wilson, who is

replacing former President

William Bulger after his recent

resignation.

Bulger left the University

after pressure to resign from

Governor Mitt Romney and

other lawmakers, due to his

relationship with his brother

lames Whitey' Bulger, a ring-

leader of a South Boston

organized crime ring. Wilson

was serving as vice president

for Academic Affairs when he

was appointed.

The interim president

touched upon several issues,

including receiving financial

support from the state govern-

ment, attempting to fix a tar-

nished post-riot image of

UMass, as well as the updated

admissions policy regarding

race.

Wilson regarded the cur-

rent attitude of lawmakers

towards the importance of

funding the University as

good.

"One of the things I was

struck by was the level of sup-

port we're getting." Wilson

said.

"(When) I spoke to senate

president Travelinni, I was

starting to tell the story of why

the University was important

and he started telling it for me."

He also said that even in the

face of the state's $1.9 billion

deficit, that the University con-

tracts must be funded.

"The contracts are out there,

deserve to be funded, and need

to be funded," he said.

When asked by a Senate

member how the University

can reverse the bad image it

has received from the press in

recent months, and especially

this past week, Wilson said

receiving more funding is a

solution. He explained that if

the University receives more

funding, either publicly or pri-

vately, it sends a message to

people outside the school that

the institution is worthy of the

money and is therefore still

reputable.

Wilson mentioned that

UMass Amherst has already

teamed up with Baystate

Medical Center, resulting in a

public-private partnership.

Baystate provided funding for

full and part-time faculty

members to the School of

Nursing, while School of

Nursing provided Baystate's

Staff Development Department

by offering classes that pre-

pare nurses in their role of

mentoring new nurses, as a

part of the partnership.

"We need to show this to

the public." he said.

When asked by the new
president of the graduate stu-

dent body, lose Perez, whether

he believed that racism still

exists on campus and how he

was dealing with the minority

position on campus, he began

his answer by saying that he

believes racism does still exist.

"I believe there's still

racism." he said, "and we need

to have programs to deal with

that."

He then talked about the

U.S. Supreme Court's recent

decision in the case versus the

University of Michigan, which

ruled that the University could

not award points to applicants

based on race or have racial

quotas. He said UMass would

obey the court order, but that

race would still be used in

admissions as part of a "holis-

tic approach."

At the end of Wilson's

question and answer session.

Vice Chancellor of Student

Affairs. Michael Gargano,

said that Family Day, Oct. 4

was an enormous success due

to a record attendance. He
announced there would be

two additional Fainily Days

held this semester, the next

day being October 25.

Wilson has worked in high-

er education for 34 years, flis

curriculum vitae includes jobs

held at the University of

Maryland and the Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute. Some of

his positions included profes-

sor of physics, engineering sci-

ence, information technology

and management and Dean of

Undergraduate Education and

Professional and Continuing

Education at RPI. He was a

professor of physics at the

University of Maryland for

eight years.

Palestinians

arrest seven

armed men
By Ibrahim Bakzak

AsSOtlATFI) I'RiSS

lEBALIYA REFUGEE CAMP.

Gaza Strip (AP) — Palestinian

authorities began making an-csts

yesterday in a deadly attack on a

U.S. diplomatic convoy, detaining

seven militants i lom a rogue group

that includes fonner members of

the Palestinian security forces.

Palestinian police briefly

exchanged lire with militants in

two of the raids, security officials

said. The arrests came as an FBI

team arrived in the region to lead

the investigation into Wednesday's

bombing, which killed three

American security guards and

wounded a fourth.

U.S. Embassy spokesman Paul

Patin said the FBI team had begun

an "open-ended" investigation. He

.said he did not have details of the

probe, but added. "I'd imagine it

might involve going to the site."

American investigators were

forced to flee the scene of the

bombing Wednesday after being

attacked b\ stone thruwers.

The suspects arrested Thursday

are members of the Popular

Resistance Committcvs, a group of

dozens ofanned men from various

factions, many fonner mcmbei^ uf

the scxurity forces and disgruntled

followers of Yasser Arafat's I'atah

movement.

A Palestinian source said none

of the suspects had been in the

stxurity forces Arafat controls, bti

the group's links to the security

forces could prove embarrassing »
Arafat.

Israeli officials said the group.:

formed after the outbreak H)f

Israeli-Palestinian lighting three

years ago, has ties to the Lebanese

guerrilla group Hezbollah. The

Palestinian group has blown up

three Israeli tanLs with massive

remote-controlled bombs in the

past two years — the same tc"ch-

nique used in Wednesday's attack.

No Palestinian group ha- ciiiiincd

responsibility for the bombing, the

first deadly attack targeting

Americans in the Palestinian areas.

The bombing was likely to increa.se

U.S. pressure on the Palestinian

leaderehip to move against mili-

tants.

Speaking to Israel Radio.

Arafat security adviser jibril

Rajoub promised a thoiough

investigation. "I am lOt) peicent

sure that we will Iv able in the

coming days to reach w ho planned

and canied out this attack." he

said.

In an apparent nod to the

United States, Arafat placed all

Continued on page 3

Media Critic talks about Boston media, raising his child

By Emilie Dugcan
t^oLLEHAN Staff

Boston Phoenix media critic

Dan Kennedy told a crowd of

about 50 people yesterday about

his professional life and his new

book, where he describes raising

his daughter.

loumalism Professor Steve

Simurda introduced Kennedy as

the media critic for the Boston

Phoenix before turning to Kennedy

and asking what people called him.

"Dan." Kennedy replicxl. The

laughter that followed set the tone

for much of the discussion, which

Simurda began by asking Kennedy

what his thoughts were on the

alleged liberal bias of the press.

"I think that the notion is pretty

much dead v^rong," Kennedy said.

He pointed out that 99 pereent

of people working at elite main-

stream media outlets are liberal in a

broad, cultural sense but that when

it comes to economics and foreign

policy the mainstream media is

conservative.

"It's more of a cultural bias,"

Kennedy said.

Kennedy added that the main-

stream media are "completely reac-

tive."

"There is importance in being

reactive; ... to reacting pretty

quickly to what's going on," he

said.

When asked if there was a place

in the media market for an outlet

that was proactive, he said. "To be

proactive you have to invest a lot of

resources In an era where media

ov^mers don't like to invest a lot of

resources."

Simurda asked Kennedy to

speak about the media environ-

ment in Boston. Kennedy startcxi

by explaining how the Boston

Herald is going through financial

difficulties and how that could

affect the media scene in the city

The Boston Globe, whether

you love it or hate it, is one of the

great metropolitan newspapers,"

Kennedy said. "The Boston HeraUi

is very much a local newspaper"

"I think it's important that

Boston remain a two-daily-paper

town," he said. Kennedy explained

that having two papers gives read

ers a choice and forces each paper

to hold tightly to ethical and jour

nalistic standards. The Herald

often has "three or four stories that

the Globe doesn't have," he said.

"The most valid criticism I've

heard is that media critics arc

grossly underpaid," Kennedy said

when asked about the criticism he

has heard.

When the laughter died down,

he continued.

Kennedy said that the media is.

in some ways, as good as they've

ever been, but that inajor news

organi7.ations are owned by a hand-

ful of conglomerates.

"I think this is dangerous," he

.said.

Being owned by inajor compa-

nies is one way that the media loses

its independence, he said, pointing

out that this weekend is the 10-year

anniversary of the Globe being sold

to the New York Times

Corporation.

The reactive and corporate

stances of the media are "the two

biggest issues the media face

today." Kennedy said.

But Kennedy also criticized the

media's coverage of politics.

"I think that the media's failure

to expose the Republican's lying

about
I All Gore's inventing the

Internet," he said. "When you look

at how clase that election was.

Crtire probably would have won."

That conmient led to one stu-

dent asking what the media's mlc is

in detemiining a political candi-

date's viability in an election.

Kennedy said that the media look

IrMll.ll: i*..ki*.A:..i>.».H.lU.;AN

Dan Kennedy, the Boston Phwnix media critic, spoke to students and (acultN cm the state of the media

yesterday. Kennedy was on campus to promote his recently published fmilv memoir.

at fundraising results and a candi-

dates stand on issues, but that it

really comes down to "who do you

invite to debates?"

"I don't think it's sufficient to

stand back and treat ovcr>one on

the ballot evenly," he said, adding

that he also didn't think that cover-

age should be as uneven as it is.

Kennedy said anyone who

could get on the ballot in an clcv-

tion should have coverage and be

invited to debate, not just those

that are most likely to be the big

contenders.

The talk, running a little over an

hour, wound down with a discus-

sion of the use of anonymous

sourees. According to Kennedy,

more journalists are being held

accountable for their actions than

ever bcfi>re. Recent events in the

journalism world have made the

use of unnamed sources widely

unaccepted.

"I think in the long run it would

do more harm than gi>od,"

Kcimetly said about whether oi not

journalists should reveal the names

ol their sources.

II they did reveal their siiure-es,

"It would be hard to get anyone lo

talk to them," he said.

later yesterday afternoon.

Kcnncxiy held a Ixiok reading and

discussion of his ivcently published

book: "Little Pcx)ple: Learning to

See the World Through My
Daughter's Eyes."

A small but imeicsicd giviup

attended the reading, where

Kennedy discusseil his reasons for

writing memoirs. I lis interest in the

subjcvt of dwarfism came after the

hirth of his daughter. Relxvca. whi>

is now 1 1 . Kennedy became active

in Little People of America (LPA).

and then became the editor of the

iirganizaiion's Wch -iic. (Ipaon-

line.org).

An online iiuit;a/inc wixjlc up

the t.)rganiziition and Kenncxly was

quoted. Not long aftci. he was con-

tacted by an agent, who asked if he

had ever considered writiiip a txx >k

on his e\[X'ricn>.i' I Ic licil .iiul said

yes.

Accoidinj; ii' Kcmicdy. lie

wanted this K>ok to be a discus-

sion about difl'creiKC today The

lx>ok u.ses the personal story of

his family • and the stories of

other dwarfs to talk about cul-

tural issues, and to discuss the

disability rights movement as

compared to the civil rights

nnwement.

On the N('

www.daiikcniH'Jy.ni'i
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answer the question, compare

your opinions with others, explore what matters at pwc.com/lool<here.
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fingerprints

recovered
Continued from page 1

employee Daniel Hunt was

arraigned on 1 2 charges of break-

ing and entering after an eight-

month investigation by the

UMPD Detective Bureau and

UMPD line officers. Hunt was

charged with 12 charges each of

breaking and entering, receiving

stolen property and stealing from

a building. According to

Archbald. the thefts totaled in

excess of $100,000.

Among the items stolen were

microscopes, calif>ers, a camera

lens, a micrometer and scales that

were housed in multiple academ-

ic buildings, including the

Graduate Research Center,

Morrill Science Center.

Hasbrouck l.ab. Chenoweth Lab

and the Goodell building.

PA security

tightens grip

on terrorists

Continued from page 1

nine I'alesiiiiiun scviirity units in

the Ga/a Strip under u single com-

mander. Maj. Gen. Abdel Razek

Majaidie. The United States has

demanded relonns in the

Palestinian Authority — especially

in the security forces — and a

crackdown on militant groups.

Palestinians often accuse the

United States of siding with Israel,

but officials are careful not to cross

the line of open hostility to

Washington. Arafat and

Palestinian Prime Minister Ahmed
Qureia condemned Wednesday's

bonibiiig.

"Its clear that it is very seri-

ous and dangerous, not only

against Americans, but against

all Palestinians," Arafat said

Thursday.

The attack could lead to a fur-

ther U.S. disengagement from the

conflict and deter the international

community from sending large

numbers of monitors — a long-

standing Palestinian request.

Also Thursday Israeli forces

backtxl by 50 armored vehicles

raided another section of the

Rafah refugee camp on the Gaza-

Egypt border in search of

weapons-smuggling tunnels, it was

the third army raid of a Rafah

neighborhood in a week.

A member of the Palestinian

security forces and a man identi-

fied by local people as a gunman

weix' killed, and 15 people were

wounded in sporadic exchanges of

lire, hospital officials said. Two
minors were among those hurt.

Israel also announced the arrest of

a member of the Palestinian Coast

Guard who allegedly smuggled

weapons into Gaza from Egypt.

In Wednesday's attack in Gaza,

assailants detonated a remote-con-

trolled bomb packed with dozens

of pounds of explosives on the

main north-south highway in

Gaza.

The three Americans killed

were identified as John Branchizio.

36; Mark T. Parson. 31; and |ohn

Martin l.inde jr. 30. They had

been hired through a contract with

DynCorp. a Virginia-based securi-

ty finn. A fourth guard was treated

in Gaza and transferred to an

Israeli hospital.

Campus Perspectixes,

It do you think of the

Cuhiiiihiis Day controversy?^^

s op h o m () r c

Undeclared

** The fact is that

Columbus Day repre-

sents the takeover of a

culture, and that Is

something that should

not be celebrated.
^ ^

Angelina Skowronski

((

Sociology major

I don't think that It

should be celebrated,

Columbus doesn't

deserve his own holi-

day. >>
Meg Adams

It shouldn't be a

holiday because it cel-

ebrates something

that's unjust, ^y

Abby Seaman

f

»

think people

should focus their

energies on more per-

tinent problems in

society, a a

Esther Danzig

Sociology major

< (' I! ! n r

Sociology major

* ^
I think it's interest-

ing that some states

don't celebrate it.

George Sotiropoulos

^C\ think people blow

it out of proportion. It's

an important part of

our history that should

be recognized. ^^
Eric IMichaud

senior
Political Science major History major

Belgian Waffles with Strawberries & Whipped

Cream '^ Nova Scotia Lox * Vegan Omelettes '^

Chili Rellenos * Multigrain Pancakes '^Build-

Your-Own Omelettes "^ Soy Sausage '*^Vegan

Pancakes "^ Potato Latkes * Homefries "^

NICK'S
For the morning after.

Open for Breakfast

63 MAIN STREET^^
AMHERST '

^ '1^

Mon-Fri 6:30-2

Sat & Sun 7-2

!L——&*^

A V_/ XV^JL jL J. -i~' JL xTlAj

WOMEN ROCK THE ROA

Live at the Blue Wall Pub

Saturday, October 18,th
"'

-^^ 8;^00 PM

Free AND open to the public.

tv<;

gISeOUNTi

'^Homemade Cheese Blintzes * Homemade

Maple Pork Sausage '^ Huevos Rancheros *

Vegan French Toast "^ Tofu Veggie Scrambles ^

Three Women of musical vision and

style hit the road. Virtuoeojazz

vibraphonist and compoeer LiiS,

pop-rock chaneuee and singer-

songwriter xj.^r, and gospel-tinged

songstress ^aL:r^ S^s^rrtiairi pres-

ent an unforgettable evening of

song, groove and collaboration as

The Blue Wall Pub is located on the ground floor

of the Campus Center Complex in the Blue Wall

Eatery on the UMass Campus. Parking is free in

all surface lots. All are welcome.

The Women Rock Worio Tour mas come together

in order to raise breast cancer awareness im

college students around the country. h
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Kobe Bryant legal

battle growing ugly
As the preliminary hearing in the Kobe

Bryant sexual assault case came tu a close this

week, nearly all of what is wrong with

American society was exposed.

The hearings featured smear campaigns

from both sides, with Bryant's defense team

painting the woman involved in the case as sex-

ually promiscuous and not worthy of the

court's trust, and the woman's legal team por-

traying Bryant as an arrogant athletic superstar

willing to force himself on an innocent young

woman.
Prosecutors accused Bryant's defense team

Tuesday of smearing the woman's reputation in

an attempt to discredit the charges against

Bryant. They said Pamela Mackey, Bryant's

attorney, made a "deliberate and calculated"

attempt to get testimony on evidence that is

irrelevant this early in the case.

"What was even more unexpected was her

conscious misrepresentation of the evidence in

order to smear the victim publicly," the

Aaaociatcd Press reported prosecutor Ingrid

Bakke wrote in a court filing. "The bell cannot

be unrung. It will be difficult enough to over-

come Ms. Mackey 's misstatement of the facts."

While sad. the way the Bryant case has

played out so far is entirely predictable, and

should it go to trial, it stands to only get worse.

In tcrni.s of TV coverage, media sensationalism

and hostility in the courtroom, a Bryant rape

trial could stand as the most dramatic legal

C8.se in the United States since 0.|. Simpson

stood trial for murder in 1996. With the stakes

that high, the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

sees an "anything-will-go" mentality develop-

ing on both sides of the case, and believe that

in trial, that mentality would only worsen.

The prosecution has told the Associated

Press they used only one witness. Eagle County

l>;tectivc Dough Winters, because they did not

see it as necessary to use more and did not

want to lay their entire case out now. While

that is common practice for prosecutors, it

means only that the situation will continue to

escalate as a trial potentially begins and pro-

gresses.

With Bryant, such a high-profile figure

adored by so many fans and children, his rape

case has the potential to harm millions of chil-

dren watching, listening and reading the news

every night. This does not change that justice

needs to be carried out and a verdict needs to

be reached, but it does mean that America

needs to take an active role in educating chil-

dren who have questions about what they are

hearing and seeing.

Nearly all of us have school-aged children in

our lives. Maybe they're little brothers and sis-

ters, maybe they're kids we babysit, or maybe

they're our neighbors when we go home on

weekends and vacations. Whatever the case is,

we need to take an active role in making sure

that any questions they have are answered, and

any confusion that develops is cleared up.

The Collegian encourages University of

Massachusetts students to play an active role in

making sure that children are not harmed by

the onslaught of terminology and accusations

they will hear as the Kobe Bryant case plays out

over potentially, the next year or so.

A hero has failed, brought back to earth by

at the very least, very poor judgment. With the

admiration that Bryant had from thousands of

youth across the country, each and every one of

us needs to make sure that America's youths

understand what is happening, educated in a

responsible manner so that Bryant's mishap

does not become one of society at large.

Information from the Associated Press was

used in the writing of this article.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Boafd.

How did 9/11 happen?
since the atrocious events of

Sept. i I . one would have hoped

that the cnonnity of such a crime

woukl have, at the very least,

hruught soine understarKling of its

cauac.

New York City's skyline was

brutiili/cd. Washington's symbol

of miHiary might was fractured,

and yet another planeload of peo-

ple was driven into the grouixl.

Had one been told

beforehand that such
Je||fey lapolilaOO

events would take ^__^^__^__^
place, the question

"how" woukl surely have been

attacks still has yet to be

addressed. Why is it generally

understood that bin Laden and al-

Qaeda were behind the attacks?

How did they get so much power?

First of all. 1 agree that the

assertion bin Laden and al-Qaeda

were involved in the crimes of

9/1 1 is pretty reasonable. Given

his prior statements and the com-

position of the group of terrorists

involved, he was likely

complicit in some form.

However, no one can say

for sure, because there

no evidence, and it is

brought up. If we were truly seri-

ous about such events never recur-

ring, the causes behind the tragedy

and how it was enabled would

have been discussed and would be

common knowledge. But that

question, and that knowledge.

while having been posed, has

never been properly addressed by

mainstrouni media or any political

leader.

Although George Bush

declared a "War on Terror," his

Mdministration never addressed

Ihe cause of the specific act of ter-

rorism that inspired that very dec-

laration. It was assumed immedi-

ately that Osama bin Laden and al-

Qaeda were behiixl the acts, but

one has to dig deep to find the rea-

son they were blamed. How could

Xhv government be so confident

tlwt bin Utdcn and al-Qaeda were

the perpetrators of this act of ter-

rori.sm? Why was no evkience pre-

sented to eitl>er the U.S. public or

the natitms of the world?

Before the invasion .of

Afghanistan, the Taliban offered to

prosecute, and later to extradite,

bkl leaden, if only some evidence

was provided. The Bush adminis-

tration adamantly refused to pres-

ent any forcing the Taliban to

choose between becoming a law-

less and public pawn of the U.S. or

dcstructkjn. Soon after the occu-

patkxi of Afghanistan, after failing

to capture or kill bin Laden, the

ltu.sh adminislrdtion. still failing to

prodtKe any evkience of bin L^den

or al-Oaeda involvement in 9/11.

Imisicd that Iraq was a hotbed of

terrorism. The U.S. soon invaded

— once iigain. without any evi-

defKC.

After all of this, two years after

the fact, (he origin of the 9/11

simply

quite possible that all evidence of

responsibility died with the sui-

cides of the perpetrators.

The reason we know so much
about al-Qaeda. and other similar

radical Islamic terrorist groups, is

because we u.sed to employ them.

During the late 1970's and'l980's,

during the Cold War, Afghanistan

was the center of the U.S./Soviet

power struggle in the Middle East.

The invasron of the country by the

U.S.S.R. was not morally objec-

tionable to the U.S., but the threat

to U.S. dominance in the region

was intolerable. We know that the

invasion itself wasn't morally

objectionable to its U.S. govern-

ment because the U.S. response

was perhaps more damaging than

the invasion. This response: to

import the most violent terrorists

that could be found to

Afghanistan.

The CIA, with White House

approval, created a network of

fanatical Islamists, bin Laden

being perhaps the most prominent

among them, recruiting them from

Saudi Arabia. Pakistan, and other

Middle Eastern countries. After

arming them, our government sent

them into Afghanistan to, quite

simply, cause as much damage as

possible. The idea was the

U.S.S.R. would have no choice but

to withdraw, a strategy that

worked quite well.

These violent terrorist groups,

backed -by the U.S. government,

drove out the Soviets, with the side

effect of absolutely destroying the

country. And after the Soviets

were driven out, the U.S. turned

its back on the war-tom country,

its dominance in the region once

again assured, leaving native

Afghanis to be subjugated by the

terrorists left behind. If you read

the newspapers and wonder where

the "warlords" in Afghanistan

come from, now you know — we
funded them, we armed them, and

we threw them into Afghanistan.

Some terrorist groups went on

to bigger and better things than

being warlords, and of this bin

Laden is perhaps the best example.

When Bush stands up and declares

a "War on Terror," he neglects to

mention the U.S. role in creating

some of the worst terrorism in the

world, and certainly neglects to

mention U.S. support for the per-

petrators of the greatest terrorist

crime against the U.S. He and

every other politician, most for-

eign policy critics, and shamefully

the public, never mention that the

reason we have so much terrorism

in the world today is because we
have fostered much of it our-

selves.

Zbigniew Brzezinski, the U.S.

national security advisor who
shared responsibility in importing

terrorists into Afghanistan,

summed up the sentiment of the

U.S. government in a 1998 inter-

view with "Le Nouvel

Observateur." when asked if

regretted supporting Islamic fun-

damentalism, giving arms and

advice to future terrorists?"

Brzezinski replied, "What is

most important to the history of

the worid? The Taliban or the col-

lapse of the Soviet empire? Some
stirred-up Muslims or the libera-

tion of Central Europe and the

end of the cold war?"

1 doubt he would have given

the same response in an interview

after Sept. 2001. after the world

witnessed what his "stirred-up

Muslims" did in New York.

Washington, and Pennsylvania.

At the very least, we should all

know how the terrible events in

our country happened, how our

own government enabled the per-

petrators, and not be so ignorant

of the origins of such violence.

Sept. 1 1 was not the result of any

maliciousness inherent in main-

stream Islamic culture, but the

result of seeds of hatred and

fanaticism our own government

planted in its support of al-Qaeda

and other terrorist groups.

Jeffrey Napolitano is a

Collegian columnist.
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A vision of progress
I've had a vision: every UMass

undergraduate should put $100
into a pot each year. With

30.000 idealistic voices and a $3

million pot, the students at

UMass could have the kind of

power students had during the

Civil Rights Movement.

Think it's realistic? What if

students were getting a raw

deal? How raw, you

"'L's say the focus
""^^^^ ""siamaBie

of UMass shifted from
"^

serving the taxpayers that fund it

to ballooning the bank accounts

and prestige of its upper level

officials. And as a consequence,

UMass was increasingly becom-

ing more exclusive and less sup-

portive for students.

Let's say. strictly hypotheti-

cally of course, that UMass had

lost 900 of its 1,600 teachers

over the last 13 years and that

the priority of the remaining

teachers was not teaching but

research, and so. Teaching

Assistants taught an unaccept-

able number of classes. Say that

total charges for in-state stu-

dents shot up 27.4 percent in

two years, even though during

that period no increases were

made in tuition or state taxes.

In the quest for profit, say the

acceptance rates of out-of-state

students are steadily increased

for no other reason than they pay

$8000 a year more than in-state

students. Say the average family

income in Massachusetts is

between $30,000 and $40,000 a

year and that the average UMass
student's family income was

between $70,000 and $80,000 a

year.

Say that some students had to

pay upwards of $600 a semester

on textbooks and could only sell

them back for one-tenth what

they paid for them. Say the

administration forced freshmen

and sophomores to pay $ 1 .000 a

year to eat meat I hear is marked

Grade D. but Edible.' Say stu-

dents paid three times what fac-

ulty and staff pays for parking

stickers even th^|igh some stu-

dent lots are unpaved and a mile

away from the ceflfcr of campus.

Not enough?
Let's say that a search com-

mittee looking for the next

UMass President only appointed

one student. Say this student had

to represent not just the flagship

campus of Amherst, which the

student does not even attend,

but all of the UMass campuses.

Say the parking meters at

UMass had the equivalent in cost

to parking on Ocean Drive on

Miami Beach: 25 cents for 15

minutes. Say students are

charged extra for classes with

mandatory OIT access, are

forced to use Auxiliary Services

for food if they want food at

their events, are charged for

phone service in dorms and to

use space in the CC/SUC build-

ings that were built- with student

money. And more importantly,

say most students couldn't get

into the classes they want.

Say the veteran faculty told

you that when they were UMass
students, professors were their

mentors and the environment

was much more nur-

turing to students.

Despite this, the prior-
^^^~"

ity of the administra-

tion has been to spend millions

of dollars on beautifying the

landscape and putting up new
buildings to increase the school's

real estate value.

A facade of diversity is shown

to the public, but internally, a

culture and climate supportive of

diversity does not exist. Spy the

most recent President was once

the largest opponent to desegre-

gation of Boston public schools,

had mob ties, and had been

accused of extortion. W^ile stu-

dent bank accounts were sucked

dry, this same President received

a $1 million severance package

with a $300,000 annual pension

for retiring in the face of public

scrutiny

Let's say that a few years back

the school bought software from

Peoplesoft (makers of SPIRE).

The administration knew before

they bought it that the big seven

mid-west universities had writ-

ten an open letter explaining that

it had massive problems.

Nevertheless, say UMass
signed a contract with a compa-

ny whose product was primarily

known for massive data loss and

phenomenal cost overruns. The

UMass contract was strange; it

gave Peoplesoft a percentage of

the university's annual income

on top of other costs. It indemni-

fied Peoplesoft of any discrepan-

cy between the promises made in

the sales pitch for the product

and the products actual perform-

ance, and it said that if UMass
wanted to cut the service it

would have to remove all soft-

ware from every computer with-

in only 30 days.

It is possible that it has that

the nature of this contract had to

do vrith conflicts of interest.

PricewaterhouseCoopers was the

consultant for the university on

distance learning. The CEO for

PricewaterhouseCoopers was on

the UMass Business Advisory

Board. And Pricewaterhouse-

Coopers was an "implementation

partner' for Peoplesoft, with

other auditing/consulting com-

panies, including Ernst & Young
who was fined by the SEC for

pushing Peoplesoft on its corpo-

rate customers.

The appeal of this product

was that it was supposed to

make all computers network

without mainframes,

Unfortunately, what we have

seen happen is massive data loss

and system crashes. UMass had

to buy new mainframes anyway.

Between training everyone to

use the system, installing it on

every computer across the state,

lost time, lost financial info, and

dealing with its mishaps, this

may have cost UMass $3 to 4

hundred million. Yet. we con-

stantly hear that we can't afford

support services because the

budget is so tight. UMRON?
Let's just say classes were so

large that students are paying up

to $80,000 and attending four

years of classes, and at no point

are they reached out to on a per-

sonal level by a professor. Most

undergraduates will never have

faculty or staff mentors. Most

UMass graduates leave with

degrees, a knack for filling in

bubbles, a ton of debt, and not a

clue what to do with themselves.

Say you walked around Amherst,

and you looked into the disap-

pointed eyes of UMass graduates

working at Dunkin' Donuts,

temporary agencies, and grocery

stores.

Still not convinced?

What if everywhere you

turned you saw upper level offi-

cials expressing their desire to

make more money by enlarging

the school, accepting more out-

of-state students, and raising

fees? In short, what if (again,

hypothetically) the students of

the one major university in the

Commonwealth dedicated to

lower-middle class families were

being squeezed for every last

penny through fees, and that the

priority of those that directed

millions of dollars of student

money was not the students?

If that were the case, would my
vision be more realistic? Could

there be a union for students?

Could we defend our school and

win? Could we inform the pub-

lic? Could we hire lawyers?

Boycott?

Students should be the first

priority of this University Not a

single qualified student should

ever have to leave UMass
because he or she can't afford it.

Not a single student should go

through four years without a

professor taking a personal inter-

est in him or her. Not a single

student should graduate UMass
without an array of options for

their post-graduate life.

It's a raw deal, and I can't

swallow it just writing columns.

I need something with more
teeth I hope that everyone who
has ever read my columns finds

what they are looking for.

If you are looking for what

I'm looking for, 1 am easily found

eduardoebustamante@hot-

mail.com.

Eduardo Bustamante is a

Collegian columnist.

How to Diet 101

Jen

Hodson

Alcohol consumption

couM be a big factor

in losing weigM.

A couple of weeks ago, I started

my new diet. Yes that's right, a

diet. How many of you out there

are trying to lose weight right

now? I know I am. I have turned

myself into a health fanatic and

exercise machine over the course

of just a few weeks. Would you

like to know how?
Well, in order to stay healthy and

lose weight, one must eat well.

This means not starving yourself

at any cost. A lot of people think that if they starve

themselves they will lose weight faster. This may be

true, but it's not a wise idea. Once you start eating

like a normal person you will gain

the weight back, plus some. Your

metabolism will stow down and

hold on to any food that is put into

your body. People are recommend-

ed to eat five small meals a day or

three regular-sized meals a day. a

tradition that I normally follow.

They say that the daily calorie intake should not fall

below 1 200 calories for women and 1 5(X) calories for

men.

So far 1 have been eating healthy breakfast meals

such as cereal, fruit, yogurt, and breakfast bars. I

watch the calories though, and of course, the fat. It's

good if what you are eating contains a lot of dietary

fiber in it as well. Fiber helps flush out your system.

At lunchtime. usually a veggie wrap or salad is

healthy to eat. Something with greens is good and

you can even have a low calorie dressing. The dress-

ing that I've been putting on my salad has zero calo-

ries, zero fat, and zero carbohydrates. Dinnertime is

the best time to have protein, like chfcken or fish.

Add some vegetables or a salad and you're goUen.

If you get hungry in between your meals u\d you

absolutely cant wait until later, make sure you snack

on things like fruits or veggies. Sometimes 1 have cel-

ery with peanut butter, whrch is a tasty snack. Drink

tots of water, too. Water fills you up and is really good

for your body They say you should drink eight glass-

es of water fjer day

You should also cut out things that aren't good for

you. I cut out soda and snacks like chips, cookies, ice

cream and other favorites. They all contain empty

catories and are high in saturated fat. Another big

thing to cut out is pasta. Carbohydrates are really bad

to eat a lot of. The less carbs you eat, the better.

Protein shakes are good, too. Make sure the one

you are drinking is a weight control shake, and that it

has all the vitamins and nutrients you need. Last

weekend, I started drinking them to replace my
breakfast meals. My mother recommended it to me
though, so make sure you don't get one that's a total

bomb. Don't get one with high calories, fat, or carbo-

hydrate intake. I drink one that has only 1 10 calories,

and it fills me up until lurKhtime, which is great for

when I'm on the go. Never drink protein shakes,

though, if you have already eaten. Only drink them to

replace meals.

Eating is very important, but watching what you

put in your body is only half the battle. The other

half is exercising. Exercise is also

known to increase confidence and

self-esteem while aiding in the

reduction of stress. Going to the

gym, rxulhing, playitig sports or

being involved in activities that

require good exercise is very

important to your health as well.

They say you should workout about three times a

week. Spread out the physical activity during the

week so you decrease the risk of related injuries as

well. Go every other day instead of every day I go to

the gym about five to six days a week for about 50

minutes to an hour a day Make sure that if you do

go more than three times a week, you have at least

one day off. It's not healthy to go to the gym every-

day. Your body needs to rest.

I spoke to a trainer at my gym. and she was quite

informative. She told me that when you're at the

gym, do something you like. Don't force yourself to

run if you don't like running. If you are dreading the

gym, then you will most likely stop going. There are

all kinds of machines that you can use to get the

same effect. If you are trying to lose wei^t, it's

unsafe to lose more than two pounds per week. Any
more than that could result in gaining it back. She

also told me that limiting alcohol consumption could

be a big factor in losing weight. Although we are all

college students and like to drink, she said to try and

minimize it to one night per week. Any more than

that is bad for your diet and your health.

If you're trying to diet like myself and you want

to look and feel better, just remember these impor-

tant words. A healthy body is a happy body.

fen Hodson is a Collegian columnist.
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Press Start

to Play

Relil Davenport

'F-ZeroGx'

Gamecube

Nintendo

AmusemenlVisJM

Bacing

New racing game

soars full throttle into

tiie lead ot its genre
An old classic returned to the

market when Nintendo revamped

"F-Zero GX" for Gamecube. The

Super Nintendo classic has been

given a total face-lift to fit in with

the rest of the 5-D gaming world.

The levels are some of the most

mind-blowing racing levels ever.

The drivers are very animated in the

full motion video sequences and the

machines are well built.

The game gives users the chance

to build their own race pod. As you

compete and complete levels of

story mode, you get credits towards purchasing parts

to create your vehicles or to purchase new racers to

use in the Grand Prix mode. You can also compete

with up to four players in multiplayer challenge.

Making your own ship will require taking some

time using the ships you have avail-

able to you and finishing the levels

of Grand Prix. If you make a

machine with the first parts avail-

able, you are going to take a serious

beating from the computer. With

every Grand Prix level you finish,

you earn credits and usually a new
part comes into the shop for pur-

chasing. If you play enough you can

finally have the best parts available.

Creating a ship can be deceiving;

each part is graded on how well

they work, lust throwing three

grade-A parts together doesn't

mean you're winning any easy championships. It will

take time to learn what parts work well together. It's

a bit of a task, but sometimes you luck out and build

a ver>' good machine.

Another part that makes building a racer enjoyable

is the ability to change color of the parts and creating

you own decals. You c«n pimp out your car so even if

you eat the dust of ^e computer, you can do it in

style.

Story mode is the weak point of the structure.

Every chapter beyond chapter 2 will require you to

purchase the next chapter. Not only that, but you pay

more per chapter as you advance in story mode. This

is an easier task if you go through Grand Prix mode a

bunch of times, buy parts and racers, then keep play-

ing until you have a load of credits saved up to buy

the chapters.

"F-Zero GX" also carries the frustration factor.'

This means there's sci|fcthing that always seems to

happen when you're v^ning the race or you are two

boosts away from taking the lead. In "F- Zero GX"
the problems include falling off course, which will

happen a lot, and the computer characters are appar-

ently indestructible. The easiest way to surpass this

factor is by practicing the tracks over and over until

you know where to turn, boost, and slow down. Also,

figuring out the correct acceleration and maximum
speed choice will be best for each specific course.

Sometimes you will find that going too fast will just

make you go off track every time.

Overall. "F-Zero GX" is a good game for fans of

the older version, racing games, and those who like

good multiplayer games. The wide variety of game

play makes this updated classic one with plenty of

replay value, and it also has the ability to save the data

to your memory card to use in the upcoming arcade

version.

Reid Davenport is a Collegian columnist.

Laugh-out-loud comedy with a point

Love, sex and death all exposed in one evening at the Bowker
By Eva Piccozzi

CoLLEiiiAN Staff

Sn<e:B-«-

Do you find yourself worrying too much
about life, love, sex, spirituality and death? If

you do, then consider yourself among the

majority of struggling individuals

terrified of these things that leave us

unable to sleep at night.

But what if those daunting ques-

tions of whether or not he or she

likes you, if your relationship is

going anywhere, or even the most

embarrassing taboo questions about

sex and sexuality could be explored?

Tomorrow at Bowker
Auditorium, critically acclaimed solo

performance artist Steviejay will present an

evening of comedic counseling "Life, Love,

Sex, Death... And other Works in Progress."

Steviejay takes a humorous approach to all the little things that peo-

ple stress over breaking taboos with comedy.

While sexuality has easily been categorized as

being gay, straight, or bisexual there is an

entire landscape of gray area that we cannot

define. Can we label sexuality? Or must we
first realize who we are and what we love?

"The show delves into the struggles we all

go through as human beings, to live

honestly and passionately — to love

fearlessly, and to reach out to people

we're attracted to. even when we're

scared," said Steviejay about his work

in a telephone interview with the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

After five years of developing his

monologues and soulful skits. Steviejay

has created a solo performance that

has been presented in London and

Scotland and is now the stable of his tour of

colleges and progressive venues around the

country. Drawing on his life experiences,

Steviejay has com-
piled uncensored.

humorous stories,

recognizing that seri-

ous issues can be dis-

cussed more effec-

tively through the

medium of comedy.

He believes that his

very own personal

incidences compiled

into a series of

"Vagina Monologues"

are meaningful, and

realistic when per-

formed this way.

"We are more relaxed

in a humorous atmos-

phere making awk-

ward themes become
more fun and palat-

able," he said.

When asked

Steviejay what drives

him to this kind of

work he said. "It is a

blast to make people

laugh and think out-

side the box at the

same time. The show
also throws the con-

cept of sexual label-

ing out the window
and Im more than

happy to provide that

service for people!

There is so much
grief about sexual ori-

entation nowadays —
and what a psychic

drain that is, distract-

ing us from what real-

ly matters."

Steviejay said inti-

mate relationships

are difficult for all

people — it's a uni-

versal struggle.

"As far as I'm

concerned, the key

question is not

whether one loves a

man or a woman, but

a.X.lRTESY STEVIE)AYaiM

M'XIRTHSY STEVIEIAYOOM

Marilyn Pittman has made a name for herself in

the comedian communir>', with her unique style of

stand up comedy. She will be taking the stage fol-

lowing the conclusion of Steviejay's performance.

whether one loves at all."

Audience members have repeatedly told

Steviejay that before seeing his play, they were '

concerned about their relationship and after

watching the more than therapeutic perform-

ance, they felt as if a new door had been

opened in there lives.

"Obviously there's something about this

material that hits a nerve in people," he said.

"The show cuts through all the ancestral

shame and guilt we've inherited. In 90 min-
^

utes, you see one person who's funny, smart,

'

awkward, confident, sexual, embarrassed,

angry, scared, on and on. Through outra-

geous humor and naughtiness, the play offers

a glimpse of accepting all parts of oneself —
the good, the bad. and the ugly. And that's

what has people returning to this show —
they're experiencing their own long-lost love

for themselves. I'm sure of this."

This emotional roller coaster is aimed at

leaving students with a better understanding

of not only themselves but the desires of all,

people as well. Although the material is gen-

erally suited for college-aged students, every-

one can benefit from it.

"This is definitely a show for everyone, for

people from all walks of life — all ages, sexu-

al orientations, as it explores the universality

of the human experience," Steviejay said.

"Laughing Out Loud" is hosted by The

Stonewall Center and begins at 8 p.m. sharp

with Steviejay San Francisco stand-up come-

dian Marilyn Pittman follows. For more infor-

mation be sure to check out Stevielay's web-

site at http://www.steviejay5.com/. A visit to

the website may be just the preparation one

will need before going to Saturdays "muUi-

shakra extravaganza!"

Album is a very brief auditory assault on the eardrums
Daughters' new disl< is 1 tracl<s and 1 1 minutes of classic grind glory

By Timothy Gabriki f

C'oLLEoiAN Staff

aiimm-iY Roniin<-EMrmF(xiM

Though this band may have no qualms about using dirty language in their music, they

waste no time in cleaning up once the work is done.

I'm going to try to rush and finish this article by the

time the Daughters album finishes. Okay so here we go.

First off it's really fast ... urn. what else? It

makes me feel like I'm on speed. 1 kind of get

dizzy, or at least think about being dizzy.

Oh! 1 think we're done with two or three

songs already, 1 lost count. It seems that the

drumming is really fast-paced, which doesn't

necessarily mean good or incredible but they

sure don't leave us enough room to contemplate

it. Overstatement seems to be the name of the

game ... It's pure aggression uninhibited and raw

... the disjointed guitars ... Damn it! Track five already.

Scratch that idea.

How does a consumer approach an album that guaran-

tees to run them about a buck per minute? A friend from

Fiji could play the .same listener the album 20 or so times

over the phone at a better rate than buying the 10-song.

10-dollar. I Iminute album.

"Those had better be Ihe best I I minutes of my entire

week," says a weary new owner ol

Daughters" "Canada Songs."

The hotly anticipated new

Daughters full-length album does

indeed accomplish a lot in those pre-

cious 1 1 minutes. Whether the net

worth is justified remains to be seen.

Like fellow noise-rockers Liars.

Daughters is one of those anomalies

whose grating musical sound is suit

ably titled with an absence of the

word 'the.' leaving frustrated review

editors to grind their teeth as the

grammatical mishaps abound.

Daughters would like nothing bet

ter than to instigate that grind, as

that is the name of the genre from

which it was spurned. Grinil

emerged from overseas in the laii

I980's as a safer alternative to hit

ting yourself in the face with a ham
mer.

It took the fiuttered feedback fren

zy of no-wavc with the aggravated

contempt of industrial noise and lay

ered it atop speed metal. Lyric

sheets often provided eloquent

Daughters

'Canada

Songs'

Robotic Empire

nsight into the temper tantrums, but the overall incom-

prehensibility of the vocals made them unnecessary. When
Napalm Death began churning out albums, they set th^

standard for heavy melodic music. In comparison. Slayer

was transformed into Poison and Black Sabbath eroded

into Kenny Loggins (and lethro Tull still wasn't metal).

Heavy music was dead.

However, in the spirit of one of the genre's most

beloved topics, necrophilia, grindcore continued

humping out agitated scowls. Then sometime in

the 21st century, it almost became relevant agaii}.

Mathematicians like the Dillinger Escape Plan got

into the game, making the frantic dirges |ohn Zorn

embraced once again acceptable for jazz fans. The

Locust chainsawed its way in from San Francisco,

trucking pal KidbOfe's penchant for playful,

thoughtful song titling like "A Nice Tranquil

Thumb (In Mouth)."

Daughters belongs in the same family as The Locust. It

weaves similaHy intricate webs of brief noise and employs

the same maniacal humor to its creations. Daughters is

only missing one crucial element that separated The

Locust from the lots of hording screechers — moog syn-

thesizer. As a result. Daughters has to try 10 times harder.

Continued on page 6
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Oauijhters is a hand that wastes no time in getting their thoughts across with

there music.
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Jazzin' it up
UJURTBSY UMAS.S AMHERST DEPARTMENT c^ Ml ISK i. PANIE

The meinber§ of the UMass Jazz Ensemble I, conducted by Professor Jeffery Holmes, will bring

thtir own style of jaz: to the 29th Annual Multiband Pops concert tonight at 8 p.m. in the Fine

Arts Center Hall. Other groups at the event will be the Chapel Jair Ensemble, directed by David

Spi>rny, the Minutemen Marching Band directed by George Parks, and The Marimba Ensemble

directed by Thomas P. Hannum. Tickets are on sale through the Fine Arts Center Box Office and

thev are $12 for students and seniors and $18 for general admission. To contact the box office, call

4n-S4';-2Sll.
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Better live than recorded
Spearhead hits the mark at Pearl Street

When

By Nick Romanow
C^OLLfclilAN StaI-F

Michael Franti and his band,

Spearhead, arrived at Pearl

Street Tuesday night to a

packed crowd of hardcore, anx-

ious fans. Even before the band

came out the audience began

cheering and hollering.

Spearhead finally took

the stage the crowd
went wild and began

bouncing and moving

to the music. Some
members of the audi-

ence were singing

along and throwing

their hands in the hair

with the tunes; others were just

lost in a world of their own
dancing.

Franti himself was jumping

up and down and running

across the stage nearly the

entire show. Even when he was

playing guitar, Franti was still

very animated. The entire band

was completely in control of

the audience. No matter how
many times Franti shouted,

"how ya feeling Northampton,"

(which, for the record, was

nearly every song) the crowd

would scream back with the

same amount of enthusiasm.

Pandering or not. Franti and

the band brought a positive

vibe and left no one unsatis-

fied.

The set list was a good mix-

ture of old Spearhead favorites

and tracks from the new
release, "Everyone Deserves

Music." The set allowed

Spearhead to show off their

eclectic style as the

band bounced between

hip-hop, reggae, and

rock. Franti showed off

his many talents as he

rapped, sang, and

played both electric and

acoustic guitar while

still managing to main-

tain the party atmosphere.

Franti also brought out

guest artist, MC Radioactive

who demonstrated his beStbox-

ing and rapping skills, includ-

ing freestyle that name-dropped

the five colleges and the local

nightclubs. He, along with the

rest of the band, added back-

ground vocals and new elements

to the songs, giving them more

life on the albums. In fact,

Franti and the band turned a lot

of the songs into extended jams

that showcased each individual

musician's skills and personal

style.

Spearhead, of course, brought

politics into the mix. Midway

through the show Iranti sluwetl

down a song and announced,

"Cameras, videotapes ... mp3s

... its all good with us." inciting

a thunderous response fitun the

crowd. During one ol the center-

pieces of the show. "Everyone

Deserves Music," Franti slopped

to make sure the crowd knew

that, indeed, everyone deserved

music. "Not just the rich folk, the

poor folk desei ve music too. Not

just the menfolk, the womenfolk

deserve music loo ... not just the

healthy folk; pill-poppers like

Rush l.imbaugh deserve music

too," Franti said, again inciting a

riotous cheer from the audience.

Spearhead is a multi-faceted

and very talented band, though

their records can soinctiines tail

a bit flat. Yet no one can deny

that when Spearhead perlorms

they truly do meet and exceed

any expectations set by their

albums sound. The band brings

every song to lilc and inspires

the crowd, filled with longtime

fans and curious newcomers

alike, to fully invest themselves

in the music. Not only does

everyone deserve music, but

everyone also deserves to experi-

ence Spearhead live.

Nothing slow about Daughters' new grind album
Continued from page 5

Try. Oh lord, does Daughters try. With song

titles like "I slept with the Daughters and all I got

was this lousy song written about me" and "Pants,

Meet Shit," Daughters certainly isn't your father's

heavy music. That's not to say that this is a stu-

pid band with a stupid name singing stupid songs

with stupid titles, like "Anal C"t" for example.

The band's grade school musings must be justly

weighed with the lyrics to these actual songs.

Once listeners delve deep into the heart of the

album, it becomes clear that "Canada Songs" is an

o{)en forum on postmodernism.

lust look at the title. None of the tracks con-

tained on "Canada Songs" are even remotely

related to that maple-syrup guzzling nation up

north. The titles allude to possible themes of the

various pieces, but sometimes require heavy

meditation to establish connections. Instead, the

listener is treated to the darker side of absurdity

"They shaved off fourteen points for ugly/ they

dumbed down the structure like some amputee"

reads one set of lyrics from "I don't give a shit

about wood, I'm not a chemist."

One could certainly make the case that grind

was the appropriate avenue to convey one's opin-

ions regarding postmodern thought. The words

are literally useless symbols, since they are

screamed in uninticlligible spurts of calculated

intensity The lyrics sheets, while fascinating, arc

futile for one trying to follow along. Ini pretty

sure that most of the time the vocalist (who. like

the rest of Daughters, is not named in the liner

notes, their website, or their interviews) is not

even singing the written lyrics most of the time.

"Fur Beach" starts off the album in a diz/>ing

and maniacal fury that evokes images ol the

most violent washing machine cycle in the histo-

ry of mankind. The second tune "|ones from

Indiana" does not let up for a second (or in

Daughters time, a fourth of a .second). It smacks

your face up and down with no-wave guitars

bending every which wrong way towaids ahar-

monic perfection while that unknown vocalist

busts out some fuzz effects to countciaci ihc

screaming fits.

It is hard to describe what goes on in a

Daughters song because, for the most part, its

gone before you even heard it happen. In a sense,

the songs win you over with this contusion.

There's little you can do after the draining tension

mounts to a head, but savor that one-second

pause before the next track and sa\ to yourscll. 1

don't know what the hell just happened, but it

kicked my butt.' In the end, price margins may

seem as absurd as the lyrics to "Nurse, would you

please prep the patient for sexual doctor," but

these are a terrific eleven minutes. And I don't

think I could stand a twelfth minute.

MeMurphy's
6th Annual

Kegs & Eggs

Homecoming Celebration

Saturday October 18th

©oora Opi^n at 10 am NOCOVeR

Breakfast Buffet

Proof of Age Required
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Lindsey Fairweather and the Minutewomen
visit La Salle and Fordham this weekend.

By Matt Stewart
CoLLECilAN StAKF

The Massachusetts women's soccer team con-

tinues to battle through the heart of its Atlantic

10 schedule. After breaking a six-game losing

streak with a 5-1 win over Xavier this weekend,

the Minutewomen look to continue their win-

ning ways in an A- 10 weekend doubleheader.

UMass travels to Philadelphia today for a 3

p.m. contest against the La Salle Explorers.

Game two of the weekend road trip will feature

a stop in The Bronx at 1 p.m. on Sunday after-

noon for a game against the first place team in

the A- 10. the Fordham Rams.

The Explorers also ended a long losing streak

this past weekend. But the winning drought for

La Salle was slightly more severe than the

UMass streak. After drawing 1 -
1 with Seton

Hall on Aug. 29, the Explorers went on to drop

nine straight games, including four conference

games against Fordham, St. Bonaventure,

Duquesne, and St. Joseph's, suffering six

shutouts. La Salle finally ended the streak

Sunday with a 4-0 shutout of the Temple Owls.

Against Temple, four different Explorers got

on the scoreboard, the most points and scorers

that La Salle has achieved all season. Among
the players to score in the contest was Krista

Lee, who scored the Explorers' first goal. Lee is

the biggest threat in the Explorer battalion. Her

four goals (eight points) put her atop the statis-

tical charts.

Last year, as a freshman. La Salic goalkeeper

Marisa Suarez faced some tough coinpetition

against experienced senior Kerry Schamberger

tewomen hit the road
for the starting spot. Suarez shined, playing in

two fewer games than Schamberger, posting a

4-3-1 record as opposed to Schambcrger's 5-5

record and began to show signs of improvement

towards the end of the season.

This year, the Explorers have stuck with

Suarez, starting her for eight out of the eleven

games this season. Suarez has struggled,

though, with a 1-6 record, 69 percent save per-

centage, and a 2.22 goals against average.

Schamberger has racked up a 0-2 record, 76.9

save percentage, and a 1.86 GAA.
Fordham has yet to lose a conference game

(4-0-1). Highlighting the Rams conference

streak is an offensive explosion against Temple

last weekend, a 7-0 blanking of the Owls.

Fordham hasn't lost a game since Sept. 17,

when it suffered a heart-breaking 4-3 loss to St.

lohn's.

The Rams showcase a wide array of weapons

in their arsenal. Arguably the most dangerous

weapon is Sarah Hopkins. Hopkins leads the

team in goal scoring (eight) and also leads in

total points (18). Her stats rank fourth in the A-

10 in points, fourth in points per game, and tied

for second for goals. Corey Dunfey and Beth

Purcell are Hopkins' sidekicks in the Rams
offensive attack. Dunfey leads the team in

assists (7), and is second on the team in points

(15). Her seven assists rank her first in the A-

10. She also leads in the conference in assists

per game. Purcell has earned five assists this

season while totaling 1 1 points. Purcell is sec-

ond to Dunfey in assists and assists per game

both for the Rams and conference-wide. 13 dif-

ferent Ram players have at least one point t^is

season.

Shannon Misiaszek will be handling the net-

minding responsibilities for Fordham.

Misiaszek has put up decent number thus far,

with an 8-3-1 record, .694 save percentage, and

1.23 GAA.
Sophomore Adair Blyler, Lindsey Bellini, and

junior Lindsey Fairweather all tallied up points

this past weekend. The triumvirate has generat-

ed the majority of the UMass offense this sea-

son. Whenever the Maroon and White hasn't

been shut out, one member of tfie trio has

scored.

BIyer leads the Minutewomen in scoring

(six) as well as in points (14). Bellini, solid

throughout her sophomore campaign, earning

four assists and eight points. With the removal

of her knee brace, Lindsey Fairweather has been

looking much like her old self, as she climbs her

way up the leader list with a total of eight points

(four goals).

The Minutewomen will look to their defense

to provide to shut down their A- 10 opponents

this weekend. Freshman Nadia Villarroel has

taken on a leadership role. The Belmont native

is a dominating force in the backfield for the

Maroon and White.

Friday's starting goalkeeper has not yet been

determined for the Maroon and White. After

senior goalie Kelly Nigh went down hard in a

sliding collision against Dayton, Kristen

Rutland was thrust into the starting role.

Rutland allowed one goal in the 1-0 loss. Nigh

has put up a 3-5-1 record, .811 percent save

percentage, and a 1.64 GAA. Nigh is the A- 10

leader in saves, with 76 this season.
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Wait til...

Gabe Kapler (29) returns to a joyous Red Sox dugout during Boston's 10-4 win over Tampa Bay

on July 23. There will be no joy in the dugout until next year, after last night's ALCS final.

Wildcats show teeth
By Brendan Hall

CoLLEtilAN (i)RRliSPONDIiNT

The Massachusetts field hock-

ey team caine into Memorial Fiekl

in Durham, N.H. Wednesday

night looking to continue its win-

ning ways. But in the end, first-

half mis-

UMass 3

Fordham 1

takes
spelled a 5-

2 victory for

the New
Hampshire Wildcats.

TTw loss drops UMass to 3- 1

1

on the season, while the Wildcats

move to 7-8.

UNH sophomore Katie White

netted the first three goals of the

game, giving her eight in the last

four games. The hat trick was her

secoixi of the season as well.

Freshman Caitlin Gillen would

net two more to seal the win for

the Wildcats.

The Minutewomen offense

did, however, show signs of

improvement, with goals coming

from Adrianne Monaco and

Robin Dziedzlc. Coach Patty Shea

expressed great approval of the

improved offense.

"Without a doubt, there was a

great improvement on offense

tonight. I thought Caitlin Beresin

was the most outstanding player

on the field tonight," Shea said.

It was a back and forth battle

between the Minutewomen and

the Wildcats at the start, but it all

changed quickly when White

knocked in her first goal at 9:52,

assisted by senior |en Stamp. Four

minutes later. White followed a

convoy through the

Minutewomen defense for her

second of the night, assisted by

Gillen. White found the back of

the cage again at 1 9: 1 for the hat

trick, assisted by MacKenzie

Stuart.

The Minutewomen struck

back, however, when Dziedzic rat-

tled one in, unassisted, through

traffic, at 26:22. The comeback

was quickly halted two minutes

later, however, when Gillen

pushed a rebound into the cage to

round out the first half scoring.

"I don't know where my head

was I in the first half). I should

have been a lot more aggressive,"

UMass goalie Christine Tocco

said. Tocco finished the night with

four saves, despite facing many

two-on-one and open net situa-

tions early

There were a lot of positive

things to say about the second

half, as the Minutewomen clearly

picked up the slack.

"The second half was great,"

said Shea. "But we've got to come

out and play like our second half

in the first half ... we made a cou-

ple of mistakes early and they cap-

italized that. We just can't dig a

hok- like we did."

Gillen scored again early in the

second half, assisted by Sam Cam
but it was all UMass after that.

Monaco racked a goal, unassisted,

at 49:37 but the rally wasn't

enough.

UMass heads out to

Richmond, Va. Sunday at noon

for the second leg of its four-game

road trip, where the team will face

the No. 14 Richmond Spiders

(11-2, 2-0 Atlantic 10).

Shea is confident the momentum
from New Hampshire will carry

into this Sunday's conference

matchup.

"We're getting better and bet-

ter every game, and I think we're

a much better team than last year

There's a lot of positive happen-

ing; they're doing a great job, they

really are," she said.

The Minutewomen offense

will face perhaps their toughest

challenge all season long, against a

Spider defense that hasn't let up a

goal over its last three games, and

has let up just two over the last

505:43.

The Spiders are led defensively

by th«yr outstanding goalie, soph-

omore and fonner A 10 rookie of

the year Michelle Swartz. She hat

six shutouts in the last seven

games, and ranks ninth nationally

with a conference-best GAA of

1.05.

The impact of Swartz make*

for yet another exciting goalie's

duel with Tocco. While Tocco

doesn't compare to Swartz in save

percentage (.688, to Swartz's

.774), she is miles ahead of

Swartz in the saves column (121,

to Swartz's 48). Nonetheless, it

will be interesting matchup to

watch.

Also to watch on defense for

the Spklers is sophomore Allfc

Howard, who leads the team with

10 goals and eight assists for 28

points. Together with sophomore

Michelle La Force and senior

lydia Decembrino, the Spiders

defense is a force to be reckoned

with. In their last match against A-

10 opponent LaSalle. they did not

allow one shot.

Offensively the Spiders will be

led by freshman Inge Van

Bogerijen. sophomore Whitney

Wells, sophomore Emma Bradley,

and sophomore Colleen

Wevodeau. Together, the quartet

has scored 18 goals and seven

assists for 43 points. On the other

side, the Minutewomen as a team

have scored just 1 1 goals for the

entire season.

The Minutewomen are winiess

on the road (0-7) thus far this sea-

son, and are 0-5 against Top 25

teams. Regardless, they are confi-

dent coming into Sunday's game.

"Obviously I'm worried about

all the other teams, but Richmond

is going to be a good one," senior

captain Kristin Hopwood said. "If

we can beat Richmond, then we
know we've come a long wray

since the beginning of the season.'

Banner night for N J*
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.|.

(AP) — Sergei Brylin scored with

two seconds left in regulation and

the New jersey Devils salvaged a

2-2 tie with the Toronto Maple

Leafs after raising their Stanley

Cup championship banner

Thursday night.

jay Pandolfo also scored for

New jersey, and Martin Brodeur

made 12 saves as the Devils

remained unbeaten at 1 -0-2.

Nik Antropov and Darcy

TUcker scored second-period goals

for the Maple Leafs. FA Belfour

finished with 3 1 saves.

UghMig 5, Coyotes 1

TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Martin

St. Louis and lassen Cullimore

scored 25 seconds apart in the

second period as Tampa Bay

spoiled Phoenix's bid for its first

4-0 start in franchise history.

St. L^uis put the Lightning

up 2-1 during a power play at

8:07. Cullimore made it a two-

goal game, scoring from close

range at 8:32.

Brad Lukowich scored his

first goal in 7 1 games for Tampa

Bay His previous goal came in

last year's season opener —
against Florida.

Mike Johnson scored for

Phoenix.

Bhie Jackets 2, BlacMnwks 1

COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) —
Rick Nash had a goal and an

assist and Marc Denis stopped

30 shots as Colimibus won its

third straight game at

Nationwide Arena — the best

homestand in the team's four

seasons.

Todd Marchant had a goal

and Geoff Sanderson added two

assists for the Blue jackets, who

are off to a 5-1-0 start.

Brett McLean scored his first

NHL goal midway through the

third period as Chicago lost its

third straight.

TNwtMrs 0, Rangers

NEW YORK (AP) — Pasi

Nurminen stopped 29 shots for

Atlanta, and New York counter-

part Mike Dunham turned aside

30.

It was the first scoreless tie in

the five-season history of the

Thrashers, who are off to their

best start ever at 2-0-2. The four-

game unbeaten streak matches a

franchise high.

New York (0-2-1 ) became the

last team in the Eastern

Conference to earn a point in the

standings. But the Rangers haven't

scored in 157 minutes, 15 sec-

onds.

Red Whigs 3, Canucks 2

DETROIT (AP) — Ray

Whitney broke a tie with 1 :06 left,

and Dominik Hasek made 56

saves as Detroit extended its win-

ning streak to three games.

Whitney's backhander in the

slot was his first goal with the Red

Wings. He was signed as a free

agent from Columbus in the off-

sea.son.

Detroit also got goals from

Brendan Shanahan and Nicklas

Lidstrom. Mathieu Schneider had

two assists.
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Sport

Men's Soccer

Women's Soccer

Sport

Football

Women's Swimming
Women's XCountry

Ice Hockey
Men's Swimming

Sport

Men's Soccer

Women's Soccer

Field Hockey

Weekend Schedule

Friday, Oct. 17

Opp./Event

vs. La Salle

at La Salle

Saturday, Oct. 18

Opp./Event

vs. Hofstra

at UConn
at Albany Invite

vs. St. Lawrence
at Husky Invite

Sunday, Oct. 19

Opp./Event

vs. Fordham
at Fordham
at Richmond

Time

3:30 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

Time

12:30 p.m.

10:00 a.m.

12:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

All Day

Time

1:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

12:00 p.m.

HAttOWFEN

YOUR HEACaUARTERS
FOR ALL YOUR

HALLOWEEN NEEDS!
In the Hampshire Mall,

near J.C. Penney.
Mention this ad and get

10% off your purchase

with a Student ID!

Hockey takes next step
Continued from page 10

changes buth on special teams and

overall. Chris Capraro was seen as

recently as Wednesday wearing an

orange practice jersey, which

would put him on a line with Greg

Mauldin and Stephen Werner, no

slouches themselves. Cahoon
stressed that the Capraro move is

simply a part of pre-conference

season maneuvering.

"We're looking at it just as an

option. I don't know if it's a per-

fect fit," Cahoon said. "We did it

more to see how we could ctMi-

struct some other lines."

"! think you'll see the lineup

change quite a bit over the next

month, just because we need to

see people playing with different

people, and that's part of the

process. With the dynamics of the

team, there are still new players,

and guys fulfilling different roles,

so we're going to be making

changes until we get comfortable.

until we get the perfect fit."

Mauldin also played a cameo

role at the point during a 4-on-3

power play against Lowell, and

while the option worked out quite

well last year, it was a non-factor

on Saturday.

While special teams have

thrived, the Minutemen have

struggled in the first period this

season, going more than a quarter

of the period without submitting

a shot against Connecticut, and

being outskated for much of the

opening stanza last week at

Lowell.
"1 think that's been a little bit

of a problem since the beginning,"

Cahoon said, "guys have been

fooling themselves in the sense

that things are alright and moving

forward, and we'll be OK when

the games come" but the games

become a lot more difficult when

the practices aren't intense."

"I think by addressing the

intensity in practice, we indirectly

attack the issue of sustaining

intensity in games."

While there's no rush, espe-

cially with another non-confer-

ence opponent (Holy Cross) on

the way before his team begins

the meat of the Hockey East slate.

Cahoon won't depreciate the early

season.

"We need to be a better team

at the end of the year than we are

at this time of year. We've got to

be a better team in March than we

are in November, and the motiva-

tion's got to be there to improve,

so we can obtain that goal.

"These games that we're play-

ing now are important on a cou-

ple of fronts. People are going to

play themselves in and out of

lineups and situations, and it sets

the tone for having a good sea-

son, winning as many games as

we're capable of winning, and

hopefully creating an opportunity

for us to be considered for the

NCAA tournament."
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Looking for a turnaround
By Bob McGovern

Ci)LLEi;iAN Staff

After its most disappointing

weekend of the season the

Massachusetts men's soccer team

is coming home, and looking for

redemption.

The Maroon and White (7-4-1,

1-2-1 Atlantic 10), which had a

seven-game unbeaten streak

snapped last Friday against Xavier.

will play A- 10 foes La Salle and

Fordham this weekend, in a series

crucial to UMass's tournament

seeding.

"We have to go back to busi-

ness and get the job done that we
need to do, which is qualify for the

Atlantic 10 tournament. That's our

only goal and only focus right

now," UMass coach Sam Koch

said.

The Minutemen will meet La

Salle (3-6-5. 1-3-0 A- 10) today in

another game against an underdog

opponent with its back against the

wall.

The Explorers have had slow

start to this season, and with three

losses in the conference they'd

need to turn things around quickly

to qualify for the A- 10 tourna-

ment. Their lack of offense has

been their downfall thus far, aver-

aging less than a goal a game.

"They have some good individ-

uals and they Jravc their backs

against the wall^ they are going

to come to play," said Koch, "They

know if they have a bad weekend

their season is over"

LaSalle's best player has been

their keeper. Stash Graham, last

year's A- 1 Defensive Player of the

Year Graham has maintained out-

standing numbers in goal with a

1.25 goals against average.

Although his effort has been stel-

lar, his record reflects the lack of

cohesion in LaSalle's offense.

Leading the way for the

Explorers has been Tom Kenney,

who leads the team in points with

seven. Kenney single-handedly

gave La Salle its first conference

win of the season over St.

Bonaventure, scoring the only two

goals of the game.

The rest of the team has six

goals between them for the season.

But LaSalle has yet to win on the

road this season, going 0-4- 1 . The

Minutemen are happy to return to

the comforts of Rudd Field.

"I think we're excited to play.

We want to play and get back on

the winning track. We're happy to

be at home. I'd rather be at home
then on the road," Koch said, "To

be honest it doesn't matter where

we play on Friday. We want to get

back on the field and turn this

around."

Fordham brings a very defense-

minded team to Amherst this

weekend, sporting one of the

stingiest backfields in the A- 10.

The Rams have only let up 1.87

goals per game, but like La Salle

has had its share of problems find-

ing the back of the net.

Fordham (2-7-1, 1-3 A-10)

only has two players with more

than one goal on the season. Riad

Mehovic and Patrick McNamee
are the leading goal scorers on the

season, with three and two respec-

tively.

The reason for the offensive

struggles may be related to the

stacked backfield that the Rams

use against their opponents.

Fordham tends to play conserva-

tive soccer, waiting for opportuni-

ties, rather than attacking the

goal.

"Fordham is very solid defen-

sively. They play with nine guys

behind the ball," Koch said, "They

are hard to break down. They are

going to sit back and defend and

look for a counterattack. That's

hard to play against."

The Rams are another team on

the brink of elimination and will

be high on emotion come Sunday.

The Maroon and White will need

to pick up its offense, which has

been struggling recently.

Last weekend there was a lack

of cohesion between the offense

and defense, which caused the

Minutemen to get swept in Ohio.

Koch does not want the same

inconsistency to remain or UMass

may soon have its back against the

wall.

"Obviously we got beat. We
got beat by not being prepared to

play on Friday ... so now our team

understands how hard it is to win

with that bull's eye on your back.

We don't have to worry about it

now," Koch said.

Freshman goalkeeper Nick

Billman has been sidelined since

he suffered an ankle injury against

George Washington. Koch

remains guarded as to Billman's

status for the weekend, but senior

Colin Bums is a near lock to see at

least some playing time.

"He's still injured. He trained

yesterday," Koch said of Billman.

"We'll see how he is today. Right

now it's still touch and go," Koch

said.

XC enters Albany free-for-all
By Leah Wyner
(ajllegian Staff

The Massachusetts cross-

country teams will compete

Saturday, along with 24 other

teams at the Albany Cross

Country Invitational.

The number of teams attend-

ing the invitational has gone up

considerably from last year. The

increased size is due to the

Northeast Conference

Championships being held at

Albany this year. As a result, a

sizeable number of teams in that

conference will compete to get an

idea of the course.

Middlebury, New Hampshire,

Albany, and Binghamton are

among the strongest women's

teams at the invitational.

Middlebury and New Hampshire

should produce quite a duel, as

both have had great programs in

the past few years. Binghamton,

Rent one

MOurs

AtoacMima/fee/br

27-25 year oWdmers
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On Bus RoiAe- One MUe North ol UMass

the team that defeated UMass in

come-from-behind fashion in the

second half of the race, should

make its mark as well.

Women's coach lulie

LaFreniere is confident about the

race. While her squad is hitting

mid-season form, she's still nerv-

ous about this weekend's race,

which has the chance to become

a free-for-all.

"The team is really starting to

gel," LaFreniere said. "What I

worry about when it's that many

runners together are things like

people tripping, or incidents like

the last meet where (senior]

Tricia ISilva's) shoe was pulled

off in the beginning of the race.

She made an incredible come-

back, but it only takes one inci-

dent like that."

LaFreniere also has high hopes

for junior Lauren Donohue.

"Lauren's been looking much
better," she said. "She's starting

to look very different in her races

and workouts, much stronger.

I'm looking forward to seeing

what she can do."

For the men's teams. Syracuse

looks to be near the top, as their

lead runner is the defending

champion for this meet. Marist.

the defending team champion for

the meet, looks to be in the top

three as well, and a good match

for Syracuse. New Hampshire

also looks strong, as it placed

well in the New England champi-

onships even with several runners

sitting out due to injuries.

Albany also poses a threat for

the UMass men. The Maroon and

White placed fifth last year, with

Albany outpacing it by a ten-

point margin, and that's one of

the few things coach Ken O'Brien

would like to see change this year

"It would be tough for us to

crack that top three, but I'd like

to see us narrow the gap there

was between New Hampshire,

Syracuse and us last year at this

meet," O'Brien said.

O'Brien poses that as a goal,

and also hopes to improve on the

team's performance from last

week.
"1 was a little disappointed,

but 1 chalked it up to a lack of

experience. I'd like to see if the

kids learned from that experience

within the last seven days," said

O'Brien.

He likes the meet for its com-

petitiveness, its placement in the

schedule (two weeks before

Atlantic 10 championships), and

its size. With 25 teams compet-

ing, it's a bigger meet that serves

as excellent preparation for the

A-10 and NCAA championships.

O'Brien thinks the team's per-

formance last year at the meet

can be duplicated on Saturday,

even though the field will be sig-

nificantly tougher.

"Instead of having a lot of our

scorers between about 25th and

40th like last year, I think we can

put a few more in the top 25."

Gentle, effective, natural treatment for neck pain, back pain,

lieadaches. sports injuries, auto injuries, work injuries.

Re^ame^(koie^O(i OMK
downtown
Amherst

Dr. Lee Kane
Chiropractic Physicinn

Member:

• American Chiropractic Associatior)

• Massachusetts Chiropractic Society

Participating provider with most insurance,

including student insurance & GIC

Amherst Family Chiropractic

Center for Natural Health
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Massage Therapy mc
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Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Quesadilla

• Fish & Chips

• Fiesta Rice & Cheese

(vegetarian)

• Curried Chick Peas

(vegan

DINNER
• Veal Parmesan

• Salmon Miso

, Tofu Fajita

(vegan)

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

FRIDAY
• High: 56

• Low: 35

SATURDAY
• High: 54

• Low: 33

SUNDAY
• High: 52

• Low: 36 iium
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Amelia P. Lincoln
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Meghan Heaiy/ Sheryl Wolnik
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Emilie Duggan
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We didn't start the fire

It was always burning

Since the world's been turning

We didn't start the fire

No we didn't light it

But we tried to fight '^ ^ ^
-Billy loel '^ ^

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

Stop wondering why you're being stared

at.

pisCeS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Don't go to work today, you deserve a

day off.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9

Don't be possessive with your partner,

buy them a six-pack and let em'go.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Yes, you have a booger in your nose.

Now pick it.

gemini • may21-|un. 21

it is time to let the world know who your

true love is.

cancer • jun. 22-iuL. 22

When you feel like no one likes you, just

think of Derek Jeter!

leo • lui.. 23-Auc. 22

Next time you are belting Piano Man in

your car, put the windows up.

virgO • Aug. 23-StPT. 22

Stop taking your anger out on your friends.

Instead, talk bad about the Yankees!

libra • Sept. 23-OcT. 22

Be careful when walking past the library.

You may get blown away.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Make up the work you missed while sit-

ting on your butt and watching baseball.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dec. 21

jump in a puddle this weekend, it will be

fun!

Capricorn • dec. 22-|an. 19

if you are having an ugly day, think of

Don Zimmer and how lucky you are.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
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Student Director Want-

ed For Play t)n Lord

Jeff Amherst. Shows

the 'Hero' Biologic

Warrior who Deliber-

ately Slaughtered the

Indians with Smallpox,

'Winning' the War.

Style: Brechtian. Loud,

raucous. Simple sets.

Musical. Goal: contro-

versy, outrage. Author:

AC graduate, many

past productions

Venue/ Actors: your

choice Contact: 7 1
8-

601-8089 nites Leave

name/address please

\I'\KIMIM lOK Kl M

1 t)edroom available in

2 bedroom apartment

in Sunderlanil. On bus

route $450/month. Cats

allowed 11/1413-478-

9175

\ I I ( ) I ( ) K

93 Pontine Fionnevillc

SDN All Power Must

Sell $15(X)b/o 253-5537

Purchasing a used car.'

Having your car

repaired? l>) yt)u know

your lefjal rights?

Qinract the Student

Legal Services Office,

922 Campus Center,

545-1995

1995 Honda Accord

Standard 125K

Excellent Gmdition

$4800.0) 253-2740

Evenings

1991 Toyota Camry

Wagon AC/Power

1-7,000 miles, reliable.

$2500 549-4060

$500!!! Cars from

$500!!! Police

Imi> Hinds for listings.

1-800-^19-3^2^

ext4554

{ OMF'UriRS

C^iicksilver Comp-

uting (Computer help

Vims removal Weh
Design $15/hr 548-

6847 Ask for T.J.

COMIHITFRS

Pentium Laptop

$99.00 Pentium

L>sktop $49.00 We fix

Laptops, Desktops/

PC's guaranteed 584-

8857

IMI'IOYMENT

LOCAL RADIO
STATION Entry level

c lerical/sales/on-air.

Computer skills neces-

sary Compensation

negotiable Resume:

PO Box 98 5

Greenfield, MA 01302

Motivated students

seeking leadership out-

side the box. Gain

experience in all

aspects of nmning a

small business Call

508-246-12^0

FVtlHOVMFNT

1
Visii/Miistercard

i approval agents earn

$l,000/week potential.

No experience neces-

sary. Call 1-800-821-

3416ext.l45

Sales Assistant for

consulting/s<.)ftware

! firm. Telephone tele-

marketing. Economics

a plus. Please send

ctwer letter and resume

to Frederick Treyz at

j

Regional Economic

j

Models, Inc., 433 West

Street, Amherst, MA
- 01002orfax4n-549-

1038 or email

I resumes@remi.com.

iRMniRr

Moving Sale Patricia

413-529-9458

INSIRUC TIO\

University Bartending

Classes Start Soon 1-

800-U-CAN-MlX Call

now for information!!!

Space is Limited

www.universitybar-

tending.com

Wallet Near Parking

garage 10/14 If found

please call with

description 413-237-

1015

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

potential. Ltxal posi-

tions. 1-800-293-3985

ext 516

Ex|terienced and certi-

fied high energy

ihsrnictors for kickKix-

ing and spinning class-

es. C-all Northampton

Athletic Club 585-

8500

!BarTending!$

$250/day potential No
experience Nesc

Training pnwided. 1
-

800-965-6520 ext 162

Stuck on a tough

term paper?

TbePaperExperts.com

can help! Expert writ-

ers can help with edit-

ing, writing, graduate

schtxil applications.

We'll help with any

subject - visit us 24/7

at

TliePaperExperts.com

S(R\ K ts

Pet-Sitter available

days nights & week-

ends. Dog walking. 9

years experience. Call

Gina 253-0619

All Digital Prtxluctions

Pro Videography for

Weddings, Bar

Mitzvahs, Commercial

(508) 221-8223 sweep-

picker@yahixi.com

SHEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES B(xly

Sugaring (waxing) for

men and women *Safe

*100% Natural

Effective 253-2322

https://shearbl i.ss.image

411.com

PREGNANCY TEST-

ING, HIV Testmg,

Birth C^mtrol, an d

Emergency

Qmtraception.

Affordable and confi-

dential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray Street,

Amherst. 548-9992

SFR\K FS

Pregnant.' Need help?

Call Birthnght of

Amherst area for free

testing and assistance.

549-1906

SPRING BREAK
2004! Beach Life

Vacations! Jamaica,

Cancun, Acapulco,

Bahamiis, Florida. Sell

Trips, Earn C-ash,

Travel Free!! Call 1-

800-733-6347

www.beachlifevaca-

tions.com

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of

Destinations, including

Cniises! Foam Parties,

Free IVinks and C\uh

Admissiims. Rep

l\>sitions and FREE

trips Available.

l-a"K)-2 3 1-4386

www. EpicureanTours.

com

Math/Physics Tutor

$30/Hr plus travel Call

L>. Kline 41 3-552-

3805

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2004's Hottest

Prices B(X)k now .. Free

Trips, Meals & Parties

Ulor 18cV-42(v7710

A SPRING BREAK-

ER NEEDED 2004's

Hottest l\>stinations

(Si Parties 2 free trips /

high commissions 1 5w

sunsplashtours.com

1800-426-7710

Place your

classified ad

in the

Massachusetts

Daily Collegian

Marketplace!

Visit the

Campus Center

Basement
or call

545-3500!
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Yanks in Series
Boone's leadoff HR
wins ALCS as New
York downs Boston

By Ronald Blum
Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) — Aaron

Boone set off bedlam in the

Bronx on Thursday night with a

leadoff home run in the 1 1 th

inning

Red Sox

Yankees

Mariano Riv.ra struck out three and allowed two hits in three innings of work last night helping the New York Yankees to their 39th

American League Championship. Bret BcK,ne's leadoff home run in the 1 1th inning sent the Yankees to a World Series meeting with Florida.

The next step
UM set to host

St. Lawrence

5 to give

the New
6 York

Yankees

a 6-5 victory over the Boston

Red Sox for a trip to the World

Series and their 39th American

League pennant.

New York trailed 4-0 in the

fourth inning and 5-2 in the

eighth as Roger Clemens made

an early exit in what looked to

be the final game of his storied

career.

But the Yankees bounced

back, rekindling all those

painful memories that have

haunted so many Red Sox fans

— thoughts of Bucky Dent, Bill

Buekner and decades of New
York domination.

This was the fifth pennant in

six seasons for the Yankees,

who haven't won the World

Series since 2000. and the 26th

time they played these old foes

— a baseball first.

The final words of the ulti-

mate chapter revealed it was the

same old story, one that the Red

Sox perennially curse: pin-

stripes in the World Series,

despair back in Boston.

Only the names change in

the annual fight between New
York and New England, never

the result.

Mariano Rivera didn't allow

a run in his first three-inning

appearance since Sept. 6. 1996.

It capped a triumphant night for

a New York bullpen that had

failed so often. This time, it

allowed just one run in eight

innings, and Rivera walked off

with the MVP award.

Wakefield, who relieved to

start the 10th, had baffled New
York with his knuckleball in

Games 1 and 4 and started with

a scoreless inning.

Boone, acquired from

Cincinnati on July 31, then

homered into the left-field

seats, setting the old ballpark

shaking. There wasn't a doubt

from the moment it left his bat.

It was the first pennant-win-

ning, extra-inning homer for the

Yankees since Chris Chambliss'

ninth-inning shot against

Kansas City in 1976.

Rivera went right to the

mound, dropping to the ground

and pounding the pitching rub-

ber with his right hand. He

seemed to be sobbing by the

time coach Wille Randolph got

to him and hugged him.

The Yankees waited for

Boone at home plate, hopping

with excitement, and mobbed

him when he arrived.

"Wow. 1 can't even talk,"

Boone said. "It's unbelievable.

Mo ... so many heroes today

Unbelievable. This is awesome.

Like Derek told me, The ghosts

will show up eventually."

Rivera had probably pitched

his final inning, lose C.ontreras,

who wasted a two-run lead in

Game 6, was starting to warm

up in New York's bullpen.

Rivera had thrown 48 pitches.

"1 see those guys coming

back, coming back, coming

back, and 1 think I've got to

hold this, '" he said.

Trot Nixon's two-run homer

in a three-run second inning

and Kevin Millar's solo shot in

the fourth chased Clemens, who
walked off slowly in what then

appeared to be the final appear-

ance of his storied career.

lason Giambi, dropped to

seventh in the batting order for

the first time since |uly 1999,

started the comeback with solo

homers in the fifth and seventh

innings innings.

A parade of New York

relievers — including Mike

Mussina in the first relief

appearance of his major league

career — held Boston scoreless

until David Ortiz made it 5-2

with a homer in the eighth on

David Wells' first pitch of the

game.
Derek leter then sparked the

eighth with a one-out double

over Nixon in right, and Bernie

Williams singled him home.

Hideki Matsui followed with a

double down the right-field line

— on an 0-2 pitch — that put

runners on second and third,

and Posada looped a hit to cen-

ter that scored both runners,

with Matsui slapping the plate

as he slid in and his teammates

coming out of the dugout.

Posada wound up on second

base as no one covered the bag.

Martinez, who had thrown

125 pitches, was removed in

favor of left-hander Alan

Embree, who retired Giambi on

a fiyout. Mike Timlin came in

and intentionally walked pinch-

hitter Ruben Sierra and Karim

Garcia unintentionally, loading

the bases for Alfonso Soriano.

He hit a ball off the mound
and it bounced to second base-

man Todd Walker, who raised

his glove, grabbed it and threw

to second for the forceout.

By Andrew MtRRirr

( :ill I tCIAN SxAFf

The Massachusetts hockey team's season is two

games old. and already the Minutcmen have played a

Hockey East opponent, madt- mstii switches, and

shaken up lines.

When they host St. I^wrcncc lomuiiuw (Mullins

Center. 7 p.m.). they're hoping it won't be two steps

forward, one step back.

The Saints arc a relative unknown for UMass

coach Don Cahoon and his charges. SLU la.st visited

UMass on |an. 2, 2(XX). going to overtime before lay

Shaw knocked home the winner for the Minutcmen

with just nine seconds left in the extra frame. Prior to

that, the teams met on Nov. 27. 1993 in Canton.

N.Y.. and the hosts took a 5-4 victory. So, outside of

scouting reports, neither team will be familiar with

the other side entering tomorrow s game.

However, Cahoon does remember a few things

from his days at Princeton, where the Tigers went 5-

10-3 against SLlJ.

"I know quite a bit about the style of play because

I was in that league for so many years. I know they're

in the midst of a resurgence, and their program has a

great tradition, and when they're a good team they've

been a very gtxxl team, a Frozen Four team not so

many years ago.

"They're a team that usually has very good offen-

sive concepts. They usually do very well outnumber-

ing people on the cycle. They're usually very good on

special teams. The power play was always a really dif-

ficult power play to defend."

The Saints have struggled the last two years, post-

ing back-to-back 21 loss seasons (11 wins each.)

They've been shut out of NCAA tournament play

three straight years. However in 1999-2000. they fin-

ished third in the nation, winning both the ECAC reg-

ular sea.son and tournament titles as well.

This year, the Saints are sitting on a 1-1-2 record.

but the one win was a 3-1 defeat of Central Collegiate

Hockey Association member Miami University

(Ohio).

As for the Minutcmen. they have the chance to

win the lirsl three games of the sea.son for just the

second time since the 1993 reinstatement of the pro-

gram. The last time UMass got off to such a start was

the 1995-96 season, when it went to 4-1 en route to

a 10-19-6 overall record (4-14-6 Hockey East.) The

hot start has been thanks much in part to the surging

special teams, which have produced three goals —
including Peter Trovato's shorthanded game winner

last Saturday against Lowell — and killed off all 1

1

penalties the Minutcmen have received this season.

Through two games last year, the UMass penalty

killers were only 7-for- 11.
^

"We're still a work in progress," said Cahoon.

always the skeptic. "We've made some line changes,

and that will change special teams to a degree. I'm

happy with our PK up to now, but every week is dif-

ferent."

The Minutcmen are also experimenting with some

Continued on page 8
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Stephen Werner (19) tries to bang a puck past Uiwetl's Chris Davidson during the Minutemen's 3-2

win over the River Hawks last Saturday. UMass plays St. Lawrence at the Mullins Center tomorrow.
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15 arrested following Sox loss
Group leads poUce on chase

By Dan Lamothe anp

FERRON SAL>aKER

COLLEOIAN StAHF

Fifteen people were arrested

early Friday morning after a group

of people frustrated with the

Boston Red Sox' American League

Championship Series loss led

University of Massachusetts police

on a cross-campus chase, vandaliz-

ing windows, fences and other

property as they went.

The action marked a contrast

frran several recent Red Sox-relat-

ed disturbances in the past two

weeks. For the first time, people

involved in the disturbance took

their vandalism out of the

Southwest residential area. At least

100 people worked their way up

Massachusetts Avenue with some

attempting to set fire to a bus stop

near Sunset Avenue.

"Southwest really wasn't the

problem," Barbara O'Connor,

UMass police chief said. "The

problem became the behavior on

Massachusetts Avenue and across

the campus."

Immediately following the

game, which ended around mid-

night, a group of about 1 50 to 200

students gathered in the Southwest

courtyard near Berkshire Dining

Commons, chanting "Yankees

suck." "Let's go Marlins," and sev-

eral other expletive-filled phrases.

TWo T-shirts were burned, one with

an "I love N.Y." phrase on the

front, the other with "Yankees

suck."

A steady stream of beer cans

and other debris poured out the

windows of |ohn Quincy Adams
Tower and Washington Tower,

including several firecrackers and

fireworks.

After a half hour of chanting,

the UMass Police Department

issued a warning over a public

address system at 1 2:40 a.m. telling

the crowd to disperse. Riot police

formed a line along Washington

tower at 12:45 a.m., marching in

lines forward through the court-

yard past Berkshire IX!, using offi-

cers mounted on horseback and a

police van.

Police sealed off the courtyard

in Southwest using eight police

dogs, sending students into their

residence halls or away from the

area completely

CtRAlPH llNC./iXM.LMilAN

A police officer sUnds guard near the bus stop in front of Southwest

residential area on Massachusetts Avenue early Friday morning.

Once dispersed, much of the

group made the move away from

Southwest. Cars and buildings

were damaged across campus,

including the Fine Arts Center.

Herter Hall, Kennedy Tower,

Melville Hall, according to

O'Connor The fire alarm system in

Thoreau Hall also sustained serious

damage, she said.

"TTie calls f^r vandalism are still

coming in," she said.

A group of students made their

way to the Northeast quad and set

a large fire there. O'Connor said

that the fire was composed of a

couch, among other materials.

About 75 to 100 students stood in

the quad between Crabtree Hall

and Mary Lyon Hall, with some

jumping over the fire and others

yelling.

TVo police cars and a fire truck

were posted between Dwight Hall

and Lewis Hall. After the polk^e

issued a warning for students to

clear the area, , riot police marched

in from the direction of Eastman

Lane. Polfce began shooting pep-

perball and telling students to

move in doors. Students quickly

ran into the surrounding dorms, as

riot police continued to shoot stu-

dents as they attempted to fit in

crowded doorways. The fire was

quickly extinguished, and police

reinained in the quad to clear the

area.

UMPD used the services of

about 50 UMass police officers and

40 state police, who arrived by bus.

Amherst police also assisted,

O'Connor said. Massachusetts

Daily Collegian reporters wit-

nessed at least one arrest made by

plainclothes officers.

"We had these pockets of resist-

ance... instigating a mob mentali-

ty," O'Connor said.

Eleven of the 15 arrested are

UMass students. The 1 5 include;

— lohn T Beggan, 21, of 187

Plain St. in Pembroke, Mass.. was

arrested and charged with disor-

derly conduct.

— Peter W Hutchings, 18, of

95 Mattapoisett Neck City St. in

Mattapoisett, Mass., was arrested

and charged with inciting a riot,

failure to disperse in a riot, and dis-

orderly conduct.

— Nicholas Mitchell. 18, of 3

Antassawamock St. in

Mattapoisett, Mass.. was arrested

and charged with failure to dis-

perse in a riot and disorderiy con-

duct.

— Joseph Gelinas, 18, of 611

South St. in Dalton, Mass., was

arrested and charged with inciting

a riot, failure to disperse in a riot

Students bum T-shirts outside of John Adams tower in the Southwest residential area early Friday

morning.

and disorderly conduct.

— Matthew Falcone, 19, of 10

Linden St. in Wmchendon, Mass..

was arrested and charged with dis-

orderly conduct.

— Jonathan E. Cohen, 19, of 57

Highland St. in Sharon, Mass., was

arrested and charged with failure

to disperse in a riot.

— Timothy |. O'Neill, f*. of

125 Summer Ave. in Reading

Mass., was arrested and charged

with failure to disperse in a riot and

disorderly conduct.

— lared Sinkwkh, 29, of 54

Pomeroy Lane in Amherst, Mass.,

was arrested and charged with fail-

ure to disperse in a riot and disor-

derly conduct.

— Harold Galpin. 19. of UM
Green St. in Rockland. Mass.. was

arrested and charged with disor-

derly conduct.

— Evan Meyer. 19. of 188D

Warner Hill Rd. in Charlemont.

Mass., was arrested and charged

with disorderly conduct and mis-

treating a police dog or horse.

O'Connor said the charges are tied

to him allegedly throwing rocks at

the animals.

— Patrick McGillicuddy, 19, of

30 Bay St. in Quincy Mass.. was

arrested and charged with failure

to disperse in a riot and disorderly

conduct.

— Erik W. Drauschke. 2 1 , of 77

Libby Ave. in Reading. Mass.. was

arrested and charged with unlawful

possession of fireworks, inciting a

riot, failure to disperse in a riot and

disorderly conduct.

— Wesley Cullinane. 20, of 58

Anson Rd. in Concord. Mass., was

arrested and charged with failure

to disperse in a riot and disorderly

conduct.

— Kenneth Petkunas, 18, of

221 So. Main St. in Sherbom.

Mass., was arrested and charged

with inciting a riot, failure to dis-

perse in a riot and disorderly con-

duct.

— Brandon Horn, 22. of 50

Meadow St.. Unit 8, in Amherst,

Mass., was arrested and charged

with malicious destruction of prop-

erty valued at more than $250.

resisting a police officer making ii

lawful arrest and disorderly con-

duct.

All but Gelinas. Sinkwich.

Pentukas and Horn are students.

O'Connor said she thought it was

possible Amherst police arrested

more students near Sunset Avenue.

Amherst police could not be

reached to confimi that.

O'Connor showed video tape to

media during a press conference at

UMass police headquarters I riday.

and issued a floppy disk with the

still photo of what they believe to

be one of the main instigators of

the crowd activity. She .said the

man is about 5-foot-9, with a goat-

ee or mustache. The man was one

of two people who burned their

hands badly after picking up smoke

canisters fired by the (Xjlice.

Anyone who can identify the man

is encouraged by UMPD to call the

police at 545-2121.

Michael Gargano. vice chancel-

lor of student affairs, said students

will be held accountable for their

actions.

"It's not fair for the good stu-

dents who arc trying to do good

things for the University." he said.

"We are all paying for this, hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars.

'

O'Connor said UMPD has paid

Continued on page 3
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Police say thi.s man was one

of the main instigators in

Thursdav's vandalism.

UMass hosts Autumn Event Canadian drugs gain support
By Sara-Megan Walsh

COLLEOIAN StATF

About 4,000 prospec-

tive new students and their

families gathered Saturday

at the annual, day-long

Autumn Event, hosted by

the New Students program

at the University of

Massachusetts.

Students arrived from

local Massachusetts and as

far away as Kentucky and

Michigan to learn more
about UMass. Students

came with plenty of ques-

tions and concerns, many
were eager to grab a

glimpse of what campus
was really like while their

parents raised concerns

over tuition and the quality

of life on campus.

The Autumn Event

began with a gathering of

all the prospective students

at the Mullins Center for

an Opening and Welcome
featuring speakers includ-

Pac{4

Editorial/Opinion

Magical Run
Sox SEASON ORAWS

CAMPUS TOCITHfR

Arts & Living

Paci 5

Album Surprises
Campfiri Girls

Al BUM MATtMl FSS

Paces

Capped Off
UMass roils

ovfR SLU

Comics/Classifieds

Paci 7

ing Ann-Marie Watt, a

graduate of the class of

2003.

Watt summarized what

she believed the University

offered to the students

with a slogan called, " The

3 C's: Excellent Classroom

Education, Campus educa-

tion and Community."
Following Watt's com-

ments, the 270-member
Minuteman Marching Band

held a performance.

The welcoming then

continued, with speeches

with both President lack

M. Wilson and Chancellor

lohn V. Lombardi giving

speeches.

"This (UMass) is a place

with a set of unique char-

acteristics." Lombardi

said. "The first is. it's big

enough for power, yet

small enough to be under-

stood... The second char-

acteristic is the quality of

the faculty."

The prospective

students then moved
out to explore various

events ranging from

informational meetings

of the individual col-

leges, tours of the cam-

pus and its residential

halls, performances by

various student groups,

a RSO club fair, and

panel discussions aimed

to answer questions

about what campus
really holds in store for

students. •

Many students left

the informational ses-

sions with new informa-

tion on the University

and the individual col-

leges. Many drew com-

parisons between UMass
and other schools they are

considering.
"1 looked at Bentley and

it was pretty comparable,"

lames Burns of Foxboro,

Mass.. said after attending

the Isenberg School of

Management showcase.

Many stu<*ents came
away with a positive

impression of the campus.

"It looks better in com-

parison to bigger colleges

like Boston University."

another prospective stu-

dent, Kelly Gazzano of

Cape Cod, said.

"We just came out of the

lour of the theater." said

Angela Formica, of

Auburn, MA. " Its

absolutely beautiful."

The Autumn Event not

only left an iinpression

with prospective new stu-

dents, but with parents as

well. Parents paid closer

attention to issues concern-

ing the quality of life on

campus.
"It looks like its very

secure here, which is very

important to a parent

whose student lives six

hours away," one parent.

Donna Merryman of

Landburg, Penn., said of

the police presence on

campus.
Overall, the Autumn

Event seems to have left a

positive impression on

many prospective students

and parents.

"lit was) very well

organized, there's plenty of

staff here to help - they're

friendly and polite," Eileen

Schaffer of Potsdarn. N.Y.

said.

By Mike Travis

CoU.K(.lAN C>)RRESP<)NI1ENT

As Massachusetts Attorney General Thomas F. Reilly

joins in the crusade to combat costly prescription drugs

statewide. Springfield Major Michael |. Albano calls on

state legislature to act without hesitation.

Reilly urged the Food and Drug Administration last

Monday to reverse its opposition to imported drugs from

Canada and other countries. "The actions by the attor-

ney general will go a long way." said Albano. "1 am hope-

ful that the intervention by a person of Tom Reilly's sta-

tus in this state, in this country, may lead to the FDA at

least considering doing a private project in Springfield.

"

Albano testified last Wednesday at the statehousc

hearing in Boston, urging Massachusetts Legislature's

joint Committee on Health Care to back the state's pre-

scription drug and fair pricing act. The bill, if approved,

would establish a bulk-purchasing program for state

employees and Medicaid recipients. The pharmaceutical

and biotech industry opposes the initiative. Anthony C.

Wisniewski, a director for the Pharmaceutical Research

and Manufacturers of America, argues that the bill

would limit patients' access to the drugs they need and.

in reducing the companies' profit, make it impossible for

the industry to pursue research and development of lile-

saving drugs.

Springfield started its Canadian drug import program

for city employees, in defiance of the FDA, "as a matter

of survival for public services," said Albano. Healthcare

costs have risen over 100 percent since Albano took

office in 1996. He plans on using the estimated nine mil-

lion in savings the initiative will provide lor police, fire,

education, and a number of other public services gouged

by budget cuts.

Many cities throughout New England, including

Pittsfield. Ma.ssachusetts and Burlington. Vt.. arc watch-

ing Springfield closely before taking measures of their

own to import prescription drugs from Canada. "It's

developing some momcntutn on its own in congress and

a lot of mayors all around are waiting to see what hap-

pens hercl believe as mayor uf the city that my

employees should have the same benefits as those peo-

ple that get on buses or go on the internet." said

Albano.

On Oct. 21. the mayor and some legislators will lake

a bus tour from Boston to Springfield to promote n bill

that would direct the state to apply for a federal waiver

to distribute information and materials on how to bu\

prescription drugs from Canada.

In response to continuing support for i>pringtickis

cause, the FDA has stepped up its surveillance, survey-

ing packages as they enter the United Slates and docu-

menting any problems found. They are also using the

one documented case of a batch of insulin shipped to

Springfield improperly refrigerated as proof i.>f ihe risk

of these rc-imporled drugs.

"I can see their concern about the safety issue, bui

if seniors can't afford their medication, thal's a safety

issue." said Albano. "If they lower their heal so much

that it becomes a danger to their health becau.sc the\

can't afford to pay for both, that's a safety issue.

"

Commonwealth to welcome Klein
By S.J. Port

CoLi.E(iiAN Staff

The University of

Massachusetts's Commonwealth
College will welcome author )oe

Klein as a guest lecturer tomorrow

at noon in the Curry Hicks Cage.

Klein's visit is part of

Commonwealth College's Dean's

Book series, his novel "The

Natural: The Misunderstood

Presidency of Bill Clinton," is the

Dean's Book .selection this semes-

ter. The lecture will be followed by

a discussion period and is free and

open to the public.

Commonwealth College tradi-

tionally invites the author of llieir

chosen Dean's Book to speak to

students and faculty each .semester.

This summer the College invited

Klein but did not hear back from

him until recently. Dean Linda

Slakey announced Klein's visit just

last week. Unfortunately, whereas

most authors visit before the con-

clusion of the seven-week Dean's

book course, Klein will speak the

final week of Dean's book, after

many classes have concluded their

study of his book.

Klein is said lo enjoy speaking

to student audiences. One Dean's

Book instructor advised her stu-

dents to be prepared to ask ques-

tions as well as answer ciitestions

Klein may have for them.

900 students, enrolled in 65 sec-

tions of Dean's Book this semester

have read, discussed and presented

projects about The Natural.

Mall Daniels, a sophomore, has

decided not to alicinl Klein's lec-

Continued on page 3
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American Cancer Society President speaks at Smith
By Paul Connei.i y

NORTHAMPTON— Dr. Mary

Simmonds. national president of

the American Cancer Society

spoke at Smith College on Friday,

continuing the Biological

Colloquium Series on hope and

progress in cancer research.

Simmonds, a 1971 graduate

of Smith College and long-stand-

ing volunteer lor the ACS,

addressed the progress being

made in the light against cancer

but stressed the responsibility of

organizations like the ACS to

Klein Speaks
Continued from page A1

ture. Daniels said that

although he isn't "into politics"

the book was "relatively not as

dry" as other political books he

has read. However, he did not

believe the book was a good

choice for Dean's Book

because it was difficult to dis-

cuss and to relate to for those

not knowledgeable or interest-

ed in politics.

Katrina Wright-Singer, a

junior, agreed, "1 thought the

book was not a good choice,"

she said, "i couldn't relate to it

at all."

Klein

authored
"Primary

educate the public on controlling

the disease.

"It's gratifying tu see the

progress being made," Simmonds

said. "We've gone from the

Curie's to radiation treatment and

now we have medication like

lamoxofen and Amend coming

out and they're all bringing us

closer to the end of the disease."

Although cancer death rates

have dropped dramatically since

1440, it's still the second leading

cause of death in the United

States behind heart disease. Lung

cancer is the most common form

of cancer in both men and

women, according to an ACS
Facts and Figures document.

"To control cancer, we need

more research and better preven-

tion education," said Simmonds.

"Cancer can be prevented by

lifestyle changes. People are still

smoking and drinking excessive

amounts of alcohol. They're still

exposed to radiation, viruses,

chemicals and they're too physi-

cally inactive. They may seem like

simple things to avoid, but some

people just aren't getting that

they're deadly."

Cultural and environmental

factors play a large role in causing

cancer too, said Simmonds. Liver

cancer, which is found promi

nently in third world countries

where the disease is less prevent-

able, was recognized as the most

common worldwide cancer in the

annual ACS Facts and Figures

report.

But however close pivotal pre-

vention is to stopping cancer,

Simmonds said it falls behind

early detection and successful

treatment as the most important

step in curing the disease.

"Sometimes cancer only gets

worse when you treat it,"

Simmonds .said. "Things like

acute toxic reactions, organ dam
age, carcinogenesis (cancer pro-

ducing agents) and teratogenesis

(agent causing malformation ol

an embryo) can occur. But with

better research, we're learning as

we go how to deal with these

problems."

When treating cancer

patients, Simmonds relies heavily

on psychosocial support, long

and short-term palliation, symp

lorn relief and clinical research.

But Simmonds attributes much
of a cancer patient's recovery to

the dedication of ACS volun-

teers.

anonymously
the best-selling

Colors" in 1998

based on the 1992 presidential

race. "Primary Colors." later

turned into a film starring a

hefty John Travolta as the

Clinton-esque lack Stanton,

was Kleins first book concern-

ing the Clinton's. Klein's next

book, "The Running Mate."

follows "Primary Colors," this

time following lack Stanton's

opponent Charlie Martin,

based loosely on Senators |ohn

McCain and |ohn Kerry.

"The Natural," written fol-

lowing Clinton's presidency

and published in March of

2002. is Klein's account of

Clinton's two terms in the

White House. Klein analyzes

Clinton's character, his poli-

cies, the culture in which he

governed and sheds light on

Clinton's personal maturation

and his rise to political power.

Klein, currently a Time

magazine columnist and senior

writer, worked for The New
Yorker as their Washington

correspondent from 1996 to

2000. and as a staff writer

from 2000 to 2002.

Additionally he has written for

The New Republic, The New
York Times, The Washington

Post, Life, and Rolling Stone.

In addition to the three

books previously mentioned.

Klein is the author of two non-

fiction books. "Payback: Five

Marines After Vietnam"

(1984) and "Woody Guthrie: A
Life" (1980).

Klein is a member of the

Council on Foreign relations

and a former Guggenheim fel-

low.

Information from the

Communwealth College and
Time magazine Web sites were

used in this article.
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For the Record
Correction: Due to an

editor's error, the caption

for the picture accompany-

ing Friday's .American

League Championship
Series game story misiden-

tified the New York

Yankees' Aaron Boone as

Bret Boone.
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Mudslide
The Guys Over There were the champions of the 2003 Oozefest mud volleyball tournament held at Totman Gymnasium Field yes-

terday afternoon. The rain earlier on in the day aided in the making of the ideal muddy condition that v.as required for the event.

Blair hospitalized for heart problems
By Jack Garlanh
Ass<x.iATEi) Press

LONDON (AP) — British

Prime Minister Tony Blair, who
has been under increasing politi-

cal pressure because of the war

in Iraq, was hospitalized Sunday

with heart palpitations, his office

said. Doctors restored Blair's

normal heartbeat with electrical

stimulation and he was feeling

"line" at home.

Blair, 50, was taken to

London's Hammersmith hospi-

tal, treated and released after five

hours, his office said. The prime

minister was feeling "fine" after

returning home, his office at No.

10 Downing Street said in a

statement.

"This was completely success-

ful. He was in hospital for four to

five hours and is now back at

Number 10. The hospital says

this is a relatively common condi-

tion and is easily treated." it said.

"He has suffered no damage and

he is fine. There is no reason why

this should reoccur. They have

advised him to rest for 24 hours."

Blair was expected to return

to work full-lime Tuesday, his

office said. He will not make a

planned statement to the House

of Commons on Monday about a

European summit he attended

last week.

Blair was spending the week-

end at Chequers, the official rural

retreat for prime ministers, when

he became ill. He initially was

taken to a local hospital, but then

went to flammersmith, which

has a specialist coronary-care

unit.

"There it was established he

had an irregular heartbeat and a

cardioversion was administered

to regulate it," Blair's office

said.

That means his heart was elec-

trically stimulated to restore a

normal rhythm.

This was the first hint of any

health problems for Blair, who
took power b 1/2 years ago. He

is not accompanied by a physi

cian on his travels, his office

said.

This year has been ihe most

stressful for Blair since becom-

ing prime minister. He has faced

a storm of criticism across

Britain for his decision to com-

mit British troops to military

action in Iraq earlier this year.

Blair al.so has appeared

increasingly tired in public,

often looking haggard at press

conferences and other forums

where he has faced constant

criticism from a hostile media.

He also has fended off discon-

tent inside his Labor Party.

whose left wing is unhappy

about his centrist policies.

Continued from page A1

more than $b0.tX)0 in overtinK- to

police officers over the last two

weeks for time spent in Southwest

in connection with Red Sox-relat-

ed disturbances.

Gargano's next course of action

to prevent vandalism and destruc-

tive behavior will be sending out a

letter to paa-nts to infonn then on

the record of what the cost for the

damages are. he said.

Student Government

Association President David Can-

said he felt the police handled the

situation better than the\ have in

the past.

ITiey actually lold the crowd

that they were in violation, so they

gave the cmwd the opportunity to

leave." he said. "People got caught

in the crossfire, those who were

not there lor the original purpose,

they became involved b> necessity,

not by choice."

Stu(dents celebrate UMass Homecoming

Oasis Body Wraps and Tanning^

By KtYANA Brown
CoLLEciiAN Correspondent

A crowd of about 400 people

attended and participated in the

Homecoming Weekend pep rally

and bonfire next to the Campus
Pond Friday evening.

Beginning at approximately 7

p.m., the University of

Massachusetts dance team,

cheerleaders and marching band

livened up the crowd with vari-

ous performances.

"We have been practicing for

a week for this event and I hope

the audience enjoys our rou-

tines," said Adriana Falcon, a

UMass dance team member.

Despite the cold weather, the

cheerleaders still managed to

give an enthusiastic perform-

ance. In addition to the team's

new dance routines, the

Minuteman Mascot had a new

look.

"I couldn't stop laughing

when 1 saw the mascot dancing

with a lively, elderly woman."

said sophomore Megan Banks.

"The new mascot seemed to

boost up the crowd's energy."

At about 7:40 p.m.. the

crowd cheered on the UMass
Minuteman football team as

they walked towards the pep

rally from the Campus Center in

their burgundy sweat .suits. The

bonfire was then lit and the

coach, as well as football team

player Doram Davis, gave short

speeches and urged everyone to

come and support the team for

the game against Hofsira

University on Saturday. Before

the football team departed from

the pep rally, they gave the

crowd a brief surprise perform-

ance as they danced to hip-hop

music.

More than half of the crowd

left the pep rally by 8:50 p.m.,

but many stayed to listen to the

feature performances by

Medicineline. the |on Frederik

Band, West Entrance and D|

Hipnotiq.

For those who were still pres-

ent at the end of the rally, a con-

cert in the Fine Arts Center with

the UMass marching band was

held.

Teri Barrows. Amy Hfieh.

Nathaniel lewell. and Corey

Rusenberg organized the

Homecoming event

243 Russell St.

Hadley, MA 01035
, ,1 1, S8~ r^2

IN ( )w feai'uwnG sun
nv.y.R UV FREETANNING

fetu seconds

• You'll look and feelgreat

' I'he first It I'KJ.l. tanning

machine in the area

• Get Jf.oo offyourfirst visit

p^ReeNioeSveci)
Greenleaves is a brand new adult 5-) plus condo commu-

nity. Enjoy home ownership without all the hassles; we

will even clear your car of snow. Relax in our large com-

munity room of enjoy the cozy fireplace. FREE CONDO
FEES for 2 years. Call for details. Many styles to choose

from. (One i-bedroom for rent.)

•

23 Greenleaves Drive (Off Rt. g across from Chili's)

Phone: (413) 153-1800

k
1/2 Price tanning

every Tuesday
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STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES
OFFICE UMASS, AMHERST

Helping students protect their rights for over 30 years

Free Legal Advice,

Referrals, Representation and Counseling

for U?ViASS Students

Student & Worker Rights, Family & Criminal

Law, Landlord/Tenant & Consiuner Disputes

545-1995 • 922 Campus Center

Gentle, effective, natural treatment for neck pain, back pain,

lieadoches, sports injuries auto injuries, work injuries

Dr. Lee Kane
Chiropractic Physician

Mcm6«r.
• American Chiropractic Association

• MasMChutetts Chiropractic Society

Particlpatmg provider witti most insurarice,

tncludmg student insurance & GIC

Amlwrit Family Chirooroctk

Center for t^lvral Health

228 Jriongk S'reet, AmhetsI (f^xt (o StrttKO \j
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• Monday •

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
1/2 Price Appetizers, Wings
& Nachos'til Midnight

• Tuesday & Wednesday •

1/2 PRICE WINGS
Open to Close...eat in only!
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PITCHER

$6.50
October Special
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Red Sox season

unites UMass
Eariy Friday moming, the Boston Red Sox came

in second place once again. Folbwing the &-5 loss

to their hated nemesis, the New York Yankees, in

the J 1th inningof Game 7 of the American League

Championship Series, immense disappointment

fell upon all members of the Red Sox Nation as the

opportunity to "reverse the curse" ended as fast as

Aaron Boone's homerun left the park.

Immediate blame has been put on Boston man-

ager Grady Little. His neglect to take out Red Sox

ace Pedro Martinez in the eighth inning, with the

score 5-3, led to the Yankee rally and consequently

New York won the game and a World Series birth

in the extra innings.

The idea of coming in second place once again

— and to the Yankees, of aU teams — leaves an

extremely bitter taste in the mouths of Red Sox

fans across New England.

However, this second place finish for the Sox is

far different than what Boston fans have been

accustomed to in the past decade. This finish is not

worth a bitter feeling; it's worth a feeling of pride.

In the past 10 years, the Boston Red Sox have

been your classic sports fan tease. Big names and

big potential have added up to disappointment, as

late-season August breakdowns have branded

many of the past clubs as underachievers.

This year's squad dodged that late-season col-

lapse. The 2005 Red Sox, compiled of modest

superstars and old-fashioned bail players sporting

sweat-stained hats and mullets, captured the hearts

and minds of New Englanders, whether you're a

baseball fan or not. A rallying ciy of "Cowboy

Up!," an unknown batting champ in Bill Mueller,

arid the excessive hugging by everyone on the team

made people feel as if they were watching some-

thing special every time those old-school red-

trimmed gray and white uniforms were on the

field.

The amazing season that the Red Sox pulled off

this year did more than just increase the respect

around the sports world for the boys who call

Fenway Park home; it build a community amongst

inhabitants of New England.

The University of Massachusetts campus is a

fme example. During the final weeks of the regular

season and the playoff run, students came together,

watching the games, wearing Red Sox gear every-

day and enjoying the blessing of rooting for a team

in October Professors explained their material in

class by using the Sox as examples, and the Blue

Wall Pub was fmally filled with tipsy students

watching the plasma televisions and eating 10-cent

wings. "Hie Sox helped UMass become a communi-

ty, even if like the Red Sox season, it couWn't be

perfect. A riot and several other disturbances in

Southwest resulted in damage to property and per-

sonal injury to a few.

UMass students should learn from the baseball

experience though. Because you never know.

There's ahvays next year

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opin-

ion ofThe Massachusetts Daily Collegian Editorial

Board.

Medicinal marijuena debate unnecessafv

Allison

[dies

I^H^B^^H The issue

^^^^^^^^1 using marijuana

^H^^^^l a

^^^T^^^l form of treat

-

^Hr^^^^H ment for

^^^NlHW relief has once
^

j
again been

I
J introduced with

the recent rul-

ings of the

Supreme Court

last Tuesday.

The justices stood by their previous

ruling that doctors may not be

investigated, threatened, or pun-

ished when advising patients of the

medkal availability of marijuana

for treatment by federal regulators.

The issue was brought about by the

Bush administration backing up

the Clinton administration's state-

ments disputing the Compassion-

ate Use Act put in place in 1 996 in

favor of marijuana for medicinal

purposes. The goal of the executive

branch of the United States gov-

ernment should not be to disavow

the Micial Branch, but to cooper-

ate jointly along with the

Legislative Branch, the system that

this country was founded on.

As many people know, the

United States government is based

on a system of checks and bal-

ances. This is set in place so that

one certain branch of the govern-

ment is not able to gain any more

power than any other brarKh. The

Executive Branch is responsible for

vetoing congressional legislation

and nominating Supreme Court

ludges. The Legislative Branch is

responsible for approving the pres-

idential rKwninations and control-

ling the budget. It has the power to

pass laws over the President's veto

the ability to impeach him Or her

from office. In addition, the

Legislative Branch also confirms

the President's nominations and

can impeach Supreme Court

ludges and remove them from

office. The judicial Branch has the

power to declare presidential acts

and laws passed by Congress

unconstitutional.

In 1996, the Clinton

Administration stated that allow-

ing doctors to recommend marijua-

na to patients "will lead to admin-

istrative action by the Drug

Enforcement Administration to

revoke the practitioner's registra-

tion." With the Bush administra-

tion's reintroduction of this state-

ment to the Courts after seven

years, it demonstrates their lack of

faith in the governmental system

and only further enforces their

stubbornness and inability to see

the benefits of a medical treatment

that will help ease pain for many

patients nationwide.

For a patient whose

only source of pain

relief...may be a

few regulated stan-

dard puffs of mari-

juana daily, it is

devestating to

hear...that ttie med-

ical procedure can-

not be afforded to

them

According to Dr. Ethan Russo,

M.D., a clinical neurologist,

researcher and author, "marijuana

u.sed for medicinal purposes may

provide relief for many diseases

and symptoms including post-

amputation pain, multiple sclero-

sis, and nausea of cancer

chemotherapy" However, the use

of medicinal marijuana is not per-

mitted to be used for every little

pain and cramp. There are many

criteria for its use. Among these

criteria are

1

.

Failure of all approved med-

ications to provide relief has been

documented.

2. The symptoms can reason-

ably be expecteid to be relieved by

rapid-onset cannabinoid drugs.

3. Such treatment is adminis-

tered under medical supervision in

a manner that allows for assess-

ment of treatment effectiveness.

4. Involves an oversight strate-

gy comparable to an institutional

review board process that could

provide guidance within 24 hours

of a submission by a physician to

provide marijuana to a patient for

a specified use.

The trend and consequent

debate of legalizing marijuana as

prescribed by doctors for specified

patients first began in California.

Currently, the states that have

authorized medicinal marijuana

are Alaska. Arizona. Hawaii,

Nevada, Oregon, Washington,

Maine, Colorado, and Maryland.

In California, the law states that a

patient whose doctor has

approved or recommended mari-

juana v^ll not be prosecuted by

state law enforcement authorities.

The risk for many doctors and

personnel involved in the medical

profession from the federal gov-

ernment is becoming highly

intimidating and unnecessary. For

a patient whose only source of

pain relief after an intensely trau-

matic life-altering experience may

be a few regulated standard puffs

of marijuana daily, it is devastat-

ing to hear from their doctor that

the medical procedure cannot be

afforded to them because of

qualms between their physician

and the federal government.

The Bush administration,

rather than arguing with the judi-

cial branch over something that

has been medically proven to ease

the pain of patients suffering from

extreme, chronic discomfort,

should focus on more important

issues at the moment, such as for-

eign policies. The debate regard-

ing the use of medicinal marijua-

na will always be in the fore-

ground, but the way to settle it is

not by discounting different

branches of the United States

government.

Information from this article

was compiled from the 1999 U.S.

government-sponsored Institute

of Medicine Report.

Allison Edles is a Collegian

columnist.

Letters to the Editor: police brutality

In Vm Im oftira

To the Editor

The Boston Red Sox kst Game 7.

I've twen a Sox fans since I've known

what besetiel was, so of course I was

hMrtxoken. Yet. I stowly walked back

from CooMge to Patter«)n with my

roommate, and we smoked what were

supposed to be our vk:tory cigars and

rwnini8cedo¥er the past seven months

or tmebal. Rtol cops soon gathered

around John Adams, and we watched

as they fbmwd a strait^ Nne across the

stairs to intimidate any potential rtoters

or deviants.

Peacefully, we smoked our cheap

dgars and dbcussed the days when

Shee HMentnnd left town, and when

the buHpen-by-comniMee theory

dtaaolved. We talud about 2004, and

how that would be the year Suddenly,

as if commanded tiy jQzef Stalin him-

self, a "cop" In tW gear tMgan yeing

orders and painting Mb pUnlM gun.

"Get inaide the txiiklngi'' he yaled.

I fNcked my cigar, gave him one last

glance, and as I notk»d that he was

pointing Mb gun at me, I put my hands

In the air and stowty began walking up

the stairs and into the entrance of

Patterson. I was unarmed and cooper-

ating with authority, doing exactly as ttie

officer had instructed when he opened

fire on me.

The first shot grazed my shouWer. I

was stunned and horrified by the

surreal situatnn ttiat had been created

by ttiis renegade cop, yet I kept my

composure and proceeded to walk

inside I passed through the doorway

and was shot at hwo more times, one

hitting me in ttie tMck, and ttie ottier

paint bal hilling me in ttie ShouWer. The

pepper apny tsmporarily incapacitated

me, and I brtefly feN to one knee before

mshing to ttie battvoom to wash ttie

pepper spray off of my face.

Justtflably enraged at ttie situatton, I

begm yelling otMcenlttes and wnnder-

Ing wTy I had been attacked. I was

aHauNKl. I had no weapon, posed no

ttvaat, aid had no moans to delsnd

Mark

OstrofI

The past

^K/k^ week, a lot of

^^^2^ columnists
^^ ^w wrote their

Ljtf pieces on riot-

^1^*^ ing at UMass,

^M^KF^^^ and who can

|^B^B[^H blame

It's a problem

that keeps

asserting itself
"^""^^^"^

at UMass, year

after year and game after game. It's

a chance for dorm-dwelling mus-

cleheads, hyped up on cheap beer,

cheap tobacco, and testosterone, to

show off their masculinity and so-

called "loyalty" — as one student

put it, to "have something to tell

my kids." Now, if that doesn't rep-

resent white-trash culture, 1 don't

know what does.

Not all baseball fans are like

this. I like baseball; my friends like

baseball, and I want to see the

"curse" broken like every other

loyal Sox fan. But when the game is

over, vwi or tose, there is studying

to do, there are calls to make, and

due to mass stupidity, there is prop-

erty to protect.

The fact is that rioters at UMass

are the lowest people you will ever

meet in the world of Academia.

These cowards, who commit their

acts under the assurance of human

rights and within the confines of a

drunken mob, use machismo and a

loser baseball team as their only

guiding lights.

Because we have such a high

standard for the rights of criminals

in this country, rioters at UMass

know that, in a flash, they can turn

from Southwest-slimeballs into

wannabe-Kent State victims, as

fast as cops can turn from civil pro-

tectors into victimizing fascists. If

they were in another country like,

say. North Korea, these idiots

wouldn't have the guts to clap out

loud at their favorite baseball play-

ers, let alone destroy private, state

and federal property.

You also don't see this brand of

dirt acting individually They need

to make sutt there are at least a

hundred of them around, so those

trying to keep order can't get to

them. Real macho, huh? Ever won-

der why they resort to throwing

bottles and rocks and never actual-

ly approach the police? Because

they are, in fact, afraid to spend the

night in the clink. This is where the

line is drawn — when they have to

go it alone.

Some say that taking on the

cops is actually just a way to chal-

These idiot rioters

not only under-

mined the mission

of UMass, they

flipped it over and

set it on fire.

lenge authority. Well if that's the

case, then 10-year-old Palestinians

kids have still shown far more

courage than the oh-so-manly men
of UMass riots. And hey, at least

they have something to fight for,

which brings me to my next point.

If people want to riot, can they

at least find something worth riot-

ing over? Is there not enough of a

charged political atmosphere for

you in this country? If tanks with

red stars came rolling into

Washington, these idiots still

wouldn't move unless beer, toilet

paper, and a stick and ball were

involved.

I'm sure that most of you know

the mission behind this university,

but let me discuss this again for

those that seem to just not get it.

This university its administrators,

and its faculty believe that every-

body deserves the chance for a

quality education, and a higher

standard of living, regardless of

what neighborhood you come

from. They spend their careers

challenging those who believe that

most of you have no right to be

here. Many people believe that

your rightful place in society is not

in Academia. but Proliteria. And

rioting at UMass proves it.

These idiot rioters not only

undermined the mission of

UMass, they flipped it over and set

it on fire. In the eyes of many,

UMass and Walpole Prison are

one and the same. And in the end,

it's your faculty your University,

and even your baseball team that

come out looking foolish, while

you, the nameless cowards of this

university, retreat to your dorms

and wait for your next chance to

ruin this school in a haze of

Budweiser and empty pomp.

Well, here is a chance for all

of you UMass dregs to do

something right for a change:

If you have any ounce of

courage or dignity, you will go

over to Whitmore and sign

your walking papers. Make
room for the real students who
don't take this opportunity for

granted. I guarantee they will

be an asset to this school, not a

liability. I know that I'm not

being realistic, because cow-

ards don't take responsibility

for their own actions. All they

do is run away.

Mark Ostroff is a Collegian

columnist.
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myself. Still, ttie offfcer found It neces-

sary to shoot me. I had been quiet, calm,

and cooperative, yet I was still vrckxjsly

ambushed. Excessive force was used:

ttiere were no riots, no fires, no DC

jumpers. Yet an Innocent kkj who just

wanted to go to bed was shot in ttie eye

with a pepper spray paint ball gun. Who

can control those sent to control others?

The Univefsity tried so hard to crack

down on vkilence ttiat it created a con-

sequence-free situatwn for cops and

ironttally, contributed to more unneces-

sary vk)lenc&

The man who shot me shouW be

prosecuted. If I were to walk down ttie

street and shoot someone witti pepper

spray for no apparent reason, I would be

put in jail. I guess the same laws don1

apply to faceless drones in riot helmets.

This University makes Its own laws, put-

ting natural rights behind politk:al

Image, and ifs disgusttng This woni

make For News. Newspapers wHI stifte

tt, and everyone will hope ttiat It's for-

gotten about But I wHI never forget I

can1 see out of my right eye

John Gates

UMass student

Tin poHoa's fault?

To ttie Editor

Cops suck. This cop today, she gave

ttiis guy a tteket for speeding — Jeild

Why wereni they ttiere when my friend

got hit by a car ttiat was speeding?

Mtotsl I heard about ttiis cop ttiat hit a

kkl wtth his nightstk:k even ttiough all

he did was push ttie cop — Ass!

Anottier cop saved ttiis baby from being

beaten by his mottier, and then he put

her in JaM — Nazi! This cop risked his

life helping a woman taken hostage by

her husband — Who asked him to get

involved?

I saw a cop anest ttiis woman

because she ttvew a beer can and hit

him — How couW ttiey? Cops are so

racist; all ttwse people helped in 9-11

must have been white — WtotsI

Anottier cop anested ttie guy who

stabbed me. He resisted, and ttiey

maced him— Morons!

They shot mace pellets at a bunch

of rioters who wouW not leave — bul-

lies! All ttiose students dkj was call

ttiem names — Pigs! Yeah a couple

ttirew ttilngs, but ttiey were only trying

to have some fun— Jert<s! I heard one

cop got hurt badly and can't help his

wife take care of ttieir chlklren any-

more. Yeah, well he deserved it. It's okay

to disrespect cops. They're human

beings, and it's okay to be mean to peo-

ple.

My bank dMnl approve my toan, so

I ttirew rocks at ttie police jed(s! I've

never been abused by ttie polk%. but I

know of people who have so I have

every right to hate ttiem, hurt ttiem, and

do everyttiing I can to make ttiem feel

bad about ttiemselvesi

The polk^e have It in for me because

ttiey shot me witti a mace pellet and

told me to go home! A cop was mean to

me once so all cops must be mean. I

was robbed by a black man once, so all

black men must be robbers.

I cani believe ttiat ttiey didnt help

ttie DC jumper Oh wait ttiey did. Why

can't cops do somettiing about all the

violence in ttie U.S.? Why do ttiey ptek

on me? I'm not a criminal. What we did

during ttie riot was not wrong.

They had no right to stop us from

buming, tipping over and destroying

cars, destroying UMass property, ttirow-

ing botUes from ttie top of ttie towers

onto peoples heads, and telling them to

go screw ttiemselves.

I didn't do any of those things

anyway. All I did was cheer when It

all happened. That stuff is fun.

Besides who is going to stop It

from happening, anyway? We
should be allowed to do what ever

we want. This is college, after all. I

don't care what people think of me;

authority figures don't do anything

but tell you how to live. Now I

guess I have to call my mom for

bail money.

Alex Spear

UMass student
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UMass lauyhs

out loud with

StevieJay
By Eva Picc»zzi

CouEGiAN Staff

On Saturday night there was a

curious anticipation among the

crowd of theatergoers gathered to

watch the two-hour comedic

event, "laughing Out Loud,"

which featured

Steviejay and

Marilyn Pitt-

man. The echo-

ing beats of

jazz/lounge
group St. Ger-

main set the

mood for early

arrivers. while

performer Steviejay mingled- with

his audience in between last

minute preparation of lights, sets,

and monologues.

Sparkling with energy,

Steviejay shot onto the stage and

the audience became silent, uncer-

tain of what kind of rabbit this

comedian might pull out of his hat.

The show, designed as a one-man

operation, brought a lighter per-

spective on the matters of life,

love, sex, and death, and ultimate-

ly reached everyone sitting in the

room.

Although his monologues are

scripted, his enthusiasm and origi-

nality go hand-in-hand with his

ability to share his personal and

spiritual ideologies, making for a

truly natural performance.

Throughout the night spectators

became engaged in the "cosmic

variety show," helping Steviejay

read pieces of his script and sup-

porting him with positive reactions

to his ail-too-true witty sarcasm. In

one hour he invents an awkward

conversationalist starved for atten-

tion, a fantasizing pervert that

alarmingly imitates the emotional-

ly disturbed person within each

and every one of us.

Steviejay keeps the role of gen-

der ambiguous throughout his dis-

cussion of relationships. This tech-

nique gives his material more per-

spective and erases the erroneous

use of sexual labels. Steviejay kept

the attention of his crowd with his

fast paced exploration of things

like the awkwardness of trying to

get a phone number on the tread-

mill. His only comedic downfall

lies in his parodies of the clientele

he has come in contact with as a

professional masseuse, as they

were far too reliant on recycled

ethnic stereotypes.

Steviejay presents a clever

understanding of the definition of

love in our present day society.

Although he cannot fix relation-

ships in one hour, he puts nature

on the table and lets the audience

decide where to go from there.

So how can we make ourselves

people better fit to survive in the

dating game?

To Steviejay it takes more than

evaluating every aspect of your

partner until the point that you've

decided you're "too good" for

them. An evaluation of your own

life and energy may be the first

step towards a potential healthy

relationship.

Campfire Girls won^t bum out
By Nick Romanow

CoLLECiiAN Staff

"junkies like to listen to records by

junkies," reasons Christian Stone, a

Methuen, MA native and

guitarist/singer for the alternative-

pop-rock band Campfire Girls.

When asked why Stone Temple

Pilots singer Scott Weiland took a

shining to his band. Stone says "he

probably related to our music because

the records he was listening to were

the ones from when we were

really strung out." For Stone

and his longtime musical part-

ner, bassist Andrew Clark, this

was basically the latter half of

the 1990's.

The beginning of the decade

started well. Stone moved out

to L.A., met Clark and jon

Pikus, and formed the band

Campfire Girls. Soon the band was

generating a major buzz throughout

the city and major labels took notice.

Interscope records eventually signed

the band, but shortly there after Stone

and Clark fell into a dark and destruc-

tive period of drug use that seemed to

put an end to all of their plans. Years

later Clark was touring with the band

Bicycle Thief, which was opening up

for Stone Temple Pilots.

Weiland professed his love for

Campfire Girls' early work and insist-

ed that Clark work with Stone again.

When the tour ended, Clark and Stone

began playing together once more;

Weiland even

offered them
practice space

and support.

Soon Camp-
fire Girls were
back in full

force. Pikus left

his slot as the

drummer and the

band recruited

Stone's old

friend, and for-

mer Failure

drummer, Kellii

Scott, with Mike
Semple rounding

out the lineup as

an additional

guitarist.

Not only was

the band able to

escape what
could have been

a fatal drug habit, but they were also

resigned to their old label. "They're

suckers," Ston6 jokes, explaining why,

in such a cut-throat industry that has

become notoriously artist-unfnendly,

Interscope would resign a band that

proved to be a mistake the first time

around.

"It says a lot about them, doing

that," Stone says. "We really appreci-

ate the opportunity to prove ourselves

again. We really blew it the first time."

And although the band is thankful for

all that they have survived and all that

they have been given, they refuse to

forget the past.

"1 think it's such a part of who we
are, it would be wrong to ignore. Our
strongest point is that we've been

through that stuff and hopefully we're

over it. Our eyes are a bit wider."

Despite lyrical content that is often

dark, Campfire Girls have loaded their

new album, "Tell Them Hi," with

beautiful harmonies, pop melodies.

choruses and verses that will inspire

even the most contemptuous listener

to sing along. "Tell Them Hi" is cer-

tainly no generic pop-rock record

though.

While Stone writes the basic song

structure, each member puts their dis-

tinct stamp on the record and each

member's various influences are beau-

tifully and subtly melded together

Campfire Girls is easily more than a

sum of its influences; they are the per-

fect example of how a band can bring

together many different

sounds and make a great,

coherent rock record.

"The three P's-" Stone says

when asked about his pop

infiuences — "Pixies, Pave-

ment, and P| Harvey." Stone

also cites the heavy metal he

listened to in his youth —
Black Sabbath. Iron Maiden,

and judas Priest — as an infiuence. It's

one of Stone's favorite bands, howev-

er, whose sound comes through the

most on "Tell Them Hi."

"Failure was definitely a big influ-

ence," Stone gladly admits.

Although Stone now finds himself

working with Scott who was a member
of the seminal, acclaimed 90's art-rock

band, it's not a big deal; Stone knew

him before. "I've known Kellii from

when I first moved (to LA]: he was

one of the first people I met ... He
joined Failure afier I was already a

fan, so it wasn't like Kellii from

Failure; it was like my bro Kellii is in

AMmRFl ilRl --Ml vli » I'M

Christian Stone and the Campfire Girls make the most of their second chance

with 'Tell Them Hi."

to listen to over and over again.

Marrying those two (pop music's

catchiness and art-rock's integrity I is

the challenge."

Stone and the rest of the band

prove they are more than up for the

challenge. On "Day Before", a song

written by Semple, Stone lets out a

chorus of "do-do-do"s that, even as

they're sung with so much weight,

almost distract from the heavy air of

the song, which is about being aban-

doned and falling apart.

"junkman" is a perfect dark, brood-

ing rock song. Although it sounds like

something Alice in Chains couldve

made, it is one song not to be confused

as a drug-struggle track. "I don't real-

ly like explaining my lyrics in most

cases," Stone prefaces before explain-

ing that this happens to be his most

misunderstood song, "It's about a guy

who used to live next door to us who
used to beat up his wife and he used to

have junk sales every year." The song

Failure."

While Campfire

Girls establish them-

selves on "Tell Me Hi"

as a band that could

not possibly be con-

fused with either

Failure or STP, Stone

notes that he was aim-

ing for that sound. "It

was a conscious deci-

sion," Stone explains.

"A lot of it had to do

with working with

Scott (Weiland). He
opened my ears ... it

couldn't help but have

an influence."

"I look at song

writing as a challenge," explains

Stone. "To write a great song that can

get on the radio is just as much of an

art form as people who make noise.

You have to make the decision; we

want to make songs that people want

describes the man putting on the front

of charitable junk sales to mask his

abusive behavior

Despite recording what is one of

the most exciting new releases of the

year. Stone is still humble. On the day

of the album's release Stone v\as with

his friends, trying to go grocery shop-

ping. "All the grocery workers are on

strike, we're all trying to find yellow

pages," Stone said. "We all work to

make ends meet. People at work were

like, "Christian doesn't your album

come out this week?"
Far from living the rock star life.

Stone sounds happy when he said,

"this I
interview] is probably the most

exciting thing I'll do today." When the

interview is over Stone doesn't have

any pseudo-intellectual deep thoughts

about his music, in fact he wants to

make sure he doesn't conic off as an

art-rock snob. "I just want to quality

that interviews are pretentious." Stone

laughs. ""It's really hard to talk about

yourself without coming off preten-

tiously."

While "Tell Them Hi" is a matchless
.

album, there are moments that shine (he

brightest. On the track "Make It" the

band seems to recog-

nize just how much
talent they have in

their hands. Stone

complains "Now they

don't make the songs

like the way thai they

used to / .And \ou can

wait so long if you

find that you need

to." The listener real-

izes that there is no
wait necessary; "Tell

Them Hi" is packed

with great songs.

Campfire Girls

have delivered the

surprise album ol

the year; songs that

will stick in your

head for weeks, yet

still maintain an

original sound that

is neither a carbon-

copy of another band nor apt to be

duplicated by lesser musicians. The

band has been given a second chance

in every sense of the word and they

have fully taken advantage of it.

Media-shy poet laureate won't follow in predecessors' footsteps
•^ ' ... .^ r- n _. "ii/u... I ,^^^^„A^A tr, f,n ihf mis Wouldn't it be horrible to think that a grc

By Justin Pope
AsstxiATED Press

CAMBRIDGE (AP) — Critics praise Louise

Gluck for wringing powerful emotions from simple

language, and for poetry that resonates equally with

experts and common readers who recognize her

evocations of grief and loss, and of falling in and

out of love.

But despite the accessibility of her work,

America's new poet laureate is an intensely private

person.

Gluck (pronounced "Glick") has made it clear to

the Library of Congress, which appointed her and

pays her privately endowed $35,000 stipend, that

she won't be following in the footsteps of predeces-

sors, who transformed the position into a kind of

traveling salesman to promote the art.

The man she succeeded, Billy Collins, went on

cross-country tours, got behind a program pushing

schools to choose a poem a day for pupils to read,

and has even recorded poetry selections for a Delta

Airiines" in-flight audio channel. Robert Pinsky,

Rita Dove and Robert Haas all took part in high-

profile initiatives to promote poetry appreciation.

But many of her fellow poets say that role would

never suit Gluck, and she should follow her own

course.

"The poet laureate is very free to lead a poetry

circus or stick to one's own knitting," said Collins.

Said Pinsky, a close friend: "It's not a public rela-

tions job. It's not any kind of a job. It's an honor"

The Library encourages laureates to craft the posi-

tion in their own way but limits its official duties.

Gluck is scheduled to give her inaugural lecture at

the Library this week and has events planned in

February and May 2004. Jill Brett, the LiBrary's

director of communications, said Gluck has

expressed an interest in programs to encourage

young poets, though she had no specifics

"Obviously, the idea of the poet laureateship is

to have a wide variety of poetic styles represented

and personal styles that go with those styles." she

said. "She is a poet of unusual qualities and certain-

ly is of a very high caliber We're very delighted to

have her"

Gluck declined to be interviewed, and during a

brief telephone conversation, said she preferred not

to act as an intermediary for readers' experience

with her work.

"I have no concern with widening audience," she

said, adding she prefers her audience "small,

intense, passionate."

Bom on Long Island, Gluck struggled with

anorexia in her youth, but flourished under the

teaching of Stanley Kunitz, himself a laureate, at

Columbia.

"She was already marked for the virtues that

continue to be demonstrated by her in her work,

not only a command of the medium but a sense of

time and history that gives her work a dimension

beyond the personal." Kunitz said.

Gluck's nine books of poetry, including the 1992

Pulitzer Prize-winning "The Wild Iris," range across

a variety of styles and settings - from Ancient

Greece and the Old Testament to gardens. In topics

from marriage to death, her evocations are often

melancholy but beautifully nuanced and lyrical -

with rhythm and punctuation ofien packing as

much of the emotional punch as the words them-

selves.

"I don't find her work bleak," Pinsky said. "It

cheers me up, because it makes me think there are

fresh things to be said in the world."

From her eariiest experience reading poetry as a

child. "I preferred the simplest vocabulary." Gluck

wrote in an essay "Education of the Poet." pub-

lished in her 1994 book Proofs and Theories:

Essays on Poetry. "What 1 responded to, on the

page, was the way a poem could liberate, by means

of a word's setting, through subtleties of timing, of

pacing, that word's full and surprising range of

meaning. It seemed to me that simple language best

suited this enterprise."

Gluck has taught at numerous colleges and been

married twice, most recently to |ohn Dranow, a

founder of the New England Culinary Institute in

Vermont. She lives on a quiet Cambridge side street

and commutes to her current teaching job at

Williams College in Williamstown, clear across the

state.

Those who know her describe her as serious and

private.

"She has a temperament that

requires, as most poets have

found, a certain degree of solitude

in which to do her work," Kunitz

said. But Pinsky described her as

witty and amusing, and an excel-

lent teacher.

Stephen Burt, an assistant pro-

fessor of English at Macalester

College in St. Paul, Minn., who
has written on Gluck's work, wel-

comed her appointment.

"I think it's very good to have

the next poet laureate be someone

who's less focused on poetry as

entertainment and more focused

on poetry as a serious search for

wisdom in language, on poetry as

something that can have great dif

ficultics and correspondingly great

rewards," he said.

Said Pinsky: "It's very impor-

tant that (the laureateship) be able

to go to poets who aren't gregari-

ous. Wouldn't it be horrible to think that a great

poet wouldn't be selected to this post becau.se she

didn't want to go on television?"

Collins said what matters is that Gluck's body of

work, which had already won nearly every otHer

major poetry honor, deserved this t>nc as well.

"There are so many kinds of poets." he said, not-

ing the differences between Wall Whitman and

Emily Dickinson, arguably two of America's great-

est poets. "Whitman was outgoing, gregarious and

.self-promoting, and Dickinson sta>cd in her room.

"But if you look back they arc the nvo pillars of

19th century American poetry, and they each did it

their own way."

'I iin^\ irun >;fF1FR

Poet Laurete Louise Gluck will make a rare public appearance at

the Library of Congress this week.
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Monday0ctober20

L£CniRE^ Well-known production designer Partizia von

^^Braidenstein will speak at Smith Colleges Wright

HaN. With credits such as "The Man on the Moon,"

-The People Vs. Larrv Rint" "Shatt," and "A Choms Line"

to her name, von Brandenstein will discuss her accom-

plishments and exptore the creative process that goes

riong with wortang in the film industry. The talk is at 7

p.m. and is tree and open to the public

SaturdayOctober25

COMEDY
^^Tonight marks the third annual Northampton

^P Women's Comedy Festival. The event to be heW at

the Northampton Center for the Arts, features

comics Tissa Hami, Betsy GoMen, Linda Morgan, Jennifer

Mys2kow8ki and Boney T. Also appearing are the ViHa

Jkints and The Dessert Singers. Host Kelsey Ftynn kicks

the show off at 8 pm. VckeAs are $12 at the door.

MUSIC
>New Yori( City's own bluegrass band, Big

Appte'achia, hits Amherst tonight at 7:30 pm.,

appearing at the Unitarian Meetinghouse, in the

center of town. Opening will be kjcal string band Few and

Far Betvwen. Tlctate are $13 at the door or can be pur-

chased In town at Stammeil Stringed Instmments for

$11.

SunclayOctober26

Tuesday0ctober21

Music^ The University of Massachusetts Jazz Lab

^tEnsemble will perform tonight at Bezanson

Recital Hall at 8 p.m. The event is sponsored

by the UMass Department of Music and the

Residential Arts Program. Tickets are $5 for the

general public and $3 for students.

ARTS
^ Augusta Savage Gallery, located in the New

^r Africa House, will be showing the film "The

^Desert Is No Lady," an exploration of the

Southwest from the perspective of nine different

female artists. The film starts at 7 p.m. and Is

free.

Wednesday0ctober22

Book
>The Odyssey Bookshop of South Hadley will

host "An evening of Hispanic and Cuban

Poetry: Espada and Guillen." UMass professor

and nationally acclaimed writer Martin Espada will

read from his new book "Alabanza," a collection of

works with both political and poetic sensibility.

Also reading will be Roberto Marquez, editor and

translator, sharing the works of revered Cuban

poet Nicolas Guillen. The event starts at 7 p.m. and

is free.

Thursday0ctober23

MUSIC>Visiting artist Bertram Turetsky takes the

stage of the Benanson Recital Hall tonight at

8 p.m. Turetsky, a world renown contra-

bassist, will be joined by flutist Nancy Turetsky.

Tickets are $3 for UMass students and $ 10 for the

general public.

MUSIC
^Professor Laura Klock plays Bezanson Recital Hall

»^tonight at 8 pm. The accomplished horn player will

be accompanied by UMass faculty members Nadine

Shank and William HIte The repertoire will consist of var-

ied musical and cultural pieces. Tickets are $5 for stu-

dents and $10 for the gerveral publK.

weeklypinUp

CXXJUTESY LIMASS ANTHRcm)H.X3Y UETARTVIENT

A REAL HISTORY LESSON
Today an anthropuiug> colloquium will be

hold on the 20th anniversary of the U.S. mili-

tary invasion of Grenada in the West Indies.

The film "The Future Coming Towards Us" by

lohn Douglas will be presented, and a discus-

sion will follow with the filmmaker. Covered

in the film are the reasons for Grenada's fall in

1983 while Maurice Bishop, above, was the

Prime Minister. The event will be held at

3:45 p.m. in Machmer E14.

The

BLUE WALL

Miilt
SlilLLTmrVlUFWALL PUff

MONDAY

lUESDAY

rdflKDHESDAr-

IHimSDAY
Atttt* iMaiMilii

-fRinav ..r

Nancy Cole ^"ZZ]

Karaoke 7-11 ^
Monday Night Football

sat

Open Mic from 7-11 —-

Sill Arnold -.*—^-—

^

DJ-Rhythm Systems

Mpeli Mwakaliku

DJ-DMAD

Richard Mwandemand
~~ ^Aquarius

SATURDAY ^*^eans and T-Shrrts^

LIVE MUSIC starts at 9:00PM.

OPEN MIC starts at 7:00PM. The Sign-Up sheet goes out

at 6:00PM. Bring your talent and your friends and your

instruments. We'll provide the stage and sound

equipment and 20 minutes for you to knock'em dead!

ALL MUSICAL STYLES are encouraged to participate!

Capraro tips his hat
Continued from page 8

caught 14 times for 28 minutes.

UMass clearly held the special

teams advantage, scoring three

power play goals and one short-

handed tally.

"(Assistant Coach Bill

Gilligan) generally runs the

man-down, and I tried to keep it

pretty much in line with what

he'd do," Gaboon said. "I

thought the kids killed penalties

pretty effectively most of the

night. And then the power play,

we just made some changes yes-

terday, personnel-wise and

setup-wise."

Gilligan was on the recruit-

ing trail, and thus unable to run

the penalty killing unit.

The first period was mostly

back-and-forth, with neither

team able to capitalize until the

final minutes. The Minutemen
broke the ice at 18:58 when
Greg Mauldin found freshman

Mark Matheson in the slot.

Matheson slung a wrist shot

that beat Ackley stick side, mak-

ing it 1-0. Capraro picked up a

secondary assist on the play.

Winer went mostly untested

in the first period, although he

made a strong stand against one

SLU breakaway. The Saints did-

n't find the net until 2:14 of the

third, when a scrum in Winer's

crease ended with the puck

bouncing off of the goaltender

and in. Drew Bagnall was cred-

ited with the goal, which made

it 51. Neither side scored for

the remainder.

While Ackley took the loss,

and let up four of UMass* five

goals, he did manage a number

of quality stops, including two

quick ones on a breakaway by

Tim Vitek, and the subsequent

rebound. Mike McKenna

stepped in for the third period,

and allowed one goal on seven

shots.

The game ended with more

physicality. as a small skirmish

erupted to the right of Winer's

net. Cahoon rushed onto the ice

to help break up the fracas, and

ended up hitting the ice himself.

The coach was uninjured, and

successfully separated his play-

ers from the Saints on the ice.

UMass bounces back
By Becky Horowitz

CoLLtl.lAN StAKF

The Massachusetts men's

soccer team was able to regain

its composure after two heart-

breaking losses in Ohio last

weekend. The Minutemen (9-4-

1. 3-2-1

La Salle

UMass

Fordham

1

UMass

Atlantic
10) pro-

pel 1 e d

t h e m -

selves to a

pair of

victories,

yesterday against Fordham (2-

9-1. 1-5-0 A- 10). and Friday

against La Salle (3-7-3, 1-4-0

A-IO).

UMass cruised to a 4-1 win

as they outshot the Rams 18-12

yesterday at Rudd Field. The

weather made for tough playing

conditions, as the rain came
down steadily and the tempera-

ture hung in the low 40's.

"The wet field hurt us a little

bit," UMass coach Sam Koch

said. "A lot of balls that were

played through were going out

of bounds wouldn't have nor-

mally, which 1 think would

have made it much different."

The game winner for the

Minutemen came from senior

co-captain Ptah Myers at the

62-minute mark. Myers rolled

one past Fordham goalkeeper

Stephen Faber off a pass from

Dan Colwell for his second goal

of the game.

UMass led 1-0 after a rela-

tively mild first half as neither

team posed much of a threat.

Freshman Richard Higa was

tackled inside the box. giving

Myers, the Minutemen's lead-

ing scorer (nine goals, two

assists. 20 points), a penalty

shot, which he converted to

give his team a slight edge.

Five minutes into the second

half, senior Richard Engel

headed one over UMass goalie

Colin Burns off an assist from

Riad Mehovic, tying the game

at one.

"I think the one tough thing

is that we gave up that one goal

to tie it 1-1," Koch said, "but

after that goal we started to

play the way we need to play."

Although the Minutemen
came up with three second-half

goals, Koch wasn't impressed

with his squad's intensity level.

"We have to play that way

all the time and unfortunately

we haven't. Once we got the

lead again we sort of fell back

into our shell and that's what

we have to work on to make
sure that doesn't happen any-

more."

Thirteen minutes after

Myers' goal, junior Oral BuUen

recorded his sixth goal of the

season. Ernie Billittier got the

ball through to a sprinting

Bullen, who was able to one-

touch it past Faber upping the

Minutemen's lead to two.

With just 55 seconds

remaining in the game, fresh-

man Ian O'Donnell recorded

his first career goal off a well-

placed comer from Billittier.

O'Donnell headed the ball past

Faber for the Minutemen's

ATTENTION
UMass Amherst

Sophomores, Juniors, S
Seniors

We wouW like to invite you to

participate in a group interview with

8 10 other stu(dents on the topic of

student beliefs antj values.

The researchers are offer-

ing $30 to each participant
The interview will take 1.5 2 hours of

your time. Snacks will also be providetj.

Monday.Oct. 27

1 3p, or 3-5pm

151 Hills South Building

If you are interested in participating, please

email Kati Szelenyi. szetenyi(n)ucla.edu.

Please make sure to indicate which of the two

sessions you would like to attend.

^ RAIN

S ENTERTAINMENT
COMPLEX

5i>aivc
«00JVj

Now accepting applications for the

following positions:

Bartender

Barback
Cocktail Server

Cashier

Coatroom Attendant

Floor Staff

Door Security

Disc Jockey

Lighting Tech

Video Tech

Entertainers

Dancers

J^f^ \stfS^
cS®

10 Stearns Square

October 20, Z1, & 22 Downtown Springfield

5: 00 - 8: 00PM (Formerly the Hot Club)
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Senior Devlin Barnes makes

a play during yesterday's game.

fourth tally, and Billittier's sec-

ond assist of the game. UMass
had nine corners in the contest

to the Rams' one.

Burns has started the last

five contests in goal for the

Minutemen since freshman

Nick Billman went down with

an ankle injury on Oct. 3

against George Washington.

"We just go week by week,"

Koch said. "Billman could have

come in if we needed him but

he's still not a hundred percent,

and we're pleased with Colin

still."

Friday's match against La

Salle proved to be a tougher

battle for UMass than what was

statistically expected. Still, the

Minutemen eked out a 1-0 vic-

tory.

"We didn't play well, it was-

n't a good game for us," Koch

said. "We didn't play very intel-

ligently, we made it more diffi-

cult than it needed to be and 1

don't know why. ..we didn't

play with the intensity that was

needed."

The Minutemen created

numerous scoring opportuni-

ties for themselves, but due to

blown shots, miscommunica-
tion and misplaced players,

they were only able to convert

on one.

"It's a game of creating the

most chances you can and put-

ting away as many as you can,

and fortunately we put more
away than they did."

The only goal of the game
came with just two seconds left

in the first half. Sophomore
Tim Kitchell booted the ball up

the field to freshman Michael

Donnelly, who was able to

thread the ball through to

Myers. The senior slipped the

ball to the left side past

Explorer keeper Stash Graham.
The Explorers' offense

picked up in the second half as

they outshot UMass 1 1-6. Even

with this surge in the La Salle

offense, the Minutemen were

able to escape without encoun-

tering any major threats.

The competition was a little

rough, with 36 total fouls

called. The referees handed out

four yellow cards, with three

going to different Explorers

and one to UMass' Gabe
Barnard.

More strong play from the

UMass back line highlighted

the Minutemen's win.

"(Craig Canavan) played

well and Devlin Barnes played

well," Koch said of his top

defensive players. "1 think it

was a good effort by all of them
in the backfield."

Canavan left yesterday's

game early when an old injury

began to give him trouble.

The Score

is

coming...
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Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Cavatelli Supreme

• Battered Fish

• California Chili Nachos

(vegan)

DINNER
6 Chicken Mamou
• Southern Fried Steak

• Thai Seitan

(vegan)

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

MONDAY
• High: 55

• Low: 40

TUESDAY
• High: 62

• Low: 40

WEDNESDAY
• High: 52

• Low; 32

O

Production Crew
On staff today
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Dan Lamothe
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Gerald H. Ling

COPY EDITOR
Leah Wyner
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Shannon Farrington
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Sarah Lloyd/ Cory Rosenberg
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^ I don't question our

existence. I just question

our modern needs. ^ ^
-Pearl jam

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

The black squirrel stole your UCard.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

See a penny, pick it up. Now your hands

are dirty and you're still poor.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9

That ex of yours is still thinking about

you. Tell them off.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

You'll never have better manic Monday.

gemini • may2i-iun. 21

Don't be such a sourpuss. Dunkin

Donuts will sweeten you up.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

The Red Sox may be over, but the Pats

are just as fun to drink to.

leO • )ui.. 23-AuG. 22

You have a face for radio, not TV. Stop

whining about Real World callbacks.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sekt. 22

You don't have to study; you are far too

brilliant to tail.

libra • seft. 23-oct. 22

Be lx)ld; try the DCs vegetarian Native

American stew.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Ncw. 21

It you sing, make sure no one else can

hear it. You're hurting virgin ears.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dec. 21

If you rescued a squirrel this weekend, it

might just reward you.

Capricorn • dec. 22-|an. 19

You look like a bag of hell. Get over it or

smash the mirror.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\S\()l \{ FMhNIsM ANNOlJN( EMtNTsH AUTO FOR SALF

Student Director Wanted

For Play on Lx)rd Jeff

Amherst. Shows the

'Hero' Biologic Warrior

who Deliberately

Slaughtered the Indians

with Smallpox, 'Winning'

the War. Style: Brechtian.

Loud, raucous. Simple

sets. Musical. Goal: con-

troversy, outrage. Author:

AC graduate, many past

productions

Venue/Actopi: your

chorce Contact: 7 1 8-601-

8089 nites Leave

name/address please

Fraternities- Son>rities-

Clubs- Student (iruups

Eam$l.(K)0-$2.0(K)this

semester with a proven

CampusFundraiser 3 hour

fundraising event. Our

free pntgrams make

ftindraising easy with no

risks. Fundraising dates

arc filling quickly, so get

with the program! It

works. Contact

CampusFundraiser at

(888) 923-3238, or visit

www.campusfundraiser.

com

X Productions and

Mission 101 Entertain-

ment Presents . . . Ladies

night at Atlantis on Wed-

nesday nights at lOpin All

ladies get free admission

before 1 1 pm DJ Freddy-

Fresh on the turntables An

18-t- event Atlantis is

located behind Anionios

Pizza in Amherst Center.

M'AKIMIM (OK Risr

1 bedroom available in 2

bedroom apiulment in

Sunderland. On bus route

$450/month. Cats allowed

I I/I 4 1.3-478-9 1 T.S

AUK) FOR SAFE

1992 Silver Ford T.iurus

AC, All-Power, Excellent

Condition $2400

118,0OOK Call 549-3930

210-7W^

$500!!! Cars from $500!!!

Police Impounds for list-

ings. 1-800-^19-3^2^

fxr4554

93 Pontiac Bonneville

SON All Power Must Sell

$1500 B/C:» 25^55^7

( OMPLITFRS

Quicksilver C^ompiiting

C'omputer help Vims

removal Web Dcsipi

$15/hr 548-6847 Ask for

T.J.

I MI'lOV VtFM

Make over $1000 ii week

many opportunities avail-

able '

www.studcfit,source.net

I>ivers and Kitchen Help

Wanted Apply at DP
I\Hi(jh Downtown

Amherst

FMPFOVMFNT

Motivated students ^icek-

ing leadership outside the

K)x. Gain experience in

all aspects of mnning a

small business Qill 508-

246-1230

Experiencci-I and certihed

high energy instnictors for

kickKixiny and .spinning'

cliiKses Ciill Northampton

Athletic Cluh 585-8500

!airtending!$$250/day

potential No experience

Nesc Training provided.

l-800-%5-6520ext 162

I I KMFllRF

Moving Sale PaUicia 413-

529-9458

INSFRl ( HON

Visii/Mitsterciird approval

agents earn $ 1 ,000/week

potential. No experieiue

necessiiry. Call 1 -800-

821-H16ext.l45

-J University Bartending

Classes Start Soon 1-800-

U-CAN-MIX Call now

for information!!! Space

is Limited www.universi-

tybartending.com

1992 Honda Prelude SI,

Leaded, $3900 587-0242

1995 Honda Accord

Standard 125K F.xcellent

t:onditi<ni $4803.00 25 V

2740 Evenings

lcx:al radio sta-

tion Entry level clen-

cal/sale.s/on-air. Qimputer

skills necessitry

C'x)mpensiition negotiable

Resume: Pt^ Box 983

Giwnf^eld, MA 01 W2

Sales Assistant tor con-

sulting/software tinn.

Telephone telemarketing.

Economics a plus. Please

send cover letter and

resume to Frederick Treyz

at Regional Economic

M.kIcIs, Inc., 433 West

Street, Amherst, MA
01002 or fax 41 3-549-

1038 or email

resumes@remi.com

.

Bitrrender Tnunecs

Needed. $250.tX) a day

potetuial. Lxal |>>situ)n.s.

1-800-293-3985 ext 516

Wallet Near Parking

garage 10/14 If found

please call with descrip-

tion 41 3-2.37-1015

SI R\ l( IS

l\i you know your rights

as a student, tenant,

worker, and consumer?

The StiKlent Legal

Services Office can help

with your questions.

Ciime to 922 C^mpas

Cxnter or call 545-1995

SFR\ K IS

Pet-Sitter available days

nights & weekends. I\ig

walking. 9 years experi-

ence. Call Gina 253-0619

All Digital Pnxluctions

Pro Videography for

Weddings, Bar Mitivahs,

Gmmercial (508) 221-

8223

sweeppicker@yah(X5.com

SHEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES B(xly

Sugaring (waxing) iot

men and women

Safe

*100% Natural

Efifective

253-2322 https://shear-

bliss.image411.com

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of

AnJierst area for free test-

ing and assistance. 549-

1906

SPRING BREAK
2004! IVach Life

Vacations! Jamaica,

Cancun. Acapuico,

Bahamas, Florida. Sell

Trips, F^m Cash, Tni\ el

Frce!!Gilll-aT0-733-

6347 www.bcachlitcvaca-

tions.com

SPRING BREAK
largest selection oi

["testiiiations, including

Cmises! Foam Parties,

Free IVinks and C\uh

Admissioas. Rep

Positioas and FREE trips

Available. l-8a)-231-

4386

www.Epicure.iiiTours.com

A "Reality" Spnnn Bre.ik

2004's Hottest Prices

Bix>k now .. Free Trips,

Meals & Parties

www.suniit^lashtours.c> 'm

or 18aM26-77IO

PREGNANCY TEST-

ING, HIV Testing, Birth

Cx>nm>l, an d Emergency

CJmtraccption.

Affordable and t\nifiden-

tial. Tapestry Health, 27

Pray Street, Amherst.

548 9992

A SPRING BREAKER
NEEDED 2004's Hottest

I'Jestinatioas & Parties 1

free trips / high commis-

sions 1 5w

sunsplashtuurs.coiTi

1800-426-7710

Spring Break '04 with

StudentCitv.com and

Maxim Magazine! Get

h(X)ke(.l up with Free Trips

Ciish, .Hid VIP Status as a

Campus Rep! ("howe

from 1 5 ot the hottest

destinations. Bixik early

tor FREE MEALS, FREE

DRINKS and 1 50% Liw-

est Price Guarantee! To

reserve online or view our

Photo C wlicrv, visit www
.
studentcitv.com . ir C^ill 1-

888-SPRlNGBREAK!

Spring Break- Sign up w/

Student Express iuid get

Free roundtrip airline

tickets to over 1 5 intema-

tion.il destinatioas includ-

mu AniKi, l\>iiiinican

Republic, C,osta Rica,

CiiribK-an hot spots aivJ

more. Why go with any-

one else.' Limited offer

call now. (.^immi.ssion rep

positi<ias al.si> available 1-

aa''- 787- 3787 www.stu-

Math/Physics Tutor

$30/Hrplustmvel(^ll

I>. Kline 413-552-3805

-ti
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Cap
Capraro nets

two as UMass

downs SLU
By Andrew Merritt

Collegian Staff

GERAUl H. UN<-!AJ-)LUAj1AN

Chris Capraro (No. 23) slips a puck

of two goals for Capraro Saturday, this

New lines

yield results

under the stick of St. Lawrence goaltender Kevin Ackley during the second period of Saturday night's game. The first

nifty netter was the game winner for the Minutemen, who trumped the Saints 5-1 at the Mullins Center.

By Matt Stewart
Cx)i LEtiiAN Staff

The Massachusetts hockey team made

a few adjustments to its lineup for

Saturday night's contest against St.

Lawrence. The biggest shuffle made wa.s

splitting up the first line of Stephen

Werner. Greg Mauldin, and Tim Vitek.

They decided to move Mauldin to form a

line with James Solon and |ohn Luszcz,

and replace Mauldin with Chris Capraro.

The new alignment worked in

Capraros favor, as he put on a show for

the Mullins Center faithful.

UMass coach Don Cahoon said bal-

ance was the major goal in the shift.

"We had talked about this lineup a

couple weeks ago. [Assistant coach] Bill

Gilligan and I had made changes earlier

in the week and I watched them in prac-

tice for a couple of days and I didn't like

what I saw," he said. "And Bill doesn't

even know that we shifted into this gear,

this was supposed to be a gear that we

were going to shift into a couple weeks

from now."

The move benefited all four of the

Minutemen lines. Even the third (Obi

Aduba. Mike Warner, Stephen Jacobs)

and fourth lines (Kevin larman. Peter

Trovaio. Garret Summerfield) had seri-

ous scoring threats within them, albeit

the biggest change was separating

Mauldin and Werner.

"I think the way we mixed and

matched the personnel, splitting up

Werner and Mauldin helped us a little

bit." Cahoon said. "1 felt that we had bet-

ter speed on all four lines the way the

lines were made up tonight. We had two

guys who could virtually fly on each line

and with guys who could complement

them, and I thought that really helped us

in the end too."

The shift was a success, to say the

least. Capraro had his best game of the

young season, racking up two goals and

one assist.

"The kid's a gamer," Cahoon said. "He

jumps on loose pucks. He's got vision in

the back of his head."

Capraro's first point of the night came

on the second goal of the game for the

Maroon and White. Vitek found a wide-

open Capraro in front of the net, and .set

him up with a nifty backhander. Capraro

waited longer than SLU keeper Kevin

Ackley, as he drew the goalie out of posi-

tion and ixxketed a shot home.

"He's a year older," Cahoon said. "I

don't know if his game's changed so

much, but he's a little bit stronger and

more conditioned. He's certainly accus-

tomed to the speed of the college game

now."

Around two minutes later, Capraix)

added an assist. Thomas Pock set up a

give-and-go play with Capraro. Capraro

fed the pass perfectly to Pock who put it

top-shelf glove skle on Ackley.

With around four minutes to go in the

second period, Capraro added one more

goal on the power play. Marvin Degon

fired the pass in front of the net, which

Capraro redirected for the goal.

Capraro's three-point night puts him

second in points on the roster, just behind

Pock. The two are tied for the team lead

in assists with four each.

"The first [goall was good because I

have a little bit more poise with the puck

now." Capraro said. "The second one was

kind of lucky, 1 just threw my stick out."

Said Pock. "I've never seen Chris

score a bad goal. I watched him in high

school hockey too; they're' all nice, too

nice."

From the day he began his career with the

Massachusetts hockey team, Chris Capraro

was highly touted, with expectations and an

upside through the roof. Saturday night, he

proved why.

The sophomore scored two goals, includ-

ing the game winner, and added an assist as

the Minutemen defeated St. Lawrence. 5-1

in a penalty-laden affair at the Mullins

Center.

Capraro netted the clincher at 5: 1 5 of the

second period. Tim Vitek circled around the

net and flipped a

St. Lawrence 1 pass to the Medford.

UMass 5 Mass. native, who
• slipped past goal-

tender Kevin Ackley and scored on a point-

blank shot to make it 2-0 for his first goal of

the season.

"There's not a lot of guys playing at the

highest level of hockey that see the ice the

way he sees the ice," UMass coach Don

Cahoon said.

Capraro was also a big influence on the

power play. After the Minutemen put togeth-

er organized perimeter play, Marvin Degon

held at the point, then slid a wrister towards

the net, and Capraro stuck his stick out, tip-

ping the puck over Ackley 's shoulder and in,

to make it 4-0 UMass.

Thomas Pock scored his third goal of the

season after some nifty puck movement from

the forward line of Capraro, Vitek, and

Stephen Werner. Capraro ended up with the

biscuit to Ackley *s right, and hit Pock just

inside the blue line, where he fired a wrister

glove high.

"We're starting tp gel a little more, the

lines got changed up, and wc played pretty

well out there tonight," said Capraro. who

along with Pock is creating a formidable tan-

dem thus far — the two hooked up for a sim-

ilar goal in Massachusetts' 3-2 win over

UMass Lowell last Saturday. "It seemed like

we were clicking a little more, and any time

I see Tommy with the puck, I know he's

looking for me and I'm looking right back.

He's a shooter and I'm a passer."

Capraro also benefited from new line-

mates. He and Greg Mauldin switched up,

putting Mauldin on a line with lames Solon

and Providence transfer |ohn Luscz, while

Capraro look the left wing slot alongside

Tim Vitek and Stephen Werner.

In all, 50 penalties were called for a total

of 60 minutes, though the final eight infrac-

tions were called after a post-horn scrap.

Sixteen penalties were called on the Saints

for 32 minutes, and the Minutemen were

Continued on page 6

Iff *; ^Demers rolls again

C;ERAl.nH LtNC/nOLlKilAN

Rich Demers breaks for the open during UMass' 27-22 win over Hofstra

Saturday. Demers, a castaway from UMass Lowell's disbanded fiwtball program,

rushed for 1 39 yards on 28 carries, and caught five passes for 2
1
yards.

Transfer is

key as UM
beats Pride

By Andrew Merrjtt
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts football team may

not have had as much at stake as its oppo-

nent, the Hofstra fVide, yesterday, but it

certainly didn't play that way. The

Minutemen downed the Pride 27-22 in

front of 7,323 at McGuirk Alumni

Stadium.

UMass lx)well transfer Rich Demers

notched his second straight 100-yard rush-

ing game, racking up 1 39 yanis on 28 car-

ries to lead

Hofstra 22_ uMass past the

UMass 27 visitors. The

game qualified as

an Atlantic 10 contest for Hofstra only, and

was a "miss" in A- 10 scheduling parlance

for the Maroon and White.

The Pride drops to 1 -6 in the A- 10 ( 1
-4

overall), while the Minutemen improve to

6-1 on the sea.son. They're perfect against

Atlantic 10 teams, though only four of the

five wins count towards conference stand-

ings.

Demers' pounding running style was

the hallmark for UMass' game Saturday,

but it was the air attack that produced the

winning margin. Jeff Krohn found

Dominique Stewart for a 28-yard touch-

down pass with 6:54 left in the third quar-

ter to put the Minutemen up 27- 1 5,

Although a 2-yard reception by Hofstra

wide receiver Isaac Irby cut the deficit to

five, the Pride misfinsd throughout the

fourth quarter, and UMass held the edge

until the final gun. Amherst native lames

Ihedigbo mirrored his performance against

Maine on Sept. 20 when he picked off

Hofstra's Andrew English to give the

Minutemen the ball with around a minute

remaining, effectively sealing the deal.

"lust another UMass 2003 game, it just

seems. like it doesn't change," UMass coach

Mark Whipple said. "I'd like to think it's

not going to be this way. but as long as we

keep getting more points than our oppo-

nent, it's going to be a good Saturday

night."

The opening drives for both teams were

high-flying affairs. Lorenzo Perry brought

the opening kickof back 34 yards to start

the Minutemen on their own 41, where

they struggled to make a first down. Then,

on fourth-and-2 at midfield. Anton

McKenzie got the ball up the middle, and

took it 31 yards. UMass brought it down to

the Hofstra 5-yard line, where Rich

Demers pounded it in to take the eariy 6-0

lead.

Hofstra followed up on tfie next drive

with a four play, 80-yard drive capped off

by a pass from English to Isaac Irby for the

tying touchdown. Both kickers missed

their extra point attempts, though, locking

the game at six miAvay through the first

quarter.

UMass was stopped on its next drive,

and the Pride followed up with a long drive

that reached all the way to the goal line,

before two consecutive false starts relegat-

ed it to a field goal.

"We just started off really slow on

defense, we looked re-ally slow," Whipple

said, "and we talked about it, so we have to

do something better there. We just shoot

ourselves in the foot. The defense certainly

turned the ball over enough for the offense

in the red zone, and the offense didn't

come up when it had to."

The Minutemen were 2-for-4 inside the

20, while Hofstra scored all three times it

got within range.

Although the running game produced

180 yards for UMass Saturday, quarter-

back leff Krohn had a solid day (20-for-41

,

225 yards, no interceptions), a point not

lost on Pride coach |oe Gardi.

"They picked on our comers, and I'd

pick on our comers too, they have to grow

up, they're young guys," Gardi said, "nrhey

did a great job of attacking our comers

with outs and things of that nature. . .Their

quarterback's outstanding, and I think we

had trouble in the first half with fourth-

down conversions, we gave some of those

up, and that's embarrassing as a head

coach. It should be embarrassing for your

football team to know they will try to con-

vert fourth downs.

Demers hit the century mark again

Saturday, but the play that got him to 100

yards was probably one he'd like to forget.

As he was being brought down, he fum-

bled the ball, and the Pride scooped it up

to set up a five play, 4 1 -yard drive that cul-

minated in the 2-yarder to Irby, who
sneaked inside the pylon to make it 27-22

UMass with 1 :39 left in the third quarter.

Torres struggled for much of the game,

missing an extra point and two field goals

that were well within his range during the

first half. As a result of Torres' uncharac-

teristic slump, Whipple went for seven

fourth down conversions, succeeding on

five. Demers was often the go-to player in

those situations, and thrived in the role.

"It's just like every other down, you

have to get the yardage," Demers said.

"It's just on fourth down that it's a little

bigger, whether you turn it over or not,"

The Minuteman defense and special

teams were at full speed early, with a

forced fumble by Serge Tikum picked up

by Charlie Walker, and an interception

on the next Hofstra drive by Tracy Belton

that set up a Rich Demers touchdown,

making it 20-9 UMass with 9:42 left in

the half.
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Muhammad makes his case to jury
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Acting as his own attorney, sniper suspect John Allen Muhammad addresses the jury as he delivers his

opening argument. Prince William County bailiff Jack Fulmore watches during his tr.al at the Virginia

Beach Circuit Court in Virginia Beach, Va., yesterday,

By Matthew Barakat
Assoc'iATti) Press

VIRGINIA BEACH. Va. (AP)

— Sniper suspect |ohn Allen

Muhammad won the right to

serve as his own lawyer yesterday

in a surprise, last-minute request

at his murder trial, then broke a

year of stony silence with a ram-

bling opening statement in which

he assured the jury: "I had noth-

ing to do with these crimes."

It was not clear why
Muhammad decided to fire his

lawyers, who will serve as stand-

by counsel in the first trial to

come out of last year's sniper

spree. lust last week, Muha-

mmad told the judge that he was

satisfied with his attorneys.

Muhammad's decision to rep-

resent himself in the death penal-

ty case means he could end up

cross-examining his accusers,

perhaps survivors of the shoot-

ings, maybe even fellow suspect

Lee Boyd Malvo, who was in the

courtroom for about two minutes

yesterday to allow a prosecution

witness to identify him.

It also could mean jurors will

hear some unconventional ques-

tioning from the defense. For

instance. Muhammad asked an

expert witness Monday, "Have

you ever seen me shoot anyone?"

In his 20-minute opening state-

ment, Muhammad said nothing

about the shootings except to

deny involvement.
"1 know what happened. 1

know what didn't happen.

They're basing what they said

about me on a theory. If we mon-

itor (the evidence) step by step, it

will all show 1 had nothing to do

with ithese crimes," he told the

jury.

Muhammad, 42, is charged in

the slaying of Dean Harold

Meyers, a 53-year-old Vietnam

veteran who was gunned down

outside a northern Virginia gas

station last October. He was the

seventh victim in a three-week

shooting spree that left 10 people

dead in Virginia, Maryland and

Washington, D.C.

Muhanunad and Malvo. 18,

were arrested last Oct. 24 at a

highway rest stop in Maryland.

Prosecutors have said the shoot-

ings were part of a plot to extort

$10 million from the govern-

ment.

Prosecutors say Malvo has

made several statements to police

and jail guards in which he con-

fessed involvement in many of

the attacks. But Muhammad
barely >poke to investigators, and

offered only terse, one-word

answers to questions in many

pretrial hearings.

Muhammad spoke at length

during his opening statement

about the nature of truth, saying

at one point, "|esus said, 'Ye shall

know the truth.'" He also said he

hopes to be found innocent "by

the grace of Allah."

"There's three truths. The

truth, the whole truth and noth-

ing but the truth. 1 always thought

there was just one truth," he said.

"The facts should help us identify

what's a lie, what's not a lie."

He also spoke about his chil-

dren, whom he said he "loves very

much."

He said he once punished his

daughter for eating chocolate

cookies, only to find out later that

the daughter had not disobeyed

him. SimilaHy, he said, he is being

persecuted by authorities who do

not know the truth behind the

sniper spree.

Muhammad asked the jury to

pay close attention to the facts

because "my life and my son's life

is on the line." apparently a refer-

ence to Malvo. Muhammad and

Malvo, 18, are not related, but

have referred to each other as

father and son.

Later, a Manassas bank

employee, Linda Thompson, testi-

fied she saw Muhammad and

Malvo outside her bank, near the

shooting scene, shortly before

Meyers was killed. Prosecutors

brought in Malvo, in an orange

jumpsuit, for the woman to iden-

tify

Muhammad asked the woman
why she thought the two were

suspicious.

"Was it because we was black

that you remember us?" he

asked.

She denied that race was an

issue.

Associated Press writer Sonja

Barisic contributed to this report.

Lobby Day

may help

rally fiinds

By Perron Salniker

CoLLEoLWM Staff

Professor set to speak on 'Einstein's Biggest Blunder'
* .... L • _.:ii .. 1 ..,..», ..^ c:.-ion>ictc H,T>«ifv of the universe mav be hel

By Erika Lovley
QjLLFdAN Staff

Professor Lawrence Krauss, depart-

ment head of physics at Case Western

Reserve University, will give a talk at the

University of Massachusetts tomorrow.

The lecture is called "Einstein's Biggest

Blunder, A Cosmic Mystery Story " This

lecture is part of the Five Colleges

Colloquium: What's New in Physics?

Krauss will be speaking on cosmology.

which is the study of the history of the

universe.

A brief history: In 1915, Einstein creat-

ed the general theory of relativity. The the-

ory describes the motion of objects in the

universe and the motion of the universe

itself. The theory stated that the universe

was not only expanding, but it was

expanding with acceleration. The term

that described this acceleration was the

"cosmological constant." However,

according to public observation, Einstein's

theory did not appear to make sense. He

called this problem his "biggest blunder'

and removed the constant.

However, over the last 10 years, scien-

tists have made observations that ma>

prove the Cosmological Constant to be

correct. Through the use of telescopes,

satellites and mathematical interpretation,

it appears that the universe tiiay. in fact,

be expanding outward at an accelerated

speed. The source of the phenomenon is

the result of some anti-gravity force.

which is still a huge mystery to scientists.

Physicists and astronomers have observed

this cosmological event by measuring the

speeds at which stars are moving away

from the Earth, as well as by observing the

low levels of radiation — or microwaves

— that pervade the universe.

"People have generally agreed that the

universe is expanding because the world

started with an explosion," |ohn Machta,

head of the University of Massachusetts

physics department, said. "But they also

thought that gravity would slow it down."

If this data is correct, a 20-year-old cos-

mology model will be replaced by an

entirely new theory. If Einstein's

Cosmological Constant is true, it may

even suggest that the most of the, energy

density of the universe may be held in

space.

Professor Krauss is one of the most dis-

tinguished theoretical physicists in the

country. His research interests involve

cosmology, high energy physics and ele-

mentary particle physics. Among his other

interests are exploding stars, dark matter

and the eariy universe.

Krauss is well known for his best-sell-

ing book "The Physics of Star Trek." The

book examines the technology of the Star

Trek television series and explains what

aspects of the episodes are possible by the

laws of physics and which are not.

Krauss will speak on Wednesday, Oct.

22, in Thompson 104, beginning at 7:30

p.m.

Fall foliage colors Pioneer Valley
Zrl L :,:ul..

By Ed Hlii)S(in

Q>LLELiiAN Staff

The period of peak foliage color may be nearing

an end, but now is the lime to catch it while xou

can.

According to the Massachusetts Office of Travel

and Tourism, much of the Pioneer Valley is still at

its peak coloration, though some spots are' beyond

peak and others still contain green. The Berkshires

have already experienccxl significant leaf dropping,

but some areas in central Massachusetts, including

Worcester County, are also at peak coloi.

According to the MOTT, foliage period begins at

about mid- to late-September and ends in mid- to

late-October.

Bernard Rubinstein, professor emeritus of biolo-

gy at the University of Mas.sachusetts, said one of

the main factors for change in leaf color is day

length, which shortens at the same rate every year,

meaning that we can expect leaves to reach their

peak coloration at about the middle of October

Matthew Kelry, as.sociate professor of forestry at

UMass, noted that this year's foliage period has been

close to normal in terms of leaf color, though it may

have been slightly more yellow and less reddish than

in previous years.

According to Kelty, autumn this year was both

wamier and wetter than usual, which allowcci the

leaves to function longer, delaying the coloiful

foliage.

"Because the leaves were healthy and more vig-

orous, that meant that the chlorophyll didn't break

down as early and it stayed grevn for a longer peri-

od," Kelty said. "That little extra wamith and rain-

fall just delayed it for a few days ... As Autumn

comes on, the chlorophyll degrades, that's why you

can see yellow in generally any leaf."

Chlorophyll is what makes the leaf function dur-

ing the process of photosynthesis, he said. As day

length becomes shorter and the weather gets colder,

the leafs chlorophyll breaks down and its yellow

pigment, which is nonnally dominated by thf more

intense green, becomes visible

According to Kelty, gre-en and yellow pigments

can be found in anv leafs chloroplasts all >car long.

But he addc-d that some trees produce red, orange,

or puiplish leaf color.

"It depends on the species and the general vigor

of the tree as to how red it gets." he said. "There are

variations among the individual trees of each

species. Not every sugar maple looks the same."

According to Kelty. the red maple got its name

duo to the fact that it's leaves turn brilliantly red

during foliage season. The hickory is an example of

a tree that's leaves turn only yellow.

According to Dr lohn O'Keefe, coordinator of

The Fisher Museum at Harvard Forest, last year was

the latest loliage display of 1 1 seasons on record.

O'Keefe, who has done extensive researeh on

autumn color change, said la.st year was unusually

wami ihmugh September and October According

to him. the weather this autumn was just as wann

and it looked like the foliage was going to last late,

but an eariy cold streak at the start of October sped

up the prtKcss.

According to O'Keefe. this year's foliage period

started four to five days later than the average on

record. He said one reason that the biilliance of the

peak was reduced is that it was particularly windy

last week. He said if it wasn't for the stomiy weath-

er that blew many of the iransfomiing leaves off the

trees, the (X-ak ioliagc period coukl have been a

week oi more later

According to Kelty. the window of opportunity

to enjoy the vibrant colors of foliage is closing

Ix-cause beginning in November, most leaves will

have tuined bixiwn.

According to the MOTT, peak foliage area driv-

ing routes in the Pioneer Valley are- Route 9 through

Amherst and Hadley, Route 202 through IVIham

and New Salem and Route 10 through Northlield.

Routes in central Massachu.setts include Route 9

along Brotiktield. Route 148 along the Ouabog

River and Routes 32 and 32A through the towns of

Hardwick, Petersham. Oakham and Bane.

Russians deliver crew

to Space Station safely

By Vladimir Isachenkov
Ass<KiATEi> Press

MOSCOW (AP) — A Russian

spacecraft filled in for the second

time since U.S. shuttle program

was grounded this year after the

Columbia disaster, delivering a

three-man crew yesterday to the

International Space Station.

A top Russian space official

warned, however, that funding

problems could jeopardize future

missions.

American Michael Foalc,

Russia's Alexander Kaleri and

Spain's Pedro Duque entered the

space station after the autopilot

docking of their spacecraft, two

days after the Soyuz blasted off

from Kazakhstan.

Applause broke out at

Russia's Mission Control Center

just outside Moscow after the

docking.

"I congratulate all our part-

ners on this spectacular success

today." said William Readdy,

NASA's head of human space-

flight, at a news conference.

The docking went flawlessly

despite a minor malfunction in

the Soyuz engine's pipeline sys-

tem that was spotted Sunday The

glitch prompted Russian flight

controllers to switch to a backup

system for the docking, said Yuri

Semyonov. director of RKK
Fnergiya, the company that

builds Russian spacecraft.

Readdy, a veteran of three

shuttle missions, told The

Associated Press the glitch was

"nothing serious."

Since Columbia disintegrated

while retuming to Earth on Feb.

I. the U.S. manned space pro-

gram has been on hold, leaving

Russia's non-reusable Soyuz cap-

sules as the only means for getting

crew to and from the station.

Russia's unmanned Progress

spaceships also ferry supplies to

the ISS.

Eariier this year, Russian space

officials urged NASA and the

European Space Agency to help

fund the Soyuz capsules' con-

struction, but they also reminded

Moscow of its earlier pledge to

conduct several crew rotations.

The Russian government has

finally promised to build the ships

independently, but Semyonov

complained yesterday it had failed

to deliver the promised funds. He

said that Fnergiya was forced to

borrow money to build spacecraft

this year and had to freeze assein-

hly of the spacecraft for future

missions.

"The financial situation is cat-

astrophic," Semyonov said. He

lashed out at the Americans and

the Europeans, saying that they

"sttxxl aside while Russia was

carrying the entire burden alone."

Nikolai Moiseyev, first deputy

director of the Russian space

agency Rosaviakosmos, said that

the government would come up

with the necessary funds shortly.

More than 100 faculty and staff

from the Massachusetts public

higher education system are

expected to lobby tomorrow at

Beacon Flill in Boston in an effort

to have their nearly three-year-old

contracts funded.

In addition to going to the

statehouse, the Massachusetts

Society of Professors is launching a

"Virtual lx)bby Day" tomorrow.

Faculty, staff and students will be

writing, emailing and calling the

legislators all on the same day

"We are trying to follow the

ways of a lot of other national cam-

paigns," said Max Page, an associ-

ate professor of arefiitecture' and

history and the Secretary of the

Massachusetts Society of

Professors. "We've done a lot of

pushing. We are- desperately call-

ing on faculty and staff to get on

the bus on Wednesday"

The contracts, which cover

13,000 higher education employ-

ees, have been not been funded

since My 2001

"Thirteen thousand higher edu-

cation employees, not just from

the University of Massachusetts

Amherst but from Lowell and

Dartmouth signed a contract and

[the House of Representatives]

just decided they wouldn't pay it,"

Page said.

Page also mentioned that most

of the people who are covered by

these contracts are- support staff.

"One of the key things to note

is that out of the 1 3.000 people I

mentioned, 10.000 is staff who

don't make much mone> anyway.

They don't receive a dime of raise."

he said. The majority of the sup-

port staff makes le.ss than $30,000

a year.

Page also mentioned that while

the price of health insurance and

housing is rising in Massachusetts,

the workers have not received

appropriate finan».ial >upport to

cope with these problems.

In the fall of 2001. acting

Governor lane Swift sent more

than two-dozen collective bargain-

ing agre-enients with higher cxluca-

tion unions to the legislature.

Although there wasn't a vote taken

to the House floor, in IXxember of

2001 the Senate voted 35-0 to

fund the contracts. In May of

2002. the contracts were added as

an amendment to the House ver-

sion of the state budget and passed

by a vote of 139-12. One month

later, by a vote of 37-0, the Senate

added the contracts to its version

of the state budget.

In luly 2002. Swift vetoed

funding for the contracts and the

veto was never overridden.

According to Page, over two-

thirds of the House of

Representatives are in support of

funding the contracts.

"That's a majority. That means

that even if the govemor vetoes it,

it could still be passed." he said.

Organizers of Lobby Day argue

that the state has a moral responsi-

bility to honor its commitments.

"They have to honor a con-

tract," Page said. "For example,

they buy police cars from General

Motors and of course they pay lis

the same thing."

Lobbyists also advcvate that

funding the contracts is important

to maintain a high-quality faculty

and staff and to attract more

workers with the offering of com-

jx-titive salaries.

Public higher education is the

key to the state's economic future,

they say, arguing that more' than

75 percent of public higher educa-

tion graduates become

Massachusetts' workers and tax-

payers.

Buses will leave tor Boston

from the Haigis Mall at 8 a.m.

tomorrow. To resci-ve a seat or for

more information, call 545-2206.

Editoriai/Opinion
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'W* drop

deadline
"'"Monday. Oct. 27 is the last

Jav for undergraduates and

Cantiiiuing Hducaiion students

to dr^P ^ course with a "W."

tlmpping a course with a "W
wtti have no adverse impact on

j/Ltud^ni's i^u'Ti"''"'^'-" average.

Students should consult

their academic dean for advice

apd .procedures to follow.

Sl'ud^nts who have not chosen

a major yet should go to Pre-

Major Advising Services in 61 5

(^loodell. Students must be

p'ware prior to making deci-

(iim^s that they must carry 12

credits for financial aid and

fjea|lth insurance purposes.

— Ferrari Salniker
tit I
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Saturday, Oct. 1

1

1:42 a.m. A party reported ask-

ing a group of 20 people to leave

the Mullins Center The party

reported that the group refused

to leave and requested assis-

tance. Officers escorted three

subjects to the hotel and three

others were picked up by their

parents.

5:06 a.m. A caller reported two

males climbing onto the roof of

Worcester Dining Commons.

The responding officer reported

that three or four people were on

the roof retrieving a Frisbee.

9:41 a.m. A party reported two

laptops missing, believed to be

stolen, from his office at the

School of Management. A sec-

ond caller later reported her lap-

top stolen as well.

10:26 a.m. A spoiler was report-

ed stolen from a car in Lot 44

near Sylvan residential area.

Sunday, Oct. 12
10:36 a.m. A report was received

of a baby locked in a room at

North Village Apartments. The

weekend apartment manager

reported calling housing mainte-

nance to get someone to open

the door; services were rendered.

1:27 p.m. A caller reported her

key stolen from the School of

Management: a report was

taken.

5:17 p.m. A party stated that he

had located some new evidence

of attempted break-ins at the

School of Management.

Monday, Oct. 1

3

12:59 a.m. A party reported that

there were four males smoking

marijuana and throwing rocks at

the windows in the Cance court-

yard. The responding officer

reported speaking with one indi-

vidual; a report was unfounded.

5:46 p.m. A party reported that

his wife had heard a noise in

Iheir apartment in North Village

and that an unknown subject ran

from the apartment. No entry

occurred and nothing was taken.

but the door was partially open.

Tuesday, Oct. 14
5:56 a.m. A party reported a ver-

bal argument with a visiting

friend in lames Hall. The officer

reported thai the argument had

escalated into a shoving match.

The guest was asked to leave and

was transported to Hadley until

she could contact her paa>nts for

a ride.

2:32 p.m. A caller reported he

believed that someone had just

taken a book off the shelf and

sold it back to the Textbook

Annex. A report was taken.

9:08 p.m. An officer reported

detecting a strong odor of ittari-

juana emanating from a room in

John Quincy Adams Hall. The

subjects opened the door to the

room and no illegal substances

were found. One subject, Daniel

Vanheyningen, 27. of 461

Columbia Rd.. Dorchester,

Mass.. was arrested on active

warrants.

9:09 p.m. A resident assistant >

reported a swastika painted on

the 6th floor stairwell in |ohn

Ouincy Adams Hall. The

responding officer reported find-

ing and removing the swastika.

9:40 p.m. Police responded to an

odor of marijuana in |ohn Adams

Hall. The officer advised there

was an odor of pasta cooking.

Wednesday, Oct. 15
1 :52 a.m. A party reported that a

group between Brett and Brooks

Halls were making a lot of noise

and hitting vehicles with tennis

balls. An officer reported that an

area check was negative.

5:21 p.m. A caller reported hav-

ing a verbal argument with a sub-

ject in Whitmore. then later find-

ing her vehicle parked in Lot 7

1

vandalized.

8:24 p.m. Student Security

reported a fire in the Orchard

Hill Bowl. Security later called

back and reported the fire extin-

guished and that a subject had

ran into the woods in a north-

west direction. A report was

taken.

Thursday, Oct. 16
6:35 a.m. Officers served a war-

rant in Van Meter Hall. David

Foster. 20, of 3 Acorn Lane,

Cumberiand. Me., was charged

with possession of a Class D sub-

stance and intent to distribute a

Class D substance.

9:40 p.m. Arrested during the

Southwest disturbance were:

lohn Beggan, 21. of 187 Plain St.,

Pembroke, Mass., for disorderiy

conduct; Peter Hulchings, 18, of

95 Mattapoisett Neck City St..

Maltapoisett, Mass., for disorder-

ly conduct and failing to disperse,

in a riot; Nicholas Mitchell, 18,

of 3 Antassawamock Rd.,

Mattapoisett, Mass., for disorder-

ly conduct and failing to disperse

from a riot; Joseph Gelinas, 18,

of 61 1 South St.. Dallon, Mass.,

for inciting a riot, disorderly con-

duct and failing to disperse in a

riot; Matthew Falcone, 19, of

>101 Linden St., Winchendon,

Mass., for disorderly conduct;

lonathan Cohen of 57 Highland

St., Sharon. Mass.. for failing to

disperse in a riot; Timothy

O'Neill. 18. of 125 Summer
Ave.. Reading. Mass.. for disor-

deriy conduct and failing to dis-

perse in a riot; |ared Sinkwich.

29. of 54 Pomeroy Lane.

Amherst. Mass.. for disorderiy

conduct and failing to disperse in

a riot; Harold Galpin. 19. of 104

Green St.. Rockland. Mass.. for

disorderly conduct; Evan Meyer.

18. of 188D Warner Hill Rd..

Charlemont. Mass.. for disorder-

ly conduct and mistreating a

police dog; Erik Drauschke. 21.

of 77 Libby Ave.. Reading,

Mass., for unlawful possession of

fireworks, disorderiy conduct,

failing to disperse in a riot and

inciting a riot; Wesley Culinane,

20, of 58 Anson Rd.. ConCord.

Mass.. for disorderly conduct and

failing to disperse in a riot;

Kenneth Petkunas 18. of 221

South Main St.. Sherbom. Mass..

for inciting a riot, failing to dis-

'
perse in a riot and disorderiy con-

duct; and Brandon Horn 22. of

50 Meadows St., Unit 8,

Amherst. Mass.. for disorderiy

conduct, resisting arrest and niis-

demeanor malicious destruction

of property.

Friday, Oct. 17
12:20 a.m. A caller reported

between two and four people

yelling, breaking fencing and

throwing debris at cars near

Wheeler Hall. An officer advised

that a single person took two

fence posts out of the ground.

1 2:26 a.m. Emergency Health and

Safety reported that they found

major damage to the Thoreau

Hall smoke alarm system. All the

smoke detectors were torn out of

the wall and there was no work-

ing smoke detector service on the

floor They reported that Simplex

was called and was attempting to

get a fire watch for the building.

1:14 a.m. An officer requested

assistance from the Amherst Fire

department because someone

threw an accelerant on the ground

and lit it on Massachusetts Ave.

The fire was extinguished and it

was reported that two 40-oz. beer

bottles were filled with some kind

of accelerant and later thrown in

the bushes.

7:20 a.m. Two vehicles were

reported damaged in Lot 52. The

first vehicle had two front win-

dows shattered and the second

vehicle had the passenger side

mirror broken off.

8:59 p.m. Officers checking sub-

jects in Lot 22 arrested Nicholas

Viaggio 19. of 51 Cook Rd..

Vineyard Haven. Mass.. for pos-

session of a Class D substance

and being a minor in possession

of alcohol; and Andrew Goyer 20,

of 7 Depot St.. Southwick. Mass.,

for being a minor in possession of

alcohol.

10:51 p.m. A party reported her

car stolen from Lot 1 2. Her vehi-

cle was entered into the computer

tracking system as stolen.
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Airport security:

reform is underway

Taking back a season

Nathaniel Heatwole, a college student at

Guilford College in Greensboro, N.C.. is waiting

for a MarylaiKi court to decide whether he will be

charged with a felony for smuggling illegal items

onto two Southwest Airlines jets last September.

Box cutters, bleach, modeling clay molded to

look like explosives, and matches were among the

items that Heatwole was able to smuggle aboard

jets at Baltimore-Washington and Raleigh-Durham

airports in his own experimoital test of the nation's

airport security systems.

The bags containing these items also held notes

explaining what was in the bags and when they had

been carried aboard the cabin. One bag had been

smuggled onto a jet on Sept. 12 and the other on

Sept. 15, almost two years to the day of the 9/1

1

terrorist attacks. The bags were hidden in compart-

ments in the rear lavatory of the planes.

Heatwole even went as far as to email the

Transportation Security Administration, stating

that he had information concerning public safety

leaks at certain airports. He had gone through nor-

mal security checks, and even carried a few of the

items as carry-on. The in-depth emails gave loca-

tion, llight number, and even Heatwole 's name and

telephone number
The student's actions elicited the search of over

7,000 aircraft. He has not yet been arrested, but

may be facing a charge that carries a possible 10-

year jail sentence: bringing dangerous weapons

onto an aircraft.

"The e-mail author . . . stated that he was aware

his actions were against the law and that he was

aware of the potential consequences for his actions,

and that his actions were an "act of civil disobedi-

ence with the aim of improving public safety for

the air-traveling public," an FBI affidavit said.

Heatwole's actions may prove to be a driving

force in the reform of airport safety A political sci-

ence major, Heatwole has gained national attention

by making his views on public safety issues public.

He may be the wakeup call that our govemnfent

needs.

The Massachusetts ally Collegian does not

advocate that in order gain recognition of personal

beliefs, one shouW consider breaking the law. The

Collegian believes that by this demonstration of his

beliefs, HeatAVole is a motivational hero for our

generatton. His knowledge and obseivadons of the

lacking aiiport security will help officials close an

enormous gap in a country where security checks

miss one in four guns brought onto a plane, and

have recovered 1.4 millicMi knives and 40,000 box

cutters.

Disturbingly, Congress has already pushed for

U.S. airports to cut over 6.000 jobs of airport secu-

rity personnel over the next five months. These cuts

would namely affect the staff that does the luggage

screening and baggage checks. If the government

continues to have its way. only 18 to 20 U.S. air-

ports will receive the phenomenal funds they need

to install bomb-detecting machines.

Clearly, if a man like Heatwole can smuggle

weapons and "explosives" onto a jet, and even

inform the TSA of his intentions without being

immediately caught, there is no doubt that anyone

— terrorist or not — could sneak dangerous cargo

onto a plane at anytime. The end result could have

unthinkable repercnjssions.

Heatwole's demonstration was not a cry for

attention or self-indulgence; it was the act of an

American citizen demonstrating his beliefs. His

acts demonstrated not only courage, but they por-

trayed a new version of an American hero. In the

war on terrorism, many of the battles will be fought

on our own soil. Nathaniel Heatwole is an inspira-

tion here on the home front.

Information for this editorial was used from

www.usatoday.com and www.foxnews.com.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opin-

ion ofThe Massachusetts Daily Collegian Editorial

Board.

Dan

lamothe

Letter to the Editor
Ever wonder why, every time you

sit in the Dining Commons, you sit

with people or peers who look just

like you? Are you being prejudiced or

discriminating against others? Is this

segregation or do you just feel com-

fortable where you are sitting?

The Civil Rights Movement of the

1950s and 1960s was driven by the

cruelties of segregation, and a

diverse group of people came

together to abolish the evils of

inequality.

But today we see that even

though it is illegal to forcibly sepa-

rate a people based on race, creed or

color, at the UMass Dining Commons

students self-segregate to sit with

others who look like them and come

from similar cultural backgrounds.

When minorities bunch up at one

or two close tables at the D.C., It's

not because they hate, but because

when it's time to eat, it's time to be

relaxed, comfortable, and to be cor-

rect only in your space. Just like

when the whites sit at the same

table — it's the same concept.

There is nothing wrong with self-

segregation. To many people, includ-

ing myself, home Is your people. The

comfort zone is with your people.

Your safe space is, most times, with

your people no matter where you

came from. When being with your

own people, you don't have to worry

about being politically correct. You

don't have to feel the need to com-

pete.

For example. In New York, if you

want to immerse yourself in the

Latino culture, hit up Harlem or

Spanish Harlem. If you want to visit a

place where hip-hop and R&B could

be the genre of music, go to

Crooklyn, better known as Brooklyn,

where many black people live. For

great Italian home-cooked meals,

stop by Little Italy Are these people

indicating to us that they are appar-

ently having serious issues with one

another? No, but they do have a

sense of home.

UMass also has dorm spaces that

are separated to provide the same

kind of atmosphere that was created

by the students. We call them SIRPs

(Special Interest Residential

Programs). We have the Native

American floor In Chadbourne Dorm

in Central residential area, the

H^rambee floor In the Coolldge Dorm

In Southwest, and we know that the

Asian population dominates In the

Northeast living area. Those are only

some; there are more.

I do sit with others at the D.C.,

and I do meet different people all the

time. UMass is a great place to get to

know others and learn about other

life experiences while building

alliances to better help our tomorrow

or just to advance In life. But every

now and then I still just want to feel

at home.

Astariea Martin

UMass student

I ^^^ n Dear Boston

0^^ Red Sox:

m^^M I'd like to say

^H^H thank

^^^^r Thank you for

^^^M^ giving me the

^^^^^^^^1 best season

^^^^^B^ Red Sox base-
^^^^^^^^

ball my
entire life.

There. 1 said~
it. It sounds too

simple, too stupid and too plain

for me to say it. It's obvious for

anyone that knows me, given that

I've been a Red Sox fan since lit-

tle league, and that I have a Sox

cap on my head nearly every day

of the year, with at least five dif-

ferent color hats to choose from.

But 1 need to say it. Because as

horrific as this will sound to any

true Red Sox fan, my overwhelm-

ing emotion eariy Friday morning

for the Red Sox wasn't despair, or

sadness. My final response to

their loss to the Yankees was a

huge sigh of relief.

The last few months are a time

that no fan of Red Sox baseball

will ever forget. For everything

that goes with being a few outs

short of making a World Series —
second-guessing Grady Little,

wondering why Nomar disap-

peared during the playoffs, and

questioning the immortality of

Pedro Martinez, among them —
nothing can change that fact.

But at the University of

Massachusetts, the games

changed the way we live. Win or

lose, many students on campus

dreaded game nights for the Red

Sox because of the chaos after-

wards. And sadly, the further the

Red Sox-Yankees series dragged

on, the more 1 became one of

them.

There have been four major

post-game disturbances since

Oct. 4, for those of you counting.

Each time, hundreds of students

who want no part of the action

had no choice but to be involved.

Fire alarms pulled during the dis-

turbances emptied hundreds of

unsuspecting students into court-

yards filled with drunks throwing

rocks at riot police armed with

pepperball guns. All they could

hope is that they dkln't get caught

in the crossfire. Thursday night's

drama was no different: it even

included serious vandalism to the

fire alarm system in Thoreau Hall,

an inexplicable chok* for destiuc-

tion.

As can probably be expected,

Massachusetts Daily Cdtegian

reporters were dragged Into the

fray as a part of doing their job.

This isn't to complain— it's a part

of the duties. But we've alto been

stuck between a rock and a hard

place.

Rioters hassled reporters on

the scene for being press, identify-

ing us by our open pad and pen.

Police hassled us for being on the

scene, with many officers treating

Win or lose, many

students on cam-

pus dreaded game

niglits for the Red

Sox because of the

chaos afterwards.

And sadly, the fur-

ther the Red Sox-

Yankees series

dragged on, the

more I became one

of them.

us no differently than any other

student, despite our job at hand.

One vandal chased a staff mem-

ber on Thursday night after she

took a picture of him pulling a

railing out of the ground near the

Morrill Science Center Two other

Collegian reporters were pepper-

balled in Northeast, even after

they identified themselves as

media. One of the two vomited

from the effects.

The point of mentioning these

facts isn't to criticize authorities,

or to question the enforcement of

school policies on people showing

their 'love' for the SoK.

the contruy, I . .

the officers who miMcd iIm t
so they could get iwdy lo dcri

with a bunch of viobnl idlrts-

For mmy MudaMs. ilic wwito

of the games w«i« readefed

alnioai unimpotlaM by the end,m
we dodged oombiMlloa of fwp-

pertalb. bricks and beer botdes

flying throi^h die ah-. Vm cm
love the Sox an yon «••" — ^

isn't going to save yfM fnom taUnf

a brick off the dome place.

All of thif was branglN lo yon

by your friendly iiel^ibui<iood

Red Sox fans, as diqr ihofwed

their support for the team

through vMenoe.

What riolen forgol. riwitgh, it

what they were suppoMdly cele-

brating.

The 2003 Red Sam fcinnad a

team marked by grealneM, wtoh

lunch bucket heroes like DavU
Ortiz, lason Varitek and IhM
Nixon rcpreaentkig a Icam dial

succeeded because of Its together-

ness and willingness lo put aakle

egos for the betterment oir a fnM0
working toward a oommon goal.

How couU desirucikjn, mayhem

and a blatant disrepid for odwt*

possibly ivpreseni that?

Sure, the Red SoK had dicir

downsides. Pedro's whkdng and

continuing detcrioratkm from the

ranks of the all-thne greats is dis-

heartening. Manny Ramirez con-

tinues to make fans tear dwir hair

out, as they watch a man who hw
hitting down to a sdcnoe, but has

little clue how to do much of any-

thing else. And fjnger-flippln'

Byun-Hyung Kim has pmbaUy
played his last game as a member

of the Red Sox.

But that's not how I will

choose to remember this team,

and neither is the vtolence In

Southwest. For all of my frustra-

tion and aggravation over the last

two weeks covering mdces, I

refuse to let it sour me on the Red

Sox.

I'm taking back this season at

a fan. and I'm hoping others wM
do the same.

Dan Lamothe i$ a Collegian

columnist.

Just drifting here in the pool

Guide to writing columns
I .. . n LI K.l» .^^^ i.nll i*aru

Zach

Oelsclileyel

After pouring over this beloved

newspaper every day last year from

cover to cover, and now writing my

fifth column for the Massachusetts

Daily Collegian, 1 like to think of

myself as someone who knows

how to write a half decent article.

Unfortunately, as a columnist of

sorts, 1 fall into the stumbling areas

of writer's block, and 1 can only

imagine that my fellow columnists

fall into the same trap. So, after

careful observation of the endless opinions 1 have read,

I bring to the Collegian "Zach Oelschlegel's Guide to

Writing Columns." in an attempt to help myself and

other Collegian columnists come up

with excellent journalism when we're

out of ideas.

The trick to writing a trendy arti-

cle is to find a way to bash George

Bush. Yes, it is simply that easy

There are countless websites where

you can find the next laughable thing

our president said. One of the best

ways to lampoon Dubya is to take the

word "strategery," and create an

entire column focusing on the stupidity of such a

wonJ. and why Mr Bush should be impeached for hav-

ing the language 10 of salami. Or, simply resort to

name-calling and refer to our president as a butthead,

getting at least a few laughs from the six-year-old left-

ists. Do not, however, even think about mocking Bill

Clinton's "is" controversy, as blasting a democrat is a

journalistic faux pas here in Massachusetts.

Naturally, there's only so much vocabulary a colum-

nist can analyze, so why not try out your hand at some

hilarious satire? Campus favorites include writing sar-

castic letters to Mr Bush and commending him for a

job well done (NOT!), and then finishing the story by

idling us particularly unsawy readers that you were

kidding, followed by you patting yourself on the back

for using such inspirational side-splitting comic wit.

Sarcastic tones go especially well with the "No Blood

for Oil" chant, and the rah-rah "Anybody but Bush"

mantra. Tlirow in a few lines about how Bush has been

in bed with every CEO from the Fortune 500 compa-

nies if you aren't at the 750-word benchmark.

For your next article, instead of going after one con-

servative, go after his entire cabinet and maybe a cou-

ple more- of these "cronies" the democrats keep speak-

ing of. Write them a sarcastic letter in the same fash-

The hick to writing

a fendy article is to

find a way to bash

George Bush. Yes, it

is simply that easy.

ion you wrote a letter to Bush! No one will care any-

way, just as long as what you write is about the Evil

Empire called the Yankees ... er. Republicans. Finish

your article with the slogan " Bush Sucks !!

"

Potential topics for conservative-bashing include

stereotyping them for alleged stereotyping of minori-

ties. Ignore the fact that you are doing the same thmg

you are bashing them for, because in our great state of

Massachusetts, no one carc>s about hypocrisy, especial-

ly if it involves a right-wing activist. Continue to make

outrageous assumptions about conservatives and fin-

ish this article stating that the Republican Club is filled

with dimwits, and that if it were legal, they would all

try to fomicate with kangaroos.

Keep in mind that there is no middle ground in pol-

itics. Use Bush's "If you are not with

us then you are against us" catch-

phrase and apply the same to political

beliefs. There is no such thing as a

true democrat unless he follows the

Howard Dean model, leaving moder-

ate democrats like |oe Lieberman in

the category of "ultra-conservatives."

Likewise, if you are a minority, bash

republicans for not accepting you and

then denounce Clarence Thomas for

being an "Uncle Tom."

Since it is such an important tool of this writing

guide, 1 will repeat it: hypocrisy in your arguments

doesn't matter

Lastly, to really stir up some controversy, make a

snide comment about Christianity True separation of

church and state means that all politicians must be

atheists; it is a scientific fact that these so called "Men

of God" have brains made of fried bologna mixed with

Cracker lack. You can trump Bush's religion and still

condemn him for how he discriminates against the

Muslims.

In conclusion, 1 just want to say that it also does not

matter if the same points have been made in previous

articles, or if you have written an article of similar cal-

iber t^ntly What really matters is that UMass knows

that all republicans would love for nothing less than to

wipe out all minorities in a gruesome genocide not

unlike the Holocaust, and would jump at the chance to

fomicate with certain marsupials. If beating that into

the heads of students is the only way to educate them,

then so be it. We all know that around here- people

aren't grading us on our originality, as if that was of

any importance.

Zach Oelschlegel is a Cvllegian mlumnist.

What does a born writer do

after he graduates from col-

lege?

That's what Ambrose, a

close friend of mine, keeps ask-

ing. I'm not sure, 1 tell him. 1

don't want to

MhMm To'lepon^Mj"^"^^"^~
life is already

figured out, and 1 guess that

places me in a small group of

people who will graduate with a

definite plan, a definite outlook

on life — but not for the jaded

Ambrose.
"1 don't know what to do,"

he says. "1 want to write the

next Great American Novel, but

who is going to read it? Do 1

need to get an M.F.A. in cre-

ative writing or a Ph.D. in

English for anyone to pay atten-

tion?"

1 tell him that it sounds like

a good idea. Why not? If you

have those extra letters listed

behind your name, people take

note — that's how it works. I'm

not as smart as Ambrose

though; he points something

out to me.

"But it seems to me that the

best writers don't have those

letters behind their names, and

the authorities all do. Yale.

Harvard. Berkeley. Princeton.

What does that mean?"

Not trying to show my disin-

terest 1 told him that maybe

writers write. Simple enough.

And the truly smart can under-

stand and pick out what the

writer has accomplished. You

see Ambrose, those people who

go to Yale for a Ph.D. in

English really know how a story

is created, how prose can set

tone — 1 was talking about

Yale, so "prose" sounded

appropriate.

Apparently 1 missed the

point completely, and Ambrose

trounced my explanation.

"That doesn't make sense.

You reporters don't think

enough about the subtext."

Subtext, what?

"Yeah, think about it: how

could a Ph.D. know all of this

about writing, but then the

writers, without the initial

addendum, are the ones creat-

ing the work? Does that mean

that the writers are so smart

that they don't have to go to

school to learn how to write?

They just know something and

how to tell it?"

It sounded fine to me.

Clearly, it seemed, the writers

I guess ITS a frus-

trating time for hun-

dreds of thousands

of recent college

graduates and

soon-to-be-gradu-

ates with no Idea

what to do next

were the superstars, because

they didn't need to be formally

instructed about tone and story

structure; it just seeped from

their pens — or keyboards. So I

told my lackluster friend that

the professors were not as

smart as the writers because

they could only comment on

what was written. And dissect-

ing what someone else pro-

duces is clearly a sign that you

can't produce what you are dis-

secting. Clearly. Clearly the

mouse had eaten the poisoned

cheese without looking around

and noticing the snap-door

aimed at his neck.

"Then why can't writers be

authorities? 1 mean, they are

called authorities, mostly in

blurbs: Faulknerian in intensity,

reminiscent of Hemingway,

with a lucidity that recalls

Conrad at his best. But you

need a Ph.D. to teach, right?

Are we to believe that the writ-

ers of these pieces are blind

geniuses; they can produce, but

they don't know how they pro-

duce?"
Noi lo be upstaged by my lit-

erary friend — reporters aren"!

stupid you know — I lold him

thai people with fli.D.s serve a

different purpose. They have

studied the language and are

prepared to unravel the genius

embedded in the stroke of the

writer. The Ph.D. Is here to idl

us common reporters what we

«re reading. And in the end.

aren't we all reporters? I hoped

that allegory would steal

Ambrose's attention. Show,

don't tell, after all.

"We're off the topk, man.

What do I do? How do I get

someone to read what I have

written? What If I can actually

write something great, but no

one reads it? And how do I feed

myself if no one wants to buy

my words?"

I'd been wailing for this

question all morning. Ambrose,

I told him. If you're good

enough, they'll pay attention.

"Bull! Why would we need

authorities to tell us what to

read if the common reporter

could understand greatness?

Huh? Why wouM you under-

stand anyway? I don't know
why I am even asking you." And

he turned around, walked away.

and hasn't spoken to me since.

I guess it's a frustrating lime

for hundreds of thousands of

recent college graduates and

soon-to-be-graduates with no

idea what lo do next. Or at least,

that's what my friends tell me. I

don't see the problem: pick

something you like, or some-

thing that is going lo make you a

lot of money, and go for It. t>on't

look back and don't worry.

And to Ambrose, or anyone

else out there considering

authorship as a profession: give

it up; it's a dead end anyway. I

just want to say one word to

you. One word ... are you Kslcil-

ing?

Plastics.

Russ luskalian ii a ColkpaH

columnist.
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Back to his roots
Reggae icon Burning Spear returns to

original sound with new album and tour
By Glen Straub
CiiLLECiiAN Staff

First, an anecdote from the biography of

Mr. Winston Rodney, otherwise known as

Burning Spear:

"The way the whole thing came about is

that I found myself moving along up in the

oriX'KTtSY BURNINC, PROIHXTIlWS

Burning Spear is one of the tno!>t popular

reggae artists of all time.

hills of St. Ann's and I ran into Bob [Marley]

at the same time. And Bob was going to his

farm. The man was moving with a donkey

and some buckets and a fork, and cutlass and

plants. We just reason man to man and I-man

say wherein I would like to get involved in the

music business. And Bob say. All right, just

check Studio One.'"

Reggae music legend Burning Spear has

traveled a long, long road since having that

faithful meeting and getting that crucial favor

from the honorable Robert Nesta Marley

sometime during the l%Os in lamaica.

With nearly three decades in the music

business under his red, gold and green belt.

What is making me

so moody and depressed?
Sex-iversity is a question and answer tx)lumn

designed to provide important information and
answers to questions regarding sex, sexuality,

sexual orientation, sexually transmitted infec-

tions and reproductive rights. Voiced by Julia

Kristan. a member of the Voices for Planned

Parettthood I VOX) group here at the University

of Massachusetts, and an active wlunteer for

the Everywoman's Center on campus, the col-

umn is intended to help educate the university

community about reproductive health, rights,

legjislation and responsibilities. Much of the sta-

tistical information provided in this column

derives from research done through and
(Stained by Planned Parenthood and its nation-

al affiliates.

Sex-iversity

Julia Knsian

Q. I've been moody and feeling depressed late-

ly, and my friends think

there's something really

wrong with me. I don't

drink much and I get

enough to sleep and eat

everyday. The only prescription I take is birth

control pills; could this be causing my prob-

lems?

A. Yes. birth control has been linked with exac-

erbating or causing depression. I strongly recom-

mend you visit the doctor who put you on birth

control and perhaps visit your primary care

physician as well. People with tendencies toward

or family histories of depression need to be mon-

itored carefully on birth control. Depression is a

serious side effect of hormonal birth control that

often gets ignored.

A visit to a doctor who knows your history

should be able to pinpoint causes of your recent

depression. Ask your doctor plenty of ques-

tions. You're worth more than the four minutes

they usually spend on patients. You could even

bring a friend or relative with you for moral sup-

port, and two people remember facts better than

just one.

Q. My roommate was telling me that douching

is necessary. My mom told me that it was not

only unnecessary but that it can be harmful.

Who is right?

A. Your mom is correct on this one. Douching

has been linked in several studies to vaginal

infection, higher rates of HIV and other STD
infection, pelvic inflammatory disease, pre-term

delivery and even cervical cancer It is thought

that douching upsets the natural pH and micro-

biotic balance in the vagina, allowing foreign

viruses to more easily infect a woman.

Your roommate is a part of the nearly 40 per-

cent of women who douche in America, and

perhaps in the 20 percent that does so on a reg-

ular biasis. Women's bodies are often porirayed

Continued on page 5

Spear has released 41 albums (including

compilations and live discs), won a Grammy
award, toured the world and recently started

his own record label.

His name is household material for any-

one who has ever caught on to the Rastafari

spirit. On a popularity scale in the history of

reggae music, Marley is one, Peter Tosh is

two, and three would be Burning Spean

Despite his immense success in the reggae

world and in the music business at large,

Spear is not beginning to slow down. His goal

as an artist and as a human being to educate

and uplift people through his music and the

Rastafarian prophesies of Jamaican Black

Nationalist Marcus Garvey is still being

achieved.

Starting in |uly. Spear and his band

embarked on a 50-stop European and

American tour. In early August, Spear

released his first studio album off his new
record label, Burning Productions, entitled

"Freeman."

Tonight the reggae phenomenon brings his

distinct roots sound and wisdom in support

of the new LP to the Pearl Street Ballroom in

Northampton for a show that is guaranteed

to be rockin' steady all night long.

Spear is accustomed to playing small ven-

ues like the Pearl Street Bailroom when he is

in the States but, like many past reggae

greats, in Europe he is better recognized at

and sells out massive theaters.

"In Europe the feedback is a little bit dif-

ferent than the shows in the America," Spear

said. "There are a greater amount of people in

the cities who feel the music in the bigger are-

nas."

"But small places is how 1 got started and

1 love to return to my roots," he added.

That is exactly what Spear has done for his

new album. "Freeman" — gotten back to his

roots, and in the process has attempted to get

reggae listeners worldwide back to the roots-

reggae style, since dancehall has dominated

the charts.

"Roots is still around, there is no competi-

tion between the artists or between us and

(the dancehall artists)," Spear said. "Roots

relates to all listeners and people always love

the original form of the music. It's the way
reggae music is supposed to be — the origi-

nal."

En route to retreating to his roots. Spear

collaborated with many other reggae musical

greats on the 12-lrack "Freeman." Leroy

"Horsemouth" Wallace, Uzziah "Sticky"

Thompson and Christopher "Skyjuice"

Burth contributed to the percussion

tracks, while Lukie D and Pam Hall

helped out on background

vocals.

The end result of

"Freeman" is a progres-

sive, contemporary rock

steady reggae album
that echoes the

sounds of reggae 's

heyday in the 1 970s.

"Freeman" was
the work of Spear

alone and nobody

else, as he has had

no one to answer

to but his fans

since starting

his own
record label.

The album's

title is a

metaphor
for what
Spear has

been feeling

since
Burning
Productions

got underway

in 2001.

"I was think

ing about starting

my own label for

quite some time and

after being in the business

for so long I learned what it

takes to get it done," he said. "I

am free from contracts and 1

get to do what I want to do
with my music and my message

now."

Following an opening act VN

Pioneer Valley reggae groif^

The Black Rebels starting at

8:30 p.m.. Spear's message

will be made clear tonight at

Pearl Street.

MAS5AC!?F' WAKE0VF1?
Same old gore,

but too trendy
By Johnny Donaldson

CoLi.EtiiAN Staff

"The Texas Chainsaw Massacre" is an exercise in

unrelenting ugliness. It's a neariy 100-minute wallow in

gore and slime, and it assaults the viewers with visions

of blood and muck and twitching

severed limbs. This just may be the

grimiest film of the yean

It's about the brutalization of five

young youths in rural Texas, and it

just about brutalizes the audience,

too. The viewers are pummeled by

images of violence and dementia,

and the movie — to its credit —
doesn't alleviate the tension campi-

ness or ironic humor. Nor does it

alleviate it with scares or suspense

either

The original "Texas Chainsaw

Massacre" — from which this film

has been proficiently, if crassly,

remade — was frightening because

it played like a grainy snuff docu-

mentary, a nightmare diary of

depravity that crawled — or, rather,

massacred— its way under your skin. It was low budg-

et, but the very essence of on-the-fly urgency that comes

with a low-budget film was what made it terrifying. It

plunged the viewer into a fever dream of horror, a hal-

lucinatory carnival that made it seem as though the

audience was really there.

Its depiction of five hippies tortured and slaughtered

by a clan of demented redneck cannibals was also a

provocative indictment of the times, the way the feck-

less, hedonistic youth paid for their indiscretions at the

hands of the chainsaw-wielding l^eatherface. It was the

first of the modem horror films to stand in as a

metaphor for the corruption of innocence and the fatal

cost the rampant free love and drug abuse of the era

The Texas

Chainsaw

Massacre'

Oiretted by

Marcus Nispel

Starrino

Jessica Biel

AndrewflrYniarski

lew liM

Hite^H

S8 mins.

Gradt

C-t-

had.

The new "Texas Chainsaw Massacre," like many
recent youth horror movies, is a film divorced of any

sociopolitical underpinnings. It's a glossy, trendy scary

movie for the Saturday night crowd, the kind of movie

that turns graphic murder into a kind of hip, macabre

buriesque — a chance for audiences to cheer at each

death with a flippant, desensitized detachment. It

means nothing, it says nothing and it's about nothing

Continued on page 5

CXXJRTE-SY NEW LINF

Leatherface returns in the 21st century for the remake of

the 19708 classic, "The Texas Chain.saw Mas.sacre."

Edward Gein:

the real story

behind tiie horror
By Lauren Freeman

CcjLLEiiiAN .Staff

What do the movies "Psycho,"

"Silence of the Lambs" and "The Texas

Chainsaw Massacre" all have in com-
mon? Certainly they all depict gruesome,

macabre serial killers. Norman Bates.

Hannibal Lecter, Thomas Hewitt (a.k.a.

Leatherface): these names send shivers

down spines and force some to sleep with

their lights on. However, very few know
the actual real life horror show that

inspired all three of these films. The story

lies in a man who goes by the name of

Exiward Gein.

On Nov. 16, 1957. in the small town
of Plainfield, Wis., reality was thrown a

curve ball when a town local was
unmasktxl and revealed for the absolute

psychopath that he was. The disappear-

ance of 50-year-old Bemice Worden led

to a frenzied investigation that ended up
at the farmhou.se of Edward Gein.

Before we go into the horrific con-

tents found at the Gein farmhouse the

day of the investigation into Worden's
death, let's back up a bit. Who was
Edward Gein? How did he become a

cold-hearted killer?

Edward Theodore Gein was bom to

George and Augusta Gein in 1906, in the

town of La Crosse, Wis. He had a broth-

er Henry, who was four years older than

him.

His father. George Gein. was an alco-

holic and at times would be very violent

toward his wife and children. Ed's moth-
er. Augusta, was fanatically religious and
constantly prayed for the salvation of her

tortured husband's soul. Meanwhile,
behind George's back, Augusta never

hesitated to tell her children exactly how
much of a sinner their father was.

In 1914. when Ed was eight years old,

the family bought a large farmhouse in

Plainfield. Wis. Ed would live the remain-

der of his days as a free man on the fam-

ily farm.

Continued on page 5

Gein: the serial l(iller that inspired Leatherface

Continued from page 4

Augusta became increasingly

religious after the move to the

farm. She constantly reminded her

children that they were to stay

away from women at all costs.

They were told that women were

the root of men's evil ways. The
epitome of a mommy's boy, and

unwilling to tum out like his father,

Ed refrained from all contact with

women. He would hardly ever look

a woman in the eye.

George Gein died in 1940, fol-

lowed four years later by the death

of Henry in a forest fire. Ed was left

alone with his mother, and he was

overjoyed by the prospect of living

with his favorite person in the

world. He was devastated when
she died of a stroke in 1945.

Alone on the fann and left to

his own devices, Gein became a

recluse. He had lived with and for

his mother the entirety of his life,

and with her gone, he was con-

fused. Without his mother's influ-

ence constantly restraining him

from thinking about the opposite

sex, Gein became very much inter-

ested in the subject of female

anatomy. He spent the next several

years studying anatomy books at

the local library.

This interest of his shortly

became an obsession, and brings

the story back to the night of Nov.

16. 1957. Bemice Worden's son

Frank, the deputy sheriff of

Plainfiekl was immediately suspi-

ckxis of Gein. Gein had been fre-

quenting his mother's store for

days, and had even asked Frank of

his intended plans/whereabouts

for the day of his mother's disap-

peararKe.

As Frank approached Gein that

aftemoon, Gein started to stammer
on about how he thought he was

being framed for the murder of

Bemice. Gein was taken into cus-

tody. Sheriff Schley was instructed

to search the Gein farmhouse.

Among the items that were dis-

covered in Gein's home were: the

totally disemboweled and behead-

ed body of Bemice Worden hung
from the rafters of the bam, vari-

ous objects constructed of human
skin (a tom-tom drum, bracelets, a

purse, leggings, a knife sheath, seat

covers and a lamp shade), a bowl

and bed posts made of human
skulls, nine death masks, 10

scalped female heads, shrunken

heads, and a full woman's body suit

made from the skin of various vic-

tims. There were also body parts

on the stove and in the refrigerator

When Gein was questioned, he

revealed that these items were a

result of him robbing graves. He
didn't admit to the murder Sure

enough, several graves had been

dug up, including the grave of

Gein's mother, Augusta. However,

the number of victims in Gein's

home was not accounted for and it

was obvious that Gein had been a

murderer as well. After all, the

body of Bemice Worden proved

this.

After undergoing intensive psy-

chiatric observation and therapy, it

was revealed that after his mother's

death in 1945, Gein felt absolutely

lost. In order to remain close to his

mother, he thought he coukl, in a

sense, become his mother He con-

structed the full female body suit

and would walk around the house

in his mother's clothing.

For better of for worse, Gein's

staggering story lives on in films

such as the "Texas Chain.saw

Massacre" which has recently been

remade from the 1 974 version and

is in theatres now.

For more reading on this dis-

turbing serial killer, consult "Ed

Gein — Psycho," by Paul Anthony

Woods and Errol Morris.

aXIRTESY HORRORTVCXIM

Many horror films are based

on Edward Gein's killing spree.

New 'Chainsaw Massacre' just not the same

Continued from page 4

except bkxxly make-up effects.

The original movie frightened audiences because it

was a curveball, a movie that came out of nowhere and

did something never seen before. The new movie is a

redundant catalogue of violent dispatchings, covering

the same ground that has been covered in nearly every

slasher movie sirKe, well, the first "Texas Chainsaw

Massacre."

This is as cold and as cookie-cutter as any other

assembly line fright flick of the past decade. The pro-

ducers are Michael Bay (yes, jerry Bruckheimer's pet

orchestrator of overkill) and "The Bachelor" master-

mind Mike Reiss. Not surprisingly, this is a movie lack-

ing in subtlety, preferring to hammer forward with

ceaseless morbidity in a vain attempt to shock and

frighten.

What the movie does have going for it is dread. The

new "Texas Chainsaw Massacre" has a mood of rot that

permeates every second of it. There's no escaping the

feeling of despair that haunts the movie. There are only

a couple of cheap jolts, and Scott Kossar's script is too

invested in producing generic, colorless horror to gen-

erate any kind of real suspense. It's hard to maintain

anxietywhen the outcome can be seen a mile away. But

the thick air of dismay and putrescence that hovers

arourvJ the frame also affords the movie the chance to

generate some superficial tension.

This is not a scary movie, but it does have some dis-

turbing moments, albeit not enough to push it into the

realm of the truly nightmarish.

The director, Marcus Nispel, is a former music

video auteur who lays off the flashy editing (mostly)

and humor, and paints a grim picture, though in the

broadest, most repulsive strokes possible. This is a

movie that is relentless in showcasing the vile things

that happen to its bland young victims.

Daniel Peari returns as cinematographer from the

original, and he does a good job of conveying the

soiled, greasy atmosphere of decay, even if it's a tone

that's been one too many times in the intervening years

between this and "Seven."

There's no denying the cultural impact the original

had, the ripple effect that its unlikely success made on

the horror genre. This was a movie that practically laid

down the conventions of the slasher film, paving the

way for movies like "Friday the 13th" and

"Halloween." This was the movie that introduced the

indelible image of saw-wielding psycho Leatherface,

horror moviedom's first anti-superheit). This sleepy,

heartless, emotionally and originality-void remake is

unlikely to have any similar impact, coming off, as it

does, like just another pointless teen horror flick.

The idea of rehiring Pearl and narrator )ohn

Larroquette shows a bit of respect for the origi-

nal, a respect that ultimately becomes suspect

considering the slick, machine-like soullessness of

the remake. The new "Texas Chainsaw Massacre"

is too glossy, too polished to match the tension of

the original film, relying so much on traditional

genre signposts (rain, night, creepy dilapidated

houses) that it's rendered inert and predictable.

Admittedly, this violent and nasty movie is

stylishly made. But in this case, style trumps sub-

stance— and scares.

PiHs control moods

Continued from page 4

as a problem in need of fixing in

our society. Between 1,001 "dis-

crete" tampons and pads to choose

from, to a multitude of feminine

deodorant sprays, one might easily

get the impression that menstrua-

tion is a disease and that your nor-

mal vaginal odor is in dire need of

being covered up. Although adver-

tising will lead you to believe that

your vagina is a vile body part that

needs to be cleaned regularly, this

isn't the case. The vagina is a self-

cleansing work of bodily art.

Advertising purports douching

as a necessary cleansing agent to

be used after sex, menstruation or

whenever you want that "clean

and fresh" feeling. Douching does

not help reduce the chance of

becoming pregnant by washing

out spemi. Menstruation is a

healthy and naujral shedding of

the uterine lining, and when the

lining is completely shed, the vagi-

na will clean itself. For a clean and

fresh feeling, try a shower or bath

and use a gentle, unscented soap

on the outside of the vagina.

This leads to another point. If

you have stronger, unpleasant

odors, or itching, burning and/or

pain, it might be time to see a doc-

tor There is a wide range of

healthy and natural vaginal odors.

However, your body will tell you

when there is something wrong by

giving off a different odor or dis-

charge. If you suspect that some-

thing is amiss, see a doctor and get

treatment as soon as possible. It

might be a yeast infection or symp-

toms of an STD. Couple your per

sonal hygiene and self-monitoring

with regular STD-testing for tho,se

illnesses which do not have any

visible symptoms.

This aftenKX>n on campus:

Planned Parenthood will be on

the steps of the Student Union

from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. to gain

support and provide information

specifically for a march on

Washington, scheduled for April

2004. "file march next spring will

focus on reproductive frealoms

and women's healthcare rights.

Questions? Comments? E-mail

sexiversity®hotmail.com with sub-

ject "Sex-iversity." Confidentiality

is always respected.

C • SOVTWrAKB IMOVIBS • BOOKS
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SWDEH! TUESDAYS
1. BRING IN THIS AD

2. BUY ANY 3 CDs OR 2 DVDs

3. SHOW US YOUR STUDENT I.D.

4. GET A $5 GIR CARD INSTANTLY

QEEBs VALID AT
HAMPSHIRE MALL LOCATION ONLY

CASHERS MARKDOWN CODE 101

XJIrlr'cX ^AW.^L ^...far the morning after

63 Main Street, Amherst

Ihiditional & eclectic breakfest fere,

featuring a Southwestern flare,Jewish

fevorites, & vegan items.

20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
Monday-Friday for the ^1 2003 semester

Monday-Friday 6:30am-2pm

Satuday & Sunday 7am-2pm

256-4643

OCMP

Bartenders Have More Spirit!

Why not be a bartender?
Wi-,l»-iii MA

noiTon
nnRTcnDCRi *

iciioDi of
;

nmcRicn .

^, *
Call TODAY! (413)747-9888

Nada Surf rocks Iron Horse
Lx)w-key band strays from playing ^popular' song

By Nick Romanow
Cx>LLEciiAN Staff

Dedicated fans and curious

concertgoers greeted Nada Surf at

the Iron Horse in Northampton

Saturday night, as they performed

their surf-rock-meets-

Beatles'-pop music.

As singer/guitarist

Matthew Caws took the

stage, it was obvious that

the band was in light spir-

its and that the show was

going to be informal.

Drummer Ira Elliot and

bassist Daniel Lorca soon followed

Caws up on stage, picked up their

instruments, bantered with the

audience for a bit and began play-

ing.

Although the band joked

around with the audience and told

stories between songs, it was very

clear that they took their rock seri-

ously. The band played songs from

their first album, "High/Low,"

from their hard-to-find release.

"The Proximity Effect," and from

their latest, acclaimed album, "Let

Go." Despite ignoring the pleas to

play their sole hit song. "Popular,"

Nada Surf tried their best to per-

form a crowd-pleasing set, honor-

ing most of the audience's requests.

Nada Surf is a relatively low-key

band that doesn't rely on much
more than good songwriting and

melody. So rather than putting on

flamboyant jierformances. the

band lets the songs speak for them-

selves.

"The Way You Wear Your

Head" is a pop gem that finds

Caws singing, "I want to want you

/ I need to need you / I'd love to

love you." as he strums away on

gentle chords.

The band played "Fruit Flies"

after an audience member shouted

out a request for it. but it was at

that lime that the show seemed to

lose its luster. The band would —
jokingly at first — complain about

the no-smoking ordinance and

'Mandatory

Arts & Living

Meeting

TODAY
@ 5:30 p.m.

their need for a cigarette. But by

the last couple of songs, it seemed

the band was running out of steam

and falling apart. Ixjrca was pure

energy at times and had to lean

against the wall for support at oth-

ers; but still, they pressed on.

It didn't help that their

set list seemed to be divid-

ed. They began with

faster, upbeat songs and

ended with slower tunes.

However despite these

problems, much of the

show was a success.

"Happy Kid" from "Let

Go" was one of the standout per-

formances of the show. During

"Stalemate," the group broke into a

cover of )oy Diviskjn's "Love Will

Tear Us Apart," and then .seamless-

ly transitioned buck to the original

song.

The show ended on perhaps the

highest note of all. As Elliot and

Lorca left the stage and sat down,

Caws refused to leave. He began

strumming his guitar and broke

into "Blizaird Of "77." Elliot and

l-orca ran back into the spotlight to

perform background harmonies as

Caws sadly sang, 'I miss you more

than I knew
"

Nada Surfs pop beauty was

illustrated perfectly once again.

Despite a few setbacks it seemed

that no one left the Iron Horse dis-

appointed, and Nada Surf surely

pleased their old fans while they

made a couple of new ones.

HKKTESYNAl'ASLIRf

Nada Surf played the Iron Horse in Northampton on Saturday

night.

Now Hiring
Advertising
Account

Executives for
Fail

Call 545-3500 or stop by our office, room

1 1 3 in the Campus Center Basement, with

your resume for more information,

oAli ({Majors & classes

Welcome to oApply!
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lUlinutewomen fall to No. 14 Riciiinond

By Brendan Hall
tx)LUiiiiAN Staff

The Massachusetts field hockey

team had plenty of time to ttst on

their long

UMasS 3^ trip to

Crenshaw
Field

Fordham 1
in

Richmond. Va. But it came to no

avail in a 5-1 loss to the No. 14

Richmond Spiders, who improve

to 4-0 in the Atlantic 10.

The Minutewomen drop to 3-

12 (1-2 A- 10) with the los.s, while

the Spiders stand at 1 5-2.

la-shman Inge van Bogerijen

scored two goals in the first half en

route to the victory for the Spiders.

Sophomore Ailie Howard, senior

Brittney Parrish and freshman

Heather Wrublesky also netted one

each.

Sophomore Jaime Bawden tal-

lied the lone goal for the

Minutewomen, giving her a team-

high three goals.

"We just made some really poor

choices out there, and they capital-

ized on them," UMass coach Patty

Shea said. "That's going to happen

when you have a team as young as

this ... we're basically throwing

these kids to the wolves. It was not

one of our best games."

The Spiders started things off

early in the first half with a van

Bogerijen goal at 8: 1 6 ofl a penalty

comer, assisted by Howard and

junior Laura Hur The

Minutewomen bounced back to tie

it up at 22:57 when Bawden snuck

one past Richmond goalie Michelle

Swartz.

But in the end, it was a late first

half rally that spelled the UMass"

demise.

Van Bogerijen scored her sec-

ond goal, the eventual game win-

ner, at 27:58, assisted again by

Howard and Hur. That started a

streak of four unanswered goals,

three coming in the first half.

Wrublesky notched her first goal of

the year, unassisted, less than a

minute later Parrish knocked in

her first of the year as well, assisted

by Colleen Wevodeau at 30:27, to

wrap up scoring in the first half.

The second half began with a

Howard score, unassisted, at 40: 1

2

to mark the final goal of the game.

With the goal, Howard now leads

the Spiders, as well as the A- 10,

with 1 1 goals and 1 2 assists for 54

points. The Minutewomen were

never able to bounce back from the

deficit.

The Spiders outshot the

Minutewomen 18-5, and dominat-

ed the penalty comers 18-3.

"We were just average

[Sunday). We're not good enough

to be average. But they have never

stopped fighting. They've made

some giant steps (since the season

started], and I'm proud." Sliea

said.

UMass goalie Christine Tocco

outperformed Swartz in saves (8-

5), but let up more goals. Tocco

now ranks second in the A- 10 in

saves (117); while Swartz leads the

A- 10 in minutes played (955).

goals against average (1.05), wins

(11), and an A-10 low 14 goals

allowed.

"Goals will be scored." Shea

said. "We need to save the savable

shots to keep the goals dowTi.

There were balls [Tocco] could

liave had; she needs to be more

consistent."

Tiffany Hamill and the Minutewomen have lost three consecutive games, all to conference opponents.

La Salle, For(dham (down UM
Continued from page 8

lected 17 including a red card.

Senior Erin Muir gave an elbow to

the jaw of a defender riding her

back arxl was immediately given a

red card, making her ineligible for

the next game.

Fordham wasn't an easier oppo-

nent, coming in undefeated in the

A-10. The Rams did what they had

to do to leave undefeated, winning

5-1 Sunday

"Fordham was on the solid side,

didn't play a pretty style of soccer.

but were good at what they did."

Rudy said. "They were big. but not

as skilled as us. though they were

better organized and the goalie had

a good day"

A major contributor to the

Rams' success was substitute Holly

l.aubingcr Laubinger made an

immediate impact once entering

the game, sending a long cross into

the box where Rams defender

Corey Dunfey put away a two-yard

shot in the 34th minute. Dunfey

also made her presence felt again in

the 48th minute, putting dway a

rebound off the crossbar, giving the

Fordham a 2-0 advantage.

[.aubinger put the third goal in

the back of net off a 25-yard blast

going to the top left comer
"We're vulnerable right now,"

Rudy said. "With our two leaders

out. we are incapable of playing the

same lineup. It will be a test to the

players who want to finish like this

or with some style and dignity. We
could be one of the six teams in A-

10 toumey still. It all comes down

to who shows up to play and if we

are heSlthy aiough.'

(iERALDH LIN<!/aH.lK5IAN

Caitlin Beresin and her teammates were unable to keep pace with the 14th-ranked Spiders.

New WORLDJheater

the writings of Edward ^(fli

Years
253 - Q526

?^13-00
Or 3»^»3i

m9?m^: t X T "> <<

ReOrientalism
Thurs. Oct. 23, 2003 • 8pm, Bowker Auditorium

WMtam imagM of Islant and the East are redlrect»d, resftaped, and reclaimed

In tttls new collaborative "pocket-opera" featuring traditionai and original

Middte^astem music, spoken word, sung text and visual projections.

RtOritntahm disnjpts sterelotypes and exptores tfiemes of "orientaHsm" • tfw

Wesfs simultanaous romantk;ism and fear of Islam and Asia. ^
A conmiMloned priced of the Onttr for Cultural Exchange. Portland, ME. ^

Koep mat .

stJii^ner oOlOr:

STS oo for:
*> tardus

msniiE:
ttS^eneral public;

IMmr inconM patrons/

seniort; $5-ttudents.

(MFACB(nO(llct41}-J4J-

2J11 For man Info ibouttht

riwi>,ctfNWTil41M4$-1fn

Upnoxt N0V.2@
Open Mic Event!

A Call To Action '

A Showcase ol vouno voices Irom MonhamplBn

gtoiiDS itirougtioiii ine Pioneer Center lor ihe

l/3llfi«! for mote into cill SD ?990 Arts - FRIE

m
cary

Are you ready for

The Score?

/buclenb di/counb/

ST.. AMHEFtOT. MA

great student fares! ">

London $310

Paris $371

Rio de Janeiro $643

Los Angeles $262

Las Vegas $262

Fit* '» round Irtp from Botlon Sub(«ct to chtnge

«nd av»il*t>ilitY T»x nol indud*d. RMtricUon*

and blackouts appN

44 Main St

(413) 256.1261

e « c 1 1 n q t h : i r) s a " e napf
WE'VE BEEN THERE.

( n q '.^i www s t Q C r V e I C O n i

p p r AT Reasons to use UHS
V3 f\LA I Eye Care Sei^ices

»«^ Savings on eyeglasses from the

Mm *"
on-site Optical Services at UHS

A great place to get contact lenses

Convenient hours and location

pL. FREE eyeglass adjustments andU one year warranty on frames

Savings on routine eye exams for

students at UMass

SPECIAL OFFER: 10 PERCENT

STUDENT DISCOUNT

ON ALL PRAISES

AND EYEGLASS

^ LENSES'.*

"I invite you

to use the

Eye Care

Services"

' Canrwt b* combtrwd with

other Insurarnre discounts.

Fr*<ttf1ck H. BkMfn. O.D.

Dfrtctor, UHS Eyt Cart Serytces

For appointments or

questions, call 577-5244

UHS EYE CARE SERVICES

ATTENTION
UMass Amherst

Sophomores, Juniors, S
Seniors

We would like to invite you to

participate m a group intervi^ with

8-10 other students on the topic of

student beliefs and values.

The researchers are offer-

ing $30 to each participant
The interview will take 1 .5 2 hours of

your time. Snacks will also be provided.

Monday.Oct. 27

1 3p. or 3 5prn

151 Hills South Building

If you are interested in participating, please

email Kati Szelenyi. szelenyi@ucla.edu.

Please make sure to indicate which of the two

sessions you would like to attend

i^ RAIN

, ENTERTAINMENT
'^^ COMPLEX

-^ new
!!^iNf,
fvvo-

"="v*«AsSSS?
SOOiVi
Of "'^^'^^^^

'gn

Now accepting applications for the

following positions:

Bartender

Barback
. Cocktail Server

Cashier

Coatroom Attendant

Floor Staff

Door Security

Disc Jockey

Lighting Tech

Video Tech

Entertainers

Dancers

i\p?ii
IN?^^

ONVV}

10 Stearns Square

October ZO, 21, & Z2 Downtown Springfield

5: 00 - 8: 00PM (Formerly the Hot Club)

Cbe itlagjgachugettg Bailp Collegian TutsOAV, OcTOBtu 21, 2003

'hm9uB
-j I 413-548-69051 Iwww.thghorpTnrt

163 Sunderland Hd.- N. Amhent

lust north of the apartmenu

Great new deck!

IV^S. Team Pub Trivia!

Win Money and Prizes

Harp Reggae Night

October Special I

Labott Blue:

$L75 A pint / $6.25 A pitcher

"Start your own tradition.''

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Nuggets

• Macaroni & Cheese

• Sesame Noodles with

Pea Pods

(vegan)

DINNER
, Honey Garlic Roast Pork

' Scrod with Newburg

Sauce
• Black Bean Tofu Steak

(vegan)

Production Crew
On staff today

NICHT EDITOR
Barbara Lotto

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Emilie Duggan

COPY EDITOR
Andrew Merritt

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Dar) Simmons

PRODUCTION STAFF
Nikolas P. Markantonatos/
Dave Pessab
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"Don't get your knickers

in a knot. Nothing is solved

and it just makes you walk

funny." yy
-Kathryn Carpenter

aquarius • ian. 2o-fe8. is

Your pleasant exterior isn't representative

of the real you. Your interior is even nicer.

pisCeS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Where you want to be is happy within

yourself.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9

Beware of the abnormally large muffin;

your stomach isn't that large.

taurus • apk. 2o-may 20

Stand up for tuna fish.

gemini • may2i-iun. 21

Check your bank account; they are trying

to screw you.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

You are the world's sunshine.

leo • luL.. 23-Auc. 22

Careful what you delete; often times it's

important.

virgO • Auc. 23-Sept. 22

Don't bother waiting; you're wasting

your time.

libra • S£f^. 23-ocT. 22

Duck! They're aiming for your head.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

You may still have a second chance at

meeting your hero.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-dec. 21

Be a nicer person. It never hurts to be

nice.

Capricorn • dec. 22-)an. i»

Stop drinking coffee. You're becoming

more Colombian than Maxwell House.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\\\()li\( FMFNfsM AUTO FOR SAtF

X Production.s and

Mission 101

Entertainment Presents .

.

. Ladies night at Atlantis

on Wednesday nights at

10pm Ail ladies get free

admission t^efore 1 1 pm

DJ FreddyFresh on the

turntables An 1 8-1- event

.Atlantis is located behind

Antonios Pizza in

Amherst Center.

Fraternities- Sororities-

Clubs- Student (iroups

Earn $1.(XX)-$2,(XK) this

semester with a proven

CampusFundraiser ?>

hour fundraising event.

Our free programs

make fundraising easy

with no risks.

Fundraising dates are fill-

ing quickly, so get with

the program! It works.

Contact

CampusFundraiser at

(888) 92.1-.^238, or visit

www.campusfundrai.ser.

com

1991 Toyota tiimry

Wagtin, ACA^ower

1 17,000 miles, reliaWe.

$25W 549-41^

1992 Silver Fore! Taurus

AC, All-Power,

Excellent Condition

$2400 118,0WKC:alI

549-3930 21 0-7 W^

1995 HonJa Accord

Standani 125K Excellent

Cxnulition $4800.00

253-2740 EvenmKs

$500!!! Cars from

$500!!! Police Impounds

for listing. 1-800-319-

3323exf4554

93 Pontiac Bonneville

SDN All Power Must

Sell $1500 8/0 253-

5537

( OMPLIFFRS

Quicksilver Gimputing

Qimputer help Vims

removal Web IX-sign

$15/}ir 548-6847

A,skforT.J.

1992 Honda Prelude SI,

Loaded. $3900 587-0242

FMPLOVMFM

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

pt)tential. Local posi-

tions. 1-800-293-3985

ext 516

LOCAL RADIO STA-

TION Entry level cleri-

cal/sales/on-air.

Gnnputer skills neces-

sary Compensation

negotiable Resume: PO
Box 983 Greenfield, MA
01302

Motivated students seek-

ing leadership cxitside

the box. Gain experi-

ence in all aspects of

ruiuiing a small business

Call 508-246-1230

Experienced and certified

high energy iastructors

for kickboxing and spin-

ning cla.s,ses. Call

Northampton Athletic

t:lub 585-8500

j

Visii/Mastercard approval

j

agents earn $ 1 ,000/week

I

potential. No experience

necessary. C^all 1-800-

!

821-3416 ext. 145

Make over $1000 a week

many opportunities

available www.stu-

dentsource.net

I>ivers and Kitchen

Help Wanted Apply at

DP Dough Downtown

Amherst

Sales Assistant for con-

sulting/software firm.

Telephone telemarket-

ing. Economics a plus.

Plea.se send cover letter

and resume to Frederick

Treyz at Regional

Economic Mexlels, Inc.,

433 West Sn-eet,

Amherst, MA 01002 or

fax 413-549-1038 or

email

resumes@remi.com.

!Banending!$$250/day

j

potential No experience

' Nesc Training provided.

1-800-965-6520 ext 162

Moving Sale Patricia

413-.529-94.58

University Bartending

Classes Start Soon 1
-

800-U-CAN-MlX Call

now for information!!!

Space is Limited

www.universitybartend-

ing.com

Wallet Near Parking

garage 10/14 If found

please call with descrip-

tion 413-237-1015

Legal questit)ns? The

Snident Legal Services

Office offers free legal

assistance to fee-paying

students. Qmtact us at

922 Campas Center,

545-1995

Stuck on a tt>ugh term

paper?

ThePaperExperts.com

can help! Expert writers

can help with editing,

writing, graduate .schcxil

applications. We'll help

with any subject - visit

us 24/7 at

ThePaperExperts.com.

-si K\ 1( IV

Pet-Sitter available days

nights & weekends. Dog

walking. 9 years experi-

ence Call Gina 253-0619

All Digital Pnxluctions

Pro Videography for

Weddings, Bar Mitzvahs,

Commercial (508) 221-

8223

sweeppickei@yahoo.com

SHEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES Bcxly

Sugaring (waxing) for

men and women *Safe

* 100% Natural

•Effecrive 253-2322

hrrps://she3rhli.s!i.image41

l.com

#1 Spring Break

Vacations! 1 10% Best

Prices! Mexico, Jamaica,

Bahamas, Florida, Texas.

Book Now &. Receive

Free Parties &. Meab

Campus Reps Wanted!

1-800-234-7007 endless-

summertouts.com

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free

testing and assistance.

549-1906

PREGNANCY TEST-

ING, HIV Testing, Birth

Qmtrol, an d Emergency

Contracepticxi.

Affordable and confiden-

tial. Tapestry Health, 27

Pray Street, Amherst.

548-9992

Spring Break- Sign up

with Student Express

and get Free roundtrip

airline tickets to over 1

5

international destina-

rions- including Aruba,

Dominican Republic,

Cbsta Rica, Caribbean

hot spots and more. Why
go with anyone else?

Limited offer call now.

Commission rep posi-

tions also available 1
-

800-787-3787 www.stu-

dentexpress.ciMn

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection i>f

Destinatioas, including

Cruises! Foam Parties,

Free Drinks and Club

Admissions. Rep

Positions and FREE trips

Available. 1-800-231-

4386

WWW.EpicureanTtxirs.

com

A "Reality" Spring Break

2004 s Hottest Prices

Bcx>k now .. Free Trips,

Meals & Parties

vvwu.>ijn>pla.vhtours.com

or 1800-426-7710
I

I

A SPRING BREAKER

j

NEEDED 20O4's Hottest

I

Destinations & Parties 2

free trips / high commis-

sions 1 5w sunsplash-

j

touis.com 1800-426-

' 7710

SPRING BREAK
2004! Beach Life

Vacations! Jamaica,

Cancun, Acapuico,

Bahamas, Florida. Sell

Trips, Earn Cash, Travel

Ftee!!C^ll 1-800-733-

6347 www.beachlifevaca-

tions.com

Math/Physics Tutor

$30/Hr plus travel Call

Dr. Kline 41 3-552-3805
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Shorthanded
Without Nigh,

UM drops pair
By T{M)i) FciSTER

(.ilLLEOIAN StaFK

La Salle

UMass

Fordham

UMass 1

Leadership is a key to coming back from anything in

sports. With captain and star goalie Kelly Nigh possibly out

for the season, the Massachusetts women's soccer team are

without their emotional leader and backbone of their

defense. Add offensive machine Lindsey Fairweaiher to the

injury list, and coming back from

already down season is a harder

task than before.

The missing presence of the

two leaders was felt as the

Minutewomen (3-9-1, 2-5 Atlantk;

10) dropped both road games. 2-0.

to La Salle Friday and 3-1 to

Fordham Sunday
"When we have Fairweather on the field, everything will

start to change for us," Umass coach |im Rudy said. "We will

try to get her back for this weekend, but if you think about

it. 1 haven't been able to have the same line-up for more than

two consecutive games. The host of injuries has prevented us

from playing to our ability"

The Maroon and White traveled to Philadelphia first for

a contest with La Salle, but the story wasn't the game.

It was the poor field conditions. UMass has faced issues

with La Salle's field before, such as when Rebecca Myers, a

star UMass soccer player from '93 to'96, suffered a career-

ending knee injury on the poorly managed field.

The awful playing surface was also a result of the most

bizarre goal of UMass' ill-fated season. Senior Maggie

l.aBrodc sent a routine play back goaltender Kristen

Rutland. Rutland went to secure the pass, as the ball took an

unexpected bounce over her foot into the empty net.

The first goal was .scored off Krista L^ee's 25vard free

kick, her filth of the .sea.son. The Explorers took advantage of

the home field conditions, outshooting the Maroon and

White 13-1. The only Umass shot was taken by Adair BIyler,

and it wasn't on net.

"I have played everywhere and I have never put my team

on such a pathetic field," Rudy said. "jThe field) did not dig-

nify our sport. Division I soccer or the A- 10. The reason they

scored the sc-cond goal was because the ball wasn't moving

off a fa'e kick. I'm just happy we didn't come out with any

major injuries. Bottom line, you couldn't play soccer on that

field."

The game itself was one of the roughest, most physical

games this season. LaSalle taHicd 18 fouls and UMass col-

Cotitinued on page 6
Erin Lilly and the Minutewomen were unable to overcome the loss of goalkeeper Kelly

in weekend contests with FurJhain and La Salle.
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Nigh, as they came up short

Cross country competes in Albany Invitational

Men finish sixth, women place nintli overall

By Matt Barstow
C.'oLi.hi.iAN Staff

In a late season push for a

bid to the NCAA Tournament,

the Massachusetts men's and

women's cross country teams

finished the regular season with

sixth and ninth place finishes,

respectively, out of 26 compet-

ing teams at Saturday's Albany

Invitational.

Anthony Traux won the race

with a time of 24:58, but could

not lead New Hampshire to vic-

tory over the host teatn,

Albany, which bested the

Wildcats 65-64. Marist College

finished third out of the 26

competing teams with 83

points, and Syracuse finished in

fifth place with 177 points.

Sophomore Ryan Corbctt

led the Minutemen with a time

of 25:50, good enough for sev-

enth-place overall. The fresh-

man duo of Michael Dulong

and Aaron Strellner finished

second and third, respectively,

among UMass scorers, with

times of 26:26 and 26:41.

lunior tri-captain Andrew
McCarron and junior loshua

Williams rounded out

Minuieman .scorers with times

of 26:48 and 27:25.

UtIlAI.DH LIN«J^.tlU.bl.HAN

The men's and women's cross country team competed in their last meet before the Atlantic

Championship.

10

Dulong and Strellner ran

personal bests, finishing in the

top 50 out of 244 runners.

"What we really need is for

two upperclassmen to respond

to the success that the fresh-

men are having, so we can

bring in strong scores as a

team," head coach Ken O'Brien

said.

"It was a pleasant surprise

to see our freshmen do so well,

but I knew they were capable of

it. Michael | Dulong | has been

our third and fourth runner all

year, so I know he could race

like this ... It wasn't a complete

surprise, I expect him to run

this well, but 1 think he came

on a little slow," O'Brien said.

O'Brien predicts a sixth-

place ranking for UMass, going

into what may be its last race of

the season: the Atlantic 10

Championships on November

I.

"La Salle and St. |oe's are

heavily favored, but we have

the potential to finish as well as

third." O'Brien .said. "I think

our ranking is due to the incon-

sistencies of our results.

Certain guys race unbelievable

one week, then let down the

next, and I think the coaches

pick up on that."

Middl(j^ury College took top

honors in the women's Albany

Invite, finishing the 5,000-

meter race with six runners in

the top 15. Middlebury finished

34 points ahead of the

University of New Hampshire

with 42, followed by a third-

place Binghamton University

team that tallied 101 points.

jacquelin Nunez won the

race with a time of 17:36. lead-

ing Stony Brook University to a

158-point, fifth-place finish,

behind an Albany University

team that rounded off the top

five with 105 points.

lunior Alexis Anzelone led

UMass scorers for the fourth

meet thus far, with a time of

18:39, good for 19th place

overall. Freshman Cuisle

Kierans finished 44th overall,

and second among
Minutewoman scorers with a

time of 19:16.

"Cuisle's been finishing any-

where from second to fifth, and

her times have gotten better

every week." head coach Julie

LaFreniere said. "She's been

showing a great improvement

for a freshman, and it's a good

sign that she's been able to put

two strong races together."

Senior Kate Markopoulos

finished third among UMass
scorers, and 46th out of 210

total competitors, with a time

of 19:17. Classmate Tricia Silva

finished fourth for the Maroon

and White for the second

straight meet, despite an inci-

dent in last week's New
England Championship, which

forced her to stop and retie a

shoe that had fallen off 1 ,000

meters into the race.

Out of the 26 competing

teams, only 20 were eligible for

scoring because they had less

than five runners finish the

race. At the one-mile mark,

UMass runner Allie Lupico suf-

fered a strained hip flexor, but

remained in the race for the last

two miles, preventing the

Minutewomen from forfeiting

the race.

"Allie showed heart in fight-

ing through for the team," La

Freniere said. "At the end of

the race we had to call for

transportation because she

couldn't walk to the bus with-

out help. If I had known she

was that hurt I would have had

her stop running."

LaFreniere classifies Lupico

as "highly unlikely" to practice

over the next two weeks as a

precautionary measure.

"I don't want to push her

into a racing situation to soon."

she said. "Hopefully she can

recover safely for the A- 10

Championships, 1 know racing

means a lot to her and I hope

she gets better soon."

LaFreniere was plea.sed by

the team's performance overall.

"All the girls stepped it up

and really ran as a team.

They're hard working, and

until now they've practiced bet-

ter than they've raced. So now,

they're starting to run consis-

tently as a team, and they're

coming on at the right time."

LaFreniere predicts a sixth-

place ranking for the

Minutewoman going into the

A- 10 Championships, and she

will begin practicing for the

longer, 6.000-meter race by

running the team up a three-

mile dirt road located in

Shutesbury.

C's trade

Walker
By Jaime Aron
AssmiATBi) Press

DALLAS (AP) — The Dallas

Mavericks bulked up an already

strong offense yesterday, acquir-

ing All-Star forward Antoine

Walker from the Boston Celtics in

a five-player trade.

The Celtics agreed to toke cen-

ter Raef LaFrentz and the four

years remaining on a $69 million,

five-year contract signed before

last season.

The Celtics also get liri Welsch

and Chris Mills, players the

Mavericks got in an offseason

trade that also brought Antawn

lamison from Golden Sute, and

Dallas' first-round pick in 2004.

The Mavericks will get guard

Tony Delk from Boston.

Mavericks owner Mark Cuban

confirmed the deal to The

Associated Press, saying it was

pending league approval.

"It's not every day that a 27-

year-old All-Star becomes avail-

able," said Donnie Nelson,

Dallas' president of basketball

operations. "We feel we've got

one of the most versatile coaches

in the league. To add a player of

Antoine 's ability just gives (coach

Don Nelson) more options to

work with."

Nelson struck the deal with

Danny Ainge, who became

Boston's head of basketball oper-

ations in May The two are close

friends, with Nelson having been

an assistant to Ainge in Phoenix.

Between his jobs with the Suns

and Celtics. Ainge was a TV ana-

lyst and he said on the air he did

not like Walker's game. Since

joining Boston, he's said he had

no intention of trading Walker.

Now Walker, a three-time All-

Star who averaged 17.3 points

and 8.7 rebounds last season,

goes from playing alongside one

high scorer in Paul Pierce to

being joined by four: Dallas'

nucleus of Dirk Nowitzki, Steve

Nash and Michael Finley, plus

lamison, who was added in

August.

The Mavericks, the NBA's

highest-scoring team the last two

years, have now upgraded a ros-

ter that won 60 games and

reached the Western Conference

finals last season. It also counters

the changes made by fellow

Western Conference opponents

San Antonio. Sacramento and the

Lakers.

Walker has size (6-foot-9, 245

pounds) but can run the offense.

His dribbling and passing skills

make him the prototype "point

forward" coveted by Mavs coach

Don Nelson.

Walker led the Celtics in

assists the last three seasons, and

he and Pierce combined to aver-

age nearly half of Boston's points

during that span.

"We see Antoine as a triple-

double guy." said Donnie Nelson,

the coach's son and an assistant

coach. "I know in some form or

fashion at the end of the game

you're going to see the Big "Three

and Antoine Squared."

Donnie Nelson said Nowitzki

will get more minutes at center.

Shawn Bradley and Danny
Fortson, also acquired in the

Golden State trade, will help man
the position. Eduardo Najera

could play there, too.

Delk will be a backup swing-

man, with Travis Best still the

primary relief for Nash. Nelson

said Delk may be able to provide

some of the intangibles lost when
Nick Van Exel was sent to

Golden State.

"He's not afraid, he's tough

and experienced," Nelson said,

referring to Delk. "He's got a

knack for making big shots and

big plays."

LaFrentz was acquired from

Denver at the trade deadline two

seasons ago, then re-signed last

summer. He was mostly a disap-

pointment last season, averaging

just 9.3 points and 4.8 rebounds.

The Mavericks had coveted

Welsch in their trade with the

Warriors but were willing to give

up on the project to upgrade

their roster now.

The 6-foot- 7 swingman from

the Czech Republic was a first-

round pick last season but saw
limited time as a rookie with

Golden State.

The oft-injured Mills was
seen as a trading chip from the

time Dallas acquired him. The
forward played only 1 1 2 games
the last four seasons but has a

big contract that expires after

this year, which will help the

Celtics clear room under the

salary cap.
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Readership funds proposed
By Eu Hudson
(V)LUiiiAN Staff

Members of the SGA expect a proposal to

increase the number of newspapers available on

campus to be presented to senators during tonight's

SGA meeting at the Cape Cod Lounge of the Student

Center

The meeting, which begins at 7 p.m.. calls for the

allocation of an additional $10,627 to the already

$11,250 in approved funds for the USA Today

Collegiate Readership Program. The program sup-

plies students with free Boston Globe, New York

Times and USA Today newspapers.

According to SGA Speaker |ared Nokes, the total

increase calls for about $1 .25 to be added to the cur-

rent $2.50 per student charge previously approved

for the program. He said a proposal went before the

SGA's Ways and Means Committee this past Sunday

that called for increa.sed funding for the program

throughout the remainder of the semester.

The proposal was rejected by a vote of five to

four. Nokes said the next step is for the senate to

either pass or reject the proposal, possibly at

tonight's meeting. If the motion is passed, the cam-

pus will see an increase in papers by Monday morn-

ing.

Ways and Means Chair Patrick Higgins was one

of the five members of the committee to reject the

proposal. Higgins said he did not believe allocating

an additional $10,627 for the remaining 37 days of

the semester would be a wise for the SGA.

According to him, about $1 1,000 was set-aside at

the end of the spring semester for a "pilot program"

to see if the readership program would be successful.

"We were basically giving it a dry run," he said.

According to Higgins, the extra allocation Nokes

wants doesn't fit into the original plan.

"Do you do a $22,000 dry run'.'" Higgins asked.

However, according to Nokes, even when USA
Today provided additional complimentary newspa-

pers throughout the pilot program period, a total of

1,500 papers available on campus every weekday

was still in.sufficient. Nokes said now the pilot pro-

gram is completed; there are currently only 450

newspapers available.

"By about 9 a.m., they're gone," he said.

According to Nokes, if the proposal passes,

money would be allocated from the long-term

reserves of the SGA, which can be used to provide

loans to student clubs. The reserves ensure financial

stability, he said, but the SGA has the money to

spare.

Higgins said the program, if the proposal passes;

it's likely to become a $25,000 to $30,000 commit-
' ment for next semester and each additional semester

in future.

"In light of the fact that we fund R.S.O.'s a cou-

ple thousand dollars a piece, I don't know if I feel

comfortable funding newspapers at $50,000 to

$60,000 leach year)," he said. "You can do a lot

more than buy newspapers with $50,000."

Senator Olaf Aprans, another member of the

Ways and Means Committee who rejected the pro-

posal agreed.

"That's $50,000 to $60,000 that's going to

R.S.O.'s," he said. Aprans said students could also

read newspapers online or visit the library.

According to Higgins, the long-term implications

of the proposal could drain the SGA's reserves in

seven to eight years. Higgins said the SGA is liable

for every student RSO on campus.

"1 don 'I think we should be gambling with this

amount of money, " he said.

Klein speaks on political awareness
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Joe Klein speaks to students yesterday at Curry Hicks Cage on pt>litical awareness and the ir

vntinc

importance

of voting.

By S.J. Port
C^oi-i.EciiAN Staff

Political journalist |oe Klein

told approximately 200 stu-

dents gathered in the Curry

Hicks Cage for his lecture yes-

terday that they must engage in

politics and become better citi-

zens.

Klein is the author of this

semester's chosen Dean's Book,

"The Natural: The
Misunderstood Presidency of

Bill Cliiiton" and currently a

columnist for Time magazine.

"Our government has to get

a lot more serious too — as we
do as citizens."

Klein emphasized this again

later, saying, "What they count

on is that you're not going to be
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paying attention. Whether you

agree or disagree with the

President, you must pay atten-

tion."

Klein detailed why he

believes students, and all citi-

zens, must pay attention. "We
may lose democracy |and|

become vulnerable to evil

forces in the world, or impov-

erish ourselves," he began.

Klein said the United States has

"floated" on the "momentum of

our win in WWII and the

strong economy ihiit followed,"

but that period is now over.

Klein wondered aloud to stu-

dents whether Americans will

have "the intellectual and

moral rigor to lace limes more

iffy with courage,"

Klein told students that as

"arguably elite young people"

they should apply themselves to

the poor, and social issues, not

just because it will help the

poor, but more so because it

"will help you to become better

ciii/cns than my generation

was."

Klein gave his brother as an

example of people who pur-

posefully remained uninvojved

in politics. Klein said his broth-

er has never voted, and when

asked why says. "It would just

encourage Ipoliliciansj.' " This

is a luxury Klein said "we don't

have anymore."

"It is a much different world

than when I wrote "The

Natural," Klein said. " Our
votes next year will have a seri-

ous impact on how safe and

prosperous you will be."

The last election, according

to Klein, was centered on three

issues: whether we should go to

war with Iraq, the economy

and Medicare.

"What did these three issues

have to do with you guys'.' They

don't. They have to do with

geezers." said Klein. "|ohn

Kennedy spoke to our genera-

tion's idealism. Politicians have

stopped, doing that. Why?
Cause you don't vote. The eld-

erly are chronic voters: they are

sure thing."

Politicians' focus on issues

important to the largest voters

groups, says Klein, is undemoc-

ratic. He blames this in part on

political analysts influence on

candidates. Klein told students

that the next non-fiction book

he plans to write will be on

"the truly damaging impact

political analysts have had on

democracy."

However, Klein, added that

students' votes and participa-

tion in politics would "neuter

people like Dick Morris," a

political analysist.

Although Klein told stu-

dents he was "boggled by |the

democratic candidates for nom-
ination! and was unsure who
deserved the nomination, he

sees Howard Dean as good for

democracy. Dean, said Klein, is

making politics relevant to stu-

dents.

Contlnu«d on page 2

Rally supports D.C. march
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Eleanor Smeal rallies for support for "Save Women's Lives March ft>r Freedom of Choice."

By Adam Gardner
C^OLLECIAN StAKF

Yesterday's pro-choice

rally was held to gain support

for the "Save Women's Lives

March for Freedom of

Choice," which will be held

this spring in Washington

DC.
Between noon and 1 p.m.

in front of the Campus Center,

activists Eleanor Smeal, presi-

dent of the Feminist Majority,

and Gloria Feldt, president of

Planned Parenthood Feder-

ation of America, spoke to a

group of about 50 University

of Massachusetts students.

The speakers were introduced

by Cara Bedick, co-founder of

the student organization

Voices for Planned Parent-

hood.

Before the rally, the two

women said they want people

to know the date of the march

now. so they can put it on

their calendars and plan trans-

portation. They also want

family planning to gain a

voice, so it can become part of

the upcoming national

debates.

"The trouble is, so man\

Americans don't believe that

there is a possibility that we

could lose access to abortion."

said Smeal, "The Supreme

Court last stood at 5-4 in our

favor; everything is by a

thread."

Smeal believes that after

the Bush administration takes

away the abortion right, it will

limit contraceptives for single

people as well.

Feldt spoke to the group

first. She encouraged every

student to tell 100 people

about the march.

"You are exactly what the

country needs right now to set

it on the right path." she said.

"Get engaged in the grass-

roots political process to

make sure that your kids and

grandkids have the right to

family planning."

She said that women will

not let the government take

control of their bodies or tell

them when they are going to

be parents. She reminded the

group that today is an historic

day because the anti-abortion

extremists brought an uncon-

stitutional ban on partial-birth

abortion to the national legis-

lature for a third time,

"They are hoping that the

third time will be a charm."

she said.

Smeal started her speech

talking about the Mass-

achusetts legislature.

"Right here in Mass-

achusetts, supposedly a liberal

state, they are deciding

whether or not to cut the fam-

ily planning budget by 65 per-

cent. If this happens, it means

that major health care pro-

grams for women will end in

Western Massachusetts." she

said.

Smeal switched to f'aniils

planning on an international

level and spoke about Bush's

overseas policies. She said

Bush instituted the Global

Gag Rule as soon as he gained

office. It prevents caregivers,

who work in countries receiv-

ing U.S. support, from

informing women about the

option of abortion. If the rule

is broken, the country can

lose U.S. health care funding.

"One more supreme court

appointment could change

everything," she said. This

could lead to more devasta-

tion for the Third World.

Smeal emphasized that at

present, only about 25 percent

of Americans between the

ages of 18 and 24 vole. That

has to change in order to

make progress.

"Not on our watch." she

concluded, "will we lose the

right to family planning or

abortion."

The "Save Women's Lives

March for Freedom of Choice"

will be held in Washington

D.C. on April 25. 2004 to

demonstrate overwhelming

majorit> support for a

woman's right lo choose safe,

legal abortion and birth con-

trol. It is a collaborative effort

hy the four leading national

women's rights groups, the

Feminist Majority Naral Pro-

choice Amenca. the Planned

Parenthood Federation of

America and the National

Organization for Women.
"We are shooting for a

thousand sponsors," said

Feldt, "We have over 200

now.

"

Organizers for the event

hope to break the record of

750,000 attendees that was

set in 1992 during a similar

women's rights march in D.C.

Cara Bedick and VOX
hope lo work with the

Women's Studies Department

to get funding to organize a

bus trip to the march,

"This isn't just a women's

issue." said Bedick. "This is a

human rights issue."

Globe editor shares experiences
By Ei> Hudson
C'(>i.LE(nAN Stah-

Robert Turner, deputy managing editor of

Boston Globe editorial pages, spoke to a small

group of students yesterday in Hertcr Hall about the

many issues today's editorial writers take on.

Turner said he has written editorials diiccicJ at

the Globe's own editors, specifically the news

department's lack of focus on policy coverage dur-

ing current Massachusetts governor Mill Roiuney's

election campaign. Turner said he believed the news

drifted tcx) much into a Ickus on Romney's Mormon

religion.

According to Turner, one thing the editorial

department strives for is accuracy "My own instinct

is to be on top of the news." he said.

Turner referenced a highly discussed error in last

week's New York Post early editions aflei the wn-

elusion of Game 7 of the AI.CS bct\Neen the Red

Sox and Yankees in which an editorial benuuining

the Yankees loss was featured. However, the

Yankees won that night, and according to Turner, a

member of the Post accidentally hit a wrong button

that caused the erroneous issues \o he dispersed to

the public.

"We never are quite sure hovs lo measure the

impact of editorials," he said. "|Bui| we want to be-

part of the debate. One thing we want to do is to try

to write editorials that have some backbone to

them."

Turner said the departinent wants to provide the

public with an argument they haven't read a hun

dred times before, so they have some impact. He

said he wants people to pause for a second Ix-tore

skipping the editorial page.

According to Tlimer, one example would be to

call for legislation. Tlimcr said the Globe's editorial

pages have called for a statewide ban on the use of

handheld cell phones while driving. Turner said he

believes drivers who engage in handheld cell phone

conversations while driving are indistinguishable

from drunken drivers.

But Turner said a major piojeci that he Ix-came

interested in is the surface of the "Big Dig" in

Boston, an issue he has been involved with lor the

last lew years. Turner said he became inliigued by

the potential of what was going to go on its surface

— a space that is to become available lo urban plan-

ners.

"Wouldn't it be a good idea lo make something

special out of it?" he asked,

.According lo Turner, it was something he wrote

cxiciisivelv about for the Globe's editorial page,

luincr said the Globe and Massachusetts Institute

of Technolog) pul together forums with national

e\perls who were conlronted with the questions of

what lo do about the waterfront and other various

aspects of the city's luluie. .According to him. it was

an endeavor that lied the editorial pages and the

news depaitmcnl together, an viiuisual assimilation

of two vei\ dillercni entities.

The Globe has also worked in conjunction with

Boston's Channel 5 "The Chronicle" series.

"I don't think there's been anything comparable

to the extent that it contains so ntanv different ele-

ments. " he said.

Turner acknowledged that questions might be

raised about whether it was appropriate lor a news-

paper to engage in such a campaign. But, he said, it

was a canipai),'n wiilnuil a specific goal or desire for

the Cilohc

"What wc wanted was excellence," he said, "We

felt it wasn't compromising." Turner said in the end.

the citv thought the results were very positive.

According ii> Turner, the surface area of the Big

Dig is likely lo feature some open lawns for people

to stretch out and throw a Frisbce.

Continued on page 2
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Klein speaks

on upcoming

elections

Continued from page 1

Klein summed up his

thoughts on the upcoming

election by saying. "Reality is

about to collide with political

process — it doesn't always

happen. This election is out of

the hands of politicians. It is

going to be decided by Iraq,

homeland security and the

cconoiny."

Pat Mercaitis. a professor

of Communication Disorders

and Deans Book instructor,

appreciated Kleins message to

students.

"The message that he had

to students about what their

responsibilities are as citizens

— I don't know that that is

something that a lot of kids

talk about at with their folks

around the dinner table at

hojne — for a journalist to talk

so strongly about it. It goes

back to the Acients —atten-

tion, attention' pay attention

to what is going on around

you."

Fellow Dean's Book
instructor Katja Hahn-

D'Errico agreed with Mercaitis

and said that that after reading

"Ihe Natural" their students

had felt, "a wake up call to

really become more interested

and be more alert to what is

happening and how complex it

is."

Linda Slakey, Dean of the

Commonwealth College,

which sponsored the event,

said she felt that for Dean's

Book students and others in

attendance, Klein's responses

to questions were rewarding.

"For the people who stayed

for all the questions got really

rewarded," she said. "I think

he was really pleased by the

depth of the questions, and got

really engaged at the end, and

that was quite wonderful."
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Today
Master printer Maurice

Sanchez and Elizabeth Murray

will present a special ttiree-day

workshop on printmaking from 9

a.m. to 5 p.m. from Oct. 22-24 at

Smith College's Brown Fine Art

Center, Hillyer L08. Workshop

attendees will be able to witness

Sanchez and Murray in the col-

laborative process of printmak-

ing as they create a series of

monotypes.

At noon, students can listen to

a Zimbabwean musical perform-

ance by Jennifer Sarudzai Kyker,

Mount Holyoke graduate 02 in

the Ureat Room in Blanchard

Campus Center at Mount Holyoke

College. Kyker played both mbira

and marimba professionally

since age 12 and sings.

Professor Lawrence M.

Krauss, an internationally known

theoretical physicist, will give a

lecture entitled: "Einstein's

Biggest Blunder: A Cosmic

Mystery Story," which will dis-

cuss how Einstein added the

term "Cosmological Constant" to

his General Theory of Relativity.

The lecture will be held at

UMass, at 7:30 p.m. in Thompson

104.

Tomorrow
Richard

Professor of

Stamelman,
French and

Comparative Literature at

Williams College will give a lec-

ture titled, "The Mystery of

Perfume in French Culture" at

4:30 p.m. in Fayerweather 1 1 5 at

Amherst college. A reception will

follow the lecture.

Actors are called to audition

for Amherst College's "Dead Fall"

from 7 to 10 p.m. in Studio 2,

Webster Hall. "Dead Fall," tells

the story of three generations of

an American family. Students can

sign up for auditions outside the

Theater and Dance Department

Office at Webster G27. Auditions

will be held on Friday night.

At 7 p.m., "Fahrenheit 450"

will play in Franklin Peterson Hall

of the East Lecture Hall at

Hampshire College. This event is

sponsored by Hampshire College

Center for the Book.

"One Voice: Students Against

Violence", a concert of acapella

groups and solo acts will perform

to get students to show their

support for violence against

women. The event will be held in

Amherst College's Cole Assembly

Room in Converse Hall at 8 p.m.

Admission is $3 for students, S5

for the community. Proceeds will

benefit the Everyday Women's

Center.

The 10th Annual Deerfield-

Wellesley Symposium in

American Culture will be held

24Friday
from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

on both Friday and Saturday at

the White Church Community
Center on Memorial Street in

Deerfield. The symposium fea-

tures 12 speakers addressing

topics on African Cultures in the

r^orth American Diaspora. Cost is

$25 for students, $70 general.

Rob Tapper and Kristen

Ploeger from Eastern Washington

University, Ann Mages, Genevieve

Rose, Claire Arenius, Eugene

Uman, Joe Belmont, Nathan

Childers and Director of Jazz

Studies Bruce Diehl will perform

in a Jazz Concert at 8:30 p.m. in

Amherst College's Buckley

Recital Hall of the Arms Music

Center

Saturday ^^'

The New England Regional

African History Conference will

come to Smith College from 8

a.m. to 5 p.m. Historians from

various African universities will

present examples of contempo-

rary African scholarship in

African History.

From 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.,

Amherst College will host a

symoposium titled "The Medieval

Mediterranean: Contacts,

Exchanges, and Shared Culture

Across Religious Frontiers" in

Fayerweather Hall on Saturday

and Sunday. Regisfration is from

8 to 9 a.m on Saturday. The event

is free and open to the publk:. For-

more information contact: 542-

2229.

Hampshire College Farm is

hosting its Fall Festival from 2 to

4:30 p.m. The Fall Festival will

feature hay rides, a black-

smithing demo, a sheep herding

dog demo, cider pressing, pump-

kin painting, wool crafts and

more.

At 7 p.m. there is a fireworks

display open to the community at

Hampshire College soccer fields

as part of Homecoming week-

end.

Culture." It will be hosted t>y

Smith College in Seelye 106.

At 7 p.m. in Smith College's

Campus Center 208, there will be

a lecture "Addressing the Social

Development Needs of

Adolescent Girls: An Intemattonal

Case Study from Rural Upper

Egypt" given by Martha Brady of

the Gender, Family and

Development Population Council.

Sunday 26
Hampshire College

Chorus, under director Elaine

Broad, will present Mozart's

Missa Brevis in D, k. 194 at 2

p.m. at Grace Episcopal Church

in Amherst. A reception will fol-

low the performance.

Monday 27

At 4:30 p.m., Dr. Cynthia R

Schneider, who served as an

ambassador to the Netheriands

under Clinton, will give a lecture

titled "From Monticello to Mulan:

Communicating Values Through

Tuesday 28
Andrew McClellan, Associate

Professor and Chair of the

Department of Art and Art

History at Tufts University, will

give the lecture: "Historical

Evolution of Museum
Architecture" at 4:30 p.m. in 1 15

Fayerweather, Amherst College.

At 5 p.m. Benjamin, Harshav,

a professor at both Yale

University and Tel Aviv

University, will give a lecture

"Marc Chagall: Artist in the 20th

Century: Culture, Politics, and

Modernism" in Graham Hall,

Hillyer, Brown Fine Arts Center at

Smith College.

The Luce Fund and The Ada

Howe Kent Fund will sponsor a

lecture by guest Geshe Lobsang

Tsetan titled " Compassion in

Tibetan Buddhism. The lecture

begins at 7:30 p.m. in Smith

College's Wrigth Hall Common
Room.

'March for Choice' Partial birth abortion ban
By S.J. Port

C><>LUoiAN Staff

The president of the Feminist

Majority Foundation. F.llie Smeal

spoke to an audience of about 70

at Amherst College last night to

promote the March for Choice on

April 25, 2004.

Planned Parenthood. NOW,
NARAL and the Feminist Majority

are organizing this march on

Washington to demonstrate sup-

port for birth control and legal

abortion. Smeal emphasized that

young people have to realize the

government can take away the

right to legal abortion. She encour-

aged young people to register to

vote.

"We must show the govem-

riK'nt we are organized and regis-

tered to vote. If more young people

voted, the government would

debate the need for prescription

drugs, not family planning," said

Smeal. She localized the decline of

family planning programs through

budget cuts in Western

Massachusetts. The state legisla-

ture has cut women's health servic-

es by 65 percent, and since |uly,

four family planning clinics have

closed in Mass.

Although she spoke of the

effects on Western Mass. she

emphasized how much worse the

situation is abroad. Smeal told the

audience to have a global perspec-

tive when thinking about femi-

nism.

"We talk about our problems as

if we are in a vacuum, and what we

decide here can impact other poor

countries. It is much easier to see

the negative implications of our

policies abroad," Smeal said. She

described the totalitarian regime of

the Taliban in Afghanistan and said

that in recent months, the Taliban

has burned 50 girl's schools.

"I think terrorist groups are

particularly awful to women
because the feminist movement

has become a symbol of the west,"

said Smeal. She then described

women who are also exploited in

Mexico.

"These women work ai pre-

dominately American companies
|

for 40 cents an hour Recently,

between 800-1.000 of these

women were killed on their way

home from work. Smeal expressed

her outrage that the U.S. govern-

ment refused to build roads for

these women.
"I believe the expbitalion of

these foreign women are directly

linked to our reproduction policit*s.

The policies of the West are keep-

ing the cheap labor pools going,"

said Smeal. "I don't think it's a

coincidence that people who vote

to exploit women also vote to with-

hold birth control. I think it is pri-

marily an economic issue."

"Smeal blames the conservative

right for the elimination of family

planning programs and domestic

violence programs. She empha-

sized the lack of concern the

Republicans have for these family

planning issues. This is the reason

the March for Choice will occur.

"I believe as long as the right

organizes in this country to elimi-

nate social programs we are killing

women abroad," said Smeal. "I

want whoever wins the election in

November to know women and

men won't take this anymore."

This campaign is nothing new

to Smeal, who led the drive to rati-

fy the Fqual Rights Amendment,

which was the largest grassroots

campaign in the women's move-

ment. She has also worktxl for pas-

sage of the Pregnancy

Discrimination Act, Civil Rights

Restoration Act and Violence

Against Women Act.

Smeal was a former president

of NOW and has led the Feminist

Majority Foundation since 1996

and say these issues will end when

women stand up and say they

won't take it anyniore

"We have to stand up and say

this is our future." said Smeal. "So

get on the buses, come to

Washington, and help build this

movement from the ground up."

On Ihe Net: www.March-

ForChoice.org, or e-mail info-

@marchforvhoice.org.

By Jim Abrams
AsMIHATtll PrH-SS

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate on Tuesday

voted to ban the practice that critics call partial birth

abortion, sending President Bush a measure that sup-

porters and foes alike said could alter the future of

U.S. abortion rights.

Years in the making, the bill imposes the most far-

reaching limits on abortion since the Supreme Court

in 1975 confirmed a woman's right to end a pregnan-

cy.

"This is an enormous day. It's been a long seven-

year fight about the issue of partial birth abortion,"

said Sen. Sam Brown back, R-Kan. He was a leader of

the drive to end abortions, generally carried out in the

second or third trimester, in which a fetus is partially

delivered before being killed.

"This is indeed a historic day." said Sen. Barbara

Boxer. D-Calif.. lead opponent of the legislation,

"because for the (irsi time in history Congress is ban-

ning a medical procedure that is considered medical-

ly necessary by physicians."

The 64-54 vote came three weeks after the House

passed the same measure by 281-142. Bush had urged

Congress to pass the ban. which Republicans had pur-

sued since the GOP captured the House in 1995, and

the president had said he would sign it into law.

But opponents said the first federal ban on abor-

tion since the Supreme Court's 1975 Roe v. Wade

decision was unconstitutional and, like similar state

laws, would be struck down.

The president, said Sen. Frank Lautenberg, D-N.|.

"will become the first United States president to crim-

inalize a safe medical procedure." Doctors who vio-

late the ban would be subject to prison terms of up to

two years.

The two sides differed widely on the frequency and

definition of partial birth abortion, which is not a for-

mal medical term.

The bill defines partial birth abortwn as delivery of

a fetus "until, in the case of a headfirst presentation,

the entire fetal head is outside the body of the moth-

er, or, in the case of the breech presentation, any part

of the fetal trunk past the navel is outside the body of

the mother for the purpose of performing an overt act

that the person knows will kill the partially delivered

living fetus."

Opponents of the legislation argued that, as

defined in the bill, it could apply to several safe and

common procedures, and that the real goal of the leg-

islation was to erode overall abortion rights.

"I see what this is about ... this is about politics,"

said Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., an opponent of the

legislation. "I never dreamed I'd be down here with

senators who think they know more than doctors."
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"For an urban area, it's got to

be more heavily programmed
than that." Turner has incntioned

the possibility of a high-volume

restaurant for the area in the

Globe's editorials.

There are four different

groups in charge of the outcome.

Turner said.

"One thing we've been push-

ing for is more coordination," he

said. "There isn't enough conti-

nuity ... nobody knows whose in

charge."

According to him. the

Massachusetts Turnpike

Authority presently has the major

clout. Turner said Boston Mayor

Thomas Mcnino claims to want a

larger role, but he doesn't want

the responsibility of managing

the budget.

"The city control is crucial to

their success," he said. "That was

obviously not happening and still

isn't."

Another portion of the discus-

sion concerned the

Massachusetts Comprehensive

Assessment System exams that

are mandatory for

Massachusetts's high school stu-

dents to pass prior to graduation.

According to Turner, the

Globes' editorial staff has been

faiHy consistent regarding this

subject from the start. Turner

said the difficulty with the test is

that some people feel it is nar-

rowing, focusing only on English

and Math; the fear is that some

kids who fail will really be hurt

and branded by it.

Turner said the editorial staff

at the Globe felt the upside of a

carefully worked out standard of

minimum competency was sim-

ple. "I think the results support

our position that MCAS is doing

more good than harm," he said.

Turner said he believes there is a

stronger sense of accomplish-

ment when a student graduates

without just being handed a

diploma; a high school diploma

has a higher value than it did two

years ago.

Tlimer said the Globe's edito-

rial staff has also taken a hard

stance on the graduation require-

ment not being lowered for spe-

cial needs kids.

"We feel a high school diplo-

ma should mean a certain compe-

tency at a certain level." he said.

A native of north metro

Boston, Turner began work for

the Globe in 1965. He has been

the chief editorial writer for the

past nine years.
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Keep that

summer color

$75»oo for

5 tanning visits
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ATTENTION
UMass Amherst

Sophomores, Juniors, S
Seniors

We would like to invite you to

participate in a group interview with

8- to other students on the topic of

student beliefs and values.

The researchers are offer-

ing $30 to each participant

The interview will take 1.5-2 hours of

your time. Snacks will also be provided.

Monday.Oct. 27

1-3p. or 3-5pm

151 Hills South Building

If you are interested in participating, please

email Kati Szelenyi, szelenyi@ucla.edu.

Please make sure to indicate which of the two

sessions you would like to attend.
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Now accepting applications for the

following positions:

Bartender

Barback
Cocktail Server

Cashier

Coatroom Attendant

Floor Staff

Door Security

Disc Jockey

Lighting Tech
Video Tech

Entertainers

Dancers

;?i^^

October 20, 21, & 22

5:00 -8:00PM

10 Steams Square

Downtown Springfield

(Formerly the Hot Club)
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EditorialOpinion
Wednesday, October 22, 2003

Editorial@dailycollecian.com

Support the faculty^s

fight for contract funding
Many of you are probably already aware of

the situation involving the contracts of higher

education employees in this state. Today, many

members of the University of Massachusetts

faculty and suff are in Boston fighting for what

is owed to them. Three years ago. they signed

new contracts, and they have been battling the

state to get those contracts funded ever since.

These men and women have been doing the

best that they can to make their voices heard,

but it is time for all of us, as students, to help

out.

Aside from the trip to the state house, today

is also a day for lobbying, not only on campus,

but all over the state. The Massachusetts

Society of Professors has claimed today as a

day for writing letters, e-mails and even mak-

ing phone calls. Many professors here at

UMass will be passing around preprinted post

cards (if they haven't already) in an attempt to

get students active in this struggle; student par-

ticipation in this lobbying is essential. There is

immense power behind united faculty and staff

speaking out on their own behalf, but that

power is magnified by the involvement of con-

cerned students who themselves have nothing

to gain.

There are no excuses not to help out in this

situation. The 13,000 employees whose con-

tracts are in question are faithful, hardworking

members of the UMass community who have

been patiently awaiting their hard earned rais-

es for the last three years. The state is commit-

ting an injustice against them by not honoring

the commitment they made back in |uly of

2001. As students of this community, we have

an obligation to speak out against injustice,

especially when it concerns the people who are

here working for us, doing their best to make

our time here as pleasant as possible.

For those of you who think it may require

too much effort to pitch in, you couldn't be any

more wrong. The pre-printed post cards that

may be passed around your classes are almost

completely filled out for you. All you have to

do is write down your name and address, and if

you've made it this far in college, that should-

n't be a problem.

If you're feeling motivated, and want to do

more, write a personal letter to your senator or

representative. Tell them how you feel the

about the state's higher education faculty and

staff. Tell them that these people deserve to

have their contracts funded. Tell them that they

are supposed to be representing you, and that

you believe in fulfilling the promises that you

make.
There's safety in numbers, but there is also

power The more of us that speak out, the

clearer the message will come across at the

State House. We are the voices of tomorrow's

voters, and if we speak loudly enough, our rep-

resentatives and senators will hear us.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

The conservative contradiction

lliomas

Naygtiton

If you are a

woman, a per-

son of color,

and/or a

homosexual
and you try to

convince me
that you are a

con.servative or

a Repub-lican.

I will laugh at

you. The idea

is a contradiction in terms.

Somehow you have believed the

lies that have been told to you by

our media. Somehow you have

lost touch with the reality that

conservatism is a movement of

and for white, straight. Christian

males. I am aware that many

aforementioned white straight

males are now livid after reading

these past few sentences. You're

all shouting, "So we're the bad

guy: we're the only group who
has ever been the oppressor in

the world." No, that's not entire-

ly correct, you're just the group

that's most often the oppressor

How's that working out?

I always enjoy reading books

by people like Ann Coulter, who
writes grandiose battle stories of

the heroic conservatives who
beat back the demanding and

foul mouthed liberals who want

to rob the rich of their hard

earned money, who have sexual

intercourse for pleasure and not

to procreate, who take great

pleasure in a good old fashioned

abortion, and who use the

American flag as a bib for their

insatiable feast of perversion.

Ann Coulter is the I.R.R. Tolkien

of the right wing, .second only to

the supremely boring Bill

O'Reilly. The icing on the Coulter

cake is that the woman looks like

the wclfare-mother-tumed-pros-

titute that she is constantly call-

ing out against for depleting her

colleagues of their disposable

income. She's always wearing

some terrible magenta Channel

suit x^ith her blonde tresses all

falling seductively over her

hunched and ncrdy frame. She

looks like an alumna of the Ron

lerany School of Congeniality.

She is always talking down about

feminists or women, who don't

shirk their responsibility as a

woman (the way she does): to

fight for equality in a world that

they do not control.

My good friend Tom, a won-

derfully smart and sarcastic

Harvard University graduate, is a

gay libertarian. He and I shared

conversation upon conversation

concerning public policy, govern-

ment subsidies, taxes, and the

welfare state. He makes quite the

fiesty argument for the libertari-

ans in America, however. I doubt

that any of his libertarian coun-

terparts would ever make an

argument in favor of him as a gay

male. When the middle of the

summer rolled around, the

Supreme Court ruling against

sodomy laws made Tom feel mis-

aligned with the libertarian plat-

form he had once so whole-heart-

edly aligned himself with.

Suddenly, everyone was talking

about gays, gay marriage,

sodomy, sin. right and wrong, and

Tom's "live and let die" world as a

libertarian seemed to turn upside

down. He was torn between his

politics and his persona. He was

facing (as many gay. minority, or

women republicans/conservatives

will be forced to someday face)

the fact that his politics would

ultimately leave him out of their

platfonn and their worid.

What do I want to say to

Condoleeza Rice'.' The same thing

that was said to Clarence Thomas

by Leon Higginbotham in an

open letter that was printed in

many newspapers when Clarence

Thomas was appointed to the

Supreme Court: "What have the

conservatives of this country ever

done for people of color?"

Perhaps Ms. Rice missed that

question because Clarence

Thomas was never able to answer

it. He never wanted to answer it

because it's easier to believe what

conservatives want people of

color to believe: that conserva-

tives aren't racist, that the scope

of the American Dream includes

people of color, that conserva-

tives want to "make things better

and more equal" between white

people and people of color

These are lies. Things are not

getting better Before 9-11 and

the resulting reverence paid to

the New York Police

Department, the NYPD were not

the crew to revere. Are you

offended by that statement?

Good, because I bet Patrick

Dorismund's mother was offend-

ed when an undercover New
York Policeman shot and killed

him. I bet Amadou Diallo's fami-

ly was very offended when they

found out that Amadou had been

shot and killed by New York

police officers when he was

pulling out his wallet to show

identification. Did he die from

loss of blood from one gunshot?

No. Diallo was shot 41 times.

That's a lot of bullets. When the

wallet hit the ground, did it still

look like a gun? Tilings are "more

equal" now that affirmative

action is being systematically

phased out, right? Now we can go

back to de facto discrimination,

and everything will be nice and

tidy and equal, right?

You readers can dismiss my
opinion as more "liberal muck-

raking" in the media if you like. I

love that myth about the media:

it's entertaining, and it's the best

example of how far conservatives

will go to advance their racist,

homophobic, misogynistic, clas-

sist agenda. Do you think that

people like Katie Couric. Diane

Sawyer, Barbara Walters, or

Bryant Gumble are democrats?

Do you think they actually vote

with their viewers in mind, or

their six-figure income? I think

that conservatives actually think

that the media is liberal because

it's never as cruel, white, straight,

restrained, or Christian as they

want it to be (except Fox News).

So why would I laugh at you if

you. a woman, a gay or lesbian, or

a person of color told me you

were a republican or conserva-

tive? Because your politics will

someday leave you out; your poli-

tics will eliminate you.

Thomas Naughton is a

Collegian columnist.

Due process of the law

owed to University students
In the United States people are

innocent until proven guilty. At

the University of Mass-

achusetts, however, stu- p
j

dents are guilty until
'

proven innocent.

The 14th Amendment of the

Constitution states that "nor shall

any State deprive any person of

life, liberty or property, without

due process of law..." This right,

adopted in 1868, applies to all

persons, citizen or alien, as well as

to corporations. Due process in

the United States refers to how

and why laws are enforced; it is

the right to a fair trail, the right to

be safe and secure in one's home.

This means the State must use fair

and just legal procedures to prove

a man's guilt before they take

away his life, freedom or posses-

sions. These are procedural rights,

and they include: right to a fair

and public trail conducted in a

competent manner, right to be

present at the trail, right to an

impartial jury and the right to be

heard in one's own defense.

When a student commits a

crime on campus, he is arrested

and charged with a crime. His

room is possibly searched, his

belongings confiscated. Whether

he is arrested by the University of

Massachusetts Police Depart-

ment, the State Police or the FB.I.,

if it is on campus, he is usually

given less than 24 hours to leave

University housing — regardless

of whether he guilty or innocent.

The accused is shunned by the

University administration, exiled

from school and barred from an

education.

The case of one student,

recently expelled from the

University, is particulariy unethi-

cal. The student, known to many

simply as T.|. was at the scene of

the second Red Sox riot in

Southwest. Before leaving cam-

pus. T.|. posted flyers around his

dorm and campus telling his story.

In his flyer T.j. stated that he

had only gone to the riot, because

he'd been in Southwest watching

the game in a friend's room.

Following the game, he and his

friend joined others in celebrating.

T.j. said that although people were

yelling and "having a good time."

he was unable to yell because of

an infection in his throat. T.|. did

not yell with others, nor did he

POft

begin a fire or riot, according to

his posted statement.

Furthermore, T.I. said,

"1 didn't know a riot was

going on. Maybe the

police had a better

view."

When the police came
through, T.|. watched as people

ran. Upon witnessing a female stu-

dent being pushed over. T.|.

helped her up, and propped her

behind a tree "so she wouldn't get

hurt." After helping his peer, T).

walked away from the "shouting

police and down a flight of stairs

to my left where that cafe thing

is." There his statement details

witnessing an incident in which

the police shoot a female student a

went to speak to the Interim Dean

of Students, Gladys Rodriguez.

Rodriguez allegedly told T.|. he

had until 5 p.m. Friday to remove

himself and his things from his

residence hall and campus.

T.|. was expelled before he saw

a judge, before being convicted of

any of the crimes accused of him,

his friends said. The University

forwent the due process of law,

and in doing so, took away T.j.'s

rights.

Of course, the University,

because of their Code of Conduct

laws, is allowed to do this.

However, what they do is by no

means in the best interest of the

student, or society.

T.j. may not have been correct

To expel a student is to send one more per-

son into the Commonweaith without an

education.

"few times because she was walk-

ing too slow."

"The police wanted her to run

home," his statement said.

T.|. sat on a bench near the din-

ing hall and watched. When a

policeman told him to leave, T.|.

said that he was peacefully assem-

bling and did not move. The

policeman returned a few

moments later, according to T.|.'s

flyer and again told him to leave.

T.j. repeated that he was "peace-

fully assembling," at which point

the policeman "jabbed a club into

me and put hand straps on me."

"He told me comforting things

like I was going to be kicked out of

school and work at Seven Eleven

my whole life and next time I

would think twice about ques-

tioning authority," T.|. said in his

statement.

T.|. was then loaded into a van

and taken away.

According to friends. T.|. was

held at the UMass Police Station

until approximately 4 a.m., when

a friend posted bail and brought

him home to his dorm. At 8:30

a.m.. he appeared in a Hadley

Court and pled not guilty to

charges of disturbing the peace,

failure to disperse, and inciting a

riot — the last of which is a

felony.

After attending court, T.j.

in refusing to disperse, but the

University committed a more

heinous crime when it refused a

student the decency of a trail, or

defense of any kind. Additionally,

the speed with which the

University sends students packing

is mind-boggling. T.|. no doubt

was spinning when he left cam-

pus. In 24 hours, he had been

charged with three crimes, includ-

ing a felony, expelled from his

education and evicted from his

dorm. The University tore apart

his life before he was convicted of

any crime.

To expel a student is to send

one more person into the

Commonwealth without an edu-

cation — an education that would

presumably teach the student why

what he did was unacceptable

behavior. Instead of expelling the

student, the University should

rethink its own actions, take into

consideration the law of the larg-

er land and the harm they do

these students. |ust think of all the

community service these charged

students (many of whom, like T.j..

have not committed violent,

destructive or dangerous acts)

could be forced into if allowed to

stay on campus, regardless of the

judgment they receive in court.

S.f Port is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Walling off hopes for peace
~~

I

A poet who spent much time in

^tf^^ New Lngland wrote "something

^^^B there is, that doesn't love a wall,

l^^a^ that wants it down."

^S^r Today, in the West Bank, Israel

^^|H^^ continues a policy lo create a wall

^^^^^^H^ on territory that is fur-

^^^^^^^H ther perpetuating the cycle of vio-^^^^^^^
lence by tightening the illegal

YOUSfif occupation.

Miinavvpr ^^'.v ''"'''' "^ ^^"' ""*^ "^^y ^^^

"""""ll'" - and many have. Israel contin-

ues to argue that the wall is for security purposes and

is needed to deter suicide bombings. Not everyone

agrees. The wall that Israel is building which is pro-

jected to span a length of approximately 700 kilome-

ters and cost up to $1 billion will serve other purpos-

es. This is definitely not a short-tenn project.

Considering the border of the West Bank and

Israel is only 350 kilometers, you may ask where the

rest of these hundreds of kilometers of wall are

going. The answer is simple. They are cutting deep

into the West Bank, cutting off towns and villages,

destroying agriculture and economy, and forcing

harsh living conditions onto an already exhausted

Palestinian population.

Much of the wall has not yet been built: it's a

monstrosity in progress. However, earlier this

month, the Israeli cabinet voted and approved the

proposed route of the wall.

The Green Line, the line that is the border of the

West Bank as of the annistice of 1948, is not where

the wall is being built. In fact, the wall does not even

follow the outline of the Green Line. Some have

argued that Israel needs a buffer zone. It is outra-

geous for Israel to annex more Palestinian land for

this purpose. If they need a buffer, they should use

their own land for it. They have stolen enough. What

is even worse is the actual track this wall has taken

so far, and its projected path that was approved on

Oct. I.

The wall as it stands so far today is 125 kilome-

ters long, dipping into the West Bank past the Green

Line. It separates villages from towns that are vital to

each other for economic and medical reasons. Its

construction has lead lo the uprooting of orchards

and olive trees and destruction of property and

almost 40 kilometers of wMcv pipes. This region is

vital to the West bank particularly Ixvause its high

cultivable land is pertinent to the economy

Qalqiliya. a city of approximately 40.000

Palestinians, has become a ghetto. The city is now

walled off completely with only one way out that is

controlled by the Israeli forces. Qalqiliya s 30 neigh-

boring villages that are home to about 90.000 others

are cut off from their economic Lcnier

The projecttxl path of the wall only continues to

kx)k wor.se. Not only d(.>es it dip within the Green

Line destroying everything in i(s path, it will contin-

ue to encircle Palestinian areas separating them Irom

Israeli settlements and further implementing the

Bantustans all along the occupied territories. Words

like "apartheid." "ghetto" and "Bantustan" scare the

supporters of this wall, and they should. The worid

needs to call this for what it really is even if it puts

Israel in a bad light.

This issue has been followed by a war of words.

The rhetoric used by different people is comical yet

at the same time disheartening. The Israelis continue

to call this a security "fence." Has any one seen a 30

ft high concrete "fence?" I haven't. This will be taller

and longer than the Beriin Wall, .so do not sell it

short.

The State Department and White House careful-

ly change their rhetoric, depending on who they're

addressing with this issue. In luly. the fonner

Palestinian Prime Minister. Mahmoud Abbas, was in

Washington, and the Secretary of State said that he

was concerned with the Israeli "wall." But only a

week later, when the Israeli prime minister was in

town. President Bush said he .sees the need for

Israel's "security fence."

The projected path of the fence has been put on

hold for Ihe time being ttecause of American pres-

sure. However, when it comes to Israel, this pressure

never holds, particularly when it comes to election

time in Israel.

The wall divides the West Bank. What was only

22 percent of historic Palestine will be divided even

further into two areas in the north and south, sepa-

rated by the areas around lerusalem to protect Israeli

settlements. It will al.so be separated from lordan.

Israel has maintained that it needs to control the area

of the West Bank in the lordan River valley for

approximately six to 10 kilometers.

This leaves two separate, divided Palestinian pop-

ulations in the West Bank, separate from each other,

from their schools, from jobs and hospitals, and also

separated from lordan, their lifeline lo the rest of the

worid. Icnin. Nablus. I'ulkarem and Ramallah will

now not only be separated from each other but they

will be walled in and separated from lerusalem and

lericho. Hebron and Bethlehem will also be separat-

ed in another chunk of territory created by this wall.

What we have here is the age-old theory of divide

and conquer With every meter built of the wall,

Israel is annexing more land. Since 1948. Israel has

been taking land that was lived on and worked by

Palestinians. Tliis continues, cleariy, today with the

erection of this apartheid wall.

The Israeli cabinet continues to claim the wall is

for their security To believe this, however would

mean we have learned nothing akiut the nature of

resistance. The more land that is taken from the

Palestinians and the harsher the occupation gets, the

greater they will lash back through violence. Israel is

holding all the cards, and il needs to realize that

building walls and destroying land will not bring it

security On the contrary, it will only bring the oppo-

site.

Like the Robert Frost poem, some people call it a

lence when it's not a fence at all, and this wall will

not make good neighbors.

Yousef Munayyer is a Collegian columnist.
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By Jot PlEDRAFlTE

CoLLEoiAN Staff

"How do you measure a year?

In daylights? In sunsets? In mid-

nights? In cups of coffee? In

inches? In miles? In laughter and

strife? In 525.600 minutes?"

Jonathan Larson's epic rock

opera RENT" begs to answer

these questions. And starting

tonight, when the current

national tour of "RENT" pulls

into the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall, you too can try to

answer them.

The current tour has criss-

crossed the country since it has

returned from hiatus in mid-

September. Before the University

of Massachusetts, the tour previ-

ously played in Georgia and

Pennsylvania. It's booked well

into 2004, continuing on to

future stops in Chicago. Los

Angeles, St. Louis, Houston and

Las Vegas. The show is identical

to the one that plays nightly at

the Nederlander Theater in New
York — with one small excep-

tion. It's a Non-Equity tour.

However, all that means is that

the cast is full of unknown
actors, waiting to make their big

break. They've had just as much
experience as those on

This ,
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army are Damien Deshaun Smith

I

as Angel, a sassy drag queen

with a heart of gold, Daryl C.

Brown as Benny, an aspiring

entrepreneur and former friend

I

of Mark and Roger (also the

landlord of their building) Leslie

Diamond as Maureen, a lesbian

performance artist and Mark's

ex-girlfriend and Joanne, a pub-

lic interest lawyer and Maureen's

lover, played by Rebecca |ones.

Rounding out the rest of the

ensemble, who play various

characters throughout the show,

are |ahmal Adderly, jeannette

Bayardelle, |eff Scot Carey. Dan

S 5 1 s

Continued on page 5

The line forms here
By Emilie Duggan

CoLLEc.iAN Staff

The original 1996 Broadway

cast of "RENT" proposed the

idea of selling a set number of

tickets at a cheaper price. The

idea was to make going to the

show an option for those who
couldn't necessarily afford to

pay the going rate for tickets on

Broadway; people like those

they were portraying in the

show.

Today, each venue that hosts

"RENT" puts aside a certain

number of tickets to be sold for

$20 on a first-come, first-serve

basis. The number of tickets

available depends on th^size of

RENT 1 01

the venue, but it's usually in the

neighborhood of 30. and they

are always in the first two rows

of the theater. Though the box

office won't sell these tickets —
known as 'rush' seats — until

two hours before the show
starts, tradition dictates the line

begins to form long before the

box office even opens.

Here at UMass, there will be

28 rush tickets available for

each show. They will be $20 per

ticket, but if you're student at

UMass, you will only be

charged the $15 student price.

Tickets will go on sale at 5:30

p.m., but people can line up

Continued on page 6
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By Emilie Duggan
(>)i.LE<iiAN Staff

Some people have seen "RENT;" some have

listened to the soundtrack; but almost everyone

has at least heard of the award winning Broadway

show. For tho.se of you who have no knowledge of

the .show at all, here's a quick primer.

Jonathan Larson's "RENT" opened on the

100th anniversary of "La Boheme," an event that

Larson didn't plan, but one that was apropos for

a show that was based on Giacomo Puccini's 19th

century opera.

"People try all the time to do stuff like this,"

Larson said in a 1996 interview with the New

York Times. "But this is an amazing coincidence."

Larson lives on
By Emilie Duggan

CJoLLEuiAN Staff

What wasn't a coincidence were all the paral-

lels to the classic opera that can be found in

Larson's show. Larson was greatly influenced by

"La Boheme." a show he had seen in puppet form

as a child. He recognized himself and his friends

in Puccini's bohemian characters, identifying with

their survival struggles. He took the opera one

step further and modernized their fight, bringing

it up-to-date musically and by having his charac-

ters wrestle not only with financial woes, but al.so

with drugs, sexual confusion, and AIDS.
lust as "RENT" is ba.sed on "La Boheme,"

Puccini's opera is based on a book of autographi-

cal short stories of Henri Murger, a French writer

Continued on page 5

On Feb. 13. 19%. one of the most suc-

cessful shows to hit a Broadway stage pre-

miered at the New York Theater Workshop,

but the man who created "RENT" never got

to see his dream become a sensation.

According to the "RENT" Web site,

Jonathan Larson watched the final dress

rehearsal, did an interview with a reporter

from The New York Times, went home and

died on the floor of his kitchen,

where his roommate

found him a few

hours later. On |an.

25, 1996 — just 10

days before his 36th

birthday— Larson died

of an aortic aneurysm.

Just a week prior,

Larson collapsed during

rehearsal and asked for an

ambulance. Ironically, the

cast was rehearsing the song

"What You Own." which

Larson wrote about living and dying in

America at the end of the millennium. The

Web site says Larson "later told friends that

he could not believe the last burst of music

he would hear might be his own song about

dying."

Larson lived the bohemian life he wrote of

in "RENT," but his life was far from difficult.

From the time he graduated college until his

death, Larson lived in New York City. 30

minutes from the suburb of White Plains

where he grew up. Though his upbringing

was comfortable, with his loft apartment,

illegal wood-burning stove, serving job and •

dancer girlfriend. Larson could have easily

Film puts Food For Thought on the map
Bookstore to debut educational film by mother/son team

COURTESY OOC

Ruth Abrams and her son Bob have put together an educational

video that delves into the hidden messages in maps.

Food For Thought Books

in downtown Amherst will

host the debut of the educa-

tional video entitled, "Many

Ways to See the World!" The

showing will take place

Wednesday Oct. 22

at 6 p.m. in the

Bookstore. The event

is free and open to

the public.

Director Ruth

Abrams 79 and her

son Bob Abrams col-

laborated to produce

this 30-minute video

that contains a mes-

sage of seeing

through the hidden

meaning of maps, in

a press statement

Abrams said, "Maps do make

a difference in how we see the

world!"

There are three key mes-

sages to the video and they are:

1 . We can only understand

the world if we're willing to

T_

Many Ways

to See the

vVoild

WecToct. 22

fgod For liioyolit

Ms
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see things from multiple per-

spectives.

2. The "truth" must be

seen from many vantages

points.

3. One person's voice can

_^^ make a huge differ-

ence in the world.

"Many Ways to See

the World" is a follow-

up and elaboration to

the book "Seeing

Through Maps." The

book was a ground-

breaking piece of

work took an honest

deconstructing stand

on dissecting the sub-

tle and subconscious

language hidden in

maps.

The video showing will

begin promptly at 6 p.m.

Wednesday evening. All atten-

dants will be given a free

world map. For more informa-

tion, call 800-736-1295.

Cameron /. Woods

A new Bohemia lives on

Keller Williams hits Pearl Street tonight

Musician hopes to make himself at home in Northampton
With the release of his first ever

solo, studio recording, "Home."

recorded in his hometown of

Fredericksbug. Va.. Keller

Williams has kept it real

and gives new meaning to

the terra one-man band.

With an upcoming show

in Northampton, Williams

is sure to impress fans

anew with his musical toys

and eclectic stylings. His

vibrant melodies are

infused with a unique

combination of funk, jazz,

roots, reggae and a certain

flare categorical all his own. Not only

is there clear evidence of his techni-

cal dexterity, but his sense of humor

and quirky swerving, smiling

melodies are imbued with energy

and gusto.

"Home" is William's eighth

album release, his first three albums.

"Freek" in 1994. "Buzz" in 1996.

and "Spun" in 1998, offered a reflec-

tion of his live experience whereas

his more recent style is more infused

with bluegrass. psychedelics. blues

and funky indiscriminately rhythmic

instrumentals and beats. At

least part of his unique

sound could be attributed to

having self-renovated a 12-

string guitar into a 10-string

guitar he is able to play base

and guitar simultaneously

while upholding rhythm.

And in case there is any won-

der at what some of his influ-

ences are. he names Ani

Difranco. Michael Hedges.

Victor Wooten. Bobby

McFerrin and the Grateful Dead as

some of the prominent ones.

Williams claims not even to pre-

pare a set list most of the time, so it

is difficult to predict what will he will

play, but at least some songs from his

new album are to be expected, such

as "Love Handles" and "Tubeular".

The show will be at Pearle Street

in Northampton on Wednesday.

Diana Mogilevsky

XHTITESYSHFI11E1.ITY

Keller Williams has grown over the years as an underground ul-

ent and is now emerging in unpredictable ways.

New tenants The legend of Larson lives on through 'Rent'

move Into FAC

Continued from page 4

Domenech, loe Donohoe. Lesly

Terrell Donald, Badia Farha,

Erin Grciner, Genny Padilla.

Daniel Shevlin and Suzanne

Slade.

The original creative team

repeats its duties on the road,

under the sublime and superb

direction of Michael Greif.

Marlies Yearby duplicates her

memorable choreography as

well. Angela Wendt's hip and

audacious costumes are just as

fabulous on the road as in New
York, and Paul Clay's abstract

set and Blake Burba's inventive

lighting are brilliantly recreated.

The edgy subject matter and

themes of sexuality, AIDS,

class, hopes and dreams,

preaching about facing an

uncertain future with courage,

humor, loyalty and love and

aspiring to make it big have all

helped "RENT" achieve

acclaim. Having sharp,

thought-provoking lyrics, a hot,

sexy and freakishly talented

young cast belting out a blazing

score with a backbone in rock

doesn't hurt cither.

"RENT" sets up shop at the

Concert Hall for two perform-

ances on Wednesday and

Thursday. Tickets cost $15 for

Five College Students, and

range from $15-$45 for the

public. For more ticket infor-

mation, call or visit the FAC
box office. 413-545-2511.

In case you'll miss it at

UMass, the tour stops next at

the Providence Performing Arts

Center Friday and Saturday.

On the Net: www.sitefor-

rent.com or www. rent the-

iour.com.

Continuad tmn page 4

been one of his characters.

Larson attended Adelphi

University on a full theater schol-

arship, a testament to the talent

he was well known for in his

town. His high school, not having

a program in musical theater

when Larson started, created one

for him, so that he would not be

without an outlet. It was in col-

lege that he truly shined. and in

his senior year, he wrote a letter

to Stephen Sondheim. one of the

most famous writers on

Broadway, looking for a mentor.

Shortly before his graduation.

Sondheim contacted Larson, and

they struck up a friendship. It

was Sondheim that would even-

tually encourage Larson to focus

solely on writing music.

"There are more starving

actors in New York than there are

starving composers." was

Sondheim's advice to his protege,

according to "The Creation of

RENT." a souvenir book. That

was all it took to convince Larson

to move to New York City in

1982, right after his college grad-

uation.

"RENT" may be his piece de

resistance, but Larson did more

than just this one show. He also

produced his rock monologue

"tick, tick ... BOOM!" He
worked on film scores and

"Sesame Street" and wrote and

directed four songs for "Away We
Go," a musical video for children.

He wrote music for Steven

Spielberg's books-on-cassette,

including "An American Tail"

and "Land Before Time."

On the surface, it might seem

like he was doing well in his cho-

sen field, but Larson worked as a

waiter for more than 10 years.

Until October 1995. Larson

worked at the Moondance Diner

so that he could "keep food in his

mouth." according to his father.

Al. sited in a 1996 New York

Times article.

Larson was rewarded for his

work with some impressive acco-

lades; he was a 1989 recipient of

the Stephen Sondheim Award

from the American Music Theater

Festival, for his contribution to the

musical "Sitting on the Edge of

the Future." In 1994. Larson was

awarded the Richard Rodgers

Award for "RENT." a grant that

allowed him to do a workshop

would have wanted the cast to

perfomi. So. they did. to an audi-

ence filled with Larson's friends

and family, the people he loved

the most.

"It was incredible and terri-

ble." .Anthony Rapp lold the Web
site. Rapp played the role of Mark

in the off-Broadwas production

at the New York Theater

Workshop, and in the original

Broadway cast when the show

opened in April 1996 at the

Nederlander Theater.

There was a distinct sense of loss at the

theater the day of Larson's death, but the

overwhelming feeling was that Larson

would have wanted the cast to perform.

production of the show.

Larson was given more

awards posthumously for

"RENT." In 1996 alone, the show

received four Tony Awards,

including Best Musical and Best

Score of a Musical. "RENT"
received the 1996 Drama Desk.

New York Drama Critics Circle

and the Outer Critics Circle

awards for Best Musical, as well

as awards in other categories, and

some specifically for Larson. The

show also won three Obie

Awards, with one specifically for

Larson for "Outstanding Book.

Music and Lyrics."

Perhaps the biggest award

Larson won after he died was the

1996 Pulitzer Prize for Drama.

There was no pause in the

show when Larson died. The

show must go on.' is the one tenet

that everyone in theater holds

tightly to, regardless of the role

they play. There was a distinct

sense of loss at the theater the day

of Larson's death, but the over-

whelming feeling was that Larson

"It was like we had to do it."

the site reported he said. "We

were all sobbing and crying."

The show Larson saw the

night he died has been reworked

a few limes. Scenes have been re-

blocked and lyrics rc-wntten in a

way that doesn't compromise

Larson's intended message.

RENT" is based heavily on

Larson's life and the people that

roamed freely in and out of it. It

was an intensely personal show

for him to write, and it took .seven

years of hard work to bring about

the show we see now. And in

December 1995. Larson was

finally able to describe "RENT" to

his collaborators in one succinct

sentence, immortalized in the

show's history on the Web site.

"Rent is about a community

celebrating life, in the 'face of

death ami AIDS, at the turn of

the century." he said.

Information from the New
York Tunes and the official KI:ST

Web site (www.siteforrent.coni

I

was used in this piece.

Continued from page 4

that struggled in life to stay true

to his art. When Larson was

writing "RENT" he would refer

to Murger's work, "Scenes de la

Vie de Boheme," knowing he

needed to dig deeper than

Puccini's opera in order to fully

give his character's life. All of

Murger's stories are about strug-

gling artists who choose their

art over everything, including

life.

"Murger's characters are

much grittier," Larson told the

New York Times before his

death in 1996. It wouldn't be

long before he would stop trying

so hard to remain true to

Puccini's work. Though the

basis of the characters and the

story is clearly visible beneath

the surface, it is Larson's own
life — and death — and the peo-

ple in it that would truly define

what the show would become.

Rodolfo the poet became
Roger, the ex-rock band front

man, looking for his one shot at

immortality before he dies. The

updated version of Murger and

Puccini's character is HIV-posi-

tive, a former junkie, and emo-

tionally cut off after "his girl-

friend, April, left a note saying

'we've got AIDS.' before slitting

her wrists in the bathroom."

Roger, like Rodolfo before him,

only truly begins to live again

when he meets Mimi.

In "La Boheme," Mimi is

frail, sick with tuberculosis. Her

inevitable death in the opera is

sad, but not a surprise. Larson's

Mimi is also sick, but with the

plague of the 20th century. This

updated version of Puccini's

ingenue is an HIV-positive.

S&M club dancer, junkie "look-

ing for baggage that goes with

mine."

It is Mimi's live-for-the-

moment attitude offends Roger

when they first meet, but her

zest for living in the face of

inescapable death is as infec-

tious as her disease, and Roger

is drawn to her She helps him

let go of his fear of being alive,

reminding him that their time is

too short to regret past mis-

takes, or worry about what

tomorrow will bring.

"No day but today" is her

way of life, and this is her mes-

sage to us all. She unabashedly

pursues Roger, and with a push

from his roommate. Mark.

Roger gives in.

The character of- Mark
emerged from Marcello, a

painter. The modem version is a

filmmaker that escapes into his

work rather than face the wreck-

age that his life has become. He is

the narrator, often speaking

directly to the audience to

emphasize a point. He is cynical

and jaded and still smarting after

being dumped by his ex-girlfricnd

— for a woman — a storyline

that mirrors Larson's own life.

The ex-girlfriend, and ex-

roommate, is Maureen, a charac-

ter based loosely on Murger and

Puccini's Musetta. Like Musctta.

Maureen is free-spirited, but the

original character has been recap-

tured in the form of a diva per-

formance artist who uses her act

to play out her social commen-

tary and take jabs at Benny, a for-

mer roommate that used to have

morals but "abandoned them to

live as a lap dog to a wealthy

daughter of the revolution."

Benny evolved from Murger

and Puccini's Benoit, a landlord

in both the book and the opera.

While Benoit is a relatively

minor character in "La

Boheme." in "RENT" he is more

than just the yuppie landlord.

Benny is the former roommate-

turned-landlord who has dreams

of developing Mark and Roger's

apartment into a commercial-

ized cyber-woHd. with film and

— III I
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music production studios on the

lower floors, and loft.s to rent

out on top. But he cant do that

without convincing Mark and

Roger. They see the truth of his

greed, so Benny demands the

back rent for a year, evicting his

former roommates when they

refuse to pay. It is his demand
that the entire first act hinges

on.

Mimi and Rodolfo's love

story was the focus of "La

Boheme". just as it is primarily

Mimi and Roger's story that

RENT" is performed around.

But theirs is not the only love

portrayed, and it is quite possi-

ble that the most touching part

of the show is the story of

Collins and Angel, based on

Puccini's Colline, a philosopher,

and Schaunard, a composer.

Collins - Tom Collins - is

To say that this

show Is about

struggling to sur-

vive in today's

society as a homo-

sexual or a minor-

ity or someone

with a disease, is

to undercut its

very spirit.

gay, politically outspoken, black

and HIV-positive. He is mugged

on this Christmas Eve, the day

on which the entire first act

takes place, and is found by

Angel Dumoti-Schunard. a

cross-dressing Hispanic street

drummer. Angel's introduction

of himself to Collins comes in

the form of an invitation to a

Life Support meeting. "Yes. this

body provides a comlortablc

home for the Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome." he says

b> way of explanation. "As does

mine." is Collins' reply. Their

love is defined by the song "I'll

Cover You." in which both char-

acters sing "1 think thev meant it

when they said you cant buy

love, now I know you can rent

it. a new lease you are. m\ love,

on life. Be my life."

To say that this show is about

struggling to survive in todas's

society as a homosexual or a

minority or someone with a dis-

ease, is.to undercut its very spir-

it. Mark and Roger don't seem

to care about having a gay room-

mate, loanne and Maureen have

their share of lovers spats, but

never are they about being part

of an interracial couple. Benny,

the landlord regarded as "yuppie

scum." is black, when stereotype

dictates that yuppies are while.

This show isn't about avoid-

ing racial and ethnic issues in

society. It is about proving that

it's not important what color

your skin is or where you are

from or how you were rai>ed.

Everyone can be affected by dis-

ease: everyone can find himself

or herself in need of money:

everyone struggles to realize

their dreams.

The ultimate message seems

to be to live each day as if it

were your last: love whom you

will love; be as you will be. If

this were your last year on earth,

would you be satisfied that \ou

lived each of your "fiNC hundred

twenty-five thousand six hun-

dred minutes" to the fullest'.'

That's what we get each year,

just 525.600 minutes. Make
each one count. That's what this

show is about.

Information from the Sew
York Times and the RHM offi-

cial site www.siteforrent.com

was used in this piece.

ReOrientalism
Thurs. Oct. 23, 2003 • 8pm, Bowker Auditorium

WMtem images of lilam and th« East are redirected, reshaped, and reclaimed

in tW« ntw collaborative "pocket-opera" featuring traditional and original

Middle^astem music, spoken word, sung text and visual projections

ReOrrenfaffsm disrupts stereotypes and explores themes of "orientalism" • the

Wint's simultaneous romanticism and fear of Islam and Asia ^
A commtsiioned project of the Center for Cultural Exchange. Portland, ME V
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Fans take more from show
"Rentheads" form subculture of their own

Continufld from page 4

whenever they choose. There is a

hmit of two tickets per person,

so the lirst 14 people to line up

will gel the tickets.

In every city except New
York, the lirst person in line

finds out how many tickets will

be released and starts the list.

The list keeps track of how many

tickets are left and when the

tickets have all been claimed.

Once the magic number is

reached, the list is put away until

the box office opens. The
rush' formula dictates that each

person is allowed one ticket, and

if you make it on the list, you

must wait there for the duration

of the day. Kxceptions are obvi-

ously made for bathroom breaks

and food runs, but competition

is intense for the.se seats, if

you're gone too long, you will

lose your spot.

However, the list is not a

guarantee of anything except

that you were there all day. The

theater ultimately has the final

say in how rush" tickets will be

distributed. While most will go

by the list, some theaters follow

the lead of the Nederlander

Theater in New York City, where

the Broadway cast performs.

A lottery system was started

in New York when it became

clear that the same people were

getting the tickets night after

night, despite requests to give

others a chance to see the show.

The lottery gives everyone a fair

shot at the $20 tickets, regard-

less of whether you got there at 5

a.m. or 5 p.m. To prevent fans

from congregating in line for

hours or days, the lottery system

is instituted at theaters for the

touring show. But, it is not the

institution of a fair system that

has fans as upset as the fact that

loitering is no longer allowed

outside.

Outside of any theater where

"RENT" is housed, you arc likely

to find people sitting patiently on

the sidewalk. These are the

Rentheads,' young fans who
have an all-consuming obse.ssion

with the show. They come from

near and far, trj(vel across state

and country lines, just to see the

show. They bring coolers of food

and drink and sleeping bags, pre-

pared to hunker down for the

long wait before the show. Fans

share board games and books,

paper and writing utensils, and

even their clothes.

Strangers become fast friends

out here. In a few short hours,

they will have formed a commu-
nity of their own. as strong as

the one found in "RENT."
Seventeen-year-old Meghan

McMahon of Staten Island, N.Y.

equates sitting outside — known
as rushing the show — with bet-

ter understanding the show's

meaning.

"Within minutes of meeting

people in line you know you

have someone to watch your

back," she said. "It's bonding,

because the ones who have tick-

. m. Hn-.1 MIlKWHhNmiM

Once The Nederlander Theater had 'Rentheads' lined up outside for

hours before shows, but the lottery system for 'rush' tickets changed that.

ets have to watch out for each

other and make sure that no one

tries to take their place."

McMahon has been a

"Renthead" since she was 12,

when she would skip school to

sit on line for tickets in New
York City. Those days are gone,

now, with the institution of the

lottery system, but McMahon
likes to talk about the good old

days.

"I met my best friend here,"

she said. "The two of us are tak-

ing on the world together That's

what the show is about. 'To

being an us for once, instead of a

them,' " McMahon says, quoting

a song from the show.

There's something

unique about

'Rentheads,' and

it's not just their

willingness - their

enthusiasm, even -

to sleep on side-

walks. They know

every word to

every song ...

There's something unique

about Rentheads,' and it's not

just their willingness — their

enthusiasm, even — to sleep on

sidewalks. They know every

word to every song, and even the

intermingling dialogue of

"RENT." They have been known

to wear clothing similar, if not

identical, to the costumes worn

by a favorite character. Their

devotion to the show can be

alarming to outsiders, but cast

members are thrilled with their

presence.

22oi Boomer
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Gwen Stewart, part of the

original Broadway cast, told the

New York Times in 1996: "The

kids up front are the lifeline of

the whole place. The whoop and

holler and don't use the usual

Broadway tact. It's good to see

those faces."

There are, however, some
over-the-top fans who can be

more than a little obsessed with

both the show and the cast.

Horror stories lly amongst

Rentheads' about fans that have

lied about being on their

deathbed to get cast members to

visit them, or the fans that hon-

estly believe they are going to

marry a character

"The crazy ones scare me."

McMahon said. "They don't

know limits." She admits,

though, that she used to be

scared that cast members would

see her as a stalker because they

started knowing her name.

"Yeah, I was here everyday."

she said. "
I was always hanging

out by the stage door with my
friends. But, I didn't come here

for them."

McMahon is quick to add

that she doesn't dislike the cast

members. But, "I came because

of the story and the characters,

not the people who play them."

Most "Rentheads' would agree it

is not because of the people in

the show that they are united.

There is no doubt that the show

and its message have been

instrumental in bringing fans

together from all corners of the

world, but it is the relationships

amongst each other that they

find most important. Sitting out-

side for hours allows for strong

bonding and lime to practice

concepts from the show.

"We used to get called names

all the time," McMahon said.

"But everyone would literally

just laugh it off and sing let he

among us without sin be the first

to condemn.'
"

McMahon has intertwined

"RENT" song lyrics into her

everyday vocabulary, and she

proudly admits that she lives by

the motto "forget regret, or life is

yours to miss."

"Life is too short to feel bad

about little things." she said.

"Learn your lesson and move on."

There are many lessons to be

learned from the show. But.

according to McMahon. the

most important philosophy

Rentheads' can take away is that

life is for learning to live, not

waiting to die.

Rentheads' have found

something they relate to in this

show. In an age where

"strangers, landlords, lovers,

your own blood cells betray,"

devoted fans have found

amongst themselves friends that

understand what is truly impor-

tant to them. These friendships

may only last the hours spent on

line, but they will resonate forev-

er in memories.

These fans live the philoso-

phy, "no day but today." They

celebrate life and living, under-

stand that love is found every-

where and that death of body

does not have to mean death of

spirit.

Celebrations tainting the game
Kour years ago, when Barry Sanders scored his

109th career touchdown, he calmly handed the ball to

the refea-e and walked off the field, bringing with him

the last shred of gamesmanship left in the NFL.

If you watch any modem football game, you're

bound to see three things: obsessive celebrating, trash-

talking and taunting. There are still classic celebrations

such as the "L.ambeau l.eap," "Mile-High Salute,"

"Icky Shuflle" and even the ludicrous "Dirty

Bird." These touchdown celebrations fiave

of his sock, signed the ball and handed it to his finan-

cial consultant.

Terrell's antics were semi-amusing, but obviously

ridiculous. The league decided it would be too much

trouble to demand an apology from Owens, and

despite a plea from Seahawk's tackle |ohn Randle,

who called the episode "an embarrassment to foot-

ball," Owen's was never fined

To Owens, the ball-signing debacle may

have been his way of interacting with the

become an integral part of the NEL, becau.se

they are inoffensive, include the whole team,

and don't directly gloat in the competitions face.

Over the past few years, there's been an increase in

the number of flashy, in-your-face touchdown dances

invented to get the scorer on Sports Center The

National Football league has done little to cut down on

taunting. The mandatory 1 5-yard penalty for taunting

is rarely enforced, and the $5,000 league fines don't

appear to be an effective deterrent against multi-mil-

lion dollar show-boaters.

So when does the professional football player

decide it's OK to taunt the opposition? And what can

be done to stop player arrogance from alienating the

NFL from long-time fans?

What possessed Randy Moss to do the

"Moonwalk" into the end zone during a Monday Night

Football game?
For many of these superstar athletes, the "Neon

l>ion" sch«X)l of showboating begins during child-

hood.

When johnny from Saugus has a camera shoved in

his face after a Little League World Series game, and

asked is asked to comment on the similarity between

his swing and Ted Williams', what do you think that

does to lohnny's ego?

No wonder 1 8 year-old LeBron lames, before ever

setting foot on an NBA court, thanked himself first-

and-foremost for all the success he's been assured by

coaches and peers since his days in peewee basketball

camp.

The natural result from a culture that puts its ath-

letes on a pedestal for something they do for sixty min-

utes a week is the creation of raving, egotistical super-

stars like "Give Me the Damn Ball" and get out of my
way, Keyshawn lohnson.

To many football fans, taunting and celebrating are

two reasons to watch the NFL. Last year, when Terrell

Owens scored a touchdown during a Monday Night

Football game against the Saints, he pulled a pen out

Mai! BafSlOW fans. But what about the game when Owens
^^^"""^"^

scored a touchdown against Dallas, ran to

midfield. held his arms out, and posed in the position

of a mock crucifix? This kind of behavior alienates

casual football fans that don't want to sec a young man

glorifying himself for making a catch. Aside from

being offensive, no football player should be allowed

to run 50 yards to the middle of the field, spike the ball

and taunt the opposition.

In order to prevent the NFL from becoming a total

circus, the league needs to fine players like Jeremy

Shockey when they punt the football into the stands in

an end zone celebration as the Giants tight end did last

Sunday. In the NBA, if a coach or player boots a bas-

ketball into the stands they receive a technical foul. It's

a disservice to the fans when football players are

allowed to run amuck without accountability.

I'm sure NFL players could think up crazy dances

and taunts faster than the league could classify them

as taunting, but where should the league draw that

line?

Is it acceptable for Warren Sapp to skip through

the Redskin's warm-ups before a game? What if he's

talking trash? What if he bumps a ref on the way as

he did two weeks ago? Do players making $50 million

a year care about a $50,000 line? Should Sapp be

forced to humiliate himself on a mock-pogo stick for

the rest of his career?

I love football; I love the competitiveness, the

glory, and the failures. But dancing does not need to

be in a football player's resume.

My favorite NFL moment occurred in Super Bowl

XXVIII, when Leon Lett danced down the sideline

after catching a pass from Troy Aikman, waving the

ball at the perusing defender on his way to the end

zone. In a great moment of poetic justice, Buffalo's

Don Beebe blindsided Lett, and knocked the ball out

of his showboating hands, teaching NFL players a

much-needed lesson in humility.

Malt Barstow is a Collegian ix)lumnist.

All-Stars subpoenaed
By Rob Gloster
A.ss<KiATEr) Press

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -
Barry Bonds will testify in

December before a federal grand

jury probing a laboratory that

supplies some of the nation's top

athletes with nutritional supple-

ments.

The San Francisco Giants slug-

ger is one of several dozen ath-

letes who have been subpoenaed

by the panel. Others include New
York Yankees slugger |ason

Giambi, sprint champion Kelli

White and U.S. shot put champi-

on Kevin Toth.

Bonds' attorney, Mike Rains,

said Tuesday that his client

received a subpoena about a

month ago asking him to appear

Dec. 4. Rains said he was told by

the prosecutor leading the inves-

tigation that "Barry is a witness

and not a target of the grand

jury."

The company at the center of

the investigation is the Bay Area

Laboratory Co-Operative, or

BALCO, which was raided by the

Internal Revenue Service and

drug agents in September. An
attorney for BALCO founder

Victor Conte confirmed Monday

his client is the target of the

grand jury probe.

The scope of the investigation

is unclear, and federal officials

have refused to comment.

Conte has been accused by the

U.S. Anti-Doping Agency of sup-

plying athletes with a new design-

er steroid that is rocking the

world of track and field.

Bonds has been a BALCO
client since 2000, and in the )une

issue of Muscle & Fitness maga-

zine credited Conte for a person-

alized program that includes

nutritional supplements.

The home of Bonds' personal

trainer, Greg Anderson, was raid-

ed last month in conjunction with

the raid on Conte's lab.

"When Barry gets a grand jury

subp<jena and his trainer's door

gets kicked in by drug enforce-

ment agents, that's when I get

involved," Rains told The

Associated Press in a telephone

interview Tuesday. "All of that

has certain ominous appearances

to anybody."

Giambi confirmed his subpoe-

na Monday while at a World

Series workout in Miami.

Conte has said in e-mails that

he was told by athletes that 40

Olympic and professional ath-

letes have been subpoenaed.

Being subpoenaed does not imply

any of the athletes has done any-

thing wrong.

IRS spokesman Mark Lessler

wouldn't comment, referring

reporters to his agency's Web site

for a description of the responsi-

bilities of the agency's criminal

investigation unit.

"CI's top priority is the inves-

tigation of violations of the tax

law," the site says. "However. CI

special agents lend their financial

investigative expertise to money

laundering and narcotics investi-

gations conducted in conjunction

with other law enforcement agen-

cies."

Robert Holley, an attorney for

Conte, said the BALCO founder

has not been subpoenaed.

"My client is innocent until

proven guilty," Holley said

Monday. "So far as I know, he is

the target of the investigation."

Conte was named by an

anonymoi/s track coach as the

sourct of a substance that turned

out to be a previously unde-

tectable steroid, tetrahydrogestri-

none, or THG. Conte has denied

he was the source.

The USADA said la.st week it

retested hundreds of samples

from track and field athletes after

identifying THG, and that several

tested positive during the U.S.

track championships in |une.

They now face two-year suspen-

sions.

Hocicev East teams go on road
Continued from page 8

a power play, and Stephen Gionta

added the winner Ty Hennes in

the box for interference at 15:51

of the second.

While the scoreboard reflected

victory for the Eagles, they suf-

fered what might be an even big-

ger loss, that of captain Ben Eaves.

Eaves left the ice with a head

injury just 2:53 in, and it's not

clear when he'll return,

A LONG HAUL FOR LOWELL

The River Hawks may think

twice the next time someone

invites them to The Last Frontier,

after taking a tie and a loss in the

Frontier Classic at Alaska-

665-2629
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Anchorage. Lowell lied Miami

(Ohio) 4-4 in the opening game

Friday, and won the shootout,

though it only counts for tourna-

ment seeding. The hosts then

showed their brand of hospitality,

edging UML 1-0 in Saturday's

tournament final.

Rocky Mountain low

Northeastern also struggled on

the road, dropping two games to

Denver at Magness Arena. The

Pioneers beat NU by three goals

both nights, with Kevin Ulanski

grabbing two goals and two

assists. The Huskies may have

seen a goaltender controversy gen-

erate out of the weekend, though,

as .sophomore Tim Heneroty (31

saves, six goals allowed) showed

at least as much poi.se in game two

as junior Keni Gibson showed in

the opener (23 saves, five goals

allowed). Gibson was in net for 22

of Northeastem's games last year,

but the sophomore from

Pittsburgh, Pa. could be giving the

veteran a strong push this year.

Welcome to the show

This weekend saw four Hockey

East rookies score their first colle-

giate goal. BC's Brian Boyle scored

at North Dakota, Boston

University's Kevin Schaffer at

Vermont, UMass' Mark Matheson

hit paydirt at home against St.

Lawrence, and Maine's Keith

lohnson found the mark against

Holy Cross.

LOWEU FINDS A SUPERSTAR

Sophomore Ben Walter, who
scored five goals in 35 games last

year for UML. already has four

tallies in three contests this sea-

son. The Langley, B.C. native

scored two against Miami (Ohio)

in the opening game of the Nye

Frontier Classic at Alaska-

Anchorage, both on the power

play.
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roomi!

Greenleaves is a brand new adult 55 plus condo commu-

nity. Enjoy home ownership without all the hassles; we

will even clear your car of snow. Relax in our large com-

munity room of enjoy the cozy fireplace. FREE CONDO
FEES for 2 years. Call for details. Many styles to choose

from. (One 2-bedroom for rent.)

•

23 Greenleaves Drive (OflFRt. 9 acrott fix»m Chili's)

Phone: (413) iSytSoo

TODAY'S
rROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 aovanwO
e Muno

ptaudonytn
10 Sugw ourc*
14 Hocw - oalai
1& Tinn
16 SkiQwEd
17 Miciako
18 Unlucky IMim fur

Ca««af
19 Bogarcte o* Itlm

20 PaM. as a law
21 In (Mali
23 Raclpaqly
26 Zodiac ugn
2e (-langaida

n six*
32 Unwnltan laala

3/ QuNrIng dwar
38 Elacntctafi > ilam

3* Typa ol ly(>«

40 uionava

MicviotM mozLi aoLVio

e 3001 kji«i«.l FMkM 6v*M*caai

agr—mam
43 Onihamaili
44 RocH back and

lorti

45 Cnaaaplacaa
48 Novakal

OanMla
47 -Lima Woman-

rota

48 look a cab
40 Oatrich ouuain
51 KImoiKiaaab
53 Uka pca-collaga

oouraaa
58 CaiMin
02 Foraal mala
•3 "Matp'" m Pana
84 Book pan
8& Zaua' apouaa
86 Salamandar
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Mart>la»

68 2001. ag
69 Foodholoar

70 Thrlta. alangay

DOWN
1 Pi4ama oovara)
2 Pul haiilad
3 -Slomrv
Waaibar angar

4 BuiUb
6 Puboama
6 QapMar
7 Qarman Import

8 Aculaly
a EdWon
10 Commandad
11 Aclw Jannlnga
12 Spooky
13 krvaHanl aound
22 Fool alangUy
24 Hwnmaf
26 Livy'a loga
27 Soanng
28 ConlradKI
30 Comic KabdibM
31 Hanlal

aaraamanl

33 Stadkjmcnaai
34 CrookaO'a laat

aland
36 Waa lond d
36 Backdfii|>

36 Choppad down
30 BoMakKala
41 Pop a«iga( KIki

42 Can ragk>n
47 Raiadaal
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Trisfi fPuB
I
413 548 6900 j

|www.theharp net)

163 Sunderland Rd- N. Amherst

fust north of the apartments

Great new deck!

so
62 Tram

53 FNIO —
54 Irana art "Fama'
56 TMckanIng

aoani
56 PfamaaUM
57 OMcaao eg
55 Tokan
60 Wnlar

BagnoM
I WaUelblbWs

WED. -Reggoe Night • Donee Party

JHV. 'Glen Robertson Band

FRI. 'Open Irish Se|siun

SAT. -The Shooks

October Special!

Labott Blue:

$1.75 A pint / $6.25 A pitcher

"Start your own tradition."

p
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W^

u 60 61
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Dining Commons Menu
DC. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Baked Ziti

• Kickin' Chicken

• Beans and Rice

(vegan)

• Riblets Gardenburger

(vegan)

DINNER
• Turkey Cutlet

• Roast Beef

• Madras Totu Curry

(vegan)

DISCLAIMER
Tha lollowing comic atrip depict! Tiki

In 8tat« of axtrama amotional dure**.

Hii aclioni are the direct result ol anottier

heartbreaking Boston Red Sox loaa Upon
witneaaing ttie extra inning home run. Tiki had

what in proletaional circles is referred

to a* a mental break He lost touch with

reality and rage filled the void.

Tha following comic portrays the true feelings

of tfM creators of "Trapped In Suburbia" and are

not to be taken lightly Our Immaturity and blind

tatlh in Beaton sports teams is a lethal combination,

consider yourself warnedl

Just wait until neirt yeert

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

WEDNESDAY
. High: 51

• Low: 31

THURSDAY
. High: 49

• Low: 29

FRIDAY
• High: 53

• Low: 29
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On staff today
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Jennifer Eastwood
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Emilic Duggjn
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Morris Singer

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Shannon Farrington

PRODUCTION STAFF
Lindsay Clark/ Cerry Auger
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It's like I'm being tied to the

hood of a yellow rental truck,

being packed in with fertilizer

and fuel oil, pushed over a cliff

by a suicidal Mickey Mouse.
- "Over the Moon, " "RENT"

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

People want you to fail. Don't let them

have their way.

pisceS • FfB. 19-Mar. 20

No matter how much you finish, there

will always be more.

arles • mar. 2i-aph. 19

Why do you even try to apologize? No

one is mad at you.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Smiling makes the worst task seem bear-

able.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Your current romantic situation is up for

a change.

cancer • iun. 22-)ul, 22

You know many things, but you don't

know everything.

leO • )ui.. 23-Auc, 22

Paint someone with a paintbrush. It will

startle them.

virgO • Aug. 23-StPT. 22

Don't let my existence get in the way of

your fun.

libra • Sept. 23-Oct. 22

Don't get caught under your desk.

Scorpio • Oct 23-Nov. 21

Look at those eyes. You need to sleep

more!

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Find a hottie and take them home with

you.

Capricorn • dec. 22-|an. 19

The best vacations are random and spon-

taneous.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

X Production.s and

Mission 101

Entertainment Presents .

. . Ladies night at

Atlantis on Wednesday

nights at lOpmAII

ladies get free admis-

sion before llpni DJ

FiieddyFresh on the

turntables An I S-^ event

Atlantis is Uxated

behind Antotiios Pizza

in Amherst Center.

Fratcrnities-

S<)n)rities- (.'lubs-

Student (iroups liam

$l,{X)0-$2,(XX)this

semester with a proven

CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundraising event.

Our free programs

make fundraising easy

with nu risks.

Fundraising dates are

filling quickly, so gel

with the pmgrdiii! It

works. Contact

CampusFundraiser at

(888) 92.^-.32.38, or visit

yyy^VY.campuslund-

yaisgH^com

AUTO FOR SAIE

Sizzling Red

Qinverrihle, Pontiac

Sunfire 1997 excellent

$39a).00 549-0822

Achifv;i 92 C^iJsinobiic

66,lX)0 Miles FWll 4

shi>ws gcxxJ condition

Nomst $1995.00 548-

1020

1991 Toyota (."iimry

Wagon, AC:/l\nver

1 1 7,aXi nuies. reliable.

$2500 549-4060

1992 Silver Ford Taums

AC;, All-Power,

Hxcollcnt ("otulition

$24a^ll8,aVKCall

549-3930 210-7393

$500!!! Cars from

$500!!! Police

Impounds tor listings. 1-

800-319-3323 ext4554

I

93 Pontiac Bonneville

SHN All Power Must

Sell $15cV13/0 253-

5537

AUTO FOR SALE

1992 Honda Prelude SI,

Loaded, $3900 587-

0242

( omputers

Quicksilver C^MTiputing

Qimputer help Vims

removal Web l\-sign

$15/lir 548-6847A.sk

for T.J.

EMPLOYMENT

Makeover$kXX}a

week many opportuni-

ties available www.stu-

dentsource.net

DriverNaiul Kilcbcn

Help Wanted Apply at

DP l>nigli I>owntown

Amherst

LOCAL RADIO
STATION bntry level

clerical/sale.s/on-air.

(qimputer skills neces-

sary (xmipi-nsation

negotiable Uesume: VO

Box 983 Ckeentield,

MA 01302

EMPLOYMENT

Motivated students

seeking leadership out-

side the lx)x. Gain

experience in all aspects

i^\i mnning a sm.ill busi-

ness Call 508-246- 1 2 30

Experienced and certi-

fied high energy instnic-

tors for kickK)xing and

spinning classes. Call

N<irthampton Athletic

( :lub 585-8500

Vis;VMa.sterc,ird

approval iigents earn

$l,000/week ixnential.

No experience neces-

sary. C:all 1-800-82 1

-

3416 ext. 145

Sales Assistant tor con-

sulting/sottware timi.

Telephone telemarket-

ing, bconomics a i^lus.

Please send cover letter

and re.sume to Frederick

Treyz at Kegion.ii

Economic Mixkls, Im..,

433 West Street, Am-

herst, MA Oia^2 or lax

41 3-549-1038 or email

I resumes@remi.com.

EMPLOYMENT

Bartender Tr.iinees

Needi-d. $250.Waday

(Hitential. L)cal pisi-

tions. 1-800-293-3985

ext 516

!R>rtetding!$ $250/day

potential No exivrience

Nesc Training provided.

1-81X^-965-6520 ext 162

FOR RENT

Ski House lor Kent .So.

Loiidonberry, VT: 1 .5

mins to Slralton. 7 mi.

to Bmmley 3 mi. to

Magic Mtn. 7 Bdmis, 3

baths, sleeps .M).

$l(KX)/week.

katv.brownca< ven/.on.

M or 4 10-404-6326

FOR SAIF

Have you been ripped-

ofl by a retailer?

Contact the Student

Legal Services Otiice

Regarding your rights as

a consumer. 922

Campus Center, 54.5-

1995

EURNITURFS

Moving Sale Patricia

413-529-9458

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending

Classes Start S(H)n I
-

800-LI-CAN-MIX Call

now for infonnation!!!

Space is Limited

www.universilybartend-

iiig.coin

lOSi AND FOUND

l^ist: Wallet Near

Parking garage 10/14 If

found please call with

description 413-237-

1015

bound; 10/18 Woman's

gold ring outside Judies-

call to describe 413-

549-7454

SI RVIC ES

Pet-Sitter available days

nights iSi weekends.

l>.>g walking. 9 yoars

exivrience. t "all Ciina

253-0619

SFR\ K FS

All Digital Productions

Pro Videograpby for

Wecklings, Bar

Mitzvabs, Cximmercial

(508) 221-8223 sweep-

picker@>'abixi.ci mi

SHEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES B.Kly

Sugaring (waxing) tor

men and women *vSafe

*1 00% Natural

Effective 253-2322

bttps://shearbliss.iniage4

1 1 .com

Pregnant.' Need help?

C~all Bin bright ot

Amherst area tor frcn.-

testing and assistance.

549-1906

PREC.NANC:Y test-

ing, IIIV Testing,

Birth Control, .m d

Emergency

Ctmtracepfion.

Affordable and coiiti-

denfial. Tiivsiry

Health, 27 Pray Street,

Amherst. 548-9992

T R AV F

I

SPRING BREAK
Lirgest selection of

Destinations, including

Cniises! Foam Parties,

Free L>inks and Club

Admissioivi. Rep

Positions and FT^EE

trips Available.

1-800-231-4386

www.EpicureanTours.

com

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2aM's Hottest

Prices IVxik now .. Free

Trips, Meals iSi Parties

www.sunspl.isbtiHirs.

com or 18aM26-7710

A SPRING BREAKER
NEEnEn2004's

Hottest IVstinations &.

Parties 2 free tnps / high

commissions 15w sun-

spla.sbtours.com 1800-

426-7710

TUTORS

MaflVlliysics Tutor

$30/Hr plus travel C:all

Dr. Kline 415-552-3805
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Capraro honored
Recieves

HE award
By ANDRtW MtRRlTT

C'^iLLti.iAN Staff

The Massachusetts hockey team earned

its lirst weekly hockey award Sunday,

when sophomore Chris Capraro was given

CCM Hockey Last Player of the Week

honors. Capraro earned the nod after his

second three-point game this season in a

5-1 win over St. Lawrence.

Capraro scored two goals — including

the game winner — and added an assist in

the Minutemen's third victory of the sea-

son. He al.so notched three assists against

Connecticut on Oct. 9. a 6-5 win in

UMass' home opener. His six points (two

goals, lour assists) are second on the team

behind senior Thomas Pikk. who is in a

three-way lie with Providence's Chase

Watson and Torry Gajda for the confer-

ence lead.

FfllARS CONTINUE TO MU; EaGUS SPUT IMTM

Skmx

Some Hockey East teams found them-

selves Hung all over the continent this

weekend, live squads — Boston College,

Providence. Northeastern. UMass Lowell

and Merrimack — played at least one

game outside the New England area.

Lowell won the distance competition,

traveling to Anchorage. Alaska, for the

Nye Frontier Classic. BC split a two-game

set at North Dakota. Providence hiked to

Minnesota State, and Merrimack had the

relatively short trip, playing one game at

Union, in Schenectady. N.Y on Saturday

The I riars came out the big winners

this weekend, sweeping their series against

.MSU in Mankato, Minn. To remain unde-

feated in four games this season. PC edged

the Mavericks 2-1 in the first game, and

rolled past the hosts 5-3 in the second.

Sophomore Bobby Goepfert shined in

game one. stopping 34 of 35 MSU shots

en route to his fourth win of the season.

Watson scored two goals and an assist in

game two. good enough to e«rn him

Rookie of the Week honors.

Preseason conference No. 1 BC had a

tougher time with North Dakota. The

Sioux trumped the Eagles in the opener 6-

4 behind a hat trick from Brandon

Bochenski. In game two. the BC special

teams took over, and the Maroon and

Gold scored on both the power play and

penalty kill to win 2-1. Ryan Shannon

scored with 1:36 rcmaining in the first on

Continued on page 6

iiERALIi H UNC, I OCHXEOIAN

UMass forward Chris Capraro won the first HcKkey East Player of the Week award for the Minutemen. The Maroon and

White return to action this Friday against Holy Cross in the Mullin's Center at 7 p.m.

Kobe Bry
By Jon Sarche
Ass<K lATFi) Press

•\xsix lAIT.DPRESS

NBA all-star Kobe Brywit will be going on trial Nov. 10 for the alleged

sexual assault of a 19-vear-old girl in Eagle Colorwlc

EAGLE, Colo. (AP) — Kobe Bryant has

been ordered to stand trial on a charge of

sexually assaulting a 19-year-old Colorado

resort worker, but the judge said prosecu-

tors had offered only minimal evidence.

Eagle County judge Frederick Gannett

said Monday that although prosecutors

presented "a minimal amount of evidence,"

what they did show suggested "submission

and force." The evidence included photo-

graphs of the woman's injuries, as well as

blood on her underwear and on Bryant's T-

shirt.

The NBA star could face life in prison if

convicted. His next appearance, in district

court, was set for Nov. 10.

Bryant has said the sex was consensual.

His attorneys suggested the woman's

injuries came during sex with other men in

the days before her June 30 encounter with

Bryant at a posh resort in nearby Edwards.

The defense can appeal Gannett's rul-

ing, but such appeals are rare, legal experts

said.

At Bryant's first appearance in state dis-

trict court he will be advised of his rights,

the charge and the possible penalties. He

could also enter a plea during that hearing.

Unless Bryant waives his right to a

speedy trial, the trial would be scheduled

within six months of his plea.

Prosecutors in Colorado almost always

succeed in persuading a judge to order a

trial after a preliminary hearing because

the standard of proof required is relatively

low. Allegations are usually enough to

advance the case to a higher court for trial,

where the standard of proof is much high-

er.

District Attorney Mark Hurlbert said he

was "pleased" by the decision, "although

we had confidence all along in the case."

Bryant's attorneys issued a statement

saying that although they knew their

chances of getting a dismissal had been

slim, "the prosecution's case simply had to

be tested."

"The standard at trial is a far higher

burden: proof beyond a reasonable doubt.

When this case is tested by that standard,

Kobe Bryant will be found innocent,"

Pamela Mackey and co-counsel Hal

Haddon said in a written statement.

At the Los Angeles Lakers' El Segundo.

Calif., practice facility, Bryant was asked

before the ruling how much anxiety he was

feeling. "Basketball, zero anxiety. Other

stuff, a little anxiety," he said.

"But now I just pretty much, you know,

give it up. I've pretty much done all I can.

Now I'll let God carry me the rest of the

way. I feel comfortable with that." he said.

John Clune, the lawyer representing

Bryant's accuser, declined comment.

Gannett's comments on the evidence

indicate he had questions about the prose-

cution's case, legal analysts said.

judges normally don't issue written rul-

ings after preliminary hearings, and the

fact that Gannett wrote his suggests the

case is fraught with difficulties, .said Scott

Robinson, a Denver defense attorney.

"The reality is that unless there is signif-

icantly more substantial evidence available

at trial, and a suitable explanation for some

of the puzzling physical evidence which

surfaced last week, a conviction looks like

a completely unlikely scenario," Robinson

said.

Bryant's preliminary hearing lasted

nearly two days and included graphic testi-

mony about an encounter prosecutors .say

turned violent after flirting by both Bryant

and his accuser.

Sheriff's Detective Doug Winters testi-

fied the woman went to Bryant's room at

the Lodge & Spa at Cordillera shortly after

checking in him and his two bodyguards.

The two chatted and began kissing. But

a few minutes later. Bryant grabbed the

woman by the throat, bent her over a chair

and raped her. asking her several times not

to tell anybody. Winters testified.

She told Bryant "no" at least twice, and

he stopped only after she pulled his hand

off her neck. Winters said.

The woman was left with vaginal tears

consistent with assault and her blood was

found on Bryant's shirt. Winters said.

But he acknowledged under cross-

examination by Mackey that the woman

had sex with another man shortly before

her encounter with Bryant. She also didn't

tell Winters initially that she had said "no."

The defense argued that semen and

pubic hair found in the woman's under-

wear that weren't from Bryant prove he is

innocent — an argument ridiculed by pros-

ecutor Greg Crittenden.

Losing all-star

Walker will

hurt Celtics
There is one key rule In trading.

When trading an All-Star, get an All-

Star or at least someone with All-Star

potential.

The Celtics made a bold, risky move

trading three-time All-Star Antoine

Walker along with sharp-shooting Tony

Delk to the Mavericks for soft finesse

center Raef LaFrentz, unproven combo

guard |iri Welsch, washed up Chris

Mills and a 2004 first-round draft pick.

When you look over this trade, you

have to think what new Celtics CM
Danny Ainge was thinking.

According to ESPN.com, in the first

meeting between Ainge and Walker,

Ainge told Antoine he didn't think

much of his game and Walker told

friends he was out of Boston at the end

of the season.

A new GM should never say some-

thing like that to one of the team's long-

time stars in their first meeting. 'Toine

had worked hard all off-season to drop

20 pounds off his frame making his ver-

satile game more dangerous in all

aspects, but I guess Ainge didn't care.

Instead, he got rid of a man who
averaged 20.8 points. 8.7 rebounds,

1.52 steals and 4.2 assists for two play-

ers who never reached their potential

and a player with limited potential.

Ainge traded, due to his personal bias,

an All-Star for at best three role play-

ers. They got nothing and I proved my
point on trading. Or did 1?

Before I keep bashing Ainge, I have

to say I hated Walker's game. He shot

too many threes, didn't hustle at times,

whined more than

Tniiri fnitPf
'^^^''^^ Simpson and

"""'^"^''" was definitely a ball

hog. Don't forget the

NBA also added the luxury tax and the

C's would not put up the money for

Walker next season. "Toine is now gone

and I can only speak the truth on the

matter.

The team is now Paul Pierce's team.

This could be the season where Pierce

becomes the top player in the NBA. He
will see the ball 12 to 15 more times

every game this season, giving him the

opportunity to score over 30 points

every night. While the Truth will hold

down the perimeter with rookie Marcus

Banks and camp surprise Mike James,

Piece will finally have two solid post

players to support him in LaFrentz and

finally Vin Baker. I'm sure half of the

Celtic faith just threw the paper away

after 1 mentioned Baker, so let me
explain.

This off-season. Baker earned the

nickname "Flash" after dropping 30

pounds and showing flashbacks of the

low-post moves during his All-Star days

in Milwaukee from '95-"98 There is no

other reasonable explanation for

Walker being traded than Baker's dras-

tic improvement.

Baker has been impressive this off-

season making classic pivot moves,

solid outlets to start the break, cleaning

the glass and hustling. Will he be the

Vin Baker of the mid-90s? I don't think

so, but I hope I'm wrong. He will how-

ever get 12 points and seven boards a

game.

Baker will occupy one block and

LaFrentz will hold down the other.

LaFrentz, who is extremely overpaid,

will make around 10-million a year.

LaFrentz is changing over from the

West to the East and everyone knows

there is no good Eastern centers.

His shot blocking and scoring oppor-

tunities will improve not having to face

Shaq, Yao and Tim Duncan. He won't

be an All-Star, but he will be one of the

four best Eastern centers. It also being

interesting seeing the two Kansas All-

Americans (Pierce the other) reunited.

One aspect the C's lose with no

'Toine was no one else pushed the ball.

Walker would grab a board, start the

break and would make an awful deci-

sion half the time. Enter rookie Marcus

Banks to run the break. Banks is a speed

demon and true point receiving outlet

passes from Baker. LaFrentz or Battle.

Once he gets the pass and starts the

push, he will have an emerging Kedrick

Brown, who has incredible athleticism

and a 40-inch vertical leap — and the

best two-guard in the L on the other

side. The UNLV-product can also finish

strong, like he showed LeBron lames in

the Celtics Summer League.

No one is taking notice to the addi-

tion of lumaine lones. The former

Cavalier is a solid small forward who
does a little bit of everything. Three

solid small forwards in Brown, Jones,

and underrated (or overrated) Eric

Williams gives the Celtics more depth

than last season in the frontcourt.

The Celtics do have more depth and

options with at least three solid players

at every position. Was the Walker trade

worth the added depth? The answer is

certainly not. The superstars shine in

the playoffs, and we only have one star

without Walker. If triple teams shut

down Pierce, Ainge will be crying for

Walker after they lose in the first round.

Egos kill championships, and Ainge's

ego killed it before we had chance.

Todd Foster is a Collegian columnist.
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Physical Plant addresses SGA Contract supporters

lobby at Statehouse

KKLNiiASOMlMv-i,. . ..U.iAS

Mina Safain, secretary of administrative affairs, speaks during the motion session at last night's

SGA meeting.

By Ed Hudson
I'uiLEi.iAN Staff

University of Massachusetts physical plant man-

agers spoke of the need for the student body to help

keep the campus clean, while other i.ssues such as

excessive police force, judiciary appointments and

the current percentage of ALANA students

enrolled at the University were addressed by the 5

1

senators who attended the SGA meeting last night.

The meeting at the Cape Cod Lounge in the

Student Union featured three physical plant man-

agers who spoke of their commitment to improving

the appearance of the University. It was the first

appearance made by representatives of the physical

plant at a meeting of the SGA since 1 987. the same

year that a policy prohibiting food and beverages in

clas.srooms was put in place.

"We've been under pressure to make the cam-

pus look better We have been challenged to be

more prcxluctive." said Patrick Daly, director of the

physical plant, admitting that the University should

have cleaner facilities.

However. Daly wants the University and the

students to help them. Daly .said the plant's budget

was cut at mid-year last year, even though $40,000

was spent on trash containers. According to the

managers, the proper recycling bins arc being used

only 50 percent of the time.

"It we had more money then we could do more

things." Daly said. "UnfoHunately the funding is

restricted."

If students help keep the campus clean then the

plant staff can focus more on facility restoration.

washing the facades of buildings, and dusting

rather than picking up trash, he said. According to

Daly, the plant managers have spoken with two sub

committees of the Faculty Senate, and after speak-

ing with the SGA their next step will be to discuss

the issue with all of the University's department

heads.

"There are generation gaps." Daly said. He had

hoped to get as many ideas as possible from the

SGA as to how to get students tu react with posi-

tive energy with respect to the campus. One idea,

proposed by senator Craig Goldschmidl. was to

promote student employment and volunteers. He

said if he knew that his best friend was picking up

trash then he would be less likely to litter Daly con-

cluded by reminding the senate that there are faces

behind the scenes cleaning up after them.

The other major issue brought up by senator

Daniel Pozmanter was the excessive police force

during the rcvent spate of riots, especially during

last Thursday's activities.

"I did not think they were there to further stu-

dent safety on campus." he said.

Pozmanter said he believes the SGA should

take a serious look at their actions from a civil lib-

erties point of view. He said he is going to be ques-

tioning the UMass Police IDepartment about sever-

al things.

Chair lason Bissonnette added that lor those

students living in the Southwest Residential Area,

last week turned into a much larger problem than

it appeared in the newspapei. President Da\ id Curr

Continued on page 4

*Cosmic Mystery^ discussed
By Keyana Brown

C^OLIKI.IAN C'oRRtSPONDtNT

Yesterday evening, professor

Lawrence Krauss gave an hour

and a half lecture in Thompson
104 at the University of

Massachusetts. The event was

hosted by the Physics depart-

ment, which was sponsored in

part by the Five College system.

Despite cold temperatures

and drizzle. Krauss still man-

aged to attract an audience of

about 500; some individuals

had to sit on the floor or stand

up in the overcrowded auditori-

um.
lohn Machta. the head of the

physics department, was the

first to speak. He gave a brief

EDITORIAiyOPlNION
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overview of Krauss's many
accomplishments before intro-

ducing him to the floor.

Professor Krauss holds a

Ph.D. in Physics from the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and has written

more than 200 scientific arti-

cles. Krauss is one of this coun-

try's most distinguished theoret-

ical physicists and the author of

several best selling books,

including "The Physics of Star

Trek" and "Fear of Physics." His

studies include the nature of

dark matter, the early universe,

general relativity, and neutrino

astrophysics.

Currently. Krauss is working

on a new introductory physics

text for non-science majors and

a new popular book entitled.

"Hiding in the Mirror," which is

scheduled for publication in

2004. Also, public television is

undertaking a five-part televi-

sion series to be hosted by

Krauss.

The audience applauded

loudly as the Krauss

approached the floor of the

auditorium. His main topic was.

"Einstein's Biggest Blunder: A
Cosmic Mystery Story." He
incorporated visuals and over-

head projections. Krauss man-

aged to grab the audience's

attention throughout the entire

lecture by incorporating humor
and sarcasm into his lecture. Ik-

discussed cosmology, methods

of weighing the universe.

Newton's Law of Gravity.

By Erin Lemkey
(x)LUt;lAN (.X)RR£SPONI)ENT

BOSTON — More than 300 faculty, support

staff and graduate students from the University of

Massachusetts and state community colleges crowd-

ed into the Massachusetts Statehouse yesterday to

lobby state legislators on their commitment to

honor salary contracts for higher-education employ-

ees.

In 2001, two-dozen contracts were negotiated

with union leaders who represented more than

13.000 employees, and all were passed overwhelm-

ingly in the House and Senate as a part of the fiscal

year 2002 budget. These contracts promised pay

raises of $15 a week for maintenance, administra-

tive, police and support staff, many of whom make

under $30,000 a year. The contracts also promised

competitive salaries for facility members that reflect

the standard of living costs of Massachusetts. Before

being passed, however, acting Governor lane Swift

vetoed the funding for these contracts and this veto

was not overridden.

Recently, Democratic Rep. Martin Walsh wrote a

letter to House Speaker Thomas Finneran. urging

him to bring a bill to the House to fund the con-

tracts by the end of October His letter mentioned

that the "recruitment and retention of top quality

faculty and staff are severely threatened" and that

"the legislature has never before reneged on its obli-

gation to fund collectively bargained contracts ...

[which) renders |the process] practically meaning-

less". '

Since the distribution of this letter to state legis-

lators, 127 members have signed on. Yesterday's

trip to Boston provided faculty and staff the oppor-

tunity to follow up on these signatures as well as

speak to legislators who have not shown support. A
meeting was also arranged for union leaders to

speak with Finneran at noon.

Before the lobbying began, a group that had a

close to equal ratio of unionized faculty and support

staff assembled on the fourth lloor of the State

House to hear words of encouragement from legis-

lators and union leaders.

Representative Ellen Story began by expressing

her complete support and offering her office as a

Kepler's discovery, orbital veloc-

ity versus distance. Einstein's

theory of relativity, expansion of

the universe and the Hubble

space telescope. Krauss ended

the lecture with. "1 hope to have

made your heads spin." as he

smiled.

Krauss stressed that physics

is alive and not just some
ancient finding by "dead white

men hundreds of years ago."

When asked why he is so pas-

sionate about cosmology, he

answered with the question.

"How could you not be?" He

said that he feels practically

everyone should be interested

about the fate of the universe

and where the future is going in

scientific terms.

While some students attend-

ed the lecture for extra credit,

the majority was genuinely fond

of Krauss and interes<ed in his

field of study. "I am very inter-

ested in astronomy and cosmol-

ogy." said junior Nicole Tanot.

"I am a history major, but I

wanted to learn about some-

thing I found interesting that

wasn't history." said Ethan

Bude.

At the end of the lecture,

nearly a dozen individuals

stayed after to speak with

Professor Krauss and ask fur-

ther questions.

Krauss will lecture again

today at 11:15 a.m. in Lederie

Graduate Research Ti)wer room

1634 on the fight against scien-

tific ignorance.

home base" for lobbyists to come and "vent" about

the situation. She encouraged faculty and staff not

to get discouraged if they talked to aides rather than

legislators, as aides were often very knowledgeable

and could shape their legislators' decisions.

Her words were followed by a forceful and

impassioned speech from a representative from

Watertown who raised cheers from the crowd when

he emphasized that the state could not have a sur-

plus "until all past bills have been paid." He referred

to this month's $726 million dollar budget surplus

— a surplus that has yet to be spent. The president

of the Massachusetts Federation of Teachers was

also present, along with jenny Spencer the UMass

Faculty Union President.

"It was great." she said after returning to Haigis

Mall. "All of the faculty and staff were well organ-

ized, and every | legislator's office! was visited."

Spencer, who is also a professor in the English

department, was "hopeful that there's enough ener-

gy to solve the problem."

Todd Fvans. a graduate labor student at UMass.

was similarly impressed with the energy and the

turnout, however he advanced some skepticism

about the commitment of the state's legislators.

"I was disappointed with the leactions of the

office aides." he said. "I felt they didn't give as much
weight to the fact that the state reneged on a deal —
they didn't see the ramifications it would have."

Dan Clawson. professor in the sociology depart-

ment at UMass said, "If the state doesn't appropri-

ate the money, we've heard reports the university is

considering itself giving us a tiny raise." He said that

the contradiction, however, is that "the only way the

university could do so is to raise tuition or cut

course offerings, and both of those are unaccept-

able."

Despite the hopefulness of union leaders, the

mood in the return bus to UMass was mixed with

sardonic humor.

"In short. I could have gotten the same thing out

of going to China Dynasty today without the travel,"

said police officer lerry Perkins. "I walked out feel-

ing lull, yet I was hungry again 20 ntinutes later,

after I realized I was told absolutely nothing to make

me feel like the contracts were going to be honored

anytime soon."

Editor in chief of Parade

magazine to speak today
By Dan O'Brien

lin.u-.iiiAN Staff

Lex- Kravitz. editor in chief of

Parade magazine, will speak and

answer questions today at 1 p.m. at

the University of Massachusetts as

part of journalism profes.sor Steve

Simurda's media criticism class.

Parade is the Sunday magazine

distributed by 340 nevvspapers

nationwide, including iho Boston

Globe. The magazine has the

largest circulation of any magazine:

it reaches 80 million people.

Kravitz. who is also senior \ice

president of Parade, was named to

his position in March 20W. from

1995 through 2000. Kravitz was

editor of React magazine, a tcvn

magazine launched by Parade and

distributed in 225 newspapers in

the United States. He was also

responsible for the management of

React's website, react.com.

Prior to joining Parade

Publications. Kravitz was an cilito

rial director for Scholastic. Inc.

The speech and question-and-

answer .session will Ix' held in 227

Herter Hall. Professor Simurda

moved the class to the auditorium

in order to accommodate more stu-

dents.

Simurda explained that Parade

is probably a dilticult maga/inc to

manage because it is a gcTicral

interest magazine, which means it

must always cover diverse topics.

"Parade is a very unusual maga-

zine bcvause it has a very large cir-

culation and it covers a wide vari-

et\ of topics, which is not eas\ w>

do." he said.

He went on to say that due to

Kravitz's experience with

Scholastic. Inc. he is knouiedpo-

able on young people antl cduca

tion, which gives him more of a

rea.son to speak to UMass >iuclcnts

In comparison to other publica

tions. Parade is a unique magazine.

Simurda pijinied out that contrary

to the fact that the magazine does

not have specific types of stories

that it tends 'to publish, there are

many lealuies that draw a a-ader's

attention each \stx'k. One of those

features is the ".A'ik Marilyn." col-

umn.
"This woman has a high lO.

-he's a genius. People send her

questions ab«.>ut almost anything,"

he said. '|ln imic issue | someone

wrote. "In 2003 vsc have only one

Friday the 1 3th. \\ hat is the maxi-

mum amount of Friday the 1 3th 's

we am ha\c eveiy year'.''
"

Another notable feature is

Walter Scott'> "Personality

Paiade.' which i> a section whea'

people write in questions about

their favorite celebrities.

Ilie speech and question-and-

answer sessitMi should mn beiwtvn

an hour and fifteen minutes and an

hour and a half. Ilie event is open

to all students.

Cosmolojiv expert Dr. Lawrence Krauss speaks last night to a full aiiditorium

Blunder."

on "Einstein's Greatest
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For the Record
Correction: Because of a reporting

error in yesterday's Page One story

"Globe editor shares experiences." the

location of Robert Turner's speech was

incorrect. The event look place in

Rartlett hall.

By Steve LeBlanc
Am(x'iatei> Phkhh

BOSTON (AP) — House law-

makers overwhelmingly approved

a bill yesterday banning smoking

in bars and restaurants across the

state.

The bill would prohibit smok-

ing in all enclos«il work areas

including auditoriums, conference

rooms, offices, elevators, hallways,

cafeterias, employee lounges, rest-

rooms and staircases.

Smoking would be still allowed

by nursing home residents and in

fraternal organizations, such as

American Legion halls.

Supporters of the bill — which

passed the House on a 1 25-25 vote

— said it will protect workers and

patrons of bars and restaurants

from the harmful effects of second

hand smoke.

"This legislation will save

lives," Rep. Peter Koutoujian, D-

WalthaiTi, House chairman of the

Health Care Committee.

Critics said l^mocratic leaders

were speeding the bill through the

House without giving lawmakers

enough time to study the details.

Critics also said it's disingenu-

ous of the state to collect cigarette

taxes while telling people where

they can smoke.

"It's somewhat like a drug deal-

er who gets you hooked and makes

a ton of cash. The only difference

is that the drug dealer is illegal,"

said Rep. George Peterson, R-

Grafton. "We're still going to

make that $450 million (in tobac-

co taxes), but we're also going to

tell you where you can smoke it."

Gov. Mitt Romney said yester-

day he hasn't taken a position on

the bill, but said local control is

usually preferable to state man-

dates.

"Philosophically, local control

is always favored," he said. "There

are some citvumstances where you

decide that statewide action is the

most equitable and appropriate.

I'll have to consider the advan-

tages of statewide action relative

to having each municipality make

its owai independent decision."

Romney said an important con-

sideration would be if the business

community supported the ban.

The bill would allow tobacco

fanners in Western Massachusetts

to continue to operate tobacco

testing sites, and local officials

would be allowed to issue special

permits for certain smoke-orient-

ed establishments such as cigar

bars.

Diane Pickles, right, executive director of Tobacco Free Mass, speaks during a news conference at the

Massachusetts Statehouse in Boston on Tuesday.

House approves bill: Wrongfully convicted able to sue state

By Steve LeBlanc
AsscxiATKi) Press

BOSTON (AP) — Anyone

wrongfully convicted of a crime

and sentenced to a year or more in

jail could sue the stale for up to

half a million dollars under a bill

approved by House lawmakers

yesterday.

Currently, it takes a special act

of the Legislature to compensate

the wrongfully convicted.

Lawsuits can also be brought

under federal civil rights law. but

only if the conviction was the

result of misconduct by police or

prosecutors, rather than a mis-

take.

Anyone filing a claim under

the bill would have to show by

"clear and convincing evidence"

that they did not commit the

crime for which they were con-

victed. The attorney general

would defend the state once the

claim was tiled.

The state wouldn't be liable for

punitive damages under the pro-

posal.

The bill was approved without

debate on a voice vote.

The bills sponsor. Rep.

Patricia lehlen, D-Somerville,

called the legislation a "matter of

simple justice."

"There are a number of people

who have had many years of their

lives taken from them and they've

spent them in prison for crimes

they didn't commit," lehlen said.

"When the state damages some-

one and takes the best years of

their lives, justice demands some

kind of restitution."

The House approved a similar

bill late last year, but it failed to

come up for a vote on the floor of

the Senate before the end of the

session.
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•
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SGA debates over excessive police force

NtlSliAS i'Ml ARAAXKLHil.AN

Physical Plant direm)r Pat Paly addresses the SGA during last night's meeting.

Continued from page 1

sdid he wants freshmen to be more

inlumied and believes the University does-

n't provide enough programming for stu-

dents.

*We need to socialize the campus cul-

ture," he said. According to Carr, 8 of the

eleven students arrested in the riots were

freshmen.

However, Can did not agree with

Poananter's belief that the police may have

acted inappropriately last Thursday night.

"I think the situation was handled a lot

better that night than it was any of the pre-

vious four nights," he said.

Carr said he was present for every riot

that has occurred this semester. Pozmanter

admitted that he could not say the same.

"They (UMPDJ only come in when

they're forced to." Carr said. "The police

don't want to come into these situations.

They really don't."

Associate speaker Christopher Eckel

agreed.

"Institutionally the police did a much

better job," he said. "They need to be com-

mended on it."

TTiere were also concerns about a stu-

dent who was suspended as a result of his

arrest folk^vmg a recent riot. According to

Carr. in many cases an arrest is considered

dangerous enough for the courts to prohib-

it a student from returning to campus until

after trial. He said, whether you agree or

fK>t. that's what happens.

Attorney general Mark Morrison sakl

that he has dealt with students who have

been suspended for the past three days.

But according to him. some deserve it.

Morrison said there is a culture that defies

authority, one that doesn't care about the

University's reputation.

Bissonnette also aniKxinced that the

coordinating council has approved two

new judiciary appointments: freshman

Elizabeth Hk:key and former SGA senator

Michael Pantina. According to Morrison,

their are currently four other judiciary offi-

cers. Addressing concerns over Hk;key's

freshman status, Morrison said he believes

the judk:iary shoukl have freshmen and

sophomores, due to the fact that the other

four seats of the judk:iary are divkied

between juniors and seniors.

"We need freshmen," he said. "This

girl knows her stufT. We need more peo-

ple with character and less people seek-

ing prestige in the SGA."
Russell Plato, secretary of diversity

On our team,

your brightest

ideas get noticed,

Quality In Everything We Do

issues, addressed previous concern!

about the percentage of ALANA students

on campus. According to Plato, the per-

centage of Al.ANA students at the

University has been going up in regards

to all undergraduates.

However, Plato said, the percentage of

Latino students is problematic.

According to him, they have dropped sig-

nificantly in their representation in the

student body as a whole.

Secretary of public policy and lela-

tions Mina Safain also voiced his concern

that of the 24 members of the

University's presidential search commit-

tee, only one was a representative of the

University system, from UMass

Worcester Medical extension.

"One student who is not an undergrad

is choosing our next president," he said.

The conclusion of the meeting fea-

tured a motion to impose a total charge

of about $1.25 to students, for the

increase of the number of newspapers

available on campus through the USA
Today Collegiate Readership Program

that supplies students with free Boston

Globe. New York Times and USA Today

newspapers. It passed by a vote of 24 to

23.

India seeks to

mend relations

witli Pakistan

By Beth Duit-Brdwn
AssoiiATEi) Press

NEW DELHI (AP) — India

unveiled major proposals yester-

day to improve relations with

Pakistan, expanding travel and

reuniting families. Pakistan saw

some positive elements but

expresseid disappointment that the

steps fail to include negotiations

with Islamabad on Kashmir

Although formal talks between

the leaders of the two South Asian

nations are still off, the proposals

cover human concerns such as

allowing athletes to compete in

India-Pakistan cricket matches

and letting fishermen go about

their trade without fear of arrest.

The pronouncements by

Foreign Minister Yashwant Sinha

were the most extensive efforts so

far to heal the wounds from a

December 2001 attack on India's

parliament complex. New Delhi

blamed Pakistani-based militants

for the attack, which killed 14

peopk?, and insisted Islamabad's

spy agency was behind the plot.

They were also seen here as a

move to jump-start Prime Minister

Atal Bihari Vajpayee's stalled

peace initiative with Pakistan

ahead of elections next year and

seal his legacy as the man who
renewed their friendship.

The travel proposals include

the resumption of air and rail

links, and running buses between

the capitals of Kashmir, the

Himalayan territory divided

between the two South Asian

rivals and a flashpoint for two of

their past wars.

In Washington, State

Department spokesman Adam
Ereli welcomed the proposals, say-

ing: "They represent a major step

toward establishing normal links

between these two important

neighbors and for providing a

foundation for real progress in

resolving differences between

India and Pakistan.

"

The Indian govemmeni also

announced that for the first time

in 13 years, it would meet with

members of the separatist move-

ment in India's portion of

Kashmir, the country's only

Muslim-majority state. But it did

not offer to negotiate the issue

with Pakistan — which the

Islamabad government has long

sought.

In Islamabad, a Pakistani

Foreign Ministry statement said

the proposals to restore travel

links, sports competitions and

other people-to-people initiatives

would be given serious considera-

tion.

But it added that Islamabad

was "disappointed" that India still

refused to discuss Kashmir with

Pakistan.

India has long insisted that the

way to peace with Pakistan is

through a step-by-step process

that involves normalizing trade

and people-to-people contacts,

before tackling Kashmir.

Islamabad insists Kashmir is the

central issue, and other disputes

would easily be resolved after the

major sore point is settled.

The militants in India's part of

Kashmir have been fighting for

the northern state's independence

or merger with Pakistan since

1989, an insurgency that has cost

more than 63,000 lives.

India accu.ses Pakistan of main-

taining rebel camps on its territory

and helping to arm and sneak

them across the Line of Control,

claims that Islamabad denies.

Sinha said yesterday that

Pakistan first had to take signifi-

cant steps to end the infiltration of

militants before dialogue on

Kashmir could resume.

^I)e MaifiM\)uittti Bailp CoUegtan

EditorialOpinion
Thursday, October 23, 2003 Editorial@dailycollegian.com

Florida out of line

in right-to-die case
Every now and then there's an issue in the news

that has no right answer The case of Terri Schiavo

and the right-to-die controversy that centers on her

situation is one of those issues.

Terri Schiavo lies in a bed in Florida, brain-

dainaged. According to CNN, she's been that way
since 1990, when she collapsed after heart failure.

While she recovered from the heart attack, she was
left in what doctors call a "persistent vegetative

state" due to a lack of oxygen. While she respoiKis

to stimuli, doctors have said she has nearly no

brain activity going on, and she receives nourish-

ment to keep her alive through a feeding tube.

That feeding tube, and what should be done
with it, has become national news over the last

week, as Florida Gov. leb Bush stepped in to a

messy situation where family members of Schiavo

are pitted against each other Bush ordered her

feeding lube be reinserted after doctors removed it,

and a judge has since rejected a request for an

emergency injunction that would have prevented

the re-feeding of Schiavo. Schiavo's husband,

Mkhael, asked for the injunction.

Michael Schiavo is at the heart of the develop-

ing conflict, as his lawyers openly criticize other

members of Schiavo's family, the governor and the

judge rejected the injunction request.

"Each of us — and the Florida Supreme Court

has said this — has a right to control our own
body," Attorney George Felos, Michael Schiavo's

lawyer, told CNN. "We have a fundamental right

to make our own medical treatment choices, and

the state doesn't have the right to override our

wishes."

At the very least, Felos raises an interesting

argument that comes down to a debate on a gen-

eral respect for life and what respect for life

entails. How long is it appropriate for one to hang
onto their loved ones in a situation like Schiavo's?

Gov jeb Bush put himself and the state of

Florida squarely in the middle of a conflict

between Michael Schiavo and Terri Schiavo's par-

ents, the Schindlers, by overruling a deciskin that

had been previously made. And each side appears

to have doctors backing them with their medical

opinions, so the conflict is not going away anytime

soon.

CNN also reported doctors have said it is pos-

sible that by reinserting the feeding tube, the

"death process" that had already started may have

been stopped — a process that probably resulted

in serious organ failure and kidney damage, even

if Schiavo were to live.

We, at The Massachusetts Daily Collegian, feel

that there can be no overriding way to make deci-

sions in cases like this one, and that the state of

Florida is the wrong group to be making life-and-

death decisions. The decision to prolong a life in

agony or to pull the proverbial plug is not one to

be made by an elected official. It's one to be made
by loved ones, with the advice of doctors.

Michael Schiavo may not be the right man to

make that decision on his own, and the Schindlers

probably deserve more input before that decision

is made. But Bush and the state of Florida have no
right to be intervening on behalf of the people of

Florida at large. Schiavo's story is a tragic one —
but it's a private one. No government should be

able to alter the life and death of someone.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

Celebrating United Nations Day

'eter

Irovalo

has

exis-

since

Tomorrow
marks a less

known holiday

around the

globe — United

Nations Day.

Although the

holiday

been in

tence

1945, not much
has been made

of it. After calling the United

Nations "irrelevant" and going

over the Security Council's head in

regards to Iraq, 1 doubt President

Bush will be throwing a block party

in Washington. He should. As a

matter of fact, he should throw an

all inclusive steak dinner

The only problem is that this

hypothetical dinner would be well

attended. Today and tomorrow,

representatives from countries

around the woHd will be meeting

in Spain for the international

donor's conference, a meeting that

seeks to raise money from other

nations to aid in rebuilding Iraq. Il

doesn't look gotKl. The Bush

Administration's foreign policy has

severed ties with many of our

lapan heading the list along with

Spain and the UK. All in all, the

pledges received so far are about as

significant as a deck chair on the

Titanic.

The problem is that the heavy

hitters aren't coming to the table.

France. Germany and Russia, all

nations whose interests were

snubbed by Bush this past year,

have said they probably won't offer

any monetary support. Poor Colon

Powell, a man who was leery about

this war to begin with, is stuck beg-

ging for money, telling France the

whole 'freedom fries' thing was a

mistake.

Let's hope someone helps,

because this has become a serious

issue for everyone. And as college

students, soon to enter the work-

force, it's time we start paying

attention to these decisions.

Bush's trillion-dollar tax cut lor

the wealthiest people in this coun-

try leaves the rest of us forking over

the dough for Iraq. Yes. that means

us. It's not just our parents any-

more. We, students of UMass
Amherst, are among the millions of

Americans who are going to inher-

it a national debt of more than 4

The Bush Administration's foreign policy

has severed ties with many of our allies.

Bridges haven't just been burned; they

have been entirely torn down.

allies. Bridges haven't just been

burned; they have been entirely

torn down. Professional construc-

tion companies working on the

"Big Dig" would have trouble fix-

ing this debacle.

This two-day donor conference

looks to raise $36 billion on top of

the $20 billion the UnitcxI States

has already signed away on. A total

of $56 billion, just to kick start

Iraq's economy. So far, the effort

hasn't been entirely terminal.

Almost $3 billion has been raised.

trillion. It may be time to start riot-

ing over something more than just

the Red Sox.

The reconstruction plan is

enough to cause some outrage.

Our country is building $400 mil-

lion jails in Iraq with $50,000 beds

in each cell. We are spending $ 1 00
million on 2,000 trash trucks and

$9 million to establish zip codes.

Meanwhile, back at home the

statistics are mind-boggling. Since,

the current administration has

taken office, the slock market is

down 1 1 percent; so much for lin-

ing the pockets of the wealthy so

they can throw their tax refund

money back into the market. The
unemployment rate is up 50 per-

cent; thousands of jobs are being

lost a month. A budget surplus has

turned into a deficit of drastic pro-

portions. And as for Iraq, it looks

as if we are in this alone.

Our relationship with our allies

has weakened. Nuclear prolifera-

tion has increased. Our homeland

security has not been upgraded;

instead of putting money into the

fire deparmients. police units, and

border control, it is being shipped

overseas to reconstruct Iraq.

I hope this donor conference

goes well. 1 hope we can rally some
monetary support for this endeavor

that has morphed into a daily catas-

trophe. I hop)e that soon we can

gain more ally troop support for

the region, but then again, that

doesn't look too promising either.

More than 391 soldiers have

been killed on duty in Iraq. These

are young men and women — 1 8,

20. 30 years old. They are not

trained for guerilla warfare; they

are ill equipped, some reportedly

with defective bulletproof vests,

and forced to buy their own equip-

ment. They are dying daily, and

supposedly the major combat is

over.

It is a shame that our leaders,

who are placed in office to make
decisions for the welfare of our

nation, did not respect the organi-

zation we celebrate tomorrow: the

UN. If they did, maybe the current

situation would not look ,so glum.

Maybe our economic future would

look more promising. Maybe
today's donor conference would

not have to take place. Maybe our

soldiers would not be suffering in a

desert thousands of miles away

from their families. Certainly, it is

hard to look back now. But never-

theless, have a happy U.N. Day
Peter Trovato is a Collegian

columnisl.

Figliting for women's rights

Giiad

Skolnick

a
Imagine a

country in

which half of

its population

is not allowed

to vote, not

allowed to

drive, not

even allowed

to leave home
without per-^^^"^^^^^^ mission.

Imagine a country in which half

of its population has basically

no independence or freedom.

Such a country would be terri-

ble place of oppression, and
one wouldn't expect the United

States of America, a nation that

prides itself in justice and liber-

ty, to have any relations with

such a place.

The law does not protect

women in Jordan from honor
killings, when a women's broth-

er or father can murder her if

she has sexual relations outside

of marriage. In Iran, women are

very limited in terms of career

choices. The Palestinian

Authority encourages women to

become suicide bombers like

Hanadi laradat, who blew up in

a cafe in Israel two weeks ago
murdering 20 people. But

nowhere is life as bad for

women as it is in Saudi Arabia.

Women in Saudi Arabia are

essentially under house arrest

from the moment that they are

born to the moment they die,

only permitted to leave the

house when accompanied by a

father, brother, or husband, and
can only leave the country with

written permission from a close

male relative. Once leaving the

home they must cover them-
selves from head to toe in the

choking Saudi Arabian heat,

where temperatures are often

above 120 degrees Fahrenheit.

Only their faces can be left

exposed for the world to see. If

a female wishes to show her

sexy ear, the religious police can

arrest her.

Life is even harder for

women who are divorced or

widowed. Men can divorce

women for no reason but

women must provide legal

grounds to divorce their hus-

bands. If a Muslim woman is

divorced or widowed she can
usually keep her children until

they are seven if they arc boys

and nine if they are girls. Once
they pass that age. then the for-

mer husband or the deceased
husband's family gets custody

of them.

It's so hard to imagine, but

it's true; a woman who is raped
in Saudi Arabia must produce
four witnesses to the crime to

avoid being locked up in jail for

adultery. If four people watch a

her husband, joys such as

swimming, playing tennis, or

even just going out of a jog are

about as realistic lor women in

Saudi Arabia as the hope in the

US that Ralph Nadir will be the

next president.

What baffles me is why
women's rights groups haven't

done anything significant about

the oppression of women in

Saudi Arabia. Why other cam-
pus groups, which are quick to

attack the US, and other coun-

tries lor their actions, remain

silent on this issue befuddles

me. Certain Middle Eastern his-

tory professors spend heir ener-

gy bashing certain countries but

rarelv mention the wrongs in

Saudi Arabia if not entirely

skipping over them.

Meanwhile, the US buys

more than 15 billion dollars

worth of oil and other cotn-

A woman who is raped ... must produce

four witnesses to the crime or else be

locked up in jail as an adulteress.

man rape a woman and don't do
anything about it. chances are

they won't testify against the

man in court.

Something is very wrong in a

country when women can be

raped, blamed for being raped,

and then arrested or killed to

preserve the family honor.

Something is definitely wrong
when millions of girls arc

forced to undergo female geni-

tal mutilation, a practice wide-

spread and legal in Saudi
Arabia.

Every other person who hap-

pens to not end up with a Y
chromosome is subjected to a

life consisting of nothing more
than housework and pleasing

modities from Saudi Arabia, in

addition to selling them billions

in advanced weaponry. A coun-

tr\ where it's against the law to

practice an\ religion ulhcr than

Islam in public, and only

Muslims can be Saudi citizens,

a country in which converting

someone, being ga\. and mur-
der all carry similar punish-

ments, is not a counir\ that the

U.S. should buy $13 billion

worth of goods from. Ihe gieat-

est hypocrisy on campus, in the

U.S.. and in the world in gener-

al, is the abandonment of the

plight of the women of Saudi

Arabia.

Gilud Skiihtick i^ a

Collegian columnisl.

Cry for my car, call for change

frannie

Carr

H
Today marks the thirtieth day

that I have been without a car. I

don't live on a bus route, so

that's 30 days worth of rides to

and from school, back and forth

from my internship, not to men-
tion long days spent schlepping

to various car dealerships all

over Massachusetts. (To those of

you who have made my life pos-

sible for these past few weeks.
^~ you know who you are. and your

generosity will not be soon forgotten.) It's like |oni

Mitchell says, "Don't it always seem to go, that you

don't know what you've got 'til it's gone." I never

realized how reliant I was on my car. until it

drowned in a flash flood.

On a rainy Tuesday morning in September, I

decided to treat myself to a metered parking spot

close to my class instead of parking in my designat-

ed lot down the road. It was coming
down pretty hard, and 1 figured

since 1 only had this one class, I

would splurge so I spent a buck or

two on parking. It would end up
being the most expensive parking

spot of my life.

One hour and 20 minutes later 1

returned to my car It was still pour-

ing. 1 approached and was relieved

not to see a ticket under the wind-

shield wiper. I got to the driver's

side door, key in hand, and then I

saw it, a veritable swamp on the

floor of my car. My jaw dropped, and 1 fumbled
with my keys to open the door. My CDs and tapes

were floating in puddle three inches deep. 1 sat in

the driver's seat and tried to start the car My feet

were submerged in rainwater. The engine grinded.

It sounded like the painful death of a large animal.

At this point 1 lost my composure. 1 started to cry.

This was not just any ordinary hunk of junk, a

gets you from point A to point B kind of a car. This

was a family heirloom. This maroon '91 Honda
Accord LX Wagon was originally owned by a fam-

ily friend. I vividly remember taking it on a test

drive when 1 was eleven. Maureen, our friend,

showed me how the vanity mirrors had lights that

only turned on when the headlights were on. Not

only was this car sleek, but it was smart loo. 1 was
impressed by this feature and have looked for it in

cars since.

In '95, my mom bought the car from Maureen.

It carted groceries, three dogs and garbage to name
a few things. It picked nty sister and mc up from a

countless variety of activities over the years. And it

was in this car that I learned how to drive and

began a lifetime love affair with standard transmis

sions.

When my mom got a new car and the wagon

became mine. I wfSfsfn the ungrateful-wretch- what-

are-people-going-lo-ihink-il-they-see-me-driving-a-

stalion-wagon mode. I admit, with great remorse,

that for a year of her lite, she was drastically under
appreciated. This would ail change when I went to

pack up for college. While my friends wnuld have

to make seven trips in their sedans. 1 simplx Hipped

down the back seat, and m\ eniiie lite was neatly

packed.

The slickers alone were a heartbreaking loss.

There was the Bucknell University and University

of Massachusetts slicker that my sister and 1

affixed, the Museum of Fine Arts Member Sticker

that allowed my mom preferential parking, the

Farnsworth Museum in Maine •>tieker representing

her recent move up north, and the Cape Cod Canal

Tunnel Pennit from the summer 1 spent working in

Chatham. Then there was the Aclon-Boxboro
Lacrosse sticker from my athletic glory days, the

"none for the road" stickei representing my
involvement with SADD and the

four national conferences 1 attend-

ed in DC, The NPR affiliate,

WFCR «8,5FM slickei showed my
passion (or public r;idii.>, and. of

course. m\ UMass parking permit

stickers. Those were dillereiii: they

represented the enem\.

Had this parking lot been built

properly, this never would have

happened. M\ car was in the val-

ley between two small sloping

hills. The water was rushing down
at such velocity that it didn't have

a chance to make it to the gutters. The police offi-

cer on the scene said that alieady four cars had
reported being flooded. 1 walked down the aisle

and saw that every single car in in\ ri.>w had had

some water damage.

So finally: The Point. This is a call to all the

Hash Hood victims whose cars were Hooded in the

first row of Boydon Gym parking lot on
Commonwealth Avenue We have to do some-

thing. This lot needs \o be repaired. People

shouldn't have logo linoiigh this inconvenience or

heartache again. There simply should not be

meters where cars can potentially be totaled if a

heavy rain comes through.

Of ct)urse in the gniiul sclieme o\ thing's. | real-

ize that this is insignilicant, I here are a kti worse

things in the world than people's cars Hooding and
being temporarily inconvenienceil. In fact, iluii is

the most importani thing that this fiasco has

taught me, I am entirely toi) reliant on my car.

However, the univeisal uninipurtanee of this issue

should not dissuade iiur campaign tv fix the poten-

liallv harmful lots. Let's take a stand and make
sure this doesn't happen to another innocent sta-

tion wagon.

Trannic Carr is a CoUc^iiin colnmuist

This is a call to all

the flash flood vic-

tims whose cars

were flooded in the

first row of Boydon

Gym paricing lot.
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The mystery of the Espresso Hut

Scolt

[Idriilflell

hut.

It I v^crc to dtscribc the gla-

ciers I've seen or the sea, the

wildhle ur the mountains and
try to wrap words and grammar
around indescribable land-

scapes, I would do Calliope

injustice. Mure within my lexi-

con are the words to describe

some ol the uniquely Alaskan
establishments I see, and per-

haps the most amazing of all of

these is the Alaskan espresso

To the wonderment ol" a simple minded
reporter, the Alaskan coffee industry is perhaps

the most prolific business enterprise I have seen

in the great north. Picture a building — picture a

trailer rather planted in the middle of a gravel-

ly dusi\ parking lot that once had other business-

es where now all that

remains are signs and this

hut. Those signs havj
incomplete prices for ciga-

rettes and 50-cent coke

cans that have faded from

red to a putrid yellow.

The trailer has weathered

latticework hiding its

wheels and a long since

dead polled plant disguis-

ing its hitch. Un a simple

glance, it doesn't bite vou

as anything much, but as you drive by you see in

your rearview mirror the mo.st repetitious adver-

tisement on its obverse.

It reads "hSPRCSSO: Drive Thru." and is the

fifteenth of its ilk in the last 50 miles. The inten-

tional typo sits squareK next to a window, simple

and wood-framed. With a few sketched prices on
a dry -erase board, this is a coffee hut.

The drive through coffee hut seems to be a staple

of long and short roads alike. I don't know which
came first, a thirst for caffeine or a dearth of uti-

lized parking lots, but on the way to Talkeetna. a

100-mile drive, we passed close to two dozen.

Each had its own flavor, not vanilla or mocha in

origin, but an aesthetic flavor. Sonte had polar

bears (most had polar bears) painted on signs,

drinking coffee, pointing to the window, set on a

sign separate from the trailer but certainly waving

you in. Others had large plaster ice cream cones
signaling a diverse menu.

Others vet had giant yellow coffee cups, a yel-

low you would see warning vou of wet fli^irs or a

crime scene. These grub you with their brum
obviousness and hold you with their compelling

palette. Thei'e was no requirement, or apparent

Picture a building— picture a

trailer rather— planted in the

middle of a gravelly dusty parit

ing lot ... With a few sketched

prices on a dry-erase board,

this is a coffee hut

desire, to match the paint — and there were a few
that seem to be a patchwork of half-empty paint

cans salvaged from basements and garages.

They dot Anchorage, finding themselves in

dirty lots next to dirtier car dealerships, and
cleaner lots near impending business parks. They
accompany gas stations, car dealerships, taxider-

mists. ATMs and gun shops.

To have stairs, an entry beyond your delivery

window sets you above the nearest competitor. To
have a seating area seems almost sacrilegious.

Seldom a long wait, seldom a line of more than

two cars, there seems to be both supply and
demand for these forlorn trailers in these aban-

doned lots.

I theorize, as that is a limitation of my visiting

status, that the true nature of the coffee hut might

lie in a desired mobility. It would be a far better

lot in life to be able to work as long as necessary,

to raise enough money,
then not work. And if you
can balance serving coffee

and carbon monoxide for

nine months out of the

year and then tow your

entire business some-
where while you travel,

hunt or race the Iditarod,

why not?

Of course I do not

know the weight this the-

ory carries. I did stop at

one drive-through slash restaurant and have a

buffalo burger with my father, but the woman was
just as anxious to make sure we got our food as

she was to check every so often on her children

sliding down a precarious ditch in the back.

I suppose it could also have something to do
with that entrepreneurial spirit and the ease a

trailer and parking lot match up can have.

Certainly there is a niche being exploited if there

are so many coffee huts in South Central Alaska.

And in a state where it seems that industry has its

limitations (not a huge need for Bermuda shorts

as one example), this coffee hut might be the way
to be your own boss.

I think I like resting on my theories. A certain

mystique associated with any good coffee empori-

um is always good. It goes well with the dark

brew to have uncertainty in its origin and pur-

pose. And. no offense to any happy drive through

attendants, but I would rather (Jrive up to an
inviting polar bear and his morning cup of Java

than an unfriendly sap who would rather do any-

thing but help me with my caffeine jones.

Scutt Hldridge II is a Collegian columnist on
exchange in Anchorage, Alaska.

A Conflict That Won't Go Away
Pick up any newspaper, on

any given day, and you're likel>

to see a story about the Arab-

Israeli conllici. It's a political

problem that just won't go
away, and many people on this

ver\ page have expressed a

wide variety of opinions about
it. You may be thinking 'Why
should I care?" Ihe Middle
Fast is prettv far away, and an)

resolution to the conflict would
affect Americans only a little.

That's the wa> I used to

look at it.

In the few years ^^^^
since I first started pay-

ing closer attention to what was
going on. I have realized that

the conflict really is deserving

of our attention, lerusalein and
the entire region of Palestine as

a whole are ver\ important

places for Christians, jews, and
Muslims. But what struck me
only recently is that this conflict

is a unique one: It's the onlv

one 1 can think of where one
side belongs to the first World
and the other to the Third

World. Not only that, but

Israelis and Palestinians are in

many cases living right next to

each other. Perhaps these are

the reasons why the Arab-

Israeli conflict not onlv won't

William flillyarij

ulation lives in the Third
World, at a level of prosperity

that most of us would describe

as "poor." It's a sad reflection

on human society that this is

the cast, byi that's the way it is.

It shouldn't be hard to figure

out who is who with regards to

the Arab-Israeli conflict. Israel

is a rich state, which has

received the support of the

West pretty much since day
one. The Palestinians, on

the other hand, are

mostly citizens of the

Third' World. It's

impossible to say they

are citizens of any particular

country, since they do not have

a state of their own. Once we
establish who's who in this

respect, it should become easy

to recognize and even predict

what will happen to both sides.

The basic situation is that

the Palestinians have been liv-

ing as refugees for decades.
while Israel is a secure state

accepted by virtually every

other country in the world.
Ibis is not to say that I have a

problem with Israel's existence.

Zionism is a legitimate cause
with thousands of years' worth
of history to back it up.'What I

object to are the miserable liv-

The Palestinians have become people

without a nation ... Surely this type of

inequality is not what the Zionist move-

ment had in mind when it first envi-

sioned the creation of Israel.

go away, but also wont leave

the public consciousness.

lust about anyone who lives

in this country lives a relatively

comfortable life. The United

States is the quintessential first

World state. Living here at the

University of Massachusetts,

it's easy to forget how tough

much of the world's population

has it every single day. The fact

is that tnost of the world's pop-

ing conditions this creates for

the Palestinians. The fact is

that Palestinians were living in

the areas that now make up
Israel long.betore the Zionists

ever arrived. Therefore, they

have just as much right to live

there, as do the Icwish citizens

of Israel. The problem is that

they have been turned into sec-

ond-class citizens from the

moment Israel declared its

independence. The Palestinians

have become people without a

nation, in many ways restricted

in where they can go and what
they can do. Surely this type of

inequality is not what the

Zionist movement had in mind
when it first envisioned the cre-

ation of Israel.

It's like in those old

Westerns, when we reach the

scene of the showdown at High
Noon. Palestine just isn't big

enough for the both of them.

And since Israel is a rich coun-

try and the collective group of

Palestinians a poor one. it

should be no surprise that

Israel holds the upper hand.

Israel's success, of course, is

due largely to the unwavering
support it gets from its biggest

ally — the U.S. It should be no
surprise that our government
supports the stronger state of

Israel in this conflict. It is con-

sistent with the form that U.S.

foreign policy Iras always
taken. And. let's face it. with-

out the support of the United

States. Israel would have a

hard time facing its many ene-

mies.

So it's here that the Arab-

Israeli conflict really hits home.
The U.S. has a vested interest

in one of the combatants, and
therefore news of the conflict

never leaves the front page. It's

a shame that the U.S. and
Israel, two states that pride

themselves on protecting free-

dom and human rights, seem to

care so little about these issues

when it comes to the

Palestinians.

Oh, and as for the question

about |how and when we can
resolve this seemingly endless

confliA? It won't happen until

both sides learn to treat each

other with respect. Given that

their current situations are so

differtyit from each other, it's

going to be an awfully long

time before anything like that

happens.

William Hillyard is a
Collegian columnist.

Letter to the Editor
As someone who's been at the

University of Massachusetts long

enough to remember the great

"riots" of '99, the last time the

Red Sox made it this far, and has

been to most "riots" every year

since, including the Hobart fiasco,

maybe I have some "riot experi-

ence" when I say the following:

Get the heck out! In regards to S.J.

Ron's column ("Due process of

the law owed to University stu-

dents") in yesterday's paper, 1 feel

for T.J. and his not actually doing

any so-called "rioting," and for

helping the poor girl out. However,

It doesn't take that much intelli-

gence when you see officers In

riot gear, police horses, dogs and

the ex-INS buses ready to take

people away to figure out that it's

time go.

That's what separates IJ. from

me and everyone else who's been

to these riots, just hanging out

and not causing trouble. When the

police have started to break, we
have gone home, no questions

asked. IJ. had every ample

opportunity, after first being

talked to by the officer, to suck up

his dignity and file out like every-

body else; Instead he foolishly

tried to take a stand, and it back-

fired. If this were a demonstration

of civil rights or a protest of other

Injustices, maybe I'd give him

more credit. But when the police

clearly defined the situation as a

""riot" and were clearing the area,

he was just in their way and
wouldn't go away. So, they dealt

with it like they're trained to.

As for the University's policies,

this is just an old-fashion lesson

of reading the fine print before

you sign away. I support your
effort in exposing how easily after

being arrested it is to get burnt by
both the judicial system and the

University. But I also hope you and
everyone else realizes how a situ-

ation so devastating for the guy
could have so easily had a happi-

er ending. I don't know about you,

but my parents always told me,
"pick your battles."

Joe A. FInley II

UMass student

There's always next year
The Boston

Red Sox fans'

mantra, sadly

optimistic in

the apoc-

ryphal way a

condemned
man antici-

pates a stay of

execution that

never comes,
is so infec-

tious that even non-native
Bostonians (such as myself)

can't help but allow it to per-

meate our lives. I don't even
have any ownership of the

unofficial BoSox motto as my
home team, the Florida

Marlins, made this year the

year, and our last trip to the

World Series was only six years

ago anyway. Nevertheless, here

I am mourning Pedro
Martinez's incompetence on
the pitcher's mound and Grady
Little's fatal decision to leave

him in.

I'm talking about the base-

ball post-season of course, but

"maybe next year" isn't just

about sports; it's about
Massachusetts. I wouldn't be

surprised if the Pilgrims, upon
landing at Plymouth Rock, con-

ceded, "Maybe next year we'll

sail someplace nicer — like

Tahiti," as they resigned them-
selves to harsh New England
winters and the unenviable task

of building a society.

Massachusetts' unique
brand of optimistic pessimism
crosses all ethnic and cultural

boundaries. It is just one of the

quirks that separates native

New Englanders from outsiders

like me. However, a person can

only escape its virulent grasp

for so long; like the fabled

Curse of the Bambino, "maybe
next year" follows New
Englanders around like a shad-

ow.

Last week. I practiced free-

form Japanese conversation

with my professor and a few

people from class. After strug-

gling through a labored expla-

nation of the hours I work. I

ran out of things to say.

Suddenly. I blurted out an
indiscriminate question about

funding, or more precisely the

lack thereof. The Asian
Languages Department clearly

had experienced severe budget

cuts, but the instructors never

talked about it; they just

worked twice as hard so that

the cuts were imperceptible to

their students.

My Japanese sense! for the

past three semesters, Aiko
Toyooka. informed me that the

Japanese department doesn't

have any money, so she doesn't

even have a computer in her

office; she uses her personal

laptop at school. The depart-

ment has no money for photo-

copies, so our vocabulary
quizzes are administered on
paper that she recycles from
used handouts.

The Foreign Language
Resource Center was eliminat-

ed after the spring 2002 cuts,

so Ihe University of

Massachusetts dismantled the

center's website this semester;

all of the lapanese language

audio exercises that were previ-

ously maintained on the site

had to be loaded onto WebCT.
Consequently, Japanese stu-

dents couldn't complete the lis-

tening exercises until this

month.
This semester. Toyookasen-

sei is teaching an intensive

lapanese language course that

Bulger Curse has a nice ring to

it. The Cubs have the Billy

Goat Curse; maybe we have the

Billy Bulger Curse.

Skeptics will say there is no

curse; it's just a case of bad

management. The state legisla-

ture doesn't fund the University

properly. Someday the Board of

Trustees and President's Office

don't do a good job advocating

for the University at the State

House. Previous chancellors

mishandled funds when UMass

had the money. Regardless, fin-

ger pointing won't bring money

into the Asian Languages

Department and it won't get a

computer into Toyookasensei's

office, just like firing Grady

Little — as satisfying as it may
be — won't put the Red Sox

into the World Series this year.

Maybe the only thing pre-

venting this year from being the

year is something simple, yet

difficult to pull together: team-

work. If Pedro cared more
about his teammates than his

ego. maybe he would have

stepped aside and the Red Sox
could have taken the series.

Likewise, many of the prob-

lems at UMass. including riots

and budget cuts could be more
effectively addressed through

Hnger pointing wool bring money Into the

Asian Languages Department ... just liica

firing Grady UtUe ... won't put the Red Sox

into the World Series this year.

meets five days a week and the

discussion section for another

intensive course. In addition,

she conducts practice sessions

outside of her office hours to

help improve students' fluency

in the language. Other Japanese

and Chinese language instruc-

tors and teaching assistants are

also facing similarly demanding
schedules and budgetary woes.

Toyookasensei's attitude,

however, reflects that patented

New England sentiment: maybe
next year the funding will come.

Surely, the Bambino Curse
doesn't affect UMass, does it?

Babe Ruth didn't even go to

college so I don't see why his

curse should. Maybe UMass
has its own curse; the Whitey

teamwork and a more unified

student body.

I've only lived in

Massachusetts for a couple years.

I don't call water fountains "bub-

blers." shopping carts "carriages"

or hoagies "grinders." My car is

parked in Harvard yard comfort-

ably with all "r's" intact, and I

still don't listen to Aerosmith.

Nonetheless, that old-fashioned

perseverance that got the

Pilgrims through their first New
England winter and keeps Red
Sox fans going in the face of

adversity has officially infected

me; like the rest of

Massachusetts. I'm waiting for

next year.

Rachel Smith is a Collegian

columnist.
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Tlie reality of studying abroad

O'Brien

One of the most rewarding

experiences that the University

of Massachusetts has to offer

students is the opportunity to

study abroad. Whether it is the

tropical beaches of Hawaii or

the cosmopolitan appeal of

London that you desire. UMass
provides exchange programs
that fit virtually anyone's

dreams.""""""^^ When pondering the idea of

studying abroad, one automatically assumes leav-

ing the country and pursuing an education for a

semester or more at a school in a

foreign land. However, the

University also provides students

with the opportunity to partake in

the National Student Exchange
Program which allows students to

study almost anywhere in the

United States, including places

such as Puerto Rico and the U.S.

Virgin Islands. This program
allows students who aren't hooked
on the idea of living in a foreign

country the chance to still be sub-

jected to the benefits of the experi-

ence of living independently within

another cultural atmosphere.

However, the experience of

.studying in another country cannot compare. The
true essences of studying abroad lie within com-
pletely uprooting yourself, leaving the comfort of

home, and immersing yourself in the culture of

another country. Although a daunting and .some-

what overwhelming task, the opportunity to study

abroad cannot be measured.

Although the idea of studying abroad may
seem like just an extended vacation, there are

many more aspects to the experience than that of

just spending a semester lying on Waikiki Beach.

There are a variety of considerations one must

make in order to decide whether or not temporar-

ily leaving the security of the UMass campus is

the right choice.

Essentially, you have to decide what you want

out of your education. If taking advantage of the

study abroad programs that UMass has to offer is

right for you, you must fully comprehend all that

studying abroad entails. First of all, one must con-

sider the advantages and disadvantages of most

likely living a lengthy plane ride away from home
for at least a semester. The idea of leaving the

comfort of home is easier for some than others.

Secondly, you must also decide if this is the

best path for you to take in your education.

Studying abroad is not just a vacation; you will

al.so be attending schooi wherever you travel to

and will be forced to maintain the same responsi-

bilities that you have here at UMass, plus others

that come in toe with the independence of living

The experience

while studying

abroad will not only

broaden your hori-

zons but dramati-

cally strengthen

your sense of self

as well.

so far away from home.
Deciding on the location in which you will

choose to pursue a semester of your college career

abroad is quite complex. Along with deciding
which location appeals to you the most, you also

have to research the schools in the places that you
are interested in living. Finding a school that you
will want to attend while studying abroad forces

you t» go through basically the same process that

we all went through before deciding to attend
UMass — it's no easy feat. Not only do you want
the school to have a good academic reputation,

but the programs that the school offers also have
to be of a benefit to you and your major. For

instance, although you may yearn
to attend school in Paris, if you're
a sports management major, and
the only school offered in the

study abroad program offers no
classes that will benefit you,
choosing to go to school there

probably isn't the wisest decision.

Although you may want to fulfill

your fantasy of being whisked off

to an exotic location, one must
also consider the personal aca-

demic advantages and disadvan-
tages to receiving an education
there.

Although the decision of
whether or not to study abroad

cannot be taken lightly, the ultimate advantages of
taking part in this opportunity are undeniable.
The experience while studying abroad will not
only broaden your horizons but dramatically
strengthen your sense of self as well. Studying in

another environment teaches life lessons that are
impossible to acquire by simply staying within the
confines of the UMass campus. Studying abroad
allows you to learn many things about not only
life but yourself as well, experience a culture dif-

ferent from our own. appreciate a different way of
life, and meet people that you may have never met
if not for challenging yourself by leaving the com-
forts of home.

Personally. I believe that it is a major mistake
to pass up this opportunity. I'm taking advantage
of the various programs offered and am going on
National Domestic Exchange to The College of
Charleston in South Carolina next semester, and
plan to study abroad in Spain in the spring of the
following year. Maybe my opinion that the advan-
tages of studying abroad outweigh the disadvan-
tages will change once I experience being on my
own. However, for now my advice is to take
advantage of all that you can while attending
school liere at UMass. The reality is that never
again will we have the opportunity to temporarily
live in a different state or country while still being
able to feel the security of being supported by an
institution, such as UMass.

Emily O'Brien is a Collegian columnist.
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Get twice-baked with Chapelle
Comedian to oerform two shows at Calvin i
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Raid Genauer
plays to Pearl

Street crowd
By Bradley Farberman

Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON — Those who chose Pearl

Street's intimate clubroom over a cramped, sweaty

dorm room last Thursday were treated to an
evening of fun and frivolity. While
Game 7 played to an audience of

millions across the globe, Reid

Genauer And The Assembly Of
Dust took the stage before dozens
in Northampton.
And those dozens did not leave

disappointed.

Genauer, formerly of

Strangefolk, has put together a

troupe of tremendous musicians whose talents

serve the largely vocal-driven music to great effect.

Keys-man and back-up vocalist Nate Wilson of

Percy Hill contributes frenetic organ and chunky
electric piano to the fold, bringing an element of

jazz to the primarily folk/rock repertoire. Bassist

lohn Leccese. also of Percy Hill, is a solid propo-

nent of the low end who sings backup. Drummer
Andy Herrick. formerly of Moon Boot Lover,

rounds out the rhythm section and guitarist Adam
Terrell injects the music with dangerously melodic

leads, heavily influenced by jerry Garcia and espe-

cially by Trey Anastasio.

Genauer, whose on-stage charisma makes up for

what he lacks in height, is a fine guitarist and lead

vocalist. His lyrics, intelligent and introspective,

run the gamut of human emotion (a complement to

his music which, while primarily rock, tends to run

the gamut of style). Concerned with joy and sad-

ness, love and loneliness, Reid's words are sensi-

tive and playful.

The group, augmented on this night by percus-

sionist Yahuba Garcia Torres, ran through two
blistering sets of catchy, danceable tunes with big,

sing-along choruses. "Burned Down" moved seam-

lessly between rock and dub, combining the angst

of alternative rock with an island vibe. "Tavern

Walker," a funky vamp with a bluegrass chorus,

explores the jubilation of drunkenness in its lyrics.

The uplifting "Sometimes," a staple from Reid's

Strangefolk days, is a stylistic nod to the Grateful

Dead. "Love lunkie," a rock tune with serious funk

underpinnings, exposes Genauer's lighthearted-

ness. "I love you more than all the singers in a

Motown group." he sings.

The genre-hopping sextet closed the night with

the traditional "And We Bid You Goodnight." a

tune popularized by the Dead. The small crowd left

Pearl Street's cozy clubroom mourning the loss suf-

fered by their beloved Red Sox, and wishing for a

second dose of the Assembly's joyful, feel-good

music.

n.Nov. 2 y

Dave

Chappelle

SuaTJov 2

6 p.m.

9 p.m.
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From the stoned janitor Thurgood
lenkins. to the intense secret agent.

Conspiracy Brother, comedian Dave
Chappelle has brought his characters

to life, and on Nov. 2. he'll bring laughs

to the Calvin Theatre in Northampton.

Beginning his stand-up career at the

age of 14. Chappelle has delivered

fresh and unapologetic honest comedy,

expanding his role in the comedic
world through more than 1 1 major fea-

ture film roles and the critically

acclaimed Comedy Central series.

"Chappelle's Show."

"People always said 1 was funny, I

didn't know it was a remarkable skill I

could make a living doing," said

Chappelle about his early start.

The comedian explained that his mate-

rial changes as he gains more experi-

ence.

"At 14 you don't have much to talk

about, as you get older you get more
perspective on the world." he said.

"The differences j between m\ material

now and then] are the changes in you

as a person, you get better the longer

you've been doing it"

After Chappelle's feature film debut

in "Mel Brook's Robin Hood: Men in

Tights," Chappelle went on to star in

"The Nutty Professor" and the I ^^7 hit

"Con Air." Chappelle's most recent film

role was in Univer.sal Picture's

"Undercover Brother"

Last fall. Chappelle took his

comedic genius to television, pioduc-

ing, co-writing and starring in

"Chappelle's Show." In the series.

Chapelle takes the opportunity to

bring his sketchbook of comedic ideas

to life.

"It seemed like I had all these ideas

but not enough to fit into one movie,"

he said. " Chappelle's Show' was like

the last hoorah with T\', I could do it

the way I wanted to."

Despite the success of the show.

Chappelle mentioned that getting the

show started was difficult.

"1 was having tough luck with the

network, you cant do that much, the

network looks for the least objection-

able program." he said.

While keeping busy with the show
and film. Chappelle's love for stand-up

has not ceased.

"I never lealjy stopped (doing

stand upj. I love it. if I get off work at

2 a.m.. I'll go to a comedy club." he

said. "It relaxes me. the audiences are

a lot of fun."

Chappelle attributed much of what
he likes about stapd-up to his fans.

"It's like hanging otit with friends." he

said. He explained that most of his

audiences tend to be culturally astute.

"There's less of a line between black

and white audiences, it's more genera-

tional."
I

Since Chappelle's first major star-

ing role in the film "Half Baked,"

which he also co-yrote. college stu-

dents across the nation have made
Chappelle their comedic relief.

"I talk their talk, college kids and I

relate to each other." he said.

Chappelle reflected on the begin-

ning of his career when he began per-

forming for college student audiences.

"I was the same age as most of the

audience, now I'm 50. I'm older than

them." he said. "We still get along

prett> well though."

Chapelle's national comedy tour

"Dave Chappelle is Blackazilla."

which played more than 60 shows in

40 cities, was ranked the third best-

selling summer tour according to the

As.sociated Press.

"Touring is in itscH an interesting

experience, what's crazy is that it just

becomes normal." he said. "I've met
some crazy people, but for the most

part everybody has been real nice, you
know, we're all just spreading a love

vibe."
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Rocker and Hampshire grad,

Elliot Smith, commits suicide
By Nicole D'Amour

CllLLE<;lAN ( ^ORRESI'ONUFNT

Tuesday the music industry

suffered the loss of a truly

unique individual.

Steven Paul Smith, better

known as Elliott Smith, was
found dead in his Los Angeles

apartment on Tuesday after-

noon, from an apparent sui-

cide. Discovered by a friend.

Smith's body was taken to a

local hospital and he was pro-

nounced dead at the age of 54

shortly after arrival.

Best known for his contri-

butions to the 1999 film "The
Talented Mr. Ripley." the

Academy Award nominee
released five albums through-

out the course of his solo

career. "Roman Candle" in

1994. as well as his self-titled

LP released in 1995, was
under the record label Kill

Rock Stars, based out of

Olympia, Wa.
With the 1997 release of

"Either/Or." Smith went frotn

a popular indie-rock singer

and songwriter to a critically

acclaimed mainstream artist. It

was this album that brought

the song "Miss Misery," fea-

tured in "The Talented Mr.

Ripley," and awarded Smith an

Oscar nomination lor Best

m KitM Mill III I.KKl'Si ;Kl'u INl.^UiNM I'M

Indie icon Elliot Smith reacheil a career hinh with his wurk on

"The Talented Mr. Ripli-v" soirndtnuk.
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Smith lived to the age of 34.

Original Song. Ihe film's

soundtrack put Smith on the

mainstream map. allowing him

to put out his next two allnnns

through the l")reainuorks

Records label.

Following the huge success

of "Lilher/Oi." Smith wrote

and released "XO." which
became his best selling effort.

"F"ig.uro 8" was the linal record

put forth h> r.llloit Smith.

Prior to his uniimel\ death, a

new record, "from a Basement
on the Hill. " was in the works.

Two songs vseie released in

August and the albunt was set

to be released in 2004.

Smith was born in Omaha,
Ne. in 1969. lie attended high

school in Portland. Oregon,

which is where his music
career began Stranger than

Crows was Smith's first band,

formed while still in high

school. .Alter graduation, he

alteniled Hampshire College in

Amherst, at which lime he

became a nieniher of a couple

different bands. Among the^e

hands was the fairly well

known "Heatmiser." which
released several albums in the

'90s. Smith soon reaii/.ed that

he wanted to hianch out and

explore different genres of

music, and so began his solo

career.

Smith left behind lamily.

friends, and thiuisands o(

hearlhioken fans. His distinc-

tive and soulful voice, as well

as his brilliant ability to com-
pose music and write Isrics

will be missed. The world has

lost an irreplaceable musician.

Middle-East

meets UMass
By Helenice Valentim
(JnllH.IAN (."oKKkSIH)NI>tNT

A mix of art, culture, poetry, and dance,

showcasing the stereotypes facing Middle-
Eastern descents compose "ReOrientalism." a

presentation being held tonight at 8 p.m. in the

University of Massachusetts' Bowker
Auditorium.

"ReOrientalism" reflects how political

issues and the lack of infor-

mation about Islam have
affected the life and artwork

of Arab-American artists. A
Palestinian. Egyptian and
Armenian are some of the

representives of the diverse

and eclectic performance
team.

The writings of Edward
Said about the conflicts

between fascination and
fright experienced in the

West, especially after 9/11.

often occur in the East for the artists who have
experienced the simultaneous feelings and suf-

fering as well.

Text, music and images will run the show.

The recipe of the music artists' experiments is

to blend conservative, classical, techno and
hip-hop by using traditional and contemporary
styles. Performances during "ReOrientalism"
will include original vocal and instrumental

music using English and various Middle-
Eastern languages together. In addition to

telling the story, there will be history, contem-
porary media, and artwork visually exposed.

"There's a lot of admiration for the beauty

of the culture, but there's a lot of fear as well,"

marketing director of New World Theater
Yvonne Mendes said.

Different aspects of cultural restrictions, mis-

placement, struggle and other feelings' influ-

ences on Arab-American identity will be dis-

cussed. The event will express the combina-
tion of personal background and artwork.

"ReOrientalism" is collaboration between
the Center for Cultural Exchange in Portland.

Me. and the New World Theater. Over the

summer, after a brief introduction between the

two groups, the performance team elaborated

their presentation after suggestions, and now
is once again back in Amherst. The New World
Theater is known for being a leader in the

area. The focal point is not only theater, but

also productions with color interest.

Call the box office at 4 I 5-545-25 I I or 800-

999-UMASS to reserve a ticket tor .New World
Theater's presentation "ReOrientalism". The
ticket prices range from $15 for the general

public. $8 lor low -income patrons and seniors,

and $5 for students with identification.

^ 'Happy Tree Friends'

new DVD a real killet

Bv Camkron J. Woods
t'ol I.FKIAN .'^TAII

It has been almost a year since the last

lime ii happened, but this month the gory

slaughter of some of the

most sugary-sweet and

cuddK looking animat-

ed animals happened
again.

Thai's rigiii ihe Happy
Tree friends have come
back Irom the grave to

give their sadistic,

desensitized and wood-
land-ciealuie hating

fans exactlv what they

want. Co-creator Rhode
Montijo and Animation
Director Kenn Navarro
have teamed up again to

create, "Happy -Tree liiends: Second
Serving."

The DVD itself contains 17 of the

highly acclaimed Internet shorts, most c>f

which last only long enough to turn your
stomach. One can either pick and choose
wiiich episode to walcli or just sii hack

and be ii'si in the montage of fuzzs. heart-

nosed carnage by watching all 17 in a

row.

,Aiiy hardcore fan of ilic Happv free

friends will have seen, anil imisi jikelv re-

seen all oi these cartoons on the Inlernet.

So what is in il for the truly sick at heart'.'

for those of you who want to see what
llie world has never seen before, iheie are

two entirely new episodes thai are above
and beyond ihe t)lhers.

As lime diaws closet to the liolidav

season, the Nappy Tree friends appiopri-

ately share six blood-drenched adven-

tures in their winter wonderland. These
cutesv cartoons may not put viewers in

the mood to go mil caroling, bui ihev will

inspire some to tiiin oil the television for

a little bit.

Want to play with vour food a bii'.' Not
to worry, you don't get to just sit there

and watch these criliers kill themselves;

vou aclualiy get to take part in ihe mas-

sacre. The disk contains four inieiactive

"Smoochies" in which the viewer/player

is allowed to play with iheir favorite

Happy Iree Friends.

This is not a game disk, though there

is potential for one involving iliese char-

acters. ,As such. yt,)Ui inleractions with

the adorable death machines are limited

lo a few options. Regardless of the con-

straints it is still quite fun to lake part in

the destruction.

'Happy

Tree

Friends:

Second
Serving'

Mondn Media

BaiBiuv

MSmin s

Grade

B+
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Friday- Turntaho latir-
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October
Schedule

- Rum & Cnke S2 SO

Bud' Bucl Light Pitdiurs S5.00

TRY THL MjN'^Li :iR ORIGINAL CRINK

- vAM A GOrI>LLA

"^^rV^ ^r^-^K (^^^!f-^^^^

The : » ;\ (J .' r • .'.
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October 25th 10:30 pm - 1;0U am

check out flipnation.com for more details

STUOENTCiTS.COm

Private Parties

call: 413 537.8527

The Monkey Bar 63 N Pleasant st 413.259 1600

No matter what your major is...

if you're thinking of going to Graduate School now,

next year, or even two years from now,

you should plan to go to the

ANNUAL FIVE COLLEGE
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOLS INFORMATION DAY

Wednesday, October 29

11 am - 3 pm
Student Union Ballroom

UMass Amherst

Representatives from over 160 schools from

: across the United States

(think CA, FL, TX, Washington DC.)
and abroadl

-^
achitecture

theology

dental

business

education

international relations

natural sciences

law

medical

social work

Local unique improv
Barn Owl and others stray from traditional rock

By MiKt Barreti

CilLLtlilAN StAI-H

It has already been out for a couple months, but

Bam Owls 3" C'DR "My Very First Bam Owl EP," on

Crank Saiori shows that an improv ensemble doesn't

need to be huge and bombastic to be successful.

This trio of prepared guitar, bowed bass, and umm . .

.

"percussion," is tight, succinct and has interesting hair-

cuts, well, except for Matt, but he is the "percussion-

ist."

There are about nine songs, meandering around

howls and bellows, and tiny little whispers that don't

work well when you try to listen to this in your head-

phones on a bus ride to campus. If I were to compare

this to one of my other favorite free-music ensembles.

Test. I would have to say Bam Owl proves that

improvisation doesn't have to be huge and explosive to

be interesting. They work with tight, controlled, short-

lonn pieces; explosive, yes, but more like a juicy pim-

ple first thing in the morning, than say, the collapsing

of a skyscraper L^ Zeppelin Fans take note: this is

not for you.

On the other hand, that other hand being a reconi

playei. Bam Owl guitarist Chris Cooper has another

band. I at Wonn Of Error Fat Worm, a.side from its

members occupying an entire duplex in Northampton,

has two new recordings out. For their tour this sum-

mer. Fat Worm assembled the "Fat Worm Of Error

Summer Mix Tape," put out on the drrimmer's Yea!

Cassettes! label.

Assembled from the boxes of practice recordings

and random noodlings that the members collectively

record. "Mix Tape " is probably the strongest output of

the band yet. featuring, among dozens of other won-

ders, a cover of "Popcom." that old Moog disco clas-

sic. And if tapes are too arcane for you — you digital

sell-out -- they have a 7" EP out too. If there is ever a

reason to buy a record player, this is it.

Another five or six songs exist on this handy piece

of wax. in tme rock form; there is none of the weird

remix magic on the "Mix Tape," y'know? So Fat

Womi. if you haven't heard them, is truly an art-punk

revival. If 1 were to put them in with the "new-new-

wave" or "no-wave," scenes of this past summer. I d

call them groundbreaking.

Imagine if you will, and cross over between a real-

ly drunk Arab On Radar and a really strung out

Shamn Topper (of God Is My Cc^Pilot fame). You

kind of get the idea. Then throw in a lot of spray paint

stencils and macrame unicorns ... that's Fat Worm

live, if that weren't enough. Breaking World Records

of Hadley has a tidy little 3" CDR compilation out

called Rap Pouch. There's really no rap on it. but it

does come in a pouch.

It showcases the smelly, sweaty underground scene

of the Pioneer Valley It does include exclusive tracks

from Bam Owl and Fat Wonn of Error, also includts

tracks from Diagram A, Noise Nomads. Bromp Treb

and Steve Zultanski. It does not include any exclusive

Led Zeppelin or Pink Floyd. It may be the best 20 min-

utes of your life.

Diagram A and Noise Nomads also have a split CD

they co-released earlier this year. Truly an experiment

in the horror of the subconscious, this is an awesome

headphone listen on the bus. Diagram A makes home-

made electronics. He then puts on a gas mask, jock

strap, and plugs himself in and thrashes around a lot.

It sounds like destruction. It is really perverted, in a

PC- 13 kind of way, dynamic and explosive, pulsing

throbbing, and lava of crud flowing out of your speak-

ers into your mind.

Remember that magazine, Fangoria? It was all

about horror and gore movie special effects? Diagram

A is like that — the inside look on what's really dis-

turbing to us as sane, normal people. Noise Nomads

is a lot less scary, unless you're scared of little children

playing big drums into boom boxes through guitar

pedals, and of muddled field recordings. He's loud

and has really long hair When he head bangs, it's

amazing.

These CDs are around; if you know the nghl

places to look ... it's not a well-kept secret, at least not

by intention.

UXJRTESV IJBlWl .t MYERS

DiaKram A. wearing a gas mask and jock strap, playing one of his homemade electronic instruments.

Attend "Creating a

Personal Statement"

Workshop

Make your Grad

School Application

stand out!

Find out about the
GRE. LSAT, GMAT and

MCAS tests

political science

engineering

library science

nursing

public health

design

and more!

Career

Call 413-577-0417
for more information

•

Check out

www-ccn.acad.umass.edu
for a list of attending

schools/departments

Minutemen prepare for first place battle with Villanova
Continued from page 12

tions. The sophomore hys also complemented his

gaudy passing numbers with 155 yards and four

TD's on the ground, including the game-winning

one-yard plunge with under a minute to go in the

Wildcats last game a 21-17 victory over URl

in which the signal caller completed a 23-yard

pass on 4th-und 17 to set up his winning score.

"He's a good quarterback and a good football

player in their system." Whipple said. "He does a

very good job of running their offense and creat-

ing chances tor them to score, and he's going to

be someone we need to contain to win the foot-

ball game."

One of the major reasons behind Casamento's

success has been the plethora of talent around

him on offense. The "Cats boast six different

players who have ail caught at least 10 balls

including three — sophomore receiver |.|.

Outlaw as well as junior fullback Phil

DiGiacomo and junior reciever Noble Champen

— who have caught over 30.

Villanova's wide array of firepower does not

stop there, as the 'Cats employ a two-headed

rushing attack of sophomore Martin Gibson and

junior Terry Butler that has netted them 814

yards and seven touchdowns on the ground this

season, including an average of 199.5 yards per

game.
"They have a lot of talented players that can

do a lot of things for them offensively," Whipple

said. "It's on us to go out there and play well and

stop them or we're going to be in for a long after-

noon."
. . 1 u

Defensively, the Wildcats are spearheaded by

sophomore middle linebacker Brian Hulea, who

leads the team with 77 tackles, including more

solo stops (52) than Nova's second-most prolif-

ic tackier, freshman strong safety Allyn Bacchus,

has total tackles.

Fellow safety Raymond Ventrone is third on

the team with 49 tackles, while veteran corner-

backs senior Clarence Curry and junior Jeremy

Morgan give the 'Cats a season, experienced sec-

ondary.

lunior defensive end Jamil Butler is the leader

up front, recording 2fe tackles and 2 sacks,

including six tackles for a loss.

For the Minutemen, Whipple plans on start-

ing tailback Steve Baylark being able to return

from a high-ankle sprain that kept him out of all

but one play of UMass 27-22 win over Hofstra.

The sophomore rookie who has rushed for 638

yards and seven touchdowns will split carries

with Rich Demers, who has carried 6b times for

402 yards and four scores on the year, while

sophomore Raunny Rosarlo will be in uniform

and on the sideline for the second straight week,

and could see some action if needed, although it

appears unlikely.

In other injury news, leading receiver )ason

Peebler should be out again after practicing only

sparingly on an injured hamstring, lunior

Dominique Stewart, who has caught a touch-

down in each of the last two games, will start in

his place.
,

Defensively, freshman and Amherst Regional

product lames Ihedigbo will again get the nod as

the starting free safety, as sophomore Shannon

lames will again slide over to cornerback in place

of the injured Bobby Boyer.
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Karaoke 7- 1

1

Monday Night FootbaU

Open Mic from 7-11 -

Biil Arnok^ mmmmm *--*-**.

DJ'Rhythm Systems

Mpeli Mwakaliku

DJ-DMAD

LIVE MUSIC starts at 9:00PM.

OPEN MIC starts at 7:00PM. The Sign-Up sheet goes out

at 600PM Bring your talent and your friends and your

instruments. We'll provide the stage and sound

equipment and 20 minutes for you to knock em dead!

ALL MUSICAL STYLES are encouraged to participate!

LWAYS, 18+ to party, 21+ to drink.
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Massachusetts (6-1 4-0 A- 10)

®
Villanova(6-0 4-0A-10)

Saturday 3:30 p.m.

Yillanova Stadium (12,000)

Villanova Defense Massachusetts Defense

•2S-Raymoml \4ntrone *39

#95 wyMMklins •4:424rtaHllui
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L"^^
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Massachusetts Offense

fiTilinmfe Howard *TW«»Kan. ^' ^ ,_ W^jAln^Jllter ,.----^#77-Collp.50»h^ ^
i WideleBeceiver .

^"'f
•«-Carmen>ollin« Center^^ . /ackle \

Villanova Offense
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Guard
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•40^Rich Oeipers

J Fulll
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****IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT****
REGISTRATION FOR SPRING 2004

the WRITING PROGRAM PLACEMENT TEST
will be ottered on;

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28 @ 7pfn in Thompson 102

WENDNE8DAY OCTOBER 29 @ 7pm in Bartlett 65

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 3 @ 7pm in Tobin 304

This last la a pra-requitlte tor enrollment In Englwrlt 112/113.

(College Writing)

This tost mayUw taken onif one*
Students do not need to regislar lor the test

Hair Skin & Nails A<,r,.i.-.i:

IVIaH8age Therapy
f^^•

Koutc 1 16. Sunderland

66S-2629 (lA>rat«"d on bus route)

OfH'ti Tuesday - Fridny ') to (t:'.i(), ami Saturday 9 to 4

m SftHUi

41

30 Minute Massage

30 Minute Aveda Facial

Hair Shampooed & Dried

RegulaHy $73, Now $60
(Adil a ( '.i>m|>linM-nlar> I jivrntlrr Farafiin han<l dip!

Kxpin-M 11/22/03

Aveda. ARl'M. I'aul Mitr hell 41 Two full service rooms!

Oasis Body Wraps and Tanning
243 Russell St.

Hadley, MA 01035

(413) 587-9742

w. n.A inUNc, M;\
i.i; I V n<i:i. i.-\i\.n

•TbtfirstUVFREE tanning 'A ritb goUlen tan injusi a

machine in tbf ana fnv stnmU

• Get $s.oo offyourfint visit ' >'<"' '1 '»»* "ulfeelgTtmt

1/2 Price tanning

every Tuesday

Corwvnianey

ATTENTION
UIMass Amherst

Sophomores, Juniors, fi

Seniors
We would like to invite you to

participate in a group interview with

8-10 ottner students on the topic of

student beliefs and values.

The researchers are offer-

ing $30 to each participant
The interview will take 1 .5 - 2 hpurs of

your time. Snacks will also be provided.

Monday.Oct. 27

1-3p, or 3-5pm
151 Hills South Building

If you are interested in participating, please

email Kati Szelenyi, szelenyi(a)ucla.edu.

Please make sure to indicate which of the two

sessions you would like to attend.

SPORTS ftOR
dRCSmURANT

Univmity Drivr G Amity Stmt. Arahmt

FRIDAYS

: PI
3-5PM

mani!
Pltch«r Special

$6.50
All Month

Saturday Nights

KARAOKE
10-1am No Cover

Rt. 116
I
Sundariand, MA

(413) 665 - 8788

Next to Clifftida Apartmantt

KARAOKE £VE«y WEDNESDAY

KARAOKE CONTEST EVERY SUNCAY

ftoyle

Open MIc Night
Every Thursday

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS-AMHERST
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

presents

THE SEVENTH ANNUAL PHILIP GAMBLE MEMORIAL LECTURE

l,\NI CjIJINIIK

Harvitrd l^w Schonl

Wii MAM Sprh;gs
National Vrftart t eagiie

'*The Future ofAffirmative Action

in the Academ)^

4 p.m.

Friday, October 24, 2003

Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union

Free And Open To The Public

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors
Wine:

Beer:

Bass Ale

2/12 pk bti...$20.99*

Mmer light

30 pk com..$18.49*

High Life

W pk cans. ,.$12.99*

Busch & Busch Light

24 pk hti...$ia99*

Wachusett

12 pk bti. $10.99*

RoUngRock
12 pk bti. $7.99*

•all beer prices plus deposit

SCcriins Vinyards

Triw
ai«nl. Cabv MoM, R QrWo

in^enook

JacotM Creek
Omio, Cm>, Mertot, 9

VendH^e

MarcwJamM
Oma. Cab Mnfcn

Prelxenet Caru Nevada
fWut, .Senu dry

AIIFInon

BartonftGiMter
tlrni. Calx MrrbK

750 ml...$12.99

1.5 It...$10.99

4.0 lt...$8.99

750 inl...$6.99

1.5 lt...$6.99

l.S h...$S.99

750 ml...$5.99

1.5 lt...$4.99

705 ml.. $3.99

Liquor:

Glenlivet

750 ml... $27.99

Jameson
I liter... $22.99

MartcUV.S.

750 ml.. .$21.99

Absohlt All Flavors

750 ml. ..$15.99

Southern Comfort

750 ml. ..$11.99

Seagram's Gin mi Flavors

750 ml. ..$8.99

i
Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

jjj Russell St., RU 9, Hadley, MA oiojf

3i4-Si74 • Mom.' Smt. 9mm- ttpm

SALE 10/16 THROUGH 10/22
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

|Aoioaftr^(l..Hw^i

F«*«iH PACft. or f«v.>T*i PVAOo^M.

Acnoas
t Makva • dr«M

S eaupwli llguTM
13 Oul*i gviTMnt
14 Satodtow
IB Hu«pan
15 Pvtuvlan n«t(v«
\l Longio'
IS OoldMi Ruto

*ord
19 AclCM Cloonvy
21 TunHitortpad
22 Craving
23 Maine maaaura
24 Rolla< ooaalar

cry
27 Picntc ir^ Iha

parliing k>l

31 Jo«> matai
3S Laam by

mamorua
M FlatiehoicaM IWanny
3S A Qarahwtn
40 Wadme turd
42 Hava a go al

4:i StTOngnian (rf

.n,ir,

46 Anial Magntta
4 7 hlowai slalk

4S Couch
60 Pkiaorw ruoat
&2 PC acraan wnaoa
54 -. avia
59 Bural of laughter
58 -Allay

aO J H a town
64 Soanoa

maga/Mto
65 Slnoar Roaa
67 Boring
S« raa nam
as 0< Iha far Faal
70 Napolaori a

lanS
l\ Mouaa, lo an

owl
72 Auto mlahap
73 Claan Iha

turnHura

MWVIOU6 rvroji •oi.vto

/TPSTfllRS..tt(u.ABC

DOWN
1 Oulp (o( liquor)

2 OcMVi tlwr
3 B«yto(

Oniv«fsily
•im

4 F-t«sli

5 Pub br»w
e Land of Anna's

king
B*dd(nQ lof

cow*

fraction*
9 BanK>Htn

1 D««r list

1

1

Cmi^vumm
13 .>ob OfMmino
1

4

MwKmra ^mi^|a^

20 Rocli band's
bcxikmo

24 On« or Iha
2« Long lima
27 Group of Ihrae
26 Largaal

an*ry
26 AuSlrta's

rwiQhbor

30 Bunnyhka
32 Ijkawlaa
33 'Snowy bird
34 Graaimo-oard

toaftir*
37 B«nafactof
4 1 Hano raaklani
44 f<now-how
45 NYSE

ro^ulator
4/ Bum*d
49 Trinkat
51 6pcx:*>
53 Boom-bOH

&& SptandorM Arab VtP
57 Banoronol

f*ns
50 Oacomtofl
ei Conkc-stnp

muppat
62 Long wtvta

robaa
63 MatUMs

ftupporl
66 -Untoroattabta

NO COVER CHARGE

Rlenlos & The netii Horizon

Rafiel II

Halloitieen Karoke Parly

N ,iiii !'!(

ei M 63

67

to

73

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Cheese Quesadilla

(vegetarian)

• Philly Steak Sandwich

• Totu Fricassee

(vegan)

DINNER
' BBQ Chicken Quarters

' Baked Chicken Quarters

' Old Fashioned Beef Stew

' Seitan Bourguignon

(vegan)

T

so WHERE 00
YOU GO TO SCHOOL?

^^HTCH ONE?

7
^

IJ.

V/HAT-'fA^VHERST! I I IT'S LIKE COKE...
/~\eAM,0ID YOU HEAR ' A^^wERST IS THE
/~\E SAY LOWELL OR i DEFAULT OKE...THE
DART^OOTM OR
PFF...60$ TON?tJ0!'.

OTHERS ARC Li K£
VAMIL. LA, CHERRY,

.- AMD OTET. .TP YOU
VANT E/^,Y0U 60TTA
5f EdXFlCA'LLY NA/^t

E/A. .BUT WHEM you .

ASK FOR A "COKE';

NO ONE A<>K5

WHICH Or4E!

SO WHEN DIO YOU
QfCZDE TO TURN
Ai-L YOUR COr^lCS

INTO RANTS"'

S M E T I ,/«\ £•

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

THURSDAY
• High: 44

• Low: 28

FRIDAY
• High: 49

• Low: 26

. High: 55

• Low: 39

"S
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NikoLis P MarkantonMos

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Brvnd.in O'Meara

COPY EDITOR
Leah Wyner
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Siolt Pihl

PRODUCTION STAFF
Samantha Nielsen/ Olivvr Chang

HOROSCOPES
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<
D

X

Urn
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J?
-Marilyn Monroe, asked if she really had

W nothing on in a calendar photograph

I had the
radio on.

^^
a

aquarius • ian. 20-FrB. is

You're tired. You should be. You've been

working hard.

pisceS • FtB. 19-Mar. 20

You're taking on a new challenge. Don't

worry, you'll succeed.

aries • mar. 2i-ai'r. 19

You changed your hairstyle. If looks hot.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

When your dog runs away, it's time for a

pet kitten.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Get through this assignment. You don't

want it hanging over your head.

cancer • iun. 22-jui. 22

You're more talented than most people

give you credit tor.

leO • )UL.. 23-AuG. 22

You'd still be cool even if you were from

lersey.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Don't forget your socks. It's cold out.

libra • srPT. 23-orT. 22

l.ile is rough. Get a riot helmet and

shield.

Scorpio • 0<i 21-Nov 21

Don't pull tour all nighters in a row. It's

not healthy.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-DH. 21

Eat some cornbread and macaroni &
'cheese.

Capricorn . ok. 22-|an. 19

Cio take in a lecture; Ijecome more cul-

tured.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

Fraternities- Sororities-

Clubs- Student (ilroups

Earn $l,00()-$2.000 this

semester with a proven

CampusFundraiser .3

hour fundraising event.

Our free programs

make fundraising easy

with no risks. Fundrais-

ing dates are filling quic-

kly, so get with the pro-

gram! It works. Contact

CampusFundraiser at

(888) 923-3238, or visit

www.campusfundraiser.

com

\I'\KI\IIM lOK RIM

Questions about your

lease/security deposit

deductions? Questions

about subletting/assign-

ing leases? Questions

about the conditions of

your new house or apart-

ment? Contact the

Student Legal Services

Office, 922 Campus

Center, .S4.'5-199.'5

MJTO FOK SALF

Sizzling Red

G)nvertihle, Pontiac

Sunfire 1997 excellent

$3900.00 549-0822

Achieva 92 Oldsmohile

66,000 Miles FWL^ 4

shows giKxi condition

No nist $1995.00 548-

1020

1991 Toyota Camry

Wagon, AC/Power

117,000 miles, reliable.

$2500 549-4060

1992 Silver Ford Taums

AC, All-Power,

Excellent Qindition

$24OO118,00OKr^ll

549-3930 210-7393

$500!!! Cans from

$500!!! Police Impounds

for listings. 1-800-319-

3323 ext4554

1992 Honda Prelude SI,

Uiaded, $3900 587-0242

93 Pontiac Bonneville

SDN All Power Must

Sell $1500 BA-^ 253-5537

( OMPUTERS

Quicksilver Coinputini;

Gmiputer help Vims

removal Web L'tesinn

$15/hr 548-6847A.sk for

T.J.

FMIHOVMENT

Make over $ 1 000 a week

many opportunities

available www.stu-

JentMHirce.net

LOCAL RADIO STA-

TION Entry level clcri-

cal/si\les/on-air.

Qimputer skills neces-

sary C^impeasatitm

negotiable Resume: PO
Box 983 Cireent^ckl, MA
01302

Motivatcxl students s<.'ek-

ing leadership outside

the box. Gain experi-

ence in all aspects of

mnning a small business

Call 508-246-1230

Experienced and certi-

fied high energy instnic-

tors for kickKixiny .md

spmning clas.ses. t^all

Northampton Athletic

Club 585-8500

FMPIOYMFNT

I Vivers anil Kitchen

Help Wanted Apply at

DP I\)uv;b l>)wntown

Amherst

Visa/Mastercard appro-

val agents cam $1 ,000/

week ptrtential No expe-

rience necessity. Call 1 -

aXl-821-3416ext.l45

Sales Aiisistant for con-

sulting/software finn.

Telephone telemarket-

ing. Economics a plus.

Plea.se send cover letter

and resume to Frederick

Trey: at Regional

Economic Mixlcls, Inc.,

433 West Street,

Amherst, MA 01002 or

fiix 41 3-549-1038 or

email

resumes@reini .C( )m.

B;irtcndcr Trainees

Needftl. $250.a)aday

pt>tential. Local posi-

tions. 1-8W-293-3985

ext516

!Banending!$ $250/dav

pt)tential No expetience

Nesc Training provideil.

l-800-%5-6520ext 162

FURNITURE

Moving Sale Patricia

4i.3-529-94.S8

INSTRUt TION

University Bartending

Classes Start StxMi 1
-

8(K)-U-CAN-M1X Call

now for infomiation!!!

Space is Limited

www.universitybartend-

ing.com

LOST AND FOUND

Lost: Wallet Near

Parking garage 10/14 If

found please call vs ith

descnption 41 3-237-

lOl.S

SFRVK FS

Pet-Sitter available days

nights iSi weekends. l\)g

Wiilking. 9 years experi-

ence, ("all Gina 253-

0619

.Ml Digital Productions

Pro Vide«>graphy fi>r

Weddings, F3iu Mitivahs,

C:ommercial(508)221-

8223

sweeppicker@yahixi.com

SERVICES

SHEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES 13,xlv

Sugaring (waxing) for

men and women *S.itc'

*k\>''o-Natural

Effective 253-2 322

lutps://shearbl iss. image

41 l.ccm

Pregnant.' Need help.'

c:,ill Birthright ot

Amherst area for free

lesting and assistance.

549- UWi

PREtiNANCT TEST-

ING, HIV Testing, Birth

Cxintrol, and Emer-

|ency C'ontraception.

Artordable and confiden-

tial. T,iix>str\ Health, 27

Pray Street, .Amherst.

548-9992

«i Spring Break

Vacations! 1 10% IV-st

Prices! Mexico, J.im.uca,

l\ih,imas, Flofida, Texas.

B(H)k Now (Si Receive

Free P.iriies iSi Meals

Ciampus Reps Wantixl!

1 -800-2 34-7cWendless-

siimtnertours.com

TRAVEL

S|irini: luc.ik- >ign uj-'

with StuJen; Express

anil get Free roundtrip

.iirline tickets to over I 5

inteniation.ll destina-

tions- Including Aniba.

Diminican Re(xiblic,

C "osla Rk.i, (".iribK-.m

hot sjMtv ,1111.1 more.

Why yii with anyone

else.' Limited offer call

now. tximmission rep

positions also av.iilable

l-8a^-787-3787

vvww.siiidentexpress.com

Spring Break

Nassau/Paradisi' Isl.ind,

l".iiiciin J. 1111, Ik a .Hill

Acapiiico from $489

Air, Hotel, Transfers,

Panics and More!

tVganire sm.ill groiip-

e im FREE TRIPS plus

lominissions! Call 1-

800-C.ET-SUN-I

SPRING BREAK
ZaH! IVaih Life Vaca-

tions! J.im.iica, C.;incun,

.Acapuico, Baham.is,

Flond.i. Sell Trips, Emi
c;ash,Tr,»velFree!lc;all

l-ay-733-6347www.

bcachlifevacations.com

SPRINC; BREAK
Largest st-lection ot

IVstinations, including

C'niises! Foam Parties,

Free l>inks .ind C"liib

Admissions. Rep

Po.sitions ,tnd F"REE trips

.Vailable. 1-800-231-

4386

www.EpicureanTi uir>

com

A "Re.ilirv" S|->ring

Bre.ik 2004's Hottest

Prices IVxik now .. Free

Trips, Meals iSi Parties

www.sunspl.ishtours.com

or lsaM26-7710

TUTORS

Math/Physiis Tutor

$30/HrplustraveU;.ill

l>r. Kline 41 3552- 3805

Advertise in the

Collegian

Classifieds!

Just visit the

Campus Center

Basement
or call

545-3500!

I i
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Judgement day
No. 5 UM to face No. 2 'Nova in A- 10 showdown leaiDS prepare

tor barnburner
By Mike Marzeili
tJJLLtcilAN SlAKF

A football season is more of

a marathon than a sprint. A
matter of survival, it is almost

primal in nature as it tests a

team's ability to persevere over

the course of time.

Because of this, "one game
does not a season innkc" has

become an increasingly popu-

lar sports adage among coach-

es wishing to downplay the sig-

nificance of any single contest.

However, in more cases

than not. there is one game
that defines a team: a game
that serves as a turning point

in the road each team begins

on. yet only few will travel

until its end. One game that, if

won. can propel a team to

greatness and allow it to reach

the goals it su desperately

hopes to attain and. if lost, can

ruin the hard work and sacri-

fices of so many.

For the Massachusetts foot-

ball team, that game is

Saturday. With unblemished

conference records and Top 5

national rankings on the line,

the No. 5 Minutemon (6-1 4-0

Atlantic 10) will travel to

Philadelphia to battle the No. 2

Villanova Wildcats (6-0 4-0 A-

10) for a continued share of

first place in the A- 10. in a

place where they haven't won
since I^b2.

"This is obviously as big as

they come at this point in the

season," coach Mark Whipple

said. "Every player on this

team knows how big this game
is. and how important it is for

us. and they're going to be

ready to play, because we're

going to have to go out there

and play as well as we can on

the football field

"|Thc fact that wc haven't

won at Villanova
I

in so long

isn't going to be a factor," he

added. 'This game is about our

current team and theirs; histo-

ry has nothing to do with it.

We just need to go out and

play our best as a football

team, and whatever's happened

in the past isn't going to matter

to us."

What will matter for UMass
is finding a way tt) stop 'Nova

quarterback loe Casamento.

who is having a brilliant sea-

son in his first as a starter.

Filling rather large shoes in

taking over for the graduated

Brett Gordon. Casamento has

completed 143-of-l9l passes

for 1.481 yards, 12 touch-

downs and seven intercep-

Continued on page 9

By MiKb Marzeili

CoLLHilAN StAIF

Junio^ receiver Dominique Stewart has caught touchdown

Villanova on Saturday with a share of first place in the Atlantic

« ilKAIi'il ilN(.;i

passes in each of UMas.->' la>t two yamcs. The Minutemen will

10 on the line.

The date was Oct. 19, 2002.

The weather was cold, dank and

dreary in the Pioneer Valley, and

the home stands at McGuirk

Alumni Stadium were filled to

capacity.

On one side, the UMass
Minutemen were 4-2. and fresh off

a 20-10 upset win over then-No. 2

Maine on homecoming weekend

that vaulted them to 20th national-

ly-

On the other side, the Villanova

Wildcats were atop the Atlantic 10

and ranked No. 4 in the nation.

They had arguably the nation's best

quarterback in Brett Gordon, and

one of the league's premier offen-

sive players in Brian White.

It was a battle of conference

powers that, when all was said and

done, proved to be one of the best

college football games ever played

on this campus, as Anton

McKenzie's blcK'ked field goal as

time expired preserved a 1 7-1 fa win

for the Maroon and White.

It was a game that set the tone

for both teams .seasons, as the

Minutemen went on to make a seri-

ous run at a conference title before

adversity struck them down, and

Villanova advanced deep into the I-

X.A playoffs before coming up just

short of a national title.

So now. with the stakes much
higher, the two squads will again

converge on the gridiron for what

will surely be another grueling,

gut-wrenching battle with serious

implications. Both are ranked in

the Top 5. both are undefeated in

A- 10 play and hold a share of first

place in the conference and both

are vying, again, for a national title.

The Maroon and White have

not won in Philadelphia since

1962. and the road team has not

been victorious in the series since

the Wildcats won in Amherst in

1978. In their last six meetings,

each team is 3-5 while 'Nova holds

the all-time scries lead with 1

1

wins to UMass' nine.

So when the Cats and the

Minutemen hit the Villanova

Stadium field Saturday at 3:50 pm
in front of a homecoming crowd

and a national television audi-

ence, the stakes will be higher

than ever. Two teams, as dead

even as can be. prepped for a con-

test where losing could spell

doom and winning provides a rea-

son to fight on.

There need be no more hype,

hoopla nor promotion.

This is the game of the year.

MJnutewomen head to Philly

By Brendan Hai t

(Jl)LLE(;lAN SfAK

The Massachusetts field hock-

ey team will he busy this week-

end in Philadelphia, as they bat-

tle two conference rivals in a crit-

ical weekend for the Atlantic 10.

The first stop will be 0.|.

Roberts High School, where (he

Minutewomen (5-12. 1-2 A- 10)

will be looking to up their con-

ference record against the West

Chester Golden Rams (310. 0-5

A- 10) Saturday at nt)on. The

Rams, on the other hand, will be

trying to snap their three-game

losing streak with a (irst confer-

ence win.

"You really have to iluuw the

records out the window when

you're in conference play,

because anything can happen,"

coach Patty Shea said. "With

West Chester, its always a dog-

fight, and this is no exception."

The Rams are coming off a heart-

breaking 6-5 loss to lemple in

overtime, and will be looking to

carry that momentum into

Saturday.

The game will also be played

on Fieldfurf. something the

Minutewomen aren't used to. In

fact. Saturday will mark the first

time this .season they'll be play-

ing on a surface other than

Astroturf.

"It's like putting in the

rough." Shea said about the

effects of the grassy like surface.

"You have to give that extra

effort, and pay more attention to

the little things. It slows down
the pace of the game, and you

have to change your game plan.

But good teams can play on any

surface."

Offensively, the Rams will be

led by sophomore forward |en

McGinley. who through Sunday

leads the team with four goals

and one assist for nine points.

She will be joined up front by

senior Caleen Owens, sopho-

more Kelly Olinger and sopho-

inorc Megan Glielmi.

The Minutewomen have been

facing talented goalkeepers all

season long, and the Rams'
Carrie Hanshue will be no excep-

tion. A former A- 10 Goalkeeper

of the Week, the sophomore has

been keeping games close as of

late. Her 109 saves rank fifth in

the A- 1 this sea.son. and she has

one shutout to her credit thus far

Saturday would be an ideal day

for Minutewomen goalie

Christine Tocco to get out of her

slump. Although her 129 saves

rank sixth in the nation, she has

let up ten goals in the last two

games.

This time around, the notably

improved offense will be able to

help out. The trio of |aime

Bawden. Robin Dzierzic, and

Adrianne Monaco will be key to

how well to the offense per-

forms. But in this battle of two

high-powered offenses, the bulk

of the pressure for UMass still

rests in how well Tocco per-

forms, as well as a defense that is

allowing an average of 18 shots

per game.

Oi. Sunday, UMass will swing

across town to Hank DeVincent

Field to take on the LaSalle

Explorers (7-10. 0-5 A-10). Like

West Chester, the Explorers play

on a surface entirely new to the

Minu/ewomen (natural grass),

which means inore adjustments

will have to be made. Also like

West Chester, the Explorers will

be looking for their first confer-

ence win this season.

The Explorers have lost seven

of their last eight games, includ-

ing a current five-game losing

streak. But the natural grass sur-

face will be working to LaSalle's

advantage.

Offensively l^Salle is led by

one-time A-10 Co-Player of the

Week Sara Camilli. The junior

midfielder leads the team with

eight goals and three assists for

19 points, tied for third overall in

the A- 1 0. She will be joined up

front by five-goal scorers Emily

Simone and one-time A-10
Rookie of the Week Amy
Comstock.

Tocco will be facing

Explorers standout goalie

Colleen Bolger. She currently

ranks fourth in the A-10 in

saves (117). and has one

shutout. Although her defense

is allowing over 14 shots a

game, she has been keeping the

Explorers in the game all season

long.

(IFRAll'

Senior midhelder Kristen HopwtKid and the Minutewomen will hit the road for a pair

games this weekend.

H IIN(.« OI IHCIAN
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Bush thanks Australia for help on terror Magazine editor speaks

about relating to readers

HAKLEs llHARArAK/AS-ilXIIATI^l'PKK^

Australia's Green Party senators Bob Brown, second right, and Kerry Nettle, right, are warned by a Parliament official after they heckled

a speech by U.S. President George W, Bush. This was the last stop of Bush's recent Asia-Australia tour.

President heckled by parliament

members during speech on terror

By Tom Raum
Ass<K IATH> I'RkSS

CANBERRA. Australia (AP)
— Heckled inside and outside

Australia's Parliament.

President Bush offered a point-

ed answer to those who say the

war with Iraq wasn't worth

fighting.

"Who can possibly think that

the world would be better olf

with Saddam Hussein still in

power?" Bush asked Thursday

as he wrapped up a six-nation

lobbying campaign to reinvigo-

rate the war on terrorism

among Asian and Pacific allies.

Bush told a divided

Parliament that the war in Iraq

was right and inevitable, but

that Americans and Australians

"still have decisive days ahead"

and that the broader war on ter-

ror could be long and drawn

out.

With thousands of anti-war

demonstrators protesting out-

side the building and two heck-

lers jeering him from within,

Bush thanked the government

of Prime Minister |ohn Howard
for its help in both Iraq and

Afghanistan.

"America. Australia and

other nations acted in Iraq to

remove a grave and gathering

danger, instead of wishing and

waiting while a tragedy drew

closer." Bush said near the end

of an eight-day overseas trip.

Bush arrived in Hawaii later

Thursday after a 10-hour flight

across the International

Dateline. He was greeted with

Icis by Republican Gov. Linda

Lingle and others as he stepped

off Air Force One amid tight

security at Hickam Air Force

Base

The president and his wife,

Laura, visited the USS Arizona

Memorial where 1.177 crew-

men were killed on Dec. 7,

1941. in the surprise attack by

Japanese fighter planes. The
president and first lady dropped

flower petals in the water

around the sunken battleship.

Before heading for Hawaii.

Bush observed a ceremony in

which soldiers placed a wreath

on Australia's Tomb of the

Unknown Soldier to honor Sgt.

Andrew Russell, an Australian

solidei who was the first casual-

ty among U.S. allies in

Afghanistan.

Bush praised Prime Minister

Howard as "a leader of excep-

tional courage" for sending

2.000 troops to Iraq despite the

largest peace protests in his

nation since the Vietnam War.

For his part. Howard said as

he introduced Bush to

Parliament: "We have a divided

view in this nation" on Iraq.

That was reinforced when
41 opposition-party lawmakers

signed a letter criticizing Bush's

war decision, saying no clear

and present danger existed.

Thousands of demonstrators

banged drums and shouted out-

side the Parliament building

while a separate group of pio-

testers jostled with security

officials outside the U.S.

embassy compound where Bush

stayed overnight.

During Bush's speech, two

Green Party senators juinped to

their feet and shouted war
protests at Bush. They were

ordered removed from the

chamber but sal and refused to

leave. One of thetn, Sen. Bob
Brown, shouted "we are not a

sheriff." a reference to Bush's

recent description of Howard.

"I love free speech." Bush

said to laughter.

Several other lawmakers

wore white arm bands to

protest the Iraq war but

remained silent.

Latei. Bush spokesman Scott

McClellan said that the presi-

dent had been warned before-

hand by Howard of possible

heckling.

"It was expected." said

McClellan. "That's the

Australian Parliament for you."

For the most part. Bush was

warmly received. Opposition

Labor Party leader Simon
Crean. in opening remarks, said

that differences over Iraq

"strengthen rulher than weaken

the relationship."

"Friends must be honest

with one another." he added.

While Bush drew mixed

applause with his remarks

about Iraq, his comments on

the broader war on terrorism

brought approving shouts of

"here, here" from both sides of

the chamber.

"As free nations in peril, we
must fight this enemy with all

our strength." Bush said.

Both in the speech, and at an

earlier news conference with

Howard, Bush portrayed the

battle ahead as long and diffi-

cult.

"We cannot let up in our

offensive against terror, even a

bit." Bush told Parliainent.

"And we must continue to build

stability and peace in the

Middle East and Asia as the

alternatives to hatred and fear."

During the news conference.

Bush also said that his adminis-

tration hoped to complete nego-

tiations on a free-trade agree-

ment with Australia by year's

end.

And he defended the contin-

uing holding in Guantanamo.

Cuba, of two Australians cap-

tured during fighting in

Afghanistan. Their imprison-

ment has been a big issue in

Australia^

He said he discussed the sta-

tus of the two Australians with

Howard and "there is an ongo-

ing process." Still, he said.

"These are people who were

picked up off a battlefield of

war."

Bush called suggestions by

critics that the prisoners had

been mistreated "utterly ridicu-

lous.

By Nicole Lewis
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L^ee Kravitz. editor of Parade

inagazine, spoke vesterday about

his experiences as editor of a large

publication, saying it is important

to remember to connect a publica-

tion to its readers.

"I try to gel | writers | that can

connect with an audience."

Kravitz said. "I do a magazine for

80 million people, but I realize it's

read by individuals."

Kravitz has a "very hands-on"

role in his every day routine at

Parade. A typical day includes

reviewing stories, consulting about

layouts and designs, and attending

a number of meetings. A
large focus of his is matching the

writer to the story.

Kravitz said he asks himself

every day: "How can I tell stories

that connect emotionally with

readers and move them to

action'.'"

Since Parade has such a large

circulation, Kravitz said he has

used it as an effective medium for

raising the public's awareness of

important issues. He spoke about

Greg Mortenson, an American

whose mission was to build secu-

lar schools in Pakistan and pro-

mote the education of girls.

According to Parade, his fundrais-

ing efforts were slow to start, hav-

ing been given a $100 check from

NBC's Tom Brokaw and receiving

$625 in pennies from a group of

school children.

Kevin Fedarko wrote about

Mortenson s efforts in the April 6.

2003 issue of Parade. The

response was huge, with 10.000

Americans donating money to

Mortenson s cause, Kravitz said.

A reality of having such a huge

readership is that one cannot

always satisfy everyone's tastes.

"I have 80 million critics, I get

thousands of letters every week,"

Kravitz said.

The letters Kravitz receives

mostly address what readers per-

ceive as bias articles or inappropri-

ate opinions in some editoiials.

"I'm not in the business ol out-

raging people, but you see how
ripples occur." Kravitz .said.

In connecting with his audi-

ence. Kravitz said he tries to have

a sense of humoi. Parade's cover

story this week was about actor

Will Ferrell. The photograph of

I'errell on the co\er depicted him

in a suit, with one of his pant legs

pulled up. Kravitz thought that

this was humorous, and in step

with Ferrell's comedic personality

Some readers didn't agree. Kravitz

read aloud a letter he received

from a reader about the Ferrell

cover

The letter read: "'tou had to

ruin it by pulling up his pant leg in

an effort to put forth and fX)rtray a

sexy look. You don't ha\c to show

.sex to make something readable."

"Some p)eople just won't get

I
the humorl. " Kravitz said.

Kravitz graduated college and

traveled overseas, working as a

freelance \\ritei and photogiapher

He made vei> little money, but

enjoyed what he did.

"I kept following passions and

curiosities." Kravitz .said.

Kravitz was 55 years old when

he got his first job. He started

working for Scholastic Inc. and

Continued on page 2
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Lee Kravitz talks about his experience with Parade magazine and

his career in journalism. Kravit: has worked for ParaJi- since March.

2000.

Last paying passenger flies Concorde
By Jill Lawless

ASS<KIATH) PrKSS

LONDON (AP) — British Airways chcvked in its

last fare-paying Concorde passengers Tliursday. a day

before .scheduled supersonic service ends for gotxi.

Both Thursday's London-New York flight and

Friday's final trans-Atlantic return are expected to be

full, but Friday's passengers will all be invited guests of

the airline, including actress loan Collins and

Concorde frequent flyer Sir David Frost.

Thousands of planespotters are expected to gather

near Heathrow Airport on Friday to watch the near-

simultaneous landing of the New York flight and two

other Concordes — one carrying competition winners

from Edinburgh, the other taking guests on a ciicular

flight from Heathrow over the Bay of Biscay

With that, the era of supersonic commercial flight

will be over, at least for now.

British .Mrways chairman Lord Marshall .said

Concorde's final day would bring mixcxl emotions.

"Everyone has enormous pride in all that she has

achieved, but there is inevitable sadness that wc have

to move on and say farewell," he .said.

"The decision to ivtire Concorde was a tough one,

but it is the right thing to do at the right time," he

added.

British Airways' announcement last April that it

was retiring its seven Concordes spurred an outpour-

ing of af'focti<,)n for the sleel' "••fd'e-no.sc-d jet.

But airport authorities asked pc-ople not to go to

Heathrow Friday for the finale, fearing traffic gridlock

Continued on page 2

Iran turns over nuclear information
By Georue Jahn
A.'vs<K iatk:i> Prk.ss

VIENNA. Austria (AP) — Iran

gave the U.N. nuclear watchdog a

dossier meant to dispel fears it is

trying to make atomic bombs, but

a Tehran envoy acknowledged

Thursday the files omitted key

information about a bomb-making

ingrcxlient found in the country.

Ali Akbar Salchi. Iran's chief

delegate to the International

Atomic Energy Agency, suggested

to The Assixiated Pirss that the

dossier did not specify the origin of

traces of highly enrichcxl weapons-

grade uranium found in his country

by agency experts.

IAEA Director Geneial

Mohamed ElBaradei has called

that discovery the most troubling

asptvt of Tehran's nuclear activi-

ties, and diplomats recently said on

condition of anonymity that Iran

was expected to explain the origin

of those traces.

ElBaradei suggested nnirsday

he exf)ected the dossier to contain

that infonnalion, linking it to IAEA

efforts to verify Iranian assertions

its nuclear programs are peaceful.

"We have asked ... to know the

origin of the equipment." he said.

"I was assurcxf that the report I got

today is a comprehensive and accu-

rate dcvlaration."

The United Stales accuses Iran

of iiinning a weajxins program and

points to the di.scovery of highly

enriched uianium as strong evi-

dence of such activity.

Iran insists the traces, found in

environmental samples, were inad-

vertently importcx.1 on equipment

meant to generate electricity and

saw it ilocs not knovs where the

equipment originaieil because it

was purchased through third par-

Continued on page 2
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Organization will meet to raise money for homeless
By Erika Lovlev
("oi.i.K(iiAN Staff

Amherst Friends for the

Homeless, a non-profit organiza-

tion, will hold its 1 5th annual

Shelter Sunday on Sunday. Oct.

26 in the Amherst Town Common
at 12:50 p.m. The event includes

a diKir-to-door campaign in order

to raise money for the local home-

less.

Shelter Sunday relies almost

entirely on volunteers. I.ast year,

over 500 volunteers raised about

$28,000 for needy and homeless

organizations.

"Over the last 15 years we
have raised anywhere from

$8,000 to $28.tKK)." said Betsey

lohnson of Amherst Friends for

the Homeless. "We are hoping to

achieve that or more this year,

especially because we are donat-

ing to
I
the Hampshire County

Interfaith Shelter), which makes

that goal even more important."

First Call for Help, The Grove

Street Inn, Not Bread Alone and

The Amherst Survival Center are

among other benefactors. This

year. Florence Savings Bank will

cover all administrative costs.

allowing all the funds raised by

volunteers to directly benefit the

organizuitions.

"Every single cent we collect

goes to the organizations,"

lohnson said.

Volunteers will solicit thou-

sands of homes within several

hours in the Pelham, Amherst and

fladley area. In the past, the top

volunteers for Shelter Sunday

have been students.

"We count heavily on UMass
volunteers; they have been the

backbone of our success. They are

absolutely wonderful and tespon-

sible. 1 am always impressed by

their dedication." lohnson said.

UMass volunteers have included

members of Greek life, the

Boltwood Project, and other

organizxitions. lohnson explained

that student work has affected

Shelter Sunday's volunteer pt)ol.

"We have had such an over-

whelming siudent lesponsc that

we don't have to make as much t)f

an effort to recruit from other

areas of the community"
Volunteers collect the majority

of the funds directly; however,

many donations are also sent

through the mail by kxal resi-

dents who aren't home at the time

of the solicitation.

"On the day of Shelter Sunday

last year, the volunteers collected

$15.aX). Wc left brochures for

those
I
residents

I
who weren't

home. So that brought in llic rest;

$1 5.000 came in the mail the next

week." lohnson noted.

Volunteers will not solicit

alone.

"We group the volunteers and

send them out. This year they'll be

grouped in fives |and sent) to a

certain zone."

Maps and instructions will be

provided.

"Many students aren't familiar

with the Amherst area. We will

do ever-ylhing we can to help the

students find where they are

going.

"It's fun lo go out in groups.

It's fun to see who can collect the

most money." Johnson reflected.

"Most people have heard of

Shelter Sunday. It's not as if you

are asking for money for an

obscure project. I have never

heatd of a dcK)r being slammed in

anyiiiie's face. Some areas ol

Amherst are very generous and

some people just give what they

can.
' This vcai. we have 510 volun-

leeis signed up We can always

use more, people can come ti) the

C(.>mmon at 12:50 even if they

haven't pre legistered and we will

sign them up." lohn.son said.

Tliere will be a lent on the

Amherst Town Common and a

special station foi signups.

Volunteers nccxl lo be willing lo

commit lo a three-hour peiiod on

Sunday. Training of volunteers

will he hciil helore the canvassing

begins. Other volunteer positions

include stuffing envelopes, hand-

ing out instructions, and organi-

zational help.

Intcrt'sli'd vvliinleers can call

(41')) 25)-57/5 or visit

Itn H . slicltcrsiithliiy.iirg.
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Ihree photographers

to stand trial in France

in Princess Diana suit

PARIS (AP) ITirec photog-

raphers will go on trial in Paris on
Kriday for shooting pictures at the

stenc of the 1997 car crash that

killed Princess Diana and her

boyfriend, Dodi Fayed. The trial,

the latest judicial proceedings sur-

rounding the high-speed crash,

stemmed from a criminal com-

plaint for invasion of privacy filed

by IXxii Fayed "s father, Kgyptian-

bom billionaire Mohammed Al

Fayed. Celebrity photographers on

motorcycles had been chasing

Diana and Dodi Fayed after they

left the Ritz Hotel in their car on

Aug. 31, 1997. The couple and

chauffeur Henri Paul were killed

when the car crashed in a Paris

tunnel. The photographers were

cleared last year of manslaughter

charges in the crash and will now
be tried only for pictures they took

of Dodi Fayed.
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Continued from page 1

fueled his passion for opening up

the world to young people.

Becoming an editorial director at

Scholastic Inc., Kravitz also edited

React, a teen magazine launched

by Parade Publications in 1995.

He also managed React.com, a

popular website for teens that

spawned from the magazine. The

magazine, which Kravitz made "a

venue for popular culture." Iastc"d

five years.

React "was a big hit editorially

but the market didn't work,"

Kravitz said, noting that the maga-

zine wasn't getting enough adver-

tising money.

When offered a job at Parade,

Kravitz initially didn't want it.

"I felt I was abandoning my
commitment to young people,"

Kravitz said.

Kravitz became editor of

Parade in March 2000. He wanted

"to move this magazine that's been

around for 60 years into the (next)

century," he said.

Parade is distributed each

Sunday by 344 newspapers

nationwide.

Kravitz is a Graduate of Yale

University, and earned a Master's

Degree from Columbia University

Graduate School of loumalism.

Additionally, he's a member of the

American Society of Newspaper

Editors, and also President of

Youth Communications Inc., a

non-profit publisher of teen writ-

ing.
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Supersonic flight ends
Continued from page 1

in the area west of London.

Hundreds of police will be on duty around the air-

port's perimeter and parking will be strictly barred, as

1 ,000 invited guests watch the landing from a grand-

stand erected near the runway.

The Anglo-French Concorde, which began com-

mercial service in |anuar> 1 976, was a technological

marvel and the ultimate symbol of jet-set glamour It

flew up to II miles above the F-arth, at up to 1,350

mph. crossing the Atlantic in about 5 1 /2 hours. With

the five-hour time difference, passengers arrived in

New York earlier than they had left London.

But it was ultimately a financial dud. The British

and French governments hoped to sell hundreds of

Concordes around the world, but in the end only 1

6

were built. All went to BA and Air France, which

grounded its fleet for good in May
Concorde never made back the millions invested

in it, even with fares of more than $9,000 for a trans-

Atlantic round trip. The July 25, 2000 crash of an

Air France Concorde near Paris, which killed 1 1

3

people, grounded the planes for more than a year

Concorde returned to service just after the Sept. 1

1

terrorist attacks, which spawned an aviation slump.

Maintenance costs also were growing lor the

aging jets. Last April, both airlines announced they

would be retiring Concorde.

British Airways said it would make an announce-

ment next week about the fate of its .seven

Concordes. Most are expected to go to mu.seums.

Virgin Atlantic Airways chief Richard Branson,

whose attempt to buy the remaining Concordes was

rebuffed by BA. said it was a shame the plane would

not be allowed to continue flying.

Uranium not explained
Continued from page 1

ties.

When asked Thursday if the dossier specified

where the equipment came from, Salehi i^epeated that

argument, suggesting that the information was miss-

ing.

"How can you give the (equipment's) origin ... if

you have taken it from the intermediaries on the for-

eign market?" Salehi said.

But earlier, after meeting with ElBaradei, Salehi

said the dossier answers all "open questions" about

Iran's nuclear programs.

"We have .submitted a report fully disclosing all

our past activities in the nuclear field," he said.

Neither Salehi nor ElBaradei would elaborate on

the contents of the documents, which Iran turned

over ahead of an CX;t. 31 deadline to prove its

nuclear program is peaceful.

The IAEA has said traces of highly enriched,

weapons-grade uranium were found on centrifuges

at a plant in Natanz, about 300 miles south of

Tehran. Minute quantities of the substance also were

found at the Kalay-e Electric Co., just west of

Tehran.

An agency report also noted tests by Iran that

experts say make little sense unless the country was

pursuing nuclear weapons.

Diplomats familiar With the situation said any

failure by Tehran to clear up concerns about the

weapons-grade uranium would damage its case

ahead of a Nov. 20 meeting of the IAEA's board of

governors.

If the board finds that suspicions rettiain about a

possible weapons program, it could find Iran in vio-

iation of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty.
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Smoking ban good

for Massachusetts
The vote by the House of Representatives

on Wednesday night to extend the state's work-

place smoking ban to all restaurants, night-

clubs and bars is a step in the right direction in

helping protect the health of the residents of

the Commonwealth.
The measure, which must pass through

Governor Mitt Romney and the state Senate,

will make Massachusetts the sixth state to ban

cigarettes in nearly all public venues. Earlier in

the year Romney, however, had said he wished

to leave smoking laws to individual cities and

towns. The 125-25 vote appears to make the

ban immune should Romney attempt to veto it.

We at the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

hope Massachusetts joins California, New
York, Connecticut, Maine and Delaware in the

fight against the tobacco industries and help

safeguard non-smokers who currently have no

choice but to breathe in second-hand smoke in

public venues.

Should the law pass, violators will face fines

as high as $300. The law would go into effect

)uly 5, 2004. The ban was originally set to

begin January 2005, but was moved to the

summer months in order to allow smokers to

go outside and become accustomed to the

changes before winter comes. This is a clever

move by the state that is fair to smokers and

non-smokers alike.

Recent moves by other states and continued

pressure on the tobacco industry show more

people are becoming aware of the harmful

effects of smoking and second-hand smoke.

The ban of smoking in public venues by six

states speaks volumes in terms of people's con-

cern over the issue.

Indeed, the most important aspect of the

bill is the public's health. According to the

American Lung Association, officials site

tobacco use as the single most preventable

cause of death in the nation, responsible for

more than 430.700 deaths each year.

According the association, smoking costs the

United States about $97.2 billion in health-

care costs and lost productivity.

According to the association, secondhand

smoke causes, or can exacerbate, the following

health effects: cancer, rcspitory infections and

asthma. The Environmental Protection Agency

has found that 3,000 deaths a year are caused

by second-hand smoke alone.

Restrictive legislation, then, is in order.

Smokers may have a right to do whatever they

wish to their own bodies, but by smoking in

public they are also jeopardizing the health of

harmless people around them. We applaud the

state for making proactive measures to ensure

the safety of the residents of the

Commonwealth.
The restriction of smoking in public venues

is also a good step in preventing children from

smoking. The fewer adults, and other role

models that young people look up to. that are

seen smoking in public places, the less likely

children will be to light up themselves.

The ban is also a sigh of relief for those suf-

fering from allergies and respiratory problems.

For these people second-hand smoke has made
living uncomfortable when stepping outside of

the confines of their own homes.

The relief that non-smokers can finally

enjoy a meal at a restaurant, dance without

wheezing and have fun with family and friends

in public venues in a completely smoke-free

environment is a welcome blast of fresh air.

We hope the smoking ban passes so all resi-

dents in the Commonwealth can live and

breathe more comfortably.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

Freedom at what cost?
I am sure you have heard it

because I have heard it many,

many times and frankly I am
sick of it. Yes, this is America,

where you can write what you

want to write about and voice

your opinion about

anything you want, to |g|| []'

a certain degree, with- ^______
out any penalty. Our
Constitution says so, but some-

times people take it too far.

There are a lot of naive people

out there that think they know
what would be best for the

country. They chant anti-war

rhymes and put up bright orange

posters saying how our presi-

dent is fighting the war for his

own reasons, not for the better

of the country. This is absurd.

baby killers and rapists. Those

soldiers were the best people in

our country because they fought

for America. If it weren't for

people like them in the past and

future, this country would be

nothing because we
would have no one who
would give their lives for

what America is. The sol-

diers of the Armed Forces do
nothing wrong except serve

their country So the next time

you see one, or think about say-

ing a vulgar comment to them,

think twice and don't. They are

preserving your rights and the

future of this country.

There is also a lot of informa-

tion about certain subjects that

we do not know and do not

People need to show more respect toward

our country and the people who serve it

rather than cussing and degrading them.

and people need to show more

respect toward our country and

the people who serve it rather

than cussing and degrading

them.

Many people protest the sol-

diers' actions in Iraq and yell

obscenities to them as they leave

or return home. It's not the sol-

diers' decision to fight the war;

they do what they are told with-

out question. This is one of the

biggest examples of disrespect

that the people of this country

participate in. They did it in

Vietnam, the Korean War and

Desert Storm. The.sc men and

women fight for the freedoms

you use everyday and the oppor-

tunities you have.

When the men and women of

Vietnam came home afier fight-

ing an awful, gruesome war, the

people of this country spit on

them, literally Some called them

know for a reason. The "secrets"

that the government has allow

the officials of America to make
important decisions. The presi-

dent and his advisors are some

of the brightest people in the

country; they make educated

decisions and think things

through to the fullest extent.

Who is anyone to say that they

know what would be better for

this country? Some people

should respect the fact that they

are living in a country that

allows a lot to go on, unlike

some other countries such as

China, where if a person speaks

out about the government they

can be sent to prison for years.

In Iraq, a person and/or his fam-

ily could be killed just for speak-

ing out against the government.

Americans and some of the peo-

ple living here need to have a lit-

tle, wait, a lot more respect for

the country and what it does for

us.

There are so many things

people take for granted, espe-

cially our freedom of speech,

which everyone uses. What does

it take for people to realize that

Al-Queda and Saddam are the

enemy and would do anything to

disrupt the American way of

life? This is why we should do
what is necessary to defend our

rights. But it may take another

September 1 1 th for people to

realize that we are not as safe

and free as we think we are. This

is one reason why we need to

trust that the government will

do the right thing for America.

I am not saying that

President Bush is the best leader

we have ever had, but what I am
saying is that we should respect

his decisions because it is a lot

easier to point fingers once the

situation is over. We need to

respect our country and what

we have because there are a lot

of people in America that take

what this country has to offer

for granted. I know all the peo-

ple who have died for this coun-

try and their families would like

some respect and recognition.

Their relatives died so that you

and your son or daughter could

live here for the next 50 years

plus. Some more energy should

be concentrated on making this

country better Education, for

example, or more jobs, a

stronger economy, but those

things will come in time once

we have protected our free-

doms. So, next time you think

to yell how dumb the govern-

ment is or how else we should

be spending our money, think

about the things you have. Then

think of all the countries that

don't have the opportunities we
do.

Ian O'Donnell is a UMass
student.

Holding back hatred
One of the

most perva-

sive issues in

the Israeli-

Palestinian
conflict is the

issue of the

security fence.

Israelis want
to continue

construction
of the fence,

they say, to secure their home-
land from the threat of

Palestinian terrorists. Palestin-

ians claim that the fence will

cut them off from vital access

to social and economic
resources. Let's look at the

fflCtS

On Sept. 28. 2000,

Palestinians took up arms
against Israeli innocents in an

attempt to destabilize the gov-

ernment and murder as many
people as possible. This organ-

ized act, called the al-Aqsa

Intifada, or Second Intifada

(yes, the Palestinians had

already committed the despica-

ble act once before), has killed

675 innocent Israeli civilians to

date, by shooting, lynching and,

most prevalently, suicide bomb-

ing the citizenry. The Israeli

government has been charged

with the task of defending the

nation from a number of terror-

ist groups.

The Democratic Front of the

Liberation of Palestine, the

Popular Front for the Liber-

ation of Palestine, Fatah's

Tanzim, the al-Aqsa Martyrs

Brigade, Hamas. Hizballah,

Palestinian Islamic jihad, the

Palestinian Liberation Front,

The Popular Struggle Front and

Force 17 are a handful of ter-

rorist organizations that have

claimed responsibility for

attacks on innocent Israeli civil-

ians. Eight of those groups

operate extensively or exclu-

sively within Israel.

The number of non-combat-

ants these terrorist groups have

killed is almost four times the

number of combatants. This

shows that the Palestinian ter-

rorists attack innocent civilians

more frequently than they

attack military targets. The
majority of Israelis who have

been killed died simply for eat-

ing in a restaurant, dancing at a

disco, walking along a busy

street or riding a bus to work or

school. Most of the Israelis

murdered by the Palestinian

terrorists were completely

unengaged in the conflict, and

yet they still were targeted.

Far more Israelis have been

what the press calls "injured,"

or what should be called "seri-

ously brutalized." I have seen

Israelis without legs, severely

burned or paralyzed from the

neck down because of terror

These Israelis, although

"injured." and not killed, will

have to live the rest of their

target in front of my eyes, loin

me in my martyrdom." The
video allegedly aired on
Palestinian television.

The ministry also showed a

Friday sermon on Arafat's tele-

vision station, which urged

Palestinians, "Wherever you

are. kill those lews and those

Americans."

"He who puts an explosive

belt on himself or on his son

and goes to explode among the

lews will be blessed." the

speaker shouted.

The situation of incitement

in the youngest of Palestinians

is no better. One Palestinian tel-

evision program urged children

to "put down their toys and

pick up rocks," the MFA said.

According to the ministry, a

Most of the Israelis murdered by ttie

Palestinian terrorists were completely

unengaged in the conflict and yet they sttN

were targeted.

lives inconceivably impaired by

what was a moment of unfortu-

nate fate - being in the wrong
place at the instant of terror

And the situation, despite

whatever means Israel has

tried, has not become any bet-

ter In fact, all signs point to the

situation incessantly worsening.

Even during the Hudna (the

cease-fire that ephemerally

existed last August), several

attempts were made to incite

violence and hatred. The Israel

Ministry of Foreign Affairs has

recorded four of the televised

cases and has placed them on

its website.

Even with international

groups working toward peace,

terrorist groups continue their

attempt to motivate violence

and killing.

The ministry showcased a

music video featuring a

Palestinian woman, dressed in

army fatigues, singing, "Oh
Zionists, you won't survive the

volcano of stones. You are the

Palestinian psychologist who
conducted a study on
Palestinian children determined

that more than 50 percent of

Palestinians ages 6 to 11

"dream of becoming suicide

bombers who wear explosive

belts."

Suicide bombers have con-

tinued to murder Israelis

throughout the years. Even
now, more fuel for the fire of

terrorism is synthesized day by

day, as young children are

inspired by a message of hate.

Israel has been left with no
options. It must create the secu-

rity fence to assist in preventing

terror from reaching Israel. If

the Palestinians are unwilling

or unable to stop breeding vio-

lent behavior, Israel must pre-

vent that behavior from taking

brutal form within its lands.

Information from www.mfa.
gov.il and www.ict.org.il was
used in this article.

Morris Singer is a Collegian

columnist.

The ethical pedestrian
We're not crazy people. We're civilized adults

- civilians, even. We live and work and play

together. We conduct ourselves within the frame-

work of a great and sophisticated society. We
adhere to what Thomas Hobbes called the "social

contract." This is the constant achievement of a

collective endeavor For many, it is even a point

of pride, a thing to which mankind should aspire

and correspond proudly (Think: "Nation State")

- mere good and unified behavior staving off an

encroaching world of darkness, barbarism and

chaos. We are noble creatures, indeed.

Think now to our models for Utopian society:

the ancient Aztecs. Socialistic Scandinavia,

Heaven: societal arrangements based on harmony

and synthesis. Surely they're but pipe dreams,

idealistic illusions, not for the complex-

ities of this life. They could never be

achieved here. Not on this campus.

We're thriving on the abounding misan-

thropy. Besides, what alternative do we really

have, what with the Platonic enterprise of the

"University," having degenerated into a night-

mare of bureaucracy, inefficiency and apathy? It's

every person for themselves and their own agen-

das. We're used to this here in the northeast, a

place where the collective expectation of a

greater social good remains low. We are a jaded

people. Fine. then.

Now that may or may not be the case, but cer-

tainly we are still capable of selfishness, cruelty

and opportunism. At our core, we function at the

behest of personal advancement (bona fide

masochists excluded).

Okay, so what? So we fall prey to our greed,

our egos and our fears. All is not lost. Again, I

must remind the reader, that for the most part,

we walk around in public all day and conduct

ourselves properly. We hold doors for one anoth-

er; we smile, say hello. We use our "pleases and

thank yous." We allow ourselves compassion and

empathy, sentiment and nostalgia. Transference

and identification remain fundamental to our

narratives. We walk in each other's shoes to bet-

ter understand the nature of perspective.

But there come times too - and we've all seen

this - where and when pandemonium ensues, say

at points of overrun intersection, the bottleneck,

the traffic jam, the seething crowd at subway

turn styles, places where people are forced to

behave and act together at the very brink of anar-

chy This is the mob mentality; it is animalistic,

and it is powerful. (Don't let it gel the best of

you). It even takes place in more benign circum-

Pai Roclie

stances, say at the intersection of Mass Ave. and

where Southwest residential area lets out.

Now, at such places, at such times of heavy

traffic, there is no law or rule at hand, and cer-

tainly no enforcement of the unwritten code. We
are left to our own devices, left to self-regulation,

self-control; we must enforce our own rules of

civil conduct, code and ethic - the great and

sophisticated redeeming human aspect. Times of

crisis come to mind - the black out, the wake of

a great fiood or earthquake, any natural disaster.

People have cause to band together for the

"greater good," to stop looting and help re-coup

civility and order These are moments of rapture,

elevated times where humans function at their

very best and shine. Yes. society looks like a

mighty good idea during such times. It's a

proud covenant.

Another phenomena comes to mind...

Crazy people, wackos, loonies and nut-

jobs, can often be found standing in the road

directing traffic with expansive gestures. Now, it

may be traffic that doesn't necessarily need

directing, but these crazies are making a point

just the same. They're providing a service to the

community in what, to their warped sensibilities,

appear to be difficult and tenuous times, heavy

traffic, honking horns and fiaring tempers. These

noble loonies have taken it upon themselves to

mend the uncouth and otherwise unregulated

ways of vehicular traffic in extenuating circum-

stance.

Is that so crazy?

What 1 am suggesting here is that as thought-

ful, conscientious citizens, we all take survey of

our surroundings and determine what needs to be

done to return order to things. Some of you may
have had the illustrious experience of being elect-

ed to the "safety patrol" in middle school - the

few. the proud, the day-glow pennant-clad cross-

ing guards - working to restore order, safety and

civility to their preoccupied peers at a moment of

critical decision. I urge you all to make that

great leap from the herd, separate yourself and

address the person walking next to you, "Hey,

hold up a second. Let's let this traffic through.

Look how far it's backed up. lust because we
have the 'right of way.' doesn't mean that we
should abuse that privilege."

Meditate on that, will you - especially those of

you living in Southwest. Don't make me petition

for a crossing guard. That would be embarrass-

ing.

Pat Roche is a UMass student.
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Musical duo back

on the tour bus
By Jason Straziuso

ASWKIATEL) Pr£S!>

WILKES-BARRE. Pa. (AP) —
Shattering two decades of silence on the

road, Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel took

the stage on Thursday night to an enthusi-

astic older audience that seemed happy to

relive the popular songs of their youth.

The 1960s folk-rock duo seemed happy

with each other, too, opening the show

with the song "Old Friends" also the title

of the tour and a reminder of their child-

hood friendship that has been strained

over the years.

Before the song, a video montage

showed scenes of Simon and Garfunkel

and news events from years past the duo in

their youth with full heads of hair, a shot of

the first moon landing, a peace sign made
of airplane contrails.

When the lights came up, Simon, guitar

in hand, and Garfunkel, wearing his signa-

ture black vest, took the stage to a stand-

ing ovation to kick off their 40-date tour.

There were lots of smiles, bobbing

heads, and clapping hands in the audience

of 9,000 that contained more balding

heads and graying hair than 20-something

rockers.

The duo, which has sold more than 40

million albums in the United States, played

crowd favorites "America," "The Sound of

Silence" and "Mrs. Robinson." Simon belt-

ed out "Bridge over Troubled Water" and

Garfunkel easily hit the high notes on "The

Boxer"

"The Sound of Silence," one of their

most popular hits, was released in 1966.

Simon turned 62 on Monday and

Garfunkel's 62nd birthday is Nov. 5.

"We met when we were 1 1 , we started

to sing when we were 1 3, and we started to

argue when we were 14," Simon joked,

referring to their famously fractured

friendship.

Garfunkel said the two met in the sixth

grade in 1953. "And it occurs to me that

it's been 50 years of this thing we do," he

said.

The duo. who last toured in 1982-83,

shared warm smiles and often patted each

other on the back.

"They sound as good now as they did

back then. Unbelievable," said Tony

Stringent, 43. of Hazleton. "I'm going to

see them again in 20 more years."

Until a performance at the Grammy
Awards in February, the pair hadn't played

together since 1993. That their friendship

has been rocky is no secret.

"What we had was a friendship that

was estranged, and the Grammys was an

opportunity to put that behind us," Simon

said last month.

In a line from "Old Friends," the

singers ask: "Can you imagine us years

from today, sharing a park bench quietly?

How terribly strange to be 70."

lust before the end of the final song,

officially named "The 59th Street Bridge

Song" but better known as "Feelin'

Groovy," the duo shadowboxed before

holding each other's hands above their

heads.

Curiosity got the journalist instead, this time
Rave reports for Veronica Guerin

L
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Gerard McSorley plays Bill Gilligan in this drama based on a true story

about the murder of Veronica Guerin.

By Johnny Donaldson
( x)LU:< .IAN Staff

In 1996, Irish journalist Veronica

Guerin, a star reporter for the self-

described popular rag' the Sunday

Independent. wa.s brutally murdered by an

assassin while parked at a traffic light.

Guerin had gained celebrity status in

her homeland for her exposes on

cormption in the chuah and in

the boardroom, and when she

spied young children playing

with used, discarded syringes on

the squalid streets of Dublin, she

decided to ferret out the identi-

ties of the high-rollers behind the

drug industry in her home coun-

try.

Her pursuit was dogged, as

the reporter ignored both pleas

from her family and threats to

her life in search of the truth. Her

death galvanized a nation, send-

ing the government into action

by proposing projects designed

to target the wealth and well

being of known drug offenders.

"Veronica Guerin" is a biopic that at

least respects the identity of who Guerin

actually was. The movie that surrounds

Guerin is just a standard biopic. nothing

more and nothing less, but it does offer the

sight of Guerin as a human being.

"Veronica Guerin" avoids depicting the

character as a noble martyr, the kind of

secular saint that slick Hollywood movies

adore because he or she is so untouchably

good.

Since the director is |oel Schumacher

and the producer is jerry Bruckheimer - no

strangers to empty Hollywood slickness -

it comes as a shock that "Veronica Guerin"

is so assiduously removed from rote char-

acterizations of many biographical dramas.

Schumacher and Bruckheimer aren't the

types of filmmakers known for weaving

subtle nuances into their movies, after all.

But Veronica Guerin is presented here

as an imperfect heroine, a woman who
although her heart is in the right place, is

so set in her ways that she endangers the

lives of those around her Guerin knows

that the drug problem is a heinous one in

'Veronica

Guerin'

Direcled by

Joel Sttiumaclier

Siarrlng

CateBlandKO

Ciaran Hinili

Ioueli;i8ne

flaied B

98 litis.

her country, and she sets out to expose it.

And while she is dedicated, she's also stu-

pid and egocentric. Even when a goon puts

a bullet in her leg and when her child is

threatened with kidnapping and molesta-

tion, she refuses to back down.

It's by the good graces of Cate

Blanchett's peribmiance that the character

is still so likable and involving. Guerin

flirts and teases to put infomiants

at ease, and Blanchett imbues the

cinematic Guerin with a mixture

of sweetness, drive and charm.

It's another terrific role for

Blanchett, a fine actress who has

often been relegated to nothing

parts since her "Elizabeth" break-

through. And she's matched by

the performances of Gerald

McSorley and Ciaran Hinds as

two members of the Dublin crim-

inal underground. McSorley is

frightening as the violent and

short-tempered Gilligan (watch

the scene in which Gilligan reacts

unexpectedly to a visit by Guerin

to his home.) Hinds, as a low-

rung informant, plays his role

with a weary grace, a combination of ten-

derness and criminality This is a man who

has obvious affection for Guerin. but is

torn between that and his loyalty to the

underground.

Schumacher - moving away from the

hyper-glossy terrain of movies like "8MM"
and "Bad Company" - captures the rough,

gritty feel of Dublin's rotting, mean streets.

Unfortunately, as respectful as

Schumacher and Bruckheimer are of

Guerin and her mission, they are still inca-

pable of delivering a complex and intro-

spective narrative. "Veronica Guerin" is

painted in bold strokes that do not allow

for much thought on the political issues at

hand - in this world, everything is either

black (Gilligan's mu-stache-twiriing villain)

or white (Guerin's crusade.) This kind of

simplistic treatment of the material -

Guerin's family life is about as deep as a

dance, set to U2. that Guerin does with her

husband and son - reduces the power of

the material. "Veronica Guerin" is a solid

and unspectacular bio that does justice to

its subject, but not her struggle.

- roNE PICTl !RI^ KJRTISY T(XK-HSTl.')NE PK-TURES

Veronica (Cate Blanchette) is a reporter who gives the ultimate sacri-

fice for her profession: her life.

Jerry Bruckheimer (left) and Joel Schumacher (right) reunite to create an edgy

realistic film that is nothing short of what can be expected of them.

Improv music never sounded so cool

Keller Williams an(d friends give stellar performances
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Williams is a soloist, but

doe.sn't mind sharing the stage.

By DUNA MOGILEVSKY

CoLLEC;TAN (~.<lRRE.SPONf>ENT

All those privileged enough to

have been at the Pearl Street

Nightclub in Northampton on

Wednesday night have to agree

that the Keller Williams show was

amazing. The one-man band, who
played by himself and with enough

musical toys to fill a truck, deliv-

ered a dynamic performance com-

plete with 1 5 guitars, drums, pitch

pipes, whistles, air FX, claves,

guiro. xylophone, triangle and

more.

He promptly and modestly

came out and wasted no time on

stage before throwing the crowd

into his own world, where even the

air smells like music. The audience

was immediately hushed as Keller

strolled out with his first acoustic

10-string, finger picking the first

song, everyone slowly began to

sway with the music and look at

each other with raised eyebrows as

if to say "this is gonna be awesome,

dude."

His demeanor is professionally

fun in that he sets loops seamlessly

and wastes no time before jumping

to the next layer, while playfully

enjoying himself with a

casual air of comfort. He
exudes vibrancy and

seems to be playing for

him.self as much as for his

fans - Williams gives the

audience a sense of having

a secret peek at his cre-

ative musical operations.

Among the songs he per-

formed were "Better than Reality,"

"Tubeular." "Sheebs." "My Better

Half," and a cover of U2's "Wide

Awake."

Truly a lover of sound, he seems

to sense, move and breathe all sorts

of rhythm, with his harp of a

mouth and dexterous fingers.

There are hippies groovin' and a

gentle mountain scent wafting

above the crowd as Keller scats,

hums and whistles to the accompa-

niment of his carefully chosen gui-

tars, some played in open tuning.

His style is fast-jivin-folk-reggae-

blugrass-funk: really, it is purely his

own.

Before the end of the first set

and to great surprise of the audi-

ence, Williams introduced his good

friend Martin Sexton to sing a few

songs. Tlie crowd cheered,

laughed, clapped and stared as

Sexton began to sing the first of

three songs on stage, "Hallelujah,"

with Williams on Spanish guitar

Sexton also treated the audience to

"Young and Beautiful," and

"Gypsy Woman." The two per-

formers complemented each other

perfectly; undoubtedly they were

on the same wavelength.

The crowd was pleased, toasted

and friendly. Everyone was ecstatic

about the guest performance. Little

did they know there would be

another one. In the second set,

Keller introduced trumpet player

l^uie G. from across the floor with

his silhouette tastefully illuminat-

ing the red wall behind

him. He and Williams on

mouth harp hannonized

and accompanied each

other mellifluously to

make for a unique audio

surrealism. Afterwards.

Williams even .sang a song

about how he broke a bass

string, "1 done broke a

damn string," as the crowd

cheered.

Despite two hours of hard play-

ing. Williams seemed energized

and focused. For his last song, he

chose perhaps one of his most pop-

ular numbers, "Tweeker," a song

essentially about the thrilling feel-

ing of music. Poetic imagery and

smooth progressions make this

song poignant as the performer not

only expresses his physical and

emotional connection to sound and

rhythm, but he seems to have it

running through his veins as he

shares this feeling with his fans.

Keller Williams' eclectic sound

appears to glorify the potential of

rhythm and .sound, and welcomes

the fans into its own arena. This is

also evident in the fact that Keller

invests his well-earned income on

more and more sensitive, high tech

and unique toys to further extend

the reaches and limits of his sound

for his loyal fans. Keller thanked

the crowd for coming and walked

off. No one moved. They knew it

wasn't quite over yet. Within a

minute he was back out softly

singing Bob Marley's "Redemption

Song" with no musical accompani-

ment except the serene and satis-

fied voices of his fans. Some were

speechless, .some were psyched,

some were pretty drunk, but no

one left unsatisfied.

Erase Errata demand to be heard
'At Ci^stal Palace' proves to be sound album

By Timothy Gabriele

(i)i.u-:<.iAN Staff

l^st year while the rest of the world was prattling

on about a No-Wave revolution in New York, San

Francisco was actually having one.

All right, to be fair there were about lour

or five important bands making the experi-

mental noise in the Golden Gate area.

However, they were damn good at it and still

continue to be.

At the center of this "movement" is the

Firase Errata, a brutal foursome who
received raves for their confrontational per-

formances and twisted, tangled and tongue-

tied debut album released on Troubleman

Unlimited Records. It was Troubleman who
'

gave them their start on the seminal double-album

"Mix Tape" compilation, which featured just about

every significant artist, mostly unsigned at that point,

even reniiotely connected to this recently emerged style

of masic.

Since then, a fre>nzy of "next big things" has been

hyped into nauseastic spurts of maniacal list building.

Erase Errata briefed a few, but were overall lost in the

scrap heap thanks to more fashionable mods of com-

munication. Karen O's willingness to become a sex

symbol, or rather her drunken lack of concern about

the metlia morphing her into one, warmed over the

Erase

Errata

'AtOystal

Palace'

Iroubleman

UnliRiiied recoids

critics better than any uninhibited fury and finesse that

some plain-looking, hard-working girls milling the

stacks of Amoeba Records had to offer, proving once

and for ail that rock and roll is just another phrase for

nothing left to sell and music criticism is never to be

trusted (yes. even this one).

Though they are not likely to win any beau-

ty pageants. Erase Errata do have an image

that is not too far from the unstraightened

skinny ties of the modem mod/nu new wave
crowd. However, when they hit the stage like

they just caught the school bus after partying

all last night and stayed in bed well after their

alarm clock went off, there is a sound to

match that frenzied, hangover look.

"At Crystal Palace." like "Other Animals"

before it, jangles and screeches in dizzying,

patterns of Rowland Howard-esque guitar

while the guttural bass plods methodically before

exploding into the next mood swing. It's raw, primal

and indebted to that sense of urgency that evades most

modem music. The songs themselves try desperately

to keep their decadent sprawl under the three-minute

mark, in the spirit of all great punk albums.

"At Crystal Palace" is also unmistakably fun for

such dark and menacing territory. Their predecessors

in assaultive acts, groups like DNA and Teenage )esus

and the |erks, immersed themselves in industrial bile

Continued on page 5
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Fair of Americana
Classic festival underway

By Melissa Poulin

CoLUuiAN Staff

The Topsfield Fair prides

itself in being "America's old-

est", was founded in 1818 and

has since developed into the fes-

tival, carnival and agricultural

meeting ground that it is today

Topsfield's vast fairgrounds are

where hundreds of New
England natives and tourists

come together to appreciate the

simplicity and quaint tradition of

north shore agriculture and

trade. This year, the event ran

from October 4-13. Kicking the

week off with an opening day

parade, the Topsfield Fair and its

many workers prepared to edu-

cate, cater to and entertain the

public with their merchandise

and services. The fair offers

many attractions annually

including the traditional produce

and livestock exhibits and conces-

sion stands. There is also an exten-

sive collection of amu.sement park

rides, a concert stage, dozens of

stores and stands, even a petting

zoo that offers elephant rides.

Some events unique to

this year were musical

peribmiances by artists

such as juice Newton.

America and Danny and

the luniors. Fairgoers

were able to appreciate a

multitude of activities and

witness some amazing

demonstrations when walking

about the grounds. From
Robinson's Racing Pigs to the

Clydesdale Horses to the yearly

Topsfield Fair sand sculpture, there

was surely something for everyone.

Raymond and Marjorie

Wilkinson have been working at

i XX'RTESY TOPSflELl>FAIR.OR(i

the Topsfield Fair for 20 years in

the rabbit and cavy bam, one of the

oldest buildings on the grounds.

They are members of the Essex

County Rabbit and Cavy Breeders

Associatioil and the American

Rabbit Breeders Association. Of
her time volunteering for the fair,

Mrs. Wilkinson said.

"What 1 enjoy is the peo-

ple. 1 enjoy the school kids

when they come the

most." The couple also

mentioned that the fair

has been making an effort

in recent years to really

bring the agricultural

aspect of the fair to the forefront of

the festival's attractions. When
asked what he thinks has changed

the most over the years, Mr.

Wilkinson commented. "Some of

the agriculture was lost, and it has

become much more commercial-

ized. They've had to update

things."

The Topsfield Fair continues to

add more highlights to keep the

crowds coming back, such as the

newer tradition of fireworks on the

first Monday of the fair week.

However, there are still the simple

attractions that keep the event

chamiing and timeless such as the

annual pumpkin weighing contest,

the pig bam and the flower auc-

tion. Here's hoping that the agri-

cultural aspect is what keeps the

tradition growing and the crowds

reluming for many years to come.

For the Record
Correction: Due to a reporting error in yesterday's Arts & Living section. F.lliol

Smith was said to have contributed to the soundtrack for "Tlie Talented Mr
Ripley." Smith contributed lo the "Good Will Hunting" soundtrack, for which he

received critical acclaim
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Holmes' new film holds it together
'Pieces of April' is a standout flick with a psycho twist

By Sheila Norman-Culp
Associated Press

Thanksgiving just wouldn't be

Thanksgiving without a dysfunctional fam-

ily reunion, but writer-director Peter

Hedges comes up with an original

take on the holiday disaster theme

in the quiet gem "Pieces of April."

This time it's the estranged

daughter who tries to unite a

divided family over barely cooked

turkey, plus a bitter, dying mother

who wants no part of it.

in his directorial debut.

Hedges, who wrote the novel and

screenplay for "What's Eating

Gilbert Grape?" and the screen-

play for "About a Boy" gives

actress Patricia Clarkson a role to

treasure; an angry cancer victim

named |oy.

No saint for Hedges, no nurturing

mother, no words of wisdom. It's sheer rot-

ten luck to be dying in your 40s especially

when your own mother is well into her 80s

and Clarkson makes the most of |oy's

unhappy predicament.

She's a sardonic Mommie Dearest in a

badly fitting wig.

Hreathtakingly mean, astonishingly self-

centered, |oy lambastes her husband |im

(Oliver Piatt), mocks her two teens and

April (Katie Holmes) and Wayne (Sean Hayes) are neighbors

in United Artists' comedic drama Pieces of April.

despises her eldest daughter April (Katie

Holmes), who has invited the family to her

New York apartment for a Thanksgiving

dinner.

And of course, since |oy is dying, the

family cannot fight back.

Note how she warms to daugh

ter Beth (Alison Pill), an obses

sive goody-goody trying to cheer

her mother up with a song or two

as the family station wagon rum
bles on toward the city.

"Any requests?" Beth asks.

"That you stop," )oy snaps.

|oy also insists she doesn't have

a single warm memory of April,

waxes on about sexual exploits

before her horrified teens and

begs her husband to turn the car

around and head to a fast food

joint for a real holiday dinner

It's the latest in a string of award-win

ning perfonnances for Clarkson. which

also include roles in "Far from Heaven,"

"The Station Agent" and the HBO series

"Six Feel Under" Back at her New York

tenement, April finds that her oven is

kaput. A kaleidoscope of neighbors emerge

as April knocks on doors, desperately try-

ing to find a way to cook a very raw bird.

Despite April's maroon-haired grunge

look, there's no sign of the devil child that

)oy remembers. Holmes appears every bit

as sweet, deter-

mined and conflict-

ed as she did for

years as joey on the

WB's "Dawson's

Creek."

Was April really

the rebellious soul

who liked matches?

Or was her mother

just so angry at her

own teenage preg-

nancy that she

rejected the child

who came of it? It's

not really clear

Hedges leavens

ihc heavy moments
with side dishes of

humor April is

quite the novice

cook, the family

excursion is certain-

i >l KTfsV I H >l 'V MAKI I UNITED ARTISTS

(tHRTISY rMi|)VMAKI
,
I Nlflli AKIhl

-

April waits for her familv to arrive for

Thanksuiviny dinner In Ignited Artists'

coincdic dnun.i 'I'ieci-s of April'.

ly a road trip from hell. Why cut an onion

in pieces when sou cm siull it whole in

the bird?

Plan, us the iaihci and husband, brings

a quiet giaviis 10 the movie, a far cr\ from

his bombastic turn on NBC's " Ihe West

Wing."

Fairiv short and lightly focused.

Hedges' movie feels more like a short story

than a novel, a quick glimpse as opposed

to a sweeping stor\. It mi^hi lea\e some

audiences a bit hungr\. looking for more.

Shot in digital film, the movie's grainy

yellow hues are ccrilv icminiseenl of fad-

ing family phiit(.>s from the '70s. Alter all.

this is the ly-l rhanksj;i\inp loi the entire

Burns lamil\. iind ihe> know it.

Released b\ United Artists. •Pieces eif

April" runs 80 minutes and is rated PCS- 1 3

for some language, sensuality, drug con-

tent and nuditv.

Girls that aren^t afraid to be different
(kxitinued from page 4

aimed at the pretentious coffee-

house-types that infiltrated New
York's punk clubs. Unlike those

angry young men and women, and

much like their contemporaries on

the east coast, Erase Errata lift their

disenchanted anthems above any

brewing pot of negativity. This is

thanks in no small part to the chilly

contribution of singer lenny

Hoyston's chanting vocals and the

unstoppable booty-shaking beat

machine of Bianca Sparta's drums.

Earlier this year the giris of

Errata, along with fellow San

Franciscan pocket-calculating min-

imalists Numbers, released a set of

remix EPs under the guidance of

Prankster Glitch Fiends on the

local Tigerbeat6 roster The remix-

ers, artists generally known for

their sporadically quirky untechno

laptop work, reluctantly refused lo

remove the dance elements from

the originals. Instead, Erase Errata

opted to title their remix work

"Dancing Machine." an apt tag for

what they have emphatically spun

out with "At Crystal Palace."

Album opener "Driving Test"

whirls about in dizzying disarray,

complete with its own stopping,

going and parallel parking. "I find

myself getting in the same acci-

dents/ With the same cars/ In the

same place on the freeway."

Hoyston hollers, as if caught in an

irritating Groundhog Day-esque

nightmare. On "Owls." Sarah

laffe's guitar daftly squeaks in

patches of mischievous, prickh

taunting amidst synthesized hoots

and four-onthe-tloor pounding.

These woods are the acid-iingcd

forests where trees come to lile and

the psyche manifests itself in the

claustrophobic dungeonous paths

that wind back on themselves.

"Lxt's be Active c/o Club Hott

'

starts out by confirming that Fra.Ne

Errata are capable of living up to

the questionable Sleater-Kinnev

comparisons that have followed

them, but soon dissolves into a

frantic to-do list followed bv ghost-

ly off-tempo choral crooning. Hie

song ends with more delcvtahl\

detuned trudging guitars, recalling

a more mellowed version of the

gardens that grow in Tlie Dead

Kennedys' "111 in the Head."

There- a cartoonish lunacy in

the crraiie bounce of the Errata

sound thill m.iv Iv their most dis-

tinguished lorie. 'i'heir musical

peneliani lor e\|X)'>ing the .ib-urdi-

ty of the mundane is hH)th a cau-

tionary defense iiievhanism from

these things and an undeniably fer-

tile talent that set- iheni a tier

above many of their peers.

"Alxindon dipknnacy/ 1 won't let it

run niv lite/ Its a circus in my
house/ I very one wants lo come
over 10 my house" Hoyston

declaivs in "Retieat! Tlie most

lamiliar."

It is a circu>. and this is just the

camivale-que music to relied the

broken lili-a-whiils and other frag-

mented picves of the crystal palace

outside our vvindov\'s.

Gentle, effective, natural treatment for neck pain, back pain,

lieadaches, sports injuries, auto injuries, work injuries.

Re^am u^otk can ^e^o.

Dr. Lee Kane
Chiropractic Physician

Member
' American Chiropractic Association

• Massachusetts Chiropractic Society

Participating provider with mosl insurance,

including student insurance & GIC

Amherst Family Chiropractic

Center for Natural Health

228 Triangle Street, Amherst (next to Bertucci'tj 549-1500

Nick'sK..f*tr thv mttrninfi ttftvr

63 Main Street, Amherst

Traditional & eclectic breakfast fare,

featuring a Southwestern flare,Jewish

favorites, & vegan items.

20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
Monday-Friday for the fall 2003 semester

Monday-Friday 6:30am-2pm

Satuday & Sunday 7am 2pm
256-4643

OCMP

t's your degree.
Shouldn't it be your research?

At Worcester Polytechnic Institute, our smaller programs mean

students collaborate with accomplished faculty to conduct world -class

research And our hands-on approach means you get to lead and

author your own research

To learn more at>out our programs visit our table at the Five Colleges

Graduate and Professional School Information Day on October 29, 2003

from 11:00 a.m.- 3:00 p.m.

Graduate Academic Departments

Biology and Biotechnology

Biomedical Engineenng

Chemical Engineenng

Chemistry and Biochemistry

Civil and Environmental Engineering

Computer Science

Electrical and Computer Engineenng

Fire Protection Engineenng

Management

Manufacturing Engineenng

Materials Science and Engineenng

Mathematical Sciences

Mechanical Engineenng

Physics

www.wpi.eduMGAO

i iic I niversin' ot

Scitnce 4nti 'Icilinolngv.
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ATTENTION
UMass Amher$t

Sophomores, Juniors, S
Seniors

We would like to invite you to

participate in a group interview with

8-10 other students on the topic of

student beliefs and values.

The researchers are offer-

ing $30 to each participant
The interview will take 1.5-2 hours of

your time. Snacks will also be provided.

fVlonday.Oct. 27

1-3p, or 3-5pm

151 Hills South Building

If you are interested in participating, please

email Kati Szelenyi, szelenyi@ucla.edu.

Please make sure to indicate which of the two

sessions you would like to attend.
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Junior Lindsey Fairweather will be called upon to provide scoriag

punch when Duquesne and St. Bonaventure invade this weekend.

Crucial pair at Rudd
Continued from page 8

weekend marks the final home
stretch of the season, bringing an

added sentiment to the contests.

Sunday's showdown against

the Bonnies will be the final time

that UMass seniors Kelly Nigh.

Erin Lilly. Rayney Mei.sel. Maggie

LaBrode, Erin Muir and Michelle

Luttati will grace the pitch of

Rudd Field. Nigh probably won't

see too much action, though, as

she's nursing an injury.

Luttati has made the most of

her senior season. The Westford

native has proven to be a great

leader for the young UMass team.

"Luttati's been brilliant and

incredibly tactical." Rudy said. 'I

haven't seen a player this impres-

sive in a while."

Duquesne is the first challenge

for the Minutewomen. Lauren

Bracco is the most powerful

weapon in the Dukes' arsenal.

Bracco leads her team in scoring

with 1 3 points (six goals). She also

leads the A- 10 in shots, is tied for

sixth place in points, and tied for

fifth in goal scoring.

"She's a force on the field, not

only personally but physically and

mentally," Rudy said. "She might

be one of the best players when in

the air in the conference. She's just

a tough, disciplined, hard-nosed

midfielder"

Rudy had heavily recruited

Bracco, and said that he was disap-

pointed when she decided to settle

in Pittsburgh rather than Amherst.

Virginia Bond will be in net for the

Dukes. Bond holds a 4-5-2 record,

.820 save percentage, and a 1.45

goals against average.

After Friday's matchup with

the Dukes. St. Bonaventure is next

on the slate for UMass. Lisa Nicola

is the featured player on the

Ekjnnics' lineup. Nicola leads her

team in points with 10 (four

goals).

"Nicola is a quick kid up

front," Rudy said. "She's not a pol-

ished player but she gets goals, a

very opportunistic player. She rips

in and steals goals at opportune

times."

St. Eionaventure has pulled off

two huge road wins recently, first

against George Washington 3- 1 on

Oct. 10 and then over Richmond

on Oct. 1 2 in a thrilling 2- 1 double

overtime victory, handing the

Spiders their first loss of the sea-

son.

UMass will look to sophomore

Kristen Rutland to rise to the occa-

sion in the absence of Nigh in net.

downtown
Amherst

Minutemen make
trek to outer reaches

By Becky Horowitz
Collegian Staff

With the Atlantic 10 tourna-

ment less than three weeks away,

the Massachusetts men's soccer

team will play a pair of crucial con-

ference games this weekend.

The Minutemen (9-4-1, 5-2-1

Atlantic 10) have a long weekend

ahead of them, as they travel to

Pittsburgh, Pa. to take on
Duquesne (9-2-2. 4-1-1 A- 10)

today at 7:50 and then continue on

to Olean, N.Y. for a matchup

against St. Bonaventure (1-12-1,

0-6-0 A- 10) Sunday at 1 p.m.

The nationally-ranked Dukes

are led by senior forward Damicn
Pottinger. Pottinger, Duquesne's

all-time leading scorer, was named

to the A- 10 preseason all-confer-

ence team and for the second time

this season he was recognized as

A- 10 Player of the Week.

"We definitely are going mark

Pottinger and look to close him

down," UMass coach Sam Koch

said. "We feel if we stop him, we
really stop most of their offense."

With a recent loss to Temple,

and a slight drop in the A- 10 rank-

ings, the Dukes are looking to get

back on track, while the

Minutemen are trying to keep their

hopes of an A- 10 tournament

appearance alive.

"They're a hard-working team,

we know that." Koch said. "We
know we're in for a tough game in

that regard but I think our guys are

going be ready, I think our players

realize what's on the line and I

think they'll come to play."

The Maroon and White will be

faced with another challenge, as

tonight's game will be played

under the lights. Even though the

Minutemen are unaccustomed to

playing at night, Koch isn't wor-

ried.

"We like playing at night so it's

no big deal. We'll practice playing

there Thursday night so we'll

know the lights, we'll know what

it's going to be like. I don't think it

will be that big of an issue, it'll be

cokler and that's the only thing

that's tough about playing at

night."

If the UMass defense, led by

standout Craig Canavan — who
left last Sunday's game early when
Koch noticed him limping — con-

tinues to communicate and protect

the net the way it has been, it will

be a long, tough night for

Pottinger and the rest of the DU
front line.

On the chance that the Dukes

are able to beat the Minutemen

defense, they still have to beat one

of two solid goalies. Colin Bums
arKi Nick Billman are both vying

for the starting spot.

"We'll just see how they train

this week in practice," Koch said.

"Billman seems to be healthy but

we haven't made any decisions."

Sunday's contest against St.

Bonaventure will be a little more
difficult for the Minutemen than

would be statistically expected.

Although their record is nothing

to write home about, the Bonnies

have a handful of exceptional play-

ers.

"I think they're probably a little

more dangerous than Duquesne

because they have four outstand-

ing players, they just don't have

much to support them," Koch

said. "Those four individuals are

as good if not better than most

players in the league.

"Those four can beat you by

themselves and you've got to make
sure you're mentally prepared to

play against them. If we are we'll

be ok. if we're rjot it's going to be

a k)ng afternoon, especially at their

fiekl. it's a tough place to play."

HC invades the Bill
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to do on the penalty kill. Coach

[Bill] Gilligan's done a great job

with that crew.

"Power play, it's more an off-on

thing. When we're on. we're pret-

ty good, but when we're off, we're

pretty bad. We've got to get more

consistent with the power play"

The Minutemen saw one of

their own receive honors from

Hockey East this week, as sopho-

more Chris Capraro earned the

CCM Player of the Week award for

his three-point (two goals) effort

in a 5-1 win over St. Lawrence on

Saturday Of course, keeping with

a theme, Cahoon doesn't exactly

relish in past accomplishments.

"It's a nice award for him, and

it's history now so let's move for-

ward, we don't dwell on those

things." Cahoon said of Capraro's

award. "It's nice that he got it, he

deserves it, he played well, and

let's go forward."

In their second non-conference

game in as many weeks, the

Maroon and White will likely mk

up line combinations once again,

and while Cahoon had no final

decisions made yesterday, two

notkxable changes were made to

the "orange" line, which featured

transfers |ohn Toffey (sophomore.

Ohio State) and John Luszcz (jun-

ior. Providence) skating alongside

junior Greg Mauldin. While that

grouping may change even before

tonight's game, it's clear that the

forward corps is a work in

progress.

"You'll see a couple of changes,

for a variety of reasons." Cahoon

said. "You'll see a couple of new

faces in there because we need to

see some kids play. The crux of our

lineup will be in place."

When the Crusaders make the

56-mile trek from Worcester to

Amherst, they'll bring an impres-

sive undefeated conference record

with them. Holy Cross has

outscored Atlantic Hockey (for-

merly MAAC) opponents 10-6 in

three games this season. But it's

coming off a 7-0 shellacking at the

hands of Maine on Oct. 18 in the

Black Bear Classic final.

.hKAllUI IIM

Goaltender Gabe Winer has held opponents to two goals per game

this season, with a .902 save percentage.

Swim teams set to begin 2003-04
By Matt Barstow

AND Paula Aden
Q>LLEt:iAN Staff

After much anticipation, the

Massachusetts swimming and div-

ing teams plunge into the regular

season tomorrow in a dual meet

with the University of New
Hampshire. Coming off successful

seasons last year, both teams look

to rebound from the loss of a large

number of graduating seniors - 10

from men's and nine from

women's. Women's coach Bob
Newcomb and men's coach Russ

Yarworth are not worried, due in

part to transfer students and

accomplished freshmen.

'We have a good collection. I

like to think we're pretty well bal-

anced," Newcomb said. "We had a

gigantic graduating class last year,

so we've lost a good deal of talent,

but I think we've replaced them

pretty well."

This year's captains are seniors

Diana Alberti, Christen Dexter

and Lauren Rowell. Alberti will be

leading the team in the butterfly

events, while Dexter will be key for

the breaststroke, currently holding

two school records in the event.

Rowell's specialty is the back-

stroke, and she will be responsible

for guiding the other swimmers in

the event.

"(Rowell) is the real backbone

of our backstroke group. We don't

have a large group of backstrokers,

but they're going to be good and

solid." Newcomb said.

junior Colleen Wasson is

another strong swimmer for the

Interested in a
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team, and was one of the top point

scorers last season. Wasson will be

instrumental in both the breast-

stroke and the backstroke, as well

as the individual medley events.

Specializing in the freestyle

events, Aimee Bourassa is

"extremely versatile," according to

Newcomb. Bourassa will be swim-

ming in a variety of events, from

the 100 to the 1000-yard races. In

addition. Bourassa will be involved

in the backstroke, butterfly, and

individual medley events.

The sole returning diver this

season is senior loaima Walsh.

"She's going to be taking over

from a very talented graduating

class, and she's been stepping up
well and working out so far."

Newcomb said.

Kelly Hoffrage. a transfer from

the University of Kentucky, will be

of great help to the

Minutewomen 's freestyle and indi-

vidual medley events. Fellow new-

comers include freshmen Nicole

LeBarge and Liz Lovejoy, both

sprinters who will be swimming
50- and 1 00-yard freestyle events.

"We've added a lot of people,

that's one of the things about this

team. We're going to have a lot of

different people doing a lot of dif-

ferent things and really helping out

toward our success," Newcomb
said. "It's not going to be one or

two, it's going to be we're all going

to do it or it's not going to hap-

pen."

The most important competi-

tions this season will be against

their conference rivals.

"Our biggest meets, what we
aim for, are really the Atlantic 10s.

We really aim to do our best

there." Newcomb said.

Other than the Atlantic 10

meets, a key competition for the

women's team will be the Nutmeg
Invitational at Yale University. This

meet comes halfway through the

sea.son, and is a good indication of

the rest of the competitions,

according to Newcomb.
Senior tri-captains Sean

Collins, Pete Tawczynski and

Conner Townsend will be looked

upon to lead a young UMass men's

team to its fourth consecutive A-

10 title, and sbith in the last eight

years.

junior Dylan Smith, winner of

the 200-yard butterfly at last year's

A- 10 Championship, will race the

butterfly and individual medley,

which are regarded as UMass'

strongest events.

Last year's Atlantic 10 Coach of

the Year Russ Yarworth believes

the team is in for a challenge, as it

looks to rebound from the loss of

10 graduating seniors, including

eight who were scorers for the

Minutemen in last year's A- 10

championships, and three who fin-

ished among the league's top sw

swimmers.

"It's a reloading year really, we
got 10 freshman and two transfers,

so there's definitely a lot of new
faces," Yarworth said. "My
approach will be a lot more basic.

Last year we had a veteran team,

so 1 will be doing a lot more teach-

ing, but there's good talent, we just

need to bring it out."

Yarworth's team is built around

a core of seniors that have been

part of a championship team in

their first three seasons.

"Aside from the seniors, there

is a strong cast of juniors, as well

as a solid group of freshman like

Greg Chartier and Mike Cordes,

who should be able to score at the

collegiate level," Yarworth said.

Local recruit Chartier

(Amherst) won the 100-yard

freestyle and the 200-yard medley

in last year's high school state

championships. Cordes (Highland

Lakes, N.|.) was a member of three

YMCA National Championship

relay teams, and was ranked

among New jersey's top high

school swimmers.

"We have a lot to replace, but

I'm confident that our freshmen

are strong and ready to compete,"

Yarworth said. "We also have two

divers, Logan (Alomar) and

Brandon [Doane], and 1 look for

them to be two of the top kids in

the league, they are really doing

well on the boards, and with

Mandy [Hixon] coaching them,

they have a chance to score some

big points."

The Minutemen will face a

strong schedule, including

Division I Boston University and

Boston College.

"We have a tough schedule

which should help us prepare for

the Fordham. La Salle and Rhode

Island races, which matter for the

A- 10s." Yarworth said. "In the end

it will be us and St. Bonaventure

fighting for the [A- 10 title), so we
focus on peaking during the A- 10

meets that are in the middle of the

season, and holding that level of

intensity to the A- 10

Championships, where we will

face St. Bonaventure for the first

time."

In last year's three-day Atlantic

10 Championships, the Minute-

men were able to overcome a St.

Bonaventure team that led the con-

ference tournament for the first

two days.

The season opened for both the

men's and women's teams this past

weekend at UConn in an unscored

meet. The men took three events,

and the women won one. Two
freshmen came in first for their

respective events — LeBarge for

the women in the 50-yard

freestyle, and Chartier for the men
in the 400-yard medley.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

presents

THE SEVENTH ANNUAL PHILIP GAMBLE MEMORIAL LECTURE

LaNI GlJINIF.R

Harvard Imw School

Wn i.iAM Spriggs
National Urban league

The Future ofAflJrmative Action

in the Academy^

2 p.m.
Friday, October 24, 2003

Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union

Free And Open To The Public
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

FRIDAY
• High: 49
• Low: 28

SATURDAY
. High: 55

• Low: 50

SUNDAY
. High: 64

• Low: 53 i/i/i/i

Dining Commons Menu
D.C, contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Roast Turkey

• Stuffed Shells

• Falafel P(x:ket Sandwich

(vegan)

DINNER
• Dill Salmon

• Pork Souvlaki

• Brazilian Black Beans

(vegan)
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On staff today
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Matt Brady

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Amelia P. Lincoln
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Meghan Mealy
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They say I was born too

soon. I say the doors were

opened too late.

-Negro League star lames "Cool Papa" Bell

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. i8

Even if you do drink a lot of beer, those

abs are lookin' goooood.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Slip and slide is a fun summer game, but

a dangerous winter sp)ort.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. 19

Better slow down, there's a wall ahead.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Don't go out today. There's a price on

your head.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

You just wanna bang on the drums all

day. Your neighbors hate that.

cancer • jun. 22-)ul. 22

Avoid going to clubs or you may end up

in a hot body contest.

leo • luL. 23-Auc. 22

Someone in your hall wants you - wants

you bad.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Remember: Ron Howard has red hair,

and he made lots of money.

libra • sfpt. 23-OrT. 22

It's cold. That means guys in turtleneck

sweaters and girls in winter hats.

Scorpio • 0<T. 23-N()v. 21

Your unfriendly nature scares nice peo-

ple away.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-DEc. 21

Don't let those annoying phone calls to

home spoil your fun.

Capricorn • dec. 22-)an. 19

Be more cynical. It will keep people

from knowing your true optimism.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
MIOFORSAIF AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing a used car.'

Having your car

repaired.' l\-> you know

your legal right.s?

Contact the Student

Legal Services Office,

922 Campus CJenter,

545-1995

1999 Expk)rer XLP 4x4

Excellent C'ondition

Sunnxif 6cyl. Loaded

1 2.500 Call 546- M77

Suzuki Sidekick SUV.

Manual, 1996, gixxl con-

dition. 3800/K>. 577-

1532/549-9182,

www.taylanyildiz.com/suz

uki

Sizzling Red C^mvertihle,

Pontiac Sunhre 1 997

excellent $^9QC.OO 549-

0822

Achieva 92 Oldsmohilc

66.000 Miles FWH 4,

shows gixxl condition

Nonist$1995.W548-

1020

1992 Honda Prelude SI.

Loaded. $3900 587-0242

1991 Toyota C^amry

Wagon, AC/Power

1 17,000 miles, reliahle.

$2500 549-4060

1992 Silver Ford Taurus

AC, All-Power,

Excellent CJondition

$24«ll8,lWKCall

549-W30 210-7W^

$500!!! Cars from

$500!!! Ptilicelmj-Hiunds

for listings. l-StX'-^lM-

3323exr4554

93 Pontiac IVmneville

SON All Power Must

Sell $15WB/0 253-

5537

( OMiniTFRS

Quicksilver C^>mputing

CldinpiitiT lu-lp Vims re-

moval Weh IX-sign $15/

hr 548-6847 Ask for T.J.

FMPIOYMFNT

Bartender Positions

Makeupto$300/shih

No experience requireiL

Great Qillegejoh 1-800-

806-0084 exr. 1525

FMPLOYMENT

$875.00 WEEKLY
INCOME Mailing our

Postcards from home. No
experience necessary.

FT/PT. Cienuine

Oppiirtuniry. FREE sup-

plies. Qill 1( 708)686-

0300 (24 hours)

Are voii interestetl in

earning $10 in one htnir

hy participating in two

simple psychology stud-

ies.' Participation require-

ments:

*Yoii musr he female

*You must he hetween

18-30yean>old

*You must speak English

fluently

This study has been

approved hy UMass,

Amherst C^ollege, and

Smith Qillege ethics

commiltiT. C^all or email

(413)577-6508

Achand@rwvch.uma»s.

Motivated students seek-

ing leadership iwitside

the K)x. Ciain experi-

ence in all aspects of

ninning a small husiness

CJall 508-246-1230

FMPLOYMFNT

Attention: S<.>utK-Asian

Americaas: Are you

interested in earning

$10.00 in one hour hy

participating in two sim-

ple psychology studies.'

Are you:

*Female hetween 18-30

years old .'

*A StHith-Asian Amer-

ican of Indian.

Pakistani,

Nepalese, Sri Lin-

kan, or Bangla-

deshi descent bom
in the U.S. or liv

ing in the U.S.

since age 9.'

Til is study has been

approved by UMass.

Amherst College, and

Smith Cxillege ethics

committee. Call or

email: 41 3-577-6508

Achand@rsych.umass.

edu

LOCAL RADIO STA-

TION Entry level cleri-

cal/sales/on-air.

CxMTiputer skills neces-

sary ( "ompen.sation

negi>tiable Resume: PO
Btix 983 Greenfield. MA
01302

rMPIOYMENT

Make over $1000 a week

many opportunities

available www.stu-

dent.source.net

l>ivers imd Kitchen

Help Wanted Apply at

L")P l\iugh l>wntown

Amherst

Experienced and certifiei.1

high energy instructors

for kickK)xing and spin-

ning classes, ("all

Northampton Athletic

Club 585-8500

Visii/Mastercaal approval

agents eam $1 ,000/week

potential. No experience

neces.sary. Call 1-8(!X)-

821-3416 cxt.145

Sales Assi.stant for con-

sulting/software fimi.

Telephone telemarket-

ing. Economics a plus.

Plea.se send cover letter

and resume to Frederick

Treyz at Regional

Economic Mixlols. Inc.,

433 West Street. Am-
hei^it. MA 01002 or fax

41 3-549-1038 or email

resumes@remi.com.

FMPIOYMENT

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

potential. LiKal posi-

tions. 1-800-293-3985

ext516

!Bartending!$$250/day

p*itential No experience

Nesc Tmining provided.

1 -800-965-6520 ext 162

INSTRUC HON

University Bartending

Classes Sliul Scx)n 1
-

8(X)-II-CAN-MIX Call

now tor information!!!

Space is Limited

www.universitybartend-

in^.coni

Brown leather Wallet

possibly Ixisl on PVTA

Bus 10/24 Reward if

found Call 603-682-7707

U>st: Wallet Near

Parking garage 10/14 If

found please call with

descnpl ion 4 1.3-2.37-

101.5

SERVICES

Stuck on .1 touiih term

paper.' ThePaperEx-

perts.com can help!

Expert writers can help

with editing, writing,

graduate schixil applica-

tions. We'll help with

any subject - visit us 24/7

at TliiPaperExixTtsiiHU.

Pet-Sitter available days

nights & weekenils. l\>g

walking. 9 years exjxTi-

enceCiallCMiia 253-0619

All Digital Pnxluctions

Pro N'ideography tor

Weildings, Bar Mitzvahs,

CAMnmercMl(508)221-

8223

sweeppicker@yalioo.com

SHEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES IVxly

Sugaring (w.ixing) tor

men and women *Sate

*100% Natural *Etitec

-

tive 253-2322 hacs^
shearbliss.imat:e4 1 1 com

Pregnant? Need help.'

C iill Birthright i>t

Amherst area for free

testing and assistance.

549-1906

SERVICES

rREGNANC:Y TEST-

ING, HIV Testing, Rinh

C jintrol, an d Emergency

(j'ntraception.

.Affordable and confiden-

tial. Tajx-strs Health, 27

Pniy Street, Amherst.

548-9992

SPRINC; BREAK
l.argc>r selectum of

IX'stinations, including

(
'niisc-s! Foam Parties,

Free 1 Vinks and ( "lub

.Admissions. Rep

P.isitions and FREE trips

.Available. 1-8lX>-:31-

438(1

www.EpicureanTours.

com

A "Reality" Spring Break

20lM's Hottest Prices

FVx)k now .. Free Trips.

Meals iSi Parties

www.sui\splashtou rs.».<.)iii

orl8C\M26-7710

luroRs

Math/Physics Tutor

$30/Hr plus travel Call

l>. Kline 41 3-552-3805
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The last crusade
UM set

for final

tuneup
By Andrew Merritt

CxjLLtiiiAN Staff

It's everything Massachusetts

men's hockey coach lX)n Cahoon

can do to keep his troops (roni get-

ting caught up in the hype. Since

the beginning of the 2005-04 sea-

son, his team has been praised and

publicized and ranked by some

among the college hockey elite.

This week, there'll even be his-

tory to deal with, as the

Minutemcn have a chance to com-

plete the team's best start in over

30 years when they take on Holy

Cross tonight at 7 p.m. at the

Mullins Center. UMass started the

season off b-0-0 in 1971-72, back

when the team was in the Division

II Eastern College Athletic

Conference.

For now, though, history takes

a back seat to the Crusaders (2-1-

I, 2-0-1 Atlantic Hockey) in the

final tune-up before the bulk of

the Minutemen's Hockey East

slate.

"Everything changes," Cahoon

said. "It's either getting better or

its not, it's not staying the same.

So we've got to make a choice to

get better, and if we do that, I

think we'll experience some posi-

tives. If we compromise on that

front, were going to struggle like

any other team."

The Minutemen have seen

improvement on sjxcial teams.

The penalty killers have been a

near-perfect 15-for-16 (95.8 per-

cent), good for sixth best in the

nation. The power play, while less

polished than the penalty-kilKng

unit, has also come through with

timely goals, and is 4-for-l7 this

season.

"We're still trying to find our-

selves on the power play and

we're either on or we're off there,"

Cahoon said. "Where I think

we've made the most gain is on

the PK. I think we're a little bit

more in tune with what we need

Continued on page 6

Freshman Obi Aduba and the Minutemen will try to skate away from the Holy Cross Crusaders tonight at

Center. It will be the last non-conference game for the Minutemen until a clash with Vermont on Nov. 25.

OERAU1 H LINCVf-IKLEOIAN

the Mullins

Sport

Men's Soccer
Women's Soccer
Men's Ice Hockey

Sport

Football

Field Hockey
Swimming

Sport

Men's Soccer
Women's Soccer
Field Hockey

Friday, Oct. 24

OppVEvent Time

at Duquesne 7:00 p.m.

vs. Duquesne 2:00 p.m.

vs. Holy Cross 7:00 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 25

Opp./Event Time

atVillanova 3:30 p.m.

at West Chester 12:00 p.m.

at New Hampshire 1 :00 p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 26

Opp./Event Time

at St. Bonaventure i:00 p.m.
vs. St. Bonaventure 12:00 p.m.

at La Salle 12:00 p.m.

All or nothing

for UMass in

Rudd clashes
By Matt Stewart

t;oLLti.iAN Staff

Do or die.

This weekend is crucial for the Massachusetts women's

soccer team's postseason hopes. The Atlantic 10

Tournament is open for the taking, but if the Maroon and

White wants to stay in contention it must pull off victories

against Duquesne this afternoon and St. Bonaventure on

Sunday
"It's huge," UMass coach |im Rudy said about winning

this upcoming A- 10 doubleheader "If we don't win this

weekend, we aren't going anywhere in the postseason."

Rudy stressed the significance of taking things one

game at a time.

"There's no other way" Rudy said. "1 feel that we've

been doing it all sea.son long."

Of the 1 2 A- 1 teams, the top six make it into the tour-

nament, with the top two receiving first round byes.

Fordham, the only team undefeated in conference play

(5-0-1 ), finds itself leading the pack. Sitting pretty just a

few strides behind the Rams are Richmond and Dayton,

who have also racked up five A- 10 wins apiece. While the

top three seem to be set for the playoffs, there's still much

work to be done. This is especial'v the case ior Fordham,

which ends its season with the most difficult part of its

conference schedule, featuring games against Richmond

and Dayton.

The rest of the pack is where it gets a little more inter-

esting. It's anybody's game, as eight teams battle for three

spots.

St. Joseph's has a slight lead, barely hovering aK)vc the

.500 mark (4-3). For the others, one game in the win col-

umn separates the teams in the five to eleven spots,

including Duquesne (3-3-1) and St. Bonaventure (3-4).

UMass finds it.self at the bottom of the pack (2-5, tied for

10th). but still in the hunt.

Some of the big question marks will be ironed out this

weekend at Rudd Field. By Sunday evenings the A- 10

Tournament picture will be much clearer. P"or some

squads the close of the weekend will bring a rekindled

hope, while for others it will bring great discouragement.

Needless to say, the two games being playcxl at Rudd are

going to be extremely critical.

"The other teams are coming in here this weekend with

their sea.sons on the line too," Rudy said. "They aren't just

going to come in here and lie down."

As if the playoff implications of the games weren't rea-

son enough to motivate the Maroon and White unit, this

Continued on page 6

Eagles' move
just another

BCS'Windle
As if it's not hard enough coping with

Antoine Walker, Lawyer Milloy and Aaron

"Public Enemy No. 2" Boone, New England

sports fans are treated to yet another fiasco.

On Oct. 12, the Atlantic Coast Conference

sent an official invitation to Boston College to

become the 12th member of the conference.

As expected, the Eagles

jj
, ^. .. immediately accepted. This

HfBlldfln HSJi comes after a decision by^^^^^"^^~
the ACC four months earli-

er not to invite the Maroon and Gold into the

conference, and instead invited Big East

opponents Miami and Virginia Tech.

"You do what's best for your institution,

and that's what we did," BC athletic director

Gene DeFillipo told USA Today
Sure, it's probably the best decision he's

ever made for his school, but was it necessary

to bum every bridge in the process?

With BC's departure, the Big East confer-

ence now stands practically decimated. While

they can survive basketball season with 1

1

teams, NCAA rules require at least eight

teams in a conference. And as if the depar-

tures of Miami and Virginia Tech weren't bad

enough, the conference can now field just five

football teams.

Even if the Big East succeeds in bringing

in targeted schools Louisville, Cincinnati,

Marquette and Saint Louis to the conference,

that's still just seven teams for football (the

latter two don't field football teams). With

this strategy, it's clear now that the intent of

the conference is to build a basketball

monopoly. Based on last season's success, I

don't blame the Big East one bit.

Talk about quick — in less than four

months the Big East has gone from glory to

the brink of existence.

BC and its new pals are already being sued

by Connecticut, Rutgers. Pittsburgh and West

Virginia, who allege BC and the ACC con-

spired to weaken the Big East and ultimately

garner a larger portion of the television

broadcast schedule.

Sure, the ACC is a very prestigious confer-

ence and all. but what about the Big East?

Isn't it just as successful, given it has sent a

team to three of the last six football national

title games? And don't forget, every major

post-season basketball tournament last sea-

son (NCAA men's and women's, NIT) was
won by a Big East school.

On what is probably the only positive

note, the Big East is still guaranteed a BCS
bid in football through 2006. But given the

current situation, there's a chance that may
not even survive.

Say goodbye to the rivalries, too. Maybe
this doesn't apply to the growing rivalry with

Notre Dame, but hated teams like UConn.
Syracuse. Villanova and Providence will

surely be taking a back seat as the Eagles get

set to lock horns with their new arch-neme-

sis ... uh, Virginia Tech?

As it stands now, the ACC will be divided

into two six-team divisions for football. BC
will have the joy of playing Florida State,

Clemson. Maryland, Wake Forest and N.C.

State on a yearly basis. The current schedule

also has Virginia Tech slated as BC's primary

rival in their opposite division.

Oh boy. Something tells me Duke won't

be feeling so lonely at the bottom in the

future.

The new system also means the Eagles

won't be playing "rival" Miami every year.

But really, after 25 years it's been more of a

clinic than a rivalry anyways.

BC's move may have been the best deci-

sion for the school, but certainly not from a

geographical standpoint. The Eagles' closest

conference opponent is in College Park. Md.
- a good 12-hour drive from Boston, if not

longer. And if you "superfans" thought the

trek to South Bend was a hike, try South

Florida! When BC becomes a full member
(ideally by 2005), the athletic department

will undoubtedly need a bigger budget to

accommodate round-trip airfare for all but

two of its varsity squads. -

The Eagles like to tout themselves as one
of the top schools in the country for devel-

oping offensive linemen, having exported

Damien Woody, Marc Colombo and Dan
Koppen. among others, to the NFL over the

last few years. We'll see what they're made
of after they get through the gut of their con-

ference games. Chances are they won't,

though. Something tells me they'll miss

Rutgers dearly.

BC will also have the ability to tap into

southeastern United States for recruiting.

Year-in and year-out, the southern states fea-

ture some of the best high school athletes in

the nation. But really, if you had a choice

between Miamr, Florida Slate or Virginia

Tech, why would you even consider BC?
Basketball season looks even scarier.

We're talking about the likes of Duke, North
Carolina, N.C. State, Wake Forest and
Maryland here. Combined, the five have
appeared in a heck of a lot of Final Fours. BC
has a slim chance of even making the NIT
with this kind of schedule. Heck, the Eagles'

best chance at success will be in the one
sport unaffected by all of this (how ironic!),

BC is currently No. 1 in the USA Today
national hockey poll and will remain in

Hockey East, which means the novelty of

thousands of drunken UMass fans cursing

and chanting in unison won't wear out any
time soon.

Congratulations, guys. You've sold your

souls for money, stabbed your family in the

back, and this is your eternal damnation —
have fun!

Brendan Hall is a Collegian columnist.
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Family member speaks on Kerry campaign
By Ed Hudson
Cx>LLEGiAN Staff

ANA-XXLElilAN

Chris Heinz ulks to students Friday about hi.s .step-tather, John Kerry 's campaign for

president. Heinz is the son of Theresa Heinz, the family name of the comdiment brand.

Chris Heinz, the stepson of Senator

|ohn Kerry, attended a roundtable discus-

sion among a small group of students from

the Five College area Friday at the

Hampden Student Center at the University

of Massachusetts.

He and Kerry's daughter Vanessa have

been visiting college campuses across the

nation with the hope of enlisting students

to Kerry's campaign for the Democratic

Presidential Nomination in 2004.

The self-described "Bobby Brady" of the

family, Heinz recently returned from a

"Dorm Stonn" campaign throughout Iowa

and New Hampshire.

Tm baffled by what's going on in New
Hampshire," he said. "There's a lot of sup-

port for 1 Howard I Dean there ... that's a

little confusing."

He admitted that Howard Dean getting

so much press over the past few months has

helped his campaign immensely One stu-

dent noted that Dean tends to be seen as

more of a "man of the people" than Kerry.

I ie)wever, according to Heinz, Dean grew

ii|) on affluent Park Avenue in New York.

"He is what he is," Heinz said. "There's

definitely a gulf between reality and percep-

tion. . . . [Kerryl doesn't pretend to be some-

thing he's not."

Heinz said the perception that Kerry has

lived a privileged life is incorrect.

According to him, Kerry drives either an

'87 Chrysler LaBaron or a Plymouth

Voyager. Heinz said earning a lot of money

has never been important to Kerry.

"I can't believe how many people think

lohn is ego driven," he said. "[He] is not a

back-slapping politician."

According to Heinz, Dean has been very

vocal regarding his opposition

"Dean went negative in his ads first," he

said. But Heinz noted that Dean has simul-

taneously said that I>;mocrats shouldn't

attack Democrats.

"He's always sort of double talking," he

said. "That's just not lohn's spirit."

"John is someone who is a gentleman . .

.

not a blow-hard," he said. "John's got a

good reputation in that way"
Heinz believes that Deans perspective is

limited to Vermont. He said there are a lot

of issues that he doesn't think Dean is

equipped for.

"I personally think Howard Dean over

simplifies things," he said. "I don't think he

was celebrating the fact that he signed the

civil unions bill."

According to Heinz, Kerry is supports

everything that furthers equal rights.

"I think he's more progressive than

Howard Dean, " he said.

Heinz said that Kerry is in favor of affir-

mative action, an issue that Umass has

magnified recently with the University's

abolition of the use of a point system for

admission.

"We need to have affirmative action. ...

we're not yet on a level playing field," Heinz

said. "It's not the world's best solution, but

it's a solution."

He said Kerry's stance on firearms and

balancing the budget have been incredible.

According to him, his stance on nuclear

waste and the environmental policy is also

commendable.

"People don't understand the symbiotic

relationship between the environment and

our future," he said.

Heinz said the Kerry campaign has

worked hard to develop relationships with

Continued on page 3
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lecture on

discrimination
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Police seek identity of second man involved with disturbance

By Dan Lamothe
CxiLUCiiAN Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Police Department released photos

Friday of a second man they believe was

involved in inciting the crowd during a

disturbance after the Boston Red Sox'

Game 7 loss early morning, Oct. 17.

The disturbance led to the arrest of 1

5

people on the scene after a group of at

least 100 people made their way out of

the Southwest residential living area,

breaking windows in buildings and cars

on the way up Massachusetts Avenue and

attempting to set a bus stop near Sunset

Avenue on fire.

UMPD Deputy Chief Patrick

Archbald described their latest suspect to

be a man around 5 foot 3 three inches tall

with a muscular build and short, dark

hair. At the time of the disturbance, he

was wearing a white T-shirt with red

sleeves and had long sideburns, Archbald

said.

"He was a main instigator of what

later developed into the disturbance,"

Archbald said.

Archbald said the second man has

been named as a person of interest

because of a review of videotape

Massachusetts State Police provided and

photographs a UMass student

provided

.

UMPD Chief Barbara

O'Connor recognized the man in

red sleeves herself.

"He was someone that she

had identified as one of the main

aggressors," Archbald said.

"She's one of the main witnesses

in terms of the police with this

suspect."

No calls have been made to

UMPD with information on the

photo of the first suspect,

Archbald said. He hopes that by

releasing photos of both men
again, someone will step for-

ward.

"[We're looking for[ just one

person that can come forward

and feel very confident that they

can identify the person," he .said.

O'Connor described the man
in the first photo released the

morning afier the disturbance as

being about 5 foot 9 inches tall with a

goalee or mustache. He also most likely

had bad bums on his hands, she said,

after he picked up a hot smoke canister

tired by police and threw it back at them.

The disturbance was the fourth relat-

ed to Red Sox playoff baseball in the span

Students ^ther after the Red Sox loss of the end

Game Seven earlier this month. Police are now looking

of two weeks at UMass. Police fired

pepperball at rioters, and rioters

threw rocks and bricks at police.

O'Connor estimated at the Oct. 17

press conference that UMPD has spent

more than $60,000 in overtime for

police officers responding to distur-

HTt^YOVTHE IM >

of American LeaRue Championship Series

for the names of the two students in detail.

bances in Southwest between Oct. 4

and Oct. 17. At least 24 people have

been charged in relation to distur-

bances during that time period.

Anyone with information on either

man can call UMPD at 545-2121 or

577-TIPS.

l^ni Guinier of Harvard [mw School,

and Dr William Spriggs, from the National

Urban League, spoke Friday on "The

Future of Affirmative Action in the

Academy"
Nancy Folbre, current chair of the eco-

nomic department, introduced the two

speakers.

"I appreciate the steadfast commitment

to affirmative action on this campus," she

said.

Guinier was the first speaker.

"Admissions rituals are political acts,"

she said.

She explained that universities' admis-

sion processes are built to convey a mes-

sage to the public about who wants to be

educated and why the applicants are there.

For instance, some schools would appear to

admit mostly students who score well on

the SAT's. This ratio does not accurately

represent the actual pool of applicants,

Guinier stated.

Therefore, racial groups that typically

score lower on standardized tests, she said.

Guinier spoke specifically about African

Americans, whom she said can be admitted

even if they have lower test .scores than

other applicants. This is the process of affir-

mative action, which higher education

institutions use to create a diverse commu-

nity

The admissions process has been

skewed in the United States by a process

Guinier refers to as "contest mobility".

Standardized testing, such as the SAT's, fix

rules that determine who will be admitted

and who will not, she said. The Fxlucational

Testing System is not an accurate way to

detemiine college admittance, according

the Guinier.

"Supposedly the results are predictive

of your merit," she said. She explained that

standardized tests are ba.sed on quick

guessing and are less than accurate.

"You're luck> if you guess right," she

said.

Admissions processes base applicants'

potential for freshman year performance

highly on test scores.

"That's why 1 call the system a testocra-

c) not a meritocracy," she said.

It has been observed that African

American and latinos do not score as well

on the tests, she said, and thus, affirmative

action was put into place to compen.sate for

this deficit.

"The contest does not allow people of

color to show what the\ can do," said

Guinier. "Race is a visible marker for where

the test fails. This is where I say the contest

itself is flawed."

"[Affirmative action [ is a deliberate

attempt to make a racial democracy that

destroys a pure democracy," said Dr.

Spriggs.

The admissions process needs to not

onl> focus on providing racial and gender

Continued on page 3

Panelists meet for minority students

By ClNTHIA Pena
CoLU-OIAN CxJRRESPONOENT

About 40 prospective graduate

students from partnering colleges

of the Northeast Alliance for

Graduate Education and the

Professorate toured the campus

and the labs, met with faculty and

staff, and spoke this weekend to

current graduate students at the

University of Massachusetts.

The NEA also held Fall

Recruiting at the University dur-

ing the weekend. The NEA
recruits were minority students in

mathematics, science, and engi-

neering majors.

"We are trying to recruit

minority students to these very

important majors and specifically

go on to get a Ph.D.." said Sandra

Peterson, a faculty member of

UMass. "We seem to lose many of

them to other majors. We want to

make them see that math and sci-

ence is wonderful and show them

that it's great to be a professor."

A panel of faculty called "Why
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Academe?" was assembled on

Saturday in the Campus Center.

The panel consisted of Associate

Professor of Mathematics and

Statistics Professor Nathaniel

Whitaker, Professor of Veterinary

and Animal Science Barbara

Osborne, Computer Science

Assistant Profes.sor Oliver Brock

and Civil and Environmental

Engineering Associate Professor

Sarina Ergas. The panelists dis-

cussed their experiences in gradu-

ate school and their reasons for

becoming a professor.

"It's going to be a shock when

you get to graduate school." said

Brock. "You'll feel like you don't

belong there, but many others feel

the same way"
"I caught the virus," he said. "I

felt like this is the way to go. I

learned to research. Now, I love

my job. I can't wait to get to work

every morning, talk to students

and help them out. You have to

catch the virus."

"I enjoy my job and the tlexi-

bility of it." said Whitaker. In the

summers 1 work hard, but 1 also

have time to relax and do other

things. As a professor, you can be

your own boss. It fits me very

well."

Some students commented
positively on the panel, faculty,

campus, and the graduate pro-

gram at the university.

"It was very motivating to hear

them speak," said lessenia

Merced, from the University of

Puerto Rico- Mayaguez. "The pro-

fessors availability and willing-

ness to help is .something I really

liked."

The professors gave the stu-

dents their contact informa-

tion, which some students

appreciated.

"I It
I

lets us know they are

there for us," Merced said. "I love

the university and I am consider-

ing coming here."

The Northeast Alliance con-

.sisls of 10 alliance institutions. It

is supported through a grant from

the National Science Foundation

with additional funds provided by

.several units within the

University

For more information, visit the

NEA office in 528 Goodell. or

contact the alliance at

alliance^^resqs.umass.edu.

Volunteers go door^to-door for

donations to benefit homeless
By Erika Lo\ iey

CJoLLElilAN vStaFH

AMHERST — Amherst Friends for the

Homeless held its 1 5th annual Shelter Sunday yes-

terday afternoon on the Amherst Town Common,

relying solely on volunteers for its door-to-door

campaign to gather donations.

Almost 300 volunteers from local organizations

and groups participated. A high percentage of the

volunteers were students from the University of

Massachusetts. Several fraternities, including Zeta

Beta Tau, participated, as well as members of the

Boltwood Project.

The funds raised will be donated to local home-

less and needy organizations like the Amherst

Survival Center, Not Bread Alone. Tlie Grove Street

Inn. First Call for Help, and The Hampshire County

Interfaith Shelter.

"This is the only event our organization does all

year. We don't give to any other organizations and

don't respond to individual requests for help."

Betsey Johnson of Amherst Friends for the

Homeless said. "We've found that we best serve

through (thesel experienced groups."

All administrative costs were covered by

Florence Savings Bank, so all funds could be direct-

ly donated.

last year. Shelter Sunday raised approximately

$28,000. $1 5,000 was made through both the door-

to-dtx)r campaign and SH.OOO came by mail-in

donations.

"We are hoping to achieve that amount or more

this year." said lohnson.

On-site training and information sessions were

held for volunteers on the Common where volunteer

groups were forined and assigned a specific area to

visit.

"People like going out and soliciting. A lot of

people [in the community | are very impressed that

young people with such busy lives are willing to

donate their time," said lohnson.

"My mom and I were driving through

Northampton and saw this huge sign for Shelter

Sunday and decided to call." said |enna Miller, a vol-

unteer and Amheisl High School senior. "I'm volun-

teering for the fun of it and to benefit the homeless."

"My son used to volunteer [for Shelter Sunday)

wiili his youth group through the lewish

Community of Amherst. It sccnied like a great thing

to do." said volunteer Lisa Millet, a labor nurse at

1 lolyoke Medical Center

Volunteers canvassed through neighborhoods in

the Amherst, Pelham. and Hadiey area in groups of

five. Some traveled b\ toot or by car. At households

Continued on page 3

North Korea says it can consider offer of security guarantee

By Jae-Suk Ycx)

AsS(X lAlTD PkFSS

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) -
Brightening prospects for ending a

nuclear stalemate. North Korea

said Saturday it will consider

President Bush's offer of written

security assurances in return for

dismantling its nuclear weapons

program.

It was the latest about-face by

North Korea, which had called the

offer "laughable" and "not worth

considering" and has been unclear

about its actions and plans during

the yearlong dispute over its atom-

ic ambitions.

Still, the abrupt shift raised

hope of resuming six-nation talks

aimcxl at ending the standoff. U.S.

officials believe Pyongyang already

has one or two atomic b(.)mbs and

can yield several more bombs

within months from its nuclear

programs.

North Korea has already

informed the Bush administration

of its new intentions through its

diplomats at the United Nations,

said an unnamed spokesman lor

Pyongyang's Foreign Ministry.

The White House responded to

North Korea's latest comment
with guarded optimism.

"We're looking at the message,

and we hope North Korea will

return to the Beijing six-party

talks," said jimmy Orr. a

spokesman for President Bush.

Separately, the [apanese gov-

ernment .said North Korea may

have test-fired a short-range mis-

sile off its eastern coast Saturday

It is the third suspected missile

launch by Pyongyang this week.

A U.S. ofiicial said on condi-

tion of anonymity that the North

Koreans nomialK do such testing

in three stages, and this one

appeared to have been previously

scheduled.

During a Bangkok. Thailand,

summit of Asia-Pacific leaders ear-

lier this wtx"k. Bush proposed that

the United States. Ru.ssia, South

Korea, lapan and China would

offer written assurances the North

will not be attacked if it promises

to dismantle its nuclear program.

"We are ready to consider

Bush's remarks on the written

assurances of nonaggression' if

they are based on the intention-to

coexist with the |North[" and

offer "simultaneous actions." the

North Korean spokesman said.

The comments were carried

by Pyongyang's official KCNA
news agency
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younger voters, but admitted that

Dean ha.s the "X- factor" Dean ha.s

been particularly Internet savvy, he

said, adding that the Kerry cam-

paign has had to respond by ele-

vating their online presence. Heinz

believes Kerry has the second-best

web presence of all the candidates.

"It look a while for our people

to understand that they had to

make the Web site a destination."

He said. "It's a great grassroots

tool."

"Our campaign is a lot belter

than it was a few months ago,"

Heinz said. He gave the campaign

a rating of about 7.5 to 8 out of a

possible 10.

"There's a lot of things we

could be doing better," he said.

"But there's a lot of things we're

doing well.

"It's very person-to-person," he

said. "We're running a great tradi-

tional campaign."

According to Heinz, the Kerry

campaign is in an early-stage strat-

egy. Kerry plans to increase the vis-

ibility of his campaign as the

Primaries approach, he said.

"People don't understand that

John's a decorated war veteran,"

he said. "That's the info we can

supply."

Heinz would like to see Kerry

win the New Hampshire primaries

but he admitted that he feels the

state is unpredictable. He said if

Kerry does not win New
Hampshire, the next course of

action would be for the campaign

to execute a national strategy.

"I think lohn's a national candi-

date," he said. "I know |ohn has a

lot of support in Florida. . . . [ He j
is

fairly well thought of down there."

According to Heinz. Kerry has

raised the second-highest amount

of money in Florida behind

Senator Ek)b Graham.

He said there is also a core of

people in Iowa that support l^)ean.

but according to Heinz, about 75

percent of the people there are still

undecided.

"I feel good about Iowa," he

said. "We should win there and I

think we will."

Heinz said in addition lo Dean,

the Wesley Clark campaign has

also had an effect on Kerry.

"It really slowed down the

momentum," he said. "We need to

just keep plugging away. ...

Obviously Clark has muddled that

a little bit."

But Heinz also said that at the

end of the day. Clark will have a

hard time making it through the

primary process due to his becom-

ing a Democrat only recently.

"But he's a great American." he

conceded.

Heinz said although Senator

John Edwards has done a good

job, he believes voters don't think

he is ready.

"Fxlwards is pretty new to the

scene and hasn't been able to flush

out things nationally," he said.

According lo Heinz. Senator

Joseph Liebcnnan is going to win

Connecticut, but that as more peo-

ple have gotten to know him. his

poll numbers have been going

down.

It has been difficult for

Kerry to get endorsements from

allies in the Senate with so

many others members cam-

paigning, Heinz said. He does-

n't foresee any significant

movement in the Senate as long

as there are four others in the

race, but he said Kerry has the

second-best political support

behind Richard Gephardt.

"He's clearly the favorite

candidate by everyone who
works in Washington ... by a

long shot," Heinz said. "They

know he's fair-minded."

Speal(8rs tall( about discrimination

Heinz, who graduated from

Yale in 1995, focused much of

his studies on the war in

Vietnam. He said there are clear

similarities between the war in

Vietnam and the situation in

Iraq.

"We obviously have a guer-

rilla warfare environment," he

said.

However, he said the situation

in Iraq was definitely an issue

that the United States needed to

address more so than Vietnam,

he just believes the current

administration has gone about

it the wrong way.

"I fully place the blame on

what's happened in Iraq on the

Bush administration," Heinz

said. "Anything different is just

playing politics."

Kerry wants to international-

ize the effort, Heinz said. He

believes it is important to

underscore the fact that Kerry

has been very thoughtful in for-

eign affairs.

Heinz said he believes the

Republican Party has become

arrogant.

"There's nothing conserva-

tive about blurring the line

between church and stale," he

said referring to President

George Bush's allegiance to

lerry Falwell as an attempt to

capture right-wing religious

voles.

Heinz said Bush lives in a

"world of gray." He thinks Bush

brings down the level of dis-

course for the nation.

"The writing is pretty much

on the wall," he said. "There is

so much work that needs to be

done to make this country bet-

ter."

The next major stop for

Chris Heinz will be the Iowa

Democratic Party's lefferson-

lackson day dinner on Nov. I 5.

Continued from page 1

diversity, but ectmomic and geo-

graphical diversity as well.

According to one study of 146

selective universities in the country,

74 percent of the admitted stu-

dents came from the top 25 per-

cent of social economic indicators.

Only 3 percent came from the low-

income indicators.

"Higher education has become a

gift from the poor to the rich," she

said. "Education is being enjoyed

by the privileged."

Referring to her book, "The

Miner's Canary", Guinier

described Latinos and African

American's as canaries. As the

canary gasps for air in the mines,

she said, the miners (admissions

process), aren't trying to fix the

harsh environment.

"Instead, they say, 'Let's fix the

canary!'" Guinier said.

Guinier explained that race is a

diagnostic tool that points out

problems in the admissions

process, not only for colored stu-

dents, but for poor and working

class whites as well.

"The scores on the SATs tell

you how much money your parents

have, nut how well your first year

college grades are going to be." she

said. "You can detennine some-

one's weight from their height

more accurately than freshman

year grades from the SATs. That

correlation to me is weak."

"We've accepted the bias that

blacks score inferior, that black

Shelter Sunday helps volunteers make a difference for homeless

kids are worse," Spriggs said.

"We should not be so quick to

assume there are |only| racial dif-

ferences in the lest scores."

This means that many bright

students, both from minority

backgrounds and those from low-

income families are often over-

looked by the system because

they tend to score lower on tests

and less likely to be admitted.

"I The working world) wants

people who will get the job done.

A test score won't tell them that."

explained Spriggs.

Institutions of higher educa-

tion need to consider what will

really keep the institution diverse.

They need to be willing to exper-

iment and discard the use of the

"testocracy" in order to be truly

democratic.

"This is our moment of oppor-

tunity to rethink our commitment

to public service and admissions

policies, not as a reward, but as

an investment in the future."

Addressing the students,"

Guinier said. "I hope you are here

not only to do well, but to do

good."

Both speakers were guest

speakers of the 7th Annual Philip

Gamble Memorial Lecture,

which honors the late Philip

Gamble, a faculty member and

chair of the UMass economics

department.

The lecture was sponsored by

the UMass economics depart-

ment. " and held in the Cape Cod

I ounge of the Student Union.

Continued from page 1

where no one was home, a

brochure was left explaining the

meaning of Shelter Sunday and

an envelope for mail-in dona-

tions.

"People really know about

I
Shelter Sunday) because it's

been happening for 15 years.

Some people leave checks outside

the door for the volunteers to

pick up." said Johnson.

Solicitations were taken from

neighborhoods of all different

socio-economic backgrounds.

"It's amazing, even the poor-

est areas give so much," said vol-

unteer John Clayton, a professor

at Mount Holyoke College.

In Stutton Court. Amherst,

donations ranged from 25 cents

to $25.

"I have no bills, is change

OK'.'" one Stutton Court resident

asked canvassers.

She returned to the door with

a piggy bank and dumped its con-

tents into volunteers' donation

envelopes.

One man. a volunteer from the

Unitarian Universalis! Society of

Amherst, who wished to remain

anonymous, volunteered lor per-

sonal reason.

"I have a step son who is

homeless. He's twenty-one. and

he's out living on the streets." he

said. "1 My stepson] had lived with

us since he was five. Everything

I've done for him. he's rejected."

"Shelter Sunday is one way I

found 1 could do to something."

he continued.

"It became apparent recently

that my stepson is mentally ill."

the volunteer said. "I can't blame

him for that. ... But this way. I can

do something for somebody else."

hor more information, call

4/5-253-57/5 or visit wu'W.shel-

tersunday.org.
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Lani Guinier speaks Friday about her assessment of race and affir-

mative action. Guinier is a Professor of Law at Harvard Law SchtK.l.
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Nancy Cole

Karaoke 7-11

Monday Night Foot

Open Mic from 7-11

iimmmnMtmmMmM oJ-Rhythm Sy^ems

IfllirffSnAY Mpeli Mwakaliku

iiiiiiimi I fcHliliii iiiiiiir iiilifiili

-^-"XIIIIIIIV - HALLOWEEN PARTY
Qhard Mwandeijigad

LIVE MUSIC starts at 9:00PM.

OPEN MIC starts at 7:00PM. The Sign-Up sheet goes out

at 6:00PM. Bring your talent and your friends and your

instruments. We'll provide the stage and sound

equipment and 20 minutes for you to knock'em dead!

ALL MUSICAL STYLES are encouraged to participate!

S ALWAYS, 18+ to party, 21+ to drink.
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Sept. 11 investigation:

government uncooperative

Following the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11,

2001. the United States Congress passed Act

H.R. 5162. the "Uniting and Strengthening

America by Providing Appropriate Tools

Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism

Act of 2001." This controversial act by

Congress is commonly referred to as the

-Patriot Act." The act's language allows the

U.S. government broad intrusive powers to

"deter and punish terrorist acts in the United

States and around the world, to enhance law

enforcement investigatory tools, and for other

purposes."

Title 11 of the Act "Enhanced Surveillance

Procedures," Sec. 201. states: "Authority to

intercept wire, oral and electronic communica-

tions relating to terrorism" will be allowed due

to this legislation. In simpler terms, the Act

allows the government the right to watch what

Web sites citizens view, what books or articles

they read (buy. or withdraw from the public

library), what organizations they belong to or

support, and so much more. The government

has given itself access to our pursuit of knovvl-

edge as well as all of our communications in

the name of protecting America from terror-

ism.

The National Commission on Terrorist

Attacks Upon the United States has been given

until May of 2004 to investigate the Sept. 1

1

attacks. Created by Congress at the same time

as the Patriot Act, the Commission, consisting

of 10 bi-partisan members, is supposed to

have access to all documents involving the

Sept. 1 1 terrorist attacks — regardless of their

government decided security classification.

This Commission's job is to analyze all sources

of information and communication in the gov-

ernment concerning Sept. 1 1. In the same way

that a citizen's right to privacy was lifted by

the Patriot Act, the creation of the

Commission lifted the governments right to

secrecy (from the Commission concerning ter-

rorism).

Thomas H. Kean. Chairman of the

Commission, according to the New York

Times, has accused the White House of with-

holding highly classified documents from his

panel. Kean believes that the panel will be

forced to issue subpoenas to government agen-

cies due to the Bush administration's refusal to

cooperate.

The withheld documents include the presi-

dent's daily briefings which supposedly

include intelligence reports relating possible

terrorist attacks, given to Bush before Sept.

11.2001.
, ^

No American president has ever released

such information before, according to Kean,

however, nor has the government ever gone to

such legislative and controversial acts to inves-

tigate the communication of possibly harmful

information. Additionally, the information

received by the Commission would be used in

their investigation only, and the report's details

and sources will be held confidential by the

panel. The President should not be asking for

presidential privilege in exchange for

American safety.

Whether the Patriot Act or the National

Commission on terrorist Attacks upon the

United States are constitutional or not is irrel-

evant to this matter The government cannot

decide to disavow one of our most sacred con-

stitutional rights, designated by the fourth

Constitutional amendment "The right of the

people to be secure in their persons, houses,

papers..." and then do the same to themselves

only to later claim "presidential privilege." By

denying the Commission access to all docu-

ments involving terrorism. George Bush and

those in the White House send the message

that they are not citizens whose rights may be

decided by the government, and that they need

not take responsibility for or follow the laws

which they, themselves, have passed. The

refusal of documents to the Commission is

unpatriotic.

Information from the Electronic Privacy

Information Center (http://www.epic.org/pri-

vacy/terrorism/hrZ lb2.html) and the New

York Times Sunday Edition was used in this

article.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

Marry me, UMPD

Malt

Broctiu

HI
would like

to take this

opportunity
to give a

shout out to

the coura-

geous men in

blue who so

graciously
allowed me to

take part in

their UMass-

Amherst "Alcohol-Free 2003"

campaign last April.

It was about 9 a.m., and I

left the comforts of my room

to return a gym bag to a friend

in Puffton. Granted. 1 must've

looked suspicious as hell in my
button-down polo shirt.

Dashboard Confessional hood-

ie (or is it hoody? I never

know), and an empty purple

duffle bag with pink straps in

my hand. So it's pretty clear

that the observant police offi-

cers in Green Lot made a men-

tal note, "Suge Knight has

entered the premises. Keep

gun handy. Wait, I'm just a

freaking cadet and can't carry

a gun yet. Maybe if 1 stick my
hand in my pocket he'll think

I'm packing heat."

I threw the bag in my car

and tried to start it, but the

battery was dead. So I asked

the gentlemen if they could

help me out with a jump, but

they were busy protecting the

parking lot and couldn't help

me out. You see, a white van

was parked kind of crooked,

so all four of them had to sur-

round it and inspect it with

their flashlights like it was one

of those hidden 3-D pictures

that 1 can never see. So 1 head-

ed back to Emerson to round

up some jumper cables and

returned a few minutes later

with two friends.That's when

it all went down.

We saw my friend lay, a 2 1
-

year-old. and his friend already

en route to the parking lot, so

we joined them. He was carry-

ing a Bud Light 30-rack that

just so happened to contain 30

cans of Bud Light (all of them

empty), to redeem at the store

for $1.50. I know, what loser

under the age of 40 who isn't

homeless actually does that?

Jay does. But anyway, after a

few minutes all five of us

reached Green Lot, at which

point all hell broke loose. We
were swarmed by the Po. If

there had been a door to break

down, rubber bullets to shoot,

or an attack dog to release,

they would have. But it was all

for good reason. It became

clear that these knights in

shining armor simply observed

that, between the five of us,

I must've looked

suspicious as liell

in my button down

polo shirt,

DashlXMird

Confessional iMMdie

... and an empty

purple duffle liag

with pinic straps in

my hand.

we were only a gun, a criminal

record, and a set of balls short

of busting a cap all up in their

grills.

They had every right to ask

lay for his ID (1 know, 1 used

to watch Baywatch Nights)

which they subsequently did.

This guy had such an incredi-

ble cop voice too: so profes-

sional, so badass, so worthy of

doing voiceovers for movie

trailers, jay politely complied,

immediately giving verification

of his age, as well as showing

them that the 30 was ... well,

full of empty cans. So that

should've been it. Case closed,

time to go look for more ille-

gally parked cars, right?

Wrong. But again, what hap-

pened next was completely jus-

tifiable. I was clearly looking

for trouble. Maybe it was my

backwards hat. Maybe he

caught a whiff of the Pepsi on

my breath (1 hadn't brushed

my teeth). Or maybe he recog-

nized my face from one of

those composite sketches

down at the station. Either

way, I totally deserved it.

The not-quite-an-officer-yet

turned to me and asked for

some identification. "We wit-

nessed the hand-off. son," he

added. The what-off? This

wasn't football. There was no

drug deal. But apparently I had

"blatantly" handed the 30-

rack, which had not yet magi-

cally had sex with itself to pro-

duce beer and was still empty

at this point, to jay to avoid

being caught by Mario Lopez

and his buddies from Pacific

Blue. I denied the accusation

and my friends confirmed my

story. "You mean to tell me

that myself and these three

officers are wrong?" Damnit,

he saw right through me. How
could I, myself, me, know

what I was doing? For all I

know I could've been operat-

ing a motor vehicle under the

influence of alcohol ... on the

sidewalk ... without a car. 1

was way too busy walking,

talking, and being obnoxiously

sober to be conscious of my
own actions. They cleariy had

a better vantage point from the

darkened parking lot 120

yards away.

Images of prison bars, drop-

ping the soap, orange jump-

suits, and conjugal visits raced

through my mind as 1 handed

him my license. 1 came clean

and told him that 1 was indeed

only 20 and an RA from the

building across the street. To

my surprise, he relented and

motioned to his cohorts to leave

the scene of the crime. Victory.

I had beaten the system, damn
near gotten away with murder

So what did I do next? lumped

the getaway car and rode off

into the night to litter and run

red lights.

Matt Brochu is a Collegian

columnist.

Typical American politics

Aaron

WodinSEtiwafiz

^

Inching toward victory
it's a good thing we didn't

win the ALCS.
I know, it's been over a

week. Yes, I should get over it.

However, I am bi-

weekly here so you
^^^^

have to deal with it. ______
There are two rea-

""""""

sons it's a good thing that we

didn't beat the Spankees. One:

during the Red Sox playoff run,

my friends and I did absolutely

no work whatsoever We even

skipped classes. I know some-

one who skipped a test to

watch Game 6. Two: with a

Red Sox victory, we'll have

nothing to look forward to ever

again.

My roommate is a hardcore

Yankees fan. He's a good kid,

but hey, no one's perfect.

Throughout their playoff run,

he's put off work and he's fre-

quented the liquor store more

and more. Not going to the

gym, he really hasn't gotten

much done since Mussina lost

Game 1. He had to write last

minute papers and miss classes.

I noticed my work seriously

slipping during our playoff run.

Game night was beer night for

us. The way the Red Sox won

and lost almost encouraged

drinking. Scott Williamson has

a two run lead, but he has to

give up a home run in the bot-

tom of the ninth. David Ortiz

hits a double in the eighth to

[Idef

the wall in right field to clinch

the A's series. And then, there

was Game 7.

We can always look forward

to what wasn't. As

Sportscenter was play-

ing highlights of the~^~ Game 7, I honestly felt

like I was going to puke. Much
like Bucky Dent 30 years ago,

Aaron Boone gave himself a

new middle name with one

swing of the bat.

If. god forbid, the Red Sox

ever won the World Series, we

After Game 7, my
mom said i have

graduated to

becoming a Red

Sox fan. I guess you

have to have your

heart broken to

gain that status.

would have nothing else to look

forward to. My parents and

grandparents haven't seen the

Sox get a ring. The everlasting

question is: will I? After Game
7, my mom said I have graduat-

ed to becoming a Red Sox fan.

I guess you have to have your

heart broken to gain that sta-

tus. She saw Buckner, she saw

Dent. Now, she's seen Boone.

For the Red Sox fans, a

World Series bid would've put

everything on hold. Yankees

are used to this. We are used to

the result of Game 7. If the Sox

made the Series, life as I know

it would come to an abrupt

halt. The same would've hap-

pened to Sox fans across the

UMass campus, across the

state, and across the country.

For us, a World Series happens

about once every 25 years or

so. When it happens, we have

to go ail out.

At around the 5th inning of

the game, as I sent a friend out

to get the victory champagne, I

was thinking to myself, "yeah, I

do have a test tomorrow.

However, I can always take this

semester over again; a World

Series berth could be a once in

a lifetime opportunity!" So fail-

ing the test was justified if it

meant celebrating the win.

As I sat in my class Friday

morning, with a test in front of

me, I was half drunk and half

hung over, but I came to a con-

clusion. Yes, a World Series

berth would've been great. But

the postseason just wouldn't

have been as fun. At least we
can look on the bright side.

Hey, there's always next year.

Malt Elder is a Collegian

columnist.

"Oh, that's just typical American

politics," they say in Europe, "just

crazy American politics." I think

that I may be inclined to agree. I

look over the political events that

unfolded in the United States over

the past month and, much like my
European peers, I find myself

quite surprised by many of the

political aberrations that 1

observe: the election of Ah-nold

Schwarzenegger to the California

governorship, the return of the US

to the UN Security Council to appeal for help in Iraq,

Washington's arbitrary and aggressive Middle East

policy the continued presence of the Bush adminis-

tration in power in the White House, and ten candi-

dates vying for power from a single party in a pri-

mary election.

How can the United States, as the self-proclaimed

combatant of communism, possibly ask the Chinese

government to devalue their currency for the good of

American markets and expect a positive response?

"What a bizarre place the States must really be,"

they speculate. "These things would never be

allowed to happen anywhere else in the world." I

generally reply with something to the effect of,

"Well, ours is a very distinct culture that approaches

politics in a highly traditional manner It is our

unique history that has led us to where we are

today"

However, neither my Brusselian colleagues nor I

are willing to dismiss the matter so readily After all,

it is here, in the capitol of Europe, that the political

affairs of the worid, and particularly its lone hege-

mon, are analyzed and discussed; their effects are

interpreted vrith regard to worid business and

European integration.

The disparity between American political thought

and the rest of the world might be easily written off.

though certainly not excused, as the result of Cold

War inertia. However, one may notice that during

the Clinton years even the US began to exist in har-

mony with the global system of economic prosperity

and multilateral diplomacy Furthermore, the former

epicenter of the Evil Empire, Moscow, has already

made much more impressive advances in the realm

of political reform and modernization than has

Washington, despite being ostensibly far less demo-

cratic than its western archenemy A typically

American explanation is that Sept. 1 1 "changed the

way the worid works." A slightly more astute obser-

vation reveals that it is actually the American

response to the terrorist attacks that has so drastical-

ly altered the once-emerging worid balance. So my

European colleagues remain just a bit puzzled about

the lack of explanations for America's political mis-

behavior.

The most perplexing aspect of American political

happenings is the fact that they are tolerated by the

American public despite contrasting sharply with the

general notions of ethical and beneficial behavior in

the realm of worid politics. Rather than pronrioting a

profitable regime of international cooperation and

political reconciliation like the rest of the world's

other developed nations, the United States instead

moves to push the international system into a single

line of thought. The natural conclusion associated

with this phenomenon is that either the American

public is extremely politically active but misaligned

in its perception of world affairs, or that it is so polit-

ically apathetic that it allows its leaders to use

national institutions and resources to pursue their

own personal goals. Regardless of which of these

two deductions is closer to the truth, it is indeed

quite startling, and admittedly even a bit laughable,

to follow American politics from outside of the con-

text of the U.S. ^ ,

A perfect example of backward American think-

ing is the recently passed ban on partial abortions by

the U.S. Congress. Most Europeans wonder why the

nation that claims to be the vanguard of tolerance

and societal advancement would be taking such

drastic steps backward in terms of human rights and

liberal thought. Indeed, it is hard for me to even take

a measure such as that seriously both because of the

fact that it is so petty and insignificant politically and

because it is based on a form of thought that has

nothing to do with politics and is supposed to be sep-

arated from the state. It is so absurd that even I am

inclined to simply regard it as "typical American pol-

itics."

An issue of greater European concern than the

abortion question is that of the U.S. policy in the

Middle East. European nations and citizens were

overwhelmingly in opposition of the U.S. invasion of

Iraq. They were neither keen about American inter-

vention in Afghanistan nor approving of the general

declaration of war against an abstract concept in the

first place. These are large issues that most

Europeans have come to grips with and tend to

resent American leadership for. It is the smaller

issues, however, that continue to baffle both my col-

leagues and myself here in Brussels.

Take, for example, the seemingly arbitrary anti-

Syria campaign occurring right now both in the

White House and at the other end of Pennsylvania

Avenue. Both the House and Senate are considering

a House bill that has been publicly supported by

White House spokesman Scott McClellan; it would

entail severe sanctions against Syria including freez-

ing of their US assets, a stop on investment in Syria,

and a ban on Syrian airlines in the US. The peculiar

detail is that Syria has done nothing since the dawn-

ing of the Bashar al-Assad administration to have

incurred such wrath. The only thing that has

changed is the attitude of the Bush junta and their

need for answers to an increasingly discontented

world.

If it is indeed stability and democratic peace that

Americans and their administration want, then they

should slow down and follow the model laid out by

their counterparts who have already achieved it.

The contradictions in American political thought

and rhetoric are so well defined from across the

Atlantic that it really seems quite strange and a little

scary that such a conservative and fundamentalist

nation should dominate the world system. This is

the reason why the world is so wary of American

power, and the reason why they often dismiss our

unique proceedings as simply "typical American

politics."

Aaron Wodin-Schwartz is a Collepan columnist

on exchange in Belgium.
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'Roadtrip Nation' gives direction Nfw CD disappoints
3^ ^^*^\^^*^K.M. M,^ ^ ,.. !

By JOHNNY DONAU>SON
Corporate's "deep" album - the

By Lauren Freeman
CoLLEuiAN Staff

For someone that claimed to

have no direction for his life, Mike

Marriner has certainly accom-

plished a lot. With a book and a

DVD already under his belt, and

representatives from the likes of

Teen People and Forbes Magazine

looking to get a bit of his time,

Marriner seems to have made a

career out of not knowing what to

do with his life.

In a world where advertisement

slogans are declaring 'I don't want

to grow up,' and popular children's

films like Peter Pan glorify eternal

childhood^ it isn't surprising that

American youths have devetoped

something of a social phobia of

growing up. This fear is something

many college kids on the cusp of

adulthood can relate to.

Marriner and friend Nathan

Gebhard, two graduating seniors

at Pepperdine University in l>os

Angeles, were facing the harsh

reality that adulthood was

ineviuble. Both young men hadn't

given much thought to what career

track was right for them. Instead

they had followed in the footsteps

of their parents and just assumed

that that was the right thing for

them toLdo. Mike was going to

enter medicine like both of his par-

ents. Nathan was from a business-

minded family and was likewise,

following suit.

Fortunately unlike millioiis of

unsatisfied working-folk every-

where, Mike and Nate stopped in

their tracks before it was too late.

The two life-long best friends were

shocked by the realization that

they were headed in the wrong

direction. They decided they need-

ed to explore their options. Ideally

they wanted to talk to

successful/happy people with

interesting careers and find out

how these individuals found a self-

gratifying path to success.

Marriner and Gebhard, along

with friends Mike McCallister and

Amanda Gall, pooled their money

bought a RV, and set off on what

became a 77-day 15-thousand-

mile journey through 40 states.

During their travels they "cold

called" and interviewed more than

80 people working at all kinds of

jobs.

The four spontaneous road-rip-

pers filmed the insightful advice of

these established men and women

and compiled the footage into

what became "The Open Road" a

TV documentary that aired on

WGBY Oct. 14 and is now avail-

able on DVD.
What they gathered from inter-

views with people like the chair-

man of Starbucks Coffee, the con-

ductor of the Boston Philharmonic

and the 78 others was that it was

possible to love a job and be happy

working for a living. The foursome

penned a sort of mission state-

ment, drawing on all that their

interviewees had told them along

their travels.

"Everywhere you turn people

try to tell you who to be and what

to do with your life," the Roadtrip

Nation Manifesto decrees "Wc

call that the noise. Block it. Shed

it. Leave it for the conformists. As

a generation, we need to get back

to focusing on individuality Define

your own road in life instead of

traveling down someone else's.

Listen to yourself. Your road is the

open road. Find it."

Marriner and Gebhard have

also co-authored a book (along

with Joanne Gordon) called.

"Roadtrip Nation: A Guide to

Discovering Your Path to Life."

The book documents the trip in

further detail and presents the

interviews in written form. Those

interested in journalism and inter-

viewing might benefit from a sec-

tion of practical advice for cold

calling, general interview tactics

and follow-up.

Massachusetts Daily Coll-egian:

What kind of cameras, how many

and how much footage was

recorded?

Mike Marriner: We used DV
video, two PT llO's and a Sony

VX-2000. We only got the equip-

ment the day before we left. That's

why there is a huge jump in time at

the beginning of the documentary.

We start off in CA and all of a sud-

den we are in Vemiont. We were

training ourselves how to film and

By Jdhnny Donaldson
Cdlleiiian Staff

Too many young rock acts con-

fuse lethargy vvith maturity, as if

giving up their youthful exuber-

ance automatically marks them as

grown-up musicians.

What it does, really is mark

them as even more naive and

immature. They sap their

songs of the dynamism

and vigor they carried

before, slowing tempos

and suffocating energy in

an ill-gotten attempt to

sound as if they are transi-

tioning in a world of

'adult' music. All they

Something
Corporate

'North'

Dn«e-Tlifu/MCA

the first week or so of footage was

just awful. But we certainly had

enough usable stuff. When we

returned to CA and sat down to

edit we had compiled over 450

hours of footage.

MDC: Was the trip overall very

expensive?

MM: Yes, when we were done

with our adventure we had

$30,000 of credit card debt. We
automatically assumed we were

screwed. But when we watched

the footage everyone agreed that

what we had done was amazing, it

was just so good. We were

extremely lucky A couple of

months after we returned "Forbes"

magazine did a feature on us.

Random House signed us for a

book deal and State Farm

Insurance sponsored the TV docu-

mentary. Everything fell into

place.

MDC: Were you surprised by the

wide acceptance of such a sponta-

neous idea?

MM: Yes and no. I think that this

kind of spontaneous on-the-fly

filmmaking is becoming more

accepted. Society is increasingly

subjected to this sort of rough

looking footage. It's a dawning of a

new era of filmmaking. The power

of creativity is thriving. The idea is

what's important, not so much the

technical aspects anymore.

MDC: Did you learn anything sur-

prising about the country?

MM: I was pleasantly surprised by

the state of Iowa. Everyone always

says that Iowa is so boring. I found

it beautiful and kind of meditative.

The sun rising over the cornfields

... it's hard to describe, but 1 loved

it.
I

MDC: What was the best freebie

you received from the people you

interviewed?

MM: The guys at Clif Bar literally

gave us 2.000 Clif Bars. We were

living off of them. It was awesome

because we were very concerned

about how we were going to pay

for food. We saved an incredible

deal of money ... and they're

healthy I

MDC: What would you consider

the main philosophy of Road

Trip Nation?

MM: It can all be broken down

into the difference between two

of the people we interviewed.

On the one hand there are peo-

ple like Starbucks chairman

Howard Schultz. a guy who has

built a million dollar coffee

empire and is damned happy

about it. Then there are those of

us like Manny the lobsterman.

He's a humble dude, loves lob-

ster. Studied computers but

decided his true nature was that

of a lobsterman. The philosophy

is applied at an entirely individ-

ual level. There are people that

dream of plugging numbers.

They are best suited to be

accountants and that is fine... as

long as it fulfills them as a per-

son. All of this is elaborated on

in the book and on our Web site

(www.roadtripnation.com).

end up

doing is crafting an album that is

condescending, affected and dull.

"Leaving Through the

Window." the debut album from

power-poppers Something

Corporate, was made up of the

kind of driving, hook-laden songs

that gain an upstart band a young

fan base. For the follow-up.

"North." the quintet made the

inevitable decision to show the

growth" they engaged in since

"Window" sold 250,000 copies.

To do this, they isolated them-

selves in a small recording studio,

tweaking each and every song

until it met the band's idea of per-

fection.

The result? A watery, weak

album devoid of any trace of pas-

sion or excitement.

Something Corporate are

struggling in the same terrain that

their brethren in Brand New cov-

ered in the their follow-up album

from last summer That is, both

bands are fonner semi-punk out-

fits moving into a realm ol cmo

that is darken more musicalK and

emotionally complex than the ado-

lescent murmurings of most cmo

acts, except — and here's the big

difference — Brand New bring a

real emotional heft to their music,

so that it still carries the weight of

their vitality Something Corporate

are positively childish in compari-

son, going through the motions ot

maturity without investing in it.

Granted, il took a lew spins to

appreciate the glory and the poet-

ry of Brand New's "Deja

Entendu," but it eventually grows

on the listener "North" doesn't

have that kind of staying power

With each listen, it doesn't get pro-

gressively better or more nuanced:

it stays stuck in the same rut of

cloying, feeble, meandering pop

each time.

This calculated stab at grown-

up expression actually represents a

de-evolution for the band.

Tinkling pianos float through a

succession of sticky ballads and

half-hearted rockers. Singer

Andrew McMahon's whiny falset-

to strains for a poignancy that isn't

there. "North" is Something

Corporate's "deep" album — the

work in which they are meant to

show off how resolutely intelli-

gent, sincere and thoughtful they

are, without succumbing; to juve-

nile earnestness. But this isn't a

"deep " album - this is a concept

piece for kids, playacting at the

role of depth.

_^_^ McMahon thinks he's

being edgy and adult

when he starts a song

like "Me and the Moon"

with a line like "It's a

good year for murder/

she's praying to lesus/

she's pulling the trigger"

But really he's being disingenuous.

A song about a wife committing

murder against an abusive hus-

band? Fine, but this is a subject

covered by many other artists to

belter success. Here, it sounds

insincere, like a bid for credibility

— 'look at how .sophisticated and

profound we sound!'

:OM£THING
ORPORATE

"Spac«'

iXMiRTf-^WMHi

losesSomething Corporate

something with 'North.'

There are a lew blight spots,

like the chugging rockers "Space"

and "Only Ashes" or the sleek

"Down " i^ut even those sound a

bit off compared to Something

Corporate's "Leaving Through the

Window" or — more damningly

— Brand News "Deja Entendu."

The rest of "North" is pretty nar-

coleptic, drifting hazily from one

limp noodle of a song to anotliei.

The band can preen and pose all it

wants, but that isn't e\actlN a qual-

ity of musical maturation.

So many other acts in and

around the same genre as

Something Coiporate ha\e put out

new albums in the past few

months, yet many of them at least

sound as though ihes arc making

progress. But this band - so prom-

ising before, .so sadly derailed now
- comes off as fallow and indis-

tinct. Too many damp lyrics, too

much womiy insincerity, too little

passion — this is one album that

just ends up going south.

'Beyond Borders' pushes audience outside of comfort zone
' ^^^ -T-... r,_,: A^r.„..^A h,.r,. :.rp fhp Pnito- FihioDia. Cambodia, and the Chechen Republic ^mimj^amiii^^^^^^g^mmmi^U
By Lauren Freeman

Collegian Staff

'Beyond

Borders'

DireHSftiy

Mariin Cambell

Staninf

One thing is for certain:

"Beyond Borders" is not easy to

watch. There are some

heartrending scenes that will

emotionally jar even the

strongest viewers. In fact, dur-

ing the first showing at

Cinemark on Friday three dis-

turbed young men walked out

during the first fifteen minutes.

This film is akin to "Hideous

Kinky" where a lost soul trav-

els to a destitute foreign land

and realizes how secure her

I

own country is in comparison.
IZTliK Likewise, in both films the

Grdi heroine travels from the fash-

I
ionable. rainy streets of

— ' London. The biggest difference

between the two films is that in "Hideous Kinky"

Kate Winslett's character takes her children with

her Here, the mother abandons her children for a

high cause.

Nick Callahan

linus floacli

Paiangynt

Haled!

1 27 i»s .

Grail

I

The foreign places depicted here are the epito-

me of despair The plot depends on this as main

character Sarah Charlotte (Angelina |olie) is

inspired by a rebel-rousing doctor named Owen,

played by Nick Callahan, to do what she can to

help third world countries around the world.

Callahan disrupts a pricey Relief International

black and white ball, where he informs the partic-

ipants of the event, including Sarah, that the man

thev are there to praise is really a greedy fraud.

That same man is Sarah's fiance's father The

camera singles out

Sarah crying hyster-

ically while the peo-

ple at the ball laugh

coldly at a banana

thrown at the feet of

a young emaciated

boy that Callahan

brings with him to

prove his point.

The story travels

back and forth

between the security

of London and the

death heavy air in

Ethiopia, Cambodia, and the Chechen Republic

of Russia.

Sarah's drive to save the world becomes per-

sonally motivated by the love interest she finds in

Doctor Callahan. She follows him around to these

dangerous places for assurance that he is okay

Thus, her unselfish motives to save the world

become selfi-sh and this is where the film fails to

drive home its potentially meaningful message.

Sarah leaves her family. Yes. her husband is

cheating on her. but this is certainly only a

Hollywood ploy to

provide some reason-

ing for her eager-

ness/ability to aban-

don her own chil-

dren.

Our heroine search-

es the worid for sick

children to care for;

meanwhile her own
children stay at

home, without a

mother Sure, the

English socialite chil-

dren are in better

form than those that

are starving in

Ethiopia, but her

spontaneous neglect

of her own children

makes hei less than

likeable.

It also makes her all

encompassing desire to nurture the sickly chil-

dren around the worid less believable. The only

point in the film where this issue of her abandon-

ment of her own children is raised she says to hei^

husband, "I am not abandoning the children."

Perhaps to her she is just putting them on hold

while she attends to more important things? Even

still, it is very hard to sympathize with this char-

acter

She is doing something normally held in high

regard. Certainly she cannot risk the lives of her

children and bring them with her But putting her-

self in the line of fire and potentially losing her

own life, makes sympathy reside with her children

Icfi at home wondering why their mummy" is on

a suicide mission. Also the fact that she chases

Callahan around like a puppy in heat, rather than

lending to undeveloped nations of her own find-

ing, makes one question her actual motives.

'Bcvond Borders' desiracts from worthy cause

with an uninteresting love storyline.

Interestingly enough, the script tor this film

was put on hold for quite some time and has been

said to be the impetus tor jolies actual desire to

travel to and aid the suffering people of

Cambodia, lolic herself lived some of the e\peri-

ences of the main character and onK then did she

make the movie.

lolic claimed in her interview with Barbara

Walters that she couldn't have her own children

now that she has adopted her baby Maddox from

Cambodia because she feels that there is always a

child that needs to he adopted.

lolie also makes bold, independent assertions

such as her lack of need for a man in her life.

With that in mind it is disappointing that she

would choose to play a character that lacks the

very unselfish motives that jolie heiself harbors.
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Brian Jonestown Massacre put on killer show at Iron Horse

By Nit k RoMANOw
lltn.Lfel.lAN SlAI-t-

When the Brian lonestown

Massacre, one of the niosi

groundbreaking and influential

psychedelic/experimental roek

groups of ihe past ten years, came

to play at the Iron Horse

this past Wednesday, the

band's Irontman and

visionary, Anton Alfred

Newconibe. was having a

bad day. hlliol Smith,

one of the most hailed

indie singer-songwriters

had just been found dead

by his girlftiend. a friend

of Newcombc's.

Despite that and the

normal wear of being in a con-

stantly active rock group.

Newcoinbe and his band showed

no signs of falling apart during

their hour long set. The band

endured p<.K)r sound, equipment

problems, and limited set time —
due to the city's I a.m. curfew —
to make an itnpressive Impact on

western Massachusetts with their

first trip thtuugh.

Not only did they succeed in

bringing their complex arrange-

ments to an enthusiastic audi-

ence, they did so with smiles on

their faces — a great surprise

given Newcombe's reputation for

having a short fuse.

"People are always picking at

me." Newconibe explained, sit-

ting at a table in the Iron Horse

after the show. "A lot of people

only see the reaction to that kind

of s"* ... It's really easy for peo-

ple to talk about sensationalistic

s"". It gets reflected journalisti-

cally, and that's why it gets perpet-

uated. And then people go

expecting to see something like

that ... They jeven try to| start

[lighting with mej and that's

bulls"' too.

"

While at the Iron Horse, no

one tried to start any lights with

Newconibe-, so he didn't start any

tights with people in the audi-

ence. Not only did he not yell or

brawl, the front man is genuinely

kind and easy-going.

Although Newconibe knows

that he is constantly misrepre-

sented in the media, he doesn't

care.

"I'm not really con-

cerned with my image or

any of that s"* so it real-

ly doesn't matter to me,"

lones-era Rolling Stones psyche-

delica that they have championed

on records past.

"1 think it's cinematic. I want-

ed to steer away from the 'garage-

y' aspect of our music | which pre-

vious albums had focused on)

because so many people are doing

that," Newcoinbe said, describing

the sound and mission of the new

album.

He is never satisfied sticking

to one thing and he's certainly not

he said.

With Newcombe's temper tak-

ing a backseat, the focus of the

show became the music. Though

Brian Jonestown Massacre — also

known as BjTM — are accus-

tomed to playing sets that are well

over two hours, they were able to

condense their show and still pre-

serve its quality. The band per-

formed a career-spanning set of

songs, ranging from their early

days right up to their brand new

album. -
... And This Is Our

Music." The album finds B|TM

experimenting in ways that they

haven't before while at the same

time returning more to the Brian

satisfied with sounding like any-

one else. "All these people ...

have gotten a lot of notoriety

recently with garage stuff. The

Strokes, The White Stripes, all

these bands — 1 wanted to do

s*** that they aren't capable of

doing. It's not, like, built into their

project."

And BjTM hasvecertainly ben-

efited from Newcombe's extreme-

ly broad and varied vision. "With

my project |B)TM| there are no

rules. I can have a country record,

folk stuff. Indian stuff, neo-classi-

cal — it doesn't matter, it's just

cool. I really wanted to explore

that on this record."

While it's hard for BjTM to

bring all the different sounds and

instruments they use on their

rt%.ords to life, the band easily

made due with their live set up.

While B|TM has gone through

over 40 members, Newconibe

tries to keep as many of the same

people around him as possible.

On this tour two guitarists.

Krankie leardrop and Rick

Maymi. bassist Tommy Dietrick.

and drummer Dan Allaire, joined

Newconibe and all proved to be

quite skillful at their instruments.

Among the highlights of the

show was the band's peribrmance

of "When lokers Attack." a track

off the new album that bears a

close similarity to the Dandy

Warhols' song "Godless." IX-spite

the groups' ties, as friends and

purveyors of a similar Stones-

meetsVelvet Under-ground

sound. Newcombe swears that

the similar riff is a coincidence. In

fact. Newcombe cites another

influence in describing the sound.

"1 thought it sounded more like

Yardbirds or something." he

explained. " but a couple of the

bands from the west coast have

... a sorta l.ouie. lA)uie' thing —
kinda like this wall of guitars. A
lot of Dandies, especially the ear-

lier stuff, have that — I'm playing

on 'Godless'."

IX-spite equipment problems,

the largest of which was an odd

humming noise coming from one

of the amps, the band trucked on.

When the clock was getting close

to 12:30 a.m.. the group knew it

was time to wrap it up. They

broke into an extended jam to

end the set and the band found

themselves channeling their

noise-rock, feedback-drenched

influences in a way that would

put Black Rebel Motorcycle Club

to shame. B|TM showed life on

stage in a way that few bands do

— including one of Newcombe's

greatest influences.

"The worst thing to me is how

the Stones can just go through the

motions," he said. "They play

'Satisfaction' and it's like — this

isn't even what it's about. You

have this fantastic, fabulous

amount of money, you can hire

anybody in the world to play this

crap and look how bad it is."

Newconibe finds himself con-

stantly frustrated with the music

industry and the bands that cater

to the prepackaged image.

BjTM released one album,

"Strung Out In Heaven." on TVT,

a major record label, and found

that the situation wasn't one that

fit with the band's mindset.

"The whole situation was

wrong immediately. ITVT] put

out stickers that said "get ready

for the revolution' and all this

s**' and 1 was just like 'what a

bunch of a bulls**

Newcombe does, however.

believe that major labels serve

some purpose. "Its obviously

right for a lot of people,"

Newcombe gladly admitted^

"Look at Spiritualized, they could

never |be successful) on an indie,

all that packaging. It's just off the

hook because they'd never make

any money from selling records

— they never will. Without a big

label and the packaging ... it

would be over."

Fortunately, BjTM have been

able to gain a degree of success

and enough clout with fans —
and the industry that they despise

— that they can continue to

pump out albums and tour con-

stantly, bringing honest and

experimental music to fans that

would otherwise be swimming in

a sea of mass-produced, generic,

image-conscious trash.
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Anton Alfred Newcoinbe, notorious for his raucous stage

manner, left the hostility behind to charm the Iron Horse.

Exhibit explores women illustrators' journey 'REMT ilariesjt Ute
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By AllAM (J«)RI.ICK
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STOCKBRllX}F. (AP) — They were the

matriarchs of domestic illustration. Three

friends, bound b> a promise to spend iheii lives

together, creating images of an idyllic family

lifestyle.

Magazines like Collier's. Good

Housekeeping and Ladies' Home loumal paid

ihein for their drawings of cuddly children and

doting mothers at a time when male illustrators

were churning out pictua-s of swashbuckling

pirates and cowboys on horseback.

Bui lor lessie Wilcox Smith. Elizabeth

Shippen Green and Violet Oakley, motherhood

only existed in the work they produced.

The women met in Philadelphia while taking

classes b\ Howard Pyle, a pioncx-r of American

illustniiiun and one of the few male artists in the

late 1 SOO^ to encourage women to become pro-

fessional illustrators.

"He advised his women students not to

marry because that would ruin their chance for

professional accomplishment." said Stephanie

Plunkett. curator of illustration art at the

Nonnan Rockwell Museum in Stockbridge.

where a retrospective of work by Smith. Green

and Oakley opens next week.

Heeding that advice, in 1902 the women

rented the Red Rose Inn. a 200-acre property in

V'illanova. Pa., with enough buildings to provide

ample studio space. They promised never to

marry and never to leave one another Instead,

they built a sisterhood to encourage and pro-

mote each others' work.

Pyle christened them the "Red Rose Girls."

and the women spent the next four years at the

inn painting, drawing, critiquing and collaborat-

ing.

"They created their own safety zone, but they

still had a vibrant social life," Plunkett said.

"They just had it without the threat of male

interruption."

While Smith. Green and Oakley would not

let an\ men penetrate their sorority, they

expanded it by taking in Henrietta Cozens, a

friend with no artistic ambition who gladly took

over as the women's caretaker — paying bills,

managing the property and freeing the artists to

focus entirely on their work.

The four women recognized their union by

dubbing themselves the Cogs family, arranging

the first letters of their last names to lorm the

acronym.

When the Red Rose Inn was sold in 1906.

the women were forced to move to another

property they called Cogslea.

"The Red Rose Girls:

Oasis Body Wraps and Tanningll

24.) Russell St.

Hadlcy, MA 01035

(41)) S87-9742
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• The first Vf IK/h. tanninf^

matbine in the area

• Get ts-oo offyourfirst visit

• A rich golden tan injiitt u

few seconds

• You'll loot andfeel great

1/2 Price tanning

every Tuesday

An Uncommon Story

of Art and Love" will

feature about 100 illus-

trations done by

Smith, Green and

Oakley at the Rockwell

museum through May

31.2004.

Much of their work

1 ^ll!BTl^YNRMOKl

'Mother and Child.' by Jessie Wilcox

Smith is among paintings to be exhibited,

seems simple and unclutterexl. Pictures of chil-

dren with daydreaniy gazx's. playing with toys,

getting dressed or wanning to their mother's

touch.

"They used a linear technique, with outlines

of figures." said Walt Reed, an illustration histo-

rian who runs the Illustration House gallery and

auction house in New York City. "They focused

on the sentiment of the story mon; than the

details of the objects."
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Greenleaves is a brand new adult 55 pl"* condo commu

nity. Enjoy home ownership without aU the hassles; we

will even clear your car of snow. Relax in our large com-

munity room of enjoy the cozy fireplace. FREE CONDO
FEES for 2 years. Call for details. Many styles to choose

from. (One 2-bedroom for rent.)

•

23 Greenleaves Drive (Off Rt. 9 across from Chili's)

Phone: (413) 253-'8oo

By JiiNNiFER Eastwood
lAHUit.iAN Staff

Strong characters, strong voices

and a strong audience branded

Wednesday's opening night per-

formance of the touring cast of

"RENT" with the stamp

\)f- cXcf'tltncO eicpeotc-d

tr6m this infaindus show.

Creator lonathan Lar-

son, of course, set the

strong characters in place

long ago. giving his rock

opera its ultimate appeal

to fans woridwide.

Talents of actors of like Marcus

Paul lames (Collins) attributed to

the strong voices that shook the

walls of a packed Fine Arts Center.

And, by the time "Over the

Moon" required viewers to moo

like cows, one knew the echoing

whistles and screams of the major-

ity of that night's Concert Hall

goer? had garnered an audience

participation level to make the

University of Massachusetts proud.

The evening's trophy, however,

goes to lames as the smart, sensi-

tive anarchist. Collins. Emotion

ran deep in his voice throughout

the perfonnance. but at no poitit

more so than during his lover's

funeral. How appropriate, too. for

Angel s funeral scene remains one

of the show's best numbers to see

performed on stage, as it's hidden

gems never quite made it onto the

show's original — and most popu-

lar — cast recording.

Of course, the scene can only

be as good as the character's prior

interactions - especially the scenes

between Collins and Angel —
building up to when all crashes.

Angel, the happy-go-lucky

drummer most notably remem-

bered in his Santa Claus skirt,

striped stockings and jumbo heals

was last week played by singer and

dancer Daryl C. Brov^Ti.

Brown gave his character the

tun. and wise, sense of humor

every obsessed "Renthead" appre-

ciates. He skipped, literally, into

the heart of his new lover Collins,

and in turn into the audience's

hearts as well.

lames brilliantly fed into

Brown's performance, and the clas-

sically sweet interface between the

rebellious teacher and a coy drag

queen enchanted during

songs like the duet Til
\

Cover You." the tender

"Christmas Bells" and the

fun "La Via Boheme."

But the result UMass

observed Wednesday dur-

ing Angel's funeral was

something far morc- than

anyone with a cast recording of

"RENT" can ever experience.

As expected in every show, as if

it's a special treat only for those in

attendance, the monologues of

characters Mark. Mimi and

Maureen captured one the many

themes in "RENT:" to cherish life's

important moments. In a show

vkath so little dialogue, these few

sentences stand out and tug on the

heartstrings to ready the mind for

Collin's goodbye song to Angel,

sung through a reprise of "I'll

Cover You."

lames' powerful voice was awe-

inspiring and memorizing, and

swelled with heartbreak in a way

few actors can capture. His haunt-

ing rendition of Collins was one of

the best ever brought to stage.

This is not to say others

throughout the evening did not

dazzle. Constantine Maroulis as

Roger amazed with a chilling ver-

sion of "One Song Glory," and

Brian Gligor as Mark and Rebecca

[ones as Joanne charmed in the

hysterically well-done duet of

"Tango: Maureen."

This touring cast brought

Valley theater enthusiasts more

than a nice treat last week ... it

became an honor. And by the time

the cast lined up for its final bows

before a standing ovation, it was

clear the troupe had done its job:

to spread Larson's view of the

bohemian spirit and humanity a lit-

tle further. Bravo!
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MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
1/2 Price Appetizers, Wings
&Nachos 'til Midnight

• Tuesday & Wednesday •

1/2 PRICE WINGS
Open to Clos«...*at In onlyl
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PITCHER

$6.S0
October Spocial

'^^S General Information Meeting

^B^ Wednesday, October 29 7:00 p.m.

Campus Center, Room 805-09

www.peacecorps.gov 800.424.8580
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TRAVEL
WE VE BEEN THERE.
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TuesdayOctober28

Admission is $10 for students and $15 tor adults. Fv more intomiatton see

www.cmaaisa.org.

^_ India's lich cuBure comes to life In the Pioneer VaHey wWi "The Festival

^f of UgWs" tonIgM at 8 p.m. Ttie festival, to be held in BowKer Auditorium

boasts intemattonally renowned pereuMtonW Pandit San* ChattoJjee

and Pioneer Valley based dance troupe "ftatoraj Dancers." TkM» ara $ for

FIve-CoMege students and $15 for ttie general public

Dance
yTbe Hooked on Swing Society keep ttie Halloween spirit a little longer

witti a holiday themed dance in the Smrtti College Campus Center

BaHroom. DJ Tommy G will provide the musical entertainment. Tickets

«« $3 for students and $6 for everyone else.

Marlins ride ace's

shutout to glory

PBilbnnlng Arts

^^The Wind Ensemble and Symphony Band directed by Laura Rexroth,

Splays at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall tonight. The show starts at 8

pjn. and admlsston is $3 for students, $5 for chiWren under 18 and sen-

iors, and $10 to the general public

Books
Tonight at the Odyssey Bookshop in South Hadley auttrar HeMI Jon

^Schmidt wifl read from her first novel "The Bride of Catastropha" The

reading starts at 7 p.m. and is free of charga

Wednesclay0ctober29

Books
^^ Poet and biographer Honor Moore will give a reading tonight at Amherst

P^CoUegft The renowned writer has published two books of poems as

well as a book on the life of painter Magarett Sargent, her grandmoth-

er. The reading will take place in ttie Porter Lounge of Converse Hall on the

Amherst Campus at 8 p.m.. It is free and open to the publK.

SundayNovember2

Musk:
^ Professor Laura Wock plays Bezanson Recital Hall tonight at 8 p.m. The

^P accomplished horn player will be accompanied by UMass faculty mem-

^bers Nadine Shank and William Htte. The repertoire will consist of varied

muskal and cultural pieces. Tickets are $5 for students and $1 for the gen-

eral publki

Performing Arts

^ Comedian Dave Chappelle hits Northampton tonight, bringing his

^Pform of comedy to the stage of the Calvin Theater. Best known for

^his appearance In films such as "Half Baked," "Undercover

Brother," and "The Nutty Professor," Chappelle is a veteran of the stand-

up comedy scene. Tickets are $29 and $35 and Chappelle will perform

two shows at 6 p.m. and 9 p.m.

ThursdayOctoberSO

weeklypinUp

KAIHY WlllbNNA>>tH IAIHilKb>'^

Florida Marlins manager Jack McKeon celebrates the Marlins

World Series championship Saturday in New York.

Performing Arts

^^DavW Auburn's highly acclaimed play "ProoT opens tonight at The

^^Curtain Theater at 8 p.m. "Proof," the story of a daughter stniggHng to

come to terms with her father's legacy, has won a Pulitzer and graced

stages near Broadway in the pasL Tickets are $5 tor students and $10 for the

general pubic. The show can also be caught on Oct 31 , Nov. 1 , and Nov. 4-a

FridayOctober31

Musk:
>For those that arenl interested partaking in Halkween Festivities, a trip

to Northampton to catch the band Dnjnk Stuntmen, may be an enjoyable

alternative. The rock group, vimteh halls from western Massachusetts,

will be performing shows at 7 and 1 p.m. Tickets are $8 in advance and $10

at the door.

SaturdayNovemberl

Festivals

.^Celebrate "El Dia de tos Muertos," orThe Day of the Dead, in Cambridge

P^today at the Cambridge MuttKultural Arts Center. The daytong festivities

will include art exhibits, performances by Veronica Robles and Mariachi

Azteca 2000 and Ballet Monte Alban and a movie showing. Authentic crafts

and traditkxial Mexican alters help to make this Dia de tos Muertos a day of

celebratkm and remembrance for those wrtio cannot make it down to Mexk».

(XXJRTE-SYABl lOM

-rr'S A HALLOWEEN CLASSIC. CHARUE BROWN"
With Halloween just around the comer, a holiday classic

returns to televisions everywhere. "Its the Great Pumpkin.

Charlie Brown" features Charles SchuIzs beloved Peanuts

gang, including Snoopy. Linus and Lucy and. of course.

Charlie Brown. The two-hour animated film plays Tuesday

at 8 p.m. on the ABC network.

MIT students may have beaten the system
By Justin Pope

Asstx-iATEii Press

CAMBRIDGE (AP) — Keith Winstein and

)osh Mandel may soon be the most popular

guys on campus. They say they've discovered a

way to give their fellow students at MIT and

elsewhere dorm-room access to a huge music

library, without having to worry about getting

slapped with a lawsuit from the recording

industry.

On Monday, the pair planned to debut a sys-

tem they've built that lets MIT students listen

for free to 3,500 CDs over the school's cable

television network.

And, they say. it's completely kosher under

copyright law.

The students will share the software with

other schools, who they say could operate their

own networks for just a few thousand dollars

per year. They call that a small price to pay for

heading off lawsuits like those the recording

industry filed against hundreds of alleged illegal

file-swappers.

Here's the catch: The system is operated

over the Internet, but the music is pumped

though MIT's cable television network. That

makes it an analog transmission, as opposed to

a digital one, in which a file is reproduced

exactly.

The down side is the sound quality: better

than FM radio, but not as good as a CD.

But the up side is that because the copy isn't

exact, the licensing hurdles are lower. Their

idea piggybacks on rwo things: the broad,

cheap licenses given to many universities to

"perform" analog music, and the saine rules

that require radio stations to pay songwriters,

but not record companies, to broadcast songs.

It also can broadcast any CD — even ones

by popular artists like Madonna and the Beatles

who have resisted making their songs available

even to legal digital download services.

"1 think it's fascinating. As a copyright

lawyer, I think they've managed to thread the

needle," said Fred Von Lohmann, a lawyer for

the San Francisco-based Electronic Frontier

Foundation. "They've basically managed to cut

the record labels out of the equation altogeth-

er.

Conceivably, the system could be replicated

by the cable system of a city or town, the stu-

dents said.

But it seems ideally suited for universities.

who often operate internal cable networks, and

who already have these broad perfonnance

licenses. College students arc among the most

enthusiastic file-swappers, and universities are

exploring ways, such as fee-based systems, to

give their students legal access to music.

The MIT project is called "Library Access to

Music." or "LAMP."and here's how it works:

Users go to a Web page and "check out" one of

16 cable channels in the MIT system, which

they can control for up to 80 minutes. The con-

troller then picks songs from among 3.500 CDs
— all suggested by students in an online survey

over the past year — that Winstein, 22. and

Mandel. 20. have compiled.

The music is then pumped into the user's

room on that channel and played through a TV,

a laptop with an audio jack or external speak-

ers.

Only one person controls each channel at a

time, but anyone can li.sten in. Anyone can also

see on another channel what selections are

playing and the usemames of the controllers

(Winstein acknowledges potential privacy con-

cerns, but there are upsides: He once got a

romantic proposition from a user who admired

his taste for Stravinsky).

Continued from page 10

watched from a box with the same

incredulous looks on their faces.

This time, credit the resilient

Marlins for their periormance. It

was as if the sellout crowd of

55.773 couldn't believe what it

was seeing — then again, Florida

has been an upset special this

October, improving to 5-0 lifetime

in postseason series.

The Marlins dropped the open-

er to Barry Bonds and the San

Francisco Giants in the division

before winning three in a row.

They overcame a 3- 1 deficit in the

NL championship series, beating

Cubs aces Mark Prior and Kerry

Wood at Wrigley Field.

In this lOOth World Series

game at Yankee Stadium, Beckett

and the Mariins never gave the

Yankees much of a chance. Florida

became the first team in the post-

expansion era to win two titles,

having joined the majors in 1993.

Beckett finished 1-1 in this

Series. He lost Game three despite

seven 1-3 impressive innings.

Luis Castillo snapped his 0-for-

14 rut wdth an RBI single that saw

Alex Gonzalez make a neat slide

home in the fifth and |uan

Encamacion add a sacrifice fly in

the sixth.

That was plenty for Beckett,

who fielded Jorge Posada's tapper

up the first-base line and lagged

him for the final out. He struck out

nine, featuring a 97 mph fastball,

and walked two.

In the past five postseasons,

pitchers working on three or fewer

days' rest had been atrocious. In

37 such starts, they were 6-20

with a 5.93 ERA.
Beckett and the 72-year-old

McKeon threw that wisdom to

the wind. It was just the kind of

free thinking that made McKeon

so successful this season — the

Marlins were 19-29 shortly after

he took over for the fired |eff

Torborg in mid-May. and headed

toward a last-place finish before

he took them to the title.

"Nobody gave us a chance and

here they are world champions."

said McKeon. the oldest manager

to win a World Series title.

Pettitte was sharp through the

first four innings, working

around an early double by former

Yankees farmhand Mike Lowell.

He started strongly in the fifth,

too, retiring the first two batters

before the Marlins struck.

Gonzalez singled and moved

to second when juan Pierre sin-

gled.

That brought up Castillo, only

3-for-23 in the Series, and he

quickly fell behind in the count 0-

2. Posada then made a trip to the

mound to visit Pettitte and while

the catcher and pitcher talked,

on-deck hitter Ivan Rodriguez

took several steps toward Castillo

to shout some sort of encourage-

ment.

Moments later. Castillo poked

an opposite-field single to right

and third-base coach Ozzie

Guillen immediately waved

Gonzalez home.

Right fielder Kariin Garcia

made a strong, one-hop throw to

the plate that beat Gonzalez.

Posada, who almost always tries

to avoid collisions, caught the

ball a step up the first-base line

and had to reach back on a swipe

Gonzalez saw his opening and

slid wide, reaching to touch the

plate with his left hand as he

tumbled past. It was a close play,

but there was no argumeni lor

the \ankees as umpire Tim

Weike called it correctly.

Down 1-0. the Yankees tried

to rally in the fifth, putting a run-

ner on second with two uuts.

Beckett took care of his nemois

with his fastest pitch of the night,

a 97 mph fastball that Derek

leter missed for strike three.

It was another missed chance

for the Yankees, who \^en.• hilling

just .149 (7-for-47) with runners

in scoring position in the Series

at that point.

Perhaps Jeter was still think-

ing about that key at -hat when

|eff Conine opened the >i\ih

with a routine grounder lo the

All-Star shortstop, leter bob-

bled it and bounced his throw

past first base for his first error

in his last 27 Scries games.

Florida look advaniajie of

the error. After a walk and a

bunt, Encamacion lifted a sac-

rifice fly for a 2-0 lead.

Pettitte started the game b>

retiring Pierre on a popup.

Beckett began his outing by

striking out leter on three

pitches.

10 pairs of eyes on

you.

The pair you want

on you.
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STUDENT n/ESDAYS
1. BRING IN THIS AD

2. BUY ANY 3 CDs OR 2 DVDs

3. SHOW US YOUR STUDENT I.D.
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Launch Your Career

Apply now for a ^^1^^)
Legal Assistant Intemshi^^^^^

at the Student Legal Services Office

Serve the campus community while enhancing your resume

•Earn up to 15 credits working 36 hours a week

or 6 to 9 credits working 26 hours a week

Student Legal Services Oflfice

922 Campus Center

(413) 545-1995

Teachers College
Columbia I'nixcrsity

.il sJiool oll-.ducation

)/ \i>\' York

Explore Masters and Doctoral programs in:

•Education •Psychology •Health Education

Representatives from the largest and most

comprehensive graduate school of education will

visit your campus soon. For more information,

check with your career services office today.
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Dining Commons Menu
D.C.conUct: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Meatball Sub

• Chicken Fajita

• Vegetable Chili Nachos

(vegan)

DINNER
• Veal Cutlet
• Savory Baked Chicken

• Roast Vegetable Wrap

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

MONDAY
• High: 64

• Low: 41

TUES
• High: 58

• Low: 36

WEDSNDAY
• High: 57

. Low: 36 '»'
c?
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We shocked the world!

We shocked the world! We
did it in their house! In their

house!
-luan Pierre, Florida Marlins centerfielder

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

Go running on the bike trail. )ust don't

step on that rabid chipmunk.

pisCeS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

It you bake cookies in the dorm kitchen,

learn not to leave them unguarded.

aries • mar. 21-apr. i9

Toothpaste is a necessity. Not an option.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Everyone needs to smile sometimes.

Why not let it be this time?

gemini • may2Mun. 21

Don't take candy from strangers, it might

contain nuts.

cancer • jun. 22-iuL. 22

You have mono. Stop kissing those fresh-

men.

leo • luL.. 23-Auc. 22

Remember the reasons why you are

here. Class isn't one of them.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Diet Coke hasn't killed anyone yet. Stop

worrying and drink up.

libra • Sept. 23-Oct. 22

You are not a genius. You just use

Sparknotes.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Follow the orange crumbs. Your room-

mate ate your Doritos.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-dec. 21 -r-?—

You'll miss the killer bees from the trash-

cans more than most this winter.

Capricorn • dec 22-|an. 19

Call your mother. She's the only one who

wants to hear your whining.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\P\RIV1l\l FOK KIM ( OVtrilTFRS

6 R(K)ni- 4 Bctircx)rTi Pentium Liptop

apartment $12(K)/

month plus utilities.

Northampton .'S84-

4920

AUTO FOR SAll

93 r\)ntiac

Bonneville SON All

Power Mu.sf Sell

$1500 B/O 253-5537

CHIl()( ARf

Nanny Wanted Part-

time to care for 1 yr.

Old triplet.s 1 to 3

days a week. In

Belchertown Call

4I.3-323-92l8or413-

272-6267

rOMPlTFRS

Quicksilver

Qmipiitini; C Jmiputer

help Vinjs remt)val

Wehl\-.MKn$15/hr

548-6847A.sk for T.J.

$99.00 Pentium

I>sktop $49.00 We
fix Laptops, IVsktops/

PC's guaranteed 584-

8857

fMPlOVMlNT

Visa/Mastercard

approval agents earn

$l,000/weekp«nen-

rial. No experience

necessary. C ^ill 1 -800-

821-3416 ext.145

Movie Extras/Mixlels

needed. No exp.

required, earn up to

$500-1000 a day 1-

888-820-0167 ext.

U150

FMPIOYMFNT

Sales Assistant tor

consult int^software

firm. Telephone tele-

marketing. Economics

a plus. Please send

cover letter and

resume to Frederick

Treyi at Regional

Economic Models,

Inc., 433 West Street,

Amherst, MA 01002

or fax 41 3-549- 1038

or email

resumes@rem i.com

.

Earn up to $100 per

hour or more as iin

exotic male dancer at

cluh Xstatic. 240

Chesnut St,

Springfield MA, 41 3-

736-2618 or

wwvv.clubxstatic.com

I OK s\l \

Web Hosting

9.95/month PHP
MySQL, Perl and

mtire. wwwjagfly,

com or 41 3-253-0051

INSTRLK TION

Private Boxing less-

ons- w/retired Pro

Djata Bumpus, in

Northampton. 584-

I966or visit-

ww^^.wcstemmass-

h(^xiny.com Accepts

all major credit cards.

University Bartending

Classes Start Soon 1-

800-U-CAN-MlX

Call now for informa-

tion!!! Space is

Limited www.univer-

sitybcirtending.com

SI KVK IS

fee-paying students.

Qintact us at 922

Campus Center, 545-

1995.

!Bartending!$

$250/day potential

No experience Nesc

Training provided. 1
-

8OO-%5-6520 ext 162

sf RVK rs

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day pt)tential. Local

pDsitions. 1-800-293-

3985 ext 516

Legal questions.^ The

Student Ix'gal

Services Office offers

free legal assistance to

Pet-Sitter available I

days nights & week-

ends Dog walking. 9

years experience. Call

Gina 253-0619

PREGNANCY
TFJSTING, HIV

Testing, Birth

Control, and

Emergency

Omtraception.

Affordable and confi-

dential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst. 548-

9992

SHEAR BLISS

DAY SPA
SERVICES Bixly

Sugaring (waxing) for

men and women

Safe I00% Natural

Effective 253-2322

SI R\ l( IS

Pregnant? Need

help? Call Birthright

of Amherst area for

free testing and assis-

tance. 549-1906

All Digital Prcxluc-

tions Pro Videography

for Weddings Bar

Mitzvahs Gimmercial

508-221-8223 sweep-

picker<8>yahcx).com

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2004's Hottest

Prices Btxik now ..

Free Trips, Meals &
Parties www.sun-

spLi.shtours.com or

1800-426-7710

A SPRING BREAK-

ER NEEDED 2004's

Hottest Destinations

& Parties 2 free trips /

high commissions

1 5w sunsplashtours.

com 1800-426-7710

#1 Spring Break

Vacations! 110% Best

Prices! Mexico,

Jamaica, Bahamas,

Horida, Texas. Book

Now & Receive Free

Parties & Meals

j

Campus Reps

Wanted! 1-800-234-

7007 endlesssummer-

tours.com

Spring Break- Sign up

with Student Express

1
and get Free roundtrip

airline. Tickets to

' over 1 5 international

i
destinations including

' Aruba, Dominican

{

Republic, Costa Rica,

I

Caribbean hot spots

I

and more. Why go

-i with anyone else?

Limited offer call now
'[ Gimmission rep posi-

tions also available

1-800-787-3787

www.studentexpress.

com

SPRING BREAK
2004! Beach Life

Vacations! Jamaica,

Cancun, Acapulco,

Bahamas, Horida. Sell

Trips, Earn Cash,

Travel Free!! Call 1-

800-733-6347

www.beachlife-

vacations.com

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of

Destinations, includ-

ing Cruises! Foam

Parties, Free Drinks

and Cluh Admissions.

Rep Positions and

FREE trips Available.

1-800-231-4386

www.EpicureanTours.

com

Math/Physics Tutor

$30A^r plus travel

Call Dr. Kline 413-

552-3805

James' recovery beats 'Nova
mt itlaggncliugettg Bailp CoHegian Monday, October 2 7, 2003

Continued fnxn page 10

James, recalling his thoughts as he

rolled down the sideline to the win-

ning score, "that's the only thing

that crossed my mind."

Casamento came out of the

game midway through the third

quarter, clearly hampered by a

shoukler injury that had him labor-

ing from the outset, and resulted in

two interceptions.

Villanova took the lead with

6:26 remaining on a well-executed,

54-yard drive. Burroughs' 52-yard

pass to a leaping |ohn Dieser put

the Wildcats on the UMass 7-yard

line. After two rushes failed to gain

any significant yardage, the

Minutemen seemed to have 'Nova

settling for a field goal when lames

Ihedigbo reached around Dieser to

knock down a pass in the endzone

on 3rd-and-Goal from the b-yard

line. But the Amherst native was

called for pass interference, setting

up a 2-yard scoring run by Terry

Butler to make it 14-13 Villanova.

Aher going O-for-2 on field

goals — both within his range —
with a missed extra point last

week against Hofstra, freshman

Michael Torres hit a 28-yard kick

with 5:03 left in the second quar-

ter to give the Minutemen a 1 0-0

lead.

The Wildcats struck back

quickly though, when quarterback

)oe Casamento found lohn Dieser

alone in the endzone on a deep

slant to cut the UMass lead lo

three, where it stayed through the

end of the half.

Torres added a 5b-yard field

goal with 9:25 remaining in the

third quarter to put the

Minutemen up 13-7.

After a sloppy first quarter for

both squads, the Minutemen

broke out in a big way, and created

some history in the process. A false

start penalty pushed UMass back

to its own 5-yard line, but on the

following play, Jeff Krohn connect-

ed with limmie Howard on a skin-

ny post route. Howard slipped out

of the clutches of a falling leremy

Morgan, and took it 66 more yards

to the endzone for the record-

breaking 97-yard reception.

Luttati^s goal earns split
By Todd Foster

Cjjllbuian Stafk

Michelle Luttati ended her

career at Rudd Field in storybook

fashion.

The senior defender scored the

game-wanning goal on a header in

her last home game off a comer
kick from

St. Bona. 1

Single play decides game of the year
Continued from page 10

was establish themselves as the premier teams in a tal-

ent-laden conference. And on the heels of last years

17-16 thriller at McGuirk Alumni Stadium, perhaps a

rivalry was bom.

h was the kind of game that was neither won nor

lost, but simply decided. But when The Sports

Network releases its official Division l-AA Top 25, the

Minutemen (No. 5 at press time) will surely climb.

and the Wildcats (No.2) will almost certainly drop

below them.

Make no mistake, though. These teams are dead

even.

So as Shannon lames dramatically dashed down

his own sideline, carrying the pigskin towards The

Promised Land, he took with him a team, a season

and destiny

Maybe the Minutemen will ride the coattails of this

victory to a conference title and beyond. Or maybe, in

shades of last season, their divine intervention w\\\

expire in the crudest way
Y6t whatever their fate shall be, these Minutemen

are right where they want to be. They've overcome

injuries, suspensions and various adversities, and with

four games remaining, they have a legitimate shot to

become just the second team in A- 10 history to run

the table in conference play, and the first since, you

guessed it, Villanova in 1997.

And now, to the dismay of Northeastern,

Richmond, Delaware. Rhode island and the rest of l-

AA, the Minutemen have added their most potent

weapon yet.

"God," lames declared, "is with us."

UMass

Puquesne

UMass

2

2.
1

N a d i a

Villaroel.

The goal

came 5:40

into the

overtime
session to

give the Massachusetts women's

soccer team (4-10-1, 5-6-0

Atlantic 10) a 2-1 win over St.

Bonaventure yesterday

"That was my first goal of the

season, so it was special," Luttati

said. "It's exciting and .sad. It's sad

because it was our last home
game, but it's exciting to end on a

win."

The win gave the Minute-

women (4-10-1, 5-6 A- 10) a week-

end split after losing a 2- 1 heart-

breaker to Duquesne in the final

minutes Friday The heartbreaking

loss seem distant as the seniors

were all smiles on Senior Day leav-

ing their last home game victori-

ous.

"This is the best part of this day

and a senior scored the winner,"

UMass coach |im Rudy said. "For

the all the stuff we go through

from the extra work to the injuries

to the lack of a social life and

everything else they have to do to

be an athlete here, you want them

to feel like it was worth it. They

will always remember this game."

The Maroon and White opened

the scoring in 24th minute when

Erin Muir hit the back of the net

for her first goal this season.

Luttati. who had three points

Sunday, sent a long pass to a

streaking Muir, who fired the shot

into the lower left comer.

UMass cx)ntrolled the posses-

sion game throughout the second

half and wea- in line for a regula-

tion win until the 87ih minute,

when Bonnie sophomore Lois

Bennett's shot found the top right

Gentle, effective, natural treatment for neck pain, back pain,

headaches, spoils injuries, auto injuries, work injuries.

Dr. Lee Kane
Chiropractic Physician

mtmbw:
• American Chiropractic Association

• Massachusetts Chiropractic Society

Participating provider with most insurance,

Includmg student Insurance & GIC

Amhent family Chiropractic

Center for Natural Health

228 Trimgk Street, Amhent (next to Bertucci'il
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Michele Luttati's overtime goal yesterday won a 2-1 decision for

the Minutewomen, who lost to Duquesne on Friday.

corner, sending the game into

overtime.

Friday's game held a different

weight, as the Maroon and White

were looking to stay in A- 10 con-

tention. But it was denied by the

Duquesne Dukes, who look a

thrilling 2-1 decision.

UMass struck first on Erin

Lilly's goal in the 27th minute, her

first this season after leading the

team in 2002. Sophomore Adair

BIyler made a nice pass to fresh-

man Nadia Villaroel just outside

the box. Villaroel drew the

defense's attention then crossed

the ball to a streaking Lilly, who
scored from five yards out, just

inside the near post. BIyler and

Villaroel each received assists.

Though they led 1-0 at half-

time, the Minutewomen could not

sustain the advantage. Duquesne

forward l.auren Bracco scored on

an unassisted goal in the 55th

minute to knot the game ai one,

and with only 1:30 left in regula-

tion. Katie Schwager made it a 2-1

Duquesne advantage when she hit

a slow, lofting ball over Rutland's

outstretched hands into the top

right comer
"I'm really disappointed for the

players." Rudy said. "We just

haven't got the breaks this season."549-1500
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ames to the rescue
One play to

rule them all

By Mike Marzeui
(A)LLE(iiAN Staff

VII.LANOVA. Pa. — Maybe it was just a

treshman quarterback making a grave mis-

take. Maybe it was the Massachusetts

defense capping off its best day with its

biggest play of the season. Maybe it was

kanna rewarding the Minutemen after a

questionable pass interference call cost them

the lead and nearly the game, or maybe it was

saving headset-hurler Mark Whipple from

triple bypass.

Maybe it was all of the above.

But when Villanova quarterback Marvin

Burroughs took the snap on second down

and four from his own 40-yard line, nursing

a one-point lead with only 2:26 remaining,

he needed only those four short yards to ice

what was undoubtedly the season's best

game — saving his team's perfect record and

allowing the Cats to maintain a share of first

place in the Atlantic lU.

Four yards.

However the exchange never got there,

and before Burroughs knew it, the unfath

omable had happened. Something so shock

ing that it drove an unnamed Wildcat fan to

exclaim that he had "never seen anything like

it in 40 years of watching football, " and

another to conclude that, "the powers that be

must be wearing maroon and white tonight."

How unbelievable was it when linebacker

Serge Tikum happened to accidentally kick

the fumble directly to safety Shannon James,

who scooped it up and stunned the 9,125 in

attendance by sprinting 40 yards the other

way for the game-vanning touchdown'.'

Call it a miracle.

From the longest pass in A- 10 history —
a 97-yard scoring strike from |eff Krohn to

limmie Howard which gave UMass a 7-0

lead in the second quarter— to the benching

of starting quanerback )oe Casamento in

favor of Burroughs in the third quarter, to the

questionable interference call on UMass safe-

ty lames ihedigbo in his own etKlzone, and

everything in between, this was the marquee

game of the season in the A- 10.

Because what took place between two

Top 5 teams on national television, under the

lights at Villanova Stadium, was all-out war.

From the opening coin toss until

Burroughs' desperation fourth down heave

to wide receiver |ohn Dieser fell incomplete,

what the Minutemen and the Wildcats did

/// DB recovers

fumble for

winning TD
By Andrew Merritt

Ci)LLE<iiAN Staff

VILLANOVA, Pa. — With the No. 2 and No. 5

teams, both tops in the Atlantic 10 facing off in a

mid-October battle of the unbeaten, sporting fate

would dictate that an extraordinary play would

decide the game.

That was the case Saturday as Massachusetts (7-

I. 5-0 A-IO) downed Villanova (6-1,4-1 A-10) 19-

14, thanks to the nimble work of sophomore

Shannon lames, who picked up a fumble by backup

quarterback Marvin Burroughs and scored the win-

ning touchdown in front of 9,125 at Villanova

Stadium.

The play capped off a game that had everything

— reversal of fortune,

UMass 19 hard hitting, and even

some history, tfianks to a

97-yard pass from UMassVillanova 14

H LING/(l^LE(ilAN

Continued on page 9

Shannon James' fumble recovery for a touchdown with 2:08 left in the game gave the Minutemen a 19-14 win

over Villanova Saturday. UMass is now one of two undefeated teams, along with Delaware, in the Atlantic 10.

quarterback |eff Krohn to |immie Howard, the

longest pass in A- 10 history, and the longest play

from scrimmage in UMass history. Howard's recep-

tion also eclipsed the 82-yard Krohn-to-|ason

Peebler connection against New Hampshire on Oct.

4 as the longest pass in the history of Minuteinan

football.

In one of the stranger sequences in recent mem-

ory. Burroughs fumbled the snap with 2:08 remain-

ing, the ball rattled off legs at the line of scrimmage,

and ended up at lames' feet. |amc"s scooped up the

loose ball and took it 59 yards for the touchdown,

with the UMass bench erupting into celebration.

The Minutemen became so exuberant, in fact, that

coach Mark Whipple was visibly upset, and when a

flag was thrown for excessive celebration, Whipple

fired his headset into the ground.

Despite the penalty, and a failed two-point con-

version attempt, the Maroon and White held on to

the five-point lead, and senior Mike Ziccardi punc-

tuated the effort with a sack on Burroughs with less

than a minute to go.

"Shannon lames did a really good job, because

he got beat on a couple of things at the end of the

half," Whipple said, by way of referring to a 5-yard

touchdown completion by "Nova starting quarter-

back |oe Casamento to |ohn Dieser. "He was the one

who kind of made a mistake, got beat up by Dieser.

and he just hung in there and made a huge play at

the end of the game . . . somehow the kids just found

a way to get it done, so credit those guys."

"All I could think of is "god is with us,'" said

Continued on page 9

Fish fry Yanks UM tops Crusaders
Capraro scores

clincher again

boices

By Ani>rew Merritt
CoLLEoiAN Staff

HAHI KMCRUf'AyASSlXMATEIi PRESS

Josh Beckett grins as champagne flies in the locker room after the Florida Marlins won the World

Series over the New York Yankees Saturday in New York. Beckett was named Series MVP.

Manager lack McKcon was second-guessed the

moment he said Beckett would start Game six on

three days' rest. But the 23-year-old fastballer, called

"Rook" by his manager, made McKeon look brilliant.

Starting on short rest for the first time in his

career, Beckett threw a five-hitter to give the Marlins

their second title in seven seasons.

"You'll believe me now that anything can happen,"

McKeon said. "This guy has the guts of a burglar,"

Beckett outdueled Andy Petlitte and defeated a

Yankees team that had won four of the last seven

crowns, never allowing a runner past second base.

"That kid showed that he was going to be a great one

down the road, if he hasn't already," Yankees manag-

er |oe Torre said.

Not since 1981 had another team celebrated a

Series championship on the field at Yankee Stadium.

When the Los Angeles L")odgcrs did it then. Yankees

owner Crcorgc Steinbrenner apologi7.ed to the city for

the dismal perfonnance.

Yankees general manager Brian Cashman and for-

mer star Reggie lackson. chins resting on hands.

Beckett cruises

as Florida wins

World Series

For the second straight game, sophomore Chris

Capraro brought heroics to the Mullins Center. This

time, however, it came with a little more weight, as his

tally midway through the third period Friday helped

the Mas.sachusetts hockey team edge Holy Cross 2- 1

.

Capraro also scored the game-winner against St.

Lawrence last Saturday, although that was just the

second of a five-goal spree

Cross 1_ by the Minutemen (4-0, 1-0

2 Hockey East) who are off to

their best start since 1971.

Holy

UMass

By Ben Walker
A.S,S<XIATED FVE.SS

NEW YORK (AP) — The |osh Beckett gamble

turned out to be pure genius.

The wild-card Florida Marlins wrapped up their

wild ride with a most

Florida 2^ improbable World Series

championship, stunning

the New York Yankees 2-0
New York

Saturday night behind the strong right arm and sheer

determination of their young MVP. Continued on page 7

The Crusaders put up quite a fight, holding an

obvious advantage at times, but succumbed to

Capraro's third goal in two games.

The winning tally came thanks to a scrum in front

of Tony Ouesada's goal, where Capraro took a feed

from Mike Warner to pot the clincher, making it 2-

1

with 11:18 remaining. Stephen Werner set the play up

with a shot that ricocheted to Warner and then

Capraro.

"[It's good) when you can get a win when you're

not playing your best hockey" Capraro said, "a win's

a win. Yeah, it was ugly, but that's what we're here to

do. They're not always going to be pretty"

Ouesada was the spark for Holy Cross with 28

saves on 30 UMass shots, many of those made in spec-

tacular fashion. His quick glove and 6-loot-2, 185-

pound frame were deterrents for a number of quality

shots. Holy Cross coach Paul Pearl was appreciative

of the freshman's efforts.

"If they come down on two-on-one and bury it,

everyone's going to go 'ugh,'" Pearl said, "if they come

down on a two-on-one and he makes a couple of

saves, everyone on the bench perks up a little bit, like

Hey we can make a mistake and it won't end up in

our net,'"

As he has in previous games where the Minutemen

struggled, Thomas Pock tried to turn the game around

himself early in the .second. He took the puck from his

own blue line, blazed into the offensive zone, and beat

Ouesada over his left shoulder But the shot was a

touch high, and it clanged off the crossbar.

The Crusaders tied it 1:24 into the second.

Andrew McKay carried nearly all the way to the end-

boards, and fired an impossible shot that Gabe Winer

deflected with his paddle, lames Sixmith was at the

ready on Winer's doorstep, however, and banged the

Gabe Winer made 20 saves to stifle Holy Cross

and help UMass to a 2-1 win Friday night.

rebound home between the goalie's legs to make it 1
-

I.

John Toffey nearly had his first goal in a UMass

uniform late in the first period when he left a drop

pass for Pock, who ripped off a cannon shot that

echoed loudly off Ouesada's pads. Toffey skated in on

the loose rebound sitting precariously in the middle of

the crease, but was on his stomach underneath a Holy

Cross defender, and couldn't knock the puck over the

goal line.

Although the overall performance by UMass was

less than spectacular, the penalty killers continued to

sparkle with the help of Winer In its only cameo of

the game — one penalty was called to each team the

entire 60 minutes — the penalty killing unit handled

the Crusaders for much of the two-minute respite

awarded to Toffey for holding. When Holy Cross

invaded the offensive zone, Winer made an initial

stop, and then smothered a fiurry of attempts by the

men in purple, finally allowing the Minutemen to

clear the zone.

lunior Greg Mauldin hit paydirt for the

Minutemen 9:56 into the first period. Toffey dogged-

ly chased a Crusader into the comer to Ouesada's left,

and fished out the puck, whipping around and finding

Mauldin wide open in the slot. Mauldin fired a wrist

shot that beat Ouesada stick side low. It was the first

UMass point for Toffey. who transferred from Ohio

State last season aixl played his first game in the

maroon and white Friday
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Speaker warns Task force works to change alcohol attitude

of changing

temperatures
By Matthew Consolini

Collegian Correspondent

The environmental consequences of

global warming have profound effects on

the planet, but just as devastating are its

political, economic and social ramifica-

tions, said Ross Gelbspan, a Pulitzer

Prize-winning journalist who has written

extensively on the subject.

His speech last night is part of the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group's grassroots effort to educate stu-

dents about the effects of global warm-

ing.

"Ross Gelbspan is one of the premier

writers of our time on this issue," said

Harris Pamell. campus organizer for

MassPIRG. "We want to educate people

in the community, which is why we're

having him talk to students," she said.

Gelbspan launched his speech to

about 50 students by stating that they

have a unique stake in this issue.

"We look to colleges and universities

for new direction and ideas," Gelbspan

said. He hopes that by setting an exam-

ple, America's educational institutions

can incite change at the national level.

"You also have a direct and personal

interest in this issue. This isn't just about

the quality of life, but the stability of

future lives," he said.

Gelbspan summarized the multitude

of adverse effects on the environment

because of global warming. Increasingly

intense heat waves, longer droughts,

increased acidity in oceans and atmos-

pheric warming are just a few of the dra-

matic changes to the environment this

past century.

"The planet is heating up faster in the

past 100 years than in the past 10,000

years," Gelbspan said.

Humans have altered the cycle of the

seasons with the burning of fossil fuels.

"Spring begins two weeks earlier in

North America," Gelbspan said,

"Accidentally, we are changing the

rhythm of nature."

Infectious diseases, such as West Nile

Virus and malaria, are also spreading

because of climactic changes. According

to Gelbspan, the increasingly warm
atmosphere accelerates the growth of

pathogens that cause disease. It also

affects insect populations, causing dis-

ease-carrying mosquitoes to enter areas

where West Nile is not commonly found.

"These warnings are becoming much

more imminent and much more frighten-

ing, especially as the White House and

Congress continue to dole out tax breaks

for the polluting oil and coal industries,"

he said.

The economic ramifications are just

as important to Gelbspan. Increased

global warming can create "rising disas-

ter relief budgets," and the insurance

industry is losing money because of the

growing number of disaster-like floods,

fires and diseases, Gelbspan said. He

even cited a statement from a British

insurance company which said the eco-

nomic strain of global warming "could

bankrupt the global economy"
Unbalancing the earth's delicate

ecosystem can even have social and

political effects, Gelbspan said.

"Climate change is an issue of social

justice and human rights," he said. Food

supplies and human habitats the all over

the world are affected, especially in

developing countries.

"These countries do not have the

money for infrastructures to buffer these

effects [of such climate change)," he

said.

Gelbspan argued that the reason the

U.S. hasn't done much about reducing

emissions is because the White House "is

doing the bidding of the fossil fuel

lobby" For years, coal and oil companies

have skewed scientific research about

the issue by "repositioning global warm-

ing as theory instead of fact," he said.

He cites pressure from President

Bush as the main reason why Governor

Mitt Romney isn't moving ahead with

the state's current plan to handle green-

house emissions.

Gelbspan urged students to counter-

act these efforts by lobbyists with grass-

roots efforts.

"It is critical to act — locally with the

governor and nationally — since our

elected officials aren't taking a stand."

Gelbspan said.

By Deborah Geiger

Ci)LLEOLAN CJJRRESHONOENT

A University of Massachusetts task

force called for new rules in controlling the

"alcohol culture" on campus, many of

which brought forth a long-awaited public

reaction.

The 21 -member Chancellor's Task

Force for the Prevention of Alcohol Abuse

endorses new policies, the most recent of

which have received a mixed public reac-

tion. The establishment of alcohol-free res-

idence halls for first-year students is

among the first changes UMass hopes to

implement.

"I think they can do whatever they

want, because kids are still going to drink

whether they're 21 or 18," said |osh, a

first-year student who wished that his last

name not be used.

Drinking laws may help prevent the

public usage of alcohol of those under 21,

but University officials and Residence Life

staff question the usage of alcohol by

minors behind closed doors and the rami-

fications it can bring along.

"Kids will think twice and cover their
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tracks more." )osh said. "But they'll drink

as much as they always did. It doesn't mat-

ter what dorm they're in."

Over-21 undergraduates shared a dif-

ferent sentiment.

"I think that it would be beneficial to

have separate dorms for students under

21 ," said Nancy Cody, a 24-year-old under-

graduate who is also a resident assistant.

"Most of the alcohol policy violations

are underage drinking. People try to tell

you they're 21 ," Cody said. "But when you

look up the room 10 minutes later, both

parties who live in the room are 17, 18

years old."

Drinking habits of first-year students

that were cultivated in hometowns or big

cities where drinking laws were not strict-

ly enforced may also play a role in attitudes

toward college drinking.

"I was never a huge drinker back at

home." losh said. "So my attitude toward

partying here is the same."

"Freshmen were by far the most inex-

perienced and unaware when it came to

alcohol," said a former Southwest resident

assistant, who requested that her name not

be used. "1 am all for an alcohol code."

In her experience, ignorance about

quantities and tolerances sometimes lead

to drinking in possible lethal amounts.

"As an R.A., I found tliat most of the

cases that 1 had to call an ambulance for

were freshmen students ... underage stu-

dents," she said.

"I have a lot of alcoholic friends back at

home who've been drinking their whole

lives," losh said. "1 don't know if iheir lives

are going downhill overall, but Ive seen

my
I
freshmen

I
friends get in trouble —

serious trouble."

The task force further endorses that all

alcohol-related damage should be billed to

students living on the residence hall lloor

where the damage was done when guilty

parties cannot be identified.

"I agree with the community billing

policy because 1 led that students should

be held accountable, as well as hold others

accountable, for the destruction of their

floor," said senior Katie Ouinn. "People

who feel responsible for something will do

their best to protcvt it. We need to instill

more community pride . . . land |
get [X-oplc

active on campus."

Ouinn feels that applying a fomiulaic

TH MIM' I !N<:,»^>I I Fi;l\'-'

On your mark ...

Cadets from the 1st Platoon Alpha Company Minuteman Battalion, comprised of both University of Massachu.setts

and Western New England College students, breeze through an obstacle course at the Camp Edwards Field Leadership

Obstacle Course with seconds to spare. The Minuteman Battalion held "Operation Fall Warrior" at the Camp hdward

National Guard Base on Cape Cod over the past weekend.

Grant funds web^based learning
By Dan O'Brien
C>)LLEuiAN Staff

The School of Education at the

University of Massachusetts Amherst

and Lowell campuses have received a

three-year, $1.2 million grant from the

National Science Foundation to support

the development and implementation ot

a web-based licensing program for mid-

dle school science teachers.

The project will provide an online

master's degree in education with a con-

centration in science education. The pro-

gram meets national and state standards

and leads to professional licensure for

general science teachers for fifth through

eighth grade who live in the state of

Massachusetts.

Andrew Effrat, dean of the School of

Education at UMass, says that this

increase in funding should raise the

interests of the school to recruit more

science teachers.

"These resources arc helping the

Schools of Education on the Amherst

and Lowell campuses to reinvigorate our

efforts to train high-quality science

teachers for all Massachusetts children."

he said. "The program increases the

number of classroom teachers licensed in

science education, an area which the

shortage is particuiarh pronounced."

Effrat says that this external support

should bring positive recognition to the

school.

"This brings tremendous recognition

to the quality of work here." he said.

"This is great because it supports online

education, and it enhances the quality ot

science teachings."

This project to promote future teach-

ers is directed by Kathleen S. Davis,

associate professor of education on the

Amherst campus. The co-directors are

Stephen Schneider, professor of astrono-

my at UMass Amherst and Anita

Greenwood, associate professor of edu-

cation at UMass l,owell.

Each course developed lor this web-

based progiiini. Science Education

Online, will have a number of outside

materials such as educational kits to

engage the participants in interactions

iimong themselves and the insiiuclors.

Threaded discussions, electronic jour-

nals and e-mail and document sharing

will allow the participants and instruc-

tors to easily engage in discussion.

Oonakl E. Pierson. dean o'i the

Graduate School of llducation at UMass

Lowell, said the discussions should be

effective for learning.

"We have found the online medium to

be effective for other subject areas, and

we arc eager lo extend this application to

improve the leaching of science." he

said.

The courses will be designed and

taught by teams comprised of UMass lac-

ulty and expert public school science

teachers. The lirsi group of >0 teachers

from urban and rural school districts in

Massachusetts will begin its iwo-\ear

program in the spring semester ol 2004.

drinking code" at UMass will not work.

'Tliey have a lot of good ideas about

strengthening the alcohol code." Ouinn

said, "but I'm not sure that all of them will

work for our campus. Ivach college cam-

pus is unique. It's best to understand ...

the needs of the students."

Ouinn continued: "We do need to be a

bit more strict on alcohol violations, espe-

cially underage drinking, and to do so, we

must show that we'll implement these pro-

grams, that they are important, and that

they will be getting funds from us."

While the Red Sox rioting abounded at

other universities, many undergraduate

students have expressed that UMass "not-

ing" is different than at other schools, and

because of these differences the school

may need a modified, more specialized

alcohol code.

"I think that alcohol had a big part in

the deviant behavior of the students

involved in the riots," Ouinn continued.

"There's still a lot of work to be done lo

refine the alcohol codes, but I think they're

moving in the right dircvtion."

Ouinn thinks it is integral to discourage

Continued on page 2

Anthrax
battle to be

discussed
By GABRlhl LtlNER

I (ILLK.IAN ( .DKKFM'll.NDENT

Dr. R. lohn Collier. Maude and

Lillian Presley Professor of microbi-

ology and molecular genetics at

Harvard Medical School, will pres-

ent his lecture. "Addressing the

Threat of Anthrax." tomorrow at 4

p.m. in Room 150/151 of the

Computer Science Building.

Dr. Collier will present two lee

lures while he is on campus. In addi

lion to tomorrow's talk, he will give

a lecture entitled. '.'Xnthrax loxin:

Structure. Aciivii) and New
Inhibitors." loda\ at 4 p.m.. which is

intended for a more scientific-orient-

ed audience.

The events of fall 2001. when
anthrax-laced letters killed several

people in the United States and

scared millions more, emphasized

the importance of his work. In

September o\ last year. Dr Collier

and his colleagues worked to devel-

op strategics to block the anthrax

loxin.

In 1^84. Dr. Collier began study-

ing anthrax because he lound inter

est in the biological workings of the

bacterium. Most recently, as a result

of work previously done by his labo-

ratory to investigate the toxin ot the

anthrax bacteria, new therapeutic

strategies to counter anthrax are

now being developed.

Based on new information about

the anthrax toxin's structure and

activity collected during research

with different research teams. Dr.

Collier discovered that the bacterium

releases separate proteins that

assemble themselves into a "molecu

lar syringe ' The syringe binds to the

surface of a heahhy cell and then

pokes a hole in it.

Dr. Collier and his colleagues

found that if only one of the syringe's

seven subunits is flawed, the syringe

cannot inject its poison into a human

cell. This intormation has led to ilic

tbrmation of a strategy to combat

anthrax, which introduces mutations

in the subunit of the toxin that con-

vert the porc-lorming subunit into a

"dominani negative inhibitor." This

renders the syringe inactive aiul ulii

Continued on page 2

Sharon says Israel has no plans to kill Arafat
. _ . . . I i: ii. . ..,:m u.. I..,,. .,,! ;,, ..,1,1 .-.....iv.' <lis:iori'i'iiu'nts anil siiilcilCC.

By Josef Federman
AsscKiATEn Press

JERUSALEM (AP) — Prime Minister

Ariel Sharon said for the first time yes-

terday that Israel has no plans to kill

Yasser Arafat, even as he accused the

Palestinian leader of continuing to

orchestrate attacks on civilians.

Sharon delivered his assessment as

Israel confirmed plans to begin provid-

ing services to eight settlement outposts

in the West Bank. The announcement

dealt another blow to the faltering U.S.-

backed peace plan.

That plan, known as the "road map."

calls for a construction freeze in Israeli

settlements and removal of outposts

erected since 2001. Palestinians have

complained that Israel is undermining

the peace plan — but have also balked at

the requirement that they dismantle mil-

itant groups.

In another development. Palestinian

Prime Minister Ahmed Oureia .said that

he is making progress in talks with

Islamic militants about halting fighting

with Israel.

Sharon met with a delegation of law-

makers from the European Pariiament.

where he was asked about Arafat.

IsraeL's Cabinet last month decided to

"remove" Arafat at an unspecified time

in response to Palestinian suicide bomb

attacks, prompting speculation the

Palestinian leader would be expelled or

assassinated.

"I don"t see any plans to kill him,

"

Sharon told the lawmakers, while accus-

ing Arafat of orchestrating attacks on

Israelis during three years of lighting.

"You don"t have to worry. he"s alive

and not only is he alive but very active in

taking all the ... steps ... that bring to

murder of children, civilians, the old."

Sharon said.

Sharon was also asked whether it is

right to build new settlements in the

West Bank and Gaza Strip, areas where

the Palestinians hope to establish an

independent homeland.

"We do not build now. We do not aid

a new .settlement there or Jewish com-

munities there." Sharon said. "If some-

times it happens, the army removes

them."

Sharon spoke hours after the

Defense Ministry conlirmed that resi-

dents of eight West Bank outposts

would be given some services. The out-

posts, which usually consist of little

more than a couple of trailers and an

Israeli flag, will be fenced in and receive

lighting, and children will he bused lo

schools, said a ministry oflicial. who
spoke on condition of anonymity.

Ron Shechnei. the settlement adviser

of Defense Minister Shaul Molaz. told

ihe Yediot Ahronoi daily thai this does

not mean the outposts are being legal-

ized. However, the decision appears to

imply recognition and would be in \iola-

lion of the road map.

Palestinian negotiator Saeb l.iekal

accused Israel of sabotaging the plan.

"These actions have to be condemned by

the United States and the Ouartet (of

Mideast mediators), and I call upon

them to intcrxene immediately." he said.

Separately, an Israeli parliameniary

committee gave final approval ti> trans-

fer what opposition lawmakers estimat

ed as $20 million in extra fuiuiing to

lewish settlements in the West Bank and

Gaza. The funds are earmarked for con-

structing infrastructure for public build-

ings and to supplying temporary build

ings to outlying outposts.

All could be interpreted as contrary

lo the road map. a blueprint for

Palestinian statehood by 2005. The road

map was Inunchcil in |une with great

fanfare but quickly bogged down over

disagreements and \iolcncc.

Israel has said il would lake nK> tui

thcr action on the road map until ilic

Palestinians begin dismantling inilitani

groups, as required by the plan. Oureia.

like his predecessors, has said he will

use persuasion but not force against the

armed groups.

Oureia said lalks with Palestinian

factions on reaching a cease-tire are pro-

gressing, but the linal decision wvuld

depend on Israel.

Iherc is an iiiij;oing dialogue, and

vvc arc having dialogue with exeryone.

and there is a dialogue heivveen the lac

lions themselves." Oureia said.

"We are working toward a mutual

cease-tire." he added. "If they
j
Israeli

are ready, then we are also ready. ' But if

Israel doesn"! accept the initiative, he

cautioned, "there is no meaning lo a

cease-tire."

Israeli Toicign Minisiei SiUan

Shalom ruled out a cease-tire, saying

that militants had exploited a pericxf of

quiet over the summer lo rearm.

"There is no way to achieve peace

while the infrastructure of the terrorist

organizations still exist." he said. "We
can "l accept any proposal of one more

cease-lire.

"
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Stolen cars turn up in Springfield

Two bicycle thefts from Wheeler Hall reported
*' _^ , ... . . :....j T.,^-^.., rk^vr 11 q:58 D.m. An officer responded tc

For ihe record

iurnritun Daisy's Restau-

rant hours are as follows:

Monday through Friday. 7

a.m. to 2 p.m.. Saturday

ihrough Sunday, 7 a.m. to 5

p.m. Daisys is closed on

Tuesdays. In our "Dining

Out tluide" that appeared

in last Tuesday's paper, the

hours were incorrect.

police log
compiled by Thomas Coyle

Alcohol
Continued from page 1

drunken n.<wdiness and violence in

any capacity. "They just need to

dclenniiu' what's essential in dis-

couraging deviant behavior ...

undciagc drinking behavior That's

the real issue here."

• llie students that engaged in

the riots were most totally intoxi-

cated, and that increase made

Saturday, Oct. 18
I2:0K a.m. An officer reported

checking on several subjects car-

rying a lit tiki torch by the

Southwest horseshoe. The officer

reported that the subjects had

extinguished the torch.

1 2: 3b a.m. A cadet reported a

large group of people shouting

and lighting in Lot 52E on

Massachusetts Ave. An officer

slated that the group had moved

along.

I;27 a.m. A caller reported wit-

nessing a vehicle east of Van

Meter Hall hitting a curb, and

then stopping in the middle of the

street. The officer advised that

the situation checked OK and

College Street was on the scene

to tow the vehicle, a report was

taken.

2:02 a.m. A parly reported being

assaulted by known individuals in

Mackimmie Hall: a report was

taken.

2:27 a.m. A fire was reported in a

dumpster behind Totman Gym.

Emergency Health and Safety and

the Amherst Fire Department

were notified. An officer reported

the cause of the fire as unknown.

4 a.m. An officer reported a fight

at the top of the Southwest horse-

shoe. The fight was reportedly a

verbal altercation between several

parties.

6:06 a.m. Housing reported that a

vending machine in Cance Hall

was vandalized and items from

the machine were taken. The ven-

dor was contacted and a report

was taken.

6:04 p.m. A report was received

of people stuck in the #5 elevator

of the W.E.B. DuBois Library. The

Physical Plant reported that the

people were out of the elevator

and it was taken out of service.

Sunday, Oct. 19
12:15 a.m. An oflicer re'sponding

to a disturbance in Van Meter Hall

reported that one subject was

brought to Health Services. The

officer reported being on scene

with two other subjects and was

attempting to get witness state-

ments.

6:21 a.m. An intoxicated person

in Crabtree Hall was placed in

protective custody.

7:54 a.m. Housing requested help

removing a ga)up of people sleep-

ing in the hallway of the 1 7th floor

of Coolidge Hall. The parties all

agreed to return to their rooms.

3:03 p.m. A red Nishiki bicycle

valued at $500 was reported

stolen from Wheeler Hall.

1 1:48 p.m. An officer responded

to a report of an odor of marijua-

na in |ohn Adams Hall. An odor

was detected and the officer spoke

with the resident who called and

reported the incident to the resi-

dent assistant for follow-up.

Monday, Oct. 20
1 :02 a.m. A caller in Brown Hall

reported receiving two phone calls

from an unknown party. No
threats were made and the caller

was advised to call back if the

problem persisted.

8:04 p.m. A party called from his

home in Hadley to report that he

was unable to locate his vehicle in

Lot 12. An officer rep».)rted an

aiiea check was negative and the

vehicle was entered into the sys-

tem as stolen.

I
them

I
act without thinking of the

consequences." said Matthew, a

junior who lives off campus, who

also wished that his last name not

be used. "Let's get some conse-

quences underway."

"1 don't care if they have a

drinking code on campus. I don't

even live there." Matthew said.

"But I think it would definitely

help the situation for future fresh-

men."

As an engineer in

the U.S. Air Force,

there's no telling what

_you'll work on.

(Seriously, we can't tell ^ou.)

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead

of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new

engineer you'll likely be involved at the ground level of new

and sometimes classified developments. You'll begin leading

and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out what's waiting behind the scenes for you in

the Air Force today. To request more information, call

1-800-A23-USAF or log on to airforce.com.

U.S. AIR FORCE
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Tuesday, Oct. 21
7:56 a.m. A caller reported that

sometime during the weekend,

.someone had used a water-fire

extinguisher, tipped over trash-

cans and spread garbage in a hall-

way in Hills House.

9:14 a.m. Springfield Police

reported recovering a vehicle that

had been reported stolen from

UMass.

10:39 a.m. A black Mongoose

bicycle was reported stolen off the

rack at Wheeler Hall sometime

last week.

6:16 p.m. A party stated that her

vehicle was missing from Lot 25

on Commonwealth Ave. An area

check was negative and the car

was entered into the stolen vehicle

directory.

1 1:41 p.m. A UMPD officer was

checking the Admissions build-

ing bus stop after UMass transit

reported that an irate customer

had contacted ihem and wanted

a confrontation; an area check

was negative.

Wednesday, Oct. 22
1:11 a.m. Springfield Police

report finding a vehicle that had

been stolen yesterday from the

UMass campus. The vehicle was

reportedly damaged in the front

and the stereo was missing: the

owner was advised.

1:42 a.m. A party reported a

group of people walking and

screaming loudly near Prince

Hall. An officer stated that he

had spoke to the group and stat-

ed that they were rehearsing for a

show, they were moved along.

1:43 p.m. A party in Brown Hall

reported computers, clothing

and boots stolen; a report was

taken.

9:58 p.m. An officer responded to

a report of an odor of marijuana in

Brooks Hall. Several items were

confiscated and a report was

taken.

Thursday, Oct. 23
9:53 p.m. A party reported that

a "white moving truck" had

sideswiped him and that he had

struck the vehicle in front of

him. The van didn't stop and

left the scene. The exact loca-

tion of the accident was not

determined and a report was

taken.

1 1 :29 a.m. The custodial staff at

McNamara Hall reported find-

ing a window with what

appeared to be BB gun pellets in

it. An officer was to meet with

the staff.

3:32 p.m. Police responded to

an odor of marijuana in Dwight

Hall. The officer advised that

the party was spoken with and

several items were confiscated.

Friday, Oct. 24
12 a.m. A party reported that

there were five men trying to

start a fight on the east side of

Hamlin Hall. The officer report-

ed affiliating all five and dis-

persing the group.

1 2:56 p.m. Officers reporting to

a disturbance in |ohn Adams

Hall and reported arresting

Andrew Ahearn. 20, of 61

Chase St.. Hyannis. Mass., for

accosting/annoying someone of

the opposite sex and assault and

battery.

2:12 a.m. A resident assistant

reported several agitated indi-

viduals knocking on doors in

Mackimmie Hall. Responding

officers checked a group on the

Southwest mall; the area

checked out OK.

Anthrax
about res

expert set to speak

earch on bacteria
Continued from page 1

mately blocks entry of the toxin

into cells.

Dr. Collier also worked with

Dr. lohn Young of the

University of Wisconsin when

the anthrax toxin receptor, or

ATR, was identified on the sur-

face of animal cells. The

researchers then found the spe-

cific region of ATR to which

the anthrax toxin binds. With

this information, they produced

a "decoy" molecule to divert

the anthrax toxin

Dr. Collier's previous

research has contributed to the

development of vaccines for

Pertussis (commonly known as

whooping cough) and the

design of immunotoxins to

specifically destroy certain can-

cer cells.

Dr. Collier holds a B.A. from

Rice University and a Ph.D.

from Harvard, both in biology.

After postdoctoral study at the

University of Geneva, he joined

the faculty of the department of

bacteriology at the University

of California at Los Angeles. In

1984. he joined Harvard,

where he served six years as

graduate dean, followed by a

year as acting chair of the

department of microbiology

and molecular genetics.

In luly of 2003, Dr. Collier

was awarded the 13th Annual

Bristol-Myers Squibb Award
for Distinguished Achievement

in Infectious Diseases Research

for his contributions to under-

standing the molecular mecha-

nisms by which bacteria cause

disease.

Dr. Collier also received the

Eli Lilly Award in Microbiology

and Immunology in 1972. the

Paul Ehrlich Prize in 1990 and

the Selman Waksman Award in

1999. He was elected to the

National Academy of Sciences

in 1991. Since 1967. his

research has been supported

primarily by the National

Institute of Allergy and

Infectious Diseases.

The Nordin lecture is funded

by a donation from Arthur

Rosenthal, Ph.D.. an alumnus

of the University of

Massachusetts Amherst bio-

chemistry and molecular biolo-

gy department.
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Smart ordeal reminds us

of our journalistic duty
The Elizabeth Smart story has captured nation-

al attention since she was abducted at knifepoint

from her bedroom in 2002 and went missing for

nine months. When Smart was finally found and

returned home last March, the media harped on

the anguish and pain of the Smart family That was

last time their lives were to be exploited, or so it

seemed.

Now, the release of a book from the Smart fam-

ily; "Bringing Elizabeth Home; A journey of Faith

and Hope," has left major media outlets competing

to boost viewer ratings with the new propaganda.

NBC aired Smart's first televised interview done

with Katie Couric last Friday CBS is .set to release

a television movie on Nov. 3, "TTw Elizabeth Smart

Story." Oprah Winfrey's own Elizabeth Smart

interview aired on ABC yesterday.

The renewed force of publicity on such a sensi-

tive case is unsettling. The media, desperate to

recapture the dwindling attention span of the

American viewer, has been turning to low-grade,

poor taste mediums to uphold viewer ratings.

News is watched for entertainment, rather than for

information.

it is questionable whether today's media is con-

tinuing to uphold the integrity of journalism. Have

reporters, in their attempts to hold viewer atten-

tion, lost sight of the basic respect that needs to be

upheld? These issues come to mind when audi-

ences are being entertaint«d by the kidnapping and

sexual assault of a 14-year-old giri.

As journalists hound Smart, seeking captivating

details of her misfortune, a line of privacy is being

crossed, justification of the acts claims that by shar-

ing her experience, Smart is making headway in the

healing process.

"My impression is that part of the recovery

process for Elizabeth is taking control of her own

life and making decisions for herself." Couric said.

Does the recovery process really need to take

place on national television'.' When the Smart case

has been exhausted and dropped from public view,

it is arguable if Elizabeth will be able to put closure

on this horrible chapter of her life. Her name will

most likely remain engraved in the media memory.

Cases like the Elizabeth Smart story reminds us

at The Massachusetts Daily Collegian of what we

stand for as journalists. In our everyday work, we

must strive to give a voice to the voiceless, to

inform and educate, to be objective, sensitive, and

above all, to respect our subjects' right to privacy

These same questions need to be reviewed

by the major networks. Most all of the cover-

age, except for Couric 's interview, has not

been news related. Rather, the programs have

been designed solely for entertainment value.

Oprah Winfrey's talk show is not a suitable

place for a minor to begin trauma recovery A
CBS movie will not truly impart knowledge;

rather, it will more likely become an over

dramatized ordeal.

The media needs to return to the true art of

journalism: to educate, not entertain.

Information for this editorial was used from

www.usatoday.com.
Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

A frustrated republican tires back
I write this article at great risk

... The Committee of Tar and

Feathering will surely come
knocking at my door once this

column is published. I submit

myself to the mercy of the mob.

But what heinous crime have I

committed?

AiJain DeSimone
Deviation, i

am not in the

majority 1 am
like few UMassers. I have led

myself astray from the chosen

political demagoguery on cam-

pus. Instead, I exercise my First

Amendment rights, and ally with

people with whom I more closely

identify These people do not

constitute a rebel faction or

social miscreant, and yet they are

systematically dichotomized into

a battle between good and evil.

I am a republican.

Some of the dominant para-

digms on campus have the

audacity to stereotype us — yes,

stereotype us — as bigots,

racists, homophobes and even

sexists. I am none of these.

Unfortunately a few choice peo-

ple scribble half-hearted, inco-

herent thoughts onto paper,

believing that their ability to

write makes them intelligent. As

any freethinking person knows,

blanket statements and pigeon-

holing only makes the accu.sers'

lack of knowledge more evident.

I'm pretty sure that Richard

Nixon, a republican if I'm not

mistaken, started affirmative

action. President Nixon made an

honest effort — and yes, I am
aware of the danger of using the

word "honest" — to elevate the

mass status of minorities. 1 can

only speculate that since the pro-

gressive program did not work as

well as planned, the republicans

abandoned it as a platfonn issue.

The democrats, a party rooted

in social justice since the 1960s,

Some of the domi-

nant paradigms on

campus have the

audacity to stereo-

type us— yes,

stereotype us— as

bigots, racists,

homophobes and

even sexists.

adopted it. Although individuals

may have benefited from affirma-

tive action, only a simpleton

could pretend that democrats

have solved minority woes with

this noble, yet fundamentally

flawed peace of legislation.

Other than affirmative action,

I'm pretty sure republicans have

done nothing else to elevate the

standard of living for African-

Americans. Oh wait ... they abol-

ished slavery! Now, give credit

where credit is due. It is a histor-

Letters to the Editor
To ttw Editor

Regarding "Due process of the law

owed to University students" by S.J.

Pott UMass students shouW know they

have a place to turn tor legal advice and

assistance if they are threatened with or

receive a notice of suspension.

The Student Legal Senrices Offfces

regularly advises students facing sus-

pensions. Our office will advise stu-

dents and provide a legal assistant to

accompany them to judicial confer-

ences before the Dean of Students. We

will also link you with an outside attor-

ney at a greafly reduced fea That attor-

ney can help you obtain the due process

to which you are entitled.

Columnist S.J. Port described the

honific experience of an "interim sus-

pension" — expulsion from the

University before a hearing. Students

should know that courts generally limit

the use of interim suspensions at pub-

licly funded universities to emergency

sJtiiations in which university authori-

ties have reasonable cause to believe

that danger will be present if a students

is permitted to remain on campus pend-

ing a full hearing.

Additionally, interim suspensions

should not be imposed without holding

at least a preliminary hearing unless It

is unreasonably difficult to hoM such a

hearing. See, e.g. Goss v. Lopez, 419 U.S.

Returning tocus to American politics

When I first

began writing

columns for

this paper, I

was inspired. I

had tons of

good ideas, and

a zeal for writ-

ing them down.

Praises for my
writing from

peers, class-

mates and people 1 didn't really

know came in droves.

But as the months and now
years passed on, I slowly began to

run into a funk. The topics that

meant the most to me I had

already covered, and the search

for new ones became toilsome and

self-defeating. My writing, along

with my topics, began to suffer. I

felt that my words had be';ome dry

and purposeless. And soon, the

praises turned to criticism. On
days when my column runs, 1 can

expect my friend, who we'll sim-

ply call Katey |. (wait ... that's too

obvious; let's just call her K.

lones), to have a litany of acerbic

criticisms on whatever my most

recent article was about.

But no more. 1 have at last

found a topic that means some-

thing significant to me. The race

for the democratic presidential

nomination is shaping up to be a

wide-open free-for-all, including a

slew of colortui people, of which

only the keenest will survive. This

is a far cry from the 2000 cam-

paigns.

Four years ago, I remember

watching "60 Minutes" and seeing

an oafish middle-aged Texan fail a

test on which he was asked to

name the leaders of five well-

known countries, and thinking to

myself. "Why is this idiot wasting

his time?" And here we are four

years later, warming up for anoth-

er round, wondering which white

man with a "vision" will come out

on top this time.

The most recent polls in New
Hampshire have Howard Dean,

governor of Vemiont, leading with

57 percent. This lead is 1 3 percent

away from Dean's closest demo-

cratic competitor, John Kerry, a

Massachusetts senator and former

scarecrow. Dean is pedaling him-

self as a humble, self-made rube,

and successful New England gov-

ernor worth about $4 million.

Like Bush, Dean attended Yale,

but unlike his republican counter-

part, he wasn't making day trip to

Four years ago, I

remember watch-

ing "60 Minutes"

and seeing an

oafish middle-aged

Texan fail a test on

which he was

asked to name the

leaders of five well-

known countries,

and thinking to

myself, "Why is this

idiot wasting his

time?"

New Haven to "score" God-

knows-what. And as far as

acronyms achieved after gradua-

tion are concerned. Dean received

his M.D. while Bush got a D.U.i.

I like Dean right now; he seems

to have the sly charisma of Bill

Clinton with the laudable, though

pernicious, sense of humanity of

|FK. And as a man who has taken

the Hippocratic Oath, he'll do his

best to minimize human suffering

while leading the free world. Still,

there is a long way to go until all

the primaries are over, and any

number of things could lake place.

There still is Kerry to consider:

a man who, though not at all pho-

togenic, is still one who is well

experienced in Washington poli-

tics. And then there is the recent

entry of Wesley Clark, retired gen-

eral and liberal (a combination

that, for me, seems as contradicto-

ry as a "Save the Rain Forest"

bumper sticker on a new
Hummer). But nevertheless, the

media has been giving Clark a lot

of attention as a serious candidate.

This race is especially impor-

tant for liberals everywhere.

They're all banking on the same

thing — that Bush's imbecility will

finally show through at some

point in the 2004 campaign, he'll

retreat down south somewhere,

buy a ranch with former Red Sox

manager Grady Little, and the two

of them can live the rest of their

days ostracized, wondering if their

brains had just worked a little

faster, how different it all would

have been?

The first step to making this

fantasy a reality is to sway the

independent voter, many of whom
vote on a four-year cycle — like

those who go to church only at

Christmastime. I cannot say that

to some extent I am not guilty of

this as well. But unlike half-heart-

ed attempts at religious integrity,

the choice to vote in the presiden-

tial elections should be done with

personal responsibility and wis-

dom. Many people in this country

underuse democracy arni often

when they exercised it. it is done

in a stupid and uninformed fash-

ion.

The best way to counter this is

to begin following election cover-

age now and to get into good

habits for next November, because

as much as 1 hate to say it, this

election is vastly more important

than any sporting event imagina-

ble.

Robert Carey is a Collepan

columnist.

Dubya accountable for Sept. 1

1

ical fact that the democrats

fought to keep African

Americans enslaved, while the

newly fonned Republican Party

fought to free them. Tossing my
obnoxious overtone aside, 1 apol-

ogize if I have offended any

democrat readers.

Allow me to refocus my posi-

tion. As I stated earlier, the

Democratic Party is rooted in

social justice. This much is evi-

dent in our daily lives. As a coun-

try, we — both democrats and

republicans — have made leaps

and bounds in race relations.

Clearly the goal of total social

justice has not been achieved.

but we're on the right track.

I am tired of being called a

racist. I am tired of being called a

sexist. If this article does nothing

else. I hope to show that by label-

ing all people of one race, of one

sex or with one political affilia-

tion, the accusers are only engen-

dering more hatred, more base-

less lies and a greater schism

along an already split political

spectrum.

"ludge not. lest ye be judged

(Matthew 7:1)," because with

your current viewpoint, you will

probably just write me off as a

religious zealot, along with all

the other derogatory adjectives

you've already tacked onto my
name and my party

Adam DeSimone is a UMass
student.

565, 583 (1975).

UMass regulations state that the

remedy of interim suspension can be

used "whenever there is ground to

believe that the student is an imminent

threat to himself or herself, to others, or

to property, or the cause of serious dis-

ruption to the University community

("Code of Student Conduct," VII (A),

2002-2003) " Under the scenario in her

column, it would be difficult to see how

a tone student sitting atone at the scene

of a riot like T.J. posed a threat to him-

self or others, or was the cause of a

serious disruption.

"TJ." and students like him shouW

not despair when they are summanly

dispelled. Students have the nght to due

process, but they must act to preserve it

when it is threatened. Because they

In 1 979, what was then known

as the U.S.S.R. invaded the small

Middle Eastern country of

Afghanistan. In 1980, Osama bin

l.aden. a member of a wealthy

Saudi business family offered mon-

etary support to the Afghan

Mujahaddin to defeat the imperial-

ist Soviet forces, with aid from the

American government.

1993: Bill Clinton deals with

aftennath of a heinous car bomb-

ing at the World Trade Center, and begins initiatives to

stop luilher terrorist activities.

200 1 : Knowledge of possible terrorist attacks using

commercial American aircraft begins circulating

amongst law enforcement authorities. Authorities at

piloting schools report suspicious students taking fly-

ing lessons in their classrooms. Meanwhile, numerous

alleged terrorists are spotted engaged in various suspi-

cious activities. The American president, meanwhile,

is engaged in gutting counterterrorism-oriented bills

started by the previous administration.

Sept. 1 1 , 21X)1 : the unthinkable happens.

On that sunny day in September, an airplane struck

the side of one of the World Trade Center towers, fol-

lowed by another strike to the other tower, and then

two more: at the Pentagon and in Pennsylvania. Tlic

United States was under attack.

It was a day that would, to paraphrase Franklin

Delano Roosevelt, forever live in infamy a day when

the United States would irrevocably change. It was a

day that could have bcx-n avoided.

llieir is one man I hold accountable above anyone

else for the tragedies that befell us on that honible day

— one man who is responsible lor the sickest mass

murder in modem American history. He should bie

held accountable for the murder of over 3,000

American citizens, and the subsequent deaths of over

300 American soldiers and 9.000 Iraqi citizens in a

needless follow-up war Tliat war criminals name is

George Walker Bush.

Dubya is one of the single most evil men roaming

frc"e right now. ii man whose deviousness and mali-

ciousness is equaled by only a few. Bush is a creature

on the same level as bin l^den or, more appropriately.

Hitler He is a lying fascist who u.ses the myopic fervor

of patriotism and the calculated lying of propaganda to

exert his will on a nation and lead its people down the

rabbit hole of war and terror He institutes laws thai

deprive citizens of any and all basic rights as humans,

and exploits tragedy for his own political agendas.

His betrayal of the people he is supposed to protect

is astounding. This man and his cronies — his 21st

century version of the Third Reich — should he held

accountable for the atrocities that they have inflicted.

The NSA, CIA, FAA, FBI — the alphabet soup of

American governmental associations — warned Bush

and his administration of imminent attacks by a!

Oaeda operatives. But Bush ignored any such threats.

In fact, prior to Sept. II. the Bush administration

made efforts to reduce expenditures on counterterror-

ism efforts initiated by Clinton. Ashcroft slashed budg-

ets, reducing the financial input of many of these

crime-fighting organizations. Bush instead focused on

a tax cut that eventually proved only beneficial to those

in the top one percent tax bracket — i.e. the million-

aires would not have to pay the same ratio of income

that lower classes did. while those same lower classes

only made a small refund on the deal (if anything at

all)".

Bush refused to do anything about the al Qaeda

because he had a stake in Afghan land. Halliburton,

the oil company once chaired by Vice President Dick

Cheney and a small company called Unocal were mak-

ing deals with the Afghan government — a repressive

regime known as the Taliban — to build a pipeline

through the country. Helping to fund it was a Saudi oil

company named Delta Oil. The Saudi prince is a

friend of Bush's (in fact, his nickname is Bandar Bush),

and the bin Laden family are investors in the Carlyle

group, a defense contractor with business ties to

George Bush Sr.

The Saudi government is a regime even more fas-

cist and repressive than that of the Taliban, yet Bush

has never once denounced it. Instead, Bush has

attacked the "threat" of Saddam Hussein, utilizing

"evidence" that was nothing more than lies and for-

geries and even reports that were plagiarized by 1 2-

year articles written by grad students. Nevermind the

ifact that the majority of the 9/1 1 hijackers were

Saudi and none were Iraqi. Nevermind the fact than

North Korea is led by a despot who admits to nuclear

capabilities and has threatened to use them.

Nevemtind that Osama bin Laden has yet to be

found.

Bush rushed into a war that no one wanted to

happen, preying on the fears of his constituents to

justify his campaign. His war was one built on lies,

saying that Hussein had weapons of mass destruction

(he didnt) and has connections to bin L^den (he

doesn't). Is it possibly because his family has ties to

Osama bin Laden's?

Bush did not plan the attacks of 9/11, but his

refusal to heed warnings and his almost total immer-

sion into a false war makes him implicit in the

attacks. For that, he must he held accountable.

IntontHilion in this article was obtained at coop-

crativerescarch.com.

lohnny Donaldson is a Collegian columnist.

came to our office earty on, many of our

clients have had their cases dropped or

charges lessened. The key is calling for

legal assistance as soon as possible

after you receive notice of a suspension

or other University disciplinary action.

If you have questtons or need legal

assistance, call the Student Legal

Sennces Office at 413-545-1995.

Lisa Kent

Staff Attorney

Student Legal Services Office

To the Editor.

Having recently acquired the right to

vote, I am disappointed in the lack of

actual information provided by The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian colum-

nists regarding their political parties'

specific views and opinions. In this time

of international turmoil, and with a cm-

cial presidential election rapidly

approaching, I would hope to be given

some real facts instead of the virtually

meaningless party mud slinging that I

have been seeing.

Recently in The Collegian, I've seen

many sarcastic attacks by both liberals

and conservatives, yet all were virtually

void of any real facts and filled with

exaggerated stereotypes and general-

izations. To me, this parallels the nega-

tive patterns that we too often see in

most modem political electrons.

Politicians skirt around all tangi-

ble issues and instead focus their

efforts on casting the worst possi-

ble light on their opponents. What

our country really needs to avoid

making some potentially disastrous

decisions In the Middle East and

other high-tension areas are

informed citizens who know what

their parties and politicians really

represent — a rarity in most of

today's elections.

If we are to really solve the com-

plex issues currently facing our

nation, insults and accusations are

going to be of no help at all. As they

are representing a new generation

of voters, I'd like to see Collegian

columnists end this trend and give

us some real material to read,

instead of just taking up space

bashing each other.

Emily Arnold

UMass student
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'ReOrientalism' displays Arab culture through performance
By Helenice Valentim

COLLSGIAN CdRRESPONDENT

A crowd was seduced by the tastes,

smells, colors, sounds, images and

words of the Middle East at the

University of Massachusetts' Bowker

Auditorium Thursday night.

"ReOrientalism," a presen-

tation that featured the text of

Suheir Hamniad inspired by

Edward Said's "Orientalism,"

concluded with a standing

ovation.

The night — one "without

the other thousand nights" —
^

also featured a genie and even a

magical rug. Despite those typical

stereotypes of the Arabian culture

encompassing the performance, the

atmosphere of the evening allowed

one to be sarcastic about the pain that

comes along with them. It was essen-

tial to both entertain and inform the

public at the same time.

Subtle humor was used to describe

how the Middle East, its people and its

descendents are portrayed by

Hollywood. Combining old movie

ReOrientalism'

Bovket Audiionui

UHals

pieces — including a part ol the

famous Broadway musical "Kismet,"

(except a Middle Eastern version) —
was played back-to-back in an effort to

illustrate the misrepresentations of

Arabic people in the entertainment

arena.

Najla Said. Arab actress and

^^-. daughter of Edward Said,

who performed as the voice

of the Middle East in the pres-

entation, listed some names

that are ironically often seen

as symbols of American cul-

ture, but are of Middle

Eastern descent. Some of

those listed included Shannon

Elizabeth, who became a sex symbol in

the blockbuster "American Pie," Paula

Abdul during her pop star days and

recently as judge on the television

show "American Idol," and America's

most recognized radio voice, Casey

Kasem.

The simple and precise lighting cre-

ated a clean and intimate atmosphere

on the stage, bringing the audience

into the Middle Eastern world.

A video was featured during the

presentation, which took place in New
York City — a location with a large

Arabic population. The audience was

able to express laughter upon witness-

ing its culture's own suffering, in the

video, one of the participants

explained how being bom in Brooklyn

has affected her musical taste, mixing

hip-hop with traditional cultural

music.

To balance the depth of the topic,

music came into some scenes at vari-

ous times. The belly dancer Seyyide

Sultan gracefully performed one of the

most feminine expressions of art that

exists. The musicians were particularly

remarkable, coordinating live sounds

of acoustic and corded instruments.

Karim Nagi Mohammed, an

Egyptian percussionist, not only

played music, but also sang in Arabic

with a simultaneous English transla-

tion on the back screen. Mohammed
also interacted with the crowd in an

almost-successful attempt to teach a

couple of Arabic sounds, which con-

sisted of basic open and closed clap-

ping.

One of the highlights of the show

was when olives were distributed to

the audience, which provided an

explanation for why napkins were

given out prior to the program. The

souvenir was used to symbolically

explain the many Arabic roots.

A touching performance of "Why
do they hate us?" was an attempt to

expose the Eastern view of under-

standing the reason for why there is

so much misinterpretation of Arabs:

"They say we are bloodthirsty / Who
dropped the atomic bomb? / Who
went into Vietnam? / Where did the

European Jewish Holocaust happen?

/ Not in Jerusalem. Not in Fez / Not

in Baghdad." The passage contains

an image of a snowy desert in the

background, and the poem left the

crowd in absolute silence.

"1 just hope it'll open people's

minds," Said said. "If they go home

and have learned something or

something has changed. I feel like

I've accomplished my mis.sion."

Said can certainly be positive for

as long this powerful show continues

to expose who the Middle Eastern peo

pie really are.

AMELIA I INlXUN/tXXiEdlAN

Seyyide Sultan's Middle Eastern style

dance was an event during "ReOrientalism."

Third time is no charm
By JOH.NNY Donaldson

Cx)LLEciiAN Staff

M. Night Shyamalan's alien invasion thriller,

"Signs," and the killer video spookfest, "The Ring."

are put on the skewer and roasted in "Scary

Movie 3." the latest installment in the silly

series. But maybe its about time to put this

limp franchise to rest. There are few chuck-

les and a handful of decent laughs, but

there's not enough to cure this film of its

creative arthritis.

The first "Scary Movie" was an outra-

geous, rude, funny, taboo-smashing shock

to the system when it sprang out from

nowhere in the summer of 2000. Aiming its

ample funny bone at "Scream" and its

numerous copycats, the movie exploded

old notions of taste and comedy, employing

an arsenal of gooey, gross jokes and biting

satire to dig its talons into pop cultural

touchstones deserving of mockery. Its suc-

cess spawned the inevitable cheapie sequel.

"Scary Movie 2" got off a couple of good

potshots at the expen.se of "The Exorcist" in its pro

'Scary

Movie 3'

Direcied by

David Zucker

Starring

Anna Fans

Charlie Sheen

Dinension

Baled Pfi 13

90 nins

Grade

t
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Anna Faris, left, Eddie Griffin, center,

Queen Latifah star in "Scary Movie 3."

and

logue, but it quickly lost steam and ended in a heap

of warmed-over body fluid jokes.

"Scary Movie 3" marks a marginal step up from

its predecessor, mainly because it stumbles drunken-

ly around in search of laughs rather than simply

stopping dead in its tracks halfway

through. The movie lurches from scenes

that sit there liked beached whales, to

scenes that are hilarious in the kind of stu-

pid way of all good parodies. But there's

too much of the former and not enough of

the latter This uneven film only manages

to muster half the wit and humor of the

original.

That's not to say that the famous faces

parading through the film don't try their

hardest. Queen Latifah, Darrell

Hammond, Eddie Griffin, George Carlin,

Charlie Sheen, Simon Cowell. Macy Gray.

|a Rule and the king of all parodies. Leslie

Nielsen, all stop by for a few minutes of

tomfoolery — some of which are more suc-

cessful than others. Scandals involving

Catholic priests and Michael lackson are

mocked, and so are a host of movies, including "8

Mile," "The Others" and "The Matrix Reloaded."

But it's all for naught, as the jokes connect only

some of the time.

Unlike the previous "Scary Movies" this sequel is

rated PG-13, limiting the raunch that the other

movies were known for This proves to be a blessing

and a curse: the first movie pushed boundaries, but

"Scary Movie 2" was just dumb and gross. "Scary

Movie 3" has its silly moments, but it mostly comes

off as toothless.

If you are going to mock Shyamalan, why not do

it for his penchant for soupy spirituality and endless

pauses? If you take on "The Matrix Reloaded." why

not mock the movie more for its pretentious philo-

sophical meanderings? There are so many opportu-

nities for sharp satire that are missed in favor of

broad, goofy sight gags and physical pratfalls.

The Wayans brothers stepped down from pro-

duction duties on this sequel, leaving the reins to

tXX'RTT

Pamela Anderson makes a cameo appearance in

"Scary Movie 3."

David Zucker, a veteran of this material from his

halcyon "Airplane!" days. This is certainly an

improvement for Zucker after the complete and

total failure of "My Boss's Daughter," but it hardly

recaptures the magic of his fonner successes.

Anna Faris, now a bright and bubbly blonde,

returns as beleaguered heroine Cindy Campbell,

which is a relief; Paris is a comedienne as skillful in

her blissfully comic unawareness as Nielsen. And lit-

tle Drew Mikuska displays the chops of a pro as the

movie's version of "The Ring's" creepy psychic boy.

I would be remiss to spoil the movie's best — or

even the slightest — gags, considering how few

great ones this movie really has. It's best that

Dimension puts this scattershot series out of its

misery before it inflicts any real pain on the audi-

ence.

Ween kicking off second leg in NoHo
Boognish is paying extra close

attention to Northampton, as it just

seems a little browner this evening.

The Ween brothers are set to take the

stage of the Calvin Theater tonight,

with a showtime set for 8 p.m.

Ween is kicking off the second leg

of its fall tour with a brief run through

the Northeast. They are getting it going

in NoHo and ending up in Chicago for

three nights of mad-

ness. The boys from

Pennsylvania will

then be heading out

to Europe for another

leg.

Ween's tour is fol-

lowing the release of

its first album in

about three years.

They have titled this

album "quebec."

Unlike many of Ween's previous

releases, the album has a slightly seri-

ous feel to it, but it is nonetheless a

Ween record. It does the usual by per-

fectly placing tracks that seem to con-

tradict styles and transcend genres.

The styles range from hard rock with

"It's Gonna Be A Long Night," to psy-

chedelic spaciness with the tunes

"Zoloft" and "Alcan Road," as a couple

of examples. Each tune is carefully

placed in a perfect section of the di.sc,

making it an album (in true Ween fash-

ion) that should be played straight

through, rather than jumped from

track to track.

Ween is the last of a dying breed of

musicians struggling to keep rock

alive, and they will continue to leave it

all on stage night after night during

their shows.
— Anthony Pasquarosa

Brothers Dean, left, and Gene Ween make up the rock 'n' roll band, Ween.

Theater tonight at 8 p.m. in support of their new record entitled, "quebec."
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The duo is playing at the Calvin

Sex-iversity

Julia Kristan

What the deal with Depo-Provera?

Sex-ivemily in a question and answer col-

umn designed to provide important informa-

tion and answers to questions regarding sex,

sexuality, sexual orientation, sexually trans-

mitted infections and reproductive rights.

Voiced by Julia Kristan. a member of the

Voices for Planned Parenthood (VOX) group

here at the University of Massachusetts and an

active volunteer for the Everywoman's Center

on campus, the column is intended to help edu-

cate the university community about reproduc-

tive health, rights. legislation and

responsibilities. Much of the statistical infor-

mation provided in this column derives from

research done through and obtained by

Planned Parenthood and its national affiliates.

Q. I've seen Depo-Provera ads all over campus

lately. What is Depo and what does it do?

A. Depo-Provera. or "the shot." is an injectable

hormonal contraceptive. The shot puts progestin

into a woman's muscle tissue where it remains

time-releasing for approximately three months.

For that duration. Depo thickens the cervical

mucus, can prevent ovaries from releasing eggs

and can prevent a fertilized egg from implanting

in the uterine lining. The contraceptive effective-

ness is extremely high, at 99.7 percent vnth con-

tinuous use. It is one of the most effective contra-

ceptives on the market today.

Depo-Provera has been used

in cases to treat endometriosis

because one of the side effects

of the shot can be amenorrhea,

or the loss of menstruation.

Conversely, many women experience extra-heavy

bleeding while on Depo. The majority of women
receiving Depo-Provera will experience changes

in their menstrual cycle.

It has also been used in the prison system to

treat sex offenders, as another one of its side

effects is loss of libido. Depo has some serious

power in a person's body.

The shot has been shown to cause a decrease

in bone density. This is concerning for all women,

although especially so for adolescent girls. Bone

density growth is vital for healthy bodies and is

needed stave off the problem of osteoporosis later

in life. However. Depo-Provera is often prescribed

for teenage girls to "combat the epidemic of teen

pregnancy" that many people reference.

Consideration is seemingly not given to the health

of the young women when they are being put on

this potent drug.

Aside from the aforementioned serious side

effects, Depo can bring a change in appetite,

weight gain, hair loss, increased hair on the face

or body, nervousness, skin rashes or spotty dark-

ening of the skin, headaches, nausea, dizziness

and sore breasts. Any of these side effects are not

reversed until the shot has worn off, or after three

months. On top of all that. Depo-Provera pro-

vides no protection against STDs, so if you are

intimate with a partner who has not been recent-

ly tested, please use a condom or a dental dam!

Depression is a major side effect of Depo-

Provera, and should you be on the shot, you

should be under the supervision of a doctor.

Women can be their own best advocates, so

women on the shot should monitor themselves for

mood swings, irritability and feelings of depres-

sion, and seek medical intervention if needed.

With so many serious side effects, why would

anyone want to take Depo? Under proper med-

ical care combined with personal diligence to

health. Depo can be a viable option for contra-

ception for some people. Unfortunately, Depo-

Provera has been marketed heavily to poor

women, women of color, young women with

multiple pregnancies and mentally retarded

women. The shot is often administered to

women thought to be "too stupid" to use con-

doms or other means of birth control on a con-

sistent basis.

Depo might be a good option for plenty of

women out there. Before you or someone you

care about goes on the shot though, get some
more information and ask questions. Will

your doctor be honest and forthcoming with

information on Depo? Is there another more
suitable method for you? Think about it.

Information from www.plannedparenl-
hood.org, "A Critical Look at Depo-Provera'

by Steven Baran and "A Critical Perspective

... Depo-Provera" by Maureen Mc Hugh was
used in this article.

Questions? Comments? E-mail sexiversi-

ty@hotmail.com with subject "Sex-iversity."

Confidentiality is always respected.

Interpol play to diverse crowd
While most watched baseball,

fans at the Avalon rocked out
By Timothy Gabriele

Cx>LLEuiAN Staff

BOSTON — As thousands

of Red Sox fans tuned in to

watch Game 7 of the playoffs,

hundreds more flooded the bars

by their home field, only to be

achingly disappointed late into

the night. Riot guards lined

Brookline Ave in anticipation

of the scourge of heartbreak.

Down the street from

Fenway, five young men draped

in black played to a nearly full

crowd in Boston's Avalon

nightclub. Like at the

Red Sox game, there

was plenty of heart-

break inside Avalon on

Oct. 16, as would be

expected from the new
kings of New York

gloom. Unfortunately,

there was also a share of

disappointment for the fans

who had braved the hypersensi-

tive baseball fanatics to come to

a rock show in what frontman

Paul Banks dubs his "second

home."
The Avalon is a very glossy,

space age nightspot with warm,

effervescent lighting cascading

around the symmetrically

aligned bars with overpriced

drinks and attractive wait stafL

Above the crowd hovers a cozy-

looking V.I. P. area that we
lowly minions on the ground

level eyed with simultaneous

admiration and contempt while

waiting for the boys in black.

There was nothing particu-

larly cozy or vaguely dangerous

about the four walls surround-

ing us at Avalon. It was simply

a neat and fairly accommodat-

ing venue that reflected where

Interpol are in their musical

career.

Interpol have released only

one full-length album and
toured the hell out of it.

They've moved beyond rotting

dives, but have yet to gain a

wide enough fanbase to move
on to massive amphitheaters

and civic centers.

When Banks started to pluck

the reverberated opening

chords of "Untitled," the open-

ing track off 2002's "Turn on

the Bright Lights," it appeared

as if they had that crossover

potential. Banks jangled

a sweet melancholy

melody to the glittering

reflections of strobelit

eyes in the audience.

The assorted motley

crowd was an unlikely

blend of Harvard kids

hoping for the reincar-

nation of R.E.M., hipster kids

thinking they'd found the rein-

carnation of joy Division, and

high school girls believing

they'd found the reincarnation

of Christ in the heavenly figures

of the undeniably gorgeous five-

piece on stage. All were delight-

ed that their already worn-out

copies of "Bright Lights" were

being amplified before them,

with a spectacular lighting

arrangement that was spot on

throughout the performance.

Where, pray tell, is the dis-

appointment in all of this, you

asic?

I suppose it began when
Banks was heard to croon, "I

will surprise you sometime,"

during that magnificent repro-

duction of that opening num-

ber. Throughout the show, I was

hopelessly waiting for the sur-
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Paul Banks, above, is the frontman for Interpol. At the band's

Oct. 16 show at the Avalon in Boston, he called Beantown his "sec-

ond home."

prise to come.
Occasionally it did on the

two new songs that were per-

formed that night. They veered

into even darker territory than

"Bright Lights" had imagined,

and bled with promise for that

awaited follow-up release.

Earlier this year, Interpol

released "The Black EP"
Basically a pointless exercise,

"The Black EP" replicated the

black and red color scheme

from their debut album and col-

lected a handful of previously

released material in live and

demo formats. It was not that

there was anything wrong with

these versions of the songs, but

there was nothing radically new

about them, either. Besides,

some of the tracks were making

their third or fourth EP and sin-

gle appearances anyway.

It was beginning to look as if

Interpol either had no new
ideas, or were afraid to try them

out.

This is essentially the core of

any negativity in the show that

Thursday night, and it is the

reason why those two new
songs were perhaps the high-

lights of the evening. At some

points, the band members
themselves seemed bored with

the songs they had been obses-

sively bringing to town after

town each night.

For a man that can barely

walk and chew gum at the same

time, it seems easy for this

reviewer to sit back and criti-

cize Banks, who does the bulk

of the guitar work while simul-

taneously singing Interpol's

anguished lyrics. However, part

of what made "Turn on the

Bright Lights" such a masterful

piece of work was Banks' abili-

ty to brilliantly lasso his heart

when it appeared as if he was

holding on by a thread, and

explode into fierce cries of pur-

gatorial release. Such is the

case on "Stella Was a Diver and

She Was Always Down." when

the tortured cries of "Stella /

Stell-ah-uh!" emerge from

Banks' throat.

That "ah-uh" climax was

absent from the overwhelmed

vocalist on that nighi during the

first of two performances at

Boston's Avalon, and it was not

the only moment that was

somewhat dulled from exhaus-

tive touring. A similar transcen-

dent moment from "Bright

Lights" appeared after the

trance-like build-up in "Say

Hello to the Angels." arguably

the best track off that album.

It's hard to expect a band to

deliver the same magically

heartfelt emotions every night

that take numerous studio ses-

sions to fully capture, but

Interpol left the audience so lit-

tle to work with that even a

atoned evening with the album

^ould not have perfected it.

Apart from the slightly

muted vocal cues, the studio

effects were duplicated perfect-

ly onstage. This is not an easy

task, but one still can't help but

to hunger for more from this

band that delivered so much on

their debut album.

Visually, the lighting setup

was the real star. Live. Interpol

falls into that vast category of

musicians who rarely move
from each of their selected

stances during a song (except

for Bassist Carlos D, who
wields his bass like an axe at

times). This does not always

mean certain tedium and bore-

dom for the audience, many of

whom were shaking and danc-

ing like Pentecostal snake han-

dlers the entire night. However,

it takes that certain unspcak

able something to make it click

when it's just five guys and

their instruments playing to a

crowd.
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Cuba shines in mediocre flick

By Jdhnny Donaluson
(iuiJ^C.lAN StAKF

It's part of the job of a movie critic to offer coun-

seling for stars in need of guidance, and no one

needs it more right now than Cuba Gooding )r

The actor who became a star after his jubilant

acceptance speech lor his "jerry Maguire" Oscar

has exhibited the kind of taste in scripts that wouki

make |ohn Travolta jealous. Hopefully. Gooding

was shown the money - and lots of it — because

his post-"Maguire" output leaves a lot to be desired.

These past two years have been especially hard

for Gooding, who has been hitting rock bottom

over and over ("Snow l>jgs," "Boat Trip,"

"The Fighting Temptations" — it doesn't

get any worse than that), and whose

career is hanging on by the last thread of

audience good will. He's not doing himsell

any favors, either, by starring in "Radio," a

smarmy, sleazy bit of hackwork that brings

the entire inspirational-drama genre down

to its nadir

This maudlin garbage claims that it is

inspired by a true story
—"claims"

because the movie is as fraudulent and

manipulative as they come. It tugs on

heartstrings so hard it pulls them out. It's

filled with the kind of vacuous dime-store

profundities that even Hallmark would I

reject. And everything else about the '

movie — from the honey-glazed cinematography to

lames Homer's overbearing, neon-highlighter score

— is sugary enough to cause diabetes.

Everything besides Gooding's performance, that

is. The actor is surprisingly back to fomi — that is,

he's back to acting instead of mugging hyperactive-

ly. He plays lames Robert Kennedy |r. a mentally

impaired young man with a love of radios, who

quickly comes to be a beloved figure in his town.

Gooding walks with an awkward, stoop-shoul-

dered gait and talks in the half-formed gurgle of an

excited child, but he honors the real man by refus-

ing to condescend to his character Gooding cap-

'Radio'
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tures the heart beating beneath the movie's noble

lie.

Gooding's perionnance is so good, actually, that

it just manages to illustrate the general worthless-

ness of the rest of the movie. "Radio" jerks tears

with such foree that it constitutes abuse. It should

be illegal to release such emotionally manipulative

swill to the marketplace.

Kennedy was befriended by Howard Jones

(here, played by a bored-looking Ed Harris), the

popular athletic director and football coach of the

local high school, who more or less becomes the

team's happy-go-lucky mascot.

"Radio" treats its title character as a totem— as

a symbol for acceptance and as a symbol

for the noble heroism of Coach |ones for

befriending this kid. The movie only pays

a tiny bit of lip service to Kennedy's con-

dition: "He's just like everybody else," says

his mother, "just a little bit slower" That's

as deep as the movie gets.

Despite the fact that the movie is set in

South Carolina in 1976, the film sidesteps

the issue of race completely. Kennedy is

black and so is the high school principal,

but no mention is made of the fact that

bioth are African-American in a time when

the civil rights movement is roiling across

the lands. The movie's measured attempts

to avoid any matters of confrontation, its

desire to airbrush anything that may be

construed as troubling, is more galling than the

movie's bankrupt scntinientality.

Harris drains as much of the schmaltz away

from his character as he can, and Gooding is back

to being good again. But both of them are drowned

in a tidal wave of goopy. sticky syrup. "Radio" is the

kind of movie that's billcxl as "inoffensive" and

"inspirational" so that you look like a cynical, heart-

less SOB for denouncing it. I hate to spoil it for

Hollywood, it's neither cynical nor heartless to dis-

miss such displays of unearned emotion. In fact,

this kind of arrogant, sugary tripe is what's most

offensive.

Cuba Gixxling Jr. gives a heartwarming performance as the menullychallenged James Robert

Kennedy Jr. in Mike ToUin's "Radio."
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Little out in Boston
Continued from page 8

out to talk to MartiiKV. he Icit him in rather

than trust the lead to the bullpen that strug-

gled all year before finding some consistency

in the playoffs.

The Yankees tied it off Martinez in the

eighth, then won the game and the series in the

I I th on Aaron Boone"s homer.

"There's no reason to blame Grady,"

Martinez said. "Grady doesn't play the game.

I do. If you want to judge me or curse me or

whatever. I will swallow that, because I am

responsible."

Two da>s later. Little defended the decision

to stick with his ace.

"If people want to judge Grady Little on the

results of a decision I made in that last game

the other day. so be it." he said in his Fenway

Park office. "In my heart, I know we had a

great season here."

Although publicly commending Little's

work in keeping the clubhouse together, the

Red Sox delayed an announcement on Little's

future while angry Red Sox fans called for his

job. Team officials insisted that their choice

did not hinge on one decision.

"The decision to make a change resulted

from months of thought about that long term

direction |of the ballclub)." Lucchino said.

In a conversation he said he had with Little

a day after the Game 7 loss. Epstein said Little

told him he would only return to lead the Red

Sox if management showed their support by

giving him a contract for longer than one year.

It became clear that support was not there,

Fpsiein said.

Epstein is known to rely more on statistical

analysis in assessing players and matchups

than Little, who often used his instincts in

making decisions. Owner |ohn Henry is also in

the statistical analysis camp.

"We all have different backgrounds, differ-

ent access to the clubhouse and different per-

spectives to the game." Epstein said.

"We got together, discussed the issues thor-

oughly, reached a consensus, and now we will

move forward together."

Epstein was complimentary about Little's

work managing the strong personalities in the

Boston clubhouse.

"A lot goes on behind the scenes that peo-

ple never know about." Epstein said, "different

things that Gradv Little does to help preserve

and improve the chemistry of the ballclub.

"He knows that he did his absolute best and

he knows he really helped this team get to the

doorstep of the World Series this year and he's

proud of that.'

Victim of an injustice?
Continued from page 8

Game 4 at Fenway Park that led to

second-guessing, another quick post-

season exit after three consecutive

losses and the departure of fan

favorite Mo Vaughn.

Williams brought playoff baseball

to Yawkey Way again in 19*)9, in a

season highlighted by an epic All-Star

Game, Nomar Garciaparra's first bat-

ting title and Martinez's best season

ever, a Cy Young campaign. The Sox

again won the Wild Card and again

won 90-plus games, and came back

from two games down to beat

Cleveland with a record-breaking

Game 4 romp and a dramatic and

memorable fifth game victory at

Jacobs Field.

It was the gargantuan efforts

Williams received from both Troy

O'Leary and Pedro Martinez in Game
5 that carried the team more than ol'

jimy ever did, however. And when the

Sox went down quickly and quietly to

the hated Yankees in five games in the

ALCS. the magical October night at

the lake was a faint and distant mem-
ory.

So now Grady Little is the former

manager of the Olde Towne Team,

supposedly fired not because of the

aforementioned misplaced trust in

Martinez, but because of an overall

lack of faith in him among the Red

Sox brass.

Shame on you. Theo Epstein.

A Red Sox fan your whole life,

you've watched managers flame out

quicker than Jeff Weaver; and others

(read: joe Kerrigan) never get started.

You know that it's the toughest job in

baseball.

You should've known that Dick

Williams dreamed an impossible

dream in '67. That Darrell lohnson

had Carbo and then Fisk in "75. That

Dave Henderson was "unbelievable"

for lohn McNamara in '86, and Bill

Buckner was even more so just a short

time later.

In other words, the job of Red Sox

manager has never been about one

individuals ability, just simply about

fate. |im Lonborg was supposed to

pitch the season of his life and Yaz

was supposed to win the Triple

Crown. Bernie Carbo was supposed to

look awful — twice — and then send

one into the bleachers to tie the game,

and Fisk was supposed to will his ball

fair The Night New England Stayed

Up. Dave Henderson was supposed to

redeem himself and play hero. Bill

Buckner was born to be public enemy
number one.

That's just the way things are

around here. They happen for a rea-

son. And what happened in 2003 for

the Boston Red Sox was the single

best regular season in 56 years, being

as strong a whiff of the World Series

as a team can get without actually

tasting it.

Yes. this team was good enough,

and should have gone to — and won
— the Series. But Pedro Martinez

wasn't supposed to breeze through

the eighth, and Tim Wakefield wasn't

supposed to survive the 1 Ith — it was

those who were supposed to be

heroes who squandered the deciding

game, not Grady Little.

Lonborg could have won 10

games, and Yaz could have hit .2')0.

Carbo could have struck out. and Fisk

could have watched his ball sail foul.

Donnie Moore could have thrown a

better forkball and gotten Dave

Henderson out. and Bill Bucker could

have scooped up Mookie Wilson's

grounder and tagged first, just as eas-

ily Grady Little could have called on

Alan Embree and watched him blow

away Hideki Matsui and Jorge

Posada.

But Little did just what Dick

Williams did in "67. what Darrell

lohnson did in '75, what |ohn

McNamara did in '86 and what

worked for him all season long; he

trusted his players to win him the

game, the series and the season ...

and whether Epstein or Lucchino will

admit it or not. it unfairly cost him

his job.

Mike Marzelli is a Collegian

columnist He can be reached at

Marzelli_collegian@yahoo.com.

Minutewomen shut

out of A' 10 tourney

WWW.UAIIVC OIUCIAN.C C)M iHaggacbugettg Maiiy CoUegian

By Paula Aden
CijLLttiiAN Staff

This weekend in Philadelphia,

the Massachusetts field hockey

team dropped a pair of confer-

ence games to West Chester

University (4- 1 1 . 1-5 Atlantic 10)

and LaSalle (9-10. 2-5 A-IO).

The Minutewomen (5-14, 1-4 A-

10) were unable to score against

either team, losing 1-0 to West

Chester Saturday and 2-0 to

LaSalle Sunday.

The losses ensured that the

team will

WCU 1

UMass

La Salle 2

UMass

not attend

the A- 10

Tournament
for the first

time in

UMass his-

tory. Since

becoming a conference member
in 1988. the Minutewomen have

attended the Atlantic 10 champi-

onships every year. Richmond

and Temple have clinched playoff

spots, as both boast 4-0 confer-

ence records.

UMass added two new faces

to its roster this weekend, both

transplants from the women's

lacrosse team, junior |oey Rubin

and senior Kelli Kurtz both

played field hockey in high

school, though they had not

played at the collegiate level.

Rubin played all 70 minutes

against the Golden Rams, allow-

ing one goal while making four

saves.

After senior Ashley Egland

decided not to play this year, jun-

ior Christine Tocco was the

Minutewomen's only goalie, play-

ing all 1.070;51 this season until

this weekend. Tocco is ranked

sixth nationally in saves, and has

been the dominant force keeping

UMass in games this year.

With less than two minutes

left in the first half, senior Caleen

Owens passed to sophomore jen

McGinley who beat Rubin to the

goal for the game's only score.

WCU outshot the Minutewomen

7-4. and outnumbered them in

penalty comers 8-4.

Sophomore goalkeeper Carrie

Hanshue made two saves, keep-

ing the Maroon and White from

scoring in her second shutout of

the season, and her first in

against an A- 10 foe.

The last time UMass did not

win against WCU was a 0-0 tie in

1988.

On Sunday, Tocco returned to

action against the Explorers.

Tocco and LaSalle's goalie, jun-

ior Colleen Bolger, kept the first

half of the game scoreless. By the

end of the game, Tocco tallied

nine saves, while Bolger had five

in her third shutout of the sea-

son.

junior Becky Garry had a

hand in both of LaSalle's goals,

scoring the first unassisted and

assisting on the second.

After less than five minutes

into the second half. Garry stole

the ball from the Minutewomen

defense and managed to slap the

ball past Tocco. The game was

sealed with less than three min-

utes to go when junior Sara

Camilli took a pass from Garry,

and tapped it into the cage.

Camilli's goal was her 10th of

the season, nearly matching the

Minutewomen's combined 12.

The Explorers dominated most

of the game, tallying 18 shots

and 1 5 penalty comers, while the

Maroon and White only man-

aged five of each.

Although UMass had plenty

of scoring opportunities in the

second half, Bolger prevented

the Maroon and White from get-

ting on the scoreboard, preserv-

ing her shutout with an especial-

ly impressive sprawling save

toward the end of the game.

Sunday's defeat marks the

Minutewomen's first loss to

LaSalle since first meeting in

1995.

The Minutewomen end their

season this week with a pair of

home games at Garber Field.

Tomorrow, they will face

Dartmouth at 5 p.m.. and the

season will end on Saturday with

their final conference game at

noon against Rhode Island.

Despite UMass' season end-

ing this weekend, Garber Field

will host the 25rd annual NCAA
Championships this year. The

Championships will t)e held on

Nov. 22 and 23.

Swimming dives into season against UNH
By Matt Barstow

( ol IK. IAN Staff

Youth triumphed in Saturday's season opener,

as eight freshmen won 10 events for the

Mas.sachusetis swimming and diving teams in a

dual meet with New Hampshire.

The Minutemen upended the Wildcats by 78

points, in a 174-96 victory, while the women were

bested by defending ECAC champion UNH 166-

152. in a meet that featured 19 UMass freshmen

making their collegiate debuts.

Defending Atlantic 10 champion UMass was

led by freshman Jake Hogue. winner of both the

200-yard butiertly. and the 1.000-yard freestyle,

with times of 2;0 1.90 and 10:31.15. respectively.

"This was a good day for us. I've been chal-

lenging the freshman since they got here, and I

really .saw them step up." UMass coach Russ

Yarworth said, "lake was highly recruited from

Colorado for his toughness, and if he continues to

swim with the intensity he had today, he's going to

have an immediate impact on the league."

junior Dylan Smith, winner of the 200-yard fly

in last year's A- 10 championships also won two

races for UMass. the 100-yard backstroke with a

time of 55.77. and the 506-yard free in 4:54.47.

A number of UMass freshmen won single

events, including Greg Chartier. who took the

200-yard free with a time of 1:45.44. and Mike

Cordes. who finished first in the 100-yard breast

with a time of 1:01.09. Scott Mendell and Gordon

Leonard were victorious in the 200-yard back-

stroke and 50-vard free, respectively, with times

of 2:02.98 and 22:32.

"All the production from freshmen was a

pleasant surprise. Chartier in particular is doing

what I hoped to see from him," Yarworth said.

"Plus, Pete (Tawczynskij and my other two cap-

tains I Sean Collins and Conner Townsendj are

providing leadership that the young guys can rally

behind.'

Tawczynski's time of 1:15.71 in the 200-yard

breast was good for first place, and Townsend

anchored the victorious 200-yard medley relay

team.

The strongest event for the Minutemen was the

200-yard butterfly, as UMass swimmers took all

four scoring positions.

"Right now we seem to be in a good position.

Our biggest question mark seemed to have been

answered on Saturday." Yarworth said. "We lost

10 seniors last year. It's impossible to know how

long it will take before young guys can gel adjust-

ed, but we need them to compete now. and so far

they've shown that they can."

The UMass diving teams kicked off the new

season under the coaching of Mandy Hixon, as

senior Logan Alomar won the I- and 3-meter div-

ing events for the men, with 275.10- and 272.25-

point marks, respectively. The sole returning diver

for the Minutewomen, senior Joanna Walsh, came

in first in the 1 -meter competition, finishing the

meet 15 points above her personal best.

Sophomore Shannon Daly, a member of last

year's UNH relay team that set ECAC and UNH
records for the fastest 800-yard free relay time

during last year's Eastern College Athletic

Conference Championships, led the Wildcats to

victory over the Minutewomen with three wins.

Daly won the 200- and 100-yard breaststroke.

and the 200-yard free, with times of 2:24.65.

1:07.48 and 1:56.14. respectively. She also

anchored the winning 200-yard IM relay team.

UNH senior captains Ashley Fish and Melissa

Lague contributed to the team's success, with vic-

tories in the 100-yard tly (2:24.65) and 200-yard

backstroke (2:07.49).

"I was very satisfied in the team's effort. It's a

great sign that such a young team could come out

and hold close to such a good team after having

only practiced for seven weeks." women's coach

Bob Newcomb said.

Sophomore Aimec Bourassa led UMass scores

with victories in the 500-yard free and 200-yard

IM, with times of 5:15.15 and 2:11.64. respec-

tively.

"Aimee is starting to gain confidence. She

works incredibly hard during practices and came

into the season in great shape," Newcomb said.

"She's our most versatile swimmer, and it won't

be a surprise if she continues to excel in a number

of different events."

University of Kentucky transfer Kelly Hoffrage

won her first race for the Maroon and White,

swimming the 100-yard free in 55.00. Freshman

Nicole LeBarge swam the 50-yard free in 25.29.

placing her atop the six competitors. Hoffrage and

LeBarge teamed up with fellow freshman Liz

Lovejoy and Bourassa. to take first place in the

200-yard free relay.

"We have an incredible amount of speed in this

year's freshman class. They're mostly sprinters,"

Newcomb said. "I'm going to keep Lovejoy and

the others in events like the 200-yard relay

because they're good enough to compete right

now. and they'll only get faster as the season goes

on."

Newcomb is optimistic about the young team's

potential, in part because he doesn't have a

choice. The Minutewomen lost nine swimmers to

graduation, including three of their four divers.

"This early in the season I don't look at the

score — I look at how the team swims. And you

can tell that everyone's been practicing hard and

came ready to race," Newcomb said.
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the WRITING PROGRAM PLACEMENT TEST
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE I

ACROSS

(^ AMt'ital r*tuo*«
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1

4

Pimisnto twttimt

15 FUnCa Mfvant
ie Twutunoluf*
17 ty«> rmrvm
11 Hof> d'osuvra

Ipf—<1
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27 UMIp quwUy
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34 ftrma
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43 Putts of Wind
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1
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36 OlddothM
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43 Apparai
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46 ONo Clly

47 Triumphanl
•hout

48 PiUad rnayba
49 Ebbad
50 Avoid caplur*
51 tcfcv

54 Viking — ttia

Red
56 No-lrdit hairdo
57 f-aity Peruvian
58 Marquaa sign

58 Dipkima
poaaaaaor
Purpoaa67 Purpoaa
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YOU ooiNc;? c:an

X BUY YOU A

HEY TANME-.
COA\E ON, VERE

LEAV3NG.

WHAT HAPPENED
THERE. /^AN?

DEFENSIVE
PASS

INTERFERENCE

October Special I

Labatt Blue:

$1.75 A pint / $6.25 A pitcher

Halloween Party Thursday! Prizes, etc.
j

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• BBQ Pork Sandwich

• Chicken Pesto Pasta

• Falafel Pocket Sandwich

(vegan)

DINNER
• Chicken Pot Pie

• Boston Scrod

, Native American Stew

(vegan)

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

TUESDAY
. High: 58

• Low: 38

WEDNESDAY
• High: 59

• Low: 36

THURSDAY
• High: 61

• Low: 40

ifl/l/l
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Always watch vyhere you
are going. Otherwise, you
may step on a piece of the

Forest tfiat was left out by
mistake. yy
-Pooh's Little Instruction Book, inspired by A.A. Milne

aquarius • ian. zo-feb. is

Stop being so evil.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

BAAAAAAH! Don't be a sheep. Think for

yourself.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9

Grunge is out. Take a shower.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Watch yourself ... you're gonna die

eventually.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Go see a concert tonight. Ween is

playing.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

Don't meander around swans.

leO • lUL.. 23-AuG. 22

The ladies will l)e all over you today —
whether you like if or not.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Someone appreciates that car trip you

took the other day.

libra • srpr. 23-orT. 22

Eat more chocolate.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Take better care of your feet; they are

precious commodities.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-dec. 21

Don't break the bed tonight.

Capricorn • dec. 22-ian. 19

If you kvep set rets, someone is Ixiund to

find out the truth.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
WNODNt EMFMSH M^'TO FOR SALE

Fraternities- S«)n>rities-

Clubs- Student (Jroups

Eam$l.(KX)-S2.(KK)iliis

semester with a proven

CanipusFundraiser .^ hour

tiindrdisjiig event. Our

free pn))»ranis make

fundraising easy with no

risks, l-unclraising dates

are filling quickly, so get

with the program! It

works. Contact

CampusFundraiser at (888)

923-.^238, or visit

www.campusfundraiser,

com

MIO I08 SALE

1999 F,xplorerXLT 4x4

Excellent GmJiriDn

Siinr(x)f (xyi. Lcailwl

$i2,san:aiis46-H77

Suzuki Sidekick SUV,

Manual, 1996, jjixxi coiuli-

tion, ^HOO/K). STT-lS^Z/

549-9182, www.taylany-

ildir.iiMuAuziiki

Sizzling' Red CJmvenihle,

Pontiac Sunlire 1997

excellent $^9aT00 549-

0822 ^^^
1992 Honda Prelude SI,

L.Mded,$}900 587-0242

Achieva 92 01dsmi>hile

66,0W Miles FWO 4

shows y<K)d condition No

mst $ I W5.00 548-1020

1991 Toyota C^mry

Wagon, A( VPower

117,aX)miK reliahle.

$250) 549-4060

1992 Silver Ford Taurus

AC, All-Power, Excellent

Condition $24ai

ll8,aVK(:all549-W0

2 10-7W?

$500!!! Cars from $500!!!

Police Impounds tor list-

ings. l-8a^^ 19-^2 ?

ext4554

9^ Pontiac tV>iinevillc

SON All Power Must Sell

$lSai|VO '5VSS57

EMPIOYMFNT

E;im 10K+/montti i-K)ten-

fial from home Training

provided Free infu. 8a^-

896-941 <

Movie Extras/Models

Needed For loc.il ( J.istmg

(
'alls Noexp. or age a--

c|uired EARN up to $200

a day 1-888-820-0167

EMPIOYMENT

Telephone Interviewers

N0SALF:S! C. induct

Interv lews over the phone

at our Fladley location

Flexible Evening and

Weekend Hours

$7.50/liour to start 10*

hours/week PVTA accessi-

ble For more into: 1-888-

423-5381 FMl

Bartender Positions Make

up to $ 500/shift No expe-

rience required. Great

C:ollege,|ob l.a\'-806-

ai84ext. 1525

Are you interested in earn-

ing $10 in one hour by

participatifig in two simple

psychology studies.'

Participation require-

ments:

*You must he fetnale

*You mu,st be between 18-

^Oycars old

*You must speak English

fluently

This study has been

approved by UMass,

Amherst (^^illege, and

Smith C ^illege ethics com-

mittc-e. ('all or email

(413)577-6508

Acliand(ai>sych.iim;iss.edu

EMPlOYVtEM

Attention: Snith-Asian

Americans: Are you inter-

ested m earning $10.00 in

one hour by participating

in two simple psychology

studies? Are you:

Female berween 18-30

years old.'

A South-Asian Ameri-

can of Indian, Pakista-

ni. Nepalese, Sri Lank-

an, or Ranglaileshi

descent K)ni in the

U.S. or living in the

U.S. since age 9?

This study has hcx-n

approved by UMass,

Amherst C^)llege, and

Smith Qillege ethics com-

mittee. Call or email: 41 '-

577-6508

Achand@psych.uma.ss.edu

LOCAL RADIO STA-

TION F,ntr>' level cleri-

cal/sales/on-air. CJomputer

skills necessary

t A imix-nsat i( <n negi it table

Resume: l\1Rox 983

Cit«;nfield, MA 01 302

Motivated students seek-

ing leadership outside the

K)x. Cam experience in

,ill as|x."cts of running a

small business C?all 508-

!
246-12 30

FMPlOYMENr

Visa/M.istercard .ippri ival

agents earn $ 1 .aXl/week

potential. No experience

necessary. Call 1 -800-82 1
-

3416 ext. 145

Sales Assistant for con-

sult ing/sottware firm.

Telephone telemarketing.

Economics a plus. Please

send cover letter and

resume to Frt\ierick Trey:

at Regional Economic

M.Klels, Inc., 433 West

Street, Amherst, MA
01002 or fax 41 3-549-

1038 or email

resumes@reiTU com

.

f^iirtender Trainees

Ni-eded. $250.00 a day

potential. LiKal positions.

l-8a")-293-3985ext 516

!Bartending!$$250/day

potential No experience

Ncsc Training provided. 1
-

a\^-965-6520ext 162

INSTRU( HON

University Bailending

Classes Start .S»xin I -K(K)-

U-CAN-MIX Call now for

inftMination!!! Space is

Limited www.universily-

barteiuliiig.com

Lx)st; Wallet Near Parking

garage 10/14 If found

please call with description

413-237-101.^

SERVIC ES

Stuck on a tough term

paper?

ThePaperEx[x-rts.com can

help! ExixTt writer- can

help with editing, writing,

gr.idii.ite schiKil applica-

tions. We'll help with .ms

sub|ect - visit us 24/7 .11

TliePaperExpcrts.com.

Pet-Sitter available J.iys

nights iSi weekends. l\ig

walking. 9 years exiXTi-

ence. Call Gina 253-0619

.Ml Oigiiil PhkIuciioms

Pro Videograi'ihy tor

Weddings, Par Mitrvahs,

C:..mmercial(508)221-

8223

sweeppa k er*?yah( X ).com

SMEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES Rxly

Sug.iring (waxing) tor men

and women *Sate

kV'i- Natural *F:Hective

253-2322 https://shear

bliss.image41 1 com

SFRVK FS

Pregnant? Need help?

t:all Birthright ot Amherst

area tor tree testing and

assistance. 549-1906

PRF.GNANc:Y test-

ing, FilV Testing, Binh

Gmtrol, an d Emergency

Qintracepr ion . Afti irdable

and confidential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray Street,

Amherst S4S 9992

TRAVEL

Spring Break
'

04 wjth

StudentCirv.com and

Maxim Maiaiine! C let

hixiked up with Free Trips.

c;,ish, and VlPSt.ilus.isa

C'ampus Rep! ("luxise

from 15 of the hottest des-

tinations. fVxik early tor

FREE MEALS, FREE

PRINKS and 150"K>

Lowest Price Guarantee!

To reser\e online or view

our Photo C iallery, visit

wwAy.studentcilv.com or

Call 1-888-SPRING-

BREAK!

.^ "Reality" Spring Break

2aM's Hiittest Prices l^xik

now .. Free Tnps. Meals iSi

Parties «^M.sun.spl.bh

tLKii>.c^.HTi or 18aM26-7710

SPRING BREAK 20041

Beach Life Vacarioas! Ja-

maica, C^ancun, Acapulco,

Bahamas, Florida. Sell

Tnps, E;im Cash, Tnivel

Free!! C -ill l-8a^-73 3-6H7
w\«v.KMchlifev.ications.com

Spring Brc.ik Sign up

with Student Express and

get Free roundtrip .lirline

tickets to over 1^ intenia-

tional destinations- includ-

ing .Aniba, Riminican

Repiiblii.,C'>>sta Rica,

C :aribbean hot sjMts and

more. Why go with any-

one else' Limited offer call

now. Cximmission rep posi-

tions also available 1-800-

787-3787 www.studentex-

prcss.com

SPRING BREAK 1 argest

selection ot IV-stinations,

including Cniises! Foam

Parties, Free l>inks and

(. Hub .Admissions. Rep

Positions and FREE trips

.Vailable. l-8a^-231-4386

www FptcureanTi iurs.com

Miiib/Physics Tutor

$30/HrplustravelC:alll>.

Kline 41 3-552-3805
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Little out as Sox manager
Lack of support, fateful move dooms skipper Let go for the

By Jimmy Colon
.\sMKlATtl) FRhSS

BOSTON (AP) — Red Sox

manager Grady Little will not be

back next year, paying the price

for his decision to stick with

Pedro Martinez in Game 7 of the

AL championship series.

The Red Sox let Little go yes-

terday, less than two weeks after

Boston blew a chance to play in

the World Series when its ace

couldn"t hold a lead against the

New York Yankees.

The Florida Marlins beat the

Yankees in the Series that

wrapped up Saturday, ending

basebali"s embargo on major

moves and freeing the Red Sox

to cut Little loose.

Little's contract expires

Friday, and the team decided

not to exercise its 2004 option.

Team president Larry

Lucchino said team officials

notified Little of the decision in

a telephone conversation yes-

terday morning.

"He took it very well."

Lucchino said. "He was very

gracious. There was no anger or

raised voices. On the contrary,

he thanked us for the opportu-

nity he had been given to man-

age the Red Sox and to manage

in the big leagues."

General manager Theo

Epstein declined to discuss

Little"s possible successors, but

|im Fregosi, Bud Black. Glenn

Hoffman. Charlie Manuel and

jerry Remy have been men-

tioned as candidates.

"We"re going to take as long

as necessary to find the right

manager," Epstein said.

The Red Sox won 93 and 95

games in Little's two years as

manager, reaching the playoffs

this year for the first time since

1999. They lost the first two

games against Oakland, then

swept three straight to advance

to the ALCS. and Little's job

seemed secure.

The Yankees took a 3-2 lead

in the Scries as it headed back

to New York, and Little seemed

to be making all of the right

moves.

He left struggling Nomar
Garciaparra alone, and the

shortstop snapped out of his

slump with four hits in Game 6,

helping force a seventh game.

And, because Little chose not

to use Martinez on short rest,

he had his ace available for the

decisive game.

Boston staked Martinez to a

4-0 lead, and he led 5-2 in the

eighth. Even after Little came

Continued on page 6

Mike

Mar^ellj

Grady Little's two-year tenure as Red Sox manager came to an end yesterday, when the club declined to pick up his 2004 option.

Little won 188 games in his two seasons in Boston, and tinik the Red Sox to within five outs of the World Series.

wrong reasons
I never really liked Grady Little.

Sure he's as good a clubhouse

manager as you will find in the game,

respected and admired by every play-

er who has ever played under him,

but was he ever the right man for the

toughest job in Beantown?
A trip to Game

7 of the AmericanLeague
Championship
Series and back-to-

back 90-plus win

seasons aside, he

probably wasn't.

Because when it

comes down to it.

he just did too

many things wrong.

He wasn't the

seasoned tactician Hub fans trust to

run their beloved nine. He rarely

used statistics and hardly went by

the book, relying solely on hunches

and players' desires. He didn't bunt

and never moved runners over. He

was hesitant to hit and run and even

less likely to call for the straight-out

steal. His lineups sometimes made

you wonder, and while his bullpen

was notably fragile, he didn't help its

cause' with his questionable handling

of both his starters and relievers —
none more infamous than boldly

walking off the Yankee Stadium

mound without Pedro Martinez,

before the Sox ace blew a 5-2 lead

and Boston eventually lost the game

and its shot at a World Series berth.

With that said, Grady Little got a

raw deal.

I've followed the Red Sox faith-

fully since Tom Brunansky's sliding

catch in the right field corner sewed

up the division and a trip to the play-

offs in 1990. And since those days of

Morgan Magic, Little has done the

best job of any of the beleaguered

men who have occupied the far left

comer of the home dugout at Fenway

Park.

When Kevin Kennedy won the

division in his first year as manager

in 1995. he did so by winning only

86 games and beating a Yankees

team that was sub par at best — a

year away from the start of its glori-

ous run. That team went on to flame

out in the first round of the playoffs,

being swept by Cleveland on the

heels of a heroic walk-off homer by

old friend Tony Pena to beat Zane

Smith and the Sox in Game 1. and

the Albert Belle corked bat fiasco

that engulfed the rest of the series.

When limy Williams brought the

Sox back to the playoffs in 1998

after 92 wins and the AL Wildcard, a

seven-game playoff losing streak was

snapped with an 11-3 pounding of

the Indians in Game 1. However it

was Williams' decision to go with

shaky lefihander Pete Schourek in

Continued on page 6

Minutemen split with Dukes, Bonnies

By Bt)B MlGdvern
Q)LiEiiiAN Staff

With less than a minute

left in their game against St.

Bonnaventure, the Mass-

achu.setts mens soccer team

was staring down the barrel

of another Atlantic 10 loss.

Then Oral Bullen put the

safety on.

Bullen scored the game-

tying goal with 52 seconds

left in

Duquesne 2

UMass

UMass

St. Bona. 1

(imAI.I'H LIN<l/lX-'UF.lilAN

Midfielder Dan Colwcll and the Minutemen uplit a pair of Atlantic 10 contests on the road this weekend.

regula-

tion off

a n

assist

b y

fresh-

m a n

Ralph Pace. He only needed

I; 39 in overtime to net the

golden goal, salvaging the

Martxjn and White's position

in the A- 10 power struggle.

Thanks to Bullen s hero-

ics, the Minutemen split a

weekend series on the road

against St, Bonaventure and

Duquesne, They followed up

a 2-1 loss to the Dukes with

the dramatic victory over the

lionnies, also a 2-1 affair

The Minutemen dominat-

ed St. Bonaventure in nearly

every aspect of the game.

UMass outshot the Bonnies

12-5 and controlled the

tempo of play for most of the

contest. The only problem

was finishing what they

started.

"Offensively, even though

wc didn't score a lot of goals

we created a lot of chances,

and that's what our goals

are." Koch said.

The Bonnies had the ball

in their half for most of the

game. This forced them to

bring a majority of their

team into the backfield to sti-

fle the Maroon and White

attack.

The St. Bonaventure

defense seemed up to the

challenge, stopping a bar-

rage of scoring attempts in

the first half. The game was

tied at zero going into the

half, with the Minutemen

looking for some offensive

spark.

"We controlled the whole

first half. We moved the ball

well," Koch said. "I give

them a lot of credit. They

defended well . . . their backs

blocked a number of shots."

The second half was a lit-

tle moR- balanced, with the

Bonnies putting pressure on

the Maroon and White for

the first time. The score

remained even at zero for

most of the half until the

71st minute, when St.

Bonaventure struck first.

lunior defender Miseal

Pcdraza kicked the ball over

a UMass defender and found

Kevin Omukhua on the

right side of the net. who
was able to put the ball past

UMass keeper Colin Bums..

In the confusion that

ensued. Ralph Pace was able

to find Bullen. who was

coming up in support.

Bullen then laced a shot past

St. Bonaventure keeper Sean

Eyde to tie the game.

In the overtime period,

Dan Colwell hit a ball to

Bullen. who drove through

several Bonnie defenders to

go one-on-one with Eyde.

Bullen drove the ball in, end-

ing the game and salvaging

UMass' A- 10 prestige.

The game against

Duquesne was an entirely

different challenge for the

Maroon and White. The
Dukes are one of the elite

teams in the A- 10 this sea-

son and exhibit a squad that

attacks early and often.

The Dukes controlled the

first half, outshooting

UMass 12-5. Colin Bums
kept the Minutemen in the

game, making four huge

saves in the half.

Duquesne wouldn't go

quietly into the half, as

Damien Pottinger scored his

team-leading ninth goal

before the whistle to break

the ice.

UMass came out of the

break with a full head of

steam and put an aggressive

attack on the Duquesne
goal. Freshman Richard

Higa was able to sneak one

by at 59:43 off a Bullen

assist.

Pat Dillon scored with

12:28 remaining to give

Duquesne the victory.
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Firefighters battle blazes to protect LA
By Seth Hettena
Ass«xiatki) Press

Ventura County firefighters watch an Us Angeles city helicopter drop water on a hot spot in Simi

Valley. CA. The fire has destroyed several homes and burned over 80,000 acres.

SAN DIEGO (AP) -
Firefighters beat back flames on

Los Angeles' doorstep Tuesday,

saving hundreds of homes in the

city's San Fernando Valley. But

exhausted crews were pulled back

in San Diego County even though

two devastating blazes threatened

to merge into a super fire.

"They're so fatigued that

despite the fact the fire perimeter

might become much larger, we're

not willing to let the firefighters

continue any further," said Rich

Hawkins, a US. Forest Service

fire chief. "They are too fatigued

from three days of battle."

Ten thousand firefighters were

on the front lines throughout the

state, battling Califomia's dead-

liest wildfires in more than a

decade.

Since Oct. 21, at least 10 wind-

driven wildfires — many of them

arson-caused — have rampaged

through Southem California,

demolishing neighborhoods, gut-

ting businesses and blackening

more than half a million acres of

land from the Mexican border to

the Ventura-Los Angeles county

line. At least 1 5 people have died

and nearly 1 .600 homes have been

destroyed. Two bum victims were

in critical condition in San Diego.

"This may be the worst disaster

the state has ever faced and is like-

ly to be the costliest." Gov, Gray

Davis said, estimating the cost at

nearly $2 billion. He added: "This

is a total disaster It reminds me of

when I was in Vietnam, communi-

ties were burned out."

Firefighters had feared they

would lose hundreds of homes

late Monday and early Tuesday as

a fire in the hills between Los

Angeles and Ventura counties

threatened to push into neighbor

hoods in the densely populated

San Fernando Valley, including

one gated community of million-

dollar mansions.

But winds subsided enough to

let pilots douse the area with

water and fire retardant. Backfia's

and bulldozers were u.sed to clear

away the fuel in the flames' path.

Reinforcements were sent to help

on the ground, and temperatures

dropped.

"They saved every one of

them," said Bill Peters, a

spokesman for the California

Forestry Department.

In San Bernardino County, fire-

fighters stmggled to defend resort

towns high in the mountains. The

flames destroyed 20 simctures on

Strawberry Peak and several

homes in Rimforest, and threat-

ened an estimated $3 billion

worth of houses in the Crestline.

Lake Arrowhead and Big Ikar

areas. Peters said.

Working on narrow mountain

roads, iitelighlers battled fires

along the 20-mile stretch. About

80.000 full-time residents have

been evacuated from the moun-

tains since Saturda\.

"|usl about everything is burn-

ing." said William Bagnell, lire

chief of the Crest Forest Fire

Protection District,

The flames are feeding on mil-

lions of dead trees, weakened b\

drought and killed by a bark bee-

tle infestation. Officials were pai-

ticularly worried about "crown-

ing." where flames leap from one

treetop to another, leaving fire-

lighters on the ground all but

powerless to stop them,

"If that occurs, we dont have

the capability to put tho.se fires

out." US. Forest Service spokes-

woman Carol BecklcN said. "It will

be a lirestonn."

Califomia's biggest lire, a blaze

of more than 200.000 acres in

eastern San Diego County, fonned

a 45-mile front stretching into

Scripps Ranch and lulian, a moun-

tain conmiunity renowned for its

apple crop. The lire was just miles

from merging with a 37,000-acre

fire near Escondido.

Ihc two fires have destroyed

more than 900 homes. If they

joined up. the flames would cut

off escape routes and whip up the

wind.

"These fires actually create

their own weather," said Dave

Wheeler. a stale Forestry

Department spokesman.

On the highway near lulian.

high walls of flames lit up a moun-

tain ridge along Lake Cusamaca.

The blaze sounded like an explo-

sion as flames tore across the dry

brush and trees.

Thirteen of the deaths over the

past few days came as victims

tried to flee tliose two fires.

Glenn Wagner, San Diego

County chief medical examiner,

said he expects the death toll to

rise as crews begin inspecting the

hundreds of charred homes,

"This lire was so last," he said.

"I'm sure we're going to find folks

who simply never had a chance to

get out of their houses."

Some victims died within view

of San Vicente Lake, a boating

and fishing destination in

Ramona, "Could you imagine

looking out at all thai water in San

Vicente Lake and still dying in the

lire?" Wagner said.

Hawkins, of the forest Service,

said lunches intended lot lirelighl-

ers on Monda> were not delivered

until Tuesda> morning.

"lis like war. Tliis whole lire

has been a war so far." Hawkins

said. "What the firelighters are

lacing is a lack of sleep, a lack of

food, a lack of diesel fuel in some

cases and a lack of logistical sup-

port,"

SGA Diversity roundtable meeting set for today
professional SCllOOl day GXplOreS StUdent fUtUfeS

By El) Hudson
Cx)LLEc;tAN Staff

The year's first diversity roundtable meeting con-

venes today, where students and administrators will

have the opportunity to share their ideas of how to cre-

ate a more welcoming and inclusive community at the

University of Massachusetts,

Russell Plato, secretary of diversity issues in the

Student Govemment Association, will facilitate the

meeting, which takes place at 4 p.m, in room 163C of

the Campus Center, with the hope of helping students

identify areas of common concem and inspiring them

to become proactive in the campus community

"I would hope that students will fomi connections

across the boundaries that sometimes separate us," he

said, "so that they will be able to identify some com-

mon goals."

He said one of his primary goals is to provide an

environment for students to communicate with mem-

bers of the SGA and campus administration.

"The round table gives them a reall) good opportu-

nity to talk to people that make decisions on this cam-

pus," he said.

Some of the issues that Plato anticipates being

addressed will have to do with cuts to the funding of

English as a Second Language programs, the

Restroom Revolution — a campaign for gender neu-

tral restrooms. Also covered will be the recent change

in the admission policy at UMass, whereby a point sys-

tem for admission will no longer be utilized, as well as

other concems for academic and cultural support pro-

grams.

"I would expect that administrators will get a bet-

ter feeling of how students feel about these issues," he

said. "(And) I would hope that they take those feelings

into account when they make policy decisions."

Plato said he is expecting 40 to 50 people, includ-

ing about 30 faculty members, who have personally

committed to attending

"But anyone else is welcome to come," he said. "I

expect that more students will come through word of

mouth," He encourages students to invite anyone they

think might be interested in attending,

Plato said he tried to identify campus offices such

as housing, dining, admissions and various other aca-

demic programs related to diversity and personally

send them, as well as University administrators, invita-

tions to the event.

He said invitations were also sent to every

Registerexl Student Organization via campus mail and

email asking them to notify all of their members, Ik-

said every member of the SGA and area govemments

were invited as well.

"I really wanted RSOs and senators and everyone

to be involved," he said, "I hope for a large showing of

students from the SGA," he added.

According to Plato, who transferred to UMass in

Spring 2002, this will be the first diversity round table

meeting in at least the past two years, Plato said the

Executive Cabinet position of Secretary of Diversity

Issues in the SGA was not filled prior to his term.

According to him. it is a requirement of his position to

hold the meeting at least once per month,

Plato said he didn't think it made sense to have a

meeting this past September becau.se the Senate had

not yet been elected,

"People were still getting their bearings." he said.

He added that the frequency of additional meetings

would be determined today "The bylaws can be

adjusted to what the campus needs." he said.

According to Plato, the diversity roundtable is not

a policy-making body, but he believes it will be useful

for students to share their concems. Plato said he

would be providing guidance throughout the meeting.

"I'm looking forward to just having conversation," he

said. He believes the meeting will be a space where

that conversation can take place.

By FERRON SAlNlKtR

CoiLK.iAN Staff

Today the Career Services Office at the

University of Massachusetts will give students the

opportunity to explore future options in education

during the Annual Graduate and Professional

Schools Infomiation Day The event will be held in

the Student Union Bulliuom from 1 1 a.m, lo > p,m.

Over 160 graduate, medical, dental, law and

other professional schools will be represented,

along with other schools of international relations,

education, .social work, theology and library sci-

ence. A range of other post-baccalaureate options

from the U.S. and abroad will also be represented,

A number of graduate schools liom

Massachusetts will be represented at the event

including Emerson College. Boston College.

Northeastem University, Boston University and

Tufts University. Representatives from the Harvard

schools of education, public health and government

will also be present. Representatives from universi-

ties across ihe U,S, including Colombia University,

Georgetown University, Stanford University.

Rutgers University and the University of Souihem

California will be in attendance.

A number of environmental programs will be

represented such as the Center for Environmental

Policy at Bard College, the Nicholas SchtMjl of the

Environment and Earth Sciences at Duke

University and the Graduate Program in

Environmental Studies at The Evergreen State

College,

Information about the variou-- financial aid,

entrance requirements, housing and other arrange-

ments for each program v^ill also be available. In

addition, representatives from Kaplan Services and

the Princeton Review will be present to answer

questions about graduate program entrance exams.

Students from all five collego are encouraged to

attend the event. Dress is casual.

For a list of partidpaling institulions visit the

Career Ser\ices wch page at innt-

cai.acad.umass. edu.

Sun hurls another solar flare at [artli

By Joseph B. Verrengia

AsStX lATEl) PfUISS

Scientists again wamed that

communications on Earth could be

disrupted this week by another

spectacular emption on the surface

of the Sun and that it might even

hamper firefighting efforts in

Califomia, .

"It's headed straight for us like a

freight train." said John Kohl, a

solar astrophysicist at the Harvard-

Smithsonian Center for

Astrophysics in Cambridge, Ma.ss.
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"This is the real thing."

Predictions are it could strike

Earth's magnetic field by midday

Wednesday *

The explosion of gas and

charged particles into space from

the corona, the outemiosi layer of

Ihe sun's atmosphere, isn't hamtful

to people. But it can knock out

satellite communications, which

some emergency crews are relying

on in battling Califomia's wildfires.

Similar solar events in recent

years have disrupted television

transmissions. GPS navigation, oil

pipeline controls and even the flow

of electricity along power lines.

Space weather forecasters first

wamed of that possibility last

week, when a previous solar flare

empted. and then ihey saw a new

sunspot region developing in

another region of the sun's face.

The cloud of charged particles

from last week's emption stmck

Earth "with only a glancing blow."

Kohl said. It dismpted some airline

communications.

But Kohl said scientists

ob.servtxl the biggest such explo-

sion in 30 years shortly before 6

am, EST Tuesday It produced a

particle cloud 1 3 times larger than

Earth and hurtled through the

.solar system at more than 1 million

miles per hour.

The resulting geomagnetic

storm could be ranked among the

most powerful of its kind and last

for 24 hours.

It is exptxted to dismpt the

communications satellites and high

frequency radios.

In southem Califomia. wildfires

already have knocked out many

microwave communication anten-

nas on the ground, making satellite

communications important to

emergency efforts. Researchers

said safety personnel might

encounter communications inter-

ference.

Federal researehers said they

already have turned off instm-

ments and taken other precautions

with science satellites,

A positive note: sta)ng geomag-

netic stomis can produce colorful

auairas in the night sky visible as

far south as Texas and Florida

beginning late Wednesday

Sunspols and solar stomis tend

to occur in 1 1 -year cycles: the cur-

rent cycle peaked in late 2000.

Scientists compared the latest

flare lo the "Bastille flay storm"

that occurred in July 2000,

"The Bastille Day stomi pro-

duced considerable dismption to

both ground and space high-tech

systems." said Bill Murlagh. a

space weather forecaster for the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Adminislialion.

Happy Halloween!

A homemade scarecrow waits to urtoi trick .>r tr.Mttrs on Strong Street in Amherst,
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Today
R. John Collier, Maude and

Lillian Presley professor of

microbiology and molecular

genetics at the Harvard

Medical School, will give the

lecture: "Addressing the Threat

of Anthrax" at 4 p.m. in room

150/151 of the Computer
Science Building at UMass.

Informal meetings with Collier

can be arranged by contacting

Jenn Dier at jbdier-

Obichem.umass.edu.

At 4:30 p.m., the Smith

College Orchestra will host

their Family Halloween

Concert, featuring music from

Harry Potter and the premiere

of "Dansee Demonique" by

Clifton J. Noble, Jr. It will be

held in Sweeney Concert Hall.

Attendees are encouraged to

dress in costume.

The Global Migrations

Program of Hampshire College

is sponsoring a lecture by

Angus Mitchell entitled:

"'Under the guise of law:'

Imperial resource wars and

popular agitation for an ethical

foreign policy in the Atlantic

World, 1884-1913". The lecture

is open to the public and will

begin at 7:30 p.m. in the

Faculty Lounge of Franklin

Peterson Hall, Hampshire
College.

Tomorrow
Amherst College's Religion

Department, in conjunction

with the Willis D. Wood Fund, is

sponsoring a lecture entitled:

"Justice, Force and Terrorism:

Thoughts on U.S. Policy," by

David Little. T.J. Dermot
Dunphy, professor of the prac-

tice in religion, ethnicity and

international conflict at

Harvard Divinity School. The

lecture will begin at 4 p.m. in

Chapin 201.

Judyie Al-Bilali, theater

artist and Fulbright scholar,

will host a poetry and prose

reading in the Augustua

Savage Gallery of the New
African House at UMass at 7

p.m. Al-Bilali will share the

Brown Paper studio approach

that she developed while work-

ing in South Africa.

The psychological horror hit

movie Bhoot (2003) will be

shown at 7:30 p.m. in Herter

Hall, Room 231. The film tells

the story of a couple whose
new home is haunted. Bhoot is

recommended for adult audi-

ences only.

F r i day J I

The UMass annual Festival

of Lights, choreographed by

Ranjanaa Devi, is a dance per-

formance parade of gods, god-

desses, demons and heavenly

beings descending to Earth. It

will occur at 10 a.m. at Bowker
Auditorium. Tickets are $5 for

students, $7 for non-students

and are available through the

FAC Box Office.

Professor Daniel Robinson

of the psychology department

at Columbia University will give

a lecture entitled "Moral

Science at the Founding:

Ruling Passions" in the Babbott

Room of the Octagon at

Amherst College at 4 p.m.

At 8:30 p.m., Amherst
College Orchestra will present

Mahler's First Symphony along

with works by Johan Strauss,

Jr. and Mozart, conducted by

Mark Lane Swanson. The per-

formance is free for Amherst

students, and $5 for the gener-

al public. It will be hosted in

Buckley Recital Hall of the

Arms Music Center

Saturday 1

Smith College will host its

Annual Fall Chrysanthemum
Show daily from 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

starting this Saturday in Lyman
Conservatory.

Smith's Brown Fine Arts

Center will host "Snazz!" an

opening party for two contem-

porary art exhibits entitled

"Undomesticated Interiors"

and "Photographing

Undomesticated Interiors."

Admission is $15 for members,

$20 for non-members. The

event will include music,

refreshments, a cash bar and a

chance to meet the artists.

Room.

M. o n day ?

At 7:30 p.m.. Tony Judt,

director of the Remarque

Institute, will give a lecture

titled: "Uncle Sam and the

Euro-Trash: Contemporary

Europe Through American

Eyes " The lecture will be held

in Seelye 201 at Smith College.

Refreshments will be served

afterward.

At 4:30 p.m., Carol Bailey of

the University of the West
Indies will give a lectured enti-

tled: "Gendered Voices? A
Reading of Lovelace and
Collins," which will explore

political implications of the

deployment of Caribbean gen-

res in works by Earl Lovelace

and Merle Collins. Also, the

authors' notions of gender will

be discussed. The lecture will

be held at the Five College

Women's Studies Research
Center, located at 83 College

Street.

Diane Durston, long time

Kyoto resident and author of

"Kyoto: Seven Paths to the

Heart of the City" and "Old

Kyoto, A Guide to Traditional

Shops, Restaurants and Inns,"

will give a lecture about the

lives of traditional Japanese

artisans in Kyoto. It will be held

at 4:30 p.m. in Smith College's

Neilson Library Browsing

4Tuesday
Mount Holyoke College will

host its Annual Eqbal Ahmad

Lecture. This year's is titled:

"There is a Vision: Civil Society

and the Prospects for Peace in

the Middle East." It will be

delivered by Dr. Mustafa

Barghouthi. The lecture will

begin at 4 p.m. in the Robert

Crown Center

At 4 p.m.. Dr. Jesse

Snedeker, assistant professor

of psychology and co-director

of the Laboratory for

Developmental Studies at

Harvard University, will speak

about his hypothesis concern-

ing a child's linguistic develop-

ment in the lecture: "Starting

over: 'Early' word learning at 1

,

4 or 20." The lecture will be

held in room 917 of the UMass

Campus Center

Arafat asks prime minister to form a new government
. • . . -. > — 11... L>».«L .,-in ^rrx/^X/ \\r\

By L.\R.^ St KHT1A.N

.As»».lATtn Pi<£SS

R.AMALLAH. West Bank

lAP) — Yasser .Arafat on Tuesda>

asked Palestinian Prime Minister

Ahmed Qureia to sta\ on the job

and fonn a new government by

next weelt. officials said, a move

that could give a small lift to trou-

bled US. backed peace plan.

Qureia. whose one-month

term as head of an emergenc)

Cabinet ends ne.xt week, said he

hasn't received a formal offer yet.

but that he would accept once he

receives it.

The United States and other

international mediators have been

closely watching Palestinian

iffons to form a government, say-

ing a stable Palestinian leadership

is needed to push the road map
peace plan forward. Still.

Tuesday s anixnincement failed to

resolve the sticky issue of who
woukJ oversee Palestinian securi-

ty forces.

Undercover Israeli troops

killed a fugitive Palestinian mili-

tant in a West Bank refugee camp,

wimesses said. Ibrahim al-

Naneesh. 37. was a member of

the Al Aqsa Martyrs' Brigade, a

militant group loosely linked to

Arafat's Fatah faction.

The army said the fugitive was

responsible for several attacks on

Israeli civilians and fired at sol-

diers who killed him. Soldiers

found an Ml 6 and several ntaga-

zines on the body. Shortly after, a

second militant opened fire.

SoWiers fired back and hit him.

The wounded militant was taken

to a Tulkarem hospital.

The developments came as

Israel held local elections in

which Prime Minister Ariel

Sharon's Likud party was expect-

ed to lose several key mayorships.

The Israeli Foreign Ministry

summoned a senior Swiss diplo-

mat to protest Switzerland's back-

ing for an informal Mideast peace

plan reached by former Israeli and

Palestinian negotiators, an official

said Tuesday.

Qureia currently heads an

emergency Cabinet wfKise term

expires Nov. 4. There had been

some uncertainty over whether

Qureia, upset by arguments with

Arafat over control of the security

forces, would agree to continue in

the job.

Palestinian officials gave con-

flkting accounts about Tuesday's

meeting of the PLO leadership.

Foreign Minister Nabil Shaath

aiKl Abbas 2^ki. a senior

PLO official, said Qureia had

accepted Arafat's offer to form a

new government. But reached

later. Qureia said he had not been

formally invited, although he

plans to accept the offer.

"The plan is to have this gov-

ernment ready" by the time the

term of the emergency Cabinet

expires. Shaath said. "We do not

want any more time wasted."

Qureia 's previous efforts to

form a larger government have

failed because of wrangling over

^eAA

appointments. In particular,

Qureia had been unable to agree

with Arafat over the key post of

interior minister, which would

control the various Palestinian

security agencies.

Shaath said the interior minis-

ter's post so far remains unfilled.

"There will be a strong a capa-

ble interior minister who will

exercise all security responsibili-

ties assigned to him," he said. "No

names were discussed this morn-

ing, but as I said the principles

and the basis are all agreed to."

Israel and the United States

say the forces must be consolidat-

ed under one body, in order to be

effective in dismantling militant

groups.

Qureia, who hopes to reach a

cease-fire with Israel and get
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peace talks back on track, had

unsuccessfully tried to attract

representatives of Islamic mili-

tant groups into his first govern-

ment.

In Israel, about 3.8 million

Israelis were eligible to vote in

the local elections. Turnout was

expected to be low.

A Likud loss could weaken

Sharon, who led the party to a

sweeping victory in February gen-

eral elections but has been hurt

recently by corruption allegations.

Sharon is expected to be ques-

tioned by police this week in con-

nection with those allegations,

according to Israeli media. The

Maariv newspaper reported

Sharon would be questioned

Tuesday

Analysts said Likud might be

hurt on the local level by infight-

ing and competition from inde-

pendent candidates as well as

Sharon's decision to keep tradi-

tional allies, including the ultra-

Orthodox Shas party, out of the

governing coalition. Shas is very

active on the municipal level.

The Israeli Foreign Ministry

summoned a senior Swiss diplo-

mat to protest Switzerland's

backing for an informal Mideast

peace plan reached by former

Israeli and Palestinian negotia-

tors, an official said Tuesday

Foreign Ministry spokesman

Jonathan Peled said Switzerland's

acting head of mission. Claude

Altermatt. was summoned on

Monday Peled said Israeli offi-

cials expressed "misgivings about

the Swiss involvement in promot-

ing" the peace plan.
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Car bomb kills at least four space capsule »"<;; jn^khstan
By Robert H. Reid

Aiist* lAtKi) Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — A
car bomb exploded Tuesday west

of Baghdad, killing at least four

people a day after three dozen

people died in a wave of suicide

bombings in the Iraqi capital.

U.S. officials said one of

Baghdad's three deputy mayors

was killed in a hit-and-run shoot-

ing.

The latest attacks, including

the killing Sunday of Deputy

Mayor Fans Abdul Razzaq al-

Assam, raised fears that a

strengthened insurgency is

increasingly targeting Iraqis who
work with the U.S. -led coalition

as well as international groups

that had considered themselves at

less risk than U.S. soldiers.

Despite the escalation in

attacks on Iraqis, American

forces remained targets, with

insurgents firing on a U.S. mili-

tary base and convoy in two

northern cities Tuesday

In Baghdad, a rocket -pro-

pelled grenade attack killed one

U.S. soldier and wounded six oth-

ers while they were trying to

destroy ivadside bombs, the U.S.

military said Tuesday.

The soldiers, from the 1st

Armored Division, were attacked

Monday, the same day a team of

suicide car bombers devastated

the Red Cross headquarters and

three police stations, killing three

dozen people and wounding

more than 200.

In Tikrit, Saddam Hussein's

hometown, insurgents opened

fire late Tuesday on the southern

gate of the main U.S. military

base, wounding at least one

American soldier from the 4th

Infantry Division, witnesses said.

A patrol was sent out to search

for the assailants, who soldiers

said apparently fired from a near-

by rooftop.

And a U.S. military convoy

was attacked Tuesday night by

small arms fire in the northern

city of Mosul, the military said.

There were no casualties.

In Fallujah, a flashpoint Sunni

Muslim city 40 miles west of

Baghdad, a car exploded Tuesday

afternoon on a major street,

killing at least four people. The

explosion occurred about 100

yards from a police station and

100 feet from a school, but the

target was unclear

Later Tuesday, eight huge

explosions were heard after sun-

down from the southern area of

Fallujah. U.S. officials in

Baghdad said they were unaware

of the blasts, which residents

described as "deafening."

In Baghdad, at least three

mortar shells exploded late

Tuesday in the ladriya district

across the Tigris River from the

palace headquarters of the U.S.

led coalition, Iraqi police said.

There was no immediate word on

casualties or damage.

Coalition officials reported lit-

tle progress in determining who
was behind Monday's car bomb-

ings in Baghdad.

A fifth would-be suicide

bomber, who was caught Monday

before he could detonate his

explosives, told police he was

Syrian, according to a coalition

official. Investigators were trying

to confirm his nationality, the

official said on condition of

anonymity.

President Bush blamed both

loyalists to Saddam and foreign

terrorists for the attacks in and

around Baghdad, including a

rocket barrage on a hotel Sunday

that killed a U.S. lieutenant

colonel and wounded 18 other

people.

Bush told a news conference

Tuesday that "basically what

they're trying to do is cause peo-

ple to run."

A coalition spokesman,

Charles Heatly. told the British

Broadcasting Corp.. "there cer-

tainly are indications that there

are foreign terrorists who are

coming into Iraq," but he did not

explicitly accuse them of respon-

sibility.

Britain's special representative

in Iraq, Sir Jeremy Greenstock,

also said Tuesday that foreign ter-

rorists could be entering Iraq

from Afghanistan and elsewhere.

The use of suicide bombings

in Monday's attacks "is a sign of

foreign terrorist tactics, rather

than the Saddam loyalist ele-

ments that we are still trying to

chase down," Greenstock told

BBC.
The car bombing in Fallujah

was the first in the city, a center

of resistance to the U.S. occupa-

tion.

Tawfiq Mijbel, who was badly

wounded by shrapnel from the

car bombing, said he was driving

directly behind the vehicle that

exploded. "It stopped in front of

the power company A man got

out, while another stayed in the

car. A few seconds later it blew

up," Mijbel said from his hospital

bed.

Khamis Mijbal, who owns a

shop opposite the spot where the

car blew up, said the blast pro-

duced a massive ball of fire and

debris flew in all directions.

The school was closed, but

police said one body was found

inside. Police Col. jalal Sabri said

all the victims appeared to have

been bystanders. Sabri said at

least four people were dead but

the number could reach six. The

count was difficult because some

victims were dismembered, he

said.

The slain deputy Baghdad

mayor, al-Assam, was "shot in a

hit-and-run incident" Sunday,

said Tom Basile, a coalition

spokesman. Basile said he had no

information that any suspects

were apprehended.

Resistance forces have assassi-

nated or attempted to assassinate

several figures allied with the

occupation. The most prominent

was Aquila al-Hashimi. a mem-

ber of the Governing Council,

who was fatally shot Sept. 20.

By Mara D. Bellaby

AsstviATED Press

ASTANA, Kazakhstan (AP) — A Russian space

capsule delivered an American, a Russian and

Spaniard home Tuesday from the International

Space Station, depositing them safely in

Kazakhstan and earning a place in the history

books as the first Russian spacecraft to both launch

and land an American astronaut.

The bell-shaped Soyuz thumped down beneath a

parachute at 5:40 a.m. Moscow time near Arkalyk

in north-central Kazakhstan, scorched and smelling

of burning metal. Its passengers, American Ed Lu,

Russian Yuri Malenchenko and Spaniard Pedro

Duque, emerged smiling after their 3 1/2-hour

descent to Earth.

"It is great to be back home," said Lu, after

Russian workers lifted him — seat and all — from

the capsule and covered him in a fur-lined shawl to

keep out the cold wind blowing over the steppe.

Lu had planned to ride to the space station

onboard the U.S. shuttle Atlantis until the disinte-

gration of the space shuttle Columbia in February

put the American manned spaceflight program on

hold. Since then the smaller, non-reusable Soyuz

crafts have become the linchpin of the space station

program.

Lu and Malenchenko blasted off in the same

Soyuz capsule last April for a neariy six-month stay

in space, while Duque arrived eight days ago along

with a U.S. -Russian crew. The capsule he rode up

will stay with the station until that crew returns.

In May, the first time that American astronauts

returned on the Soyuz, a computer malfunction

sent the crew on a dive so steep that the astronauts'

tongues rolled back in their mouths. The crew land-

ed so far off-target that more than two gut-wrench-

ing hours passed before rescuers knew the men

were safe.

This time, everything went mostly as planned.

"We were very fortunate. It was as smooth a

landing as could have been hoped for." said Gen.

Vladimir Popov, who heads the team responsible

for Russia's space search and rescue operations.

AP Chief unvails new "eAP" teclinoloov

By Dave Carpenter

A.sstxiATi-:i> Press

CHICAGO (AP) — Tom Curley the new president

and CEO of The Associated Press, unveiled details

Tuesday of the news cooperative's impending shift to

the "electronic AP' — a new interactive network of

multimedia content.

The "eAP" initiative will help transfomi the 155-

year-old wire service with new technology that should

better connect it wnth its newspaper members and

other customers, Curley said.

Curley and |ohn Reid. AP's director of services and

technology and a senior vice president, explained the

initiative in a multimedia slide presentation to newspa-

per publishers at the annual meeting of the Inland

Press Association.

Reid said the new tcx-hnology, which he character-

ized as a new generation of content management and

distribution systems, "takes us a giant leap forward in

making it easier to get just the content that you want,

and in a way that makes it much easier to use."

"It's something that, going forward, really is going

to revolutionize the way that we provide content, the

way that members eltvtronically interact with AP just

as much as the photojournalism revolution of a decade

ago did" with the introduction of digital satellite tech-

nology. Reid said.

Curley called the eAP initiative part of efforts to

make the AP the "essential global news company,

"

including offering news stories that move faster and

carry more impact.

The six elements of eAP as outlined by Reid are:

— eAP Central: A common database repository for all

AP content.

— eAssign: A new system within AP for making, coor-

dinating and tracking assignments; elements can be

made available to members and other customers as

well.

— eCategorize: A software engine to categorize, index

and seareh.

— ePackage: Tools for editors to build multimedia

packages that are easy to use as part of a newspaper

page. Web site, television presentation or wireless

device.

— cDistribute: Providing AP content through the

Internet that is tightly integrated with customers' sys-

tems.

— eSolutions; AP's use of all the advancements to pro-

vide technology or technical services to customers.
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NASA spokesman Ron Navias agreed. "It was a

dream landing. It is almost as if they hit the X-mark

on the ground," he said.

The operation was marred only by the inadver-

tent pushing of a button by one of the space capsule

occupants during the undocking. which caused the

space station to rotate 25 degrees, and it required a

large expenditure of fuel to correct the alignment,

Russian media reported. Vladimir Solovyov, the

chief of Mission Control outside Moscow, sakl in

televised remarks that there was "some deviation

but we quickly fixed it."

However, hours after touchdown, thick, low-

lying clouds enveloped the Kazakh capital Astana.

forcing helicopters carrying the crew, officials and

journalists to briefly turn back to the landing site

near Arkalyk.

The astronauts were met in Astana by Kazakh

girls adorned in gold-trimmed national costumes

and holding bouquets of red roses. Duque walked

easily up the stairs to the Astana airport's VIP

lounge, but Malenchenko and Lu — both feeling

the effects of gravity after almost half-a-year of

weightlessness — leaned on aides for support.

Russian engineers had said there was only a slim

chance that this crew would suffer from the same

computer malfunction that affected the previous

flight, but officials took no chances and altered the

usual search operation to cover more ground.

NASA, still getting used to its astronauts land-

ing on foreign ground, also requested a medically

equipped U.S. Air Force C-17 to stand by in

Astana.

Additionally, this Soyuz was equipped with

satellite phones and a global positioning satellite

system — courtesy of NASA — so if the crew had

landed off-course and communications systems

were damaged as happened in May, they would still

have been able to phone in their location.

The three-man crew arrived late Tuesday in

Moscow, where Malenchenko's new bride, Texas

resident Fkaterina Dmitriev, Lu's fiance and

Duque's family awaited them. Malenchenko

became the first person to marry in space, holding

a wedding by proxy.

Tests show priest fathered children
BROCKTON, Mass. (AP) —

Paternity tests have confirmed

that a Catholic priest fathered

two children of a woman with

whom he had an affair

lames ). Perry, 38. of

Middleboro and his sister,

Emily S. Perry, 52. of

Stoughton, have received

results of the DNA tests show-

ing the Rev. James Foley is their

biological father. The

Enterprise of Brockton report-

ed.

Foley, who admitted to an

affair with the Perrys' mother

in the 1960s and 1970s, was

ordered by a probate court

judge in July to undergo DNA
testing to determine if he is the

Perry's father.

Last February. James Perry

filed a motion in Plymouth

County Probate and Family

Court seeking paternity testing:

his sister filed the same request

in Norfolk County Probate

Court. The cases were folded

together into the Plymouth

County case, and brother and

sister were in court on Monda>

to receive the results.

Rita Perry, their mother,

died of a drug overdose in

1973. Foley, who was with her

at the time, has apologized for

not doing more to save her.

The Perrys said Foley told

them in a meeting early this

year their mother collapsed

after becoming upset with him

because he refused to spend the

next day with her, and he .soon

realized she'd taken some pills.

When efforts to revive her

failed, Foley said he panicked,

made a call to Needham police,

and fled. He denied an account

in church documents that he

fled after she collapsed, and

only called police after he

returned to the house later.

Foley admitted the affair to

church officials in 1993 and

was sent away for two years of

counseling before returning to

St. loseph's Church in Salem in

1995.

When details of the affair

and Rita Perry's death became

public in December, he was

removed from the parish.

-Associated Press
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'The Price Is Right'

legend will live on
For anyone who has ever been an avid

watcher of television game shows, Monday

was truly a sad day. A legend in his field,

Robert Ray Roddy, a.k.a. Rod Roddy, the

famous announcer from "The Price is Right."

died of a combination of colon and breast can-

cer. His unique qualities are irreplaceable and

game shows will not be the same without him.

Roddy was the voice behind many game

shows, including "Love Connection" and

"Press Your Luck," but of course he was most

well known for his booming. "Come on

down! You're the next contestant on 'The

Price is Right!" as audience members eagerly

waited to hear him call their name. His cheer-

ful attitude, flashy style of dress and familiar

voice helped to make the show the success it

was. The undeniable chemistry between he

and Bob Barker created an atmosphere unlike

any other game show. Their partnership last-

ed for an incredible seventeen years.

Although he knew about his illness for

quite some time. Roddy had a courageous and

fighting spirit and continued his work up

until the very end. He recorded his last

episode about two months ago. right before

he was hospitalized. For nearly two years, he

smiled through his pain to bring viewers their

daily dose of Rod. His first cancer-related

surgery was back in 2001. Until recently, doc-

tors believed they had his disease under con-

trol, but unfortunately for Roddy, and all the

watchers of his show, they were incorrect. His

adoring fans are the only family he has left

behind.

There is a lesson to be learned from

Robert Ray Roddy's death. After his diagnosis

of cancer several years ago. Roddy began to

speak out on behalf of early detection. Before

his death, he gave an interview on a CBS web-

site where he said. "1 could have prevented all

this with a colonoscopy."

In regards to his breast cancer, he added,

"To everybody out there. 'Get a mammo-
gram!' It can happen to men. too." It's a little

known fact, but it is true that approximately

1.500 men a year are afflicted with breast

cancer.

Roddy made a very good point. Although

cancer can be a deadly disease, it can be pre-

vented. Early detection is the first and most

important step in the battle against it. We
should learn from his mistake, and take his

advice. Regular check-ups and exams can pre-

vent us from suffering a fate like Roddy's.

Although no funeral plans have been

announced, the game show fans all over the

country will be mourning for the loss of this

lively and ever cheerful announcer. He

brought flair to his shows that will never be

replaced. "The Price Is Right" will never be

the same. To CBS. the entire game show com-

munity, and of course, us at the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian. Robert Ray

Roddy will truly be missed.

Information from cnn.com was used in

this editorial.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

Ridiculous lanyuaye requirements
The language requirement at

this university is completel> unrea-

sonable. Now. Im mainly talking

in my own school — the College of

Arts and Humanities. For

those unfamiliar, a stu- Qpn

dent in the school has to ^_^__
take up to four semesters

of a language. Don't get me wrong.

I'm all for a multi-lingual culture.

Where my problem lies is in the

methods and logistics of the lan-

guage program here.

First of all. Im a journalism

major, a field that shows more par-

allels with communication than

with literature or any other disci-

pline in my college. Communica-

tion, however, is in the Social and

Behasioral Science College, which

holds the global education

requirement. I'll admit I'm not

thoroughly versed in the details of

this requirement, but the part that

interests me is that those students

only have to take two semesters of

a language.

My question is this: What's the

difference between the two

schools that they have different

language requirements? Why do I

have to take four semesters, when

those students only need two?

Along with global education,

students also have to take three

additional courses in that lan-

guage department. This may

sound fair, but let's face it. I can

take the introductory level lan-

guage courses and find

[pj.. three general education
'""^

courses that somehow
pertain to that language

and have an easier time than stu

dents on the four-tier language

plan.

Maybe I wouldn't

mind if tlie lan-

guage requirement

here actually

made sense.

Maybe 1 wouldn't mind if the

language requirement here actual-

ly made sense. Ideally, you would

hofx; that each semester would

build on the one before it. In real-

ity, the second year just rehashes

the first year with the only differ-

ence being that they use bigger

words to teach you the same mate-

rial. How do 1 know this? They

use the same grammar boxes and

teach the same material in the

same order that they taught the

The nature ot resistance in Palestine
«, .. n !__.:_: ...>cictanr<^ from the

Youset

Mynayyer

What can

begin to

explain a sui-

cide bomber?
We look at the

horrific deaths

of innocent

civilians, and

we wonder
this all the

time. What we
usually ask

ourselves though is why some-

one would choose those tar-

gets. What we should be asking

ourselves is why is a person

willing to die to achieve these

targets.

There comes a point when a

person would rather die than

live in the situation that they

are in. This is vital to under-

stand. If we can separate that

point, understand its origin,

then we can eliminate terror-

ism.

I am speaking of the conflict

in Palestine, of course. This is

the last country in the Middle

East to still experience colonial-

ism — except for Iraq, but that

is a recent phenomenon. Have

you ever thought of the conflict

as a colonial one? If you

haven't, you should. Consider

that during the first half of the

20th century. Palestine received

an influx of European immi-

grants. These immigrants

declared a state in 1948 on land

in which they were a clear

minority. To this day. these

immigrants control a land that

belongs to a native people who
were suppressed by the use of

violence. Does this sound colo-

nial yet? That's because it is.

Egypt. Syria. Lebanon and

lordan all became independent

of the colonial powers that con-

trolled themselves in the midst

of the 20th century. Palestine

however still remains in that

stage, resisting an occupation

by a foreign entity.

It's hard not to think of this

conflict in a colonial context

when you think about the pop-

ulation of Israel in the region.

Like a drop of water in boiling

oil. it is in a place where it

doesn't belong and has only

caused problems since it got

there.

Letter to the Editor
TDttw Editor

Peopte who know me know how

muchl k)ve bumper sihdwrs. The most

insightful one reaito something like

this. "Good will be the day when the

military has to hotd a bake sale to raise

money" To the author of "Freedom at

what cost?" I ask how dare you -— at a

school struggling to stay afV)at amkl

Ms flmncial cilsis of persistent job-

jwunnnn and a woMring economy

-

how dare you put military actkxi first?

I couM can you repubtKan. but

that's too harsh. Let's rather use some

fancy tme Hke, *puMc rsMlons direc-

tor for the 'Ameilcan Wtqn'" Did R ever

occur to you that perhaps, If we put

more money Into educatkxi in the first

place, maybe we wouWnl repeat his-

tory and enter into yet another war

that has nothing to do with us, espe-

cially In this case where we not only

entered the war, but practically started

it? More educatkm equals smarter

businesspeople who go for company

restructuring rather than easy-way-

out axing of one-third of their work-

forces for that "qurek joT of posithre

earnings. More education equals

smarter preskJents who first get elect-

ed on their own and then actually give

a damn about publk: sentiment.

PertMfn more educatkxi wouM've

helped you realize that there are plen-

ty of other industrialized nations

where Ifs OK to speak out against the

M.O. of the goven»ment— or is it aH to

easy to compare us to ftie poorest of

natkxis? And maybe we could take a

hint from many of ttwse natwns as

well: Stop stKking your head so far

into everyone else's business tttat you

forget the rest of your body Is on fira

Take it from one of ttw few kids In

high school who actually got up every

single day to say the Pledge of

Allegiance. I kwe this country and

everything it stands for, but I, Hke

everyone else, am entitled to rally

against what I haveni voted for and

don't believe in. Here's another

bumper stKker for you: "Support our

troops, bring them home!"

J06A. Finisy I

UMasi Student

Of course the Palestinians

are going to resist Israeli occu-

pation. Israel has taken land

from the Palestinians and has

not given a drop back. The

Palestinians have resisted the

influx of Europeans for years

before 1948. And now that

Israel continues a 37-year occu-

pation of internationally recog-

nized territory and is building

an apartheid wall that will grab

even more land, the

Palestinians will only continue

to resist.

Israel has a problem: It can-

not give up on its colonial

nature without giving up on its

Jewish character. This is a

problem that could only have

been expected when a minority

declares itself the ruler of a

majority population. However,

Israel cannot withdraw from

the territories it took and go

back to its mainland like

France did with Vietnam or

Algeria or Britain did with

India, because Israel created its

homeland. The idea itself is

paradoxical. There is no place

to retreat to because their colo-

nialism started before their

statehood did. There is no

other situation like it in the

world.

All that considered, and

understanding the conflict in

its colonial context, what can

be done? Well the answer is

hard to swallow for Israel, but

it is its only choice. Israel can-

not control the Palestinians

with violence and must negoti-

ate and be willing to make con-

cessions that will end the con-

flict once and for all.

Israel, being the stronger

party, dictates the discourse of

the relationship between itself

and the Palestinians. If it treats

Palestinians as violence being

the only language they under-

stand, then they will only

respond in that very tongue. A
philosopher on resistance said,

"Colonialism is violence in its

natural state, and it will only

yield when confronted with

greater violence."

Israel will have to face a dif-

ficult decision. It will have to

consider giving up its lewish

character or continue facing

resistance

Palestinians.

Of course many of you are

thinking about the suicide

bombings and wonder if I con-

sider that "legitimate" resist-

ance. It is easy for any of us to

answer this now. However we

cannot dictate our morals upon

a society that has been consis-

tently demoralized.

The suicide bomber gives

his life when he sees no other

options. When he sees most of

the world supporting him but

still no justice, and when he

has tried negotiation but has

seen nothing positive, he is dis-

enfranchised from the system

and resorts to what is the only

option left for himself.

The suicide bomber decides

to give his life at the point when

dying is better than living.

Israel can control that. Sure,

people will say that they are

brainwashed by religion, but

what brings them to that? What

makes a non-religious person

believe giving his life will bring

him to heaven? Something

pushes him to this and Israel

controls that as well. Am I to

believe as well that female sui-

cide bombers are doing this to

get to heaven and meet their 72

black-eyed virgins?

There is obviously much

more to suicide bombers than

that. The nature of resistance is

what one has to understand to

see a way out of this. You have

to realize that you can only

push people so much before

they start to push back. Israel

passed this point over 50 years

ago. Now the ball is in their

court and they have to make

some fundamental decisions.

They must begin tearing down
walls and building bridges. But

Israel cannot expect security by

continually repressing Pale-

stinians; too many Palestinians

have passed the point where

death is better than life, and

they are waiting their turn. It is

truly sickening, but what is

worse is that Israel can stop

this at any time; its government

simply chooses colonial poli-

cies that do otherwise.

Yousef Munayyer is a

Collegian columnist.

Abortion: the last resort
Abortion is one of those taboo issues that I

generally try to avoid discussing. It seems that

every time I open my mouth about it, someone

winds up getting offended and either

previous year.

Another thing I've realized is

that the people who want to take

the second year of a language are

people who want to be fluent. This

may account for the stringent reit-

eration of the first year since these

students will most likely travel to

those foreign speaking countries. I

would love to become fluent in my
language of study But let's be real-

istic, as much as 1 would love to

impress my friends and romantic

interests with my abilities in for-

eign tongues. I am going to forget

everything I've learned.

I. along with most others in my
position, feel the same way toward

the four-semester language require-

ment while my friends breeze by

with two semesters or don't even

have a language requirement at all.

Someone explain why School of

Management majors don't have

one? Is it because English is the

universal language of business?

Hardly.

The one complaint through

this is that I would like a better

language program that seems rea-

sonable and makes sense. Or at

the very least it should be consis-

tent from school to school.

Ren Feder is a Collegian

columnist.

it is easy for an ill-timed pregnancy to interfere

with a young mother's life.

On the other hand, it is also unfair to have a

child if the mother cannot support it.

taking my words the wrong way or c... u-tj-, The child has a right to happiness too.

assuines that I am trying to force my "'" ""*"" and .f a mother cannot give it food shel-

opinion upon them. Of course neither of
[

ter and a good environment, then m

these situations are true, and my opinion is all it

is. Take it or leave it.

Many feel that it is immoral to take a life.

even if that life has not yet begun. Abortion, is it

a good thing or a bad thing? This is a complex

issue, and to simplify the response to a one-word

answer would not do it justice. Personally, I feel

that abortion is not a good thing, and should not

be permitted.

There are recent theories that abortion helps

keep down the crime rates. Ten to 1 5 years after

abortion was first legalized, crime rates were

down significantly. It is theorized that the crime

rates went down because abortions helped to

keep the population of criminals down, or rather,

it helped keep people from turning to crime. A
large percentage of criminals are either people

who grew up in broken homes or people who

grew up with single parents. Having an abortion

would prevent a single mother from having to

turn to crime in order to feed her child. It would

also prevent a child from having to grow up in a

negative environment due to poverty.

It seems to me that the problem with abor-

tions is that they are too readily available, and

are categorized as just another option. Should it

really be an option to terminate a pregnancy

when all that was needed to prevent that preg-

nancy was the use of some form of contracep-

tive? This idea seems ridiculous to me. Perhaps

this is because of the conservative way that my

parents raised me. or perhaps it is because I

would never put myself in a position that I

would need to decide whether or not an abortion

is a suitable option for me.

I believe that everyone has the right to pursuit

of happiness by any means necessary, as long as

no one is hurt by that pursuit. It is selfish to

think that your mistake can be fixed by ending

the life of your unborn child. When a woman

becomes pregnant there are many reasons why

she might not want to have a child. She may be

a teenager in high school, she may be living on

the street or she may be unable to support a sec-

ond human being. Whatever the reason may be,

many cases it would be better off not to be put

through that.

Most of the facts support abortions. Abortions

help prevent people's lives from being messed up

by unexpected, unwanted, unplanned births. In

the media we hear about women saying what a

difficult choice it is to make when they decide to

get an abortion, and there is no question in my
mind that it is. in fact, a difficult decision. People

need to become more responsible and stop put-

ting themselves in such a position that it is neces-

sary to make this difficult decision. To assist peo-

ple in becoming more responsible, the law needs

to step in and make abortions illegal. The minute

two people decide to have sex, they also need to

think about what is going to happen if, by

chance, the woman does happen to get pregnant.

I believe that everyone has the

right to pursuit of happiness by

any means necessary, as long

as no one is hurt by that pursuit

In an ideal society, where people avoided

unplanned pregnancies at all costs, abortion

should be legalized. Unfortunately, we are not

living in that ideal society, and every year there

are approximately 46 million abortions per-

formed in the United States alone.

Speed limits on highways control the people

who respect and follow the laws. lust as speed

limits manage the flow of traffic, by not legaliz-

ing abortions, we will at least bring down the

numbers. Abortions will always be available, but

to make them illegal will control a good chunk of

the population.

In the society we live in, abortion is viewed

more as a form of birth control than the actual

killing of a living thing. It needs to be recognized

and taken seriously for what it is: the last resort.

Sara Hakim is a UMass student.
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McMahon family
, sieepjnfl At Last Uv to wake up listeners

needs to stop

messing around
Up and cominy young band shows promise with debut album

By Nick Romanow
QjLLiciiAN Staff

Comer to

Corner

[milie Dugoan

When the

spring semes-

ter ended last

school year, I

put this col-

umn on the

shelf, swearing

that 1 was

going to

branch into

other topics

and not

pigeonhole
myself into

wrestling. But like soap operas

and wrestling storylines, anything

can happen at the Collegian, and

so here I am with the fall semes-

ter's first edition of "Comer to cor-

ner"

With work and classes taking

up the majority of my time, I

watch wrestling with half of my
attention now. A couple of months

ago that would have been a traves-

ty; my friends would have vilified

me for daring not to give my full

attention to RAW or

SmackDown! Now, however, if I

miss a show, I'm not really missing

much, and the fact that my friends

are still talking to me is clear evi-

dence of their — and other fans'

— apathy towards the product.

Vince McMahon. the illustrious

owner of the WWE. has decided

that being more hands on (read:

being a part of every show and

pay-per-view event) wouW be a

good thing. Prior to October 19—
when the WWE held their annual

"No Mercy" pay-per-view in

Baltimore. Md. — fans could tune

into SmackDown! on Thursday

nights and were just about guaran-

teed a fight between McMahon

and his general manager daughter.

Stephanie. It would appear that

Mr. McMahon wasn't too happy

with the way things were run on

that show, and so he challenged

young Stephanie to an 'I Quit'

match at the Baltimore show. As

with any stipulation match, the

title pretty much says it all — the

loser had to quit the WWE.
Let's analyze this for a

moment: a 50-some-odd-year-old

man. in amazing physical shape,

took on his 27-year-old daughter

in a wrestling match. It was

almost a certainty that this was

going to be an ugly, ugly event.

Without going into too many

details I'll sum this up: Stephanie

McMahon "quit" the WWE
because her father attempted to

beat her silly with a lead pipe.

Yes. folks, this is my favorite

sport.
I

One of the fans' favorite

wrestlers on the roster used to be

Kane, a masked monster that

would choke-slam any opponent

without blinking an eye. Still,

underneath it all, fans knew that

he was somewhat humane. The

WWE, however, decided that it

was time to change things, shake

things up a little. So, in their infi-

nite wisdom, they unmasked the

monster.

They took a character that had

a solid fan following and they

decided to mess with it — because

they decided that it was time for

Kane to do something more excit-

ing than fight in tag teams with

Hurricane (a little green man who

thinks he's a superhero), or RVD
(a seemingly drugged out, easy-

going guy). Both tag teams were

amusing to watch, but that wasn't

good enough for the McMahons

so. of course, that had to change.

It was bad enough when the

WWE tried to make fans hate

Kane by throwing him into a

morally disgusting necrophilia

angle. Now. he's just supposed to

be psychotic.

When an interview with

announcer )im Ross made Kane

feel as though he was being

teased, he responded by dousing

the man with gasoline and lighting

him on fire. He injured Vince

McMahon 's wife. Linda, when she

tried to stop his disturbing behav-

ior. In stepped Shane, the other

child in this dysfunctional family,

to defend his mother and the fam-

ily honor. What did Kane do? He

attached jumper cables to his tes-

ticles and touched the other end

repeatedly to a car battery.

Again I say this is my favorite

sport. I'm so proud.

The state of the wrestling

industry has gone downhill in a

major way Is it any wonder that

there is a steady decrease in rat-

ings when these are the storylines

being sent our way? The problem

is the lack of competition. The

McMahons have a monopoly on

the televised portion of this indus-

try. Until another federation steps

up and provides direct competi-

tion during at least one of the time

slots they currently take up, the

product is going to suffer.

The McMahons know that true

wrestling fans will watch what's

there, and with no other options,

this is what we get.

Emilie Duggan is a Collegian

Columnist.

Ihe Chicago trio Sleeping At Last's major label debut, "Ghosts,

has been nearly three years in the making and its evident that while

the band still needs a bit more time to completely develop its sound,

it is on its way to making an imprint in the music industry.

The band — brothers Ryan and Chad O'Neal along with Dan Perdue

— was playing shows in the Chicago area when, in 2001
.
tor-

mer Smashing Pumpkins frontman Billy Corgan was spotted

at one of their shows.

"He missed the set," recalls singer/guitarist Ryan O'Neal

in a conversation sitting in the Axis in Boston waiting for

sound check to start, "but we found him after the show and

gave him our CD." The CD was the independently made and

released album "Capture," and Corgan saw promise in it. The

next day he called them at the O'Neals' home in the Chicago

suburbs. Corgan helped the band gain the attention of major labels

and the band began work on what would become "Ghosts."

When crafting the tracks that eventually found their way on to

COl'RTESY ASLEEPATLASHXIM

Sleeping At Last maybe too talented for their first release,

"Ghost."

Ghosts." Ryan O'Neal says he had an atypical method of songwrit-

ing. Rather than composing lyrics set to music he would just sit at a

typewriter and allow words to come out of him.

"I wrote every day and spun-off from ideas." Ryan describes.

"Ghosts" demonstrates Ryan's talents for songwriting. Although his

emotive delivery certainly assists the lyrics, haunting lines such as

"Creeping inside / Through our sleepy eyes/ Contagiously bnght

from the track "A Skeleton Of Something More" prove that Sleeping

At Ust has found a strength with their songwriting.

The musical arrangements are not to be overlooked either.

The blinking light sound of the keyboards in "All That Is

Beautiful" and the gentle guitar arpeggios in "A Skeleton..."

leading into the crashing of the guitar, bass and drums show

that Sleeping At Last have the talent that musicians twice

their age (it should be noted that the band's average age is

probably close to the age of the average UMass student)

would envy.

The band cites U2. Radiohead and The Beatles as some of its

favorite bands and it certainly shows on the record. The band's oft-

soaring instrumentation is reminiscent of U2 at their lushest, and

Ryan's vocals can, at times, be similar to Thom Yorke's. "Hurry" has

a quiet sound with a constant pounding beat in the background that

sounds like something Radiohead would 've made if they had decided

to stick to a more traditional soundscape afier "OK Computer." All

the songs on "Ghosts" show Sleeping At Last's love for the brit-pop

sound and style that has been crafted and re-crafied time and time

again.

Ryan also cites the "Edward Scissorhands" score as one of his

favorite albums and. as out-of-place as that may sound for a rock

band, its inlluence can be heard on the album. Many of the songs fea-

ture string arrangements and even the ones that don't have largeness

to their sound that recalls a film score.

Some bands get so caught up in their influences and a certain

"style" or "sound" that thcv want to achieve that they forget to write

good songs and thev forget that they have to be their own band.

Sleeping At Last isn'i trying to live in anyone's shadow and they most

definitely have the talent to become a truly great band.

At this point in their career, however, they are more a band to

watch out for in the future. 'Ghosts" is a very good record, each lis-

ten reveals more and more subtleties and close inspection shows there

is great music being made, but the listener can't help but hope for a

bit more from the band on future releases.

About a Badly Drawn Boy in NoHo
"I think this band seems to get

better each tour." .singer Damon

Gough of Badly Drawn Boy said in a

recent interview. If Gough's inclina-

tions have any truth to them, then

Northampton is in for quite the treat

this Saturday when Badly Drawn Boy

plays two shows at the Iron Horse.

The British musician has had his

fair share of success on this side of

the Atlantic, including penning the

entire soundtrack for the 2002 Hugh

Grant flick "About a Boy." With his

latest album releases, "The Hour of

the Bewilderbeast" in 2000 and

"Have You Fed The Fish?" in 2002,

Gough has achieved somewhat of a

musical phenomenon. He truly has a

unique sound.

Though Gough has seen an ever-

increasing fan base in the past few

years and is enjoying the perks that

being successful grant an artist, he

claims he is still trying to keep it

small.

"I've always had to work with the

basic tools that I have got which is a

couple of mics. a four track and a few

effects, and now I have moved on to

a bigger scale of working I still want

to try and keep that alive because that

is what made me good in the first

place to anyone that liked it."

Gough will bring this small-scale

sound to the Iron Horse to kick off a

.solo tour throughout the United

States. Tickets are $20 in advance

and $23 the day of the show. Badly

Drawn Boy takes the stage at 7 p.m.

and plays a second show at 10 p.m.

Information from this article was

taken from www.badlydraan-

howcom — Meghan Healy

Shady protege hits big with LP
By Jason Clark

CoLLE<ilAN CoRRESPONnENT

Not long ago, most of the world knew him as

little more than 'that guy on the beginning of the

Eminem track "Follow Me,"' but with his first

album Obie Trice proves he is more than just

one of Slim Shady 's lackeys.

Trice comes correct with his major label

debut, "Cheers." The album is a mania-

cally compassionate salute to his

mother, his people and, of

course, his liquor.

Trice's style

is tight and

oftentimes
clever. His

beats are on

par with some

of today's most

talented hip-hop-

pers. However,

like most new acts,

Trice does, at times,

fall short in the lyri-

cal content depart

ment.
"Cheers" debuted at

No. 3 on the Billboard

R&B/Hip Hop Chart.

The album's first single,

"Got Some Teeth," is a

current club favorite

with a huge amount

of radio and video

airplay. The track,

like a selection of

others on Trice's

disc, proves that

the rapper can

deliver catchy

phrases that

will roll

around in

the listen-

er's head

for days. ^

This
wit is

likely best

demonstrated on

"Don't Come Down." a

dedication to Trice's mother. In

a comical, yet sympathetic way. he con

veys his understanding of her plight and deci

sions, served with a hint of remorse. Tracks like

this flesh-out Trice, granting him the sincerity all

up-and-coming artists need for credibility. The

song captures the talent of the rapper, proving to

audiences that there's a reason he hangs with the

likes of Eminem.
Fueled with beats orchestrated in the labs of

superstar producers such as Dr. Dre.

Timbaland, Eminem, and others.

"Cheers" even features an appear-

ance by Shady/Aftermath label-mate

50 Cent. The rapper adds his own

two cents to "We All Die One

Day." This 'Git-At-Me-Dog' track

also features Lloyd Banks of G-

Unit and Eminem verbally

V abusing ja Rule and the Murda

Inc. roster. They cover a lot of

topics in the song: guns, how
they're not punks, and

women.
Yes. it's another one of

those songs that rap fans

are all too familiar with

by now.

Though freezer bags

filled with dope,

syphilis and smack-

ing |a Rule seem to

be fads in rap right

now. Trice should not

have to resort to this, a regurgi-

tation of the same old stuff everyone

else has done to death. He is talented

enough that he doesn't need such

a gimmick to push his

^ tracks. Yes. it does work

for rappers — the ones

that you hear on the radio

and see on MTV and for

those whose music can't be

played on either — but that

does not make good lyricists.

On the whole. Trice's style is

creative and catchy — a sick

formula for selling records, peri-

od. If he managed to add lyrical

content to that test tube, his album

would have exploded.

For a first attempt, "Cheers" is

a tight album. It is a laugh out loud.

bump in your whip, blast at a party

goodtime.

But if a listener is in search of lyrical

content, he should find another source.

Exhibit displays master artist

Public given opportunity to view Rembrandt

By BiPASHA Ray
.'VsMMATED PRFSS

BOSTON (AP) — A new exhibit of

Rembrandt's prints, paintings and drawings dis-

plays the breadth and diversity of his works, and

showcases how the Dutch artists style changed

through his career, while maintaining common

themes.

"Rembrandt's lourney: Painter, Draftsman.

Etcher" at the Museum of Fine Arts, includes about

150 etchings. 20 paintings. 35 drawings and six

original copper etching plates, making it one of the

largest retrospective Rembrandt exhibits in the

United States in a generation, museum officials said.

The exhibit starts Sunday and continues through

Ian. 18, after which it will travel to the Art Institute

of Chicago.

"The normal view of Rembrandt's work is his

etching, the self portraits — .some of him with a

plumed cap, maybe him cloaked in velvet. We want

to show that, but wc al.so want to show that he used

convention and he transcended convention." said

Clifford S. Ackley. the exhibit's curator.

Rembrandt's use of light and darkness, his sub-

jects ranging from daily life and self-portraits to

biblical themes and landscapes, and his intimate

study of facial expression, gesture and body lan-

guage set trends in etching and art in the 1 7th cen-

tury

With the opening of the Rembrandt exhibit, art

enthusiasts will get a rare chance to view his work.

Visitors can explore the interrelations between

his prints, drawings and paintings, and see the tran-

sition from his early works — when he used rough,

energetic strokes, allowed irregular scratches into

his etches and sculpted his paint with the end of the

paintbrush — to later in his career when he created

more serene, meditative pieces.

Ackley pointed to an eariy sketch of "Christ

Carrying the Cross," made in the mid Ib30s in pen

and brown ink and dominated by rough lines, with

only the faces of a collapsing jesus and his swoon-

ing mother drawn in great detail. A smudge, appar-

ently dabbed on with a finger, guides the eye to the

sketch's emotional focus.

"This is astonishing to people who follow con-

temporary art. because of its shorthand character

and its roughness but there's a certain freedom to

his work of that time." Ackley said.

The exhibit also shows how Rembrandt revisit-

ed the same subjects, from different perspectives.

In three prints — each from a different decade —
depicting the presentation ol the baby lesus in the

temple. Rembrandt progressively zooms in the cen-

tral subject, until the 1654 version when light and

shadow dominate the print.

"If you didni know Rembrandt's career, you

might "think this is the work of three different

artists." Ackley said. "There's that big a change."

The exhibit, featuring works on loan from muse-

ums and private collections from Russia, lapan.

Inglaiid and the Netherlands, also shows related

works rarciv displayed together. Ackley said.

Rembrandt used a chalk drawing of an old man.

and an ink sketch of two women and a turbaned

ligurc as models for an etching and an oil painting

of "loscph Toiling His Dreams."

"These might have been compared in slides and

books, hut never side by side." Ackley said.

The exhibit also wards off some of the mythic

status attached to Rembiandi. said Suzanne

McCuilagh, a curator at the Art Institute of

Chicago, who collaborated with Ackle> and will

manage ihc exhibit when it goes there.

"(Rembrandt) is one of the most famous names in

art. but he's very little understood or seen," she said.

"His tlcpth and range of art are little appreciated."

The prints, which aren't often displayed but

form the "spinal column" of the exhibit, help show

the complete artist, she said.

"You often see Rembrandt the drafter.

Rembrandt the paintei." McCuilagh said. "This

exhibit gives you the whole picture, the breadth of

his sheer creative spirit."
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Columbine culture Tfuiy the idiot box Lakcrs Ihl tumioil'Elephant' portrays ,

Gus Van Zant's latest film explores troubled youth tragedy Television hurting education

By Christy Lemire

Asso*. lATtn Press

During the closing credits of

"Elephant," alter the names of

the kid who played Punk Guy
(Wolfgang Williams), the dolly

grip (Brian Law.son) and the

gaffer (Bruce "Sarge" Fleskes)

comes the obligatory disclaimer

that this film is a work of fic-

tion, and that any similarity to

real people or events is purely

coincidental.

Yeah, right.

"Elephant" is director Gus

Van Sant's depiction of a seem-

ingly ordinary day at a seeming-

ly drdinary high school. But

during its climax — when two

camouflage clad students walk

around campus, killing their

classmates one by one with the

arsenal they've assembled —
it's impossible not to think ol

what happened during an

extraordinary day in 1999 at

Columbine High School.

The film, which was a sur-

prise winner of the Palme d'Or

at this year's Cannes Film

Festival, is so similar to the

events of that day and so graph-

ic, it could be seen as an

[e Choice for your class ring

(H)

|ring this week
and you can have it for the holidays

f

Fri. Oct 31

Sat. Nov 1

Sun. Nov 2

10am -4pm

Keefe Campus Center

attempt to exploit the shootings

for entertainment or shock

value.

Michael Moore went further:

He showed the actual surveil-

lance footage from the high

school in his 2002 docu-

mentary "Bowling for

Columbine," which

relentlessly sought a

solution to the problem

of school shootings.

(That segment, by the

way, was the most mov-

ing part of his entire

film.)

Van Sant. who previ-

ously explored troubled

youth with "My Own
Private Idaho."

"Drugstore Cowboy"
and even the feel-good

"Finding Forrester," i-

seems less interested in point-

ing fingers; he'd rather let the

events of the day play out, and

challenges us to interpret

answers for ourselves.

And there are no easy

answers. Alex (Alex Frost) and

Eric (Eric Deulen) seem to be

misfits. The popular kids tease

them. They're into guns, they

play violent video games and

watch a TV show about Hitler.

Before going on their shooting

spree, they share a tentative

kiss. All of this - or none of this

- could have driven them to kill.

Van Sant also challenges. us

simply to pay attention,

employing the same extreme

minimalism that made his film

"Gerry" - in which Matt

Damon and Casey Affleck

trekked through the desert and

barely spoke - so agonizing.

This time. Van Sant uses the

technique much more powerful-

ly. With long tracking shots, he

'Elephant'

Directed by

GusVan^aiil

Starring

MnhH
{ficBtiriw

fiGi line Fwttrei

81 lilt.

Grade

follows several students as they

walk across campus, through

the halls, into classrooms, into

the bathrooms. Harris Savides'

crisp cinematography heightens

the sense of realism.

_^_^ The "actors" are

actual students who
helped write the

script, which was
largely improvised

and consists of long

stretches of silence.

This can gel boring,

but that's necessary if

Van Sant is going to

fling himself fully into

the conceit of depict-

ing a day in the life.

The approach is

oddly riveting, though
- not unlike the inex-

plicable pull of reality

television - because the tension

builds slowly, and you know

what's going to happen at the

end of the day.

But first. Van Sant lulls us

with the rhythms of routine.

Easygoing Eli (Elias

McConnell) develops pictures

for his photography class. The

popular couple, Carrie (Carrie

Finklea) and Nathan (Nathan

Tyson), sign out to have lunch

off-campus. Brittany, Jordan

and Nicole (Brittany Mountain,

lordan Taylor and Nicole

George) pick at their salads and

make plans to go shopping

before stopping in the girls'

bathroom to make themselves

throw up.

That bulimia scene is so very

"Heathers" — a movie that sat-

irized teen angst and high

school terrorism in 1989 — and

which today would have really

seemed exploitative. "Elephant"

doesn't.

By SlOBHAN McDONOUGH
AiiMX lATtl) PrSSS

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Children who live in homes where

the television is on most of the

time may have more trouble

learning to read than other kids, a

study says.

Tuesday's report, based on a

survey of parents, also found that

kids 6 months to b years spend

about two hours a day watching

television, playing video games or

using computers. That's roughly

the same amount of time they

spend playing outdoors and three

times as long as they spend read-

ing or being read to.

The study, by the Kaiser

Family Foundation and Children's

Digital Media Centers, found

about one-third of children 6 and

younger have TVs in their rooms

and a similar proportion live in

homes where a television is on

most or all the time. In those

"heavy TV households," 54 per-

cent of children ages 4 to 6 can

read, compared with 56 percent

in homes where the TV is on less

often.

"Watching TV is far inferior to

playing with toys, being read to or

playing with adults or talking

with parents," said Dr. Henry

Shapiro, chairman of develop-

mental and behavior pediatrics at

the American Academy of

Pediatrics. "Watching TV without

a parent is a junk experience,

especially for young children."

The report found that 27 per-

cent of 4-to-6-year-olds use a com-

puter each day. spending an aver-

age of one hour at the keyboard.

Among kids in that age group.

the report said hall have played

video games and one-quarter play

several times a week or more. In a

typical day. 24 percent oi boys

played video games compared

with 8 percent of girls.

"These kids will have a great

advantage in tenns of how media

can aide their learning, but par-

ents must understand the pit-

falls." survey researcher Victoria

Rideout said.

Despite the heavy media expo-

sure, the report found that read-

ing continues to be a regular part

of many children's lives. Almost

80 percent of those 6 and under

read or are read to every day. Still,

the report said, children spend

only 49 minutes on average with

books per day compared with 2

hours and 22 minutes in front of

a TV or computer screen.

The report found parents have

a largely positive view about TV

and computers - 72 percent say

computers mostly help in chil-

dren's learning and 43 percent felt

that way about television.

Twenty-seven percent said TV
mostly hurts kids' learning and 21

percent said it doesn't have much

effect one way or another.

Shapiro said it isn't all bad that

many kids are sitting in front of

TVs. computers and video games.

"Kids are home. safe, they are

learning things." he said. "This is

just part of the process over histo-

ry of using the new medium and

this is giving kids a chance to be

competitive in the world."

But. he said, there is a down-

side - so much time in front of

TVs can cause kids to become fat.

eat junk foods and not get enough

sleep or adult interaction.
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Ghost Tour haunts UMass

I VHJk rt-VY JEFF VfcSPA/WlRtlMAUE ( VX

The cast of "Elephant" portrays high school kids experiencing a

tragedy that is all too similar to the one at Columbine High School.

Have you heard about the

woman who was struck by a car

on North Pleasant Street in

1923? Students have claimed to

see her at night, standing under

a certain elm tree, but she van-

ishes when called. Legend also

says that under that .same elm

tree there is a patch of dead

grass that never grows, suppos-

edly the patch of grass where she

actually died that cold rainy

night.

The history club will hold a

ghost lour today at 8 p.m. The

haunting tour will start in the

lobby of Herter Hall in front of

the elevators and last about hour

and a half, returning back to

Herter Hall. If poor weather

occurs, the stories will be told

indoors in Herter

"It will be a good time and

enjoyable for ghost enthusiasts

and also for skeptics. Come
along and maybe you'll see a

spirit yourself," says |oe Downs.

a member of the history club.

- Christine Papazidis

No matter wtiat your major is...

ifyou're thinidng of going to Graduate Sctiool now, next year, or even two years from now,

I
you sliould plan to go to ttie

ANNUAL FIVE COLLEGE

GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL

SCHOOLS INFORMATION DAY

^
Attend a

"Creating a

Personal Statement

Workshop

Make your Grad

School Application

stand out!

12:30 and 2:30

Wednesday, October 29

11 am -3 pm
Student Union Ballroom

UMass Amherst

Representatives from over 160 schools from

across the United States

(think CA, FL, TX, Washington DC.)

and abroad!

achitecture • theology • business

education • medical • dental • law

soda work •
I brai^ science • engineering

nursing • public health • design • natural sciences

nternational relations • political science

ind out about the
3RE, LSAT, GMAT
and MCAS tests

Call 413-577-0417
for more information

•

Check out
www-ccn.acad.umass.edu

for a list of attending
schools/departments
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By Ken Pethrs

AssiKiATti) Press

O'Neal.

Payton

night's

Bryant

EL SEGUNDO. Calif. (AP)

— The tension engulfing Kobe

Bryant and the Los Angeles

Lakers is growing, and the sea-

son hasn't even begun.

As the Lakers' "Dream

Team" of Bryant. Shaquille

Karl Malone and Gary

prepared for Tuesday

opener against Dallas,

indicated he might not

play, and again lashed out at

O'Neal, calling the center child-

ish and accusing him of coming

to training camp "fat and out of

shape" in previous years.

"My knee is not strong

enough to play yet. I know it.

When it is. I will play." Bryant

told ESPN by phone Monday. "I

probably won't play toitiorrow

night or until I'm ready."

Bryant, coming back from

offseason knee surgery, traded

barbs with O'Neal through the

media over the weekend.

Neither spoke with reporters

after practice Monday, although

Bryant did the telephone inter-

view with ESPN.
The Lakers weren't so sure

Bryant will miss the game.

"Our understanding is that

Kobe might not play because of

the knee injury," Lakers director

of public relations |ohn Black

said Monday night. "We think

he probably will. That decision

will be made tomorrow based

on how Kobe is feeling and how
his knee feels prior to the

game.
Malone and Payton each had

said the team's other two super-

stars were getting along fine

during practice Monday. They

also said that, during a team

meeting, they stressed working

out problems in the locker room

rather than airing them in the

media.

Coach Phil lackson said after

practice that the Lakers needed

to tighten up control over what

players say to reporters, adding.

"We're going to make sure that

guys understand that this is

soiTiething we don't want to

have happen."

Bryant still spoke out in the

phone interview, saying he did-

n't need any advice from O'Neal

on how to play hurt.

"I've played with IVs before,

during and after games. I've

played with a broken hand, a

sprained ankle, a torn shoulder,

a fractured tooth, a severed lip

and a knee the size of a soft-

ball." he said.

"I don't miss 15 games

because of a toe injury that

everybody knows wasn't that

serious in the first place."

O'Neal was hampered by an

arthritic right big toe through-

out the 2001-02 season and had

surgery on Sept. 11, 2002. Me
missed the first 12 games of last

season — nine of them losses.

Bryant had knee surgery July

1 in Colorado.

He faces trial on a charge of

sexual assault that allegedly

occurred the night before his

operation. He has acknowl-

edged having sex with a 19-

year-old resort worker, but

claimed it was consensual.

Bryant said he heard nothing

supportive — or anything else

— from O'Neal over the sum-

mer.

He did receive phone calls.

Bryant said, from other team-

mates and team officials, other

teams' players and coaches,

from Michael Jordan. Tiger

Woods, even O'Neal's uncle.

"But yet from my so-called

big brother (O'Neal). I heard

nothing." Bryant said.

The latest in a series of feuds

between the two flared over the

weekend when O'Neal said

Bryant needs to be more of a

team player.

"That's ridiculous. 1 have

been successfully sacrificing my
game for years for Shaq,"

Bryant said Monday. "That's

what Phil wanted me to do. so 1

did it. Last year. Phil told me
Shaq was not in physical condi-

tion to carry the thrust of our

offense, so he asked me to do it.

"But then he saw Shaq was

getting upset that the team was-

n't running through him, so Phil

asked me to pull back and 1 did.

This year is no different. My
role is whatever Phil wants it to

be. period."

Bryant intends to opt out of

his contract after the end of this

season, but said he won't decide

until then whether he will

remain with the Lakers.

"If leaving the Lakers at the

end of the season is what I

decide, a major reason for that

will be Shaq's childlike selfish-

ness and jealousy," he said.

O'Neal has said it's fine with

him if Bryant leaves, adding the

Lakers are his team.

"It doesn't matter whose

team it is. But this is his team,

so it's time for him to act like

it." Bryant told ESPN. "That

means no more coming into

camp fat and out of shape,

when your team is relying on

your leadership on and off the

court.

"It also means no more blam-

ing others for our team's failure,

or blaming staff members for

not over-dramatizing your

injuries so that you avoid blame

for your lack of conditioning.

Also, "my team' doesn't mean

only when we win, it means car-

rying the burden of defeat just

as gracefully as you carry a

championship trophy."

O'Neal and Bryant led the

Lakers to three straight champi-

onships before the team was

eliminated by San Antonio in

the Western Conference semifi-

nals last May.

After the Lakers' practice

Monday. Bryant was already off

the floor when reporters were

allowed into the gym. O'Neal

grinned and pointed at the large

group of writers and broadcast-

ers waiting as he walked into

the locker room.

Neither lackson nor anyone

else said anything about a possi-

bility that Bryant might not play

against Dallas in the season-

opener at Staples Center. He
played in exhibition gaines

Thursday and Friday, and prac-

ticed the past two days.

No Bullen

UMass junior forward Oral Bullen scored the game-tyins and game-winning giwls last weekend

against St. Bonaventure. The Minutemen return home to play Temple and St. Joseph s this weekend.
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Greenleaves is a brand new adult 55 plus condo commu-

nity. Enjoy home ownership without all the hassles; we

will even clear your car of snow. Relax in our large com-

munity room of enjoy the cozy fireplace. FREE CONDO
FEES for 2 years. Call for detaUs. Many styles to choose

from. (One 2-bedroom for rent.)

•

23 Greenleaves Drive (Off Rt. 9 across from Chili's)

Phone: (413) 253-1800

downtown
Annherst

**** ***
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT*

REGiSTRATION FOR SPRING 2004

The WRITING PROGRAM PLACEMENT TEST
will be offered on:

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28 @ 7pm in Thompson 102

WENDNESDAY OCTOBEB 29 @ 7pm in Barttett 85

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 3 @ 7pm in Tobin 304

TW« tMt Is a pr»-r«jul««« for •nrolUiMnt In Enfltwrtt 112/113.

(Cotkig* WrKifHl)

This test may be taken only once.

Students do not need to register for the test.

Nick S.../or the morntnff ftfter

63 Main Street, Amherst

Ihulitional & eclectic breakfast fare,

featuring a Southwestern flare,Jewish

favorites, & vegan items.

20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
Monday-Friday for the fall 2003 semester

Monday-Friday 6:30am-2pm

Satuday & Sunday Tam-Zpm

256-4643

OCMP

NIGHT APPETIZER SPECIAL

t-CLOSE 7 DAYS A WEEK!

Thursday 9pm-mldiiigM MRAWE!
Positlft ID Minired 21 litf tldtr

Smoke, Eot. Drink, ond Sini it

THE 6R0HHD ROHHD!
Mimisliirt Mill - SI2-II17

GREAT
Reasons to use UHS
Eye Care Sem^^^^

1
Savings on routine eye exams for

students at UMass

( 2 y- A great place to get contact lenses

3 C-*- FREE sample start-up contact lens solutions

••;.•"•, Same day replacement of disposable

I. 4 )- contact lenses, in many cases

. q .. Contact lenses mailed directly to your

\}^,./~*' home or office

.•• r .. FREE eyeglass adjustments and one year

••...",•'"*' warranty on frames

10PERCENT _ .,

SPECIAL OFFER: / ffJ^'JSo :

"/ Invite you ) . cannot be combined with

to use the \ ottier insurance diKounts.

Eye Care \

Services" .
For appointments or

questions, call 577-5244

UHS EYE CARE SERVICES

It's your degree.
Shouldn't it be your research?

At Worcester Polytechnic Institute, our smaller programs mean

students collaborate with accomplished faculty to conduct world -class

research. And our hands-on approach means you get to lead and

author your own research.

To learn more about our programs visit our table at the Five Colleges

Graduate and Professional School Information Day on October 29. 2003

from 11:00 a.m.- 3:00p.m.

Graduate Academic Departments

Biology and Biotechnology

Biomedical Engineenng

Chemical Engineenng

Chemistry and Biochemistry

Civil and Environmental Engineering

Computer Science

Electrical and Computer Engineering

Fire Protection Engineering

Management

Manufactuiing Engineenng

Materials Science and Engineenng

Mathematical Sciences

Mechanical Engineenng

Physics

FrwJwIch H. Bloom, 0.0.

Urector, UHS Evt Core Servlcei

www.wpi.eduKGAO

1 iie I mvfrM!v ol

Science ani' 't'l liiuJtv.v.

,\iul I i!t

Mnsr oriMinalcosliime:
'

<ufaru:sf'uos«uniel

T^ulnianvcaifiijones:
^

www.hdrome com [413)787-0600

1700 Main Street Spnngfield, MA

§9mm silinlssioii
wmnUMrm nMinisiit
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On our team,

your brightest

ideas get noticed.

Quality In Everything We Do

Guenther shines

Y l>AhNtK/A--MX IATH)PRES.S

Home away from home unkind to SD
1 1 _ . U,J „ ..,Uun Di,-

By Bob Baum
AssotiATEi) Press

TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) — With

their home stadium being used

as an evacuation center and the

nearby hills in flames, the San

Diego Chargers moved their

long-awaited Monday night

game 365 miles to the east —
and fell flat Brian Griese, in his

first
Miami 2b start for

Miami,
c o m -

San Diego 10

pleted 20 of 29 passes for 192

yards and three touchdowns and

the Dolphins intercepted Drew
Brees three times in a 26-10 vic-

tory over the Chargers.

Griese, at least for one night,

lived up to the heritage that his

last name carries in Miami. He
completed his first six passes

and was 13-of-14 for 145 yards

and three scores as Miami built

a 24-3 halftime lead.

Patrick Surtain had two

interceptions, setting up

Miami's first touchdown with

the first and stopping a San

Diego scoring threat with the

second.

Less than 24 hours before

kickoff, NFL commissioner Paul

Tagliabue decided to move the

game to Sun Devil Stadium

because of the deadly wildfires

that have devastated the San

Diego area.

Admission was free, and the

place was rocking and rowdy.

There was no official crowd

count, but all 73.014 tickets

were distributed. Five Arizona

Cardinals players helped collect

donations for the San Diego

Fire Relief Fund at the stadium

entrance.

The game, San Diego's first

on Monday night since 1996,

was supposed to be the celebrat-

ed return of lunior Seau. who
was the heart and soul of the

Chargers for 13 seasons before

he was traded to Miami before

this season. But the return to

Qualcomm Stadium never hap-

pened.

Instead, Seau had to be con-

lent with a dominant perform-

ance by the Dolphins' defense,

and a magnificent night for

Griese.

Griese signed a free agent by

the Dolphins after five seasons

in Denver — four as a starter.

He knew he would be a backup

for a franchise that his father

Bob led to two Super Bowl

championships. They are the

first father and son to play quar-

terback for the same NFL team.

He got the start because of

Fiedler's sprained knee liga-

ment. Fiedler was in uniform for

the game, but there was no need

for him to try to play

Surtain intercepted Brees'

first pass, on the game's third

play, and returned it 32 yards to

the San Diego 6. Two plays

later. Griese's first pass as a

Miami starter went 5 yards to

Chris Chambers for a touch-

down.
On the Chargers' next pos-

session. Brees' pass bounced off

the hands of LaDanian

Tomlinson and was picked oft

by Zach Thomas, who returned

it 19 yards to set up Olindo

Mare's 44-yard field goal that

made it 10-0 barely 6 1/2 min-

utes into the game.

After Steve Christie's 51 yard

field goal cut the lead to 10-3.

the Dolphins went 65 yards in

10 plays. Griese passing 2 yards

to lames McKnight for the score

with 1 3:28 left in the first half.

San Diego drove from its 30

to the Miami 9 later in the sec-

ond quarter, but on third-and-b.

Surtain stepped in front of

David Boston to intercept Brees'

pass in the end zone.

The Dolphins promptly went

80 yards in just six plays. Griese

threw 7 yards to Randy

McMichael in the right comer of

the end zone and it was 24-3

with 1:55 to play

Miami handed San Diego its

lone touchdown when Ricky

Williams fumbled and Quentin

lammer recovered for the

Chargers at the Dolphins' I.

Three plays later, Tomlinson

scored to cut the lead to 24-10

with 12:21 to play

Brees' awful night got worse

when he was thrown down in

the end zone by Rob Burnett.

Brees fumbled. and the

Chargers' Damion Mcintosh

recovered for a safety with 8:06

to play

The Chargers drove inside

the Miami 10 three times and

came away with nothing.

Boston, who played his first

three seasons for Arizona, was

booed roundly every time he

made a play.

Tomlinson gained 62 yards

on 24 carries and caught 1

1

passes for 80 yards.

Immediately alter Arizona

beat San Francisco 16-15 in

overtime on Sunday, crews

erased the "Cardinals" from

both end zones and replaced

them with "Chargers." complete

with the lightning bolt logo.

Only a handful of NFL games

have been moved or resched-

uled because of natural disas-

ters. The San Francisco 49ers

shifted their game against the

Patriots to Stanford Stadium

after the earthquake of 1989.

ContlfMMd from page 12

win and a tie this week to the tune

of 59 saves and earning Hockey

East Player of the Week honors.

Guenther stopped 35

Northeastern shots on Friday

night. 19 in the third period, en

route to a 4-2 Merrimack win. and

followed that up with a 24-save

shutout that preserved a scoreless

tie at home against Providence,

upping its record to 6- 1
-

1 against

the Friars in the Chris Serino era.

FMAUrFlUED

Providence got a 26-save per-

formance from junior David

Cacciola in Hockey East's first

scoreless tie of the season. The net-

minder earned Hockey F-ast Player

of the Week honors, slopping 49

of 50 shots on the weekend. He

made 23-of-24 saves filling in for

starter Bobby Goepfert in a 6-4

loss to Boston University K"s first

blemish of the season. Goepfert

allowed four goals on just 1 3 shots

in the contest, as BU got a win in

its first conference action of the

year.

The Terriers got goals from five

different players in the victory, two

from sophomore defenseman Dan

Spang, to place themselves in a

three-way tie for second place in

the conference, knotted with

UMass and UNH one point behind

Merrimack, which has two games

in hand over each team.

TMX ABOUT SMOmNANOCO

UNH coach Dick Umile knew

what he was doing when he sus-

pended eight players for this week-

end's contests in the Punch Imlach

College Hockey Showcase, due to

their being bystanders at a down-

town riot in Durham following a

Red Sox victory. UnfoHunalely.

Uinile's determined act led partial-

ly to the No. I Wildcats dropping

a 5-2 decision to Niagara on

Saturday night.

The eight players included sen-

iors Nathan Martz and Tyler Scott

and junior Tyson Teplitsky. all key

players for the Wildcats, lunior

Barrett Kghoetz scored a hat trick

for the Purple Eagles, who repeat-

ed history in mirroring their 4-1

victory over UNH from the lirsi

round of the 2000 NCAA tourna-

ment.

WITH OUR FALL SplgiaT t
Rest»re the fullness and shine and jj^

replenish the moisture to your hair

with our patented Color Touch

conditioning treatment.. .that lasts four to

six weeks...a $50 value

-And-

s
ooth your dry hands with our Citrus &

Aloe Paraffin treatment.. .a $20 value

Ail FOR ONLY $

including FREE all-nutrient

hand li body lotion! 3(f.a $70 value

Patrick
Open Tues. thru Fri. 9:30-7:00 C^ LjOTflpUny

Sat.. 9:30-4:30

102 RusscU St., Rte. 9, Hadley • 586-7477

.*i»^
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Five College Graduate and

Professional School

Information Day

Wednesday, October 29, 2003

11a.m. -3 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

36 Undergraduate Degrees

61 Master's Degrees

40 Doctoral Degrees

Professional Programs

Education for Working Professionals

You can find us in Troy, NY, and

Hartford, CT.

Contact us for more

information:

Graduate Admissions

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

admissions(Q)rpi.edu

http://gradadmissions.rpi.edu

(518) 276-6216

ARCHITECTURE

ENGINEERING

HUMANITIES

AND SOCIAL

SCIENCES

• INFORMATION

TECHNOLOGY

MANAGEMENT

AND

TECHNOLOGY

• SCIENCE
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L.A. offense unstoppable
There is always debate in the

NBA over who will win the cham-

pionship, who will be MVP and

who will become the toast of the

league. Where there shouldn't be

debate this year, however, is who

will be the best offensive team in

the league.

Three years ago. Sports

Illustrated tagged the Sacramento

Kings as the team most fun to

watch because of their high-octane

offense. Two years ago the Nets

came out of nowhere with their

Princeton offense as jason Kidd

led the team to the Finals.

Last year. Dirk Nowitzki, Steve

Nash and the Mavericks dazzled

the league with an eye-popping

103.0 points per game average.

This year, however, one should

look no further than the Lakers

when it comes to putting up outra-

geous scoring figures.

Lakers GM Mitch Kupchak

pulled out quite the coup this sutn-

mer when he signed perennial all-

stars Gary Payton and Karl

Malone, adding to what was

already a dominating cast with

Shaq and Kobe running the show.

Now he's assembled what should

amount to the most stacked team

in history, and the I>J95-I996

Bulls winning record of 72 wins is

no longer safe. Here's why.

Shaq is still the most dominat-

ing player to ever play the game.

Never before has a player com-

manded the attention of so many

double and triple teams. Now, with

Payton and Malone out on the

floor, an opponent's defense must

be outstanding in order to have

any chance of stopping the

big man. It doesn't hurt

that Shaq excels ai passing

out of the double team as

well as any center With two more

big options, look for his assist

total to increase this year.

Other than during the 2001

playoffs when the Lakers beat the

Sixers for the championship.

Derek Fisher was nothing special

running the team, and his meager

3.6 assists per game show this.

Gary Payton, who accumulated 8.5

assists per game last year while

playing for the mediocre Sonics

and Bucks, surely will add to the

Lakers' offensive production.

With one of the best in the busi-

ness running the show, expect the

other three to flourish. Another

attribute Payton brings to the team

is his tenacious defense, which

should free up Kobe Bryant to

focus more on his offensive duties

as opposed to shadowing the

2acli Oelschlegel

opposing team's best player. It also

nice that "The Glove" averaged 20

points a game last year.

His legal troubles aside, Kobe is

still the best all-around player in

the league. No one can put up the

combination of scoring and defen-

sive presence Bryant brings to the

game. Once again, with that amaz-

ing cast around him, he

won't feel the pressure to

kill himself carrying the

team as he did last year,

and still will be the phenomenal

player we all saw take over the

league last season.

Karl Malone wants a champi-

onship. He's been to the Finals

twice and had MI deny him both

times. Questions about his appar-

ent thirst for the scoring record

should subside because if he want-

ed it that badly he would've re-

signed with the jazz last summer
as opposed to taking the veteran's

minimum to play with L.A. Look

for everyone to take a bit of a

backseat this year in the name of

teamwork.
Of course, there's no guarantee

the team will be as big of a jugger-

naut as many are predicting. What

is the best team on paper is also

the team with the most distrac-

tions, which is the biggest pitfall

coach Phil lackson needs to

address.

Obviously, the Kobe Bryant

mess can disrupt this team for the

next two years, and can even take

him away altogether. Gary Payton

can turn into a team cancer if he's

not happy, and Karl Malone might

still have hopes for that scoring

title. However, if anybody can take

this team to the top. it's Jackson.

If the Lakers do falter, look for

the usual suspects to put up the

massive scoring figures. The Kings

fortified themselves even more this

summer with the signing of all-star

Brad Miller, and can be especially

dangerous if Mike Bibby puts up
numbers like he did in the 2002
conference finals.

The Mavs went out and

acquired Antawn lamison for the

steep price of Nick van Exel.

although his importance to the

team is lessened with the presence

of Steve Nash. Don't count out the

Timberwolves, who put together a

fab four of their own this summer
and look to be a force in the West

with a lineup that includes Wally

Szczerbiak. Sam Cassell. Latrell

Sprewell and the ever-incredible

Kevin Garnett.

Zach Oelschlegel is a Collegian

Columnist.

. vK'RTESYI.\KERSlX>M

Kobe Bryant and the Lakers exhibit one of the

mo8t potent offense forces in the NBA.

Marlins are more than just a fish tale
legitimacy is one of the hardest things to achieve as

an athletic franchise.

Six years after the Florida Marlins bought their first

World Series, they brought it home again. This time it's

legitimate.

Sure, the Cubs would have been a great, storied

team to have in the series. It would have been amazing

10 see the most cursed franchise in sports go up against

Yankee Nation, but what about the Fish? What about

the team thai has one of the smallest payrolls in the

majors? What about the team that took just enough

risks to emerge as the best team in baseball?

The Marlins have gone through a rebuilding period,

which saw the worst side of baseball business, and

bounced back into the national spotlight.

After the Marlins won the 1997 World Series

against Cleveland, owner Wayne Huizcnga made one

of the most disgraceful moves in recent baseball histo-

ry. He didn't even let the champagne go flat when he

sold the bulk of the Marlins' talent.

This fiasco led to a gradual rebuilding period,

which caused a forming fan base to lose its foundation.

The energy was sucked out of the baseball crowd in

South Florida, and fans were left as empty as Pro

Player Stadium when summer came around.

With this, the Marlins were scoffed at by opposing

fans and dubbed as a worthless franchise, dwindling

on the brink of contraction.

Players like Mike Lowell. Luis Castillo and josh

Beckett have been in Southern Florida on all of those

rainy summer nights, playing in front of less than

20.000 in a 70.000-seat stadium built for the fan-

favorite Miami Dolphins.

In the years that followed, the Mariins would let go

of their veteran talent and replace them with

"prospects" and "players to be named later" The Fish

didn't make a blockbuster signing until New York art

dealer leffrey Loria bought the franchise and opened

up his wallet

Coming into this season the MaHins ^^__
picked up Ivan (Pudge) Rodriguez as a head-

liner free agent and traded Preston Wilson to the

Rockies for juan Pierre in a trade that had Marlins fans

saving. "Here we go again."

lust when fans were getting excited with the fact

that the Marlins actually had a veritable all-star in

Pudge, A.|. Burnett went down and with him went the

team's expectations.

After losing their ace in Burnett, the Mariins were

looking towani another disappointing season. This

BobMcGovern

was before Dontrelle Willis brought his crazy-legs

windup to the mound.

Willis was put into a starting role in a rotation con-

sisting of a lot of soldiers, but not enough generals.

Beckett had been suffering from blisters on his

throwing hand, damaging his velocity and overall

value. Mark Redman was a wild caitl coming off of his

worst statistical season with the Tigers. Brad Penny

and recently acquired Carl Pavano were given starting

roles, whereas anywhere else they would be reserved

for relief jobs.

As the season started, the Marlins looked as pitiful

as they do every year Coach |eff Torborg was at a loss

with what to do with his young, speedy team

and the Marlins started sinking into the deep

end of the NL East.

Then came Trader jack.

lack McKeon. the 72-year-old journeyman manag-

er was hired to fix what Torborg obviously broke.

McKeon took one good look at his team, and from that

point there was no turning back.

The Fish possessed one of the most balanced line-

ups in the majors. With hands down the fastest team

in the game, courtesy of juan Pierre. Luis Castillo and

Derrek Lee, the Marlins began chipping away at the

elusive Wild Card spot.

The journey to the series was long and dramatic for

the Marlins, who basically had to go through four

teams in order to attain the ring.

The Fish had to thwart Thome and the Phillies in

one of the tightest Wild Card races in recent history.

After this they had a date with the defending National

League champions, the San Francisco Giants and all-

everything Barry Bonds.

After sending the Giants home, the Marlins were

left with Sammy Sosa and the storybook Cubs. From

Steve Bartman's interference to the Fish's come from

behind heroics, it was a series to remember

ThcTi it happened.

losh Beckett, World Series MVP, pitched one of the

best games in World Series history, shutting out and

shutting down the Yankees.

Sure it was a long road, especially for a fan longing

for a respectable season. Now that it's all said and done

the Marlins are world champions, and no I didn't stut-

ter.

So when next season comes and the rain sets in

over Pro Player, the MaHins will be there, and this time

the fans will too.

Bob McGovem is a Collegtan cvlutwmt.

join US this winter! 13,000 young adults so tar

tills year went on the journey of their lives!
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birthripht iSrSBl provides the gift ot a free 10-day trip to Israel. The program is open to

all Jewish young adults, ages 18 to 26, who have not travelled to Israel before on a peer educational trip. Join the nearly

50,000 young adults from around the world who have participated in a birthright israel trip in the last four years.

register now @ www.birthrightisrael.com or call 1.888.99.ISRAEL (1.888.994.7723)

TAGLIT-TT^in

birthright israel

www.birthrijhiiirael.com
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413-548 6900 |

|www theharp net|

163 Sunderland Rd. N. Amherst
lust north of the apartments

Great new deck!

Reggae Night Dance Party

Special Blue

Halloween PartylPriMirtc.

Open Irish Seisiun

Dan Kaplan Band

October Special!

Lobatt Blue:

$1.75 A pint / $6.25 A pitcher

"Start your own trodltlon."

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact; 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Meat Lasagna

• Chicken Nuggets

• Sweet Potato Quesadilla

(vegan)

DINNER
• Roast Turkey

• Fried Scallops

, Thai Seitan

(vegan)

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Matt Brady

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Emilie Duggan

COPY EDITOR
Morris Singer

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Shannon Farrington

PRODUCTION STAFF
Lindsay Clark/ Gerry Auger
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You can't let one bad

moment spoil a bunch of

good ones.

-Dale Earnhardt ^^

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

Stop strutting and start moonwalking.

pisCeS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Don't stare at the wall; it isn't polite.

aries • mak. 2i-apr. i9

Smile at them, what could it hurt?

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Co, Co, CO!

gemini • mav2i-|un. 21

No, you are not going bald.

cancer • iun. 22-)ui. 22

Sing in the shower. It will make you

cleaner.

leO • lui.. 23-Auc. 22

Don't hide your skills.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Call your parents.

libra • Sept. 23-Oct. 22

Stop biting your nails.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Reach out and help someone.

Sagittarius • nov. 22-dec. 21

Make sure to press "save" this time.

Capricorn • dec. 22-|an. 19

Don't be a squishy noodle.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
ANNOUNC FMFNTSH AUTO FOR SALE

X Productions and

Mission lUI

Entertainment present

, . . Indies Night at

ATLANTIS 18+ Ail

Ladies get FRKE
admission before

Upm EVERY
Wednesday night DJ

FreddyFresh on the

turntables Alhuitis is

located behind Antonios

Pizza in Amherst Center

Fraternities-

Sororities- Clubs-

Student (Jnmps Fam

$l,00()-$2.(XX)this

semester with a proven

CampusFundraiser .^

hour fundraising event.

Our free programs

make fundraising easy

with no risks.

Fundraising dates m^

filling quickly, so gel

with the program! It

works. Contact

CampusFundraiser at

(88H) 923-323«. or visit

www.campusfundraiser.

com

1999 Explorer XL I 4x4

Excellent (Jiindition

Sunnxif 6cyl. L)aded

$12,500 CiillS46-M77

Suzuki SiJekick SUV,

Manual, 1996, ^ckkI

condition, ^800/ho.

577-15^2/549-9182,

www.taylanyildi:.com/s

uruki

1991 Toyota Qimry

Wat'on, ACVPower

1 17,000 miles, reliable.

$2500 549-4060

1992 Honda IVludc SI,

L,aded,$ 5900 587-

0242

$500!!!C:arstrom

$5OT!!! Police

Impounds tor listings. 1-

800-^19-^^2U-xt4554

9i Pontiac Bonneville

SON All Power Must

Sell $150) B/C> 25 V

5537

FMPIOYMENT

Lindsc.iping Services;

Part-time positions

available tor fall clean-

up and snow work.

Need to be ambitious,

hardworking, owti

transportation, ;«id

flexible hours. C]all

Steve at 4n-665-H93

E;tni I OK + /month

jurtential trom home

Training provided Free

into. 800-896-941 ">

Movie Extras/Models

Needed For kical

C'asting Chills No exp.

or age required EARN
up to $200 a day I

-

888-820-0167

Telephone Interview-

ers NilMLE^ ^ ""-

duct inter\iews over

the phone at our Had-

ley kvation Flexible

Evening and Weekend

Hours$7.50/liourto

start 20+ hours/week

PVTA accessible Fi ir

more info: 1-888-423-

5381 FMl

rVIPLOYMFNT

Bartender I'oMtions

Makeupto$300/shift

No experience required.

Great C xiUege Job 1 -

800-806-0084 ext. 1525

Motivated students

seeking leadership out-

side the biix. Gain

experience in all asjtects

of mnning a small busi-

ness C^all 508-246- 1 2 30

Visa/M.isiercarJ

approval agents earn

$l,000/week potential.

No experience neces-

sary. Ciill 1-800-821-

3416 ext. 1 45

Sales Assistant for con-

sulting/software tirm.

Telephone telemarket-

ing. Fxonomics a plus.

Please send cover letter

and resume to Frederick

Trey: at Regional

Economic Mixlels, Inc.,

433 West Street,

AmhetNt, MA 010)2 or

fax 41 3-549-1038 or

email

resumes@remi.com.

fVtPlOYMENT

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

potential. Local posi-

tions. 1-800-293-3985

ext 516

!&mending!$$250/dav

potential Noex|->eri-

ence Nesc Training pro-

vided. 1-800-965-6520

ext 162

K)R RENT

Ski House for Rent So.

Londonberry. VT: 15

mins to Stratt()n. 7 mi.

to Breimley 3 mi. to

Magic Mtn. 7 Bdmis, 3

Baths, sleeps 30-

SKXXVweek.

f^atvhmvmetovenzQn.

na or 410-404-6326

INSTRUCTION

University Banending

Classes Start S(x>n 1
-

8(X)-U-CAN-M1X Call

now for infomiation!!!

Space is Limited

www.universitybartend-

ing.com

Lost: Wallet Near

Parking garage 10/14 If

found please call with

description 413-237-

1015

SERVICES

PREC3NANCY TEST-

ING, HIV Testing,

Birth C^mtrol, and

Emergency

C "ontraccption.

Aflordable ,ind confi-

dential. Tajx'stry

Health, 27 Pray Street,

Amherst. 548-9992

All Digital PnKJuctions

Pro Videography for

Weddings, \\\x

Mitrvahs, C^MTimercial

(508) 221-8223 sweep-

picker@vahoo.com

SHEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES Body

Sugaring (waxing) for

men and women *Safc

*
1 0»"'o Natural

*Ertective 253-2322

https://.shearbliss.image

4n.e0m

SERVIC ES

Pet-Sitter available days

nights Ck weekends.

l\ig walking. 9 years

experience. C-all Gina

253-0619

Pregnant.' Need help.'

Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free

testing and assistance.

549-1906

TRAVEL

«1 Spring Break

Vacations! 110% Best

Price's! t^ancun, Jamai-

ca, Bahamas, Rorida,

Acapulco. Bix>k Now

(Si Recei\ e Free Parties

(Si Meals ( 'ampus Reps

Wanted! aX)-2 34-7007

endlesvsi inimert t n irs.ci ini

SPRING BREAK
Ltrgest selection of

IV'stinations, including

C'mises! Foam Parties,

Free I>inks and Club

Admissions. Rep

Positions and FREE

trips Available. I -800-

231-4386 www.Epi-

cureanTourN.com

.\ "Reality" Spring

Break 2004's Hottest

Prices 13ix)k now .. Free

Trips, Meals (Si Parties

ww\v.sup-spla.shtc>urs.

com or 18iV-4:6-77lO

TUTORS

Math/Physics Tutor

$30/Hr plus travel Call

IV Kline 41 3-552-3805

SPRING BREAK
2004! Beach Life

Vacations! Jamaica,

C^ncun, Acapulco,

Bahamas, Florida. Sell

Trips, E;mi C.ish, Travel

Free!!c:all l-80)-73V

6347 www.beachlifev 1

cations.com

Massachusetts

Dally Collegian

Marketplace

wants your

classified ad!

Come to the

Campus Center

Basement or call

545-35001
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Werner makes USA Juniors
Four from

HE named
By Mati Brady
Ci)LLtC;lAN StAKK

The Massachusetts hockey

team's first U.S. National

Development Team product. The

first Minuteman to be a unani-

mous selection to the Hockey East

Rookie team. And now, Stephen

Werner has become the first

UMass hockey player to be select-

ed for the World lunior

Championships in 2004.

Werner is one of 16 players

named to the preliminary roster

for the United States to compete

in the tournament, which will take

place Dec. 26. 2003-|an. 5, 2004

in Helsinki and Hameenlinna,

Finland. Werner is one of four

Hockey East players to be among

those initially selected to the team,

joining Boston College forward

Patrick Eaves and a pair of Black

Bears - forward Greg Moore and

goaltender |immy Howard.

"We are obviously very excited

for Stephen and our hockey pro-

gram, in general, that he was

named to the squad," UMass

Coach Don Cahoon said in a press

release. "USA Hockey knows the

kind of player they are getting, and

he has proven himself in not only

collegiate hockey, but also in inter-

national competition. All parties

arc obviously very excited about

this honor"

Team USA will release the final

six players on the 22-man roster

on Dec. 2.

JoEvnw?
With the departure of super-

star goaltender and team MVP |oe

Exter. Merrimack knew it would

be in a pickle with inexperienced

Casey Guenther its leading return-

er between the pipes. But

Guenther silenced his critics this

week, leading the Warriors to a

Continued on page 9

James earns

nat1 award
By Mike Marzeui
C0U.EUIAN Staff

The hero in Massachusetts' 19-

14 win over then-No. 2 Villanova,

sophomore defensive back

Shannon lames was named

National Defensive Player of the

Week on Monday by The Sports

Network and ESPNAJSA Today.

In addition to returning Wildcat

quarterback

A
Notebook

0ERAL11H II--

Stephen Werner and the Minutemen will play a two-game home-and-home set this weekend against the Providence Friars. Game 1

is a 7 p.m. matchup at the Mullins Center on Friday, followed by a trip to Schneider Arena the next night.

Pride on the line

against Dartmouth

(iEKAIPH l.lNU«X)LLEf.lANS!

Patricia Borneo and the Minutewomen take on the Big Green of Dartmouth t.xlay at > p.m. The

Mar«)n and White will play its final game of the season against URl Saturday at no..n.

By Brendan Hall
('oLLEciiAN Staff

There will be nothing to lose

for the Massachusetts field

hockey team (5-14. 1-4 A- 10)

as it prepares for its last non-

conference match against

Dartmouth (5-10. 1-4 Ivy

League), this evening at 5 p.m.

at Garber Field.

For the first time since they

joined the conference in 1988,

the Minutewomen failed to

qualify for the A- 10 tourna-

ment.

"It's the worst feeling in the

world," coach Patty Shea said.

"No coach ever wants to be (in

this situation], no team ever

wants to be |in this situation).

The critical thing is we learn

from what we're feeling right

now. ... We have to learn to

hate this feeling."

On a brighter note, senior

back/midfielder Kristin

Hopwood has been selected as

an alternate for the NFHCA
Division 1 North/South Senior

All-Star Game. Through 17

games this season, she has tal-

lied one assist with three shots.

The game will be held Nov. 22

at Garber Field.

"IKristinl is a true team

player. She will do whatever we

ask her to do. She's a coach's

dream." Shea said.

Hopwood will be joined in

the backfield by freshman

Kwylan jaggassar. sophomore

Katelyn Woolfrey and sopho-

more laime Bawden. Bawden

currently leads the team with

three goals and one assist for

seven points.

The pressure will be on the

defense, which is allowing an

average of 18 shots per game.

They will be facing a Big Green

squad that has scored 1 5 goals

over their last three games.

Dartmouth has an answer to

Hopwood in senior back

Rebekka Stucker. who was also

named an alternate in the same

senior all-star game. Stucker

not only overwhelms Hopwood
in the stat columns, but also

leads the team with nine goals

and one assist for 19 points.

Seven of those goals have come
over the last three games,

including a hat trick in

Saturday's 7-2 thumping of

Columbia.
Leading the recent offensive

explosion alongside Stucker

will be freshman Audrey

Knutsen. senior Lauren Talbot

and junior Ashley Choren.

Combined, the trio has scored

enough goals (nine) to match

Stucker's season total.

The Big Green have been

able to keep things close all

season long, having lost seven

decisions by only one goal,

thanks to the defense. Through

the 2005 season. Dartmouth is

allowing just 10 shots per

game, which has made the

goalie's job that much easier.

They will be led by junior Lexie

Otto. sophomore lessica

Saraceno and senior Averill

Doering.

Goaltender Christine Tocco

has shouldered the load all sea-

son for the Maroon and White,

but last weekend she finally got

some backup. The

Minutewomen added two

goalies from the women's

lacrosse team to their roster

last weekend, sophomore |oey

Rubin and senior Kelli Kurtz.

Rubin stepped in net for Tocco

last Saturday while Tocco

attended a wedding.

Despite not having any

experience at the collegiate

level. Rubin stopped four shots

while allowing one in the loss.

Tocco was back in net Sunday

against LaSalle. stopping nine

shots and letting up two.

"Christine's been our

starter, that's not going to

change." Shea said.

Tocco will be up against Big

Green goaltender Lauren

Balukjian in another goalie's

duel. Her 56 saves place her

fifth in the Ivy League, her

2.42 goals against average

ranks second-worst in the con-

ference and she currently holds

a save percentage of .657.

Marvin
Burroughs's

fumble 59

yards for the

game-win-
ning touch-

down with

just 2:08 remaining, the Stratford,

Conn, native also contributed eight

solo tackles and intercepted his sec-

ond pass of the season, returning it

50 yards. His 55 unassisted tackles

on the season are a team-high.

The fourth-ranked Minutemen

held the Wildcats to a season-kw

14 points in winning at Villanova

for the first time since 1962.

The MK MB TtC NMl

With its loss to UMass.

Villanova fell five spots to No. 7 in

The Sports Network Division l-AA

poll, while the Minutemen rose just

one spot to No. 4.

Delaware, which downed

Division I Navy 21-17 for its first

win over a D-1 program since it

bested the Midshipmen in 1992,

was the beneficiary of the 'Cats

plight, as it rose one spot to No. 2.

The Blue Hens are now 8-0

overall — their first 8-0 start since

2000 — and are tied with UMass

atop the Atlantic 10 standings at 5-

0.

Room HKMONG RHSVBB
Following limmie Howard's 97-

yard touchdown reception from

)eff Krohn Saturday at Villanova.

which established a new confer-

ence record for longest play from

scrimmage and a new school

record for longest touchdown pass,

William & Mary AU-American

Rich Musinski is set to become the

second receiver in as many weeks

to make A- 10 history.

The West Pittston, Pa. native

enters play this weekend just 14

receiving yards shy of becoming

the conference's all-time leader

The record is currently held by for-

I

mer Rhode Island standout Brian

Forster. who recorded 5,944 yards

for the Rams from 1985-1987.

Musinski. who was named A-

10 Offensive Player of the Week

for. surprisingly, just the first time

in his career, caught a career-best

15 passes for 191 yards in the

Tribe's 57-24 victory at Rhode

Island on Saturday It was the 20th

time the senior has topped the 100-

yard receiving mark, as he moved

ahead of former Villanova standout

and current Atlanta Falcon Brian

Finneran into second place in A- 10

history in receiving yards.

Musinski is now ninth in league

history and tops in school history

in receptions with 209, and is also

tied for eighth in the A- 10 record

books in touchdown receptions

with 50 after catching two against

the Rams.

Bright sroT

While Rhode Island continues

to struggle through another tough

season toward the bottom of the

A- 10, the Rams do have a silver

lining in the play of their special

teams.

just three weeks after place-

kicker/punter Shane Laisle was

named both A- 10 and ESPN/USA
Today National Special Teams

Player of the Week, URI again saw

a member of its teams unit hon-

ored by the conference.

Senior kick returner Wendall

Williams returned a kick 95 yards

for a score at William & Mary on

Saturday, and totaled 1 1 4 yards

overall on returns in being named

POTW for the second time this

season.

The 95-yard return was the first

kick return for a touchdown by a

Ram player since 1991, when
Chris Pierce returned one% yards

versus Northeastern.

AUMTMEnUMUr
If Delaware linebacker )ohn

Mulhem's surname sounds famil-

iar, it should.

j

Mulhem. a sophomore, is the

younger brother of former Blue

Hen standouts Pat and Dan
Mulhem, and is making a run at

becoming the third player in fami-

ly history to receive All-

Conference honors.

Pat, a two-time All-Conference

selection in 1995 and 1994, ranks

seventh in UD history in tackles

(538). and his 50 games played aiv

i the second-highest total hi school

history.
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SGA Diversity Roundtable

offers safe space for dialogue
By Perron Salniker

CoLLFi.iAN Staff

Over 50 faculty members, stu-

dents and members of the

University of Massachusetts com-

munity gathered yesterday after-

noon to discuss recent issues

regarding diversity for the first

Student Government Association

Diversity Roundtable of the year

Organized by the Secretary of

Diversity Issues, Russell Plato, the

meeting was designed to create a

space for dialogue on how to make

the UMass campus a more inclu-

sive community
"This is space for anyone on

this campus who wants to talk

about diversity issues," began

Plato. "We want to make it so that

we know each others names and

faces."

Carla Moy, Secretary of

Registry and Lisa loUimore.

Secretary of Administrative Affairs

were also present to administer the

discussion.

Participants included faculty

members from many departments

including the pre-major services,

the Isenberg School of

Management, Health Services and

Student Legal Services. Mary O'

Conner, coordinator of the English

as a Second liinguage program

and Linda Slakey, Dean of

Commonwealth College were also

present. In addition. Nelson

Acosta, director of the Office of

ALANA Affairs, was present as

well as representatives from the

African Student Association, the

Pride Alliance and the Office of

lewish Affairs. SGA President,

David Carr among other senators,

was also at the roundtable.

Before taking comments from

the group. Plato introduced the

idea of a Safe Space Agreement.

•These can be sensitive issues." he

said. "This should be an environ-

ment where everyone feels com-

fortable." Participants threw out

concepts to keep in mind during

the discussion such as respect, lis-

tening, openness and sensitivity.

The group began by composing

a list identifying issues on campus

that relate to diversity. The first

issue mentioned was the recent

Supreme Court ruling regarding

admissions policies on race follow-

ing a lawsuit at the University of

Michigan. Administrators at

UMass and across the nation are

dealing with the aftemiath of the

ruling and have begun to establish

changes regarding affirmative

action in admissions procedures.

The list continued on. changes

occurring on campus because of

budgetary struggles like the shrink-

age of the English as a Second

1-anguage program, the disman-

tling of academic support pro-

grams and the effect of the rising

cost of tuition on low-income stu-

dents, were mentioned. Other

issues such as the establishment of

gender-neutral bathrooms and

solving the problem of violence on

campus were touched on as well.

Participants commented on the

declining minority enrollment rate

at UMass and the lack of under-

standing diversity in various

departments on campus.

Still, one participant comment-

ed on the increasing number of

out-of-state and international stu-

dents on campus.

After a list was composed, the

group broke into six subsets. Some

Continued on page 2

Russell Plato, Secretary of Diversity Issues,

terday afternoon in the Campus Center.

facilitated the first SGA Diversity Roundtable held yes-

Ml'MEARA/COlLElilAN

Representatives from across the country inform students on their future options during the Annual

Graduate and Professional Schools Information Day held yesterday in the Student Union Ballroom.

Career Services

graduate school
Over 150 graduate and professional schools

were represented at the Annual Graduate and

Professional Schools Information Day. hosted by

the Career Services Office, held yesterday after-

noon in the Student Union Ballroom at the

University of Massachusetts.

Students were greeted at the door and given a

booklet comprised of school listings and infor-

mation. School representatives from across the

nation and from different areas of graduate stud-

ies offered information regarding application and

enrollment. Hundreds of students walked the

aisles, stopping at different tables to speak about

their future education plans.

Both students and school representatives saw

the fair as a great opportunity to make the initial

steps toward graduate school enrollment.

"A lot of times students know about the dif-

ferent schools, but this is a time for us to make

that initial face-to-face contact." said Bob

Bochnak, a representative for Tufts University

graduate school. "They can get the materials

from us about each specific school or department

personally, as opposed to looking on the web or

getting it via mail. 1 think it's really great as a first

step to make those connections."

The information available about different

graduate school options provided student?ts to

Office iiosts

information day
explore a wide spectrum of choices and career

paths.

"I definitely want to go to graduate school."

said David Clarkson. a UMass senior. "It's a mat-

ter of where 1 want to go and what 1 want to

study. Here I have so much to choose from ... it

opens up new options."

Students addressed specific concerns to the

representatives; many agreed that it saved time in

the application process.

"1 have all this | information!. I don't have to

write to every single person." said Pierrette Neh

Ntsang, a UMass student. "They |can| answer

certain questions ihai \ou really want to know,

instead of flipping through the whole book to

find it. It's a guvd program. I'm glad they did it."

Graduate school representatives used the fair

as a chance to meet prospective students and

help with decisions regarding continuing educa-

tion.

"1 spoke to a few students who've already

started their application process, that have follow

up questions." said a representative for the

Columbia University School of Social Work. "It's

helpful for them and it's certainly helpful for us,

too. This is |a fair) wc always plan on attend-

ing.

"

-Nicole Lewis

Collier speaks on arithrax toxin gQ^ rejeCtS diversity ptOpOSal
By Gabriel Leiner ^,.. ..^,,^ ^,. ,,^„ ,,„,. ^__ ^^ »/ / *. -.
By Gabriel Leiner

CxiLUCilAN d)RRf.SPt>NnKNT

After years of study on the

anthrax toxin. Dr. R. |ohn Collier,

a researcher at Harvard Medical

School, and his colleagues have

found a way to prevent anthrax

from contaminating human cells.

The Maude and Lillian Presley

professor of microbiology and

molecular genetics spoke yester-

day to an audience at the

University of Massachusetts.

Collier has identified an area in

domain two of the anthrax toxin,

one of the four domains in which

the toxin is biologically broken

down, that can be mutated and

used to inhibit anthrax from pol-

luting the bloodstreain.

When anthrax enters the body,

it seeks to latch on to a cell by a

method that Collier says is a "clev-

erly designed recognition

process." Once anthrax attaches

to a cell, it forms a cylindrical tube

and diffuses its toxin into the cell.

The solution to fighting anthrax,

as Collier has found, lies in dis-

rupting this chemical self-assem-

bly of the anthrax molecule.

"Once the toxin is fully assem-

bled, it injects proteins into the

ceil; that's the established picture
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we have of how it works." said

Collier "Now we can find ways so

defeat this toxin. We had discov-

ered a loop in domain two. which

we predicted might be involved in

pore formation. It turned out we

were correct."

Collier began to examine

domain two. His conclusion, that

the cylindrical shape made

anthrax is created when different

parts of the molecule recognize

each other and interlock, was vital

in creating a vaccine.

"This new infomiation gave us

a method using what we call a

dominant negative inhibitor, or

DNI. The DNI, which is a mutat-

txl form of part of domain two of

the anthrax toxin, prohibits for-

mation of a pore from pre-porc

such that the toxin cannot be

plunged into the attacked cell," he

.said. Essentially the DNI does not

allow the anthrax molecule to

inteHcK-k. even after it has latched

on to a cell.

"The spore of anthrax pro-

ceeds nomially, but then because

of the DNI. it prohibits any threat

of lethal elements being expelled.

You've blocked the process."

Collier said. Tests on laboratory

rats using Collier's vaccine have

eliminated anthrax fatalities.

Collier explained that during tests

of his vaccine, "we inserted the

anthrax toxin with and without

the DNI into the animals and in

rats with the mutated type of mol-

ecule we had blocked toxicity

almost completely. This says that

the DNI worked to form."

Collier believes that his

method ol stopping anthrax from

attacking the body is more efftx-

live than others because. "It also

induces the body to form antitox-

ic antibodies," he said. But Collier

did not discount other viable

methods of inhibiting anthrax,

such as the engineering of human

antibodies and using certain virus-

es to attack the anthrax bacteria.

Currently Collier's main con-

cern about anthrax is that the gov-

Continued on page 3
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A motion to create a select

committee with the goal of

forming an action plan for the

ensuring of diversity in all gov-

ernmental bodies within the

Student Government Associa-

tion was voted down by a

majority of the SGA Senate last

night, the lack of undergradu-

ate representation on the

University of Massachusetts'

Presidential Search Committee

and the need for a ludicial

Advisors program were among

the other issues addressed at the

meeting.

The motion to create the

select committee regarding

diversity issues, which failed by

a vote of 23 to 1 7, was support-

ed by Speaker of the Senate,

lared Nokes, who would

appoint the committees' mem-

bers. Nokes does not believe the

SGA bylaws provide enough

support for diversity in the gov-

ernmental bodies representing

the student body. According to

him, the former diversity com-

mittee dissolved last year and

their duties were delegated

among the existing committees

within the SGA.
Nokes said he has never seen

a standing committee attempt to

put together any type of action

plan for the two years he has

been involved with the SGA. "I

think we owe it to our con-

stituents to make an effort," he

said. "We have never gotten an

action plan for creating diversi-

ty." Nokes said his idea was to

form a committee with the abil-

ity to create an action plan for

the ensuring of diversity within

the student government as a

whole, not just the Senate.

Nokes said the committee

would have been a much more

inclusive and all-encompassing

a^»w
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Northeast Area Governor Bill

meeting.

body.

Nokes said he didn't believe

he is educated enough regarding

the issues to make decisions on

his own and felt the ctmimittee

was ultimately necessary for the

SGA. "I'm not qualified to do it

alone ... I'm just one person,"

he said. "You try to find people

who can have those answers."

Many members spoke out

against the creation of a sepa-

rate committee.

"This is a really bad idea,"

said Russell Plato. Secretary of

Diversity Issues. "You're mar-

ginalizing the issue of diversity."

Plato believes the SGA

Stetson addresses the SGA about residential events during last nights

should be integrating the con-

cerns for diversity within the

existing committees. "We
dlreadv know what we need to

do." he said. "If were doing our

jobs ... then we don't need that

committee in the first place."

Plato said he was concerned

with Nokes" ideological per-

spective. "You should be setting

the agenda." he declared to the

Senate. "He doesn't even know
what

I
diversity I

is." he added,

referring to Nokes. "I've seen

the way he's treated the issues in

the past." Plato said everything

the SGA docs is already related

to diversity.

I low c\ CI. Nokes said he

would appoint all members who
were interested in being a part

of the committee and leave it up

to the Senate to remove them.
" Ihere's no harm in creating

the committee." he added.

Everyone should still stay an

extra hour in their standing

committee and talk about it

Idiversityl."

Many members of the Senate

eventually concluded that the

ALANA caucus was fully capa-

ble of making decisions regard-

ing an action plan lor ensuring

diversity.

Continued on page 2
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IIMass community discusses admissions policy

Continued from page 1

luitlKT addressed the issues previ-

ously listed; others discussed the

tuiKi-pts in a broader sense.

In one group, a representative

Iruni the hSI pri)grant spoke of the

program s origination 50 years ago.

She argued that if the program is

extinguished, UMass will not be a

llugship school, but a University

thai does not have a full range of

iicudeinic programs.

In other groups, members

.sluiivd personal experiences and

background with each other.

Michael McKinstry from the Pride

/Mliancc. whose table was joined by

Patrick Arehiblad. University of

Massachusetts Police Department

Chief, spoke about the lack of feel-

ing connected to other students at

UMass.

"Students come from little high

schools and arrive at Southwest."

he said, "it's intimidating." The

group discussed how these feelings

I'l disconnection to the University

relate to the recent riots on cam-

pus. "People don't feel connected

to the University, but they can feel

connected to the World Series.

They can find something in com-

mon with the kid across the hall."

The group continued to discuss

the problem of segregation on cam-

pus. "UMass is too big to connect

with everyone." said McKinstry.

"Students feel like they have to find

people who are like them, we drive

to segregate ourselves."

Another group talked about

standardized tests. One student

commented on the bias of stan-

dardized tests given to students in

elementary levels of education. He

argued that the tests are not direct-

ed toward minorities or low-

income students. The group agreed

that the method to solve the prob-

lem of unfairiy written tests was to

have UMass admissions discontin-

ue the use of them.

"The tests [SATs| only measure

one or two aspects of intelligence

and data also shows the tests them-

selves are often culturally bias,"

said Chuck DiMare, the director of

l^egal Services Offices. "We must

simply do away with it or reform

it."

He explained that the amount

of scientific data is overwhelming

in that there is greater correlation

of SAT scores to students' parents'

income then to their success in an

undergraduate environntent.

Other groups touched on the

necessity to have a united campus

culture and more student events

that coukl deter students from par-

ticipating in riots or dangerous

activities.

The discussion concluded svith

participants giving suggestions and

explaining what they would like to

achieve through the roundtable

discussions. Many agreed that

more students should be in atten-

dance. The group also discussed

the possibility of addressing the

new admissions polic7 at UMass in

the next roundtable. participants

agreed that having members of the

admissions office would be crucial

and would be essential to adding

input to the new policy

ChanceUor of elections appointed

BRENllAN O'MEARA/OOOEOIAN

Lillian Dignan, Orchard Hill Area Governor, spoke about the parking issues in the purple lot near

Dickinson dormitory last night.

i.EKMhH LIN(.

A participant in the SGA Diversity Roundtable listens to the discussion yesterday aftemiwn.

Continued from page 1

Student Trustee Hannah
Fatemi addressed the Senate

regarding their concerns about

the lack of undergraduate rep-

resentation on the University's

Presidential Search

Committee. According to

Fatemi. the seat held by

Rosalyn Lankowski. an under-

graduate from the University

of Massachusetts-Lowell cam-

pus was replaced by Sean

Reed, a medical student from

UMass-Worcester after

Lankowski resigned from the

committee. None of the 24

members serving on the com-

mittee are currently represen-

tatives of the undergraduate

student body at any of the five

UMass campuses.

"The Presidential Search

Committee is closed," she

.said. "But it wasn't the intent

of the board to have no under-

graduate representatives."

According to Fatemi, under-

graduates are a concern for

them. She said she would be

meeting with the committee

next week.

A motion to appoint lared

Nokes to the Student Legal

Services governing board was

also passed by the Senate.

According to Nokes, the

University of Massachusetts

Graduate Student Senate

owes over $200,000 to the to

Student Legal Services,

including $80,000 from just

this year "They need to pay us

what they owe us." he said.

Attorney General Mark
Morrison addressed the

Senate regarding the need for

a judicial Advisors program.

Morrison estimates that it will

cost about $6,000 for a

judicial Advisors pilot pro-

gram. He said it is important

to keep students informed of

their rights.

According to Morrison,

there were 14 interim sanc-

tions that came from the

Hobart riots last year, of

which only two have been

resolved, and there were 33

that came from the recent

riots following the Red Sox

playoff games.

"That gives you some per-

spective as to how egregious

these actions were." he said.

However, he added, most of

the sanctions were not the

result of UMass students.

A motion to appoint

Steven Hoeschele as

Chancellor of Elections also

passed before the conclusion

of the meeting. Hoeschele is

an advocate of electoral

reform and supports the prac-

tice of "runoff voting." a sys-

tem whereby candidates are

ranked by students and a

practice that he said best

reflects the will of voters.

Despite questions regard-

ing the system's violation of

plurality in the SGA bylaws,

Hoeschele said it improves

the election process.

"It most closely reflects the

will of the voter," he said.

According to him, the system

only applies when there are

three or more candidates cam-

paigning for one position. "1

honestly believe its the most

fair and effective method of

voting. It ensures that the

winner has majority rule."

Hoeschele said he also

believes the inability of write-

in candidates to campaign and

that they are not allowed any

funding is something that

should change. The next elec-

tions will take place in March

2004. he said.
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Collier speaks
Continued from page 1

|

emment has what he calls, "a well

worked out plan and decision

making process in how to deal

with the stock piling and distribu-

tion of anthrax."

"Who knows what some peo-

ple might have cooking in their

basements." he said. According to

Collier, the recent terrorist attacks

in which anthrax was placed in

mail demonstrated how vulnera-

ble the United States actually is to

anthrax attacks.

"The Center for Disease

Control's recent lists of biological

threats have ranked Anthrax con-

sistently at or near the top."

Collier said. But Collier remains

confident of his work. "I think

there is some reason to be opti-

mistic about dealing with anthrax.

"Within two to three years we

could really have some new drugs

that would act as countemiea-

sures against anthrax." said

Collier. "If we can continue to fill

in the gaps in what is an already

good understanding of anthrax,

we can be well prepared for the

future."

Slienliav discusses Jewish mairiage law
By Bill Gallagher

CoLLttilAN C:oRRESPt)Nnl-;NT

Sharon Shenhav, lawyer and

director of the International

lewish Woman's Human Rights

Watch addressed woman's rights

in the Middle East last night at

Amherst College.

Shenhav emphasized the

problematic lewish marriage

law. which she said is a male

dominated system, and is under

the jurisdiction of religious

courts in Israel. "The courts are

run by men. and have a monop-

oly of interpretation." Shenhav

said.

She pointed out that a couple

that desires to get married has

no choice but to go through

either the lewish, Muslim or

Catholic court. There are no

civil marriages, which leave out

atheists or members of other

religions. It is also impossible to

intermarry between religions

within the boarders of Israel.

The real problem Shenhav

believes lies in divorce. In the

4.000 year-old tradition of the

Torah interpreted today, mar-

riage can end only if both parties

consent. Some Jewish men
exploit this stipulation and will

not consent unless their wishes

are granted. She said men often

use property, child support and

even the children themselves as

a pawn. The rabbinical courts

(lewish religious court) often

turn a deaf ear to the wives in

these cases.

"It's really blackmail,"

Shenhav said.

She said the result is chained

women who are unable to

remarry or are unable to get a

divorce. Despite the wile's con-

sent, the divorce will not be

granted. The consequences for

the women are dire: any subse-

quent children from another

man will be cast out as the reli-

gious stigma of Mamzerim.

Mamzerim are restricted to

marry only other Mamzerim.

Without the divorce the women
cannot remarry. Men, however,

have the recourse to apply for a

permit to take a second wife.

As a lawyer Shenhav and the

Center for Women in lewish

Law, are committed to solving

the problem of agunot or

chained women.
Shenhav was born in Chicago

and educated at Georgetown

Law. She now permanently

resides in Israel where she tire-

lessly gives a voice to these oth-

erwise unheard woman.

On Dec. 13, 2002 Shenhav

was the first woman ever elected

to the Commission to appoint

Dayanim (lewish religious

judges). She represents the

women's organizations interests

in appointing members of the

Israel court.

"I will select only those who
are sensitive and compassionate

to women's needs." Shenhav

said.

From 1994 to 1998 Shenhav

was a member of the Israeli gov-

ernment delegation to the

United Nations Commission on

the Status of Women. She

founded the Center for Women
in Jewish Law at the Schechter

Institute for )ewish Studies in

lerusalem. Spanning the globe

with her conferences and

speeches on this subject she has

appeared on television and

radio in over 10 countries. In

1988 Shenhav received the

State of Israel Award for her

efforts to improve the voice of

women and children in the judi-

cial system.

"My only goal is to restore

justice," Shenhav said.

The event was co-sponsored

by The University Student

Division of the Hagshama
Department, which brings pro-

grams for students to experi-

ence Israel, in cooperation with

the American Zionist

Movement.
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Fires blaze in

San Bernardino
By Andrew Bridges

AiisociATEn Press

LAKE ARROWHEAD, Calif.

(AP) — Firefighters struggled des-

perately yesterday to save emp-

tied-out resort towns in Southern

California's San Bernardino

Mountains as 200-foot walls of

flame engulfed dead and dried-out

trees.

In San Diego County, the

state's largest fire claimed another

victim when a firefighting crew

was overeome by tlames, killing

one and injuring three. It marked

the first firefighter death since the

series of blazes began last week

and brought the total number of

dead to 1 8.

The hot. dry Santa Ana winds

from the desert that had been

whipping the fires into raging

infernos eased, only to give way to

stiff breezes off the ocean that

pushed the flames up the canyon

walls around evacuated resort

lovms like Lake Arrowhead and

Big Bear, east of Los Angeles.

By early afternoon, homes

were burning in the mountain

community of CedarPines Park.

"There's fire on so many fronts,

it's not even manageable at this

point." said Chris Cade, a fire pre-

vention technician with the U.S.

Forest Service, as he watched a

pillar of smoke he estimated at

9,000 feet rise into a hazy sky

thick with ash. "I am at a loss

what you can do about it."

The fires have burned more

than 620,000 acres and destroyed

1.800 homes. More than 12.000

firefighters and support crew were

fighting what Gov. Gray Davis

said may be the worst and costliest

disaster California has ever faced.

He estimated the cost at $2 billion

so far

The fires, which began last

week, burned in a broken are

across Southern California, from

Ventura County east to Los

Angeles County and the San

Bernardino Mountains and south

to eastern San Diego County.

On Southern California's other

major front, about 100 fire

engines encircled the historic min-

ing town of lulian in the moun-

tains of eastern San Diego County,

hoping to save the popular week-

end getaway community

renowmed for its vineyards and

apple orchards.

However, some two dozen

engines and water tenders that

were headed to Julian were forced

to turn back when flames swept

over a highway. And as the winds

picked up. floating embers

sparked spot fires near the town of

3,500. forcing some crews to

retreat.

South of lulian. about 90 per-

cent of the homes had been

destroyed in Cuyamaca, a lakeside

town of about 160 residents.

Charred cows lay by the side of

the road and houses were reduced

to little more" than stone entry-

ways.

"Everything's kind of happen-

ing all at once. These fires are try-

ing really hard to tie in with each

other." said Bill Bourbeau. a forest

safety officer. "It's tremendous."

San Diego County fire officials

feared a 233.000-acre fire and the

50,000-acre blaze would merge

into a huge, single blaze that

would make it nearly impossible

to keep it from reaching lulian.

Officials in San Diego County

where most of the deaths took

place — predicted the death toll

would rise after investigators

began scouring devastated neigh-

borhoods.
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Scahill complaints with

Church merit consideration
The Catholic Church sex abuse scandal has

been big in the news for more than two years,

going back to before the conviction of )ohn

Geoghan in February of 2002.

Since the initial shock of the scandal wore

away and the width and breadth of sexual abuse

cover-ups in the Catholic Church have been

exposed, the story and damage control have been

spread out across the nation and the world. And

while the Church has done everything it can to

squelch the public relations nightmare that

exploded, certain stories still slip through the

cracks, reminding all of us that the problem is not

solved.

That includes stories within our own area, the

Springfield Diocese.

Recently. Rev. fames |. Scahill. pastor of St.

Michael's Parish in East Longmeadow. testified in

a deposition against the Most Rev Thomas L.

Dupre. bishop of the Roman Catholic Diocese of

Springfield. Scahill said Dupre told him he could

be suspended for holding back the portion of

weekly collections earmarked for the bishop's

office.

Scahill has refused to send the funds in protest

of the diocese financially supporting Rev. Richard

R. Lavigne, a man accused of abusing more than

50 children. The diocese is trying to have him

defrocked.

We at the Massachusetts Daily Collegian see

Scahill's position as one that is both courageous

and controversial.

He says that Dupre threatened him on numer-

ous occasions, accusing him of costing the

Church and diocese thousands of dollars by tim-

ing his refusal to send Church funds with the

annual Catholic Stewardship Appeal, a fundraiser

that brings in hundreds of thousands of dollars

every year

The deposition testimony has not been con-

firmed yet, and Dupre has denied threatening

Scahill at any point. However, that does not

change things.

The Catholic Church's frustration with people

like Scahill is that they do not conform to the

"party line." Scahill has been openly critical of the

Springfield Diocese for months, previously saying

Dupre told members of his advisory council that

the late Bishop Christopher |. Weldon destroyed

records that included details of possible sexual

abuse accusations in the diocese.

By continuing his campaign against the

Church's handling of abuse cases by withholding

funds and pointing to the treatment of Lavigne 's

situation as the reason why, Scahill did everything

in his power as a pastor to draw attention to what

he feels are injustices involving the Church.

Make no mistake: His actions make him dis-

obedient to the diocese and the bishop. But make

no mistake: That also makes him a hero. Scahill's

efforts have helped to force the Springfield

Diocese to continue dealing with decades worth

of misconduct. Scahill's actions hold the Catholic

Church as accountable, much as the Boston-based

lay group the, Voice of the Faithful, has.

Regardless of what it does to his own standing

within the Church as an institution, Scahill took a

stand. How can that not be admired?

Dupre and the diocese would be best off to

reconcile with Scahill and consider some of his

complaints as legitimate concerns that need atten-

tion. The negative feelings he has for the Catholic

Church are no different than the feelings of many

discontented Catholics throughout the region,

and they merit serious evaluation.

Ittformatiun from The Republican was used to

write this editorial.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

Let's define the "L" word
I cant even

count how
many times my
roommate and

her boyfriend

have spoken to

each other in

baby voices,

exchanging the

line. "No. I

love YOU
^~'^^~~^^~~

more."

Actually, she's never done

that: I just needed a catchy intra.

Now that I've gotten your atten-

tion, let's talk about love.

Love is one of the most misun-

derstood and misused emotions

in society today. Raised in this 40

to 50 percent divorce rate society,

we become accustomed to the

concept of having four families—
paternal, maternal, step paternal

and step maternal. Marriage is

the union of two people who
choose and accept to love each

other unconditionally. Because

marriage is an act of choice, the

idea of love being unconditional

is, therefore, questionable. Why
is it that people marry in the

name of love and divorce in its

failure?

The answer is in the deriva-

tion of love itself. lx)ve is believed

to come from the heart. It is quite

a romantic notion: an emotion

strong enough to burst through

your chest and overpower all.

The belief of love coming from

the heart, however, is false and,

arguably, ridiculous. The heart

pumps blood to the vital organs,

and that is basically it. You can

look at it as metaphorically as you

want, claiming that love is. per-

haps the "blood" that gets

"pumped" to all the vital

"organs." But in reality, it's just an

organ that pumps blood.

This idea is upheld as a tradi-

tional belief that comes from

multiple places. In elementary

school, one of my favorite history

lessons was the one about how
Egyptians mummified the dead.

The coolest thing I learned in the

class was how they removed the

brain. They stuck two hooked

instruments up the corpse's nos-

trils and just tugged at the brain

tissue until it was out. The rest of

the organs were removed, pre-

served in jars, and buried with

the mummy. More important

than the nostril story is the actual

logic behind the brain removal.

The only part of the mummy that

was left in the body was the

heart, which was believed to be

the center of intelligence.

SimilaHy, Greeks also upheld

this belief. One of the most well

respected Greek scientists and

philosophers was Aristotle, who
did a lot of work with chicken

embryos. In these embryos, he

noticed that the first thing that

grew in all of them was a heart.

He. thus, described the heart as

"the seat of intelligence, motion

and sensation." He also said that

the organs surrounding the heart,

including the brain, were not nec-

essary at all. and that they were

just there to keep the heart warm.

About 5,000 years later, it was

accepted that the brain was the

seat of intelligence, and not the

heart. Strangely, however, love

and the heart were still linked

together, as they still are today.

The argument tied to this is that

your heart beats faster when you

are in love. Therefore, your heart

and love must be connected. If

you look at it from a scientific

point of view, however, linking

College life at NYU
^^^^ For many
^^K^^ University

^^^^a| Massachusetts

|lPl students, the

^^^ f University was

^flw their safety

^^^H^^ school. In other

^^^^^^^M words,
(^^^^^^^ ranked as a

ullBO fourth or fifth

SkOlniCk choice. For oth-^"^"^^^^
ers, it was the

most affordable school they were

interested in, and for a select few,

UMass was their first choice. Most

students, however, are not appre-

ciative enough of what our beauti-

ful school has to offer and some-

times forget that things UMass

students take for granted are not

available for many, less fortunate

others.

A little while ago, 1 ventured to

New York University to investi-

gate what the perks and benefits

are of attending a 40-grand-a-year

school. I had to see what makes

NYU so special.

The pride of every school rests

in their library. Aside for a few

freak occasions, the size of a

school's library is a symbol of their

prestige, their beauty and how

important knowledge is for them.

Naturally, one would expect a

school that costs over twice the

amount of UMass to have a library

about twice the size. Thus, I found

myself surprised and baffled that

NYU does not have a library equal

in height to our own — even by

half. This was quite the tumoff.

Size isn't everything, but it sure is

important.

My eyes already in pain over

the hideous abomination of a

library, an insult to the very word,

I asked my tour guide, a sketchy

guy named Shyam. to guide me to

the campus pond. Surely a school

as grand and expensive as NYTI

would have such a vital place of

leisure and relaxation, such as a

campus pond. After all, even

Brandies has a pond, although

they only have one swan. After

seeing that thing that they call a

"library," 1 set my standards low,

expecting maybe only a few ducks.

Sadly, the best my tour guide

could do was lead me to a place

called Washington Square Park, a

breeding ground of disease, infest-

ed with pigeons along with the

occasional rat or cockroach. This

small track of undeveloped pave-

ment, doted with the occasional

patch of grass or tree, was quite

pathetic.

Upon entering the dorm build-

Sophomores are not

forced to have a

University meal

plan ... I saw one

guy sitting on ttie

street comer witti a

sign asking for

food, most likely a

starving and con-

fused sophomore.

ing, I was approached by a real

security guard. An NYPD officer

was standing at the front refusing

entry to those who did not sign in.

This was just one more of NYU's

many inconveniences, as I was in

no mood to show them my ID.

While waiting for the officer to

write down my information, I

grabbed a nearby newspaper —
NYU's student paper This was

one of the weakest excuses for a

newspaper that I've ever seen: My
seventh grade class newsletter was

more interesting than this.

Neither did they have an equiv-

alent to our amazing UVC- 1 9, as a

student run TV station was not in

existence. Additionally, there was

a lack of a campus radio station,

such as our WMUA 9 1 . 1 FM, and

overall, finding out basic news

about what was going on around

campus was a tedious chore.

After this ordeal, 1 hoped that

watching NYU students play their

rivals in football or hockey could

calm me down, but the best that

could be offered was watching

two NYU students battle it out on

their Nintendo game system. This

pathetic place didn't even have

their own sports teams. Other

than their fencing team, which

although popular among many, to

not always that stimulating to

watch.

Their arts center does not pro-

vide popular discounted plays,

forcing students to make the long

trek to Broadway to see such

entertainment. Fall foliage walks

were not found, and sophomores

were not forced to have a

University meal plan, leaving

many second year students utteriy

confused about how to go about

acquiring food. I saw one guy sit-

ting on the street comer, with a

sign asking for food, most likely a

starving and confused sophomore.

Even worse, many dorm rooms

get poor reception of Fox, a vital

channel for any television connois-

seur. Moreover, each suite has its

own bathroom vnlh only one toi-

let, unlike UMass where students

are given a choice of four to eight

toilets. Perhaps the most impor-

tant problem with their dorms is

the view. Our window views of

rolling hills filled wfith trees is a

luxury that NYU students simply

don't have, their window views

consisting of ugly gray buildings.

If this was not enough, not

only were "Yankees Suck" riots

lacking, but shockingly, the

majority of students actually

liked the Yankees. Going to a

university in a city that has

over 400 homicides a year must

be tough, but going to a univer-

sity that does not support the

2004 baseball world champi-

ons must be even tougher. I, for

one, wake up every morning

happy to be at such a great

school.

Gilad Skolnick is a Collegian

columnist.

Raising voter turnout
percentage of the population, they are not as pertinent

to America's youth.

The Administration's handling of the war in Iraq

could have the same political impact on Generation Y,

as it did on the men and women during the Vietnam

era. Like Vietnam, it is our youth who must pay the

ultimate political price. If one is upset with

MiCtlSBl W IBDZ
'^ current leadership, then he/she should

'

feel compelled to bring forth a list of griev-

ances via-vote.

love to your heart is as strange

and abstract as linking love to

your intestines. Scientifically

speaking, strong emotions, such

as love, hinder digestion.

Therefore, according to the logic

used to connect love to the heart,

you could say love comes from

the intestines.

Realistically speaking, howev-

er, love comes from the mind or,

more specifically, your cortex and

your hypothalamus. Perhaps that

is the problem in society these

days. Poets and musicians fill our

minds with the notion that we

should always follow our hearts.

Our hearts will lead the way, they

say. But when the idea of love

being connected to the heart is

disproved by science, what are

we following? An organ?

If you listen to your heart, all

you will hear is the opening and

closing of your valves. Maybe

that's why we end up with spouse's

we don't really want or friends we

don't really care to keep. We're

taught to fight our minds with an

organ that has no controlling

power over us in the first place. All

of our memories and all of our

mentalities are tied together with

our logic and our ability to make a

decision, not inside of our heart,

but inside of our minds.

Viewing love as a battle

between heart and brain is tearing

them all away from each other and

making us think we have to choose

between them. We have the choice

of keeping one eye closed at all

times, but when we want to see

something cleariy, we open both

eyes. Perhaps when the eyes of the

mind are truly open, we will leant

what love really is.

Sanam Hakim is a Collegian

columnist.

Engaged in a political conversation with one of my

classmates this past week on my cell phone, the con-

versation went like this:

Classmate: I am really worried about the conflict in

Iraq.

Mike: I know; it is a tragedy; a lot of people have

died.

Classmate: I am very concerned about the

crisis, since it is people our age who have

died. I wish I had voted in the last election. 1

was 18, but I didn't feel like my vote mattered.

According to the Web site Moveon.org, in the 2000

Presidential election between then Vice President Al

Gore and Governor George W. Bush, 5 1 percent of all

Americans participated. Seventy-two percent of males

and females age 55 and older voted. Thirty-six percent

of voters between ages 18-24 entered the booths.

Recently, |oe Klein, a columnist for Time magazine

entertained an audience at the University of

Massachusetts. He discussed his best selling book,

"The Natural," answered questions about Iraq and

addressed the question of dissent. But Klein's prevail-

ing message that day was directed at the men and

women of Generation Y. Klein urged those in atten-

dance lo participate in politics. He pointed to the apa-

thy prevalent in both the 2000 Presidential race and

the 2002 Con-

gressional eiec- Some will argue that it is merely a utofiian

"Tmagine for idoai that tho 1 8-24 agc l}racket Will

one momem, if sudoniv cmergo In the democratk: pTocess.
the 18-24 age

*

bracket made up

1 5 to 20 percent of the total voting population, as

opposed to 7.8 percent in 2000. Theoretically, if young

people made their presence felt at the polls, we

(Generation Y) would have the ability to elect leaders,

whether Democrat. Republican or what have you,

who will represent our best interests.

Some will argue it is merely a Utopian ideal that the

18-24 age bracket will suddenly emerge in the demo-

cratic process. However, it is entirely possible to return

to the heights of the high voter turnout of the 1960s

and 'TOs. In order to do so, several hurdles must first

be cleared.

Klein argued that in the post-Vietnam era, young

Americans began to feel disenfranchised from politi-

cians. Beginning with the assassinations of Robert

Kennedy and Martin Luther King |r voters felt like

they lost the two fathers who came to represent the

central issues relevant to them: Viemam and civil

rights. With the eventual withdrawal of U.S. troops in

Indo China and the culmination of the Civil Rights

Movement came a change in public policy. In the 80s

and 90s, politicians focused on domestic issues such

as welfare, social security and campaign finance

reform. While those platforms are important to a large

Another hurdle that has yet to be solved is the vot-

ing process itself: Many young Americans complain

that going to the booths is "a hassle" or that they don't

really understand the differences between the candi-

dates. In response to voting presenting itself as a has-

sle, at my past school, voting administrators actually

drew arrows leading from campus to the voting

booths. Once one filled out his^er voting ballots,

he/she was greeted with coffee, donuts and lemonade.

One side note: The people who run the booths are very

wekxjming and generous, and often times, will smile

and applaud a newly registered voter. As for voting

itself, one feels a sense of satisfaction after completion

of the ballot. I would compere it to a basketball game

where you cheer for your favorite player or team. The

same goes for voting; you cast your vote for the man
or woman who will

live up to your per-

sonal expectations

and ideals.

Determining which

candidate to vote for

can sometimes be a

challenge for one who is not engaged with the politi-

cal process. However, this should not stop you.

Beginning with six to nine months before an election,

visit the respective candidates Web sites and educate

yourself about the candidate's platform. For example,

is the candidate pro-life or pro-choice? A hawk or a

dove? Does the candidate support civil rights/civil lib-

erties, or is he/she opposed to such expansions? Will

your candidate of choice look out for your interests

and truly represent you? For the un-informed voter, a

newspaper is also a good place to start. However,

avoid newspapers and news stations with a bias.

Good publications include the Washington Post, New
York Times, Boston Globe and CNN.

The men and women of Generation Y could

emerge as a force in American politics if these hur-

dles are conquered. If the campaign of Howard
Dean, a Democratic Presidential Candidate, is any

indication, voter turnout among the 18-24 age

bracket could sky-rocket from the sad turnout of

2000. The 2004 election is crucial, as our nation

will sit at a crossroad.

Michael W. Lenz is a Collepan columnist.

Actions speak.

Words are louder.

Write for Ed/Op.

Be heard.

UMass security ineffective Pointers on how to de-stress
^^ XT XLA,<J^ KJ^^K^M. M.K,

J
M, ^^^^ _ ^^ ^^ dUrespect the about Conan O'Brien doing hu

Julie Ifan

Here, students go by

goes, as kMig as you

Coming in as a freshman to the University of

Massachusetts. I'm exposed to a whole new

atmosphere and must adhere to a different set of

rules. Here, students go by one rule: Anything

goes, as long as you don't get caught.

Campus and Amherst police provide

security. Given the number of people ^^_^
who attend UMass and how big the cam-

pus is, it seems futile to even try to enforce any

sort of order. Coming in and out of my building.

I would see check-in desks operating at certain

times and not at other times. For the first few

weeks since school started, I was confused about

how the system

worked. The
desks would be

set up around 8

or 9 p.m. and

would remain

there until mid-

night. Students coming in must check in by flash-

ing their student cards and visitors must sign in

with a resident. This system is supposed to dis-

courage people from visiting friends in other

dorms too late at night and causing trouble.

From what I've seen so far. it's crazy that there

would even be such a system. Late at night. I

would hear sounds of people screaming, partying

and trashing dorms. Most of those people don't

live in the building. How is it that these people

can get by and cause so much trouble? Only peo-

ple who come in between 8 p.m. and midnight

are signed in, but what about the people who

happen to come in before 8 p.m. and after mid-

night? It seems that the check-in desks in the lob-

bies aren't very effective at all.

Residents are told to carry their ID cards at all

times. They swipe their cards to get in but

encounter a check-in desk and need to flash their

cards. Students open the doors for visitors all the

time. When they do. then it would seem like the

right time to start checking IDs and signing peo-

ple in. People who swipe to get in shouldn't have

one rule. Anything

doni get caught

to go through the trouble of showing their card

again. Obviously, if they were able to swipe and

get in, they live in that building. This system con-

cerns me because it isn't very practical and

extremely inconvenient for residents.

Another thing that irks me about these

security checkpoints is that they are run

by the students. There have been many

times when I've seen them wave people by and

not check their IDs. Maybe they are too lazy to

check them or they could care less. Either way.

people don't take them seriously because they are

students. It would be much different if there

were cops sitting

there or some
authoritative fig-

ure. If the school

administration
really wanted the

system to work,

they should have check-in desks in the lobbies 24

hours a day, seven days a week. Not everyone

starts visiting other dorms at 8 p.m., nor do they

go to sleep at midnight. It is a waste of the stu-

dent's time checking IDs and a waste of the resi-

dents' time having to show their IDs and signing

people in.

I can understand that these attempts are made

to execute some sort of order on campus, but no

one is going to take a system run by a bunch of

sophomores and juniors seriously. Most of the

check-in people don't even take it seriously them-

selves. If students wanted to come into the dorms

and cause trouble, who's going to stop them from

walking right by? Is it going to be that apprehen-

sive girl behind the desk with her open binder

checking in five other people? Is she really going

to get out of her chair and follow them? I think

not. You need to ask yourself if this system is

really effective in achieving the goals the school's

administration has sought using the check-in

desks.

Julie Iran is a UMass studenx.

Stephanie

O'Shea
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Yes. I loo am
jumping on the

riot paddy

wagon. After a

few weeks of

biding my time,

I have come up

with the defini-

tive answer to

why hundreds

of students at

this school are

compelled to vent their frustra-

tions by screaming obscenities and

breaking things in front of an audi-

ence. Contrary to popular assump-

tion, the answer is not as obvious

as boredom, a sale on 50 racks or

even hatred in the form of tradi-

tion. The real reason is that during

the midpoint of the semester when

everyone is stressed out and

chunky, the small yet therapeutic

things in life are all too often put

on the back burner

My explanation begins by

pointing out that if a student calls

Parking Services after 4:30 p.m.,

he or she will hear the recorded

greeting, "You have reached

Parking Services at UMass

University in Amherst." Cleariy,

the salary of the woman who
spoke this phrase could be better

spent on making the salty good-

ness of Cheez-lt more prevalent on

this campus. The issue at hand,

however, is that throwing a car

into fifth gear while rocking out to

a scratched CD is a top notch way

to relieve stress. I love getting in

my hoopdie and making it obvious

to the people next to me at stop

lights that there is a Steph concert

going on. Unfortunately, due to the

crappy nature of parking at

UMass, it is difficult for students

who live on campus to enjoy this

same outlet.

Another way to maintain bal-

ance during hectic times is to have

a hobby — not to disrespect the

tried and true activities of watch-

ing television or collecting T-shirts

with different phrases written

across the chest. But it is my

relentless pursuit to create the per-

fect beef burrito that gives me a

sense of control in a world full of

chaos. 1 get into food ruts in which

I eat the same thing every day for

months, and since tuna got passe,

my Gladware has been full of rice

and refried beans. It is my ultimate

goal to reach the level of Bueno Y
Sano in my own kitchen. I have

been high for the past week on the

discovery that Monterrey lack is a

far superior cheese to use then

Mexican blend. Every student

deserves to have such a passion.

As a senior, much of my time is

devoted to going on job inter-

views. While many of my counter-

parts get tense about ironing a

shirt and proving their worth to

another human being, I live by the

wise words of a guest speaker from

class: There is no such thing as a

nervous person, only a person who

about Conan O'Brien doing his

monologue. On the way out the

door, I throw up an away message

with hot pink letters and then call

my Mom to tell her that it is show

time. Of course, this exact formula

will not work to relax everyone,

but an upbeat song is a good place

to start.

Last but not least, UMass stu-

dents need to get out of their

rooms and rock aiul/or roll. Even

the most repressed should make a

social appearance onte a week.

Wetting one's whistle, spouting

ludicrous comments and making

out with strangers are restorative

acts. The trick is to party without

getting one's name or face in the

paper and to later fall asleep while

watching The Family Guy" on

DVD.
1 hope that my pointers on

stress management put an end to

the riot discussion. Although

throwing a tantrum seems like a

good idea while drunk and irate,

there are more respectable ways to

vent. 1 do not care about funds

Another way to maintain balance during

hectic times is to have a hobby ... It is my

relentless pursuit to create the perfect beef

burrito that gives me a sense of control in a

worid full of chaos.

is not prepared. Like everyone

else, I spend time practicing my
responses to typical questions and

coming up with insightful com-

ments to say about the economy.

What the suits do not tell stu-

dents, however, is that real confi-

dence comes from a pre-interview

ritual. Mine involves getting sassed

up by blasting "Only the Good Die

Young" by Billy Joel and thinking

that are spent on police overtime

and property damages, and 1 am
confident that my degree will have

value despite negative publicity

because of the hard work that I put

into earning it. People need to stop

smashing and burning things so

that I have new topics to read

about while eating my burritos.

Stephanie O'Shea is a

Collegian columnist.

Fax Mail
413-545-3699c^ Lsttersto

the Editor

113 Campus

Center Way

Amherst, MA
01003

Listen up, Massholes
Is there a reason why you can stand directly

across from someone in an elevator and not say

a single word? Or how about when you pass

some unknown person in the hallway and avoid

eye contact at all costs? Whatever happened to

being polite or just plain friendly? Is it really

that difficult to say "hello?"

Well, only in Massachusetts it is. Everyone

has had the experience. You know, when the ele-

vator doors close and you find yourself holding

your breath as you stand awkwardly next to a

single person whom you have never seen before.

You stand there tongue-tied, as if you've

yourself in this horrifying situation when you

become trapped in Massachusetts like an

unwanted kitchen rat. This is a place where no

one wants to know you, and it takes too much

effort to even pretend to care. You could run

into the same person everyday for a year, and an

introduction would still be refused. Why?
Because you're in Massachusetts — the state

where everyone is known to be unfriendly and

just plain rude.

If you were to travel down south, you would

notice the drastic difference between southern-

ers and northerners. Take a walk down

never spoken a word in your life. At
Sjjjy OeSBiaraiS

times, the silence is unbearable and _^_^^^^_
seems to be the loudest noise you have

the street you will be bombarded with

greetings of another language such as

"howdy" and "how ya'll doin," from

Revolution in Bolivia
Israel, Palestine, Iraq. The front

pages are littered every morning

with another story of an American

or Israeli killed in a ter-

rorist attack; a
|^-,fg„

Palestinian militant

teenager killed in con-

flict with Israeli soldiers. The

media puts endless efforts into the

Middle East and completely disre-

gards what is happening in many

other places in the world. What's

happening in Bolivia through all of

this? What do the mainstream

media report about the situation in

South America? I'm sure any of

my readers can easily answer this

question, right? Let me probe your

minds a bit: Do you know what

has been happening in Bolivia for

the last month? Why not?

It's not your fault. If we aren't

exposed to current events, how

can we make a difference? I read

the newspaper daily, and it is true:

If I didn't travel through Bolivia

this summer and meet the people,

if I didn't spend two hours a day

over the last two weeks research-

ing the topic extensively

y:..., through independent
'''''"' media sources and foreign

newspapers, if 1 didn't dis-

cuss the matter regulariy with

friends who also care. I wouldn't

know or care either.

Bolivia is a "modem democra-

cy" v^nth "free trade" and an "open

market," They recently went

through a civilian revolution.

Teachers, miners, students and

bus drivers all went on strike.

Natural gas was discovered in the

country and the president has

been collaborating with American

corporations, backed by the

World Trade Organization, to

export all of the natural gas,

through a pipeline, to Southern

California, after processing it in

Mexico where there is cheap labor

due to NAFTA. Who will benefit

from the billions of dollars in prof-

it that this project will produce?

American corporations. Is this

right? Are we really allowing this?

We have no choice.

As long as we watch CNN and

FOX News; as long as our "liber-

al" media outlets like the Boston

Globe and the New York Times

barely glaze over the issues in

small boxes in the middle of the

paper. Americans who have influ-

ence over these events will remain

ignorant and large corporations

will continue to profit while hard-

working fathers and mothers

watch their children starve to

death and are forced to throw

stones in the streets to defend

their right to assemble. Did you

know there was a revolution in

Bolivia? Why not? Stay tuned for

more information.

Aaron Victor is a UMass stu-

dent. This submission is the first

in a series of three.

ever heard, yet there's nothing you can do to put

yourself at ease. Here, you find yourself staring

desperately above the door anticipating your

departure and the sense of relief.

What makes this painful situa-

tion even worse is if, by accident,

some force of nature causes you

and this stranger to briefly look

at each other, nod and quickly

turn away. Oh god no! What do

you do? Say something? Keep

your mouth shut? Deep down

inside you would like to say

something, anything, just to

break the silence but in fear of

embarrassing yourself, you stand

there and twiddle your thumbs, making the situ-

ation even more unbearable. Your entire body

sweats, your face turns red, your hands become

clammy. "Someone get me out of here," you cry

to yourself.

If you were to utter a few words, what would

you say anyway? The conversation would be

brief, insignificant and you would find out ran-

dom facts about some person you don't even

know. It's not like you would actually pay any

attention. Smile, nod and bolt the moment the

doors open. Who cares if your getting off on the

fifth floor, and you want to be at the nineteenth?

Take the stairs.

Of course this would be the tactic of any

"Masshole." Most can say that you will only find

YouYe in IMass-

achusetts - ttie state

where everyone is

luiowntobe

unfriendly and just

plain rude.

people you didn't even know. From my travels

down under. I have found that they are welcom-

ing, hospitable, outgoing, interested, in-your-

face want-to-be-your-friend

kind of people. Quite the con-

trast, compared to the cold-

blooded northerners, especially

those from Massachusetts.

Granted, I am a native to this

state and am quite aware of

being deemed a "Masshole" for

life, but before I came to col-

lege it seemed to me virtually

impossible to be so incredibly

impolite. Coming from a tiny

New England town, there

where no strangers to avoid, and we didn't have

buildings tail enough for elevators. I didn't real-

ize that even 1 was unfriendly. Now, after inter-

acting with 25,000 other people. 1 actually admit

I am in fact one of those people who would

rather stare at the ground then create a conver-

sation.

There is no need for such awkwardness in

social situations but on the other hand, 1 support

it myself. I stand in silence, avoid eye contact,

and if by some chance someone tries to break the

silence and talk to me. I walk away thinking

"what a freak!" And if you are truly from

Massachusetts, you

know you do too.

Siac\ Desmarais is a UMass student.

Letters to the Editor
Taking a step back with affirmative action

To the Editor:

There is one word to describe the feeling I had upon

reading the article titled "Two speakers lecture on dis-

crimination" in Monday's paper: outrage. The article

seemed to state that affirmative action was necessary

because of the fact that minority applicants to universi-

ties had lower Standardized Achievement Test scores.

Affirmative action, therefore, was in place to combat

SATs, which the speakers considered racist. In my opin-

ion, saying to someone of minority status that they need

the push of affirmative action to get Into school, rather

than being admitted on their own merit, is disgusting.

To say the SAT is flawed in terms of race is to imply

that people don't have an equal chance on the test. That

is simply not true. No matter what your race, creed, reli-

gion, or socio-economic background, you can go to the

library, check out an SAT help book, study and increase

your score. I know, because I have done this and

improved my SAT score 100 points. The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian reported that one lecture speaker, Lani

Guinier said, "The scores on the SATs tell you how much

money your parents have, not how well your first year

college grades are going to be." This is faulty logic

based on the fact that everyone can increase his or her

SAT scores with practice. Anyone can push themselves

to succeed.

The speakers did not offer any alternatives, other

than affirmative action, to combat this problem. They

are creating another faulty situation. Although the col-

lege admission process Is far from perfect, we do not

improve things by give outs. Yes, the most Important

things a school wants, like hard worKing people with

positive personalities, will never appear on any test, but

a test will give an overall idea of general intelligence. I

have found that the people at the top of my class scored

very highly on the SATs.

Overall, there is a correlation between high SATs

scores and intelligence. Even if someone does not do

very well on the SATs, colleges generally look at grades,

extracurricular activities and essays as well. There are

many aspects that contribute to the admissions

process. It is generally not an applicants SAT scores that

will make or break your acceptance.

Guinier continued, "We've accepted the bias that

blacks score inferior, that black kids are worse." By stat-

ing this, Guinier implies that the SAT purposefully tar-

gets minority students. There is no reason that any

group should do better or worse on the SATs. Signaling

out the fact that minorities do worse on the SATs is

racist in and of itself.

It is important to have diversity on a college campus

or in the workplace; however, this diversity should not

come at the expense of majority workers who are more

qualified, not getting jobs they deserve. To truly elimi-

nate racism we have to not just 'pay back' minorities

but also completely consider them as equals. This

means we cannot give people an extra hand just

because of their ethnic background.

In addition, this generation of college students

should not feel the burden of our elder's errors. It is not

I that put down any ethnic minority. Why should I pay the

price for someone else's errors?

We need to admit people to universities solely based

on merit. Giving minorities help implies that they are in

need of help and are inferior. Therefore, we have taken

a step backward In terms of integration and equality.

Melanie Southworth and Nicole Giannini

UMass students

Name calling not enough when concern-

ing world affairs

To the Editor:

I write this not to put down Johnny Donaldson's

viewpoint in his article "Dubya accountable for Sept.

11," but to provide another facet to contrast his one-

sided view.

"Dubya" is not a name for a president of the United

States, and labeling him that initially insults the pres-

tige of the presidential office. By giving the presi-

dent's name a negative connotation, the reader will

subconsciously transfer this connotation throughout

the article. Although this mind-manipulating tech-

nique may be taught as effective in persuasive-writ-

ing lectures, the valid writer will express his opinion

in a completely objective way. This guise of objectivi-

ty that Donaldson uses is merely a scapegoat to an

insecurity felt by the American population in regards

to the actual operations of the United States govern-

ment.

The president is merely a figurehead of a mass of

politics and, in a majority of cases, less affective than

those "below" him. Bush is a puppet that everyone

loves to hate and wrongly loves to label "Hitler."

Let's take a metaphysical journey to Iraq. Utilizing

the circular reasoning present in the article, I would

assume that the United States is just as good as Iraq,

because the leader of the United States, just like the

leader of Iraq, represents the total embodiment of

evil. I viewed a television program, where there was

an Iraqi man with a smile of unending joy on his face,

brandishing to any opposition against the United

States a faxed picture of our president. He said he

loved our president, he loved American troops, and he

loved America. That such a "backwards" man from

such a "backwards" country could hold a faxed, col-

ored picture lightened my whole day. Should we

blame the ineffectual puppet represented by George

Bush for the attacks of 9/1 1 now?

Since this is a reaction to an opinion article. It is

incorrect to say, "This is right." However, consider the

exaggeration, slander and unnecessary name-calling

used in the article. Consider also, the tact that a like-

ly response to my anecdote would be, "This Is

American propaganda." Propaganda is no more than

subjectively-based opinion. Utilizing the valid proper-

ty of transitive reasoning, one can infer that

Donaldson's article is no more than propaganda.

When readers viewed that article, it established

assumptions and conditioned subjective reasoning in

their minds. Through the use of name-calling and

unfounded facts, Donaldson was able to execute his

literary "skill" to manipulate the minds of American

readers. When we don't have a base of objectivity and

rely on propaganda to amuse our minds, then that's

when we know our nation is in trouble.

As a lecturer, who will remain anonymous, said,

"[Change] does not come from the White House, It

comes from our house." Our views are not defined

through one person; they are defined through the

entirety of our culture. We, as a people, do not know

what our government is doing, and unfounded guess-

ing will not help. We must stop blaming others and

stop complaining that our leader is "Hitler"

Here's an answer if you believe you can do a bet-

ter job: Become the president, a true figurehead.

Dubya did!

Sean Kern

UMass student
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By Johnny Donaldson
(xjLUioiAN Staff

October 31st. Halloween. A night when

the ghouls, goblins and drunken idiots

dressed like Dracula and 50 Cent pour out

onto dark, rain-slicked streets in search of

candy and other treats (and tricks.) It's a night

to be scared, to huddle up shivering in the

arms of your beloved or to gather with your

alcoholic friends for a rowdy night fueled by

booze.

One of the biggest traditions of Halloween

is the horror movie. What All Hallow s Eve is

complete without marathon airings of bloody,

dripping gore-fests filled with ugly, slimy mon-

sters and gratuitously naked breasts? But

every Halloween the TV seems to be airing the

same old things: •"Halloween" and its myriad

sequels. "Alien" and about a dozen crappy B-

movies from the mid-'SOs — the heyday of

crappy B-movies.

So you wanna chill out and get chilled with

your buddies by watching a halfway decent

horror flick, but you don't want to go through

watching some tame, over-edited version of a

scary movie that would be horrible even in its

full version. What do you do?

You head over to your nearest video rental

to pick up a brand spankin' new horror movie

to entertain yourself and/or the sizzled mass-

es that have gathered or maybe you just want

to watch a movie while you are alone and

Continued on page 8
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Readers get Moore
Filmmaker and author

examines George W.
By Teresa Roach
CoLLECiiAN Staff

Michael Moore is best known for

his documentary film "Bowling for

Columbine" and his acceptance

speech at last year's Academy Awards

when he proclaimed, "We
live in fictitious time, with a

fictitious president who is

leading us into war for ficti-

tious reasons."

Well, Moore has done it

again. His latest rant, on the

injustices forced upon the

American people by our

fearless leader, "Dude,

Where's My Country?" is a

wonderful, delightful and

sometimes unnerving '

account of George W. Bush's presi-

dency leading up to and after 9/11.

Each chapter of "Dude, Where's

My Country?" is a question to Bush

that Moore poses and then offers his

own answers to them.

This book is a well-written

account of what President Bush is

hiding from the American public

Dude,

Where's

My

Country'

By Michael

Moore

Wainer Books

questions at Bush. They range from

asking him who really attacked us on

9/1 1 , to whether or not Bush and his

family have close ties to the Saudi

Arabian ruling family. After he ini-

tially poses the seven questions to

President Bush and his administra-

tion, Moore continues

through the book dissecting

the war on Iraq, the oil crisis

and the terrorist threat, to

name a few. One of Moore's

most shocking comments in

the book is when he states his

belief that there is no terrorist

threat.

In contrast to these "heavy

topics," one of the most

enjoyable parts of the book

comes toward the end where

Moore has devoted an entire chapter

to "How to Talk to Your

Conservative Brother-in-Law." In this

particular section, Moore gives tips

on how to talk to those overbearing

conservatives that do not budge on

issues of welfare and tax cuts.

Readers will find it hard to put this

book down because of Moore's mat-

p. Diddy clothing line in

trouble with labor group
By Madison J. Gray

ASSKIATED PrFSS
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Moore starts off by directing seven ter-of-fact writing style and his decid-

aXIRTESY MOM

Riding the success of his documentary "Bowling for Columbine" and his last

book "Stupid White Men," Michael Mtwre released "Dude, Where's My Country?

ediy cynical take on present day

America. What makes this book so

different from others that deal with

politics and administration is that

Moore makes it comical. Readers will

undoubtedly find themselves smiling

and laughing at the ironic ways

Moore poses questions and makes

comments. In a sense, he is making

fun of the Untied States and the man
who rules this country now.

Moore, however, does not make

everything comical. He certainly

does not hold back the vicious state-

ments that he hurls at Bush. "So why

exactly were brutal dictators being

wined and dined in your state when

you seem to be against brutal dicta-

tors?"

Readers will ultimately have to

ask themselves where they stand on

the issues surrounding Bush's presi-

dency. They may even question what

America really stands for. Moore

completely succeeds in his desire to

tear Bush down. Readers, however,

may find themselves not wanting to

read on, in fear that they may read

something completely horrific about

the administration that is running

our country. "But America was doing

far more than just handing Saddam

Hussein the stepping-stones for

chemical, biological and nuclear

weapons."

All (even conservatives who
ringe at the thought of Michael

Moore) should read this gem of an

account on the Bush presidency. It is

truly an eye-opening account of the

country we are now living in — post

9/11.

NEW YORK (AP) - Sean |ohn. the

clothing line of rap music mogul Sean "P

Diddy" Combs, is under scrutiny from a

workers' rights group for allegedly using

laborers from a Honduran sweatshop.

The director of the anti-sweatshop

National Labor Committee. Charles

Kemaghan. released a report Tuesday

detailing poor working conditions at the

Southeast Textiles factory in Choloma,

Honduras, where Sean |ohn clothes are

made.

Kemaghan and 19-year-old Lydda Eli

Gonzalez, a former worker at the factory,

stood outside the site of a Sean |ohn store

set to open next spring as Gonzalez

described the alleged abuses that took

place at the factory.

"We should be paid what we're owed.

We make so little that it's not enough to

have a dignified life," said Gonzalez, who

said she was fired after she tried to organ-

ize a union.

Workers are subjected to daily body

searches, contaminated drinking water

and 11 - to 1 2-hour daily shifts, the report

said. In exchange, they are paid 24 cents

for each $50 Sean John sweat shirt they

sew.

The factory owner. Steve Hawkins,

told The Associated Press in a telephone

interview that Gonzalez was a disgrun-

tled worker fired for producing poor

quality merchandise, not clocking in

when she arrived and repeatedly arriving

late.

Hawkins, a native of North Carolina,

said the charge that conditions at hi.s lac-

tory were substandard "is completely

groundless."

When Gonzalez was fired, she

received a severance check equivalent to

two-and a-half months salan. Hawkins

said And while the minimum wage in

Honduras is 55 cents an hour, he said his

workers make an average of 90 cents per

hour.

A representative of Sean |ohn said tin;

clothing line was unaware of the condi-

tions alleged b\ Keniaghai).

"We had absolutely no knowledge of

the situation: however, we take these nwt-

ters very seriously." said |cff Tweed\. exec

utive vice president of Sean John. VVc

have a director of compliance who will be

looking into this matter immediately."

The report also found women were

given mandatory pregnancy tests, and

that those who tested positive were fired.

Kemaghan said.

The abuses are violations of

Honduran labor laws but are rarely

enforced for fear of corporate divestment.

Kemaghan said. His organization's

repeated attempts to contact Sean lohii

have gone without a response, he said.

Kemaghan said the siud\ was not an

attack on Combs.

"This is his company." Kernaghan

said, pointing toward the store at Fifth

Avenue and 41st Street. "He could tum

this around tomorrow. He could set a

new standard."

Cm'BTT^Y RlK 1 INOSTliNf < OS'

Sean "P. Diddy" Combs is under attack from the National LaK>r C\>mmittetr for

allejjedly using sweatshop laborers in Honduras to make his "Sean John" elothinRHni

Free Rides!

Halloween Weekend
Around Amherst

The

BLUE WALL
UTTT

MONDAY

UIESDAY

Nancy Cole

Karaoke 7-11

Monday Night Footb

Open Mic from 7-n

You never know what

might be lurking...

Call 413-253-5972

Halloween weekend

Friday and Saturday

Night

10pm-2am
www.knowmercy.org

rKBBSBirr-rrr,

cinnBDAY
. ^^g^j^jj^ jg^

DJ-Rhythm ^fStems

Mpeli Mwakaliku

DJ'DMAD

'

'
'

''IHKlBIDLi.:!^ HALLOWEEN PARTY
"^ ^^^^^'^^'^^Eichard Mwandeffjaod

tj^ ^rrjTjJJJTT

His utmX"-'

LIVE MUSIC starts at 9:00PM.

OPEN MIC starts at 7:00PM. The Sign-Up sheet goes out

at 6:00PM. Bring your talent and your friends and your

instruments. We'll provide the stage and sound

equipment and 20 minutes for you to knock'em dead!

ALL MUSICAL STYLES are encouraged to participate!

S ALWAYS, 18+ to party, 21+ to drink.
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The very best of the very unknown horror films to rent this Halloween season

Continued f)om page 6

waiting to scare the little kids trick or

treating in your neighborhood.

But what do you rent? Well, here's a

sampling that might keep you enter-

tained over the long haul of the

Halloween weekend.

•House of 1000 Corpses' (2003)

Dir: Kob Zombie Co^t: bill Museley.

Karen Black. Sid Haig. Rated R. 88

mins.

Rob Zombie's gruesome

campy thriller pitches a quar-

tet of callow youngsters

into a nightmare of

slaughter and destruc

tion at the hands of a

demented Texan

family. Sound

familiar? It has to

be said that

"House of 1000

Corpses" owes

a huge debt to

the legendary

"Texas Chain-

saw Massacre,"

the recently

remade low-

budget master-

piece about a

highly dysfunc-

tional southern

family. But Zombie's

genetic restructuring

of the "Massacre" for

mat has its own gory

rewards.

Here the doomed young-

sters are two couples in research-

ing roadside attractions when they

make the mistake of stopping at the seri-

al killer museum owned by the creepy,

clown-faced Captain Spaulding (Sid

Haig.) When |erry (ex-"Singled Out"

host Chris Hardwick). the most obnox

ious member of the group, goes in

search of the truth behind a leg

endary local murderer named

Dr. Satan, the foursome

becomes involved with the

Firefly family and are

plunged into terror.

Prior to its release

there was a lot of to-do

made about the

movies supposed

nasliness: no less

than two major stu-

dios dropped the

film like a hot pota-

to and "Corpses"

languished for two

years on Zombie's

shelf before being

rescued by Lions

Gate Films. But

for all the surface

silliness of

Zombie's bloody

knockout, there's a

genuine aura of

dementia to the

film. Its formulaic

and often cheap, but

"House of 1000

Corpses" is a truly dis-

turbing and discom

forting picture, a movie

that makes you feel

uneasy every second that

passes by. There aren't any

real jump-out-of-the-dark

cheap jolts to be had. which is

quite a good thing. This is a hor-

ror movie that gets right under

your skin and stays there.

'Ginger Snaps' (2001)

Dir: lohn Fawcett. Starring Katherine

Isabelle. Emily Perkins. Kris Lemche.

Rated R 108 mins

"Ginger Snaps" is a movie in which a

young woman's menstrual period is com-

pared to the cycle of a lycanthrope. And

I can't imagine why this movie didn't

make it to many theaters when it was

released.

As unpromising as the kernel of its

story is — and for most people, especial-

ly guys, it probably is quite off-putting —
the movie is quite a nasty jolt in the side

for horror aficionados. It's the story of

Ginger and Bridget Fitzgerald (Katherine

Isabelle and Emily Perkins), two Goth-

styled teen sisters who are content to be

depressive outcasts at school. Both girls

stand scowling in the comer— Ginger the

tough older girl, Bridget the quiet younger

girl — and for class, they design a

slideshow of phony, gory suicide scenes.

One night, while a full moon hov-

ers fat in the sky. the giris are

attacked by the Beast of

Bailey Downs, a large

Walton, playing into the sensitivity of the

material without sacrificing the horror,

ample chance to dissect the tumultuous,

confused lives of young teens. Ginger and

Bridget are both fully realized characters

with shades of dark and light, and both

Isabelle and Perkins give wonderfully

nervy performances. Fawcett's keen direc-

tion pays the ultimate tribute to its charac-

ters by treating them with respect and

does a nice job of conveying the banality

of suburbia. This is a spectacular, multi-

layered horror-drama, one that both dis-

cusses the topic of teen angst in a percep-

tive, sympathetic manner and delights in

wallowing in bright red sprays of bkxxl.

'Dog Soldiers' (2002)

Dir: Neil Marshall Cast: Sean

Pertwee. Liam

Cunningham. Rated R.

105 mins.

Along with "Ginger

Snaps," this viciously

entertaining roller

coaster ride gives a

comeback to the

werewolf movie.

Unlike "Ginger

Snaps," this giddy

has some of the coolest looking were-

wolves of any lycanthrope picture;

they're tall, lean, gangly beasts covered

in matted gray fur. The monsters tower

over the soldiers like drooling, drip-

ping basketball centers, and the image

is damn striking. The pace of "Dog

Soldiers" is non-stop, loaded with

graphic monster attacks, blazing auto-

matic weapons and inhumane betrayals.

Its just good, gory fun.

•Ravenous' (1990)

Dir: Antonia Bird. Starring Guy Pearce

Robert Carlyle. David Arquette. Rated

R. 100 mins.

"Ravenous" features a hip. indie-

ready cast (Guy Pearce. Robert Carlyle.

leremy Davies, David Arquette and oth-

ers) playing with a quirky, grisly smor-

gasbord of blackly comic horror. This is

an arty and eccentric film about canni-

bals in the Old West, and adventurous

souls may be pleased with their little

find.

It begins with Pearce, a cowardly sol-

dier who by chance wins a battle in the

Spanish-American War, sent to remote

outpost in the Sierra Nevadas filled with

other military misfits. He isn't there long

before a scravmy Scotsman (Cariyle)

stumbles into the camp with a horrify-

ing tale of survival and cannibal-

ism. A rescue party is formed

to find the rest of the

man's party — only it

becomes abun-

dantly clear far

too late that

this man is

white crea-

ture that has

been killing

the neighbor

pets, and Ginger

is bit. Soon she

begins changing;

she begins to become

more sexual, more flir-

tatious and more outgo-

ing .. . oh, and she develops

a tail.

It's a brilliant idea, really:

equating the cycle of the werewolf

with the cycle of a young woman. It gives

director |ohn Fawcett and writer Karen
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action-

packed thrill ride doesn't strive for social

relevance or metaphorical underpinnings.

It just wants to kick butt, and it does so—
hard.

"Dog Soldiers" borrows plot points

from the 1987 Schwarzennegger extrava-

ganza "Predator" with a group of soldiers

battling a nasty animal menace in the for-

est. This time though, it's a British

troop on a war games mission that

comes in contact with a pack of hun-

gry, powerful, seven-foot bipedal were-

wolves. The monsters trap the squad in

an isolated cabin, with the dwindling

numbers left to fend for themselves

with increasingly smaller

amounts of ammo.
This is one killer ride,

even if it's a really famil-

iar one. "Dog Soldiers"

POHERS
mmintcuKimns^

far from what

he seems.

Already a bur-

geoning cult film, this

under appreciated oddity

is exactly what bored horror

fans are looking for: distinct, unusu-

al, willing to go beyond the norm for a

few sick laughs or disoriented scares.

Well-acted for its genre, stylishly direct-

ed by Antonia Bird, and featuring a nice-

ly weird, disjointed score by Damon
Albam and Michael Nyman. this little,

disgusting gem is a sick keeper worth

finding.

If you wanna spend a night out with

the friends getting drunk, or if you just

wanna stay home all night long noshing

on mounds of chocolate and fruit-fla-

vored sugar, or if you wanna throw a

ghoulishly good Halloween party, these

film choices — from the action packed

to the nutty and disturbing — are a

good choice to start the festivities ...

before you get into those crappy B-

movies from the '80s.

Happy Halloween, everybody. Now
don't forget to send me chocolate ...
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ring this
It for the holidays

• Direct Billing to

Insurance Companies

• Free Local Pick Up

• Locally Owned and Operated

at North Amherst Motors
Collltlon Reptir Center

71 S«ndlfHni) doM NoiIH Arcntrj; MA 01059

m.ntrthinliintnolori com

On Bus Route' One Mle north olUMass

Amhorst CoMig**

Fri Oct 31

Sat. Nov 1

Sun. Nov 2

10am -4pm

Keefe Campus Center

ys Sales!
the fling Sale

aOO-8547464

:ens.conn

Rt. 116
I
Sunderland, MA

(413) 665 - 8788

N«xt to Cliffsids Apartmanis

KARAOKE EVERY WEDNESDAY

KARAOKE CONTEST EVERY SUNDAY

s fcey

Open MIc Night
Every Thursday

[

Hair Skin &l Nails Accepted

Massage Therapy
)J("

Route 116, Sunderland

665-2629 (Located on bus route)

( )/)en Tuesday - Friday 9 to 6:30, and Saturday 9 to 4m Shm ?dlA Poehf Jf^

41

30 Minute Massage

30 Minute Aveda Facial

Hair Shampooed &. Dried

Regularly $73, Now $60
(Add « ( 'xiiT>(ilim<nmrv bivcmkr Paraftin hand dip!)

Expirwll/22/0<

Aveda .ARUM Paul Mitchell 4| Two full service rcx)ms!

Northeastern Defense

Northeastern (5-3 3-2 A- 10)

@
No. 4 Massachusetts (7-1 5-0 A- 10)

Saturday 12:30 p.m.

McGuirk Alumni Stadium (17,000)

Massachusetts Defense

#17
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Massachusetts Offense Northeastern Offense
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No. 4 Minutemen to face Huskies

Sophomore tailbac

CtRAIl'll LINCNMUEUIAN

k Steve Baylark has rushed for 677 yards in seven games on the season.

Continued from page 12

lefl' to want this game a little

more," Whipple said. "And I think

our seniors want it bad too, because

they've never lost to | Northeastern

|

at home."

One problem facing the

Maroon and White this week, as it

has for the majority of the season, is

injuries. With linebacker L.A. Love

bothered by a bad ankle, and still

without starting comerback Bobby

lk)yer. defensive coordinator Tom
Maisella may have to do even more

mixing and matching in his deplet-

ed secondary, as starting strong

safety Anton McKenzie is question-

able and may not see much action.

No. 42s absence could prove

costly after partially tearing a quad

in last week's win. Whipple, howev-

er, feels that UMass will be ready to

play without its tri-captain.

"We've already gone a whole

half wnthout him. and its harder if

you lose someone in the middle of a

game." he said. "We're not sure if

he can go or not, but we at least

have a plan if he's on the shelf."

The news is not all bad on the

injury front for the Minutemen.

however, as leading receiver lason

Feebler is expected back from a

hamstring injury along with fellow

wideoul Dominique Stewart, who

separated his shoulder

Tailback Raunny Rasario, who

saw spot action against the

Wildcats, is also expected to play,

but in a limited roll. However, that

may change if tailbacks Rich

Demers and Steve Baylark are

unable to get untracked. as was the

case last week when the duo rushed

for a total of 78 yards on 24 carries.

In addition to establishing its

own rushing attack. Whipple

knows that his team must stop the

vaunted Husky ground game to be

successful, as tailbacks Tim Gale.

Peter Harris and Anthony Riley

have ru.shed for 527. 493 and 397

yards on the season, respcxtively

As a team, the Huskies have

gained just over 2.000 yards on the

season. However, the Maroon and

White possess the nation'>i lifth-

ranked rush defense, allowing only

89.8 yards per game on the ground

and will look to force NU and quar-

terback Shawn Brady to throw.

On the season. Ikad> is 82-of-

163 for 1282 yards, an average of

160.2 ypg. He has ihmwn for nine

touchdowns and five interceptions.

"We feel belter about slopping

their run than vie did last year."

Whipple said. "Bui |Tim| Gale is

healths for them, and thc> have a

good line and a good scheme antl

they know what they want to do."

Defensively. NU is kxl by All-

Confea-nce Perlormer and Buck

Buchanan Award candidate l.iani

Kzekiel. The junior linehiickcr has

79 tackles on the season, to lead the

Huskies, including 30 solo slops.

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS

90 Gatehouse Road, Oflf Rt. 9 TVo miles East ofAmherst Center • On the Bus Route

vrww«
r,h«npfi«?°"'

4
# ^

*^

Hampshire Fitness Chib has it all for you

•Full Sized Indoor Pool -Cybex Free Weights -Yoga / Pilates

•Aqua Aerobics •Full Court Basketball -Aerobics / Step / Bosu

•Cybex Nautilus Circuit .Volleyball -Jacuzzi / Saunas

• Boxing Studio -Indoor Tennis -Cardio-Vascular

Equipment

OPEN ^"" *** lopm Mon-Fri ^^^ 256 6446
Sam to 9pm Sat-Sun

Hey SentorsI

l^eed help with y^^^

job sea^^W

(4WR ^ms^

Four Seasons Wine &. Liquors^
Been

Long Trail

2/i2pkbti...$19.99*

Bud&Bud light

)Opkcan.s..$18.99

Keystone

10 pk cans.. .$13.49*

Busch & Busch Light

24pkbti...$10.99*

DomPerignon

Moet&Chandon

Wine:

750 ml.. .$99.99

750 ml...$25.99

^^°"^^^^ml..$14.99

ChandonBnrtPrts^O^, ^59
Preixenet CarU Nevada
Brut, sen,! dry

750 nil...$5.99

Heineken

Kimans

I Road
CharJTCab. Mrriot

Santa Carolina
All navors

12 pk bti...$9.99*

12 pk bti.,.$8.99*

1.5 lt...$l0.99

1.5 lt...$5.99

"all beer prices pigs depasit

Liquor:

Chivas Regal

750 ml. ..$24.99

Wild Turkey
I liter. .$21.99

Captain Morgan
i.70t...$2i.99

Jose Cuervo

750 ml. ..$15.99

'99' Schn2q>pS All I lavors

750 ml. ..$12.99

Popov Vodka
i.75lt...ii.99

^Mi^
Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

jjj Russell St,Rte9, Hadley, MA orojf

f84-8174 - Mvm.- Smt. 9mm- iipm

SALE 10/30 THROUGH 11/5

Come to one of

our Job Search

Workshops!
Today! Tuesday, Nov. 4

3:00 pm

Wednesday, Nov. 5

12:00 pm

Thursday, Nov. 6

1:30 pm
All Job Searches made easy

Workshops take place in 104 Career

Services BIdg. (across from Newman
center)

For more Information about our

workshops, go to

www-ccn.acad.umass.edu

or call us at 545-2224

Caree
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Freshman defenseman Mark Mathest>n and UM will look to stay perfect against the PC.

UM set for Friars
Continued from page 12

Geopfert has posted a 3-0-0 record

along with a 2.75 goals against

average and 'K).2 save pereentage.

Geopfert was just one of the names

Cahoon touched upon when dis-

cussing the strengths of the Friar

squad.

Their goaltending was ver>

good," Cahoon said. "Goepfert

who was knocked out of the BU
game is a very solid goallcnder.

They've got strength in the goal.

They have a a-ally strong senior

defender in Stephen WlkxI, who's a

really good leader: and they have a

host of forwards that are good.

Probably the most dominating for-

ward is Chase Watson, who scored

some big times goals for them.

As far as changes in the lineup

for this upcoming contest are con-

cerned, coach Cahoon said that

no drastic changes have been

done.

"We made a couple of subtle

changes with our lines." Cahoon

said. "I think other than that

things should be basically status

quo. There's always one or two

people moving in or out. which

will be the case this weekend."

<^*^!f\

What is a pirate's favorite kind of pizza?

Hot Chicaso PizzARRRia with ARRRtichokes!

FREE DELIVERY!
549 6073 Located on the corner of Fearing St.

Open Sun Wed. 11 AM - 1AM and Sunset Ave.

Thurs Sat. 11AM - 3AM 150 Fearing St.

We accept all major credit cards and OCMP!

Dartmouth topples UMass
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Stucker's three goals pace Big Green

By Pauuv Aden
lijLLtlilAN STAFf

Dartmoutli

UMass 1

With a 3-1 loss to Dartmouth last night, the

Massachusetts Held hockey team's record has dropped

to 3- 1 5 (1 -4 Atlantic 10.) Although the Minutewomen

dominated in every aspect of the game, they were

unable to turn their opportunities into goals. The Big

Green (4-10. 1-4 Ivy

league) earned their first

road victory of the season

last night, with senior

Rebekka Stucker scoring all

three of the team's goals.

The first goal of the night was unassisted, following

a barrage of three consecutive shots on goal by sopho-

more Lindsay Gossage. junior goalie Christine Tocco

saved all three shots, but Stucker caught the rebound

of the third atteinpt and managed to slip the ball into

Tocco 's cage.

Dartmouth's specialty this season has been penalty

comers. The final two goals — one in each half —
were scored in identical fashion.

"We know that they're playing for one specific play

the game, and we can't let them do it."in

Ma.ssachusetts coach Patty Shea said.

The Big Green earned two penalty comers in last

night s game. Both times Gossage set up the penalty

comer with a pass to Averill Doering, who stopped the

ball for Stucker Stucker's shot flicked into the comer

of the net, where Tocco was unable to stop it.

"We dominated the entire game," senior Kristin

Hopwood said. "We just can't get it in and we had bad

luck with that giri |Stucker| who could just Hick it

right in the comer, and you cant do anything about

those. There's no girls even anywhere in the country

who can do that."

Knowing that penalty comers were the Big Green's

forte, the Minutewomen tried to prevent any from

occurring. Despite their best efforts. Dartmouth was

awarded two penalty comers, and managed to convert

both into goals with their practiced maneuver.

"They had one specific skill, that worked well for

them, and we knew that was what they were going to

have," Shea said. "It was one of the jobs not to give it

to them, and we gave them two oppoilunities and they

took advantage of it. That's a ci^it to them, that's a

credit to their skill, to their specialty player to do that."

The sole goal for UMass was scored hallway

through the second half by freshman Sarah Mulvanity

The unassisted tally was Mulvanity 's first of the season.

"I was excited |to get my first goal)." Mulvanity

said. "Now I have confidence 1 can do it again."

The Minutewomen had several chances to score,

but were simply unable to convert any into goals.

UMass had 19 shots, forcing Dartmouth goalie l^auren

Balukjian to make 1 1 saves. The Big Green took 12

shots, and Tocco eamed eight saves during the game.

"1 just thought the fact that we played the entire

game — usually we're sort of up and down, up and

dovm — but we played the entire game really strong.

We outcomered them, we outshot them, and by. like,

twice as much. " Hopwood said.

"We totally dominated, " Shea agreed. "We con-

tnjlled the ball, we weic in their circle, we outshot

them, outcomered them. We did a little bit of every-

thing; it's just being a little bit more aggressive to fin-

ish down there."

The Minutewomen finish out their season this

Saturday at Garber Field against the University of

Rhode Island. The game starts at noon, and will honor

Hopwood prior to its start.

"Saturday's game is really critical," Shea said.

"That's our starting point for the beginning of next

season, and I think it's really, really critical."

The Rams are currently 7-1 1 overall, and 1-3 in

the A- 10. URI has managed 149 shots and 20 goals

against its opponents this season, compared to

UMass's 145 shots and 1 3 goals.

"We want it," Hopwood said about this Saturday's

game against Rhode Island. "We're not going to go

down 1-5 in our conference. We're gonna win this

game. Plus it's senior day. We never lose on senior

day."

OERALl) H LlNC;/aiLLE(;iAN

Adrianne Monaco and the Minutewomen fell to Dartmouth in their second to last game of the season.

Oasis Body Wraps and Tanning^
243 Russell St.

Hadley, MA 01035

(413) 587-9742

NOW i'(;Aru«iiNc;suN

,ST'T<rr'7 RR UV FK F. F, '["MNN (NCr

. The first UVFREE lanning * ^' "''' Jf"'-^'" '"" '">" "

maMnrinthearea jrw seconds

• GW ts-oo offyourfirst visit ' ^o"'" '«"* <">dfeflgrtat

1/2 Price tanning

every Tuesday

OASIS •

www.dailycollegian.com

www.dallycollegian.com

www.dailycollegian.com

www.dailycollegian.com

www.dailycollegian.com

www.dailycollegian.com

www.dailycollegian.com

www.dailycollegian.com

www.dailycollegian.com

www.dailycollegian.com

www.dailycollegian.com

* * *IMPORTAlVT AIMIMOUIMCEMENT

PRE-REGISTRATIOI>J FOR SPRING 2004

The Writing Profl^nun Placement Test

will be offered on:

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 3

«7RM.
IN TOBIN 304

This tost U a i^rc-reqnlsite for enroUmeat !
Eai^hrrU I lS/1 IS, Collccc Writlac.

( This ; thr last scfipduaU-d K.-.sl lirl<>r<- rck i:>lfalimi)

llils teat nay be taken only once.

Stadenta do not need to register for the teat.

Can't Afford to be Sick?
Get a Flu Shot!

Flu Clinic Dates;
niovember 7
lyovember 11

Cost: $15.00

University Health Services

150 Infirmary Way, UMass

Call 577-5101 for llllQ

an appointment. UIIO

Nick'sK..fitr the ntnrninff tifter

63 Main Street, Amherst

Traditional & eclectic breakfast fare,

featuring a Southwestern flare,Jewish

favorites, & vegan items.

20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
Monday-Friday for the fall 2003 semester

Monday-Friday 6:30am-2pm

Satuday & Sunday 7am-2pm

256-4643

OCMP

0H.x5^Hr
-THE VUHA,TZAT^,

NO. WArr...

T\4E XANKHJS
gCAT 'EW'

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

I i\ 40 BimoN • 1'.^ Mm,

ACROSS
1 foo yurig

4 WtMWnglyp*
• SlocWici^ nativ*

13 BuckM *
lufntMir

15 Mou««calch*r
te Conwnll1««
17 Conatantly
IS ttftcittrit

19 Mofnaritic

mMrludv
20 Yachliac*
22 BrMfcful foods
24 r««n «o«
20 BMRyol

~Sup«rm«r M'

27 kl«c1ric«l unit

30 StOf* own*r
35 Looks inlantty

36 Hava supper
3/ Wonlslw

Wabuw
38 Magazin* (itofs

39 ABKipMkan
42 OolliMcrwf
43 Paddy crop
45 Suma lot CPA's
4< FaaMon
4a Exhauat pan
50 F^rolhy daasart
51 Conauma
52 f-alas

54 Maals
5a Soma oompulars
62 Eastwood o<

Hottywood
t)J Bfirkmakaf s

ovan
65 Sand lomi
ee Tnvial
67 Ok) barga canal
ea Oafnbtar's naad
60 Potef asplorar
70 Qardan intrudar
71 Baatsoniy

DOWN
1 Waa^sland Hani

PMVIOUS rUZZLC SOLVID

I I YBw i'g'sWBgnp
N eBh'A I eV7i O L

IE dBaq u EWE nv y
rMTl qt YTr—
T I " eBBIO N S A L E
iiNiU^H EjDBio e,e,u T

fA I tHi eTMSjOjR t
"" ATt'uf^mv I A

A cBr at e of
" T~0 L S
Job Tiu

; u f^LiJBN A V
Is I L OBTt A X E D
Is c A nHa mono
Iy A N OMM I NT

Love the Comics?

Hate the Comics?

Want to Draw

Comics?

Let us kr)ow.
e 300\ UMW«f«*lur* 5y»JKW ••«

2 YwMmI
3 CyctallaMond
4 Maitol* (K)ix«

b Hot rura>

A Bad. tof Pierre

7 OHoig
9 Flowery ehnjb

Immereed
10 'PeirK the Sky

wMhSUra'
unger

11 WooctodveHey
12 AnneKes
1 4 Kind of rug or

21 Sculpture
perheps

23 Key m data
25 — ooa't leeth
27 Saparaie
26 Newapeopte

collecl>v*iy

20 "Home Alone'
Joe

31
Cabell

32 Unnurned gaii*

33 Deserves
34 — i»land Hed
36 Moist
40 Coofrtry str^ger

Bofinta
41 Tread heavily
44 Movie darx;er

PoweN
4/ Oxtdized. as

(ron

40 Sweei roll

60 Sighed loudly

53 Dragon of

puppetry
54 Sgt Preslon s

55 Nobehet Wieael
se — cotada
57 Dtetort,

as data
50 Leave out
60 T ypa option
61 Type at ladder
64 Negative

emotion

collefiiancomics@yahoo.com

Thais whai shi said

HE LZ
HIS ^

5H00T

NES UP
HOT, HE
S, AND..

>:

UNBELTEVABLE!
HE SINKS A 30
FOOT POTT TO

WIN TTl

DUDE. THERE'S
HO WAV THAT'5]
30 FEET... A\0REJ
LIKE 20.

NO. THAT^S AT
LEAST 30 FEET...

DO YOU WANT A\E

TO ANEASURE IT?

Dining Commons Menu
41 »-S.4">-?f>2ft'

LUNCH
• Shepherds Pie

• Captain's Catch Sandwich

• Lentil Chili

(vegan)

DINNER
Flank Steak

General Tso's Chicken

Penne with Spinach &
Tomato

(vegan)

Damacii) Goods

P^EF^S^

rryh

Daily Weather Forecast

THURSDAY
• High: 60

• Low: 37

FRIDAY
• High: 63

• Low: 42

SATURDAY
• High: 67

• Low: 42
O

People do not like to think.

If one thinks^ one must reach

conclusions. Conclusions are

not always pleasant.

-Helen Keller

HOB
aquarius • ian. 2o-fe8. is

Put a pu/zle together.

piSCeS • Fes. \9-Mm. 20

Chapstick is key in cold weather.

aries • mar. 2i-ap«. i9

Go shopping tor your Halloween cos-

tunne. You're running out of time.

ftattrUS • APR. 20-MAY 20

Uo your laundry. You're ainiost out of

socks and underwear.

i^emini • may 2i-iun. 21

People are sarcastic. Tr> to be like them.

acancerji-iuN.22*iuL. 22

Live life in full color. Black and white

went out in the '60s.

f
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Production Cr ew

night editor
lennifer Eastwood

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Brendan O'Meara

COPY EDITOR
Sheryi Wolnik

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Scott Pihi

PRODUCTION STAFF
Oliver Chon^ Katie Dwan

OPES
ieO • luL.. 2i-Auc. 22 " .""-'a*

Don't doubt people. They will come

through for you.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Aim to be as smooth as jazz.

libra • Sept. 23-Orr. 22

Go to Canada. Drink Labatt Blue while

you're there.

Scorpio •Oct m-mi^n^ ^ -««.v

Don't stress. That thing you lost is behind

vour monitor.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Don't be a know-it-all. They are really

obnoxious.

Capricorn • dec. 22-tAN. 19

Always write in pencil. Erasing is impor-

tant.

RKETPLACE
ANNOUNCEMENTS AUTO FOR SAIE

ETA SIGMA PHI

Classics book and

bake sale October 30-

31 ^'Thursday and

Friday 9am-3pm

Present this ad for 5(k

off, Herter Hall Lobby

Fraternities-

Sororities- Clubs-

Student (Jroups Earn

$1.0()0-$2XXX)this

semester with a proven

CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundraising event.

Our free programs

make fundraising

easy with no risks.

Fundraising dates are

filling quickly, so get

with the program! It

works. Contact

CampusFundraiser at

(888) 923-3238. or

visit www.campus-

fiindraiser.com

AUTO FOR SALE

1992 Honda Prelude

SI, Leaded, $^9(30

587-0242

1999 Explorer XLT

4x4 Excellent

t^nidition SunriKif

6cyl. Loaded $12,500

Qill 546-3477

Suzuki Sidekick SUV,

Manual, 1996, gocxl

condition, 3800/Ki.

577-1532/549-9182,

www.taylanyildiz.com/

Suzuki

1991 Toyota Camry

Wagon, AC/Power

1 17,000 miles, rcliahle.

$2500 549-4060

$500!!! Cars from

$500!!! Police

impounds for listings.

1-800-319-3323

ext4554

93 Pcintiac Bonneville

SDN All Power Must

Sell $1500 8/0 253-

5537

EMPLOYMENT

$875.00 WEEKLY
INCOME Mailing our

Postcards from home.

No experience neces-

sary. FT/PT. FREE sup-

plier. Call 1 (708)686-

0300 (24 hours)

Landscaping Services:

Part-time pi>sitions

available for fall clean-

up and snow wt>rk.

Need to he amhiticxjs,

hardwcirking, own

transp»>rtation, and

flexible hours. Call

Steve at 413-665-3493

Earn 10K+/month

potential from ht)me

Training provided Free

info. 800-896-941

3

Internship:

Motivated students

seeking leadership out-

side the K)x. Ciain

expierience in all

aspects of running a

small hiLsiness.

Average pay: $9300.00

Call 508-246-1230

EMPLOYMENT

Movie Extras/Models

Needed For local

Casting Calls No exp.

or age required EARN
up to $200 a day 1-

888-820-0167

Telephone Interview-

ers NOSALESi
(Conduct interviews

over the phone at our

Hadley Kx;ation

Flexible Evening and

Weekend Hours

$7.50/hour to stiirt

20+ hours/week

PVTA accessible For

more info: 1 -888-

423-5381 FMl

Bartender Positions

Makeupto$300/shifr

No experience requir-

ed. Great Qillege Job

800-806-0084 ext 1525

Visa/Mastercard

approval agents earn

$l,0(X?/week potential.

No experience neces-

sary. C:all 1-800-821-

3416ext.l45

EMPLOYMENT

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

potential. Local p<.wi-

tions. 1-800-293-3985

ext 516

!Bartending!$

$250/day potential No
experience Nesc

Training provided. 1-

800-965-6520 ext 162

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending

Classes Start Scxin 1
-

8(X)-U-CAN-MIX Call

now for information!!!

Space is Limited

www.university

bartending.com

Lost: Wallet

Near Parking garage

10/14 If found please

call with description

413-237-1015

SERVICES

All [digital Prcxluc-

tions Pro Videography

for Weddings, Bar

Mitivahs, Commercial

(508)221-8223 sweep-

picker@yahoo.com

SHEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES

Body Sugaring (wax-

ing) for men and

women*Safe*l 00%

Natural *Effective

253-2322

https://shearblis}>.image

41 l.com

Pregnant? Need help?

C:all Birthright of

Amherst area for free

testing and assistance.

549-1906

preunanc:y
TFi^TlNC5. HIV

Testing, Birth Control,

and Emergency

C Aintraception.

Affordable and confi-

dential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray Street,

Amherst. 548-9992

Spring Break -

Nassau/Paradise

Island, Cancun,

Jamaica and Acapulco

from $489. Air,

Hotel, Transfers,

Parties and More!

Oganize small group-

earn FREE TRIPS
plus commissions! Call

1.800-GET-SUN.l

Spring Break-

Sign up with Student

Express and get

Free roundtrip airline

tickets to over 15

international destina-

tions- including

Aniba, l>>minican

Republic, C^osta Rica,

CaribK-an hot sj-H)ts

and more. Why go

with anyone else?

Limited offer call now.

C^)mmission rep ptisi-

tions alsti available

1-800-787-3787

www.stiklentexpress.

com

SPRING BREAK
Lirgest selection of

Destinations, includ-

ing Cniises! Foam

Parties, Free Drinks

and C'lub Admissions.

Rep Ptwitions and

FUEE trips Available.

1-8W-2 3 1-4386

www.EpicureanTours.

com

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2004's Hottest

Prices Btxik now ..

Free Trips, Meals &
Parties ^vy* ii isfi.i>iv

: ir^inor 1800-

426-771(3

Math/Physics Tutor

$30/Hr plus travel Call

I>. Kline 41 3-552-

3a^5

MASSACHUSETTS
DAILY COLLEGIAN
MARKETPLACE:
Visit the Campus

Center Basement or

call 413-545-3500

I
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Battle of the Bay State
No. 4 UMass to seek revenge against Northeastern

By Mike Marzelli

Ci)LU;tiLAN StaFF

Coming off of an emotional,

last-second win over undefeated

Villanova, and with a colossal

showdown at second-ranked

Delaware looming in two

weeks, the Massachusetts foot-

ball team could be poised for a

letdown Saturday when it hosts

intrastate rival Northeastern (5-

3 3-2 Atlantic 10) at Warren P.

McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

However as far as coach

Mark Whipple is concerned, the

42- 1 7 thumping NU handed the

Minutemen (7-1 5-0 A- 10) at

Parsons Field, along with the

fact that the Huskies were the

preseason choice to win the A-

10 as well as the top ranked

team overall in Street & Smith s

preseason poll, is enough to

motivate his team.

"I'm concerned where were

at after the win at Villanova,"

Whipple said. "As physical and

as hi^ level a game as that was

last week, (an emotional let-

down) has to be a corKem.

"But this is a really huge

game, and they have a really

good team and they proved that

last year when they played us.

All I have to say is 42-17 —it's

embanussing. We didn't play

physical and they beat us in

every phase, so the guys have

circled this one on the calendar

a long time ago."

In addition to snapping

UMass' 16-game winning streak

in the series between the two

schools, last season's victory for

Northeastern was also the only

blemish on an othetwse perfect

record in 1 5 games against l-AA

teams for senior tri-captain and

quarterback |eff Kix)hn.

The game also marks a

chance for UMass" senior class

to graduate without having lost

to the Huskies in Amherst. In

fact, the Minutemen have won
1

1

consecutive contests with

NU in the Pioneer Valley, includ-

ing nine straight at McGuirk

Alumni Stadium.

"I think its human nature for

Continued on page 9

Sophomore defensive lineman Keron Williams and the Minutemen will look to avenge a 42-17 loss to Northeastern on

the Huskies invade McGuirk Alumni Stadium.
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Saturday, when

A Halloween showdown
Minutemen to host

HE rival Providence
By Matt Stewart
0)LLE<;iAN Staff

liFRAmH l.lN<i/trK.L«llAN

Defenseman Jeff Lang has t)ne goal on the season. UM open* the bulk of its conference schedule

when Providence visit.* the Mullins Center.

The wait has finally come to an

end.

Everything, including practices

and the prior games to this point,

have served to prepare the

Ma.s.sachusetts hockey team for the

part of the schedule that mutters.

This weekend marks the start of

the heart of the Hockey East

Conference schedule for #13

Massachusetts (4-0-0. 1-0-0 HE),

as it butts heads wnth the #14

Providence Friars (4-1-1, 0-1-1

HE) in a home-and-home series

starting in Amherst on Friday night

and continuing to Providence on

Saturday

"I think this league is such that

if you play well home or away, .you

give yourself a chance of winning,

and if you don't, you have very lit-

tle chance," University of

Mas.sachuselts head coach Don
Gaboon said. "I think that it's more

of a simple fact that we have to

play well. It's exciting to get going

in the league."

The Minutemen started the

Hockey East schedule in their sec-

ond game of the season against the

University of Massachusetts

Lowell. Peter Trovato potted a

short handed game at the 17:40

make to break a deadlocked lie and

give UMass the 3-2 win over the

River Hawks, as well as giving the

Maroon and White a perfect

record in the league (1-0-0).

"We've got one game under our

belt." Cahoon said. "Bui we're into

it now. We're going to be up lo our

hips in it soon. It's exciting lor the

guys and they know the competi-

tion is going to be heightened.

We're really looking forward to it."

The Maroon and While have

streaked through their season

unblemished to this point and have

shown gradual improve as the sea-

son has progres,sed. Unfortunately,

the Minutemen faced a bump in

the road last weekend against Holy

Cross, barely edging the Crusaders

2-1. thanks to another game win-

ning goal from Chris Capraro.

"We were* about as bad as we

possibly could be." Cahoon said. "I

think everyone in the locker room

recognizes this and hopefully

working really hard so that we

don't suffer from that again."

Following the Holy Cross game,

coach Cahoon .said that poor prac-

tices were one of the biggest rea-

sons for the perfonnances on the

ice. The Minutemen took thai into

the back of their minds heading

into practice this week.

"Practice has been better this

week than last week by a long

shot." Cahoon said. "I can sen.se

that they know ihal the games are

going lo be more significant.

Having said that, we're just going

to have to take it day by day and

that we go into this game with a

good set of mind and come ready

to play.

"It was a group of people work-

ing hard. " Cahoon said when asked

who or what contributed lo the

change in practice. "But Tommy
Pock. Nick Kuiper, and Mike

Warner made it clear to everyone

thai we need to bare down and

focus a little bit more. But it's not

about raw, raw. lis about setting

your mind to focusing on the time

that we have you out there, and I

think the kids respected that

proposition pretty well."

The Friars are loaded with

weapons. However, the biggest

threat in the Providence arsenal

may be its goalie, Bobby Geopfert.

Continued on page 10

BCS needs

to be fixed
By Robert Gehrke

Assoc IATEi) Press

WASHINGTON (AP) - The

Bowl Championship Series

shuts out too many schools in

its goal of crowning a college

football champion and needs to

be repaired, senators told rep-

resentatives of the bowl system

Wednesday.

"I don't know if you guys

know how it looks to fans of

teams that aren't part of this

system." said Sen. |oe Biden,

D-Del. "It looks un-American.

It really does. It looks unfair. It

looks like a rigged deal."

Created in 1998 by the six

most powerful college confer-

ences, the BCS guarantees that

the champions of those confer-

ences will play in one of the

four most lucrative postseason

bowl games, leaving only two

at-large berths.

Former BYU coach LaVell

Edwards said the BCS system

also makes it harder for teams

outside the alliance to recruit,

since there is little chance the

players will ever be able to

compete for a national champi-

onship.

Division l-A football is the

only college sport not to have a

playoff system.

BYU, which won the nation-

al championship in 1984, is the

only team other than Notre

Dame outside the six BCS con-

ferences to have won a national

championship since 1945.

In the 20 years before the

BCS started, only one school

other than Notre Dame that is

not currently in the Big East,

ACC, Big Ten, SEC. Big 12 or

Pac-IO played in one of the

series' four bowls.

Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah. a

BYU graduate, said the current

system raises enough questions

of fairness that it is in college

football's best interest to fix it

instead of forcing Congress to

intervene.

NCAA President Myles

Brand said he is open to a sys-

tem that would be more inclu-

sive, but does not believe that

there is a need for radical

changes or adoption of a play-

off system.

Harvey Perlman. chancellor

of the University of Nebraska,

said the current system is the

fairest way to determine a

national champion and pro-

vides adequate opportunity for

schools outside the BCS to play

their way into contention.

A team that finishes in the

top 12 of the BCS standings is

eligible for consideration, and a

team in the top six automatical-

ly gets a spot.

And Keith Tribble, chair-

man of the Football Bowl

Association and chief executive

officer of the Orange Bowl

Committee, said the bowl

games are attracting more fans,

benefiting their host communi-
ties and generating more
money than ever, paying out

$800 million in the last five

years.

"For the past 90 years, bowl

games have been the heart and
soul of college football. It has

never been healthier," Tribble

.said.

Tulane President Scott

Cowen disagrees. In 1998. the

Green Wave went through the

season undefeated, but were

shut out of the top-tier games.

A year later, the same thing

happened to Marshall.

"There is no doubt in my
mind that the current system is

unjust and unjustifiable," said

Cowen. who also heads a coali-

tion of more than 50 schools

that are not part of the BCS.
This year. TCU is 8-0 but

was only 12th in the latest BCS
standings and could be shut out

of a lucrative bowl.

The projected revenue for

the four 2004 BCS games is

$118 million, but only about

$6 million will go to the non-

BCS schools unless one of them
qualifies for a major bowl
game.

Cowen 's group is scheduled

to meet with the presidents of

the conferences in the BCS sys-

tem on Nov. 16 to discuss

potential changes to the BCS.
"If they are allowed to con-

tinue that kind of monopoly,
they will suffer the same fate of

any other monopoly in the

country. They will become
bloated, inefficient ... and even-

tually kill the golden goose,"

said Sen. Bob Bennett, R-Utah.
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Fac Senate approves new yraduate courses

By Dan O'Brien and S.J. Port
Ct)LLi;(.iAN Staff

Chancellor )ohn V. Lombardi summed up

the briefness of the Faculty Senate's short

meeting yesterday when his announcements for

the week were. "No news is good news."

Deputy Provost |ohn I. Cunningham, who was

the only other administrative officer to make
an announcement, said only, "I endorse the

Chancellor's statement."

The Faculty Senate met for 1 5 minutes yes-

terday to approve eight new graduate level

courses and accept the annual report of the

University Computer and Electronic

Communications Committee.

The Annual Report of the University

Computer and Electronic Communications
Committee, chaired by loseph G. Kunkel. high-

lighted the brief meeting. The report mentions

the progress made by the Office of Information

Technology's network security system.

The OIT's new security system is described

in the report as taking a "reactive stance" to

isolate security problems on machines on cam-

pus before it spreads throughout the entire sys-

tem.

The OIT security system was mentioned at

the meeting, however the focus of the presen-

tation was the progress of SPIRE's new degree

audit system for students, a question raised by

Senate member Eric Einhorn, a Political

Science professor.

Einhorn described the new system as "cum-

bersome." and said it is more confusing for stu-

dents to figure out what the audit says. He was

referring to the new online form of the degree

audit, which is much lengthier than the previ-

ous forms of audits, which were printed.

The eight new graduate courses include the

following Nutrition classes: 585 "Practical

Skills in Nutrition Coun.seling." 640 "Public

Health Nutrition" and 741 "Methods in

Nutrition Research." The following Education

classes have been added: 61 I "Testing. Assess-

ment and Evaluation in Bilingual and ESL
Education," 622 "Theories of Educational

Equity," 642 "Principles and Practices of

Student Affairs Administration," 845 "Current

Issues in Higher Education" and 846 "The

Academic Profession."

In other announcements Brian O'Connor,

the Senate's delegate lo the Board of Trustees,

stated that Governor Milt Romney has added

$12 million to the capital budget, which will

assist the University with funding to complete

the newest engineering building as well as

deferred maintenance projects on campus.

O'Connor also announced that Interim

President lack Wilson reported that the

University now has a total of 45 endowed
chairs, where as in 1995 the total was four.

The next meeting of the Faculty Senate will

be Nov. 1 3 in Herter Room 227.

i Z
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Chancellor John V. Lombardi's announcement at yesterdav's Faculty Senate meeting was "no news

is good news." The picture above i.s from a previous Senate meeting.

California fires continue to rage NJ. parking garage collapses

Three dead, 19 injured

By John Curran
AssiK IA1H) Pkfss

ATLANTIC CITY. N.|. (AP) — The top five

stories of a parking garage under construction at

a casino collapsed yesterday, sending concrete

slabs and metal beams crashing down as workers

ran for cover. Three people were killed and one

was missing, officials said.

Officials previously believed four people were

dead, but the count was revised yesterday

evening, said Michael Schurman. deputy director

of emergency management for Atlantic County.

Nineteen others were injured.

Authorities, worried about the structure s sta-

bility, didn't send rescue crews in right away.

"There is the real potential for a secondary

collapse." Gov. lames E. McGreevcy said.

Robert Levy, the city's director of emergency

management, said search cameras and dogs were

sent into the rubble of ihe 10-story garage to

locate missing workers, and trucks carrying lum-

ber were being brought in to try to shore up the

building. He called it "one of the worst collapses

Atlantic City has ever seen."

Construction workers had been pouring a

concrete floor deck when a corner of the top

floors collapsed, leaving five layers of concrete

and steel sloping downward at a steep angle, said

state police Capt. Ed O'Neill.

Harold Simmons, 42. a pipefitter was on the

second floor of the garage when he heard rum-

bling around 10:40 a.m.

"It sounded like an earthquake," Simmons

said. "The whole building was shaking.

"You didn't know where to run. I tried to run

lo a staircase, but the staircase was wiped out. I

went to another staircase and that one was

wiped out."

Simmons eventually made it out by following

other workers. He said 300 lo 400 workers were

at the site when the garage floors collapsed.

The parking garage supports one side of an

18-story hotel tower also under construction as

part of an expansion project for the Tropicana

Casino and Resort.

"It's a tragedy. We're devastated," said

Maureen Siman. a Tropicana spokeswoman.

The project's general contractor. Keating

Construction, said in a statement: "This is a dif-

ficult time. Obviously, our first concern is the

well being of the people that are injured or miss-

ing."

Last October, three workers were injured at

the Tropicana site when a one-storv panel of con-

crete they were standing on collapsed.

Bill Crilley, 42. an insulator, working at a

project in another part of the city, said he rushed

to the building after hearing yesterday's collapse

and saw authorities carrying one body away.

"It's ugly. Horrific. The whole stairwell is

crushed." he said.

The Occupational Safety and Health

Administration was leading the investigation

into the cause of the collapse.

At the site, construction workers gathered on

the streol nearby to gaze up at the collapsed

lloors. Family members began arriving at the

scene looking for relatives.

"He was working up there last night, I know,"

said one distraught woman as she searched for

CO- workers of her husband.

The Tropicana expansion project is intended

to diversify the casino's offerings with forms of

eniertainmeni other than gambling, including an

IMAX theater, nightclub and restaurants. It had

been scheduled for completion next spring.

Chimneys are all that is still standing as re.sidents and friends sort through a charred home in the

Scripps Ranch area of San Diego, Calif, yesterday.

By Brian Skoix)ff

AssiKiATtP Press

BIG BEAR LAKE. Calif. (AP)

— Fog and drizzle yesterday came

to the rescue of firefighters labor-

ing to save resort towns in

Southern California from the rag-

ing wildfires that have killed at

least 20 people.

"It is helping, but it is a long

way from putting any fires out,"

said Ray Snodgrass, chief deputy

director of the California Forestry

Department. "It's the respite we
were hoping for."

The forecast, however, also

called for gusting winds that could

drive the flames into more homes.

Firefighters dug in lo protect

hundreds of homes still threat-

ened in San Bernardino and San

Diego counties. But only a few

hundred acres of thick forest were

burned overnight by one of the

most devastating and erratic of the

fires — a 50,000-acre blaze east of

Lake Arrowhead in the San
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Bernardino Mountains.

"That's minimal for this fire,

considering 20,000 burned the

first day," said Battalion Chief Dan
Odoni of the San Bernardino

County Fire Department.

The wildfires have blazed for

more than a week across Southern

Califoinia, destroying more than

2,600 homes and blackening

around 730,000 acres. Yesterday,

seven major fires were still burn-

ing in four counties.

On Wednesday, wind-driven

flames burned about 350 homes

in Cedar Glen in the San

Bemardinos.

lohn Lucas. 38. said he was

able to save three houses on his

properly, including the one where

his wife and her brothers were

born, by building a $30,000 (ire

system with two 5,500-gallon

water tanks. The system consists

of a network of hoses thai keep

the buildings and the grounds wet.

"ll wasn't luck. My family and

I expended a lot of preparation

just for this scenario," said the for-

mer U.S. Forest Service firefighter.

Yesterday morning, the fire

had advanced lo within 1 2 miles

of the mountain resort town of Big

Bear as crews spread fire-resistant

gel on houses and cleared debris

around them. They were helped

by a heavy fog that rolled in

overnight. The forecast called for

highs in ihe mid-50s. down from

over ItX) dc^'rvcs over I he week-

end.

"So that's ilie gtuM-l news, but

there is a red-flag warning for high

winds up lo 40 niph." said Bonni

Corcoran, a fire inlormalion offi-

cer

In San Diego County, where

the state's largest lire killed a fire-

lighter on Wtxinesday, many of his

comrades wore black bands on

their badges. Steve Rucker, 38,

died while battling a blaze that has

burned more than 270.000 acres

and some l.5(J0 homes. He was

the first firefighter to die in this

outbreak of fires.

"We have a somber mood and

we need to be somber, but it's lime

lo move ahead." incident com-

mander lohn Hawkins told the

firefighters. "Get your chin up and

move out."

About ItX) fire engines encir-

cled the historic mining town of

lulian in the mountains of eastern

San Diego County. Saving the

town of 3.500, a popular weekend

getaway renowned for its vine-

yards and apple orchards, was the

county's top priority

Light rain, fog and drizzle were

reported in lulian. hut winds of 25

to 30 mph were expected through-

out the day As the winds picked

up. floating embers sparked spot

fires near town and forced some

crews to retieat.

A blaze of more than 100.000

acres on the line between Ventura

and Los Angeles counties was

winding down, with cooler weath-

er and high liuinidity helping lirc-

lighlers knock down the flames

thai had come within a few feel ol

homes.

"I think we're going to nail this

one today," said Los Angeles

County fire Battalion Chief Scott

Poster

In all. neariy 12.000 firefight-

ers and support peisonnci were

fighting what Gov. Gray Davis

said may be the worst and costliest

disaster California has ever faced.

The stale is s(KMiding an esti-

mated $9 million a day fighting

the wildfires, a near doubling of

the estimate just two days ago.

The total cost of lighting the fires

could reach $200 million, and the

toll on the California economy has

bcx>n put at $2 billion.
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Arts and Crafts

Srinivas l^mkala, a commiinicaiicns (jniduale >tiident, makes a mask yesterday in the Student Union

Craft Center.
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Campus P
By Amelia P. Lincoin

((
What are you doing for

Hallowemf^

^^I'm going to The Slip In

Boston dressed as a bumble

bee. ^y
Meg Beii

I'm going to a

party, ^y
Adam Derozlers

j r c s /.' in a ti

Piiiiosophy major

] u n I () r

Ttieater major

i^^ I'm going to a house

party dressed as Drew

Barrymore in 'Charlie's

Angels.' }}

Jennifer Stitzer

I'm going to

Hampshire Halloween, a a

Matthew Feidman

junior
Nursing major

f r e s h m a n

History major

NEWS
MEETING
Monday
6 p.m.

^<
I'm dressing up as a

dog and telling

people I'm hot. a a

Tamar Haieui

Meclianicai Engineering major

5 <) /' h () m () r e

SOM major

Free Rides!

Halloween Weekend
Around Amherst

You never know what

might be lurking...

Call 413-253-5972

Halloween weekend
Friday and Saturday

Night

10pm-2am
www.knowmercy.org
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Unemployment rates: A
hopeful look at the future
The unemployment rate in the nation may

finally decrease as the economy grows at the

fastest rate since 1984. In Massachusetts, the

jobless rate is even more appalling than the

rest of the nation. One in nine Massachusetts

workers is unemployed, underemployed, or

no longer looking for work, according to a

study by Northeast University's Center for

Labor Market Studies.

A record low 2.6 percent jobless rate in

2000 is now just a faded memory. In

September, the jobless rate was 5.7 percent —
and that's just the number of people who are

actively looking for a job. A total of 1 1 percent

of Massachusetts workers cannot find enough

or any work.

The jobless rate is not expected to decrease

rapidly. Unfortunately, the jobless rate increas-

es faster than it decreases. An estimated

55,000 unemployed people in Massachusetts,

however, shows that this is a problem that

must be solved quickly. It's bad news that the

war in Iraq also is showing no signs of subsid-

ing and may be a problem that the nation will

have to deal with for quite a while.

Promising, however, is that the economy

perked from |uly to September at the fastest

rate in nearly two decades. The gross domestic

product grew at a 7.2 percent annual rate dur-

ing those three months, more than double the

3.5 percent rate in the three percent quarter

Short-term interest rates and President Bush's

tax cuts are being held responsible for the

economy's upward climb. But those factors are

also short-term factors for a complete econom-

ic recovery. It is now a challenge to see that the

economy continues its surge.

We hope that the Bush administration truly

believes and backs its current statements that

the economic growth will lead into job cre-

ation, which is necessary to drive down the 6.

1

percent national unemployment rate. Although

huge growth numbers like these cannot always

be expected, a continued rise in the economy

and job growth should be a priority.

The tight job market has also made it diffi-

cult for students graduating from college that

have little to no job experience. If there are

skilled veteran workers who are being laid off

and cannot find a job, the news is not very

encouraging to seniors who will be entering the

job market next spring. The economy in gener-

al has also done a number to the University of

Massachusetts, which has experienced budget

cut after budget cut due to the failing economy.

Ultimately, the economic resurgence cannot

continue unless there are turnarounds in capital

spending and in hiring. After years of a down-

ward slope, the terrorist acts of Sept. 1 1, 2001

and the war in Iraq, it would be a holiday treat

to see the economy and jobless rates recover

Many people who are unemployed are suffering

without health insurance and have altered their

lives. Those unemployed or underemployed who
have families are also seeing their children suf-

fer with them. It is time for a change, and we
hope that it will come sooner rather than later

Information from the Associated Press and
the Boston Globe was used in this editorial.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian Editorial Board.
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Dad and Dad: A new American family
Adoption is a

unique and spe-

cial business in

our world, pro-

viding a way for

people to create

families and
relationships

that otherwise

would be

impossible.""^^""^^^^
The applicant

pool of adults looking to love and

welcome a child into their lives is

huge. Unfortunately, the actual

adoption screening process is

endless and tiring. Paperwork can

take up to three years to process.

Interviews, background checks,

and multiple examinations insure

that each family is tailored to suit

the needs of the individual child.

The process is expensive as well,

and can be taxing for the would-

be parents. However, the appli-

cation process is somewhat a

test of endurance, determining

how badly one truly wishes to

have a child in his or her life.

Currently, adoption is being test-

ed by a new wave of would-be

parents: homosexuals.

Reform is appearing on the

horizon for the adoption world.

A new study, released by the

Evan B. Donaldson Adoption

Institute, a non-profit organiza-

tion that researches and pro-

motes adoption, reports that 60

percent of all agencies now
accept applications from homo-

sexuals. Children have been

placed with adoptive gay or les-

bian parents by 40 percent of

the organizations.

Not only is this a great stride for

the adoption process, but it is a

huge step for homo.sexuals. Past

arguments barring gay and lesbian

parents from adopting have been

that the couples do not represent a

"real family" setting. This jump of

accepted applications proves that

society is beginning to modify the

traditional model of the American

family

How can one define what a true

family is? I've witnessed families

consisting of a single mother and

her children, an uncle and his

abandoned nephew, and a 25-year-

old and his two baby sisters. I firm-

ly believe that a family should not

be judged by the race, gender, age,

biological relations, or sexual ori-

entation of its members. A family is

not bound to uphold any standard,

except to be a nurturing pact

between fellow human beings. A
family is not the people who physi-

cally or biologically compose it: a

family consists of the emotional

ties tliat bond the group.

How can the other 40 percent

of these agencies reject gay and les-

bian applications? They certainly

will not turn down the application

of a single man wanting to be a

father; yet. they will reject a couple

just b»»:ause they are two men

rather than a man and woman?
1 view this practice not only as a

form of outright discrimination,

but also as tlat out discouraging.

The reason agencies should turn

down applicants is due to either

some sort of ineligibility, such as

financial or emotional problems, or

over a question of pennanence

concerning a couple's rclation.ship.

Homosexual couples are disadvan-

taged in this way becau.se in many

states, their partnership or mar-

riage may not be recognized.

For instance, agencies do not

want to send a child into a situ-

ation that may not remain sta-

ble, such as a boyfriend/girl-

friend co-adoption relationship.

Married couples are more likely

to have the upper hand because

they represent the permanence

that a child needs in order to

grow. How are homosexual cou-

ples expected to document this

permanence for the agencies

when they are unable to marry

in almost every state?

Flexibility should be

required of all agencies. No dis-

crimination should be set

against one's ability to be a

guardian due to sexual orienta-

tion. Homosexuality is not

infectious; it does not rub off

like the common cold. Studies

have proven over and over that

gay couples can raise perfectly

straight children. Perhaps it

would make a difference to

these tight-fisted adoption

agencies if the child himself

Iraqi resistance necessary

jBtt

Napolilano

There are

certain princi-

ples that we,

the people of

the United

States and
Western
Civilization,

like to pride

ourselves on.

Inherent in

much of the

talk lately about Iraq is the

assumption that a democratic

state in which every citizen par-

ticipates is a desirable form of

government. Indeed, the lack of

democracy is often touted as

one of the ills that plague many
parts of the world. The right to

vole, the right to freely assem-

ble, and the right to due

process, aside from being con-

secrated formally in the U.S.

Constitution, are principles

which are often proclaimed as

superior qualities which set us

apart from "lesser civilized"

people in the world.

I happen to agree. I believe

that many of the principles set

forth in the Constitution, and

the lesser-known U.N. Charter,

are noble principles. I believe

they are not merely arbitrary

laws, but affirmations in the

dignity of humanity, and an

attempt to induce all govern-

ments to uphold a standard of

human rights which should not

be threatened by any authorita-

tive entity. The fundamental

basis of the United Nations is

expressed in its charter, which

calls for, among other things,

"to reaffirm faith in fundamen-

tal human rights, in the dignity

and worth of the human per-

son". The U.N. Universal

Declaration of Human Rights

states. "Everyone has the right

to take pan in the government

oi his country, directly or

through freely chosen represen-

tatives". This is, at the very

least, the codified intent of all

countries that belong to the

United Nations.

The U.S. Constitution is the

foundation of the moral high

ground upon which every

domestic politician stands,

including the president and his

administration. We know that

our system of government guar-

antees, among other things,

freedom of the press and

speech, and disallows unrea-

sonable searches and seizures,

and cruel and unusual punish-

ment. I doubt many will dis-

agree that these are uncalled-

was gay.

If applicants all undergo the

same grueling examination

process, all that should matter is

the ability and willingness to pro-

vide and care for a child, not who
the applicant chooses as a partner

Agencies that do not recognize this

are not holding the children's lives

they care for in the highest regard.

They are surpassing open offers of

loving families for children who
would do anything just to have a

home.

Glenn Stanton, representative

of the non-profit Christian ministry

Focus on the Family is an example

of this narrow-minded train of

thought.

"It baftles my mind that we can

have this discussion when what

our children nc"ed." has never been

better documented, he said. "We
arc really fulfilling the desires of

adults rather than the needs of chil-

dren."

In a time when many children

traipse through 20 foster homes in

the course of their young lives,

shouldn't the offers of home, sup-

port, and opportunity be accepted

with open amis? Stability is what

these kids nt^-d. Not heterosexual

parental figures.

Agencies that have been

receptive to gay applicants are

truly on the ball. Not only do

they recognize the changing

ways of the world, but they also

recognize that the model of the

average 1950's American fami-

ly was thrown by the wayside

long ago.

This reform through adop-

tion agencies is simply another

great development for the

homosexual connnunity. Along

with the recent abolishmcnl of

sodomy laws, these changes

will hopefully lead Inwmakers

to the light at the end of the

dark-age tunnel and cause the

legalization of gay marriage.

Everyone deserves the right

to marry, adopt, document, and

create the family of their

choice. It is the will of the mod-

ern world and the will of

democracy.

Irika l.ovlcy is a Collegian

columnist.

for policies: in fact, I'm sure we
all understand these to be cru-

cial to a healthy democracy.

If we agree that these princi-

ples are indeed noble — that

human rights and dignity

should be preserved — then,

we must support Iraqi resist-

ance against the U.S. govern-

ment to avoid being hypocrites.

I do not mean we should

support the acts of terrorism,

which immediately and ulti-

mately harm the people of Iraq.

Rather, we should do every-

thing we can to expel foreign —
U.S. and other — military and

exploitative forces from the

country, which are violating

every principle I've listed. How

If we agree that

these principles are

indeed noble that

human rights and

dignity stiould be

preserved then,

we must support

Iraqi resistance

against the U.S.

government to

avoid being hyp-

ocrites.

can we at once praise democra-

cy and freedom in our words,

while at the same time encour-

age totalitarianism and privati-

zation in our deeds?

Even if you forgive the

Anglo-American invasion and

assault upon the country of

Iraq, even if you dismiss the

human, economic, and ecologi-

cal destruction wreaked, and

even if you forgive the blatant

violation of international law

and standards of human decen-

cy, one cannot forgive the

actions of the occupation. They

have included innumerable

shootings and deaths by the

hands of occupation forces

(often unaccountable and likely

more often unreported), unex-

plained disappearances of citi-

zens who are put into either the

concentration camp near the

Baghdad airport or in prison

(held indefinitely and inexpli-

cably without due process),

soldiers opening fire on

unarmed citizens protesting

injustices imposed by the occu-

pation forces, and censorship

policies imposed on the Iraqi

press. The occupation authori-

ties have even gone so far as to

re-hire members of the

Mukhabarat, Hussein's infa-

mous secret police, whose
crimes were supposedly part of

the very reason the U.S. invad-

ed Iraq!

To further demonstrate the

U.S. occupation's utter disre-

gard for democracy, the "gov-

erning council" which was sup-

posed to be a step toward self-

governance was not only hand-

picked by the occupation

authorities, but was given no
power to run its own country.

Even if an interim authority

were to exist to truly aid the

transition of power into the

hands of the people, the worst

possible choice would be the

United States. Not only is the

U.S. the most guilty of inflict-

ing massive destruction during

the invasion, it was the most

guilty of the deaths of millions

of Iraqi civilians during the

decade of sanctions. A true

interim authority cannot have

such a clear conflict of interest,

as demonstrated by the award-

ing of contracts worth billions

of dollars to U.S. companies.

Perhaps worst of all, the U.S.-

picked finance minister, Kamel
al-Kelan, declared last month
that every Iraqi national corpo-

ration and Iraqi asset will be

sold off (excluding the oil

industry, of course). Not only

has the country been invaded

and torn apart, but now those

who put themselves in charge

have begun to auction off

everything of value, all without

any input from the people.

By far. the most effective way
to support Iraqi resistance is for

citizens of the U.S. to come
together to demand the extrica-

tion of our government from

Iraq. If we are not to become
the tyrant our leaders claimed

with such fervor to depose, we
must allow for Iraqi self-deter-

mination and control over their

own resources. If we are to truly

believe that people should be

free, and that free people should

have such rights as to assemble

without being shot, to actually

be charged with a crime before

being incarcerated to not be

persecuted lor free speech; in

short, if we are not to be hyp-

ocrites, we will stop the occupa-

tion of the Iraqi people.

Jeffrey Sapulilanu is a

Collegian columnist.

Vandalism: Immaturity at its worst

Jen

Hodson

These past lew weeks have

been a little hectic. Not only

have i been preparing for the

big and upcoming event.

Halloween, which is only a few

days away, but I've also been

trying to fend off the people

who have been vandalizing my
car almost every other weekend

for the past month.

A lew weeks ago my car was
^~' egged on a Friday night. I said

to myself. "Yes, this is very annoying indeed." I

took my car to the car wash before the egg could

dry or had any chance of ruining the paint.

Luckily, while in the car wash, my antenna was

ripped in half. Then I thought to myself, "this is

becoming a little too coincidental." There was

never a problem with my antenna before. 1 filled

out a damage report form staling my claim, and

spent the next couple weeks trying to schedule

an appointment to get a new antenna put on my

car

The fullowing weekend I went home because

it was Columbus Day
weekend. A few days

later I returned to

school, mostly forgetting

about the occurrences. 1

figured it was probably a

drunk person who had

been passing by and my
car was just one of the

unlucky ones. I was

wrong.

That following Friday

night, my car was

attacked much worse than before. The right side

mirror was completely smashed off the side and

kicked into the bushes. Okay, now this was get-

ting a little fishy. Was there some weirdo out

there who was stalking or perhaps trying to get

back at me for some random act that may have

pissed him off at one point or another? I wonder

Or maybe I'm taking things a little loo far and

jumping the gun - so to speak.

So I began to investigate a little hit myself by

doing some detective work, and I found out that

at least seven or eight more cars, all the same

make as mine, were also vandalized. Not to men-

tion that the other cars were also missing a right

side mirror This was definitely no! a good sign.

Vou can never be too cautious, so 1 decided to

eventually head over to the Amherst Police

Station. It doesn't take a genius to figure out that

the police really can't and tnosi likely won't do

anything to better the situation. "Yeah there's

Damaging other people's

property is a serious offense

and why people think it's OK to

act in this manner is beyond

me. I hope one day you do get

caught

nothing we can do." the officer told me. "Well

thanks for your time," 1 said. It's not like they

are supposed to be doing any "policing" around

here. Come on. what was I thinking? It would be

nice if they could maybe patrol the area in which

my car or any of the other cars have been

attacked numerous times. I guess not though,

better luck next lime.

Still unsatisfied. 1 headed over to speak with

the manager of the apartment complex in which

1 leside. I explained to him my current situation

and before I could finish, a woman who also

works in the office, said, "yeah that happened to

my car loo!" 1 looked over in surprise and

thought that maybe if someone from the office

complains, then something will come out of this.

Again. 1 am wrong.

The manager told me that basically there was

nothing he could do. So does that mean there's

nothing he can do or nothing he is going to do?

Is he really going to leave it at that? I asked him

what he meant and he told me it was "legally

complicated" and that he didn't feel like getting

into it.

Of course. I didn't

take no for an answer and

inquired as to why there

was nothing that could be

done. I asked questions

like, "Why cant cameras

be put up in the parking

lots?" "Why can't we
monitor what's going on
at night?" "What about

more security in the

area?" Basically it comes
down to the manager of

the apartment complex being lazy and not car-

ing. It's not his problem so why should he make
it his. Spoken like a true slumlord. I can't believe

the way students are treated in today's day and

age. Give me a break.

So now I'm left with very few options. Either

1 lake my car home for the semester, which isn't

going to happen, or find a better place to park

and hope for the best. So it all comes down to

this Friday night, which is potentially the next

due dale for my car to be a target.

Coincidenlally. it will be Halloween.

All I have to say is that whoever thinks they

can get away with this kind of behavior is dead

wrong. Damaging other people's property is a

serious offense, and why people think it's OK to

act in this manner is beyond me. I hope one day

you do get caught. Until (hen, please grow up
and get a life.

/(7i Hodson is a Collegian columnist.
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Loyalty treated

as true royalty
SEATTLE — Nintendo of

America gave the opportunity of

a lifetime to 25 of their college

contacts from all over America by

giving them an in-depth look at

Nintendo's home base last Friday.

This event is the first of what

is to be an annual event in which

students in journalism and other

majors will be flown to Nintendo

to see the newest technology. The

event included a stay at the

Marqueen Hotel, breakfasts and

dinners, and a grand tour of

Nintendo. It gave college students

a look inside the company and a

chance to put their names in the

hat for a career with Nintendo after graduation.

Twenty-three students arrived by plane from

states as far away as Connecticut, California.

Oklahoma, Nevada, and Mississippi to see the

company firsthand after covering Nintendo games

in their respective papers. The event began

Thursday as students were hopping on planes to fly

out to Seattle's Tacoma airport at Nintendo's

expense. The group stayed at the Marqueen Hotel

on 600 Queen Anne Ave N. The hotel, built in the

early 1900s, was an experience in itself. Students

were given the opportunity to rest in rooms that

kept the apartment feel that they were originally

intended for.

The first evening was spent getting to know

each other over dinner at a fancy restaurant called

10 Mercer. The $15 voucher allowed the guys to try

a few tasty meals that would normally require a

college student to take out a second loan.

After a restful slumber that night, we gathered

and met up with Katie Beck, the associate account-

ant executive for Colin/Harris, Nintendo's human

relations affiliate. She was a young lady who fell

into the job by a random chance. Before her job she

had never been a video gamer, but once she began

working with Nintendo she could not stop playing.

She admitted that "F-Zero OX" is her game of

choice at the moment and she plays it every chance

she gets. Even in her office in Los Angeles.

As the group gathered in the main lobby and

began swapping names, stories, and e-mails we

crammed into a few shuttle buses to head to

Nintendo. After a short drive over the highway we

reached Nintendo Headquarters, which was ironi-

cally 20 feet away from the Microsoft building. The

building was not an over elaborate display outside,

but the interior is a whole different story. When
walking up to the second floor of Nintendo you get

an overwhelming feeling of nostalgia as you see

some of the titles you grew up with.

The front lobby was like any other office, with

the exception of a Gamecube demo set-up in the

waiting area. After getting a few introductions to

staff members who were going to be spending the

entire day with us, the group was introduced to the

next level.

The next level was up a short flight of stairs and

everyone's eyes bulged and jaws dropped at the

sight. There was the classic "Donkey Kong,"

"Mario Bros.," and the new "F-Zero" arcade

machines.

The "N64" room contained four televisions on

each sidewall and one in the front and back. We
were introduced to Tom Harlin, the personal rela-

tions spokesman for Nintendo. He gave us a run

down of how the day would go and took a few

quick questions, some serious and some that were

humorous.
The video game industry is a $10 billion indus-

try and is just as big. if not bigger, than the enter-

tainment industry, he said. The best-selling video

game can make the same amount of money that the

biggest box office hits make.

Wh ile Nintendo are half a million console sales

Continued on page 5
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BMiinr
History Club hosts

annual ghost tours

By Matthew 'Wolfman' Consolini

Collegian Cx>RREst>oNi>ENT

Looking to get into the Halloween spirit this

year? You may not know it, but the University

of Massachusetts has plenty of its own chilling

and creepy ghost stories that just might keep

you entertained this All Hallow's Eve.

The UMass History Club led about 80 stu-

dents on its annual campus ghost tour

Wednesday night, where they recounted the

more famous ghost stories of UMass to the

crowd of curious students.

According to llan Goodman, co-president of

the Umass History Club, there has been a long-

standing tradition in the club of passing down
these ghost stories among members over the

years.

It all started in the late 1980s when Patrick

Browne, a history major, started doing research

on the ghost stories that he had heard from stu-

dents on campus. Browne, who is now director

for the Duxbury Historical Society in Duxbury,

passed down his research to the History Club.

Though it's not for certain if spirits actually

haunt the campus, each story is based on actu-

al events. Browne's research came from

Massachusetts Daily Collegian articles, which

can be looked up on microfilm in the universi-

ty library. The annual event draws a very large

crowd each fall.

"It's the big event of the year," said Katie

Flynn. co-president of the History Club.

Though some of the students didn't believe in

ghosts, they were still eager to hear the stories

about the campus.

"I like scary stuff, but I'm not usually scared

by it," said Camille Torros, a junior history

major.

"I don't know if I would say that I believed

in the supernatural," said Dave Mussnack, a

senior history major, "1 try to amass evidence

before making a conclusion."

Goodman and Flynn led the students in the

dark to the Munson Annex, a former veterinary

lab built in 1898. According to Browne's

research, a horse had trampled a woman in the

building. Later, a frightened secretary resigned

because she could hear a horse screaming and

running down the hall.

Next on the tour was the Old Chapel, which

sat ominously despite the lampposts surround-

ing it. It is here that in 1920. a car hit a student

who was on his way to ring the chapel bells.

According to legend, the spirit of this student

can be seen trying to make its way to the tower.

Rynn said there is also a crypt under the

chapel, from which eerie noises can also be

heard.

Draper Hall was next on the list. "1 hear

weird things in my office in Draper," said Kate

Boschert, a first year resource economics grad-

uate student. "It's possible it could be haunt-

ed."

It is said that the spirit of a young co-ed

peeks at visitors from the shadows in Draper

Hall, and unlike the other UMass ghosts, she is

desperate for human contact. There are also the

spirits of two cooks who used to work in the

kitchen. One day they got into a heated argu-

ment, and one grabbed a knife and stabbed the

other. It's been said that screaming can some-

times still be heard from the kitchen. Boschert

said she has never heard human voices, but still

believes that the building could be haunted.

Students living in Mary Lyon may be shar-
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ing their dorm with a visitor from beyond. In

the back stairwell a lonely freshman hung her-

self, only to be found days later. According to

Flynn, some residents claim to smell a strange

odor in the stairwell that has no visible source.

Others claim the lights flicker when people use

the back stairs.

Orchard Hill also has it's own ghost. John B.

Howard, a student and editor of the Collegian

in 1929. was with a friend picking apples in the

orchard one day. Howard fell from one of the

trees, landing on the ground. His concerned

friend went to help him. Howard got up and

said he was fine, except he could not open his

eyes. This seemed strange to his friend because

his eyes were in fact open. The two walked to

the infirmary, then in Northeast, but on the way

Howard died of his injuries. Legend has it that

on certain nights, you can see the form of

Howard walking down the path from Orchard

Hill.

A spirit is also said to haunt Greenough. At

the turn of the century, each dorm was headed

by a house-mother. During this time, a widow

and her boy lived in the dorm. One winter the

child became very ill and died. Many years

later, a resident assistant heard the sound of a

ball being bounced in the hall. She went to

investigate, thinking it was residents engaging

in hall sports. She found nobody, but the

sounds persisted on a regular basis. One day

she saw a boy with a small ball in the hallway.

When she approached the child, he immediate-

ly vanished. To this day, it is said you can hear

the little boy bouncing his ball around the hall-

ways. Shannon McPhee. a senior comparative

literature and English major, said she knows

students who claim they've heard it.

So if you think you can't find something

creepy to do this Halloween, take a tour along

the haunted paths of UMass. As Flynn said,

"it's our job to keep these traditions alive, but

it is up to you decide what you do and do not

believe."

Information from the History Club was used

in this article.

Gov't Mule put together their best for their 'Deepest' CD yet

By Bradley 'Fangs' Farberman
CoLU-ciiAN Correspondent

The impetus for Gov't Mule's new live

record, "The Deepest End," can be traced

back to August 2000. Founding bassist

Allen Woody was found dead in a hotel

room in Queens, NY on the 26th and the

band's tremendous forward momentum
was in jeopardy. The trio, featuring

Warren Haynes on guitar and vocals and

Matt Abts on drums, was formed in 1 994

as a side project; Haynes and Woody, then

touring with the Allman Brothers

Band (Haynes remains their gui-

tarist to this day), felt the need to

branch out. In 1997, the project

became a priority, with Woody
leaving the Allmans to concen-

trate on the Mule. Four years into

a no-nonsense regiment of tour-

ing and recording, the band was

in trouble.

But Haynes and Abts carried on.

Nearly half a dozen records under their

belt, the group began updating its reper-

toire with the likes of bassists Oteil

Burbridge and Dave Schools, of the

Allman Brothers Band and Widespread

Panic respectively In 2001. Abts and

Haynes relca.sed "The Deep End Volume

1
," a Mule album featuring a different ba.ss

player on each of its 1 3 tracks. Participants

included Flea of the Red Hot Chili

Peppers, |ohn Enfwistle of The Who, and

Mike Gordon of Phish. "Sco-Mule," fea-

turing Chris Wood on bass and |ohn

Scofield on guitar, was nominated for a

Grammy
"The Deep End Volume 2". released in

2002, followed suit, pairing a different

bassist with the Mule on each song.

Included this time around were heavy-

weights like, jason Newsted, formerly of

Metallica. Les Claypool of Primus, and

George Porter, )r. of The Meters.

Which brings us to the present. On
May 3, the band staged a performance of

epic proportions. At The Saenger Theatre

in New Orleans, as part of The New
Orleans |azz & Heritage Festival, the Mule

(now augmented by permanent keys-man

Danny iJouis) performed for six hours,

documented here in its entirety on "The

Deepest End", a set of two CDs and one

DVD. joining them throughout the

evening were a vast array of musicians,

many of whom had performed on either of

"The Deep End" records, and

many of whom had not.

Long time collaborators Dave

Schools and Karl Denson lend

bass and tenor saxophone,

respectively, to a powerful rendi-

tion of the Mule original

"Blindman In The Dark."

Denson s playing is always artic-

ulate and pronounced, but espe-

cially interesting in this context in that he

is not known to play with rock bands. His

lines and phrasing retain a jazz feel, but

are more aggressive here, and really add a

lot to the tune.

Bass deity Victor Wooten joins in on

the aforementioned "Sco-Mule," which

also features Bemie Worrell, of PaHiament

Funkadelic and Talking Heads fame, on

organ. Wooten, playing with restraint and

delicacy, rides the groove until Haynes

gives him the nod to let loose. His funk-

strewn lead work is reminiscent of his

work with Bela Fleck and The Flecktones,

and does not disappoint. This version is

incendiary.

"Patchwork Quilt" is up next, with

Wooten still on bass and Bela Fleck on

banjo. This vocal-driven Phil Ix-sh tune is

punctuated by Fleck's short, tasteful solo.

Always refined, his playing shines here on

this Grateful Dead-ish gem.

Clo.sing out the first disc is the tradi-

tional "|ohn The Revelator," filled out by

The Dirty Dozen Brass Band horn section,

featuring tenor and baritone saxophones,

trumpet, trombone and sousaphone. The

horns give this tune a real New Orieans

feel, appropriate for the setting. The inter-

play between Sammie Williams' trombone

and Roger Lewis' baritone sax is great fun.

and Haynes plays slide.

Sandwiched between verses of

"Beautifully Broken" is an excellent cover

of Prince's "When Doves Cry." all with

George Porter. |r. on bass and backing

vocals. A mellow second disk opener, the

medley merely hints at what's to come.

'Banks Of The Deep End." an enor-

mously catchy tune, features Phish 's

bassist Mike Gordon, an old friend of

Haynes' who filmed the recording process

of "The Deep End" for his documentap,

"Rising Low." Gordon's playing is solid.

and never showy. The Robert john.son

cla.ssic "32/20 Blues" follows, with the

ubiquitous Will Lee on bass. Sonn\

Undreth on slide guitar, and Denson on

flute, l^ndreth's playing is sublime, and

reaches its greatest heights when dueling

with Haynes. also on slide. Arguably,

however, the coolest part of the song is the

mid-tune (lute breakdown, where Denson

is accompanied only by Abts.

The Haynes-penned "Slow Happy

Boys." a ballad, features jack Casady of

Jefferson Airplane on bass. When Haynes

sings that he "tried anything to stop the

pain." you can feel the pain and despera-

tion in his voice. Oftentimes, the band's

impre.ssivc playing overshadows his subtly

affecting, emotionally chargtxl vocals, but

not here, where his voice takes center

stage.

Disk two closes with "Soulshine." the

Mule's most lyrically impressive song.

"When you can't find the light/ To guide

you through a cloudy day/ When the stars

ain't shining bright/ it feels like you've lost

your way/ when the candlelight of home

bums so very far away/ you got to let your

soul shine, just like my daddy used to say

...
" Haynes' vocals send chills up your

spine, as he brings his words to life.

The DVD also includes a number of

highlights from the show. A take on

Herbie Hancock's "Chameleon," featuring

Paul Iack.son. jr. the original bass player

on the track, comes off well, and the Dirty

Dozen horns add a lot to the track, lames

Brown's "Down And Out In New York

City" also receives a fine treatment, with

famed Brown sideman Fred Wesley sitting

in on trombone. And "Greasy Granny's

Gopher Gravy (Part 1 & Part 2)," featur-

ing Les Claypool on bass, is a fun romp
through a psychedelic soundscape, as is

anything showcasing the inimitable

Claypool on bass.

This marathon exercise in musical

ecstasy is a must-have. Three disks chock

full of guests from all genres of music and

all areas of expertise, not to mention the

Mule in top-form (who recently named

Andy Hess, formerly of the |ohn Scofield

Band, as their permanent bassist), is easy

on the ears.

BNL reinvents but Gamers given the chance of a lifetime

remains true to form
By Andrew Merritt

'THE IMPALER'

Cx)LLEtiiAN Staff

After 1 5 years, a band trying to

reinvent itself runs into the threat

of alienating their die-hard fans,

the ones who bought the first cas-

sette at a concert, who still sing

back the lyrics to all the songs from

the first compact disk at shows

now. Barenaked Ladies

have managed to avoid this

malady simply by reinvent-

ing themselves with every

song.

And it's certainly not

easy to keep reinventing

over that amount of time,

especially with the disasters

the band has gone through,

from the classic lineup

realignment that saw Andy

Creegan get replaced by Kevin

Heam, to the near-tragic circum-

stances of the cancer that nearly

killed Heam just as the band was

enjoying its greatest success.

It's a trend that began with

I998's "Stunt," an album that took

them out of the obscurity of being

a Canadian band with few songs

American radio even paid attention

to, and made them a brand name,

a group relevant to pop music. Part

of that came from the fact that they

were willing to dull the sharp emo-

tional and satirical edges on their

songs, and make them more radio-

ready

"the trend continued in 2000's

"Maroon," which saw them find a

little pop success ("Pinch Me"), but

also opened up their ability to craft

songs that sound like simple pop,

yet surge with darkness and emo-

tion undemeath.

It would appear, with the

release of "Everything to

Everyone," that they've found the

happy medium. BNL finally has

fouiid the balance between insert-

ing emotion under the surface, and

making the actual sound so user-

friendly that nearly every song is

.sing-able, wnth pieces that just

about any listener can latch on to.

The first single. "Another

Postcard," is a perfect example.

The first, second, and maybe even

third listen of the track will have

most wondering how musicians

who have been around since 1 988,

and had nearly three full years to

work on a new studio album, wast-

ing time on lines like, "some

chimps in swimsuits/ some chimps

in jackboots/ some chimps in hard

hats/ some chimps who love cats."

The reality is that there's a frustra-

tion woven undemeath the silliness

that can be interpreted, as is often

the ca.se with this quintet, many

different ways.

"Another Postcard's" style is

also noteworthy, because a synthe-

sizer/vocoder beginning gives way

to Ed Robertson's singing, which

altemates between R&B-influ-

enced soul, and an improbable

turn into the rapid-fire vocals of an

upbeat reggae tune.

But it's not all departure from

the norm on "Everything to

Everyone." Fans who flocked to

the rock 'n' roll sound of "It's All

Been Done" from "Stunt" or "Too

Little Too Late" from "Maroon"

will be pleased with songs like <

"Second Best," a classic Barenaked

Ladies-style tune. "Second Best"

even starts out much like some of

the other lesser-known

but well-done songs in

the BNL catalog, with

guitar-driven melody

that has just enough

electric color to make it

closer to the rock side of

the pop spectrum.
|

There's also a very
;

soft side to
{

"Everything." one that

was mostly absent from

"Maroon." "For You" is Robertson

at his best, addressing his object
;

with the same sort of lonely ques-
;

tioning as "Stunt's" "Leave" or

"When I Fall." from 19%'s "Bom
on a Pirate Ship." According to the

,

Weblog the band put together —
clearly a measure to appease fans

waiting at long length for another
|

recording — "For You" was a

group favorite, but nearly didn't

make the record. Listeners will cer-

tainly be glad that it did.

There's also a happy medium of

the rock stuff and the softer inten-

tions on "Maybe Katie." a song in

defense of the date-worthiness of

the single mother BNL doesn't try

to make political statements on

"Everything to Everyone", which is

good because it's never been their

forte. They simply stick to social

satire, like the somewhat-overdone

snipes at Hollywood on

"Celebrity," and other moderately

poignant personal missives.

It's not a complete success in

the venture to reinvent, though,

because just as the main single off

"Stunt", "One Week," was a bit of

a throwaway by BNL's standards

— meaningless, bubbly, and catchy

to the point of irritation — the

track "Shopping" is in the same

vein. "Shopping" sounds like there

was a base for some sort of silly-

yet-smart satire of consumer cul-

ture, but it becomes a repetitive,

pointless song that will have most

fans — at least those of more than

two years — skipping to track

seven.

"Everything to Everyone" is

blessedly unaffected by the incom-

pleteness of "Shopping," and goes

on to give BNL a completely new

face. What will keep long-time and

new fans coming, though, is that

it's not an unrecognizable one. The

band manages to make their music

a new experience every time, with-

out letting the material on

"Gordon." "Maybe You Should

Drive," and "Bom on a Pirate

Ship" — the music of their early

career that was so important to

their development — fade into his-

tory.

Coiittnuod from page 4

behind Microsoft's X-Box, they

are ahead of them in software

sales. Nintendo doesn't depend

on third party publishers, like

Capcom and Konami. as much
as the others do. but the third

parties help Nintendo reach

some older gamers. Nintendo

and Electronic Arts are the top

two publishers in America and

Sony almost never reaches the

top five.

After his speech, the big

topic he addressed was a rumor

that Nintendo stopped produc-

tion on Gamecube because they

are planning to release a new
console. The rumor was a mis-

communication with the press

and Nintendo, he said.

Nintendo found that many
stores had too many copies of

the Gamecube and stopped hav-

ing them shipped over because

there was no room for them.

However, after the price

dropped to $99 a system, stores

were demanding a large amount

of the systems and the system

tripled in sales.

Another question was asked

about how healthy Nintendo's

handheld systems market was.

Tom explained that Nintendo

controls about 98-99 percent of

the handheld market, so the

new release of "N-Gage" by

Nokia doesn't bother them in

the least because they already

have a firm grip on the market.

The more humorous ques-

tion was if there would be a

"The Wizard 2" movie. The
original film starred Fred

Savage as a boy trying to prove

that his little brother, |immy,

didn't belong in a special needs

home, jimmy would go on to

win a Nintendo gaming contest

by beating "Super Mario Bros.

3" which was introduced to

video gamers via the movie.

Tom's reaction was that

Nintendo had lost money on

movies, the "Mario Bros."

movie being the biggest exam-

ple, and they wish to stick to

video games since it's what they

know best. This included shoot-

ing down any possibility of a

"Legend of Zelda" movie any

time soon.

The group was then split up.

The first half of us started off
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taking the stroll down memory
lane. We were shown the very

first Nintendo games, such as

the old black and white 3x4"

handhelds and card games that

were made when Nintendo was

first created approximately 100

years ago. Next there was the

original Japanese version of the

NES called "Famicom" that was

a small maroon and beige col-

ored system. Next were the nos-

talgic cases containing

"R.O.B.." a robot accessory for

the NES. along with every

Nintendo system ever made.

The next part of the tour was

the wallet breaking employee

store. They had Nintendo

games that were much more

We got to see the door to the

testing room, but that is a

restricted area for visitors.

Following a short lunch

break, the group took a short

walk over to DigiPen, America's

top video game school. We were

given a quick tour by Professor

Raymond Yan and got a chance

to see how difficult the classes

were. The only two options a

student gets at DigiPen are to

either program or do 3D mod-

els. Both require students to

take classes six days a week and

spend more than 10 hours a day

doing projects and taking class-

es. Raymond also noted that

their students do not go only to

Nintendo, but many have gone

ttXJRTESY REPRISE RECORDS

The Barenaked Ladies prove themselves on their new album,

"Everything to Everyone."
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Link squares off with Kiliek in a fight to the death in the Game

Cube version of "Soul Calibur II."

affordable than in any regular

store. The most popular buys

were refurbished games that

were around $1 5 each and mini

remote control "Mario Kart"

racers. Most of the items were

not available to the public, so

most of us ended up spending

close to $100 in the store

before moving on to the differ-

ent offices at Nintendo.

The group warped their way
over to the main office building,

in which we got a chance to try

out the latest titles on the avail-

able stations before moving on

to see the development depart-

ment. Each office is named
after a game character or

object. The main thinking and

creating room was the

"Mother Brain" and the

next room was "I -Up."
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to work for other gaining com-

panies.

After the tour of DigiPen.

the group got back together at

Nintendo and was introduced

to Bill Trinen, Nate Bihildorff.

Rich Amtower, and Tim
O'Leary. These guys are the

ones who take a game sent over

from Nintendo japan and trans-

late it for American audiences.

They showed off their latest

project "Mario & I.uigi:

Superstar Saga. " It's a new role-

playing game for the Game Boy-

SP that involves some button

mashing in fights and intro-

duces a new kingdom to play-

ers.

The team of four explained

how they had to clean up some

of the language to make this

suitable for U.S. audiences.

They jumped from the Mario

game over to "Animal

Crossing." which took them

nine months to complete. It was

a longer game because they had

to change characters and trans-

late dialogue to fit an American

audience. An example was a

mythical character from the

Japanese version would not

make sense to an American

audience, so they had to change

the character completely. They

did such a good job at renovat-

ing the game that lapan actually

took the American version as a

basis for a sequel.

The second new game they

jumped into was "Fire Emblem"
for GBA-SP This is another

role-playing game, but involves

more thought than most other

games. The game brings a new

twist to RPGs, because if your

character dies, they are gone for

good. You have to build up your

characters and keep them all

healthy. It looks to be one of the

bigger titles to be released for

the GBA-SP this year.

The final two games we
were shown were "1080*

Avalanche" and the highly

anticipated 'Mario Kart

Double Dash." "1080*." when

it was released for the N64,

was the first 3D snowboarding

game ever. Nintendo has kicked

it up a few notches for their

Gamecube version with better

graphics and realistic game
play. They said not to expect to

do arcade style tricks, but

rather do things that are actual-

ly possible to pull off, with the

exception of outracing an ava-

lanche.

"Mario Kart Double Dash"

was mind blowing. The devel-

opers had added new charac-

ters and features to the game to

provide hours of game play.

The new buddy system allows

two players to control a single

kart. There is also a setting that

allows you to use LAN play, in

which you can play on four sep-

arate TVs instead of split

screen.

Next came the game testing.

We were allowed to test any of

the newest titles they had avail-

able. Games include the ones

mentioned above along with

"Viewtiful |oe." "Rouge Ops,"

"Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles," and out on the display

floor there was an "F-Zero GX"
arcade game that we could test

run.

Most of the games proved to

be as big as they were built up

to be. "Mario & Luigi

Superstar Saga" and "1080*"

were said to be disappoint-

ments by most of the group.

Mario simply didn't have the

game play to keep most of us

entertained and 1080*'s real-

ism bored testers.

The group was brought to

order one more time for a huge

"Mario Kart Double Dash"
tournament. After a few

rounds, Nathan Alday from

MSU. pulled off the first place

victory and received a GBA-SP
with "Mario Advanced 4: Super

Mario Bros. 3." Second place

winner. Kyle Orland from the

University of Maryland, was

also given the same prize pack-

age. It was an exciting battle

that came down to last second

item uses that lead to victory

for some and sent others to go

back to their game testing.

The following morning the

group said their goodbyes and

took the shuttles to the airport.

it was hard to leave Seattle and

Nintendo behind, but we all

hoped we would be back again

some dav.
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Playoff implications at Rudd
Continued from page 8

good as Temples front runners

... «hey have two very danger-

ous players that can win games

for you and the rest of their

team is just not as good as

Temple. The Temple game is

probably going to be a one-goal

game, where the St. joe's game,

a lot of goals can be scored, so

you have to shut down their two

frontrunners. You do that and I

think you really stop St. joe's.

"In Temple's case you stop

their central midfielder, I think

that is really the key player for

them but they have like four or

five other guys that can put the

ball in the net. and they would

do it by working together not by

individual play, where the two

front runners for St. joes can do

it individually. I don't think

they play as well as a team as

Temple does."

This is an important week-

end in A- 10 play overall, but

even more so for these three

teams. The Minutemen and the

Hawks are looking to clinch

tournament spots, while the

Owls are trying to hold on to

theirs.

"All three of the teams are in

striking distance of the play-

offs." Koch said, "it doesn't

matter what you did. it matters

what you do tomorrow. Sunday

and next Friday.

"if we win on Kriday then we
can pretty much clinch a spot

Sunday. If we don't get the

result on Friday then its an

absolute must game on Sunday
because if we lose on Sunday we
can actually almost be knocked

out. It's one of those things

where Friday's game is crucial

as far as your mental focus

going into the game."

A40s on tap in Philly
By Leah Wyner
CxJLLIiOIAN StaKI-

The Massachusetts men's and women's cross

country teams are raising the stakes Saturday at

the Atlantic 10 Conference Championships. The

teams compete on Philadelphia's Belmont

Plateau course, home to both La Salle and St.

Joseph's squads.

For the women's teams, Richmond looks

untouchable, and the La Salle women should be

a solid second place. It's going to be a dogfight

for the next few places as Duquesne, Rhode

Island, and St. Joseph's all vie for that third

place spot. The meet is going to be closer than it

has been in past years, as the conference is now

stronger as a whole. Two years ago, the 4-8 spots

were separated by four points, and the current

depth of the teams makes them very closely

matched. Another ripple will be added to an

already high-pressure meet where one point can

be the determiner.

The course is well known by runners all over

Philadelphia, home to high school and college

teams, and host to a number of meets, invitation-

als, and championships. The Belmont Plateau is

a landmark course for Pennsylvania, analogous

to Massachusetts' Franklin Park course, and

New York's Van Courtland Park course. With all

that said, the course is tough. Competitors focus

on the uphill portions, and most runners know

the course for its massive "Parachute Hill," but

UMass women's coach Julie LaFreniere instead

emphasizes the downhill stretches.

"The importance of being able to run down-

hill strongly is often overlooked. The course is

tough on athletes, and tough to recover from,"

LaFreniere said. "It really takes a toll on your

body."

LaFreniere also stresses the importance of the

first mile.

"The goal is to run it controlled, not steam

out to the front with the excitement and adrena-

line pulsing through their bodies and give up

everything in the first mile," she said. The team

has been doing a variety of training runs, includ-

ing a three-mile trail that's all uphill, and much

more difficult than any hill on the Belmont

Plateau course.

"I just want to go in there and have them run

to the best of their abilities. Tricia (Silva). Kate

IMarkopoulos], Amanda [Dahlbergj and Cuisle

(KieransI have been running very close together

along training runs," LaFreniere said. "Lexi

[Anzelonel has been out front where we need

her, and the goal is to have the next four come in

as close to her as possible."

Over the past few years, the meet has turned

into a legitimate battle between the men's teams

from La Salle and St. Joseph's. The Duquesne

men should also place well because eight of their

top nine returned, and four of their top five.

Rounding out the competition are

Massachusetts, Xavier, George Washington, and

Richmond. Usually it's a four-team battle for

places, but the teams are closer together now.

Because the conference is deeper, the close team

battles this year will be for places all the way

down to No. 8.

Additionally, St. Joseph's and La Salle recruit

heavily from around the state. This only perpet-

uates the teams' home course advantage,

because not only do they run more college races

at Belmont Plateau, the local recruits have been

running the course all throughout high school.

Incoming freshman with fifteen races worth of

experience on the course go a long way to solid-

ify the edge that sets St. Joseph's and La Salle

apart from other teams.

UMass men's coach Ken O'Brien cites illness

as the team's main obstacle. The men have been

battling flu-like sicknesses for the past three

weeks, with two or three runners out at a time.

Luckily their health is starting to come back

now. but O'Brien only hopes that the lost time

was not too detrimental to them. O'Brien attrib-

utes any inconsistencies in performances to ill-

ness, because not only does missing practices set

a runner back, it takes time to build back up to

his previous level of fitness.

"The season wasn't an uninterrupted momen-

tum where you start off easy and build to a

crescendo. It's been a bit disjointed, but the kids

have responded very well," O'Brien said. "The

last couple of weeks we've been trying to patch

it all together."
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Adair Blyler's demeanor and on-field presence has been an aide to the younger members of the

Massachusetts women's soccer team, including freshman Stephanie Barrett and sophomore Amy Maffucci.

Blyler's work ethic pays off
Continued from page 8

future. BIyler turned in a strong

rookie campaign as a midfielder,

tying for the team lead with six

assists and collecting only two

goals in the season. Her playmak-

ing ability was highlighted with a

four-assist game against Temple.

The following off-season start-

ed with a talk from Rudy about

the confidence she has in herself

as player. He wanted her to be

more involved and expressive in

her play. She gained confidence

with intense training and moved

to her more natural position, up

front at forward. Tlie result has

been a breakout season with the

team-best six goals and 1 5 points

entering this weekend

The 5-foot-5-inch forward put

on the most dynamic perfomiance

of her young career in the season

opener against Quinnipiac. The

Minutewomen were down by one

at halftime, until Blyier struck

twice in the final 25 minutes,

including the game-winning score

in the 85th minute. BIyler has only

three assists, but she still feels she

is more of a playmaker than a

.scorer.

"I've never been a big scorer,

that's why this season is so funny

to me," said BIyler. with a beaming

smile across her face. "Some of my
goals haven "I been that spectacu-

lar, but at least I was there to fin-

ish them. I want to set up more, be

more of a playmaker. instead of

someone who just happens to be

there to finish it at the end. The

scorer always gets the glory, but

the assist is just as important."

That BIyler is a player who
would rather set-up a teammate

for a score, giving up the glory of

scoring to another and making

everyone around her lietter. is a

testament to her character She is

a team player who isn't looking to

be the best player. She just wants

to do whatever it takes to help her

team win and have fun doing it.

The prime source of Blyler's attrib-

utes as a waim. generous person

has been her mother.

BIyler always had the attention

of her mother, raising her daugh-

ter by herself. As a single parent,

her mother spend her week work-

ing to support her family and the

weekend driving all over the state

of Massachusetts to get her daugh-

ter to tournament games or an ail-

star team practice. When Adair

needed some extra practice, she

would shag balls and help work

on her trapping. To make her life

a little easier, she gave a kickback

to her daughter for Christmas, so

Adair could shag her own shots.

This type of devotion has taught

her daughter to never take any-

thing for granted and to better

herself as player and a person.

"She's been big part of |my

success]." BIyler expressed.

"She's always been a good fan,

never was controlling, always

told me that it was about me and

having fun. Even going into col-

lege she said I didn't have to do

this, it helps with scholarship

money, but I don't have to, it was

all about me. She's incredibly sup-

portive and has been a big part of

me continuing to play. I have

some friends whose parents were

pushy about practice and stuff.

Those kids just ended up quit-

ling."

This is only the beginning of

the Adair BIyler saga. Only a

sophomore. BIyler still has much
more time to improve her game.

She could one day be a member
of the UMass Hall of Fame. She

could be on the list of career lead-

ers in goals or assists. The ques-

tion, when her fours years of col-

legiate soccer is up and she has

graduated from UMass. what

does she want to be remembered

as?

"Someone who gave it my all

and gave it my best all the time."

BIyler said. "I want everyone to

remember mc as a friendly per-

son, an unselfish person. I don't

need to be in the record books. I

just want to make an impact and

be remembered for things other

than my skill as well. I don't need

to be the best."

The glory of winning and

graduating is enough for her. She

appreciates that like everything

else in her life.

BIyler and her teammates will

finish off the 2003 season this

weekend with a road trip to

Philadelphia. The Minutewomen
(4-10-1. 3-6-0 A- 10) square off

with Temple today at 2:30 p.m.

and then cap things off at St.

Joseph's on Sunday.
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There is nothing funny about

Halloween. This sarcastic festival

reflects, rather, an infernal

demand for revenue by children

on the adult world/^ §k 9k
-jean BaudrilLird
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Dining Commons Menu

LUNCH
• Chicken Quesadilla

• Lemon Pepper Fish

• Vegan Cutlets

(vegan)

DINNER
H.iltov\e(>n sptcial

• Whole Lobster

• Steak

• Ratatouille

(vegan)

Daily Weather Forecast

• High: 67

• Low: 48

SATLJRDAY
• High: 69

• Low: 40

SUNDAY
• High: 66
• Low: 4<)
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PRODUCTION STAFF
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H O R o^r O P FS
Get it done quickly.

pisceS • Feb. 19-MAft. 20

You finally got it right.

aries • mar. 21-apr. i9 m
Careful ot overgrown trick or treaters.

They are looking for more than candy.

<——— iiin rn 1—

—

Go to a thrift store.

gftintni Ji AtUT 21 -tuN. 2

1

Hire a personal assistant to keep you

neat.

cancer • iuM.22-iuL 22

That one you doubted is going to hit a

home run.

leO • lUL.. 2J-AUG. 23

That one you doubted is going to hit a

home run.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22 «HBnMMi
Forever is a long time.

libra • seft. 23-orT. 22

Stop making excuses and get it done

already.

COrpio • Ocj. 23-Nov. 21

Ck'dii your room, or clean a pet's cage.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dfc. 21

Work alone, you get more accomplished.

Capricorn • dec. 22-ian. 19

This is if! Don't blow your chance.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
TRAVEL

ETA SIGMA PHI

Classics book and

bake sale October

30-31^^ Thursday

and Friday 9ani-

3pin Present this ad

for 50^ off, Herter

Hail Lobby

1992 Honda

Prelude SI, Loaded,

$^900 587-0242

93 Pontiac

Bonneville SI")N

All Power Must Sell

$1500 B/O 253-

5537

1999 Explorer XLT

4x4 Excellent

Condition Sunroof

6cyl. Loadecl

$12,500 Call 546-

3477

1991 Toyota Camry

Wagon, AC/Powcr

11 7,000 miles, reli-

able. $2500 549-

4060

$500!!! Cars from

$500!!! Police

Impounds for list-

ings. 1-800-319-

3323 ext4554

Telephone Inter-

viewers NO SALES!

Conduct interviews

over the phone at

our Hadley location

Flexible Evening

and Weekend

Hours$7.50/hour

to start 20+ hours/

week PVTA acces-

sible For more info:

888-423-5381 FMI

Movie Extra.s/

Models Needed For

local Ca.sting Calls

No exp. or age

required EARN up

to $200 a day 1
-

888-820-0167

Bartender Positions

Make up to

S^OO/shift No expe-

rience required.

Creat College job

1-800-806-0084

ext. 1525

Visa/Mastercard

approval agents

carn$l,000/week

potential. No expe-

rience necessary.

Call 1-800-821-

3416 ext. 145

!Bartending!$ $250/

day potential No
experience ncsc train-

ing provided. 800-

965-6520 ext 162

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. Local

positions. 1-800-

293-3985 ext 516

Landscaping Serv-

ices: Part-time posi-

tions available for

fall clean-up and

snow work. Need to

be ambitious, hard-

working, own trans-

portation, and flexi-

ble hours Call Steve

at 413-665-3493

Internship

McJtivated students

seeking leadership

outside the box.

Gain experience in

all aspects of run-

ning a small busi-

ness. Average pay:

$9300.00 Call 508-

246-1230

University Bartend-

ing Clas,ses Start Scxin

1-8{X)-U-CAN-MIX

Call now for infor-

mation!!! Space is

Limited www.uni-

versitybartending.com

Lost: Wallet Near

Parking garage

10/14 If found

please call with

description 4 1
3-

237-1015

All Digital

Productions Pro

Videography for

Weddings, Bar

Mitzvahs,

Commercial (508)

221-8223 sweep-

picker@yahoo.com

Stuck on a tough

term paper?

ThePaperExperts.co

m can help! Expert

writers can help

with editing, writ-

ing, graduate .schcnil

applications. We'll

help with any sub-

ject- visit us 24/7 at

ThcPaperExperts.

com.

PREGNANCY
TESTING, HIV

Testing, Birth

Control, and

Emergency

Contraception.

Affordable and con-

fidential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst.

548-9992

SHEAR BLISS

DAY SPA SER-

VICES Body

Sugaring (waxing)

for men and women

*Safe*100%

Natural * Effective

253-2322

https://shearhliss.im

age4 1 1 com

Pregnant? Need

help? Call Birth-

right of Amherst

area for free testing

and assistance. 549-

1906

Spring Break 2004.

Travel with STS,

America's »\ Stu-

dent Tour Operator

to Jamaica, Cancun,

Acapulco, Bahaina>

and Florida. Ninv

hiring campus reps.

Call for group dis-

counts. Informa-

tion/Reservations 1-

800-648-4849 or

Www.'>t>.travel.com

For more informa-

tion contact STA
Travel at 41 3-2 56-

1261

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of

Destinations, inclu-

ding Cruises! Foam

Parties, Free Drinks

and C.\uh Admiss-

ions. Rep Positions

and FREE trips

Available. 1-800-

2 3 1 -4386 www.Epi -

cureanTours.com

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2004's

Hottest Prices Book

ni>w .. Free Trips,

Meals (Si Parties

www.Nunsplash-

LuUIAxiJlim ^'r ^^'^'

426-7710

HArPY

Tt r Pah \-
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Truth about Adair
Hard-working

Blyler ascends

scoring charts
By Todd Rkter
Ci)LLl:CaAN StAHF

AMELIA r UN(-X>LNA I ILLK .IA^

After a freshman year that didn't raise any eyebrows, Adair BIyler's blue-collar work ethic has paid off big dividends this year. The sophomore from Lexington

has been running away from opponents all sea.son, and is the Minutewomen's leading scorer with six goals and three assists, good for 1 5 points.

Not every scorer has to be a superstar.

Adair Blyler does not have the flashy game you

find in a bona fide scoring machine. She works

hard for everything she gets. That's just the kind of

person she is, appreciative of what she has and

dedicated to kc-eping it.

Every team needs a player who gives 1 00 percent

and encourages everyone around her to give just as

much. At the beginning of the season, the sopho-

more sensation was small and needed to get

stronger, so she absorbed herself in the team's

strength and conditioning program, to have more

of an impact.

"I think I'm an average player," Blyler humbly

explains. "I think hard work is a very important

part of [my game), but I won't characterize myself

as a workhorse. I'm not a selfish player and don't

do the flashy things, just small touches, pass-offs,

flick-ons. combinations, just technical stuff."

UMass coach |im Rudy got his first look at Blyler

when she came with Lexington High School,

where she was four-year letterman, to play against

Amherst High. BIyler's high school coach was also

a counselor at Rudy's UMass Advanced Girl's

Soccer Camp. She was given an invitation to

attend Rudy's camp, and took home the MVP
award. Rudy was impressed with her potential, but

her personality was impossible to escape.

"She's humble, loyal, respectful, mature, and

prompt." Rudy says. "These are all things you

would want someone to tell a future employer

about you, especially in today's society where those

things aren't viewed as important. I think this will

benefit her well down the road."

It's difficult to find a time when Blyler isn't smil-

ing, at least off the field. She hasn't just touched

the heart of her coach, either — her teammates

consider her a quality person and an important

part to their success on the field.

"She such a sweetheart and so fun be around,

that's why we hang out with her," say freshman

Stephanie Barrett and sophomore Amy Maffucci,

two of BIyler's best friends on the team. "We need

her leadership up top, because she is the future of

our scoring. Not to mention, she is already one of

our leaders and a really hard worker, which the

younger kids will look up to her for."

When Blyler entered her freshman season, the

young UMass team was looking towards a bright

Continued on page 6
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Sport

Men's Soccer
Women's Soccer

Hockey

Sport

Football

Cross Country

Field Hockey
Swimming
Hockey

Sport

Men's Soccer
Women's Soccer

Friday, Oct. 31

Opp./Event

vs. Temple
at Temple

vs. Providence

Saturday, Nov. 1

Opp./Event

vs. Northeastern

atA-10s
vs. Rhode Island

at Brown Invite

at Providence

Sunday, Nov. 2

Opp./Event

vs. St. Joseph's
at St. Joseph's

Time

2:30 p.m.

2:30 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Time

12:30 p.m.

10:00 a.m.

12:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Crunch time
Crucial home
set starts today

By Becky Horowitz
CxjLi-EGiAN Staff

Time

1:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

The Massachusetts men's soccer team has some-

thing to prove as a trip to the Atlantic 10 tourna-

ment is completely dependent on this weekend's

outcome.

The top six teams in the conference earn trips to

the tournament and UMass is currently tied for fifth

with one of its two weekend guests.

The Miniitemen (10-5-1, 4-5-1 Atlantic 10), will

have their hands full as conference leader Temple

(10-3-2, 6-1-1 A-IO) and St. Joseph's (7-8-1, 4-3-1

A- 10), travel to Rudd Field. The Hawks are even

with the Maroon and White for the No. 5 spot in the

conference standings.

UMass heads into today's game a little more con-

fident as its win on Oct. 26 gave it a much-needed

boost.

"The comeback win against St. Bonavenlure def-

initely gives us some momentum." Massachusetts

coach Sam Koch said. "With a minute to go we were

in a bad, bad situation ... that was a much, much
needed win. and now we're looking at Friday's game

as the biggest game of the season no question."

The Owls, returning nine starters, are having a

standout season. Their first A- 10 loss came against

Richmond — unbeaten in conference play — on

Oct. 24.

With a tight-knit defense and some outstanding

forwards, Temple is a huge threat to the

Minutemen's season.

"They are very organized, they are better organ-

ized than they were last year, " Koch said. "They

don't give up much, I mean they haven't given up

hardly any goals, and so defensively they're very

.solid. They're more defensive oriented this year than

they were last year.

"Offensively I don't think they are that much bet-

ter except that they're not giving up goals so they're

in every game. They're a good counter attack team

and they were able to surprise people, and now that

they are 6-1-1 and 10-3 overall they're not surpris-

ing anybody People are a little bit more prepared

and 1 think that'll be the difference. And in our sit-

uation we have to come ready to play . . there's no

question they're a good team.

"We just need to be patient."

Although Koch has never committed to one goal-

keeper, due to an injury freshman Nick Billman has

spent the second half of the season on the bench.

Senior Colin Bums has been playing since he went

down.

"Right now Billman is training well, but is he

ready? I don't think he's ready," Koch said, "he's still

feeling some of the effects of the injury so I'm pret-

ty confident that Colin will be in goal."

Although St, joe's is under .500 overall, for Koch

their A- 10 record is something to be concerned

with.

"Their overall record doesn't matter. It's their

record in the conference that matters, and they're

even with us. The tough thing is, their overall record

isn't as good, so are they as good?

"What you'll find is their two front runners are as

Continued on page 6
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Senior Ptah Myern and the Minutemen
Temple and St. Joseph's this weekend.
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A brand new Southwest?
Gargano proposes new changes

for UMass student community
By Ferron Salniker

CoLLElilAN SlAH-

Michael Gargano, vice chancellor of

student affairs, is considering major

changes for student life at the University of

Massachusetts, with many specific to the

Southwest Residential Area.

While spearheading a major evaluation

of student life on campus, Gargano is

requesting student input on a number of

changes that will dramatically effect

Southwest. Some of these include convert-

ing a number of double rooms to singles,

increasing the number living and learning

communities in the area and changing the

name of the residential area. He said the

point of the possible changes is to improve

student life.

"When you're new at a university and

going into what is it my fourth month with

a fresh set of eyes, there's a tendency to

look at it with a fresh perspective," said

Gargano. "One of the things that we want

to do in Student Life is to look at all of our

student life."

Gargano has composed a plan made up

of three main components. The first two

components focus on communications and

customer service between the administra-

tion and the student body.

"The first component is to have the abil-

ity to communicate with students in a very

consistent and timely way" said Gargano.

"The second component actually gets into

student customer service — how do we

make our services available to students and

how do we become a friendly and hos-

pitable community?"

Gargano said the third component,

which coincides with the proposed

changes to Southwest, is the constant

reevaluation of student life and the student

body's needs. Southwest is a major locus of

reform in response to disturbances that

took place during the end of the Major

League E^seball season.

"All of these kinds of conversations got

heightened as they relate to the riots that

occurred, because then that forced every-

one to say, okay, what is really going on in

Southwest? " said Gargano. "What pre.sent-

ed itself with Southwest was an opportuni-

ty to say, okay kcvping with the theme of

students first, are we meeting the needs of

students that live in Southwest? And,

where we are not, let's take a good hard

look at it."

Gargano is looking closely at the roots

of student life, and has begun to visit

dorms on campus, searching for sugges-

tions on how to dissemble the tradition of

riots on campus, specifically in Southwest.

"We have a hand-me-down kind of tra-

dition, which is not the kind of behavior

that we want on a college campus." he said.

"Even how we perhaps describe Southwest

in our brochures, we might decide to

change the language of it becau.se that will

help start lo change the perception and the

type of living and learning environment

that students can expect when they're in

Southwest."

When posing the question of why there

is a core group of students in Southwest

acting out. Gargano said the general

response has pointed to overcrowding in

the residential halls.

"We are looking into converting some

of the doubles into singles so that we can

then reduce some of that crowdedness that

creates anxiety." said Gargano.

However, with the recent difficulty of

housing UMass students. Gargano is aware

that reducing the number of rctuming stu-

dents to Southwest would require exten-

sive planning.

"We are managing in a much different

way (with I enrollment. Strategically we

have a better sense of how we will be grow-

ing the university and what the size of the

freshman class will be lor 2004.
" he said.

"But if we decide to move forward from

triples into doubles and doubles into sin-

gles, it will just a-quia- us to manage the

incoming class ver\. very caivlullv and we
will not be able to take in more students

than we can feasibly house."

Gargano also proposed hiring more res-

ident assistants and resident directors, and

establishing a bus loute from Southwest to

University Health Sei%ices.

"When we are rethinking Southwest,

one of the things that we should think

about i> putting in a satellite Health

Services." Gargano said.

Another proposed change is an increase

of living and learning communilie^.

Gargano ^uid thea- is a possibilitv of hav-

ing lloor> dedicated to piomoting UMass

school spirit and to student voting. He also

said he would like to give students the

opportunitN to design ihcir own living and

learning communitic-.

The [Xissible change of the name of the

residential area stems from Gargano's

efforts to create a different Southwest cul-

ture.

"Tlie t.)ther thing thai shtiuld get fac-

tored in is w hethcr we should have a name

change, and in that. I would look for stu-

dent input." he said. "What I'm trying to

get addressed is how we change the current

culture and perception of what Southwest

is all aK)Ut and if we were to do it ditfer-

entlv with siudeni input, because I think

it's iinixjrtanl that vou have student input

whenever you think of student changes,

what is that we would design?"

Gargano has also expandcxl this mis-

sion, examining what changes need to

occur to campus life in general.

"basically what we are trying to do here

is take a step back, rethink ewiything we

do, .say okay, we are not tied to doing any-

thing the exact same way," he siiid.

Gargano has projxised .several initia-

tives to create a stronger connection to the

university and a greater sense ot communi-

ty within the student bcxiy.

"As the new |x.'rson here. I stv a lot ol

isolation on campus, and isolation dt-vsn't

help anybody It diK-sn'i support student

life, it really doesn't promote engagemeni.

diversity, niulticulturaiisin or cuniniunica-

tion skills." he said. "Students have had a

very difficult time defining undergraduate

lilc on campu>. what I want lo di> with the

Universitv is get to a point in our earlv

recmiting of students, thai we can clcarlv

define what undergraduate life is heie."

Keeping that in mind. Gargano has pro-

posed to create more studeni events and

programs. "Ilie one thing tiuit students

have said to me regardless of where I've

been is thai the> all want increased R.XP

programs, the) all want increased living

and learning communities and thev all

want TAP programs." he said. "Tliev all

want programs that relate to their paiiicu-

lar schools, ihats Iven like a common
thing, which is very tiicou raging."

Some of the pioposcd program ideas

include a midnight breakfast seiAed bv

administrators during finals, a campus-

wide communitv sen ice program and

more conceils and conuxlic acts on cam-

pus.

"With the assistance nl tlic new lights

(in Southwest), we could have late night

concerts." he said. "So now we've taken

what was a negative of siudents gaihcnnp

in the evening and we acluallv do late night

concerts that can Iv done eaHv fall m laic

fall and in the spring."

Gargano will continue to visit dornis on

campus in an effor; to answer student

questions and gather more input,

"We create these barriers that ilon'i

have to exist," he said. "Tlic truth is, il vim

really want lo get vour pulse and find out

what's reallv going on. what is working

what is not working, the only wa\ to ilo it

is with the students."

Area grocery stores pitch in to fight hunger
By Mike Trams

C^OLLEf.lAN C>>RR£SR)NI)hNT

A number of grocery stores in the

Berkshire Valley and throughout western

Massachusetts arc teaming up with The

Food Bank and other local organizations

to raise money to help combat local

hunger.

Customers can choose to donate $1,

$3, or $5 at local grocery stores when they

check out at the register. The money is

then automatically distributed to The

Food Bank and other local programs. For

every $ I donated to Tlie Food Bank. $9 of

food is given to someone in need.

"i think the food bank's efforts to light

hunger should be supported by the com-

munity for their positive actions," said

Katie Quinn, a 21 -year-old senior

Local programs, such as Check Out

Hunger, allow independent grocers and

food co-ops throughout western

Massachusetts to contribute to The Food

Bank, giving their customers the opportu-

nity to add a small donation to their pur-

chase at checkout. Atkin's Farm County

Market of Amherst, along with many

other independeni markets all over west-

ern Mas.sachusetts, will be participating in

the program.

Throughout November. Stop & Shop

customers can contribute to Food For

Friends, a program that will benefit The

Food Bank and a number of local pantries

and programs. Big \ customers can sup-

port The Food Bank through a similar pro-

gram called Food F or All. All funds raised

through these programs stay in western

Mas.sachu.seiis to fight hunger

"It's definitely importanl to help people

become self-sufiicieni. and it's great that

these programs make it easier lor people

to make ends meet," said |oe Gikis. a 14-

year-old freshman.

The Food Bank of Western

Massachusetts distributes more than six

million pounds of fiKxJ annually to a net-

work of 420 local soup kitchens. ti.)od

pantries, shelters and other serial service

agencies in the four counties of western

Massachusetts.

It also administers a variety of commu-

nity service programs, advocates for those

in need and is one of more than 21X) certi-

fied food banks that are affiliated with

America's Second Fiarvest. a national net-

work of food banks and food rescue pro-

grams. More than 100,000 people were

served by Food Bank agencies last

year Forty-lhrec pcrcenl of the people

were children and nine percent were sen-

ior citizens.

"Tliere's ti.H> many kids in this country

that go to bed hungry. I'm glad lov.al stores

are aiding in the cause," said Dan Murphy,

an 1 8-year-oid freshman.

More information ahoiil Tlw lood

Rank and other local programs to fight

hunger is available by ealliitg •//> 247-

y75iS' or by logging on at WM'n.food-

hankwina.org.
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$1800 of marijuana and cash

seized from student's apartment
Police arrested a

University of Mass-

achusetts student Friday

following a month-long

investigation into the sale

of marijuana coming from

his Amherst apartment.

Kurt R. I ortin. 21 . of

14 Lenox St. in Filchburg,

Mass., was arrested and

charged with possession of

a Class D substance with

intent to distribute. Police

seized $1800 in cash and

marijuana packaged for

individual sale from his

second floor apartment ai

159 Montague Rd.

The marijuana seized

was valued at an additional

.$1800. according to

Amherst Police

Department sources.

Members of API^ and

troopers from the

Massachusetts State Police

working with the

Northwest District

Attorney's Office all par-

ticipated in the search,

which took place at 7 a.m.

F'ortin was arraigned

Friday in Waa- District Court,

according to an APD release.

APD did not return several

calls on I'riday and could not

be ivached for comment.

- Dan l.amothe

iRvir n iiM.. > Kiiii.i \s

The Headless Horseman rides again

Animal Science senior Ashlcv Soura rides her horse Xena as The Headless

Horseman for Halloween. Sou:a handed out candv to the ({eneral public last

Fridav iirounJ the Campus Center and the Student I'nion.
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15 U.S. soldiers dead, 21 wounded in U.S. helicopter crash

By TiNi Tran
AsStK'IATEl) I'ltEiiS
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FALLUIAH. Iraq (AP) —
Insurgents shot down a Chinook

helicopter with dozens of

American troops on board yester-

day, killing 15 and wounding 21

in the dtadliest strike against U.S.

forces since the war began — a

sign of the increasing sophistka-

tion of Iraq's elusive anti-U.S.

fighters.

The giant helicopter was ferry-

ing the soldiers on their way for

leave outside Iraq when, witness-

es told The Associated Press, two

missiles streaked into the sky,

lired from a date palm grove, and

slammed into the rear of the air-

craft. It cra.shed in (lames in farm-

ers' lields west of Eiaghdad.

It was the deadliest day for

U.S. troops since March 23 — the

first week of the invasion that

ousted Saddam Hussein — and a

major escalation in the campaign

to drive the U.S.-led coalition out

of the country.

Three other Americans were

killed in separate attacks Sunday,

including one 1st Armored

Division soldier in Baghdad and

two U.S. civilians working for the

U.S. Amiy Corps of Engineers in

Fallujah. All three were victims of

roadside bombs, the military said.

"It's cleariy a tragic day for

America," Defense Secretary

Donald H. Rumsfeld said in

Washington. "In a long, hard war.

we're going to have tragic days.

But they're necessary. They're

part of a war that's difficult and

complicated."

Like past attacks on U.S.

forces and a string of suicide

bombings that killed dozens in

Baghdad the past week. U.S.

coalition officials blamed either

Saddam loyalists or foreign light-

ers for the strike outside Fallujah.

a center of Sunni Muslim resist-

ance to the U.S. occupation.

L. Paul Bremer, the head of the

occupation in Iraq, repeated

demands that Syria and Iran pre-

vent fighters from crassing their

borders into Iraq. "They could do

a much better job of helping us

seal that bordei and keeping ter-

rorist out of Iraq," he told CNN.
The "enemies of freedom" in

Iraq "are using more sophisticat-

ed techniques to attack our

forces," he said.

U.S. officials have been warn-

ing of the danger of shoulder-fired

missiles, thousands of which are

now scattered from Saddam's

arsenals, and such missiles are

believed to have downed two U.S.

copters since May 1. Those two

crashes — of smaller helicopters

— left only one American wound-

ed.

The loaded-down Chinook

was a dramatic new target. The

insurgents have been steadily

advancing in their weaponry, first

using homemade roadside

bombs. then rocket-fired

grenades in ambushes on

American patrols, and vehicles

stuffed with explosives and deto-

nated by suicide attackers.

In the fields south of Fallujah,

some villagers proudly showed ofT

blackened pitxes of the Chinook's

wreckage to arriving reporters.

Though a few villagers tried to

help, many celebrated word of the

helicopter downing, as well as a

fresh attack on U.S. soldiers in

Fallujah itself. Two American

civilians working under contract

for the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers were killed and one

was injured in the explosion of a

roadside bomb, the military said.

.V
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U.S. soldiers search through the rubble after a U.S. Chinook helicopter crashed west of Baghdad,

near Fallujah yesterday, killing I J soldiers and wounding more than 20 others.

"This was a new lesson from

the resistance, a lesson to the

greedy aggressors," one Fallujah

resident, who wouldn't give his

name, said of the helicopter

dowTiing. "They'll never be safe

until they get out of our country,"

he said of the Americans.

The downed copter was one of

two Chinooks flying out in forma-

tion from an air base in

Habbaniyah, about 10 miles from

the crash site, carrying troops to

Baghdad on route for rest and

recreation — R&R.
The missiles seemed to have

bt>en fired from a palm grove

about 500 yards away. Thaer Ali.

21, said. At least one hit the

Chinook, which came down in a

field in the farming village of

Hasai. a few miles south of

Fallujah, wimesses said.

The missiles flashed toward

the helicopter from the rear, as

usual with heat-seeking ground-

fired missiles. The most common
model in the former Iraqi army

inventory was the Russian-made

SA-7, also known as Strelas.

Residents return to San Bernardino Mountains; firefighters sent home
By Ken Ritter
.AssiK lArKi) PkIiss

SAN BERNARDINO. Calif. (AP) — A second

wave of residents displaced by Southern

California's wildfires returned home yesterday as

a weekend of cooler, calmer weather helped fire-

fighters begin to get the upper hand.

As the threat began to diminish, authorities

also sent home some of the thousands of firefight-

ers who have been battling blazes scattered from

San Diego County to the suburbs of Los Angeles.

Some evacuees got the go-ahead Saturday to

check on their homes. Among them were loDee

Ewing and her husband, Steve, who found little

standing of their I920s-era house but the stone

chimney, the foundation and —for some inexpli-

cable reason — their rose bushes.

"I still have roses blooming." said Ewing. 40.

"But there's no toilets. They disintegrated."

The fire that started Oct. 25 just up the road

from the Ewings' place, in Upper Waterman

Canyon on the edge of the San Bernardino

National Forest, consumed 91.285 acres. In the

last week, that blaze and a half-dozen others

across Southern California have burned about

750.000 acres, destroyed nearly 3,400 homes and

killed 20 people.

In San Bernardino County, some firefighters

were beginnin^il head to home, said U.S. Fbrest

Service spokesman Bob Narus. although he could-

n't say exactly how many. In San Diego County,

firefighters were expected to begin leaving after

spending a few hours resting yesterday morning,

said California Department of Forestry spokes-

woman Barb Daskoski.

Though fog, lower temperatures and even

snow slowed the spreading flames, more than

12.000 firefighters were still on the lines early

yesterday. . • f J 1 .'
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Karaoke 8-11 ^
Monday Night Football- 10 cent

Wings
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UIESDAY Open Mic from 8-12
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5-College Dance
Sponsored by

SGA/Auxiliary Services

DJ-Aquarius
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L

Jazz Guys

LIVE MUSIC starts at 9:00PM.

OPEN MIC starts at 7:00PM. The Sign-Up sheet goes out

at 6:00PM. Bring your talent and your friends and your

instruments. We'll provide the stage and sound

equipment and 20 minutes for you to knock'em dead!

ALL MUSICAL STYLES are encouraged to participate!

"" "LWAYS, 18+ to party, 21+ to drink.

Do you have a favorite academic advisor?

Nominate tKem for tKe

OutBtanJing Academic Advisor

Award

The Nominating Committee for the 2003-2004

Outstanding Academic Advisor Award invites

all students, facuhy and staff to nominate aca-

demic advisors whose practices distinguish

them from other advisors. The characteristics

of an outstanding advisor include hut are not

limited to

:

• Building strong relationships with students

• Monitoring students' progress toward aca- I

demic and career goals

• Making appropriate referrals

• Knowing and understanding institutional reg-

ulations, policies and procedures

[Nominations of faculty and staff who advise

undergraduate students should he submitted

to:

Outstanding Academic Advisor Award Committee

Office of the Provost

1,362 Whitmore Building

Nominations (in writing, hy phone, or hy e-mail

to getindeg>provost.umass.edu) should be

received hy Friday 11/14/03. For further infor-

mation, call the Provost's Office at 545-2554.
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Student input needed

to rethink Southwest
In the aftermath of the recent Southwest

area riot and disturbances, murmurs within

the administration and faculty communities

on campus have begun to reach an audible

level. They are talking amongst themselves

about us. The administration and faculty

speculate to one another what is causing the

destructive energy on our campus, an energy

that has repeatedly risen to violence in the

Southwest living area.

And, while many of us also wonder what

causes our peers to engage in such a tradition

of destruction, we generally dismiss the

recent riots as the work of idiots, morons,

troglodytes and drunken buffoons. As stu-

dents we blow off the actions of our peers as

little more than college stupidity. Few of us

wonder, and fewer discuss, what the

University could possibly do to halt or hinder

these events. However, this is exactly what

the administration is doing. While we wait to

create, read, or write the next headline con-

cerning the next good old Zoomass wild

night, the administration is talking specifics.

They are talking change, and rethinking

Southwest.

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Mike

Gargano, new to campus, is talking aboiit

changing the way life is in Southwest. He is

talking about changing the structure of living

areas; of how many students per RA, how

many students in Southwest, of what pro-

grams to involve in Southwest, even changing

the area's name, and how to better manage

incoming classes of freshman. He is talking to

administration and students about how to

harness and reverse the damaging potential

swelling from those towers.

While these conversations may have been

brewing before this semester, they are now

fully on the table for University administra-

tors to discuss.

These discussions should remind some of

the discussions following the tragic events in

Butterfield Hall in the Central area in 2000.

After years of dangerous antics by students

within the dorm and one student's life lost, it

forced the University to completely overhaul

the residence. Residents of ButteiTield were

placed apart from one another across campus

living areas, and the dorm was reinvented as

the only all freshman all honors dormitory on

campus. Students had no say in how the dor-

mitory was changed, or what to do. Due to

the dramatic events, the University acted

quickly, and in loco parentis, to fix the situa-

tion as best they could.

The situation with Southwest is different

in this way — the administration is not yet in

code-red mode. They want change, and will

more than likely demand it, but Gargano and

other officials want to move towards change

only after discussing the campus' options first

with students.

*I will continue to ask students, 'what do

you think, how can we make it better?' And

generally students, because they're in the

trenches, come up with the best suggestions

of how to make it better," said Gargano.

The administration must know that due to

the sheer numbers and size of the area, as

well as the chronicle of trouble that rein-

forces the reputation of Southwest, no change

may be impressed without the student popu-

lation's concurrence. Any attempt to do so

would blow up in the administration's face.

Since Gargano is calling for student discus-

sion and input, let's give it to him. Students

must be involved in the rethinking of

Southwest. For all students, that means taking

an active role in the discussion and providing

feedback on proposed ideas. It's the only way

an overhaul of Southwest will work.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

Commercialization ol Mother Theresa

Petty news in Vermont

Adrienne

Bossi

Vermont sure

is a crazy

place. Those
hippies really

have nothing

else to do with

their time.

The Vermont
Endangered
Species Act

^^^_^^_^^ protects rat-^^^'^^~^~'
tlesnakes.

Most people don't know that rat-

tlesnakes can even be found in

Vermont. 1 guess that's why

they're working to protect

against their endangerment.

Recently, a man picked up a

dead rattler he found on the

roadside and brought it home.

He claims he did this simply out

of curiosity He had been storing

the snake in his freezer for a few

weeks. Now he is in court and

faces penalties that could run

him $600 and cost him his fish-

ing and hunting privileges

statewide for up to three years.

Apparently it doesn't matter that

the snake was already dead. The

Endangered Species Act covers

the rights of all snakes, dead and

alive. Odd.
That's not the end of the

obscurities of this tale. Why, may

I ask. did this man keep the

snake in his freezer? Okay, he

was curious. Perhaps that's feasi-

ble. But since when did you keep

things you were curious about in

your freezer? And what can you

do with a dead snake-cicle for

three weeks?
Furthermore, how did the

authorities find the dead rat-

tlesnake? Are there routine freez-

er searches in Vermont?

Seriously, I am baffled at how the

authorities discovered this man's

violation.

News stories like these are

amusing. Yes, this made it into

the news. I am abroad in

Australia right now, and 1 regu-

larly check out boston.com to

keep up-to-date with the happen-

ings in New England and the

U.S. And this story made the

news.

It makes me contemplate the

multitude of better things we as a

nation and even simply the

authorities could be doing with

their time.

The same day this report

appeared online, there were

much more pressing things hap-

pening to which the authorities

should have been devoting more

attention. It is nice to have a lit-

tle color in our news. Yet, it's

depressing to think that police

are busy searching freezers for

It's depressing to

think ttiat polkx are

busy searching

freezers for dead

rattlesnaices ...

whiie much more

important things

couid be talcing

place.

dead rattlesnakes and the courts

are making drama over a harm-

less infringement of an endan-

gered species nobody even knew

was endangered in Vermont

while much more important

things could be taking place.

That's right, they could be

taking place. I was hoping 1

could make this point by citing

something pressing and serious

happening in Vermont that

would require the courts and

police attention. However, I was

unable to find absolutely any-

thing important happening in the

state. No murders. No giant traf-

fic accidents. No crime. Nothing.

Allison

[dies

When it

comes to reli-

gion, society

has had tenden-

cies to idolize

certain people

and make them

central figures

upon which to

base its faith.

The most
^~^^~~^~^ famous was

lesus Christ in Catholicism.

However, there recently has

been another religious figure added

to the list: Mother Theresa. Two
weeks ago, the city of Rome joined

together in the beautification of

Mother Theresa. Accompanying

the festivities was the capitalization

of modem society with trinkets

being sold such as fiberglass stat-

ues of the devout nun. Along with

the musical of Mother Theresa and

the made-for-TV movie about her

life, there is too much commercial-

ism in respect to such an event.

Mother Theresa was about helping

the poverty-inflicted, not trying to

capitalize on them. Society should

honor those respects and view the

entire picture, not how far their

buck will take them.

Mother Theresa, whose full

name was Agnes Gonxha
Bojaxhiu, was bom in Skopje, now

in Macedonia, in 1910, and died in

1997. She devoted her life to her

faith and helping those who were

stricken with famine, disease, and

etemal hardships in the wastelands

of Calcutta.

When she died, the world

developed a new appreciation for

her. specifically through the

Catholic Church. The Pope has

done everything he can to speed up

her beautification process and

become a blessed icon of her reli-

gion. Typically, a candidate must

wait five years after their death

However, thanks to the Pope, that

requirement was waived only two

years after her death.

For such an important process,

the esteem of the situation should

not be tainted by modem-day com-

mercialism. During Mother

Theresa's beautification celebra-

tion, merchants were selling every-

thing that had to do wnth the late

nun, including Mother Theresa

memorabilia, such as ro.saries start-

ing at $1.10 and cmcifixes for

$3.50. This is a disgusting concept

that shows how far people are will-

ing to go and what they're willing

to exploit for a profit.

In addition to selling trinkets,

the media has also decided to capi-

talize on the event through a made-

for-TV movie and a musical. The

movie, which aired on Italian tele-

vision, chronicled the life of

In addition to sell-

ing trinkets, the

media has also

decided to capital-

ize on the event

through a made-

for-TV movie and a

musical.

Mother Theresa and starred Olivia

Hussey in the title role. Hussey is

most famously regarded for her

role as luliet in Franco Zeffirelli's

"Romeo and Juliet" in 1968. She

later went on to star as the Virgin

Mary in Zeffirelli's "jesus of

Nazareth" in 1977.

The musical, however, will be

presenting Mother Theresa in a

slightly different light, lust imagine

an 87 year-old woman down on

her knees on an empty stage

hooked up to a microphone belting

out a .song about faith and mira-

cles. Mother Theresa never tried to

commeaialize her efforts to help in

any way other than verbally

spreading the word. To have her

exploited in a musical blinds peo-

ple from seeing what she was real-

ly about and forces them to focus

on her and not on what she was

tr>'ing to accomplish.

Since Mother Theresa's beau-

tification, all of her old items and

belongings have become religious

relics. There are many different

levels of relics according to

church law. A first-class relic is

something like a body part or

blood of a person that has been

blessed. A second-class relic is

something that was owned by the

blessed person, like physical pos-

sessions. A third-class relic is

something that houses a first-class

relic, such as a tomb or grave.

The people of Rome are very

anxious to quickly elevate Mother

Theresa's status to one simulating

that of lesus Christ. Becau.se we
live in a world today that is so

heavily based on the worth of

objects, it is hard to take the beau-

tification process for what it is

originally worth. Oftentimes it

blinds people from seeing and

appreciating that which has been

lost. Already there are school chil-

dren in Rome that are so caught

up in the beautification process

that they carry with them a piece

of cloth said to have touched the

grave of Mother Theresa.

In this day and age. people

are often on the lookout for

something to believe in and have

faith in. When Mother Theresa

died, their faith was restored

and she was treated as a second

lesus Christ, by both the public

and by the Catholic Church. The

process of beautification is not

one that every good person goes

through in the years following

his or her death. Mother Theresa

was truly a special and unique

human being and is no doubt

worthy and deserving of saint-

hood. However, the people of

Rome should lone down the

admiration being elicited toward

her beautification process and

realize that it is a leligious

occurrence that comes once in a

lifetime and is one that should

not be exploited through mer-

chandise and cheap media pro-

ductions.

Allison Edles is a Collegian

columnist.

Really, here is what is happening

in Vermont as 1 write this: A river

is getting really full, someone

complains, more about the river

... So, the way 1 wanted make my
point kind of got defeated, but

you get what I'm saying.

OK, bear with me here. A
male from Kentucky was hitch-

hiking to Canada in 1984 when

he was murdered. Eighteen years

have passed without any remains

being found. Yet, just now, the

Vermont police decide that

human remains they found in

1985 could just be the remains of

the lost hitchhiker. After getting

the bright idea that these remains

may be those of the traveler, the

officials took another few

months to perform an official

DNA test that irrefutably proved

the remains were those of the

Kentuckian.

The officials sat around with

this unidentified body for 18

years. In that time, they never

considered performing a DNA
test. All the while, this man's

family suffers with the question

of where their loved one disap-

peared. Don't police stations

nationally share their missing

persons reports and descrip-

tions? An identifying tattoo

tipped the police off into further

investigating if this man could

be the lost hitchhiker. You know,

1 bet that tattoo had been sitting

on his body for 18 years. Why
did they just notice it now? I'll

tell you why They have been too

damn busy looking in freezers

for dead rattlesnakes and pursu-

ing other trivial and ridiculous

legal infringements.

The most ironic part of my
cynical rant? The rattlesnake

was confiscated from this man
to be stored in an evidence

freezer.

Adrienne Bossi is a Collegian

columnist on exchange in

Australia.

Globalization bad for Bolivia

lanlfelethen

There was and is a revolution in Bolivia. La Paz. the

capital, was completely blockaded by protesters.

Highways were made impassable. People fought the

police and militar\ in the strt^;ts with slingshots and

sticks of dynamite. One of the main demands was that

President Sanchez resign, which he finally

did just over a week ago when he escaped

to the U.S., fearing for his life. But the rea-

sons for the revolution extend far beyond ——

^

Bolivia's borders.

The main issue was Sanchez's plan to export

Bolivia's large reserve of natural gas through Chile (or

Peru) to the United States. This is just another chapter

in a long history of Bolivia having its natural resources

exported, along with most of the profits. This has hap-

pened with the silver, guano, mbber. and tin industries.

The recent upheaval in l.a Paz was a definitive "no" by

the people of Bolivia to the continuation of this pat-

tem.

In 1985. Bolivia was opened up for outside invest-

ment. Ultimately, it has lead to a 70 percent poverty

rate for the people of Bolivia because at that time, the

money from the tin industry began leaving the country.

Through the process of globalization, corporations

gain more and more control over services and

resources throughout the world. Industries are priva-

tized- where natural resource sales profits went to the

govemment to fund social programs, now goes to

companies, u.sually outside the country.

For example; the city of Cochabamba, Bolivia,

needed money to increase its water supplies. They got

a loan through the World Bank, on the condition that

the city's water system be privatized. The Bcchtel

Corporation, headquartered in San Franci.sco. got the

contract. Under Bechtel. the quality of water went

down, and the price went up 200 percent, and people

couldn't afford using their own water In the protests

that resulted, eight people were killed and fomier

President Sanchez was forced to cancel the contract.

The International Monetary Fund also gave loans

to Bolivia. These loans came with strings attached,

which were called Stmctural Adjustment Progiams.

Lenders like the Worid Bank and IMF give badly need-

ed loans, as long as countries agree to their economy

being restmctured to benefit foreign interests. In addi-

tion to helping to increase taxes lor the lower and mid-

dle classes of Bolivia to pay off the loan, the IMF has

been pushing for this new pipeline and exportation ot

I

gas reserves.

These SAP's, which are ways for big corporations

to hold loans against poorer nations and then take

advantage of that nation's people and resources, will

be more fomially locked in place if the Free Trade Area

of the .Americas is allowed to operate, lust as NAFTA
allowed prosperous companies to exploit the workers

of Mexico through sweat.shops. FTAA vkill

make it easier for rich countries and compa-

nies to take advantage of poorer ones in

Central and South .Vmerica. If the people of

Bolivia hadn't risen up and fought. Bolivia's natural gas

supply would have left the country, along with much of

the profits. The FTAA will make it even harder for ptx>-

ple to fight for their rights.

We in the "developed" world get the benefits of

corporate globalization; we get cheap gas. cheap cloth-

ing, access to tin reserves and the logging of forests.

We dump our hazardous waste just over the border

FTAA will make it easier for

rich countries and companies

to take advantage of poorer

ones in Central and South

America.

with Mexico. We also lose out; jobs leave the country:

people around the globe resent us when they figuie out

what is going on. Ultimately, our own environment is

more at risk for destruction, our labor open lor

exploitation, and our govemment undennined by

corpoiatc interests. The real winners are the corpo-

rations vs ho design ali these programs. Everyone else

loses, especially the Bolivias of the worid.

We need to recognize the connections between

our lifestyles and the struggle of the people in

Bolivia, and many other places. We need to oppose

the system of corporate globalization, as made con-

crete in the World ttixnk. the IMF. and the ITAA. that

is increasing the inequality in the world. The ITAA

is meeting Nov. 17 through Nov. 21 in Miami. We
must not allow them to continue controlling our

lives for their own profit. If not for Bolivia, then for

ourselves.

Information for this editorial u-us taken from

iri4'ir. zmag.org/lam/holiviawatch.htm ami www:

glohalexchunge.org

Ian Trefetlwn is a UMass student.

Letter to the Editor
To the Editor:

1 would like to clarify some of

the errors that Sara Hakim men-

tioned in her editorial "Abortion: the

last resort."

According to HakIm, 46 million

abortions are performed in the

United States every year, a severe

exaggeration of the truth that men-

tioned no source. According to The

Alan Guttmacher Institute, there

were just over one million abortions

performed in 2001. In fact, the

number of abortions performed has

decreased in the past 10 years.

Hakim believes that making

abortion illegal would result in the

decrease of abortions performed. I

would have to disagree. According

to Rachel Benson Gold's study on

abortion and women's health, the

1973 nationwide legalization of

abortion resulted in the decrease of

abortions performed after the first

trimester. Many advocates of legal

abortion attribute this decrease to

the Increase in access and knowl-

edge about safe, legal abortion

services.

Hakim thinks that abortions are

too readily available. In reality, 33

states have laws in effect that man-

date the involvement of at least one

parent in the abortion decision.

Teenagers who cannot tell their

parents (for example, Incest vic-

tims) must either travel out of state

or obtain approval from a judge to

obtain an abortion. The result is a

delay that can increase both the

cost of the abortion and the health

risk to the teenager since an earlier

abortion Is a safer one.

She also says that she would

never put herself in a position that

she would need to decide whether

or not an abortion is a suitable

option for her. This statement

assumes that everyone seeking an

abortion willingly puts himself or

herself into that position. What

about women who are raped?

I believe that a woman should

have the right to choose to have an

abortion. This right should not

depend on the personal beliefs of

anyone but herself Instead of talk-

ing about misconceptions that

abortion is viewed as a form of

birth control, that people who get

pregnant have willingly put them-

selves into that position, and that

abortions are readily available, how

about we talk about access? Equal

access and informative education

Is what will benefit women and our

society as a whole.

Various studies show that over a

five-year period ending In 2002,

approximately $500 million in fed-

eral and state funds will have been

spent on abstinence-only educa-

tion. Fewer than half of public

schools in the U.S. now offer infor-

mation on how to obtain birth con-

trol, and only a third Include discus-

sion of abortion and sexual orienta-

tion in their curricula. Meanwhile,

students in comprehensive sexuali-

ty education classes do not engage

in sexual activity more often or at

an earlier age, but do use contra-

ception and practice safer sex more

consistently when they become

sexually active.

Other ineffective government

programs include an unconstitu-

tional ban on Partial Birth Abortion,

a procedure that Is not recognized

by the medical community and will

not benefit anyone but those who

use it for political gain.

In the words of Planned

Parenthood Federation ot America

president Gloria Feldt, "This dan-

gerous ban prevents women, in

consultation with their families and

trusted doctors, from making deci-

sions about their own health." For

more accurate Information on

women's health issues, check out

VOX'S sexlverslty column or

wwwplannedparenthood.org.

Sincerely,

Cara Bedick

UMass Senior
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Ok. I've suc-

cessfully pin-

pointed it. The

most annoying

thing about

guys — the

most annoying

thing that they

I r, .. (.an possibly do
Love Potion ,ha, win stitie

Oebofati GeiflBt J,"hat "^Sd
happen with you. a hot girl!

Evei>onc's got a guy. Come on.

yes you do. Not a boyfriend, not a

close gu\ friend, but a breed total-

ly unparalleled by either — a guy

you lust after

There may be moie than one.

Your relationship is definitely not

tangible in any way — it's just that

you think about him, even if your

friends think you're crazy, you still

think he's cute.

"tuu may have had a class last

semester with him (he saved you a

seat during the linal), you met

through someone, or on the mile-

long bathroom line at that sketchy

comer house near ffobart. Maybe

you're both from the same neigh-

borhood, or maybe you always had

a little something going on.

He's asked you for your screen

name, or your phone number, but

he hasn't used it. Even the magic

eight ball promises through that

shady purple juice: all signs point

to yes!' What is it saying yes to?

Who cares! It's a positive sign.

Something is going to happen!

You squeal into the cell "he's

sooooo sexy Oh my gosh, he invit-

ed me to Peking Garden! Did I tell

you that? Well, he didn't, like, say

that we were going to go together,

but he said, you should go!'"

While your friends at home,

your friends at school, your grand-

ma, and especially your mom arc

all avid listeners, this dude's eye

color becomes stale and you can

bet they're watching 'Bachelorette'

reruns on mute and/or chipping

away at nail polish listening to you.

So we have this guy who won't

take it to the next level. I'll bet

you're thinking. "OK. already!

What is the number one most

annoying thing about guys?"

The answer is these guys don't

take it to the next level — by this I

mean they don't call!

Ok guys, before continue I

have to admit something on your

behalf. It is a little creepy if you call

often and much — or too soon —
especially in the beginning, when

we're just getting to talking.

In all honestly, it's kind of sexy

to be mysterious ... It gets me
thinking, "hmm ... what is he up to

that's so important?'

But in terms of making some-

thing happen, also known as pick-

ing up the phone. I'd like you to

call me within five or seven days of

meeting me and/or saying that you

will. If you see me in class a few

times a week, ask me when I'll be

around my room or apartment.

Don't go more than 10 days

without talking to me— especially

if we don't have class together —
because if we then ran into each

other I would feel attracted to you

on the one hand but standoffish on

the other because on some level

you let me down. Whether I'd

admit that or if I even know that is

a different story.

And girls — please be careful

because guys are sometimes in the

dark about where you stand. Don't

waste time on fantasy relationships

Che smiled at me once') or expect

guys to be total mind readers.

They're not!

I'm talking about the kind of

guy — you know who I mean —
that asks for numbers and screen

names, knows where we live, and

still doesn't take it to that next

level. lielieve me— if I didn't want

you to call me, I would politely

make something up.

Most smart, attractive girls I

know want the kind of guy that not

only gets everything he needs to

succetxl, something tangible like a

phone number, but makes use of

these tools, by picking up the

phone and using it!

So. if you want to hang out

with me. be interested enough to

call me. Don't say you will, or

vaguely invite me places, or tell me
that I "should go" with a twinkle in

your eye. Everyone is familiar with

People Finder so don't say, I want-

ed to call you but 1 lost your num-

ber.' If you don't want to see me,

don't ask for my phone number. 1

can handle it and I have faith that

;ill the wonderful women here can

handle it. too.

Not all of us girls are looking

for boyfriends. We just want to

have fun. remember? So don't

think that we're going to think that

it's really fonnal and a huge deal

that this guy wants to hang out

with us.

lust call.

Deborah Geiger is a Collegian

columnist.

^Runaway Jury:' Controlling the hand of justice
By Kristin Erekson

CoLLttilAN ('oRRtSPONDENT

For all of those people who have yet

to experience the thrill of jury duty, the

movie "Runaway )ury" provides an

unrealistic, yet thoroughly entertaining,

account jam-packed with action, good

humor, bribery, and scandal.

"Runaway Jury" features an all-sur cast including

John Cusack, pictured above, and Dustin Hoffman.

Dustin Hoffman, who wants to win the

case in the name of justice — so the

husbandless wife and her young

son can be one step closer to

healing the wounds caused by

this tragedy.

However, trouble stirs when
the gun corporation hires the

cunning jury consultant, Rankin

Fitch, brought to

life by actor

Gene Hackman,
to sway the ver-

dict in favor of

guns. But to the

surprise of both

Rohr and Fitch,

they are not

alone. A mem-
ber of the jury,

along with an '

accomplice, is also try-

ing to alter the verdict

of the adjudicators for

their own purposes.

Directed by Gary

Fleder, best known for

his work with the film

"Don't Say a Word,"

"Runaway lury" is an

intriguing, must-see

adaptation of |ohn

Grisham's 1997 novel

of the same title.

Though the film sticks

closely to Grisham's

blue print, there are

some alterations made.

The biggest change

made to the storyline is

the premise of the trial.

In Grisham's novel, a

from Biloxi,

film. It is almost exotic and wild to have

this story take place in New Orleans,

where thoughts of crime, par-

tying and Mardi Gras comes
to mind. The scenery feels

downright dirty, much like

what is going on behind the

scenes of this trial.

The audience also

gets a glimpse into the often

unseen side of the legal

process, the jury selection. It

is captivating to learn the

depths of how the jury is cho-

sen — there are profiles, can-

did photographs, and all sorts

of personal records on these

people. It seems as though a

jury of peers becomes a fine-

tuned verdict-pumping

machine at the hands of Fitch

and others.

The cast of "Runaway jury" func-

tions well together and each actor fits

'Runaway
Jury

'

Directed by

Gary Felder

Starring

JotmCusack

Gene Hackinan
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into his/her role perfectly. Most notable

is Gene Hackman's work in the film.

The veteran actor gives an outstanding

performance as an aggressive business-

man whose life revolves around always

winning. His character will do whatev-

er it takes in this trial to make sure he

comes out on top.

Overall, the principle goal of

"Runaway jury" is not to lecture the

audience about how guns can kill, but

instead it is a complex examination of

the ever-present battle between good

and evil. The story focuses on the

strategies used by Rohr and Fitch, and

how sometimes the most tactful, dis-

honest approaches are not the best way

to sway people's decisions.

"Runway |ury" is about winning a

trial, not about winning the issue of gun

control. The plot of the movie helps the

audience to keep Fitch's famous words

of advice in mind, "Trials are much too

important to be decided by juries."

CnURTESY ZAl* ROSENTHAL/IMBP (J">M

When a Louisiana businessman

(Dylan McDermott) is killed during a

shooting spree in his office, his wid-

owed wife decides to seek solace and

take revenge by suing the gun manufac-

turer who distributes the weapons used

in the shooting. She hires down-to-

earth lawyer, Wendell Rohr, played by seems

woman
Miss., sues a major tobacco company

for her husband's death from lung can-

cer. Yet the movie seems to work well

with the hot-button topic of gun control

due to the ambiance and cast.

A slight change of location works in

favor of the movie as well. The setting

to become a character in the

CXXIRTESY ZADE ROSENTHAUIMBOa->M

Gene Hackman gives a performance of a lifetime in "Runaway Jury," an adapta-

tion of the John Grisham novel.

Seekonk paint a musical picture i 'Scary Movie

with their debut, 'For Barbara Lee' 3' top draw
By Deborah Geiger

(^oLLEt.iAN Correspondent

Even the most famous acts these days are relying more

and more on cliches — drum machines or vocal enhance-

ments — to separate themselves from the pack. Seekonk.

the Portland. Maine-based indie-soul ensemble uses spe-

cial effects too, but not the kind that replace talent that

isn't there.

Their talent is apparent, all right, even if the most

high-tech element on "For Barbara Lee," Seekonk's

debut album due out Nov 18, is a I980's electron-

ic Casio toy keyboard.

"An SKI piano. Goodwill, $3. There are a few

... songs that feature crappy little keyboards, too."

said Patrick Corrigan. Corrigan sings and plays

both electric and acoustic guitars, the drums,

vibraphone, and keyboard. "I love them all."

It may seem like fate threw Seekonk, the north-

eastern quintet who have been compared to the likes of

Pink Floyd. Mazzy Star. Neil Young, and Low, together

precariously, but their delicately crafted, dreamlike sound

is anything but unbalanced.

Record label Kimchee, to which the band is signed,

describes Seekonk as "Players from Portland ... who like

to try different instruments on for size ... the band began

as a result of two guys getting dumped hard by their

sweethearts....songs happened."

The five members — Patrick Corrigan, Dave Noyes

(classical guitar, piano, vocals, keyboard, cello, trom-

bone), lason Ingalls (drums, xylophone, percussion),

Todd Hutchinson (electric/acoustic guitar, vocals, piano),

and Shana Barry (vocals therein, keyboard) — may seem

like a lot, but after listening to "For Barbara Lee," you'll

hear why. More instruments are used on this album than

in a junior high school marching band. Imagery and feel-

ing are intertwined between lyric and melody through the

myriad of sounds.

"We're happy that we were able to take heartache and

transform it the way that we did," Corrigan said. "Shana

I
Barry] came in to Seekonk and brought her own spirit

with her, which, I think, has a melancholy and warm qual-

ity to it. She wasn't just the singer. She understood what

we were saying and feeling. She has a beautiful sort of

soul."

"For Barbara Lee" is an eight-track disc, short enough

to keep the audience listening and long enough to show

listeners what Seekonk is made of.

Among the music that this quintet draws inspiration

from are bands such as Low and Yo La Tengo. They even

throw nods to Neil Young, old reggae, and Brazilian

beats.

The result is a richly textured collection of songs that

evoke a sort of visual plain. Some of the imagery someone

may visualize listening this album may involve a beach, a

forest, a lagoon, or maybe an ocean. "I was born in the

sky above. And 2000 feet below, people go, people move.

I was born in the sky above," imparts the lyrics from the

first song on the album, "Move."

"'Move,' that's my favorite song to play," Corrigan

said. "It starts off small and gets bigger and bigger until

you forget it's a song. When it ends, though, I always say.

'What a great (explicative) song that is.'"

Also appearing on "For Barbara Lee," the track "The

Delivery" is a whitewashed conglomeration of dreamlike

violin, rain, waves, and surf.

"'The Delivery' was recorded one day in my living

room ... I had no preconception of what it was going to

be before I actually began creating. I stuck a microphone

outside our window and ended up getting a field record-

ing of the first thunderstonn of the season in Portland."

Corrigan said

Seekonk

'ForBartjara

Lee'

XiiKliee Record]

work, "...that was purely chance. It became the base for

everything else that was layered on top."
|

What other musicians may perceive as a mistake, or

something that needs to be edited out, Seekonk seems to

embrace with a crazed delight. "At one point if you listen

closely, you can hear these three kids who live in our

neighborhood walking by and harassing each other ... lit-

tle rascals ... I'm pretty sure those same kids broke into

my car," Corrigan said. This idea of working with what is

there makes it possible for Seekonk to craft a seven-

minute song that has no words. It's about feel-

ing.

"We like keeping things interestmg for

both ourselves and whomever may be listen-

ing." said Corrigan. "|Our music is] for people

who like to chill out. but still feel like they are

getting a piece of the rock."

The album seems to encourage kicking

back and relaxing — it flows like chilled white

wine, pungent and bitter at first but refreshing and beau-

tiful looking back. "For Barbara Lee" may sound like one

big song, but in some ways this was purposeful.

"After we wrote all of the music, we wanted to craft an

album with what we had. Some records are a collection of

songs. Some are fully realized albums. There was a thread

that ran through everything already, so it was instinctual

for us to order everything the way we did." Seekonk said.

"Some of the blending was our way of pulling a listener

through the album. If you want to. you can get on this

ride. We'll take care of it from here."

"For Barbara Lee" is for anyone who is a thinker and a

dreamer. The record embraces all the good aspects of

being in a melancholy mood, or going through difficult

changes and creative effects they may bring. It's not all

peaches and cream for Seekonk but the listener need not

be afraid that the album will weigh on the conscience like

a cinderblock.

"We promise it won't bum you out!" Buy this album,

sit back, close your eyes, and get on the "ride;" Seekonk

will take care of it from here.

)ust who is Barbara Lee?

"I can't tell you who Barbara Lee is," Corrigan said.

"Sorry about that. Don't mean to sound mercurial or any-

thing."

By David Germain
AsSOt lATED rWsS
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Like so many other elements in the nature of their With their first album, Seekonk prove that less is

more.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Audiences were in a

laughing mood for Halloween as the horror spoof

"Scary Movie 3" took in $21.1 million to remain the

top film for a second straight weekend.

In its wide-release debut, Disney's animated tale

"Brother Bear" opened in second place with $18.5

million, according to studio estimates Sunday.

The haul for "Brother Bear" was only for Saturday

and Sunday. After the movie premiered in two the-

aters the previous weekend. Disney chose to expand

it into wide release on Saturday rather than the u.sual

Friday, which was Halloween, typically a slow night at

theaters.

"Halloween has grown and become such a family

experience that we chose not to compete with that on

Friday," said Disney head of distribution Chuck

Viane.

Studios overall reported a big slump in ticket sales

Friday because of Halloween, with only horror flicks

such as "The Texas Chainsaw Massacre" holding up

well that night.

"Halloween night has become like Christmas

Eve," said Tom Sherak, a parmer in Revolution

Studios, whose feel-good drama "Radio" was No. 4

with $10.2 million.

The top 1 2 movies took in $91 .9 million, down 9

percent from the same weekend last year

The quiet weekend was the calm before the storm

as theaters prepare for Wednesday's debut of "The

Matrix Revolutions," the final installment of the

Wachowski brothers' sci-fi saga.

The franchise's middle chapter, "The Matrix

Reloaded," had an opening weekend of $9 1 .8 million

last May, the best debut ever for an R-rated movie.

"Scary Movie 3" pushed its 10-day total to $78.6

million, surpassing the $71.3 million gross of "Scary

Movie 2" over its entire run. The original "Scary

Movie" topped out at $157 million.

Playing in 3,505 theaters, "Scary Movie 3" aver-

aged $6,020 from Friday to Sunday. For its two-day

weekend in wide-release, "Brother Bear" averaged

$6,1 19 in 3,030 theaters.

Meg Ryan's murder thriller "In the Cut." directed

by lane Campion, expanded to wider release after a

limited debut the previous weekend. "In the Cut"

came in at No. 10 with $2.3 million, averaging

$2,788 in 825 theaters.

"The Human Stain." starring Anthony Hopkins

and Nicole Kidman in an adaptation of Philip Roth's

novel, opened in 1 60 theaters and took in a .solid $1.1

million for an average of $7,025 a cinema.

"Alien: The Director's Cut." Ridley Scott's new
version of his 1 979 sci-fi horror flick, debuted with

$1.04 million, averaging $2,997 in 347 theaters.

"Shattered Glass." starring Haydcn Christen,sen as

Stephen Glass, The New Republic journalist fircd for

fabricating stories, debuted well with $80,000 in

eight theaters.

As it did last year with "The Santa Clause 2,"

Disney slipped "Brother Bear" into theaters to beat

the rush of family films that arrive for the holidays.

Next weekend brings the Christmas comedy "Elf,"

while "Dr. Seuss' the Cat in the Hat," "Looney Times:

Back in Action" and "The Haunttxi Mansion" debut

later in November
"'Brother Bear' totally capitalized on a market-

place devoid of family films." said Paul

Dergarabedian. president of box-office tracker

Exhibitor Relations. "There's always an opportunity

where there's a scarcity of product for a particular

segment of the audience."

.source
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MondayNovemberS

Books
^ The Odyssey Book Shop in South Hadley hosts

^r Francis Bok tonight at 7 p.m. Bok will be dis-

cussing his autobiography "Escape from

Slavery: The True Story of My Ten Years of Captivity -

and My Journey to Freedom in America." The reading

is free and open to the public.

Art
^ A collection of works by Angela Zammarelli

^f opens today at the Student Union Art

^' Gallery. "It's Hard For Me To Sleep With You

Looking at Me," is BFA student Zammarelll's explo-

ration of the dream-like world of childhood and fea-

tures many different types of media. The Student

Union Art Gallery is open Monday through Thursday

10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Fridays 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

TuesdayNovember4

Art

y 'Haitian Art Today,' an exhibit at the

Cambridge Multicultural Arts Center, opens

today. The collection of works will show-

case the talents of artists working both in America

and in Haiti as well. Admission to the gallery is

free. For more Information go to www.haltlanartto-

day.org

Books
,^^ UMass professor and civil rights activist

^P Ekwueme Michael Thelwell will be reading

from and signing his new book "Ready For

Revolution: The Life and Struggles of Stokely

Carmichael" at the Broadside Bookshop in

Northampton. The book is not only a poignant

account of the life of one of African-American

rights' most Invaluable leaders but also a personal

tribute for Thelwell, who has often referred to

Stokely Carmichael as one of his closest friends.

The reading is free and starts at 7:30 p.m.

WednesdayNovember5

Music
^ Pilobolus, described by a Fine Arts Center

^r press release as "provocative, weightless,

^^ mind-boggling acts of physical dexterity,"

hits the FAC Concert Hall tonight at 7:30 p.m. The

group combines dance, gymnastics and perform-

ance art into a show, which "exploits [the body's]

sculptural properties." Accompanied by the Saint

Lawrence String Quartet, the performance costs

$15, $10, and $7 for Five College Students

Lectures^ Dr. Loren Mosher addresses Mount Holyoke

^^ College tonight at 7:30 p.m. Or Mosher,

once head of the Center for Studies of

Schizophrenia, will speak about the relationship of

psychiatry and pharmaceuticals. The lec-

ture will be held in the Wlllits-Hallowell

Center and Is free to the public.

ThursdayNovemberS

Art
^ Catch the opening reception for

^f "Juxtapositions," an collection of

works from Marianne Thespina

Connolly, Ellen Grobman, and Lynn

Peterfreund, as part of the monthly

gallery walk, starting at Gallery A3 on

Amity Street in Amherst, at 5 p.m. Each

artist brings something different to the

exhibit — Connolly working with photo,

Grobman with painting on silk, and

Peterfreund with etchings.

Books
^ Jayne Ann Phillips comes to

^f UMass tonight as part of the

Visiting Writers Series. The

author has received a slew of accolades

throughout her career Including The Sue

Kaufman Prize and an Academy Award in

Literature. The reading will take place in

Memorial Hall at 8 p.m. and is free to the

public.

SaturdayNovemberS

Books
.^ Joshua Beckman and Matt Rohrer,

^f authors of the books"Nice Hat.

Thanks." appear at Amherst Books

on Main Street today at 1 :30 p.m. The two

poets, known for their unique form of

collaborative poetry, will perform works

from their latest work "Adventures While

Preaching the Gospel of Beauty" as well

as create original works during their

appearance. The event is free and open

to the public.

we..^pinup

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION!

Now in it's ninth year, the

Northampton Independent Film festi-

val will take place between Nov. 5

and Nov. 9. Throughout the week,

screenings and other events will

take place around the city.

Boston set to welcome first new museum in a century
By Steve LeBlanc

AssotiATEi) Press

BOSTON (AP) — if all goes

as planned, sometime next spring

the city that nicknamed itself the

"Hub" of all things cultural will

break ground on its first new art

museum in a century.

The Institute of

Contemporary Art — long a

funky outpost in Boston's

small, staid constellation of art

museums — is scheduled to

throw open the doors of

sparkling new, four-story muse-

um on the city's waterfront in

2006.. heralding what it hopes

is a new era of support for cut-

ting-edge arts.

The 62,000-square-foot

building is designed to triple

the space of the museum's cur-

rent lodgings and will include a

300-seat theater, an open

grandstand facing the water

and a massive, cantilevered

glass-skinned exhibition space.

A 165-square-foot glass ele-

vator with views of the water

will shuttle visitors from floor

to floor. The building will also

allow the museum to create a

permanent collection for the

first time, something it had

been prevented from doing

because of lack of space.

The last time Boston cele-

brated the opening of a new art

museum was when the Museum
of Fine Arts moved from

Copley Square into its current

location in the Fenway neigh-

borhood of the city in 1909.

The new structure is also a

kind of coming-out party for

the ICA, which spent its first

40 years hopscotching around

downtown Boston before land-

ing a permanent home in the

quirky confines of a former

police station in the city's Back

Bay neighborhood.

During its life, the museum,
established in 1936, has wel-

comed artists from around

Boston and the world dedicated

to pushing the limits of arts,

politics and culture. It was

among the earliest to showcase

artists such as Robert

Rauschenberg, Andy Warhol,

Cindy Sherman, Egon Schiele

and Thomas Struth.

More recently, the ICA has

offered the city itself as a land-

scape for artists working on

site-specific exhibits. In 1998,

the museum hosted a work that

projected taped interviews of

mothers of murdered children

from the city's Charlestown

neighborhood onto the 221-

foot Bunker Hill monument.
"Our strength and proven

track record is being able to

expose artists before they really

enter the canon." ICA Director

)ill Medvedow said. "The ICA

has earned its place in the city

and needs a building as bold

and beautiful as the work it has

done for the past 70 years."

The building is the brain-

child of husband-and-wife

design team Elizabeth Diller

and Ricardo Scofidio. Fittingly,

the team has created a number

of public art works and perma-

nent installations intended to

link architectural design with

performance and electronic

media.

"It's really a wonderful

oppoturnity because for many

years we've done installations

in museums," Scofidio said in a

video produced by the ICA to

document the initial design

process. "We've brought not

only our skills as an architect,

but we've brought another

understanding of what a muse-

um is."

One of the team's most

ambitious projects was the Blur

Building created for the Swiss

Expo 2002. Built on a lake in

Switzerland, the steel structure

was enveloped in a mist created

by filtered lake water shot

through 31,000 fog nozzles.

The team drafted about 100

models before offering the ICA
four choices. Museum officials

opted for the final cantilevered

design, which takes advantage

of the harbor's seascape and

natural lighting filtered

through the ceiling.

"We've been seeing it as a

building that's built from the

ground up and the sky down."

Diller said.

The new museum is part of

the city's ongoing redevelop-

ment of its South Boston har-

borfront. The ICA won a com-

petition intended to dedicate a

portion of the development to a

cultural institution.

In September, the ICA

signed a 99-year lease for the

.75-acre site with the Hyatt

Development Corp.. which is

owned by the Chicago-based

Pritzker family. The $l-per-year

lease will allow the museum to

focus its fundraising efforts on

construction costs.

The ICA is hoping to raise

about $60 million for the proj-

ect, including $41 million for

construction with the rest

going to an endowment and

moving costs. Alibut4(& million

will come from die sale or lease

of the current building.

The museum will be the cul-

tural linchpin of the 2.9 mil-

lion-square-foot Fan Pier

waterfront development proj-

ect, which is also planned to

include 675 residential units, a

hotel and more than 100.000-

square-feet of civic and cultural

space and parks.

The building's location will

help create a kind of oceanside

"sapphire necklace" of cultural

institutions — including the

New England Aquarium,

Children's Museum, and |ohn F.

Kennedy Library and Museum
— to compliment the city's

"emerald necklace" of inter-

locking parks created by

Frederick Law Olmsted, the

father of American landscape

architecture. Medvedow said.

Vin Cipolla. chairman of the

ICA's board of directors, likens

the prominent location to

Australia's Sydney Opera
House. He said the new ICA
could help change perceptions

about Boston as an artistically

stuffy locale.

"In Boston we are blessed

with very important institutions

that look at art history, that look

at things from the perspective of

where we have been rather than

where we are going," he said.

"The role of the ICA in the city

is about the future ... the promi-

nence of the site suggests this is

a city about receiving these con-

temporary ideas."

The design, location and

ambition of the ICA's plan is

winning accolades from the

leaders of other cultural institu-

tions in Boston.

"The city absolutely needs

this. It's really critical to the

ecology of the cultural life of

the city." said Anne Hawley.

director of the Isabella Stewart

Gardner Museum, celebrating

its centennial this year.

Hawfey said the new ICA

will complement rather than

compete with the city's older

art museums.
"Not having the ICA in a

strategic position has been a

huge lack." she said. "Without

a strong contemporary art cen-

ter that is pivotally located and

collecting you miss a whole

part of the art world."

The opening of the new
building will force fans of the

old ICA. with its odd architec-

tural angles and downtown
location, to bid a fond farewell

to the former police station

turned ari gallery.

"It served well a small audi-

ence as well as international

artists." Medvedow said. "But

it was a simple need. We've

outgrown this space. Artists

today need an incredible

amount of flcxibiliiv"
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Launch Your Career

Apply now for a ^5kxc
Legal AssistantIntemshi^^^

at the Student Legal Services Office
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*Earn up to 15 credits working 36 hours a week
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Student Legal Services Office
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(40) 545-1995
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RoUercoaster weekend for UMass
By Bob McGovern

Ci>LLeuLAN Staff

It was a tale of two games for

the Massachusetts men's soccer

team.

A tale with a happy ending.

The Minutetiien ( 1 1 -6- 1 .
5-4-

1

A- 10) took on Atlantic 10 rivals

Temple (11-3-2, 7-1-1 A-10) and

St. loseph's last weekend in the

friendly confines of Rudd field. The

Maroon and White dropped a 2-0

heartbreaker to the Owls on Friday,

but rebounded with a 5-0 thump-

ing of the Hawks.

UMass came firing out of the

gates
Temple 2

UMass

St. loseph's

UMass 5

LINC.AAXJ-ECIAN

Senior captain Ptah Myers dished an assist in a 5-0 route against St. Joseph's on Sunday. The

Minutemen look to gain postsea.son birth at URI this Saturday at 1p.m.

Minutemen stay on right track

against
S t

loseph's

(7-10-1,

4-5-1 A-

10),
scoring

all live of its goals in the first half.

The Minutemen dominated every

aspect of the game and out-shot the

Hawks 22-5 before hall time.

St. loseph's was coming off a

dramatic 2- 1 double overtime loss

to Rhode Island on Friday and was

showing signs of fatigue. UMass

coach Sam Koch attributes the

offensive explosion to the Hawks

lack of energy.

"I think we went against a tired

St. ioe's team, we just finished our

chances," Koch said, "We had a lot

of shots and we were able to put

them in."

Ralph Pace broke the ice for the

Maroon and White off assists from

Oral Bullen and Rob Charest.

Charest lobbed the ball to Bullen

vAxo controlled possession in the

box and centered the ball to Pace.

Pace took advantage of the one-on-

one and sent the ball in the top

right comer.

It only took UMass five minutes

to net its second goal of the game

coming off a Smith Utubor cross to

Andrew Eicher at the 15:12 mark.

The ball was placed perfectly in

front of a wide-open Eicher who
rocketed the ball past St. Joseph's

keeper Kevin Dougher

The Minutemen played a very

team oriented game — each of the

five goals came from a different

player. Koch was pleased with his

team's overall ball movement.

"We played a little more

unselfish and passed the ball a little

bit bet'er and created some oppor-

tunities." Koch said.

Dan Colwell made the score 5-

off assists from Ptah Myers and

Pace, who opted for the assist

rather than a one-on-one with the

keeper

Ernie Billittier and freshman

Michael Donnelly scored the final

two goals of the match within three

minutes of each other The Maroon

and White went into the break

with a 5-0 lead, shocking fans and

players alike.

The Minutemen played the rest

of the gatne conservatively, but the

shots kept coming. UMass out-shot

the Hawks 37-8 in the contest but

couldn't get on the board in the

second half.

"My feeling was the first fifteen

minutes we had to keep them off

the board and we played a lot of

different people. We didn't have to

score another goal." Koch said.

Temple was a totally different

story. UMass found themselves

stuck in a scoring mt facing a tena-

cious Owl defense. Temple shut

out the Minutemen for the first

time since a 0-0 tie against

Richmond on October 5th.

The Maroon and White had

several opportunities to get on the

board, but were unable to finish.

Continued from page 8

Amherst. PC jumped out to a 2-0

lead in the first period and never

looked back.

Providence moves to 5-1-1 (1 -

1-1 Hockey East), while the

Minutemen drop to 4- 1 ( 1 - 1 )

.

Colin McDonald's power play

tally at 12.33 of the third period

gave Providence the 6-2 advantage,

but it was over long before that.

David Carpentier's goal at 3:40 of

the second period was the game-

winner, although K" rattled off

three more goals to (inish off the

beating.

leff Mason took a deflection off

a Minuteman shinpad and zipped a

long wrister from the point that

beat goaltender Gabe Winer to

make it 4-0 at 7:17 of the second.

Tony Zancanam followed up with

a beautiful deke in the crease on a

breakaway and McDonald finished

things off midway through the final

period.

"It's a good feeling, everybody

contributed," Providence coach

Paul Pooley said. "Every line

played. every defenseman

played, Igoaltenderj Bobby

IGoepfertj played well, so it

was a good road win. I told

them before we started the

game "we're not here to impress

anybody, we're here to get two

points and win a Hockey Earn

game.' and they went out, were

very methodical and did every-

thing we asked them to do."

The Friars had much to be

happy about with their third and

fourth lines. The two trios com-

bined for two goals and seven

assists.

The Minutemen showed their

first sign of life with less than a

minute remaining in the second

period. Kevin jarman slipped

around the net and when |ohn

Toffey's stuff attempt slipped to

the right side uf the crease

where larman pounced to score

his first collegiate goal cutting

the Friars' lead to 4-1.

Nick ^,..f«»r the mttrniny after

63 Main Street, Amherst

Thiditional & eclectic breakfast fare,

featuring a Southwestern flare,Jewish

favorites, & vegan items.

20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
Monday-Friday for the fall 2003 semester

Monday-Friday 6:30am-2pm

Satuday & Sunday 7am-2pm

256-4643
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Captain Thomas Pock has two pt)werplav goals kst weekend in a 4-2

win at Providence. The Minutemen split the weekend with the Friars.
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"It would be a totally different

game if we put those first couple of

chances away but we didn't do it

and we allowed them to stay in the

game," Koch said. "Once they get a

one goal lead they are very hard to

score on."

The Owls were unable to solve

the Minutemen's defense in the

first half. The unit was missing two

vital components in Craig Canavan

and Chris Camerota who were on

the berKh.

Koch explained that Canavan is

currently nursing a stress fracture

in his left leg and didn't dress for

the game. Camerota, a diabetic,

had to wait until the second half

due to low blood sugar

Without defensive leader

Canavan, the Maroon and White

had to make personnel alterations

in the backlield.

"We don't have enough depth,"

Koch said, "Could we have used

him today? I definitely think we

could have, but an injury is an

injury."

Temple looked like a different

team after halftime and only need-

ed three minutes to get on the

board. )oe Brocker was able to

redirect a Ryan Heins direct kick

past UMass keeper Colin Bums.

The Owls then settled into their

defense and held off the

Minutemen wath help from keeper

Patrick Hannigan, who posted the

shutout with four saves.

The second goal was scored

off of a UMass defensive lapse,

which left Anthony Donatelli

wide open on the left side of

the box. Donatelli lobbed the

ball over Burns and sealed the

victory.

"I think we were too far back in

our box which allowed them to be

right on top of the goal keeper and

you just can't do that," Koch said.

Maroon and White win on road

Continued from page 8

around for us."

Gabe Winer had a difficult

game in Amherst, yielding six goals

in the losing effort. Winer was

back to his normal form in

Providence notching 22 saves and

allowing two goals, but more

importantly coming up clutch

down the stretch, preserving the

narrow one point lead late in the

final period.

"Gabe's performance was solid

earlier in the game," Cahoon said.

"But in the third period we he real-

ly needed to come up big, when

they stormed us late in the third

period, he really responded and

was up to the task."

Cahoon then touched upon

how Winer reacted to the difficult

loss the prior night.

"I'm sure |Winer| wasn't

pleased," Cahoon said. "He knows

when he plays well and when he

doesn't. I was tickled to death for

him [regarding the turnaround).

He's a bright kid and a very aware

kid. We didn't talk u lot about neg-

atives with him, since generally

speaking he shows up to play."

UMass dominatai the tempo

from the drop of the puck. Vk
Minutemen kept play in the

Providence zone in the early

goings, demonstrating crisp pass-

ing, and strong skating while gen-

erating great scoring opportunities.

The Maroon and White bom-

barded ProviderKe goalie David

Cacciola with an abundance of

quality shots. With 8:37 a-maining

in the first period of play, the

Minutemen were out shooting the

Friars 15-1. When the final horn

sounded, and after a late attack by

the Friars, UMass outshot

Providence 56-24.

"I was fairly pleased all

around," Cahoon said. "I was just

happy with our effort. You never

know when you come off a poor

performance how your kids are

going to respond to what you have

to say And these kids obviously

really worked hard for each other"

Thomas Pock was one of the

Minutemen players who really

stepped up to the challenge in the

second game of the series. The sen-

ior tri-captain, who earned an

assist in the first game, netted the

first two goals for UMass Saturday

that fueled the Maroon and White

attack.

"One thing that definitely

changed was that we came out

ready to play," Pock said about the

difference between the two games.

"We knew exactly what we needed

to do, and did it."
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TODAY'S
fROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Pony B DeH
9 Stwy
10 Cookbooti

dir*ciH3n

U ShriH
16 Not tna whMp«f
lentpfMd
17 OmnbmM
1 S Woodwn »tK>«s

lOMandiao
20 Wm« h«fr*d pooch
22 CkJM
23 B«Ny*crM
24 Ova s cuiu

26 Wool*n uul«rw«a(
26 Slocky
32 OlaM bolHM
33 Take a ram —
34 Baai oomatrwr
36 Purpo—

<

36 K*fmrt't (Ajnvmmrii

37araoa«ui
wraparound

38 OoHar Wooanam
SOSquaah
40 Thama
4

1

Moai ol the atr

43 Skirmtsfi

44 Throw a parly

4ft Toupee cousint
46 Plungad
49 Bubt)ta mechme
52 Wadtng tMfd

53 Wiadom tooth

56 Cortcapt
57 PC Mat

58 Thaatar chaai
59 Foaail tuet

60 BaNolmvkt
61 Oaiay Mae a

trtand

62 Qoota up

DOWN
1 Ouaiiaf word
2 Klndotaouad

PMCVIOUB PUZ2LC tOLVCO

13 3-0

3 Man-aailing
giani

4 Lonoiohne
5 Mudpwk
6 f-unny Slave
7 o«r
8 Carry waaniy
9 Sullivan and
Murrow

1 Bun 04 luck
11 ScmlAa
12 A Fiiniatone

13 KinakifOla
2

1

Piiaa the oars
22 Dampen a

stamp
24 Winning
25 Sogtarole
26 Red Sea

paranaula
27 Lacked
28 Roae feaiufo

29 Qo to the rink

30 Like a haunted
house

^•MW)« SyiAoM* tri.

31 Pre-K
houi

32 OredepoeM
33 Vmegarjar
36 Machine teeth

37 Wrrter's start

39 tummy
40 Part (A MH2
42 Lab monkey
43 Bathroom

faature
45 Uae a loom
46 Tworvckals
47 Wild mounlan

goal
48 Hor^eysuckle.

•
49 Comedian Kir>g

60 SmeM
51 fie a ptt'ent

53 CtO's degree
54 Planet,

poeitcaly
56 HM and Qore

SittftC^ cVviV\ o' wme l^ Vv\ci\<s....1U^l^l U^lCOKVt te^

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Santa Fe Chicken

• Pizza Casserole

• Cuban Red Beans

(vegan)

DINNER
• Fried Shrimp

• Szechuan Beef &

Broccoli

• Szechuan Totu &
Broccoli

(vegan)

too \M) I \v\H()<)

Tws smuvA 16 so msonr
UtSHlTUOOLDtfl'fff END tuts*

UlCH-'N-THObGHlTD PP06ABL'(

core uiTK k CKTCH. unE nos

UI8HtS.,0O.

UK! / 'm LOOK Kf irjias-

imnemwMi \m it.

Ml or ™P!T'T«sn-GoooNt8s:

T« GfUmT rttUHG IN T« UOW.D m^&Jf
TO Bt UHtN ^tOU THlWt YOm fWlN KL

VOUR SHUOUlCH.JUSTTOnkDTHL OWEfi

wtr Of IT mnHO on "foufi LAP"

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

MONDAY
• High: 68

• Low: 45

TUESDAY
• High: 56

• Low: 44

WEDNESDAY
• High: 65

• Low: 48

W'l'

ll'llil

<c?

Production Crew
On staff today
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Don Ljmothe
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Gerald H. Ling
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li',ih Wyner
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Shannon Farrington

PRODUCTION STAFF
Sjuih Lloyd/ Cory Rosenberg
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rem w I would never do crack ...

I would never do a drug

named after a part of my
own a**, OK? m j
-Denis Leary

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

Listen to sound advice.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

It hit the fan and flew right in your

face. .

.

aries • mar. 2i-ai'r. 19

Technicalities do count.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Try to remember what you did this week-

end; you lost your wallet in the midst of it.

gemini • may21-|un. 21

Bandanas are fun accessories.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Red lip stick — not a gcx)d plan.

JeO • JUL.. 23-Auc. 22

You're going to class today. YaAaaaayl

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Just Ix'cause you appear to be doing

work d(K?sn't mean you are.

libra • sfpt. 23-oc-r. 22

Public displays of affection are unneces-

sary and disrespectful.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

It's been one big party lately.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22 dfc 21

Argyle is making a comeback.

Capricorn • ore. 22-ian. 19

Your road trip will be a success.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
ANNOLINC EMENTS

Student Director

Wanted For Play on

Lord Jeff Amherst.

Shows the 'hero" as

biologic warrior who

deliberately slaugh-

tered the Indians with

Smallpox, 'winning'

the war. STYLE:

Brechtian. Loud, rau-

cous. Simple sets.

Musical. Goal: con-

troversy, outrage.

AUTHOR: AC gradu-

ate, many past pro-

ductions

VENUE/ACTORS:
your choice CON-

TACT: 7 1 8-6() 1 -8()«y

nites Lx'ave

name/address please

Fraternities-

Sonirities- Clubs-

Student (Jmup-s liam

$l,(XXV$2,(XK)this

semester with a

proven

CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundraising

ANNOUNCEMENES

event. Our free pro-

grams make

fundraising easy

with no risks.

Fundraising dates are

tilling quickly, so get

with the program! U

works. Contact

CampusFundraiser at

(888) 923-.^238. or

visit www.campus-

fundraiser.com

AllTO E«R SAEE

1999 Explorer XLT

4x4 Excellent

Condition Sunrixif

6cyl. Loaded $12,500

AllTO EOR SALE

Mouiitauu lew Autu

Route 47 South in

Hadley 585-0599 '89

Mercedes 300E Clean

$3500 '94 Nissan Se-

ntra Limited Edition

$2850 '87 Hond-A

Civic excellent trans-

portation $950 '87

Saah 900 Autt)matic

$950 '88 L>idge

Caravan Very Clean

I iWOOO miles $1200

1992 Silver Ford Tau-

rus Excellent condi-

tion $2400 1 1 8000K

Call 549-^^0 210-

Call 546-M77 7393 All Power

$500!!! Cars from 1992 Honda Prelude

- $5ai!!!rolice SI, Loaded, $3900

Imp Kinds for li,stings. 587-0242

1-803-319-^323

ext4554

!Bartendingl$$250/

day }X)tential No exp-93 Pontiac

1 tV)nnevillc SON All erience Nesc Training

Power Must Sell provided. 1-800-965-

$1500B/O25J-5537 6520 ext 162

EVlPtOVMFNT

Lmdscaping Services:

Part-time positions

available for fall

clean-up and snow

work. Need to he

ambitious, hardwork-

ing, own transporta-

tion, and flexible

hours. Call Steve at

413-665-3493

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. Lxxal

{X)sitions. 1-800-293-

3985 ext 516

Telephone

Interviewers NO
SALES! Conduct

interviews over the

phone at our Hadley

liKation Flexible

Evening and

Weekend Hours

$7.50/honrtostan

20+ hours/week

PVTA accessible For

more info: 1-888-

423-5381 FMl

EMPLOYMENT

Movie Extras/Models

Needed For liKal

Casting Calls No
exp. or age required

EARN up to $200 a

day 1-888-820-0167

Internship

Motivate^] students

seeking leadership

outside the W^x. Gain

experience in all

a.spects of ninning a

small business.

Average pay:

$9300.00 Call 508-

246-1230

lOK SAI »

Concept II Indoor

Rowing Machine for

sale. Like New
$5(X).(X) or BO 546-

5459

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending

Classes Start Soon 1
-

8{X)-U-CAN-M1X

Call now for informa-

tion!!! Space is

Limited www.univer-

sitybartcnding.com

Lost: Wallet Near

Parking garage 10/14

If found please call

with description 4 1
3-

237-1015

SERVIC ES

All Digital

PnKluctions Pro

Videography for

Weddings. Bar

Mitzvahs,

CAimmercial (508)

221-8223 sweeppick-

er@yahcx>.coni

SERVICES

SHEAR BLISS

DAY SPA SER-

VICES B<kIv

Sugaring (waxint:) tor

men and women

*Sate* 100% Natural

*Effective253-2322

https://shearhli.ss.

im.ige4 1 1 ct nn

$Save$ Whole.sale-

Discount prices, video

games, clothing, jew-

elry, more, www.ty-

lers discounts.com

Pregnant? Necxl

help? Call Birtbnght

of Amherst area for

free testing and assis-

tance. 549-1906

PRECNANCY
TESTINC, HIV

Testing, Birth

Camtrol, and

Emergency

C'ontraception.

AHordablc and CiMih-

dential. Taixstry

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst. 548-

99^)2

TRAVEI

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2004's Hottest

Prices \\\ik now ..

Free Trips, Meals iSi

Parties w%\\v.sun-

>plashtoui"s.ct>m or

18aM26-7710

TRAVEL

Spring Break 2004.

Tra\'el with STS,

.America's*! Student

Tour C">perator to

Jamaica, Cancun,

Acapulco, Bahamas

and Florida. Now hir-

ing campus rep>. C^ll

for group discounts.

1 nfi )nnat ii)n/Reser\ati

ims 1-803-648-4849

or www.ststrav el.com

For more information

contact STA Tnnel

at 41 3-256-1261

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection ot

IX'stinations, includ-

ing (Onuses! Foam

Parties, Free l>inks

and CMub Admissions.

Rep Positions and

FREE tnps Available.

l-8CX)-231-4386

www.EpicureanTours.

com
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Minutemen tame Huskies
Maroon and White win,

remain unbeaten in A- 10

By MiKF Mar/elli

I. >ll IJ-l.lAN SlAI-l-

Mark Whipple knew it was

coming.

The head etwieh of No. 4

MaN!<aehusctt.s knew that alter a

dramatic, last-second win over

V'illanova last weekend, the

Minutemen wea- primed for a let-

down in a textbook trap game

against delending AtJantic 10

Champion \ortheastem.

So when the Huskies ambushed

UMass with two first-quarter

touchdowns to build a 14-0 lead,

the veteran coach was not sur-

prised.

However, as they have all sea-

son long, the Maroon and V\'hite

remained resilient. Behind three

touchdown passes from A- 10

Offensive Player of the Week Jeff

,
_ ^ K roh n

Northeastern 24 (2o-of-

28, 227

vards, I

UMass 28

INT) and a defense that held the

Huskies (5-4 3-5 A- 10) to just

three second-half p<.)ints, UMass

(8-1 6-0 A- 10) prevailed 28-24

before 7.10fo people at Warren R

McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

"Ttic game probably played out

the way I thought it would."

Whipple said. "On Thursday and

Friday we were just in la-la

land...There was not the intensity

at all that we had last week in prac-

tice, and I just didnt ftx'l like it was

my place to ktvp my mouth shut,

and 1 didn't and I lei them have it.

"I probably have not

ever... ripped a team as much as I

did yesterday... but our guys found

a way to win and that's the really

good thing."

With the score tied 2 1 -2 1 late in

the third quarter. Krohn could not

hook up with wide receiver jimmie

Howard on fourth down, giving

the ball to the Huskies at their own

21 yard line.

However on the ensuing play

following the change of possession,

tailback Peter Harris was stripped

by noseguaid Colin Christopher,

and UMass regained possession

when freshman safety James

Ihedigbo pounced on the loose

ball.

Alter moving the sticks on

fourth dovm with a completion to

Dominique Stewart at the 1 6 yard

line, tailback Steve Baylark did the

rest, as the sophomore ripped oft

nine yards on first down belore

plunging into the end zone from

seven yards out at the 4; 39 mark,

to give the Minutemen a 28-21

lead.

"In an even-steven football

game, obviously the one turnover

really hurt us in the second half,"

NU codch IXm Brown said.

following a Miro Kesic lield

goal that made the score 28-24,

UMass was forced to puni on

lourth-and-one from the NU 43

yard line, giving Northeastern one

last chance, starting al their own

1 3 with 3:02 to play.

After a 4b-yard completion

from quarterback Shawn Brady

(16 for 27. 174 yards, 1 TD. 2

INT) to a-ceiver Ouintin Mitchell

on first dov^ movcxl ihe Huskies

into UMass territory, the drive and

the comeback come to an end five

plays later, as sophomore safety

Shannon lames intercepted a

Brady pass intended for Pal

Graham to seal the victory.

"You want to give yourself one

last run down the field." Brown, a

former Whipple defensive assis-

tant, said. "Obviously we had that

opporlunily today, but I credit

UMass. they made a big play on the

sideline."

Northeastern drew first blood

midway through the first quarter,

when after l.iam Kzekiel inteaept-

ed Krohn and returned the ball to

the UMass thrtv. Brady hit Bobby

French lor a tha-e-yard scoring

strike to make the score 7-0.

The Huskies doubled their

advantage just over two minutes

later, as tailback Anthony Riley

scampered 59-yards up the gut on

third-and-one. giving NU a 14-0

advantage.

The Maroon and White

answered back when Krohn hit

Rich Demers with a well

thrown 1 5-yard fade down the

sideline to cut the deficit in

half to 14-7.

The Huskies pushed their

lead to 21-7 following a half-

back pass from Harris to Brady

that pushed the ball down to

the two-yard line. Tailback Tim

Gale found the end zone two

plays later from a yard out to

make the score 21-7.

The Minutemen tied the score

belore the half on a pair of catch

and runs by wide receivers |ason

Peebler and limmie Howard.

Both players took off on slant

routes and found the end zone

from 46 and 49 yards, respec-

tively to even the score at 21

heading into the intennission.

Tailback Steve Baylark had a T-yard game winning touchdown run in the third quarter auainst Ni.rthcastcrn. The- Minutemen

ly undefeated in A- 10 play and tied for first with Delaware. UMass returns to action this weekend at home against Richmond at

LINli/CXILLECIAN

are cuirent-

12p.m.

Maroon and White split with Friars

UMass bounces

back after first

loss of season

By Matt Stewart

(>)iLn.iAN Staff

PROVIDENCE. R.l. — The

Massachusetts ice hockey team experienced

its first test of the season this past weekend

in a home-and-home series against the

Providence Friars.

Game one was a slight disappointment.

as the Minutemen found themselves in a rui

that continuing from the Holy Cross game

that ihey seemed unable to break out of.

They feli to the Friars 6-2.

But game iwo was a different story. The

Maroon and White pulled off a 180-degree

turnaround in play, and it translated into a

4-2 victory.

"I'm really happy for the guys for

responding to what took shape | Friday!

night." UMass head coach Don Cahoon

said. "Providence played terrific | Friday)

night and really carried the play, our guys

obviously didn't. I thought jSaturdayl night

we went on the ice with a puipose. so it was

nice to see them respond like they did."

In game one of the series, coach Cahoon

fell that his defcn.se didn't offer a satisfacto-

ry enough effort and that it was lacking

integrity. In game two the Maroon and

White defense showed drastic improvement

and regained i|s composure.

"I thought tonight they made a grail

effort of raising the puck and tried to do the

right thing neutralizing people." Cahoon

said. "Not just playing on the puck but play-

ing with ihe puck. It was ju.st a complete turn

Continued on page 6

Minutemen survive first

real test of the season
By Anhrkw Mf.rrii r

t^)I.I.K(.IAN St All

PROVIDENCE, R.l. - The

scorcsheets from the home-and-

home between the Massachusetts

hockey team and Providence

showed an even split. The numbers

certainly

Providence 6

UMass

UMass

2

4

Providence

C1ERA1HH l.lN<./< lltlKilAN

UMass forward Tim Vitek scored the game-ciinchinu goal in UM's 4-2 victory over Providence

College. The Marwn and White return to action at Merrimack this Friday at 7p.m.

didn't lie.

After

being
o u t

-

classed
by the

Friars at

the Mullins Center Friday night,

the Minutemen bounced back and

dominated Saturday's showdown

at Schneider Arena, winning 4-2

and improving their record to 5-1

(1-1 Hockey Fiisl).

Providence, meanwhile, was

Hying high in Amherst on Friday,

winning 6-2. but couldn'i replicate

the perfonnance at Schneider, and

came away from the weekend

series at 5-21 (1-2-1 Hockey

Iia,st).

Tim Vitek scored the game win-

ner for UMass Saturday night,

although it was ihc nifty stickwork

of Greg Mauldin that quieted the

Schneider crowd and earned the

dropped jaws in the pressbox.

Mauldin scaled the side boards

with a f'riar in tow. broke frcx." at

the comer to goaltender David

Cacciola's left, skated along the

goal line, and drew the puck away

from a defentlei. getting ;i shot off

in one crisp motion.

However. Mauldin's try was

stopped, and Vitek scrambled in

on the loose rebound. He banged it

past Cacciola to make it 3-1

Minutemen.

The Friars struck back when

Luke Irwin took a feed from Torry

Gajda. and beat UMass' Gabe
Winer high, but they would get no

closer, and an empty net goal by

Mike Warner cemented the victory

in the waning .seconds of the game.

In contrast to Friday night's

events, the Minutemen were all

over the ice early, leading the Friars

16-8 in shots at the end of the first

period.

Thomas Pock was a star on the

powei play, scoring twice on a pair

of blazing shots. Tlie first was a

wrister al 1 5:35 of the first period,

which zipped through a screen in

front of Cacciola, and gave the

Minutemen a 1 -0 advantage. Pock

added another 3:37 into the sec-

ond, when Chris Capraro fed him

at the point, and he ripped a slap

shot over Cacciola's glove it) make

it 2-1.

Friday night's story at the

Mullins Center was very different,

as an aggressive forecheck by the

Friars and poor neutral zone play

by the Minutemen led to a 6-2

drubbing of the hosts.

The i-riars ran away with game

one of a home-and-home series,

winning 6-2 in front of 2.197 hi

Continued on page 6
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Palestinians

disagree in

security talk

Deadline brings

pressure from new

prime minister

By Lara Sukhtian
AissociATEii Press

RNA research explored in lecture

RAMALLAH. West Bank (AP)

— Talks between the Palestinian

prime minister and Yasser Arafat

failed yesterday to resolve a dis-

pute over control of security

forces, the last hurdle to forming a

government that could restart

peace talks.

But with today's approaching

deadline, pressure mounted on

Arafat to give in to Prime Minister

Ahmed Qureia.

In violence yesterday, a 16-year-

old Palestinian blew himself up

near Israeli soldiers searehing for

him in the West Bank village of

Azzoun, near Israel. The suicide

bomber, Sabih Abu Saud from the

city of Nablus, kilk^ himself and

slightly injured a soldier.

Abu Saud was the youngest of

more than 100 suicide bombers

over the past three years.

The Al Aqsa Martyrs' Brigades,

an armed group with ties to

Arafat's ruling Fatah movement,

claimed responsibility. The teen's

father, Kamal, said that "he was

just a little boy and those who sent

him should have left him alone."

The attack did not appear to

affect a slow reestablishment of

contacts between Israeli and

Palestinian leaders. Israel's defense

minister confirmed that he had

met with a senior Palestinian offi-

cial, the first high-level talks

between the two sides in more

Continued on page 2

Discoveries may help

in fight against HIV

Philip A. Sharp discusses technical details of his research with short RNA yesterday.

Sharp's work could facilitate control of infectious di.seases caused by viruses.

By Evan Goldfried

QjLLEOlAN Cx)RRtSHONl>KNT

In a lecture titled "The

Revolution of Short RNAs."

Professor Philip A. Sharp discussed

the varying principles of RNA
interference, saying that recent

developments could lead to break-

throughs in HIV research.

Sharp, an expert in RNA splic-

ing, discussed the discovery of

short RNAs and their implications

for wide-ranged biology. He spoke

to a mixed crowd of young stu

dents, professors and other schol-

ars.

In his lecture. Sharp described

the current knowledge and

research of short RNAs. He com-

bined his own personal research

with that of his students and fellow

peers, providing a detailed

overview of the complicated sci-

ence.

"I contend that it will be an

emerging (study) over the next few

years. You have to be prepared for

an enormous amount of change,"

he said.

During the lecture. Sharp dis-

cussed the potential applications of

RNA interi'erence in today's socie-

ty RNA interference may lead to

further analysis of cell biology,

"leading to a whole renaissance in

mammalian gene biology," accord-

ing to Sharp.

He also said the research for

RNA interference could lead to a

greater control of virus infec-

tions. Most importantly. Sharp

highlighted the potential for inhi-

bition of the HIV virus. Other

potential targets for prevention

include Alzheimer's disease and

Huntington's disease.

RNA interference still has a

variety of challenges to be sur-

mounted. Sharp said. The ability

for RNA to consistently target

specific sites within viral infec-

tions is still under heavy research.

Sharp remained optimistic for the

future and plans to continue his

own research at MIT.

This is the first of a series of lec-

tures in honor of Mindaugas

Kaulcnas, known as Steve amongst

his friends. Kaulenas, who passed

away in 2003, was a venerated

member of the biology community

at the University of Massachusetts

Amherst.

"Steve was a wonderfully warm
person with moving insights into

the human being," said Gordon

Wy.se, chairman of the UMass biol-

ogy department.

Kaulenas held a number of

positions at UMass. including

chairman of the zoology and biolo-

gy department. Wyse said that dur-

ing Kaulenas' tenure, he was

instrumental in maintaining and

strengthening the biology depart-

ment. The former chairman hired

many of the current professors.

Shortly alter Kaulcnas died.

Wyse. along with a group of col-

leagues, created the lecture series

to honor the former chairman and

professor Sharp's discussion of

RNA was the inaugural discussion.

Sharp received the Nobel Prize

in physiology or medicine in 1993

for his co-discovery of split genes.

Sharp is currently a professor in

the Center for Cancer Research at

MIT

Jailed Russian tycoon resigns as head of oil company

Some claim personal

politics involved in case
By Mara D. Bellaby

AsscxiATEP Press

MOSCOW (AP) — Russia's

richest man. who was jailed on

charges of fraud and tax evasion,

resigned yesterday as head of the

giant Yukos oil company saying he

wanted to spare it from an escalat-

ing criminal probe that has seen

top shareholders imprisoned and a

large chunk of its stock frozen.

Mikhail Khodorkovsky's resig-

nation came nine days after he was

jailed amid a 4-month-old investi-

gation that has dragged down

Yukos shares, caused the Russian

stock market to plunge and raised

questions about Russia's economic

and political course.

"As the leader, I must do all I

can to free our work collective

from the blow aimed against me
and my partners," the tycoon said

in a statement released by Yukos. "I

am leaving the company"

Russian media reported that

American Steven Thc*ede, in charge

of Yukos' day-to-day operations, is

the most likely successor.

The price of Yukos shares shot

up by 3.9 percent in trading imme-

diately after Khodorkovsky's

announcement, ending the day up

12 percent at $12.65. They are

more than 20 percent below their

all-time high posted .shortly before

Khodorkovsky's Oct. 25 arrest.

Critics say Khodorkovsky wa>

targeted by President Vladimir

Putin's Kremlin circle of fellow c\

KGB officers to curb his financiai

and political clout and as retalia-

tion for funding of opposition par-

ties.

His jailing and last week's court

decision to freeze 44 percent of

Yukos' share's stoked fears that

proscvutors are laying the ground-

work for a rexlistribution of state

assets that were privatized after the

1991 collapse of the Soviet Union.

Tlic often-dubious privatization

deals created tycoons, such as

Khodorkovsky, who bought up

state assets at rock-boitom prices,

earning the contempt of impover-

ished compatriots. •

Putin and his ministers have

denied that privatization — consid-

ered at the time as a key way of pre-

venting communists from return-

ing to power — will be revisited.

But Washington has warned that

the investigation raises "serious

questions about the rule of law in

[Russia."

In the statement.

Khodorkovsky said "the situation

that has taken shape today forces

me to drop my plans to continue

personal involvement in the devel-

opment of the company." which is

finalizing a merger with its smaller

rival. Sibneft, to create the woHd's

fourth- largest oil company.

Oil analysis praised

Khodorkovsky's move, saying it

should help take pressure off

Yukos.

"He is in jail. He can't really be

an eflcvtive chairman." said Vitaly

Yemiakov. an oil analyst with the

Cambridge Energy Research

Associates in Moscow. "For all

practical purposes, it is a normal

move of a person that cares about

his company"
Khodorkovsky can be held until

Dec. 30. but prosecutors can easily

seek extensions, as they have with a

top Yukos shareholder. Platon

Lebedev. who has been jailed since

luly

While Yukos may get some

breathing space, the same is

unlikely for Khodorkovsky ana-

lysts said.

"It doesn't change the view (of

those who consider) that

Khodorkovsky is a man with a lot

of money who has to be br(.)ughl

down to size." said Stephen

O'Sullivan. head of re«search at

United Financial Group in

Moscow.

\cmiako\ agreed, saying that

for prosecutors, "the real issue is

his ownership of a large stake of

shares of Yukos. His p<.3silion as

chainnan of the fx>ard by itself is

not a key issue in apjH.'ascment."

Finance Minister .Mexci Kudrin. in

an interview published Monday

before Khodorkovsky's resigna-

tion, said the freeze of Yukos

shares was part of an effort to

restore law and order I Ic predict-

ed the economy will benefit in the

long run.

U.S. wame(d

of Iraq attack
By Charles J. Hanley

AssoLiATEo Press

BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) — A blast near a

holy Shiite Muslim shrine in the city of

Karbala yesterday killed three people and

injured 12, witnesses said. Meanwhile, in

Baghdad, a string of mortar blasts struck

near downtown after sunset.

The violence came a day after insur-

gents shot down a U.S. transport helicop-

ter west of Baghdad, killing 16 Americans

and wounding 21 in a dramatic show of

increasing sophistication in their attacks.

Only two days before that strike,

leaflets seen in mo.sques in the Fallujah

area warned of new attacks using "mod-

em and advanced methods."

In Baghdad, five strong explosions

were heard in quick succession at about

Contlnuetl on page 2

Senators lash out at

SEC over scandal

Iraqi children throw stones toward a U.S. armored personal carrier (APC) patrolinR the cen-

ter of Fallujah, 6S km west of BaRhdad, yesterday. Gunners brought down a U.S. Army ChiniH>k

helicopter near Fallujah on Sunday, killing 16 and wounding 20 others.
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Congress approves $87*5b in aid

Latest attack on U.S. forces

connected to decision

By Alan Fram
.'VSS(H lAThl) rRl;S>

Paci7

WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress voted its

final approval yesterday for $87.5 billion for U.S.

military operations and aid in Iraq and

Afghanistan, a day after Americans in Iraq

endured their worst casualties since March.

In an anticlimactic moment for which only a

handful of senators appeared, the Senate approved

the bill by voice and handed a legislative victory to

President Bush, who had requested a similar pack

age two months ago. The voice vote — in which

Sen. Robert Byrd. D-W.Va.. was the only one lo

shout "Nay" — let lawmakers sidestep the roll call

that usually accompanies major legislation.

Thai underscored the complicated political cal-

culus presented by the measure, which was domi-

nated by popular funds for U.S. forces but also

sparked questions about Bush's postwar Iraq poli-

cies and record budget deficits al home.

"As the president said lime and lime again, wc

will not walk away from Iraq." said Senate

Appropriations Committee Chairman Ted

Stevens, R-Alaska. a leading author of the bill.

"We will not leave the Iraqi people in chaos, and

we will not create a vacuum for terrorist groups to

fill."

In the latest blow to Iraq's U.S. occupiers. 1*)

Americans were killed there on Sunday. That

included 16 soldiers who died when a missile

brought down a U.S. Army transport helicopter

west of Baghdad, a crash in which 20 other

Americans were wounded.

By Marly CJohikw

.-VSSIK IATH> PrISS

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Federal and state law enforcers

drew a jxirtrait yesterday of wide-

spread trading abuses within the

mutual fund industry and among

brokers that siphon money from

ordinary investors. Senators

expressed outrage at the abuses

and dissatisfaction with the

response of the Securities and

Exchange Commission.

Tlie scandal claimed its first

govemmenl victim.

luan Marcclino. the head of the

SFC's Boston office announced lie

was leaving "lo minimize any fur-

ther distractions for his staff."

According to recent news rcixjits,

an employee of big nuilual fund

company Putnam Investments

seeking to expose abuses al the

finn was bmshed off by atiomeys

in the SFC office and later got a

more receptive hearing from

Massachusetts securities regula-

tors.

Tliere also were industr\ casu

allies.

Pulnams chief cxecuiivc.

loiwrence |. l^s.ser. is stepping

down following the filing of civil

fraud charges against the linn and

a slate of new top officials is being

appointed at ihe nation's fifth-

largest mutual fund company, the

fimi's parent company annciunccxl

yesterday.

And Richard Strong, chainnan

of Strong Mutual Funds, resigncxl

amid multiple inquiries into his

personal trading of the company's

funds. But Strong stays as a board

member and as chairman and

CFO of Strong Capital

Management, the investment

adviser to Strong Mutual f'unds.

Regulators told a Senate hear-

ing that fundamcnial changes are

needed in the wa\ ihc $7 trillion

mutual fund industry operates and

governs itself. Thai's in addition to

stiff punishment of w rongdcK'rs.

they said.

The SFC found, for example,

that a quarter of the nation's

largest brokerage houses helpcxl

favored clients illegalK trade

mutual fuiKls after hours. Tlial

lindinj; moved Sen. Peter

Filzgciald. R-lll.. to ask: "We're

talking alxmt serious, wholesale

criminal violations coming to li^t.

aren't we'.'

"

l-iizpcraid i^ chainnan of the

Senate Govcnimcnial .\ffairs sub-

cominitiee examining ihc bur-

geoning mutual fund scandal and

the regulators' response. A 1 louse

panel al<o is holding hearings this

week on the debacle, which has

tarnished the reputation of mutual

funds, traditionally viewed as a

safe, conservative investment.

Some 90 million people have

money in U.S. sK)ck mutual funds;

half of all American households

invest in them.

Massachusetts Secrciarv of

State William Galvin submiiled

lestimons telling the commillee

self-policing had tailed.

"Wc are here kxiay because in

Ilki manv insiances the mulual

fund industry has failed to live up

lo its dutv." Galvin said.
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For ihe Record

Correction In yesterday's

Collegian. Massachusetts

soccer player Oral Bullen

was misidentified as Ptah

Myers in a photo cutiine.

We regret any confusion

this may have caused.
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Saturday, Oct. 25
1 2:25 a.m. Following a vehicle

accident in Lot 22 on

University Drive. Matthew

Venezia. 19, of 9 Pine Glen

Rd.. North Reading. Mass.,

Was arrested for operating a

vehicle under the influence of

alcohol and failing to yield at

an intersection.

1 a.m. A resident assistant in

Moore Hall reported extin-

guishing a fire set in the trash

room of the third floor. The

Amherst Fire Department

reported to the scene to inves-

tigate.

12:24 a.m. An officer reported

that individuals in Pierpont

Hall were warned about

harassing a resident assistant.

The resident assistant was

advised to contact UMass
police if any further harass-

ment
night

occurred during the

5:57 a.m. An officer reported

checking on a vehicle in Lot

32 on Massachusetts Ave.

One individual was placed in

protective custody.

Sunday, Oct. 26
12 a.m. Officers reported dis-

persing a fight at the dance at

the Campus Center. After the

event was shut down officers

reported a fight in the crowd

and there was a report of

shots fired. Arrested were:

— Kevin Holmes |r., 21. of

133 Belchertown Rd, #29.

Amherst. Mass., for disorderly

conduct.
— Stefanie Sykes-Allen,

18, of 5315 Baynton St.,

Philadelphia, Pa., for disor-

derly conduct.
— lamaal Jackson. 18, of

Elm St.. 2H, Elizabeth.

N.|., for disorderly conduct.

— Thomas Pomare, 20. of

148 South Ave. Attleboro,

Mass., for disorderly conduct

and resisting an officer mak-

ing a lawful arrest.

3:51 a.m. An officer reported

a verbal altercation in the

police parking lot. The officer

reported sending the subjects

on their way.

1:43 p.m. A 1980 red CR-250
motorcycle was reported

taken from the back of a vehi-

cle parked in Lot 65 near the

Metal Crafts building. The
rear fender of the vehicle was

damaged and the vehicle glove

box appeared to have been

rifled through. A wallet might

have been taken as well.

6:28 p.m. A subject was

pulled over in front of Totman
Gymnasium for driving an

expired vehicle. The officer

subsequently arrested Jeffrey

Fernandes. 35, of 475 Park

St., Stoughton, Mass., for pos-

session of a Class D sub-

stance.

9:33 p.m. A report was

received of a car on fire on the

north side of Coolidge Hall.

Amherst Fire Department and

Environmental Health and

Safety were advised. EHS was

reported on scene.

10:44 p.m. Two laptops were

reported taken from a room in

Mackimmie Hall. A report

was filed.

11:32 p.m. An officer report-

ed stopping three subjects in

Lot 22 on University Drive.

Six vehicles were broken into.

Three suspects were arrested

for breaking and entering in

the nighttime to commit a

felony, receiving stolen prop-

erty, possession of a burglari-

ous instrument and malicious

damage to a motor vehicle:

— Aaron Michael

Harrison, 17, of 50 Stevens

St., 2R, Springfield, Mass.

— lose Rosa, 19. of 28!

Wilbraham Rd.. Springfield,

Mass.
— Preston Harrison, 19, of

Springfield, Mass.

in addition. Aaron Michael

Harrison was charged with

unlicensed operation of a

motor vehicle and failing to

stop for police.

Monday, Oct. 27
3:47 p.m. A report was

received of subjects having a

fight in the second floor hall-

way of Dwight Hall. The situ-

ation was reported to be only

verbal and no physical alterca-

tion had occurred. The sub-

jects were sent on their way

and the matter will be

resolved with housing.

10:43 p.m. A resident assis-

tant reported that an individ-

ual had locked her keys in her

car with her 9-year-old son

sleeping inside in Lot 50 near

John Quincy Adams Hall. An
officer reported that they were

able to wake the child who
unlocked the door.

Tuesday, Oct. 28
1:20 p.m. A UPS truck was

reported stuck in the grassy

area of the Metawampe Lawn.

Grounds requested an officer

so they could get the informa-

tion necessary to obtain resti-

tution for damages.

3:55 p.m. A saxophone was

reported stolen from McGuirk

Alumni Stadium sometime

between Oct. 1 and 2. A
report was filed.

Wednesday, Oct. 29
4:1 1 p.m. A party reported his

vehicle missing from Lot 1

1

on Stadium Drive. The vehicle

was entered by police into the

teletype as stolen.

5:06 p.m. A party reported an

attempted vehicle theft from

Lot 27 on Sylvan Drive.

7:27 p.m. A party reported a

bicycle theft from Chadbourne

Hall. A red Mongoose 18-

speed bike with a black seat

and metal cargo rack was

apparently taken.

Thursday, Oct. 30
5:22 p.m. Police took a report

of a breaking and entering on

a vehicle in Lot 22 on

University Drive. The passen-

ger-side window was broken

and compact disks, a CD play-

er, an amplifier and a sub-

woofer box were taken.

8:42 p.m. An officer who

checked two subjects with

alcohol in Lot 50 reported

arresting Paul Carr. 19. of 75

Redlands St., Springfield,

Mass., for being a minor in

possession of alcohol and hav-

ing a false ID and loseph

Kenney, 19, of 109 Edandale

St., Springfield, Mass., for

being a minor is possession of

alcohol.

1 1 :07 p.m. A round robin was

reported on the third floor of

Chadbourne Hall. The

responding officer reported

that the party was dispersed

and a small amount of alcohol

was dumped.

11:57 p.m. A caller again

reported a round robin on the

third floor of Chadbourne

Hall. Upon arrival of the

police the party scattered and

the floor was quiet.

Friday, Oct. 31
2:47 a.m. A traffic stop on

Commonwealth Ave. resulted

in the arrest of Ryan

Arsenault, 26. of 1 1 Gunn St..

Erving. Mass., for operating a

motor vehicle under the influ-

ence, leaving the scene of an

accident with property dam-

age, possession of a Class D
substance and a marked lanes

violation.

5:56 a.m. A report of a noise

complaint in Grayson Hall led

to the arrest of Kira Choate,

19,of67CederSt.,Rehoboth,

Mass., for assault and battery.
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Palestinian deadline hits today
Continued from page 1

than two months, and both sides

predicted further discussions.

In other developments yester-

day, the Palestinian parliament

approved hard-liner Rafik Natche.

a former Cabinet minister and

ambassador to Saudi Arabia, as

parliament speaker The post is

important because the speaker

would become acting leader of the

Palestinian Authority if Arafat

steps aside or dies. Qureia left the

speaker's post when he was made

prime minister

Despite a meeting yesterday,

Qureia and Arafat remain at odds

over the choice of interior minister,

who will play a key role in any pos-

sible action against armed groups.

At the core of the dispute is

Arafat's refusal to relinquish con-

trol over some of the security

forces.

After the two-hour talk, Qureia

said the issue is "still under study."

For the past month, Qureia

has presided over a small Arafat-

appointed emergency Cabinet

that operated without parliamen-

tary backing. Its mandate expires

today, though an Arafat aide said

he could ask for more time.

Qureia's task of forming a

Cabinet did not appear any easier

yesterday than a month ago when,

at the last minute, he backed away

from presenting his proposed

team to parliament for approval

because of intense political wran-

gling.

Despite the difficulties, Saeb

Erekat. the chief Palestinian nego-

tiator, said yesterday he believes a

new government can be formed

within two days.

"It's very realistic," Erekat

said, but acknowledged that

"there are still some problems

concerning the interior minister"

A senior Palestinian official.

speaking on condition of

anonymity, said that pressure was

mounting on Arafat to accept

Qureia's choice for interior minis-

ter, Nasser Yousef.

That is the key appointment in

the new Cabinet. The interior

minister would control

Palestinian security forces, but

Arafat has been unwilling to relin-

quish authority Israel and the

United States insist that Arafat

must be sidelined, with an

empowered Palestinian Cabinet

taking over security

Without a new Cabinet,

resumption of talks on the stalled,

U.S.-backed "road map" plan for

an end to violence and creation of

a Palestinian state seems unlikely

Once he has a government,

Qureia said he plans to hold sepa-

rate talks with Sharon and leaders

of militant groups like Hamas to

negotiate an end to three years of

violence.

Warnings in Iraq appeared before attack

Continued from page 1

9:10 p.m., and it appeared the

blasts were coming from the west-

em side of the Tigris River.

Soon after, the US military

command reported three or four

mortar impacts in central

Baghdad. It did not report any

casualties or give details on dam-

age^
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The Karbala blast occurred on

a busy street less than 100 yards

from the gold-domed Imam
Hussein shrine in the city, 65 miles

south of the Iraqi capital, said

Mohammed Abu laffar al-Assadi,

a Shiite cleric.

All the dead apparently were

passers-by. He said the bomb
had apparently been planted in a

parked car. It was not immedi-

ately possible to get confirmation

of the report from Iraqi police or

the U.S. -led coalition.

Karbala was rocked by deadly

clashes last month between sup-

porters of rival Shiite factions.

Also in October, supporters of a

little-known Shiite cleric based

in Karbala killed three U.S. sol-

diers in a rare clash between res-

idents of the holy city and the

U.S. military.

On Aug. 29, a car bomb
exploded outside a mosque in

the nearby city of Najaf. killing

more than 85 people including

Shiite leader Ayatollah

Mohammed Baqir al-Hakim. It

was the bloodiest incident since

the end of the U.S. -led invasion

that overthrew Saddam Hussein.

Sunday's downing of a U.S.

Chinook helicopter outside

Fallujah was the deadliest since

strike against American forces

since the U.S. -led invasion of

Iraq in March.

Three other Americans were
also killed Sunday in separate

attacks, making it the bloodiest

day for U.S. forces since March.
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Pioneering bishop takes

important first steps
On Sunday. Nov, 2. the Rev. Canon V. Gene

Robinson became the first openly gay bishop in

the history of Christendom. The consecration

ceremony, which took place at the Whittemore

Center at the University of New Hampshire, was

a monumental event for the Episcopal priest,

who now must prepare to become the first

homosexual to be deemed as a successor to

lesus' apostles.

Perhaps the priest's last name is fitting, given

that another Robinson found himself in a similar

situation over 50 years ago. When asked about

his place in history, Jackie Robinson simply said,

"I'm just a baseball player, so I'll let the history

books write themselves."

However, Robinson did realize the impor-

tance of what he was doing, despite the fact that

he tried to underplay it as much as possible.

Over the years, Thurgood Marshall, Sidney

Poitier and Ralph Bunche continued to break

down barriers for the African-American people.

Now, seeing an African-American in politics, in

professional sports or in Hollywood is common-

place. But Gene Robinson is treading through

uncharted territory. While many issues involving

race and gender are exponentially better now

than they once were, homosexuality in the

Church is not.

Many expected Robinson to tiptoe around the

topic of his sexuality at his consecration speech.

There are 70 million members in the Anglican

Communion, and underplaying his sexuality

would have allowed Robinson to focus on larger

issues that face the Church. However, while

some feel that Robinsons sexuality should not

be an issue, the large number of Episcopalians

who protest Robinson's elevation cannot be

ignored.

With that said, it is clear that Robinson need-

ed to choose his words carefully In his speech,

he acknowledged the fact that some people,

including non-Episcopalians, oppose him and his

lifestyle. But never did he make it personal; his

words were always centered on the bigger issues

of the Church.

"This day is not about me," Robinson said,

"but about so many people who find themselves

on the margin ... and bringing those people into

the center" He proclaimed those who oppose his

sexuality as "faithful, wonderful Christians," and

stated tiiat people on both sides of the issue will

be able to come together if they are hospitable

and loving towards each other, saying that God

will do the same to each of them.

The current bishop of New Hampshire, the

Rev. Douglas E. Turner, echoed Robinson's

words of unity: "Because of who you are. Gene,

you will stand as a symbol of the unity of the

church in a way in which none of the rest of us

can. lust your very presence in the episcopate

will bring into our fellowship the presence of an

entire group of Christians hitherto unacknowl-

edged in these councils of the church."

It is foolish to think that all of Robinson's

opposition will be swayed to the other side after

his consecration speech. But by taking a topic

that has the potential to create a major schism in

the Episcopalian community. Robinson and his

supporters have taken a very commendable and

daring first step. They are turning this controver-

sy into an opportunity for unprecedented togeth-

erness in a religious community, but only time

will tell if this unity will be achieved.

Information from The Boston Globe was used

for this editorial.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

Gargano, pick your targets
On Oct. 17, Michael Gargano,

vice chancellor of student affairs,

sent a letter home to University of

Massachusetts students addressed,

"Dear UMass Amherst

week before to the stu-

dent body: The riotous behavior of

the past few week.s was uncon-

scionable, there will be no toler-

ance for such activity, and no one

should participate, "even as a spec-

tator"

Something rotten in Denmark?

I was impressed by the stance

Gargano had taken. Indeed, the

"riots" were a disgrace to UMass

in a broad sense; those responsible

should be dealt with according to

Massachusetts General Law and

should be subject to dismissal

from the University

However, the call for students

to refrain from being spectators is

a dangerous position to take. 1

think I understand why Gargano

made such a statement. Most like-

ly he thinks that having a crowd

present allowed the small percent-

age of students who wouid even-

tually become violent and cause

damage, to act out. But it is irre-

sponsible for Gargano to ask the

common person to cover his eyes

from the proceedings in his own

town.

I am not trying to insinuate

that local papers or The

Massachu.setts Daily Collegian

might consider coloring the facts,

but it is a safeguard to have multi-

ple sources of information regard-

ing events that affect us all —
especially if those events are con-

troversial, and if someone or some

entity could possibly gain some-

thing by only releasing half-truths.

What if the police had acted

out of order and a student had

been seriously injured as a result?

What if no one was there to see it

happen, and the local press was all

corralled to one place where their

cameras' focuses were limited?

The fewer people who observe a

situation, the easier it is for that

situation to be misrepresented.

1 want to be clear: The police

have done an amazing job at qui-

eting the riots. The.se

men and women have

sustained injuries on

behalf of the rest of the

community in order to keep us

safe, and I am grateful for their

continued support. But my argu-

ment looks forward to the future

and backwards to the rocky past

of censorship.

When the dissemination of

information is endangered, so is

the very heart of democracy

endangered — and this is an issue

to which we should be paying par-

ticular attention. Remember what

happened when spectators

(weapons inspectors) were

recalled from Iraq? Remember the

atrocities carried out by a man

named Adolf? How about

Pinochet?

Who am 1 kidding? Henry

Ford was right: History is bunk.

Those with the power to enforce

the importance of the ideals that

history has taught us don't seem to

think much of history — and that

is all that matters.

It might be easy to conclude

It might be easy to conclude that in the

case of the UMass riots, disallowing specta-

tors couldn't cause any harm. But we must be

constantly vigilant of the allowance of rules

that seem safe at the moment— because the

issue is clear— but might be misused in the

future, or in a different situation.

that in the case of the UMass riots,

disallowing spectators couldn't

cause any hami. However, we

must be constantly vigilant of the

allowance of rules that seem sale

at the moment but might be mis-

used in the future, or in a different

situation.

Changes to Southwest a tough sell

^^^ I

Don't let it

^H|^ ever be said

^^^B that Michael

|P|^H| Gargano
^j^r afraid to shake

^^^^f things up.

^^^^^^^ Over the

^^^^^^^H few our
^^^^^^^^

vice chancellor

U3I1 of student

lamotlie affa*"^ ^^ ''^*

"

"^""^^^^^ be known that

he's considering widespread

changes for much of the campus,

especially the Southwest residen-

tial living area. The proposed

changes include converting some

double dormitory rooms in

Southwest into singles, introducing

more learning communities to the

area, and increasing the amount of

residential assistants and residen-

tial directors per student.

All are done v^th a common
goal in mind: to change the wild,

"big city" approach and culture

that the area tends to have.

Gargano, perhaps sensing that

criticism may follow, said recent

riots and disturbances in

Southwest are not the only cause

for considering the overhaul.

"What happened with these

The media serves the purpose

of investigating the news and

telling the masses what has been

found. The idea here is for a small

group of well-trained profession-

als to procure information that

would be difficult for the average

citizen to acquire with his or her

busy work schedule. The media in

no way serves as a substitute for

non-media reUited citizenry to

ignore the world around them.

This issue becomes much more

important when the media is con-

trolled by a handful of omnipotent

conglomerates with additional

holdings creating a conflict of

interests, and further compound-

ed by censorship in the name of

national security — a favorite

trump card of every powerful

administration.

I don't mean to undermine

Gargano's statements; he is

absolutely right to call upon stu-

dents to take responsibility for the

riots and for our campus. 1 only

ask that in the future Gargano be

more specific and more careful

when he makes blanket state-

ments such as those asking stu-

dents to refrain from being

ob.sei-vers. What does "spectator"

mean anyway? Should the stu-
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Butterfield, Patterson, Grayson and

Cance, and said he plans to make

many more trips to others to get

input from students before any

concrete plans are made.

This is good, and Gargano

should consider it as a campaign

trail. There's a never-ending list of

questions to answer here.

For one: There's still a housing

crunch, and it's not going away

anytime soon. Chancellor John V.

Lombardi, Gargano and anyone

else in administration involved

with the process of redeveloping

the University of Massachusetts

know this.

"If we decide to move forward

from triples into doubles and dou-

bles into singles, it will just require

us to manage the incoming class

very, very carefully," Gargano said.

"We will not be able to take in

more students than we can feasibly

house."

That's obvious. What isn't so

obvious, however, is how the

UMass campus is going to simulta-

neously "grow," while decreasing

the size of its largest residential

area and promising to give students

back their lounges in the next year

or two. There are no concrete plans

dents in the towers of Southwest

not look out of their windows at

the violence below? He cleariy

didn't mean this. Where is the line

drawn between spectator and par-

ticipant?

Russ luskalian is a Collegian

columnist.

Gargano wants to change the riot culture in

Southwest, and after this fall semester, it has

become obvious that doing so is something that

needs to be addressed.

riots acnjally expedited a conversa-

tion we were already having,"

Gargano said.

Administration, in general, is

being very careful to communicate

that any changes will not be made

in a knee-jerk reaction, a rap it has

received in the past when dealing

with problematic issues — espe-

cially those involving student life.

At this point in the game,

Gargano wants to make it clear

that nothing is set in stone, and

that all possible changes are up for

discussion. He's visited numerous

dorms recently. including

yet to add additional dormitories,

so where does the space relief

come in? Students arc going to

need something more solid than a

promise of a new freshman class

being carefully managed before

they buy into his plan.

The second nagging question

Gargano will need to answer for

students: Why? Why is changing

the name of Southwest going to

lead to a change in the culture

there? Why is overcrowding in

Southwest being blamed as a main

reason for riots now, when so many

others blamed it on stupidity, alco-

hol or just being the thing to do?

Gargano wants to change the

riot culture- in Southwest, and after

this fall semester, it has become

obvious that doing so is something

that needs to be addressed.

But there are numerous ways to

do that, and reinventing the cam-

pus is probably the most difficult of

them all. Gargano wants to change

the "big city" image in Southwest

as a part of a grander plan to resur-

rect UMass. He's cushioned the

shock of the ideas with some small-

er, more trivial suggestions —
introducing late night concerts to

Southwest, and adding a shuttle to

Health Services and a midnight

breakfast served by administrators

during finals week — but the heart

of his proposal lies in changing the

way life is here, and the way its

been ingrained into UMass culture

for years.

Like Lombardi before him,

Gargano was hired because he

looked hke he could be the kind of

innovative, high-energy type of guy

our campus needs to help lead

UMass back into prosperous times.

lAjmbardi has proven to be an

overall success: a sage man with

finances who has earned respect

and praise even from many of the

same University organizations that

he had to cut or reduce finatKes

lor

Gargano is still an unknown,

which leaves this as his biggest test

yet. He's made all of the right

moves thus far as he pitches some

pretty controversial ideas, and his

willingness to meet with students is

an excellent start.

But he needs to be careful.

As it hit the papers yesterday,

Gargano has begun walking a

fine line between progressive

administrator and publicly

scorned idealist.

Only time will tell which is

closer to the truth. If Gargano

wants his new and improved

UMass to be a reality, he's going

to have to sell it. and sell it

hard.

Dan Lamothe is a Collegian

columnist.

Defining true nationalism

ZacI)

Oelschlegel

1 am more than a week late, but

the baseball playoffs arc- over. No

more having to watch those

damned Yankees take the field, no

more watching those stupid

Yankees cry. no morc- rioting, and

finally, no morc- having to hear that

stupid New York Irish tenor Runan

Tynan sing "God Bless America."

You pause after reading that last

comment. Did I really say that I

was tired of hearing "God Bless

America?"

I'm going to blame my apathy on Sept. 1 1. After

that day. we had car dealers telling us to buy a Chevy

to "keep America rolling," wc kept sc-eing people on

TV telling us that they were "doing their part" by wear-

ing a tie with an American flag on it. every single Mom
and Pop store had the phrase "God Bless America'"

emblazoned on their doors, and of course, you could-

n't walk five feet without seeing 19 different flags in

every diivction.

Next thing you knew, it

was fashionable to wear a

hat or shirt that said

"FDNY" on it, even if you

had no affiliation with any

fire department and Iowa

was where you made your

home. It was all in the spirit

of showing off our pride,

because that's what real

Americans did, right?

Sadly, we all bought into

the lie, as national holidays

have returned to being days

off from schtxjl, and that

day we supposedly would

never forget was completely

forgotten, evidenced by the

paltry 40 or so who showed up to this years Sept. 1

1

memorial at the Student Union. All those chic flags

pc-ople hung on their doors became really tacky and

they were taken down by lanuary of 2002. But at Icasi

I

we can show our spirit by singing along to the nation-

al anthem, right?

Unfortunately time and again, the anthem is

meaningless to the ears that hear it. l-.vervthing from

"Oh say can you see?" to "the home of the bia\e" is

really just wasted time before the start of the game,

instead of a moment of reverence foi' a nation of

heroes as it should be. (Home of the brave? Like thc

oncs from Atlanta? Would Boston be home of the Red

Sox?)

"The Simpsons'

Sadly, we all bought into the

lie, as national holidays have

returned to being days off from

school, and that day we sup-

posedly would never forget

was completely forgotten, evi-

denced by the paltry 40 or so

who showed up to this years

Sept. 11 memorial at the

Student Union.

lampoons this when Homer

becomes a boxer The announcer tells the crowd who

is fighting, and then says, "Now. due to popular

demand, we will skip the singing of the national

anthem. Lecx-eeeeet's get ready to Ruuuuumbllllle!"

The anthem is now something that just gets in the way

Nationalism is like profanity. The first time you

heard your dad curse, your ears exploded. If you heard

him mouth off again, it got to be less and less of a big

deal, until it meant absolutely nothing to you. taking

away the entire meaning of those words your mother

told you not to say

The same goes for the constant bleating of

Ameiican pride. 1 hear these songs at every sporting

event I attend. I watch it on TV', and I've heard athe-

ists tell mc that Cod blesses America. And every time

1 see it, it means less and less, and soon enough, it

might take another Sept, 1 1 for me and the rest of

America to know that the.se words carry power, and

aren't just a sporting tradition.

Oddly enough, when Americans do something that

actually shows that they love their country — like as

enlisting in the Army or Navy — they are belittled for

becoming stupid grunts that

will do anything for the fas-

cist leader of our country.

My brother will be graduat-

ing college this December

and will be in basic training

by February. 1 couldn't be

morc- proud of him. and I

wouldn't love for anything

more than to spit on those

who call him a brainwashed

idiot of a man. Those are the

same cowards who run

away from the draft, and the

same people who ignore the

present and historical

importance of our men and

women in unifonn.

Trtje nationalism gets blasted while primitive

cheering is almost revered. We aren't showing what a

strong country we are by how many flags we can wave.

We don't tell terrorists whai America is made ol when

we smile and tell each other "God Bless .America." If

we wanted to do any of these things, we could enlist in

the anned forces, or volunteer down the street to help

the homeless. We could show our fellow man some of

our io\e instead of some of our attire. We could actu-

ally appa-ciatc the freedoms wc have right now. and

strive to make them better, God forbid, we could go

out and vote.

lust don't try and tell mc that you lo\e America

Ix'cause it says so on your shirt.

Txich Oeischlegel is a Collegian columnist.

Letter to the Editor
To the Editor:

I would like to clarity an error that Cara Bedick men-

tioned in her letter to the editor yesterday.

But first, I would like to applaud her knowledge of

legislation and statistics regarding the very controversial

subject of abortion. I respect her opinion, as it is well

founded, and I even agree with her argument for com-

prehensive sexuality classes.

However, I would like to point out something she may

have overlooked. There are too many circumstances that

can lead to an unwanted pregnancy; some may be the

fault of the mother, others (such as rape) may not be. But

there has never been, and there never will be, a circum-

stance where the pregnancy is the fault of the child. Why

then, should he or she be denied the right to live? Take a

look at the same child in nine months time. Would you

then be so eager to say that the mother reserved the

right to take that child's life?

The child deserves to live, regardless of the condi-

tions under which he or she was conceived. Whether in

his or her own birth family, or in an adopted family, every

child Is a blessing. It's a shame that so many people

think otherwise.

Lynn Slevinski

UMass freshman
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Indie movies find home at NIFF this week
By Johnny Donaldson

Ci)LLJ-l.lAN StaKK

Toronto. Venice. Sundance.

Cannes. Movie lovers from the

far reaches have trekked to

countless film festivals across

the globe in search of undiscov-

ered gems and the ability to

brag about being the first ones

to see .some hot new independ-

ent films. Many well-known art

house movies have passed

through the marquees that

make up festivals like Sundance

and Cannes.

And for years, the very town

of Northampton has played

host to its own film festival. For

nine years, the Northampton

Independent Kilm Festival has

played host to a slew of indie

and underground lilms; come-

dies, dramas, short films and

documentaries have graced the

screens at the Academy of

Music and the Pleasant Street

Theater. This year will be no dif-

ferent.

Begun in 1994 by Dee

DeGeiso and Howard Polonsky,

the film festival — often

referred to as NIFF — has spe-

cialized in showcasing a wide

array of great, but largely

unseen feats of cinema. Last

year, new festival director

Charlie Burke and his staff

brought local audiences the first

— and only -- area showings of

movies like the Oscar-winning

lapanimation classic, "Spirited

Away"
This year. Burke, in associa-

tion with the Sundance Film

Institute and Paramount

Classics, will bring us the area

premieres of big-ticket indie

features such as "The Singing

l^tective," "In This World" and

"IXjpamine."

"The Singing Detective,"

starring Robert Downey

In, Katie Holmes and Mel

r Gibson, is a quirky adap-

tation of a popu-

lar, well-

re c e i V e d

British
musical

miniseries from the mid-'80s.

Keith Gordon ("Waking the

Dead") directs from a script by

the late Dennis Potter, scripter

on the original. The film screens

Thursday at 9:15 p.m. at the

Academy
The festivities kick off

tomorrow night, with a screen-

ing of "Nosey Parker," the final

installment in director John

O'Brien's Vermont trilogy, at

7; 30 p.m. at the Academy of

Music Theater The movie —
about a couple renovating a

dream home in the rustic coun-

tryside — will be shown with

the short "The Winter People."

"In this World," the latest

from Brit director Michael

Winterbottom ("Welcome to

Sarajevo," "|ude," "24 Hour

Party People") screens on

Friday at 9:50 p.m. at the

Academy
Sundance will also sponsor

a special O&A with the

Sundance Channel senior vice

president of film programming,

Paola Freccero, at I p.m. on

Saturday at Amherst College's

Stoddard Hall. "Dopamine" is a

romantic drama cot^ing cour-

tesy of the Sundance Film

Series and shows Sunday at the

Academy at 7 p.m.

In addition to the above,

several other films will end up

premiering on our local screens.

"The Sopranos" stars Vincent

Pastore and Frank Vincent will

be on hand when their comedy,

"A Tale of Two Pizzas," pre-

miers Friday at 7 p.m. at tf\e

Academy Best-selling author

Sebastian lunger will attend a

Q&\ for the film "A Peaceful

Warrior" at Smith College's

Wright Hall on Friday at 7:45

p.m. Classic movies like "Tom

lones." "Kiss Me, Stupid" and

"The General" will all screen,

and there will be a raft of films

made by local filmmakers or

made with local ties.

Steve Alves' documentary,

"Talking to the Wall," targets

the corrupt consumerism of the

Wal-Mart chain store; Cynthia

Wade's "Shelter Dogs" ukes a

look at the struggles of a small

animal shelter in upstate New
York.

"The Best of the Five College

Student Programs" will feature

short films from students from

the University of Massachusetts

and Smith, Hampshire, Mt.

Holyoke and Amherst colleges.

Local high school students get

in on the act too, with a short

program on Sunday afternoon.

Festival passes are on sale

for $1 25 ($95 for WGBY mem-

bers); they allow access to all

events including the Saturday

night party. It's $8 for general

admission, or $7 for students

with valid IDs and WGBY
members with membership

cards. Tickets are available on a

first come, first serve basis.

Programs are now available

around town.

Hip-hop's iransformaiion from

the 'Golden Age' to underground

All music evolves and builds upon the

changes in society and the people who listen to it

and create it. All genres owe their existence to

the styles created before them.

Hip-hop, more that any other genre, pays

homage to all of its pre-exist-

ing styles. Hip-hop has gone

through many changes within

itself since it began to bless

our ears so many years ago.

What started as a medium of

funk and soul has transformed

into an outlet for empower-

ment of the people. The result

is a very diverse art form. Hip-

hop is also a music that was

once called dead by some of

its past innovators. Exploring

hip-hop today clearly shows

ig_
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Don't get yourself

down about what

you can't get up
Hcx-iicrsity is a question

and answer column designed to

provide important information

and answers to questions

regarding sex, sexuality, sexual

orientation, sexually transmit-

ted infections and reproductive

rights. Voiced by Julia Kristan,

a member of the Voices for

Planned
SeX-iverSily Parenthood^—^—^— (VOX) group

Julia Kristan here at the

University of

Massachusetts and an active

volunteer for the Everywoman's

Center on campus, the column

is intended to help educate the

university community about

reproductive health, rights, leg-

islation and responsibilities.

Much of the statistical informa-

tion provided in this column

derives from research done
through and obtained by

Planned Parenthood and its

national affiliates.

Q, I was a virgin until recently.

However, the first time I tried

to have sex, I couldn't get an

erection. My girlfriend said it

was probably nerves, but I'm

still worried it might be erec-

tile dysfunction or something

serious. What should I do?

A. Before you start worrying

too much, 1 have a question for

you. Have you had difficulty

getting or maintaining an erec-

tion in the past, under relaxed

and stress-free conditions? If

you answer yes, then I would

recommend seeing a doctor —
you could have something

more than a bit of nerves. Keep

in mind erectile dysfunction is

the repeated inability to

achieve and/or sustain an erec-

tion firm enough for sexual

intercourse.

Being that this occurred the

first time you tried to have sex,

the odds seem to be saying

that your "sub-par' experi-

Contlnued on page 5

Chappelle humors NoHo crowd
Rising comedic genius brings stellar

stage presence to the Calvin Theater

By Glen Straub
(x)LLEtiiAN Staff

NORTHAMPTON — Comedian

Dave Chappelle is well aware that he

may offend a few people with his

usual ranting and raving over sexual

and racial issues during his standup

routines.

"I'm sorry, guys. I know I sound

ignorant," he told the audience during

his standup routine at Northampton's

Calvin Theater Sunday night. "It's

because I am igno-

rant."

In Northampton,

though — a city

where sexuality is

lucid, diversity

comes at a premium

and political correct-

ness dominates —
the Calvin Theater

than forgive

Chappelle tells them. His scratchy,

high-pitched voice combined with his

wide eyes and extremely skinny body

frame give him a very distinct stage

presence. So although his jokes can be

raunchy at times and most of them

lack punch lines, it is hard to stifle the

smiles when you see the man on stage.

Due to the material Chappelle dis-

cusses, he likes to test his boundaries

with the audience. So Sunday night

right off the bat, he began his set by

telling everyone. "So I just met all

Dave

Cfiappelle

Calvin Tktater

Norihanpton

crowd did more
Chappelle. It requested his blunt com-

ments.

In anticipation of the second sea-

son of his variety show on Comedy

Central, "Chappelle's Show," which

premiers |an. 21, Chappelle is touring

the country making audiences of all

ages and races laugh out of their seats.

In NoHo it was no different, as the ris-

ing comedian performed two shows at

the cavernous, yet intimate Calvin

Theater Sunday night.

Chappelle, who got his big break

stitrring in the dorm room/cult classic

"Half Baked," has come a long way

since performing in small clubs in his

hometown of Washington, D.C. His

name is household and he is now
being compared to some of the great

black comedians of the past, like

Eddie Murphy and Richard Pryor.

There is overflowing respect for the

man who makes a living on marijuana

jokes and it was clear at the Calvin —
before Chappelle said even one word
on the stage, he received a standing

ovation.

As with Pryor, it is not just the

jokes that get the laughs; it is the way

ilCRII'-Vi i>Mtl''ii INTHAl

Dave Chappelle performed twice

at the Calvin Theater Sunday night.

eight black people in Northampton.

They all just came in a little minivan."

The diverse crowd responded with

roaring laughter and it was set that the

audience was ready for Chappelle's

frank humor.

He covered a wide range of topics

during his 93-minule act, including

Roy Horn's (of Siegfried & Roy) tiger

bite, protesting the war in Iraq. Kobe

Bryant and — a particular favorite of

the Massachusetts crowd — the Don
Zimmer-Pedro Martinez confronta-

tion in Game 5 of the American

League Championship Series between

the New York Yankees and the home-

town Boston Red Sox.

A highlight of his routine was

when he compared the Kobe Bryant

rape situation to music superstar R.

Kelly's ordeal concerning an alleged

sex act between him and some of his

1 5-year-old fans being caught on tape,

in which he urinated on the teenage

girls. It is one of Chappelle's favorite

topics as he ridiculed Kelly on his

show last season in the original song,

"I just wanna piss on you."

Sunday night he said: "Who am I

to say Kobe raped that girl? Only

Kobe, God and the giri knows. But R.

Kelly on the other hand, we have a

video of him peeing on young girls.

C'mon. who gives the golden shower?

That's some f**ked up sh't!"

The 31 -year-old comedian covers

current events in a very distinct way,

giving them a different spin than the

average comedian might have. In dis-

cussing the Elizabeth Smart story (the

1 5-year-old white girl who was found

in March after missing for six months)

he asked why didn't this girl try to

cscap'-. He reminded (and probably

informed) the audience of Acel

Moure, the seven-year-old

Philadelphia black girl who chewed

through ropes placed around her from

a kidnapper and called the police.

Chappelle. of course like most

black entertainers, creates an intimate

atmosphere with himself and the audi-

ence. There are constant occurrences

of call and response in his show and it

seems that his best stuff is the reac-

tions he gives to the audience's ques-

tions.

He began a routine talking about

the best oral sex he had ever received.

An audience member in one of the

first couple of rows yelled out "Was it

by a monkey?" Chappelle using his

improvisational mind, responded with

"No, and it wasn't your mother

either." A loud "ohhh" in unison from

the crowd followed.

However, Chappelle's drawn-out

stories, such as when he went to a

(k)ntinued on page 5

Ihe Red line

Peier Dale

Jusiin Chellman

that those words are wrong, as hip-hop has

emerged like a phoenix from the flames into a

new entity.

As with all styles of music, people designate a

time in which the genre reached its high point. In

hip-hop it is referred to as the golden years, or

the "golden age." Depending on whom you're

talking to, the exact years will vary, but to many,

the period is between 1988 and 1994.

This time period gave us albums such as Slick

Rick's "The Great Adventures of Slick Rick,"

The Wu-Tang Clan's "Enter the Wu-Tang: 36

Chambers." A Tribe Called Guest's "Low End

Theory," Public Enemy's "It Takes a Nation of

Millions to Hold us Back," Notorious B.l.G.'s

"Ready to Die" and Nas' "lllmatic." These

records defined what hip-hop was and what it

has become today

But what happened after 1994, according to

many hip-hop connois.seurs, was that the genre

i:i>L.RIL'<VMTV(XlM

Tupac Shakur's death in 1994 marked the

end of the "Golden Age" of hip-hop.

began to separate from what had defined it.

Some claim "gangsta rap" was to blame, but if

that were the case then hip-hop would have felt

the effects way before 1994, due to the work of

groups that date back to the 80s (like NWA and

The Ghetto Boys).

However, most tend to blame two things.

First and foremost: White America and its youth.

The embrace of hip-hop culture by young, white

suburban teenagers brought a much larger audi-

ence to the table, leading to more money sur-

rounding it. This process had been occurring for

quite some time. It can be traced back to the

early heyday of hip-hop, with groups like Run-

DMC and Onyx, the two of which collaborated

with popular rock 'n' roll groups.

Another entity of our country, Corporate

America, discovered the financial opportunities

in popularity amongst White America in hip-hop

music. The money was there to be made, and

Corporate America had a strong influence over

many artists. The labels began to see that certain

types of hip-hop made more money for them,

such as pop, which outsells everything. The

labels began to demand that type of product

from its artists and they were refusing to put out

albums by respected artists in the genre that

wouldn't conform. Basically, ail hip-hop had to

sound the same and it had to refer to the same

subjects: love songs (the quasi formation of hip-

hop as R&B), sex and/or violence.

Welcome to 1997, which we like to call the

"Age of Puffy." The funny thing about this is that

Puffy really isn't to blame; he was just the leader

of the pack and the best at creating music that

Corporate America wanted — and that the pub-

lic ate up.

Between 1996 and 1997, we lost two of hip-

hop's greatest contributors: Biggie and Tupac. In

the wake of their deaths, people began to have a

bad taste in their mouths for the violent hip-hop

that carried a large part in the responsibility of

the deaths of those two young men.

Sean "Puffy" Combs, now known as P. Diddy,

provided an alternative to that style with softer

and more pop-appealing acts, such as Mase and

1 1 2. This was the age of the crossover acts, just

as old-school group EPMD predicted. Well-

respected emcees such as |ay-Z and Nas began to

make music that was more appealing to the

masses and less appealing to their original core

audience.

The charts were topped with this form of hip-

hop and the music began to lose its identity while

entering the mainstream. This left a large audi-

ence of fans and listeners of hip-hop when it was

in its "golden age" feeling alienated and search-

ing for more than what they were hearing.

Enter the underground. lust as there were

people wanting to hear what they were missing,

there were artists who were sick of what was out

Continued on page 5

Coldplay releases new DVD/CD. includes mix of live shows
By Nick Romanow

CxJLUil.lAN SlAFF

In 2001 , Coldplay busted into the pop music con-

scious with their debut, "Parachutes," and the mas-

sive hit singles "Yellow" and "Trouble." While they

gained recognition and some praise with that album,

it wasn't until last year's bonafide smash and wildly

impressive "A Rush Of Blood To The Head" that the

band truly exploded into international superstars.

So it's only natural for the band and their record

label to try to exploit the huge success they are enjoy-

ing right now. Luckily for their fans. "Live 2(X)3," a

double-disc DVD and CD package, is not a cheap

cash-in but a well put-together set that any fan of the

band will enjoy. The DVD is a 90-minute

live compilation of two shows the band per-

formed this past July in Sydney, Australia.

The CD contains an abridged. 60-minute

version of the performances on the DVD.
The CD is definitely something a

Coldplay fan would enjoy, but you can't help

but to feel like you'd rather just listen to "A

Rush Of Blood ..." instead. While many songs suffer

from this problem. "Clocks" specifically sounds so

similar to the version found on "A Rush Of Blood

..." that it seems almost redundant to listen to it on

this disc.

The pure, raw excitement of the opening song,

"Politik," makes it a standout. The shortened disc

sadly leaves out "Trouble" and "The Scientist,"

which are the apexes of Coldplay's catalogue and

sound beautiful on the DVD. Of course that's not to

say the CD is bad by any means; anyone who feels

passionately about Coldplay's incredible Brit-pop

exquisiteness will be thrilled with the album.

The disc includes performances of three unre-

leased songs, one of which is brand new and should

increase the appeal of the package to fans. "One 1

Love" is, to be clear, not a cover of the similariy-

titled R,E.M. song, but it does see the band venture

further toward R.E.M.'s jangly indie-pop than they

ever have before.

"See You Soon" is a good — not great — song

that features mostly vocalist Chris Martin singing

and finger-picking an acoustic guitar. "Moses" is an

entirely new song and if it's any indication of where

the band is headed, it's thrilling. The sound is much

closer to the superior, more original style of "A Rush

Of Blood ..." rather than the good, but not very

impressive sounds of "Parachutes."

The DVD is Ihe meat of the package. Clocking in

at neariy three hours of content, it has quite a lot for

Coldplay fans to see. The disc contains the entire 90-

minute compilation of two shows and it offers a lot

more to the fan than the CD does. The show is, for

the most part, shot beautifully by director Russell

Thomas. While some songs — most noticeably,

"Yellow" — feature annoying edits and shots, the

majority of them are just stunning to look at. It is

actually hard to pick a standout visual moment, as

there are many Thomas even puts in a cou-

ple massive swooping crane shots of the

outdoor venue that puts many film directors

to shame.

The 40-minute tour diary/documentary is,

sadly, mediocre at best. However, it is shot

beautifully. It seems that it was shot in

color, and then had the color drained except

for select items in certain shots (i.e., in one long-shot

of the band in soundcheck, the only color in the shot

is Martin's red shirt).

Aside from the aesthetic values of the film, there

are a few entertaining moments here and there, but

it mostly just feels like a promo for the band.

Additionally, it has some live footage, but uses audio

that seems to be straight off the camera mics, which

makes for a noisy and messy sound.

These complaints, however, are fairly petty.

While this live DVD/CD combo doesn't nearly com-

pare to truly excellent live compilations such as

Nirvana's "From The Muddy Banks Of The

Wishkah," or Nine Inch Nails' recent DVD/CD
package "And All That Could Have Been," it is cer-

tainly more than enough to satisfy even the mild

Coldplay fan.

Hopefully Coldplay will make more ventures into

the live DVD/CD venue in the near future because,

despite some faults, this compilation is a great pic-

ture of one of the few current bands that are both

massively popular and massively talented at their

best.

The Red Line: how hip-hop has changed its listeners and its style

Continued from page 4

there and began to create music

away from the major labels, on

independent labels and by doing

shows in small local venues.

These small labels, such as

Rawkus Records, began to

acquire a rather large and loyal

following from hip-hop fans

that were sick of commercial

hip-hop.

Rawkus Records brought us

a very refreshing brand of hip-

hop in the late '90s. Sporting

acts such as Pharoahe Monch

(formally of Organized

Kofrfu«k»n), Mos Def, Talib

Kweli and Company Flow (who

ended up leaving Rawkus and

disbanding; and one the main

members, EL-P then created his

own well respected hip-hop

label Def |ux). They also put out

popular underground acts

showcase albums in the

"Soundbombing" series, which

is the label's true claim to fame.

These albums featured many

up-and-coming and rather

unheard artists at the time as

well as proven acts like

Common, Eminem, Brand

Nubian, Boot Camp Clik and O
Tip.

This created a lot of buzz for

underground hip-hop music.

Labels started to notice that the

people who bought under-

ground hip-hop albums didn't

just buy a few albums once in a

while (which was the trend of

people who bought the pop

albums) — they bought a lot of

albums, every week. These fans

were like drug addicts and

underground hip-hop was their

fix. Underground hip-hop was a

refreshing alternative to the

mainstream commercial hip-

hop that was being pumped out

of every corporateiy owned
radio station, and labels weren't

the only people who noticed this

change. Other artists who were

more associated with the main-

stream began to notice this.

This brings us to contempo-

rary times, which is like a "sec-

ond coming" for hip-hop. The

lines between underground and

mainstream are becoming more

and more burry. Mainstream

acts that lost listeners of the

underground scene are starting

to gain them back with solid

albums that appeal to the main-

stream as well as the under-

ground fans, such as |ay-Z's

"The Blueprint" and Nas"

"Stillmatic." Hip-Hop is also

seeing the rebirth of former

greats like Scarface, with his

album "The Fix." as well as new

albums by members of Wu-
Tang and also from former

Death Row record label mem-

bers such as Dr Dre and Snoop

Dogg.

Today artists have gained

more creative control over what

music they put out. With Dr
Dre and EnuiMun giving free

reign to their acts, their labels.

Aftermath and^hady records,

respectively, are practically con-

trolling what's hot and what's

not in hip-hop right now. We
al.so are seeing a lot of collabo-

rations between artists, once

thought of as underground,

with many mainstream acts.

Two great examples are the

Rawkus and Rocafella collabo-

rations, with lay-Z on a Talib

Kweli record, and Mos Def on a

record by Kanye West (one of

the Roc's celebrated producers

responsible for a large part of

lay Z's "The Blueprint").

There is also a new trend:

Hip-hop music is becoming

darker, but in a good way. Hip-

hop is getting back to its gritti-

er and most raw form of pres-

entation. This should be no sur-

prise, considering that hip-

hop's most popular act,

Eminem, is from the under-

ground hip-hop circuit, and his

form of music, although very

mainstream, is very dark at

times. His star act, 50 Cent, is

also the first straight-up rapper

to be on top of the game in a

while. Whereas |ay-Z and Nas

both opted for a mix of RAB
and rap during the late '90s, 50

Cent opts for a style more like-

ly to be associated with the

style of Tupac and Biggie

(although his lyricism is not up

to par with the late greats). In

other words, he may make a

song that appeals to the main-

stream, but his presentation is

still very raw. This has influ-

enced acts like jay-Z and Nas

to make music similar to the

music with which they debuted

rather than what they had been

putting out during the late

•908,

So what's next? Well that

can't be answered, but the

albums that have been coming

out in the mainstream lately

have become more and more

true to the art form as we knew

it in the "golden vears." while

still unique in its progression.

There are also much celebrated

acts from that age back in the

studio after \cars apart, such

as A Tribe Called Uuest and

Pete Rock and CI. Smooth.

Will they live up to the past

success? Only time will tell,

but wc assure you that there is

a lot more to look forward to

these d«y$.

Keep >our ear to the street.

If hip-hop is going to be

reborn, the street is where it

starts — not in a major record

label office, contrary to popu-

lar belief.

lustin Chcttman and Peter

Dale are Collegian columnists.

You can listen to their hip-hop

radio show called "The Red

Line" on VVA/t.4 9/ / I'M

every Friday from 9 to 11:30

p.m. Email ihcm at iltered-

line@vahoo.com.

Coldplay lead singer Chris Martin and the rest of the band give their fans a chance to bring the live

performances home with the new DVD/CD "Live 2003."

Comic Chappefie entertains

Continued from page 4

•Hollywood orgy." made his per-

formance a bit winded. Duhnf.

these long rants, there were the

constant giggles but ver\ few

moments of the loud and boister-

ous laughing that makes the per-

former slop and pause mid-sen-

tence. These detailed anecdotes

were toward the end of his per-

formance, which made the tired

and possibly hungry crowd a bit

antsy.

Overall though, Chappelle

was impressive. It is hard to find

a comedian with the same kind

of stage presence he has. And the

audience at the Calvin Sunday

night got a first hand glance one

of the best in the business.
»»•

Opening for Chappelle was

Grier "Chocolate" Barnes.

Echoing similar themes in his

jokes as Chappelle, such as racial

and homosexual issues. Barnes

received much praise from the

crowd after opening for the

comedic genius. His realistic

bong-water sound effects were

strikingly on par with the work

of Michael Winslow, best known

for his role in the "Police

Academy" movies and arguably

the best sound impressionist of

all time.

Sex-iversity: calming your nerves may help maintain a strong libido

Continued from page 4

ence was caused by some stage

fright. The mind is the number

one erogenous zone, and it can

also be your worst enemy. If a

male is nervous, tense or "try-

ing too hard" to get an erec-

tion, his body will work against

himself. Mother nature has pro-

vided humans with a fantastic

fight or flight response, one

that will make an erection

impossible in times of danger

or tension. Losing one's virgin-

ity is, for many people, an

exciting and slightly nerve-

wracking experience. It is com-

mon for males to be unable to

perform under such circum-

stances, and typically not a sign

of any dysfunction or future

impotence.

The key to dealing with the

lack of an erection is seeing it

for what it is: a minor, very

temporary experience. For any

readers who might find them-

selves in this situation (even

men who have had sex a hun-

dred times — it can happen to

you, too), there are some sim-

ple things you can try.

Relax, take a breath or two,

and 1 know it's difficult, but try

not to think about getting an

erection. Remember, your body

is in fight or flight mode and

you're probably not going to

need Viagra to solve the prob-

lem.

Communicate with your

partner about what you think

might be happening. They will

hopefully understand and not

mind one bit if you cool things

off for a while and try again

later. Another good rule of

thumb is allowing yourself and

your partner adequate time and

privacy to relax and take things

slowly. f4ooking up with some-

one at a party with people audi-

bly outside the door, for exam-

pie, won't bode well for sexual

success.

Human bodies are not per

feet machines set to perform on

command. We are incredible

works of art and nature thai

sometimes bumble and fumble

in the course of our lives. There

are plenty of things that can

temporarily "go wrong" in a

given situation, most of which

do not point to a larger health

concern.

Questions? Comments? E

mail sexiversity@holmail. com
with subject "Sex-iversity.

"

Confidentiality is always

respected.
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Men finish seventh, women
eighth at A'10 Championships

By Matt Barstow
(x)LLtc;iAN Stakk
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Senior Kristin Hopwood played her final game for UMass, netting the lone goal in a 1-0 win.

anks um on Senior Day
Continued front page 8

there 100 percent the whole game

... it was fun: I enjoyed it."

Totxo made three saves on the

day lor her lirst shutout of the sea-

son. She finishes the 2003 season

with a 4-14 record, 65 goals

against for an average of 3.55. and

149 saves for a percentage of .696.

Shea was pleased with the

Minutewomen's performance.

"Today was a huge stepping

stone to our level of excellence

that we have to get to [in the

future)," Shea said. "These last

few games have said a lot about

this group, because it would

have been real easy to quit, real

easy to come out here and just

go through the motions to finish

out the season, and they didn't."

The Minutewomen 2003
campaign is the lowest win

total in the history of the pro-

gram, and only their third los-

ing season in their 27 years of

existence. As it stands, they will

be returning 10 starters, includ-

ing sophomore laime Bawden,

who led the team with three

goals and one assist for seven

points.

TTie Massachusetts cross coun-

try teams effectively ended their

seasons below expectations

Saturday, with a seventh-place

mens finish, and eighth place for

the women at the Atlantic 10

Championships.

La Salle became the third

squad in Atlantic 10 history to

win three consecutive titles, as the

Explorers finished with eight run-

ners in the top 1 3. six of whom
were named to the All-

Conference team. La Salle was

heavily favored going into the A-

10s, ranked No. 28 among
Division I teams, and setting a

team record for highest national

ranking.

St. Joseph's sophomore Andre

Laboy won his first collegiate

race, becoming the first runner to

ever finish a playoff race in less

than 25 minutes at the Belmont

Plateau in the course's six-year

history as host site of the A- 10

Championships. Laboy led the

Hawks to a second place finish

(68 points), with a time of

24:46.7.

Duquesne tied a team record

third-place finish with 109 points.

Junior Ryan Bender, who finished

second overall with a time of

25:12.6, led the Dukes. Bender

was awarded All-Conference hon-

ors for his second consecutive

season.

The University of Richmond

came in fourth, led by senior cap-

tain Tim Caramore who finished

seventh overall with a time of

25:36.1. Caramore s performance

earned him a spot on the All-

Conference team in his fastest

race of the year.

Dayton rounded off the top

five with 1 1 7 points, followed by

George Washington (184 points)

and UMass (191 points).

"Duquesne, Richmond and

Dayton all finished within eight

points of each other, so if we had

finished one spot higher per per-

son, we would have been right in

the mix," coach Ken O'Brien said.

Sophomore transfer Ryan

Corbett, who finished 29th out of

109 total competitors, led the

Minutemen with a time of 26:46.

junior captain Andrew McCarron

came in second among UMass
scorers, with a time of 26:54.

Freshmen Aaron Strellner and

Michael Dulong finished third

and fourth for the Maroon and

White respectively, with times of

27:10 and 27:16. Sophomore
Rich Harris brought up the rear

for the Maroon and White, com-

pleting the five-mile race in 27:18.

The top five UM scorers fin-

ished with a 32-second differen-

tial.

"The guys finished as a pack,

which was good in terms of the

spread, but 1 was hoping to see

them run 20 seconds faster per

man," O'Brien said. "As a whole,

it wasn't a day to call a champi-

onship performance. In a race like

this everyone needs to run 85 to

95 percent of their potential, and

we fell a little short."

O'Brien credits recurring

injuries and illnesses, such as the

team's ongoing battle with the

flu, as possible causes for incon-

sistencies throughout the year.

"When you're faced with a

variety of problems beyond

those that you face on the

course, it causes a prolonged

period of adjustment which

hurts the team's ability to gain

momentum going into big

races," O'Brien said.

In the women's race, Sheila

Klick defended her title, as the

La Salle senior won the women's

race for the second straight year,

completing the three-mile race in

18:00.2. Klick's time was the

18th fastest in A- 10 history.

Klick was named to her third

All-Conference team, and was

honored by the A- 10 as the

"Most Outstanding Runner of

the Meet" for the second consec-

utive year. Klick led the

Explorers to a third-place, 97-

point finish.

The University of Richmond

claimed its first-ever Atlantic 10

title, as conference Coach ot the

Year Lori Taylor watched his

Richmond Spiders take five out ol

the top 10 spots, and three of the

top five. Freshman Caitlin Smyth

was named the A- 10 Outstanding

Rookie, after placing fifth overall

and third among Richmond scor-

ers, with a time of 18:31.4.

Richmond bested Rhode

Island by 35 points, despite a sec-

ond-place effort by Rams sopho-

more Kristen Coon, who finished

seven seconds behind Klick, in

18:07.2.

Duquesne came in fourth with

108 points, followed by Saint

loseph's with 122 points, and

George Washington with 184

points. Dayton finished seventh

and Fordham finished eighth,

with 189 and 204 points, respec-

tively. The Minutemen placed

ninth with 204 points, ahead of

Xavier and St. Bonaventure.

Senior Kate Markopoulos,

whose time of 19:32.1 placed her

11th out of 115 total competi-

tors, led the Minutewomen.

Despite a personal best first-

place finish among UMass scor-

ers, Markopoulos missed making

the All-Conference team by one

spot.

Freshman Cuisle Kierans fin-

ished second among UMass scor-

ers with a time of 19:56.2.

Alexis Anzelone, perennial

favorite among Minutewomen

runners, finished a season low,

third place among UMass scorers

with a time of 20:08.8. Anzelone,

the team's MVP, finished 44th

overall.

The Massachusetts cross

country teams will have one

more chance to race, as they

attempt to qualify for the

NCAA's District Championships

this Saturday. Out of the 40 par-

ticipating Division I schools from

New England and New York,

three will be selected to compete

for the national title.
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Great new deck!

7I/ES. Team Pub Trivia!
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

JVESDM
. High: 51

• Low: 40

WIDNISDM
• High: 69

• Low: 52

THURSDAY
• High: 61

• Low: 34
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November Special!

Labatt Blue:

$1.75 A pint / $6.25 A pitcher

Dining Commons Menu
DC. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Nuggets

• BBQ Beef Sandwich

• Curried Vegetables

(vegan)

DINNER
Grilled Pork Chops

Turkey Divan

Grilled Portal)ella

Mushroom Steaks

(vegan)

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Bjrbjrj Lotto

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Sarah Lloyd

COPY EDITOR
Andrew Men itt

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Dan Simmons

PRODUCTION STAFF
Nikolas P. Markantonatos/ Dave Pessah
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Don't worry about the

world coming to an end

today. It is already tomorrow

in Australia.
-Charles Schultz

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. i8

Say you're Ixjred around people that are

very busy working. It pisses them off.

pisceS • FfB. 19-Mar. 20

You're a bigger dork than Bill Gates ...

and you're poor, too.

aries • mak. 2i-apr. 19

Yummy, smooooooooothies!

tail rUS • Apr. 20-Mav 20

You just aced that test. Okay, not really,

but it's nice to think so.

geminl • may2i-)un. 21

What's new in this town?

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

Rocking chairs are entertaining.

leO • JUL.. 23-Auc. 22

Watch out for mooners from the win-

dows of Southwest.

virgO • Aug. 23-Scpt. 22

It's a SUB! NOT a grinder!

libra • Sept. 23-00. 22

It's far too warm for it to be November.

Scorpio • Orr. 23-Nov. 21

Take it easy today and eat a taco.

Sagittarius

You're a fun person

the crotch.

Nov. 2 2 -Dec. 21

fun like a kick in

Capricorn • dk 22-jan. is

Be careful: Kittens can be quite persua-

sive.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Student Director

Wanted For Play on

Lord JetT Amherst.

Shows the 'hero" as hio-

iogic warrior who delib-

erately slaughtered the

Indians with Smallpox,

'winning' the war.

STYLE: Brechtian.

Loud, raucous. Simple

sets. Musical. Goal:

controvepiy, outrage.

AUTHOR: AC gradu-

ate, many past pnxluc-

tions

VENUE/ACTORS:
your choice CONTACT:
718-601-8089 nites

Leave name/addrcss

please

AlHO FOR SAIE

1992 Silver ForJ Taurus

Excellent condition

$24(X)118aX)K(:all

549-3930 210-7^93 All

Power

1999 Explorer XLT 4x4

Excellent CxinJition

Sunnxif 6cyl. Loaded

$1 2,500 C:all 546-3477

AUTO FOR SALE

Honda 1995 Civic tx

ClHipe, red, 91 K, ni(K)n-

rtx)f, Lojack, well main-

tamed, $4,250. 413-

665-0487

Mountaiiivicw Auto

Route 47 South in

Hadlcy 585-0599 '89

Mercedes 300E Clean

$i5L\"l '94 Nissan Sentra

Lmiitetl Edition $2850

'87 Honda Civic excel-

lent transix>rtation $950

'87 Saah 900 Aut<5matic

$950'88l>)d«e

C :aravan Very C'lean

laUW miles $1200

$500!!! Cars from

$500!!! Police

ImpHinds for listings. 1-

HcX»-319-U2U-xt4554

9^ I'ontiac Btinneville

SON All Power Must

Sell $1500 B/O 253-

55^7

AUTO FOR SAIE

96 l\Kige Intrepid

White nins gixxJ Power

everything Brand new

Pioneer ClVStereo

Must sell Asking $2400

Amy 413-222-5754

EMPlOYMFfSTT

Spriiig 2003 Internships

with The Student Legal

Services Office: Get

hands-on experience in

the legal field; work

directly with attorneys

and clients; eam up to

15 undergraduate cred-

its. No experience nec-

essary. Training provid-

ed. (^intact the Student

Legal Ser\'ices C^ce

I

Today! 545-1995,922

Campus Outer

Lnukaping Services:

Part-time positions

available for fall clean-

up and sni>w work.

Need to be ambitious,

hardworking, own

transjxirtation, ami flex-

ible hours. C^jll Steve II

413-665-3493

EMPIOYMENT

Movie Extras/Models

Needed Ft>r k)cal

Casting Calls Noexp.

or age required EARN
up to $200 a day 1

-

888-820-0167

Telephone Interviewers

NO SALES! Q^nduct

interviews over the

phone at our Hadley

Kx:ation Flexible

Evening and Weekend

Hours$7.50/hour to

start 20+ hours/week

PVTA accessible ¥ot

more info: 1-888-423-

5381 FMl

Internship

Motivated students

seeking leadership out-

side the Kix. Gain

. experience in all aspects

of running a small busi-

ness. A\erage pay $9300

Call 508-246-1230

FMPEOVMENT

'Bartending!$$250/day

pt)tential No experience

Nesc Training provided.

1 -803-965-6520 ext 162

FOR SALE

Concept 11 Indoor

Rowing Machine for

sale. Like New $500.(X)

or BO 546-5459

SSave$ Wholesale-

Discount prices, video

games, clothing, jewel-

ry, more, www.tylersdis-

counts.com

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending

Classes Start S(x)n 1
-

WXVU-CAN-MIX Call

now forinfomiation!!!

Space is Limited

www.universitybarlend-

ing.com

Bartender Trainees

Neeiletl. $250.l\>aday

[Totential. Lxal posi-

iions. 1-800-293-3985

ext 516

Lost: Wallet Near Park-

ing garage 10/14 If

found please call with

description 41.3-237-1015

SERVICES

Stuck on a tough term

paper?

ThePaperExperts.com

c;in help! Expert writers

can help with editing,

writing, graduate school

applications. We'll help

with any subject- visit

us 24/7 at

ThePaperExperts.com.

All Digital Pnxluctions

Pro Videography for

Weddings, Biir

Mit:vahs, C^immercial

(508) 221-8223 sweep-

picker@yahixi.com

SHEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES Bixly

Sugaring (waxing) for

men and women *Safe

*1 00% Natural

Effective 25 3-2322

htti''s://shearbliss.image

41 l.com

Pregnant? Nch-nI help.'

(.:all Birthright oi

Amherst area for free

testing and a.ssistance.

549-1906

SERVICES

pregnanc:y test-

ing, HIV Testing.

Birth CAintrol, and

Emergency

CAintraception.

Affordable and confi-

dential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray Street.

Amher>,t. 548-9992

.1 RAVE I

*1 Spring Break

Vacations! 110% Best

Prices! Cancun.

Jamaicii. Bahamas.

Florida. Acapulco. FVxik

Now iSi Receive Free

Parties iSi Meals

C-ainpus Reps Wanted!

1-800-2 34-7007 end-

les.ssumniertours.com

SPRING BREAK
2004! Beach Life

Vacations! Jamaica,

' Cancun, Acapulco,

Bahamas, FTorida. Sell

Trips, E;im C^ash, Travel

Free!!C:alll-a\^733-

6347 www.beachlifev I

cations.com

TRAVEL

Spnng Break 2l\H.

Travel with STS,

America's »1 Student

Tour C^->erator to

Jamaica, C^ancun.

Acapulco. Bahamas and

Rorida. Now hiring

campus reps. C^all for

group disci Hints.

lnfoniiatioii/Reser\atio

nsl-8W-648-4849or

www.ststr.i\el.coni For

more infiimiation con-

tact STA Travel at 41 3-

256-1261

SPRING BREAK
Ltrgest si-lection of

IVstinations. including

C^niises! Foam Parties,

Free l\inks and Club

Admissions. Rep
- Positions and FREE

tTxps Available. 1-800-

251-4386www.Epi-

cure,»nTour>.com

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2004's Hottest

Prices B<x)k now .. Free

Trips. Meals tSi Parties

yi ww.sunsplashtours.

: comor I8CO-426-7710
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Going out on top
UM finishes

with a win
By Brendan Hall

For Kristin Hopwood, Saturday couldn't

have been any better

In the last game ot her career, the senior

captain knocked in the lone goal of the

gaine to lead the Massachusetts field hock-

ey team (4-15, 2-4 Atlantic 10) to a 1-0 vic-

tory over the URI Rams (7-13. 1-5 A- 10).

"It felt really good to end it like this,"

Hopwood said.

UMass 1

URI

It really stinks

that we couldn't

make it to the! A-

10) tournament.

but at the same time it's nice to end on a

win."

Hopwood was given honors before the

game lor her performance throughout her

four-year tenure with the Minutewomen.

Over the span of her career, she has played

in 74 games, starting 54 of them, scored one

goal and one assist for three points, and was

part of a defensive unit that ranked first in

the nation in 2000.

"Kristin Hopwood has represented

everything that's right about college athlet-

ics, about UMass athletics." coach Patty

Shea said. "She's taken a lot of self-sacrifice

for the good of the team and she's done a

tremendous job."

The lirst half featured plenty of back-

and-forth action. The Minutewomen began

to take control as the game progressed, but

it was the Rams who had the first scoring

chance. The Minutewomen defense stopped

the Rams on four consecutive penalty cor-

ners in the final two minutes of the first half

to keep it scoreless.

The Maroon and White gave Rams goal-

tender Jennifer Perry plenty to worry about

in the scvond. as the Minutewomen outshot

the Rams lb-1 and dominattxi the penalty

comers 4-1. But it wasn't until halfway

through the half that the Minutewomen

finally broke away from the Rams.

After being awarded a penalty shot,

Hopwood knocked in the lone goal of the

game at 50:46 to seal the win for the

Minutewomen.
"We practiced penalty strokes jthe other

day j. and I was the only one who didn't get

to do one." Hopwood said. "I can't believe

it hit the backboard."

The Minutewomen defense put the

clamp down on the Rams, allowing just

four shots in the entire game game, making

goalie Christine Tocco's job in net a piece of

cake.

"It was easy," Tocco said. "The team was

Continued on page 6

Wagner traded

to
By Rob Maaddi
Associated Press

Jaime Bawden saw

r.EBAU'H LINC.^XXLFOIAN

the UMass field hockey team break a five-game losing streak with a shutout win over URL

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Billy Wagner

questioned Houston ownership's commitment

to winning. He won't have those problems with

the Philadelphia Phillies.

The All-Star closer was traded yesterday

from the cosKutting Astros to the Phillies for

right-hander Brandon Duckworth, and minor

league right-handers Taylor Buchholz and

Ezequiel Astacio.

Wagner, a three-time All-Star. goes from one

of baseball's best bullpens to among its worst.

The Phillies converted just 33 saves in 51

opportunities as lose Mesa and Mike Williams

both faltered.

"I'm excited about coming to Philadelphia

because they obviously have made a commit-

ment to winning a championship," Wagner said.

Wagner had criticized Astros owner Drayton

McLane for not making a move to get another

quality starting pitcher for the 2003 season and

expected more of the same for next season.

"It's going to be a tape job," Wagner said

after the season finale. "It's not like we're going

out there and getting any marquee pitchers."

Wagner didn't back off his comments after

the trade.

"My comments to Drayton were truthful.

They were about winning, not about him being

a bad owner," Wagner said.

Whatever the case, the Phillies are thrilled to

have him. General manager Ed Wade said get-

ting a closer was the team's top priority in the

offseason.

"Billy Wagner was at the top of our list."

Wade said.

Phillies manager Larry Bowa compared

Wagner to Atlanta's |ohn Smoltz and Los

Angeles' Eric Gagne.

"He's a dominant closer," Bowa said.

"There's a big void we filled real quick."

Wagner was 1-4 with a 1.78 ERA last sea-

son and had 44 saves in 47 chances, making a

career-high 78 appearances. Mesa converted

24 of 28 saves for the Phillies, and had seven

losses and a 6.52 ERA. Williams, an All-Star

with Pittsburgh, was 0-4 with a 6.38 ERA and

three saves in five chances after being acquired

by the Phillies in )uly.

Wagner is due to make $8 million next sea-

son, the third in a $27 million, three-year con-

tract he agreed to in January 2002. The deal

contains a $9 million team option for 2005

with a $3 million buyout.

For the Astros, this was money move.

McLane has said the team lost money this sea-

son.

"This is somewhat of a sad experience," the

owner said. "He's one of our own and has

developed into one of the premier players in

baseball. But you move forward, and you have

to constantly renew the team, and this is a step

forward. We hate very much to make this deci-

sion, but it certainly helps us in giving us flexi-

bility."

Duckworth, 27, was 4-7 with a 4.94 ERA
in 18 starts and six relief appearances.

Buchholz, 22, went 9-1 1 with a 3.55 ERA in

25 games for Double-A Reading of the Eastern

League.

Bitter ending
Minutewomen drop final two

By Matt Stewart
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts women's

soccer team experienced

Templ(

UMass

St. Joseph's

UMass

a

somber
end to

their
final
weekend
of play.

The
Maroon

( .fRMI) H LINGAiXiKilAN

Stephanie Barrett and the Minutewomen concluded their season with a pair of losses in Philadelphia.

and White went into the weekend

with a slight glimmer of hope,

and were mathematically still in

contention for the tournament.

Hope soon turned to despair

as UMass (4-12-1, 3-8 A- 10)

dropped a double-overtime heart-

breaker to rival Temple 2-1 on

Friday, and was blanked in its

season finale by St. loseph's 5-0.

When asked about his thoughts

on this past weekend, UMass

coach lim Rudy replied: "In many

ways the same familiar feeling.

It's definitely frustrating."

Temple (4-13-1, 2-8 A- 10)

struck first in the marquee match

up. With less than two minutes

remaining in the first half. Katie

lx)Uth beat Kristin Rutland to put

the Owls up 1-0. Elena Hekimian

was credited wdth an assist.

Both teams battled to a stale-

mate through the majority of the

second half. Michelle Luttati hit a

header past Temple goalkeeper

lackie Mauro to tie the game up

with less than a minute remaining

in regulation.

"Michelle Luttati is a class

act." Rudy said of his departing

senior. "From end to end on both

sides of the field she had a spec-

tacular .season."

Both teams battled back and

forth through the first overtime,

but neither team was able to

score, forcing a second overtime.

That's when disaster struck for

the Maroon and White.

With 3:53 remaining in the

second extra frame, twin sisters

Samantha and Stephanie Vietry

broke into the UMass zone, and

Samantha fed Stephanie, who
drilled the game winner home.

"We played well but missed

our lay-ups and hit the post three

times." Rudy said. "We dominat-

ed overtime but they ended up

beating us."

The final game on the slate

was against St. Joseph's, who had

clinched a tournament berth in

their game against Rhode Island,

and had nothing to lose against

the Maroon and White.

St. loseph's (9-7-1, 7-4 A- 10)

blasted out of the gates, netting

three early goals. Senior Michelle

Ford got things started, netting

her first goal of the game in the

10th minute to put the Hawks up

1-0. Freshmen Nancy Cook and

Megan Schutt netted back-to-

back goals 10 minutes later to put

St. loseph's up 5-0.

Ford later added a pair of

goals in the second half, both of

which were assisted by Marisa

Barricre (three assists). It

marked her first career hat trick,

to give the Hawks the 5-0 win.

"I St. Joseph's) just got into

the A- 10 tournament and they

took it to us," Rudy said.

One of the most positive

aspects of this weekend, Rudy

said, was that everyone got the

chance to play.

"We even got an injured

Kelly Nigh to stand in front of

the net for the last five min-

utes," he said.

The loss brings to an end

the careers of seniors Kelly

Nigh, Erin Lilly, Rayney
Meisel, Maggie LaBrode, Erin

Muir and Michelle Luttati.

"It's always tough." Rudy
said. "It was a large group this

year. They trained very hard

and were respectful and polite.

They played through pain and

injuries. These seniors

are solid citizens and will do
well in life. They will become
great UMass alumni."

The Maroon and White
were plagued by injuries all

season long, and never got the

opportunity to fully recover. At

one point in the season, there

were as many as six starters

with ailments, unable to partic-

ipate in the active lineup.

Lindsey Fairweather was
sidelined with an injury for the

beginning of the season, which
hurt the Minutewoman
offense. Down the stretch,

things didn't improve, as the

Maroon and White were
slapped with some additional

injuries to Nigh and one of the

biggest standouts of the sea-

son, Lindsey Bellini.

"It's disappointing," Rudy
said. "Had this team stayed

healthy we could've been damn
good. It was very frustrating

losing nine games by one goal."
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Democrats dispute over

confederate flag at debate
By Ron Fournier

AsjlXlATEl) IVt-SS

bMILlL i)lAA.A,%(CL)UiOlAN

Rack 'em
Serena Tran, a senior nursing major, takes a break from mid-semester stress by playing a game

of pool at Union Billiards.

BOSTON (AP) — Howard Dean, under fire from

his Democratic rivals, stubbornly refused to apologize

last night for saying the party must court Southerners

with Confederate flags in their pickup trucks.

"Were you wrong, Howard? Were you wrong to

say that','" Sen. |ohn Edwards challenged the fomier

Vermont governor in a hot. hip campaign debate.

"No, I wasn't, |ohn Edwards," fX-an shot back,

adding that to win. Democrats must appeal to work-

ing-class white voters in the South who consistently

support Republicans "against their own economic

interests."

The exchange was the sharpest of the night in a

debate that generally veered away from campaign

issues such as Iraq and the economy, and into areas of

interest to younger voters.

Retired Gen. Wesley Clark, asked about gay and

lesbian rights, said he would give homosexuals "the

opportunity to serve in the U.S. anned forces." Under

a policy in effect since the Clinton administration, gays

are permitted to serve in the military if they do not dis-

close their .sexual orientation.

Asked whether they had ever used marijuana.

Edwards, Dean and Sen. |ohn Kerry said they have.

Rep. I])ennis Kucinich, Clark and Al Sharpton said

they had not. Sen. |oe l.iebemian answered the same.

although he apologized as he did so. Fomier Sen.

Carol Moseley Braun declined to answer.

Rep. Dick Gephardt was the only absentee as the

Democrats vying to challenge President Bush gathered

for their .sixth debate in two months. The Missouri

lawTTiaker chose to campaign in Iowa, site of the lead-

off caucuses on |an. 19.

The eight other Democrats met in Faneuil Hall, a

building steeped in history— and an unlikely venue for

a debate unlike any other

That was clear from the outset, when moderator

Anderson Cooper of CNN appeared on stage wearing

an open-necked dress shirt— and invited the nation-

wide television audience to submit questions by text

message. In addition to CNN, Rock the Vole spon-

sored the debate.

The candidates, too, dressed down for the event.

Lieberman wore a shirt and tie but no jacket; Fxiwards

favored an open-ncvked. blue-and-white checked shirt,

and Clark and Kucinich opted for turtlenecLs.

Sekou Diyday. 25, a supemiarket buyer, confronted

Dean with the question about the Confederate flag and

comments the fomier governor had made over the

weekend in an interview with the Des Moines Register

"I was extremely offended." Diyday said. "Could

you please explain to me how you plan on being sensi-

tive to needs and issues regarding slavery and African-

Americans after making a comment of that nature," he

said to applause from the audience.

Dean responded by quoting the Rev. Martin Luther

King |r., as saying it was his dream thai "the .sons of

slaveholders and the sons of slaves" could .some day sit

down together

Sharpton interjected that Dean had failed to

answer the question, then said the formei governor

had mi.squoted King. "You can't bring a Confederate

flag to the table of brotherhood." he said.

He added, "You are not a bigot, but you appear to

be too arrogant to say 'I'm wrong' and go on."

Dean defended himself and his remarks, telling

Sharpton, "We're not going to win this country ... if

we don't have a big tent. And I'm going to tell you rev-

erend, you're right. I'm not a bigot."

"We need to bring folks together in this race, just

like Martin Luther King tried to do ... And I make no

apologies for reaching out to poor white people." Dean

said.

Edwards jumped in moments later, challenging

Dean to say whether he was wrong to have made his

comments about the flag.

Again, Dean said he was not. He added that people

were wrong to fly the flag, which he called a racist

symbol. But he added. "I think there are a lot of poor

people who fly that flag because the Republicans have

been dividing us by race since 1968 with their

Southern race strategy."

But Edwards, who represents North Carolina, was

unwilling to let the subject go.

"Let me tell you. the last thing we need in the South

is somebody like you coming down ami telling u'^ what

we need to do," he said.

U^S. soldier killed in

Baghdad roadside blast
By Slobodan Lekic

AsstKIATEl) I'rE.SS

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Insurgents killed an

American soldier in a roadside bombing in Baghdad

yesterday and lobbed mortars into the U.S. head-

quarters area of the capital, wounding four people

and raising huge explosions downtown lor the sec-

ond night in a row.

Spain announced the withdrawal of much of its

diplomatic staff from Iraq for security reasons.

The mortar attack yesterday evening targeted a

major symbol: the .so-called "Green Zone," the heav-

ily guarded square-mile part of downtown Baghdad

where the U.S. -led occupation headquarters is

housed in a former Saddam Hussein palace.

Smoke could be seen rising from the northern

end of the zone, near the al-lamhuriya Bridge over

the Tigris River. Iraqi police said two mortar rounds

hit in the zone. At the Pentagon, spokesman Lt. Col.

|im Cassella said four people were injured in the

attacks, but he was not sure if they were Americans,

civilians or military.

The mortars caused no casualties or damage, the

UMass launching $100,000

pusli to market its research

U.S. military said. The night before, three mortars

exploded downtown, one hitting a US Army base

but caused no damage or casualties.

Also located in the Green Zone is the Al Rasheed

hotel, in which most U.S. officials have been residing

and which insurgents battered with rockets on Oct.

2b. killing an American soldier.

Earlier in Baghdad, the roadside bombing killed

one soldier and wounded two others, all from the 1st

Annored Division, the U.S. command said. Another

soldier was killed Monday and one other wounded

when their vehicle struck a land mine in Tikril.

The deaths brought the number of American sol-

diers killed in Iraq in November to 22. most in the

weekend crash of a Chinook transport helicopter

shot down Sunday west of Baghdad.

In other developments yesterday:

-An Iraqi judge was shot and killed outside his

home in the northern city of Mosul, the second judge

killed in as many days. Ismail Yous.sel. a Christian,

was a deputy to the head of the appeal courts in

Nineveh province.

\NIANll:l>RINlillAr'

Continued on page 2

U.S. Army soldiers secure the "Green Zone" in central Baghdad, Iraq after morUrs were fired into the

area late yesterday.

Annual Majors Fair to be held tonight

SHREWSBURY (AP)

Administrators at the

University of Massachusetts

announced a new push yester-

day to market the university's

research.

"With competition from

other states and nations threat-

ening the Massachusetts econo-

my this is no time to be timid,"

lack Wilson, the university's

interim president, told trustees.

The trustees met in Shrewsbury

to hear reports from campus
officials on the university's sci-

ence and technology research.

Wilson said he was launch-

ing the development fund with

$100,000 from the licensing

revenues the university receives

from its research. Eventually,
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Wilson said, he hoped to

increase the spending to $1 mil-

lion.

He said the money could be

used to manufacture prototypes

of products that could be

licensed and made by

Massachusetts companies, in

turn helping create private sec-

tor jobs.

Over the past seven years,

the university system's revenues

from licensing technology has

grown from $400,000 to more

than $20 million annually. Siili.

the money is a fraction of that

generated by the state's private

research universities, including

MIT and Harvard.

"UMass. which accounts for

over 90 percent of the universi-

ty research conducted outside

of greater Boston, has a unique

ability and responsibility to

spread innovation-based pros-

perity to every corner of the

state," he said.

Wilson, a former professor

and administrator at Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute who creat-

ed UMass' online course pro-

gram, also said he planned to

name a panel of high technology

executives to advise the univer

sity on its moves in that field.

He also said economic devel-

opment officials from the five

campuses would meet next

week in fall River to discuss

techniques used to create tech

nology incubators at the univer

sity's Lowell and Dartmouth

campuses.

-Assucialed Press

By Skan BtNsoN
C^OLI.fi.lAN Ca)RRE.SI"()N|)FNT

Tonight the annual Majors

Fair will be held from b p.m. to

8 p.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom.

Over 90 different department

representatives will be available

to answer questions. In addition,

representatives from the Army
ROTC and Air Force ROTC, the

libraries program. the

Residential Academic Program,

ALANA, Committee for the

Collegiate Education of Black

and other Minority Students,

Allernativo Spring Break and the

International Relations certifi-

cate program will be present.

Students will be able to gather

information about the programs

in a no-commitment environ-

ment.

Representatives from inter-

disciplinary programs will be

present as well, including the

information technologies minor.

the cultural health science cer-

tificate, the public policy and

administration minor, the biosta-

tistics and epidemiology minors.

the international relations cerlifi-

cale. and the criminal justice

program. The Isenberg School of

Management and the School of

Engineering will be present as

well.

The variety of representatives

will include faculty members,

graduate students, undergradu-

ate students, chief undergradu-

ate advisors and honors coordi-

nators.

Undeclared freshmen and

sophomores are invited to

attend, as well as undergradu-

ates who may be looking t».)

change or add a major, or add a

minor or certificate program.

Coordinators expect a turnout of

over 1,000 students.

"One of the goals of the

Majors Fair is to help prepare

students for registration." said

Susan Machala. an organizer

from Pre- Major .Advising

Services. "The latest information

will be available for the spring

semester."

The online registration oeriod

will begin on Nov. I 3 iind run

continuously through Feb. 10.

However, students are advised to

register for classes at the begin-

ning of their enrollment appoint-

ment.

Career Services will be on

hand to answer questions and

help guide students as to what

they plan to do with their major

"It's never too soon to start

exploring options," said Kim
Holloway. a Career Services rep-

resentative. "Students may want

to keep in mind the possible

internships in connection with

their major or minor."

Career Services will provide

light refreshments at the event.

The fair is sponsored by the

Pre-Major .'\d\ising Services.

Comnumwcaltli Cullcjic and

Careei Scrvici."-

Marxism conference hits UMass
By Klkhnov Jhan-Ndel
( ^OLl.Kl.lAN (. !<)HRrsP()NI>HNr

Beginning tomorrow, the University of

Massachusetts will host "Marxism and the

WoHd Stage. " the lifth in a series of interna-

tional gala celebrations presented by the edi-

tors of Rethinking Marxism, a journal of eco-

nomics, culture and society.

Over the course of the three-day confer-

ence, the theoretical and political concerns

of contemporary Marxist thought will be

addressed in panel discussions, paper pre-

sentations, an art exhibit and a play.

The theme of the conference fcKUses on

the implications, applications and shortcom-

ings of Marxist and related thought in the

contemporary world context.

"Marxism and the World Stage" will fea-

ture a theatrical production on Thursday at

7:30 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

"Graves," a play inspired by John Steinbeck's

"The Grapes of Wrath," which tells the tale

of a family's struggles in dealing with the

effects of corporate globalization in

Hartford, Conn., will be preformed by the

HartBeal Ensemble theater company of

Hartford. An art exhibit entitled "Global

Priority," showcasing artists' responses to

globalization through architecture, photog-

raphy, sculpture, video and websites will run

at the Herter Art Gallery until Nov. 25.

Brought to campus with the aid of

Richard Wollf. UMass economics professor

and the editor of Rethinking Marxism, the

event is expected to attract up to 1,000

attendees.

Participants in the conference include.

Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, best known for

her essay "Can the Subaltern Speak." a cri-

tique of the post colonial critic as an unwit-

ting participant in imperialism; Richard

l.ichtman. author of fhe Production ol

Desire: The Inlepnition of Psvchoanalysis

into Marxist Theory. " an analysis ot the con-

nections of Freudian and Mar\i;in iheory:

and Okwui Inwczor. the founding editor of

the Nka: lournai ol Coniemporar\ African

Art.

Prior gala celebrations were hold in 1989,

1992. 199b and 2000. The List \wo confer-

ences have been held al UMiiss.

Registration will be held in the Calnpu^

Center Auditorium tomorrow Iroiii 10 a.m.

lo 5 p.m. The cost of attending the confer-

ence is S'iT for students and other knv-

income attendees. ;md $90 dollars al regular

price.

Funding lor the conlcience was received

in part from the UMass department of eco-

nomics, the Political I'conumy Research

Institute at LIMass and the Amherst College

department of Ijiglish.
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4 Iraqis injured

Continued from page 1

Also in Mosul, insurgents

using small arms fire and rocket-

propelled grenades attacked a

hotel housing American troops

but caused no casualties, the mil-

itar> said. Three of the grenades

hit the building and iwo others

landed in the compound. Another

RPG hit a Mosul police station

overnight but caused no casual-

ties.

-Insurgents ambushed a U.S.

patrol yesterday with RPCs in the

city of Khaldiyah. located west of

Baghdad in the volatile "Sunni

Triangle," witnesses said. There

were no reports of casualties.

-Britain announced that a

British Marine was killed by hos-

tile fire on Friday in Iraq. It was

the first fatality in more than a

month among the 10,50(j British

service personnel in Iraq, most of

ihem based in the south.

Today
Smith College — "Spoken, But

Not Heard: Democracy,

Feminism, and ttie Challenge of

Gender-Based Censorship," a

panel presentation, will begin at

7:30 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 208. Panelists include Dr.

Gertrude Fester of the

Commission on Gender Equality

and Dr. Patricia MacFadden of

the Five College Women's
Studies Research Center.

UMass — The dramatic dance

troupe Pik>t)olus will perform in

conjunction with the St.

Lawrence String Quartet in the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall at

7:30 p.m. Ticket costs start at $7

for students, $15 for adults.

Tomorrow
Smith College — Daniel

Ellsberg, author of "Secrets: a

Memoir of Vietnam" and "The

Pentagon Papers," will hold a

lecture entitled "Secrets and

Lies At)out Nuclear Threats, the

War on Terror, and Iraq." The

lecture will be held in the Leo

Weinstein Auditorium at 7 p.m.

A reception will follow in the

Neilson Library browsing room.

Amherst College — Former
Real World cast member and

gay rights activist Danny

Roberts will speak on "Real

World, Real Life, Real Issues"

at 8 p.m. in the Johnson
Chapel.

UMass — The Student

Government Association will

host a Five-College Dance
Party featuring DJ Menace in

the Bluewall from 10 p.m. to 2

a.m. DJ Menace will be spin-

ning reggae, hip-hop and top

40. Admission is free.

Participants must be 18 years

old to attend and 21 years old

to drink alcohol.

r / a y I

Amherst College — David

Sutphen, a legislative counsel

member at the Recording

Industry Association of

America, will give a lecture

entitled "KaZaa vs. I-Tunes: A
Free-For-AII Battle Over the

Future of Digital Music." The

lecture will run from 1 to 2:30

p.m. in Fayerweather 115. This

lecture is the first in a series of

lectures entitled "The

Constitution Beyond Our

Borders: Human Rights and the

Imagining of America."

Mount Holyoke College — At

7:30 p.m. in Abbey Chapel,

Mount Holyoke's Glee Club,

Concert Choir, Chamber
Singers and Vocal Jazz

Ensemble will perform in the

annual holiday concert,

"Christmas Vespei^."

Mount Holyoke College — The
Weissmen Center for

Leadership will sponsor a sym-
posium entitled "Artists,

Intellectuals, and WWII: The
Pontigny Encounters at MHO
1942-1944" in the Gamble
Auditorium at 9:30 a.m. The
symposium includes various

lectures and guest speakers on

Holyoke history. Those inter-

ested can find more informa-

tion at www.mtholyoke
.edu/acad/programs/wcl/pon-
tigny.

Saturday 8

Mount Holyoke College — A
Medieval and Renaissance Fair

will be held in Chapin

Auditorium from 10 a.m. to 9

p.m. Admission is free and

events include fencing, danc-

ing and various crafts.

UMass — The Talich String

Quartet will perform

Beethoven's Quartet Cycle in

Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m.

The Talich String Quartet is

known for being one of the

world's finest string quartets.

Tickets start at $7 for five-col-

lege students and $15 for

adults.

Mount Holyoke College — The

"Good To Go: Bashment party

2003' dance party featuring

hip-hop, reggae, R&B and

dance hall music will be held

at the Betty Shabazz Cultural

Center. The party will begin at

9 p.m. Admission is $3 before

midnight. $4 after.

u n day
Amherst College — At 1 p.m..

Rev. Elizabeth M. Clement,

Dean of Spiritual and Ethical

Life at Deerfield Academy will

lead The Hermenia T Gardner

Bi-Semester Worship Service

in Chapin Chapel. The service

is in African American tradition

and will be followed by a fel-

lowship dinner.

Smith College— Ben Folds will

perform in concert at 8 p.m. in

John M. Greene Hall. Duncan

Sheik is the opening act.

Tickets cost $17 for five-col-

lege students, $20 for adults

and are available at:

ricketmaster, the Northampton

Box Office, For the Record and

various college locations.

of 'Double Murder' until the

Commandment for

'Preservation of Life.' The lec-

ture is at 4:30 p.m. in Seelye

106.

Smith College — At 7:30 p.m.,

Or. Jane Mansbridge, Adams
Professor of Political

Leadership and Democratic

Value at Harvard University,

will give a lecture entitled

"Everyday Feminism." She will

discuss feminism's effects on

policy issues. The lecture will

be held in Seelye 106.

Refreshments will be provided

afterwards.

Tuesday 11

M o n da 10

Smith College — Chaim Cohen
from the Ben-Gurion University

in Beer-Sheva, Israel will pres-

ent a lecture entitled "Organ

Transplants and the Jewish

Tradition: From the Prohibition

Amherst College — The

Brentano String Quartet will

premiere the String Quartet #4

by Eric Sawyer, an assistant

professor in the music depart-

ment. Professor Sawyer will

introduce his composition. The

performance will be held in

Buckley Recital Hall at 4 p.m.

UMass — At 7 p.m., the Fine

Arts Center's University Gallery

will present a lecture entitled,

"In Conversation: Joel

Meyerowitz and James Young"

based on the current exhibit

"Aftermath: Images from

Ground Zero." Meyerowitz was

the only photographer who
documented Sept. 11 with

unlimited media access.

Illegal logging blamed in Indonesian flood disaster

By Chris Brlmmitt
.^SS<X. tATFIi I'rES>

BUKIT LAWANG. Indonesia (AP) —
A devastating flood in Indonesia that left

more than 200 people dead or missing has

driven home a stark warning: rampant

logging in Sumatra's forests is banning

not only endangered animals but humans

too.

Felled trees may have blocked a water-

way high in the mountains, causing a huge

Hash flood when they collapsed Sunday

night, a government spokesman said.

The wall of logs, boulders and mud
crashed through the village of Bukit

Lawang. leveling dozens of cheap inns

and restaurants that served visitors to a

nearby reserve for endangered orang-

utans. The hillsides that collapsed may
have been weakened by the lack of trees,

environmentalists said.

By late Tuesday, rescuers with chain

saws and bulldozers had pulled out 85

corpses from debris piled two stories

high. Five of the dead were foreigners —
two Germans, two Austrians and a

Singaporean. Officials said up to 123 peo-

ple were missing and feared dead.

"They are either buried under the logs

or swept down the river." provincial gov-

ernment spokesman Eddy Sofiyan told

ref)orters.

On Wednesday, aid workers began dis-

survey the damage.

Americans Tyson Murphy, 27, and

Tommy Connelly. 26. said they climbed

trees to get away from the deluge and

clung to the branches for 1 1/2 hours.

When the waters subsided, "we each

kissed our respective trees and took a

branch with us." said Connelly, of Ladera

Ranch. Calif.

Rescuers pulled them and seven other

foreigners across the river to safety using

a climbing harness and a rope.

"It's one of those things you think will

never happen to you." said Murphy, of

Laguna Beach. Calif., sporting dreadlocks

and a Bob Marley T-shirt. "I just said atributing five tons of rice and hundreds of

packets of instant noodles to survivors, ^^ouple of prayers.

Cabinet ministers including Senior The village mosque became a

Welfare Minister Yusuf Kalla arrived tglTTnakeshifi morgue. Volunteers washed the

corpses and said prayers according to

Muslim tradition.

As rescue teams worked, villagers tried

to salvage their belongings from wrecked

houses.

Holding a white T-shirt belonging to

his 3-year-old daughter, who drowned.

Muhammad Yusuf. a tourist guide,

sobbed: "She used to wear this when she

rode her bicycle. I've lost everything."

The flood follows a spate of disasters

that environmentalists blame on the ille-

gal cutting of trees in Indonesia, a sprawl

ing archipelago with 210 million inhabi-

tants.

Unchecked logging disrupts the natu-

ral absorption and flow of rainwater from

the highlands, triggering floods and land-

slides that sweep into the valleys.

Committee cleans up local rivets

By Gabriel Leiner

CoLLtOlAN CajIUIESK)NI1ENT

The Connecticut River Clean-

up Committee and Pioneer

Valley Planning Commission
have brought to completion the

•Ames Avenue and Grape Street

sewer separation project in

Chicopee. the first of many proj-

ects that will cut down on sewage

overflow to the Connecticut and

Chicopee Rivers.

According to the PVPC the

separation will eliminate 100.000

gallons of combined sewer over-

flows per year.

"Substantial progress has

been made in improving water

quality in the Connecticut River."

said Stanley Kulig. a CRCC
Chairman. "The CRCC has

received significant federal

appropriations for five consecu-

tive years and we hope this pat-

tern continues."

In towns with old sewer sys-

tems such as Chicopee. when
rainfall is heavy enough, catch-

basins overflow and excess water

is diverted through pipes to larg-

er bodies of water. Some pipes

that channel rainwater outward

are adjacent to normal sewage

pipes. Because of this, rainfall can

flood pipes and in the process

draw sewage along as it is sent to

other bodies of water. This type

of pollution is CSO.
The Massachusetts

Department of Environmental

Protection reported that about

1 .8 billion gallons of CSO are dis-

charged annually into the

Connecticut River from 78 differ-

ent discharge pipes. According to

the PVPC, CSO currently severe-

ly limits recreational activities

like fishing and swimming, has

led to development of skin rash-

es, respiratory, eye and ear infec-

tions, and has killed wildlife

around the river.

A CSO fact sheet released by

the PVPC in 1997 warned the

public to stay out of some areas

of the Connecticut River for 48

hours after a heavy rain, for fear

of sewage overflow.

Along with the clean up of the

Connecticut and Chicopee

Rivers, the city of Chicopee also
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has plans to extend the

Connecticut Riverwalk, the exist-

ing bike and walking path along

the Connecticut River, to Nash

Field in Chicopee near the

Chicopee Street Bridge. The
Pioneer Valley Transportation

Improvement Program has slated

the Riverwalk extension as part

of fiscal year costs from 2004 to

2007 with the total funds as

slightly less than $2 million.

The long-term recreational

gains and improvement in living

conditions from the investment

of cleaning up CSO and extend-

ing the Riverwalk to Chicojjee

may warrant the price and the

wait.

Chicopee resident Allen

Patterson said he is not happy

having a sewage reconstruction

hole in a residential part of

Chicopee, but realizes that it is

only a temporary inconvenience.

"Although it is a little frighten-

ing to have an open hole with

sewer pipes near children, it's a

small price to pay to have a clean-

er environment for our children's

children," he said.

"If all goes well, the historic,

picturesque two-and-a-half-mile

Chicopee Spur will become a

Riverwalk and bikeway bringing

people back to the river," said

Stephen R. lendrysik, a Chicopee

historian and a history teacher at

Chicopee Comprehensive High

School. "The trail will increase

the understanding of the role of

the river in the city's history while

providing healthy exercise and

recreation."

The project is also aimed to

help community growth in

Chicopee. "More people will be

able to boat, fish, and picnic in

more areas along the river," said

Christopher Curtis, a PVPC plan-

ner.

While the Ames Street project

only fractionally improves CSO
overflow, the CRCC is currently

working to better these condi-

tions with a series of CSO elimi-

nation projects costing $4.3 mil-

lion, funded by a State Revolving

Fund secured by the City of

Chicopee and through CRCC
funds.

The CRCC was established in

1993 by an intergovernmental

compact among Chicopee,

Holyoke. Ludlow. South Hadley

and Springfield and in conjunc-

tion with the PVPC.
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Tuition increases:

UMass is not alone
By now. tuition increases at the University

of Massachusetts are old news. Everyone who
attends UMass can feel recent increases tug-

ging at their empty pockets, and it's easy to

point the finger at the Massachusetts state

government and say that they are to blame for

our troubles. Although this is partly true, it's

not the whole story. We, at UMass, are not

the only ones becoming broke. The raising of

tuition and fees at higher education facilities

is an epidemic that is sweeping the country,

and most severely, the Northeast.

Last month, the College Board revealed

that this past year there was a 9.8 percent

increase in the cost of attending public

schools, with private schools trailing at a

mere 6.7 percent. The higher education com-

munity has not seen increases this big in 50

years. Even if the majority of UMass' finan-

cial difficulty comes from budget cuts year

after year, numbers such as those seem to say

that we would be in the same situation even if

we had some help from the state.

How can it be that the cost of higher edu-

cation is rising so drastically? Perhaps it is

because there are more students attending

college now than ever before, and admission

spots are in high demand. That should be

regarded as a positive statement about our

education system. Instead, it is being looked

at as an opportunity for schools to milk stu-

dents for all they are worth. More competi-

tion for spots makes colleges and universities,

both public and private, think they have the

right to charge an arm and a leg for an educa-

tion. In some cases, it is less expensive to buy

a house than to attend four years of college.

The College Board also recently compiled

a list of the lop ten most expensive colleges

and universities in the country, and of course,

they are all in the Northeast. That is no sur-

prise, considering the Northeast is the most

densely populated part of the country, as well

as the most popular area to attend college.

Students from all over the country come to

school in the Northeast, and the majority of

students from this part of the country seem to

stay here. This presents even tougher compe-

tition, so naturally our schools are among the

most expensive.

But what is there to be done about this?

Discouraging more people from attending col-

lege is certainly not a solution to the problem

of rising costs. Our country prides itself on

the level of education of its public, which

seems only to be increasing. However, if

something isn't done soon, cost of higher edu-

cation may reach a point where that alone will

discourage people from attending. Do we, as a

nation, really want to go back to a time when

only people who really "need" to go to college

are able to? It should be the duty of our gov-

ernment to provide a full education to anyone

who wants it, and it's time for someone to

step in, because enough it enough.

The cost of higher education is already stagger-

ing and it will only continue to rise until someone

does something about it. If these schools need

more support from the government in order to

keep costs down, then it should be the number one

priority of our politicians. Nothing is more impor-

tant than educating the ptxjple who will control

the future of our country.

Information from CNN.com was used in

this article.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.
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Philia, meet Eros

S.J

One year ago, a friend sat next

to me, looked up and said, "All I

want to do is kiss you." With that

statement we moved from friends

to lovers. In the year that has

transpired. I've lost my friend, my
lover, and the deep satisfying

human connection found in both.

The vulnerability of that union

is such that when the relationship

becomes too painful, the

liability too great, we
grow defenses or we
grow numb — either —-^^
way, the risk remains that return-

ing to the friendship, and leaving

the romance behind will not be

possible.

The ancient Greeks believed

in two types of love: Philia. the

love between friends, or non-

erotic love, and Eros, romantic or

erotic love. This is far too simple:

in love, the best unions are fueled

by both Philia and Eros. Uma
fhurman was once quoted as say-

ing that you should marry "your

best friend — who you want to

f— all the time." How would she

explain that to the Greeks?

Lord Byron wrote,

"Friendship is Love without his

wings." This is perhaps more

applicable.

I have been told that, "true

friends grow older, but if you

once possessed true friendship.

possesses not, nor would it be

possessed, for love is sufficient

unto love. Love has no other

desire but to fulfill itself."

One must then ask. when does

love begin to possess those in

love? How. in such a vortex of

aching vulnerability can the indi-

vidual lover maintain his identity

beyond that of the union? Love

may not possess, but it

does force the relin-

POll quishment of control to

a certain point, a point

that may make some uncomfort-

able and leave others individuali-

ty feeling swallowed.

Love is intrinsic to human
nature. Although happiness is

what Aristotle aptly determined

as the end-all greatest good of

man. love is what drives us to

happiness. Love of community, of

a subject, an instrument, a pro-

fession, or most often, a person.

We want, as humans, to be

wanted, loved, cared for. connect-

ed. E.M. Forster's moral dictum

"Only connect." gives sustenance,

validating our innate need tor

relation. It is connection and

communication that unite us in

the comparison of experiences

that educate, enlighten, enrage

and engage mankind. Our lan-

guage and our society are built

upon the premise, the verity, that

Developing a friendship into romance Is

almost like having one of your favorite nov-

els turned Into a film.

they will always remain your

friends no matter what happens

in your life or theirs." The ques-

tion remains, however, can you

return to Philia after knowing

Eros? Although Philia alone car-

ries that human bond we all

require, how can it be satisfying

enough for two who have shared

the cotiiplete intercourse of love

thai included Philia and Eros?

Kahlil Gibran writes this of

love in his book "The Prophet."

"Love gives naught but itself and

takes naught bul from itself. Love

man needs other men. that there

is value in unity — and therefore

in love.

That said, each member of a

community, or of a pair, must be

an individual in her own right to

compliment the unity, to give

back to that which she is sup-

ported by. 1\vo individuals have

much more to say and give to

one another than a pair of lovers

so entwined that they cannot see

themselves without seeing the

other. TVo solid partners with

defined individualities will have

Critical decision time

eral are dead

injured. It has

The past 10

days in Iraq

have proved to

be the bloodi-

est we have

seen in recent

months. After

a day filled

with bombings

and an attack

on a Chinook
helicopter, sev-

and more are

come to a point

where the news stories about the

deaths of one or two American

soldiers are not even making the

front page anymore. That has

become too commonplace.

No one has been spared in

these attacks. Iraqis have been

killed, particularly newly estab-

lished Iraqi police who are coop-

erating with American efforts.

The United Nations building was

bombed as well. Within days of

announcing that they would send

support to Iraq, Turkey's embassy

was bombed as well. These

attacks are directed at one thing,

the presences of any non-Iraqi

established government.

As things look more and more

bleak, the rhetoric from the

Defense Department hasn't

changed. Donald Rumsfeld still

answers "no comment" to the

tough questions, and Paul

Wolfowitz continues to make the

case that this was humanitarian

intervention. He himself was the

target of an attack earlier last

week when rockets were fired

into the hotel where he was stay-

ing.

We have come to a point

where a vital decision must be

made. The American public can

no longer be lied to. I do not

expect the Defense Department

ideologues to tell us what the real

intentions behind this war are.

There a million dead in Rwanda
who turn in their graves when

this war is justified as humanitar-

ian intervention. If you really

want to believe that this was

about terrorism, or weapons of

mass destruction. I can't help

you. There has been no evidence

of either. There has been evi-

dence, however, of about $5 tril-

lion worth of oil to be won.

As I was saying, I don't expect

the administration to tell the pub-

lic the motive behind this war.

There is now another important

issue that the administration

must be candid about. How long

will we be in Iraq, especially if

things gel continually worse?

President Bush likes to say that

we will be there for however long

it takes. How long is that?

Forever? If Vietnam has taught

us anything, it's that forever is a

long time.

The recent Madrid

Conference to raise funds for fin-

ishing the job in Iraq was a fail-

ure. Most of the European pow-

ers pledged no new dollars to the

effort. Though many may place

the blame for this squarely on

"selfish" old Europe, much of the

blame should be placed on the

complete lack of diplomacy after

the end of "major combat."

There is one very clear truth.

The United States is doing this

almost completely alone. We
need to acknowledge this and be

prepared for what it means
because with the way things are

going so far we could be there

alone for a long lime.

Thai's why we are at a critical

junction in this situation. Now
more than ever is the crucial

point when the United Stales has

to reach out to the international

picture. Recently, the most popu-

lar film in the Pentagon his been

"The Battle of Algiers." For those

who are not familiar with this

film, it is a portrayal of the

Algerian resistance movement
against French colonialism in the

1950s and 'bOs.

General Tommy Franks com-

mented last March saying, "We
don't do body counts." This now
infamous comment, originating

in the inaccurate and deceptive

body counts that came out during

the Vietnam era, has become the

policy with Iraq. However, we are

not told about the Iraqi death

toll, which is surely horrendous,

and little is being done about the

American death toll which rises

almost every day.

Leadership has been truly

lacking. Former Senate Majority

Leader Trent Lott this past week

said, "If we have to, we just mow
the whole place down, see what

happens." Aren't you glad you

can always count on Senator Lott

for words of wisdom?
As it gets worse, the public

pressure for answers will grow.

And 100 years from now history

teachers around the world will be

asking students to write essays

explaining why it took the U.S. so

We have to asic oursehres how long we are

prepared to read the headlines about dead

soldiers thousands of miles away.

community and be prepared to

put Iraq under the control of a

more broad coalition.

We have to ask ourselves how
long we are prepared to read the

headlines about dead soldiers

thousands of miles away. Another

month? A year? Five years?

We need candid leadership

from today forward, and this is

something that has been lacking

for a long time. The President of

the United States has to address

the nation and say that this is

going to be a long fight and many

more will die before we see real

progress. The president and his

administration have to be held

accountable for the decisions

they have made. The least they

can do is lell the public the truth

about how they see the future.

I'm sure they don't see a pretty

long to realize they could not go

it alone. We have to act now so

that the question on the tongues

of America's youth in the future

will not be: Why did we wait so

long?

The longer this goes on, the

more it will become apparent that

the administration doesn't have

an answer. With every resistance

attack and soldier death, the situ-

ation seems exceedingly harder to

get out of. Sure, no one wants to

relate this to Vietnam. That's

understandable because Vietnam

may be the biggest mistake this

nation has ever made. Maybe it

isn't Vietnam yet. but should we
wait for that? We are supposed to

look at history to learn from our

mistakes, not repeat them again.

Yousef Munayyer is a

Collegian columnist.

a much more edifying relation-

ship. There is truth to be found

in the idea that proximity can

kill.

It is not. really, about absence

or presence, but about a person's

identity and the strength of that

identity when merged through

love with another's identity.

It is a balance, between find-

ing oneself and realizing one's self

in relation to the other. Of course

— life is a balancitig act.

The opposite of love, of any

kind, is loneliness.

Professor Nick Brotnell writes.

"Human connection without

transcendence (if there has ever

been such a thing) does not satis-

fy. Loneliness is al.so cosmic lone-

liness. It is not just from our-

selves and our culture that we
feel alienated, bul from Being." In

his book "Tomorrow Never

Knows," Broniell credits the

Beatles with instructing his edu-

cation on love and its importance

in life. "The simple message that

love is the answer to loneliness,

that connection is the antidote to

unreality. I heard again |in the

Beatles' lyrics) the only truth 1

have ever believed, the only

gospel that has ever broken

through my shell of cynicism and

my distrust of hope."

Developing a friendship into

romance is almost like having one

or your favorite novels turned

into a film — you're just not sure

it will be the same, or as good,

and you don't want to ruin what

you already have — and most

importantly, you're not sure you'll

enjoy your novel again after hav-

ing seen the film.

Then again, love you find

with a friend could resonate

through you as lames loyce's

words have the power to do,

"My body was like a harp and

her words and gestures were

like fingers running upon the

wires." And. think of Saul

Williams' poem, "My Love," as

it concludes, appropriately,

"How do I love thee? Imagine."

S.I. Port is a Collegian

Columnist.

Dermatology nightmare
I am rather fair-skinned, and asked with a fake smile, revealing her horribly

I have one or two birthmarks decayed and broken front teeth. When Donna

that are coffee colored — one mentioned my insurance card, I shuddered

on my hand that mv mom says remembering that my wallet was stolen from my

is "the map of Ireland" and dressing room and with it, my insurance card,

another one on my foot that I "Well, the doctor can't see you if you don't

" have your insurance card." Donna said with athink is the map of some piece

of feces. When I was young, a

^,
pediatrician said that when I

ItlOIDSS turned 20 I should have my

NflUfltltOH
cafc-au-lail birthmarks checked

out, so I figured I should do

that this summer, being of age.

I had made an appointment with the deiina-

tologist in my area for the next available time

slot, which was five months from the lime 1 was

calling in late winter.

"Perfect," I thought, "1 can get my birthmarks

checked in luly. and if I die of skin cancer before

then, the dog can have my guitar and 1 have

nothing to worry about."

I felt very adult, making my own dermatology

appointment. My adult feeling slipped away later

on however, thanks to the Discovery Health

Channel and a program on

Neurocysticfibro-matosis. which

featured a sufferer who had a

200-pound tumor removed from

her mid-section.

Neurocysiicfibromatosis is a

genetic ailment that causes

tumors to grow on the body.

Many are small and benign, but

the aforementioned woman's 200-

pound tumor was eating away at

her body and nearly killed her.

Some signs of the disease are mul-

tiple cafe-au-lait birthmarks and

tumors under the skin.

Coming from a long line of

hypochondriacs, I immediately assumed that I,

because of my one or two marks, was now grow-

ing a 200-pound tumor. I was very anxious to see

the dermatologist. I didn't seriously think 1 was

growing a tumoi, but the thought remained in

the back of my mind and tugged on my nerves

every now and then. Then )uly rolled around and

with it, my appointment. I was cool, calm and

collected.

That all changed when I met Donna (name

changed). Donna is a breed of .secietary that I

like to call "M.D. Secretaries" — secretaries who

think they should dole out medical advice to

patients although they possess no doctorate of

any kind, i do not hate these people; they are

only trying to help. But do I want them to give

me medical advice? No. I usually just smile while

they advise me before or after my appointment,

silently thinking "shut up." However, I hated

Donna at first sight. She was very condescending

and had a terrible Massachusetts accent. Donna

looked at mc superciliously and said, "Can I help

you?" I told her I was there for an appointment

"Do you have your insurance card?" Donna

slight tinge of glee.

I laughed at her. She didn't laugh. After a

pause of awkwardness I asked Donna if there

was a way I could give her the information when

1 got home. She said no, with her jagged grin

showing, and motioned for the person behind me
to step up to the window.

"No. I'm not done." I said ferociously to the

person behind me. and I glared at Donna. The

war had begun. "Donna, its not like I'm stealing

soda. 1 can get you the information later. I have

waited five months for this appointment."

She told me I'd have to reschedule. I wanted

to grab her through the window by her teddy-

bear-print scrubs and throttle her. but I didn't.

"1 am an adult." I thought. ".Adults don't

throttle." I asked Donna to call my mom at work

to get her insurance information.

I had made an

appointment ... for

the next available

time slot, which

was five months

from the time I was

calling.

She looked at me again in that

cock-eyed supercilious way.

"lUST DO IT. DONNA," 1

snarled. She sighed ovcr-vigor-

ously and dialed, while in my
mind. 1 screamed the F-word at

her over and over again.

My mother was. of course, out

of the office, which delighted

Donna who told me that she

"couldn't be calling around all

day for my card." I was livid. 1

wanted to scream at her. Didn't

she understand?! This appoint-

ment was important. What if I

had neurocysticfibromatosis? I could grow a

200-pound tumor that would surely kill me. and

the warning signs wouldn't be caught in time

because 1 didn't have my insurance card at pre-

cisely 1:15 p.m. for Donna to examine closely.

I looked at her with daggers protruding from

my eyes and said. "Donna, you need to change

one of two things within the next 30 seconds.

Your attitude or your teeth, and given the time

constraint. I hope its your attitude."

She asked if 1 wanted to see her supervisor,

which enraged me. because I'm supposed to

demand to see her supervisor. She is not sup-

posed to offer: stupid Donna took away my right

to "demand heroically." I screamed at her super-

visor who hurriedly gave my file to the doctor.

The doctor walked into the examining room,

looked for five seconds at niy birthmarks, said,

"The.se are nothing" and was gone. After a preg-

nant pause of disbeliel. I bolted from the office,

wishing that I had grown a 200-pound tumor

that I could cut off to leave on their stoop to

even the score.

Thomas Naughlon is a Collegian columnist\
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Cox causes stir

with new WE show
By Beth Harris
Ass<xiATEi) Press

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Courteney Cox likes her living

space lean and clean. David

Arquette revels in collecting

everything from miniature pigs

to large shoes to nesting dolls,

which makes for a lot of clutter.

No wonder Arquette felt

more comfortable at Coxs house

when they began dating. She had

food in the refrigerator. He had

old pizza boxes and people hang-

ing out watching TV.

"It was unbelievable," Cox

said, describing Arquette's bach-

elor pad. "1 here were people on

the couch that I don't even know

if he knew. It was just stickers

and posters and things."

Moving in together provided

Cox with a challenge: how to

blend her refined sensibilities

with Arquette's outrageous taste

and vast collection of tchotchkes.

"You've got to get creative

when you're married to David,"

Cox said. "I incorporated some

things that my mother couldn't

believe, like a woman in bondage

^^ilh a glass table on her back. It

made my house a lot more fun

atid happy and colorful."

And their real-life decorating

dilcinma inspired the home
design series "Mix It Up," airing

Wednesdays at 8 p.m. EST on

WE: Women's Entertainment

cable channel.

Design and decorating are

longtime passions for Cox, who's

in her 10th and final season on

NBC's "Friends."

Cox, 59, and Arquette, 52,

met when they co-starred in the

"Scieam" movies. They've been

married four years.

rhe couple are executive pro-

ducers of the 50-minute show

that follows two roommates who
are at odds stylistically. In each

episode, an interior designer is

given $2,500 and three days to

transform one room into a living

space that is compatible for both

individuals.

Along for the upheaval are

hosts Milos Milicevic and Thea

Mann, movers, a painter and a

c;njx;nter. Friends and family of

the roommates help decide

which items get thrown in the

"Gotta Go" bucket.

Cox and Arquette work
behind the scenes. She is the

design consultant and he over-

sees the music, including helping

create the show's funky theme

song.

"Hopefully, this show speaks

foi itself without me or David

being on camera," Cox said.

That doesn't mean Cox is

opposed to getting dirty.

"Courteney is on her hands

and knees and she's rewiring

people's stereos and she's wiping

down walls and she's touching

up with paint," Arquette said.

"That's the most fun," said

Cox, who would like to work as

the designer on an episode.

Cox describes "Mix It Up" as

a cross between the Osbournes

meet Martha Stewart with a dash

of Dr. Phil thrown in.

"We really focus on the con-

flict in the show," Arquette said.

"People come to us because they

have a problem with their home
and they don't feel comfortable

in it, and they don't feel repre-

sented. We try to fix it, and we
come in and try to sort of find the

fun in it."

"Mix It Up" enters a cluttered

landscape of home design shows,

where rooms, backyards and gar-

dens are being redone across

America.

"The appeal of this show is

it's going to make you laugh, the

music's great, we teach you how
to accoiTiplish the goal," Cox
said. "I cry when the people

come in. It's the most exciting

thing to see their reactions.

'

The actress has indulged her

passions through buying and sell-

ing seven houses in 10 years.

She's known to haunt flea mar-

kets at 6 a.m. in search of a par-

ticular furniture style.

"Every time I move, 1 always

say. This is it. This is so hard.

I'm exhausted," Cox said. "Then

one week later, when every-

thing's put away and I'm living

there, 1 want to do it again. I love

change."

Ryan In The Cut' and the buff
Thriller shows plenty of skin, but is thin on content

(XH'RTE-SY MIH HAIA HIM

Courteney Cox

By Johnny Donaldson
C>>LLfciiiAN Staff

Meg Ryan gets naked in |ane

Campion's new thriller "In The

Cut" — I mean she really gets

stark raving nude. She is far

from the perky, button-nosed

romantic comedy
princess that so many
viewers are accus-

tomed to seeing her as;

there will be no Tom
Hanks sweeping her

off her feet with a

dozen roses. Ryan's

new reinvention as a

brazen sex queen as

earned many a notice

amongst the press —
hardly an article goes

by without mentioning

that Ryan is nude and

having a lot of sex in

the movie — yet no '

one bothers to mention the

other major component of her

perfonnance.

That is the fact the Ryan

seems to sp)end the entirety of

the movie in a mopey, drugged-

out daze. Ryan drifts through as

if she's in a foggy haze, never

even registering that she's stuck

in an inert and ludicrous

thriller Her face is benumbed,

her emotions are stunted —
even her body language seems

oddly languorous and methodi-

cal. She's acting in a vacuum, as

a vacuum — sucking every bit

of life out of the film.

If Ryan seems to be on

Quaaludes. so does the movie.

This languid, torpid movie is

slow, dull and unbearably bor-

ing. A long, plodding slog

through heavy-handed symbol-

ism that all but beats itself over

the head of the viewer, the

movie is an endless loop of tor-

ture that seems to just get

longer with every second that

ticks away from the clock.

"In The Cut" is an erotic

thriller that is noticeably devoid

of eroticism and thrills. Since it

is neither sexy nor scary, it has

no reason to be and so exists as

a monument to the mighty of

self-importance of those behind

this conceited crock. Campion
seems to want to make a highly

sexualized suspense story and a

movie that transcends the limi-

tations of her chosen genre. But

she has no respect for the genre

and her disdain and pompous
narcissism leads to a movie that

is nothing more than a high-

toned arthouse version of the

InThe^Cuf

Directed by

Jane Campion

Starling

Meg Ryan

MarkjuHalo

Screen Gems

flared R

1 [Fains

Grade

F

softcore schlock that often plays

on late-night Cinemax.

This is "The Hulk" of soft-

core pom — a movie that takes

a limited genre and tries,

through literary and cinematic

pretension, to make it mean
something ...only to fail utterly

___^ and miserably. This

isn't art, but gassy and

affected crap, and "In

The Cut" is even more
morose and dreadful

than Ang Lee's

lugubrious "Hulk."

The movie plays like it

is torn between down
and dirty lurid thrills

— there are dismem-

bered corpses and

naked entwined limbs

— and being a doctor-

al thesis on feminist

sexual theory. "In The

Cut" ends up
entombed in its airless "gravity."

Ryan plays Frannie Avery, a

New York English teacher who
falls into a passionate affair

with Malloy (Mark Ruffalo), a

police detective investigating

the brutal murder of a young

woman whose head was found

beneath Frannie's apartment

window. Frannie is a

lover of slang and

a collector of

words, and her

interest is

piqued when
Malloy uses the

term "de-articu-

lated" to

describe the

stale of the

Further intriguing Frannie is

the fact that Malloy is the kind

of man who can use a crude

and vulgar line on a girl and

still be able to sweep her off her

feet; he knows how to walk the

line between lewdness and

charm.

Frannie and Malloy fall into

bed and soon Frannie begins to

suspect that Malloy is the killer

prowling the city streets. (He

has the same tattoo as the face-

less man whom Frannie saw

getting fellatio in the shadowy

comers of a bar; the victim has

the same blue fingernails as the

woman performing her, uh,

art.) But is Malloy the killer?

Or is it his obnoxious partner

(Nick Damici), Frannie's hot-

tempered black student

(Sharrieff Pugh) or her creepy,

obsessive ex-boyfriend (Kevin

Bacon, strangely — and wisely

— going unbilled,)

"In The Cut," which was

adapted from the novel by

Susannah Moore, offers a star-

tlingly shallow pool of potential

victims, allowing for an easier

(too easy) chance at guessing

the identity of the killer. In fact.

"In the Cut" offers up a city

that is empty of people; the

bustling metropolis of New
York City has been turned

alien and lifeless. It's

the perfect hol-

low setting

for a

deadened from the opening

credits onward.

Dion Beebe's cinematogra-

phy goes for a dreamy, waver-

ing feel, but the jostling, rest-

less camerawork is in desperate

need of Dramamine. The cam-

era never ceases to stop mov-

ing, drunkenly hobbling around

without a steady gaze, and the

edges blur and fuzz and grow

indistinct. It's like watching the

movie through a lens smeared

in jelly Obviously, Campion

and Beebe were going for an

effect reminiscent of the hero-

ine's tremulous, unsteady

nature, but they just create the

atmosphere of an upset stom-

ach.

Frannie likes to spend her

time on the subway reading lit-

tle snippets of poetry-painted

posters decorating the walls.

It's the kind of two-ton symbol-

ism that helps to crush the air

out of the movie. Campion suf-

focates the viewer with her so-

called "meaningfulness," the

way that her variation on the

sex thriller is meant to say

something deep and significant.

But there's no center to her

movie and "In the Cut" comes

across as a dour, misguided and

portentous bore. Ryan is far too

glum and maddeningly passive

to make lor a sympathetic

heroine — face it. this

imp noodle is an

annoying doonnat —
and Ruffalo fails to

give his character

any shading or

interest; Malloy

comes off as

creepy even

when he's

meant to be

charming.
This pathet-

ic attempt

at an

erotic
thriller

Album brings down the 'Day' All the CrOW yOU COUld ask for

New CD brings frown to a happy genre
By Johnny Donaldson

CoLLEi.iAN Staff

Howie Day is the rain cloud to John Mayer's

clear blue skies. Even when he's singing about

being troubled. Mayer sounds just a shade too

smooth and upbeat - it's as if he doesn't want him-

self to become too ruffled by his music.

Mayer's songs tend to drift toward the sunnier

side of things, all bubbly pop and little

real angst. Day. on the other hand, sounds

as if he's perpetually ruing over something

in his mind. Mayer's the guy at the bar

strumming a guitar and poaching the

whole sensitive act to pick up girls. Day is

the wounded soul in the corner, scribbling

down lyrics in a beat up notebook while

the girls swoon over the cocky guy singing

at the bar.

Day's debut, "Australia" never met with much
commercial success, but it did gamer much popu-

larity among the college crowd, with audiences

lined up at performance to watch Day play live,

often backed only with a looping system he

devised for himself.

"Stop All the World Now" is Day's

second bid to one-up the John Mayers

of the world, replacing the happy-go-

lucky singer/songwriter-isms with

slightly more earnest and austere mate-

rial. At times the material is very good.

far more promising and forceful than

the relatively weak pabulum that

makes up Mayer's "Heavier Things."

At other times, the .songs sound gener-

ic and indistinct — rote, by-lhe-num-

bers demonstrations of guy-with-a-gui-

t»r sensitivity

Like on "Australia," the songs up

front are stronger than the ones at the

end of an album. Day can create decent

Kings, but he can't sustain the energy

for an entire album. The albums end

up sputtering and flaming out the clos-

er to the end they get. "Stop" begins to

drift at about the halfway point and

only spike during "She Says" a

revamped version of a song off

"Australia."

"She Says" is a lender acoustic

number on "Australia," but placed

Howie Day

'Stop All

The World

Now
'

[piG

here — just before the album grows soupier and

more forgettable — the song becomes punchier,

buoyed by electronic effects and drum beats. In

fact, much of the album is advanced by the addi-

tion of organs, Wurlitzers. Mellotron and the like.

The best songs kick off the album — songs like

the chugging "Perfect Time of Day" and the ten-

der, gorgeous ballad "Collide." The aptly titled

"Sunday Moming Song" has a jaunty weekend

__^ bounce — it's the kind of mellow, even-

tempoed song that would suit a lazy

Sunday morning lolling about doing noth-

ing. It blithely, breezily lopes along on a

light-footed beat.

It's when the daytime-.soap jingle opens

"I'll Take You On" that "Stop" stuinbles.

Except for the gently muscular jangle of

"She Says," the songs aren't as memorable

as the opening numbers. They're filler,

one in a row and kill the momentum of

They come off as templates for the folky

singer genre. Still what's good is so good that the

flaws can be forgiven. Now, if only Day can make
an album that can steer the entire course rather

than drift into the ether halfway through

placed

"Stop.
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Howie Day brinits a lamenting nound to the otherwise

upbeat branch of the rock genre.

By Cameron J. Woods
(x)LLEt.iAN Staff

Finally, every single radio

smash and all around great

song from everyone's favorite

40-soniething. svelte siren are

on one compact disc.

The tracks on "The

Very Best of Sheryl

Crow" are not arranged

by their chronology in

so much as they are

ordered by. more or less

a descending array -

from all around feel

good happy works like.

"All I Wanna Do" to the deep

and soulful tracks including. "I

Shall Believe" and "The First

Cut Is The Deepest."

Even though the majority of

the tracks on this CD are nearly

a decade old they have lost

none of their original luster.

Crow's soft yet strong country

tinged vocals and skillful guitar

work power this compilation

above and beyond what could

be expected of a mix disc.

For those who are tired of

shuffling between five or six

different CDs to hear all your

favorite Crow songs, or those

who can't afford a portable

MP3 player to take that "legal"

playlist off of your computer,

this album is perfect.

It is a great mix of her

extremely country sounding

work as well as her more

pop/rock and American Rock

pieces. If you're one of the

masses that says that you only

like a few of Crow's songs, then

this di.sc is right up your alley.

The only possible flaw to the

album maybe the targeting of

part-time fans. Though they are

all great songs, long-time Crow
followers may feel a bit let

down by the many songs that

did not make the heavy rotation

Sheryl Crow

'The Very

Best of

Sheryl Crow

lists.

As a solo artist Crow has the

power to move listeners to tears

or out of their seats, depending

on her intention. Though pre-

dominantly a soloist, Crow is

no stranger to collaboration —
she has performed with

the likes of Sting. Rod
Stewart, Stevie

Wonder, Foreigner, |oe

Cocker, Sinead

O'Connor, Michael

Jackson and Don
Henley.

Her productions in

the mid '90s and

through to today not only have

kept up with the happening

music, but sometimes she has

managed to strike a vein of pure

originality that triggers a shift

in the contemporary scene. She

has time and time again

changed what could be heard

on a typical classicist rock

album. Her influence has

spread even to bands beyond

the classic rock and country

genres. All of this influence

makes Crow one of the most

dependable stars of our time,

and she is showing no signs of

relinquishing her hard-earned

success in the new millennium.

Sheryl Suzanna Crow was

born Feb. 11. 1962, in Kennett.

Mont. Her parents were swing

orchestra performers. her

father played trumpet and her

mother was a singer; her moth-

er also was a piano teacher, and

made all of her daughters learn

the instrument starting in grade

school. Crow wrote her first

song at age the age of I 3. and

attended the University of

Mis.souri with a major in music,

where she also played keyboard

in a band called Cashmere.

After graduating, she spent her

time being a music teacher,

playing and singing in a number

For over a decade, Sheryl

Crow has been pumpinn out

great music.

of bands and she made her

money by making advertising

jingles.

In 1 986, Crow was ready to

test her wings, so she moved to

Los Angeles to see what the

music business had for her. She
was able to land some more jin-

gle-singing assignments, and
got her first big break when she

successfully auditioned to be a

backup singer on Michael
lackson's international "Had
Tour."

From a child of a musical

family in Montana to jingle

writing, to a college graduate

with a dream and ultimately to

the musical force that she is

today; Sheryl Crow has walked
a long road to bring listeners

her music. And we arc all the

better for it.

Information from Sheryl

Crow's IMG Biography written

by Steve Huey was used in this

article.

Pop-punk ban(d fails to

explode with originality

New home for contemporary artists

A different art gallery in the works for those with new tastes

By Steve LeBlanc
AssociATKi) Press

Lucky Boys Confusion try to make a name for themselves in a

crowded ({enre, but lack the needed originality to connect.

band just isn't there. The lyrics,
By Mike Travis
CoiLEoiAN Staff

With their sophomore effort

"Commitment," Lucky Boys

Confusion, a very commercial

pop-punk band from Chicago,

111. delivers a paint-by-numbers

pop-punk sound.

In the two and a half years

since their Elektra debut

"Throwing the Game," the toils

of life on the road have sea-

soned the band — Stubhy

Pandav (frontman/singer/song-

writer), Adam Krier (guitar/-

vocals/co- songwriter),

|oe Sell (guitar), |ason

Schultejann (bass), and

Ryan Fergus (drums).

A run of 250 shows

in 2001 and hundreds

more in the subsequent

years seems to have

made the band grow up

a lot since their debut

The songs on 200 1 s

Lucky Boys

Confusion

'Commitmenf

[lektia

album,

album
were inspiring enough to catch

the ear of Sublime's Michael

"Miguel" Happoldt. who signed

on earlier this year to produce

"Commitment."
"Sure, the songs are catchy

and well-produced. but

Commitment" isn't anything

new — even for people like me
who are really into the genre."

said Bill Knaus. a 20-year-old

sophomore at UMass.

While there is some evi-

dence of songwriting growth in

"Commitment." overall the

band's sound is nothing notice-

ably different than other radio

bands like New Found Glory or

Good Charlotte. But there is

definitely some potential for

growth for the band. "The

songs get stuck in your head. "I

like (the songs] "Broken" and

"Closer to Our Craves." said

Knaus.

Sadly, the message of the

and songs, are easily forgotten

("I don't want to stay here and

say I'm sorry, I just want to

drink beer and play Atari").

The band sings themes of well-

trodden trails: suburban bore-

dom ("Hey Driver," "Atari,"),

growing up ("Closer to Our
Graves," "You Weren't

There"), and relationships

("Beware," "Sunday
Afternoon").

Oveiall, the band follows the

safe path of most pop-punk

bands. The title track.

___ "Commitment." deals

with the pressures and
scrutiny of being a

major label band. One
of the band's most
powerful messages

deals with lead singer

Stubby's question of

religion in "Something

to Believe."

Throughout the album.

Stubhy s vocals are pretty solid,

but just can't muster the excite-

ment and honesty of other

singers delivering similar

sounds. The variety songs on

the album are unconvincing.

"Mr. Wilmington's" classic rock

feel reminds one of a weak
Simon and Garfunkel's "Mrs.

Robinson." said Knaus.

"Sunday Afternoon" attempts

the whole reggae/ska feel of

bands like Sublime and No
Doubt, but again, doesn't stand

out.

All in all. Lucky Boys

Confusion's "Commitment" is a

mediocre disc for fans of the

pop-punk genre. It delivers the

catchy choruses, pulsing gui-

tars and booming drums to

quench the thirst of pop-

punkers. However, the album is

easily forgettable and no better

than other banzds in the genre.

"Lucky Boys Confusion is a

band with little reputation

amongst more mature punk
fans." said Knaus. The band

delivers the by-the-books pop-

punk sound. But if you're not

into that sound, this CD will

not get your attention. Oh well,

better luck next album.

BOSTON (AP) — If all goes as planned,

sometime next spring this city which nick-

named itself the "Hub" of all things cultural

will break ground on its first new art muse-

um in a century

The Institute of Contemporary Art —
long a funky outpost in Boston's small, staid

constellation of art museums — is scheduled

to throw open the doors of sparkling new.

four-story museum on the city's waterfront

in 2006, heralding what it hopes is a new era

of support for cutting-edge arts.

The 62,000-square-foot building is

designed to triple the space of the museum's

current lodgings and will include a 300-seat

theater, an open grandstand facing the water

and a massive, cantilevered glass-skinned

exhibition space.

A 165-square-foot glass elevator with

views of the water will shuttle visitors from

floor to floor. The building will also allow

the museum for the first time to create a per-

manent collection, something it had been

prevented from doing because of lack of

space.

The last time Boston celebrated the open-

ing of a new art museum was when the

Museum of Fine Arts moved from Copley

Square into its current location in the

Fenway neighborhood of the city in 1909.

The new structure is also a kind of com-

ing-out party for the ICA, which spent its

first 40 years hopscotching around down-

town Boston before landing a permanent

home in the quirky confines of a fomier

police station in the city's Back Bay neigh-

borhood.

During its life, the museum, established

in 1936. has welcomed artists from around

Boston and the world dedicated to pushing

the limits of arts, politics and culture. It was

among the earliest to showcase artists such

as Robert Rauschenberg. Andy Warhol,

Cindy Sherman. Egon Schiele and Thomas

Struth.

More recently, the ICA has offered the

city itself as a landscape for artists working

on site-specific exhibits. In 1998, the muse-

um hosted a work that projected taped inter-

views of mothers of murdered children from

the city's Charlestown neighborhood onto

the 221 -foot Bunker Hill monument.

"Our strength and proven track record is

being able to expose artists before they real-

ly enter the canon," ICA Director |ill

Medvedow said. "The ICA has earned its

place in the city and needs a building as bold

and beautiful as the work it has done for the

past 70 years."

The building is the brainchild of the hus-

band-and-wife design team of Elizabeth

Diller and Ricardo Scofidio. Fittingly, the

team has created a number of public art

works and permanent installations intended

to link architectural design with perform-

ance and electronic media.

"It's really a wonderful oppoturnity

because for many years we've done installa-

tions in museums," Scofidio said in a video

produced by the ICA to document the initial

design process. "We've brought not only our

skills as an architect, but we've brought

another understanding of what a museum
is."

One of the team's most ambitious proj-

ects was the Blur Building created for the

Swiss Expo 2002. Built on a lake in

Switzeriand. the steel structure was

enveloped in a mist created by filtered lake

water shot through 31.000 fog nozzles.

The team drafted about 100 models

before offering the ICA lour choices.

Mu.seum officials opted for the final can-

tilevered design, which takes advantage of

the harbor's seascape and natural lighting fil-

tered through the ceiling.

"We've been seeing it as a building that's

built from the ground up and the sky down."

Diller said.

The new museum is part of the city's

ongoing redevelopment of its South Boston

harborfront. The ICA won a competition

intended to dedicate a portion of the devel-

opment to a cultural institution.

In September, the ICA signed a 99 year

lease for the .75-acre site with the Hyatt

Development Corp., which is owned by the

Chicago-based Pritzker family The $l-per-

year lease will allow the mu.seum to focus its

fundraising efforts on construction costs.

The ICA is hoping to raise about $60 mil-

lion for the project, including $41 million

for construction with the rest going to an

endowment and moving costs. About $8

million will come from the sale or lease of

the current building.

The museum will be the cultural linchpin

of the 2.9 million-square-foot Fan Pier

waterfront development project, which is

also planned to include 675 residential

units, a hotel and more than 100,000-

square-feet of civic and cultural space and

parks.
)

The building's location will help create •

kind of oceanside "sapphire necklace" of

cultural institutions — including the New
England Aquarium, Children's Museum, an()

John F. Kennedy Library and Mu.seum — to

compliment the city's "emerald necklace" of

interlocking parks created by Frederick Law
Olmsted, the father of American landscape

architecture. Medvedow said.

Vin Cipolla. chairman of the ICA's board

of directors, likens the prominent location to

Australia's Sydney Opera House. He said the

new ICA could help change perceptions

about Boston as an artistically stuffy locale.

"In Boston we are blessed with very

important institutions that look at art histo-

ry, that look at things from the perspective

of where we have been rather than where we

are going," he .said. "The role of the ICA in

the city is about the future ... the promi-

nence of the site suggests this is a city about

receiving these contemporary ideas."

The design, location and ambition of the

ICA's plan is winning accolades from the

leaders of other cultural institutions in

Boston.

"The city absolutely needs this. It's really

critical to the ecology of the cultural life of

the city," said Anne flawley, director of the

l.sabella Stewart Gardner Museunt. celebrat-

ing its centennial this year

Hawley said the new ICA will comple-

ment rather than compete with the city's

older art museums.
"Not having the ICA in a strategic posi-

tion has been a huge lack," she said.

"Without a strong contemporary art center

that is pivotally located and collecting you

miss a whole part of the art world."

The opening of the new building will

force fans of the old ICA. with its odd archi-

tectural angles and downtown location, to

bid a fond farewell to the former police stat,

tiun turned art gallery.

"It served well a small audience as well as

international artists." Medvedow said. "But

it was a simple need. We've outgrown this

space. Artists today need an incredible

amount of flexibility"

Golden news for cancer patients
By Randolph E. Schmid

AssotiATti> Press

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Tiny gold shells that absorb

certain types of radiation may
become a nyw weapon in the

ongoing battle against cancer.

Called jtanoshells. the

golden balls have a bit of mica

in their center and can be

designed to absorb radiation

at various frequencies.

A group of Texas

researchers injected the

nanoshells into tumors in

mice. They then exposed the

tumors to near infrared radia-

tion, heating them enough to

kill the cancer but without

injuring nearby normal tissue.

Their results are reported

in this week's online issue of

Proceedings of the National

Academy of Sciences.

Nanoshells should work in

most soft tissue tumors but

would be most effective on

cancers that cant be removed

surgically because they're in

an awkward location, such as

in the brain, the researchers

said.

"Nanoshells can be directly

injected," said lennifer L.

West of Rice University, "or.

our most recent study shows

that you can inject nanoshells

intravenously and they will

accumulate in tumor sites

because the blood vessels in

tumors are leakier than else-

where in the body"
West said patients could be

treated in two ways.

"Near infrared light can be

applied from outside ol the

body for most applications.

but if necessary, fiber optics

can be run through catheters."

.said West, who led the team

from Rice and the University

of Texas M.D. Anderson

Cancer Center.

Near infrared light is a type

of low-energy radiation not

absorbed bv living tissues.

However, the nanoshells can

be designed to absorb this

light, which heats them up.

Andrei Laszio of the

Washington University School

of Medicine in St. Louis said

that although the method is a

novel approach for removing

tumors, it "will require a con-

siderable amount ol further

work" to overcome the prob-

lem of directing the

nanoshells to the specific

tumor sites.

The Texas researchers first

experimented with cultured

human breast cancer cells in a

solution containing nanoshells

and then turned to tumors in

mice.

Temperatures inside the

tumors reached levels high

enough to damage cells within

4 to 6 minutes, killing the

tumors but leaving surround-

ing tissue unharmed.

The researchers will moni-

tor the long-term health of the

treated mice.

West said a company called

Nanospectra Biosciences has

licensed the technology and

plans to do studies in people,

which could occur within 12

to 18 months.
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The NBA 'LEast' once again? Inaugural l-AA all-stars selected

Continued from page 8

ever play for thi.'* team?

Prediction: Gooden will become a star and

McGrady will continue to make his case for the class

of the NBA as the Magic grab the fourth spot in the

ever-so-weak East.

New York Knicks: The team tinally traded Latrell

Sprewell and got Keith Van Horn, and recently

signed Dikembe Mutombo for three years. It dratted

Mike Sweetney in the first round of the draft and

stole Maciej Lampe with the 30th pick.

Questions; How will Van Horn react to the media

pressure of New York? How long will it take for

Antonio McDyess to re-injure his knee?

Prediction: The team will again be

stuck in no man's land, with the talent to

make the playoffs but the cancer (Van

Horn) to get knocked out. Watch for

Van Horn to flop when things aren't

going so well.

Boston Celtics: lust two weeks ago

the Celtics made a blockbuster deal with

the Mavericks, dealing Antoine Walker and Tony

Delk for Raef L^Frentz, |iri Welsch and a draft pick.

This was a head-scratcher of a deal for the Celtics, as

they are now stuck with the bloated contract of

LaFrentz (6 years left at $63 million); however.

Danny Ainge seemed very intent on moving Walker.

Questions: How will Walker's absence affect the

team early on, and how much will it miss his point

forward skills? Is Vin Baker really as good as he has

been in these first few games?

Prediction: This trade weakens the team signifi-

cantly, but in the East that eighth seed is always up

for grabs.

Centkal Diviswii

Toronto Raptors: The Raptors had a quiet sum-

mer, with the only major changes coming from the

draft (Chris Bosh) and from a new coach in Kevin

O'Neill. The team is very excited about Bosh.

Questions: Is Vince Carter the player he was three

years ago. when he almost carried the Raptors past

the Sixers in the semifinals? Or will he be the Vince

of last year, not scoring enough points and being con-

stantly injured?

Prediction: The playoff picture for this team rests

solely on how good and how often Vince Carter

plays. I'm betting they'll miss the playoffs, despite

Carter's recent efforts.

New Orleans Hornets: The team let go of Paul

Silas and hirc-d Tim Floyd to be their new head coach.

Point guard Darrell Armstrong was brought in to

back up star Baron Davis, and defensive stopper

George L.ynch was re-signed.

Questions: How many games will Davis, the MVP

of this team, play after missing 32 games last season?

Prediction: The Hornets will make the playoffs,

taking the third seed.

Milwaukee Bucks: The team has a very different

look than the one that was once favored to win the

East, as Glenn Robinson, Sam Cassell and Ray Allen

are all with different teams. George Karl was tired in

)uly, and Terry Porter was named coach. Anthony

Mason's contract was bought out.

Questions: Who will score all the points for this

team now that all the stars are gone?

Prediction: This will be one of the worst teams in

the East.

Chicago Bulls: Tragedy struck this summer when

lay Williams shattered his hip in an awful motorcycle

accident. Scoitie Pippen was signed and the Bulls

look to make the playoffs this year as the team

matures.

Questions: Will Eddy Curry become the one of

the best centers in the East this season? How badly

will the team miss lay Williams?

Prediction: The Bulls make the play-

offs this year, and challenge for the con-

ference title in two years.

Cleveland Cavaliers: The team

hired Paul Silas as their new head coach,

and traded for |.R. Bremer. Who cares?

Let LeBron-o-mania begin!

Questions: Is LcBron the second com-

ing of Michael lordan? Will he be able to handle the

expectations? Will Darius Miles become the star he

was supposed to be with the Clippers?

Prediction: This is a very young team absolutely

loaded with talent (Carlos Boozer, Dajuan Wagner.

Miles. LeBron). Its youth will be its shortcoming, but

LeBron will continue to please as he has thus far.

Indiana Pacers: lermaine O'Neal was shocked

when Larr) Bird gave Isaiah Thomas the axe in favor

of Rick Carlisle. Kenny Anderson was signed and

will likeK supplant lamaal Tinsley as the starting

point guard. O'Neal and Reggie Miller were both re-

signed.

Questions: How much trouble will Ron Artest

cau.se this year? Will Carlisle be able to take this

team past the first round?

Prediction: This team is very talented, but I have

doubts about it going past the first round.

Detroit Pistons: The Pistons finally cashed in on

the 19*^7 deal that sent Otis Thorpe to Vancouver.

The result? Darko Milicic. Rick Carlisle was surpris-

ingly fired and L.arry Brown took his place.

Questions: Does l.arrv Brown care more about

winning championships or more about teaching

young players?

Prediction: Look for this team to come out near

the top in the conference, but watch out in a couple

years when Tayshaun Prince and Milicic hit their

potential.

Atlanta Hawks: The team traded Glenn

Robinson tor the oft-injured Terrell Brandon, which

is essentially like trading cancer for cap space, since

Brandon's contract comes off the books after this

year. |ason Terry was re-signed.

Questions: How foolish did the team look last

year after guaranteeing the playoffs to their season-

ticket holders?

Prediction: The Hawks will remain one of the

truly awful teams in the NBA.

Zach Oelschlegel in a Collegian columnist.

Continued from page B

since added six more this week.

IX'lensive end jerame Southern

of janies Madison, free safety Mike

Adams and quarterback Andy Hall

of Delaware, Massachusetts line-

backer leremy Cain, running back

Tim Gale of Northeastern and

Villanova comerback Clarence

Curry were the players most

recently added.

They will join Massachusetts

defensive lineman Valdamar

Brower, tight end Matt Chila of

Villanova, Maine defensive line-

man Dennis Dottin-Carter,

Musinski. Delaware offensive line-

man lason Nerys, Hofstra line-

backer Renauld Williams and

offensive lineman )oe Wilson of

Richmond.

The participants are chosen by

a committee of coaches, adminis-

trators and selective members of

the media from the conferences

that make up Diviskni l-AA.

Ikimabout Is fair play

A week after his fumble cost

No. 7 Villanova a crucial win

over UMass. redshirt freshman

quarterback Marvin Burroughs

may have made up for it with his

stellar performance against

Richmond on Saturday.

Making his first collegiate

start in place of injured starter

|oe Casamento. Burroughs com-

pleted 1 5-of-19 for 245 yards and

five touchdowns in 'Nova's 42- 1

3

win over the Spiders, including a

perfect 8-for-8 for 145 yards and

four scores in the second half.

The Wildcats, who sit just one

game behind UMass and

Delaware in the race for the

league title, travel to Hempstead,

N.Y. this weekend to face

Hofstra, and will host the Blue

Hens on the final weekend of the

season.

Sitting still

For the first time in weeks,

there was no movement among A-

10 squads in The Sports Network

weekly l-AA poll.

Delaware, which came back

from 21-0 down to slip past

Maine 24-21 in overtime, remains

second, garnering 15 first-place

votes. Massachusetts stands pat at

No. 4 on the heels of its own

comeback wm over Northeastern.

The two squads, which are both

currently undefeated in league

play, will meet in Newark, Del. on

November 15.

Villanova, which had risen as

high as second before losing to

Massachusetts, remains at No. 7

after its dismantling of

Richmond.

Maine and James Madison,

meanwhile, join the Huskies on

the cusp of the Top 25, as all three

teams are currently receiving

votes.

Western front is a strong one
Continued from page 8

in charge, but it will lose to the

better teams in the West in the

first round.

Memphis Grizzlies: After

starting out last year 0-8. the club

hired old-school coach Hubie

Brown to take control of a young

team. Brown looks to improve on

the club's 28-win season with the

additions of lames Posey and Jake

Tsakalidis and his team's matura-

tion.

Questions: After seemingly

turning the comer last year, will

lason Williams become one of the

elite point guards this

year? How bad is

Mike Miller's back?

Prediction: The

team will have to

work extremely hard

to make the playoffs.

which are doubtful

but doable.

Denver Nuggets: The Nuggets

were snubbed by many big time

free agents this summer, but all

wasn't lost as they still signed

Andre Miller and drafted Carmelo

Anthony, who figures to push for

Rookie of the Year Hard-working

Earl Boykins was signed.

Questions: Will youngsters

Nene. Anthony and Nikoloz

Tskitishvili give the Nuggets

something to hope for two years

down the road?

Prediction: A team on the rise,

just wait a couple years.

Utah Jazz: Nothing went right

for the lazz this summer, as John

Stockton and his assist record

retired, and Karl Malone left the

team to get a ring with the Lakers.

The team signed Corey Maggette

to an offer sheet that was matched

by the Clippers, and added Keon

Clark.

Questions: Can't most college

players start for this team?

Prediction: This team will be

fighting the Bucks to the wire for

worst team in the league.

PAcmc Division

Los Angeles Lakers: Before

the whole Kobe Bryant mess

broke out. the team had signed

all-time greats Kari Malone and

Gary Payton to form one of the

most intimidating lineups in the

history of the game. Now. coach

Phil lackson must rally the team

in order to prevent it from becom-

ing overly distracted by Bryant's

legal troubles. Payton has been

excellent so far this season.

Questions: How much time

will Shaq miss this year due to his

toe? Will lackson find a way to

keep all of the four superstars

happy?
Prediction: All distractions

aside, there is really no reason

why this team shouldn't win the

championship.

Sacramento Kings: After

watching the other contenders in

the West beef up their rosters, the

Kings went and acquired all-star

Brad Miller away from the Pacers.

The window for this team to win

is closing quickly.

Questions: Will Chris Webber

finally shed that "loser" status he

has kept since college and become

the winner we all

thought he would be?

Is it too late to win a

championship?

Prediction: This is

still an elite team, and

with the addition of

Miller, they can still

win that elusive cham-

pionship.

Phoenix Suns: The Suns gave

the Spurs a decent run for their

money last year before losing the

in the first round of the playoffs.

Amare Stoudemire shocked the

league la*t year with his stellar play

coming straight from high school.

Qij^stions: Does this team real-

ly believe that lake Voshkul will be

adequate on defense against the

bigger lions of the West? How
many games will Penny Hardaway

miss this year?

Prediction: This team has two

of the best players in the NBA in

Stephen Marbury and Shawn

Marion, and Stoudemire will be

there soon. Still, they aren't good

enough to challenge for the title,

but a first round upset isn't out of

the question.

Portland Trailblazers: This

team is still relatively in tact from

last year, although Arvydas

Sabonis retired again after last sea-

son. The team is still filled with the

same troublemakers from last year

Many scouts see Zach Randolph

having a huge season.

Questions: How many techni-

cal fouls will Rasheed Wallace pick

up this year? How many times will

Damon Stoudemire and Ruben

Patterson run into the police?

Prediction: This was once upon

a time considered to be one of the

best teams in the West. Now, after

so much inner turmoil, team strife,

and stupidity off the court, the

most one can ask out of this team

is to simply make the playoffs,

which they will do.

Seattle Supersonics: The bigg

est transaction this team made was

last year, wtien they unloaded Gary

Payton for Ray Alien, and finished

up the season going 18-12. The

team has a fairly solid nucleus and

is looking to make the playoffs this

year

Questions: The team can shoot

with the best of them, but who is

going to score all the points inside?

And how badly is the team regret-

ting signing major underachiever

Calvin Booth in 2001?

Prediction: A decent team, but

making the playoffs in the West is

no easy gig like it is out East.

Golden State Warriors: The

team lost top guard Gilbert Arenas

to free agency, and traded away its

other best player (Antawn

lamison. along with Danny

Fortson) for Nick Van Exel. Van

Exel and lason Richardson will

combine for one of the better

backcourts in the league.

Questions: Will Mike Dunleavy

show a reason for the team's draft-

ing of him with the third pick last

year? Will Van Exel play team ball

or whine and force a trade?

Prediction: Another decent

team that will lose out on the play-

offs because of its conference.

Los Angeles Clippers: The

NBA world turned upside down

this summer when the Clips

matched contracts for restricted

free agents Elton Brand and

Corey Maggette. But the team

lost starters Andre Miller,

Michael Olowokandi and Lamar

Odom to free agency. Mike

Dunleavy, Sr. was brought in to

coach.

Questions: The Clippers did

retain two free agents, but had

the cap space to keep two more.

Will Donald Sterling ever allow

a Clippers GM to have a salary

even slightly above the league

minimum?
Prediction: Yes. this team

did make some moves in the

market, but ownership's com-

mitment to losing will keep

what could have been a great

team a poor one.

Zach Oelschlegel is a

Collegian columnist.

(JtKALPH LlN^.^.LH.LtlilA^

Thanks to a 4-2 win at Providence's Schneider Arena, James Solon (No. 4) and the MassachuKtts

hockey team put some distance between them and the Friars in the Utcst national poll.

Maine tan(dem lea(ds conference
Continued from page 8

and ranks second against Hockey East opponents in

GAA. Providence's David Cacciola has garnered

attention as well, despite battling Bobby Goepfert

for playing time.

Mass hysteria

In an unlikely turn of events, both UMass

squads are sitting pretty in the Hockey East stand-

ings, just behind the undefeated Black Bears.

Massachusetts and Lowell are both 2-1 in confer-

ence play, and the River Hawks (3-2-2 overall) have

a chance to take sole possession of first place

tonight when they travel to Chestnut Hill to face

Boston College.

For means of comparison. Lowell was wmless in

the first eight conference games last season, before

finally breaking the ice with a 6-5 win over

Merrimack at home on Ian. 7. The Minutemen

went 1-3 against Hockey East foes before sweep-

ing a two-game set against Lowell last season.

The punch line

For the source of Lowell's early season promi-

nence, look no further than the talented line of

Ben Walter. Andrew Martin and Danny O'Brien.

The sophomore trio has accounted for 13 goals

and 14 assists thus far. with Walter (10 g. 2 a)

leading the way. Martin has been particularly pro-

lific against Hockey East teams, and leads the

league with two goals and four assists in confer-

ence play. Walter is just behind him with four

goals and one assist.

The River Hawks aren't all offense, though,

lunior Chris Davidson has come out of nowhere to

place fifth among Hockey East netminders. with a

2.35 goals against average and an impressive .914

save percentage in conference play. Davidson

earned Hockey East Defensive Player of the Week

honors for his work in the River Hawks weekend

sweep of Northeastern (0-5- 1 .
0-3-0 HE). The jun-

ior turned aside all but four of the 54 shots he

faced against the Huskies.

Psycho killers

Maine's penalty kill unit can also be cited for

the team's eariy-season perfection. The Black

Bears have stifled all 10 penalties they've faced in

two games against Hockey East teams. Boston

College leads the overall list, however, having

killed 29 of 31 penalties in six games this season.

The Eagles will finally get to test out their penalty

killers against league opponents tonight when they

host Lowell in BC's conference opener.

Power plants

On the power play. New Hampshire is king.

The Wildcats have converted on 12 of 36 power

plays this season, and have scored three times in

10 chances against league opponents. Those look-

ing for a battle of the best in special teams will

have to wait until Nov. 12, when UNH and BC will

lock up in Durham. N.H.
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163 Sunderland Rd. - N. Amherst
lust north of the apartments

Great new deck!

• Reggae Night Dance Pony

• Fear Nuttin' Band
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

WEDNESDAY
. High: 64

• Low: 48

THURSDAY
. High: 59

• Low: 34

FRIDAY
. High: .54

• Low: 30

£0

<c?

November Special!

Labatt Blue:

$1.75 A pint / $6.25 A pitcher

^ "Start your own tradition."

Dining Commons Menu
DC. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Burrito

• Tuna Noodle Casserole

• Garden Vegetable Chili

(vegan)

DINNER
• Extra Crispy Fried

Chicken

• Italian Meatloaf

• Native American Stew

(vegan)

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Matt Brady

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Emilie Duggan

COPY EDITOR
Morris Singer

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Scott Pihl

PRODUCTION STAFF
Katie Dwari/ Gerry Auger

HOROSCOPES
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Up, up, down, down, left,

right, left, right, B, A, start.

Everybody knows that. || §l

-Greg MauIdin

aquarius • Jan. 20-feb. is

People act like they care, but they are

secretly trying to screw you.

pisCeS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Beware of slimeballs.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9

Don't put up with it anymore.

taurUS • Apr. 20-MAY20

Still looking for an escape???

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Your point of view is faulty.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

Go skateboarding. I hope you fall.

leO • Jul.. 23-AuG. 22

Just do it already.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

You were missed last night.

libra • Sept. 23-001. 22

You're not the problem. Everyone else is.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-N()v. 21

Good effort. Too bad it won't work.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Spend some time away from the drama

called your life.

Capricorn • dec 22-)an. i9

Be supportive, your friends need it right

now.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
ANNOUNCFMFNTS

Student Director Wanted

For Play on Lord Jert

Amherst. Shows tlie

'hero' as biologic war-

rior who deliberately

slaughtered the Indians

with Smallpox, 'win-

ning' the war. STYLE:

Brechtian. U)ud. rau-

cous. Simple sets.

Musical. Goal: contn)-

versy, outrage.

AUTHOR: AC gradu-

ate, many past prtxluc-

tions

VENUE/ACTORS:
your choice CONTACT:
718-6()l-8()S9nites

Leave name/address

please

\l'\KIMI\r roR RtNT

3 BcdnK)m Apartment

for January 665-92.S4

AUTO FOR SAFE

1992 Honda Prelude SI,

Limied, $3900 587-

0242

Honda 199S Civic Ex

G^Hiix;, red, 91 K, nuxin-

rixif, b)Jack, well main-

tained, $4,250, 41 3-695-

5527

MiHintainview Auto

Route 47 South in

H.Klley 585-0599 '89

Mercedes 300E Clean

$3500 '94 Nissan Sentra

Limited E«.lition $2850

'87 Honda Civic excel-

lent transportation $950

'87 Saab 900 Automatic

$950 "88 l\idge

C^anivan Very Clean

iaUX)0 miles $1200

1992 Silver EorJTaums

Excellent condition

$2400 1l80a"iKCi«ll

549-3930 210-7393 All

Power

% LVxlge Inrrepiil

White mns gixxl Power

everything BninJ new

Pioneer ClVStereo Must

sell Asking $2400 Amy
413-222-5754

1999 Explorer XLT 4x4

Excellent (iiindition

SiinriKil 6cyl. Luided

$1 2.500 c:all54<^»- 3477

AUTO FOR SALE

$500!!!Can»fnim

$5001!! Police Impounds

for li.srinBs. 1-800-319-

3323 ext4554

93 Pontiac I\>nneville

SDN All Power Must

Sell $150) B/O 253-

5537

EMPLOYMENT

MAI) SCIENTISTS
WANTED! PT to con-

duct tun science after-

scIkx)! programs, parties,

etc. Requirements:

Ex|X"riencc with groups

of children, enthusiasm,

car. Performance experi-

ence a plus. 413-584-

7243

Te!eph4>ne Interviewers

NO SALES! Conduct

interviews over the

phone at our Hadley

liKation Flexible

Evening and Weekend

Hours $7.50/hoiir to

start 20-*- hours/week

PVTA accessible For

miwe into: 1-888-423-

5381 FMI

EMPLOYMENT

PART-TIME POSI-

TIONS 20+ hrs/wk; set

your own schedule.

Conduct surveys over

the phone at our Hadley

location—NOSALES!
Evngs/wknds;

hlth/dent/40l(k);PVTA

accessible. Email him

\ian#hcklinarketing-

inc.coin or apply in per-

stm. First Fl(x)r 100

Venture Way, Hadley,

MA (888) 423-5381

Spring 2004 Internships

with The Student Legal

Seniccs Office: Get

hands-on experience in

the legal hekl; work

directly with attorneys

and clients; eam up to

1 5 undergraduate cred-

its. No experience nec-

essary. Training provid-

ed. Contact the Student

Legal Services Oftice

Tixlay! 545-1995.922

Ciimpus Center

!Banending!$ $250/day

potential No experience

Nesc Tmining provided.

l-800-%5-6520ext 162

EMPLOYMENT

Landscaping Services:

Part-time positions

available for tall clean-

up and snow work.

Need to be ambitious,

hardworking, own trans-

portation, and flexible

hours. Call Ste\'e at

413-665-3493

Movie Extras/Models

Needed For liKal

Casting Calls Noexp.

or age rei.]uired EARN
up to $200 a day 1

-

888-820-0167

Internship

Motivated students

seeking leadership out-

side the K)x. Gain expe-

rience in all aspects of

ninning a small business

Average pay: $9300.00

c:all 508-246-1230

FVartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

potential. Lxral posi-

lums. 1-800-293-3985

ext516

FOR RENT

Ski House for Rent. So.

L>ondonberry, Vt 1.5

mins to Stratton, 7 mi. to

Bromley ^ mi. to Magic

Mtn. 7 bdrms. 3 batfis.

sleeps 30- SI,(KX)/wcx-k.

KaivhrounciuvcriAui.

Odor 410-404-6.326

FOR SAIF

Concept II lnd<K)r

Rowing Machine lor

sale. Like New $.5(X).()0

or BO 546-54.59

$Save$ Wholesale-

Discount prices, video

games, clothing, jewelry.

moRv www.tylersdis-

counls.com

INSTRUCTION

University Bartending

Classes Start Sckmi I
-

8(X)-IJ-CAN-MIX Call

now for infomiation!!!

Space is Limited

www.universitybartend-

ing.com

Lost: Wallet Near

Parking garage 10/14 If

found please call with

description 4 1 3-237-

1015

SFRVICFS

SHEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES Rxly

Sugann'; (waxing) tiir

men and women *Safe

*ia>yoNaniml

Effective 253-2322

https://shearbli.ss.image4

1 1 com

Pregnant? Need help.'

C ;.ill Birthright of

Amherst area for free

testing and a.ssistance.

549-1906

PREGNANE :Y THST-

INC ^ HIV Testing.

Binh C^inrrol, and

Emergency

C^mtraception.

Affordable ami conh-

ikntial. Tapestry Health,

27 Pray Street, An»hen>t.

548-9992

Spring Break 2004.

Travel with STS,

America's »1 Suident

Tour Operator to

Jamaica, Gtncun,

Acapuico, Bahamas and

Flonda. Now hiring

campus reps. C^dl for

group discounts.

1 nf< >miatu>n/Reservation

si -800-648-4849 or

w-ww.ststra\el.coin For

more information con-

tact STA Travel at 413-

256-1261

SPRING BREAK
Lirgest selection of

Ltestinations, including

Cniiscs! Fi-iiim Parties,

Free IVinks and t^lub

1
Admissions. Rep

' Positions anil FREE trips

Avail..ble. l-8a^-23l-

4386

www.EpicureanTixirs.

com

A "Reality" Spring

Break 20O4's Hottest

Prices Bix>k now .. Free

Trips, Meals Si Parties

v\ v\ \\ Miiispl, i>hlours >.i.'in

or 1800-426-7710
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Undefeated

Krohn receives honor Maine tops
By Mike Marzelli

CujLLhlilAN StAFK

For his performance in Massachusetts' come-from-

behind 28-24 win over in-state rival Northeastern, senior

tri-captain and quarterback |eff Krohn was named

Atlantic 10 Offensive Player of the Week for the first

time this season.

MaQftr Krohn. a former Pac-10 passing

"pT^ champion who transferred from

_L_J Division I-A Arizona State prior to

mBBMMMMMSOB last season, was 20-of-28 for 227

yards, three touchdowns and one

NotSbOOk interception against the Huskies.

It was the second time he has

thrown for three touchdowns in a game this season, as

No. 7 hooked up with fullback Rich Demers from 15

yards out and found wide receivers )ason Peebler and

limmie Howard for 46- and 49-yard scoring strikes,

respectively.

On the season, five of Krohn's 1 7 touchdown passes

have gone for 45 yards or more. UMass returns to action

this Saturday when it hosts Richmond at Warren P

McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

Btttarsweet hardware

Krohn wasn't alone in being recognized for his efforts

in Amherst Saturday

Northeastern junior linebacker Liam Ezekiel was

named A- 10 Defensive Player of the Week on Monday,

and followed that up by being tabbed National Defensive

Player of the Week, as named by ESPN/USA Today

Ezekiel. a first-team AII-A-10 selection and a presea-

son All-American, recorded a season-high 1 7 tackles and

intercepted his second pass of the season, setting up the

Huskies" first touchdown of the afternoon.

It was the eighth consecutive game in which the

Arlington native has recorded double-digit tackles.

Ezekiel enters Saturday's contest with No. 2 Delaware

fourth in the A- 10 in total tackles with 104, and fourth

in sacks with 5.5.

Record-setting receiver

With five catches for 44 yards against Hofstra.

William and Mary wide receiver Rich Musinski became

the A- 1 0's all-time leader in career receiving yardage, sur-

passing the old mark of 3.944 yards, set by former Rhode

Island standout Brian Forster (1983-87).

Musinski. a senior now has 3.975 yards for his career.

W&M has two games remaining on its schedule, follow-

ing a bye this weekend. It will host New Hampshire in

two weeks and conclude its slate at Richmond.

The Tribe has played one less game then the other

members of the A- 10, after its Sept. 27 game against

Maine was cancelled due to the effects of Hurricane

Isabel.

A-10 all-stars

For the first time in history, there will be a Division I-

AA All-Star Classic, and the A-10 will be well represent-

ed in Fort Lauderdale. Fla. on Dec. 30.

At this time. 89 senior standouts representing 1 3 I-

AA conferences have been selected, with an additional

1 1 student athletes still to be picked in late November

The A- 1 boasts seven standouts selected among the

original group, which was chosen on Aug. 29, and have

Continued on page 6

the HE charts
By Andrew Merritt

(i)LLIi4ilAN StaFI-

AmmivMmt/tiir

Motobooft

(lERALPH LINO/(,\XLEf;iAN

UMass QB Jeff Krohn was named A-10 Offensive Player of the Week after leading the Minutemen

to a 28-24 win over Northeastern. Krohn passed for 227 yards and three touchdowns in the victory.

Maine (7-0-0, 2-0-0 Hockey East) is the only

remaining undefeated team in Hockey East, and it

didn't get there on charm alone. After a runaway 6-

2 win over Merrimack (2-4-1. 1-2-1 HE) on Friday,

the Black Bears followed up by bouncing Boston

University (2-1-1. 1-1-0 HE) out of Alfond Arena

Saturday night.

Adding a twist to the mix was the fact that the

Terriers wore their white jerseys at Alfond, as the

hosts debuted their

brand new third jer-

seys, which empha-

size the light blue

elements of the

Maine color scheme.

The Alfond atmos-

phere, hostile as can be on a normal night, was even

more charged, as many of the 5.641 in attendance

were given light blue T-shirts to create an ocean

theme in Orono.

BU cerUinly didn't play like it was enjoying the

comforts of home, though, as the Black Bears scored

two goals in the first period, and despite being called

for two penalties in the final 10 minutes, hung on to

the one-goal advantage to remain perfect.

It won't get much easier for Maine to retain its

unblemished record, however, with games at Boston

College (3-2-1) and New Hampshire (4-1-0, 1-0-0

HE) this weekend.

National six pack
Hockey East saw no less than six of its nine mem-

bers make the top 15 of the USA Today/Inside

College Hockey poll, as announced on Monday

Maine retained the top spot, with UNH (No. 3), BC

(No. 5), and BU (No. 8) close behind. Massachusetts

(No. 12) and Providence (No. 15) round out the

Hockey East pollsters. The Minutemen (5-1-0, 2-1-0

HE) and Friars (5-2-1, 1-2-1 HE) battled to a split of

their home-and-home series last weekend, and the

voters apparently thought the Minutemen did more

for themselves than the Friars. UMass, which lost

ugly at home 6-2, but bounced back the next night in

Providence to down the hosts 4-2, jumped up one

place after the split, while PC dropped one spot.

A pair of aces
Maine goaltender Frank Doyle's 1.25 overall

goals against average puts him atop the Hockey East

goalie charts. The netminder in second place?

Doyle's teammate, |im Howard, who's just .08 goals

behind Doyle for the lead. The two-headed net mon-

ster has been a prime source of the Black Bears' suc-

cess this season, and the pair have split the work

thus far, with Doyle in net for four games, and

Howard manning the posts for the other three.

While a goalie controversy may erupt out of the sit-

uation, Maine coach Tim Whitehead can be nothing

but happy with the splendid pair of choices he has.

UNH's Mike Ayers is also in the mix at the top,

Continued on page 6

Tipoff 2003: scouting the NBA season
Powerful West a horse race

^

Can the East finally put a

from start to thrilling finish worthy contender in the mix?
The West's domination of the

East will continue and be even

more apparent this year Many
would argue that the top five

teams in the NBA reside in the

West and some might even go as

far as saying the Phoenix Suns are

the sixth best team. There is

almost no question that the win-

ner of the West will become the

NBA champion, so let's get down
to the candidates.

Midwest Division

San Antonio Spurs: Perennial

great David Robinson truly went

out on top, as the Spurs won the

title last year, beating the Nets in

six games. Rasho Nesterovic

was signed away from the

Timberwolves. Hedo Turkoglu

was acquired, and defensive-

minded role player Robert

Horry was signed.

Question: Will this team still

be able to win the West as other

contenders solidified their teams

and more?
Prediction: Nobody plays

team ball as well as the Spurs,

and with Tim Duncan as their

centerpiece, they will be in the

middle of the title hunt.

Dallas Mavericks: The team

again made many deals this

summer, trading away Nick Van

Exel and Raef LaFrentz and

acquiring Antawn Jamison,

Danny Fortson and Antoine

Walker. The trade of LaFrentz

for Walker is questionable,

because the Mavericks gave up

one of their better defenders for

something they didn't need:

more offense.

Question: How many min-

utes will Eduardo Najera and

Fortson. two players who don't

always think offense, play under

offense-first Don Nelson?

Prediction: Defen.se wins

championships. Don Nelson is a

fool if he thinks he can win a

championship simply by

outscoring his opponents (as

evidenced by the team's loss to

the Lakers this season), so look

for the Mavs to grab a high play-

off seeding and lose in the sec-

ond round to a team that plays

defense.

years without sabbatical, how
tired is Yao Ming? Will Eddie

Griffin continue to be the prob-

lem child he has been since his

career's inception?

Prediction: This is a good

team with Yao and Steve Francis

Continued on page 6

The NBA season started la.st

week, and yet again, the East finds

itself in the .same situation as last

year: utterly weak and completely

inept in comparison to its Western

counterparts. The Nets went

down against the Spurs last year

in six to give the East zero NBA

Minnesota
The team went

Kevin Garnett

was concerned

championships.

Timberwolves:

and proved to

that ownership

about winning

as Latrell

Sprewell. Michael Olowokandi

and Sam Cassell were added to

what was already a good team.

Garnett was subsequently

signed to a huge contract exten-

sion.

Questions: How will the

team react to the mouths of

Cassell. Sprewell and Wally

Szczerbiak? Will Flip Saunders

be able to dole out the minutes

so everybody's happy?
Prediction: The T-Wolves are

one of the dark-horse candi-

dates to win the title, as they

have players who defend

(Olowokandi). players who
score (Cassell) and players who
do both (Sprewell and

Garnett).

Houston Rockets: |eff Van

Gundy was brought in to

replace Rudy Tomjanovich as

coach. Eric Piatkowski. |im

[ackson and Adrian Griffin are

all new to the team. Van Gundy
plans on running the offense

through Yao Ming.

Questions: After playing

almost constantly the last couple
Tim Duncan and the reittning NBA Champion Spur* will kwk to

hold off Kobe Bryant and the Laker juRRcrnaut for another year.

champions since the Bulls won in

1998. Still, a few teams are hold-

ing out hope for a weary West

opponent for the Finals, as the

road to the Western Conference

title will be no small task.

Atuntk DmsMM

New jersey Nets: Despite los-

ing in the Finals for two years run-

ning, this is the East's best hope of

an NBA champion. The Nets

retained )ason Kidd and signed

Alonzo Mourning, while letting

Dikembe Mutombo, a misfit in the

Princeton offen.se, go free.

Questions: Will Kenyon

Martin finally become a player

deserving of a No. 1 pick? Will the

Nets ever win in the Finals?

Prediction: The ^East's best

chance for a Finals champ will

again come up short, losing in five

games to its Western opponent.

Miami Heat: The Heat drafted

Dwaync Wade with the fifth pick

and overpaid l^mar Odom with a

$67 million contract. The Heat

were shocked when the Clippers

matched an $82 million dollar

contract for the .services of Elton

Brand.

Questions: How will the Heat's

awkward guard-filled lineup affect

their play? Will Lamar Odom con-

tinue to have off-court troubles,

and will his injuries (such as the

one he sustained against the Sixers

last week) ever .subside?

Prediction: A mediocre team at

best, but playoffs are very possi-

ble, especially in the East.

Philadelphia 76ers: The team

had a very interesting .summer,

starting with Larry Brown ditch-

ing the team for one that didn't

have troublemaker Allen Iverson

as its centerpiece. Keith Van Horn

was traded in a four-team deal and

Glenn Robin.son was acquired.

Questions: How will Robinson

and Iverson, two notorious ball

hogs, coexist together?

Prediction: The team will have

its ups and downs, and finish in

the middle of the playoff pack,

although it is capable of more.

Washington Wizards: The

Wizards surprised the NBA this

summer as they signed Gilbert

Arenas to a monster, albeit exces-

sive, contract worth $64 million.

Eddie Jordan, the respected assis-

tant coach from the Nets was

brought in to replace Doug
Collins.

Questions: |uan Dixon, Lany
Hughes, lerry Stackhouse and

Gilbert Arenas are all guards.

Who will play? Will Kwame
Brown recover from all the

screaming Michael Jordan did in

his direction and become the stud

Jordan thought he would be when
he took him with the number one

pick in the draft?

Prediction: Kwame will grow

up a little this year, and the

Wizards will teeter on the playoff

edge.

Orlando Magic: "XW team got

luwan Howard and TVonn Lue in

free agency, but other than that,

the team is still pretty much in tact

from last season. Drew Gooden
has continued to excel this year as

he did after he was acquired last

year for Mike Miller

Questions: Will Tracy

McGrady be able to carry the team

with his chronic back trouble?

Will he need to, with the potential

maturation of Gooden and

Gordan Giricek? Will Grant H ill

Continued on page 6
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Admissions policies

under evaluation
Affirmative action in question

By Erka Lovley
CijLLELiiAN Staff

i

The fear and uncertainty is hard to forget. The

day will always be remembered. It was early April,

and high school graduation was less than two

months away
The fear of the unknown was weighing down on

the shouWers of many high school students. It was

the fork in the road, asking who they would become

and how they would get there. A simple piece of

stationary hekJ the fate of future educatkjn in its

printed words. It was the day of the college accept-

ance letter

Since freshman year, many high school students

are constantly reminded of the looming prospect of

college. College counselors hammer excellence in

grades, SATs, extracurriculars, leadership skills and

athletics like nails of success into student's heads.

But to whose ears were the politics of the applica-

tion process, like affirmative action. explainaJ?

The U.S. Supreme Court ruled ihi.*. past lune

that the University of Michigan undergraduate

school's u.se of a point system for the admisskms

policy was unconstitutional. The school had been

admitting students by using a point system where

applicants were awarded a certain number of points

based on race and other non-academic factors.

Previously, University Admissions offices used

non-academic categories, such as race, when pro-

cessing student applications. This process of affir-

mative action was created to provide underrepre-

senicd groups, who are often discriminated against,

with an equal opportunity to get into universities

and colleges. And while the Court this summer

upheW tlwt non-academic factors, including race,

might be considered when reviewing an applicant,

it ailed that no admission.s policy can be ba.sed pre-

dominately on the factor of race.

This Supreme Court ruling hit hard, giving the

face of affirmative action a much different kx>k and

leaving collie and universitv administrators across

the country .scrambling to recreate new admissions

policies — including the University of

Massachusetts.

Hw Suprame Court VS. UMasK
"After the Supreme Court ruling, thf Uhh^rshy

was required to review its admissions criteria," said

Michael Gargano, Vice Chancellor of Student

Affairs. 'The Supreme Court states that one admis-

sfon criteria can't have more weight than another.

Admissions needs to become more comprehensive

— a holistic approach."

Gaigano's approach exainines factors other than

race, grade point average and SAT results, The new

system allows for a broader view of the applicant by

means of things such as special talents, family

lifestyle, learning disabilities aiKl hardships.

Like the University of Michigan, the past UMass

admissions policv was basetl on a point system. A
certain number of points were awarded for qualities

such as class rank, ethnicity, k^adership, native lan-

guage, country of origin, veterans and hardsh^. A
total ol 10 possible points could be earnc-d in cate-

gories ranging from SATs to class rank. GPA status

couU be awarded with as much us 7.5 points. A
imimity applicant ooukl be awarded a half a point.

"It may not seem like much," said |oe Marshal!

of the committee for the Collegiate Fxluaition of

Black and other Minority Students (CCEBMS),

"But it really was a lot.

"

Chuck DiMare, l^irector of Legal Services, said

in Massachusetts akme. there are at least 35 cate-

gories under which applicants can be considered.

"[Now] one sole criterion to award won't pass

consistently," he said

RacW Oivflrtity and ttw National Demograptiics

At UMass in particular, acknowledgment ot race

seems to be falling by the wayside in recent waves

of student applications. This makes it somewhat

harder for admissions to insure racial diversity.

"Less and less, students are lilling out the sec-

tion on race and ethnk;ity They just don't see them-

selves in ai^ of those categories." Gargano said.

One propo-sed admissions change at UMass is to

create a student body that reflects the national

demographic. The 2000 census estimated in the

United States, 75.1 percent of the population was

white, 12.5 percent was Hispanic or Latino, 12.3

percent was Black or African American and 3.6

percent was Asian.

Gargano also pointed out that race is not the

only means by whkh to create diversity on campus.

"We are trying to accomplish this in the admis-

sions process," he said. "We also want diversity

based on gender, the number of state representa-

tives, religion, sexual orientation, socio-economic

status and special talents."

The SAT and GPA
While the new admissions policies .sound posi-

tive from the administrative point of view, there are

still some concerns. The most recent has been the

use of the SATs and what the test results actually

determine about the applicant.

According to Gargano, UMass will continue to

hold steady weight on SAT scores. Many competi-

tive schools rely heavily on SATs in order to reduce

overwhelming appiicant pools. The test can often

bring disappointment for those who are well quali-

fied for a seat in a prestigious freshman cla.ss, yet

perform poorly on standardized tests.

Arguments against the test refer to studies that

litve shown that racial minorities and people of

low-income areas tend to score v«>rse than other

groups. Those who oppose the use of the SATs

ai|!ue that the test i? wrhten with a bias, and that

th^ is a strotii; an elation between high test

scoi«s and wealth.

According to Gargano, UMass will continue to u.se

the SAU and GPA heavily in the admissions

process, but will still consider other factors as well.

Rus.'icll Plato. Student Government AsscKiation

SecK^tary of Diversity, said the practice wouldn't

Contimj»d on page 2
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Senators may
face expulsion

By El> Hlil)st)N

txjLi.EtiiAN Staff

Four senators serving in the Student

Government Association face charges with grounds

for expulsion, as was announced at the weekly SCA
meeting last night.

According to Anthony Pascoe, chair of Rules and

Ethics Committee, an investigation will be conduct-

ed regarding possible infractions comiiiitltd by each

senator within the next 30 days. The charges were

first brought to his attention this past Tuesday,

Speaker of the Senate jarcd Nokes said the

charges were based on the senators' failure to act in

accordance with an enactment ol the SGA.
According to Nokes, the enactment in question was

signed by SGA President David Cair and approved

by both the Coordinating Council and University of

Massachusetts Vice Chancellor Michael Gargano.

Although both Nokes and 1'iiM.oc would neither

specify what the charges entailed nor conlinii the

identities of the tour senators. Senator l.duardo

Bustamante said he believes that he is among the

accused. According to Bustamante. he and Senators

Temitayo Aiyeku, ,\i\sha Cooper .intl Gkidys Franco

are those who will be lacing chur|ies.

Bustamante believes the chaiges were filed by

Nokes because of a list of grievances recently high-

lighted by himself and the others regarding Nokes'

potentially dishonest activities ihruughout his

tenure. He said Nokes is out to "harass" them and

added that the charges were filed as retaliation alter

the list of grievances against him was presented.

However, Nokes said the charges were brought at

the very first opportunity available to him. "It

would have been impossible to bring them sooner."

Nokes said.

Pascoe said the Rules imd Kthics cominittee

meetings, which are open lo the public, begin at 9

p.m. on Tuesdays at the SGA office in the Student

Union, though an alternate meeting time would be

posted for next week because the regular meeting

lime confiicts with the observance of Veterans Day.

He said the situation would he further examined

throughout the conimiltee meetings.

Student Trustee Hannah latemi also announced

her recent addition to the University's Presidential

Search Committee at the meeting, which took place

at 7 p.m. in room I63C of the Campus Center

According to Fatemi. she recently spoke to Dennis

Austin, co-chair of the search committee, and she

decided to join. "We decided there definitely has to

be an undergraduate on the board." she said.

Fatemi said there are currently two undergradu-

ates, in addition to one medical student from the

UMass Worcester campus, representing about

60.000 students on the committee.

The seat previously held b\ Rosalyn Lankowski,

the former lone undergraduate representative liom

the UMass-Lowell campus was recently replaced b>

medical student Sean Reed alter l.ankowski

resigned from the committee, leaving ihe board

with no undergraduate representation. "We might

as well replace j Lankowski) with an undergradu-

ate," Fatemi said.

Brian Long. Secretary of University Policy,

addressed the Senate regarding recent recommen-

dations given to Chancellor |olin Lombiirdi b\ the

University's Alcohol Task Force for the Prevention

of Alcohol Abuse. Long said he believed that many

of the Task Force's recommendations are inappro-

priate for the student body.

'There are many people here who believe this

should be a dry campus," he said. But. he said, that

Continued on page 2

UMass researchers Majors fair helps students explore options

receive large grant
By Keyana Brdwn

Collegian C>)RRE.sR)Ni>tNT

With the hopes to uncover new

facts about William Shakespeare's

works and life, researehers at the

University of Massachusetts and

the University of New Castle in

Australia received a joint, two-year

grant of $110,000.

The grant, which was received

in September, is funded by the

National Endowment for the

Humanities and the Australian

Research Council. The project is

aimed to develop software and to

produce a book on the use of com-

puterized arwiysis of the writings

of William Shakespeare and other

authors.

Arthur F. Kinney, director of

the Massachusetts Center for

Renaissance Studies at Umass. and

Hugh Craig, director of the School

of Language and Media at the U. of

New Castle are the two lead
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researchers of the project.

Kinney and Craig have bc^en

friends for years. Both researchers

expect to expand the knowledge of

Shakespeare and perhaps gain a

refined knowledge of works where

authorship is in dispute.

And now, the Massachusetts

Center for Renaissance Studies

and the Center for Literary and

Linguistic Computing at the U. of

New Castle have collaborated for

the Shakespeare International

Project for the first time.

According to a recent press

release, the two teams of

researchers will use a method

called computational stylistics to

count the frequency of words, to

detect writing styles, and to deter-

mine if and when there have been

collaborations.

It took far more than overnight

success lo receive the competitive

grant. Kinney and Craig spent the

entire- summer of 2002 completing

the 70-page application. After

completing the application, the

applicatkm was then sent out to

international senior scholars.

Kinney and Craig were not notified

that they had won the grant until

May and did not re-ccive the money

until September

Six UMass graduate students.

Anne-Maria Strohman, Fdward

Cottrill. Graham Christian, K.C.

Flliott-Squires, Kevin Peter.sone

and Young-lin Chung, along with a

few graduate students from the U.

of New Castle were hired to work

with the two lead researehers.

"The grant money will in short,

be used to pay the graduate stu-

dents — including full benefits,

trips to Australia, new equipment,

Continued on page 2
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Raquel Sevilla, biology major,

Ballroom.

By Sean Benson

( xlLLKilAN l^ORRhSI-ONnTNT

Over 1 .000 students participat-

ed in the annual Majors Fair last

night, held in the Student Union

Ballroom at the University of

Massachusetts.

At the event, which was spon-

sored by Pre-Major Advising

Services. Commonwealth College

and Career Services, over 90 differ-

ent majors and programs were rep-

resented.

"It's the best turnout we've ever

had in tenns of programs being

repre'sented." said Susan Machala.

an academic advisor from Pre-

Major Advising Services.

and Tia Hutson, Commonwealth College, listened to major representatives last night in the Student I'nion

The fair was designed for unde-

clared students, students kxtking to

change a major and those interest-

ed in adding ;i major or minoi or

certificate program, Tlie event was

organized in order- to provide a set-

ting lor discussion between slu

dents and advisors about major

and minor choices and [X)ssible

career paths.

"This is a fabulous opportunity

for students — thc> don't have to

run all over campus to gel infoniia-

lion." said Norm Sims, the chair ol

the journalism deparlinent.

Kim Holloway. publicil\ coordi-

nator for Care^er Services added.

"I'm pleased with some of the in-

depth questions students are ask-

ing about their career paths."

Representatives Irom ihe

Residential .Vademic Program, the

I ihraries program, liie t)flii.e ol

,M,ANA Affairs, the Committee

lor the Collegiate l-dueation ol

Black and other Minorit\ Students,

ihe Alternative Spring Break pro-

gram, and the International

Relations certificate program in

addition to the Ann\ ROTC and

Air Foree ROTC were present to

answer questions. All levels ol aca-

(.leniics. troni professors to sopho-

more siudents. were there lo offer

help in the ballrtwm.

"This event is helpful tor stu-

dents liK)king to acquire- multiplc

complimenliiiA credentials." said

Machala.

Hie SchiKil of Managemeni and

the Schcxil of Ikkication were some

of the more lrcqueiill> visited

tables during; the two lioui event.

Commonvvealtli College pro-

vided pi/./ii. while Caiver Services

providc-d other refreshments.

Repa-senuiiives used displays

to attract students to their particu-

lar table, sucli as a povver-|xiint

pre-sentation at the building materi-

als and v\<khJ icthnologv major

table.

Tlie table lor the plant and soil

sciences major displaved large pot-

led plants. In addiliim. the College

of Lngineeiin^; table and the scxial

Continued on page 3
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SGA addresses

accused senators
Continuad from page 1

is not what the Task Force

should be trying to set as its

goal. He believes the Task Force

should be examining alcohol

abuse and prevention strategies.

"I do not agree with a dry

campus," Long said, referring

to some of the recommenda-
tions by the Task Force. "I

think the problem will get

worse."

Long admitted that there

remains an alcohol abuse prob-

lem on campus and proposed

the possibility of faculty mem-
bers somehow addressing alco-

hol issues in the classroom.

However, according to Long, of

the 25 members serving on the

committee, about 10 to 15 of

those members regularly

attended meetings. Long said of

those members only three were

students.

While Long stressed that the

Task Force's report was still

merely advisory to Chancellor

Lombardi. he said he hoped

that senators would review

many the issues it causes for

students.

"Go talk to the administra-

tors," he urged the Senate.

"Senators can do a lot."

President Carr announced
that he has been working on a

proposal that he plans to pres-

ent to Vice Chancellor

Gargano, which would give

members of the SGA University

credit opportunities.

"Maybe one credit for sena-

tors, two credits for chairs," he

said.

Mina Safain, secretary of

public policy and relations,

supported the idea. Credits

should be awarded, he said.

"This is academic, because

you're working for students,"

he added. Carr hopes to have

the proposal implemented as

soon as next semester. Thirty-

eight of the 66 senators serving

in the SGA Senate attended last

night's meeting.

BRENPAN OMEARAAXH.LEOIAN

Speaker of the Senate, Jared Nokes, spoke at the SGA meeting last night in the Campus Center.

University admissions responds to court ruling

UMass grant
Continued from page 1

database rental and online materi-

als " said Kinney, adding he

"should have requested more

money."

Kinney said he is passionate

about Shakespeare because of his

language and because his sense of

human character is very profound.

Kinney. Craig and the graduate

students anticipate with hope the

completion of materials, or possi-

bly the draft for their proposed

book. "Shakespeare: The Early

Modem Theater and

Computational Stylistics." within

two years.

Prior to coming to UMass,

Kinney received his Bachelor's

degree from Syracuse University,

Master's degree from Columbia

University and his PhD from the

University of Michigan.

Contitwed from page 1

keep minorities from being accept-

ed.

"I am aware that a combina-

tion of the SAT and GPA is one of

the best indictors of success in

college. We are schcxil kids; we
have GPAs. If .someone can't do

well in an academic environment,

they should consider (presenting!

other factors to get themselves

in." he said.

GPA weight has received

mixed opinions on the UMass
campus. Kregg Strehom, Director

of Learning Disabilities Support

Services, said that different high

school systems can sometimes

present drastically different

grades for many different levels of

difficulty

Therefore, a paper that earns a

B-t- in a system may only be worth

a C in another, and admissions

may need to consider other infor-

mation in lieu of low scores due to

the grade inflation.

Marshall fully supports the use

of SATs and GPAs, which allows

UMass to raise its standards of

applicants, increasing the selec-

tiveness of the University

Depending on the applicant pool.

the admissions office needs to do

nothing to admit students with

higher scores.

"Our applicant pool changes

every year. The students we have

been getting have on average

higher SATs every year." he said.

"Better students bring better

GPAs. We always felt that these

were the best indicators."

The Mytti of Accefrtance'

While the admissions p>olicies

continue to change, another area

of concern on the UMass campus
is supplying the needs of a more

diverse campus. The brunt of this

burden falls on the shoulders of

the many minority and special

interest groups on campus.

In Learning Disability Support

Services, Strehom has noticed

similar deficits.

"No matter what the admissions

policies are, students are going to

want to come to a school for its

programs. People (with leaming

disabilities) are being accepted

and think they will be provided

I
with programs) when they're

not. I call this the myth of accept-

ance.'
"

GET PAID TO

GO TO SCHOOL

TALK ABOUT

ROLE REVERSAL.

The U.S. Air Force will pay for you to continue your education

while you serve your country as a nurse. Through selection into

the Air Force Institute of Technology progrann. you could earn

your advanced degree in as little as two years and get paid to do

it. You U be part of an elite teann of medical professionals who

have chosen to serve their country in this proud institution.

To learn more about Air Force Nursing, please visit airforce.com

or call 1.800.423.USAF to request more information.
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Strehom believes that while

admitting students to create a

mixed f)opulation, accommoda-
tions must be made for the many
different types of student needs.

This may not be an easy task as

the UMass community continues

to suffer from the effects of the

budget cuts, which have reduced

and eliminated many student

service programs.

Strehom said that often, a stu-

dent with a special need or advan-

tage will be admitted to the

University, only to find he or she

cannot be accommodated for

because of budget cuts or overall

lack of program. This leaves many
students disillusioned and dis-

couraged.

Manuela Littlefield. Associate

Director of Advising Services of

the Bilingual Collegiate Program

is skeptical about how the UMass
environment will continue to pro-

vide leaming services and pro-

grams for the new minorities.

"The numbers of the incoming

populations have declined, espe-

cially the l-atino population." she

said. "The students complain a

lot; they come here for help and

can't find a basis."

Littlefield said this dissent is

mainly because of lack of funding,

which has drained the system of

advising programs.

"While other parts of the

University are being established,

ours is being demolished," she

said. "The administration is not

really consulting minorities. You
have to be in a position of color to

understand our situation. If more
students of color are coming here,

the objective should be to help

them excel and graduate."

TiM Power of the Essay
Considering the multitude of

angles the admissions policy must

cover, how will the administration

see every applicant as an individ-

ual? Many schools across the

nation are resorting to an old

standby: the essay. Some schtx)ls.

such as Ohio State University,

now require applicants to com-

plete lour different essays.

"I love the idea. I think that's

especially great. It's another way

I
applicants I

can disclose personal

information." said Strehom. "If

we are asking more people to

come to this schcxil. we might

want to invest more money on

who is coming here. We'd get a

much better idea of who they

are."

The sentiment runs popular

among certain student perspec-

tives as well.

"If 1 were Gargano. I'd add

essays that explain backgrounds,

interests and talents," said Plato.

"I'd also increase the size of the

administration office. The more

people we have thinking and read-

ing each application, the better."

When asked, the vice chancel-

lor agreed that essays were neces-

sary, but not in high multitudes.

He said one well-written essay

could help identify a student well.

"What's really happening out

there is students aren't actually

writing their essays." Gargano

said. "They get help from parents

and teachers. It's not really their

own work."

He said the UMass admissions

policy is a work in progress.

Although the revised admissions

policy won't be fully revamped for

a few more semesters, the saga

unfolding at UMass reflects devel-

opments taking place on campus-

es across the country. It will all be

a process of experimentation.

Need help

with your Resume'

Come to a

Resume Writing Workshop!

TODAY! Thursday, October 16

1 pm * 201 Machmer

Friday, October 17

2 pm * 114 Stockbridge Hall

For more information about internships, co-ops

and full time opportunities

go to www-ccn.acad.umass.edu
or call us at 545-2224
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Bush signs abortion restriction Gunman kills one in Roxbury
By BiPAsnA Ray

BOSTON (AP)- A shooting

that started outside a city bus sta-

tion and ended inside the tenninal

yesterday left one person dead,

four others wounded — and

bystanders scrambling for cover.

Police said a gunman was in cus-

tody

Boston Police Superintendent

lames llussey said the shooting,

which appeared to be random,

started outside a notions shop near

the Dudley Square bus station in

the city's Ro\bury neighborhood,

then ended up inside the station.

The gunman "continued into

the station and our officers wres-

tled him to the ground," he said.

He said one "older" man had

died, while another victim was in

critical condition and the other

three received non-life threatening

injuries. No identities were imme-

diately released.

The gunman's identity also was

nol iniinediately disclosed. Hussey

said he was in custody and that the

man would be charged with mur-

der A firearm was recovered, but

police did not immediately dis-

close the type of weapon.

Hus.sey described the shooter

as a man in his late 20s or early

30s, and said that police were

familiar with him. He said polk;e

were trying to determine a motive

but that it appeared to be a ran-

dom act.

Police spokesman David

Kstrada said the dead victim was a

man in his fifties. He said one of

the remaining victims was in criti-

cal condition at Boston Medical

Center, while the others — one at

Beth Israel-Deaconess Medical

Center and two at Brigham and

Women's — were being treated.

He did not know their conditions.
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As members of congress look on, President Bush signs the Partial Birth Abortion Act of 2003 at the

Ronald Reagan Building and International Trade Center yesterday, in Washington.

By TtRFNtE Hunt
AssiK lAini I'rhss

WASHINGTON (AP)— President Bush signed

into law the most far-reaching abortion restrictions

in three decades yesterday, an emotionally charged

measure already challenged in three federal courts.

A federal judge in Nebraska called the law "highly

suspcxi" and issued a temporary order blocking it

from applying to four abortion-rights doctors who
filed suit.

After years of frustration, legal setbacks and two

presidential vetoes, hundreds of anti-abortion lead-

ers rose in applause when Bush promised to vigor-

ously defend the constitutionality of ihe law. known

by its supporters as a "partial birth abortion" ban.

"For years a terrible Ibrm of violence has been

directed against children who are inches from birth

while the law looked the other way." Bush told reli-

gious leaders, members of Congress and other abor-

tion foes at a signing ceremony at the Ronald Reagan

Building. "Toda> at last the American people and our

government have confronted the violence and come

to the defense of the innocent child."

Abortion-rights groups said the law was overiy

broad, lacked any exemption for the health ol a

woman stx'king an abortion and cuuld outlaw sever-

al safe and common procedures. The> also contend-

ed it was the first step in a larger campaign to ban all

abortions for the first time since the Supreme Court's

1973 landmark decision legalizing the procedure.

"This bill marks a concerted effort to set back

decades of progress in achieving reproductive free-

dom." said Gloria Feldt. president of the Planned

Parenthood federation of .America, which filed suit

against the measure in San Francisco.

The bill gave Bush a major victor* to show reli-

gious conservatives on the eve of a re-election year.

But it also revived debate on a polarizing issue that

could undercut his hopes of winning support from

swing voters.

The bill outlaws a procedure generally perfomied

in the second or third trimester in which a fetus is

partially delivered before being killed, usually b\

having its skull punctured. Former President Clinton

twice vetoed similar bills.

While anti-abortion forces cheered their victory,

arguments against the law were raised in courtrooms

in Lincoln. Neb.: San Francisco and New York.

In Lincoln. U.S. District ludge Richard Kopf

is.sued a temporary restraining order, citing concerns

that the law lacked any health exception. "It seems to

me the law is highly suspect, if not a per se violation

of the Constitution." Kopf said. He said his order

would apply only to the lour doctors who filed the

lawsuit, but the ruling could extend beyond

Nebraska because they are licensed in Alabama,

Georgia, Iowa. New York, South Carolina and

Virginia.

In Manhattan. U.S. District judge Richard Casey

appeared skeptical about arguments by Talcoli

Camp, a lawyer for the American Civil Liberties

Union, which sought an order blocking enforcement.

Casev did not issue an immediate order
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Fund the Contracts!

Facilitator Dale Melcher of SEIU Local 888 brought to order the All Union Membership

Meeting yesterdav afterniKin.

Majors fair attracts students
Continued from page 1

thought and political economy
ntajor table .set up large, three-fold

display boards.

"The displays make all of the

programs much more tangible."

said I lolloway

Many tables provided pam-

phlets as well as free cand\ or gifts

such as bumper stickers and water

bottles for interested students.

"It's a great tumout. despite the

weather." said Mark Leckie. a gc>o-

sciences profes.sor "We've been

talking to freshmen, undeclared

sophomores and people looking to

change ntajors."

StudcTits were pleased with the

infomiation provided at the fair

"1 think it's great to base all the

majors in one place." said Chris

Murray an undeclared sophomorc.

Other students were disap-

pointed with the fair.

"Ii sLvms ver> basic and not as

infomiative as 1 would like it to

be." said Owen O'Reilly, also an

undcvlated sophomore.

Still others found areas of inter-

est.

"I just want to see what else the

school offers. " said Bill Phelan, a

freshman history major.

Organizers were pleased with

the event.

"It's a nice chemistry between

faculty and students." said Elaine

Parmcit, an academic advisor at

Prc-Major Services. "Were seeing

more and more students every

year"
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INROADS

In business, sometimes it's who you know, nol what you know. At INROADS,

we've got both bases covered. For more than 33 years INROADS has been

placing ambitious minority college students, like you. into summer internship

opportunities with the best companies. Why? So you can learn valuable

industry skills. Develop your self-confidence. Put away some hard-earned cash.

And make those all important connections! In fact, in the past three years, more

than 67% of INROADS graduates have accepted full-time offers from our

corporate sponsors.

Take Charge of Your Future Todayl

If youVe a minority and interested in gaining

a competitive edge, call 1-800-441-7411, ext. 19

or visit www.INROADS.org
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Dean mistake raises

valid political issue
Democratk- presidential front-runner Howard

[Van tix)k a great deal of heal during a candidates'

debute in Boston luesday night for comments he

had made previously to the Des Moines Register.

Dean promised to be the candidate "for guys

with Confederate (lags in their pickup trucks," a

remark thai ai least two candidates criticized.

The Rev Ai Sharpton and North Carolina

Senator )ohn Edwards both demanded an apology

from Dean. Sharpton said he didni think IX»n

was a bigot, but compared the Confederate flag to

the Nazi swastika. He aisc) said Dean was "too

arrogant to say I'm wrong." according to the

Boston Globe

We, at The .Massachusetts Daily Collegian,

believe Dean's remarks in the Register were in hor-

rible bad taste. With that said, however, we believe

the statentenis were in large pan taken out of con-

text, and that Dean's point on the whole regarding

the issue of Democratic support in the South was

valid.

Dean made the cardinal mistake that many

shoot-from-the-hip types will: He did not think of

the possible ramifications of what he was saying

before he said it.

In this case, that means infuriating people in

the South who despise the inherent racism the

Confederate flag represents to many
"I grew up with the very people you aa- talking

about," Edwards lold Dean, according to ITic

Globe "And what ,M Sharpton just siiid is exactly

right. The people that 1 grew up with, the vast

majority of them, they don't drive around with

Confederate flags on pickup irucks."

Edwards fury represents the anger of man\ in

the South who heard IX-an's remarks, without a

doubt. Within the argument Dean was making

when he made the statements, however, lie a solid

argument: II the Detnocratic Party believes it has

any chance at all of winning some of the southern

swing states, that went George W. Bush's way in

2000, they must lap into the core of poor while

voters who have been voting Republican for

years.

For decades, much of the country has voted in

predictable ways. \V ith a few notable exceptions,

the United Slates frequently votes in regions. New
Ivngland neariy always vote Dentocratic. Large

chunks of the Midwest and South nearly always

vote Republican. Those things are almost a given.

In an off-the-cuff, tasteless way, Dean drew

attention to the Democratic Party's needs to

address that issue.

"I think there aa- a lot of poor people who fly

that flag because the Republicans have been

dividing us by race since 1%8 with their

Southern-race strategy." Dean said during the

debate, according to The Globe.

While that issue is entirely debatable, the

stales that then-Vice President Al Gore lost to

fJush in 2000 by a close margin are not.

Tennessee. Arkansas. Florida — are all states

where Gore was within striking distance, had a

lew things gone different ways. Tennessee and

Arkansas in particular had to sting for the

Democratic Party, considering they are the homes

of Gore and then-President Bill Clinton.

If the IX-mocratic Party believes ihey have any

chance of winning the 2lXi4 Presidential Election,

they need to keep that in mind. IX-an should apol-

ogize, the Pail> should move on and the candidate

best suited to beat Bush should be selected. It's

that simple.

htfomiatiun from Hie Buslun Globe was used

U) write this editorial.

Lnsigiied editorials represent the majority

opinion oj the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.
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Talk radio, resurrected
Whether it's

listening to

Sean Hannii>

banter about

fringe liberals

trying to ban ice

cream, or the

oul-of-the-lot^p

Michael Savage

trying to recap-

ture his

McCarthyist
youth, one thing is certain — the

trend of talk radio is as fresh-mind-

ed as |oe Liebcmian.

With the explosion of the

Internet, television, and Maxim
magazine. America's X and Y gen-

erations have all but abandoned

this archaic medium. But if there is

one show in America that can

change talk radio's downward spi-

ral, that show is "The Phil Hendrie

Show."

The New ^'ork Times describes

"The Phil Hendrie Show" as "The

longest-running phone prank in

history." The show broadcasts out

talked afx)Ut his class action \aw-

suit against Walt Disney, claiming

that the theme parks ncvd to have

"Spanish-speaking-only days
"

Later, it comes out that all his

clients are, in fact, illegal aliens.

"If they got a Disney chanicter

walking up to them and saying

Welcome,' they don't know what

the thing is saying. It could be say-

ing 'Welcome,' or it could K' say-

ing 'You can go straight to Hell.' "

One of his clients, he claims.

panicked after thinking Peter Pan

was an immigration officer while

another thought that Donald Duck

was threatening to sexually assault

his mother.

Angry listeners lined up to

attack Wheeler, as Whc-eler fired

back. "The next time a man with a

plastic head comes up to you and

asks "How much for your mama'.*'

I hope you got my number.

'

In another "interview " Bobby

Dooley, a confused hou.sewilc and

founder of Mothers Against Peer

Pressure, adamantly defends her

For once, new generations of Americans

can switch their dials to AM radio, without

having to hear rants about the moral col-

lapse of American youth or the coming lib-

eral insurgency.

of California and, only as recently

as 1999. has become nationally

syndicated. Simply put, the Phil

Hendrie Show is dynamic, fresh

and funny.

Hendrie's main shtick is the

mock "inteiviews" that he con-

ducts with more than 40 characters

of his own creation. To the surprise

of the listener, the interviews esca-

late into politically incorrect

absurdity, while angry callers try

and set the character straight.

Things get out of hand, as

Hendrie's characters (played by

himself) taunt the unknowing

callers and continually outdo their

own ludicrous remarics.

During one "interview." a

lawyer named L>ean Wheeler

son who is accused of date rape

and driving an SUV into a picnic

table full of mentally retarded chil-

dren.

Along with the irate callers,

Hendrie fights with Mrs. Dooley

after she claims that it's normal for

young teenage boys to ask them-

selves. "Should I give it to this

bitch or shouldn't I?"

Phil Hendrie got his start in

1991 in a gig as a typical radio talk-

ing head. Desperate for calls, he

pretended to interview an Iraqi

named Raj Feneen, who startcxl

out talking abcnit the hope for

peace between Iraq and the U.S.

listeners went crazy after hearing

Feneen insist that all the fault lay

with President Bush, who dishon-

Today's role models disappoint

Petef

Irovato

Charles Bark-

ley, retired

NBA star, may
have been right

when he said.

"I am not a role

model." Cer-

tainly, he made
a good point,

implying that

professional
athletes are not

in charge of raising the youth of

America. His statement was con-

troversial: Don't public figures

have some obligation to be

upstanding citizens? They are on

TV and radio, in the newspapers

and plastered all over the

Internet. It almost seems

inevitable for young minds to not

Itxjk up to these people. After all,

they Icxjk up to everybcxly.

But everywhere you turn, pub-

lic figures, leaders in their respec-

tive field, are constantly letting us

down.
Professional athletics is usual-

ly the go-to' on this issue. And
lately, unfortunately, the stars of

the field, court and ice haven't

countered the stereotype.

I'm pretty sure L^on Zimmer
is still picking grass out of his

teeth from when Pedro Martinez

tossed the 72 year-old Yankee

coach to the ground, but then

again maybe Zimmer shouldn't

have charged like a Pamplonian

bull. Hockey player, Danny
Heatley, last season's Rcrakie of

the Year in the NHL, will face

vehicular homicide charges after

killing a fellow teammate when
he lost control of his Ferrari that

he was driving recklessly. Then,

of course, there is Kobe.

Whether he is guilty or not, over

the next year, more fans will see

Kobe Bryant entering a court-

room than entering the Staples

Center.

But it is not just athletics. It is

hard to find a good leader any-

where. Even a form of our cul-

ture supposedly rooted in p)eace

and charity, is struggling: organ-

ized religion. The Roman
Catholic Church has just started

on the long road of recovery

from a scandal 'Strong enough to

crack stained glass. In Boston

ured ihc Iraqi pc-ople by not wash-

ing Saddam's feet. The lines lit up

like a Christmas tree, full of angry

callers who all vyantc-d a piece of

"Icneen."

Since then, Hendrie has u.sed

this format, which has even been

loosely adapted by Comedy
Central as the basis for the show

"Crank bankers."

Tlie show, however, isn't entire-

ly based on phone pranks, Hendrie

talks about his take on politics,

curieni events and even sports.

The overly American "|oe

Dickhead." and his serious side-

kick "The Professor." give sports

analyses and NFL picks — some-

times to the odd background of

farm animal noises, while Bud

Dickman announces his favorite

NASCAR accidents of the week.

During "News that

Professional Football Players Can

Understand." the news of the day

is dumbed down to the level of

absurdity and, at limes, the news

anchor is an impersonation of

Warren Sapp.

"FTic Phil Hendrie Show" cur-

rently has a small hold on New
England markets, but hopefully

will grow with lime. The show can

be heard from 10 p.m. to I a,m.,

Monday through Friday on AM
810 out of Schenectady. NY and

AM 1
?

1 out of Worcester from

1 1 p.m. lo I a.m.

The show comes as a breath of

fresh air lo those who are tired of

the ongoing and tiring drab of typ-

ical talk radio. For once, new gen-

erations of Americans can switch

their dials to AM radio, without

having lo hear rants abtjut the

moral collapse of American youth

or the coming liberal insurgency.

And for those tired of the consis-

tent "shock-jock" routine, 'The

Phil Hendrie Show" is yet another

rea.son to shut off the TV and turn

on the radio.

Information for this editorial

\eas taken from Sylimes.com and
Philhendriefihou.com was used in

this column.

Murk Ustrofj is a Collegian

ailumnlst.

alone, 500 people claimed to

have been sexually abused by

priests; entire families were

taken advantage of by men they

put their utmost faith into. It cost

the Archdiocese of Boston $85
million to stitch up that wound.

Speaking of putting faith in

men. politics has produced some
swell role models in recent years.

President Bush |r. is sure doing a

fine job of proving politicians are

honest, hard working men who
are always looking out for their

constituents. Yet. there are no

weapons of mass destruction

found in Iraq, thousands of

American jobs lost each month

and a national deficit's growing

at an exponential rate.

But hey, if you ask Bush (or

watch Fox News), everything is

fine. And maybe George W. is

getting a bad rap. Certainly. Bill

Clinton wasn't the picture of

morality, but at least when
Clinton lied, it didn't cost the

lives of hundreds of U,S. sol-

diers.

Athletics. Religion. Politics.

All prcxlucers of public figures

and fKJtential role models ... and

all with major issues.

How about the business

world? There has to be some

honest business leaders, true rep-

resentatives of what it means to

make it in this country.

funds, skimming off the top to

make themselves some extra

cash. It is sad. Hard-working

families being burned by trusted

business officials.

It may be a harsh generaliza-

tion to say all popular leaders are

failing at setting a gtxxl example.

Surely, there are some using their

status to make a positive influ-

ence; Paul Pierce of the Boston

Celtics is one example. Also, just

recently, entertainer Puff Daddy

raised over two million dollars

for children's charities. Actor,

Paul Newman, is constantly

using his money to help those

less fortunate. And despite the

staggering statistics in Boston,

more priests are honest people

than sex offenders.

However, there are a select

few that ruin it for the bunch,

and they happen to be extremely

popular. Barkley was right:

Athletes aren't role models.

Neither are political or business

leaders, or at least, they shouldn't

be.

There are millions of other

people who represent success in

this country; they work as teach-

ers, nurses, firefighters and engi-

neers — the true American

Dream. But they don't have

sneaker contracts, insider trading

information or a vested interest

in Middle-Eastern oil reserves.

Athletes aren't role models. Neittier are

pdltical or business leaders, or at least

they shouldnl be.

Wishful thinking.

Enron started off the

marathon of high profile corpo-

rate crimes. Martha Stewart

decided to run a stretch. And on

Tuesday. Putnam Investments got

into the thick of things. Putnam,

the fifth largest mutual fund

company in the nation, faces

fraud charges for engaging in

market timing, an investing

methcxl all but made illegal in the

trading business. Account man-

agers, put in charge of millions of

dollars in state-worker pension

money and family college tuition

They don't have their own
Internet sites; they aren't fea-

tured on page six, and they aren't

campaigning for re-election.

Newspapers don't run full

page spreads on them. Television

stations don't drool over them.

They are unmarketable cast-

aways of society. True role mod-

els, but forgotten because they

don't sell, or should I say lie,

cheat and steal.

Information from the Boston

Globe was used in this column.

Peter Trovato is a Collegian

columnist.

This isn't a protest against reading

Andrew

Merritt

"^
I

It happens at the beginning of

^^^^\ every semester. Students make

^^^A the journey to a small, little-

^^^^5 used corner of campus to buy

THHT their textbooks. They walk in

^^^^^^^^ full of vigor, ready to begin the

^^^^^^^Hj new semester with high hopes

^^^^^^^H and new (or used) textbooks.^^^^^^^^
They walk out feeling like

they've gotten the fleecing of a

lifetime from the very place
^~ that's supposed to help them

earn money later in life.

We all rant and rave about our textbooks,

even more so at the end of the semester, when

the nice gal or guy at the return desk hands us a

small enough fraction on our books that the eco-

nomics professor who wrote it is quietly cackling

from within. And it's not fair, not at all, that any-

one should pay so much money for what we all

know will be a three-month rental. But it's a fact

of life, and railing against the system for some-

thing that hasn't changed in years, and won't

change anytime soon, well, it's one of the few

causes on campus that just ain't worth it. But

there is an alternative, an unpopular, seldom

heard option.

Blame your professor.

Not in every vlass mind you. There are plenty

of courses here at the University where students

either don't buy books at all. or get more than

their money's worth out of what they do have to

buy. I personally keep many of the politics and

literature bcx)ks that I buy because they interest

me.

But having walked out of an astronomy exam
recently, and realizing that the two-hour study

bender I enjoyed at 6 a.m. the morning of the

exam, where I rifled through the old, thick text-

book that cost me enough money to consider it

an investment was a complete mistake, it's hard

to ignore the fact that there's a target for this

racket we don't often pay attention to.

Certainly, professors should ask that students

buy some books that will be used in class.

Drama professors teaching a course in

Shakespeare shouldn't feel that asking their stu-

dents to purchase a copy of "Hamlet" is an out-

right dictatorial insult. What I propose is merely

that professors take a little more care in select-

ing which books students will have to read. We
all know that the CD-ROMs that come with the

textbooks are useful roughly 0.5 percent of the

time, so maybe professors can throw a simple

note in the syllabus: "Hey, buying a brand new

copy of the book complete with the CD-ROM
will let you play fun biology games and see pret-

ty pictures, but it certainly won't affect whether

or not you can explain a myocardial infarction."

Or simply categorize the books. Sure, there's

going to be a main textbook every student needs

to read in order to get a complete understanding

of the concepts. But is that colorful biography of

Louis Pasteur really going to help out the ol'

GPA? If not, instructors would do their young

followers well just to provide an indication of

how vital the book will be. Most of the folks

here at the ol' State U. are smart enough to real-

ize that passing a class will, in fact, require some
reading. Those who don't get it, well, they're not

long for this place anyway. But rather than send

all 500 doe-eyed freshmen scampering to the

dire straits of the week after the textbook bonan-

za, why not plan out your course so that it's real

clear a. how much students will need each over-

priced textbook, and b. exactly when they'll need

it. Sure, including a class schedule helps, but

some of the students who walk through the hal-

lowed halls of this fine institution don't have

time to breathe in that first week of class, let

alone notice that the $65 3-D pop-up human
anatomy diagram book won't be necessary until

the second month of class.

And of course, professors, include your own
work in the syllabus. You busted your hump to

write it, and if it pertains to the class, have your

students go out and buy it. You deserve the extra

money — without floating into an entirely differ-

ent kind of opinion column, you certainly don't

make enough for what you do — but you're not

getting royalties from the century-old physics

book that's still debating that whole "round

world" theory. Don't require it if it's only going

to lighten students' wallets and wear down on

their bookbags' shoulder straps.

This isn't a protest against reading. We all

need to do more of it here, and coming from

someone who also busts his hump to produce

some kind of contribution to the daily reading

milieu — feel free to flip to the back page after

you're dotie here — it's not lost on me that our

society is growing illiterate. But plenty of profes-

sors are discovering the joys of online reading

material, and maybe that's the perfect place to

make available the 1 5-page chapter on earth-

worms and why they'll rise up and rule the

world.

I'm not asking professors to stop requiring

reading material, and I'm not going to even try

to recommend reducing prices to the wonderful

folks over at Follett. I'd just like to request, on

behalf of all the other people I see walking out of

the Textbook Annex every September and

February looking like someone just kicked their

dog, that the required reading list on syllabi

focus not so much on getting every book avail-

able, but getting the right one. the one that will

help that poor student tomorrow morning in the

middle of another all-nighter.

Andrew Merrill is a Collegian columnist.

www.dailycollegian.com

Employment at the North Pole In defense of Zionist movement
The holkiay season is almost

upon us, and in celebration of this

most festive time, I'm writing a let-

ter to Santa. SiiKe I'm Jewish,

Santa Claus didn't come to my
house very often, so now that the

economy is in a recesskjn, I've

decided to cash my Yuletide chips

in and make up lost time with the

gift-bearer himself, Mr, Claus.

There are a truckload of things""~^~~—"
I'd like under my tree this year, so 1

had some ttouble narrowing down my wish list, joe

Lieberman elected president, a new car, and worid

peace rank as just a few of the wishes topping my list.

However, bearing in mind that I'm a senior, and con-

sidering the light job market I'll be diving into next

year, I decided to write a different letter to Santa than

I'd originally intended: I'm writing a cover letter to

Old St. Nick to which I'll attach my resume.

I'm still working on it, but here's what 1 have so far:

Santa Claus, Inc.

123 Yuletide Une
North Pole, Arctic Circle

Dear Mr. Claus:

After carefully researching the

North Pole. I believe that I am a per-

fect fit with your firm. I look fantastic

in green, I am only five feet tall, arxl I

love to tinker Furthermore, as a

Jewish American woman, I can bring

much-needed diversity to your team

of wood-working professionals.

Although my work experience is

largely in the publk: relations and

journalism fields, I can bring a variety

of skills that will enhance the toy-making environ-

ment. First of all, although I am vertically challenged

by human standards, I am taller than the average elf

and can reach important toy-making materials stored

on the top shelves. Secondly, as a current resident of

New England. I can easily adapt to cold winters and

months of snow.

Concerning my degree. I am a legal studies and

political science double major al the University of

Massachusetts, and my extracurricular activities

include the University Democrats. The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian and making merry. I also have a minor

in Japanese and a certificate in international relations.

Additionally, my high school class voted me "Most

Likely to be lolly." My educational background and

personal interests will be a perfect match with your

corporation.

Bearing In mind

that I'm a senior,

and considering the

tight job marlcet I'll

be diving into next

year ... I'm writing

a cover letter to Old

SL Nick to which I'll

attach my resume.

As a young professional with a background in

international politics, 1 can assist and advise reindeer

transportation technicians in matters relating to cross-

continental travel, foreign customs and so forth.

Furthermore, I can use legal research and writing

experience to prevent lawsuits over defective toys and

cases of non-merriment.

Regarding my experience as a public relations pro-

fessional: if you consider the large number of

American chiklren who do not believe in Santa Claus,

and those abroad who do not yet know that you exist,

clearly a solid PR campaign is long overdue.

Furthermore, the North Pole needs a Children

Outreach center to ensure that Buddhist, Jewish and

Muslim children are not left out of the loop,

I have put a proposal together that I am attaching

to my resume. It includes a Web site, where children

can electronically transmit wish lists and can check

their status (naughty or nice) in real time. I also pro-

pose that the North Pole embark on a major ad cam-

paign, targeting the 18-24 year old demographic

called, "Got Merry?" We could hold photo shoots with

swimsuit models and sports celebri-

ties donning long white beards and

rosy cheeks. I believe this is an excel-

lent way to secure control of the tin-

kering and joy distribution markets.

In conclusion, 1 bring a wide

breadth of professional and educa-

tional knowledge to the North Pole,

coupled with a keen personal interest

in holiday cheer and plywood. I look

forward to becoming a part of your

team of elves and flying deer in the

land of enchantment.

You can reach me any time at

home or on my mobile telephone. I

am looking forward to discussing my
resume with you further.

Gilad

Skolnick

Sincerely,

Rachel E. Smith

There it is, my one wish this year: a job. I hope this

job pans out, because according to the Bureau of

t^bor Statistics, jobs are not only hard to come by, but

they pay less for longer hours. The average American

is earning $.01 less per hour than 10 years ago, and

working more hours per week. 1 hope Santa offers

vacation time in his benefits package.

Like many college students, my search does not

end here, with my first cover letter. I'll send out many

more before I graduate, and hopefully I'll find some-

thing. In the mean time, I'll be waiting to hear back

from Santa,

Rachel Smith is a Collegian columnist.

Gay and Episcopalian debate

Emily

O'Bfien

Surprisingly,

it was the

sf)orts arena of

the University

of New Hamp-
shire that pro-

vided the set-

ting in which a

historic event,

the consecra-

tion of a homo-
sexual bishop,

took place this past Sunday.

Bishop V. Gene Robinson, of

the New Hampshire Diocese, is

the first openly gay member of

the Anglican community to reach

such a high level within the

church. This controversial issue

could very well lead to a schism

between the Church of England

and the United States Episcopal

Church. The fracturing within

the church could inevitably result

in the breakdown of the overall

unification of the Anglican

Church and all its respected

branches.

In order to fully understand

the controversy behind the conse-

cration of Bishop Robinson, one

must first comprehend the funda-

mentals of Anglicani-sm. The

most important element of

churches that exist international-

ly. According to U.S.

Episcopalian Church law, it is up

to clergy in individual dioceses to

elect their church leaders, such as

their bishop. After this election, it

is al the national convention, in

which this election is confirmed

and the individual is eventually

consecrated.

It was at th^ national conven-

tion this past August in

Minneapolis where the Episcopal

Church of the United States con-

firmed the election of then

Reverend V. Gene Robinson.

Although Robinson was elected

based on the qualities he pos-

sessed while being an effective

leader in the ministry for close to

three decades, it was his personal

life, and the 14 years he had been

committed to his partner, that

overshadowed those achieve-

ments in the eyes of many conser-

vative Anglicans.

The relationship Anglicanism

has with the existence of homo-

sexuality is perplexing, to say the

least. According to the Anglican

Church, homosexuality is funda-

mentally wrong, as is stated in a

1998 resolution on human sexu-

ality: "the only type of appropri-

The relationship that Anglicanism has with

the existence of homosexuality Is perplex-

ing, to say the least.

Anglicanism is that it is a very

diverse and welcoming religion,

in which a variety of walks of life

are accepted. Although a faction

of Christianity, unlike many other

Christian religions, the Anglican

religion does not focus on one

centralized power, as for example

Catholicism does on the Vatican.

Thus, although Anglicanism is in

fact one religion, it is broken

down into 37 independent

churches that together make up

the Anglican Communion, which

consists in totality of approxi-

mately 70 million members. The

Episcopal Church of the United

States is just one of the 37

ate sexual relationship is a life-

long marriage between a man
and a woman, with abstinence

the only option for those not

called to marriage." However,

after examining this statement, it

is evident that there are a variety

of contradictions if we apply this

to the reality of the Anglicanism

today. First of all, the clause "a

lifelong marriage" es.sentially

goes against what Anglicanism

was built on, because Henry VIII

created the Church of England in

order to get an annulment from

one of his wives. Thus, the idea

of divorce is not vehemently

opposed in the Anglican Church.

Secondly, the statement in this

resolution is basically acknowl-

edging that homosexuality can

exist; however, those who are not

'called' to marriage cannot par-

take in sexual acts.

The difficult task in trying to

comprehend the view of the

Anglican Church on the issue of

homosexuality is trying to dis-

cover a consensus within the reli-

gion. The disparity between the

beliefs of various churches and

even dioceses fractures the

power behind the concept of

unity.

On one hand, there are many
people who support the rights of

homosexuals within the Anglican

religion. A variety of gay and les-

bian advocacy groups exist, and

many dioceses authorize same-

sex blessings. However, on the

other hand, many people within

the Anglican community con-

demn the existence of homosexu-

ality, claiming it is clearly a sin

according to the Bible ... and

many Anglicans threaten to cut

ties with the American Church

over the consecration of

Robinson. There is even a divi-

sion between the leaders of the

various churches over the issue

of Robinson. Although Bishop

Frank Griswold. the leader of the

U.S. Episcopal Church supports

the consecration of Robinson,

reports say Rowan Williams, the

Archbishop of Canterbury

believe it is putting the existence

of the Anglican Communion in

jeopardy.

Williams may be correct that

the community is being put in

jeopardy; Bishop V. Gene

Robinson is simply a scapegoat

in that unfortunate reality. If it is

the sexual orientation of one

man. who has devoted the

greater part of his life to his reli-

gion, is credited with the split of

the Anglican Communion, then

it is evident that we have not

even scratched the surface of the

issues facing Anglicanism today.

infort^ation from CNN.com
was used in this column.

Emily O'Brien is a Collegian

columnist.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

MOTHER EXPRESSES GRATITUDE

FOR ALTRUISM OF STUDENTS
There are events and moments in one's life that

truly point out what a great place the University of

Massachusetts is and what wonderful students we

have in this community. One of those events recently

occurred for me. not, as university administrator, but

rather as a parent. My son and his girlfriend were

attending a UMass hockey game the evening of Oct.

24, when James had a significant insulin reaction. In

a matter of moments James went from being

involved in a lively conversation to collapsing on the

flobr of the Mullins Center convulsing and trying to

make his way to the concession window for food.

While there was medical assistance, (Dr. Abel who

was there watching the game) the true heroes were

the students working in the concession stand who

marshaled an abundance of food and soda for James,

without question of payment. The other heroes were

the EMTs, also students, who staff many events at

Mullins and across campus. They were at the ready

and demonstrated professionalism in their assess-

ment while assisting James.

As a mother, I am grateful to the students of

UMass, both the concessionaires for their quick

response that was vital and to the EMTs for the

assistance they rendered. As the director of

University Health Service, I have many occasions to

be proud of our students and honored to be part of

the UMass community. Now even more, our entire

family and I want to publicly thank all who assisted

James. You are true heroes and demonstrate in a vis-

ible way what it means to be part of UMass.

Bernette A. Melby

Director

University Health Services

Such a feat

had never been

done before. A
people separat-

ed thousands

of years ago

come together

from all over

the world and

create a thriv-

ing democracy.

Holocaust sur

vivors from Auschwitz, together

with lews escaping oppression in

Yemen, came together to rebuild

a nation.

Oppressed lews have been

escaping persecution and return-

ing to their homeland from the

1800s to tcxlay in a movement

known as Zionism. From those

escaping the Nazi's to the

900,000 jews expelled from

North African and Arab coun-

tries in the 1950s, lews from

every country and every conti-

nent returned. Since the begin-

ning, peace has been a main goal

. . . and still is to this day. This has

been quite the challenging task.

A Hamas spokesman recently

said, "We will not hesitate to spill

Jewish blood on the streets of Tel

Aviv, Jerusalem, Beersheba and

Haifa."

I may not be a history major,

but this seems a bit on the racist

side.

As Mark Twain personally

observed, what is now Israel in

the 19th century was "a desolate

country whose soil is rich

enough, but is given over wholly

to weeds ... a silent mournful

expanse ... a desolation."

The Jewish immigrants built

factories and farms that caused

the economy to bustle. The sud-

den availability of jobs employed

the small local Arab population

and encouraged the Arab migrant

workers from other areas to

move into modem day Israel for

work.

The Romans named this land

Palestine in their effort to erase

the Jewish connection to the land.

After crushing the Jewish attempt

to gain independence in 70 A.D..

the Romans destroyed their

Temple in lerusalem, massacred

thousands upon thousands of

jews and expelled the rest. The

land of ludea. Samaria and the

Galilee were renamed Palestine

after Israel's ancient foe, a

Phoenician tribe called the

Philistiens. lewish cities such as

Shechem were renamed Roman
names, such as Nablus, and all

lews were banned from entering

lerusalem. Despite this, lews

have had a continuous presence

in this land for almost four mil-

lennia.

The first time Arabs living in

"Palestine" identified with the

term was in 1964 when the

Palestinian Liberation

Organization was founded by

Yasser Arafat and aimed at com-

mitting terrorism to destroy the

state of Israel. The PLO's express

purpose, in the words of its own
leaders, was to "push the lews

into the sea."

There was no aim to have the

West Bank or Gaza become a

Palestinian state; they simply

wanted to turn Israel into a

Palestinian state. In the follow-

ing years, Israel acquired the

West Bank and the Gaza strip in

a war with lordan and Egypt. The

fact remains that there has never

ever been any attempt to have an

independent country named
"Palestine" until a few decades

ago, and not one Palestinian offi-

cial has ever even made a declara-

tion of statehood. In fact, the

term "Palestine" is incorrect —
unless one is referring to what

Israel was called before 1 948 by

the British — as over the past

million years of human existence

there has never been an inde-

pendent nation of "Palestine."

Negotiations for an eventual

peace began in 1993. Despite

decades of Palestinian terrorism

and countless suicide bombings,

Israel offered over 95 percent of

the West Bank and the Gaza Strip

for peace to Arafat, who not only

rejected it in 2000, but also didn't

even offer a counteroffer.

Now the question arises, what

should Israel do'.' While the

Palestinian Authority refu.ses to

even negotiate lor peace and

works together with terrorist

organizations aiming lo "spill

lewish blood," it cannot be a

partner for peace. In the mean-

time, a fence is being erected in

an attempt lo stop the inliltration

of terrorists seeking lo cause

more death and destruction.

The Palestinian Authoritv has

even admitted they started the

current wave of violence known

as the "Intifada."

"Whoever thinks the intifada

broke out because of the despised

Sharon's visit to the Al-Aqsa

Mosque is wrong ... This intifada

was planned in advance, ever

since President Arafat's return

from the Camp David negotia-

tions," admitted Palestinian

Communications Minister 'Imad

Al-Faluji ("Al-Safir," Mar, 5,

2001, trans. MEMRl).
Nazi Gennany had a term for

an area cleaned of lews known as

"ludenrcin." Thus, it's a bit on

the ironic side that one of the

Palestinian's main complaints

against Israel is the existence of

lewish villages in ludea and

Samaria or West Bank, which are

often referred to as "settlements."

They demand that these Jewish

villages be uprooted, or in other

words, that this territory be emp-

tied of lews. Fifty years after the

Third Reich is defeated, there is

another people whose goal is to

make a certain piece of land lew-

free. Ethnic cleansing'.'

Today, Israel is surrounded by

terrorists who aim to eliminate it,

and by countries that don't rec-

ognize its existence. It's hard to

believe, but there are even peo-

ple in the United States or on this

very campus who are against

Zionism, the lewish National

Liberation Movement of their

homeland. As Martin Luther

King himself said at a speech in

Harvard, "When people criticize

Zionists, they mean lews; you are

talking anti-Semitism."

Thanks to its ability to defend

itself and U.S. support, Israel has

been able to stave off attempts by

its neighbors to annihilate it time

and time again, and has been

able to prevent another holo-

caust from occurring. There is

one country and only one coun-

try in the world whose neighbors

have sought to annihilate it and

its people for over 50 years:

Israel.

Information from http://sen>-

er 1 2 castup.nel/mfa/incite-
menl.him,

hltp. //www. memri.org. and
hlip://www.hridgesforpeace.com

was used in this editorial.

Gilad Skolnick is a Collegian

columnist
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Common senior sentiment

fiances

Can

My mother, Ellen Gilliam, attend-

ed the University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill between

the years of 1969 and 1973. In

December 1972, in the fall semes-

ter of her senior year, she wrote

the following colunm lor the Daily

Tar Heel entitled, "Sneezes,

wheezes and yawns."

1 stumbled ujx)n this rcccnlK

while looking ihiough liei old

scrapbook. I was completely

floored. The content and the tone are so right on with

what my senior colleagues and I are going through.

This piece stands the test of time. It is as relevant to

those of us who are experiencing senioritis as il was

in 1972 when she wrote it. I share

this with you, hoping that you find it

as entertaining as I do ...

A semester starling off with a

bang ... has degenerated into a

sneeze, a wheeze and a yawn.

Nourished by fresh experience, an

"adventure-filled" summer in New
York behind me, I came back to

Chapel Hill in September beaming

with cosmopolitan inspiration and a

conviction lo read the books, write

the papers and still make it a mem
orable senior year.

leeze, I was good at first. All that energy. I could

ride my bike a mile and a half to campus each moni

ing. sit through four houis of class every day. spciul

two or three hours at the Daily far Heel office, drink

beer until midnight ... and still read the books and

write the papers.

Parties and concerts, trips to the beach and mouii

tains, hikes in the woods, five-mile aflenuKUi bike

rides, daily consumption of a couple of magazines

and newspapers. There was time for il all. Everything

fit.

"Let's get a beer."

"Where's the free flick?"

"l^ick Gregory tonight."

"Be sure and gel the playinakers tickets."

It all came, and I always went. So I couldn't read

every word of the history assignment. I'm a senior, an

expert in selective reading. I mean, after four years

you know what's necessary and what's a waste of

time.

I'm a senior, an

expert in selective

reading. I mean,

after four years you

know what's neces-

sary and what's a

waste of time.

"Let's get a couple of beers."

"lackson Browne'.' Sure, why not!"

"Ride lo Raleigh lo meet Arlis Pettijohn? Hot

Damn. Ready in live minutes."

"How about Dunkin Donuts'.' It's still open."

Vitamin C plus iron, just a little vitamin deficiency.

Two classes out of three ain't bad. This weekend I'll

start on my I'nglish incomplete for last fall. I've

alieady read the novels, and I like nn professor.

Should enjoy writing that dieadoci paper.

"Get some beer and bring it to my place."

"Pass it this way. Who's got a light'.'"

"Don't forget King Nyle's parly
"

"Kuka Racha Kiki. 1 missed the BcKipl.a-Boop.

Why don't they close Fianklin Street off evei> week-

end?"
Missed that linglish qui/, but I'll

make an A on the next one. One of

these days I'll make it to the 9:30

Tuesday/fhuisday befbie 10:00. I'm

a senior: I should he able to hear that

pcKklaniiicil alarm clock h\ now. Fhe

inidtcnn. Hminin ... who took good

notes in theie'.' lust half a hit ... Is

that the sun alicady'.'

"Nixon al the Greensboro

\ir|X)ii'.' lessc will be there tcxa?

Cant miss the nuiking of hisloiy."

"Ileies lo the opening of Town
Hall."

"How about Elton ]o\}n in Charlotte'.'"

"Well. I'm supposed to have a paper due tomor-

row, hut O.K. >ou'iv on
"

Should I finish the KkiK that vv as due last week or

start the one that was due yestciday'.' 'I know I never

come home Mom. It's all the work I have to do. I'm

a senior. Things are lough your last year."

nianksgiving. I'll make it all up over Ihanksgiving.

I out nice long days with just enough lime out for

turkey with the family

"New Riders'.' What lime do the tickets say'.'"

"No. I haven't linishetl Fear and Loathing in Las

Vegas' hut I will over Ihanks^iiv ing."

"Is ihcie a late movie in town am where?"

"Miss Icenagc America . Cant miss the corona-

tion."

-Ellen Gilliam, Decembc-r 5. 1972

7"/i;s article has been reprinted with the permis-

sion from the USC Chapel Hill Paily Tar Heel,

frannie Carr is a Collegian columnist.
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All's well that ends well Fans enter The Matrix'
By Matthew M. Burke

(.XJLlitilAN STAFF

Andy and Larry Wachowski had a prob-

lem. After the phenomenal success of "The

Matrix" had rocket powered the

names of these sibling

writer/directors to the para-

mount of critical acclaim in

Hollywood, they still had two

moi^e films to make in the Matrix

trilogy, When dealing with such

amazing cvpeclations, sometimes

it can be easy to fold under the

pressure.

Then came "Matrix Reloaded.

"

A sophomore slump could easily

ruin their ever so fragile careers.

and although they avoided such

an unfortunate demise, it was a

narrow escape. The film's success

was primarily based on the buzz

(preated by its predecessor. The

special effects were unreal, but

many who saw "Reloaded" felt

that something wasn't right.

Reloaded" piece of the puzzle didn't

The Matrix

I Revolutions'

Directed liy

Andy and tarry

Wachowski

Starring

Keanu Reeves

I

Carrie-Anne Moss

I
Laurence fishburn

iarner Bros

Baled R

UUm
Erade

A+

Th.-

quite lit, as it seemed the two brothers had

begun to veer away from an action movie

ami i.iward an intellectual thriller. The end-

ing \^a.s climactic, yet it left viewers sitting

in their seats wondering, "That's it?" The

picture stranded moviegoers, and inevitably

left them curious as to whether the first film

was a Ouke.

Well, have no fear about the third

installment of this war for mankind.

"Matrix Revolutions" is an amazing film

«nd could quite pos.sibly be the best movie

of the year.

"Revolutions" picks up right where

"Reloaded" ended. We find Neu (Keanu

Reeves) sapped of all of his powers and

trapped in a realm between the Matrix and

the Machine World. Trinity (Carrie-Anne

Moss) and Morpheus (Laurence Fishbume)

must find a way to rescue their dear friend,

and alleged savior, from this coma of sorts

or all hope is lost. They consult the Oracle

(Mary Alice) as to what the proper plan

should be for rescue, but when it comes

down to it. TVinity's love for Neo is all that

can save WtB.

With Neo back in the real world, the

three companions join up with a ship full of

Zion's best. Niobe (fada Pinkett Smith)

must pilot one of the two ships back to

Zion. the last human stronghold, for one

final stand apinst the ertsuing machine

onslaught that has already begun there. Neo

must take the Oracle's advice to heart and

decide what path lie shall pursue on his way

to fulfilling his destiny. He decides that he

and Trinity must take the other ship and go

By Cameron J. Woods
Cou.p.t;iAN Staff

Contintied on page 8

Roald Dahl may Itave rdled over in his

giave, when Laurence Fishbume first asked

Keanu Reeves if he wanted to know "just how

deep the rabbit hole went." Then again, maybe

not. What is certain thougji is that the

Wachowski brothers changed the worW of sci-

fi/action films witl^their 1999 blockbuster

"The Matrix."

Audiences were wowed with the revolu-

tionary sjiecial affects and the witty phib.'soph-

ical dialogue. But beyond the flickering ligfits

on the screen and the image of Reeves lighting

for the survival of humanity Is a culture of

individuals who saw "Tlie Matrix" as more

than a film.

Seeing Reeve's character Neo spend most

of the ni^it staring at a gteen cursor, struck a

chord with insomniac nialccmtent technotogy

junkies (there are more of them than one

would think) everywhere. Watching this hero

go to a meaningless job everyday only to find

out that reality as he knows it, is a lie. was a

dream put on to film for so many who ponder

the meaning of why they get up every morn-

ing. After the first iialf an hcxir of the irUogy,

there could be heard the workings of mental

wheels, turning over all the little "glitches"

that we encounter in our day to day lives.

For those who could almost fegally declare

their pemiancnt address vdth a URL, this

movie was a manifesto of the possibiliries of a

.separate world. It was a rally cry to these typ-

ical loners to unite.

And unite they have. Simply search the

Internet and you will find groups and sites

tilled with message board conversations that

elaborafte and expkarc this realm of mind.

What makes this group of devoted Ixliev-

ers more than mere fans ot "The Matrix ' is

their dedication to the expkiration of this new
world. Animated Web-toons, Web sites

crammed with chapters and chapters of fan

fiction, all leading to one of two ends — the

ultimate salvation or destruction of mankind.

For many, this fantasy world is intoxicating

and has caused a few creative minds to be

overwhelmed with its possibilities. For those

who were touched by this film, it is more than

a movie: it is a codex of philosophy and belief

that show how to propeily view reality."

With a script that drew on Platonic phik»-

ophy, Greek mythok)gy. Buddhism and post-

modernism, the kieas expressed in these films

were not figments and whims of the

Wachowski brothers imaginations, but ideas

that many people already live their lives by.

"There arc hundreds of 'Matrix'
I
Web

sitesl out there, and they're not about how
' lui Reeves looks," said Glenn Yeffeth,

I the book Taking the Rc\l Pill;

Science, Philosophy and Religion in The

Conthnwd on page 8

Latest film captures old Disney magic
By Lauren Freeman

Cx)tni(iiAN Staff

Thank God — or in the case of "Brother Bear,"

thank the 'Spirit in the Sky' — because Disney

finally remembered sornething vital from the days

of Mickey Mouse cartoons. Kids love animals.

And talking-animals are pretty cool too.

In 1919, the father of animation, Winsor

McKay, had Gertie the Dinosaur. Soon after. Otto

Messmer gave the public Felix the Cat.

Now-a-days jim Davis has Gariield and

Dilbert has Dogbert. The list goes on

and on.

Walt Disney wasn't slow to figure it

out. After all, Mickey Mouse quickly

became the first Disney icon with his

1928 premiere in "Steamboat Willy"

Animal tales ranging from "Dumbo."

"Lady and the Tramp," "The Rescuers

Down Under," "The jungle Book " and

"The Lion King" have followed behind,

creating for Disney a grandiose canon of

animal-lovers' favorites.

Recently, Disney has made an effort

to re-market the princess stories. This is

a sure sign that interest in these lovely

ladies is dwindling. Cinderella, Snow
White and Ariel are collecting dust,

while "The jungle Book's" Baloo, Stitch

of "Lilo and Stitch" lame and now add

"Brother Bear's" Koda to the list, are beariy' sit-

ting still.

Though there is an undeniable draw lor audi-

ences to the damsel-in-distress stories, these gen-

der-biased tales about a female needing a male to

save her life don't exactly jive with the independ-

ent women of modem times. Perhaps, then.

Disney is on to something more universal with

animal stories like "Brother Bear"

What do the words animal' and "animation"

have in common? If you guessed the root ani.'

'Brother

Bear'

Directed tty

Aaron Blaise

Robert Waliiei

Stairino

Jaapnnimii

Jeremy Suarez

Wall Disney Pictures

flTieTc

IS lies.

Cniii

A-

Though the songs are unbearable, "Brother

Bear" is a triumph for Disney.

you get an A.

The Greek root 'ani' means movement and/or

life. Obviously animals are alive, and they move.

Animation is a means of making the non-moving

(illustrations) appear to move, or live. Animating

animals is therefore a double positive.

In all .seriousness, it is an extremely difficult

task for animators to mimic or recreate the move-

ments of real, living animals. In the case of

"Brother Bear," it required a vast amount of

research. Directors Aaron Blaise and

Robert Walker, along with the "Brother

Bear" creative team journeyed to nation-

al parLs like Denali, Sequoia, Katmai,

"Yosemite and Yellowstone to study ani-

mal movements. Likewise, animal move-

ment and anatomy experts, professors,

preservationists, artists as well as real

bear cubs and other quadrupeds fre-

quented the Florida-based studio.

According to the press release, the

research was inextricable. Alex

Kupershmidt. supervising animator for

bear cub Koda said in the release.

"Every animal presents its own difficul-

ties. My job as animator is to find out

what it is about the way they move that

make them distinct. That's what gets

exaggerated during the animation

I

process.

"Bears tend to rock from leg to leg

when they walk. Their legs spread wide, because

they are so njassive. It appears clumsy, but it's just

the way they transfer their weight. Our starting

point on this film was to watch a lot of documen-

taries about bears," he said.

However, not everything about this film is

based in reality For one thing, bears cant talk (at

least to humans) and in "Brother Bear" certain

bears, like Koda. just won't shut up.

"Brother Bear" tells the story of a young

Native American man named Kenai. whose

vocals are provided by loaquin Phoenix, living at

the end of the Ice Age in the Northwest.

Kenai receives his coming-ol-age tytem in the

shape of the bear, which represents love. He is to

use this totem as a means of guiding the rest of

his life but has mixed feelings about the

totem when he is humiliated and teased

by his older brother Denahi. voiced by

jason Raize.

Things get really mes.sy when eldest

brother Sitka (D.W. Sweeney) sacrifices

life to protect the lives of his younger broth

ers from an attacking bear. When Kenai seeks

the bear to avenge Sitka's death, the spirit of

the mountain chooses an entirely unex

pected path lor Kenai. The young man
is turned into a bear.

The remainder of the film follows

Kenai and his newfound companion.

Koda. brought to life by leremy

Suarez. as they trek through the icy

tundra to the salmon mn. and to the

mountain where the spirits have

promised to restore Kenai's

human form.

Following closely behind Kenai and Koda is

Denahi, who is certain that the human Kenai has

been killed by a bear, and believes the liaiis-

fonned Kenai to be the culprit ... Confused'.'

Maybe not, but some of the youngest kids in the

audience were.

However, the confusion was minimal and

shouldn't be a discouragement for anyone lo<.)king

to take his or her favorite tikes to see this movie.

When the storyline gets unclear, a pair of slap-

stick moose played by Rick Moranis and Dave

Thomas, may hold a child's short attention span.

The scenery is expansive and colorful. It will

give you the chills. Unfortunately, the songs will

give you chills too ... but not the good kind.

Unlike mo.st of Disney's classic tales, this film

fails where many of the studios modern animated

efforts have failed before it. The songs simply

aren't good enough.

In "Brother Bear." Tina Turner and Phil

Collins sing lofty tunes that encompass every pos-

sible meaning one might derive from the film.

There are no implicit meanings here folks. There

is nothing catchy or rhythmic to these songs.

They are dull, flat and trying too hard to impress.

A child who happens to be an opera aficiona-

do may shed a tear during the Titia Turner sung

that plays over a naturalistic montage of the

mountains and valleys surrounding the story ...

but most children will just cry unhappily until

one of the moose does another yoga move.

Yup. the moose do yoga. And for that reason,

if no other, this is a film that is recommended to

the young and young at heart alike.

Hip'hop play

looks at class
"Today is the day to be, live, love, listen,

understand, sing, dance, laugh — change." The

editors of the journal Rethinking Marxism present

"Graves." a new play from the HartBeat

linsemble. tonight at 7:30 p.m.

in the Student Union Ballroom.

The three-member troupe,

based in Hartford. Conn., aims

at revealing the universal stratifi-

cation between race and class.

Inspired by a television docu-

mentary and a 15-month inter-

view process in the greater

Hartford area, "Graves" has

evolved into a theatrical piece

with the objective of voicing the

political and economic struggles

of the second poorest city in the

United States.

While the setting does play a

large role in the efforts set out by

the group to promote change in their locale,

"HartBeat is dedicated to creating new works that

challenge the status-quo," as the show's press

release boasts, and is therefore relevant on a

national spectrum.

"Graves" is based on a modern-day take on

lohn Steinbeck's classic. "The Grapes of Wrath."

which is the depiction of the lives of ordinary peo-

ple striving to preserve their humanity in the face

of social and economic desperation.

"So often, we are bombarded with the themes

of race, gender, and ethnicity in entertainment.

We rarely see content based on the issue of class

differences, which is what this performance aims

at providing." said |ulia Rosenblatt, one of the

core members of the ensemble.

The play is about the city, Gregory Tate, co-

lounder of HartBeat, says, but it's also much
more.

"It illustrates the "race to the bottom' — a

national phenomenon that effect's everyone." said

Tate.

This rendition of "The Grapes of Wrath" may

appear quite distinct from the book most are

familiar with reading in high school, as the group

employs a progressive hip-hop method as the

means for communicating with their audience.

"We can use the commercialization of hip-hop

as a tool to educate the youths of today about

important social issues that they will be making

decisions about tomorrow." said Rosenblatt. "We
aien't locked in to one style: we just try to use the

best method in which the story can be heard."

While this is the HartBeat Ensembles first

main stage production, they have a strong back-

ground in the performing arts as members of the

San Fiancisco Mime Troupe. Rosenblatt. Steven

Ginsburg and Gregory R. Tate were previously

touring in and aiound Hartford, engaged in

improvisational street theater and rally marches

for the issues affecting the area.

The group has also become involved in teach-

ing educational workshops, which use theater as a

device for social and political change.

Eva Piccozzi
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MONDAY ^^^^^/>^^^^ Basketball ^flgSf

Karaoke 8-11 w<

Monday Night Football- 10 cmUm

Wings

UIESDAY Open Mic from 8-12
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^mibi iiiimattintwin

lERlDA

SimiRDAY

5-College Dance
Sponsored by

SGA/Auxiliary Services

DJ-Aquarius

azz uuys

LVLKYTHING THAT HAS A BEGINNING HAS AN END |P

LIVE MUSIC starts at 9:00PM.

OPEN MIC starts at 7:00PM. The Sign-Up sheet goes out

at 6:00PM. Bring your talent and your friends and your

instruments. We'll provide the stage and sound

equipment and 20 minutes for you to knock'em dead!

ALL MUSICAL STYLES are encouraged to participate!

AS ALWAYS, 18+ to party, 21+ to drink.

What would tick you off?

Getting drunk and...

(^ A. Having a friend pee on your floor.

[3 B. Waking up to someone you

don't know. ^|
I C Getting the scoop from your friends

about what you did last night.

Get Involved
Make a Difference

Earn 6 credits

Take Com HL 21 3, Peer Health Education,

a 2-semester course that proactively addresses

public health issues at UMass.

Call the Health Education Department during pre-

registration at 577-5181 to make an appointment

to discuss enrollment with instructor.

'
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The Strokes keep it lit up
By Johnny Donaldson

( 1>1 I H.IAN SlAKK

I'o all Strokes fans twisting

tlieinselvi-s in knots alter hear-

ing thill longtime Radiohead

producer Nigel Godrith was

manning the boards lor the

New Nork seenesier's second

album: you need not worry.

With "Room On File" the

Strokes sound exactly the same

as they did on the critically-

drooled over breakthrough "Is

Fhis It?" There's the same

sku/.zy guitars, same down and

dirty driun thuntp. the same

disi<.>rted vocals and the same

blase moan emanating from

frontnian lulian Casablancas.

There's a lot of expectation

riding on the backs of

Casablancas and company, and

you can feel the strain the

weight has left on them. The

Strokes are generally acknowl-

edged as being responsible for

the recent five-second long

trend in gritty, neo-garage rock

— snipped down, lo-fi. blues-

copping affairs that had little

use for the bombastic overload

or gleaming production values

of modern arena fist-pumpers.

"Last Night" — the Strokes'

agieeably scratchy buzzsaw of a

song ushered in a new wave

of retro lock and music, for a

time, was all the better for it.

I'heies nothing as remotely

catchy as "Last Night" or "Hard

to Lxplain" — the band's other

great song — to be found on

"Room on Fire." The band

recedes into their formula in

order lo deal with the over-

whelming pressure heaved

upon their artfully mussed
heads Ruff and tumble guitar

licks'.' Check. Disaffected sneer,

the been theie-done-that-too-

cool for the-room attitude?

Check. Retreat into the safe

womb of established patterns?

Check.

What does seep into "Room
on Fire." what cannot be heard

on the nonchalant fuzz of "Is

This It?" is a darker shadow to

their music. Much of "Room on

Fire" is concerned with the

aftermath of heartbreak and

disillusionment. "I'm not your

friend/ I never was"

Casablancas spits in

"Automatic Stop." mus-

tering as much as

venom as he can with-

out breaking his

cucumber-cool shell.

The very title of "You

Talk Way Too Much"
suggests a bitter slap

across the cheek, while

Ca.sablancas coolly says

that he "never needed anybody"

in "Between Love and Hate."

If Ca.sablancas does have any

kind of mode, it's one of cool-

ness. The shaggy-haired hipster

heartthrob seems forever

unperturbed by his surround-

ings, singing in the same
serenely offhand timbre

throughout the album. His

bandmates never push too hard

behind him, though, which may
partially account for his cava-

lier attitude.

Fab Moretti's drumming
remains simple and uncompli-

cated, steadily pushing the beat

forward without challenging it.

The moments that do move the

music beyond the garage — like

the new wave keyboards the

hum along "12:51." the unob-

trusive funk of "Under
Control." and the tinny reggae

on "Automatic Stop" — are

appropriately low-key and
understated additions.

"Room on Fire" is a mostly

unfussy affair, with Nikolai

Fraiture's bass adding the tight

rhythmic bounce where
Moretti's stomp can't while the

guitars of Albert Hammond jr.

and Nick Valensi add color and
texture to Casablancas' remote
singing. The crunchy riffs and
bouncy rhythms on "The Way It

Is" are nice little presents to the

listener.

Change isn't always a neces-

sity, though it is a nice thing.

The fact that the Strokes opted

to return to producer Gordon
Raphael rather than going with

(lodrich is probably a plus in

the long run. However the

Strokes need to think about

moving forward rather than

spinning their wheels. "Room
on Fire" opens with

Casablancas singing the salvo "I

wanna be forgotten." If the

Strokes aren't careful. Julian

Casablancas may just get his

wish.

The Strokes don't mess with

'Room on Fire."

UM RTESYlXM-INLANE

success on their sophomore album

Matrix proves to be more than a movie
Continued from page 6

Matrix' in an interview with the

Christian Science Monitor.

"Piis is a niovic that ... captures

people's intellectual imagination."

What exactly is this intellectual

imagination? Is it the higher levels

of tlic human mind grasping at

strawi lo build some giander struc-

lua' itui of or is it merely the play-

ground of overactive imaginations?

One problem thai many inhabi-

tants of this "Matrix" culture have

is that the sequels seem superflu-

ous. Sure, we all want to know
whether or not Neo is really the

"One." but not at the cost of the

stories integrity. If only we could all

experience a massive deja vu and

have "Reloaded" remade, perhaps

the stinging disappointment among
fans would be lessened.

Many have compared "The

Matrix" trilogy to that of the "Star

Wars" saga. On the surface this is a

fair comparison; both of these

series have three initial episodes

and both captured the imagina-

tions of the youth of their respec

live generations. However, lime

makes this an unfair comparison.

"Star Wars" was a huge hit in the

70s and to this day the culture that

was spawned is still going strong

despite many years labeled as un-

cool.'

The release of the prequels in

the late "QOs gave way to the re-

emergence of the series. Given

lime, it is likely that there will be

another trilogy from the world of

"The Matrix." People will then say

they loved the liisi films and have

always Ixvn huge fans, but those

who were unplugged' by the first

tilm and began lo sec reality in a

different light, will know.

Regardless of the last movie

release and the possible ruination

of the original dream of "The

Matrix." the culture that it has

spawned .shall continue to thrive in

search of the meaning of "reality"

... or just [X'rhai^the next moving

sci-fi/action ma.srerpiece.

Rt. 116
I
Sunderland, MA

(413) 665 • 8788

Next to Cliffside Apartments

KARAOKE EVERt lEDNESDAy

KARAOKE CONTEST EVERY SUNDAY

ftoyle

Open Mic Night
Every Thursday

GREAT
Reasons to use UHS
Eye Care Services

^^ Savings on eyeglasses from the

im ^ on-site Optical Services at UHS

^J-*- A great place to get contact lenses

Convenient hours and location

pi^ FREE eyeglass adjustments and^ one year warranty on frames

Savings on routine eye exams for

students at UMass

SPECIAL OFFER:

f^

, 10 PERCENT

STUDENT DISCOUNT

ON ALL FRAMED

AND EYEGLASS
. "^ LENSES'*

'

I invite you

to use the

Eye Care

Services"

' Cannot tie combined with

other Insurance discounts.

Frederick H. Bloom, O.D.

Oireitor, UHS Eye Core Services

For appointments or

questions, call 577-5244

UHS EYE CARE SERVICES

WWW.UAIlYCOlUGIAN.COM

Call meets NoHo
The barrage of under-

ground hip-hop shows flood-

ing the area continues this

semester with some of the

best in the West
Coast underground
scene.

Indeed, this fall

has seen the some of

the hottest names in

the circuit come
through town —
ranging from People

Under The Stairs and
C Rayz Walz to

Cannibal Ox and
Murs. Tonight will be

no exception, as the

Call Comm Tour hits

Pearl Street. Fans

who are dope lo

underground hip-hop

definitely should not

miss this show.

Headlining the

tour are Grouch and

Eligh from the Living

Legends, who have

fast been making a

name for themselves.

Though this is their

first trip to NoHo
alone, they trekked

through the Pioneer

Valley last year with

the rest of The
Legends crew.

Crouch and Eligh. origi-

nally hailing from the Bay

area and now based in Los

Angeles, are known for their

experimental music and high

CaliComm

Tour

Presents:

Grcxichand

Eligh From

Ttie Living

Legends,

Abstract

Rude, Lyrics

Bom, Ugly

Duckling,

and Pigeon

John

TTiurs. Nov. 6

Pearl ta

NofthaMptoii

iisii).

$11 iw

Living

energy shows.

loining the two "living leg-

ends" will be four other acts,

some veterans and others just

getting their names

out there. The group

Ugly Duckling, from

Long Beach, will

bring its fun and

lighthearted style to

compliment the lyri-

cal slylings of fellow

veteran Abstract

Rude. Rude, a popu-

lar underground-

head from

California, has most

recently gotten nods

for his collabora-

tions with under-

ground hip-hop leg-

end and former

Freestyle Fellowship

member, Aceyalone.

The newer and less-

er-known Lyrics

Born, who got his

start on

Blackalicious label

Quannuni, and

Pigeon John, an affil-

iate of The Living

Legends and a

quickly rising star

will also appear.

John's music has

two X-Box
Pigeon

appeared on
games and a few films.

The concert begins at 8:50

p.m. and tickets are $15 in

advance. $18 at the door.

-Justin Chellman
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Third time's a charm
Continued from page 6

further into machine territory

than any other human beings

have ever gone. The question is,

can Neo defeat Agent Smith

(Hugo Weaving) and fulfill his

destiny of becoming "The

One?"
"Everything that has a

beginning has an end," the

Oracle eloquently puts it. The
special effects in this movie are

by far the best on film lo dale

and will be difficult to top in

future tlicks. This movie sets a

new precedent in Hollywood;

all films that follow will be

measured up to "Revolutions."

The fight sequences are

mind-blowing, equipped with

"Matrix" trademark freeze-

framing and gravity defying

martial arts. "Revolutions" is

the action flick we have all been

waiting for. though it has more
of a science-fiction influence

than the two previous films, as

most of the action comes
between machines and human
beings. This is the best film of

the trilogy and the awards for

the special effects are sure lo

pile high for the Wachowski
brothers.

The cast in this movie also

put in an excellent perform-

ance. For those who still see

Keanu Reeves as the slow talk-

ing guitar shredder from "Bill

and Ted's Excellent

Adventure," you will have a

new found respect for his dra-

matic acting. Carrie-Anne Moss

gives an equally admirable per-

formance and is sure to have

many more lead roles in the

future. The love between Neo

and Trinity is touching, but

doesn't go too far in ruining the

mood of this action-packed,

adrenaline-filled ride that is

"Revolutions." Hugo Weaving

plays the ever-so-haled Agent

Smith with passion once agair».

The viewer can actually see the

hatred for Neo in his eyes dur-

ing the fight scenes. Despite

Laurence Fishburne's role

being down-played in this film,

his theatric excellence helps the

movie lie all loose ends togeth-

er and helps "Reloaded" finally

make sense.

The Wachowski brothers

finally got it right. They stuck

to the formula that made the

first "Matrix" film great and

then built on it. With such an

excellent cast, all they had to

do was boost the storyline and

crank up the special effects.

They did all that and more.

This film is not a run-of-the-

mill action flick. It evokes feel-

ing and leaves the viewer on

the edge of his or her seat from

the opening sequence until the

credits roll at the end. The con-

clusion leaves the audience

breathless yet curious, and fully

satisfied.

"Revolutions" did not try to

be funny, but there are .some

scenes that display a dry humor
that will warrant laughter. The
film itself warrants the highest

recommendation.
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HAMPSHIRE FITNESS
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4
%.% WL • Courts

Hampshire Fitness Chib has it all for you
•Full Sized Indoor Pool 'Cybex Free Weights

•Aqua Aerobics 'Full Court Basketball

•C>yhcx Nautilus Circuit •Volleyball

• Boxing Studio "Indoor Tennis

•Yoga / Pilates

•Aerobics / Step / Bosu

•Jacuzzi / Saunas

•Cardio-Vascular

Equipment

fl^^ ^^^
y-v¥»w-».T 6anito lopmMon-Fn ^„-OPEN _ ^ c ^ c T^EL 256- 6446Sam to 9pm Sat-Sun

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

Beer:

Harpoon

2/12 pk hti..$19.99*

Amstel Light

24btlca»c...$19.99*

Coors Light

II) pk cam.. .$18.49*

Molson

2, 12 pk btJ...$17.99*

Keystone

30 pk cans. $13.49*

Milwaukee's Best

Wlpk cans. $10.99*

Busch & Busch Light

24 pkhti...$10.99*

Shipyard

12 pk hti .. $9.99*

Red Stripe

12 pk bti..$9.99*

*all t>eer prices plus deposit

Wine:

Sterling Vineyards Merlot
750ml...$17.99

Canyon Road
( hHrd . Cab. Merlol ^

L5 It...$10.99

4 lt...$8.99

750 ml.. .$8.99

750 ml.. .$8.99

Liguori

',ab. Merlot

Indenook
BliBh. Chablis

Chandon Fresco
Brut & Extra Dry

Casa LamostoDe
Chard. Cab. Mcrlnt

Jacobs Creek
chard , ( ;ab. Merlot . Shiraz ^

750 ml.. .$6.99
Preixenet Carta Nevada
Brut&W Pry

75O ml...$5.99

Arbor Mist
All Flavors ^

1.5 lt...$4.99

MarcusJames
c:hard, ( nb. Mcrloi. White Zin

750 ml...$2.99

ChinuRegil

Wild Turkey

Makers Mark

Coum>l*ier

Bushmills

Irish Mist

Malibu Rum

Stolichiuyi

SnuaTequiOa

Ballcntine's Scotch

KoyaRtmi

Carotans Irish Cream

OUSmt^gter

I's Gin All Flavors

750 ml. $14.99

I liter. .Su.99

I liter. $14.99

750 ml.. $14.99

I liter...$11.99

7{o ml. $11.99

I 75 it $10.99

I liter. $19.99

I liter... $17.99
*

I liter. .$17.99

750 ml...$u.99

750 ml $9.99

750 ml $9.99

750 ml. $(.99

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

jjy Rustell St., Rte 9, Hadley, MA otojf

$t4-ti74 •Mmi,- Smt. 9mm- iipm

SALE 11/06 THROUGH 11/12

A new Bryant? QB erases tainted record
By Beth Hakkis
AssotiAn-i) Fwiss

LOS ANGELES (AP) Kobe
Bryant buill an image un and utf

the court as clean-cul and well

mannered and quickly became a

role model who earned millions in

endorsements.

As his eighth and most scruti-

nized NBA sea.son begins, he is

expressing himself in ways fans

and teammates hadn't seen, lie has

new tattoos and a diamond earring

the size of a marble, and he rides a

motorcycle. He's also constantly

surrounded by .security guards and

frequently refers to God.

The changes to Bryant's appear-

ance and persona came during a

turmoil-filled off-season, when he

was charged with sexually assault-

ing a 19-year-old woman in

Colorado.

Teammates say they don't know
whether Bryant's new image is

related to his legal trouble or just

part of growing into adulthood for

a player who enlei-ed the NBA
straight out of high school.

"What you've seen is just a con-

tinual understanding of himself

and his likes and dislikes and a will-

ingness to be a little more true lo

himself and not so concerned

about what everyone else thinks,"

teammate Rick Fox said.

Derek Fisher, a rookie with

Bryant in 1 996, sees the tattoos as

a way for Bryant to assert himself

outside the tightly controlled world

in which he lives.

"I think he al.so wants lo let peo-

ple know thai he is an aduli, that

he can make his own choices and

people have to respect that," Fisher

said.

Bryant's tattoos on his right arm

extend from his shoulder to the

elbow: a crown, his wife Vanessa's

name, a halo and angel wings

above Psalm XXVII. His daughter

Natalia Diamanle's name is in

script inside his lower left arm.

"This is a crown for my queen."

he has said of his wife. "She's nn

angel. She's a blessing to me, her

and Natalia."

He has worn an earring in the

past, but his cunvnt one is so big

his earlobe practically droops, and

it's comparable 10 the $4 million

diamond ring he gave his wife

shortly after he was charged in

Colorado.

The Ixikers say they have no

problem with Bryant riding a

motorcycle, something many NBA
contracts prohibit.

"Kobe grew up in haly. so fast

cars and racing, we always knew he

had a fetish for that," Fisher said.

"Definitely no fear of high speeds."

Bryant was raised in a religious,

upper middle-class household in

Italy and later in suburban

Philadelphia. He's always been

polite and respectful, qualities that

worked against him in an unsuc-

cessful venture into rap music a

few years ago with lyrics that were

considered too clean.

His longtime position as a role

model and product pitchman

worth millions in endorsements

hasn't allowed him room for much
individual growth, his teammates

and marketing experts say.

"He's growing up," said

Michael Sands, a media and mar-

keting consultant in l>os Angeles.

"He's learning lo be his own person

by not being emotionally tied to his

parents."

Only one of Bryant's sponsors -

Italian hazelnut-chocolate spread

maker Nutella - has dumped him

since the sexual assault charge, but

none cunenlly airs his comnier-

www.clailycollegian.com

www.dailycollegian.com

www.dailycoiiegian.com

www.dailycoliegian.com

www.dailycoliegian.com

www.daiiycoilegian.com

www.daiiycoiiegian.com

www.dailycoliegian.com

www.daiiycoilegian.com

www.daiiycoiiegian.com

www.daiiycoliegianxom

www.daiiycoiiegian.com

www.daiiycoilegian.com

www.dailycoliegian.com

wwwdaiiycoiiegian.com

cials. He has a multimillion-dollar

sneaker deal with Nike and con-

tracts with Sprite, McDonald's and

Spalding.

"I don't think this is really

going to hurt him that much,"

Sands said, assuming Bryant is

acquitted at trial of the charges.

"He's coming clean, he's showing

up. He's respectful of the law, and

that's important lo a sponsor"

Since his arrest in July, Bryant

has frequently cited God as one of

his guiding principles.

He has recited some of the

words of the scriptures inscribed

on his ami, among them the Psalm

of David, which reads in part:

"Teach me Your way O Lord, And
lead me in a smooth path, because

of my enemies. Do not deliver me
to the wilal of my adversaries; For

false witnesses have risen against

me."

"I'm sure he's always had those

beliefs or that faith, but sometimes

it takes .something bad happening

or something you wish didn't hap-

'Sefors /ocHr/ng Mo

$ long term coatnct for a

tttneu tacllHy with no

iMcMiwry In plact, wtijf not givt

tt* mMtm proftufonalt a triall.

"

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB

"Big enouglt to own ttte best

equipment, but small enough to

know your name.

In BusiNiss 22 ycahs

* Locally owmcd A openAreo"

www.amherstathlotic.coiT)

jumjcnccini

M.AMHEinMM

pen to get you back to a point

where you put that first again,"

said Usher, a devout Christian.

"Maybe that's what he's going

through."

Fox believes Bryant is leaning

on the foundation on which he

was raised as he searches for

answers during a chaotic lime in

his life.

"Obviously, something is work-

ing for him because he's been able

to come out here and continue to

push through the pressure that's

mounted outside the court as well

as on the court," Fox said.

[)espite the turbulence in his

life and his new look, Bryant does-

n't seem lo have lost much support

among longtime Lakers fans, who
still cheer him loudly at home

games.

"He seems like regular old

Kobe," said Ricky Vieira, 24, who
wore Bryant's No. 8 jersey during a

recent Ixikers game. "I'm still a

Kobe fan even though he's got all

that drama going on."

By Jim Litke

Assoi lAItl) I'RtSS

A lot of people went lo a lot of trouble to get the kid

the record.

Three days later, Nate llaasis gave it back.

Ne\i week, in what should be little more than a for-

mality some grown-ups will meet and strike it from the

Central State Kight Conference record books.

The story of why that vole was even necessary reminds

us that sportsmanship isn't dead, it's just very much in

hiding.

TJie Saturday before last, on the final play of a remark-

able high school career at Springfield (111.) Southeast, the

17-year-old senior quarterback completed a 57-yard pass

that made him the conference's career passing leader

Not long after he figured out how he was able to gel

the record, llaasis wrote a letter lo league officials.

"It is mv belief thai the directions given lo us in the

final seconds of this game were made in the heal of bat-

tle' and do not represent the values of the athletes of the

Southeast football leam." Haasis wrote in the letter

"In respeci lo my teammates, and past and present

« of the C'enlrul State Eight, it is my hope

is omitted from any of the conference

fooibafi player

thai this pass

records."

The phrase

"

sports these day

in the heal of battle," like so much else in

s. makes the games sound more important

than they are.

What aciuall) happened is that with less than a minute

left in what would lum out lo be a 42-20 losv, Southea>i

coach Neal Taylor called a timeout, walked unio ihe field

and huddled with Cahokia coach Antwync Golliday

They agreed to a deal that allowed Cahokia to score,

uncontesied. in exchange for allowing Haasis lo do the

same on what was his record-breaking 37-yard pass.

The principals have regretted that decision nearl>

every day since. Taylor, who works at a middle school in

Springfield, might quit as Southeast's coach, or be forced

out.

After being hammered relentlessly, he won't discuss

that decision anymore. But Taylor hav known Haa>>is since

the kid was in seventh grade and something ihe coach said

at the end of the Cahokia game was as articulate a delen-c

as he could offer for his decision.

"Me was leaning toward going lo a different schuol

and he and his parents told me that he weni lo Soulhciisi

because of me," Taylor said then, wrestling back his ob\ i-

ous emotions.

"And when someone does a nice gesture like that, it

deserves a nice gesture back."

The world would no doubt be a better place if every-

body followed ihe golden rule, but that isn't going to hap-

pen anytime soun.

And one place where il shouldn't have happened, at

this parlicuiur iiionieni, is in sports.

On our team,

your brightest

ideas get noticed.
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Richmond Defense

Richmond (2-6 1-5 A- 10)

®
No. 4 Massachusetts (8-1 6-0 A- 10)

Saturday Noon
McGuirk Alumni Stadium (17,000)

#30-

Massachusetts Defense
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Massachusetts Offense
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UMass to host Spiders
Continued from page 12

where the Spiders boast one of

the conferences best athletes in

wide receiver Boyd Ouden,
who has caught balls for yards

and touchdowns on the season.

And as far as Whipple is

concerned. with current

Richmond boss and former

UMass coach jim Reid having

adapted the Spiders" offense

from a traditional wishbone-

style attack to more of a

spread. Ouden becomes even

more dangerous.

"They've always been a big

play action team, and now
they've gone to more spread

and they've never done that."

Whipple said. "I think trying to

get their athletes in space is

scary because they make every-

body miss and have really good

skill.

"Ouden's a guy who's made
plays for years, and he's the one

guy you try not to let get over

the top and beat you. He's real-

ly outstanding. He's talented

and fast — fast enough for all

the crossing routes and play

action that they do."

The Minutemen, who have

been susceptible to the pass at

times this season, will also face

a more daunting task in con-

taining Ouden. as they could

possibly be without top cover

corner Steve Costello. who suf-

fered an abdominal strain but

could possibly play if needed.

Strong safety Anton
McKenzie and cornerback

Bobby Boyer may be able to

return from a lorn hamstring

and a thigh contusion, respec-

tively, to shore up what may be

a depleted secondary, but

Whipple has confidence in

some of his younger players

when and if they are forced into

action.

"Shannon (lames | has been

out there, and Tracy Belton's

played pretty good." he said.

"Leroy Brooks has been out

there too, and the one thing is

that we're probably a little bet-

ter because Ryan McHugh did

some good things last week at

safety."

"Hopefully we can get

Anton
I
McKenzie) some reps,

and it'll help if Bobby (Boyer's)

back because then we can hold

Steve [Costellol out."

On the offensive side of the

ball for UMass, sophomore tail-

back and leading rusher Steve

Baylark is banged up again, and

may only see limited action,

while junior Rich Demers is

approaching 100 percent, and

will likely share the bulk of the

load with a healthy Raunny

Rosario.

"Demers is better: Baylark

didn't practice | Tuesday!. He's

a slow starter, and it seems that

the first carry every single game
someone has twisted his knee

or his ankle. Whipple said.

"Raunny | Rosario) has been

better this week, so maybe we
can plug him in place of

Baylark."

Kickoff is slated for noon at

Warren P McGuirk Alumni
Stadium.

Oasis Body Wraps alttf Tanning
243 Russell Sh

Hadley, MA 01035

(413) 587-9742

\( , Nl ,N

Rob Kane and the Minutemen will host Richmond on Saturday.

sCKi I
/( l;

• Iheprsi Ut hKt:E fanning '^ "'^ goUUn tan injust a

machine in tht ana /"" *«"«*

• Gtt ts.oo offyourfirst visit ' Y""'" '<x>* andfttlgreat

1/2 Price tanning

every Tuesday

Canvanwndy

Hair Skin &. Nails Accipiej

Massage Therapy )^(-

^|t| '~-;i:> Route 116, Sunderland

» 665-2629 (Located on bus route)

C)f>fri Tiu'scLi"v - Fndij\ 9 to 6.30. ami SamrJu-y 9 to 4m Stim md foekogi jf^
m
«
nt

30 Minute Massage

30 Minute Aveda Facial

Hair Shampcx^d & L>ied

Regularly $73, Now $60
(Aild i ( "^iniplinK'nt.irv Livonilef l'.ir.irtiii luiul Jip!)

Expm-s n/::/ct

«»

»
««

Aveda . ARUM • Paul Mitchell 4|| Two full service rooms!

The Score

is coming

Nick's.../.for the morning after

63 Main Street, Amherst

Ihiditional & eclectic breakfest fare,

featuring a Southwestern flare,Jewish

fevorites, & vegan items.

20% STUDE^4T DISCOUNT
Monday-Friday for the fell 2003 semester

Monday-Friday 6:30am-2pm

Satuday & Sunday 7ani-2pm

256-4643

OCMP

TOTAL FITNESS
WITHOUI WAIIINd IN lINt

^139
it Student Special ^

4 months
Best Aerobics-Best Machines

KtlSER SAVTILUS •

rRFr. WFUIHTS •

(YtttX • SIMRMASI hRS •

LIFECYCLES • TREAPMILLS
h nn !'

•

' : ;n rmvi i;

jUHunccua

iaAiOinir

LIFE IN THE FUN LANE!
Work a tlmxibht mehmdul* in m fun liyfkonmtmtl

PART-rmE POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
• S«rv«ni~ Monday and Wednesday -6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Friday and Saturday - 9 p.m to 1 a.m

• Mai1c«tin9 Assistant - Can you worl^ a f1exibl« nchedula off about 20 hours per week
tttal includes soms days and evenings? This is a great entry level position promoting

and coorcMnsting parties and bowling events.

• Mschlne Mechanic - Do you enjoy working wtth machines and have the abiMy to

tfoubleshoot? We will teach you how to monitor and maintain our pinsetter machines.

Mechanical experience necessary PT day, evening and weekend shifis avalable.

Apply today H Northampton Bowl, 825 PlMSsnt 8t, Norttuunpton. Asfc for BUI or Vlfwiy.

Smltti Ootlooe R»<5 Council

Ben Folds
wtlft Duncart Sttoilc

«ioHiiM Ml. GREEr-ae Hajll
3MITM College

Sunday Noy?nii»» ***^
&prri.EKNDni ! Tpnr*

^1 y g-Ooaigo Stuclsnta
WW. X^lld <D

Ourtlata: Tbc tJrMnnttscl

K««rfB <immfHjm Cmntmr.

rm tCfTi At irflfem ml

900 Qmnmn
Far «• Raoonl. Am»iar«4
(b-ooHoohb «!«> *^'^«^'*>
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Tu»M OV*l
9 Pauofi
« Sky-Mf^i
14 Floppy (iit«i

1 & JaiW Au«t«n
rx»v«l

ts ConlritHilOf
1 7 Hair cur1*r

18 CXm t offsprtng

t« Colof otitis
lazuK

20 Win* ••rvara
22 Atworto*
24 OHd*
2« ntcMy

vnfymamrA
27 Concur
30 3-0 pholooraph
36 txud* mowlur*
3ft rskM any
37 L*i up
38 Appt««««d
36 Sound tybtems
42 Com*<ft«n

Conway
43 awarded flowet
45 Dapottnto
48 Tonal
48 ^4on••n•a
50 HaaHy liaiings

51 Aookar omn
52 Wtahtor
54 Papyrus
58 Inhala
ft2 Ouzu Mavor
83 'Farnarvio'

OfOup

•eCHmbatha
ladder

67 Garden
mptemanis

68 SmaatwH)

pntVIOUft PUZ7LI •OCVCD

ypSTHIRS... th. ABC

cry

60 Hii the trail

70 Tacka on
71 Luke Skywalkar-s

guru

• 2001

DOWN
1 UanK waicr>doo

org
2 Paaterr^k

heroine
3 -Take

taava ~

4 namady
5 Overcome
6 Qaihar together
/ Luxury car
B Girt

9 BeHetduei
10 Cough drop
11 Oaagreaable

teak
1? Safe refuge
13 Urtoydos
21 Typeface

choMses
23 toe hui
25 Treatmeni
2/ Savory )a«y
26 Eddy
?• Cuttlafiah

genus

31 Minerata
37 Hourly tees
33 Put sava
34 Wrmen

NO COVER CHARGE

Karaoke
36 CaMtwIn* —
40 (

41 Cro«t tha goal
Itn*

44 L**« cfo«w<l«c)

47 E«c«p«
48 Mom loyal

&0 Nagai
53 Maoadad
54 OHioar •

Mxpaa
95 Apanman*
M AciraaaBonai
sr Joke raaponaa
so Burrtto oouam
SO Spadon
• 1 Movw bonaas
64 Slangy

phyai^is

Tuio Com

Kaiien Ouartel

Own ««u.iKt<, ikOF /k coiAPtey i.i<5oin, TRANSP>J^tr> imio y»HC»« rHC Human
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Dining Commons Menu
DC. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Oriental Beef &
Vegetables

• Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

• Spicy Black Bean Burger

(vegan)

DINNER
• Roast Turkey

• Stuffed Shells

(vegetarian)

• Ginger Black Beans

(vegan)
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

THURSDAY
• High: 56

• Low: 34

FRIDAY
. High: 51

• Low: 25

SATURDAY
• High: 41

• Low: 19

o
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lennitcr tdSfwrKjrf
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Hivnd.m O'Mcara
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PRODUCTION STAFF
Stimjntha Nielsen/ Lindsay Ciark
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People who work
sitting down get paid

more than people who
work standing up.
-Ogden Niish

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

You're an angel in devils clothing ...

piSCeS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Sometimes booting just makes you feel

better.

aries • mak. 2i-apr. 19

It's important to see "Earnest Goes to

lail."

taurUS • Apr. 20-MAY20

Make the decision you've been putting off.

The worst that hajjpens is you chose wrtjng.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Everything will be all right now. Except

for your problems. They'll never go away.

cancer • iun. 22-)ui. 22

Get a bandage for that nasty growth on

your neck. Oh, that's your face. Sorry.

leO • JUL.. 23-Auc. 22

Keep on jamming man.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

You look like a Furby gone terribly

wrong.

libra • sfpt. 23-orT. 22

Get new shoes. Those things on your feet

now are stanky.

Scorpio • CkT. 23-Nov. 21 •

Wear a facemask. Someone is aiming for

your nose.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dr. 21

Turtlenecks are a good idea.

Capricorn • Dtc. 22-ian. 19

It's funn> how things always work out

poorly for you.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\\\()UN( tMFNTSH AUTO FOR SALE

Student Director W.mtcd

For Play on l.ord JcfT

Amherst. Shows the hero'

as biologic warrior who

delitxjrately slaughlered the

Indians with Smallpox,

'winning" the war. STYLE:

Brechtian. Loud, raucous.

Simple seLs. Musical. Goal:

controversy, outrage.

AUTHOR: AC graduate,

many past prcxluctions

VENUE/ACTf)RS: your

choice CONTACT: 71 «-

6()l-8()89nites Leave

name/address please

3 Bedroom Apartment for

January 66.')-9254

\l 10 lOR SAIF

96 IXxlt-e Intrcpiil White

mas kixkI Power every-

thing Bmnii new Pioneer

CL^/Stcreo Must .^ell

Asking$24O0Amv4n-
222-5754

Honda 1995 Civic Ex

Coupe, ris.1, 91K, nnxin-

Rxif, Lijack, well main-

tained. $4,250, 41 V695-

5527

Miuinl.iiin lew .Aiiln Ruiite

47Snitli m n.hllev 5S5-

0599 '89 Mercedes ^OOE

Clean $»5W94Niss.,n

Sentr.i Limitetl E«.lition

$2H50 'H7 I loiiJii Civic

excellent ir;in>[i«irtntion

$950 'H7 Sii,ili m'l

AiitoiTiiitit $950'S«l\slne

c;iir,i\';ni Ver\ tlle:iti

laVW miles $I2lV

1992 Silver Ford Taums

Excellent condition $2400

ll80a">Kc:,ill 549- WiO

2IO-7W? All Power

UW9Expl<irerXIJ4x4

Excellent Corulition

SiinriKil 6cvl- L>;ided

$l2,500C:;ill546-H77

.
$50)!!! Polkelmixuinds.

Hondas, Chevy's, Jeeps,

etc. for list in^'v 1-800-^19-

n2U-xr4554

95 Pontiiic IVmiieville

SDN All Power Must Sell

$15cXtR/C 255-55^7

!Riirtcnding!$$250/day

potent I. il No expi'nence

Nesc Tr.iininu provn.k\). I-

8a)-%5-6520 ext 162

rMPIOVMFNT

$875.CV WEEKLY
SALARY mailing our

fxistcards tnim home. No
ex|X'rience necessiiry.

FT/IT. Genuine

Opisirtiinity. FREE sup-

pliesCill 1708-686-0100

(24 hours)

TIONS 20-^ hrs/wk; set

.

your own schedule.

C^mduct surveys over the

phone iit our Hadley l(x;a-

tion—NO SALES !

Evngs/wknds;

hlth/dent/401(k);PVTA

accessihle. Email mvi-

vian@heldmarketint:inc.co

m or apply in person. First

Fl.ior 100 Venn ire Way,

Hadley, MA (888) 42 V
5i8l

Spring 2004 Internships

with Tile Student U-gal

Services C'Hfice: Ciet hands-

on ex|X'ricnce in the legal

field; work directly with

attorneys and clients; earn

up to 15 undergraduate

credits. No experience

ncvesvjry. Training provid-

ed. Contact the Student

Ix'g.il Services C^ce

Txlay! 545-1995,922

Campus Center

FMPIOVMFNT

MAD SCIENTISTS
WANTED! IT to con-

(.luct tun science atter-

schiKil programs, parties,

etc. Requirements:

Experience with groups of

children, enthusiasm, car.

Perfomiance experience a

plus. 413-584-7241

Liind-scaping Services:

Part-time positions avail-

able for fall clean-up and

snow work. Need to he

ambitious, hardworking,

own transportation, and

flexible hours, (iill Steve

at 41 3-665-1491

rMIMOVMFNT

Internship

Motivatcnl students seeking

leiKlership outside the K>x.

Cjain experience in all as-

pects of mnniiiK a small

business. Average pay:

$9 10.1 Qill 508-246-1210

lliirtender Trainees

Nec-ded. $250.00 a day

potential. L<x:al (xisitions.

1-800-291-1985 ext 516

FOR SAIF

Concept II ltidiK)r Rowing

Machine for sale. Like

New $500 or BO .546- .54.59

Movie Extra-VMtxIeU

Needed For kx;al Casting

Qills No cxp. or aKC

required EARN up to

$200 a day 1-888-820-

0167

Telephone Interviewers

NO SALES! t:onduct

interviews over the phone

at iHir Hadley IcKation

Flexible Evening and

Weekend Hours

$7.50/ho<ir to start 20+

hours/week PVTA accessi-

ble For more into: 1-888-

423-5381 FMI

$Save$ Wholesale- Dis

count prices, video games,

clothing, jewelry, more.

www.lvlersdiscounts.com

MOIISI lOR RFNT

Amherst 1-4 BedriHuii

biHi.se Hohart Lii

Available Jan. 1

.

$1650/montb. C:..I1411

549-40)1

ISSFRl ( TION

llnivcrsity Bartending

Classes Start S<x)n I -HOO-

U-CAN-MIX Call now for

infomiation!!! Space is

INSTRUCTION

Limiled www.uiuversily-

bartendirig.com

Lost: Wallet Near Parking

garage 10/14 If found

please call with description

411-217-1015

ROOM FOR RFNT

Fiillv hiniished K-drooiu

(^inveniently liK.ited

across trom the bus stop

near Puftton ,inJ Hobart

ifl)985 North Pleas;int St.

Available for winter and

sprint; sessions. Rent is

•ipproximately $150/

month. Plea.se contact

(Tins'* 41 ^ Ks7.7^| \

SFRVIf fS

SHEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES RkIv

Sug.irini; (waxin^;) li>r men

and wi>men *Safe* 1
00"4>

Naniral*Eflecfive251-

2 122 lutps;//shear-

bliss.inia|[;e4l 1 com

Pregnant? Nc-ed help?

C^ill I1irihrij;hi ol Aniberst

area tor tree testing arkl

asiiistancc. 549-1906

SFRVICFS

PREtlNANCY TEST-

ING, HIV Testing, Birth

Control, and Emergenc\

C ^onlniception. .Attordable

and contidential. T.ipestr\

Health, 27 Prav Street,

Anihen,t. 548-9992

TRAVEL

»fl Spring 11re;ik Vacations!

110% IVsi Prices! C^inciin,

Jamaic.i, llib.inias, Flonda,

Acipulco. Ilook Now tSi

Receive Free P.irties iSi

Meals ( ^llnplls Reps

W.inted! 1-8CV- 214-707

endlesxsummert ours com

SPRIN(; BREAK 20041

fV-.tcb Lite V.icitions!

Jani.iica, C.incun,

Acapiilco, Haham.is,

Florida. Sell Trips, F-mi

('.isb.Tr.ivel Free!! Call 1-

SOO-7 1 1-6 147 www.K:ach-

lifevacations.coni

Spring Break

Navsiiu/P.ir.Klise Isl.inil.

C3ancun, Jamaicii iind

Acapuico fri>iu $489 Air.

Hotel, Transfers, P.irties

,ind More! Ort!ani:e sin, ill

group- e,.m FREE TRIPS

plus comini.s,sions! Call I-

800-GET-SlIN-l

Sprint; Bre.ik 2cV4 Travel

with STS, Amcric;rs -1

Student T>urt\>iT.ilor to

I.im.iic.i, C !atKun.

.Acipulco. Bih.im.is :inil

Florida. Now birint; cim-

pus reps. ( !.ill tor group dis-

counts,

lntorm,iiion/R,eser\,itioi\s

l-80-648-4849or

ww\v,sistra\el.com For

more intonn.ition contact

STA Travel it 41 1-256-

1261

SPRINC BREAK 1 .ugest

selection ol IVstin.iiions,

includiitg t 'niises' Fo.im

Parties. Free l>inks ,ind

( "lub .Avlmissions Rep

Positions .iivi FREE trit>.

Available. 1-800 211-4186

www, F.pu ureanT Hirs.ci>m

A "Reality" Spring Break

2004's Hottest Prues B.xik

now .. Free Trii^., Meals &
P.irties wwvN.sunsplash-

ti,iurs.com or 1 800-426-

7710

M.ttb/PbysKs Tutor $10/hr

Plus tr.ivel e:;ill 1\ Kline

41 1-552-W5
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Weaving their own web
No. 4 UM looks to remain perfect in A- 10 against Spiders

By Mike Marzelli

It's rare that a football team

faces potential trap games in

consecutive weeks, but that

very well may be the case for

the Massachusetts football

team.

After watching his team

come out Hat in practice fol-

lowing an emotional win over

Villanova on Oct. 25. UMass
coach Mark Whipple gave his

team a thorough tongue-lash-

ing prior to facing intrastate

rival Northeastern last

Saturday, and then watched the

Minutemen come back from a

lackluster start to slip past the

Huskies 28-24.

Now. with a colossal show-

down at second-ranked

Delaware on the docket for a

week from Saturday, the

Maroon and White (8-1 6-0

Atlantic 10) could be poised

for yet another letdown when
Richmond (2-6 1-5 A-10)

invades McGuirk Alumni

Stadium on Saturday.

However, Whipple has let

his team know that with a win,

the Minutemen will all but

secure a birth in the Division 1-

AA Playoffs: he feels a new
week has brought new emotion

and life to his team.

"I'm more happy with the

level of practice this week,

because the emotion has been

there," Whipple said. "I told

them that nine wins gets us a

shot to play for a National

Championship, and we need

only look to last year to see that

eight wins won't get it done.

"If we have a letdown, then

we'll lose the game, or it'll be

right down to the wire. It'll

probably be right down the

wire anyways.

"We have three games
remaining, and we need to win

one of them to get into the

playoffs.

"They want Saturday to be

that one."

While the Spiders are con-

sidered one of the weaker

teams in the A-10. they do have

one of the leagues best play-

makers in quarterback Bryson

Spinner, a transfer from

Virginia, who has rushed for

532 yards in Richmond's

spread offense, and has also

thrown for over 200 vards in

each of his last six games.

However. late word
Wednesday morning out of

Richmond has Spinner unable

to play due to a rib injury sus-

tained in the first quarter of a

42-13 loss to Villanova on

Saturday.

Ron Spinner. Bryson

Spinner's father, told the

Richmond Tiines-Dispalch that

his son "has a terribly bruised

rib area." and that "chances are

he wont play Saturday."

Spinner did not practice with

the team on Tuesday.

The Dispatch also reported

that it is not known at this time

whether Spinner will be avail-

able again this season — his

only season of eligibility with

the Spiders — and that sopho-

more Stacy Tutt. a receiver who
started the last nine games of

last season under center for

RU. will get the call in his

place.

"We haven't looked into

I
Spinner not playing) that

inuch because it just came up."

Whipple said. "Tutt is a really

good athlete, so 1 don't know if

their game plan will change

And if their game plan doesn't

change then ours won't either.

"We haVe to go back and

look at when Tute played, and

see what they do with him. But

him and Spinner are so similar

that it shouldn't change much
for them."

Making the task of contain-

ing Spinner or Tutt even more
daunting is the fact that the

Minutemen will be playing

without defensive lineman

Doran Davis, who is out for the

next two weeks with a high

ankle sprain.

"We can't afford to lose

Doran, because he's a great

leader who's having a super

year," Whipple said. "But if

there's one place we can afford

to lose someone it's on the

defensive line.

"(Noseguardj Ian Dyche is

close to being back, and we
have six guys we can plug in up

front to try and contain either

of their mobile quarterbacks,

because that will obviously be

important."

The talent on the offensive

side of the ball, however, is

mostly focused at receiver.

Continued on page 10
Wide receiver Johnson Owumi. a transfer from UMass-Lowell. has caught 1 1 passes for 179 yards and a touchdown

Amherst.

i;FR.M.|)H lin(".a.\>u.eoian

in his first season in

Double trouble
No. 12 UMass set

for two with MC

uWALliH LIIvKWXlLUlilAN

Stephen Werner and the Mass Atuck will play a home-and-home with Merrimack this weekend.

By Andrew Merritt

(i)Li.E(iiAN Staff

The Massachusetts hockey

team is six games into its season,

and three games into the confer-

ence slate. But with a home-and-

honie scries against Merrimack this

weekend — its second in a week—
there are still plenty of questions to

be answered.

The Minutemen (5-1-0. 2-1-0

Hockey East) w\\\ travel to North

Andover tomorrow to face the

Warriors, before returning to the

Mullins Center Saturday night to

host Merrimack in the second

game.

Among those questions are

how the team rebounds from being

manhandled at home by the

Providence Friars, who never

trailed in a 6-2 win at the Mullins

Center, as well as simply who will

be in the starting lineup.

Although a tegular cast of char-

acters has been established, at least

one or two significant changes

have been made to the lines and

pairings for each game since the

start of the season. Greg Mauldin

and Stephen Werner, whose

"WAM" line compatriot Matt

Anderson has been redshirted due

to a shoulder injury, have bounced

around with a couple of different

trios, and |osh Hanson was a

scratch for three games after scor-

ing twice in the season-opening 6-3

win over Connecticut, notched his

first assist of the season in last

Saturday's 4-2 victory over

Providence while skating on a line

with Chris Capraro and Mike

Warner.

"We've got three or four posi-

tions up front, and a couple of posi-

tions on defense that a number of

people are competing for," UMass

coach Don Cahoon .said. "What it

will take will be a group of people

to gel together and have a real feel

for each other, a line you wouldn't

want to break up. So a person cre-

ates a job for himself based on that,

being a complement to other pt\)-

ple on a line ... it's a necessary pro-

tocol to go through. to have your

best lineup on the ice when it's cru-

cial to play your best hockey"

Menimack enters the weekend

scries at 2-4-1 overall, and 1-2-1 in

Hockey Blast play But while the

Warriors' record isn't quite as pret-

ty as Providence's 4-1-1 overall

number entering last weekend's

home-and-home. Cahoon warns

that they could still be a handful.

"Ouite honestly, there's not a

big difference between the two

teams. And that's the great thing

about our league; lop to bottom

teams can hurt you. But you can't

go into a game saying you'll play at

one level against this opponent .

.

we need preparation, we need to

have the ability to prepare our-

selves to compete in earnest for

every game that we play, and

there's got (o be a more workman-

like mentality that is a part of this

team day to day

"We saw two very contrasting

brands of hockey played by our

club (last) weekend. We need that

team that showed up on Saturday

night, that mentality to be there

every night."

The Warriors, who battled with

Providence to a scoreless draw on

Oct. 25. have struggled to score

against conference foes, with seven

goals in four Hockey East contests.

Four of those came in Merrimack's

best effort of the season, a 4-2 win

over Northeastern on Oct. 24 that

saw Casey Guenther post a career-

high 35 saves.

Guenther's performance against

Northeastern was an anomaly,

though, as his 3.12 goals against

average this season puts him last

on the overall list. The junior has

fared better against conference

foes, though, with a 2.35 GAA that

puts him in the middle of the pack.

The order of the home-and-

home set will be reversed for the

Minutemen, who travel first to the

newly-renovated Voipe Center and

the |. Thom Lawler Arena, and

then return home to the Mullins

Center, which wasn't so kind to

them last Friday

"1 don't think you can let your-

self fall into that trapping, where

you don't deal with playing at

home well. " Cahiwn said, "because

you feel a little bit more pres.sure. I

think the focus of playing at home
could be a little more difficult,

because you've got kids with

friends coming and family coming.

Vbu'vc got people calling, people in

the dorms talking about the game,

and its hard to keep that narrow

focus that's so critical."
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'Spoken, But Not Heard': A celebration of women's voices
^ ... __i :._..^ ...j.u ...u;...

—

.r,\.. My.-rHHxnrtirtl U) act "normal" and Women Writers Committee. !

By Kate Farrell

Q>LU:tilAN (x)IUU!SPt)NnENT

A panel of feminist writers and

activists, including Gertrude Fester,

Patricia McFadden, and Meredith

Tax, gave a lecture on feminism

that analyzed the struggles of

women, celebrated their contribu-

tions and looked toward a better

future.

The lecture, titled "Spoken, But

Not Heard: Democracy, Feminism,

and the Cliallenge of Gender-Based

Censorship," emphasized that

"even in democratic societies, voic-

es of feminists, activist women —
especially writers are often muted

and marginalized," said Paula

Giddings, a professor of Afro-

American Studies at Smith who

compiled the panel. The lecture

also celebrated women all over the

globe expressing their voices

through writing.

Kach panelist brought with

them their own experiences of gen-

der-based censorship as well as

their desires and goals for the

future of women. Gertrude Fester,

a commissioner on the

Commission on Gender Equality in

South Africa, shared her experi-

ence of three and a half months in

solitary conlinement in a South

African prison in 1988. She was

imprisoned for treason because of

her work with women's organiza-

tions such as United Women's

Organization and Federation of

South African Women.

Her survival mechanism in con-

finement was writing a one-woman

play in hei mind since the use of

writing utensils was banned. SirKe

her release, her play, "Apartheid's

Closet: The Spirit Cannot be

Caged," has been performed all

over the world, finally vocalizing

her opinion in the public sphere.

Fester vehemently express»xl the

importance for Al'rican women to

write their own history instead ol

letting it be told for them through

the voice of a white outsider

Patricia McFadden. a Smith

research associate who is active in

the Zimbabwean Women's move-

ment, shared her experience grow-

ing up in the colonized world of

Swaziland in Southern Africa. She

described the racial segregation

that surrounded her and how her

only experience with white people

was through her father's cattle

business. McFadden came to the

U.S. during the immense social

change of the 1960s and was heav-

ily influenced by black writers of

the time, including Angela Davis

and Malcolm X.

It was her experience in the

U.S. that taught her she was differ-

ent because of her skin color She

realized her destiny as a feminist

and social activist and returned to

Africa in order to fight for the

rights of women. She experienced

gender-based censorship with the

collision of feminism and national-

ism. McFadden soon realized that

women's opinions were not a pri-

mary concern in national liberation

movements, but instead women

were expected to act "normal" and

continue to provide services for

their male counterpaits.

She called for the need for all

women, in any way they can, to

express themselves and their expe-

riences through the written word.

Meredith Tax, founding direc-

tor of Women's WORLD, a global

network of women writers aimed

at protecting females from censor-

ship, depicted her experience with

gender-based censorship through

her work with PEN.

In 1986 a conference of global

writers held by PEN neglected to

incorporate female writers. Tax

rebelltxJ by establishing the PEN

American Center Women's

Committee and later in 1991 she

founded the International PEN

Anti 'pop-up'

ad campaign

launched
By Ted Briois

AssiK iATbi> Press

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Regulators disclosed a new
legal cattipaign Thursday

against an annoying method

for delivering unwanted "pop-

up" Internet advertisements,

accusing a California company

of "high-tech extortion" in its

offers for software to block the

very ads it was sending.

The courtroom effort by the

Federal Trade Commission

could dampen some of the

most irritating practices by

Internet marketers, who have

learned ways to display intru-

sive messages on computer

screens using a technology

built into most versions of

Microsoft Corp.'s Windows
software.

"This is a shot across the

bow." said Mark Rasch. an

expert on technology law and

f-r-rrr Jlfifl"^ u4^the lustice

Department cyber-cnmes divi-

sion.

The FTC obtained a tempo-

rary restraining order against

D-Squared Solutions LLC of

San Diego from a U.S. District

Court in Baltimore.

The FTC's legal papers

accuse D-Squared of unlawful-

ly exploiting Microsoft's

"Windows Messenger" feature

by sending unwanted ads to

Internet users as frequently as

once every 10 minutes.

The director for the FTC's

bureau of consumer protec-

tion. Howard Beales. said com-

pany executives were "creating

a problem and trying to charge

customers for the solution." He

called that "high-tech extor-

tion" and "a fundamentally

unfair business model."

The FTC asked the judge to

block D-Squared from sending

any more advertisements or

selling its ad-blocking soft-

ware. It also wants D-Squared

lo repay consumers who
bought its software, which

Beales said represents "hun-

dreds of thousands" of dollars.

The head of D-Squared

Solutions. Anish Dhingra.

declined to comment on the

government's accusations. His

lawyer. Jacob C. Reinboll. did

not return repeated telephone

calls to his office from The

Associated Press.

Windows Messenger —
unrelated to Microsoft's

instant-messaging software

that uses the same name —
commonly allows network

administrators to display mes-

sages on a user's computer

screen, such as a warning that

a company's Internet connec-

tion might be having problems.
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U.S. Army chaplains David Deppmeir and Valerie Faria of the 3d Armored Cavalry sing 'Amaring Grace' durins a memorial serv-

ice at the Rifles U.S. Base, near the Al-Asad Iraqi villaue.

Service held for fallen American soUiers

By RoBERl H. Rut)

AsslK lATKD PrES.s

BAGHDAD. Iraq lAP) —
Two American soldiers were

killed near Baghdad and along

the Syrian border, the U.S. mil-

itary said Thursday, and Polish

forces suffered their first com-

bat death since Worid War II.

The new violence occurred

as a senior lapanese oflicial said

his country would honor its

commitmeni to send peace-

keepers lo Iraq despite the

heightened threat to lapanese

military and civilian personnel.

Yukio Okamoto. top diplo-

matic adviser lo Prime Minister

lunichiro Koizumi, said with-

drawing from Iraq would send

the wrong message to "terror-

ists who seek to thwart interna-

tional support efforts." the

Kyodo news agency reported

Thursday
At an airfield west of

Baghdad, the U.S. military held

a memorial service for soldiers

killed Sunday when their

Chinook helicopter was shot

down by insurgents. Combat

helmets were placed atop 1

5

standing rifles on the back of a

flatbed truck.

Mourners sang "America the

Beautiful" and recited Psalm 23

from the Bible, which says.

"Yea. though 1 walk through

the vallev of the shadow of

death; I will fear no evil."

The U.S. military identilied

two high-ranking Iraqi army

officers captured Wednesday as

Lt. Gen. Khamis Saleh Ibrahim

Al-Halbossi and l.i. Gen.

Ibrahim Adwan Al-Alwani.

Both were believed to have

played a significant role in

organizing the insurgency in the

Fallujah area west of Baghdad,

the military said.

The number of daily attacks

on coalition forces dropped to

29 last week from a spike of 37

the week before, a U.S. military

spokesman said.

A senior figure from the

U.S. -led coalition warned that

the Americans and their allies

face a "rough winter" of attacks

by insurgents.

One soldier from the 5rd

Armored Cavalry Regiment was

killed at about 8 a.m. Thursday

when his truck hit a land mine

near the Husaybah border

crossing point with Syria 195

miles northwest of Baghdad,

the military said.

The soldier was a member ol

the South Carolina National

Guaid. said I ort Carson. Colo.,

spokesman Capt. Bren K.

Workman.
A paratrooper from the

82nd Airborne Division was

killed and two others wounded

when their patrol came under

rocket -propelled grenade and

small arms fire near

Mahmudiyah. I 5 miles south ol

Baghdad. about 8 p.m.

Wednesday, the military said.

Their deaths brought lo 140

the number of U.S. soldiers

killed in Iraq by hostile fire

since President Bush declared

an end to major combat May I

.

A total of i 14 U.S. .>;oldiers

were killed in action before

Bush's declaration.

Polish Maj. Hieronini

Kupczyk. 44. died of gunshot

wounds suffered when he and

15 other soldiers were

ambushed while returning lu

their base from a promotion

ceremony for the Iraqi civil

defense ci>rps. He was among

2.400 Polish troops com-

manding a large swath ol

south-central Iraq since

September.

"This is the saddest day ol

my presidency." Polish leader

Alek.sander Kwasniewski said

in Warsaw.

Two U.S. soldiers were

slightly injured Thursday after-

noon when several mortars

were lired at an American com-

mand post in Mosul, the mili-

tary said.

Two rockets were fired

Wednesday evening at a U.S.

civil-military operations cen-

ter in Samara north ol

Baghdad but caused no dam-

age or casualties. Maj. lossyin

Aherle. spokeswoman of the

4th Infantry Division, said

Thursday.

Troops from the division

also arrested 14 people,

including a suspected member

of a local terrorist cell and a

weapons dealer, during at

least seven raids north of

Baghdad. Aberle said

The chief British repicsenia-

tive here. Icremv Greenstock.

said coalition forces lace a

"rough winter" of attacks. The

Times of London newspaper

said in Wednesday's edition.

Greenstock. Britain's for-

mer ambassador lo the United

Nations, also said it would be

difficult to defeat the insur-

gents without the sort ol heav\-

handed measures that would

further alienate the Iraqi peo-

ple, tiie newspaper said.

NASA releases space station safety plan
^ i:„._;u...;,.„ U...V <K<>i foil.vt \».n<i fiiiind lacking was externa

By Marcia Dunn
,\sMH.iArHi> Press

CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP)

— Spunxxl by a post-Columbia

.safety review. NASA is stepping up

exterior inspections of the interna-

tional space station and making

numerous improvements, includ-

ing installation of more extensive

shielding against orbiting debris.

The space agency Thursday

released its plan for safely keep-

ing a crew aboard the space sta-

tion without the help of the

remaining three shuttles, ground-

ed until at least next fall. Smaller

Russian spacecraft are delivering

crews and supplies for now.

The 84-page report points out

the need for more and better

inspections of space station wiring,

txjuipment and outside suriaces,

and improved shielding against

space junk. NASA Siiid all these

issues are being addres.sed.

"The Columbia tragedy serves

as strong reminder that space-

flight is harshly unforgiving of

engineering deficiencies, over-

confidence, system or human

error and inaccurate risk assess-

ments," the internal report stat-

ed.

So far, space station officials

have found five pieces of equip-

ment that pose an unacceptable

risk. The five items Involve a

power-distribution box that failed

its vibration requirements, a

robot-arm workstation that had

wires installed that were small-

er than specified, and problems

with a radiator, heart defibrilla-

tor and ammonia fixture.

Soon after Columbia disinte-

grated over Texas in February,

NASA's space station program

began examining its own opera-

tions to identify safety risks.

The team looked at every

recommendation and observa

tion put forth b> the Columbia

Accident Investigation Board

to see how the lessons might

apply to the space station.

One area where the program

was found lacking was external

in'ipections. Visiting space

shuttles routinely photograph

the exterior of the space sta-

tion. But with the fleet ground-

ed, NASA has become worried

that outside damage like

loose panels, aging equipment,

and holes left bv space junk —
could go undetected.

As a result. NASA has

begun using cameias already on

the station to examine the out-

side of the space station. But

blind spots exist in remote cor-

ners, and the space agency said

it may seek observations from

satellites or spacewalking

astronauts.

Women Writers Committee. She

has since experienced censorship in

her work as a writer and the credi-

bility often neglected to be given to

female writers. Tax insisted that a

woman's writing, whether it is a

short story or an epk:, should be

taken seriously

Each panelist's zeal for their

work was evident in their descrip-

tkjns of their experiences as well as

their effect on the audieiKc.

The lecture concluded with a

hopeful request for the future tliat

all women should be able to find

their voices through writing, but

Fester reminded us that "the stiug-

gle continues".

Tlie lecture was held at the

Nielson Library on the Smith

College campus on Wednesday.

Energy grant

is received

By Nathan Chomsky-Higp^s

{ilLLt<.lAN li)RRhSW>NI>rNT

The University of Mass-

achusetts' Center for Energy

Kfficienc) and Renewable Energy,

along with Pace Law Scliool's

Energy Project, received $450,00e)

in grants to establish the

Northeast Regional Applications

Center, a center for the advance-

ment of energy efficient technolo-

gies and practices in the region.

The U.S. Department of

Energy and the New York State

Energy Re-search and

Development Authority avsarded

the grants to Beka Kosanovic. the

assistant director of the Industrial

Assessment Center and CEERE
member, and loiwrence Antbs, a

professor in the Mechanical and

Industrial Engineering department

at UMass and Co-director of the

CEERE.
The main purpose behind the

NERAC is to advance clean, efli-

cient. and reliable on-site energj-

systems around the six New
England states and New ^ork that

would help ease the energy bur-

dens felt by many in the area.

These on-site energy systems

are most commonly referred to as

Combined Heat and Power sys-

tems and can help energy con-

sumers generate their own elec-

tricity while allowing them H) uti-

lize previously untapped hot

waste. This wasted heal could be

put to use in climate control, or

for other various industrial

processes.

Currently the standard |X)wei

generation efficiency rate is about

35 percent, but companies which

are using CUP technology arc see-

ing the rate rise to as much as 85

percent. This reduces the con-

sumption of fuel and the genera-

tion of greenhouse gases, which in

turn reduces dependency on luel

and helps save the environment.

•Along with these henclicial

advances, there is another added

bonus.

According to Kosiinovic. since

the power is generated on-site,

there is no need to transfer it any-

where. This reduces the strain on

the electrical grid, which increases

the reliability of a system that is

aging and prone to failure, most

notably with the recent Aug. 14

crash that caused a blackout of

much of the northeast and south-

em Canada.

As stated on the CEERI vveb

site, increasing CUP in the north

east will "improve the environ-

ment, raise prcxluctivity in build-

ings and industry lower regional

energy costs, strengthen security,

enhance consumer choice and

reduce price risks for end-users."

Along with the NERAl'. there

are five other Regional

.Application Centcis aa)utul the

country, each with the siiiric pur-

pose. They supply not onK leasi-

bility studies to see which iiulus-

tries and conrpanics aiv eligible

for the CUP technology, but edu-

cate and pro\ide teclinolo^rical

assistance to companies trArnj- to

make the convei-sion.

Many companies are eligible

tor CUP technology including

such var ied industries as hospitals,

hotels, office complexes and man-

ufacturing plantiv Though there is

a cast to switching ovei to CHP.

this cost can be recouped with

electrical savings. For example,

according to Kosanovic. a compa-

ny that decides lo bu\ ihc equip-

ment outright can make their

money back within an average of

four to seven years.

Tlie DOE currently has a goal

of doubling the number of CHP
equip companies in the Northeast

over the next decade. Interest in

the Northeast, which has one of

the highest energy prices com-

pared lo other regions, is already

growing. "We're already getting

calls." Kosanovic said.
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Rifle focus

in sniper case
By SoNjA Barisic

A.ss«K'iATBn Press

VIRGINIA BEACH. Va.

(AP) — The rifle found in sniper

suspect )ohn Allen Muhammad's
car was the weapon used to kill

eight people and wound three

during last year's sniper attacks, a

ballistics expert testiHed

Thursday.

Walter A. Dandridge )r. of

the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco, Firearms and

Explosives said he examined

microscopic markings left on

fired bullets, bullet fragments

and casings taken from shooting

victims or crime scenes. Such

markings are unique to each

individual weapon, he said.

"I was able to determine that

each of the bullets and bullet

fragments were fired from the

same firearm," Dandridge told

the jury at Muhammad's murder

trial.

Dandridge then matched

those fragments to the .223-caI-

iber semiautomatic Bushmaster

rifle found in Muhammad's car

when Muhammad was arrested

last fall in Maryland.

The bullets that killed Dean

Harold Meyers and seven other

victims in the Washington area

last October came from the

Bushmaster "to the exclusion of

all other firearms," and so did

the bullets that wounded three

other victims, Dandridge said.

Campus Perspectives
By Amelia P. Lincoln

^^What would you change
about Southwestf^

s o p h o m o r e

Communications major

*^^lt doesn't make

sense to have

Healtti Services

away from half the

campus population,

so having a direct

shuttle there is a

good idea. 4 «

Allison Zarick
graduate student
Communication Disorders major

5 (> /; /; (> ^;/ o r e

History major

** They should shift

the time of trash

removal with trucks to

a later time. Early

trash disposal pro-

hibits people who

study late at night

from getting enough

sleep. ««

Issac Funk

l would have bath-

rooms for both sexes

on every floor.

Heather IWombly

f
It n I (> r

Communications major

(( I wouldn't have

the police walking

around all the time. It

makes it feel like a

prison. ««
Kathy Schmidt

^^^^^^B "^ "* ^^^^^^1
1 think it's awe-

some the way it is.
^ ^

Carlos Garduno

nrcD^[^^
,A,I rlUUOJ TRArV WiXM'WARli. I\M1

U.S Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms agent Walter A.

Dandridge holds the Bushmaster rifle used in the sniper shootings.

freshman
Legal Studies major

s o p h {) ni o r

Spanish major
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HAMPSHIRE FITNESS

90 Gatehouse Road, Off Rt. 9 TVo miles East ofAmherst Center • On the Bus Route

>vww.
,hampftt.com

Hampshire Fitness Chib has it all for you
•Yoga / Pilates

•Aerobics / Step / Bosu

•Jacuzzi / Saunas

•Cardio-Vascular

Equipment

OPEN ^^ *** lopm Mon-Fri ^^^ ^^^^
Sam to 9pm Sat-Sun

•Full Sized Indoor Pool •Cybex Free Weights

•Aqua Aerobics •Full Court Basketball

•Cybex Nautilus Circuit •Volleyball

• Boxing Studio •Indoor Tennis

UFE IN THE FUN LANE!

Woffi a 1lmxibl9 mclvmMm him fun •nvkonimn^

PART-rmE posmoNs available:
• 8»rv»ni-Moncl«yandWedn«»clay-6p.m.to9p.m.

Friday and Satuiday - 9 p.m to 1 a.m

• Marfcattng AaaMant - Can you vrork a flextble schi»dula of about 20 houn per week

that indudaa $oma days and evenings? This is a flreat entry level position promoting

and coordinating parties and bowling events.

• Machlna Mechanic - Do you enjoy worldng with machines and have the ability to

troubleshoot? We will teach you how to monitor and maintain our pinaetter niachines.

Mechanicid experience necessary PT day, evening and weekend shifts available.

Apply today ft Nuittiamplon Bowl, 826 Pleasant 8t, Northwnpton. Aak for Bill or VInny.

apply now for the expanded

CRIMINAL
JUSTICE
PROGRAM
Criminal Justice Concentration

Department of Sociology

Earn a Certificate in Criminal Justice

For students who plan a career in some aspect of the criminal justice

system: police officers, probation and parole officers, paralegals,

public and private criminal attorneys, district attorneys, judges, etc.

Applications are now being taken for the program.

A wide variety of courses are scheduled for 2004, including new classroom

and online courses in domestic violence, crime and forensics. criminal

violence in America, Corporate Deviance and Official Corruption, organized

crime, and serial murder.

Courses offered Winter Session 2004:

SOCIOL 241 Criminology (online)

SOCIOL 347 Corporate Deviance and Official Corruption (online)

SOCIOL 392G Alternative Sanctions in the Criminal Justice System (online)

SOCIOL 395K Domestic Violence (online)

SOCIOL 397D Delinquency and the Juvenile Justice System (online)

Watch for the exciting line-up of Spring courses!

For more information, and to apply to the program, contact

Prof. Anthony Harris, Sociology Department, Thompson 524. 54£h0475.

To register for winter and spring courses, go to

wvw.umass.edu/contined or the Division of

Continuing Education Registration Office,

358 N. Pleasant St.

UMBSSAinhCfSt P'''ority wm be given to registered Criminal

Continuing Education Justice Program students.
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Iraqi bloodbath goes on

despite ^end^ to war
As the w.:ii 111 Iraq Uioined cailici thi^ year,

attention on the news increased draniutically

Once the war began in March, all e>es were

on the overseas chaos. The war ended in a

few weeks and soon everyone slowiv drifted

back to their lives and shuttered out liu

media.

But one thing has remained consiani, both

during the war and after: deaths The number

of American soldiers who died during the war

in Iraq is 138. Since President (ieorge W
Bush declared major combat operations had

ended on May 1. the number killed in action,

as of Nov. 3, is 238 — a difference of 100

people. And a whopping 2,17b people have

been wounded since the war started

These startling statistics show that while

the war in Iraq may have been officially

deemed over, the calamity continues. While

everyone's eyes were glued to television sets

and people avidly asked for updates to the

war in March, that interest has since waned.

Part of the blame belongs to the media

that saturated the nation with coverage lead-

ing up to the war and during the war. Indeed,

the first few months of 2005 were used to

shamelessly promote the war in Iraq as if it

was a patriotic duty. The media failed to ask

important questions, even though that was

the patriotic thing to do.

So when Bush declared an end to hostili-

ties, media interest dwindled. It's unfortunate

that our nation has lost more lives since May
1 than during the time when the war was in

full force.

Few people even seem to know about the

great disparity between these numbers and,

sadly, some people probably don't know how
many people are dying overseas on a daily

basis. Since the so-called end of the war. the

media hasn'i been able to conjure up the

same type of hype" lu capture Americans'

ailention I'he deadly helicopter attack in

Iraq that killed 15 people on Sunday made

headline and turned heads but it was just a

flicker coiiipared to the amount of attention

tlie war received m March.

11k relatively sober coverage of the

guinj'- on in Iraq doesn't seem to be loud

eiKujyh Not enough people know; not

CM Hfh people are talking about it: not

ciK iit;L people are reacting. What's most

appalling is that no weapons of mass destruc-

tion luiii- hv-en tuund and. in case one needs

to be i.n.iuk J that was the reason we first

stepped into Iraq eight months ago.

The total of 576 deaths will continue to

rise, and unfortunately there seems to be no

easy solution to this problem. We cannot

abort our mission overseas and leave Iraq in

utter ruin. But there is one thing all

Americans can do: follow the event carefully.

With the impending presidential election,

American awareness is of utmost importance.

The media — and ultimately the American

people — should not remain as quiet as they

did before the attack in Iraq. The candidates,

who will include President Bush vying for a

second term in office, should be carefully

questioned. Each candidate's next plan of

action for resolving the problem in Iraq

should be carefully scrutinized.

Above all, let us not forget that deaths of

our fallen heroes that continue to mount,

even though the "war" is supposedly over.

Informalioti from www.antiwur.com was

used in this editorial.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian Editorial Board.

{evolution in Bolivia gets

ilismal coverage by U.S. press
UiJ yuu licui Uic nes\s,- lou

probably did not. There was a

revolution in Bolivia! You'd

figure an event like that you

would at least hear something

about.

Well apparently Kobe
Bryant made the front page of

most major newspapers that

day. Maybe it was because I

was in Bolivia and I saw the

people and the beginning

stages of the situation

mm piaii>. i iic protests forced

Sanchez to flee the country. He
reportedly flew to Miami for

refuge. The protests were

bloody. According to reports,

65 had died and several more

were injured. Military person-

nel that did not kill protesters

on demand were to be execut-

ed.

Protesters responded by dig-

ging trenches, using dynamite,

and slingshots.

that it hit me especially
AJam M^U .he'VoliJ^ '^pS
"^^"^^""^

and the surrounding
hard. Or maybe it is

because I enjoy a good

political conversation. I don't

know. Well for those of you

who did not hear there was a

revolution in Bolivia, it was

bloody; it was intense, and the

American mainstream media

did a terrible job reporting on

it.

Bolivia is the most impover-

ished country in South America

and it has the second largest oil

reserves in South Ainerica.

This poor country with rich

natural resources recently had

a revolution to force U.S.

backed president Sanchez to

resign. The main and uniting

reason for the forced resigna-

tion was his plan to export the

country's vast natural gas

reserves to the ports of Chile

(or Peru), and then to the

United Slates via Mexico. The

exportation of the natural gas

would force the profits to leave

the country resulting in more

Bolivian poverty. The president

was receiving pressure from the

Free Trade Area of the

Americas along with U.S. sup-

port for the gas program.

Bolivia has had a history of

having nonrenewable natural

resources exported. Tin. rub-

ber, guano, and silver have all

been victimized. Protests were

staged by miners, teachers,

farmers, students, bus drivers,

and Aymara peasants. Each

group had been protesting for

their own agendas, but they

were all united from the inher-

ently evil natural gas exporta-

area as far as 70 km away

turned into a war zone. La Paz

was blockaded and food and oil

shortages became a commonal-

ity in the city. The indigenous

leaders have given President

Mesa, the new Bolivian presi-

dent, 90 days to change the

countries policies and throw

away the original gas exporta-

tion plan. If the president does

copying and pasting.

It is necessary that the

media stops bowing down to

the White House and actually

begins acting like the "liberal

media." The United States is

involved in practically every

aspect of the global economy in

today's world.

The people should know
about America's involvement in

Bolivia. Why is the United

States supporting Sanchez, and

why is the FTAA placing pres-

sure on Bolivia to export the

natural gas'.'

The mainstream articles that

1 read did not reveal that infor-

mation. I am sick of wonder-

ing. I want to know what is

going on. I want to know what

my government is doing around

the world. 1 am tired of all the

secrets. I should not have to do

a five-hour research session

with my buddies to find out

what is really happening. The

ft is ne<.:;essarv' that thw fuedi-i slops tumvnq

down to the White House and actually beqins

acting Itke ttif libera! media" ... The people

should ktiow about America's involvement in

Bolivia.

German government must take a

firmer stand against hatred

not comply the leaders have

threatened to revolt again.

The reporting done by the

United States' mainstream

media on the situation was

worse than dismal. The articles

were limited, broad, and from

the eyes of the Pentagon rather

from the people fighting and

dying for their lives in Bolivia.

The media mentioned nothing

on the FTAA involvement, or the

obvious U.S. support for

Sanchez. After reviewing the sto-

ries published by CNN. the

Boston Globe, the New York

Times, and the Washington Post,

I realized that none of theiTi were

different. All articles were from

the Associated Press, the only

difference lying in methods ol

Submit a letter or opinion
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Religious

hatred is a

iisappointing

,
loblem in

nr world.

Most Amer-
V ans would
probably
think of al-

Oaeda and
Islamic

" extremism as

some ol tile most well known
forms of this hate, but a more

classic example is anti-

Semitism. In the past week,

there's been a bit of an upset in

German government, starting

when member of Parliament

Martin Hohmann made a

speech in front of 108 other

MPs on Germany's national

day. calling jews "a race of per-

petrators."

lewish involvement in the

Bolshevik revolution justified

his comments, Hohmann said.

"Thus one could describe

lews with some justification as

a nation of perpetrators. " Mr.

Hohmann said, according to

the New York Times. "That

may sound horrible, but it

would follow the same logic

with which one describes the

Germans as a race of perpetra-

tors."

Germany has strict laws

against Nazism and inciting

racial hatred. Hohmann's pub-

lic statement is a clear violation

of such laws, and Germany has

been quick to act on anyone

following Hohmann's recent

footsteps in promoting anti-

Semitism.

On Nov. 4. Brig. Gen.

Reinhard Giinzel was dis-

charged for his support of

Hohmann's statement.

"It was an excellent speech

of courage, truth and clarity

that one seldom hears or reads

in our country," the New York

limes reported Giinzel as say-

ing in a letter to Hohmann.
"Even if all those who agree

with me or even clearly articu-

late this opinion will be

referred to as right-wing

extremists by the media. 1 can

media should be keeping the White

Hou.se in check, acting as a watch-

dog, and report on behalf of the

people.

I received most of my informa-

tion froin sites such as

indymedia.org and zmag.org.

These sites are left wing sites, but

they tell you why the lk)livian peo-

ple are risking their lives, the U.S.

involvement, and the involve-

ment of the FTAA. The sites

even mention companies that are

involved. 1 want to know what is

going on from the people's per-

spective. That is what democracy

is, "For the people, by the people."

It is time to start reporting that

way
Adam Greenspan is a UMass

student.

assure you thai the majority ol

our people share your

thoughts."

This backing of incitement

is intolerable, and F)elense

Minister Peter Struck under-

stood this. Struck dismissed

Giinzel Tuesday, calling him a

"lone, confused general" who
"damaged ... Germany." the

New York Times said.

The German government is

very sensitive to upstart racial

hatred within its own bodies,

and it is indeed good to see that

they are taking steps to weed

out anti-Semitism backed by

military might. This combina-

It is particularly crit-

ical that the

[German] govern-

ment react in this

case, and that they

do SO with more

than a strike against

less prominent fig-

ures with less

prominent positions

and. in turn, less sig-

nificant roles in the

incitement of hatred.

tion. if left unchecked could

lead to a renewed rise of

Nazism.

But at the same time, it is

worrisome to see that the gov-

ernment has done nothing to

censure the German MP lor his

remarks. Although political fig-

ures within the German gov-

ernment have chastised

Hohmann for his remarks.

Hohmann has not been dis-

missed from his post. In fact,

no organized action under the

official auspices of the govern-

ment has been taken, or even

reported.

This is utterly disappointing.

In a country that attempts to

put lurth an image ol tolerance

and acceptance of racial

minorities — a country that

must strive day to day to put

forth such an image after com
milting unprecedented racially

motivated atrocities in the last

century — action must be taken

to secure not only this image,

but to back it with realities that

reflect a true German determi-

nation for reform.

The days in which Germany
is judged by the international

community vis-a-vis the

Holocaust are not over. It is

particularly critical that the

government react in this case,

and that they do so with more

than a strike against less promi-

nent figures with less promi-

nent positions and. in turn, less

significant roles in the incite-

ment of hatred.

It is still a good thing that

Giinzel was dismissed. Don't

mistake these words. In fact, it is

quite rare that such a general in

Germany would be dismissed.

London's Daily Telegraph report-

ed a spokesman for the German
defense ministry as .saying.

Nevertheless. Hohmann
must face the consequences of

his hate speech as well. If not.

can the American people, and

the international community,

really trust Germany's claim ol

reform since 1*^45. or will they

see this as Germany's true sen-

timent?

In the Daily Telegraph.

Struck said that Giinzel. in

agreeing with Hohmann. "had

agreed with an even more con-

fused opinion jthan his ownj."

It is time Germany put some
strength behind this statement

and shows the world that the

country means what she says.

Otherwise, the German govern-

ment has. by consequence,

implicitly agreed with those

who speak out in the name of

hate.

Information from the Sew
)i>rk limes and the Daily

Telegraph was used in this col-

umn
Morris Singer is a Collegian

cidumnist.

A delightful little Saturday

hi out with friends

9:11 p.m. Get asked to pay for the ktHj

that we're not going to drink ativthing out

of. Damn it, I forgot my year t)0()k 1 guess

I'll just talk to pwple like I'm writing In a

yeartX)ok instead Wuz (arrow pointing

upwards)'^ Spanish class was fun.

Remember the fruit snacks? Haha. Have a

good siHiimtT I uv ya."

\u witty iniro luUay. llcic.-.

my running diary of the events

ihat transpired between the

'lours of y p. in. and 3:04 a.m.

m Sept. 27 and Sept. 28.

Names have been changed to

protect the innocent.

9 p.m.: "On your mark, ready

set go. lemme go. lemme shoop,

to the next man in a 3-piece suit

...
" I'm the DD tonight, so I

need to be responsible, and by

"responsible" 1 mean make everyone in iny car

listen to my Salt-N-Pepa mix CD. My best friend

and I
— let's call her Ebony — are on our way to

F . L . P a I o o z a

2005 (a.k.a.: a

party with way
too many peo-

ple from our

hometown. F^ast

Longmcadow).
Our mission: to

get in and out

in 1 5 minutes

or 2 beers,

w h i c h e v e r

comes first.

9:07 p.m.:

Pick up my
friend Manny.

Great kid:

receding hair-

line at 19-years-old.

9:10 p.m.: Arrive ai the party. Begin belling

when the cops will show up.

9:1 I p.m.: Get asked to pay lor the keg that

we're not going to drink anything out of. Damn
it. I forgot my yearbook. I guess I'll just talk to

people like I'm writing in a yearbook instead:

"Wuz (arrow pointing upwards)'.' Spanish class

was fun. Remember the fruit snacks'.' Haha.

Have a good summer. I.uv ya."

9:1 5 p.m.: We have a winner, lust got the first

generic. "How's school'.'" question.

9:14 p.m.: Winner number two. lust gave the

first. "Pretty good. You'.'" response.

9:1 7 p.m.: Finish beer number one. Time flies

when you're having fun. Beer flies when you're

not.

9:21 p.m.: Go upstairs and find the freshman

who's had far too much fun in her first month of

school and far loo little exercise.

9:25 p.m.; Fresh air. Get locked outside the

house because Ihc sliding glass door is stuck.

Franny sees a random girl from her own school

and starts beating on the door like a spaz. F.ver

seen a bird stuck in a greenhouse'.' Yeah, same

thing.

9:29 p.m.: Door gets fixed, beer number two

is finished, and yes, someone's wearing a ban-

dana. It's time to go.

'.>2 p.m.: Back in the car. "AH. push it ...

10:30 p.m.: Time to head to the townhouses

for Trigger's birthday. Unfamiliar faces in our

apartment = locking the beer fridge before leav-

ing. Meanwhile, my car keys are sitting on my

desk and my roommate's checkbook is chilling

on the coffee table. But hey. the beer is safe, and

that's what matters.

10:47 p.m.: Trigger made his friends grow

beards for his birthday so they could shave them

into the designs of his choice. My friend Scheuf

looks like Hairy Harry, that old CVS toy where

you could diaw facial hair on the man using a

magnet.

1 1:4 1 pill : Time for Phillips Street. Hop in

the car.

"Hahaha You
so crazy. 1 think

I wanna have yo

babv."

il:50 p.m :

2.500 kids in a

3-block radius.

Yeah, this is

going to end
well.

1 1:51 p.m.: 1

think I'm start-

ing to like the

taste of pepper

spray.

2:14 a.m.:

Belligerent girl

is able to walk ... and she's coming this way with

tube-top intact. She must be 4'b".

2:15 a.m.: OH NO YOU DIDN'T! Ebony just

shoved belligerent midgei off the stoop Catfighi

in progress. I irv to break it up.

2: It) a.m.: OK. 1 definitely just got dropped

by two chicks .. on the ground ... rolling ...

grabbing an ass ... ponytail in my mouth ... and

I'm free. Thev've been separated and both aic

detained.

2:21 a.m.: Uh-Oh. Who let the midget out of

her cage'.' Apparently someone stole her shoe.

She's throwing full beers at the apartment,

2:22 a.m.: OK. that one almost hit inc. Pick

up the beer. Open the beei. Drink the beer, but I

won't enjoy it.

2:24 a.m.: Yeah, she's liny, but she's wicked

cute. Should 1 get her number'.'

2:31 a.m.: Female Webster's male Iriend, who

might weigh a buckihiriv if she were on his

back, comes to the ilooi with a cule message for

the girls: "I'd slap all you |e\pletives| " We've

now had someone threaten lo hit a girl. This kid

needs to be hit by a bus

2:45 a.m : Smuggle Ebony out ol the house to

walk her back.

3:04 a.m.: Pass out with one shoe on and half-

eaten Easy Mac on my chest.

Matt tirochu is a Collegian columnist.
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Press start

to Play

Reid Davenport

Many ways to play

with your Wario
The latest craze in the handheld

market is fuund in a game actually

released back in May. Though it

has been on the shelves for about

six months, it is only recently that

gamers have picked up on the

craze that is "Wario Ware Inc.

"

"Wario Ware" condenses a load

of mini-games into one neat little

package that can provide hours of

entertainment. It can even distract

you long enough to get through

another boring lecture.

"Wario Ware" is a highly addic-

tive reaction game. It throws seemingly simple tasks

at the player, yet it is accented with difficult levels as

well. You begin game play with the easier levels,

which, while addictive, present little in the way of

challenges. As you beat these levels and unlock addi-

tional mini-games the pace quickens and your eyes

become locked onto your Gameboy Advanced. With

every passing game comes another one at random

and it could require you to do something as simple as

jumping a car or as complicated as choosing a cor-

rectly assembled GBA.
The game has many tasks that promise to keep

you entertained and laughing yourself silly. These

mini games are some of the most addictive and cre-

ative games placed into one package.

With that in mind, it is fair to say that "Wario

Ware" is all about senseless mini

games that have no real point. One

of the first mini-games available

for play is "lump Forever." In this

game the player helps Wario jump

M6Q3 rope, and he can literally jump for-

ever. Despite the lack of thought it

takes to play "jump Forever," you

may find yourself trying it at first

and then returning to see how
many times you can jump the rope,

if you can top your last score.

While the game is quite addic-

tive, it can also become a bore for

those who master the mini-games

too fast. You might find yourself

stuck playing the same games over

and over again, which can get

annoying. There is a way to avoid this tedium though;

simply replaying the levels you have already beaten

and unlock more mini-games. As you get further into

the games you will be able to play more extended

ones, such as "Dr. Wario and Fly Swatter."

A nicely added touch to "Wario Ware" is the rein-

carnation of old Nintendo favorites like "Super Mario

Bros.," "Legend of Zelda," and "Duck Hunt." These

old favorites appear revamped on this game. While

they are nowhere near as fun as playing the actual

games, it is nice to see the renovation of a few clas-

sics in a new game.

Overall "Wario Ware Inc." is a game thai you

would want handy for a long plane or car ride. Grab

a game like "Final Fantasy Tactics" or "Advanced

Wars 2" if you're looking for a game to play regular-

ly because Wario can wear out his welcome over

time.

"Wario Ware Inc." is available in stores now for

around $35. Look for Wario and the rest of the

Nintendo crew in "Mario Kart Double Dash" on Nov.

17th.

Reid Davenport is a Collegian columnist.
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The Eels are winding into Noho for an electrifying show
By Nick Romanow

CoLLE(;iAN Staff

"A lot of people say to me . . . 'you look

sad.' " confided The Eels' notoriously

dour frontman E (real name: Mark Oliver

Everett) from the Pearl St. stage this past

Sunday night. "But I feel pretty

happy right now." Of course, at

that remark the audience

boomed with cheers and

applause and E continued to

smile, and rock.

"I'm not the happiest guy on

earth, but I'm not the saddest guy," E

explained over the phone, a few days

after the Northampton show, "The rock

can save me." While this may seem to be

a lofty, and possibly cliche, statement, one

can't help, but think its true listening to

E's records or watching him on stage.

E's records have evolved from dreamy

pop music into experimental, often

bluesy, rock music. On stage, E noted that

despite having a long career in music he

was making his first trip to Northampton.

"We have 1 1 years of material that we're

trying to catcli you folks up to tonight,

"

he remarked to the crowd. The band tried

to make up for all the lost time by stick-

ing around for more than 90 minutes,

playing four encores and a career-span-

ning set, much to the audience's delight.

"It can be hard," E said, discussing

how he chooses setlists from a wide selec-

tion of songs. "There are always com-

plaints, people are always shouting out

for songs."

The Eels seeined to leave no fan unsat-

isfied, though, as they rolled through

songs from every album. In fact, while the

tour is ostensibly designed to support the

band's latest release "Shootenanny!,"

which came out in |une. the new tracks

were not the main focus of the night. Still

the crowd seemed thrilled to be

hearing new songs; the stomping

bluesy-rock of "All In A Day's

Work" and the sweet pop rock of

"Dirty Girl" were highlights of the

night.

Among the highlights of the evening

was the depth that the full live-band

added to songs. Bassist Kool G Murder,

drummer Puddin', and guitarist Chet

Atkins comprised the Eels ensemble,

dressed all in orange jumpsuits with

black t-shirts. while E arrived on stage in

blue jeans, a denim jacket, and sunglass-

es. As E switched oil between inuiiipic

guitars and the keyboard. Murder alter-

nated between his bass and the keyboard,

meanwhile Puddin' and Atkins both

proved to be superb musicians. Atkins

ThouRh The Eels may have a silly sound, Everett packs the music full of serious

lyrics.

added amazing fills, lead lines and solos

into many of the songs that fit seamlessly

into the tightly constructed songs.

While Murder has been with The Eels

for some time, Puddin' and Atkins are

new to the lineup, both having joined

midway through this tour. E seems to

take pride in his ever-changing lineup of

musicians, "anyone can join Tli- Eels," liv

commented. Not only does the band

change but the songs do too. Halfway

during the set the band started to play

music that no one in the crowd recog-

nized, but everyone dug it. Then E start-

ed singing "Life is hard/ And so am 1/

You better give me something/ So I don't

die" and the crowd realized, with great

glee, it was the band's biggest hit to date,

"Novocaine For The Soul."

"We always change up the old songs,"

E said, "We haven't been playing

Novocaine' for the last couple years so

we came up with many different ver-

sions." The one the band came up with, a

full on rock-assault, as opposed to the

original's keyboard-driven music, was a

huge hit with the crowd at Pearl Street.

Not only was the crowd having fun, the

band seemed to be having the time of

their life up on stage, and E constantly

remarked how much he loved being up

there. It was odd when considering that it

wasn't until recently that E even liked the

touring process.

"I wouldn't say [I love touring) — I

enjoy it. I started to last year. After a

while it starts to beat you into submission

but then you start to realize the things to

enjoy and the things to be upset about.

Despite E's bright demeanor, both on-

stage and off, he still seems to have things

to be upset about in his life.

"Shootenanny!" finds him experimenting

even more with the juxtaposition of com-

bining darker, sadder lyrics with more
upbeat music. In "Love of the Loveless" E
p-..?'jH(>.raps. over a Casio-keyboard beat.

"Don't have too many friends/ Never felt

Continuetl on page 8

Nosing around the Noho film festival CMT awards honor Johony Cash
Nosey Parker pokes fun at New England By John Gerome

AsscxiATHi) Press

By Johnny Donau)«)n
CoLi£(iiAN Staff

NORTHAMPTON — The
ninth annual Northampton
Independent Film Festival kicked

off Wednesday night with a screen-

ing of the Vermont-set indie come-

dy "Nosey Parker." The movie is

the third in director |ohn O'Brien's

"Vermont Trilogy," which began

with 1992's "Vermont is For

Lovers" and continued into 1996's

"A Man With A Plan."

O'Brien's films are set in quiet,

rustic Vermont towns, the kinds of

places that explode with a smear of

red and yellow in the fall,

and the locals live sim-

ple, unpretentious lives.

Which is exactly what

drives young photogra-

pher Natalie (Natalie

Picoe) and her older,

wealthy psychiatrist hus-

band (Richard Snee) to

buy a large, expensive

converted bam in the

painter- ly town of

Tumbridge.

Natalie has fallen in

love with the bucolic charms of the

local village and the local environ-

ment — the fire-colored leaves

that illuminate the fall, the lack of

traffic or sprawl, the fact that the

town's church comes complete

with a white steeple.

But she is troubkxi. A former

therapy patient, Natalie hears her

biological clock ticking but can't

get her husband — a gruff, clinical

man with two grown children of

his own — to agree to have more

children. Natalie wafts around

their lovely pastoral home in a sad-

dened funk . . . until local tax asses-

sor George Lydon (played by

Ge<jrge Lydon) stops by on a busi-

ness call.

George is a genial, fast-witted

elderly man, and Natalie finds him

to be interesting. He's smart, funny

and a good listener and Natalie

he was smart to frame his story

with a documentary feel without

resorting to the now cheap and

overused mock-documentary for-

mat. The movie's placid realism

and hovering camera gives you

the feeling of being right there

with the characters, and David

Parry's lovely cinematography

w ^ 'Nosey Parker'— the name comes
from the local slang for being unduly

interested in nosing around
people's lives. a

'Nosey

Parker'

Ihe NorthaiRptoii

Internalional Fili

fesliva l

KtK.S

Acadeisf ol MmIc

lortbaiipioR

hires him to help around

the house. The two

become fast friends, to

Richard's mounting jeal-

ousy.

"Nosey Parker" — the

name comes from the

local slang for being

unduly interested in nos-

ing around people's lives

— is a gentle, unforced

comedy that ambles

along a shuffling pace.

For anyone who has lived in New
England — particularly those who
have experienced a life in

Vermont, New Hampshire and

Western Massachusetts — the

movie perfectly captures the easy-

going feel of a quiet New England

town. O'Brien has obvious affec-

tion for his town and his charac-

ters, and his care is palpable in his

loving treatment of the area. He
captures nicely naturalistic per-

formances from the cast, notably

the lovely Picoe and Lydon, and

gives the film a postcard pretty

sheen. The only faults are the

movie's few dry spots and the

cardboard in which the story is

wrapped up in the end.

"The Winter People," a 14-

minute short shot on Cape Cod by

filmmaker |ohn Stimpson, pre-

ceded "Nosey Parker." This eerie,

spooky film tells the story of a

divorcee and her daughter return-

ing to their beach house one last

time to close it for the winter. The

daughter has heard stories of

ghosts — or "winter people" —
living there in the off months and

begins to see signs that people

have indeed lived there. Looking

like a very professionally made
film — the icy cinematography

and musical score are Hollywood

slick — "The Winter People" sug-

gest a bright future ahead for

Stimpson, who keeps the chilling

aura humming along until a mis-

guided final shot the breaks his

Twilight Zone spell.

The 'proof is in the show
Broaijway drama unveileij at UMass Curtain

By Joe Piedrafite

(xjLLEiJiAN Staff

First and foremost, "proof is not a drama

about math.

Well, yes, it's about math, but it's also about

family, relationships, trust, and above all, finding

out who you are.

David Auburn's 2001 Pulitzer Prize winning

play centers on Catherine, a vibrant and troubled

young woman who has been taking care of her

genius, but now mentally unstable math-

ematician father, Robert, in their subur-

Ijan Chicago home. On the eve of her

25th birthday and the funeral of her

father, Catherine is forced to cope with

many challenges, including the arrival of

her manipulative older sister Claire and

the appearance of Hal, a handsome and mysteri-

ous would-be suitor.

Hal, a former graduate student of Roberts,

finds a highly complex proof in one of the profes-

sors beat up notebooks that threatens to unearth

a buried secret that may tear the fragile family

apart.

With "proof," Auburn has shown his talent as

both a dramatist and a writer. His words are both

elegant and natural at the same time. In what is

basically a highbrow soap opera about math and

relationships. Auburn takes what would normally

be an extremely dry subject, appealing to only cer-

tain audiences and injects his own charismatic

style of drama and wit to engage the audience in a

highly thought-provoking piece. The dialogue

comes naturally, and most of the time it doesn't

feel forced. Filled with conversational banter, how

real people talk, the performance is all the more

accessible to audiences. Auburn's razor-sharp dia-

logue provides one of the most jaw-dropping Act

I curtain lines in modem American drama.

Now, after a two-year stint on Broadway, a

Pulitzer Prize and the 2001 Tony Award for Best

New Play in hand, "proof has arrived at the

Curtain Theater, by way of the University of

Massachusetts Theater Department. And what a

production it is.

For starters. Rachel Cummings takes on the

massive role of Catherine, and carries the bulk of

the show. Cummings gracefully rises to the chal-

lenge, but occasionally gets lost in the dialogue. At

times it feels that her performance is forced, but

overall she balances her sarcasm and cynicism

with warmth to come off as a troubled yet sensi-

tive young woman looking to find her true self

As Hal, the former student and hopeful suitor,

Chamino Chcyenne-Rindge steals the show. His

performance is the highlight of the production. He

has a completely nuanced presentation and the

audience is constantly drawn to him whenever he

is onstage. Cheyenne-Rindge is a bundle of ener-

gy, which he consistently delivers to the audience.

Hal's relationship with Catherine is somewhat

tepid, but one can't help and cheer when they

finally share that long awaited kiss in the middle

of Act I.

UMass film professor Marty Norden

turns in a solid performance as Robert,

Catherine's father and menttlly unstable

math professor He can turn Robert from

calm to angry and defensive on a dime.

Norden's slightly disheveled appearance

and subtle movements only add to his pcrlomi-

ance. His scenes with Cummings are wonderful,

they both perform very well off each other, mak-

ing the father/daughter relationship all the more

heartbreaking.

Rounding out the intimate cast is Lindsay

Grace Robintaille who puts in a fine turn as

Catherine's self absorbed sister Claire. She is more

than qualified for the role, although she can be i\

bit overbearing at times, almost coming off as too

caring. In the end. however, she paces herself and

gets control of the dialogue and the character. Her

scene with Hal and Catherine arguing over the

proof is extremely well executed.

Director M. Llonatke Miller has safely guided

this production to its harbor, making the most of

the intimate space in the Curtain. Her perfomiers

have a strong grasp of Auburn's lyrical and

intense script, if at times it is a little much for

them. Amy Davis' stunning set completely

engulfs the tiny Curtain (the theater is smaller

than most lecture halls on campus); her rendering

of a Chicago back porch is amazing, giving the

actors a wonderful performance space to work

with.

If you're looking for some stimulating enter-

tainment this weekend, check out this impressive

pnxluction of "proof." Tickets for this weekends

final three performances (tonight at 8 p.m. and

tomorrow at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.) can be obtained

by calling the Fine Arts Center Box Office at 41 3-

545-2511 now. Prices are $10 for the general

public and $5 for UMass students and senior cit-

izens. So if good theater, or even math, is your

thing, "proof is worth investigating.
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Mark O. Everett, otherwise known
as E, is an artist in a field all his own.

Are you
ready for

the
Nallenge?
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NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP) —
lohnny Cash wasn't wild about the

video for his rendition of the song

"Hurt" the first time he saw it, said

his daughter, Kathy Cash.

"He wasn't sure he liked it at

first, then he kept watching it and

he said, 'You know, that is a good

video,' " she said of her late father.

Cash won the Country Music

Association's video of the year

award Wednesday night for

lOt KTkSYl'MlliUM

Miartina McBride won this

year's female vocalist of the

year.

"Hurt." He also won single of the

year tor the song and album of the

year — giving him his first CMA
award since 1969 and tying him

with Alan lackson for most wins

during the night.

lackson won three awards,

including vocal event of the year

for his hit duet with jimmy Buffett,

"It's Five O'clock Somewhere."

lackson also won male vocalist of

the year and entertainer of the year

— giving him 16 career CMA
awards. Vince Gill, who hosted the

show, holds the record with 1 8.

"Thank you, Alan Jackson —
I'm glad 1 can help your struggling

career," Buffett joked. "It was

about 51 years ago I came to this

town to pursue my musical mad-

ness. I never won anything for any-

thing and it's great to do it here."

lackson said, "Thank you.

jimmy. No problem."

Martina McBride got the nod

for female vocalist of the year over

Dolly Parton, Patty Loveless,

Alison Krauss and Terri Clark.

"I'm so honored to be in this

category," McBride said. "Dolly

Parton, my God, she's my female

vocalist of the year every year."

Toby Keith led all nominees

with seven but was shut out. Keith

was nominated for best entertainer,

male vocalist, and album of the

year for "Unleashed." "Beer For

My Horses," a collaboration with

Willie Nelson, was nominated for

best song, single, music video and

vocal event.

Keith, whose other hits include

"I Wanna Talk About Me," "Who's

Your Daddy," and "Courtesy of the

Red, White & Blue," has long been

a popular choice for nominations.

But despite his multi-platinum

sales success, he's won only one

CMA award— male vocalist of the

year in 2001.

The Dixie Chicks also were shut

out. The group was nominated for

vocal group and album of the year

for "Home."
Cash, who died Sept. 12 at age

7 1 of complications from diabetes,

won all but one award he was

nominated for; vocal event of the

year

"It's amazing my father had

such a life that he could expose

himself and still never lo.se his dig-

nity and his charm," said Cash's

son John Carter Cash, who accept

ed the awards with Kathy Cash.

The announcements drew a stand-

ing ovation at the CMA's 37th

Annual Country Music Awards

held at the Grand Ole Opry House.

CMA voters — about 5.000

industry insiders who belong to the

association —nominated Cash

before his death for best single and

video for "Hurt." a song about

drug addiction written by Trent

Reznor of Nine Inch Nails.

Cash also was nominated for

best album ("American l\'; The

Man Comes Around") and vocal

event of the year for "Tears in the

Holston River" with the Nitty

Gritty Dirt Band.

The "Hurt" video underscored

Cash's frailty by contrasting images

of a young, robust Cash from con-

certs and movies with new footage

of the weathered and gray singer

crooning, "You can have it all. my
empire of dirt."

"We were all a little shaken by it

because of the revealing nature of

the video, " John Carter Cash said.

"But his life was an open book

whether it was revealed in a video

or whatever"

Cash has now won nine CMA
awards, the last coining in 1969

when he won a then-record five

awards in one night. ITiat record

has been tied by Gill and Jackson.

"I don't believe it's a token recogni-

tion," John Carter Cash said. "This

is about a great impact in the histo-

ry of music."

The Cash family has suffered a

tragic year. June Carter Cash,

Cash's wife and John Carter Cash's

mother, died in May after compli-

cations from heart surgery. Cash

died in September And last month,

Rosey Nix Adams, June Carter

Cash's daughter and Cash's step-

daughter, was found dead in a

I ol'rte.sy(:mtc»m

Johnny Cash won three

awards at this year's CMA
awards.

camper bus from accidental carbon

monoxide poisoning.

"It's been a pretty tough year,

pretty intense." John Carter Cash

said. "But coming here tonight is

almost like a beginning for my
father in a lot of ways."

Largest choral gathering this year
Tomorrow night a combination

of the top choral groups at the

University of Massachusetts and

some of the best off-cam-

pus ensembles will be on

hand for the 5th annual

Choral Spectrum in the

f-ine Arts Center Concert

Hall.

From UMass, the

Chorale, the Chamber
Choir and the Women's

Choir will peribrm while

a statewide high school

Men's Honor Choir and

Women's Honor Choir

will assist them in the entertain-

ment. Cantabile, a professional

classical octet that has performed a

capella Venetian Renaissance

works across western

Massachusetts and New York, will

be performing at the Spectrum as

we

5th Annual

Choral

Spectrum

fineAfisCenler

tlovj

$10 general Public

S3 lliaass Siuileni

7:30 p.iR.

According to the Department

of Music and Dance at UMass,

each ensemble will pertonn its

own repertory but the
"""^

plan is to haw all the

groups come together to

sing "Donna Nobis Pacem

(Give us Peace)" from j.S.

Bach's "B Minor Mass" to

conclude the event.

"The Choral Spectrum

concerts are fast -moving

samplers of the many
styles and sounds of

choral music from

around the world, direc-

tor of Choral .Activities. F. Wayne

Abercrombie. said in the press

release. "Singing, especially

singing together, is one of the old-

est ways humans have expressed

their emotions and moods. Our

voices are unique aspects of our

personalities, and choirs uniquely

express cultural personalities."

Right up until the concert, the

high school students who were

lucky enough to be selected to

perfomi in the all-star choirs will

participate in choral workshops.

The event is made possible by the

sponsorship of the American

Choral Directors Association, a

national organization with 2 1 .IXW

members.

Start time for the 5th Annual

Choral Spectrum is 7:30 p.m.

Tickets lor the event are $10 for

the general public; $5 for stu-

dents, senior citizens and children

under 18; and $3 for UMass stu-

dents. Groups of over 1 5 will be

admitted for S4 per person.

Tickets can be ordered in advance

or picked up at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office. The number is

413-545-2511.
— Glen Straub

a Kii^l IHI ;>n M.iMiM I'l Mr<ii ^niihance

Members of the University Women's Choir (above) will perform as part of Choral Spectrum in the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
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The evolution of *queer* Eclectic rockers set to perform
Ji —— .. .1 • r :_ .,.«^c hxj Thp Pels

By Martha Ikvine

AsMXlATtn PRKSS

CHICAGO lAP) — Something queer is hap-

pening to the word "queer."

Originally a synonym for "odd" or "unusual,"

the word evolved into an anti-gay insult in the

last century, only to be reclaimed by defiant gay

and lesbian activists who chanted; "We're here,

we're queer, get used to it."

Now "queer" is sneaking into the mainstream.

lay Edwards, a 28-year-old gay man from

Houston, has noticed it.

"Hey lay," a straight co-worker recently said.

"Have you met the new guy? He's really cute and

queer, too. lust your type!"

It's the kind of exchange that still makes

many wince. That's because, in the H20s and

30s the word "queer" became synonymous with

•pansy," "sissy" and even "pervert, " says Gregory

Ward, a Northwestern University linguist who

teaches a course on language and sexuality.

Now, Ward says, the increasing use of "queer"

— as in the prime-lime TV show titles "Queer

Eye for the Straight Guy" and "Queer as Folk" —
is changing the word's image.

"It's really losing the hurtful and quasi-violent

nature it had," Ward says.

Trish McDermott, vice president of

"romance" at the Match.com online dating serv-

ice, says she's seeing the word appear more often

in personal ads.

The title of one current ad: "Nice Guy for the

Queer Guy."

A recent review in the Chicago Tribune's

Metromix entertainment guide defined the

crowd in a new upscale bar as "model-types and

young clubbers amid dressy Trixies, middle-aged

Gold Coast cigar-chompers and queer-eyed

straight guys."

And while some in the gay community began

using the word in the last decade or two as an

umbrella term for "gay. lesbian, bisexual and

transgendered." today's young people say that

"queer" encompasses even more.

"I love it because, in one word, you can refer

to the alphabet soup of gay. lesbian, bisexual,

questioning, 'heteroflexible.' 'omnisexual,' 'pan-

sexual' and all of the other shades of difference

in that fluid, changing arena of human sexuali-

ty," says 27-year-old Stacy Harbaugh. She's the

program coordinator for the Indiana Youth

Group, a drop-in center in Indianapolis for

youth who may place themselves into any of

those categories.

"I find myself attracted to boy-like girls and

girl-like boys," Harbaugh adds. "If 'lesbian' or

'bi' doesn't seem to fit. 'queer' certainly does."

Heteroflexible? Pansexual? The growing list

of terms can be downright boggling.

lames Cross, a 26-year-old Chicagoan. per-

sonally likes the term "metrosexual." meant to

describe straight men like him who are into

designer clothes, love art and fashion and even

enjoy shopping (much like "queer-eyed straight

8"y*"'-
, .. ^ .

He's also noticed the word "queer bemg

bandied about more often, especially at the pub-

lic relations firm where he works. He says

women are "definitely more comfortable" with

"I hate to admit it, but I certainly wear masks

with the term. When I'm at work and talking

with women, I'm down with it," he says. "But

when I'm out on the rugby pitch or drinking beer

with my 'bros,' I'm just one of the guys."

Use of a word that carries so much baggage

can cause confusion.

Andy Rohr. a 26-year-old gay man living in

Boston, noted that when a straight co-worker

told him she liked the show "Queer Eye for the

Straight Guy," "she whispered the word 'queer.'

Dan Cordelia says he is perplexed about what

he "can and can't say."

"An entire generation of suburban youth was

taught to practically walk on eggshells with their

wording around those that, one, chose an alter-

native lifestyle and, two, were of a different eth-

nic background," says Cordelia, a 26-year-old

straight man who lives in New York and grew up

outside Boston.

Ward, the Northwestern linguist, says that

people are wise to use "queer" carefully because

it is still "very context-sensitive."

"It really matters who says it and why they're

saying it," he says.

Edwards says he likes when straight people

are comfortable using it.

"If they can say the word with as much casu-

alness and confidence as my gay friends, it lets

me know that they are comfortable with who I

am," he says.

Rohr, from Boston, is less sure about its use

in everyday conversation but says it works with

the "Queer Eye" title because its use is "archaic

and unexpected."

"The bottom line is, I think the term has lost

its political potency, if it ever had any, and has

just become campy," he says.

And a spokesman for one conservative

Christian group that monitors the media says

he's "glad that 'queer' might be losing its edge in

terms of being an insult."

"It's not a particular word we're concerned

with," says Ed Vitagliano, of the American

Family Association in Tupelo, Miss. "It's that the

media and the entertainment industries are such

powerful transmitters of values for only one side

of this controversial issue."

Others, especially those with strong memo-

ries of the word as an insult, still find its use

hurtful. "1 believe this word continues to margin-

alize us." says Robin Tyler, a California-based

activist and lesbian who's in her 60s.

That lingering negativity was apparent last

month, for instance, when a Senate committee

questioned federal appellate nominee Claude

Allen about his use of the word "queer" when he

was a press aide to Sen. Jesse Helms. Allen said

he didn't intend it as a slur against gay people.

Incidents like those are proof that "queer"

will be slow to shed its negative connotation,

says researcher Caitlyn Ryan.

"It will take a long time to transition into

common use in middle America," says Ryan, a

clinical social worker at San Francisco State

University who is conducting a long-term survey

of gay. lesbian and bisexual youth and their fam-

ilies.
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at home/ Always been my own man/ Pretty much

alone." However, both on record and in concert, the

listener is grooving along to the music.

"Sometimes I [combine darker lyrics with lighter

music], sometimes I do the opposite. The last song

on [The Eels' previous album] 'Souljacker' is upbeat

music with crazy punk music. It's a way to subtly

change the lyrics to the music."

E often wrestles with despair and sadness in his

music, but always wants to make sure that the listen-

ers enjoy themselves. The Eels second album, I998's

"Electro-Shock Blues," was written and recorded in

the wake of E's sister's suicide and his mother being

diagnosed with terminal cancer, E's father having

died in 1982, the singer/songwriter was facing the

loss of his entire family.

"There are some songs I recorded that I didn't

put on," E disclosed when asked about whether he

was ever afraid of putting himself too out there.

"It's one thing to purge your guts but I don't see

any use in doing that if people can't enjoy it. With

some of the songs I was like, ] these] are just for

me.' The songs I did [make available], I felt like the

world needed Jso] I'm glad I did (release the

songs]."

While E has flirted with commercial success he

tries his best to retain his integrity. He has long

argued against putting songs in commercials but

will occasionally put songs in films, as they are, as

he said in his biography, "somebody's idea of art."

However, E does try to select only films with merit,

although he admits to some mistakes.

"You try to pick the movies that are gonna turn

out good but it's hard. A lot of great movies look

terrible, more often the opposite is true. You try to

guess which ones are good, sometimes you feel it,

sometimes you don't; sometimes you regret it. I

just saw 'Holes' [A Disney movie that was released

earlier this year featuring two songs by The Eels)

on an airplane the other day and it was pretty

good. Sometimes it's political, with the record

company."

This topic seems even more crucial as The te s

record company, Dreamworks, has just recently

been bought out by Universal.

"I don't know what to expect. I have no idea

what's going to happen," E said, not quite scared

but clearly not at ease with the idea. "It's a sad

thing because the guys there are the reason Uigned

with them and now they're gonna be gone."

E is trucking on. however. "Shootenanny!" is one

of three albums he was working on simultaneously

and he plans on getting back to work on the other

two soon. However, when asked for a release date,

E advised, "I wouldn't hold your breath."

For now, F. and his ever-changing touring band

will continue to travel across the country, bringing

rock to those who need it.
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Everett is the master of his music. Having

turned out numerous Eels albums each with its

own story.

Natural living to the extreme
By Anne Wallace Allen

Associated Press

STANNARD, Vt. (AP) —
Ben Graham remembers the

way he felt the first time he

stepped into an earth house.

The house was in Oregon.

The floor was made of earth,

and the walls were clay, sand

and straw, with big chunks of

stone in them. The roof was

wood, mostly from trees cut

down around the home site.

The handmade home built

from natural materials integrat-

ed his two passions: building

and community.
"The feeling I got in there

was something I'd never experi-

enced before. It wasn't a subtle

energy; it was big-time," said

Graham. "I said, 'this is what I

want to pursue ... this is what

the world needsjnore of.'
"

Pursue it ^ did. Today.

Graham and his partner. Amber
Wiggitt, teach others how to

build their own earth, or cob,

homes. The pair offer work-

shops that cover all aspects of

cob construction, from the

drainage in the floor to the logs

of the roofing.

that are pressed into place by

hand to form thick walls. Cob
builders enhance structures

with other natural materials

such as straw bales, stone and

local wood.
Cob's proponents say it's an

ideal alternative to materials

like the lumber, concrete, fiber-

glass and drywall so common in

the building industry because

earth is free, readily available

and organic. Plus, builders can

sculpt cob into appealing, fluid

shapes instead of the straight

lines and sharp angles demand-

ed by many mass-produced

ingredients.

"This ancient technology

doesn't contribute to deforesta-

tion, pollution or mining nor

depend on manufactured mate-

rials or power tools," says the

Web site for the Cob Cottage

Co. of Cottage Grove, Ore.,

whose founders study and teach

natural building. "In this age of

environmental degradation,

dwindling natural resources,

and chemical toxins hidden in

our homes, doesn't it make
sense to return id nature's most

abundant, cheap and healthy

building material?"
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that surrounded him as he grew

UP'

"I got a lot of values from that,

he said.

Graham graduated with an

architecture degree and then

traveled for a while, visiting cob

homes that were hundreds of

years old and still in use in

Scotland. He learned about

alternative building methods

besides cob.

Today. Graham and Wiggitt

live in Plainfield. where he and

several others are looking for

land nearby where they and the

nonprofit group they founded,

Spiralworks, can start a com-

mune. They want the families to

use renewable energy and grow

as much of their own food as

possible — and teach others

who want to live that way as

well.

Building with indigenous

materials fits right into the plan.

"First of all, it's about the quali-

ty of life." said Graham. "Look

at the decision between building

a toxic, lifeless space to live the

rest of your existence in by

yourself, or building a beautiful

structure made with natural

materials that are healing and

integrated with the web of life."

Cob is affordable. About

$5,000 can build a 450-square

foot cob home (though Graham
uses the term "round feet"

because there are no straight

lines).

"One of the main reasons it's

cheaper is because we encour-

age people to be a part of their

building process, so there's

sweat equity," he said.

Although building by hand

takes time, Graham points out

that there is no need for an

architect or engineer.

This past summer, Graham
and Wiggitt offered for the sec-

ond time a number of cob

building workshops around the

country. In a five-day course at

the Sky Meadow Retreat in

Stannard in mid-|uly, students

helped build a large round free-

standing cob room that will be

used for meditation.

Like Graham, they see cob

construction as a way of life —
not just a building method.

"I feel that there's a better

way to live," said 24-year-old

Mike Tokarz, a new builder

from Raynham, Mass.

Tokarz, a college graduate,

works in the service depart-

ment at Tweeter, a

Massachusetts home electron-

ics retailer. But he and some
friends dream of starting a

commune where they can build

their homes of natural materi-

als, grow their own food, work
together and avoid the agoniz-

ing repetition of commutes and

a 40-hour workweek they see

around them.
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Do or die at Rhody
Continued from page 12

is the explosiveness of the URl offense. The
Rams have outshot their opponents 290-221 this

season.

Leading the attack is senior forward Perek

Bellah. whose nine goals are tops on the URl
scorers list. He has received plenty of support

from Sasha Gotsmanov and Simon Gatti, who
have collected 27 points between them.

As potent as the Rams offense has been, Koch
is more concerned with the way his team is

approaching this game.

"I'm not worried about them, I'm worried

about us playing well. The bottom line is we have

to do our job and we have to do the things we
need to do," Koch said. "We don't need to worry

about what they are doing as much as we need to

worry about what our jobs are."

The Minutemen have their share of offensive

weapons with the scoring trio of Ptah Myers,

Oral Bullen, and Dan Colwell. Myers and Bullen

are separated by only one goal with nine and

eight, respectively.

Over the past few games the offense has either

been on or off. The Maroon and White's shutout

loss to Temple on Halloween was followed by its

most impressive showing of the season, a 5-0

shellacking of St. Joseph's two days later.

Koch has made a few personnel moves over

the last few weeks, but is determined to put the

most consistent team on the field.

"We're going to put the best guys out there,"

Koch said, "we're just going to try to do a better

job in areas where we've had problems."

One area that needs attention is the defense,

which is missing its vocal leader, sophomore

Craig Canavan. The Minutemen have been

defending solid all season and hope to continue

even with the veteran loss.

Koch understands that there needs to be a

variety of adjustments on the defensive front in

order to shut down the Rams offense.

"We need to be patient on defense and get

behind the ball and work hard as a group and

stay compact as a group," Koch said.

While the regular season still has one last

breath left tonight, it will be a postseason atmos-

phere for two teams on the brink.

"We're in the playoffs already, the winner

moves on, the loser goes home. So it's really our

whole season in one game," Koch said.

Swim teams return
Continued from page 12

400-yard individual medley in

the preseason Husky
Invitational. Chartier is the cur-

rent UMass leader in 100. 200
and 500-yard freestyle events,

with times of 49.14, 1:45.44,

and 4:50.08, respectively. He
also leads UMass scorers in the

100 (52.72) and 200-( 1:59.74)

yard butterfly events.

"Talent-wise I think we can

be as good as last year, but I've

only been coaching these fresh-

man for two months," Yarworth

said. "Chartier. Swisher. Ijakel

Hogue and |Mike| Cordes have

all showed great potential, but

it's too early to tell how the

team compares to last year's."

In his first collegiate race,

Hogue led the Minutemen to

victory over UNH, with wins in

the 200-yard butterfiy and

1 ,000-yard freestyle, with

marks of 2:01.90 and 10:31.15.

respectively.

The BU diving team may
prove to be the largest hurdle

for the -Maroon and White in

tomorrow's home opener.

The Terriers have one of the

most prestigious diving pro-

grams in the country, and the

strongest the Minutemen will

face this season. Led by

American East Conference

Diving Coach of the Year Agnes

Miller, the Terriers boast both

of last year's AEC Outstanding

Divers of the Year, junior

Victor Paquia won the one and

three-meter diving events for

the men in last year's AEC
Championships, as did senior

Stacy Gallacher.

"BU probably has the best

divers we'll see." UMass
women's coach Bob Newcomb
said, "loanna Walsh has done

very well so far, she's come in

first or second in every compe-

tition, but she'll need to be on

top of her game against BU."

The last six times the two

teams met, the last relay race

decided the women's meet.

"BU's a very good team but

it's easy to get excited about a

home meet; it's always down to

the wire, but I think we're

ready for the challenge,"

Yarworth said.

Senior captains Lauren

Rowel and Christen Dexter

hope to lead the team to its first

regular-season victory. Rowel

and Dexter anchored last

week's 400-meter butterfiy

relay event, a second place fin-

ish for UMass, along with fel-

low tri-captain Diana Alberti,

and sophomore Aimee
Bourassa.

Alberti, who holds the all-

time record at UMass in the

200-yard fly, will be looked

upon to lead the team in butter-

fly events throughout her senior

season.

Bourassa, one of the team's

five sophomores, hopes to add

to her team-high two victories,

which she tallied in 500-yard

free and 200-yard IM events

against UNH.
The teams will take a week

off before traveling to St. John's

on Nov. 22 to face a Red Storm

team that set four team records

in last year's Big East

Championship.

A-10 invites two
Charlotte and

Saint Louis are

asked to table
By Dan Gelston
A.ssiKiATKn Prkss

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Charlotte and Saint

lx)uis were invited to join the Atlantic 10 Conference

on Thursday in an expansion that would boost the

league to 1 4 teams.

Charlotte and Saint Louis are currently in

Conference USA, which already will lose Cincinnati,

Louisville. South Florida, Man^uette and DePaul to

the Big East in 2005.

While neither school announced a decision,

Atlantic 1 commissioner Linda Bruno said the offers

would not have been extended unless the conference

knew that the schools would accept.

"They were interested in joining us and we were

interested in them." Bruno said. She said the schools

will have to pay an entrance fee. although she would

not say how much it was.

Charlotte athletic director Judy Rose said the

school was "thrilled to rcx:eive an invitation."

"With the invitation comes access to greater infor-

mation about the league. We have done our home-

work, but we are going to use the next few days to

review their policies and formats," Rose said.

Chariotte scheduled a news conference Monday to

announce the school's decision.

Saint Louis athletics director Doug Woolard said

the Billikens were "pleasc'd and excited to be consid-

ered for expansion by the Atlantic 10,
" with which the

school has exchanged information.

The moves come in the same week the Big East also

voted to expand, although Bruno said that wasn't a

factor in the decision.

"We're one of the few conferences that didn't need

to expand unless we saw something come available

that could be of value to the conference." she said.

One of those factors was expanding into markets

where the Atlantic 10 did not have a presence. Bruno

said. She said adding bigger markets also would help

television exposure.

The Atlantic 10 already has 12 members: Dayton.

Duquesne. Fordham. George Washington. La Salle.

Massachusetts, Rhode Island. Richmond. St.

Bonaventure. Saint loseph's. Temple and Xavier

Charlotte and Saint Louis will add to an already

strong basketball league. The Billikens made the

NCAA tournament four times in the last 1 years and

Charlotte advanced in 2000. Their additions could

make it a 1 4-team, two-division conference.

"We haven't determined if that's what we'll contin-

ue to do." Bruno said. "We'll have discussions about

the best scheduling format for everyone."

Bruno said the conference would not change its

name and had no other plans to expand.

"I think we're at a good number," she said.

Man arresth) for oravtMS suun ournaDBt's SUV
PHOENIX (AP) — A man found driving a vehicle

that belonged to slain Cincinnati Reds outfielder

Demell Stenson was booked on a charge of possession

of stolen property, police said Thursday.

The man. Kevin Riddle, was arrested and jailed

Wednesday night about two hours after Stenson was

found dead in the Phoenix suburb of Chandler, police

said.

No other charges were filed against Riddle, whom
police called an "investigative lead." Police said they

didn't know if the two men knew each other

Stenson's body was found Wednesday by police

responding to a report of shots fired. He appeared to

have been shot and run over by the SUV. authorities

said.

Stenson. 25. made his major league debut this sea-

son and played 37 games for the Reds. He hit .247

witti. three home runs and 13 RBI — his hoiner

accounted for Cincinnati's final run of the season.

"I am terribly saddened by the sudden and tragic

death of Demell Stenson yesterday morning. My deep-

est sympathies go out to his family, his friends and his

teammates," baseball commissioner Bud Selig said.

Stenson was playing this month for the Scott.sdale

Scorpions of the Arizona Fall League. He was hitting

.394, third-best in the league, in 18 games.

Stenson was a third-round draft pick of the Boston

Red Sox in 1996. He stayed in their system until this

year, when the Reds claimed him off waivers during

spring training.

Stenson played four seasons for Triple-A

Pawtucket. In a statement Thursday, the team sent its

condolences to the player's family, and said Stenson

had been a "true gentlemen" during his stay in

Pawtucket.

Clubbin' it

Laura Walendziewicz looks to make a play durtnt; the L'Mass women's hoikt-v (.liih'- pr.ictice on

Monday. The team plays St. An.selm on Saturday at 5 p.m. at the Mullinr. Center Pracliie Rink.

Bye week adventures
By Hi>WARl) Ulman

AsSlKIATEIi PkESS

FOXBORO (AP) — The New England Patriots

are off to their best start in 23 years and the tough-

est part of their season is over.

Afier plenty of injuries and close games, they can

enjoy their bye week and contemplate the future: an

easier schedule than any of their AFC East rivals.

But they don't view their next seven games as

just a tuncup for the playoffs.

"What have we accomplished? We're not in the

Super Bowl. Were not in the playoffs. Were 7-2,"

safety Rodney Harrison said. "I've never seen a team

make the playoffs with 7-9."

And he hasn't seen a team make the playoffs with

some of the Patriots experiences — injuries that led

them to start 40 different players in nine games and

a youth movement that allowed them to overcome

it.

Stung by the release of safety Lawyer Milloy and

his signing with Buffalo, the Patriots lost to the Bills

3 1 -0. Since then they are 7- 1 afier winning their last

five games.

They began the unbeaten streak with a 38-30

win over Tennes.see afier trailing with four minutes

lefi. They also won two big road games — 19-1 3 in

overtime at Miami and 30-26 at Denver last

Monday night on a touchdown with 30 seconds left.

"I like the fact that we've played some tough

opponents and we've proved that we can beat those

tough opponents." quarterback Tom Brady said.

"That we can plav in the rain. We can play in the

cold.

"We can play on the road. We can come from

behind to win. We can hold the lead. I think that is

the thing that stands out. that this team knows how

to win ballgames."

The Patriots have won the last 21 games in

which they were ahead entering the fourth quarter

and lead Miami by 1 1/2 games in the AFC East.

Coach Bill Belichick and his staff have been out-

standing no matter what the score was.

"He always has a plan." kickoff returner Bethel

lohnson said. "He keeps a cool head about every-

thing."

Belichick isn't always a stoic strategist. He smiled

broadly and hugged players afier Brady beat Miami

on an 82-yard pass play to Brown, and when he beat

Denver with an 18-yarder to Givens.

"There are dramatic plays that have won some

games and some tough situations." Belichick said.

"Even as unemotional as 1 am. 1 react to those."

But he's realistic about having a bye when the

streaking team might prefer to keep playing.

"It is not .something we have any control over."

he said. "When wc have them we try to lake them

and utilize them the best we can."

There have been some problems — 14 penalties

against Denver. onl> ID luLiLhdowii- on 2b trips

inside the 20 yard line ;md an in.ihiliis to pull away

from opponents.

"We are 7-2 and we still haven't played up to our

capabilities," Brady said.

They can he S-2 lor ihe second time, and the first

time since 1978. if ihc\ heal Dallas on Nov. 16. But

the Patriots know an opptuu-ni should have extra

motivation because ol iheir success.

They also remember ojviiing at 3-0 last season,

then losing their next lour panics ;tiul inissjni' the

playoffs.

"Every bods ihouglii «c v\cic ihc hcsi ihinj; since

sliced bread when wc were 3-0." puurd Damien

Woody said.

They were highly regarded going into this season

afier picking up Harrison from San Diego and line-

backer Rosc\eli CoKin and Ted Washington from

Chicago. Bui CoKin is out lor the season after

breaking his hip in the second game and

Washington has missed the hist si\ fiaines with a

broken leg.

Guard Mike Compion is out li>r the season with

a broken foot afier playing two games, linebacker

Ted lohnson missed the la-^i ciphi with ;i broken fool

and linebacker Mike \iabcl missed ihivc with a bro

ken arm.

Defensive lineman Richard Sc\moui. wide

receiver David Patten and cornerback Ty Law are

other starters who missed lime with injuries.

But the Patriots' strong drafi is priyinj: olT.

Deiensise tackle T> Warren, taken in the first

round, has stinted lour games, satciv I ugcnc Wilson

(second) replaced Milloy anil leads the Patriots with

three interceptions. Bethel lohnson isecond) is

fourth in the Al C in kickoff returns. Dan Klecko

(fourth) has played defensive liickle. linebacker and

fullback, Asante Samuel (louiihi has two intercep-

tions at cornerback. and Dan Koppcn difih) has

started eight games at center.

"I knew the first day of minicanip (last spring)

they broughl in a pretiv good cliiss.
" Bethel lohnson

said. "It was just up u> the woiahe- \o have ihc con-

fidence in us."

Second-year playci- iiNo .ik lulpiii;: rhiee of

them — wide recei\eis Deion Branch and David

Givens and light enil Daniel Graham - each caught

a touchdown pass al IVnxei.

"We worked hard in the nlfscason together and

that's panning oui ihc was it should right now for

our class." Givens said.

Brady also has produciixe receivers Troy Brown and

David Patten and lighi end Christian Fauria.

leading rusher Kevin I iiulk is second on ihe team

with 28 catches.

"I have so nuicli contRlcnce in my tcanimates."'

Brady said. "We've been liiccd with a lot ol tough

circumstances and 1 think we continue to prove that

we are up to the ehallciij'e '
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»prfng Break 200^

> Ultimate Expefienc<

$549

<BU5HuU!fc «^.Hj^O^ 'ff^IKH:

CALL
1 800 733 6347

UMASS Amherst Un^orslty...

Lh^o Life the Beach Lite Woyl

Group Discounts

look befof* Dec 1 6tti artd $av*ll

Sell trtot. eofn CQ>h. trovl fr— If

'BeachLifeVacationscom

a Hug Itm conMKttor »

Me mMiw proAMtMNMA « mML"

AMHERST ATHLETIC CtUB

"Big enough to own the best

equipment, but small enough to

know your name.

* /* BUSINESS 22 rtARS

* LOCAUY OWMED A OflMTeO"

www.amh«rstathMie.ooni

AMHEEST
UMMWO

Hair Skin &l Nails Aecc, t. j

Massage Therapy ^r
Route 116, Sunderland

^^j^j^

665-2629 (Located on bus route) Ww
Open Tuesdiiy - FriAiy '^ to 6..<0, and SaiunLy ^ u> 4

41
30 Minute Massage

30 Minute Aveda Facial

Hair ShampcK)e(J <Sl Dried

Regularly $73, Now $60
I Aikl .1 i xiniplimciM.irv I-avi-n>l»r P.iMHm (i^iikI »)ip'

)

If
If

Aveda . ARUM • Taul Mitchell 41 T>wi> full service rooms!

Launch Your Career

Apply now for a ^J^^^
Legal Assistant Intemshi^^^S

at the Student Legal Services Office

'Serve the campus community while cnh.incing voiii resume

•Earn up to 15 credits workinji ?6 hours a week

or 6 to 9 credits working 26 hours a week

Student I.ijial Services Oftice

922 Campus Center

(413) S4S loys
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACMMS

1 tmcmm%miH
i Walkifi*
10 PoUM cough
14 MakcaaalarY
M rhMMrpan
15 H<a • oppOM*
17 raft

tl B* part of Itic

crowd
IS CompaWs
20 Moon, m pootry
22 Labworii
24 Olgrou
25 Curronl
2S OamWor > town
28 FMaora
33 FlyMUpMha
36 Loll-lurn trom

SSE
37 Fako
36 Thai nafghbor
38 InfafX^r

41 WIragauga
42 OnUma
49 Paatura grajsar

4C LighlMMMD
47 CamaiMop
4« Watt-brlatad

about (2 wda

)

so Low bow
MCatobiaa
ea SomatMng

vmpim
ei Badga
02 •- « loka

raaponaa
63 Caratnonta*
66 Magma on m«

mova
66 Haavy book
67 Inch atong
68 wmat Amb4a(
60 ExcufMofi
70 Wading bird
71 Cokland wat

mmnoum puzzli soivio

n 7^)1

DOWN
1 Mounds
2 MHhonaira's toy
3 hartlai

4 MInaovor
s Bur^ai'a taroa)
6 Twica XXVI
7 Houalonpro
• Travanada

roula
9 Baoonia
awarad

10 Praaa onward
11 Fur
12 Nov ovant
13 Scraan
21

32 Oog-lood biand
33 — avi*
34 Murmurt
36 Batwa
37 SMalaglanca
40 Dona lapa
43 Falaainova
44 llth-gnda

23 Bulipan Mala
25 LIka aariy L>>>
27 Salamanda<
29 Buffalo faatura
30 Jaan Slawi

31 .

unN
b1 Ron
52 Biifningtip
53 FoKowEtg
55 Nuraa Barton
M Coalnaf of Mmi
57 Loud kiat

56 Smgat Eartha
59 Borodtn prmca
60 Half
61 AH-aportR

channal
64 Halp wanted

atobi

1 ? 4 4 s • 7 a e

1
T5-Tl 12 13

rr^ n li

17 It w
- - JCw 1^1
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1
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39 30 31

33 34 » fT"

M
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u

1P'45' 43 44
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4S U

47 PP"
49 1^1

P^^l" F a 1" w » a

U r it

a

1

a «4

1

65

66 17 •«

«« M >t
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

FRIDAY
• High: 56

• Low: 28

SATURDAY
• High: 42

• Low: 1

5

SUNDAY
• High: 42

• Low: 28

Dining Commons Menu
DC. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Quesadilla

• Fish & Chips

• Fiesta Rice & Cheese

(vegetarian)

• Curried Chicl< Peas

(vegan)

DINNER
• Veal Parmesan

• Salmon Miso

• Tofu Fajita

(vegan)

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Nikolas P. Markantonatos

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Amelia P. Lincoln

COPY EDITOR
Meghan Mealy

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Irene Ros

PRODUCTION STAFF
Ryan Flaherty/ Emilie Duggan

HOROSCOPES

z
H

IL

K

a

Give a man a fish and he

will eat for a day. Teach a

man to fish and he will eat

for the rest of his life. yy

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

Work it out. People are willing to com-

promise.

pisCeS • Ffb. 19-Mar. 20

Give people third and fourth chances.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9
^~

Sweatpants do not look great but they are

so comfy.

leO • lui.. 23-AuG. 22

Express your issues to the Sagittarius

you've been annoyed with.

virgO • Aug. 2.3-Sept. 22

Just Ix'cause something is bigger doesn't

mean it's better.

-Chinese Proverb

taurus • Apr. 20-May 20

It'll be a rough weekend, but you can

make it through.

gemini • may2i-jun. 21

Don't procrastinate so much. Be careful

of the way you manage your time.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

Never underestimate the power of the

fXJtato.

libra • sfpt. 23-00- 22 r

Garbanzo. Funny name, good bean.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

You can fix your problems with others.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-dec. 21

Don't take crap from others trying to

bring you down.

Capricorn • dec. 22-ian. 19

clueless people always seem to ask other

clueless people for advice.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\S\()li\( tMFNTSM AUTO FOR SAI \

Grants up to S2(XK); llie

Student Affairs Cultural

Enrichment Fund is avail-

able to RSO's, grad stu-

dent organizations, and

university departments

that are planning events

thai enliven the cultural

life at UMass. Next dead-

line is November 19. Call

545-3928 for more infor-

mation or come by Room
416 Student Union.

Student Director Wanted

For Play on Lord Jeff

Amherst. Shows the

'hero' as biologic warrior

who deliberately slaugh-

tered the Indians with

Smallpox, 'winning' the

war. STYLE: Brechtian.

Loud, raucous. Simple

sets. Musical. Goal: con-

troversy, outrage.

AUTHOR: AC graduate,

many past productions

VENUE/ACTORS: your

choice CONTACT: 71 «-

60l-«()89nites Leave

name/address please

1992 Hotuhi Prelude Si,

Liaded. $^900 587-0242

96 Dixifie Intrepid White

runs gtxxJ Power every-

thintJ Brand new Pioneer

CD/Stereo Mast sell

A.skinK $2400 Amy 413-

222-5754

AUTO FOR SAII

1999 Explorer XLT 4x4

Excellent Ginditinn

Sunroif 6cyl. Liaded

$ 12,500 Call 546- M77

$5CX)!I! Police Impounds.

Hondas, Chevy's, Jeeps,

etc. for listings. 1 -800-

319-332Uxt4554

Honda 1995 Civic Ex

Coupe, red, 91 K, mcxtn-

rtiof, Lojack, well main-

taincxl, $4,250, 413-695-

5527

Moiintainview Auto

Route 47 South in

Hadlcy 585-0599 '89

Mercedes 3C)0E C "lean

$J500'94Ni.ssanSentra

Limited Edition $2850

'87 Honda Civic excel-

lent traasportation $950

'87 Saah 900 Automatic

$950 '88 I>Klge CJaravan

Very Clean 100,000 miles

$1200

1992 Silver Ford Taurus

Excellent condition

$24W1I8000KC:;,I1

549-3930 210-7393 All

3 BednxHn ApartnK-nt for

January 665-9254

93 Pontiac Bonneville

SON All Power Must

Sell $1500 B/C) 253-5537

IMIMOYMFM

MAD SCIENTISTS
WANTED! PT to con-

duct fun science after-

school programs, parties,

etc. Requirements:

Experience with groups of

children, enthusiasm, car.

Performance experience a

plus. 41 3-584-7243

Telephone Interviewers

NO SALES! Qmduct
interviews over the

phtine at iHir Hiidley

loojtion Flexible

Evening and Weekend

Hours $7.50/hour to start

20+ houR/week PVTA
accessible For more info:

1-888-42 3-5 381 FMI

FMPIOVMFNT

PART-TIME POSI-

TIONS 20+ hrs/wk; set

your own schedule.

Conduct surveys over the

phi^ne at our Hadley

Kication—NO SALES I

Evngs/wknds;

hlth/dent/401(k); PVTA
accessible. Email invi-

vian@fieldmarkctmginc.c

om or apply in perstm,

First Fl(K)r 100 Venture

Way, Hadley, MA (888)

423-5381

Spriiig 2004 Internships

I

with The Student Legal

Services Office: Get

hands-(m expenence in

the legal field; work

directly with attorneys

and clients; earn up to 1

5

undergmduate credits. No
experience neccs,sary.

!
Training provided.

• Contact the Student

,
Legal Services Office

I

Tcxlay! 545-1995, 922

Campus Onter

i

Movie Extras/Models

Needed For local (lasting

(^lls No exp. or age

required EARN up to

$200 a day 1-888-820-

0167

Internship

Motivated students seek-

ing leadership outside the

box. Gain experience in

all aspects dl running a

small business. Average

pay: $9300.00 C:all 508-

246-1230

jNSIRl ( HON

On the Rocks School

Bartending. Become cer-

titied in one weekend.

Great way to earn money.

Call us toll free at 866-

mix-.56(X).

www.OTRBarlending.

com

Barteiider Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

potential. Lx:al positions.

1-800-293-3985 ext 516

!Bimending!$$250/day

potential No experience

Nesc Training pmvided.

l-800-%5-6520ext 162

Concept II Indoor Row-

ing Machine for sale Like

New $500 or BO 546-5459

$Save$ Wholesale- Di.sc-

ount prices, video games,

clothing, jewelry, more.

www.tylersdiscounts.com

University Bartending

Classes Start Soon I -800-

U-CAN-MIX Call now

for information!!! Space

is Limited www.universi-

tybartending.com

ROOM lOR Rl NI

Fully fiimished bedrtxxn

Qinveniently kxiated

acnws from the has stop

near Puffton and Hohart

@985 North Pleasant St.

Available for winter and

spring sessions. Rent is

approximately $350/

month. Please contact

Ouis® 413-687-7313

SFRVK ES

Stuck on a tough tenn

paper.'

ThePaperExperts.com

can help! Expert writers

can help with editing,

writing, graduate school

applications. We'll help

with any subject- visit us

24/7 at

TTiePaperExperts.a )m.

SHEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES B.kIv

Sugaring (waxing) for

men and women *Safe

*100'X> Natural 'Effective

253-2322 https://shear-

bliss.image411com

PREGNANCY TF.ST-

ING, HIV Testing, Birth

Gintrol, and Emergency

Cx>ntraception.

Affordable and confiden-

tial. Tapestry Health, 27

Pray Street, Amherst.

548-9992

Amherst 3-4 Bedroom

hiiuse. Hohart Ln. Avail-

able Jan. l.$1650/month

Call 41 3-549-4001

Pregnant? Need help?

C;all Birthright of

Amhetst area for free

testing and assi.stance.

549-1906

A "Reality" Spnng Break

2004s Hottest Prices

Bixik now .. Fa-e Trips,

MeaLs & Parties

www..sunsplashtouni.o.Hn

or 1800-426-7710

Spring Break 2004.

Travel with STS,

America's*! Student

Tour Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun,

Acapulco, Fkhamas and

Florida. Now hiring cam-

pus reps. Call for group

discounts.

Infonnation/Reservations

1-800-648-4849 or

www.ststravel.com For

more infiirmation aintact

STA Travel at 41 3-256-

1261

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of

IVstinations, including

Crui.ses! Foam Parties,

Free I>inks and Club

Admissions. Rep

Positions and FREE trips

Available. 1-800-231-

4386

www.EpicureanTours.com

Collegian

Classifieds:

To place your ad

come to the

Campus Center

Basement or call

545-3500
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All UMass Students Are
Hereby called upon to cheer

ON THE UNBEATABLE and
UNBEFEATED in the A-10

AS THEY challenge THE

This Saturday,
November 8, 2003
Game time: 12:00 pm
)iF®Bggisii HT Eaii^iFiiiig /^girnwnirn!
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Now or never
Minutemen

in make or

break clash
By B*)B McGovERN

C^oLLEOiAN Staff

Today is the day of reckoning for

the Massachusetts men's soccer team.

After a series of ups and downs, the

Minutemen find their season in limbo

against Rhode Island, a team facing an

identical scenario. The squads have a 7

p.m. opening touch at Kingston, R.I.

Both teams are in a position where

a win will clinch a berth in the A- 10

tournament. The loser's destiny will

rely on George Washington losing to

conference leader Richmond, a sce-

nario Massachusetts coach Sam Koch

isn't looking forward to.

"If George Washington loses we
can get in but I don't even want to

think about it," Koch said. "For us to

think that GW is going to lose is a mis-

take, we need to go out and do the job

ourselves."

The Maroon and White started the

season on a roll and won seven out of

its first 10 games, including a seven-

game unbeaten streak. UMass was

slotted at the top of the A- 1 until sub-

sequent losses to Xavier and Dayton

stalled their momentum.
After losing four of their last eight

games the Minutemen have set them-

selves up for a dramatic finish to a

roller coaster season.

"I think its exciting in the fact that

we'll see where we are," Koch said.

"Do we be belong in the playoffs? I

think we do and we have to prove it on

the field."

The Rams have also had a roller

coaster season, beating some teams

that UMass has lost to. and vice versa.

The most recent was a 3-1 victory over

Temple, which shut down the Maroon

and White 2-0.

"It's been pretty bizarre because

they have lost some games to teams

we've beaten and they have won some

games against teams we've lost to."

Koch said, "You can't really look at

how teams have done against certain

team because they are night and day."

One thing that has been very clear

Continued on page 9

Andrew

MerrJtt

AMELIA r LIN«X.N«XX-lb(aAN

Oral Bullcn battles a lemple pursuer durinK the Owls' 2-0 shutout on Halloween. The Minutemen bounced back

to down St. Joseph's two days later, and look to continue their winning ways tonight at Rhode Island.
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Swimming
brings it all

back home
By Matt Barstow

C'oLLEiiiAN Staff

Sport

Men's Soccer
Women's Basketball

Hockey

Friday, Nov. 7

Opp./Event Time

at Rhode Island 7:00 p.m.

vs. Team Concept 7:00 p.m.

at Merrimack 7:00 p.m.

Sport

Football

Swimming
Hockey

Saturday, Nov. 8

Opp./Event

vs. Richmond
vs. Boston Unlv

vs. Merrimack

rime

12:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Sport

Men's Basketball

Sunday, Nov. 9

Opp./Event Time

vs. Globetrotters 2:00 p.m.

After three weeks of scrimmaging, two

months of training, and a dual meet against the

University of New Hampshire, the Massachusetts

swimming and diving teams are eager to enter

the heart of their seasons with tomorrow's home

opener against Boston University.

The meet, which starts at 1 p.m., will be the

first time the teams have gotten a chance to com-

pete at the Boyden pool since Feb. 8, when the

men's squad topped Boston College 183-117,

and the women dropped a 175-123 decision to
,

the Eagles.

The Minutemen hope to start strong, as they

attempt to duplicate the success of last year's

squad, which won the Atlantic 10 championship.

The women will look towards nine freshmen to

rebuild a program that finished atop the confer-

ence in 2001 , but finished fifth at the conference

championship last year.

The men are coming off a successful scrim-

mage against Brown University, in which the

team showed promise in the 300-yard backstroke

relay event. The winning relay team consisted of

freshman Kvan Swisher, junior Dylan Smith, and

senior captain Conner Townsend. The three led

UMass scores with the squad's sole victory, over

a previously undefeated Brown team that came in

fourth among Ivy League schools in last year's

Eastern Intercollegiate Swimming League

Championships.

Smith, named to the All-Conference team

after taking gold in the 200-yard butterfly in last

year's A- 10 Championship, will be looked upon

to lead the Maroon and White in several differ-

ent events.

"Dylan's one of my go-to guys, he's an

extrernely versatile swimmer who should be able

to help the team out where they need it," UMass

men's coach Russ Yarwurth said. "It's nice that

two of our three meets have been scrimmages,

because we have so many freshman (10) who are

still trying to adjust to the speed of college

races."

On Wednesday, the Atlantic 10 Conference

named freshman Greg Chartier the co-Rookie of

the Week. Chartier has won the 200-yard

freestyle in the season opener at UNH, and the

Continued on page 9

Making
history his

own way
He just didn't want to be given

the record. He wanted to earn it.

Instead, he earned the respect of

the sporting world.

His name is Nate Haasis. He's

a quarterback for Springfield

Southeast High School in

Illinois. Check that; he's the stel-

lar quarterback for Springfield

Southeast High School. He has

racked up an incredible amount

of yardage in his career at

Southeast, and could probably find himself throw-

ing bombs for a competitive Division I school next

fall.

But before he reaches the college ranks, before

the hype that could follow him all the way to the

pros if he's really that good, Nate had to do one

more thing in high school — become a sports icon.

The idea was simple. With not much time

remaining in Southeast's final game of the year,

coach Neal Taylor recognized that Nate was just

29 passing yards short of breaking a five-year old

conference record. So, Taylor and coach Antwyne

Golliday of Cahokia high agreed to set up a sce-

nario where Cahokia would be given a free score,

an uncontested shot at the end zone.

In return, the Cahokia players would stand still

the next time Haasis went airborne, which he did

for a 37-yard completion. No Cahokia player

rushed Haasis, no safety or cornerback tried to

stop the receiver or bat down the pass. Nate

Haasis' name would be etched into the Central

State Eight Conference record books forever, his

5,006 yards a mark that would be targeted by

young quarterbacks for decades.

But that's where the story becomes one not of

gridiron glory, but of a heroic move that is unpar-

alleled on the field of battle ... because Nate Haasis

isn't just a great quarterback, he's a great person as

well.

After the game. Haasis made a call — of his

own accord — to the conference brass. He wanted

his record stricken from the books. He didn't want

to just be given his place in history. He saw all

those Cahokia players standirjg around, and real-

ized that this isn't the way it should be. And rather

than go along with the best wishes of both coach-

es, as well as the players on the field, he took a

stand. He did what very few pro athletes could

even conceive.

Since the game, both coaches have heard ques-

tions and criticisms for the deal. Taylor has gotten

both ends, being railed against for cheating by

some, and praised for trying to help a young kid

become a legend by others. But this story has noth-

ing to do with a coaching .scandal, or cheating. It

has to do with young Nate Haasis, and his huinble,

strong convictions, the likes of which should be

documented and distributed to every man and

woman who earns a paycheck to play a game.

This isn't anything like the story of the mental-

ly handicapped running back in Ohio, who ran for

a touchdown thanks to a deal made by the two

teams' coaches the week before. That story

brought tears to the eyes of anybody who heard,

saw, or read about it, because it was an act of kind-

ness, allowing a young man to experience likely the

greatest moment of his life, and certainly his great-

est moment in sports.

This story is different. While Coach Taylor had

similarly goiod intentions when he asked Coach

Golliday to call off the dogs, it was about stats,

about records, the kinds of things that really don't

matter to the truly great athletes, but provide fod-

der for us mere mortals as we sip our coffee and

read the morning sports section.

This story is about the intangible qualities of a

true hero. There are hundreds of guys, the 'Big

Men on Campus." all over the country, who walk

tall in their accomplishments, and are ready to rat-

tle off their best stories and greatest numbers. But

then there are guys like Nate Haasis. the ones who

realize that numbers and achievements don't mat-

ter, that trophies are really only as good as the shelf

space they occupy.

The true glory of sports is in the game itself. It's

not the 98-yard touchdown pass that sets team and

conference records, it's the hard work, discipline,

and dedication to the game that made the play pos-

sible. Nate Haasis gets it. Many pro athletes don't.

In an age where coaching scandals, betting

scandals, drug scandals, and every other possible

evil can make top-level sports seem like a circus,

it's people like Nate who remind us of what the

game's really about. This is a young man who
i could have sat back and basked in the glow of an

achievement he'd be able to tell his kids and grand-

kids about. He could have let everyone at school

praise him for breaking the record, and become

just another good football player. But his con-

science took over, and he made the call.

That Nate was disgusted with the way he "got"

the record isn't a bad reflection on his coach. To

say that Taylor is a bad guy because he set this up

is ludicrous. The fact is, Haasis is just a world

apart from most athletes. Sure, he'd have loved to

have the record, the glory is a real nice perk of

great work on the field. The point is, it wasn't

earned.

Where most athletes protest when hard work at

practice doesn't result in playing time. Nate Haasis

took exception to what the play meant.

Specifically, that all that time and effort he'd put in

to becoming a good football player didn't matter

for that last play. He didn't get the final 29 record-

breaking yards on his own merits. Instead, they

were given to him.

Did Nate Haasis want to break the record?

Sure. Is his name in the record books? No. But he

did something that he couldn't have done by

throwing a tight spiral to a sprinting receiver. Nate

Haasis did it right.

Andrew Merritt is a Collegian columnist. He
can he reached at Merritt_Collepan®yahoo.com
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U.S. Steps up military operations
PVTA bus station to open

IVAN StXRtlAW:V7ASS<.K:iATEl> PB£>.^

A U.S. Army 720th military police battalion soldier sits atop his humvee during a night raid in the village of Tall

Maghar, about 280 km.s (175 miles) northeast from Baghdad, on Saturday.

By Slob*ii)AN Lekic

ASS<H lATtll PkFSS

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Soldiers arrested 18 peo-

ple in a deadly missile barrage last month that Deputy

Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz narrowly escaped,

officials said yesterday. U.S. warplanes bombed near a

center of Iraqi resistance, and the military said it was

intensifying the fight against insurgents after increas-

ingly bloody attacks.

The U.S. command also announced the death of

another soldier, killed late Saturday when his vehicle

struck a land mine in Baghdad. A senior Iraqi official

warned that mounting violence may delay steps toward

a new constitution, considered a major condition lor

returning the country to full Iraqi rule.

Lt. Col. George Krivo, spokesman for the U.S. com-

mand, said the 18 suspects were arrested in Baghdad by

the 1st Armored Division but gave no further details.

The missile attack Oct. 27 against the Al-Rasheed Hotel

killed a U.S. colonel and injured 18 others.

Wolfowitz, one of the architects of the Iraq war, was

staying in the hotel but escaped injury. The barrage was

part of a series of escalated attacks over the past two

weeks, including the downing of a Chinook helicopter

Nov. 2 in Fallujah in which 16 soldiers were killed and

21 injured.

The downing of the Chinook and the crash Friday of

a Black Hawk helicopter in Tikrit made the first week

of November the bloodiest for American forces since

President Bush declared an end to major combat May

I.

With the start of the holy month of Ramadan on Oct.

27 in Iraq, U.S. forces lifted curfews in Baghdad and

Tikrit and scaled down nighttime raids to avoid anger-

ing ordinary Iraqis at a time of heightened religious sen-

timent.

But alter the wave of attacks that began around the

Stan of Ramadan, the military now appears to be

returning to a inore robust operation.

The military has launched a new. massive response

tactic aimed at taking the fight to the insurgents, offi-

cials said. Krivo said there was a "new focus" in the

north and west of Baghdad to find areas where Saddam

loyalists "and other noncompliant forces are operat-

ing."

"We have picked up the intensity of our offensive

operations and this is specifically manifested with the

larger numbers of troops in the 82nd Airborne and

other forces to the west." Krivo said, without giving

details on the numbers of troops.

"We are on offensive operations," a U.S. officer said

on condition of anonymity. "You can expect to sec an

increase in the level of intensity and the amount of

activity that is occurring, especially in those challeng-

ing' areas."

Lombardi to pursue better student life

By Mike Travis

CoLLtOlAN (x)RRE.SPl)NI>ENT

Chancellor |ohn V. Lx)mbardi remains

confident in his pursuit to provide a better

student lil'e, excellence in teaching and

research, and to remain nationally com-

petitive.

Although everyone expects a flagship

university to provide excellent teaching,

fine student programs and activities, and

the other attributes of an effective under-

graduate experience, research quality and

productivity identify a campus as belong-

ing among higher education's top institu-

tions.

One way Lombardi intends to cre-

ate more campus involvement is

through sports. Intercollegiate sports

have existed in all universities of

every type since the beginning of the

twentieth century.

"The function of intercollegiate sports

is to draw people to campus," said

Lombardi. "It motivates and mobilizes

alumni and friends, brings them to cam-

pus, and out of that they acquire a sense

of the place that is easier to understand

then the complexities of the academic

environment that provides the real value."

Sports often stand as a surrogate for the

things people have a hard time under-

standing.

"Try to explain to the general public

what's going on in the chemistry depart-

ment and their eyes glaze over, but they

can see when the basketball team, the

hockey team and football team are suc-

cessful then maybe that's as good as every-

thing else that's going on." said Lombardi.

file University of Massachusetts has

more sports than most public institutions,

with 23 intenjollegiate sports. Most insti-

tutions are a lot smaller in the number of

sports they have. UMass, currently in

Division l-AA football, is debating on

moving up to division l-A.

"Wc have a study out interviewing

alumni to find out whether the financial

capacity is there to do it . . . wc should

have an answer on that by the end ol

November," said Lombardi.

Out of the 117 schools that take part

in l-A football, about 63 have the chance

to break even with their financing. Those

are the schools that go on to BCS confer-

ences.

"The others all lose enormous amounts

of money and at the .same time perfomi

badly . . . it's not clear that their getting

their money's worth," said Lombardi.

Lombardi is al.so expanding his efforts

to keep the university nationally competi-

tive. "It's what gives us our reputation . . .

students come here as opposed to some-

place else because of that reputation." said

Lombardi.

UMass is rated one of the best .schools

in the nation, but to get even better

Lombardi stresses investing in things that

the university has already been .successlul

in.

"The competition against other institu-

tions with students and faculty and their

money is a one on one competition. . .we

only have to win enough to recruit a first

rate class and over the last two to three

years the university has constantly been

improving the quality of its class, so we're

winning in the competition," said

Lombardi.

Having both an affinity and talent

for fixing cars, even working as a

mechanic for a few years in his youth

with a couple of friends in Las

Angeles, Lombaidi compared fixing

the university to fixing a car.

"fk)th of them have an engine and if

the car is essential to your life you can't

stop to fix it completely," said Lombardi.

"A university has an engine that can never

stop because if the engine .stops students

get dumped, research stops and every-

thing fails."

"The engine of the university has to

run all the time, so like an old car your

busy fixing it while it runs and this means

often you can't fix it perfectly," he said.

"But. a smart mechanic replaces the part

that's broke and the part that's going to

break next and each time you do that you

move ahead."

for the University's size Lombardi

said it is performing very well overall.

"This is a university with an exception-

ally good faculty and students, but it has

some serious deficiency in its physical

plant that hold it back and make it some-

what less competitive then it could be oth-

erwi.se, which is why we're spending a lot

of money in the next five years to upgrade

the physical plant .so we can remain com-

petitive." said Lombardi.

The Physical Plant is beginning a large

energy pc-rfoniiancc project to provide

better lighting, heating, ccxjling and venti-

lation for building occupants.

By Gabriel Leinek

(JoLLEOlAN C^ORKESPONDI-NT

Beginning in 2004, the Central Fire

Station on Maple Street in downtown
Holyoke, Mass. will no longer be

empty.

As part of a spending approval by

the House Appropriations Committee,

Congressman |ohn Olver has acquired

at least 2 million dollars in funds for a

new Pioneer Valley Transit Authority

PVTA multimodal transportation cen-

ter to be developed within the former

fire station.

PVTA anticipates that upon com-

pletion of the Holyoke Multimodal

Transportation Center HMTC, the

building will be privately owned by a

combination of retail shops, business

offices, and entertainment establish-

ments, with the PVTA multimodal

transportation center as the main ten-

ant within the facility.

The specifics of the development

for the new center are still open to

proposal, but the PVTA believes that

whatever the final plan, the HMTC
will function as a major transportation

center, and contribute to the economic

development and revitalization of

Holyoke.

"It will attract people and revenue,

and bolster the economy of the city,

and the region," said Gary Shepard. a

PVTA administrator.

According to the PVTA, the upper

three fioors of Central Fire Station

each have a combined gross floor area

of 18,600 square feet, which will be

renovated with government funds and

made available to developers to put

the final finishing on the tenant

spaces.

Because the new station is a joint

effort by the PVTA. the city of

Holyoke, and the federal government

through Olver, Gerald Epstein, co-

director of Political Economics

Research Institute and professor of

economics at the University of

Massachusetts, thinks the new multi-

modal center may have a more lasting

effect on Holyoke's local economy,

which is still trying to recover since

losing many manufacturing jobs.

Labor and energy intensive firms in

Holyoke followed the national pattern

as industry evolved, moving to the

South and West, to be nearer raw

materials and cheaper labor. In the

mid 1970's, remaining industries in

Holyoke were hurt by the recession of

America's economy. The 2000 US
Census for Holyoke indicates that the

city is still struggling to recover,

almost a quarter of families were

reported in poverty.

"It is very difficult to get going a

comiTiunity with so many needs."

Espstein said. "It sounds like Holyoke
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WASHINGTON (AP)

Urged on by the U.S.

government, Canadian ofii-

cials are cracking down on

companies, pharmacists

and physicians within their

borders that help provide

American citizens with

cheaper prescription drugs.

But complex jurisdic-

tional issues guarantee the

enforcement won't be that

quick or that simple.

Although the U.S. Food

and Drug Administration

has escalated its threats to

shut down companies

exporting drugs to America,

FDA Commissioner Mark

McClellan .said there are

"no automatic mechanisins

set up between our coun-

tries."

"We have to have those

discussions," he said. "W'e

have to work together to

identify where our laws

match up and where they

don't."

High-level U.S. and

Canadian health officials

have met several times in

recent weeks to coordi-

nate their attack on the

booming Internet pharma-

cy trade.

But the FDA has no

jurisdiction in Canada. And

Health Canada, the federal

agency that regulates drugs,

has only broad authority

is a good example of a real partnership

between government and city where

the government invests to help an

economy. There are all kinds of things

you can do once you build something

like jthe multimodal center).

Complimentary side businesses can be

created like restaurants, government

subsidized news, bus maintenance

jobs, all of which are very helpful to

an economy."

Central Fire Station provides a

unique space for the new multimodal

center in that it is located in the center

of town and within walking distance

of many public buildings and business-

es. The original structure also includes

14-foot high apertures on the ground

fioor, once large entiances for fire

engines, which open on to Maple

Street and provide an open market

place type setting for planned ticket

counters, internet kiosks, food service

areas, and rest areas.

Not many Holyoke citizens know
about the HMTC plans. Holyoke

Republican writer Martin Lauer said

there has only been coverage of a few

meetings about the HMTC because the

renovation plans are still in the forma-

tive stages.

But those who work near the sta-

tion and know about the plans are

optimistic about the new center.

Thomas Wilson, of the Daniel

Szostekiewicz & Thomas Wilson law

firm located a few blocks south of

Central Fire Station, said he likes the

idea of the old building and is hopeful

that there will be enough consumers to

drive the businesses that open in the

station.

"Residents like the idea of renovat-

ing the fire station and look forward to

its opening." said Michael Burke, city

editor of the Chicopee/Holyoke edi-

tion of The Republican and long-time

resident of Holyoke. Burke looks for-

ward to the new businesses that will

open up in and around the station,

"\Ve need some more variety," said

Burke.

The HMTC project is part of a larg-

er overall urban renewal plan in

Holyoke, including the Elm Street

Renewal Plan, a plan to renovate

buildings and bring professional

offices to the downtown area, and

Caniilwa'k. a plan to build along the

currently unused canals in Holyoke.

"It will be beautiful down there

once they get it cleaned up," said

Burke, hopeful about the renovations

in Holyoke. "I'll tell you. once the

Canalwalk project is completed along

with this entire renewal project.

Holyoke could once again be the

queen city of western Massachusetts.

Economic development may be a little

slow, but it's going to lake time, and

that's the sure way to do it

"

Author opposes war in Iraq

over drug safety issues.

Instead, most direct

enforcement over pharma-

cists and physicians co-

signing and filling prescrip-

tions for American patients

falls to separate organiza-

tions in each province,

where regulations vary.

"The challenge is the

practice taking place is ille-

gal in the U.S. and the U.S.

has enforcement problems,

but in Canada the activity

of the pharmacists follows

the letter of the law." said

Canadian Pharmacists

Association Executive

Director |eff Poslon. "And

they don't have that inany

legal or policy levers to play

with at the moment."

By Christina Mills

C~Ol.TE(.lAN CoRRHSPONPKNT

"We were lied into Vietnam, as we

were lied into Iraq. Iraq was a well

done war of aggression and it has

become very reminiscent of Vietnam."

writer Daniel Ellsberg told a crowd at

Smith College Thursday.

In his lecture, Ellsberg compared the

parallels of the Vietnam War and the

current war in Iraq, with a subtext

about the use of nuclear warfare. The

Bush administration, according to

Ellsberg, is following horribly bad

examples.

"It took eight years to get U.S troops

out of Vietnam and there's no oil

there... Like in Vietnam, if we pull our

troops out of Iraq now we'll lose credi-

bility- or worse, we'll lose oil," Ellsberg

sarcastically quipped.

During the Vietnam War, Ellsberg.

author of "Secrets: A Memoir of

Vietnam" and "The Pentagon Papers:

Secrets and Lies About Nuclear

Threats, the War on Terror, and Iraq."

believes that President Ni.xon lied about

the war and lied about his involvement,

afraid he would be unable to win anoth-

er election if he revealed his hidden

agenda. President Nixon was trying to

make a world empire out of the United

States. However, Ellsberg pointed out

that he used the same terrorist tactics,

like unprovoked nuclear threals, to

bully smaller countries.

"Proving our manhood, our power,

to the world should not be the problem

for a world super-power that ha- u-cd

the A-Bomb," he said.

Once the war was over ii. was

impossible for the U.S. to leave, he said.

This was due to the belief that the

United States had an obligation to fix

the mess it made. For Ellsberg, the cur

rent war in Iraq inspires frightening

siiTtilarities.

"I knew then (during the Nixon

Administration) that every time they

said anything, it was a lie ... I feel like

the current administration pulled the

wool over my eyes again." said Ellsberg.

Ellsberg said President George VV. Bush

has burned many bridges and the

United States has lost many allies

because of the empire the administra-

tion is striving to build.

Ellsberg said if Piesident Bush had

allowed other v^orld powers to help, the

turn out would have been very differ-

ent.

He said that not only was the war in

Iraq supposed to be short, it was sup-

posed to be cheap and it was not sup-

posed to yield an American death

count. Wartime creates jobs and garner

unity behind a leader The purpose of

the war in Iraq is nol lo light terror.

"Wc helped create the Taliban, we

helped create Osama Bin Ladin and

now that genie is at work on us. And
where are we? In Iraq," said Ellsberg.

Ellsberg said the LInited Stales main-

tains that the forces used in Vietnam

and Iraq are justified as preventative

because more American lives would

have been lost had those measures not

been used.

"The United States is a counir> thai

believes itself not guilty of winning a

war by terrorism. The A-Bonih wasn't

used so there is no guilt." -"aid

Ellsberg.

However more bombs were used

during the \ icinaiii War than there are

in an A-Bontb. i;ilsbcig said if President

Bush gets re-elected, his administration

will start testing nuclear bombs within

three years. Right now, over 40 coun-

tries worldwide could be nuclear in less

than one year because I he ps\chology

that peiniitied the U.S to use the A-

Bomb is not solely American.

"If it happens, it will happen with

the best of intentions becau.se wc will

be protecting our own. Good inten-

tions, for patrioiism and c\ervthing

else, pave the way to hell." said

Ellsberg. "When it comes to take the

irrevocable step of killing someone, it is

never a sufficient reason for the

President to say. 'Because I said so.'"

Ellsberg, 72, is an energetic activist,

writing and lecturing against the use of

nuclear weapons since the end ol the

Vietnam War. He worked as a strategic

analyst for the RAND Corporation, and

was a consullani to the neparimeni of

Defense and the V\hite House. He

joined the Defense Deparimeni in l')b4

as a Special Assistant lo |ohn

McNaughton, Assistant Secretary of

Defense lor International Security

Affairs.

The speech was brought to the Five

College Area by the Veterans Education

Project.
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Plug it in; plug it in!

Drum major Jon Korhonen looks on as equipment suffers Jeff LindequLst and Rob Spanos from the

UMass marching band test out their new electric vehicle. The vehicle was among many donated by Robin

FikkJ Ltd., a non'profit organization.

Sunken warship found

Gay bishop begins ministry
By Katherine Webster
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PKTERBOROUGH. N.H. (AP) The Rev. V. Gene

Robinson began his ministr,' as the Episcopal Church's

first openly gay bishop yesterday by saying he wants to

bring the message of God's love to "those on the mar-

gins."

He al.so said the church should speak out on issues

ot social justice, including the lack of access to health

care for many .Americans.

"How dare we in this country spend $87 billion on

war when 44 million people have no health insur-

ance'.'" he said in his sermon. "It's up to the church to

lead on some of these moral issues."

After the service at All Saints Church, where he was

married tu his former wife. Robinson said he hopes

ihai people who di.sagree with his confinnalion will

remain within the Episcopal Church, instead of break-

ing away.

"A church founded on unhappiness and anger is not

going to go very far." he said.

New Hampshire's Episcopalians elected Robinson

as bishop in June, and his selection was approved at

the convention of the Episcopal Church USA in

August. Hut his consecration a week ago has threat-

ened to divide the Episcopal Church, the U.S. branch

of Anglicanism.

On Nov. 3. overseas bishops who said they repre-

sented 50 million of the world's 77 million Anglicans

jointly announced they were in a "state of impaired

communion" with the Episcopal Church — a step

short of declaring a lull schism.

In addition, conservatives within the U.S. church

have asked the Archbishop of Canterbury, the spiritu-

al head of the Anglican Church, to authorize a separate

Anglican province for them in North America.

In his sermon, Robinson said |esus spent most of

his time with women, tax collectors and foreigners, not

with the rabbis and wealthy members of the temple,

lesus "looked at the religious establishment of his day

and realized they had closed their eyes to those on the

margins." he said.

"Think of all the kinds of blindness right outside this

door: not seeing people in need, or turning the other

way when we do." he said.

Robinson told a story about three American soldiers in

World War I whose fellow soldier was killed in com-

bat, then was buried just outside the fence of a French

churchyard because the priest didn't know whether the

soldier had been baptized. When the Americans

returned to pay their respects, they couldn't find his

grave outside the fence.

The priest explained to them. "I realized I'd fol-

lowed the rules, but I hadn't done the right thing — so

I moved the fence." Robinson said.

"You and I in jcsus' name are called to move the

fence ... as far away from us as possible." Robinson

said.

At a reception for the bishop following the service,

churchgoer lack lones said he was "all for" Robinson.

"He's a real brave man. and intelligent, and if peo-

ple don't want to come to church lor him. let them go

somewhere else." said Jones. 64.

Elsewhere in the state, about half the members of

the Episcopal parish in Rochester walked out of

Sunday services to ptglesi thc^WWssal of their inter-

im minister, who oppeaes RuhijMjpnV appointnfenl.

BOSTON ( AP) — Five ama-

teur divers have discovered the

submerged remains of a lost

U.S. Navy that exploded in

waters off Boston almost bO

years ago. killing almost a dozen

people.

The bow of the YF-4 1 5 U.S.

Navy ship lies about 240 feet

underwater, its bow completely

buried and its bridge ripped off

by fishing gear, where it sank in

m44.
The deep-sea divers who

found it. normally secretive

about their discoveries, are

going public in hopes of putting

to rest any lingering curiosity

from loved ones or descendants

of those who were on the ship.

"it's sacred ground," Bob

Foster of Foxboro told the

Boston Sunday Globe. "We did-

n't know what we had found at

first."

Only about 1 percent of the

10.000 to 15.000 shipwrecks

off New England's coast have

been definitively identified.

While the state Board of

Underwater Archaeology

knows roughly where and when

many ships went down, exact

locations are often elusive.

When Foster and his friends

go "shipwreck searching." they

look for rises or bumps on the

ocean floor. The group then uses

a sonar to identify shapes on the

sea bottom, seeking those show-

ing right or sharp angles that

may be man-made.

Foster first spotted the YF-

415 a year ago in an area 14

miles northeast of Boston, and

off the coast of Rockport.

known as the "dumping

grounds." where old ships were

scuttled and waste was dumped

overboard. Weather prevented

the group from diving to check

it out until last |uly.

When two members.

Captains Heather Knowles and

Dave Caldwell of Northern

Atlantic Dive Expeditions of

Marblehead, discovered a com-

pass stamped "U.S. Navy."

Foster searched declassified

naval documents, and matched

the sunk vessel with the YF-4 1

5

in naval records and alerted the

Navy.

Amid those old documents.

Foster also uncovered a play-by-

play account of a Iragtxiy that

fell particularly harshly on a

group of black sailors from the

now-defunct Hinghani

Ammunition Depot.
' Shortly after noon on May

II 1944, after Navy workers

had already hoisted two-thirds

of the ship's 151 tons of old

ammunition overboard, sur-

vivors heard a whooshing sound

as the explosives caught fire and

lit into the air

Other ordnance caught fire

and the men. many of whom
could not sWvm. jumped over

the side without life preservers.

Explosions continued for nearly

40 ntinutes. By the time the

haze cleared, the YF-4 15 had

sunk.

A passing naval weather ship

plucked survivors from the

water, including skipper Louis

Tremblay, a former antiques

dealer from Marblehead, who

was credited with getting men

off the ship and helping a

severely bumed Newport. R.I..

man into a preserver.

In all. it appears 11 of the 16

enlisted men from the Hingham

depot died that day. and all but

three of the ship's crew died.

The newspapers two days

later ran the story under a big-

ger headline of "Allies win 3

miles in Italy, bag 150 Nazis

over Reich," but within days, it

was forgotten amid news of the

war
"It's still an amazing story."

said lack Ahem of PlynxHJth,

one of the divers.

Neither the divers nor the Globe

has been able to track down any

of the wreck's survivors today

Ahem and the other divers

want to glean more clues, but

their time at the site is limited.

The gas mixture they use and

the cold temperatures gives

them only about 20 minutes at

the wreck each dive.

While they sometimes

keep items from shipwrecks,

they are not allowed under

naval law to keep anything

from the ship, or disturb it.

because it is considered a war

grave. They still won't give

out the exact location of the

wreck to anyone but the

Navy.

"This is something most

divers dream about," said

Foster, "it's a detective story;

it's history Being the first to

actually see this ship in 60

years is amazing."

Last Monday, the wreck of

the Wyoming, a 329 1/2-

foot, six-masted cargo carrier

launched in 1909. was found

off Cape Cod. The Wyoming
sank in 65 to 70 feet of watvr

during a gale in 1924. ' '
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Smart and Lynch stories

exploited in Primetime
Last night, television viewers had to make

the difficult choice of what to watch at 9 p.m.

The choices were a special made-for-TV

movie on CBS. or a special made-for-TV

movie on NBC.
The competing programs, which ran as a

part of sweeps week for the networks, were

"The Elizabeth Smart Story" (CBS) and

"Saving lessica Lynch" (NBC). Both films por-

trayed the two young women who were kid-

napped over the course of the past year and a

half (Lynch in March of this year, Smart in

)une of 2002). Both had the same feel-good

appeal and the same "giving America hope"

message.

To pit lessica Lynch against Jessica Smart

against each other, like a pair of heavyweight

boxers in the ring at the MGM Grand, does a

disservice to many people. First of all. it

makes a mockery of the two situations. Made-

for-television movies have a sort of cheesy,

corny connotation to them. It is unfortunate,

first and foremost, for the Smart and Lynch

families that these traumatic ordeals will be

dramatized and commercialized in this way.

it is also a disservice for the American pub-

lic. Are people so incapable of keeping up

with the news that they need to have their

information nicely packaged for them in the

format of a made-for-TV movie?

And are we supposed to tune in to these

movies because it will make us feel patriotic?

Both films were promoted as being good for

our country and something that all true

Americans should tune in to. Loving your

country is one thing, but to have to sit

through a movie that depicts an already over-

analyzed and over talked about story is anoth-

er. Having a highly personal and sensitive

issue commercialized and shoved in our faces

may make us feel American, but it shouldn't

make us feel patriotic.

Simply making these movies is bad enough.

What is even worse is that they air in the same

9 p.m. time slot. The made-for-TV movie for-

mat would allow the general public to watch

the events of these two women unfold right

before their eyes, possibly answering any

questions they may have had. But to have the

films air at the same time forces people to

choose between one or the other. If the two

respective networks truly cared about inform-

ing Americans about the stories of Smart and

Lynch, they would have aired the movies on

different nights, allowing people to view

both. Clearly, it was all about ratings.

Another issue is the fact that these two

stories are so fresh in the minds of

Americans. Do network executives feel as

though Americans will have forgotten about

these two girls in another year from now,

forcing the movies to be made so quickly? in

reality, while the Elizabeth Smart and lessica

Lynch stories may have been on the front

page of every major newspaper and on every

single twenty-four hour a day TV news chan-

nel, neither story is particularly newsworthy

So. the networks needed to produce these

programs as soon as possible, before the

names of the two girls faded to memory
(which has already started to happen to many

people).

Only time will tell who wins the battle of

the kidnapped sweethearts. But does it really

matter? Neither movie will do anything to

better the lives of anyone, with the exception

of a few people's checkbooks.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian Editorial Board.
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Please retract your claws
It's Friday night and my girls

and I are itching to go out. We
make some calls and find a

"gathering." It is around 8 p.m.

First there is the initial battle

for who gets the good shower.

After clawing tooth and nail for

the one with the best water

pressure, we get squeaky clean.

We then stand around in

bathrobes and towels,

pondering which shirt i;, Ipnnjnnr

matches those sexy ^'' '""""""^

shoes, and what belt

will go best with the jeans that

show off our booties. Finally.

the primping begins. Eyelashes

are curled, lips are glossed, and

hair is ironed, sprayed, and

blow-dried. The daiquiris swirl

in the blender tempting us. We
pose critically in front of the

full-length mirror, to examine

the finished product. What
stares back at us is a sexy

mama ready to go out and

knock the fellas on their

behinds.

There is. however, an under-

lying motive.

1 have noticed it on many
occasions, as 1 am sure my fel-

low females have as well. The

question I want to pose is:

whom are we really dressing

for?

While many are hoping to

catch the eye of that special

surprise: we are all trying to

out do each other and be the

most beautiful, sexy or whatev-

er.

However, is this really fair

to do?
This kind of behavior does

not put women in a favorable

light. It screams insecurity,

jealousy and snobbery, i am
sure it has been done

to everyone at one

point or another.
^~"~" Maybe it hasn't exactly

been in this context, but some-

thing similar. And it doesn't

just happen at parties ^ it can

happen on campus, at dinner,

on the street, in class, or any-

where else.

Women feci out their com-

petition and think of ways to

crush their opponent, in hopes

of going home victorious that

day. It doesn't just have to be

over looks cither — brains, tal-

ent, anything goes. It is just

something we do.

What is occurring is not

only unhealthy, but also

extremely unfortunate. We all

come in different shapes, sizes,

and colors and we bring our

own special gifts as well. First

of all. comparing yourself to

someone else is doing you an

injustice. Ripping her down or

beating yourself up for not

Any kind of judgmental behavior should be

frowned upon. We could be missing out on

meeting some really cool people by acting

cold to others we don't know.

someone and spark a fairy tale

romance, I can't help noticing

how we girls size one another

up the second a hot new chica

struts through the door. Sure,

all the heads turn when a .sexy

man walks in. but 1 would say

that women get just as much

attention, if not more.

It is not usually a positive

experience, and 1 admit I am

guilty of doing it. They are

given the once over, inspected

from head to toe in hopes of

finding a Haw. Then they arc

torn down and picked apart.

Women by nature are competi-

tive and catty This comes as no

looking "the best" is horrible.

We look the way we look, and

we must embrace and accept it.

Every diva brings her unique

beauty to the table. A first look

only is only skin-deep, and any

judgment based on a first look

can be called nothing more
than shallow. Plus, it doesn't

tell you anything. She might be

beautiful, but have the person-

ality of dry toast. She could be

plain looking but have the most

colorful character. Looks don't

reveal a thing.

Any kind of judgmental

behavior should be frowned

upon. We could be missing out

The 'Thought Market'
They say that

in America,

"there's a suck-

er born every

minute." Not

to say that

Americans are

idiots, but at

one time or

another, every-

one falls for

something.

But. in this country fooling

people has become a major

industry and a sizable force to be

reckoned with.

From the red label on a Coca-

Cola can. to the beautiful faces

and sleek cars of Hollywood,

more cognitive trickery has been

hammered out than any totalitar-

ian government in the modem
world. But as late as the past

decade, the psychoparasitical

snare of the mainstream media

has been looking to sell some-

thing else to the masses —
thought and reasoning.

No. it's not a conspiracy nor

is it a corporate media Bush

fetish. Simply put. there's money

to be made. When it comes to

war. more money is made for

covering it than by debating it.

So solely out of financial interest,

the public has to be convinced

that war is necessary.

But there are some problems:

Inspectors came up empty-hand-

ed and the White House gave a

marvelous presentation to the

UN. using "sexed up" intelli-

gence, magazine clippings, and

even forgeries. So how can we
still get people to agree that we
need to go to war?

This is where the media works

its magic, using specific tactics to

sway public opinion in favor of

the war. They are known as

Manicheanism and

Schadenfreude, and they aren't

new by any means.

Manicheanism is a millennia-

old ideology with roots in

Christianity. It simply

dichotomizes an individual's

worldview into two distinct

camps of Good and Evil, in fact,

the exi,stence of a Satan to coun-

terbalance God is attributed to

manicheanism. Although it has

evolved throughout the cen-

turies, it's outcome is always the

same: "either you're with us or

your with the terrorists."

"America: Love it or leave it." or

how "Christ and Allah" com-

pares to "light and darkness" (as

preached by Franklin Graham).

Many media outlets use

manicheanism to simplify infor-

mation, being that if news is too

complex, readers will tune out

froni boredom or discourage-

ment. The average attention span

is about 20 minutes, so to keep

your attention, information must

be brief and broken-down, while

another tactic, schadenfreude,

comes into play

Schadenfreude is loose

German for "harming joy" it's

used to describe pleasure that

someone gets out of the discom-

fort of others. Ever notice that

people are just waiting for Simon

to blurt out his trademark insults

to warped, wannabe pop stars on

American Idol? Ever wonder
why you love watching that

ttashy ex-boyfriend on |erry

Springer get slammed by Steve

the bodyguard? Whenever you

watch shows like American Idol

or lerry Springer, you are experi-

encing schadenfreude.

Schadenfreude is practically

hypnotic. By exposing a person

to it. they can become more open

to suggestion, which is actually

just another form of peer-pres-

sure.

There are two shows that

make good examples of this tac-

tic in swaying opinion: The Sean

Hannity Show (radio) and the

O'Reilly Factor.

During Hannity's show, while

slamming a carefully screened

And then, there is Bill

O'Reilly In another dead-in-the-

water "No-spin" segment, he tells

Jeremy Glick, a Stanford profes-

sor whose father died in the 9/ 1

1

attacks, that he shames his fami-

ly with his antiwar view.

When Glick tries to explain

his side of the story, O'Reilly

yells, "Shut up!" repeatedly, cuts

Click's microphone and then

goes to a commercial. During the

commerical break, he loudly

threatens to "tear j Glick] to

f'cking pieces!"

The next day O'Reilly tells his

audience. "Glick was out of con-

trol and spewing hatred for this

program and his country using

vile propaganda. This is a no-

spin zone, and wild ravings will

be shut down quick."

Did his audience acknowl-

edge that it was. in fact. O'Reilly

who was "out of control and

spewing hatred?" Did his audi-

ence also realize that during the

entire segment. O'Reilly had not

made a single substantial argu-

ment? In fact, whenever Glick

began citing historical fact,

O'Reilly started in about how he

was shaming his mother

O'Reilly knew that his audi-

ence would be more fascinated

with slamming Glick. rather than

debating him. which is why he

resorted to emotional appeals

and insults. He was absolutely

Checks were cashed, jokes were told, flags

were waved, and while Rupert Murdock ate

caviar, our troops ate shrapnel.

"liberal," he tells his live Dallas

audience, that the US had sup-

ported Saddam Hussein's regime

so America could "fight totalitar-

ianism." After making this point,

he ended the call by telling the

caller to "get it through (his)

thick, liberal skull!"

Hannity's ad-hominem attack

on a faceless dissident added

cheap validity to the entire

exchange. While the audience

cheered over his verbal assault,

they inadvertently agreed to an

obvious doublethought: "We
supported Saddam Hussein in

order to light totalitarianism."

(George Orwell spins in his

grave.)

Schadenfreude worked its

magic, as the sheer pleasure of

bashing a fellow human took

precedent over the hard facts,

conveniently covering Hannity's

backward logic.

right: they ate it up.

And like Hannity. O'Reilly

came through for Fox. When
President Bush said. "Let's go."

Fox got their long-anticipated,

green-backed spoils of covering a

war. which all of America

watched. Checks were cashed,

jokes were told, fiags were

waved, and while Rupert

Murdock ate caviar, our troops

ate shrapnel.

When will the media step up

and take responsibility in work-

ing toward objectivity, rather

than manufactured consent? And
when will news and commentary

be more like a source of informa-

tion and less like a source of fam-

ily-grade pornography? When
there's no more money to be

made in the Thought Market' ...

that's when.

Mark Ostroff is a Collegian

Columnist.

on meeting some really cool

people by acting cold to others

we don't know. There are two

sides to every coin, and as

much as we women have par-

ticipated in casting a girl off. 1

am sure we have been snubbed

a few times ourselves.

Think of how terrible it felt

and how awkward it made your

night. Initially no one talks to

you or even gives you a chance.

Later, once they get to know
you. it is fine but you have to

pass some "test" at the time.

Sometimes you leave there with

nothing but ice cold glares

watching your every move as

the door slams behind you. All

I can say is treat people how
you want to be treated. Give

them a chance you never know
how cool they can be.

We are all different, but

there is an unspoken bond

between women that only we
can truly understand. Being

catty accomplishes nothing. It

is neither attractive nor classy

Practicing acceptance and

not being judgmental shows

that you are secure and confi-

dent. It also says that you are

nice and compassionate.

Personally. I know two things: I

am not about to let anyone

think they are better than me.

and I intend to pay them the

same respect.

Iking friendly and outgoing

can get you a long way while

being nasty and snotty can shut

many doors. In the end we
should partake in positive

experiences and support each

other. We are human and as

such we are sensitive beings.

Girls already have ridiculous

standards they have to meet.

Why make it worse by

telling someone else they are

not good enough? What might

be funny and entertaining to

one can be the .source of tears

and low self-esteem lor anoth-

er.

So next time you arc out and

"that girl" appears in the door-

way, try a different approach.

Attempt to be nice and get to

know her ... then make up your

mind. Everyone deserves a

chance.

Liz Jennings is a Umass stu-

dent.

From the sex couch to sour milk
Living off campus has made me realize a lot of

things that 1 look for granted when 1 was grow-

ing up in Framingham. or living in the dorms.

I've learned such important life lessons that, like

my mom told me all these years, "dishes don't

clean themselves!" and, "Clothes aren't cleaned

by the cleaning fairy"

The past two years were spent in |ohn Quincy

Adams in Southwest (hey. at least 1 ducked out

before all these stupid changes). Even there. 1

could use as many dishes as I wanted, and make

as big of a mess as I deemed necessary,

although not in my room which served

as my living room, bedroom, dining _^^
room, and on long, lonely nights, my
bathroom.

However, here is a list of things that I miss

from not living back home in Framingham.

My home in Framingham doesn't have "that

smell" that my apartment in

Amherst has. The .source of this

smell: unknown.
In Framingham. I always have

milk. This milk always has a liq-

uid consistency; there are no

chunks and no smell. And I

learned another important life les-

son: if you leave milk out in a

glass for three days, it takes twice

as long to get the smell out of

your kitchen table after the glass

spills.

Note to self: Before turning on

the heater, check to make sure

your Playstation 2 controllers are

NOT on it. A sharp knife cleans

up said controller very nicely

I miss a kitchen floor that is

never sticky For about three months, my apart-

ment here has a square foot of eternal stickiness.

This stickiness refuses to go away, regardless of

what products are spewed upon it.

Here, in my living room, there is a couch that

is classified as "the sex couch." If you turned all

the lights off and ran a black light over this

couch, it would resemble the back ol a

Dalmatian.

1 miss clean toilets and showers. The back of

our shower would astound modern scientists. I

think we can probably grow something back

there. As I shower, I frequently look behind me to

make sure nothing is going to bite me. It only

happened twice so far.

Note to self: Bottle caps and tabs to beer will

break a disposal.

However, don't get me wrong. I really enjoy

living in my apartment with my two roommates.

And to prove it. here's why it's better living in

Amherst.

I don't think my mom would approve of the

Playboy on the back of our toilet.

Matt Elrifif
Whoops.
You gotta love the sex couch. I mean,

that thing has more action than a

I've learned such

important life les-

sons that, like my
mom told me all

these years, "dish-

es don't clean

themselves!" and,

"Clothes areni

cleaned by the

cleaning fairy."

Schwarzenegger flick. Or. in this case, a lenna

lanieson flick. Whichever you prefer.

You don't have as many options for ordering

food or eating out here that 1 have as home. 1

swear. I'm putting Bruno's kids

through college. Also, we've had

more Wings at my place than the

runway at Logan.

Back home. I don't think I

could keep my fridge the way I do

here. I have to adapt to the life

I've been accustomed to. We have

more Bud in there then Snoop

Dogg has in his living room. And
we use different varieties. Bud

Light, Budweiser, bottles, cans,

etc. We don't discriminate. We
love all types of beer!

My house in Framingham is too

predictable. Afier a party at my
place, the most enjoyable part is

the morning afier. I walk down-

stairs and I see a half dozen or so

people passed out on the floor, pull out sofa and.

yes. the infamous sex couch. Out of the.se half

dozen or so people. I tend to actually know half

of them. When a person asks who I am and I say

the owner of the floor you just slept on. the look

on his face is priceless.

You've got to love college. It's now time for

me to go and make my dinner, which will consist

of Easy Mac. fiat soda, and mashed potatoes from

a box. Only the best for me!

Matt Elder is a Collegian columnist.
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The D master the art of the DVD
Comedic rockers continue success

By Nick RtmANOw
IJou II. IAN Stakk

What does a rock group do to follow

up its aiTiazingiv acclaimed and success-

ful debut album?

Tenacious D believes the

an.swer may lie in the DVD tor-

mat, lack Black (aka IB or

lables) and Kyle Cass (aka KG
or Kage) make up Tenacious D.

otherwise known simply as The

D. the hard-rocking acoustic

duo who. despite having only released

one album, have an enormous and ded-

icated lanbase.

The important thing everyone

should know about Tenacious D is that

while they have a reputation of being a

"comedy act' there is a real reason that

the band is worshiped: The D. simply,

rocks.

The band started on the under-

ground Los Angeles comedy scene

before getting its own short-lived HBO
show. By the time the band signed with

Epic Records and released its first

album in the fall ul 2001 its cultish fan-

base (known as "D-sciples") had grown

to hundreds-of-thousands.

"The Complete Masterworks" recog-

nizes the fan's appetite for The D and

the music. The first disc contains an

entire live perft)rmance from London,

along with all six of the HBO episodes

that introduced the world to The D.

The second disc of the set. labeled "For

Psycho Fans" lives up to its promise

with its coniprehensive documentation

of nearly everything the band has done

in the past two years. It features three

short films that were made for HBO.
in-the-sludio and on-the-road docu-

Tenacious D

The Complete

Masterworks'

[pic

mentaries. all the bands music videos

— along with two making-of documen-

taries, and three different television

performances by the band.

The focus of the DVD is the concert

footage. The show, shot last

November at the Brixton

Academy in London, is a full,

hour-long set that finds The D
playing most of its album

tracks, including fan favorites

such as "Double Team" and

"Kyle Ouit The Band."

The live set also rewards fans with

unreleased songs and The D's patent

stage banter. The purpose of a concert

film is always to bring the live experi-

ence home to the viewer and "The

Complete Masterworks" does indeed

bring |B and KG straight to your room.

There is another reason why the live set

should be interesting to D
fans, for the album IB and

KG recruited an all-star

backing band that

included Dave Grohl

(Nirvana. Foo i

Fighters), Steve

McDonald, and Ken
Andrews (Failure.

Year Of The Rabbit) to

flesh the songs into

full-out electric rock

extravaganzas. Live,

though. The D is simply

just lables and Kage play-

ing with just two micro

phones and two acoustic

guitars and they rock just

as hard, if not harder, than

on the album.

The HBO shows are. at

their best, just as good as the

band's album or live show. They do

drag at times though. The show is still,

as a whole, righteous and welcome to

have on DVD. In addition to the come-

dy they provide early looks at some of

the D songs that made the album, as

well as plenty of fan-favorites that did-

n't make the record.

The documentaries are all a lot of

fun and are worth multiple viewings.

They provide far more laughs than they

do insight, but that is to be expected

from The D. The short films are all

under 10 minutes and are hilarious,

though disgusting. The music videos —
"Tribute", "Wonderboy", and "F**k

Her Gently" — and TV appearances —
on Conan, MadTV. and Crank Yankers

— are all on the DVD for the sake of

completists.

While some of them are great

D moments (the "Tribute"

video) and some are just bor-

ing (the Crank Yankers

appearance — if you can

call two puppets that

look like IB and KG
dancing to The D's

song "Friendship" an

appearance), it's hard

to argue with more

content.

So how does the

greatest rock band in

the world follow up the

greatest debut album in

history? Well, Tenacious

D has proven that they

found the answer; D-sci-

ples should gladly pro-

claim it nothing short of

the greatest DVD in the

world.

Jack Black and Kyle Gas* make up the humorous rock 'n' roll

The band released its first-ever DVD la.st Tuesday.

nKiTl>itAX.iRTHSYSEANMtKPHY/EPK

duo. Tenacious D.

Distillers make
big label debut

By Johnny Donaldson
(^LLEoiAN Staff

By Lauren Freeman
Ca)1.i.e<.ian Staff
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Every year the holidays seem to arrive

sooner and sooner. This year as soon as

Halloween was over, the Christmas film

"Elf" was distributed to the theaters.

Obviously, this means that the film will

not be in theaters at Christmas time.

However, the rationale behind this early

release is a marketing decision. The soon-

er the film leaves the theaters, the sooner

it arrives in stores and under Christmas

trees everywhere.

The "sooner to DVD the better" phi-

losophy, is indicative that supplying the

people with their own copy of the film is

more important than scheduling a timely

theater release. Ironically, this move

seems to infer thai people generally

would like to own something and watch it

individually over the holidays, rather than

go to the movies and watch as a large

family. This attitude is very revealing.

Christmas is increasingly about what

and when we can get something, not

where and with whom we can share

something with.

Equally ironic is the problematic fact

that this disinterest in the actual theater

release means that less people are going

to see "Eir in the large screen manner

that it is supposed to be viewed in.

This story is about an oversized elf.

The image of this oversized elf. played by

Saturday Night Live Alum Will Ferrell,

simply cannot be portrayed as an effective

size difference when watched on a TV
rather than the movie theater screen.

Alas, despite the very typical

Hollywood mentality that accompanies

the early release of this film, the movie

must be able to stand on its own. one way

or another. Perhaps, viewing the

Christmas film long before the actual hol-

iday spirit is in the air is a better unbiased

means of determining whether the story is

good or not. How many people could

really be critical of a Christmas film in

mid-December, when their heads are full

of sugarplums and dancing gingerbread

men?
The story of "Elf" is about Buddy

(Farrell), a human child raised by the

elves at Santa's workshop. When he is old

enough to acknowledge the fact that he is

simply too large to be a "real" elf. he

decides to go looking for his human fam-

ily. His search brings him to New York

City, the Empire State building, where his

real father (lames Caan), is the leading

executive at a children's book publishing

company.
Regardless of the fact that his business

is dealing with children and what children

want. Buddy's dad is self absorbed and

cares more about making a buck than

making a good book. Isn't this the same

-^l

Brody Dalle's heart is breaking. The raccoon-

eyed, nouveau iconic banshee who fronts the raggedy

punk band the Distillers picks up where former

grunge princess and current psychiatric anomaly

Courtney Love left off— that is, she's fast becoming

the leading female force in punk rock music.

The snarling, sneering femme fatale who's shift-

ing hair colors and bruise-colored eyeshadow will

establish rebel fashion trends years from now. (She

makes kindergarten-punk singer Avril Lavigne look

like the lie-flaunting, tomboy Britney Spears she real-

ly is.)

But underneath her burgeoning idol status is a

heart that's tortured and burned by

the ghostly dark side of romance,

lust as her band is achieving its

greatest success, her personal life

is hitting the rocks.

"Coral Fang" is the anticipated

major label debut of the Distillers,

following the acclaimed "Sing Sing Death House,"

which was released on the Hellcat/ Epitaph record-

ing imprint a few years back. It's an album that's

meant to position the Distillers as a modem distaff

variation on Nirvana, or — to further the Love com-

parisons — the new Hole. But as the band hit the

Dalle's marriage to Rancid vocalist Tim

Ttie Distillers

'Coral Fang'

Hellcat/Sire

rise.

Armstrong began to fall apart, and purist fans began

to call her a sellout and a ladder climber (Rolling

Stone photos showing her tongue to tongue with

Oueens of the Stone Age majordomo josh Homme
did not help matters any.)

Dalle's dejection is palpable on "Coral Fang,"

which is as much a document to her despair as it is a

launching pad for the Distillers as they move to the

next level. Dalle gives songs titles like "Drain the

Blood," "Die on a Rope" and "The Gallow is God."

The art on the cover is a sketch of a woman's cruci-

fied nude body, as blood spouts out a slash in her

Continued on page 5

1^

Amy Sedaris, left, James Caan, center, and Will

Ferrell star in "Elf."

Continued on page 5
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MondayNovemberlO

Books

VThe Odyssey Mystery Book Group will dis-

cuss Ian Rankin's "The Black Book" at 7

p.ni. tonight at the Odyssey Bookshop. The store is

located at 9 College St. In South Hadley, Mass. For

more information call 413-534-7307.

TuesdayNovemberl 1

Art
4^ James Young, professor of English and

^^ Judaic studies at the University of

Massachusetts, James Young, will join Joel

Meyerowitz — the only photographer to gain

unlimited access to the Ground Zero area within a

few weeks after the World Trade Center attacks on

Sept. 11, 2001 ~ to discuss Meyerowitz's photo

exhibit, "Aftermath: Images from Ground Zero." The

exhibit appears at the University Gallery in the

Fine Arts Center and the gallery talk will take

place in the same area at 7 p.m. tonight. The

event is free.

WednesdayNovemberl 2

Music

^^ Scottish Indie-rock tMuid Belle and

P^ Sebastian makes a stop at ttorthampton's

CaMn Theater tonight. Opening for B&S is

Rasputina. The show starts at 8 p.m. Tickets are

priced at $28.50, and can be purchased at the

Northampton Box Offtoe or by calling 413-586-

8686or1-800-THE-TICK.

ThursdayNovember13

Books
,^ The Odyssey Bookshop is hosting award-

^^ winning author of "Oscar and Lucinda" and

"True History of the Kelly Gang," Peter Carey, as he

reads from his new novel "My Life as a Fake." The

new book foltows the renewals and blessings In

nature and throughout lite. The reading is at 7 p.m.

and is free. For more informatkm call the Odyssey

Bookshop at 413-534-7307.

Musk
^ Folk music takes over the Pearf Street

»^ Ballroom tonight, as Yonder Mountain String

Band headlines a concert that will also feature

Rani Mm & Daisy Mayhem with special guest

Darol Anger. The show was originally scheduled to

appear at the Calvin Theater but was moved to

Peari Street last week. The event begins at B.pm.

Tickets in advance are $20 and at the door they

will cost $23.

Perrmming Arts
4k The Augusta Savage Gallery in the New

r^ Africa House on the University of

Massachusetts campus will present a music per-

formance by award-winning Korean born musician

and composer Jin Hi Kim tonight. Kim is the first

Korean American composer to receive National

Endowments for the Arts funding. The show starts

at 7 p.m. and is free to the public.

FrIdayNovemberU

Performing Arts
ylhe fine Arts Center will be hosting two

different performances tor "Nori: Korean

Drums and Music" today The performances

contain traditional Korean drumming, dance,

ritual, theater, and entertainment that will fas-

cinate anyone interested in wohd cultures. The

first showing starts at 10 a.m., mainly a per-

formance for schools in the area, and the sec-

ond begins at Bp.m. For more information con-

tact the Asian Arts and Culture Program at 413-

545-1980.

Music
^ Mount Holyoke College will be present-

P^ ing "Year of the Blues" a jazz concert

exploring indigo moods with songs from artists

such as Miles Davis, Kenny Dorham, and Duke

Ellington. The show starts at 7:30 p.m. in the

McCulloch Auditorium. To contact call 413-538-

2306.

SaturdayNovember15

Books

V Tonight the Odyssey Bookshop will be

celebrating its 40'*^ anniversary

Activities for children, rattles for free books,

and a 60-second shopping spree for a lucky

grand-prize winner will occur. Refreshments

will also be provided. For more information call

the Odyssey Bookshop at 413-534-7307.

Music
4^ UMass-bred band band, Migrant Pickers,

p^ comprised of an acoustic guitar, har-

monica, vocals and electric bass, will be per-

forming at the Black Sheep in Amherst tonight.

The show begins at 7:30 p.m and is free.

weekiypinUp

FEEUN' BLUE

The New World Theater brings a new

poetic and musical journey called

"Eyewitness Blues," created by Mildred

Ruiz and Steven Sapp, to the

Northampton Center for Arts tonight and

Thursday. The second show is the follow-

ing evening. The performance starts at 8

p.m on both nights. Tickets are S15 for

general audience, $8 for senior and low

income, and $5 for children and Five

Ck)llege students with an ID.

'Eif still shines despite pre-Christmas release

Continued from page 4

attitude Hollywood executives who released this

film in November, despite its Christmas theme,

harbored?

Thus, the story driving "Eir seems to be self-

reflexive of the Hollywood mentality spawning

such an early release and thus self-depreciating.

It is a tough call. What would kids prefer? An

extra present under the tree, or a trip to the

movies? Would a pair of tickets in an envelope

promising the child a day out with mommy and

daddy at the movies mean more to a child than yet

another movie bought with the intention of keep-

ing little Bobby out of mommy's hair for a few

hours? Kids are plopped in front of the TV by

themselves far too often. Is "Elf" making fun of

the very mentality that provides motivation for its

November release? It certainly appears that way.

Nevertheless, Elf is a hilarious, heartwarming

movie. Will Ferrell, with eyes that seem child-like

in their elfish innocence, is truly convincing.

When a 21 -year-old can go to this movie and

laugh like the four-year-old sitting behind her,

that is a very good sign.

At the theater two complete strangers watch

the movie together, enjoying each other's compa-

ny because two laughs are better than one. For the

adult, the laughter of a child is as therapeutic as

it gets. That silly overly loud cackle of the four-

year-old, at the most unlikely of moments, makes

one feel warm and fuzzy inside. One remembers

he used to get that very same feeling when wait

ing at the top of the stairs to be let down into the

living room full of brightly packaged gifts at

Christmas.

So please, see this movie w the theaters,

despite its untimely release. Bring a child and

hear them laugh. Don't be afraid to look like a

geek, you're in a dark theater after all. If anything

this movie can help you to realize your true elf ..

I mean self.

liMMiUtlsilimiwM
Mandatory meeting on

Wednesday kj 5:30 p.m.

IN THE Newsroom.
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The Distillers create quasi-dark record, 'Coral Fang'

The

Continued from page 4

side. Drawings of razor blades

and severed limbs crop up

throughout the packaging. To say

that this album is dark may be an

understatement.

But, actually, "Coral Fang"

isn't a dark album — it may traf-

fic in images of gore and morbidi-

ty in the songs, but it is not to cel-

ebrate gore or morbidity. These

blood-soaked metaphors exist to

paint a portrait of a wounded

young woman coping with sad-

ness and loss. Dalle's bruised

tough girl act takes on another

dimension in light of her musical

meanderings on "Coral Fang."

She shows a complex, multi-

faceted character, a woman who
is both strong and vulnerable at

the same time.

Dalle certainly can roar with

the best of them. Her raspy, gut-

tural drawl is as sexy as screaming

gets — she veers between a deep,

forceful rumble and a rough and

tumble yelp. Her voice isn't beau-

tiful in the traditional sense, the

kind of pristine, melismatic form

that she associates with the likes

of Kelly Clarkson and Mariah

Carey. But her voice does have

beauty to it, a kind of darker,

rougher, more imperceptible pret-

tiness. She may be the best female

vocalist in modem punk, her

grunting roar giving Karen O's

libidinous howl or Andrea Zollo's

girlish chirp a run for their money.

But as tough as Dalle makes

herself sound, she can't mask her

pain. "He's gone away" she sings

in the coda to "Drain the Blood,"

and it's hard to figure out who
she's talking about.

"Holy eyes. I never knew I'd

beg down at your feet" she sighs

during the acoustic-tinged open-

ing of "The Hunger."

It helps that the musicianship

is especially tight. The songs are

tuneful and catchy without sacri-

ficing the punk. Each song has a

visceral, raw power — strong,

brutal, and corrosive — as well as

a firm melodic sense.

While the Distillers don't real-

ly break new ground with "Coral

Fang" they find enough breathing

room to expand the sound. Ryan

Sinn's venomous guitars, And\

Granelli's colorful, surging drums

and Tony Bradley's throbbing

bass add solid support to Dalle's

vocals; Dalle, in turn, is generous

enough to share the space with

her bandmates. The only time one

may be turned off by the Distillers

is on the 12-minute, feedback-

drenched album capper

"Deathsex" in which the gargling

wall of sound guitar - it sounds

like its being fed through an amp
in the throes of torture - seems to

go on endlessly.

But from the grunge-copping

"The Gallow is God" to the hyper-

hooky, pop-flirting (but never

pop-punk) likes of "Drain the

Blood" and "Dismantle Me" the

Distillers have crafted an instant-

ly accessible and addictive album

that demonstrates a hard-earned

musical and emotional maturity.

"Coral Fang" is an incessantly

capturing album and proves that

Dalle has every right to becoming

the next punk princess icon. The

year of punk rock treads on with

another successful counterattack

to the bloat of modem radio.
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LIVE MUSIC starts at 9:00PM.

OPEN MIC starts at 7:00PM. The Sign-Up sheet goes out

at 6:00PM. Bring your talent and your friends and your

instruments. We'll provide the stage and sound

equipment and 20 minutes for you to knock'em dead!

ALL MUSICAL STYLES are encouraged to participate!

LWAYS, 18+ to party, 21+ to drink.
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MC is swept away
Continued from page 8

3 victotN In all. ihav ditlcreni

UMasN plu.ver-> had two-goal

yames over the vsvckcnd. as senior

rhonias Pock scored twice in

Friday night's matchup. That

game, however, was less about

offense, and more about goaltend-

ing, as UMass blanked Merrimack

2-0 behind the efforts of net min-

der Gak- Winer, who earned his

lirst career shutout.

Werner's goal, at 17:09 of the

>econd. was a result of the Warrior

defense failing asleep as the soph-

omore fiom ChevN Chase, Md. fin-

ished serving his two minutes for a

hooking penalty.

Werner streaked oui of the box,

and senior defensenian |eff L-ang

battled mightily lo knock the puck

i.)ut of the comer to blue line part-

ner Thomas Pock, who sailed a

pass from behind his own goal line

to Werner at Merrimack's blue

line. Werner took the feed in alone

on Warrior keeper |im llealey.

decked to his backhand, and with

Healey moving out of position.

slipped a forehand wrist shot into

the net for the deciding tally.

Mike Warner added his second

goal of the game with 3; 1 1 remain-

ing, although it likely won't make

any highlight reels. The senior cap-

tain misfired on a slap shot, and

the puck wobbled just past Mealey

10 make it 5-1.

Mauldin scored the game-tying

goal after a frantic eight minutes

that saw the teams tiade three

goals apiece. The junior's second

goal of the night came on a one-

timer set up by sophomore Chris

Capraro. stationed on the right

wing boards. Mauldins slapper

found an empty comer of the net,

and made it 5-3.

just prior, the Warriors had tied

the game, and then taken the lead

on three unanswered goals. Brend

Cough got an early Christmas gift

when Jeff Caron's slapper from the

point dcllected off of Tony

Johnson's stick, and landed at

Cough's feet. The sophomore

from St. Albert. Alberta knocked

the puck in to finally put the

Warriors on the board after four

^coreless periods against UMass.

Merrimack kept charging from

there, as Brendon Clark slipped a

shot between Winers legs 35 sec-

onds, and Ryan Sullivan gave the

visitors the edge when he took a

pass from Cough and put it home

at 1 2;05 of the second for his first

collegiate gt.>al.

But the Minutemen struck back

shortly after with Mauldin and

Werners goals, and held the lead

through the third period.

"Our guys were just getting

tired," Merrimack coach Chris

Serino said. "And | UMass |
had

more jump. Tliat's because we

played so much in our own end
"

The scoreless first period was a

snoozer, and a complete contrast

to the tremendous pace of the mid

die frame.

"The game today seemed to be

almost three different games; tirst

period, second period, and third

period." UMass coach lion

Cahoon said. "And they all took

shape differently. The first period

was about staying patient, staying

with it. because I thought we

played OK, not great but OK, we

certainly had a lot of good chances

and 1 thought the offense would

come. The second period was

totally different. It was all special

teams."

"The third period became a

gatiie in itself, and how do you sur-

vive in the third, win the game,

and forget everything that's hap-

pened up until now."

Friday night at the |. Thom
fowler Arena in North Andover

saw a rougher, slower game as the

Minutemen shut down the

Warriors to win 2-0. Merrimack

didn't get a shot on Winer's net

until the second minute of the sec

ond period, and the sophomore

from Stoughton kept things clean

the rest of the night for his first

collegiate shutout, and the first by

a UMass net minder since Mike

lohnson and Tim Warner com-

bined to stop every shot the

Niagara Purple Eagles took on

l)ec. 28. 2001.

Thomas Pock broke things

open at I 3:24 of the second peri-

od. Mauldin cycled to Merrimack

goaltender Casey Cuenther's left

side and made a pass from the

faceoff dot to Marvin Degon, who
slid it to Pijck on the opposite

point. The senior from Klagenfurt.

Austria skated in a few steps, and

ripped a wrist shot that beat

Cuenthcr glove-side, making it 1-0

Minutemen.

Pock added another goal at

1 9:02 of the third period, when his

long wrist shot found the empty

net to make it 2-0, solidifying the

victory.

The teams set a very physical

tone in the first period, and

although the Minutemen had a

number of chances, they failed to

capitalize. The Warriors were kept

mostly away from Winer, and put

no shots on net. compared to

UMass' nine. However Merrimack

seemed to hold much of the physi-

cal advantage, repeatedly throwing

hard checks at the Minutemen as

they came up the ice.
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No magic tricks as

Trotters beat UM
By Mike K4arzelli

C^>ILtl.lAN Si All-

IVWU'I I'HIILIIV ^^^X lAIlP I'KIS^

Chad Campbell watches his tee shot on the 1 7th hole during the

third round of the Tour Championship at Champions Gulf Club

Saturday in Hou.-.ton. Campbell shot a lO-under-par 61, setting a

new course and tournament record. Campbell continued his flaw-

less performance yesterday, and shot a record-breaking 16-under

268 to win the tournament, his first victory on the PGA Tour.

Prior to facing off with

arguably the most storied team in

basketball. the Harlem

Clobetrotters, Massachusetts

men's basketball coach Steve

l^ppas told his young team that

he wanted two things from them.

With a team that was outsized

and less experienced at all five

positions, the third-year

Minuteman coach knew a victory

„, ,
__ would be

Globetrotters 77 hard to

58 come by

against a
UMass

Fallen hero rises to

thank his supporters
By Ani>rew MtRRin

Ci>i.i-E<;iAN Stah-

NORTH ANDOVKR — joe

Exter doesn't remember much

about the play that nearly took his

life, and sent his career in a direc-

tion he never expected.

But that isn't what defines |oe

F.xter anymore. He is no longer

that goaiie from Merrimack who

got hurt.' He has moved on. men-

tally and in the world of hockey.

He still is wannly regarded in

the college hockey universe, from

online message boards, to the

standing ovation he received

Friday night at |. Thom Lawler

Arena in the Volpe Center at

Merrimack College. Standing just

a wrist shot away from the crease

that he manned so capably during

his career in a Warrior uniform.

Kxter addressed the 1 .434 in atten-

dance for joe Exter Night.

After being given a Merrimack

sweater with his name and num-

ber on it in a beautiful frame by

Warrior coach Chris Serino. Exter

stood at the end of a red carpet,

microphone in hand, and thanked

the many supporters who wished

him well during the harrowing

weeks following the scary end to

his college career.

"Many times I'm asked by peo-

ple if I saw the prayer service held

here at Merrimack." Exter said, his

New England-accented voice

booming. "I wasn't able to see it.

but I felt it."

"It means a lot obviously."

Exter said of the support he

recievcd. "Merrimack College is

like a community, and the commu-

nity itself is like a family. It's just an

opportunity lo give thanks to a

bunch ol (x-ople who prayed for

me during this tough time."

Still, he never .saw the evening's

tribute as an honor to him.

"I said 'you can definitely have

a night, but it's not to honor me.

the only rea.son for this night in my
eyes is to give thanks for the sup-

port that I've gotten."

It all came crashing down on a

play that's happened a thousand

times before, and a hundred times

since. Exter left his crease to reach

a loose puck that had just crossed

the blue line during a Hockey East

playoff game at Conte Forum. But

Boston College's Patrick Eaves had

the .same intentions, and when the

two met along the right wing

boards, the result was disastrous.

Eaves went high, and Exter went

low, and the collision .sent the

goalie sprawling to the ice. where

he banged his head on the milky

surface, knocking him uncon-

scious.

What came after was intense

surgery and therapy to rehabilitate

the young athlete, nearly cut down

in his prime. Exter suffered a shat-

tered skull, and was comatose for

nine days. He w^p^^eleased from

the hospital after amonth.

After an increJfcle recovery he

says even his doctors couldn't

believe, he'll begin looking for a

place to begin his professional

career in December, and as for the

incident on March 7. of which he

says he has no memory, he doesn't

go out of his way to consider the

events of that night.

But he's made peace with what

happened, and even wrote a letter

to Pat Eaves. Although Eaves has

never responded, Exter, in a classic

example of his nature, harbors no

ill will on the BC sophomore.

"I think it's something he must

have put behind him, which is

understandable. As for myself, it's

never going to be forgotten by

both of us, 1 don't think, but

there's nothing but positives to get

out of it."

team fresh off a 97-85 win over

No. 3 Michigan State. He told his

players they needed to avoid being

out -rebounded, and hold the

"Trotters to less than 40 percent

from the field if they wanted to

avoid "running for an hour."

Mission half accomplished.

Sophomore center Gabe Lee

tied a game-high with seven

rebounds as UMass won the battle

of the glass 34-27. but the

Globetrotters shot 50 percent

from the field to slip past

Massachusetts 77-68 at the

Springfield Civic Center.

Playing in their first collegiate

games, freshmen Art Bowers and

Rashaun Freeman contributed 12

and 14 points, respectively, with

the latter also dishing out five

assists.

junior captain Anthony

Anderson led the Minutemen with

16 points, while former UCLA
point guard Darrick Martin led all

.scorers with 19 points for the

Trotters. Former Phoenix Sun

Cedric Ceballos was the only

other Globetrotter in double fig-

ures, with 1 1 points.

The Globetrotters opened up a

nine-point advantage when guard

Keiron Shine scored to make the

score 64-55 at the 6;21 mark of

the second half.

The Minutemen. however.

chipped away at the lead with

their transition game. After nar-

rowing the margin to 64-59 with a

pair of layups. Bowers hit

Freeman with a no-look pass on

the fast break for an uncontested

dunk. Fellow freshman Maurice

Maxwell returned the favor, find-

ing Bowers on the run for a layup

that made the score 64-65 with

4:46 remaining.

UMass was unable to even it

up, though, as Ceballos answered

with a 5-pointer to make the score

67-65, and Martin netted 10 of his

points down the stretch as the

Globetrotters built their lead to as

high as 1 1 before eventually salt-

ing the game away.

The Maroon and White came

out gunning from the start. After

Martin opened the game with a 3-

pointer, UMass wheeled off nine

straight points and built their lead

to as high as seven. The

Minutemen held the lead exclu-

sively following the Martin trey

until a Ceballos layup gave the

Trotters a 14-13 edge with 10:45

remaining in the first half.

The teams traded buckets and

the lead for the next three minutes

until a pair of Chris Chadwick

layups, along with five straight

points from Bowers gave UMass a

27-22 advantage with just under

six minutes remaining.

The Globetrotters then went

on a 6-0 run, utilizing a William

Pippen layup and free throws

from Charles Wells and Ceballos

to retake the lead at 28-27.

The teams proceeded to score

just one bucket apiece for the final

4:07 of the first half, and a

Chadwick three-pointer rimmed

out at the buzzer, making the

score 30-29 Trotters at the end of

the first half.

The Maroon and White never

saw the lead in the .second frame,

as a pair of luaquin Hawkins lay-

ups and a Martin 5-pointer made

the score 45-57 before Chadwick

hit a three of his own.

OERALHH l.lNf./lX>LIE(ilAN

Richard Higa was sent off after an altercation during UMass' 3-0 loss

to Rhtxlc Island Friday Night. The freshman had two gi»ls this season.
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Oasis Body Wraps and Tanning « -^ ^*^

243 Russell St.

Hadley, MA 01035

(413) 587-9742
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• The first UV /-KhE tanning

machine in the area

• Get 15.00 offyourfirst visit

•A rich go/den tan injust a

fevi secontb

• You'll look andfeelgreat

1/2 Price tanning

every Tuesday
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ready for
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CALL
1.800 733 6347

UMASS Amherst Universitv....

Live Life the Beach Life Way!

Group Discounts
Book before Dec 1 Stfi and Sovetl

Sell trlp». eorn co»h. travel freelt

wwwBeachLiteVacations.com

UMass showed moments of life,

but was unable to pose any seri-

ous threat as it was outshot 8-2.

The second half began with

more of the same as URI contin-

ued to pressure the Minuteman

defense and freshman goalkeeper

Nick Billman. URI junior Sasha

Gotsmanov was credited with an

unassisted goal at 56:31.

although his shot was clearly

detlected by a UMass player.

URI finished things off at

b7:07 when sophomore Brian

Mazza took a feed from class-

mate Gotsmanov. and put it

home to make it 3-0.

"Tough, tough goals." Koch

.said. "I think the second goal was

a deflection off one of our players

and then the third goal we put in

ourselves."

Defensive standout Craig

C'anavan was on the bench with

an injury, and the UMass back-

line lacked communication and

imity

Although other defensemen

stepped up there was a lack of

control in the backfield.

Sophomore Tim Kitchell, senior

Devlin Barnes and lunior Chris

Camerota all made important

stops, but it wasn't enough.

Billman made four saves in

the loss while URI goalie Dean

Ruddy notched three.

With the game winding down,

frustration began to build for the

Maroon and White and it

showed. With less than 10 min-

utes remaining there was a ques-

tionable slide tackle by Umass
freshman Richard Higa in front

of the URI bench. The tackled

Ram retaliated and both benches

cleared.

After a few minutes the refer-

ees were able to sift through the

huddle and cards were handed

out. UMass senior Dan Colwell

received a yellow card along with

Rams sophomore Anthony
Ward-SiTiith, and Higa was sent

off with a red card.

Tlie Minutemen were outshot

13-b.
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UMassAmherst
Continuing Education

www umris'.,iss edu/start • (413) 54'5-<?414

"Before locking Mo

a long term contraci for a

ntness facility with no

macltinery in place, wtiy nol give

tite veteran profeuionals a visit.

"

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB

"Big enough to own the best

equipment, but small enough to

knovt your name.

* In business 22 years

* Locally owned & operated"

Q2t3K>*

www.amhervtattilatic.com
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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10 Lynx o( p«nln*r
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1

4
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16 f4«mov« •rrorn
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73 Ouarlarback Jo*
27 rXi>aon slayer
20 Acuualomad
M Oanv
31 AcliaMQan
32 Not y«< paid
34 Hardana. aa

carnem
38 Soflan
38 PKnic intrudar

40 Cura
41 Snowcoaatar
42 Datuga
44 Whato Hka Shamu
45 WMow ahool
4 / Sunroof m lapa

dacK
49 Take lur yranlad
52 Biggafti. IIS d siiin

53 Gal togaltiaf

MAbounda
56 Cram
57 Quit napping
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88 Hoaisa
67 Haal sourca
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69 Colony ul bees
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30 Is ~ suspects
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35 Mora than uOd
36 TortiHs treats

37 Lean
42 '» or shame'"
43 - and gloom
46 Smudges
46 Tough

questions
49 Cookery term
50 Big mw up
51 Playwrnht NeH
52 SuggesTive

kMk
54 Soy pfodud
56 — out mado

do wrth

58 Sodden
00 Swerve, as a

ship
61 'There - tide

62 PBS reiaiiva

63 Fltr>ess cflnler
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Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Cavatelli Supreme

• Battered Fish

• California Chili Nachos

(vegan)

^
6r(/r'-S^ H<4//^.

y
rft/ir /i^mx m 6ai^s.

V

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

MONDAY
• High: 49

• Low: 28

TUESDAY
• High: 49

• Low: 38

WEDNESDAY
• High: 55

• Low: 37

ni'ih

l/ijifi

ifi/i/i

DINNER
• Chicken Mamou
• Southern Fried Steak

• Thai Seitan

(vegan)
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You're just mad
because I tell it how
it is and you tell it

how it might be. *
-Putt Daddy

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

You're not a member of the cool kid

club.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Curl up in a ball and try to escape your

problems.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9

Sometimes you just need a crying ses-

sion.

taurus • Apr. 20-May 20

Put a hat on, your hair kxiks ugly.

gemini • may2i-jun. 21

Don't be unct)mfortable. You look hot.

cancer • iun. 22-)ui. 22

Don't bother devoting yourself, no one

notices.

leO • JUL.. 23-Auc. 22

Give out your cell number, people are

trying to reach you.

virgO • Auc. 23-Sept. 22

Throw those old shoes out the window.

libra • Sipt. 2^-cxT. 22

Listen to more country music, there's a

cowboy in us -ill.

Scorpio • OfT. 23-Nov 21

Craw I under your bed and hide from al

the problems in your life.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-De( . 21

Don't deny your feelings, you have a

right to be sad.

Capricorn • dk. 22-ian. 19

Clear your throat and yell loudly.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
ANN()UN( EMFNTSH '^P'^Kl^f'^^ f""* RfNT^ AUTO FOR SAIF

Grants up to $2(XX):

The Student Atlairs

Cultural Enrichment

Fund is available to

RSO's, grad student

organizations, and uni-

versity departments that

are planning events that

enliven the cultural life

at UMass. Next dead-

line is November 19.

Call 545-3928 for more

information or come by

Room 416 Student

Union.

Fraternities- S(»n)r-

ities- Clubs- Student

Groups Eiam Sl.CHX)-

$2.0(X) this semester

with a proven Campus-

Fundraiser 3 hour

fundraising event. Our

free programs malie

fundraising easy with

no ri.sks. Fundraising

dates are tilling quickly,

so get with the pmgram!

It works. Contact Cam-

pusFundraiser at (888)

923-32.38. or visit www.

campusfundraiser.com

3 Bedriwm Apartment

for January 665-9254

AUTO FOR SAIF

96 l\)clyf Intrcpiil

White mns jjixkI

Pnwcr cverythinjj

Brand new Pioneer

(nVStoreo Must sell

A.skinK $2400 Amy
413-222-5754

Honda 1995 Civic Ex

Q)upe, red, 91 K,

iiuxinnxjf, L)JiKk, well

maintained, $4,250,

413-695-5527

Mount,linvicw Auto

Route 47 South in

Hadley 585-0599 '89

Mercedes 300E C-lean

$?5aV94 Nissan

Sentra Limited Edition

$2850 '87 Honda Civic

excellent transporta-

tion $950 '87 Saab 900

Automatic $950 '88

IXxiye C^nnan Very

Clean 100,000 miles

$1200

1992 Honda Prelude

SI, Loaded, $3900 587-

0242

1992 Silver Ford

TauRis Excellent con-

dition $24aM 18aX)K

Call 549-3930 210-

7393 All Power

$500!!! Police

Impounds. Hondas,

Chevy's, Jeeps, etc. for

listings. l-aX)-319-

3323 ext4554

FMPLOYMENT

PART-TIME PQS1>

TIONS 20+ hr^/wk;

set your own .schedule.

G)nduct sur\eys over

the phone at our

Hadley liKation

—

NO
SALES ! Evn)4.s/wknds;

hlth/dent/401(k);

PVTA accessible.

Email mvivian@tielJ-

marketintriric.com or

apply in person, First

FKx)r 100 Venture

Way, Hadley, MA
(888)423-5381

FMPtOYMENT

!Bartending!$$250/day

pt)tential No experi-

ence Nesc Traininjj

provided. 1-800-965-

6520 ext 162

FOR SAEL

$Save$ Wholesale-

Discount prices, video

games, clothing, jewel-

ry, more, www.tylers-

discounts.com

I

FtOltSt FOR RENT

9? Pontine Rtmneville

SON All Power Must

Sc-il $1500 B/O 253-

5537

FMIMOYMENT

Internship Motivateti

students seekmg leader-

ship ixitside theK)x.

Gain experience in all

aspects of ninning a

small business. Average

pay. $9300.W t:all

508-246-1230

Telephone Interview-

ers NOMLES! G in-

duct interviews over

the phone at our Had-

ley location Flexible

Evening and Weekend

Hours$7.50/liourto

start 20+ hours/week

PVTA accessible For

more info: 1-888-423-

5381 FMl

B(vteridcr Tniinees Ni-eil-

al. $250 a day j-Krten-

tial. Lxal positions. 1-

800-293-3985 ext 516

Amherst 3-4 FiedrcKim

house. Hobart Ln.

Available Jan. 1.

$1650/monrh. Call

413-549-4001

INSTRUCTION

On the R(x;ks Schotil

Bartending. Become

certitied in one week-

end. Great way to cam

money. Call us toll free

at 866-mix-56(X)

www.OTRBartending.c

om

ROOM FOR RENT

Fully tumished bed-

nxmi C^inveniently

located across from the

bus stop near Puftton

and Hobart @985

North Pleasant St.

Available for winter

and spring sessions.

Rent is approximately

$350/month. Plea.se

contact Chris® 413-

687-7313

SERVICES

SHEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES Kxly

Sugaring (waxing) for

men and women *S,ife

*
100% Natural

Effective 253-2322

https://sbearbliss.iniage

41 l.com

PREC^NANCY TEST-

ING, HIV Test mg.

Birth (.^>nm)l, .md

Emergency C^Minacep-

tion. Affordable and

contidenti.il. Tajx-sm

Health, 27 Pray Street,

Amherst. 548-9992

SERVICES

Pregnant.' Need help.'

Call Birthniihl ot

Amherst .irea for free

testing and a.ssistance.

549-1906

TRAVEL

»\ Spring Break

Vac.uions! 110% Best

Prices! Canciin,

lamaica, Bahamas,

Florid.i, .Aopulco.

I3(Kik Now 6i Receive

Free Parties 6i Meals

t Campus Reps Wantt\l:

1 -800-2 34-7007 end-

les.vsummertt lurs.ci mi

SPRING BREAK
Lirgest selection ot

IVsi in.it ions, including

tonuses' Fo.iin Parties,

Free IVinks and C'lub

Admissions. Rep

Positions and FREE

trips Available. 1-8W-

231-4386

www.EpKure.inTi mrs.

com

TRAVEL

.\ "Reality" Sprint;

Break 2004's Hottest

Prices Bixik now .. Free

Trips, Meals iSi Parties

wv\-vv.sunsplashtours.

com or ISOO-426-7710

Spring Brc.ik 2004.

Travel with STS,

America's *! Student

Tour (.\>erart)r to

Jamaica, t^inciin,

Acapulco, Bab.im.is

.ind Ronda. Now hir-

ing campus reps. Call

tor group discounts.

lntormatii>n/Reser\atio

ns 1 -8W-648-4849 or

www.stsir.n el.com For

more intonnation con-

tact ST.A Travel at

413-256-1261

Want to place an

aJ in the C'oilegian

C^lassifieds.'

Simply visit the

C^atnpus Center

Basement or call

545-3500

Mon. - Fri.

I

9am-4pni
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Over the top

mark, that gave the Minutemen their first lead of the
conference standings thanks to Delawa

With win, UM
takes first place

in Atlantic 10
By Mike Marzei.li

C;ol.l b(.IAN StAfF

"You win. you're in."

That was the simple directive Massachusetts

football coach Mark Whipple gave his team before

Saturdays Atlantic 10 contest with Richmond.

Simple in the fact that if UMass defeated the

Spiders, it would all but

Richmond 1 7 qualify for the Division I-

—— AA playoffs for the lirst

UMass 30 time since 1999. and likely

host a first-round game.

Difficult, however, in the fact that nothing is sim-

ple with the 2003 Minutemen.

As has been the case often this season, the

Maroon and White fell behind early to the Spiders,

trailing 17-7 at halftime. Yet thanks to 23 unan-

swered points and a defense that gave up only 35

yards and two first downs in holding the Spiders

scoreless in the second half. No. 4 Massachusetts

downed Richmond 30-17 before 6.167 at cold,

windy McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

With their eighth consecutive win, UMass (9-1.

7-0 Atlantic 10) remains perfect in A- 10 and l-AA

play, and lakes over sole possession of first place in

the conference following No. 2 Delaware's 24-14

loss to Northeastern.

"I felt like there's more of a relief," said Whipple.

"In the six years I've been here, only one year have

the kids not had a chance to play lor a championship

in late November. Thai's what we try to do, and we

give them the opportunity right now."

"We can celebrate today but we've got to get

back to work tomorrow," junior wide receiver |ason

Pccbler added.

Peeblei lead the way for UMass, as his seven

catches lor 144 yards arid three touchdowns earned

him A- 10 Co-Offensive Player of the Week honors.

Quarterback |cff Krohn's four touchdown passes

were a season high.

Sophomore tailback Steve Baylark chipped in

with 144 vards on 21 carries, while junior Rich

Demers racked up 1 24 yards on 1 8 carries to give

Massachusetts its first pair of 100-yard rushers since

Oct. 5 of last season.

Trailing at halftime for the first time 'his season

against a l-AA opponent, the Minutemen operated

with the gusting wind at their backs in the third

quarter and began their second possession of the

quarter at midfield, trailing 17-7.

Following a 12-yard completion from Krohn to

Feebler, three consecutive Baylark runs brought the

ball to the 23-yard line, before Krohn again found

Feebler, this time in the end zone, to cut the lead to

17-14.

Freshman placekicker Michael Torres tied the

game with a 28-yard field goal at the 1:11 mark, and

the Maroon and White got the ball back after forc-

ing a three-and-out and calling a timeout to force the

Spiders (2-6 1-7 A- 10) to punt into the wind.

The strategy worked for UMass, as the punt from

Richmond's Chris Radford netted only 25 yards, giv-

ing the Minutemen the ball at their own 48.

After an incompletion on first down, the Maroon

and White committed to the run on the next six

plays, as Baylark carried four times and Demers

twice in moving the ball to the 4-yard line.

That set up Krohn's third touchdown strike of the

afternoon, a 4-yard pass to Demers at the 11:47

game at 23-17, after Torres' extra-point attempt

sailed wide right.

Krohn (13-of-28, 201 yards, one interception)

capped the afternoon with his fourth and final

touchdown pass, as he hit Feebler in stride with a

20-yard scoring toss, solidifying the 30-17 victory.

RU got on the board in the first half courtesy of

a 26-yard |o.seph Fore field goal, before UMass took

a 7-3 lead on a 38-yard scoring toss from Krohn to

Feebler.

The Spiders regained the lead with a 1-yard

.scramble by tailback David Edwards, and pushed

the edge to 17-7 when quarterback Stacy Tutt (11-

of-21 , 99 yards passing, 18 carries 70 yards rushing)

found paydirt from 3 yards out on a play that was

set up by his 54-yard run on third down.

For the half, the UMass defense limited the

Spiders to just 35 yards after giving up 231 yards,

including 145 rushing, in the first frame. Tutt, who

ran for 83 yards before halftime, netted minus- 13

yards in the second half.

Massachusetts returns to action on Saturday,

when they will travel to Newark, Del. to face the

Delaware Blue Hens at noon. A win for the

Minutemen clinches their first Atlantic 10 title since

1999.

Broom job for UMass
Werner's goal

gives UMass a

weekend sweep
By Andrew Merritt

(J<)U.Ei;iAN Staff

Greg Mauldin wore a blue T-shirt after Saturday

night's game between the Massachusetts hockey team

and Merrimack that read, in white block letters, "Eat

right. Gel lots of sleep, l^rink plenty of fluids," and

finally in large red text: "Go like hell."

While Mauldin's eating and sleeping habits weren't

on display this weekend, the

2 punch line to the T-shirt's

Q mantra was certainly exhib-

ited by the Minutemen (7-1-

3 0. 41-0 Hockey East), who

c swept the two-game home-

and-home set against the

Warriors (2-6-1, 1-4-1 HEA).

Mauldin tallied two goals, as did senior Mike

Warner, and sophomore Stephen Werner scored the

game-winner in the second period at the Mullins

Center Saturday night to complete the sweep with a 5-

Continued on page 6

UMass

Merrimack

Merrimack

UMass

URI halts run

for men's soccer
By Becky Horowitz

CoLLEcMAN Staff

Call it a tough game, call it a

battle of egos. Either way, it was

an Atlantic 10 game that won't

soon be forgotten. Like most A- 10

matchups, the .season-ending

UMass

URI 3

clash between

t h e

Massachusetts

men's soccer

Island was a

. .fKMI'll I INCAJOIXKilAN

Stephen Werner slips the puck past Merrimack goaltender Jim

a 4-3 lead. Mike Warner would add another goal to complete the

Healey to

weekend

give UMas8
sweep.

team and Rhode

physical one.

UMa.ss (11-7-1. 5-5-1 Atlantic

10) went down fighting Friday

night at the URI Soccer Complex.

With a final score of 3-0, the Rams

( 1 0-9- 1 ,
6-4- 1 A- 1 0) secured a bid

to the A- 10 tournament.

"All the credit goes to them."

Massachusetts coach Sam Koch

said, "we played at the end but it

was a little too late."

UMass, URI and George

Washington were all playoff con-

tenders; the two top teams at the

end of the weekend would cam

the five and six spots in the tour-

nament. With the win, URI was

able to control its own fate while

the Minuteincn left theirs in the

hands of the Richmond Spiders,

who'd have to beat GW in order

for UMass to make the tourna-

ment.

The Colonials (7-10-2, 5-4-2

A- 10) pulled out a tie by holding

strong through two overtime peri-

ods, giving them a total of 17

points and a one-point edge over

UMass in conference standings.

GW enters the tournament as

the No. 6 seed while the Maroon
and White's season ended in dra-

matic fashion.

"Give
I
URI) credit," Koch

said, "they outplayed us, simple as

that, we were outplayed."

Unable to gain control during

Friday's game, the Minutemen fell

apart, and as a result, fists flew.

The tone of the game was set

immediately as senior Pcrek

Bellch was fouled in the box and

awarded a penalty kick just 40
seconds in. Belleh found the bot-

tom left comer of the net and gave

the Rams a 1-0 lead.

The score remained unchanged

Continued on page 6
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Jewish community of Amherst addresses conflicts in Israel

By Ikaika C. Arnado
CoLLEoiAN Staff

This past weekend, the |ewish Community of

Amherst hosted a conference focusing on the

Palestinian-Israeli conflict in the Middle East.

The two-day conference featured lour speakers,

a workshop and a Middle Eastern lunch.

Rita Kropf, a writer and researcher for the

lerusalem Center for public affairs, discussed the

impact of the Oslo Accords and the Road Map on

Saturday night.

"We went over what the Oslo Accords was try-

ing to do and then we talked about how it was fail-

ing. .the practical process of implementing it was

very difficult," Kropf said.

The conference continued on Sunday morning

with a panel discussion by three speakers - Ehud

Eiran, Tal Ben Shahar and Mazin Qumsiyeh - who
all gave their personal perspectives and expressed

their solutions for peaceful co-existence between

Israelis and Palestinians.

Erian, who participated in the Israeli-Syrian

negotiations in the government of Prime Minister

Edhud Barak, said that to solve the problem peo-

ple have to understand the history and be able to

reach a peaceful resolution.

"There were two issues that I think were high

on the agenda," Eiran said. "One... different per-

spectives about history are central to solving the

conflict, and a lot of the debate was around our

interpretation of history as opposed to our

Palestinian colleague. The second point was trying

to think forward on what could be a positive out-

come."

Shahar, also a Ph.D. candidate of the Harvard

Business School, discussed that Palestine must

accept Israel as a lewish state, and it must reform

its educational institutions.

"We talked about the conditions — the social

conditions that will be acceptable to both sides,

the Palestinians, the Arabs, and the Israelis."

Shahar said. "My point was that three things have

to happen for there to be any hope for peaceful co-

existence. First thing is for the Arab countries, and

that includes Palestine, to accept through self-

determination and freedom in the Middle East.

Right now. there is a rejection of the right for

Israel to exist."

He said that the second thing that needs to hap-

pen is that Arab countries have to accept Israel as

a lewish state.

"The third thing that has to happen is the

change of education, anti-Israel, anti-Zionist and

anti-Semitic, education that takes place in the

Arab world today and under the Palestinian

authority. So there has to be an acceptance of

lewish self-determination," he said.

Oumsiyeh, associate professor of genetics at

Yale University, discus.sed the Palestinian condi-

tion.

"What I basically tried to cover in the talks that

1 gave is a discourse, a presentation that does not

hold in the mainstream U.S. media today, but is

held in Europe, in the Middle East, in Latin

America and South East Asia," Qumsiyeh said.

"What happed to the native Palestinians over the

past 55 years'.' (My talk covered] how this hap-

pened and how to arrive at peace in the Middle

East."

Continued on page 2
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Mazin Qunsiyeh and Ehud Eiran, two panelists at the JCA teach-in, speak on the Israeli-Palestinian

conflicts un Sunday morning.

Amherst rejects proposal to improve sidewalks and lighting

By Deborah Geiger

(i)LLI-(lEAN (x)RKE)>PONl)ENT

Amherst voters just said no to Article 14, the $1 .2

million proposed budget for roadway, sidewalk and

lighting improvements in Amherst Center at last

week's town meeting.

The two-thirds vote majority quota was not met

despite the fact that the sidewalks have not been fixed

since 1979.

"You can see the change in the level of the side-

walks," said Disabilities Act Coordinator Maura Plant,

who facilitated the photo display at the Town Meeting.

"Someone who has a visual impairment, a mobility

impairment, even someone who's able bodied could

trip over that and get hurt."

Article 14 is designed to "seek if the town will

appropriate $1 .2 million for town center and neighbor-

hood improvements and to. . authorize to borrow."

Opponents of the article think that borrowing in lean

fi.scal times may be a bad idea.

Select Board member Robie I lubley said that now
is not the time to pass Article 1 4 because of "our bleak

financial future " or to borrow before "we .see all of the

choices."

Anne Awad, also a Select Board member, agreed. "I

think we should do it when we have a full budget."

The project would be completed in two phases, cost-

ing the town $2 million. Contracted out. it would dou-

ble to about $4 million.

Select Board member Dolly lolly advocated the

sidewalk spending for the safety of the "resident, the

student, the tourist. This is not a beautification proj-

ect."

The borrowing interest rates aa* currently low, and

the money needed is includtxl in the town's capital

budget. But voter Leo Madley shared a different con-

cem about the cost breakdown not being provided. "I

don't see choices," he said.

"We will not have the same rates if we wait." said

Brian Morton of the Amherst Finance Committee,

expressing awareness of current fiscal times. "I don't

want this to be complaint-driven."

"It's as if someone never made up ihcir mind." said

Deb Walton, a wheelchair-bound individual who re[v

resented the disabled community at ihc town meeting.

"It's ludicrous to put this off any further"

Walton stressed the current ha/iirdous stale of the

sidewalks by asking controversial questions. "Has any-

body taken it ujxjn themselves to take a wheelchair

downtown? Vaseline on their sunglasses'.' Pretend that

you have a disabilitv? .Anvbodv'.'"

One complaint to ihc ^t;itc dcpaitmcnt ol public

safely would mandate the living o\ the sidewalks.

Residents expressed disappointment and many were

sorry that .Article 14 was not passed.

Veterans Day marked by

present conflict in Iraq

Coolidge Hall holds toy drive
By Matt Elder
Iah.i fc.iAN Stah-

This holiday season, residents from Coolidge

Hall will help hundreds of children in need by

delivering toys to The Amherst Survival Center

for the first Coolidge Hall Toy D'ive.

"Nobody has ever done ans thing like this,"

said Carlo Brando Zepeda. Coolidge Assistant

Resident Director. The drive is taking place in

Coolidge Hall from now until the toys are given

out on December 10. Zepeda hopes to continue

the drive in the years to come.

Zepeda also mentioned that he wants more

support from the students in his tower, and

thinks that the problem with the drive is a lack

of publicity. The drive has put together roughly

100 toys, but aims to distribute gifts to about

400 children. "Ideally, we would like a one for

one situation," Zepeda said.

In various toy drives last year. Dennis

Meehan, the assistant director of the Amherst

Survival Center, said that 550 children wore

involved.

Zepeda said that the athletic department is

helping out with the drive. Attendees who bring

toys to the November 25 UMass hockey game vs.

Vermont will get in free. Also, the first 200 peo-

ple to arrive at the game will receive an auto-

graphed poster.

Zepeda is also currently trying to get a chorus

to sing while the toys are being given out. but

plans have not yet been finalized.

The drive is accepting clothes in addili>.>n to

toys. However, the clothes should be in good

condition, according to Zepeda. No food is need-

ed for this drive, as separate food drive* will he

held later in the year.

Zepeda said that he "had a lough suninici.
'

and that the Survival Center was there for him

when he needed help. Zepeda, fiom Los

Angeles, had nowhere to go this summer until

someone pointed him in the direction of the

Center. He said that workers at the Center were

verv kind to him and helped him with food to eat

and people to talk to. This drive is a way of pav-

ing them back "We arc not just about riots and

drinking, we help out fellow citizens too."

Zepeda said.

The Amherst Survival Center offers services

for low-income families. Offering free food and

clothing to the needy, the Amherst Survival

Center aided 1 3,620 people last year according;

to its report. The center is located in North

Amherst at 1200 North Pleasant St.

Meehan said that the drive is as important to

the families as it is to the kids.

"Ideally. |we hopcj that people don't have to

choose between paying lor their lood. heat and

electricitv and paying lor toys for their kids."

said Meehan, who has worked at the Center for

roughlv three years. The Amherst Survival

Center has been open for 28 vears.

ASStK lATtn i^tss

U.S. Army trix>ps hold a moment of silence while observing Veterans Day in Baghdad yesterday.

Veterans Day is observed in many countries to commemorate casualties of warfare.

Robert Reich to speak today

By Jennifer Peter
Assoc lATFI) PrKSS

BOSTON (AP) - As the country honored

its veterans in ceremonies nationwide yester-

day, citizens expressed their grief over recent

soldier deaths and their concerns about the

country's military engagements.

State officials honored 14 Massachu.setts

soldiers who have died in Iraq and

Afghanistan, while outside anti-war veterans

marched in the city's annual Veterans Day

parade.

The Boston chapter of Veterans for Peace

was not acknowledged by the parade organiz-

ers, while all other entries were announced as

they passed the review stand, the announcer

was silent as the anti-war veterans marched

by.

"We do not consider them true veterans,

said Arthur Smith, past department com-

mander of the Massachusetts American

Legion. "They're against the war in Iraq,

they're against Vietnam, they're against

everything a true American veteran stands

for."

In Colorado Springs, Colo., a military

town hit hard by the war in Iraq, veterans

shared emotions ranging Irom sorrow to

pride and fear.

"I hear 15 soldiers reported killed in Iraq

in a day and I know there were 1 50 a day

killed in Vietnam with nothing said about it,"

said Wendell Burnett, a 57-year-old Vietnam

veteran. "Iraq has all the makings of another

Vietnam except these soldiers have no trees

to hide behind."

In New Mexico, the Veterans for Peace

organization opened an exhibit called

"Expressions of Peace."

"I would serve if called, but I would not be

happy serving in a war for oil and for power

and being misled by lies about weapons of

mass destruction," said Donald Thompson,

79, president of the organization's

Albuquerque chapter and a Navy veteran who
served in World War II and Korea.

Other veterans called on Americans to

show more support for the troops in Iraq.

In Emporia, Kan., older veterans like Bob

Ecklund said they see signs of renewed inter-

est in Veterans Day.

"This year there really is an outburst of

patriotism." said Ecklund, 86, a World War II

pilot in Africa and Europe.

In Florida, a large parade was held in Lake

Worth, where more than I 55 units, including

14 marching bands, marched through down-

town. The paiade, sponsored by the United

Veterans Advisory Council, previously was

held in downtown West Palm Beach.

"We want it to be in Lake Worth to show

that Lake Worth supports our troops and

vets," said Tom Ramiccio, executive director

of the Greater Lake Worth Chamber of

Commerce.

By NicoLi; Lewis

(^)IIF.(.IAN ( 'ORKKSPONDSNT

Robert Reich, former U.S.

Secretary of Labor and

Massachusetts Democratic

gubernatorial candidate will

speak on "UMass and the Future

of Public Higher Education."

today at 5:00 p.m. in Mahar

Auditorium.

Reich's talk corresponds with

the effort of the Massachusetts

Teachers Association to fund

collective bargaining agreements

that have not been funded for

two and a half years.

"We are very pleased to have

Robert Reich, one of the most

passionate defenders of public

higher education, speak at the

UMass' flagship campus," said

lenny Spencer, president of the

Massachusetts Society of

Professors (MSP). "We welcome

his support of our efforts to pro-

tect the quality of public higher

education in the

Commonwealth."
Reich served ,is U.S.

Secretary of Labor under

President Bill Clinton. A 1996

poll of Cabinet experts conduct-

ed by Hearst newspapers rated

Reich as the most effective

Cabinet secretary during

Clinton's Presidency.

His accomplishmenis lor the

Labor Department included

implementing the Family and

Medical Leave Act, fighting

against sweatshops in the U.S.

and illegal child labor around the

world, increasing minimum
wage for the first lime since

1989, and pioiecting workers'

pensions by ensuting that com-

panies fullv luntlcd ihcir pension

plans.

Reich resigned as Secretary ol

Labor in 1997. and icturned to

Massachu.setts to spend time

with his sons. He is current Iv ;i

professor of Social .md

I'conomic Pulicv at Brandcis

University. He is also ihc author

of nine books, including. "Ihc

Work of Nations." on the econo-

my and workforce, and "I'll Be

Sht>rt: I'ssenlials lor a Doccni

Working Society."

Reich graduated from

Dartmouth College in 1968,

received an M.A. as a Rhodes

Scholar at Oxford University,

and a |.D. from Yale Law School

in 1973. He served as a faculty

member at Harvard's John F.

Kennedy School of Ciovernment.

He also worked in the Carter

.Administration as Director of

the Policy Planning Staff of the

Federal Trade Cuminissjoii In

addition Reich also scrvcil us

assistant to the Solicitor Cicneral

.It the U.S. Dcpaitnient ol

lustice. representing the U.S.

before the Supreme Court, dur-

ing the Ford .Administration. He
is co-fuundcr and loiincr chair-

man ol The Amciican l'ros|vct.

a political maga/inc.

In 1>-19). Reich was avvindcd

the Vaclav Havel \ i>ion

Foundation Prize hv the former

Continued on page 3
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Car stolen from Lot 49
Racially offensive markings found in JQA

Saiirda^. No\. I

l24J.tin I Mii^'N IVansii report

Oil II lire ;ii a Inis stop on t'lark

Mill Rd. 1 iiicrgoiKV Ik'iillh and

.Salot> sva> m»tt(icd and the lire

was o\tinj!viished.

1 IH> .iin Mainienance a"portecl

soM'ial broken windows in

KiiKison Hall. Ihe main lobby

stuii^ell window and two win-

dows in the basement hallway

were damaged. Students were

lound going through the windows

to avoid the front door card

swipe.

1:07 a.m. A bike was reported

stolen from the rack outside of

Knowlton Hall. The bike is a blue

Mongoose Transport.

compiled by Thomas Coyle

8:05 a.m. A vehicle parked in Lot

46 near Gonnan Hall was report-

ed broken into overnight. The

front of a CD player as well as a

walkie-talkie were reported taken.

12:08 p.m. A laptop was reported

stolen from a room in Mackimmie

fiall the previous night.

5:05 p.m. A student reported

racially offensive markings inside

of John Ouincy Adams Hall.

Housing removed the markings.

1 1 :54 p.m. An olTicer stated that

he was pulling over a vehicle on

Massachusetts Ave. for having

people in the trunk. Nicholas

Famigliette. 18. of 67 Maple Ave.

Hyannis, was arrested for being a

minor in possession of alcohol

and reckless operation of a motor

vehicle.

Sunday, Nov. 2
12:18 a.m. Following a suspicious

person report on LiiKoln Avenue.

Riture ^^
Let us take you there.

There's a reason we're called Travelers.

Wf tr .nii-nrMCil m l>rfth.iiking no hold.s harred. imHivaied individuals with IcadenJiip qualities, sutm^

.in»l>tkal skills, th.- al>iliiy to coni.iuinicate eflectively jnd dearly and the desire to think omsi<V; the box

INTERNFORUM
IlMF^ 4:30 OlW • DAlJi \(^tdfusday, Nov. 12, 2003

LOCATION: CMirrr Serpurs Center (the new wing), Rocm 108

TOPICS: "Internship OftporTunitiei''. "The Intern Process", "AppJicntion DeaJlines

I raNrUrv hopcfly t as-uMv *ill he <m»- o( S AHi-.f>in.o jiuiulin^ the Irtcm Honun. We »re l<x)king fw Sophoniores and

U«^ns fum. vmuis J.^-,p(H»s I).. S-mnwr IntrnislMp PngnM« daipied IP aitn^l l3to*d and moftv^rd snrfmts

«t«- ,fc-Mii- a cairer .n j.uia.-ial * .nvt tuujKC. .nl.>niui«> ledwolofy. or comfnoOKalK«s We off« nwmaighil *«t.

Mi».s„1,/f.l hiHismf. «,lunkTi .T»»'«*"»'<«<^ "-val ».ni»iOtt. o«npe«t™e pay All of our iMerwhips iic m Haitfont O

hH nvirr information pk-arf visit our colkrftc ircnjiiing site al ww».lr«veters.coin

Travelers

apply no^ for the expanded

CRIMINAL
JUSTICE
PROGRAM
Criniinal Justice Concentration

Department of Sociology

Earn a Certificate in Criminal Justice

For stuflents who plan a career in some aspect of the criminal justice

system; police officers, probation and parole officers, paralegals,

public and private criminal attorneys, district attorneys, judges, etc.

Applications are now being taken for the program.

A wide variety of courses are scheduled for 2004, including new classroom

and online courses in domestic violence, crime and forensics, criminal

violence in America. Corporate Deviance and Official Corruption, organized

crime, and serial murder.

Courses offered Winter Session 2004:

SOCIOL 241 Criminology (online)

SOCIOL 347 Corporate Deviance and Official Corruption (online)

SOCIOL 392G Alternative Sanctions in the Criminal Justice System (online)

SOCIOL 395K Domestic Violence (online)

SOCIOL 397D Delinquency and the Juvenile Justice System (online)

Watch for the exciting lineup of Spnng courses!

For more information, and to apply to the program, contact

Prof. Anthony Harris. Sociology Department, Thompson 524, 54&0475.

To register for winter and spring courses, go to

www.umass.edu/contined or the Division of

Continuing Education Registration Office,

358 N. Pleasant St.

UMaSSAmhCfSt P^'ionty wm be given to registered Criminal

Continuing Education Justice Program students.

Patrick Hynes Bergin. 18. of 4

Wura'n Rd.. Bourne, wus unvsted

lor disorderly conduct.

4:52 a.m. Broken windows were

found at the Morrill Clreenhouse

Number 4. Windows were broken

on the south side, near the handi-

cap walkway and at the Clark

Greenhouse.

10:58 a.m. Amherst Police

received a call from a party in

Patterson Hall. The party stated

that they could smell smoke and

that the room fire alarm was
sounding. The Amherst Fire

IX'partment and an officer

responded; the fire was extin-

guished.

12:10 p.m. An officer reported

three broken windows at Femald

Mall. A carpenter was requested to

secure the windows.

5:51 p.m. A Huffy Ironman

Triathlon bike was reported stolen

from the bike rack outside of

Hasbrouck laboratory.

5:59 p.m. An officer located a sus-

f>ected stolen vehicle in Lot 1 1 on

Stadium Drive. TTie ignition was

popped and there was damage to

the driver's side door lock. Officers

conducted an inventory of the

vehicle, lifted a partial print off of

a window and contacted the

owner

Monday, Nov. 3
I2:21a.m. A party reported that he

had found his stolen bicycle tire on

another bike at Cance Hall.

10:22 a.m. A bicycle was reported

stolen from the signpost at the

Haigis Mall bus stop.

12:15 p.m. A report was received

of a car having been broken into at

the North Village parking lots. A
Pioneer tap* player was stolen and

there was damage to the dash-

board.

Tuesday, Nov. 4
1 :20 p.m. A larceny was reported

of a credit card left in a computer

lab at Goessman laboratory. The

owner later discovered $525

worth of unauthorized charges to

his account.

5:54 p.m. A party reported that

their vehicle had been broken into

in Lot 22 on University Dr. A
stereo and a portable CD player

were taken.

Wednesday, Nov. 5
1:05 a.m. Emergency Health and

Safety reported that a fire alarm on

the seventh floor of Coolidge Hall

was set off by someone holding a

lighter to the smoke detector. A

tech was notified to fix it.

9:59 a.m. UMPD was called to

assist the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

service at 202 Mary Lyon Hall.

The call was related to an investi-

gation of a bald eagle shooting in

Cheshire.

7:15 p.m. A party reported her

vehicle stolen from Lot 49 near the

water towers. The vehicle was

entered into the reporting system.

Friday Nov. 7
12:28 a.m. An officer advised that

a Resident Assistant would be

writing up residents for lighting in

John Quincy Adams Hall. The

injured party did not wish to (ile

charges.

12:56 a.m. A caller reported that

an unknown number of individu-

als had begun to fight on the third

floor of Cance Hall. The respond-

ing officer reported that it was a

verbal argument and that the

involved parties were sent on their

way.

2:25 a.m. Police reported that a

female subject was the victim of

an attempted assault in a bath-

room in Kennedy Hall. Housing

was advised about the broken par-

tition and latch in the bathroom.

Panelists discuss Israeli-Palestinian conflict

Contintied from page 1

After the panel was finished,

the group of approximately 40

people ate a Middle Eastern

lunch. The menu included tab-

bouleh. spankopita. couscous

salad, sephardic roasted eggs,

halava. kakosh and some others.

After lunch, four different

workshops were held and the

group was divided. The work-

shops focused on the history

and future of settlements, the

history of the Arab-Israeli con-

flict, the Israeli political struc-

ture and Palestinian

Nationalism. After the work-

shop the group got back togeth-

er for final thoughts and a dis-

cussion.

Many participants went to

the conference to gain a better

understanding of the confiict.

Some people became frus-

trated because of heated debate

in the workshops.
"1 came here to build bridges

and develop a better under-

standing of commonalities."

said Eddy Goldberg, a free-

lance writer from Amherst. "I

saw glimmerings of hope there

in the morning speakers, but I

also saw people ultimately

revert to arguing about the past

instead of trying to figure out

what we are going to do about

the future."

Some people felt that there

should have been more empha-

sis on the role of gender.

"The first biggest complaint

I had is that there was no analy-

sis about the relationship of

gender and the nation-state that

we are still stuck in." said lyllyn

Felman. a participant. "(It is) a

place of male leaders talking to

male leaders without an under-

standing that the nation-state is

based on a male dominated

society for Israel and the

Palestinians."
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What would tick you off?

Having unprotected sex and...

O A. Contracting an STI.

O B. Getting Pregnant.

O C. Knowing you could

iiave preventedKit.

Get Involved
Make a Difference

Earn 6 credits

Take Com HI 2 1 3, Peer Health Education,

a 2-semester course that proactively addresses

public health Issues at UMass.

Call the Health Education Department during pre-

registration at 577-5181 to make an appointment

to discuss enrollment w/lth instructor.
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Today
UMass— Robert Reich, former U.S.

Secretary of Labor and

Massachusetts Democratic guber-

natorial candidate, will speak on

"UMass and the Future of Public

Higher Education" in Mahar

Auditorium at 5 p.m.

Smith College — At 7 p.m., there

will be a community forum entitled

"Civil Rights/Civil Wrongs:

Balancing Freedom and Security"

in Seelye 106. The forum will dis-

cuss the Patriot Act and its effect

on civil liberties. The event is spon-

sored by the Northampton Human

Rights Commission, the Bill of

Rights Defense Committee and the

Northampton Office of the Mayor.

Amherst College — Janet

FInkelstein, Counselor to the

French Minister of Defense for

Transatlantic Security, will give a

lecture entitled "American Empire

and the War in Iraq: The View from

Paris." The lecture will be held In

Merrill 1 at 7:30 p.m.

Tomorrow
Amherst College — At 4:30 p.m..

Joshua Rubenstein, the Northeast

Regional Director of Amnesty

International, will speak on his

book, "Stalin's Secret Pogrom: The

Postwar Inquisition of the Jewish

Anti-Fascist Committee." The lec-

ture will be held in the Babbott

room of the Octagon.

UMass — The Krasnoyarsk

National Dance Company of Siberia

will perform Siberian dances to live

music in the Fine Arts Center's

Concert Hall at 7:30 p.m. Ticket

costs start at $7 for students, $15

for adults and are available through

the Fine Arts Center's Box Office.

Mount Holyoke College — At 8

p.m., Thursday Night Edge will

present Decadance, a night of live

music. The event will be held in the

Living Room of Torrey. Admission is

free for Mount Holyoke students, $3 S d t U T
for Five College students and $5 for

the general public.

Landmines," in Sweeney Concert

Hall of Sage. This Is the opening

lecture of a two-day conference at

Smith College on the danger of

landmines.

Mount Holyoke College — The

Mount Holyoke Chamber Jazz

Ensemble will perform in "We've

Got the Blues!" featuring songs

from Miles Davis, Kenny Dorham

and Duke Ellington. The concert

will begin at 7:30 p.m. in McCulloch

Auditorium of Pratt Hall.

Monday 17

day
Mount Holyoke College —
At 7 p.m.. Mount Holyoke College's

. J ^ M film board will show Spirited Away,Friday l^f a Japanese animated film directed

by Hayao Miyazaki. The film will be

shown in Dwight 101, admission is

$2.

Amherst College — Dr. Michael

Katz, a psychologist, will lead the

first part of a workshop entitled

"Dream Yoga and Lucidity." The

workshop is designed to enhance

creativity and allow personal

growth through the techniques of

dream yoga. The first part will be

held from 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in the

Babbott room of the Octagon. The

second half of the workshop will be ^ W W
held Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5

p.m. in the Conway Room of the

Alumni Gym.

Smith College — At 8 p.m., the

radio station WOZQ, will host a con-

cert featuring Mirah And The Blow

and Ana Oxygen in the Davis Center

Ballroom. Tickets are $5 for Smith

students, $7 for the public.

day

Smith College— At 7 p.m., Anthony

Lake, former national security advi-

sor, and Mary Jean Eisenhower,

CEO of People to People

International, will give a lecture

entitled "Clear a Path to a Safer

World: Addressing the Tragedy of

Smith College — Nell

Salisbury and Margaret M.

Bruchac will speak on "From

Beaver Hill to Bark Wigwams: The

Native American Presence" at 2

p.m. in Wright Hall Auditorium.

This lecture is the hrst in a series

celebrating Northampton's 350th

anniversary.

Mount Holyoke College — Cheryl

Fish, of the City University of New
York, will lecture on

Environmental Justice Made

Manifest: Race, Gender, and Toxicity

in Ruth L. Ozeki's 'My Year of

Meats.'" The lecture will begin at

Five College Women's Studies

Research Center located at 79

College St. at 4:30 p.m.

Tuesday IB

Hampshire College — Composer

Susan Ibarra will give a Jazz

Ensemble Seminar workshop from

6:30 p.m. to 9:20 p.m. in the Main

Classroom of the Music building.

For more information contact

Michael Dessen at 559-5622.

UMass — At 7 p.m., Tal Ben-

Shahar, an international manage-

ment consultant and expert on

Israeli history, will give a lecture

entitled "The Jewish State in

Context: The Muslim, the Jew, and

the Ohimmi." The lecture will be

held in the conference room of the

Hillel House, located at 388 N.

Pleasant St.

Smith College — Clemency

Coggins, archeology and art history

professor at Boston University, will

hold a lecture entitled "Frontiers of

the Maya: Chichen Itza and Copan,"

in conjunction with the exhibition

"Sacred Maya Offerings: Selections

from the Chichen lUa and Copan."

The lecture will be held in Graham

Hall of Brown Fine Arts Center at 8

p.m.

Reich speaks

today in Mahar
Continued from page 1

Czech president, recognizing his

work in economic and social

thought. The talk is free and

open to the public.

In 2002. Reich ran for the

Democratic nomination for

Governor of Massachusetts.

Reich's talk is sponsored by

the MSP. Five Colleges Inc. and

by .several departments at the

University of Massachusetts.

The talk is also sponsored by the

economics departments of

Mount Holyoke College. Smith

College. Hampshire College and

Amherst College.

SPRING BREAKJ'OA

lb'/ PffnT^ bo go!

Launch Your Career

Apply now for a ^^JrV
Legal Assistant Intemshi^^%S

at the Student Legal Services Office

'Serve the campus community while enhancing your resume

*Earn up to 15 credits working 36 hours a week

or 6 to 9 credits working 26 hours a week

Student Legal Services Office

922 Campus Center

(413) 545-1995

/PRinO BREflH 04 PflCHflGE/

4/W HOTEL package pnnv slinmg al

> JAMAICA
> CANCUN

$649

$689 I

$779> BAHAMAS $779

> MAZATLAN $839

>ANDMOREi

The University of Massachusetts

School of Public Health and Health Sciences

Departments of

Biostatistics and Epidemiology

and

Environmental Health Sciences

cordially invite you to...

An Open House for

prospective graduate students

Please join us from 10am - 12 noon

Friday, November 14th

UMASS Campus Center, Room 162-75

Come meet public health faculty, staff and students from

biostatistics, epidemiology and environmental sciences.

Learn about the admissions process, financial aid

opportunities, and our curriculum.

Learn about job opportunities in epidemiology, biostatistics

and environmental science.

For additional information about the

Open House, please email

dwolf@schoolph.umass or call

Diane Wolf at (413) 545-2861.

Visit our website

www.umass.edu/sphhs to learn

more about our degree programs.
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Veterans Day:

reflecting on heros
Yesterday was an off day for most students.

They had an extra night out on Monday, and

likely spent most of yesterday relaxing, catching

up on work or just enjoying a little bit of free

time.

But Nov. 1 1 is more than just a day to sleep

in. It is a time to look back on the true heroes

of America, many of which gave their lives in

servitude of this country.

It is easy to overlook the service of those in

our nation's armed forces over the last few

decades. In nearly every military action since

the Korean War. there has been a split in the

public opinion about the wars' legitimacy

However Veterans Day is not about war. It is

not about wins and losses on the battlefield, it

is not about the advancement of democracy, the

protection of national interests, or the econom-

ic and political gains won in international con-

flict.

The day. which allows so many people to

take time off from work, school, and other ven-

tures, is a somber celebration of the men and

women who gave their blood, sweat, tears and

lives for their country. The meaning of Veterans

Day goes beyond protest, beyond ideology and

politics. It is the representation of the gratitude

of a nation that would not exist in its current

form without the truly heroic efforts of its sol-

diers.

While the day is a deserved respite for many

people, its significance is often overlooked in

the tedium of everyday life, and instead Nov. 1

1

is accepted as just another day However, the

legacy of the American veteran is one that

deserves not only its own day of remembrance,

but the kind of attention that is given to profes-

sional athletes, movie stars, and other celebri-

ties regarded as heroic people.

It is not lost on The Daily Collegian that the

political ideals on this campus are wide-rang-

ing, and many of them are not in line with those

of the U.S. Govenunent. The freedoms granted

to the citizens of this country, and by inclusion,

the members of the UMass community, are

important ones. Freedom of speech is a guiding

light for this newspaper as it is for any other

publication, and the right to dissent is as impor-

tant as the right to print the news. So The

Collegian would not attempt to create conflict

with those who detest the glorification of U.S.

involvement in overseas wars.

But it should be remembered that Veterans

Day is about the willingness of the American

soldier to give his or her life for what he or she

believes in. just as a protester would do in cer-

tain circumstances. "The ultimate cost of victory

should not be regarded as an exclusive part of

the victory achieved. Those Americans who
would travel to foreign lands to act as the arm

of their government are achieving nobility of

the highest accord.

Veterans Day. which floated under the radar

for many people yesterday, must be remem-

bered not simply as a day to relax, but also as a

day to reflect on those who gave themselves in

the name of this country.

Unsigned edituriah represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

editorial board.

A look at 'good' and 'bad'
Many people ask me. "Ben,

how on Earth did you get so

good looking?" And I honestly

only have one answer for them.

By eating the Cajun-lightning

chicken at the DC. But

that's enough about me, Dp||

let's talk about relation- _^_^
ships. More precisely,

let's focus in on the good person

vs. bad person relationships.

What I mean by this is what is

the appeal of a bad guy or a good

guy for ladies and vice versa for

the men? This issue was raised

at work while talking to a female

coworker, and I wondered if by

examining the roles and qualities

of the "bad" person and "good"

person in the eyes of both sexes.

I could gel to the bottom of this

quagmire of a quandary.

From the ladies' point of

view, the good guy has certain

qualities that make him attrac-

tive. He is sensitive, dependent

and focused with a plan for life.

A girl doesn't have to worry

about getting hurt as much with

a good guy who will treat her

sweetly. He is essentially the per-

fect man whom you can take

home to mom and dad; he'll

even do the dishes and comment

on your mother's fine taste in

draperies.

Now this is all fine and dandy,

but the problem lies in the very

heart of the beast. A good guy is

already, in a sense, the perfect

man. and some women find this

unappealing. Even though he

offers comfort and assurance,

there is no room for him to grow

in the relationship. Most girls

find the gw)d boy charming, like

a prince who will treat her like a

princess. Perfect means finished,

and a lady would rather pursue a

man who has some faults or

defects in which she can have a

hand in changing. Women love

to change things, and nothing

has more to change than a bad

boy does.

There is something dangerous

and attractive about the bad boy

He is mysterious, daring, confi-

dent in his spontaneity and

knows where the party is. He is

prone to take you on a wild drive

in his Mitsubishi Eclipse while

playing flip cup on the

[pijpr dashboard. Risk taking

^^^__^ is involved and in the

back of a woman's

mind. She's thinking, "Maybe I

can be the girl to turn him

around." A girl enjoys the chal-

lenge of it with hopes that the

guy will realize his romantic

side, alter his rogue lifestyle, and

fall for the girl.

Bad girls are like

shots of tequila.

They make your

head dizzy, give you

a warm feeling in

your gut, get your

heart beating faster,

but with too many

you'll end up asleep

on the bathroom

floor.

The risk lies in that soon the

fun of changing him wears off

and it makes her miserable try-

ing. Or perhaps the guy doesn't

turn out the way she envisioned.

Simplified, a woman wants to

break a bad boy's shell to expose

the good guy deep inside, so that

the guy shares qualities from

both ends of the spectrum.

Now as far as the guy is con-

cerned, a bad girl compared to a

good girl is an equally hard deci-

sion — despite our affinity to

girls like Christina Aguilera. Bad

girls are looking for love, but

quick love, which adheres to a

guy's need for instant gratifica-

tion. Its about the need for Mr.

Right-now versus Mr. Right, and

Commemorating hatred

[lizabeth

Carter

Words have

the power to

relate feelings

of all sorts,

but the ques-

tion remains:

are the impas-

sioned feelings

behind so

many words
enough to

make a person

change their views? And assum-

ing in some cases words are

enough to change a person's

view, then how are we to be able

to distinguish the difference

between words that just sound

nice together, and words that

convey truth?

Unfortunately, there is no

absolute answer to these ques-

tions I raise. So it seems that it

is an individual decision how to

interpret all that we read and

hear. Yet sometimes something

you read will immediately make
an impression on you, and it

will instantaneously be clear to

you whether or not the view-

point you are reading is right or

wrong.

In making these decisions for

myself, I came across the words

of the Reverend Fred Phelps. 1

must say it didn't take me long

to decide my viewpoint about

his words, and soon after, to

start worrying about the impact

they may have if viewed as the

truth.

So now you must be asking

just who this Reverend Fred

Phelps is. He is the leader of

the Westboro Baptist church.

WBC. whose home base is in

Topeka. Kan. As the leader of

the WBC. Phelps readily preach-

es hate gospel to his congrega-

tion, a congregation that goes

by the belief that "God's hatred

is one of his holy attributes."

With a motto like that, it

shouldn't come as too great a

shock for you to find that

Phelps and the WBC are vehe-

ment anti-gay. anti-|ewish and

anti-anything-they-can-be
activists. Over the years they

have protested at over 20,000

gay pride demonstrations and

have their own website which

posts their hate-filled views for

the world to see.

The thing that really con-

cerned me about this character

Phelps was his idea for a park

monument. For those who don't

remember, five years ago

Matthew Shepard. a young

homosexual man from Laramie,

Wyo., was brutally tortured and

beaten to death by two straight

men. Shepard's death became

nationwide news, and was

viewed as a hate crime. Yet,

that's not how the Reverend

Phelps viewed Matthew's death.

Phelps felt, and clearly still

feels, that the slaying of

Matthew Shepard was a contin-

uance of God's work because

"God hates fags." or so his web-

site says.

So. in order to commemorate
Matthew's murder, the good

reverend has proposed a five- to

six-foot-tall monument made of

marble or granite be placed in

downtown Casper, Matthew's

hometown. However, this is no

regular monument. This one is

Phelps felt, and

clearly still feels,

that the slaying of

Matthew Shepard

was a continuance

of God's work

because 'God

hates fags.'

to bear Matthew's likeness and

to read "Matthew Shepard,

Entered Hell October 12, 1998,

in Defiance of God's Warning:

Thou shalt not lie with

mankind as with womankind; it

is abomination.' Leviticus

18:22."

Now whether or not you

agree with homosexuality, 1

should think that anyone who
reads of this hate-monument

should be taken aback. This

Fred Phelps fellow is running

around pretending to have

God's sanction on everything he

does, all the while trying to put

up a monument that celebrates

the murder of one human being

by another. If that isn't as sick

as it gets, then 1 really don't

know what is.

For me, reading about this

hateful monument really hit

home. I have a number of very

close friends that are gay, and it

horrifies me that gay bashing

would be supported by anyone,

especially a religious group. I

simply do not understand how
you can judge a person solely on

something like their sexuality

without knowing them.

If the Reverend Phelps is

allowed to put this monument

up. it is going to pave the way

for other fanatical groups to

raise monuments in the name of

hatred. What's next? Trying to

put up a monument commemo-

rating the KKK and the "good

old days" of slavery? What hap-

pened to the times where God's

message was viewed as. "judge

not lest ye be judged?" I under-

stand that the vast majority of

Christians are probably

appalled by this, whether or not

they agree with homosexuality,

so please do not think I'm gen-

eralizing here. But this excuse

for a reverend has got to be

stopped. If a person wants to

hate other people, that is their

right. However, in the case of

Mr. Phelps, this is more than

simply shouting from the

rooftops to hate homosexuals.

Erecting a hate monument for

all to see creates a situation in

which those who do not wish to

receive the message cannot sim-

ply turn a deaf ear, especially in

the case of Matthew's "monu-

ment," which would be in a

major part of town, like it or

not.

To me what Fred Phelps is

trying to do with his monument

is disgusting and an absolute

abomination. lust imagine how
Matthew's parents would feel

driving by that monument.

Their child's death being

mocked in the name of God —
how ironic. What worries me
the most is if that monument

does go up in Casper, what is

the true impact it will have on

those who see it? What will that

monument say to the children of

the community? That it is OK
to hate those we do not know
simply because of what they

represent? Formerly. 1 was led

to believe we lived in a modem
age of reason rather than igno-

rance. However, if that monu-

ment does go up. it will be an

entire step backwards for all

those who have been fighting in

the gay rights movement. 1 sin-

cerely hope that Fred Phelps

and his obsession with hate do

not get their monument, and I

sincerely hope that people are

aware enough to realize the ter-

rible wake that could follow

allowing something of that

nature to be built.

FJizabeth Carter

Collegian columnist.
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Anti'Semitism: the cliche

any guy would be happy to

answer that call.

Basically, bad girls are like

shots of tequila. They make your

head dizzy, give you a warm feel-

ing in your gut, get your heart

beating faster, but with too many
you'll end up asleep on the bath-

room floor. They hold a crazed

passion for life and are in it for

the thrill. A bad girl won't ask a

guy to meet the folks, won't

want to go see a chick flick, and

won't drop the "L" word. She

provides security for a guy since

he won't have to worry about

these things.

This girl's dark, tempting,

crazy side keeps a guy guessing

and coming back for more. She

has her guy on a short leash with

a very strong hook at the end.

This is what every guy secretly

desires - to be controlled, and to

act out those crazy thoughts

bouncing throughout his head.

The drawback to all this is

when the guy craves affection or

a quiet night at home, the bad

girl is out flirting with all his

friends. This is when the good

girl comes in handy The good

girl is the type of woman that'll

stand by a guy and make him feel

like a king for a day She'll laugh

at his lame pick up lines, snuggle

up to him on the couch, and

think that him wearing the same

t-shirt for three straight days is

cute. The guy just wants a warm
place to rest his head, and a

sweet smelling bathroom, which

the good girl provides.

Taking all this into considera-

tion 1 have come to two conclu-

sions. A guy wants a good girl

with a dark, wicked, bad side.

and a woman wants a bad boy

with hints of a sweeter, good

side. Now does this mean that

this is true for every case? No, of

course not, I'm just generalizing.

But I'm sure I am actually mak-

ing some sense, and I'm just as

surprised as you are.

Ben Feder is a Collegian

columnist.

Yousel

Mynayyef

I doubt I can think of a term

that is as misapplied, misunder-

stood or overused as much as

"anti-Semitism."

Let's begin by attempting to

understand the term first. I think

we all know what "anti" means.

The controversy is in the second

half of the hyphenated cliche.

What is Semitism? What does

this term mean? Well many peo-

ple will look at this term and

immediately relate it in some way to Judaism,

Zionism, and Israel, which are, of course, three very

different things. Yet there is much more to Semitism

than that.

The word Semitic comes from a particular origin

that encompasses much more than just Judaism or

lews. However, when this term is used, or should I

say misused, it is invoked to relate to lews or

Judaism. The word originates from the name Shem.

Shem, for those not familiar with the Old Testament

of the Bible, was one of Noah's (the guy with the

boat and all the animals) three sons. These three

sons were supposed to repopulate the earth after the

deluge that destroyed all humanity.

So what does Shem have to do with any of this?

Well according to particular theologies, the world's

population can be traced back to these three distinct

people or families or tribes. Many lews trace their

origin back to Shem. Now here is the kicker So do

Arabs. Now you might be asking, "Yousef, are you

telling me that you yourself are Semitic?" Well the

answer is yes. So Arabs and jews have the same

ancestry? Bingo.

Hence the term Semitic languages, if you have

never heard of this term. It is a particular language

group. Languages are placed into groups with other

languages that all have the same origin. So you may

have guessed that Hebrew, the religious language of

Judaism, and Arabic, the defining characteristic of

being an Arab, share the same origin. Arabic and

Hebrew, along with other languages that are no

longer in use today, have the same origin and are

included in the Semitic language group.

So this means that Arabs and jews are Semites,

since both Arabs and lews trace their lineage back to

the same ancestry and speak languages, which are of

the same origin. This becomes painfully obvious

when you know Arabic and Hebrew and can see the

similarities. You really don't have to be a linguistics

professor to catch on. Nakhon?

Now when I say this term is misapplied and mis-

used, I do not mean to say that there is no such thing

as Anti-Semitism. To say such a thing would be to

deny history. However, Anti-Semitism is understood

to be some type of racism or prejudice directed

towards lews and only (ews because of who they are.

As we can see from the origin of this word, using it

in such a manner makes it a misnomer. That howev-

er is not the biggest problem I see with the use of this

word.

Not only are all Semites excluded from being

under the umbrella of the connotation, they are often

the targets at which this word is directed. So now

you might be asking, "Yousef, are you saying that

Semites are labeled anti-Semitic?" Yes, that's cor-

rect. The term anti-Semitism is often used to label

people who oppose Zionism. This is a problem by

almost all definitions of Semitism, Zionism is a polit-

ical term and Semitism, as we have seen, carries

anthropological and in some ways religious connota-

tions.

Some people interpret Semitism to mean

Zionism; this is flat out wrong. They are two very

different things, and this lies at the heart of the prob-

lem of the cliche. Many Arabs (who are Semites)

oppose Zionism; also many |ews oppose Zionism.

Now you might be thinking, "Yousef, are you trying

to tell me that there are lews who oppose Zionism?"

Yes, and there always have been. Zionism is an ide-

ology, a thought that was created in the late 18th

century in response to actual anti-Iudaic sentiment in

Russia and Eastern Europe. Not every lew support-

ed Zionism then, and many still do not now.

Anti-Semitism is a very powerful word and sup-

porters of Zionism understand this and may use it at

will even if they will be using it incorrectly The issue

remains that most people do not understand the

meaning of the word, but rather only understand

what it has come to mean through the growth of the

Zionist movement and how it has been miscon-

strued. If you criticize Israel or Israel's policies of

killing innocents you may be labeled Anti-Semitic.

This is ridiculous. If you do something wrong or are

acting hypocritical you deserve to be criticized. You

wouldn't call a white man racist for criticizing Rev.

lesse Jackson's extramarital relations would you?

If you are criticizing Israel or the Israeli govern-

ment and are called Anti-Semitic, don't worry

about it too much. What you should do is explain

to the people who have called you this why they are

using the term incorrectly Also, if that is the best

response they have to you criticizing the horrific

policies that Israel has been carrying out since

1948; then they are probably losing the argument

to begin with.

Anti-Semitism is a cliche. It is overused and mis-

applied. There is no doubt in my mind that racism

and prejudice still exist since I have experienced it

first hand. This also includes lews, who are treated

differently because of who they are, and this is

wrong, but we should call things for what they are.

The proponents of Zionism try to tie their cause so

tightly to anti-Semitism in an attempt to win the war

for international sympathy There should be sympa-

thy for victims of hatred, but there should be no sym-

pathy for those who deliberately invoke this term

inappropriately Using the term Anti-Semitism incor-

rectly only perpetuates hatred and that is surely not

necessary.

Yousef Munayyer is a Collegian columnist.
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'Graves' inspires awareness
By Eva Piccozzi

CoLLEoiAN Staff

L

Whether we would like to admit it or

not, the gap between social and economic

class is growing rapidly in present day soci-

ety Some of the wealthiest suburbs in the

country surround cities whose living condi-

tions are marked by poverty-strick-

en families, polluted neighborhoods

and dilapidated buildings. While
some people are unaware of this

fact, most believe change is impossi-

ble, and instead sit back and blame
our politicians. Last Thursday night

at the Student Union Ballroom in

their presentation of "Graves," the

HartBeat Ensemble took center

stage as part of the three-day confer-

ence, "Rethinking Marxism" at the

University of Massachusetts.

Players Steven Ginsburg, Julia B.

Rosenblatt and Gregory R. Tate, whose
original idea inspired the production, along

with intern Cindy Martinez, acted out the

roles of ordinary people under extraordi-

nary circumstances in an attempt to gain

awareness of the serious conditions in our

cities and the need for improvement.

The arrival of hip-hop theater into main-

stream entertainment was used to the

troupe's advantage, as they used their roles

to reveal the question of how we can make
justice possible in the Hartford, Conn, com-
munity United States and ultimately the

world.

Through the artistic use of theater,

"Graves" awakened hope on an issue that

has become more exhausted through debate

than actually solved. The show, which

reflected a modem-day version of |ohn

Steinbeck's "The Grapes of Wrath," didn't

try to convince the crowd using all too

familiar political cliches. Rather, the ensem-

ble met its commitments by presenting a

chronology of truths, allov^ang the viewer's

own psyche to make the decision of how
important it is that we are educated about

where our society is heading.

The soul of hip-hop artists including

Nas, Kelis and 50-Cent echoed through the

speakers before the start of the show and

between scenes, foreboding the style which

would be imitated by the young performers

during the evening. Using minimal props

consisting primarily of masks to character-

ize diversity the actors relied mainly on

their talented ways of impersonation, as

each took on nearly a dozen different roles.

After a while it didn't matter who was

playing whom, because through each one's

augmented accent, gestures and situations

all they appeared as were the individuals

they were trying to represent. Perhaps due

to the fact that each member had previous-

ly trained with the San Francisco mime
troupe, the actions of driving a bus. using

a cash register and eating were accom-

plished without the actual tangible devices.

Steinbeck's novel adapted to the 21st

HartBeat

Ensemble

"Graves*
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century uses WalMart employment to paral-

lel with farming during the Great

Depression. The plot follows the lives of

two individuals, Sal and Tom, two inmates

who have just been released back out into

the desperate city of Hartford, whose eco-

nomic situation is declining. Tom and his

wife jasmine epitomize the story based on
factual interviews, taken in the greater

Hartford community representing

a dark period for skilled workers

unable to find employment.

These characters are forced to

forget a past when their trade

earned them a decent living and a

move toward the future of a cor-

porate America. This is a circum-

stance that is becoming more rela-

tive in our lives today than ever

before.

Rhyming, beatboxing and blow-

ing into the harmonica. Tom poet-

ically describes how he went from having a

skilled job of building fighter jets, to work-

ing at the recently developed WalMart.

What sounded like Eminem's "8 Mile" rap.

Tom preaches with a fwint. explaining how
city housing was seized so that low paying

jobs could take its place benefiting big busi-

ness rather than Hartford's local economy.

"Graves." we come to find out is the

street name for a past friend of Tom's

named Rhonda, who is presently a starving

bum. Her story is perhaps the most depress-

ing, as it symbolizes how. with the destruc-

tion of housing, her home is now the side-

walk. It does not take long before old bud-

dies Tom and Sal reunite and decide that

the time has come to rise above the con-

fonnity of globalization. Risking their posi-

tion as WalMart employees, the two decide

to join the labor union movement and

attend a strike outside their place of

employment. At this point the audience was

overwhelmed with anxiety and forgot that

there were no visual props and that we were

relying on the sole function of human emo-

tions. Before the strike ends. Tom and Sal

have made the ultimate sacrifice for the

dream of changing the future of their com-
munity As the police step in to break up the

unwanted public demonstration for equali-

ty, two dire mistakes are made. Sal is acci-

dentally shot by police and Toms brutish

temper causes him to lose control and beat

the officer to death.

As the play comes to a close, we are

left with a sense of ambiguity as to

where Tom and his wile lasmine will

turn for help. Tom must leave lasmine

and their present residence, a communi-
ty center based on the idea that city

inhabitants share work equally, and
remains a fugitive until found by the

police. The plot has completed a full cir-

cle. This outline of events is an everyday

occurrence for those living not only in

Hartford, but in numerous cities

throughout our country and the world.

"Graves" is truly a genuine piece that

brings awareness and inspires us to

change the universal social injustices.

Northampton is *The Luckiest*
Ben Folds treats crowd to a superb performance

By Meghan Healy
CiiLLtciiAN Staff

As the audience members trickled

out of Smith College's John M. Greene

Auditorium on Sunday night, there

was a general consensus that the show

they had witnessed was one of

the greatest shows to hit

Northampton this year. The
energy that Ben Folds created

within the crowd did not dissi-

pate as concertgoers went their

separate ways, but instead

stayed active among the fans.

Up and down the frigid streets

of Northampton, as the depart- '

ing audience members made their way

to cars and bus stops, the show was

already receiving rave reviews. One
young fan even ventured to declare,

"That show was the best f—ing show
EVER!"

Although his claim cannot be veri-

fied, Sunday's show on the Smith

College campus was definitely the

finest example of what a concert

should be. In the two hours he was on

stage. Ben Folds managed to charm

the audience as he made the crowd a

part of the show and created an inti-

mate environment out of the dark

auditorium.

For years. Folds fans have idolized

the singer and pianist for his lively

stage manner and Sunday's show was

true to fonn for the artist. On the final

stop of an abbreviated college tour.

Folds held nothing back from the

Northampton crowd, as always, he

played with a certain passion and

intensity that lent his performance

integrity

Hitting the stage at 9 p.m.. Folds

wasted no time getting into the show.

He opened with "One Angry Dwari

and 200 Solemn Faces." the unofficial

anthem for all those who felt mistreat

ed or underestimated throughout their

childhoods. Following quickly with the

upbeat "Zak and 5>ara." some fans

started to wonder if the set list was

going to be similar to last fall's release

"Ben Folds Live." which kicks off with

the same two tracks. The crowd need

not have worried though: there were

appearances by many of the songs

included on "Live." but also a slew of

Folds' other material including some
lesser known tracks. like

"Kalamazoo." .so rare it had never

been played on stage before.

A great deal of the set list seemed

to be gleaned from Folds' days as front

man of the now-defunct trio Ben Folds

Five. Though he did not play "Brick."

Ben Folds

John M. GreeRe

Auditoriuin

Nortbanipion

the only mainstream hit the band ever

had, crowd favorites such as "Kate"

and "Selfless, Cold and Composed"

from the group's 1997 release

"Whatever and Ever, Amen " went over

well with the Northampton audience.

Tracks off of the group's self-titled

_^.^_ debut album such as

"Underground," "Boxing"

and "Philosophy" also made
it into the set, pleasing a

crowd comprised mainly of

Folds fanatics.

Despite Folds' choice of a

more obscure repertoire,

those present who were not

already familiar with his

work felt right at home. The peribrmer

not only kept the crowd engaged; he

also enlisted them to be members of

his band. When perfomiing "Army"
Folds split the audience in half and cre-

ated a singalong meant to imitate a

horn section. The pianist also pulled

out "Not The Same." a track off his

solo album "Rockin" the Suburbs."

which has become known for the

choral performance the audience must

put forth in order to fill the song out.

Folds' incorporation of the audience is

a small but much-appreciated gesture

- it makes his concerts, and thus his

music, more accessible to those that

buy his albums. Ticket prices continue

to rise and Folds seeks to give his

patrons the most they can get for their

money.

The highlights of the show were

numerous. Folds' rendition of "Tiny

Dancer." an Flion |ohn hit. was both

musically masterful and highly enter-

taining, as the perfonner got in charac-

ter and donned a pair of sunglasses

borrowed from an audience member
to sing it. "Mount Holyoke

Correctional Facility" an improvised

ditty about women's colleges and
Folds' plan to release a live DVD from

one of the area "prisons" (i.e. Smith or

Mount Holyoke College), was a prime

example of his impeccable wit and on

target sense of humor A tasteful trib-

ute to Elliot Smith. Folds covered the

recently deceased indie-rock hero's

"Say Yes." He said nothing about

Smith's passing, just played the song

and let the music speak for his sense of

loss. His performance of ballad 'The

Luckiest" brought many in the audi-

ence to tears moments alter the ".song

for angry white males everywhere,"

"Rockin' The Suburbs" brought them

to their feet. The finale of a four-song

encore. "Song For the Dum|x.'d," sent

the crowd into maniacal cheers. Folds

kept the long-time favorite fresh by

switching the key from major to minor

and also throwing in a lapanese trans-

lation of the chorus "Give me my
money back, I want my money back,

you bitch."

Sunday's show at Smith College

was a superior pjeribmiance by one of

today's most talented and brilliant per-

formers. In just two hours, Ben Folds

created a separate world for his fans

where they were all rock stars. The set

list was perfectly balanced with new
and old material, heart-wrenching bal-

lads and show-stopping piano rock.

Ben Folds has earned his place beside

the likes of Elton |ohn and Billy loel for

his unique brand of piano pop.

Opening the show was acoustic

rocker Duncan Sheik. Best known for

his 90s hit "Barely Breathing." the gui-

tarist played a 40-minute set lor the

Northampton crowd. IX-spite a lack of

support from the audience. Sheiks

performance was admirable and he

proved himself to be a talented musi-

cian. He tried his best lo engage the

audience, but, with the exception of an

impressive cover of OasiNs

"Wonderwall," couldn't manage lo win

the Folds fans over eniireK.
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Sunday's performance at Smith College gave Ben Folds a chance to play

material from his latest EP relea.se 'Sunny 16.'

Local film-

maker takes

on chains
By Lauren Freeman

tA>LLEOiAN Staff

For some of us, finding a place

to settle down and raise a family is

a decision we will never have to

consciously make. Many people in

the highly competitive job market

will first take a job and then settle

wherever necessary, in a sort of

^____^^ domino-effect

The newest flavor of the week:

Thursday brings emo to a new level
By Deborah Geiger

CoLi.tc.iAN Staff

'Talking to

theJVair

Directed by

Steve Aim

Hometown t^oduciiens

llHiaied

57 mins

Grade

A-

manner. This

wasn't the case

for the transient,

undecided young
Steve Alves.

, After all, he did-

n't have a career

plan and that

made it difficult

to settle down.
Alves traveled

from Long Island

to Los Angeles

and back before

he realized what it was he was pas-

sionate about. Ironically, that pas-

sion was the act of finding a place

to live in and of itself.

Steve Alves had seen a good

portion of the country and yet

remained unrooted. He had grown

up on Long Island and done some
time in L.A., and he was absolute-

ly bothered by what is best

described as the corporate sprawl.

He had yet to find a town with per-

sonal character.

Chain stores and restaurants

were popping up on every corner

in every town and city. These cor-

porate-run chains were dotting the

skyline and simultaneously drain-

ing the unique character that

comes hand in hand with privately

run businesses. The center of

town, that familiar place where the

community gathered to shop in

each other's stores — this was
becoming a characteristic Of a'

Continued on page 6

If you appreciate chaos, melody, screaming and drama,

then Thursday isn't just your favorite night to party: it is

now your new favorite band. Once a tight circle of

friends, the members of the New Brunswick. N.|. quintet

merged their musical talent and close friendships into

something more. In 1998. Thursday was born. Five years

and four albums later. Thursday doesn't have to practice

in the garage anymore.

This Emocore entourage wasn't always in the spotlight.

Opening up early in their career for bigger acts like At the

Drive-In and Hot Water Music, they soon became recog-

nized and built an empire on their signature sound. "War
All the Time," their newest album, readily titillates its lis-

teners and fans through a series of highs, rock bottom

lows, and lew in-betweens. From the gutters of New
lersey to the bright screen of MTV. Thursday's "War All

the Time" is the CD that puts them on the musical map.

Comprised of singer Geoff Rickly, guitarists Steve

Pedulla and Tom Keelcy keyboardist Andrew Everding,

bassist Tim Payne and drummer Tucker Rule. Thursday

began their album with a powerful and insightful bang.

"For the Workforce. Drowning" is a well-chosen first

track with its monotony and insistence. "We
will not lie awake in our parents' beds, tossing

and turning. Tomorrow we'll get up. drive to

work single file with everyday it's like the last.

Waiting for the life to start, is it always just

always ahead of the curve?" The questions

raised in this first track make listeners sit up

and take notice. Pedulla's guitar is intense and

off kilter at times, which contributes to the rap-

ture of the song, the nomadic quality of the melody and

perhaps of our generation.

The second track. "Between Rupture and Rapture."

opens with what seems to be a strange rendition of En
Vogue's "Don't Let Go." but is a superb song that's drum
line constantly hovers between edgy and hard rock. "I feel

so lost... you can't save me." the band cries out through a

series of scientific metaphors. "Through the double helix

we are twisting." offers a rushed, painful conclusion, "all

alone is all we are."

Thursday continues in their dramatic woes throughout

the album. In "Lights out on Division Street." the music

is constantly hammering into lisieners. "Got)dbye to the

memories, the fever ihal will noi hieak. the night is pour-

ing down, it's not enough to put this out, I'll burn up
before I wake up." This hopeless but addictive tune is

filled to the brim with dark drumming, screaming and

demented overtures. "Lights out, lights out..." is repeated

endlessly in this stuck-in-your-head-for-hours tune.

"Signals over the Air" lyrically illustrates Thursday's

experience with their public, the press, the media and the
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Thursday
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Time
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Island

ill effects that are possible with too much, too soon.

"War All the Time" is a triumph for Thursday.

"When you say my name, I want to stop it in your lungs

and collect all of your blood to put in the radio." Thursday

questions how fame has affected them. "Is this how it

feels when you don't even fit into your own skin'.'"

Rickly asks us in a series of teaiy pleads just how
long one can hide "on the radio." Emocore roots

may make their lyrics sound more and more like

poetry night at Starbucks, but this isn't poetry.

These are songs purposefulK woven and ordered lo

reach mood highs and lows, from the melodic lo

screeching.

"Asleep in the Chapel" is a constant seesawing

between release and self-control. "Three chalk outlines

sleep in the dirty street and in our beds, under the sheets,

they're the halo of guilt hanging around your neck, next to

the rosarv you count, falling asleep and were praying to

treat the symptoms of letting go of all our hope." Through

a stunning array of background chants and urgent guitar

interpolations, this song questions the idea of faith and

religion. "All the streets were filled wilh a thousand burn-

ing crosses," a dubbed loudspeaker announces, as if

indeed we are in the middle of a war.

"War All the Time" will not take you on an intense

emotional roller coaster. Thursday has successfully

plowed its way into an overcrowded scene and has come
out on lop. Few bands are able lo truly embod\ a genre,

but Thursday have become the poster children for

Emocore ^ a soinewhai exploratory genre that's time has

come for definition. Anything but formulaic. "War All the

Time" is for anyone who craves listening lo a highly

provocative potpourri of emotion, yearns lo see beauty in

the depths or simply for anyone who wants to scream

along and bang their head on the dashboard while driving

home for Thanksgiving.

Marat/

Sade

Amliersi College
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Amherst hosts

'Marat/Sa(de'
By Ke\IN RlLFV

CmiJ-CIAN l~<)RRFSI'()NntNT

Thursday night Amherst College will unveil its

production of "Marat/Sade." which will run

through Saturday. Nov. 15. at the college's Kirby

Theater on campus. "Marat/Sade" was written in

1904 by the German playwright Peter Weiss, and is

often considered one of the greatest works of the

1960s.

Directed by Amherst professor Manuame
Mukasa, "Marat/Sade" parallels the French

Revolution and modem limes using traditional

rcK)ls music, interactive lighting, and other methods

lo transfuse the theme throughout the play.

Set in the insane asylum of Charenion during the

French Revolution, writer and

philosopher Marquis de Sade.

held incarcerated from 1801 to

his death in 1814. gets the

inmates together lo put on a

drama entailing the final hours o\

revolutionan lean-Paul Maral's

life. It is luly 13. 1808. and 15

years have passed since Chariot le Cordav slabbed

Maral lo death in his bathtub. The Marqui>. de Sade

makes a s|X'claclc out of the play within a play and

the plot thickens as the levoluiionarv bug spreads

throughout the patients from Sade's philosophical

and political musings, all the while music and lighl-

ing enhance the play's frenzied overtones.

Mead musician Levin S. Schwartz, who also

gives guitar and mandolin lessons in downtown
Amherst, sets a wide range of traditional and cultur-

al music to the play "Most of the music is from the

60s and 'TOs. We'll be playing Siceb Dan tunes,

there'll be Brazilian dnjmming. bluegiass and even

dc>o-wop." Schwartz said.

Schwartz gathered local musicians fri.>in around

the Pioneer Valley to form a six-pic\e band that will

perfonn in character on stage. Schwartz's band.

Few and lar Between, accounts for ihivc out of the

six musicians and can be seen evei\ other lliursday

at the Black Sheep where the\ peiloini old-time

tunes.

The lighting is composed of 108 dilferent scenes

personalized to the action on stage Schwartz was
adamani al^out the lighting scheme, which he

thought added to the chaotic teel.

Showtime for "Marat/Sade." also known as

"The Persecution and Assassination of lean-Paul

Marat as Perfonned by the Inmates of the A.sylum

of Charcnton under the Direction of Monsieur de
Sade." is 8:1)0 p.m. Tickets are free ami can be
reserved at the Amherst College box office. To con-

tact the box office, call 413-542-2277.
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Greenfield activist premiers film in NoHo Under the ClOUd
Continued from page 5

bygone era. However. Steve Alves was

determined to find a place where this was

not the case.

He found that place not far from

UMass, a httie town called Greenfield.

Greenfield had a center of town crowded

with privatel> owned shops. Alves had

found his new home. Little did he know he

was going to have to spend a great deal ol

energy preserving it.

In the early 19908 corporate giant

WalMart had its eye on the little town of

Greenfield. According to WalMari execu-

tives. Greenfield was an ideal location for a

new store. They claimed that the people

were in dire need of the cheap prices and

mass quantities that WalMart had to offer.

Unfortunately for WalMart, resident lawyer

Al Norman was asked to represent the anti-

corporate activists of Greenfield, (especial-

ly Alves) and he was willing to further

investigate the problem.

Upon researching the effect of chain

stores like WalMart on towns just like

Greenfield. Norman revealed a disturbing

trend. These towns had been lured by

promises of greener pastures and in turn

had seen the character of their town in

essence disappear. In particular, quaint

town centers had become ghost towns.

The daily bustle that originally brought the

town together was replaced by abandoned
shops and for sale signs.

This past Sunday at 5:15 p.m. at the

Northampton Independent Film Festival,

the world premiere of Alves' documentary
"Talking to the Wall" was presented.

The documentary, written and directed

by Alves, is a personal and funny, but

nonetheless, very serious expose. This doc-

umentary is complete with archival footage

detailing the Greenfield struggle against

WalMart. Alves also presents a historical

overview and archival footage from related

activism against chain stores that begins in

the 1930s with the anti-chain movement,

thus solidifying the existence of the prob-

lem and placing it on the map to become a

subject for further debate.

Alves' film seems a little one-sided at

tinies. It ultimately refuses to touch upon

the subject of the benefits WalMart-type

stores provide for lower-income citizens. It

also refuses to pose a solution to the prob-

lem of increasing population and the fact

that this is directly related to a demise and

failure of many unsuccessful private run

businesses. Private run businesses often-

times simply cannot produce enough goods

to meet demand and thus the demand goes

looking elsewhere.

In actuality, from a business perspective,

WalMart is a very decent business model. If

the main goal in marketing/business is to

maximize efficiency in order to lower prices

for customers and to increase profit, then

WalMart seems to be the business ideal.

However, if this is done to the detriment

to a town's character, if this company
thrives by creating low paying jobs in order

to ensure low prices, then this business

ideal becomes problematic. More impor-

tant than all of this, perhaps, is the fact

that money spent in chain stores is not re-

circulated throughout the community.
In conclusion, Alves' film establishes a

timely starting point from which further

discussion on this topic can be approached.

Alves reminds us that revolution is in the

hands of the people, no matter how big or

small the issue. This documentary is testi-

mony to the fact that the people in America

do have the power to control their sur-

roundings. Alves is simultaneously pes-

simistic and critical of the state of the

country, and yet he genuinely displays the

purest of democratic ideals on which this

country was founded.

The Bed line

Peter Dale

Justin Chellman

A« the world

waits and
prepares for

jay-Z to drop
what has

been called

his last album
later this

week, the hip-

hop industry

is feeling the

quiet before

the storm. It's

not very easy

or settling to put out an album
anywhere near lay's release

dates, due to the fact that each

cime he blows the competition

out of the water. His album
"The Blueprint" changed up
the entire game when it was

released and started a trend of

sampling for beats again. Now
the mysterious "Black Album"
has many wondering where fay-

Z will take the game next, and

how the game and other rap-

pers will respond.

It's always exciting when
there is so much anticipation

surrounding an album. This

/
^ 'r

year hasn't been short of such

situations, as we have also seen

a high feeling of anticipation

for the double Outkast album.

But with lay-Z it is differeni.

The streets are calling for it,

with this being |ay-Z's sup-

posed last hurrah. Many people

feel that he will most definitely

leave on a high point and with

a big bang, it has also been no

secret that the list of produc-

tion credits on this album is

one unparalleled in hip-hop.

But just as we are waiting

for that album to be released

there are still others out there

now who are tearing it up

under the shadow of the dis-

puted King of New York. Both

the underground and the main-

stream have a few serious

joints out there right now that

are circulating and making

much noise on the scene. Right

now it is no secret that the

dirty south is running hip-hop,

with Lil Ion producing club hit

after club hit and Ludacris.

having yet again another hot

album of up-to-no-good antics.

But almost slipping by unno-

ticed is actually one of the dirty

south's best albums of 2003, a

real sleeper hit in T.l.s Trap

Muzik.

Our mainstream pick of the

moment goes to T.l.'s album

because of its wide array of sat-

isfactory aspects. T.I. can rap.

unlike some of his extra coun-

terparts, but he can also create

an ill hook to get the club

bumping like the rest of them.

Plus it doesn't hurt at all that

my favorite new producer at

the time, Kanye West, has

blessed the young man twice on

his album. What is most strik-

ingly different about T.l.'s

album is that on many of the

tracks he is coming across with

a message as well as keeping

with the down south style that

the mainstream has been eating

up lately.

This album has a lot of

potential radio hits and has

been letting them go ever since

its release, and we don't think

that it's done with at all yet.

"Trap Muzik" is the perfect

album for all of you who want

an album that will bump in

your system and will do well at

parties. But if you listen closely

to it, you'll find yourself realiz-

ing that this cat has much more
to show than meets the eye.

T.I. is calling himself the

King of the South, and

although he has yet to earn that

title, he is definilely on the

right track now with his latest

release.

In the underground there

have also been a few standout

albums of late, one of the best

comes from the often-over-

looked MF Doom, this time

releasing his album under yet

another comic book referenced

name, Viktor Vaughn. The for-

mer member of K.M.D. gained

much acclaim from his last full-

length album. "Operation

Doomsday," under the MF
Doom moniker. On that album

he produced all the beats as

well as dropped very inventive

verses on each track. This lime,

as Viktor Vaughn, he left all

the production up to others

such as "R|D2," "King Honey"
and "Heat Sensor." The top-

notch guest production lives up
to the very talented production

of Doom himself. Where this

differs from his last album is

that he has improved his lyri-

cism to an even higher level

and changed his entire tempo
and style for this new character

that he has embodied for the

release.

His clever and funny lyrics

keep the listener on the tip of

his tongue, while the dope pro-

duction throughout provides

more than proper backing. This

great combination of rhymes

and beats makes this album
one of the best this year, and is

guaranteed to satisfy listeners

who desire clever and inventive

rhymes, especially those who
appreciated his last release.

So if you can't wait for the

"Black Album" to drop, or if

you are one of the unconcerned

and like sure bets, we'd recom-

mend these two releases. Both

provide the best in what they

are trying to accomplish, and
will satisfy the ear, that's why
they are our picks of the

moment.
You can listen to liistin

Chellman & Peter Dale on the

radio every Friday night at 9

p.m. until ]]:30 p.m. on The
Redline at 91.1 FM You can
also email them at TheRedline-

HipHop@yahoo.com.

There is a

mandatory Arts

meeting today

at 5:30 p.m. in

the Collegian

news room.
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Controversial new book unearths Mickey IVIouse's bad side

'The Pirates and the Mouse' details court battle between Disney and the Air Pirates

By Alissa Kramer
QjLLElilAN CuRRESPUNUENT

"The Pirates and the Mouse" is a close-up look at an upstart,

underground, resistance comic book, with one of the biggest sym-

bols of corporate globalization and the "nightmare of swarming
indistinguishable sameness" for a target. It's also a labor of love,

and a portrait of the Zeitgeist of the "TOs. The book is written as a

narrative by Bob Levin, an attorney and novelist who tells of the

man behind the Pirates, Dave O'Neill. It recounts the 10-year trial

of the Air Pirates against Disney and conducts personal interviews

with O'Neill and colleagues, contemporaries and experts, all with

an obvious fondness for the situation and a quiet, tacitly agreeing

sense of humor that roots for the Pirates the whole way through

Though slow at first, "Pirates" quickly captures the imagination

and the spirit with detailed subplots, narrative in reverse chrono-

logical order and asides. One leaps on board as Levin brings the

reader from the hotel reception in a small town in Nevada to an

abandoned warehouse in San Francisco, to New York City and

back again. We read about O'Neill, the young idealist, and the

story of an "ardent patriot" named Walt Disney, who, in classic

Horatio Alger style, became one of the richest men in the world

because of one idea, a mouse, that might not have originally been

his anyway.

The book really kicks off when Levin gives the reader some his-

torical background. "April 30, 1970; President Nixon announces

the invasion of Cambodia and demonstrators cause more than 500

college campuses to close down. In 16 states, the National Guard

is called out. At Kent State, Ohio, Guardsmen shot and killed four

student protesters. At lackson State, Mississippi State Troopers

killed two and wounded a dozen. In New York City, construction

workers attacked anti-war demonstrators, injuring 30.

And according to pollsters, three-quarters of the country

oppose the anti-war protests and would deny those arrest-

ed in connection with them the protection of the Bill of

Rights."

Four months later, a bunch of young idealist comic-

book fans met at the Sky River Rock Festival and Lighter

than Air Fair, or "the First American multi-day, outdoor

rock concert," and form a group that would later be

known as "The Air Pirates."

"The dream was to have a studio where people...would

feel normal." In the 1970s Walt Disney was already grossing over

$100 million annually and had filed over 1.700 lawsuits for copy-

right infringement. Disney was, as Levin wrote, "part of our

national collective consciousness...and an internationally known

symbol of American culture and power," and was thus subject to be

preyed upon, which is exactly what happened.

After the death of Walt Disney in 1966, the initial blows on the

Disney character were thrown. A man named Paul Krassner drew

Disney characters in compromising positions; having sex and

shooting up drugs, and called it "The Walt Disney Memorial Orgy."

"The Air Pirates" took it a few steps further. They depicted the

beloved characters as liars, cheaters and drug traffickers, with

stinging dialogue that consciously parodied the state of the nation,

some of which are in the book in the form of 23 glossy pages.

The second half of the book deals mostly with the consequent

courtroom trials launched against the Pirates by Disney for copy-

'The

Pirates and

the l\^ouse'

"b7
Bob Levin

(anisgrapliics Booki

right infringements, which came to a head in the Supreme Coijrt.

"Pirates" becomes an exploration of corporations and corruption

that reaches to the highest governing powers. It is a

poignant commentary on freedom of speech and the value

of parody and terminology such as "counter-culture," "sav-

agely satirical" and "anti-establishment," gets tossed

around as Levin describes in detail the 10-year off-and-on

struggle of O'Neill and Co.

The seldom heard of case was a pivotal one that Levine

wrote, "crystallized the tension between the First

Amendment and the right to protect commercial charac-

ters" and paved the way not only for underground litera-

ture, but also for future litigation regarding the First

Amendment and copyrights.

By the end of the book, the reader feels satislied with the interest-

ingly woven allegorical tale of good vs. evil, which parallels that of

the real-life saga Levin chronicles. As leisurely as the book starts and

then gains speed, it comes back down in similar fashion. The coming

down here is commentary from professors and lawyers familiar with

the case, and an epilogue of the characters, including O'Neill, who

after the trials got involved in the Irish Army and civil politics. He

then, after a string of tragedies, including the death of his oldest son

to AIDS, moved to Nevada City to live a less high-profile life.

Levin draws to a crisp and clean-cut close with a reflective view

of the world as, "neither a totalitarian state like Disneyland nor a

free-floating, psycho-drama like the Pirates warehouse," and the

reader remains intrigued by this elusive, little-known American

man. Dave O'Neill, who until his last days remained faithful to his

cause.

'Happy Hour' takes sobering look at life

By Kristin Erekson
CoLLE<ilAN CoRRESPDNnENT

Focusing on the crossroads of careless

youth and adulthood, the independent film

"Margarita Happy Hour" shows that some-

day everyone will be forced to grow up.

Set in the slums of Brooklyn, N.Y.,

"Margarita Happy Hour" explores the trials

and tribulations of single parenthood. The

story revolves around Zelda (Eleanor

Hutchins), a starving porno-magazine illus-

trator who decides to have a baby rather

than opt for an abortion. Struggling to make
ends meet, Zelda attempts to seek help from

her would-be poet boyfriend. Max (Larry

Fessenden), who is good-hearted but too

strung out on drugs and caffeine to help

support his daughter. Little Z (|onah

Leiand). Zelda 's only relief from her crowd-

ed loft swarming with punks and tattooed

druggies is having half-priced margaritas in

the afternoon with other single mothers who
seem to be battling with the same concept of

parenthood.

Directed, written and edited by llya

Chaiken ('The Actress"), "Margarita Happy

Hour" is a story that partially relates to

some of Chaiken's own experiences. She

also is a single parent who does not want to

let go of her youth or the thrills of living her

life with no constraints. The title "Margarita

Happy Hour" originates from Chaiken's

meetings with several other rebellious single

mothers who yearned to socialize

and loosen up a bit from the bur-

dens of child rearing and

Medicaid. They would meet at a

Mexican restaurant for $2 margar-

itas as an escape from their com-

plicated lives. Chaiken's personal

touch made "Margarita Happy
Hour" one of her most successful

films that premiered at the

Sundance Film Festival in 2001

and at the Northampton
Independent Film Festival on

Sunday.

The movie avoids the glam

orous. fashionable side of New
York and concentrates more on the

lives of artists, punks and drug

addicts inhabiting the Brooklyn

borough. The actors and actresses

fit into their "bohemian" roles per-

fectly because they are similar to

the rebellious youths seen today on college

campuses or in eccentric places like Harvard

Square in Boston. Zelda and her friends

parade around with tousled hair, leather
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pants, platform black boots and nose pierc-

ings. "Margarita Happy Hour" also brings

the audience into the underground artist

scene full of masochistic and fantasy role-

playing experiences with people

hanging off hooks by their skin and

men dressing up as monkeys. Rock

'n' roll and digitized music also play

a large part in this film because it

inhabits such a large part of the

characters. The music sets the

ambiance of the movie and also

shapes the characters' moods to be

sexual, angry, mellow or content.

Overall, "Margarita Happy Hour"

does not only depict the troubles of

single motherhood, but also the

"transformation" of an individual.

The audience witnesses the dark

side of life and how hard it is to be

a success in a world that is always

bringing a person down. The char-

acters struggle with their own
addictions, fears, desires and the

personal scars that haunt their lives.

"Margarita Happy Hour" shows

that the only way to make it through life is

to keep moving forward rather than

dwelling on the illusions of a past that can

never be retraced.

$1000Zanna
Shopping Spree!
For 5 days only! Tuesday.

November 11 through Saturday.

November 15 we re celebrating our 3?nd

year of being Zanna Come to our

Anniversary Sale. Fnter for a (hame to

win a $1000 Zanna Shopping Spree!

All week were having Big SaleS. Join the

fun Shop the Bargains.

r^:^

The Edwin M. Rossman Alumni
Career Forunn presents

After the BA - Career Options
for Historians

Thursday, November 13. 2003
5:60 to 6:15 p.m.

Herter 601

What do history majors do after gradu-
ation? We've assembled a panel of

alumni to talk about their careers.

They're here to tell you how they got

started and to offer you advice on
doing the same.

The panel below represents only a few
options of the many fields open to his-

tory majors.The sky is the limit.

PANELISTS

Joshua Grey, Lawyer, Bulkley,

I

"Richardson & Gelinas

Bethany Groff, Site Manager,
Spencer-Pierce-Little Farm, The Society

for the Preservation of New England
Antiquities.

MargaretJablonski, Dean for

Campus Life, Brown University

Rob Mei, Specialty Sales Divisional

Manager for Southern New England,
Forest Pharmaceuticals

Patrick T. O'Brien, Legislative
Assistant, Office of Rep. Vinny
deMacedo, Massachusetts State
House

MODERATOR

Sandra Krein, History Department
Internship Advisor

Sponsored by the Campus Career Network,

Alumni Association and the Department of

History

Nov 12-Noy 26 '03

ARIS ON CAMPUS.
a calendar brought io you by the

UMass Arts Council

Events
Wednesday, Novennber 12

JtFilm: Korean FUm Festival.

through 11-14. Campus
Center, 6-1 1 pm. Fcx the full

schedule, go to;

www umass.edu/kgsa/events/
testival.htm!

UMass Arts Council

Single Projects/Events

Grant Deadline

at noon

Thursday, November 13

Music: Dances lor Trombone
Choir David Sporny, director

Bezanson, 8 pm, $, 545-2227

Music: Jin HI Kim
Solo performance on
Komungo, six string zither

Augusta Savage Gallery, 7 pm,
545-5177

ADance: Krasnoyarsic National
Dance Company Of Siberia

Siberian dances to live music.

Concert Hall, 7:30 pm, $, 545
2511

Film: Searching lor Asian
America (2003) directed by
Sapana Sokya, Donald Young,
and Kyung Yu (90 min)

Herler 23T, 7 30 pm, 545-1980

Friday, November 14

Reading: The Captivation ol

Eunice Williams First rending of

new opera by Paula Kimper.
Libretto by Hartey Erdman with

Linda Mclnemey. Bezanson, 8

pm, 545-2227

4Dance: Nori: Korean Drums
and Music Poongmul-Nori is a
dynamic mixture of traditional

Kaean drumming, dance
ritual, theater, and entertain

menf Bowker, 8 pm, $, 545
2511

Saturday, November 15

XCultural Night: Cape
Verdean Cultural Night Cape
Verdeon artists, singers,

dancers and cuisine. CC
Auditorium, 6 pm 2 am, $, 545
3600

Comedy: Mission IMPROVable
Campus Center, 8-10 pm
Sunday, November 16

Jazz Bwnch Franklin Dining
Hnll, 11 3ai pm, $,545 2804

Music: Avanti Wind Quintet
Plus Bezanson, 8 pm, $, 545
2227

Monday, November 17

Music: "A Call Irom Home"
isiaeli band with UMass'
Jewish a cappella ensemble,
Kolot, as opener. CC 163, 7

pm, 259-1/10 x203.

Tuesday, November 18

Music: The Beauty ol Inflec-

tions: Music for Voices and
Instruments Bo/trison, H pm $,

545-222/

Wednesday, November 19

XlHerary; Writers Work
presents Brian Meniy, Lditor

and Critic. Commonwealth
lounge, noon 1 pm. 545 5510

XFilm: LBGT Film Festival Nov
19 23. Reel Out Film Festival

presented by the Stonewall
Center. Buitlett 65.

www.umass.edu/stonewall

Music: Collaborations from
Switzerland, Brazil and the

U.S. Fduardo Lcondro,
Verena Bosho't, Ricaido
Bologna Bezanson, 8 15 pm.
$, 543 2227

Thursday, November 20

4Music: Rashied All and
Sonny Fortune. Bezanson
Recital Hall 8 pm, $, 545-2511

Theater: Blood Brothers.

I'lesenled t)y ttu; UMass
Theater Guild. Ihiough 1 1-22.

Bowker, Spin, $, 545-0415

XLiterahire: Visiting Writers

Series I'oets Brian R(?nry and
1 esle I ewis will lie reading
Memorial Hall, 8 pm, 545-

5499

Friday, November 21

Music: The Russian Year.

Concert II ot IV by the
University Oichestra
Lanfronco Marcelletfi, Jr

,

director. Concert Hall, 8 pm,
$, 545 222/

Saturday, November 22

COMEDY: Mission
IMPROVable c;ampus
Ct;nt(?i, 0-10 pm
Tuesday, November 25

Music: Univesity Chorale &
Women's Choir. 1 Woyiir
Abcrcrombic, Ryan niis &
Paulo Gomez, directors

Bowker. 8 pm, $, 545-2227

Exhibits
XAUGUSTA SAVAGE GALLERY
101 New A!.'ica Hoiise 545-51//
M-TU 1 7 pm: W F 1 5 pm
La lucha Conlnua/The Struggle
Continues
through November 25

CENTRAL GALLERY
Cential Residential Area
Indrmary Way-Wheeler House
5450680
M-IH 3-6 pm: SU 2-5 pm
Alison Aune: Faces ol Earth

November 16-December 7

Nov 25 Gallery talk, 4 pm

HAMPDEN GALLERY t

SCULPTURE GARDEN
Southwest Residential Area 545

0680
M-IH 12-6; SU 2-5 pm
Nora Valdez The Journey Part

II: Tag Your Luggage
ttirouqt) December 3

1

Olivia Bernard: Descent and
Flight: Terra Incongnita
thiouqh November 16

BFA ^hibit by Ganet
Piermarini
November 20 27
Reception Nov 20, 4-6 pm

XHERTER ART GALLERY
125 A Her'ei Hall 545-0V/6

M-l- 11-4 pn, SA-SU 1-4 pm
Global Priority

''iK.mgh L)e!:«mber 12

XSTUDENT UNION GALLERY
Student Union Buildir)g • 545 0792

M-IH 10-5 pm. I 10-3 pm
Jeffrey King: painting, BFA
November 17 71

UNIVERSITY GALLERY
l^'ne Arts Center 545-36.'0

:U-f 1 1-4:30 pm SA-SU 2-5 pm
Aflermolh: Images Irom Ground
Zero/Joel Meyerowllz
Ih^OLgr li'.-ccrntier 12

MirrorTenses: Conflating Time and
Presence
through December 12

«Five College students ore ol

tered a discounted admission
at Fine Arts Center events
X sponsored, in part, by a grant
from the UMass Arts ( ouncii

Are you looking for a place to hold your art event on

campus? The Fine Arts Center's new Education/Access

web site offers a list of 4? art venues on campus, with

information about capacities, how to reserve the space

and other important details. Tust visit:

hUp://www.umass.edu/fac/education/tools/index.html

UMass Arfs Council JOJ Hasbrouck Lab -545-0202

www.umass.edu/fac/arfscouncil
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A-10 playoff picture beginning to take form Hockey East owns standings
Continued from page 10

Hempstead. N.Y anil collapsed in

the second liait, tailing lo (he 1 -8

Pride, 34-32.

Backup quarterback Marvin

Burroughs was filling in once again

for the injured |oe Casaniento, and

led the Wildcats to a 26-14 hall-

time lead. But Hofsira came

storming back with a pair of third

quarter touchdowns by Isaac Irby

to take a 27-26 edge. Vemba

Bukula added a touchdown run of

hi.s own with 3: 1 1 to play and gave

Hofstra an eight-point lead.

On the ensuing drive, 'Nova

coach And) lalley went to

Casaniento in desperation, and the

sophomore went 7for-7 on the

drive, linishing off the 76-yard

offensive with a 15-yard touch-

down to lohn Dieser with 55 sec-

onds to go. But on the two-point

conversion attempt. Casamento

rolled out and was .sacked by jun-

ior Daniel Garay to ice the victory

for the Pride.

PunOFF nCTUK
With iwu weeks remaining in

the A-IU regular sea.son, the

Minutemen are the lone squad to

control their own destiny. With a

win this weekend at Delaware, the

Maroon and White would clinch

its l^ith A 10 title and first since

1999. Should the Blue Hens come
out on top, they could then clinch

with a victory over Villanova the

last week of the season.

Otherwise, the Maroon and White

would win the title with a victory

over URl in the final week of the

season. Villanova cannot win the

A-10 title following its loss to

Hofsira. All three teams are still in

line for at-large bids, but "Nova

would more than likely have to

win out in order to find its way

into the postseason.

Minutewomen fall in preseason

Continued from page 10

streak dating back to Ian. 25 when he stopped all of

BU's shots in a 3-0 win. He then shut down the

Terriers in the Hockey East Final (1-0) on March 15.

and then again 1 4 days later in the NCAA Northeast

Regional (3-0).

EXTRAOROINAIIY GENTUMEN IN THE IfAOUE

loining Ayers atop the goaltending leaderboard is

BC's Matti Kaltiainen, whose overall 1.99 goals

against average and .902 save percentage belie his

excellence against Hockey East. Through two games

—both victories for the Eagles — Kaltianen has post-

ed a stellar 1.00 GAA and .950 save percentage.

Ayers is just a few notches behind him with a 1.34

GAA, and leads the league with his .958 save percent-

age.

Rank AND MI
I lockey East heW on to its overwhelming presence

on the national polls this week, with five teams on

both the USA Today/American Hockey Magazine and

U.S. College Hockey Online polls. UNH (No. 2).

Boston College (No. 3). Maine (No. 4), Massachusetts

(No. 9) and BU (No. 10) all made the lists, each in the

same spot on both polls,

WaCOMi TO THE SNOW

Ereshmen Luciano Aquino (Maine), Ryan Sullivan

(Merrimack) and lason Tejchma (UMass lx)well) all

scored their first collegiate goal in last week's actioii.

Ironically, all three goals caine in losses. Aquino's

goal was the only one the Black Bears could muster in

a 4-1 loss to BC, the Warriors lost 5-3 to UMass on

Sullivan's big night, and Tejchma was also the only

name on the scoring sheet for the River Hawks.

By Bob McGovern
C'oLLFCHAN StAfF

In its first game of the season, the Mass-

achusetts women's basketball team met Team

Concept in an exhibition game last Saturday.

The Minutewomen dropped a 72-58 contest to

a team that exhibited too much size, talent and

overall experience for the Minutewomen to keep

up. Team Concept sported a lineup riddled with ex-

VVNBA players and professionals from overseas.

UMass fought to a 35-33 lead at halftime in a

period where the

Team Concept 72 Maroon and White

LJMasS 58 dominated the boards

and shut down the

Team Concept attack. As the second half started, it

appeared that the Minutewomen were slowly los-

ing momentum as Team Concept went on quick

scoring runs coming off an array of Maroon and

White turnovers.

Over a 10-minute span, the Minutewomen were

outscored by Team Concept 19-3. which put the

nail in the coffin. The Maroon and White commit-

ted a total of 25 turnovers in the game and

appeared to lose its intensity as the game went on.

UMass had trouble finding the basket in the second

half and watched its shooting percentage drop

drastically from the first period, falling from 57.7

percent to 33.3.

There was. however, some silver lining in the

defeat as UMass got its first look at some of its

new talent. Leading the way for the new faces was

transfer Brooke Campbell, who led the team with

lb points on the night. UMass received some help

from its freshman talent with |oyce Massey and

Tamara Tatham making their college debuts.

Masses had a stellar first night, scoring 1 1 points

and grubbing three rebounds, while Tatham
scored eight of her own.

With the departure of Ail-American |en Butler

due to graduation, the Minutewomen were lack-

ing substantial size in the post. The Maroon and

White will be looking toward its upperclassmen

to pick up the slack on the boards.

Glainora Maeweather showcased her defensive

skills throughout the game, outrebounding Team
Concept players that were nearly six inches taller

than her. Maeweather finished the night with I 1

points and 10 rebounds in an impressive game in

the post.

Leading the way for Team Concept were

Deanna lackson and Lenae Williams who scored

15 points apiece, lackson was also powerful

under the basket, grabbing five rebounds on the

night.

Willis named R.O.Y.
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By Mark Long
A.ss<M lATti) Press

MIAMI (AP) — Dontrelle

Willis left quite an impression in

his first .season.

The high-kicking left-hander

made the All-Star team, played a

key role in Elorida's turnaround

and helped the Marlins win their

second World Series.

Now, he can add NL Rookie

of the Year honors to his accom-

plishments.

Willis, who went 14-6 with a

3.30 ERA, beat out Milwaukee

outfielder Scott Podsednik for

the award Monday.

"It's a huge honor. " Willis said

from his home in Oakland. Calif.

'I'm still on this World Series

high. It's still unreal to me that

we won. It's all starting to sink

in."

Kansas City shortstop Angel

Bcrroa edged New York Yankees

Bartenders Have More Spirit!

Why not be a bartender?

Borron
BnRTCnDCRI *

sciiODi of ;

nmcRicn .

5,*

ofessional school in Western AAA

1 rraiDiri':] in real bar/club settinq

eitifiLdtiui I ifi dicohol dvvaretiei

'tipshe(

stijdent discount

Cd^cri in West Spnnqfielci

Call TODAY! (413)747-9888

^ www.bo5tonbarten(der.com

Nick's /.fur the murniitfi af\ttrr

63 Main Street, Amherst

Ihiditional & eclectic break^ist fare,

featuring a Southwestern flare,Jewish

favorites, & vegan items.

20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
Monday-Friday for the fall 2003 semester

Monday-Friday 6:30am-2pm

Satuday & Sunday 7am-2pm

256-4643

OCMP

outfielder Hideki Matsui for the

AI, award, the league's closest

rookie race in 24 years.

Berroa received 12 first-place

votes, seven seconds and seven

thirds for 88 points in totals

released by the Baseball Writers'

Association of America. Matsui

got 10 firsts, nine seconds and

seven thirds for 84 points.

It was the closest finish since

the BBWAA adopted the current

rookie voting format in 1980, a

year after Minnesota's |ohn

Castino and Toronto's Alfredo

Griffin tied with seven votes

apiece.

"I was astounded," Berroa

said from his home in the

Dominican Republic capital of

Santo Domingo. "Super-happy is

the ideal expression to describe

how I feel about receiving this

honor."

Willis received 17 first-place

votes and 118 points, while

Podsednik got eight firsts and 81

points. Arizona pitcher Brandon

Webb was third with 73 points.

Willis was in the gym. already

getting ready for next season,

when he received the news

Monday.
"It's not much of a break at all

because after Thanksgiving and

Christmas it's over." he said.

"You don't really have time to

look back,"

Nonetheless, Willis finds

time.

He has his World Series base-

ball cap, worn out and still

stained from sweat, sitting in the

living room where he can see it

every day.

"lust looking at the World

Series patch, it doesn't get any

better than that." he said. "No

matter what I do in my career or

what happens in my life, I can

always say I participated in the

100th anniversary of the World

Series."

Willis. 21. went 9-1 with a

2.08 ERA in making the All-Star

team, then went 5-5 with a 4.b0

ERA the rest of the way as the

Marlins earned the wildcard

spot.

He was dropped from the

Marlins' rotation after two post-

season starts, limited to relief

appearances during the World

Series against the Yankees.

He probably will be back in the

starting rotation for the Marlins

next season but could remain in

the bullpen.

"Any opportunity I can get to

help the team I'll lake." he said.

"Whether it's starting or reliev-

ing, I won't think about it. I'll

just go out there and try to be the

best at what I do."

Willis was at his best early

last season, when his unorthodox

delivery was tough to hit and

even tougher to describe.
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NI6HT A^PETIIER SPECIAL

l-GLOSE 7 DATS A WEEK!

Tbursdoy Spm-midnigiit RARAME!
Posillie ID Rt^uired 21 ond (Idtr

Smoke, Eol. Drink, and Sing at

THE GROUND ROUND!
Hampshire Mall - 582-0017

Asian Ceramic Hair

Straiglitening Pacicage!

• Permanent Bone Straight, gorgeous shiny hair

Now 1

1

> Chinese Botanicals used by cenified trained

specialist

. SPECIAL STUDENT PACKAGE OFFER
Call for FREE Consultation Appointment

253-2322
479 West St., Amherst, MA

UMASS

Pleasant Si

West St

I across from

\Cilgo

Former Secretory of Lcihor

Robert Roich

•'•f«n FI«H«rtv

will k>e speaking on

UMass ctncl the Future of
Public Hig-her Educotion

Wednesday, November 12,5 PM
Mahar Auditorium

University of Massachusetts-Amherst

Free and Open to the Public

Sponsored by Ma»«achu««ll» Socloiy t,( Prof»ii«m>ia NHA, Five College Leclur* Fund,
JMas* Center tor Public Policy and Aiiminlolrallor. UMasn Economi<-«, Engllnh. lourncji-
l»m FVilltlcal Science, SoclolooV Womonn Studies, and the Economlcn Depcirlmenia of
Amher«l Mt Holyoke, Hampahlre, nnri Snillh C:.)l!eqe»
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 T'uptt 6 -UWiflJ

ft S««>fv r«Hly

10 KiU*d

15 Ktotk
16 OMtncttv* air

U March 15 IT

Roma
IB Pasta cuvanng
19 Stop wufhmg
70 HomarNabia
22 -Tha Mammol^

Humars* author
23 CakaHka cookiaa
24 Ofop the ball

26 Commuiu'
oriytn

29 Sumrriut (k>war»

33 All kidding
34 Naw days
36 Waddii>g

tinnooncamanl
word

37 Taaa*«
38 Wiah grantar
aOHayaaad
40 I Ofig. long
41 Saulaa
42 UavMolold

ttkns

43 (-UftMdS

46 Bug
46 'Woof
4/ IrUmmatioii

4fl ( seway
St tnd (rf tha raca
b / LiQW brown
S« Praaaa*
59 EmJ
60 Oanoamova
61 Saadteaa orange
fi? British t>ov«

•chool
63 Prtch
64 Calch
6!> Copanhagan

r«tiva

PMfcVIOUft PUZZLE SOLVED

C n» * umvtf Faaiw* SynOcM*

DOWN
1 CHmb rop*
2 ConwnoUon
3 Help a burglw
4 Young ttow«r«

5 SoaHup
6 Qo«« hang-
akdno

/ Mope
8 Tingle
U Buffalo hunUtr«

ol yora
10 Expadltion
n t^ulalaaai
I? Hennaylvanta

por
13 Barriat
?l Marchandwa
?b ILCptovidafs
2C Paralaky at

rrtyslanas
2/ Cualom
20 Enthusoa aboul
29 Torfito'ies

30 PuDii'^ CMaca

31 El(<>arg oi Btorti

32 CuU
34 'I14a«i Si

lOUM*
36 QUI ua*»

ttvMMy
38 Fablad

monalafs
39 Usharad m
41 Oadkialadlo
42 bnowa', mayt}«
44 TraftK snafis
45 [>«pule
47 Chaap

rastajram
48 Taka a anQU/a
49 Figtit. toCaasar
50 Aaaayara'

52 iraqnatatibor
53 — ScxMa
54 1 aaal bit

55 MaMay
SC Ooaan b 'd ol

pray
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Qrisfi'PuB
I
413 548-6900

| |
www theharp.net

163 Sunderland Rd. - N. Amherst
Just north of the apartments

Great new deck!

VJU). ' Reggae Night oonte Party

THl/. • Special Brew

fRl. 'Open Irish Seisiun

Sfiii. 'Mamasita

November Special!

Labatt Blue:

$1.75 A pint / $6.25 A pitcher

"Start your own tradition."

's UHAI SHf S.\ll) • B> DiklMl t (,IM

^\AN,THAT GUy
GETS ALL THE
GI RL 5. J
^THAT'S CUZ HE'S

A playavaker

H UH7_
HTS ALWAYS IN
THE 6A/^E,HE
KNOWS HOW TO
/v\AHE THINGS
HAPPEN "Ol^ THE
FIELD.'AND WHEN
IT SE£^\5 HOPELESf

H£ CAN C0/>^£ UP

^ITH THE B:t6

PLAY TO GET HI/»^

BACK IN IT
\ i/Oo

GREAT... 50
THE HELL D

THAT /^AKE

YOU'RE A 3rA
STRTN6ER...YOU'RE
ON THE BENCH ALL
SEASON, &£T IN A
FEW PLAYS THAT
DON-T EVEN /AA-TTER,

AMD IF YOU'RE
LUCKNT, WIN THE
GOOD SPORTSA\AN-

VT SHIP AWARD
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Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contdct: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Baked Zifi

• Kickin' Chicken

• Beans and Rice

(vegan)

• Gardenburger

(vegan)

DINNER
• Turkey Cutlet

• Roast Beef

• Madras Tofu Curry

(vegan)
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

WfDNfSDAV
. High: 60

• Low: 43

THURSDAY
. High: 52

. Low: 29

FRIDAY
. High: 43

• Low: 24
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When ifs all said and

done, it's real and it's

been fun. But was it all

real fun? X ^
-Green Day

aquarius • ian. 20-feb. is

Don't take a day oft yet. You need to fin-

ish what you've started.

pisCeS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

It's ok that you slept late this morning.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9

From within you will discover your true

capabilities.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Have symi^athy. You aren't the only one

who has it rough.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

You will get a childhood song stuck in

your head. Ha ha.

cancer • jun. 22-juL. 22

Don't let the ants in your house.

leO • jui.. 23-Auc. 22

Duck when people are aiming for your

head.

vlrgO • Aug. 23-Seht. 22

The depths of your heart are among the

most sacred places.

libra • srpr. 23-CK t. 22

Taste the raintow.

Scorpio • Oct 23-Nfw 21

Don't wear wool today, it will shrink.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dt(. 21

Guys with long hair are either really hot

or really ugly. There is no in-between.

Capricorn • dk. 22-|an. 19

Get a band-aid for that hang nail.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
ANNOliNCEMENTSH ANNOUNC EMENFSH AUTO FOR SALE

Grants up to $2{KK):

The Student Affairs

Cultural Enrichment

Fund is available to

RSO's, grad student

organizations, and

university depail-

ments that are plan-

ning events that

enliven the cultural

life at UMass. Next

deadline is November

19. Call .*>4.S-3^)28 for

more infonnation or

come by Rcxnn 4 1

6

Student Union.

Fraternities-

Sororities- ( lubs-

StudenttJroups

Eam$l.(KK)-$2.(KK)

this semester with a

proven

CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundraising

event. Our free pn)-

grams make

fundraisinK easy

with no risks.

Fundraising dates are

hlling quickly, so get

with the pn)gram! It

works. Contact

CampusF-undraiser at

(XSS)t)23-3238, or

visit www.campus-

fundraiser.com

AUTO FOR SAtE

93 Pontiac

Bonneville SON All

Power Must Sell

,$lS00IVO253-5S37

Mountainview Auto

Route 47 South in

I ladley S«5'0S99 '89

Mercedes 3tX)E

Clean $35CX) '94

Nissan Scntra

Liniitcxi Filition

$2850 '87 H. null.

Civic excellent trans-

porratitni $950 '87

Saab 900 Auttmiatic

$950 '88 l^Klgc

C'aravan Very (.lean

IW.OOO miles $1200

1992 Honda Prelude

SI, Loaded, $3900

587-0242

96 l^xlge Intrepid

White nins gcxxl

Power everything

Brand new Pioneer

Cn/Srereo Must sell

Asking $2400 Amy
413-222-5754

1992 Silver Ford

Taunis Excellent

condition $2400

1180a)KC:all549-

3930 210-7393 All

Power

$500!!! Police

Impounds. Hondas,

Chevy's, etc from

$500. For listings. 1-

800-319-3323

ext4554

EMPLOYMENT

PART-TIME POSI-

TIONS 20+ hrs/wk;

set your own .sched-

ule. Conduct surveys

iner the phone at

our HaJley liKa-

tion—NO SALES !

Evngs/wknds;

hlth/dent/401(k);

PVTA accessible.

Email mvivian@field-

marketintfinc.com or

apply in person. First

Fl(x>r 100 Venture

Way, Hadley, MA
(888)423-5381

Telephone

Interviewers NO
SALES! C:onduct

interviews over the

phone at our Hadley

ItKation Flexible

Evening and

Weekend Hours

$7.50/liour to start

20+ hours/week

PVTA accessible For

more info: 1-888-

423-5381 FMI

EMPLOYMENT HOUSE FOR RENT

$875 WEEKLY SAL-

ARY mailing our

postcards from liomc.

No experience neces-

sary. FT/PT. Cienuine

C^portuni-ty FREE

supplies. Call 1708-

686-0300 (24 hours)

Internship

Motivated students

seeking leadersliip

outside the Kix. Gain

experience in all as-

pects of running a

small business. Aver-

age pay: $9300 C:all

508-246-1230

Banender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day p»)tenrial. LiKal

Ix)sitions. 1-800-293-

3985 ext 516

:Bartending!$$250/

day {xnential No ex-

perience Nesc Train-

ing pnnided. 1-8l\^-

965-6520 ext 162

Amherst 3-4

BednH)m house.

Hobart Ln. Available

Jan. l.$1650/month.

Call 413-549-4001

INSTRUCTION

On the Rocks Schcxil

Bartending. Become

certified in one week-

end. Great way to

earn money. Call us

toll free at 866-mix-

.5600.

www.OTRBartend-

ing.ccmi

SFRVICFS

pregnanc:y
testing, hiv
Testing, Birth Qin-

trol, and Emergency

("ontraception.

Afitordablc .iiul conh-

dential. Tapcstr>'

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst.

548-9992

SERVICES

SHEAR BLISS

DAY SPA SER-

VICES RkIv

Sugaring (waxiny)

for men and women

*Safe*lL\>X) Natural

*Effective 253-2322

https://shearbliss.

image41 Lcom

Pregnant.' Need

help?c;all Birthright

of Amherst area for

free testing and assis-

tance. 549-1906

SPRING BREAK
Lirgest selection of

IVstinatuMis, includ-

ing C'niises! Fo,im

Parries, Free I>inks

and Club Admis-

sions. Rep Posititins

and FREE trips Av-

ailable. l-a\^-2 31-

4386 www.Epicu-

reanTours.com

TRAVEL

Spring Break 2004.

Travel with STS,

America's*! Student

Tour Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun,

Acapulco, Bahamas

,>nd Florida. Ntiw hir-

ing campus reps. C'all

for group discounts.

Infonnation/Reservat

ions 1-81X^-648-4849

or www.stsrravel.com

For more infonnation

contact STA Travel

at 413-256-126

.A "Reality" Spring

Break 2l\M's Hottest

Prices B«x)k now ..

Free Trips, Meals &
Parries www.sun-

splashtours.ctin\ c>r

18aM26-7710

C'ollegian

Classifieds:

\'isit the

C'ampus Center

Basement or call

545-3500!
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A'10 trio honored nationally HEAhTi^is
By Matt Brady
lx)U>l.lAN StaKK

The Atlantic 10 put up a tino of

national performers this week,

sweeping the 1-AA national

awards presented by ESPN/USA
Today. Massachusetts' |ason

Peebier was named Offensive

Player of the Week following his

three-touchdown performance in

a 30-17 win over Richmond at

McGuirk Alumni Stadium on

Saturday. Peebier made seven

catches for 143 yards, and is now

second in the conference in receiv-

ing following Saturday's perform-

ance, despite missing a pair of

games due to injury.

Defensive end George

Peterson of New Hampshire was

named l-AA's Defensive Player of

the Week for the role he played in

the Wildcats' 20-17 triumph over

lames Madison on Saturday

Peterson made 10 tackles, forcai

one fumble, and recovered two

others. He also posted four tackles

for loss with I 1/2 sacks in leading

UNH to its second consecutive

conference victory, the first time it

turned that trick since 2000.

Maine's Arel Gordon was the

third member of the A- 10 to gar-

ner national honors this week, as

he hauled in the Special Teams

Player of the Week Award. The

freshman became the first player

in Black Bear history to return

both a punt (75 yards) and a kick-

off (100 yards) for touchdowns.

He is the only player in the A- 1 to

pull off that feat in one game this

season, and led the Black Bears to

a 77-24 victory over Morgan

State.

A SWFT IN THE FOILS

Following this weekend's con-

tests, the A- 10 once again boasts

four teams in the ESPN/USA
Today Top 25. Northeastern,

which was out of the polls for

three weeks, is back in after a 24-

14 defeat of previously unbeaten

Delaware, and moved to No. 22.

With the loss, the Blue Hens fell

from second to sixth in the polls,

while UMass was the benefactor

of the Blue Hens' misfortune,

advancing one slot to No. 3.

Villanova fell the hardest this

weekend, dropping all the way to

1 3th in the polls after a 34-32 loss

to Hofstra on Saturday night.

Hempstead HURTING

While Northeastem's upset of

Delaware last week was some-

what surprising, the results out of

Long Island were downright

astonishing. Villanova - previous-

ly with just one loss, to UMass two

weeks ago - went in to

Continued on page 8

By Andrew Merritt

Cx)LUitiLAN Staff

IIFRALDH LINO/IXIIJEC.IAN

UMass wide reciever Jason Peehler had 143 yards and three touchdowns in Saturday's 30-17 victory over Richmond.

Peebler's third lOO-yard game this season. The Maroon and White travel.s to Delaware this weekend for a 12 p.m. kickott.

It

Massachusetts (7-1-0. 4-1-0 Hockey

East) defenseman Thomas Pock became

the second Minuteman to earn a weekly

award this sea.son, when he was selected

as Defensive Player of the Week. The

Klagenfurt, Austria native earned the

award for his work in UMass' weekend

sweep of Merrimack (2-b-l, 1-4-1 HEA).

in which the senior scored two goals and

two assists, and finished plus-five in the

pair of games. Through the season,

Pock's plus-minus rating is a team-lead-

ing plus- 10. That mark puts him in a tie

with Providence's Stephen Wood and

Maine's Prestin Ryan for the plus-minus

lead among Hockey East defensemen.

AuLOwaup
UMass also announced yesterday that

the contract of coach Don Cahoon would

be extended through 2008. Cahoon. the

2002-03 Hockey East Coach of the Year,

is in his fourth season at the helm of the

Minutemen. and with the extension will

hold the reins for at least four more years.

Cahoon has led UMass to a 42-64-7

recoid during his time in Amherst —
including last year, when the Minutemen

earned the second-most wins in the histo-

ry of the program at 19-17-1 — and is

222-233-43 in his 17-year coaching

career.

TRM AT THE TOP

Although there are still plenty of

games left in the young Hockey East sea-

son, three teams have set themselves

apart from the pack. As expected, Boston

College (5-2-1. 2-0 HEA) and New
Hampshire (6-1-0, 3-0 HEA) have taken

a strong hold of the top spots in the con-

ference, although Massachusetts, with

its 4-1 HEA record, currently sits atop

the standings. All three teams have won

their last two games, with BC beating

UMass Lowell (5-3-2, 2-2-0 HEA) on

Wednesday, and then Maine (7-2-0, 2-2-

HEA) on Friday, New Hampshire

downing Boston University (2-2-1, 1-2-0

HEA) and the Black Bears last weekend,

and the Minutemen completing their

home-and-home sweep of Merrimack.

The Eagles and Wildcats will meet

tonight at the Verizon Wireless Ai^ena in

Manchester, N.H. With a win. UNH will

enter a tie for first place with UMass, as

each team would have eight points. BC

will look to improve on its perfect confer-

ence record and grab a share of second

place.

The game is likely to be an interesting

battle between the Fugles' high-flying

offense and the netminding mastery of

UNH's Michael Ayers. Ayers shutout BU
for a 4-0 victory on Friday, and stopped

34 straight shots after allowing three

goals to Maine Saturday in the Wildcats'

6-3 win over the Black Bears.

Ayers earned CCM Player of the Week

honors for his efforts, which included his

fourth straight shutout of the Terriers, a

I

Continued on page 8

UMass drowns Terriers
Matt Barstow
(a)Llei.ian Staff

IKAll'll MS(i/(\ltLE(UAN

Getting ready
Anthony Anderson and the UMa.ss basketball team prepares for its second pre-

season game against the Playaz this Thursday in the Mullins Center at 7p.m. The

Maroon and White dropped its first pre-season game to the Harlem Globetrotters.

She barely had time to dry off.

Roughly 60 seconds after taking

silver in the 200-yard individual

medley, Massachusetts swimming

and diving sophomore Aimee

Bourassa dived back into the pool

to anchor the winning 200-yard free

relay team.

The relay took place in

Saturday's home opener that fea-

tured victories by both the men and

women over Boston University.

In the women's competition. BU
erased a 35-point deficit before

falling short against the

Minutewomen, 154-146. The

defending A- 10 champion UMass

men's swimming and diving team

appeared solid against a BU squad

that finished second in last season's

America East Championships, dou-

bling BU's effort in a 200-100 victo-

ry.

Bourassa finished the day with

two first-place finishes in the 500-

and 1000-yard freestyle, with times

of 5:16.81 and 10:50.07, respec-

tively.

"Aimee had a very impressive

day. She's from Canada where they

swim meters; she'd swam 800 yards

before, but this was her first time

swimming 1,000," UMass women's

coach Bob Newcomb said. "You can

tell she's in great shape by the way

she swam several events back-to-

back without losing her stroke."

Bourassa 's team-high four victo-

ries have all come in different

events.

Senior tri-captains Diana

Alberti. Christen Dexter and

Lauren Rowel teamed up with

freshman Nicole LeBarge to win

their second con.secutive 200-yard

medley relay, shaving five seconds

off last week's time.

Alberti. who holds the school

record in the 200-yard fly. will be

looked upon to lead the team in sev-

eral mid-distance events throughout

the season.

After surging to a 35-point lead

after the first five events, the

Maroon and White was able to

withstand a BU charge led by soph-

omore Lidija Breznikar. who won
three events for the Terriers.

Breznikar won the 200-yard but-

terfly, 200-yard breaststroke and

200-yard individual medley, with

times of 2:08.20. 2:22.19 and

2:10.32, respectively.

"This was one the best dual

meets we've had in years."

Newcomb said. "I knew it was going

to be close, and I'm very happy that

the team rallied when it needed to."

Prior to Saturday's competition,

the last six times BU and UMass

squared off. the last relay race

decided the women's meet.

The largest hurdle for

Massachusetts proved to be the

Terrier diving team. Led by last sea-

son's AEC Outstanding Divers of

the Year, Victor Paguia and Stacy

Gallacher. BU dominated the diving

competition, sweeping all but one

of the diving events.

Paguia's first-place finish in the

three-meter dive helped BU to a sea-

son low three-victory meet.

Senior Joanna Walsh placed third

in the one-meter dive, and freshman

Mary lenkins placed third in the

three-meter dive for the Maroon

and White.

While Gallacher look gold in

both diving events for the women,

freshman teammate Megan White

finished four points behind

Gallacher the Terriers.

On the men's side, junior

Brandon Doane won the one-meter

dive and placed second in the three-

meter for UMass.

"BU has one

programs we'l

Newcomb said,

to come up big

of the best diving

face all year."

"loanna continued

for us. and as the

only senior diver, it's imperative

that she continues to excel."

Last week's A- 10 co-Rookie of

the Week Greg Chartier continues

to have an outstanding freshman

season. He led the Maroon and

White to victory with three wins on

the day.

Chartier took top honors in the

200-yard IM with a mark of

1:57.16. He was also victorious in

the 500- and 1,000-yard free, with

times of 4:46.95 and 9:52.66.

respectively.

In Saturday's meet. Chartier

equaled the total number of wins he

had in the previous two competi-

tions, which earned him conference

honors.

lunior Dylan Smith, who ranked

third in the 200-yard fly and sev-

enth in the 500-yard free, matched

Chartier's three wins.

Smith started the afternoon by

taking top honors in the 100-yard

fly with a time of 52.35. the 200-

yard free (1:46.20) and 200-yard

back (1:59.60).

"Dylan's intense dedication and

training really showed this week-

end." UMass men's coach Russ

Yarworth said. "He's more of a but-

terfly and free swimmer, but he's in

such good shape he was able to step

in and race the backstroke, in place

of the ill Evan Swisher."

Aside from Chartier, several

other freshmen contributed to

UMass' lopsided victory. Gordon
Leonard tallied his first two-victory

collegiate meet, taking top honors

in the 100-yard free and 100-yard

back, with times of 48:95 and

55:49, respectively, while fellow

freshmen Mike Cordes and (ake

Hogue both won their relay events.
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Reich speaks on higher education State legislators paSS bill tO

fund faculty and staff contracts

hRf Nl 'AN O'MLAR.AM Ol IK ilAN

Former U.S. Secretary of Labor, Robert Reich spoke to a crowd of supporters at the Mahar auditori-

um last night.

By Nicole Lewis

C>)LLeOIAN CXJRRISPONIWNT

Former U.S. Secretary of Labor,

Robert Reich, discussed economics

and the future of public higher edu-

cation last night to a packed Mahar

Auditorium.

"The main purpase of educa-

tion is not simply to generate high

incomes for people," said Reich.

"The major purpose of education

... is to assure that we have people

who have full lives and are pre-

pared to function in our democra-

cy, and piiepared to utilize their full

talent."

Reich said that higher educa-

tion benefits the economy, and the

individuals who receive it. The

economy relies on the students ot

higher olucation to keep it going.

"Eighty percent of our students

go to public higher education, not

private higher education," said

Reich. "If we fail them, we are fail-

ing not only 80 percent of our

young people around this country,

but we are also removing rungs on

the ladder of upward mobility"

Reich said that upward mobili-

ty depends on a lot of factors, but

one of the most important is access

to good education.

Reich explained that evolving

technology has eliminated jobs and

opportunities within the United

States, with machines taking jobs

that people once held. Reich cited

ATMs, automatic grocery checkout

aisles and vehicle service stations

as examples.

"Technology itself is changing

the very face of our work. " said

Reich. "Globalization and technol-

ogy are putting a higher and higher

premium on our ability to think

critically, be creative and apply

knowledge."

Reich spoke about globaliza-

tion, and the negative effects that it

has on the U.S. economy He

explained that with money leaving

the country as investments, there is

less money that is accessible.

"It's very difficult to tell what is

an American company: corpora-

tions are rapidly becoming global."

said Reich. "Even services are com-

ing from around the world, work is

being shipped out to India and the

Philippines and China; the global

labor market is intruding upon

almost every industry."

Reich spv)ke ab<.)ut tax theories

within government administra-

tions, saying that the "trickle-

down" tactics for taxing the

wealthy is not effective. The theo-

ry suggests that if the wealthy are

taxed less, they will invest their

money in ways that will contribute

to new businesses and jobs.

"Wealthy people, if they get

extra money from a tax cut, are not

going to turn around and spend

that tax cut to stimulate the econo-

my," said Reich. "The very defini-

tion of being wealthy is you are

already spending as much as you

want to spend."

Reich also noted that wealthy

people are believed to invest extra

income, but there is no guarantee

that it will be spent in the United

States, or even that they will spend

it at all.

"We are now in the process of

giving tax breaks to the wealthy on

the supposition that they are- going

to invest it in ways that improve all

of us," said Reich. "We are" robbing

our childre-n of the kind of public

higher education they need to suc-

ceed in this country."

Reich explained that with a

tight economy, budgets around the

country have been cut.

"Tuitions have been raised dra-

matically all over the country,

removing some of the |
opportuni-

ties! for young people from poor

families who cannot afford public

higher education." said Reich.

"Students are now graduating with

huge debts on their hands."

Before Reich spoke, an

announcement was made that by

the middle of January, professors'

contracts should finally be paid,

contracts that have been unfunded

for two and a half years. Tlie vote

to fund the contracts was passed,

but still must be approved by

Ciovemor Romney
Reich congratulated the efforts

of the professors' union, but said

that the fight is not over.

"We have certain democratic

re'sponsibilities ... if we become

cynical and negative and if wc say

we are residing to the way things

are. we have given up the game,"

said Reich.

"The greatest obstacles to pro-

gre-ssive change in Massachusetts

or the Unitcxl States is a sense of

nothing can be done'— cynicism."

said Reich. "You have got to organ-

ize, energize and mobilize.

Nothing happens unless people

make it happen."

By Perron Salniker

Cx)LLE<iiAN Staff

Massachusetts House and

Senate leaders unveiled yesterday

a new bill that will honor promised

raises to faculty and staff at the

University of Massachusetts.

The raises were supposed to

take effect in 2002, but fell victim

to the state's fiscal crunch.

Former acting Gov lane Swift

vetoed spending on the raises in

luly 2002 as the state was reeling

for a dramatic drop in tvvenues.

The Democratic-controlled legisla-

ture opted not to override the veKJ.

"The leadership conmiittee

committed itself to having a vote

to fund the contracts." .said

University Staff Association

President Frank Olbris. "These

raises are for the cost of living rais-

es. I like to call them the getting

back to purehasing' raises."

According to the Associated

Press, House Ways and Means

Chairman |ohn Rogers, D-

Norwood, said the raises would

take effect beginning in lanuary.

He said the state could not afford

to retroactively pay the back

money owed to workers now.

"We will keep in mind that out-

standing obligation as we move

forward," as told to the Associated

Press. "Hopefully the economy will

one day allow us to honor the

retroactive portion."

"The retroactive component

will be paid in three installments

sometime in the future, when the

fiscal situation improves," said

Sen. Stanley Rosenberg, D-

Amherst. "In the bill, they author-

ize the payments of new raises but

won't immediately pay for retro.

They'll put it on a schedule of pay-

ment."

According to the Associated

Press, House Ways and Means

Chairman |ohn Rogers, D-

Norwood. said the money for the

s[>ending plan will come out ol the

state's rainy day fund, leaving

about $500 million in the account.

In order to speed the bill

through the legislature and hold

down spending. Democratic lead-

ers are discouraging lawmakers

from trying to tack on amend-

ments that would boost the bills

price tag.

"Hopefully any amendments

that have anything to do with

adding to the bottom line, the

members will understand that the

money's just not there," Ways and

Means Chairwoman Therese

Muriay. D-Plymouth. told the

As,sociated Press.

Rogers and Murray said they

hope to have the spending bill

approved by both chantbers and

placed on Romney's desk before

the end of the day on Thursday

After Romney receives the bill,

how quickly the bill will become

law is still unclear "The other

component is that the governor is

expected to veto the bill." said

Rosenberg.

"I'he situation is that if the

house and senate go to the gover-

nor for signatures he can do sever-

al things," explained Olbris. "He

can do nothing and after two

weeks the bill dies, which is called

a pocket veto. He can veto parts of

the bill, or he can veto it straight

away"
Olbiis explained that it appears

that 130 representatives support

the bill, more than the two-third

majority re'quired to override the

veto.

Tlie issue remaining for sup-

porters of the bill if it is vetoed is

that the legislator must be in ses-

sion when the bill is vetoed in

order for the bill to pass in a time-

ly manner If Romney does not

veto the bill immediately, and

delays the veto until the house is

out of session, faculty and staff will

continue the wait to have their

contracts funded.

"It's been a long, hard battle ...

the retroactive component is very

loose but at least the base pay will

be increased." said Rosenberg.

In addition to funding the fac-

ulty and staff contracts, the bill

includes $10 million designed to

ease budget cuts at UMass.

The $102 million spending

plan, outlined in the bill, also

addresses financial situations

throughout the state, not just in

higher education. Tlie bill is

designed to ease recent budget cuts

to homeless shelters, rape crisis

centers, courts and social workers.

According to the Associated

Press, the bill also includes $10

million for the trial courts and

another $8.7 million to help the

legislature upgrade its computer

systems.

Clark avoids topic of

homosexuals in military
By Julie O'Donnell

CijLLEOIAN I^ORKKSPONIIFNT

MANCHESTER. NH — Despite four attempts

by University of Massachusetts students.

Democratic presidential candidate Gen. Wesley R.

Clark and two of his key aides dodged answering

questions Tuesday about the issue of gays sening in

the military after he spoke to local veterans at an

American Legion Hall.

UMass students sought out Clark during a visit

to New Hampshire to commemorate Veterans' Day

Clark spoke about his dedication to the active mili-

tary as well as retired vets. If elected, he said he

promised to support and honor veterans. He also

proposed a new Veterans' Security Plan that will

include expanding healthcare.

When asked once before he spoke to the vets and

once again after his speech about his feelings toward

gays in the military, specifically if he would allow fel-

low candidate Rep. Dick Gephardt's daughter, who

is gay. to serve in the military. Clark refrained Irom

answering.

"Let's do it at another time, is that OK'.'" he said.

He also refused to give a 'yes' or no' answer to the

question, and said. "We have to get going."

Bill Buck, New Hampshire's Communication

Dirextor. and Clark's press secretary, was also ques-

tioned. He told the student reporter as he was get-

ting into his car to "call me on my cell phone."

Student reporters also questioned Chris Lehane,

Clark's strategist, formerly |ohn Kerry's strategist

about the issue. "jClark'sj policy is very clear." he

said. "We must work with the military so they can

change the policy that currently exists."

Lehane also said Clark did not answer the ques-

tion because perhaps the students were acting "too

aggressive."

Students on the UMass campus today voiced

their opinions on the matter.

"I Clark I
has no right to avoid the question." said

Sam Livingstone, a communications major. "Being a

political figure, he should have to answer the ques-

tion."

Most local veterans who attended the event said

they left with positive feelings toward Clark and

were thrilled that he could have lunch with them.

In addition to speaking. Clark wrote a letter to

the veterans. The last line read, "So on this Veterans

Day, 1 salute you. and I pledge to you that 1 will fight

for you and with you today, everyday and every

other day of the year."

UMass President Wilson discusses budget proposals with SGA
By El) Hudson
(x)LLE<iiAN Staff

University of Massachusetts

President jack Wilson announced

at last night's SGA meeting that the

Massachusetts state legislature

voted in favor of funding the

UMass staff and faculty contracts

$35 million with additional supple-

mental funding for the University

campus raising the grand total to

about $47.5 million. It was also

announced that charges have been

brought against an officer of the

SGA.
According to lack Wilson,

President of the University of

Massachasetts. the funding of the

contracts came to fruition because

the faculty groups involved were so

well organized. He believes the fact

that the faculty had a refined mes-

sage made the funding possible.

"They are expressing a commit-

ment to UMass and that's a good
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sign," said lared Nokes. speaker of

the Senate. However. Attorney

General Mark Monison said while

he was impressed that Wilson was

able to assist in delivering $47 mil-

lion to the University in only 70

days as President of the University,

he condemned the legislature for

taking so long. He blamed the leg-

islatures lack of timeliness for the

early retirement of many profes-

sors. "This is why we have dirty

bathrooms." he added.

WiLson addressed many issues

at the meeting, which took place in

room 163 of the Campus Center,

ranging from recent budget cuts

and funding problems to his and

the University's mission for the

commonwealth. Wilson said he has

been meeting with many business-

es, community groups, the legisla-

ture and other state industry offi-

cials.

"Every presidents' job is to

inake friends ... to make | students j

degrees more valuable. ' he said. "I

can't promise success. All 1 can

promise is effort and hard work."

He said he has a >trong passion

for public education that provides

opportunities for students who

otherwise wouldn't have access to

them. "We need a strong public

university" he said.

Wilson .said he has plans to

make joint ventures with private

groups for the building of new

housing and other projects, similar

to what UMass- Dartmouth has

been doing.

"We need to get better housing

and new housing." he said. "It's

gone loo long without that
"

According to Wilson, the

University's budget is $1.45 billion

for this year and an estimated $1 .6

billion lor next. Of that $1.45 bil-

lion, he .said, only $340 million

comes froin the state. He added

that the problem of funding is com-

pounded when the $300 million in

annual research done by the

University is taken into considera-

tion.

The $1 50 million in cuts to the

University budget in the past three

years were "not a pretty sight," he

said. "Tliat forced some of the

things we've done," he added refer-

ring to the significant increase in

tuition and fees.

Me said he plans to put more

money into financial aid through

private tundraising. "That's one of

my goals," he said. "Our mission is

to service the commonwealth ... to

make sure' education is accessible."

Wilson said he wants to stabilize

the University's relationship with

the state. "It's not over yet," he

said. "Rut we're heading in the

right direction."

"Every legislator needs to know

that UMass is in their hometown,"

he said.

According to Wilson, the

Presidential Search Committee

could find a pennanent president

by next summer but potentially as

soon as next spring. He said it usu-

ally lakes about nine ttionths for

such a process to conclude.

Anthony Pa.scoe. Chair of Rules

and Ethics, announced that

charges have btx-n ba)ught against

an officer of the SGA. ffe declined

to name the officer or elaborate on

what the charges entailed, but he

siiid a list of discrepancies against

the officer ivgarding specific by-

laws was dropped off in his mail-

box last week. He also announced

Continued on page 3
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University of Massachusetts President Jack Wilson addresses the SGA at last night's meeting.
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Truck bomb strikes Italian base in Iraq, kills 26
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NASIRIYAM. Iraq (AP) — A
suicide bomber blew up a truck

packed with explosives at an

Italian paramilitary base yester-

day, killing at least 2b people. The

United States struck at the Iraqi

insurgency hours later, destroying

a warehouse in Baghdad and

chasing attackers who were seen

firing mortars.

The Nasiriyah attack was the

deadliest against an American ally

since the occupation began and

appeared to send a message that

international organizations are

not sale anywhere in Iraq. It came

on the same day the chief U.S.

administrator for Iraq went to the

White House to put forth propos-

als on transferring more authority

to the Iraqis.

Col. Gianfranco Scalas said 18

Italians were killed: 12

Carabinieri paramilitary police,

lour soldiers, a civilian working at

the base and a documentary lilm-

maker A spokesman for the U.S-

led coalition said at least eight

Iraqis also died. The bomber —
whose nationality was not known
— also died.

The blast wounded 79 people,

20 of theiTi Italians, hospital

souaes and Italian officials said.

Italians were stunned b> their

nation's single worst military loss

since World War II and its first in

the Iraq campaign. At Rome's

tomb of the unknown soldier, the

green-white-and-red flag rippled

at half-sialt. and parliament held

a minute of silence.

Italian Premier Silvio

Berlu.sconi pledged that Italy's

inission in Iraq would not be

derailed. Opposition leaders who
opposed the deployment to post-

war Iraq called on the govern

ment to withdraw the contingent.

jalal Talabani. the head of the

Iraqi Governing Council, called

the slain Italians "martyrs of the

fight for the freedom of Iraq."

There were conflicting

accounts of the attack, which took

place about 10:40 a.m. at a three

story building used by the

Carabinieri's multinational spe-

cialist unit in Nasiriyah. 180 miles

southeast of Baghdad.

Witnesses said the decoy car

ran a roadblock in front of a

square where the Italian barracks

was located. Guards opened lire

but as the vehicle sped away, the

fuel tanker approached from the

opposite direction and rammed

into the gate of the building

before exploding.

Italian Defense Minister

Antonio Martino said the truck,

followed by an armored car.

approached the compound at high

speed. Gunmen inside one ol the

vehicles opened fire at Italian

troops guarding the entrance, he

said. The guards returned fire, but

the vehicle plowed through the

gate, and then exploded, he

added.

It was the 1 5th vehicle bomb-

ing in Iraq since Aug. 7. when a

car exploded at the Jordanian

Embassy in Baghdad, killing at

least 1 9 people.

Yesterday's blast from the esti-

mated 650 pounds of explosives

collapsed all three stories of the

building, gouged a b-foot-deep

crater in front of it. and set fire to

parked cars. Secondary explo-

sions from stored ammunition

shook the area.

AN|A NIFllRlNOHAUS/A-SSt>:IATKIi l-RESS

Italian Army soldiers secure the scene next to their barracks which were destroyed by a car bomb in

Nasiriyah. Iraq yesterday. A suicide truck bomber attacked the headquarters of Italy s paramihtory police

in this southern city.

The scorched, twisted remains

of military jeeps littered the park-

ing lot. and bulldozers cleared

rubble. Chunks of concrete and

wiring hung from partly destroyed

walls.

After nightfall in Baghdad,

forces from the I si Armored

Division attacked a waiehouse

used by insurgents, setting off

m
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explosions that reverberated

through the capital.

"The facility is a known meet-

ing, planning, storage and ren-

dezvous point lor belligerent ele-

ments currently conducting

attacks on coalition forces and

infrastructure." the Pentagon

said.

The mission was part of

"Operation Iron Hammer." a new

"get tough" policy for confronting

insurgents.

Also yesterday, troops in

Baghdad spotted attackers firing

mortars, a statement by the 1st

Armored Division said. The

attackers fled in a van.

An Apache helicopter gunship

discovered the van heading out of

the city, near the Abu Ghraib sub-

urb and opened fire, disabling the

vehicle and killing two of the

occupants, the statement said. A
search of the area turned up one

82mm mortar.
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Palestinians approve new government
By Mohammed Darachmeh

Associated Prhss

RAMALLAH, West Bank (AP) —
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafal swore in a

new Palestinian Cabinet yesterday, getting

the government he wanted after a long wran-

gle and setting the stage for a renewed push

to implement the stalled, U.S.-backed "road

map" peace plan.

The new government earlier won a vote of

confidence from Palestinian legislators after

Arafat — who appears to have survived the

Israeli-American effort to sideline him —
joined Prime Minister Ahmed Qureia in call-

ing for an end to three years of violence that

has claimed thousands of lives.

"The time has come between us and you

Israelis ... to get out of this cycle of destruc-

tive war." Arafat said, referring to the vio-

lence that buried an ambitious effort to end

a century of Arab-Israeli enmity.

Israeli officials said they will give the new

premier a chance to restore calm, and

Islamic militant groups said they will consid-

er a cease-fire. Officials on both sides said

they expected Qureia and Israeli Prime

Minister Ariel Sharon to meet soon.

The approval of the Cabinet, which was

sworn in yesterday, ended a two-month stale-

mate that stymied efforts to implement the

peace plan accepted by both sides six months

ago.

The plan authored by the United States,

the United Nations, the European Union and

Russia calls for an end to violence and the

creation of a Palestinian state by 2005.

In the interim. Israel is to freeze settlement

construction and the Palestinian security

forces are to dismantle militant groups —
moves that have not occurred.

Qureia broke the stalemate Sunday by

giving in to Arafat on the crucial question of

who controls Palestinian security and police,

leaving the veteran leader effectively in

charge of most forces.

Parliament approved the Cabinet despite

some lawmaker complaints it too closely

resembled previous corrupt governments.

Israel and the United States, which

accused Arafat of stoking terrorism, wanted

the security agencies removed from his juris-

diction. In September, Israel declared it

would act to "remove" Arafat.

But Israeli officials — who face public

pressure to find a way out of the violence —
suggested yesterday they primarily were

interested in restoring quiet.

"If the new Palestinian government is

serious about pursuing peace and takes

action to dismantle the infrastructure of ter-

rorism, they will find Israel to be a real part-

ner," Israeli Foreign Minister Silvan Shalom

said.

Raanan Gissin, Sharon's spokesman,

urged Qureia to halt militant attacks on

Israelis and consolidate security forces under

one authority.

"We're prepared to give Ahmed Qureia a

grace period and judge him by the results,"

Gissin said.

Speaking yesterday evening to a group of

Canadian fund-raisers, Sharon did not refer

directly lo the new Palestinian government,

but declared. "The Palestinians have come to

realize that they cannot force us to surrender

through violence, terrorism and incitement.

"We are prepared to make painful com-

promises for the sake of real peace," he said,

but ruled out concessions over security

issues.

The two sides reached an impasse under

Qureia 's predecessor, Mahmoud Abbas, over

his rejection of the peace plan's call — and

Israel's demand — that the Palestinians dis-

arm and dismantle militant groups.

Israel continued raids against the mili-

tants, a brief truce declared by the militants

collapsed in August and Abbas resigned in

September.

Qureia, who was leading a small "emer-

gency government," has said he would use

precision — not force — to help end militant

attacks. Yesterday, he urged Palestinian mili-

tants to end all violence.

Both the Hamas and Islamic lihad groups

— which have staged more than 100 suicide

bombings in recent years — indicated they

were considering Qureia's call.

Adnan Asfour, Hamas spokesman in the

West Bank, said the group "was ready to

study any new hudna (cease-lire) offer."

Nafez Azzam, a senior Islamic lihad

leader in the Gaza Strip, said the group wel-

comes "any dialogue with our brothers in the

Palestinian Authority" but believes a truce

depends on Israel stopping its "bloody

aggression."

State prison reform panel

looks at inmates' civil rights

By Kkn Mauuire
Ass(KiATi:i) Press

SGA addresses investigation of accused senators
Continued frtm page 1

that the Rules and Ethics sub-

committee has proceeded with

an investigation of four senators

serving in the SGA.
Brian Long, Secretary of

University Policy, expressed his

disappointment regarding the

fact that many members of the

faculty Senate have not respond-

ed to the attempts by appointed

student members to reach them.

"I'm a little ticked off," he said.

SGA President David Carr

also announced that he has been

working to create a required

class for incoming freshmen

called "UMass 101" which

would meet once a week for 10

weeks. The class will address

student rights and responsibili-

ties.

Secretary of Diversity Issues

Russell Plato announced that

the next Diversity Roundtable

would take place on Nov. 24 at 3

p.m. The location is still pending

approval.
SGA President David Carr proposes a new class for incoming freshman, called "UMass 101," last

night during the Senate metting.

BOSTON (AP) - A panel

headed by lormer Attorney

General Scott Harshbarger

convened lor the first time yes-

terday, meeting behind closed

doors to consider changes to

the state prison system follow-

ing the cellblock murder of

defrocked priest |ohn

Geoghan.
The closing of the meeting,

as directed by Gov. Mitt

Romney, prompted criticism

from Common Cause, the open

government advocacy group

Harshbarger once led.

The commission, appointed by

Romney after the slaying of

Geoghan, is conducting a "top

to bottom" review of the

Department of Correction.

The I 5-member commission

is expected lo examine issues

related to inmates' civil rights,

officers' safety, inmate classifi-

cation, internal investigations,

disciplinary policies, and post-

release community impacts.

No decisions were made yes-

terday. Harshbarger said after

the meeting.

"It was a very broad array of

things that people are interest-

ed in focusing on, at almost

every level, from leadership

and governance, culture, issues

of re-entry." Harshbarger said.

"The discipline lor us is going

to be being realistic in what we
can do. but the limitations have

not been imposed on us in any

way."

Geoghan. 68. a key figure in

the Boston Archdiocese clergy

abuse scandal, was allegedly

beaten and strangled by a fel-

low inmate at the Souza-

Baronowski prison in Shirley

on Aug. 23.

"The specific picture is

using the Geoghan incident as

a basis to examine the gaps,"

Public Safety Secretarv Edward

I lynn said aiter giving the com-

mission its charge. "What are

the gaps between what we do

and what we say we do'' What

arc the gaps between our prac-

tices and best practices'.'"

But the public and press

won't get a firsthand look at all

the deliberations. despite

Harshbarger's reputation —

built while he was state attor-

ney general and Common
Cause president — as a cham-

pion of open government.

"This is fundamentally an

advisory group," said Eric

Fehrnstrom, a spokesman for

Gov. Mitt Romney. "We believe

their best work is done away

from the harsh glare of the TV
cameras. They're not subject to

open meeting laws."

Harshbarger agreed, but

said some hearings would be

made public.

•'We will have public hear-

ings, no question everybody

wants to do that," he said. "I

can assure you this will be an

open, inclusive process, but I

also want to make sure it's a

good deliberative process and

we fulfill our responsibilities to

the people who appointed us."

A report from the commis-

sion is expected in six months.

Geoghan was serving a 9-to-

10 year prison term for groping

a 10-year-old boy, but he was

accused in civil lawsuits of

molesting nearly 150 boys over

three decades as a Boston-area

priest.

|ohn L. Druce, the inmate

charged with killing him. has

pleaded innocent.

Harshbarger, before taking a

job at a Boston consulting firm

last year, fought for open gov-

ernment as president of

Common Cause. He also was a

strong enforcer of public meet-

ing laws as state attorney gen-

eral and Middlesex County dis-

trict attorney.

Pam Wilmot, director of the

Massachusetts chapter of

Common Cause, said that gov-

ernmental bodies, regardless of

the open meeting law, should

try to meet publicly "to the

maximum extent possible."

"When meetings are closed,

there's always the risk that the

public will have less trust in the

outcome of any deliberations or

resulting policies," Wilmot

said. "The very beginning,

when the process is being set

up. that's a very crucial time."

Public Safety Committee
Chairman Sen. jarrett Barrios,

D-Cambridge. who is a com-

mission member, said he under-

stands the administration's

goal.

Hey Seniors!

Need Help with

Your Job Search?

Come to a

Job Search Made
Workshop!

TODAY! Thursday, Nov 13

1 :30 pm

Tuesday, Nov 1

8

3:00 pm
•

Wednesday, Nov 19

12 noon

All Workshops take place In

104 Career Services BIdg.

(across from the Newman Center)

For more information about

Career Services,

go to www-ccn.acad.umass.edu

or call us at 545-2224

Careei
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Censorship of the press:

intolerable at all levels

College marks time to find an identity

It has been said many times that money

•peaks louder than words. On Tuesday, a power-

ful and prestigious newspaper organization

made that perfectly clear again.

The American Society of Newspaper Editors

canceled a $55,000 grant to Hampton University

this week. The funds were supposed to be used

for a program in summer of 2004 dedicated to

training high school journalism teachers.

The society pull«i their funding to make a

point; The university confiscated the Oct. 22

issue of the school's student newspaper after it

was printed without a letter from the school's

president on the front page, according to the

Associated Press.

"We're an organization that is devoted to the

interests of newspapers and is devoted to the

First Amendment and everything it stands for in

our society," ASNE President Peter Bhatia told

the Associated Press. "The actions that IJoAnnj

Haysbert took fly in the face of that."

In The Massachusetts Daily Collegian's view,

the situation at Hampton University stands as a

classic case of censorship of the press. While the

Hampton Script's student staff may have had

their hands tied while dealing with university

administration, the ASNE had a way of holding

them accountable for their actions. For that, ihey

should be applauded.

While it is certainly unfortunate for those

directly effected by the pulled funding for the

journalism program, the blame should not be

placed on the society — the blame should be

placed on the University. The ASNE response to

the behavior of Hampton University's adminis-

tration should not be surprising. To ask the soci-

ety to fund a journalism program on the very

same campus where the administration openly

censors its own student press would have been

asking them to compromise their own standards

of journalistic ethics and integrity.

The situation at Hampton University is one

that The Collegian would never have stood for.

According to the AP, Script staff members said

university employees were instructed to confis-

cate all newspapers on campus after the staff

made the relatively easy editorial decision to run

a story on the cleanup of the school's cafeteria

after more than 100 health violations were

uncovered on the front page.

Haysbert had requested the front page to run

a letter criticizing media coverage of the viola-

tions and to explain how the school took steps to

correct the problems. The staff ran the letter on

page three, running their story on how the cafe-

teria passed a city health inspection on the front

page.

The Script's editorial decisions mirror the

choices The Collegian would have made in the

same situation, and we applaud The Script for

not folding to orders their staff says administra-

tion made to not deliver the newspaper once the

issue was printed.

The Hampton University situation serves as a

strong reminder that attempts to censor the

press — particularly, the student press — are

alive and well. The ASNE should be praised for

standing by their journalistic beliefs, beliefs that

The Collegian also holds steadfast. No legitimate

newsgathering organization, be it professional or

otherwise, should be subject to the restrictions

that Hampton University administration

attempted to impose on their press.

Informa lion from The Associated Press was

used to write this editorial.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

College has

always been

known as a

strange tenure

in one's own
life. In many
respects, this

particular
chapter will

determine how
proceeding
chapters will

play out. Some people pick up the

salt of the earth from their bare

feet and become hippies. Others

pledge fraternities, get their asses

paddled in some bizarre ritual and

are thus forever interned into

whatever randomly selected Greek

letters they have decided to adopt.

Who's to say what course is

the proper one to take, certainly

not an emotional invalid like

myself. Different strokes for dif-

ferent folks, and oh, how many

strokes there are. There are those

in college only looking for the

pre-med. Amherst College sugar-

daddy or sugar momma (I include

myself in this category) who,

while seeking this, take on an

inane major like communication,

sports management or something

obscure like the history of west-

em literature.

The ability to offer a multiple

number of perceptions is proba-

bly the greatest attribute of

University of Massachusetts. In

spite of these budget cuts and the

problems with the honoring of

contracts, where else can gays

strut their flamboyance freely, and

a lesbian shave her heads without

ridicule? Certainly not in Eastern

Mass.

Strange things happen when

nobody gives a damn. People

begin to take on their true colors.

As students, many of us being

from the loathed eastern parts of

the state, it's important to take

these colors into consideration.

The greatest importance of living

in a college town is this accepting

outlook on life. Sure, there are

those who will expect financial

retribution for returning your cell

phone to you. But you ignore

these needle heads and embrace

the rare spices of human condi-

tion around you.

When 1 went to the University

of Connecticut, for the longest

year of my life, there was a case

down there of some locals rough-

ing up a college student because

he happened to be walking past

the rainbow center. 1 tried to

imagine in my head what type of

people would carry out such

atrocities at UMass, but 1 just

no more important verb than "to

be," and they had all sorts of ways

of saying it: sum, sumus, eram.

eras, eramus ... Romans viewed

the state of being as the most

essential attribute to your animus,

or your soul, the only thing that

was free from the powers at be,

and the only thing worth dying

for.

College should be for everyone

a matter of soul searching.

College isn't all about classes that

teach you bull shit rhetoric and

worthless equations. College is

the search for genuine identity,

which is really why a college

diploma looks so good on a

resume.

We are the representatives of a

As students, we have a right to

be experimental, to be accept-

ing, and to be, dare I say, liberal.

couldn't comprehend it. For one

reason, the guilty party would be

so busy busting head that they'd

have knuckles as purple as a jun-

ior high kids in an unsupervised

study hall.

As students, we have a right to

be experimental, to be accepting

and to be, dare I say, liberal.

College breeds many humanitari-

ans; that's why, in case you

haven't noticed, so many cars stop

at cross walks around here

instead of just driving over them,

as we do so often in the evil east-

em part of the state. Out of all the

verbs conducted in anyone's col-

lege career, the most important

the verb: "to be."

For Shakespeare, this action

was the greatest of all contempla-

tive questions: "To be or not to

be".'" To the Romans, there was

higher intellectual class; our

actions classify our social beliefs.

And are we going to close our

ears to Noam Chomsky? Ignore

Howard Zinn? And decide not to

listen to Built to Spill, Modest

Mouse and the Dirt Bombs

because it's too emotional?

The great carrot of modem
civilization is Brittany Spears and

"Reality" television. To bit upon

these banes will make you a slave,

a beast of burden to a rotten sys-

tem of exploitation. Your soul and

self-identity will be consumed by

the wave of conformity which if

you haven't already noticed is

profitable to others. Forge your

own character, though it maybe

hard, and make your college edu-

cation worth your while.

Robert Carey is a Collegian

columnist.

Opposing the UMass picketing code

We'd like to think that change can be made ing table.
u . v. ,

through pea*;cful. calm ways. Unfortunately. In college, we supposedly earn about how

of en'the'most necessary change does the world works. Th.s ts no. J"«'^°; '^e

not come by petitioning the system; it |an Ifetettiefl
««kc of knowing; we "^^^ to^cvdop an

comes by disrupting it. Slavery in the analysis so that we can make the world

A little bit of luck ... goes nowhere
People love the

concept of

magic. It's true.

Hypothetically

speaking, if a

little fairy came

down to me
right now,

waved a wand

in my face and

said, "Here,

have an honors

masters degree," 1 would be very

happy and take it with a smile. 1

might even go further to say that if

that fairy said. "You can have an

honors masters degree if you do 1

jumping jacks right now," (assum-

ing that 1 am convinced that this is

a real fairy) I would probably do it.

However, these magical flying

fairies do not exist. They are the

pixxiuct of a creative mind. The

concept of a fairy is showing the

powers of the outskirts of the

mind's creativity and not the pow-

ers of a little tiny woman with

wings that can make your dreams

come true.

One of the worst parts of my

day is checking my e-mail and find-

ing an e-mail with the subject, such

as "Pass this on if u want ur cmsh

to kiss u tomorrow!" Even worse is

opening an e-mail from an old

friend titled something neutral like

"hey." and seeing the scroll bar on

the right shrink rapidly after open-

ing it. After scrolling down the

thousands of e-mail addresses of

the victims of these ridiculous

pass-me-on's, there is a little bunny

with wings and a halo made out of

asterisks, with the mes,sage: "Send

this to 20 people in 20 minutes or

u will have bad luck 4 evah." How
cute. A bunny

The sad part is that there is a

slight fear associated with deleting

these e-mails. Will deleting this e-

mail really give me bad luck forev-

er? Will my crush really kiss me
tomorrow if 1 send this to all of my
friends? Will 1 be a lonely old

woman rocking back and forth in

my rocking chair with three kittens

because I deleted the cute little

bunny from college? No.

Along with almost every other

unrealistic thing you hear, these e-

mails are .superstitions.

Superstitions offer you eternal hap-

piness in exchange for sending an

e-mail to 20 friends, or knocking

on wood, or keeping a ladybug

alive.

Take ladybugs for example.

There are many superstitions asso-

ciated v^th them. There are two

main superstitions attached to

ladybugs.

all over my dorm room, and keep

them alive for as long as 1 can. That

way when 1 graduate, 1 will be the

luckiest girl ever and will become

rich. Realistically, however, after

college is over, I will not have lots

of money. 1 will have lots of lady-

bugs. That's it.

In general, I think the ladybug

superstition has kept more lady-

bugs alive than necessary,

ladybugs are horrible creatures.

They get into your room through

holes that you can't even find, and

they bring all of their friends. Then

they plant eggs in your light. After

they have all of their babies and

friends, they spread all over your

ceiling, which is particulariy bad if

you have the top bunk. Then,

when you want to kill them, every-

United States took a war to abolish. Wars are

very disruptive. A century later, civil rights

activism relied heavily on the sit-in, the unlawful

demonstration and other tactics that broke the

law on purpose. Without these forceful means,

the resistant state and federal governments

never would have been open to civil rights legis-

lation. The whole idea of civil disobedience is

that laws are broken on purpose to create the

change that wasn't happening otherwise.

Disruption is often necessary to create need-

ed change. It's part of our world history, our his-

tory as a nation, and our history as

a campus. In 1992, ALANA stu-

dents took over Whitmore to force

the University of Massachusetts

administration to confront the

institutional racism of the

University, as evident in the lack

of students and faculty of color,

lack of support programs, low

retention rate of students of color

and other failures on the part of

the University to oppose the

results of racism. The result of the

protest was the ALANA
Agreements. In 1997, it was clear

that the school wasn't keeping its promises, and

Goodell was taken over for six days to remind

the administration that this was serious. The

school was reinforcing the racism in our society,

and it took disruptive protest to get everyone to

wake up and try to change it.

In the spring of 2002, there was a sit-in at

Whitmore to protest the school's refusal to rec-

ognize the undergraduate Resident Assistants'

right to unionize. The RA's voted in favor of

joining a union. The Massachusetts Labor

Relations Board ruled in favor of the RA's right

to organize. Protesters who were locked down in

an office were read the Picketing Code and then

arrested; UMass RA's were fired, students were

given threatening letters and academic proba-

tion. These students could have been expelled,

simply for confronting the administration on its

illegal actions. The school is now at the bargain-

It IS nOt good luck when a ladybug

lands on you. It doesn't even make you

special if a ladybug lands on you.

a better place. In college, we are encouraged to

explore ourselves and the world. Protest is

essential to this experience, not just to change

specific things, but to learn how to make change.

The UMass Amherst Picketing Code states

that students "have a right to demonstrate on

University premises provided, however, that no

such demonstration shall be permissible which

for any reason of time, place, or type of behavior

materially disrupts class work or other University

business, or involves substantial disorder or inva-

sion of the rights of others." The code states that

students can be expelled for vio-

lation of this code.

The code can be interpreted as

a way to protect the "rights of

others." At the same time, how-

ever, it strips us all of our rights.

If change needs to be made, if

our rights are being violated,

and traditional means do not

meet our needs, we must be dis-

ruptive to be heard. It's very easy

for the administration to ignore

protest when people are calmly

demanding their rights; they do

it all the time. Disruption is key

to making change on campus and in the world.

Historically oppressed groups are affected the

most by this code. Racism, sexism, heterosex-

ism. classism, ableism and other forms of

oppression are realities in this society. UMass is

not exempt from these oppressions. When the

system isn't meeting your needs and change isn't

happening through "appropriate" means, disrup-

tive protest is all you have left to make sure your

rights are respected.

The administration should not have the

power to expel us when we confront it on its

wrongs. In 1997, 70 percent of voting students

voted for the Student Government Association

to oppose the Picketing Code. This issue will

continue to repress us every time we need

change the most. Let's rise up now and oppose

the Picketing Code!

Ian Trefethen is a UMass student.

f

If our rights are

being vkMated, and

traditional means

do not meet our

needs, we must be

disruptive to be

heard.

Superstition two: It is good luck

when a ladybug lands on you.

It is not good luck when a lady-

bug lands on you. It doesn't even

make you special if a ladybug lands

on you. There are about 500 lady-

bugs in my window alone. At some

point during my day. one of these

things will fall on me. Every day is

not a lucky day and even if it were,

it still wouldn't be. If every day is a

lucky day then I would not know

what unlucky is. therefore elimi-

nating the concept of a lucky day in

the first place.

Superstition two: Killing a lady-

bug is bad luck because ladybugs

bring lots of money.

So, if I want to be rich in the

future. 1 have to collect all of these

ladybugs that, on a skie note, are

one will look at you like you are a

horrible monster because you are

killing lucky ladybugs.

In conclusion, aside from my

desire to encourage all the students

on campus to kill all the ladybugs

and stop passing around "e-mail

bunnies," I'd like to encourage

people to think about the logic

behind superstitions. You won't be

handed the world by an asterisk

bunny or shown your financial

happiness by a spotted bug on your

arm. The time you spend even con-

sidering the possibility could be

spent working toward making the

possibility a reality Make your own

dreams come true, becau.se no fairy

will do it for you.

Sanam Hakim is a Collegian

columnist.

Mandatory Meeting
Tuesday, Nov. 18

7:30 p.m.

in

The Collegian Newsroom
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President Bush signs bill

Changing sides : pro-choice to proAife

regarding abortion

Threat of reversing of Roe v. Wade
For decades, abortion has been

a loaded 8ub|ect. Everyone is

allowed their own opinions on the

issue, yet oftentimes, this

leads to tension and dis- by
agreements. My purpose '

here is to share informa-
""""^

tion I recently learned. I am not

stating what beliefs are correct or

incorrect. Any comments made
are simply opinions to which I am
wholly entitled.

Over a week ago. President

Bush signed a hill making it illegal

to have partial-birth abortions

(PBA). also known as Dilation and

Extraction (D&X) abortions. As
expected, he was immediately met
with both criticism and approval

from political peers, doctors and

the American public. Pro-choice

supporters were enraged that gov

ernment officials were determin-

ing what women could do with

their bodies during pregnancy.

Pro-life individuals were satisfied

that PBA would now be an illegal

procedure to perform in American
abortion clinics. Currently, several

judges have put bans on this law,

making it ineffective until it is

looked at more "constitulionally."

Before Bush signed this bill, 1

would have labeled myself as Pro

choice. I believed thai no pregnant

woman should be told what she

can or cannot do with her body,

especially by a politician. After

initially hearing of Bush's deci-

sion, I was outraged that he could

have signed such a bill, especially

after former President Bill Clinton

had vetoed similar bills twice, due

to the attention it lacked regarding

the woman's health. But while I

still believe in free will, recently,

some of my views on abortion

have changed after researching the

procedures.

When a doctor performs an

abortion by the third month of

pregnancy. I do not consider it to

be murder. Personally, when
women have abortions during

their first trimester. I believe the

'child' to be nothing more than

developing cells. According to

gravityteen.com, we may mature

as our organs form, but we show

more human-like characteristics

further into the pregnancy, such as

reacting to our mother's voice or

moving within the uterus. During

the first trimester, a

y.r»j>. woman may need to have
*

an abortion, such as in
""'"^^~

instances of rape, incest

or health reasons. I believe under

these circumstances, a woman
should be able to terminate her

pregnancy in its earliest stages, if

needed.

But after the first trimester, the

developing fetus assumes many
more characteristics of a child.

According to graviiyteen.com,

after month six, the infant could

be born into the world early if nec-

essary and survive. Thus, by mak-

ing partial-hiilh abortions illegal.

Bush was trying ban procedures

thai terminated pregnancies in the

final trimester. And while I do not

always agree with our president, I

see where he is coming from. To

me, aborting a fetus alter the first

trimester very similarly resembles

murder. What makes the proce-

dure worse, though, is the manner

in which it is done.

The Web site

www.nrlc.org/aboriion/pba/dia-

gram.html outlines the process of

PBA quite clearly. Eirst. the baby's

leg is grabbed with

forceps and pulled

out of the canal.

Next, the abortion-

ist delivers the baby,

except for the head,

which remains

inside the patient's

body. He or she then

punctures the

infant's skull with scissors and

inserts a suction tube into the

large hole previously made.

Finally, the child's brain is sucked

through the tube causing the skull

to collapse, and the dead body is

removed from the patient.

Remember, this occurs while the

child is fully able to survive out

side of the womb, if delivered.

Alter learning what PBA
entailed, I was horrified. My heart

went out to the children whose

lives were taken in such an inhu-

mane manner. I could not believe

such a practice was legal in the

United States. I also began to

understand why many people felt

strongly about making the proce-

dure illegal. Thus, my original

views on abortion began to shift.

It is impossible to determine

when a fetus is truly considered a

child. Some will argue it is at the

moment of conception. In other

cases, people believe a baby exists

when it exhibits more human
characteristics. But my argument
here is that having abortions later

in the pregnancy are most times

unnecessary and inhumane to the

child.

A few doctors and judges have

argued since this bill was signed

that a mother's health would be

jeopardized if the process was
made illegal. Maybe in rare cases,

this could happen. But after

researching partial-birth abortion,

many doctors have made clear the

procedure would be unnecessary

for a mother to have so late into

her pregnancy. My own suggestion

would be to add an exception to

the law for extreme cases. But

mainly, the health of the child is

what is at risk here, since it has no
chance of defending its own life.

This column is not about reli-

gion. It is also not about politics.

Instead, it is about

how we treat fel-

low human beings.

I never really cate-

gorized myself as

pro-life, but now, I

believe 1 hold

views on both

sides of the abor-

tion argument. I

know not everyone will agree with

what I have written. However, I

am only making clear the inhu-

mane practices I only recently

found that occurred. I still believe

women should have the right to

choose what they do with their

bodies. 1 just hope their decisions

are unselfish, and that they keep

in mind the life they carry inside

of them.

Becky Martins is a Collegian

columnist.

On the Net: www.
gravityteen.com/prenatal/nineino

nlhs.com.

On )an. 22, 1973. the United States

Supreme Court handed down a ruling in the

landmark case of Roe v Wade. The iiine-justk:e

panel ruled that the government can

not prohibit abortion, thus making
UirtlgPl W [R||2

the practice legal during the first and
'

second trimester

I believe I hold

views on both sides

of ttie abortion

argument

East-forward to November 2tX)5. Today the

high court's decision of more than 50 years ago

remains one i)f the most controversial and dis-

cussed decisions in recent history. Should

women have the right to choose or should

power be vested in the states and federal gov-

ernment to prohibit abortion?

There are those who a)ntend tltat the right

to an abortion is not only

niorally wrong, but that having

the option provides an escape

route from the consequences of

irresponsible .sexual behavior

There are also those, however,

who argue that abortion is a

personal decision that should

be made between doctor and

patient. The men and women
who share this view believe the

right to choose falls under the

fundamental right of privacy,

which is the ba^is of the court's

1975 ruling.

In recent years, a number of laws have been

enacted in siveral states that severely restrict a

woman's constitutional right to choose Many

women and men of Generation Y are horrified

by the increasing inllueiKe of the pro-lilc side to

strip womon of this basic liberty With a conser-

vative adininLstration in office, coupled with a

majority of Republican-appointed justices on

the Supieme Court, how can we be sure that the

decision in Roe v. Wade will not be overturned?

TTic- decision in Roe v Wade was and still is

a victory for civil liberties activists who believe

that privacy is indeed a fundamental right. It is

harti to believe that as recently as 1964. state

laws existed that banned contraceptive use

among married couples. In 1965, the court's

decision in Griswold v. Cotinecticut prohibited

Slates from banning contraceptives for married

OHiples.

L.ater, in the 1972 decision in Eisenstadt v

Baird. the court granted the use of contracep-

tion for unmarried couples as well. Following

both cases, the opportunities for American

wotnen increased. Due to the legalization of

contraception. unwanted pregnancies

decreastxJ, female incomes rose and suicide

deaths among young women decreased.

Doesn't the same hold true for a woman's

right to choose? Single women who were once

forced to drop out of high school and live in

proof

In our age of erod-

ing civil liberties,

women are quickly

realizing that their

right to choose is in

serious jeopardy.

poverty because they were unable to support

their young chiWren now have the opportunity

to reverse their doomed fates. Prior to Roe v.

Wade, it was oftentimes challenging

for a woman, in cases of rape, to prove

that she had been sexually abused,

loday females do not need to provide

once an unavoidable ordeal.

Unfortunately in our age of eroding civil lib-

erties, won»en arc quickly realizing that their

right to choose is in serious jeopardy Since

1980. pro-life activists have taken several step*

to restrict abortion practices.

No case, however, was as large a setback for

prtxhoice activists as the 1992 decision in

Planned Parenthood v. Casey.

It was in this decision that the

court, led by conservative

Chief justice William H.

Rehnquist, upheld Roe v.

Wade, but also heW that states

can restrict abortions even in

the first trimester for non-

medical reasons.

Additionally the court hcW
that new state laws must not

place an "undue burden" on

women seeking abortion serv-

ices. According to planned-

parenthood.com, however, women, not author-

ities, have to prove that the regulations are dam-

aging. Other state restrictions include the fol-

lowing;

-Young pregnant women have to include their

parents or a judge in the decision to abort.

- Establishing a waiting period between a visit to

an abortion clinic and the actual procedure.

-Requiring that information (pamphlets) dis-

couraging wotnen from having operations be

offered.

-Total abolition of second-trimester abortions.

What can be done to ensure that women
retain their must intimate privacy rights?

It is up to the men and women of our gener-

ation to write to our senators and congressmen

and plead with them not to confirm any of

President Bush's appellate or Supreme Court

appointees who harbor anti-abortwn views.

The men and women of Generation Y can

protest the latest state laws restricting the right

to choose, atid we can inform friends about the

current conservative agenda that threatens to

overtum Roe v. Wade.

Finally, we can get involved in the presiden-

tial and state elections in 2004. tn both cases,

your vote can make a difference.

Information was used from www.planned-

parenlhood.com and wMfw.findlaw.com for this

coliunn. •

Miduiel W. Lenz is a CoUegian columnist.

Little Pete: the kid,

myth and legend
Around the

tail end of the

Clinton
administra-
tion, there

was a rumor
I I o a t i n g
around the

Bay State that

Britney Spears

was going to
^""^^"^^^ attend
University of Massachusetts.

Those who heard this question-

able news used their hands like

a balance, decided that swim-

ming around in a tank full of

money like Scrooge McDuck
outweighed living in Sylvan,

and debunked the gossip as

hearsay and conjecture. There is

good news for the self-esteem of

Amherst, however, because

Danny Tamberelli. little Pete

from "The Adventures of Pete &
Pete," is at Hampshire College

finishing up his last semester as

a music major.

If there is anything that I

love more then famous people,

it is seeing them in three dimen-

sions. I first wrote my prover

bial mission statement to meet

Danny last year, when it seemed

like everyone except for me was

.spotting the chubby red headed

kid from Nickelodeon around

town. Fuel was added to my fire

this past summer when reruns

of his show were airing twice a

day on Noggin, channel 225 on

digital cable. My most favorite

episode is "What We Did on

Our Summer Vacation." when

Pete, Pete and Ellen tried to

track down Mr. Tastee, the ice

cream man who never removed

his plastic head, afier scaring

him off by asking loo many per-

sonal questions. Little Pete's

desperation can be felt when

Danny yells "TASSSTTEEE!"

after standing lookout in his

bathing suit on a high dive for

hours on end. Someone get that

kid an award.

My plan got off the giound

two weeks ago when I found a

flyer under my door saying that

Special Brew was to play at the

annual Halloween party at The

Harp. 1 remembered that the

name of Danny's jam band

reminded me of beer, and after

asking around, my suspicions

were confirmed. Naturally. 1

showed up at the bar with a

Kodak Max HO disposable cam-

era and a thirst for obnoxious-

ness. 1 now have an entire slack

of pictures of i:)anny gyrating on

his bass dressed as a farmer. The

one that is going on the

Christmas card has me strategi-

cally dancing in front of him

while wearing a headband with

eyeballs on lop. Danny looks

exactly the same as he did in the

90s. and he still loves to rock.

As if my low grade stalking

was not enough of a conversa-

tion piece, my friend Dave

called me at midnight this past

Saturday while I was at a

DuckTales Web site verifying

Scrooge McDuck's name. He
challenged me to guess who was

at the Amherst Brewing

Company, and 1 knew right

away thai it was indeed little

Pete taking the edge off. Danny

agreed thai I could interview

him if I could gel there within

1 5 minutes. I threw on some

pants and tan to my car with a

notebook.

Danny was a chill young

man, especially since he let me
sit and talk with hint at the bar,

despite it being his girlfriend's

birthday Also, he did not call

the authorities when 1 told him

the envelope I was holding con-

tained his glamour shots. I

asked him about being recog-

nized, and he said it is only a

hassle when he encounters a

drunk trying lo be a comedian

for friends. Good thing I was

sober.

Danny has not woiked with

Nickelodeon since he began col-

lege, but he is credited as Turtle

in "Igby Goes Down." He still

keeps up with big Pete, Mike

Maronna. who imfortunalely

dropped out ul SUNY Purchase

during his last semester alter a

tiff with a professor. I asked

Danny if he feels a little whack

because he spent his childhood

on a television set as opposed to

on a swing set in his backyard.

"The Adventures of Pole &
Pete" was filmed in New Jersey,

where he is from, so luckily the

answer is no.

Danny and I wrapped up our

conversation in 10 minutes,

because the birthday liiiiii was

ready lo leave. 1 shook his hand

and thanked him for pulling up

with me. As I was burslinj; with

pop culture joy. Danny ventured

toward Antonio's wearing a

puffy blue vest but sans his

token red and black plaid hat.

My mission was complete, and I

did it with tact. It is important

to remember thai nllhough he

lives in our hearts as the young

boy with a tattoo of a woman
named Petunia on his arm. litllc

Pete is now regular sized Danny.

Stephanie O'Shea is a

Collegian columnist.

Concerning donkeys in the Middle East

Gilad

Skolnick

A donkey was murdered

this past March.

He didn't do anything to

deserve it. A loyal worker

and never loo stubbtirn.

he didn't have niuch

choice in his last task. It

wasn't enough for them to

wrap explosives, chemi-

cals and rusty nails on

men and women, but now
they resorted to abusing

animals.

One of the Palestinian Authority's most

recent tactics is to strap explosives to ani-

mals and send them toward Israelis. When
the donkey is brought close enough to the

victims, the explosives are detonated. The

nails are added in to tear apart any fiesh

that somehow escaped the explosives.

How is Israel supposed \o leacl lo this?

Run away whenever they see a donkey? Kill

every suspicious donkey in sight? Killing

random animals thai didn't do anything is

wrong?
Aiafat and his cionies have even man-

aged lo piss off the organization People for

the Ethical Treatment of Animals. PETA
was so alarmed by the use of animals in an

effort lo murder Israelis that they sent

Arafat a letter demanding he stop this gross

act. He never responded, probably too busy

siphoning Palestinian-aid dollars to his pri-

vate Swiss bank accounts.

The Palestinian Authority has repeatedly

put Israel in impossible situations, whether

by sending animals into the battlefront or

using children as human shields. Children

are encouraged to stand in the front lines

throwing rocks at soldiers while armed ter-

rorists behind them fire weapons and throw

grenades.

These tactics are sick, almost as sick as

the Palestinian lactic of using children to

murder. Palestinian TV is slate-run and

directly conliolled by Arafat's regime.

There is one non-cable channel, and hours

upon hours a day of televi-

sion shows are broadcasted

and aimed explicitly at

children, which glorify

dying tor one's country and

becoming a shahid, or mar-

tyr. Children are on TV
shows and filmed speaking

about how they have no

fear of dying. Mothers

speaking about how they wish all their chil-

dren could die for their country are repeat-

edly televised.

This stale-sponsored brainwashing of

Palestinian children lo encourage them to

kill, murder and die is not only disgusting,

but a crime against humanity. The slate

controlled school system's textbooks edu-

cate kids lo kill and blow up lews.

Their history books contain no reference

lo the Holocaust ever happening, and no

map will show the existence of Israel. I

challenge anybody to find such messages of

hale or murder on any of Israel's television

stations or in any textbook, especially

directed at the most vulnerable group, the

children.

Aiafat and his tyranny have to come to

an end. so that peace can begin, lust as the

United Stales could have never had peace

with a Mussalini in Italy, a Hitler in

Germany or a Tojo in lapan afier World

War II. Israel can try as hard as possible for

peace, but cannot achieve peace with an

PETA was so alarmed by ttie use of the

animals in an effort to murder Israelis

that they sent Arafat a letter demanding

that he stop this gross act

Arafat in the Palestinian Territories.

Throughout the entirely of the peace

process, the Palestinian Authority has

never once slopped promoting and glorify-

ing terrorism on television. The PA must

slop exploiting the innocent to kill the

Innocent.

Information from frontpagemag.com.

pmw.org and peta.org was used in this col-

umn.
Gilad Skolnick is a Collegian columnist.
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When pop music became popular

again in the late 1990s, thanks to

bubble gum belly-showing princesses

like Britney Spears and heartthrob

dancing ensembles like NSYNC.
Michael )ackson realized it was the

time to remind the world

who is the outright. "King of

Pop."

So in 1999 he construct-

ed. "Invincible," — his first

full-length studio album in

five years. But due to poor

press before the release and

an overall disappointing

musical project by Mj, the

record failed. "Invincible" received

the worst record sales of any Jackson

album.
lackson has continued to blame

"Invicible's" failure that his record

company Sony/Epic Records did not

back him 100 percent on the project

and even called Tommy Mottola,

president of Sony records, a racist.

Since that point the relationship

has gone sour and Jackson has des-

perately tried to get out of his deal.

In an effort to make a quick exit

from his working relationship with

Sony, next Tuesday Michael )ackson"s

"Number Ones" — a compilation of

his number one hits, both in America

and overseas — will be released in

stores.

The 16-song collection sketches a

timeline of "the gloved one's" great-

w

New siNqU lowliqhT

oF hlTS COIUCTION
est hits, starting with "Don't Stop

•Til You Get Enough" off 1979s "Off

The Wall" all the way to "You Rock

My World" from "Invincible." Of

course Jackson's biggest pop

anthems like "Billie jean" and "Beat

it." from 1982's "Thriller" and

"Black or White" from 199r8

"Dangerous" also make an appear-

ante on the disc.

Jackson attempts to give

the hardcore fans who own

most of his catalogue a rea-

son to purchase the record

by releasing a new single,

"One More Chance" on the

best of album as well.

"One More Chance" is a

far less than vintage Michael

track. It's a sappy, over-produced

love song obviously lacking the kind

of powerful pop punch Jackson fans

are accustomed to.

That over-production came from

fellow bad publicity running mate. R.

Kelly. Considering these guys' past

history with young children, it is kind

of fitting that they work together, just

keep it to music not babysitting.

Overall, thinking about how good

Jackson's career — in the 20th centu-

ry at least — has been, "Number

Ones" is a fine collection to own.

especially compared to the over $20

"History" greatest hits collection

released in 1995. But if the song

"One More Chance" is any sign of

the future for Jackson, he lost his

chance to win back the hearts of

music lovers worldwide.

MichAEl JAcksoN hypNOTizEd rhc masses
It's tough being a fan

of a man who has the

face of an alien,

allegedly made some
wrongdoings with little

boys in his bed and

swung his infant son

from a high-rise apart-

ment window, but when
that man is Michael

lackson, for me, it does-

n't matter.

Other than his ever-changing physical

appearance, there is something extrater-

restrial about M). He is not human,

moon walking abilities prove it.

People either love or hate the man.

Many have chosen to mock his looks aiid

dance moves, while others like Justin

Timberlake and Usher blatantly display in

their work how much of an influence he

is to them.

My path in life has led me to envy the

gloved one ... Well, not so much envious

of his attributes as a man, but for what

he has done in the entertainment world.

He has been consistently mesmerizing

the world with his musical and dancing

prowess since the age of five.

Throughout his career, live on stage, in

the studio making albums or most

notably on the set making videos,

lackson has more than amazed his audi-

ence: he has set the bar.

A dance party is incomplete without a

rendition of "Don't Stop Til You Get

Enough" or "Billie lean." A Halloween

weekend on VH1 is incomplete without

an airing of the "Thriller" video.

"Wacko jacko" as haters like to call

him, is the ultimate guilty pleasure. There

is no educated fan of music in the world

that doesn't wish s/he could move their

bodies like Michael does. You might not

admit to your friends, but your mirror

knows all about it. It took me until age 1

7

"come out" of the M| fans closet.

There is nothing like the lackson per-

sona when the man is on stage. Maybe

crotch-grabbing isn't your thing but —
more so than 50 Cent or Snoop Dogg will

ever be — Michael lackson was and can

be "pimp."

If its either a sparkling full-body

jumpsuit, a red patent leather jacket, or

in his best attire — black suit, black felt

fedora hat. white T-shirt, high white

socks, penny loafers and of course a

white glove — MI kept anyone's eyes

glued to his act for three decades.

The Michael lackson of the 1 980s and

early 1 990s had the complete package —
orgasmic signing sounds, flashy get-ups

and surreal moves.

But now as a middle-aged man he

hopes that fans, like me, give him "One

More Chance" with a new single and

most likely a new record as soon as he

signs with a new record company.

What Michael needs to know is that

loyal fans will always remember those

feelings that permeate through their skin

when the first notes of "Beat It" or "Man

in the Mirror" are played. It takes me to

another level, and there are millions

other who feel the same way.

So next time you see that kid at the

party who thinks he can dance like the

"King of Pop," rather than making fun of

him, be understanding of the fact that

s/he has been hypnotized by the ways of

Michael lackson.

Glen Straub is a CoUegian columnist

and thinks that he's Michael Jackson.

New record 'echoes' similar impact lor Ihe Rapture

By Timothy Gabkiele

CoLLBuiAN Staff

When Public Enemy kindly

asked us in 1988 that we not

believe "the hype." it was hard not

to. With "It'll Take a Nation of

Millions to Hold Us Back," they

had perfected an art form (hip-

hop) and taken the cynical street

knowledge of Grandmaster Flash

to furious new heights. It wasn't

long before the media tried to

paint them as violent, gun-toting,

anti-white, anti-Semitic drug-deal-

ing thugs.

However, like the much more

undiplomatic gangster rap that

followed, they were not merely

capitalizing on their own incendi-

ary knack for inspiring racial ten-

sion. Rather, they, like Malcolm X
and Martin Luther King before

them, were bringing to the surface

the tension that had always existed

in devastated black communities.

now being told that the Civil

Rights Movement had ended and

the playing field had been leveled.

The Rapture have more in

common with Public Enemy then

you may think. After a frenzy of

initial hype, much of the press and

indie intelligentsia has already

turned its backs on the band once

poised to save music. Rather than

attack the band's character or

even their music, critics find it

more fitting to harp on their own
constructed wave of publicity. It's

almost as if the dread of anticipa-

tion for the release of the now

nearly two year old "Echoes " sin-

gle handedly loaded the bullets in

the gun to kill off any chances of

The Rapture surviving the 21st

century in anything but a whatev-

er-happened-to' list.

However, as "Echoes" may

prove to fans of their earlier work.

The Rapture are full of surprises.

Like Public Enemy did before

them, this incredible album can

stand as the pinnacle of an art

form. What exactly is the art form

this time around? Disco-punk?

Indie Funk House? ElectroGlam?

Who knows, but "Echoes" effec-

tively does Robert Smith better

than A Guy Called Gerald. Donna

Summer better than Public Image

Limited, the Psychedelic Furs bet-

ter than The Neptunes and the

Stone Roses better than The

Rapture. If none of this makes any

sense, just listen to the album.

In The Rapture's short but

sweet oeuvre of music, there have

been hints of boogie manifesting

The Rapture

'Echoes'

DfA/yiivHsal

since their first single in 1998.

Apparently transfonned by Rickey

Vincent's book "Funk," vocalist

Luke lenner gradually

turned the rest of the

band on to disco and

house music while the

band was still twiddling

broken strings in grimy

New York City apart-

ments. This makeover cul-

minated in last year's frequently

mentioned but seldom heard

"House of lealous Lovers" (which

was only released as a 12 inch

vinyl single).

"House of lealous Lovers" was

an anomaly. Something about the

Duran Duran bassline and those

jittery guitars struck a chord inside

the city that never sleeps. It must

have been an awkward moment

when those first indie rock kids,

like the gaggle of pogoing Sex

Pistols audience members in "24

Hour Party People," started danc-

ing and made New York rock

music more exciting to shake

shake shake shake shake shake to

than all of techno 's bloodless his-

tory combined. But The Rapture

were not just giving kids a forum

to break free from the absurd

floor-gazing nausea of elitist

underground music. They were,

like PE., freeing the tension that

had always existed in these disen-

franchised kids, so backed up

from the tissue shortage ensuing

the latest emo craze, so bruised

and battered from a fragmented

hardcore scene, so tired of seeing

electronic genres fade with the

tides.

There is much on "Echoes" to

make dance floors for the next few

years a more exhilarating place to

be, like the album opener "Olio"

(here appearing in its third ver-

sion). "Olio" brushes eery synths

along crying piano while a driving

dance beat makes all the darkness

somewhat inhabitable. The sound

is reputably bleak, slick and

vibrant, with the elcxtronics lying

somewhere between modernity,

Casio, and 808. Luke lenner wails

like Disintegration era Robert

Smith if Smith wasn't drowned by

reverb and had been grooving

more to Derrick May than Siouxie

Sioux. Compared to the fractured

no wave-lite on their last synthless

EP "Out of the Races and Onto

the Tracks." this song breathes in

fresh air and draws out sanguine

gasps at every turn.

This comes courtesy of new-

found superstar production duo

DFA, who are like New York's

version of the Neptunes (oh, and

plans to work with Britney Spears

are in the works). That is,

if The Neptunes had the

acumen enough to name

themselves after a Crispy

Ambulance song.

Collectively, the duo of

lames Lavelle and Tim

Goldsworthy function as

the fifth and sixth members of the

band. They are as integral to team

Rapture as Mattie Safer's shake-

down bass, or Gabe Andruzzi's

persistent cymbals.

There's something profound

about "Echoes" that is hard to

point a hype-weary finger at.

Whether it will have the grasp of a

"Nevermind" or a "Nation of

Millions" is for the 21st century to

decide, but there's something

underlying those anxious harmo-

nizing "oooohs" in the amazing

breakdown of "Heaven" that

anticipates a flood coming.

Kids on Napster, Kazaa, and

Soulseek have already proved that

they can create their own current

of musical energy outside of the

prescribed rubbish that the music

industry has been feeding us ever

since they claimed that Seven

Mary Three grew out of the same

tree as Nirvana. In this world. The

Rapture are already superstars,

with their rare insound promo-

tional CDs being traded with the

same regularity as those juicy shit-

quality AVIs of the Matrix

Revolutions and with the same

integrity as kids and their rookie

baseball cards. Love it or leave it,

expcx;t "Echoes" to flood the mar-

ket with both remarkably solid

material and pale imitations in the

same milieu.

By the third song on the album,

The Rapture have pulled their sec-

ond or third fast one on you.

"Open Up Your Heart" is a gor-

geous ballad thai could have pro-

vided the perfect ender for Lou

Reed's "Transformer" or perhaps

this album. Instead, some Martin

Hannett-esque psychotic genius

decided to put it v^thin the first

third of the album. Amazingly

enough, it works so good that it's

hard to imagine the band placing

the song anywhere else. There's no

real easy way to describe what

happens at this point that can jus-

tify how The Rapture have let the

dancing stop and allowed their

blistering goth caterwauls to tran-

scend to sentimental longing. I like

to think of it as The Rapture's way

of saying "Listen up. We're not

dancing here because we're mind-

less slaves to a corporate beat.

We're doing it because we're free.

This is our world and our music."

Countless D|s from Playgroup

to 2 Many D|s to Northampton's

own Bum Down the Disco have

begun fusing "House of lealous

Ixjvers" (which appears in a new

version on "Echoes") into broader

playlists that run the gamut of pop

music from Michael lackson to

Missy Elliot. It is not hard to imag-

ine new tracks like the arpeggiated

synth-driven "Sister Savior" or the

stabbing bass-led "Killing" soon

becoming incorporated into those

same set lists.

With "Echoes," The Rapture

have created a rock and roll gem

that sounds more like the fusion of

1983 and 2013 than one of the

best albums of 2003, which it

undeniably is.

British indie-rock band

album, "Echoes,"

the Rapture released a (
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LIVE MUSIC starts at 9:00PM.

OPEN MIC starts at 7:00PM. The Sign-Up sheet goes out

at 6:00PM. Bring your talent and your friends and your

instruments. We'll provide the stage and sound

equipment and 20 minutes for you to knock'em dead!

ALL MUSICAL STYLES are encouraged to participate!

AS ALWAYS, 18+ to party, 21+ to drink.

The University of Massachusetts

School of Public Health and Health Sciences

Departments of

Biostatistics and Epidemiology

and

Environmental Health Sciences

cordially invite you to,..

An Open House for

prospective graduate students

Please join us from 10am - 12 noon |

Friday, November 14th |

UIVIASS Campus Center, Room 1 62-75

1

Come meet public health faculty, staff and students from

biostatistics, epidemiology and environmental sciences.

Learn about the admissions process, financial aid

opportunities, and our curriculum.

Learn about job opportunities in epidemiology, biostatistics

and environmental science.

For additional information about the

Open House, please email

dwolf(a)schoolph.umass or call

Diane Wolf at (413) 545-2861.

Visit our website

www.umass.edu/sphhs to learn

more about our degree programs.
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Records with shades of latter days
By JdHNNY l>)NALl)St)N

(..'OLLEIMAN StaKK

For today's retro-obsessed youth, everything

old is new again and everything new is just a pale

shadow of what came before. Whether it's recon-

textualizing "508 girl group harmonies with

fuzzed-out distortion (The Raveonetles). taking a

nostalgic field trip back to CBGB's in the 1970s

(The Strokes) or modernizing the synthy niope

rock of |oy Division and The Cure (htterpol. Hot

Hot Heat), today's young musicians often think

that the future of rock can be found in its past

it means nothing really to tread back over these

old stomping grounds, but that these bright-eyed

and bushy-tailed youngsters so idolize the greats

of yesteryear is sweet. When modern rock really

does stage a revolution in the music industry, then

the future will be realized. Right now this holding

pattern — newbies and upstarts remolding forgot-

ten garage rock cliches for the new millennium —
suffices.

Most of the bands now bow down at ihe alters

of Led Zeppelin, The Who and the Velvet

Underground, but no one has actually attempted

to imitate one of the arguably most inimitable

strutting bands of the era: namely, the Rolling

Stones.

let comes from a real deep south (that is to say

the Southern Hemisphere, or. more exactly. New
Zealand) and they've come to boogie the night

away. Compared to Brit band Oasis for the fact

that it's led by a pair of brothers (Nic and Chris

Cester, who take on guitar and drumming duties,

respectively). )et instead prefers to simply get

down with some old fashioned rock n' roll.

let is a band that definitely knows the power of

a killer song. And
they come with a

doozy with "Are You

Going To Be My
Girl?" — a stomp-

ing, swaggering bit

of danceable rock

that never, ever sac-

rifices itself to actual

dance music. Ii

comes on like a

breath of fresh air on

"Get Bom." follow-

ing the stale

Southern-fried fan

dango of "Last

Chance." The
moment that the jan

giing tambourinev

and bouncing bass

line kick off, you

know you're in the

hands of artists who
know a swell single

H>

when (hey hear it

and are smart

enough to ride ii

for all its worth.

Hand claps bob-

ble up and down
throughout the

song. Nic Cester's

sandpaper
smooth vocals

pounce and swag-

ger with the

appropriate cocky

zeal, and all this

happens while

Chris Cester's

tight drumming
and Mark
Wilson's diamond
sharp bass slink

and slide with a

rhythmic thrust.

The guys of |el

are also shame
less enough to copy from themselves, and they

keep the parly going with "Rollover D|," a song

that doesn't differ much fiom "Are You doing I'o

Be My Girl'.'" - a pieening rhythm section, chop-

ping guitar riffs, a singer who can duplicate the

randy, rebellious strut of any good rock and roll

god. It's not just the Stones-like guitar licks and

stage maneuveis that let cop either; on "Cold I laid

Bitch" they admit a fondness for AC/DC by show

ing off a nicely pressing, pounding riff that would

make those ancient mariners of Biit rock happy.

Unfortunately, while let knows how to create

great songs, they have yet to create a great album

Too much of "Get

Born" actually gets

bogged down in

watery, sappy bal-

ads. When they

aren't killing the

III o in e n t u m
with some life-

less slow song,

let tries to

perk things up
by replicating

the impact of

"Are You
Gonna..." and

"Rollover D|."

No go. Still,

he killer songs are so

killer that they may
tx' worth the price.

Slellasiarr*. much
like Interpol. Hot

lot Heat and the

entirely of the short-

The High

Strung

'These are

the good

times'

lee Pee Recoids

lived and wisely

reviled electro-

clash movement
looks no further

back then the

1980s for inspira-

tion, complete

with the humming,
bleeping key-

boards and pre-

cious, affected

vocals. How much
of this you can

stand depends on

how much you can

tolerate singerShawn
Christiansen's
pompous, gulping

voice, with it's art-

fully smeared new
wave treble and

feigned hipster

smugness.

Christiansen can get mighty annoying on

Stellastarr*'s self titled major label bow, but he's at

least supported by a lightly constructed band that

makes his puffed-up baritone more palatable.

Especially promising is the lautly wired rhythm

section of drummer/keyboardist Arthur Kreiner

and bassist Amanda Fannen. Kremer's slightly

punked-oul bounce and Tannen's writhing

basslines. along with Tannen's ciKiing background

vocals keeps Slellasiarr* grounded even when

Christiansen threatens to let the group drift off

into ihe ether.

But one can't help to think that this heavily

hyped up under-

ground band - one

of many that have

been emerging

from the chic, too-

hip-for-lhe-room
New York club

scene — wasn't a-^

deserving of the

mountainous hype,

necent. yeah, but

hardly a new revo-

lution in rock and

roll, either — hell.

Stellaslarr* isn't

even a new revolu

lion in the brand

new world of what

can be called neo

retro. There are

songs here that

would have flour-

ished in the 80s.

snazzy. gurgling \

numbers with sophisticated, undulating rhythms,

but this homage isn't exactly the new wave today.

The High Strung already has one hipster credit

to their name jusi by the fact that they spring from

Detroit the Motor City that has improbably

become the focal point for everything tha( is cool

in music today. The band drinks lioin the most

familiar fountain of the modern garage rock iiiove-

inent. trading in Southern boogie stomp and styl-

ized new wave for (he skuzzy allure of rocks

stripped down roots. The High Strung 'eech off

the same source of inspiration as The Strokes, The

Hives, and the fifty or so other bands in this move-

ment does.

At least the High Strung are first class pillagers,

crafting their own brand of nuevo oldies rock and

positioning themselves near the top of the game^

The aptly titled "These Are The Good Times

allows the quartet to perfect its Who-like cock-of-

the-walk sliul. prancing around and indulging in

their fondness lor dusty old rock tropes. The snot-

nosed '77 punk of "Wretched Boy" and "Show Me

A Sign of life" leads one to expect a visit down

Sex Pistols Lane, with the bands blasting through

two two-minute blasts of breathless, dirty rock.

But the band experiments with other forms of

garage-pop sleaze, veering between the aforemen-

tioned Brit-punk to altitudinal. swaggering rock

and confidently placed surf rock rhythms.

However, the High Strung never let its love

for lo-fi, tinpot production overwhelm their

equally unabashed love of classic pop melodies.

These songs may be raw and scuffed, but they

are also filled with the kind of barbed harmonies

that incessantly claw their way into the brain.

Bits of pop-loving sonic detritus float through —
discordant guitar solos, chiming organs and

blissful harmoni-

cas, roughed-up

ballads and even

breezy. Buddy
Holly-esque hooks
— and adds to a

sound that can only

be described as

celebratory.
That's right —
celebratory.
"These Are The
Good Times" is

an unashamedly
joyful album, a

rock record that

sidesteps the self-

pitying extrava-

gance of many rock

bands. The High

Strung is a band

that make you

believe in (he

gospel of rock.

stellastarr*
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
DINING SERVICES PRESENTS

Bringing the area's

best restaurants to you at UMass!

A degree in the humanities and fine arts opens up a world of opportunities!

Come meet some of the Colleges leading alumni entrepreneurs, who used their

degree to launch business ventures, create educational campaigns and much more.

Entrepreneurs Fall 2003

Bi^kshire Dining Commons Franklin Dining Commons

p r c t t n t > p r • s t n t t

':<ijm^

Hampshire Dining Commons Worrcstrr Dining Commons

.ucina

Miriam Zoll
"From UMass to titc (tnited Nabons"

Ms ^11 n

»

vwiier, and commumcatiors slr»t»5«l and producr of putkic

wiucatioii campaigns for dom«stic and inl»rnj|i<m»( or^nizations Sh» is lh«

found«r and national codiintor ol A CALl 10 ARMS, a nr* niliofial initatiw

tor America s sons and Ihf founding fo producw o( llw M». foundalion lor

Wom»n s annual lake Our [)auqht«rs lo Work campaign

4O0 PM. Monday Novontxr 17. 2M3. Room fM. lMnb«rg Sdnol ofUniffnMt
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Lawrence Wilker
Tony Award Winning, Emmy nominalMl Praduor

Mt Wilkei IS d Imy Awaid wmn -it), ! mm/ nommaled producer and

•nterljinmert m»cuIiv» H« wn tl» Pr«sid«ot of lh« John F. Kennedy

Center tram 1991 ?000 InApn! ?0O0. Wilker launched Theater

Dreams . a theatrical production enterprise and a new media company.

ShowOnOemand IheaterOreanis lias successfully co-produced twc

hil Broadway shows Die Dmnei Puly and Urneftnw

MtM AM. MMit MwMtw Uan CM* IkMMt AmMCmv

Larry Bohn
Vontun Partnor, Gonaral Catatyvt Partnan

BA 1W

QCP * • prMt •()u<y firm invMNng m etcepliand inlrapienMrt MMni
MhratogytocuMdcompanm Bohn loaitM on dKNykig nmr (MakMt

oppoituntM wlhi the eolerprM tofhuw* and mlonnitian McMHlagrMtor.

Pnor to lommg GCP Bohn wae Chdmnn. Pnsiid*n< and CEO of MIOaMM,
martrel leading soltware trvs analytic soutoni provider
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'Miy Arons, Gourmet Garage

..ip^fcj -r .., Mary Lou Andre, Organliation »y Dasifn

aprfng 2004< tohn latobs. Life Is Good, Inc

Coming

Thursday. November 1 3fn,ir 4-7pm

M are welcome!

Use your meal plan or $8.50 cash
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Delaware Defense

No. 3 Massachusetts (9-1 7-0 A- 10)

9
No. 6 Delaware (9-1 6-1 A- 10)

Saturday Noon
Delaware Stadium (23,000)

Massachusetts Defense

k borrwrtaiick

Massachusetts Offense Delaware Offense

M^twM'Boler / Tackle^ «

\ Guard ij \,_^'-f^--'

UMass to face Blue Hens
Continued from page 12

the Hens revolve around the wide

receiver position, where starters

Brian Ingram and David Boler are

said to be like Hall in that their

practice time will be limited, but

are expected to play.

Ingram leads the team with 45

receptions for 486 yards, while

Boler has caught 29 balls for 559

yards and a team-best four scores.

For the Minutemen. the onus

defensively will otKC again be on

the secondary, which will likely be

without top comerback Steve

Costcllo for a second straight

week. Costello, who suffered an

abdominal strain, is the team

leader in interceptions with six,

and also ranks third nationally in

that category.

Regardless, Whipple feels com-

fortable with the depth in his sec-

ondary.

. "I woukin't expect him to play,"

Whipple said. "He only jogged, and

jogging and running against

Delaware is a big difference.

"We'd like to have [Steve]

Costello. no question. But Bobby

[Boyer] played last week and so did

Anton (McKenzie) so I think we're

deeper in the secondary than we
were a couple weeks back."

In other injury news, defensive

lineman Doran Davis, who was

diagnosed with a high-ankle sprain

suffered in the win over

Northeastern, is likely to be out

despite the fact that Whipple said

the senior personally plans on see-

ing some action if at all possible.

Finally, on the offensive side of

the ball, the Maroon and White

will likely kx)k to the tandem of

Steve Baylark and Rich Demers to

carry over success from the win

over Rkhmond, whk:h saw the

pair of backs become the first 100-

yard tandem for UM in over a year.

Baylark, who is wrapping up his

first season with the Minutemen,

currently sits at 878 yards, needing

only 1 22 in his final two games to

become their second 1,000-yard

back in as many seasons.

Also, senior quarterback |eff

Kiohn will look to buikd off of his

four-touchdown last week against

RU. The tri-captain and former

Arizona State transfer completed

15-of-28 for 201 yards and one

interception against the Spiders,

with three of his scoring tosses

going to A- 10 Co-Offensive Player

of the Week |ason Feebler.

Yet regardless of statistics or

past success, Whipple knows his

team must play its most complete

game of the season if it hopes to

secure a championship.

"You just want your guys to

play very well, and hopefully if

we're going to play our best game,

then this will be the week that we

do it," he said. "If it isn't, then we

don't have a chaqce.

C.ERALPH LINCl/lXH-LBilAN

Dominique Stewart and the Minutemen will face Delaware on Saturday with a chance to clinch the

.Atlantic 10 title.

get paid to

go to school

talk about

role'reversal

The U.S. Air Force will pay for you to continue your education

while you serve your country as a nurse. Through selection into

the Air Force Institute of Technology program, you could earn

your advanced degree in as little as two years and get paid to do

it. You'll be part of an elite team of medical professionals who

have chosen to serve their country in this proud institution.

To learn more about Air Force Nursing, please visit airforce.com

or call 1.800.423.USAF to request more information.

P

V
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The Edwin M. Rossman Alumni
Career Forum presents

After the BA ^ Career Options
for Historians

Thursday, November 13. 2003
5:60 to 6:15 p.m.

Herter 601

What do history majors do after gradu-

ation? We've assembled a panel of

alumni to talk about their careers.

They're here to tell you how they got

starred and to offer you advice on
doing the same.

The panel below represents only a few
options of the many fields open to his-

tory majors.The sky is the limit.

PANELISTS

1

Joshua Grey, Lawyer, Bulkley,

I

Hichardson & Gelinas

Bethany Groff, Site Manager,
Spencer-'Pierce-Llttle Farm, The Society

for the Presen/ation of New England

Antiquities.

Margaret Jablonski, Dean for

Campus Life, Brown University

Rob Mei, Specialty Sales Divisional

Manager tor Southern New England,

Foresf Pharmaceuticals

Patrick T. O'Brien, Legislative

Assistant, Office of Flep. Vinny
deMacedo, Massachusetts State

House

MODERATOR

Sandra Krein, History Department
Internship Advisor

Sponsored by the Campus Career Network,

Alumni Association and the Department of

History
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By John Sarche
.^SStMATtl) I'KtSS

EAGLE. Colo. (AP) — Kobe

Bryant will be back in a

Colorado courtroom Thursday

for his first hearing before the

judge that will preside over his

sexual assault trial.

During his initial appearance

in state district court, the Los

Angeles Lakers' guard is expect-

ed to be formally advised of the

charge against him, his rights

and the penalty he faces if con-

victed.

judge Terry Ruckriegle also

could adjust Bryants $25,000

bond and set dates for upcom-

ing hearings, including an

arraignment. Bryant could enter

a plea, though that isn't expect-

ed.

Both sides typically discuss

plea arrangements in advance

with the judge, but those con-

versations haven't occurred,

prosecution spokeswoman
Krista Flannigan said

Wednesday. After a plea, a trial

must be scheduled within six

months.

Attorney Dan Recht. past

president of the Colorado

Criminal Defense Bar. said

Bryant's attorneys probably will

ask for an arraignment later this

year to delay the start of the

trial.

"My guess is the defense

wants the trial to start after the

basketball season. " Recht said.

Bryant, 25, is accused of rap-

ing a 19-year-old woman June

30 at a mountain resort near

Edwards where she worked and

he was a guest. Bryant says the

two had consensual sex.

If convicted. Bryant would

face four years to life in prison

and 20 years to life on proba-

tion.

This week's brief hearing

will occur between Lakers

home games Wednesday and

Friday. Bryant's attorneys had

sought to allow him to skip his

Aug. 6 appearance in Eagle

County Court, but they made
no such request for Thursday's

hearing.

During his preliminary hear-

ing last month, a sheriffs inves-

tigator testified the woman's
blood was found on Bryant's T-

shirt. Defense attorneys sug-

gested the woman was promis-

cuous.

Attorneys for media organi-

zations including The
Associated Press are appealing

a judge's decisions to close por-

tions of that hearing involving

testimony about Bryant's state-

ments to police.

In filings made public

Wednesday, media attorneys

argued ludge Frederick Gannett

wrongly concluded Bryant's

fair-trial rights would be threat-

ened by leaving the preliminary

hearing and records open to the

public. The attorneys also

asked tu be allowed to present

oral arguments on unsealing the

records from the preliminary

hearing.

Many other court records

and investigative files remain

sealed.

Now you can order
Takeout and Delivery

Online!

goto A»Heric<^ tiJlWdUf.COlH

1

These restaurants are

ready for your order:

• Bueno Y Sono
• OP Dough
,• The Sub

866-ATO-MENU

-*^r

By Howard Ulman
A.SS(X-|ATED PVMSS

FOXBORO. Mass. (AP) —
Bobby Hamilton has been over-

looked his entire career

No team drafted him in i994.

Bill Parcells didn't think he was

good enough to start for the New
York jets. And now that he's a

mainstay of the New England

Patriots defensive line, he doesn't

get much publicity.

That's what happens when you

work hard, make plays and don't

care who gets credit.

"I don't get caught up in who
gets all the recognition." Hamilton

said Wednesday "I just want to

help my team to win and just try to

get to the playoffs."

His next chance to do that

comes Sunday night against the

Dallas Cowboys, the team Parcells

coache^s now.

He didn't blame Parcells for not

using him more, or complain about

not being drafted.

But that rejection provided

motivation.

"1 go out there every day with a

chip on my shoulder," Hamilton

said. "I just go out there and

approach the game like it's my last

one and keep showing everybody

that I can play in this league."

That's been obvious since he

joined the Patriots for the 2000
season after playing for the jets and

Parcells the previous three years.

Hamilton has started 55 of the

57 games he's played for the

Patriots, including all nine at defen-

sive end this year He's the second

leading tackier among the team's

linemen and is part of the NFL's

seventh-best run defense and the

top team in the AFC East with a 7-

2 record.

"He's had the opportunity," said

Patriots defensive end Anthony

Pleasant, who played with

Hamilton with the lets. "He got

labeled a certain way, but the guy

can play ball."

Hamilton, 52, still doesn't get as

much attention as other Patriots

defensive linemen — young star

Richard Seymour or rookie first-

round pick Ty Warren. There's

even been a greater focus on

injured players Ted Washington,

who has played just three games at

nose tackle, and Ted Johnson, who
has played in one at linebacker, and

when they will return.

It could be Sunday night.

Both practiced Wednesday and

are listed as questionable on the

injury report, rather than out. for

the first time since they were hurt.

"It is good to see then back out

there," coach Bill Belichick said.

"How n)uch they will be able to do

in practice, how much they will be

able to do in the game, how effec-

tive they will be, that is a whole

other question."

m%m,j\o.
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There's no question that

Hamilton will play

In 1996, the year before

Parcells took over the lets,

Hamilton started 11 of the 15

games in which he played. But over

the next three years, he made just

one start in 59 games.

"You had some good players" in

New York. Hamilton said. "You

had Rick Lyk:, A.P (Pleasant) there

and I was just waiting for my

opportunity
"1 can't complain about what

happened with the lets. That's over

with. I'm here with the Patriots."

After the 1999 season.

Hamilton joined the Patriots,

where Belichick had taken over

after serving as Parcells' defensive

coordinator with the lets.

Suddenly, his playing time soared

and his 79 tackles in 2000 led all

NFL defensive linemen.

Lyie, who started all 48 games

with the lets under Parcells, is now

a backup with the Patriots. So is

Pleasant, who started 51 of zhis 32

games with the lets in 98 and 99.

Hamilton went undrafted out of

Southern Mississippi and signed

with Seattle in 1994. He spent that

season on injured reserve, was out

of football in 1995 after the

Seahawk-s cut him and played for

Amsterdam in the World League in

the spring of 1 996.

He started the 19% NFL sea-

son on the lets' practice squad but

was activated for the opener when

defensive tackle Erik Howard was

put on IR. Hamilton had two tack-

les in his debut, then endured three

seasons in the shadows.

Until he joined the Patriots.

"I had to look inside myself and get

focused now that I had another

chance to show everybody that I

can play," Hamilton said. "If you're

in the NFL, you want to play, and

all I did is kept working hard."

"I'm not done yet. I'm still here and

I'm still battlirig."

Bent on

oiOurs

HoaddUontlleelor

21-25 year olddmm

• Cars

Passenger Vans

• Trucks

• Direct Billing to

Insurance Companits

• Free Local Pick Up

• Locally Owned and Operated

549-RENT"^^«'

rriR

at North Amherst Motors
Collision Repair Center

n StilMrtMO RtM. Ntf'r tmntisi lU OIOSI

nra.nirtliiinliiritinolgrt.toffl

On Bus floufc • One MUe Mti olUMass

eel
(Spring Break 200
The Ultimate Expertencel

$549
UMASS Amherst University..

Ltv« Life the Beach Ufe Woyl

Group Discounts
Book b«fot« D«c 15th and $av«4l

Sod trtiM. •am coeti. trawl fr»*M

www Beac^LifeVacations com

CALL
1 800 733 6347

Four Seasons Wine &
Wine:

Domain Chandon
Beer:

2/12 pk btl..$20.99*

Corona

2/12 pkbti..$19.99*

MiUerLite

}Opk cam.$18.49*

Michelob Light

20 pkbtis ,$13.99*

MichdobUhra
20 pkbtLs. $13.99*

Keystone

30 pk cans $13.49*

Millwaukee's Best

JO pkcansl.$10.99*

Busch & Busch Light

24 pk bti $10.99*

LongTrafl

12 pk bti ..$9.99*

Sam Adams
12 pk bti...$9.99*

•all beer prices plus deposit

Liquor:
Glenlivet

Sauza Tequilla

StoUchnaya

750 ml.. .$8.99 Maker-.Maik

750 ml...$14.99

Talua

Chard, Cab, Merlot, Pinot Grigio

„.,,«_ ^ r> ^ J.5Tt...$10.99
BeauUeu Vineyards Coastal

('hard, Cab, Merlot

Jacobs Creek Reserve

Chard, Cab, Shiraz Courroiiler

750 ml...$9.99
Lindemans Reserve ihih Mi*t

Chard, Shiraz, MeHot „„
, ,_ „_

750 ml...$7.99 j,,,,,^
Vendange

Chard, Cab. MeHot, Pinot Grigio MarteD V.S.

l.rit...$6.99

SanU Carolina BaUentine'i scotch

All Ravers
L5lt...$6.99 MalibuRum

Penfolds Rawson's Retreat
All Varieties

750 ml. S19.99

1.75lt |2«.99

17s It $17.99

lit $24.99

7?omL $14.99

750 ml .$11.99

I It. $11.99

7SO ml. $11.99

I liter. $17.99

I liter. $ij.99

Preixenet Carta Nevada
Brut 7 Semi Dry

Barton & Guestier
Chard. Cab. Merlot

Nathanson Creek
Chard, Cah, Merlot

750 ml.
»£. go Se^nun'i Vodka All Flavors

Kuyaf

750mL..$5.99
Carolani Irish Cream

750 ml. ..$4.99 oidSmuggler

750 ml. .$3.99

1.75 It $14.99

750 ml... $11 .99

750 ml $9.99

750 ml. $9.99

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

jjj Russell St., Rte 9, Hadley, MA oiojf

$84-8174 • Man.- Smt.9Mm- iipm
SALE 11/13 THROUGH ll/ld

Lets 60 Bowlil^J

laoesAvailaMeETerjfilaifAll
Week

Weekend

Specials

Can or Stop Ifsr

to stHke up sonie fan!

RockNBowl 00 Fridays

liveDJ * UgbtSbow * Pdict

GalacticBowl onSatardays
liveDJ * UghtShow * Priies

Sate& Sim. Family Spedal
Qam-Koc»ii

Northampton Bowl 525 Pleasant St
584-4830

s Wll \l SMI SMI) * 11 , I )i KKli K (

SO I 60T INTO A
FI&HT WITH 7ESi
LAST NI6HT.

VE LL OF COURSE
YOU LOST.. .You
CANT WTM A
Fl6t-IT WITH A
GI RL...YOU ChU
ONLY HOPE TO
HOLD OUT FOR

A WHILE.

TT'S LIKE WHEN
ROCKY FIRST
FOUGHT APOLLO...
HE WASN'T
LOOKING TO WINj
JUST TO "(,0 THE
DISTANCE"

50 HOW DID You
DO?

>
<
Q
LU

I

UJ
H

O

Four things come not back
— the spoken word, the sped

arrow, the past life and the

neglected opportunity.
-Arabian proverb ^^

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 OtF»»
e IvtuHc 'xnaaon
10 South Amatus

Cap* —
M La« V«gaa ahow
iSTakatwbu*
1« Niacalpoiatm
17 SpMln-Tha

Tai'iyr
la Abu Oiabi iMdK
I* PonUw (U* dWi
20 MontrvaTa pmv
21 CiUpyanack
24 HMIttn
2e Flanay
27 MIT grad
2a Aa«um*dnam*
30 Fork pan
33 Oranimv wtnnaf

attcvKxi* i^«zL( aoLVSo

34 Polynaman plans
37 Fianmg gaar
3a Oarrukxj*
3a Supatwt
40SaaMlaOay

/'UPSTIilliS

41 MaMc pound*
42 Jaurily
43 Cooiiatine
44 Notma —

'

45 Oram
4a BaadinaMuaa
52 Succaaalut moMa
U Cl«i o« bnnctiaa
sa Oalany o< "China

Baaot^
57 Captain's shout
sa FratafnKy isnai

eO nivar In Asia
61 HowKMnh
02 Darttfootn

solution
A3 "Suparman"

laportar Lois
64 Ladle's pump
aa PauM

DOWN
I OIBaiyidaa

2 Saoom aflamta
3 Walldlniba<s
4 -AaoyNamad

5 PoMon
e OraaliWand
/ Typaolbaan
8 Blua-panoil
9 Savaaanasi
10 — Noia:

I MOui* Syraft«u» lf.%

34 AaphaN
3b Kind
SB Slarhoma
36 Ptalanlloua

3» Radmaai
41 Actor Oouf^as
42 Chatty pat*
43 Plana

NO COVER CHARGE

FancK Trash turik/ KM

1

1

KuMa's pal
12 Btmoslntla
13 <

22 wab-i
suftn

23 Enchanoa
plaasarwiaa

25 Inli p«1nars
20 Coiryosar

Copland
28 Slw<»hals
30 Kin o> ania-'
31 Oacay
32 Work by Kaali
33 Pan lobs

46 Cagar Karsam

46 WadCioaa

Barton
4/ Comlc-slrip

Miarnor
48 Puau
4« Adrass

Vanlugo
50 Thasaurus

compaar
51 SNps'bootns
SSNopa
54 PNorslasl
Sa Doamhlllar

Greei C"

Open IDic

Dining Commons Menu
DC. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Cheese Quesadilla

(vegetarian)

• Philly Steak Sandwich
• Totu Fricassee

(vegan)

DINNER
Restaurant Night

• Eastside Grill at

Worcester DC.
• ludie's Restaurant at

Franklin D.C.

• La Cucina di Pinocchio's

at FHampshire D.C.

• Zoe's Fish & Chop House

at Berkshire D.C.

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

THURSDAY
• High: 49

• Low: 26

FRIDAY
. High: 40

• Low: 24

SATURDAY
• High: 44

• Low: 25

i/ifi/i

c?

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Jennifer Eastwood

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Brcnd.in O'Mcarj

COPY EDITOR
Sheryl Wolnik

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Shannon Farringtun

PRODUCTION STAFF
Samantha Nielsen/ Katie Dwan/

Lindsay Clark

HOROSCOPES
aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

Wear vertical stripes; they are quite slim-

ming.

pisceS • Ffb. 19-Mar. 20

Don't give two hoots; just hang.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. 19

Paint your nails a tun color — like

chrome.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

It doesn't have to be perfect.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Smile like the goof ball you are.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

Your Ix^f with a Scorpio is becoming

more obvious.

leo • jui.. 23-Auc. 22

You skipped class again, you slacker.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Your incoherent mumbling is sketching

out classmates.

libra • sfpt. 23-o<t. 22

Roll around in a meadow. I suggest you do

this before there is snow in the meadow.

Scorpio • 0<T. 23-Nov. 21

Your responsibilities may seem over-

whelming, but you'll manage.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-dec. 21

That prcxluct in your hair is a little too

much.

Capricorn • dh 22-|an. 19

Surprise I

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

Fraternities-

Sororities- Clubs-

Student Groups Earn

$l,000-$2.()0()this

seinester with a proven

CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundraising event.

Our free prt»grams

make rundraisin^ ea.sy

with no risks.

Fundraising dates are

filling quickly, so gel

with the program! It

worses. Contact

CampusFundraiser at

(888) 923-3238. or visit

www.campusfundrais-

er.com

AUTO FOR SAIE

% IXidt!!.' Intrepid

White Rins gnoil Power

everyrhins Brand new

Pi( inecr
( "H/Stereo

Must sell AskinK $2400

Amy4n-222-5754

1W2 Silver Foril Taiinis

Kxcellent comlition

$24Wll8l\X)KC:all

S49-W30 210-739^ All

Pi nvcr

55lV!l! P.ilice

lm(x)iinds. Hondas,

Chevy's, etc from $500.

Forlistin^^. l-8a^M9.

H2K-xt4554

rVIPIOVMFNT

Pentium Laptop $99.00

Free Printer with

Computer purchase Call

for details. Great Rates

and great turn around

time. We fix Laptops,

Desktops/PC's guaran-

teed 584-8857

The Bam
-Shift managers

-Refrigerated warehcxise

-( Jashiers & sttxrkers

($8 hr) Apply in store.

Open 8am- 10pm. 95

River St. Greenfield,

MA 01301 (116 to 91N

to Exit 26) 413-774-5599

3 Bedroom Apartment

for January 665-9254

1992 Honda Prelude SI.

Loaded, $39W 587-

0242

93 Pontiac Fionneville

Si:)N All Power Must

SeU $1500 FVO 253-5537

1995 (ieo Prism 4 or

1.8ct5S|vl 120,000

miles (jsak)nn)n@

p«iVt h.iimitss.eJu 546-

4375 545-5949

IMIMOVMFNI

B;trtender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

potential, bxral posi-

tions. l-8a%293-3985

ext 516

Spring 2004 Intemships

with the Student Legal

Services Office. Get

hands-on experience in

the legal fiekl. Work

directly with iittomeys

and clients. Earn up to

1 5 undergraduate cred-

its. No experience nec-

essary and training pro-

vided. Contact the

Student Legal Services

Office: 545-1995,922

Campus Onter

FMI'IOVMFM

Telephone Interviewers

NO SALES! Cxmduct

interviews over the

phone iit our Hadley

knation Flexible

Evening and Weekend

Hours $7.50/hour to

start 20+ hours/week

PVTA accessible For

more info; 1-888-423-

5381 FMl

Internship

Motiviitetl students

seeking leadership out-

side the box. Gain

experience in all aspects

of ninning a small busi-

ness. Average pay:

$9300.00 (Jail 508-246-

1230

!Bartending!$ $250/day

potential No experience

Nesc Training providetl.

l-800-%5-6520ext 162

tOK KfM

Ski House for Rent St>.

Londonberry, VT. 1

5

mins to Strattmi, 7 mi

to Bromley 3 mi to

K)R RFM

Magic Mtn. 7 I3drms, 3

baths, sleeps 30.

$l,000/week.

Katy.browne@verizon.

net or 410-404-6326

I OR SAir

$Save$ Wholesale-

Discount Prices, Video

games, clothing, jewelry,

more, www.rylersdis-

counts.com

HOI St lOR RFM

Amherst 3-4 F3edrix)m

htxise. Hobarr Ln.

Available Jan. 1.

$1650/month.C:all413-

549-4a^l

INSIRDt TIO\

On the Rocks Sch(X)l

Bartending. Become

certified in one week-

end. Great way to eam

money. Call us toll free

at 866-mix-.56(X).

www.OTRBartending.

c«wn

SERVICES

SHEAR BLISS DAY
SPA SERVICES Body

Sugaring (w;ixing) for

men and women *Safe

* 100% Natural

Effective 253-2322

https://shearbliss.imag

41 l.com

Pregnant? Need help?

Call Birthright of

Amherst area for fi-ee

testing and assistance.

549-1906

PREGNANCY TEST-

ING, HIV Testing,

Birth C^>nfrol, and

Emergency

Contraception.

Affordable and confi-

dential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray Street,

Amherst. 548-9992

IRAVH

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2004's Hottest

Prices Bixik now .. Free

Tnps, Meals 6* Parties

w^-^.sunstihtohtours.

£i2m or 1800-426-7710

TRAVEL

Spring Break ~

Nas-Siiu/Paradise Island,

(Jancun, Jamaica .ind

Acapulco from $489

Air, Hotel, Transfers

Parties and More!

Organize sm:ill j^roup-

eam FKEE TRIPS plus

commissions Call 1-

800-GET-SUN-l

*1 Spring Break

Vacations' llCVBeM

Prices! C'ancun,

Jamaica, Biihanias,

Horida, Acapulco. IVnik

Now iSi Receive Free

Parties & Meals

C!ampus Reps Wantet.!!

l-8lXt-2 34-7007 end-

lcsssummertours.com

SPRING BREAK
Ltrgesi Nclecimii i>t

l>estinations, including

(^niise>! Foam P.irties,

Free IVmks and t'lub

Admissions. Rep

Posit ioas and FREE

trips Available. 1-800-

231-4 386 www.Epicur-

eanTours.com

Sprinn Break 2004.

TRAVEL

Travel with STS,

.Xmerica's «1 Student

Tour (">[XTaror to

jam.nca. Cancan,

\capulco, Bahamas and

Floritla. Now hinng

campus reps. C!all for

KToup disciHints.

Intomiation/Reservatio

ns 1 -800-648-4S49 or

ww'w.ststrav el.com For

more intonnation con-

tact STA Travel .11 41 3-

256-1261

Act Now! lVx)k 1 1 jx;o-

ple, get 1
2'" trip free.

C'lroup disciHints tor 6+

w\VN\.sprini;breakdl.s-

cxH.ints.com or 800-8 3h-

8202

TUTOR

Math/Physics Tutor

$30Alr Plus Travel Call

1> Kline 41 3-552-3805

Your Ad Could

Go Here:

Call 545- 3500 for

details!
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The Big One
No. 3 UM and No. 6 Delaware to battle for A- 10 supremacy

By Mike Marzeixi

Ci)LU:t;iAN Staff

(lERALHH LINC/llllLK-.lAN

Junior comerback Steve Costello. whose six interceptions lead the Minutemen, is suffering from an abdominal strain

and may not play this weekend when UMass takes on Delaware.

Quite simply, Saturday's contest

between the No. 3 Massachusetts football

team and No. 6 Delaware is the game of

the year in Atlantic 10, and arguably one

of the biggest in all of Division l-AA.

If the Minutemen are able to win, what

would be their school-record ninth

straight game, they will clinch their first

A- 10 title since 1999, and wrap up the

conference's automatic playoff bid that

will guarantee their first trip to the post-

season in those four years. Also, it would

pruvide them with a shot to become the

first team to run the tabic in the A- 10

since 1997. and the first ever to do so with

nine wins over league opponents.

If the Blue Hens win, however, all will

not be lost for UMass. On the heels of a

24-14 loss to Northeastern — UD's first

of the season — coach K.C. Keeler's

squad must win both of its remaining

games to clinch the conference champi-

onship, including a showdown with rival

Villanova a week from Saturday

With that being said, what will tran-

spire before 23,000 raucous fans and a

national television audience at Delaware

Stadium is clearly a battle of the titans —

-

two top-live teams, a combincxl 18 wins

against only two losses, two of the best

quarterbacks in the country and the A-

I O's premier defensive units in what is, in

effect, an all-or-nothing battle for

supremacy in both the Atlantic 10 as well

as nation-wide.

For football players, coaches and fans,

this is what it's all about.

"The players are excited, I know that."

UMass coach Mark Whipple said. "Its

going to be a great game, both teams are

going to come to play and play hard. It's

the biggest game of the year for both

teams, and the biggest in l-AA this week.

"As far as UMass goes, this is the

biggest game since Georgia Southern in

the 1999 semi-finals, and the biggest reg-

ular season game since UConn that year."

For Delaware, the game serves as a

chance to redeem themselves after the

crucial loss to Northeastern that knocked

them from the ranks of the unbeaten, and

from the top spot in the A- 10 for the first

time this sea.son. Of greater concern for

Keeler, though, were comments made by

his players following in which "compla-

cency" was identified as a problem, and

that the team had become "too lax."

Keeler was quick to respond, indicat-

ing that his team needed to discover new

ways to vent its frustrations.

"I told them to shut their mouths,"

Keeler said. "1 told them that if there was

a problem, they should have addressed it

in the locker room or in our leadership

council meeting, and not through the

McKeon, Pena receive honors
By RoNALii Blum
Assoc!ATKIl PmSS

NEW YORK (AP) — lack McKeon

calls himself an "old goat." He can add

"wise."

The 72-year-old manager of the

Ftorida Marlins was voted NL Manager

of the Year for the second time after

transforming a last-place team into a

World Series champion.

"This is something that topped off all

the good things that happened to us this

year." he said Wednesday after the voting

was announced.

Kansas City's Tony Pena won the AL
honor after the Royals rebounded from

their first 1 00-loss season to stay in con-

tention until the final week.

McKeon received 19 of 32 first-place

votes and 1 1 b points in balloting by the

Baseball Writers' Association of

America, becoming the first manager to

win the award after taking over a team

during the season.

He is the third oldest in major league

history, trailing Hall of Famers Connie

Mack (88) and Casey Stengel (75). He

thanked the Marlins for hiring him.

"They had the courage to go out and

hire an old goat like me," he said in

Miami. "I wanted one more crack."

Florida was 16-22 when McKeon
replaced |eff Torborg on May 1 1

.
The

Marlins dropped to 10 games under .500

on May 22. falling into the Nl. East cel-

lar, then rebounded to finish 91-71 and

win the NL wild card.

"When I came in here. I didn't think

they were having any fun," McKeon said.

His solution was to tell his team to "play

it like a kids' game."

Voting took place before the post.sea-

son, when Florida upset San Francisco in

the first round, overcame a 3-1 deficit to

beat the Cubs in the NL championship

series, then rebounded from a 2- 1 deficit

to beat the New York Yankees in the

World Series. It was McKeon 's first time

in the postseason.

He started in professional baseball as

a player in 1 949 and bc-came a manager

six years later. His major league manag-

ing career began in 1973 wnth Kansas

City, and he went on tu manage Oakland,

San Diego and Cincinnati.

"The biggest thing I think I've learned

is patience and understanding today's

young players and realizing these guys

are looking for someone to guide theni,"

McKeon said. "They're looking for

instruction and they're looking for moti-

vation."

Dusty Baker, a three-time winner of

the award, finished second with 62

points alter leading the Cubs to the NL
Central title in his first season as

Chicago's manager

"I like jack. He earned it," Baker said,

saying Syracuse basketball coach |im

Boeheim put things in perspective during

an interview a few days ago.

"He was saying it took him 27 years

to win a championship. I'm on No. 12

now. jack is on what? Fifty-something?"

Baker said. "Whoo! l^rd have mercy I

don't have nothing to be sad about.

Nothing."

McKeon is not thinking about retire-

ment any time soon.

"I'm not going to go home and sit in

the rocking chair and drive that tractor,"

he said. "I hope to do it as long as I'm

healthy enough and feel it's still enjoy-

able.""

Pena was an overwhelming choice for

the AL award, getting 24 first-place votes

and 1 30 pt'ints. Minnesota's Ron

Gardenhire was second with four firsts

and 44 points.

"When they told me. I got on my

knees to thank CkxI. Then I cried with

my family," Pena said in a telephone

interview from his home in Santiago,

Dominican Republic. "There are no

words to describe what I feel."

After the unexpected success this sea-

son, Pena thinks more will be expected

from Kansas City next year

"Everybody believes we have a good

chatKe to win," he said.

Pena, 46, took over the Royals in May

2002 and Kansas City finished 62-100.

The Royals won their first nine games

this year, got off to a 16-3 start and were

51-41 at the All -Star break, leading the

AL Central by seven games.

But they slumped in the second half

and wound up 83-79, their first winning

season since 1 994. Kansas City used 29

pitchers, including an AL-high 1

5

starters, and set a team record by using

53 players.

"We did not run out of bullets, we just

ran out of time," Pena said.

He is only the second Dominican to

win manager of the year Felipe Alou,

who replaced Baker in San Francisco

after the 2002 season, was NL Manager

of the Year in 1994, when he was with

Montreal.

"Felipe was the one that opened the

gate for us," he said. "Dominicans, and

all Ixitinos, are showing that we can take

on large responsibilities in baseball. We
know how to do more than throw hard

or hit well."

He talktxl about Ozzie Guillen's hir-

ing by the Chicago White Sox, and men-

tioned Alfredro Griffin, Felix Fenjiin and

Manny Acta as possible future managers.

"We have to forget about the lan-

guage." Pena said. "We have to forget

about all the problems we have in the

way and go forward."

It was the first manager award for

each team and the second honor this

week: Kansas City shortstop Angel

Berroa and Florida pitched Dontrelle

Willis were voted rookies of the year

Monday

media. I thought that was their frustration

coming through."

A silver lining may exist for the Blue

Hens, however, in the fact that the game

will be played in the friendly confines of

Delaware Stadium, before what is widely

consideiied one of l-AA's top fan bases.

With more season ticket holders than

the largest crowd at McGuirk Alumni

Stadium this season, the Hens have fed

off of their faithful to the tune of only one

loss in the past two seasons in Newark,

proving to Whipple that winning on

Saturday will be no easy task.

"There are tougher places to get your

team motivated to play," Whipple said,

"but it's definitely a good environment

and probably the toughest place to win.

They hardly ever lose down there, and

they have a lot of people in the area who

are passionate about Delaware football,

so it's going to be tough.

Of even more concern for Whipple

and the Minutemen, however, arc a pair

of l-A transfers who happen to be two of

the conferences premier players at their

positions. Quarterback Andy Hall — a

transfer from Georgia Tech — paces the

offense, while 2002 All-Atlantic Coast

Conference performer Shawn Johnson

has come over from Duke University to

lead the defense.

"IHall'sj ju.st a really good leader,"

Whipple said. "He's a good passer and a

tremendous runner, which makes him a

really dangerous quarterback. I don't

think there's a combination as dangerous

as that on anyone we've faced.

"He presents a lot of problems with his

feel, his arm, his heart and his head. He's

certainly what makes them go on offense.

"Ilohnson'sj just the best defensive

player in the league, no questkxi. I don't

think there's anyone even close, he's just

head and shoulders better'

Although Hall, a viable double threat

under center as evident by his 1 ,807 pass-

ing yards and 1 7 touchdowns through the

air and 645 yards and six touchdowns on

the ground, is banged up, Keeler has said

that while his signal-caller may not prac-

tice much this week due to a broken non-

throwing hand, a sore back and knee and

a hip pointer, he will play on Saturday

Johnson, meanwhile, continues to

dominate on the defensive side of the

football. His eight sacks are a team-high,

as are his 15.5 tackles for loss, while his

26 solo tackles place him fourth on the

team, and his overall tackles rank fifth.

"He just plays hard — a tremendous

football player and an early round draft

choice no question. He's aggressive and

smart, he's got a good motor and knows

how to get to the ball and create havoc."

Another health concern for Keeler and

Continued on page 9
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Civil rights activist speaks !

Newmai^ente^et^^acelif

t

against USA Patriot Act '

^^l^l^^^BK'^lraU
in forum at Smith College

By Jennifer Marcoullier

CoLLECilAN CxJRRIiSPONDtNT

Citizens should fight the USA Patriot

Act in order to protect their freedom.

State Rep. Peter Kocot said at a civil rights

forum at Smith College Wednesday night.

About 65 people attended the forum,

titled "Civil Rights/Civil Wrongs;

Balancing Freedom and Security," where a

six-member panel discussed how the

Patriot Act and subsequent executive

orders threaten American civil liberties.

The USA Patriot Act was passed fol-

lowing the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11.

2001 , and is an acronym for "Uniting and

Strengthening America by Providing

Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept

and Obstruct Terrorism." Critics say the

act erodes constitutional freedoms.

"After Sept. 11, I felt small," Kocot

said. "I felt I had no control over what was

happening in the world. I asked myself

how I could overcome this. The best way

is to fight this act and regain our free-

dom."
Yaju Dharmarajah, a union organizer

and immigiant from Sri Lanka, said, "I am

here to put a face to where the Patriot Act

could go. I am ... one of those who has

been targeted because of his skin color

and accent."

Dharmarajah told of an experience he

had last year when he and his wife sought

training from the Massachusetts

Emergency Management Agency in order

to do refugee and relief work abroad.

"I called: not my wife who is a white

American with no accent." Dharmarajah

said. "I explained that my wife and I want-

ed to do refugee and relief work. |The

woman from MEMAj then asked what do

my wife and I do now. I said that I am a

union organizer and my wife is a docu-

mentary filmmaker."

Five days later, a member ot the

Amherst police department and a member

of the University of Massachusetts police,

who is also an FBI liaison campus, visited

Dharmarajah's house, he said.

"My wife answered the door These

men said they had received a call from

MEMA that a potential terrorist wants to

document MEMA tiaining for possible

terrorist work, " he said. Dharmarajah said

he believes that under the Patriot Act, if

he had been the one at home that day, the

law enforcement officials could have

detained him indefinitely in an undis-

closed location and not notified his family

or friends what had happened.

Mahsa Khanbabai, attorney for the

Political Asylum/Immigration Rep-resen-

tation Project in Boston, described the

fear and mistrust she has seen in her work

with immigrants and asylum-seekers.

"The racial and religious profiling has

generated mistrust among the Arab popu-

lation (in America 1," she said. "They feel

they have not escaped injustice by coming

here."

Alice Hearst, panel moderator and

associate professor at the Smith College

Government Department, said that in the

last two years, international human rights

has replaced dot.com or business consult-

ant as the career of choice among her stu-

dents.

"But there are human rights issues

right here, at the local level, that need

attention," Hearst said.

Bill Newman, director of the Western

Massachusetts American Civil Liberties

Union, said that attorney-client privilege

has been eroded while detention of

Americans without charges or access to

courts and lawyers has increased.

He also said the Patriot Act name was

politically motivated.

"Who's going to oppose something

called the Patriot Act in Oct. 2001?

Virtually no one," he said.

Marjorie Hess read the prepared

remarks of Barbara Morgan, librarian at

the W.E.B. DuBois Library. According to

Morgan, the Patriot Act could potentially

allow law enforcement agencies to request

people's library records and information

on their u-se of library computers. UMass

libraries now post notices at computers

that the users' privacy cannot be guaran-

teed.

Irvine Sobelman, cofounder of the Bill

of Rights Defense Committee, described

the many community resolutions, includ-

ing one from Northampton, that have

been passed in the wake of the Patriot Act

to defend civil liberties. But she said

change will require more than just passing

resolutions.

"What do you want to do? How do you

want to ensure that citizens and non-citi-

zens rights are protected?" Sobelman

asked.

After all the panelists had spoken, the

floor was open to questions. Several audi-

ence members asked for advice on how

they could bring about change.

"I wish that this movement would

spread to college campuses. That seems

to be the natural place for it," said Lois

Ahreiis, a Northampton resident.

The forum was sponsored by the

Northampton Human Rights Com-mision

and the Bill of Rights Defense

Committee, and co-sponsored by the

Northampton Office of the Ma) or and the

Smith College Government Department.

Katherine Piedra. a graduate student, gets a cup of coffee and soup at the Newman Center Cafe on Thursday. Lhe coffee

bar is part of many changes that have been made there, such as the installation of a pizza oven and new microwaves.

Catholic student center on the I!ast Coast.
By MiKK Tr.WIS

t.i)LLK.IAN ^TAFF

The first step in renovations to the

Newman Center kicked off Monday with

alterations to the Newman Cafe. The total

cost of the construction will be more than

$1 million.

Students will no longer be able to get a

hamburger and fries due to the lack ol a

grill. However, they can now enjoy the

updated menu featuring hot lunches,

including pot riwst and mashed potatoes,

pizza by the slice, entree salads, breaklast

sandwiches, grinders atid wraps. Rao's

coffcv and Adams of Greenfield Donuts

was also added to the menu.

"The> had to take out the ovens, fryer

and grill because the ventilation systems

failed | health inspection! and the exhaust

was going into the priests' quarters," said

junior .Ashley Ryan, an employee at the

cafe.

The grill is set to reopen in fall 2004.

along with a new kitchen

"There's a lot of good choices ... a lot

of thitigs," said Gary Glenn, director of

the cafe.

Hundreds of students and faculty

enjoy the cafe every day It is the largest

"1 think that everything looks good ... I

had a veggie wrap and it was very good,"

said junioi jane Brandt.

"I know I miss the bluebern ixmcakes

... but, I had an omelet this moniing and it

was pretty good." said Father Sean

McDonagh. the Newman Center director

At the celebration of the 40th anniver-

sary of the Newman Center in Septemlx-T.

Springfield Roman Catholic Bishop

ITionui-' I . Dupre announced major finan-

cial gilts to help update the Newman

Center lot future geneiiilions of ^tudent.^.

"We recognize that times have changed

and the demands placeil on the lacilil> .

.

require* even more of our attention, "
the

bishop said.

The diocese of Springfield is provid-

ing $900,000 lu help repaii and mod-

ernize the t.iciliiy. Of that money,

$700,000 will be a gift from the diocese

and the remaining $200,000 will be an

interest-free ad\ance based on a

planned fund dri\e.

Last year, the diocese gave $180,000

for air-conditioning updates and

improved access. A $175,000 iM'i was

given last year for an elevator and anoth-

er $50,001) donation will pay for renova-

tions to the recreation room.

"It's been a rough road with the grill

closing, but I'm pleaded that Bishop

Dupre has shown such sup[X)rt, We've

got a gLKKl thing going heie; we just have

a little bump in the road. " Glenn said.

•The\ could have shut down the cafe,

but the\ understand the\ have an obliga-

tion to the cuinmunitN." s;iid junior Dan

Fisenstein, a cafe employee at Grc-enlield

College.

The next phase of renovations w ill not

occur until the end of the spring semester,

when manv of the students who u.se the

facililv are on break. Tliis summer, the

donated elevator to intprove accessibility

to the building will be installed, a new

kitchen will be consti\icied. the Dave

Bartley Room will be added and improve

menis will Iv made to the heating, ventiia

lion, aircondiiioning and electrical sys-

tems.

"The previous owners built up such

a great reputation here in UMass com

munitv, and now the current manager

jGarv Glenn
I

is working ver> hard to

work out all the kinks." said Fisenstein.

The improvements arc the result ol

support from both Liiiversitv alumni

and the Diocese of Spring'! ieid.

Amnesty International explains human rights work in African nations

By Heather L. Bassett

( V)I1.H.IAN C 'oRRKNPONDHNT
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Joshua Rubenstein. the Northeast Regional director of Amnesty

International, speaks to students Wednesday night.

The Northeast Regional director of Amnesiv

International, loshua Rubenstein. spoke

Wcxlnesday night about current human rights

injustices in Africa.

The talk, titled "Human Rights Challenges in

Africa: An Amnesty International Perspective,"

was intended to create awareness ol abuses in

Africa and to explain Amnesty International's

work to prevent and stop these crises.

Rubenstein, who has been the Northeast

Regional Director for 28 years, discussed the

atrocities perfoimed by vicious dictators, the

prevalence of HIV and AIDS, and the raging

civil wars in Sierra Leone and Liberia.

Ruben.stein said many Ameiicans are cither

unaware of or know little about human rights

problems in Africa.

In the 1970s, he said, many Americans

focused on southern .African issues while

Amnesty International worked to document

abuse and atrocities in other African countries.

"The human rights abuses and the nature of

the governments in sub-Saharan Africa were-

often ignored by America," he said. "People did-

n't realize the scale of the killing g(.)ing on there.

We Ix-lieve that as manv as half a million jx-ople

were killed in Uganda alone."

Rubenstein discussed the horiible atrocities

committed by African governments and dicta-

tors.

"Amnesty's work has always included Alrica.

not only South Africa and Zimbabwe that have

black minority regimes, but the behavior ol

black govemnients towards theii own citizens,"

he said.

Issues of impunitv affect many Ahican coun-

tries, he said, and Amnestv is dealing with those

issues now.

Rubenstein also discussed the AIDS vims as

a disease scourging tiic entire continent ol

Africa.

"One in four Africans are HIV (Xisitive," he

said. "It has an enormous impact on ill people

and children."

Amnesty International attempts to piotect

activists who work on many issues, including

AIDS, from reprisals in their own societies.

In discussing these issues Rubenstein

responded to the myth that Amnesty

Intenuiiional only deals with individual cases ol

injustice.

"It is true that most people see our work as

focusing on individual cases. Iliat has always

captuied the imagination of our own mcmlx-rs

and the public." he said. "We do know ol indi-

vidual cases and we will uimpaign for them, but

we also campaign, report and dtKiimeiit the

broader issues."

Rubenstein talked about Ain'tesiv

Iniemationars role in preventing and slopping

luiman lights injustices woHdvvide but acknow I-

etlged the limited ability of Amnesty to end con-

llicts.

"We don't have helicopters and we ik>n i

have a standing army to send to areas ol con-

llict." he said. "I don't want to claim that the

human rights oigani/ations deserve kudos lor

stopping conflicts. We never pretended to have

that capacitv. There are some aspivts of these

coiillicts, though, where' we do have influence

iind can make a difleivnce
"

Amnesty restx>nds to manv issues b> laising

consciousness through campaigning, petitioning

and letter writing to government oflicials.

Tlie talk included an "Action-Discussion"

iineiKied to give attendees the chance to discuss

and kvome involved in the actions to resolve

these issues.

A small group of about 30 people attended

the discussion. Many (xxtple were members ot

Amnestv Inteniationals Northampton group.

.Attendees e\piessc-d their opinions on issues

including the genocide in Rwanda and the

prevalence of female genital niiitilntion in manv

African societies

Amnesty inieinati>.>nal w.is luiined In

British lawyer Peter Beneson in 1961

According to the organizatit>ns website, the

group now has mote than one million mem
hers, subscribers, and donois in more than

140 countries. Amnestv International's

research and action to prevent human rights

violations worldwide is (undeii bv donations

ul its members, the public and oipani/alions.

Ralph I aulkingham. a protessi.i o\ .inihro-

ixilogv at L'nivcisitN ol Massiichusetts :ind mem
her ot the Five Colleges African Studies C\'\mcil.

miKleratetl the talk.

Western Massiichuscit- \nincsiv

Intern.ilionat and the live Colleges \trican

Studies Council s|x>nsored the talk .mil discu-

siiin
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Royals manager Tony Pena was voted American League Manager of the Year.
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Thanksgiving enthusiasts to trot campus for hunger

Comics/Classifieds

By Michelle Dozt)is
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The first annual "Turkey Trot

Event" will take place at 10 a.m.

tomorrow, starting and finishing in

front of the Student Union. The

"Turkey Trot" is a charity

run/walk, organized by

S.H.A.R.F., a University of

Massachusetts registered student

organization which stands for

"Students Helping Area Reach-

Out Efforts."

While burning calories in

anticipation of their own upcom-

ing Thanksgiving Day feasting,

members of the UMass communi-

ty will raise money to ensure that

others less fortunate will also be

able to have a satiating Turkey

Day
The fee for participating in the

event is $10. All proceeds will be

donated to the Western Mass

FockI Bank, which will use the

money to buy turkeys to distribute

to local families for Thanksgiving.

Registration begins at 9 a.m.

tomorrow in front of the Student

Union. Students, faculty, and

"anyone who wants to participate

for a gcxxl cause" is welcome to

sign up, said Alexis Davison, a

junior psychology major and vice

president of S.H.A.R.I-. The

course, which loops around the

academic quad, is approximately 5

kilometers lont; ("vl miles).

"No tnattei vour athletic abili-

ty we want you to get involved."

said Davison. "Whatever you do

— run. walk, skip it''' lor a

goixl cause."

local merchaius have donated

refreshments and a variety ol

prizes for the participants, includ-

ing $250 worth of gilt certificates

lo Bueno Y Sano. Although the

top male and female finishers will

automaticallv earn prizes, the test

of the prizes will be randomh ral-

fled off among all the paiticipanis

Tlie emphasis is not on win

ning. said Amy Tessier, a senior

sport management major and

president of S.H..A.R.F.

"It's not realK a race, but more

of a charity event." she said.

Maggie Moian. a senior mar-

keting major and secretary ol

S.II.A.R.F.. said that in addition

to S.H.A.R.F. membeis. athletes

and memlx-rs of other RSOs will

be- taking part in the event.

"We have all these different

groups participating, so it's more

leprescnlalive of all of Li Mass"

than if only memlxrs of one cam-

pus organization were involved,

she sjiid.

\ou can get so much more

accomplished when >oii bring

eveivone together," instead ol

competing with other gtnups to

reciuit |x\>ple who are interested

in ciumnunhv service. Tessier

addetl.

Sll A K I v\.is U>imded m
|>-)s)(-i ,is ii senior lioni is thesis

project. Since then, it has become

an iiK-reasingh active siudent vol

unteer group, w ith the number ot

members nearing llHl. said

Pavison.

Registration luini- tan be

picked up on the day of the

race. or downloaded at

http://w\vw.people. umass.edu/

vli.ii. unkcvtrolhtm
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Campus Perspectives"By Amelia P. Lincoln

^^How have UMass budget

cuts affected youf^

P,ii , ( ,,iiH.HN IV

Communications major

* Asan Individual I

haven't been affected,

but I think it's easier to

see what they are

spending money on,

like all of the architec-

tural work that is

going on. yy
Erez Horowitz

Just through

the tuition and fee

increases

Davitl fiotc

Advertising fiitjur

I or «hc record

Hcc;iuso ul a icpurling error

in u I'ii^i.- One sioi-y in ycstcr

iliiy ^ Culkgian. I rank Olbris

wtis imoiiotlls idcnlilied.

Ollni i> ihc USA dricvance

Olli^.i.

^^1 think it's inter-

esting that UMass

can afford to beautify

the campus but dump

professors and

classes, yy
Brian Crockett

*
I think that all the

language departments

have taken a pretty big

hit and that's a sad

thing.

Chris IVIurray

s c n t () r

Englisli major

s o /7 A' o }u {> r c

SOM nsajor

Judge fired
MON K'.OMKRY. Ala. (AP) —

Al: I Hill Chid luNiice Roy

MiH'u >\lni IvLaiiif a hero to

ii'lij-iiiLi- conservatives lor refus-

ing lu leinove his granite Ten

Coinni.indmeiits monument from

ihi Mthouse. was thrown

oil li vesleriiav by a judi-

cial iiini-' panel (or having

•nil ' iiiiii^ell .ihove the law."

Iisoluiely no regrets. I

[\,\\ : . what I was sworn to

diF,' \l.,ic (ieelaied ailerwatd.

,li, .11 dozens of

M.| I ihouse.

^ *
I wanted to

take a physical

education class

and couldn't.

Chanya Sae-Eaw

V it
f) h () ffi () r c

Horticulture major
1 II u I <i r

History major

* * Last semester I

was only able to get

into one class for my

major. I had to take

random classes just for

credit that I was not

very interested in. 4^

Fernando Alejandro

<
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WAMT TO CHANGE THE WORLD
ONE POLICY At A TIME?

COMPLEMENT YOUR MAJOR WITH

AN INTERDISCIPLINARY CERTIFICATE

IN PUBLIC POLICY

AND ADMINISTRATION

www.dailycollegian.com

Spring course

to liclp pOiH
The Grassroots Community

Development Alternative Spring

Break course, sponsored by the

University of Massachusetts

anthropology department, is a

four credit honors course offered

in the spring semester to all

University students. The course

studies grassroots development,

the process by which communi-

ties use their own resources and

knowledge to combat poverty

and disenfranchisement.

"Teaching ASB has been more

exciting and more inspiring than

anv other work I've done in my

25 years at UMass." said Art

Keene, UMass anthropology pro-

fessor and ASB faculty advisor

In addition to classroom learn

ing. students participate in a serv-

ice-learning trip over Spring

Hreak, Last spring, one ASB

group traveled to C'ajx- Charles,

Va., a coastal community where

black families are being driven

out of their town by rapid gentri

(ication. In Cape Charles, the

ASB group worked with a local

citizen group to help people keep

their property or find affordable

housing. Students completed

housing renovations and had the

chance to spend time with com-

munity members, sharing stories

and hearing about each other's

lives.

Miriam Manon, a former ASB
student and future facilitator,

commented about her experience

in Cape Charles and with ASB.

"The class for me was really

meaningful because it showed

that even with the hurdles for

making changes these days,

changes are being made on a local

level," she said.

Keene agreed, saying, "ASB is

a transformative experience that

helps students discover their own

agency and helps convince them

that what they do in the worid

really makes a difference."

This year, there will be two

ASB sections of between 20 and

25 students each. Because there

is more interest in the course than

there are places available,

entrance is by application only.

Applications for the program are

available online at the ASB web-

site and are being accepted

through Nov. 24.

For more information, contact

UACT. located in the basement of

South College, across from the

west wing of Machmer. or by

phone at 413-545-06%. or email

uactCa'anthro.umass.edu.

On the \et:

hllp://LX)urses.unwss.eJu/anth)9

7h/asb.himl.
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EVALUATING WELFARE TO WORK PROGRAHS

IMPLEMENJim INTERNATIONAL AID PROGRAMS

Then this extremely flexible 8-hour course certificate is for

you. It allows you to build expertise in your policy and/or

administration area of interest.

Certificate courses can also be used toward

majors and distributional requirements

Start here.
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Jason Kucma is a Third-year student from Medford, NJ. He graduated

from Ithaca College with a Bachelor's Degree in Exercise Physiology

concentrating In Cardiac Rehabilitation

The only thing that has ever captured my attention was studying the

human body The more I learned in school, the more I needed to know

The most logical step for me was to become a Doctor of Chiropractic

so I could truly help people".

Before making his decision to attend Logan, Jason visited

nearly half of the chiropractic colleges in the United States

"Logan is in the perfect location in a safe, residential area.

The Admissions staff are very fnendly and helpful and the

faculty are excellent."

Logan College offers students an incredible learning

environment blending a rigorous chiropractic program with

diverse and active student population If you are looking

for a healthcare career that offers tremendous personal

satisfaction, professlotial success and income

commensurate with your position as a

Doctor of Chiropractic, contact Logan College of

Chiropractic today and explore your future.

f

I nasm 1-800-533-9210
JLjU^M'II www.logan.6du

(oik>p'*or*( hiro|Hiiciii loganadm@logan.edu
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Third Year St..
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Hate crime prevention

needs improvement

The humanity of Palestinians
... , - •-.till r-i'TlliTlH

Ijisi year saw a sharp decrease in U.S. hiitc

crime incidents, including in the state ui

Mas.sachuseits. The nution saw a drop ot hate

crimes ot nearly 25 percent, ironi ^^.730 hate cnnic

incidents reported to the FBI in 2001 to 7,462

reported in 2002.

In Massachusetts, there were 450 hate crmies in

2002, about a 37 percent drop front b«0 repi.)rted

in 2001. Only Califomia, New York and New

iersey saw an increase in hate crinies last year.

Despite the overall numbers, more work needs

to be done to prevent hate crimes. It is important

to note that hate crimes were up at the end ot 200

1

following the Sept. 1 1 acts, which explains the

steep decrease in hate crimes in 2002. During the

last lew months of 2001. anti-Muslim and anti-

Middle Eastem sentiment soared. The numbers in

2002 stabilized once again and were even better

than 2000, when the number of incidents reported

was 8.065.

Hate crimes are a good indicator as to which

areas of society need to be improved. Of the

Mas.sachusetis crimes. 200 were based on race.

Although Muslim and Middle Eastem hate cnmes

may comprise many of those cases, it is evident that

much of society holds non-whites with scorn.

One's sexual orientation ranks second on the list,

comprising 9to hate crimes. There were 90 religion-

based crimes, 43 on ethnicity and one on disability.

These numbers show an obvious need for a

more tolerant and open-minded society. Affected

communities and civil rights movements have gone

a long way to alter much of the public s perception

on differences, but social and governmental leaders

iimst speak out on the.sc issues to continue to strive

for a bnjitder, more ojx-n America. If we are to be

called the •home ot the hee," America must con-

tinue to strive tor an environment where all people

are welcome without the fear of disciiiiiination.

Law enforcement must continue to work with

affected communities to not only nab offenders,

but to prevent these acts from occurring. They

must continue to approach this subject with sensi-

tivity and willingness for change. Many hate crimes

go unreported each year because of fear that vic-

tims will not be treated with respect or that they

may become the subjects of terrorist investigations.

Education is the root of preventing all of these

problems, and without it there can be no under-

standing. Schools, beginning at the elementary

level, must work on educating students ol toler-

ance and diversity for an ever-diversifying America.

No one should have to be subjected to a hate crime

simply because of who they are and for how they

were born. Muslims and Middle F:astem people

continue to suffer disproportionate discrimination

in a post-Sept. 1 1 world, despite the fact that they

have meant or done no harm at all.

America must work together to prevent vio-

lence and hate like this from continuing. People

must be taught at an early age that hate crimes only

breed additional hatred. We must do it not only for

ourselves, but also for future generations.

Information from the Associated Press was

used in this article.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opm-

ion of Vie Massachusetts Daily Collegian Fditoriai

board.
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V: A celebrity/reality series?
... , 1 . ;. ,1.,,.^

Ever won-

dered what's

happened to

mainstream
television
within the last

jouple of

vears'.' Why
til of a sud-

den do chan-

nels contain
^~^"" more content

thai perhaps focuses on what a

celebrity ate for dinner last

night instead of important

news or television program-

ming that's enjoyable to watch?

Why is it that every time I

turn on the T\'. there's a show

about celebrity gossip or

there's some type of new reality

series that's an even more

ridiculous idea than the previ-

ous one?

Seriously, you all know what

1 am talking about. If you don't,

you're living under a rock. This

all happened a few nights ago

when my friend Adam and 1

had just finished watching a

movie, but wanted to catch

something good on TV before it

got too late. I channel surfed

for. honestly, a good half hour.

Within that" half hour the only

thing that I could find on TV
that was somewhat interesting

to watch (besides the news)

were shows that had to do with

celebrities.

Adam, not impressed, told

me to keep flipping. Somehow

we ended up getting into a dis-

cussion about the content of

television programming. Then,

all of a sudden, it hit me. 1

came to the realization that tel-

evision itself has changed, even

if at all possible, for the worse.

Take for example exhibit A:

MTV. "Music television" has

now become home to such

shows like "Real World."

"|ackass.""Punk'd.""Rich
Girls. ""Dismis.sed," "Newly-

Weds." "Room Raiders," "MTV
Cribs," "Diary," "MADE."
"Fraternity Life." "Sorority

Life." "taildaters," "Camp

jini." "Boiling Points." "The

Wade Robson Project" and so

on. You get the point.

Basically. MTV is not "music

television" anymore. It's

become a home for not only

celebrities, but now for reality

shows and other "filler" materi-

al as well. As my friend Adam

pointed out to me, I can't even

think of the last time MT\'

played music videos other than

on "TRL." which within itself

is not what you would call

music television. 1 know some-

one who was on "TRL" and the

people who are guests there

don't even get to request what

they want to hear but have to

request what they are told to.

That's stupid.

Another example is VHl.

VMl is like the classier version

of MTV. VHl used to play

music videos all the time, con-

sidering it was MTV's biggest

worse, it does.

What was that show called

where a couple of strangers

would get married live on TV?

Oh yeah. 1 remember now:

"Married By America."

Dumbest idea ever. The other

show I couldn't get over was

the one where a girl would

have to choose a guy without

ever seeing his face, because all

the men on the show wore

masks. To put the icing on the

cake, the host was Monica

Lewinsky. I bet it won the

award for tackiest program

ever.

But you wont believe what's

imd whenever I

' i.id a piece

u pport ing
Istaels policy

I o w a r d

I'.ilestine. In

almost every

piece, be it a

column or U.S.

news story, the

issue is always framed between the

government of Isfael and either

Yasser Arafat or Palestinian terror-

ists. We are often infomied about

the quality of life of Israeli citizens

and the damage done to Israel's

civilian population, but we never

hear much about the people of

Palestine. Why are tlic Palestinian

people always left out of the con-

versation? lust as we see images of

Israelis suffering on television, why

do we not see the suffering of the

Palestinian people? Why such a

disparity in the portrayal of the sit-

uation?

This lack of attention toward

the people of Palestine exists

because exposing their suffering

would shift the focus of the conflict

away from the Israeli government

and the Palestinian terrorists.

While the debate is consistently

and simplistically focused on these

two parties, to the exclusion of any-

one else, it is easy for observers

(meaning the news-reading public)

to identify the terrorists as the

more culpable. But as soon as you

take an interest in the Palestinian

people, the debate seems far less

one-sided.

The fact that most Palestinians

live on about $2 a day should

weigh on one's mind. In her lxK)k.

"Israel/Palestine: How to End the

War of 1948." Tanya Reinhart

states thai a grc-at majority of the

population has "inadequate access

to food, shelter or health services."

This should force one to begin to

consider Palestinians as fellow

members of humanity. And per-

haps the sight of the massive. 20-

to 40-foot-tall wall being construct-

ed (with your tax dollars) in

Palestinian "Occupied Territories"

might give one pause in supporting

Israel's policy of apartheid.

And that pause, the acknowl-

edgement of the humanity of the

Palestinians and the brutality of the

Israeli occupation, has been

noticed. In a recent article in "The

Jewish Week": "Israeli Minister lor

Icmsalein and Diaspora .AIialf^,

Natan Sharansky, shaken by what

he witnessed during a rcxent whirl

wind tour of 13 U.S. colleges is

worried that Israel is losing the

political and ideological battle on

campus." The demographic exam-

ined wasn't simply the general pop-

ulation, but lewish students; there

is concern that these students,

brought up by parents who are

often rellexively pro-Israeli, are

being repelled from also extending

their support because of the harsh

policies of the Israeli government.

The article continues with a dis-

turbing statement: "The leaders

acknowledge it would be wise to

start making Israel's case with stu-

dents in high school, and younger,

implicitly suggesting that it may be

too late to make Zionists out of col-

lege students." Apparently, since

the merits of Israel's policies fall to

rationally persuade thinking young

This lack of atten-

tion toward the peo-

ple of Palestine

exists because

exposing their suf-

fering would shift

the focus of the con-

flict away from the

Israeli government

and the Palestinian

terrorists.

adults in the midst of higher c-duca-

tion. it has been decided to target a

more vulnerable, less intellectually

developed group.

Failure to convince people ot

Israel's righteousness is becoming

more and more prevalent. Last

week, the European Union

rc-leased a poll that revealed that 59

percent of Europeans believe Israel

and its policies arc- the grc-atest

threat to world peace (even morc-

so than the United StatesI).

Apparc-ntly the Bush administra-

tion's loudly touted fear of

weapons of mass destruction

rc-minded Europeans that Israel is

currently the only country in the

Middle East that possesses such

weapons — most ominously,

nuclear weapons.

:siiice we are coiisiaiuly remind-

ed of the actions of Palestinian ter-

rorists, why not talk aK)ut the

actions of the I'alesiiiuan people,

who are far more signil leant' In

that case, one should be aware ot

the International Solidarity

Movement, a Palestinian led group

consisting of Palestinians and

activists from all over the world.

The I.S.M recognizes inteniatioiuil

law, which allows foi lesistance ot

the violence of an occupying force,

as well as utilizing the methods ot

nonviolent resistance to achieve its

goals. It calls for international

intervention to protect Palestinians

and ensure that Israel complies

with International l-aw.

People of conscience have gone

to Palestine to join the I.S.M ,vvith

the desire to bring a sense ot soli-

darity to Palestinians and with the

hope that Israeli brutality will

lessen in the presence of foreign

internationals.

One fomi of nonviolent resist-

ance pursued by the I.S.M. is stop-

ping Israeli destruction of

Palestinian famis, orchards and

houses by interposing oneself

between Israeli bulldozers and

their target. One such example was

Rachel Corrie, a U.S. citizen from

Washington who had the courage

to stand with the Palestinian peo-

ple. On March 16, 2003, Corrie

stood in front of the house of a

Palestinian doctor and his family,

attempting to prevent an Israeli

bulldozer from destroying the

home. She was clad in a fluores-

cent orange jacket, in the middle of

a clear day, using a megaphone to

try to stop the destruction.

The driver of the bulldozer, an

Israeli who apparently thought he

was only running over a

Palestinian, dumped dirt upon

Rachel, and proceeded to kill her

by running her over

Rachel Corrie was not a ter-

rorist. The Palestinians with

whom she was staying and trying

to protect were not terrorists.

Virtually none of the Palestinian

people are terrorists. It is time to

stop framing the debate between

desperate terrorists and the

fourth-largest military power in

the world. The Palestinians are

our brothers and sisters in

humanity, and it is time we recog-

nize that they deserve to be free

from foreign occupation.

Icffrey Sapolitano is a

Collegian columnist.

I think I can live my life not Knowing what

size underwear J.Lo wears or how many

times the Hilton sisters have been punched

in the head tor being complete airheads.

Stomach stapling a last resort

rival, but nowadays it seems as

though they have been sucked

into the latest trend, too. Even

though VHl still plays music

videos at times, it now has such

shows like "1 Love the (insert

decade here|." "True Spin,"

"Driven," "The Fabulous Life

of [insert celebrity herel,"

"Rock Bodies," "Behind the

Music |or Moviel." "How the

Stars Get Hot," "VHl All

Access" and so on. Now
although some of these shows

are entertaining. I think there

are better things to do with my

time than watch a show about

the fabulous life of P. Diddy.

I'm not too interested in how

many bottles of Cristal and dia-

mond watches it would take to

fill an entire Concorde to fly P

Diddy to his private yacht

where his $25,000 imported

suits are. Are you?

But it doesn't stop here.

Even channels like FOX, E!

(the celebrity channel) and the

WB are involved, too. Although

these channels do provide qual-

ity shows from time to time,

they also provide a good

amount of trash as well, with

such shows as "Blind Date."

"American Idol." "loe

Millionaire. Fhe Fifth

Wheel," "The Bachelor" and

"The Simple Life." But just

when you think it can't get any

next. Even ABC's Family

Channel has jumped into the

mix. For example, there is an

actual show called "Switched."

where two people who have

never met before switch lives

completely and live in each

other's homes and meet their

friends, significant others, etc.

Also. "Knock First." a show

that showcases three handymen

who will come to your home

and redecorate your bedroom

for you. This show has been

done already! Try "Trading

Spaces."

The point of the story is. it

never ends! I think 1 can live

my life not knowing what size

underwear |.Lo wears or how

many times the Hilton sisters

have been punched in the face

for being complete airheads.

Although that thought is rather

amusing, it's not one that I

need to be made aware of. Now
1 sympathize with those of you

who find it hard to pass up

these guilty pleasures. I myself

even find it hard to avoid

watching these shows at times.

But then again, enough is

enough. Please television net-

works, put quality TV pro-

gramming back on before

America's youth goes down the

toilet.

len llodson is a Collegian

columnist.
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It was the annual summer trip

to Six Flags New England. My

friend Charles and I were $40

poorer, drenched in sweat and

guzzling Dasani to stave off dehy-

dration in the concrete heat trap

of a theme park. As hot as it was,

we wanted a ride on the

Superman. Charles hopped in the

.seat next to me. The attendant

strapped everyone in. He seemed

to systematically avoid checking

our unit, looking distastefully at Charles. The atten-

dant pushed the harness down over Charies

abdomen, struggling to make the buckles clasp He

pulled and yanked as Charles sat helplessly, sucking

in his gut, turning redder and redder in the heat.

"You'll have to leave the ride, sir." the attendant

said. Charles glared. The people from the other

units began to snicker. "The harness doesn't fit you

sir. I'm going to have to ask you to leave the nde.

There was an uncomfortable silence, and 1 was

jounced upwards as Charies left his seat, white with

anger. A man and his son sat on the nde. wiping

away tears of laughter and clapping their hands.

This was not the first time we had been turned away

from a dav in the park.
, ^., ,

At age" 20.
5'9" and 350 lbs., my friend Charies.

or "Big Chariie." is morbidly obese. Big Charlie is in

every way a nomial college freshman. He holds

down a part-time job as a cook at McDonald's and

studies at the community college. But there are

many things he cant do; things that 1 take for grant-

ed Charlie cant see his own feet when he walks. He

lucks his shcK'laces inside his shoes because he can t

see when ihev come untied.

When we go out to Bueno Y Sano lor dinner.

Charlie usuallv polishes off my leftovers, as well as

three grande burritos — equivalent in size to three

footballs. F.asily fatigued by walking around the

Holyoke Mall, "he can usually be lound waiting in

linefor the elevator. The escalator is too narrow tor

him. He never takes the stairs, knowing it scares me

how he gasps tor breath after climbing them.

Charlie's hometown nicknames include Big Pun.

Fat Charlie, and The Bodyguard. Charlie never

minds them: he seems to accept who he is and how

he looks He comes from a big family ot big eaters.

He has been heavy all his life. He loves using his size

to be my "body guard." intimidating potential dates

and parting the crowds at the HipptKlrome like the

jesus at the beach. Once, in an April Fool's antic,

Charles stole a D-cup bra and wore it for a photo

session. Needless to say, he filled out the bra better

than its owner.

It's not that Charlie wants to be overweight. He

admits he eats way too much and moves far too lit-

tle He has tried exercise, diets and pills. "I don't

want to be Big Pun forever," he told me this sum-

mer. "Big Pun ditln't last that long."

Charlie surprised me a lew weeks ago. He is now

a 20-year-old candidate for gastric bypass surgery,

or "stomach stapling." The procedure includes the

Stapling of the stomach, shrinking it from the size ol

a football (in Charlies case), to the size ot an index

finger. This allows the patient to take in no more

than five or six bites of food at a time. If any more

than that is eaten, vomiting and nausea will occur.

Although the procedure is usually peH'ormed on

adults, 150 U.S. teenagers have already undergone

the procedure. In a nation where 1 5 percent ot chil-

dren are obese. Charlie is one of 250,000 possible

candidates for the operation.

For Charlie, this operation is not a vanity option.

It is an option to save his life. It will bring him back

to a quality of life he misses, in which he can tie his

shoes, fit into the driver's seat of his car and wear

non-elastic jeans. Prospective candidates for the sur-

gery must be at least I 30 pounds overweight. Even

though Chariie fills this bill, the debtors are still skep-

tical about performing the procedure on him. In an

attempt to qualify, Charlie will spend the next year of

his life in psychotherapy screening processes, evaluat-

ing whether or not he will be able to emotionally

detach himself from food after his stomach is shrunk.

While this operation may save his life, the sta-

Stomach stapling is viewed by

many as an easy fix to the

nation's obesity problem, much

like Prozac has been for mental

illness. However, this operation is

no quick-fix slim-fast plan. The

patients that experience it have

to make life-altering changes,

both emotionally and physically.

pling is irreversible. He is devastated b> the dilem-

ma. He will never be able to eat a Thanksgiving din-

ner again; rather, he will choose six bites of fcx>d to

enjoy. If he eats any more, he will become severely

ill. At family lunctions, he will become an outcast,

unable to participate in the food sharing culture that

unites his family members.

Stomach stapling is viewed by many as an easy

lix to the nation's obesity problem, much like

Prozac has been for mental illness. However, this

operation is no quick-fix slim-fast plan. The

patients that experience it have to make lite-alter-

ing changes, both emotionally and physically. They

must reinvent themselves as health conscious

eaters: a daunting and terrifying task for any

American to undertake

Charlie has a one in 100 chance of dying from

the procedure. But his chances of dying without

the procedure are far higher. If he takes this

chance, he could emerge a new person —
renewed not onlv by dropping a possible 1 50 lbs,

from his frame — but renewed by the possibility

of a new life ~ a life in which he can physically

hug me again.

Erika Lovley is a Collegian columnist.
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UMass getting a bit foll<y with Ani'LOTR' returns

askingofRPG I DiFranco to perform at the'Mullins Center

Press Start

to Play

Reid Davenport

The long-awaited sequel to

Electronic Art's "Lord of the

Rings: The TXvo Towers" game Is

finally out. "Lord of the Rings:

Return of the King" delivers in

every area that the past game did

and brings a few new modes and

characters to the game play.

"Return of the King" has the

same great game play that was

found in the previous game. The
characters are highly detailed and

voiced by the actors of the

movies. Each level is meant to

give the players and "Lord Of The Rings" fans a

story beyond the story. The levels are original cre-

ations that are meant to be the untold stories and

adventures from the movies.

The game also delivers the excellent effect by

morphing from a movie clip to game play. The game
flows very smoothly, considering that most games

that have more than eight players on a screen at the

same time normally start having small glitches and

skips. "Return of the King" will

throw ores, trolls and even spi-

ders at players, and some enemies

RinOS! ^'" require specific tactics to take

out.

One of the more interesting

aspects of the game is the ability

to use your surroundings to aid

you in battling enemies. Most lev-

els will contain objects that can be

picked up. such as spears and

torches that can be hurled at ene-

mies or at other targets to trigger

a bigger assistance. For example,

when you're using Sam in the

Shelob's Lair level, you can use

torches to set bags of coal, which

hang from the ceiling, on fire and take out large

groups of spider,s and ores in one move. This is a

definite help for times when you are low on health

and need to take out a large group quickly.

Another positive part of the game is the ability to

upgrade your characters. With each level you can

add new abilities to make the next level easier to get

through. Each character has upgrades for up to level

10, but can ultimately reach a peak of level 20.

Some of the better upgrades include group health

upgrades. Aragon's flaming sword attack and

Legolas' double arrow upgrade. Also you can give

the entire set of characters a single upgrade, saving

you some experience points to gain upgrades meant

for the use of a specific player.

"Return of the King" also provides a few more
levels than "The Two Towers." Some levels will take

a few dozen times through to master before you i^n

move on. The game also gives users a reason to beat

the game and delivers more replay value through

unlockable characters and secret codes. After

defeating the final level you will be able to use

Pippin, Merry. Faramir. and Frodo as playable char-

acters.

The game also gives players interviews with the

cast and amusing little videos of the actors playing

the game. Some of the videos are also unlockable by

beating the game. One video shows Billy Boyd

(Pippin), Dominic Monaghan (Merry) and Elijah

Wood (Frodo) making fun of each other about how
they play video games. The only interview you won't

find in the game is with John Rhys-Davis (Gimli).

The only downside of the game is that it gives

away a lot about the upcoming movie and can ruin

the film for those who have not read the book
recently. It can spoil the film even for those who
have read the book as it shows clips from the

upcoming movie as well.

"Return of the King" is a must buy for fans of the

trilogy and for gamers that like battling masses of

enemies at a time. It can provide you with hours of

extended game play and although there are a few

levels that may frustrate you. they are t>eatable.

"Return of the King" is now available for X-Box,

PS2 and Gamecube and retails for around $49.99.

By Cameron J. Wcxjds
CoLLEc.iAN Staff

Ani

DiFranco

Tomorrow

Mullins Center

The woman that redefined folk music for an

entire generation of feminists will be performing
on the University of Massachusetts campus at the

Mullins Center tomorrow night. If you are experi-

encing a humdrum week and are tired of all the

same humdrum songs on the radio then this is a

show not to be missed. Ani DiFranco will give a

solo acoustic performance tomorrow starting at 8

p.m.

A figurehead for liberated women over

the last decade, DiFranco has provided

numerous albums, each with its own story

of anguish and growth. By dint of her own
unrelenting energetic need to get her mes-
sage out, DiFranco has more than proven
her strength as an artist and a business-

woman.
Born in Buffalo, NY., on Sept. 23,

1970, DiFranco began her career at the

age of nine, when her guitar teacher helped her

land her first gig: performing Beatles covers at

an area coffeehouse. Befriended by the likes of

Suzanne Vega and Michelle Shocked, she later

gave up music to study ballet. But at the age of

14. she returned to the guitar and began com-
posing her first original songs. A year later,

alienated from her crumbling family structure,

she left home, living with friends while making
the rounds of the Buffalo folk club circuit.

By the age of 19. DiFranco had written more
than 100 original songs, and after briefly study-

ing art she relocated to New York City to further

her musical aspirations. Besieged by requests

from fans for tapes of her performances, she

recorded a demo and made 500 copies of a self-

titled cassette to sell at shows.

In 1990 she founded her own record label.

Righteous Babe Records, and never looked back.

Thirteen years and a dozen albums later, the

original righteous babe is showing no signs of

slowing down. Over the years many fairweather

Ani-ites have abandoned their idol for her lack

of genre and style loyalty. Despite these enraged

deserters, DiFranco has refused to stick to one

emotion, genre or even guitar style. For the loy-

alists, however, her ever-growing music has

never failed to please.

Opening for DiFranco will be Hamell on

Trial, a New York native whose music is a fusion

of folk and punk rock. Ed Hamell may be a treat

for those who may not feel that folk music is

contemporary enough to listen to. He brings an

updated and ori-

ginal sound to

the genre.

New disc causes more laughable trouble
By Nick Romanow

CiiLLEGiAN Staff

David Cross is best known to mainstream

America for being "that guy in the wheelchair" in

"Scary Movie 2," or as the "chicken pot pie" guy

(Donnie) on "|ust Shoot Me." To his diehard cult of

fans though. Cross is known as the man who puts

the "and David" in "Mr. Show with Bob and David."

the ground-breaking and acclaimed HBO sketch

comedy series that ran from 1 995 until it was sadly

canceliedin 1999.

Since the show's cancellation. Cross has worked

on a number of projects. Some, like "Scary Movie 2"

or his voice-over work on Fox's short-lived series.

"Oliver Beene." have been commercial ventures to

support the work that is closer to Cross' heart. This

is work such as helping his "Mr Show" partner Bob
Odenkirk with his network TV pilot. "Next!" and

taking "Mr Show" on the road as a live show with

Odenkirk and other cast members in last fall's

"Hooray For America" tour

Lately though. Cross undertook a nationwide

standup tour that found him gigging at rock clubs

rather than comedy clubs and bringing with him a

rock band. Ultrababyfat, to open for him. rather

than allow the clubs to pick a local comedian as they

usually would. Cross and Seattle indie-label Sub
Pop. best known for bringing the world Nirvana,

joined forces last year to release a double CD of

Cross' hysterical live standup, "Shut Up You
P*king Baby," and now the label has just released

an equally hilarious tour diary/documentary DVD,
"Let America Laugh."

"Sub Pop came to me initially for the CD," Cross

said in a phone interview last week as he was mak-

ing his way to a shoot. "(The idea to put out a DVD]

must've been mine because the first tour I did ...

tons of crazy shit went on and we had a camera

then. This [leg] was more interesting as a

documentary. The other one was more
drunken escapades."

That's not to say that "Let America

Laugh" has no mischief. In fact, one of the

best portions of the disc comes at the begin-

ning. W^en Cro,ss comes to a Nashville club

and asks that the club owner remove the

tables so that there is more room fpr the

crowd, the owner argues that a .-lack of

tables means no one will buy food and he will lose

money. Later that night onstage. Cross mocks the

man and his theory, exaggerating it to the belief that

David Cross

let

America

Laugh'

Suli Pop Reconh

removing the tables will crush the nation's economy.

After the show the man angrily tells Cross he's not

^^^ welcome back. Cross dcxides to further

annoy the club owner by taking 35 min-

utes to load up his backpack, while stand-

ing in the back room making small talk

with the angry man.

While the DVD is just as entertaining

as the CD, Cross made a conscious deci-

sion not to rereleasc the same project.

"Well, I've already got the CD out," Cross

blur^^ reasoned, "^ijris far more inter-

esting than just watching me on stage."

Cross certainly has a point. The DVD'has some

Continued on page 5
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Cross has not only had an extensive stand'Up career, but an illustrious film career as well,

recorded work still has as much punch to it as his live stand'Up.
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Getting very noisy in Amherst
Rock bands to play tonlgtit at Amtierst College

Dolled up on Saturday Night
By David Fonseca

Ci)LLECiiAN Staff

By Kristyn Hobbs
Collegian Staff

Hoobastank along with

Andrew W.K. and Die Trying

started their tour on Nov.

1 and will be playing at

Amherst College tonight

in the Alumni Gymnasi-

um. This is sure to be a

high-energy show, not

suitable for the weak ear.

It will be a change from

their most recent tour, the

"Nokia Tour" with the

"All-American Rejects." This tour

will support their upcoming

album, "The Reason."

Hoobastank has followed up

their platinum self-titled debut in

a path of perfect progression. Get

ready kids, if you are looking for

that new CD that is full of

Hoobastank

Andrew W.K.

Amiierst College

Amliersi

lORiilll

anthems for every amplitude of

human emotion, you will find it in

"The Reason," out Dec 9.

On their last album, they

plucked the innermost rock

strings of our hearts with ever-

catchy tunes and this

time they have done it

again in a more experi-

enced fashion. Singing

the personal and widely

felt lyrics is front man
Doug Robb.

Guitarist Dan Estrin,

bassist Markku Lappalai-

nen and drummer Chris

Hesse all interlocked their music

intelligence to produce .songs with

an epic tone while staying true to

their memorable and catchy lyrics.

This time the rock is harder

and the soft, sensitive songs even

deeper They followed the simple

Hoobastank rules to fonnulating a

rock album. They took issues that
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Hoobastank has been a band that stood apart from the rest of their

genre with their unique sound and passion for music.

are important to them, issues of

life that are universally felt by

their fans and turned them into

songs that reflect the intensity of

the topic's emotion through lyrics

and heavy but melodic rifts.

"A few songs on this record are

about religion and my complete

lack of interest in it," Robb said.

"The Reason" is bound to be

the favorite sing along during this

tour Robb sings an apology love

song that every girl would love to

hear, especially if it came from

Robbs mouth. "Out of Control"

proves that this album is not all

about the mufhy love stuff. The
.song has a pop and freak-out qual-

ity, definitely good to sweat out

some aggressive energy to. The
motivational, "just One" cries out

about finding life's big chance and

taking it.

"[)isapf)ear" and "The Same
Direction" further prove that they

have made a more definitive

album. Hoobastank has started

working with charityticketauc-

tions.org for this tour

It is an auction site that deals

with popular ticketing events.

They will be donating two tickets

from each show to the site. All

proceeds from these auctions will

be donated to "Stand Up for

Kids." a nonprofit organization

that helps the kids who are at risk

and homeless through education,

counseling and other services.

Boston's favorite duo, the Dresden Dolls, will be

playing a free show tonight at the University of

Massachusetts' Blue Wall Pub. What better

way to kick-off the weekend than witnessing

first hand the powerhouse rock duo voted

best band in Boston by "Noise!" magazine?

Hot off the release of their self-titled

debut, the Dresden l>olls will be hitting up

UMass to play alongside pop-rockers

Elcodrive. [Jon't let the small venue fool you;

the Dolls are no strangers to the limelight.

Not only have they established themselves as

one of the premier acts of the Boston under-

ground, they've also brought home the hard-

ware to prove it. winning the 2(X)3 WBCN
Rock 'n' Roll Rumble. All that's left for the

Dolls is to spread their music to a wider audience.

The Dolls' latest album encompasses a wide array

of musical influences ranging from The Pink Dots to

Minor Threat. The combination of reflective lyrics,

catchy hooks and emotional delivery captured on the

album is undeniable. However, the Dolls' true home
is up on the stage. Dressed up as denizens of a bur-

lesque house and emitting enough electricity to .solve

the energy crisis in California, the Dolls prove that

the relationship between showmanship and rock 'n'

roll did not die with opening chords of "Smells Like

Teen Spirit."

At a recent Halloween show, the Dolls had fun at

the expense of that "other" boy-girl rock combo, the

White Stripes, by staging a skit in which inept Stripes

drummer Meg White felt the wrath of Stripes lead

singer/guitarist lack White, for her inability to keep

the beat behind the kit.

Up-and-coming pop rockers Elcodrive should also

bring a lot to the stage. Playing a sleek brand of radio

rock that falls somewhere between Semisonic and

TVain, the boys of Elcodrive have enough melodic

sensibility to appeal to soccer moms everywhere

while not alienating fans of altema-rock in the least

bit. Though they are not striving to be revolutionary

in any way, Elcodrive simply wishes to craft pop rocic

tunes that everyone can enjoy.

Their talent for accomplishing said goal is appar-

ent on their newest album, "Somewhere
Between Now and Then." The combination
of pristine production and the polished

voice of lead singer Mike Golarz may not

start a rock revolution, but they will certain-

ly get you nodding your head.

What else is there to .say? T\vo very tal-

ented bands will be playing a free show
tonight at the Blue Wall Pub, so don't miss

out. An opportunity like this does not come
along very often.

Cleaned up and ready to rock again
Wainright to perform at Pearl Street Nightclub

By MlCHAEl BUSACK jR.

Collegian Staff

Less than a month after the release of

his third album, "Want One," Rufus

Wainwright, son of the famed songwriters

Loudon Wainwright 111 and Kate

McGarrigle has fallen into a pit of

great reviews.

As he sets out for a new U.S.

tour, a notable stopover for

Wainwright and opening act

Teddy Thompson is Northamp-

ton's very own Pearl Street

Nightclub. The two will play Pearl

Street in the ballroom tonight at

8:30 p.m. Northampton has

become somewhat of a culture-

rich haven for artists like

Wainwright. Although it is considered a

small town setting, the gay friendly atmos-

phere has been highly supportive of diver-

sity and gay rights. As seen in many of his

venues, the openly gay performer has

formed quite the following of gay and les-

bian fans.

It has been a long road back to success

for Wainwright. Following the issue of his

second album, "Poses," last October, the

trendy pop-folk artist entered rehab due to

extensive abuse of akx>hol and pills. It was
there on his path to sobriety that

Wainwright jotted dov^ many of the seem-

ingly autobiographical tunes that comprise

"Want One." his latest album off

Dreamworks records.

The new album and tour sets

have resembled a simpler and
rawer sound from the elaborately

stylish musician. While the previ-

ously released self-titled "Rufus

Wainwright" (1998) and "Poses"

(2001) have a sometimes convo-

luted and operatic tone, "Want
One" is clearly far more straight-

forward. But don't become com-

mitted to the idea that

Wainwright has strayed from his

contemporary leadership. The new ses-

sions still evoke signs of maturity that is

beyond much of what is released today.

The album's release on Oct. 23, 2(X)3, is

the first of two installments. The second

chapter of Wainwright "s vision of "Want" is

reportedly already in the can and ready to

be released under the title "Want Two."

The sessions include a list of contribu-

tors including Martha Wainwright ( Rufus'
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Rufus Wainwright has made a superb

musical comeback.

sister), lenny Muldaur, Linda and Teddy
Thompson, and Kate McGarrigle, Wain-

wright's mother who played the banjo and

accordion.

This show is expected to be akin to

many of Wainwright 's shows. The musi-

cian prides himself on a very emotional live

performance based on his ability to play

multiple instruments live.

Doors are set to open at 8 p.m., while

the show is set to begin at 8:30 p.m.

Cross sharing his views

Taste something different and new
Cape Verdian festival held at UMass

By MeiMei Thai
Collegian Correspondent

For those of you who enjoy tasting

different types of ethnic food, learning

about cultures and dancing the night

away, stop by and check out the semi-

formal held by the Cape Verdean
Student Alliance in the Campus Center

Auditorium tomorrow night at

7 p.m.

Although many of you may
be clueless about where Cape
Verde is and the history of

these islands, you can still take

the first step to learn about it

and interact with Cape
Verdean students. It's only $5
with a five-college ID and $8
for the general public.

There are a little more than 100

Cape Verdean students at the

University of Massachusetts and about

40 to 50 active members involved with

the organization. Their main goal is to

share their culture with the rest of the

students on campus by holding cultur-

al and educational events, including

rocky

parties and a semi-formal.

Cape Verde is an archipelago, which

is a group of islands, located in the

North Atlantic Ocean off the west

coast of Africa and west of Senegal. It

is somewhat larger than Rhode Island,

and the weather in Cape Verde is very

warm and dry. Its terrain is steep,

and volcanic, but beautiful.

There are about 412,157 peo-

ple living in Cape Verde.

Cape Verde was discovered

and colonized by Portugal, and

the islands were used as trad-

ing centers for African slaves.

Due to its history their main
language is Crioulu, or Creole,

which is a mixture of

Portuguese and African

dialects. |ust recently Cape
Verde obtained its national independ-

ence as of luly 5. 1975.

There will be several Cape Verdean

dishes to taste, such as Bacalhou (cod

fish), white rice, Cachupa, curry chick-

en and meat stew; and desserts, such as

fruit salad and flan (made out of cheese

and milk), which will be cooked by the

students' parents.

One of the organization's members,
Helder |. Varela, said, "Cachupa is my
favorite dish because it is deep rooted

in our culture and it will be the best

dish on the table. It is made with com
and in it we put meat, potatoes, carrots

and cabbages, etc. Take a day off from

D.C. food for this tasteful dish."

Not only will there be delicious

food, but entertainment as well. There
will be dance performances by the

"Estrelas de Cabo Verde," and mem-
bers of the alliance will do poetry read-

ings. Also, there will be musical per-

formances by a Cape Verdean band,

"The Nomads," featuring Kimberly

Djedje, Novu Reino and Tem Blessed.

After dinner and the performances,

there will be plenty of time for danc-

ing. Music styles that will be played

include morna, coladera. lunana.

batuku. cola and kuduro.

"The whole atmosphere will be very

pleasant," said Evandro C. Carvalho.

president of the organization.

Varela also added. "I hope people

would come to this event to appreciate

the beauty of our culture and diversity

among ourselves as u community."

ContlniMd from page 4

footage of him performing his standup

act, although a lot of it is different than

the content on the CD. But most of it

follows the behind-the-scenes action.

The majority of the documentary finds

Cross in situations such as being invited

by a fan to an "after-show party" (read:

potheads sitting in the back of a video

store), and being interviewed by a drunk

who is more interested in recounting his

stalking of Sonic Youth than asking his

subject pertinent questions.

Although Cross decided to take an

alternate route with this DVD. he is not

against putting out a future live DVD of

standup. "I would do brand new materi-

al and put that out there, but not the

stuff that already exists. I'd do it the

other way around, put out a DVD than

a CD."
Cross is well-known for his singular

and unique style and mindset. His com-

edy isn't a series of setups and punch

lines, but rather Cross prefers to tell sto-

ries. The humor comes from the insanity

that surrounds him. In his 1999 HBO
special. "The Pride Is Back," he mocks a

book of "fun things to do on a date," like

turning the television to MTV, getting a

kazoo and playing along to the music.

On "Shut Up You F"king Baby,"

Cross shakes his head in disgust and

confusion at the mindless and pointless

post-9/1 1 flag-waving. In "Let America

Laugh," Cross uses the people them-

selves as comedy — he has cameramen
interview walkouts and talks to a club

owner with an affinity for Robin

Williams. Not only is Cross' comedy act

and sense of humor different from main-

stream comedians (such as Williams)

but his life and career choices seem to

be, too. Cross' inventiveness manifested

itself when he found himself disenfran-

chised from the comedy scene; he took

his show to rock clubs.

"There were pros and cons to both

frock clubs and comedy clubs) ... tin

rock clubs] it's a long time [for the audi-

ence] to stand up. In the back people

chit-chat and stuff and it's not as

focused. In the [comedy] clubs, the best

thing is that it is very focused . . . and you

also get people who are not necessarily

inclined to agree with everything you

say. which is very interesting, and I miss

that confrontational feeling. The down-

side is that you have the club-owners,

you're limited to the amount of time you

can do . . . and, for a lot of my fans who
don't have a lot of money, going to a

f**king comedy club can cost upwards

of 50 bucks. Your two-drink minimum
and your ticket price, which I don't get

to really set. and they have to drive out

to the suburbs ..."

While Cross enjoys the rock club

tours because he draws more and more

people who come specifically for him —
not just people who are randomly going

to a coniiedy club to laugh — he deals

with a lot of distractions.

"That's not heckling," Cross says.

"That's just drunken behavior When
someone says, "You suck.' it's not that 1

really suck it's that they're trying to be

funny. When someone says, "You suck,"

in a [comedy] club, they mean it."

When asked about any future plans

for touring and releasing albums. Cross'

trademark deadpan sarcasm made it way

out for the first time of the interview.

"I'd like to record 27 more albums,"

Cross said in his straightest voice, "but

only release one of them and take the

master tapes and bum them."

When Cross finished joking around,

he really answered: "1 plan to do anoth-

er one for Sub Pop that's tighter and a

single disc. It's kinda the stuff I'm doing

now. I have no plans right now to do

another tour but I'm trying to get togeth-

er some fjeople to do a voter registration

tour"

Until then. Cross is keeping busy; he

is currently acting in a supporting role

on Fox's new comedy. "Arrested

Development," developing a show, "Vice

TV," for Showtime, and he has a role in

next year's "Eternal Sunshine of the

Spotless Mind" with |im Carrey. And, of

course, he has released one of the funni-

est DVD's in recent memory.

Any fan of Cross' previous work
should eat up "Let America l^ugh," and

while "Mr. Show" or "Shut Up You
F'*king Baby" may be a better introduc-

tion to Cross' twisted sense of humor,

the disc could very well make him some
new fans.
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Cross has made a name for himself

in and beyond the realm of comedy.

AHTSCap6 06ttinO some attention The answers to your future in a book
Museum allows visitots to explore favorite exhiiiits

By Deborah Geicjer

Ci)LU-c.iAN Staff

By BiPASHA Ray
Assollatsi) Press

SALEM (AP) — William Scofield

docked his audio guide into an ARTscape

kiosk in the atrium of the Peabody Essex

Museum — and planned to take his

favorite works of art home.

He and his daughters had "bookmarked"

some eye-catching exhibits by punching

in the ID numbers on the audio guide's

keypad, as they walked through the

Native American gallery.

After downloading those numbers

into an online account at the atrium

kiosk, they hoped to further explore those

favorites at home, linking them with

related items in the museum's collection.

"When you go away from the muse-

um, you have more than just nice memo-
ries." Scofield said. "You have something

you can revisit, from home or anywhere,

and also share the experience with other

people."

ARTscape is one of the latest pro-

grams in a national trend among muse-

ums using online technology to extend

their reach, said Ed Able, president and

CEO of the American Association of

Museums, an organization of about 3,000

museums including the Peabody Essex.

"If it's online and it has these tools

associated with it, it can be useful any-

where and that's the beauty of it— muse-

ums are reaching out beyond their geo-

graphical boundaries," Able said.

At the 204-year-old Salem museum,
which reopened in |une after a $ 1 25 mil-

lion renovation, ARTscape was bom of a

need to cater to an increasingly diverse

audience, said |ohn Grimes, a deputy

director at the museum who headed the

project.

"We are recognizing that there are dif-

ferent learning styles, different kinds of

intelligence, different kinds of cultural

backgrounds," Grimes said. "With this

technology, we can provide context, more

cultural information important for under-

standing the u.se and meaning of these art

objects."

Visitors can also use ARTscape to

browse the museum holdings, only a frac-

tion of which are on display at any given

time. They can search by keyword and

make "connections" — iook up works

from the same culture, made from the

same materials, from the same era, or cre-

ated for the same social purpose.

Founded in 1799 by Salem sea cap-

tains to display treasures they collected

around the globe, the museum now
boasts 2.4 million worLs of art. architec-

ture and culture. Known for its maritime

art and history collection, Asian and

Oceanic art, the museum also has exten-

sive holdings in American art. Native

American and African works.

"Don't Wait Until You Graduate 11" is t

life handbook that will help you in college

getting a job, and forming rela-

tionships— not to mention all the

fmits of that journey. Author

Keith F. Luscher brings jobless

nightmares and graduation into

perspective in this marvelous life

almanac: "If you want a job, if

you want to be successful, you

must start now — and don't wait

until you graduate."

"Don't Wait Until You
Graduate 11" will reward you

chapter by chapter with boldface

lessons on achieving your dreams,

clearly outlined and numbered for easy

review. You'll walk away with some great

pointers and will learn to "fill a need" in

our capitalist society.

To build experience in your field, you'll

need enriching experiences, many of

which will be applicable to you regardless

of major. "You must learn how to seek out

and recognize an opportunity . . . you must

look for needs." Lu.scher explains several

ways to do this, through college profes-

sors, volunteer work, part-time jobs and

more. Lu.scher even tells you how to find

these opportunities, and volunteer organi-

zations to contact. "Don't Wait Until You

Graduate 11" will motivate you to get start-

ed investing in yourself and your future.

lob markets may fluctuate faster than

'Don't Wait

Until You

Graduate

W

By Keitti F,

Luscher

New Horizon Press

the hemlines in the fall Dior line, Luscher

says, "lobs are not an end. they are a

means ... our quality of life does not get

better with more jobs being created ..."

Only a higher standard of living can do

_^_ that.

lobs are only a means to solv-

ing existing problems, or filling

existing needs. But there is a huge

difference between a "job" and a

"business." Business does not

exist solely to create jobs; and "it

is nobody's obligation to hire

you," or to magically see how
great you are. You've got to show

them through your own interest

and experience.

The principles of this book —
the way others perceive you and

the way you perceive yourself — revolve

around "your integrity, work ethic, and

dedication to service ... your relationships

with other people."

Some of the most engrossing and

rewarding segments in this book are on

how the truest friendships are made
through volunteer work. Real networking,

the author insists, "is simply the process of

building relationships with other people."

Volunteer work is "one of the most

effective ways to network" by looking into

doing meaningful volunteer work. "You

enhance your expertise ... develop skills

that employers seek out universally, yet are

not often found ... it can help you develop

attributes." like becoming a team player.

Luscher emphasizes that you can do

anything you wish in volunteer work —
you can try new things virtually risk-free.

All you do is choose your volunteering

niche and available hours, and you can

broaden skills from public speaking, to

teaching English to non-speakers. "Don't

Wail Until You Graduate H is the order of

the day if you're looking to .see the differ-

ence you can make in people's lives.

Luscher's step-by-step plan shows you

exactly how to start building real Iriends

through these highly accessible outlets.

You may even start to see this book as a

guide to living more than anything else.

"Wherever there are opportunities to

serve, there are friends to be made ... not

temporary contacts ... but friends ... they

are all around us." Even professors can be

part of your network if you truly care

about the subject and their expertise. "Get

them excited about helping you." Luscher

recommends, and don't be another

"anonymous, faceless body.

"

Make the world aware of what \ou can

do; ask the advice of someone in the field.

"By asking about ... business, you are

actually inquiring about ... needs." He also

recommends seeking out a mentor as a

contact and pemuincni inspiiuiion.

Full of ways to develop betler relation-

ships, get your fool in the door. sp<.il bogus

ads, get an internship, find summer
employment ideas, gel ser\ice learning,

start your own business and much, much
more. "L)on't Wait Until you Graduiiic 11"

will have you inspired, mutiviitoci and

excited about vour future.

Rent one

of ours

NoadditionaHeelor

21-25year olddims

• Cars

• Passenger Vans

• Thicks

POHERS
/HmsTHoaRcmis^

• Direct Billing to

Insurance Companies

• Free Local Pick lip

• Locally Owned and Operated

at North Amherst Motors
Colllsioa Rtpair Center

n SiinUrtanij KM. Hortn Aniiersl. MA 0t039

wnr.norlliimliiritiiiotort com

On Bus Floute' One MIe North otUMBss

a<XTORIVECX>M

Elcodrive is an alternative rock group that tar-

gets all groups with their not'too-edgy tunes.

PuuhEast
mm

# %

<^We bring Chinatown

to youf

"Voted best Chinese food

by UMass students!"

*^usHi bar!

*OQfM^ ACCEPTED
*<J)elivery available!

FiNi Chwcii & Ja^anim Cumini

Location: 103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, M.A. 01002

Open Hours:

Fri. & Sat.: 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

Sun. - Thurs.: 11:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

OoHveiry:
\

(413)549-0077
\

$1000Zdnnd
Shopping Spree!
For 5 days only! Tuesday.

November 11 through Saturday.

November 15 were celebrating our 32nd

year of being Zanna Come to our

Anniversary Sale. Fnter for a chance to

wina $1000 Zanna Shopping Spree!

All week we're having Big SaleS. Join the

fun Shop the Bargains

^S .

'

(413)256-892$
(413)256-8924

Fttx:

(413)263-117$

Plenty of food
& money left over?

It's true- if you shop at:

THE BARN,
Food Sensations—Plus!

Discount groceries... Save 30-50%!!

Just a short drive up 116 to Rt. 91

North to Greenfield (Exit 26).

THE BARN. It's worth the hip!

Meats»Dairy«Procluce»Groceries

•Household Items

99c sale and 500 sale going on now!

95 River Street, Greenfield 01301

(Exit 26 to 2A East, Right at Dunkin' Donuts)

(413) 774-5599 - Open daily 8 AM to 10 1^
*Casli and food stamps only, please*
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A fresh start

Anthony Anderson scored 16 points as the Minutemen beat the Playai Club,

95-87, last night at the Muliins Center. Sophomore Rashaun Freeman (19 points,

15 rebounds) scored a double-double in his second game as a Minuteman.

Battle of the Bills
Contlnufld from page 8

Even some players are surprised by the

success.

"Honestly, yes," Dallas strong safety

Darren Woodson said.

The last time they faced each other, in

1995, Parcelis coached New England and

Belichick led Cleveland. They're 2-2 in head-

to-head matchups and both took the Patriots

to the Super Bowl: Parcelis lost in 1997 and

Belichick won in 2002.

But there is more at stake Sunday than

coaching bragging rights.

The Patriots, coming off a bye week, must

stop the NFL's seventh-ranked rushing attack

and beat the league s top defense that held its

fourth opponent below 10 points last Sunday

with a 10-6 win over Buffalo.

The Cowboys must handle Tom Brady,

who has thrown six touchdowns and one

interception in the current five-game win-

ning streak, and must exploit a defense that

has allowed an NFL-low four touchdown

passes.

"As an offensive group, we don't just take

punches and just lay there and look for the

next blow," Dallas running back Tony

Hambrick said. "We try to throw one back."

The Patriots, hoping to neutralize the

Cowboys' blitzing and defensive speed, want

to grind out yardage and avoid third-down-

and-long plays.

"The best way to counteract speed is to

just play powerball against them," guard

Damien Woody said.

Belichick was Parcelis' defensive coordi-

nator with the New York Giants in the 1986

and 1990 seasons when they won Super

Bowls. On Ian. 5, 2000, Parcelis stepped

down after three years as coach of the New
York jets and was succeeded by Belichick.

But on Jan. 4, Belichick resigned amid

uncertainty about the pending sale of the

team and Parcelis' presence in the front

office. Belichick, still under contract to the

jets at the time, lost a lawsuit seeking his

freedom from the pact. A deal involving

draft choices was worked out that allowed

him to coach the Patriots in 2000.

"I have no hard feelings about anything,"

Parcelis said. "I know it has been character-

ized otherwise, but that's not the case at all.

I do wish him well."

Belichick said all the right things about

his former boss.

"The thing I appreciated the most about

working for Bill was the fact that, as a defen-

sive coach, he gave me the latitude to put

together game plans, utilize personnel and

coach defense."

Parcelis spent four seasons as coach of

the Patriots, ending with their loss in the

Super Bowl after the 1996 season in which

he had disagreements with owner Robert

Kraft.

Cowboy *D* is the show
Continued from page 8

"They're not No. I for nothing," Patriots

running back Antowain Smith said. "We need

to be able to handle that pressure because they

like to stop you on first and second down and

get you in third-and-long situations and bring

the all-out blitz."

The Patriots average only 103.6 yards rush-

ing per game, 19th in the league. The passing

offense averages 218.8 yards, ranked 10th, .so

a short-passing game might be more effective.

"This isn't one of those days where I will be

just camping back there checking things out,"

Brady said. "I really will have to get that ball

out quick."

That could mean a greater role for running

back Kevin Faulk, an outstanding receiver,

and tight ends Christian Fauria and Daniel

Graham, who both were playing well before

the Patriots had last weekend off.

New England already has overcome an out-

standing defense. Denver was ranked second

in the NFL but lost 30-26 in the Patriots' last

game when Brady threw an 18-yard touch-

down pass to David Givens with 30 seconds

left.

But the Patriots rushed for only 69 yards

and Brady threw for 350 as they trailed most

of that game.

Falling behind can be very costly against

the Cowboys, who have allowed a league-low

1 5. 1 points per game.

"Tliey present unique challenges," Woody
said. "We want to stay ahead because the

minute you fall behind, especially on third

down, that's when they're going to bring

everybody. They're going to always bring one

more than you can block."

The Patriots are getting used to tough

defenses, and their offensive game plans —
whether they stress running or passing — usu-

ally work.

"Every week it seems like we play against a

really good defense and we get up for it,"

Fauria said. "We take it as a challenge."

XC set for

NCAA race
By Matt Barstow

CilLteolAN Stafi'

The Massachusetts cross country teams will

face a daunting task tomorrow, as they travel to

Franklin Park to compete in the NCAA District

1, Division I Northeast Regional

Championships.

The teams need to finish in the top three to

earn a bid to the NCAA Championships. The

meet will feature 33 teams and 250 runners

from every D-1 school in New York and New
EnglaiKl.

Coming off a seventh-place finish in the con-

ference championships Nov 1 , the Minutemen

will look to improve upon last year's 23rd place

Northeast Regional finish.

"We hold a slight advantage over the New
York teams because we raced at Franklin Park

earlier this season, but all the teams from New
England have as well," UMass men's coach Ken

O'Brien said. "Northeastern, [Boston

University] and (Boston College] have the great-

est advantage because they practice and train at

Franklin throughout the season."

The Minutemen will look upon junior cap-

tain Andrew McCarron and sophomore transfer

Ryan Corbett to lead a young team in its first

10,000-meter race of the season. Corbett led

UMass scorers in the A- 1 Championships, fin-

ishing 29th overall, with a time of 26:46.

McCarron, who finished eighth in last year's

New England Championships, has experience

running 6.2-mile races during the indoor sea-

son.

O'Brien believes freshmen Aaron Strellner

and Michael Dulong are key to the team's suc-

cess. The duo came in third and fourth, respec-

tively, among Minutemen scorers in the A- 10

Championships.

"A 10k is a challenging length, but the

course is relatively flat which is comforting to

the young runners," O'Brien said.

lona College, winner of last year's Northeast

Regional Title, will look to repeat after claiming

its 13th consecutive Metro Atlantic Athletic

Conference title on Oct. 31. Heavily favored,

the Gaels are ranked fourth in the nation by the

Mondo/NCAA Division I Poll.

"We would love to crack the top 25, but my
ultimate goal is to have five of our guys have

good races." O'Brien said. "I don't care where

we finish as much as I care about the team com-

ing out and running strong as a unit."

For the Minutewomen. the Regional

Championships couldn't come at a worse time.

Team MVP Alexis Anzelone is coming off a

season-low third-place finish among UMass

scorers in the A- 10 Championships. A week

prior to the meet. Anzelone suffered from the

flu. from which she has not fully recovered.

"Saturday's race is going to be extremely

competitive and it doesn't look like Anzelone

will be back at full strength," UMass women's

coach lulie LaFreniere said. "Monday we had

the hardest workout of the week and you could

tell she was struggling, and that's not like her"

Anzelone led the Minutemen in four out of

sbt races during the season.

Another blow to the Minutewomen was the

injury of Loren Donohue. During Tuesday's

practice, Donohue s calves tightened, and as the

injury persisted throughout the week she was

forced to visi\ the team trainer yesterday morn-

ing. l^Freniere will wait for a proper diagnosis

before determining [X)nohue's status for tomor-

row's race.

"Now, more than ever, we need to race as a

team," LaFreniere said. "There isn't anything we

can do about the injuries, so people like (senior)

Tricia (Silva) and (junior) Amanda (DahlbergJ

need to step up and run their best races of the

season."

LaFreniere singled out Silva and Dahlberg

because they run 10,000-meter events during

the winter season. Tomorrow's women's race

will be 6,000 meters.

Columbia is favored to win the women's

competition, after repeating at the Ivy League

Heptagonal Cross Country Championships on

Oct. 31.

At the end of tomorrow's race, the

Providence Friars, ranked No. 8 nationally in

the Nov 4 FinishLynx Division I Women's Cross

Country Poll, may be nipping at Columbia's

heels.

"Some of the best cross country teams in the

country are from the Northeast," LaFreniere

said. "Columbia is a considerable favorite, but

Providence, BC or any of the Ivy's could finish

in the top three."

If the UMass cross country teams do not fin-

ish in the top three, individual runners may then

be selected by an NCAA committee to partici-

pate in the National Championships. It is likely

that a total of 10 runners from the Northeast

Region will be selected.
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Log Angeles Dodgers cloter Eric Gagne became the first relief

pitcher in 1 1 years to win a Cy Young Award yesterday.

Gagne takes

NL Cy Young
By Ronald Blum
Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) — Eric

Gagne was almost as perfect in

NL Cy Young Award voting as

he was on the mound.
The relief pitcher who con-

verted all 55 of his save

chances this year received 28 of

32 first-place votes and 146

points to win the honor
Thursday from the Baseball

Writers' Association of

America.

It was just the ninth time a

reliever won a Cy Young, the

first in the NL since San
Diego's Mark Davis in 1989.

"We haven't seen a lot of

relievers win that award, so I

was a little worried," Gagne
said during a telephone confer-

ence call.

San Francisco's jason

Schmidt was second with two

first-place votes and 73 points.

Chicago's Mark Prior got the

other first-place votes and was

third with 60 points.

Gagne. a 27-year-old right-

hander, was 2-3 with a 1.20

ERA and had 137 strikeouts

and 20 walks in 82 1-3 innings.

He was converted from a

starter to a reliever after the

2001 season and had 52 saves

in 2002.

"I knew I had the mental

attitude to be a closer, it was

just a matter of doing it in the

major leagues." Gagne said.

"As a starter, you have to be

more relaxed, you have to con-

trol your emotions more."

He is the only pitcher to

reach 50 saves in more than

one season and has converted

62 consecutive save chances

since failing to hold a lead

against Arizona on Aug. 26,

2002. a major league record.

"I don't really care about the

streak." said Gagne, the first

reliever to win a Cy Young
since Oakland's Dennis

Eckersley won the AL award in

1992.

He is just the second

Canadian to win a Cy Young,

following Ferguson Jenkins of

the Cubs in 1971.

Gagne failed to hold a lead

just once this season — he

allowed a two-run, go-ahead

homer to Hank Blalock of

Texas in the eighth inning of

the All-Star game.

"For me, the All-Star game
doesn't count," Gagne said.

Growing up in Mascouche.

Quebec, Gagne started skating

when he was 3 and thought he

was headed to a career in the

NHL.
"They called me the goon

when I was younger," he said.

"I thought I was a pretty good

defenseman. I was pretty big. 1

loved to hit."

Gagne wears goggles on the

mound because he can't wear

contacts — his eyes have scars

from getting hit by hockey

sticks.

Because he was 18 days shy

of being eligible for arbitration

and his contract was automati-

cally renewed by the Dodgers

in March, Gagne doesn't get a

bonus added to his $550,000

salary.

He figures to earn $3.5 mil-

lion or more next season.

"I'm not bitter That's the

business side of it. There's no

hard feelings," Gagne said.

"Now, it's going to be a differ-

ent story."

Schmidt, 17-5 with a

league-leading 2.34 ERA, gets

$75,000 for finishing second.

Prior, 18-6 with a 2.43 ERA,
gets $100,000 for winding up
third and also receives

$250,000 raises in each of the

next three seasons. With Prior's

All-Star selection and Cy
Young finish, the value of his

five-year contract increases

from $10.5 million to $12.95
million.

Prior, who is getting married

tomorrow, thought Gagne
deserved to win.

"To do what he did and to

not blow a save, especially in

the situations he was put in,

one-run games a lot of times,

and to rattle off 50-some odd
straight saves, is unbelievable,"

he said.

Marlin wins in court

locitncl on llip c

,inri SiiiiM'l Avp
Kid Fraiinq SI

Special of the Week: L,irqc Pizza $6 99 - Pick up nnly

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — A
federal civil jury spent 1 minutes

deliberating before deciding that

NASCAR driver Sterling Marlin

was innocent of assault for throw-

ing a man into the Jamaican surf.

The decision was announced late

Wednesday.

)oel Whitcomb of Pittsfield.

Mass.. sued Marlin, claiming he

injured his knee and shoulder

when Marlin shoved him into the

water.

Marlin. who lives in Columbia,

contended he could not have hurt

the man. Besides, he testified

Monday, he had every right to

stand his ground when the plaintiff

accused him of being a cheater.

Whitcomb went with his wife

to Jamaica in December 200 1 for a

promotional beach holiday that

drew NASCAR aficionados from

across the United States.

Whitcomb, a Dale Elamhardt Ir.

fan, went with his wife, lulia, who
likes Bill Elliot, according to testi-

mony in the two-day trial before

Senior U.S. District |udge Thomas

A. Higgins.

In lamaica they found them-

selves at a beachfront resort, where
they could mingle with the drivers

by night and join teams to compete

in the sunny beach Olympics that

organizers staged on the sand. The
Whitcombs were pleased to find

themselves on Dale jr's team.

loel Whitcomb competed in

almost all the events, including the

tug of war between the Earnhardt's

fans and Marlin's fans. The men
from both teams each won once,

leaving the rubber match to the

women.
When the women from

Marlin's team began to lose. Marlin

reached in and grabbed the rope as

if to aid their cause. Marlin told the

jury he was just horsing around
and didn't really pull.

loel Whitcomb concluded oth-

eiAvise. Testimony from the witness

stand and from depositions

showed that he told Marlin that he
thought the driver was a cheater—
always had been, always would be
— and jabbed his finger into

Marlin's chest.

"I thought he needed to be
cooled off," Marlin told the court.

— Associated Press
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Dining Commons Menu
D.t. contact: 4)3-545-2626

LUNCH
• KtMst Turkey

• Stuffed Shells

• Icilrifi'l Po{ ket Sandwich

(ve^.in)

DINNER
• Dill Salmon

• Pork Souvlaki

• Brazilian Black Beans

(ve^an)

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

FRIDAY
. High: 40
• Low: 24

SATURDAY
. High: 47

• Low: 30

SUNDAY
. High: 51

• Low: 29

O
Production Crew

On staff today

NICHT IDIIOR
Nikolai. I'. Markantonatos

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Anirlia P. lintnln

COPY TDITOR
Harahaia I atto

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Scott Pihl

PROI?UCTION STAFF
fniilif IJufifian, Ryan f/.i/icr/v
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44^ ^ He who controls the past

commands the future. He
who commands the future

conquers the past. *9

-George Orwell

aquarius • ian. 2o-fi:r. is

Ihc world IS stronger than you are. Let it

lift you to su( < c^ss.

pisCeS • FrH. 19-Mar. 20

You'll find what you're looking for where

you'll look last.

aries • mar. 2i-ai'k. i9

Yuck, your tea tastes like cream and

wafer.

taurUS • Apr. 20-MAY20

Let the good times roll ...

gemini • may2i-|ijn. 21

It's like Writer for wine, mv friend.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

Wear hotxiies. Not only are they stylish,

hut warm over your ears, too.

leo • iL't.. ..'j-Auc. 22

When ()('()|)lc (ome to vou in (onti-

deni (', keep their sen rets.

virgO • Aijc. 2J-SIHI. 22

Don't let a softhall take your head off. It's

just .1 grime.

libra • srn. 23-0(t. 22

Grab napkins at June h. You'll have stuff

on your fat e.

Scorpio • 0< T. 21-Nov. 21

Give your brain the night off and have

fun. You studied hard, now party!

Sagittarius • Nov. 22 Drr 21

Wet your whistle and try a hap|n tune.

Capricorn . Dt(.22 ian. 19

You're the only person I know who will

eat that stuff.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
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3 Becirooin

Apartment tor

January 665-9254

AUTO FOR SAIF

1992 Silver Ford

Taurus Excellent

condition $2400

ii8000Kc:aii 549-

3930 210-7^9^ All

Power

$500!!! Police

Impounds. Hondas,

Chevy's, etc from

$500. For listings.

1-800-319-3323

ext4554

( ompdtfrs

Pentium Laptop

$99.00 Free

Printer with

Computer purchase

Call for details.

Great Rates and

computers

great turn around

lime. We fix

Laptops. I^esk-

tops/PC's guaran-

teed 5S4-X857

EMPIOYMFNT

The Barn

-Shift nianayers

-Retrif.ierate(.l ware-

house

-(Cashiers &
stockers ($8 hr)

Apply in store.

C^pen 8am lOpin.

95 River St.

CreenfieKl. MA
01301 (116ri)91N

to Exit 26)

(4l3)774-55'-)9

!Bartending!$

$250/ day potential

No experience

Nesc Training pro-

vided. l-8a^ 965-

6520 ext 162

employment

Spring 2004

Internships with

the Student Legal

Services Office.

Get hands-on

experience in the

legal held. Work

directly with attor-

neys and clients.

Earn up to I 5

undergraduate

credits. No experi-

ence necessary and

training pnnided.

Contact the

Student Legal

Services Ofhce:

545-1995,922

(Campus C 'enter

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential.

Local positions. 1
-

800-293-3985 ext

516

EMPLOYMENT

Internship

Motivated students

seeking leadership

outside the hox.

Cjain experience in

all aspects of run-

ning a small husi-

ne.ss. Average pay:

$9 300.00 Ca 1 1 508-

246-12 30

FOR SAIE

$Save$ Wholesale-

DisccHint Prices,

Video yames,

clothing, jewelry',

more, www.tylers-

disccHints.com

HOUSE FOR RENT

Atnherst 3-4

Bedroom hou.se.

Hohart Ln.

Availahle Jan. 1

.

$I650/month.Call

413-549-4001

INSTRUCTION

On the Rocks

School Bartending.

Become certified in

one weekend.

Cireal way to earn

money. Call us toll

free at 866-mix-

56(K).

wWW.OTR Bartend-

ing.com

ROOM FOR RENT

Sublet one bed-

room for Spring

On Bus Route

Call: 617-89 3-8656

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need
help.' Call

Birthright oi

Amherst area for

free te.sting and

assi,stance. 549-

1906

SERVICES

Stuck on a tough

term paper.'

ThePaperExperts.c

om can help!

Expert writers can

help with editing,

writing, graduate

school applica-

tiims. We'll help

with any subject-

visit us 24/7 at

ThePaperExperts.

com.

precnanc:y
testing, hiv
Testing, Birth

C untrol, arid

Emergency

( ]otitracepti(M">.

.'Mtoidable aiid

confidential.

Tapestry Health,

27 Pray Street.

Amherst. 548-9992

Act Now! Boi^k 1 1 SPRINCi BREAK

people, get 1 2th

trip free. Group

discounts tor 6+

www.springbreak-

discounrs.com or

Spring Break 2004.

Travel with STS,

Americ.i's *l

Student Tour

Operator to

Jamaica, C'ancun,

Acapulco,

Bahamas and

Florida. Now hir-

ing campus reps.

Call tor group dis-

counts.

Intormation/Roerv

ations 1-800-648-

4849 or

www.st.stfavel.com

For more informa-

tion contact STA
Travel at 41 3-2 56-

1261

l-.ir(,'est selection ot

Destinations,

includiny ("ruises!

Foam Parties, Free

Drinks and C-Iub

Admissions. Rop

Positions ,ind

FREE trips

Available. I ^00

231-4386

wvvw.Epicurean

Tours.com

.'\ "Realitv" Spring

Break 2004's

Hottest Prices

B(H)k now .. Free

Trips, Meals tSi

Parties wwvv.sutv

splashttnirs.com or

1800-426-7710

.Advertise in tin-

Massachusetts

Daily ( "olleyi.ui

Marketpl.tcc:

Call 54v^ SCO

today!
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In the Eagles
y

3rd'ranked Boston

College comes to

Amherst tonight
By AsPRfcW MtKRiri

CoLLtC.lAN SxAFt

Tonight, thf ninth-ranked

Massachusetts hockey team (7-1-

0. 4-1-0 Hockey last) takes on

its toughest foe yet. when the No.

^ Boston College Eagles (5-2-2.

2-0-1 HEA) pay a visit to the

Muliins Center at 7 p.m.

While the Minuiemen have

played well against Hockey East

opponents thus far, outside of a

dismal b-2 loss to the Providence

Friars — who will host UMass

tomorrow night at Schneider

Arena — but have paid the price.

A number of players are

already feeling the kind of wear

that usually hits Hockey East

teams in the middle of the sea-

son.

The Eagles, nteanwhile. come

into tonights game with a mark

on their conference record which

isn't necessarily a blemish, but

the story of the last digit in their

Hockey East record could have

them seeing red tonight.

BC drew with New
Hampshire Wednesday night at

the Verizon Wireless Arena in

Manchester. N.H The Eagles led

2-0 until bAb of the third period,

when Jacob Micllikier scored to

make it 2-1. Still. BC held onto

the one-goal advantage until

Nathan Martz scored at 18:51,

with UNH goalie Mike Ayers on

the bench in favor of an extra

attacker. The teams battled to a

2-2 tie, though the squandered

two-goal lead likely didn't sit

well with the Eagles.

UMass coach Don Cahoon

hasn't harped on the Eagles' hunt

for vengeance to his team, how-

ever.

"We haven't talked to them

too much about what |BC has)

done, we're trying to get these

guys to focus on what we're

doing. New Hampshire is a

unique team in that they're very

resilient, they can get outshot for

the majority of games, and they

still get points.

"Our guys just need to com-

pete and make sure they're ready

for every shift and make sure

they don't play the scoreboard,

don't play the clock, just com-

pete."

The story for BC this year has

been its vaunted offense, which

is averaging more than three

goals per game. The Eagles have

scored 10 goals in the first period

this season, while allowing just

one goal in the opening frame.

That came in a 4-1 victory over

UMass Lowell on Nov. 5.

Cahoon would like to avoid a

shootout tonight.

"I think we have enough abili-

ty to score some goals for sure.

but I don't think I want to be

trading goals with them, be giv-

ing them numbers and trading

odd-man rushes and man-advan-

tage situations. I don't think that

is in anybody's favor but theirs.

They're the ones who are espe-

cially good in the rush, and

they're the ones that make their

bread and butter on the special

teams."

If the Minutemen can keep

things low-scoring, Cahoon feels

the advantage falls with the

Maroon and White.

"Hopefully we're a lot more

patient than we were a couple of

years ago, and patience counts

lor a lot in those situations,

you've got to stay with the grind,

you've got to stay with the simple

plays, you've got to keep the puck

in front of you and be responsible

on all fronts. I think our guys

undeistand that type of hockey,

it's a playoff type of hockey.

"It's hard to tell. I think we've

played a couple of games where if

we can manufacture that type of

perfomiance. we'd be in decent

shape
I
tonight). Like a lot of

ijams early in the season, there

have been all types of perform-

ances. If we bring the best per-

fomiance to the table, we'll be in

good shape, if we don't, we'll

struggle like other teams do

against them."

Ainong the hurting

MinuteiTien were Tim Vitek and

Greg Mauldin. who both left yes-

terday's practice early to seek

medical attention, and didn't

return.

..Jhi
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Gillette showdown
Teams set for Big D's defense

battle of Bills is on display

Sport

Men's Ice Hockey

Sport

Football

Women's Cross Country

Men's Cross Country

Men's Ice Hockey

Friday, Nov. 14

Opp./Event

vs. Boston College

Saturday, Nov. 15

Opp./Event

at Delaware
at NCAA Regional

at NCAA Regional

at Providence

Time

7:00 p.m.

By HowARii Ulman
ASSDCIATFI) PrKSS

By Howard Ulman
AsSfX lATEl) PrE.SS

Time

12:00 p.m.

11:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

7:00 p.m.

FOXBORO (AP) — Bill Parcells and Bill

Belichick have shared two Super Bowl champi-

onships, one public breakup and no tiine for dis-

tractions.

So don't expect Parcells to glare from the

Cowboys sidelines at his counterpart across the

field on Sunday night. And Belichick will be too

busy telling the Patriots what to do to mutter epi-

thets about his mentor.

"I am a coach." Belichick said. "I am not going

to make any tackles. 1 am not going to throw any

passes."

He spent 1 5 seasons as an assistant to Parcells.

who coached the Patriots for four seasons. That

adds to an already potent mixture — two division

leaders with surprising 7-2 records and the return

to New Rngland of wide receiver Terry Glenn,

Dallas' leading receiver.

But just as Glenn went from W catches as a

rookie with the Patriots in 1996 to a career marred

by injuries and suspensions, the teams' lortunes

can change dramatically.

"I'm happy that we're in a good position, but it

doesn't mean anything right now." Patriots corner-

back TV Law .said. "We're 7-2. but it's just as easy

if you don't focus to go 2-5 the rest of the way."

Belichick and Parcells keep pressure on players to

avoid complacency and are the masterminds

behind their teams' rise to division leads after sea-

son-opening losses.

"We are really inexperienced in a lot of respects.

I'm not crying wolf here at all. I'm just teMing you

that this is a work in progress." Parcells said.

He joined a team that went 5-1 1 the past three

seasons and added key players and a demanding

style. Belichick overcame numerous injuries to

starters by changing schemes and plugging in sub-

.stitutes.

Continued on page 6

FOXBORO (AP) — The New England Patriots

move the ball best through the air. That may not be

the best way to beat the NFL's top defense.

The Dallas Cowboys also have the NFL's third

best rushing defense, but by running well on Sunday

night, the Patriots hope to keep them from blitzing.

"That's what the coaches laid out for us. Let's go

ahead and play smashmouth with these guys and try

to wear them down," New England guard Damien

Woody said. "If we can establish the line of scrim-

mage, we'll definitely give ourselves a better chance

of winning the game."

Dallas loves to blitz and has nine sacks in its last

three games. It has held each of its last six opponents

to fewer than 1 "55 yards passing, and four of its nine

opponents under 10 points.

No wonder the Cowboys are 7-2. the same record as

the Patriots, and lead the NFC E^ast.

"They are a pressure defense that has speed."

Patriots quarterback Tom Brady said. "They are

bringing it, so I have to get rid of the ball."

He's done that well during New England's cur-

rent (ive-game winning streak. He's been sacked just

seven times, thrown six touchdown passes and been

picked off only once.

"They are going to try to do something to combat

pressure and I think they have a good guy there to

try to do that in Brady." Dallas coach Bill Parcells

said.

Last Sunday, Dallas beat Buffalo 10-6, held for-

mer Patriot Drew Bledsoe to 107 yards passing and

sacked him three times.

lust last season, the Cowboys had only the 18th

best defen.se in the NFL and 24 sacks. They already

have 20 this season.

Parcells is a big reason for that, having installed a

more aggressive defense after taking over for Dave

Campo following Dallas' third straight 5-1 1 season.

' Continued on page 6
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Turkey Trot gives food bank a lift

By Michelle Dozois

Collegian Cx)rresk)ni)bnt

Forty-four University of Massachusetts

students and one marathon runner raised

$500 for the hungry on Saturday at the

first annual "Tlirkey Trot Event." a charity

run/walk.

The event, which is about 5 kilometers

in length, began and ended at the Student

Union. It was organized by the UMass reg-

istered student organization. Students

Helping Area Reach-Out Efforts

(S.H.A.R.E.).

The money, raised through entry fees

and individual donations, will be donated

to the Western Mass Food Bank. The Food

Bank will use the money to buy turkeys to

distribute to local families for

Thanksgiving.

"With every dollar they're given, the

Western Mass Food Bank is able to pur-

chase $9 worth of food." said Maggie

Moran. a senior marketing major and sec-

retary of S.H.A.R.E. "So, from this event,

the Food Bank will be able to buy $4,500

worth of food."

TVenty volunteers arrived at 7:30 a.m.

on Saturday to set up for the race and mark

the trail with handmade turkey cutouts,

which looped around the academic circle.

"It sounds sappy, but everyone was real-

ly happy and showed up with a smile on

their face, despite the 10 a.m. race start

time, which is considered early by many

college students," said Carolyn Melbye. a

junior

S.H.A.R.E. and non-S.H.A.R.E. mem-

bers alike braved the cold weather and the

blustery wind to participate, including

Students run through the UMass campus to raise money for the hungry for the first

*';""=''J'-^>;;'"7'"

"'^"''"^^ '^''"

Event" Saturday. The trek raised $500 towards Thanksgiving turkeys for the Western Mass. Food Bank-

members of the Phi Sigma Phi sorority and

the women's crew and rugby teams.

lohn Lohan, a two-time Boston

Marathon runner and older brother of

S.H.A.R.E. publicity officer Brian Ijshan.

drove from Boston to run in the event.

"The Turkey Trot was very well done."

said Lohan, 58. "I won my age group!"

"We had a great turnout, more than we

expected." said Brian l^han, a junior com-

munications major. "We hope that this can

become a tradition at UMass, growing year

by year, and it's a special feeling, being a

part of the first one."

Participants agreed that the event was a

success. "I will definitely be hett; next

year. " said lames Crosby, a junior physics

major.

"It was a great time," said Dylan

Malynn, a junior geology major. Malynn

said that it was tough waking up so early,

but that the experience was worth it.

"It's especially good because the money we

raised is actually $9 for every dollar," said

Malynn. "My registration fee alone was

$10, which is really $90. That's definitely

a family's worth of food."

Participants and volunteers munched

on bagels, orange slices and granola bars,

donated by Stop & Shop, Trader )oe's, and

the UMass Outing Club. Beverages were

donated by the Special Olympics, an

organization that S.H.A.R.E. volunteers

work with throughout the year, according

lo Amy Tessier, S.H.A.R.E president and a

senior sports management major

The top three male and female finishers

were rewarded with gift certificates donat-

ed by Bueno Y Sano, Cinemark,

Hampshire Mall, Staples and Eastern

Mountain Sports. There were enough gift

certificates left over so that 50 other partic-

ipants also received prizes.

"More people left with something extra

in their pockets than those that didn't,"

Ixjhan said.

S.H.A.R.E. officers chose the Western

Mass Food Bank, located in Hatfield, MA,

as the charity to which to donate the

money because of its local ties. "It's an

umbrella organization," said Maggie

Moran, a senior marketing major and sec-

retary of S.H.A.R.E. "jThe money) trickles

down to places such as the Survival Center

in Amherst and Not Bread Alone."

Each month, eight S.H.A.R.E. mem-

bers volunteer at Not Bread Alone, a soup

kitchen at the First Congregatwnal Church

in Amherst, according to Moran.

S.H.A.R.E. was founded in 1996 as a

senior honors thesis project. More infor-

mation on the volunteer club can be found

at http://www-unix.oit.umass.edu

/-share/.

Istanbul bombings claimed

by al'Qaida in newspaper
By Frances D'Emilio

AssotiATEi) Press

ISTANBUL. Turkey

(AP)— An Arab newspaper

reported yesterday that it

received a claim of responsi-

bility froin Ihe al-Qaida terror-

ist group for the car bomb

attacks that killed 25 people in

two Istanbul synagogues a day

earlier.

The statement received by

the London-based daily Al-

Quds Al-Arabi. a copy of

which was obtained by The

Associated Press, said the

group carried out the attack

because it believed that agents

of Mossad, Israel's intelligence

agency, were in the syna-

gogues.

Abdel Bari Atwan, the

newspaper's editor, told the

pan-Arab cable station Al-

lazeera that the claim was

received by e-mail from the

Abu Hafs al-Masri Brigades,

which has been identified as

part of Al-Qaida and has sent

at least three similar claims

regarding attacks.

The sophisticated attacks

on the synagogues used pick-

up trucks stuffed with nearly

identical explosives detonated

minutes apart, likely by suicide

bombers, officials said.

Israeli intelligence and

explosives experts have

teamed with Turkish investiga-

tors to investigate the bomb-

ings, which wounded more

than 300 people, both lews at

the synagogues and Muslim

bystanders on the streets.

Earlier. Turkey's interior

minister told The Associated

Press that a link to internation-

al terrorists was likely.

However, the interior ministry

declined to comment on the

reported claim of responsibili-

ty-

Forensic workers pieced

together body parts and

searched for clues amid the

wreckage from blasts that

10^

International Programs Office

to host education week
By Matt Elder

Col LEfilAN StaFI-

Beginning today the

International Programs Office at

the University of Massachusetts

will host International Education

Week in an effort to educate stu-

dents about the programs and

services they offer.

"jThe International Programs

Office I
sends people anywhere in

the world they want to go," said

Frank Hugus, who is starting his

second year in the office as direc-

tor of IPO.

Most of the events are free of

charge and held in various rooms

in the campus center. Today, at 5

p.m. in room 917 Campus

Center, there will be a showing of

Special lapancse .\nime Films.

Tomorrow at 7 p.m.. in rooms

165 and 169 of the Campus

Center, there will be a discussion

and presentation about world

hunger as a global crisis. Also

tomorrow, at 8 p.m. in Lewis

dormitory, there will be food,

music and information from

around the world for Culture

Night.

On Wedne.sday at 8 p.m.. at

the Top of the Campus Center,

there will be an International

Film Festival. showing

L'Auberge Espagnole." There

will also be free popcorn and

soda for the audience.

On Thursday, in room 917 of

the Campus Center at 7 p.m..

there will be a student puppet

troupe which showcases pup-

petry presented through small

skits. Discussions will follow the

show.

In the Blue Wall on Friday, at

9 p.m., there will be African and

Latin music and dance.

The week closes in the

Campus Center auditorium with

Harvest Night, the only night

with a charge. This night will

feature African cuisine, music

and entertainment. For stu-

dents, the admission is $8 and

$10 for the general public.

Students can purchase tickets in

advance for $5.

Hugus said he. is looking for-

ward to the whole week, and he

wishes more students would

take advantage of the opportu-

nities that are presented to them

in different exchange programs.

Hugus hopes this week gets

more people interested in going

abroad by reaching out to the

students who normally would

not want to.

"I I want more people to go

abroad! because there are so

many wonderful things around

the world," said Hugus.

According to Hugus,

Western Europe and Australia

are the most popular destina-

tions for UMass students, and a

majority of the students brought

in to UMass are from China and

India.

Professor named to federal cominission

By Alyson Zillmann

C".<)LLt(iiAN Staff

Entrance of the Neve Shalom

explosion in Istanbul, Turkey on

Israeli experts said were

stronger than most bombings

they see at home.

Officials found two bodies

fitted with wire, and one of

them matched partial remains

found in one of the attack cars,

media reported, suggesting

that the explosions were set off

by suicide bombers and not by

remote control.

Interior Minister

Abdulkadir Aksu told the AP

that there is a "more than 95

percent" chance that the

attacks were suicide bombings.

Ml 'RAP ';F7fcR/ASS<.>IA'n-;iM'RESS

Synagogue, left, is seen after an

Saturday.

"I am not saying 100 per-

cent because the investigation

is still underway, but I was con-

vinced that these attacks were

suicide bombings after I saw

the scenes of the attacks and

was briefed by authorities,"

Aksu said.

"It is very likely that there is

an international connec-

tion. We are not ruling out any

possibility, including al-Oaida

involvement," he said, adding

that the identities or nationali-

ties of the bombers were still

unknown.

leffrey L. Sedgwick, an associate professor of

political "science at the University of Massachusetts, is

one of six people President George W. Bush appoint-

ed last month to a commission designed to plan

events in celebration of Benjamin Franklin's 300th

birthday

The federal commission will have the next two

years to organize Franklin's tercentenary celebra-

tions, which will include the minting of a Benjamin

Franklin tercentenary coin and the issuing of a special

postage stamp.

"It's our job to design and approve of a whole-

menu of activities that will engage all Americans."

said Sedgwick.

Sedgwick, who was recommended for the corn-

mission by former governor lane Swift, has a special

interest in the founding period of American history

and especially the drafting of the constitution, in

which Franklin was a key player.

"It's a pleasure to be involved in the celebration ol

an individual known as a scientist, inventor, diplo-

mat, printer and statesman — a jack-ol-all-trades,"

Sedgwick said in a recent press release. •Especially in

these times, it is good to remember and honor a man

best known for his -dislike of everything that tended

to debase the spirit of the common people.' That is a

commitment valuable not only to Americans, but to

democracy everywhere in the worid."

Sedgwick has been working in the area of democ-

ratization for many years, in countries like Romania.

Kyrgyztan and Armenia. He is assistant project direc-

tor of civic education in these countries, which means

that among other things, he helps prepare high

schiwl students to be active in a denuKralic society.

"Part of what got me excited | about the commis-

sion) is the fact that Franklin too had a long career as

a a-presentative of America to the rest of the worid."

Sedgwick said.

Sedgwick is also the project director for the devel-

opment of a public administration baccalaureate

degree program in the Ukraine, and the project direc-

tor of a Fulbrighl Summer Institute in American

Studies.

The members of the Benjamin Franklin

Commission have not met since their fonnal white

house appointment. Sedgwick said he expects that

they will meet in Philadelphia, the nation's former

capital.

In addition to supervising production ot the com-

memorative stamp and coin, the commission is

responsible for collecting and presening artifacts,

sponsoring publications, conferences, exhibitions

and meetings, as well as organizing national high

school and college-level essay contests conceim-d

with the life and legacy of the founding father.
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Kerry criticizes Dean on foreign policy

By Mike Wilson
AsStKIATEI) PrFSS

DES MOINES. Iowa (AP)—
Massachusetts Sen. John Kerry

criticized former Vermont Gov.

Howard Dean yesterday as a

Washington outsider who does-

n't have the experience to lead

the country in the area of for-

eign affairs.

Kerry, Dean and Ohio Rep.

Dennis Kucinich, who are all

seeking the Democratic presi-

dential nomination, spoke to a

crowd of about 200 people at

the Tifereth Synagogue in Des

Moines.

The candidates were each

given about 10 minutes to

speak and then answered ques-

tions, many of which revolved

around foreign policy and the

future of Israeli-Palestinian

relations.

Kerry, a Vietnam veteran,

said the other candidates lack

the foreign policy experience

needed to leverage a peace set-

tlement in the Middle East. He

said President Bush's inexperi-

ence in such matters is evident

in the handling of the war in

Iraq.

"George Bush is a poster

child for the notion that after

Sept. 1 1 no foreign policy expe-

rience, no security experience,

no military experience is

absolutely not the equation for

the presidency of the nation of

the United States," Kerry said.

"It is clear that after Sept. 1

1

we do not need a president

with on-the-job training on the

issues of national security."

He said the president of the

United States should act as a

broker in the peace process.

"A good president has

always been capable of being

able to act as an honest broker,

nudging our friends, leveraging

when we need to. respecting the

notion that it's not up to us to

define the peace, it's up to the

parlies to negotiate the peace

and no peace that isn't properly

negotiated by the parties can be

a peace that holds," Kerry said.

Dean said the United States

should redeploy a special envoy

to Ihe Middle Last to assist in

the peace negotiations, saying

one of his first acts as president

would be to call on former pres-

ident Bill Clinton to act as that

envoy.

He said the next president

must play a more active role in

the Middle East peace process.

"There will not be peace

unless there is heavy interven-

tion every day by an American

president," Dean said.

((
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U.S. investigates

Black Hawk crash
By Louis Meixier

AsSlKl,Mkl) PRtSS

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —The
U.S. niilitur-y tried to determine

yesterday whether insurgent gun-

fire caused the crash of two Black

Hawk helicopters, killing 17 sol-

diers in the worst single loss ol

American life since the war in Iraq

began.

Meanwhile, an audio tape pur-

portedly by Saddam Hussein

urged Iraqis to escalate attacks

against the occupation and

"agents brought by foreign

armies"— Iraqis who support the

coalition.

The speaker on the tape, aired

on Al-Arabiya television, said the

only way to end the chaos in Iraq

was for Saddam and his now out-

lawed Baath Party to return to

power
U.S. soldiers, meanwhile, took

the offensive with the military

mounting operations in Baghdad

and Saddam's home region of cen-

tral Iraq. The military fired a satel-

lite-guided rnissile with a 500-

pound warhead at a suspected

guerrilla training base. Four insur-

gents were killed in a separate

clash.

"Any of those groups that are

working against the best interest

of the Iraqis are going to be target-

ed." said Li. Col. William

MacDonald. spokesman of the 4th

Infantiy i:)ivision.

Strong explosions thundered

through central Baghdad after

sundown yesterday, apparently

part of "Operation Iron Hammer."

a new "get tough" strategy of

going after insurgents before they

can strike.

Late yesterday, a large number

of U.S. troops, backed by annored

vehic'is and helicopters, moved

into the Sunni Muslim neighbor-

hood of Azamiyah, sealing off a

20-block area and searching vehi-

cles in a show of force.

The CIA said it would review

the purported Saddam tape for its

authenticity. But President Bush

dismissed the recording.

"I suspect it's same old stuff.

It's propaganda. We're not leaving

until the job is done, pure and sim-

ple," Bush said. "I'm sure he'd like

to see us leave, if in fact it's hi

voice. I know the elements of tli

Baathist party, those who used i>

torture, maim and kill in order to

stay in power would like to see us

leave."

The voice in the recording

resembled Saddam's, but was

huskier and the speaker appeared

tired.

"The evil ones now find them-

selves in crisis and this is God's

will for them." he said. "The land

and fire of glorious Iraq that God

has blessed with jihad because of

valor in resistance ... will swallow

hundreds of thousands of troops

that ... will never achieve their

plans."

The only solution for Iraq, the

speaker said, was for "the zealous

Iraqi sons, who ran its affairs and

brought it out of backwardness ...

to return ... to run its affairs

anew." he said, referring to the

Baath leadership.

The speaker also lashed out at

Iraqis who cooperate with the

U.S. military, calling them "stray

dogs that walk alongside the cara-

van." Iraqis who work with the

United States have been targeted
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,, , watch from a distance as U.S. Army soldiers remove debris of an U.S. Army Black Hawk hel-

icopter yesterday after it crashed in Mosul, northern Iraq, late Saturday.

by Iraqi guerrillas.

The top U.S. administrator in

Iraq, L. Paul Bremer, said Saddam

likely made some arrangements

for a guerrilla war against the

Americans before his regime fell

before invading U.S. troops in

April.

"I think there are some indica-

tions that he had prepared for a

low-intensity conflict, terrorist

war, the kind we're seeing now,

beforehand." Bremer said on "Fox

News Sunday." "There had been

some documents that have come

to light since liberation that sug-

gest there were preparations."

In northern Iraq, the U.S. mili-

tary was investigating whether

insurgent ground lire caused the

crash of two U.S. helicopters

belonging to the lOlst Airborne

Division. The helicopters went

down in residential neighbor

hoods of Mosul, Iraq's third-

largest city. There were no civilian

casualties.

"There are reports that there

may have been ground fire, and

one of them may have been trying

to avoid that. We just don't know

at this point." Bremer said on "Fox

News Sunday"
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Activists learn how to act locally to solve global problems
1 ,„,r,.<w.n int,, trp^h wHter hundreds of light bulbs in the city. Program coo

By Mark Pratt
AsSOCIATliD PmSS

MEDFORD, Mass. (AP)— Global warming,

melting ice caps, rising sea levels and other envi-

ronmental catastrophes are frightening concepts

that most people feel helpless to do anything

about.

But activists gathered yesterday at Tufts

University to discuss grass-roots solutions to

worldwide climate problems at the third annual

Grassroots Climate Action Conference.

About 200 people attended a series of educa-

jtional seminars and "how-to" workshops «|esigned

ito teach people not just about the issue of global

warming, but how to address it both at the indi-

vidual level and by forming community advocacy

groups to lobby local government.

"The goal here is to give people the information

they need to become climate activists at the local

and state level," said Marc Breslow. co-director of

the Massachu.setts Climate Action Network.

"Doing the little things in Massachusetts won't

solve the problem, but its a demonstration effect,

and we can set an example."

University of New Hampshire professor Barrett

Rock painted a bleak picture in one of the morn-

ing seminars. New England's skiing and maple

syrup industries have already been negatively

affected by climate change, and at current rates.

when average worldwide temperatures are expect

ed to rise 6 to 10 degrees by the end of the centu-

ry. Boston could eventually have a climate similar

to the current climate in Richmond. Va. or

Atlanta, he said.

The warmer climate will result in the loss of

coastal areas, .salt water intrusion into tresh water

supplies and the spread of tropical diseases,

Breslow said.

But there are "a million things you can do" to

slow the process, he said, from simply switching to

more energy efficient lighting at home to driving a

more fuel efficient car

And while one person making a lifestyle change

may not seem like it can make a huge difference,

when communities lake action, the results can be

dramatic.

The Medford Climate Action Network

launched a campaign earlier this year to persuade

people to switch to more energy efficient compact

fluorescent lights instead of conventional incan-

descent light bulbs.

The campaign, which drew the support of the

mayor and city council, has succeeded in replacing

hundreds of light bulbs in the city. Program coor-

dinator lack Beusmans said that if all 22.000

Medford households changed one bOwati bulb

with a 1 5-watl nuoresceni it would keep I million

pounds of carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere

and save $100,000 annually.

A climate control group in Lexington persuad-

ed the cash-strapped town to borrow money to

switch to more efficient lighting in four schools.

The new, more environmentally friendly lighting

will pay for itself in a year and save the town

money in the long run. Breslow said.

Dakota Butterfield, fed up by the Bush admin-

istraiions energy and environmental policies,

attended the conference to see what she could doi

"I cant change what the federal government is

doing but 1 can take responsibility in my own com-

munity." the Cambridge wuiiian said.
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Bush pFeased by tentative

deal on medicare legislation
By K4ARK Sherman

.•VsMn lAim TRtss

WASHINGTON (AP)—
President Bush yesterday enlhu-

siastically endorsed a tentative

agreement on legislation to give

older Americans a new prescrip-

tion drug benefit, part of sweep-

ing changes to the government-

run Medicare program.

"I will be active!) pushing the

bill" in the coming days to ensure

passage. Bush said, leading the

Republican effort to overcome

anticipated resistance from

Democrats and objections from

some Republicans.

Republican congressional

leaders on Saturday announced

the breakthrough on the legisla-

tion, which would mark the

largest ever expansion of

Medicare. Republicans hope to

pass it by week's end.

Many details remained

unknowTi yesterday as congres-

sional staff worked on the cost of

the bill — which cannot exceed

$400 billion over 10 years — and

its final composition.

But at its core, it would give

millions of seniors prescription

drug coverage for the first time

for a premium of roughly $35 a

month. At the same time, the bill

would create a large new role for

private insurers in health care for

40 million older and disabled

Americans.

Senate Majority Leader Bill

Frist. R-Tenn.. said he thinks

most lawmakers will be persuad-

ed to support the bill because of

the drug benefit and the ability of

seniors to choose their health

plans, including remaining in tra-

ditional Medicare.

"If youre satisfied with what

you have today, you don't have to

change," Frist said yesterday at a

Capitol news conference to give

an outline of the legislation.

Frist said AARP. the 55-mil-

lion member seniors' group,

specifically endorsed compromis-

es on final sticking points in the

bill, including efforts to encour-

age employers to maintain drug

coverage for retirees, direct com-

petition between traditional

Medicare and private plans, and

providing more money to low-

income seniors.

AARP chief executive William

Novelli said the group would

make no decision on an endorse-

ment until it reviews final details

of the legislation.

Other interest groups, includ-

ing the American Medical

Association and the trade organi-

zation for the managed care

industry, announced their sup-

port the legislation.

Sen. Max Baucus, D-Mont..

one of two Democrats who took

part in months of negotiations,

said the bill "is not perfect from

anyone's perspective, but it's

good legislation."

He said the bill would attract

significant Democratic support in

the Senate, even if some leading

Senate Democrats, including

Edward M. Kennedy of

Massachusetts, oppose it.

"Many will reach the decision

that this is better to pass than not

to pass," Baucus said.

Kennedy and Senate

Democratic leader Tom Daschle

of South Dakota raised warning

flags Sunday that the bill would

do more hann than good.

Kennedy said on CBS' "Face

the Nation" that he did not think

the bill would pass the Senate.

Daschle, on "Fox News Sunday."

said, "We may actually be coerc-

ing up to 10 million people into

an HMO system that could mean

dramatically higher costs ... in

premiums for Medicare."

But in overcoming the final

obstacles to the bill, negotiators

said they reached a compromise

on proposal to require traditional

Medicare to compete with pri-

vate insurance plans and found a

way to reduce by half the number

of retirees who would lose

employer-based coverage once

the new drug benefit kicked in.

Competition would begin in

2010 in six metropolitan areas

and last no more than six years.

Extending it beyond that would

require congressional approval.

Sen. )ohn Breaux, D-La., the

other Democratic negotiator, said

the bill would cap annual premi-

um increases for seniors who
remain in traditional Medicare at

5 percent a year, responding to

criticisms that premiums would

President Bush makes remarks

Washington.

soar for those who did not move

to private plans.

And Baucus said he disagreed

with those who say the tempo-

rary program would harm tradi-

tional Medicare.

In the House, a conservative

Republican said he is disappoint-

ed with the agreement.

Competition "has been watered

down to a demonstration project

that does not even begin until

2010." Rep. |eb Hensarling. R-

Texas. said. "I frankly do not

1 AWRENt-t )A«SHN/A.SSOC:lATF.n PRESS

to the media from the South Lawn of the White House yesterday in

know how we can stave off bank-

rupting the Medicare system

without this essential reform."

Hensarling was one of several

conservatives who voted reluc-

tantly for the Medicare bill

passed by the House in |une by a

one-vote margin.

He said he and other conser-

vatives would reserve judgment

until they see the final bill.

The legislation includes sev-

eral provisions designed to meet

conservatives' demands. These

include a new health-related tax

break for individuals with a

high-deductible health insur-

ance policy; a requirement for

higher wage-earners to pay

more for the out-of-hospital

coverage they receive under

Medicare Part B; and a require-

ment for Congress to review

Medicare's costs if they rose to

unexpected levels.

The agreement also contains

at least $25 billion for rural

doctors and hospitals.

Serbia election fails for third time in year, triggers political crisis
^^
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BELGRADE. Serbia-Montenegro (AP) —
Serbians failed for the third time in a year yesterday

to elect a president because of low voter turnout,

triggering a political crisis in the Balkan republic.

An ultranationalist with close ties to Slobodan

Milosevic led the ballot, underiining Serbians' dis-

content with the pro-Western government that

ousted the dictator in 2000 and the republic's drift

back to Milosevic's nationalism, which triggered the

Balkan wars in the 1990s.

About 59 percent of registered voters cast bal-

lots, exit polls showed, less than the 50 percent

needed to validate the vote, said the independent

Center for Free Elections and Democracy.

Tomislav Nikolic was ahead with 46.5 percent of

vote, the unofficial results showed. Dragoljub

Micunovic. a pro-democracy candidate who led

pre-election polls, trailed with only 55 percent.

Four other candidates shared the rest of the vote.

Official results were expected Monday, but the cen-

ter's results have proved reliable in the past.

The failed election lefi Serbia in a power vacu-

um. Parliament was dissolved last week because the

pro-Western government lost parliamentary sup-

port, leaving no one to call a presidential new vote.

New general elections were set for Dec. 28.

Serbia's Vice Prime Minister Zarko Korac

described the election results as a "tragedy for

Serbia."

"We are entering a dangerous, dramatic, phase

of our future." Korac said.

Stjepan Gredelj. an independent election analyst

who monitored the vote, feared "an institutional

chaos" without a president for the republic.

Voters stayed away from the polls because of

disillusionment with the country's leadership,

which has failed to bring economic progress to

Serbia following a decade of war that led to

Yugoslavia's breakup and and the ouster of

Milosevic, he said.

Labor protests are on the rise, and people are

generally dissatisfied with their living standards in

Serbia, which with the much smaller republic of

Montenegro formed Serbia- Montenegro, the coun-

try that replaced Yugoslavia.

"The politicians are getting what they deserve."

Gredelj said.

The last two elections, at the end of last year,

also foundered because low voter turnout. The post

of president has been vacant since a Milosevic ally.

Milan Milutinovic. stepped down in January to face

war crimes charges at a U.N. court in The Hague,

the Netheriands.

Nikolic, 51. of the pro-Milosevic Serbian

Radical party, had been banking that disillusion-

ment with democracy and the West would help his

cause. He has pledged to have no more extraditions

of Serbs to the U.N. tribunal to answer war-crimes

charges committed during last decade's Balkan

wars fomented by Milosevic.

Radical Party leader Vojislav Seselj is in The

Hague awaiting his war crimes trial together with

Milosevic and several other former top Serbian

leaders.

Aleksandar Vucic. an official of Nikolic's Radical

Party, said the election results presented an

"immense triumph" and predicted that the party

would do well in the December parliamentary elec-

tions.
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Responsibility for all:

Safe sex a necessity
Let's recall what we did as a University this

weekend. Raise your hand if you: watched Boston

College battle it out with our bebved Minutemen

hockey team, danced to Ani DiFranco, studied,

slept, or had sex.

A couple thousand of us crowded into the

Mullins center for Friday's hockey game, just as

many watched Ani. fewer of us studied, most of us

skpt, and some of us engaged in sexual inter-

course.

However, the number of hands that go up drop

when you ask how many that had sex with a

known and trusted partner. The hands dwindle

even further when you ask how many of those who

had sex used protection.

Studies done within the last three years show

that despite being a high- risk group for contract-

ing sexually transmitted diseases or illness (com-

monly referred to as STDs or STIs), American col-

lege students continue to engage in risky sexual

behavior Reuters Health reports college students

do not use condoms consistently.

Harvatxis School of Public Health's 2001 study

of 8,500 undergraduates nationwide, published in

the Archives of Sexual Behavior, showed that 7

1

percent were sexually experienced, but only 43 per-

cent reported always using a condom, and an

alarming 24 percent said they had never used a

condom.
Supposing that you were one of those at the

University this weekend who did engage in sexual

activities with an unknown partner, or even with a

known partner, but without a condom, what

excuse do you have? Every student living on cam-

pus has access to free condoms; resident advi.sors

arc- given buckets full to provide to their residents

upon request. Whether you live on or off campus

as u student (or professor or staff) you may pur-

chase condoms at University Health Services for

exceptionally discounted prices.

One in five people in the United States have a

STI, according to FemaleHealth.com. TWo-thirds

of STIs occur in people under the age of 25. The

most common age group to contract an STI is

women between the ages of 1 5 and 25. One in five

college students have Chlamydia, a common bacte-

rial Sn. If that isn't enough to make you strap on

a condom, say no. or run to University Health

Services for a check-up, half of all new HIV infec-

tions occur in individuals under the age of 25. |ohn

Hopkins reports that the incidence of STIs is rising,

in part, due to social change in marriage patterns:

more people have sex eariier. marry later, divorce

more often, and have more sexual partners than in

previoas generations.

Supposing you didn't contract a STI from a

partner this weekend, therc' remains the great risk

of pregnancy from unprotected sex. Twenty-two-

percent of sexually active 18 and 19-year-olds in

the United States become pregnant each year,

according FemaleHealth.com. Is that really a

responsibility you are ready for?

Abstinence remains the only way to avoid the

consequences of STIs and the responsibilities of

pregnancy. However, since a majority of colk^e

students arc- sexually active, we as a generation

must exercise caution through the use of condoms

and smart choices.

Nobody on this campus has an excuse for

engaging in sexual activity without using a con-

dom: they are easily acces.sed, come in a variety of

colors, sizes, flavors, textures, and styles. Whatever

you do on your weekends here at UMass. keep it

safe — for all of us. Know your partner, have sober

sex. and use a condom.

Umigtted editorials represent the majority opin-

ion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian iAiitorial

Board.

Heroism: Minorities need not apply
With a recent-

ly released

book, a made-

for-TV movie,

and a very sub-

stantial dis-

charge package,

Jessica Lynch

has become an

overnight
celebrity.

And of course,

the Bush Administration and

Pentagon are hyping Lynch like

she's the Second Coming of

Vassilli Zaitsev: the bearer of

good news from the war front, a

much-needed moralc-boosiei.

both to troops and skeptics at

home. But in the pro-war media,

where there's smoke, there are

mirrors.

lessica Lynch was most likely

hand-picked by the Pentagon and

Bush administration. She had

what it took to be the perfect

patriotic poster-girl: she was

white, young, and attractive. The

American media knows what

pretty, white girls mean to

Americans, especially when some-

thing bad happens to them.

Young, attractive, white girls have

been symbols of purity, dating

back to the I 3 colonies. It's the

instinctual fear of beauty and

innocence being lost to a godless

savage, which has fueled

American hate-streaks for cen-

turies.

Whether its raising Ku Klux

Klan membership or giving the

public something to bite their

nails over, this mentality may

never go away and will continue

to be invoked whenever needed.

During the anti-abolition cam-

paigns of the 19th century, streets

were lined with posters of chami-

ing, petite giHs savagely embraced

by black men. In the days of |oe

McCarthy. American dads were

haunted by the specter of

Communist "party giHs." or good-

giris-gone-bad, who apathetically

went to bed with social outcasts

and racial minorities for the

good of The Party."

Now in 2003, we have Jessica

Lynch: the all-American girl next-

door who found herself at the

mercy of dark skinned savages of

the Third World. It's the perfect

cultural drama and. for a few

extra bucks during sweeps week,

it made for great titillation on

prime time television.

Americans were left on the

edge of their seats, as the

Pentagon, in a display of this-is-

where-your-tax-dollars-go chival-

ry, swept up lessica from an aban-

doned hospital, in an unnecessary,

over hyped, and ovei-Hollywood-

ed rescue operation.

In the months to follow, the

issue is left to simmer for ignorant

rumors to spread like SARS. And

then, showing no respect for the

facts, Jessica's story was recklessly

hyped into absurdity by the main-

stream media and especially, the

government. Apparently, lynch

was shot. Slabbed, slapped, raped,

and any other Rasputin-like

method that could be sold to gos-

sip-loving Americans.

All these rumors, however, are

now being denied, disputed, or

debunked. Doctors denied that

she was shot or stabbed, Lynch

claims that she was never

slapped, and nobody could (ind

any evidence that she was raped.

However, the papers had no prob-

lem reporting it as if it were

entirely factual.

Jessica Lynch: the

all-American giri

next-door ... It's the

perfect cultural

drama and, for a

few extra bucks

during sweeps

week, it made for

great titillation on

primetime televi-

sion.

Fven the story of her rescue

wa^ dramatized. The Iniqi lawyer

that told coalition ioiccs where

she was. started telling stories of

dramatic Kung Fu tights with

Saddam loyalists during his

escaiK'. (His wife claims thai he

watches too many lohn Wayne

movies.) Fven Lynch herself has

claimed that the story of her dar-

ing (and conveniently videotaped)

rc'scue is hammed-up. She was

even upset at the fact thai they

brought a camera in the first

place. In fact, her side of the story

is more consiiteni wM' a recent

BBC story thai US soldiers had at

first refused to take her back, even

firing on her ambuliince when

Iraqi doctors tried to ivluni her

Furthennore. last week, in a

display of absolute integrity.

lessica came clean with the fact

that Bush, the IVnUigon. and the

media are shamelessly hyping her

story for propaganda. She has

also come out as saying that she is

hurt that the military has fabricat-

ed most of her story and "it was

wrong" that she be used as a

patriotic symbol.

It doesn't really matter at this

point, however, because the

hawks in Washington got what

they wanted. Animosity was suc-

cessfully generated against the

enemy. They knew thai the image

of a scared little white girl in the

hands of faceless dark-skinned

"savages" would stir public senti-

ment. Why do you think they're

pushing the rape allegation down

our throats? Because, it's a fact

that interracial rapes with white

victims stir up more outrage than

any other form of rape, among

Americans

Ncvci mind the spectrum of

racial diversity among the heroes

and POWs of the coalition. Who's

inierested in Native Americans,

single mothers. Black women or.

(gasp) Mexicans? Can you seri-

ously imagine the image of a black

woman in captivity stirring much

public outrage? No. In fact, there

was a black woman in captivity

and outside of her family and

friends, nobody could care less.

There were plenty of faces that

they could have used, if they

wanted to describe heroism, but

none of them were young, white.

or pretty enough. Shoshana

lohnson, a wounded, black cap-

tive, will be getting only one third

of the discharge package thai

Lynch will be getting. Tlic condi-

tions of her captivity were degrad-

ing and demoralizing. (It's against

the law to film POWs for public

morale.) Lori Picstewa, a Native

American single mother of two

had fought to ihc death at I ynchs

side. The media didn't even give

her a proper obituary.

The hawks wagered some of

their last shreds of credibility on

the hope- that lessica's amnesia

would last forever Thc> tried to

promote lessica's story becau.sc.

irankly, there were no other pret-

ty, white faces that could shift

public sentiment.

No\^ that Lynch has reclaimed

her dignity. I simply wonder liuw

long will it be before ihcy dump
her like a psychotic girlfriend.

Not. I think, until another report

of a pretty white damsel in dis-

tress comes across the Pentagon

desks. Minorities and American

propaganda never iiii\.

Mark Ostroj) is a Collegian

columnist.

A call for a Jewish state

Hiflher education more cost-elfective overseas

lison

[dies

Due to the

I ccent budget

cuts that have

been taking

place this year,

UMass students

have been feel-

ing the direct

effects in many
different ways.

However, it is

not only the

budget cuts that are causing the

cost of attending the University to

become outrageously problematic.

Many factors have contributed

10 the increase in financial costs to

students. The cost of attending a

higher education facility in the

United States has become continu-

ally more unaffordable for many

students, while overseas, the cost is

much more economically sound.

With some of the world's top

minds emerging from the United

States' lop universities, it is abom-

inable that American students are

forced to pay tens of thousands of

dollars more for a same rate, if not

belter, education than they would

have overseas.

For the most part, education in

Furcipc is significantly less expen-

sive in comparison because schools

and universities arc- granted federal

funding by the government.

Textbooks, for one, are abundantly

more expensive in the United

States than they are in, for

instance, the United Kingdom. On

average, students can find them-

.selves paying $1 .000 on textbooks

alone for one academic year Quite

often, publishers wind up selling a

iexlb<.)ok for half the price abroad

than they would in the United

States.

Nowadays, many professors

deckle to sell materials for their

classes in bulk packages containing

textbooks, study guides, lecture

notes, and even CD-ROMs thai, on

their own. would be more expen-

sive and hard to find. The students

arc- forced to buy the package at

anywherc- from $100 to $150. at

least. At the University of Hull l-aw

School in Hull, U.K., an academic

course packet for a course is made

affordable in one way by using

mostly Xeroxes of public sources

and having the university sell them

at 12 pounds, roughly $20.

Many universities

in Europe offer very

supert education

that is on par with

ttie universities

available for study

in America at a

much lower cost

Many universities in Europe

offer very superb education thai is

on par with the universities avail-

able for study in America at a

much lower cost. At Lancaster

University, located in Lancaster,

U.K., the cost for attendance per

year for students from the United

Kingdom and the Furc)pean Union

is 2,870, pounds, roughly $4,837.

For students from the United

States attending the university, the

cost would be 7,470 pounds per

year, rciughly $12,699.

One contributing factor to the

issue of the increased prices of

higher education is the lack of con-

sideration for household incomes

when it comes to financial aid.

During the 1990s, federal and

state policy makers developed a

new generation of student aid pro-

grams that are both very expensive

and much more effective at assist-

ing middle — and upper— income

students to cover college costs than

they are at increasing access for

low — income students," states

Michael Mumper, a professor at

Ohio University specializing in the

politics of higher education

finance, in "Tlie Finance of Higher

Education: Theory Research,

Policy and Practice."

In addition, the use of loans

greatly outweighs the use of grants

in the United States. The reason for

this is that, since 1975, the govern-

ment began awarding morc- money

through loans than it was through

grants. Consequently, the use of

loans increased drastically and

rc-sulted in more difficulty for stu-

dents to fund their education.

In Europe, the government

allots money to schtxjls and univer-

sities, leading to the cost of pursu-

ing higher education becoming

affordable for students from fami-

lies of all income levels. Colleges

and universities in the United Slates

have made it virtually impossible

for a student to afford the tuition

and fees for one aaideinic year, let

alone the number of years needed

to cam the desired degrees.

If American students are taught

nothing else in their educational

careers, it's that one shouldn't turn

down a bargain. Attending univer-

sities abroad may prove to be a bet-

ter bargain financially (and cxluca-

lionally) when pursuing higher

education if the current costs of

higher education in the United

Slates remain as they are.

Allison Ijiles is a Collegian

wlumnist.

From my four months thus tar

in Israel. I have gained much

insight and understanding about

the situation here in the Middle

Last. One thing that has hccn

brought to my attention espe-

cially is the unfortunate realily

that the "situation" extends far

greater than just here in the

Fertile Crescent. In the media,

the Israeli-Palestinian conflict

appears to be solely about land.

That is most definitely not the case.

As first described to me by my French flat mule,

the "anti-Israel" sentiment in France has become

rampant. From her portrayal, however, it seems

clear that it is not just a widespread opinion

against the existence of the state of Israel, but a

deeply rooted sentiment of anti-Semitism conve-

niently cloaked under the auspices oi the "Ami-

Israel position." Even the great Reverend Dr.

Martin Luther King |r. wrote: "You declare, my

friend, that vou do not hate the lews, you arc mere

ly 'anti- Zionist.' When people criticize Zionism.

they mean lews. . . . And what is anti- Zionist? It

is the denial to the Jewish people of a fundamcnial

right that we justly claim for the peoj^lc of Atrica

and freely accord all other nations of (he globe."

My flat mate described having to turn her

"Steve's Packs" (Israeli bag/luggage compan\ )
hag

around, label against her body, so as to safeguard

herself from assault. She also recounted that

lewish boys arc unable to wear kippahs openly on

the street without being attacked, jews have been

stabbed, and elderly women are now frisked upon

entering synagogues, as a precaution. Despite

nearly 400 incidents against lews just last April

alone. French President Chirac denied there is

anti-Semitism in France.

Unfortunately, this kind of anti Scmiiic bciiav

ior is not just in France. lusi last monlh.

Malaysian Prime Minister, Mahathir Muhanimod

called for the woHd's 1,3 billion Muslims lo unite

in a holy war against the |ev\ ish people in a speech

to the 57-nation Organization of the Islamic

Conference. At the United Nations fhiid World

Conference against Racism in Durban. South

Africa, protesters compared Israelis to Nazis and

called for the killing of lews, yet the majority

response of the delegates was silence. One might

think that after two millennia of expulsions.

jihads, crusades, inquisitions, pogroms, and gas

chambers, the world would finally end ihe

impugning of the lews for the problems of

humankind. However, barely after 50 years of hav

ing an independent stale, a new method of anii

Semilism has already been set in moiit'n.

Recently. I read an argument against the exis-

tence of a lewish state, claiming that the lews have

no need for a state all their own. I counter, not

onl\ is the need great, but especially now. the need

couldn't be more pressing. Figures b\ the Ministry

of Immigrant Absorption show that in this year

alone, over 3.000 people from I ranee have moved

to Israel to seek refuge from the onslaught of anti-

Semitic violence that has been rapidly conlinuinp

to persist. In response to those who claim that a

state that bases itself on lewish ethnic and reli-

gious values is racist or uncalled for, 1 ask. what

about the 22 Arab countries surrounding Israel,

all of which have built themselves upon Islam and

follow Muslim tradition? Why should a state ol

not even t> million people. (:>40 limes smaller in

size and bO times less the population of its sur-

rounding 22 Muslim countries, even be noticed?

The existence of the lewish state should not even

be a discussion.

The ability for Jews to live in

Israel should not just be exis-

tent, but it should be greatly

supported.

Conveniently, the nevN deiensc is. •Well. Arabs

arc Semites, too." Frankly, this could not be a more

preposterous argument, as it is globally understood

that the term "anti-Semitic" has been coined to

refer to the lews especially. In fact, in 187 3. the

term "anti-Semitism" was first used in a pamphlet

hv Wilhelm Marr called "Icwry's Victory over

'l'cuH)nism." Such protests arc perivtuating this

problem one layer deeper by not oiiK burying it.

but making it appear as though it is an unwarrant-

ed excuse lor svmpathy. It is due 10 claims such as

this one that Idaie say. the Holocaust was made

possible. Or, wait, did that not happen now, too?

Ihc ability lor lews to live in Israel should not

just be existent, but it should be greatly support-

ed. In Amherst, we like to consider ourselves

rational and sympathetic to world suffering. Why

is it then that this entire new epidemic of hatred is

being allowed to subsist in our midst and we do

not even respoinl?

The situation worldwide for lews is cxlremelv

grave. I call out to everyone who has the freedom

to live free of racial, ethnic and religious persecu-

tion 10 show his or her support and concern for

those ihroughoui the world who are less privi-

leged, by supporting the stale of Israel, one ol the

only countries in the Middle Fast which safe-

guards these values as dearly as we do in the U.S.

\\\ doing so, we will hojiefully be able to prevent

ilic horrors i>f the past from repeating themselves

once again in front of our very own eyes.

leah Mtale is a Collegian columnist on

exchange in Israel.
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Internet: the 'MastcF Efld Conimander' sails

frontfeT' into the hearts of audiences

Love Potion

Deborali Geioer

Love and the Internet:

you can love the Internet,

but can the Internet pro-

duce something that you

love, too?

Don't tell me you

haven't looked up your

hometown on match.com

and laughed — all the

way back to your empty

dorm room!

There's a huge stigma

behind meeting people online, as if you're

totally ugly, have no confidence, or are

simply cataleptic when it comes to friend-

ship or dating.

But what if Internet dating — the

process of perusing some of many dating

websites for photos of candidates who ful-

fill one or more of your requirements for a

mate — replaced commodity? Would pick-

ing out a boyfriend be like Longchamp's

Lepliage bag, where you merely specify

your size, color, and style of choice?

When my friends drag me out on

Thursday nights after a long day filled with

classes that go until 9 p.m., I'm not in that

party mode.' I am exhausted, stressed and

run down, nowhere near "party mode.'

Since I don't drink, I've become the one

more excited for the hazelnut with skim at

Dunkin Donuts than the actual party.

Has anyone else noticed the party scene

here is mind-numbing, lackluster and

tedious? That's on the most wild nights, of

course.

As a result, when gearing up for a night

out, the $12.99 Express Warehouse Sale

pants paired with the thrice worn, slightly

stained, definitely not washed Petit-Bateau

pink shirt are good enough for me. No one

seems to notice that I don't wear those

ugly stringy black shirts that fall apart

after one washing. To see an example of

these shirts, seek out almost any freshman

girl at a frat party.

It was at one of these raucous, less than

exhilarating events that a friend of mine

snapped a few pictures. I remember look-

ing around the room at that party, the

crimson Christmas lights haphazardly

hanging from this off campus living room

and one of last year's most irritating sin-

gles blazing from the boom box; the.

scenery more memorable than the asoc|^L

male population who stand around ancf

drinks beer from backpacks.

After flipping through the shots of

friends in a drunken daze I found a few

photos of myself.

"Great," I thought. "I don't even drink

and the only decent photo of me at the end

of the night is holding a red Solo cup in

one hand and a beer pong ball in the

other."

So my friend tacked it on the Web site

where she met her current, not to mention

very sexy, flame. I

And? !

So far more than 50 responses! More

than 50 people paid money to send me a

note.

Maybe it has to do with being an upper-

classman, or maybe it has to do with being

tall — but meeting people at UMass just

feels stale. I'll be walking to class and

think, 'I've gotten exactly three smiles this

morning; one random female jogger, a girl

I barely know and Candy, the card-swiper

at Hampshire DC
Not one guy around here has looked at

me and smiled, has been friendly. But more

importantly, it seems like no guys play the

game anymore. No guys flirt.

Statistically, attractiveness matters

more to men than it does to women. Looks

are the first trait a male will look for in a

lifelong mate that, but looks remain a dis-

tant third or fourth to women. For many of

us, it is about personality. "Face value"

isn't a cliche for nothing.

Where parties used to be a catalyst for

meeting people because saying 'hi' in class

was just too scary, they themselves have

now become the scary part. It's the inter-

net that is bridging people together. So

online dating, as corny as it sounds, is

actually genius. You're avoiding crowds,

dive bars, and roofies and the biggest risk

seems to be the possibility of meeting some

legit people.

Yet at the same time it's scary. Online

dating may just be the wave of the future;

we are now given the power to pick and

choose the exact physical attributes of a

potential date, to judge him or her based

on a brief blurb on his love of jet skiing or

her desire "not to be played." In time, this

selection will become about picking and

choosing the exact physical attributes of a

potential spouse.

No matter what the intentions of

Internet daters, be it a good time or a long-

term relationship, the point is this — it's

not a declaration that you are 'pathetic'

nor a signifier that you are void of visual

appeal if you try out an Internet dating

site. So try it.

A few tips: If you're going to make a

profile and you're a guy, please, no photos

with another girl, or group of girls. It's irri-

tating.

And ladies, no Maxim inspired outfits,

unless you going for that "I'm trying to

break into the adult film industry " look.

So get online, put up a profile, and

don't laugh — my friend's boyfriend is hot.

Deborah Geiger is a Collegian colum-

nist.

By KiMBERLV Seymour
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He has done it again. Russell Crowe, three-time con-

secutive Academy Award nominee for Best Actor, has

brought to life another masterpiece. Crowe, along with

Paul Bettany. stars in "Master and Commander: The Far

Side of the World." which premietvd Friday in theatres

across the country. This epic tale takes the viewer back to

1805, a lime when England's navy was all that stood

between Napoleon and his desired empire.

Australian director Peter Weir, who previously direct-

ed hits such as "The Truman's Show" and "The Dead

Poets Society," brought to screen an long infamous story

unfolded through the pages of the Patrick O'Brian series

of Aubrey/Matuiin novels.

Crowes character is Captain "Lucky" |acky Aubrey,

renowned war hero of Great Britain. Aubrey is in charge

of the British vessel HMS Surprise. He is accompanied

by Dr Stephen Maturin. played by Paul Bettany ("A

Beautiful Mind"), and a crew of nearly 200 men.

While sailing along the South American coast, the

HMS Surprise is caught off-guard and attacked by a

great French warship,

which seemed to

come from

nowhere.

With
half the

number of

and

against them, the HMS Surprise is badly damaged.

Captain Aubrey decides to dock at a nearby port to gath-

er provisions and repair the wounded ship, hoping to fol-

low the French vessel and surprise it with a counter

attack.

This heroic film explores naval life in the beginning

of the 19th century with a sensitivity to what

it was really like. It is cleariy an action film, but

not in the typical fashion. The battle scenes are

larger than life, with a realistic and gripping

sense of urgency This is not another emblem-

atic war film, filled with blood and human

bodies being torn apart by bombs.

Instead, Weir decides to focus on the sus-

pense and emotion invested behind the scenes

of the battles. Weir acknowledges also the sig-

nificant role time plays in the actions ot

Aubrey, Maturin, and their crew. These men

are* not fighting because they are savage and

malicious, but instead because it is their dui>

and honor to defend the British Empire.

Captain Aubrey is not the archetype, clas-

sic war hero either He is sensitive and com-

passionate — his friendship with Dr. Maturin

moving. The two spend many hours in

Aubrey's quarters, playing instruments togeth-

er or simply exchanging ideas and advice. The

doctor is a naturalist, quiet and reserved. It is

obvious to the viewer the dilTerence in charac-

ter and personality between the two. yet

together they have an amazing repertoire. Aubrey not

only listens to the advice Maturin offers, but considers

what he says.

Captain Aubrey also relieves the viewer of the antic-

ipation of the on coming battles with dinner in his cabin.

'Master and

Commander:
The Far Side

of the World'

Directed by

PeierWeif

Starring

Russell l^oiiii

Paul Bettany

Uoiversal Studios

Miraiat

20tli Centruay fti

flaied 1*6-13

t39 iin:

Grille

A

wdth oflicers, rum, delicious foods and comic relief.

Ctowe does just the right amount of underplaying of his

character to remind the audience that he is just a man

doing his job in a time period when countries seldom saw

peace for any length of time.

Up-and-coming actor Max Pirkis, 13, plays the mid-

___ siiipman, LxjnJ Blakeney His performance is out-

standing, his portrayal of a young man preparing

for a life of battle and war. realistic. He is injured

in the first attack by the French, but doesn't

allow this to dampen his spirits or his bravery.

Captain Aubrey is by his side, giving him books

on war heroes to keep up his morale.

Also starring in this motion pfcture is Billy

Boyd, who audiences came to and love for his

work as Pippin in "The Lord of the Rings" films.

Boyd's portrayal of a crewmember is convincing.

He is in charge of "manning the wheel' or steering

the ship. He, along with other common crewmen,

represented the hard-working bwer class that

assisted in running a battle ship in this period.

There was a delicate relationship between

Captain Aubrey and his crew, as Weir portrayed

in a particular scene of this film. It was impera-

tive for Captains at this time to keep their crew

in check, while earning their respect and giving

them credit for their abilities in return.

Weir has managed to keep this film moving

and poignant. w\\h an exciting plot, all-star cast

and moments when the viewer might forget this

is an action film altogether "Master and Commander"

will touch the viewer's heart, for more than two hours

giving you a sense of what old fashioned war might have

been like and reminding all of the bravery and sincerity

Forty years after his death, JFK still captivates
By Frazier Mix)Rt-,
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NEW YORK (AP) — In the

week leading up to Nov 22.

more than a dozen |FK specials

invite viewers to cncounler him

from every vantage point on the

40th anniversary of his death.

You can step back and survey

his role in a poweri'ul politiail

dynasty on "The Kennedys"

(encoring on PBS. 9 p.m. EST
tonight and Tuesday).

If for some reason you care.

you can dally with admirers such

as Dtrinald Trump and lay Leno

as they describe their reactions

to that grim day in L^allas. on

MSNBC's dumbed-down "|FK:

The Day That Changed

America" (9 p.m. Monday).

You can re-experience the

tragedy by focusing on the jour-

nalists who originally reported it.

Through their memories as well

as with painstakingly compiled

footage, CNN's "President

Kennedy Has Been Shot" (8

p.m. Sunday) and PBS" "IFK:

Breaking the News" (check \oca\

listings) track Kennedy's death,

then, two days later, the killing

of his collared murder suspect

on live TV.

In the process, both pro-

grams document media history

being made.

"With no preparation what-

soever," says "Breaking the

News" narrator jane Pauley,

those long-ago newscasters

mobilized "the most massive

coverage of any event since the

invention of television." They

gathered the nation in a video

vigil. And crejited a model for

cable news two decades later.

Between this pair of films,

perhaps "Breaking the News"

has the edge in conveying ho^v

journalists responded when a

one-day story took on timeless

gravity

Particularly telling are

extended excerpts that show |ay

Wat.son, program director at

WFAA-TV in Dallas, as he is

pressed into unaccustomed on-

air duty (all the station's

reporters happened to be out in

the field).

At one point, Watson man-

ages to chain-smoke, monitor a

telephone for updates, and inter-

view Abraham Zapruder, who
had just made the most famous

home movie of all time. "1 got

out about a half-hour eariier to

get a good spot to shoot some

pictures," he explains.

His 26-second. 8mm film —
the only known visual record of

the full ambush — figures heav-

ily in a trio of documentaries

that re-examine whether Lee

Harvey Oswald acted alone or as

part of a conspiracy And, befit-

ting a debate that will likely

never be resolved, the films

arrive at differing conclusions.

Fox News Channel's "|FK:

Case Not Closed" (9 p.m.

Sunday) supports a conspiracy

hypothesis. It disputes the "sin-

gle bullet theory" and interprets

an audio transmission from a

Dallas police motorcycle as con-

taining sounds from four gun

shots, not three — which would

prove the existence of a second

assailant in Dealey Plaza.

But Court TV's "|FK:

Investigation Reopened" (9 p.m.

Wednesday) draws on high-tech

analysis that accounts for how
that single "magic" bullet might

have plausibly traveled through

Kennedy, then struck Texas Gov.

|ohn Connally in the front seat of

their limousine.

This fascinating hour also

means to debunk the police tape

CXXIRTHSY TEAC-HPOt TCNI EIX i

Although John E Kennedy was only president for a short

time, he has remained in the hearts of Americans for many years.

with techniques that suggest the

"gun shots" are random noise —
and the recording was made a

full minute after the shooting

was over.

"Peter |ennings Reporting:

The Kennedy Assassination —
Beyond Conspiracy" (ABC. 9

p.m. Thursday), provides even

more elaborate computer simu-

lations. This two-hour program

(only part of which was available

for review) reaches the same ver-

dict: Oswald acted alone.

Not that any amount of evi-

dence, one way or another, is

likely to settle the question. Nor

is this mystery ever likely to be

pried loose from assessments of

the thousand days that went

before.

"Kennedy's legacy is defined

in part by the manner of his

passing." observes the splendid

three-hour "[FK: A Presidency

Revealed" (History Channel, 8

p.m, Sunday).

But before his fateful trip to

Dallas. Kennedy faced the possi-

bility of nuclear war with the

Soviet Union no fewer than

three times. (In the film, then

Secretary of Defense Robert

McNamara recalls an October

night during the 1962 Cuban
Missile Crisis when he wondered

if he — and by extension the

human race — would be alive a

week later.)

And three times Kennedy

would confront the prospect of

sending federal troops to occupy

Southern states to protect the

civil rights of black Americans.

During his brief presidency.

Kennedy .set America on a

course for the moon. He altered

fashion, refusing to wear a hat

and wearing his hair longish by

the standards of that pre-Beatles

era. With his wife, Jackie, he was

the arbiter of excellence, cool

and glamour that helped "create

an illusion that later became

known as Camelol."

Veteran reporter Hugh Sidey,

who covered Kennedy for Time-

Life publications, believes there

was "a very good chance" that

news of his indiscretions "would

have broken wide open some-

time in his second term, if not

before, and he might have been

forced out of office."

But, 40 years after Dallas,

that's just one of countless "what

ifs."

"He's frozen in our memories

at the age of 46," says Kennedy

biographer Robert Daliek. "So

handsome, so articulate, so

witty, so charming, so charismat-

ic. He was a man of exceptional

promise."

Another valuable program,

"The Kennedy Tapes Revealed"

(Bravo, 8 p.m. Friday), draws on

recollections recorded by Robert

Kennedy, the fallen president's

brother and attorney general, as

an oral history after his death.

This intimate hour charts the

Kennedy administration from

Bobby's perspective, as well as

hearing from other observers

including Anthony Lewis and

Arthur Schlesinger jr., whom he

had picked to interview him for

his taped memoirs.

At times on the tapes Bobby

is brutally direct, as when he

describes Lyndon |ohnson,

Presklent Kennedy's successor,

as "a mean, bitter and vicious

animal in many ways."

But even in these private

reflections, he is protective of

the brother he served so loyally,

at one point dismissing rumors

of President Kennedy's trysts as

"ridiculous, on the face of it."

The world knows better now.

Even .so, |ohn Kennedy's "endur-

ing appeal seems to transcend

personal frailty," notes the

History Channel's "A Presidency

Revealed." One reason? "He
spoke of an America of toler-

ance, praspering in a world free

from fear"

With Americans discovering

new fears all the time, Kennedy
may seem more appealing than

ever.

By MeiMei Thai
C^LLBoiAN Correspondent

The friendly, exciting atmosphere of

Cape Verdean Night, "Palavras di Nos

Terra," held on Saturday started the

evening off with a delicious cuisine at the

Campus Center Auditorium.

The platters served were Cachupa,

curry chicken and beef stew, potatoes,

carrots, rice, and Bacalhou, a very unique

tasting delicacy that was salty and tangy

— a perfect combination.

Almost every Cape Verdean and

University of Massachusetts student,

alum, parent, and even students from

other schools such as UMass Dartmouth,

were dressed formally and fashionably in

suits and dresses. They were seated at

round tables, with white tablecloths and

glass vases added for a finishing touch.

Sidonio Ferreira. the Cape Verdean

Student Alliance advisor, and Evandro

Carvalho. president of CVSA, welcomed

all the attendees to the event.

Iva Brito then recited a deep poem

about historias, or stories. Her strong

voice stirred the emotions of the room

and helped the audience feel the gravity

of what she was saying.

"I really liked the poem because it talked

about all the things the Cape Verdean

people had to go through," Giusi E.

Lopes, a Cape Verdean and Italian stu-

dent at UMass, said.

Following Brito's poem was a tradi-

tional dance perfonnance by the Estrelas

de Cabo Verde, done by Cape Verdean

Student Association members dressed in

white buttoned-down shirts, black pants.

YliERALDH LINO/lXULECIAK

Students enjoy food and dance performances by Cape Verdean groups on

Saturday's Cape Verdean Night in the Campus Center Auditorium.

and black skirts. They started the scene

with someone washing clothes by hand,

an immigrant mother of many children,

and a mother selling fish. Then they

danced with their partners slowly at first,

then more fast-paced to as the tempo of

the music sped up.

As Salome Duarte, a Cape Verdean

student, said, "Through the skits, it

brings us back to our roots and we

remember about the everyday life, which

we tried to show."

Next on stage was Verissimo Galvao,

who spoke a few words in remberance of

former president of CVSA, Edgar Barros,

who passed away in August on Logo, one

of the Cape Verdean islands off the west

coast of Africa. Galvao spoke about how

Barros was very passionate about his peo-

ple, family, and culture. He also men-

tioned how Barros wanted to teach Cape

Verdean students and the whole campus

about his country. Barros was very proud

of where he came from and he was very

involved with helping the community

Galvao left the audience with the idea

that Barros was all about the community

and his dedication should be an inspira-

tion for all to help live out his vision.

Continued on page 8

Student

targets

cancer

cells for

project
CAMBRIDGE (AP) — A 17

year-old high school student

who developed a process to tar-

get cancer cells with fewer side

effects than current methods

has a chance to compete for

$100,000 in a prestigious

national science competition.

H. Mason Hedberg, a senior

at North Attleboro High

School, received a $3,000

scholarship and a silver medal

in the Siemens Westinghouse

Competition in Math, Science

& Technology as the winner in

the individual category.

"This student developed an

innovative technique that may
prove to be extremely useful,"

MIT biology professor and

competitioR judge Mary-Lu
Pardue sai(^ in a statement

issued on Saturday.

Hedberg's project, titled

"An Efficient, Functional

Telomerase Activity Assay,"

aims to find compounds in the

natural environment that sup-

press cancer-causing tumors.

By blocking telemorase, an

enzyme found only in cancer,

Hedberg said the compounds
could also stop cancer from

spreading.

"My grandmother had a very

severe type of cancer recently

and 1 saw her recovery process

was very difficult and I thought

there had to be a better way to

get through cancer," Hedberg

said in a phone interview on

Saturday.

"Chemotherapy and radia-

tion therapy could have very

harmful side effects. This

would have almost no side

effects," he said.

Hedberg's grandmother

inspired him to develop his

project, but he has had a life-

long interest in science. He has

developed a program at his

high school to promote the

study of science to elementary

students.

Hedberg has applied to

Brown University where he

hopes to major in biology and

enter the pre-med program

there. He said he wants to

become a physician-scientist

"to bridge the gap between

research and clinical practice."

A panel of judges from the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology chose 70 finalists

from six regions to advance to

the national competition in

Washington next month.

Mark and Jeffrey Schneider

of South Windsor, Connecticut

won the top team prize at the

New England Regional Finals

for their West Nile Virus proj-

ect.

Hedberg and the Schneiders

were three of 1,285 students

who entered the contest this

year.

"The sheer talent and inge-

nuity of these remarkable

young people never fails to

amaze me," Albert Hoser,

chairman and chief executive

of the Siemens Foundation,

said in the statement. "I have

no doubt that among the win-

ners tonight are some of our

future leaders in math and sci-

ence."

The Iselin, New jersey-

based Siemens Foundation

gives more than $1 million in

scholarships, awards and

grants each year.

-Associated Press
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MondayNovember17

ART
VThe Student Union Art Gallery will host an

extiibit by artists Jetfery King and Katie

Banach. Artwork can been seen in the Gallery

starting at 5 p.m. for free. The Art Gallery is locat-

ed between Earth Foods and the People's Market.

TuesdaySeptember18

MUSIC
yThe "Tuesdays in Bezanson" concert series

continues tonight at 8 p.m. with "The

Beauty of Inflections: Music for Voices and

Instruments." Playing highlights from "Marie

Galante," the show will bring an array of guest

musicians to UMass. Tickets are $5 for students

and S10 for the general public.

VThe Calvin Theatre hosts Susan Tedeschi

and The Jason Crosby Band tonight at 8

p m. Nominated for a best new artist Grammy in

2000, Tedeschi has been bringing her guitar-

heavy blend of emotional rock to the music world

ever since. Tickets are $34.50, $28.50, and

$22.50.

WednesdayNovembeM 9

PERFORMING ARTS

V Smith College's Alyson Roux takes a new kxik at

Bertolt Brecht's "Mother Courage and Her

Chiklren, " a play covenng a 30-year holy war. The mod-

ennzed performance of this classic will unfoW on the

stage of the Hallle Flanagan Studk) Theater in Smith's

Mendenhall Center for the Performing Arts. The show

starts at 8 p.m. tonight through Saturday Tickets are $5

for students and $7 for the general publK.

BOOKS
^ Historian Henry Wiencek will discuss his latest

^^ novel, "An bnperlect God: George Washington,

His Staves, and the Creation of Amenca." The reading

wM take place at the Odyssey Bookshop in South Hadley

at 7 p.m. and is free and open to the publki

ThursdayNovember20

MUSIC
yThe Reskjential Arts Sotos and Duos Series con-

dudes Its season tonight with the Sunny

Fortune/ Rastued All Duo at the Bezanson Recital Hall.

With Fortune on ftute and saxophones and Ali on drums

ttie pair bring with them critical acclaim and a sound

sense of musical expertise. The show starts at 8 p.m.

and student tickets are $5

BOOKS
^^ Jennifer Margulis, PhD will speak tonight at

»^ Food For Thought Books about "Toddler Real-

life Stories of Those Fickle, In^bonal, Urgent, Tiny People

We Love," a book she edited. The collectkxi exptores

through first-person nan^ve the joys and agonies of

raising toddlers. Accompanying Margulis will be some

tocal contributing parents. Tfie reading starts at 7 p.m.

and IS free to the public

FridayNovember21

ART
For those who missed the Paradise City Arts

Festival in Northampton over Columbus Day

weekend, there will be another chance to

check out the exhibits and events this week-

end in Mariborough. Established painters and

sculptors as well as up and coming artists

will be on hand to display their work. Tickets

are $6 for students and seniors, $9 for adults

and $3 for chiklren ages five to 12. The festiv-

ities last through Sunday Nov. 23. For more

information see www.paradisecityarts.com

PERFORMING ARTS
yThe American Ballet Theatre's Studn

Company comes to Mount Holyoke

College for performance tonight and tomor-

row. The company, comprised of dancer from

around the wortd, will perform selections

from Tudor, Forsythe and Quanz, at 8 p.m.

both nights with a special Saturday matinee

at 2 p.m. The shows will be in the Kendall

Sports and Dance Complex and tickets are $7

tor students and $1 5 for the general public.

Reservattons can be made by call 538-284a

SaturdayNovember22

ART
VThe 14th Annua) Illustrators Show

takes place tonight in Northampton. In

additkxi to the wori(s of many New England

Area illustrators, new artwort( from Dr. Suess

will be on display. Work by renowned cartoon-

ist and screenwriter Jules Fetfier will also be

on exhibit. The opening reception will take

place at 5 p.m. at R. Mk:helson Galleries in

Northampton where the artwori< can bee

seen through December 15.

SundayNovember23

MUSIC
VThe Mount Holyoke Symphony

Orchestra will perform today at 4

p.m. The event will take place at St.

Teresa's Church and is free and open to

all.

wee.\plnup

'COULD NOT ASK FOR MORE'

Acoustic balladeer Edwin McCain comes

to Northampton to perform at ttie Iron

Horse Music Hall Friday night McCain,

best known for hits "I'll Be" and "Could

Not Ask For More" has been touring for

over a decade. The show starts at 9:30

p.m and tickets are $15 in advance and

$18 at the door

CVSA brings music, food and dance to Campus Center
Continued from page 7

going back lu the cunimunity and helping out.

Following that. Leny Monteiro spoke about the

Edgar Barros Bidon Project, designed to honor the

deceased's cominitment to CVSA. The project hopes

to raise money to help provide better education and

school supplies for children in Cape Verde.

"I liked how they were raising money to help the

kids in Cape Verde, how they are getting them desk.s.

pencils, papers, and maybe books." said Jonathan

Kou. an Asian student at UMass.

Evandro Carvalho also recited a poem, spoken

first In Criolo (Creole) and finished in English. At

one point, he raised his right arm with a clenched fist

and recited. "Black power, black power, black

power! Why you may ask? Because of "A Luta

Continua.'" a quote from .African Revolutionary

leader. Amilcar Cabral. meaning. "The struggle con-

tinues!"

"The common message was that education is our

passport to the future." Carvalho said. "It's not just

going to school and going to class. Do research on

yourself, your culture and people to remember

where you came from and how you got there."

After Carvalho. a very hot. exciting Kuduro

dance was performed to lighten up the mood. It was

more jumpy and had tnore body movements com-

pared to the first dance performance. Everyone

cheered, clapped, and screamed in appreciation.

"it looked like the Sean Paul video." Kou said.

Finally, musical performances by hip-hop style

dance troupe Blezzed Dez. Tern Blessed, and a Cape

Verdean band called Nomads finished up the

evening's festivities. The glimpse into the culture and

accomplishment of Cape Verdean students and

natives was certainly the highlight of "Palavras di

Nos Terra."

The Nomads used their own guitars and drums to

play cultural Cape Verdean music. Some of the songs

were rapped, and the rest were sung in Criolo. The

music got everyone to his or her feet and on the

dance floor. All around the room there was a deep

connection between the music and people.

American Daniel C. Egerton said. "I thought it

was great. I learned a lot that 1 didn't know about

Cape Verde and its culture, and I thought the musi-

cal performances were really entertaining. I'd defi-

nitely have to say that dancing, or trying to dance,

was my favorite part of the night."

Bilal Qayyum, a Pakistani student, agreed.

"I thought it was really awesome, a very good

show, and amazing dancing. The Nomads were crazy

and the food was great," he said.

Krishna Soares, treasurer of CVSA, also thought

the evening was a success.

"1 think events like the one we had are very help-

ful at educating people about our culture," said

Soares. "They could try some good food and listen to

good music."
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BLUE WALL

What would tick you off?

Getting drunk and...

1^ A. Having a friend pee on your floor.

(^ B. Waiting up to someone you
don't icnow.

(^ C. Getting the scoop from your friends

about what you did last night.

TmrBlUE WALL pur

MONDAY
«-*„«f/"
Monday Night Football- 10 ct

Wings

L-UIESDAY Open3-ram

DJ-Rhythm Systems

:DIVffSDAY

Get Involved
Make a Difference

Earn 6 credits

Take Com HL 2 1 3, Peer Health Education,

a 2-semester course that proactively addresses

public health Issues at UMass.

Call the Health Education Department during pre-

registration at 577-5181 to make an appointment

to discuss enrollment with instructor.

iWir iiliilll i i«>iM» i«r ^^

mmiAY
n^^r-*-'-- *«Ai».*. ...«-.«» ..w^tf**si«i-li tmo^-^Miitax--

Mpeli Mwakaliku

DJ DMAD

DJ-Aquahus

LIVE MUSIC starts at 9:00PM.

OPEN MIC starts at 7:00PM. The Sign-Up sheet goes out

at 6:00PM. Bring your talent and your friends and your

instruments. We'll provide the stage and sound

equipment and 20 minutes for you to knocktMU dead!

ALL MUSICAL STYLES are encouraged to participate!

AS ALWAYS, 18+ to party, 21+ to drink.
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Punter^s run beats the Jets

EagI

PHILADELPHIA — Donovan
McNabb threw for 514 yards and

two touchdowns, and Brian

Westbrook caught two TD passes

and ran for a score in the Eagles'

fifth straight victory.

The two-time NFC East cham-

pion Eagles (7-3) have won seven

of eight

es 28 the sea-

son with

two losses at home. The Giants (4-

6) have lost two in a row, including

an embarrassing 27-7 loss to

Atlanta last week.

McNabb, heavily critkized for

his poor performaiKe in the first

six games, completed 24 of 50

passes for his fourth straight solid

effort and fifth career 300-yard

performance.

CHICAGO — leff Wilkins

kicked a 5 1 -yard field goal with 38

seconds left to help the Rams win

for the sixth time in seven games.

Marshall Faulk ran for 105

yards and the Rams (7-3)

Titans

Rams 23

Bears 21

over-

came a

14-3
halftime

deficit.

Wilkins' third field goal came after

the Rams moved 67 yards behind

six completions from Marc Bulger,

including a 21-yarder to Torry

Holt.

The drive was aided by back-to-

back penalties for illegal contact

and illegal use of the hands on the

Bears (3-7).

CLEVELAND — Kelly

Holcomb passed for 392 yards and

three touchdowns and the Browns

showed no signs of disarray in their

rout of Arizona.

lames Jackson had two TD runs

and Phil Dawson kicked three field

_ ,. , , goals for

Cardinals 6_ t h e

Browns 44 Browns
(4-6) ,

who came into the game with three

straight losses and seemingly in

turmoil.

On Tuesday, coach Butch Davis

released leading receiver Kevin

fohnson. On Thursday, the NFL
suspended star running back

William Green four games for vio-

lating the league's substance abuse

program.

But the Browns showed no

aftereffects. Arizona (3-7) didn't

cross midfield until late in the first

half, was outgained 255-60 by half-

time and finished with just 10 first

downs.

NASHVILLE. Tenn. — Steve

McNair threvv^Jbr a touchdown

and the defense held off the laguars

at the goal line in the final minute

for the Titans' fifth straight win.

lacksonville (2-8) had first-and-

goal needing to score to force over-

time, but the Titans stopped Chris

Fuamatu-Ma'afala twice up the

middle for losses. Scott

McGarrahan tackled Cortez

Hankton
iuars 3^ at the 2

] Q after an

8-yard
catch, then Byron Leftwich could-

n't find a receiver in the end zone

on fourth-and-2.

The Titans (8-2) have won 10

of the last 12 games in this series.

They also snapped their string of

games with 50 or more points at

six.

NEW ORLEANS — |ohn

Carney kicked a 56-yard field goal

in overtime to lift New Orleans,

whkh rallied from a 20-5 first-half

deficit.

Deuce McAllister, held to 20

yards in the first half, finished with

1 75 yards and two touchdowns for

the Saints (5-5). McAllister had

touchdown runs of 5 and 7 yards in

the rally and Carney tied the game

with a 26-yard field goal.

The Saints got the first posses-

sion of overtime, but McAllister

fumbled into the end zone, giving

Falcons 20

Saints 23

Falcons

( 2-8 )

first
down on the 20. jay Feely, who
kicked two earlier field goals,

missed a 54-yarder, giving the

Saints another chance.

MIAMI — Olindo Mare hit a

45-yard field goal with 8:48 left in

overtime to win it for the Dolphins.

Mare
Ravens 6_ hissed a

Dolphins 9 48-yard
attempt

wide right that would have put

Miami (6-4) ahead with 2:29 left in

regulation. Last month, he missed

two 55-yard tries that would have

beaten New England.

NFL rushing leader jamal

Lewis lost a fumble to set up

Mare's clincher The Ravens (5-5)

lost their second straight. Miami

limited Lewis to 88 yards on 26

carries, just the third time this sea-

son he has failed to reach 100

yards.

ORCHARD PARK. N.Y. —
Tony Banks came off the bench

and hit rookie receiver Andre

lohnson for a 46-yard touchdown,

and Kris Brown made two field

goals to spark the Texans.

Banks filled in for David Carr.

who hurt his right shoulder in the

first quarter.

The Texans (4-6) matched their

win total from last year's expansion

season. Bufl'alo (4-6) failed to score

a touchdown for the third strai^^t

Texans 1_2_ and
Bills 10 kicker

R i a n

Lindell compounded the problem

by missing two field goals.

DENVER — lake Plummer
showed no signs of rust in his first

game in a month and the BrotKOs

kept Doug Flutie in check.

Denver (6-4) came flying out of

its bye week, totaling 448 yards

and taking a 27-0 halftime lead

after holding San Diego (2-8) to 1

8

yards and one first down.

Plummer played as if he had

never left, hitting 25 of 54 passes

for 255 yards and three touch-

downs after missing four games

with foot and shoulder injuries.

Shannon Sharpe caught seven

passes for 101 yards and had three

_, touch-
Chargers 8 down
Broncos 37 recep-

tions to

surpass jerry Smith's league record

by a tight end with 6 1

.

OAKIAND, Calif. — Phillip

Buchanon scored on a 64-yard

interception return 49 seconds into

the game and third-string quarter-

back Rick Mirer calmly helped the

Raiders end a five-game losing

streak.

Daunte Culpepper passed for

596 yards and a touchdown and

ran for another score. But his mis-

takes far outweighed his contribu-

tions as Minnesota (6-4) lost its

fourth straight.

Vikings 18

Raiciers 28

With
rwo fum-

bles and

three
interceptions, he had five of his

team's six turnovers after

Minnesota came in with only nine

giveaways all season. Aaron Filing

also missed two field goals.

SEATTLE — Bobby Engram

had an 85-yard punt return for a

touch -

Lions 14

Seattle 35

down
and
caught a

54-yard

scoring pass to help the Seahawks

improve to 6-0 at home and main-

tain a share of the NFC West lead

with St. Louis.

The win was wrapped up by

halftime, when Seattle (7-5) had

500 yards and a 55- 1 4 lead.

— The Associated Press

The Massachusetts Daily

COLLEGIM
Is Looking For a

BrightfTalented,

Multitasking
Wizard!

\'//

^iaoii^S), sa^ataMwBMBfiBt**--

How Aeeepting
Applications Fon

'HUMAN
RESOURCES
MANAGER'

'Freshmen and Sophomores preferred

""Great Resume Builder

*8mS hours per week

Applications Available in Room 113 Campus

Center Basement. Attn: Sandra IWarquez

-Please Bring Resume-

OHIALIJ H LINCWMLLEOIAN

James Solon was one of three Minutemen to score their first goals of the season Saturday night. He

slipped through the Providence defense in the second period to earn his second point of the weekend.

UM splits weekend
Continued from page 12

2000 campaign, one year before Pock arrived in

Amherst. UMass swept the series that season.

Friday night. Pock became a utility man. and

took shifts at forward in place of the injured

Mauldin. It was the first time the senior from

Klagenfurt, Austria had appeared at forward

since his conversion to defenseman last season.

"Last night was just a period, for fun," Pock

said. "Coach had an idea and 1 went with it,

and it was fun. But I'm a defenseman."

The experiment didn't quite bring a 'W' to the

Mullins Center, though, as the speedy Eagles

took the 4-1 decision.

|ohn Adams scored twice in the effort,

including the game-winner, and sent the record

7.115 in attendance home disappointed. The

crowd was the largest ever to watch a UMass
hockey game, but there would be no record-

breaking noise, as the Eagles stifled UMass for

much of the game.

The Minutemen's only score came on a blis-

tering slap shot from Pock at the Eagle blue

line, which beat goaltender Matti Kaltiainen

over his left shoulder.

Though the game played mostly even, the

Eagles were the clear dominators physically,

and the Minutemen were kept mostly away

from Kaltiainen. who made 14 saves.

"We played very good team defense," BC coach

lerry York said. "I can't remember much of a

flurry with our goaltender. There were a couple

of 5-on-5s, a 6-on-4 with the five-minute major,

so we were pretty tenacious defensively. Teams

have a lot of trouble getting 25 shots on our

net, and that's because of our tenacious

defense."

The major came near the end of the third

period, when Tony Voce was sent off for hitting

after the whistle at 15:1 5. and then nailed with

a game misconduct for an undetermined int pac-

tion. The Eagles held off the UMass power play,

which lasted until the final buzzer. It capped

off a very physical game, with six penalties

called in the first period, and extra penalties

doled out to UMass' Sean Regan (game miscon-

duct), leff Lang (roughing), and Lagle Brett

Peterson (roughing) for a fracas that came

after the final buzzer.

Now live and online!

Online Certificate

of Business Studies

Offered by the Division of Continuing Education

with the Isenberg School of Management

The certificate program is a credit-based program and is

intended for students who want to broaden their academic

background with business courses without completing a BBA.

The program is deHvered onHne and hve allowing for the

courses to be taken and completed anytime and anywhere. The

program consists of five credit-bearing courses which are as

follows: Introduction to Business, Introduction to Accounting

I, Corporation Finance, Fundamentals of Marketing, and

Principles ofManagement.

Courses offered this Winter Session 2004:

ACCOUNTING 221

Introduction to Accounting I (live and online)

FINANCE AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 301

Corporation Finance (live and online)

MANAGEMENT 301

Principles of Management (live)

MARKETING 301

Fundamentals of Marketing (online)

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 197 I

ST: Introduction to Business (online)

For more information contact the Division of

Continuing Education, 545-3430. To register go to

www.umass.edu/contined or the Division of Continuing

Education Registration Office, 358 N. Pleasant St.
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Jeff Krohn was 25-for-48 for 354 yards passing Saturday, but came up just short as the Minutemen

were beaten by the Delaware Blue Hens in the third overtime peritxl.

Hens down UMass
Continued from page 12

took their first possession into

UMass territory, setting up a 42-

yard field goal from Brad

Shushman, his longest field goal

of the season.

After the Maroon and

White's next possession ended

with a Rich Demers fumble.

Hall increased the deficit to 10-

when he found receiver Oavid

Boler for a b yard scoring strike.

Mas^chusctts {ought badi.

howevfr, as Kjbhn c<*inecftd

with his favorite target, wide

receiver jason Peebler. on

touchdown passes of nine and

50 yards, to give UMass its first

lead of the game at 14-10 mid-

way through the second quarter.

The Hens weren't to be out-

done before halftime though, as

Hall found Boler again, this

time from seven yards out. to

give UD a 17-14 halftime lead.

The lead then grew to 24-14.

as tailback Germaine Bennett

found the end zone from two

yards out to cap an 87-yard

drive to open the second half.

That signaled the end of the

offense for the Blue Hens in reg-

ulation, however, as they mus-

tered just one first down the

rest of the way leading up to

overtime.

.^ "We^wer^ just f(tar(^g to

'"makti^^ays* said lin^acket

leremy Cain, who along with a

sack and a forced fumble had a

team-high eleven tackles.

"They're a good offense and

we're a good defense. We just

started making plays."

The Minutemen chipped

away at the lead when Krohn
found tight end Mike Douglas

SPRING BREAK '04

It'/ rarrrra bo go!
/PRIflG BRERH 04 PRCHOGE/

> JAMAICA
•

> CANCUN
> BAHAMAS
> MAZATLAN
> AND MORE!

$649

$689 i

$779

$839
"

44 Mom St (413) 256.1261

• xclcing bhingt arc hoppanlng •

www.sbabpavel.com TRAVEL
WE'VE BEEN THERE.
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with a 5-yard touchdown pass

on fourth down to make the

score 24-21

.

UMass then proceeded to tie

the game at the 10:08 mark of

the fourth quarter on a 33-yard

field goal by freshman Michael

Torres.

The Maroon and White

forced the Hens to punt on their

next pos.session, but Dominque
Stewart — returning punts in

place of the injured Steve

Co^teilo r— say i^*-' ball bounce

off bi hfs helmef and right to

UD's lamie Rotonda at the

UMass two-yard line.

As a result, a 3-yard strike

from Hall to Long gave the

Hens a 31-24 lead with 6:32 to

play.

"We got five turnovers and

that was the key to the ball

game." Delaware coach K.C.

Keeler said.

The Minutemen fought back

to tie the game with 2:26

remaining in regulation when,

on fourth down, wide receiver

lohnson Owumi out-leaped cor-

nerback Leon Clarke in the cor-

ner of the end zone for a 6-yard

touchdown catch.

In overtime. Bennett (22 car-

ries 85 yards) hit the end zone

with a 16-yard run off of an

option pitch on fourth-and-one.

but Baylark {23 carries 126

yards) answered for the

Minutemen with a 6-yard touch-

down dash of his own.

Massachusetts took the ball

first in the second overtime, and

scored immediately when
Krohn hit Peebler with a 25-

yard touchdown pass on its first

and only possession of the

frame, before the Blue Hens

answered to tie the game with a

1 3-yard touchdown run by Hall.

"We're in a lot of pain right

now," Cain said. "But we'll use it

as motivation. We still have a

chance to win a championship."

Chiefs lose their first

Chiefs

Bengals

19

24

CINCINNATI (AP) — Relax, 1972 Miami
Dolphins. Your undefeated season is still unmatched.

Peter Warrick scored on a 68-yard punt return and

a 77-yard touchdown catch to lead the CitK'innati

Bengals to a 24- 19 victory Sunday, handing the Kansas

City Chiefs their first loss of the season.

Trying to become the first team since 1998 to start

10-0, the Chiefs instead lost to the up-and-coming

Bengals (5-5), who backed

up their boast and finished

the day tied for first place.

Receiver Chad lohnson,

who repeatedly guaranteed

the victory, was in the trainer's room getting an intra-

venous injection for cramps when Warrick made the

biggest play of the Bengals' renaissance season.

The victory moved them into a first-place tic with

Baltimore in the AFC North. The Bengals haven't been

in contention this late in a season since 1990. the last

time they had a winning record.

Trent Green threw two touchdown passes in the final

seven minutes, the last a 3-yarder to jason I>inn with

3: 1 9 to go. TTie Chiefs never got the ball back.

As Ion Kitna took the snap to take a knee in the

clasing seconds, Johnson stood on the field with his

right index finger raised and Bengals players doused

head coach Marvin Lewis on the sideline.

Members of the undefeated "72 Dolphins — the

NFL's only unbeaten team— now can go forward with

their annual ritual and give a toast to their distinction.

TAMPA. Ra. — Playing with a broken right thumb

and shrugging off five years of futility at Raymond

lames Stadium. Brett Favre led a 98-yard second-half

drive to lift Green Bay.

Ahman Green finished the march with a 1 -yard run

that vaulted the Packers (5-5) back into the thick of

the NFC playoff race. They dealt the Bucs (4-6) their

third straight loss to hurt the defending Super Bowl

champions' chances of getting back to the postseason.

Green finished with his seventh 100-yard game of

the sea-son. gaining 109 on 21 carries. Favre complet-

ed 1 3 of 28 passes for just

Packers 20 92 yards, but threw a TD
pass for the 18th straight

game.
Buccaneers 1

3

The three-time NFL MVP was intercepted oiKe.

but was not sacked -- ending Tampa Bay's league-

record streak of 69 consecutive games with at least one

sack.

CHARLOTTE, N.C. — Stephen Davis scored on a

3-yard run with 1:09 remaining to help Carolina beat

his old team.

Trying to shake off a nagging ankk; sprain that skle-

_, , , . , _ lined him last week. Davis

Redskins 1 7 had 92 yards rushing on 28

Panthers 20 carries for the Panthers (8-

2). compared to the 54

yards rushing the Redskins manag«Jd.

After Patrick Ramsey put the Redskins (4-6) up 17-

13 with 4:19 to play on a 10-yard pass to Patrick

lohnson. Davis stepped up to show Washington just

what it gave up.

INDIANAPOLIS — Edgerrin lames ran for a sea-

son-high 1 27 yards and three touchdowns, and punter

Hunter Smith raced 2 1 yards on a fake field goal for

the go-ahead score for

-> 1 Indianapolis.

±L- The lets (3-7) and Colts

38 combined for 862 total yards

of offense. 69 points and

scored on a myriad of big and strange plays.

Peyton Manning was 27-of-36 for a season-high

401 yards and one touchdown. And despite missing

three starters, including two of Manning's favorite tar-

gets, Marvin Harrison and Marcus Pollard, the Colts

(8-2) still found a way to win.

Jets

Colts

Rolston lifts B*s past Canucks

WINSLOW TOWNSON/ASSOOATEU PRESS

Boston Bruin Patrice Bergeron, rear, passes from his knees to teammate Sergei Samsonove past Markus

Naslund during the first period in Boston Saturday. The Bruins won, 2-1, in overtime

BOSTON (AP) - Brian

Rolston's late goal allowed the

Boston Bruins to overcome Dan

Cloutiers goaltending.

Rolston scored with 44.9 sec-

onds left in overtime to give the

Boston Bruins a 2- 1 win over the

Vancouver Canucks in a matchup

of the NHL's conference leaders

Saturday night.

In the last minute of overtime.

Mike Knuble broke in down the

left wing, cir-

Canucks 1

Bruins

for

cled the net

and fed a pass

in front to

Rolston. who
the winningbeat Cloutier

goal.

"I didn't get a lot on it, but

luckily I got enough to get it over

him." Rolston said.

The Bruins pulled out the win

despite some outstanding goal-

tending by Cloutier, who made 37

saves. His best came when he

made a sliding stop on defense-

man Nick Boynton. who broke in

alone with 2:02 left in the extra

period.

"He played really well. He
made a lot of really good saves

and he looked strong." Vancouver

coach Marc Crawford said of his

goaltender.

Following his game-winning

goal. Rolston and Boynton joined

the local rock band Dropkick

Murphys to play guitar on a song

during a postgame performance.

"He's such a versatile player,"

Knuble said.

Knuble scored the first goal

for Boston, which improved to 8-

0-1 against the Western

Conference. The Bruins are 10-1-

2-2 in their last 1 5 games.

lason King had a power-play

goal for the Canucks.

Boston outshot the Canucks, 39-

24.

"Obviously they were better

than us in pretty well every aspect

of the game." Cloutier said.
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Oasis Body Wraps and Tanning
243 Russell St.

Hadley, MA 01035

(413) 587-9742
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The Canucks took advantage

of a defensive miscue to grab a 1
-

lead on King's power-play goal

6:59 into the opening period.

Both Boynton and goaltender

Andrew Raycroft misplayed a

loose puck at the side of the

Bruins' net before Daniel Sedin

slipped a pass to King, who
scored from the edge of the

crease. It marked the 1 5th time in

18 games this season that the

Canucks scored the first goal.

The Bruins tied it at 1-all in a

wide-open second period when
Knuble redirected Dan McGillis'

shot from the point for a power-

play score. Knuble's tip caromed

in off the right post.

Boston outshot the Canucks

18-12 in a second period filled

with a number of scrums and

some chippy play. There were 1

2

minor penalties and two majors

called in the period.

A disallowed Bruins' goal was

upheld by a replay review early in

the second period. The net

became dislodged after Cloutier

was knocked down by defense-

man larkko Ruutu just before

Boston's |oe Thornton shot the

puck.

Notes: Vancouver's Artem
Chubarov injured his upper body

and didn't play after the second

period. ... Boston left wing P.|.

Axelsson's next assist will be the

100th of his career. ... Rolston

needs two points for 400 in his

career. ... It was the only meeting

between the teams this season. ...

Vancouver had killed 13 of 14

penalties in the previous four

games, but Boston scored with its

first power play.

>ring Break 2004
9 Ultimate Experience!

$549CALL
I 800 733 6347

UMASS Amhttrst University..

Live Life the Beach Life Wayl

Group Discounts
look befof* Dec ISth and lovell

Sell Mdi. earn ca<h. travel freell

www.BeachLifeVacations.com
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Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
, Meatball Sub

Chicken Fajita

•
(F, H, W)

, California Chili Nachos

(vegan)

• Gardenburger Chick'n

Grill

(vegan)

DINNER
• Veal Cutlet

• Savory Baked Chicken

• Southern 6 Bean Stew

(vegan)

• Roast Vegetable Wrap

(vegan)
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

MONDAY
• High: 49

• Low: 32

TUESDAY
• High: 54

• Low: 45

WEDNESDAY
• High: 61

• Low: 38
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• A word to the wise ain't

necessary - it's the stupid

ones that need the advice.

-Bill Cosby

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

Wear a hat to class today. No one wants

to see your face, either.

pisCeS • Feb. 19-MAit. 20

Ever think of joining the circus? With that

nose maybe you should.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9

Don't feed the squirrels sandwich nneat.

taurUS • Apr. 20-Mav 20

Show your spirit today and wear some-

thing UMass. why not?

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Get your stuff that people owe you before

Thanksgiving.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

You know those new pants that you think

make your butt look good? They don't.

leO • lUL.. 23-Auc. 22

Sometimes, I wish you would just stay in

bed.

virgo • Aug. 23-stPT. 22 mmBmHm
You are a ray of light on these dark days

of fall.

libra • Sept. 23-Oct. 22

You're worse than the people who don't

flush the toilet after they go the bathroom.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Get pumped up and listen to "Eye of the

Tiger" on the way to class.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Oec. 21

Stop fighting with the lunch ladies,

they're doing the best they can.

Capricorn • o^.. 22-|an. 19

Try your hands at arts and crafts -you

never know what you could create.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

Sports Teams-

Sororities- Clubs-

Student Groups Earn

$l,000-$2,()0()this

semester with a

proven Campus-

Fundraiser 3 hour

fundraising event.

Our free programs

make fundraising

easy with no risks.

Fundraising dates

are filling quickly, so

get with the pro-

gram! It works.

Contact Campus-

Fundraiser at (888)

923-3238. or visit

www.campus-

fundraiser.com

AUK) K)K SAI \

Taurus Excellent

condition $2400
' 118000K Call 549-

3930 210-7393 All

Power

i

I $500!!! Police

Impounds. Hondas,

Chevy's, etc from

j

$500. For listings. 1-

' 800-319-3323

ext4554

3 Bedr(X)m

Apartment for

January 665-9254

1992 Silver Ford

Pentium Laptop $99

Free Printer with

Computer purchase

Call for details Great

Rates and great turn

around time. Wc fix

Laptops, Desktops/

PC's guaranteed

584-8857

I \u'i()>virM

Internships:

November 2 1 is the

last day to apply to

become a Legal

Assistant with the

Student Legal

Services Office.

Earn up to 15 credits

while gaining valu-

able experience. Call

545-1995 or come to

922 Campus Center

to your application.

The Barn

-Shift managers

-Refrigerated ware-

house

-Cashiers & stock-

ers ($8 hr) Apply in

store. Open 8am -

10pm. 95 River St.

Greenfield, MA
01301 (116to91N

to Exit 26)

(413)774-5599

!Bartending!$

$250/day potential

No experience Nesc

Training provided.

1-800-965-6520 ext

162

Winter Break

F.mpiovment -

Barnes & Noble at

Boston University.

Help us prepare for

the upcoming

semester. Needed:

Cashiers, Shelvers,

Cutomer Service,

Phones. Flexible

shifts (20, 30, or 40+

hrs per week) start-

ing December 1
5^"

-January 23'''*. Store

discount, conve-

niently located in

Kenmore Sq. under

the Citgo Sign on

MBTA B, C, or D
Green line. Meet our

representatives on

Dec. 2"^ at the Ca-

mpus Center Con-

course or call our

Human Resource

Dept. at617-236-

7488 or E-Mail us

for an application:

bksbu(^bncollege.com

Internship

Motivated students

seeking leadership

outside the box.

Gain experience in

all aspects of run-

ning a small busi-

ness. Average pay:

$9300.00 Call 508-

246-1230

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. Local

positions. 1-800-

293-3985 ext 516

ISSlKl ( HON

On the Rocks

School Bartending.

Become certified in

one weekend. Great

way to earn money.

Call us toll free at

866-mix-5600.

www.OTRBartend-

ing.com

KOOW lOK Kl \I

Sublet one bedroom

for Spring On Bus

Route Call: 617-

893-8656

Shop Now Holiday

Discounts ZOO-
MASSGear.com

$Save$ Wholesale-

Discount Prices,

Video games, cloth-

ing, jewelry, more,

www.tylersdis-

counts.com

PREGNANCY
TESTING, HIV
Testing, Birth

Control, and

Emergency

Contracepti^.

Affordable and con-

fidential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst.

548-9992

Pregnant? Need

help? Call Birthright

of Amherst area for

free testing and

assistance. 549-1906

Act Now! Ek)ok 1

1

people, get 12^" trip

free. Group dis-

counts for 6+

www.sprintfbrcakdis-

counts.com or 800-

838-8202

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of

Destinations,

including Cruises!

Foam Parties, Free

Drinks and Club

Admissions. Rep

Positions and FREE

trips Available.

1-800-231-4386

www.EpicureanTours

.com

Spring Break 2004.

Travel with STS,

America's *1

Student Tour

Operator to Jamaica,

Cancun, Acapulco,

Bahamas and

Florida. Now hiring

campus reps. Call

for group discounts.

Information/Reserva

tions 1-800-648-

4849 or

www.ststravel.com

For more informa-

tion contact STA
Travel at 41 3-256-

1261

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2004's Hottest

Prices Btxik now ..

Free Trips, Meals &
Parties www.sun-

splashtours.com or

1800-426-7710

To place a claMified ad,

visit chr Campiu Onlcr

ha-wmml or call S45-)500

between 9:30am - 4:00pin
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Not so fast
Delaware snaps

UM*s win streak

in third overtime
By MiKt MAR/tLLl

CjjLLEiiiAN Staff

NEWARK, Del. - It was a game for the ages.

After trailing in nearly every one of its games this season, the

No. 3 Massachusetts football team found itself in that predica-

ment on numerous occasions at No. 6 Delaware on Saturday, yet

as they have all season long, the Minutemen fought back

resiliently.

However with a shot to clinch the Atlantic 10 title and the

chance to set a conference record for consecutive wins hanging

in the balance, the Minutemen encountered something for the

first time this season in what was its most monumental contest.

The end of their magic.

After the two teams combined for 182 offensive plays, 950

net yards, 50 first downs, four ties, and four lead changes in four

quarters of football and three overtimes, it was the Blue Hens

who emerged from the epic battle as the victor, taking the game

51-45 in triple overtime before a raucous crowd of 21.804 at

Delaware Stadium.

With the win. UD ( lO-l 7-1 A-10) earned control of its down

destiny in the hunt for the A-10's automatic playoff bid. needing

only to win at Villanova next week to secure the league title.

UMass (9-2 7-1 A- 10). which hosts Rhode Island on Saturday

at Warren P. McGuirk Alumni Stadium, can still share the league

title with the Hens if it is able to knock off the Rams, but will

need the Wildcats to beat Delaware for

UMass 45 a chance to win the league title outright.

Nonetheless, the Minutemen are

likely in the Division I-AA playoffsDelaware 51

regardless of what transpires over the season's final weekend.

"An awesome football game, maybe the best I've been

involved in," UMass coach Mark Whipple said. "Its what college

football is all about. We just have to move forward and try to win

the title next week."

The teams were tied at the end of regulation, and traded

scores in the first and second overtime sessions, sending them

into a third extra frame, where any touchdowns would have to be

followed by a two-point conversion attempt, per league mandate.

It was then, however, that Blue Hen quarterback Andy Hall

hit wide receiver lustin Long in the end zone on-* 4-yard fade

route to give the Hens a 51-45 lead. The two-point conversion,

which is mandatory starting in the third overtime, fell incom-

plete.

The Minutemen then had one last chance to prolong what was

already the longest game in school history since 1987, and the

longest ever in the history of Delaware. Yet after a pair of incom-

pletions sandwiched around a 4-yard Steve Baylark rush set up

4th-and-5 for the Minutemen. quarterback |eff Krohn's pass

sailed towards the sideline as his receiver, jimmie Howard, cut

towards the middle of the field, prompting the Blue Hen sideline

to pour onto the field in jubilation.

It was just the second loss to a I-AA opponent for Krohn since

coming to Amherst prior to last season. On the afternoon the

senior tri-captain completed 25-of-48 passes — at least one to 10

different receivers — for 354 yards and five touchdowns, despite

being intercepted twice and sacked five times.

Hall, meanwhile, was 28-for-39 for 261 yards and 6 touch-

downs, and carried the ball 2 1 times for 63 yards.

The game began ominously for the Minutemen, as Delaware

Continued on page 10
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Andv Hall (2H-for-39. 261 yards, no interceptions) led Delaware to a triple-overtime victory over UMass Saturday, halting the Minuterrien's

eighl^sle winning sireak. which had then, on the verge of setting a conference record, and setting up a crucal pa.r of games this weekend.

Split decision
Minutemen
fall to Eagles,

bounce back
By Andrew Merritt

t;()Li.E<;iAN Staff

PROVIDENCE. R.l. — After watching his

squad drop a 4-1 decision to the No. 5 team in

the country Friday, Massachusetts hockey coach

Don Cahoon said it wasn't that game, but rather

Saturday night's regular-sea.son series finale with

Providence that would truly define the state of

his club.

The definition was bright, as the Minutemen

took another two points from the Friars with a 3-

2 win at Schneider Arena. It was the second time

the Minutemen earned a

split in the last three

weekends, the other com-

ing in a home-and-home

set with PC.

With Saturday's win.

UMass improved to 8-2-0

overall, and 5-2-0 in

Hockey East play. The Friars dropped to 6-3-2

overall (2-3-2 HEA). The victory also meant that

the Minutemen will retain first place in the con-

ference at least until they square off with the

Maine Black Bears — sitting two points back in

second place — on Friday.

Three Minutemen scored their first goals ot

the season Saturday, including Ohio State trans-

fer lohn Toffey, whose tally at 14:13 of the sec-

ond period gave UMass the one-goal edge it need-

ed to take the season series with the Friars. The

Minutemen beat Providence in their last meeting

— also at Schneider — on Nov. 1 , a day after los-

UMass

Providence

Boston Coll.

UMass

_3_

2

_4_

1

Sophomore Marvin Degon scored hi.s first goal of the season in UMa««' 3-2 win over Pn.vidence at

Schneider Arena Saturday. The win Mlvaged a weekend split after the Minutemen s loss to BC at home.

ing badly to the Friars at home.

Toffey's goal began with a perfectly placed

outlet pass from the stick of defenseman Marvin

Degon, who found |osh Hanson along the right

wing boards at the red line. Hanson turned from

there, and brought the puck in on a 2-on-l with

Toffey. The Medford native fed the pass through

the Friar defenseman's skates, and Toffey con-

verted for his first goal in a UMass uniform.

Degon also scored his first of the season, on a

pretty play with defensive partner Thomas Pock.

The two played catch along the blue line, and on

the return, Degon ripped a slap shot that snuck

through Providence goaltender Bobby Goepfert's

legs to open up the scoring.

In addition, lames Solon scored his first of the

season on a beautiful move that opened up

Goepfert's net. Solon came crashing in — literal-

ly — and slipped the puck in just before sending

the sophomore netminder sprawling into the

cage. Goepfert banged his head on the way down,

and remained down on the ice for a minute

before returning to action.

For the Minutemen, it was a much-needed

scoring outburst from three artists formerly

known as background players. Big-scoring for-

ward Greg Mauldin (four goals, six assists)

missed his second straight game with a leg injury,

"I think all the teams that are looking for guys

to contribute," Cahoon said. "You only have a

few guys who put up big numbers, and everybody

else has to take their turns, and these kids

stepped up tonight and scored great goals for us,"

"Marvin played a terrific game tonight, he got

his chances, and he buried one. he got another

great assist." Pock said of Degon. "It's the whole

team chipping in with us, we don't have any par-

ticular stars, everybody else chips in."

It was also a big rebounding effort for the

Maroon and White, which lost a chippy battle to

Boston College Friday night.

"We knew that we had to come in and play

hard to beat them, with the season series on the

line," Pock said. "And we won the season series,

I think for the first time since I've been here, so

that makes me proud."

Indeed, the last time the Minutemen won the

season series with Providence was in the 1999-

Contlnued on page 9
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Take Our Daughters creator visits UMass
By Erika Lovley

Collegian Staff

Co-founder of the national Take Our Daughters to

Work program and University of Massachusetts

alumna Miriam Zoll began her speech, "From the

University to the U.N.," by reflecting on her journey

as a journalism major at UMass. "You have to sink or

swim, and I learned how to swim here," she said.

The 1984 graduate has "swum" to the top of the

writing and business field. Zoll is the head of Zoll

Group Communications, a consulting group based in

New York City that focuses on international develop-

ment and domestic public policy issues. She is cur-

rently the chief researcher for the United Nations

global publication concerning the issue of the

HIV/AIDS virus pandemic.

"This disease is worse than the plague," 2^11 said.

"So many people are unwilling to talk about this dis-

ease, and it's spreading like wildfire."

According to Zoll, there are 20 million people

dead. 42 million infected and 1 5 million orphans in

Africa alone.

"There are orphaned girls at seven years-old who

are acting as mothers," she said. "This causes them to

engage in early sex work. They become infected and

the cycle continues."

Another notable achievement in Zoll's career has

been earning the role of the founding co-producer ol

the Ms. Foundation for Take our Daughters to Work

Day.

"I imagined a day when girls fill the halls of

Capitol Hill. Pictured a stock market full of girls and

women, in equal numbers to men," she said.

When Zoll first began planning the event, she said

it was specifically designed to help adolescent girls

experience new opportunities. The day itself was orig-

inally meant to run as a test pilot program in the New

York City schools alone. However, a reporting error

in Parade Magazine named the project a national pro-

gram.

'After that, we ran the event as a national pro-

gram," Zoll said.

When she first graduated, Zoll began her own

business in order to support her work as a freelance

writer.

"h may sound glamorous. But painting and clean-

ing houses was not glamorous, but I was running a

business. I knew I wanted no part of a 'i-to-5 job. I

have freelanced since 1 was 2 1
," she said.

-AKAH MOMi/l OIlfiilAN

Miriam Zoll, 1984 alumna of UMass Amherst, spoke yesterday at the ISOM about her work as a jour

nalist and as chief researcher for the U.N. publication on the HlV/AlDS virus.

Zoll attributes much of her success to her days articulate student interests and seeing my name
'

spent at The Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

"I spent three-fourths of my time at The Collegian

and loved every minute of it." Zoll said. "I loved

being on deadline, interviewing and meeting all the

famous people who came to campus. 1 was able to

in

print, it was a very exciting time."

Zoll's experience at The Collegian first paid off

when she had to interview Bella Abzug, one of the

few early women figures in Congress.

"1 was ver\ nervous when I called. I was put on

hold for 20 minutes. When Abzug finally picked up

the phone, she told me she didn't have time to talk to

me."

Luckily. Zoll was able to fall back on her report-

ing skills and persuade the abrasive Abzug to answer

her questions.

"It was extremely exciting to talk to such a power-

ful woman," she said.

Zoll's first major break as a journalist came after

college when she worked as a reporter for The

Beveriy Times, a local newspaper in her town. When

15 de-institutionalized mental patients died in a

rooming house fire in Beverly, Zoll worked with a

team of reporters, talking to the coroner about foren-

sics while in competition with every major news

media.
"1 took my five semesters spent at The Collegian

and put them into action," Zoll said. Her work on the

story won her a UPI news award when she was only

live months out of college.

Zoll admitted she didn't always know what she

wanted to do with her life. She first spent her days at

UMass in and out of cla.sses. "I was here on campus

asking, 'Why the hell am 1 here'.''"

When lohn l.ennon was murdered, the reaction of

students on campus left a strong impression on Zoll.

"The experience shaped my psyche and my con-

scious. People were crying and holding candlelight

vigils. It dawned on me that this was all organized by

someone. I began to understand I had opportunity."

Zoll said. "1 decided 1 should use my writing skills to

invest and flourish in an open community and in soci-

ety."

Although she has conquered many goals and chal-

lenges. Zoll still battles with some of the insecurities.

"When all things in life fluctuate, writing is one

thing that is my central compass. 1 get adamant. I

force myself to get out and have structure. You must

maintain a vision of success and confidence in front

of you," Zoll said.

In closing. Zoll had the following words of

encouragement for UMass students: "There are

many opportunities here on campus. I hope this

inspires you to spread your wings and go find oppor-

tunities."

Miriam Zoll's speech was the first of the College

of Humanities and Fine Arts Dean's series. The series

celebrates the second annual Dean's seminar, which

focuses on alumni entrepreneurs. The speech was

held in the Isenberg School of Management.

Muhammad convicted of capital murder Deputy provost appointed

to U.S. Dept. of AgricultureBy Matthew Barakat
As«xiATEn Press

VIRGINIA BEACH. Va.

(AP) — In a verdict that could

cost him his life, a stone-faced

lohn Allen Muhammad was

convicted yesterday of using a

high-powered rifle, a beat-up

car and a teenage sidekick to

murder people at random and

terrorize the Washington area

during last year's sniper attacks.

The jury immediately began

hearing evidence on whether

the 42-year-old Army veteran

should get the death penalty or

life in prison.

"We reserve the death penal-

ty for the worst of the worst."

prosecutor Richard Conway
told the jurors. "Folks, he still

sits right in front of you without

a shred of remorse."

Muhammad stood impas-

sively as the verdict was read,

looking straight ahead with the

same enigmatic look he had

throughout the trial. Two jurors

held hands, and two others

wept. Family members of vic-

tims held hands and wiped

away tears.

The jury deliberated for 6-

1 /2 hours over two days before

convicting Muhammad of two

counts of capital murder. One
accused him of taking part in

multiple murders, the other —
the result of a post-Sept. 1 1 ter-

rorism law — alleged the

killings were designed to terror-

ize the population. Muhammad
is the first person tried under

the Virginia law.

Muhammad was found

guilty of killing Dean Harold

Meyers, a Vietnam veteran who
was cut down by a single bullet

that hit him in the head on Oct.

9, 2002, as he filled his tank at

a Manassas gas station. He was

also found guilty of conspiracy

to commit murder and use of a

firearm in a felony.

The victim's brother Robert

said he believes Muhammad

deserves the death penalty: "I

must say that 1 cant think of

too many more heinous crimes

than this one."

Fellow suspect Lee Boyd

Malvo. 18, is on trial separately

in nearby Chesapeake for the

killing of FBI analyst Linda

Franklin at a Home Depot in

Falls Church. He also could get

the death penalty. Malvo's attor-

neys are pursuing an insanity

defense, arguing that the young

man had been "indoctrinated"

by Muhammad.
In all. the two men were

accused of shooting 19 people

— killing 15 and wounding six

— in Alabama, Georgia,

Louisiana, Maryland. Virginia

and Washington, D.C.. in what

prosecutors said was an attempt

to extort $10 million from the

government.

The men's trials were moved

some 200 miles to southeastern

Virginia out of concern that it

would be too hard to find an

impartial jury close to the

nation's capital because the

sniper attacks had terrorized so

many people.

The verdict came after three

weeks of testimony in which a

.series of victims and other wit-

nesses graphically — and often

tearfully — recalled the horror

that gripped the Washington

area.

William Franklin recalled

being splattered with his wife's

blood outside a Home Depot. A

retiree described seeing a

woman slumped over on a

bench, blood pouring from her

head. The only child shot dur-

ing the spree testified: "I put

my book bag down and I got

shot."

jurors also saw several

stomach- turning crime-scene

photos, despite protests by the

defense that the pictures were

gratuitous.

Ten people were killed in the

region and three were wounded

in the spree. maii> of them shot

as they went about their daily

tasks; shopping at a crafts

store, buying groceries, mow-
ing the lawn, going to school

At the height of the killings,

the area was so terrified that

sports teams were forced to

practice indoors, people kept

their heads down as they

pumped gas. and teachers drew

the blinds on their classroom

windows.
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lohn |. Cunningham, deputy

provost of the University of

Massachusetts, has recently been

appointed by U.S. Secretary of

Agriculture Ann M. Veneman to

serve a three-year term on a nation-

al advisory bojird for the U.S.

Department of Agriculture.

The National Agriculture

Research. Extension and

Economics Advisory Board is

designed to advise the USDA and

its land grant university partners

on research, extension, education

and the effectiveness of economic

policies and priorities. The panel

will also include input from cus-

tomers to address the strategic plan

for research, education and eco-

nomics.

"We advise the department of

agriculture if they're going in the

right direction and using resources

wisely." Cunningham said.

Cunningham, who is also a pro-

lessor in the department of nutri-

tion in the School of Public Health

and Health Sciences, was nominat-

ed b\ the American Society for

Clinical Nutrition to serve as the

representative for national human

health associations.

"My first mtx'ting as a board

member opened my eyes to its

scope. The REE Ireseaah. educa-

tion and extension
I
mi.ssion area

within USDA is critically impor-

tant to the continued success of

production agriculture or forest

products." Cunningham said.

"REE spans areas from animal

health, crop diversification and

genomics, to health concerns about

food preparation and safety, and

even to promoting healthy behav-

iors to prevent obesity when calo-

ries are so readily available in very

tasty, convenient and attordable

products."

Cunningham mentioned four

major mission areas within the

USDA that will be evaluated by the

advisory board. The first is the

Agricultural Research Service, the

in-house research ami of the

USDA.
The Cooperative State

Research Education and Extension

Service (CSREES) will also be

evaluated by the board. CSREES is

a partnership fonned between uni-

versities and federal support from

the USDA.
"The department of agriculture

works with universities to do

research and to do teaching in agri-

culture and to run extensions

through universities."

Cunningham said.

The third mission area evaluat-

ed is the Economic Research

Service, the main source of eco-

nomic infonnation and research

from the USDA.
"I The ERSj provides economic

forecasts, summaries, calculations,

nationally." Cunningham said. "It's

basically for everyone to use. lit

provides forecasts on agriculture in

the future and the economy's

impact on products."

The National Agricultural

Statistic Service, which provides

analysis and statistics in service of

U.S. agriculture, is also under eval-

uation.

The 31 -member board meets

twice a yeai' and works by telecon

monthly.

Senate debates ban on

workplace smoking
By Ken Mac;i'ire

A.'iSIll IAI>I> Prf-ss

Sniper suspect John Allen Muhammad stands between bailiffs as he listens to the guilty verdicts on

four charges in Courtrwm 10 iit the Virginia Beach Circuit Court in Virginui Beach, \a.. ytsterday.

BOSTON (AP) — Senate

dcnKKrals gave strong supjwrt yes-

terday to a statewide ban on work-

place smoking, although it may not

reach Gov Mitt Romney's desk

until lanuaiy.

Tlic Senate was expected to

continue debate tcxlay on the hill,

which would make Massachusetts

the sixth state in the nation to ban

smoking in the workplace, includ-

ing most bars and restaurants.

The legislative session ends

tomonxm. however, so if the

Senate passes a bill that is signifi-

cantly different than the House

version, there may not be enough

time this week for the two cham-

bers to agree on a compromise bill.

Republicans tried yesterday to

derail the proposed ban. arguing

that it's full of loopholes exempting

the "rich and famous." such as

members of private country clubs

and American legion halls.

"You either believe (workplace

smoking) is bad or not. but the

exemptions that have been put in

here for the rich and famous, for

the heavy Demoeiatic givers, for

the nursing home owners, is

absoiuteh disgusting." said

Minorit> leader Brain l.cvs. R-

F.ast l.ongmeadow.

The bill, which ihc I louse

passed last month, would extend

the slate's workplace ban to all

restaurants, nightclubs and bars, as

well as auditoriums, conlerence

rooms, offices, elevators, hallways,

cafeterias, employee lounges, rest-

rLK>ms ami staircases. It would take

effect in lulv.
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Derek Euvrard, 18. of 75 arrested for assault and battery.

For the record

Curreclion: Because of a

reporting error in yester-

day's Collegian, the honors

fraternilN f^hi Sigma Pi was

incorrectiv identified as a

sorority in the article

"Turkey trot gives food

bank a lift."

DOlice
compiled by Thomas
Saturday, Nov. 8

1)4 a.m. Kniergency Health

and Safety and the Amherst Fire

IX-partment reported to a fire

alarm at Webster Hall. The

alarm was caused by the dis-

charge of a (ire extinguisher on

the sixth floor. Emergency

Housing was notified for

cleanup.

5:22 a.m. An officer advised

that he had observed a subject

checking door handles to vehi-

cles parked on hearing Street.

The subject was issued a sum-

mons to court.

Coyle
in the athletic fields across from

Boyden Gym. One patient was

transported to Cooiey

Dickinson Hospital. It was

noted that vehicles were parked

on both sides of the street were

making it difficult for emer-

gency vehicles to get through.

No one responsible for the event

was in the area or controlling

parking.

2:26 p.m. A credit card fraud

was reported by a student in

Kennedy Hall. The account was

canceled and a report was

taken.

12:57 p.m. An EMT requested 5:34 p.m. A traffic stop in Lot

an ambulance for a sports injury 50 near the Hampshire Dining

Common resulted in one arrest.

Dante Askew. 2 1 . of 65 Bayview

Ave., Norwalk. Conn., was

arrested for unlicensed opera-

tion of a motor vehicle and vio-

lation of miscellaneous munici-

pal ordinances.

9:14 p.m. A traffic stop in the

Northeast quad resulted in one

arrest. Ryan Adgate, 21, of 151

Winn St.. Woburn, Mass., was

arrested for unlicen.sed opera-

tion of a motor vehicle and vio-

lating miscellaneous municipal

ordinances.

SuMMV, Nov. 9

1:51 a.m. A traffic stop on

University Drive resulted in one

arrest.

Winthrop St.. Athol, Mass., was

arrested for operating a motor

vehicle with a suspended license

and equipment violations.

3:18 p.m. The PVTA reported

to Amherst Police that there

was a large group of people

fighting near the stadium on

Dallas Drive with unknown
weaponry. An area check turned

up negative.

5:58 p.m. A party stated that an

unknown group of people had

attempted to kick in his door at

Baker Hall. Emergency Housing

was called because the door and

lock were rendered unusable.

8:02 p.m. A traffic stop on

Massachusetts Drive resulted in

one arrest. Andrea Plankey. 19.

of 10 West St., South Deerfield,

Mass., was arrested for operat-

ing a vehicle with a suspended

license, a crosswalk violation

and not having registration in

possession.

11:50 p.m. At Infirmary Way.

one person was arrested for sex-

ual assault. Jonathan Muollo,

22, of 26 Mocking Bird Hill

Rd., Windham. N.H., was

arrested for indecent assault

and battery on a person 14 or

older

TUESOM, N(W.11

12:04 a.m. A disturbance in

Hamlin Hall resulted in two

arrests. |ohn Rosolino. 18, of 4

Fox Ridge Ln., Locust Valley,

N.Y., was arrested for disorder-

ly conduct. Michael lacobson,

18. of 2 Chestnut St.. Grafton.

Mass., was arrested for disor-

derly conduct and carrying a

dangerous weapon.

2:11 a.m. A fight was reported

in the lobby of Webster Hall

with one injured party. The sub-

ject refused medical attention

and a report was taken.

5:24 a.m. Following a distur-

bance in lohn Quincy Adams

Hall, lanice Miles, 22, of 78

Stafford Rd.. Wales. Mass.. was

6:55 a.m. Officers served a

search warrant on a student in

Mackimmie Hall. Adam
Weisblatt. 19. of 2 Anderson

Circle. Andover. Mass., was

arrested for possession of mari-

juana.

WEDNfSDAY, Nov. 12

10:25 a.m. A party cleaning

out a room in Brown Hall came

across gun shell casings in the

trash. Officers removed three

rounds from the room.

2:20 p.m. A red Diamondback

Sorrento with a broken brake

was reported stolen from the

Southwest Mall.

10:4! p.m. A caller reported

that his daughter in Kennedy

Hall has received calls from an

ex-boyfriend against whom she

had an active restraining order.

A report was taken.

Thursday, Nov. 13

9:40 a.m. A caller reported an

older male sitting on the south

side of the Thompson Tower

roof with his feet off the side.

The Physical Plant advised that

there were contractors washing

the windows.

2 p.m. The Springfield Police

reported recovering a vehicle

reported stolen from UMass.

10:51 p.m. Following an

assault and battery in Webster

Hall. Katherine Franklin. 18.

of 14 Cavan Crossing.

Mansfield. Mass.. was arrested

for assault and battery and

assault and battery with a dan-

gerous weapon.

Friday, Nov. 14

1 a.m. A caller reported that

there was a large party in a

room in McNamara Hall and

that the subjects were giving

the Resident Assistants a hard

time. The residents were spo-

ken to and the Resident

Assistant was advised to call

the police if further problems

occurred.
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Piebald Kuitarist Aaron Stuart plays a sold-out show for fans this past Friday in the Student

Union Ballroom. The concert, which also featured the bands Lucky Caderra, There Were Wires,

and Read Yellow, was put on by University Productions and Concerts and WMUA.
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The 35th Annual

GREAT UMASS SKI SALE

Thursday, November 20th nam - 8pm
Friday, November 21st nam - 8pm

Saturday, November 22nd nam - 6pm

Loads of wicked good gear, wicked cheap!

Brought to you by the ... UMASS Ski 'N' Board Club

545 - 3437 I

skiclub@stuaf.umass.edu

http://www.umass.edu/rso/skiclub
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Is the Confederate flag

flying for tolerance?

Alternative view on abortion

Presidential democratic candidate hopeful

Howard Dean spoke at Dartmouth College last

Tuesday about his proposed plan that would allot

college students $10,000 a year in federal financial

aide fix)m his $7.1 billion program for higher edu-

caticKi.

However. Dean was met with opposition at the

campus as nine students stood silently throughout

the speech with Confederate flags on their backs,

protesting a comment Dean made last week. Dean

incited controversy among voters and politicians

alike when he said that the Democratic Party

should cater toward Southerners, saying he wanted

to be the candidate for the people who displayed

the Confederate flag symbol in their pickup trucks.

Dean was quoted in USA Today, saying, "I

regret the pain that 1 may have caused either to

Africen-Americans or Southern white voters. 1

think [the flag) is a racist symbol but I also think

the Democratic Party has to have a big tent . .
.
Poor

white people need to vote their economic interest."

Dean said.

While Dean is traveling the road toward possi-

ble presidential candidacy, even his supporters

warn that the candidate had better watch his words

concerning the South. So far, Dean's comments

have not appeared to yield any damaging results.

However, if he wishes to run for president, he must

be cautious.

While Dean's comments could potentially

attract a new voter pool and a new group of sup-

porters, his words are also turning many voters

away Displaying the Confederate flag has been an

issue under scrutiny for years. Representing one

side of the spectrum are the Dartmouth students.

"We felt his apology was insufficient." said Xi

Huang, a protester

Some southerners, including several African-

American groups, were extremely offended by

Dean's remarks, viewing the comments as racist.

Dean's rival. Senator |oe Lieberman of

Connecticut, said Howard Dean had offended both

blacks and whites in the South when he used the

(lag as a political symbol. He demanded that Dean

admit he was wrong.

Another problem is that Dean's comments gen-

eralized people who display the Confederate flag as

poor whites. This is not true, as many southerners

from all socioeconomic classes display the

Confederate flag as a sign of their heritage.

"1 think Dean was on to something — the vast

majority of people displaying (the flag] are not

racist. That might be a surprise to the Denrtocratic

Party," said Ben )ones, who was quoted in USA

Today as a fonner democratic congressman who

sells Confederate flags in his Virginia tourist shop.

When it comes to the morality of flying the flag

of the South, beauty is in the eye of the beholder.

To many southerners, the flag was once a symbol

of slavery and disunion. It is now a symbol of his-

toric pride. Southerners are not proud of the slav-

ery that the flag represents; rather, they are proud

of their ancestors who fought and died in defense

of their homes from invading armies.

Where many politicians feel that Dean has

made a mistake for the democratic reputation,

Dean may have caught on to a helpful campaign

move in order to attract a new voter audience.

All Americans should have representation in

government by their political candkiates. regard-

less of belief or culture. Tliis includes those who

believe in displaying the symbol of the South.

In this modem age, the Confederate flag does

not represent the oppression of one race by

another. Rather, it memorializes the farmers and

poor who fought and died for their love of the

South.

The situation requires tolerance and all sides,

both from politicians and the American public.

The stereotypes concerning southern people and

their way of life need to be left behind.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.
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The partial

birth abortion

ban was
signed by

George Bush,

after tons of

back and forth

fighting,
debating and

anger.
Naturally, this

initiated an

influx of Collegian editorials,

where it seems that every day a

pro-life or pro-choice article

makes its way onto Page Three

or Four. The pro-lifers literally

scream bloody murder, and

then the pro-abortionists wail

back about women's rights, and

everyone just ends up really

angry. What makes this .scene

even more pitiful is that the

most obvious and sensible

answer to this chaos hasn't even

been uttered.

The government should ban

sex.

Sodomy is already illegal in

some states, so why not go all

the way and ban the whole

thing, for heterosexuals and

homosexuals? The way it seems

in America today, the cons of

sex far outweigh any of the

pros, yet people still love to

engage in drunken orgies for

some sick and twisted reason.

You read this and say.

"That's outrageous! How will

we procreate?"

Well, my friend, haven't you

heard of a thing called artificial

insemination? People can still

have beautiful offspring with-

out all the vigor and hard work

of sex! Simply take a sperm

specimen and an egg, put them

together in a petri dish, and

voila! You have an instant baby.

And even better than having

instant baby, this abortion mess

is solved! No more of these

"unwanted pregnancies" due to

casual unprotected sex! No
more 14-year-old moms!

Syphilis, gonorrhea and herpes

could be gone forever! We
might have actual responsibility

for our actions! And we can

still have kids. Doesn't this

make everybody a winner?

The biggest caveat to this

idea, of course, is that people

will not get that perverted

pleasure from sex that they

have been dreaming of since

that magical age of puberty

began. ! say, like war, what is

sex good for?

It's been proven that we can-

not handle these babies and

other hazards of sex, so why

should we be so ballsy (pun

intended) to try it anyway?

Then there's the fact that there

will be no more |erry Springer,

since every story on the show

revolves around the romantic

sex lives people conduct with

their bosses, attractive family

members and religious leaders.

Now we come to the simple

duty of enforcing it. This will be

an expensive task, but when

you figure in all of the budget

cuts that Massachusetts is mak-

ing toward higher education,

we can easily afford it. We will

have the shaggin' police force.

Yes. every room of every house

and building will be equipped

with a video camera, along with

cameras on every street and

sidewalk. A group of 10 officers

will be present in video rooms

would cease to have the need of

getting their girlfriends drunk

so they will sleep with them,

and men themselves would stop

drinking to make their girl-

friends look better.

Two, productivity in the

workplace would skyrocket

(reproductivity would drop

drastically), since men and

women wouldn't be taking any

time off from work to have so-

called "nooners" and "quick-

ies." I also read that men think

about sex at least once a minute

on average, and outlawing the

dirty deed would cause this

number to be reduced signifi-

cantly: hence mental output in

men would be doubled at the

very minimum. |ust think of the

theories Isaac Newton and

Albert Einstein could have

come up with had they not been

so preoccupied with sex!

Finally, people would use

their money more wisely with

Sodomy is already illegal in some states, so

why not go all the way and ban the whole

thing, for heterosexuals and homosexuals?

The way it seems in America today, the cons

of sex far outweigh any of the pros, yet peo-

ple still love to engage in drunken orgies for

some sick and twisted reason.

stationed strategically near the

alleyways, parking lots and air-

plane bathrooms (where people

are most likely to be doin' the

nasty), checking screen after

screen of footage to make sure

no one is getting their nookie

on.

If someone is caught in the

act, three of these officers will

be dispatched to the offending

area to stop the crime, outfitted

with gloves and dark sunglasses

in case the couple is especially

grotesque. Initially, a small mis-

demeanor fine will be given for

the first two offenses, but the

third time someone is literally

caught with their pants down,

the "three strikes" law will be in

effect and the offender will be

jailed for the next 10 years for

attempting to produce offspring

without a license.

Lest we forget the socioeco-

nomic pros to banning sex. For

one, alcoholism rates would

dive straight down, since men

the banning of sex. Men would-

n't spend countless dollars on

condoms and women wouldn't

have to spend the occasional

$300 for an abortion, nor

would they have to get their

birth control pill prescription

filled every month. All this

money saved from the sex ban

could be used to pay rent, or

even, God forbid, pay child

support, which is usually the

result of good sex (as if there

was such a thing?) gone bad.

No more high-tailing it to the

pharmacy for that "morning

after" pill.

In all seriousness, a world

without sex would be the Utopian

society mankind has dreamed

about. People would be better

thinkers, better spenders, and

would probably have the audacity

to take some responsibility. I'm

thoroughly amazed that this is

the ban old George isn't passing.

Zach Oelschlegel is a

Collegian columnist.
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Kegerator capitalists at UMass

On the straight and narrow
! don't like big corporate companies.

I don't like clothing lines like Banana Republic or

Calvin Klein because they use sweatshops and they

overcharge simply for the name. I hate conformists

— dangers to society with their boring and

in the crowd of look-alikes that this society breeds

We need something unique and something personal.

I can see the girl across the field with the Carhart

jacket and the dreads and I know she might like me.

Oh, and while we are on dreads — love

lemming-like dispositions. 1 don't like prep-
[|yjj Jus|(a||an

pies or popular culture. I don't like plastic ^^__^_____
packaging or Styrofoam. People who study

law, study business, or go into investment banking

make me sick to my stomach.

Television is the devil.

The United States is a tyrannical country and any-

one who lives here should be ashamed of himself or

herself. Big expensive cars, like SUVs and other gas-

guzzlers, should be outlawed for wastefulness. I don't

like the status quo. I love organic food because it's

healthy Consequently I won't eat GMOed food

(genetically modified, for those who don't know the

slang). And while we are at it, 1 hate jargon and con-

formity to language. I feel like

rules are meant to be broken and

people who get in the way of my

unique approach to life are

wrong. Yes, 1 said wrong, as in

they've eaten too much

processed food and can't func-

tion properly anymore.

1 don't like paying taxes, nor

do 1 like the government putting

its nose in my private life. And I

don't like Stop & Shop.

But that doesn't mean that I

don't like things like you and

everyone else. So for those of

you out there whose ideals are as

vehement and similar to mine, I

want to share some of the things I enjoy — just in

case you can't seem to figure out what's kosher and

what's not.

I love organic food. (Did 1 just say that.') The

health benefits are amazing, the food tastes better

and it can be very cheap: I don't see why Africa and

other countries with food shortages don't go organic.

That's why 1 shop at Whole Foods, because no mat-

ter where I am in the country, I know that my food is

going to be organic and that it will meet a certain

standard of quality. I like that they sell good food and

I like the people who shop at Whole Foods. If it's got

that "Whole Foods 365" label, you can raunt me in.

Sometimes it costs more, but 1 know that the quality

is good.

I like Carhart. too — great brand. Like Northface.

EMS and Nalgene, Carhart is reputable and its prod-

ucts last. Besides, lots of people wear Carhart and

carry Nalgene bottles: I can be honest — it makes mc

feel like 1 fit in. We need a way to identify each other

If we're going to make

any progress, we better

be able to make sacri-

fices— even the ultimate

sacrifice of an old friend.

If you're not (100 per-

cent) part of the solution,

then you're part of the

problem.

'em. For so long, a short military -style hair-

cut was the norm and tho.se with long hair or

with "different" hairstyles were seen as

social deviants. Dreads are my way of saying. "I'm

different. I'm unique, and you can't judge me!" And

1 know I was done talking about what 1 don't like —
but if you wear your hair in that frat-boy crew cut, we

all know that you are a corporate war-monger

You might find me uptown getting a smoothie

from Bananarama. Yogurt and natural fruits arc real-

ly good for you: they taste great and they're just what

1 need after a long day of cla.ss. A smoothie break is

especially great after having to listen to some strict

professor with no respect for emotional growth rattle

on about marketing and gender.

1 like to work at the local

organic farm. 1 know it doesn't

pay well, but my parents help to

pay for my apartment so that I

can spend my college years

learning about the world. What

really sucks is that "The

Sopranos" airs on IIBO,

because then 1 have to pay (or

my parents do) for cable. Of

course I get the Food Network,

Comedy Central and MTV's

"The Real World" ^ .so I can

kind of justify it.

I like to visit my parents in

New York City. It's great that so

many exciting things exist in such a small place. \ou

can find great bookstores, food and entertainment

there, and the cabs are a groat way to get around.

You might say that I am enamored.

The toughest part of having such valiant desires

and goals is that sometimes it gets in the way of my

friendships. Sure. An old friend (we'll just call him

that for now) recently started becoming interested in

law school and now he buys long dress coats and

button-down shirts and he wears black leather

shcxfs. Me thinks that Kucinich is crazy, he loves

Abercrombie. and he says that organic food might

have some downsides — and I don't know what to

do.

I guess the moral is that if we're going to make

any progress, we better be able to make sacrifices —
even the ultimate .sacrifice of an old friend. If you're

not (100 percent) part of the solution, then you're

part of the problem.

Russ luskalian is a Collegian columnist.

When leff

Durand and

Ross Lucivero

were looking

for a way to

start a busi-

ness and make
a quick buck,

they turned to

an old college

standby.

Beer.

What the two University of

Massachusetts engineering stu-

dents didn't foresee, however, is

all of the media attention their

business. Kegs on Legs, would

receive in the local media, and

what that attention could mean.

Kegs on Legs was born in

September as a legitimate busi-

ness venture after the two

experimented with an old

refrigerator during the summer.

Taking their engineering skills,

some hoses, a drill and a C02
tank for air pressure, they went

to town. The result — their very

own "kegerator" — was a hit

with friends. Not long after, a

business was born.

"Basically we just installed

one in our house and thought it

was a good idea." Durand said.

"We thought, 'Hey. lets see if

people want to pay for this

service.'"

Since then, the duo has filed

their tax paperwork at both the

state and federal level to

become a legitimate business,

developed an F-commerce Weh

site (www.kegsonlegs.com) and

marketing the business with the

production of refrigerator mag-

nets, among other things.

"It's something we've taken

serious from the beginning."

Durand said. "At .some point

we'd like to incorporate, most

likely."

Durand and Lucivero mar-

ket kegcrators mainly on the

merits of saving party people

everywhere money. They say

there are about seven cases to

each keg of beer. A keg costs

somewhere around $50. A case

costs about $20.

Therefore, they reason, for

each keg kept cold with a

kegerator and consumed com-

pletely over the course oi lime,

a customer will save about $'^0

to $100 — the price difference

between a keg and seven cases

of beer. A full kegerator that

they install costs $350. They

say that means after only four

kegs, the device has paid for

itselL

"After a couple of months, it

really does give you your money

back." Durand said.

Business was chugging along

slowly but surely for the pair,

with eight kegerators installed

during the first two months of

business. Then the local media

got wind of it. The Daily

Hampshire Gazette ran a front-

page story on the group Nov. 7.

and WLZX ^'^.3 FM's morning

show followed that up with an

directly to our face, that Kegs

on Legs is a bad idea." Durand

said. "1 really think they are

overreacting. It doesn't increase

your alcohol consumption.

They're | students) going to

drink, no matter what. We're

just making it more user-friend-

ly"

So while administrators

around campus may be cring-

ing, the pair is scrambling to

meet new interest that has been

generated by the press. It does-

n't matter if Kegs on Legs is

demonized by some of UMass"

mucky-mucks in print. In fact,

the more it happens, the happi-

er the two running the service

will be.

"There's no such thing as bad

publicity." he said.

It doesnt matter if Kegs on Legs is demonized

by some of UMass' mucky-mucks in print. In

fact, the more it happens, the happier the two

running the service will be.

interview of Durand and

Lucivero last week.

Since then. Kegs on Legs

inquiries have gone through the

roof. Durand says their Web
site had about 2.000 hits on it

per month in September and

October. The numbers for

November, with half of a month

remaining' rwenty thousand,

and counting.

The Kegs on Legs team

never saw that attention com-

ing, particularly from the

media.

"We think its because the

product itself has sort of a con-

troversial edge," Durand said.

Indeed, a member of the

Chancellor's Task Force on the

Pievenlion of Alcohol .Abuse at

UMass criticized the service

they're providing in Ihe

Gazette. He said the service

they provide puts more focus

on drinking than there should

bo in life.

Which, to Kegs on Legs,

seems ridiculous.

"Nothing's ever been said

For now, it's business as

usual. The one prohlem the two

have been coping with lately is

finding enough used refrigera-

tors for customers who don't

have one to convert, which

means combing the want ads.

among other things. And an

increase in supply and demand

can hardly qualify as a bad thing.

Durand said since the flood of

inquiries began coming in. Kegs

on Legs has at least three or four

more job offers pending. One of

those is for a restaurant interest-

ed in installing a simple ihree-keg

draft s\stcm using kegerators.

Business is looking good.

"If we do well with this, like

any smart entrepreneur, we'll

take the money from this and roll

it over into a new venture."

Durand said.

Sounds like the two might

have a different calling than the

engineering world, after all. Gtxl

bless the American entrepreneur-

ial spirit.

Dun l.amothe is a Collegian

columnist.
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Popular hard rock artist Andrew W.K., left, sweats out another anthem during his concert at Amherst College's Alumni Gymnasium Friday night. The second

Robb. right, is touring in anticipation of its new album. "The Reason." Die Trying, not pictured, was the opening act.

By Kristvn Hobbs
Ci)LL£taAN Ci)RRESPONI)tNT

Andrew W.K.. Hoobastank and Die Trying all pre-

formed at the Alumni Gymnasium on the Amherst

College campus Friday night to a crowd that barely

halfway covered the basketball court.

However, that didn't stop the artists from rocking

out with the same intensity that would be required to

fill such a massive venue.

Die Trying was first up on stage and they dressed to

kill in their rock wear despite being short one man.

Die Trying guitarist, lack Sinamian. broke his leg

jumping from stage equipment during a show on Nov.

12, and due to the severity of the break. Mike Doherty

came to the band's rescue and replaced him. Doherty

was a virgin to the set of songs he had never performed

before Friday, but he was still able to rock out just as

hard as the rest of the band.

The Sacramento-ba.sed band peribrmed

songs from its self-titled debut album. Kids of

every age sang with the band in unison

throughout the half-hour set.

Hoobastank took stage next, as a larger

audience pushed close to the stage, creating

an even more intimate setting than the quaint

gymnasium provided.

Together, the boys of Hoobastank set the

tone with all the favorites from their self-

titled album. Not only did they satisfy the

audience's thirst for recognizable lyrics and

melodies but they also gave a taste of their
'

upcoming album. "The Reason."

A small but pumped audience enjoyed antics that

Andrew

W.K.

Hoobastank

Die Trying

Amtiers! College

Ainheist

«ori4

raved nothing shy of electric. The set was completed

with blocks at the front of the stage, supplying lead

singer Doug Robb with objects to jump off of

and spin atop.

After a lengthy gap of time, Andrew W.K.

rolled up to the gymnasium, and minutes later

he appeared onstage stirring a spirit of chaas.

Opening with insane guitar riffs and

overzealous piano playing, he reminded every

member of the audience that they were at a

rock concert and that they all should be danc-

ing and partying.

After his first song, audience members were

pulled onstage, creating a scene that broke

down the barrier between the performer and

the audience. An oveiwhelming energy poured from

every person in the gymnasium, which overcompensat-

band on the bill, Hoobastonk, led by frontman Doug

ed for the petite size of the audience.

lust before the last song, a security guard kicked an

audience member out. just as Andrew W.K. himself

jumped off stage and chased after him. Moments later

he reappeared onstage obviously distressed. He then

reminded security guards that he knew they were

doing their jobs but they did not have to remove the

audience member from the concert.

The last song was then dedicated to that audience

member and Andrew W.K. finished off with "Party

Haid."

Prior to the show. Hoobastank drummer Chris

Hesse gave some insight into his band's new album

Continued on page 5

New Tunes' flick a lame duck
By Johnny Donaldson

Cx)LLEiiiAN Staff

The Looney Tunes cartoon

shorts, with their subversive,

madly referential, postmodem-

before-there-was-post-

modem wit, were a

much-needed antidote to

the cuddly, cutesy geniali-

ty of the Disney anima-

tion empire.

Chuck lones. Tex

Avery and their fellow

animators took an anvil

to the squishy niceness of

Mickey Mouse with their

creation of iconic charac-

ters like the sardonic, car-

rot-chomping hero Bugs

Bunny and his foil, the

flustered, blustering ego-

tist Daffy Duck.

Antic, rambunctious

and bursting with a rol-

licking humor that kept a

keen eye on the social, cul

tural and political mores of the era.

the Ixwney Tunes were the fore-

bears of such modem landmarks as

"The Simpsons" and "South Park."

and deserve better than to have

their honor besmirched by a fran-

tic, frenzied dud.

If anything, director |oe Dante

at least retains the manic, anything-

goes velocity of a Looney Tunes

cartoon. The aptly titled "Looney

Tunes: Back In Action" is as ami-

ably lunatic as any of the shorts,

but with only a quarter of the wit.

The (lousy) jokes crash and collide

wHth dizzying speed, and the movie

never stops to reflect on just how

unfunny it actually is. It's almost

admirable how Dante

("Gremlins") at least hangs on to

the frenetic pace of a Looney TUnes

short, how they are often mad
dashes through smirking, winking

landscapes. The in-jokes and cross-

references fly fast and furious, but

the pile-up of pop-culture

ephemera swiftly turns into senso-

ry' overload.

The lames Bond films

are the main take-off

point for "Back in

Action" and the movie

rips through a host of

movie references, both

old ("Psycho," nearly

every "508 science fiction

picture) and new
("Finding Nemo," the

"Mummy" movies.) The

metatextual gags reach

right back into the

Looney universe, as

seemingly every Warner

Bros, 'toon character

clomps on through for a

fourth wall-breaking

cameo (Porky Pig and

Speedy Gonzalez talk

about being politically incorrect:

Shaggy berates Matthew Lillard for

his "Scooby-Doo" performance.)

Many of the jokes may fly over

the heads of little ones in the audi-

etKC: even some adults may not get

it when Kevin McCarthy reprises

his role from the original "Invasion

of the Body Snatchers."

"loxjney Tunes: Back in Action"

is a movie that's clever more in the-

ory than in execution. For every

joke that works (a swipe at Wal-

Mart and the oft u.sed practice of

product placement), there are 15

more that fall flatter than Wile E.

Coyote after a trip to the Acme cat-

alog.

Maybe it's because the Looney

Tunes patchwork insanity works

better in the space of a short rather

than a movie; blown up to 90 min-

utes, the exhausting relentlessness

of it becomes wearying. But that

doesn't explain why the movie

stumbles as soon as it hits the

ground running. It may be going

fast, but it's spinning its wheels and

getting nowhere.

The sub-Bond spy plot consists

of Daffy being fired by WB VP of

comedy Kate Haughton (jenna

Elfman). and hitting the road with

security guard/wannabe stuntman

D| Drake (Brendan Fiaser) to save

Drake's action hero/real-life spy

father (Timothy Dalton), and keep

a mystical sapphire gem called the

Blue Monkey from falling into the

villainous clutches of the head of

the Acme Corporation, Mr

Continued on page 5

Quartet strums away in Noho

Yonder Mountain

inspires audience
By Bradley Farberman

Cxjllegian Staff

(1M;RTE.SY WARNER BPlK

Brendan Prater reads his

lines to co-star Daffy Duck.

Touring in support of their 2003 release,

"Old Hands" (exclusively featuring the tunes of

Benny Galloway), Nederland, Colo.'s Yonder

Mountain String Band brought their singular

brand of bluegrass to Pearl Street's ballroom

last Thursday night for a celebratory evening of

song and dance
— especially

dance.

Among the

revelers in atten-

dance — who
packed the room

from wall to

wall — there

was barely a

motionless fig-

ure to be found.

Impressive,
since the quartet

does not include

a drummer.
Mandolinist Jeff

Austin, bassist

Ben Kaufmann,

banjoist Dave

lohnston and

guitarist Adam Aijala kept the crowd in perpet-

ual movement with their versatile playing and

percussive approach to their instruments. On

this night, however, the group was augmented

by a violinist, Darol Anger.

The band's instrumental performances, how-

ever, at no time outshined their prowess as

vocalists. All members of the band sing, and

their four-part harmonies are as crisp and tight

( \UJRTESY YONIIERMlXWTAIN < XIM

Colorado band Yonder Mountain String Band played

the Pearl Street Ballroom Thursday night.

as the day is long. These four

musicians are talented, and

that fact was clear and pres-

ent during their two-set

throwdown in Northampton

last week.

For starters, they mined

some uncharted territory for

a bunch of young blue-

grassers. Frank Zappa's "I'm

The Slime," a jazz/rock opus

that includes a spoken word

segment denouncing television, seems far from

your average bluegrass fare. But the group

pulled it off nice-

ly, with Austin

impishly snarling

Zappa's lyrics: "1

may be vile and

pernicious / But

you can't look

away / I make
you think I'm

delicious / With

the stuff that I

say / I'm the best

you can get /

Have you
guessed me yet? /

I'm the slime

oozing out from

your TV set."

Their
take on Desmond
Dekker's two-

chord reggae romp, "Shantytown," was another

surprising turn for the boys. But when they

pulled out their best island vibe for the appre-

ciative Thursday-night crowd, they were greeted

with nothing but wide smiles and dancing feet.

The band also took on Willie Nelson's "Bloody

Mary Morning" to the delight of the audience.

Continued on page 5

Dolls entertain small Blue Wall crowd Plaid'S rctum
. .- i _ . ^ m •

By David Fonseca
CoLLBOiAN Staff

In preparation for their upcoming show at

the Northampton's Iron Horse Musical Hall

on Dec. 2, cabaret punk rockers the Dresden

Dolls played an impromptu free show at the

Blue Wall Pub in the University of

Massachusetts Campus Center

Friday evening.

A night on which the Five College

area hosted a multitude of hot-ticket

shows, including Hoobastank and

party rocker Andrew W.K. at

Amherst College, plus pop-punk

heroes Piebald in the Student Union

Ballroom, the Dolls faced some stiff

competition. Never ones to back

down from a challenge, the Dolls played a

stellar show to a small but devoted audience.

What was supposed to be a quick opening

set for pop-rockers Elcodrive turned into a

full hour-and-a-half set when the headliners

pulled a no-show. It was no worries for the

Dolls, though. The duo is accustomed to the

spotlight and pulled off a set that more than

proved their capability as a marquee act.

The Dolls played to a crowd of about 50

faithful fans and a handful of would-be new

recruits, all of whom were willing to brave

the brutally cold trek to the Blue Wall.

Taking the stage in full cabaret garb with

faces painted like porcelain dolls, the

Dresden Dolls loosened up the crowed by

having a little bit of fun at the expense of the

Blue Wall's atmosphere.

"You think this cafeteria can't rock?" lead

singer Amanda Palmer implored.

"Well it can!" drummer Brian Viglione

responded in full falsetto. For the rest of the

night, the Dolls embarked on the task of

proving Viglione right.

The set consisted of a potpourri of old

favorites, numerous tracks from the

band's latest self-titled album, and a

few new tracks. The set began with a

series of slower songs. "Missed Me,"

"Mrs. O." and "Good Day" — all of

which displayed the songwriting

capabilities of singer/pianist Palmer,

but didn't exactly engage the crowd.

What followed was a combination of

faster tracks including "Sex

Changes" and slower songs like

"Delilah," a song that the Dolls rarely play in

concert.

At that point it became clear that the

Dolls were winning the crowd over. What

followed was a Dolls classic, "Coin

Operated Boy," and a medley consisting of a

cover of Radiohead's "Karma Police," which

segued into another crowd favorite, "Half

lack."

Sandwiched between the two tracks was

a Vigilone drum solo, which showcased his

virtuosity behind the kit. The Dolls slowed

things down again, lulling the crowd into a

false sense of .security with the mesmerizing

drumbeat of "Ultimate Esperanza," only to

blow it away once more with the show's

final song, the adrenaline pumping "Girl

Anachronism."

The show's highlight came halfway

through the set in the form of "Coin

Operated Boy" The song best demonstrates

all the characteristics that make The

Dresden Dolls so unique. From its sporadic
|

time changes reminiscent of 1930s cabaret

to the ingenious lyrics, which not so ambigu-

ously dance around the topic of artificial

lovers, this song is one that only a combo

like the Dresden Dolls could create. And

like many Dolls songs, it gains a whole new

dimension when played live. The breakdown

hallway through the song where the band

mimics a broken record is particularly

remarkable to witness live.

As it goes with all up-and-coming bands,

the true test of their mettle conies when

stepping out of the comfort zone. While the

Dolls may wow crowds in Boston every

night, the time has come to step out and

start winning new fans. Friday night's show

at the Blue Wall, which to some may seem

like a step down, is in fact a step in the right

direction. Playing small shows and earning

your lumps is what all bands who eventually

get big go through. The Dolls proved Friday

night that they are more than capable of

doing so.

The true purpose of Friday night's show

was to create a buzz for the band in prepa-

ration for the shov^' at the Iron Horse in

December The Dolls' willingness to pro-

mote themselves by getting on the road and

playing shows proves that when the band

does make it big. it will have come as a

result of their own talent and hard work.

Warp artists release 'Spokes'

Real people and cartoons don't mix in new 'Looney Tunes'

Continued from page 4

Chairman (Steve Martin, stooping below his tal-

ents in a red wig and glasses).

As the human pawns in Dante and writer

Larry Doyle's game, neither Elfman nor Eraser

makes an impression, even when the amiable

Fraser obliges with some self-mockery. Martin

meanwhile impersonates a human impersonat-

ing a cartoon impersonating a human. But sadly,

even Bugs fails to make an impression; the "was-

cally wabbit" is reduced to a vrisecracking. car-

rot-chomping jester uttering his usual catch-

phrases. This isn't the Bugs Bunny we know and

love, but a pale copy of him.

There is one sequence of bravura wit and

wonder, a dexterous dance through art both clas-

sical and popular as Elmer Fudd chases Bugs and

Daffy in and out of the paintings hanging in the

Louvre. It's a sublime sequence capturing both

the marvelous, giddy humor of the Looney Tunes

and a genuine sense of art. It's more of what

Dante should have brought to his Tune tale,

rather than sticking with this uninspired knock-

off of "Who Framed Roger Rabbit?"

URTTSV *'ARNERBRO-'

From left to right: Daffy Duck, Jen Elfman, Brendan Fraser and Bugs Bunny stor in

"Looney Tunes: Back in Action."

AmM CDllege rocks out Yonder Moudin go too long at Pearl

Continued from page 4

It was their fantastic originals, however,

that truly moved the crowd — physical-

ly and otherwise.

"Left Me in A Hole" is a timeless, bit-

tersweet tale of life and love: "You have

your life / And 1 have mine / Maybe

we'll meet again / Some other time."

In "Loved You Enough," heartbreak

is the predominant theme: "I loved you

enough to let you go, dear / I loved you

enough to let it ride / 1 hold your little

hand in mine / But your sweet love

died." These proficient musicians dou-

ble as excellent, if simplistic, lyricists

This young group's only hindrance is

their reluctance to leave the stage. The

second set dragged toward the end

when several songs followed their cli-

mactic cover of "Shantytown." As all

great musicians demonstrate, holding

back can be just as important as push-

ing forward, and these guys need to

learn a little restraint.

Nevertheless, no iimount of anti-cli-

mactic songs could have stopped this

crowd from dancing and enjoying them-

selves thoroughly, which, ultimately,

was the point.

FMILIE rXKK-.AN/tOI LB'.IAN

Die Trying lead singer Jassen Jensen sings to the

crowd at Amherst College.

Continued from page 4

and the band's plans for the upcoming months. Hesse said

that he did not have any expectations for this tour. His rea-

soning was that if he did not have expectations then he

could not be disappointed. This tour will be in progress

until Dec. 5, before their new album. "The Reason,"

invades stores on Dec. 9.

Hesse said that they did not have a specific method for

making the album.

"One thing we don't do is write music first," he said.

Unlike other artists, they lay down the actual music and

then "Doug-vocals" writes the lyrics. "The Reason" took

about four or five months to record.

Hesse said this album is different than the last because

it "branches out in both directions." He said that the first

album was straight-up rock, while "The Reason" focuses

more on the melodic aspect of the songs.

When asked about what common thread runs through

the band's fans, Hesse said. "We have a lot of different

fans." He said people who can appreciate the melody and

the music are their typical fans.

When asked about his favorite places to play, he named

a few spots, including Boston. He said that he liked

Beantown because it is full of young people and it had a lot

of energy. ....
That means the show in Amherst must have been nght

up his alley.

By Timothy Gabriele

CijLiiOjiAN Staff

It's hard to review a release

from England's Warp Records,

having been a forerunner in many

of the important electronic music

movements of the past decade and

a half or so. SiiKC its foundation in

1989, Warp has consistently put

out material whose artiness is often

outweighed by its playfulness and

vice versa.

The multi-textural layers spun

out by the myriad talent have influ-

enced the face of music itself, and

electronic musicianship in particu-

lar. Any modem day electronic

artists who has not been influenced

by at least one Warp Record is sus-

pect, and this critic suggests a uni-

versal boycott on said "artists"

until they better acquaint them-

selves vrith the progenitors of their

own namesake.

Not neariy the least of these tal-

ents is the team of Ed Handley and

Andy Turner who, along

with M.I.A. Warphead

Ken Downie. formed

Black Dog Productions in

the late 1980s. When
Handley and Turner

decided to piardon them-

selves from their groundbreaking

ambient dance work with Downie.

they renamed themselves Plaid and

put out a string of stellar material,

most amply collected on their dou-

ble album, "Trainer."

Having acquired the blessing of

Trent Reznor's Nothing Records as

a U.S. distributor. Plaid received

considerable attention for their

deserving late 1990s work.

"Spokes" does not function as

the next logical step in the string of

brilliant releases, but that does not

mean that it does not contain its

own strokes of genius. The prob-

lem seems to lie in the fact that

"Spokes" does not seem to be step-

ping (or bicycling) anywhere. It

basically assumes some of the terri-

tory' that has already been stepped

(but not overstepped) in, from

Handley and Turner's Black Dog

days to their most recent "Double

Figure" album.

Is it right to chastise a group for

sticking to a formula that works,

especially when it can really work

in such monumental strides as the

dark symphonies that Plaid com-

pose? Not every album has to

expand the genre, per se. Yet at the

same timtf, tl Sttmsf that if bands

like the multitudes in the Warp

milieu were putting out albums

sounding like "Trainer" all the

time, it might make "Trainer" seem

a little less special.

That's not to say "Spokes" will

soil your old Plaid albums with

more-of-the-sameness. Fans will be

emerging themselves in the phan-

tasmagoric, organic Orbital-y clos-

er "Quick Emix" on headphones

for as long as mandated by the

timeless track. The hyperphonic

low-end sprawl of "Crumax Rins"

provides a similar transcendent

experience with synthesized

sounds that sound somehow more

distant and more primitive than

the guitars and bells they are trying

to emulate. The drones of amor-

phous soundscapes brewing in the

backdrop of the track may take

several months of delicate, inti-

mate listening to unravel complete-

ly None of this is particulariy

newsworthy for those familiar with

the duo's perfectionist knack for

intricate processing.

What it really comes down to is

whether one would choose to

review a Warp record for those in

the know or whether one should

assume that the listener is

approaching a product for which

ihey are unaware of the persistent

quality control behind its elaborate

history.

For those in the know. "Spxakes"

is the next project from Plaid. As

(X)(JRTESYWARl'REi:i-*l»

Ed Handley and Andy
Turner make up the duo, Plaid.

always, it is a fa.scinating work of

careful and intentional design, but

it is unremarkable in the larger

context of a band who could not

sneeze in the midst of recording a

track without considering

the depth that some

llange and EO on that

sneeze might bring to the

holistic picture of that

particular track.

It doesn't matter what

I say, though, because you

will want to buy the album for the

good stuff anyway; despite the

good-to-bad ratio. Plaid's good

stuff is always that good.

For those not in the know,

"Spokes" is sonic genius from our

knob-twiddling boys, but as a

primer it may not be the best exam-

ple of what they are capable of.

Those looking for a "special"

album may want to look toward

"Rest Proof Clockwork" or

"Trainer" instead.

However, "Spokes" should cer-

tainly wow those not in the know

(or those who think that Aphex

Twin came out of a vacuum).

"Upona" is a more tense piece

whose ekxtrobass gets so tangled

sometimes that, like something off

of Autechre's "LP5." the beat

seems to have trouble keeping up

with it. Unlike their scrambled sig

nal worshipping peers in Autechre.

though. Plaid have a delectable ear

for haunting melody that saves the

track from the throes of glitch-level

obscurity inside an album that

froths with hot spots of shimmer

and beauty

They also do not obsess them-

selves in space>' ambient hannon-

ics enough to doom themselves

into a frenetic mid-90s Orb imita-

tor resurgence. For all their elec-

tronics, the texture-s that Plaid elic-

it on "Spokes" fall far out of the

wired plain of modernity's tech-

obsessed gadgetry. One of the

biggest criticisms of the duo is their

inability to let go of their steel

drums, but even pondering music

like the kind on "Spokes" with any

number of cheesy drum machine

presets sets a curdling feeling in

one's stomach.

On a fidgety song like "Zeal."

they come off like a cleaner, sym-

phonic Einsturzende Neubauten.

The only thing is that the raw

materials Neubauten may have

used for their track have not been

invented yet.

Composition-wise, the godfa-

thers of musique concrete and

mainstream mainstays alike

should be able to examine a track

like the hopelessly pretty "B Bom
Droid" with the same awe and

splendor that a first-time listener

would. In the sphere of dance

music, it rises from a whisper to

showers of light onto a thousand

twinkle-eyed kids on mood

enhancing dmgs. As a work of art,

the track stands as a densely-lay-

ered, deliciously produced, well

thought-out. and sparkling pinna-

cle of creative expression, which,

for Plaid, is nothing out of the

ordinary at all.

(XU'RTKSY V

Yonder Mountain String Band kept the crowd dancing all night long at Pearl

Street, most notably during a cover of Desmond Dekker's "Shantytown."

Bartenders Have More Spirit!

Why not be a bartender?
Wr,U-;ni MA

nosTon
RnRTcnncRi

*

ICIIODl of '.

nmcRicn .

Nick

t, #
Call TODAY! (413)747-9888

S.../or ihv mttrninti after

63 Main Street, Amherst

TVaditionaJ & eclectic breakfast fare,

featuring a Southwestern flare, Jewish

favorites. & vegan items.

20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
Monday-Friday for the fall 2003 semester

Monday-Friday 6:30am-2pm

Satuday & Sunday 7am-2pm

256-4643

OCMP

r D F AT ^^2isons to use UHS
UixIlMI Eye Care Semc^
"'^'\ Savings on routine eye exams for

.._•./_ students at UMass

( 2 y A great place to get contact lenses

3 V—^ FREE sample start-up contact lens solutions

/^ •.. Same day replacement of disposable

V 4..••*' contact lenses, In many cases

/c-.^_^ Contact lenses mailed directly to your

.,._../"*' home or office

/"^\ FREE eyeglass adjustments and one year

..","*' warranty on frames

10 PERCENT
"

SPECIAL OFFER: / S"?^ :

\.^ EYEGLASS LENSESl

,«» J[^H "' '"^'^ ^f^^
! * Cannot be combined with

^^^^
to use the other insurance discounts.

Eye Care \

^^_ Servfces;; y For appointments or

f ^ questions, call 577-5244
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Rodriqyez named AL MVP
. _ . . 1 »_.. (r^r Tnrnnto. whi

UMass to start fresh in Pre-Season NIT

By Ronald Blum
Asscx AiTho Press

NEW YORK (AP) — Alex

Rodriguez became the second

player from a last-place team

io win a Most Valuable Player

award, beating Carlos Delgado

and lorge Posada in American

League voting announced yes-

terday. , ,

The Texas Rangers short-

stop received 242 points in

voting by the Baseball Writers

Association of America^

Delgado had 210 points and

Posada 194.

Showing the split among the

writers. 10 players received

first -place votes, one short ot

the record set in the 1947 NL

vote and matched in the 1977

AL vote.
. , . f .

Rodriguez was picked first

on six ballots, the fewest for an

MVP winner since the New

York Yankees' Yogi Berra in

1951. Delgado and Posada got

five firsts each.

The only other player on a

last-place team to win an MVP
was the Chicago Cubs' Andre

Dawson in 1987.

Rodriguez, second in the

voting in 1996 and last year,

was the only player picked on

every ballot.

He hit .298. tied for the

major league lead with 47

homers, and led the AL in runs

(124) and slugging percentage

( 600). He had 118 RBls. sec-

ond in the AL to Delgado's

H5. ^. . . .

Rodriguez was in his third

season with Texas, which fin-

ished last in the AL West at 7 1

-

91 . He joined the Rangers after

the 2000 season when Texas

gave him a record $252 mil-

lion, 10-year contract and has

led the league in homers in all

three years.

Delgado hit .302 with 42

homers for Toronto, while

Posada batted .281 for the

Yankees with 50 homers and

101 RBls. ^ ,

Shannon Stewart, traded

from Toronto to Minnesota

during the season, was fourth

with three first-place votes and

140 points. Boston's David

Ortiz was fifth with four firsts

and 150 points.

Boston's Manny Ramirez

and Nomar Garciaparra.

Toronto's Vernon Wells

Oakland's Miguel Tejada and

the Yankees' )ason Giambi got

one first-place vote each.

Tejada was last year's MVP.

Rodriguez gets a $500,000

bonus added to his $21 million

salary, and Stewart gets

$25,000 for finishing third.

Because he finished 10th,

Seattle second baseman Bret

Boone gets an automatic

$250,000 raise to $8.25 mil-

lion.

Continued from page 8

rebounded in nearly every one of their contests

the Minutemen enlisted the help of the 6-toot-y

Freeman to help cure their woes, and thought

they had another potential gem in 6-toot-8

Stephen Briggs before he was dismissed from

the program in July.

Now it will be up to Freeman — and the

player brought in to fill Briggs' roster spot, the

rail-thin 6-foot-8 Lasme - to inject new hie

into a frontcourt that also features effective

returnees Gabe Lee and |eff Viggiano.

Freeman, an academic non-qualifier who sat

out last season, has the added advantage of hav-

ing spent a year observing Lappas and the pro-

gram, and after a rigorous year in the weight

room, now weighs in at a bruising 255 pounds

and will start at power forward.

An agile big man with good back-to-the-bas-

ket skills as well as a sofi touch and good baU

handling ability. Freeman also has the added

benefit of being lefi-handed, and should be a

force to be reckoned with down the line tor

UMass both offensively and defensively, as well

as on the glass.
.

Viggiano. a Suffield. Conn., native who was

impressive in his rookie campaign with the

Minutemen, returns to play the three and will

be counted on heavily to continue to score in

the motion offense.

A good slasher who has the potential to be a

solid shooter. Viggiano still hasn't displayed the

consistency with his jump shot that Lappas has

hoped for, and will likely be called upon to be

the teams second option, afier Anderson, to

shoot the 5-pointer.

His durability is without question, however,

as the 6-foot-7 Viggiano played in all 29 games

last season, and averaged 9.1 ppg. 3.2 rebounds

per game and 2.9 assists per game after moving

into the starting lineup for the hnal 21 contests^

Rounding out the Massachusetts frontcourt

is 6-foot-9 center, Gabe Lee. Lee. a junior who

also sat out his freshman campaign and can

earn it back upon completing his career. Lee

had a nice season in 2002-03. his first with

^
AUo thin at only 210 pounds. Lee is a bat tier

down low who lead the Minutemen in blocked

shots (46). while ranking second in both held

goal percentage (504) and offensive rebounds

749) He must continue to rebound and defend

consistently for the Minutemen while it a so

remains crucial that he avoid foul trouble as the

lone veteran presence at the pivot.

First off the bench up front will be Lasme.

who is still considered by many to be a project,

but has good leaping ability and enough athleti-

cism down low to allow him to contribute while

he learns the ropes.
, ^

He too. along with Freeman, must jom Lee

in staying out of foul trouble, «« t*.e M^^;^'"

can ill afford to lose a player at already

'''sSo^rs"ophomore Alassane Kouyate

could contribute in a limited role as weU buj

will likely be '^verely limited by a pa^ of b^d

knees, and a medical redshirt has been ais

cussed as a possibility.

STJJfnutemen will play one of their l.ghtest

schedules in recent memory this reason which

kicks off tonight at 7 p.m. ^ben they hos^ M^

Francis at the Mullins Center '"/^^"^

.Jj
' ^

of the Preaseason National Invitational

""^rT^lll be a distinct New England^^^^^^^

the Mullins Center this year as >-ell. a Ha.ifo«l

(Nov. 24), Vermont (Dec. 2) and Maine (Dec^

23) will all make the trip to Amherst, wh^e

UMass will hit the road to face reg^onaUoe

Boston College (Dec. 6). Central ConnectKU

State (Dec. 9) and preseason national No. l

Connecticut (Dec. 50). „Mna at

The Maroon and White will be rnaking a^

least eight television appearances as well m

2005-04 Games with Tennessee ()an. 3 ana

T«nple dan. 24) will be broadcast nationally on

ESPN2. while conference dates * «b Duquesne

(Ian 18). Dayton (Feb. 8). Xavier (Feb. 14 and

Srnond (Mar. 6) will be covered locally on

Atlantic 10 Television.
,

In addition, the Maroon and Whites battle

with BC will appear on NESN, while a second

battle with Temple (Mar. 8) will be shown on

^"'^he Atlantic 10 portion o^ Massachusetts'

schedule will begin on Jan. 7, when La Salle vis

its the Mullins Center.

Tonight's game with St. Francis marks a

return to thf Preseason National Invitation

^oLament for UMass for the first time since

,998. Overall, it is the Minutemen s th. d

appearance in the tournament, where they ho d

aT2 record, including a runner-up fimsh m

'^^TTiat year. UMass beat No. 1 North Carolina

in overtime io advance to the final, where they

lost to No. 6 Kansas.

St Francis, out of the Northeast Conference

is coming off of a 14-16 campaign under head

coach Ron Ganulin.

The Minutemen and the Terriers have never

met on the basketball court.

The winner of the contest will await the wm-

ner of Davidson-Texas Tech in L"bbock Tex

which will be broadcast nationally on F.bPN-J

hecinnine at 9 p.m. Eastern time.

Tn^ghtl wh^ners will face off on Fnday

evening at 7 p.m. at the campus site of the high-

er seed, in a game that will also be shown on

ESPN2.

CXXJRTESY AS.SOUATEtl PRESS

sports@dailycollegian.com
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TODAY'S
rROSSWQPn PUZZLE

SI

fH

ACROSS

b I t*cK s»ltc«

1

4

Hook cattigt-'iy

lliypi' I

15 W«l SaiKllKiiy

lAOooMvaa
17 Dadaiin
18 PokOT •taka

1» AD woid
ZO Ch«ng» »!• clock

?l Pmnllce
23 Muvtt Io tti«i Ito

K5 Clwckuu""
26 Pol oov«ii*

tfM fttyf«tjraW*). CK**''

3? Cat mlotMuMiy

37 U»tui«. 01 u pout

38 lfly««wi*1
39 OkWfi guCUsul
40 M««»oro(o<lV Wn

(7 Old* I

43 C»cnp«Jgr topic«

44 Suuggau*
Mu««ra»

40 N»wT:'>al*«''^''P»
tfo LustW
tr Syltogiwn wonl
4H Ui«ls a> i05i«lat«.e

49 hkj<ttly«>ul»"-l

SI -PHJfl (Ifwri''

i>3 Lcocioiiii/«

b8 1 iflhiweighl q'U"

(,? Opcia hnjliliyta

63 NurilwO uOtiquely

64 3h«k« awBk*
6h Th««»
66 I wiciiig weapon
6/ BMinca • tdmiai
68 Maucandulai
69 I llUf» — o* -Juias-

alcPart"
70 Sill* Btound

(X>WN
1 Utackwi
2 Strong anKMn^i

PREVIOUS POZ^t WXVEO
2^?3^

Irisfi'PuB

\» i-ta O ao(wu»itoO»«

3 AmaiM
4 Cast* about
6 Shllaloytna

6 Laava a niaiti

7 f raaway aUlii

8 tagandarv kkig

9 Cansof
10 Oeapt;!
1

1

Lgg ptoctucais

12 saaaagla
13 HacticiXaca
22 Raal
24 SaduHoul

Roma
26 Hockai Jai'Y

Laa
21 Nolfa Dattia

2B Nona loo Ixigm

30 PriDtampH
mo* lit,

31 Mofa aJupt
33 Lqualoc

sagmaiii
34 Maaa up

• bynMB** '

(;laanHig loc<

Enck>auiaa
Stagaaatt
Fiuiyhaimua
Fwaotadlo
arrtva

1 ai IO kaap up
AJps kicala
ancim«« naliya

I — out
(diathtxJted)

> Bullak> ufoupk
1 ( ludaon^ay
IlllM

I Ritas a aquaak
> Pact laawa
3 Oo oH al an
angia

I id^apoi
9 SandM
D TlMsaanora
1 Small larribla

2 Huackagaai

I

I

413-548-69001 |wwwtheharp^
' 163 Sunderland Rd.-N. Amherst

lust north of the apartments

Great new deck!

ri/ES. Team Pub Trivia!

Win Money and Prizes

WED. Harp Reggae Night

November Special!

Labatt Blue:

$1.75 A pint / $6.25 A pitcher

^\ att sjOO ^^A;i^poo
^^^^

7!

lt«M»t>^ -^ ^j\

lv^yv>j(v:*r>Ai W

Dining Commons Menu

D.C. contact; 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• BBQ Pork Sandwich

• Chicken Pesto Pasta

• Falafel Pocket Sandwich

(vegan)

DINNER

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

•1

? ON TMUISCAY. ^

OCTOeEK 3D. 2005.

VMpC THE INCOKKKT

-w*mwt^ir( Of

riTTSPOR&H MAX HAVE

A'SMat-OFSDMEWNP

WE HERE M
^TFUZZX CDMIO;.

INC WEIfE UMNU^RE

-^HM THl? OUTC>VTED

TDPC FOR HUMOR
AWP/OR JOCUL^RlTX

«T FOzr< COM»K,

iNc.'s itiTwnoi
W^'; TO GHVE THE
Q(XX> PEOPLE OF
NEW JERSEX ^ OaEAK

i^OS. ONCE , 50T
ACCORPlVia TD COK
l^EAPE? FEEt>e/>CK

.

VJE NOW SEE -mAT
pvTTSgOeSH WOOl-P

iva^ MEW JERSET
TO COt^TlNUt To Be

THE BROMT Or f^i-<ie,

9MEU.-5ASED
QEO<aK^PH^CAL bWRft

SEW\CKLET HEIQHT^ 1

TUESDAY
. High: 52

• Low: 41

WEDNESDAY
. High: 61

• Low: 50

THURSDAY
. High: 59

• Low: 52

O
/Wv
>'.''%''

• chicken Pot Pie

• Boston Scrod

• Native American Stew

(vegan)

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Barbara Lotto

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Sarah Lloyd

COPY EDITOR
Andrew Merritt

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR

Dar) Simmoni

PRODUCTION STAFF

Nikolas F. Markantonatos /

David Pesiah
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H O R O S^C O P E S

There's no such

thing as fun for the

whole family. ^. ^.

-jerry Seinfeld

aquarius • |an. 20-feb is

Censorship doesn't always seem fair;

unfortunately it's often necessary.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Dealing with UMass red tape is not fun

at all.

aries • mak. 2i-apr. i9

Uon't you just hate when your to-do list

is longer than a line at Whitmore?

taurus • apk. 2o-may 20

Curl up in a ball and don't leave your

room. The world outside sucks.

gemini • may 2i-|un. 21

Don't bite your lip. It will bleed.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Turn ihv other cheek.

leO • |UL.. 23-Auc. 22

You locjk like Golem from "Lord of the

Rings."

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

SPIRE will continue to blow for as long

as the world turns.

libra • sfpt. 23-oct 22

That super [jerky chick is gonna freak

you out one too many times.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov 21

Don't worry. You're gonna make it after

all.

Sagittarius • nov. 22-dec. 21

F^ugs will make you feel better.

Capricorn • dec 22 ian. 19

Try something new today. It will look

shnazzzzzzzy!
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APARTMENT FOR rent™ EMPLOYMENT

Auditions tor thesis

film Simple Machines

7pm- lOpmon 11/18

in Campus Center

room lOl.ll/iy

Amherst College

Converse Hall rcxim

207, 11/20 Hampshire

College FPH nxmi 105

for any questions Call

559-5189

^ BcJrixnu Apartment

K,r.lamiar\665-92S4

AllTO FOR SALE

1995 Geo Prism 4 !>

l.Hct5Spcll20,aV

miles

(Jn}tny .n'>'?psv».:h.iima

ssAxlu 546-4^75 545-

5949

Sports Teams-

Sororities- Cluhs-

Student Groups Fam

$1.000-$2,(XX)this

semester with a proven

CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundraising event.

Our free programs

make fundraising easy

with no risks.

Fundraising dates are

filling quickly, so get

with the pn>gram! It

works. Contact

CampusFundraiser at

(888) 923-.^238. or

visit www.campus-

fundraiser.com

$5001!! Police

Impounds. Hondas,

C-hevy's, etc from

$500. For listings. 1
-

sa"l-^19'^^2U-xt4554

( OMPIITERS

Pentium Laptop $99.00

Free Printer with

Computer purchase

Call for details, (ireat

Rates and great turn

around time. We fix

Laptops.

IX'sktops/PC's guaran-

teed 584-S857

vv^ntcr Break

Fmplnvment Barnes

& Nohle at Boston

University Help us pre-

pare for the upcoming

semester Needed: Cash-

iers. Shelvers. Culomer

Service, Phones.

Flexible shitls (20. 30,

or 40+ hrs per week)

starting December 1

5^

January 23''^. Store

discount, conveniently

located in Kenmore Sq.

under the Citgo Sign

on MBl A B, C. or D

Green line. Meet our

representatives on Dec.

Z"'* at the Campus

Center Concourse or

call our Human

Resource Dept. at 617-

236-7488 or L.-Mail us

for an application:

bksbu(t/'bncollege.com

EMPLOYMENT

The Bam
-Shift managers

-Refrij;erated ware-

htuise

-C^ashiers &. st(x:kers

($8 hr) Apply in store.

C)pen Ham - 10pm. 95

River St. Greenfield,

MAOnOl (116 to

91NroExit 26)

(4^)774-5599

INSTRUCTION

On the RiK-ks ScIkhiI

Bartending. Become

certihed in one week-

end. Great way to earn

money. Call us loll free

at 866-mix-.5600.

www.OTRBartending.

com

ROOM FOR RENT

SERVICES

Stuck on a tmij^h temi

paper."

ThePaperExperts.ctm

can help! Expert vvrit-

crs can help with edit-

ing, writing, graduate

school applications.

We'll help with .my

subject- visit us 24/7 at

ThePaperExperts.com.

«1 Spring Break

Vacations! 110% Best

Prices! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas,

Florida, Acapulco.

Bixik Now & Receive

Free Parties & Meals

C:ampiis Reps Wanted!

1-800-234-7007 end-

lesssummertours.com

Internship

Motivated students

seeking leadership out-

side the K)x. Gain ex-

perience in all aspects

of mnninn a small busi-

ness Average pay: $9W
Call 508- 246-1 2 k^

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.1X1 ;, day

potential. Ux;al p«isi-

tions. 1 -800-29 V 3985

ext 516

!Bartending!$ $250/

day ptitential N<1 ex}X'-

rience Nesc Training

provided. 1-8W-965-

6520 ext 162

lOR SAM

Shop Now Holiday

Discounts

ZLX')MASSGear.com

- Sublet one Ix-Juxmi

for Spring (.>i Bus

Route Call: 61 7-89V

8656

ROOMMAfF WANTED

2 Rtxtmmales needed

in nice bouse in Belcb-

crtowTi for Spring 2004

$350 Rem plus Lease-.

25V6779ore«ill@sUi-

deni.umasseilu

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help?

Gall Birthright of

Amherst are.i tor free

testint; and assistance.

549-1906

PREGNANGY TEST-

ING, HIV Testing,

Binb Cxintrol, and

Emer^jency

C'ontraception.

Affordable and confi-

dential. Taix'stry

Health, 27 Pray Street,

Amherst. 548-9992

TRAVEI

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2L\"Hs Hottest

Prices Pixik now .. Free

Trips, Meals &i Parties

www.sunsplasbrours.co

m or 180^^-426-7710

Act Now! Bixik 1

1

people, get 12^'^ trip

free. Gnuip discounts

tor 6-^ www.si^nnt::

hreakdi.sco'"its.com or

8a)-838-8202

Spring Break 2004-

Travel with STS,

America's*! Student

Tour CV'-'f'''' f''

Jamaica, Gincun,

Acapulco, Bab.imas

and Florida. Now hir-

ing campus reps. Gall

for group discounts.

Intomiation/Reservatio

nsl-8cU648-4849or

vKwvwststTavel.com For

niore infonnaiion con-

tact STA Travel at

413-256-1261

SPRING BREAK
Liri^est selection ot

DestinatuM-is, incKKliii«

Cruises! Fixim Parties,

Free l>inks .ind C'lub

Admissions. Rep

Positions and FUEE

trips Available. 1-800-

231-4386

www. Flpic I ireanTours.

com

The
Massachusetts

Daily Collegian

Marketplace

wants your ad!

Come visit the

Campus Center

Basement

or call

545-3500

between

9a.m.-4p.ni.!
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A whole new ballgame
UMass to tip off '03-04 tonight against SFC in Pre-Season NIT

By MiKfc MARZtiLi

1^)LLEI.IAN SlAhf

Call ii a youth movement, an

overhaul or simply year three of

a long and ditiicuit rebuilding

process, but whatever you call

the change the Massachusetts

men's basketball team has

undergone since it last took the

Mullins Center court back in

March, it will be there.

A year alter finishing a disap-

pointing 11-18 and bowing out

of the Atlantic 10 tournament in

the first round, veteran coach

Steve l.appas returns for his

third season on the Minutemen

bench with what is essentially

the first University of

Massachusetts team he can truly

call his own.

Following the departure of

forward Raheim Lamb for

UMass Lowell and the gradua-

tion of co-captains lackie Rogers

and Micah Brand, only guard

Anthony Anderson. Lappas' lone

captain in 2003. remains from

the lames "Bruiser" Flint era.

Now. with an incoming fresh-

man class that includes guards

Maurice Ma.xwell and Top 50

recruit Art Bowers, along with

forwards Rashaun Freeman and

Stephane Lasme. and a solid

transfer in former Cecil (Md.)

Community College standout

guard Chris Chadwick. the for-

mer Villanova bench boss feels

he has the beginnings of the

right mix of players to run his

motion offense.

Lappas still may be a year

awav. with a pair of big men in

6-loot-4. 215pound Olivier

Lamoureux and b-foot-ll. 325

pound leff Salovski already com-

mitted to UMass for 2004-05.

and promising 6-foot-7 sharp-

shootingforward Lawrence

Carrier eligible to participate

next season after sitting out this

year as an academic non-qualifi-

er.

Nontheless. this year's youth-

ful group, which includes only

one senior, should see its num-

bers improve across the board

from what was an utter disaster

last season.

So while the 2002-03

Minutemen will not threaten the

1995-96 squad for most prolific

in program history, they should

be much improved over their

most recent version.

Barring a major setback or

disappointment, they have a

legitimate chance to post a win-

ning record in a watered-down

schedule and, if all goes as

planned for Lappas and Co.,

bring fans and support back to

what has been a consistently

empty Mullins Center.

While l.appas is glad to final-

ly have a team full of his own
recruits at his disposal, it will be

Anderson that will be the key to

this year's squad.

The 2001-02 A- 10 Rookie of

the Year, the Lynn native saw his

scoring average jump from 10.0

points per game in 2001-02 to

1 1 .8 ppg last season, a year in

which he reached double figures

15 times and at least 20 points

on five separate cH;casions. He
needs to continue score consis-

tently, and as one of the confer-

ence's top 3-point shooters, he

must continue to connect from

behind the arc, as well as play

lloor general for the inexperi-

enced group.

A .senior who can regain a

year of eligibility if he completes

his degree on time, the captain

led the Maroon and White in

minutes played (1,047). 3-point

goals made (74). attempted

(189) and percentage (.392).

free throw shooting (.757).

defensive rebounds (113).

assists (107) and steals (38) last

season, and will be called upon

to do more of the same as the

lone veteran presence at the

guard position.

Playing alongside Anderson

will be one of the more promis-

ing recruits in school history in

the 6-foot-4 Bowers, who aver-

aged 18 points per game as a

senior at St. Benedict's (N.L)

Prep School.

A pure scorer who combines

good driving ability with decent

3-point shooting and a deadly

mid-range game. the

Wilmington. Del., native has the

chance to be an impact player

immediately.

Lappas will rely on the Bowers,

who once outscored LeBron

lames head-to-head, to take

some of the heat off of Anderson

and establish himself as a potent

two-guard in the A- 10 and the

nation.

Behind Bowers and Anderson

in the backcourt rotation will be

Lappas" first-ever junior college

transfer in Chadwick, and anoth-

er promising true freshman in

Maxwell.

Lappas hopes Chadwick. a

physically solid guard at 6-foot-

3. 195 pounds, is reliable and

consistent enough to run his

motion offense: allowing him to

rest Anderson or shift him to

shooting guard at times.

A decent shooter who con-

nected on 48 percent from the

field and 40 percent from behind

the 3-point arc in his final season

at Cecil, Chadwick should be

fundamentally sound enough to

fit in somewhat seamlessly at

either guard position, and with

either Anderson or Bowers in

the lineup.

Maxwell, meanwhile, comes

to Amherst from Lutheran

Christian Academy in

Philadelphia, Pa., and after heav-

ily considering a commitment to

Indiana University, potentially

gives Lappas another quality

scoring option off the bench.

A lanky 6-foot-5. 175

pounds. Maxwell is a good out-

side shooter who has the height

and wingspan to play small for-

ward as well as either guard

position.

Likely to spend most of his

time on the wing as either the

two or the three. Maxwell aver-

aged 26 points. 12 assists and

five rebounds as a high school

senior, and while he is still some-

what skinny for the college

game, could develop into a ver-

satile scorer and defender off the

bench as well.

Guard Marcus Cox, the lone

senior and a former Connecticut

transfer, will likely sit out the

season with an arthritic knee,

and will not contribute in his

final year in Amherst.

FllONTI»URT

A year after being out

Continued on page 6
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New faces for the 2003-04

Bowers and Maurice Maxwell.

FIRST ROUND
November 17, 18

Minutemen include, clockwise from top left, guard Chris Chadwick, forward Rashaun Freeman, and guardsArt

UMass opens its season tonight at 7 p.m. when it hosts St. Francis in the first round of the Preaseason NIT.

2003 Pre-Season National Invitation Tournament

SECOND ROUND
November 19.20,21

SEMIFINALS
November 26

FINALS
November 28

Georgia State

November 17,

9:00 PM EST

UTAH

UMKC

November 17,

8:00 PM EST

MINNESOTA

November 19. ESPN 2

10.30 PM EST

7:00 PM or 9:00 PM EST

St Francis (NY)

November 18,

7:00 PM EST

MASSACHUSETTS

Davidson

November 18, ESPN
9:00 PM EST

TEXAS TECH

November 21, ESPN 2

7:00 PM EST

ESPN 2,

7:00 PM EST

Louisiana Lafayette

November 18, ESPN
7:00 PM EST

GEORGIA TECH
November 20 (TBA)

Hofstra

November 18,

7:30 PM EST

MARIST
7:00 PM or 9:00 PM EST

Vermont

November 17,

10:05 PM EST

NEVADA

(iERAl.lUI 1 IN< 1^ X >1 1 ft ilAN

Steve Lappas is entering his third year as coach of the Minutemen.

Yale

November 17. ESPN2
7:00 PM EST

CONNECTICUT

November 19. ESPN
7:00 PM EST
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Northampton rally celebrates legalization of gay marriage
By JUUE O'DONNELL

Collegian Ci>iuuiSPONi)iiNT

Students rallied last night in celebration of

the ruling that allows same-sex marriages in

Massachusetts at Northampton's City Hall,

singing 'Everything Possible' by Fred Small,

emphasizing the lyrics, "some women love

women, some men love men, today we're

reaching the end of everything for you."

The Massachusetts Supreme ludicial Court

ruled yesterday that banning gay marriage is

unconstitutional. Chief justice Margaret

Marshall declared that an individual's civil

rights should not be taken away because he or

she wants to marry someone of the same sex.

Massachusetts, which is the first state to

pass same-sex marriages, ruled the ban uncon-

stitutional on a 4-3 vote. Although there were

cheers from gay couples. President Bush and

Gov. Romney denounced the ruling, stating

that marriage is an institution between a man
and a woman.

Hundreds gathered in Northampton in a

joyful celebration of the ruling and shouted.

"Happy gay marriage day!"

Several people spoke at the rally, including

fleidi Norton and her partner Gena Smith,

who are panelists and served as a plaintiff cou-

ple for the case in Boston today. Norton and

Smith were also present for the ruling.

"Celebrate tonight, but to not give up the

fight because there is still a lot of work to be

done. Let's keep this on the front bumer and

don't move back one inch!"

The two thanked supporters and shouted,

"We're going to win!" Avery, Smith and

Norton's young child said, "This is a very spe-

cial day and 1 am very proud of my Mommy
and Mom for helping."

Claire Higgens, Northampton town mayor,

told supporters that the Pioneer Valley is a com-

munity of acceptance, concerning people who
are gay, straight, rich or poor.

"We are the city of pioneers." she said. "Let's

not take the easy way out."

A sign held by |. Mary Sorrell and her wife

Elizabeth Anema read. "Married |uly 1, 2003 in

Canada, legally recognized Nov 18, 2003."

According to Ellen Story, state representative

for the Pioneer Valley, if a couple was married

legally somewhere outside the U.S.,

Massachusetts now has the legal obligation to

recognize the couple as married.

Jennifer Levi, the co-council of the case, said.

"We will no longer be excluded. All are protect-

ed, we all go forward in the civil rights move-

ment, or not at all."

The University of Massachusetts Pride

Alliance group also attended the rally. Dan
Pomeray, the treasurer of Pride, said he was

"wicked excited" but also, "very apprehensive

-q''ial justice
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From left to right, gay couples Gina Smith and Heidi Norton of Northampton, and Gloria Bailey and Linda Davies of Orleans, stand together during a news confer-

ence regarding the Massacusetts Supreme Judicial Court's ruling that same-sex couples are legally entitled to wed under the state constitution in Bosion yesterday.

Court approves gay marriage in the state of Massachusetts
By Jennifer Peter
Associated Press

Continued on page 2

BOSTON (AP) — In the nation's

most far-reaching decision of its

kind. Massachusetts' highest court

declared Tuesday that the state con-

stitution guarantees gay couples the

right to marry — a ruling celebrated

with a popping of champagne corks

and the planning of spring weddings.

"Without a doubt, this is the hap-

piest day of our lives." said Gloria

Bailey, who with her partner of 32

years was among the seven gay cou-

ples who had sued the state in 2001

for refusing to issue them marriage

licenses.

In its 4-3 decision, the Supreme
ludicial Court gave the Legislature

six months to rewrite the state's mar-

riage laws for the benefit of gay cou-

ples.

Although courts in other states

have issued similar rulings, some
legal experts said this one goes fur-

ther in its emphatic language and

appears to suggest that gay couples

should be offered nothing less than

marriage itself — and not a lesser

alternative such as civil unions,

which are available in Vermont.

The ruling was another milestone

in a year that has seen a significant

expansion of gay rights around the

world, including a U.S. Supreme
Court decision in |une striking a

Texas ban on gay sex. Canadian

courts also legalized gay marriage

over the summer.
"We declare that barring an indi-

vidual from the protections, benefits,

and obligations of civil marriage

solely because that person would

marry a person of the same sex vio-

lates the Massachusetts

Constitution." Chief justice Margaret

Marshall wrote.

The dissenting justices argued

that the court was treading on law-

makers' territory. "Today, the court

has transformed its role as protector

of rights into the role of creator of

rights, and I respectfully dissent."

justice Francis Spina wrote.

The decision prompted complex

legal questions about the next step

and about when the nation's first gay

marriage licenses will be issued, if

ever.

Republican Gov. Mitt Romney
denounced the ruling but said there

is little the slate could do beyond

pursuing a constitutional amend-
ment.

"I agree with 3,000 years of

recorded history. I disagree with the

Supreme judicial Court of

Massachusetts." he said. "Marriage is

an institution between a man and a

woman ... and our constitution and

laws should reflect that."

But the soonest a constitutional

amendment could be put on the bal-

lot is 2005. potentially opening a

window of a few years in which gay

marriage licenses could be granted.

Vermont's high court issued a sim-

ilar decision in 1999 but told the

Legislature that it could allow gay

couples to marry or create a similar

institution that confers all the rights

and benefits of marriage. Lawmakers
chose the second route, leading to

the approval of civil unions in that

state.

Continued on page 2

Certificate program created

By Nathan Chomsky-Higoins
CoLU-HIAN Qj«Ri:SPONI>tNT

The University of

Massachusetts' Center for Public

Policy and Administration is now
offering a new interdisciplinary

undergraduate certificate.

This new certificate, which is

open to all students regardless of

major, will allow students to com-

plement their majors with a con-

centration in public policy in vari-

ous areas such as environmental

issues and international policy

The requirements for this cer-

tificate involve successfully com-

pleting eight courses with a B or

better. Three of the courses are

required, including one in eco-

nomics, one overview of public

policy in the form of a political sci-

ence class, and a course in intro-

ductory statistics.

There is no minimum GPA
needed to enroll in the certificate

program. Anyone can apply before

the beginning of his or her senior

year, after choosing a major

Working with a faculty advisor,

students determine what other five

courses best fit the area of study.

Each of these courses must be at

least of level 200. with three of

them at level 300 or above. Also,

no two courses may be from the

same department, providing a

diverse knowledge base in public

policy.

Along with education in public

policy, recipients of this certificate

can receive a thorough backing in

survey research, computer applica-

tions, applied statistics, technical

Editorial'Opinion
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writing and public presentations,

all of which are important skills to

have for a career in public policy

Brenda Bushouse, Chief

Undergraduate Certificate Advisor

and political science faculty mem-
ber, said "it has a potential to be . .

.

well-rounded, as opposed to a

minor, in which you take all your

courses in one department."

Students will constantly work

with a faculty advisor to tailor the

certificate to their needs. Twenty

faculty advisors from university

departments such as economics,

sociology, gcosciences, psychology,

political science, and education

policy, will provide advising servic-

es.

"The strength of this is it's an

interdisciplinary major," Bushouse

said.

For example, one currently

enrolled student is a social thought

and political economy major, but is

interested in labor policy and

wishes to pursue a career in that

area after law school. This certifi-

cate will not only provide a deco-

ration on a transcript, but gives

practical knowledge and experi-

ence in the concentration desired.

While this certificate does not

create any new courses to be

offered, it does allow students to

take classes they would not have

been able to take before if they

were not a part of the major.

The CPPA formed in 1998 out

of the Political Science depart

ment, offering a masters degree in

public administration as well as

heading research. This new certifi-

cate program is the first under-

graduate offering of its kind, and

has already received positive feed-

back.

Students have already begun to

enroll in classes for next semester.

To enroll, a student must choose a

course of study, and then write a

one-page paper on the concentra-

tion and how the five elective

courses will help to meet this gojil.

The eight courses taken

towards the certificate's comple-

tion can also be used toward the

completion of a major's a-quire-

ments, or general education

requirements.

Anyone interested in the new
certificate in public policy and

administration should contact

Brenda Bushouse at ugrdcert

@pubpol.umass.edu, or any of the

other faculty advisors involved.

Surgeon for health care system reform
By Michelle Doaiis

C !<)I.U:(.1AN ( i)RRI:SI>l)NI)ENT

Dr. Benjamin S. Carson,

world-renowned neurosurgeon

and philanthropist, told a

packed house at Amherst

College's Johnson Chapel

Monday night that they must

make it their job to fix the

United States' "horribly

wrecked" health care system.

"Your generation has got to

make it clear to each other that

we're all in this together We all

need to take pride in it and do

everything we can to make it fair

and equitable for everybody," he

said.

Carson, who graduated from

Yale University and the

University of Michigan Medical

School, is director of pediatric

neurosurgery at the Johns

Hopkins Medical Institution. He
credits his success to his mother.

"She never felt like she was a

victim" despite the hardships

she faced, he said. "The problem

was, she never felt sorry for us

either."

Growing up in a violent

Boston neighborhood, he saw

people dying on the streets. "I

never expected to live beyond
25." he said.

Voted the "dumbest person

in the world" by his lifth-grade

classmates, consistently earning

zeros on quizzes, he was addict-

ed to television as a child.

Unsatisfied with his grades, his

mother turned off the TV and

forced Carson and his brother

submit book reports to her twice

a week.

"She couldn't read, but we
didn't know that." he said. "If

p)cople refuse to accept your

excuses, you stop making them."

Carson is president and co-

founder of the Benevolent

Endowment Network, which

enables uninsured children in

need of neurosurgery to get the

care they need, as well as the

Carson Scholars Fund, which

recognizes youths who have dis-

tinguished themselves in aca-

demics or in humanitarian work.

Carson said that there aiv

two ways in which health care

could be fixed.

The first would be elimtnat-

-AB\HIIiniWl iMIIi.lW

Dr. Benjamin S. Carson, director of pediatric neurosurgery at John Hopkins Medical Institute,

spoke Monday at Amherst College about problems facing the I'.S. health care .system.

ing paperwork and the middle-

man by recording all diagnoses

and procedures, which already

have codes assigned to them, on

computer The money saved by

doing this would be enough to

insure the 44 million who arc

curre'ntly uninsured, he said.

The second would be creat-

ing portability, getting rid of

health care plans and making

health care "regulated just like

utilities."

Carson has proposed his

solutions to the health care prob-

lem to Congressmen, as well as

to President Bush. Carson saiil

both parties have agret-d that his

ideas would work, but said thai

there arc problems.

"You have ti) get rid of those

special interest groups," Carson

said.

In addition to reforming

our health care system, we
need to reform our lilVsiyles.

"Most of us in the medical

profession would be out of a job

if everyone got enough sleep

and exercise, ate three healthy

meals a da\ and eliminated

snacks, alcoholic beverages,

smoking, and illicit drugs."

Carson also addressed ilic

problem of racism, using an

analog) of red and black ants

at a picnic. There is plenty of

food for all of the ants, he

said, but they fight because

they have tiny brains and

can't gel over the fact that

ihcy are different colors. Our
brains are so much more
complex, that we have no

excuse, he said.

"Racism will continue to

be alive and well as long as

there are people with small

minds."

Carson asked the members
of the audience to raise their

hands and promise thai, for

one week, all would be nice

lo everyone they enci>unter.

"What kind of world could

v\e have if everybody thought

about others first'.'"

The Sclnvemm lunil, ihc

Willis Wood Foundation, and

the Center for Religious life

at Amherst College spon-

sored Carson's lectuie. as did

Amherst Colleges Office of

the Prcsidcnl. Health

Professions Advising, and the

Biology Deparlincni.
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1990 - Madfl a compilation tape off ttn radio.

1992 - Bought my first CD. Went to my first concert

1995 - toggod onto ttie net for IklM time.

2002 - Discovered Kazaa and peor-le-|icer.

2003 - Called a pirate. Joinied the reralution.

2004 - Buying all my music on Kazaa.

2006 - Formed a band. Sold first songs on Kazaa.

2007 - First sold out gig.

The Kazaa Revolution is about you and the other 60 million fans of

music, movies and games. It's a new technology that could make

life iMtttr for everyone. Lower prices. Unlimited catalogs. A smarter

way to buy and share online.

the record and movie industry are trying to stop it.

Don't let them.

Go to www.kazaa.cDm/revolution and change the

world of entertainment.

Join the Revolution

www.lcazaa.com/revolution Join the Revolution.
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Weekly Calendar of e
Complied by Sara-Megan Walsh

Today
UMass — Amy Stolls, Literature Specialist, will liost "Writers

Work" in the Commonwealtti College Lounge of Goodell from

12 p.m. to 1 p.m. Strolls will share her thoughts on the role of

public funding in the arts and provide practical advice for

individuals seeing grants or writing tips.

UMass — Pierre OeVries from the Microsoft Corporation will

speak on "Of Pennies and Packets: Politics and Business in a

World of Seamless Communications" at 3:30 p.m. in room

150-151 of the Computer Science Building.

Mount Holyoke College — Sut Jhally, Professor of

Communications at University of Massachusetts, will give a

lecture entitled "Hijacking Catastrophe: 9/11, Fear and the

Selling of American Empire" at 7 p.m in Cleveland L2. He will

speak on how he thinks the Bush administration has manipu-

lated the 9/1 1 tragedy to benefit businesses.

UMass— Stonewall Center's Reel Out Film Festival will pres-

ent the film "Dangerous Living: Coming Out in the Developing

World" at 7 p.m. In room 65, Bartlett. The Reel Film Festival

will continue on through Sunday with various film showings

each day. For more information and a full schedule, visit

www.umass.edu/stonewall/ eventservices.

November iy - November 24 200)

UMass — At 6:30 p.m., Arjun RIana will perform "Kathakali

Concert; A Terrible Beauty is Born" in the Campus Center

auditorium Kathakali is a classical dance-drama art that uses

costumes and make-up in accompaniment to drums and

vocalists, depicting characters from religious epics originat-

ing in Kerala, India during the 1 7th century Tickets cost $5 for

students, $8 for the general public.

Hampshire College - At 7 p.m., the film "Floating Lite" by

Clara Law will show In the West Lecture Hall of Franklin

Patterson Hall. The film chronicles the journey of a Chinese

family through different cultural aspects emphasizing the

ambivalence of migration The film showing is sponsored by

the Global Migrations Program at Hampshire College.

,V a t
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F r i d a y 21

Tomorrow
Amherst College — Richard Moran, the Brian D. Young

Professor of Philosophy and chair of the psychology depart-

ment at Harvard University will give the lecture "Being Told

and Being Believed." The lecture begins at 4:30 p.m. in

Fayerewather 115, Pruyne Lecture Hall.

Mount Holyoke College — Vanessa James, chair of the

department of theatre arts, will hold a book signing and lec-

ture for her recent publication "The Genealogy of Greek

Mythology" at 7 p.m. in Rooke Theatre. A copy of the book can

be obtained through Odyssey Bookshop at 534-7307.

Smith College — At 7:30 p.m., The Folger Concert will per-

form "Illuminations" at Helen Hills Chapel Illuminations is

from the 13th century Iberian piece from the Cantlgas de

Santa Maria of Alfonson II Sabio and will be performed with

images to create story by comic book like effect.

Smith College — Beat Surrender, the WOZQ dance party, will

take place at the Smith College Field House, off West Street

from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. The event is free and features DJ

Jovanana, DJ Justin and Shirley Beans.

It r d a y
Mount Holyoke College — Vanessa James, chair of the depart-

ment of theatre arts, will hold a book signing and lecture for her

recent publication "The Genealogy of Greek Mythology" at 7

p.m. in Rooke Theatre A copy of the book can be obtained

through Odyssey Bookshop at 534-7307.

Smith College — At 7 30 p.m.. The Folger Concert will perform

"Illuminations" at Helen Hills Chapel. Illuminations is from the

1 3th century Iberian piece from the Cantlgas de Santa Maria of

Alfonson II Sabio and will be performed with images to create

story by comic book like effect.

Smith College — Beat Surrender, the WOZQ dance party, will

take place at the Smith College Field House, off West Street from

10 p.m to 1 a.m. The event is free and features DJ Jovanana, DJ

Justin and Shirley Beans.

M o n a y 24
Hampshire College — Rogala Abusharaf, Fellow at the Carr

Center for Human Rights at Harvard University, will hold the

lecture, "We Have Supped So Deep of Horrors: Understanding

Colonialist Emotionality and British Responses to Female

Infibulation in Northern Sudan" from 12 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. in

Red Barn. The lecture will discuss the aesthetic and affective

dimensions of female circumcision.

Amherst College — At 8 p.m., Musicordia will host Autumn

Fest in Buckley Recital Hall. Autumn Fest is their annual stu-

dent scholarship fundraiser for American and international

students attending Musicordia Chamber Music Institute.

Admission to the concert costs $10 for students, $25 for

adults.

Gay marriage is legalized
Continued from page 1

The Massachusetts deci-

sion makes no mention of

such an alternative, and

instead points to a recent

decision in Canada that

changed the common-law
definition of marriage to

include same-sex couples and

led to marriage licenses being

issued there.

The state "has failed to

identify any constitutionally

adequate reason for denying

civil marriage to same-sex

couples." the court wrote,

adding that denying gays the

right to marry deprives them

"of membership in one of our

community's most rewarding

and cherishWinstitutions."

Stilk legal experts pointed

out thW the wording leaves it

unclear whether the court

would accept an alternative

to marriage.

"It's poorly drafted in that

they are going to create all of

this controversy about what

they meant." said Paul

Martinek, editor of Lawyers

Weekly USA.
The Human Rights

Campaign, a national gay

rights organization, said that

the Massachusetts decision

goes beyond Vermont by say-

ing that it is unconstitutional

to bar gay couples from the

institution of marriage, and

not just the accompanying
benefits — such as hospital

visitation and inheritance

rights.

The federal government
and 37 states have adopted

laws defining marriage as a

union between a man and a

woman — assuring legal bat-

tles over whether gay mar-

riages performed here will be

recognized outside the state.

In the 1990s. Hawaii's

Supreme Court ruled that a

ban on gay marriage might be

unconstitutional, but state

lawmakers amended the con-

stitution before same-sex

weddings were allowed.

Similarly, a trial court in

Alaska ruled in favor of same-

sex marriages, but the

Legislature amended the con-

stitution to ban them.

Without any pressure from

a court. California's

Legislature passed a law

signed by Gov. Gray Davis

this summer that avoided

using the term "marriage" but

granted gay couples who reg-

ister as domestic partners

most of the rights and respon-

sibilities of spouses.

Massachusetts Rep. Barney

Frank, who is openly gay. said

the decision "will enhance the

lives of probably thousands,

maybe tens of thousands, of

Massachusetts citizens, and

will have no negative effects

on anyone else."

House Speaker Thomas
Finneran. a Boston Democrat

opposed to fay marriages,

said he would reserve com-

ment on the decision until

after reviewing it. Finneran is

perhaps the most powerful

politician in the state, and he

could set the course for the

debate.

Rally attracts gay supporters
Continued from page 1

about what's going to happen." He
was concerned about the com-

ments by Gov. Mitt Romney and

felt that anything could happen.

"This is a step in the right direc-

tion and we need to continue with

that momentum now and certainly

not go backwards.

"

Vice president Lyndsy

Belliveau-Byam was also con-

cerned about Gov. Romney veto-

ing the ruling, but was overall

excited. lulie Callan. a Pride mem-
ber, was surprised at the ruling

because of the recent political

backlash by Gov. Romncv nnd

President Bush.

"I am expecting something bad

to happen. It's too good to be true."

Pride president Rmily Rimmer

agreed that this is the first time

that any member of Pride has seen

a positive rally about the rights of

gays and lesbians.

Many at the rally rejoiced at the

moment but knew that there was a

strenuous battle ahead to actually

win the larger conflict. Applau.se

broke out in UMass classrooms

yesterday, but there arc 180 days

left for the legislature to enforce

this ruling.

Local high school Gay Straight

MliiiiK'o eroups iil.su rallied and

gave thanks to the previous gener-

ation of gays for making it easier

for them to come out of the closet.

"Keep up the good work,"

shouted Aimee Fisher. 15. from

the Pioneer Valley Perfomiing Arts

School. Northampton High School

GSA president Mairi Maltz said

that she has received a lot of sup-

port and will continue to work for

gay rights.

Unlike Vennonl. which is the

only other state that recognizes

same-sex partnership. Mass-

achusetts will have to recognize

same-sex marriage, rather than

civil unions, which are accepted in

Vermont.
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The 35th Annual

GREAT UMASS SKI SALE

Thursday, November 20th nam - 8pm
Friday, November 21st nam - 8pm

Saturday, November 22nd nam - 6pm

Loads of wicked good gear, wicked cheap!

Brought to you by the ... UMASS Ski 'N' Board Club

545 - 3437 I
skiclub@stuaf.umass.edu

http://www.umass.edu/rso/skiclub
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Fire memorial debated among families

By BRtK)Kfc Donald
AsStKlATtll PRES.S

WLST WARWICK. R.I. (AP)

— The site of The Station night-

club fire has become a source of

contention as families of victims

and survivors debate what a

memorial will look like, whom it

will memorialize, and who will

oversee its planning.

Benches, a grassy area, a

granite slab or a small building

with mementoes of each victiin

are all ideas that have been

tossed around between families

and survivors.

Many survivors want to be

included in any plaque erected at

the site. But victims' families say

any display should only include

the names of the 100 people who
died in the Feb. 20 lire.

"In all of those discussions, it

happened to dawn on me you

have various faL'tions wanting

various things." said Leo Wells,

whose friend was severely

burned.

Wells wants to poll families

of victims and survivors for

ideas for a memorial. "Let them

decide what they want." he said.

The site on a commercial

strip in West Warwick is owned
by Triton Really Inc.. which has

said it"s willing to donate the

land for a memorial. But because

Triton is being sued by fire sur-

vivors and victims' families, that

transaction has been put on

hold.

If Triton is held partly

responsible for the deadly fire,

the property could be part of any

damages awarded.

The president of the West

Warwick Town Council, leanne

Marie l")iMasi, said a donor has

agreed to put iTie value of the

land in a special escrow account.

That wav. if the flrc plaintiffs

prevailed against Triton, the

value of the land would still be

available to them.

"But the big question is who
is that donor?" said Thomas
Cahir. president of The Station

Memorial Foundation, formed to

build a memorial at the site.

DiMasi hasn't disclosed the

donor's name, saying House
Speaker William Murphy
arranged it. Calls to Murphy's

office weren't returned.

Cahir said some people

affected by the fire are worried

the donor is connected to the

town or to the 1980s rock band

Great White, whose pyrotech-

nics sparked the fire

"TFiere's enough blame to go

around in this fire." said Paul

Bertolo. 45. of Brockton. Mass.

He dove out a window to escape

the inferno.

"They've got to get that land

set free from any one person."

Now live and online!

Online Certificate

o\ Business Studies

Offered by the Division of Continuing Education

with the Isenberg School of Management

The certificate program is a credit-based program and is

intended for students who want to broaden their academic

background with business courses without completing a BBA.

The program is delivered online and live allowing for the

courses to be taken and completed anytime and anywhere. The

program consists of five credit-bearing courses which are as

follows: Introduction to Business, Introduction to Accounting

1, Corporation Finance, Fundamentals of Marketing, and

Principles of Management.

Courses offered this Winter Session 2004:

ACCOUNTING 221

Introduction to Accounting I (live and online)

FINANCE AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 301

Corporation Finance (live and online)

MANAGEMENT 301

Principles of Management (live)

MARKETING 301

Fundamentals of Marketing (online)

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 197 I

ST: Introduction to Business (online)

For more inlormation contact the Division of

Continuing Education, 545-3430. To register go to

www.umass.edu/contined or the Division of Continuing

Fducation Registration Office, 358 N. Pleasant St.
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Bay State makes move
toward gay marriage

Massachusetts, supposedly one of the

more liberal states in the country, is finally

beginning to follow in the footsteps of its

neighbor, Vermont. Yesterday, the

Massachusetts Supreme Court ruled that the

commonwealth's current practices regarding

same sex marriage are unconstitutional and

allotted Congress six months to come up with

acceptable changes. This ruling is a huge step

for homosexuals across in the country in their

fight for equal rights.

Vermont is currently alone in its decision

to allow homosexual marriage, which it refers

to as a civil union. California, however, has

also taken steps toward this end, using a

"domestic partnership law" to allow same-sex

couples many of the legal privileges of an

actual marriage. Now. Massachusetts has

joined the ranks of these two revolutionary

states in what will hopefully be an effort to

correct this injustice all across the country.

It remains to be seen what the

Massachusetts government will do about the

court's ruling. They have six months to devise

a plan for fairer practices, and the governor

himself has declared that he will consider

alternative options, but that he believes only

in marriage in the traditional sense.

"Of course we must provide basic civil

rights and appropriate benefits to nontradi-

tional couples." he said, "but marriage is a

special institution that should be reserved for

a man and a woman." Perhaps what Romney
will be seeking is an arrangement much like

the one California has recently put in place.

It may not be quite what some couples are

hoping for. but it would still be a huge

improvement on what the state currently

offers.

Romney is not the only one who is

opposed to the idea of same-sex marriage.

Surveys have shown that a majority of the

American public is also against it. But it is

not likely that the courts would take some-

thing like public opinion into consideration.

As Elizabeth Birch, director of the gay rights

organization Human Rights Campaign,
pointed out, it is not the job of a court to do
what is popular.

"If not for courts, African-Americans

would not have had the right to vote, women
would not have the right to vote," she said.

"The purpose of a constitution is to protect a

minority group from the wrath of the major-

ity."

She makes a valid point, and one can only

hope that this ruling will stick despite the

narrow 4-3 margin with which it passed.

We at the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

think that it is about time the officials of this

state began living up to their liberal reputa-

tion. If injustices are going to be corrected in

this country, it will have to start at the state

level, and we are proud to be part of one of

the few states that realizes this. Many more
may follow in our footsteps, but

Massachusetts will still be remembered as

one of the first to stand up and demand that

all its citizens be treated equally. Whatever

solution the government comes up with, we
feel certain that yesterday's court ruling can

only lead to positive changes in

Massachusetts.

Information from cnn.com was used in

this article.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian Editorial Board.

The religious wrong

Ihomas

Nauohion

Perhaps my
schism with

religion began

one windy

night in 5>ept-

ember 1998

when I was

kicked out of

CCD for cack-

ling like a

hyena at an

anti-abortion

speech that my entire CCD class

was forced to attend. Perhaps it

was New Years 2000 when Alex

Krofta and I were dared to make
out. the first time I ever kissed a

guy. the moment I realized 1 was

gay. Maybe it was afterward when

I realized that the religion I had

been brought up in viewed my love

as "evil." Perhaps my anger felt

vindicated when I read about

Sinead O'Connor ripping up a pic-

ture of the Pope on national televi-

sion.

I'm not sure exactly when I

realized that the "love" that reli-

gion supposedly fosters in the

world is actually hollow, bigoted.

I wanted to vomit last week

when I saw pictures of our evan-

gelical president and his old fat-

faced fellow politicians smiling

while looking on at the aforemen-

tioned "man of God" as he signed

documents that control organs

that don't belong to his gender.

The look in those men's eyes as

they smiled was eerie and strange,

as though they thought they were

carrying out the will of God. Fine,

ban whatever form of abortion you

want for whichever deity you

choose. The ones with the fetus

inside of them, no matter what you

do will always have the final

choice, whether afforded by law or

not.

We as a campus learned that

lesson two years ago in the form of

a dead infant left in a trash dis-

penser in a dorm. Is that not a kind

of abortion? You can jail these

women, take away their rights, but

then you will just be rescuing them

from what they wholeheartedly

wished to be saved from: unwant-

ed, unprepared parenthood. The

slain children and the mothers

I'm not sure exactly when I realized

that the "love" that religion supposed-

ly fosters in the world is actually hoi-

low, bigoted, mariceted, hypocritical,

sexist, homophobic and strangling.

marketed, hypocritical, sexist,

homophobic and strangling.

The war that is in our midst

today is a war fought over religion;

"My god vs. your god." Neither

religion is right; neither is glorious.

Neither side of followers is more

worthy of going to whatever

"heaven" is supposedly prescribed

in centuries-old texts that the blind

followers adhere to with frighten-

ing relentlessness.

killed by secret, unsafe abortions

are victims of religious violence.

My only sister's salary is paid

by a church of child rapists. Her

job is teaching theology at a

Catholic high school. The scandal-

hiding, child molester-enabling

Catholic church pays my sister to

teach teens that people like me are

sinners who God hates and will

damn to hell. My sister is forced to

place religious violence on me

Interpreting the SJC

S.J.

Well it's about time! The
Massachusetts Supreme judicial

Court became the nation's first

state supreme court to rule that

same-sex couples have

the legal right to

marry. This is huge! ^^^^^
Massachusetts has set

a precedent on which to wage
the battle for equal marriage

rights.

Yesterday, ye Old Mass-

achusetts, that bastion of puri-

tanical unadmitted conser-

vatism, spoke up for civil

rights. Amidst enormous
national and international

debates, and potent protest, the

S|C acted not in the name of the

"good of the Commonwealth"
but through the governing doc-

ument that we use to define our

state and our law — and thus

our society.

Long past its set internal

deadline for a decision, |uly 14,

the SjC confirmed in its find-

ings; "We declare that barring

an individual from the protec-

tions, benefits and obligations

of civil marriage solely because

that person would marry a per-

son of the same sex violates the

Massachusetts constitution."

The S|C did not decide for

the people of the Common-
wealth that gay marriage is

indeed acceptable; the SjC did

do its job as interpreters of the

constitution — to decide

whether Massachusetts consti-

tutional law did or did not

define marriage as the civil

union between one man and

one woman. After eight months

of consideration and conversa-

tion about the precise meaning

or lack of meaning behind the

Constitution's language, the

S|C came to the carefully made
decision that in fact the lan-

guage did not define marriage

as anything more than a civil

union between two people. It

does not say that these two peo-

ple must be of opposite sexes.

The SIC the supreme
authority on the Massachusetts

Constitution, agreed in March

to hear the case Goodridge vs.

Massachusetts Department of

Public Health. Even to take on

the case was a brave move by

the SjC: the subject is explosive

because of her employer's literal

belief in a centuries-old text that

has been pilfered, slanted, pervert-

ed, distorted and shamed. It hurts

her heart that I cannot find myself

safe within the church that we
grew up in. It hurts my heart that

she could believe in men that

abuse children, that she could

believe in the word of God said

through the mouths of men who
forced intercourse on young boys

and giHs. It hurts my heart that

she could believe in a church that

includes me in an afterlife with

mortal sinners because of the sex

of my lover.

Why must we, as a society, be

motivated by religion? Some read-

ers will contend that our country

began as a faith-ba.sed nation, that

our reason for colonization was

religious freedom. However, dur-

ing that time, as in the dark and

middle ages, religion was used as a

way of controlling the people who
believed without question that

their actions would be judged

stringently by God.

Religion has faded into the

background in the modem day

when compared to the fervor of

the past, but it remains a motiva-

tor, instigator, separator and mis-

educator of the people. Our wars

are still fought over religion. We
still uphold religious monarchs

like the Pope. I don't believe for

one second that whatever higher

power up there or anywhere talks

to that old man, he is not a repre-

sentative of God in the flesh. He is

a figurehead of the oldest monar-

chy in history.

You will ask; If not God, if not

religion, what will we have to

believe in? To answer that ques-

tion will be the most political,

social and spiritual act of revolu-

tion that history will ever see.

Start searching now.

Thomas Naughton is a

Collegian columnist.

and yet undecided by many
other states. Regardless of

which way the Mass. SjC decid-

ed, its ruling would have seri-

ous consequences for

Dnri not only the Common-

^^^^^ wealth but also for the

rest of the nation.

The case involved seven

homosexual couples living in

the Commonwealth who had

been denied the right to file for

a marriage license in Massa-

chusetts. After being refused

the right, the couples sued

Mass. DPH claiming that the

Massachusetts constitution

(the oldest written constitution

in the world) did not define

marriage as being a union

between one man and one

woman.
Suffolk Superior Court

ludge Thomas E. Connolly

threw out the case in May 2002
before even going to trial,

according to the Boston Globe.

Connolly ruled at the hearing

that the state constitution did

not explicitly give same-sex

couples the right to marry, and

that the greatest purpose of

marriage was to procreate —
which same-sex couples, he

said, could not contribute to.

Of course, in the late 1 990s,

Massachusetts law had already

been changed to give homosex-

uals the right to adopt. This

right allows homosexuals to

raise other people's children,

but not to marry — a situation

about as backward as George

Bush and his offensive Defense

of Marriage Act.

By not granting homosexu-

als the right to marry, the state

classified homosexuals as sec-

ond-class citizens. The SjC's

ruling holds promises of equal

rights and benefits for gay part-

ners and their families.

The state is not the church,

despite much confusion over

this issue; religion has no place

in government, and govern-

ment has no place in religion.

What the defendants of

Goodridge vs. the Mass. DPH
were asking for was not the

right to marry under the eyes of

God. or any religious church,

but the right — as equal and

respected citizens to marry in

the name of the law.

However, although the SJC's

decision is monumental, much

more must happen before

same-sex couples are granted

rights equal to those given to

heterosexual couples. The SfC

wrote into its decision that the

ruling will not take effect for

180 days in order to allow the

legislature "to take such action

as it may deem appropriate in

light of this opinion."

In essence the legislature

now has been given a window

of time in which to craft a road-

block for same-sex marriage.

The problem the legislature

and opponents of same-sex

marriage face is that the only

way now, following the SjC's

ruling, to prohibit same-sex

marriage in Massachusetts is to

propose and pass an amend-

ment to the state's

Constitution, which would

have to be supported by a citi-

zen vote.

One more twist of interest is

that the legislature is currently

in a two-year session and there-

fore would not be able to pass

this amendment until 2006. In

the meantime once the SjC's

ruling goes into effect in 180

days (mid -year 2004) gay cou-

ples in Massachusetts will have

the right to marry. But then if

the amendment passes this

right could again be removed.

What an interesting experiment

the SjC has set up with same-

sex couples of the Common-
wealth as the lab rats.

Furthermore, the same-sex

marriage licenses from Mass-

achusetts will not be respected

by other states, or by the feder-

al government. For homosexual

couples to truly attain the

equality they innately deserve

as citizens the federal govern-

ment must decide to support

the right to marry, regardless of

sexual orientation. The
Massachusetts SIC's decision is

the first major step in this bat-

tle and sets the stage for same-

sex couples in other states to

demand equal rights from their

state as well, and eventually the

federal government.

S.J. Port is a Collegian

columnist.

Neglected battlefield

Yousef

Munayyer

As the American death toll con-

tinues to rise in Iraq, and the news

of these deaths dominates the

American press, it is easy to under-

stand why we are focused on Iraq.

With all the rhetoric about the

"war on terror," Iraq is the battle-

field that takes center stage. There

is, however, another battlefield in

the "war on terror" that deserves to

be looked at — Saudi Arabia.

The vast desert nation is larger

than Iraq geographically, however, the population is

very small for its size. Roughly 25 million people live

in Saudi Arabia, 5.5 percent of which are not Saudi

nationals.

The nation has within its borders Islam's two holi-

est cities; Mecca and Medina. It is the nation of origin

of Osama bin Laden and 1 5 of the 19 Sept. 1 1 hijack-

ers. It is also one of the America's staunchest Arab

allies.

Saudi Arabia has experienced terrorism for many

years now. The Khobar tower bombings and several

other bombings that have targeted compounds in

Riyadh have left many dead and even more wounded.

Saudi Arabia is one of the premier battlegrounds in the

"war on terror" and this is something to keep an eye

on.

Saudi Arabia has always maintained pretty strong

ties with the United States. It sided with the U.S. in the

first Gulf War, and its soil was home to American

bases for much of the last 1 5 years.

Terror in Saudi Arabia has to be a cotKem for

Saudis and Americans alike. You may be wondering

why America should care about terror in Saudi Arabia.

Well, some will tell you that we need to aid them in the

global war on terror. If you really want to fall for that

rosy ideological nonsense, you are going to be taken

for a ride.

The reason the United States needs to be con-

cerned about terror in Saudi Arabia is the same reason

why it is concerned about anything that happens in the

Middle East; oil. The Middle East, vis-a-vis American

foreign policy, would be nothing but a sandy wasteland

were it not been for that magic black gold. All that

rhetoric about spreading democracy, values and free-

dom is simply talk. Some of America's best friends are

Gulf monarchs. Let's not kid ourselves. What strategic

interest does America have in the Middle East other

than securing resources? The future of Saudi Arabia

and its domestic terror issues directly falls into this cat-

egory.

The terrorism that is happening in Saudi Arabia is

a direct challenge to the Saudi monarchy. The princes

have said they would respond to this with an "iron

fist." The attacks have targeted westerners in some of

Riyadh's compounds but have also targeted non-Saudi

Arabs. Most recently, a plot and weapons cache was

uncovered in Mecca.

The changing faces of the targets of these attacks

can mean a few things.

First, it could mean the terror networks are getting

desperate. But one has to be pretty desperate to turn to

terrorism in the first place.

Second, targeting non-Saudi Arabs will cause bin

Laden to lose many supporters. This may end up hap-

pening, but will most likely not affect the tight terror

network.

Third, and most certainly, these attacks most defi-

nitely mean Saudi Arabia is becoming more unstable.

A stable Saudi Arabia is necessary for American

interests. If the terror attacks continue, the Saudi

monarchy is in trouble. The downfall of the Saudi

monarchy — a goal of bin Laden which he constantly

preaches— could lead to a catastrophic domino effect

across the oil-rich Gulf region.

All this becomes increasingly more likely with every

terror attack. Though the monarchy has a special

guard to protect it from insurgencies, enough public

pressure can bring down any regime. Saudi Arabia,

which vies for leadership of the Arab world with other

nations, has been criticized for its relations with the

United States.

It has also been criticized for not stepping up its

role in the conflict between Israelis and Palestinians.

This conflict is the single most common issue of con-

cern that is common among almost all Arabs. The

Saudi monarchy's policy does not accurately reflect the

sentiment of its people, because of its ckwe ties with

Israel's greatest ally, and this can get the monarchy in

trouble.

To put this into a historical perspective, the condi-

tions that exist in Saudi Arabia today are very similar

to pre-revolutionary Iran. Both are oil-rich nations.

Both have repressive governments. Both have dispro-

portionate numbers of youth in the population (40

percent of Saudi Arabia's population is 14 or younger).

Both share high birth rates. Both societies are extreme-

ly divided economically, and most importantly, both

societies have leaders that are or were very pro-west-

em with complete disregard for popular opinion.

As the Intifada continues to go on, and as the ter-

ror attacks continue, Saudi Arabia's relationship with

the West will look increasingly worse. In recent histo-

ry, leaders in the Middle East who have been seen as

far too pro-America have paid the price. Anwar Sadat,

president of Egypt, was assassinated by fundamental-

ist Muslims after signing peace with Israel and being to

friendly with the U.S.A. the Shah of Iran was deposed

in a revolution preached by Islamic clerics after years

of pro-western policies shunned by his people.

Now Saudi Arabia faces the same test. Its popula-

tion becomes more anti-Israeli and anti-American

with every news clip about Palestinian and Iraqi

deaths. The monarchy is being challenged by radical

Islamist terrorists and has yet to find a solution for

this.

Only time will tell what will happen in Saudi

Arabia. The United States needs not only consider the

public opinion of Americans, but also to analyze and

understand the public opinion of foreign nations they

are dealing with. In the meantime the United States

has to be very cautious and conscience of the situation

in that Saudi Arabia. Oil in the Gulf is simply far too

important for us not to be.

Yousef Munayyer is a Collegian columnist.
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A backgroun(d

on PBA ban
Sex-iversity is a question and answer col-

umn designed to provide important informa-

tion and answers to questions regarding sex,

sexuality, sexual orientation, sexually trans-

mitted infections and reproductive rights.

Voiced by lulia Kristan. a member of Voices

for Planned Parenthood

Sex-iversity branch at the University of
^—^—^-^ Massachusetts and an

Julia KllStan active volunteer for the

Everywoman's Center on

campus, the column is intended to help edu-

cate the university community about repro-

ductive health, rights, legislation and responsi-

bilities. Much of the statistical information

provided in this column derives from research

done through and obtained by Planned

Parenthood and its national affiliates.

Q. What did the Partial Birth Abortion Ban

signed into law recently do?

A. The Partial Birth Abortion Ban Act of

2005. signed into law on Nov. 5 of this year,

prohibits the medical practice of dilation and

extraction. Bear in mind the term "partial

birth abortion" itself is not a legitimate name

of the medical procedure. The medical term is

"intact dilation and extraction." The proce-

dure is rarely used, and quite a difficult choice

to make if one's health is in danger This pro-

cedure is used primarily in the third trimester

of pregnancy if and when a woman's life is in

danger or in other cases when the fetus is

dead. While the language of the legal docu-

ment maintains, "a partial birth abortion is

never necessary to preserve the health of a

woman," many other sources, including the

American College of Obstetricians and

Gynecologists, give infomiation that there are

cases where the procedure is necessary.

While the dilation and extraction proce-

dure is rarely used (it was used in less than 2

percent of abortions in 2000), it has created a

tidal wave of activity and debate over women's

rights, the right to life, and Roe v. Wade.

Thirty years ago, abortions were deemed legal

under Roe. v. Wade, giving women another

option for their health and well being regard-

ing childbearing. This act is an attack on the

foundation of the Constitutional right to

choose certain medical treatment. It has no

health exception to protect women. Period.

Not in rape, not in incest, not when the

woman's life is at risk.

Dilation and entraction is undoubtedly a

trettttndously difficult and possibly traumatic

experience to' go through, one, which I believe

no woman, would ever opt to have. When a

woman does need such a medical procedure, it

is after much thought and consideration of the

risks, and for a serious reason. This law seems

to have put no thought and consideration to

the health of women in the situations requir-

ing a dilation and extraction. This law

infringes on women's right to privacy, as well

UMass not a school of rock
Onslaught ofbands give perfonnance that staggers but doesn't fall

By Bkenimn Lee

Over the past two decades, the overpopulated

University of Massachusetts campus has produced

a handful of prolific bands (most notably The

Pixies and Bane), leaving the local college rock

scene in the capable hands of the artier siblings at

Smith and Hampshire.

Unfortunately, the only times the stu-

dent body gathers in the name of music is

for sundry performances at the Mullins

Center and the annually uninspiring

Spring Concert.

For the first time in years, it's safe to

say that the kids are alright in Amherst.

In fact, the scene at Friday's

WMUA/UPC-sponsored Piebald show in

the Student Union Ballroom closely

approximated the look and feel of a successfully

promoted and well-attended event. There was a

"business-as-usual" feel to the whole night:

legions of teenagers in thrift store t-shirts, well-

dressed mods, a smattering of hardcore punks,

book-reading emo kids, and even some unaffiliat-

ed attendees

Piebald,

ReacJ Yellow

Student Union

Balkooin

UMass

19714

Piebald turned in a short set that leaned on the

latest entry in the band's catalog "We Are The

Only Friends We Have." From their humble

beginnings as a hardcore unit in the Merrimack

Valley, Piebald has grown through changes in

style, local scenes and band membership to

become an enduring favorite of the New England

rock community.

The Piebald (Version 3.0) that took the

stage on Friday blasted through short pop

songs using a punk twist on the classic

arena rock formula, complete with stylish

facial hair, arm swings and timed jumps

from lead guitarist Aaron Stuart, and

grossly inappropriate moshing from a cer-

tain knuckleheaded segment of the audi-

ence. Lead singer Travis Shettel and co.

used the night to work through new mate-

rial like "The Present Tense" and the Elvis

Costello-riffed "This Giving Cup." The band

uncharacteristically spurned audience requests

for songs, failing to provide any command per

formances and only a cursory two-song encore.

Earlier in the night, openers Lucky Caderra

and There Were Wires displayed the same sort of

rock-by-numbers approach. The UMass-based

Although they didn't disappoint, co-headliner Caderra played a lengthy set of jagged, emotional
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punk rock. Despite precocious stage presence and

highly technical songwriting. the band quite neg-

atively mined to perfection every trend in punk

today (soaring vocals, metal-influenced dual gui-

tar iicks. copious amounts of backups, lorced

stage banter, superfluous wrist bands, etc.). There

Were Wires followed up by plodding through a set

of progressive hardcore, ambient electronics and

creeping metal. The band's maudlin theatrics and

visible disgust with the lack of crowd response

punctuated a performance lost on all but the most

devoted art schoolers in attendance.

The show's other headliner turned in the best

performance of the evening. Soon-to-be UMass

grads and certifiable "next big thing " Read Yellow

brought the noise like Sonic Youth in 1990. With

the exception of two songs from their Fenway

Recordings EP and a handful of others, the band

tore through a blistering set of recently recorded

material slated for release on its debut album.

Pete Townsend once observed that rock and

roll is about promise; Read \ellow fulfilled the

bargain with "Wall of Sound" distortion, rapid-

fire vocals, and enough raw attitude to back it up.

The band managed to overcome a moronic heck-

ler, crowd indifference and sound board problems

to deliver their trademark brand of promise, clos-

ing with the white-hot noise of "The Association."

Still, the night belonged to Piebald. From the

opening chords of "Long Nights," Travis was lead-

ina a group sing-along on any familiar material

the band played Against the backdrup of an

upcoming, election year. "American Hearts" took

on a" more powerful meaning; the band slopping

while over 500 college-aged potential voters

shouted and backed the fiercely political rant.

Even when the band declared it was only playing

one more song (a surprisingly well-received and

mildly ironic "Look, I lust Don't I. ike You"K the

crowd seemed more excited than vexed. They

sang, thev danced, and ultimately went home

happy. Hey. UMass. maybe you should do this

more often.

Film is too lovable to be hated Wor(ds that went unheeded
'Love Actually' fulfills fans' fluffy expectations War on terrorism/liberty still beirig waged
L.KJV^ |-»^>.UL>lljr
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By Johnny Donaldson
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"Love Actually" is like a

puppy that piddles on the floor

and then comes along to lick

your face for attention. It's at

times annoying, and you want

to swat it with a newspaper,

but it's so lovable that you can't

stay mad at it.

This romantic ensemble

comedy marks the directorial

debut of screenwriter Richard

Curtis, a man who knows a lit-

tle about snuggly Brit romances

after having written or con-

tributed to movies like

"Notting Hill," "Four Weddings

and a Funeral" and "Bridget

lones' Diary." Curtis doesn't

stray far from the material that

made him famous, and it's

abundantly clear that the film-

maker wanted to patch togeth-

er the romantic comedy to end

all romantic comedies. This

wobbly, overstuffed movie is so

chockablock with plots and

subplots that it's a wonder that

it's legs don't collapse beneath

it.

Curtis' ambitions are so

great that he thinks he's creat-

ed no less than an exploration

of love in all its many agonizing

facets. And he's assembled

what appears to be half the

cr^me of the British acting crop

to do it. Hugh Grant, Alan

Rickman, Colin Firth, Emma
Thompson, Liam Neeson.

Rowan Atkinson (in an absurd-

ly inconsequential role) — they

all contribute their

fair share to what

amounts to little more

than the holiday cook-

ie version of a Robert

Altman movie. It may
be cute, but "Love

Actually" often finds

itself fumbling around

for a humor and

poignancy it only

sometimes achieves.

Any one or two of

the stories that make
up the bulk of "Love

Actually" would have

made for decent

movies, but this tin-

selly logjam has Curtis

cramming in as many stories as

possible, as if he plans to exit

the genre with a (very pretty)

bang. More often than not

though, the net result comes

closer to a whimper. By cross-

cutting between nine or 10 only

tangentially related plots.

Curtis manages to give short

shrift to his ambitions. What

should sparkle instead only

glimmers faintly.

Here's what CuMis gives us:

Grant as a newly elected bach-

elor Prime Minister who falls

for a comely lass (Marline

McCutcheon) on his waitstafi

Liam Nee»an play* Dsniel, one o< the ttumy British characters that

are exploring, at the most, the very surface of love.

at 10 Downing Street; Neeson

as a widower helping his young

stepson (Thomas Sangster)

deal with a crush on a class-

mate; Laura Linney as a

mousy American with a

crush on an office stud

(Rodrigo Santoro) and

a heartbreaking secret

lo her loneliness. The

charismatic Andrew
Lincoln is a Londoner

doing his damnedest to

not let his true feelings

show for his best

friend's lovely new
bride (Keira Knightly,

shining incandescently

in a tiny role). Firth

stars as a cuckolded

writer who falls in love

with his Portuguese

maid (Lucia Moniz)

despite the fact neither of them

speaks the other's language.

And so on. Like any ensem-

ble movie, the quality of the

work ranges with each seg-

ment. Grant's storyline comes

off as forced and uncomfort-

able, awkwardly shoehorning

in an unnecessary political

angle - featuring Billy Bob

Thornton playing the U.S. pres-

ident as a smarmy combination

of Bill Clintons waggish charis-

ma and George Bush's stiff

moral superiority - that doesn't

belong in such a puffball of a

movie. (It also forces Grant to

shimmy around, embarrassing-

ly, to the Pointer Sisters'

"lump.") Kris Marshall's turn

as a nerdy 20-something who
ventures to Wisconsin in hopes

ihiii his accent will get him an

American girlfriend fails lo pay

off convincingly, and the Firth

story loses steam as it goes,

despite some pleasant linguistic

comedy.
The saddest story — the one

that's meant to lodge a lump in

ihe throat — deals with the

dying marriage of Rickman and

(^tinued on page 6

Sounding off

Nikolas

Uarkantonastos

It's been more than six months

since the Bush administration

called an end to hostilities in Iraq,

but the current climate overseas is

scarier than Courtney Love on

drugs.

The number of American sol-

diers killed during the Iraq inva-

sion was 1 58. Thus far. the num-

ber of American soldiers that

have been killed since President

Bush declared an end to hostili-

ties is more than 250. No
weapons of mass destruction

Saddam Hussein and Osama binhave been found.

Laden are still on the loose.

As the death toll and injuries continue to rise and

the cost of war grows tremendously, one wonders;

Where was the outrage before the war started?

It was collectively muzzled.

Despite anti-war campaigns, the majority of

Americans were too busy cheering on the Bush

administration and their misguided policies.

Thoughtful dialogue succumbed to knee-jerk

approvals.

Even in the world of pop culture, the opinions ol

stars were met with giant tomatoes. Perhaps the high-

profileest anti-war .statements (either through words

or through art) revolve around the Dixie Chicks.

Michael Moore and Madonna. More than half a year

later they beg to be revisited.

SHUT THE CLUCK UP

Multi-platinum selling music trio the Dixie Chicks,

who hail from Bush's home state of lexas. received a

boiling when its lead singer made anti-Bush remarks.

Right before the war. lead singer Natalie Maincs said,

in a concert in London, that she was "ashamc-d the

president of the United States is from Texas."

Following the statements, country stations around the

country pulled the band's music from playlists.

Station managers .said iheir decision was prompt-

ed after receiving phone calls from angn listeners.

Airplay for the band's hit "Travelin" Soldier" dropped

1 5 percent after the remark. Unfonunaiely. those who

jumped on the Chicks' bashwagon failed to see irony

behind the song's lyrics.

"Travelin' Soldier" is about a lonely 1 8 year-old

who is being sent to Vietnam to fight in the Vietnam

War Before departing, the soldier finds a lovely giri.

who sends him letters while he's lighting. When the

war escalates, he writes. "Now don'i worn but I

won't be able to write for a while." The giri waits and

waits for the letter thai says "my soldier's comin'

home." Thai letter never arrives. The travelin' soldier

in the song never makes it home.

In hindsight, the song served as an eerie foreshad-

owing from a group thai tried to cluck their view but

was instead tarred and leathered.

MOOREORL£SS?
i:)a\s after the war commenced, the brash Michael

Moore burst into an anti-war tirade during his accept-

ance speech for best documentary Oscar for "Bowling

for Columbine." a film about gun culture in American

society.

"We like nonfiction and we live in iictitious times,"

he said. "We live in a time where wc have fictitious

election results that elect a fictitious president. We

live in a time where we have a man sending us to war

for fictitious reasons."

Naturally, the audience's loud boos drowned out

the applause. So why did Michael Moore, out on a

night where glitteiy fashion and the overall glamour

of Holly^^ood presided, act out this way'.'

Because "I'm an American." he said, when asked

about it backstage. He's right. II America is a demo-

cratic society, its citizens should be- able lo speak out

against political issues.

CENSORED -UFE'

Perhaps ihe most brazen slatemeni against the war

came in tlie tomi of a music video irom Madonna that

never aired. The video, which was available on unol-

ficial Web sites during the time it was pulled, sees

Madonna making anli-v^ar suitemeiils.

In the video, models siml down a lashioii mnway

as images of war are displayed on huge monitors on

the wall. Madonna sings in ironl of a sciven where

orange fireballs erupt. Rapid edits of planes dropping

bombs and fiery explosions move the video along. At

the end of the video. Madonna and t)verweight female

dancers crash the show with a miliian lank, begin

dancing menacingly and spray the paparazzi and

crowd with a water gun. Finally, the video reaches a

climax when Madonna lobs a phony hand grenade to

a Bush li.K)k-alike in the crowd, who catches it and

uses it lo light his cigar

"Hie ending of the video is realK imiUMianl. I

throw this hand grenade ... But ii gels caught."

Madonna explained to MTV earlier in the year "And

the one who catches it takes something that could be

violent and desmictive and takes the desiruction out

of it b\ turning it into something else. Ilial's my hope

for an alternative, not only to this war. but all wars."

Controversy has always been Maik>nna's best

friend She never had qualms abi>ut voicing her opin-

ion - no matter how left of center it may have been.

She's taunted sexism and Catholicism, made a book

about sex. promoted ga\ culture before it was cool

Continued on page 6
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One totally hoppin' Friday
Hip-Hop releases that demand to be heard

Ihe Red line

Peter Dale

Jysiin Ctiellman

•TIk- Black

Album" hit

stores on

Friday with a

lur>, but not

without sonic

serious compe-

tition, in fact

just about as

serious as you

can get. G Unit

( 50 cent and

his crew) also

dropped their

debut album together this last

Kriday. The head-to-head release of

these two albums is a very interest-

ing thing, because with |a>-Z we

have a seasoned veteran's last run

around, and on the other side the

young 50 cent, whose last album

s«.)ld more records than any of |ay-

Z's previous releases. The good

thing is. for hip-hop fans, both

albums are dope, so we win both

ways. To add to that, the two

albums are also very different,

which gives us the ability to enjoy

each during different moods.

Ihe G lull is far more mar-

ketable to the youth and >hines in

the same way that 50 cent's last

album did. with serious produc-

tion. But the production is not as

one-sided as on 50's albuin. which

was headed up by Hminem and Dr

Dre. This album has production

credits from a wide list of different

producers, including some who

you wouldn't think would be work-

ing with G Unit becau.se of their

past styles, like Hi Tek and No ID.

The reason is because, when I

think of G Unit, thoughts of

Common. Mos Def and Talib

Kweli don't also rush into my head.

No ID was responsible for the

givater pan of the production on

Common's second and third album

"Resurrc-ction." and "One Day it

Will All Make Sense." both com-

monly regaixled as his best works.

Hi Tek was responsible for a large

part of the "Black Star " album and

the entire "Reflection Eternal"

album with Talib Kweli.

But the combination works and

G Unit sounds a'al nice over these

varied beats. This also gives them

fewer limitations on how they

sound. They arc not constricted to

one type of How. |ay-Z on the other

hand went all out on his Black

Album and enlisted only the best of

the best from his resources. This ol

course would include Phatrell and

Chad Hugo, as the Neptunes team

up with lay twice on the album, as

well us twice with Kanye West.

Rocafella's prodigy prcxiucer lay Z
also liad Eminem team up with

him again and give him another

fired up track reminiscent of the

sound that Eminem gave Nas for

"The Cross" on the God's Son

album. But if anything shines the

most on this album, it's the produc-

ers that lay hasn't worked with

\ H RTISY S.M :HA lAl.!*!

Though a forte on his own, when with hi.s boys Young Buck and

LloyJ Banks, 50 Cent is beyond a rap star.

before like Rick Rubin and 9th

Wonder, who each produce one of

the two best songs on the album

(in our humble opinions).

Rick Rubin, who has produced

albums for big name artists like the

Beaslie Boys, Run DMC. Red Hot

Chili Peppers and the Black

Crowes, as well as being a co-

founder of the label Def |am. hit

lay-Z up with one of the best beats

I've heard lay rhyme over in years.

The sound is similar to what 1

would associate with the Def lux

style of beats but also old school

Beastie Boys, very different and hot

at the same time, lay spit some seri-

ous fire over the track as well, and

it wasn't just your run of the mill

braggadocio's rhyme either, it had

something to it, a story to tell about

real subjects.

The 9th Wonder collaboration

is most impressive because until

this past year 9th Wonder was just

another underground producer as

obscure as the next dope but

unknown underground producer,

oh. except for one thing, that 9th

Wonder just might be one of the

sickest producers ever to bless

irack-s. The track he gave to |ay-Z,

track nine, entitled "Threat " (hand

picked by lay out of many others

supplied by 9th Wonder) is no

exception. In fact these tracks blew

away lay-Z so much that it left him

wondering where 9th Wonder had

been all these years, when he could

have been hitting the boards for

him albums ago. Overall the album

is just as good as we expected, and

definitely going to be on bump for

a while in our systems.

The best thing about last Friday,

and 2005 for that matter, is that it's

been a long time since we've had

weeks like this, where two dope

albums come out on the same day,

and so many sick albums are flood-

ing the market. Years ago it used to

be commonplace to have album

after album come out, so much in

fact as to make classic albums not

stick out as much due to the great

competition around it. While it's

true that it isn't like that again yet.

its as Q Tip once said on a track

back in the day: "Competition's

good, it brings out the vital parts."

It's definitely vital for an emcee to

come hard today because the bar

has been raised. Thank you |ay-Z.

and 1 never thought I'd say this, but

thank you 50.

Peter Dale and Justin Chellman

are Collegian cvlumnists.
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National security at the cost of national freedom

Continued from page 5

and made statements about racial

equality — all while being chas-

tised. So it was clear that when

Madonna decided to pull her

video, something was seriously

amiss.

She issued a statement explain-

ing her decision to halt the video's

U.S. release; "l^ue to the volatile

state of the world and out of sensi-

tivity and respect to the amied

forces, who I support and piay for,

I do not want to risk offending

anyone who might misinterpret

the meaning of this video."

But it was apparent that

Madonna decided to shelve the

video indefinitely after witnessing

the scorching the Chicks received.

"You know, it's ironic we're

fighting for democracy in Iraq

because we ultimately aren't cele-

brating democracy here,"

Madonna said, airing her griev-

ances in a VH 1 special before the

airing of a toned down version of

the video. "Because anybody who
has anything to say against the war

or against the president or whatev-

er is punished, and that's not

democracy — it's people being

intolerant." In the altered video,

she is dressed in military fatigues

and simply stands in front of

changing flags of different coun-

tries.

Meaningless pop-culture is

enjoyable and when we want an

escape, we turn to movies, televi-

sion, music and other modes of

entertainment. But it's also impor-

tant for mainstream artists to raise

important issues, rather than con-

stantly feed us sparkly distrac-

tions. We can only benefit from

these artists who hold up a mirror

to our times and societal issues.

If the United States is indeed

the beacon for freedom of expres-

sion and freedom, statements

against the war and even against

the president of the U.S.A. should

be allowed to be expressed open-

ly. One of our missions in Iraq is

to make the nation a democratic

society. How can we expect to do

this if our nation is not a democ-

racy?

Last week President Bush .said

that the United States will main-

tain a military presence in

Afghanistan and Iraq until

Saddam Hussein is killed or cap-

tured. America must now suffer

through a holiday season knowing

the lives of our travelin' soldiers

may never make it back home.

Nikolas Markanlonalos is a

Collegian columnist.

Brit tick's thin story doesn't carry flm home

Continued from page 5

Thompson, as the former is

tempted by his sexy secretary

(Heike Makatsch.) Thompson's

reaction upon getting an unex-

pected Christmas gift is a dev-

astating portrait of grief,

betrayal and shock displayed in

a deft few seconds. Too bad

Curtis doesn't handle this story

with the delicacy and attention

it needs, giving us no real

understanding of the interior

lives of these people. Bill Nighy

cheekily wanders through,

stealing scenes as a lewd, has-

been rocker who makes an

unexpected comeback with a

yuletide novelty cover of "Love

is All Around" that even he

admits is rubbish. The most

amusing story involves the

romance that develops between

a pair of porn stand-ins (Martin

Freeman, loanna Page) who fall

in sweetly, shyly in love while

carrying on normal conversa-

naked and miming sextions

acts.

But this

and sincere

alternately smug
movie is far too

busy patting itself on the back

to truly warm the cockles of the

heart. Had Curtis concentrated

on telling just one of these sto-

ries, instead of juggling all of

them, and then he might have

made a lovely little movie. But

this self-satisfied film feels

rushed and slipshod, lacking an

attention to detail and suffering

from directorial miscues.

(What's with the fat jokes? The

geopolitics? The lack of any

real love stories for gays and

the elderly? And why do so

many stories feature bosses and

subordinates involved in

romance? Why do none of the

characters seem to have any

motivation? These are ques-

tions that Curtis cautiously tip-

toes around.) At 129 minutes,

this movie is just too long and

too much, even with the grace-

ful acting from its cast. What

should have been a charming

holiday treats comes off as con-

trived, actually.

Stonewall film test underway
The Stonewall Center kicks of its Reel Out Rim

Festival tonight with a screening of "Dangerous

Living: Coming Out In 1 he Developing Worldm," a

documentary about dealing with homosexuality in

the global south. The director |ohn Scagliotti will

present the screening in Bartlett 65 at 7 p.m.

The festival will screen films about I.GBT pio-

neers such as Harry Hay, loan Nestle. Audre Lorde

and Bayard Rustin. There will also be short pro-

grams and screenings of feature films such as

"Tipping The Velvet" a three-hour period drama

from Britain and the romantic comedy "A Family

Affair."

Co-sponsored by the English and Women's

Studies departments, and partially funded by the

University of Massachusetts Arts Council, the festi-

val will screen through Sunday. Nov. 23, and a $3-

$5 donation is appreciated. The times are scheduled

as follows:

Today at 7 p.m. in Bartlett 65; Tomorrow, from

7 to 1 1 p.m. in Herter 231; Nov. 21, from 7 to 1

1

p.m. in Mahar 108; and Nov. 22-23. from 12 p.m.

to 1 p.m. in Mahar.
— Johnny Donaldson

www. DAIlVCOLlfG1AN.COM

The mouse is still cool
What Mickey means to children of all ages
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By Mike Schneider
Aswx lATEi) Press

ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) —
Mickey Mouse arrived on the

world's cultural stage 75 years

ago as of this Tuesday as a

scrawny but buoyant black-and-

white product of the |azz Age.

He was a symbol of American

pluck in his screen debut,

"Steamboat Willie," on Nov. 18,

1928. The film at New York's

Colony Theatre showed an irrev-

erent rodent who takes Captain

Pete's steamboat on a joyride

and woos Minnie Mouse by mak-

ing music on the bodies of vari-

ous farm animals.

The years have dulled

Mickey's personality, a result of

him becoming the corporate face

of a multibillion-dollar entertain-

ment empire. In the process.

Mickey also has become a cultur-

al Rorschach test - a symbol of

American optimism, resourceful-

ness and energy or an icon of

cultural commodification and

coiTXjrate imperialism.

"There are a number of qual-

ities Mickey represents on which

people like to stick their particu-

lar view of the world," said |anet

Wasko. a University of Oregon
professor and author of

"Understanding Disney: The
Manufacture of Fantasy."

For Roy E. Disney, whose

uncle, Walt Disney, created the

character; Mickey Mouse is

"this friendly little guy,' which

were Walt's words for describing

him."

For Penn State professor

Henry Giroux, however, Mickey

Mouse represents the vast reach

of American cultural power,

symbolizing a company that has

turned childhood into a function

of consumerism as children feel

obligated to purchase the latest

"Finding Nemo" DVD or Mickey

Mouse watch.

"Mickey Mouse offers up a ...

symbol of innocence while hid-

ing the role it plays in commodi-

fying children's dreams and

extending the logic of the market

into all aspects of their lives,"

said Giroux, author of "The

Mouse That Roared: Disney and

the End of Innocence," a cultur-

al critique of the company.

Mickey wasn't always so com-

plex.

Walt Disney started his ani-

mation career in Kansas City,

Mo., producing films that were a

combination of cartoon and live

action and starring an inquisitive

little girl named Alice. Hoping

for greater success, he moved to

Los Angeles in 1925, joining his

brother, Roy. Once the creative

possibilities with the Alice series

were exhausted, Disney started

producing films for a new ani-

mated character, Oswald the

Lucky Rabbit, in 1927.

Mickey Mouse was conceived

the next year during a cross-

country train ride, according to

the "official" company history.

Walt Disney had just been forced

to give up the Oswald rights to

his ruthless New York distribu-

tor, who had exercised copyright

control over the character.

On the ride back home to Los

Angeles. Disney conjured up a

little mouse named Mortimer.

His wife. Lillian, thought the

name too pompous and suggest-

ed Mickey.

But others have argued that

Mickey's creation was more like-

ly a collaboration between

Disney and his chief animator.

Ub Iwerks. with Disney taking

aXJRTESY IMSNEYaiM

From a simple light hearted sketch to the figurehead of the Disney

Corporation, Mickey Mouse has seen it all.

the credit. Mickey Mouse was

first drawn by Iwerks' hand.

Disney and Iwerks initially

produced two silent cartoons for

Mickey Mouse. "Plane Crazy"

and "The Gallopin' Gaucho."

But in the wake of the success of

the nation's first "talkie." Al

lolson's "The |azz Singer" in

1927, Disney decided to produce

a cartoon that would be synchro-

nized to songs, music and sound

effects.

"Steamboat Willie" was an

instant hit, arriving at a time

when technological advances in

motion pictures, radio and the

phonograph were transforming

mass culture. By the end of the

1930s, Mickey had starred in I

more than 100 cartoons.

Mickey gradually trans-

formed both physically and spir-

itually. His face was rounded out

and his eyes went from black

ovals to white eyes with pupils in

the late 1930s. His face became

friendlier, less rat-like.

"Round things seem to be less

belligerent than the angles," said

|ohn Hench, a 95-year-old ani-

mator who has been with the

Disney company since 1939.

Mickey Mouse became the

face that launched a thousand

merchandise products. Watches.

Pencils. Bedsheets. Alarm

clocks. Telephones. He is one of

the most merchandised faces

ever - about $4.5 billion a year in

sales - even though he's current-

ly second to Winnie the Pooh for

the Disney company.

Mickey's personality became

less edgy, duller and less sub-

versive. Toward the end of the

1930s and the start of the

1940s, Disney animators found

it harder to create story lines

around Mickey as the character

become the face of the compa-

ny.

"Donald (Duck) became eas-

ier to write stories around

because his personality was

more varied. Often in that peri-

od, they would start a cartoon

with Mickey and it wouldn't

work and someone would say

'Use Donald." said David

Smith, archives director for the

Walt Disney Co. "You didn't

want to do naughty things with

your corporate logo. He sud-

denly became sacrosanct."

Mickey's popularity may
have waned in the 1940s, but he

gained new life in the 1950s

with the airing of TV's "Mickey

Mouse Club" and the opening of

Disneyland in Anaheim. Calif.

"Mickey got a double shot of

invigoration." said Marty Sklar.

vice chairman and principal

creative executive at Walt

Disney Imagineering. "The

characters live in our park.

Mickey is the king of our char-

acters."

The whole truth about partial hirth ahortion

Continued from page 5

as interfering in patient-doctor

relationships. It takes away an

option for doctors to treat

patients. It essentially ignores

the knowledge of the doctor

and the needs of the patient,

with no exception.

This law erodes the right to

privacy and the right to medical

treatment. It's a foot in the

door for law to take away more

women's health rights. The ban

criminalizes a recognized med-

ical procedure. Roe v. Wade,

oddly enough, already outlaws

abortions in the third trimester

except to save the life or

health of the woman. The

Partial Birth Abortion Ban

Act is a broad and vague doc-

ument which could possibly

be used to criminalize legal

second trimester abortions.

Its inflammatory language

and lack of Constitutionality,

however, may lead to it being

struck down. Planned

Parenthood. NARAL Pro-

Choice America, the Feminist

Majority and other organiza-

tions have mobilized and

begun the legal fight against

the law.

If you are interested in tak-

ing action, contact VOX here

on campus at the email

address listed below. There

are weekly meetings open to

the public to discuss issues

and take action. We will be

attending the April 25 March

for Freedom of Choice on

Washington. D.C. There will

be transportation provided

through the area Planned

Parenthood group.

On the Net: www.planned
parenthood.org

Questions? Comments?
E-mail sexiversity@

hotmail.com. Confidentially

is respected.
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On the board
Jamie Solon scored hi.s first goal of the season in the Massachusetts hockey team's 3-2 win over

Providence Saturday. The Minutemen face Maine on Friday at 7p.m. in the Mullin.s Center.

Anti'doping agency shows

dissatisfaction with Bush
By Stephen Wilson

,^s.sl)c•|ATEn Press

LONDON (AP) — The head

of the World Anti-Doping

Agency accused the White House

on Tuesday of showing no inter-

est in the fight against perform-

ance-enhancing drugs in sports.

WADA president Dick Pound

said the Bush administration's

lack of support could lead to

sanctions against the U.S. team

at next summer's Athens

Olympics and affect New York's

bid for the 2012 games.

"There's just a complete vacu-

um and void there as far as we're

concerned." Pound said in a con-

ference call on the eve of WADA
meetings in Montreal. "Our

sense is they're not the slightest

bit interested in this issue."

lennifer de Vallance. spokes-

woman for the White House

Office of National Drug Control

Policy, called Pound's comments

"disingenuous and unproduc-

tive."

"This is out of left field." she

said by phone from Washington.

"We work with his staff on a reg-

ular and close basis. I'm a little

mystified that he feels that way.

We remain steadfastly committed

to WADAs mission."

Pound said the United States.

Italy and Ukraine were among
the major countries yet to pay

their annual dues to WADA.
which is jointly funded by the

Olympic sports movement and

national governments.

"We've had great support

from the Congressional side ...

but vis-a-vis the White House

we are just striking out and are

very disappointed in the lack of

leadership being demonstrat-

ed."

WADA. which was created in

1999 to spearhead global drug-

testing efforts, has collected less

than two-thirds of its funding for

2003 — about $13 million of its

$20 million budget. The contri-

butions were due by the begin-

ning of this year.

De Vallance said Congress is

expected to pass the federal

budget in the next few days,

clearing the way for payment of

Ihe WADA dues.

UMass Boston
A Great University in a Great City

Mext Fall, Make
Mantucket Your
Campus

• Curriculum integrates courses

in literature, geography, biol-

ogy and history, taught by

distinguished Ul\^ass Boston

faculty

If you're ready for an adventure that goes beyond the

classrcKim, and if studying the natural, social and cultural

history of a unique island community sounds intriguing,

check out UMass Boston's Fall 2004 "Semester on

Nantucket" program.

Offering rwelve undergraduate credits, the Semester on

Nantucket will prove to be an unforgettable one, combin-

ing academic excellence with personal enrichment, as you

experience one of New England's most distinctive places.

• Field station site, a 106-acre

"biologist's paradise," with

dunes, ponds, private beach,

and salt marsh, serves as your

classroom

• Bike, hike, fish, and explore

the island

• Stay in furnished two-

bedroom apartments

near the center of historic

Nantucket town J

UMASSBOSTON

For information, contact Kathy FitzPatrick:

617.287.7913

kathleen.fitzpatrick@umb.edu

www.ccde.umb.edu

Attention College Students

Earn College Credits During Your Winter Break!

%^ywintersession ,, %
'^^ January 5-16, 2004 '^

Day and Evening Classes ^ classes Guaranteed to Run

%

Art

Biology

Communications

Criminal Justice

Education

English

History

Call (413) 572-8020 for registration information

H'H'H'. wsc, ma.edu/dgce

Mathematics

Management

Music

Philosophy

Psychology

Sociology

Women's Studies
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Bonds named NL MVP
By Ronald Blum
A.V«K lATEO PkUSS

NFW YORK ( AP) — This one

wa.s for Dad.

Hairy Bonds won a record

sixth National League MVP
award Tuesday, becoming the

first player to capture the honor

for three consecutive years.

His thoughts immediately

turned to Bobby Bonds, his three-

time All-Star father who died in

August.

"This award is more special to

me than any award I've ever

received because its dedicated to

my lather," said the San Francisco

outfielder, who has won twice as

many of these awards as any

other player.

"He has been my hitting coach

my entire life, ever since I was a

little kid. I miss him dearly. It's a

really emotional time for me right

now."

And a controversial time, too.

Bonds and other athletes have

been subpoenaed to testify by a

federal grand jury investigating

the Bay Area Laboratory Co-

operative, a nutritional supple-

ments lab. On Monday, a lawyer

for Bonds' personal trainer, Greg

Anderson, confirmed his client is

a target of the probe.

Bonds declined comment on

BALCO, citing his lawyer's

advice. But he did welcome the

start of steroid testing with penal-

ties in ba.seball ne.xt season. The

testing was triggered when more

than 5 percent of tests this year

came back positive in an anony-

mous survey.

"I am glad there is going to be

testing," he said. "I am glad that,

hopefully, hopefully, it will dimin-

ish a lot of everyone's specula-

tion, and everyone can just move
on."

Bonds defended his withdraw-

al from the Major League

Baseball Players Association's

lii;ensing program starting next

season, meaning the union can no

longer make deals to use his

image on souvenirs.

Bonds wants to control his

likeness as he approaches Hank
Aaron's career home-run record

of 755. Bonds is fourth with 658,

also trailing Babe Ruth (714) and

Willie Mays (660), Bonds' godfa-

ther.

By going on his own. Bonds

said he will be able to give back

to the community and fund proj-

ects.

"I felt I've really been misrep-

resented throughout my career as

a bad guy, bad person," Bonds

said. ""This gives the licensees an

opportunity to really know me."

Bonds, the only player to win

more than three MVPs. hit .341

with 45 homers and 90 RBIs,

leading the major leagues in slug-

ging percentage (.749), on-base

percentage (.529) and walks.

The 12-time All-Star received

28 of 32 first-place votes and 426

points in balloting by the Baseball

Writers' Association of America.

St. Louis outfielder Albert

Pujols was second with three

first-place votes and 503 points.

Atlanta outfielder Gary Sheffield

got the other first-place vote and

was third with 247 points.

Among the four major North

American professional sports,

only the NHL's Wayne Gretzky

has more MVP awards, with nine.

The NBAs Kareem Abdul-)abbar

also won six MVPs.
"To be able to say you've won

this award six times, there's no

words for it," EJonds said.

if he maintains his home-run

pace. Bonds would reach Aaron's

record in 2005 or 2006.

"I feel that Hank Aaron's

record is the greatest single

record in all of sports," Bonds

said. "It's going to be a very diffi-

cult task to do. I'm prepared for

the challenge. I just don't know if

it's reachable."

Bonds has reached 45 homers

in four straight seasons, hitting a

record 73 in 2001.

At 39 years, 3 1/2 months.

Bonds became the .second-oldest

MVP, trailing Pittsburgh's Willie

Stargell, who was about 4 1/2

months older when he tied for the

award in 1979.

"I feel 29 right now," Bonds

said. "But during the season, I

feel 49. That day in-and-day-out

grind is very difficult."

Bonds, who has set records

for walks and intentional walks,

hopes the Giants add another

slugger to support him in the line-

up.

"I'm looking very much for-

ward to next season," he .said. "I

started training just two weeks

after the season. I'm training even

harder this year than I did last

year. I really want to see if I can

put things together without my
father for the first time."

Oklahoma stands alone on top
Continued from page 10

the same page, and have connected for 14 touch-

downs.

Brandon Jones has also had his fair share of pro-

duction, with 40 receptions and seven touchdowns.

The rushing game has been as balanced as any

team's, with two potential feature backs in Kejuan

Jones and Renaldo Works. Each has rushed for over

700 yards on the season, and they have tallied 14

touchdowns between them.

On defense, the Sooners have been equally as

impressive. Over the season the Oklahoma 'D' has

let up an average of only 12 points per game. It is

averaging nearly four sacks per game, and current-

ly has 14 players on the team with one or more

sacks.

The Sooners have al.so held their opposition's

passing and rushing attacks to under 100 yards on

average.

Oklahoma has been ranked No. 1 for 13

straight weeks. This streak is currently the third-

longest in NCAA history. The Sooners received

the maximum amount of points last week with

1,625.

Barring any kind of upset, Oklahoma looks to

be facing Ohio State — last years national cham-

pion — in the Sugar Bowl. The Buckeyes met a

similarly powerful Miami team in the national

title game last year, but that was a different story.

Miami had a soft schedule last season and

barely pulled off its undefeated record. The

Sooners have dominated nearly every game this

year and with their balanced attack, could very

well finish undefeated.

At season's end there will be no doubt as to

who is the best team in the land. The only ques-

tion that will remain is whether the Sooners are

prtf of the best teams in NCAA football history.

Bob McGovern is a Collegian columnist.

Tiger tees off with old friend
Continued from page 10

who doesn't know him off the golf course, it

might be a little disconcerting. That's true with

any of the top players."

Strange also mentioned the comfort level.

Woods was daunting as an opponent in stroke

play during his first five years on the PGA Tour,

especially when he started winning majors by

double digits.

"As far as personality? He's the easiest guy to

pair." Strange said. "Everybody would like to

play with him, but you don't want somebody

who's intimidated by him."

Woods and Howell flew to South Africa togeth-

er on Woods' plane and spent a few days togeth-

er in Cape Town.

They have spent equal amounts of time

needling each other and working with each other

on club selection off the tee and shots around

the green.

"I feel comfortable around him," he said. "I

can't fault anything about him. I'm trying to do

the things he's done. And the fact he call me
"kid' probably changes the dynamics of the rela-

tionship."

Teams have to open wallets for Rodriguez

Continued from page 10

ence call, refused to elaborate.

Only a handful of large-market teams, such as

the Mets. Yankees, Red Sox, Orioles and Dodgers,

could take on the rest of his $252 million, 10-year

contract, the richest in baseball history.

Rodriguez hasn't been able to turn around the

fortunes of the Rangers, who have finished last in

the AL West in all three of his seasons while he led

the league in home runs.

This year, A-Rod hit .298 with 47 homers and

also led the league in runs (124) and slugging per-

centage (.600), along with 1 18 RBIs that were sec-

ond in the AL to Delgado's 145. The Rangers were

71-91.

Hart said the Rangers will continue the commit-

ment they made to young players midway through

manager Buck Showalter's first season. They won't

be big spenders in free agency as they work to cut

their payroll from more than $100 million last sea-

son to the $70 million range.

"With the desire that Alex has to win, the ques-

tion is does he want to wait for us here or is there

something that can provide an opportunity for him

to win quicker?" Hart said.
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Gunning for glory

Senior quarterback Jeff Krohn drops back for a pass against Northeastern. The Maroon and

White faces off against URl this weekend at McGuirk Alumni Stadium for Senior Day.

Maroon and White advances in preseason Nlf

Continued from page 10

the outside and multiple drives to the basket, the

Terriers posed a threat.

The Minutemen were able to get back on track

with the leadership and composure of junior cap-

tain Anthony .Anderson, and the undeniable pres-

ence of junior center Gabe Lee.

"Anthony Anderson controlled everything. ...

He's a great leader," l^ppas said. "And then Gabe

Lee, he was every^vhere dominating the game defen-

sively."

Anderson showed that he is a true leader as he

guided the new players on the team during periods

of pressure.

"That's my job," Anderson said. "I have to calm

them down and keep them straight-headed."

Lee notched seven blocks and forced multiple

turnovers, as his positioning under the basket

posed a problem for the St. Francis frontcourt. He

also grabbed 1 1 of the Minutemen's 49 boards.

The Minutemen will travel to Lubbock, Texas,

where they will meet Texas Tech in the second

round of the preseason NIT. The Red Raiders

trounced Davidson last night, 89-58, to advance

to the next round.

By Howard Ulman
,AsS(K lATbll PrSSS

WALTHAM (AP) — Paul

Pierce took three shots in the last

35 seconds of the game and the

Boston Celtics lost.

It's natural for them to look to

their remaining star after

Antoine Walker was traded, but

relying too much on Pierce may

not be the best path to success.

"We have to win as a team."

Danny Ainge. the team's execu-

tive director of basketball opera-

tions, .said Tuesday. "He should-

n't have to feel that he needs to

score the last 10 points of the

game."

Until the newcomers and

young players develop confi-

dence and adjust to each other.

Pierce may continue to carry too

much of the load for a team that

has just seven players back frotn

last season. And the way he's

been shooting lately, that's not

good.

In his last four games. Pierce

has hit onlv one-third of his

Interested ir\:
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Come see a
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203 Holdsworth Hall

6:00p.m.
Presented by The Wildlife Society :

www. unless.edu/rso/wildlife

shots, going 23-for-69. And in

Monday night's 89-8b to the New
York Knicks that dropped

Boston to 5-5, he took his team's

last three shots and missed them

all.

"Paul is playing fine," Ainge

said. "We make it harder on Paul

than it needs to be. I think that

we need to put him in situations

where he has a better chance of

success."

In the first of his six pro sea-

sons without Walker, traded to

Dallas on Oct. 20. Pierce has hit

just 38 percent of his shots and is

averaging 20.4 points, lower

than in any of the past three sea-

sons. But Boston's braintrust

isn't worried about him.

"Everybody's got to under-

stand how to make Paul better."

coach |im O'Brien said. "Too

much attention is paid to the

superstar. Does he make this guy

better? Well. I think sometimes

you have to look at who makes

him better."

That means setting a pick to

get him open, pushing the ball

upcourl before the defense gets

set and having the confidence to

take shots at critical moments.

"It's OK for them to miss and

it's OK for them to be aggres-

sive," Ainge said of Pierce's

teammates.

That feeling may sink in with

each practice. Pierce worked

out with the team Tuesday but

was unavailable for comment
afterward because of a

Thanksgiving turkty giveaway

he attended.

O'Brien thinks Pierce is han-

dling the pressure of being the

main man well, despite the extra

defensive attention.

"Teams are .scouting hiin and

trying to get the ball out of his

hands," Celtics forward Eric

Williams said. "Everybody knew

that was going to happen so it's

up to the rest of the guys to try

to set him up a little bit better."

That will take time, especially

on a 12-man active roster with

five new players and a sixth, Vin

Baker, who missed most of last

season because of alcohol-relat-

ed problems. Baker is back and

playing very well at power for-

ward. The Celtics are trying to

run more and it takes time to feel

comfortable with that after years

of slowdown basketball with

Walker usually bringing the ball

up.

"Those are habits that I didn't

expect at 10 games into the sea-

son to have been broken," Ainge

said. "As a matter of fact, I don't

expect them to be broken at the

end of this year. I expect us to be

better at it maybe some time

next year."

Meanwhile. Pierce is the go-

to guy and doesn't shrink from

that role. He's actually handling

the defensive pressure better,

O'Brien said, noting his assist to

turnover ratio of 28 to 13 in the

last four games.

But the Celtics blew a 16-

point halftime lead against the

Knicks before he tried, and

failed, to tie the game with his

shot at the buzzer.

"I thought I had a good look,

even though it was a 3-pointer,"

Pierce said. "What more can you

ask for?"

Better defense, for one, and

an ability to finish strong.

O'Brien was extremely upset

with Boston's inability to stop

the pick-and-roll by the Knicks.

Ainge said the Celtics haven't

been a good team down the

stretch for several years.

And Pierce can't fix all that by

himself.

"I believe he will play better.

Great players go through tough

stretches," Ainge said, "but I'm

more concerned about the rest

than I am Paul. I think he's the

least of my concerns."
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Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Meat Lasagna

• Chicken Nuggets

• Sweet Potato (.^uesadilla

(vegan)

• Gardenburger

(vegan)

DINNER
• Roast Turkey

• Fried Scallops

• Thai Seitan

(vegan)

wr\c .X

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

WEDNESDAY
• High: 60

• Low: 48

THURSDAY
. High: 60

• Low: .51

ERIDAY
. High: 62

• Low: 49
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We can't feel good about

being up there. Since I've

been here, we were ranked

9th here, but in Hockey a
||

East...
-Thomas Pock on the Minutemen hockey

team's recent No. 9 national ranking

aquarius • ian. 20-Ftu. is

The stigma against country music is

unfair.

pisceS • FfB. 19-Mar. 20

Make an effort to make things more

attractive to the eye.

aries • mar. 2i-ai'k. i9

Books written by other cultures can be

more interesting than American literature

taurUS • Apr. 20-Mav 20

Be proud ot wherever you are from. It

made vou who you are.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

That beat old Chevy in your driveway is

an eyesore.

cancer • iun. 22-101.22

Staying up late is great till you have to

wake up three hours later for class.

leO • JUL.. 2.3-Auc.. 22

Cut the neck out of your sweatshirt. It

may look '80s but it's comfy.

virgO • Auci. 23-Sept. 22

No horoscope for you!

libra • srtT. 21-otT. 22

Be that super c hill person you .ire. Hon i

stress. It'll l)e ccxjI.

Scorpio • CkT. ^l-Nov. 21

It's OK that ynuT hat got stolen.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Di(.21

Tuna fish isn't scary.

Capricorn • dh. 22 ian. 19

When you reach an obstacle, don't stop

Climb over it.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
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Auditions for thesis

film Simple Machines

7pm- lOpmon il/lS

in Campus Center

room 101. 11/19

Amherst College

Converse Hall room

207, 11/20 Hampshire

College FPH room 105

for any questions Call

559-.5189

Sports Teams-

Sororities- Clubs-

Student Groups Earn

$l,000-$2,0(X)this

semester with a pn)ven

CampusFundraiser ?>

hour fundraising event.

Our free programs

make fundraising easy

with no risks.

Fundraising dates are

tilling quickly, so get

with the program! It

works. Contact

CampusFundraiser at

(888) 92.1-32.'^«. or visit

www.campusfund-

raiser.com

^ BedriH>n\ Aparrincnt

for January 665-9254

AUTO FOR SAIF

1988 Audi 90 Oily

725aiinilfs! CiriMt

C'onJition IVarl

White/hlue leather

$75(Xnm^ mlxitel-

ho@ps><. i.iiinas-s.eJu

508-951-705^

1995 Geo Prism 4 i>r.

1.8ct5Sixl 120.a\^

miles Cjs;ilc)mon@

psych.iiinass.eJu 546-

4375 545-5949

$500!!! Police

Impounds. Hondas,

Chevy's, etc from $500.

For listings. 1-800-319-

3323ext4554

( OAIPDTFRS

Pentium Laptop S99.(K)

Free Printer with

Computer purchase

Call lor details. Great

Rates and great tum

COMPUTERS

around time. We fix

Laptops, Desktops/

PC's guaranteed 584-

S857

EMPLOYMENT

Winter Break

Kmplovmcnt Barnes

& Nt)ble at Boston

University. Help us

prepare for the upcom-

ing semester. Needed:

Cashiers. Shclvers,

CastonKT Service.

Phones Flexible shifts

(20. .30. or 40 < hrs per

week) starting Dec-

ember 1
5'*^ January

2.3"^. Store discount,

conveniently IcK-ated in

Kenmore Sq. under the

Citgo Sign on MBTA
B, C, or O Cireen line.

Meet our representa-

tives on Dec. 2"'' at the

Campus Center Con-

course or call our Hum-

an Resource Dept at

617-2.3(1-74X8 or LMail

us for an application:

bksbu(abncol lege.com

EMPLOYMENT

The Bam
-Shift managers

-Refrigerated ware-

In >use

-Cashiers &. stickers

($8 hr) Apply in store.

eV'^''^'"Ti - lOpm. 95

River St. CreentieKI,

MA 01 301 (116 to

9lNtoF.xit 26)

(413)774-5599

Internship

Motivated stiuleiits

seeking leadership out-

side the K)x. Cjain exp-

erience in all aspects ol

ninning a small busi-

ness Average pay:

.$9 \X>C,1I 508-246-1230

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

|>)tential. Lix:al }-H>si-

ti.Mis. 1-8W-293-3985

ext 516

IB..rtending!$$250/day

potential No experi-

ence Nesc Training

pnnided. 1-81X^-965.

6520 ext 162

EMPLOYMENT

Internships: November

2 1 is the last day to

apply to become a

Legal Assistant with

the Student Legal

Services Office. Fam

up to \5 credits while

gaining valuable expe-

rience. Call 545-1995

or come to 922

Campus Center to your

application.

FOR RENT

Ski House tor Rent So.

Londonberrv. VT: 15

mins to Stratton. 7 mi

to Bromley. 3 mi to

Magic Mm. 7 Bdnns. .3

baths, sleeps .30.

Sl(KK)/week.KaI^

bn>\\ neia \ eri/on net or

410 404-6326

FOR SAIf

$Save$ Wholesiile -

Piscount Prices, Video

C limes, Clothing,

jewelry, nu>re. www.Ty

lersl )isc(Hints.com

FOR SALE

Shop Now Holiday

Discounts

ZCX'^M.ASSCicar.com

INSTRUCTION

( )n the R(x:ks Sch(X)l

Banending. Become

ccrtilied in one week-

end, (ircal way to earn

money. Call us toll frce

at 8(>6-nii\ 56(K).

w ww.( )TR Biulending.

com

ROOM FOR RENT

Sublet one lx'dnx>ni tor

Spring On Bus Route

(,:,.11:617893-8656

ROOMMAtE WANTH)

2 Riximmates needed

in nice house in

13fichertowii tor Spring

2004. $350 Rent plus

Lease. 253-6779 or

egill@student.umass.

edi I

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help'

Call Birthright ot

Amherst area tor tree

testing and assistance.

549-I'')06

prec;nanc:ytest

INC., HIV Testmg.

Birth C'ontrol, and

Emergency

Qinfraception.

Affordable .itivl conti

denti.il. Taix-stry

Health. 27 Pray Street.

Amherst. 548-9992

TRAVEL

Act Nowl IVx.k 1

1

[vople, net 12''^ trip

tree. Ciroup iliscoiint--

for 6+ vvww.spru^t:-

iTeakdiscouiit.s.com or

8c\l-8 38-8202

A "Realiry" Spring

Break 2l,\M's Hottest

Prices 13»H)k now .. Free

Trips, Meals & Parties

\vw'w.sunspla.shtours.».o

m or 1800-426-7710

TRAVEL

Spring Bie.ik 20lM.

Tra\el with STS.

America's »\ Student

TourC^-rator to

Jamaica. C-ancun,

Acapulco. Bahamas

and Rorida. Now hir-

ing campus reps. (
"all

for group discounts.

Informatii >i\/Reser\ ,it i( i

n> 1 -800-648-4849 or

www.stst ravel.com For

more information con-

i.ict STA Travel at

413 256 1261

SPRINC; BREAK
Largc"st selection ot

IVstinatiiMis, iiKliiilinu

Ouises! Foam P.iriies,

Free I brinks and Club

Admissions. Rep

Positions and FREE

tnp Available, i -800-

231-4386

www.Epiciiiv.inToupi.

com

To advertisi- in the

CnllejO'in cliissifiitls

lomc til the C'iinipus

Cenli-r Risi'monl

orcallS45-»ScX1.
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Minutemen tame Terriers
By Becky Horowitz

Coi.LK.iAN Staff

The Massachusetts men's basketball

team broke a major 2002-03 trend by out-

rebounding St. Francis in last night's game.

With their big men stepping up, the

Minutemen were able to overpower and

intimidate the smaller Terriers, tnaking it

next to impossible for them to come up

with an inside game.

Largely because of this, the Minutemen

advanced to the second round of the

Preseason National Invitational

Tournament with an 80-58 win, where they

will meet Texas Tech in Lubbock. Texas,

t riday night.

With four starters taking part in their

season game.
Massachusetts was

first-ever

UMass

regular

80

St. Francis 58

able to overcome
pockets of turbu-

lence as it domi-

nated a much smaller St. Francis team in

aliTiost every aspect of the game.

Coming into this match with little

knowledge of their opponent, the Maroon

and White was not only forced to change

its game plan minutes before tip-off, but

also on the court, mid-play.

"Our team wasn't nearly as well-pre-

pared as they're going to be in later

games," Coach Steve Lappas said of his

young team. "These guys changed their

offense completely. They had some new

guys that we didn't know, we had never

seen any tape of them. ... I was very happy,

our guys adjusted on the fly."

The Minutemen came out running,

something they intend to do much more

this season than last. However, due to a

combination of constant transition and a

young team, they produced 25 turnovers

(18 coming from freshmen) to the Terriers

16.

Although it got out to an early lead,

UMass was inconsistent as it allowed the

Terriers back in the game. With the major-

ity of its offense coming from behind the

arc, St. Francis netted three quick shots

from downtown to come within one and

take the eventual lead at 24-22 in the first

half.

UMass then held the Terriers to one

more shot before the break, and scored 20

points off a combination of free throws

and inside shots, giving it a 44-28 lead at

the half.

Even though the Terriers lead was

short-lived, it gave St. Francis coach Ron
Ganulin some hope, as well as put a little

more confidence into his young squad.

"I thought, in spurts, we played pretty

well, but of course they're bigger and

stronger, " he said. "I was very proud of the

way we came back in the beginning of the

second half because we could have

dropped our heads and been blown out.

We might have been blown out at the end

but at least we fought."

The Maroon and White came out flat in

the second half, giving St. Francis the

chance to catch up. With quick shots from

Continued on page 8

BobMcGovern

Sophomore Rashaun Freeman scored 11 pt>ints and grabbed 14 rebounds in the Minutemen's

Francis. The Marix)n and White will play Texas Tech in Lubbock. Texas on Friday at 7p.in.

JERAIIlH l,lN(.i

80-58 win over St.

Sooners are

well beyond

dominant
Every year in college football there is a

team heavily favored by both fans and press

alike.

This year is no different, as the

Oklahoma Sooners have put together an 11 -

record and an undisputed seat at the top

of the l-A rankings.

The only difference is that this team

seems too dominant to be challenged —
they may be simply unbeatable.

Over the course of this season an oppo-

nent has only challenged the Sooners once.

The closest competition that Oklahoma has

faced is Alabama, but the Sooners downed

the Crimson Tide 20- 1 5 in the second week

of the season.

Sure, Alabama isn't

exactly a powerhouse this

year, but that game was

the last time the Sooners

were held below 50 points. The very next

week, Oklahoma sent all doubters packing

with a 52-28 spanking of Fresno State.

The Sooners have outscored their oppo-

nents 524- 1 33 this year, one of the strongest

offensive performances in Division I foot-

ball.

This is not to say that they have had the

easiest schedule. Oklahoma has had to

trudge through the Big 12, arguably the

strongest conference in college football. On
the way, it has made believers out of some

of the top teams in the country.

In the sixth week of the season, the

Sooners went up against then-No. 1 1 Texas.

The game had all the makings of a mid-sea-

son classic, until Oklahoma handed Texas

an embarrassing 65-15 drubbing. It would

have been easier to swallow for the

Longhoms had it not taken place in the hos-

tile confines of the Cotton Bowl.

While the hype started to accumulate,

the Sooners were set to face off against in-

state rival Oklahoma State in a game that

the press was making out to be the upset of

the year.

The Sooners quickly erased any doubt,

and demolished the Cowboys 52-9 in front

of a sold out home crowd.

if that wasn't enough, Oklahoma put

together arguably the best all-around game

this year against Texas \&M. The Sooners

simply destroyed the Aggies in every aspect

of the game, and came away with a 77-0 vic-

tory.

Oklahoma had one punt in the game and

only allowed 54 yards of total offense. The

Aggies weren't turning the ball over either,

as they only had one on the game.

Oklahoma just shut them down and forced

them to take 1 2 punts.

Along with their defensive dominance,

the Sooners tallied 639 yards on offense and

scored on six of seven red zone chances.

Leading the way for the Oklahoma

offense has been the steady arm of |ason

White, who has 36 touchdown completions

on the season against only six interceptions.

He and receiver Mark Clayton have been on

Continued on page 8

A-Rod on the block Tiger teams with Howell

By Stephen Hawkincs
A.SS<KIATtl) PrKSS

ARLINGTON, Texas (AP) —
Alex Rodriguez won the AL MVP
award, even though the Texas

Rangers didn't win many games.

Yet. the Rangers are willing to

listen to offers from other teams

for the All-Star shortstop — not

that many could afford the seven

seasons and $179 million left on

his record contract.

After becoming only the sec-

ond player from a last-place team

to win a Most Valuable Player

award, Rodriguez conlirmcd

Monday that the Rangers talked

to him about a possible trade.

"They presented me with a sit-

uation," Rodriguez said.

"Whatever they want to do, I'll

want to cross that bridge when
the time is right. I'm not closing

or opening any doors right now."

General manager |ohn Hart said

LfNDA KAYf

The Texas Rangers' Alex Rodriguez rounds the bases after hitting

a solo home run. The AL MVP is currently involved in trade talks.

Texas was contacted by several

clubs about Rodriguez, but that

there was never a specific deal

during those conversations sever-

al weeks ago.

"We've made it very clear that

we think Alex is going to be

here," Hart said. "At the same

time, we're not going to turn the

phones off."

Rodriguez finished second in

the MVP ballot twice, to

Oakland's Miguel Tejada last year

and the Rangers' |uan Gonzalez

in 1996. This time, he received

242 points in voting by the

Baseball Writers' Association and

was the only player listed on

every ballot.

"1 felt like I was driving myself

crazy over this award. It was

painful to come in second place,"

Rodriguez said during a confer-

ence call from his vacation in

Mexico. "There's nothing like

winning it. I couldn't be happier."

The only other player from a

last-place team to be MVP was

Andre Dawson of the Chicago

Cubs in 1987.

The 28 first-place votes were

split among 10 players, one short

of the record set in the 1977 AL
vote and matching the total in the

1947 NL vote. Rodriguez got six,

the fewest for an MVP winner

since the New York Yankees'

Yogi Berra in 1951.

Toronto first baseman Carlos

Delgado was second with 213

points, followed by Yankees

catcher |orge Posada with 194.

Delgado and Posada both got five

first-place votes.

Rodriguez said he thought

there had been talks about a pos-

sible trade with "three of four

teams" but didn't elaborate. Hart,

speaking on a .separate confer-

Continued on page 8

By Doug Fercjison

AsS(KIATh|l I'RfcSS

GEORGE, South Africa (AP) — Tiger Woods

stood off to the side on the 1 2th tee and studied

the stance, the setup and the swing of the junior

member on the U.S. team.

The ball shot off the tee, boring through the

stiff breeze off the Indian Ocean, splitting two

bunkers and landing safely in the middle of the

fairway on a hole called "Sheer Murder," reput-

ed to be among the toughest in Africa.

Woods smiled and nodded approvingly.

"This kid can really hit it," Woods said.

Woods is playing on a U.S. team for the sixth

time at the Presidents Cup. Charles Howell 111 is

the first teammate he can call "kid."

When the matches begin Thursday on the

Links Course at Fancourt, Howell figures to be

next in a long line of partners for the world's No.

1 player.

"That's what Tiger has requested." U.S. cap-

tain lack Nicklaus said. "If you have two guys

who want to play together, and they're playing

reasonably well, I see no reason why they

shouldn't play together."

Woods, 27, and Howell, 24. first squared off

in the quarterfinals of the 1996 U.S. Amateur,

which Woods won 5 and I on his way to a record

third straight title.

Their friendship began to take root when they

started playing early morning practice rounds at

the British Open this year.

"1 stand to learn something every time I'm

around him," Howell said.

A practice round at Fancourt was no differ-

ent. They stood in a swale to the right of the

ninth green and took turns hitting flop shots that

trickled down the green to an imaginary hole,

and bump shots into the hill that skipped and

stopped near a tee in the ground.

How this partnership will pay off in match

play remains to be seen.

Woods already has had 1 1 partners in the two

Presidents Cup and three Ryder Cup teams on

which he has played.

Only once has he had the same partner all

four team sessions _ Notah Begay, his former

teammate at Stanford. They went 2-2 at the

2000 Presidents Cup.

Good friends don't always make a good team.

Woods and Mark O'Meara were 1-2 in the '97

Ryder Cup at Valderrama. A powerful tandem

isn't always the answer. Woods and David Duval,

at the time Nos. 1 and 2 in the world, were beat-

en at Brookline in 1999.

Woods has played with shorter hitters (|ustin

Leonard and Steve Pate), big hitters (Davis Love

111 and Fred Couples), guys who make a lot of

birdies (Mark Calcavecchia and John Huston)

and those who grind out pars (Tom Lehman and

Paul Azinger).

The results vary. His team record is 7-12-1.

Woods produced the most dominant stretch

ever in U.S. Amateur history, winning his final

18 matches over three years.

When he played in his first Presidents Cup at

Royal Melbourne in 1998, someone asked him

the biggest difference between match play as a

professional and as an amateur.

"The field," Woods replied.

True, there are better players. Finding the

right partner is also important.

So far, it hasn't been easy.

Nicklaus used to pair up with Arnold Palmer,

then Tom Watson. Curtis Strange often played

with Tom Kite. Love and Couples were a good

fit.

Woods has had enough partners to fill a team.
"1 wouldn't think it would be that hard."

Leonard said. "He's so disciplined. He seems to

do everything pretty well."

Leonard and Woods played together twice in

alternate shot. They halved their match in the

'97 Ryder Cup and lost in the '98 Presidents

Cup.
"I enjoyed playing with him," Leonard said. "I

think there's a lot of guys that can play with him.

That's probably the reason he's had 1 1 partners."

Strange planned to pair Woods with Scott

Verplank last year at the Ryder Cup. but decided

on Love at the last minute because of the golf

ball; Love had a similar launch angle as Woods,
important in alternate shot.

"I play the same game he plays — maybe not

the same club, but I understand what he's

doing." said Love, who won both his matches

with Woods at The Belfry. "It's hard for a guy

who doesn't play that way."

"But I've been around him since he was 15,"

Love said. "If you throw a guy in there that has-

n't played under the gun with him that much.

Continued on page 8
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Ways and Means Chair resigns
By El) Hudson
CxjLLEciiAN Staph

a motion to allocate $5,100 for a

pilot ludicial Advising Program, which

will help to inform students of their

rights, was passed by the Student

Government Association Senate last

night. Senator Anthony Pascoe also

announced his resignation as chair of

the Rules and Ethics subcommittee.

The advising program will work in

conjunction with the Dean of Students

office and with funding from the long-

term reserves of the SGA.
"I get to see kids come in every day

that don't, unfortunately, know their

rights," Chair of Ways and Means

Patrick Higgins said. "They're really

left out in the cold." Higgins said there

is presently no place for students to go

to become informed of their rights at

the University of Massachusetts.

Higgins said the SGA processes

about 3,400 student cases every year.

"These can be substantial cases," he

added, referring to cases dealing with

assault and sexual misconduct. "I think

this needs to be a top issue," he said.

"Making sure (students) get a fair

shake."

According to Higgins, $240 of the

allocated funds will be used for the

funding of phone lines for the program.

The remaining funds will go to employ-

ees on the program's payroll. Attorney

General Mark Morrison said applica-

tions would be available for anyone

interested in the position. Morrison

will act as the program's supervisor.

Higgins said the funding would pay

for the employment of two students

working 12 hours each per week.

According to him, the two students will

work two days a week for six hours per

day. "(The SGA will be) paying for stu-

dents' time, so they can sit down and

advocate for other students," Higgins

said.

The ludicial Advisors Program was

created by the SGA about 1 5 years ago.

The University abandoned it two years

ago because of budget constraints. "It's

a great program we lost," Student

Trustee Hannah Fatemi said. "I highly

recommend it. All it does is help stu-

dents."

Fatemi also announced that Dennis

Austin, trustee and co-chair of the

Presidential Search committee, recently

notified her that she was unable to be

appointed to the committee as she

reported to the Senate last week.

According to her, there continues to be

no undergraduate representation on

the search committee. "There needs to

be undergraduate representation on

that committee," she said. "You use

your voice; I've been voicing our need."

Senator Pascoe announced his resig-

nation as chair of the Rules and Ethics

subcommittee. The committee is cur-

rently investigating possible infractions

by four Senators and an officer serving

in the SGA.
"I have always tried to do what is

best for the University ... throughout

this long and difficult period, I have

felt it was my duty to persevere." he

said. "In the past few days, however, it

has become evident to me that I no

longer justify continuing that effort.

"The interest of the Senate must

always come before any personal con-

siderations," he added. "I have never

been a quitter. To leave office before

my term is completed is abhorrent to

every instinct in niy body. But ... the

Continued on page 4

Ellen Story to speak at UMass
By Casey Novak

Collegian Corresk)ni)I:Nt

Ellen Story, State

Representative for the third

Hampshire District, will visit

the University of

Massachusetts today to speak

on "A Women's View From
Inside the Massachusetts

State House," at 4 p.m. in

room 917of the Campus
Center.

Representative Story will

come to UMass to discuss the

current status and experience

of progressive women in

Massachusetts's politics and

also to report on a recent

national conference for pro-

gressive women in office.

"We are totally delighted

that Ellen is coming. There

are still so few women
involved in electoral politics

running for political office."

said Sandy Mandel, associate

director, special events of the

Everywoman's Center. "It will

be great to hear more about

what's going on with progres-

sive women in politics all over

in the United States. We need

to hear each other's voices, so

we can all stay inspired."

Representative Story is

currently serving in her sixth

full term in the Massachusetts

Legislature. She is the first

woman to represent her dis-

trict, the towns of Amherst

and Granby.

As a crusader for women's

issues, public education,

human service programs and

a strong supporter of labor

and environmental issues.

Representative Story has been

recognized many times for

her accomplishments. These

accomplishments include

receiving the 2002 National

Alliance for the Mentally III

Legislator of the Year Award,

the 2002 Legislator of the

Year Award from Girls

CCMIRTESV EVERYW'OMANSltNltR

Progressive State Representative, Ellen Story, will visit UMass

today at 4 p.m. in the Campus Center.

Incorporated, an organization

that serves adolescent girls,

the 2001 Women's Bar

Association Legislator of the

Year Award, the 2001

Legislator of the Year Award
from the Parent/Professional

Advocacy League and the

2001 Outstanding Legislator

of the Year Award from a

coalition of organizations that

address health and mental

health service for immigrants

and refugees. She also

received the 2000 — and first

ever — Legislative Advocacy

Award from the Stravros

Center in Amherst, an organi-

zation that serves people with

disabilities.

Before she served in the

statehouse, Ellen Story was a

community activist and the

associate executive director of

the Family Planning Council

of Western Massachusetts for

1 7 years.

"She's been a community
activist, and now she is in her

sixth term as a state legisla-

tor," said Karen Lederer, chief

undergraduate advisor of

women's studies at UMass.

"Ellen Story knows both the

inside and outside perspec-

tives, so I think [her speech]

will be very exciting."

Representative Story was

raised in Texas, and is also a

graduate from the University

of Texas. She went on to do

graduate work at the

University of Wisconsin,

SUNY Stonybrook and has a

Master's degree from

Cambridge College. She

received an Honorary Alumna
award from UMass in 1998.

Representative Story

moved to Massachusetts in

1970and to Amherst in 1972.

She became involved in local

issues, serving three years on

the Regional School

Committee, as well as six

years as a Town Meeting

member.
Representative Story's talk

is co-sponsored by the UMass
women's studies department

and the Everywoman's

Center. The event is free,

open to the public and wheel-

chair accessible. Light

refreshments will be served.

Violence forum opens communication

State Legislature approves

economic stimulus package
By Jennifer Peter

AsSOCIATKI) PrKSS

BOSTON (AP) — A long-

awaited economic stimulus

package won preliminary leg-

islative approval from the

House and Senate yesterday,

offering businesses a variety of

incentives to create new jobs in

Massachusetts and lifting the

state's Blue Law ban on Sunday

liquor sales.

The $100 million package

would also create a one-day

sales tax holiday on Aug. 14 of

next year, aimed at back-to-

school shopping, and pour $2

million into an international

tourism initiative.

A provision championed by

the Senate, which would have

encouraged stem cell research

in Massachusetts, was stricken

from the final compromise bill,

which was hammered out dur-

ing the waning hours of the leg-

islative session. Final enact-

ment was expected by mid-

night, leaving its fate in the

hands of Gov. Mitt Romney.

A previous version of the

bill also proposed two sales tax

holidays, one of which would

have been in December.

Leaders say the one-day sales

tax holiday will still cost the

state $5 million in revenue, but

should help businesses during a

slow sales month.

The package was considered

one of the key goals of the

Legislature this year, as the

state tries to crawl out of an

economic downturn that to the

loss of 160,000 jobs.

"Wc thought that there was

something we could do to grow

this economy ... to grow jobs

and create a better quality of

life," said Rep. Peter Larkin, D-

Pittsfield, who helped craft the

compromise. "This will jump-

start this economy. Because we
can't afford to wait on the side-

lines for something to happen."

Earlier yesterday, the

Legislature approved a $102

million supplemental budget

that will restore funding to the

University of Massachusetts,

rape crisis centers and home-

less shelters and lead to the

Internet posting of the worst

sex offenders.

Sex offenders would also

have to register with the state

at least 48 hours before being

released from prison, rather

than within 48 hours after their

departure.

Lawmakers also took the

first steps toward providing

property tax relief to the resi-

dents of Boston and several

other cities and scrambled to

reach agreement on a job-cre-

ation bill that has been in the

works since |uly.

The bill, which was promot-

ed heavily by Boston Mayor

Thomas Menino, would give

relief to about 50 communities

who would have otherwise

been forced to dramatically

increase the residential proper

ty tax this year in order to

abide by a state law limiting

how much of the local property

tax can be paid by businesses.

The bill provides temporary

relief and establishes a commis-

sion to arrive at a permanent

solution.

Another bill that won final

approval yesterday would guar-

antee that state workers on mil-

itary leave continue to receive

Continued on page 3
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A group of students and community members meet yesterday in the Campus Center to discuss the

roots and effects of violence on campus.

By Matt Elder
CoLLEl.lAN StAHF

Yesterday, a group of stu-

dents, faculty and community

members met in the University

of Massachusetts Campus
Center to discuss the recent vio-

lence on and off campus.

The group included members

of the Student Government

Association as well as

Lieutenant Thomas Thrasher of

the University of Massachusetts

Police Department.

Both the roots and the effects

of violence were discussed at the

forum. Tom Schiff, a health edu-

cator at University Health

Services (UHS), often views the

results of violence at UHS, while

Lt. Thrasher found himself in

the middle of the recent riots in

the Southwest residential area.

Schiff mentioned the issue of

sexual violence. "More women
have come jto UHS] for sexual

assault this semester than all last

year," he said.

Evandro Carvalho, the

Resident Assistant of Thoreau

dormitory, said that many peo-

ple don't know how much of a

problem stalking and relation-

ship abuse is on campus. "It's

causing fear in their minds." he

said.

Thrasher, who was hospital-

ized for being hit by a rock at

the Hobarl riots this spring,

said, "unfortunately on the

weekends. Budweiser rules.

"

I.I. Thrasher outlined what

measures police take during

riots. He explained that the first

action taken is bringing in hors-

es to disperse the crowd. Next,

the police use a "pepper ball,"

which is similar to a paintball.

and it has a similar effect to pep-

per spray. Then, as a last resort,

the police will use a "sponge

round", which is a piece of foam

rubber that is shot at rioters

who don't respond to the other

measures.

Lt. Thrasher compared the

riots to a hurricane. He said that

the eye of the hurricane is

groups of select people, whom
he said mainly aren't UMass stu-

dents. The rest of the hurricane

consists of a large group ot peo-

ple who are present to watch the

events.

Larry Goldbaum. Director of

the Office of lewish Affairs, said

that the riots were bad. but he

compared them to the riot alter

the 1986 World Series. "It

turned into a race riot."

Goldbaum said. "I'm glad it did-

n't go the way it did then."

Marcos Bachman. Treasurer

of the Orchard Mill

Government, said that the riots

were greatly exaggerated. He
also .said that a problem on cam-

pus is the lack of communica-

tion.

Also mentioned at the forum

was the campus escort service.

Levi O'Brien. Chair of

Administration Affairs said that

while UMass does have a walk-

ing escort service on campus,

some people are either alraid ot

using it, or aren't aware of its

existence. He said that some

people, primarily women, still

feel nervous walking home whh
a stranger.

Many students mentioned

that violence on campus consists

of more than the recent riots. Lt.

Thrasher brought up that

Resident Assistants and

Resident Directors have rcccntiv

been victims of violence. He said

he hasn't remembered this type

of violence occurring in the past

20 years that he's been here.

While the group wasn't

brought together to offer any

solutions, they did come up with

some strategies to deter vio-

lence. Many participants

brought up the connection

between drinking and violence.

"Wc need to change the alco-

hol culture on campus." said

Brian Long. Secieiaiy of

University Policy. "Wc have a

culture on campus directly relat-

ed to alcohol."

Other strategies were

brought up like keeping the cen-

ter of campus filled with student

activity during the v\cek.

Participants also mentioned

the relationship betucen stu-

dents and police.

"There's been a deterioration

in the relationship with students

and police," said Long in

regards to the way the Amherst

Police responds to problems on

and off campus. "I've lost a lot

of respect lor the .\PD.''

"We need to be con>tantl\

educating people." said Sid

Ferreira, ol 1 nri>llmeni

Services.

it's amazing how much the

students don't knovs." He said

The Collegian, as well as other

media outlets, should partici-

pate in education. "We need the

students to see UMass as their

home." he said. He said that

this would make LMiis-^ stu-

dents less eager to destroy their

home.
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ElyiER6E>^fcV eL6Si>^ P6\Jti: UMASS AMHERST

CLOSING
OPTIONS^

WATCH OR
LISTEN-

TO RADIO/TV
Stations...

WHAT WILL BE
AFFECTED

Delayed Opening

Until 11:00am

(exam period

10:30am)

starting at 6:00

am

Closed All Day Closed During

Day

Cancellation of

Evening

Activities

Campus closure in effect until midnight unless

campus officially reopens on same day

starting at 6:00

am
wfien decided Starting at 2:00

pm

WHAT WONT BE
AFFECTED

(Oes^jnaled ESSEN
TIAL PERSONNEL will

report to woilt)

STAY TUNED TO YOUR RADIO FOR ADOmONAL INFORMATION

Amherst (WF6r, WMUA, WRNX, WPNI) ~ Gr««»fl«ld (WHAI)

Norttwmpton (WHMP) ~ Pltt«fl«ld (WBEC)

Springfl«»d (WHYN, WGGB-TV, WWLP-TV) - Campus Donns (HSCN)

(s«e alphabetlcsl listing bslow for fraqu«r>cy numbsrs)

Classes ~ Day Care ~ Offices ~ Activities ~ Textt)Ook Annex -

Meetings ~ University Store ~ Convenience Stores - Continuing

Education ~ Bluewall ~ Hatcfi ~ Snack Bars at Physical Plant.

Whitmore, and Hampden ^
Dining Commons - Health Sendees - Hotel ~ Police/Security ~ Coffee Shop

Physical Plant ~ Conference Services ~ University Operator

Other areas as pre-designated (consult your Department Head)

ATHLETICS.

RNE ARTS, AND
MULUNS
CENTER

BUS SERVICE

LIBRARY
Academic

Calendar and

Intersession

Athletics, Fine Arts, and Mullins Center events will take place as sched

uled unless a separate announcement is made on local radio stations.

Athletics Infofmation: Sports information Hot Line 545-2439

Fine Arts Information: 545-2511, 545-0192, or 545-0480

IMullins Center Information: 545-3001

Buses will run unless announced separately on local radw stations.

Call 545-1633 for recorded message or wna^a/ nnnass edu/bus for details

Same as University

Exam Period

Sat/Sun/

Holiday

INFORMATION

Delayed Opening

Until 10:30am

The Library will make every effort to open.

Call Library Hours Hot Line; 545-0414

Listen to radio or call Library Hours Hot Line: 545-0414

Call Emergency Closing Hot Line 545-3630, watch Housing Service

Cable Network (HSCN), or go to WWWUMASS.EDU

If there is no vertical line, the information applies for each option.

WHYN
WHAI
WHMP

560

1240

1400

WBEC
WPNI

1420

1430

FM
WFCR 88.5

WMUA 91.1

WHYN 93.1

WHAI 98.3

WHMP 99.3

WRNX 100.9

WBEC 105.5

WGGB - TV Channel 40

WWLP - TV Channel 22
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Bush urges Europe to combine efforts in Iraq
By Ti)M Raum
AssiKiAibi) Prhss

LONDON (AP) — President

Bush urged Europe yesterday to

put aside bitter war disagree-

ments with the United States and

work to build democracy in Iraq

or risk returning the nation to

terrorists. Anti-war demonstra-

tors mobilized for a march of

tens of thousands today

Bush conceded in a speech that

deep differences remain over

Iraq, even among staunch war

allies, the United States and

Britain.

But, he asserted, "we did not

charge hundred of miles into the

heart of Iraq and pay a bitter cost

of casualties and liberate 25 mil-

lion people only to retreat before

a band of thugs and assassins."

His speech followed an ele-

gant welcoming ceremony with

Queen Elizabeth II at

Buckingham Palace, which

included a 4 1 -gun salute and a

review of troops on foot and on

horseback.

Meanwhile, anti-war protest-

ers made preparations for huge

demonstrations against Bush's 3

1/2-day state visit.

There were isolated, smaller

demonstrations around the city

yesterday At one point, as the

president's motorcade arrived at

Banqueting House for his speech,

noisy demonstrators could be

seen and easily heard just two

blocks away The demonstrators,

held back by police lines, could

not be heard inside the hall

where Bush spoke.

Bush acknowledged differing

views about U.S. -led involve-

ment in postwar Iraq, but said,

"Whatever has come before, we
now have only two options: To

keep our word or to break our

PARKING ALLOWED
Lot 24 Lot 62

Lot 30 Lot 63

Lot 41 Lot 65

Lot 42 Yellow Lots

Lot 52

PARKING SNOW POLICY
AMHERST CAMPUS

IN EFFECT FROM 12/01A)3 TO 04/15/04

The Amherst Campus Parking Snow Policy affects OVERNIGHT parking (1 :00 a.m. to

7:00 a.m.)

and parking dunng a SNOW EMERGENCY CLOSING period.

OVERNIGHT PARKING (1 :00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m.) ...

Lot 25 (north of roadway to Yellow lot only)

Lot 32 (west of Lincoln Avenue only, closest to

Prince Dormitory)

Lot 43 including Thatcher Way (except at meters)

Lot 46 (except at meters)

PARKING ALLOWED - ONLY WITH APPROPRIATE PERMIT

Lot 21 Lot 47 North Village

Lot 22 Lot 49 Lincoln Apartments

Lot 29 Lot 50 Any posted reserved space

Lot 44 Lot 54

Lot 25 (south of the roadway to Yellow tot)

Lot 32 (east of Lincoln Avenue only)

Lot 45 (except by special permit only)

Any campus roadway (including Southwest

horseshoe)

All parking meters, including Fearing Street

meters

SNOW EMERGENCY PARKING - ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL ...

During a snow emergency ctosing period, essential personn^^l who report to work may

only park in the following areas:

Lot 21 (west of Southwest)

Lot 25 (west of Physical Plant and north of roadway to Yelkjw tot only)

Lot 30 (adjacent to Power Plant)

Lot 31 (north of Engineering and Lederie Graduate Research Center)

Lot 32 (west of Lincoln Avenue only, ctosest to Pnnce Dormitory)

Lot 34 (south of Isenberg SOM)
Lot 62 (south of Monill Science Center)

Lot 63 Worcester Dining Common tot only (west of Worcester DC)

SUGGESTIONS / IDEAS FOR PARKING 'SMARF ON A SNOW DAY ...

1

.

Use the UMass bus servtoe.

2. Car pool rides whenever possible

3. Walk if possible

4. Have someone drop you off.

5 If space is not available in your assigned tot. go to either Lot 25 (north of roadway) or

Yeltow tot (both west of Physical Plant). During snow coodittons, it is not possible to guar-

antee normal lot capacity will be availat)le.

6. If you receive a partying citation and believe it was improperly issued, you may appeal it

at Parking Services within 21 days from the date issued. Appeals can be submitted in

writing appealed in person to the Hearing Clerk, or emaMed to

heanngs@admin.umass.edu

PARKING NOT ALLOWED
Lot 26 Lot 40

Lot 27 Lot 64

Lot 31 Lot 66

Lot 33 Lot 67

Lot 34 Lot 68

Lot 35 Lot 71

RESCHEDULING OF FINAL EXAMS ON OFRCIAL SNOW DAYS - FALL 2003

In order to reschedule final examinations in case of snow, two alternate exam periods

have t>een devised. They are 6:30 p.m. and 8:45 p.m. each exam day. The use of

these alternative periods in the event of closings is outlined below. This policy goes

into effect ONLY if the University is officially closed. The snow day Hot Line is 545-

3630. If the University is open, all exams are expected to take place as scheduled.

Each faculty memtjer should inform his or her class of the planned time and location of

the rescheduled final exam in the event of a snow day. All rescheduled exams will be

held in the same location as published in the final exam schedule.

If the University is closed until 10:30 a.m.

8.00 am rescheduled to 6:30 pm same day

10:30 am held as originally scheduled

1 :30 pm held as originally scheduled

4:00 pm held as originally scheduled

If the University is closed all day but open in the evening:

President George W. Bush gives keynote address yesterday at London's Banqueting House for the first

day of his state visit to Britain-

word."

"Failure of democracy in Iraq

would throw its people back into

misery and turn that country over

to terrorists who wish to destroy

us," Bush told about 400 foreign

policy experts and invited guests.

He was warmly received with

applause.

Bush asserted that there are

times, as with Saddam Hussein

in Iraq, when "the violent

restraint of violent men" is justi-

fied.

"In some cases, the measured

use of force is all that protects us

from a chaotic world ruled by

force," he said.

Bush said he still strongly sup-

ports international organizations,

like the United Nations, which he

bypassed in going to war in Iraq.

But he said the United Nations

must be willing to enforce its

own demands — or lose its rele-

vancy.

Turning to the Middle East,

Bush cited several months of

"setbacks and frustrations."

He said European leaders

"should withdraw all favor and

support from any Palestinian

leader who fails his people and

betrays their cause," an apparent

reference to Palestinian leader

Yasser Arafat.

Bush urged Israel to end the

"daily humiliation" of

Palestinians and not to undercut

peace prospects "with the place-

ments of walls and fences."

Also on yesterday. Bush met

with leaders of Parliament and

some relatives of the 67 British

victims of the Sept. II, 2001,

attacks in the United States.

Today. Bush meets with British

Prime Minister Tony Blair, whose

close support of Bush on Iraq has

drawn rising public opposition in

Britain.

"It really is about time we
started to realize who our allies

are, who our enemies are. stick

with the one and fight the other,"

Blair told the House of Commons
earlier. His remarks drew loud

applause.

Bush and first lady Laura

Bush were guests of honor at a

white-tie state dinner last night,

held in room with cathedral ceil-

ings at Buckingham Palace,

where the Bushes were staying

during the visit. Oversized paint-

ings and tapestries covered the

walls and the deep red carpet

matched roses that overflowed

from tables set with china, flat-

ware and glasses dating to the

time of King George IV in the

early 1800s.

"You led the response to an

unprovoked terrorist attack,

which was on a scale never seen

before," the queen said in toast-

ing Bush. "Our two countric*

stand firm in their determination

to defeat terrorism."

Demonstrators gathered

behind metal barriers near the

palace, watched by large num-

bers of yellow-jacketed police

officers. As darkness fell, police

scuffled with some of the several

hundred demonstrators who
assembled outside the palace and

banged drums, blew whistles and

charged "Bush go home!"

"Bush stole the presidency.

Blair lied to the people. Bush led

us down the path of wat. They

are not listening to the public."

Nina Baker, a Scottish Green

Party activist from Glasgow, said

yesterday outside Buckinghain

Palace.

On the other hand, Denis

McShane, European minister in

Blair's govemmeni and a Labor
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Parl> activist, described Bush's

address as a "very forward-look-

ing" speech. "It belies some of

the views people have had of the

president in the past ... that of a

caricature," he said.

New budaet bill oassed Michael Jackson wanted for child molestation
w r^ "I am *aH that there is another victim out CBS that the case involves the allege(
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their full salaries. Several hun-

dred state workers called up

from the reserves since Sept.

11, 2001 have seen their pay

reduced from their state-level

salaries to their military

salaries.

Any non-budget related bills

that were not approved by mid-

night will be carried over into

the second year of the two-year

legislative session in lanuary

for further consideration.

Because of the last-minute

action on the budget and the

Continued from page 1

economic stimulus package,

the House and Senate changed

their rules so that they will be

able to consider any line-item

vetoes of these two bills when
they return to session next year.

Without this change, the

Democrat-dominated Legis-

lature would have no opportu-

nity to review or override any

changes or deletions Republi-

can Gov. Mitt Romney might

make to these two bills.

By Robert Jablon
AsstR lAThi) Press

SANTA BARBARA, Calif. (AP) —
Authorities issued a warrant for Michael

lackson's arrest on charges of molesting a

child and asked the pop superstar yesterday

to turn himself in and surrender his passport,

lackson's spokesman called the allegations

"scurrilous and totally unfounded."

The 45-year-old King of Pop was accused

of multiple counts of lewd or lascivious acts

with a child under 14. A decade ago, lackson

was also accused of molestation but was

never charged because the youngster refused

to testify

"I am sad that there is another victim out

there. I feel bad for the family I feel bad for

the victim. Beyond that, I feel it is a sad thing

for all those involved," District Attorney

Thomas W. Sneddon |r. said at a news confer-

ence.

lackson was believed to be in Las Vegas

working at a recording studio.

"Get over here and get checked in," the

prosecutor said.

Sneddon would not say when or where

the alleged crimes took place or how old the

youngster was. He said an affidavit outlining

the details will be sealed for 45 days.

But Brian Oxman, an attorney who has repre-

sented the lackson family over the years, told

CBS that the case involves the alleged

molestation of a 12-year-old boy at lacksonis

Ncvcrland Ranch, the storybook playground

where the singer has been known to hold

sleepovcr parties with children. Oxman is not

representing lackson.

CBS inimediatcK pulled a lackson music

special planned tor next Wednesday on hjp

greatest hits and the impact on pop culture of

the former child star v\ho got his start with

his brothers as a member ol the singing-and-

dancing lackson 5

"Given the gravii\ ol the charges against

Mr. lackson. we believe it would be inappro-

priate at this time to broadcast an entertaiti-

nient special." the network said.
{
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In business, sometimes it's who you know, not what you know. At INROADS,
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SGA approves Judicial Advising Program

$5,100 goes toward

to inform students
Continued front page 1

committee needs a fulltime

chair, particularly at this time

with the very serious issues

which it faces."

Senator Giarusso has taken

over the role of committee

chair. Giarusso said he hopes to

proceed with the investigation

of the four senators charged

with infractions in a "quick and

fair manner."

"The first essential is to

begin healing the wounds of

this government, to put the bit-

terness and divisions of the

recent past behind us," Pascoe

said. "To rediscover those

shared ideals that lie at the

heart of our strength and unity

as students as well as sena-

tors."

Pascoe said he would con-

tinue to work as a member of

Senate.

Zsuzsa Cook, chair of

Finance, announced that the

Finance committee did not

meet quorum last week and

therefore did not hold a meet-

ing due to lack of attendance by

its members. She said that both

the Ways and Means committee

and the Coordinating Council

also did not for the same rea-

sons. "It's really important to

attend the meetings." she

declared to the Senate, "We
need to gel stuff done, and wc

can't."

The Senate unanimously

appointed Susan Allen, a fresh-

man communications major, to

the Student judiciary, though

she said she would step down
from any decision involving

ALANA appointed seats. "I

program

of rights
would have a bias," she said,

referring to her involvement

with the ALANA caucus. Allen

was on the law-trial team for

three years at her high school,

luniors Brian Meaney and

Allison Rowland were also

appointed Election

Commissioners.

Russell Plato, secretary of

Diversity Issues, announced

that the next Diversity Round

Table will take place Monday at

5 p.m. in room 164 of the

Campus Center.

Thirty-nine of the 53 stu-

dents currently serving in the

Senate were present for the

meeting. According to Mina

Safain. secretary of Public

Policy and Relations. 1 3 stu-

dents have been removed from

the Senate because of absentee

policies this year.
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Jonestown: a forgotten

tragedy 25 years later
This past Wednesday marked the 25th anniver-

sat7 of the lonestown tragedy, the mass suicide

that took the lives over 91 ^ (including 270 chil-

dren) individuals in the South Amencan nation of

Guyana "Jonestown" was one of the darkest and

most shocking moments of recent times But when

you ask random students around campus about

the lonestown situation, an alanningly high num-

ber of them have no knowledge of it ever happen-

ing. And if they do, it is in the fonn of disjointed

and incorrect facts.

For those of you who aren't aware. Jonestown

was the name given to a community of people lead

by the Reverend |im Jones. The community

belonged to a group known as the People's

Temple. Its members, believing in some form of

after-life, and believing )ones to be the reincarna-

tion of Christ, committed a mass-suicide (by

drinking cups of cyanide-laced punch) as a "revo-

lutionary act."

lonestown was a tragedy of great proportion.

Yet the silver anniversary of the event was

nowhere to be found in most newspapers or TV
news shows, and there were little to no parades or

memorandum ceremonies. How can it be that

such a horrific event can fade into memory only 25

short years after it took place?

This question may be best answered by looking

at another, more recent tragedy that is already start-

ing to show signs of being forgotten—Sept. 11
.
On

the one year anniversary of the Work! Trade Center

disaster, newspapers and televisioas were filled

with tributes, memorials, etc. But by the two year

anniversary of the event, just a mere two months

ago, the coverage had dropped significantly The

number of American flags hanging outside of peo-

ple's hwses had lessened, as had the number of

people wearing "God Bless Ajiierica" t-shirts.

One reason why people tend to forget the past

is because it makes it easier to deal with. It is

human nature to a-press hornfic, traumatizing

events; we do so to cope with such large-scale

tragedy But there is a difference between repress-

ing tragedy and forgetting it. When society as a

whole forgets a tiagic event, such as Jonestown, it

robs future generations of being educated about

history. It also shows disrespect to the victims and

their families.

So maybe the answer is simpler than psycho-

logical repression. Maybe we forget because for-

getting is simply easier Going to a memorial cere-

mony or parade takes a great deal of effort; most

of us don't even have the time to take five minutes

to remember soldi: rs on Veterans Day.

Most likely, the lonestown tragedy had no

impact on any of our lives personally But that does

not mean that we should forget about it, or not

learn about it altogether Sept. 1 1 is a more recent

and more alarming case (not to mention one that

has a greater impact on our lives), of this regret-

table trend. Unfortunately, society as a whole is

not like it once was. and very few of us are willing

to take the time and/or effort to really pay tribute

to those who have died in tragic events. With tech-

nology heading the way it is, with people's lives

being more and more on-the-go, things show no

signs of changing. And that fact may be just as sad,

if not sadder, than the actual events that have been

forgotten.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion ofThe Massachusetts Daily Collegian edi-

torial board.
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problem is what I speak of.

something so unpleasant, so

horrid, that I would rather take

a 9 a.m. class.

No. I do not speak of famine

or pollution, but of a concept

that to this day I am trying to

comprehend: laundry. It was

mid-semester during my fresh-

men year when I started notic-

ing an absence of clothing in my
drawer that this far-fetched

idea of doing laundry crept up

on me. I had to start being real-

istic; this terrible act would

have to be done eventually, and

I could no longer be in denial. I

journeyed downstairs, and I did

it.

To this very day I am still

recovering from the horrors of

doing laundry, trying to limit

undergoing this procedure as

much as possible. It is utterly

ridiculous, for if now I am
expected to regularly do laun-

dry where will it end? Maybe

next week I'll be expected to

sew my own clothing? Cut my
own hair? I shall do whatever it

takes to delay this event.

Luckily, running out of t-

shirts has never been a prob-

lem, as just about every place or

event is giving away a t-shirt

and every club and organization

is selling a really cool looking

one these days. That's not to

mention that time last spring

where 1 signed up for a dozen

credit cards to get five t-shirts.

As for underwear, when my
supplies dwindle it means tak-

ing a trip to Wal-Mart to

restock. It doesn't take up much

space, and you can always buy

more. I can go commando on

weekends, and when left with

no choice, a bathing suit can

make a great substitute for box

ers.

Socks are also cheap to buy,

easy to steal from your room

mate or even find lying around

in the laundry room. When
those run out, 1 go by the phi-

losophy that it's sandal weather

until I see snow.

Now, jeans were designed in

the 1800s with one purpose in

mind, to be rugged and last

long. The miners in California

used them as they chipped at

rocks all day in the dark dirty

cold mines. These magical

pieces of clothing have an

amazing ability not to get dirty

and smell good for long periods

of time. In other words, change

sparingly.

Unfortunately, there comes a

time every semester when it's

too cold to go outside only

wearing paper bags, when there

is no choice. Unlike the spoiled

people of Orchard Hill, the lazy

people of Southwest, or the sly

people of Sylvan, Central has

no such elevators. We in upper

central value such fine things as

exercise and not wasting elec-

tricity. Unfortunately, this

includes walking down some-

times up to five flights of stairs

with a months worth of laundry,

which can get quite heavy.

1 do not oppose this practice

of laundry because of ecologi-

cal, financial or ideological rea-

sons, but simply because of its

difficulty. It's just that I have an

easier time getting something

completed in Whitmore than

doing laundry.

Colors must be separated

from whites, light colors must

be separated from dark colors,

and no one really knows where

boxers and jeans go. Towels

are a whole different matter,

along with sheets, hats and

scarves. Apparently many
shirts have their own individu-

alized instructions on that tag

on the back. One has to be a

physics major to figure them

out. Then, after ^ou have sepa-

rated your Nothing iiTlp 15 difv

ferent categories, you ilnd out

that some ctothing-rven needs

ditfereni temperaiures of water

I'm still lost when it comes to

bleach; I have no clue what you

do with that stuff, as well as

detergent. There's the hard

kind, the liquid kind, and this

fabric softener concept is com-

pletely foreign to me.

If that wasn't enough, there

are all those impatient nuts that

roam around the building. I put

my clothing in the washing

machine or dryer and plan to

pick it up within a few days. As

someone with a busy schedule

as myself, it's very difficult to

find time for these things. Then

some psycho who can't wait a

bit to put his clothing in

decides to take out all my cloth-

ing and leave it on lop of the

machine.

Folding clothing is still way

beyond me. If Abercrombie &
Fitch can make a ton of money

selling pre-ripped clothing;

then I'm sure the crumpled up

clothing look will catch on soon

enough. '^

Thus, I call for the complete

termination of all laundry. Nov*

is the time for change; now is

the time for one time use cloth-

ing. In an era where everything

else is already one time use,

from cameras, bottles, shop-

ping bags, etc, why not add just

one more thing? Without laun-

dry, people would have time to

join such important groups a»

MassPIRG or the UMass
Student Run Goat Herd club

(which I just found out today

really does exist).

As it is, clothing is cheap to

make, with sweatshop laborers

making five cents an hour The

only thing that would change

would be an increase demand

for clothing, which would mean

more people with jobs. The

price of clothing would drop tg

make it cheaper, and I would be

able to leave my UMass laundry

support group and never have

to undergo such humiliating

processes of laundry again. No
longer would my confidence

_aii4 self-esteem suffer ..,,,*
""' Gilad Skolnick is a

Collegian columnist.
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Something strange, part I

FrannJe

Caff

\ tour of a

.lunted insane

isylum. a spo-

.idic dance

i>arty in the

-I reel during red

i raffle lights, a

keg party in a

bookstore, crab

Rangoon to

boot, a martini

bar buried with-

in a tunnel. Yes. just your average

weekend in Northampton.

Now that 1 have tickled your

interest, unfortunately. I do not

have enough space to delve into all

of the above. But I have chosen,

what I hope you would agree, the

most interesting incident to elabo-

rate on: The Northampton State

Hospital.

I am researching various places

in the valley for a project I am

doing both for a class and for the

news and public affairs depart-

ments of WMUA radio. 9l.lfm.

The topic is "Ghosts of the Valley"

One of the most obvious places

I began to research was the old

abandoned hospital, originally

called the Northampton Lunatic

Asylum. 1 had heard from a few

people that the asbestos infested

buildings that lie at the top of the

hill above the Smith Campus were

believed to be haunted. A friend

who is an Amherst native told me

that during high school, trying to

sneak access into the old decaying

buildings with .some cheap whiskey

was a popular dare and weekend

pastime. He al.so told me that get-

ting close to the buildings was

quite difficult, and that vigilant

security guards had always thwart-

ed their attempts.

So. two weekends ago. I

resolved to see for myself. I drove

up the hill and parked my car Lo

and behold, not two minutes later.

I was being approached by a flash-

light and a unifomi. The guard

infonned me that to even be on the

premises was illegal without writ-

ten pennission from the state. He

gave me further instruction, but

guaranteed that there would be

some red tape involved. In fact, he

was right. The next day. I followed

up and couldn't find any mention

of the person that I was supposed

to appeal to on the Web site he had

given me. I was so inundated by

other information that I put the

state hospital on the back burner; I

was considering giving it up.

Then, during my Wednesday

morning radio show. I decided to

appeal to my listeners for help. I

asked if anyone had any strange or

unexplainable experiences any-

where locally Normally, when I

invite iny listeners to call during my

6 to 9 a.m. slot. I am unsuccessful.

In fact, u.sually, I don't get a sin-

gle call until around 7:45 a.m. Not

this past Wednesday, however The

second I mentioned ghosts, the

phones started ringing and steadily

kept on ringing for the duration of

the show. Many people provided

additional places to investigate that

they had heard about, while others

had personal experiences. But

then, toward the end of the show, I

got an unu.sual call. ">'eah," said a

low breathy voice when I answered

the phone. "You doing anything

about the Northampton State

Hospital?"

"Yes," I said. "I'm looking into

it. Why? Do you know some-

thing?"

"I u,sed to know someone who

heard screaming from the win-

dows, long after it shut down."

And then all of the sudden, "Yeah,

okay, take care." Click.

i was intrigued. My mysterious

caller, unintentionally, convinced

me to .stick with it. And so two

days later. I went back.

I was hoping that the same

security guard would be on duty 1

would ask him if he could give me

more explicit directions about who

to get in touch with regarding

access to the grounds. He wasn't

there,

When my friend and I pulled up

at 8:15 p.m.. we spied a much

younger guard in the security trail-

er We figured we'd try to get on

the grounds. It was worth a shot.

And sure enough, the younger

guard didn't seem bound by rules

and regulations: "Go ahead and

take a look around, ' he said. So we

did. And it was eerie.

We got relatively close to

both the Male Attendants Hou.se

and the Memorial Building that

was across the street. Kaete, my
friend, was fearless. She kept

leading me further on, but as the

light from the road lessened and

we traveled further away from

the security post. I put my foot

down. "Kaete. let's go back, and

do an interview. I don't want to

go any further We've got

enough." She eventually conced-

ed, and we returned to the trail-

er

We thanked the guard. We
asked if he ever got scared working

all alone at such a spooky place.

"Nah." he smiled and shrugged.

"I'm new." We asked if he believed

in ghosts. He shrugged again; he

told us to come back at midnight,

because the next guy on duty knew

everything about the place. We said

we would.

We were packing up to leave

when one of us, as an afterthought

asked. "Do you ever go in there

alone?" He said no resolutely and

then told us about the tunnels

which connect all of the buildings,

including. Old Main, which is the

oldest, biggest and not visible from

the road. Our eyes widencxi. and

wc startai asking questions siinul

taneously He pointeti to a map of

the grounds on a weathcretl bul-

letin board in the trailer We rushed

past him to the map. "Demons"

was scribbled in pencil in the mid-

dle of Old Main. "I'll take you

down there if you want."

Stay tuned for Part II.

Frannie Carr is a Collegian

columnist.

Last Friday in Illinois. Wheaton

College lifted a 145year ban on

dancing. The newly liberated

Wheaton students now face fresh

challenges, such as how to dance

and who to dance with. The stu-

dents were free to try out their

newly bestowed freedom all week-

end, although many of them chose

to practice at home a little before

heading out to the clubs.

The day after Wheaton was lib-

erated. Specialist John R. Sullivan of the 626th

Forward Support Battalion. 101st Airborne

Division, died in a helicopter crash over Mosul.

Sullivan grew up 20 minutes away from Wheaton in

Countryside, Illinois. He was 26 years old. and if cir-

cumstances were different, he may have been out

dancing with Wheaton students Saturday night

instead of flying in a UH-60 Blackhawk above

Northern Iraq.

As Spc. Sullivan was lighting to liberate the Iraqi

people, Wheaton students were struggling to liberate

themselves. According to CNN, alumni expressed

concern when the small Christian .school lifted the

dancing ban. Wheaton graduates and parents of cur-

rent students were concerned that the college was

getting too liberal, and that allowing dancing was the

first slide down a slippery slope to hedonism and

moral decay. The students, however, were most con-

cerned with not looking like idiots on the dance

floor

With all the excitement at Wheaton. it's easy to

forget about people like Spc. Sullivan who are serv-

ing in the military. It's easy to forget that even here

at the University of Mas.sachusetts in sleepy little

Amherst, where students enjoy a liberal campus and

many freedoms, there are people who sacrificed and

served in Iraq.

While the debate

over the war rages

on in classrooms,

donn rooms and

even the school

paper, for many
students who arc

getting ready to

ship out or who
have returned

from the Middle

East, the Iraq question is not just academic.

Military units from nearby Westover and

Springfield arc currently deployed in Iraq, and many

local veterans have returned to Mas.sachusetts. .As

family memlx;rs pace in front of their telephones,

waiting for a call from their loved ones who are sta-

tioned overseas. UMass students are tying on their

dancing shoes, oblivious to the emotional pain and

sacrifices of k)cal veterans and their families.

I work with veterans at the Dean of Students'

Office, so I talk to returning service members week-

ly Across the board, they are thrilled to sit in a class-

room again, sleep in a cramped but well-heated

donn iiKun. write papers and do all the things that

we take for granted at the University They feel the

same way Wheaton students did last weekend, pre-

cariously stepping onto the dance floor, nervous but

hopeful.

However. Wheaton students are sharing this

experience together They're teaching each other

new steps, and they're not laughing when a class-

mate slips on the dance floor Wheaton is a small

Christian college with a common set of beliefs that

binds its 5.000 or so students together UMass is a

much larger institution and has a student body offer-

ing no such help to the returning or deploying com-

munity of veterans.

Even the school paper fails to recognize local vet-

erans, but doesn't hesitate to fill its pages with sto-

ries and editorials about the peace movement, rang-

ing from angry calls for Iraqi resistance to thought-

ful analyses of the conflict. UMass ignores the very

worthy stories about University students for whom

Iraq is not a chapter in a book, or a presentation in

Political Science 121. but a reality that they must

face as soldiers, families and humans.

Becca is a 2003 graduate of UMass' wildlife and

fisheries department, former coxswain on the

school's crew team and engaged to Plymouth,

Massachusetts native and soldier in the U.S. Army,

|im. Last semester I had dinner with Becca in the

Blue Wall and handed out yellow ribbons in the

Campus Center with her as she suffered through

each day and worried about her fiancee, who entered

Iraq with the first wave of forces in March of this

year

Becca taped an envelope on her door filled with

yellow ribbons, symbols of family and friends' wish-

es for service members to return home safely from

war Students repeatedly vandalized Becca's dorm,

scattering her ribbons on the floor and writing

inflammatory
messages on her

dry erase board.

At a time when
she needed sup-

port and under-

standing from

the UMass com-

munity, her

dorm snubbed

her She didn't

support the

war; she supported |ini. but her peers didn't even try

to understand thai.

War veterans and their families aren't a bunch of

strangers in another place or another lime; they're

your classmates, your peers. The stories of service

members that UMass ignores aren't somelxKly else's;

they're yours. \our generation is fighting in Iraq, and

your fellow UMass students are coming home and

shipping oul. This is our wan whether we want it or

nol. and Iraq is our problem to solve. Like Wheaton,

I hope we can face these new challenges together, as

a unified student body, one step at a time.

Rachel Smith is a Collegian cttlumnist.

UMass ignores the very worthy stories

about the University students for whom Iraq

is not a chapter in a book or a presentation

in Political Science 121, but a reality that

they must face.
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Coach offers reality check The right to choose: oxymoron?
^^ / . __. -1 .i-„ Tu:.. .K» nriiinn that it was i

—^ I

Bill Hanson is making his

fl^^^^ way unto the cover of the

^^^^B Boston Globe spurts page. He's

^PH^B nut affiliated with the Celtics or

^I^^^V strategizing for the New
H^^B England Patriots. He's not on

^^H|^^^^ the search committee to replace

^^^^^^^H Grady Little and he surely
^^^^^^^" involved with the local college

rBlBf sports scene. Instead, Coach

IfOV3iO
^'" ^^**"*"" '^ '" " '*^8al battle

————^^ with the governing body of high

school sports in Massachusetts: the

Massachusetts Interscholastic Athletic

Associatiun (MIAA).

Hanson is the longtime ice-hockey coach of

Catholic Memorial High School (CM) in Boston.

Recently, he was suspended for 10 games of his

upcoming season for violating a rule that bars

coaches from participating in practices before

the start of the season. Hanson has been fuund

guilty of supervising a pre-seasun camp. This is

all a smoke screen; the suspension is a front for

a deeper issue that the MIAA disagrees with.

Last year. Hanson and his CM hockey team

was the subject of a three part series that

appeared in the Boston Globe. The series fol-

lowed the team throughout their season and left

nothing to the imagination of the reader.

Everything was documented, from the player's

locker room behavior to Hanson's contruversial

style of governing. The Glube articles shed light

on the pre-seasun camp that eventually gut

Hanson suspended, but the MIAA sanction is not

about a violation of code.

I played for Coach Hanson at CM. He is the

definition of the "throw back" style of coaching.

Playing for him was nothing short of being part

of Patton's army. The team was run like a group

of small soldiers, whose primary goal was to

defend the good name of their school and their

l^der.
Most of his sentences started with 'god-

damned." The "f" word was commonplace, as

were all other curses. Radios weren't allowed to

be on before a game; this was time to think

about the task at hand. If he found uut yuu had

a girlfriend, he would remind you: "chicks and

sticks don't mix." Practices were more of an

emotional workout than a physical exercise; if

you got through the full hour without being

yelled at. you felt you had just won the lottery.

He did not discriminate; he would bench his cap-

tains and curse out his stars, break sticks and

throw water bottles. And if you took a penalty

during a game, even if the referee made a bogus

call, you were out.

Coach Hanson was not light on discipline and

the series conducted by the Globe placed this

issue front and center, however controversy

ensued. The Globe ran editorials from readers

claiming Hanson was not suited to work with

teenagers. The talk around hockey rinks was of

the coach's brutish nature. Catholic Memorial

was criticized for employing a coach that was

politically incorrect. This disturbed the MIAA.

They immediately posted a message on their

website condemning the actions of the Catholic

Memorial program. They wanted to make it clear

thauthe MIAA did not endorse curse words ana

coaches being critical of players. In other words:

reality.

However, curse words and constructive criti-

cism have produced a dynasty of winning teams.

Hanson is the must successful high schuul hock-

ey coach in state history. He has won over a

duzen Massachusetts state hockey titles and his

teaiTis have been voted national champions sev-

eral times. He has produced Olympians and suc-

cessful National Hockey League players.

Countless numbers uf coach Hanson's players

have gone on to play at the collegiate level; this

year alone, there are over 10 uf his former play-

ers participating in division unc hockey, two at

the University uf Massachusetts.

Hansun's success can be attributed to his

Bobby Knight style of coaching. The MIAA does

not agree with his methods. They put up a smoke

screen, found him guilty on a minor charge, and

suspended him ~ like the FBI getting Al Capone

on tax evasion.

Nowadays, tuu many high schuul athletic

coaches are worried about abiding by the proper

coaching technique than what is best for the stu-

The Globe ran editorials from

readers claiming Hanson was

not suited to work with

teenagers. The talk around

hockey rinks was of the

coach's brutish nature.

Catholic Memorial was criti-

cized for employing a coach

that was politically incorrect.

dent athlete. There is no emphasis on character

development and accountability.

Hanson runs a tough ship. He's hard on the

ice. but tougher on character. If he sees a player

slacking off, he opens his classroom fur manda-

tury morning study hall hours. He's the type of

coach that insists his players stand still during

the national anthem played before games.

His style throws political correctness out the

window and demands accountability. There is no

prescribed way of coaching young athletes, but

Hanson's way works. He wins championships

and builds character. The MIAA is blind to this.

They see a tyrant getting front-page press head-

lines and feature stories in the Boston Globe.

Organizations like the MIAA should not be over-

stepping their bounds and demanding a passive

coaching style. They don't want leaders. They

don't want good coaches: they vvant puppets.

They want every game to end in a tie and for

every player to get a pat on the back. But Hanson

comes with no strings attached. His games don't

end in ties; they end in wins, losses, and a hard

dose uf reality — something the MIAA should

immediately prescribe to.

"T'er^r Trovalo is a CoUegian columnist.

It appears as

though
President
Bush's signing

of the law

banning par-

tial birth

abortions is

not the only

Fini|v thing adding
^"""

fuel to the fire

O'Brien of the cuntru-
^—^—^^— versial topic,

as is evident by the recent buy-

cott in Austin. Texas in which

a variety of construction work-

ers refused to partake in the

building of an abortion clinic.

The Planned Parenthood

clinic, which was to be opened

next fall, would not only offer

abortions but intended on pro-

viding services such as AIDS
testing and cancer screening.

The clinic anticipated making

available gynecological exami-

natiuns. vasectumy proce-

dures, as well as a wealth uf

uther medical care to the resi-

dents uf Austin.

Those plans came to a halt,

however, when the contractor

hired tu construct the clinic

couldn't find anyone willing to

work for him. ranging from

plumbers tu cement suppliers.

The self prufessed pro-life

leader uf this boycott is Chris

Danze, a prominent construc-

tion industry executive in the

Austin area,

Danze put his authority in

the local construction scene to

work when he contacted a vari-

ety of contractors and advised

them that it was in their best

interest not to do business with

the aburtiun clinic project.

Fearing that invulving them-

selves with the project would

hurt business, many contrac-

tors, regardless of their stance

on the issue of abortion, heed-

ed Danze's advice and either

pulled out of the project or

refused to partake in it.

Danze. who compared the

construction of the clinic to the

construction of a concentra-

tion camp in the Holocaust, is

a perfect example of how.

although legally speaking

women theoretically have the

right to choose, society contin-

ues to construct obstacles. This

is evidenced Ironically in Texas

by the literal refusal to con-

struct a clinic, which strips

from women the autonomy of

that right.

It was over 30 years ago the

milestone case of Rue vs. Wade
cunvinced advocates uf abor

tion in the notion that the legal-

ization of abortion meant

reproductive equality for all

women. However, society and

particularly the government

continue to hinder that equality

by forcing women to make a

very personal decision often

times in public forums in which

the underlying message is one

uf scrutiny. This is accom-

plished by the variety of ways

in which society tries to influ-

ence and sometimes even deter-

mine that choice. These ways

include age qualifications for

making the choice to have an

aburtiun. parental nutificatiun

rules for teenagers including a

parental consent law which is

enforced in Massachusetts,

mandatory waiting periods and

counseling.

Danze, wtw com-

pared the constnic-

tkNioftheclinkito

the constnictMHi of a

concentratkm camp

in the Holocaust, is

a perfect example of

how ... society con-

tinues to constauct

obstacles.

In the years before the legal-

ization of abortion, the years in

which equality seemed just out

of reach, supporters often

spoke of the legalization of

abortion in the terms that it

was a woman's right to have an

abortion. Yet. due to societies

uncomfort with the idea of

abortion and all that it

entailed, in the years following

Roe vs. Wade, the language of

abortion was transformed into

the notion that it was a

woman's choice to decide

whether or not she wanted to

have an abortion.

The complex differences ot

the definitions of these two

terms and what they meant tu

aburtiun were confirmed in

1980. In Harris vs. Mackrae, it

was ruled that Roe vs. Wade

had not established a constitu-

tional right to abortion. This

was a landmark decision due to

what these two terms meant to

the women who were seeking

aburtions.

If abortion were to be a con-

stitutional right, then it wuuld

have been available to all

women, i.e. publicly funded.

Huwever, speaking in terms of

choice, although abortion was

available to all women, the

readiness of that availability

was significantly difficult for

certain members uf suciety to

attain. Thus aburtiun in a sense

became a commodity that only

those of good financial stand-

ing could obtain; therefore,

women who often wanted tu

aburt often found that they had

no choice in the matter.

Regardless of your stance

on the matter of abortion,

whether you claim to be pro-

life or pro-choice, as humans

we must all respect the rights

of each and every individual.

Although we may not agree, we

cannot stand in the way of

them making that decision,

whether it be refusing to con-

struct a building which would

offer abortions or socially stig-

matizing a woman who choos-

es to abort a pregnancy as a

bad person.

So my advice to Chris

Danze, as well as to the con-

tractors that insist on boy-

cotting the construction of a

clinic that intended to offer the

residents of Austin a variety of

beneficial medical services, is

to devote that time andr non-

selfish reasons that would actu

energy into utilizing their skills

foally profit the whole of soci-

ety.

Information for this article

was taken from cbsnews.com

Emily O'Brien is a

Collegian columnist.

Speak your mind with Ed/Op
*i

Power tools: not in

the garage anymore
What are you working so

hard?
Power. Regardless uf yuur

major, you want a job. you

want to make money and you

want to be powerful. Power, or

the illusion of it. is the bottom

line in any hierarchy, the means

to more rapidly achiev-

ing your dreams, and

something indefinable

that people wait years

to attain.

Luckily, you can learn how
to be powerful, and 1 will tell

you the basics. You really don't

need to (initially) own a slew

of Benzes and hang uut with

celebrities; you can start now
by doing simple but important

tasks in your college years tu

practice for that first job, that

first million and your first E!

Hollywood special.

Your first goal should be to

build a network of people you

know and who know you.

Learn names. There is nothing

more cliche and distancing

than "I'm really bad with

names." We are at a huge col-

lege, in the middle of a five-col-

lege area, so there is real

potential for meeting lots of

people!

First of all, look good. I

know that's easier said than

done, but really, start looking

even smarter and sexier than

usual. People will notice. Your

confidence and yes, power, will

improve more than you know.

So start tomorrow morning.

Go for that morning power

walk you've been putting off,

wearing incognito black sun-

glasses. Remember, you're a

celebrity in training, so look

the part. You don't want the

Paparazzi stalking you any-

more.

If you have a cell phone,

don't talk loudly. First of all.

it's rude, and second of all, be

mysterious about who and

what you're talking about. Get

off the phone first. Value your

time and other peoples'. When
people see you doing this, tak-

ing care of yourself, you

become important. Taking care

of yourself is a basic; you

become your own biggest pri-

ority again, which is the way it

should be. Always love and

respect yourself, and other

people will heed your excellent

example.

Powerful people have inter-

ests, so cultivate some cuul

unes to add to that lame

extracurricular resume of

working at Carvel and babysit-

ting the brats next door. Take

up skydiving, feng shui,

Hungarian cooking,

DellOfatl Geifler
Expressionist film, oil

pamtmg. Not only will

you make new friends

and become more knowledge-

able (remember, knowledge is

power!), you may find a new
love. There's power in hobbies

— when you apply for that

entry level position at Nike, the

interviewer may have to start

you in management because

she, too, loves scuba diving in

Antigua!

Sometimes being powerful

requires acting. If you need to

brush up on acting, join an act-

ing or drama club, read a book

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR

If you have a ceil

phone, donl talk

loudly. First of all,

it's rude, and sec-

ond of all, be mys-

terious about who

and what you're

talking about

on it or talk into a dead cell

phune and see huw long you

can hold up your end of the

conversation (I hope yuu don't

really try that). Let's face it;

you need to be a good faker to

become powerful. You should

be able to talk about anything,

even things you know nothing

about. The art of making stuff

up is a rite of passage at

UMass. Everyone here just

makes stuff up after a while.

Being powerful in our socie-

ty is really about having high

standards for yourself and the

way people treat you. Last but

not least, always give the

impression that you're in high

demand; if you use instant mes-

senger, be sure never to sign

on.

Deborah Geiger is a UMass
student.

PART OF THE
PROBLEM OR THE

SOLUTION?
In response to Russ Juskalian's

article published on Tuesday, I

would like to say that my parents

don't pay for my rent or my cable.

They probably would if I asked them

to, but I feel they have given me

something far more important than

rent or a TV. My parents gave me a

house out in the country where I

could play and grow strong. More

so than that, my parents taught me

about life. They taught me what a

hard day's work means; they taught

me that there will always be people

who are lesser and greater than I

am, to try my best, to have cautious

respect for authority, and to treat

everyone as if they are better than

me, even If they aren't. They taught

me some other things as well. I'll

get to those later

Before you write your friend oft

as corporate scum in training, as

some of my friends have done to me,

ask yourself, or better yet, ask him

why he wants to be a lawyer Waybe

he wants to represent people

wronged by corporations in class

action lawsuits; maybe he wants to

defend people unjustly accused by

the police. Who knows?

My parents taught me to see. I

could stand up in class, or be looking

out from the library, or be in the

space station. Either way, I would

look around and see that the class-

room or campus or world is filled

with people with very similar needs

and wants. My parents taught me

what those are, too. What I want, and

what Eldrlge Cleaver wanted, and

what the Zionists and Palestinians

want, and what the feminists and the

gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgen-

der community want, and what

everyone wants is to be taken seri-

ously and to be accepted

Sometimes you have to make sacri-

fices in life; sometimes the sacrifices

are your own valiant ideas and self-

righteous morals. So, Russ

Juskalian, what I ask you, and what

Cleaver asks and what the 6.35 bil-

lion people behind me ask; "Are you

part of the solution, or part of the

problem?" (Eldrlge Cleaver 1968)

Daniel King

UMass student

THE DANGERS OF
DEPO PROVERA

The arrival of Glora Feldt and

Ellle Smeal to the five college cam-

puses recent weeks for organizing

for the April "March for Freedom of

Choice" in Washington marked a riv-

eting time for activists, feminists

and other students excited. This visit

and the April rally center on repro-

ductive rights and left me consider-

ing some of the often unrecognized

aspects of reproductive choice that

activists won't be marching for in

April. The most prominent is one

currently being violated at the

University of Massachusetts and at

other colleges and universities

throughout the United States: the

right to attain access and informa-

tion about safe contraception.

In general, the UMass communi-

ty is extremely upfront and open

about promoting safe sex, informa-

tion on sexually transmitted dis-

eases and pregnancy counseling

through innovative and engaging

programs such as the Not Ready for

Bedtime Players and Peer Health

Educators. These programs instruct

and Inform, by educating students

on many options, which in turn lead

them to make informed decisions of

their own.

Yet, this is the opposite of what

is happening on the very pages of

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

Any student turning to The Collegian

for information about birth control

would gather from its excessive

advertisements that the injection of

the hormonal contraceptive Depo

Provera is the best suited, If not the

only option available. In light of

recent studies confirming the dan-

ger of targeting Depo Provera

toward women In their early repro-

ductive years, The Collegian's

unmitigated promotion of the drug

appears quite Ironic.

The hwo most dramatic reasons

college students should avoid Depo

are 1 ) Bone density loss which can

be extremely damaging to women

who by the age 20 often have not

finished the critical completion of

skeletal maturation and 2) the risk

of danaging later reproductive

potential. The verdict Is still incon-

clusive on possible links behween

sterilization, osteoporosis and Depo

Provera, as well as links with

increased STD susceptibility and

cancer. Additional "minor" side

affects of this specific contracep-

tive, often ignored or disregarded by

medical professionals, include hair

loss, depression, weight gain and

disruption of menses.

While Depo Provera is by no

means the wrong contraceptive for

everyone, I would argue even more

forcefully that It is by no means the

right choice for every woman when

safer options such as the condom

and the birth control pill are just as

easily accessible. The pill, which is

also a hormonal contraceptive,

maintains many of the same risks as

Depo, yet unlike the injection, it

gives the user the option of simply

stopping the method upon the

development of a problem as

opposed to receiving a three month

provider controlled drug unable to

be removed from the body.

I encourage The Collegian to rec-

ognize the restrictions they are plac-

ing on the women of our campus

community by failing to advertise

safe birth control options in conjunc-

tion with Depo Provera. I urge every-

one who plans on marching in April

to keep In mind that safe contracep-

tion is just as much a reproductive

rigfit as abortion access and to look

critically at the recklessly distributed

misinformation of The Collegian's

pharmaceutical sponsors.

Maureen McHugh

Civil Liberties &

Public Policy Program

Population & Development Program

HOWARD DEAN ON
UNITING AMERICANS

In a Nov 18 editorial, it is argued

that "the Confederate flag does not

represent the oppression of one race

by another." I guess it depends on

who you talk to, but for a lot of people,

the Confederate flag represents a

rebellion against the founding princi-

ples of the United States Specifically, it

is the symbol of a supposed "nation"

that broke away from the United States

in order to continue the practice of

keeping people as slaves based on

their skin color Maybe The

Massachusetts Collegian Editorial

Board has a more stringent definition

of racial oppression, but slavery cer-

tainly fits my definition.

All that aside, the editorial misses

the point of Howard Dean's remarks.

As Dean has explained, his comment

was a clumsy way of pointing to a fun-

damental problem in this country. For

nearly 50 years, the Republican party

has used race as a wedge Issue to

enact policies that favor the very rich

at the expense of the poor and middle

class. Their tactic Is to stir up fear in

working-class whites over divisive

issues like gun ownership and affir-

mative action, leading them to ignore

the real economic disparity in this

country.

This country can only move for-

ward when people of all races see

their problems as common ones, with

common solutions Though the words

he chose were not the best, Howard

Dean believes that poor whites and

poor blacks face the same challenges,

and can triumph only when they unite

in the voting booth

Will Fischer

UMass graduate student
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By Johnny Donalhson

Tradings

"This Old House" was never like this.

When "Trading Spaces," a small, unassuming

hume makeuver shuw uriginally aired, the netwurk it

was on, TLC, was one in search uf an identity. A kid

sister of the more successful and identifiable

Discovery Channel, TLC — an acronym for the The

Learning Channel — was simply thought uf as yet

another infotainment netwurk, the kind of parent-

approved, but often kid-repellent educatiunal chan-

nel that recycles endless documentaries about

Egyptian mummies and dinosaurs.

"Trading Spaces" was merely an idea to update

the staid tradition of the home improvement show—
a curious pop cultural phenomenon that became so

entrenched in the public, thanks tu the affable handy-

man Bub Villa, that it even led tu a sitcom ("Home

Improvement") which took off frum the subject.

The idea was tu take the ingredients uf the arche-

type — watching a room in a house remodeled and

redecorated — and

give a hip, modem
spin. Gone would be

the rustic, pastoral feel

of the show; Villa's

homespun jack-ol-all-trades persona and the leisure-

ly, infonnative pace of "This Old House" was

replaced by a perky, pretty host (Paige Davis) and a

slew of professional interior decorators with distinc-

tive personalities.

"There's Doug Wilson, whu's more or less locked

into the show's "villain" position as a snarky decora-

tor who favors unconventional designs, dark colors

and going against the humeuwner's precunceived

desires in urder tu upen their aesthetic eyes. Wilsun's

opposite is the lovable, huggable teddy bear Frank

Bielec, a joyful older gentleman whu favors country-

tinged designs and comes off like the grandfather

everyone wishes they had. Generation's X and Y are

represented by the young, fashionable Genevieve

Gorder Kia Sleave-Dickerson loves to decorate in

themes; Rick Ritle is a veteran of Hollywood set

design who favors bnjld gestures, much like Wilson.

The premise of "Trading Spaces" has two sets of

neighbors switching houses for two days, each amied

with their own designer and a $1,000 budget, which

the designer must not go over unless they wish to pay

out of their own pocket, to remodel one room in the

other's house. The catch? Neither team can see their

home until both teams are tinished. With 1 1 different

Continued on page 9
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Photos: 1 . Amy Wynn Pastor, "Trading Spaces" carpenter;

2. "Trading Spaces" host Paige Davis and Designer

Geneveve Gorder; 3. Davis helps to home owners in a

project; 4. "Trading Spaces" designer Frank Bielec paints a

cloudy day; 5. "Bringing Old England to New England" in

Portland, Me. Island by "While You Were Out" designer Marie

Montono; 6. "Out" superstar Leslie Segrete; 7. "Out" host

Evan Faumer and designer Joe Bruetahe; 8. A surprise

makeover in the Mass. state room; Gov. Mitt Romney and

co-wvori<ers surprise one of the governor secretaries.
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Leslie: the beauty,
brains and brawn iMxJLl

By Moi-LY E(x^;lestc)N
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Usiie Segrete is a handywoman extraordinaire.

As carpenter and seamstress on Tl.C's Einmy-

nominated show "While You Were Out," she has

dazzled and inspired audiences across the country

with her creative designs and desirable on-air pres-

ence to go out and become ai-home handy people

themselves.

"I'd like to think that

the show has had an

influence un people and

is encouraging them to

create mure." Segrete

said. "I was always cre-

ating things, and people

thought I was such a

dork, but now I'm like, luuk at all the things I can

du',"

Segtete and the rest of the "While You Were

Out" cast have inoic than influencecl home-owning

adults; college students living in cubical domis arc

catching onto the techniques displayed on the

show.

"I think I
the popularity of the show amongst

college students] mainly is because we're on a tight

budget." Segrete said. "So are college students."

Uslie is well aware of the importance of designing

the coolest donn room on the floor

"In my dorm room in college, 1 had one of those

tapestries you get at head shops, and I got binder

clips, then clipped one end of the tapestry to the top

of my blinds," Segrete explained. "When 1 hung it

down, 1 hcxiked it into the lowest blind, so when

you pull up the blind, it sort of creates a roman

shade. It pulls up so yuu get this nice billowing of

the tapestry. And when it's closed, instead of seeing

those gross manila brown blinds, you see the ctxil

tapestry."

According to Segrete, many factors have influ-

enced her distinct modem style. Working with dif-

ferent designers has had effects on her unique

approach to interior design.

"Ion Bruce lets me have pretty much free range

with my designs." Segrete said. "Chayse Dakota, on

the other hand, is much mure structured. She

wants things dune a specific way

"I just like the challenge uf creating sumething

new," Segrete added. "1 really like taking something

two dimensional and making it into .something

three dimensional."

Every designer has his/her own favorite clement

to look tu fur inspiration in designing a room, for

Segrete, she admits, "its all about the texture."

"I'm really into how a rotnn feels." .she said.

Segrele's design prowess has been a wvrk in

progress since she was a young girl growing up in

New York.
| grew up in a cirative home," Segrete said of

her childhood. "My mom was always encouraging

me to make crafts."

Tlie Segiete hou.sehold was all about designing.

Leslie's lather was an interior designer for retail

spaces, and her niother began leaching her to sew

at the age of lour When all the other kids on her

street were running lemonade stands, l^slie was

selling crafts she had made from her sidewalk.

Her interest in creating things followed her to

college. By lullilling general education tvquire-

ments with advanced placement classes in high

school, Segrete allowed herself the time tu take

more interesting classes geared toward her goal to

be a designer

"I was able to lake a lot of elc-ctives like pottery

and metal working." Segivie said.

As a theater major al llolsira University,

Segrete was able to express her creativity in many

ways. Not only was she starring on the stage, but

al.su Segrete was planning, designing and complet-

ing complicated scenen for the productions.

Segrete didn't miss any opp».>rtunilies lu put her

c"ducation tu use. Willi a minur in anihropolugv.

she uses her knowledge in that area to further visu-

alize her scenery.

"The interesting thing that combines the Iwo is

that there are so many diffcieni ciiliutvs and differ

eni people that play in to the role and inspire iill

iheir different elements into design, and al least

having anthropology and areheology as a basis i.in

some of these things, I can b<.'llei understand what

the thought process is of |X'oplc." Leslie siiid.

"Especially when designing a pia\. il iielps you

understand what the circumstances are ol charac-

ters and why they are that and what society has

done to make those people the way they aa- and

what would be- the visual impacts of those things."

As an artist, her entire life. Segivie laced a new

challenge when starting on "While \ou Were Oul
"

An experienced set designer lor both plays and tel-

evision, she had never bcx'n on catnera belore-

Creating beautiful work is one thing, cremating beau-

tiful work with millions of people watching you is

entirely different. Hie laid back carpenter has taken

the challenge in stiide.

"It's really not that uncomfortable being on tel-

evision." she .said. "I am doing what I love to do;

people arc just watching me."
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A Tamily^ trip to Northampton
Robert Randolph at Pearl Street tonight

„ . , .. r 1 :_ o i„i„u o.,^ koc.ici nanvel Morcan in their musica

By Brah Farberman
Ci)LLE<JiAN Staff
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Robert Randolph and his Family Band bring their

soul/blues jam* to Pearl Street's Ballroom tonight.

When pedal steel phenom Robert Randolph and

his Family Band bring their unique bag of

gospel-inflected funk to Pearl Street tonight,

you won't find a disbeliever in the house.

These four young musicians have toured the

globe, shared the stage with some of today '.s

biggest acts, even seen their video play on

MTV. And tonight, they're here to take you to

church.

When the group released their debut

album late last year, they had no idea what

they were getting themselves into. "Live at

The Wetlands" led them to commercial suc-

cess, critical acclaim and to an opening slot on

tour with the Dave Matthews Band. And now

with "Unclassified," released in August, the

band has put out an airtight, studio vision of what the

Family Band has become.

Interesting too, however, is how they got to this

place. Irvington, N.). native Randolph began playing

the pedal steel in church when he was only 16. And

while you might catch the band running through spir-

ited covers of Sly Stone's "Thank You (Falettinme Be

Mice Elf Agin)." |imi Hendrix's "Purple Haze," or

Stevie Wonder's "I lust Called To Say I 1-ovc You,"

All
Week

GoBowfing!

UMsAvaiHeEniTdiir
Can or Stop by

to fStrUui up soiiie fan!

RockNBowloiiFrkbri
UveDJ * Ii£ht$lww * Pdui
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Northampton Bowl 525 Pleasant St

584-4830
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The U.S. Air Force will pay for you to continue your education

while you serve your country as a nurse. Through selection into

the Air Force Institute of Technology progrann. you could earn

your advanced degree in as little as two years and get paid to do

it. You'll be part of an elite team of medical professionals who

have chosen to serve their country in this proud institution.

To learn more about Air Force Nursing, please visit airforce.com

or call 1.800.423.USAF to request more information.
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Randolph's formative years were spent ensconced in

gospel music and the blues.

"I MTould say Stevie Ray Vaughn is probably one of

my main inlluences," Randolph said. "Also guys I grew

up watching in church." Tliose musicians

include Calvin Cooke and Ted Beard, name-

sake for the group's "Ted's |am." a live staple

(for readers unsure as to what the pedal steel

sounds like, listen to Crosby, Stills, Nash and

Young's "Teach your Children" or Eric

Clapton's "Tears In Heaven"; both feature the

pedal steel quite prominently).

And just as varied as his influences are the

musicians he likes to collaborate with, outside

of the Family Band.

"People like Luther [Dickinson of The

North Mississippi Allstars) and Kraz [Eric

Krasno, guitarist for Soulivel," Randolph

said. "Definitely playing with the Dave

Matthews Band, they're a tight band. Carter Beauford

on the drums, unbelievable!"

Randolph's praise for his fellow musicians doesn't

end there.

"He's all over the place, he just bves to play

music," said Randolph of frequent collaborator

Krasno. "He is a good guy. he fits right in musically"

Other past collaborations include those with the

Allman Brothers Band, Derek Trucks, and Warren

Haynes.

But, as always, Randolph's focus is on the band.

Upon the departure of longtime organist |ohn Ginty in

October, multi-instrumentalist |ason Crosby was

called upon to join Randolph, drummer Marcus

Randolph, and bassist Danyel Morgan in their musical

quest. Crasby, a former keys-man for Susan Tedeschi

and Oteil Burbridge's solo band, seems to be a great fit

for the group.
i- i u'

"What lason Crxjsby has that's probably a little bit

different [from |ohn Ginty) is he's a more diverse

musician," Randolph said. "He can be a great arranger

of musk;. He can play fiddle, he can play trumpet, he

can play keyboaids and organ. Also, he sings back-

grounds, which adds a lot. He's like Danyel; they have

perfect pitch. The two of them together adds so

much."
However, it seems to be the work of all four band-

mates that has catapulted them to stardom. Heading

to Germany next week and japan next month, the

Family Band has extended their tour of the country to

include spots both big and small all over the world.

From Madison Square Garden (where they opened for

the Dave Matthews Band) to Tennessee's Bonnaroo

Music Festival (attended by 80.000 fans this past sum-

mer) and all points in between, however, it remains

that the small, intimate venues are where Randolph

and his Family Band thrive.

"Places like Pearl Street is a great gig, it's a fun

place," said Randolph. "I remember when we played

with Susan Tedeschi there and people got packed in. 1

can't wait, it's a great room."

Touring in support of their newest release,

"Unclassified," Robert Randolph and the Family Band

will uke the stage at that fun place tonight, following

opening act Los Lonely Boys. Tickets are $17.50 in

advance, $20.00 up front. The show begins at 8:30

p.m.

Bouldering competition Saturday
The Dover Indoor

Climbing Gym and

Newenglandbould-ering.com

have set the route for all

future New England boulder-

ing competitions by putting

together the

Newenglandbould-ering.com
Championships, set to take

place on Saturday, Nov. 22, in

Dover, N.H.

The event will include a

minimum of a $3,000 purse

for the winner of the elite

division and thousands of dol-

lars worth of giveaways will

be awarded to the competi-

tors in the non-elite division.

For entertainment, there

will be a live DI, a book sign-

ing by local guidebook author

Ivan Greene, the premier

showing of Rob Frost's film,

"Autoroute" and a free keg

beer for those of age.

The all-day event begins at

noon and ends at midnight.

The format of the competi-

tion will be similar to

EarthTreks' competition in

Timonium. Md.. and the Cave

Rave Series in Northampton,

Mass.

The amateur's portion of

the competition will be held

from noon to 4 p.m. on some

new climbing walls that have

over 150 obstacles. Skill lev-

els will range from VO to

VIO, so all climbers are wel-

come.
Throughout the day, there

will be gear giveaways and

entertainment for the specta-

tors. After the premier movie,

the kegs will be tapped and

the Elite Finals will be held

for both men and women. An
after party will continue well

into the next day. Top com-

petitors include Joel Brady,

Nate Gold, KK Gregory and

Nikki Whelan.

The Newenglandbould-

ering.com Championships

has been put together by two

of New England's most estab-

lished climbers — Pete Ward

and Tim Kemple. Ward is a

certified route-setter by

USCCA, ABS and PCA stan-

dards and was trained by

climbing legend, Tony

Yarino. He has run the Cave

Rave in Noho before. Kemple

has been the head route-set-

ter at over 10 competitions in

the last two years and is also

a prolific photographer.

Tickets for the event are

$25 and can be purchased at

the door. Climbers competing

in the amateur division are

allowed free admittance.

~tN Kevin Riley

Interested in an
Internship for

Spring Semester?

Come to a
Field Experience

Welcome Session!

TODAY! Thursday, Nov 20

3:00 pm

Monday, Nov 24

3:00 pm
•

Tuesday, Nov 25

10:30 am

All Welcome Sessions take place in

104 Career Services BIdg.

(across from the Newman Center)

For more information

about Internships and Co-ops,

go to www-ccn.acad.umass.edu

or call us at 545-6265

Careei

Tie fnds its niche in home impravement Punk bands ready for ^day' in Worcester
Continued from page 7

designers on staff, fans can rest

assured tu see an eclectic series of

remodeled projects — some of

which are loved by the homeown-
ers and some of which are

absolutely abhorred by them.

The unexpected success of the

show ("Trading Spaces" has

become a top cable hit and is now
TLC's anchor series) led to the

usual horde of copies and imita-

tors, some of which are part of the

"TYading Spaces" family itself. In

fact, there is a show called

"Trading Spaces Family," in which

entire families get in on the act,

under the supervision of host |oe

Farrell. (Discovery Kids airs

"Trading Spaces: Boys vs. Girls," a

variation on the show aimed for

small fry.) But for every "Trading

Spaces' or its sister program,

"While You Were Out," there are

15 "Designer's Challenges" —
cheap, forgettable retreads of the

same formula.

"While You Were Out" takes a

similar route to "Trading Spaces,"

with a young, good-looking host

(Evan Farmer, a fomier actor on

the MTV series "2gether"), a col-

lection of regular designers and a

cast of quirky, handsome/attrac-

tive carpenters ("Trading Spaces"

alternates between goofy heart-

throb Ty Pennington, Carter

Oosterhouse and Amy Wynn
Pastor; "Out" features Andrew

Dan jumbo and Leslie Segrele).

But this time, its one person — a

husband, a wife, a child, whatever

— spending two days and $1 .5(X)

to remodel a room as a gift for

someone they love. While the

"victim" is wiling away the period

in luxury, oblivious to what's hap-

pening at home, their loved one is

busy redecorating say a bedroom,

or living room, for them out of

love.

These shows offer no hard info

on redecoration; these aren't

exactly shows of knowledge. They

often gloss over the act of redeco-

ration in order to wring as much

drama as they can in an hour.

Shows often feature highlights of

the arduous work that goes into

the act of recreation, pouncing on

the moments of dranta and come-

dy that play best on TV — home-

owners have issues with a design,

weather interferes, something

unexpected happens.

But that's the appeal of these

shows. These are meant to enter-

tain and tickle the hearts of the

viewers, not beat them over the

head with stats and facts. Yes, this

is the "Learning Channel" but

there's enough knowledge here to

impart somethmg to the viewer,

without making them feel force-

led. And, all in all, these are heart-

warming shows that celebrate

positive values, a nice change of

pace in an era that almost totally

adores greed, violence and

unabashed sexuality These G-

rated shows instead focus on

working hard, creation, art, team-

work, love and giving. There's

nothing offensive about these

shows — well, unless you're Bob

Villa and your good-natured

squareness as been brushed to the

side — and that may be why audi-

ences are willing to sit and watch

as others get their homes remod-

eled.

"Trading Spaces" airs

Saturday nights: "While You

Were Out" airs Friday nights.

Check your local listings.

Information from tlc.discov-

ery.com was used in this article.

By Brittany Lorinu

0>u£<iiAN Staff

Taking Back Sunday and Saves the Day will

be playing this Thursday night at the Palladium

in Worcester. The tour, which began this sum-

mer, has led the two bands to the Bay state this

week. They will also play a sold out

show in Boston, Friday night at the

Avalon. Taking Back Sunday's high-

powered, punk sound mixed with the

more nwllowed out emo and newer

rock-inspired music of Saves the Day

are suit; to be an interesting combina-

tion.

Created in New York City in 1999,

Taking Back Sunday was started by two

of its current members, vocalist Adam
Uzarra and guitarist Ed Reyes, The

band was completed with the addition

of Mark O'Connell on the drums and

two others, Shaun Cooper and |ohn

Nolan. Only this past year, guitarist and

vocalist Fred Mascherino and bass

Saves The

Day

&
Taking

Back

Sunday

Ihe Palladiui

Wsfceitei

IIJ120

$11

player

Matthew Rubano replaced Cooper and Nolan

forming the Taking Back Sunday that fans will

get to see on the current tour Their record enti-

tled "Tell All of Your Friends" consists of a fan-

tastic blend of peppy punk rock. Most enjoyable

about their record, which was released Mar 26,

2002 by Victory Records, is thai the songs —
such as the catchy "You're So Ust Summer"
— are full of the energy that those attending the

concerts yearn for.

Co-headlining with Taking Back Sunday is

Saves the Day who debuted with their lirst LP.

"Can't Slow IX)Vrti." in 1998. The band has

gone through many changes since its start. Band

members have come and gone leaving lead

singer Chris Conley as the only original member

Besides Chris, the band consists of

bassist Eban D'Amico. guitarist David

Soloway and drummer Pete Parada,

who replaced drummer Bryan Newman
after he left the band along with the

second guitarist Ted Alexander

The lirst two records "Can't Slow

Down" and "I'm Sorry I'm Ixaving" —
both released in 1 998 — gave Saves the

Day the reputation of a typical punk

rock band. I999's "Through Being

Cool" and 200 1's "Stay What You Are"

gave Saves the Day a new title. The pop

punk emo band, coined for the softer

punk sound and emotional lyrics.

However, this year has proven that

Saves the Day plans to continue to evolve. The

newest CD, "In Reverie," takes Saves the Day's

previous punk and emo sound and adds a more

mature, rock-inspired twist.

Saves the Day lead singer Chris Conley

hopes that the band's new sound will be adopt-

ed by fans as an evolution of their music.

Unfortunately as many bands have experienced

in the past, convincing fans that a change in

musical style is a good thing is not always that

easy. However, Conley and the other band meni-

bers have forged full speed ahead changing their

musical style to a well-tuned and mature sound,

different from the punk rock that it used to be.

Attempting to gain a more solid fan baee,

Taking Back Sunday and Saves the Day will

continue to tour in the United Sutes through

the end of the month. Hopefully, Saves the Day's

newer pop punk will continue to be accepted by

current fans and gain the popularity the band

members' desire. As far as Taking Back Sunday

is concerned, they will continue to thrill fans

with punk rock melodies and songs of relation-

ships gone wrong. If nothing else, the concert

Thursday night is sure to be an entertaining mix

of both an energized and laid back atmosphere.

Information from www.aversion.com was

used in this article.

( I X RTtSY SAVR-THEIIAYCXTM

Saves The Day will be co-headlining with

Taking Back Sunday tonight at the Palladium.
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Thanksgiving Recess

Pub Closed!

Thanksgiving Recess

Pub Closed!
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Join us for our special

sales event

Friday, November 21st

ONE DAY ONLY!

BUY
1 CLOTHING OR GIFT ITEM

and get an item of equal

or lesser value

LIVE MUSIC starts at 9:00PM.

UPEN MIC starts at 7:00PM. The Sign-Up sheet goes out

at 6:00PM. Bring your talent and your friends and your

instruments. We'll provide the stage and sound

equipment and 20 minutes for you to knock'em dead!

ALL MUSICAL STYLES are encouraged to participate!

AS ALWAYS, 18+ to party, 21+ to drink.

50% OFF!

1^^
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University of

"Massachusetts

UNIVERSITT STORE

Campus Center . Phone:(413)543 2619

www.umass.bkstr.com

•Does not apply to sale items, regular priced

merchandise only. Not valid with any other o«er.
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Rhode Island Defense

«19-^«quan pride

Rhode Island (4-7 3-5 A- 10)

@
No. 7 Massachusetts (9-2 7-1 A- 10)

Saturday noon

McGuirk Alumni Stadium (17,000)
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The 35th Annual

GREAT UMASS SKI SALE

Thursday, November 20th nam - 8pm
Friday, November 21st nam - 8pm

Saturday, November 22nd nam - 6pm

Loads of wicked good gear, wicked cheap!

Brought to you by the ... UMASS Ski 'N' Board Club

545 - 3437 I
skiclub@stuaf.umass.edu

http://www.umass.edu/rso/skiclub

Now you can order

Takeout and Delivery

Online!

goto AH€vic<^ ti^Veouf.coiH

These restaurants are

ready for your order:

• Bueno Y Sono
• Th« Sub

lIMass looks to secure A-IQ title against Rhody
Continued from page 12

with Williams back there."

Defensively, the Rams are led by free safety Virgil

Gray. The freshman has posted a team-high 80 tack-

les, including 50 solo, as well as intercepting a pair of

passes and recording a sack.

Also chipping in is classmate and middle line-

backer Steve Marrella, who is second on the team in

tackles v^dth 69 and tied for second in solo stops with

39.

"They have gotten a lot better on defense,"

Whipple said. They're coming off of a shutout of

Hofstra, and they were right there with Cincinnati."

On the injury front for UMass, comerback Steve

Costello remains questionable with an abdominal

strain, although Whipple doubts he will see any action.

Senior defensive lineman Doran Davis, however,

should see the field in what will be his final regular sea-

son home game at UMass.

On the offensive side of the ball, both Demers and

liaylark are nearing 100 percent, as is Feebler, who

practiced on consecutive days without incident for the

first time since injuring his hamstring.

Notes: Saturday's contest will be Senior Day, as it

marks the final regular season home game for 19 sen-

iors on the Massachusetts roster. They are as follows:

Valdamar Brower, tri-captain Jeremy Cain, Ryan

Chevers, Colin Christopher, Carmen Collins, Doran

Davis. Ian Dyche, Malik Hall. Mike Haynes, limmie

Howard, Mark Kimener, tri-captain |eff Krohn, Tim

McDermond, Ryan McHugh, tri-captain Anton

McKenzie, Glen Opie, Johnson Owumi, Charlie Shove

and Mike Ziccardi.

TXTTTij.
[Spring Break

ummate ExDer<enc<

$549CALL
800 733 6347

UMASS Amherst University....

Live Ufe 1t>e Beact> Ufe Way!

Group Discounts
Book b9foi9 Dec 1 sm and $av«ll

S*<l trip*, earn cosh. trav< ft—li

www.BeachLifeVacations.com

Rent one

o<
ours

NoiddihonaHBefor

21-25 year olddims

• Cars

• Passenger Vans

• Trucks

POnERS

• Direct Billing to

Insurance Companies

• Free Local Pick Up

• Locally Owned and Operated

549.RE||y(7368)

at North Amherst Motors
Collision Repair dnttr

n SuiKnUM RtM. M'tn AniMnl. lU OlOS)

nnr.Mftliaiikifitailtn.CM

OnBusfkHJtfOneUHe UMes

Edward Patlon. MD;

Diane Am%terdam, MD;

and Mana Kopicki, MD

Care for ^Momen of all ages,

now in Belchertown

WomanCare Obstetrics and Gynecology is pleased to announce the open-

ing of our new medical practice at 10 Turkey Hill Road at the intersection

of routes 21 and 202 in Belchertown. Board certified obstetricians and

gynecologists Drs. Edward Pation, Diane Amsterdam, and Maria Kopicki

are accepting new patients at the Belchertown office and look forward to

providing high quaUiy close-lo-home health care for women of all ages.

Whether you work or live in the Belchertown area, consider joining our

practice. We accept most health plans.

For more information or to schedule a meet and greet appointment in

the Belchertown office, call us today at (413) 323-7700. To schedule an

appointment in either the Hadley or Northampton office, call (413) 586-

2022. And for your convenience, ask about our evening appointments.
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

HEY.^OU WANNA
OROEB CALZONES?
IT'S Z FOR 1.

NAH.BUT 17*S NO
BX& DEAL... I'LL
7UST BLUFF LIKE
I ALWA>fS DO.

HELLO?1'0 LIKfi A
CHICKEN FARM AMP
A CHEESE CAL^ONE
T HAVE A T. FOR 1
COUPON^ _,^

C RAP.^
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1
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26 Not nghl
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33 Narrow bad
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Dining Commons Menu
DC. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
Shepherds Pie

Captain's Catch

Sandwich
i Lentil Chih

(vegan)

DINNER
• Flank Steak

• General Tso's Chicken

• Penne with Spinach &

Tomato

MArJ, MOO

CoCT Ho*A<r

Daily Weather Forecast Production crew
For Amherst On staff today
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Scott Pihl

SATURDAY <0 PRODUCTION STATE
• High: 59 Samantha Nielsen/ Oliver Chong/
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Pete, it's a fool that

looks for logic in the

chambers of the human
heart.
-Ulysses Everett McGill, "O Brother, Where Art Thour

n

aquarius • ian. 20-feb. is

Dehydration isn't good. It's thirsty

Thursday; drink lots.

pisees • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

You're a fish. Instead of going to the

gym, try the pool today.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9

You're fur deprived; go pet an animal

taurus • Apr. 20-May 20

Don't climb so high; you'll tall off the

building.

gemini • may2i-)un, 21

Don't bother doing your hair and just put

it in a sideways ponytail.

cancer • jun. 22-iuL. 22

The DC is getting to you. Go out and eat

some real food.

leO • )UL.. 23-Auc. 22

Don't ever eat a tuna fish and hummus

sandwich.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Sing Adam Sandler's Thanksgiving Day

song.

libra • Sept. 23-0(T. 22

You can't keep putting off being sick get

your butt to health services

Scorpio • Ott 23-Nov 21

Put on your all-time favorite song. It will

make you happy.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-DEc. 21

Buy new skis at the Ski Sale today. Then

do a snow dance.

Capricorn • dec 22-|an. 19

Don't go to class.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
A\N()l)NrFMFNTSH'^"'^«'^'t'^' ""^ ^^"^^

Auditions lor thesis film

Simple Machines 7pm

- 10pm on 11/18 in

Campus Center r(x)m

101. 11/19 Amherst

College Converse Hall

ix)om207, 11/20

flampshire College

FPHroom 105 for any

questions Call S.Sy-

5189

Sports Teams-

SoiDrities- Clubs-

Student GiDups Earn

$l.()(K)-$2.(KX)this

semester with a pnwcn

CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundraising event.

Our free pmgrams

make fundraising easy

with no risks.

Fundraising dales are

filling quickly, so get

with the pmgram! It

works. Contact

CampusFundraiser at

(888) 923-3238. or visit

www. campuslundrais

er.com

Available immediately!

3 Fietinxim Apt for rent

in l>)wiitovvn Northam-

pton, $1000/ month.

413-883-6483

ADTO FOR SAIF

1988 Audi 90 t>ilv

725lXl miles! threat

Cundiiinn Pearl White/

blue leather $2500 OR)
mkitclho'Si-'ssci.unws.s.

cdu 508-951-7053

1995 Get) Prism 4 L>r.

|.8cr5Sixl \20,000

miles GSalomon

@psvch.umass.eJu 546-

4375 545-5949

$500!!! Police

Impounds. Hondas,

Ghevy's, etc from $500.

F..r listii^s. 1-800-319-

3 323fxt4554

( OMI'llKRS

Pentium Laptop $99.00

Free Printer with

Computer purchase Call

for details. Great Rates

(OMPtlTFRS

and great turn aix)und

time. We fix Laptops.

Desktops/PC's guaran-

teed 584-8857

tMPtOYMFNT

Winter Break

Employment Barnes

& Noble at Boston

University. Help us pre-

pare for the upcoming

semester. Needed:

Cashiers. Shelvers,

Customer Service,

Phones, Flexible shifts

(20. 30. or 40+ hrs per

week) starting

December 1
5* January

23'"'^. Store discount,

conveniently located in

Kenmore Sq. under the

Citgo Sign on IVIBTA

B. C. or D Green line.

Meet our representa-

tives on Dec. 2"^^ at the

Campus Center Con-

course or call our Human

Resource Dept. at 617-

236-7488 or F-Mail us

for an application:

bksbu(«^bncollege.com.

The Bam
-Shift managers

-Refrigerated ware-

hoase

-Ciishiers & stockers

($8 hr) Apply in store.

Open 8am- 10pm. 95

River St. Greenfield,

MA 01 301 (116 to

91N to Exit 26)

(413)774-5599

Internsihip

Motivated students

seeking leadership out-

side the K)x. Gain

experience in all aspects

of ninning a small busi-

ness. Average pay:

$9 300.00 Gall 508-246-

1230

Bimendcr Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

(x>tential. Lxal pt)si-

tion.s. l-8a)-293-3985

ext516

!Bancnding!$ $250/day

potential No exjien-

ence Nesc Training pro-

vided. 1-800-965-6520

ext 162

FMPtOYMENT

Internships: Novemer

2 1 is the last day to

apply to become a

Legal Assistant with the

Student Legal Services

Office. F^m up to 1

5

credits while gaining

valuable experience.

Call 545-1995 or come

to 922 Campus Center

to your application.

FOR SAtE

Shop Now Holiday

l^iscounts

ZOOMASSGear.com

INSTRIK TION

On the Rcxks School

Bartending. Become

certihed in one week-

end. Great way to eam

money. Call us loll free

at 866-mix-56(X). www.

OTRBartending.com

SIRVK FS

Sublet one K\lnxim tor

Spring Ch\ Bus Route

Call: 617-893-8656

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need help.'

C:all Birthright of

Amherst area tor tree

testing and assistance.

54^-lW6

PREGNANCY TEST-

ING, HIV Testmg,

Birth C^introl, and

Emcrjjency

Contraception.

Affordable and conh-

denrial. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray Street,

Amherst. 548-9992

tRAVK

Act Now! Bixik 1

1

people, get 1
2"^ trip

free. Group discounts

for 6+ \v^w.sprli\t;-

breakdiscounts.com or

8LXI-8 38-8202

A "Reality" Spring

Break IlXH's Hottest

Prices B(xik now ... Fan:

Trips, Meals tSi Panics

www.suitoplashtours.co

m or 1800-426-7710

TRAVEt

Spring Break

Na,vsau/Paradi.sc Island,

C'ancun, Jamaica and

Acapulco from $489

Air, Hotel, Transfers,

Parties and More!

C>g;ini:e small group-

earn FREE TRIPS plus

commissions! Call 1-

800-GET'SUN-l

«1 Spnnjj Break

Vacations! 110% Best

Prices! C^ancun,

Jainaica, Bah.imas,

Horida, Acapulco.

B(x)k Now &. Receive

Free Panics &. Meals

C Campus Reps Wanted!

1-800-234-71X^7 end-

lesssummerti nirs.t > mi

IN NEED OF A RIPE

TOTHEAIRPtmT?
. C'all V,illevTrans|-H)rter,

The E,isv Way to the

Airp»>rt. Seats are limit-

etl, reser\e early for the

holidays! 41 3-253-

1 350. wu-w.v.illcvtran.s-

t>)ncr.com for rates and

information.

Spring Break 1004.

Tnnel with STS,

America's *1 Student

Tour C\>erator to

Jamaica, C^mcun,

Acapulco, Rahamas

and Florida. Now hiring

campus reps. C^U for

group discounts.

Information/Reservatio

nsl-8W-648-4849or

vvww.ststravel.com For

ITU 're information con-

tact STA Travel at 413-

256-1261

SPRING BREAK
Largest sckvtion of

l\;stinatii>ivs, including

C'misies! Fcxim Parties,

Free I>inks and ("lub

Admissions. Rep

Positions and FREE

trips Available. 1 -800-

231-4386www.Epi-

cureanTourN.com

Math/ Physics Tutor

S30Alr plus travel Call

Dr. Kline 413-552-3805
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A title fight
UMass looks to secure A- 10 championship against Rhode Island

By MiK£ Marzelu
( i)LL£»iiAN Staff

It has been a long season for the

Massachusetts football team —
one filled with emotional ups and

downs.

There was the opening 51-7

pasting of Central Connecticut

State, the 65-yard touchdown

strike from |eff Krohn to )ason

Peebler that shocked Kansas State

and Shannon lames' heroic fumble

recovery for the winning touch-

down at Villanova that many still

can't seem to fathom.

In addition, there was also the

emergence of a pair of unknown

running backs in Steve Baylark and

Rich Demers. revenge served on

both Hofstra and Northeastern and

the longest touchdown pass in

school history — twice.

Then there was the shocking

suspension of A- 10 Rookie of the

Year R. |. Cobbs for "academic dis-

cipline," a knee injury that has kept

Raunny Rosario from contributing

for much of the year and, most

recently, an utterly heartbreaking

loss to No. 5 Delaware in what is

widely considered the best football

game a Minuteman team have ever

been a part of.

Now, with all of that behind

them, the No. 7 Minutemen (9-2 7-

1 A- 10) are set to conclude their

memorable season Saturday at

Warren R McGuirk Alumni

Stadium against rival Rhode Island

(4-7 (3-5 A- 10), with nothing short

of an Atlantic 10 title and the

chance to set a school record for

wins in a season on the line.

If the Minutemen win and

Delaware loses to Villanova, the

Minutemen will claim the A- 10

title outright and receive the con-

ference's automatic bid to the

Divisbn 1-AA playoffs. If UMass

and Delaware both win or both

lose, the teams will share the title

— with the Blue Hens receiving the

automatic bid.

"We have a chance to win a

championship," UMass coach

Mark Whipple said. "We have to

find a way to win the football

game. It's Rhode Island and it's the

last game, and it's for everything.

Whipple also realizes that the

Maroon and White will certainly

need to have some bounce back in

their step, as the Rams boast

arguably the most team speed in

the A- 10. led by back/return man
Wendall Williams.

"They've got guys that can just

fly," Whipple said. "I think Wendall

Williams is the fastest guy in the

league — they're scary.

"If you make one assignment

mistake on defense, they can take it

all the way"
On the season Williams, who

also returns kickoffs and punts in

addition to carrying the football,

leads the Rams in all-purpose yards

with 1 ,767 — an average of 160.6

a game. He is not alone in putting

up impressive offensive numbers

for Rhody, especially on the

ground.

junior jason Ham is the team's

leading rusher, becoming just the

eighth player in school history to

reach the 1 ,000-yard plateau when

his 136 yards last week in a

shutout win over Hofstra game

him 1 ,064 on the season.

The numbers do not stop there,

however, for the run-based Rams.

Ouarterback layson Davis, who
has passed for a mere 540 yards on

the season, is second on the team

in rushing with 924 yards, while

Luther Green has posted 7 1 5 yards

followed by Williams' 61 1 yards.

"They're tremendous on

offense," Whipple said. "They've

played some good teams so they're

executing at a high level, plus their

quailerback makes a huge differ-

ence."

Making the task of stopping the

Rams' vaunted ground game that

much more difficult is the

Flexbone style of offense thai

coach Tim Stowers employs; one

that predominantly features a dou-

ble-wing formation with a lone

back in the backfield that includes

consistent motion both toward and

away from the ball: an offense thai

has produced the number one

rushing attack in the A- 10, averag-

ing 332.7 yards per game With

3,660 total rushing yards on the

season, URl is also just 283 rush-

ing yards short of a new A- 10

record,

"It's a different offense,"

Whipple said. "They do a lot of

things like Richmond does, but we

really haven't seen anything like it,

so we need to focus on."

When the Rams do go to the

air, which they've done only 127

times all season between Davis

and backup Adam Johnson, who
has seen spot duty in all 10 games.

Williams is the top target. He has

caught a team-high 19 balls, four

of which for touchdowns. He also

joins Curtis Home as the only

Rams to catch touchdown passes

on the season.

Also of concem for Whipple is

Rhody's special teams, which is

headed by Williams and all-confer-

ence placekicker/punter Shane

Laisle and has been solid all sea-

son long.

"Special teams always plays a

big role," Whipple said. "Laisle

has been a four year starter and

has been in a lot of pressure situa-

tions.

"Our special teams were a big

problem last week . . . our coverage

teams were the worst they've been

all year so we've worked harder to

address those things, especially

Continued on page 10

Wide receiver Jimmie Howard is one of 19 seniors who will play their final regular season home game in a UMass uniform

Island visits McGuirk Alumni Stadium Saturday. The Minutemen can wrap up a share of the A- 10 title with a win.
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Forecasting the AH-Americans
GuMO — lUnMMD FajDN, NomH

CMouh
New Tar Heels head coach Roy

Williams has a lot to be excited

about in this kid. As a

diaper dandy last season.

Felton showed his incred-

ibie playmaking ability, remaining

under control and composed with

the ball in his hands. His unlimited

potential and athleticism gives him

the chance to be the next great

Carolina point guard, joining the

ranks of Phil Ford and Ed Cota.

The 400 points and 2(X) assists are

the undeniable proof to back up

the bold statement, since no other

Tar Heel freshman has ever accom-

plished that feat.

Felton is a threat to average a

double-double every game this sea-

.son with super sophomores

Rashard McCants and Sean May as

his first two options.

In his final six games of the reg-

ular season. Felton averaged nearly

10 assists a game and will mostly

likely expand upon those numbers

in Williams' fast break offense.

GMND— RKKEY PMUM6, MiStOUM

The perfect nickname for

Paulding would have to be "The

Show," Why, you ask? Watch what

happens when the Wooden Award

(Candidate touches the ball from

anywhere on the court. If the

defender plays him tight, he'll blow

by him with the most deadly first

step in the Big 1 2 and put dovm a

Sport.scenter-worthy slam. Don't

kave him open either, as his 39-

percent from behind Ihe arc is

nothing to challenge.

A scoring average of 17.4

points per game is impressive, but

Paulding steps up his game in

March. He is the all-time leader in

NCAA Tournament

FnStEl
points with 145 and aver-

aged 27.5 ppg during his

two March Madness games includ-

ing a dazzling 36-point perform-

ance versus Marquette — the man
knows how to put on a show.

Forward — Hakim Warrick,

Syracuse

Freshman sensation and cur-

rent Denver Nugget, Carmelo

Anthony got his title and left

Syracuse for the NBA limelight.

But while 'Melo' received most of

the hype, he could not have won
the title without the presence of

Warrick. Warrick, the Big East's

Most Improved Player, is one of the

most athletic and explosive leapers

in the nation with 80 dunks la.st

season. |ust ask Texas guard Rickey

Ivey, the recipient of the worst

facial in the history of basketball.

So while 'Melo' battles the big

names in the Western Conference,

the team is now in Warrick's

hands. Warrick showed his ability

to step-up by more than doubling

his freshman scoring (6.1 to 14.1

ppg) and improving his rebound-

ing average by 3.7 boards (4.8 to

8.5). Warrick is a clutch performer,

blacking Kansas' Michael Lee's last

second trey to secure the title. Now
Warrick will be ready to join the

elite.

FnmMO— ba Oioeu, Aroona SniE

If you have no idea who ihis

monstrous force is. you will by the

end of this season. The Pac-10

Freshman of the Year had an great

freshman season after not being

heavily recruited by the big name
programs, as Ike was the only

player in the Pac-10 to place in the

top five in scoring ( 1 9.0 ppg) and

rebounding (7.8 rpg). The low-

post scoring machine scored in

double digits in every game, and

posted the third highest freshman

scoring average Pac-10 history.

His incredible power and

intense competitiveness gives him

the ability for a 20-point and 10-

rebound performance every night.

Center— Emeka Okahm, UCoNN

Lmeka Okafor is the 21st cen-

tury version of Bill Russell.

Okafor is not close to ihe level of

the Dean of Defense, but his

potential to gel there is boundless.

The Big East Defensive Player of

the Year posted impressive 2003

averages of 1 5.9 ppg. 1 1 .2 rpg and

4.73 blocks per game. His career

average four swats (4.41 bpg) is

an all-time best in Big East

History, with Georgetown legend

Patrick Plwing in a distant second

(3.98).

Okafor is the most intelligent

and dedicated player UConn
coach |ini Calhoun could ask for

He has started all 67 games in his

career, improving game by gaine.

Look for Okafor to win the

Wooden Award with averages of

1 8 ppg, I 3 rpg, and 5 bpg before

being No. 1 pick overall in 2(X)4

NBA draft.

Todd Foster is a Collegian

columnist.

Swimming to host St. Johns
By Matt Barstciw

CoLLKIil.^N StaKF

The Massachusetts swimming and diving teams

will face St. John's for the last time Saturday, as they

host a Red Storm squad whose program will be elim-

inated at the end of this season.

The Minutemen (2-0) will look to remain unbeat-

en as they face the Red Storm, who finished last sea-

son fifth in the Big East.

"lohn Scudin (St John's men's coach) is an old

friend, and it's unfortunate that this is the last limes

our teams will meet," men's coach Russ Yarworth

said. "They have a ton of talent and a full complement

of scholarships, so we'll have to swim our best to stick

with them."

The Red Storm have been victorious the last three

meetings.

UMass junior Dylan Smith will be looked upon to

lead the Minutemen to their third consecutive victory.

Smith received Atlantic 10 Swimmer of the Week

accolades Nov. 1 3, following an impressive perform-

ance against Boston University Nov. 4.

A mid-distance swimmer. Smith won four events

for ihe Maroon and While, including victories in the

200-yard freestyle (1:46.20) and 200 yard backstroke

(1:59.60). Smith went on to lake top honors in the

100-yard butterfly (52.33), and anchor the winning

2(X)-yard medley relay team.

Smith's team-high six victories have helped keep

UMass on target to wn its fourth consecutive A- 10

title.

"Dylan knows what he has to do: this is a young

team that needs everyone to raise their game,"

Yarworth .said. "He's an extremely versatile swimmer

who won a race doing the fly. back and free. He's in

great shape, so he can swim just about any stroke we

need."

Upon receiving conference honors. Smith stepped

into Ihe limelight previously held by freshman team-

mate Greg Chartier, who was named last week's A- 10

Co-Rookie of the Week.

Chartier began the season by winning the 400-yard

individual medley with a lime of 4: 1 3.59 in the Husky

Invitational, Oct. 18. He then went on to a 200-yard

freestyle victory, Oct. 25 at New Hampshire, with a

time of 1:45.44. In the latest meet against BU,

Chartier placed first in three events: the 200-yard IM

(1:57.16), 500-yard free (4:46.95). and 1000-yard

free (9:52.66).

On the women's side. Massachusetts ( 1 -1 ) will try

for its second consecutive win against a Red Storm

team that finished eleventh in the Big East last season.

Sophomore Aimee Bourassa has emerged as the

leading Minutewomen scorc-r, recording four victories

in two meets.

Bourassa finished first in the 500-yard free and

200-yard IM at New Hampshire, with times of

5:15,13 and 2:11.64, respectively. Against BU,

Bourassa swam to first-place finishes in the 500 and

KXX)-yard freestyle, with times of 5:16.81 and

10:50.07, respectively.

"Aimee has been a major factor in our success;

she's a versatile swimmer that works hard at every

stroke," women's coach Bob Newcomb said. "We
have a young team, and so far everyone is doing their

part against BU, We started the meet by winning a

relay race |in which) all three captains swam a leg."

Senior Tri-caplains Diana Alberti, Christen Dexter

and Lauren Rowel have teamed up with freshman

Nicole LeBarge to lead an undefeated 2(X)-yard med-

ley relay team.

Newcomb aims to avoid any distractions associat-

ed with Saturday's race, but will not deny a personal

significance.

"We've had some great meets with (St. |ohns) over

the years, they've been a solid team and a lot of the

races have come down to the last relay," Newcomb
•said. "I'm .sorry that we will be loosing the competi-

tion."

The meet will start Saturday at 1 p.m. in Boyden

Gymnasium..
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Chairman

rebukes claim

of resignation
By Morris Singer
CoLLEoiAN Staff

The Student Government
Association Ways and Means
Committee Chairman yesterday react-

ed to speculation that he was resign-

ing from his position as chairman of

the committee, saying he has

"absolutely no intention of resigning

whatsoever."

"I love Ways and Means,"

Chairman Patrick Higgins said. "I

love working with the people on the

committee on the SGA."
According to Higgins, speculation

was prevalent yesterday among regis-

tered student organizations and

agency directors about a potential res-

ignation from the chair. Higgins has

been responding to questions about

his position since The Massachusetts

Collegian yesterday incorrectly

reported his resignation in a headline.

"I've been contacted by everyone

from Campus Activities to various

agencies directors," he said.

Higgins, in continuing his work as

the chairman, said he would do his

best to work with organizations on

campus to secure the budgets they

need.

"I'm very enthusiastic," Higgins

said "I know we're going to have a

very successful year."

"I would say not to worry, that I

am still the chair, and the committee

is very excited about renewing .,.

budgets," he said. "There's absolutely

no problems we can foresee for the

upcoming year and we are excited

about the next semester."

To help ease the confusion,

Higgins spoke of his plans for the

committee, saying they will send

memoranda to agency directors and

R.S.O.'s about the proper procedures

for working with the SGA to renew

budgets.

"The committee is going to do

their very best to keep communica-

tion at a high," he said.

According to Higgins, the commit-

tee is also going to try harder to cater

to the needs of the R.S.O.'s this year.

"We're going to see if we can do a

better job," he said. "I think we need

to listen more."

Senator Anthony Pascoe

announced his resignation Tuesday as

chair of the Rules and Ethics subcom-

mittee of Ihe SGA. It was his resigna-

tion that was the source of the confu-

sion.

"Anthony felt like he couldn't give

every ounce of himself to the posi-

tion," Higgins said. "He respects the

position enough ... that he felt he

needed to back away."

"He felt like the position of chair

was going to be loo much and he

would be doing a diservice to the

University."

State representative backs bill to fund contracts
Delivers criticism of former governor

•V.MELIA P LIN<X11.N/(\ULE<;|AN

State Representative Ellen Story Npeaks yesterday about the new legislation to

fund faculty contracts. Workers say they want retroactive rai.ses and back pay.

By Casey Novak
CoLLECilAN (!;oKRESP(JNI)ENT

A bill that will fund the contracts of

the University of Massachusetts faculty

will be sent to Governor Mitt Romney,

State Representative Ellen Story told a

crowd of about 50 yesterday.

"The bill will now go to the gover-

nor, and even if the governor vetoes it,

there are enough people in the House to

override the veto." Story said. "If

(Romney) does veto (the bill(, it will be

a huge surprise."

In fall 2001, contracts promising

pay raises to higher education union

workers, as well as competitive salaries

for faculty members, were negotiated

for 1 3,000 higher education employees.

The contracts were passed as part of

the 2002 budget in both the

Massachusetts House of

Representatives and the Slate Senate.

When it came time for acting

Governor |ane Swift to decide on fund-

ing the contracts, she vetoed them in

|uly of 2002. The contracts have not

been implemented since.

Representative Story said Swift

"became fairly arrogant and difficult,

isolating herself from people that could

have helped her," alter having twins

while in office.

On )an, 1, the base pay of all

employees will reflect the total cost of

living increase that should have been

given over the three years of the con-

tract. Senator Stanley Rosenberg said.

Half of the increase will be delivered in

the paychecks, and the second half will

appear in paychecks sometime after

luly 1, he said.

"It's a very unusual arrangement,"

Rosenberg said, "but given the pay rais-

es are three years late, there's a lot of

catching up to do. In the middle of the

fiscal crisis, it is extraordinary difficult

to catch up on 3 years worth of raises."

The funding announcement over-

shadowed Story's speech, cosponsored

by the UMass women's studies depart-

ment and the Everywoman's Center.

The speech focused on Story's experi-

ence as a progressive woman in politics,

and how important it is for everyone,

especially women, to get involved.

"Women seem to think when they

run for office they should know some-

thing," Story said. "It is very rare for a

women in her 20s or 30s to run for

office."

When the floor was opened to ques-

tions, UMass student Aaron Maloy

showed his appreciation to Story for

her honesty in supporting the Supreme

ludicial Court decision on same-sex

marriages.

Story said when the S|C ruled to

legalize same-sex marriages, she imme-

diately received e-mails from people

around the country, describing how
shocked and horrified they were about

the decision. But Story said she sup-

ports the law completely and that "most

representatives don't pay any attention

to people not from their district."

In Story's speech she also

announced her commitment to support-

ing former Vemiont governor Howard
Dean's presidential campaign, which

also supports civil marriages. Story

explained that she wanted "anybody

who can beat j
President George W.

j

Bush, anybody," saying thai Bush will

"dismantle ali of the things we care

about."

Continued on page 2

Departments stand up to diabetes; raise awareness

National Diabetes Day recognized

By Nathan Chomsky-Higgins
(A)LL£t;lAN C'CRRESI-ONDKNT

Yesterday the nursing, nutrition, and

exercise science departments came

together to raise awareness for diabetes,

a disease that is growing in frequency,

especially among children and young

adults.

"It used to be just an adult onset dis-

ease, but now we're seeing Type II dia-

betes in elementary-aged children" says

Emily Rice, a Nutrition major

"What we wanted to do is bring

about awareness, specifically about

Type II Diabetes, to the UMass cam-

pus," said Carrie Sharoff, a graduate

student in the Nursing program.

The event consisted of various tables

in the Campus Center concourse, set up

by each department, each with different

activities for passers-by to take part in.

The nutrition table had people take

quizzes to test their food knowledge,

such as how much of different types of

food are in a portion and how much
sugar is in drinks, such as coke and

cranberry juice.

At the exercise science table students

could test their physical fitness level

with a step test and determine their risk

level for contracting diabetes. There

were also numerous pamphlets on dif-

ferent sports in hopes of making an

active lifestyle more appealing to peo-

ple.

Lauren Kelly, one of the students

who tried the step test, said .she thought

the event was a good idea.

"Ii gets students aware of what they

need to do to remain healthy," she said.

|eff Krohn, quarterback for the

Massachusetts football team, was pres-

ent at the event, and signed autographs

later in the day to promote physical

activity, as well as Saturday's football

game and Senior Day.

The Nursing table had information

and statistics about the disease, and even

some computers set up to allow people

Emily Rice, a senior nutrition major, informs freshman David King of the sugar

content in commercial beverages as part of National Diabetes Day yesterday.

to determine their relative risks for

acquiring diaheies.

Among the factors that may increase

a person's chances of getting diabetes

are weight, age. ethnicity, and family his-

tory. Despite these factors, the disease is

avoidable.

"Small changes in lifeslyio. [such as]

increasing physical activity and decrcas-

Continued on page 2

Legislature agrees to fund University contracts Professor awarcded grant

By Erika Lovley
CoLLEtiiAN Staff

The Massachusetts State

Legislature Wednesday passed a bill

providing $34 million dollars in

contract funding for 1 3,000 teach-

ers, administrators and profession-

als on every public campus in the

Commonwealth. Many of those

workers at the University of

Massachusetts have been working

under a non-funded state contract

for 873 days.

The Massachusetts Hou.se

Wednesday passed the bill unani-

mously, and the Senate passed it in

a 32-7 vote.

At a rally held in the Campus

Center auditorium at noon yester-

day, union members met to discuss

new developments concerning their

contracts.

"We've won the battle, but not

the war," said Tom Coish of SCEU
Local 888.

Speakers at the rally urged sup-

porters to call Governor Mitt

Romney and encourage him to sign

the higher education pay bill.

Romney could still veto the con-

tract bill within ten days after

receiving it.

"TTiis is a victory," said Coish.

"But everyone must continue to

stay involved for the entire

process."

According to the Massachusetts

Teachers Association, passing the

contract funding would help better

the quality of education and teach-

ing in the state's system of public

higher education.

"We must not forget why we are

here," said Donna lohnson of the

University Staff Association. "It is

because of the students. Without

them, we would not be here. We
are here for their rights too."

If the bill is passed, workers'

salaries are supposed to include

three years' of pay raises that were

contractually negotiated. This rate

will become the workers' new ba.se

pay. Each union has a different con-

tract.

However, according to the

UMa.ss Labor Coalition, workers

would not see this pay difference

for a few months, if Romney vetoes

the bill, the legislature must be con-

vinced to override the veto. This

could delay the pixxjess until early

January. The state must then trans-

fer the money to the University,

which will then translate the money

into the workers' paychecks.

"When the language is written

in )uly . . .we should have full fund-

ing in the contracts. There is no rea-

son to believe we won't get it," said

lohnson. "In the contract, [there is)

a payroll for three years of raises.

We will get those rai.ses."

The retroactive salary money

dates from luly I, 2001, when the

contracts were first activated. It

would include pay up until January.

The supplemental budget concern-

ing pay raises dtws not specily that

retroactive funds will be alloitcxl,

However, workers argue that these

monies should be paid to them.

"Our retroactive money is com-

ing." said lenny Spencer. President

of MCR "There should be no nego-

tiation on what we've already bar-

gained for"

For retirees and workers who
have been laid off", there is no guar-

antee that they v^ll be paid retroac-

tive funds or receive larger pensions

due to .salary raises.

Next year's contract bargaining,

which will begin in the spring, are

also a concem. Romney may
increase health care costs and

decrea.se state pensions. He has

already informed union leaders that

he will veto all proposed pay

increases for the next three years.

"This has bt^n the biggest dmp-

off in state revenue in the common-

wealth history. It has been a huge

budget battle," said Spencer

Union members are encouraged

to write thank you notes to their

legislatures for helping the Senate

and Hou.se pass the funding con-

tracts, as well as to recruit ptxjple

to call Governor Romney and tell

him to sign the higher education

bill.

"Talk to the legislature. They

work for us." said (ohnson. "One

thing I've learned: our vote does

count. Let them know this and tell

them that UMass funding is our

priority."

Union members are planning to

voice their opinions at the State

Democratic convention which will

be held in the Mullins Center on

May 8.
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Microsoft chief likens inovation to evolution
Pierre DeVries. Chief of Incubation for the

Microsoft Corporation, spoke Wednesday afternoon in

the Computer Science building at UMass, to a crowd

of about 50 students and faculty

His speech, entitlcxl "Of Pennies and Packets:

Politics And Business In A World of Seatnless

Communications," focused on the world's increasing

technology and how he and his colleagues at Microsoft

work to make thovse technologies u.seable in everyday

life,

DeVries began his sptrch with an analogy between

hadrocodium, a small pre-historic mammal from the

lurassic period, and the growing technology in today's

society. IJke hadR)codium, which was overshadowed

by Ihe dominant reptiles of the era. IX-Vries said that

there is a lot of development going on in technology

today that isn't outwardly notkeable because of larger,

more dominant projects. He also noted that the brain-

power behind these smaller projects is enonnous.

"One of the most interesting things that I've

leamcxi about being a mammal is that our ear bones

are different from reptiles and that means you get

more space for your brain
"

DeVries began working with Microsoft to design

and build "Microsoft 1 lome," a technology demonstra-

tor He now manages incubation efforts for Advanced

Strategies and Policy.

"What I try to do is to recognize and identify some

interesting opportunities, very often things that are

happening in Micro.soft researeh, and then help keep

them alive and fonn them into things that will become

products." IX'Vries said.

DeVries is the sixth guest lecturer in The Sidney

Topol Distinguished l^ectureT Series being held at

Umass this semester

•Kate Walsh

By Kristin Erf.kson

C;ill.l.t(;lAN C 11RR1;.SIH)N|1KNT

A University of Massachusetts

professor's research of how urgani-

Ziitions handle vast amounts of

infonnation may ultimately help

news organizations and intelligence

agencies cope with infonnation

overloiid.

Anna Nagumey. a professor of

finance and operations manage-

ment, rc-ceived two weeks ago a

$ I '58.904 grant from the National

Science Foundation. Tlie funds,

supplied to NSF by the National

St\;urity Agency, will go lowaid the

study of dynamic knowledge-inten-

sive organizations such as major

news organiziilions, high tcxh com-

panies, and global financial institu-

tions.

The grant will also help to main-

tain the Virtual Center for

Supemetworks. developed at the

Isenberg School of Management in

November 2lX)l to study extensive

networks, such as iransixnlation.

logistics, finaticc. and economics.

The Center conncvts ttie results to

everyday life and institutions.

Nagumey is conducting the study

with lune Dong, a professor of

iiianagcmLMit at the State University

of New York at Oswego, and

UMass students fmm the V'itlual

Center of Supemetworks,

"This is .something quite special

that we got." Nagumey said. "The

NSF was establishtxl a half a centu-

ry ago and in its chaHcr it has that

when it comes to issues of national

security in the United States, they

should fund these kinds of ivseareh

bcvause it is very, very impoHant,"

Nagumey siiid that it is vital to

study systems where there arc a lot

of incoming messages and comjx.Mi-

tion, such as national scvurity oi

transportation networks, beaiuse

sometimes, individual behavior will

affect the entire set of connections.

lliis behavior can often lead deci-

sion-makers to cause problems

because they arc unable to ci>niiol

the situation.

"For instance, people may
decide ti.i build a bridge one place

and then a road next to it with

hoix's that travel lime uill iiii[Move

for everyone." Nagumcv said. "But

actually what happens is the exact

opposite. So . ..we work on prcxlict-

ing flows, predicting cosis, and fig-

uring out how to do things better"

The group will work with the

American Productiv ity and Quality

Center a resource that provides

information on "process and prcv

duciion improvement." by analyz-

ing data livni such places as the

World Bank .iml ilic LiS, Agency

for International IVvclopment.

Nagumey and her team will

then put together models based on

the clilTerent vanablcs that alTcvt

these orgaiiiziitions. such as invest-

ment change or the electrical black

out of .'Xug. 14. 2lX)3. and suggest

solutions like le-alkKiiting

resourees to eliminate risk.

Nagumcv said she and hci team

will l(.x>k al news outlets like CNN
and outline the dilTerent ileinands

that affect these businesses. Much
of the research deals with "knowl-

edge supemetworks," a mapping

of how scaiicreil informal ion liom

iians(x>rlatioii. finance, econom-

ics, and logistics affect huni;Mi con-

ncvlions and behavit)r

"People's actions atlcci ilie

economv and how a scviety

works," Nagumcv saiil "it's not

just the telecommunications. It's

who's using it and how they use it

,.. that lead) s I to the congestion of

messages,"

Nagumey said the "congestion

of messages" could have Icil to the

disregard of critical intelligence

infomialion about the Sepi, 1 1 ter-

rorist attacks, before they

cKCurrc-d.
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Story brings

up contract

funding
Continued from page 1

Story said Dean is the tandi

date who has really caught on

with people.

However, the new>. on con-

tract funding was the highlight

of Story's speech.

"Having the contracts fund-

ed is an absolute miracle for

those of us who have been

working on this contract battle

for the last two and a half years.

It has been an enormous

struggle." said Sandy Mandel.

associate director of special

events at the Kverywomens
Center.

Groups raise

awareness

on diabetes
Continued from page 1

ing caloric intake, greatly reduce

the risk for Type II diabetes."

said Sharoff.

There are two types of dia-

betes. Type 1 and Type II. A
diagnosis of Type I Diabetes

means that the body can no

longer produce insulin. It

accounts for about five to 10

percent of those with the dis-

ease.

Type 11 Diabetes is charac-

terized by the body's cells

becoming resistant to insulin. It

is of much bigger concern,

accounting for the remaining 90

to 95 percent of those with dia-

betes.

One of the fastest growing

epidemics, millions of people

are diagnosed with Type II

Diabetes each year. It is also the

fifth deadliest disease in the

world and is the leading cause

of adult blindness, end-stage

kidney disease and many other

medical problems.

Type II Diabetes is growing

fastest among the 20- to 30-year

age group.

"I think its mostly linked to

our becoming sedentary and eat-

ing fast foods." said Elizabeth

Mitchell, an exercise science

major.

Dr. Barry Braun, professor of

exercise science and chief organ-

izer of the event, was excited

with the turnout at the event,

and is envisioning an even big-

ger event this spring or next

year He even suggested a part-

nership with Cooley-Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton in the

future to expand the cause

beyond the University campus.

"Whats great is there are

undergraduate students from

three different departments

coming together to put out a

cohesive message on an impor-

tant, timely |subject|." Dr.

Braun said, as he visited the dif-

ferent tables and spoke with

some of the people who came to

the event.

Financial support for the

event was received from

Kidsports. Stop and Shop, and

Atkins Farms.

www.diabeles.org and
www wehmd.com were used for

information on diabetes in this

article.
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Neuroscience major

* * I think that mar-

riage is both a legal

and a religious insti-

tution and homosexu-

als should be able to

have at least the legal

benefits and protec-

tions of it. ^^
Melanie Koleini

* Ithinkit'sgreat. I

don't see how they

could have legally

justified not allowing

it for so long. ^^
Thiy Lonisso

senior
Plant & son science major

'^JtH^«'WT-

yj S^^̂
* *

I think that it's

great because it's only

fair, ^y
Gina DiVincenzo*̂•

IP'S
^^ ^^B ^^I bel

1 marriage

L 4

**I believe that

marriage should be

between a male and a

female. ^^
Alex West

Biology major

] It n I () r

Biology major

<C
1 think it's about

time, yy
Alii Dunn

People should

have the opportunity

to choose who they

want to have for a

partner. 4 4

David Artiesu

fresh m a

n

Theater major

g r a d student
Spanish major

Now live and online!

Online Certificate

of Business Studies

Offered by the Division of Continuing Education

with the Isenberg School of Management

The certificate program is a credit-based program and is

intended for students who want to broaden their academic

background with business courses without completing a BBA.

The program is delivered online and live allowing for the

courses to be taken and completed anytime and anywhere. The

program consists of five credit-bearing courses which are as

follows: Introduction to Business, Introduction to Accounting

I, Corporation Finance, Fundamentals of Marketing, and

Principles of Management.

Courses offered this Winter Session 2004:

ACCOUNTING 221

Introduction to Accounting i (live and online)

FINANCE AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 301

Corporation Finance (live and online)

MANAGEMENT 301

Principles of Management (live)

MARKETING 301

Fundamentals of Marketing (online)

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 197 I

ST: Introduction to Business (online)

For more information contact the Division of

Continuing Education, 545-3430. To register go to

www.umass.edu/contined or the Division of Continuing

Education Registration Office, 358 N. Pleasant St.

Edvtard PcUfon, MD;

Diane Amsterdam, MD;

and Marxa Kopicki, MD

Care for women of all ages,

now in Belchertown

WomanCare Obstetncs and Gynecology is pleased to announce the open-

ing of our new medical practice at 10 Turkey Hill Road at the intersection

ol routes 21 and 202 in Belchertown. Board certified obsieiricians and

gynecologists Drs. Edward Paiion. Diane Amsterdam, and Maria Kopicki

are accepting new patients at the Belchertown office and look forward to

pro\iding high quality, close-to-home health care for women of all ages.

Whether you work or live in the Belchertown area, consider joining our

practice. We accept most health plans.

For more mformation or to schedule a meet and greet appointment in

the Belchertown office, call us today at (413) 323-7700. To schedule an

appoiniment in either the Hadley or Northampton office, call (413) 586-

2022. And for your convenience, ask about our evening appointments.

tCfie Maiiiat})Uiiettsi ©ailp Collegian
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Gap between male and

female salaries remains
Despite the major advancements women

have made over the last few decades, there is

still a major gap between the amounts of money
women earn versus the amounts men earn.

Some of the reasons women earn less are

because they work less than men, leave the

labor force for longer periods and generally

hold jobs that pay less. But the Associated

Press reported a congressional study has found

that women earned an average of 20.3 percent

less than men in 2000 even after adjustments

are made for those aspects.

That number has barely changed from two

decades ago. In 1983. women were making 19.6

percent less than men, according to the

Associated Press.

The study failed to explain why there is an

earnings difference. Many women decide to

stay in their current position because of com-

mitments to family. Also, women oftentimes

look for jobs that are more flexible and not as

stressful as those that men look for.

Despite those reasons, which are valid and

understandable, society seems to discriminate

against women. Bosses don't seem to give rais-

es and bonus payments to women simply

because of their gender.

There are other reasons for the disparity

between earnings. Age. for instance, may play

a factor. Women may be more likely to accept

an early retirement package or may spend more

time with their children and grandchildren.

Sometimes women decide to work fewer hours

a week than men because of these reasons.

It seems a new study is now necessary to

indicate whether societal standards prevent

women from making as much money as men.

Critics have also said that women don't ask for

higher starting salary, raises, promotions and

are consequently not receiving any. Work envi-

ronments that are oftentimes controlled by

men may make women feel inferior and may
prevent them from speaking up and result in

failed advances, both financially and in posi-

tion.

Women often hold the same degree as men
and as more women enter the workforce, the

United States could see a decrease in the rather

large gender gap that currently exists.

If women produce work that is just as good

of that of a man, and produce it at the same

rate, there should be no reason they do not get

treated the same. Companies should continue

to review their policies regarding the discrimi-

nation against women simply for being women.
It's clear that there are many reasons why

women still make less than men, and many of

these reasons (such as commitments to family)

cannot be avoided. But disparities between the

amounts of money that male and female execu-

tives with the same education make show that

women still make less. This seems to show

society still places a glass ceiling on women.
Women must speak out against these issues

and pursue top bosses and, when necessary,

seek higher authority to close the gap on

salaries that men and women make.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian Editorial Board.

Why is our public so uninformed?

What she doesn't know will kill you
You met her

a few months
ago. and some-

how she man-

aged to seep

into your sub-

conscious like

that "Suga

how you get so

fly" song, just

like you have"^^"^""^ no clue who
the hell sings it. you don't know
why she's there. But she is.

whether you like it or not. You

know her cell phone, her room

phone. You can dial her Aunt

Doreen's house in West

Springfield (where she goes to do

her laundry every two weeks)

faster than you can peck-out 911.

But she doesn't know.

Her screenname, that generic

one with her first name followed

by three to five random numbers

or UMass, has its own category at

the top of your buddy list. Not

only do you know what a "Buddy

Alert" is. you've rigged your com-

puter to play "Fat Guy in a Little

Coat" from "Tommy Boy" every

time her screen name changes

from gray to black. Then her away

message comes down, and you

have a decision to make. To IM or

not to IM? These are the ridicu-

lous games that you play on a

daily basis. But she doesn't know.

She's it. All right, .so maybe

not "it" it. Not necessarily Ms.

Right, but closer to Ms. Right-

up-there-with-Anna-Kournikova-

and-Lizzie-McGuire-on-your-Iist-

of-people-you'd-give-anything-

to-be-stranded-with-on-a-bro-

ken-down-elevator. But it's about

more than that. When is it ever

about more than that? Never.

Not like frilly white dress, over-

priced catering, embarrassing

drunk in-laws more, but closer to

UMass sweatpants, two D.P.

Dough Roni Zonies, a futon and

a movie you have no interest in

seeing more. But she doesn't

know.

She's gorgeous, but gorgeous

is an understatement. More like

you're startled every time you see

her because you notice some-

thing new in a "Where's Waldo"

11

sort of way. More like you can't

stop writing third grade run-on

sentences because you can't

remotely begin to describe some-

thing ... someone ... so inherent-

ly amazing. But you're a writer.

You can describe anything.

That's what you do: pictures to

words, events to words, words to

even b)etter words. But nothing

seems right. More like you're

afraid that if you stare at her for

too long, you'll prove your par-

ents right: that yes. your fate will

stick that way. But you wouldn't

mind.

You wouldn't mind that the

questioning, "Hello?" on the

other end makes you want to

smile and throw up at the same

time. You wouldn't mind worry-

ing about what to get her for her

birthday and spending $300
when you only have $1 7.50 and a

Triple-A card to your name. You

wouldn't mind that she left your

TV' on and the blaring infomer-

cials wake you up at 4 a.m. ...

because it gives you a chance to

watch her sleep. You don't mind

that you've slipped up twice

when you were hammered and

hinted at how you feel, but .she

was too drunk to remember. So

she doesn't know.

Sure, she's pretty, but it's

about more than that. You two

connect. Anything you throw at

her. she can throw right back.

You figured out what's going on

in that predictable head of hers

in under five minutes, but some-

thing tells you her heart would

take about five years.

You remember everything

she's ever said to you. and

when that freaks her out you

blame it on your photographic

memory (which is a lie, you

have a 2.7 GPA). You can't

remember your teaching assis-

tant's name, and you can't

remember that your Puffton

rent check was due four days

ago, yet you remember the mid-

dle name of the kid who
tripped her in fifth grade and

gave her that cute little scar on

her shoulder. Maybe it's

because you actually listen

when she talks. When do you

The United States of America

is a country where its citizens

pride themselves on their rights

to independence, freedom of

speech and human rights. It

seems strange that in an age

where our president clearly is

not keeping his people updated

about a war that has now cost

over $150 billion, that we, the

people of this land are keeping

our mouths closed.

Sept. 1 1, 2001 was a n <

day that will last in "''

'

every American's mind ^^"~
forever. It affected all of us in

different ways. Even those of us

who did not lose loved ones

were awoken to the evil that

exists in our world. This was a

tragedy that should have served

as a reminder to all Americans

to actively participate in their

government and to get involved

in helping solve problems that

are going on in their communi-
ties. Yet. two years later, we
Americans seem to be in the

same boat as before, apathetic

and uninformed.

An example of an unin-

formed American was displayed

better by none other than pop

music queen Britney Spears.

During an interview by John

Tucker of CNN. Spears was

asked whether or not President

Bush should be sending more
troops into Iraq. She responded

by saying. "I believe in our pres-

ident, and we should always

support his decisions in whatev-

er he does."

Not only has the American

public once again lost interest in

what their government does in

terms of foreign policy, we have

lost interest in it now more than

ever before. We live in a time

when fear is the top story on the

evening news, as we are con-

stantly being bombarded with

information about soldiers

dying, suicide bombings, and

terror threats in our own coun-

try.

All of our information from

the news seems to be the end

result of a story. We are used to

actually listen? Never. But she

doesn't know.

But she has a boyfriend. The

kid is a tool, and you are not.

He has no redeeming qualities,

and you have about 58, even

when you're hung over. You
could kick his butt, and you've

never been in a fight in your

life. Me treats her like crap, and

you would treat her like the

princess she believed herself to

be on Halloween in 1988.

But she loves him. He
wouldn't know what he had

even if she slapped him across

the face and dumped him, but

somehow she still loves him.

And somehow she still doesn't

know.

Then, out of nowhere, she

slaps him across the face and

dumps him. She comes to you.

You've been there before, so you

seem like the smartest guy on

earth. She cries, but your corny

half-joke, half-compliment some-

how gets a smile out of her that

almost makes you feel ashamed

that you're the only one around

who gets to witness it. It looks

like you might make her realize

that all guys don't deserve to

have rocks thrown at them.

But nothing changes. She

doesn't know. You get that

library elevator feeling in your

stomach that she'll never know.

You get that feeling that you'll

be forced to write a cheesy

Collegian column about her that

makes "Sleepless in Seattle"

look like "Girls Gone Wild."

You go to sleep. You wake

up. She doesn't know. You're

not in love. You're not

obsessed. You blame it on the

fact that you just need to get

.some, but still, its about more

than that. It would just be nice

if once in your life, things

worked out the way you wanted

them to.

So , it's about

time you know*.

Now cut this out, fill in her

name, and give it to her. coward,

lust let me know how it works

out.

Matt Brochu is a Collegian

columnist.

hearing sound bites that say,

"Two American soldiers were

killed today." After hearing

about 1 5 seconds of information

regarding a soldier's death, the

shot cuts to the White House
where either Bush or one of his

staff is responding to the

tragedy, telling Americans that

we are "winning this war."

What we are not hearing are

intelligent discussions

and commentary about

the daily events of the

war in Iraq or why the

States military remains

the first place. About

'Brien

United

there in

the only discussion on television

concerning the war is on Bill

O'Reilly's "O'Reilly Factor" on

FOX News. However, his agen-

da regarding the war is clearly

known.
There has surely been a lack

of general information given to

the American public about our

affairs overseas. 1 am not sure

who is to blame for this problem

which results in leaving

Americans uninformed. It could

I have a few questions

of my own to wtilch I

would like Bush to pro-

vide answers. How
about what are ttie

plans for paying the

salaries of Iraqi police

officers? How are we
going to rebuild

Baghdad?

be the fault of the mainstream

media. We all know that news-

papers and television outlets

make money when their ratings

increase. On television it would

make sense to broadcast capti-

vating teasers such as "Two sol-

diers died today," to keep more
viewers tuning in. After all, the

always sensational FOX News
Channel's ratings increased 175

percent during their coverage of

the war in Iraq this past spring,

proving to the nation that capti-

vating headlines and flashy

graphics do. in fact, attract

viewers.

But this situation is not sole-

ly the fault of the media. The
government is guilty of not

releasing enough information.

Although the media should take

a more active role in reporting

the real stories behind the war. it

is possible that the media only

reports on stories about death

because that is most of the infor-

mation that the government is

giving it. Why is it that whenev-

er someone asks Secretary of

Defense Donald Rumsfeld or

President George W. Bush ques-

tions about how much longer

our soldiers will be risking their

lives, they respond by using one-

sentence answers such as, "We
are going to catch these evil-

doers"?

I have a few questions of my
own to which I would like Bush

to provide answers. How about

what are the plans for paying the

salaries of Iraqi police officers?

How are we going to rebuild

Baghdad? And, what have been

the effects of the 500,000 Iraqi

civilians that have been killed

due to U.S. bombings and sanc-

tions since 1991? If these ques-

tions have truly been answered

to the mainstream media, then I

certainly haven't heard them.

Congress just approved more

money to be spent on troops

being sent to Iraq at the amount

of $87 billion. This is an enor-

mous amount of money being

spent in a time when almost

every state is suffering from

budget deficits. Education and

prescription drugs budgets are

being cut, and UMass is suffer-

ing from a $40 million budget

cut. It is up to every American to

figure out for themselves exactly

why our money is being spent on

this war and not to leave it up to

CNN and FOX to decide.

Dan O'Brien is a Collegian

staff member

One of college's greatest traditions
There were quite a few things

I could have written about this

week — the lifting of the ban

on gay marriage, the state of

the media today, my take on the

resignation of an SGA senator,

i^ut. really, life is already nega-

tive enough lately, why add to

it? So, this col-

umn is about adventure, excite-

ment and seeing the world — or

at least North America — high-

way by highway. It is about being free and taking

the time to breathe, relax and unclench. It's

about being wildly uninhibited and responsibly

reckless. It's about the almighty road trip.

We have reached the point in the semester

where people go crazy from high stress levels and

full workloads. Sanity will return during winter

break, but right now it's easy to forget that there

is more to life than this. We are so caught up in

our papers and our projects, our mid-terms and

our finals, that we forget about what's beyond the

boundaries of our insulated college campus.

College is more than books and lectures. That's

hardly a surprising statement, but how many of

you actually remember that on a daily basis? Too

often students exist with their heads in their

books or their eyes glued to computer screens,

and so much is missed in the process of learning.

This is the time when you should be finding out

who you arc and who you will become. You're

away from home and parents; you have the liber-

ty to do whatever you want without interference.

Do really want to look back at the years spent

here and have to say that the only thing you got

out of college was a degree? Grades are impor-

tant, to a point; but they are not and should not

be all that you get out of your education.

Mark Twain once said, "1 have never let my
schooling interfere with my education." and truer

words have never been spoken. There's an

extraordinary world out there waiting to be

explored, and there will never be a better time

than now to journey through it.

We cannot be fully complete as beings until we

have explored all aspects of our selves. And we cannot

do that while we are overwhelmtxl and overburdened

with the requirements of the socially mandated college

education. What better way to discover your inner

being than to throw caution to the wind and hit the

road at 3 a.m.? The final destination can never be

reached without first taking the journey.

Road trips often begin because you need a change.

They are spontaneous — spurred by dissatisfaction

with the status quo. There's the feeling that something

is missing in your life and a there's desire to find it. and

get everything you can frotn it. You need excitement

and adventure, a break from the suffocation brought

on by homework and boring lectures from awful prtv

fessors. You need an escape, and you can find it on the

open road.

Road trips have beginnings and ends but it's

what's in between that counts. I've been on road

trips without destinations that were still filled

with the feeling of 'are we there yet?" Then some-

thing happens — you see the moon rising between

skyscrapers in whatever city you're skirting

around, or you wreak havoc at a truck stop in the

wee hours of the morning — and suddenly it does-

n't matter how far you are away from nowhere. All

that matters is that, at that very moment, you are

having the most wonderful experience you have

ever had. That becomes the first credo of every road

warrior — enjoy the trip. You are wherever you are;

how you get there and what you do once you arrive

is half the fun.

Trips are not measured in miles, and the quality

of them cannot be judged by whether or not you go

to a place you've never been. Every time you go

somewhere it's different, you're different, and it's a

different day. You don't even have to leave Amherst

and you're still on a journey. That's the key to credo

number two: the road is always rolling beneath you,

if only you take notice. Go explore.

It's important to remember that road tripping is

a way of life and it's certainly not for everyone. It

requires an open mind, the ability to view the world

around you with curious eyes, and the ability to

assert your right to the most basic and important

"reedom — freedom of choice. It is not about stay-

ing in nice hotels (though they're nice sometimes),

eating fancy meals (Wendy's dollar menu, all the

way) and spending lots of money (though it's

unavoidable sometimes). Road trips are about let-

ting your soul fly free and experiencing raw adven-

ture on the open road. It's about living and driving

by the seat of your pants, casting all cares and

responsibilities aside, and allowing yourself to feel

the exhilaration of really living.

We have hurtled through the

dark with only a vague idea of

where we were going, entering

vast expanses of land where the

radio pkAs up nothing but

country music's twang of three

chords and truthful words.

My best friend is my partner-in-crime on the

road. We never run out of things to talk about, but

more often than not we talk about how much we
have changed, how far we have come, and how
much we still have to do still. We bicker about the

music and fight about the temperature, but five min-

utes later we act as though nothing happened. We
have run out of money, gas. focnl and drink on the

remotest of roads; we've been treated like criminals

in hick towns and like royalty at big city gas stations.

We have slept in cars and traveled hundreds of miles

just for the sake of traveling.

We have hurtled through the dark with only a

vague idea of where we were going, entering vast

expanses of land where the radio picks up nothing

but country music's twang of three chords and iiuth-

ful words. We have driven through .snowstonns and

rainstorms, and worried about whether rivers would

llixxl the road we were on.

But it has never mattered to us what Mother

Nature sends down or if the river will rise up. We
are always only passing through, singing along with

lanis joplin as she tells us that "freedom's just

another word for nothing lefi to lose." Maybe we
have nothing lefi to lose, janis. but we have the

whole world before us to gain. On the open road,

we are not determined by anything but our own
nature and we prove only to each other that we are

capable of deciding our fate ouiselves.

hmilie Duggan is a Collegian columnist.
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Press Start

to Play

Reid Davenpofi

ManoKart

DoLtieDash'

Garnecube

•mtrnttrntm

new multiplayer

familiar balloon

New 'Mario Kart'

is double the fun
For months, fans of the

"Mario Kart" games have been

waiting for the release of

"Mario Kart Double Dash." It's

no surprise that "Double Dash"

is one of the highest anticipated

games of the year for Nintendo

as they have stepped up the

game play and availability of

new exciting modes for players

to try out.

"Double Dash" is the single

greatest multiplayer racing

game on the Garnecube. It sur-

passes "FZcro GX" because of the capabilities

to use weapons and having a more solid fan base.

"Double Dash" throws new levels, as well as

familiar ones, at players along with giving them

new options when choosing their racers.

The racers are made-up of Nintendo character

favorites such as Mario. Luigi. Donkey and

Diddy Kong, Yoshi. Birdo, and Bowser as well as

the introduction of Princess Daisy. Baby Mario

and Baby Bowser. Along with choosing the char-

acters the player will re- ceive a special "power

up' for each character when it comes time to hit

an item box during a race.

There is also the option to use

two characters on one car for

added artillery. The final selec-

tion is the vehicle itself. The

size will change the difference

between speed and defense;

with the bigger vehicles being

strong and slow while the

small ones are weak but fast.

The game play with other

players is bumped up to the

next level as you now have

options over the races. The

game is back, but this time players can steal bal-

loons from opponents if health is needed.

Nintendo has also introduced "Steal the Shine'

where th^- last person to hold the shine when

time runs out wins. This is basically a game of

keep away that is good for three or more players.

The final one is Bombs Away' where the players

try throwing bombs at each other to score points.

The first one to fill up the hit bar wins.

The race game play has also stepped-up, as

there is a new technique to learn how to mini-

boost. This is one of the more difficult tech-

niques to learn, but once mastered it makes the

player virtually unstoppable. When coming into

a sharp turn, hold down the L or R button,

depending upon the direction. Then click the

control stick back and forth from left to right.

Once the exhaust flames turn blue let go of the

buttons and a nice little boost comes as the play-

er rounds the corner. This helps only if the tech-

nique has been mastered because, as those start-

ing to learn it

will find, it is

easy to smash
into wall or

become stuck.

The special

weapons are

also a big fac-

tor in winning

the race. Some
of the more
notable
artillery
includes Baby
Mario's Chain
Chomper and
Princess
Peach's Hearts.

The Chain Chomper destroys any racer in front

of of Baby Mario when released and will contin-

ue to due so after Baby Mario lets him go.

Peach's Hearts sends three hearts around the cart

and if you are hit by an item, you steal that item.

Another exciting addition to "Mario Kart

Double Dash" is the ability to use LAN play. This

way each player can use his own TV instead of

having to do a split screen or a four square split

screen. This is an excellent addition for those

looking to set up tournaments with the game, or

those who just want the ability to log on and play

other players online. The only downside is that

the LAN accessory for the Garnecube is current-

ly hard to find and it takes time to learn how to

set-up properly.

"Mario Kart Double Dash" is one of the great-

est games to be released by Nintendo since the

release of "Zelda: Wind Waker." As Nintendo has

improved all aspects of the famous Mario racer

and added plenty of extras, "Double Dash" is

sure to keep players and their friends well enter-

tained into the early morning hours. It is current-

ly priced at $49.99 and is available at local gam-

ing retailers.

Reid Davenport is a Collegian columnist.
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Team up your favorite 'Mario Kart' charaC'

ter» for twice ax much racing action and

destruction.

Harvest Night 03: Exploring African Culture
By Glen Straub
Cx>LI.itilAN SlAhh

Africa.

Not much in the mainstream arena is known

about the so-called "Dark Continent."

The images of civil war. physical distress

amongst the inhabitants and the AIDS
epidemic are sotne of the disheartening

aspects our western culture is exposed

to. But there is much more to Africa than

what people gather from the news. There

are 54 countries on the continent with a

wide array of rich cultural practices,

gourmet foods, beautiful dress wear and

glorious traditional music and dance.

Saturday night these positive attrib-

utes of the motherland take center stage

in the many happenings going on around

campus, as the African Student

Association will hold "Harvest Night

2003" in the Campus Center Auditorium.

"Our main goal is to gain awareness," ASA
President Yaphet Tilahun said. "We want people

to leave the night feeling that they have learned

something and to dismiss all the negative stereo-

types of Africa."

The event — now in its 34th year - is planned

to run from 8 p.m. to midnight. It will feature

such entertainment as poetry readings from

University of Massachusetts students, a comedic

sketch, a fashion show of traditional

clothing from many different countries

and an array of African foods from

across the continent.

"I would say that about 1 5-20 nations

will be represented at this year's event

between all the music, dance, food and

the fashion show." Tilahun said.

Tilahun. originally from Addis Abba,

r.thiopia. a country in the northwest

region of Africa, said the night will try

to portray all the communities of

African students represented on the

UMass campus. He plans to represent

his home nation. Ethiopia, by con-

structing a sauce made with Ethiopian

spices and butter that is to be served over rice

To prepare for the wide range of foods thai

will be served at "Harvest Night." the ASA will

also be leading cooking workshops in the Hatch

all day Friday and Saturday for anyone who

would like to learn how to cook traditional dish-

es. All one needs to do is go to the Hatch, locat-

ed in the lower level of the Student Union, and

sign up.

According to Tilahun, a highlight of past

"Harvest Nights" has been the sketch comedy

performed during the evening.

"It is always a crowd favorite," he said. "We

like to discuss the issues affecting Africa but in

a comedic way."

"IHarvest Night'l is not a time for lectur-

ing." he added. "A lot of students trying to learn

about Africa in African-American Studies cours-

es may not be into the material because class at

times is boring, so we want to entertain and edu-

cate."

Following the night of performing arts and

fine cuisine, a dance after-party will be thrown

at The X. located in the Southwest living area,

until 4 a.m.

Doors open for ASAs "Harvest Night 2003"

at 7 p.m. and tickets cost $8 for Five College stu-

dents with an ID. and $10 for the general pub-

lic. Tickets can be purchased at a reduced price

in advance at Tix Unlimited in the Student

Union all day Friday.

-,-,- ». »"!W!B«» White, for-

•^jmMipthm'V^i^'iiK group

ddq^ite i«Attt.tMi» Bipit expect from

liiari^ MlHlloa** ftmner 7^*htnui man, a

decidedly MCMipotcieng^
-I }eft Mancott in M«y of 2002," he

quietly said— aftnost muiiibiing — in

a phone interview last week, "and

1 joined A Perfect Ciale in

lanuary.'

During that time

period

tjJF hun)^ iMd any ptiKtice mhx, ^. „^^,.,-^..r~

nVe iiiii found fmm «t'iimkhim»-'we ^vfOmm t^
m had lo ieam {the lMCi»'tJ«f% fut^/ «|^ While.

Both Ota and White found th«HMdve« t^xyias »ongs aoc

only it) front of devoted fans who were attached to the

previous Hncup, but alongside scrnie of the most tal-

ented musicians m modem tnusk.

"[! didn't feell pressure because they're an

established band, pressure just fo. you know,

learn the material, making sure it was up to

par with the rest of the band," White said.

"At fifS! it was a little difficult but it

ended up making me a better player."

White ako bad to make i. tran-

sition from his role

Marilyn Manson — he

m

Continued on page 5

Film looks at the society of Wrestling
By Lauren DeFilipr)

Cx)LLBULAN Staff

The formula for success in the

entertainment industry is tried

and-true. Simply put — give the

people what they want. It is this

adage that built and sustains the

empire that is World Wrestling

Entertainment, and has made its

owner, Vince McMahon a million-

aire more than a few times over

The film, "Wrestling With

Manhood: Boys, Bullying and

Battering," is a 60 minute in

depth critique of the messages

produced, and therefore widely

disseminated by the WWE and its

programming. At the helm of this

critique is University of

Massachusetts Communication
Professor Sut jhally, as well as

gender violence prevention advo-

cate and UMass alum lackson

Katz.

What is interesting about

"Wrestling With Manhood,"
which is produced by the Media

Education Foundation, a group

based in Northampton, Mass., is

that it is the first documentary

film to seriously consider profes-

sional wrestling from a critical

standpoint. It not only analyzes

what it is, but what it has the

potential to do.

Ihally and Katz beg to ask the

question, "what does this mean?"

Of course "this" refers to the

often-graphic violence that

depicts little to no real lilc cuiim-

quences. the rampant hoinopho

bia. and the ubjcciilicatiun o

females lor entertain-

ment.

The film itself is pret

ty standard documentary

fare; exfX'rt ob.scrvations

and opinions punctuated

by illustrative examples

However. "'Wrestling

With Manhood" differs

in that it is almost unre

lenting in its develop

ment. As the minutes

pass, the examples aiul

points become more iiiid

more explicit, driving the

point clearly home.

From this, it might be

easy to suspect thai

"Wrestling with Man
hood" is very anti-profes-

sional wrestling as enter-

tainment, but this is not quite the

case. What Ihally and Katz do is

merit the ability of McMahon and

the industry to create and perpet-

uate an illusion of masculinity,

while going one step further and

simultaneously pointing out the

more questionable fact that no

one challenges the popularity of

the "sport." or even the casual

write-offs that the programming

is "just entertainment."

Ihally and Katz believe there

are greater cultural forces at work

and therefore juxtapose their

examples of actual wrestling pro-

gramming with real world statis-

tics and facts. Among them: the

iujiiiIht of refK)rlcd cases of sexu

al harassiiR-nt, the grow-

ii\g problem ol school

bullying, and its relation

tu youth suicide, as well

as increased youth and

domestic violence.

The lilm is not intend-

ed lo (X)ini fingers at the

WWF or the profession-

al wrestling industry as

the single most direct

cause of the previously

mentioned public health

issues. What the Ihally

and Katz contend,

repeatedly, is that pro-

fessional wrestling and

its choreographed

depictions (yes, it is

openly admitted to be

fake) of violence are not

directly responsible for bullying

and creating less than ideal

stereotypes of masculinity, but

they are, in a very real way, con-

tributing factors.

What was most interesting

was the way in which Ihally and

Katz point out the audience reac-

tions. Wrestling is often

described as a "soap opera for

men," so there is no doubt that it

is dramatic and exciting.

However, in the fury of excite-

ment, the audience seems to full-

heartedly embrace an idea of

masculinity that is positively con-

servative and traditional, practi-

cally unfrozen from the 1950's,

simply because it is packaged as

rebellious, real, and edgy.

"Wrestling With Manhood"
definitely gives you something to

iliink about. Fans of the WWE
should not be particularly wary;

the film probably does not pro-

vide any information that they do

not already know. What it does

do, however, is force a more care-

ful, and necessary examination of

that knowledge. "Wrestling With

Manhixxl" airs on HSCN this

week.

APC fall lour swinos ttirouoti

a score of reyional venues

>l IRTD-Y lACKSllNK.M? ( OM

Jackson Katz, a gender vio-

lence prevention advocate and

UMass alum, lent his creative

efforts tu this film.

New flick exposes unethical journalism
By Julie O'Donnell

Collegian Corresponoent

Derived from a true story,

"Shattered Glass" is based on a

conniving political writer.

Stephen Glass. His character

shows audiences a world of

journalistic dishonesty where

articles can be completely falsi-

fied and based on little fact, but

often times whole-heartedly

believed.

In the mid 1990s the

Washington. DC. writer began

his career writing small pieces

for the political magazine New
Republic. By sensationalizing

his work, he quickly became

one of the most sought after

feature writers. It is unclear to

the audience what drives the

young Glass to begin his

intense fabrication and lying,

but it may be an attempt to

take the stress-free^oute while

working and attending gradu-

ate school. Perhaps it was the

thrill of getting away with it. or

the desire for scandal or simply

a skill he is extremely good at

it.

Glass seems to become
pathological with his lying: he

uses such brilliance when deriv-

ing the important information

that makes up his articles. For

three years he fabricates stories

— Glass leads readers to

believe that 27 of his articles

are true. He writes these ficti-

tious articles containing error

right down to the sources,

quotes and entire dialect of the

story.

At first, one might ask, how
could a conniving barely out-of-

teen-hood student get away
with such journalistic

murder? Possibly because

Stephen Glass was a damn good

liar, and, in terms of the film

itself, because Hayden
Christensen does a remarkable

job of playing the geek-turned-

infamously popular Glass.

"Shattered Glass" examines

more than the journalistic fic-

tion that Glass created. The

film grants the viewer a look

into the personal life of this

intriguing man. The audience is

given the chance to see Glass'

slippery relationships with

women and co-workers. He

uses his skill to compliment

women and tell people just

exactly what they wanted to

hear. He is not only

convincing, but also

likeable and popular

amongst his peers. At

one point. Glass even

speaks to a journalism

class to discuss his ris

ing popularity and

instant fame. It seems

as though the entire

magazine staff of 20

something aged adults

are so vulnerable, the>

allow to Glass entice

them and the rest ot

the country with his

colorful deception.

The published arti

cle that shattered

Glass' career came
when he reported and

wrote about a confer-

ence about hackers, and then

went on to discuss the meeting

time and place of the conven-

'Shattered

Glass'

Qirecteilly

B illy Ray

Sisinng

Peter Sarsparil

Hpsafifl Daixsan
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tion even to the restaurant

where the journalists gathered

prior to the meeting. Adam
Peneburg, played by

Steve Zahn, a fellow

editor, and presently a

renowned online jour-

nalist followed up on

Glass' article and found

that the convention of

hackers was non-exis-

tent. The hall that Glass

supposedly visited on

Sunday at 3 p.m. was

not even open on

Sunday, nor was the

restaurant where he

supposedly met with

fellow journalists. The

career of the big-time

writer came to a

screeching halt after

Peneburg uncovered

Glass' secret; over half

of the 4 1 articles he had

written for the political maga-

zine were falsified.

Perhaps the most stunning

performance in the film is deliv-

ered by Peter Sarsgaurd. who
plays The New Republic's new
editor. Charles Lane. Lane was
informed of his likeliness to lie

in stories when the 'Hack

Heaven' story was published. He
was a bit weary and skeptical

that the young professional was

capable of such dishonesty, but

quickly found that this was not

the first time that Glass fabricat-

ed articles. The audience

watched as Glass' career shat-

tered quicker than it started and

it was mesmerizing to see.

The film, although full of

lies, tells it like it is: there were

no special effects needed, no

fancy scenery and no elaborate

sets, perhaps that is why it is so

vivid and real to

watch. Christensen does a

remarkable job at playing the

sly and slick Glass and director

Billy Ray brilliantly scripts the

antithesis of seeing his career

shatter.
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Make every
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Continued from page 4

wrote the music for the

majority of the songs — to a

role in A Perfect Circle

where he is, at this point,

mostly playing other people's

music.

"jHowerdell had written

mostly everything, except for

'The Package" which I wrote

on and Crimes, "' said

White. "It was kind of chal-

lenging to play someone
else's music. It was some-

thing I wasn't really used to,

I was used to pretty much
playing my own stuff."

White also saw a different

experience in working with

the notoriously flamboyant

Manson to the more subdued

Keenan who, despite literally

staying in the shadows ol the

stage, is still the centerpiece

of the band. White, however,

doesn't care who is front-

and center and how they act

al all. he honestly just cares

about making the music.

"It was important to

(Manson) to be on the cover

of every magazine, to get all

the attention; that's why it

was called Marilyn Manson,"

White said. "
... It wasn't

really important to me.

what's important is playing

music to people. In the long

run everyone knows who did

what. The music lasts forev-

er, the celebrity — it dies out

eventually."

As lor the exact differ-

ences between Manson and

Keenan. White already has

developed a stock answer.

"With Manson it is kinda

like a pornographic movie

meets a slasher, in-your-face

kind of thing," While said.

"IKeenan's stage presence | is

more like a movie like the

first 'Alien' movie where you

don't really see the monster.

It's a little more mysterious.

Manson likes to be in the

front and Maynard likes to

stay in the back. Thai kind of

describes their personalities.

They're both probably

eccentric egomaniacs, just in

two different ways. They're

very artistic and smart.

One's a little more artistic

and one can sing a little bet-

ter."
""'^

White transitioned seam-

lessly from this analogy to

his description of A Perfect

Circle's live set.

"There are a lot of heavy

songs in the set," he said,

"but there's also a lot of stuff

that's kind of laid back, lust

because it's not heavy and in

your face all the time doesn't

mean its not good."

It would appear White

has found himself an ideal

home in A Perfect Circle.

"I've learned a lot having

worked with someone like

Manson for a long time," he

said. "When you're working

with a frontman, as a musi-

cian, you feed off their ener-

gy. You, you know, adapt to

il and learn from it. With

Manson it's all about press

photos and videos and just

image in everything and I

don't think it's that bad of a

thing."

White stopped and cor-

rected himself.

"I think it's better to have

the music take a front seat to

everything," he said. "(The

experience with Manson)
kind of made me appreciate

music a little more ) rather)

than just trying to look crazy

and be a rock star."

New England fans will

have many chances to see the

newly transformed leordie

White as well as fellow new-

guy lames Iha play with A
Perfect Circle this week.

Nov. 21 the band will be in

Durham. NH. followed by

shows on Nov. 22 in

Portland. ME. on Nov. 24 in

Providence, and finally a

show on Nov. 25 in

Wallingford. CT.

Year Of The Rabbit, the

new band from ex-Failure

frontman Ken Andrews will

be opening all the shows.

The band's spacey art/alt

-

rock should be a big hit

amongst APC fans as

"Thirteenth Step" is

unabashedly Failure influ-

enced — in fact the album's

stand-out track is a beauti-

ful, heart-stopping string-

based rendition of Failure's

track "The Nurse Who
Loved Me" which APC per-

forms live as a faithful, and

amazing, cover.
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tewomen look tor solutions
By Bob McGdvern

Ci>LLI:lilAN STAI-f

With it's first regular season

weclcend series on tap, the

Massachusetts women's basketball

team is staring at more questions

than answers.

The Maroon and White travel

to Fairfield, Conn, today to face

Sacred Heart lor its first game of

the season. It returns back home to

play Holy Cross on Sunday for it's

regular season home opener

L^st year the Minutewomen

destroyed the Pioneers 74-48, but

that was a much dilTereni team.

UMass had current WNBA player

(en Butler dominating in the post,

an area in question for this year's

youthful learn.

"We played them last year,"

Massachusetts coach Marnie

Dacko said, "We beat them pret-

ty easily but we had a different

kind of team, we had a post-

laden team."

The Maroon and White are

still the heavily favored team

against Pioneers, who in their

existence have yet to win a con-

ference title. However, Sacred

Heart has picked up a bevy of tal-

ent in the off-season and look to

build off of last years 18-10

team.

A large part of last year's suc-

cess came on the shoulders of

last season's NEC rookie of the

year Nicolle Rubino, who aver-

aged 12.4 point and 5.5

rebounds a game.

Coach Dacko sees the game as

a learning experience for her young

team, and knows that the Pioneers

haven't forgotten what happened

the last time the teams met.

"They run a lot of motion

offense, they play man-to-man

defense, they are pretty aggres-

sive," Dacko said, "They've got

everything to gain, they have noth-

ing to lose so they are going to be

coming out after us with the

revenge factor that we blew them

away last year"

The Pioneers have had some

significant losses with the gradua-

tion of Brooke Rutnik and Brooke

Kelly, Sacred Heart's third all-time

leading scorer Both players were

key components in the paint last

year, leaving a big hole around the

basket.

Holy Cross will bring an

entirely different challenge to

Amherst on Sunday. The

Crusaders have exhibited year in

and year out that they are one of

the elite teams in the Patriot

New England can't

overlook the Texans
By Mark BABiNtcK

AssoiiATEn Press

HOUSTON (AP) The

New England Patriots need to

look back one week to ward

themselves against taking their

trip to Houston lightly.

The first-place Patriots have

won six straight and their 8-2

start ties the best in franchise

history. But the Texans are com-

ing off a close win against the

Buffalo Bills, who shut out New
England in the season opener

"We realize thai and I think

they can feed off of that also.

They did something we didn't,"

Patriots cornerback Ty Law
said. "They're going lo come

out fired up and ready lo play,

just as well as our team. I think

it'll turn out to be a better game

than people think it might be."

The second-year Texans (4-

6) beat Buffalo 12-10, giving

them two wins in their last

three games and matching the

victory total from their inaugu-

ral season.

When they play the Patriots,

the Texans will be unique in

having faced the teams with the

top records in the league — the

Chiefs (9-1) and the Titans,

Colts and Panthers (all 8-2).

Houston beat the Panthers with

Tony Banks subbing at quarter-

back, and he will start again

Sunday as David Carr rests a

sprained right shoulder.

The Texans have navigated

that schedule with an injury-

depleted defense that has been

among the most vulnerable

until some recent improve-

ment, a

Plenty of food
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It's true- if you shop at:
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league.

The Crusaders have won
seven straight Patriot league reg-

ular season titles, and are picked

to win their eighth this year As

far as competition is concerned

Holy Cross is one of the more tal-

ented teams that the Minute-

women will face on their non-

conference schedule.

"Holy Cross is a very seasoned

team, they have always been

known to be a top runner in the

Patriot League," Dacko said.

"They're a very well coached team.

T'hey are going to be a team like in

the A- 10, and be challenging to

play, they are a very physical team."

The Crusaders play a similar

offense to UMass as far as calling

picks and running their motion.

The major concern is whether the

Maroon and White can keep up

with the aggressive Holy Cross

attack.

"They run an offense similar

to ours they run a lot of flex cuts,

they have a lot of screens in their

offense," Dacko said, "It will be

familiar to us so hopefully we
will be able to defend it."

Leading the way for the

Crusaders will be junior Maggie

Fontana and senior forward

Mary Rose Campbell. The duo

has been part of several success-

ful Holy Cross teams, including

last year's NCAA tournament

squad.

Fontana will be the biggest

concern for UMass as she pos-

sesses the ability to dominate the

boards every night. Last season

she averaged 7 rebounds a game
to complement her 15 points a

game.

As a freshman Fontana earned

first team Patriot league acco-

lades and was named the MVP of

the Patriot league tournament.

The Minutewomen have had

some difficulties in the presea-

son. In their first exhibition

game, against a much larger

Team Concept, the

Minutewomen lost their momen-
tum after the halL eventually los-

ing 75-58.

Finishing has been a major

concern for Dacko, who hopes

that UMass is ready to play a full

game, rather than just a first half.

"The athleticism is there. 1

think that my players have to

prove it to themselves that they

can go out and play 40 minutes

of basketball," Dacko said, "We
haven't seen it yet, we haven't

had 40 minutes in a real game sit-

uation."

Final Four on tap
Continued from page 8

the Deacons downed 4-2 back in

August.

"I The Wolverines) have

changed drastically, and so have

we. We just have to keep doing the

fundamental things we've done

well and keep ourselves on track."

said coach |en Averill.

The Wolverines are the only

non-ACC team in this year's Final

Four. Michigan is led by tri-captain

and 2002 Big Ten Athlete of the

Year, April Fronzoni. As

Michigan's all-time leader in career

goals (68) and points (155), the

senior leads the Wolverines with

20 goals and seven assists for 47

points. She will be joincnl by fellow

tri-captains Stephanie lohnson and

Kristi Gannon.

Being the only true northern

team this year may benefit the

Wolverines this weekend in chilly

Amherst.

"We've played in some harsh

weather ... we've practiced in it

every day also." Gannon said. "I

thinii it will give us a little txlge, if

anything. If anything helps, we'll

take it."

At 7.50, ACC rivals Duke (19-

3) and Maryland (20-3) will go

head-to head for the first time in

post.season history.

Maryland leads the all-time

series 19-3-3. but lost the last

match 3-1 last month.

The Blue Devils are on a mean

streak as of late, winning 1 1 of

their last 1 2 games, capped by an

8-2 thumping of Old Dominion in

AveHa . ARUM . I'aul Mitrhell

the NCAA quarterfinals to punch

their ticket to Amherst.

"We're firing on all cylinders,

playing our best hockey, and hope

we can carry that through," said

coach Beth Eiozman.

The Blue Devils cari^ an

offense featuring five players that

have scored in double-digits, led by

the one-two punch of sophomore

Katie Grant and junior Gracie

Sorbello. Grant's 62 points on the

year are good enough for fourth in

the nation.

But they will be up against the

Terrapins, who have excelled at

Garber Field in 2003. The Terps

played their first thrtx- games of the

sea.son at Garber. where they

outscored opponents by a com-

bined score of 21-0.

"I think it's a great experience

when we can play on a field early

in the season and then come

back to play on it again, it feels a

little more familiar, and we're

familiar with the facilities, so it

feels good to come back," said

junior Kristin Harris. "It's excit-

ing."

The Terps will be led by the

high-powered scoring of Paula

Infante. Anja Boettcheer. lackie

Ciconte. and Colleen Barbieri, who
all have scored in double-digits as

well.

Through 23 games, the

Terps have scored more than

five goals in a game on eight

occasions, most recently a 5-0

defeat of Penn State in the

NCAA quarterfinals for their

ninth Final Four visit.
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at North Amherst Motors
Collision Repair Center
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Special of the Week: Small Pizza $3.99 - Pick up only

Friday, Nov. 21

Sport Opp./Event

Men's Basketball at Texas Tech

Women's Basketball at Sacred Heart

Men's Ice Hockey vs. Maine

Saturday, Nov. 22

Sport Opp./Event

Football vs. Rhode Island

Swimming vs. St Johns

Sunday, Nov. 23

Sport Opp./Event

Women's Basketball vs. Holy Cross

Time

7:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

rime

12:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

Time

4:00 p.m.

HEA foes square off
Continued from page 8

long-term risks tor short-term

gain."

The Minutemen suffea'd a 4-1

loss to BC in their first game with-

out Mauldin last Friday, but

rebounded with goals from Marvin

Degon. lames Solon, and |ohn

Toffey — all season firsts — to

down Providence 5-2 at Schneider

Arena.

"Well, its a sign of maturity,

and it's a sign of their commitment

to staying with the task, which is a

six-month proposition." Cahoon

said of his club's resilience. "You

can't let one game get you too high.

and you can't let one game get you

too low. It takes experience to

make that happen, and I think

those guys exhibited that last week.

Now we have to put anything that's

happened up to this point aside

and deal with tomorrow, and try to

make the most of that.

While Gaboon's line combina-

tions, which fluctuated greatly

prior to the conference season,

seem to have solidilied. there are

still some changes on the horizon.

"I'm not comfortable yet. the

kids know that I'm not. There's still

kids fighting for playing time,

there's still kids trying to figure out

what end of the equation they're

on. the role player, offensive type of

player, two-way player, we're trying

to figure all of this out.

"I've got a couple of combina-

tions that I'm more comfortable

with right now. i.e. |Tim| Vitek.

llohnj Toffey. and (loshj Hanson, f

thought they played well last week-

end. They had a good week of

practice, hopefully that line will

kind of feed off one another I've

got I
Stephen) Werner and Solon

playing together, and that creates

an awful kjt of speed on that line,

and hopefully they can get some-

thing going with [Craig]

MacDonald playing with them."

(;FRAII)H LlNCi/(;i>LLE(ilAN

Muscling through

Running back Steve Baylark runs over a James Madison

defender. The Maroon and White play URI tomorrow at 12

p.m. at McGurk Alumni stadium for Senior Day.

alwoy

2i N Pleasant Si AirhrrM 2ShO"3,1

I4S Main St Northampton SSfi.OlS")

FREE DELIVERY! H'e accept all ma/or credit cards and OCMP'

pMda East

mm
#%

"^Wc bring CfiliotoNvn

to youf

"Voted best Chinese food

by UNIass students!"

*f^ijsni bar!

*0(j^M^P ACCEPTED
*'J)ELiVERr available!

FiNc Chincw ft Japanim Cuicimi

Location: 103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, M.A. 01002

Open Hours:

Fri. & Sat.: 11 :30 a.m.-ll :00 p.m.

Sun. - Thurs.: 11:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m

'Delivery:

(413)540-0077

(413)256-8923
(413)256-8924

Fax:

(413)253-1173
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Dining Commons Menu
O.C. contact 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• ( hi< ken Quesadilld

• Lemon Pefiper Fish

• Ve^.ln Cutlets

(vegan)

DINNER
• Shrimp & Scallop Creole

• Beet Strudol

• Seitan Bcjurguignon

(vegan)

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

FRIDAY
. High: 57

• Low: 32

SATURDAY
• High: 56

• Low: 36

SUNDAY
• High: 56

• Low: 34
<c?

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Dan l.<jnu)tht'

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Amelia P. Linioln

COPY EDITOR
Mcj^han Hval\

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Ircnv Rus

PRODUCTION STAFF

Rvan Flaherty/ Emilie Dufigan
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You say that money isn't

everything, but I'd lii^e to

see you live without it. §k m
-Silverchair

aquarius • ian. 2o-fer. is

Go shopping and treat your self to some-

thing nice.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Ouch! You have a blister, don't you?

arles • mar. 2i-ahr. i9

It's OK you messed up. You didn't mean

to.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Grow your hair long, it's hot!

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

The archery club is having target prac-

tice, and you're the target.

cancer • iun. 22-)ul. 22

it's doesn't matter if you win or lose, as

long as you got your uniform dirty.

leO • ji'i.. 2.i-Au.. 22

You helpfKJ someone out. The g(X)d deed

will not go unrefurncd.

virgO • Aug. 23-StPT. 22

Sometimes I wonder if the Force is with

you or not.

libra • sfpt. 2i-0(t. 22

Sometimes things just go wrong, it t an't

be helped.

Scorpio • 0< r. 23-N()V. 21

Whitmore: (insert complaint here)

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-nF( 21

It's funny when the (lerson in front of you

trips and falls.

Capricorn . nir. 22-|\n 19

Ciohble, gobble, gobiile.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
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Available immediate-

ly! 3 Bedroom Apt.

for rent in I>)wnt(wn

Northampton,

$1000/month. 41 3-

883-6483

M fO FOR SMF

1988 Audi 90 Oily

72500 miles! Great

Condition Pearl

White/blue leather

$2500 OBO mK)tel-

ht^@pssci.iimass.edu

508-951-7053

1995 Geo Prism 4 !>•

1.8ct5Spd 120.000

miles

Gsalomon@psvch.um

ass.edu 546-4375 545-

5949

$500!!! Police

Impounds. Hondas,

Chevy's, etc from

$500. For listings. 1-

800-319-3323

ext4554

COMPUTERS

Pentium Laptop $99

Free Printer with

Computer purchase

Call for details. Great

Rates and great turn

around time. We fix

Laptops, Desktops/

PC's guaranteed 584-

8857

EMIMOVMENT

!BartendinK!$

$250/day potential

No experience Nesc

Training provided. 1-

800-965-6520 ext 162

Intemships: Novcmer

21 is the last day to

apply to become a

Legal Assistant with

the Student Legal

Services Office. Earn

up to 15 credits while

gaining valuable

experience. Call 545-

1995 or come to 922

Campus Center to

your application.

EMPtOYMENT

Winter Break

Kniplovment

Barnes & Noble at

Boston University.

Help us prepare for

the upcoming semes-

ter. Needed: Cashiers,

Shelvers, Customer

Service, Phones.

Flexible shifts (20, 30,

or 40+ hrs per week)

starting December

15^*^ -January 23'''^.

Store discount, conve-

niently located in

Kcnmore Sq. under

the Citgo Sign on

MBTAB,C,orD
Green line. Meet our

representatives on

Dec. 2"^* at the

Campus Center

Concourse or call our

Human Resource

Dept. at 6 17-2.36-

7488 or E-Mail us for

an application:

bksbuCabncollege.

com.

tMPlOYMENT

Internship

Motivated students

seeking leadership

outside the box. Gain

experience in all

aspects of running a

small business.

Average pay: $9300

Call 508-246-1230

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day p^rtential. Lcx;al

positions. 1-800-293-

3985 ext 516

Attention UMass Stu-

dents! Tired of being

broke? Work with cus-

tomers. Earn $17.50

per appointment. Start

now or after finals

Conditions apply 413-

532-4444 work-

forstdenLs.com

$Save$ >Xaii>lesale-

FHscount prices.

Video games, cloth-

FOR SAEF

ing, jewelry, more.

www.tylersdiscounts.c

om

INSTRUCTION

On the Rocks School

Bartending. Become

certified in one week-

end Great way to earn

money. Call us toll

free at 866-mix-56(XL

www.OTRBartending.

com

ROOM FOR RENT

Sublet one bednxmi

for .spring Available

January 1^' 1/2 mile

froin center of

.Amherst Female pre-

fen-edC:all: 253-1587

ROOWMMI WW II I)

2 Rommates needed

in nice house in

Belchertown for

Spring 2004. 350 rent

ROOMMATE WANTED

Plus Uase 253-6779

or egill@.student.

umass.edu

SERVICES

Stuck on a tt>ugh

term paper'

TliePaperEx|X'ns.com

can help! Expert writ-

ers can help with edit-

ing, writing, graduate

scbiHil applications.

We'll help with any

subject- visit us 24/7

at

TliePaperExperts.coin

pregnanc:y
testinc], hiv

Testing, Birth

C^introl, and

Emergency

CAintraceptimi.

Affordable and cimti-

dential. Tipestry

Health, 27 Pray

Stavt, Amherst. 548-

9992

SERVICES

Pregnant.' Need

helpH;<ill Rirthn^ht

of Amherst arci tor

free testint,' and assis-

tance. 54^'-! ''06

TRAVEL

Act Now! 13,H.k II

people, get 12'" trip

free. Gnuip discounts

for 6+ wvvw.spniii:-

brcakdiscnunis.com or

800-838-8202

Spring Break 2004.

Travel with STS,

America's*! Student

Tour C V<-'ratv>r to

Jamaica, C^ancun,

Acapulco, Bahamas

and Florida. Now hir-

ing caiuptb reps, ("all

for grtnip discounts.

Infonnat u in/Reser\ ,it i

onsl-800-MS.484^>

or www.ststravel.com

For more information

contact STA Tmvel at

413-256-1261

TRAVEL

INNELnOKA
RIDE TO THE AIR-

!\mT.'C;all Valley

Tnmspiirtcr, The Easy

Way to the .Aiqx^rt.

Seats are limited,

reserve early for the

holidays! 413-253-

1 350. wuAv.v.iUev-

tninsporter.coin tor

rates and infonii.ition.

SPRlNti BREAK
Lirgest selection of

IVstinations, inclml-

ingOuisc^s' Foam

Parties, Five IViiiks

and Club .'\dmissions.

Rep Positions and

FREE tnp> .Av.iilable.

1-800-2 31-438(1

www. EpicureanTours.

com

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2004'> I lottest

Prices FVH>k now ..

Free Trips, Meals (Si

P.inies www.sun

spl.ishtours.com or

1800-426-7710
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SportsWeekend
Friday, November 21. 2003 Sports@dailycollegian.com

Outlook: Maryland has had its best success

this season at Garber, and will look to contin-

ue their winning ways in their second stint in

Amherst. Early on, they will need to humble

the Blue Devils by making some big plays on

offense, and the ierps are very capable with

scoring machines Boettcher, Infante, Jackie

Ciconie, and Colleen Barbieri. In this matchup

of two high-powered offenses, the pressure

will be on the defense of Cano, Emily Boyer

and Kristin Harris to make some stops.

Record: 19-3. 2-2 ACC
Coach: Beth Bozman
All-time series: Maryland

leads. 19-3-5

Key players: E Katie

Grant (12 goals. 8

assists. 32 points)

B Gracie Sorbello (8

goals, 4 assists. 20 points), G Christy Morgan

(GAA 1.64, Pet. .755. 4 shutouts)

Outlook: The Blue Devils have been on a roll

as uf late, winning 1 1 of their last 12 games,

most recently an 8-2 thrashing of powerhouse

Old Dominion to bring them to their first

Final Four Although they beat the Terps ear-

lier this year, they must be cautious of their

improved and explosive offense. Maryland

has outscored their opponents 21-0 through

three games this season at Garber Field, and

has been known to take off on scoring sprees.

NCAA Final Four
arrives at Garber

By Brenoan Hall
(^jLLhc.iAN Staff

Students will be in for a treat

this weekend, when the 2003

NCAA Field Hockey Final Four

comes to the University of

Massachusetts' own Richard F.

Garber Field.

Defending national champion

Wake Forest (20-1) continues its

title defense in the first game
tonight, at 5 p.m. against Michigan

( 17-5). This is the fourth consecu-

tive year that the Demon Deacons

have qualified for the Final Four

They will be led offensively by jun-

ior Kelly Dostal and two-time

Atlantic Coast Conference Player

of the Year Kelly Doton, who will

Ixjth bo feeling right at home this

weekend when they play in their

home state of Massachusetts.

Dostal, a Hatfield native, ranks

third in the nation with a team

high 29 goals and 1 1 assists for (^i

points. The senior Doton.

Gi^eenfield native, ranks second in

the team with 1 1 goals and 1
1'

a.ssists for 38 points. They will tv

joined up front by sophomnn.

Maeke Btoreel and senior Kaia

Ackerman for an explosive offenvc

that has outshot opponents 47 I

%.
Goalie Katie Ridd leads a

defense that has allowed just 12

goals all season. She has recorded

10 shutouts this season, and her

.927 career goals against average is

a team record.

"(Katiel's a great leader in the

backfield." Dostal said. "Our
defense is awesome."

Their quest to repeat goes

through the Wolverines, whom

^,^^,^_^ Record: 20- 1 , 4-0 ACC^ Coach: lennifer Averill

^B ^mtrri^^ All-time series: Wake
i Wk ¥ H^ Forest leads, 5-2

\ m ^ ^F Key Players: F/M Kelly

^J^^H py Dostal (29 goals. 5 assists.^^^^
^J ^ 63 points). M Kelly Doton^^^^

(II goals. 16 assists, 38

points), G Katie Ridd (GAA 0.60, Pet. .818. 10

shutouts)

Outlook: The favorite to repeat as national champs.

this year's Deacons feature one of the most stifling

defenses in the nation, and will look to put the clamps

on Michigan quickly They will be looking to the

wicked combination of Dostal and Doton to keep the

Wolverines on their heels, but they must overlook

their win earlier this year and expect a much better

opponent this time. Expect some fan support for local

native LXjton. who will be playing twenty minutes

down the road from her hometown.

Deja vu at MuUins
Deep in the heart of Texas

By Mike Marzelli

CoLLECiiAN Staff

By Andrew Merritt
CxJLLEoiAN Staff

Two hundred and forty-nine days.

That's how long ago the Mas.sachusetts hockey

team did the improbable. In that time, the war in Iraq

began and "ended," the Boston Red Sox completed an

entire season, and China sent its first man into space.

Exactly 249 days ago — eight months and four

days — the Minutemen completed a sweep of the

Maine Black Bears in the Hockey East quarterfinals.

Even more unlikely, the series was held in Alfond

Arena in Orono. Maine, where the Black Bears had

never lost a playoff series.

Tonight at the Mullins Center (7 p.m.). the

teams meet for the first time since that cold night in

Orono. when UMass held off a late Maine surge to

advance to the Hockey East semifinals for the first

time in school history, where it was ousted by New
Hampshire in front of 17,565 at Boston's

FleetCenter

Tonight has a different spin for the Minutemen

as well. Coming off a weekend split that included a

loss to Boston College and a gritty win over

Providence, UMass remains at No. 9 in the USA
Today/Inside College Hockey national poll, and the

Black Bears sit at No. 3.

Whatever emotions might be left over from the

early March playoff meeting has dissipated for the

Minutemen.

"Other than the fact that we know that they're a

really good team, and last time we got together it

was advantage us," UMass coach Don Cahoon said.

"Now that's put a.side, you can't duplicate that situ-

ation, there's different people involved, they've lost

some people, we've lost some people. It's a differ-

ent point in the season, there's different stakes."

"We're taking this as a .separate game, this is the

2003-2004 year, this is our first encounter with

them, we want to play well, we're going to have to

play hard, we're going to have to play smart in

order to get it done, and what happened last year

has no bearing on what goes on tonight."

The Black Bears come to the Mullins Center rid-

ing a two-game win streak, with victories over

Northeastern (5-2) last Friday and UMass Lowell

(4-0) two days later Sophomore Frank Doyle had

to stop just 22 shots to blank the River Hawks, and

Maine received goals from four different players.

But the Black Bears have struggled against ranked

I .ERALD H LlNCJ/rXTLLEOIAN

Defenseman Nick Kuiper fends off a Holy

Cross player. UMass hosts Maine today at 7 p.m.

opponents recently, with a 4-1 loss to No. 2 BC on

Nov. 7 and a 6-3 loss to No. 4 UNH the following

day.

Cahoon confirmed that the Minutemen will be

without high-scoring Greg Mauldin again tonight.

Mauldin has missed two games already after .suffer-

ing an injury late last week, and Cahoon said he is

day-to-day. with the possibility of returning Tuesday

against Vermont.

"He's making good progress, but we're not com-

fortable enough with his level of comfort to throw

him in there," Cahoon said. "I'm not going to take

Continued on page 6

By virtue of its 80-58 win over St. Francis at the

Mullins Center Tuesday night, the Massachusetts'

men's basketball team (1-0) will travel to Lubbock,

Texas tonight for a 7 p.m. tilt with Bobby Knight's

Texas Tech Red Raiders (2-0) in the second round of

the Pre-Season National Invitation Tournament.

The game, which will be televised nationally on

ESPN2, will mark the first meeting between the two

schools on the hardwood. The Maroon and White

does own an 8-8 all-time mark against schools from

the Big 1 2 Conference, however they came up short in

their only previous visit to the Lone Star State; a 76-

65 loss at 'Texas in lanudry of 1999.

The winner will advance to the .semi-final round,

which will be held at New York's Madison Square

Garden on Wednesday night, and will take on Utah

who defeated Minnesota in the first round on

Wednesday night.

For the Minutemen, it is the third time in the last

1 1 years that they have opened their season in the Pre-

Season NIT. They own a 5-2 all-time record in tourna-

ment play; including a runner-up finish in 1993 where

they ousted No. 1 North Carolina in the semifinals

before bowing out to eventual champion Kansas.

Third-year coach Steve L.appas' squad is led by

junior point guard Anthony Anderson, who is coming

off of a 21 -point effort against the Terriers that also

saw him dish out six assists with only one turnover.

Anderson, who was three-of-five from 3-point

range and a perfect six-for-six from the foul line,

was the Maroon and White's second leading scor-

er last season, averaging 1 1 .8 points per game.

Equally impressive for the Minutemen was the

play of center Gabe Lee. The sophomore posted

career highs in both rebounds (11) and blocked

shots (seven), while also scoring eight points.

Another encouraging factor in the win for

UMass was the play of its freshmen. Forward

Rashaun Freeman, playing in his first collegiate

game, led all players with 14 rebounds and also

totaled 11 points, while guards Art Bowers (14

points) and Maurice Maxwell (six points, three

steals) both had impressive debuts as well.

The Red Raiders, who are coming off of an

impressive 89-58 win over Davidson, are led by

senior forward Andre Emmett and freshman

guard jarius (ackson.

Emmett. a potential All-Big 12 candidate, led

Tech with 17 points and five rebounds against

Davidson, while Jackson chipped in with 1 7 points

r.ERALI'H LIN<i/(X-)LLK)IAN

Anthony Anderson scored 2 1 points against St.

Francis on Tuesday. The Minutemen faceoff at

Texas Tech tixiay at 7 p.m. in Lubbock, Texas.

and two assists.

Last .season, the Red Raiders posted a 22-13

overall record, including a third place finish in the

NIT.

Knight, who is in his third season in Lubbock,

has guided Tech to a 46-22 record. Knight's

career record currently stands at 810-311,

including his 29 seasons at Indiana and six at

Army. He ranks fourth in NCAA history in

career victories, currently ranking behind only

Dean Smith (879). Adolph Rupp (876) and Mm
Phelan (830).

Knight has led his teams to 25 NCAA
Tournament appearances, including three NCAA
titles with the Hooisers.

ftie Baup
^
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Last train that left after 9^ 1 1 returns to station

By Karen Matthews
Ass(x,-iATKD Press

NEW YORK (AP) — The

last New jersey commuter train

to leave the World Trade Center

before the twin towers collapsed

in the Sept. II, 2001, terrorist

attack was the first one to

return, rolling into a temporary

station Sunday with dignitaries

and victims' family members on

board.

"It's a resumption of nonnal-

cy," said New lersey Gov. |ames

McGreevey. He was joined on

the short trip under the Hudson

River from jersey City, N.j. to

the temporary PATH station by

Mayor Michael Bloomberg and

New jersey Sens, jon Corzine

and Frank Lautenberg.

"Today, we're proud and

we're pleased to bring back to

the people of this region some-

thing thjat was taken from us on

Sept. 1 1
," said Anthony Coscia.

chairman of the Port Authority

of New York and New lersey.

Thelma Stuart, whose hus-

band. Port Authority police offi-

cer Walwyn Stuart jr, was

instrumental in safely evacuating

that train — and who then

returned to the trade center,

where he died — rode in the first

car with her 3-ycar-old daughter,

Amanda.
"It's a great honor," she said.

As the train surfaced froni

the tunnel under the Hudson

River, passengers saw the con-

struction site that the trade cen-

ter has become.

The World Trade Center sta-

tion itself looks stripped down
and industrial, with exposed

beams and a corrugated steel

ceiling. The bare-bones aesthetic

is softened with panels bearing

quotations about New York

from notables including Edgar

Allan Poe and Gene Kelly

The station, in the northeast

comer of ground zero, was

( ;RHX1RY BDl-UASStXIATEll PRESS

New York City Mayor Michael Blot>mberK, center left, and New Jersey Gov. James McGrtcvey, center right, make their way through

the newly re-opened World Trade Center Station in New York Sunday.

restored over 16 months for

about $323 million, after crews

gutted two train tunnels down
to their steel frames and

installed neariy 7,000 feet of

new track. A permanent, $2 bil-

lion transit hub will take its

place in 2006.

The station is expected to

accommodate up to 50,000 pas-

sengers a day. Before the

attacks, the station handled

about 67.000 daily passengers;

they had to switch to ferries,

cars and buses after the station

was destroyed.

Athletes at

risk for

sexual

abuse
By Jennifer Marcoullier
Cx)l.LE(;lAN (x)RR£SP<}Nl>i-NT

Sexual abuse in sports is a

widespread problem not getting

the attention it deserves, accord-

ing to sports scholar Celia

Brackenridge. •

Brackenridge's spoke at Smith

College on the topic "Sex

Offending in Sports: A Whole
New Ball Game?"

According to Brackenridge.

there are three major risk factors

for abuse: athlete vulnerability,

coach inclination, and sport

opportunity She described theo-

retical models that may explain

how someone becomes an abus-

er. Brackenridge

also stressed that no definitive

answers can be given in the case

of sports since this is such a new
area of study.

"Prior to 1990. there was no

research in this area." said

Brackenridge. "I met with a lot of

skepticism in the eaHy '90s."

The turning point in the UK,
according to Brackenridge. came

in 1995 when Britain's Olympic

swimming coach Paul Hickson

was sentenced to 17 years in

prison after being convicted of

rape and sexual assault. Publicity

from the case spurred policy

changes in the UK to protect

children in sports from sex

offenders.

But those new protections do

not extend to adult athletes, said

Brackenridge.

"There are no anti-harassment

or assault policies for adults |in

the UK I."

In addition, the culture of

sports may protect perpetrators

Continued on page 2

Georgia president resigns under pressure Walk of Light set to

improve campus safety

By Erika Lovley
C^oLiEciAN Staff

Opposition supporters, some atop an APC, center, celebrate Georgian President Eduard Shevardnadze's

Tbilisi, yesterday. Shevardnadze, under increasing pressure for weeks over fraud in parliamentary elections.
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resignation near his residence in

By MlSHA
DZHINDZHIKHASHVILI

Assoc-iATEi) Press

TBILISI. Georgia (AP) —
Georgian President Eduard
Shevardnadze resigned Sunday
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as the opposition threatened to

storm his residence. His fall

sparked fireworks and dancing

among lens of thousands of

protesters, and ended a politi-

cal crisis astonishing for its

speed and lack of violence in a

blood -washed region.

Shevardnadze's resignation

caps a political career during

which he won admiration in the

West by helping guide the Cold

War to an end as Soviet foreign

minister under Mikhail

Gorbachev. But during 1 years

as president of Georgia, he

becainc despised for rampant

corruption.

Residents of Tbilisi poured

into streets and partied late

into the night after the resigna-

tion was announced, honking

car horns and waving flags on

the capital's main Rustavcli

Avenue. Champagne corks

flew, and revelers placed flow-

ers into the machine gun bar-

rels of two armored personnel

carriers blocking a street.

Georgia lies at a crossroads

important to both the United

States and Russia, on the

planned path of an oil pipeline

between the landlocked

Caspian Sea and the ports of

the Black Sea. The Caucasus

nation has seen two bloody sep-

aratist movements under

Shevardnadze's rule since 1992.

Throughout nearly three

weeks of protests — since parlia-

ment elections that the opposi-

tion said were rigged — both

sides, mindful of Georgia's histo-

ry of fatal political conflicts, had

pledged to avoid provocations.

Shevardnadze said maintaining

peace was paramount in his deci-

sion to resign.

"1 realized that what is hap-

pening may end with spilled

blood if I use my rights" to use

force against the protesters, he

said on national television.

"The president has accom-

plished a courageous act." said

opposition leader Mikhail

Saakashvili. head of the National

Movement. "History will judge

him kindly."

But by then, it was unclear if

police and .soldiers would have

obeyed an order to use force.

Some soldiers joined a crowd of

50,000 opposition protesters

who massed in front of parlia-

ment Sunday morning as

Shevardnadze still clung to

power
The defense minister said the

military wouldn't intervene on

the president's behalf after oppo-

sition supporters on Saturday

stormed parliament and declared

an interim government, forcing

Shevardnadze to lice the building

in a nationally televised scene.

Abroad. Shevardnadze found

few allies. He has long courted

the United States. but

Washington condemned the Nov.

2 elections as fraudulent. After

the parliament takeover, the

United States only called on both

sides to avoid violence. Russia

sent its foreign minister to

mediate a wav out.

Measures are being taken by

the Student Government
Association and the University

of Massachusetts Police

Department to promote safety

on campus by sponsoring a cam-

pus-wide walk called the Walk

of Light.

The Walk of Light is an

annual event, created to pro-

mote the safety of walkways on

campus. During the walk, mem-
bers of the UMPD, SGA, and

the student body walk the paths

of campus to identify places that

don't have enough lighting and

to address any other safety con-

cerns.

The two main objectives of

the walk are to identify and

repair areas with poor lighting,

as well as to trim back over-

grown bushes and trees that

cause passage problems.

"We try to find the problem

spots on campus." said Mina

Safain, SGA secretary of public

policy and relations. "The

UMPD and SGA want to protect

students as much as possible."

Volunteers are split into two

groups, one covering the right

side of campus and one covering

the left. The entire walk usually

takes anywhere from one to two

hours, depending on mainte-

nance needs. The walk begins at

Two U.S. sold

beat to death
By Mariam Fam
As^MKlATKI> PrFSS

MOSUL. Iraq (AP) — Iraqi

teenagers dragged two bloodied

American soldiers from a

wrecked vehicle, pummeled them

with concrete blocks and slit

their throats on Sunday, witness-

es said, describing a burst of sav-

agery in a city once safe for

Americans.

Another soldier was killed by

a bomb and a U.S. -allied police

chief was assassinated.

The U.S. -led coalition also

said it grounded commercial

flights after the military con-

finned that a missile struck a

DHL cargo plane that landed

Satuiday at Baghdad
International Airport with its

wing aflame.

Nevertheless, American offi-

6 p.m. to ensure complete dark-

ness.

"It's very important for stu-

dents to participate. Even the

UMPD doesn't have the same

perception |as the students) of

what's safe and what's not," said

Safain.

Safain said that two years

ago, the trail by the Worcester

Dining Hall leading to Orchard

Hill was very poorly lit. During

that year's walk, volunteers

installed enough lights to illumi-

nate the entire walkway.

"Before, (the path) was hor-

rible," said Safain. "We trimmed

a lot of overhanging bushes that

were causing traffic problems.

Its much safer now."

In the past, the Walk of Light

has allowed for the installation

of extra police call boxes around

campus as well.

"These problems don't take a

lot to fix: you can see progress

right away," he said.

According to Safain, the

Walk of Light was created part-

ly in response to rapes and sexu-

al assaults that were reported on

the UMass campus in years past.

The Walk of Light begins on

the Student Union steps tomor-

row at b p.m. No prior registra-

tion is necessary and volunteers

from both the UMass campus

and the surrounding areas are

welcome. The event is spon-

sored by the UMPD.

iers possibly

by Iraqi teens
cers insisted they were making

progress in bringing stability to

Iraq, and the U.S. -appointed

Governing Council named an

ambassador to Washington — an

Iraqi-Atnerican woman who
spent the past decade lobbying

U.S. lawmakers to promote

democracy in her homeland.

Witnesses to the Mosul attack

said gunmen shot two soldiers

driving through the city center,

sending their vehicle crashing

into a wall. The 1 01st Airborne

Division .said the soldiers were

driving to another garrison.

About a dozen swarming

teenagers dragged the soldiers

out of the wreckage and beat

them with concrete blcKks, the

wiines.ses .said.

"They lifted a block and hit

Continued on page 2
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What a ride
Scott Kenan, a junior anthopolog>' major, works on repairs In the Bike Co-op, located in the Student Union.

News
meeting
tonight
at 6 p,m.

Ail

writers

sttould

attend

Scholar: Certain athlete types more prone to sexual assault

Continued from page 1

ol abuse, hor example. Bracken-

ridge described a rookie athlete

eager to be accepted by the team.

Mazing rituals, which may range

from innocent pranks to sexual

abuse, are often used to prove

membership in the group.

Once the athlete complies with

the hazing and is accepted, he or

she is protected by a "dome of

silence" which serves to hide the

abuse and divide those who arc

part of the group from those who
are not. That culture of silence

puts athletes at risk, she said.

Brackenridge posted a "health

warning" for the mostly student

audience.

"Seek help if you need it, espe-

cially through your campus coun-

seling centers. Support others ...

Challenge others if ihcy diminish

the importance of this issue."

Brackenridge, who is from

Britain, ended her talk with a

question for the United States.

"In the land of the free, who
will prevent sexual exploitation

in sports?"

"I think its time we really pay

serious attention to what's hap-

pening within sports, it's time to

slop the violence. This is an

important topic we don't talk

about enough." said Yanina

Vargas, senior asstxiate dean for

community development at

Hampshire College.

Although .sexual assault statis-

tics are reported on each campus,

the Five Colleges do not have sta-

tistics specifically on sexual

abuse in sports, said Vargas.

"But I think we're getting bet-

ter. The Five Colleges Sexual

Assault Prevention and

Intervention Committee is doing

really good work with the com-
plexities

I
of each campus'

issues)."

The lecture was sponsored by

ihe Project on Women and
Social Change, the F.xercise and

Sports Studies program at Smith

and the Smith Lecture Fund.

"(Brackenridge 'sj work is

really cutting edge," said Chris

Shelton, co-director of the

Project on Women and Social

Change and ESS associate pro-

fessor. "She has an incredible

understanding of American
sports as an international schol-

ar."

Brackenridge is a visiting

professor at Smith and a con-

sultant in child protection and

gender equity issues in sport and

leisure. She is also a former ath-

lete and captain of the England

and Great Britain lacrosse

teams.

She spoke Wednesday night

to a 50-member audience.
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BOSTON (AP) - Two new
polls show Democratic presiden-

tial candidates |ohn F Kerry and

Howard Dean in a statistical

dead heal in Kerry's home state

of Massachusetts.

If the Democratic primary

were held tomorrow, former

Vermont governor Dean would

get 23.5 percent of the vote,

while Kerry, the Bay State's jun-

ior senator, would receive 22.4

percent, the Eagle-Tribune of

North Andover reported Sunday.

The .seven other Democratic con-

tenders were in single digits.

Asked which would be the

strongest candidate against

President Bush, regardless of

preference, 33 percent said Dean
is the Democrats' best hope,

compared to 19.1 percent for

Kerry.

The random telephone poll of

Massachusetts voters was con-

ducted between Nov. 12 and 19.

A total of 348 registered

Democratic and independent eli-

gible to vote in the Massachusetts

Democratic primary were polled

about which candidate they pre-

ferred and which was most likely

to beat Bush.

The poll, conducted by

Merrimack College's new Center

for Public Opinion Research

with the Eagle-Tribune

Publishing Co., had a margin of

error of plus or minus 4.75 per-

cent.

Dean's popularity is bolstered

by his combative style, said

Russell Mayer, director of the

Center for Public Opinion

Research at Merrimack College.

"Dean has portrayed himself

as a fighter," said Mayer.

Kerry spokeswoman
Stephanie Cutter said the cam-

paign doesn't agree with the poll

findings.

"It contradicts every piece of

evidence we have of )ohn Kerry's

support in this state. No one

doubts that he will win

Massachusetts," she said.

A Boston Globe/WBZ-TV
poll released Sunday also

showed Kerry and Howard Dean
in a close race in Massachusetts.

Dean would receive 27 percent

of the votes, while Kerry, who
has been trying to jump-start his

campaign, would receive 24 per-

cent, if the Democratic primary

election were held now. accord-

ing to that survey.

— Associated Press

Iraqi violence

Continued from page 1

saidthem with it on the face."

Younis Mahmoud, 19.

The bodies were seen with

their throats cut. It was unknown

whether the soldiers were alive

or dead when pulled from the

wreckage.

Another teenager, Bahaa

lassim, said some looted the vehi-

cle of weapons, CDs and a back-

pack.

"They remained there for over

an hour without the Americans

knowing anything about it," he

said. "I .. went and told other

troops."

Television video showed the

soldiers' bodies splayed on the

ground as U.S. troops secured

the area. One victim's foot

appeared to have been severed.

The frenzy recalled the

October 1995 scene in Somalia,

when locals dragged the bodies

of Marines killed in fighting with

warlords through the streets.

In Baqouba. just north of

Baghdad, insurgents detonated a

roadside bomb as a 4th Infantry

Division convoy passed, killing

one soldier and wounding two

others, the military said.

In Baghdad, Brig. Gen. Mark

Kimmitt confimied the Mosul

deaths but refused to provide

details.

"We're not going to get ghoul-

ish about it," he said.

The savagery of the attack

was unusual for Mosul, once

touted as a success story in sharp

contrast to the anti-American

violence seen in Sunni Muslim

areas north and west of Baghdad.

In recent weeks, however,

attacks against U.S. troops have

increased in Mosul, raising con-

cerns the insurgency is spread-

ing.

Simultaneously, attacks have

accelerated against Iraqis consid-

ered to be supporting Americans

— such as policemen and politi-

cians working for the interim

Iraqi administration.

On Sunday, gunmen killed the

Iraqi police chief of Latifiyah, 20

miles south of Baghdad, and his

bodyguard and driver, American

and Iraqi officials said. No fur-

ther details were released.

The assassination occurred

one day after suicide bombers

struck two police stations north-

east of Baghdad within 30 min-

utes, killing at least 14 people.

Gunmen on Saturday also killed

an Iraqi police colonel protecting

oil installations in Mosul.

Elsewhere. Iraqi police said

six U.S. Apache helicopter gun-

ships blasted marshland after

insurgents fired four rocket-pro-

pelled grenades at the American

military garrison at the city's

northern end. One Iraqi passer-

by was killed in the air attack,

police said.

In Kirkuk. 1 50 miles north of

Baghdad, a bomb exploded at an

oil compound, injuring three

American civilian contractors

from the U.S. firm Kellogg

Brown & Root. The three suf-

fered facial cuts from flying glass,

U,S. Lt, Col. Matt Croke said.

KBR, a subsidiary of

Halliburton, also has a significant

presence at Baghdad's Palestine

Hotel, which was rocketed by

insurgents Friday, wounding one

civilian.

"We all know that Americans

are being threatened," Croke
said.

Kimmitt told reporters in

Baghdad that witnesses saw two
surface-to-air missiles fired

Saturday at a cargo plane operat-

ed by the Belgium-based package

service DHL as it left for

Bahrain.

The plane was the first civil-

ian airliner hit by insurgents,

who have shot down several mil-

itary helicopters with shoulder-

fired rockets.
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The long road of a

residential hopeful
In 1 'MM. a debate between presidential hopefuls

Richarvl Nixon and John R Kennedy did a great

deal in swaying public opinion regarding the

upcomiMg election. The lirst debate between the

two men was a decisive victory for the wittier, more

comfoiLible Kennedy, who later went on to defeat

his opponent in a larulslide election.

Fast forward to 2004. as the public is once

again scving the hopes of a presidential candidate

diminish before their very eyes. The candidate is of

course Massachusetts' own |ohn Kerry A long

series ot mishaps has led Kerry to Itwse ground in

the polls and to even be criticized by the innermost

members of his campaign.

It is impossible for any presidential candidate to

say or do something and not have it scrutinized to

the highest degree, by both the press and the gen-

eral public. With that in mind, it seems like only

second nature for a campaign team not to put their

candiduie into a situation that will cost him votes.

In I'^bO, after Nixon lost the debate against

Kennedy, his team quickly regrouped, and faired

much better in the following three debates. It was

not enough to win the election, but it was enough

to salvage enough public opinion for Nixon to gel

him elected in later years. Kerry's team has not fol-

lowed in Nixon's footsteps.

Kerry's first major gaffe was back on Nov. 9,

when the grossly unprepared candidate made

numerous bewildering comments in a-gards to

President Bush, among other things. The one that

stands out the most is, "the road traveled is the pro-

logue to the road to be traveled." How very

poignant. Mr Senator, how very poignant indeed.

But once it was all said and done, one woukl

have expected the campaign team to regroup and

put the mishap behind thL-in Instead, Kerry pro-

ceeded tu give a disastrous speei-h In Maine the fol

lowing night, in which he rambled on and on akjui

a series of disjointed topics. Kerry's aides said that

the reason for the poiji [x;i1oniiance was that the

Senator was "overtirL-d" Again, hew can a cam-

paign team pu' their candidate in that (X)sition in

the first place, and expect him to peifonn ade-

quately'.'

Perhaps the biggest mistake Kerry has made so

far happened shortly after the Maine incident,

when he fired his campaign manager in an inappro-

priate and untimely fashion (a move that angered

many people inside the campaign)

The week later, with his campaign armed with

new and supposedly better leadership, Kerry

appeared on "The Tonight Show with lay Leno."

On the show, he was upstaged by Triumph the

Insult Comic Dog. a dog puppet promoting a

record album.

In the past week, Kerry has made yet another

change in his campaign focus. His new slogan is

"The Real Deal." which is meant to show the new

maturity of Kerry's campaign in an attempt to

show a new level of seriousness and commitment

on Kerry's pan. This raises the question. "What has

Senator Kerry been doing for the past year, if it has

taken him until late November to become a serious

contender for the presidency'.'" With time running

out. this latest attempt of Kerry to salvage his cam-

paign and his dignity appears to be nothing more

than the latest in a series of mistakes that have

ruined this once hopeful candidate.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opin-

ion oflite Massachusetts Daily Collegian Editorial

Board.
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Giving tlianks for everytliing
Thursday is Thanksgiving.

Luckily for you. I can write

about something timely A few

weeks ago, I wrote

about the Red Sox loss

to the Yankees.

Unfortunately, I wrote it

about 10 days after game
seven. So. in the spirit of the

season, it's time for me to write

about what I'm thankful for.

I am thankful for ...

A successful long distance

relationship. Despite the fact I

get asked the question, "is it

hard?" more than a guy who
popped a Viagra and has an

eager wife, everything has more
or less worked out throughout

the past two and a half years.

rion Zimmer charging

Pedro. I hear People for the

Ethical Treatment of Animals is

thinking of going after Pedro.

How dare he treat a gerbil like

that? Maybe he should go back

to his wheel and do a few more

miles before he decides to bawl

his eyes out like a baby (or

MailElde

Dick Vermeil). Maybe the 104-

year-old will think twice before

charging someone half his age

and one-third his

weight. But at least

Zim can store more
"""""^

seeds and grains in

his cheeks during these long,

harsh winters.

Whoever's idea it was to

make (and subsequently sell)

the Paris Hilton sex tape. A job

well done! Oscar-worthy! "The

Pamela Anderson tapes came
out while the Internet was just

getting going. However. Ms.

Hilton can expect to see herself

on Kazaa for years to, um.

come. What are the odds that it

was Ron leremy on the phone

that stopped the act, in night

vision, halfway through?

(On the subject. I hope this

generation of kids appreciates

what is offered to them. They

can browse the Internet and see

Pamela Anderson doing things

that would seriously impair her

ability to speak, then with a

click of the mouse see Paris

Hilton do the same. Damn kids

are spoiled I tell you!)

For fast cars, fast parts and

next day shipping. As boys

grow up into men, they don't

lose toys. In fact, they get more
toys. The difference is that now
they're more expensive. Before

it was a Matchbox Car with a

supercharger. Now it's a

Pontiac Formula with the real

thing.

For weekly poker games.

Despite the fact I'm a worse

gambler than Pete Rose, it's fun

to lose $10 while thinking

about nothing and complaining

about everything.

For the fact that my back-

pack cannot be called a book

bag because it has seen expo-

nentially more keg cups, beer

bottles and cans than it has

books.

Have a safe and happy
Thanksgiving!

Matt Elder is a Collegian

columnist.

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
It has come to the attention of

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

that a source used by a Collegian

columnist may have been fabricat-

ed — although not by our writer

The source in question is the

"Letter to an Anti-Zionist Friend" by

Martin Luther King, Jr.. which was

referenced in the Collegian column

"A Call tor a Jewish State" on Nov

17.

After an extensive Internet

search, The Collegian has decided it

is probable that the source is

Indeed false.

According to the Committee for

Accuracy In Middle East Reporting

in America (www.camera.org), the

King letter is a hoax. Supposedly

originally printed In a 1967 issue of

the Saturday Review, CAMERA
could find no reference to the letter

before 1999, when it appeared In

the book "Shared Dreams," by

Rabbi Marc Shneier — a book with

a preface written by Martin Luther

III Since then, the King letter in

question has been printed In

numerous places.

The Collegian stands firm that

the columnist did not knowingly

cite a potentially fabricated source

In her column. In addition, the spirit

of the column's argument remains

Intact: It has been chronicled that

King made comments with similar

themes in a lecture to a crowd at

Harvard.

The Collegian remains dedicat-

ed to its commitment to show the

Israeli -Palestinian conflict and all

other political debates from many

points of view.

Sincerely,

Dan Lamothe

Managing Editor

vi#Mifw.dailycollegian.com

Carrying out 'black work'
In the weeks

to follow. 1 will

be dedicating a

part of my col-

umn to keep

you all in-

formed about

I he casualty sit-

uation in Iraq.

As of last

Saturday, 426
troops have

been killed in Iraq. This is a high-

er number than the first couple of

years of the Vietnam War. And at

least 7.848 Iraqi civilians have

been kiilcxl. It is the intention of

the Pentagon to keep the dead as

faceless as possible in order to

generate apathy among
Americans toward the war.

The president has refused to

be seen with, salute, or even

attend a funeral of a fallen soldier,

and the Pentagon has banned the

media from displaying their cas-

kets coming off the planes. This

has been done so the public can

focus on the "good news" in Iraq.

1 only hope that by looking at

names, people will begin to

understand that although news on

the war may make us feel strong,

glorious and patriotic, there is no

such thing as "good news."

This week, keep a moment of

silence for the following people:

Chief Warrant Officer Alexander

S. Coulter. 55; Capt. Nathan S.

Dalley, 27; Staff Sgi. Dale

Panchot, 26; Capt. lames A.

Shull, 32: Sgt. Michael D. Acklin

II, 25; Spc. Ryan T Baker, 24;

Sgt. 1st Class Kelly Bolor. 57;

Spc. leremv DiGiovanni, 21; Spc.

William D.Du.senbery. ; Pfc. Rick

Hafer. 21; Sgt. Warren S. Hansen.

56; Pfc. Sheldon R. Hawk Eagle,

21; Sgt. Timothy L. Hayslett, 26;

Pfc. Damian L. Heidelberg. 21;

Chief Warrant Officer Erik C.

Kesterson. 29; 1st Lt. Pierre

Piche. 28; Sgt. |ohn W. Russell.

26; Chief Warrant Officer Scott

A. Saboe, 55; Spc. lohn R.

Sullivan, 26; Spc. Eugene A. Uhl

III, 21; Army Pfc. |oey Whitener.

19; Army 2nd Lt. Jeremy L

Wolfe. 27. May they rest in peace.

"Every man and woman, who
cares for freedom owes you a very

special measure of gratitude,"

said Dick Chene\. when he greet

ed the 21 Gulf War ex-POWs
coming home in March of '91.

Out of those 21 POWs, 17 of

them had been tortured. A law-

suit was filed against Iraq and

almost $1 billion was rewarded in

damages to the victims, which

would come out of frozen Iraq

assets. But just like ilic lip .service

they got I 1 years curlier, the

award turned out to be bogus,

compliments of the deadbeat-

dccency of the Bush

Administration,

Wiihm the numerous Big

Brother provisions of the USA
Patriot Act, Bush and company

have found a way to curb the

compensation of tortured triK)ps.

The provision savs that any

money that is seized becomes gov-

ernment property per executive

order, legally implying that it's at

the full discretion of Bush as to

whether or not these troops get

anything.

The troops were ready to settle

for a little more than half of the

compensation, but. as Bush

would say, they're getting "nada."

The money is gone. And all

that is left is a primped-up excuse

of "foreign policy interests in

ensuring a safe and successful

transition in Iraq." But, in fact,

that money is reserved for some-

thing very special and yet, very

dark.

The $1 billion, like a lot of

other money, has either been

unaccounted for or placed into a

"contingency budget" — Bushian

for "slush-fund." In the new $87

billion hike for Iraq, $9 billion of

this money will actually be part of

this "contingency budget." The

money is to be allocated "any-

where, anytime," and is entirely at

the discretion of Donald

Rumsfeld.

Rumsfeld, who has stream-

lined all the money, maintains it

will be u.sed to fund "indigenous

forces," as well as "rewards" for

"cooperative nations." As we are

beginning to find out, many of

these "cooperative nations," for a

price, are willing to carry out

what Joseph Stalin used to call,

"black work."

For some time now, the US has

been shipping "detainees" and

"enemy combatants" over to

places like Egypt, lordan, and

even Israel. One detainee, a

Pakistani man. was reportedly

lurced by MoHsad agents to swal-

low large quantities of water and

even had his genitals burned with

cigarettes. In |ordan and Egypt,

teeth are ripped out of faces, fin-

gernails are ripped out of fingers,

and electric shocks are adminis-

tered, sometimes to death. The

"rewards" for this work come
right from Rumsfeld's office in the

Pentagon, while America's hands

remain clean.

Even American bases like

C'luantaiuimu Bay aic in the prac-

tice of torture like techniques,

which include being toiced to

stand, squat, or stay awake for

days. Detainees are kept under

bright lights, as guards bang on

Lcli wails to keep them fiom doz-

ing oil. In Bagram Airba.se,

Afghanistan, detainees have

already died of beatings from

their "interrogations." The Red

Cross is also restricted from the

base.

Recently, a Canadian-Syrian

named Mahar Arar was picked up

on suspicion of terrorist activity.

In his Brooklyn detention center,

Arar was injected with a sub-

stance that nobody would identi-

fy He was shipped tu Syria, where

he would be tortured, under a

"sub-contract" with the U.S. gov-

ernment. You see, Arar was an

"enemy combatant."

Back in 1945, the USSR used

to arrest people on charges of

being an "enemy of the people."

Sixty years later, the Patriot Act

gives us the "enemy combatant."

As an enemy combatant, you are

not entitled to representation or

contact with friends or family, you

are held indefinitely, and there are

no charges against you. In fact,

outside of the lustice Department,

nobody knows whether or not

you're still alive. Like Arar, there

is no telling where they might

send you. It's amazing what slush-

money and the Patriot Act can

accomplish.

As of last week, the FBI has

begun surveillance on anti-war

protesters and "extremist ele-

ments." They'll be taking pictures,

names and dossiers of ordinary

citizens. Could this be the start

down the long, dark road of

oppression that every other nation

imposing such laws has gone?

Many supporters still argue

that the Patriot Act and all of its

provisions still only apply to fight-

ing terrorism. Believe it if you

want to, but even the government

laughs at this notion. As of a cou-

ple of weeks ago. lustice

Department spokesman Mark
CoralK) adiiuOed "The Patriot

Ad was not miaiit to be just for

terrorism." Everyoncs'is fair game
under the Patriot Act. and as both

Bush's and Rumsfeld's slush

funds have proven, they have

ways of making you talk.

Information for this column

was taken from the Moscow
Times. New York Times and
Amnesty International.

Mark Ostroff is a Collegian

columnist.

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR

SGA ROUNDTABLE
The student Government

Association's second Diversity

Roundtable ot the year is today at 3

p.m. in Campus Center room 163C.

While the last roundtable was an

open forum to discuss general

campus issues, this roundtable will

focus more closely on the issues of

admissions, retention and financial

aid. Given the recent Supreme

Court rulings and the resulting

changes In University admissions

policies, it Is important that we

come together as a community to

talk about our goals and ideas for

cultivating a diverse student popu-

lation.

It Is my hope that we will be

able to cover not only upcoming

changes in the University's affirma-

tive action program but also the

overall issue of diversity in the

admissions process and In reten-

tion programs.

The last roundtable was incred-

ibly useful and productive for those

Involved. Students, faculty, staff

and administrators came together

to talk about their concerns, sug-

gestions and questions about

diversity issues in the

University community. Among

the many issues that were raised, a

few of the more prominent were

those of the University's financial

and physical accessibility, campus

culture and climate, admissions

and retention, and programmatic

availability in light of state budget

cuts.

While the roundtable is not a

policy-formulating body (i e it will

not be issuing decisions or voting

on policy), It is an excellent oppor-

tunity for various members of the

community to meet one another

and talk at)ou1 areas of common

concern. Student will have the

opportunity to sit down with deci-

sion-making administrators and

share their concerns; adminlstra

tors will be able to hear directly

from students

I encourage anyone interested

in these issues to attend the round-

fable discussion on Monday If you

have any questions, please feel

free to contact me at rptato@stu-

denLumass.edu.

Russell Plato

Secretary of Diversity Issues

Student Government Association

A CALL FOR ACTION
Tuesday's ruling on gay marriage

by the Massachusetts Supreme

Court marks the beginning of a 1 80-

day journey to a historic juncture

Your state legislators must either

legalize gay marriage in some form

or amend the state Constitution to

prohibit It. They now stand In the

position to decide, more or less once

and for all. whether Massachusetts

will recognize gay relationships or

sweep them under a policy rug,

whether it will reward committed

couples or encourage promiscuity.

Even If you had never planned to

exercise your rights as Mass-

achusetts residents, I urge you to do

so now. Write to state legislators and

encourage them to legalize gay mar-

nage. Emphasize that domestic part-

nerships will not do. Such arrange-

ments undermine the Institution ot

marriage by presenting couples with

ways to formalize their relatwnship

without the huge and Important

commitment that usually comes

with maniage

It needs to be all or nothing.

Halfway is more a problem than a

solution.

I was recently reminded that one

of the major advantages of our

Federalist system Is the freedom It

gives states to experiment with dif-

ferent policies. Seen In this way

states are laboratories where cre-

ative solutions to social problems

can be tested out.

The possibility of gay mamage in

Massachusetts represents an oppor-

tunity to try one such solution. I have

faith that its legalization will not

wreak havoc on the institution of

family On the other hand, it just

might give other states a model for

sfrengthening their commitment to

commitment.

David Ginn

Princeton, MJ

THE REAL WRONG
Thomas Naughton's column,

"The Religious Wrong" openly per-

petuates the hate and hypocnsy that

he so ardently decries To lump all

participants in organized religion as

"hollow, bigoted, marketed, hypo-

critical, sexist, homophobic and

strangling," as Naughton

does, reveals his own involvement in

the worst form of prejudice — the

same Injustice v^lch he denounces.

That IS, Naughton shows a penchant

towards gross generalization, and a

fundamental disrespect towards the

individualism that he propounds.

Naughton. like many of our con-

temporaries, forgets that an organi-

zation is defined by its constituents,

not its leaders, and certainly not by

Its fanatics,

I am a Catholic, a Catholic who

advocates gay marriage, fem-

inism, the pro-choice lobby, women
In the priesthood, and the clerical

right to marriage. I am a Catholic

who believes that anyone can grow

as close to Gad as the pope himself.

Most importantly, I respect the differ-

ences of others and I do not force my
religion on them.

One might ask why or how It is I

can still call myself a Catholic, or

why it Is I choose to associate myself

with one of the most despotic organ-

izations In human history I call

myself a Cattiolic for the same rea-

sons that I call myself an American,

a United States citizen; that is, I may
not agree with the actwns of the

leaders of this country, but that does

not defract frxxn my citizenship. If

anything, my disagreements call me
to greater action, and that is because

I agree with the kleals that this

country was sworn to uphoW. And
for that same reason, I am
a Catholic for at the heart of that ide-

otogy is tove. Love and infinite gen-

erosity, for love is suffk;ient unto

love, even If you say as a friend once

said to me, "Love. Generosity —
where Is thaf " To him, it was a

statement, not a questton, as it is to

mo.

Adam J. Db(on

UMass junkK

I-
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Crepes come to
By Ikaika C. Arnauo

CoLLttilAN STAFF

J7MHERST— Nedzana
(j\ Huseinovic, with a sincere

smile, served the couple their order.

The well-dressed gentlemen smiled

back, then, graciously look the food to

the table. His date was admiring the

Chesapeake-sunset-yellow walls, low

hanging light fixtures, and the hand-

made pine counters of the restaurant.

After glancing at the dish her eyes lit

up. "I love crepes," the women said.

Amherst Crepes, 197 North

Pleasant Street, opened on Sunday

The Mediterranean flavored cafe/

restaurant has a large assortment of

crepes, fresh roast coffees, espresso,

lattes, mochas, teas and soups.

The family that opened the restau-

rant wanted to contribute a new and

unique ITavor to the Five College

Areas vast array of cosmopolitan

restaurants and eateries. They agreed

that crepes would add a

"Mediterranean Ambience" that is

widespread in Europe.

"My mother used to have a restau-

rant back in Bosnia." Armin
Huseinovic. co-owner and operator of

the restaurant, said. "What we have

here is a wide selection of crepes that

are very common in all the house

holds in Bosnia. In America you have

pancakes, we have crepes."

The restaurant has a large variety

of crepes available to fulfill any cus-

tomer's appetite. Sweet dessert crepes

are made with the fresh fruits served

with nutella. or plum butter, jam or

another type of sweet spread.

"The best Ideserl dish is) nuttella

and strawberry," Armin said.

If it is a robust lunch one is looking

for. the restaurant serves savory crepes

like Goat Cheese with Mushrooms
and Sun Dried Tomatoes, and Honey

Roasted Turkey with Cranberry Sauce.

"We have Iri different kinds (if

Lhf newly opened Amherst L repes hrinys Mediterranean cuisine to the Pioneer Valley. Students from the Five College area can enjoy an assortment of

crepes, coffee and more.

cheese," Adi Husenovic. co-owner ol

the restaurant said. "Right now we
have about eight different types of

meats ... from chicken, to turkey, to

proscuitto, to ham, pork, beef."

The crepe is originally from France.

Over time it diffused to the rest of

Europe.

"They're French cuisine, French

pastry basically. It started as a desert

and then went on," Adi said.

But the Huseinovics are not plan-

ning on sticking to the traditional

French crepe.

"We're trying not to make it too

French. It is a French thing, but it's

more concentrated, we wanted to do

Mediterranean taste," Adi said.

The Huseinovics put hard work

into building Amherst Crepes. They

did all the renovations to the restau

rant themselves.

"(The restaurant] would probably

cost someone who is not a hands-on

person a 100 to a 150.000 dollars."

Armin said. "It cost us maybe half of

that because we did all the wurk.

Everything you see here is hand made
from that table to that bar, the coun-

ters, the bathroom — everything."

The Huseinovics also plan to exhib-

it local artists. It will add an aesthetic

es.sence. and local artists will have a

place to showcase and .sell their work.

"We're going to use local artists,

and of course if we have people from

the University of Massachusetts,

Hampshire college, or whoever

I
wants

I
to have the spot lor whatever

exhibit," Adi said. "The main purpose

of (the artists'] stuff being here is

because they want to sell it."

The restaurant is not fully complet-

ed. For the spring, the Huseinovic's

are planning to replace the front win-

dows with glass doors that can open,

and add an outdoor patio.

"I'm thinking about ... a beach hut

style on the top. which is not really

I
like] the French Rivera, but it will

give it that summery feel." Adi said.

Some customers look forward to

the upcoming renovations.

"The only thing we like more then

crepes are crepes outside." Lisa Brill, a

UMass student, said.

But lor the most part people are

happy with the new restaurant.

"I enjoyed my crepe." said Lauren

Dresch. a junior sociology major from

UMass. "I had the fresh apples and

brie, it was delicious."

Deftones

bring rock to

Worcester
By Nick Romanow

QiLLEi.iAN Staff

WORCESTER — If the IX-ftones have

proven one thing in nearly 10 years of

releasing albums and touring the country, it

is that music can be loud, harsh and abra-

sive while still being melodic and beautiful.

It's a shame that while the Deltones are

finally beginning to get the mainstream suc-

cess they de,seI^'e. they must deal with the

audience that they attract. Note \o dniiikcn.

belligerent frat-boys and

melalheads: lust bcN;ausc

the Deftones play thun

derous music, that at

limes deals with anger

and frontman Chino

Moreno is quick to let out

a throat-scraping scream,

does not mean the

Deftones make mindless mosh music.

These "fans" are likely the same guys ruin-

ing other concerts, like the generic college

guy at a Dave Matthews Band concert that

gels so trashed he vomits all over the person

next to him.

At Deftones concerts though. thc\ just

stupidly and meaningiessly swing their

limbs about, hitting anything that gels in

their way If someone wants to pay $25 to

take his shirt off and participate in the most

undeniably homcK'rotic activity lie can find

on this side of Fight Club good lor him —
he can have his mosh pit — but there is no

reason to ruin the show for eveiTone that

just wants to be up close to the band.

Luckily even the meatiest of the meat-

heads couldn't ruin the Deftones stunning

performance at the Palladium in Worcester

Monday night. The Deltones are notorious-

ly hit-or-miss with their live (x-rfomiances;

the band si-metimes has a hit tern many

"substances" before hitting ihe stage result-

ing in forgotten lyrics, incoherent scream-

ing, insane rambling, pcwr musical liming

and. at its worst, the inability to synchro-

nize. 1 uckily for fans the Deftones not only

managed to irfrain from being nuiiccahly

wasted, they al.so appeared to he Ix'licve

it or not — sober!

Moreno and the band had a few minor

slip-ups. though During "Digital Bath"

Moreno, playing guitar as he occasionally

Continued on page 6
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By Lal'Rhn Freeman
CoLLEoiAN Staff

Translating written text to the

screen is not an easy task. In the case

of the "The Cat in the Hat" it takes

creative expert i^^e to extend a 20-

some-odd page children's book to

over an houi long feature film. While

remaining quite true to the

unique visual detail captured

by the original story book ver-

'-ion. Vlike Myer's twisted, per-

verted sense of humor is

omnipresent throughout 'The

Cat in the Hat" and causes the

viewer to wonder who in the

audience this film is directed

at. child or parent.

According to WWW.
seusvorg, Theodore Seuss

(Jeisel was born in 1904. a

native to the oity of'

Springfield, Mass. He attended

Dartmouth College and then

went on to Oxfoi^ wtutrw he

received his doctorate fn liter-

ature. The idea for "The Cat in

the Hat" originated in 1954. when a

"Life" magazine article claimed a

devastating rise in' child ilUteracy,

Stjuss and his publisher devised B lijf

of 220 words that they fell were

essential for a child's vocabulary and

Scuss wrote and illustrated "The Cat

in the Hat."

.Scuss's story was aimed at was

young children, beginning readers

aged four to seven. Why then is a

book thai was clearly intended for

such a young age bracket, rated PG
for the big screen? And docs it mal-

lei? These questions lie at the fore-

front of the critical debate thai erupt

ed following the film's release in the

aters on Friday afternoon.

Some parents are overjoye<J that

the kids' film has plenty of "hidden

from the children" meanings, which

allows the parents to enjoy the film

alongside their kids. What began per-

The Cat in

the_Hat'

Oirecleil liy

BoWelcH

Stariifis

Mike Myers

Alec Baldwin

ilniveisal Siiiilios

RateTPG

L._

haps with "Shrek" was a mutual

understanding between parents and

studio execs that a day at the movies

with the kiddies should not be pure

candy coated, 'tra la la'-type torture.

Other not-so-happ) parents are

disgusted with Universal Studios fc^r

the perverse adaptation of the

beloved children's classic. They were

^^ horrified by the implicit

meanings In the film that

theit children may, or may

not, have understood.

These parents seem to

believe thai the theater-

going experience with a

youngster is enjoyable sim-

ply because the child is

having a grand ol' time.

The adult likes and inter-

ests are put on hold and the

children's needs come first.

Perhaps the most di.s-

cussed scene of question-

able nature is when The

Cat, pla^ied by Myers, picks

up a framed picture of

Sally (F>akvita Fanning) and

Conrad's (Spencer Breslin) mother

and the picture folds out to what can

only be interpreted m a centcifold

like picture.

Parents that enjoy this scene

defend it with the clahii that if your

child at age 4 8 can decipher the

implicit meaning of the fold out pic

lure, than this is a result of bad, inat-

tentive parenting. The child should

not be able to pick up on these mean-

ings at such a young age. If children

get the same meanings adults do that

means that somewhere along ihe

road they were expo.sed to this sort of

material and that is just sick and

twisted

Parents ihat were appalled by this

scene .-trgue that they brought their

kid to a movie expecting it to be fair

Iv innocent and then had to leave the

i&r.

'm-'

.
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MondayNovember24

BOOKS
VFeel the need to get your poetry out

ttiere, or just want to listen then come

to the Open Mic Poetry Night. The Odyssey

Bookshop holds this event every last Monday

of each month. Poet Sean Vernon hosts the

event and the readings are limited to five

minutes each. Sign-ups start at 6:30 p.m. so

come and enjoy, admission is free..

ART

VThe Central Gallery will be opening its

doors for a new exhibit featuring Alison

Aune and her paintings; the exhibit is titled

"Faces of Earth." The show consists of

Norwegian style decorative painting that has

been around sine the beginning of the eigh-

teenth century. The Central Gallery is open

from 4 to 6 p.m. for more Information contact

Anne LaPrade at 413-546-0680.

TuesdayNovember25

LECTURE

y Spend an evening with renowned author

and meditation teacher Sharon

Salzberg, from the Insight Meditation Society,

tonight at Smith College. Hosted by the

Ohamma Dena Insight Meditation Center and

the Smith College Religious Studies

Department. The event is from 7 to 9 p.m. at

the Helen Hills Chapel, Elm Street,

Northampton, there is no charge. For more

information call 413-586-4915.

PERFORMING ARTS

y "Dreams in the Golden Country," an on-

stage adaptation of the 1960s book

series "Dear America," comes to the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall today at 10 a.m.

"Dreams" tells the story of the Immigrant

experience at the turn of last century. Tickets

are $5 for students, $8 for the general public.

FridayNovember26

Music

y "Monster" Mike Welch, blues guitarist,

hits Northampton tonight, playing the

Iron Horse Music Hall. Welch has toured with

the likes of Sugar Ray and the Bluetones. The

show starts at 7 p.m. and tickets are $10 in

advance, $13 at the door.

SaturdayNovember29

PERFORMING ARTS

^^ Dm Amherst Ballet company will perform an

^» adaptation of Eric Carle's "The Very Lonely

Firefly." The performance brings to life the bekwed

chiklren's classk: and tickets are only $1 each. The

show starts at 3 p.m. at the Eric Carie Museum of

Picture Book Art In Amherst. Reservatkxis can be

made by calling 413-658-1 155.

MUSIC

^^ Tonight, and every Saturday night. Pearl

^» Street Nightclub is transformed into the Latin

Dance Party. Free Salsa lessons will be given. DJ

Chico Jimenez will be providing music from 9 p.m.

to 2 am. Admlssran Is free.

SundayNovemberSO

MUSIC
VFolk and blues guitarist Tom Rush makes a

stop at the Iron Horse Musk Hall tonight at 7

p.m. Often associated with contemporaries Joni

Mitchell and James Taylor, Rush is a veteran of the

stage. Tickets are S22.50 in advance and $25 at the

door.

MUSIC

V Peart Street hosts a Madd Muzik event fea-

turing Ratt Marble Orchard. The HoIks, Hard

Licker, Fantazmagoria and Swallow. Show starts at 7

p.m. and tickets are $1 7 In advance, $20 at the door.

weeklypinUp

DUET

The University Chorale and

Women's Choir perform Tuesday at

8 p.m. at the Bowker Auditorium.

Tickets are $3 for UMass students,

$5 for Five College students and

$10 for the general public.

Sober Deftones play Palladium in rare form

Continued from page 5

does, stopped the song because he felt that Chi

Cheng's bass was too loud. Guitarist Stef Carpenter

seemed to encounter technical difficulties with his gui-

tar going out during the intro to the fan-favorite "Be

Quiet And Drive (Kar Away)" but the band i^overed

perfectly.

While these were obvious mistakes, it would be nit-

picky and unappreciative to focus on them. The fact is

that The Deftones are at a stage in their career where

they could carry on playing only their big hits, pander-

ing to the crowd, and making generic, boring music

and still cash in — but they insist on remaining one of

the most original, talented, and forceful bands in hard

music today.

Not only was the band musically tight but their per-

formance was extremely high in energy; Moreno was

bouncing around the stage, running over to drummer

Abe Cunningham's kit and back to the crowd, leaning

over the worshipping fans. Cheng was swinging his

bass around him and whipping his long hair in every

direction.

The Deftones played very fan-pleasing set that

focused on their whole career not just the new album

— this past spring's self-titled disc. In fact the focus of

the set seemed to be I'^'^T's "Around The_Fur,'*

arguably the band's finest moment.

The band showcased their more aggressive side

with the songs "Bored" and the rarely played "Root"

from their 1995 debut "Adrenaline," and played a

handful of songs from 1999's "White Pony," including

their greatest hit to date, "Change," and the beautiful,

atmospheric "Digiul Bath." It was during "Digital

Bath" that the angry moshing-mcntality manifested

itself in the worst possible way. The song is one of the

Deftones' calmest and downbeat tracks and yet

morons still felt compelled to push, shove and disrupt

the atmospheiie of the show. Although the Deftones

cover their songs in a wall of de-tuned, noisy guitars, it

doesn't mask the beauty of the music. Moreno's heart-

felt lyrics and powerful delivery is the focus of the

songs and, underneath the walls of feedback, there are

definitive and wellHX)nceived instrumental parts that

demonstrate talent and thought.

That is. in fact, the biggest crime committed in the

mosh-heavy action at a Deftones show. While the audi-

ence members are a living, breathing advertisement for

evolution the band onstage is breathtaking and,

despite their hard rock reputation, one of the most

emotional and melodic bands in present day rock

music. The Deftones presented themselves in top form

at the Palladium whether the audience fully appreciat-

ed the true exquisiteness that many of the bands tans

see or were simply looking for a testosterone release.
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Harvest Night

A dance ensemble from UMass Boston performed a traditional African dance cHi Saturday at the

African Student Association's Harvest Night 2003 in the Campus Center.
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movie avoiding all sorts of

uncomfortable questions that

no four year old child should

have to deal with the answers

to. "Mommy why does that pic-

ture fold out?' just like Mike

Myers says to the kids after the

picture unfolds and he discov-

ers it is the mother — "awk-

ward."
Another defense for the film

is that if it is rated PG than a

parent should have the com-

mon sense to educate them-

selves on why the movie was

rated as such and then decide

whether or not the child is

capable or old enough to watch

it. This defense is somewhat
ludicrous. If a child's favorite

book in the whole world is

"The Cat in the Hat" then how
can a parent be expected to

deny the kid the opportunity to

see this film on the marvelous

big screen? It would appear

cruel and overprotective to the

child.

Several scenes in the film

are solely directed at teenagers

and young adults. There is a

rave scene, where the two

young kids Sally and Conrad

are ushered into an under-

ground party The "party kids-

are wearing Cat in the Hat hats

and dancing provocatively and

Domino'is Pizza

ONLY
60 MinuU' MasHBge

Paraffin Hand Dip ^

wT 30 Minute Facial

"'^ Hair Washed & Dried

then the horror of all horrors

Paris Hilton appears virtually

out of nowhere in a tiny tummy
shirt and flirts with The Cat.

Is this a kid's film or a twist-

ed deviant's daydream? Who
but young adults and teenagers

will recognize socialite Paris

Hilton, who has recently

become front-page material in

the gossip columns for illegal

sales of an intimate videotape

of her and ex-boyfriend Rick

Solomon. What kind of role

model is this? Should children

everywhere turn to their par-

ents and say. "I want to be like

her when I grow up. " it will

surely be a parents' worst

nightmare come true.

An actor of Mike Myers cal-

iber certainly has some control

over the roles he plays and a

studio of Universal's caliber

clearly has control over the

projects they produce. With
that in mind both Universal

and Myers should be ashamed
of themselves. To turn a chil-

dren's' book into a collage of

adult vs. child themes is a self-

ish marketing tactic, it is obvi-

ous that the producers wanted
to score a few extra bucks from

whatever audience demograph-
ic they could possibly target

and so they targeted tJveryone.

Despite the controversy

over the film, "The Cat in the

Hat" remains primarily a story

for and about children ...

young children. Dr. Seuss cre-

ated the story to help kids read.

The only thing this film will

help children do is to blindly

face the harsh reality that this

is an adult world, with little

time for children's stories.

Confusing nuances that will go

right over their heads stifle the

child's imagination and the

audience will strangely be filled

with only adult laughter.
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Steve Baylark kxi the way on the ground

for UMass, as the sophomoit: ran for 116

yatds and a touchdown on 26 carries. Raunny

Rosario, seeing his first significant action

since a knee injury in week one, carried 1

1

times for 58 yards while Rich Demers
chipped in with 45 yards on six carries.

For the Rams (4-8, 2-6 A- 10), |ei«ll lones

paced the rushing attack with 84 yards on just

five carries, while three players — Luther

Green, Wendall Williams and quarterback

layson Davis— eclipsed 60 yards carrying the

football.

Davis also completed five of his seven

passes for 99 yards and a touchdown.

Trailing 3 1 -7, the Rams tacked on a score

just before halftime when Davis found Keith

Brown with a 40-yard scoring strike to nar-

iDW the edge to 51-14 heading into the inter-

missKin.

Rhody got on the board early in the second

frame, as all-conference kicker Shane Laisle

made the score 31-17 with a 33-yard field foal

at tJie 1 2:23 mark of the third quarter, howev-

er that marked all the scoring for both teams

in what was a defensive second half.

'We were only able to score three points in

the second half and I want to credit UMass for

that," Rhode Island coach Tun Stowers said.

"1 hope UMass goes a long way representing

the Atlantic 10 and plays for a national cham-

pionship."

"Our defense knew Jeff was out and they

just really picked it up," Whipple added. "We
caught up with their speed in the second half

and played more of a field position game.

"We got out in front early aixl just did

what we needed to do down the stretch, and

that's a credit to our kids. They played hand

and knew that if they did, they could win a

championship today."

UMass found its offensive groove early, as

Baylark made the score 7-0 with a 5-yard

touchdowTi run just 3:21 into the game.

The Maroon and White then doubled their

edge when wide receiver lason Peebler hauled

in a 28-yard scoring toss from Krohn to push

the lead to 14-0.

URl cut the Minutemen's lead in half at

14-7 mkiway through the first quarter when

Calvin Poole found paydirt from nine yards

out. After recovering an attempted onside

kick by the Rams, however, UMass answered

just 1 :02 later as Demers took off on a 30

yard touchdown jaunt to cap a short three

play. 39-yard drive to make tfie score 21-7.

A Michael Tcrres field goal made the score

24-7 with just under seven minutes remaining

in the first half, and then Peebler upped the

edge to 3 1-7 with a 10 yard touchdown recep-

tion frvm Krohn.

Freshman Christian Koegel. who has aver-

aged 39. 1 yards per punt this season, had one

of his finest performances of the year

Saturday, averaging 47.5 yards on four punts,

with a long of 57. Koegel earned Rookie of

the Week honors from the Atlantic 10 for his

efforts.

The Minutemen will travel to Hamilton.

N.Y. Saturday to play Colgate (12-0) in the

first round of the Division l-AA playoffs.

2003 National Division I-AA

Football

Championship

Minutemen were robbed
Continued from page 10

Tliat brings us to Montana. The Grizzlies

are 9-3, and have not only scheduled a D-ll

this season, they've lost to one (25-24 to North

Dakota State). They're also coming off of a

bitter loss to rival Monuna State this week-

end, with the Big Sky Conference title on the

Une.

So why again, are they hosting 8-5

Western Illinois?

Very simply, Wayne Hogan is the chairman

of the NCAA l-AA Football Committee,

entrusted with selecting the 16-team field, and

he also happens to be the athletic director at

Montana. So not only do the Grizzlies have a

home game despite boasting more losses than

four of the teams that will travel in round one

— iiKluding UMass — they will most likely

host round two as well if they advance and the

Minutemen knock off Colgate.

"I think Wayne Hogan, the guy at

Montana, set the whole thing up," Whipple

said. "When they get behind closed doors

these things happen ... they get to do what

they want to do. Anything the NCAA has to do

has always got some kind of taint on it."

So how did A- 10 selection committee rep-

resentative |im Mille* let this happen? Did diie

Richmond athletic director fight for the

Minutemen, or did he passively shrug off what

was utter disrespect directed towards his own
conference?

And where was Linda Bruno? As commis-

sioner of the A- 1 itself, does it not bother her

to see one of her conference's premier institu-

tions publicly defamed like this?

"1 want to know what |im Miller has to say

and I want to know what Linda Bruno has to

say. 1 think jim Miller did a poor job for the

Atlantic 10. that's what I've heard all the way

along." Whipple said. "Our league is the

toughest league in the country. We win nine

games in our league, and we don't get a chance

to play at home? It's ridiculous."

Needless to say nothing can be done. If

these Minutemen want to win a National Title,

they will have to be road warriors, much like

they were in 1998. But that, however, does not

change the fact that what a group of stuffy

administrators did to this football team was

atrocious, and these young men that have per-

severed for three long months to put together

what has truly been an amazing season are the

ones left to feel the effects.

Mike Marzelli is a Collegian columnist. He
can he reached at Manelli_collegian

@yahoo.com.
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TV, Americans miss

NHUs outdoor classic

BThe
Montreal

Canadiens
picked up two
points
Saturday
night, with a

4-5 win over

l{ d m o n t o n .

But that's not

Andfeilll even close to

Meffill
the story. Still.

^^—^^^—— you d be

fooled it yuu only paid atten-

tion to American media.

See, the Habs defeated the

Oilers in front of 57,167 peo-

ple. You're not going to find a

crowd like that in just any NHL
arena, but rather in

Edmontons Commonwealth
Stadium. That's right. Stadium,

as in outdoors.

Unless you're a serious

hockey fan, you might have

missed this whole deal. But the

idea was to have two NHl.

teams play a game outside,

bringing back the heritage and

culture of hockey's beginnings.

It was an old-fashioned game of

shinny between some of the

greatest players on earth. But

you didn't see it.

That's because the American

networks, in their infinite wis-

dom, decided thai more
Americans would be interested

in the gamut of college football

games — granted, it was rivalry

week, so the sports networks get a

.semi-reprieve — and such must-

watch TV' a!< "Entertainment

Tonight" (CBS), "Las Vegas"

(NBC), and something called

"Eloise at Christmastime,"

which of course aired on "The

Network of Champions," ABC.
Which championship trophy

Eloise won. I'm not sure, since

I missed all two hours of the

lulie Andrews-induced exhila-

ration.

So unless you bought NHL's

Center Ice package for the

satellite dish — not exactly

applicable in the dorms — or

are, in fact, living in Canada,

you missed the whole thing,

including the chance to see

Wayne Gretzky, Guy LaFleur,

and Grant Fuhr strap em on

one more time for the

"MegaStars" prelude.

It's also very possible you

don't care, and will stop read-

ing after this sentence. But

there are plenty of people who
would have loved to see this

game (count me among them),

but didn't because America just

won't accept hockey. Without

going into the exhausted "this

is the fastest sport on earth"

arguments — it is, dontcha

know — it seems ridiculous

that there was no broadcast

below the 49th parallel, when
there are plenty of puckheads

who would have loved to see

the heroes of today and yester-

day play outdoors.

There was minimal

postgame coverage on ESPN,

and even that was sandwiched

in with the highlights from all

the games you just saw on
ESPN anyway.

But the networks aren't the

only ones to blame here. The
NHL is suffering from a num-
ber of things, but chief among
those is a lack of fan morale.

Outside of the diehards, very

few people are attracted to

hockey these days. It's a slower

product, with less scoring, and

the superstars and owners can't

seem to get a grip on the fact

that it's all about the fans, not

the money they get for the

games.

Hockey is No. 4 among the

major sports because the NHL
hasn't capitalized on the good

things about the game. One of

the more exciting times in NHL
history could have been the late

•90s. but the 1994-95 work
stoppage prevented all that.

This is just the next exam-

ple. Someone, somewhere had

the fantastic idea to bring the

game outside, as had been done

for a college game in 2001,

when Michigan and Michigan

State played in front of nearly

75,000 people at State's

Spartan Stadium. The NHL's

ice expert, Dan Craig, devised a

way to make a hockey rink

work on the crowned stadium

surface, and the participants

and crowd devised a way not to

freeze their behinds off. The
best image of the day was
Montreal's lose Theodore, who
had a Canadiens toque — com-
plete with fuzzy ball of yarn on
the top — stretched over his

goalie mask to keep warm.
But the NHL didn't work out

TV rights. Nobody thought that

maybe the circus that was the

entire day would be a good way

to sell the NHL here in the

States. Of course. Commissioner

Gary Bettman and his staff will

pump the All-Star game in

Minnesota, but the meaningless

exhibition doesn't cut it any-

more. The Heritage Classic

could have given new life to the

NHL as a viable sports prod-

uct. Instead. Canadiens and

those fortunate enough to have

the Center Ice package saw it.

and that was about it.

It might seem ridiculous

that a game could be so inter-

esting, but it was more than

just another night in the NHL.
It was about the heritage of the

world's greatest game (bring on

the e-mails), a reminder of the

spirit of the game, which has

nothing to do with ticket sales,

luxury boxes or the Collective

Bargaining Agreement, and
everything to do with the

57.167 people in the stands —
as well as some of the players,

like Montreal's lose Theodore
— bundled up in coats and

toques watching their national

sport with passion.

It's really too bad. Capital-

izing on the possibilities of

bringing the Heritage Classic to

the American market would
have been the first really smart

move the NHL has made in a

long time. Instead, hardly any-

one in the US will remember
the historic game, and the game
won't convert any new follow-

ers.

Two hundred and ninety-five

days until the CBA runs out,

they better save the game soon.

Andrew Merritt is a

Collegian columnist. He can be

reached at merritt_collegian

@yahoo.com.

Tied up at Mullins
Continued from page 10

to rotate around Howard's net.

But before he got behind the

cage, he slipped the puck back to

Solon, who was charging towards

the crease. The sophomore from

Acton slid a wrister under

Howard, and put most of the

6.044 in attendance on their feet.

Although the crowd num-
bered over 1.000 less than the

one that showed up to the Nov.

14 game against Boston College,

it was significantly louder.

After Solon's tally, Maine

began to storm Winer's net. and

hit two posts. But the Black Bears

couldn't put one past the sopho-

more from Stoughton until 19:18

of the second, when the wall he

had built sprung a leak.

Michelle Leveille sent a beau-

tiful mid-ice pass to Moore, who
went in alone on Winer and fired

a high wrister from the top of the

faceoff circles, knotting the game

and taking away some of the

momentum the Minutemen had

enjoyed during the middle frame.

"I'm happy with the way we
played," Maine coach Tim
Whitehead said. "1 think a point

on the road against (UMassj is a

hard-fought point. We played

hard, and we fought hard to earn

the tie, it was a good effort."

It was the first meeting of the

two teams since last season's

Hockey East quarterfinal, where

the Minutemen swept Maine in

Orono to gain the team's first-

ever berth in the Hockey East

.semifinal.

Other than Moore's tally.

Winer was stellar, turning aside

all manner of attempts, including

a penalty shot. Peter Trovato cov-

ered up a puck in the crease as

the Black Bears swarmed, giving

Colin Shields an unabated shot at

what would have been the tying

goal at 5:18 of the second. But

Shields fired a low wrist shot that

Winer stopped easily to hold the

lead and spark the Minutemen

for the majority of the second

period.

"Trovato caught the puck, and

wasn't too sure what to do with it

once he had it, and he was in the

crease," Winer said. "When I saw

Shields was taking it, he's a really

good shooter, so I knew he was
going to try to beat me for the

shot, so I just tried to cut down
the angle as much as I could and

make him try to beat me out of

my crease."

While Howard wasn't tested

quite as rigorously, he was very

capable in turning away the

chances the Minutemen came up

with, including a pair during the

tension-filled five minutes of

overtime.

As well as his team has per-

formed, Cahoon is reluctant to

place it among the ranks of the

elite in Hockey East.

"I think you've got to do it for

another four or five years, then

I'll say we're up there. We're still

pursuing that group. I'm real

happy with the direction oui

team is heading in, but they've

got flags hanging in their rink,

they've got Hockey East trophies

on the shelves up there. When
we've got a few of those, I'll say

we're with them."

Notes: junior Greg Mauldin

was absent from the lineup for

the third straight game. He is

nursing a leg injury, and has been

described as day-to-day, with the

possibility of returning for

Tuesday night's game against

Vermont at the Mullins Center . .

.

The Minutemen have held oppo-

nents to under 30 shots for 16

consecutive games.
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Rough start for Minutewomen
Continuad from page 10

thought we did that," Gibbons

said.

Leading the way for Holy

Cross was Maggie Fontana,

who ended the night with 20

points, including four clutch

free throws nearing the end of

regulation.

UMass did well defending

against the all-Patriot League

guard as she was held to only

seven points in the first half.

Fontana was coming off of lat-

eral meniscus surgery, which

was performed three weeks

ago.

Her injury didn't seem to be

a factor in the second half, as

her aggressive play earned her a

team high six trips to the line.

Her 1 2 points from the charity

stripe helped a second half rally

that put the game just out of

reach for the Minutewomen.
"The key thing to the game is

we got the ball to the basket

and we got to foul line and we
outscored them 18-7 from the

foul line." Gibbons said.

"That's huge in a game like that

when teams are playing tough

aggressive defense."

One major foul came late in

the half when Bailey was put

back in the game with four per-

sonals to her name. Fontana

faked a shot and Bailey took the

bid. fouled Fontana for a one-

and-one. and put herself out of

the game.

Despite the loss. Dacko was

pleased with her team's per-

formance. The Minutewomen
stepped up their game signifi-

cantly against a solid, seasoned

program.

"I'm extremely pleased, my
focus has been improvement

and I've got to stay with the

whole game and season plan for

getting ready for the future,"

Dacko said, "I want to win but

these kids have got to learn it

and I can't put the cart before

the horse."

Sacred Heart was a wakeup
call for the Minutewomen.
Dacko knew that her team was

Edris Bailey was one of few

yesterday, scoring 2 1 points in a

a bit nervous, as several of her

players had yet to compete at

the college level.

"I think at Sacred Heart we
were frightened," Dacko said,

"There were kids that never

played and had game legs and

no control."

Part of the problem was that

the Minutewomen let Sacred

Heart dictate the momentum of

the game. As opposed to its

game against Floly Cross,

UMass only had one player in

double digits, with Tamara
Tatham scoring 10.

The Pioneers were looking

for vengeance after last year's

74-48 dismantling at the

Mullins Center. The play was

CERALPH LING/(XULF.(ilAN

bright spots for the Minutewomen
68-63 loss to Holy Cross.

aggressive the entire game, and

the young Minutewoman squad

was forced to adjust to that

level of play.

"The first game the kids

were coming off and saying,

'they're pinching me, they're

gabbing me,' and you know
what? It's fair play," Dacko

said. "It's a growing process I

told them to be more aggres-

sive, I told them to dive for

every loose ball and they

responded in a good way. If

they're going to pinch, then

pinch back."

Next up for UMass is a trip

to Syracuse Tuesday night for a

7 p.m. clash with the

Orangewomen.

Raiders run away in NIT
Continued from page 10

"Better early than late, though."

Sophomore forward Rashaun Freeman led the

Maroon and White with 17 points in his second

collegiate game. He was named Atlantic 10 Rookie

of the Week for his efforts.

All-Big 12 candidate Andre Emmett led Tech

with 18 points, while point guard jarrius Jackson

and forward Robert Tomaszek both chipped in

with 16 apiece. Devonne Giles also poured in 1

1

points for the Raiders.

Bobby Knight's squad opened the game up in

the first half when it scored on five consecutive

possessions to make the score 54-19 with 3:56

remaining. UMa.ss cut the lead to 34-24 with just

under three minutes remaining in the frame, but

Tech went on to score the last eight points of the

half to take a 42-24 edge into the intermission.

"We had good defense in both halves." Knight

said. "When you get away and you score, and there

gets to be a big margin between two teams, it's

pretty easy for a team to get sloppy and give up

pwints."

The Red Raiders put an exclamation point on

their lopsided victory when Emmett caught and

dunked an alley-oop to make the score 61-50 mid-

way through the second half.

Tech then opened up its largest lead of the game

at the 2:44 mark when a LucQuerjte White layup

gave the Red Raiders an 87-42 cushion.

After a horrendous first half shooting in which

they connected on only nine of 24 field goal

attempts. UMass picked up right where it left off in

the second half, finishing at 20-for-61 in the field

against a stifling Tech defense.

"It's impossible to simulate what they do,

because what you don't see on tape that you used

to see when you live scouted is how athletic they

are," Lappas said. "We have some athletic guys,

but we also have some guys where the only way

they can learn is to get out there on the court.

"1 hope we learn something from this. We'll

grow from it, but it was a real lesson."

Coach's show comes to Blue Wall
By Mike Marzelli
Collegian Staff

"The Steve Lappas Radio

Show," which was previously

held at the Hangar Pub and Grill

during the past two seasons, has

been moved to the Campus
Center's Blue Wall Pub. It will

take place from 7 to 8 p.m.

every Monday night, and will be

broadcast live on 100.9 FM
WRNX.

Hosted by "the voice of the

Minutemen," Bob Behler, and

featuring former coach and cur-

rent radio color analyst lack

Leaman, the show includes

Lappas' commentary on both

past and upcoming games, as

well as player interviews and

giveaways.

The Blue Wall will be offer-

ing an all-you-can-eat buffet for

$10 during the show, and

included in the cost will be a

parking voucher for parking

during the show in the Campus
Center parking garage.

Students can enjoy the buffet

during the show by using one

swipe on their YCMP plan.

"We're excited about having

the coach's show on campus so

the students can really be a part

of it," interim athletic director

Thorr Bjorn said. "In having it at

an off-campus place that serves

alcohol, certain students weren't

always able to attend in the past,

whereas now we're hoping that

the students will come out and
offer their support."

"This is a good opportunity

for people to come out and

interact with coach Lappas and

some of the players," Behler

said. "It gives students the

chance to hear what's going on
with the team, and to enjoy the

show and the food."

The next Lappas show at the

Blue Wall will be Monday, Dec.

1 beginning at 7 p.m.

THE UMASS AMHERST UBRART NEEDS YOUR HELP...

AND HERE IS AN EASYWAYTO
MAKE A DIFFERENCE

On the Thanksgiving Weekend: Friday, Saturday and Sunday

November 28, 29 & 30

0*^ of all our proceed* wilt be donated to the UMaee Library

Come on in and kick off the holiday season with a bang,

while at the same time making an important gift to the

library, Umass and our community

During this season of giving, it seems

ppropriate to give back to our community.

o when you buy your gifts for your femily

and loved ones, we'll pass along the

sentiment with this donation

- No man dbcounu will apply on thew days

55 South Pleasant Street, Amherst. MA 01002

(4U) 253-3381 (4D) 253- 7852

e-mail: jeffamhbk@aol.com

Open Mon- Sat. 8:30 am to 8:00 pm

Sundays 12- 5:00 pm

Jeffery
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst vhbw^

MONDM
. High: 58

• Low: 35

TUESDAY
. High: 46

• Low: 25

WEDHESOM
. High: 49

• Low: 30

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413S45-2626

LUNCH
• Santa Fe Chicken

• Pizza Casserole

• California Chili Nachos

(vejjan)

• Cuban Red Beans

(vegan)

DINNER
• Prime Rib

• Lobster

• Green Curry Thai Tofu

(vegan)

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Nikotjs P Mdrkantonatus

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Gerald H. Ling

COPY EDITOR
li\ih Wyncr

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Shannon Farringtun
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Cory Roicnberg/ Sarah Lloyd
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It's amazing that the

amount of news that hap-

pens in the world every day
always just exactly fits the

newspaper.
-Jerry Seinfeld

aquarlus • ian. 20-feb. is

There is a moth living in your drawer eat-

ing your shirts.

pisCeS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Stars heal, glory fades, but your reputa-

tion lasts forever. Be careful what you do.

aries • mak. 2i-ai'r. i9

Go to Montana. They have lots of hot

cowboys!

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Thanksgiving is more than just turkey. It's

stuffing and mashed potatoes too.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Those old shoes of yours may be comfy

but new ones will l(K)k better.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

It tastes like candy, but it isn't.

leO • lui.. 2-VAuc. 22

Don't wear handcuffs; you'll get stuck in

them.

virgO • Auc. 23-Sept. 22

Drawstrings are a useful substitute for

belts.

libra • Sept. 23-Oct. 22

People just don't understand you have

responsibilities.

Scorpio • Of T. 23-Nov. 21

Has your back been aching?

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-De(. 21

Always save a back up on disc.

Capricorn • otc. 22-iAN. 19

Braids arc fun and practical.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

Sports Teams-

Somrities- C^luhs-

Studenr Groups Ltm
$l,000-$2,(300this

semester with a

proven

CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundraisin^j

event. Our free pro-

grams make fundrais-

ing easy with no risks.

Fundraising dates are

filling quickly, so get

with the program! It

works. Q)ntact

GimpusFundraiscr at

(888) 92^3238, or

visit www.campus-

fi.indraiser.com

[OK KIM

Available immediate-

ly! 3 Bednx)m Apt.

for rent in L^iwntowii

Northampton,

$1000/month. 413-

883-6483

AUTO FOR SALE

1995 Geo Prism 4 Dr.

1.8ct5Spcll20,WO

miles Gsakunon®

psych.uinass.edu 546-

4375 545-5949

$500!!! Police Im-

pounds. Hondas, Ch-

evy's, etc from $5(X).

For listings. 1 -8(X)-

319-3323 ext4554

COMPUTERS

Pentium Laptop $99

Free Printer with

Computer purchase

C^all for details. Great

Rates and great turn

arounti time. We fix

Liprops, I\"sktops/ PCs

guaranteed 584-8857

JMPIOYMENT

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day }X)tential. L(x:al

posiru^n,s. l-8a)-293-

3985 ext 516

EMI'lOYMENT

Attention UMass

Students! Tired of

being broke? Work

with customers. &im
$17.50 per apjToint-

ment. Start now t)r

after finals.

Q editions apply.

413-532-4444 work-

forstudents.ct)m

Internships: Novemer

21 is the last day to

apply to become a

Legal Assistant with

the Student Legal

Services C^ce. Eiim

up ti) 1 5 credits while

gaining valuable

exjx'rience. Call 545-

1W5 or come to 922

Campus Center tt)

your application.

!Bartending!$

$250/day potential

No experience Nesc

Training provided. 1-

8a')-965-6520 ext 162

EMPLOYMENT

Winter Break

Employment -

Barnes iSi Noble at

Boston University.

Help us prepare for

the upcoming semes-

ter Needed: Cashiers,

Shelvers, Customer

Service, Phones.

Flexible shifts (20, 30,

or 40+ hrs per week

)

starting [>;cember

15th -January 23rd.

Store discount, con-

veniently kxated in

Kenmore Sq. under

the C-itgo Sign on

MBTA B, C, or D
Green line. Meet our

representatives on

Dec. 2nd at the

Campus Onter

Gmcourse or call our

Huinan Resource

Dept.at6I7-236-

7488 or E-Mail us for

an application:

bksbu@bncollege . ci )m

EMPLOYMENT

Internship

Motivated students

seeking leatlership

outside the K)x. Gain

experience in all

aspects of running a

small business.

Average pay:

$9300.00 Call 508-

246-1230

EOR SALE

$Save$ Wholesale-

Discount prices.

Video games, cK>th-

ing, jewelry, more,

www.tylersdiscounts.

ci )m

ROOM FOR RENT

Sublet one bedrcx)m

for spring Available

January Lst 1/2 mile

frt)m center of

Amherst Female pre-

ferred C^ll: 253-1587

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need

help? Call Birthright

of Amherst area ior

free testing ani.1 a.ssis-

tance. 549-1906

pregnanc:y
TESTINCj, HIV
Testing, Binh Con-

trol, and Emergency

Gnitraceprion.

Affordable and confi-

denti.il. Tajx'stry

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst. 548-

9992

*1 Spring; Break

Vacations! 1 lO'X, Best

Prices! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas,

Floriila, Acapulco.

I\x)k Now &i Receive

Free Parties 61 Meals

Campus Reps

Wanted! l-8a"^-234-

7007 endlesssummer-

tours.com

TRAVEL

IN NEED OF A
RIDE TO THE AIR-

P(.^RT.'C:allVilley

Transjxirter, The E.is\-

Way to the Airix)n.

Seats are limited,

reserve early for the

holidays! 41 3-253-

1 350. vs-w'w.valley-

traiisporter.com for

rates and infoniiation.

Spring Break 2l\M.

Travel with STS,

America's*! Student

Tour l^Y*-"'"'"*^'' to

Jamaica, Gincun,

Acapulco, Bahamas

and Florida. Now hir-

ing campus reps. C'all

for group di.scounts.

Infonnat ii nVReser\at -

ions I -8LV-648-4849

or www.ststi.nel.com

For more intomiation

contact STA Travel

at 41 3-256-1261

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection i>f

I\'stinati(Mis, includ-

n\n Ouiscs! Foam

Parties, Free l>inks

and Club Admissions.

Rep Positions and

FREE trips Available.

1-8LV-2 3 1-4386

www.EpicureanTours.

com

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2004's Hottest

Prices Book now ..

Free Trips, Meals iSi

Parties www.sun-

splashti-Hirs.com or

18aM26-77IO

Act Now' 13.H.k 1

1

|vople, get 12fh trip

free. Gn>up discounts

tor 6+ www.sprinti-

breakdiscounts.ct'm

or 800-838-8202

To place your Classified

ad. come to the Campus
Center Basement

or call 545-35001
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One for the road
Playoff picks IMb^m
are a travesty —

*

"^^

Mike

Marzelli

Rubbed.

There is just no other way to

describe what was done to the

Massachusetts football team yester-

day afternoon, unless the word

"joke" is somehow involved.

A day after setting school records

for most regular season wins and

most conference wins in a single

season, as well as securing their

Atlantic 10-record 19th conference

championship. Mark Whipple's

Minutemen were told they would not be returning to

Warren P McGuirk Alumni Stadium for the first round

of the Division 1-AA playoffs on Saturday.

Yes. you read that correctly. The team that won nine

games in the most competitive l-AA league in the coun-

try and can count a 38-7 loss to potential Big 1 2 cham-

pion Kansas State and a heartbreaking 51-45 triple

overtime setback at No. 2 Delaware as its only two

blemishes on the season, was deemed not worthy of a

home playoff game.

Give me a break.

Instead, they will be traveling west to Hamilton,

N.Y. for a first-round date with Colgate. At 12-0, the

Raiders boast the nation's longest winning streak at 19

games, and are surely deserving of a home game in

their own right, but not at the expense of

Massachusetts.

"1 think it's a travesty for the kids, I think it's just

ridiculous," Whipple said. "Our fan base, our l>and. our

people here, we deserve to play at McGuirk Alumni

Stadium.

"Eight teams get home playofl berths, how can we

not be one of them? We won nine of our last 10. that's

at least what we deserve."

So now that it's quite clear that the selection com-

mittee in charge of formulating the l-AA bracket

believes UMass is not one of the top eight teams in I-

AA. despite being in the top seven in every national

ranking since Oct. 5. who is?

Among schools hosting first round game.s. Northern

Iowa has one more l-AA loss than UMass, while

Bethune-Cookman is currently rated eight spots below

the Maroon and White in the polls, and has one more

loss at the l-AA level. Western Kentucky has three l-AA

losses, and are currently rated three spots behind the

Maroon and White in the polls with two Division II

schools on their schedule.

Continued on page 7

UM beats URI,

will travel to

face Colgate
By Mike Marzelli
Q)LL£GiAN Staff

For the Massachusetts football team, 2003 has

been a season that requires many words to describe.

However after defeating Rhode Island 31-17 at

Warren R McGuirk Alumni Stadium on Saturday,

only one is needed.

Champions.

After a school-recoixi 10 regular season wins and

eight conference victory, as well as the pix)gram's first

ever 7-0 record at home, the Minutemen are champi-

ons of the Atlantic 10 for the 19th time — the most

for any team in league history.

"This was a solid game
URI ]_/_ for us." Whipple said. "Our

3 ] offense played really well in

the first half and the defense
UMass

Steve Baylark had 26 carries Saturday, as the Minutemen downed Rhode Island, 31

a touchdown and gained 1 16 yards on the ground, averaging 3.4 yards per carry.

Mil 11 IM'ili.AM '
: IC.IAN

17. Baylark scored

played well in the second half. Overall it's a great win

and it's always good to win a championship."

"(A championship! means a lot," defensive line-

man Valdamar Brower said. "... Last season was a

teasing season, so it's good to get it done this year."

UMass ( 10-2, 8-1 A- 10). which will surprisingly be

on the road at Colgate in the first round of the l-AA

playoffs, shares the A- 10 title with Delaware, who was

a 20- 1 7 winner over Villanova. The Blue Hens (10-1,

8-1 A- 10) will receive the conference's automatic bid

on the strength of their 5 1-45 triple overtime win over

the Maroon and White.

One matter of concern for coach Mark Whipple,

however, was the health of quarterback |eff Krohn.

The senior tri-captain left the game with a head injury

in favor of Steve Howell, and did not return.

Krohn is expected to be back when UMass travels

to Colgate.

"We just couldn't take a chance with him."

Whipple said. "He was fine, a little fuzzy but every-

body was telling me to take him out.

"He's going to be OK."
The Minutemen scored on each of their first five

possessions, and their 2 1 points in the first quarter is

the most they've scored in a single period all season.

Krohn was 1 5-of-24 for 219 yards, two touchdown

passes and one interception.

Continued on page 7

Tiffhtlv drawn Humble beginnings
J^ JLk^JLJL ^JL y %i^JL %>^ T JLJL shot lO-for- 13 and scored l

C^^ / TT\^r-*r^r> 011 7/:^'»->'f' i -t^ her team's 28 points in theUMass swept in

opening weekend
By Bob McGovern

CoLLEOlAN StaHH

It wasn't the best way to

start the season for the Massa-

chusetts women's basketball

team.

In its first weekend series of

the season, the Maroon and
White

Holy Cross 68 dropped

UMass 63 f"^^
'°

Sacred
Heart and Holy Cross and came
away with more questions than

answers.

Yesterday, the Minutewomen

dropped a 68-63 decision to the

Crusaders in a game that had all

the makings of an upset. A lack

of experience plus consistent

foul trouble kept the game just

out of reach for UMass.

The Maroon and White,

which was coming off an ugly

61-46 loss at Sacred Heart,

played an aggressive man-to-

man defense against a much
bigger Holy Cross team.

The game was kept within

reach behind the offensive

explosion of junior college

transfer Edris Bailey, who had

2 1 points on the evening, Bailey

shot 10-for- 1 3 and scored 1 3 of

her team's 28 points in the first

half.

"She has the skill, you have

to corral her energy. She brings

a level of intensity that you

want other players to pick up
on." Massachusetts coach

Mamie Dacko said. "She's a

post player that, if we can keep

her in the post and keep her set-

tled, she'll be OK."
Holy Cross was a bit shaken

with the aggressive

Minutewomen defense.

Crusader head coach Bill

Gibbons noticed the Maroon
and White's intensity and was

happy to come away with a win.
"1 really wanted this one and

1 knew we could win it with

defense and rebounding and
getting the ball inside and I

Continued on page 8

Technical knockout
By Mike Marzelli
CoLLE(aAN Staff

Obi Aduba (Medfield) carries the puck up the ice for the Minutemen during Friday night's 1-1 tie with

the Maine Black Bears. Aduba has three a.ssists in five games this season.

countered with a laser wrist shot late in the second

period to knot things up.

The goaltcnders became the story, as UMass'

Gabe Winer kept things quite clean other than

Moore's goal, and limmy
Maine I Howard was solid for the

UMass 1 Black Bears (10-2-1, 5-2-1

HEA), though he didn't

have to make a large number of difficult stops.

Deservedly, both goalies were named to the three

stars list.

"Gabe came up huge, the game could have been

over in the first 1 5 minutes, and we have to thank

Gabe for reading the situation so well," UMass

coach Don Cahoon said of his sophomore netmin-

der

Thanks to Winer, the Minutemen escaped the

first period with the lead, despite playing "scram-

bled eggs," according to Cahoon. His net protection

also allowed Solon to open up the scoring. Stephen

Werner streaked up the lefi wing boards, and went

No revenge

for Maine in

tie at MuUins

UMass 50

Texas Tech 90

By Andrew Merritt
C^)LLEc;iAN Staff

The Massachusetts hockey team took a big step

towards solidifying its spot among the Hockey East

elite Friday. But it didn't come easy.

The Minutemen skated to a 1-1 draw with the

Maine Black Bears in the teams' first rematch since

UMass' shocking sweep of Maine in the Hockey

East quarterfinals last March, lames Solon .scored

his second goal of the season to give UMass (8-2-1

,

5-2-1 Hockey East) an eariy edge, but Greg Moore

So much for that.

Amidst budding hope and cautious optimism fol-

lowing encouraging performances against the

Harlem Globetrotters In its preseason opener and St.

Francis to begin its regular season, the

Massachusetts men's basketball team (1-1) was

returned to earth in the second round of the

Preseason National Invitation Tournament Friday

night.

Facing a Texas Tech

team fresh off of an 89-58

drubbing of Davidson in the

opening round. the

Minutemen were completely overmatched by an

aggressive Red Raider defense and were hurt by their

own inability to shoot the basketball in a 90-50 anni-

hilation before 8,597 at the United Spirit Arena in

Lubbock, Texas.

With the win, the Red Raiders advance to the

semifinal round of the Preseason NIT, where they

will face Utah at Madison Square Garden on

Wednesday night.

The Minutemen return to action tonight when

they will host Hartford at the Mullins Center at 7

p.m.

"There's no doubt that at some point when you're

playing young people, you are going to experience a

harsh reality," UMass coach Steve 1-appas said. "We I.IHAI I'll 1 INH/ltXHJ.E(!IAN

Continued on page 8
I

definitely got some harsh reality tonight.

CoiTtinued on page 8

Sophomore Raohaun Freeman ocored 1 7 points,

good enough for A- 10 Rookie of the Week honors.

W^t Bailp CoKegian
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Vote Smart offers

student internships

By Kristin Erekson
(i)LIJ-(.IAN I -UKKt.slONDtNT

Olympic gold medallist aids
UMass equestrian team

By Julie O'Donnell
Collegian Correspondent

Olympic gold medallist David O'Connor
visited the University of Massachusetts

equestrian team this weekend to convey his

expertise to a group of instructors from

around the country, including one UMass
student.

Sixteen instructors visited the Hadley

horse farm to listen to O'Connor and col-

league. Eric Horgan, speak and critique them

about dressage, a precise form of riding. This

elite 16 are in the process of trying to

become certified as national instructors for

the United States Eventing Association. They

will be working to become certified on a spe-

cific level of teaching by gaining profession-

al training from O'Connor and Horgan.

Erin Risso, UMass senior, was selected to

participate in the workshop. Risso could

potentially progress and get certified to

become an instructor on the national level.

Risso, an anthropology major, taught a demo
rider on Saturday, where the topic of the les-

son was 'circles and turns.' O'Connor was

there to critique her lesson and relay his

knowledge of dressage to her and the rider.

"Your job is to make a difference," he

urged the instructors "Don't let the horse

ride you. You ride the horse," O'Connor told

one rider.

O'Connor told Risso to not necessarily

point out bad habits of the horse and rider,

but replace those habits with other ones that

will eventually cancel out the bad ones.

Risso. who is the youngest applicant from

around the country, said she was scared and

intimidated just being in the same room as

David O'Connor. However, after she was

able to speak with O'Connor and Horgan

one on one, she was able to develop a com-

fort level that boosted her confidence during

the latter half of the workshop.

As for O'Connor and the rest of the

instructor panelists watching and critiquing.

Risso said she was "trying to block them out

completely." She also mentioned though that

felt she was able to learn the most by sitting

on the panel critiquing other instructors.

She said she felt like she connected with

both O'Connor and Horgan.

"They're both .so personable and easy to

work with, and who can say that they've

worked with David O'Connor before?" she

said.

Risso is looking forward to passing the

certification so that she will be on a standard

level of teaching.

The instructors had twenty-five minutes

to teach for their les.son where they were

asked to accomplish different goals. Each

instructor had to pay $375 to listen to

O'Connor and Horgan speak and underwent

an extensive application program just to

attend.

jerry Schurink. the director of the UMass
equestrian team and personal friend of

David O'Connor, selected the top applicants

to come to the workshop. It was required

that each applicant currently leach at a I or

II level — which are the lowest levels of rid-

ing — as well as be registered in the USEA in

the Instructor's Certification Piogram.

it :|JtO'H)NNaU>.lU.tr.lAN

David O'Cimnor, Olympic gold medalist, vis-

its the UMass equestrian team this past weekend.

"It is like Michael Jordan leaching a work-

shop on basketball here," said Schurink. "We
are trying to fix the problems with novice

level and training level instructors, so we can

wean out problems for the national level

before we get there. The program is five

years in the making, in 2005. there have only

been four workshops nationwide."

Schurnik said that the vision of these

workshops is to "create an internationally

Continued on page 2

A national internship program is offering students at the

University of Massachusetts an opportunity to work behind

the scenes of the political system, as long as students agree

to set their partisanship aside during certain hours.

Project Vote Smart, an organization that strives to main-

tain the ideals of democracy, created a 10-week internship

program for students to learn about the candidates that par-

ticipate in national elections. The urgani/iitiun will oiler

scholarships for three to live UMass students interested in

doing work on the 2004 elections.

Interns will get the opportunity to do background

checks on over 40,(XX) candidates for Piesident. Congress,

Governor and State Legislator

"We are looking for interns that are. of course, interest-

ed in politics," said Lisa Coligan, the Internship

Coordinator for Project Vote Stnart. "Students should have

strong communication skills, be comfortable using the

computer, and willing to put their political beliefs aside

from the hours of 8 a.m. to 5 p.m."

Students also must have good standing with the

University, be eager to commit for 10 consecutive weeks

and will be expected to maintain the facility, in order to be

accepted into the program.

Intems will work at the Great Divide Ranch Retreat and

Research Facility, which is situated in the Ri.\.k\ Mountains

close to Phillipsburg, Mont. The internship director will

choose the designated department the intern should be

placed in based on his or her "individual applicant skills,

departmental priority, and projects available." according to

the organization's Web site.

lobs available for interns include news assistant,

research and hotline assistant, national political awareness

test assistant and infonnation technology assistant.

"Some intems will basically sift through a big databa.se

full of voting records, biographical information, public

statements, and speeches on candidates." said Coligan.

"The information on the candidates is then provided on 'a

user-friendly voter's sell-defense system' lound on the Web
site and on our toll free number."

Speeches are obtained directly from the candidates'

Web sites and the discourse is reiterated exactly so as to not

alter the context of the piece. Tlie main goal of Projcvt Vole

Smart is to provide a resource in which "relevant and well-

organized infonnation about candidates lor public office

|is| in the hand's of voters before Election Day." the Web
site.

The organization is run independently and will not

accept financial contributions from lobbyists, govemniental

organizations, corporations or businesses. Project Vote

Smart is able to provide unbia-^cd inlormation alx>ui candi-

dates through private donations from 45,000 members as

well as from grants froni charitable organiziitions such as

the Carnegie, Ford, and Pew foundations.

In order to provide the most democratic, non-partisan

infonnation to voters. Project Vole Smart moved it.> office

from Ik)Ston, Mass. to the Montana Ro«.k\ Mountains to

avoid being in a place thai is a political hot .'<eai. The posi-

tive side to having the organiziition li>calcd in Montana is

that students and members get to enjoy the ambiance of the

"great outdoors" and appreciate the scenery.

"Though we can't ailoid to pay our intems or other

workers, we can send you on a trip to Montana, which is

Continued on page 2

Amherst bookshop Holi(day travelers brace for crow(ded roads

helps out UMass
By Helena Payne
.AssiMAfKn Prkss

By Nathan Chomsky-Higgins
CoLLEOIAN C"(}RRESPONI)ENT

The leffery Amherst
Bookshop in Amherst Center is

donating 10 percent of its sales

to the University of Massachu-

setts WEB Du Bois Library this

Thanksgiving holiday. Nov. 28,

29 and 30.

For the past 10 to 15 years,

the leffery Amherst Bookshop

has dedicated the first Saturday

of every September to help

raise funds for the |ones

Library in Amherst. This year,

because of budget cuts on the

UMass campus, they have

decided to also use the week-

end as another chance to raise

money for a local library

The WEB Du Bois library is

open to the public; anyone in

the community can receive a

library card to take out books

and use the resources available.

In addition to copious amounts

of books and reference materi-

als, the library also has com-
puter labs, with both PCs and

Macintoshes.

The library's acquisition

department uses the leffery
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Amherst Bookshop to purchase

many of its general readerships

books. According to the book-

shop, the budget cuts have

caused the UMass library to cut

back on its purchases. They

hope that this new fundraiser

will help the library to continue

to buy more books.

leffery Amherst deals in

trade titles, such as those

reviewed in the New York

Times, as well as travel books,

children's books, fiction and

non-fiction. The bookshop also

has the largest Emily Dickinson

section in the country, accord-

ing to manager Marie Dunford.

leffery Amherst also takes spe-

cial requests and orders for any

books that aren't in stock.

Behind the main bookstore

is another building, the leffery

Amherst College Bookshop,

which sells textbooks many
professors require, college

apparel and college parapher-

nalia.

The leffery Amherst Book-

shop, located at 55 South

Plea.«ant St.. Amherst, is open

Friday and Saturday 8;30 a.m.

to 8 p.m. and Sunday noon to 5

p.m. Any sales from orders

taken during this time, includ-

ing mail and phone orders, and

anything purchased in the col-

lege bookshop, will donate 10

percent toward the WLB Du
Bois library.

"We hope everyone comes

out and supports the library,"

said Dunford.

NOTICE
• Thanksgiving recess begins

today after classes. The

Collegian will hault publishing

at this time. All opper-

ations will resume f^
Monday, Dec. 1

.

The busiest travel time of

the year was expected to be a

bit busier this year as

Americans hit the roads, rails

and airlines to celebrate

Thanksgiving with friends and

family.

The AAA travel group

expected 3b million people

nationwide would travel 50

miles or more from their homes
over the holiday weekend —
the highest number of travelers

in the past five years, a

spokesman said.

Despite a new terrorism

warning from the government,

air travel was expected to be up

this year, according to AAA,
which predicted that 4.6 mil-

lion people, or 1 3 percent of ail

travelers would fly That's up 1

percent from 2002 but still 10

to 15 percent lower than pre-

Sept. 1 1 levels.

"Since Sept. II, the entire

travel landscape has changed,"

AAA spokesman Mantill

Williams said. "The whole trav-

el pie has shrunk."

Two days after the region's

first significant snowfall, peo-

ple were moving briskly yester-

day through Minneapolis-St.

Paul International Airport.

Lines were short at check-

points.

Manssa Iden. 2b. and Mike

Boulware, 25, chose to fly yes-

terday rather than today to save

themselves grief, and their

flight to Greenville. S.C, was

on time.

"We only got 4 inches,"

Boulware said. "This is

Minnesota. It is going to take a

lot more than 4 inches to delay

an airplane."

Officials at Boston's Logan

International Airport expected

75,000 to 80.000 passengers

per day on the peak travel days

of yesterday, today, Sunday and

Monday.
"We're expecting long

lines," said Phil Orlandella.

spokesman for the

\;i.;, lA Ml IX-iNNtl.UAsS<.T<-lATKIil'RF.'i<

Travelers at Boston's South Station wait to board an Amtrak train early vesterdav. The Thanksgiving

holiday is one of the busiest travel times of the year.

Ma.ssachusetts Port Authority,

which runs the airport. "Sunday

after the holiday will be the

busiest day and Monday is

expected to be busier than nor-

mal."

By rush hour on yesterday,

Boston's South Station was

bustling, as professionals, stu-

dents and others dashed to

catch trains that were twice and

three times as full as regular

trains, station manager Aihic

Tschibelu said.

"I think it keeps getting more

and more crowded." said Leah

Cimmelli, a 21 -year-old senior

at Boston University who was

on her way to New \ovk. "I had

10 book my ticket four days in

advance. Usually I'll come the

same day and gel on the train an

hour or two later."

Teresa Carvalho, a 4 1 -year-

old veteran commuter from

Somerset, Mass., said ihe holi-

day traffic was a nuisance.

"I take this train everyday. I

feel like I should have a seat

over everybody," Carvalho said.

Following last week's bomb-

ings in Turkey, the government

warned of an increased risk ol

terrorist attacks on Americans

at home and abroad, but the

nation's terror alert status

remained at vellow, the middle

level.

The Transportation Security

Administration has offered tips

to save airline passengers a few

minutes in line. These include

storing all metal items in a car-

ryon bag, taking laptop comput-

ers out of their cases so they can

be quickly inspected, and taking

off coats and shoes before

reaching the front of the line.

"You'd be amazed at what

people have in their hags," TSA
spokeswoman Ann Davis said.

"II they'll jusi check the list,

most of these items are fine in a

checked bag."

Officials at Mansfield-

lackson Atlanta International

Airport expected 250.000 pas-

sengers to fly out of Atlanta on

Sunday the airport's busiest

travel day.

"As long as you can keep

people moving, it's not that

bad." said Willie Williams.

Atlanta's TSA director. "People

don't mind the security. They

want a sale ride."

Despite the uptick in air

travel, the vast majority of

Thanksgiving travelers will still

take to the nation's roadways

this weekend. AA.A predicted

that 31 million people, or 86

percent of all holiday travelers,

would reach their destination by

car despite a national average

gas price of $1 .51 per gallon —
a nine-cent increase in gas

prices over last year.

"Fven if gas prices arc high,

it's still a relatively cheap way to

go." said Art Kinsman, a

spokesman for AAA Southern

New England.

Some travelers weren't wait-

ing until the last minute to get

to their destination. Shericc

Muhiimmad. 31. of Detroit,

headed home from Atlanta on

Monday to beat Thanksgiving

traffic, just in case.

"I used to work for ihc air-

lines." Muhammad said. "So I

knew I v^ anted to get i>ut."
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Vote Smart
Continued from page 1

absolutely gorgeous, for 10

weeks." Coligan said.

The C'lreai Divide Ranch

Retical and Reseaah Facility is

about three miles from the

Continental Divide. The area

offers My-lishing rivers, hiking and

horseback riding during the sum-

mer months in addition to ice fish-

ing, skiing and snowmobile dur-

ing the winter months.

Students will live in kxlges

that house between two and six

people. A full-time lodge manager

that lives on the property prepares

meals and assigns the interns

wcvkly cleaning and maintenance

chores, the Web site said.

fhe organization was created

in ]^^2 by 40 national leaders,

including previous Presidents

Gerald ford and jimmy Carter.

The goal of the founders was to

bridge the gap between voters and

the irresponsible coverage of

|X)liiical campaigns by the mass

media.

Project Vote Smart strives to

provide "just the facts" to the

voter, so the voting process will be

less difficult, frustrating and time-

consuming, according to the pro-

ject's Web site.

Hie organization also made
strong connections with newspa-

|vrs and broadcast organizations,

such as CNN, MSNBC. PBS, the

Chicago Tribune and Washington

Week and Review. Political edi-

lois and news directors also help

the organization revise the

National Political Awareness

Tests, which are "issue-oriented

questions" given to candidates for

President. U.S. Senate, Governor,

U.S. Mouse of Representatives

and State Legislature.

Project Vote Smart has also

included an educational program

on their Web site titled, "Vote

Smart Classroom," for students in

kindergarten through high school.

The Web site provides classroom

activities and ideas for teachers by

"fellow educators" that suggest

how lo teach students at a young

ago about the electoral process.

/() use the telephone sen'ice,

ivll I SOO VOTE-SMART. On the

Net: H-nw.role-smart.org.

O'Connor visits equestrian team Sylvan fire put out

Continued from pag* 1

recognized certification pro-

gram."

In regards to hosting the

elite riders such as O'Connor
and Morgan, Schurnik said, "It

is enormous. You just wouldn't

find this type of opportunity to

see two internationally

acclaimed riders."

Morgan of Ireland repre-

sents the top equestrian in his

country. Me participated in the

1 976 Olympics and was a 1 978
world champion.

Amanda Yuruf, a UMass
student who participated as a

demo rider, was nervous but

excited lo be coached by such a

celebrity. Morgan encouraged

the importance of an instructor

developing a relationship with

the rider and constantly assess-

ing his or her work.

This first workshop is the

initial step for the instructors

to become certified. In April,

UMass will host O'Connor and

florgan again for a similar

workshop about jumping.

Next fall, jerry Schurink

hopes to host the testing and

actual certification final step.

Those who perfornted well this

weekend will be invited to the

workshop in April, and the

best instructors there, will be

invited to take the test to

become certified.

O'Connor, who was the

Sydney Olympics 2000 gold

medallist, was scheduled to

show in Australia, but can-

celed last minute alter break-

ing his leg and wrist when he

fell off his horse while jump-

ing.

A lire broke out in Cashin donn

in Sylvan living area Sunday night.

According to Patrick Archbald,

deputy chief of the University of

Massachusetts police department,

the UMPD received the call at 9

p.m. itrporting a pulled lia' alann

Officers arrived on the scene at

9:04 p.m. and reported flames

coming from the building's lobby

window on the south side. The
Amherst Fire Department al.so

responded to the call.

An Amherst firefighter reached

the lobby to find a burning 1 0- by

six-iiKh plexie-glass .strip stuck to a

cenient wall. The fire was extin-

guished with a portable fire extin-

guisher

"The extinguishing probably

took less than 50 seconds," said

Archbald.

"We've spoken with several

local residents. We don't have a

suspect. We have no infonnation

as to how I
the fire) started.

Nothing in the building would

indicate why it started," said

Archbald.

According to Archbald, the

objects may have been lit on fire.

The damage to the building totaled

$250.
-Erika lun'ley

Medicare bill passed
By David Espo

AsMMAltl) 1'kKSS

WASMINGTON (AP^ — The

Republican-controlled Congress

sent President Bush historic

Medicare legislation yesterday,

combining a new prescription drug

benefit with measures to control

costs before the baby boom gener-

ation reaches retirement age.

Bush is expected to sign the bill

with a flourish, then trumpet its

enactment during his bid for re-

election next year "Because of the

actions of the Congress, the actions

of members of both political par-

ties, the Medicare system will \x

modem and it will be strong," he

said in L^s Vegas shortly after law-

makers broke years of gridlock on

the issue.

But within hours of a 54-44

Senate vote. Senate Democratic

leader Tom Daschle introduced

legislation to repeal several of the

bill's most controversial provisions

and to allow the importation of

lower-priced prescription drugs

from Canada and Western Europe.

"This debate is not over, its just

beginning," said the South Dakota

DemtxTdt.

Apart from a new prescription

drug benefit, the legislation invites

private firms to sell insurance cov-

erage to 40 million Medicare bene-

ficiaries.

While some supporters praised

tfie bill in glowing tenns and some

critics denounced it with equal

vehemeiKc, many lawmakers said

the far-reaching legislation had

confronted them with a difficult

choice.

"This was not an easy vote for

me," said Sen. Dianne Feinstein of

California, one of 1 1 Democrats

who supported with the bill on

final passage. "I knt^ there are

doubters out there. ... All I say to

them ts.-give it a chance to work."

The complexity of the 681-

page, $395 billion measure — and

the two-year delay in implementing

the new drug coverage—has made
it subject to competing claims and

uncertain estimates.

For seniors obtaining drug cov-

erage through a stand-alone plan in

2006, for example, officials esti-

mate a benefit with a $35 monthly

premium and a $250 annual

deductible, followed by 75 percent

coverage up to $2,250 in costs.

There would he a break in cover-

age over that level until costs

reached $5, 1 00 — a gap of $2,850

— before benefits resumed and

t>egan paying 95 percent of

remaining costs.

But an official forecast by

Congress' budget experts envi-

sioned a steady increase in premi-

ums and deductibles as well as a

widening of the coverage gap in

the following years, with insurance

payments growing as well. By

2013. according to the estimates,

the monthly premium would be

$58, the deductible would reach

$445 and the beneficiary would b»e

required to pay all costs fxftween

$4,000 and $9,066 before cover-

age resumed.

Seniors who clxxjse a new pri-

vate health plan, either an HMO or

preferred provider organization,

would receive drug coverage as

part of a combined benefit.

The legislation was an attempt

to balance competing interests in a

Congress sharply divided along

party lines. On one side, the tneas-

ure includes a custly new prescrip-

tion drug hienefit for 40 million

Medicare beneficiaries, with subsi-

dies for low-income seniors and

billions of dollars to discourage

coiporations from dropping exist-

ing coverage for their retia-es. Also

included is $25 billion in addition-

al funding for rural hospitals and

other health care providers.

At the same time, the bill

reflects the eagemess of many con-

ser\atives to give seniors the

option of private insurance cover-

age, a step they argued could lead

to more modem and efficient

TERRY ASllEyAsStX lATHl H<h>''

Senate Minorit> Leader Thomas Daschle of S.D., left, meets reporters on Capotol Hill yesterday after the

Senate ^vc final congressional ai^proval of changes to Medicare. From left are, Daschle, Sen. Barbara Mikul.ski,

D-Md... Sen. Debbie Stabenow. D-Mich., and Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.

health care coverage. Still other

changes are aimed primarily at

controlling costs.

With the first memlx'rs of the

baby boom generation due to

reach Medicare eligibility age in

2011. several lawmakers argued

thai fundamental changes were

required to maintain the pro-

gram's finances. By 2029. accord-

ing to Census Bureau figures, all

78 million baby Ixxjmers will be

age 65 or over

For the first time, seniors cam
ing more than $80.(KX) a year

would be required to pay higher

premiums than it her beneficiaries

tor their Part B N^cdicare coverage

Part B covers doctor visits and

other out-of-hospital services.

Another provision would

increase the annual deductible foi

Part B coverage from $100 to

$110 in 2005. and tic future

increases to the growth in overall

non-hospital spending under

Medicaiv. The deductible has not

changed since 1 99 1

.

Conservatives, in particular,

pointed to a series of other changes

in the legislation that they said

would curtail costs over the longer

tenn — and each of them drew

sharp criticism from Democrats

eager to defend the existing gov-

emment-mn program.

One would require the presi-

dent to recommend changes in the

program if spending exceeded pre-

determined levels. The legislation

includes mies designed lo guaran-

tee votes on the House floor on

aftematives as diverse as cutting

benefits or raising taxes. The same

rules are designed to prod the

Senate to act, but do not guarantee

a vote.

The bill's most controversial

feature would begin a limited pro-

gram of competition beginning in

2010 between traditional

Medicare and the new private

plans. Conservatives who support

the provision argue it would help

hold down costs. Democratic crit-

ics, backed by estimates produced

by the Medicare program's actuar-

ies, argue it would lead to

increased premiums for seniors

who remain in the traditional ben-

elrt program.
'

Some of the Republicans who
voted for the bill sought assurances

in advance from the administration

that cities in their states would not

be chosen for the competition.

Local schools face troubles
By Ken Macilmre

AsStXIATtl) PrBSS

MALDEN, Mass. (AP) —
Holyoke and Winchendon parents

and leaders rallied to defend their

schools yesterday after the state

Board of Education voted to

declare the districts "underper-

forming."

"We are not a failure," said

Maureen Provost, who has four

children in the Winchendon
schools ranging from pre-kinder-

garten to 10th grade. .

"We are fed up," she contin-

ued. "This is a small town and a

poor community. Yet, when the

state cut our money, we voted to

take $1 million from the stabiliza-

tion fund and put it into our

schools. We care. And we are not

a failure."

The unanimous vote triggers a

process that could lead to full

state takeover if those districts fail

to improve. It was the first time a

district has been declared under-

perfbnning in Massachusetts, and

may not be the last.

The board also placed the

North Adams and Keefe

Technical School districts "on

watch." They could face an under-

performing vote in a year or 18

months if they do not improve.

Fall River, New Ekdford, Ikjston,

and l^wrence are up for reviews

in the next year.

State officials may not be pre-

pared for the realities of Holyoke,

Mayor Michael Sullivan said.

More than half of Holyoke stu-

dents live in poverty, one-quarter

have special needs, there's an

annual transiency rate of 39 per-

cent, and the district absorbed

$14 million in education cuts over

the past two years, he said.

"I'm not completely confi-

dent," he said of the district's

prospects to improve. "I certainly

think the challenges are far

greater than (education officials)

suspect. Ihey have to go in and

understand the student pc>pula-

tion."

Sullivan pledged lo work with

the state, and was not surprised

by the vote, but was clearly

miffed.

"I've t)een insulted by better

people," he said.

Holyoke parents were similar-

ly upset.

"I feel bad for the teachers in

Holyoke who arc busting their

tails." said Linda LaRose. a

Holyoke mother of four, including

a fourth grader and sixth grader.

Her older children, including a

son in medical school, also

attended city schools.

"We have a lot of great teach-

ers who are doing their best."

LaRose continued. "I see them

still at school at 7 o'clock at night

and they are working hard. There

is a lot of poverty. And I don't

think the stale coming in and tak-

ing over is the solution.

"

India, Pakistan

armies cease fire
By NiRMALA George

AsstK lATEi) Press

NEW DELHI (AP) — India

and Pakistan began a cease-fire

between their amiies at midnight

yesterday — the first such accord

in 14 years.

The agreement, however, did

not cover Indian security forces

and islamic militants in Kashmir,

and there was no indication how
long it would last or how effective

it would be.

The two nations' armies —
which trade machine-gun and

mortar fire almost daily — would

observe the cease-fire along their

entire frontier, the govemments

said. That includes the intema-

lional Ixjrder that covers several

westem states in India, the Line of

Control dividing jammu-Kashmir.

and the frontier at the Siachen

Glacier.

The start of the cease-fire coin-

cides with the Eid-al-Fitr festival

that ended the Islamic holy month

of Ramadan.

In Islamabad, Pakistan Foreign

Ministry spokesman Masood

Khan confirmed military chiefs

agreed on the cease-fire, which he

said was indefinite and "a positive

development."

Neither side specified how
long the truce would last. India

said Monday an enduring cease-

fire would depend on Pakistan

ending the infiltration of Islamic

militants into India's portion of

Kashmir.

The largest Pakistan-based

militant group battling in India's

portion of the divided Himalayan

province said its men would keep

on fighting.

"This will not make any differ-

ence for mujahedeen activities."

Salim Hashmi, a spokesman for

Hezb-ul-Mujahedeen, told The
Associated Press from

Muzaffarabad, the capital of

Pakistan-controlled Kashmir.

"The mujahedeen will continue

their operations."

In contrast to the Kashmiris,

who were joyful over the cease-

fire as they crowded bazaars for

their Eid shopping, Salim said it

was "not something to get excited

about."

India has accused Pakistan of

using artillery fire as a cover to

help militants sneak into

jammu-Kashmir to attack gov-

ernment forces and civilians in

the past 14 years, and more than

65,000 people, most of them
Muslim civilians, have died in

the fighting.

"Certainly lo that extent, the

infiltration will be a more risky

proposition for those attempting

it." said G. Parthasarthy. fomier

Indian high commissioner to

Pakistan, commenting on the

cea.se- fire.

"In terms of atmospherics, it is

a good development. The litmus

test of Pakistani sincerity would
be an end to infiltration,"

Parthasarthy said.
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Thanksgiving: a

time for appreciation
At this time of year, it's hard to remember

to be thankful for anything. Most of us are

struggling to write papers, pass exams and

piece projects together while somehow keep-

ing our heads above water. This is one of the

most stressful times of the semester. By the

end of November, most of us are so lost in our

work and our approaching finals that little

else seems to matter.

But tomorrow is a time to forget about all

of that. There are no classes, no professors or

grades, no dining halls or anything else that

plagues us as college students. Tomorrow, the

fourth Thursday of the month, is set aside as

a day for eating, drinking, watching football

and parades, being with family and appreciat-

ing all that we have.

There's a lot of debate over the true ori-

gins of the holiday: who was really there,

what they really ate, how it all actually came
about. The truth is that no one will really ever

know the truth, and it doesn't really matter.

Once upon a time, some people of different

cultures got together, apparently ate dinner,

and gave a toast to the prospects of a new
life. The importance lies in how that occasion

has evolved.

In our society, where everything is about

work and being on-the-go, it's important that

we have at least this one day to remember to

take a breather. Even if Christmas has been

commercialized and Columbus Day is practi-

cally ignored, at least this one holiday

remains sacred. It is still a day for catching up

with old friends, spending time with family

and relaxing. It's a day to simply enjoy the

company of others and the things we've man-

aged to acquire.

Whether you usually enjoy Thanksgiving

or not, take this year to give it a second

thought. Take the time to truly appreciate

what this past year has brought you. Even if

the past year hasn't been the greatest for you,

there is always at least one thing to be thank-

ful for. Forget about the mundane stressors of

everyday life for a change, and remember to

express your gratitude to those around you.

It's the one time of year when there's no

excuse not to.

So as you're loading up your cars with

laundry and fighting traffic to return to the

place you call home, remember what it is all

for. These few days of vacation time to spend

with loved ones and recharge our batteries

comes at a much-needed point of the semes-

ter, and that, if nothing else, is something to

be thankful for. With that in mind, the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian wishes every-

one a safe and happy holiday filled with good

company and good thoughts of how lucky we

all truly are. Happy Thanksgiving everyone!

Urtsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

Amherst's unlikely entrepreneur
It's a place

that exists

three nights a

week for two

hours and then

disappears; a

place that few

Amherst resi-

dents know
about,

where
college

but

many
stu-

I

dents Irequeni on their weekend

nights; a place encompassing a

pizzeria, a bar and a small

expanse of sidewalk where a

food vendor unfurls the umbrel-

la over his cart while waiting for

his nightly business at Club

Sidewalk to pick up.

Mike McGale, better known
as the sausage man, pulls his

pick-up truck alongside the side-

walk outside McMurphy's

Uptown Tavern in downtown
Amherst. Hitched to his truck is

II large cherry red trailer with

gold leaf lettering displaying the

words "Mike's Hot Dogs and

Sausages." Upon opening the

trailer's large metal door, he

wheels a 24-gallon propane lank,

a grill and a condiments stand

with a large Blue Seal brand

umbrella past the metal fencing

separating the road from the

curb and onto the sidewalk.

Once McGale has all his

equipment gathered, he adjusts a

few more valves on the grill,

shifts the pieces of the carl

around, and affixes a light to the

umbrella pole. Taking a long

drag from his cigarette. McGale

steps out from the cart and looks

over his work. After rubbing a

smudge of grease off the menu

board, he glances at his watch

and sees it's 11:15 p.m. It'll be

another 15 minutes until the

sireels fill with college kids, ram-

bunctious after a full week of

classes and studying.

After parking the truck and

trailer further down the road,

McGale retums lo the cart to

prepare the food. With a set of

tongs, he places 10 pre-boiled

Italian sausages onto the grill.

He then grabs a 6-pound can of

onions and peppers, dumping it

into a large skillet next to the

grill. The skillet hisses and steam

immediately rises into the air

while McGale toasts a few hot

dog buns.

"It's for the customer."

McGale explairis as he prods a

dangling onion back into the

pan. "It might not do much in

this weather, but at least it'll

keep their hands warm and their

stomachs hungry."

College students and town

officials alike refer to the locale

surrounding McGale as Club

Sidewalk. At a stretch of side-

walk that extends from

Antonio's Pizzeria down to the

Monkey Bar, where once the

bars close around I a.m.. people

spill out onto the sidewalk, buy-

ing food and enjoying the night

air for a little longer before going

home.
This is where McGale thrives

as a businessman. Some people

see a food vendor and see a sim-

ple job that doesn't lake much in

entrepreneurial or business

skills. At least not anything a

membership into the School of

Management would need. But

for the sausage man, his business

is a work of art.

"I'm a decent person, with

quality food, in a decent atmos-

phere," McGale explains. His

main business philosophy is that

he cares about his product as

much as for the people he sells

to. It doesn't matter if you're

selling something simple, like

sausages to drunk kids, or you

work in an office building in the

city — you need lo do the best

job you can do.

McGale continues by explain-

ing that it takes a lot of money,

hard work and planning to gel

into food vending and to own
your own self-reliani business.

You "can't just get into the

business. A lot of people think

it's easy and that you can buy a

couple books and you're all set.

It's those kinds of people who
don't make it. People say drunk-

en kids can't taste lousy food,

and it doesn't matter if you put

your best into what you do. But

if something tastes lousy and

you're drunk, you know it."

This dedication shows in the

way people come up to McGale

and praise his food. Stand by

him for 1 5 minutes, and you will

see people from as far as

Springfield who came to

Amherst just to buy one of his

Italian Sausages. Ask anyone

who has wailed in line to get into

McMurphy's and they will tell

you aljout what a "drunk

sausage" tastes like.

To become such a free spirit

took a lot of navigating through

red tape and a certain amount of

bureaucracy. McGale needed to

gel a lunch carl license, food

handler's permit. Board of

Health stale license, and a hawk-

er and peddler's license. After

taking a 6-hour course for the

Board of Health he needed to

find a base of operations to prop-

erly refrigerate his specially

ordered food, and to properly

clean and sanitize his equip-

ment.

"All this just to cook

sausages, which are hard to

screw up," McGale says.

The reason I painted this pic-

ture of the "drunk sausage" man

is because he is a remarkable

individual that few people recog-

nize as such. He treats everyone

he encounters as a close friend

and will talk to you about what-

ever you want, whether it is a

friendly ear to tell your nightly

story to, or as an advice giver.

So next time you are at Club

Sidewalk, stop for a second and

talk to the sausage man. You

may be surprised at what he has

to say; your appetite will defi-

nitely be plea.sed you did.

Ben leder is a Collegian

columnist.

A miscarriage of justice

[lizabeth

Carter

For the past two weeks, I've had

to attend the Residential Alcohol

Educational Program. Last year, I

got into a bit of trouble with a

somewhat surly Resident Assistant

who happened to live next door to

me. This week, REAP requested I

read and write a response to a let-

ter written by Jeff Levy, who's son

was killed in a dmnk driving acci-

dent. In the letter. Levy supports

students who drink in moderation,

yet also supports a strict crack down by campus offi-

cials on binge drinking. Seeing as I am no binge

drinker, yet for some reason I am being punished by a

system I see as failing, this is what I wrote in response

to his letter:

As a current University of Massachusetts student

and a person who feels I have been treated unjustly by

the current drinking mles in place, I began reading

your letter with a somewhat skeptical point of view.

Despite the sorrow I feel for you and your son, I'm

afraid I cannot agree with the solution you have sug-

gested for preventing such incidents from happening.

I for one am a student with a high GPA and

numerous extra-curricuiar activities. I am a responsi-

ble person and am quite often the designated driver

for my friends when we want to go out and have a

good time. Binge drinking is not something I often do,

although I do drink.

So as you see, I am a part of that condoned major-

ity you spoke of that does not binge drink. Many

adults drink in moderation and that is not frowned

upon at all. As a 20-year-old woman, I don't see why

it is that I should be condemned for actions which

people who are but a year older than me are encour-

aged to do.

I hate to say it, but what happened to your son will

happen to other people. It is an unfortunate inevitabil-

ity. Yet the solution to this is not to try to control and

restrict people in their actions, for when you do that,

it only makes the restricted item more desirable.

Rather, we should educate our children. One of

the foremost lessons my parents have always impart-

ed up on me is that you never, ever get into a car with

a dmnken person. I'm sure you gave your son that Icx-

ture too. However, if he did not take it to heart, there's

really nothing else you could have done. Sometimes

when we drink, we forgo our better judgment and

that is one of the perils we all must be aware of. I say

we try to educate our children, not to ajntrol them.

Control only leads to backlash and resentment.

I, for one, am resentful of a system that supposed-

ly tries to weed out those terrible binge drinkers.

However, last year when my RA saw me with empty

alcohol containers, there was no deliberating over the

situation. I was a condemned woman, so to say. This

was a situation, in which I was neither drunk nor dis-

orderly, but rather I was sitting in a room with a few

empty cans.

The second time trouble found me. I was totally

sober, but a 2 1 -year-old friend left my room, drunk,

with a few bottles of tequila. I wasn't aware he had

brought those t)ottles into my room. Although I was

sober and he was falling over drunk, somehow I am
the one who now has to go to three classes that are

three hours each and pay $100 to do so.

Now. 1 cannot do as much of my homework as I

would like on those nights, because for some reason,

which I cannot logically discern, I am stuck in a room

with nine other people, all of us wondering where the

justice is in this backward system. It is a system that

is happier to pin the problem of binge drinking on

scapegoats, rather than those that cause the actual

problems.

I am responsible for my behavior, yet because of

the lack of due process in the judicial system at this

school, my individual case was not looked into or

weighted in relation to the reality of just what had

gone on those nights.

1 pose a question to you, Mr. Levy, and to all the

readers out there: What justice have I received for

being a responsible drinker?

When you unfairly punish the innocent, they begin

to question the reasons they had for being so good to

begin with.

Were I a different person, maybe I would take

to an alcohol problem so that I could feel justice

was done, rather than having just been slighted by

a system I have to. for some reason, adhered to.

Within mles and laws lies a distinct paradox. If you

punish the guilty, they may learn to reform.

Likewise, if you punish the innocent, they may

leam to rebel — if for no other reason than simply

for justice's sake.

Elizabeth Carter is a Collegian columnist.

A need to fight the fat
It is simple: We Americans

love food and are eating ourselves

to death. Obesity is increasing

dramatically nation wide. Besides

the food consumption, the aver-

age American doesn't get

his lazy butt up off the

couch to exert even the ^^^
slightest bit of energy. The

calories are high and feelin' the

bum is very low.

There is a plethora of excuses

one could make to justify our

lack of physical movement.

However, what it basically boils

down to is a skewed idea of what

a balanced diet is. In addition.

Americans should get a mini-

mum of 30 minutes of cumula-

tive moderate exercise daily —
and even that isn't enough.

Convenience is another thing

we Americans love. Ready-to-eat

snacks are all over the place to

assist us with our hectic sched-

ules. As you stroll through cam-

pus take a look at what's avail-

able to you when your stomach

growls. Vending machines stock-

piled with junk. Everything on

the other side of the glass is

loaded with fat. sugar, and

preservatives, which also provide

no nutritional value.

If you are really fatigued and

need a snack to pick you up. the

vending machine is close and

convenient. Without making a

second thought you pop your

money in and reach for thai

Snickers bar or bag of Cheetos.

These snacks will ultimately raise

your sugar levels slightly and

then you crash. Plus, you didn't

even give yourself one fraction of

the daily amount of any vitamin

or mineral. You just

Ipnnarrt
packed on some calo-

^''""'""
ries. my friend. And^^""^
that is just the snacks.

The dining commons on cam-

pus provide students with a few

items that are there every day. It

is convenient to grab that slice of

pizza, cheeseburger, hotdog and

mound of French fries. Not to

mention that as soon as you enter

the cafeteria the grease stares you

Americans are the

fattest people in the

world. Obesity is

becoming an epi-

demic.

in the face as opposed to the

salad bar. which is hidden

around the comer. Again, it's

convenient and takes less time to

grab the unhealthy stuff.

In our dorm rooms, it's hard

to keep anything but convenient

foods. Fruit, yogurt, pretzels,

tuna fish, carrot .sticks and string

cheese are some healthy options.

Plus you can take them on the go

for a between class snack.

If we don't stop making poor

food choices, with our high fat

and empty calories, there might

not be many years ahead.

Asthma, diabetes, hypertension

(high levels of blood pressure),

heart attacks and coronary heart

disease are just a few possible

side effects of too much fat.

Americans are the fattest peo-

ple in the world. Obesity is

becoming an epidemic. One good

sign that America is at least

attempting to become a healthier

nation is the fast food restau-

rants. McDonald's and Burger

King are following Wendy's and

creating low-calorie, healthier

choices. Now, even though we
have crazy lifestyles without

much time, we can grab some-

thing quick and still watch our

waistlines.

Exercise is a perfect match

to healthy eating if you want to

shed the pounds faster. For us

students, walking instead of

taking the bus is a good idea,

especially if you don't go to the

gym regularly. Also, take the

stairs to your dorm room. There

is nothing better than the sore

feeling you get because you

know you worked your mus-

cles.

So, like I said before, get up

off your lazy butt, eat a bit

healthier and breakin' a sweat

couldn't hurt either.

Failh Leonard is a L'.Mass

student.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

OPPOSITION TO GAY
MARRIAGE

I am addressing this letter to

Becky Martins, the author of the

Nov. 25 column "Same Sex

Marriage: an important step."

Martins' column argues that

legalizing same-sex marriages

would promote equal social treat-

ment of homosexuals. "Thus, they

could see the Importance of

acceptance and understand why

these individuals deserve every

right a heterosexual person pos-

sesses." Her argument Is, howev-

er, based on a fundamental flaw —
that flaw being that somehow any-

one's acceptance of a person is

based upon acceptance of that

person's lifestyle Martins equates

accepting the idea of homosexual-

ity with accepting homosexuals. I

do not accept homosexual mar-

riage, but I do accept homosexuals

as being fellow human beings.

Martins also say, "It Is clear

that peopte are not treated equally

in this country, both legally and

socially" This is a sad truth to

some extent In that women and

minorities still face problems of

discrimination But In terms of

homosexuai behavior, we must

recognize very fundamental idea

— the idea being that not all ideas

are equal. Some are good, some

are bad; some are right, and some

are wrong. But because someone

has a wrong Idea, or at least what

I perceive to be a wrong Idea, does

not make that person any less of a

person. If you agree, or disagree

with what I am saying, then you

have proven the point I just men-

tioned If you agree with me, you

are saying that the opposing view

Is wrong. If you disagree with me,

you are saying that my view is

wrong

Why are same-sex marriages a

bad idea? Simply put, such mar-

riages would violate natural and

divine law. If one is an atheist or

naturalist, one must recognize that

homosexual relationships do not

exist In the natural world. And If

somewhere they do exist, it is

some sort of anomaly and is cer-

tainly not behavior that helps natu-

ral creatures live. If one Is a theist,

one sees homosexual marriage as

a violation of natural law and

divine law. In both cases, the out-

working of homosexual marriage is

not only wrong but also unhealthy.

In her column, Martins claim, "In

some cases, marriage may also

solve emotional Issues children

face when parented by a same sex

couple."

Let me assure you now that

this is entirely not the case A good

friend of mine Is the child of a les-

bian couple and it has caused him

no end of emotional and social

problems. When we accept same-

sex marriage, we also imply that

there are no essential definitions

of man and woman, or how they

relate to one another. And my

friend struggles deeply with just

those problems. He does not know

what it means to be a man. nor

does he know how to interact with

or relate to women. Furthermore,

research shows that children

raised by same-sex couples also

face these same problems.

Banning the legalization of

homosexual marriage Is not dis-

crimination. It is compassion. It is

denying something that would be

harmful for people to have

because it is not good tor the cou-

ple, nor good for any children they

might raise We have laws In place

that make It Illegal to participate in

behavior that is harmful to the self.

Brian Crockett

UMass student
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GOTHTKA FA!U TO fPTCWTFN AUr^F^TCFS
By JtiHNNY Donaldson

C'oLLtl.lAN STAFh

"He opened me like a flower

of pain, and it felt gooooood."

It takes a mad genius — or a

screenwriter of amazingly mis-

placed chutzpah - to begin a

movie with a line as florid and

purple as that. "Gothika," a

sort of low-rent gloss on the

uber-solemn likes of "The Sixth

Sense" and "The Ring." unfor-

tunately settles for the latter

option.

Screenwriter Sebastian

Gutierrez pens dialogue as it

he's in a contest to string

together the most baroquely

asinine script of the year. Every

other pronouncement seems to

be the most club-footed of

metaphors that could be

thought of.

Those that thought the pre-

viously mentioned, better

supernatural ghost stories took

themselves too seriously,

should wait until they get a

whiff of "Gothika," a thud-

dingly obvious am-l-really-

seeing-ghosts?' spookfest

that practically begs for

respect. Why, it even has

an actual Oscar winner.

Halle Berry (apparently

still tear-streaked),

shrieking and sobbing at

the center of its mad-

ness. But all the

movie asks of Berry

is that she. well,

shriek and sob.

This is a movie

that wants to be

taken seriously,

but it cant muster

the energy to prop-

erly disturb and

alarm. But since it

doesn't want to

revel in its own B-

movie excesses

either, it

becomes stuck between two

poles. "Gothika" is a movie too

silly to be taken without a grain

of salt, but too puffed-up to be

enjoyed as an amusing little

thriller.

"The Sixth Sense" and "The

Ring" at least had a sense of

artistry powering them, which

gave the eerie revelations an

unnerving kick. "Gothika" on

the other hand comes from the

Dark Castle production compa-

ny, which specializes in slickly

packaged, unpretentious and

often lowbrow, mainstream

horror efforts.

This too is another slick,

stylishly shot ghost story — but

the first to wander away from

Dark Castle's haunted house

gimmick, which served them

three times to diminishing

returns — yet this time, those

involved have imagined the film

as being some sort of living

nightmare in

the same league as the M. Night

Shyamalan film. Sorry to break

the news, but its not even in the

same league as "The Others."

Which isn't to say that direc-

tor Mathieu Kassovitz doesn't

attempt to crank the

tension. The French

filmmaker, best known
stateside as the love

interest in the foreign

hit "Amelie," works

alongside cinematogra-

pher Matthew Lib-

atique to create a pal-

pable mood that at

least promises a living

nightmare. They pho-

tograph dark, deep

shadows and stormy

nights — longtime hor-

ror conventions — as if

they had just discov- I

ered them. The atmos-

phere they create may be sec-

ond-hand, but it's so thick and

wrought that it still manages to

work. Kassovitz and Libatique

are smart enough to keep the

flashy camera tricks to a mini-

mum. The sparse effects grant

the movie a disorienting chill.

But like a pierced balloon,

the air begins to leak out of the

movie. Gutierrez's baroque dia-

logue, with its stilted, inflated

self-importance, hardly helps

matters, but neither does

Kassovitz's apparent love for

foreshadowing.

Horror movies rely on

the element of surprise

to work, but Kassovitz

has a knack for setting

up his omens long

Mi before his scares.

Only gullibility will

allow for fear in

'Gothika" because

the director bill-

boards when the

scares

coming.

'Gothika'

Directeil by

Mattiieu tassoviti

StarriRi

Boben Dopy Jr.

WariiNBrss

H lifts

t

Berry, slumming in a role

that should have gone to a B-

starlet, plays Miranda Gray, a

"brilliant" psychiatrist (evi-

denced by the fact she actually

acts like an idiot) at a creepy

mental health facility.

Penelope Cruz — the

poor girl who has to

utter that ridiculous

line — is one of the

patients, a spacey

young woman who
thinks she's being

raped by the devil.

After getting out of a

session with Cruz,

Gray heads home in

the pounding rain

when she's run off the

road by the wraith-

like figure of a scarred

young woman shiver-

ing in a clingy dre.ss.

After witnessing the strange,

gibbering woman spontaneous-

ly combust. Gray awakens to

find herself a prisoner in her

own hospital, accu.sed of

butchering her husband and

fellow doctor (Charles S.

Dutton) with an axe.

What does this ghost have

to do with Gray's newfound

home in the grimy hospital,

which has lights that are always

apparently kept on flicker

mode? Why is the mysterious

message "Not alone" appearing

carved in the good doctor's

arm, and what docs her

deceased husband have to do

with all this"?

Let's just say that when
Gray tells her flirtatious col-

league — Robert Downey )r.,

doing what he can with a limit-

ed role, "logic is overrated,"

someone on the creative end of

"Gothika" took that lesson to

heart. It makes no sense that

Gray would wind up in the

same asylum as her patients,

especially when that asylum

only exists to be the setting for

a horror movie. As Gray comes

closer to solving the mystery,

the movie grows more ludi-

crous, more overwrought, until

it gives up on trying to scare

the audience.

Kassovitz still pulls off a

couple of truly nerve-wracking

scenes, such as Gray's fiery ini-

tial confrontation with the

specter and a ghostly attack in

the woman's shower, which has

a vicious nightmare charge. But

the scariest thing in the movie

may be Dutton 's face-sucking,

open mouth kiss with Berry,

which isn't saying much.

Kassovitz begins "Gothika"

by promising chills, but it's a

promise that ultimately goes

undelivered.
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'Gothik*' is the directorial debut of Mathieu Kassoviti (top). Despite his vision, the film falls

short of expectations. Penelope Cruz and Halle Berry (bottom and far left) star in the film.

New Cash tracks 'Unearthed' Fledgling Warner Musk
Compilation to feature unreleased material Group sold for $2.6 billion

By David Bai;i)ER

.%.SOl lATtll PrE-SS

NEW YORK (AP) — Fans of

the late lohnny Cash have a lot to

keep them occupied; A box set

being released Tuesday contains a

staggering 64 never-heard- before

avordings.

The five-disc box, "Unearthed."

is all material recorded during the

last decade, during Cash's fruitful

partnership with Rick Rubin, who
had btx'n known best as a rap and

rock producer.

Cash died Sept. 1 2 at age 7 1 of

complications from diabetes.

"It seems like a nice punctua-

tion," Rubin said. "It seems like a

bookend with the beginning of his

career and the Sun (Records) work.

It's a beautiful way to sum things

up."

The set includes a duet with the

late |oe Strummer on Bob Marley's

"Redemption Song." and collabora-

tions with Fiona Apple, Nick Cave,

CaH Perkins and Glen Campbell.

Cash tackles two Neil Young songs,

"Heart of Gold" and "Pocahontas,"

as well as material by Kris

Kristofferson. Dolly Parton, Steve

fiarle, Roy Orbison, Chuck Berry

and Willie Nelson.

The Cash-Rubin collaboration

seemed like an odd one: a long-

haired, somewhat mysterious

impresario who was one of rap's

behind-the-scenes pioneers and a

music legend who had been largely

written off as a contemporary

recording artist.

But a mutual love of music

enabled them to overcome differ-

ences. Cash responded to Rubin's

desire to record him largely

unadorned, and their musical open-

mindedness took them down
intriguing paths.

"When he was too ill to contin-

ue being on the road, that affected

him." Rubin said. "Il was a large

part of his life, communicating with

people on a regular basis. He took

all that energy and put it into

record-making. It was his reason to

exist."

Cash participated in the making

of "Unearthed," finished just before

he died. He offered reflections on

each of the new songs in the liner

notes.

Rubin would send Cash CD
after CD of song suggestions before

each of the recording sessions, and

they tried a lot. (Not every idea:

Rubin, unsuccessfully, kept trying

to get Cash to make a version of

Radiohead's "Creep.")

This meant a huge amount of

outtakes, and they fill three of the

five "Unearthed" discs. A handful

can rightly be called failures; Cash

misses the essence of Earle's "The

Devil's Right Hand," for instance.

But many were cut simply

becau.se they didn't fit the concept

of a particular album. On most of

the second di.sc, Cash is backed by

Tom Petty and the I leartbreakers,

and he works with three members

of the Red Hot Chili Peppers on

Young's "Heart of Gold."

The fourth disc is an entirely

'^^^
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Cash, pictured here in 1959, had a career that .spanned nearly six

decades.

COURTESY TAKECrjUNTRYRAt-K aiM

'Unearthed' will feature

almost 70 unreleased tracks.

new gospel album, "My Mother's

Hymn Book." which Cash

describes in his liner notes as "my

favorite album I've ever made."

"1 nailed it," Cash said. "That

was me. Me and the guitar, and

that's all there was in it and all there

was to it. I'm so glad that I got that

done."

The fifth disc is the only one

with previously released material: a

collection of highlights from the

four-album American Recordings

series.

"It's a lot of material," Rubin

said. "Most box sets are mostly a

collection of material that's ali^eady

been out. This is like getting four

brand new albums all at once."

At some point. Cash's record

company may break up the box set

into smaller, more affordable

chunks (list price is $78.98), but

there are no clear plans for that,

Rubin said.

Cash may soon rival Tupac

Shakur as one of the most prolific

posthumous artists. In preparation

for the fifth disc in the American

Recordings sequence, he recorded

some 50 new songs after his wife,

June Carter Cash, died in May
None of these songs appear on

"Unearthed."

"I think he would have contin-

ued doing this for a tong time."

Rubin said.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A consortium of

investors led by former Universal Music chief

Edgar Bronfman |r. said Monday it struck a $2.6

billion deal to buy Warner Music Group from

Time Warner Inc.. edging out Britain's EMI

Group PLC, which withdrew its bid at the last

minute.

The deal, which also includes Time Warner's

Warner/Chappell Music publishing business,

would create one of the world's largest inde-

pendent music companies and include some of

the industry's biggest artists, such as Madonna,

R.E.M. and the Red Hot Chili Peppers.

Bronfman, who oversaw a great expansion at

Universal as its chief between 1995 and 2000,

will lead the company. Bronfman sold Universal

before the impact of digital technology and the

Internet helped spur a three-year slump in CD
sales industrywide.

Bronfman sold the company, a unit of his fam-

ily's longtime liquor business, Seagram Co., to

Vivendi in 2000. He tried to buy back Vivendi

this year, but lost out to General Electric Co.'s

NBC.
"Warner Music Group is one of the world's

greatest recorded music and music publishing

companies, and we have great faith in its poten-

tial for growth as an independent company and

in the long-term opportunities of this industry,"

Bronfman said. "Wc have brought together a

highly sophisticated and well-financed group of

investors to support the business."

Current Warner Music chairman Roger Ames

was slated to take the No. 2 spot at the new com-

pany. More details on senior management and

the composition of the board were to be

announced later.

The deal was expected to close in January,

according to the Bronfman investor group,

which includes Boston-based private equity

firms Thomas H. Lee Partners, Bain Capital and

Providence Equity Partners Inc.

Hollywood billionaire Haim Saban, who ini-

tially was part of the investor group, pulled out

of the consortium over the weekend after it

became clear he would not be allowed to have a

direct, controlling role with the company,

according to an entertainment industry source

who spoke on condition of anonymity.

Under terms of the deal. Time Warner would

retain an option to buy back up to a 15 percent

stake in the new company during the first three

years after the sale closes, or up lo a 1 9.9 per-

cent stake at a favorable price if Warner Music

were to merge with another music company,

according to a source familiar with the deal.

The deal would also extend Time Warner's

current music publishing agreements for four

years and retain Time Warner's affiliation with

Warner Music through its America Online digital

music business.

The deal gives the giant media conglomerate a

way to exit the embattled music business while

raising billions in cash toward slashing its net

debt.

"The cash is really the thing that makes the

deal." said Michael Goodman, media and enter-

tainment analyst at the Yankee Group. "One of

the biggest things Time Warner needs to do is

pay down their debt. They're getting out of a

business that is in decline for them."

The Bronfman-Time Warner d6al was expect-

ed to slash Time Warner's net debt by about $2.6

billion, the company said.

"I'm very pleased that we are putting our

music company in such capable hands," said

Time Warner Chairman and CEO Dick Parsons.

"Despite my personal fondness for the music

business as well as for all of our wonderful man-

agers and music group employees, I believe that

this transaction is clearly in the best interests of

our company's shareholders."

Time Warner put its music business up for

sale in late summer, conducting exclusive talks

with BMG, a unit of the German media conglom-

erate Bertelsmann. BMG ended up inking a ten-

tative merger deal with Sony Corp. earlier this

month.
EMI, the world's third-largest music compa-

ny, approached Time Warner, eventually offering

an estimated $1.5 billion cash and stock deal for

Time Warner's recorded music division, but

excluding the .tiusic publishing business.

EMI appeared to be the front-runner as late

as Wednesday, when EMI officials publicly

described the negotiations as having reached "an

advanced stage." But a day later. Time Warner's

board focused in decidedly on Bronfman's con-

sortium, giving them until the end of the week-

end to finalize the deal, the source said.

Time Warner's board ultimately concluded

the Bronfman deal would have a better chance of

winning approval quicker from antitrust regula-

tors than a merger with EMI, particularly in light

of the merger agreement between Sony and

BMG, the source said.

EMI. whose artists include Robbie Williams.

Kylie Minogue and Radiohead, failed previous

attempts to merge with BMG and Warner Music

the past three years.

"They're low man on the totem pole,"

Goodman said. "In a declining business you

don't want to be on the bottom, because you're

the one who is gong to get impacted most signif-

icantly."

So far this year. Warner Music Group has

17.91 percent of overall market share, second

only to Universal Music's 27.99 percent, accord-

ing to data compiled by Nielsen SoundScan.

Sony Music Entertainment ranks third with

14.86 percent and BMG is fourth with 14.65

percent. EMI Group ranks fifth with 10.8 per-

cent.
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Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Captain's Catch

• Chef's Choice Fntree

• Spicy Black Bean Burger

(vegan)

DINNER
• Pasta Bar

• Chef's Choice Entree

• Le Commensal Entree

(vegan)

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

WEDNESDAY
. High: 48

• Low: 29

THURSDAY
. High: 50

• Low: 38

FRIDAY
. High: 48

• Low: 27
cC?

Production Crew
On statf today

NIGHT EDITOR
lenniler Eastwood

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
(miliv Duf^tin

COPY EDITOR
Morris Sinf^cr

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Slunnon F^irrinffton

PRODUCTION STAFF
Sanian/ha Nielsen/ Gerry Augei
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After singing 'Over the River and Through the Woods to

Grandmother's House We Co:'

Charlie Brown: Well, there's only one

thing wrong with that.

Linus: What's that, Charlie Brown?

Charlie Brown: My grandmother lives

in a condominium.
-A Charlie Brown Thanksgiving

aquarius • ian. 2a'FEB. is

Never say never. Never is forever, and

forever is a long time.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Don't forget to shave. People will notice.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9

Give someone something special

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Drive thru windows arc very convenient

late at night.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Don't fall flat on your face.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Happy time is productive time. Get

something accomplished.

leO • |ui.. 23-AuG. 22

Start planning ahead.

virgO • Aug. 23-SfPT. 22

Don't leave. People here will remember

you, and miss you.

libra • sfpt. 23-orr. 22

Not only do you earn gold stars, but you

shine like gold stars t(M).

Scorpio • Oft. 23-Nov. 21

You may have been miserable the past

two weeks, but your work paid off.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-DEr. 21

Maybe we can meet for a drink some

time?

Capricorn • dec. 22-)an. 19

You're really immature for your age.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
ANNOUNCEMFNTSH AUTO FOR SAK

SfKirts Teams- Sori)-

rities- Clubs- Stu-

dent Groups Earn

$l,000-$2,000this

semester with a

proven C>ampus-

Fundraisor 3 hour

fundraising event.

Our free programs

make fundraising

easy with no ri.sks.

Fundraising dates

are filling ciuickly,

so get with the pro-

gram! It works C^on-

tact CampusFiind-

raiserat(888)923-

3238, or visit www.

campustundraiser.ct )iii

$500!!! Tolice

Itnpounds. Hondas,

Chevy's, etc frtim

$500. R)r listings.

1-800-319-H23

ext4554

COMPUTFRS

Pentium Laptop

$99.00 Free Printer

with Computer pur-

chase C^ail for

details. Creat Rate.s

and great turn

arinmd time. We fix

Laptops,

Desktops/PCTs guar-

anteed 584-8857

\l'\KI\tlM K)R RtNIH I MIM OYMFN I

Available imtnedi-

ately! 3 Bedrt)oin

Apt. for rent in

Downtown
Northampton,

$1000/month. 413-

883-6483

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. Local

positicms. 1-800-

293-3985 ext 516

FMI'lOYMEM

Winter Break Em-
ployment - Barnes

ik Noble at Boston

University. Help us

prepare for the

upcoming semester.

Needed: Cashiers,

Shelvers, Customer

Service, Phones.

Flexible shifts (20,

30, or 40+ hrs per

week) starting

December 15th

-January 23rd

Store discount, con-

veniently located in

Kenmore Sq. under

the Citgo Sign on

MBTA B, C, or D
Green line. Meet

our representatives

on Dec. 2nd at the

Campus Center

Ctmcourse or call

our Human Re-

sc^urce Dept. at 61 7-

236-7488 or E-Mail

us for an applica-

tion: bksbii@bn-col-

lege.com.

IMPIOVMbNT

Attention UMass

Students! Tired of

being broke.' Work

with customers Earn

$17.50 per appt)int-

ment. Start now or

after finals. Condi-

tions apply. 413-

532-4444 work-

forstudents.com

Internship

Motivated students

.seeking leadership

outside the box.

Gain experience in

all aspects oi rim-

ning a small busi-

ness. Average pay:

$9 300.00 Call 508-

246-1230

!Bartendii"ig!$

$250/day potential

No experience Nesc

Training provided.

1-800-965-6520 ext

162

(OR SAIf

$Save$ Wholesale-

Discount prices.

Video games, cloth-

ing, jewelry, more,

www.tylersdis-

counts.com

SFRVK ES

Pregnant? Need

help? Call

Birthright of

Amherst area for

free testing and

assistance. 549-

1906

PREGNANCY
TESTING, HIV
Testing, Birth

Control, and

Emergency

Contraception.

Affordable and ci>n-

fidential. Tapestry

Health. 27 Pray

Street, Amherst.

548-9992

Spring Break -

Nassau/Paradise

Island, Cancun,

Jamaica and Aca-

pulco from $489.

Air, Hotel, Trans-

fers, Parties and

More! Organize

small group- earn

FREE TRIPS plus

commissions! Call

l-BOO-GET-SUN-l

Act New! BcH)k 1

1

people, get 12^"

trip free. Gnnip dis-

counts for 6+

www.spriitybrcakdis-

counts.com or 800-

838-8202

A "Reality" Spring

Break 2004's

Hottest Prices Bi>ok

now .. Free Trips,

Meals &. Parties

www.sunsplash-

tourscom or 1800-

426-7710

TRAVEl

Spring Break 2004.

Travel with STS,

America's #1 Stu-

dent Tour Operator

to Jamaica, Cancun,

Acapulco, Bahatnas

and Fli>rida. Now-

hiring campus reps.

Call iov group dis-

ci>unts. Infortnation

/Reservations 1-

800-648-4H4'-> or

wwvv.ststravel.coin

For tiiore informa-

tion contact STA
Travel at 41 3-256-

1261

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of

Destinations, inclu-

ding Ouises! Foam

Parties, Free Drinks

and Club Admiss-

ions. Rep Positions

and FREE trips

Available 800-2 31-

4 386 www.Epicur-

eanTours.coin

TUTOR

Mafh/Pbvsics lutor

$30/llr Plus Travel

Call Dr. Kline 413-

552-3805

WANTED

Help with SPSS

and Statistics up

through Multiple

Regres>ion. 3 Hours

a week. ThimI to

Suiulerl.ind $20 an

hour 41 3-665-2779

Graduating this

semester?

Need someone to

take over your

room or house?

Advertise in the

Collegian

Classifieds! Come
to the Campus

Center Basement

or call 545-3500

for more info.

Students receive

discounted rates!
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Round one is afoot
Whipple is A^IO
coach of the year,

now must prove it

By MiKt Marzklli

On Monday. Massachusetts

football coach Mark Whipple

was named Atlantic 10 Coach of

the Year. Now, he must apply

what earned him that distinction

to what might be his most diffi-

cult task this season.

After a befuddling turn of

events that has the No. 5

Massachusetts football team on

the road in the first round of the

Division l-AA playoffs, Whipple

must now refocus his squad on

playing football. Beyond that, he

must also have it prepared to face

off against the team with the

nations longest winning streak:

Patriot League champion

Colgate.

-Bottom line is that Colgate is

a very good football team,"

Whipple said. "They have the

nation's leading scorer in jamaal

Branch and a very good quarter-

back as well.

"There's no doubt about it,

we're going to need to come to

play."

For the Raiders, it all starts

with Branch. Currently ranked

seventh on Colgate's career rush-

ing list, the junior from Mashpee

needs 182 yards to move into

sixth place.

last week against Holy Cross,

Branch carried 30 times for 280

vards to break a 35-year-old

.school record for rushing yards in

a gaiTie. He has also broken the

school record for consecutive

100-yard pertbrmances this sea-

son with 1 1

.

Last but not least. Branch is

also the nation's leading scorer,

with 25 touchdowns on the year

for a school-record 150 points.

He also needs just 376 all-pur-

pose yards to break the single-

season school record.

"He's just a really good back,"

Whipple said. "It's going to be up

to us to Slop him, and we're

going to have to be ready both

mentally and physically. There's

no margin for error against a

player of his caliber"

The weapons do not stop

there for the Raiders, however, as

junior wide receiver Luke

Graham is also putting together a

strong season.

The Hamilton, N.Y. native has

caught a pass in 26 consecutive

games, and currently has 57

receptions for 882 yards and six

touchdowns on the season.

For his career, Graham sits

fourth on Colgate's all-time

receiving yardage list with 2,190

yards, as well as fourth in career

catches with 1 32. He needs just

12 more catches to move into

third place.

IB. Gerald gives Colgate

another solid wideout as well, as

he is second on the team in catch-

es (56) and receiving yards

(651). The Lanham, Md. native

has also caught a pass in 24 con-

secutive games.

At the quarterback position,

junior Chris Brown is 1 5-0 as a

starter. He has completed 163 of

280 passes for 2,116 yards and

1 5 touchdowns. He has also car-

ried the ball 121 times for 414

yards and eight touchdowns.

Brown also finished fourth in

the Patriot League in total

offense, averaging 210.8 yards

per game.

"I Brown I
is a solid player,"

Whipple said. "He's another guy

we're going to have to prepare

well for and be ready to compete

against."

Defensively, the Raiders are

tough against the run. Currently

third in Division i-AA in rushing

yards allowed (89.8 per game).

Colgate has held opponents

under 100 yards rushing 41 times

over the last eight seasons, and

are 39-2 when they do so.

Defensively, the Minutemen

will likely benefit from the return

of senior lineman Doran Davis

and junior comerback Steve

Costello, who have both been out

for an extended period with a

high-ankle sprain and an abdom-

inal strain, respectively.

Quarterback |eff Krohn. who
left the regular .season finale

against Rhode Island with a head

injury, will also return to action

and should feel no ill effects of

the injury.

Nonetheless. Whipple knows

his football team needs to pre-

pare to come to play on Saturday.

"Basically, we just need to

focus on football and play our

game." he said. "Nothing that

happened between administra-

tors was in our control, so now
we just need to get back to what

we do and that's compete."

Saturday s kickoff is slated for

1 2:30 p.m. at Andy Kerr Stadium

in Hamilton, NY

tRALI ' H UN( ;H XULEOlAN

Quarterback Jeff Krohn will try to lead the Minutemen into the second round of the NCAA Division

on Colgate (12-0) in Hamilton. N.Y. for the first round of the playoHs, and will be helmed by the Atlantic

I-AA playoffs Saturday. UMass takes

10 Coach of the Year. Mark Whipple.

SP
Jarman scores

two as UMass
downs UVM

By A^4nREVv Merritt

Cx)LUc.iAN Staff
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Freshman Kevin Jarman (Aurora, Ontario) scored two RoaU, including the game winner, to lead the

Minutemen past Vermont, 4-2, at the Mullins Center last night in non-conference action.

In the words of Massachusetts hockey coach Don

Cahoon, last night's game between the No. 7

Minutemen and the Vermont Catamounts "wasn't all

bad, and it wasn't all good."

For UMass, the good outweighed the bad, as it

downed UVM 4-2 in front of 2,918 at the Mullins

Center. The non-conference win boosts the

Minutemen to 9-2-1 overall, while the Catamounts fall

to 0-10-2.

Freshman Kevin jarman (Aurora, Ontario) busted

out for two goals and classmate Garret Summerfield

(Endicott. N.Y.) scored the first goal of his collegiate

career in his third game at UMass.

The win didn't come easy, though, as the

Minutemen showed signs of a letdown in their first

game against a non-Hockey East foe since a 2-
1
win

over Holy Cross on Oct. 24. While the Catamounts

never really took control of the game early, the third

period had them making a strong push to even things

up.
. ,

"We played well enough in the first two periods to

control the game," Cahcxm said, "but then we were on

the brink of despair in the third."

larman's second goal of the evening turned out to

be the game winner. Senior Thomas Pock's slap shot

from the point rebounded first to Mike Warner, and

when his stuff attempt was stopped, jarman banged

the second rebound home to make it 3-0 UMass.

jarman, who played for the Stouffville Spirit of the

Ontario Provincial junior Hockey Ixaguc prior to

coming to Amherst, began to show signs ol fulfilling

d away
expectations last night, .something that has taken time

through the transition from Canadian junior A to

American collegiate hockey.

"just the thinking aspect is different," jarman said.

"ObMously the guys here are stronger and are quicker

with the puck, but it's a lot about having your head up

when you don't have the puck."

jarman 's solid play also allowed Cahoon the luxury

of keeping junior Greg Mauldin out while he continues

to nurse a leg injury.

"Kevin's play gave me the confidence to know I

didn't have to bring Greg back prematurely"

According to Cahoon, Mauldin will make the

team's trip this weekend for a two-game set at

Nebraska-Omaha, though his playing status is still up

in the air.

Garret Summeriield scored his first collegiate goal

when he made a nifty move on UVM goaltender Matt

Hanson just in front of the crease, and backhanded it

home for a two-goal advantage at 14:00 of the first.

Stephen Werner also got in on the fun when

Vermont's Jeff Miles coughed up a puck at his ovm

blue line. Werner, on a mild forecheck, made the steal

and went in alone on Hanson, wristing the puck below

the goaltender's glove from the mid-slot at 1 7:43 of the

second.

The Catamounts made things interesting in the

third, when joey Gasparini scored on a feed from Ryan

Gunderson after a bevy of penalties were called follow-

ing a scrum in front of Winer. The Cats added another

on a beautiful pass from Brady Lxisenring to Art

Femenella in the slot, but they couldn't add another

goal.

The Minutemen will play two games at UNO's

Qwest Center, starting Friday night.

While the Minutemen 's 5-2-1 Hockey East rcord

won't be in jeopardy, Cahoon highlighted the impor-

tance of the weekend matchup.

"One of our goals is to be in a position to be a

strong candidate for the NCAA tournament, and in

order to do that, we've got to win a lot of games. With

three non-conference games in a row, if we want to

stay high in the rankings, we've got to win at least two

of the three. That's why tonight's game becomes con-

sequential."
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Massachusetts passes

gay marriage
UMass reacts to controversial ruling

By Rachel Smhh
Ci)i.LEtiiAN Staff

The Massachusetts Supreme judicial

Court ruled in favor of same-sex mar-

riages last week, inspiring debate among

legislators at the Slate House, and stu-

dents at the University of Massachusetts.

However, for UMass graduate student

Nancy deProsse and her partner, Flo

Stem, this debate is not just academic.

The couple shares three adopted chil-

dren: two teenaged daughters and a 19-

year-old son. They consider themselves an

average New England family, although the

Massachusetts legislature has yet to recog-

nize their union.

"We have three kids, a dog, a house

and a minivan," Stem said. "How much

more traditional can you get?"

Although public opinion is still divid-

ed about same-sex marriage, a majority of

Massachusetts" residents believe that

deProsse and Stem deserve the same civil

benclits as heterosexual couples.

According to a public opinion poll by

the Boston Globe and WBZ-TV — the

first conducted among Massachusetts res-

idents since the Supreme Court decided

in the Goodridge v. Dept. of Public Health

case — 50 percent of the 4tX) people sur-

veyed supported the mling while 58 per-

cent di.sagree with the decision. A
Massachusetts Daily Collegian survey

conducted among 200 University stu-

dents garnered much different results: 76

percent agree with the Goodridge ca.se

ruling, while 1 7 percent disagree with the

decision. Seven percent said they didn't

care.

Among the 1 7 percent who disagree

with the Supreme Court mling are mem-

bers of the Republican Club, and mem-

bers of the religious community, including

Father Richard Cleary of the Newman
Center, a Catholic community center and

chapel.

"My feeling is you're redefining what

marriage is," Cleary said. "Marriage is

between a man and a woman."

Father Cleary went on to say that he

supports civil unions and has "tnany good

friends" that are gay and lesbian.

However, he is taking the position of the

Catholic Church and "cannot condone

homosexual activity"

According to the Vatican's statement

on same-sex unions, marriage exists to

facilitate procreation among men and

women, and same-sex unions don't serve

God's plan for humanity Cleary and the

Vatican cite the passage in the Old

Testament where God commands man

and woman to "be fmitful and multiply

"

as evidence for their positions on same-

sex marriage.

Members of the Republican Club

echoed many of Father Cleary 's concems,

but also expressed dismay over what they

believe is judicial legislation.

"IThe Supreme Court hasj over-

stepped their bounds," said David E.

Peterson, Republican Club President.

"Hopefully a constitutional amend-

ment will be passed." Peterson went on to

say that around 95 percent of his club's

members are al.so against the mling.

"It's not marriage," said Olaf Aprans.

chaimian of the Silent Majority and it

Republican Club member, "No luatier

what laws are passed."

DeProsse, a graduate student with the

Center for Public Policy, responded to

charges of judicial legislation and redefin-

ition of marriage.

"We have a three-part government for

a reason; they all have a role," she said.

"The Supreme Court's role is to interpret

the law. That's what they did. They told

the legislature you need to change the

laws," but they |the court) didn't change

anything."

"It"s not redefining marriage," Stem

said. "It"s interpreting the state constitu-

tion. The constitution doesn"t say that

marriage is between and man and a

woman."
Dave Mason, President of the

University Democrats, said the Supreme

Court acted appropriately and the legisla-

ture should fulfill its responsibility to cre-

ate same-sex marriage legislation within

the court's 180-day deadline.

"This is a civil rights issue, plain and

simple," Mason said. "By denying human

beings the right to marry, we are allowing

the state to create a second-class of citi-

zens. We don't do it based on race or gen-

der, we shouldn't do it based on sexual

orientation, by cloaking bigotry with fam-

ily values."

Stem also views same-.sex marriage as

a civil rights issue.

"This kind of debate went on about

interracial couples, but that has become a

non-issue at this point." Stem said. "Gays

and lesbians have to take up the gauntlet.

I hope this will be a non-issue as well."

UMass responded to inequities

between same-sex domestic partners and

heterosexual married couples by extend-

ing as many benefits as possible to gay

and lesbian couples while remaining with-

in state law.

Currently, domestic partners who reg-

Continued on page 3

Romney vetoes $1

million for UlVlass
By Ferron Salniker

C]oLL£OIAN StaJ-F

Massachusetts Govemor W.

Mitt Romney vetoed $80 million

from state bills designed to ease

budget cuts and increase economic

development, including $10 mil-

lion set aside for the University of

Mas.sachu.setts system.

Romney did approve key por-

tions of two bills, including $34

million in promised pay raises lor

13,000 higher education employ-

ees. However, the govemor

sparked flames with public higher

education advocates and union

officials by admitting that the

salary increases would only be a

one-time payment and would not

necessarily be extended.

Slate Representative Ellen

Story applauded Romney last night

for not vetoing the raises, but was

disappointed that govemor implied

that salary increa.ses would not be

in next year's budget.

"I'm grateful that he didn't veto

the raises." she said, but she con-

tinued to criticize the govemor for

disregarding the contracts.

Under the contracts, which

were approvtxl three years ago. the

employees are due nine to 1 5 per-

cent raises Jan. 1 . The raises reflect

the annual 3 to 5 percent increases

the contracts have called for sitKe

2001.

Frank Olbris, grievance officer

for the United Staff Association

blasted Romney last night for not

acknowledging the contracts.

"It's bad business practice, it's

unfair to workers who aren't mak-

ing enough money" he said. "It

badgers the imagination as to what

Romney is thinking about to cut

education."

Storv said the obstacle that sup-

porters of the bill face now is

Speaker of the House Tom
Finneran.

"The Speaker is not a fan of

public higher education." she said.

"Tlie only pei-son that can initiate

the override is the speaker of the

house."

Legislators can ovcnidc the

veto with a two-thirds vote in eitch

branch.

According to Romney, the cuts

were needed to make sure the stale

doesn't spend too much, as it laces

another potential gap in next year's

budget.

"If we add another $200 mil-

lion in spending now. I m con-

cemed that will mean more cuts

next year." Romney told the

Associated Press.

The UMass budget was slashed

$80 million for the fiscal \c;ir that

began in |uly. including $40 million

for the Amherst campus.

Chancellor |ohn V. lAimbaixli told

the The Republican in Springfield

last wcH.*k that the $10 million is

es.sential to the success of the

University He said he wants to use

part of the $10 million to hire fac-

ulty and staff to fill open positions

created by early retirement

According to The Republican.

Romney said he rejected the $10

million for UMass tx-causc he did-

n't feel that it was necessai>.

Senator Stanley C. Rosenberg.

D-Amherst was disappointed with

the govemor for rejecting the $10

million.

"This is obviously a hi^; di.siip-

poinlment, I'm hoping we can get

the hou.se to override it. if we can

get the house to do it then we can

get the senate to do it." he s;iicl last

night. "The govemor sa>s he wants

to make UMa.ss a shining star and

give it the support it needs but in

evcr\ opportunity that he gels 1k'

docs the exact opposite."

Rosenberg said that he and

niliL'i legislators will lighl for an

override when fomial sessions

lx.'gin in January.

"The legislature' needs m deliv-

er a clear message that we under-

stand thai public higher education

is important." he said.

UMass students protest in l\/liami, one hurt
By Nathan Chomsky-Higgins

Ca)I.LE(.IAN C\)RRKS1>ONIiRNT

TVo days of protest against the Free

Trade Area of the Americas late last month

in Miami. Fla., drew thousands of ptxjple.

including dozens of University of

Massachusetts students, one of which was

arrested and hospitalized after an

encounter with police .

Activists were met by thousands of

police in riot gear as they assembled near

speakers. The total number of police for

the protests, which started on Nov. 20,

was estimated at 2,500 to 4,000, accord-

ing to FTAA Independent Media Center

and various eyewitness accounts.

A 1 0-fooi wire fence was also erected

between the protesters and the

Intercontinental Hotel, where the talks

took place.

The protest quickly tumed violent, as

activists were shot with mbber bullets,

tear gas, .sound bombs, a new pepper-

spray type of chemical weapon, tazers and

other forms of non-lethal weaponry.

"There is no way to prepare* your self

for that." said Fmma Lang, a UMa.ss fresh-

man, who was present at the protests.

She described both intense feelings of

community amongst the protesters and

incredible tension between the police and

the as.sembled protesters.

l^ng and her affinity group, which is a

small group of people who stick together

for protection at protests, made the deci-

sion to act as medics during the protest.

Carrying gauze, bandages, and Liquid

Antacid Wash (LAW) to counter pepper

spray and tear gas, they helped numerous

Ol'KTT.SY WWAXTTAAINK ilRl,

Jeremy Thaxter, a UMass freshman, second from left, stands with fellow FTAA

protesters in Miami on Friday, Nov. 21.

activists who were hurt over the weekend.

Lang's group began the day on Nov. 20

avoiding the police by merging with the

AFL march and pretending to be union

workers.

She -said that after hearing re-ports of

protesters being beaten by police, they

made the decision to head to the Wellness

Center, the primary medical care facility

for those involved in the protest.

Once at the Center, they began admin-

istering eyewashes and checking for more

serious injuries that needed to be treated

by trained medics inside the building.

Police began to march toward the

Wellness Center, pushing activists back,

causing all those outside the Center to

retreat. Lang also said police sprayed pep-

per spray into the center itself,

Lang said that dozens of people,

including those who were unable to see

after being sprayed with pepper spray and

tear gas, began mnning up North Miami

Avenue. Medics stopped whenever the

police paused in the chase to continue

administering aid. before starting to mn
again.

Other students had similar stories

from their experiences in different parts of

the city Tomi Faust, a sophomore at

UMass who was also present at the

protests, had comparable experiences on

Biscayne Blvd.

"We saw our people get sprayed. Their

eyes and faces were buming and in pain."

he said.

He said he was also particulaHy dis-

mayed with the force shown by police to

the protesters. "The police were there to

protect the interests of multinational cor-

porations thai benefited from the FTAA. It

wasn"t about protecting people," he said.

Though the number of those arrested

during the protest remains disputed, esti-

mates range are* at more then 200, accord-

ing to the Associated Press. Among those

arrested was Edward Owaki, a freshman

Japanese studies major at UMass.

During a protest on Biscayne Blvd.,

, Ol IRTISY WWW'fT\ MM. I
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Barbara Wynne, a Smith College senior, second protester from right, struKc'es

with Miami pt>lice during the FTAA protest on Thursday, Nov. 20.

Kiinl u;iv 'iciOwaki was somehow separated from his

affinity group. None of the members of

his affinity group were- present at the lime

of his arrest.

According to an interview with Owaki

in the Miami Herald, he hit his head

against the concrete ground sometime

during his arrest on Nov. 20. He was

brought to lackson Memorial Hospital

where he was given Tylenol and then

brought to jail.

As re-ported in the Miami Herald, while

in jail he complained of dizziness, and an

inability to keep any of his HkkI down. He

was brought in front of ludpc Ivan

Hemandez on Nov. 21, where he tried to

accept a plea, which would have released

him for medical treatment. Hie judge was

forced to den> the plea since Owaki was

incapacitated ai the liinc I li

at $500.

Lang, who was prcseiu .ii (.K\,ikrs

relea.se. said his friends were able lo po^i

bond and have him released from j;iil on

Nov. 21. ovei 34 hours after hi< an est. A
medic waiting outside ihe jail imiiKdialely

tended lo him. and .icni him to ihc hospi-

tal after noticing sonicihing was wrimg.

He was admitted to ihc hospital in siahle

but guarded condition in the neurologi-

cal intensive care unit of lackson

Memorial Hospital.

A Miami police spokesman told the

Miami Herald that he could not locate

Owaki's arrest records, hut ilial ihe

deparlnicni in general used as much
restraint as possible in dealing wiih .ind

Continued on page 3
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Pozar lectures on communications
University of Massachusetts

professor David M. Pozar will

present a lecture today in the

Massachusetts Room of the

Mullins Center entitled

"Wireless Communications and

the Pleasures of Engineering."

The lecture will take place at

4 p.m.

Using electromagnetism and

other scientific principles,

Pozar will explain how Ihe

technology used in popular

modern wireless devices such

as cellular phones, communica-

tion satellites and wireless

information networks function,

and how that technology may

be used in the future.

Pozar believes that with an

increasing percentage of people

using wireless communication

devices, a basic understanding

of such technology is iTTipor-

lant. Pozar will also speak

about the safely of using wire-

less devices, addressing issues

such as the conversion to high-

speed wireless Internet access,

as well as more abstract topics,

such as the spectrum of certain

frequency broadcasts outside of

our solar system.

In addition. Pozars lecture

will discuss the roles of engi-

neers and scientists.

Historically, scientists have

developed operational models

and theories, while engineers

have been the creative minds

responsible for finding practi-

cal applications of scientific

information.

Pozar"s most recent research

involves antenna and circuit

design for wireless systems.

and ultra-wideband (UWB)
devices for communications

purposes.

Pozar earned his doctorate

degree in electrical engineering

froiiT Ohio State University in

1980. and has received numer-

ous awards, among them the

"Presidential >oung Investiga-

tor Award" from Ihe National

Science Foundation in 1984.

and the Third Millennium

Medal awards from ihe Institute

of Klectrical and Electronics

Engineers (IEEE) in 2000.

Pozar also spent lime in

1988 as a visiting professor at

Ecole Polylechnique Federale de

l.ausannc. in Lausanne.

Switzerland, and more recently

in 2000 he authored the text-

book Microwave Engineering.

.After the lecture Pozar will

receive the University of

Massachuselts Chancellor"s

Medal, given lo individuals lor

outstanding servic-- u< the

University.

The FJislinguisiicd I acuity

I.eclurc Series is sponsoreil by

the UMass Office of the

Chancellor and the Office of the

Provost.

— Gabriel l.i-iticr
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you accidentally knock

your roommate's

toothbrush into tnelbilet.

he's not home, what do

you do?
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Community reacts
Continued from page 1

isler as such with the Dean of

Studenls Office are eligible tor

family housing, tuition waivers,

family sick leave, bereavement

leave, family and medical leave,

university child care, use of library

facilities, athletic tickets and use of

athletic facilities.

What University employees,

other than members of GEO and

undergraduate students, are not

eligible for is health insurance.

Associate Dean Eileen Stewart said

state law bars the University from

giving insurance benefits to same-

sex domestic partners who are

employees. Since student employ-

ment benefits are under the control

of UMass rather than state law,

domestic partners of University

students are covered by their sig-

nificant other's school health insur-

ance plan.

DeProsse is currently a gradu-

ate student, and thereforc. Stem is

covered by her health insurance

and other University benefits.

However, the couple is concerned

about moving after DeProsse grad-

uates from UMass.

fm going to be hospitalized in

Boston and only members of my
immediate family can visit me —
Nancy isn't considered part of my
immediate family," Stem said.

"This isn't a problem in Amherst,

but it is other places."

DeProsse said she feels limited

in her options since most employ-

ers do not grant domestic partner-

ship benefits to her family

In light of the Goodridge deci-

sion, couples like deProsse and

Stem might find they have new

and varied employment opportuni-

ties, at least in Massachusetts. The

Federal govemment passed the

Defense of Marriage Act in 199b

that defines marriage as between a

man and a woman, and provides

that no state has to recognize

same-sex marriages or unions that

take place in other states.

The Massachusetts legislature

has six months to dcxide the fates

of thousands of couples like

DeProsse and Stem, and they may

not decide on marriage. Charles |.

DiMare, director of the Student

Legal Services Office, said the leg-

islature will probably agree to

something more like the civil

unions in Vemiont.

"I That's I
making a big assump-

tion... that lesbians, gays will be

able to get married," DiMare said.

"That might not be what happens.

What's more probable are civil

unions."

DiMare added that he hasn't

read the case thoroughly, so he

couldn't comment on the specifics

of the decision.

Judith Holmes, l^gal Studies

professor and a fomier defense

attomey, disagrees.

"it doesn't appear in this case

that civil unions would apply," she

said. "This is a good, positive step,

but all the case says is the legisla-

ture cannot deny couples access to

a civil mairiage."

Holmes has added the latest

Goodridge v. Dept. of Public

Health decision to the required

reading for her legal writing

course, although same-sex mar-

riage cases have been part of her

curriculum for several semesters.

While the political, moral, reli-

gious and legal debates over same-

sex marriage and the Goodridge

decision continue in the State

House, classrooms and living

rooms, dePros.se and Stem are

planning their wedding: a rabbi at

the lewish Center oi Amherst will

perfonn the ceremony

"Our kids are excited," deProsse

said. "They started talking about

who will be the maid of honor ... it

has btvn a real legitimizing experi-

ence."

UMass students protest

FTAA in downtown Miami
Continued from page 1

arresting protesters.

As of Saturday Owaki was

unavailable for comment.

On Nov. 21, hundreds of

activists participated in jail .soli-

darity protests at the two main

jails in downtown Miami where

protesters were Being held. At

one of the solidarity rallies, after

speakers spoke to a crowd of

several hundred about police

brutality and their experiences,

the crowd marched to the jail

chanting for the activists to be

freed.

"The purpose ol this solidari-

ty action was to show our sup-

port for our people in jail, as

well as to protest the injustice of

the police," said Faust, who was

at the solidarity protests.

l^espite what some call

excessive police brutality, many
activists wanted to move past it

to the issue of what the protest

was truly about.

"I'm really angry that the

emphasis has been on police

brutality and that the police

were so brutal," said Lang.

"This is federal money being

used to put down the voices of

people who are simply trying to

raise awareness of an organiza-

tion that will effect people from

Baffin Island to Tierra del

Fuego."

There are numerous lawsuits

and complaints pending against

the Miami police by activists at

the protest.

The rally and march was

organized by the American

Federation of Labor - Congress

of Industrial Organizations,

unions and other organizations.

The FTAA is an extension of

the North American Free Trade

Agreement to the entire Western

hemisphere with the exception

of Cuba. NAFTA was imple-

mented in 1994 as a plan to link

the economies of Canada,

Mexico and the United States. It

promised job growth and an

increase in the standard of living

for all involved.

Many organizations have crit-

icized NAFTA, arguing that it

has done nothing but increase

poverty, wear down consumer

protections, and promote

inequality while allowing viola-

tions of workers rights to con-

tinue. Opponents also point to a

reduction in environmental laws

and enforcement as another fail-

ure of NAFTA.
One instance that is often

cited by opponents of NAFTA as

an example of its failure and

misuse of power is the case of

the U.S. -based Ethyl

Corporation. According to the

FTAA Independent Media

Center, under NAFTA, Ethyl

Corporation forced Canada to

not only drop its ban of the dan-

gerous toxin MMT, but also pay

them $13 million in damages for

lost profits.

According to the FTAAIMC,
the federal government appro-

priated $8.5 million to the

Miami police to counter this

protest. They said the money

was part of the $87 billion Iraqi

reconstruction bill.
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Summer 2004

MIT HAYSTACK OBSERVATORY

Research Experiences for Undergraduates

Undergraduate science, mathematics, engineering, and

computer science students are invited to apply for

summer research positions at the MIT Haystack

Observatory in Westford, MA. Research projects

include radio astronomical studies, atmospheric physics

investigations, and hardware and software development

for data acquisition, processing, and recording systems.

The program extends from June 7 to August 13, 2004

and carries a weekly stipend of $400.00, plus a hosing

allowance. Women, minorities and students with dis-

abilities are encouraged to apply.

For further information and application materials, see

http;//www.haystack.edu/reu/.

Application Deadline is February 2, 2004
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BLUE WALL SIMMONS COLLEGE
Graduate Programs

zThe Biiu winmmz:
MONDAY Basketball Show ,^^,

Monday Night Football-^

10 cent Wings m

^n^

UIESDAY Open 3'1am

II

I

I I jiiiiMMi— itfiaa Baijir n

CHWRSbAY Mpeli Mwakaliku
\ idii&ri^i Wti' DJ DMAD

iHlUltV H^ DJ Aquarius

2 ^a^a||yMa|Muaa^M|^WMH|yH^^ w^^^^^^^f ^^gu^Bl^gyigMHlll

LIUE MUSIC starts at 9:00PM.

OPEN MIC starts at 7:00PM. The Sign-Up sheet goes out

at 6:00PM. Bring your talent and your friends and your

instruments. We'll provide the stage and sound

equipment and 20 minutes for you to knock'em dead!

ALL MUSICAL STYLES are encouraged to participate!

^ ALWAYS, 18+ to party, 21+ to drink.

Simmons puts students first.

Obviously we know what matters.

Learn about Simmons's rigorous academic and

professional preparation, flexible schedules,

financial aid, and location in the heart of

Boston's academic and cultural communities.

Graduate programs for women and men in:

• Education: Special Education,

Behavioral Education, Assistive/Special

Education Technology, Language &.

Literacy in Special Education,

Administrator of Special Education,

Master of Arts in Teaching,

Educational Leadership,

Master of Arts in Teaching ESL

• Liberal Arts: Children's Literature,

English, Gender/Cultural Studies,

History/Archives Management, Spanish

• Communications Management

Visit us online, or join us at an up coming

Open House

Saturday, December 6, 2003

9:00 a.m. • 1:00 p.m.

RSVP 617.521.2915 or gsa@simmons.edu

•'^s»^f>''

Simmons College

office of Graduate Studies

Admissions

300 The Fenway

Boston, Massachusetts, 0211s 5898

617.521.2915

gsa(g)stmmons edu

^

www.simmons.edu/gradstudies
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The motives behind

Bushes visit to Iraq
President Bush spent his Thanksgiving in

Baghdad this year, much to the bewilderment of

the American press back home. White House

officials told the press Bush would be spending

Thanksgiving at his ranch in Texas, and didn't

learn of the President's surprise visit to Iraq

until Air Force One was already in the air. head-

ing back to the States. Bush didn't arrive at his

ranch until early Friday morning.

With the visit. Bush became the first presi-

dent to step foot on Iraqi soil. Once there. Bush

read a morale-boosting message to American

soldiers, dished out some mashed potatoes as

part of a Thanksgiving meal, and, along with

national security adviser Condoleezza Rice, met

with members of the Iraqi governing council.

A trip such as this one required the highest

degree of secrecy and security, and the President

himself has said that he was skeptical of the

trip's success. This leads people to wonder why

he even attempted the trip to begin with. The

simple fact is, the trip will prove to be a huge

ratings boost for the President. With the 2004

election right around the comer, the timing of

Bush's trip to Iraq makes the whole thing seem

like one big public relations move.

Only a handful of reporters and photogra-

phers were privy to the information regarding

Bush's trip. This, along with the hectic nature of

the holiday season, resulted in an otherwise lack

of coverage of the event. The same wire photo

was used on several websites and newspapers

the following day, showing the President holding

a Thanksgiving turkey, strolling through a

crowd of soldiers wearing an Army jacket on his

back and a huge smile on his face.

This image is exactly what President Bush

needs to boost his campaign for the upcoming

election — a campaign which has received a

great deal of flack in recent weeks for the steadi-

ly increasing number of Iraqi casualties since the

war ended back in May. By sneaking to

Baghdad, boosting the morale of the troops, and

sneaking back to Texas, Bush has given his

hopes of reelection a great boost from a PR

standpoint.

In recent weeks. Gallup polls have shown

Bush losing ground in public opinion. This is

due in large part to, as several television and

print reporters have put it. the "mishandling of

the post-Iraq situation" and the fact that troops

overseas were said to be losing morale. By visit-

ing Iraq on Thanksgiving. Bush was trying to

prove to the American public that everything in

Iraq is under control.

The situation in Iraq is clearly the biggest

Achilles heel for Bush heading into the election

year. Visiting the country will undoubtedly

change some people's opinion of not only Bush,

but the whole Iraqi conflict as well. But will it be

enough'.' Can one trip make up for the hundreds

of lives lost since the war started?

Time will tell what will happen, but the trip

is a clear indicator that the election is less than

a year away. PR moves such as this one will cer-

tainly become a common occurrence in the

months to come.

Information from cnn.corri was used in the

editorial.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

Alcoholism: How much is too much?
When asking a typical college

student what they did or planned

to do over the weekend, most

would reply with a form of drink-

ing — whether it be in the so-

packed-you-can-hardly-move fra-

ternities on frat row. in out-of-con-

trol Southwest, or at a small gath-

ering of close friends at an off-

I campus house party.

I There is no denying that UMass

I

students drink, and drink well.

I Personally, this is what 1 look for-

I ward to the most and it is probably

i
one of the most enjoyable

' pastimes of the week. . l.

However, the problem

lies when students find

themselves with nothing to do dur-

ing the day and start drinking

seven days a week, at all hours, no

matter how hung-over they are.

In high school, my friends and I

were the party. We raged. We
raged hard. Or so I thought. We
would drink two nights a week-

end, not returning home either

night — we definitely thought we

! were tough. My favorite part was

;

gossiping with my girls the next

• day about what 1 had said or how

a drunken glaze. He had got out of

bed and found me hiding in a

room full of guys who I knew

would protect me.
"1 already told you. 1 don't want

to see you anymore. Leave me
alone." I yelled in an upset tone.

He turned, running through the

house, punching holes in every

wall on his way out the door I

darted towards the angry beast.

"Stop. Stop. Please stop," 1

shrieked. I tried to pull him off the

door that he had cracked in half.

but with all of his rotten

U II iQ
'Ti'g^i'' ^*^ forced me off,

iBIIaillB shoving me to the floor,^^^^ and took off out onto the

streets of Worcester, not to be seen

for the rest of the night.

I was so scared. I thought he

was going to hit me. He had a big

problem with alcohol and was a

violent drunk. I knew ending

things with him by myself would

not be the best idea. He was

always drunk. That was three

years ago. 1 haven't spoken to him

since.

Alcoholism as defined by

Webster is a chronic disorder

WhNe social drinking is ttie favorite pastime

of a vast majority of college students, a small

number realize ttie monumental damage it

can do to ttieir mental healtti, grades, and

legal and social aspects of life.

I had acted, becau.se it was all

news to me.

Anyone who has been drunk

knows the immediate side effects.

the kind that make drinking fun.

Slurred speech, dizziness, blacking

out. increased confidence, and

vomiting on your best friend after

proclaiming how much she means

to you are all things every drinker

has experienced. Drinking both

iqighls of the weekend and even

*TTiursdays will not. typically, cause

Vnajtjr damage to one's mental

'health. However, everybody reacts

differently to alcohol.

"Where are you Ashley, why

didn t you come back?" he asked,

staring me directly in the eyes with

marked by excessive and usual

compulsive drinking of alcohol

leading to psychological and phys-

ical dependence or addiction. In

real terms, an alcoholic is anyone

who's drinking causes problems,

big or small, in their lives.

However, there are numerous

personality traits to spot in alco-

holics. Most alcohol abusers

undergo major emotional changes,

with transformations in their per-

sonalities; they experience major

mood swings and extremely low

self-esteem issues with a deep

sen.se of self-worthlessness.

They frequently are insecure

and. due to this faci, isolate them-

selves and eventuiiily becoming

Puhlic access to AEDs more than necessary

loners. Alcoholics oftentimes are

clinically depressed, and have sui-

cidal thoughts. There are several

other warning signs that lead to

alcoholism. These include: missing

meals, missing important appoint-

ments, missing classes, violence,

physical and verbal abuse, getting

into fights and getting in trouble

with the law.

Many alcoholics are troubled

with mental illnesses, and experi-

ence feelings of deep depression.

anxiety, and self-worthlessness.

While alcohol affects people psy-

chologically, it also affects them

socially, and even legally. A survey

conducted by the U.S.

Government concluded that 80

percent of all sorority women, and

86 percent of all fraternity men are

binge drinkers, consuming five or

more drinks an hour every time

they drink.

From a more legal standpoint,

alcoholism has a positive correla-

tion to legal issues. Sixty-six per-

cent of all assaults. 50 percent of

all murders, and 50 percent of all

arrests stem from alcohol abuse.

While social drinking is the

favorite pastime of a vast majority

of college students, a small num-

ber realize the monumental dam-

age it can do to their mental

health, grades, and legal and social

aspects of life.

Before you go out partying, sit

down, count how many times you

drank this week. Is it more than

four? Why are you drinking again?

Have you experienced any of the

warning signs? Will you place

yourself, your friends or others in

danger?

If you can't answer, or you

answered yes to any of these ques-

tions, think again about going out

tonight. Take it easy. It is much

better to chill for one night than to

become or prove the statistics. The

next time you do go out, have fun,

party; but be sure you can handle

what you are doing.

Do you know someone with a

drinking problem? Get help. Visit

the Alcoholics Anonymous

Website at: http://www.alcoholic-

saix)nymous.org

Ashley Vellante is a UMass stu-

dent.

In today's world, people very

much fancy what is easy and

fast. We have very much become
a "Quick Fix" society, with much
emphasis placed on fast, easy

pleasure with little regard for

extreme consequences.

As such, many Americans have

taken a liking to smoking, drink-

ing, and overeating. With these

factors contributing to high
^^~'''^^"^^~

blood pressure and cholesterol,

it's no wonder that the leading cause of death in

America is heart disease.

Strokes and heart attacks, which stem from

increased cholesterol and blood pressure, can be

stopped using an automated external defibrillator

(AED) by healthcare professionals. However,

there have been recent trials conducted by the

American Heart Association that show there may
be great benefit in placing AEDs in

stores, offices, and even around

college campuses and teaching lay-

men how to use them properly.

Making AEDs as common as fire

extinguishers and training people

to use them properly is a smart

and effective way of saving lives

and should be practiced in most

public arenas.

According to the AHA. most

sudden cardiac deaths are due to

an overly rapid heart rhythm

known as ventricular fibrillation.

The key to fighting this condition

is to shock the heart back into a

normal rhythm as quickly as possi-

ble. The AED is a machine con-

nected to two paddles containing

electrodes that are placed on the

patient's bare chest: one paddle

below the right shoulder and the

other along the patient's left side.

Once activated, the AED reads

the rhythm of the heart and is able to detect

whether it is in fact shockable or not. The only

two rhythms that are shockable are ventricular fib-

rillation and ventricular tachycardia. The first

entails that the lower two chambers of the heart,

the ventricles, are beating too fast. The second

entails that all four chambers of the heart are beat-

ing too fast.

Between 20 and 25 percent of cardiac deaths

occur in public places where bystanders are avail-

Witti the amount of

deattis increasing

in America due to

heart disease, it is

imperative that

more people know

how to use an AED

property, and that

they are more com

monly located in

places such as

stores, offices, and

college campuses.

able to offer assistance until emergency medical

services arrive. When it comes to the heart, time is

very important and if there are people available to

use the AED on a patient in the time that it takes

the EMTs to arrive on scene, that patient's life may

depend on it. The longer the heart goes without

oxygen, the lesser the chance is that the patient

will survive.

With the advancements in medical technology,

the AED is designed so that a person with little

prior knowledge of the equipment can use it with

little to no difficulty. The AED tells the user what

to do, when to shock, when to check for a pulse,

and when to resume cardiopulmonary resuscita-

tion. With the instructions being repeated during

the process, it would be relatively easy for any lay-

men or bystander to be trained in using the device.

"At this point, a prescription is required to

obtain an AED, but we believe the likelihood of

harm is very minimal," said loseph P Ornato. pro-

fessor and chairman of the depart-

ment of emergency medicine at

Virginia Commonwealth
University/Medical College of

Virginia in Richmond, according

to the American Heart

Association's Web site. "These

devices have been engineered so

that it would be very difficult to

shock someone who doesn't need

to be shocked."

Today, many public places such

as Shop Rite and many fitness

gyms have an AED available in

case of an emergency. They train

their employees on how to use

them properly and what to do until

the emergency medical services

arrive.

With the amount of deaths

increasing in America due to heart

disease, it is imperative that more

people know how to use an AED
properly, and that they are more

commonly located in places such as stores, offices,

and college campuses.

lust as more and more people are becoming

trained in the use of basic CPR, more and more

stores and locations should be carrying AEDs. It is

a good safety precaution that can increase public

survival rates, and for someone in cardiac arrest,

it could mean the difference between life and

death.

Allison Edles is a Collegian columnist.

The epidemic of "coupledom"
I would like to mourn the

loss of one of my best "gal pals."

Recently I lost her to what

seems to be an epidemic — cou-

pledom.

Everyone knows who they

are. They are those boyfriends

and girlfriends that

seem to be virtually
Kimberly M

attached to each

guy around, and I don't want to

contact with my
he has got to go

talk time comes

other. Whether it is at

the DC. in your lectures or (tor

some) the room next door, they

are inescapable. In fact, you may
even personally know a few peo-

ple who have fallen victim to

this apparent tragedy.

Sure, you have to admit that

they do look cute together. But

for anyone who is forced into

continuous contact with these

couples knows how that "cute-

ness" quickly turns into a sickly

sweetness that makes you

queasy. Frankly, all those funny

habits he has about his food and

the pet names that have been

made may be endearing, but I

really would prefer not to hear

about it all the time. As for the

PDA, get a room, and preferably

not mine. It's hard to hang out

with "the girls" when there is a

cut off all

friend, but

when girl

around.

Another problem I have

found when trying to find some

time with my friend is

Inhncnn 'hat she tends to only
''"""^""

hang out with other

couples, leaving me as

the infamous fifth wheel. I am
not about to go on a double date

with them, not only because it is

awkward, but also because it

would like one some day), but as

for now it seems like they are

wasting of a lot of good oppor-

tunities to meet other people or

get involved with school

because it cuts into "their time."

1 know I probably just

offended many couples out

there, but don't get me wrong —
I don't want a break up. 1 just

more time with my friend! Less

"makin' bacon" and more girl

talk and long awaited trips to

the mall. That's all I am asking

for, but even if 1 cannot fit into

For anyone who is forced into continuous

contact with these couples knows how that

"cuteness" quickly turns into a sickly

sweetness that makes you queasy.

makes me want a guy of my
own!

And needless to say the

moment I mention that, well,

these couples have "the perfect

guy" for me. "Run, run away as

fast as possible," I tell myself.

Not that there is anything wrong

with having a significant other (I

her schedule I will never give up

hope. 1 will always be there for

her, don't doubt that, and will

have a pint of Chunky Monkey
ready for her introduction back

into the single life when neces-

sary.

Kimberly M Johnson is a

UMass student^

A different approacli to voting
A guy walks up to the poll on Election Day and

sees four names on the ballot. The poll worker says,

"Vote for only one candidate." So the guy says,

"Only one? But there are four candidates. What

kind of democracy is this...?"

It sounds like the start of a bad joke,

huh? (Most political jokes are...) Except

this type of thing happens all the time.

Let's say you're in this situation, and the

candidate you like most doesn't really have much

chance of winning. Yeah, you could vote for your

second choice candidate who actually has a shot at

victory. Or you could insist on the underdog, but

risk "swinging" the election to the candidate you

absolutely despise.

This might sound familiar because a lot of vot-

ers thought this same way in the 2000 presidential

election. Unfortunately, what ensued in the media

and political discourse was finger

pointing at candidates, rather

than a deep look into the system

that cau.sed the problem.

Enter Instant Runoff Voting:

an electoral process used in

Ireland, Australia, London, San

Francisco, and at American uni-

versities from Harvard to

Berkeley. With IRV, the voters

rank candidates by preference,

and if no candidate receives a

majority of first-choice votes, an

elimination process begins. The candidate receiving

the fewest votes is dropped, and his/her second

choices are divided among the remaining contest-

ants. This process continues until one winner

emerges with a majority.

You might think: But if someone's second choice

is counted, that voter actually gets two votes! This

is true, just like anyone voting in a primary and

then the general election gets two votes... except

it's all done on one ballot.

See. the great thing about IRV is that it ensures

majority rule, while eliminating costly

StPI/Bn HOfiSCllBiE
''"""'^'^ ^"'^ primary elections ($5,000 in

The great thing about

IRV is that it ensures

majority rule, while

eliminating costly

runoff and primary

elections.

my Northampton city council race; mil-

lions in the 2002 Louisiana Senate runoff).

Additionally, the ranking process most closely

reflects the voter's preference, and he or she does-

n't feel compelled to vote "strategically."

Sure there are theoretical complexities that can't

be covered in one editorial opinion piece, but for

the voter it's as simple as 1-2-3. Surely any UMass
student can handle that.

I'm writing this as the student government chan-

cellor of elections, in order to make students aware

that this novel system may be in

store for the spring SGA elec-

tions.

Over the next several weeks, as

part of a larger examination of

SGA election policy, your student

government leaders will be dis-

cussing this method of voting for

campus elections — elections in

which the current student trustee

won with 39 percent of the vote,

and the president with 35 per-

cent.

If you want to educate yourself on electoral sys-

tems and policy, you can visit the Center for Voting

and Democracy at www.fairvote.org. Even better,

to get involved in your SGA. visit room 422 in the

Student Union.

Ste\'en Hoeschele is a UMass student.
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CiM.u-i.iAN Staff

When Pat McGee came through

thampton recently to play the Iron

Music Hall, he was not accompanied

ujsual band mates, |ohn Small, Chris

is, and Chardy McEwen. Instead,

gave the audience a peri'ormance

was stripped down — just a man, a

„_iphone and an acoustic guitar

Although Pat McGee Band is known for

lively and creative peribnnances, it

., refreshing to see the poetic front man

hfe own. Without the trimmings of a full

nnble, the audience was able to appreci-

tibe essence of PMB — the complex gui-

vw>rk and searing vocals of McGee.

McGee is a chamiing and capable solo

rjKSformer, but he was quick to assure the

crowd that he was far more comfortable

feonting PMB. "1 just wanted to get out and

[^ some shows," he said.

Tlie rest of the band was likely occupied

%Hh making arrangements for the group's

iecond major label effort. "Save Me."

"Well, the next few months for gigs [arej

pretty quiet," McGee said. "But don't be

fool«i. We are busy with Warner Brothers

{the company putting out the new record)

WttJng up everything."

Although hesitant to let go of their

i,
taiderground status, McGee and his band

nwtes see the move to Warner Brothers to

be a huge step in the right direction. In an

^ open letter to fans posted on www.patm-

Cfeeband.com in luly. McGee wrote "a big

kibel like Warner Brothers Records can

lH«ak a band like us wide open if they are

focused on it and, most importantly, if they

believe in it."

Despite optimism about the future of

PMB aiKl "Save Me." McGee could not

have anticipated the many bumps and

detours along the way to producing a big

label backed album.

•There are lots of things, such as meet-

ings — and more meetings — about every

aspect of the marketing and strategy behind

releasing our record," McGee said.

The process has been harrowing,

marked by a long delay in the release of

"Save Me." much to the consternation of

PMB fans.

Yet McGee remains confident that the

extra time Wanier Brothers is taking with

the album will only make it that much bet-

ter "It would take me a while and be quite

boring to you to understand why this is a

good thing' for us, but trust me on this

one.

With a release date sometime in cariy

2004 inching increasingly closer, it would

be understandable for the front man to have

some fears or reservations, but Pat McGee

has neither
"

I know a lot of artists have said this, but

1 really am proud of this record and hope

that people can get into it. but if they don't

that doesn't change what the band feels,"

McGee said, unaffected by the thought of

failure in the mainstream music scene.

McGee also remains unconcerned about

the prospect of getting lost on the sea of

male, acoustic-based pop-rock flooding

today's airwaves.

"I don't really worry about stuff like that.

I think the music stands on its own for this

album. One thing I have learned is you real-

ly can't worry too much about where people

categorize you— it comes down to whether

they like the music or not."

He is not unwilling to recognize the

facts: the ever-growing popularity ol the

likes of |ohn Mu>ci. Howie l)ii> and now

Damien Rice. ccrtuinl> tips the odds in

favor of a musician like McGee. However it

just doesn't seem to matter to him. Pat

McGee simply wants to make music on his

own tenns.

It is curious to think thai PMB may be

lumped together with l)a\, Rice and co.

This is a band with such an extensive loui

ing history and a massive fan base that in

the past eight years, it has spread out from

northern Virginia and across the country.

By McGee's estimate they have played

"over 1,500 shows in 44 slates in the U.S..

plus some shows in Canada and a recent

USO tour to Greenland." Relentless touting

has earned PMB the honor of sharing the

stage with the McGee's musical heroes, the

Allman Brothers, and highls respected

Blues Traveler Ironi man |ohn Popper

"Back in the early days of the band we

had I
Popper] come out and jam with us one

night. That was when they were a huge

band and the crowd went nuts when he

walked out and started playing on our

songs," McGee recalled.

The Virginia native and Longwood

College graduate lists "'classic rock majors'"

like the Beatles, Bruce Springsteen, 1^
Zepplin, lames Taylor and Bob Marley

along with Popper and the Allman Brothers

as musical influences, though he is the first

to admit his tastes vary.

"llonestK 1 go in phases of listening to

nothing but heavy music to stages of listen-

ing to acoustic stuff." said McGee.

This vast taste in music shines through

in PMB's original material and is even better

highlighted b> the near- legendary arsenal of

covers that the band peiioniis in their live

shows. Dave .Matthews Band and Simon

and Garfunkel songs along with tunes like

"Walking in Memphis" and "Piano Man" are

rcgulais in the Pat McGee Band set lists.

Continued on page 6

Virginia-baseJ Pat McG.c Band is poised to release its fifth album, J^^ve Me.' in earlv 2004. With the hacking of W?,ner Bro...

the band hopes to find commercial success.

Provincetown playwriflht lionored ! musics best kept secret
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By Johanna Crdnrv

Asm K IAttn Pri.ss

PROVINCETOWN (AP) -
Award-winning playwright Sinan

Unci of Provincetown is stretch-

ing his parameters far beyond

Cape Cod.

Several of his 18 plays have

been produced in New '^ork,

Boston, L.A. or Europe. In I '^^8,

•Pera Palas," debuted off-

Broadway at the Lark Theater

and earned rave reviews from the

New Yoik critics. His play.

"Single lives." was staged by the

Boston Plays\rights' Theatre.

Recently, Unel was one of

lour Boston-area playwrights

awarded the Stanford

Calderwood Commission from

the Huntington Theatre

Company. It's a project aimed at

developing new plays in Boston.

"It was a total surprise and a

great acknowledgment." Unel

says.

Llnel immediately came to

mind when the theater was

choosing Huntington Playwriling

fellows, says literary manager

liana Brownstein.

"Our goal was to get writers

irom different backgrounds." she

says, and Unel. who was born in

San Francisco and raised in

Turkey, fit the bill.

Unci. 45. is a vital addition to

the diverse group "because he

lias a diffcieni take on the world

and a very unique voice."

Kiownstein adds. "He also writes

incredibly good plays and has a

\ci\ theatrical style."

file commissioning ot a group

(il writers is <in unusual uiidev-

laking. Brownstein says, adding

that "it's rare to have a program

that gives writers the artistic

freedom to stretch and grow as

artists."

Over the course of the sea-

son. Unel and the other writers

will become an active part of the

life of the theater, which will

support them ariistically with

workshops and readings of their

plays.

The commission came at an

opportune time for Unel. who

admits he was feeling isolated by

spending loo much time alone

wriiing in his home office.

"It's a good outlet to be

iiround people who are going

through the same writing

issues." he says. "We are all dif-

ferent writers, but we are there

111 help each other."

Unel and the other play

Wrights — John Kuntz, Melinda

Lopez and Ronan Noone —
meet every two weeks to discuss

their work and read each other's

plays.

"I like it when people who
know what they are talking

about are honest and give good

feedback," he says.

Unel has another vehicle for

developing his craft: teaching

playwriling. Currently he's giv-

ing a workshop, "The Craft of

Dramatic Structure." at The

Schoolhouse Center for Art and

Design in Provincetown.

"Teaching helps me under-

stand more about structure." he

says.

But he learns more about his

craft during those solitary hours

of writing every day.

"Every time you sit down and

write a plav. you learn the whole

process all over again," he says.

"Most playwrights struggle and

the work is a struggle."

Unel admits he's driven to

write.

"It keeps me sane and it

makes me crazy." he says with a

laugh. "It's the only thing that

has grabbed my imagination."

Unel planned to become an

archilccl when he was attending

the University of Kansas. But an

English professor, who was also

a playwright, inspired him to try

writing plays.

"The first time 1 sat down to

write a play. I knew this was

what I wanted to do," he says.

"It was one of those magical

moments. Writing dialogue

came naturally."

Alter college, he moved to

New York City hoping to break

into theater. Instead, he discov-

ered the harsh reality of trying

to make a living while working

at his art. He moved to

Provincetown a year later. Unci's

"The Three of Cups" was pro-

duced in New York in 1986.

Other plays followed, including

"Tolstoy's Den," "Blue Marilyn."

and "Tdalassa, My Heart."

Unel credits living in the

Cape-tip town lor boosting his

career. Several of his plays were

staged by the Provincetown

rheatre Company.
"Provincetown is a real art

community ihat has been very

open to my plays." he says.

"That was a good learning expe-

rience."

"Provincetown is a good

place when you want to be quiei

and write, especially for young

playwrights to grow." he adds.

"The community is very sup-

portive and there are lots of

opportunities open to them. But

at one point you have to move

beyond Provincetown."

Eight of his plays and his

screenplay "Race Point." which

won first place in the 2001 New
Century Screenwriting Contest,

are based in Provincetown.

Unel has no special agenda

as a playwright. Instead, he

says, his job is primarily to

entertain. His dramas contain

an element of humor.

"I like it when people laugh."

he says. "That's a great reaction.

It's an affirmation."

Beyond inspiration Identity,

mortality, death and the afierlife

are common themes in his

work. His plays ofien deal with

how experiences and time

change people.

Some of his plays contain an

autobiographical element,

including tfie subjects of AIDS

and homosexuality. Unel. who is

gay. is a longtime All^S sur-

vivor.

"But I'm healthy now." he

says. "It's always easier to write

plays you are close to. but it's

also dangerous."

Currently. Unel leans toward

writing plays that don't involve

himself.

"As you mature as a writer,

you write not so much out ot

inspiration. It's not enough." he

says. "You al.so run out of things

to write about your own imme-

diate life."

Although Unci's made a

name for himself by winning

various awards, he acknowl-

edges that his success has been

"spotty."

"I'm not very big on selling

myself." he says. "The work

should speak for itself But in

this age you have to be able to

promote yourself."

Yet. Unel is driven more by

the desire to grow as an artist

than by the need for public

recognition.

"It's a very competitive field

and I'm very lucky with ihe

amount of acknowledgment I

have had. People enjoy my work

and I do it whether I have suc-

cess or not. You can't plan your

life around whether you are

going to be famous. This is a

gift."

Il is a rarity lo come across an under j;

band with both the power and pnnnineni.

Coheed and Cambria

exude. They hail from

New York with a sound

that cannot be pigeon

holed and should im'

fall victim to the three

letter word currenti\

undermining a genre

Tlie relea.se of their sec

ond CD. "In Keeping

Secrets of Silent Earth:

5" shows the new direc-

tion that the band is

taking.

"In Keeping" draw

many aspects from

their debut release

"Second Stage Turbine

Blade" but takes a more

in-depth look into the mind of singe

Claudio Sanchez. Each song is an indi-

vidual epic, beautiful, yet disiurbin^ls

dark.

viLlUt.-l in.ll.\Si Hilj L'll--rl

andWith their latist release, Coheed

Cambria chalUnnf nu>dcrn music.

n.iind Gauche/ lakes listeners on a musical journey

th:it and j'ivcs ihem a chance to be privy to the adven-

tures of make-believe

characters Coheed and

Cambria that take place

on a seemingly distant

world.

"This sequel is based

around a premonition

that one of the charac-

ters has during a dream,

but that dream slowly

turns into a nightmare."

Sanchez said on the

band's Web site.

This is seen on many
of the tracks that initial-

ly appear hopeful but

carefullv unravel into

desperation.

The record is largely

conceptual, with shreds of fantasy inter-

woven into each track, fhe lyrics are

intelligent and at times incoherent, but it

is this uncertainty of a foreign world that

makes their st)und .so unique. Sanchez's

\oice can reach unusually high pitches

but also showcases a darker ability to

scream with the best of them. The pro-

duction value on this album is also higher than

their debut, adding to the quality of "In Keeping."

The framework that Coheed and Cambria are

built around is a relentless touring schedule, play-

ing with the likes of Thursday and fhrice. and an

amazing live (X'rfonnance. "In Keeping" is disc

lor anyone with an appetite for unique new

music. It they continue to produce music ol this

caliber. Coheed and Cambria will he a mainstay

on the indie scene, and inevitably influence an

;irra\ of genres, bringing music to a new level.

— Patrick llourihan

Gallery exhibit shows 'Aftermath' ol Sept.

from iHiw until Dec. 12.

2003. the University Gallery is

hosting a special kind ol exhib-

it entitled "Atteimath: Images

from Ground Zero
"

The photographical displas

consists of images marking the

two-year anniversary ol

September 11th and highlights

the bombing of the World

Trade Center. The exhibits

photographer, |oel Meyerowitz.

began shooting film on site on

September 28. 2001.

According the lo University

Gallery's Weh site. Meyerowitz

is the only photographer who

has been allowed unrestricted

access to Ground Zero in

Manhattan
Those who think art gal

k-rics arc uiiinicicsiing or even

boring will find that the

University Gallery comes alive

with Ihe images presented

within this ephemeral exhibit.

fhc exhibii is located in

llertci Hall, across from

Bartletl Hall, and is in close

proximitN to the Southwest

Residential area and the fine

Arts tcniei.

The Cialleiv is open I'uesday

through Friday. 1 1 a.m. to 4:30

p.m., as well as Saturday and

Sunda> from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

lor more informal i>,>n. please

\isii the Gallery website at

hitp://www.umass.edu/lac/cal-

endar/universitvgallery/index.h

tmlor call 41 3-545-3t.70.

Shawn Ahnint!^

i.H.RIl_SV|Obl MLVfROWir/

Mi'vcrowit:' work shows the

effects of thi- Sept. I 1 attacks.
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TuesdayDecember2

MUSIC
yThe Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

hosts "Jazz for ttie Holidays and

Beyond" tonigtit at 7:30 p.m. The reper-

toire features fioliday favorites brougfit to

life by tfie Jazz Ensemble, Jazz Combos

and a select group of special guests.

Tickets are $3 for UMass students.

WednesdayDecember3

Concert Hall tonigfit. The group, com-

prised of both students and faculty, will

play baroque period music on a variety of

instruments. The show starts at 8 p.m.

and is free to all.

intricate and beautiful works of art from

the natural world. The reception Is free

and open to all.

DANCE
\The University Dancers perform

tonight at Bowker Auditorium. A

collaboration between the Five College

system, the show starts at 8 p.m. and

costs $3 for UMass students. There will

be shows tomorrow and Saturday as

well.

PERFORMING ARTS\ William Shakespeare takes over

the Rand Theater at UMass

tonight, as "Othello" opens. Tickets are

$5 for students and $10 for the general

public. There will be special student

matinee performances tonight through

Saturday and Dec. 10 to Dec. 12 at 8

p.m.

FridayDecemberS

PERFORMING ARTS\ Smith College's "Midnight Theater"

performs tonight at Mendenhall

Center. This once-per-semester produc-

tion gives everyone a chance to get

involved in the theater process. The

event is free and open to all. For more

information go to www.smith.edu

ThursdayDecember4 SaturdayDecember6

MUSIC
The Eurdice Chamber Ensemble

, plays Smith College's Sweeney

ART
yYoon Min Hub's latest collection,

"New Nature," will be on view

from now until the end of the month.

Tonight at 5 p.m. the Burnett Gallery in

Amherst, the exhibit's host, will have an

opening reception. "New Nature" is the

collaboration of ink and paper to create

ART^ The Forbes Library of Northampton

f^ hosts the opening reception for

exhibits by Olwen O'Hertihy and Kellie

Murphy, both being shown in the

Library's Hosmer Gallery. Murphy's work,

collectively titled "Proclivities," is a

combination of sculpture and drawings.

while O'Herlihy uses the canvas

bring her work, "The West of

Ireland," to life. The reception

starts at 3 p.m. and is free to ail.

BOOKS\ Author and illustrator D.B.

Johnson, appears today at

the Odyssey Bookshop of South

Hadley. Johnson will read and

discuss the latest installment in

his Henry series, "Henry Climbs a

Mountin." The books are based on

the works of trancendentalist

Henry David Thoreau. The talk

begins at 10:30 a.m. and is free

and open to the public.

SundayDecember?
MUSIC
4^ The Bezanson Recital Hall

f^ host "Beloved Opera

Ensembles" today at 2 p.m.

Performing works from "Carmen,"

"Madama Butterfly" and

"

Rigoletto," among others. Tickets

are $3 for students, $5 for Five

College Students and $10 for the

general public.

MUSIC
4^ Director Catherine Jensen-

»^ Hole brings the Vocal Jazz

Ensemble to the Bezanson recital

Hall tonight at 8 p.m. The group

will bring new arrangements of

old favorites and original compo-

sitions by graduate students to

the stage. Tickets are $3 for stu-

dents, $5 for Five College stu-

dents, and $10 for the general

public.

weeklyplXlUp

A CHANCE OF RANE

Rane, recently seen touring

with bands like Wilco,

Santana, Rusted Root and

Ozomaltl, comes to

Northampton Friday to play

Pearl Street. Tickets are $8

in advance and $13 at the

door.

MM"-\^ Campus

IuMmSSJ Recreation

(III tlnise lotiiis ill b\

WWW.DAILYC0LLEGIAN.COM PMB to release new major label album

Spring Basketball (M/W'C) 12/1

Mandatorv' clinics for Spring Basketball officials are

scheduled in two parts. Clinics are scheduled for

January 26 &27 at 6 p.m. and January 28 &29 at

7 p.m. Call for requirements and locations.

On The Web: www.umass.edu/umim

Oasis Body Wraps and Tanning
243 Russell St.

Hadley, MA 01035

(413) 587-9742

N( iw ( i;/\rijKiiN(;MjiN
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. Thefirst Ul'FRf.E Uinning ' ^ ncbgyldrn tan mju,t a

machintinthearta fr-w seconds

. Gel ,5.00 offyourfirst visit ' V'ullhok andfeelgreat

Continued from page 5

Iking a true fan ol music

helped McGee find his way into the

mn
{Spring Break 200'
The Ultimate Experience!

yO '>t'-llTir ly ' :'

$549

1/2 Price tanning

every Tuesday

Corwniantty

CALL
1 800 733 6347

UMASS Amherst Untvorsity- ...

Live Lit© the Beach Lite Way!

Group Discounts
Book before Dec 1 5th and $av«ll

Sell trips, earn cash, travel freelj

www.BeachLifeVacations.com

business but it was a raucous

neighbor that drew hiin into to the

music world.

"I have to credit my neighbor

lor inlluencing us McGec's to start

up." he said. "He was a bit older

than my brother, and I can recall

him taking his guitar out in the

street and smashing it on the pave-

ment ... very rock "n' roll ul him."

That rock n' roll influence has

served to deline McGee s musical

mission.

"How would you describe youi

music?" Thai's the hardest question

a musician gets asked. " he said,

•jrd sityl rock ... i like to think we

rock. Were not Metallica, but

we're not Peter. Paul and Mary."

Now you can order

Takeout and Delivery

Online!

goto Av^ic<n t^iVeouf.cotH

Now live and online!

Online Certificate

of Business Studies

These restaurants are

ready for your order:

• Bueno Y Sano
• The Sub

866-ATO-MENU

^ Ouf

Offered by the Division of Continuing Education

with the Isenberg School of Management

The certificate program is a credit-based program and is

intended for students who want to broaden their academic

background with business courses without completing a BBA.

The program is dehvered onhne and live allowing for the

courses to be taken and completed anytime and anywhere. The

program consists of five credit-bearing courses which are as

follows: Introduction to Business, Introduction to Accounting

I, Corporation Finance, Fundamentals of Marketing, and

Principles of Management.

Courses offered this Winter Session 2004:

ACCOUNTING 221

Introduction to Accounting I (live and online)

FINANCE AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 301

Corporation Finance (live and online)

MANAGEMENT 301

Principles of Management (live)

MARKETING 301

Fundamentals of Marketing (online)

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 197 I

ST; Introduction to Business (online)

For more information contact the Division of

Continuing Education, 545-3430. To register go to

www.umass.edu/contined or the Division of Continuing

Education Registration Office, 358 N. Pleasant St.

UM is snowed
Continued from page 10

for 2(W yards and a pair of touch-

downs on l7-of-57 passing.

For UMass, quarterback |eff

Krohn was l2-lor-3b lor 199

yards and one interception in his

final game in a Minuteman uni-

form.

Sophomore tailback Steve

Baylark gained 84 yards on 20

carries for the Minutemen as well,

while junior Rich Demers carried

only twice and fumbled on a cru-

cial fourth-down conversion.

The Minutemens special

teams produced the games first

points when defensive back Leroy

Brooks broke through and

blocked a lason Sutton punt,

which freshman lames Ihedigbo

returned 25 yards for a touch-

down and a 7-0 UMass lead at the

6:43 mark of the first quarter.

A questionable pass interfer-

ence call then swung the momen-

tum towards the Raiders, as

UMass' Shannon lames was

flagged after knocking away

Brown's desperation heave down
the sideline on fourth-and-16

from the UMass 51. Two plays

later, Brown took advantage of the

break when he hit Gerald with a

1 3-yard scoring strike to even the

score at seven with 9.44 remain-

ing in the half.

"That was a huge play," said

Whipple. "Our guys were coming

off the field. I thought we had

intercepted the pass. That was a

big swing. We didn't respond as

well as we should have."

The Minutemen went three-

and-out on their ensuing posses-

sion, and freshman punter

Christian Koegel was unable to

handle the snap from center, forc-

ing him to fall on it at his own 6-

yard line and return possession to

Colgate.

It took the Raiders only a pair

of plays to capitalize on the mis-

cue, as Branch found the end zone

from two yards out to give Colgate

its first lead of the afternoon. The
extra point was no good, and the

Raider lead was 13-7 at the 8:14

mark of the second quarter.

Facing the same deficit to start

the second half. Whipple elected

to kick off and take the wind at

UMass' back, but the Maroon and

White offense was unable to get

untracked.

After driving down to the

Colgate 1 3, Baylark lost his foot-

ing on a first down rush and three

consecutive incompletions fol-

lowed, ending what was UMass'

lone credible scoring threat in the

second half.

The Raiders were then able to

ice the game, as Umass tight end

Mike I\)uglas lost the handle on a

lirst down reception, and

Colgate's |osh Wurst recovered it

at the Minuteman 30.

Brown then found Gerald for

a 30-yard touchdown pass on the

next play, making the score 19-7

after a two-point conversion

attempt failed.

The game marked the end of

the collegiate careers of 20

Massachusetts seniors, as welfas a

season that saw the Minutemen

set new school records for regular

season wins (10) and conference

wins (8).

The Maroon and White will

open its 2004 schedule on Sept.

1 1 against Colgate at McGuirk

Alumni Stadium.

Mike

Maizelli

(itHAIllH lINli/lOLLElllAN

Jason Feebler had three catches for 70 yards in the Minutemen'* 17-9 loss to Colgate.

Feebler finishes the year with 50 catches for 1.003 yards and 1 3 touchdowns.

McGinest returns to stifle Colts in last minute
By Michael Marot

,'\.'.» K lATH 1 I'KhSS

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Willie McGinest refused

to let a bad knee slow him down Sunday.

With 14 seconds left and the Colts one yard away

from completing another fourth-quarter rally,

McGinest got around the right side of the offensive line

and caught Edgerrin |ames in the backlield to preserve

New England's 38-34 win.

The Patriots won their eighth straight game, the

longest streak in the NFL, and

Patriots 38 impawed to 10-2 for the first

Colts 34 '""'-' '" franchise history.

McGinest 's game-saving tackle

typified the Patriots' channed season.

"When it came down to it for the gusto, our guys

came with it on the goal line." said McGinest. who

saved the gamcjust two plays after limping off with a

knee injury. "That's how you want to win it."

Indianapolis (9-5) droppcxl out of lirst place in the

AFC South, at least momentarily, for the first time this

year. Tennessee plays the New York lets on Monday

night.

As for the Patriots, each week they seem to find

another player to fill in, and another way to win.

While Tom Brady played well Sunday, it was kick

returner Bethel lohnson who turned the game and

McGinest, the once feared Pro Bowl-caliber linebacker,

who secured it despite the knee injury.

"l wasn't going tc sit on the sideline." McGinest

said.

Even before Manning tapped his rear end. telling

McGinest it was a run instead of a pass, the Colts were

in trouble.

lames ran for one yard on first down from the 2.

then went nowhere on second down. Manning tried to

connect with rookie Aaron Moorehead on third down,

but Moorehead got tied up on the line of scrimmage

Manning called timeout to set up the final play and

when he got to the sideline, he realized the predica-

ment.

"We didn't have the goal-line offense," Manning

said. "Everybody was in street clothes over there."

The Colts tried to run anyway and McGinest blew

it up. All Manning could do was slap the field in dis-

gust.

The Colts gambled with 5:27 to go by kicking a 29-

yard field goal to make it 38-34, hoping Manning

would gel one more chance to win it.

New Ingland obliged. Brady, surprisingly, threw on

each of the next four plays, taking just 50 scxonds off

the cl(.x;k. And when Ken Walters punt went just 18

yards, the Colts had a chance.

But with lime running out and the Colts facing

fourth down at the New England 1, McGinest almost

singlc-handc-dly snuffed out the rally.

"It was a pretty good goal-line stand," coach Bill

Belichick said. "I'll put it up there, with the game bemg

on ihe line."

A disaster

from the start
HAMILTON, N.Y. — What a

mess.

It probably should not have

come as a surprise to anyone that

Saturday's Division l-AA first

round playoff game at Colgate

University's Andy Kerr Field was

played in conditions similar to

those that wiped out the

dinosaurs, because there was no

question that the contest was

doomed from the start.

Ever since the nice folks on the l-AA selection

committee decided the only way they could make

sure chainnan Wayne Hogan's Montana Grizzlies

would be playing in their house was to den> the

Minutemen the home game they earned, UMass fans

have had an uneasy feeling in their guts.

So while 9-5 Montana hosted Western Illinois

despite having allegedly lost to Missoula High

School, the 10-2 Fighting Minutemen were buss put-

ting their lives on the line trying to navigate their way

through the land of lake-effect snow just to arrive at

iheir first-round date.

Regai-dless, there was still a football game to play,

yet therein lies the problem for those who follow the

Maroon and White. Despite being victimized by

administrators, the weather and a near-death experi-

ence, the white-on-white Minutemen not only had a

legitimate chance to down the Raiders, they should

have handily beaten the Patriot League champions

had the game been played on anything but four inch-

es of snow and mud.

Call me partisan, jaded or a homer, but in the

opinion of a writer who has witnessed every snap ot

the 2005 season, the Minutemen are- superior to the

toothpaste crew in every single facet of the game.

Don't believe me'.' In looking at the final statistics,

UMass bested the 'Gate in total yards, rushing 38

times for 100 yards in Siberia, and coming one

square-out short of equaling the Raiders' air yardage.

Sua*, I'm ax)uired to be impartial, and I think I've

done a decent enough job of it all season long despite

covering a team of whom I will admit I am a diehard

fan. But this is my 100 percent, totally honest \icw of

what I saw through the foggy windows ol the Ken

Stadium Press Box (which, if I may add. is the lone

impressive aspect of the entire Colgate athletic lacili-

ty), and let me tell you. it's frustrating.

Needless to say. the 2005 campaign was a great

one despite its sour ending, and these Minutemen

have a lot to be proud of In a matter of wcvks. ihe\

will likely find out their future in regards to a move to

Division l-A. and in case you didn't recognize Colin

Stoetzel in the picture that dominated the Boston

Globe's Sunday sports section, word is getting out

about how good this program truly is.

Still. I won't deny that this loss really hurls, for

the lirst time since the semester began, there will be

no Minuteman football this Saturday, and that will

lake some getting used to. But before we know it.

August will be here and a new Day will dawn in

Amherst, one loaded with the nation's premier hack

field, and all memory of what was truly a snow job

will (hopefully) be forgotten.

Mike Marzdli h a Collegian columnist. He can he

reached at Marzelli^ collepan@yahoo.com.

Earn 1, 2, or 3 credits

in less than a month
>

Classes begin January 3

English Comp I and II

Dance
Psychology

Public Speaking

Spanish Skills

French Skills

CLICK or CALL

gcc.mass.ecJu

(413) 775-1801

GREEN
FIELDl^

GREENFIELD
Community College
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Now you can get MOVIES IN MINUTES™

at Movielink, the leading broadband movie download service.

Download top quality movie files to watch at home or on the road.

No subscription, no late fees and no spyware.

C0LLEGE.M0VIELINK.COM
'',3"Ty«5f
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Download 2 fast 2 Furious and learn how to get

a FREE Promotional Copy of the CD SOUNDTRACK:

Movielink TM

©2003 Movielink, LLC. *Limited time offer. Terms and conditions apply. See college.movielink.com for details.
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 ^ ubttii i«wr
6 Civnift

1 1 R»lir«« • hrtiy

15 Pi« ch»fi krm%
16 Put on
1

7

Carbon dvpoiMts
18 FHClud*
20 Mork t ptWMi
21 Woman atudttnt

?3 Whmil rods
24 Drum msfof'*

hawlcMtir
26 Diptomai ft ofttc*

26 Flow«r p«r1S

30 Kin^olom
31 Unwnttan (••t»

32 »4andb«g
33 Tanker car^o
36 Atx>ul ? ? poun<)s
.if Fo.indahon
3a HrnaU cui'i

3H I ainpiey
40 Lucky break
41 Hair con<titionar

42 LoMthMl
43 Haadmaalar
44 BudCtWft
47 Compular davica
46 F4ola in

40 "Thai — hay''

50 FcarKh summar
53 Mas a braak
56 Cancai
56 Belore iiuw
59 Hawk's gnppaf
60 OoNars taps
61 Outar apaca
62 Ona-pol dmnars
63 Coma naxt

DOWN
1 To boot
2 Fattan
3 Raadar s sourca
4 Yourtg nawl

PfMVIOUS PVZHM BOLVCO

5 "Our Gang" ktdt
6 Monlavardi

opara
7 Laroacat
8 FruH ckknk

9 Rumor
partiapa

to Larga
11 Popitar*
12 Lacharoua ort^
13 Raatlaas
10 Phyarcal
22 Approvas
25 Angai hat
26 Spooky
2/ Thro»H»
28 Nudoa
20 BuHak) s take
30 Dry toasly

breads
32 Caianna and

Muni
33 Satvas
34 "— hunfjry I

g^tr
37 Inkapoi
36 Chop
40 Woodlands
41 Suraaucrat's

datighi
42 (ca-craam

traai

43 Waapan
rucknama

44 Ewaa' homas
45 Mtaaoun

mourHams

47 Bahaviors
49 r
51

coatuma
52 Baaidas
54 Ovarwaighl
56 Saina visia

57 Corwant
dwaltar

coukJ

1 <:

14 - it
HI ^H" '2 '3

r"
?0

PP"

18

PP"^ J at rt

Hi
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1
•i6 :._p^. .X
39

iTji-^ JP"
ir r

4^4i
1
^^ m'\ ^A Pi|P

4«- f- - wr P --T'>'
,

+
57

-8 -*—

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Cavatelli Supreme

• Battered Fish

• California Chili Nachos

(vegan)

DINNER
• Chicken Mamou
• Southern Fried Steak

• Thai Seitan

(vegan)

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

MONDAY r^>>
• High: 43 ^-s^
• Low: 22

TUESDAY
• High: 30

• Low: 11

WEDNESDAY
. High: 31

• Low: 13

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Dan Lamothe

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Gerald Ling %

COPY EDITOR
Leah Wyner

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Scott Pihl

PRODUCTION STAFF
Sarah Lloyd/ Cory Rosenberg

HOROSCOPES
aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

I just like dialing.

<
Q
UJ

X
H

UU
H

a

Hope is a good thing,

and maybe the best of

things. And no good thing

ever dies.

piSCeS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20 ^-^^^ -

Beware the worst chicken fingers ever.

aries • mak. 2i-apr. 19

Twitching is cool.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Family time is fun time!

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Your legs are floating through time.

leO • lui.. 23-AuG. 22

I don't want to hang out with your rich

hipster friends.

virgO • Aug. 23-StPT. 22

Buddy system. Use it!

libra • Sept. 23-C)ct. 22

When you assume...

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Don't let them off that easy.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Stop, drop, shake, rattle, and roll.

-Shawshonk Rcdcivption
cancer . iun. 22-)ul. 22 Capricorn . dec. 22-|an. 19

when you eat out in large groups, go in sep- Your high school's football team stinks,

arate cars— you're bigger when you leave.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
AWOllNfFMtNTSHAPARTMFNT FOR RENT

Sports Teanis-

Sororities- Clubs-

Student Groups Earn

$l,0(X)-$2.(KK)this

semester with a

proven

CampusFundraiser 3

hour fundraising

event. Our free pro-

grams make

fundraising easy with

no risks. Fundraising

dates are filling

quickly, so got with

the program! It

works. Contact

CampusFundraiser at

(888) 923-3238. or

visit www.campus-

fundraiser.com

\P\KIMt\T lOR RFM

Downtown Amherst

on the Park Lott

style on top fl(X)r of

Victorian building 4

sky light vaulted ceil-

ings Gnnpletely

ronuH.ic'ici.1 Z hcii-

rixmis 1 full kith

Washer and dr>cr in

unit 978-546-524^

Rent $1250 per

month pli^ utilities.

AUrO FOR SALE

BMW ^25i Blue

1989 high mik-s

excellent condition

Auto, Ouise, air,

CD, 6 cyl. Keyles,s

entry, alann. sunnxif,

well maintained, new

battery, exhaust,

front end New Paint

Job 4iTU)iiiiied snows

first $3a\") 665-9987

Leave Message

$5^"^!!! Police

Imp Hinds. I Ittndas,

(dievy's, etc from

$500. For li.stings. 1-

800-319-^^23

cxt4554

COMPUTERS

PcntiuiTi Laptop

$99.0() Free Printer

with Computer pur-

chase Call for details,

(ireat Rates and great

turn around tirne. We
fix Laptops.

Desktops/PC's guar-

anteed 584-8857

EMPLOYMENT

Attention UMass

Students! Tired of

being broke? Work

with customers. Earn

$17.50 per appoint-

ment. Start now or

after finals.

Conditions apply.

413-532-4444 work-

forstiidcnts.com

Bartender Trainees

Needed.$250.aia

day potential. Lxzal

posititvns. 1-800-293-

3985 ext 516

FMPIOVMENT

Winter Break

Kmplovment -

Barnes & Noble at

Boston University.

Help us prepare for

the upcoming semes-

ter. Needed:

Cashiers, Shelvers,

Customer Service,

Phones. Flexible

shifts (20, 30, or 40+

hrs per week) starting

December 15th

January 23rd. Store

discount, convenient-

ly located in

Kenmore Sq. under

the Citgo Sign on

MBTA B, C. or D
Green line. Meet our

representatives on

Dec. 2nd at the Cam-

pus Center Concourse

or call our Human

Resource Dept. at

617-236-7488 or E-

Mail us for an appli-

cation: bksbu(«!

bncollege.com.

employment

Internship

Motivated students

seeking leadership

outside the K)x.

Gain experience in

all aspects of running

a small business.

Average pay:

$9300.00 Call 508-

246-1230

! Bartending!$

$250/day potential

No experience Nesc

Training provided. 1-

800-965-6520 ext 162

for sail

Puppies. English

Springer Spaniels

5females 2males

AKC registered $51X1

each ready in 5

weeks deptvsits

accepted rtow

Education discount

$100 off 665-9987

leave message

FOR SALE

$$Discounts$$

On all weight kiss

sport & health sup-

plements. Visit

www.easysupple-

ments.com

$Save$ Wholesale-

Disciuint prices,

Video games, cloth-

ing, jewelry, more,

www.tylersdis-

counts.com

SI K\ l( ES

PREGNANCY
TESTING, HIV

Testing, Birth

Control, and

Emergency

("ontraception.

Attordable and confi-

dential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst.

548-9992

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need
help? Call Birthright

of Amherst area tor

free testing and assis-

tance. 549-1906

Act Now! Bcxik 1

1

people, get 1 2th trip

free. Group discounts

for 6+ ww^'.spring-

^^akdisctHints-com

or 8aVS 38-8202

Spring Break 20)4-

Travel with STS,

America's *1

Student Tour

C^^mtor to Jamaica,

Cancun, Acapulco,

Rihamas and Florida.

Now hiring campus

reps. Call for group

di.scounts.

Infomiation/Reservat

ionsl-8a?-M8-4849

or www.ststravei.com

For more infomia-

tion contact STA
Tnivelai4l3-256-

1261

SPRING BREAK
Lirgest selecfitm of

l\'stinations, includ-

ing Cniises! Foam

Parties, Free Drinks

and Club

Admissiims. Rep

Positions and FREE

trips Available. 1
-

800-231-4386

www.EpicureanTours.

com

A "Realiry" Spring

Break 20O4's Hottest

Prices Bcx>k now ..

Free Trips, Meals &
Parties vt-ww-sun-

spiashtcxiT^-Com or

ia\M26-7710

VVANTEn

Help with SPSS and

Statistics up through

Multiple Regression.

3 Hours a week.

Travel to Sunderland

$20an hour 413-

665-2779
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Snow capped
Colgate ends

UM^s run in

blizzard game
By Mike Marzklli

l^HLil.lAN StaPK

UMass

Colgate 19

HAMILTON, N.Y. — The members of the

Atlantic 10 champion Massachusetts football team

have triumphed over adversity ail season long.

However when they needed to most — in the

opening round of the NCAA Division l-AA playoffs

— it was adversity that ultimately triumphed over

them.

Forced to compete in blizzard-like conditions

that featured temperatures as low as 14 degrees

Fahrenheit and winds as strong as 40 miles per hour

for most of the game, a

UMass (10-3) offense that

averaged 30 points per

game was shut out.

Numerous slips, slides and

drops sealed the teams fate, as Patriot League

champion Colgate triumphed l'i-7 in front of 4,1*J7

at arctic Andy Kerr Stadium.

With the win, the Raiders (15-0) extend the

nations longest winning streak to 19 games, and

also become the first team in Patriot League history

to post 1 3 wins. They advance to the quarterfinal

round of the l-AA playoffs, where they will host

Western Illinois — winners of a 43-40 double over-

time thriller at Montana — on Saturday

After practicing in a driving rainstorm on Friday

afternoon, the Minutemen opted to stay at a hotel in

Syracuse, some 50 minutes west of the Colgate caiti-

pus. Departing the hotel at 'J: 30 a.m. for what was

scheduled to be a 12:50 p.m. kickoff, the team buses

skidded off the road in the blinding snow, and did

not arrive in Hamilton until 1 1:30 a.m. As a result,

kickoff was delayed until 1 2:45.

"They called the state police and wc were won-

dering if anyone was coming to get us," said UMass

coach Mark Whipple, who has made no secret of his

beliefs that the game should have been played in

Amherst. "1 didn't know if we were going to get

there or not."

Nonetheless, tri-captain Anton McKenzie felt the

Maroon and White simply did not play their caliber

of football, regardless of the conditions.

"We knew we had to come in and play, no mat

ter what conditions," he said. "We knew we had to

come out and play our style of football, and we did-

n't. We just didn't come out and play"

The Maroon and White offense was held without

a touchdown for the first time since a 31-6 loss to

Hofstra in September of 2001. It was also the first

time in Whipple's six seasons that the Minutemen

have held an opponent to fewer than 20 points and

lost.

"It was a great win today for Colgate and a great

win for the Patriot League," Colgate coach Dick

Biddle said. "This is a very good football team. This

is the best defense I have seen from this team."

Running back lamaal Branch, the nation's lead

ing rusher, was largely ineffective for the Raiders,

gaining 59 yards on 25 carries a week after a 280-

yard performance against Holy Cross. It was his

lowest rushing output since being inserted into the

starting lineup in week two.

Ouarterback Chris Brown was able to pick up

the slack for Colgate, however, as the junior threw

Continued on page 7

Senior Jeff Krohn wa.s held to 12 completions on 36 attempts, and despite throwing for 199 yards, couldn't put the Minutemen in

score in Saturday's 19-7 playoff loss to Colgate came at the hands of freshman Amherst native James Ihedigbo. who returned a blocked

the endzone. UMass' only

punt 25 yards for a score.

N'O quarter given
Mavericks

dominate,

then draw
By Mati Bkady
Coi.i.HtiiAN Staff

Neb,-Omaha 7

UMass 1

Neb.-Omaha 1

.1 h \i I'M I
['< .1 > ii 11 l^•

"Thoma, PcKk's first-peri.xl goal ensured a M tie with the Nchra»ka-Omaha

Maverick* Saturday night, a day after the Mavs rolled over UMass. 7-2.

OMAHA, Neb. — The Massa-

chu.setts hockey team (9-3-2) spent its

Thanksgiving weekend in the heartland

of America, but was not shown warm

and friendly hospitality by host Neb-

raska-Omaha, losing and tying in a pair

of non-conference
UMas^ 2_ ga,„es.

The Minutemen
avoided a sweep

on Saturday night

at the Qwest
Center. signifi-

cantly improving their defensive play

in game two against the Mavericks (4-

8-2). skating to a 1-1 tie. Friday was a

far worse spectacle, as the No. 7

Maroon and While was embarrassed by

the hosts in a 7-2 debacle.

Saturday's game highlighted defense

for both squads, though the

Minutemen significantly outplayed the

Mavericks through two periods, out-

shooting their opponents 16-9. But

UNO sported an impressive comeback,

and tied the game with just over 10

minutes remaining in regulation.

Maverick forward Scotty Turner

broke up a UMass pass in his defensive

zone and brought the puck down ice

for a 3-on-2 break. Goalicnder Gabe

Winer (20 saves) stopped a handful of

UNO shots on the play, but David

Morelli put a final rebound above

Winer's pads and into the back of the

net at 9:21 of the third.

The Minutemen got on the board in

the first period on a wild sequence in

front of the net. Greg Mauldin put a

shot on goalie Chris Holt (26 saves),

but Holt left the rebound sitting loo.se

and Thomas Pock finally knocked it

loose, and the puck slowly trickled

across the goal line to give UMass a 1-

lead at 15:09.

The defensive performance by the

Minutemen was a stark difference from

Friday's game, when a low-energy out-

ing by the Maroon and White led to

UNO breaking out lor seven goals,

snapping UMass' seven-game road win-

ning streak and 1
1 -game non-confer-

ence unbeaten streak.

Senior Andrew Wong scored a hat

trick and freshman Kaleb Belts had

two goals and an assist in the contest,

as the Mavericks tallied four power

play goals on eight attempts. Belts

.scored the game winner at 1 1 :55 of the

.second period - with Mauldin in the

penalty box for the second time in the

frame — on a one-timer from |ason

Krischuk that beat Winer low to the

left side.

lust over six minutes before, the

Minutemen found themselves on the

short end of a five-minute penalty, as

Mauldin was assessed a major for hit-

ting from behind. On the man advan-

tage, lason Krischuk's shot from the

point hit Wong, who was screening

Winer, and trickled into the net to give

UNO a 21 lead.

Providence College transfer |ohn

luszcz brought the Maroon and White

to within one at the 12:27 mark of the

second, on his first goal in a UMass
uniform. Luszcz took a pass from Tim

Vitek and buried it past Holt high to

the glove side, but that was as close as

UMass would get.

Wong got his second goal of the

game in the waning minutes of the sec-

ond period. The senior moved in on a

partial breakaway, but had the puck

pokechecked away by Winer. The puck

then caromed off freshman Garrett

Summerfield's skate and past Winer to

all but put the game away for the

Mavericks. UNO added a trio of goals

in the third, with Wong finishing things

off at 18:41 on yet another Maverick

power play.

Kevin larman got his third power

play goal in two games in the first,

beating Holt on a rebound of a Pock

shot from the point. Marvin Degon
also assisted on the goal that tied the

game at one 8:40 into the first.

Dan Hacker started the scoring for

UNO in the first period, finishing off a

pair of one-lime passes by depositing

the puck between Winer's legs on the

power play at 2:00. Brent Kisio and

Mike Cabinet assisted on the goal.

UMass (5-2-1 Hockey East) is off

until Sunday, when it travels to Boston

University (2-5-2 HEA) for a matchup

with the Terriers at I p.m.
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UMPD releases safety alert:

Arsonist reported in Sylvan
By Erika Lovlev
CoLLEoiAN Staff

The University of Massachusetts Police

Department will release a public safety alert to

the residents of Cashin Hall and residents of the

Sylvan Residential Area today, concerning

reports of someone burning items such as bul-

letin boards and leaving burn marks inside eleva-

tors in the area.

"We want people to keep their eye out for

anyone who looks suspicious," said Pat

Archibald, deputy chief of the UMPD. "Our

preference is that the person stop putting them-

selves and others at risk."

The second fire in a series of fire-related inci-

dents in the Sylvan Residential Area was

responded to by UMPD and the Amherst Fire

Department last Wednesday.

The fire department extinguished a bulletin

board that caught fire near the elevator on the

sixth floor in Cashin Hall. At the same time, a

second bulletin board was set on fire on the third

floor of the dorm. The flames were extinguished

and the area was secured as a crime .scene.

"Someone is getting enjoyment out of doing

this," Archibald said. "We are taking reports on

all these incidents. It's malice, and it's risky

behavior."

Another fire was reported in Cashin Hall on

Sunday, Nov. 23. Flames were reported coming

from the fifth floor lobby window on the south

side; a 10-by-six-inch Plexiglas strip stuck to a

cement wall and a two-by-six-foot glass window

above the flames were burned, with damage

totaling $250.

At 8:25 a.m. on Sunday, Nov. 20, UMPD
responded to an elevator with burn marks on the

wall inside McNamara Hall. Then, at 9:30 a.m.

the same day, there was a second report of burn

marks in an elevator. The burning had damaged

the plastic strip between the metal panels of the

wall.

"We are talking with Housing about removing

the plastic strip." said Archibald.

More elevator burn marks were reported in

McNamara the next day 'We believe the [burn

marks) were made with matches or a lighter."

Archbald said.

A five-inch-long line was burned in an eleva-

tor in Cashin Hall last Tuesday with a lighter.

Again, slight damage to the plastic wall-strip was

done.

"McNamara and Cashin are so close to each

other. We are getting a little bit concerned." said

Archbald. "We are working with the fire depart-

ment and the fire chief. A detective has been

assigned to the case, as well as a fire fighter who

is used to dealing with (serial fires]."

Two more reports of burn marks in elevators

one and two in Cashin were reported yesterday.

Both Housing Services and Environmental

Health and Safely have been notified and are

expected to speak with residents.

Information Technology minor

gains campus-wide support
By Liz Thompson

CoLLFtilAN t'()RRESI><)Nl)l:NT

For the first time, every

University of Massachusetts

academic college dean has con-

tributed financially to a new
interdisciplinars minor that

prepares students for contem-

porary job markets and has

inspired cooperation toward

educational enrichment cam-

pus-wide.

The deans of all nine aca-

demic colleges and schools at

UMass contributed a total of

$58,000 this year to help main

tain and support the growth of

the new Information

Technology minor in the fiscal

year 2004, according to Glenn

Caffery, chair of the IT Task

Force, which developed and

manages the IT minor
Caffery called the unanimity

of the deans' contributions to

the IT minor "a statement of

universal support for the pro-

gram."

"The dean sets the tone for

the school, and faculty then fol-

low suit," he said.

In its second year at the

University, the IT minor unani-

mously passed by the Faculty

Senate in May 2002 "to a round

of applause," according to Bill

Israel, a journalism professor

and chair of the IT Task Force's

curriculum committee.

Israel said the minor, which

includes more than 55 courses

in departments across the cam-

pus, is an innovation in IT edu-

cation because it takes a gener-

alist, rather than a specialist

approach — aiming to give

more students a comfort level

with IT and the chance to use

IT to innovative in their own
disciplines.

"This program finally fills a

void in putting out students

ready for the world," said Cleve

Willis, dean of the College of

Natural Resources and the

Environment, and lead dean of

the IT minor.

"What applies to my college

applies to the University."

Willis said. "IT is such an

important part of what the peo-

ple who graduate in all kinds of

areas — from nursing, to the

School of Management, to

humanities and fine arts, jour-

nalism and so forth — will do."

Recalling the comments of
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students from a variety of

departments who were the first

to graduate from the IT minor,

Willis said, "With students, the

theme that kept coming up was

'this minor is what makes my
education special, and will

make me special.'
"

Willis said each one of the

students said that the IT minor

was what was going to aid them

in landing a good job.

Israel said the implementa-

tion of the IT minor comes at a

time when demand for IT grad-

uates is high, citing I'.S. Bureau

of Labor Statistics figures,

which say that eight of the 10

fastest growing occupations are

in IT.

Massachusetts' information

technology workforce needs are

also growing rapidly, according

to the Massachusetts Board ol

Higher Education, which man-

dated improvement in comput-

er and information science and

technology programs in public

higher education, spurring for-

mation of the Commonwealth
Information Technology

Initiative (CITI). from which

the IT minor was born.

An initial grant of $1.7 mil-

lion from the Board of Higher

Education funded a three-year

CITI initiative involving all

Massachusetts state colleges,

community colleges and the

campuses of the University of

Massachusetts. UMass Amherst

received $400,000 for develop-

ment of IT curriculum.

The IT minor, first tested in

the University's honors college

in (he fall of 2000. was based

on aspects of premier IT pro-

grams at other colleges and uni-

versities, and research of

experts in the IT field.

When asked to name deans

who have been particularly

active in supporting the IT pro-

gram, Caffery .said. "I might end

up telling you about all the

deans."

After a thoughtful pause, he

said. "Yes. 1 would have to tell

you about all of ihem."

Caffery said the School of

Education is among the latest

contributors this year.

"We really wanted to show

that kind of strong institutional

support for what is a really key

frontier." said Education Dean

Andy Effrat. He described IT as

a "vital adjunct and tool in the

process of inquiry and discov-

ery," and discussed the impor-

tance of infusing IT throughout

education programs and prac-

tices in the School of

Education, in part as a way to

model for students what they

can do in their roles in the

world.

Caffery stressed the financial

support of campus deans as

complementary lo the "essen-

tial" support the program has

received from departments and

faculty.

"Every single one of our

courses is taught and supported

somewhere else on campus, in

one of the nine colleges and

.schools," he said. "The most

popular courses are those that

exist because of the public spir-

it of the departments that offer

them. We really depend on

that."

The deans' support, finan-

cial and otherwise, "is an

endorsement of our thinking

that everyone stands to gain

something from what we do,"

Caffery said.

Caffery said financial contri-

butions from the deans are par-

ticularly significant as state-

ments of support, given the col-

leges' and schools' severe budg-

et constraints.

"In the past, deans have

always had a little pot of

money," he said, but this year

"they really had to spend every

dollar they had to meet basic

needs."

Caffery said the fact that

deans have scraped together the

money based on the perceived

benefit of the program means

that he feels an obligation to

realize that benefit through

management and growth of

opportunities the program pro-

vides.

In addition to making sure

students are able to sign up for

courses they want, Caffery said

the IT Task Force is working to

create new opportunities within

the minor.

Caffery described the task

force's vision to provide all stu-

dents in the IT minor with an

understanding of how IT works

in their own disciplines.

"That means a lot of differ-

ent things for a lot of different

people, and we're not out to

prescribe for students what

they should gel out of the pro-

gram," he said. "We're not one

thing for all students but we

really try to be a set of

resources for all these different

students with their unique set

of aspirations."

The task force's short-term

goals for the IT program focus

on connecting students and fac-

ulty from different disciplines

with each other, and with the IT

community outside the univer-

sity, he said.

In addition, a Capstone proj-

ect in which students could col-

laborate on IT research with

mentors from within the cam-

pus and from the community is

currently in the talking stage,

he said.

The task force also is devel-

oping an informal but regular

interdisciplinary seminar .series

about IT topics, which will

eventually become symposia in

which students, faculty and

those in the IT industry can

learn from each other's

research.

The task force also seeks lo

package and modularize IT cur-

riculum to make the minor

available to more students on

more campuses.

A special research group in

the UMass Computer Science

Department, led by Professor

Rick Adrion, a member of the

Task Force, has developed an

interactive technology called

CD MANIC. The technology,

which synchronizes audio and

visual display to provide stu-

Continued on page 2
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Professor David M. Poiar lectured on wirelos technology to d irowd in the Mullins Center

yesterday evening. Po:ar's lecture was part of the Distinguished Faculty Lecture Serio.

Pozar lectures on evolution

of wireless communications
By Gabrihl LttNtR

I OIIH.IAN C ORKh.sHINKI NT

Professor David M. Pozar spoke before an audi-

ence in the Mullins Center yesterdas .ik)ut the

development of. and the science behind, wireless

ttvhnolog>.

"Using a little hit of math, a little bit of science

and the innovations and intuitions from some indi-

viduals, that's how engineers have designed new

things," said Pozar. who spoke ol wireless electri-

cal engineers and how wireless technology has

evolvcxl.

"The actual ston. of wireless technology begins

with scientist lames Clerk Maxwell in 18t>0s. whiii

Maxwell develoix'd several equations that explain

the behavior of etectroinagnetic waves, " he said.

He said while physicist Heinrich Henz later

proved the existence of radio waves, neither

Maxwell nor War/ recognized the poleniial of

waves for communication. It wasn't until much

later, when Guglielmo Marconi cx(X'rimented with

telegraph signals, thai the notion to commercialize

wireless communication look shape.

Pozar recalled that when he entered the profes-

sional field ol cieclrical engini-viing in 1980. all

market surve\s indicated ih.ii wir..'less phones

would never be in demand.

While that is not the case ii>day, Pozar .said thai

wireless devices still iei\ iuavih on two main

ideas: the law of invei-se squares, which governs

how antennae radiate ixwer. and its resulting

effects on waves.

"These twt) piinciples can explain a lot of things

in the wireless world," Poziir said.

Ikcause cellular phones ofx-rate using the.se

principles. Pozar explained why cellular reception

is not always clear.

Partitioning of cellular regions (the geographic

areas to which frequencies are assigned) is a large

part of making wireless connections. A cellular

phone is programmed to search for the nearest cel-

lular region through a Mobile Telephone Switching

Office (MTSO). and corresponds with the MTSO
eveiA eight-tenths of a second.

Cellular regions are not perfect geometric

shajx-s. and because of this, regions can overlap or

not converge at all.

"When a cellular phone liinnot locate an

MTSO in the nearest region, calls cannot be-

relayed by the MTSO to the public telephone net-

work." he said.

Poziir said that a cellular call could depend

greatly on "line of sight" and other geometr>.

meaning that a cellular phone needs to make a

working connection with an MTSO.
If to(X)graphv. buildings or movemeni inierlere

with the wave path from a mobile phone lo an

MTSO, the connection can be lost.

"With a clear line of sight, rcvepiion should be

perfcvt." Pozar said. "But if the call is bounced off

of objecis. or if the call needs lo change between

M rSOs bc-cause of inovenK-ni. ihal is problemat-

ic."

Alsti. because of wave projx'rties, a non-dircvt

wave conncvtion may be- a more stable conncxtion.

"One reason w hv a call will cancel is noise, gen-

erated bv thermal cncigv. eleclric equipment, the

stars, ihc sun and cosmic hackgii>und radiation,

perhaps still left over from the hig hang." Pozar

said. "This type of noi.sc can be heard as static on

a radio not tuned lo a frequency When the

sirenglh of cellular telephone signal falls below

that of electromagnetic noise, the signal will slop."

Poz.iir alst> said cellular regions limit cell phone

use on aiiplanes because cellular regions are

designed for a ground network. Mobile phones do

not function as well al high altitudes or while irav-

eling at high spcvds; therefore, they will not be able

lo l(.x.ate or switch between MTSOs as easilv.

Tlie Siime kinds of waves used for cellular

phones are used lor television broadcasts and

other communication devices.

"Ilu'se are the kinds of waves u.sc-d universiilK

totlav, such as in lelev ision broadcasts." PoZxir said,

"But television operates on a much higher baml

width."

Poz.ar believes that in the luiuiv, the next hii?

development in wireless technology will be the tlis-

coverv of a way to implement high-sptvd data

transfer on a large scale. He said that advances in

wireless technologv are incremental, and often

involve Irial and error, hui ihai engineers "alwavs

look for ingcnuitv in creating new solutions."

Activists, healtii workers rally

worldwide to mark AIDS Day
By CURl^ lOMI 1NS()N

.'XSSIX lAIl !• I'kfss

NAIROBI, Kenya (API Tens

of thousands of activists and health

workers rallied worldwide yesier

day lo ma-k World AIDS Dav. and

officials hailed new initiatives, new

funding ami a new pill to fight the

disease that has infected 40 million

pcx)ple and kills more than 8.1KU)

every day

flu- World tlealih Organization

and UNAIDS proniiseil chea|XT

drugs, simpler treatment regimens

and more money as pan o\' a cam

paign launched in Nairobi lo pro-

vide 3 million IllX'infecled |x-ople

with llic latest dings available by

the end of 2(K)5 in a $5.5 billion

effort.

WHO also certified an innova-

tive, generic drug fi>r irealing lll\'

that combines three essential anii

retroviral dmgs inl(.> one pill to Ix

taken twice a day WHO anil

UNAIDS promised to promote

international agreements to

streamline ireatmenl programs.

"In two sluirt decades.

HIV/AIDS has Ixcoine the pre

mier disease of mass deslniclion,"

saiti Or lack Chow, the assistant

diiCLioi-gcncial of VVflO. The

deaih odometer is spinning at

8.0(.K) lives a ilay and acccleiating."

Medecins Sans I ronlieics, an

aid agency that has led efforts t«3

simplilv lilV ireaiment. welcomed

the .imiouncemcnl hui said lunil

injj will Iv critical.

1 he ircaimcnl has lo tx live; il

ihc Ireatmenl is not licx', ihey will

nol meet their goals," said Dr

Morten Rostrup. president ol

groups internaiional council.

Thousands ol activists marcheil

and rallied in Nairobi to show sup.

|xirt for (X'ople infected vvith Hl\

and to demand access to essential

dmgs.

"Il is depleting our siivk of

knowledge ami ivalk)caiing laniiK

and national budgels," President

Mwai Kibaki saiil. "Indeed, this

disease could lead lo the collapse t>f

some ecunomies in the next few

geneialions. We. lherefi>re, i>vve il

to humanily lo fight ihi"^ iliseasc

ivlcnilessly.

"

lleallh ami Human Scivkcs

Secrelaiy lommy Thompson

apixaled in /.iimbia for retloubling

efforts against lll\ Africa, the

hardesi hil conlinent. cannot lighl

the panileniic alone, he said.

This vKar has w.iusct! inoic

casualties than any other war."

Thompson said. "Wc need

America, ihe luioixan Linion ami

evervKvly. Nobody is going lo be

spareil unless we all ct<me kigeiher

in ihe fighl againsi ihis disease."

lonner Soiilh Miican President

\elson Maiulcia uigcil ihc wmld lo

fighl ihe stigma associated wilh

lll\. saying il was slopping people

from being lesled and treated.

"That is a iragic misiake.

because when you dii thai, vou

make the peojile thai are suffering

led like ihcy are not human
beings." Mandela said in Cape

Town, South Africa. "Many will die

Ixxause of feeling less than

human."
l^NMDS eslini.ilcs 'i million

people have died ihis year. WHO
says more than 5 million HIV

patients need anti-ieta)vinil drugs,

but fewer than 4lH1,(HH) have

access to them.

Antirelroviral dmgs allow Hl\

patients to live a a-latively normal

life bv preventing ihe development

of fullblown MPS. n)e drugs

improve their healih, but ihey

Continued on page 2
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Hand grenade found in Leach
Lewis housing furniture burned and damaged

police log
compiled by Thomas Coyle

Tuesday, Nov. 25

2:17 11. 111. A caller reported that a party

had a.ssuuhed one person and attempted

to assault another in Grayson Hall. The

responding olTieer reported that no

assault look place and I lousing Staff was

notilied.

8:30 a.m. Housing Maintenance reported

that the wall of the number one elevator

in Cashin Hall had been burned,

tmergencv Health and Safety was noti-

fied.

Wednesday, Nov. 26

1:31 a.m. A party reported that a bulletin

board on the sixth lloor of Cashin Hall

was on (ire. An officer reported that the

fire was extinguished and that the third

lloor bulletin board was also set on fire.

9:1 I a.m. Housing furniture was reported

huined and several items were reported

damaged in the recreation room (base-

ment) of lewis fiall.

5:52 p.m. A party reported finding a hand

grenade in a room in Leach Hall. An offi-

cer determined that it was an inert tram-

ing device. The item was removed from

the room and Housing staff was told to

address the issue.

Thursday, Nov. 27

8:3la.m. An officer reported a subject

making movies in Lot 50 near Hampshire

Dining hall. The subject checked OK.

Saturday, Nov. 29

3:45 a.m. Granby Police Department

called regarding documents found belong-

ing to a former employee. Officers con-

firmed previous report of larceny from a

motor vehicle. Granby detectives will fol-

low up with Amherst Police Department.

Sunday, Nov. 30

7:47 p.m. Following a traffic stop on

Governors Drive, one subject was arrest-

ed. Ashley Ryan Bruce. 20, of 27

Hemlock Lane, Vineyard Haven. Mass..

was arrested for operating a motor vehicle

with a suspended license, operating a

vehicle with suspended registration and

driving an uninsured motor vehicle.

Deans support minor AIDS Day raises awareness

For the Record

Clarification: In yester-

days Collegian, the Page

One headline "Massachu-

setts passes gay marriage"

was misleading. The
Supreme judicial Court

declared that the state con-

stitution guarantees gay

couples the right to marry,

but no legislation has been

passed.

Write for News
Write for News
Write for News
Write for News
Write for News

Continued from page 1

dents with lectures and course

materials, and professors with

feedback on students' use of the

materials, al.so gives students

access to experts in the IT field.

Israel said faculty resources

are limited, and the technology

will help teachers at UMass and

other partner institutions move
from being "sage on the stage to

being guide on the side."

The task force's collabora-

tive efforts also extend beyond

the IT program.

An initiative that began with

the library to develop an "infor-

mation commons" on campus,

is also now in the hands of IT

Task Force members.

Caffery described the infor-

mation commons as a relatively

new concept developed at a

number of universities, involv-

ing the integration of library.

academic and computing sup-

port services, often around a

physical space where students

can work together and have

support. Students in the IT pro-

gram have expressed "a com-

mon aspiration to work with

other students," he said.

"(The information com-

mons! will really advance not

just how learning happens on

our campus, but provide a

model for learning on other

campuses as well." Caffery said.

"Things like this can only hap-

pen when people campus-wide

work together."

Caffery said he believes the

IT minor is generalU spurring a

spirit of cooperation through-

out the campus community.

"The campus has schools

and colleges and departments."

he said. "But the more we talk

across those boundaries the

better off we all are."

Continued from page 1

remain inlcxted and can transmil

the disease.

India announced plans to spend

S44 million to provide free anti-

iviroviral drugs to HKJ.OOO AIDS

patients, u ">igniticanl scale-up" in

the light against the disease in a

country that has the world's sec-

ond- largest number of HIV-infect-

ed people. Liiiil iu>w. India has

focused on prevention, but starting

April I, 2004, it will offer frtv

dmgs at goNcmmeni liospiials.

Health workers hit Beijing's

streets to teach prevention in a

countn whose leaders have prom-

ised to fight the dis(.'asc agga'ssive-

ly Pic China Daily newspaper, cit-

ing a survev bv the Health Ministry.

WHO and UNAM)S, said 840.000

Chinese were HI\-(X)sitive and

80.000 had develojx'd AIDS.

But Siri Tellier. head of the U.N.

TheiTie Group on HIV/AIDS in

China, said it was not known

whether that figure was accurate.

She said there has been no wide-

spread blood testing in the country,

and she urged Beijing to improve

its monitoring.

Tlie British government said it

will double its funding to UNAIDS
next year to $10.2 million.

"HIV/AIDS destroys families

and tha-atens to break down the

fabric of whole societies, but I

believe the challenges ahead can be

met," said international

Development Secretary Hilary

Beiin.

Botswana President Festus

Mogae said people must take

responsibility for utilizing the free

anti-retroviral therapy. HIV testing

and the prevention of mother-to-

child transmission services that are

available.

"Unless we take it upon our-

selves to use condoms and prevent

HIV infection, we have only our-

selves to blame for our plight."

Mogae said.

Malawi's government pledged

to provide free AIDS medicine to

50.000 people by 2005. paid for by

the Geneva-based Global Fund to

Fight AIDS. Tuberculosis and

Malaria. Vice President lustin

Malewezi said.

In Liberia, which is struggling

to emerge from 1 4 years of conflict.

U.S. Ambassador John Blaney

called peace the main prerequisite,

since AIDS is spread in warring

West African nations by troops and

the rape of women and girls.

Swedish activists organized a

conference called "Hope. Insight

and Vision" that included confer-

ences on children and HIV. the

medical outlook for a vaccine and

treatments.

In Albania, with only 1 16 regis-

teaxl cases since 1993. scores of

high school students marched in

Tirana with candles and a banner

that read, "Protect Yourself and

Others."
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EditorialOpinion
Tuesday, December 2, 2003 Editorial@dailycollegian.com

Possible sniper copy-

cat surfaces in Ohio
TViumph reigned last week for the families of

the victims of )ohn Muhammad, who has been

convicted of murder for a series of killings that

took the lives of 10 people in the Washington,

D.C. area. The murders imfolded in places such

as gas stations, a park bench, and in the parking

lot of a busy Home Depot.

)ust when the terror appeared to be over, the

nightmare has now begun again— this time in the

Midwest. A five-mile section of Interstate 270 in

Franklin County, Ohio, has been under attack.

Cars and motor vehicles are being struck by stray

bullets while driving down the highway. Eleven

such shootings have taken place since last May.

Mostly, the bullets have caused flat tires, bro-

ken windows and holes in auto bodies. But last

Tuesday, two days before Thanksgiving, a bullet

struck and killed Gail Knisley, a 62-year-old

grandmother.

There are no suspects in this case, and police

are hesitant to speculate as to what the shootings

might mean, even though ballistic tests have

proven that the bullet that killed Knisley was from

the same gun as a bullet in one previous incident.

According to USA Today. William Briggs. an

Ohio trucker, had his truck struck by a bullet that

pierced his driver's side window and "must've

gone three inches from my nose," he said.

Authorities refuse to label the Ohio incidents

as the work of a sniper. It is currently unknown

whether the other 10 shooting incidents are relat-

ed.

However, motorists are now extremely weary

of entering this 1-270 area. Some are even chang-

ing their driving routes. With holiday traveling

underway, this situation holds the potential to end

in another tragedy.

Could these incidents be copycat cases due to

the heightened publicity of the Muhammad trial?

The most famous "copycat incidents" were seen

several years ago after the infamous Columbine

school shooting in which two male students

gunned down 1 2 students and a teacher.

There is no clear or logical explanation as to

why someone would take pleasure in shooting

others for sport, and police have no suspects. In

Muhammad's case, there is no evidence that links

him to the murders.

Although the shootings on the Ohio highway

had been reported before, it took the death of Gail

Knisley to activate a state and federal investiga-

tion that should have been organized when the

first shot was fired.

"Until that poor lady got killed, nobody really

reported the shootings," Briggs said.

While the possibility of losing one's life from

an unseen, unnamed target is terrifying, |.D.

Robinson, a retired prison warden, said, "I'm an

old hard-lined guy; you're not going to get me to

change my drive just by shooting at me."

However, with the holiday season up and com-

ing, most families would rather take extra securi-

ty precautions than spend the holiday in tragedy.

Until the person or people responsible for these

acts of terror are brought to justice, the motorists

of the Ohio interstate will continue to drive in

fear.

The capture of Muhammad put to rest some-

thing described as "the largest manhunt in

American history." Hopefully this holiday season

will not bring the need for another.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

European pragmatism

Aaron

WodinScliwafiz

An interest-

ing thing about

studying in

Europe: I feel

as though I'm

getting a much
broader view

of the world.

I say this not

just because

any experience

of being a-

broad necessarily expands one's

horizons simply by virtue of facing

an utterly new set of diverse expe-

riences, but rather on account of

the impression that a European

education has left me with thus far

This does not imply that the

Brusselian school system is some-

how more "enlightened" than its

American counterpart, only that

the scholastic approach to various

fields of study, and the instruction

of those topics, are much more

broadened compared with the

United States.

Needless to say, I feel that the

lessons I have learned here are not

only much more applicable to all

sorts of case studies anywhere out-

side of the United States, but that

they are also a much better reflec-

tion of the true state of the world

in general.

This sentiment has nothing to

do with my proximity to European

Union institutions that are "at the

cutting edge of politics, economics

and social policy" On the contrary,

the views most commonly

expressed by the Eurocrats here in

Brussels at times seemingly

amount to little more than unsub-

stantiated optimism in a certain

project. By no means are these

pieces worthless — in fact they are

quite informative — but they do

tend to break down into the large-

ly meaningless rhetoric and techni-

cal jargon that compri.ses "Euro-

speak." Rather, it is the European

scholarly community that so

impres.ses me.

Studies here take a very dynam-

ic approach to their studies, an

approach that is based predomi-

nantly on pragmatism and factual

derivations, as opposed to

American views that hail primarily

from zealous expressions of moral-

ity and unbridled imagination.

Furthermore, it is widely recog-

nized that traditional schools of

thought in no way apply to con-

temporary scenarios because of

the augmented number of factors

to be accounted for and the diver-

sity of ideological approaches that

now exist. European scholars are

not necessarily more intelligent or

down-to-Eiarth than those from the

States, but the presence of such

diverse sociopolitical interests, and

government acknowledgement of

this variety of perspectives, natu-

rally leads people to incorporate

many more positions into their

analysis in practical fields while

providing unique solutions that are

both productive and viable. It is

recognized that without their con-

tributions. European politics and

society would not be what they are

today.

Of course, the inclusion of

unconventional viewpoints

such as green and feminist the-

ory into European academia is a

direct reflection of the institu-

tional incorporation of such

views and the societal relevancy

of their assertions. High levels

of Third World immigration in

the past half-century has fur-

ther forced scholars to realisti-

cally adapt their theory to the

setting of diverse demographics

and rapid societal evolution.

Indeed, popular support for

It turns out that social thought actually does

have an impact on political economy, and

unlike in America, this interaction is a pillar

for European social, political and economic

studies.

views than generally tends to be

the case in the United States.

Many of the same factors exist

in the States as well, but are often

cast aside by government and pre-

tentious intellectuals as unintelligi-

ble, peripheral pish-posh: "the type

of liberal, hippie btilogna to be

dealt with by those under-funded

STPEC weirdoes."

It turns out that social thought

actually does have an impact on

political economy, and unlike in

America, this interaction is a pillar

for European social, political and

economic studies.

For example, green, feminist

and multiculturalist theories are

not simply regarded as pesky envi-

ronmental and .social movements,

but rather as contributive political

and economic perspectives. These

approaches offer new tools for

Hail to the UMass band

Zacl)

Oelschlegel

Senior Day
is always a

time when we
can honor
those among
us who have

just completed

their final sea-

son. It's the

time to tip our

hats and thank

them for the

good times. It's the time to hug

them and wish them well as

they move on with their lives.

It's a bittersweet day for play-

ers, excited about being able to

play one last time, yet sad that

this is the beginning of the end.

Nov. 22 was Senior Day at

the University of Massachusetts,

where we honored those foot-

ball players that dedicated their

last four years to the glorifica-

tion of our school.

Unfortunately, a few seniors

were forgotten, and* they

weren't the linebackers or quar-

terbacks. While the football

team did have an excellent sea-

son, there is a group of people

that always has an outstanding

season, yet they are typically an

afterthought to the ignorant

majority of campus. They are

none other than our Minuteman
Marching Band, the unsung
heroes of UMass.

Never before have I seen

such a hardworking team of stu-

dents. They come to school a

full week early for band camp
(not counting the drummers
who come back to school two

weeks early and run laps around

the field with those big 50-

pound drums attached to their

torsos).

It's not as if band camp is

some easy thing. First thing in

the morning, at 8 a.m.. is prac-

tice, followed by practice, and

maybe some more practice, all

of which ends no earlier than 1

1

p.m. The band members wake

up for the next six days to do it

all again in what is one of the

progressive legislation in favor

of racial and gender equality

and environmental protection,

particularly by the northern

European states, has manifest-

ed in both domestic and

European Community policy at

least since the 1970s. It was

precisely the importance of this

agenda that immediately com-

manded the attention of the

scholarly community in Europe

and continues to do so today,

thereby giving my.sclf and my
American peers here a fortu-

nate opportunity to open our

minds to perspectives that often

seem to get left out of main-

stream American thought and

educational methodology.

Aaron Wodin-Schwariz is a

Collegian columnist on

exchange in Belgium.

most grueling camps at UMass.

And you thought the athletes

were the only ones who had to

go through two-a-days.

Then, during the school year,

the band has practice every day

for an hour-and-a-half, and they

will even sacrifice a large por-

tion of the weekend doing what

they do best.

Game days begin at 7 a.m.,

followed by another four hours

of practice, and then the band

wakes the hung-over students of

Southwest with their Saturday

ritual of marching through the

Ouad to play a few ditties at the

Pyramids next to John Quincy

Adams and Washington towers.

On days when the football team

is on the road, the band can be

found 300 miles away, either at

the game or playing in cities as

donnas; the talk around campus
isn't about our star tuba section

(although maybe it should be).

They don't need to pad their

stats to prove they are up to

snuff.

In fact, what they really are

is just a group of the most

remarkable, fun-loving people

you will meet. They don't put in

1 5 hours of work a week for a

measly two-credit GPA booster

or some scholarship; they do it

for UMass.
No one shows that they love

our school like the band does,

and it shows when they strut

their stuff on that football field

seven times throughout the year.

How many people can you point

your finger at and say they care

more about something other

than themselves?

in fact, what they really are is just a group

of the most remarkable, fun-loving people

you will meet.

random as Allentown, Pa.

Instead of sleeping in lavish

hotels, the band usually winds

up sleeping on hardwood gym
floors. But are there any com-

ments or complaints about their

modest sleeping accommoda-
tions? Nah. In truth, the band

relishes the idea of being stuck

inside cramped buses, and the

members are proud of their

ability to sleep on floors more

uncomfortable than Oprah
when she wears spandex

(unless, of course, the trumpets

decide that pelting everyone

else with water balloons is a

good idea). It all begins and

ends with humility.

And that's what it's all about.

The band is almost never the

main event. They aren't the ones

scoring the touchdowns; they're

the ones cheering those guys on.

There aren't any band prima

In conclusion, I'd like to con-

gratulate the football team on a

great season, and I can't wait to

go and cheer for them next sea-

son. But I'd also like to tell the

football team to go and thank

the band for always screaming,

hissing and being the only crazy

people at the game.

So football players and any-

one else that reads this: go and

do yourself and your university

a favor the next time you hear

someone utter the phrase,

"band geek." Walk right up to

that guy and say, "Hey. buddy, I

think you meant band stud."

Those studs have done more
for our school than we'll ever

imagine. Maybe next time they

should be the ones we congratu-

late for having a dazzling sea-

son.

Zach Oelschlegel is a

Collegian columnist.

orance leads to downfall

jan

lamotiie

While we were all away eat-

ing our turkey, two stories dom-

inated the newspaper pages of

Western Massachusetts.

In the first. Adolpho "Al"

Bruno was shot dead outside

the Our Lady of Mount Carmel

Society social club late on Nov.

23. At nearly 58 years old,

Bruno was one of the highest-

ranking members of the organ-

ized crime scene in the

Springfield area — a scene apparently alive with

energy.

In the second story, Massachusetts Governor

W. Mitt Romney vetoed $80 mil-

lion in funding for economic stim-

ulus programs across the state,

including $10 million earmarked

for the University of Mass-

achusetts. The vetoed money for

UMass would have gone to

reversing some of the devastating

effects budget cuts have had for

the five-campus system over the

last two years.

While the two stories are

clearly unrelated, state adminis-

trators in Massachusetts' govern-

ment can take a lesson from the

tale of Al Bruno. His demise

serves as a clear reminder of what

can happen when someone
ignores the obvious.

Bruno has been labeled a noto-

rious mobster for years, accord-

ing to The Republican in Springfield. For nearly

two-dozen years, he paraded around as a high-

profile gangster with style, ducking prison sen-

tences and pistol shots along the way. He dodged

long prison sentences on charges of attempted

murder and conspiracy to commit murder. He

lived to tell the tale after an argument in front of

the Mount Carmel Society in 1993 ended with

someone firing point-blank gunshots at him.

Each time, he was able to laugh in the face of

danger and walk away. Each time, that is. until

he was shot fives times as a gunman wrecked a

pleasant evening playing cards, and he died

bleeding on a cold sidewalk in Springfield. Even

a man of Bruno's stature can ignore the warning

signs for only so long before it catches up with

him.

All of which leads us, albeit indirectly, back

to UMass. and that man of the people. W. Mitt

Romney.
Romney once again has drawn the ire of just

about anyone involved in higher education with

his latest veto of funding for UMass — money

that was supposed to reverse some of the effects

of the budget cuts that Chancellor |ohn V.

Lombardi covered the best he could with Band-

Aid fixes.

Rather than giv-

ing employees a

raise — any kind

of raise —
Romney signed

off on a one-time

bonus check for

employees and

washed his hands

of the situation.

He copped out.

In addition to that, while Romney approved

$34 million in payments for higher eiJucation

workers (effective |an. 1 ). he refused to say that

the increases in pay would roll over into the next

fiscal year, which starts in |uly.

By doing so. he essentially acknowledged that

higher education workers are owed more com-

pensation than they are getting, but refused to

concede to contractual obligations the state has

already signed off on for workers. Rather than

giving employees a raise — any kind of raise —
Romney signed off on a one-time bonus check

for employees and washed his hands of the situ-

ation. He copped out.

To some extent. 1 feel for a man thrown into the

professional situation Romney is

dealing with right now. He's in a typ-

ical no-win situation; simultaneous-

ly, he's balancing the demands of

people who want (in no particular

order) no raised taxes, raised pay

and a balanced budget. All of these

demands come at the same time that

there's little money to be had now
and the threat is there that there

could be another budget shortfall

next year.

Ihere has been a nasty hitch in

the way bargaining for higher edu-

cation workers' contracts is done,

since at least as far back as the days

of then-Governor lane Swift. Every

time raises for employees have come
up as an issue for the state, state

negotiators have taken the easy way

out; they've made promises the state

can't possibly keep. Three percent, five percent. 1

5

percent — they're all just numbers until the contract

is approved at every level of the system.

.'Ml of these things have finally come together at

one time; now. The budget shortfall, the fools who
negotiated the contracts for the state under Swift,

overspending on things like the Big Dig — all of

them are catching up to Massachusetts at the same

time, leaving Romney with a small pool of options

and even smaller room for error.

What Romney forgets, however, is that when he

runs from the contract problem, it doesn't go away.

It festers. On the books, higher education employees

across the state are still owed nine to 1 5 percent in

raises. Those numbers aren't going away anytime

scxin. Its a great big "l.O.U." note, and eventually

the state will have to pay up.

Here's to hoping that at some point, unlike

Bruno. Romney learns from his mistakes before it is

too late. Here's to hoping he faces the contract issue

head-on. rather than dodging it for the rest of his

stay in office.

Romney won't end up gunned down in a

bloody mob shooting. But if things stay the way

they are. it's a matter of time before Romney 's

mistakes catch up to him.

Dan l.amothc is a Collegian columnist.

www.dailycollegian.com
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BiUy Bob Thornton

gives good old St.

Nick an ugly face

in *Bad Santa'

By Johnny Donaldson
CoLLEOiAN Staff

S "perry Zwigoff has a fascination

I with oddballs. His acclaimed
^ documentary, "Crumb." profiled

the legendary underground comics

illustrator R. Crumb, and his fiction

debut, "Ghost World," was the alter-

nately tender and sardonic tale of the

friendship between a caustic teenage

misfit and a reclusive, 40-something

record collector.

Zwigoff continues that fascination

with "Bad Santa." a profane, cheerfully

skewed dark holiday comedy designed

to not bring tidings of comfort and joy.

But for those who like their eggnog

spiked, then this caustic comedy pours

plenty of rum into the mix.

"Bad Santa" opens with a shot of

Billy Bob Thornton looking like the

world's grungiest rent-a-Santa, puking

in a back alley, as the title fades onto

the screen. That's when you know
you're in a kid-free zone (as if the hard

R-rating wasn't enough.)

This willfully nasty movie portrays

"Santa" as a surly, loathsome, alcoholic

wretch who can barely bring himself

out of a stupor to go to drink or pick

up women. Thornton, in a brave mar-

vel of a performance, refuses to make

Willie T. Soke likable for one moment,

remaining as ill-mannered and

grotesque as possible to the last frame;

Thornton's performance is a symphon-

ic portrayal of lewdness turned heroic.

Willie is a loser, unshaven and

uncouth, who spends his days getting

wasted until he's roused from his

drunken trance by Marcus (Tony Cox),

a little person who masterminds an

annual robbery scheme: Willie, dressed

as Santa, and Marcus, costumed in

emerald green elf attire, pose as a team

of mall entertainers, saying "ho ho ho"

to snot-nosed kids while plotting to

crack the mall's safe on Christmas Eve.

This year, the squabbling pair finds

themselves in Phoenix, where the

loutish Willie finds himself — of all

places — on the tail end of redemption.

In Phoenix. Willie makes the

acquaintance of a pudgy young boy

(Brett Kelly) with a truly unfortunate

name and a cute barkeep (Lauren

Graham, as far away from "Gilmore

Continued on page 6
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Madlib

'Shades of

Blue'

till lite

'Shades' ot jazz in

Madlib's new album
By Peter Dale

Collegian Cxjrrespondent

Madlib's LP, "Shades of Blue," is an instrumen-

tal hip-hop album with a unique focus. Madlib is

the first hip-hop artist to release an album off the

world famous jazz label. Blue Note Records, which

has generated music by some of the 20th century's

greatest artists, including Miles Davis, |ohn

Coltrane, Van Morrison and Thelonius Monk.

Madlib first came on the scene in 1999 as a pro-

ducer/MC for his group, Lootpack. out of Los

Angeles. The group's first appear-

ance on an album came on the

Alkaholik's 1993 classic. "21 and

Over." Lootpack is signed to

Peanut Butter Wolfs Stones

Throw Records and is a promi-

nent name in the California

underground hip-hop scene.

'Shades of Blue" is an attempt to pay homage to

classic jazz fusion artists like Donald Byrd, Herbie

Hancock and Ronnie Foster. Madlib also delves

into lesser-known Blue Note artists like Wayne

Shorter and Andrew Hill. Unlike many of the clas-

sic early-90s hip-hop instrumentals that sampled

Blue Note by focusing on a short loop, Madlib goes

more in depth with this project. Madlib focuses on

each song and brings you more. It's kind of like

jazz reinterpreted for a hip-hop audience.

One standout track was his rendition of

Ronnie Foster's classic. "Mystic Brew" (which we

all know as the beat to A Tribe Called Quest's

"Electric Relaxation"). Madlib gives the listener

more of an appreciation for the complexity and

beauty of music that hip-hop samples from. For

hip-hop fans, this is a great album to pick up to

educate oneself about hip-hop's roots. Standout

tracks include "Distant Land," "Mystic Bounce"

and "Please Set Me At Ease," featuring

Medaphor.
If instrumentals aren't your thing, you might

be more interested in Madlib's collaboration

effort with lay Dee (a.k.a. ]. Dilla): laylib

Champion Sound.

lay Dee first emerged in 1995 with his stellar

production on Pharcyde's "Labcabincalifornia."

Since then he has gone on to establish himself

through his work with A Tribe Called Ouest,

Common, D'Angelo and his own Detroit based

group. Slum Village.

In the tradition of Pete Rock and the Large

Professor. Champion Sound is an album with

excellent beats and subpar lyricism. The original

version leaked online over the summer, which

prompted |ay and Madlib to head back to the stu-

dio, which in turn built up anticipation for the

current product.

Champion Sound Delivers with a solid 17

tracks of top-notch eclectic production. It doesn't

have "lyrics that burns kitchens." as Madlib sug-

gests in a verse, but the lyrics are decent enough

that they don't put a damper on things.

Unplugged under the street

MBTA plans to pit new mles

against subway musicians
By Helena Payne
AsscKiATEP Press

CAMBRIDGE (AP) — Tracy

Chapman's journey in music

took her through the Harvard

Square subway station, where as

a Tufts University student she

performed for extra cash when

she was too broke to get home
to Cleveland for Thanksgiving.

Twenty years and four

Grammys later, the singer-song-

writer worries other artists will

be denied the same opportunity

to showcase their talent because

of new subway performance

rules set to take effect in

December.
"1 would hope that they

would have some sensitivity to

the musicians and their plight,

"

Chapman said thi.^ week in a

telephone interview from her

home in San Francisco. "There

are some people who are trying

to make a living exclusively (by

performing in subway sta-

tions)."

The Massachusetts Bay

( > HjRTESY EI.EKTRA

Folk-rock star Tracy Chapman bejjan her career playing for com-

muters in Harvard Square station while attending Tufts University.

Transportation Authority has

unveiled plans to ban all forms

of amplified music and any kind

of horns from Boston-area sub-

way stations. The revised rules

also include a new $25 fee for

annual performance permits and

a requirement that performers

be "neat in appearance" and

"wear proper clothing."

Currently, permits are issued

free of charge to the roughly 650

artists who perform regularly in

MBTA stations. There are no

restrictions regarding appear-

ance or amplification.

MBTA spokesman )oe

Pesaturo said the regulations are

not an attack on subway per-

formers but a safety measure to

ensure that musicians do not

drown out the public address

system, which could compro-

mise safety A security task force

has recommended banning the

musicians altogether.

"Some of the people who are

criticizing this, they seem to

think it's a system of concert

venues instead of a system of

subway stations," Pesaturo said.

Chapman said performing

underground will never make

you rich, but the experience can

still provide a valuable career

boost for musicians.

"We made enough money to

buy us Chinese food and get

back to school." said Chapman.

39. "(But) it definitely is a way

to get noticed by people who
might be able to assist in a musi-

cian's career."

The Subway Artists Guild

has filed a complaint with the

American Civil Liberties Union

and more than 6.000 people

have signed a petition protesting

the changes.

The MBTA originally

planned for the new rules to take

effect Dec. 1. but general man-

ager Michael Mulhem delayed it

for a week following a plea from

state Sen. jarrett Barrios, a

Cambridge Democrat.

Barrios said he hopes the

MBTA can strike a compromise

that addresses its safely con-

cerns but still allows for "rea-

sonably amplified live music for

the tens of thousands of people

Continued on page 5

Going with the

(low heats cramps
Sex-iversity is a question and answer col-

umn designed to provide important informa-

tion and answers to questions regarding sex,

sexuality, sexual orientation, sexually trans-

mitted infections and reproductive rights.

Voiced by Julia Kristan. a member of the

Voices for Planned Parenthood ( VOX) group

here at the University of Massachusetts and

an active volunteer for the Hverywoman's

Center on campus, the column is intended to

help educate the

Sex-iversity university community—^-^^— about reproductive

Julia KriSlan health, rights, lepslation

and responsibilities.

Much of the statistical information provided

in this column derives from research done

through and obtained by Planned

Parenthood and its national affiliates.

Q. I've heard that having sex during a

woman's period can ease menstrual cramps.

Is this true?

A. Yes. this can be true. It's actually not

merely having sex that helps menstrual

cramps, but it's having an orgasm that does

it. When a woman has an orgasm, she has

uterine contractions. These contractions help

expel menstrual fluid. (Ladies, this might

mean for you an increase in the flow of men-

strual fluid following the orgasm.) The con-

tractions relieve tension in the muscles in the

uterus.

It is also said that the vigorous activity

moves blood and other fluids away from con-

gested areas, which reduces pain. When a

man or a woman has an orgasm, his or her

body will release endorphins. Endorphins

naturally relieve pain and are similar chemi-

cally to morphine. How about that for

Mother Nature?

With all these positive effects, this home
remedy seems nearly perfect. However, bear

in mind that the risk of STD transmission

increases since menstrual blood is being

expelled and will most likely come in contact

with the other person. A good way to reduce

this risk is to use a condom. If one or both

people know they are infected with an STD.
it would be wise to check with a doctor

before having sex during a woman's menstru-

al cycle. There may be other recommended
precautions.

So ladies and gentlemen, just because a

woman is menstruating, it doesn't mean the

end of sex for a week. It can be a pain-reliev-

ing and bonding experience for both people

involved. Keep yourself protected (i.e., don't

stop using contraceptives and STD preven-

tion) throughout the week and you have

Continued on page 5
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Mansion' not much of a thrill ride
By Jennifer Marcoullier
CoLLElilAN (i)RIU!SK)NDENT

The
Haunted

Mansion'

I by

RobMinkotf

In "The Haunted Mansion," Disney does what it

does best: create a perfect fairy tale world that's

entertaining to the kids, not offensive to the parents,

and sprinkle it with wholesome lessons on life.

"Mansion" is Disney's second movie this year

based on a theme-park ride at Walt Disney World.

But while the blockbuster "Pirates of the Caribbean"

had a bite and brilliance -

thanks to )ohnny Depp's per-

formance — "Mansion" lacks

any such adult-level fare. The

special effects are dazzling but

most of the jokes fall flat.

The movie begins with a flash-

back to a gorgeous masquerade

ball in a not-yet-haunted

Louisiana mansion. It's a tale of

star-crossed lovers. A woman
apparently commits suicide and

her lover arrives too late to stop

her. Overcome by his own grief,

he kills himself. We see him

briefly swinging from the rafters

in what could be a disturbing

image for the film's younger

viewers.

Back in the present day, we

meet real estate agent )ini Evers (Eddie Murphy)

who appears to have been cloned from the stereo-

type of a used car salesman. Vintage Murphy fans

will inevitably recall his old stand-up routine about

how ridiculous it is that no one in horror movies

ever leaves an obviously haunted house.

Pretending to be a potential buyer of a spooky

home, he mimes how wonderful the place is until

the ghosts make themselves known. "Too bad we

can't stay, baby!" he says and ushers his family from

(iUh! Murphy

Terence Stamp

Wall Disney Picmm

Haled PK

99 iJRS.

Grade

C-i-

(X->IIRTF>Y DISNEY

Jim Evers, played by Eddie Murphy, has an interesting encounter with a crystal ball in Walt Disney

Pictures' chiller, "The Haunted Mansion."

the house.

Ironically in this movie. Murphy's character is

the classic bumbling father who's the last to figure

out the house is haunted. His performance in

"Mansion" is delivered in voices that belonged to

funny bits Ironi his stand-up past but that have little

comic value with the material he's given here.

During the film's overly long set-up, we're clued

in to what the characters— and hence the audience

— will need to learn about life before the credits

roll.

|ini Evers is the father who cannot help but chat

up potential clients rather than get to an anniversary

dinner with his wife, Sara (Marsha Thomason).

Their 10-year-old son, Michael (played wonderfully

by Marc John jefTeries, who gets most of the laughs),

is afraid of spiders and Dad tries to use this phobia

to teach Michael to overcome his fears in life. You

know there's a character-building moment involving

spiders coming up in the near future.

Daughter Megan (Aree Davis) serves mainly to

remind Dad of how out-of-whack his priorities are.

but does get to help save the day

lust before the family is to leave for a weekend at

the lake. Sara — one-half of the Evers and Evers real

estate team— is invited to a mysterious old mansion

the owner has suddenly decided to sell. With Dad's

promise that this will "just take 20 minutes," the

family stops at the house en route to the lake. The

mansion itself is a crumbling gothic masterpiece

that - this being Disney — looks exactly as one

imagines a haunted mansion should look.

Fitting right in with the scenery are the zombie-

like butler (Terence Stamp), the ghoulish servants

(Wallace Shawn and Dina Spybey), a talking gypsy

head in a crystal ball (Jennifer Tilly) and the darkly

magnetic Master Gracey {Nathaniel Parker) who
seems to have taken way too much of an interest in

Mom.
The film tiptoes around the theme of the interra-

cial affair in Gracey 's past, which is a shame because

that is one of the more compelling aspects to the

story.

Instead, "Mansion" keeps to its lighthearted

script. A sudden storm kicks up (complete with a

scary music crescendo) and the Evers family must

spend the night. They're soon .separated from Dad.

wandering secret passages, Mom being romanced

by Master Gracey, and the kids chasing ghosts. But

the family has to pull together to solve the mystery

of the mansion's curse and save one of its members

from certain doom.

Along the way we're treated to the technical vir-

tuosity of Disney's special effects. The mansion, the

ghosts and the otherworldly action are all beautiful-

ly done and almost make up for the skeletal plot.

Several of the scenes may give the under- 10 crowd

nightmares, but the "gotcha" moments didn't get

much audience reaction.

And that's the basic problem with "Mansion."

There's nothing to amuse or startle the adult mem-
bers of the audience. It sticks to a simplistic story

and relies on the special effects to carry it. While this

will be one of the better movies you'll see with a

child, without one in tow you're better off looking

elsewhere for entertainment.

Boston subway musicians in lear of losing unrfergrounil gigs Sex-iversity: some (un (acts you might not have l(noyyn about sex

Continued from page 4

on the subway who enjoy this

aspect of their commute," Barrios

said.

Street performer advocate

Stephen Baird said the new rules

violate the artists' First

Amendment right to free speech.

"Artists make spaces more
humane," said Baird, executive

director of Community Arts

Advocates, a group that supports

street artists. "They help people

connect to each other."

The MBTA is not alone in

establishing guidelines for sub-

way performers.

London's Underground imple-

mented a licensing system this

year that requires artists to audi-

tion for unpaid performance

slots. Previously, street perform-

ers — known in Britain as

"buskers" — were banned from

the Tube.

The New York Transit

Authority maintains similar

rules, said |ohn McCarthy, a

spokesman for "Music Under

New York," which promotes

street musicians and helps to

ease scheduling conflicts in pop-

ular performance areas. In New
York, however, artists are not

allowed to perform on the sub-

way platform itself — a frequent

sigfit in Boston's transit stations.

In San Francisco, musicians

are allowed in Bay Area Rapid

Transit stations, so long as they

do not interfere with passengers

waiting for trains and maintain

low decibel levels, spokesman

Mike Healy said.

Street performers in

Washington must remain 15

feet away from all subway prop-

erty.

"We don't have musicians in

our system and they know the

rules," said Lisa Farbstein,

spokeswoman for the

Washington Metropolitan Area

Transit Authority. "The folks

who want to earn some money
tend to be very cooperative."

Continued from page 4

yourself another remedy for menstrual cramps.

The human body is pretty amazing when you

think about orgasms helping cramps and endorphins

that are like morphine. Here are some fun facts about

humans, sexuality, our bodies and one about bats.

These facts may vary from source to source: they are

not all official records:

Male bats have the highest rate of homosexuality

of any mammal.
A man will ejaculate approximately 18 quarts of

semen — containing half a trillion sperm — in his

lifetime.

A medical study conducted in Pennsylvania

showed that people who have sex once or twice a

week have slightly more healthy immune systems.

Sex is good for you.

Sex is a beauty treatment. Scientific tests find that

when women make love they produce amounts of the

hormone estrogen, which makes hair shine and skin

smooth. Don't forget all those endorphins, which

help mood and relieve pain, either

The average woman has sex three times a week.

The average woman has also faked at least one

orgasm (75 percent).

Most men can orgasm within two minutes of pen-

etration, yet most women need between 10 and 20

minutes. The male orgasm will last from three to five

seconds, and the female orgasm will last from five to

eight seconds.

When done safely and respectfully, sex can be a

wonderful thing. Communicate, ask questions and

pay attention to your needs and boundaries. And

dont ever be afraid or ashamed to say no.

Questions? Comments? E-mail sexiversity@hot-

mail.com. Confidentiality is always respected.

Spring 2004
Housing Assignnnent

Infornnation

Take a breakfrom your studies!

Get into the Christmas spirit!

Bring friends!

Advent masses: student mass Sundays at 7pnn

Nov. 30- Dec. 1 2: Buy a gift for a needy child in the Amherst area

by taking an ornament from the Giving Tree in the chapel.

Wed. Dec. 3: Vespers evening prayer in the Chapel at 8pm

Mon. Dec. 8: Feast of the Immaculate Conception. Masses at 12:15

and 7pm, confession following.

All events are in the Newman Center Chapel. 472 N. Pleasant St.

Next to Mahar and SOM www.umass.edu/cathollc

Housing Assighnment Office I 235 Whitmore Administration Building

(413) 545 ' 2100 I wwwJiousing.unia8S.edu

The last day to submit a request for an

assignment change or application is Monday,

December 8, 2003 by 5:00pm. Visit

www.SPIRE.umass.edu or stop by 235
Whitmore for more information.

If you are eligible and wish to cancel your

housing assignment or are going on
exchange, traveling abroad or doing an

internship for Spring semester, you must call

or visit the Housing Assignment Office before

5:00pm, December 12, 2003 to avoid a
cancellation fee.

~ December 15th - January 2nd, 5:00pm

$100.00 cancellation fee

~ January 5th - January 16th, 5:00pm

$200.00 cancellation fee

- January 20th - end of Fifth Week
$300.00 cancellation fee

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Students who are

going to be on exchange, studying abroad or

doing an internship and are planning to live

on campus when they return, must apply for

housing before leaving for the semester.

Please visit the HAO to complete an

application.
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Shins ^narrow' down new LP to indie-pop Billy Bob Itiornton gives stellar performance in sick com^^^^

The Shins

'Chutes Too

Narrow'

The Shins are

your typical

indie-pop out-

fit, daintily cre-

ating very pret-

ty, very fragile

melodies that

are as soft and

dandelion puff,

is your typ-

, lush and

delicate as a

"Chutes Too Narrow"
icai indie-pop album
sweetly lovely, with just a dash of

retro influence, a few

rustic acoustic guitars

and precious lyrics.

This is too gentle and
unassuming to truly

hate, unless you are the

cold-hearted type

immune to the charms
of naive youth, but it's

also the kind of harm-

less piffle that bruises

with the slightest

brush.

Listening to "Chutes

Too Narrow' is like liv-

ing off a diet of cotton

candy: it tastes good,

but how much of it can

you stand before you

get nauseous? The
music is so tender that

it feels like sacrilege to

attack it, as if even the smallest

of slights is enough to fatally

wound it. But one cant help but

be annoyed by this CD, which is

the musical equivalent of a little

kid begging for water in the mid-

dle of the night.

So, I guess that makes me a

murderer, because I really do
have to fault this tiny little

album.

"Chutes Too Narrow* can be

appreciated for its simple beauty,

but there is no emotional connec-

tion to the music. It wafts into

the atmosphere and drifts into

the ether, with nothing keeping it

from dissipating into the thin air.

The New Amsterdams and

Dressy Bressy both released

indie-pop albums this year that

had more muscle, more oomph
to them. In contrast, "Chutes Too
Narrow" comes across as very

tasteful, but very boring

and mundane.
That's not to fault the

band members them-

selves, who pitch in with

some technically accom-

plished music-making,

lames Mercer, the lead

singer, has a lovely high

voice, and the music has

a lightly undulating

slide. But it's also far too

--oft to engage.

[Evanescence, the goth-

rock band, named them-

selves after the process

of dissipating into the

air. Here's a band to

which the moniker

would have been more
fitting.

- johnny Donaldson

Smooth Skin for Spring Break!

AMHERST LASER & SKIN CARE CENTER

196 NORTH PLEASANT STREET • SUITE 11

AMHERST, MA 01002 • 413-253-2214 • FAX 413-253-2216

Laser Hair Reduction- with GentleLase™'

Utilizing advanced laser technology.

Permanent and Painless

Both Men and Women
Any Area of the Body

Bikini * Face * Chin * Lip * Underarm * Leg * Back

Call Now for a free intial physician consultantation

Sign up for a package before the end of the year and receive 50% off.

Amherst Laser and Skin Care Center

Bob Weitzman MD- Medical Director

413-253-2214

Humanities & Fine Arts

Alumni in the World
Dean's Seminar Series - Fall 2003

COME MEET LEADING UMASS
ALUMNI ENTREPRENEURS

Larry Bohn, '74 B.A.

Venture Partner,

General Catalyst Partners

Lecture:

Creating Opportunities

in the Info Tech World

Thursday, December 4, 4:30 P.iVI.

Room 108 isenberg School of Management
Reception Immediately Following

GCP is a private equity firm investing in exceptional entrepreneurs

building technology focused companies. Bohn focuses on identifying

new investment opportunities within the enterprise software and

information technology sector. Prior to joining GCP, Bohn was Chairman,

President and CEO of Net Genesis, a market leading software and

analytic solutions provider.

Coming Spring 2004
Andy Arons, Gourmet Garage

Mary Lou Andre, Organization by Design

John Jacobs, Life Is Good, Inc.

Continued from page 4

Girls" as possible) with a sexual fetish for Santa

Claus. Willie sees easy prey (i.e., a new car and

home) in the lonely young boy. who attaches him-

self like a leech to the faux Kris Kringle; but

Willie, despite himself, comes to care for the boy,

who's being raised by a senile grandmother while

his father rots in jail for a white collar crime.

Ouch. Is this yet another story of a jerk who
becomes redeemed through his interaction with

an alienated tyke? Why, yes it is, but Zwigoff —
true to his independent spirit -- and screenwrit-

ers Glen Ficarra and |ohn Kequa (the guys behind

"Cats and Dogs") refuse to budge in the direction

of Hollywood sentimentality. "Bad Santa" is

uncompromising in its vulgarity, misanthropy and

genuine disregard for political correctness and

social mores. And it's all the more refreshing for

it.

It helps that the movie is also truly, shockingly

funny, which makes the foul language, copious

sexual references and physical and verbal abuse

go down easier. It takes a certain adjustment to

get into the groove of ZwigolTs slow-burn style,

but it also pays off, with the movie delivering

some of the biggest belly laughs of the year.

Much — actually, most — of the gags are

unprintable, with the movie's language being

coarse enough to make even George Carlin blush.

"Bad Santa" often falls into the scatological

trap of most movies, but this time there's a curi-

ous element to the crude pec-snot-barf jokes. That

is, the jokes are connected to the movie, not an

element imposed on the film.

Most movies think gross-outs themselves are

automatically good for a laugh, but "Bad Santa"

— like the far sunnier and relatively more inno-

cent 'American Pie" movies — is the rare comedy

to realize that crude humor works best when it is

used as part of the plot. This movie is close to

being the anti-"Santa Clause": a rude, unhinged

antidote to the plastic Christmas cheer of most

holiday inovies.

This is a smartly adult swipe at the forced

mirth and resultant stress and rage of the season,

and one should cheer that these gutsy filmmakers

had the courage to not cave in and make the

usual tinsel-coated saccharine pap.

Bernie Mac and the late John Ritter appear, as

the stoic mall security chief and the prissy man-

ager, respectively, but their roles are largely

inconsequential, as is Graham's vixen. Instead, a

demented troika of fine actors makes this loopy,

deranged and comically bilious comedy.

Kelly, imploring with a creepy, zombified

stare, avoids the "cute-kid" tag and makes his

roly-poly loner into a desperate, needy and mis

guided youth. Cox is as fierce as he was in "Me.

Myself and Irene."

But it is Thornton's fearless, vicious and

unblinking portrayal of a man well aware that he

is on the edge of oblivion that is the real reason

to see the inovie. Thornton turns Willie into a

hero, just by hinting at the desperation and sad-

ness lurking inside his scraggly. washed out

frame.

It's a moving and tragic performance, and the

fact that it's in a comedy makes ii all the more

miraculous. It's a performance on par with the

tour de force acting exhibited by lohnny Depp in

"Pirates of the Caribbean," lack Black in "School

of Rock," and Bill Murray in "Lost in

Translation." Who would have thought that

comedies would be producing some of the most

Oscar-worthy male acting of the year?

(XKJRTESY niMENSlDN

Billy Bob Thornton, left, and Tony Cox cO'SUr as Christmas season con men in the dark comedy "Bad

Santa."

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

Presents

TRACY MORGAN

We(Jnesday, December 1 0th @ 8pm in the

FINE ARTS CENTER
(Doors Open at 7:30pm)

Tickets On Sale from Nov. 24th until Showtime at the Box Office

$8.00 for Umass Undergraduate Students

$1 5.00 for Non Umass Students

Reduced Price BUY YOUR TICKETS SOON, THIS SHOW WILL SELL OUT!!!
Tickets are

Umited!!!
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Football's five memorable moments
Continued from page 10

perfectly thrown pass over the last

line of defense, where Feebler

gather«d it up and took it the rest

of the way, 65 yards in all.

Regardless of the game's final

outcome, with 12:37 remaining in

the first quarter on Sept. i 3. the

scoreboard at KSU Stadium told a

story all in itself.

Massachusetts 7 Kaasas State 0.

1.) Shmwon James recovds Villanova

OUwniMACK Marvin Burroughs' mishan-

KB SNAP AND HETUUS IT 39 YARDS FOR

TIC am. wmmti jwaaam m a 19-14

wciniv ovB nc Wtocns.

It will be hard to lind a tmer

example of a miracle on the foot-

ball field.

Trailing 14-13 with just over

two minutes remaining, a 5 1 -yard

field goal attempt by Michael

Torres sailed short and to the left,

and all seemed lost for UMass
Needing only orx' first down to

ice the game. Burroughs was faced

with second-and-four fiom his own
39-yardline. With fans heading for

the exits, aixl players reeling from the

pain of defeat, what happened will

never be forgotten by tlxwe who wit-

nessed it.

Burroughs, a true freshman,

never haixiled the snap fawn center,

and before he could bend down to

pick it up it was kicked from the pile.

There, before any one of the 9, 1 25 at

Villarxjva Stadium knew it. Shannon

lames came swooping in from his

safety position and scooped it up.

With the newly rejuvenated

UMass sideline following him in

unexpected jubilation, lames

sprinted down the visiting sideline

and into the Pennsylvania night foi

the winning touchdown.

Unbelievable.

Mike Marzelli is a Collegian

columnist. He can be reached at

MarzellijMllegiand'yahoo.com.

Arizona acquires Brewers'

Sexson in nine-player deal
By Bub Baum
AsSOflATKI) Pr£88

f.FHALPH lINlWX'LLBilAN

Senior tri-caplain and quarterback Jeff Krohn and the Minutemen had a

record-breaking season in 2003

PHOCNIX (AP) — The Arizona

Diamondbacks acquired slugger Richie

Sexson from Milwaukee yesterday in a nine-

player deal that sends infielder Craig Counsell.

second baseman junior Spivey and others to

the Brewers.

First baseman Lyle Overbay, catcher Chad

Moeller and left-handers |orge De La Rosa and

Chris Capuano also were dealt to Milwaukee.

In addition to Sexson. Arizona received

left-hander Shane Nance and a player to be

named.

The deal was finalized after Curt Schilling

passed his physical with the Boston Red Sox.

De La Rosa was one of four players sent to

Arizona for Schilling, and could not be traded

until the Schilling deal was finalized.

The Diamondbacks long had been coveting

the b-foot, 7-inch Milwaukee first baseman as

the right-handed power hitter the lineup

lacked. With Shea Hillenbrand at third base,

Arizona has a pair of solid right-handed bats in

what has been, in recent years, a left-handed

dominated lineup.

Sexson, 28, earns $8.6 million next year,

the final season of his contract. He was the

Brewers' most popular player, but with the

franchise looking to cut its already meager

payroll to about $30 million next season, his

salary was too high.

Sexson has a .273 average with 191 home

runs in six major league seasons with

Cleveland and Milwaukee, and he had 45

homers and 124 RBis last season.

The Diamondbacks had no player with

more than 2b home runs last season.

Arizona's weak offense was a major reason

for the team's decline last season. Despite the

loss of Schilling, the Diamondbacks think they

can build a goad rotation with Randy Johnson

and young Brandon Webb at the top.

Counsell, a scrappy utility player and the

MVP in the 2001 NL Championship Series,

has been plagued by injuries the past two sea-

sons. He is from the Milwaukee area and still

lives there in the offseason. He will earn $3.15

million next season.

Overbay, a left-handed hitter, was given the

first-base job by the Diamondbacks as a rook-

ie at the start of last season after a rapid rise

through the minor league system. But he strug-

gled and was sent back to Triple-A Tucson to

work on his swing.

De La Rosa, whose fastball reaches 94

mph, was 6-3 with a 2.80 for Double-A

Portland and 1-2 with a 3.75 ERA for Triple-

A Pawtucket last season.

The Diamondbacks have financial con-

straints, too. Managing general partner )erry

Colangelo wants to cut the payroll from about

$94 million last season to $80 million. That

meant Schilling needed to go before other

deals fell into place.

The team also is believed to be shopping

closer Matt Mantei.

talk, ulk.uik. calk. uik...

to any phone in the world

The Best Phone Bill

Is No Phone Bill.

FREE phone service inttandx

www^ominuteman.com

Bartenders Have More Spirit!

Why not be a bartender?
• Uriiy pioressional school in Western AAA

ROSTOn • Hands-on ttaining in real bar/ckib settins

BflRTEflDCRf
* National certification in alcohol awareness

«.Mii#Mi « • Lifetime refresher

ICHODlef
.,p(^^,^

nmCRICfl . Resume

-^ • Special UMass student discountw db • Conveniently located in West Springfield

^^
'f

Call TGDAYI (41 3)747-9888

^ www.bostonbdrtender.com

unique you.
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downtown
Amherst

SPRliSIG

V'A.V/TiC.

CHTeitiMrtelfflliieippiiet

Additional Buybacic Locations:

Monday,Dec. 15 - Friday, Dec. 19

Campus Center Sam - 5pm

Worcester Dining Commons

9:30am - 4pm

Hamdenloliby 10am -5pm

SS K^
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University of

Massachusetts

UNIVERSrn STORE

MAe cord IM Sim
iriucish.

.

Pickupioori

Campus Onter • PIiohp: (4i:i) 543 2619

www.umass.bkstr.com

itscowicartMiy!

• rclCIng things or* hopp«ning •

www.scacnavei.com

online » on the PHonc • on cnmpu/ » on thc /tbcet

(« N)

6el used books eoriy Hi

ollett!(com
ONLINE. ON CRMPUS.
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Minutewomen split, post first win
Continued from page 10

did most ol the damage in the first half, with

Sharpton scoring eight points and Campbell drop-

ping 12. Sharpton was 3-for-3 from the field with

two of her shots coming from beyond the arch.

Campbell came right out of the gates with a 3-

point play, which would be the last Minutewomen
spark before Brown began to take control.

One major issue for the Maroon and White has

been its productivity from the charity stripe.

UMass was 9-for-l5 from the line in the second

half and only shot 61 percent for the game. Dacko

is frustrated with her teain's lack of success in one

of the more fundamental aspects of the game.

"We missed free throws and it's inexcusable

when you're out-rebounding people." Dacko said,

"We're getting to the line now more. We need to

convert from the foul line. We've got to make the

little things happen."

Tamara Tatham, who has been a defensive stal-

wart for the Minutewomen. sealed the deal with a

jump shot nearing the end of regulation. The

Maroon and White scored two more baskets in the

game, but relied on its defense to close the deal.

With the first win of the season, Dacko is

pleased with her team's performance and is looking

forward to continued success.

"You know you get the monkey off your back,"

Dacko said. "That's huge to get your first W,

because until there is proof of a win there is so

much doubt in a player's mind."

The win came one day after the Minutewomen

dropped a 43-42 decision to Fairfield in the first

round of the tournament. The Stags had to pull out

the victory in the final seconds, forcing a turnover

from Campbell during her last attempt to salvage

victory.

Campbell was once again outstanding, scoring

17 points and grabbing 1 1 boards on the night.

Fairfield slowed down the Maroon and White

offense, holding it to .340 from the field. Helping

with the offensive burden was Tatham, who
dropped 10 on the night after an impressive game

in the post.

The Minutewomen had 21 turnovers to the

Stags 17 and, along with a dismal .588 percentage

from the line, sealed their own fate.

"I'm pleased with our defensive effort; I'm

pleased with the rebounding effort," Dacko said,

"I'm not happy with the turnovers because they are

unforced errors that we are creating."

A,Domino% Pizza
•S^ Two Weeks Only

ONLY $1.99 ,

Buy Any Pizza Get The Second Pizza For $1.99

GOOD Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday ONIY
,

I $6 99 $7 vv i! J 12 99
I j

j
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Ij i
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Judit Zsedenyi and the Minutewomen posted their first victory of the season on Sunday.

May 19 to June 30
July 6 to August iJ

GW Summer offers a learWng experience of uncommon, qualiiy,

including 500 courses frorti 70 different areas of study. h

'I
'1

GW also offers a unique selection of special institutes,

summer abroad programs, fftd distance letrning courses.

www.sutntner.g^u.edu
email; gwsumtnertef^wu.cdu phone: 202.994.6360

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
WASHINGION DC ~~

(iW ii in rqti.-il oppnrffiniiy''iffiTin«nw actinn imrittirion

Earn 1, 2, or 3 credits

in less than a month

Classes begin January 3

English Comp I and II

Dance
Psychology

Public Speaking

Spanish Skills

French Skills

CLICK or CALL

i^cc.mass.cdu

(413) 775-1801

GREENFIELD
Community College

GREEN
FIELDS
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413-548-6900 |

[www.thehurp net|

163 Sunderland Rd.- N. Amherst

lust north of the apartments

Great new deck!

TUES. Team Pub Trivia!

Win Money and Prizes

WED. Harp Reggae Night

December Special!

Labatt Blue:

$1.75 A pint / $6.25 A pitcher

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Nuggets

• Macaroni & Cheese

• Sesame Noodles with

Pea Pods (vegan)

DINNER
• Honey Garlic Roast Pork

• Scrod with Newburg

Sauce

• Black Bean Tot'u Steak

(vegan)
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

TUESDAY
• High: 27

• Low: 1

2

l/MEDNfSD/AV

• High: 31

• Low: 1

3

THURSDAY
• High: 35

. Low: 19
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I am thankful for

laughter^ except when
milk comes out of my
nose. ^!>

aquarius • ian. ^o-feb. is

1 (mkI them some sugar; they ARE your

neighlx)rs.

pisCeS • FCB. 19-Mak. 20

Change your sheets. They are getting

smelly.

arles • mak. 2i-apk. 19

Stop your whining and start working.

taurus • Apr. 20-May 20

Act like a tool. It will make people laugh.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Don't borrow a wheelbarrow.

-Woody Allen
cancer • iun. 22-juL. 22

Drop your grcx;eries.

ieO "•
lui.. 23-Auc. 22

Your car may be old, but it still runs.

virgO • Auc. 23-Sept. 22

Bang your head against a wall, but be

careful not to hurt the wall.

libra • Srpi. I'i-Or-r. 22

Wear red suspenders. They look hot and

they are practical!

Scorpio • Ckr 23-Nov. 21

Bulletm boards are not firewood.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-df(. 21

Beware of Shredder; he hates turtles.

Capricorn • dk. 22-ian. 19

Villains have feelings, too.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
ANNOUNCEMENTS^ AUTO FOR SALE

SfKirts Teams-

Sororities- Clubs-

Student Groups Eiim

$1.000-$2,000rhis

semester with a ptDven

CampusFunJraistr 3

hour fundraisinu event.

Our tree proj^rams make

fundraisins easy with

no risks. Fundraisiny

dates are tilling quickly,

so (iet with the pro-

jjram! It works. Coritact

CampusFundraiser at

(888) 923'323H. or visit

www.campusfund-

raiser.com

BMW 32 5i Blue 1989

high miles excellent

condition Auto, ("misc,

air, CD, 6 cyl. Keyless

entry, alarm, sunrix)f,

well maintained, new

battery, exh.iust, front

end. New Paint Job

4niounted snows tirst

$kXX>665-W87 Leave

Messatre

$5a")!!l Police

Impounds. Hondas,

Chevy's, etc trom $5W.

For listings. l-SeX^-3|9-

3323exr4'iS4

M'ARTMFNT FOR RENT COMPUTERS

Downtown Amherst on

the Park L)ft style on

top fl(xir of Victorian

building 4 sky liMht

vaulted ceilings

C^ompletely rennKlelc-d

2 bedrtxims 1 full bath

Washer and dryer in

unit 978-546-5243

Rent $1 250 [vr month

plus utilities.

Pentium Laptt)p $99.L\^

Free Printer with

(x)mpuier jiurchase

C!all tor details. Cia-at

Rates ami yreat turn

arounil tiine. We fix

Liptops, IVsktops/lX's

miaranteed 584-8857

EMPLOYMENT

!BartcndinK!$ $250/day

|H)tential No experi-

ence Nesc Training; pro-

vided. l-8a'i-965-6520

ext 162

Winter Break

Employment - Bames

(Si Noble at Boston

Universiry. Help us pre-

pare for the u[xomin^z

semester. Needed:

C'ashiers, Shelvers,

C'ustoiner Service,

Phones. Rexibic shifts

(20, 30, or 40+ hrs per

week) srarting

IVcember 1 5th

-January 23rd. Store

discount, conveniently

locati\l in Kenmore Sc).

under the C "ityo Sij^

on MBTA B, C. or D
Clreen line. Meet our

representatives on IVc.

2iid at the Campus

(. 'enter (^incourse or

call our Human
ResourcelX'pt. at617-

236-7488orE-Mailus

for an application:

bksbu<®bncollene.com

.

EMPLOYMENT

Internship

Motivated students

seeking; leadership out-

side the K>x. Cjain

experience in all aspects

of ninnint; a small busi-

ness. Averatje pay:

$93a\00 Call 508-246-

12 50

B;mender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

potential. L(x:al p<isi-

tions. 1-8CW-293-3985

ext 516

.Attention UMass

Students! Tired of beinj;

broke.' Work with cus-

tomers. F^ini $17.50 per

apix)inrment. Start now

or after finals.

(^ editions .ipply. 413-

5 3 2 -4444 worklorstu-

dents.com

FOR SAIE

$$Discounts$$ t>i all

weight Kvss s|Mrt &
health supplements.

Visit www.easvsupple-

ments.coin

FOR SALE

Puppies. English

Sprinjjer Spaniels

5females 2males .^KC 1

registered $500 each

reatly in 5 weeks

dei'Hisits accepted now

Education discount

$100 off 665-9987 leave

mes,saj»e

MISCELLANEOUS

Your parents will think

you're a yjenius! vt)iceK-

lo

talk. talk.talk. talk. talk...

to any phone m the

world.

vvww.voicet
,

:lo.coin

Talk your a.ss oflfl voice-

yio

talk.talk.lalk.talk.ialk...

lo any pln)ne in the

world.

www.voiceyiK'.Ct'm

More beer tor you!

voice>»lo

talk. talk.talk. t.ilk. I, ilk...

to aiiy phone in the

world.

www.voiceL'k).c>)iu

MISCELLANEOUS

Major in yak! voicepK)

talk.talk.talk.talk.talk...

to any phone in the

world.

www.vt)ice t
;lo.com

SERVK ES

Stuck on a touj^h tenn

paix-r.'

TlK'Paix'rExtx'rts.com

cin help! Exix-n writers

can help with editing,

writing, p'aduate schtxil

applications. We'll help

with any subject- visit

us 24/7 at

TliePa[X.TEx|vrts.com .

Pregnant? Need help.'

C^ll Birthright of

Amherst area for free

testing and .issistance.

549-1906

PREC.NANCY TEST-

ING, HIV Testing,

Birth C AintTol, and

EmerKency Ca uitra-cep-

tion. Affordable and

confidential. Tipestry

Health, 27 Pray Street,

Amherst. 548-9992

SERVICES

Feeling weird or lost?

On the oiitskie Kxtkint;

in.' I cm help ymi. John

Martine, certified hyp-

notherapist 41 3-587-

3323

TRAVEL

''I Spring Break Vaca-

tions! 110"oBest Prices!

(.^ancun, Jamaica, Ba-

hamas, Florida, .^capul-

co B(xik Now &. Rivciw

Free Parties iSi Meals

C'ampus Relets Wantcxl!

1 -8a^2 34-7007 end-

lcs.ssummertours.com

Act Now! Bixik 1

1

jxople, get 12th trip

free. Ciroup di.scount--

for 6+ www.Ni^nni:

breakdiscounts.com or

8a%S 38-8202

SPRING BREAK
Lirgest selectuMi of

IV'stmat ions, including

C-ruises! Foam Parties,

Free IVinks and C 'lub

.Admissions. Rep

I\isitions ,ind FREE

trips Available. 1 -800-

231-4 386 www.Epicur-

eanTour^.com

Spring Bre;ik 2004.

Travel with STS,

America's*! Student

Tour C>pxTator to

Jamaica, C^ancun,

Acapiilco, Biihamas

and Florida. Now hiriiiL'

campus reps. C'all tor

group discounts.

Infomiation/Rc'servatio

nsl-8CU648-4849or

www.st St r.ivel .ct)m For

more infontiatiofi con-

tact STA Travel .it 41 3-

256-1261

A "Reality" Spring

Break 20O4's Hottest

Prices IVxik now .. Free

Trips, Meals Si Parties

www.stinsplashtours.

comor 18aM26-7710

WANTED

Help with SPSS and

Statistics up through

Multiple Regression. 3

Hours a week. Travel to

Sundedand $20 .in

hour4n-f)(i5-2779
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On the right track
Minutewomen split weekend, record first win

By Bern MtGovern
CllLLtl.lAN StAfF

The Massachusetts women's

basketball team has a few things

to be thankful for after the holi-

da> weekend.

The Maroon and White won
its first game of the season,

squeaking

UMass 42

Fairfield

UMass

43

55

Brown 52

past
Brown,
55-52, in

the third

place-
game of

the Coca-

Cola Classic at the Arena at

Harbor Yard in Bridgeport, Conn.

It wasn't perfect, however, as

the Minulewomen lost to host

Fairfield in the first round on

Saturday.

UMass had its fair share of

troubles coming into the weekend

after blowing a nine-point half-

time lead to Syracuse last

Tuesday, dropping a 62-54 heart-

breaker.

lunior college transfer Brooke

Campbell led the way in the

Maroon and White's first victory,

scoring 20 points and 15

rebounds on the night. Campbell

has been the silver lining thus far

for the Minutewomen as she has

averaged a double-double in her

last three contests.

"She's still improving. I think

that the coaching staff has

focused on her in regards to her

playing on her ability," UMass
coach Marnie Dacko said.

"Regardless of the outcome of the

games, there are things she needs

to do to improve upon her game

from where she was in |uco to

now."

UMass let the Bears come out

to a 27-16 lead in the game, but

started to emerge offensively as

halftime drew near. The

Minutewomen went on an 18-4

scoring run in the final seven min-

utes of the half to take a 54-31

lead going into the break.

Ashley Sharpton and Campbell

Football's live most

iJi

Continued on page 8

Junior Edris Bailey scored four points and grabbed three rebounds in UMass' 55-52 victory over B

Minutewomen's first victory of the season.

rown. It was the

UM prepares for border war
Young Minutemen face

stiff challenge in UVM
By Becky Horowitz

( x)LLEt.iAN Staff

Anthony Anderson leads the Minutemen with a 1 5.7 points per jjamc averajce.

After a disheartening loss to Hartford

at the Mullins Center last Monday, the

Massachusetts men's basketball team

has spent the past week on the court

working on each of the areas it's been

lacking, specifically its defense.

After the 72-66 loss, the

Minutemen's problems became much

more apparent. The young team wasn't

able to keep it together long enough to

take down the smaller and statistically

inept Hawks.

With a week before its next game —
tonight at home against Vermont at 7

pm. — UMass worked vigorously to

better itself.

"We spent most of the week working

on our stuff, worrying about us," coach

Steve Lappas said. "It's been a long

week. We spent most of the week just

working on the things that we need to

improve on and the last two days work-

ing on Vennont.

"We worked on our defense really

more than anything else. 1 felt that we

didn't play well defensively ... You have

to pick something and try and correct it

and spend time at that and then work on

the next thing.

"I think it was good for us," Lappas

said of the week off. "1 didn't like it while

it was going on because after you have a

bad loss you want to play, but it was

good for us, so we were able to get a lot

out of it, I think."

Tonight's game against Vermont v^ll

be a true test for the Minutemen. as the

Catamounts were Atlantic East champi-

ons last season, and entered the NCAA
tournament as a 16 seed, before being

knocked out in the first round by

Arizona.

UVM lost a 68-67 heartbreaker to

UCLA Saturday night at Pauley Pavilion,

despite a tremendous effort by junior

forward Taylor Coppemath.

Coppcmath scored 38 points and

grabbed five rebounds while also regis-

tering five assists in playing all 40 min-

utes for the Catamounts.

Coppemath was the 2002-2003

America East Player of the Year, as well

as the 2001-2002 America East Rookie

of the Year.

The Maroon and White will look to

shutdown Coppemath as much as possi-

ble, but the team knows Vennont has

other players to watch out for also.

"Well he's a great player They've got

a big kid who score's 25 points a game,"

litppas said of Coppemath. "He played

great the other night against UCLA, so

we've spent a lot of time |on| stopping

him. They also have a couple other guys

who haven't played as well lately who are

good players.

"IT.j.l Sorrentinc. he's a good player.

He was player of the year two years ago

he was out all last year so he's kind of

been a little slow getting started but

we're going to keep an eye on him."

Minutemen center Gabe Lee will

look to contain Coppemath. and thinks

his abilities could pose a problem.

"You ain always watch a good play-

er." Lee said. "But most good players

don't do everything they can do on every

film. He's big and he can shoot the ball

really well so it's going to be a big chal-

lenge for me."

Another big matchup in this game

vAW be at the point, between UMass jun-

ior captain Anthony Anderson, who's

averaging 15.7 points a game, and

Sorrentinc. Sonentine was out last sea-

son with a pair of broken wrists, but is

back as a starter and tri-captain for the

Catamounts.

With the emergence of sophomore

Rashaun Freeman, the Maroon and

White have been stronger underneath

than expected. Ftfeman was voted the

Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Week for the

.second consecutive time, and is averag-

ing 15.7 points and 8.7 rebounds a

game. He is also shooting 59.4 percent

from the floor.

Swagger

The 2003 Minutemen

had it from day one.

Beginning in the searing

August heat during two-a-

days and lasting until the

bitter, snow-covered end

in upstate New York,

every time the members of

the UMass football team

MaFZelli
took the lleld, they did so

-^^i—•i^— knowing they could win.

So while Mark Whipple's sixth season in

Amherst saw the Maroon and White bring

home its first Atlantic 10 title since 1999 and

set new .school records for regular season wins

(10). conference wins (eight) and hoine wins

(seven), there will always be a slight twinge of

disappointment because fans, players and coach-

es alike knew that this team was capable of, and

de.sei\'ed. far greater

Nonethekss, no one will dispute that it was

one of the greatest seasoas the Pkaieer Valley has

ever seen, and that Mas.sachusetts has re-estab-

lished itself as a top ptv)grani both in the A- 10 as

well as all of Division 1-AA.

With thanks going out to coach Whipple, his

staff and players for what has been a truly unfor-

gettable experience for this journalist, I give you

the live most memorable moments of the 2003

Massachusetts football season:

5.) JBT KnOMt MB JUME HOMMfD HOOK If FOR A 97-

wm TomoowN ntss a Vumow to estabush nc new

ArUNTIC 10 RBXWD FOR LQNGBT PUV HUM SGHMMABL

Facing sc-cond-and- 1 2 from their own 5-

yard line in a scoreless game, it was UMass who

simck first in this battk- of first place teams.

Three weeks after establishing a new

school record for longest touchdown pass,

Krohn dropped back and lofted a perfectly

thrown pass to Howard. Leaping over a

defender and snagging the pass at the apex of

his jump. Floward took care of the rest on his

own, as he raced all alone to the end zone to

give the Minutemen the lead and establish a

new rcvord that should stand the test of time.

4.) Backup ouAitTBttACK Stew Howbi takes tw mat-

\M season's final snap and drops to one kms, cunch-

ING A MCTORY OVER RHODE ISUND AND TIC MMUIBn'S

RRST AnJMTK 10 TITU SMZ 1999.

It was a scene that many expected to play out

on the McGuirk Aluinni Stadium turf in mid-

November, but few expected to see a knee other

than No.7's touch down to signify the end of the

2003 season.

Regardless, with Krohn looking on from the

sidelines after being removed from the game fol-

bwing a blow to the head, it was the junior col-

lege transfer Howell v.ho took the final snap,

setting off a raucous on-field celebration three

months in the making.

Then, after he was titated to a Gatorade

shower, it was Whipple who was part of a

moment that signified what his team was all

about in 03.

Standing next to suspended star R.j. Cobbs,

a soaked Whipple addressed the McGuirk

crowd about how proud he was of the way his

team handled adversity all season long, and

that they were, indeed, champions.

3.) On four™-ano-60AI, Johnson OwtJMi hauls in a 6-

WRD TOUCHDOWN PASS M THE (»RNER OF THE E» ZONE TO

TK THE SCORE AT 31 AND SBD THE MMUTOm HnD THE

FIRST OF THREE OVERnMES AT DaAMMNE.

It was ;iiguahly the best game a

Massachusetts team has ever been a part of

and, had they won, surely would have pro-

duced more incredible memories.

Nonetheless, in a battle for first place that

had everything, the catch that sent these two

powerhouses to extra frames inakes the list in

repre.sentation the contest as a whole; the best

football game this vkriter has ever seen.

After [Ximinkjue Stewart, back in place of

the injured Steve Costello. was unable to field a

punt at his own I -yard line, it seemed as if the

Blue Hens had inserted the nail in the coffin

when they converted the turnover into seven

points just two plays later.

However, the Minutemen fought back as

they had all season long, using eight plays to

mareh 83 yards, setting up a fourth-and-goal

fmm the Delaware six.

With the game on t!ie line and amidst the

most electrifying atmosphere in Division l-AA

— 22.000-plus screaming fans — Krohn

calmly approached the line of scrimmage.

Upon taking the snap, he immediately looked

left and lofted the softest of passes toward the

comer of the end zone.

There. Johnson Owumi, playing in his only

season vAth UMass, was waiting with his back

tumed to the sideline. With arms outstretched

over his head, he reveled the ball in over the

Blue Hen defender and fell on his back, inch-

es from the sideline, to tie the game and

silence the stunned crowd.

2.) Jeff Krohn connects with Jason Peebier for a 65-

ymo touchdown pass on the fifth puy of the gaaie to

ovE UMass a 7-0 uao over Big 12 PONm Kansas

STiOE.

When l-A frontrunner Kansas State

appeare'd on the Minutemen's 2003 schedule,

it was toutt"d as a leaming experience for

UMass. As a successful 1-AA school looking

into the jump to l-A. UMass administrators

and coaches had an opportunity to observe a

successful Big 1 2 program firsthand, while the

players could test themselves on the field

against bigger, faster and stronger players.

However, just 2:23 seconds into the game,

it was Massachusetts doing the teaching

against the No. 6 Wildcats. Faced with third-

and-one from their own 35, and the 'Cats

were' geared up for the obvious rush in what

was a short-yardage situation. Krohn drew the

defense with a play-action fake, and fired a

Continued on page 7
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Former top Saddam deputy presumed dead
By Miriam Fam
Associated Press

KIRKUK, Iraq (AP) — U.S.

troops may have killed or

arrested a top former deputy of

Saddam Hussein who is sus-

pected of leading the anti-U.S.

insurgency, an Iraqi official said

Tuesday. Officials of the U.S.-

led coalition in Baghdad said

they had no information on the

report.

Izzat Ibrahim al-Douri, No.

6 on the U.S. list of most-want-

ed Iraqis, may have been arrest-

ed or killed in a U.S. raid in

Kirkuk in northern Iraq, a sen-

ior Kurdish official in Kirkuk

said on condition of anonymity.

"I heard he might have been

killed or captured," the official

said, citing sources in his polit-

ical party.

U.S. officials last week
offered a $10 million reward

for information leading to al-

Douri's capture. Aside from

Saddam, Al-Douri is the most

senior official of the former

regime who is still at large.

Last week, U.S. troops

arrested a wife and a daughter

of al-Douri in an apparent

attempt to pressure him into

surrendering.

In Baghdad, workers on

Tuesday began dismantling four

giant bronze busts of Saddam
Hussein that have long been a

Baghdad landmark.

The workers used a con-

struction crane to take down
the busts in the Republican

Palace. The U.S. -led Coalition

Provisional Authority

announced last month that it

would dismantle the 13-feet-

high busts. It was not clear how
long the operation would last.

A witness said insurgents

ambushed American soldiers

just south of Samarra, a city

where troops and insurgents

fought a pitched battle on

Sunday. U.S. commanders
claimed that up to 54 guerrillas

were killed in the clash Sunday,

but this has been disputed by

residents and hospital officials

who say less than 10 people

died.

Tuesday's ambush occurred

on the road between Baghdad

and Samarra, 60 miles north of

the capital, witnesses said. An
Associated Press photographer

said he saw American soldiers

using a stretcher to carry a body

covered in plastic. It was

unclear who the victim was.

A military spokesman said

he had no information about

the reported clash.

In addition to attacking

coalition forces, rebels in recent

days have killed a number of

nonmilitary personnel, includ-

ing two Japanese diplomats,

two South Korean electrical

workers and a Colombian con-

tractor.

Sir Jeremy Greenstock.

Britain's chief representative in

Iraq, warned that insurgents are

now turning to softer targets

and urged foreigners to increase

security levels.

"People have to be very care-

ful. The Spaniards and the

lapanese who were killed this

week were not following the

strictest possible protection

rules," Greenstock told British

Broadcasting Corp. radio.

Greenstock said he was con-

fident coalition troops would

retain a grip on events and said

the coalition backed the aggres-

sive approach to tackling secu-

rity problems being taken by Lt.

Gen. Ricardo Sanchez, the top

U.S. commander in Iraq.

During the past month. U.S.

troops have pounded suspected

guerrilla targets under a new

"get-tough" campaign against

the insurgency. Despite the

crackdown, November has

proven to be the deadliest for

coalition troops since the war

began.

The increasing death toll has

raised concerns in some nations

taking part in the U.S. -led coali-

tion.

On Tuesday. Thailand's

Foreign Minister Surakiart

Sathirathai said government

leaders will discuss the possibil-

ity of withdrawing Thailand's

contingent from Iraq if the

security situation continues to

deteriorate.

Thailand dispatched 422 sol-

diers in September in a non-

combat capacity to help rebuild

roads, buildings and other

infrastructure destroyed during

the war, and to provide medical

services.

The fighting in Samarra on

Sunday represented a greater

level of coordination in the

Iraqi insurgency, although U.S.

forces said they had anticipated

the attacks and blunted them

with superior firepower.

Political forum hits CC
By Matt Elder
CoLLEoiAN Staff

Tomorrow afternoon in the Campus Center,

the University Democrats and Mass Voters for

Clean Elections will co-sponsor an open forum

to raise awareness about unfair elections.

The forum will take place in room 165 of the

Campus Center at 4:30 p.m.

Ellen Story, State Representative for the

Third Hampshire District, Lauren Mattison, a

graduate student and member of the University

Democrats and various professors will attend the

forum.

At the forum, Mattison will open with a pres-

entation about money, politics and how they go

hand in hand.

"It's hard to run a campaign without money,"

Mattison said. After Mattison's presentation.

Story will elaborate on the importance on the

connection between money and politics.

Following Story's presentation there will be

an open forum. The forum will be aimed at stu-

dents. Mattison said that focusing on students is

unusual, as a lot of students don't understand

the importance of clean elections, and that this

should be an interesting topic for students.

Mattison said that in 1998 a clean election

law was passed that would help out people who

had local support but not a lot of money.

Due to budget cuts, the state didn't give the

necessary funding to the law. The Supreme

ludicial Court then told the legislature to either

fund or repeal the law, to which they chose the

latter, Mattison said. The law was repealed in

|une of this year.

"The legislature pretty much broke the law,"

Mattison said about the decision to repeal the

law that was voted in by a 67 percent majority

five years ago.

Mattison said that the law was supposed to

have spending limits for candidates, and that the

limits depended on a sliding scale based on the

number of people being represented.

"The candidates who win have a lot of

money," Mattison said.

Mattison said that late last year, before it was

repealed, some funds were allocated tu candi-

dates. However, the money was given out too

late to impact the election. She also said that

Maine and Arizona have strict clean elections

laws, and that many other states are in various

stages of passing such laws.

Mattison said that a possible target date for

these laws to be voted on by the legislature is in

2006, but that is tentative. She added that to get

these laws to pass and stay, we need to educate

legislatures on the issue and build more support

for clean elections. However, there will always

be people who oppose the issue, she said.

Dirty laundry to help charity

By MiCHELtE EXJZOIS,

( X)LU-;i.lAN OjRIUiSPONDENT

By donating to charity, college

students with dirty clothes may be

able to earn free laundry service

from Dirty Business, a local

laundromat that is kicking off its

first annual "Delivering for a

Cause" clothing drive by suspend-

ing its regular business today

Normal service from the compa-

ny has been suspended for the day

so that the business can dispatch its

pickup vehicles to the five residen-

tial areas of the University of

Massachusetts and collect clothing

donations from students.

Students living in the UMass

domis are asked to give unwanted

clothes and outerwear to the

Resident A.ssistant on their floor

All items collected will be donated
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to local charities.

Dirty Business will weigh the

total amount of clothing donated by

each floor, and will award coupons

for free laundry to the most gener-

ous floor.

"Our goal is to have each floor

of the dormitories competing

against each other, hopefully gener-

ating large quantities of clothing

and making this event a successful

one," said Robyn DeSarbo,

Philanthropic Chair for Dirty

Business.

The Dirty Business company is

the brainchild of UMass alumni

lustin Zucker '02 and Michael

Hauke '03, both of whom have

degrees in Resource Economics.

They created their business as a

project for Professor R Geoffrey

Allen's Small Business Finance

course, and launched it in 2002.

Dirty Business offers its services

to everyone living in the Five

College area, but "specializes in

alleviating college students of the

distracting, time-consuming bur-

den of doing laundry," said Flauke.

Customers arrange a pickup

time with Dirty Business, and their

laundry is returned to their door

washed, dried and folded. Dry

cleaning is also available.

"We've spoken to the RAs and

are really excited about this event,"

said Zucker. He and Hauke are

eager to give back to their alma

mater.

"It can be hard for college stu-

dents to get involved in community

service, because they're isolated

from the rest of the community."

said Hauke. "We started off as

UMass students, and we really

:tn PRESS

U.S. Army soldiers patrol the streets of a small villaRe near the Southern Iraqi town of Nasiriyah

Monday. U.S forces repulsed two ciK>rdinatcd attacks by insurtjents in Samarra on Sunday.

Hundreds of accidents caused

by snow squalls in Northeast
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want to help show that UMass and

the other colleges can have an

impwct."

Dirty Business will also collt^;t

clothing from the Greek houses

today

"There is a separate contest

among the fratemities and sorori-

ties," said Hauke. "If any other

organizations want to take a more

active role, they're free to do so."

Students who live off campus,

as well as students from the other

four colleges in the Five College

Consortium, aa' encouraged to par-

ticipate as well. Students making

donations individually should call

Dirty Business to arrange a pickup

time.

"Delivering for a Cause" will

continue on Saturday That day. all

members of the local community,

not just students, arc invited to call

Dirty Business to have thcii dona-

tions pickcKi up. Dirty Business will

once again halt regular business for

that day .sending out its vehicles for

donation pickups only

Organizers will also set up a

giant "Holiday Hamper" in front of

the Amherst Town Hall on

Saturday, hoping to altiact dtmn-

town shoppers and diners. Anyone

who participates in the clothing

drive on Saturday will rexeivc a

matching voucher for free laundr>

equal to the weight of clothing they

donate.

"Anything is acceptable, espe-

cially venter clothing." said Hauke.

RAs who collect clothing from

their residents ttxlay and individu-

als who wish to donate on Saturday

can call Dirty Business at 41 3-256-

3478 to arrange a pickup time.

DANVFRS (AP) -^ It was

just one inch of snow. It might

as well have been two feet.

A powerful line of snow

squalls shocked commuters

Tuesday, leaving behind a thin

coat of snow and black ice that

made travel treacherous.

Hundreds of accidents

statewide snarled major high-

ways and side streets alike,

turning roads into virtual park-

ing lots.

The squalls lasted only a few

moments as they blew across

the state.

The morning commute last-

ed into lunch.

"Basically. 1 just crept

along." said Carol Gist, who
left her Grovckmd home at

8: 1 5 a.m. for her 24-miic com-

mute to Wakefield. She arrived

at 1 1 a.m., with a half-eaten

lunch.

Commuters in this region

certainly have experience dri\-

ing in the snow; last winter v^as

one of the worst on record lot

snowfall. But the sudden nature

of the squalls, and the liming,

made even an inch too inuch to

handle.

"The first snow, even though

there's nothing to it. is always. 1

feel, the worst one," Gist said.

There were no serious acci-

dents reported, and injuries

were minor, in part because the

snow made traffic move no

faster than a crawl on many

streets, said State Police Lt.

Paul Maloney.

Conditions were perfect for

the formation of black ice. The

thin layer of snow was easily

melted by car tires, then froze

again on cold road surfaces, as

temperatures did not rise above

fieczing. And the first flakes fell

just before sunrise, as the

morning commute began.

"It struck at probably the

worst possible time." Maloney

said.

Intense snowfall broke out

in the Sturbridge area around

5:30 a.m. and quickly swept

eastward across the state. The

squalls ended by around 7:30

a.m. Visibility was reduced to

as little as a quarter mile during

the squalls.

Troopers responded to more

than 300 accidents statewide,

including at least 50 on

Interstates 91 and 291 between

the Connecticut line and

Holyoke. Several of the crashes

involved jackknifed tractor-

trailers.

The North Shore and

Merrimack Valley regions saw

the worst of it. but the com-

mute was slow on nearly every

route into and around Boston.

Because of the heavy traffic.

road ciews had trouble treating

the roads.

And. in a bit of irony, a

Statehouse hearing on a dispute

between the state and snow

plowers had to be delayed for

an hour because two buses car-

rying plow drivers were stuck

in traffic. Sen. Robert A.

Havern 111. D-Arlington. who
held the hearing, said drivers

will refuse to plow after |an. I

if the state continues with a

plan to require them to carry

global positioning satellite sys-

tems to track their location.

Some drivers said they had

sand trucks at the ready

Tuesda> inorning. but were

never called. The highway

department said they will not

be used if they don't agree to

use the tracking system.

"There's a disconnect

between the highway depart-

ment and the snow and ice

operators." Havern said.

About 1 50 snow and ice

contractors who agreed to the

satellite tracking were on the

roads Tuesday but had difficul-

ty even getting to the supply

depots because traffic snarled

so quickly.

"It was very unique and it

caught a lot of people by sur-

prise." said Ion Carlisle,

spokesman lor MassHighway

"Rather than flurries that were

predicted it was snow squalls."

OLIVIA OATTl/ASSlX-IATEr PRESS

Southbound traffic along 1-93 toward B«>ston passing through Andover s\o^^\^ crawU along the

ice and snow covered riwdway after a low temperature snow squall passed throuKh the eastern

Mas.sachusetts area Tuesday.
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Today
Hampshire College — Marcellus Andrews will

speak about affirmative action in higher edu-

cation in the lecture, "Race, Equality and

Scarcity: Affirmative Action and the Diversity

Trap as Barriers to Economic Justice." The lec-

ture is at 5 p.m. in West Lecture Hall of

Franklin Patterson Hall.

Smith College — The Western Massachusetts

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender

Political Alliance, the Project on Women and

Social Change, and Spectrum are sponsoring a

Same-sex Civil Marriage Panel at 7 p.m. in

Graham Hill, Hillyer of the Brown Fine Art

Center. Panelists include Jennifer Levi, an

attorney with the Gay and Lesbian Advocates

and Defenders, Robyn MaGuire, of the

Freedom to Marry Coalition and Heidi Norton

and Gina Smith, plaintiffs in the same-sex

marriage suit before the Massachusetts

Supreme Judicial Court.

Smith College — Daniel Goleman, author of

Destructive Emotions, will hold the lecture,

"The Lama in the Lab: Buddhism and Cognitive

Neuroscience in Dialogue." He will discuss the

possible implications Buddhism has on health,

well-being and training the mind. The lecture

is at 7:30 p.m. in Neilson Library Browsing

Room.

Hampshire College — Lewis R. Gordon,

President of the Caribbean Philosophical

Association, will give the lecture "Must

Revolutionaries Sing the Blues? Some

Thoughts on Fanon and the Leitmotif of

Modern Life." The lecture is at 4 p.m. in the

West Lecture Hall of Franklin Patterson Hall.

Mount Holyoke College— Anne Hendrixson, of

The Committee on Women, Population and the

Environment, will give the lecture "Beyond the

Hype: Toward Justice for Young People." The

lecture is at the Five College Women's Studies

Research Center located at 83 College St. at

7:30 p.m.

Smith College — At 8 p.m., Michael Ignatieff

will speak on "The Lesser Evil: Hard Choices In

the War on Terror" for the annual Frank and

Lois Green Schwoerer Class of '49 History

Department lecture. The lecture is in Theatre

14 of the Mendenhall Center for Performing

Arts.

F r i a y

Tomorrow

University of Massachusetts — The Student

Chapter of the American Institute of Floral

Designers is hosting its annual Holiday Bazaar

from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in French Hall 105.

Holiday flowers, centerpieces and wreaths will

be on sale to help raise money tor the students

to attend a national symposium in July.

Saturday 6
Hampshire College — The Hampshire College

Chorus and Friends will present an eclectic

seasonal program at 3 p.m. in the Recital Hall

of the Music and Dance Building. A multicul-

tural holiday sing-along and reception will fol-

low the concert.

UMass — At 8 p.m., the Opus One String

Ensemble will perform In the Bezanson Recital

Hall. Pieces will include Haydn's "Cello and

Violin Concertos," featuring Sean Murray on

cello and Julia Koo on violin, and Gnatall's

"Marimba Concerto" featuring Fabio de

Oliveira on marimba and Philip Glass'

"Company."

Sunday /

Hampshire College — From 9 a.m. to 4 p.m..

Artistry in Iron: Third Annual Blacksmithing

Meet will take place at the Lemelson Center.

The blacksmithing conference includes speak-

ers such as Susan Madasci, an accomplished

blacksmith whose work ranges from sculpture

to architectural decoration as well as function-

al items, to various demonstrations, work-

shops and project displays. For more informa-

tion contact Don Dupuis at 413-559-5346.

UMass — At 2 p.m.. Beloved Opera

Ensembles-Opera Workshop will be held in the

Bezanson Recital Hall. The workshop features

alumni and students performing works and

pieces from "Rigoletto," "Carmen." "Marriage

of Figaro." "Lakme," "Barber of Seville." "CosI

fan tutte" and "Madame Butterfly." Tickets are

$5 to $10 and available through the Fine Arts

Center Box Office.

Monday
UMass — At 7:30 p.m., the Graduate String

Quartet will perform works by Mozart,

Beethoven and Debussy in Bezanson Recital

Hall. The Quartet includes Amanda Burr and

Kaila Graef on violin, Stan Renard on viola and

Sean Murray on cello.

T u e s day 9

Smith College — Dr Judith Ramaley, assistant

director of education and human resources

directorate at the National Science

Foundation, will speak at 4:30 p.m. In

McConnell 404. In the case that a larger atten-

dance arrives than McConnell 404 can hold,

the event will be held in McConnell Auditorium.

A reception will precede the lecture in

McConnell's foyer.

Smith College — At 7:30 p.m., MFA Grad Event

will be held in Scott Dance Studio. The event

features a night of dance performances with

works by Madelyne Camera, Kelly Parsley,

Jillian Sweeney and Mary Vogt.

Random shootings linked by authorities
By Anita Chanc;

AsStKlATEl) PrKSS

COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) — Authorities have

linked 12 shootings along a five-mile stretch of

interstate around Columbus, including one that

killed a woman and another that broke a window at

an elementary school.

Four of the shootings — three at vehicles and one

at the school last month - were from the same gun.

Franklin County Sheriffs Chief Deputy Steve Martin

said Tuesday.

Although ballistics tests could not link the rest ol

the shootings along Interstate 270. investigators

said they "are comfortable" saying all 12 are con-

nected, he said. He would not elaborate.

Authorities have received more than 500 tips,

but would not speculate about who the shot)ter

might be and would not release the type of weapon.

"Collectively, we think its not good for us to put

that infonnation out," Martin said.

The shootings began in May along Interstate 270.

the freewav that circles Columbus. Many were not

reported until after Nov. 25. when 62-year-old Gail

Knisley was killed by a bullet that pierced the side of

a car driven by a friend.

The latest shooting linked to the spree was a Nov.

1 1 shooting at Hamilton Central FJementary in

Obetz. about two miles from the freeway.

Superintendent Bill Wiuman .said he believes the

shooting was not meant to harm anyone because it

happened overnight, but nervous parents expressed

concern.

Tiffany Ellis. 52, said her son's second-grade

classroom faces the front of the school, where the

bullet struck.

"It makes me angry to be honest with you. that I

have to drive down the road worrying about getting

shot." Ellis said Tuesday.

'^Hfe said she plans lo call Wednesday to-eee^'hat i

precautions the district is taking, and may avoid her

own living room, which also faces the two-lane

road.

"That's kind of scary to think someone could

shoot through your window like that." Ellis said.

Greg Mellon said his 8-year-old son "ducked

down in the car" on the way to his recreation league

basketball practice at the school Tuesday night.

"Of course he's thinking about it." Mellon said.

A house was shot at Tuesday near the freeway,

but Martin said investigators have not linked it to

the other shootings.

Local businesses have established a $10,000

reward for information leading to an arrest.

Criminal behavior experts have varying opinions

on who's behind the attacks, lack Levin, a

Northeastern University criminologist, believes two

people could be responsible.

"Wl^eaLsee a crime like this it's almost always

two friends, whdl^obabiy wouldn't do tl\is sepa-

rately, but when they're together there's a certain

chemistry, a certain insanity." said Levin, director of

Northeastern's Brudnick Center on Violence.

"How do you share the joy of killing or causing

problems if you're alone? ^'ou can't brag about it or

someone will turn you in." he said.

But N.G. Berrill. a psychologist who profiles

killers at his New York forensic consulting firm,

said the shooter is probably a young male who feels

frustrated and generally powerless in his life.

"It's almost an infantile rage is the way I would

describe it." he said.

Berrill said the shootings were the work of a per-

son who loves the thrill of causing panic, although

he may not intend to kill.

Hie shooter is likely someone from the sur-

rounding community, said Lou Palumbo. a retired

police investigator who runs a private security and

investigation organization called The Elite Agency

*1Bfflted.

Now live and online!

Online Certificate

of Business Studies

Offered by the Division of Continuing Education

with the Isenberg School of Management

The certificate program is a credit-based program and is

intended for students who want to broaden their academic

background with business courses without completing a BBA.

The program is delivered online and live allowing for the

courses to be taken and completed anytime and anywhere. The

program consists of five credit-bearing courses which are as

follows: Introduction to Business, Introduction to Accounting

I, Corporation Finance, Fundamentals of Marketing, and

Principles of Management.

Courses offered this Winter Session 2004:

ACCOUNTING 221

Introduction to Accounting I (live and online)

FINANCE AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 301

Corporation Finance (live and online)

MANAGEMENT 301

Principles of Management (live)

MARKETING 301

Fundamentals of Marketing (online)

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 197 I

ST: Introduction to Business (online)

For more information contact the Division of

Continuing Education, 545-3430. To register go to

www.umass.edu/contined or the Division of Continuing

Education Registration Office, 358 N. Pleasant St.

Earn 1, 2, or 3 credits

in less than a month

Classes begin January 3

English Comp I and II

Dance
Psychology

Public Speaking

Spanish Skills

French Skills

CLICK or CALL

i^^cc.mass.cdu

(413) 775-1801

GREEN
FIELDS

GREENFIELD
Community College
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Donations: getting in

the spirit of giving
Now that the snow has begun to fall, it

marks the beginning of the holiday season.

While this usually means the beginning of

frenzied shopping and overeating, it should

also mean that people are beginning to open

up their hearts. This is often one of the most

difficult times of year for people who are in

need, and even the smallest gesture on our

parts can make a big difference in someone's

life.

Of course, we are all college students, and

are. therefore, poor. However, even if you do

not have a nickel to spare, there are other

ways to make a donation and help out besides

giving money. Starting this week, there will

be community drives going on for nearly

everything — especially toys and blood —
and it will all be going on right here in the

Pioneer Valley.

The goal of a toy drive is to provide toys

for children who would otherwise receive

nothing for the holidays. The sponsor collects

new or used toys that are in good condition

and takes care of distributing them to needy

children in the area. This year. News Channel

40 is sponsoring one such drive, and Hadley's

Big Y Supermarket is one of the drop-off

zones. This is. of course, in addition to the

toy drive Coolidge Hall in Southwest is run-

ning right here on campus. What a good way

for us, as students, to help out the communi-

ty in which we live.

Blood is another commodity that is needed

around this time of year especially. Many fam-

ilies have members whose lives depend on

receiving blood, and the Red Cross does its

best to supply everyone in need. But without

enough donors, there is always a shortage.

Giving one pint of blood can save the lives of

up to three people, and the process takes less

than an hour. There are blood drives fre-

quently scheduled in the basement of the

Campus Center. There are other local spots

where blood donations will be collected. To

find more information on other local drives

or to make an appointment to donate, visit

www.givelife.org. The greatest gift you can

give someone is a second chance at life.

So even though our pockets may be empty,

there are still plenty of things we can do to

help out the community. So forget about

finals for an hour, and get into the spirit of

giving. What better time is there than this

holiday season? These next few weeks before

the holidays are the most crucial for those in

need. You alone can make the difference in

someone's life, and the organizations in this

area could not make it any easier for us to

participate. This is the season of giving, so

let's get oui there and give back to our com-

munity.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.
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The feminist epiphany
The Women's movement has failed to appreci-

ate its success. The feminists of yesteryear pre-

dicted that the women of today would embrace

the rights hard won for them with open

arms, leaving the kitchen in herds to
j j pp^[

challenge the so-called male world.
'

beginning with its workforce. What they

didn't expect was for women to remain in the

he dies. This process has remained relatively

unchanged for centuries. The static male role's

foil is the dramatic change in women's lives: from

the conservative and traditional role as

first daughter, then wife, and finally

mother to the modern female life position

of someone with almost too many choices

home and return to traditional care taking posi-

tions in .society, rejecting the professional for the

personal. What they missed was that included in

the rights they earned for their daughters was the

right to care for future daughters, the right to

choose the traditional caretaker role of mother,

wife and homemaker.

American women today have rights equal to

their male counterparts. We are protected as full

citizens under the Constitution of the United

Slates of America. Furthermore, we have options

within society born of these legal changes. It is

these very options, and the women who opt out of

a professional career for a personal one. that beg

the question, for the militant fem-

inists of our mother's day. whether

the women's movement was suc-

cessful at all.

The women's movement did

not fail: It succeeded in garnering

equal rights (although equal pay

has yet to be seen) for women in

the United States and inspired

comparable movements in other

nations. The antipode to the femi-

nist success is society's (created of

both men and women) dismal fail-

ure to recognize the burden

placed upon the emancipated

woman.
It is considered, incorrectly, "a

man's world" simply because cer-

tain societal expectations and bio-

logical realities make the world a

much more challenging place for

women. Women carry too great a burden, and

often choose to accept this overwhelming burden.

The laggard changes to male life across genera-

tions continue to impede not only women's devel-

opment outside the home, but also society's tran-

sition to a balanced and truly equal life for all

genders.

Traditionally, a man's life is simpler than a

woman's. He is born, cared for, educated, raised

to provide financially for his partner or family (if

he chooses to have a partner and family) and then

It Is considered,

Incorrectly, "a

man's world" sim-

ply because cer-

tain societal

expectations and

biological realities

make the world a

much more chal-

lenging place for

women.

and expectations.

.As little girls we are told we can do anything.

What we hear is: "you can do everything," and do

everything all at once.

As a consequence of new rights, women are

expected to perform outside of the home in the

workplace. Women can do it all ~ run the office

and the home. Men are equally capable of care

taking, however it is still not common that they

take on the role, forcing their female partners to

do so. ( I hope that with our generation this contin-

ues to change.) You can be an educated woman,

take on the male workplace and lead a company as

CEO and have a family nestled securely into the

perfect home with a happy and securely mascu-

line male figure standing equally

by our side. Many women arc real-

izing that raising children and run-

ning a home is a profession unto

it.self, and giving up their position

as CEO. Other women are forfeit-

ing their position as mother, and

sometimes also as wife, for their

profession, because they appreci-

ate that the years in which one

builds a career are the same in

which you raise your family.

The world is what we as

women make of it: We have laws

to protect us as well as an innate

and neces.sary position in society

to give us power. How we use this

is up to us. The women's move-

ment has proven that whether men

play along or not, society is mov-

ing towards a shared responsibili-

ty for children and the family.

Feminism today is not the ball-bashing, man-

hating "ism" it once was. Modern feminism is

humanism — the pursuit of equal rights and

responsibilities for all people regardless of race,

gender, sex, sexual preference, ethnicity or reli-

We have not lost the battles of the femmist

movement: new battles have been forged by tho.se

we have won.

S./. Port is a Collegian columnist.

Editorial@dailycollegian.com

home: A welcome farewell

Scoii

[Idfidge II

In a handful of

days I will again

be in Mass-

achusetts, jet

propelled from

what has been

an invariable

hold-over of

what I can best

assume is my
life.

I have never

felt at home in Alaska, never

grown into the comfortable role

that lets you sleep soundly every

night. Those who know under-

stand the ephemeral feeling I have

towards this place, it is not with-

out some odd remorse that I look

back at the last four months and

weigh every experience unevenly

against hypothetical scenarios

that could not have been. It is also

not without glowing revue that I

challenge my mind to examine the

time spent in this pause.

Alaska has offered an experi-

ence that could not be found in

any other locale, not for me. It is

isolationism to the greatest but an

involvement and an attitude that

does little to separate. Usually it

holds its separate square, along-

side Hawaii and placed wherever

there is an open spot on a contigu-

ous map. The lower 48 is a differ-

ent world when you are here — so

much closer to Russia, so much
further from the eyes of anyone

American.

"What I like about Alaskans is

that Alaskans are Alaskans first

and democrats or republicans sec-

ond," said Vernon Smith, a Nobel

Laureate economist who has stud-

ied this state. The night I

met Smith he looked as out of

place as anyone could. In his

Hope Indian jewelry and south-

western style suit. Smith was an

outsider as I was, though I have

looked more the part and blended

a bit readily But he was just as

much playing the role of interest-

ed and genuinely concerned.

Smith wants to make Alaska a

part of his life, as I did. but is up

against the same time frame, the

same brevity and an equally slip-

pery slope of acceptance.

If you have been an Alaskan

for long enough you are consid-

ered a sourdough. Thai's the

name but it doesn't have a strong

definition. The name came about

during the gold rush ot the late

l*ith century, a label for old-time

miners who stuck around after

their old lime mines dried up.

Like some secret club, it seems

that you are welcomed into sour-

dough-dom by other old timers.

I will not be here long enough

to get this invite.

In the people I meet, while

many are as warm and inviting as

any others I've met in my world,

there is a look I have become all

too familiar with. I imagine Smith

.saw it too. I think the fact that I'm

leaving is synonymous with my
not being from here. It's like some

Alaskans .see me as a quitter: I see

myself as quite the opposite. For a

state that wouldn't have many of

its b(X).0(.)0 people without peo-

unchecked federal want from

Washington D.C. making deci-

sions from afar or some other

outside influence (of the many
thai dot the state's and territory's

history) the outsiders are wrong.

U.S. Senators don't know what

Alaska needs, environmentalists

are oblivious to what they are

fighting for or against and at the

same lime there isn't one Alaskan

who is "in the know."

There is more disparity

between popular opinions as to

what Alaska needs than any

other political rift and yet every

plan is so right. ITie state needs

economic development, but envi-

ronmental preservation. There is

some strange mix of a need to

pump oil out but also keep intact

the land il is pumped from.

There is a tunnel proposal to be

huili here. The motive behind the

construction is to allow more

cars to get to a little town at the

other end of the rabbit hole.

From what I understand, the tun-

nel allows more cars through it

than the town can hold. But as

they say, the truth is stranger

than fiction.

While Alaskans trip over themselves to

try to choose their state's destiny there

is an unwelcome feeling for those who

would want a taste.

pie coming from the outside, it

has put an intangible wall up

against outsiders. To label some-

one an outsider is to place some-

one in a category that carries the

most incredible stigma no matter

which inside you sit in.

The problem, and maybe the

spark or otherwise fanciful

cause: Alaska has long been ham-

pered by outsiders. Whether it

was boatloads of laborers from

Seattle to work the fisheries.

While Alaskans trip over

themselves to try to choose their

state's destiny there is an unwel-

come feeling for those who
would want a taste. For every

suggestion that can't be acted

upon due to my impending exit,

there is another glance:

Alaskans first, everyone else

second.

Scott F.ldridge II is a Collegian

columnist on his way hack from

Anchorage. Alaska.

No suicide ever had

Ihoma!;

Haufltiion

You shouldn't

Ix.* reading this

.olumn because

I shouldn't have

written it — I

shouldn't have

had to. I'm

smiling in the

picture that

accompanies
the print ver-

sion of my col-

umn and I remember well having

the picture taken. I'm smiling

because normal people smile for

pictures, but I'm kind of squinting

and leaning forward because I

want to try to hide any sign of that

"I cried for a real long time last

night" look.

I was crying for lot of reasons,

rea.sons that span throughout my
life from five or 10 years ago to a

few months ago. I should not have

pushed myself to this end. I know

better than this, I know what is left

behind. I watched my classmates

doubled over in a hallway in m)

high school sobbing over the loss

of a friend; I listened to my friend

l.ian describe the pain she felt

when her best friend in college

took his own life.

However, of all of these reasons

why I should not have pushed

myself to a place where death

seems like a viable option, one

remains most obvious to me: I have

been there before.

I almost died in high school

from anorexia, a kind of suicide

attempt. I guess I thought I hadn't

got it right the first time. Forgive

my humor, it's a defense mecha-

nism I am using to fight the embar-

rassment I'm feeling at having

faced and fought self-destruction

only to see it as a way out once

again.

I attempted suicide two weeks

ago.

Writing that sentence is surreal.

I should have seen this coming.

Ever since being releascxl from the

hospital at 16 I had kept the

thought in I he back of my mind

that 1 would be close to death

again, that I would have a terrible

relapse or kill myself somehow.

Nomial ttx*ns that have almost died

in the hospital do not think that

once they are rcleased.

1 avoided issues in my life — my
eating disorder, my sexuality, my
family by focusing on something

thai \Aould disiract anyone who
was concerned. I talked for months

with my therapist about a boy Ion.

who had hurt me. I was 17 years

old and 1 was tmly hun by him. but

I focused on ihis pain while light-

ing with my family, losing weight,

and ignoring problems with my
sexual persona. I distracted her

with stories of m> relationship with

Ion. and thus ihcrap\ remained

unsuccessful.

I rationalized: 'I'm on medi-

cine; I've gained weight since being

in the hospital, I'm line." Years

have gone b\ and all of these prob-

lems fiave remained joined b\ more

stress and more rationalizing. A
terrible break-up this fall devastat-

ed me foi' reasons I can't explain.

Although I care deeply for my
ex-boyfriend, considering the

amount of lime we were together

and how horrible he made me teel.

there is no reason wh\ I should

have been as upset as I was. I had

learned from being 1 7 and in love

with someone who couldn't out-

wardly show love back.

Although I have low self-

esteem. I would never noniialK

allow a guy to do to me what my
most recent ex-boyfriend had.

There was something else. I was

doing il again. Ion was kKi tar away

in lime to rely on as a distraction.

Tliis entire semester 1 have spent in

anxious anticipation of some terri-

ble event, or terrible feeling, which

I thought was going to tx- thai great

relapse I had been promising

myself for a pckkI li\e \ears. No.

This was bigger.

I sio«.xl in line al the I ladlc> Wal

Mart with m\ iriend Melissa buy-

ing X-Acto blades for m\ scenic

design class and I couldn't keep

from smiling. "CIikkI". 1 thoughl.

"If I need a wa> out. I ha\e these."

I didn't stop to think ab«.)ut that

statement. Il didn't jar mc in the

least. On a night one week before

nianksgi\ing. I reachetl the limit.

1 had been in pain lor a long

time, but I was severely depressed

the entire semester, sometimes

missing class because I could not

will nuscif U) get oui of Ivil, 1 had

mv obligalon light with m\ ex.

once again ining lo hold onto hiu)

to distract myself from an\ real

pain I was feeling, but il wasn't

working. I called him again and

again because I had realized c\er\-

ihing. what vsas hap|X'ning. whai 1

was doing.

As someone who I talked to on

most days for months, he was

someone I turned lo. but he was

busy with someone else and under-

standably look my calling as more

bait for fighting. I panicked when i

couldn't reach my friends. I eyed

the bag that held my design mate-

rials. The rest of the story is pri-

vate.

Ttie next day after going to the

hospital voluntarily. I sat in the

waiting room of Mental Health

Services at UMass. I was afraid. 1

almost left twice before being

called in. I sal in the room with the

therapist and cried for everything

bad that ever happened, and it was

real crying for these events in my
life, not a diversion.

I wasn't rationalizing my sad-

ness as pain of a break-up. I cried

because 1 was trapped by my eat-

ing disorder, because of the situa-

tions I subjected my family to.

because of m\ deep shame over

my homosexuality, because of the

lights with my father, because of

my ending of friendships after I

was hospitalized, because of so

many things.

Allowing myself lo spill every-

thing out in front of me to a really

funny and kind woman began the

process which 1 will continue over

break and probabl\ the rest of my
life: Therapy 1 should never have

lemiinaled therapy years ago. but I

was too afraid to deal with real

issues. I feared that without these

issues to churn inside of me and to

weigh on me. what would I have?

Who would 1 be? I'm ready to

address those questions.

I'm not after sympathy. 1 feel

reall\ vulnerable and embarrassed

lo have wriiicn this, but I needed

lo deal with this event and the fact

that I here arc people here who are

in I he same place.

1 didn't want lo die. 1 think that

is what people misunderstand

about suicide. People who want to

kill themscKes see their death as

the only exit from pain, and that is

so sad to me because they do not

die painlessly and they leave so

Miucli anguish in their wake. Sarah

Kane. ;in I'nglish playwiight who
ti.i<.)k her own life wn>te. "I have no

desire for death. No suicide ever

had."

Thonia.'i Saughton is a

Collegian a>liimnist.
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Obesity surgery:

a growing trend
By Karen Testa
AsiitKiATiiii I'mss

BOSTON (AP) — Ken Powers knew the poten-

tial dangers of" having his stomach stapled, but to a

man who had tipped the scales at 475 pounds,

those risks didnt much matter
••{ had this thought: If I die on the operating

table, having the surgery to try to better my life, 1

thought it was a better thing to do than to live the

way I was living, which, in my opinion, I was kind

of waiting to die anyway," he said.

By the tens of thousands, morbidly obese people

who have failed at diets, support groups and exer-

cise programs are turning to surgery to lose weight.

In 1998, there were 25,800 obesity-related

operations, most of them gastric-bypass proce-

dures commonly known as stomach stapling. This

year, the American Society for Bariatric Surgery

estimates 105,200 operations.

Questions about the risks and growing use of

the procedures surfaced in recent weeks after two

patients in New England died during stomach-sta-

pling surgeries. However, obesity specialists say the

procedure is safer than it has ever been — and that

is contributing to the growing popularity.

And tor most patients, the risk of not having the

surgery is greater

"It's an operation that helps cure people of this

disease which is life-threatening. People see it as

some type of cosmetic surgery, when it's not. More

patients die waiting for surgery than die after sur-

gery," said Dr |aney Pratt, a surgeon at the

Massachusetts General Hospital Weight Center in

Boston, which does about 300 gastric bypasses a

year.

The operation involves using staples or stitches

to close off part of the stomach to form a small

pouch about the size of an egg, which limits how

much food the person can eat. A part of the small

intestine also is bypassed to reduce nutrient

absorption.

Risks include wound infections, stomach leaks

and occasionally life-threatening blood clots.

The International Bariatric Surgery Registry

estimates one in 1 ,000 patients will die within four

weeks of the surgery, and three in 1,000 will die

within three months. Some surgeons in the field

put the fatality rate as high as one in 100 who have

the surgery.

Powers. 42, of Worcester, was lucky. Even car-

rying more than 400 pounds on his 5-foot- 11

frame, he had not developed many of the common
ailments associated with obesity. Still, sleep was fit-

ful, and walking, particularly upstairs, was

exhausting. And he lived in a fourth-floor apart-

ment.

Powers underwent laparoscopic gastric bypass

surgery in May 2001 and now weighs 280 pounds.

He believes the surgery likely staved off the onset

of diabetes, and he has had no complications.

Surgery is not used to treat minor obesity.

Candidates must be 100 pounds above their ideal

body weight and have failed at other attempts at

weight loss.

Still, an estimated 15 million people would

qualify for the surgery, said Dr. Scott Shikora, head

of bariatric surgery at Tufts-New England Medical

Center in Boston. Tufts, which has the city's largest

obesity surgery program, closed to new patients for

nearly six months earlier this year to catch up with

its backlog of patients. At one point, there was a

waiting list of 500 patients, Shikora said.

"It's no longer considered snake oil or some out

there treatment that doesn't work," Shikora said.

Brit rockers stun Boston
Stereophonies makes the most of small venue

By Nick Romanow
CoLLE(.;lAN STAF^

Stereoptxxiics

Avalon Ballioom

Nil* 29

BOSTON — Stereophonies, one of the most

popular acts in the United Kingdom, came

through Boston Saturday to play an acoustic set

as part of a brief trip through the United States.

The band mixes classic rock and brit-pop

influences along with modem American alterna-

tive rock to create a unique sound that

has proven to be more interesting than

most other current bands, in the U.K.,

the U.S., or anywhere. At the Avalon.

the band, singer/guitarist/songwriter

Kelly lones and bassist Richard |ones

(no relation), along with touring musi-

cians Steve Gorman (drums). Tony

Kirkham (keyboard), and Scott lames

(second guitar) played a more stripped-down,

laid-back set than the band was used to. The

'Phonics seemed to be a bit off-guard — the show

was announced more than a month ago. but the

fact that it was acoustic was just made public this

past week and it seems the band didn't get much

more notice than the audience — but put on a

great show for an audience that doesn't get to see

them all the time.

A few weeks prior to the show Richard lones

called the Collegian from Exeter and. amongst

other things, made clear that not only is breaking

America important, but that Boston is a very

important city to them.

"Boston is one of the markets which is really

good for us at this moment in time," lones said.

"I think Boston is probably the first show we ever

played in the US back in 97...we opened for The

Dandy Warhols. It's a really good place: we've

always had a good reception there."

When the band took the stage on Saturdas

they seemed to be happy to be playing to the

crowd, despite the fact that the not-quile sold out

1 .500 capacity Avabn was much smaller than

the larger venues and stadiums the band is accus-

tomed to playing in the U.K.

"The smaller venues are good," lones com

pared, "it actually feels like a gig. When you're on

the road or you're doing the big shows you can

actually make them into the same thing: you just

add more production so the size of it gets bigger.

The stage is bigger, the PA.'s are bigger so it is

exactly the same just on a bigger scale. But from

a bands point cf view f think the small clubs arc

probably the better place for an atmosphere or an

actual vibe on stage but we're happy to do every-

thing. If that's the situation we're in. we enjoy

ourselves. It's cool."

The band certainly got a good vibe and made

the best out of the situation of the no-scale pro-

duction of the show. Where hard rockers such as

"Help Me (She's Out Of Her Mind)" from the

band's latest, and best, album "You Gotta Go
There To Come Back," and "Vegas Two Times,"

from 2001 's "|ust Enough Education To

Perform" would go, the band played mellower

songs such as "Hurry Up And Wait" from 1999's

"Performance & Cocktails" and "1 Miss You

Now", another track from "You Gotta Go
There...".

The band even took hard rockers like

"Madame Helga," also from "You Gotta Go

There..." and "The Bartender And The Thief,"

also from "Performance & Cocktails", and

changed them. "Helga" became swampier and

stompier, with more reliance on groove than on

the arena-rock guitar of the album version;

"Bartender" was also a lot more laid back and

smoother than the fast-paced original.

One thing about the band's setup that was

t)b\ious was the fact that the band — a three-

piece on their albums — had a second gui-
""

tarist and a keyboardist, lones says that

being able to bring an expanded touring

band gives the band more room to write

bigger and more experimental songs.

Knowing you can bring extra musicians

with you on tour "doesn't restrict you when

you're in the studio, sometimes you do

think oh. how are we gonna replicate it

live,'
" lones explains, "but than when we were

recording ("You Gotta Go There...] we just

thought l"** it'. We go in there and do whatev-

er's necessary to make the songs the best songs

possible. ... Sometimes it is a nightmare trying to

do the songs like the record, cause we put strings

on certain songs, and horns on different songs so

when we play those songs live now we gotta do a

different version." The audience at the Avalon

was treated to a much calmer rendition of

"Climbing The Walls" a song from the new

album about boredon) that, on the record, is

laden with brass instruments, but live was

focused on Kelly lones, his guitar, and his dis-

tinct, scratchy vocals.

The audience also couldn't help but notice the

man sitting behind the drum kits. Between the

last time the band was in town and this stop

drummer Stuart Cable exited the band. On the

brief US tour this past fall ex-Black Crowes

drummer Gorman was playing in place ol the

sick Cable, but now Gorman has become a

replacement, at least for now, for Cable, who has

been with the band since its inception.

"It was a difficult time for us and the issues

and the reasons behind why Stuart left - 1 don't

think people do need to know the reasons why.

But the reasons why we had to do it is 'cause if

we didn't do it we probably wouldn't be here

now," lones states matter-of-fact ly. "The determi-

nation and the commitments and what-have-you

of touring and an album you've gotta be 200%

committed, and the way me and Kelly felt was; in

order to push this album and the band as lar as

we could push it that would be a decision we had

to make, basically." Still, lones obviously is upset

that himself that an old friend had to be kicked

out of the band, "Hopefully we can keep a

friendship with Stuart. 1 mean, obviously its

going to be a difficult time for the next coming

Continued on page 5
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Kelly James leads Stereophonies with both his vocals and his guiur. The British rocker uses his

vocal cords and his guitar strings to create the band's unique sound.

APC exceeds all expectations
By Nick Romanow

C^c)LLE(;iAN Staff

PROVIDENCE — The lights went down last

Monday at the Providence Performing Arts

Center to signal that art-rock super-group A
Perfect Circle was taking the stage. When the

lights came up it was the massive four-sided cur-

tained platform in the slight rear of center stage

that drew the most attention. Behind it. a silhou-

etted figure was banging on two tom-toms and

chanting, along with the rest of the band, "disap-

pear, disappear." These tight, perfect beginning

moments of the song "Vanishing" from the band's

second, and latest, album "Thirteenth Step" mere-

ly previewed the treat that the audience

was in for.

While A Perfect Circle is notoriously a

great live band this show exceeded any

possible expectations and surpassed all

past area performances from the band.

However, the audience was most delighted

when, after "Vanishing" the curtains

dropped to reveal — well, somewhat

reveal — singer Maynard lames Keenan

on the raised platform. While he still

remained faiHy obscured in darkness, and would

stay so for most of the show, the crowd — many

of whom are fans of Keenans other band, the

harder rocking but not less creative and artistic.

Tool — let out deafening applause.

To make things clear, though, this was most

definitely not "The Maynard Show."

Guitarist/songwriter/band leader Billy Howerdel

and drummer |osh Freese (who also plays with

punk band The Vandals and works on dozens of

other projects) showed off talent that was beyond

proficient. They are both among the best musi-

cians currently working. Guitarist lames Iha. for-

meHy of the Smashing Pumpkins, and bassist

leordie White, known as Twiggy Ramirez when he

played with Marilyn Manson. are new to the

band, but both made their way through APC's

songs with ease and grace.

The band made its way through most of the

new album, with Keenan emoting and pouring

himself into stand-out tracks like "Blue" and the

album's first single, "Weak and PoweHess," while

Howerdel was able to truly demonstrate his guitar

chops on the epic "The Package." White frequent-

ly found himself walking out toward the edge of

the stage, interacting with the crowd, while

A Perfect

Circle

PertonRifli

Arts Center

l(iv.24

Freese pulled drumming maneuvers and played

beats that most stickmen wouldn't be capable of
(

even attempting. Iha, like Keenan and Freese. was

up on a riser toward the back of the stage, adding

subtleties to songs that brought new life and gave

different dimensions to the .songs. The band was

clearly having fun as Keenan gave Iha the mic to

tell a joke — "Where do penguins keep their

money? In a snow bank!" Keenan altered the

lyrics to "Orestes," one of the most compelling

songs from the band's debut album, 2000's "Mer

De Noms." and White was allowed to step up to

the mic himself to sing a song, an interesting little

ditty, "Fred's Got Slacks," which was ostensibly

about, well, a guy named Fred and his slacks.

^^^ The band rounded out the set with

other songs from "Mer de Noms," and

while the album wasn't quite as focused

on as "Thirteenth Step" was, the band

covered most of that album's greatest

songs — the aforementioned "Orestes,"

"Thinking Of You," "Magdalena," "The

Hollow" and of course the two big sin-

gles, "3 Libras" and "ludith." The high

point of the night — whether most of the

audience fully grasped it or not —
occurred late in the set when Keenan. one of the

greatest and most recognized musicians in mod-

ern rock music invited Year Of The Rabbit (who

opened the show) frontman Ken Andrews, one of

the greatest and most underappreciated musicians

in modern music to join him on stage.

Together they sang a spacey. rousing rendition

of "The Nurse Who Loved Me." a song that

Andrews' former band Failure wrote and record-

ed for their 1996 opus "Fantastic Planet" and that

APC covers on "Thirteenth Step." Although this

was the first time Andrews and Keenan had per-

formed the song together, and probably the first

time Andrews has sung the song publicly since

Failure's break-up in 1997, it sounded amazing.

The band created soft, atmospheric music while

Andrews and Keenan switched off verses and

finally joined together for the intense climax.

Year Of The Rabbit began the show with an

equally great — but way too short — 30 minute

set that would have upstaged any other headlining

band. They played songs off of their recently

released self-titled debut that demonstrated their

distinctive, moody art-rock/pop-rock sound, mak-

ing many new friends and establishing themselves

as a band to keep an eye on.

Jazz with a new twist
Mandolin Project set to groove NoHo

Finals got you down? Need

some assistance in shaking

down those end-of-semester

blues? Plant yourself on the

floor of the Iron Horse tonight

and enjoy a generous helping of

the |azz Mandolin

Project's patented feel-

good stew.

Their soulful blend of

bluegrass, nasty funk and.

of course, jazz, is known

to extend toward trance

and even drum n" bass;

the scope of their sound is

tremendous, sophisticat-

ed and danceable.

To tour behind the

group's 2003 release,

"lungle Tango," man-

dolin virtuoso and bandleader

lamie Masefield has assembled

a mammoth quartet, greased

and ready to bring the Project's

trademark genre-bending

prowess to the people. Dan
Weiss on drums, Scott Ritchie

on upright bass, and Mike

merly of Ray's Music Exchange)

on trumpet and keyboards

round out what Masefield usu-

ally arranges as a trio.

But don't let the presence of a

trumpet or an upright bass fool

^^^^ you; this is not your

parents' jazz.

Sandwiched between

Project classics such

as "The Country

Open" and "Oh
Yeah!" or jazz staples

the like of Miles

Davis' "Milestones"

and Weather Report's

"Black Market," you

might find |imi

Hendrix's "Third

Stone from the Sun"

or Black Sabbath's "War Pigs."

Masefield's |azz Mandolin
Project is dynamic, hugely tal-

ented and above all, fun.

And beginning in lanuary,

the Project will bring on huge

talent (and regular collabora-

tor) drummer |on Fishman, of

Jazz

Mandolin

Project

Iron Horse

Toniglit

$1?.!illii«7$15ilin(

own group's four-date New
Year's run in Miami, will

accompany Masefield and his

rotating cast of characters for a

slew of opening dates with fel-

low Phish-man Page

McConnell's Vida Blue (an

additional six dates with

Fishman will follow the Vida

Blue run).

So if you need a breath of

fresh air, or in this case, the hip

ambience of an intimate venue,

pick your head up out of your

books and get yourself down to

the Iron Horse tonight for a

whole mess of the lazz

Mandolin Project's explosive,

improvisational brew. Tickets

are $12.50 in advance and $15
at the door; show time is 8:30

p.m.
— Bradley Farherman

"Mad Dog" Mavridoglou (for- Phish. Fishman, fresh from his

(iHIRTtSY JAZZMANIX")I.INrH01E(Tl \1M

PC makers invade electronics mM
FRAMINGHAM (AP) —

Richard Martel of Uxbridge dkln't

enter the city's renovated Gateway

Store to buy additional gadgets for

his personal computer but to check

the prices of the 10 different flat-

panel television models on display.

As PC makers find their niche

in the $95 billion-a-year electronics

market, more consumers will find

typically expensive entertainment

products at lower prices this holi-

day season as computer stores use

low-cost production and distribu-

tion techniques to compete for cus-

tomers, the Boston Sunday Globe

reported.

The U.S. personal computer

industry takes in $55 billion each

year, almost half of the robust elec-

tronics market.

"The forces of convergence are

hard at work right now, pushing

and pulling the PC makers into that

consumer electronics space," said

Charlie Kim, vice president in the

San Francisco office of Bain & Co.,

a Boston-based business-consult-

ing firm.

Computer makers have used

the increase in digital technology to

their advantage, finding ways to

capitalize on supplier relatbnships

and apply expertise to a new class

of products.

lust before Christmas last year.

Gateway introduced a 42-inch

plasma television priced a little less

than $3,000. It has since added

MP3 players, digital camcorders,

media center PCs and all-in-one

computer, television and stereo

units.

Hewlett-Packard joined the

club in August, launching more

than 150 products, including a

device that tapes VHS videotapes

onto DVD disks.

HP chief executive CaHy
Fiorina said companies in the

industry must provide a broader

range of products.

"What people are looking for

now from technology is every-

thing," Fiorina said.

Dell has also entered the mar-

ket with the intention to slash

prices and continue its direct-to-

consumer online sales channel with

electronic products.

"Anything we can do to find a

better way to produce something

and pass that savings on to the cus-

tomer is a very good thing," said

Kevin Rollins, president and chief

operating officer of Dell.

Canton-based Tweeter Inc..

with 177 stores nationwide, plans

to appeal to brand-conscious con-

sumers who want a "traditional

retail experience" with face-to-face

customer service, said Noah

Herschman, vice president for

strategic business development.

The company is also examining

the "connected life" electronics

market that links computers to

home entertainment products.

On the electronic market side,

Sony leads the pack and has been

able to cross over into the PC mar-

ket with its purple-tinted Vaio

computers. But other manufactur-

ers, such as Toshiba and

Panasonic, have followed suit with

their own computers.

"It's a crowded landscape, no

question, and it's getting more

crowded," said Rick Clancy, senior

vice president at Sony Electronics

in Park Ridge, N.|.

The company is al.so launching

"concept stores" in affluent areas in

southern California to promote

both electronics and content.

—Assoiiated Press

Beating the heat of Ecstasy
Science fin(Js ways to avert (drug fatalities

By William McCall
Asscx lATEi) Press

The club drug Ecstasy can kill its abusers

by triggering irreversible overheating in the

body, and new research suggests the protein

associated with potentially fatal hyperthermia

might be a target for doctors.

Experiments at Ohio Northern University

show mice bred without the protein called

UCP-3 heat up less after they have been inject-

ed with doses of Ecstasy that kill normal

rodents.

When the body overheats enough, skeletal

muscle breaks down and organs fail, leading

to an agonizing death, said Ted Mills, a

National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute

researcher and co-author of the study.

Researchers say they have not yet devel-

oped a therapy that would block UCP-3 activ-

ity in humans, but the mouse studies are the

earliest steps. Results of the experiments

appear Thursday in the journal Nature.

"By isolating this protein we might be able

to see whether in fad we can block this hyper-

thermia from occurring," Mills said.

"Nobody's been able to do that before."

A recent United Nations report on Ecstasy

use from 1995 to 2000 estimates there has

been at least a 70 percent increase in world-

wide use of the recreational drug, known sci-

entifically as MDMA for methylene-

dioxymethamphetamine — a chemical cousin

of methamphetamine.
Ecstasy typically induces feelings of eupho-

ria, increased energy and sexual arousal. But it

also suppresses appetite, thirsi and the need

to sleep, and in high doses can sharply

increase body temperature, leading to kidney

and heart failure, and death.

Severe overheating triggered by Ecstasy

overdose typically cannot be controlled with

emergency medical care, including ice baths

and transfusing chilled blood. Mills said.

"These people will show up at the emer-

gency room with a fever in the 108-degree

range," he said. "A lot of things happen when

the temperature is so high, and one is that

muscle cells just start popping open."

The UCP-3 protein identified in the study is

found in skeletal muscle, further evidence the

protein may help control the temperature

increase triggered by Ecstasy, said |on Spraguc

of Ohio Northern, co-author of the study.

Award show for funny people Band treats fans at Avalon Oallroom

Commies to praise and mock comedians
By David Bauder
Asstx'iATti) Press

NEW YORK (AP) — Yet

another awards show. It sounds

like something the folks at

Comedy Central would rather

mock than be responsible for

So they're trying to do both.

The ad campaign for the first

Commie Awards, to be shown 9

p.m. Dec. 7 on Comedy Central,

questions whether another

awards show is really necessary.

"We really wanted to strike a

balance between our comedic

irreverence in acknowledging

the fact that there are way too

many awards shows already and

actually acknowledging that

these are awards for jobs well

done." said Lauren Corrao,

Comedy Central's programming

chief, who's editing the show.

"It's tough," she said. "Part

of what we're doing right now is

making sure that the balance

was struck."

The show honors the best in

comedy for 2003. In between

serious awards like funniest per-

son and funniest movie actor

are categories such as "Oh, I

thought you were dead" award

and the funniest unintentionally

funny film of the year award.

An awards show is straight

out of the cable television play-

book, particularly for networks

owned by Viacom. Spike is tele-

vising the Video Game Awards

Thursday. Nickelodeon has its

Kid's Choice Awards, and MTV
has the Video Music Awards

and its own movie awards.

The idea is to generate some

sort of event that will get fans

excited and involved, and entice

viewers that might not watch

the network every day.

Bill Hilary, Comedy Central

executive vice president and

general manager, said it's a coin-

cidence that the Commie

Awards are beginning during

the first year the network was

controlled by Viacom. The idea

was in development before the

corporate changeover, he said.

It's not a coincidence that

the Commies are scheduled for

early December. That's just after

a ratings sweeps month, so the

competition from broadcast net-

works won't be as intense, and

advertisers are eager for a big

event in which to sell holiday

presents or tout new movie

releases, Hilary said.

Comedy Central is also pre-

miering seven new series next

year, and the awards show

offers a promotional opportuni-

ty-

Ideally, the network likes to

have at least one special event

each quarter, and Comedy
Central's stock needed refur-

bishing.

For a few years. Comedy
Central aired Friar's Club

roasts, but they skewed old for a

network with a median age of

30. ComedyaCMMral organized

'Its dVC'n roast of Denis Leary this

yeaWPWht did very well in the

ratings. Hilary .said.

Similarly, the network aired

for one year the long-running

American Comedy Awards. But

those awards tended to give

short shrift to cable, he said, and

with a production team that also

worked on "Rowan & Martin's

Laugh-In" more than 30 years

ago. Comedy Central was look-

ing for something hipper.

With the Commies, the net-

work obviously is hoping for

something that can become as

big an annual event in the com-

edy world as MTV's video

awards are in music.

"It is important that we have

an awards ceremony," Hilary

said. "But it's more important

that it's funny."

The Commie bobblehead tro-

phy is supposed to resemble St.

Genesius, the patron saint of

comedians.

I vH iirtM ^fNORli

Actor/comedian Andy Richter

will htwt the first Commie Awards.
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Part-time Management
Trainee Intern

Enterprise Rent-A-Car is proud to be named

one of the "100 Best Companies to work for"

by Fortune Magazine. We currently have part-

time opportunities available at our Amherst, MA
location for responsible individuals who are cur-

rently full time college students.

Enterprise Rent-A-Car offers on-the-job career

training in customer service, sales, marketing

and administration while encouraging the

achievement of both individual and team goals.

For more information, contact Kelli D. Fisher

at (860) 627-8080 ext. 219

We also currently have part-time car prep opportunities.

You would be responsible for prepping & cleaning

rental vehicles inside & out.

Please apply at the Amherst Enterprise location,

213 College Street, Amherst, MA 01002

EOE/AA M/F
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Earn $2,000.00 during break

• $8.50-$9.00 per hour and O.T. potential

Days, Nights, & Weekends

Call today & setup an interview:

24 hrJob Line: 888.532.RGIS

or visit us online @ www.rgisinv.com

Continued from page 4

months. ... It is like a marriage

almost and sometimes it doesn't

work oul and it took us a long

time to figure out what we need-

ed to go forward in the right

direction."

Gorman certainly did a serv-

iceable job at the show — it is

hard to make a strong impres-

sion on fans as a drummer at an

acoustic show — but lones

<\>rRTtSY'

Bassist Richard Jones adds

his own personality to the music.

acknowledges that it might be

difficult for some fans to under-

stand the loss 1/5 of their

favorite band. "I think with the

majority of people, jtheyl

understand that it's for the bet-

ter of the band. But obviously

you're going to get a minority

thinking that we should keep it

at the three of us and we should

be three lads on the road just

doing what they do land] what-

ever happens, happens. But I

think those people — if they do

come to see the show now -

they will know why we've done

it and they'll make up their own
minds as to whether it's better

or not. We know which direc-

tion we're going in. ... You can't

keep on doing one thing, like

that bad marriage. If you just

stay just for the sake of it it's not

going to work. It's going to end

somewhere along the lines and 1

think it's never the right choice -

the right time - but we had to do

it there and then."

While only time will tell

how the band deals with this

difficulty they certainly proved

they are still focused on the

music. The band played a full

90 minute set that featured

songs from the bund's first

album. I997's "Word Gets

Around", as well as plenty

from the subsequent three

albums and ended ihe show

with a rousing rendition ul The
Beatles' song "L^on't Let Me
Down." a song that the band

recorded lor the "I Am Sam"
soundtrack and. according to

Kelly lones, hadn't played in

two years prior to the >.ho\v.

The Stereophonies loll the

crowd craving more and hope-

fully it won't be very long until

the band brings back their

unique brand of American-

influenced Brit-ruck to an ever

expanding group ol American

fans. In fact, lones was very

optimistic about how his band

will do in the U.S.

"We're at this level only in

the U.K. and no where else

around the world and what

we're trying to do now is gel

up at the same level as we are

in the U.K. We understand

that it's a big place and its

gonna take a lot of work so

that's why we keep coming

back to the stales. ... It's all

looking up so we're looking

forward coming back."

Smooth Skin for Spring Break!

Drummer Ari Hoenig provides the percussionary fuel that drives Stand-up ba.ssist Chris

the Jazz Mandolin Project. Dahlgren also plays trumpet.

AMHERST LASER & SKIN CARE CENTER

196 NORTH PLEASANT STREET • SUITE 11

AMHERST MA 01002 • 413-253-2214 • FAX 413-253-2216

Laser Hair Reduction- with GentleLase'^'"

Utilizing advanced laser technology.

Permanent and Painless

Both Men and Women
Any Area of the Body

Bikini * Face * Chin * Lip * Underarm * Leg * Back

Call Now for a free intial physician consultantalion

Sign up for a package before the end of the year and receive 50'?o off.

Amherst Laser and Skin Care Center

Bob Weltzman MD- Medical Director

4LV253-22I4
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UMass rebounds against UVM
Continued from page 8

burst to make the score 59-45.

Alter the Minutemen

answered with five consecutive

points from Anderson, the

Catamounts switched to a man-

to-man lull court press and

responded with a seven consecu-

tive points to cut the lead back

down to 10 at 62-52 with b:27 to

play.

The Catamounts got no closer

than seven, however, as alter a

Sorrentine three made the score

64-62 with 2: 10 left in the game,

the Minutemen finished the con-

test on a 7-2 run to ice their sec-

ond victory of the young season.

"We got a little bit of a big

head alter St. Francis," Maxwell

said. "Bui we really worked hard

in practice this week and we
played like we wanted to play

out there tonight."

Viggiano helped the

Minutemen break an early 7-7

deadlock when he contributed

three points to a 5-0 UMass run,

including a steal and a break-

away dunk at the 1 3;40 mark of

the first half.

The Maroon and White then

turned to its long-range shooting

to help fuel a 1 3-6 run that

pushed the lead to 25-13.

Anderson contributed a pair of

three-pointers and a driving lay-

up during the stretch, while

Maxwell completed the run with

a trey of his own as well as a

breakaway lay-in.

Anderson then continued his

hot shooting from outside. The

Lynn native nailed an additional

pair of threes before he teamed
with Bowers on a 6-2 run to

close the half that gave UMass
its largest lead of the opening
frame.

After Anderson connected
from inside the lane to make the

score 37-23, Bowers immediate-

ly stole the inbounds pass and
converted it into two points.

Then, following a Coppenrath
basket, the Wilmington, Del.

native drained the Minutemen 's

seventh three-pointer of the half

at the buzzer to make the score

42-25 heading into intermission.

UMass returns to action

Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m.,

when it faces Boston College at

Conte Forum in the annual

Commonwealth Classic.

Sharpshooters iotricate in victorv

Continued trom page 8

but pick and choose the good shots and the bad

shots, and they let me know why I was missing

the ones before ... pretty much not learning how

to play with my teammates and rushing."

With just over six minutes remaining in the

game. Vermont was able to cut the Minutemen's

loud to 10. A quick three from Maxwell and some

quick plays resulting in trips to the foul line gave

UMass the confidence it needed to close out the

game.
Although Lappas was impressed with his

freshmen tonight, he knows that this isn't the type

of play he can expect on a regular basis at this

point in the season.

"Someday they're going to play like this all the

time." Lappas said. "We rely so heavily on fresh-

man, and when you rely that heavily on freshman

you can't expect them to play like this all the time.

"There are no upperclassmen really to carry

them except Anthony... I know those kids can

play and I know they're going to be very good and

they're going to be consistent it's just that now
you never know what's going to happen from one

night to the next.

"The goal of our team is to get this inside and

outside game working at the same time." he con-

tinued, "and I think its going to happen at times

right now but its probably not going to happen

consistently for a while."

C.ERALDH LINCAIXlEfilAN

Jeff Viggiano scored nine points and grabbed six boards in UMass' win over the Catamounts. Viggiano,

who has averaged 5.7 points a game, had his most productive outing of the season against Vermont.

Teniers get back on right track

Patriots release punter
FOXBORO. Mass. (AP) —

The New England Patriots

released punter Ken Walter on

Tuesday, two days after the sec-

ond-worst punting perform-

ance in his 42 games with the

team.

The Patriots gave other pun-

ters tryouts in recent weeks but

did not announce that they had

signed a replacement.

Walter was one of the few

disappointments for the

Patriots, second in the AFC
with a 10-2 record. He is

ranked last in the NFL with a

gross punting average of 37.9

yards after he averaged 27.3

yards on three kicks in last

Sunday's 38-34 win at

Indianapolis.

Walter, 31. is ranked 24th

out of 32 NFL punters with a

net average of 33.5 yards. He

spent four seasons with

Carolina before joining the

Patriots for the last 1 1 games in

2000. He finished with a 38.1-

yard net average that year, sec-

ond best in the NFL. Last sea-

son, that fell to 36.4.

In 103 NFL games, his gross

punting average was 39.8

yards. In his 42 games with the

Patriots, it was 38.9 yards.

-Assucialed Press

Continued from page 8

0-2 in November. The Finland native allowed more

than two goals in just one contest in the month, a 7-

4 victory over Providence. He posted a 1.55 goals

against average and a .906 save percentage in lead-

ing BC to first place in Hockey East.

Maine forward Luciano Aquino won the

Superskills Hockey Rookie of the Month Award. He

had a point in six of Maine's seven games in the

month, putting up four goals and three assists in that

span.

A DIFFERENT MMY TO DO rT

Boston University suffered through a miserable 1
-

4-3 skid in the month of November before drubbing

ECAC bottom-feeder Yale 7-2 on Sunday. The

Terriers had averaged just two goals per game during

that time span, and had struggled to find any consis-

tent scorers from their forward corps.

So on Sunday, against an Eli squad that came into

the contest allowing 5.5 goals per game in the young

season, BU took a different approach. It handed the

scoring reigns to its blueliners. And the duo of jun-

ior Ryan Whitney and freshman Kevin Schaeffer

combined for six goals, the first tandem of defense-

men in BU's recorded history to record a hat trick

apiece in the same game. The performance earned

Schaeffer Hockey East Rookie of the Week honors.

POU STARS

Entering last week's contests, five Hockey East

teams were ranked in the Top 1 2 in the U.S. College

Hockey Online poll. But following some non-confer-

ence mishaps by BU and Massachusetts, the number

has dwindled slightly.

Teach. Create. Explore, lead

Make A Difference

Brazil • Coita Rico * Dominican Repul)lic • Panama
Honduras • Mexico • Nicaragua • Paraguay

Yankees add firepower with Sheffield
By Ronald Blum
Ass«niATEi> Press

Volunteer in Latin Amenca tof ttw summer

and embark on loumey ifwxjgh cultural

under^jnding, commun»y empowerment
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alongside communHy memtjers as they
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ond environmentol projects College cred-
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otiie Contact AMIGOS today to moke o
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Information Session: Smith College; Tliursday, December 4, 2003; 3 p.m.;

Clark Hall Conference Room. Snacks provided.

Questions chatch@email.smith.edu.
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NEW YORK (AP) — While

Gary Sheffield met with Yankees

owner George Steinbrenner. New
York escalated the arms race in the

AL East, agreeing to a contract

with free agent reliever Tom
Gordon.

Aaron Boone and Enrique

Wilson, two of the six Yankees eli-

gible for salary arbitration, agreed

to one-year contracts.

Sheffield and his agent, Rufus

Williams, met with Steinbrenner

for about an hour Monday at the

Yankees' spring training complex

in Tampa, Fla. Whiile Williams said

the sides still haven't reached an

agreement, all signs point toward

the outfielder signing with New
York.

"We're still talking, and we'll

know when we get there,"

Williams said. "At this point, we're

not there."

Gordon's two-year deal is

worth $7.25 million. The deal was

completed after he passed a physi-

cal earlier in the day, a baseball

source familiar with the negotia-
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tions told The Associated Pr^ss on

the condition of anonymity.

New York made the moves

three days after its chief division

rival, the Boston Red Sox.

acquired Curt Schilling from

Arizona. The Red Sox also are

negotiating with free agent closer

Keith Foulke.

The Yankees struggled to find a

consistent right-handed setup man
last season to replace Steve Karsay.

who didn't pitch because of an

injured right shoulder.

Gordon. 3b, was 7-6 with a

team-high 12 saves and a 3.16

ERA for the Chicago White Sox

last season. He pitched in 66

games, striking out 91 in 74

innings.

The .Yankees are continuing

talks with Paul Quantrill, another

right-hander, and are trying to re-

sign left-handers Felix Heredia and

Gabe White.

New York also remains interested

in re-signing David Wells, who
was likely to have back surgery

Tuesday in New York, according to

his agent, Gregg Clifton. While the

Yankees declined the left-hander's

$6 million option, they may re-sign

him at a lower guarantee.

Boone, whose llth-inning

homer in Game 7 won the AL pen-

nant for New York, will get $5.75

million, a raise of $2.05 million.

Wilson gets $700,000, matching

what he earned this year

Boone, acquired from

Cincinnati on |uly 31, was in a

slump during most of his time with

the Yankees, hitting .254 with six

homers and 31 RBIs.

His 1 Ith-inning homer against

Boston was only the fifth to end a

postseason series, putting him in a

group with Bill Mazeroski, Chris

Chambliss, )oe Carter and Todd

Pratt.

But Boone played a role in the

World Series loss to Florida, strik-

ing out against Braden Looper

with one out and the bases loaded

in the 1 Ith inning of Game 4.

Florida won 4-3 in 12 innings to tie

the Series at 2-all, then beat the

Yankees in the next two games to

take the title.

Ik)one, 30, is eligible for free

agency after next season. He hit

.273 with 18 homers and 65 RBIs

with the Reds, and was selected

for his first All-Star appearance.

New York .sent left-handers

Brandon Claussen and Charlie

Manning to Cincinnati to obtain

fkwne, acquired partly because

third base prospect Drew Henson

hasn't made much progress at

Triple-A Columbus. The former

Michigan quarterback hit .234

with 14 homers, 40 doubles and

78 RBIs with the Clippers last sea-

son, striking out 122 times and

making 28 errors at third base.
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PM-CIISE 7 lATS A WEEK!

Thursday 9pm-miilnight KARAOKE!
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Smoke, Eat, Drink, and Sing at

THE GROUND ROUND!
Hampshire Mall - 512-0017
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Great new deck!

WED. ' Reggae Night Dunce Party

THV. • Ellipsis

FRl. -IsisBlue

SAT. 'Your No Good Buddies

December Special!

Labatt Blue.

$1.75 A pint / $6.25 A pitcher

"Start your own tradition."
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Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact; 413-545-2W6

LUNCH
• Baked Ziti

• Kickin' Chicken

• Beans and Rice

(vegan)

• Gardenburger

(vegan)

DINNER
• Turkey Cutlet

• Roast Beef

• Madras Tofu Curry

(vegan)

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

WEDNESDAY
. High: 31

• Low: 1 5

THURSDAY
. High: .57

• Low: 18

FRIDAY
. High: 41

• Low: 32 Q

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
\Mt Bnidy

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Emilie Duggan

COPY EDITOR
Morris Singer

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Scott PibI/ Shannon Farrington

PRODUCTION STAFF

Lindsay Clarke/ Gerr\ Auger
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Can I borrow your
towel? My car just hit

a water buffalo.
-Fletch

aquarius • )an. 20-feb. i8

It's tunny how things work out.

pisceS • FrB. 19-Mar. 20

Clam ( howder + Diet Coke = Chowder

breath burps.

aries • mak. 2i-ai'r. i9

Thermal vests are fun.

taurUS • Apr. 20-MAY20

Sweaters will help against the wind.

gemini • m.ay2i-|ijn. 21

There is a difference, I'm cool and you

never will be.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

Redute your waste. Recycle more.

leO • )UL.. 23-AuG. 22

Try to emulate the Pink Panther. He is

smoooocx)oth.

virgO • Aug. 23-StPT. 22

I hold you in the highest of regards.

libra . Sept. 23-Oc t. 22

Roll your chair on over to that cool

dude.

Scorpio • Orr. 23-Nfw 21

You are so unorganized it's funny.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dr( . 21

Why is thtw an eject button on the VCR

rc>motc? You still have to gc>t up to get tlx^ ta|x^

Capricorn • Dtc 22-iAN. 19

Just stop. It's not going to hap|x>n.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\NNOUNrEMtNTS

3 bedrooms, 2 baths

Apartment in Puff-

ton Available in

January includes

heat and water

$1295/monthCall

549-9331

Downtown
Amherst on the

Park Loft style on

top flcxir of Victor-

ian building 4 sky

light vaulted ceil-

ings Completely

remodeled 2 hed-

rcxjms 1 full hath

Washer and dryer

in unit 978-546-

5243 Rent $1250

per month plus util-

ities.

$500!!! Police Im-

pounds. Hondas,

Chevy's, etc from

$500. For listings.

1-800-319-3323

ext4554

rOMIHJTLRS

Pentium Laptop

$99.00 Free Printer

with Computer pur-

chase Call for

details. Great Rates

and great turn

around time. We fix

Laptops,

Desktops/PC's guar-

anteed 584-8857

EMPLOYMENT

Internship

Motivated students

seeking leadership

outside the Kw.

Gain experience in

all aspects of run-

ning a sinall busi-

ne.ss. Average pay:

$9300.00 Call 508-

246-1230

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. Local

positions. 1-800-

293-3985 ext 516

FMPIOYMENT

!Bartending!$

$250/day potential

No experience Nesc

Training provided.

1-800-965-6520 ext

162

FOR SALE

Attention UMass

Students! Tired of

being broke.' Work

with customers.

Earn $17.50 per

appointment. Start

now or after finals.

Conditions apply.

413-532-4444

workforstudents.

com

$Save$ Wholesale-

Discount Prices,

video games, cloth-

ing, jewelry, more.

)ivww.tvlersdis-

counts.com

FOR SALE

$$Discounts$$ On
all weight loss sport

& health supple-

tnents. Visit

www.easysupple-

ments.com

HELP WANTED

Express Warehouse

clothing sale temp

help wanted

December 7-12

massive excess

inventory blowout

Campus CA'nter

auditoriuin

December 8- 1

2

women's and men'>

hrst quality clothing

at 50-90% off Set

up, sales and pro-

motion positions

available competi-

tive pay Clothing

discounts and fun

atmosphere

Contact

KathleenQuag(§)aol.

com

MISCELLANEOUS

Skip class. Talk all

day! voiceglo

talk. talk. talk. talk. ta

Ik... to any phone

in the world.

www, voiceulo.ct >m

Cjossip til it hurts!

voiceglo

ralk.talk. talk. talk. ta

Ik... to any phone

in the world.

www.voiccL'lo.com

Earn .1 degiee in

blah blah blah!

voiceglo

talk.talk. talk. talk. ta

Ik... to any phone

in the world.

www.voicegK^.com

Call your mother!

vt^iceglo

talk. talk.talk. talk. ta

Ik... to any phone

in the world.

wwvv.v oiceelo.com

SERVICES

Feeling weird or

lost? C^n the out-

side looking in? I

can help you. John

Martine, certified

hypnotherapist 413-

587-3323

Pregnant? Need

help?t:all

Birthright of

Amherst area for

free testing and

a.ssistance. 549-

1906

PREC^NANCY
TESTING. HIV
Testing, Birth

C^ontnil, and

Emergency

C!ontraception.

Affordable and con-

fidential. Tapestr>'

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst.

548-9992

TRAVEL

Act Now! Book 1

1

people, get 12th

trip free. Group dis-

counts for 6+

www.sprini:-

breakdisctnints.cotn

or 800-838-8202

Spring Break 2004.

Travel with STS.

America's *1

Student Tour

Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun,

Acapulco, Bahamas

and Florida. Now
hiring campus reps.

Call for group dis-

counts.

Information/Reserv

ations 1 -800-648-

4849 or

www.ststravel.com

For more informa-

tion contact STA
Travel at 4n- 256-

1261

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection ot

IVstinations,

including Ouiscs!

Foam Parties, Free

Prinks and C'liib

Admissions. Rep

Positions and FREE

trips Available. 1-

800-231-4386

www.Epicurean

Tours.ct>m

WANTED

Help with SPSS

and Statistics up

through Multiple

Regression. 3 Hours

a week. Travel to

Sunderland $20 an

hour4n-665-2779

Place your own

classified ad!

Come to the Campus

Center Basement

orcall545-^5W

for details.
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Minutemen stomp Catamounts
UMass wins

after hiatus
By Mike Marzelli

CoLi.ti.iAN Staff

Maybe Steve Lappas should follow Mark

Whipple's lead, and eliminate play-down

opponents from his schedule.

Eight days alter what the Massachusetts

men's basketball coach declared a "bad loss"

to Hartford, the Minutemen appeared reju-

venated following their gridiron-style layoff.

as they downed defending America East

champion Vermont 76-64 before 2,358 at

the Mullins Center.

"I was really pleased with the way the

guys responded to

Vermont 64 our week of prac-

tice," Lappas said.

"We had some real-UMass 76

ly hard days in practice working on the

things we needed to work on, and I'm glad

to see that the things that we worked on and

really were talking about were the things

that we concentrated on so much tonight."

"We're getting better," junior point guard

Anthony Anderson added. "We worked on a

lot of things in practice this week, and it

showed tonight because we did those things

well."

Anderson led all scorers with a career-

high 29 points, while freshman guard Art

Bowers chipped in with 16 points and seven

rebounds for UMass. Classmate Maurice

Maxwell added 14.

2002-0) America East Player of the Year

Taylor Coppenrath led the way for UVM
with 23 points, while junior Point Guard

T.|. Sorrentine tossed in 15, including his

1.000th career point early in the contest.

"Credit UMass, they really smacked us,"

Ventiont coach Tom Brennan said. "1 think

we lost our legs in the second half, but that

doesn't take anything away from how they

played, because every time we made a run

they answered with one big shot after anoth-

er."

Trailing by 17 to open the second half,

the Catamounts clawed their way back into

the game with an 8-2 run. Sorrentine

opened the scoring with a straight away

three and senior forward Scotty |ones

chipped in with a pair of buckets, before a

Coppenrath free throw cut the lead to 44-

33.

However the Maroon and White again

answered on the strength of its three-point

shooting. Following a pair of trifectas from

Anderson and Viggiano sandwiched around

a lones dunk, the UMass captain connected

again from beyond the arc to push the

Minuteman lead to 55-35 with under 14

minutes to play.

UVM then proceeded to slice into the

UMass advantage again when Coppenrath

poured in five points and freshman forward

Martin Klimes scored a bucket of his own

before an Alex lensen three capped a 10-4

Continued on page 6

3 'pointers

are boost in

crunch time
By Becky Horowitz

Collegian Staff

OERALPH LINCVIXMXEOIAN

Junior point guard Anthony Anderson dropped 29 points last night in the Minutemen's 76-64 win over Vermont.

The MarcxTn and White returns to action against Boston College on Saturday for a 2 p.m. tipoff in Chestnut Hill.

Downtown.
That was where Minuteman offense

caught fire last night as it shot 63.2 percent

from behind the arc, making 12 of 19 shots

in its 76-64 win over Vermont. Four play-

ers contributed from behind the arc in last

night's game, while only three could

muster points from the outside when the

team shot 21.4 percent in last week's game

against Hartford.

In their week off, the Minuteman

offense did a complete 180.

UMass' main force from behind the arc

was junior captain Anthony Anderson.

Anderson scored a career-high 29 points.

while shooting seven of nine from behind

the arc, compared to four of seven against

the Hawks.
Anderson was able to run the game

while the ball was in his hands. "When you

see a guy hit a couple shots you might want

to run a play to get that guy open," he said.

"So it definitely helps out a lot, it makes it

way easier for me."

Anderson was also able to stand out

when he was moved off the ball.

"I feel like that every night," he said of his

shooting. "1 just put up more shots

tonight."

"This is the most shots that somebody

else has gotten for Anthony Anderson in

the two years that we've been together.

Somebody was getting him shots tonight as

opposed to the other way around," UMass

coach Steve Lappas said.

The contribution of freshmen Maurice

Maxwell and Art Bowers, both 2-for-2

from downtown, not only boosted the

Minuteman offense, but it also threw off

the Catamounts.

"Every time they needed one, (Maxwell

or Anderson) made one," Vermont coach

Tom Brennan said.

"We knew Anderson was capable," he

added, "and he really carried them 1

thought."

Anderson hit two treys in a row less

than halfway into the first half adding to

his team's 13-4 run. Each time the

Catamounts posted a threat, Anderson,

Maxwell or Bowers was there to knock

them back down.

Bowers attributes the difference in his

shooting to both the week off and the help

of his coaches and the older players.

"They have more experience at it so

they just tell me keep my mind in it,"

Bowers said. "They know I can make the

shots so they tell me to just keep shooting

Continued on page 6

Quinnipiac halts

HEA win streak
UMass set for another Cage match

By Matt Brady
(;<)LLEc;iAN Staff

The collective sigh of relief was audible from

Durham, N.H. to Omaha, Neb. Media Relations offi-

cials across the country had to double check the score

being read to them from the other end of the phone. It

was no joke — the inevitable had finally happened,

with just one score to explain it.

Quinnipiac 5, Merrimack 2.

Over the past three years, many Hockey East

squads had flirted with disaster, but salvaging ties and

close wins over teams from the then-Metro Atlantic

Athletic Conference and the now-Atlantic Hockey

Association. But Quinnipiac became the first team

from the conference to actually defeat a Hockey East

opponent with a 5-2

Notobook

flH|^^<^|^y je J^ victory thanks to a paii

^A^PNOCKEy of go'^'s from Matt

^^^^I^^EASr Craig. Previously,

By »im,vtm*A»r \ MAAC and AHA mem-
bers had been 0-40-5

against HEA squads.

Atlantic Hockey has

shown significant improvement this year, with

Quinnipiac taking Michigan to the brink in a pair of

games in Ann Arbor, and Mercyhurst getting a reputa-

tion as a "giant killer" with a tie of No. 1 5 Cornell this

weekend. With its independence from the MAAC offi-

cials that governed it despite many MAAC schools not

having hockey program. Congratulations to

Quinnipiac and the rest of Atlantic Hockey for the

jump they have made over the last two years,

November reign

Hockey East crowned its players of the month for

November yesterday, and two of the top three teams in

the conference were represented. Massachusetts

defenseman Thomas Pock won CCM Player of the

Month in leading the Minutemen to a 5-2-2 record (4-

1-1 in Hockey East contests) in the month. Pock

scored six goals and five assists in the nine games, and

was held without a point in just one of those contests

(a 1-1 tie against Maine). He also leads the nation's

defensemen with 19 points on the season.

Boston College netminder Matti Kaltiaincn won

the ITECH Goaltender of the Month award, going 6-

By Todd Foster

C>)LLE<aAN Staff

Continued on page 6
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Junior college tran.ifer Edris Bailey has been one of the main contrib-

utors to the Minutewoman offen.ie this year. The Maroon and White

faces off against Vermont tonight at 7 p.m. for the "Rage in the Cage 11."

The Massachusetts women's basketball

team will return to the historic Curry Hicks

Cage, the former court of UMass legend

Julius Erving. for "Rage in the Cage II."

The Minutewomen will play host to

Vermont, which is coming off back-to-back

wins, at 7 p.m. tonight.

At last year's Rage in the Cage, the

Minutewomen pulled off an upset over

Villanova. 55-50. The Wildcats advanced

to the Elite Eight and were the only squad

to beat Connecticut, snapping its 70-game

winning streak.

"1 am concerned with the lack of public-

ity 1 don't know how many people really

know we are playing in the Cage tonight,"

UMass coach Mamie Dacko responded.

"Sports Management is doing something.

The lack of no other word. I'm surprised I

don't see more advertising."

The young Minutewomen (1-4) have

struggled early, but two newcomers have

stepped up and are far from inexperienced.

Edris Bailey and Brooke Campbell came

to Amherst via junior college and have pro-

vided the Maroon and White offense with

a presence in the post. Bailey took only 20

minutes to score 21 points in the team's

home opener against Holy Cross. Campbell

has recorded a double-double in three con-

secutive games. The junior post tandem

will have its first real test in the paint this

season against the high-powered Cata-

mount offense. UVM has posted back-to-

back 20-win seasons and will look to con-

tinue the streak under new head coach

Sharon Dawley.

"I think I
Campbell and Bailey] have to

step up. When you look at our size, it's got

to be bigger people that have got to step

up." Dacko said. "We also have to apply

some pressure on their guards and not give

them a chance to pick us apart. They've

been playing zone and we have to come out

being able to hit the perimeter jumpers."

A year ago, the Minutewomen edged

UVM in the final minutes for a 53-48 vic-

tory. Down the stretch in that game. Dacko

had two. of her seniors, guard Ebony

Pegues and center jen Butler, score nine

unanswered points in the final three min-

utes.

Campbell. Bailey and freshman center

Tamara Tatham are the keys in replacing

Butler's and Nekole Smith's defensive play

in the post to keep the game close against a

powerful Vermont frontline.

The Catamounts' roster features three

low-post scoring threats, led by senior

Aaron Yantzi. "The six-foot forward has

four straight double-doubles while posting

season averages of 1 9 points per game and

1 1 .8 rebounds per game. Yantzi is fresh off

a 27 point, 12 rebound performance

against Colgate, which earned her Co-

America East Women's Player of the Week
honors.

If Yantzi starts to struggle, junior for-

ward Lani Boardman is just as deadly on

the block and has scored only one fewer

point than Yantzi this season. Boardman is

an inside-outside scorer (18.8 ppg) creat-

ing difficult matchups combining her size

and her three-point ability, making 39 per-

cent of her attempts from behind the arc.

"Yantzi and Boardman are on a sea-

soned team averaging close to 75 points a

game and they just scored 85 on Colgate

Monday," Dacko said. "I've watched the

game [tape] and we have to come aggres-

sively. We have to try to control the boards

and force them to make some mistakes.

They're an excellent team at this point in

time."

To complete the triple threat, sopho-

more Kate McNamara provides 1 5 ppg to

take more pressure off the two primary

scorers. The scoring trio combined aver-

ages 52.8 ppg, while the entire UMass team

is averaging 52 points.

"Right now, Vermont is looking like the

best team that we will play this year."

Dacko said. "They are giving up a lot

points too though, so this will be a real test

for us."

SEMESTER BREAK WORK

HOUDAY HELP
$17.25

$17.50
Base/Appt.

Based On Area

1-6 Week Work Program For All Majors

Car\ Remain In Spring Or Secure Summer Position

Flexible Day, Evening And Weekend Schedules Available

100 Scholarships Awarded Annually

Conditions Apply

All Ages 18+

Customer Sales A Sztm'kcz

No Experience Is Necessary

CALL NOW FOR INTERVIEW
Apply Now ^xxd Begin After Finals

See Reverse Side For

Locations And Phone Numbers

Or

Apply Online at www.semesterbreakwork.com/NEI
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SGA opposes $10 million veto for UMass
Senators concerned about

Gov* Romney s UMass plans

By Ikaika C. Arnado
COLLEUIAN SXAKf

At last night's meeting, the

Senate Government
Association addressed a num-
ber of issues including,

Governor Mitt Romney 's $10
million veto toward the

University of Massachusetts,

the election of a new University

president, compensation for

meal plan expenses and the

ongoing controversy with the

ALANA caucus.

The veto was a primary con-

cern. Over the past year,

UMass funding has been cut

$40 million and has faced a 10

percent cut in faculty and staff.

Romney has also stated that tie

will not support the union con-

tracts in next year's budget.

The SGA was disappointed

with the veto.

"The governor has continu-

ally shown almost zero support

for higher education," Senator

Brendan Duprey said. "His re-

organization plan looks good
for UMass-Amherst specifical-

ly, but not good for any of the

others."

The SGA voted to oppose
the veto. The vote gives the

University influence over the

legislature toward allocating

the $10 million in funds

toward the University.

"The legislature has the abil-

ity to override Governor
Romney's veto." Speaker of the

House lared Nokes said. "They

need a two-thirds vote."

Some agreed that Romney's
concerns are currently focused

on the more unfortunate peo-

ple living in the state.

"I called the state house

today, and I spoke with people

that have contact with the gov-

ernor." Senator D.|.

Bettencourt said. "Right now,

the governor is dealing with

issues that deal with whether

people can live in homes —
whether people who are home-
less are going to have a safe

place to stay at night, are going

to have a warm meal. Those are

the financial matters he is deal-

ing with."

The SGA also discussed the

issue of electing a new presi-

dent for UMass. Many senators

voiced concerns that the under-

graduate students do not have

any influence on who the new
president is going to be.

Currently, no one on the

Presidential Search Committee
is an undergraduate student.

Continued on page 3

Senator Monique Quiles proposed a motion at last night's senate meeting outlining a system to distinguish the press

observers from crowds at large gatherings.
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and the SGA

Bush signs bill allowing

more cutting in forests

Israel disappointed by Powell's

meeting with peace negotiators

By Robert Gehrke
ASSOCIATTP PrE.SS

WASHINGTON (AP) — More
timber and brush can be cut and

cleared with less environmental

scrutiny under a "Healthy Forests"

law President Bush signed yester-

day He said it will help protect

communities from devastating

wildfires.

"This law will not prevent every

fire, but it is an important step for-

ward, a vital step to make sure we
do our duty to protect our nation's

forests," Bush said while standing

in front of rows of wildland fire-

fighters. "We'll help save lives and

property and we'll help protect our

forests from sudden and needless

destruction," he said.

The Healthy Forests

Restoration Act signed by the pres-

ident is the first major forest man-

agement legislation in a quarter-

century. It seeks to speed up the

harvesting of trees in overgrown

woodlands and insect-infested

trees on 20 million acres of federal

forest land most at risk to wildfires.

It does that by scaling back

required environmental studies,

limiting appeals and directing

judges to act quickly on legal chal-

lenges to logging plans.

Critics said the bill would let

timber comjwnies cut down large,

old-growth trees in the name of fire

prevention.

"There's a real danger that the

president's pen might as well be a

chain saw," .said Amy Mall, a

forestry specialist with the Natural

Resources Defense Council.

Rep. Scott Mclnnis, R-Colo.,

sponsor of the legislation, .said

those complaints are from groups

out of touch with the mainstream.

"Of course when yuu thin out

forests you're going to have log-

ging. You're going to have to." he

said. "But people want these

forests managed. People want the

science used."

Legislation aimed at speeding

decisions on where to allow tim-

bering in national forests was

bogged down in Congress for three

years — until California blazes

whipped by Santa Ana winds

burned 750.000 acres, destroyed

3.640 homes and forced a compro-

mise.

Sen. Ron Wyden, D-Ore., said

language added to Bush's initial

proposal will protect old-giowth

and large-diameter trees.

"The signing of this forest bill

into law shows what can be accom-

plished when all sides arc willing to

put aside partisanship and do what

is best for communities threatentxl

by deadly and destmctive wild-

fires," he said. "This new law pro-

tects old growth forests while pro-

viding substantial support for haz-

ardous fuels reduction."

Even after the California fires,

2005 was a below-average fire year

So far. 3.8 million acres have

burned. Twenty-eight firefighters

died battling the blazes, according

to the Wildland Firefighter

Foundation. In 2002, nearly seven

million acres were charred.

The Bush administration esti-

mates that 190 million acres are at

heightened risk for a severe wild-

fire — an area the size of Idaho,

Montana and Wyoming combined.

Mike Dombcck. Forest Service

chief during President Clinton's

second tenn, said Congress should

have demanded stronger paitec-

lions for old-growth trees and

roadless areas. Nonetheless, he

called the new law "a step in the

light direction."

"We need to completely rethink

our approach to fire and our

Continued on page 2
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End of semester gehing you down?

This University of Massachusetts student naps in the hallway, using his hnoks as a pillow.

By Ji)NATHAN M. Katz
,\s.S<)HATfl> PrK.S,s

JERUSALEM (AP) — Israel

reacted with disappointment yes-

terday after U.S. Secretary of State

Colin Powell confirmed he will

meet with organizers of an infor-

mal Israeli-Palesiinian peace treaty

The comments by Zaiman
Shoval, an adviser to Prime

Minister Ariel Sharon, was the lat-

est expression of Israel's stiff oppo-

sition to the meeting, seen as a U.S.

gesture toward the "Geneva

Accord" that Sharon has

denounced.

On Tuesday. Israel's vice pre-

mier said it would be "mistake" if

Powell goes forward with the meet-

ing.

Shoval. a former ambassador to

Washington, conceded that Israel

cannot prevent Powell from meet-

ing with Geneva Accord's

Palestinian and Israeli authors, but

said the effort would be counter-

productive.

"1 think the decision that

Secretary Powell must make is ...

what the American interests are,"

Shoval said in a phone interview

from Italy

"America wants to promote

the "road map' and those people

in Geneva ... want to go in a dif-

ferent path." he added.

"Therefore I think it won't be very

helpful."

The Geneva Accord outlines

concessions by Israel that Sharon's

government has opposed in ihe

past — including removing must

settlements from the West Bank

and Gaza Strip and dividing sover-

eignty in lerusalem. claimed by

both sides as their capital. The
accord also severely limits any

return of Palestinian refugees to

lands in Israel, which has brought

condemnations from some
Palestinian leaders.

Tlie "road map" is a formal

U.S.-backed peace plan that Israel

and the Palestinians have accepted

in principle as a basis for negotia-

tions. The road map, which envi-

sions an independent Palestinian

state by 2005. leaves open to nego-

tiation the specific issues addres.sed

in the Geneva pact.

The White House yesterday

said Powell was free to meet with

the Geneva authors but underlined

its commitment to the road map.

"The path forward toward

peace in the Middle East is the

road map," spokesman Scott

McClellan said, adding that "The

secretary of state will make deter-

minations about who he meets

with."

U.S. gestures toward the

Geneva plan have been seen as an

implicit criticism of Sharon's hard-

line stance toward the Palestinians.

Powell on Tuesday confimied he

would meet with the Geneva
accord's authors on Friday.

"I don't know why I or any-

one else in the U.S. government

should deny ourselves the

opportunity to hear from others

and who have ideas with respect

to peace," Powell said at a news
conference during a visit to

Tunisia.

He added that the meeting "in

no way undercuts our strong sup-

port" for Israel and the road map.

"It is as though the French for-

eign minister were to meet

(American) Indian chiefs who
claimed to have been dispossessed

of their land, and who were now
getting organized with money p>n>

vided by the Cuban ruler Fidel

Castro," read an editorial in

Halzofeh, a newspaper affiliated

with the National Religious Party.

On Tuesday, Israeli Vice

Premier Ehud Olmert said Powell

would be "making a mistake" to

meet the organizers, led by former

Israeli Cabinet minister Yossi

Beilin and Palestinian minister

Yasser Abed Rabbo.

"I think he is not being useful to

the prcKess." Olmert told Israel

Radio. "I am certain of his friend-

ship (to Israel), but I would cast

doubt on his judgment in this mat-

ter."

The Geneva Accord was
launched at a gala ceremony in

the Swiss city on Monday. It was
the result of more than two years

of talks between former Israeli

and Palestinian negotiators,

working in private capacities.

Sharon described the agree-

ment as subversive. Palestinian

leader Yasser Arafat praised the

deal, but has stopped short of

explicitly endorsing it.

Militant Palestinian groups

denounced the accord and called

the Palestinian negotiators "trai-

tors," objecting to concessions

over the so-called "return of

return" of Palestinians who fled

or were driven out during the

1948-49 war that followed

Israel's creation, and of their

descendants.

Kerry blasts Bush's foreign policy

By Sarah Kugler
.'\nS(H IA1H> I^RISS

NEW YORK (AP) —
Democratic presidential candi-

date |ohn Kerry yesterday

assailed President Bush's foreign

policy as "inept, reckless." as he

proposed sending tens of thou-

.sands more troops to Iraq and

naming special envoys to the

Mideast and the Islamic world.

In a speech to the Council on

Foreign Relations. the

Massachusetts senator said the

Bush administration has ruined

international relationships with

its global strategy and suggested

that greater diplomacy would

encourage allies to help in Iraq,

perhaps with more troops. Kerry

also warned against allowing the

U.S. election calendar to dictate

postwar rebuilding.

"It would be a disaster and a

disgraceful betrayal of principle

to speed up the process simply

to lay the groundwork for a

politically expedient withdrawal

of American troops." he said.

If elected. Kerry said he

would convene a summit of

world leaders, perhaps including

the Pope and the Dalai Lama, to

determine how to "build bridges

to the Islamic world." The
administration, he said, has

made nothing more than a

"casual cftbrl."

|im Dyke, a ^|Hlkcsiluln loi

ilie Republican National

Coniinittee. rejected Kerry's

speech as an "attempt to buoy
his sinking poll numbers."

Latest surveys show Kerry in the

single digits in Iowa and trailing

rival Howard Dean in New
Hampshire.

Kerry said he would appoint

special envoys to the Middle

East and elsewhere, hoping to

tap former commanders in chief

such as limmy Carter. Bill

Clinton or even the current pres-

ident's father. George H.W.
Bush. Prior to the speech. Kerry

spoke to Carter and Clinton.

"There's great talent out

there, with people who've been

through this." Kerry said during

a question-and-answer session

after his speech. "The United

States has always been the lever-

age, if you will, the broker of

goodwill to try to bring the par-

ties together."

Kerry also suggested former

Secretary of State lames Baker

as a possible envoy, a proposal

thai drew criticism from rival

Wesley Clark, who called the

notion of using the Republican

who played a role in the 2000
Florida recount "offensive."
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CINCINNATI (AP) — The

death of a 350-pound black man

who collapsed after being clubbed

by police in a videotaped beating

was caused primaiily by the stmg-

gle. the coroner said yesterday in a

case that has heightened racial ten-

sions.

Hamilton County Coroner Carl

PaiTott said Nathaniel lones, 41,

suffered from an enlarged heart,

obesity and had intoxicating levels

of cocaine, KT and methanol in

his blood.

He said the death will be ruled

a homicide, but added that such a

decision does not mean police u.sed

"excessive force." The coroner .said

he had to rule the death a hotnicide

because it did not fall under the

other categories: accident, suicide

or natural.

"Since the struggle was the

result of a purposeful act, in this

case, the effort by the police to sub-

due him, to do their jobs, that pur-

poseful act was a primary cause ol

death," Parrott said.

Black activists say Jones' death

was another example of police bru-

tality against blacks in a city that

was rocked by race riots two years

ago. That unrest was sparked after

a white police officer shot and

killed an unanned tleeing black

suspect.

But city officials have said the

officers in the current case were

properly defending themselves

against a violent suspect. The offi-

cers — live whites and one black

— were placed on administrative

leave, which is standard procedure.

The struggle occurred early

Sunday after an employee at a

White Castle called 41 1 to report

that a man had passed out on the

lavkTi outside. Kmergency pei^on-

nel arrived and reporttxl that the

man was awake and "becoming a

nuisance," according to police

radio transmissions.

The first two arriving officers

were shown on a police video strik-

ing lones after he ignored orders to

"stay back." took a swing at an offi-

cer and put his arm around one's

neck.

The officers later knocked

Jones to the ground and fell on

him, and jabbed or clubbed him

with nightsticks at least a dozen

times over several minutes until

he was handcuffed. They kept

yelling, "Put your hands behind

your back!" as they struggled lo

handcuff him.

lones" body had bruising on the

lower half, but did not show signs

of blows to the head or organ dam-

age, the coroner said.

In lones' car, police found cocaine

and three hand-rolled cigarettes

that had been dipped in methanol,

an ingredient in embalming lluid

that gets people high, authorities

said.

His death certificate will list a

cause of death as an irregular heart

beat becau.se of a stress reaction

from the violent struggle. Panott

said.

The ruling came shortly after

lawyers for Jones' family called for

an independent investigation,

claiming the coroner has mishan-

dled past cases.

"It's hard for me lo believe

anything that comes out of the

coroner's office," attorney

Kenneth Lawson said at a news

conference.

Relatives said lones was a k)v-

ing person who never hurt anyone.

"They talk about Skip like he

was an animal," said his grand-

mother, Ikssie Jones. "He wasn't.

Skipper was just a good old, fat

jolly fella. He wasn't violent."

"Everyone he met. that he touched,

loved him." said his aunt. Diane

Payton. "He was never mean."

Parrot! siiid he has lull confi-

dence in his office's findings.

"We're doing things in the way

everyone else does it. We're doing

it to national and international

standards." he said.

John Ester, spokesman for the

prosecutor's office, said the office

was in the preliminai> stages of

investigating the scuttle and was

still awaiting the results of a police

investigation.

Phone messages seeking com-

ment on the coroner's ruling were

left with police.

Romney's school

visit sparks angry

student protests
WINCHENDON, Mass

(/^P) _ Governor Mitt

Romney's visit yesterday to a

school in one of the two

Massachusetts districts

declared "underperforming"

prompted angry protests from

students who questioned the

purpose of his visit.

As the Republican governor

encouraged students at

Winchendon's Murdock Middle

High School to say no to drugs,

smoking and teen pregnancy,

some students waved signs that

mocked and challenged his

education policy.

Senior Kate Davidson held

up a sign saying, "I'm the

underperformer."

Sarah Mungeam. also a sen-

ior, held a sign that said, "I am
not a statistic."

"We wanted to make a state-

ment without being disrup-

tive," Mungeam said. "By mak-

ing these signs we thought we

would gel people to think. We
are not all apathetic."

Based on standardized test

scores, the state Board of

Education last month declared

the Winchendon and Holyoke

school districts as underper-

forming. It was the first time a

district has been given such a

designation in Massachusetts,

and could trigger a full state

takeover if the districts fail to

improve.

A state audit found the

Winchendon schools scored

20th-lowesl statewide on the

Massachusetts Comprehensive

Assessment System tests, a

requirement for graduation.

Student Council representa-

tive Justin lohnson, a senior at

Murdock, said he was disap-

pointed with the governor's

speech, which centered on an

anti-drug message and avoided

the topic of the state designa-

tion.

"I was looking for some-

thing more solid we could

expand on in our school sys-

tem," he said.

Following the speech,

Romney presided over a round-

table discussion with parents

and teachers that was closed to

students and the media.

—Associated Press

News
meetings

Mondays
at 6 p.m.

All writers

must

attend.

Bush signs bill allowing

more cutting in forests

to curb wildfire threat
Continued fivm page 1

human interaction with lire- and

the wildland urban interface. It's

obvious where- we've been is not

working," said Dombeck, now a

forestry professor at the University

of Wisconsin at Stevens Point.

But Dombeck said none of the

changes in the bill would have pre-

vented the fires that tore through

swaths of California, Arizona and

Colorado over the past two years.

The measure authorizes

Congre-ss to dedicate $76() million

a year for thinning projects. At

least half of the money must be

spent on projects near homes and

coinmunities.

lay Watson, wildfire expert with

The Wilderness Society, said

important changes were included

in the bipartisan compromise bill

that added money for thinning and

required half the funds be spent in

forests near communities. I low the

law is implemented will detennine

if it is helpful to the fbre-sts or a

payback to the timber companies,

he said.

The Center for Responsive

Politics said the timber industry

has contributed $14.1 million to

political campaigns since 199*),

80 percent of it to Republicans.

Bush received $519,350 from

the industry. It also has spent

$23.8 million on lobbying

efforts since 2000. according to

figures compiled by Political

Money Line.

A NECESSARY MARKET

Iraqis buy gas canisters in downtown Bagdad yesterday. People use gas for cooking and heating

due to regular power shortages in the capital.
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INROADS

In business, sometimes it's who you know, not what you know. At INROADS,

we've got both bases covered. For more than 33 years INROADS has been

placing ambitious minority college students, like you, into suminer internship

opportunities with the best companies. Why? So you can learn valuable

industry skills. Develop your self-confidence. Put away some hard-earned cash.

And make those all-important connections! In fact, in the past three years, more

than 67% of INROADS graduates have accepted full-time offers from our

corporate sponsors.

Take Charge ol Your Future Today!

If voir re a minonty and interested in gaining

a competitive edge, call 1-800-441-7411, ext. 19

or visit wvvw.INROADS.org

Rules and Ethics Committee will not

pursue 3 oMjssible diaryes

-^

Continued on page 1

and the only graduate student on the

committee is from a Worcester school.

The candidates for presidency will

be kept a secret until the president is

elected.

"Everything that they are doing is

confidential." Nokes said.

The SGA also discussed raising the

value of an YCMP swipe to $6.75.

Currently holders of YCMP are receiv-

ing $5.75 per swipe.

in addition, the SGA also

addressed the issue about representa-

tion of the ALANA caucus. There was

debate whether or not it was constitu-

tional to represent ALANA with

appointed seats. However, the motion

passed, telling the SGA to recognize

the seats.

Nokes later said the issue would

not be finalized until next semester,

for the administration would need to

approve it first.

Though, not all in attendance read

the situation as such. Two senators

within the ALANA caucus later said

they understood that the seats are now

reappropriated and should be recog-

nized iminediately.

Others felt that the ALANA issue

should be handed over to the judiciary

committee. Senator Olaf Aprans said

the very fact that these seats are

issued is wrong.

"They're pretty much getting a free

seat on senate just because you believe

in a certain things regarding a specific

issue," said Aprans.

Also announced at the meeting was

that the charges brought up last

month against Senators Edwuardo

Bustamante, Aiysha Cooper and Tayo

Aiyeku were dismissed by the Rules

and Ethics Committee. The possible

charges consisted of the failure to

adhere to an enactment of the SGA,

among other offenses. Senator Gladys

Franco was not in attendance, and

therefore the discussion of her charge

is pending.

The SGA has also allocated

$100,000 dollars toward a comedy

show that will be held at the Mullins

center, on Feb. 19. The show will

include Dave Chapel, jim Beuir, Collin

Quin and Dane Cook.

Speaker Jared Nokes said at last night's meeting that details

fidential until final results are released.
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on the search for the new president of UMass will be kept con-

BRENPAN OMl

Rodney Sinclair addressed the SGA at last nigh's meeting in the Campus Center.
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From November 30

through December 1 2,

our 2003 Giving Tree

will be adorned with

ornaments, each bearing

a young person's first

name, age and clothing

size given to the Newman
Center by local churches

and social agencies.

The Giving Tree

is located in the

Chapel of the

NEWMAN CENTER
472 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst

www.umass.edu/catholic

Please drop off gifts

no later than

Sunday. December 14.

Call or stop by

with any questions

549-0300x15.

Undergraduate and graduate studentSy

fraternities, sororities, sports teams, offices,

departments and families are

welcome to take an ornament and

give a gift to a needy young person.
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MBTA compromise
proves encouraging

Terror threat: "Sharon Al-Capone"

The Massachusetts Bay Transportation

Authority eased the fears of many subway musi-

cims yesterday, armouncing a compromise to

twtak their new Subway Performers Program

before it goes into effect.

The mles the MBTA originally planned to

implement this month included many restrictions

on performances that never before existed in

Bo«on. including a ban on all forms of amplified

music and homs in subway stations.

While the MBTA's new rules for performers still

restrict subway musicians a great deal more than

many of them would lilte. The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian applauds the efforts of MBTA officials to

meet in the middle on an issue near and dear to the

hearts of many in the greater Boston area.

Revised guidelines, revealed yesterday by the

MBTA to the Associated Press, will allow ampli-

fiers, but with a maximum volume level of 80 deci-

bels. The horn ban was modified to eliminate trum-

pets, but allow other brass and wind instruments.

A new $25 fee will be implemented for perform-

ance permits, and performers must also remain in

"proper clothing" and "neat in appearance."

The Collegian finds the solution reached to be

agreeable, balancing both the safety concerns of

the task force and the concerns of subway perform-

ers and many of the common people who ride the

transit system to work every day The latest devel-

opment in this story shows that with the proper

courses of action, compromise can be reached on

potentially volatile issues. Both the MBTA and the

Subway Artists Guild deserve praise for handling

the situation in a professional, progressive way.

The MBTA announced the initial changes to

their subway musician policies after a sec-urity task

force evaluation performed an evaluation, recom-

mending a complete ban on musicians altogether.

Officials said the point of the ban on homs and

amplified music was to keep the music from

drowning out the public address system.

The Subway Artists Guild rallied behind the

cause appropriately, filing a complaint with the

American Civil Liberties Union and circulating a

petition that corralled more than 6.000 commuter

signatures. By presenting a petition, the guild

showed the issue was much bigger than a matter of

how it would affect the musicians themselves —
they showed it would affect Bostonian culture in

general.

The majority of the other restrictions on musi-

cians the MBTA plans to implement are compara-

ble to rules already in place in other metropolis

areas around the country and worid for street-side

performers. According to the AR transit systems in

New York, San Francisco and Washington, D.C.,

all have restrictions on their musicians, as well.

While the guild still has some reservations with

new policies, the comprising done already is

encouraging to all involved. A tradition and part of

our Massachusetts culture appears to be saved.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opin-

ion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian Editorial

Board.
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Recently a poll

in Europe

found that most

people believe

Israel is the

biggest threat to

world peace.

Another inter-

esting question

would be:

What's the

biggest threat to

Israel? Many have said, and more

continue to say, that Israeli Prime

Minister Ariel Sharon is the

nation's biggest threat.

Sharon, like other past Israeli

prime ministers, has an interesting

and twisted history. For example,

Menachim Begin and Yitzhak

Shamir were the leaders of terrorist

organizations and were wanted by

the British government for acts of

terror in the Mandate of Palestine.

Sharon continues this fine Israeli

tradition of criminal mmed politi-

cal leader

In the early 1980s, in the midst

of a Lebanese civil war, the Israelis

had invaded southern Lebanon

and had taken control over

Palestinian refugee camps.

Thousands were killed in the

refugee camps of Sabra and

Shatilia — camps under Israeli

control by Lebanese militias.

Sharon was found indirectly

responsible by a court in Israel for

the brutal murder of thousands of

refugees, many of which were eld-

eriy, woman and chiWren. He was

banned from ever serving in some

ministerial positions in the govern-

ment.

Recently, charges of war crimes

were brought against Sharon for

his role in the massacres in Sabra

and Shatila. The lead wimess in the

case against Sharon was a former

leader of a Lebanese militia during

the civil war that had been living in

Lebanon. Then suddenly, in the

most Mafioso fashion, this lead

wimess died when he walked out

of his door, blown to pieces by a

car bomb just days before he was

to testify. A case of bad luck, I

guess.

So Israel found Sharon to be

the best guy for the job in the last

election, and Sharon, a man with

plenty of blood on his hands, was

to be the leader of a nation seeking

peace. Being a hard liner, he ran on

the platform of bringing security to

Israel. Many trusted him for that. It

becomes clear that he has failed

miserably, and many Israelis are let-

ting him know about it.

Many Israelis are fed up with

Sharon and are not willing to live

in Israel. Israel is a nation with

approximately 6.6 million citizens,

20 percent of which are Arabs, in

the year 2000, 550,000 Israelis

lived outside of Israel. Recent num-

bers from Israel's Immigration and

Absorption Ministry state that sta-

tistic has since increased quite dra-

matically to 760,000.

Also, it has become very inter-

esting to see that the voices criticiz-

ing the current Israeli administra-

tion are changing. No longer are

they the usual suspects, such as

occupied Palestinians and leftist

Israelis, but also members of the

Sharon administration and who

are intelligence officials as well.

According to a recent Wash-

ington Post column, only a few

weeks ago Israel's Army Chief of

Staff Moshe Yaalon criticized the

Sharon government for the policies

it's pursuing. He said the harsh and

abusive policies that the Sharon

government was carrying out were

only breeding "hatred and terror-

ism."

The column had this to say

about the status of the Israeli

forces: "With the Israel Defense

Forces in the fourth year of battle

with the Palestinians, the most

dominant institution in Israeli soci-

ety is also embroiled in a struggle

over its own character, according

to dozens of interviews with sol-

diers, officers, reservists and some

of the nation's preeminent military

analysts."

Many people are questioning

the policies of the Sharon govern-

ment. This is because they can see

it is not working; they can see it is

the wrong way to do business.

Recently, and also maybe most

notably, four former members of

Israel's internal security network,

the Shin Bet, openly criticized the

Sharon government's overiy puni-

tive policies vfcith Palestinians.

Yediot Ahranot, an Israeli newspa-

per, reported the criticism, causing

much controversy in Israel.

Avram Shalom, who led the

Shin Bet organization from 1980

until 1986. said, "We must once

and for all admit that there is

another side, that it has feelings

and that it is suffering and that we

are behaving disgracefully. Yes,

there is no other word for it: dis-

gracefully ... we have turned them

into a people of petty fighters using

the wrong tools." He even said that

Israel is heading for a "caWstro-

phe" if it continues to follow these

bruul policies. I found that termi-

nology particularly thought pro-

voking.

More and more people openly

criticize Sharon's policies everyday.

Hundreds of Israeli military per-

sonal refuse to serve in the West

Bank and Gaza.

One soldier who felt disgraced

about some of the things he has

been ordered to do even told the

Washington Post, "You really feel

disgusting. You see these people,

and you know the majority of them

are innocent and you're Uking

away their rights."

Israelis are realizing that the

war criminal they elected has not

brought them security. They are

realizing that he has in fact only

brought them fear Never before

have so many people left Israel.

Never before have so many people

spoke out against the policies of an

Israeli administration.

The Israeli right continues to

fight what is becoming a loosing

battle. You cannot put people

dcwn, dehumanize them, brutally

repress them and then expect to

have a "parmer for peace."

It has become increasingly clear

that Israelis are beginning to see

Sharon as a threat to Israel's future.

His policies are delaying any nego-

tiations, and many Israelis see a

necessity to make a final deal

immediately. Some Israeli and

Palestinian leaders have drafted a

proposed solution that started in

Geneva and recently concluded in

Jordan.

Sharon has refused to even

acknowledge this initiative. As the

Palestinian population continues to

grow, Israelis become increasingly

worried about a deal. Palestinians

will soon be a clear majority over

Israelis because of high birth rates

and Israeli immigration. That cre-

ates a deep fear for Israelis. What if

those Palestinians wanted to be a

part of Israel? What if they wanted

a vote? To Israelis, this fear is burn-

ing the little patience they have for

the uncooperative Sharon govern-

ment.

I'll leave with sobering words

from Israeli Major General Ami

Ayalon, who headed the Shin Bet

from 1 996 until 2000 and also told

Yediot Ahranot: "The state of Israel

will no longer be a democracy and

a home for the Jewish people."

Yousef Munayyer is a

Collegian columnist.

Thoughts on abortion

through the male eye
The talented Mr, Ashcroft

They aren't our bodies, but we pass

laws that control them. Congress, a pre-

dominantly male body, has in the last

month passed a law concerning partial-

birth abortions. On Oct. 24. the

Washington Post article

described the law: "It subjects , .

doctors who perform 'partial- Ifl"*

birth' abortions to civil suits by ^-^—
the biological father and the woman's

parents, if they do not consent to the

procedure and the woman is not yet

18." This decision has somewhat

brought the issue up in the public's con-

versations concerning the issue of abor-

tion.

Congress has made partial-birth

abortions illegal. This means that there

is now a limit to when an abortion can

take place. Whether or not you agree

with this law, you must still recognize

that men are mostly those who put this

law into action. And while recognizing

this, women must wonder what the real

male opinion on abortion is.

As a male, I have a different view on

abortion than most women. It is not my

body. Therefore, it doesn't directly effect

me in that way. However, I do have an

opinion on the issue itself. 1 think it is

wrong to have an abortion because the

mother is choosing to take away a life

that has no choice in the matter. But,

because it is not affecting my body

directly, I also think that the woman

should have the choice on whether or

not to go through with an abortion.

Based on interviewing 20 males at

the University of Massachusetts, this is

what I have found most men believe.

This is because most males these days

are aware that women should have a

right to choose what they want to do

with their lives. Most men these days are

no longer ignorant that women have

feelings too.

But there are other opinions that

exist among males. According to my

interviews, there are other men who,

because they find abortion to be moral-

ly wrong, feel the need to have control

over the fact that women do not com-

mit it. Some of these men can also be

found in Congress and other govern-

ment positions trying to pass laws ban-

ning abortion. This is the only way

these men can put any control over this

situation. Making abortion illegal of

course does not put a stop to women

having abortions, but it does put a ncg-

Kane

ative light on it.

However, a man who is not involved

in government can feel just as strongly

about abortion being morally wrong.

Yet, he has no control over it for the

obvious reason that it is not his

body. The only way men have

control over the issue is through—^ the power of persuasion. A
woman's boyfriend may try to convince

her not to have an abortion, but in the

long run. it is still the woman's decision.

Lastly, there is the man who doesn't

see abortions as a sin or even as nega-

tive. He feels that it is 100 percent the

female's choice on whether or not to go

through with the procedure.

Abortion does affect men indirectly.

Whether or not the man likes it, if a

woman gets pregnant, it is because of

him. Although it does take two to tango,

the male is often the one blamed for the

unwanted pregnancy. It is because of this

that one would think the male would

have a more influential role in the deci-

sion, but he does not. One can only won-

der what would happen if the male want-

ed to keep the baby and the female did

not. In that case, he is nearly helpless;

persuasion is his only power

Another issue many couples face,

resulting in the abortion controversy, is

what to do with the baby if and when he

or she is bom. Most couples considering

abortion usually choose it because of

their financial situation. Couples have to

take into consideration what would hap-

pen if they were to become parents. Here

is also where the man and woman tend

to disagree. The man might feel he will

be able to support a family, while the

woman might think an abortion is neces-

sary. Again, even if the roles are

reversed, the male takes the back seat in

the actual decision-making. He can only

state his opinion and attempt to con-

vince her to agree. The woman has the

upper hand in the situation; she has the

power and the responsibility.

Because men feel like they have no

control over the issue of abortion, they

usually back away from it. Those men

who feel so strongly about it are the only

ones who do get involved and try to

bring about change. No matter what the

man's opinion is on the subject, he must

realize that he isn't the one with all the

power anymore. Especially in the case of

abortion, women can^ the torch.

Chris Kane is a UMass student.

This week, the most

devastating month for

casualties since the

end of major combat,

comes to an end.

There are now 509

confirmed coalition

deaths and a mini-

mum of 7,918 civilian

deaths. The Depart-

ment of Defense has

— confirmed the follow-

ing American deaths:

Captain George A. Wood, 33;

Corporal Gary B. Coleman, 24; Private

first class Damian S. Bushart, 22; Staff

Sergeant Eddie E. Menyweather, 35;

Specialist Rel A. Ravago IV, 21:

Command Sergeant Major |erry L.

Wilson. 45; Specialist Joseph L. Lister.

22; Specialist Robert D. Roberts. 21;

Corporal Darrell L. Smith. 28; Chief

Warrant Officer, W-2 Christopher G.

Nason, 39; Technical Sergeant William

|. Kerwood, 37; Technical Sergeant

Howard A. Walters, 35; Staff Sergeant

Thomas A. Walkup jr., 25; Major Steven

Plumhoff. 33; Sergeant Major Phillip R.

Albert, 4 1 ; Specialist David |. Goldberg,

20; Specialist Thomas ). Sweet II. 23;

Sergeant Ariel Rico, 25.

May they rest in peace.

"Over niy dead body," was the reac-

tion of Rep. lames Sensenbrenner jr.

after learning that Sen. Orrin Hatch

proposed the removal of the Patriot

Act's "sunset clause," according to the

San Francisco Chronicle. A "sunset

clause" is used in declaring that a law

will no longer be valid after a certain

point in time. The Patriot Act has a

"sunset" of five years. Had Hatch gotten

his way, the laws would have been indef-

inite. And not just Democrats, but

Republicans too want to see these five

years done and over with. As Americans

are beginning to find out, however, a lot

can happen in two and a half years.

As 2003 comes to an end. a new law

proposal will be coming on the floors of

Congress. That new proposal, in a

creepy-yet-unintentional reference to

George Orwell's "1984," will be called

the Victory Act. The bill, if shot down,

is expected to come back as line-item

legislation or a "rider" on an imperti-

nent bill. (Bush used "riders" in the

Homeland Security Act and was able to

cover up parts of the 9/11 investiga-

tions.)

The Victory Act's full name is the

Vital Interdiction of Criminal Terrorist

Organizations Act. As you may have

already guessed, it asks for even more

sweeping powers to the Department of

justice and Attorney General John

Ashcroft, designed to fight not only the

War on Terror, but the War on Drugs on

the same front.

Though it may sound appealing, the

Victory Act is a law just waiting to get

out of hand. In this act, the crime of

drug possession would be treated as a

"terrorist offense." This is based on the

premise that, like those insane anti-mar-

ijuana commercials imply, you are aid-

ing terrorism if you buy drugs. Those

convicted under the new law would be

considered a "narco-terrorist."

Another potentially dangerous provi-

sion is that the government will be

allowed to issue "roving warrants" on

cell phones. This means that Big Brother

can listen in on you whenever he wants.

All they have to do is claim that some-

where, someone with "evil" intentions is

using a cell phone. The Victory Act,

will, of course, heighten public surveil-

lance in other areas as well.

The Christian Science Monitor

reports that Ashcroft "is intent on

broadening the sidewalk the terrorists

are walking on, redefining its borders so

that more and more people can be mon-

itored for spitting. The proposed

'Victory Act' is case in point." The bill is

the second brainchild of Attorney

General John Ashcroft.

Ashcroft is an interesting man in the

way one would call Michael |ack.son

interesting. According to his own autobi-

ography, "Lessons From a Father to His

Son," before taking a major post, his

father anoints him with oil, "like King

David." (He actually used Crisco once!)

He is also the first senator to ever lose an

election to a dead man, reports CNN.

Ashcroft is also prone to small — call

it — outbursts of patriotism, in which

he has his staff sing along to self-com-

posed songs like "Let the Eagle Soar,"

an overly patriotic. Christian version of

Englebert Humperdinck's "Lesbian

Seagull."

The U.K. Independent reports that

Ashcroft had also spent $8,000 on cov-

ering up the topless "Spirit of justice"

statue.

The same article also says he is a

member of a sect known as the

Assemblies of God. One of the many

reports, released by the church, include

one named, "Can Bom-Again Believers

Be Demon-Possessed?" The article

claims: "The spread of oriental religions

and the occult in America has brought

with it an increase in demon possession

similar to that reported formerly by mis-

sionaries on foreign fields. All too often

there has been too little teaching in this

area."

Another church statement, entitled,

"Does the Assemblies of God involve

itself more in political issues," states:

"The alarming shift from a |udeo-

Christian philosophy to secular human-

ism as the foundation of American gov-

ernment has created profound problems

for all Bible-believing churches. More

and more, government is defying bibli-

cal principles and interpreting sinful

behavior as civil rights, i.e. abortion and

homosexuality. The church as the body

of Christ is obligated to respond."

Ashcroft agrees.

The U.K. Independent once quoted

the eccentric Attorney General, "It is

said we shouldn't legislate morality.

Well, 1 disagree. I think all we should

legislate is morality."

As yet another tolerant member of

the Bush administration, he has also

proclaimed, "Islam is a religion in which

God requires you to send your son to

die for him. Christianity is a faith in

which God sends his son to die for you."

According to the Washington Post, after

public outrage from his statement, the

attorney general cheaply responded by

saying that his remarks "do not accu-

rately reflect what 1 believe I said."

(Even Trent Lett had a better come-

back!)

For some reason or another, neocon-

servatives, talking heads and just simply

panic-stricken citizens find absolutely

no problem with giving a man like this

even more sweeping powers than

before. I find it problematic ... very

problematic.

As Bush has proclaimed that we will

not bend to Islamic fundamentalism, we

should not bend to Christian fundamen-

talism either.

Americans should be encouraged to

read the kinds of legislation that con-

cern their ovm rights. The sad part is

that all of this is done under public

scrutiny and many people just lack the

time, motivation or means to get to it.

Even worse, the public seems to be

more concerned with the oddities of a

guy like Jackson, instead of the oddities

of the top law enforcement official, who
seeks sweeping powers to redefine and

enforce laws that suit his marginal view

of the world.

Mark Ostroff is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Thanksgiving still fresh in the mind

Many thank-you's to share A not-so-traditional Thanksgiving
a' •'

!..„ „ ^„., f^, m„.. h- sprvpH and cut on the Upon reciting to friends am

Rachel

Smith

^^^^^^H Thanksgiving is over, but I have

^^^^j^H some gratitude left to share with

^^^.^^H the world. 1 have some turkey.

^^^^^^H too. 1 also have a huge credit card

^B|J&^H bill for my plane ticket home last

^^^^^H^ week. If you're low on venera-

%J^^^2 tion, let me know. I'm low on

^'^'^ cash, and we can probably work
'- something out.

Thank goodness the presiden-

tial election is coming up, and^ thank goodness Senator )oe

Lieberman is running. All of the Democratic candi-

dates have great qualities, but only Sen. Lieberman

can lead our country during these difficult times.

He's strong in the same areas where President

George W. Bush is strong, like on

national defense. However, he can

beat Bush where's he's weak; on

social and economic policies.

The University of Mass-

achusetts deserves several thank

you's for teaching me the pure

joys of bureaucracy tempered by

my love of learning. I wouldn't

have nearly as much fun here if I

spent as much time in class as I

do in the bursar's line. That kind

of tedium facilitates a zen-like

self-awareness that can only

arrive at fruition behind the velvet

ropes of the Whitmore

Administration building. Thank

you, UMass, thank you.

"Thank you. President George

W. Bush for being so dam
adorable. He is just as cute as a

button on a baby's pajamas. Every time he stumbles

through another speech about how and why our

civil liberties are actually un-American, 1 just want

to coo.
r 1 u

I owe many, many thank-you's to my family, who

have stuck by me the only way a Lower East Side

New York, jev^fish mom and dad can — with much

guilt and a healthy does of nagging. Yes, I'm getting

enough sleep. It's a proven fact that tequila reduces

a college student's need for shuteye by at least 20

percent. That means I'm getting around 40 percent

more sleep than I actually need. Other students can

feel free to cut and paste this completely fictional

statistic into their e-mails and sent it home to con-

cerned parents. 1 guarantee you they'll be thrilled.

I'm grateful for my off-campus apartment. The

rats are gone now, and the electricity doesn't flicker

as much as it did in the summer. My bathroom

stopped leaking, and I don't smell the upstairs

neighbor's dog lately. 1 hope it's not dead. Actually,

yes I do. This is a terrific bargain in Amherst for

$700 a month, which I split with my roommate

(when he makes the rent on time). Ah. the joys of

independence are endless.

Thank you to whoever invented group projects.

I love doing all the work meant for six people and

getting an "A/B" for my efforts. There's nothing

more frustrating than an "A/B." It's like one of

those guys who extends his hand to shake yours,

then retracts it really quickly. "Hey, here's an 'A!'

Congratulations! Nope! Gotcha!" Group projects

help me build character. Unfortunately, this charac-

ter is about to snap, sit cross-legged on the floor of

the Blue Wall and count plastic knives until some-
;

body forcibly removes her

My thanks go to Gov. Mitt Romney, the state of
i

Massachusetts or whoever is responsible for cutting
|

financial aid to out-of-state students. I'm honored

to be your cash cow; I only hope I can afford to stay

next semester.

I am truly grateful for coffee.

There is nothing more satisfying

than ingesting so much caffeine

that my left eye twitches uncon-

trollably. Between the coffee and

the tequila, I'll never need to

sleep again.

Thank goodness for University

Health Services. Unless we elect

a Democrat into office in 2004,

most of us graduating seniors

won't get health coverage com-

parable to the service we get at

UHS for quite some time, if ever

I'm thankful for health care

while I have it.

I am eternally grateful for cal-

zones at midnight. My hips, on

the other hand, are probably less

appreciative.

On the subject of food, I'm thankful for $6 stale

sandwiches at the Blue Wall. I would have never

known that tuna fish ages so well if I had never

come to UMass. One of these days, I'll try the roast

beef, but I want to make sure I do it over a long

weekend, just in case.

Thank you. Student Government Association

for free newspapers. Allocating student fees for The

New York Times and The Boston Globe was an

excellent idea. Being a student is more than attend-

ing class; it's about integratinjg leamed knowledge

into the world around us. Picking up a decent news-

paper and checking out what's going on outside of

UMass is an integral part of scholarship.

Finally, I'm thankful for all the things I take for

granted now that I'll miss when I graduate next

semester, like writing this column or standing in

line at the Financial Aid office. This is a little early

for New Year's resolutions, but I intend to set aside

more time for giving thanks, even for the stuff I dis-

like, as I prepare for my joumey out of UMass and

back into reality.

Rachel Smith is a Collegian columnist.

Ifs a proven fact

that tequila reduces

a college students

need for shuteye by

at least 20 percent

That means I'm

getting around 40

percent more sleep

than I achiaily

need.

It's a day for

^^^^ family and

^Hjl^^ feasting and

^KH| for giving

^^^f thanks for all

^JBiJ of our bless-

^^Em^ ings. A holi-

^^^^^|H day

^^^^^Hl old,

Gilad ^"^ "" "'^T
-, , , the country by
jKOiniCK all who are

patriotic,
except for many Native

Americans who are ticked off

at the whole genocide and

stealing their land thing.

My friends and peers were

kicked off the UMass campus

and sent home to take part in a

tradition. All came back with

big grins on our faces, after

undertaking in this joyous

feast. But last Thursday, as my
family was butchering Thanks-

giving, I realized how unpatri-

otic they are.

My family isn't the most

observant when it comes to

holidays, and although my fam-

ily tries to celebrate them, they

don't follow the age-old tradi-

tions of our culture. Rather

than celebrate the holiday on

Thursday, as tradition man-

dates, they celebrate on a

Friday. Worst yet, they cele-

brate on Friday night, an insult

to the very essence of the holi-

day.

For ages, this day was cele-

brated on a Thursday after-

noon, yet suddenly, my family

thinks they can move
Thanksgiving celebration to

another day. I'm not sure why,

but it was probably celebrated

on a Thursday for a reason,

probably a good one, and who
are we to change the day?

What right do we have? It's

just not the same when it's on a

Friday — and at night.

The biggest abomination

was the serving of the turkey.

Having watched hours upon

hours of sitcoms the week

before Thanksgiving, it became

,

evidently clear that the turkey

must be served and cut on the

table when all of the guests are

present. On every show —
from "The Simpsons" to

"Everybody Loves Raymond"
— the turkey was cut right on

the table. You can imagine my
disgust and look of horror on

my face when I found the

turkey had been precut several

hours before the meal was

served. Carving the turkey on

the table is a fundamental

aspect of the Thanksgiving

feast, and is not one of the tra-

ditions that can be bent or

stretched. They might as well

have served chicken wings.

Sure we had all the other

necessary foods of the holiday,

from combread and cranberry

sauce to pumpkin pie, along

with official Thanksgiving

paper plates and matching nap-

kins, but without the head of

the table showing their turkey-

cutting skills, it is simply not

Thanksgiving.

Upon reciting to friends and

peers in detail about how my
family "does Thanksgiving."

they assumed that I was kid-

ding, but this is no exaggera-

tion. It's sadly so very, very

true.

At least Thanksgiving Day

was celebrated at some point.

My family did absolutely noth-

ing for one of my favorite holi-

days, Columbus Day, and I did-

n't even get an Evacuation Day

card or a Veterans Day pre«ent.

My house was absent of flags

for Flag Day, and Forth of )uly

is usually celebrated by my
family on |uly 6 or 7. or when-

ever the closest weekend is. My
family often ignores Wash-ing-

ton during Presidents Day. and

little time is focused on Lincoln

as it is.

Bunker Hill Day is an all-

time favorite of mine, a day

commemorating the colonists'

heroic loss to the British on

Breeds Hill (and to all you oul-

You can Imagine my disgust ... when I

found the hjr1(ey had been precut several

hours before the meal was served.

There's only one more thing

this holiday requires, as I've

learned from television:

Everyone around the table

should say what he or she is

thankful for. All year I go

around not being thankful for

anything that I get, frequently

taking wonderful things for

granted. So naturally, as every-

one started devouring the food

that was in front of them, I sat

a little confused and bewil-

dered. I had spent weeks

preparing my list of things I

was thankful for. ready for

going around the table when

each would state our thoughts,

and 1 heard nothing ... nothing.

You don't have to do too many

things for this holiday, and the

few requirements were com-

pletely ignored.

of-staters. Bunker Hill Day is a

real holiday on |une 17), but my
family didn't even mention it.

They don't even accept its exis-

tence.

I desire to properly celebrate

the day when the Pilgrims

thanked the Native Americans

for their help, and in return

introduced them to the wonders

of the Old World, such as beads,

horses, metal and smallpox.

Perhaps one day my wish will

become a reality, but until then I

can only live out Thanksgiving

through television and dreams.

Id like to thank Nate Kupel for

giving me the courage to come

out and tell the world about

how my family "does" Thanks-

giving.

Gilad Skolnick is a

Collegian columnist.

The madness of finals and the holidays

Is it me, or are the chances of

you getting out of bed on time

tomorrow morning slimmer than

the spring lineup of Belgian super-

models? Blame it on the weather,

but the little bit of academic time

left between the Thanksgiving and

wanter break reliably reduces us

each year to lazy, home-

sick, agoraphobic college
Og|)0[3|)

washouts. Luckily, there ^___
are a few simple meas-

ures you can take to fend off this

horrible and utterly contagious

syndrome. Start with why you're

here in the first place ... academics!

You're probably tempted to

stop going to class, or skip out on

doing that last assignment. You

just don't want to, feel menully

inept or more simply you just

"don't care anymore!" In fact, you

rejoice while just saying this out

loud. You can't help but feel like

either totally relaxing or totally let-

ting loose. Don't ... not yet. Stick it

out. One way to address the mad-

ness is to make a countdown calen-

dar. You can do this with notes if

you're feeling particulariy neurotic.

Seeing the time in front of you as

logical squares, even if they are

canary yellow, makes it less inter-

minable somehow.

Professors are looking for peo-

ple who follow through, especially

in the end, as will your future boss-

es and most people you'll ever

have to deal with. Anyone can

sleep in and flake out. Your work

will come to you. lust focus on

doing one thing at a time, even if it

means sentence by sentence. Some

people will understand (you know

who you are) when you have to

say, "Okay. In 10 seconds, I am

going to take my right leg out of

bed." Don't feel stupid about this.

We've all been there, and you've

got to start somewhere! lust focus

on your goal of getting tangible

things done, like that final paper.

Take baby steps if you need to. If

you're lucky, it will start to feel like

part of the madness, and the most

rewarding work, is the kind that

feels like part of the madness.

If you still haven't used that

empty-as-a-nuclear-wasteland

planner, now is not too late. Make

a master list of everything pressing

and schedule time for your most

important jobs, including study

breaks and 7 p.m. Seinfeld if that's

how you relax. Write it all in there.

Prcimise yourself you'll stick to it,

if only for this semester.

Ppjjp, Tell yourself you're "test-

'' » ing the effectiveness of

iftime management

you're one of those people that

needs an excuse. Even one solid

hour of work a day will get you

through a lot more than procrasti-

nation!

Another beast of the season

you'll have to battle: the family

and friends machine. Mustering

up a spirit of generosity and kind-

ness, to put it mildly, may feel

impossible. It's okay. Don't feel

guilty, about this. Focus on doing

what you have to do. If you're

working or not in the mood to

talk, just don't answer the phone

or door; you must be your first pri-

ority. Only people in your exact

juggling-act-of-an-existence can

understand. No matter how much

you love Grandma, who probably

just got done flirting with the

teenage pool boy down in her Ft.

l^uderdale duplex, will be hard

pressed to understand your frus-

trations or mood. So in order to

get things done, you're going to

have to screen your communica-

tion and gauge your mood very

carefully during this difficult, but

amazing time.

Getting things done may feel

like you're doing for others, but

you're actually doing for yourself.

You are in the throes of college

life. Whether this is your first

semester or your last, you'll

remember, and reap the effects of

what you do at this moment for

years to come. Enjoy your life,

your friends and all that you're

blessed to have. Know that you're

actually getting things done this

holiday season, and it may be a

habit you'll want to keep.

Deborah Geiger is a UMass

student.

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR

STUDENT SPEAKS OUT

FOR TODAY'S FEMI-

NIST MOVEMENT
"Feminist" is a scary word, isn't

It? Bra-burning militant lesbian man-

haters ranting about unsubstantiated

radical issues of little relevance in

today's progressive society.

Our NOW membership is up. Put

your bras back on, ladles.

I'm worried about the state of

feminism, as it was presented in S.J.

Port's "The Feminist Epiphany "
(Dec.

3). Has the U.S. moved forward in

workplace opportunities and new

ideas of family and gender identity?

Yes, undoubtedly. Do "American

women today have rights equal to

their male counterparts . . .
protected

as full citizens?" Has feminism gone

as far as It can go? I guess all the

money I've spent on these silly

Women's Studies courses would

have been better spent on a sub-

scription to Cosmo or a vacuum

cleaner. Maybe a new bra.

No doubt, the decision to take the

"traditional" role of mother and care-

taker Is as honorable and important

as any CEO position. Inarguably, the

feminist movement is responsible for

the drastic Increase of women in the

workplace. It Is responsible tttat for

the first time In history, more women

than men are currently enrolled in

higher education programs around

the United States.

But I'm not satisfied with what

the workplace is going to offer me

when I graduate. I pay for an educa-

tion equal to my male classmates,

and I'll demand a paycheck equal to

my male coworkers. According to

Catalyst, a New York based research

group supporting the advancement of

women in business, only eight of the

Fortune 500 companies have female

CEOs. Eight.

Women can enjoy careers out-

side the home. But how can we

rightfully tell our daughters, "You can

be anything you want to be," unless

we continue the fight off our mothers

and grandmothers against gender-

based Inequity? What better way to

guarantee and enforce laws protect-

ing women than to have women in

charge of making them? How can

we expect equality of opportunities

and respect unless we are in more

prominent positions of power?

No one can reasonably argue

that the role of mother and caretak-

er Is an unimportant one. It is a

woman's right to choose a "tradi-

tional" role rather than a job outside

the home, or a career Instead of a

family. It is rarely an either/or situa-

tion, though.

Is "the emancipated woman" the

one who wakes up to dress, feed and

ready the children for school, works

a 10-hour shift for 73 cents for every

dollar her male coworker earns,

returns home to cook dinner, folds

the laundry, reads the bedtime sto-

ries, pays the bills and goes to bed

ready to do It all the next day?

Is that to be the legacy of

Sojourner Truth, Susan 8. Anthony,

Sally Ride, Chandra Mohanty and

millions of other women who chal-

lenged their "place in society?" In

this country, women head 12.9 mil-

lion households. The idea of a socie-

ty of CEO moms and stay-at-home

dads certainly has its appeal— more

active involvement of fathers In the

raising of their children, more leader-

ship positions for women In the

workplace. That's what feminism is

fighting for; that's what humanism is

calling for; that's what we should all

be working for

To sit back and say feminism has

ran Its course Is to disrespect the

feminist movement, past and pres-

ent. Feminism Is — feminism must

be —persistently and vibrantly alive

and well today. If it's between being

someone complacent with a

women's position today or being a

so-called ball-bashing, man-hating -

ism, I'll proudly be the latter.

Hope to see you at the top.

Meghann Resales

UMass student

GEO CLARIFIES THE

CONTRACT ISSUE
We are writing m response to

The Massachusetts Dally

Collegian's Dec. 2 column

"Ignorance Leads to Downfall."

Being members of the Graduate

Employee Organization's Bargain-

ing Committee, we feel it is neces-

sary to correct some maccurate

statements made in the editorial.

While we agree wholeheartedly

with the sentiment that "[Romney]

copped out," we wish to address

some raised points.

The Bargaining Committee is

composed of 11 people, nine com-

mittee members and two alternate

members and is elected by the

membership of the GEO. Our pur-

pose is to negotiate a new contract

on behalf of all graduate student

workers (GEO members or not) this

spring. The contract we are cur-

rently working under expires at the

end of spring semester. It is this

contract that contains the raises

that were not honored by the state

and that were funded (both for

spring semester and retroactively)

In the current bill recently signed

by the governor.

There are two points in the col-

umn we feel need clarification.

First, "(state negotiators] made

promises the state can't possibly

keep" is erroneous. The represen-

tatives for the University are in con-

tact with the governor's office (at

the time the Jane Swift was

Governor) throughout the bargain-

ing process. The cost of living pay

increases were approved during

this process by both the governor

and later the state legislature

through an appropriations bill.

Second, the phrase "three percent,

five percent, 15 percent — they're

all just numbers" is misleading. The

pay increases (which were

approved at "every level of the sys-

tem" when the contract was first

negotiated) are simple cost of living

increases, specifically a three per-

9

cent pay raise yearly Rent, food

and other daily living expenses

increase roughly at this rate every

year, and it Is only fair ttiat the

graduate students wtio work very

hard to keep this University runnlnfl

smoothly have their pay Increased

to be able to live decently.

Calculated over the three years of

the contract, the raises are roughly

10 percent, but it Is important to

understand this is a cumulative

effect, not a giant pay raise tor stu-

dent workers.

We disagree with the statement

"(Romney Is] balancing the

demands of people who want ... no

raised taxes, raised pay and a bal-

anced budget." Many of us (gradu-

ate student workers or not) believe

the best way to ensure the fiscal

health of the state and the proper

funding of the University Is through

the implementation of a more equi-

table system of taxation that levies

higher rates on corporations and

the more wealthy segments of our

society.

While we do not always agree

with them during the bargaining

process, we have nothing but

respect for the representatives of

the University at the bargaining

table and resent them being

labeled as "fools."

The GEO Bargaining Committee:

Elizabeth Barron, Natural

Resources Conservation

James Campbell, Mathematics &
Statistics

Ibrahim Dahlstrom-Hakki,

Psychology, GEO Secretary-

Treasurer

Anil Duman, Economics

Amy HInes, Labor Center

Anders Jonsson, Computer

Science, GEO Contract and Labor

Educator

Mike O'Neill, Computer Science

Amanda Plumb, Labor Center

James AW. Shaw, Sociology, UAW
Local 2322 President

Alanna Rudzick, Anthropology

Chris Vials, English, GEO President

Write for Ed/Op.
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HH|^MHH There is nothing like

^^^H^^l the

^^B_^^^B through three-feet-

^^Hp^w^H deep powder with the

^^Lgg^aQlj^l wind rushing through

^I^^^J^H yuur ears crisp

^biWBB|W sunny day. You can be

1 ^^P^ anywhere in the world

I -* this Christmas season,

but there's no place

hke home — for Iwli-

•mmmmmm day snowboafding

that is. New England is the home of

some of the finest snowboarding oppor-

tunities in the world.

Despite the cold outlook — predict-

ed for this winter's weather — the snow

for this season has never looked better.

For me. the season officially begins

with the first waxing of my board; afi

annual event that falls on Nov. 1.

Dragging out the tools, wax and iron

from the back of the closet only incites

my eagerness to find snow; no matter

how far I have to drive to get it.

Five months out of the year in New
England is basically guaranteed to pro-

vide snow-making weather. Even if the

precipitation isn't coming naturally, the

resorts will still have the low lempeta-

tures required to produce a decent arti-

ficial covering. ,^,3

In iTi\ home state, Virginia, snow-

boarding was an extreme sport people

watched on ESPN and in movies; the

southern snow simply didn't stick

around long enough to cut a trail.

My first experience snowboarding

came during a high school trip to

Berkshire East during my freshman year.

I decided I would teach myself to snow-

board, even though I had never taken a

lesson in my life. I spent the entire cold

afternoon alone on the slopes, taking

horrific spills — or what boarders refer

to as "eating snow." Finally, after knock-

ing the wind out of my lungs by falling

i into a ditch full of prickers. 1 unstrapped

; my bindings and stomped down the

i mountain, out of utter frustration.

• Halfway down, I lost my grasp on the

rental board, sending it careening down

the mountain and crashing into the front

!ps of the lodge. Amazingly, no c»ie

killed and the board wasn't dam-

Continued on pai^ 8

Lift pricing for adults:

Two-tier pricing:

midweek and weekend/

holiday

* Atternoon: $20/$30

* Night: $20/$20

* Full-day: $25/$40

PerhajM the closest sId and board resort

to the University of Massachusetts is

Berk.shire East. It is opening this weekend

,ind has very affordable rates for students.

Berkshire East is a very enjoyable place

with 100 pel cent snowmaking. 45 trails and

five lifts, including a new quad this season.

The new west quad opens up the

Wilderness Peak, an expansion that accesses

fvery trail that the dd Exhibition double did,

a.s well as Roundabout, Hemlock, Snow

Dance and Sun Dance. This chairlift b<^s

at the newly renovated W^t Lodge. This

expansion and high-caf»city fixed frrip quad

will give Ikrkshire East faster lineii with

much BK>re nxwntain to er^.
A beginner wiH love the Outback-

Roundabout run — now open day and night

and n novice trail two and a half mifes long.

It wraps itself around the side of the moun

tain, and you will skjwly find yourself taking

in breathtaking vievw of the Pioneer Valley

w4iile going over slight lips as you oscillate

thix)iigh the wcxjds back toward the lift and

liXlgf

lor the more advanced skier is a black

dtamwid run, which was cut as wide as a

dorm room at most piBts. with its huge

(irop-offs (k-rkshire Fast also offci^ the Fast

Olade run 1 .OCX) feet of virtual w«xl ter-

rain a.*! well as many c4|ier Glades runs.

For more infoniiftf^ cat! 4n-339-

M7 ot vi«if www,be)*'<^iif'''''"'

Martin urecnnvld

irt*

4 .*#

Stra^on

Lift pricing for adults:

Three-tier pricing:

week/weekend/holiday

j

* Afternoon: $47/S49/54 ^^
I * One-day: $59/$72/$72 r^
* Two-day: SI 06/$1 21 /$1 29

^. Three-day: SI 44/$162/S1 8b

•: Four-day: $174/$189/$239

:i: Five-day: $198/$215/S288

* Six-day: S221/S239/S328

* Seven-day: S243/$262/S365

Nestled in the Grccii Mountains of

Southern Vermont. Siiatton Mountain

offers fabulous skiing condition in an

affordable and classy atmosphere.

Located in Bondville. Vermont,

Stratton offers 90 trails for every kind of

slucr. Stratton receives an average annual

snowfall of 180 inches, and falls along

Vennonts lamed 'Snowbelt.- They also

boast 13 lifts, including two tiew high-

speed six passenger lifts.

Stratton also has diffcient activities to

satisfy any winter sports appetite. For die

snowlxiiirders. there is Letun-to-Ride

instruuiun for beginners, as well as season

long lading programs. Stratton also boasts

a Supetpipe and was also the home of the

li.S. Open Snowboarding Championships.

For the cross<ountry skier, Stratton

has more than '50 kilome! ' tils that

take a skier through the 1 ing iind

scenic woods of the Green Mountains.

The mountain also feattjics its own com-

munity of shopping and restaurants to

visit, as well as affordable and quality

lodging and accommodations.

New this year is the "Phoenix," which

is accommodations for young adults under

21. The Phoenix is expected to open over

the Christmas holiday it is intended to

provide entertainment such as Djs, live

music and games for the under 21 crowd.

Stratton provides first-rate skiing as

well as an enjoyable nightlife at an afford-

able price.

-/,. N.

Qltos
can

*#'

v'juntain lift ticKcts plus' tVn vet and

sinu.M notably, gear, can wipe out an emirc

jiaiik ac:COunt.

While online sales are the cheapest for tiv.Kcts^

ge«- - even bettci dcal> arc found in the local C*i

munity with used and outdated equipintut At:'r

saW.v This Satuiday. Dec. fa, at the Ncithampt ^
Community Center there will be a ski and skate salsf^

Used equipment donated to the l.ions Club wilt w""

,in sale and individuaU will be .selling their cquipr nt

with a 1 5 percent donation price added for the l.^m

Cit''^ For people interested in selling their equipmetii

i ;o be dropped off Friday night betweei; b p.in.

and 9 P-in. j . ,
Hie sale begins at 9 a.m. on Sat and eiwls at 2 p^n^

lietween 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. on Saturday unsold o~-

nient or the money for sold equipment can be p
up. Not only will it be used equipment from the

inur,;:-. '"ut there will also be new selections o;

veai ^ k frc>ra local stores — a great bargain lor

unu cd equipment. For more information, call 413- .

587-1137.
yiiirnii Oreeriwala
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TRL-punk band

finds new sound

blink

blink

A&M/

cot RTtSY A i. M r.EITEN

By Johnny Donaldson
CoLl-ElilAN SlAhF

Is blink-t82 growing

up'.' The punk-popsters

have made a career

out of acting like

the world's most

overgrown kids. A
typical blink album

comes off like the

soundtrack to a

pubescent youth. '

rife as they are with mas-

turbation jokes and snig-

gering references to

naughty acts. This is a band

in which sophistication

meant naming albums with

juvenile, straight-faced

puns like "Enema of the

State" and "Take Off Your

Pants and lacket."

If the trio —
guitarist/vocalist Tom
DeLonge. bassist/vocalist

Mark Hoppus and drum-

mer Travis Barker — rev-

eled in immaturity, their

childishness often also

revealed a heartfelt connec

tion to the angst and foibles

of youthful catastrophe.

With their act-your-shoe-

size-not-your-age credo, the

band's explorations of the

horrors of adolescence —
those feelings of awkward
ness and loneliness, the

wrenching pain of unre-

quited love, the nervous-

ness of sexual awakening —
hit a chord with legions ot

lost young kids who drove

the group's happy-go-lucky

punk to platinum sales.

That they did it by taking

on the roles of giddy,

clowning jesters only made
them seem far less genuine

than they actually were.

With "blink- 182." their

sixth studio album, the

band seems to opt for

recapturing any kind of

glory lost when they

released "What's My Age

Again?" The rockers have

-182

182'

eretten

jokey title and silly sex gags

for a more mature sound.

They've even given the

album the stark, spare tro-

phy of a self-title, as if to

say that this is what

the band really is.

Since the guys are

all either fathers

and/or married,

than this may just

as well be who
blink-182 actually

is, because from the sounds

of it, the band is taking

steps forward into the

harsh, unblinking realm of

adulthood. •blink-182"

isn't the wacky experimen-

tal folly that some early

buzz predicted, but it does

show that the group is now
able to keep its lewdness in

check in favor of real emo-

tional introspection.

Notions of rotnantic

trouble still crop up in

blink's music; they haven't

exactly turned into a

melodic politi-punk band a

la Penny wise here. So why

does the subject matter still

turn to the realm of adoles-

cence, it's done with a far

surlier and rougher edge to

it. Older songs like "First

Date" portray the lives of

anxious young men unable

to handle their feelings for

the girls in their lives; here,

the songs are coming at the

tail end of broken hearts,

steeped in anger, sadness

and a deeper understanding

of the intricacies of

romance. As Hoppus
whines on "Easy Target:"

"let her slit m> throat give

her ammo if she'll use it/

caution on the road lies,

lies and hidden danger/

southern California's

breeding mommy's little

monster."

The music in turn shows

a stronger sense of com-

plexity in the arrangements.

Travis Barker, left, Tom DeLonge, e

titled album.

enter, and Mark Hoppus make up the power pop-punk band blink-lSZ. The band released a brand new self-
^g^.'J^^ ^^ ^'^^^ ;^^ ^^^^,

Continued on page 8
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Mountian |e$ort

Lift pricing for adults

(AGES 19-64):

Three-tier pricing:

midweek/weekend/holiday

* One-day: S59/S65/$65

* Two-day: $110/S118/S1 23

* Three-day: $156/$162/S1 80

* Four-day: SI 97/$203/$233

* Five-day: S240/S244/S280

MoiiihSnow*

Lift pricing for adults:

Three-tier pricing:

midweek/weekend/ holiday

* Afternoon: $44/$52/S52

*! One-day: S57/$64/$66

* Two-day: SI 00/$115/$1 21

* Three-day: S140/$155/$175

* Four-day: $165/$177/$226

* Five-day: SI 90/$198/S270

* Six-day: $21 5/$219/S31

5

* Seven-day: $235/$24G/$360

MONDAY

lUESDAY

Basketball Show
Monday Night Football-

10 cent Wings ^

Open 3-1am ,^^^

Time to

esume
break!

Located over bOI acres of terrain in

the quiet village of Ludlow. Vt.. Okemo
Mountain Re.sort is one of the most

popular spots for ski and snowboard

lovers alike in New England and al.so

one of the biggest.

At this resort there are 113 slopes,

trails and glades with a breakdown of

35 trails for novice skiers, 49 trails for

intermediate and 29 trails for the

advanced and expert kind.

Alongside the slopes and trails are

two super pipes and a mini half pipe for

kids and beginners.

The newest addition to Okemo for

the 2003-04 season Is the improve-

ments made to its most popular moun-

tain terrain. lackson Gore. Nearly $.'J5

million was invested in pushing the trail

number up from seven to 14 and con-

structing an entirely new base lodge and

resort center

Situated in the epicenter of the

lackson Gore base area is the Jackson

Gore Inn, which is an upscale lodge

that offers standard rooms to three-bed-

room suites. The new lackson Gore Inn

is beautiful, but the main base lodge

area may be more affordable for stu-

dents.

For any more general information on

Okemo call 802-228-4041.
-Glen Straub

Located in Wilmington, Vt. Mount Snowj

is a mountain large enough to chailenge the

experienced skier/snow boarder, white

friendly enough to make the beginner feel at

home.

Moimt Snow offers 145 trails with 48

miles of terrain. There are five main moun-

tain faces including Main Face. North Face.

Carinthia and Sunbrook. Haystack is the

fifth mountain face, which is open as its own
mountain during weekends and holidays.

The Waflle Haus is the newest attraction

at Mount Snow this season, offering authen-

tic Belgium waftles and liege, a type of sugar

waHle. The waffles are so sweet they don't

require toppings. For the adventurous rider

Mount Snow features 1 2 tree areas, all cen-

tered around black diamonds.

Snowboarders beware: Mount Snow terrain

parks have been rated number one in the

east and made the top five in Freeze

Magazines' pipe and park list.

One highlight for the park scene this sea-

son is the Palmer Cross Riding Park.

Sponsored by Paltner Snowboards, the park

provides the feel of real boarder-cross rac-

ing. Start gates, baniers and finish lines are

all provided for public use. This opportunity

is unique and should not to be missed.

Mount Snow recently gained national

attention as the home of Olympic gold-

medallist snowboarder Kelly Clark. Fans will

have a chance on lanuary third and fourth to

attend the Kelly Clark snowboarding camp.
- Erika Lovles
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LIVE MUSIC starts at 9:00PM.

OPEN MIC starts at 7:00PM. The Sign-Up sheet goes out

at 600PM. Bring your talent and your friends and your

instruments. We'll provide the stage and sound

equipment and 20 minutes for you to knock'em dead!

ALL MUSICAL STYLES are encouraged to participate!

LWAVS, 18+ to party, 21+ to drink.

December 4 1 pm - 201 Machmer

December 5 2 pm - 1 1 4 Stockbridge Hall

December 11 1 pm - 201 Machmer

December 12 2 pm - 114 Stockbridge Hall

Come to one of

The Resume Writing

Sessions for help on

your Resume.

Caree
For more information,

go to www-ccn.acad.umass.edu

or call us at 545-2224
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Tis the ski and boaid season

Contnued from page 6

aged. (This is how tough a

well made snowboard can be).

Admittedly, lor the begin-

ner, snowboarding can be a bit

of a challenge. In order to

fully master the basics, the

general rule of thumb is a

three-day trial period. The

first day will be pure frustra-

tion. The second will be pure

pain, as you re-fall on the

bruises left from the day

before. The final day will be

the day of revelation. You will

make it down the mountain in

one piece — and actually

enjoy yourself.

For the more experienced

rider, taking a wind through

the snow park will satisfy and

sustain your adrenaline rush,

if you pick the right mountain,

you will have the time of your

life. There is nothing like hit-

ting a well-built kicker and Hy-

ing eight feet in the air to a

perfect landing. Riding the

park also gives even the most

skilled professional a time to

watch the other riders, and

pick up new tricks — helmets

recommended though.

Snowboarding is more

than just a winter sport. It is a

culture; it is a way of life. Ever

since snowboarding was intro-

duced, and periodically

banned from the mountains

over the years, snowboarders

have overcome the struggles

of trail segregation and anti-

snowboarding mountains,

most of which were imple-

mented by skiers. Since then,

snowboarders have grown to

share a unique bond with the

trails they ride, and with each

other.

With state-of-the-art

resorts such as Mount Snow,

Okemo, Bromley, Stowe and

Berkshire East within a three-

hour driving range of the

Amherst area, there is no bet-

ter place to embrace the win-

ter season.

Erika Lovley is a Collegian

columnist.

Sixth album for hlink-182

ContiiNiad from page 7

The songs more often recall the

"jacket" track "Stay Together

For The Kids," the at-the-time

atypical blink divorce song.

The songs just seem ... heavier,

less sunny and bouncy than

they did before. The group has-

n't sacrificed its knack for

catchy hooks, as seen on songs

like "Go" "Down" and "Feeling

This."

But those pop hooks, while

still laying there right in the

foreground, are also wrapped

around heftier structures that

propel the band away from the

three-chord army that's sprung

up since the evolution of blink

offspring Good Charlotte. The

threesome has not shied away

from adding in items not gener-

ally seen on the punk band

shopping list. Keyboards and

synthesizers surge and ripple

on parts of the LP. The Cure's

Robert Smith gives the band

cred by adding his aching moan

to "All of This." An elegant,

minute-long spoken word intro

opens "Stockholm Syndrome"

and the instrumental "The

Fallen Interlude" avoids rock

altogether, pasting together

spooky goth-hop beats over

wilted vocals, into a pastiche

that resembles a punk band try-

ing to be Moby ... and, sur-

prise, it actually works.

"Violence," meanwhile, fea-

tures the band talking in a

pained murmur over the verses.

Barker's splashy drumming
churns throughout the album.

This most underrated rock

drummer pounds the skins

with a walloping, kinetic aban-

don, and his full-throttle skill

packs a sizable punch. The con-

trast between Hoppus's plain-

spoken vocals, and DeLonge's

higher, more adenoidal voice

has never produced a more
comfortable trade off, with the

two singers sliding easily into

each other.

With this self-titled

released, blink- 182 have finally

dropped the overgrown teenag-

er act and made inroads into

the alien world of maturity, and

have discovered that they are

all the better for it.

665-2629

Hair Skin & Nails ^'"^y"''^

Vua
!V1aH8age Therapy mc

Kiiute 116, Sunderland jSH
(Located on lm» route)

Rent one

ot ours

Noa/mmalteefor

21-25yeaf old driven

• Cars

• Passenger Vans

POHERS

COURTESY A S. M OREFFEN

blink- 182 clowns around back in their jokester days.

• DIratdBllllnBto

Insurance Companies

• Free Local Pick Up

• Locally Ovmed and Operated

549-REHT<^^»'

Thicks

at North Amherst Motors
Collision R$pBir CantBt

7IS(^'>(lt'l<'4l*U3.*ocl^ilr,ttlSt MA 01059

••.i«nkMliiniMton.(M

On Bus Route' Onem Natl) olUUass

64) Minute Massage

30 Minute Facial

Hair Washed & Dried

Parafhn Hand Dip

Kegularlv $103. Now $80

60 Minute Massage

Refitilarfy $50, Now $40

F«-aturin)C Paul Mitrhcll and .\ved«

(jift haps starting: al tH.^.'S

UMASS Amherst University.

Lh/e Ufe ttio Beocti Ufe Woyl

Group Discounfi
Book before Dec 1 5th ood $ave(l

Sell trios, earn cotti, trawl freeil

www.BeachLifeVacationscom

ttllt ttlk. ulk. talk. t««k^.

to any phone in the wond

The Best Phone Bill

is No Phone Bill.

FREE phone tervice msaniy

vyww.glomlnuteman.com
|

Oasis Body Wraps and Tanning

243 Russell St.

Hadley, MA 01035

(413) 587-9742

i.i..-. 12/21

Two full stTvici- nionisl Aveda . ARUM . Paul Mitchell

FREE DELIUER V". ^^ accept all maior credit cards and OCMP!

049-607:) Located on the corner of Fearing SI

Open Sun - Wed. HAM 1AM and Sunset Ave

Tliurs Sal 11AM 3AM 150 Fearing SI

Special of the Week: Large Pizza $6. 99 Pick up only

i\( )\K I
I:/VI'IJKING,SUN

si'Ki iv.r.K uv ri(i:i, r/MNiNi.Ni

. TheJim UVFREE tanning •A nch golden tan ,njust a

machine in the arra frw seconds

. Get,S.OO offyo^rfint visit
' Yo^ll loot andfeelgreat

1/2 Prke tanning

every Tuesday

Convanwnlly
Locatsd

Ul.»MKyDrtiK

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

Presents

TRACY MORGAN

Wednesday, December 10th @ 8pm in the

FINE ARTS CENTER
(Doors Open at 7;30pm)

Tickets On Sale from Nov. 24th until Showtime at the Box Office

$8.00 for Umass Undergraduate Students

$1 5.00 for Non Umass Students

Reduced Price BUY YOUR TICKETS SOON, THIS SHOW WILL SELL OUT!!

Tickets are

LimitedUl

Earn 1, 2, or 3 credits

in less than a month

Classes begin January 3

English Comp I and II

Dance
Psychology

Public Speaking

Spanish Skills

French Skills

CLICK or CALL

^cc.ni:iss.cclu

HI3) 775 IcSOl

GREEN
FIELDS

GREENFIELD
Commiinilv College

Red Sox annoint

Francona manager
Continued trom page 12

right to go to the World Series.

Boston led New York 5-2 in

the seventh inning of the decisive

seventh game, but Little opted to

go with tiring ace Pedro

Mailinez instead of a recently

rehabilitated bullpen. Martinez

blew the lead, the Yankees won

b-5 on Aaron Boone's 11 th-

inning homer off Tim Wakefield

and Little was let go after the

season.

Red Sox management insist-

ed that Little's fate wasn't deter-

mined by one loss. Instead, the

Boston brass had grown frus-

trated by his lack of preparation

and willingness to wing it rather

than trusting the statistical

analysis they thought was the

solution to the team's 85-year

championship drought.

Now, they turn to Francona,

who said after his interview that

he was open to using statistics

as one resource among many.

He did not immediately

return a call seeking comment

on Wednesday.

Francona managed in

Philadelphia to a 285-563

record over four years, never

winning more than 77 games.

That was a young team that con-

sidered improvement a success.

"The one thing you just die

for is a chance to win,"

Francona said after his inter-

view. "To have a chance to win

and to be expected to win is

what you play for, what you

coach for"

Francona spent the 2001

season as special assistant to

baseball operations for the

Cleveland Indians and was

bench coach for the Texas

Rangers in 2002. He was a

bench coach for Oakland this

season.
"1 had a great view" of the

Boston team, Francona said

last month. "They seemed to

really care for each other.

They give you no let-up in the

lineup."

Minutemen prepare to face BC in Commonwealtli Classic
' — —

I unruiK «mifl of the nair "Thcv have a lo

iJtRALhH LiNi;/n>ni

Junior capuin Anthony Anderson scored a career-

high 29 points af^inst the Caumounts.

Continued from pao* 12

and forth and it's about time we start

going back and forth again.

"We know we're capable of coming

out and playing with Boston College."

I or the Maroon and White, whether

or not they can play with, and beat, the

Eagles depends on their ability to stop the

inside presence of the combination of

Uka Agbai and Craig Smith.

Agbai. a b-8 262-pound senior who

missed all of last season after being

awaixled a medical red shirt following a

serious neck injury, has averaged 1 1 .8

points and 4.2 rebounds per game this

season in what will be his last in a BC

unifomi. and sits just 26 points shy of the

1 ,000 mark.

Smith, meanwhile, is in just his sec-

ond season at the Heights, and appears to

have a bright future ahead of him after

setting the BC freshman scoring record

with 617 total points.

Ilic Ia)s Angeles, Calif, native aver-

aged 19.4 points and 7.9 rebounds per

game in his first year and was listed as a

preseason top 50 candidate for the 2004

lohn R. Wooden All-America team. This

season he leads the F.agles in both points

per game (16.4) and rebounds per game

(8.6) while averaging a team-high 30.6

minutes per contest as well.

"Their inside kids are tremendous,"

Lappas said of the pair "They have a lot

of new kkis on the perimeter, so their

strength is on the inside right now.

Down bw, the Minutemen will con-

tinue to rely on two-time defending

Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Week Rashaun

Freeman, as well as junior center Gabe

1^ to contain Smith and Agbai as well as

create offense in the paint for themselves.

Freeman, a sophomore in his initial

year of eligibility, is coming off of his

worst game of the season in which he

scored just four points against Vermont.

However, he posted impressive numbers

in his first three games, scoring 15.7

points per game while also grabbing 8.7

rebounds a contest.

Lee. meanwhile, has been a defensive

force for the Mamon and White. The

Camilla, Ga. native and Northfield/Mt.

Hemion graduate leads the team with a

whopping 5.25 bkxb per game.

Also important for UMass will be

whether or not its backcourt can dupli-

cate its peri'ormance against Vermont in

which Anderson drained seven three

pointers en route to a career-high 29

points, and freshman Art Bowers and

Maurice Maxwell combined for 50 points

on 4-4 shooting from beyond the arc.

"It's something we've got to look to

build off of," lappas said. '1 think it

helped the young kids' confidence,

Maxwell and Bowers in particular".

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors
Beer:

Michelob Li^t

20 pkhiis..$ 13.99'

Michelob Ultra

20 pkbtls...$13.99*

Keystone

30 pkcan.s..$13.49*

Nfilwaukee's Best

30 pk cans. .$10.99*

Busch & Busch U0rt

24pkbtls...$10.99*

Shipyard

12 pk htis.,.$9.99*

Molson

12 pk btis...$8.99

all beer prices plus deposit

1*5

Jacobs Q-eekReaerve
tl

Wine: Liquor:

Glenlivet

750 mL..$17.99 750 mi.. .$29.99

Chivas Regal

Sterling Vineyards Cabernet
Sauvignon

:hard, Cab, Shiraz
750 ml.. .$9.99

750 ml.. $24.99

BeaulieuVini
Chard, Cab,

leyards
Merlot

Courvoisier

Coastal

750 ml...$8.99 Bushmills

Cass LapostoUe
Chard, Cab, Merlot Jameson

750 ml...$8.99 •'

750 ml. $24.99

I It. ..$22.99

I It. ..$22.99

MarteUV.S.

750 ml.. .$21.99

Wild Turkey loi

1 It. ..$21.99

Jacobs Creek

Chard. Cab, Shiraz. Merlot
750 ml...»6.99

Vendange

Chatd, Cab, Merlot, F»inotGrigio

1.5 lt...$6.99 Kuya Fusion Rum

Barton &Guestier 750 ml...$n.99

Chard, Cab. Merlot Carolans Irish Cream
750 ml...$4.99 750 ml...$9.99

J)oypu tkiak tkibgu^ i& a

walking^ pujtch Una?

9.fuou do, then the

"Colhglart comie6 poge

wanttypu!

colL^ixutcomlc^yahoo, com.

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors
333 Russell St., Rte 9, Hadley, MA 0103s

Si4-8i74 • Mom.- SmL 9mm- npm

SALE 12/04 to 12/10 Jfc «

Let's 60 Bowling!

All
Week Can or gtop bar. ,

to vtrllM 119 MM»e fon!

Wcokcnd'

Specials

RflckNiMdoiiFriilayi

UnDJ * UditSlitw • Piinf

(kdaetkBowl onSttnrdajfS

8at«& Sun. Family Special

xlirs.ot

the Collegian ishiring tor next semester

Northampton Bin^l 525 Pleasant St

584-4830

come talk to Scott, Shannon or Liza

or call 545-1864

Campus Center Basement
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Judit Zsedenyi led UMass with 17 fK)ints. including three-of-seven from three-point range.

Minutewomen down Vermont
Continued from page 12

the zone you've got to hit them."

Dacko said. "We hit them a little

bit then the) went back to the

zone. We're known for not being a

good shooting team, so 1 would

play us in a zone too."

Fortunately for the Maroon and

While, shooting wasn't a major

issue last night. The Minutewomen

hit 7-18 behind the arch, including

the resurgence of small forward

ludit Zsedenyi who was three for

seven from downtown.

"I was on. I was hot. and 1 was

open many times so I took my
chances and Coach told me to

shoot as many times as I can,"

Zsedenyi said. "Sometimes 1 force,

that's when I can't make them."

Going into the second half

UMass had a comfortable 30-14

lead over the visiting Catamounts

and appeared to have all the

momentum after a strong last

minute effort by Monique Govan.

Govan hit Zsedenyi for a jump

shot with less than a minute left.

On the ensuing inbound she stole

the ball and dished it to judit who

was fouled on the drive.

The second half looked like a

continuation of the first as the

Minutewomen went on several

scoring streaks. Before the tides

switched UMass went on an eight

to zero scoring run off of back-to-

back threes from Ashley

Sharpton.

Then UVM took over.

Using their size advantage in

the post, the Catamounts went on

a 12-0 lead led b\ Boardman and

Aaron Yantzi. The Minutewomen

had nine turnovers in the half and

let UVM cut the lead to one with

three minutes left in the game.

"We do become complaisant,

and I didn't want our defense to let

up. That's exactly what happened

our defense let up and let them get

to the foul line." Dacko said. "I

couldn't find a right combination

to keep it going, so I'm happy to

get out of here with a W."

The presence of Brooke

Campbell in the post helped the

Minutewomen retain their lead.

Campbell scored 1 2 points on the

game while grabbing eight

rebounds. Her two most influen-

tial came with 39 seconds left in

the game hitting a lay up after an

offensive rebound to put the game

away.

UVM didn't foul after a lost

possession and let UMass run the

clock out. Campbell was pleased

with the victory, but knows that

her team almost let the game slip

away.

Now you can order

Takeout and Delivery

Online!

goto AH€vic<n t?lV€OUKC()H

These restaurants are

ready for your order:

• Bueno Y Sono
• The Sub

866-ATO-MENU

Nu
By Matt Barstow

(i)LLEUlAN StAFK

The Massachusetts swimming and diving teams

will get a feel for the postseason when they head to

New Haven, Conn. Saturday to compete in the three-

day Nutmeg Invitational.

While the swimmers compete in Connecticut, the

divers will travel to Princeton, N.|. for the Princeton

Diving Invitational.

"TTiis weekend is very important, because we have

such a young team," men's coach Russ Yarworth said.

"None of the freshmen have ever swam this fomiat

before, so hopefully the Nutmeg will help them pre-

pare for the A-lO's."

Coming off a 156-138 point victory against St.

lohn's Oct. 22, the defending Atlantic 10 Champion

Minutemen (3-0) will look to stay unbeaten against

Yale, Central Connecticut, Fairfiekl. Sacred Heart and

the University of Connecticut.

The Minutemen will look to Even Swisher to lead

eight fellow freshmen in their tournament debut.

Swisher was recently named the A 10 Rookie of the

Week after taking gold in two events against St. John's.

Swisher won the 200 and 100-yard backstroke events

with times of 1:52.93 and 53.40, respectively. He also

swam a leg on the second-place 200-yard medley relay.

"Right now | Swisher) is our top guy for the back-

stroke." Yarworth said. "l.ast year we graduated the

top two swimmers for backstroke in the conference, so

it is very important that he stepped up."

Swisher followed in the footsteps of teammates

Greg Chartier and Dylan Smith, who were honored as

the A- 10 Co-Rookie of the Week and A- 10 Swimmer

of the Week, respectively after the first two meets.

Smith and Chartier contributed in the victory over

previously-undefeated St. lohn's. Chartier took top

honors in the 200-yard individual medley with a tinie

of 1:55.4.3. while Smith finished first in the 200-yard

butterfly with a time of 1 :50.81.

Senior Logan Alomar and junior Brandon Doane

were handed the diving title, as the Red Stonn did not

enter any divers into the competition. Consequently,

Alomar and Doane finished the day with season-highs

in the one and three-meter diving events.

In the women's competition, all diving points were

forfeited to senior Joanna Walsh and sophomore Mary

Jenkins. Jenkins posted a career-high 212.10 score in

the one-meter event.

Two years ago St lohn's made the decision to drop

diving and focus on the other events," women's coach

Bob Newcomb said.

The entire St lohn's program will be eliminated at

the end of this season.

On the women's side. Massachusetts (1-2) will look

to bounce back from a 1 57.5- 1 36.6 point loss to SjU

Despite victories from three different individuals,

the Minutewomen were not able to topple a Red

Stonn team that finished eleventh in the Big F-ast.

Senior captain Christen Dexter, who holds the

school record in the 100 and 200-yard bre-aslstroke.

won the 200-yard breast with a time of 2:27.88.

"The breaststroke is all about technique and tim-

ing, it has taken Christen a little while to get her tim-

ing down, but she is beginning to find her rhythm,"

Newcomb said.

Sophomore Aimee Bourassa led the way in the

200-yard individual medley with a time of 2:14.56.

Teammate Kelly Hoffrage won the lOOyard free with

a time of 54.47, before anchoring an undefeated

Massachu.sells 200-yard freestyle relay team.

Also on the winning relay team were fre-shman

sprinters Nicole U-Barge. Liz Lovejoy and senior

Megan Pittman.

LSU, use will fight to finish

for BCS championship birth
By Josh Dubi:)w

AsSlX'lATEl) PrHSS

When LSU takes the field for

the SEC championship game

Saturday night, the Tigers

should have a good idea about

their chances for making the

national title game.

If No. 2 Southern California

loses earlier in the day to

Oregon State, the third-ranked

Tigers will control their own
destiny with a win against

Georgia.

If use wins. LSU will need

some help from the computers.

And if Notre Dame beats Syracuse

- yes. in the world of the BCS even

that game matters - the Tigers

really will be long shots (USC will

get a boost because it beat the

Irish).

Not that they're worried about

that just yet.

When the game comes, that's

our only focus. So far it's worked

pretty good." LSU defensive end

Marcus Spears .said.

The only thing clear about the

BCS standings is that if the Tigers

or Trojans lose Saturday, they

won't have a chance to lace

Oklahoma in the Sugar Bowl for

the national title |an. 4.

"I know all the conversation

and questions you can ask about

the BCS - I really haven't figured

out the whole process yet." USC
coach Pete Carroll said. "We will

deal with it next wc-ek. 1 know we

better our chances by winning on

Saturday."

History is on the Trojans' side.

They have won 18 of their last 19

games overall. 14 straight at the

Coli.seum. and 19 consecutive

home games against Oregon

Stale.

"Oregon State is a good team."

Carroll said. "They have great fire-

power and defense. They have

experience. They w\\\ definitely be

freewheeling it and going for it on

Saturday."

While the Beavers are only

hoping to be spoilers this week,

having already locked up their

berth in the Las Vegas Bowl, No. 5

Georgia has plenty to play for

against LSU.

The Bulldogs can win their sec-

ond straight SEC championship

and lock up a BCS bowl bid with

a win. They also want to avenge a

17-10 loss at LSU in September.
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When I get older, losing my
hair, many years from now,

will you still be sending me a

Valentine, birthday greetings,

bottle of wine?
-"When I'm Sixty-four, " The Beatles
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Dining Commons Menu
D.C;. contact: 4U-545-2626

LUNCH
• Cheese Quesadilla

(vegetarian)

• Philly Steak Sandwich

• Tofu Fricassee

(vegan)

• Gartienburger

(vegan)

DINNER
• BBQ Chicken Quarters

• Baked Chicken

• Old Fashioned Beef Stew

• Seitan Bourguignon

(vegan)

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

THURSDAY
• High; 36

• Low: 1

8

FRIDAY
• High: 32

• Low: 16

SATURDAY
. High: 32

• Low: 25
«•
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HOROSCOPES
aquarius • ian. 20-feb. is

Wear a red hcKxl. They are fun, bright

and warm.

pisCeS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Reach with your heart. Your body will

follow.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9

Stick your fist in your mouth. It will keep

you quiet.

taurus • Apr. 20-May 20

Winter has arrived, but where are you

going?

gemini • may2Mun. 21

Next time you're bored, try out some

new, stupid-human tricks.

cancer • iun. 22-juL. 22

Pick a color and stick with it.

leO • )ut.. 23-Auc. 22

Go stick your head in a bucket.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sepi. 22

Twirl your partner round and round.

libra • sfpt. 23-c)ct 22

Scowl more. It will intimidate people.

Scorpio • Ck-J. 23-Nov 21

Don't bother walking all the way over

there, lust ( all.

Sagittarius • nov. 22-Df( .
21

Be careful getting out of bed tomorrow.

There is an injury in your future.

Capricorn • dk. 22-ian. 19

People sometimes forget about you.

Attract more attention.

MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN MARKETPLACE
\l'\KTVtr\T roK RFNT AUTO FOR SALE

3 bedrooms, 2 baths,

apartment in Puffton

Available in January

includes heat and

water $1 295/m()nth

Call 549-93^1

Downtown Amherst

on the Park U^h style

on tt)p flo.ir of

Victorian building 4

sky light vaulted ceil-

ings Q)mpletely

remcxleled 2 bed-

rooms 1 full bath

Washer and dryer in

unit 978-546-5243

Rent $1250 per

month plus utilities.

2002 Kia Spectra,

Factory Wammty,

37,500 miles, $5500

o.b.o. 413-253-4893

or

jcarToll@chem.umass.

edu

$50)1!! Police

lmpt)utids. Hondas,

Chevy's, etc frt)m

$500. For listings.

1-800-319-3323

ext4554

COMPUTERS

Pentium Liptop

$99.00 Free Printer

with Computer pur-

chase Call for details.

Great Rates and great

turn aroui\d time. We
fix Laptops, l>sktops/

PC's guaranteed 584-

8857

fMPlOVMFNT

Attention UMass

Students! Tired of be-

ing broke? Work with

customers Eitm $17.50

per appointment.

Start now or after

finals. Q)nditions

apply. 413-532-4444

workforstiidetits.ctnii

EMPLOYMENT

Internship

Motivated students

seeking leadership

outside the Kix. Gain

experience in all

aspects of running a

small business.

Average pay:

$9300.00 Call 508-

246-1230

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. LcK^l

positions. 1-800-293-

3985 ext 516

!Bartending!$

$250/day ptitential

No experience Nest

Training pnwided. 1-

800-965-6520 ext 162

(OR SAI I

$$Discount.s$$ On all

weight loss spt)rt <Si

health supplements.

Visit www.easysupplc'

ments.c^)n^l

HELP WANTED

Express Warehouse

clothing sale temp

help wanted

l>cember 7-12 mas-

sive excess inventory

blowout Campus

Center auditorium

December 8- 1

2

women's and meii's

first quality clothing

at 50-90% off Set up,

sales and promotion

ptisitions available

competitive pay

Clothing discounts

{

arid fijn atmosphere

Qintact

KathleenQuag®

aol.com

MISCELLANEOLIS

I got your Ma Bell

ri^ht here! voicegk)

talk.talk.talk.talk.talk

...to any phone in

the world.

ww^'.voicev'K).com

MISC ELIANEOUS

Talk your freakin'

head off! voiceglo

talk.talk.talk.talk.talk

... to any phone in

the world.

www.voiceyK).ct)m

More pizza for you!

voiceglo

talk.talk.talk.talk.talk

... to any phone in

the world.

www. voicet.'k).C( m\

Qimmon sense 101!

voiceglo

talk.talk.talk.talk.talk

1
... to any photic in

the world.

www.voiceL'k>.ct>m

SERVK ES

Feeling weird or lost?

(3ti the outside look-

ing in.^ I can help you.

John Maninc, certi-

fied hypnotherapist

413-587-3323

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need

help? Call Birthright

of Amherst area ti^r

free testing and assis-

tance. 549-1906

PREt^NANCY
TESTING, HIV

Tcstitig, Birth

Gmtrol, and

Emergency

C^^iMitraception.

Aftordablc and confi-

dential. Tipestry

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst. 548-

9992

TRAVFI

«1 Spring Break Va-

cations! 110% Best

Prices! Cancun, Ja-

maica, Bahamas, Flor-

ida, Acapulco. Bix)k

Now ik Receive Fret-

Parties & Meals Gtm-

pus Reps Wan-ted! 1-

8W-234-7CX?7tluL

lesssuiiuuenours.com

TRAVEL

Spring Break -

Nassau/I^aradise

Island, Cancun,

Jamaica and Ac<»-

pulco from $489. Air,

Hotel, Transfers.

Parties and Morel

Organize small t^roiip-

eam FREE TRIPS

plus commissions!

Call l-Sai-GET-

SUN-1

Spring Break 2004.

Travel with STS,

America's *1 Student

Tour C^XTator to

Jamaica, ( 'anciin,

Acapulco, Bahamas

atul Florida. Now hir-

ing campus reps. C 'all

for grtuip discounts.

Itiformation/Rcscrvati

ons 1-8W-648-4849

i^r ww^'.ststra\cl.ct^)m

For more infonnation

cmitact STA Travel

.it 413-256-1261

TRAVEL

Act N(w! Bcxik 1

1

people, >,'et 12th trip

free. Group discounts

for 6+ www.sprini:-

breakdiscouiits.com

or 8cX^-83S-820:

SPRING BREAK
Lirgcst sclectuMi ot

I\\stinations, includ-

ing C^niisesI Fnam

P.irties, Free l>ink>

and Club AdniisMon>.

Rep Positions .ind

FREE trips Avail.ible.

l-8a"^-2M-4386

www. Epiciirc.mT >urs.

com

WANTED

Help with SPSS and

Statistics up through

Multiple Regression.

3 Hours a week.

Travel to Sunderland

$20 an hour 41 3-665-

2779
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Ragin' in the Cage
Minutewomen beat UVM for season's second win

By Bi)B McGovERN
lx)LiK«.iAN Staff

Let the upsets begin.

It seems onl> fitting that the

Massachusetts women's basitet-

ball team would pull out its sec-

ond win of the season against the

heavily favored University Of
Vemiont in the confines of the

C u r r >

Vermont 49 Hicks

UMdss 55 9''^^
-

the same

Cage where the Maroon and

White defeated tournament-

bound Villanova last year.

UMass survived a second half

surge from the Catamounts to

hold on for a 54-49 point victory.

The Minutewomen let a 16-poini

lead at halftime slip away to a

pationi UVM offense, but had just

enough to (inish the job.

"I was concerned about

Vermont, as the best team on our

schc"dule and averaging 72 points

a game." UMass Coach Mamie

Dacko said. "Initially we took

them out of their game plan,

knowing that going into half lime

down by lb that they weren't just

going to la\ down and die."

UMass exploded in the first

half, and jumped to an early I 5-2

lead over UVM. The

Minutewomen played tenacious

defense on the perimeter and

caused an array of turnovers dur-

ing the stretch, until Catamount

foI^va^d Lanni Boardman began

dominating in the post.

The b-l forward scored two

unanswered baskets to stop the

bleeding. Boardman had all eight

of her team's initial points. She has

been an intricate part of her team's

offense this season averaging 18

points per game.

Most impressive for UMass

was their patience, which hasn't

been one of their redeeming qual-

ities this season. The

Minutewomen kept the ball on the

perimeter until options opened,

and for the first time of the season

they capitalized.

"They are playing a 3-2 zone

and so the openings are there and

in order for them to come out of

ContinuetJ on page 10

Sox to hire

Francona
By Jimmy Golen
AsStM. lATED PkESS

i;tBALnH llNl'.M)LLF.lilAN

Senior guard Cleo Foster contributed a game-high nine assists to the Minutewomen's second victory of the season.

BOSTON (AP) — Terry

Francona will be hired as

Boston's new manager, a source

told The Associated Press,

reuniting pitcher Curt Schilling

with his fonner boss in a push to

bring the Red Sox their first

World Series title since 1918.

The Red Sox scheduled a

Thursday news conference at

which they will announce

Francona's hiring, a baseball

source said Wednesday on the

condition of anonymity.

Francona. 44. managed

Philadelphia through four losing

seasons from 1997-2000 when the

Phillies were a young team trying

to rebuild.

Francona will be under pres-

sure to win immediately in Boston,

where Grady Little averaged 94

wins over two seasons but was let

go after the team collapsed in the

seventh game of the AL champi-

onship series.

The Red Sox also interviewed

Los Angeles third-base coach

Glenn Hoffman, Anaheim bench

coach joe Maddon and Texas first-

base coach l>Mario Hale. But

Francona was established as an

early front-runner, and his hiring

was delayed only by the team's

pursuit of Schilling, acquired last

wc"ek in a trade with Arizona.

The Red Sox traded four play-

ers for Schilling last week, but the

deal was held up while they nego-

tiated a contract extension with the

37-year-old pitcher to get him to

waive his no-trade clause. They

agreed Friday to a deal that will

pay him $'^7.5 million over the

next three years, with an option for

a fourth.

Schilling said one incentive for

him to sign in Boston was word

that Francona was "a slam dunk-

to be the new manager. Even so, he

made il clear that he did not make

Francona's hiring a condition of

the deal, nor did the Red Sox

promise it.

Under Little, the Red Sox made

the playoffs last season for the first

time since 1999. They came back

from a 2-0 deficit agaiast Oakland,

winning three in a row to take the

best-of-five, first-round series and

play the New York Yankees for the

Continued on page 9

Commonwealth clash
UMass heads to the Heights to face BC

By Mike Marzelli

(x)LLE<iiAN Staff

C.FKAI.IiH IIN(i«XX.lF.lil.AN

Jeff Viggiano. shown dunking in a win over Vermont, will help

lead thr Minutemen into Chestnut Hill to face IK.'.

As far as rivalries go, it's one of the few the

Massachusetts men's basketball team has left.

In the seven years since Minuteman basket-

ball vacated the national spotlight, games with

traditional rivals Connecticut and Temple have

lessened in appeal each year.

So while the Huskies are simply too power-

ful for their neighbors to the north, and lohn

Chaney's bunch wallows in mediocrity as well,

UMass-alum Al Skinner's Boston College E^agles

have provided the Minutemen with the most

spirited competition among the team's they love

to hate.

Thus, when the two squads meet at BC's

Silvio O. Conte Forum on Saturday afternoon at

2 p.m. for the ninth annual Commonwealth

Classic, there will certainly be more than just a

victory at stake.

"We have a lot of UMass graduates in

Boston, so it's important for us to go there and

play well," UMass coach Steve Lappas said.

"We've got so many young guys it's great,

becau,se they get excited about every game, but

I'm sure they'll be very excited to go to Boston

and play"

Lately, the series has been dominated by the

F.agles (5-0), as BC has posted three consecutive

wins in the teams' annual meeting, and four

straight against UMass (2-2) overall while lead-

ing the all-time series 18-17.

Two years ago. it was junior captain Anthony

Anderson — then in his first year with the

Minutemen, who neariy pulled off a rousing

comeback for the Minutemen with down the

stretch with a flurry of three pointers before BC

eventually prevailed 80-78 at Chestnut Hill.

Last season at the Mullins Center, in what

was a six-point game at halftime. guards Troy

Bell (21 points) and Ryan Sidney (18 points)

helped key a 14-0 Eagle run that eventually led

to an 80-62 runaway

The game, however, was overshadowed by

the antics of the UMass student section, which

was part of the season's largest crowd at 6,392.

Beginning with an unidentified fan throwing an

object onto the court, and culminating with

chants of vulgarity directed at Bell after the

ELagle's all-time leading scorer lashed out ai tor-

mer Minuteman Jackie Rogers following a hard

foul, the crowd's actions inspired fxippas to

chasti.se the student's behavior over the public

address system.

So with emotions having run high in such

recent meetings, Lappas feels it's time for the

Minutemen to assert themselves competitively

in the intra-state rivalry.

"We need to start winning some games in

this rivalry," he said. "A rivalry usually goes back

Continued on page 9
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Storyt Clean elections only fair y—7bm
technologyForum discusses

campaign dollars

By Matt Elder
Collegian Staff

Three speakers at the University of

Massachusetts addressed a group of

students, professors and community

members yesterday as part of a forum

on the discussion of clean elections.

State Representative Ellen Story

(D-3rd Hampshire), Tim Carpenter,

the western Massachusetts organizer

for Mass Voters for Clean Elections,

and graduate student Lauren Mattison

spoke to the group about the cam-

paign to help candidates who do not

have a lot of money run for a political

office.

Clean Elections provides public

funding and financing for qualified

candidates. To qualify, candidates

would have very strict spending and

contribution limits.

"People are afraid of Clean

Elections," Story said.

Mattison said that in

Massachusetts, people who win a seat

in the house spend roughly four times

more than the opposition, and that

people who win a seat in the Senate

spend roughly six times as much. She

also noted how hard it is for people to

beat the incumbent.

Mattison said that candidates

spend roughly half their time fundrais-

ing.

Story said that she thought some

candidates are afraid to challenge

incumbents, and that Clean Elections

would level the playing field.

"(Clean Elections) is common
sense idea for me," Story said. "It's

just basic fairness."

Mattison said that in 1998, a 67

percent majority passed a Clean

Elections law. It passed in every city

and town in the state.

"This was a hard-fought victory for

us," said Story.

In 2002 the State Legislature

refused to allocate the funds to Clean

Election candidates, Mattison said.

Despite the opposition, eleven people

ran as Clean Elections candidates.

"We did elect one Clean Election

representative," Mattison said.

However, shortly after that, the law

was repealed in June 2003.

By Morris Singer
( 'oLiK.iAN Staff

Ellen Story speaks at the Clean Elections forum in the Campus Center yesterday. Story, who ha> ken a state representative

for 12 years, gave herself a $30,000 budget for her first campaign.

'It's sad because it was never really

implemented," Mattison said about

the loss.

"Everything was going just right.

Then the Legislature came in and

ruined it," Story said.

Mattison said that Clean Elections

would've cost the taxpayers $4 a year.

"We were sort of a national embar-

rassment." Mattison said.

"Clean Elections was stolen from

us," Carpenter said.

According to Mattison. the law got

a lot of public support from such

newspapers like The Boston Globe,

New York Times and Cape Cod Times.

Mattison also said that opposition

came from candidates who receive a

lot of public backing. She said that on

a national level, tax breaks are given

to politically connected companies.

Concerning the public opposition.

Story noted that "people didn't want

their tax dollars going for things like

bumper stickers and lawn signs for

people that they didn't agree with."

"When I ran (for State

Representative), the salary was

$30,000," Story said. The "ironic

part" was that she gave herself a

$30,000 budget for her campaign. The

average spending that year was about

$28,000.

Story has been a state representa-

tive for 12 years. Originally, she won
her seat due to a death in the

Congressional Office. Since then she's

won aboui three of her campaigns

uncontested.

Mattison said that Maine and

Arizona have Clean Elections law. but

Arizona is now facing opposition to

get it repealed. Story said that both

parties, and not just Republicans,

could benefit from these laws.

"Money is still the name of the

game and has crippled Democrats."

Carpenter said.

"It's a bi-partisan issue," Carpenter

said. Arizona has elected candidates

from both parties as Clean Election

candidates.

Mattison said that the next step

includes meetings across the stale to

spread awareness on the issue. "We're

going to start over, and we're going to

start from scratch," Story said.

The University Democrats and

Mass Voters for Clean Elections- co--

spimsorcd the event.

Oil the \i't: Muss Voters for Clean

Elections wehsite at ivw\i:niassvot-

ers org.

The University of Massachusetts

Tuesday announced that its Consortium

for Distributed Decision Making has

received a "highly competitive" IBM
Shared University Research award val-

ued at about $255,000 that includes an

84-processor IBM eServer BladeCenter,

a machine described as holding an enor-

mous amount of storage capacity

"This is the latest and greatest tech-

nology, and we have problems lined up

that need such computing power," said

Abhijit Deshmukh, the professor in the

mechanical and industrial engineering

department who worked closely with the

acquisition of the grant.

This technology will be used to speed

the research of several current projects

as well as facilitate the researching of

new projects in the future.

The Consortium has been research-

ing the dynamics of groups in which

entities, in working together, make indi-

vidual decisions thai affect the entire

group they compose. In the situations

the Consortium is working with, the

individual decision-makers do not work

with the commands of a central over-

sight. Instead they work independently,

yet their effects reach far beyond them-

selves.

"(The grant) will allow us to really

model the.se scenarios in detail."

Deshmukh said.

Examples Deshmukh cited include

the electric power grid, the

Collaborative Adaptive Sensing of the

Atmosphere — a research project

encompassing four universities includ-

ing UMass - and various homeland

security initiatives.

Deshmukh also gave an example

from nature. Ants, he said, work almost

entirely without a central command, and

their communities still thrive and carry

out the necessary functions to continue

to live. The queen ant is solely responsi-

ble for mating, he said.

The natural example has provided a

great deal ol insight for Deshmukh, who

said he has been working with a biologist

~ Trorn tRe State Universit> of NevfTorIc al

Ston> Brook.

"What we can learn from nature is

Continued on page 2

Politician applaucds Faculty Senate

By Dan O'Brien

COLLEOIAN SxAfF

A show of tremendous support

yesterday for the University of

Massachusetts by State

Representative Lewis Evangelidis

(R- Worcester) put smiles on the

faces of the UMass Faculty Senate

members.
During Evangelidis's introduc-

tion he said that he was, "very,

very proud" to have attended

UMass Amherst in the early

1980s.

Evangelidis explained his

transformation from a liberal dur-

ing his college years to a more

conservative-minded Republican,

his current political stance today

He explained that he thinks every

person grows mentally and that a

person should reassess their polit-

ical stance as they grow older

"I engaged in the same pres-

sures of being a young, idealistic

college student," he said as he

explained how he used to label

himself as a liberal.

"When I attended this school it

was cool to be liberal, I don't

know if that's still the same

today"

Evangelidis credited UMass

with giving him the ability to

think critically

"This university helped me
learn how to think, be analytical,

and not just accept what is given

to you."

The State Representative has

held a range of jobs in politics and

education. At one point he

worked for former U.S. Attorney

General )anet Reno's office in

Florida during her tenure as State

Attorney General for Dade

County Not long after thai he

began teaching public high school

classes in Philadelphia.

Evangelidis said that it was his

time teaching students that gave

him the desire to hold public edu-

cation as an important govern-

ment asset. He cited his experi-

ence teaching in an urban public

school as evidence, fie went on to

tell of his participation in a pro-

gram that got him out of the class-

room. He was given the chance to

work with students on projects

that helped members of the com-

munity
However, he said that he was

frustrated with the way the teach-

ers of the state view his stance on

education. He accused the

Worcester Teacher's Union of

supporting his Democratic oppo-

nent, publicly and financially, sim-

ply because of his parly affiliation.

Evangelidis said that he fully

supported restoring state funding

for the University, including pay

raises for 13,000 faculty mem-
bers that were supposed to have

been funded almost two years

ago, but were not funded until

last week. He said that he oppos-

es the possible one-time payment

of the pay raises instead of con-

tinuous funding of them, as

Governor Romney has suggested

doing.

"A contract is a contract. It's

wrong not to fund them," he said.

He also said that he opposes

the governor's veto of $10 million

in funds for the University that

was passed by the Legislature last

week and was "baffled" as to why

the funds were not fully reslored.

"I think Romney thinks that

the state doesn't have the funds,"

he said.

A representative of the

Continued on page 2

Telecast brings praise for

area^s economic development

hRAIPH l.lNl'.AXllM'lriAN

A Washington, D.C. telecast featured the efforts of the University of Massachusetts in local econom-

ic improvement. The telecast was the first in a series of four.
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Three universities work with

local areas to create jobs

Lewis Evangelidis (R-Worcester) addresses the Faculty Senate yes-

terday. Evangelidis is a graduate of the University of Massachusetts.

By Nathan Chomsky-Hkkuns
I ;< )i 1 F( ,1an I 'i miusiH INI >hN r

A telecast from Washington.

D.C. yesterday highlighted the

University of Massachusetts tor its

role in the Regional Technology

Corporation in the Pioneer \'allc\.

The telecast. from the

University-Based Partnerships for

Economic Development, was

shown yesterday in the Gunncss

Center in Marcus Hall iis ihc lii>i

of a four-part scries, li spvMJi^htcd

the efforts of three universities

and their involvements with the

local community to advance ihc

economy of the area.

The panelists included Dr

David Sampson, the Assisiani

Secretary for l.conomic

Devciopmcnl al the U.S.

Department of Commerce, and

William Dean, the Presidenl ol

klealliance.

Tim Brennan, executive dii-cc

tor of the Pioneer Valley Planning

Commission, was on hand to dis

cuss one of the case studies, as

well as what some communities

and universities are doing li> bcKtsi

kxal economics.

Tlie Pioneer Valley Planning

Commission, which includes 43

member communities, is responsi-

ble lor making a strategic econom-

ic plan lor the enlire Pioneer

Vailcv area. It coordinates the

fourteen local universities and col-

leges in the area with IT commu-

nications, advanced materials, and

biomedical companies in the com-

nuinilv.

Although it started with a

grant from the Regional

Technoloj^ \llianco. the grant has

"Technology is bedrock

to what happens to the

economy, especially

today."
— 'Hm Brennen, executive

director of the Pioneer Valley

Planning Commission

>iiKc mil out. Tlie local businesses

and sc1kk>Is found the collabora-

tion so successful that ihcy created

.1 non-prolil corporation to contin-

ue where the grant left oil.

Ihe RTC continues to link the

Liniversity and other colleges with

area busincs.ses. Hie husines.ses

ihen gel to use the research

(.Icpartmcnts of the schtnils for

their i>wn research and develop

ment. Tlie schiwls and their facul

IV. in turn, get an outlet through

which thcv can turn pure research

into applied products.

Tlic scluxils also act as incuba-

tors for businesses, helping them

grow and get started with a strong

backing of support. The knowl-

edge, research, and contacts that

these scht)ols can provide can be

invaluable in a companv's begin-

ning stages.

The biggest theme of the con-

ference seemed to be the u.se of

leclinologv and research to raise

the economic situation of commu-

nities.

'Technology is bedrock to

what happens to the economy,

especially toda>." said Brennan

during the telecast.

Two other case studies present-

ed during the telecast by Linda

Clark, Director of the Ohio

University Innovation Center, and

Nisa Miranda. Director of the

University Center for Economic

Dcvelopntent al the University of

Alabama.

At the University of Ohio, the

Innovation Center has existed for

20 vears. During that time, it has

helped 30 companies, which have

in lum created 700 jobs in this

rural area of southeast Ohio.

These partnerships between

schools and businesses, along with

regional councils, are used across

the country to make local commu-
nities IxMtci able to contend in the

growing global marketplace.
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Continued from page 1

another question we are looking

ai." he said. "Nature has gone

through this evolutionary process

for millions of years."

This subject, Deshmukh said,

"cuts across pure science, biolo-

gy, social sciences and engineer-

ing."

According to Deshmukh, the

research would have been possi-

ble even without the grant, but

would have taken a lot more

time and effort to complete.

"What it has suddenly done

lis] expedited this [research]

and given us access to the latest

technology."

The technology adds to the

Consortium, about the comput-

ing power of a one-year-old

supercomputer, Deshmukh said.

Each of the 84 processors, or

Blades, is a 2.8 GHz processor

with 2 GB of on-chip RAM.
Deshmukh "s group will com-

bine the BladeCenter with

another 80 processors they cur-

rently have in the lab, donated

by Sun Microsystems. All of the

current processors are also

Blades, allowing them to be

combined with the system,

according to Deshmukh.
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Athletic Council. Carol Barr, also

addressed the Faculty Senate with

the council's annual report. Barr

pointed out the accomplishments

of UMass Athletics in the past

year, as well as their problem

areas.

Some of the group's accom-

plishments include the renova-

tions of the Boyden Weight Room
and Renfield Soccer Stadium.

Barr also pointed out the coun-

cil's disappointment in the devel-

opment of a new recreational

center for students and faculty.

She said that in 2002, student

fees were increased and a portion

of the increased revenue was sup-

posed to help fund the recre-

ational center. She continued by

saying that in the spring of 2005,

the plans for the center were

postponed after the news of the

budget shortfall and no plans

have been put into place since

that time.

Chancellor |ohn V. Lombardi

also had some important athletics

news during the meeting. He said

that the decision of whether or

not the UMass football team

would become a Division 1-A

team is going to be made by the

University's Ad Hoc Committee

within a week. The announce-

ment of the upcoming decision

confirms weeks of speculation

that an important decision is

being made about the football

teanj-

* * Crime in

Springfield and the

great work of Mayor

Charlie Ryan, yy

Ed Ryan

a
Cloning, yy

Keyse Angeio

f r (• < h ui J >i

Chemistry major

senior
Women's Studies major

Spring 2004
Housing Assignnnent

Information
Housing Assighnment Office I 235 Whitmore Administration Building

(413) 545 ' 2100 I wwwJiou8ing.umass.edu
^

The last day to submit a request for an

assignment change or application is Monday,

December 8, 2003 by 5:00pm. Visit

www.SPIRE.umass.edu or stop by 235
Whitmore for more information.

If you are eligible and wish to cancel your

housing assignment or are going on

exchange, traveling abroad or doing an

internship for Spring semester, you must call

or visit the Housing Assignment Office before

5:00pm, December 12, 2003 to avoid a

cancellation fee.

- December 15th - January 2nd, 5:00pm

$100.00 cancellation fee

~ January 5th - January 16th, 5:00pm

$200.00 cancellation fee

- January 20th - end of Fifth Week
$300.00 cancellation fee

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Students who are

going to be on exchange, studying abroad or

doing an internship and are planning to live

on campus when they return, must apply for

housing before leaving for the semester.

Please visit the HAO to complete an

application.

Now live And online!

Online Certiticate

of Business Studies

Offered by the Division of Continuing Education

with the Isenberg School of Management

The certificate program is a credit-based program and is

intended for students who want to broaden their academic

baclcground with business courses without completing a BBA.

The program is delivered online and live allowing for the

courses to be taken and completed anytime and anywhere. The

program consists of five credit-bearing courses which are as

follows: Introduction to Business, Introduction to Accounting

I, Corporation Finance, Fundamentals of Marketing, and

Principles of Management.

Courses offered this Winter Session 2004:

ACCOUNTING 221

Introduction to Accounting I (live and online)

FINANCE AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 301

Corporation Finance (live and online)

MANAGEMENT 301

Principles of Management (live)

MARKETING 301

Fundamentals of Marketing (online)

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 1 97 I

ST: Introduction to Business (online)

For more information contact the Division of

Continuing Education, 545-3430. To register go to

www.umass.edu/contined or the Division of Continuing

Education Registration Office, 358 N. Pleasant St.

EditorialOpinion
Friday, December 5, 2003

Editorial@dailycollegian.com

Attending class during the

last week is important

Anti-Americanism: A political trend

It's hard to believe that just one week of

classes remains of this fall semester. The final

week of the semester promises to fly by just

as quickly as the rest of the weeks leading up

to winter break.

But before break can arrive we all have

much work left to do: papers to write, endless

hours of studying for exams and finals and

other projects to complete. This time of year

can be burdensome. The holidays, special as

they are. make for a hectic time of the year,

juggling schoolwork, extra-curricular activi-

ties, and holiday shopping make for one very

busy workload. Many students pick up more

hours at their job as expenses during the hol-

idays increase. While this time of year may

offer little free time, it is important to go to

class.

The final week of classes is a wrap-up for

a semester's worth of information. Some last-

minute information may be covered that will

appear on the last exam and final.

Oftentimes, graded papers are handed out.

Information about the final is covered.

Moreover, professors oftentimes give brownie

points to students who simply show up to

class.

It is also important to attend the final

week of class because evaluations are handed

out where students get to assess a professor's

performance. The more people complete the

evaluations, administrators will be better able

to more accurately correct any problems with

instructors. Future students will be thankful.

The final week of class is also a good time

to catch up on work. Professors can be forgiv-

ing when it comes to make up work, especial-

ly if a student has gone through a personal

conflict. The last days of the semester, includ-

ing finals week, is a perfect time to pass In the

work you may have missed.

You owe it to yourself to go to class — and

if your parents are paying for your education,

you owe it to them too. By missing just one

day of class you may be missing out on some

important information that may affect your

grade and that you may otherwise never have

the chance to learn again. Professors, too,

will appreciate your attendance. A great deal

of instructors work many hours to come up

with audio/visuals, lecture notes and other

learning techniques to engage you.

Coming back from a relaxing

Thanksgiving break to below-freezing tem-

peratures this week made it hard to trudge to

class. Snow squalls that lightly blanketed the

pavement have not been very welcoming.

Even more snow covering the ground in the

next few days could make going to class

increasingly uninviting next week. The

National Weather Service in Taunton expects

snow to develop tonight through tomorrow

night, possibly dumping six inches of snow in

the area.

Yes, Old Man Winter is here. But while the

weather outside is frightful (especially when

one has to walk more than 10 minutes to get

to class), the thought that only one week of

classes and one week of finals remains should

be enough to get us all through even the nasty

wind-chill factors.

So throw on that jacket, scarf and hat and

head to class. Though it seems like an annoy-

ing obligation, at least you'll be happy when

you get your grades.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian Editorial Board.

The Distortion of Jesus' Teachings
Was le.sus Christ one who

preached intolerance, encouraged

war and taught that Christianity

wa.s superior to all religions'.' Or

was he. as we have been taught, a

forgiving, merciful being who

accepted all walks of life'.' If some-

one were to refer to the interpreta-

tions of the Christian right, he/she

might be surprised to learn that the

litter may belWse.

The Christian right, a group of

devout religious people

such as conservative

Protestants and lews, rep- M I C 11 3 6

1

resent a growing move- —

—

ment of fundamentalist secular

ideals within our political system.

Since the 1960s and early 'TOs. the

faction has experienced a signifi-

cant growth in numbers, has

enjoyed success in fundraising and

has found politicians in the

Republican Party to endorse its

ideas.

Some of the main objectives of

the group, according to the

Christian Coalition of America, an

organized branch within the move-

ment established by Pat Robertson

in 1989. are to "strengthen the

family, protect innocent lives, case

the tax burden on families, protect

young people from pornography

and to return education to local

and parental control."

Unarguably, these policies are

positive and,laudable in nature.

However, if one continues on down

the list, they will find that the

Coalition is highly critical of the

homosexual community and states

on its website that as an organiza-

tion it is "dedicated to equipping

and educating God's people with

the resources and information to

battle against anti-family legisla-

tion." The "anti-family legislation."

presumably, refers to the laws that

grant rights to the homosexual

community.

Historically, religion has driven

political and social change — the

anti-slavery crusade in the 1850s,

the fight for a constitutional

amendment to outlaw alcohol in

the early 20th century, the number

of anti-war protests encouraged by

the likes of the Reverend Martin

Luther King jr in response to

Vietnam 30 years ago. However,

beginning in the early '60s and cul-

minating in the mid-'70s. political

and social change emerged without

the influence or blessing of reli-

gious conservatives. Two U.S.

Supreme Court cases, in particular,

enraged the Christian right. The

decision rendered in 1965 by the

Warren court, declared that Bible

reading and school prayer in public

' schools were unconstitutional and

in violation of the "separation of

chuah and state" clause. Ten years

later, in the infamous Roe v. Wade

case, the Warren court ruled that

the Government could no longer

restrict a woman's right to an abor-

tion. To those on the conservative

religious right, the decision handtxl

down in Roe v. Wade was por-

trayed as the first step to the even-

tual decline of "American values."

Fast forward to the year 2003.

In the 30 years since the court's

landmark decision, the Christian

Right has emerged as a serious,

and daunting, force in American

politics. According to Al Franken.

the author of "Lies And The Lying

Liars Who Tell Them." the afore-

mentioned Christian Coalition of

America reports having 1 ,500 local

chapters across the nation. Also,

according to Franken, during the

2000 Presidential election

the coalition issued 70

IN. LenZ mllllon voter guides in

hope of expanding their

movement. The organization has

grown to more than 2 million

members, and that is just within

one branch of the Christian right.

While Robertson founded the

Christian Coalition, his partner and

friend |err> Falwell played an

instrumental role in attracting

devotees. It was in 1991 that

Falwell, on his radio show, began

to provide his interpretations of

what lesus stood for and what he

would support if he were alive

today.

According to Donald Wagner, a

columnist and reporter for

Sojourners magazine. Falwell. in

one radio episode, concluded that

the Prophet Mohammed was "a

terrorist" and a "violent man of

war" Later in the show. Falwell

explained that "|esus would not

only have rejected the practice of

Islam, but would have condemned

the prophet to an eternal life of suf-

fering."

A different portrait of Christ is

painted in an introductory book

about world religions, titled "The

World's Religions", written by

Ninian Smart. The author depicts

lesus as a preacher of love and one

who healed and assisted any per-

son in need. Smart explains that

"love' came to reveal the moral or

ethical themes of Christianity.

"Love was the root of the ethical

dimension. Yehoshu (lesus) mixed

much with men and women of all

walks of life, pure and impure, high

and low."

One fact that often goes over-

looked is that while lesus sur-

rounded himself with male disci-

ples, he still allowed women fol-

lowers to help him preach and heal

those in need. In jesus' times, the

notion of a woman playing such an

important role in religion and

enlightenment was unheard of.

During those years, women would

have been persecuted lor their role

in both engaging publicly in reli-

gious thought and attempting to

attract new converts. One could

assume that women were re>garded

as "low." and lesus. preached to

both the "high" and the "low."

Presumably, lesus did not fear for

the Sanhedrin's. the Roman coun-

cil, persecution of him. as he will-

ingly accepted crucifixion in the

name of love and tolerance.

More- than 2000 years later, the

homosexual and Muslim commu-

nities find themselves threatened

for engaging in "different walks of

life." From a moralist's point of

view, the homosexual community

represents a contradiction to the

mythic doctrine of Adam and Eve,

while Islam threatens the beliefs

and ideology of Christianity. In

regard to the latter, those on the

religious right contend that Islam is

a violent and intolerant religion

that preaches hate.

But don't the'^mments of reli-

gious right leaders like Falwell and

the rejection of alternative lifestyles

preach abhorrence as well?

In "An Anthology of Living

Religions," written by Mary Pat

Fisher and Lee W. Bailey, the

authors refer to the Reverend

Martin Luther King jr's Speech

entitled "I've Seen the Promised

Land." In the speech. King discuss-

es mythic doctrine. Briefly, the

story goes as follows: A man, a

thief, was hurt and trapped on the

dangerous curve between Jericho

and lerusalem. A Priest and a

Levite both passed by the injured

thug but refused to stop and help

the injured man. Finally, a man,

belonging to another race, possibly

of a different religion and a differ-

ent walk of life, stopped and

attended to the injured thief. "This

was the good man. this was the

gi-eat man. because he had the

capacity to project the "I" into

"thou" and to be concerned about

his brother." King said as he

described lesus' reaction to the

good Samaritan.

The moral of King's story was

that the priest and the Levite were-

both concerned with the question,

"if 1 help this man what will hap-

pen to me?" While the Samaritan

asked the question. "If 1 do not

stop to help this man. what wall

happen to him?" lesus was proud

that the Samaritan, despite being

of a different race and living a dif-

ferent life style still stopped and

helped the wounded man. If a

homosexual or Muslim male was in

need of help or in search of equali-

ty, or. symbolically, if the homosex-

ual or Muslim was injured and

trapped between the roads of

Jericho and Jerusalem, and a man

of a "different walk of life" helped

him wouldn't lesus praise the

Samaritan? Clearly, this is an

example portraying |esus as a for-

giving, tolerant and merciful being.

The Christian right of America

is a political force within the nation

and has the strength in numbers to

carry out its agenda. Under our

Constitution it has every right to

speak, act and support any political

or moral ideals that it wishes.

However, before falling into

agreement with the Christian right,

one must first examine the true

meanings of Christ's teachings, and

ask himself the following question:

Was lesus a man who encouraged

intolerance of differing lifestyles,

religions and race or did he believe

in acceptance and unconditional

love in spite of ones choice to

embark on a different walk of life?

Michael W Lenz is a

Collegian columnist.

A few weeks

ago. George W.

Bush visited

London, mark-

ing the first

time in decades

that an active

president of the

United States

has visited the

capital city of

our friends

across the Atlantic.

The British people have, in

large numbers, protested the presi-

dential visit through minor acts of

civil disobedience.

On Nov 19, the date of Bush's

visit to Buckingham Palace, the

Metropolitan Police of London

arrested 25 people for offenses

including public disorder, criminal

damage and possession of a knife,

the Independent reported.

The Independent also reported

several protesters were arrested for

blocking the route of horses sent

from the Royal Household to

accompany Bush's motorcade.

In the same article, the newspa-

per said that protestors drove the

route of the motorcade in black

taxis, rode horse-drawn carriages

with look-alikes of Bush and the

Queen of England, and construct-

ed a pink tank that pulled down a

mock statue of Bush — a reference

to the overthrow of Saddam

Hussein, in which a statue of the

former dictator was ripped from its

pedestal symbolizing the fall of that

government.

Although no serious distur-

bance was reported in the major

newspapers, the protests gathered

significant strength throughout the

day, according to witnesses.

One politics graduate student

of the London School of

Economics and Political Science,

and a dear friend of mine described

the situation poignantly to me. say-

ing: "They all repeat the same buzz

words. It's a new form of a cult

around here. And it's very trendy to

be anti-American."

So why is it that us Americans

are so criticized abroad? Have we

really done anything that other

nations haven't done in the past?

I'd venture to say that for our

overseas partners to hate us so

clearly demonstrates a complete

lack of respect for the lessons of

history; a history in which we were

responsible for saving England

from the Nazis. It was apparent

prior to U.S. involvement in World

War II. that Britain could not go it

alone in combating the rapidly

expanding fascism sweeping the

continent under the demagogic

leadership of Adolph Hitler

The U.S. not only saved Britain

in this war, but was able to move

into France — at much cost to

American soldiers' lives — push

I'd venture to say

that for our over-

seas partners to

hate us so dearly

demonstrates a

complete lack of

respect for the les-

sons of history; a

history in which we

were responsible

for saving England

from the Nazis.

back the Nazis, as well as squelch

the rise of Nazi Germany's allies in

two other remote extremes of the

globe.

We've been friends with Europe

ever since, and have worked in the

spirit of collaboration and in the

experiment of intergovernmental

cooperation.

We have put our differences

aside, crossed geographical barri-

ers, cultural barriers and personal

barriers to promote alliances and

friendship between our nation and

the European nations.

So it is amazing to see what the

U.S. gets when we send our leader

abroad shortly before the state

opening of a new session of British

Pariiament. to affirm our alliance

and our commitment to the War on

Terror

I may or may not support

Bush's initiatives in the War on

Terror, his pursuit of Saddam

Hussein, his domestic policies in

economy, legislature and homeland

security, his views on abortion or

on stem cell research, his support

of the Patriot Act and the new

Victory Act, but this is not impor-

tant to my point. I simply mention

it so that those who read my piece

can understand their irrelevance in

a counter-argument to my asser-

tions and exclude it as a shot

against my argument's legitimacy.

All that really matters is that we
are acting — or attempting to act

— out of a benevolent interest for

citizens of the world who enjoy life,

peace and security — principles

that we have always advocated for.

When I see people gathering in

protest against our country, many

of whom 1 believe could not last

live seconds in a political debate

that was limited exclusively to the

facts, I am greatly disappointed.

Perhaps we can learn a lesson

from this as Americans: We have

enough senseless opposition to our

country from overseas. Let us not

make the mistake of undermining

our political legitimacy at home

either If there's something we

don't support, as citizens let's

make that known. But let us not

mimic the actions of our partners

across the ocean. Let us not gather

in protest against our country sim-

ply because, as 1 believe so many

have, it has becoine fashionable to

do so.

Morris Singer is a Collegian

columnist.
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A lot of things I hate about you

Him a nice guy. I'm probably

one of the nicest, most attrac-

tive future doctors you'll ever

meet. I'm the type of person

who opens doors, pulls out

chairs, and hands out Tiffany's

bracelets just to be friendly. But

some things piss me off. Want

some examples?

Mflll I hate you ...

Rrnjliy ... if you held your nose while

—^—"^^~ jumping into the pool when you

were little; if you used to take your gum out of

the wrapper, neatly fold it back up so it looked

like it hadn't been tampered with, and offered it

to other kids just to screw with them: if you ever

got a mouse trap to work: if you used to move

the controller and make it jump when Mario

jumped: or if you continued to watch profession-

al wrestling after the seventh Ultimate Warrior

died.

... if you had My Buddy and you let him ride shot-

gun in your Power Wheels instead of me: if you're

from Longmeadow: if you ever tnjiy believed the

outcome of M(ansion)A(partment)S(hack)H(ouse)

or that magic squares folded paper game ("Pick a

color ... G-R-E-E-N ... Pick a number ... 1-2-3-4-5

... Ha. you're going to marry Amanda."); if you were

an angel, a devil, or a c&t for Halloween after fresh-

men year.

... if you didn't know al least half the words

to either the "Tiny Toon Adventures" or

"Ducktails" theme songs at some point in your

life.

... if the rims or the sound system on your car

are more expensive than the car itself. Here's a

head's up — it's good to know that someone out

there bought the new AII-4-One album, but I

don't need to hear it when I'm waiting for the

PVTA. It doesn't make your car suck any less, so

how about you trade in your rims for a new muf-

fler?

... if you're a guy who still wears jean shorts;

if you don't know the Contra code: if you slow

danced to a Savage Garden song at a .school

dance, and then started making out 40 seconds

into it; if you've never screamed. "Here 1 go

again on my own." at least once: if you ever

owned a pony — it doesn't matter whether it was

real or "My Little;" if you cried when your mom

dressed up like a clown for Halloween when you

were five; if you use your instant messenger pro-

file as a pathetic cry for help to document the

train wreck that is your life (Wait a second, this

deserves an entire column. I'm not lying. I hate

you that much.)

... if during your "Baywatch" watching days,

it never occurred to you that Mitch and Hobie

Buchanon would kick everyone's butt in a father-

son topless slow-motion running contest; if you

disagree with the statement that Wilson Phillips

is the best band ever; if you never wore those

one-piece pajamas with the built-in feet; if. at the

beginning of the eighth season of "Family

Matters" you didn't turn to your mom and say.

"Where the hell did |udy go?": if episode 29 of

"Punky Brewster." where they get lost in the

Some things piss me off. Want

some examples?

caves and she defeated that evil spirit thing with

her love, didn't .scare the living (expletive) out of

you: if you update your Ani DiFranco quotes in

my AIM profile online journal twice a day.

... if your top three list of "cutest girls in sit-

com history" doesn't go as follows: 1) Olivia

from "The Cosby Show" 2) Morgan from "Boy

Meets World" (the first one. not her awful

replacement) and 3) Michelle from "Full House"

(but only for the first three seasons and only

Mary Kate; watching Ashley say. "You got it

dude." is like being a kid and playing pcek-a-boo

with anyone other than your parents — it's just a

cheap imitation).

... if you had a swing set and could make it all

the way down the slide without coming to that

disappointing halt in the middle: if you used

your fists on the Power Pad instead of your feet

in Nintendo's "Track and Field"; if you always

used to fall asleep on the afternoon bus ride

home in kindergarten and miss your slop, result-

ing in the filing of Missing Persons Reports (in

which case I apparently also hate myself).

... if you're a Collegian columnist who con-

stantly u.scs lists instead of actual stories to hide

your lack of ability as a writer

Matt Brochu is a Collegian cohdmnist.
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Press Start

to Play

Reiil Davenport

New 'Tactics'

for Christmas
The Christmas rush has begun

and there are a variety of titles

among the top requested games

for this holiday season. Some
involve racing around with

everyone's favorite plumber, oth-

ers involve military intelligence

and some even involve swinging

a rabbit as a weapon. If you are

planning on asking Santa for a

"Game Boy Advanced-SP." you

need to add "Final Fantasy

Tactics Advanced" to your

Christmas wish list.

Nintendo's GBA-SP has already made a huge

splash this Christmas season. The GBA-SP system

alone has brought in more revenue than the

biggest movie this year. As one of the most addict-

ing games for the handheld. "Final Fantasy" is to

thank in part for the system's sales.

The setting is unlike any other "Final Fantasy"

game. You start off with a character, who you can

name on your own at the start of the game, in a

world that appears to is similar to a small town

similar to Amherst. From there, things get weird

for the small group you are introduced to.

The tactical system still provides a more inter-

esting game play than randomly having to deal

with enemies. The game involves more strategy as

you plot how you can attack one target without

being hit by another.

Younger players may have a tough time under-

standing exactly what to do with the fighting sys-

tem, but it gets easier to under

stand as you continue to play.

You also have the option ot

changing the jobs and abilities ol

the characters within your clan

This is yet another helpful pan

of the game as you can equip ccr

tain types of fighters with specil

ic weapons to gain special abili

ties. One of the more powerful i^

the Monk character, which has ii

range of abilities to attack vari

ous foes. Other characters

include a ninja, dragoon, assas

sin, sniper, archer, mage and sol

dier.

This is also a game where you

will need to pay close attention

before you begin the battles. You need to abide by

the laws during fights. At times you may not be

able to use an ice spell on a fire enemy or else you

will find your character penalized or sent off to

jail. During a battle a fight judge acts kind of like

a soccer referee. He gives characters yellow cards

for minor offenses, which are called RIs, and red

cards for big offenses like an R2 or R5. Being

penalized will bring down stats of your players

and if you keep disobeying the law, your character

will become much weaker.

Eventually you learn how to get by the laws,

but it takes time to learn the process of how to

stop the laws with what are called anti-law cards.

To use them is a tricky process at first, but then it

soon becomes second nature.

"Final Fantasy Tactics Advanced" is definitely a

hard game to put down. You may find yourself dis-

tracted with battling rival clans Christmas morn-

ing and ignoring that football, because you know

a football doesn't make a very good Christmas

present.

The game makes a good stocking stuffer for

someone you know who is getting a GBA-SP for

Christmas. It is currently available in stores, but

it's been reported as one of the fastest selling

games for the Christmas season. So hurry and ma-

ke sure you can secure a copy.

"Final Fantasy Tactics Advanced" is currently

available at game retailers for around $34.99.

Reid Davenport is a Collegian columnist.
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mi quite sweet enougd

Rim lacks all sense of originality and passion

By Christy Lemire

AsSl.X;iATEI) pRIiSS

/"^*V^ -or this review of

V.^ I
"Honey.' f seriously

r "j considered just trotting
^—"^ out my review of

"Glitter" from two years ago.

just Slick in the name lessica

Alba every time it says Mariah

Carey, and substitute the

word "daticer' every

time it says "singer." But

then you'd catch me pla-

giarizing myself, and

ihat wouldn't be fair to

you. the reader.

It also wouldn't be

entirely accurate —
because "Honey" i.s so

much more than just a

retread of -Glitter." It's

also a biirely wamied-

over version of

"F-'lashdance," with ele-

ments of "Breakin'," "8

Mile" and "Save the

Last Dance"

tossed

'Honey'

BilleWoodtytt

SiBKing

JessiceAltia

Mekhi Pliiiei

UmmlMm
umn, 13

94 mins

Gfade

in. It

almost veers

into "Show-

girl.s" territo-

ry when
Mba'b charac-

ter, whose
name i.s

Honey,
finds

I'lHMt *^ AV

terself in physical danger at an

exclusive pany.

Even "Showgirls'' was more

interesting than this, if only for its

guilty-pleasure allure, and

because it featured a predatory

Gina Gershon chewing up the

sceitery along with her brown rice

and steamed vegetables.

'Honey" is far tamer; an aiter-

school special with a hip-

hop beat. Honey aspires

to be a dancer and chore-

ographer in music videos.

but a taste of the high life

teaches her that shed

rather go back where she

started, teaching the lat-

est moves to kids at a

Bronx conmiunitv tenter

(n the end. she's just

Honey from the block.

But before she figures

thai out. she gets her big

break, thanks to Michael

(David .Moscow 1. the fly-

for-a-white-guy music

video director who dis-

covers her workin' it on the dunce

floor at the club where she's a bar

tender. (The film is the feature

debut from Billc Wxxxirulf. him

self a music video director

)

In no time and seriously,

this happens way too fast - she's

dancing front and centci in a

jadakiss video, she's churtx)graplv

ing moves fur Tweei and

Ginuwine. and Missy Elliott is

demanding her services. All these

artists make camet)S as Ihern-

selves.-and they, like everyone else

in the movie, can't stop fawning

over Honey.

(Elliott, by the way. is listed in

the opening credits, and it seem.>*

like forever until she shows up:

when .she finally does, .she's hilari-

ous, divine — the first person with

a personality. Then poof! Shc'.s

gone, and the movie is. tiKi. Wa.s it

worth '\0

While Alba, the tomier "Dcirk

Angel" star, a fanlasticalK gor

geous — and this really is her

dancing - there is simply no

"there" there. Even the equally

gorgeous Mekhi Phifer. who plays

hei boyfriend, can't create any

sparks with her. And Joy Bryant,

so likable as the girlfriend in

"Antwone Fisher," doesn't help in

a one-note role as Honey's sassy

best friend.

The feeble attempts at "dia-

logue" and "plot" include Honey

repeatctily uttering some variation

of "Ya tlava's hot" to dancers she

admires — when she's not trying

to keep the neighborhood kids

(including rapper Lil' Romeo and

a mopheaded Z^chary Williams,

who resembles a young lustin

Guarini) out of trouble.

Her makeup is always flawless.

though — in the rain, first thing in

the morning, even after teaching a

challenging dance

class.

"It doesn't mat-

ter w hether you

iTtoss up. as long

as you keep

counting." she

tells a student

who falls during a

routine.

That's good

wlvice toi anvMie

who goes to see

"Honey." too ~

just keep count-

ing the minutes

until the

movie's over.

A sleeker 'Battlestar Galactica' Getting their education's worth
By Janice Rhoshalle Littlejohn

AsstxiATEO Press

LOS ANGELES (AP) — "Battlestar Galactica" is

returning as a four-hour miniseries, backed by hype

befitting a science fiction classic in the same galaxy as

"Star Wars" or "Star Trek."

Never mind that this classic was a campy space

opera that lasted just one season.

When it premiered on ABC in 1978, the special-

effects dazzler was the most highly publicized new

series of that season. Lome Greene starred as Adama,

the commander of a ragtag band of refugees in search

of a lost planet called E^rth after a band of robotic

Cylons wiped out much of humankind.

hi the new version, airing Monday and Tuesday on

the Sci Fi Channel (9 p.m. EST), Edward lames Olmos

takes over as Adama; lamie Bamber is his son, Apollo

(originally played by Richard Hatch); and the hothead

ed pilot. Starbuck, is now a woman, played by Katec

Sackhoff (Dirk Benedict was the original).

While the original series' thematic core remains —

the human struggle for survival — a lot has changed.

Gone is the space fantasy with the dashing capetl

warriors of old. Now they're handsome heroes in uni

forms akin to Air Force fighter pilots. The aluminum

Cylon enemies look more like humans, complete with

feelings, including one with rabid sexual desires.

And the quest is not for a mythical E^arth — it no

tonger exists.

"It's a fine line in deciding what you want to retain

and what you want to change from the original." says

the miniseries' writer, Ron Moore. "But it all started

with the name."

What he ended up with is a saga for a post-Sept. 1

1

world: an array of conflicted characters forced to coex-

ist under the threat of more deadly adversaries living

among them.

"When 9- 1 1 happened," says Sackhoff, "I knew for

the first time what it was like to feel fear — genuine

fear. And had that not happened, it would have been a

bt harder for me to achjally play this character."

"What science fiction should be," says Moore, "is a

kx)k at ourselves, an examination of humanity But

where we are with science fktion in television and

movies, you've sort of fallen into two categories:

There's this quasi-cyberpunk stuff, which is everything

from "Matrix' to 'Blade Rtinner' Ttien there's the sort

of "Star Wars,' Star Trek' lush orchestral visions of the

future."

Olmos, who's eschewed science fiction since

appearing in the 1982 film "Blade Runner," says

Moore's script "was different than anything I'd ever

read before. There's a lot of reality in this that you

might find in say a "NYPD Blue' or Hill Street Blues.'

Devotees of the original will be hard to convince,

however.

Chat-room conversations on many of the .scores of

Continued on page 6

Involved parents take on major universities

By STEVX GlECJERlCH

AsstxiATtn Prk.ss

Su.san

just how

« unsv Ai

'

Tricia Heifer plays Number 6 in the new mini-

series of "Battlestar Galactica."

lennings Lantz recalls

involved her mom and

dad were in her education at West

Virginia University during the

1980s.

"My parents dropped tne off.

waved goodbye and that was

that," she says.

Things are different today, as

Lantz is well aware. As WVU's

parent advocate — a salaried posi-

tion at the Morgantown school —
I.antz fields up to 4,000 calls a

year to the school's Parents Club

Helpline, asking about everything

from roommate problems to

transportation glitches to billing

questions.

Like other educators and col-

lege administrators, she sees par-

ents taking an increasingly activist

role on campuses across the coun-

try. One nonprofit group. College

Parents of America, is in the early

stages of a membership campaign

aimed at mimicking the growth

and lobbying success of AARP
Many parents figure that if

they're sf)ending thousands of dol-

lars on their child's education,

they ought to have a voice, experts

say. But there's more, says Ixintz.

"These were the first kids to

get the Baby on Board' signs," she

says. "Their parents have been

very active with them in elemen-

tary, middle and high school. They

arc scKcer moms who aren't ready

to release.

"It's not just the parents that

are involved, a lot of students

want their parents involved, too."

This summer, lim Boyle

became president of College

Parents of America with the goal

of raising the profile of the 900-

membcr group, not quite a decade

old, by increasing membership

and lobbying.

For fees ranging from $18 to

$26, Boyle intends for the group

to provide an array of services,

including answering questions for

the parents of middle and high

school students aboot college sav-

ings, financial aid and applica-

tions. In the style of the AARP,

Boyle envisions his organization

lobbying Congress on issues such

as tuition tax credits.

The group is also working to

provide parents of college stu-

dents material on topics ranging

from binge drinking to credit card

abu.se.

"A growing number of schools

understand that a parent simply

going away once they drop their

child off at school is not an option

anymore." Boyle says.

"It's important to view the fam-

ily, not just the student, and to

communicate with the family

every step of the way."

In many ways, parents have

already opened those lines of com-

munication with colleges and uni-

versities:

• At West Virginia, concerns

about transportation raised by the

1 1 .000-meinber Mountaineer

Parents Club persuaded the school

to establish a shuttle between the

Morgantown campus and

Pittsburgh International Airport.

• When a father worried that

that his daughter's car might break

down on trips between her home
and Oklahoma State University in

Stillwater, the OSU Parent's

Association responded by enlist-

ing local mechanics and car deal-

erships to provide free automobile

maintenance checks to students

before major holidays.

• At Whitman College in Walla

Walla, Wash., 105 parents have

signed up for a second-year pro-

gram that encourages them to

read and learn, via Internet post-

ings by professors, about many of

the same books their children are

studying in the first-year core cur-

riculum, including Homer's

"Odyssey" and Plato's

"Symposium."

"If our parents are well-

informed about policies and

where to refer their children in

certain situations, they can be our

partners rather than our adver-

saries." says Belinda Mamer. the

a.ssistant vice president for student

services at the University of Iowa.

Some 80 percent of the parents

who contact West Virginia's

helpline have general questions

regarding tuition, fee payments

and campus regulations. I^nlz

says. Federal privacy law prohibits

her from disclosing certain per-

sonal information, including

grades.

I

New form of testing may
better predict breast cancer

By T.A. Badger
As8(x'iAni) Press

SAN ANTONIO (AP) — A
first-of-its-kind genetic test will

soon be available to help women
with breast cancer make one of

their most crucial decisions:

whether to undergo the rigors of

chemotherapy.

Genomic Health Inc., a Silicon

Valley biotech company, said it has

identified nearly two dozen genes

that, taken together, can predict

with a high degree of accuracy the

likelihood that tumors will return

in women whose breast cancer

was caught at an eariy stage.

Currently, doctors predict the

chances of a relapse in pretty much
the same way they have been doing

it for almost a century: by looking

at the patient's age, the size of the

tumor, and the tumor's aggressive-

ness.

If the chances of recurrence are

seen as very low based on the gene

test, a woman may opt to not

endure the vomiting, hair loss and

high cost of chemo. But if the odds

of the cancer coming back are

high, she may view chemo as the

difference between life and death.

"For the women in that highest

group, it makes their' decision so

much easier." said Dr Melody

Cobleigh, a breast cancer

researcher at Rush-Presbyterian-

St. Lukes Medical Center in

Chicago. "For women in the low-

est group, they'll still agonize."

The biotechnology company's

research — done with the National

Surgical Adjuvant Breast and

Bowel Project — was outlined

Thursday at a breast cancer con-

ference in San Antonio.

Chief executive Randy Scott

said his company plans to make

the test available to newly diag-

nosed cancer patients in early

2004.

The genetic test was developed

by analyzing tumor samples from

nearly 7tX) women involved in a

1980s cancer study. Genomic

Health used its findings to create a

point .system to express escalating

chances of recurrence within 10

years.

The sample group included

women from their 50s to their 70s.

All had early-stage breast cancer

that had not spread to other parts

of the body, and all had been treat-

ed for at least live years with

tamoxifen, a drug that slows or

stops the growth of new breast

cancer cells.

Genomic Health found that

just over half of the women in its

sample gioup fell into the low-risk

category. Their average recurrence

rate was about 7 percent after sur-

gery to remove the tumor, fol-

lowed by tamoxifen.

At the other end of the scale.

27 percent of the .sample were

detennined to be at high risk of

recurrence. About three in every

1 of these patients developed new

breast cancer within 10 years of

treatment.

In the intennediate-risk group,

the 10-year recurreiKe rate aver-

aged about 14 percent.

The error rate in each of the

three categories was plus or minus

2 to 3 percentage points, said Dr.

Steven Shak, Genomic Health's

chief medical officer

Scott .said that by using a scor-

ing system, his company's test can

give women a moix- individualized

prognosis.

"What we'll be able to provide

is not just that you are low-risk,

medium-risk or high-risk," he said.

"It's that you have a score of X and

that in our 6b8-patient clinical

trial, that corresponded to a recur-

rence rate of Y."

Dr Daniel Hayes, who heads

the breast oncology clinic at the

University of Michigan, said too

many breast cancer patients are

needlessly undergoing chemo
because the established ways of

predicting recurrence do not pro-

vide enough information for them

to say no.

Chemo "is a heart-wrenching,

gut-wrenching, hand-wringing

decision" that nearly half of his

patients have to make, Hayes .said.

If the new genetic test proves accu

rate, he could tell a patient she

might safely be able to avoid

chemo, he said.

Dr Matthew Ellis, a breast can-

cer specialist at Washington

University in St. Louis, said he sees

much promise in the scoring

method, even though it does not

precisely measure each woman's

individual risk of relapse.

Ifeeligtitino dedicated to D.S. troops
By VERENA DOBNIK

,^sstK lATF-i) Press

NEW YORK (AP) — The

Christmas tree in Rockefeller

Center came to life in a blaze

of 50,000 lights Wednesday

night before a crowd of thou-

sands of New Yorkers and vis-

itors from around the world.

Before Hipping the switch

to usher in the holiday season.

Mayor Michael Bloomberg

dedicated the lighting ceremo-

ny to U.S. soldiers every-

where.

As the temperature dipped

below ircc/Hig, o looi-7-inch

Anthony lenkins found war-

mth and good wishes in the

packed crowd after dressing

up as a giant Santa. "What I

get out of it is the love of the

people," said lenkins, 55.

For Hy Safran, 19. and

friend Melissa Opper, 18, both

students at Columbia Univ-

ersity, watching the tree light-

ing stirred their patriotism.

"I wanted to experience

the season," Safran said,

adding that he and Opper are

both lewish but that "the

Christmas spirit has become

the American spirit since 9-

I I."

The 79-foot, 9-ton tree was

planted 50 years ago in Man-

chester, Conn. It arrived in

Manhattan last month on a

Hudson River barge and was

trucked to the midtown land-

mark where it will remain lit

until Ian. 6.

The televised Christmas

show featured performances

by Harry Connick |r., Ashanti,

Enrique Iglesias, Gloria

Kstcfan, Kelly Clarkson,

Ruben Studdard and the

Brian Setzer Orchestra.
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Time to make old ink run

Tattoo removal is becoming more common
By Mic HAH Hit L

ASMX-lAllll 1'Uk.SS

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) - At 23, Afcxandra Bakei fig-

ures it's time to gel lid of the spider on her ankle.

The tattoo wa.s inkcti on in college one ot seven on

her body But Baker's outlook has chiinged somewhat.

The spider is something to hide rather tlun exhibit. So

it's coining oil, along with two little faiiies on her cliesi.

"I can't stand having them aiiymoiv," said liiikci, who

lives in New York's Hudson Valley. "It's just iioi how I

want to portray myself anymoiv"

Baker is not alone. IXxtors say latloo removals are

becoming more common at a time when people liv-

quently sport butteillies on iheii ankles or baibeil wire

around their biceps.

"There are a number of p».-ople who did ihi> and

have said Geez, this is not what I want.' What seems

really great at age 1 7 or 20 may not seem so gieai at

age iso." said f^r. Brian Kinney, a Los Angeles plastic

surgeon and spokesman for the American Society for

Aesthetic Plastic Suigery.

Tattoos, once commonly associated with bikeis

and veterans, proliferated in the '90s on skin o( all

types of people — from students to baitenders to

bankers. In a nationwide poll this year by the Scripps

Survey Research Centei, 1 5 percent of respondents

said they had u latto<.i. The percentage almoM dou-

bled among 1 8 to 34-year-olds.

Some regret it.

No hard numbers exist for tattoo removals, but

medical professionals report more people coming in

lor laser treatments in recent years. Dr E.lizalx'th

McBumey, a New Orleans-area dennatologist, said

she used to do live laser treatments a month in the

I
s)80s She did twice that one day recently.

All sorts of people come in for removals, doctors

say. Some had such slogans as "Tammy Torever"

committed to ink, only to find love was fk-eting.

Others, like Bakei. got tattooc-d in their youth and

later regretted b<.-ing imprinted with a llaming death

head oi a I lying \ guitar.

Iheie are a lew common tattoo removal methods

people try to rub them out with chemical lotions

or have a doctor abrade or surgically cut them out.

State-of the art removals are done with lasers that

|xncti;ite ihiough the outer layer of skin and liag

nicni the latloo pigment.

Lasers require several treatments over a period ol

week>, can cost hundreds of dollars and can be

pairilul.

Also, a faint trace of the laitoo remains.

Researchers at Wright State's Schawl of Medicine

in Ohio are stud> ing the effecliv ene>s of a cream used

lor genital warts as a complement to laser treatment.

I'he results aren't known yet, though researchers say

ihe> hiive been inundated with offers from would-be

guinea pigs.

Piolessionuls from artists who create tattoos to

doctors who remove them — .say the best .strategy is

not to get ill-considered tattoos in the lirst place,

flicir advice: ITiink. Will you enjoy having your fra-

leinity lei lets on your backside in a decade?

TBonc, an artist ai lark Tatn.Kj in Albany, said

pc'opic must sign a consent lorm Ix-lorc ^vlting a tat-

too. Siill. ihc occasional customer has ii change ol

heal I after the lacl. He cch>.H.-s the advice of doctors:

Don't get a tattoo of your sweetheart's name.

"Unless it's 'Mom.' " Kinnev said, "because your

mom won't go away."

Making the holidays for soldiers

Mother, daughter send care packages to troops

By SlISAN SKILES LliKh

.^ssiMATHi Prkss

HARRISBURG, III. (AP) -
Some soldiers get so tired of

bugs and sand, they wear panty-

hose under their uniforms.

Others are so bored, they dig

holes in the desert to watch

fights between spiders.

Since the start of war in Iraq.

Kathy Williams and Am>
Oxford have made it their mis-

sion to send whatever help thev

can to soldiers sweating it out in

the desert.

The mother and daughter

have sent several thousand care

packages containing everything

from the requested queen-size

stockings to beef jerky to maga-

zines and toys. The packages

have gone to more than 500

U.S. soldiers in Iraq and

Afghanistan, many of them

lepciil ciisuiiiicis.

"When thai officer told us (in

a lhank->ou e-mail) his men
were digging holes lo watch the

spiders lighi. 1 said. Send those

guvs some yo-yos!' " said

Williams, 48. pointing to some

Old Gloiy-siyled vo->os bagged

on a table nearby. "The guvs io\c

em."

The bag sits among do/ens ol

boxes of checkers games, cross-

word-puzzle books, bottles ol

hiind lotion and prepaid phone

cards. Although they are strug-

gling with ihc high cost ol

postage. Williams and Oxford

are determined to send

Christmas parcels in lime for the

holidays lo as many soldiers as

ihc\ can.

"I'm going to open presents

on Christmas and 1 think (sol

diers in Iraq) should, too,"

Williams said.

.Some ol ihc items came

through the 20 or so drives the

two have inspired at schools

across southern Illinois. Other

stuff — including a SbOO stack

of phone cards — appeared in

one of their two donation boxes

in tc)wn.

Oxford. 25. first thought of

sending packages after learning

her husband, lamal. would be

shipped out along with his Army
Reserve unit earlier this year. A
medical problem kept him

home, but Oxford still wanted

to help others, she said.

She keeps a file of thiink-you

letters, both cvber and the old-

fashioned kind.

One handwritten letter,

signed bv "fred." told of the

three children the soldier missed

back home. "I appieciale what

you're doing for me and mv lel-

low soldiers." he wrote.
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Keith Richards
Stone'

LONDON (AP) — Keith Richards has criti-

cized hi.'^ old friend and fellow Rolling Stone

member Mick lagger for accepting a knight-

hood.

In an

interview pub-

lished in the

D e c e m b e r

issue of the

music maga-

zine Uncut, the

Stones' gui-

tarist was quot-

ed as saying, "I

thought it was

ludicrous to

lake one of

those gongs

(awards) from

the establish-

ment when they did their very best to throw us

in jail," in a reference to his and {agger's 1967

conviction on drug offenses, later overturned

on appeal.

"lust as we were about to start a new tour. I

thought it sent out the wrong message. It's not

what the Stones is about, is it?" he said. "I told

Mick, It's a ... paltry honor'
"

•jlc defended himself by saying that (Prime

Minister) Tonv Blair insisted that he took the

knighthood. Like that's an excuse. Like you

cant turn down anything. Like it doesn't

depend how vou feel about it."

lagger. bO. said Tuesday that his busy touring

schedule has finally allowed him to collect his

award from Oueen Elizabeth II at Buckingham

Palace on Dec. 12.

The 59-year-old Richards, who was once

briefly imprisoned for allowing marijuana to be

smoked in his home — another conviction that

was later overturned - said he doubted he'd

ever be offered a similar honor.

"Because they know what I would've said ...

they knew I'd tell them where they could put

it." he said.

Billy Connolly

Last year Connolly painted his goatee purple to

become the face of the National Lottery, but for

the awards ceremony had returned to his natu-

ral gray to match his shoulder-length curly hair.

The 61 -year-old is a former shipyard welder

who got into show business playing banjo in a

folk duo. His intros became longer than the

songs, and he turned to standup comedy.

His most notable film role was as Queen

Victoria's servant |ohn Brown in the 1997 film

"Mrs. Brown." He's also in the new Tom Cruise

film "The Last Samurai."

B r y c e Howard
Stepping up lask

COPENHAGEN, Denmark (AP) — Bryce

Howard, the 21 year-old daughter of director

Ron Howard, will likely replace Nicole Kidman

in Danish director Lars von Trier's next two

films that make up the trilogy he started with

"Dogville," the film's producer said Wednesday.

Howard, who's shooting M. Night

Shyamalan's new movie, "The Village" with

loaquin Phoenix. William Hurt and Sigourney

Weaver, is negotiating a contract with von Trier,

said his producer. Vibeke Windeloev.

"We are currently getting the last pieces to

fall in place," she said. "These are only details

so I am very confident that she will be on the

team" when shooting on "Mandalay" starts

March 1 in Sweden.

Von Trier's Depression-era fairy tale

"Dogville" generated excitement at this year's

Cannes Film Festival but didn't win a prize.

Some found the three-hour film about sadism in

small-town America too long and torturous.

Kidman couldn't continue in the trilogy

because of scheduling conflicts with

"Mandalay."

A m y Fa sea I

LONDON (AP) — Comedian and actor Billy

Connolly eschewed his normally zany attire for

a somber black lop hat and tails Wednesday

when he went to Buckingham Palace to receive

an award from Prince Charles on behalf of

' Queen Elizab-

eth II.

Connolly
was made a

Commander of

the British Em-
pire, or CBE,
for services to

entertainment

from Prince

Charles, whom
he said had

commented on

his smart dress.

"Usually
when he sees

me I've got

breeks on — you know those Scottish corduroy

breeks (trousers) that come to the knee with

woolly socks, or I'm in a kilt." Connolly told

reporters after being given the honor.

"I normally look like an unemployed window

cleaner." the Scottish comic added.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Sony Pictures vice

chairman Amy Pascal tops this year's list of The

Hollywood Reporter's 100 most powerful

women in Hollywood.

The list is part of the trade publication's

12th annual

celebration of

the top 100

women in

motion pic-

tures, televi-

sion, music and

other entertain-

ment indus-

tries.

"Amy Pascal

has developed a

knack for pro-

ducing projects

both big and

small, intimate

dramas and all-

out popcorn fare." said Christy Grosz. execu-

tive editor, features at the trade publication and

editor of the Women in Entertainment Power

100 issue. "Not only has this given her an inter-

esting slate every year, but her creative sensibil-

ities and financial acumen have made her the

first stop for some of Hollywood's biggest tal-

ent."

Celebrities on the list include talk-show host

Oprah Winfrey (6); lulia Roberts (13): "Harry

Potter" novelist j.K. Rowling (55); Madonna

(67); Mary Kate and Ashley Olsen (84); and

Screen Actors Guild president Melissa Gilbert

(89).
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Awards show documentary

honors, er, awards shows
By Frazier Mcx)re

NEW YORK (AP) — "The

Award Show Awards Show,"

which isn't an awards show but a

documentary, wants you to know

there are 565 show-biz awards

competitions each year, ot which

1 00 are televised. That's more than

one broadcast every lour days.

Consider: On the heels ol "The

First Annual Spike TV Video

Game Awards," which aired

Thursday, the coming week brings

"The 14ih Annual Billboard Music

Awards" on Fox. "The Third

Annual DVD Exclusive Awards"

(whatever that is) on FX, and the

inaugural Commie awards on

Comedy Central going head-to-

head with "The Award Show

Awards Show," which Trio is air-

ing 9 p.m. EST Sunday.

Wide-ranging and snarky, the

documentary expands on Andy

Warhol's prediction: Not only are

you destined to be famous for 1

5

minutes, at this rate you're also

practically a shoo-in for a televised

award.

But as Tatum O'Neal, the film's

award-winning narrator, points

htiKmyOm^,mtm/mm*tntmAnm.>^mm.
__

wonam (onmwowm Mi«i <>(>«-• <r«>*». (*t"" i^"^^

out. "Conflicts are endless when

awards shows outnumber the

works of art they arc trying to

honor" Witness the juxtaposed

clips of a program that wins both a

Prism (for accurately portraying

the dangers of drug abuse) and a

Stony (for promoting the pot-

smoking culture).

"The Award Show Awards

Show" explores many facets of the

media-celebrity complex.

It examines the monetary bless-

ings realized from a topndrawer

award like the Oscar or Grammy,

and the fierce campaigning mount-

ed by would-be nominees.

It exposes the driving force

behind the awards-show pandem-

ic, which mainly reflects outstand-

ing achievement by the industry in

ginning up ever more shows for

viewers to watch — and thus ever

more outlets for promoting enter-

tainment product to the public.

It proposes ways to insure

yourself a prize. (If you're Susan

Lucci. just keep showing up.)

From the lectern of a decades-

old Oscar broadcast. |immy

Stewart remarks on how seeming-

ly "us folks out here in Hollywood

spend most of our time just givin'

awards to each other It's amazing

how any work gets done."

"Awards shows." says Alan

Alda in a long-ago interview,

"mainly publicize the people giving

the awards."

Not to be outdone. "The

Award Show Awards Show"

institutes its own mock prizes in

such categories as Most Meani-

ngless Awards Shows (a leading

contender is the award show for

infomercials) and Most

Inexplicable Snubs: There was

never an Emmy for |ackie

Gleason. never so much as a

Grammy nomination for the

Who!
Where else could you learn

that the wing-tips of the Emmy
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statuette are sharp enough to

pierce the flesh of a careless

recipient?

And who else could tell you

why the carpet is red? As O'Neal

explains. Hollywood borrowed it

"from pre-colonial India, where

rajahs chose the color red since it

was the rarest, and thus most

expensive dye."

O'Neal, of course, brings spe-

cial authority to the documen-

tary. In 1974 she walked the red

carpet as a 10-year-old Oscar

nominee for best supporting

actress in h«r first film. "Paper

Moon."
She even practiced weeks

beforehand with her father and

"Paper Moon" co-star, Ryan.

"He wanted me to rehearse,"

she recalled in a recent chat with

a reporter. "I remember him

dressing me up and letting me

wear platforms, which I always

wanted to wear, and we pretend-

ed to walk down a red carpet."

But on that April 2. when she

became Oscar's youngest-ever

winner in a competitive category,

neither parent was present. Her

grandparents brought her.

"For years I didn't think about

it," said O'Neal. 40. "Now. today,

it makes me sad.

New series already under fire

Continued fron\ page 4

"Battlestar" Web sites have been

fiercely opposed to this "re-

imaged" version.

One site even features a cartoon

of Bcncxlict's Starbuck being cas-

trated by a laser beam, and there

are many who vow to tune out

when the miniseries comes on.

Hatch understands the fan sen-

timent.

"I had a lot of anger and frustra-

tion because I saw a studio not on

any level being receptive to what

the vast majority of fans wanted,"

the actor says in his small apart-

ment littered with "Battlestar"

paraphernalia, including a lunch-

box, posters and videos.

Hatch, who has written six

spin-off novels, tried his own

sequel: "Battlestar Galactica: The

Second Coming." A four-minute,

self-financed trailer has been a hit

among conventioneers, but studio

executives have been unimpressed.

"Every time they bring back a

classic, they always fail because

they've thrown the baby out with

the bath water." says the 58-year-

old Hatch. "They throw away the

very elements the fans loved most."

A few years ago. fans thought

they'd get the continuation saga

they'd clamored for when Bryan

Singer and Tom DeSanto. the

director-writer team behind "X-

Men." hooked up with original

•Galactica" creator Glen Larson to

develop a project at 20th Century

Fox.

When that deal fell through.

Universal TV chief David Kissinger

brought in executive producer

David Eick and Moore to rework

the franchise for Sci Fi.

"We want the fans to embrace

what we are doing." says Sci Fi

President Bonnie Hammer, "but if

you produced now what was pro-

duced then, it would ftx-l like old

TV. We wanted to make it more

relatable. even in terms of the

stereotypes of characters."

"I understand they're trying to

do a modem version." says l^rson.

"But change for the sake of change

— it's taking the title and exploiting

panda East
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Pair of awards for
UMass set for Fiesta Classic

Continued from page 10

per game — with 55 turnovers against Montana

State. The starters certainly haven't earned their

spots, being outscored by the bench. 54-47, this

season. There also are no signs of a perimeter

game, as USU is sporting a .147 5-point percent-

age, going O-for-12 from downtown against

Montana State.

Defensively, the Aggies have given up a hefty

72 points per game, and have scored only 50.2 in

each game.

American is 3-1 this season with wins over

UNC Ashevillc (52-48). Howard (81 -5b) and St.

Mary's (72-62). The scoring is equally distrib-

uted for the Eagles, with six players averaging

over six points a game. Senior point guard

Chanel Spriggs is the only American player aver-

aging double figures. 14.3 ppg. Spriggs is com-

ing off her best performance with an impressive

EMILIE IXOOANAViLLRilAN

Mark VVhippl

was named New
le addresses the crowd after the Minutemen's win over Richmond on 'Nov. 22. Whipple

EnRland c.wch of the year by the Gridiron Club of Boston and the N.E. Fiwtball Writers.

Whipple is

New Eni

coach of year

igland

By ANDHhVV MhRRiTT
Cin.Ltf.IAN STA^^

Massachusetts football coach Mark Whipple

continued his award-winning ways yesterday,

when he was named New England Division I

Coach of the Year by the Gridiron Club of Boston

and the New England Football Writers

Association.

The New England Football Wrijers announced

Whipple as their selection last night during their

annual Captains and Awards Banquet at the

Lantana Restaurant in Randolph, and the

Gridiron Club will make things official at its annu-

al Bob Whelan College tootball Awards banquet

on Ian. 9 at the Needham Sheraton Hotel

It is the third such honor given to Whipple,

who earned the Atlantic 10 Coach of the Year

Award as well for his work in bringing the

Minutemen to a 10-3 record overall, and 8-
1 in the

A- 10. Both of those marks are school records, and

UMass also appeared in the NCAA playoffs for the

sixth time after earning a share of the A- 10 title

along with Delaware.

With the Minutemen's 28-24 win over

Northeastern on Nov. I . Whipple took sole posses-

sion of second place on the all-time victory list

with 47. and continued on to finish 2003 with a

UMass career record of 49-25. putting him just 10

wins behind all-time leader Vic Fusia. Whipple is

also the only coach in University history to win 20

games in his first two years.

In six years at UMass. Whipple has brought the

team to a winning record five times, and the team

won its first-ever National Championship in 1998

under the tutelage of the Brown graduate.

Whipple took the Minutemen to one of their

most successful seasons ever, as they jumped out to

a 9-1 record — the program's best since 1901 —
and took the other A- 10 co-Champion. IX-laware.

to three overtimes before losing 51-45. Despite an

early exit at the hands of Colgate Saturday. UMass

finished the season ranked fifth in the nation.

It*s Not Too Late!
Get a Flu Shot!

Flu Clinic:
Wednesday
December 10
Cost: $15.00

University Health Services

150 Infirmary Way, UMass

Call 577-5101 for
an appointment.

PlanAhead For Hext Year

Excellent Location... 1/2 Mile from UMass

Spacious Apartments

1 ,2 and 3 Bedroom Townhouses

All rents include

heat, hot water, and cooking gas

Office Hours: 8 am to 4:30 pm Monday - Friday

(413) 549-0145

www.pufftonvillajie.com

line of 16 points, nine rebounds, five assists and

five steals.

The Wildcats are the heavy favorite to win the

tournament. They have won 14 straight home

games dating back to Nov. 30. 2002. The second-

longest home win streak in history is only one

game shy of the school record, which ran from

Ian. 4. 1999 to |an. b. 2000.

Arizona is led by preseason Ail-American

candidate sophomore Shawntinice Polk. The 6-

foot-5-inch center dominated her freshmen year

at Tucson (17.8 ppg. 10.8 rebounds per game)

and earned respectable All-American honors

from the Associated Press. This year. Polk has

been nominated for every major award and is

averaging 1 6.4 ppg and 7.6 rpg, while drawing

constant double teams.

When Polk needs some help, junior guard

Dee-Dee Wheeler, a high school teammate of

UMass' Monique Govan. avearages 16.2 ppg.

Yanks pick up Vazquez
By Ronald Bi.um

ASSIKIATHI) PrKSS

NEW YORK (AP) — The

New York Yankees made their

first big move of the offseason,

bolstering their rotation by

agreeing Thursday to acquire

Javier Vazquez from the

Montreal Expos.

In exchange for the 27-year-

old right-hander. New York sent

first baseman Nick lohnson.

outfielder |uan Rivera and left-

hander Randy Choate to

Montreal.

The deal is contingent on all

the players passing physicals,

the Expos said. New York did

not immediately acknowledge

the trade.

"It's tough to trade a pitcher

like lavier Vazquez, but I think

we have a better opportunity

with the situation going for-

ward." Expos general manager

Omar Minaya said at a news

conference in Montreal.

Vazquez fills one of the holes

in the Yankees' starting rota-

tion. He went 13-12 with a 3.24

ERA for the Expos last season,

ranking third in the Nl. in

strikeouts with 241 in 230 2-3

innings.
*

He's three years younger

than Bartolo Colon, a free agent

that attracted the Yankees'

interest.

New York's rotation, the

backbone of its run to four

World Series titles and six AL
pennants since 1995. is unset-

tled. Roger Clemens retired,

and Andy Petlittc and David

Wells filed for free agency. In

addition. Wells had back sur-

gery Tuesday.

The Yankees rotation

includes Mike Mussina, lose

Contreras. |eff Weaver and |on

Lieber who hasn't pitched in

the major leagues since recon-

structive elbow surgery in

August 2002 but hopes to be

ready for the start of the season,

lohnson, 25. played first

base for much of last season

because of lason Giambi's knee

injury after starting the season

as the regular designated hitter.

While he's regarded as a top

hitter — he batted .284 with 14

homers. 47 RBIs and a .422 on-

base peicehtage — he has been

injury prone throughout his

career

Rivera, 25. hit .266 with

seven homers and 26 RBIs in

173 at-bats and has a strong

throwing arm.

Choate, 28, pitched only 3

2-3 innings over five relief

appearances for the Yankees

last season, compiling a 7.36

ERA. He went 3-5 with one

save and a 3.91 ERA in 54

games at Triple-A Columbus.

Montreal, which is owned
by the other 29 teams, is faced

with payroll limits. Vazquez.

eligible for salary arbitration,

probabK will get a raise from

the $6 million he made last sea-

son after losing his hearing. He
is eligible for free agency after

next season.

lohnson is eligible for salary

arbitiation for the first time

this winter: Rivera isn't yet eli-

gible.

New York will have to lind

another backup first baseman

to spell Giambi, who had knee

surgery after the season.

Meanwhile, the Yankees are

pushing ahead on several fronts.

Gary Sheffield, who met

Monday and Tuesday with

Yankees owner George

Steinbrenner at the team's

spring training complex in

Tampa. Fla.. worked out

Wednesday at the Yankees'

minor league complex in

Florida and took a physical

Thursday.

Sheffield, a free agent, is

closing in on a three-year deal

with the Yankees worth about

S39 million. About $15 million

of the money will be deferred,

and the deal will include an

option for 2007.

DO YOU KNOW
THE SCORE?

Start here.

Are you
ready for

the
J)iallenge?

oqu.iK .11

which means lli.it \oii i.ui e.ii n

three credits in just thrtf ueeks!

Best of .ill, V\ inter Sissidti losts /.>•..

to re.KU. St.irt here,

other lime of ve.ir.

Classes bei;in {.inuarv ^.

j^'

UMassAmherst
Continuing Education

www.umass.edu/start • (413) 545-2414

Women's & w>,m
V7'-ir^: ^I'l^-'i*^^'*'^* r^H^-tftj^rin ^^1^
MON • THUR
iO to 8

PRl - 1Q to TT
GOT CLOTHES?^

M\m\

5
WA i; I;

L.OTHIING

Cfimpus Center Audl'toriiAimi
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Flu bug strikes UM
Continued from page 10

sure."

It wasn't all rehabilitation,

either. The break has afforded

Cahoon a few luxuries he usually

doesn't have during the week in

the middle of the season.

"I got a chance to do sonte

recruiting yesterday, and I got a

chance to change the tenor of

practice, make it a little bit more

skill-related until today," he said.

"If there's any such thing as a

gotxl week to withstand every-

thing that's happened to the team,

this might be the week
"

in their first trip to Boston this

year, the Minutemen will meet up

with a BU team that's been on its

heels thus far The Terriers are an

even 4-4-4 overall, but have man-

aged a 2-3-2 record in Hockey

East, which has them sitting in

sixth place. Things won't get

much easier for BU, either, as it

squares off with cross-town rival

and conference leader Boston

College at BC's Conte Forum

tonight at 7 p.m.

Still, Cahoon, a former Terrier

player and assistant himself, does-

n't put too much Slock into BU's

early struggles.

"BU is a real gtxxi group of

athletes that haven't realized the

success that people thought

they'd realize. I've seen BU teams

go into Christmas at .500, and

play in National Championship

games. We've got to make this

about us, if it becomes too much

about BU, we'll get ourselves in

trouble."

That's exactly what the

Minutemen did Friday night,

when they suffered a 7-2 loss to

UNO. Although junior Greg

Mauldin (four goals, seven

assists) made his return after

nearly three weeks of inactivity

due to a leg injury, UMass was

outclassed by the Mavericks at

the Qwest Arena in Omaha, Neb.

Saturday night's game was a

marked improvement for the

Minutemen, who put 27 shots on

Chris Holt, including 10 in the

second pericxi, but scored just

once, on Thomas Pock's power

play goal at 1 5:09 of the first.

"it was a tie simply because

their goaltender stood on his head

for the first 30 minutes of the

game," Cahoon said. "We had a

lot of quality chances, we just

couldn't put them away.

Sometimes you're going to play

real well, and not get it done, but

that doesn't mean you're not

growing as a team.

"The BC game at home was an

indication of that, we played them

pretty well, not well enough, but

we still grew as a result of it, and

that showed the next night in

Providence."

UMass dropped a 4-1 decision

to Boston College on Nov. 14, but

came back to beat Providence 3-2

the next night at Schneider

Arena, the second time the

Minutemen had beaten the Friars

in Providence this season.
HITllSE SU7t'lCI/AS.SlXIATEli PR£S.S

S^S^^^-i Former Philadelphia Phillies manat;tr Terry Francona, center, shows his new B<iston Red Sox uniform during a news conference at Fenway

Park in Boston yesterday, with Red Sox President Larry Lucchino, left, and General Manager Theo Epstein, right.

^itewt^
I jj»g Fenway for Francona
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413-548-6900
I

www.theharp.net

163 Sunderland Rd. - N. Amherst

Just north of the apartments

Great new deck!

fU. 'Open Irish Seisiun

SM. -IsisBlue

December Special!

Labatt Blue:

$1.75 A pint / $6.25 A pitcher

"Start your own tradition."

Part-time Management
Trainee Intern

Enterprise Rent-A-Car is proud to be named

one of the "100 Best Companies to work for"

by Fortune Magazine. We currently have part-

time opportunities available at our Amherst, MA
location for responsible individuals who are cur-

rently full time college students.

Enterprise Rent-A-Car offers on-the-job career

training in customer service, sales, marketing

and administration while encouraging the

achievement of both individual and team goals.

For more information, contact Kelli D. Fisher

at (860) 627-8080 ext. 219

We also currently have part-time car prep opportunities.

You would be responsible for prepping & cleaning

rental vehicles inside & out.

Please apply at the Amherst Enterprise location,

213 College Street, Amherst, MA 01002

EOE/AA M/F

BOSTON (AP) - Success-

starved fans, prima donna play-

ers, swarms of media and bad

karma that has surrounded his

new team since 1918 — Terry

Francona figures he's prepared

for just about everything a

Boston manager can face.

"Think about it for a second:

I've been released from six

teams. I've been fired as a man
ager. I've got no hair. I've got a

nose that's three sizes loo big

for my face, and I grew up in a

major league clubhouse,"

Francona said.

"My skin's pretty thick. I'll

be OK.

"

The Red Sox hired Francona

on Thursday, more than a

month after letting Grady Little

go for failing to get the last five

outs Boston needed to vanquish

the New York Yankees and

reach the World Series.

Francona, 44, was given a

three-year deal with an option

for a fourth; financial terms

were not disclosed.

The son of a ballplayer,

Francona played 10 seasons for

five major league teams — he

signed with a sixth but never

made it back to the majors —
and was Michael lordan's man-

ager at Oouble-A Birmingham
during the basketball star's

aborted attempt to plav ba.se-

ball.

"I had a lot of experience,

early on, dealing with the

biggest star." Francona said.

The Red Sox also inter-

viewed Los Angeles third-base

coach Glenn Hoffman.

Anaheim bench coach |oe

Maddon and Texas first-base

coach DeMarlo Hale. But

Francona was established as an

early front-runner, and his hir-

ing was delayed only by the

team's pursuit of pitcher Curt

Schilling.

The Red SbX traded four

players to Ariz(^ for Schilling

iast week, but he wouldn't

waive his no-trade clause until

signing a new contract that

guarantees him $57.5 million

over the next three years.

Schilling said one incentive for

him lo sign in Boston was word

that Francona was "a slam

dunk" to be the new manager.

But he insisted that he did

not make Francona's hiring a

condition of the deal, and the

^tF^i'-'^'^r^ -or ELSE!

Red Sox didn't promise il.

"I think Schill just wants to

pitch opening day," Francona

joked. "I love Schill. I don't

think he's responsible for get-

ting me the job."

Francona managed Schilling

over four losing seasons in

Philadelphia from 1997-2000,

never winning more than 77

games. Getting fired didn't

dampen his obvious enthusi-

asm or his belief that he could

be a successful major league

manager.

"I always felt like if I put the

players and the organization

first and myself second, things

would work out," he told

reporters. "And you know
what? I'm sitting here in front

of you guys today. I feel like it's

worked out."

Little averaged 94 wins over

two seasons and took the Red

Sox to the playoffs this year for

the first time since 1999. They

came back from a 2-0 deficit

against Oakland, winning three

in a row to lake the best-of-

five. first-round series and play

the Yankees for the right to go

to the World Series.

Boston led New York 5-2 in

the seventh inning of the deci-

sive seventh game, but Little

opted to go with tiring ace

Pedro Martinez instead of a

recently rehabilitated bullpen.

Martinez blew the lead, the

Yankees won b-5 on Aaron
Boone's 1 Ith-inning homer off

Tim Wakefield and Little was

let go after the season.

Red Sox management insist-

ed that Little's fate wasn't

determined by one loss.

Instead, the Boston brass had

grown frustrated by his lack of

preparation and willingness to

wing it rather than trust the

statistical analysis it thought

was the solution to the team's

85-year championship drought.

Even Little's detractijrs said

he was deft at handling a com-

bustible clubhouse, dealing

with Manny Ramirez when he

called in sick for a key series

and keeping Pedro Martinez

happy and productive. Fran-

cona said he wasn't afraid to be

a players' manager, but that he

also knows he needs to lay

down the law at times.

"The players will know that

I care about them more than

anybody ever cared about them

before. And they will know that

I respect ihem. hopefully more
than anybody's ever respected

them before," he said. "But I

will also ask more of them than

anybody's ever asked o) them

before."

Red Sox general manager

Theo Epstein said Francona

seemed to strike the right com-

bination of clubhouse charmer

and dugout tactician. But.

before hiring him. Epstein

wanted to make sure that

Francona wouldn't be too light

of a touch in a clubhouse that

always seems on the verge of

controversy.

"It's so hard not to like

him," Epstein said. "In doing

my follow-up research, I was

very satisfied that he has a

tough side to him and can draw

the line and show the authority

that is sometimes necessary.

Francona played for

Montreal, the Chicago Cubs,

Cincinnati, Cleveland and

Milwaukee, batting .274 with 16

homers in 708 games. He played

in the Cardinals organization in

1991. but never got to St. Louis.

FREE DELIUERYI
549-6073

Open Sun - Wed. 11AM - 1AM
Thurs - Sal 11AM - 3AM

[ DELIUERYI ^« ^f^i^epf 3/' major credit cards and OCMP'

549-6073 Located on the corner of Fearing SI.

- Wed. 11AM - 1AM and Sunset Ave.

-Sal 11AM -3AM 150 Fearing St.

Special of the Week: Large Pizza $6.99 - Pick up only

Questions? comments?
!sports@dailycollegian.com

Plenty of food

& money left over?

It's true- if you shop at:

THE BARN,
Food Sensations—Plus!

Discount groceries... Save 30-50%!!

Just a short drive up 116 to Rt. 91

North to Greenfield (Exit 26).

THE BARN. IPs worth the trip!

I

Meats»Dairy»Produce*Groceries

•Household Items

990 sale and 500 sale going on now!

96 River street, Greenfield 01301

(Exit 26 to 2A East, Right at Dunkin' Donuts)

(413) 774-5599 ~ Open dally 8 AM to 10 PM

*Casli and food stamiM only, ptoMt*

SALE
All Diesel

up to

uU^off

unique you.

Rent one

o1
ours

HoadditionaHeelor

21-25 year old dnvers

• Cars

• Passenger Vans

• Trucks

POnERS
tminuaiKairtLS^

• Direct Billing lo

Insurance Companies

• Free Local Pick Up

• Locally Owned and Operated

at North Amherst Motors
Collision Repair Center

71 Sindirlano Rajfl Hoi'iA^tiersi, HA 010S9

m.airtliiinlieftliiiolon.coni

On Bus Route 'One Mile North Of UMass

downtown
Amherst

/ 2 Ee^Xi on ^ap

H 22oz Boomer P|
mug of beer N

'p^tA^4->A^^
1 LAIE HI6HT APPETilER SPECIAL 1

1 'Soo 8PM-CL0SE 7 DAYS A WEEK! |

Thursday Spm-midnight KARAOKE!
Positive ID Roiiuireil 21 and older

Smoke. Eal, Drink, and Sing al

THE 6R0UND ROUND!
Hampshire Mill • 512-1117

WWW.DAILYCOlLtCIAN.COM drhe jHgggachugettg! ^^\\v CoUcgian Friday, DfctMBfR 5, 2003

mmoytimn 10

\ Early Bird Special! \

: Registtr hr tprlng mm r9§a
\

i el»$MB» ^ Dtctmbtf 22(ii\

1 clus ptf wt0k/13 H/Mkt: ':

ONLY $601

• 2 elsssts p*r wtek/IS WMk*:
\

\
WUfSmi :

Spring '^"O^ "classes

(Fflhruarv 2 Mav 6. 2QQ4)

Mf^pfiay/ Wftdnesdav
12:30- 1:45 pm

Vgga Flow (Level 1 2)

2:00- 3:16 ptn

Power Yoga (Level 2-3)

1:00- 2:15

Yoga Basics (Level 1-2)

2:30 - 3:45

intermediate (I evel ? 3)

a^ftimiiB US-tea
MMieAiAaalii

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Roast Turkey

• Stuffed Sfiells

• Falafel Pocket Sandwich

vegan)

y
1 . . 7 / y 7 7 tW«y I Jw.» ««•»« up »««

DINNER
Dill Salmon

Pork Souvlaki

Brazilian Black Beans

(vegan)
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If we had no winter,

the spring would not

be so pleasant.
-Ainne Bracistreet

aquarius • ian. 20-feb. is

Treading water may keep you from drown-

ing, but it won't get yf)u out of the pool.

pISCeS e Ffb. 19-Mar. 20

tat or drink something twisted.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9

Ride the slope all the way down.

taurus e Apr. 20-May 20

Don't be up in my grill. I don't roll like

that.

gemini • mav2i-jun. 21

Even Canadians with facial hair will

graduate from UMass.

cancer • iun. 22-)ul. 22

That concerned Itxjk is very convincing.

Too bad it's not sincere.

leo e Jul.. 2J-AUG. 21

Don't wear that fanny pack.

virgO e Aut;. 23-Sept. 22

Get crazy tonight. You deserve some fun.

libra e sfpt. 23-orr. 22

Why are you still here?

Scorpio • Oct, 23-Nov 21

Get clothes that fit.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Y(jur thoughtlul statements are lost on the

imbeciles around you.

Capricorn • Dtc. 22-|an. 19

Quit your job; it's not worth killing your-

self.

'

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

3 bedrooms, 2 baths,

apartment in Puff-

ton Available in Jan-

uary includes heat

and water $1295/

month Call 549-93^1

Downtown Amherst

on the Park Loft

style on top floor of

Victorian building 4

sky light vaulted

ceilings Completely

remodeled 2 bed-

rooms 1 full bath

Washer and dryer in

unit 978-546-5243

Rent $1250 per

month plus utilities.

\l U) FOR SAIF

87VWGolfGTl
2Dr. 5Spd The Last

Year Model made in

Gennany Deep dish

rims & tires includ-

ed. Mu.st sell.

$1200.00 o.b.o. Call

Nate 413-222-1885

ADTO FOR SALE

2002 Ki.i Spectra,

Factory Warranty,

37,500 miles, $5500

o.b.o. 413-25 3-4893

or jcarroll@chem.

uinass.edu

FMPIOYMENT

Rent us your ears!

$7/Hr Participate in

listening experi-

ments Call 545-

6837

FMPIOYMFNT

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. LiKal

positions. 1 -800-

293-3985 ext 516

HFIP WANTED ROOM FOR REM

$500!!! Police

Impounds. Hondas,

Chevy's, etc from

$500. For listings. 1-

800-319-3323

ext4554

C OMPIITERS

Pentium Laptop

$99.00 Free Printer

with C'oinputer pur-

chase Call for

details. Great Rates

and great turn

ariHind time. We fix

Laptops,

Desktops/PC:s guar-

anteed 584-8857

Attention UMass

Students! Tired oi

being broke.' Work

with customers.

Earn $17.50 per

appointment. Start

now or after finals.

Conditions apply.

41 3-532-4444 work-

forstudcnts.com

Internship

Motivated students

seeking leadership

outside the box.

Gain experience in

all aspects of run-

ning a small busi-

ness. Average pay:

$9 300.00 Call 508-

246-1230

!Bartending!$

$250/day potential

No experience Nesc

Training provided.

1-800-965-6520 ext

162

FOR SALE

$$Discounts$$ On
all weight loss sport

& health supple-

ments. Visit

www.easysupple-

ments.c()m

$Save$ Wholesale-

Discount prices,

video games, cloth-

ing, jewelry, more,

www.tylersdis-

counts.com

Express Warehouse

clothing sale temp

help wanted

December 7-12 mas-

sive excess invento-

ry blowout Campus

Center auditorium

December 8- 12

women's and men's

first quality clothing

at 50-90% off Set

up, sales and promo-

tion positions avail-

able competitive

pay Clothing dis-

counts and fun

atmosphere Contact

KathleenQuag@aol.

com

ROOM FOR RFNT

Space available in

Jewish Living

Community.

Excellent opportu-

nity for Jewish

Students. Call Hillel

House 549- 17 10 ask

for Ext. 205 or 208

Large furnished

room in private

home. Utilities

included. 41 3-367-

9286

SERVICES

Stuck on a tough

term paper'

ThcPaixrExperts.

com can help!

Expert writers can

help with editing,

writing, graduate

school applications.

We'll help with any

subject- visit us 24/7

at ThePaper

Experts.com.

Feeling weird or

lost? l.^n the outside

looking in? 1 can

help you. John

Martine, certified

hypnotherapist 41 3-

587-3323

SERVK ES

Pregnant? Need

help? Call

Birthright of

Amherst area for

free testing and

assi.stance. 549-1906

PREGNANCY
TESTING, HIV

Testing, Birth

Control, and

Emergency

Contraception.

Affordable and con-

fidential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst.

548-9992

TRA\Fl

Act Now! Book 1

1

people, get 12th trip

free. Group dis-

counts for 6+

www.sprintrbreakdis-

countscum or 'S>(X)-

838-8202

Spring Break 2004.

Travel w ith STS,

America's *1 Stu-

dent Tour Operator

to Jamaica, Cancun,

Acapulci>, Bahamas

and Florida. Now
hiring campus reps.

C'all for group dis-

counts. Information/

Reservations 1-800-

648-4849 or

www.ststravel.com

For more informa-

tiim contact STA
Travel at 41 3-2 56-

1261

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection oi

Destinations,

including Cruises!

Foam Parties, Free

I'h-inks and CMub

Admissions. Rep

Positions and FREE

trips Available. 1-

800-231-4386

www.Epicurean

Tours.com

'»
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Looking for a remedy
Boston U.
up next for

Minutemen
By Andrew MERRirr

Cdllei.ian Staff

It was subtle irony that the only for-

ward lines on the ice for the

Massachusetts hockey team's practice

yesterday were wearing white, orange, or

red — the primary colors of an ambu-

lance.

The Minutemen (9-3-1. 5-2-1 Hockey

East) were stricken by the flu this week,

and it knocked a number of players out

of action, including consistent starters

Chris Capraro and Kevin jamian. While

their playing status is uncertain for

Sunday's game against Boston University

(1 p.m.. Walter Brown Arena), the virus

was enough to render some of the players

bedridden, according to coach Don
Cahoon.

"We're just trying to get them healthy.

I've had eight or nine kids over the

course of this week get sick. Three or

four of them have come back, and then

three or four are out. It's one of those

things you so frequently hear, where it

goes through the whole team."

Of course, the flu probably picked the

best time to hit the squad. Other than the

two-week break that will come after the*

Dec. 13 game at Harvard, the respite

between last Saturday's 1-1 tie with

Nebraska Omaha and Sunday's clash

with the Terriers is one of the longest of

the season, at seven full days, so there's

no real emergency

"We've been really lucky, and I will

not allow (the flu| to be an excuse,"

Cahoon said. "Had we gone into a game

tomorrow night, it would have been with

a totally different lineup than what we

normally play Some kids I haven't seen

all week. With one game on the weekend,

at the end of the weekend, maybe we can

get the ful l contingent back, but I'm not

Continued on page 8
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Junior GreK Mauldin (four goals, seven assists) returned to the ice last weekend after missing three weeks with a

leg injury. He assisted on Thomas Pock's goal in Saturday night's 1-1 tie at Nebraska-Omaha.
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Sport

Women's Track

Swimming
Swimming

Friday, Dec. 5

Opp./Event

at URI Pentathlon

Nutmeg Invite

at Princeton Invite

rime

11 a.m.

All Day
All Day

Minutewomen
are set for an

Arizona Fiesta
By ToDi) Foster
Coi.i.EciiAN Staff

Sport

Men's Basketball

Women's Basketball

Women's Track

Swimming
Swimming

Sport

Women's Basketball

Men's Ice Hockey
Swimming
Swimming

Saturday, Dec. 6

Opp./Event

at Boston College

vs. Utah State

at BU Meet,

at Brown Invite

at Princeton Invite

Sunday, Dec. 7

Opp./Event

vs. Arizona or American
at Boston University

at Princeton Invite

At Nutmeg Invite

Time

2:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

All Day
All Day

The Massachusetts women basketball team's

youth will not be a problem in its next game,

when the Minutewomen match up against Utah

State. The Aggies (0-2) reinstated the women's

basketball program after it was dropped follow-

ing the conclusion of the 1*^87 season. This will

mark the first meeting between the two teams.

The Minutewomen (2-4, 0-0 Atlantic 10) will

travel to Tucson, Ariz. Saturday at 1 p.m. to play

the Aggies (0-2, 0-0 Big West) in the opening

round of the Fiesta Bowl Women's Classic hosted

by the University of Arizona. The second game at

McKale Center will be played between the host-

ing No. 25 Wildcats and American at 3:30 p.m.

On Sunday, the consolation game will be played

at 1 p.m., followed by the championship at 3:30

p.m.

"I hope we can come off the road, come out.

with the first game being a neutral sight for both

teams, and be ready to go." UMass coach Mamie

Dacko said. "We've been on the road before, we

knows what it's like playing on the road. I would

hope were in the driver's seat against Utah

State."

The cross-country road trip will be the longest

distance UMass travels this season, as well as the

farthest the team has traveled during the Dacko-

era.

A new year

dawns for

indoor teams
By Leah Wyner and Brendan Hall

CxjiLEuiAN Staff

Time

TBA
1 :00 p.m.

All Day
All Day

"I'm used to it." junior forward Brooke

Campbell said. "I've been to Arizona before, but

I've never played in the McKalc Center. I'm look-

ing forward to the warm weather this weekend."

The Maroon and White will be riding a wave

of momentum following their upset victory over

Vermont. 54-4'^. UMass had been missing a

perimeter game while relying heavily on

Campbell and the fiontcourt for offensive pro-

duction. That was not the case against the

Catamounts, as the Minutewomen hit 7-for-18

from downtown. The sharpshooting Zsedenyi

showed the touch, scoring a career-high 17

points.

"I think we have the confidence and momen-

tum," Zsedenyi .said. "This will help over |in

Arizona). We now have the confidence that we

can win as a team. We're very happy."

Utah State lost their first two games by large

margins, 79-60 to Southern Utah and bl-45 at

Montana State. They have only one player with

Division I experience, Buffalo transfer Virginia

lennings. Only three players have scored in dou-

ble figures in a game this season as Christina

Zdenek had 16 points and Anne-Marie Torp had

12 points against Southern Utah while Ali Aird

had I 1 points against Montana State.

One of the main reasons for the low point pro-

duction could be the average 26 Aggie turnovers

Continued on page 7

There's a lot to be said for Massachusetts

Indoor Track. Despite suffering from severe budg-

et cuts, and competing against teams with as much

as three times as many scholarships available, the

squads are gearing up for another season in the

Atlantic 10 Conference.

The women compete in their first meets today

and tomorrow. Crystal Thierren, Nastaran Shams,

and Ashley Creel are spending today in Rhode

Island at the Rhode Island Pentathlon. Tomorrow

brings the team to Boston University for the season

opener.

Sprinting and jumping coach Antoinette

O'Carroll has high hopes for the group she's been

working with since early fall. Newcomer Troyanah

Evans joins Christina Huff, the lop sprinter return-

ing to the team, while Elisabeth Budd and Stacey

Brown lead the longer sprints. Brown runs the

400-meter hurdles outdoors along with Shannon

lackson, however for the indoor season, they plan

to focus on mainly sprints. |ack.son and Brandy

green will compete in the 55-meter hurdles.

"She's been looking really good after fall train-

ing," O'Carroll said of Evans.

The jumping events are a mix of veterans and

newcomers. Ashley Creel is the team's premier

high jumper, and O'Carroll is anticipating the per-

formance of newcomer Katelyn OToole in the

event as well. The team's biggest asset in the long

jump and triple jump will be veteran Chante

Soares.

"She's been doing really well in her training, not

having any problems at all," O'Carroll said.

)en lasiello, one of the better weight throwers in

the conference, will use her experience to lead the

team in weight throw. Head coach |ulie LaFreniere

is highly anticipating the performance of newcom-

er Marissa Oliveira, who threw a high school per-

sonal best of 42 feet, one inch in the shot put.

lasielk) and Oliveira will be the Minutewomen's

two key throwers for indoors.

The shorter distance events will be led by veter-

an Kristen Ford, who races everything from the

8CX) meters (her personal best is 2:15) to the mile,

LaFreniere hopes that freshman cross-country

standout Cuisle Kierans, a high school two-mile

star, will find her niche in the 3000 meters.

Loren Donohue runs well anywhere from the

1000-meter to the 3000-meter race, according to

LaFreniere, and cross country leader Alexis

Anzelone will concentrate mainly on the 3000 and

5000 meters. Kate Markopoulos, coming off of an

excellent cross-country season, will specialize in

the 5000 meters, although since that race is not

run at every meet, she also plans to race the mile

and the 3000.

Tricia Silva and Amanda Dahlberg lead the long

distance crew. Both are 10,000-meter runners in

the outdoor season, so for them the longer, the bet-

ter. However, LaFreniere has big plans for Silva.

"We're going to try to get her to run as fa.st as

possible in the 3k, it'll help with her 5k,"

LaFreniere said. "She placed in the New England

I
Championship] meet in the 10k last year, distance

is a real strength for her."

Newcomer jenna Elznic looks to compete later

in the season. Elznic 's been having a rough time.

After spending the summer injured, and sitting out

the cross-country season, she's now battling the

flu. But LaFreniere still has hope for her.

"Once she fully recovers, she's going to really

help the team," LaFreniere said.

Elznic's specialties in high school were the 800

meters and the mile, in which she ran 2:15 and

5:07. respectively

UMass track is on the rebound after devastating

financial cuts. The teams were a force to be reck-

oned with in the 1990s, perennially ranking first or

second in the A- 10, rarely finishing third.

Lately, though, local competition like Rhode

Island and New Hampshire have been using a new

pool of scholarship resources to recruit talent, and

UMass has fallen farther behind them financially.

But LaFreniere remains positive despite the team's

gradual slip in the conference and regional rank-

ings.

"We've always been successful with the athletes

that we had. Track and cross-country just have not

been fortunate enough to receive the same type of

benefits as a lot of other schools." LaFreniere said.

And to LaFreniere, the important part of track

is having a competitive mindset, fierce work ethic,

and a good attitude.

"As long as they're performing to their level,

what they're capable of doing at this point, that's

what really matters to me, to us," she said. "Our

goal has always been to be the best that we can.

That hasn't changed."

After a one-year hiatus, the University of

Massachusetts has reinstated the men's indoor

track squad this season.

"I'm ecstatic about it," men's coach Ken

O'Brien said. "I want to see the kids who come to

UMass have a complete track program. It means a

lot in their preparation. We're excited, and looking

forward to getting started."

The Minutemen return some outstanding run-

ners from the 2001 season. In the decathlon and

500 meters, they will look to 2002 Atlantic 10

Outdoor Champion jon O'Neil. As a sophomore

in 2002, O'Neil placed third in the decathlon at

the New England Championships with a personal-

best 5.941 points. loe McCormack, James

Godinho, and Dave Falvey will lead the sprinters

this season, and newcomer Tyler Simpson joins

veteran Brandon Phillips in the hurdles and

sprints.

"Tyler's been training really well too, and

Brandon has improved," O'Carroll said. "They

have been training consistently, but you really

have to wait until the first meet to get a good idea

of what they can do."

The Minutemen will return to action for the

first time in over a year on |an. 24, 2004 with a

meet at New Hampshire.
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Students arrested

brought to court
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An aerial view of the UMass campus shows a winter wonderland.

First major snow storm of the season

blankets the New Englan(d states
By BiPASHA Rav

AsS(K lATEl) PrKSS

boston (AP) — Coastal

communities braced for flooding,

thousands of homes lost power

and the New England Patriots

encouraged fans to bring blan-

kets and snow boots to at, game

yesterday, as the winter's first

major blizzard was expected to

continue its onslaught through

yesterday afternoon.

•See snow scene piciures page 5

As of 4 a.m. yesterday, power

was restored to thousands of

Massachusetts Electric cus-

tomers, leaving 3,3(X) still with-

out electricity mainly along the

North and South Shores, said

Mass. Electric spokeswoman

Debbie Drew.

NStar reported about 4.600

outages mostly in Plymouth.

Cape Cod and New Bedford early

Sunday morning.

"It's usually wet and heavy

snow leaning too hard on

branches of trees and they get

tangled with the wire," said

NStar spokesman Don Walsh.

The National Weather Service

issued coastal flood warnings for

east-facing shorelines, including

the Boston Harbor, Plyrnouth.

Newburyport. Gloucester.

Sandwich. Scituate and

Provincetown for Sunday morn-

ing.

The service also said it may

not be safe to remain in the more

vulnerable homes along the

immediate shore.

"The wind is coming off the

water and some high seas," said

NWS meteorologist Alan

Dunham. "Between the tides

themselves, the size of waves and

the wind, there will be some

Hooding, but nothing major."

In Revere, officials closed

down Winthrop Parkway on

Saturday

"There's been flooding and

rocks coming over the sea wall,"

State Police Sgt. Richard

Donovan said Saturday "We're

also bracing for some flooding

tonight."

Peter fudge, spokesman for

the Massachusetts Emergency

Management Agency, said he was

concerned about the flooding.

"(Saturday) morning we did

have some splash-over in areas

like Winthrop, Revere, Scituate

even though nothing was expect-

ed. Now wind has picked up, and

drains are frozen and clogged,"

ludge said Saturday evening.

As Foxboro got about a foot

of snow Saturday, the New
England Patriots lifted its ban on

fans bringing in blankets for

Sunday's game against the Miami

Dolphins.

"They're both allowed and

encouraged" to bring blankets, as

well as winter-appropriate cloth-

ing including snow boots, said

Patriots spokesman Stacey

lames.

The greater Boston area was

expected to get up to 20 inches

by the end of the storm Sunday,

with the heaviest snow pouring

overnight.

Norfolk County was the worst

hit by 1 1 p.m. Saturday, with

almost 19 inches of snow,

Dunham said.

North Andover reported a

foot of snow and Wakefield with

13.5 inches by Saturday after-

noon.

Cape Cod and the islands

were expected to receive up to 7

inches overnight, in addition to

the 7 inches and heavy rain it got

through the day

Boston Mayor Thomas

Menino said he was relieved the

storm didn't hit during the week,

when schools are in session and

people are commuting to work.

Boston, which got about 10

inches Saturday, had 450 pieces

of equipment attempting to clear

the streets.

The mayor called on residents

to obey snow emergency parking

rules by not parking on busy

streets or near intersections— at

least 60 cars had been towed by

late aftcnuKin — and warned

people that they face a $250 fine

if they shovel snow onto city

streets.

As the snow whirled in

Swanipscott. Phil MacLaughlin.

of Salem, walked under a shop

awning with his Chihuahua, El

|efe, on a leash. It wasn't easy

walking the tiny dog, which was

wrapped in a red "fido fleece,"

because the snow was almost as

deep as El |efe was high, he said.

"He won't go in the snow

because he'd be snout deep. I

needed to find a bone-dry spot,

and this is one of thein."

MacLaughlin said.

On Farragut Road. Brian

Santry, 8, and his sister lennifer,

1 1 . bundled up to build a snow-

man on the sidewalk in front of

their house. They felt short-

changed because the snow came

on a Saturday, instead of Friday

when they could have gotten a

day off from school.

But their grandmother, visit-

ing from Florida, seemed to enjoy

the early snow.

"This is quite a change from

where 1 live," said Carol Woods,

who lives in Sarasota. Fla. "It was

76 (degrees) when we left home.

But if you have to be up here, this

is great."

Many school districts post-

poned Saturday's scheduled

Scholastic As.sessment Tests and

high school sports officials

delayed the state's 13 football

championship games from

Saturday to Sunday.

In Amherst, the University of

Massachusetts campus was

closed on Saturday, but the

Pioneer Valley Transit .Authority

remained open.

According to the Springfield

Republican, nine to 1 5 inches of

snow were expected by midnight

on Saturday at Westover Air

Force Base and the local area.

Wind gusts were measured at

19 miles per hour, creating a

wind chill factor around five to

1 degrees below zero.

Peter Pan Bus lines in

Springfield continued to run,

although there were several can-

cellations and delays.

According to local skiing area

Berkshire East, the mountain was

able to open as planned yester-

day, with seven of 45 trails open

and only two of five lifts operat-

ing, due to 18 to 24 inches of

new snow.

UMass reopened yesterday,

and classes are scheduled as

usual for today

Cullegian staff member Erika

Lovley contributed lu this report.

By Ferron Salniker
('oLLhCilAN StaI-F

Five of the 1 1 students

arrested during disturbances

following the Boston Red Sox'

American League

Championship Series loss in

October responded to charges

Thursday in Eastern Hampshire

District Court.

The disturbance began

shortly after midnight on Oct.

17 with a gathering of about

150 to 200 students in the

Southwest Residential Area. At

least 100 people led University

of Massachusetts police on a

cross-campus chase, vandaliz-

ing windows, damaging fences

and attempting to set small

fires. 1 5 people were arrested

on various charges.

According to The

Republican. Jonathan E. Cohen.

19. 37 Highland St., Sharon,

pled guilty to a charge of failure

to disperse. Cohen was ordered

to obey laws and to notify the

court of any change of address.

lohn T. Beggan. 21. of 187

Plain St., Pembroke, pled guilty

to disorderly conduct and was

sentenced to 50 hours of com-

munity service.

Timothy |. O'Neill, 18, 125

Summer Ave., Reading, pled

guilty to disorderly conduct and

was ordered to obey the law

and notify the court of a change

of address.

Peter W. Hulchings. 18, 95

Mattapoisett Neck, Matta-

poisett, pled guilty to disorder-

ly conduct, failure to disperse,

and inciting a riot and was

ordered to remain drug- and

alcohol-free, remain subject to

drug testing and perform 100

hours of community service.

Patrick McGillicuddy, 19, 30

Bay St,, Ouincy, pled guilty to

disorderly conduct, according

to The Republican, and was

ordered to refrain from alcohol

and be subject to random
screenings.

McGillicuddy said he

accepted a continuance without

finding.

"I was told it was the easiest

way to go about it. otherwise I

would have had to go to trial

and that would of cost a lot of

money," he said.

McGillicuddy said at the

time of his arrest he was

attempting to get inside

McKimmie Hail and security

was holding up those trying to

enter. He said he assumed

police officers saw the group

outside of the dorm as a gather-

ing, and therefore shot at the

crowd with pepperballs.

McGillicuddy said he was

ariested when he began to take

photos of the police officers.

"I was accused of blinding

the officers with my camera."

he said. "They grabbed the

camera and tossed me in the

back of the van. in the police

report they said I was doing

other stuff, but I definitely

wasn't."

Annual dean's list

reception today
By IKAIKA C. Arnado

l.'lH LEC.IAN SlAhh

Over 4,800 students who
earned a place on the dean's

List will be recognized during a

reception tonight in the

Campus Center.

The Second Annual Dean's

List Reception will be held in

Campus Center room 1009

from 5:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

"The University community

is extremely proud of...lthe

students on the dean's list), and

we are delighted to have this

opportunity to recognize the

academic success of our stu-

dents." Provost Charlena

Seymour said in an e-mail

interview.

lulie Weismantel and Laurie

Salkin of the Golden Key

National Society will host the

event. It will include speeches

from Chancellor lohn V,

Lombard!. Provost Charlena

Seymour, (and) Sean LeBlanc

of the UMass Amherst Alumni

Club of greater Boston, and

feature food and entertain-

ment.

"It's a standing event there's

going to be food — buffet —
there's going lo be entertain-

ment — background jazz

music." said Laurie Salkin, co-

chair of the dean's list recep-

tion committee.

The menu will include an

assortment of snacks and

drinks.

"There's going to be cheese

and crackers, and vegetable

dip. and mini-sandwich wraps,

and were also having Swedish

meatballs, Italian meatballs,

toasted ravioli, sun-dried toma-

toes in filo dough, brownies,

coffee, tea, and apple cider."

The event was started a year

ago to commend students on

their academic success.

"The reason why we started

this event was because we felt

it was really important to rec-

ognize students for their aca-

demic success," Salkin said.

"Nothing has been done on our

campus before to show stu-

dents that we care about the

outcome of their education."

Organizers, deans, and

dean's list students will have

the opportunity to socialize

with each other.

"There is going to be a chance

for the students to mingle with

the administration and faculty

and meet their deans." Salkin

said.

The Alumni Association, the

Provost's office, the Golden

Key National Honor Society,

and all academic deans organ-

ized the event.

Same-sex marriage ruling causes split reaction at UMass
By Liz Thompson

COLIKMAN (."ORRESPONUFNT

A Republican group at the

University of Massachusetts has

chosen not respond to the

Massachusetts Supreme ludicial

Court's decision on same-sex

marriage, even as another cam-

pus group organizes students to

support the ruling.

Though President George W.
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Bush and Massachusetts Gov.

Mitt Romney have responded

with opposition to the Nov. 18

ruling that could legalize same-

sex marriage in the

Commonwealth, the UMass
Republican Club has not organ-

ized any action in response to

the issue.

Other campus groups such

as the UMass Pride Alliance

plans to urge students to sup-

port the court's decision.

David Peterson, president ol

the UMass Republican Club,

said since the Republican Party

is officially against same-sex

marriage, the issue would fall

within the bounds of something

the club could address. He pre-

viously told the Collegian that

around 95 percent of the club's

members oppose the ruling.

Despite this, the issue of

same-sex marriage "is not really

something the club feels is a pri-

ority to act on." he said.

"I'm not going to go out and

piss people off with my opinion

when most people don't agree

with it," said Peterson, who
characterized the UMass cam-

pus as "liberal."

"It's still kind of early for the

issue ... no one really knows the

ramifications of it." he said.

"There's not much we can do

about it."

Bush denounced the S|C rul-

ing, and vowed to "do what is

legally necessary to defend the

sanctity of marriage," according

to the Washington Post.

Romney has .said he would

support amending the

Massachusetts constitution lo

define marriage as between a

man and a woman only, and has

recommended that the state leg-

islature legalize civil unions,

rather than marriage, for same-

sex couples.

Issues on campus

Constitutional specialist

Laurence Tribe recently told the

Boston Globe that the ramifica-

tions of the SIC ruling are very

clear.

Tribe, a professor at Flarvard

Law School, said he concludes

from the ruling that the

Legislature's only viable options

during the 180-day waiting peri-

od instituted as part of the deci-

sion, are to work for a constitu-

tional amendment that could

not take effect until at least

2006, or to do nothing.

Tribe said inaction would

result in legalized same-sex mar-

riage at the end of the waiting

period.

The UMass Pride Alliance is

acting to support same-sex mar-

riage and the SIC decision.

Members of the alliance, a les-

bian, gay. bisexual and transgen-

der advocacy group, met

Tuesday to discuss the group's

response to the ruling.

Emily Rimmcr, president ot

the Pride Alliance, lold a group

of more than 20 attending mem-
bers that same-sex marriage is

not only about their personal

preferences regarding marriage.

As materials with informa-

tion about marriage rights and

the status of the S|C decision

were passed around the room.

Rimmer said. "It's a matter of

political equality for our com-

munity."

"The stale is recognizing us

as individuals, as people, and

citizens." Rimmer said of the

SIC decision. "It was very brassy

and very out for |the S|C|"

Officers of the alliance dis-

cussed the importance ol edu-

cating students about the status

of same-sex marriage rights, and

the need to encourage students

lo express support to the

Legislature for the court's deci-

sion.

Rimmer called for alliance

members to think of "something

a bit different" to educate the

campus about same-sex mar-

riage.

The group discussed plans lo

post a collage with piciures of

same-sex couples at UMass to

show that "they are happy,

they're together, and they're

here." as one member said.

Other possibiliiies men-

tioned include handing out lol-

lipops with facts about marriage

rights printed on them, and

staging a mock same-sex mar-

riage on campus for educational

purposes — possibly on

X'alentine's Day.

The Pride Alliance ho^aii

preparing action on same-se\

marriage before the couil rul-

ing.

A letter-writing campaign

began with a poster on the Pride

Alliance bulletin board in the

Sludcnl Union, with large pur-

ple letters that read, "Voice your

opmion now: The poster gives

information about same-sex

marriage and marriage rights, as

well as a guide for students who
want to contact state represen-

tatives to voice their opinions

on the issue.

Katie Bi\h\. a Pride Alliance

member who made the poster,

said though the poster is geared

toward students who support

the legalization of same-sex

marriage, "the list on the bul-

letin board is open to everyone."

Some on campus have also

expressed opposition to the rul-

ing.

Dan PomcroN. treasurer of

the UMass Pride Alliance, said,

that on the day of the court's

decision, he saw messages

chalked on the ground around

campus that read. "Take Back

Massachusetts. Save Marriage."

"Other than that, every-

thing's been really positive."

Pomeroy said.

Peterson said the Republican

Club was not responsible for the

messages.

UMass students expressed

Continued on page 2
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UMass student back from oceanography program
One of six students in the nation to go
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Abi^l Porav, a senior at the University of Massachu.setLs, has

returned after completing a semester at Dauphin Sea Lab in Alabama.

By JULIt O'DONNELL
CAJLLElilAN C'oRRESPONI>ENr

A University of Mass-

achusetts student has just coin-

pleted a semester long program

at the Dauphin Sea Lab in

Alabama, after competing with

thousands of other students for

the opportunity.

Abigail Poray. a UMass sen-

ior, was chosen to be one of six

students in the country to par-

ticipate in the program.

Poray studied marine ecosys-

tems, particularly sea grass

defense systems at the elite

Dauphin Sea Lab in Alabama.

The program consisted of 12

weeks of heavy. intense

research for Research

Experience for Undergraduates,

which was funded by the

National Science Foundation.

Students had mentor profes-

sors to help and guide them

throughout their research.

Poray's mentor was Dr. Ken

Heck, who was very knowl-

edgeable and helpful. She said

that Heck has done extensive

amounts of research on sea

grass defense systems, which

she was interested in.

"I designed my own project."

she said, "but my advisor was

awesome when 1 ran into prob-

lems. It was the hardest thing I

ever applied for, although I fit

well in that kind of laboratory

set up."

Poray frequently visited

places outside the Alabama Lab

like the Florida Keys, where she

was able to get hands on experi-

ence.

-There's nothing better than

hands on work," she said. "I

met a lot of people but I was on

my own."
Poray researched for three

months on the ability for

defense in turtle grass. She is

currently completing her thesis,

which will count for six credits

towards her degree at UMass.

Upon finishing, she will send

her work to Dauphin and they

will relay a grade back to her

professors here.

"h was hard because UMass

doesn't offer marine science as

a major," she said. "1 am a

wildlife concentration major

with a concentration in marine

science, but I was able to make

my own major and substitute a

lot of classes ... I also under-

stand that they | UMass) are

creating one for graduate stu-

dents."

In her research in the Keys.

Poray was able to focus on the

relationship between a certain

herbivore fish that was deflect-

ed from eating the turtle grass

because of elaborate defense

mechanisms that the sea grass

is able to emit. The title of

Poray's final research project is,

The effect of grazing on nitro-

gen content as an induced

defense in turtle grass.

Thalassia lesiudunum."

"Its a really small part of the

big picture, " she said, "but

basically sea grass can make

itself less tempting to eat by

creating certain defense mecha-

nisms. They do have the ability

to reduce nutrients when it is

threatened."

Poray aims to graduate this

year and attend graduate

school. She is looking to be on

the west coast or on the south

so that she can gain the maxi-

mum amount of experience. As

for a career, she hopes to

become a filed technician or

marine biologist in a marine

protected area.

"I've done a lot of intern-

ships." she said, "but they're

too short-term, I would like to

do something more long term."

The National Science

Foundation funded the research

for students for the seventh

year in a row. The Sea Lab,

which is located on an island on

the Gulf of Mexico, was a place

where students not only con-

ducted research but also

engaged in workshops, semi-

nars as well as a series of guest

lecturers. For more information

about the upcoming 2004 pro-

gram, visit the website at

www.disl.org.

Gay marriage support groups work to raise awareness on UMass campus

Continued from page 1

varying degrees of indifference or support for the

courts ruling.

"I'm happy about it. but I'm still not overly

optimistic." said Amanda |. Stachelck. a graduate

student in statistics.

She is optimistic about a possible legalization

of civil unions in Massachusetts, she said.

"I'm happy as long as the rights get passed."

she said, "no matter what they call it."

Stachelck smiled as she told of a congratulato-

ry call from her mother on the day of the deci-

sion. On the call, she could hear her father shout-

ing in the background. "Does this mean I get to

walk you down the aisle now?" she said.

"f couldn't care less if they let gay people get

married." said Sean Reilly. a graduate student in

resource economics. "I don't see any reason why

not."

"Its not a right that should be given: It's a

right that should just be." said Brenda Leahy, a

junior "Nobody had to give heterosexuals the

right to marry."

The forum debate

Heidi Norton, a Northampton woman who,

with her partner Gina Smith, sued the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts after being

denied a marriage license, said she thinks stu-

dents on both sides of the issue should share their

opinions.

Norton said she would like to see forums.

especially at large university campuses like

UMass. where "reasoned questioning and consid-

ering together of alternative points of view is

encouraged."

With debate, "people can have more informa-

tion and depth of their own personal convic-

tions." Norton said. "That's the whole basis of a

civil society."

Peterson said that while its difficult to find

someone who says they're against sharing ideas,

debate through forums on issues like this one

rarely happen.

"She can hope for all the dialogue she wants,"

he said, "but unless she goes out and organizes it.

it's not going to happen."

According to Peterson, liberal groups fre-

quently come to the Republican Club suggesting

forums for sharing alternative points of view.

Though he agrees to send representatives if the

group organizes a meeting, "it never happens,"

Peterson said.

Rimmer said, in regards to the possibility of a

forum. "I don't see why I should have to justify

mv identity."

Regardless. Rimmer would support a debate

because she thinks other people in the alliance

would be interested.

"They are very careful not to upset the major-

ity Ion campus)," Rimmer said, "although, I

would like to have more arguments with them."

Students can read the Massachusetts Supreme

judicial Court ruling on same-sex marriage on the

Net at: http://www.state.ma.us/courts/cvurtsand-

judges /cvurts/supremejudicialcourt/gfjodridge. html.
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Discouraging

underperformers
When a sotiety ilelines a group as "undc-iper-

forming" it better be aware of the consequciKes.

Gov. Mitt Roniney's recent designation of

Holyoke, Winchendon. and other school systems

as "underperiorming" is discouraging on every

level. It is a red flag to even those outside of the

educational system that things must change on a

state, and national level if American children are

expected lo respect themselves and their educa-

tions.

Labeling a school as "underperiorming" is in

fact labeling a community, it s parents, teachers,

and, most imponantly. students as underperform-

ers.

These students will apply to colleges carrying

the stigma of their community's underachicve-

ment — a reputation that in Massachusetts, the

state government creates for its very citizens. As

graduates of schools labeled by the

Commonwealth as -underperiorming" these stu-

dents will have fewer collegiate opportunities and

successes. They will be dismissed by admissions

committees because their As, by state mandated

reputation, can only compare with the C's or D"s

of more academically successful (and almost

always, wealthier) communities and schools —
programs that have been given the state's stamp

of approval.

As competition for acceptance into higher edu-

cational institutions continues to increase these

students will be lost, rejected, and forgotten —
exactly what the federal governments 1990's edu-

cation campaign of "No Child Left Behind" pro-

poses to fight, but in fact sustains by subsidizing

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in its insen-

sitive and damaging reports.

The state's label may be directed at the school

system itself, but students, especially those in the

typically insecure teenage years will take the label

•underperforming" and apply it to themselves.

They will be hurt, angry and dejected. For some

reason they have not performed as well as other

students, they may hear that richer towns' stu-

dents have not been given this label and connect

the dots: why is it that those students deserve a

better education, one thai will allow them to per-

fomi to the state's standards, when they apparent

ly do not?

Often a community's school system fails

because of its parents, a cultural lack of impor-

tance placed on academic success and the benefits

of higher education, or its inability to attract and

keep strong faculty and administration. However,

above all. the most common cause for failure, and

one that links all of these aforementioned contrib-

utors, is the town's wealth.

Characteristically, what a town invests (mone-

tarily) in its educational system is proportionate to

the value of property in the town. The majority of

towns finance their school systems with property

tax revenues. Then the stale chips in a bit here

and there depending on how much it can spare

that fiscal year Public schools systems do not

have an endowment, as public universities do, to

fall back on in years of weak state support.

Instead, schools begin to crunible in each year

that the state and town cannot afford or chooses

not to adequately suppon them. This lack of sup-

port tells students that they are not a priority for

the stale, the town or the future of the

Commonwealth.
All students, but especially those who receive

high marks from "underperforming" school sys-

tems merit the same educational opportunities

that their peers in wealthier communities do.

"Underperforming" should be taken by stu-

dents in these communities to mean that there is

a standard in education, and that they have not

been given the chance or support to perform at

the level the state knows them to be capable of—
if properly supported.

Educational opportunities should not be based

on the pecuniary value of a child's parents. It is

time to make education, like health care, a feder-

al issue: Students deserve the right to a fair and

equal education regardless of their parents or

community's wealth.

Lnsigtwd editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

Required volunteering?

Molly

[QOlesion

Last spring

when I was
picking class-

es, 1 chose My
Body My
Health — it fit

my schedule

well, and the

course descrip-

tion sounded
all right. I went

to my first few

classes and was blind-sided

with a mandatory service

requirement.

Don't get me wrong. 1 have

no problem giving a helping

hand when I can, but "required

volunteering'.'" What is that

supposed to mean? Why wasn't

that in the course description?

I have so much on my plate as

it is. could 1 handle this too?

1 did manage to complete

my assignment: I even enjoyed

doing it. I would even have

done it without the assignment,

but being told I need to do
something like that just frus-

trated me. I wanted to help on

my own terms, not someone

else's. I was lucky enough to

find a project that I could do on

my own time — most people in

my class weren't so lucky. They

had to miss work, family

events, or even other classes.

I like doing community serv-

ice. In high school I spent a lot

of time volunteering for events

projects. 1 did hundreds of

hours of community service

during high school. I did it

because it needed to be done

and I chose to do it. I was

happy to be there and enjoyed

giving back to my community. I

did community service for the

right reasons. Volunteering is

not being forced to stack chairs

at some event you don't even

care about. Volunteering is get-

ting involved in a cause

because you care about it.

Community service should

be done, but it should be done

on a volunteer basis. Many stu-

dents want to help but just

can't spare the eight extra

hours lo help out. Is two hours

of the lime worthless? Another

handful of students will never

want to do community service

and will never gel anything out

of it, nor will they be happy

doing it. Do we want these peo-

ple helping out? They would be

unhappy and so would every-

one else around them.

Community service

should be done, but

it should be done

on a volunteer

basis.

As 1 said, 1 like volunteering

for things. I think it runs in my
family. My mom spent two

years in Turkey with the Peace

Corps. I would love to follow in

her footsteps and go some-

where where my help will real-

ly make a difference. I'm will-

ing to give up two years of my
life to do this, but most people

aren't.

If anyone, including me. was

forced to join the peace corps,

it would be a disaster. The dif-

ference between being forced

to live in an underdeveloped

country for two years and giv-

ing up eight hours of your lime

to work at a carnival in town is

as different as tequila shots and

beer, but the end result is the

same. Whether it's two years or

eight hours, tequila or beer, it

doesn't matter in the end; peo-

ple get upset. I would resent

whoever made me spend time I

hadn't planned on spending.

Two years may be much longer

than eight hours, but those

eight hours are just as mine to

spend as the two years are.

The point of the assignment

was to show us students how

important it is to gel involved

and encourage them to want to

give back lo the community.

OK. I accept the reasoning

behind the project, but not the

execution of it. Forcing people

to do community service does-

n't make them more likely to

want lo do it. It makes them

annoyed and less likely to have

an open mind and a positive

experience. Don't we want to

promote community service lo

students, not taint their views

on it forever?

In my class, many different

organizations came and

explained their program to the

class. We were shown where

could find even more places to

volunteer for a good cause. I

think that having the speakers

was a great idea. Hopefully the

speakers sparked enough inter-

est to motivate the students to

want to know more.

Why not make community

service an extra credit opportu-

nity? Reward the people who
followed through with their

interests and did some good for

the area. But don't punish peo-

ple who already have overly

hectic lives and are just trying to

get through school. Don't just

increa.se the number of people

doing community service —
work to increase the number of

people really volunteering to do

community service.

Molly Eggleston is a

Collegian staff member

Some words about Rush
As of Dec. b. there are at

least 514 confirmed coalition

deaths and a minimum of

7.93 5 civilian deaths. The
Department of Defense has

confirmed the following

.American deaths: Spc. Aaron /.

Sissel. 22: Spc. Uday Singh. 21:

Spc. Raphael S. Davis. 24; Sgt.

Ryan C. Young. 21; Chief

Warrant Officer Clarence E.

Boone. 50:
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Hamas' aijmission of guilt

C\

Morris

Sinoei

When 1 read

in Haaretz that

Hamas spiritual

leader Ahmed
Yassin publicly

denounced the

idea of a Pal-

estinian .state

with soverdgR-

ty, existing

beside Israel. I

^— wasn't the least

bit surprised.

According to Haaretz. in an

interview with the Gemian maga-

zine Der Spiegel. Yassin was quot-

ed complaining about the idea of

dividing Israeli land among Israelis

and Palestinians, arguing that the

Palestinian people have the rights

to the land in its entirely.

"(The division] would not

work," he told Der Spiegel, accord-

ing to Haaretz. "The Israelis claim

80 percent of the territory and will

only let us have 20 percent."

"It would only be an interim

solution." Haaretz reported him as

saying.

So I got lo thinking about exact-

ly what the implications of this

proclamation are. and what I have

rea.soned is quite disturbing for

both peace activists and right-wing

Zionists.

Yassin. as a leader of one of the

largest terrorist organizations in

the world, is saying that there is no

point in Israel acquiescing to the

demands of the inlemalional com-

munity and surre-ndering even the

well-accepted 20 pereent of the

land gained since l%7. In addi-

tion. Yassin has implicitly nullified

any incentive Israel may have lo

cooperate in slopping attacks on

the terrorist organization or its

allies against Israel.

Yassin has implied that there

will be no peace until Israel docs

not exist, meaning that nothing

Israel does to even attempt a con-

troversial compromise of land dis-

tributions will prove effective

against his militant organization's

targeting of innocent civilians in

violent, bloody acts.

Y'assin has. I would argue, acci-

dentally declared himself the

enemy of both sides of the issue.

He has isolated himself as a third

•faction, a peace prophylactic obliv-

ious -;o individual and diverse

visions Sf c^iflict resolution in the

region.

It is amazing how forcefully

Yassin has launched the image of

Hamas back into reality. It is no

longer possible to mistake his

organization as a charitable organ-

ization of peace and humanitarian

concern, as the claim has often

been made. There are no longer

any illusions, thanks to his recent

admission.

1 must say though that it is dis-

appointing to see this, because it

really makes mc lose hope. But this

is so typical of terrorists, and

Yassin is a striking exemplar of

how things always work with the

extremists.

It makes me lose hope because

it means that every concession that

Israel has put on the peace table is

not sufficient to secure peace. In

retrospect, it makes periect sense.

When I think back on the history in

the region over the past decade. 1

understand why this is the out-

come we have today.

I recall the classic handshake

between Yassir Arafat and Yitzhak

Rabin on the Whitehouse lawn

with a smiling President Bill

Clinton in the background. 1 recall

the hope I had on that day, even as

a child. In my fifth-grade mind, I

thought, at the time, that this

would be it. But it wasn't. It wasn't

becau.se no concession was enough

for the terrorists.

Almost a decade later, the

Hudna, or cease-fire was arranged

between the Israelis, the

Palestinian Authority and major

terrorist groups working against

Israel. Again 1 gained hope, and

again it was shot down as Hamas

made clear that it was committed

to terrorist attacks during the

Hudna.

Hamas has never agreed to stop

any violence. Yassin has reaffinned

what recent history tells us about

the sides involved in the conflict.

There is no negotiating with terror-

ists.

Yassin, Hamas and the bottom-

less pit of terrorist groups control

the end result. There is no point in

Israel giving up any land becau.se

there is no reason — and no desire

— for the terrorists to stop.

The terrorists are extremists,

and they're the ones who have the

final say on how much terror there

will be. People say that all these

groups want is the West Bank,

Gaza and Icrusalem for the

Palestinian people, and that there

will be peace when this can be suc-

ces.sfully negotiated. However, it is

apparent that these claims arc bla-

tantly incorrect.

There will be no peace with the

terrorists. They will continue to

fight at ail costs against the Israelis,

working against peace activists

with a vision for a two-state solu-

tion, and working even harder

against those who strive for a state

of two coexisting populations.

A peace activist affiliated with

the International Solidarity

Movement once told me that if

Israel can move its borders back to

the pre- 1967 boundaries, "the ter-

rorists will melt away like ice

cream." It is now clearer than ever

that this has never been the case.

and that with men like Yassin in

control of such large political

forces, it never will be.

Morris Singer is a Collepan

columnist.

May they rest in peace.

Before the end of the semester. I had wanted

to write a column about Rush Limbaugh. The

only problem was figuring out what I wanted to

talk about. From the day all the freshmen moved

in. until the last week of school. Rush's story

kept getting grittier, and grittier, until now. when

t looks like he could actually go to jail.

To tell you the truth, I'm just shocked to .see

someone go from conservative talk show host

and ESPN commentator, to rehab, to last week's

scandal, in the span of a semester.

According to the New York Daily News on

Friday. Rush had his medical records seized by

Florida investigators in a probe to see whether

he was "doctor shopping" to support a pill addic-

tion. "Doctor shopping." is visiting different

doctors to find those that prescribe a certain

under-the-counter drug, in order to maintain a

steady supply. Apparently, it's a common occur-

rence with pill addicts.

If he's found guilty, the conservative talk-

show host could get up to 5 years in prison,

under Florida law.

What happened to Limbaugh is a story going

back to last summer. With over 650 markets

broadcasting Rush and his "golden EIB micro-

phone." the conservative commentator brought

14 million people what he liked to call. "3 hours

of broadcast excellence." Last summer.

Limbaugh signed a contract with ESPN, to host

"Sunday NFL Countdown." In early October, he

stepped down amid controversy over a remark

about Philadelphia Eagles quarterback Donovan

McNabb.
After the NAACP and. predictably enough.

Democrat politicians, got involved. Rush "took

the path of least resistance" and resigned amidst

allegations of EPSN's "institutional racism,"

According to ABC. within a couple of days, it

became public that some kind of drug investiga-

tion was underway for Limbaugh. A week later.

Rush came clean to his listeners about his drug

problem.

The Christian Science Monitor reports that

Limbaugh had undergone unsuccessful spinal

surgery several years ago.

"Rather than opt for additional surgery for

these conditions, 1 chose to treat the pain with

prescribed medication." Limbaugh told The

Monitor. "This medication turned out to be high-

ly addictive."

Limbaugh then told his listeners, "I am no

victim and do not portray myself as such. I take

full responsibility for my problem." After

Limbaugh spent five weeks in a rehabilitation

center, he was back on the radio, but several

weeks later. Rush is now the center of a legal

investigation.

The truth is plain, simple, and sad. Rush

Limbaugh has turned into what he had publicly

detested for years: the image of the sad junkie -

the stereotypical, liberal consequence of loo

many welfare checks and loo little family values.

Even worse, the scandal turned the staunch sup-

porter of the "War on L:)rugs" into a hypocrite in

the eyes of many. Now, nobody knows what to

expect.

Believe it or not. 1 respect Rush, both as an

entertainer and intellectual. He believes in a

political platform that many people simply

adhere to because of an abstract haired for liber-

als. I almost never agreed with him on issues,

but respected his well-thought opinions. He's

controversial enough to be entertaining and. at

the same time, smart enough to defend his

beliefs and doesn't resort to cheap ratings tactics

that you would find on shows Michael Savage,

Sean Hannity, or the O'Reilly Factor.

I really don't think that Rush ever wanted to

become a drug addict, especially to the extent he

has become. I don't think it was as simple as say-

ing that he wanted to get high and just got car-

ried away. The man has a problem, which

stemmed from a medication that was originally

legitimately prescribed to him. Drug addiction

can wreak havoc on life. I have never personally

had a drug problem, but the experience of

watching people, both peers and family, devas-

tate themselves even unto death, was a factor

that kept me wary about both my body and

mind. Unless you experience addiction, either

through your own eyes or through the eyes of

someone you know, there are a lot of aspects of

it that you can't understand.

When you're addicted to drugs, you may as

well be insane. Depending on the level of addic-

tion, hence, desperation, certain standards that

may have seemed wretched, now become viable

options. Most the time, people are under the

spell of an addiction to the point that they can

only look back on what they have done, well

after they snap back into reality. Recovering peo-

ple have been saddened with stories of how they

smashed their own kid's piggy bank, or even

prostituted themselves, all for a fix of whatever

hooked them.

Sadly. Rush is no different and a part of me.

although angry at his hypocrisy, respects him for

admitting it. If the allegations are, in fact, true,

he should be considered lucky that "doctor shop-

ping" was the worst his problem extended to. On
the other hand. I think that Roy Black, Rush's

lawyer, is not giving the 52 year-old talking head

the accountability that he deserves.

"Unfortunately, because of Mr. Limbaugh's

prominence and well-known political opinions,

he is being subjected to an invasion of privacy no

citizen of this republic should endure," he said.

Yes. I understand that it's his job to proclaim

Rush's innocence, but to blame it on Rush's pol-

itics is simply politicizing the issue of a man who
needs all the accountability he can get, to

empower himself in fighting his addiction. It also

doesn't help when people like Ann Coulter use

his scandal as a mud-catapult against the liberal

left (as she had done in an Oct. 15 column on

anncoulter.org).

It's disrespectful to the common Rush listener,

and highly disrespectful to Limbaugh. I also hope

that those on the left maintain their compassion

for a man with a problem like Rush's, and, for at

least the lime being, overlook his politics.

Hopefully some good will come out of this.

Hopefully. Rush will finally understand that

addiction is a disease that even staunch conser-

vatives have a hard lime overcoming. Hopefully,

those on his side of the political spectrum will

also understand that drug addiction is not simply

a network of blame and pointed fingers.

It's a real and indiscriminate disease, requir-

ing only for someone to step into its line of fire.

Rush has done just that and all we can do now.

as fellow human beings, is wish him well.

Mark Ostroff is a Collegian Columnist.
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Order and

Holy Sugar'

Eliza Gray and

Hillary Milens
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Above is a piece of art made with crystaliied sugar. It will be featured at Hillary MilenN* "Holy SuBar!" opening

at the Hampden Gallery on Wednesday.

By Debdrah Geiger
tijLLFl.lAN StAFP

Sugar.

It's not just for breakfast anymore. University

of Massachusetts senior Hillary Milens knows it's

not just for eating cither The Art major and

nature enthusiast has her own ideas about what

this sticky sweet material can do.

Milens uses the ingredient lo express herself

artistically.

"Starting with either granulated sugar or

sugar cubes. 1 manipulate the work by melting,

burning or the process of crystallization." she

said.

Milens is displaying her sweet work in her first

ever art gallery opening called "Holy Sugar!" The

event will be held at the Hampden Art Gallery

and opens Wednesday. Dec. 10 from 4 to 6 p.m.

It appears alongside the exhibit of work by fel-

low UMass senior Eliza Gray, using concrete and

plaster as mediums in her collection. "State ol

Order"
"My raw material of choice is sugar, although

I have incorporated two other materials, wood

and plaster" Milens said. The series of paintings

encompasses a "range of colors, from white to

amber to black." Milens described.

"1 rarely see colors," she said. "Rather 1 often

see black and white or mono-chromatic ranges in

the same color"

According to Milen, the artwork hopes to

reflect this in its vision for a serene and elegant

environment. But don't come with an idea of a

"painting" in mind. This is .something a little dif-

ferent.

Milens is well versed in the idea of non-tradi-

tional materials.

"1 would collect large amounts, thousands of

berries and pods and compiie them into large

pieces." she said. "1 was inspired this summer

after a close family friend died. She [had doiicl a

lot of work with glass shards and upon first

glance it reminded me of crystals.

"I became interested in the concept of "grow-

ing" my thesis out of sugar ... through the

process of crystallization." Milens said. "I discov-

ered that one full-grown piece of rock candy is

equal to a quadrillion molecules!"

But who's counting? Many themes can be

drawn from the "1 loly Sugar!" show. too.

Milens said to be ready for "both traditional

and experimental exploration of materials, the

presence of rhythm and repetition ... the artistic

process to the meditative process, accumulation,

multiplication ..." and more. It seems she wants

her audience to come away with something more

to find personal meaning.

Hampden Gallery is located in the populated

and diverse Southwest area and displays many

non-traditional art exhibits in addition to the

more traditional styles. "1 hope the audience can

walk away ... feeling connected to the work.

I
cither tVom| a sense of serenity and elegance or

from their own interpretation." Milens said.

Either way. a daring approach to raw materi-

als paired with a youthful attitude. The "Holy

Sugar!" show is sure to be different than any-

thing you've seen. "I hope that there is a prc'sence

of beauty in the work and people can discover

thai and leave remembering (thatj" Milens said.

| am curious to .see ihe leaclions!"

Irish singer to play NoHo
By MEliHAN HbALV

(i)l.lH.IAN Sr.^Fh

Northampton will play host to one

of music's fastest rising stars tomorrow

night when l^amien Rice comes to

town.

The Irish singer and songwriter

crossed the Atlantic, riding the wave of

success lately seen by the likes of

Howie Day and Matt Nathanson. and

came crashing down on the shores of

the United States to receive critical

acclaim. With his independent release

"O," (Vecktor Recordings) Rice has

achieved the impossible — without

backing or support from any major

label the Irish acoustic-rock hero has

become an international star

Most recognize Rice as the artist

behind "Volcano." a guttural and mov-

ing acoustic-driven track that has

worked its way into regular rotation on

MTV and MTV2 over the past few

months, but in truth his sound is far

more diverse than his first single

implies. His mellow and often intro-

spective acoustic tunes are punctuated

by rock-inspired guitar tracks that

make it impossible to lump him in with

all the rest.

In his native Ireland, Damien Rice

actually got his start in "a loud rock

five-piece from Celbridge. just south of

Dublin." a band called luniper

Although he ultimately decided that

the rock band lifestyle wasn't suited for

him, Rice drew heavily upon

his time with luniper when

crafting the songs that would

become "O." In the eight

months after his departure

from the band Rice traveled

around Europe. When he

returned home he was

refreshed, recharged and

ready to record.

"I know 1 always sang. In

school I was always in the

choir, but 1 didn't have one of

these classic upbringings, like

loni Mitchell records playing all the

time and my parents being hippies."

Rice said of his journey to becoming a

musician.

As a child he admitted to leading a

fairly solitary lifestyle, fishing and

roaming the Irish countryside with his

dog. "Then giris came into my life, and

fishing kinda stopped." said Rice.

"1 picked up the guitar at that time,

and once 1 had something to play while

I was singing, it just never stopped," he

said.

Damien

Rice

Tues. Dec. 9

Pearl Sireel

Northampton

S13.50 ID advance

SISaiiliedtiQr

^ RiMMMl IHV

Following the success of his dchut album "O." Damien Rice is embarking

on a U.S. tour that will bring him to Northampton tomorrow night.

In music Rice found a muse that

allowed him to indulge his love of .soli-

tude.

"I used to find a lot of |X'ace just

writing something and playing it over

^^^ and over to myself in my
rcK>m." he said.

All that seclusion was ulti-

mately time well spent. When
"O" hit the airwaves ul Ireland

and the United Kingdom, a

Damien Rice frenzy ensued.

Since its release in April 2tK)2.

"O" has gone double-platinum

across the ocean and Rice has

garnered a slew of accolades,

including the 2003 Hot Press

Readers' Poll award for "Best

Debut Album" and "Best

•Mbum" and three Ireland Music Award

nominations.

Stateside Rice is earning praise from

the likes of Newsweek, wiiich called

"O" "an out-and-out gorgeous cd. so

lull of undiluted, unfalsitied emotions

that it verges on open-heart suigery."

and Tlie New Yorker, which hailed Rice

as "a complete package of art. pcison-

ality and presence on a level with |eff

Buckley or [Radiohead'sj Thom
Yorke."

Fhis suminer saw perfomiances by

Rice on "The Late Show with David

Letterman." "Late Night with Conan

O'Brien" and "Last Call with Carson

Daly" that gave America a taste of the

live Rice experience. While "O" has

grabbed the attention of audiences

around the vvorld. it is Rice's live show

that has gained hitn respect as a

bonafide artist.

"The shows reveal the wide range of

Rice's repertoire — angry flights of

re)ck guitar as well as Rice's mellower

acoustic tunes - complcnientod by

animated tales about the chai actcrs and

experiences that inspire the songs."

Neil McCormick. of the United

Kingdom's Daily Telegraph has said of

Rice's stage presence.

With any luck Damien Rice will

bring this energy and passion to the

PeaH Street Night Club with him

tomorrow night when he takes the

stage at 7 p.m. Ticket prices ate $13. 50

in advance and $16 at the dcKir - a

small price to pay to sec a rising ailisi

who. six months irom now. coukl likely

be selling out arenas across the country.

Information in this article was

taken from www.daniicnricc.com.

'Devil' fails to intrigue
By Camhron J. WiX)l)s

( "oi.ij-oiAN Staff

Nomially one would assLviatc a little

black book with thoughts of deep dark

secrcMs. things confided in ink that are not

meant to be said and all inannci of things

that you are not sup(X)sed to know.

Unfortunately lav I lanscii's not-so little

black lx)ok. "Ilic Devil ^ou Know" dix-s

nothing to uphold the guilty pleasure's of

reading a black book.

Instead of gripping fiction

f'ocu.sed aiound complex chaiac

ters and their stories, Hanson opts

for a story line that is cliche to sav

the least and a hand lull of static

characters that reluctantly grow in

forced steps throughout the txwk.

There was one icd-hot jxiint ol

intrigue - each chapter was enti-

tled with a name liom a standard

deck of Tarot cards. However, the

novelty wore off fast, as not everyone is

fully versed in Tarot. The chapter titles

pioved lo be nearly impossible lo relate to

the mateiial in the book.

After this initial sticking point, the siorv

opens with a scene right out of a B-lisi hoi -

ror film. A tiny one-roomcxJ apartment cov-

ered in gore - the depiction of which fills

a page and a hall - at which (xiini. cveiy

detail and hluodv bit is willingly oi ixit

etched in to the reader's mental image.

Here we meet our villain, son of. Tltc

murderous monster is a demon, which

gorily dispatched the one who summoiu'd

liim. He is without a physical bixlv and has

a name made up ol unpionouiKcahlc svnt-

bols. Tlx- reader is tokl that it "is onlv pro-

iu)unceable by material Ivings with no

fewer than three tongues and comprehen-

sive medical insurance covering an exten-

sive number ol v isits to a licensed antl high-

Iv competent speech pathologist
'

Nice to kiKivv. but ixivv that we arc all

the way in leftfield. can the story get going'.'

Now li.K>sed upon earth against his will

and not ti.K) pleased alxnit it. he does what

anv sell righteous demon would do |x>s-

sess the most |-Hivvertul |X'rson arounil and

plot the destruction oi the human race.

Unfortunately he happens lo choose a little

bov who just hapix-ns lo be a "messiah" ol

the physical sciences.

Sounds nifty, but whai does ii mean .' It

means that our hem enters here. Another

unpronounceable named being who is the

equivalent of a supemaluial cop. "Her"

choice of vessel is ti> (x>ssess.

A bulky human with access to weajxin-

ry and ktu'w ledge ot the area they are in'.'

.An intelligent logical human who has tons

ol knowledge and |X"rhaps an obsession

with SheHock Holmes stories'.' Noix- of the

above, instead she is govemeil by the rules

of her job into taking possession of some-

one who has no more ncvd of theii body.

Which leaves her with the body and menial

capacity of a woman who ovci doseil on

pills alter linding her cat dead.

There is also the middle agwl priest.

I ather Murphy. He doubts all of humanity

in the most (x-ssimistic ways yet collabo-

rates with a pretty crazy woman to commit

crimes in order to save the world from a

paiiiculaHy nasty demon.

Now. with the main players in

place, can the story finally gel

going? Not quite.

A kidnapping aiul a Ixrtchetl

exorcism later, the plot and slory

lurch into something resembling

life. I'he demon, is in a maximum
security mental hospital and, of

course, our paranonnal police

officei has to get lo him and liy

to get the demon out of the boy,

again.

Here the most interesting character of

the story is introduced. |im. a man wesilthv

bcvond mention, has given up on sanity

aiul living and thus meets our hetu, now

called C.indice. in the mental hospital.

Perhaps the most well written part of

the Ixxik deals with the break out and

recapturing of the demon/boy. flx-rc" are

inklings of sus|X'n.se and even some combat

action. Alter that though. in)t even mc-dics

with some really high-voltage delilx-ralors

could have saved this bciok from its suicide.

Candice's backup plan is lo fiixl aliens

because their technology is so advanced

that maybe they will be able lo help sepa-

rate the ileinon Irom the boy. So our ragtag

band ol "lienx's" set off in a car to where-

else but Area 5 1

.

Alter having nearly killed the Ixiy and

avoided being killed by the military.

Candice and her crew finaily get picked up

hv the aliens, who have been watching

them loi the last five chapters. \fiere\jXM

imenting with both Mutphy and |im and

aggravating Candice with a supei logical

dialog, the aliens reunite the Ixiy/demon

with the hoys little sister and love over

comes evil and evenone givs home happy

except lor the deiuon.

Objectively, this Ixxik is a story of sci

eixe fiction that has been told a million

times over I lanson did do a passable job of

pulling his own llavor on it. though.

What brings the entire Innik dowii

K'sides its unfriendly length is the honvn-

d^nis anxiunt of s|x-iling errois. grammati-

cal accidents, aixl lepeaitxl sentence frag-

ments. Perhaps not an imminent Ixsiscller,

but definitely an admirable first novel. "The

Devil \vu Know' could make lor si,>nK"

easv ill iwn tinx' reading.
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MondayDecemberS

BOOKS
^^ Poets Ellen Watson and Cynthia Huntington

^P read tonight at the Odyssey Bookshop In

South Hadley. Watson will be reading from her

new book, "Ladder Music," and Huntington will be

sharing excerpts from her latest release, "The

Radiant." The reading starts at 7 p.m. and is free to the

public.

ART
^ The Augusta Savage Gallery hosts two new

^P exhibits from BFA students Patricia Siudut and
^'

Rachel Allison Esancy. Siudut's work is titled

"Nightscapes," Esancy 's "For Your Bitter Little Heart."

There is an opening reception for the show tonight

from 5 to 7 p.m. and the work will be on view until

Dec. 12.

PERFORMING ARTS
VThe works of Beethoven and Ligeti come to the

stage of the Bezanson Recital Hall tonight at

7;30 p.m. Amanda Burr, Kaila Graef, Stan

Renard and Sean Murray, the Graduate String Quartet,

will perform the famous works free of charge.

TuesdayDecemberQ

PERFORMING ARTS
^ Under the direction of David Sporny and

^f Susumu Watanabe The Chapel Jazz group and

the Jazz Lab Ensemble hit the stage of Bowker

Auditorium tonight at 8 p.m. Tickets are S3 for UMass

students, $5 for Five College students and $10 for the

general public.

^ The Fall Festival of One-Acts kicks off tonight

^t at 8 p.m. The student director showcase goes

through Dec. 11 and features an abundance of

one-scene performances. The event is free of charge.

For a schedule see www.smith.edu/smitharts

WednesdayDecemberl

BOOKS^ Author Nicholas A. Basbanes appears at the

^f Odyssey Bookshop in South Hadley to read

from and discuss his newest work, "A Splendor

of Letters: The Permanence of Books in an

Impermanent World," a look at America's book culture.

The reading is free and starts at 7 p.m.

PERFORMING ARTS
^ Bezanson Recital Hall hosts the Student

^f Composers' Concert tonight at 8 p.m. Tickets

are $3 for UMass students, $5 for Five College

Students and $10 for the general public.

^ Smith College's Gamelan Ensemble performs

^P tonight at 8 p.m. Playing a repertoire of tradi-

tional Javanese music, the group will play at

Earle Recital Hall on the Smith Campus for free.

ThursdayDecemben 1

BOOKS
^ Local writer Francesca Rheannon and author

^t of "French Dirt" Richard Goodman read from

"Provence: Traveler's Tales" at the Odyssay

Bookshop tonight at 7 p.m. There is no

coast to attend.

PERFORMING ARTS
5(^ San Francisco Opera singer and

^^ UMass Alumnus Andrew Garland

returns to the Pioneer Valley tonight to

perform at the Bezanson Recital Hall at 8 p.m.

The show is free of charga.

FridayDecember12

MUSIC
^^ Philadelphia-based singer and song-

p^ writer Erik Balkey comes to Amherst

tonight to play The Black Sheep Caf6's

Song and Story Swap. The event, heW at the

Cafe the second Friday of every nwnth, gives

audiences the unk)ue chance to sing, listen to

folktore or even share stories of their own. Tfie

stories and music start at 7:30 p.m. and there

is no cost to participate.

PERFORMING ARTS
^ TTw Youth Wind Ensemble will play the

^f Fine Arts Center Concert Hall tonight at

7:30 p.m. Tickets are $3 for UMass

students, $5 for Five College students and $10

for the general publkx

^ The all-male a cappella group The

^^ Doo-Wop Shop celebrates its 10th

anniversary in a concert bringing

together member from the last decade. TTie

group, which was started by four UMass stu-

dents as a "creative way to woo women"

according to manager Ryan Landry, has

become a part of the UMass arts scene. The

reunion show will be heki in the Bezanson

Recital Hall at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $5.

SaturdayDecember13

BOOKS
VFrom 1 p.m. until 4 p.m. the Odyssey

Bookshop of South Hadley will host its

annual holklay book signing. An an^y

of children's authors (Jane Dyer, Susan

Meddaugh, Mordicai Gerstein) and adult

authors (William Martin, Mary Hays, Robert

Winkler) will be on hand to sign their worte.

There is no charge to get into the signing.

...S,plnup

LIVE FROM UMASS ...

Comedian Tracy Morgan of

"Saturday Night Live" fame comes

to Amherst Wednesday at 8 p.m.

Morgan will be appearing at the

Fine Arts Center. Tickets for the

event are $15 each, with some

discounted tickets available for

UMass students at $8 each.

U.S. Track approves ban

tClic MaSiathuitttS mailp Collegian

By Tim Whitmire
AswKiAiti) Press

Last of Beethoven^s original compositions sells for $2 million
. ..._!. . ...L..^ „ k.;^..„.i_ ^,.,h..hv-. ««ia R..fore the sale, the auc- The scherzo manuscript of the quartet Beethoven never got the payment for th«

By RoBtRT Barr
.^ssin lArm l'K^^s

LONDON (AP) — An original manu-

script ot a movement from one of Ludwig

van Beethoven's la.si (.omposition-s sold

Friday for more than S2 million.

The manuscript from the scherzo

movement of his Opus 1 27 string quanet

was purchased by a private buyer who bid

by telephone and asked not to be identi-

fied. Sotheby's auction house said.

Beethoven composed the quartet in

the last three years of his life, after he had

finished the epic Ninth Symphony.

Sotheby's said single pages written by

Beethoven appear fairly often at auction,

but that no manuscript of this size had

been offered for more than a decade.

The manuscript sold for $2.03 million.

Sotheby's said. Before the sale, the auc-

tion house suggested the price might go as

high as $2.58 million.

In May, Sotheby's auctioned

Beethoven's final manuscript of the Ninth

Symphony for $3.47 million. The manu-

script was done by a copyist, though it

included revisions and a few insults

addressed to the copyist in Beethoven's

hand.

The scherzo manuscript of the quartet

is cleaHy a working document, with

smudges and late alterations added.

Prince Galitzin of Russia, who played

cello, commissioned Beethoven to write

three quartets in 1822, but the composer

was inspired to produce five.

Opus 1 27. in E flat, was the first of the

group, composed in 1824-25. It also was

the only one that Galitzin paid for —

Beethoven never got the payment for the

others.

After Beethoven died in 1827, move-

ments from the original score of the quar-

tet were given to various people.

The scherzo was once owned by the

mezzo-soprano Pauline Viardot (1821-

1910), who was also a composer, and her

stamp is on the first and last leaves of the

manuscript, Sotheby's said.

GREENSBORO. N.C. (AP) — USA
Track & Field delegates overwhelmingly

approved a lifetime ban yesterday for ath-

letes who test positive for steroids, but the

policy won't take effect until questions

about its legality are resolved.

Because the zero-tolerance plan impos-

es penalties tougher than mandated by the

lAAF. the USATF has asked the world

governing body to make sure the new rule

is acceptable.

"If lAAF gave us permission to do this

tomorrow," the lifetime ban would go into

effect immediately, USATF president Bill

Roe said.

USATF rules now call for a two-year

ban for first-time steroid offenders. Under

the plan approved Sunday, first-time

offenders — and their coaches — could

face lifetime bans.

"We want the rest of the world to adopt

this so the whole Olympic movement will

clean up." said sprinter jon DrummonJ, a

USATF board member.

Roe told delegates during the final ses-

sion of the group's annual meeting in

Greensboro that the rules change was

needed so the spotlight in 2004 "is on our

athletes in competition in Athens, not in

the courtroom or the media."

Since the summer. USATF has been

embroiled in controversy over its handling

of a 1999 positive steroid test by runner

lerome Young and athletes' use of the

newly detected steroid THG.
The U.S. Olympic Committee has

threatened to strip USATF of its Olympic

charter if it does not address doping and

athlete conduct issues.

Young was cleared to compete at the

2000 Olympics despite the positive test.

Young, who has said he never committed a

doping offense, went on to win gold as

part of the l.bOO-meter relay team in

Sydney.

The International Olympic Committee,

meeting this week in Lausanne,

Switzerland, threatened not to credential

USATF administrators for the Athens

Games if USATF does not resolve ques-

tions about how the Young case was han-

dled.

USATF has repeatedly said it is bound

by an arbitration court ruling upholding

its decision to maintain secrecy on doping

acquittals.

Amid the concern over the sport's

future. USATF's 25th annual meeting saw

record attendance of 1.120 coaches, ath-

letes and officials.

The zero-tolerance proposal was

approved unanimously by USATF's board

of directors Wednesday.
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BCS is set
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Campbeirs super

Junior Brooke Campbell's \9 points helped the Minutewomen to a

61-50 win over Utah State in the first round of the Fiesu B»>wl Cla.ssic.

Continued front page 12

use ( 1 1-1 ) by 0.1 6 in the second closest fin-

ish in the six-year history of the BCS. Nebraska

beat Colorado by 0.05 in 2001.

The Trojans got 79 of the 128 first-place

votes in the polls but finished third in five

computers because of a weak Pac-IO schedule.

LSU was second in the polls and six com-

puters and edged out USC based on a tougher

schedule. LSU and USC were each picked first

in one computer.

The Tigers' spot in the title game wasn't

assured until Boise State beat Hawaii at 3 a.m.

EST Sunday The Trojans' strength of schedule

was hurt because they beat Hawaii in

September
The dream matchup for the Rose Bowl, a

traditional pairing of Big Ten and Pac-10

champions with national title implications, is

the doomsday scenario lor the BCS.

It's the third lime in four seasons that a

team in the top two in the polls didn't make it

to the BCS title game. The BCS avoided disas-

ter those years because Nu, 1 Oklahoma beat

Florida State in the 2001 Orange Bowl and

No. 1 Miami beat Nebraska in the 2002 Rose

Bowl.

The No. 2 teams in ihc polls won their bowl

games those years and could have won the AP
title if the top-ranked teams lost. The only way

to avoid a disputed finish this year is if

Michigan (10-2) beats USC.

PlanAhead For Next Year

Excellent Location... 1/2 Mile from UMass

Spacious Apartments

1 ,2 and 3 Bedroom Townhouses

All rents include

heat, hot water, and cooking gas

Office Hours: 8 am to 4:30 pm Monday - Friday

(413) 549-0145
www.pufftonvillage.com

NEW LOCATION NOW OPEN

^a^S^
N. Pleasant St Amherst

Behind Bruegger's Bagels

Jons Of IVeiv Release DVDs

ANIMS

Lots of Cult 8c Classic Films
(the stuff you won't find at the chain stores)

r
I

Free Movie C^'^aSmf J
I

valid at new
N. Pleasant St

locallon only
I

or Video Game rental

I When you sign up for free mennbership

Valid ID & credit card required, not good with other oftera expires 1 2/20/03 -

Ificnt any 2 Movies for 99<t or

\ny 2 Video Games ^^'*^'r-

I for $1.99
vaitd at new

N. Pleasant St location only
I

Valid membership required, not good with other offera expijes 1 2/20/03

Open 10am to 1 1pm 7 days 253 - 0222

Now live and online!

Online Certificate

of Business Studies

Offered by the Division of Continuing Education

with the Isenberg School of Management

The certificate program is a credit-based program and is

intended for students w^ho want to broaden their academic

background with business courses without completing a BBA.

The program is delivered online and live allowing for the

courses to be taken and completed anytime and anywhere. The

program consists of five credit-bearing courses which are as

follows: Introduction to Business, Introduction to Accounting

I, Corporation Finance, Fundamentals of Marketing, and

Principles of Management.

Courses offered this Winter Session 2004:

ACCOUNTING 221

Introduction to Accounting I (live and online)

FINANCE AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 301

Corporation Finance (live and online)

MANAGEMENT 301

Principles of Management (live)

MARKETING 301

Fundamentals of Marketing (online)

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 197 I

ST: Introduction to Business (online)

For more information contact the Division of

Continuing Education, 545-3430. To register go to

www.umass.edu/contined or the Division of Continuing

Education Registration Office, 358 N. Pleasant St.

n-cntory'Specialist rcalc
Jofr) our tram takins! invfMitory

irly>f]lVt^-'^^^ ^''t^a- 4-
Earn $2,000.00 during break

$8.50-$9.00 per hour and O.T. potential

Days, Nights, & Weekends

Call today & setup an interview:

7-464-1788

8-777

603-916-'

4n-731^lf 24 hrjob Line: 888.532.RGlS
508-832.875^

508-336-5658
or visit us online @ www.rgisinv.com

ypuMl optMitunltyBuifluyer

a?his is Ted
Ted had no friends.

Ted had no future

Then Ted got a

job selling ads

at the Daily

Collegian.

Look at Ted nov^
Sell Ted, Sell.
Follow Ted down to the Cannpus Center Basement where

the Collegian is now accepting applications for advertising

representatives for Spring, 2002. Freshmen and Sophomores

are encouraged to apply Stop by 1 13 Campus Center or call

545-3500.
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Frosted Bill

The Mullins Center is covered in «now after the weekend blizzard that dumped nearly two feet

on the Pioneer Valley. No arena events were affected by the snowstorm.

Eagles clinch playoff berth
I'MII.ADtLPHlA (AP) -

The Philadelphia Eagles became

the first team in the playoffs

when Donovan McNabb threw

for 248 yards and three touch-

downs in a 56-10 victory over

the Dallas Cowboys on Sunday.

The Hagles (10-3) got their

eighth straight victory and can

clinch their third straight divi-

sion title with two more victo-

ries or one win and another loss

by the Cowboys (8-5). Phila-

delphia hasn't lost since a 25-2

1

defeat in Dallas on Oct. 12.

while Dallas is 3-4 after a 5-1

start under new coach Bill

Parcells.

Correll Buckhalter ran for

I 15 yards, including a 64-yard

TD run in the fourth quarter

that capped the scoring.

Great Jobs in Amherst

Fundraising by Telephone
Evenings and Weekends! fUiise awareness and funds for

We offer.

$10-15/hCMjr average, flexible schedules ar»d t)enefit».

For consklwation, plMM call Joyce at:

413-54»-2061; fax: 413-649-2680; or e-maU:

J8wanayOahara9roup.com

SHARE
THE BUSINESS OF SOCIAL CHANGE

McNabb, the worst-rated

passer in the NFL through six

games, has thrown for 1.513

yards, nine TDs and only one

interception in the last six

games.

Colts 29, Titans 27
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP) —

Edgerrin James ran for two

touchdowns and Mike
Vanderjagt kicked five field

goals as the Colts swept the

defending AFC South champion

Titans, taking control of the

division with three games
remaining.

The Colts (10-5) improved

to 6-1 on the road by scoring 19

straight points and forcing four

fumbles, which they turned into

nine points.

In this game featuring

would-be MVP quarterbacks

Peyton Manning and Steve

McNair. Manning easily out-

played McNair, even using his

legs to scramble for a couple of

first downs. He ran for 20 yards

and was 22-of-34 for 228 yards.

McNair, who has a sore calf,

finished 22-of-38 for 235 yards.

McNair nearly rallied the

Titans (9-4) to a tie. throwing

two touchdown passes in the

final 9:24 and even running for

a 2-point conversion. But

Dwight Freeney tipped another

2-point conversion pass, and it

fell incomplete.

-Associated Press

Now you can order

Takeout and Delivery

Online!

goto A«^ic<;\ t<PiV^OUV.CO«H

Classic comes down to wire

These restaurants are

ready for your order:

• Bueno Y Sano
• The Sub

866.AT0-MENU

9 ^ne*

Continued from page 12

Highly-touted freshman guard Art Bowers left

the game after just twelve minutes when he came

down awkwardly on an opposing player's foot

following his only basket of the game.

He was taken to St. Elizabeth's Medical

Center in Brighton for X-rays, but Lappas did not

seem optimistic.

"I'm not feeling real good about that," he said.

"It must be hurting him. because he would have

killed to be in that game."

Freshman forward Sean Marshall led Boston

College with 21 points, including five 3-pointers,

while sophomore All-Big East candidate Craig

Smith chipped in with 19 points and 11

rebounds.

Freshman forward |ared Dudley was the

Eagles' leading rebounder, pulling down 12

boards, and senior captain Uka Agbai tossed in

10 points as well for BC.

"[NESN analyst] Bob Wenzel asked me what 1

was expecting from the game," BC coach Al

Skinner said. "And 1 said that all 1 expected was

to have a one-point victory. Boy, was 1 ever right.

1 won't ever say that again."

The Minutemen scored the last six points of

regulation, including a rare 3-pointer by Lee with

32 seconds remaining that sent the contest to

overtime tied at 70. It was the first 3-pointer of

Lee's career, on just his fifth attempt.

"1 wanted to fall down right there," Smith

said. "Hey, he made a great shot."

The Maroon and White did have a pair of

chances to win the game in regulation, but 3-

point attempts by Anderson and Freeman both

rimmed out. Freeman's at the buzzer.

UMass led twice in the extra frame, however

Lee and Freeman missed a pair of free throws

apiece with just over 20 seconds remaining, and

Smith, who was battered and bruised all game

long by a physical UMass frontcourt, connected

on a pair from the foul line with just under 15

seconds remaining to give BC a 76-75 advantage.

"When 1 went to the line with 14 seconds left

I went there knowing I'm knocking them down,"

Smith said. "1 always feel good in overtime, and

it's a time that no matter what, you can redeem

yourself and that's what I tried to do."

Faced with no timeouts and a chance to win,

Anderson advanced the ball up court as the

prime option for the final shot, but the Lynn

native was greeted with double coverage.

He then found Lee open on the left side, but

the center's leaner from the baseline came up

short and into the hands of the Eagles' Louis

Hinnant as the final horn sounded.

"We beat ourselves," Lee said. "I missed two

free throws, and Rashaun [Freeman] missed two.

If we make those, we win by three.

"But 1 take full blame for this loss. 1 had a shot

at the end (of overtime], and 1 just missed it. 1

also missed two free throws — 1 just messed up."

Despite playing without Bowers, UMass

surged out to a 24-15 advantage at the 7:42 mark

of the first half.

BC responded, however, with a 1 5-0 run large

CiEBALHH L1N(•.^X•)LLEU1AN

Sophomore Gabe Lee's 3-pointer in the final

minute sent the Commonwealth Cla-ssic into overtime.

in part to the outside shooting of Hinnant (11

points including 3-for-4 shooting from behind

the arc) and Marshall, to take a 50-25 lead with

1:05 remaining in the first half.

Marshall and Martin then traded treys as the

Minutemen pulled to within 55-30 at intermis-

sion.

UMass came out of the blocks quickly in the

second half, as it jumped ahead to take a 40-55

lead on a layup by Lee in transition with 17:51 to

play. On the play Lee rolled his ankle as well, and

appeared to be in considerable pain while lying

on the court. However the 6-foot-9-inch center

returned to the game a few minutes later.

The two teams proceeded to battle back and

forth through five lead changes before Agbai's

turnaround jumper gave the Eagles a 70-64 edge

with 5:31 left in the game.

However UMass battled back again on the

strength of a free throw by freshman guard

Maurice Maxwell (10 points, four assists in 33

minutes) and a Jeff Viggiano layup to set up Lee's

heroics that sent the game to overtime.

"I'd say it was an Instant Classic, yeah," Agbai

said. "It'll be something that people will talk

about and. hopefully, will want to watch again."

Yesterday's hockey game between UMass and Boston

University, scheduled to take place at 1 p.m. at BU's Walter

Brown Arena, has been postponed. No makeup date had

been set at press time.

-I

Please join us for an information session about the

Oxford Summer Seminar

Thursday, December ii at 5:00 PM
Campus Center room 904-08

The Oxford Summer Seminar provides a unique opportunity for students to

enjoy six weeks of residential life (July 4 - August 13) at Oxford University's

historic Trinity College. The seminar offers over 15 tutorial-based courses in

literature, history, law, and politics. Classes are taught by British university

faculty; both undergraduate and graduate-level credits may be earned.

The information session will include alums from last summer's Seminar and

program administrators will describe next summer's Seminar. For more

information, visit the Seminar's website at www.umass.edu/oxford or you

may contact the seminar via e-mail at:

oxford@english.umass.edu
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To protect the sheep,

you have to kill the wolf,

and to kill the wolf, you

have to be the wolf!

-Training Day
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

MONDAY
. High: 33

• Low: 9

TUESDAY
• High: 37

• Low: 24

WEDNESDAY
• High: 42

• Low: 32
<c?

Be Maternal to Comics.

Concoct Comics,

Manufacture Comics.

Conceive Comics.

Design Comics.

Actualize Comics.

Make Comics.

Generate Comics.

Give Birth to Comics.

Invent Comics.

Draw Comics.

Produce Comics.

Fabricate Comics.

Originate Comics.

Manifest Comics.

Create Comics,
colleeiancomics(" yahoo.com

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. conUct: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• MedtbdII Sub

• Chicken lajita

• Vegetable Chili Nachos

(vegan)

• Gardenburger Chick'n Grill

(vegan)

DINNER
• Veal Cutlet

• Savory' Baktxl Chicken

• Roast Vegetable Wrap

(vegan)

• Southern 7 Bean Stew

(vegan)

Production Crew
On stall today

NIGHT EDITOR
Ddn Lamothe

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Cicralcl H. Linfi

COPY EDITOR
Morris Singer/ Leah Wyner

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Shiinnon Farringtun

PRODUCTION STATE
Cory Rosenberg/ Scott Pihl

HOROSCOPES
aquarius • )an. 2o-feb. is

Get your work done early — it's time to

get your party on.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Getting up early really sucks.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9

Did the snow impair your transportation?

taurUS • Apr. 20-MAY20

Big band music is sure to get you bop-

ping along to the beat.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Being short is OK. It's being tall that

makes you hit your head a lot.

cancer • iun. 22-)ui. 22

Don't try FedExing yourself on vacation.

leO • lUL.. 23-Auc. 22

Try making a move.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Pour some sugar on someone. They will

like it.

libra • sfpt. 23-OfT 22

Pl.iy drums with pencils everywhere you

go toda\'.

Scorpio • Ott. 23-N{)v. 21

Fix your nails and go get a manicure.

Sagittarius • nov. 22-de(. 21

Chapped lips are gross and painful.

Capricorn • dec 22-)an. 19

Don't pic k your nose in public. That's

really a persf)nal problem.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\I'\KIMIM FOR KENlH AUTO FOR SAIF

Huge 2 Bedroom

Apartments 2nd

Semester Specials

Low Move-In Qists

Free Heat and Hot

Water The Btnilders

256-8534

3 bedrtx)ms, 2 haths,

apartment in Puffton

Available in January

includes heat and

water $1 295/month

Call 549-9331

Downtown Amherst

on the Park Lt)ft

style on top flixir of

Victorian building 4

sky light vaulted ceil-

ings G)mpletely

remcxieled 2 bed-

nx)ras 1 fiill bath

Washer and dryer in

unit 978-546-5243

Rent $1250 per

month plus utilities.

1994 Hyundai

Elantra, 108K,

Manual, Gcxxi con-

dition $900 Must sell

ASAP! Call 413-

546-0246

87VWGolfGTI
2I>. 5Spd The Last

Year Mtxiel made in

Gennany I~)eep dish

rims & tires includ-

ed. Must sell.

$1 200.00 o.b.o. Call

Nate 413-222-1885

2002 Kia Spectra,

Factory Warranty,

37,500 miles, $5500

o.b.o. 413-253-4893

or jcarroU®

chem.umass.cdu

COMPUTERS

Pentium Laptop

$99.00 Free Printer

with Computer pur-

chase Call for details.

Great Rates and

great turn around

time. We fix Liiptops,

Desktops/rc's guar-

anteed 584-8857

Apple iBtxik

300MHZ., 320 MB
RAM, Upgraded,

Add-ons, Bag

$550/BO 413-478-

9338

(MPIOYMENT

Rent us yt>ur ears!

$7/Hr Participate in

listening experiments

C:all 545-6837

EMPLOYMENT

Attention UMass

Students! Tired of

lieing broke? Work

with customers. Earn

$17.50 per appoint-

ment. Start now or

after finals.

Qmditions apply.

41 3-532-4444 work-

ft^rstudents.com

Internship

Motivated students

seeking leadership

outside the lx>x.

Gain experience in

all aspects of running

a small business.

Average pay:

$9 300.00 Call 508-

246-1230

FOR SALE

$Save$ Wholesale-

Discount prices,

video games, ckith-

ing, jewelry, more.

www.tvlersdis-

counts.com

ROOM FOR RENT

Fully furnished bed-

rcKMii CAinvenienrly

located across from

the bus stop near

Puffton and Hobart

@985 North Pleasant

St. Available for win-

ter and spring ses-

sions. Rent is approx-

imately $350/month.

Plea.se contact C^hris

©413-687-7313

$500!!! Police

Imptxtnds Hondas,

C^hcvys, etc from

$500. For listings. 1-

800-319-3323

ext4554

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.a')a

day potential. Lix;al

,
positioas. 1-800-293-

3985 ext 516

!Bartending!$

$250/day ptitential

No experience Nesc

Training provided. 1-

a\l-965-6520 ext

162

Space available in

Jewish Living C^im-

inuniry. Excellent

opptirtunity for Jew-

ish Students. CM
Hillel H(xise 549-

1710 ask for Ext. 205

or 208

ROOM EOR RENT

Large furnished rcx)m

in private home.

Utilities included.

413-367-9286

SERVICES

Feeling weird or

lost? On the outside

kxiking in? 1 can

help you. John

Martine, certified

hypnotherapist 413-

587-3323

PREGNANCY
TESTING, HIV

Testing, Birth

Qrtitrol, and

Emergency

C^ontraception.

Affordable and confi-

dential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst.

548-9992

SERVICES

Pregnant.' Need

help? C:all Birthright

of Amherst area for

free testing and assis-

tance. 549-1906

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK
Lirgest selection of

Destinations, includ-

ing CMiisesl Foam

Parties, Five IViiiks

and Club

Adinis.sioii>. Rep

l\wition> and FRFH

trips Available, i
-

800-231-4386

www.EpicureanTours.

cor

Act Now! Book II

jxn^ple, get I2tb trip

free. Cmnip distovints

for 6+ \v\vvv.>print:-

breakdi^ctuints.com

or aWS 38-8202

»1 Spring Break

Vacations! \\0%

Best Prices! Cancun,

Jamaica, Bahamas,

Florida, Acapulco.

Bix)k Now &
Receive Free Parties

Cy Mc,il> Campus

RepsW.inted! 1-800-

2 34-7007 cndless-

summertours.ccmi

Spring Break 2004.

Tra\ el with v'^TS,

America's «1 Stu-

dent Tour C\>erator

to Jamaica, C^anciin,

Acapulco, Baiiamas

and Florida. Now
hiring campus reps,

(^all for group dis-

(.mints. Information/

Rcser\atii>ns 1-800-

648-4849 or www.sts

tnivel.com For more

infomiation contact

STA Travel at 41 3-

256-1261
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Eagles win true Classic 2"Trf
BC downs
UMass in

OT thriller
By Mike Makzelli
C'oii.K.rAN Staff

CHESTNUT HILL — Call Steve

Lappas prophetic.

Speaking tu reporters in the press con-

ference following his team's win over

Vermont on Tuesday night, the Massa-

chusetts mens basketball coach

described his young squads free throw

shooting woes as "a major concern" and

that he "didni have any idea of what to

do about it."

Thus, it surely did not surprise the

third-year UMass coach when his team

missed its final

UMdSS 75^ five crucial free

throws and fell to

Boston College
Boston Coll. 76

76-75 in overtime in the ninth annual

Commonwealth Classic before 2,135 at

Conte Forum.

Over 7,000 tickets were sold for the

game, but many were kept away by the

blizzard-like conditions in the area.

The Eagles have now won four consec-

utive Classics, though the Minutemen

retain the overall lead in the series at 5-4.

UMass returns to action Tuesday

night, when it will travel to Uncasville.

Conn, to face Central Connecticut at

Mohegan Sun Casino.

"Kids are going to miss shots," Lappas

said. "All you can do is concentrate on

doing all the other things we can do to

win the game, and we did those."

The Minutemen were once again led

by junior captain Anthony Anderson,

who scored 20 points, grabbed a team-

high eight rebounds, dished out four

assists and recorded three steals, playing

all 45 minutes.

junior forward Brennan Martin also

came up big for UMass. scoring 13

points, including four first-half three

pointers. Sophomore forward Rashaun

Freeman chipped in with 1 1 points and

seven rebounds.

Continued on page 10

Junior Anthony Anderson went 6-for-12 en route to 20 points Saturday, but the Minutemen couldn't overcome

the Boston College Eagles in the Commonwealth Classic at Conte Forum. BC won, 76-75.

KEVIN RIV(.-lLI/A.SSl.X;IA"rtil IKES^

Orange crush

Notre Dame's Derek Curry tackles Syracuse's Walter Reyes ( 39) from behind in the second quarter in

Syracuse, N.Y., Saturday. The Orangemen went on to beat the Fighting Irish, 38-12.

Sooners will taste Sugar
By Josh Dubow
ASS<X lATF.n PRHSf!

College football fans, get ready to crown not

just one. but possibly two national champions.

That's because the computer rankings had

Oklahoma as the country's top team Sunday, while

the human poll voters picked Southern California.

Despite getting walloped by Kansas State 35-7

on Saturday night, Oklahoma will take its 12-1

record to the Sugar Bowl against LSU, which won

the Southeastern Conference championship by

beating Georgia 34-15.

The winner in New Orleans on |an. 4 automat-

ically captures the coaches' title under Bowl

Championship Series format.

use. which finished third in the BCS rankings,

could win The Associated Press championship by

beating No. 4 Michigan in the Rose Bowl, with a

split national title certain to leave more people call-

ing for a playoff.

The No. I team in the AP poll has never

dropped after winning its bowl game. The USA
Today/ESPN coaches' poll must give its champi-

onship to the Sugar Bowl winner.

The BCS was started in 1 998 to create a nation-

al title game without playoffs.

When the BCS contract expires after the 2005

season, a one-game championship might be insti-

tuted after the bowls. That would be too late to fix

this year's mess.

In the final BCS standings. Oklahoma was first

with 5. 1 1 points based on its top spot in five of the

seven computers, the I lih-loughest schedule and a

quality win over Texas. The Sooners were third in

both polls.

LSU (12-1) was second with 5.99. edging out

Continued on page 9

The Top 25 teams in The Associated

Press college football final regu-

ur-season poll, with first-place

votes in parentheses, records

THROUGH Dec. 6, total points based

ON 25 points for a first-place vote

THROUGH one POINT FOR A 25TH-PLACE

VOTE, AND PREVIOUS RANKING:

1. Southern Cal (42) 11-1 1,595 2

2. LSU (21) 12-1 1,580 3

3. Oklahoma (2) 12-1 1,491 1

4. Michigan 10-2 1,437 4

5. Texas 10-2 1,322 6

6. Tennessee 10-2 1,228 7

7. Ohio St. 10-21,208 8

8. Kansas St. 11-31,151 13

9. Florida St. 10-21,128 9

10. Miami 10-2 1,075 10

11. Georgia 10-3 1,018 5

12. Purdue 9-3 849 11

13. Iowa 9-3 771 12

14. Miami (Ohio) 12-1 756 14

15. Washington St. 9-3 638 15

16. Mississippi 9-3 637 17

17. Florida 8-4 619 16

18. Boise St. 12-1 54018

19.TCU11-1 39219

20. West Virginia 8-4 320 21

21

.

Oklahoma St. 9-3 299 22

22. Nebraska 9-3 278 23

23. Maryland 9-3 221 24

24. Minnesota 9-3 134 25

25. Utah 9-2 106-

OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES: BOWLING

Green 95, Pihsburgh 73,

Southern Miss. 56, N. Illinois 22,

Oregon 20, Clemson 19, Michigan

St. 15, Missouri 13, Virginia Tech

8, Virginia 5, Connecticut 4,

Louisville 1, North Texas 1.

the BCS
disaster

The college football landscape took its final

form yesterday. Well, sort of. In fact, there's still a

lot up in the air. But one

Andfemi Merfitt thing's for sure. It's a complete^—-^—^ and utter disaster.

Oklahoma, all but crowned the finest team in

the land, better than any team this year, and bet-

ter than Bear Bryant's Tide squads, Vince

Lombardi's Packers, and 10 All-Madden teams

put together — note the thick sarcasm — lost to

Kansas State in the Big 1 2 Championship, giving

the Sooners a final flaw in an otherwise shimmer-

ing 12-1 record.

And to be fair. OU has been fantastic this year.

In a display of how to run a college football pro-

gram correctly — take note, all you budding Mike

Prices — Bob Stoops has run an incredibly tight

ship, and driven it all the way into the indis-

putable national spotlight.

Then. Stoops' crew lost to the Wildcats, and

all heck broke loose.

In a sequence of logic that would take NASA
engineers a few months to map out, the team

playing the Sooners in the Sugar Bowl for all the

marbles was determined by the result of (drum

roll, please) Hawaii vs. Boise State. That's right,

the (formerly Rainbow) Warriors and the

Broncos in a battle for no title whatsoever. Simply

the season finale for both Western Athletic

Conference teams, with no BCS implications for

either side. Boise State will likely play in the Fort

Worth Bowl (aptly named, since it's held in —
you guessed it — Fort Worth) and the Warriors

are free to enjoy the paradise that surrounds their

campus.
It's obvious that such a game would deter-

mine, possibly, the national champion, no? As it

turns out. since USC spanked Hawaii 61-32 on

Sept. 1 5, the way the Warriors finished their sea-

son would determine the Trojan's strength of

schedule. So, no thanks to the Boise State

Broncos — they of the Powerade blue field —
USC is locked out of the national title game,

meaning it would take a stroke of luck, and some

crafty voting by the AP crowd, for Pete Carroll's

team to get its due spot in the history books.

So this all leads to the inevitable conclusion: a

playoff system. Make the bowls a true "series." and

not just a trumped up name for advertising dollars.

Make it so that the No. 1 team in the land plays the

No. 16. This year it'd be — get this — USC and

Boise State. Then you'd have diverse opening

round matchups like LSU and Miami-Ohio,

Michigan and Purdue, and Florida State-Miami.

Perfect, right? Every team gets a shot, upsets

become a possibility. March Madness-style pools

distract football fans from their Christmas shop-

ping, and the national champion has to play a few

more meaningful games before the first Monday

after New Year's Day. Perfect, lust look at the way

the l-AA playoffs have worked out.

Well, maybe that's not such a great idea.

Granted, all those big time football schools in 1-A

can afford travel, making the "regional" matchup

fallacy the l-AA committee tried to pawn off on

teams and fans a non-factor, but if the l-AA play-

offs are an example of a way to fix the havoc the

BCS has wrought, then there's a bleak future

ahead for college football.

Maybe the only solution is the ugliest one.

Maybe the Miamis and Virginia Techs of the

worid have it right; maybe it's time for the elite

four teams or so from each BCS conference

should move into a handful of superconferences,

and just create a mirror of the NFL — that's real-

ly what college football has become nowadays,

isn't it? lust a prospect system for the big league?

Either way, the most sadly humorous part of

this whole debacle is what happens when you

look at the coaches' and writers' Top 25 polls.

Sitting in first is the clear-cut, beeline-for-Sugar-

Bowl, undisputed best team in the nation, the

Okla-wait ... nope, it's the USC Trojans. And

right behind them, the Soon-hold on ... it's LSU.

But apparently, it doesn't matter, because once

you crown a team the king, even if that crown is

placed after the spring scrimmage, it isn't coming

off. And that's no disrespect intended toward the

Sooners. They are quite a team, indeed. It's not

every year that serious talk of "the best team in the

history of college football" gets thrown about, as

it did earlier this season in reference to Oklahoma.

It still feels wrong, though and maybe this is

just coming from someone who usually sides with

the opinions of journalists, but what's the point of

keeping a comprehensive poll, let alone two, by

considerably knowledgeable sources, if a

microchip is going to make a few calculations at

the end of the season and spit out a winner like a

lottery ticket from the convenience store?

We might never see a playoff format, since the

folks in charge, as they do so well, would rather

drag their feet out and stick with a system that

very few people can really figure out, a system

that could give us two national champions this

year, and one that seems to defy the normal laws

of logic to come up with an answer that we might

have known all along? It takes the sport out of the

sport, makes it the same kind of judgment call as

the gold medal for figure skating, and, all due

respect to that graceful sport, football, just like

basketball, hockey, and baseball, ought to end

with a fight to the finish, not a set-up clash

between the two variables some computer found

most appropriate.

And of course, by virtue of Kansas State's 35-

7 triumph over Oklahoma — three points less

than the score by which it beat UMass —
Minutemaniacs can officially say that, by way of

the transitive property of sports victories, their

team is just as good as the one playing in the

national championship game.

Not that it means anything.

Andrew Merrill is a Collegian columnisl. He
can be reached at Merrill_cullegian@yahoo.com.
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Student

falls out

window
Survives three-story

drop from bathroom
A University of Massachusetts student

fell from a third story bathroom window

eariy Saturday morning in the Southwest

Residential Area.

Kunal Malhotra, 18, fell from the third

floor of MacKimmie Hall at 12:40 a.m.

Saturday. The fall occurred at a time of

very heavy snowfall, according to Patrick

|. Callahan, UMass spokesperson.

Malhotra was transported by an Amherst

Fire Department ambulance to Baystate

Medical Center.

"They didn't know the extent of his

injuries, but police said he was severely

injured," said Callahan.

Malhotra has since been transferred to

UMass Medical Center in Worcester.

Malhotra, originally from Virginia, is a

resident of |ohn Ouincy Adams Hall.

Currently, the UMPD is still investigat-

ing the incident. No further information

was available at press time.

The UMass campus has experienced

similar incidents in the past. In

September 2002, a male student fell from

the top of a UMass fraternity house.

According to members of the Greek sys-

tem, the student was not a fraternity

member. He was later released from the

hospital.

On April 27, 2001, sophomore

Thomas Degnan fell from the roof of

Butterfield Hall. He slipped and fell while

attempting to retrieve a pirate flag that

was hanging on (he dormitory roof. He

fell 55 feet, landing on a cement patio on

the first floor. He was released from the

hospital several months later.

On Sept. 27. 1997, Adam Prentice, a

21 -year-old junior from Hyannis, fell to

his death through the roof of the Morrill

Science Center Greenhouse. His death

was reportedly caused by massive bleed-

ing. It was indicated that Prentice was

under the influence of alcohol at the time

of death, causing then-Chancellor David

K. Scott to reinforce a tailgating ban that

had been lifted since 1992.

- Erika Lovley
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Chancellor John V. Lombard! talks with students at last night's Dean's List Reception. The annual event,

hosted by the Golden Key National Honor Society, was for students who had earned Dean's List status during

Fall 2002 or Spring 2003.
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White House

fears ousting of

Russian liberals

By Steve Gutterman
AsS<KiArEI) PRtSS

MOSCOW (AP) — A sweeping victory by

President Vladimir Putin's allies pushed liber-

al. Western-oriented parties out of parliament

for the first time since the Soviet collapse, and

the White House expressed concern Monday

over the fairness of a vote human rights offi-

cials said marked a retreat from democracy in

Russia.

The main pro-Kremlin party, United

Russia, won nearly three times as many votes

in Sunday's elections as its closest rival,

according to preliminary results.

Its new power, together with the defeat of

liberal parties and a surge by nationalists who

have called for strong state control of the econ-

omy, rai.sed questions about Putin's plans tor

what seems certain to be a second temi follow-

ing March presidential elections.

Putin, who has boosted the economy by

introducing tvfonns but has been accused of

stifling dissent and tightening control over the

media, offered few hints of his plans lor the

Continued on page 2

Flu vaccine shortage affects UMass students
By Julie O'Donnell

Collegian Staff

A shortage in the supply of flu

shots is affecting University Health

Services and causing many sick stu-

dents who are requesting the vaccine

to be turned away.

UHS administers flu shots regular-
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A shortage of vaccines has affected the

country, despite increased distribution.

ly and has even held workshops for

students to receive a shot that will

prevent the infection for a low cost.

Recently, the Center for Disease

Control announced that the nation's

supply of vaccines has run out. and

vaccines at individual health centers

and hospitals are very limited.

The University is taking drastic

measures by only allowing those who
have a significant threat ot contract-

ing the flu to receive the shut Because

it is recognized that influenza affects

mostly infants and the elderly, nurses

at health services are giving priority to

high-risk patients.

Students who wish to receive the

vaccination must go through an evalu-

ation to assess their indi\idual needs

for the shot, UHS said.

lacob Annis, an administrator at

UHS, said there is too limited a supply

for just anyone to come in and qualify

for the vaccine. Health tenters around

the country are experiencing unprece-

dented requests for the immunization.

"Typically, urgent care is very slow

this time of year." Annis said, "but

we're getting swamped right now with

patients who are experiencing flu

symptoms."
Although it is too late for students

who have the flu to receive a shot.

many who are sick feel frustrated that

there is nothing UHS can do, Annis

said.

Francine Lynch, a UMass student

who is sick with the flu. said she was

told by UHS that it was the worst case

they've seen this year. As for medica-

tion or ways to alleviate the symp-

toms, there is nothing that UHS can

do for her.

"1 waited at Health Services all

night during the snow and all they

basically told me was. 'You have the

worst case we've seen.' and sent me
home." she said.

Lynch said that she has been run-

ning a fever and experiencing chest

pains and body aches.

The only thing she can do is wait it

out, she said.

Nicole Gatto, a junior economics

major, wanted to receive a vaccine

from UHS and was turned away.

"They told me that 1 was in good

health and probably didn't need one.

but I'm scared if I do come in contact

with people who have the flu." she

said. "1 mean, we all live in such close

quarters, people are bound to spread

it."

UHS said it is receiving a final

shipment of vaccinations tomorrow,

but after that is gone, there will be no

more for the season. They are plan-

ning on vaccinating those who make
appointments ahead of time and are

evaluated first.

One hundred sixty-six people have

made appointments for tomorrow.

UHS said.

Cooley Dickinson Hospital said

this illness would affect millions and

contribute to possible 70.000 deaths.

Requests have been tnade to deliv-

er more of the vaccination: however, it

takes four months to make the vac-

cine, and at that point, the influenza

season will be over.

U.S. soldier and Iraqi police officer killed in attack

Frequency of violent

acts down, says military

By Christopher Torchia
AssocLATEo Press

BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) —
Insurgents shot and killed a U.S.

soldier guarding a gas station yes-

terday in northern Iraq, and an

Iraqi policeman died trying to

defuse a bomb, the U.S. military

said.

The attack on the soldier from

the U.S. Army's 1 01st Airborne

Division tcwk place in Mosul, 250

miles north of Baghdad, Brig. Gen.

Mark Kimmitt said in Baghdad.

"Four Iraqi males traveling in

vehicles stopped approximately 50

meters (yards) from a gas station in

Mosul and opened fire on coalition

soldiers guarding the station,"

Kimmitt said. "One coalition sol-

dier died of gunshot wounds in that

attack."

Hours after the killing, three

U.S. soldiers in Mosul were

wounded when a bomb exploded

as their patrol passed, a U.S. mili-

tary spokesperson said on condi-

tion of anonymity.

On Sunday, a soldier was killed

and two others were injured when

insurgents detonated a roadside

bomb in Mosul. The killing came

one day after another soldier from

the same division was killed and

two others were injured when

insurgents detonated a roadside

bomb in Mosul.

Iraqi police in Baqouba, 35

miles north of Baghdad, discovered

an explosive device near the gov-

ernment building, Kimmitt said. A
member of the police bomb squad

tried to defuse the bomb, but it

exploded and killed him.

Kimmitt said there were 18

engagements between Iraqi guerril-

las and U.S.-led coalition forces in

the past week, a marked decline

over previous weeks.

"These numbers are significant-

ly lower than recent norms,

although we anticipate and are

fully prepared for any upturn in

attacks in the days and weeks

ahead," he said.

A total of 445 U.S. soldiers

have died in Iraq since the U.S.-led

invasion on March 20. Of those,

508 died hostile action.

Wimesses in Mosul said dozens

of U.S. soldiers cordoned the city's

central neighborhood of al-

Muthana during a raid Monday,

inspecting cars and searching peo-

ple walking in the streets. At least

three helicopters flew overhead at

low altitude.

"We are looking for bad guys,"

a soldier said without elaborating.

On Sunday. U.S. troops in

Samarra, 70 miles north of

A .soldier with the U.S. Armv'^ 4th Infantry Division (Task Force

Saddam Hussein's former national guards in Tikrit, Iraq, yesterday.

Baghdad, seized $1.9 million in

cash and false identification papers

in a raid targeting a man suspected

of financing insurgents, said Maj.

losslyn Aberie, spokeswoman for

the 4th Infantry Division.

"They didn't catch the original

target but they detained one of his

relatives and seized the money."

Aberie said.

Samarra was the site of heavy

fighting Nov. 30 between Iraqi

guerrillas and U.S. soldiers who
were delivering new Iraqi curren-

cy to local banks.

In other developments yester-

day, a South Korean company said

it would withdraw its 60 workers

KKfcM LI'Ii;AI>KV/A.Sx)i;1ATI:11 PRtsS

Ironhorse) passes by a billboard of

from a power line project in Iraq

because gunmen killed two of its

engineers. Seoul's Omu F.lectric

Co. has been building transmis-

sion towers in the north of the

country since October under con-

tract with Washington Group

International, based in Boise.

Idaho.
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Israeli PM will work with international court

By Ravi Nessman
A.s.s<k lATEi) Press

lERUSALEM (AP) — Israeli

Prime Minister Ariel Sharon

agreed yesterday to cooperate

with an international court's

expected investigation of a West

Bank security barrier.

Israel's justice minister, mean-

while, asked the government to

reopen debate on the route of the

barrier, which is still under con-

struction.

Israel says the snaking line of

trenches, walls, fences and razor

wire is needed to keep out suicide

bombers, who have killed hun-

dreds of Israelis over the past

three years of violence.

Palestinians say the planned bar

rier route, which cuts deep into

West Bank land they claim for a

future state, amounts to an Israeli

land grab.

The U.N. General As.sembly

voted yesterday to refer the barri-

er debate to the International

Court of lustice in The Hague.

Netheriands. The United Stales

voted against the move although

it has criticized the route.

"We think that the resolution

could undermine, rather than

encourage, direct negotiations

between the parties," State

Department spokesman Richard

Boucher said.

Sharon and Foreign Minister

Silvan Shalom met yesterday

before the U.N. decision and

agreed to cooperate if the case

went to international court,

according to Sharon adviser

Raanan Gissin.

Israel would tell the court the

harrier was needed for self-

defense, he said.

"We'll discuss it and pre.sent

our case in the court," Gissin

said. "It will be a discussion of

the right of Israel to exist,

becau.se the fence is meant to pro-

tect our existence."

Israeli Prime Minister Arid

Sharon stid he welcomes an inves-

ti^tion into a security barrier.

Libraries

will merge

over break
By JovAN C. Smith

CoLLEt.lAN (.'oRRESPHlNUhNT

After 41 years of service, the

Biological Science Library at the

University of Massachusetts will

clo.se pennanently at 5 p.m. on

Friday. Dec. 19, and relocate to

the newly renovated Integrated

Sciences and Engineering

Library.

The ISEL. now known as the

Physical Sciences and

Engineering Library, is located

on the second floor of the

Lederle Graduate Research

Center.

Faculty. students and

researchers who plan to use

materials from the Morrill collec-

tion during Intersession should

check them out before the facili-

ty closes on Dec. 19. BSL faculty

will inform users of procedures

used to request items during the

transition.

Anne C. Moore, head of refer-

ence services and acting head of

research and instructional servic-

es at the BSL, said students may

forget about the increased walk-

ing distance because of longer

hours, new computers, an

increase in seating, ilexihle space

and wireless Internol service lor

the laptop users.

"It has been hard to cover two

places at once because we didn't

have enough staff to cover hours.

Branch Reference Librarian

Naka Ishii said. "This is wh\ the

hours were short at the BSL.

'

The ISEl. will have the .same

hours as the PSEL. which had

longer hours than the BSl.. Ishii

said.

According to Ishii. with the

additional hours the faculty is in

need of hiring additional staff.

Bcfoie the tall, tlie research

library conducted a siir\ey open

to UMass faculty and students

regarding the merge and reno\a

tions to the PSEL. This survey

was recommended to the Faculty

Senate and was the deciding fac-

tor for merge. Moore said.

The BSl was created in I9ei2

and has had only five head librar-

Continued on page 2
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torn reported in Boyden Gym locker room

compiled by Thomas Coyle

Tuesday, Dec. 2

4:26 a.m. Govcmmeni document books

were found torn apart on the sixth lloor of

the W.F..B. DuBois Library. A report was

taken.

4.44 p.m. As a follow-up, several more

items were listed as stolen in the investiga-

tion of Daniel Hunt, a former UMass

employee accused of stealing from the

school and selling the items on eBay.

10.12 a.m. A car reported stolen from

UMass was recovered by the Amherst

Police. The stolen report was canceled and

it was found that the ignition had been

popped.

5:52 p.m. Officers served a summons to

one subject in |ohn Quincy Adams Hall.

Kirby Tang. 19, of 2102 Windsor Ridge,

Wesiborough, Mass.. was charged with

passession of a Class D substance.

Wednesday, Dec. 3

6 p.m. A party reported that while in

Hampshire Dining Commons, she was

called a derogatory name and bumped into

a tray, causing a slight injury to her eye. An
officer spoke with the offending party and

advised him to stop this behavior.

8: 1 2 a.m. The Physical Plant requested an

officer to meet with construction workers

between Herter Hall and the Fine Arts

Center. The oflicer determined that there

was a pedestrian safety issue.

4:45 p.m. A party reported that his blue

Mongoose MDX mountain bike was stolen

from the west side of the Campus Center.

6: 1 3 p.m. A party reported a peeping torn in

the men's locker room at Boyden Gym. An
officer reported a negative search and

reported that an officer would perform a

walkthrough.

7:04 p.m. UMPD arrested one subject for

liquor law violations in Lot 50 near |ohn

Quincy Adams Hall. Blake Kimbro. 20, of

45 Brush Hill Rd., Kinnelon. N.j., was

charged with being a minor in possession of

alcohol.

7:58 p.m. A party reported that a male sub-

ject had ripped her pocketbook off her

shoulder near the Student Union and ran

toward the DuBois Library. The officer

brought the victim to retrieve spare keys

and a report was taken.

Friday, Dec. 5

6:05 a.m. A party reported that a Sony

Playstation 2 was stolen from his friend's

room in Kennedy Hall.

4:56 p.m. Following repeated reports of

marijuana coming from a room in Baiwn

Hall, police made one arrest. Michael

lacobson, 18, of 2 Chestnut St.. Grafton,

Mass., was arrested for possession of a

Class D substance, possession with intent

to distribute a Class D substance, posses-

sion of a Class C substance and possession

with intent to distribute a Class C sub-

stance.

Saturday, Dec 6

1 2:59 a.m. Police responded to a report that

a male subject had fallen out of a third floor

window in MacKimmie Hall. An ambu-

lance transported the subject to Bay State

Medical Center and University Health

Services was contacted to counsel the stu-

dents at the scene.

Sunday, Dec 7

12:21 a.m. Amherst Fire Department was

called to Baker Hall for a sledding accident.

One subject was transported lo Cooley

Dickinson Hospital.

1:57 a.m. A resident a.ssistant requested

police presence for a possible domestic vio-

lence situation in Washington Hall. Lindsey

Baranick, 18. of lb Lind Terrace,

Randolph, Mass., was arrested for assault

and battery.

7:30 a.m. A party reported that a candy

machine and an ice cream machine on the

second floor of MacKimmie Hall were bro-

ken into. A report was taken.

1 :32 p.m. A party reported that his room in

lohn Quincy Adams Hhall had been ran-

sacked, with a bed and television flipped

over and several items, including a Sony

Playstation and accessories, were stolen. A

report was taken.

5:05 p.m. A Schwinn Rocket Stage 2 yellow

mountain bike was reported stolen from the

Totman Gym.

ACLU rally will protest legislation Russian parties ousted; scares Washington
^ VV_>A.^v_^ i.tAi.xjTTJ. ^ f~y

Dolitical life
" the State Duma. Russia's lower

Five<ollege students and repre-

sentatives from the American Civil

Liberties Union will gather tomor-

row at noon on the Student Union

steps to rally against the USA
PATRIOT Act.

The rally will feature three cen-

tral speakers: Carol Rose, director

of Massachusetts ACLU: Bill

Newman, director of the Western

Massachusetts ACLU; and Mount

Holvokc College professor Chris

Pyle

Rose will address the effect of

the USA PATRIOT Act on stu-

dents. Newman will speak about

Visit our Web site at

www.dailycollegian.coin

the FBI on campus and the

Freedom of Infonnation Act.

Numerous representatives from

student organizations will speak as

well, including members of the

Office of ALANA Affairs, the

Graduate Employee Union, the

Radical Student Union and Asian

Americans for Political Action.

The USA PATRIOT Act was

one of a series of legislation pa.ssed

shortly after Sept. II. 2001,

designed to give greater power to

law enforcement to combat terror-

ism.

The act has sparked discussion

across the nation. Aron Israelite,

president and founder of the

UMass chapter of the ACLU said

he believes that the legislation gives

law enforcement too much power.

"The act is supposed to combat

terrorism. It's about security, but I

think ... it infringes upon civil lib-

erties," Israelite said. "It has given

them so much power, they are vio-

lating the basic freedoms

Americans should hold dear."

Israelite, who founded the

ACLU UMass chapter this semes-

ter, said he felt that it is important

that the issue be put into a public

forum.

"We want to bring this issue to

the general public," said Israelite.

"I think many students would be

upset, as I am. if they knew what

was going on."

The rally is sponsored by the

UMass and Mount Holyoke

College ACLU chapters, the Office

of ALANA Affairs, UMass

Democrats, the South Asian

Student Association and the Arab

Student Association.

- Ferron Salniker

Continued from page 1

future.

He promised to turn to the lib-

erals for ideas and hinted some of

their k^aders might be recruited

into the government — an effort to

ease fears the Kremlin might roll

back reforms.

But he also suggested the elec-

tions showed liberal views had lit-

tle support among Russians, who
gave most of their votes to parties

that emphasized the importance of

a resurgence of a powerful Russia

rather than to concerns about

democracy or rights.

"It is absolutely clear to me that

these results reflect the real sympa-

thies of the population," Putin said

in a televised interview. "They

reflect what the people really think:

thev reflect the realities of our

political life.

Analysts said United Ru.ssia and

its allies were angling for a two-

thirds majority required to make

constitutional changes — a lever

they could use to extend Putin's

term or let him run for a third

term, provided the docile upper

parliament house. Russia's regional

legislatures and the president him-

self approve.

In a crushing defeat for liberal

parties that have promoted eco-

nomic refonns and advocated an

open style of democracy, the

^ abloko and Union of Right Forees

fell short of the five percent vote

needed to gain seats as parties in

the State Duma,

pariiament house.

The once-formidable

Communist Party also faltered,

many of its former voters likely

siphoned off by Homeland, a new

apparently Kremlin-approved

party whose leaders have assailed

the West and shocked Russian

business circles with their calls to

crack down on rich tycoons,

reverse post-Soviet privatization

and trim oil exporters' profits.

Flamboyant nationalist

Vladimir Zhirinovsky's Liberal

Democratic Party of Russia has

supported the Kremlin in key leg-

islative votes, despite fiery rhetoric.

Women's & Men's

Warehouse Clothinci Sale

MON - THUR
10 to 8

FRi • 10 to ?7

Library merge causes

upset among staff
Continuet) frotn page 1

ians in over 40 years. Now there

are only two left.

The library gradually expand-

ed through 1970-71, and now
provides librarians, reference

sources, information books, jour-

nal articles and research help in

the fields of biology and geo-

sciences. It does not include med-

icine and health services.

With the closing of the library

also comes some disappointment

from the library staff.

"Librarians feel strong about

the closing of libraries." said

Ishii. "It's like closing a church.

People who have worked in this

building will miss this space."

Moore agreed: "It will be dif-

ficult to think of it not being

here. It's like losing a loved one."

She went on. saying. "The

University has gone about this

the right way, by taking their

time in the decision process of

the BSL. They went out and con-

sulted people who it would
impact."

The
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Online shopping tops holiday

retail both at home and abroad
With this sea.son's holiday shopping in full

swing, officials are beginning to predict which

retailers will gather in the most sales this season.

This year, it is apparent that the usual holiday rev-

enue giants such as Wal-Mart and Target were not

the only stores raking in shoppers on Black Friday.

Dec. 1, the Monday after Black Friday, was

also the biggest shopping day of the year — online

that is. Consumers returning to the office during

the first December workweek spent millions with-

in a few hours after 9 a.m. This consumer trend

has been growing steadily throughout the last

couple of years, as customers arc choosing to do

the majority of their shopping online, avoiding the

hassles of the shopping malls and check-out lines.

While the snow this past weekend spoiled one

of the busiest shopping weekends of the year,

online stores such as Amazon.com thrived. This

December in particular is an extremely important

sales sea.son for retailers — consumers have final-

ly begun to open their wallets a little wider.

Americans are buying more expensive gifts and

are willing to spend more money per gift than in

the post-Sept. 1 1 seasons.

According to USA Today, a new brand of

shoppers has appeared on the World Wide Web
just in tinte for the Christmas rush. American sol-

diers stationed in Iraq have K'gun to do the

majority of their holiday shopping online, as there

are very few shopping opportunities available

overseas.

With little to amuse themselves during down-

time and plenty of money saved from u:iused pay-

checks, troops are flooding the computer labs set

up by the U.S. Army to do one thing: shop.

Although 1 30,000 soldiers may not make up a

very significant part of the consumer pool, they do

represent the incredible growth that online shop-

ping has undergone. In America, this growth has

been catalyzed by the luxury of highspeed

Internet access and wireless connections available

in the home. For the average American, online

shopping has become easier than ever

Lverything that a store sells is usually available

on the Internet, whereas the same product may be

unavailable or out of stock in the store. With

online wrapping often available, the simple trans-

action of a credit card number can eliminate near-

ly every holiday hassle.

While shopping online may seem to weaken

the spirit of Christmas shopping, there is one

obvious perk to this modem trend. In the past,

soldiers fighting in wars overseas during the

Christmas sea.son had no way to reach their loved

ones during the holidays. Shopping was often

impossible, and packages were never guaranteed

to reach the home front on time.

Furthcmioie, shopping in a war-ravaged coun-

try is not always safe. Soldiers are forbidden from

many areas in Baghdad, and are required to wear

helmets and bulletproof vests in other places.

Although some Iraqi merchants — desperate tor

business after years of economic hardship— have

been allowed to sell to the troops in safe areas, the

goods are much different what the general Target

would stock.

"Mink blankets have been very popular." said

one solider

By use of the Internet, soldiers are now able to

communicate with loved ones and enjoy the holi-

days more than ever. Wartime is a hardship for

not only the men and women who fight in it, but

for those who remain behind as well.

Thanks to the growth and development of

computer technology and the World Wide Web,

our soldiers can feel a little ckjser to home this

holiday season.

UmiffwJ editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

lidiloriul Hoard.
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Fantasy addicts and egotistical realists

' ' J

nobert

Carey

At the end of

every semester,

students fer-

vently rush to

catch up on

schoolwork,
tackle tardy

assignments
and study for

oncoming
finals before

the blesfsed

winter break.

I should be one of these peo-

ple, but I find myself using most

of my potential study time trying

to finish up the last book in the

"Lord of the Rings" trilogy before

the movie comes out later this

month. At that time, the mas.ses

of escapists will lurch forth from

their introverted holes and make

their way to the movie theater for

the long-awaited premiere.

To say that I'm one of these

escapists would be a half-truth.

For me, a thing such as "Lord of

the Rings" falls into the same cat-

much of it is well-decorated crap

literature — is its nearly complete

detachment from reality. This

detachment causes the meanings

and themes of such books, which

are usually in small number and

too straightforward, to be con-

cealed by over-focalized plots and

settings. Most science fiction and

popular fantasy literature falls

into this category.

My sister is always after me to

read her "Harry Potter" books,

which I contemptuously refuse to

pick up on the grounds that I

read enough of this kind of crap

literature as it is. If you're a read-

er, then a certain amount of crap

is OK. However the temptations

to gorge upon the intricately

woven fantasies of another writer

leads to a cerebral obesity, which

once it has begun is hard lo resist.

Conversely, having given the

above rant I feel it is also impor

tant lo steer clear of works that

commit the opposite sin of read-

ing pieces that use too little imag-

The problem with this crap literature—
though admittedly much of it is well-decorat-

ed crap literature— is its nearly complete

detachment from reality.

egory as my fantasy sports teams:

an idle distraction that consumes

a copious amount of time and

contributes very little toward

intellectual growth.

It is important not to become

overwhelmed with these fantasy

books, as most who get involved

with them do. If you get hooked

on the addictively hyper-imagina-

tive fantasy worlds, you will com-

pletely lose your footing in reality.

The demand and popularity of

elaborate escapist literature has

steadily increased, as people try

to find a world that is benignly

chaotic lo balance off the vapid

realities of the modern day.

The problem with this crap lit-

erature - though admittedly

ination.

Too many books today are

pretty much memoirs and autobi-

ographies taking on the guise of

legitimate fiction. Often easily

delectable by the make-up of the

main character and the illogical

progression of plot, these pos.sess

a kind of worlhlessness that I find

to be more offensive than fantasy

literature, because such books

pretend to hold profound value.

Students who are enrolled in

the Commonwealth College's

Dean's Book or capstone courses

(horribly designed programs, by

the way) miglii remember read-

ing Dave l.ggers' lengthy-titled

book. "A Staggering Narcissistic

Work of an Inflated Fgo" (or

Removing freedoms to protect them?
What do you really know about 'l"hankfully, the Supreme Coun

the USA Patriot Act'.' is now willing to hear cases

Many of its effects are brought by several

not visible to the average J8I1 SlIllOBfland detainees who argue that

citizen. We are fortunate —^-^—i^— iheir detention is unjust

enough to live in a country where and beyond the authority ol the

we don't need to think every day

about our Constitutional rights.

The only lime we would need to

think about those rights is if they

are threatened.

I am of the opinion that now is

one of those times. Here are a few

facts about the Patriot Act:

I.) It was introduced into the

House 45 days after Sept. 1 1, and

passed with virtually no debates.

The act itself is written on 1 32

pages, so it is unlikely that most

congressmen would have been able

to read it before they passed it. It

was signed into law on Oct. 26,

2001.

riie Patriot Act is an extensive

piece of legislation. It is dishearten-

ing to think that it could have been

passed so quickly with so little

debate, even within the period of

fear and shock thai loll(.)wed Sept.

II.

2.) The full name of the act is

"Uniting and Strengthening of

America by Providing Appropriate

Tools Required lo Intercept and

Obstruct Terrorism." The stated

puipose of the act is "to deter and

punish terrorist acts in the United

States and around the worid, to

enhance law enforcement investi-

gatory tools, and for other purpos-

es."

Despite the clever acronym, the

act is anything but patriotic. The

methods used to implement the act

represent a level of wanton author-

ity that has never existed in

America. The most well-publicized

example of deterrence gone awry is

the indclinite detainment of foreign

prisoners in Guantanamo Bay who
have not been charged with any-

thing. I wonder if it is truly neces-

san loi Amciicu to compromise

many ot the principles that it has

represented so well for so long in

the name of fear and prevention.

government.

The methods that must be

employed to enhance law enforce-

meni tools are not those that neces-

sarily increase cooperation among

law enforcement officials, but

those that remove the rights that

ence is also seen as such. While the

Patriot Act doesn't explicitly

remove these rights, the measures

that must be taken to implement it

inevitably do so in practice.

4.) Light thousand Arabic and

South Asian immigrants have been

interrogated because of their ethnic

and religious backgrounds, not

because of any suspected wrongdo-

ing. Thousands of men have been

held secretly in federal custody for

months and the government has

We are fortunate enough to live in a country

where we don't need to think every day

about our Constitutional rights. The only

time we would need to think about those

rights is if they are threatened. I am of the

opinion that now is one of those times.

something like that), or Kincaid's

"AutoBiography of my Mother."

The plot of these books meander

from one randomly occurring

event to another, which at times

can be somewhat entertaining,

though they are ultimately pur-

poseless and unlultilling.

Whatever messages these books

convey are usually too subjective

and unintentional to be taken

seriously.

Good art is the skewed reflec-

tion of reality. If the reflection

becomes too disfigured or if it

becomes an uninventive mirrored

reflection, then the significance of

the work is diminished. The most

rewarding pari of reading is

learning .something new. It is the

writers' responsibility lo make

this experience as fulfilling as il

possibly can for the reader

I'm not saying thai all fantasy

literature and autobiographical

pieces should go unread, but

their worth should be taken al

face value. The best books to read

are ones thai include a heailhy

dose of the imagination within

the slightly fixable confines of

reality.

Why write cheap entertain-

ment? If you set out lo write a

medieval hero epic or some-

thing, then don't gel hung up the

history of magic omens and the

attire of sub-human halftings.

Keep a firm hold of the timeless-

ness of human experience, and

challenge yourself lo create char-

acters that the reader can relaie

to.

Look at what Shakespeare

did with all of his characters.

Through his imagination alone

he reincarnated lulius Cacsai

and King Lear and gave them a

depth that continuously allraci--

people lo his plays. Presenih,

most works are out of sync with

the best methods on the uses ol

the imagination, and the result

has been the ever-growing temp

lation to write and read crap III

era lure.

Robert Carey is a Collegian

columnist.

have protected Americans Irom

governmental intrusion for 200

years.

Tlien there is the last slated pur-

pose of the USA Patriot Act: "...

for other purposes." Within this

context, the ambiguity is startling

and menacing. I wonder if the sub-

text of this statement is that "other

purposes" are just "any means nec-

essary."

3. ) The act, among other things,

expands the definition of terrorism

lo include domestic terrorism,

which could subject political

organiziitions to surveillance, wire-

tapping, harassment and criminal

action for political advocacy. It also

expands the ability of law enforce-

ment to conduct scxrei searches,

and gives them wide powers of

phone and iniemet suiTcillance

and access to highly personal

records (medical, financial, stu-

dent) with minimal judicial over-

sight. It allows FBI agents lo inves-

tigate Americans for criminal mat-

ters without probable cause if they

say it is for 'intelligence pur}X).ses."

llie right to pi ivacy. tor many, is

an inherently .American right. The

right to as.sociate without inleifer-

ivlused to publish their names or

whereabouts even when ordered to

do so by the courts.

Fear and ignorance are no

excuse for discrimination. I^jspite

the faci thai the act has specific

provisions lo prevent such discrim-

ination, in practice it has only been

perpetuated.

Ultimately, the Patriot Act

affects us all in insidious ways that

we might not even realize yet. It is

also is the first in the list of laws

that are trying to circumvent the

Constitution in the name of securi-

ty-

The University of

Massachusetts chapter of the

American Civil Liberties Union is

sponsoring a rally on Wednc-sday,

Dec. 10, at noon in front of the

Student Union so that we can exer-

cise our right of free association

and free speech regarding the USA
Patriot Act. File government hasn't

entirely gotten to those ... yet.

Infonnation from Public Law
l07-5b (USA Patriot Act) and

www.ACI.U.org was used in this

editorial.

len Sunderland is a UMass stu-

dent.

Mutual Stereotyping of the sexes

Donaldson

I

1 was listening to the radio in

Jji^^ the car the other day, when the

^B^^^ disc jockey for a Bosion-based

^DLp(« rock station — I believe her

^^^^T name is Mistress Carrie — began

^HV talking about a news story

^^9|K^^ involving a new survey that was

^^^^M^H taken by research group
^^^^^^^^ Synovate regarding male and

female concepts of intimacy.

According to the V\'cb site

~^~~^^~^~ www.news.com.au. the group

interviewed 1 ,000 random people between the

days of Nov. 21 and 23 in order lo gauge their

opinions on sex and intimacv

This is what they found: 31

percent of men want emotional

intimacy out of a relationship,

while only 23 percent of men said

sex was the goal on a date.

However, 27 percent of ihc

women believed that sex was the

only goal for men compared lo 19

percent of men.

The D| than proceeded lo dis-

credit the survey by basically say-

ing that it was untrue and that

men only want sex.

Why do stereotypes about the

sexes still persist in this enlight-

ened age of women in the work-

force and metrosexuals on the streets of New

York'.'

"Men are drunken, sex-obsessed louts with no

intention other than playing the field and women

are money-grubbing, nagging harpies." Neither ot

those statements are true.

Sitcoms and comedians paini men as bumbling

dimwits loo overcome by their egos to nol let trou-

ble get in the way. while women arc the saviors ot

these holy fools. Sometimes though, women are

demeaned as shallow, shrewish "ladies" v\ho only

love men for their big wallets.

Yes, sometimes this can be true. But more often

than nol, these are pathetic cliches meant lo

Why do stereotypes

about the sexes still

persist in this

enlightened age of

women in the

workforce and met-

rosexuals on the

streets of New

York?

demean both men and women alike.

1 his D| offended me by slating her belief that a

man cannot be capable of cmoiional intimacy. Bull.

To me. men and women arc equal in all areas

except physiology. tmolionalK. mentally, spiritual-

ly, physically — both sexes are equally capable of

the same achievements as the other. To put women
on a pedestal by saying that men are only capable

of being horny t>asiards is sexist and demeaning.

Why can't a man be able lo be happy v>hh emo-

tional fulfillment? Sure. >e\ is fine, bui it's nol the

only thing. I'm sure for any person a life ol sex

without human connection is empty and meaning-

less, and to imply that men are capable of having

teelings in the area of romance and

relationships is ridiculous.

I am a male, as 1 have stated,

and would like it very much to have

a girifriend. I want to have that

romantic, emotional connection to

a girl who has the same feelings for

me. I do n<.)l want to just go out and

have meaningless sex with some

stranger I barely knov\. This survey

shows I am not the only man who
believes so. yet people like this

Mistress Carrie continue to push

the mvili that no man comes

equippcil with good intentions.

I don't believe in the stereo-

types that some men have about

women.
Despite my sometimes snarkv demeanor. I gen-

uinely respect females, having been raised with

two sisters, and mv best friends have always been

female. 1 never buy into the belief about how all

women arc gold diggers. So why are men continu-

ously believed to be sex crazed players? I am not

one. and don'i like being lumped into that catego-

ry.

This survey might finally show that maybe —
just maybe - a guy does have honest intentions

and that the shady stereotype should just be

retired.

johnny Donaldson is a Collcfiian columnist.

LEHER TO THE EDITOR
In Morris Singer's column featured

on Friday. Dec 5. Singer called the

recent anti-Bush protests in Britain an

example of "senseless opposition to our

countrv from overseas."

What evidence do you have that

they are "senseless"'' You say these

protesters can't debate the facts'' The

fads they have twhind them are well

known, but you make no mention ot

them The threat from weapons of

mass destruction in Iraq was and is

questionable American respect for the

United Nations may be essential to our

future security. Without attempting to

refute these specific ideas, you do

nothing to prove that opponents to the

occupation of Iraq are "senseless."

You attempt to sidestep ttiese ques-

tions by pretending that Bush's oppo-

nents at home and abroad are against

the United States In Itself, rather then

the specific things It does The Bntlsh

public has been strongly opposed to the

war and their prime minister has

betrayed them in favor of Bush

Therefore, the protests you

descnbe are in support of democracy

and national sovereignty, not "anti-

Amerlcanism " If you have any evi-

dence to the contrary. I don't see it in

your column.

"All that really matters is that we

are acting out of a benevolent inter-

est for peace and security— principles

that we have always stood for' It is

absurd to suggest that United States

foreign policy has always been consis

tent with these pnnciples. but even if it

were sometimes consistent, It still

wouldn't follow that It is being consis

tent nght now

To refer to your own example, the

United States did not get involved in

World War 11 until its own military

empire was directty threatened at Peari

Harbor. Until this point, the United

States turned a blind eye to Hitler's

genocide

Simllariy, Saddam Hussein's worst

war crimes were perpetrated with

United States support and raised little

concern here until access to cheap

Kuwaiti oil was finally under threat It

there was ever a situation where

United States foreign policy was con-

sistent with the goals of peace and

security instead of might and greed,

the Gulf region is definitely definitely

not It

If the current occupation of Iraq is

benevolent and principled, then prove

It Show that the protestors' senous

claims don't hold up. Don't pretend

that they don t have any If you can't do

that, then calling protestors "anti-

American" equates "Americanism"

with blind obedience In support of

imperialist domination Our European

allies don't "hate" us: they disagree

with us

We ought to recognize the differ-

ence.

Brian Zlwiger, UMass student
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Jilia Xrisian

Communication is the

key to experimenting

Si:\iieruiy /i w question and

anawer ivlumn designed to pro-

vide important information and

ansuen to questions regarding

sex, sexuality; sexual orientation,

sexually transmitted infections

and reproductive rights Voiced by

lulia Kristun. a member of the

Voices for Planned Parenthood

(VOX) group here at the

University of Massachusetts, and

an active \-vlunteer for the

E\vr\-MX}man's Center on campus.

the ixjltmin is intended to help

educate the iniversity Lvmmunity

about reproductive health, rights,

legislation and responsibilities.

Much of the statistical information

provided in this column derives

from research done through and

obtained by Planned Parenthood

aitd its national affiliates.

Q. I wanl to in some new things

!>exuall.v with mv partner, but I

dun't know how to ask. Do you

have any suggestions?

A. The simple answer to this ques-

tkxi is "communication." That will

help \ou vePi much when you

want to inti^Jduce io>s or new

positions to your sexual life, or

even if you want to help anyone to

start a sexual life.

if \uu look back at >our health

classes in high school, the odds arc

that your teacher primarily talked

about saying no to \arious situa-

tions The focus in such classes is

_ .. often not on how
SeX-IVerSlty ,o ask for sex and

how to truly com-

municate your

desires and feelings. I see this as

problematic, as questions and

communication revolving around

sex help to ascertain consent.

Consent is a wonderful thing.

Without it. sex legally becomes

rape'. With it. sex can be fulfilling

and enjoyable for all parties

involved.

A good rule of thumb Tve

found is that if vou cant talk about

it frankly, then >ou probabK

shouldn't be doing it. If you are

feeling real shame or regret regard-

ing sexual experiences, take a close

kx)k at what you believe and what

you're doing. There's no reason to

force things. Talking about sex and

phy-ical intimacy with a person

you trust is a good way to practice

communication.

If you have a friend or family

member with whom you are close

to. take advantage of the opportu-

nity to talk about things. If you're

talking about a topic for the first

time, it might be a bit difficult. I

promise things get easier the more

open and honest you are. If \ou or

your partner (or friend/family

member) is turning bright red.

take a moment and relax, and

don't forget about humor Sex can

be a funny topic.

It's natural to be nervous as

well. Being members of this socie-

ty, the majority of us aren't raised

with the ability to talk openly

about sex and emotions. Its a skill

that takes practice and a little bit of

courage at first.

In a sexual relationship, each

person has a responsibility to be

honest and considerate. This

means "checking in" with the

otfKT person regularly Checking-

in with someone can be as easy as

asking. "Is this okay for you?' or,

"How are you doing?"

Answering questions honestly

is likewi.se important. If something

feels painful, uncomfortable or just

plain wrong, let the other person

know. It's never too late to change

your mind on what is OK. Consent

on one act does not mean consent

on another Consent at the begin-

ning of intercourse, for example,

does not necessarily mean consent

30 scxonds later. In a society that

puts huge blame on rape and sexu-

al assault survivors, asking ques-

tions before, during and after phys-

ical intimacy is vital.

Try using some of the following

phrases out before you act;

"Do you want to try something

different?"

"I was thinking of using a toy.

What do you think?"

"Are you comfortable with

this?"

"Is this hurting you?"

"Do you want to stop?"

"I feel ready to have sex. do

you?"

"What do you want?"

Sex asually isn't like what you

see in the movies — glamorous

and fantastic every time. It can be

messy, too short, too long, comical,

awkward or just not right for the

time being. Don't forget your

plea.ses, your thank yous, and

some protection. Those three

things will go a long way to care

for all parties involved.

Ouestions? Comments? F.mail

sexiversity@hotmail.com.
Confidentiality is always respect-

ed

*Singing^ in the wrong key
All'Star cast makes mediocre movie

By Johnny Donaldson
CXuLKt.lAN StaKH

Rok.rt IXiwncy Jr., above, and Katie Holmes, below

Potter's British TV ministries, "The Singing Detective.

PHuikfto.'K-.'RTisv l'AR.^M^.x,^T cl.^sslt^ i:'

, star in a new version of Dennis

If it does nothing else, "The Singing

Detective" reaffirms that Robert

Downey |r. — as sadly troubled as he is

— is one of the best actors of his gener-

ation.

As Dan Dark, a pulp noir

novelist bed ridden by a severe

case of psoriasis, Downey rages

and bellows with an authorita-

tive presence that we haven't

seen on this perennially boyish-

looking actor since, maybe, ever.

Downey, as a man trapped in his

own body, plays Dark as a man
too tormented by his roiling,

stormy soul to even want to try

to help himself out of emotional

self-destruction. Downey hasn't

been this alive on screen in

years.

"The Singing Detective" !>•

also a movie that demonstrates

that a movie musical needs T

magic to survive; otherw ise it will

look shriveled and tin> up on a 20-foot

screen. This new version of "The

Singing Detective." adapted from

Dennis Potters acclaimed British TV
miniseries of the .same name by the late

author himself, is a tinny and off-key

stab at replicating the feverish, mad
splash of a genuine movie musical.

Alas, this is no "Chicago" — this isn't

even "Moulin Rouge."

The director. Keith Gordon, doesn't

have the soul of a musician: what he has

is the soul of a deluded karaoke bar

patron. He has no sense of rh>thm. nor

does he have the heart to truly capture

the poetry of music. To him. musical

interludes are just another gimmick,

and even then he can't trust them

enough to avoid stumbling over his two

left feet.

But my, Downey's good. His Dan

Dark is a bitter, self-pitying man who

i;an'l — or won't — stop lashing out

everyone around him. His skin is a flak-

ing, inoitled, rotting mess, a decaying

roadmap of disease spotted by sores and

legions. Dark can barely move

without hurting, his body

remaining withered and

curled into itself.

Psychologically damaged,

paranoid and angry. Dark

seethes and insults, screams

and attacks, all because he

wants to attack his own trou-

bled self. Downey expertly

bounces between Dark's fes-

tering anger, his sadness and

the insecurities spoiling at his

center.

Dark specializes in

writing cheesy '50s noir sto-

ries, low budget affairs cen-

tering around the worlds of

pin-striped gangsters, sultry,

vampy femme fatales and

hard-boiled gumshoes spouting the

most theatrical of detective dialogue.

Dark's stories involve a tough guy

detective who likes to sing, spending his

nights off warbling the era's pop

favorites in smoky, shadowy clubs when

he's not busy on the trail of some sort of

corruption. As he lies in his hospital

bed, unable to move. Dark begins to

imagine himself starring in his own fan-

tasy film noir world.

Fantasy and reality soon begin to

merge and bend as Dark stews in his

anger. He suspects that his estranged

wife (Robin Wright Penn) is toiling

with a shady movie producer (Jeremy

Northam) to rip him off for millions,

and so he imagines her as the doomed

Continued on page 5
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And the show goes on...
l\/lecjesl<i, Martin and Wood jazz up

art museum in whiteout conditions

B\ BRADt hv Farbfrman
I 1,11 K<. IAN STAff

Winter colors leapt through the

Massachusetts night and perched upon

our shoulders; dark skies and

white nights crept softly near as

we stood shivering beneath the

street light. I followed m\ foot-

steps toward the door as it

seemed the evening might swal

low me whole were I not to press

forward.

Inside. m> thoughts turned

toward the journey here. The

year's first great snowstorm had

served as decoration for our tran-

sit; a nervous, two-hour jaunt down Route

2. Zero visibility and a growing anxiet\

over the safety of our voyage made our

intentions seem questionable, but we
never lost sight of why we had left the

comfotlable confines of Orchard Hill.

There was a show tonight.

And it was that faint glimmer of inspi-

ration that carried us all the way to North

Adams. There, beneath the cold,

December night. Medeski. Martin and

Wood would throw down a set of impro-

vised music, the likes of which no words

could describe.

Frank Zappa said it best; "Writing

about music is like dancing about archi-

tecture." But I'm going to try.

Brooklyn-based neo-jazzers Medeski.

Martin and Wood first took the stage

together in l^*)!; 15 vears and 1 3 records

later. MMW finished their fall '03 tour at

Mass. MoCA.
And the environment of this

locale was more than appropriate

for the boys. The funky, avant-

museum's upside-down trees

(you'll have to see it to believe it)

were telltale signs of what was to

come.

As we stepped inside the build-

ing's Hunter Center auditorium,

we knew we were in for no ordi-

nary show. Manic swirls of organ

and sinister, sinuous bass lines cascaded

across dirt> jazz rhythms and dope hip-

hop beats. The games had begun.

Early in the set, following a tremen-

dously soulful piece navigated by |ohn

Medeski's Hammond B3, the trio broke

into "lust Like I Pictured It." a cut off their

1998 Blue Note debut. "Combustication,"

Chris Wood's funky, ostinato line left plen-

ty of room for Medeski's inimitable, freaky

keys work and Billy Martin's expert, slop-

py beats to cavort and converge. The

tune's jazzy coda found Medeski on

acoustic piano, filling up the space his

crack rhythm section afforded him.

Continuetl on page 5
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Medeski, Martin and Wood entertained a crowd at the Mass. MoCA in North

Adams, Mass., during the first snowstorm of this winter.
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Tryst are no ^kids^
By Cameron J. Woods

CoLLtmAN Staff

In a time when bands are being deemed

great because of their innovation in the styles

of yesteryear such as garage rock, psychedel-

ic rock and British punk, the band Tryst is

not to be overlooked.

Their sound is something of '60s rock

mixed with the distortion of alternative rock

guitar. The result is something that

sounds a bit light but leaves listeners

actually feeling good.

The deep and resounding vocals

of Tim Cohan, who also plays elec-

tric and acoustic guitar, are offset by

the dreamy vocalizations of bassist

Ellen Highstone. Sam Mcllvain plays

electric guitar with a classic feel and a love

for the high-pitched notes. On drums. Elisa

Chiusano pounds out the light and some-

times poppy beats that set the tone for the

rest of the band.

On the opening track, "Spin My Wheels,"

off their disc "Kids of Big Stars," Cohan and

Highstone melt their voices together in a

short song focused on getting away from bad

situations. The opening drive drumbeat gives

it a light and almost fun feel, but the simple

lyrics have a weight to them that keeps the

song from floating away. It is definitely a

song that could inspire some rhythmical nod-

ding.

The second song is the title track of the

album, "Kids of big stars." Instantly the

moody vocals of Cohan covey the feeling that

it is pointless to live a life of trying to grow

of the track seems to carry a message telling

the listener to just relax.

The next track, "layne Wright." sounds

strikingly different from its predecessors. It

has a more soulful sound and the bass guitar

is much more pronounced, lending a -sort of

jazzy feel to it. Highstone trades in the light

and airy vocals for a smoky sultry low-key

style that is a sensual experience to listen to.

The lyrics merely seem to be about a very

juvenile love.

"Heavy and wide" is the next

track, which has the deep, hard

sound of a rock ballad; Cohan, with

a bit of a |ohn Travolta-esque sound,

belts out a tune about a drunk man
who violently loves a girl who wants

nothing to do with him. Tryst's

almost indelibly happy sound peaks through

in this song seemingly at the worst points:

"So you better step aside/ he's come off his

hinges/and he swings out/heavy and wide."

The next track, "Ripple," is disturbingly

light for the story that it carries. The song

talks about moving to New York and then

not being able to finish anything but the rela-

tionship he is in, which is left up in the air to

be wondered. "No DNA to trace/ no murders

face/ no smoking gun or knife to be found/

just a ripple/ where we went down."

The album continues with this theme of

nicely revamped happy, yet somewhat anti-

quated-sounding, music accompanied by

dark and — more often than not — depress-

ing lyrics. The funny part is in listening to

Tryst's bright melodies. It is not until one

deeply listens to only the lyrics that you

Lizard King remembered in Paris
By Angela Doland

AsSCK lAThl) FRkSS

out of your parents shadows. The light sound could feel brought down by this album.

PARIS (AP) - |im Morrison's former band

mates burned candles, a rose and a poem at his

grave in Paris yesterday, a tribute to the "Light

My Fire" singer and cult figuTe on what would

have been his bOth birthday.

"We're trying to evoke the spirit of )im,"

Robby Krieger, former guitarist for The Doors,

told dozens of fans kept behind police barriers.

Many held white candles and old album covers.

Had the hard-living singer survived to turn 60.

he would have been "happy, laughing, joking, a

good man." Ray Manzarek, The Doors' key-

boardist, told The Associated Press. The two

were in Paris for concerts with their new band,

The Doors 21st Century.

Morrison's tomb was covered with votive can-

dles, flowers, beer cans, photos and a silvery

"Happy Birthday" banner. Security agents

patrolled the shady, cobblestoned Pere Lachaise

cemetery.

After burning the poem and rose left behind

by fans, Manzarek and Krieger asked reporters to

leave for a moment of silent contemplation.

John Densmore, drummer for The Doors, did

not attend. He filed a lawsuit against Manzarek

and Krieger in February for breach of contract

for touring without him under the name of a

band that includes the words "The Doors."

Another lawsuit was filed by Morrison's par-

ents and in-laws in May. accusing Manzarek and

Krieger of tarnishing the former group's reputa-

tion by continuing to make new music and tour.

Morrison was found dead in the bathtub ot his

Paris apartment on |uly 5. 1971, at age 27.

French police said he died of a heart attack,

though his regular use of drugs and alcohol was

likely a factor.

One fan at the graveside. Martin Skotniczny, a

25-year-old Polish art student, hitchhiked for 50

hours to get to Paris for the anniversary.

"lim's music and poetry changed my life." said

Skotniczny, who wears his hair shaggy and shoul-

der-length like Morrison's was. "He showed me a

different side, a darker side, of my own mind."

Other notables buried at Pere Lachaise

include writers Oscar Wilde and Marcel Proust,

painter Eugene Delacroix and singer Edith Piaf,

Morrison's grave, which has a sober gray

headstone marked James i:)ouglas Morrison,

attracts the most attention, and a full-time secu-

rity guard watches over it. That doesn't prevent

Morrison fans frotn leaving behind graffiti, some

of it referencing his songs,

One fan scrawled on a nearby mausoleum:

"This is not the end."

Jim Morrison would have turned 60 years old

yesterday. He died at the age of 27 in 1971.

Medeski, Mariin and Wood play inspirino show at Mass. MoCA Keilh Gordon directs poor rem^erThe Sioginote^

Continued from page 4

"Note Bleu" followed soon

after, a bossa nova blues showcas-

ing a simple, infectious melody

Medeski's improvisations over this

tune, while frantic as ever, were

gorgeous and expressive; Wood's

bass work was airtight and aggres-

sive.

The boys busted out some new

stuff, too. A hip-hop piece with a

nasty synth-melody made the

crowd move, and a new funk

number including sections where

Wood's bass drops out and leaves

Martin and Medeski to duel left

this writer gasping for breath as

the intensity of the tune just grew

and grew.

Following the frenzy incited by

their new material. Wood, on

upright, ripped into a solo improv-

isation as Martin and Medeski left

the stage. Snarling, he tore intp his

bass, running up and down the

neck with impossibly fast accuracy

and precision. And just when you

thought the strings might break

beneath the pressure he exerted

over them, the world's tightest

bass player broke into a familiar

groove.

"Chubb Sub," an MMW clas-

sic, carried the crowd to boogaloo

heaven and capped off the set.

One of their biggest songs, the

group kicked this tune like it was

the last tune they'd ever play

But there would be one more.

When the boys emerged for their

encore, the cacophonous crowd

threatened to drown out the

music. But when Medeski, Martin

and Wood took to their instru-

ments for one final tune, a hush

fell over the freaks in attendance.

"I Wanna Ride You," a |ohn

Medeski original, concluded the

trio's performance in typical

MMW form. A gospel-influenced

piece, the boys funked this one out

until it was time for their big fin-

ish.

)ohn Medeski took up his

melodica (a hand-held mix

between a harmonica and piano),

Chris Wood removed the micro-

phone from his upright, and Billy

Martin picked up his cuica, a

small drum. The three moved to

the front of the stage and finished

their tune completely acoustic; the

crowd grew unfathomably quiet.

A passage with an island vibe

ensued, closed, and three of the

world's most talented musicians

were gone.

Riding home down Route 2.

amidst a blizzard and decidedly

hazardous driving conditions, all

we wanted was a second set.

MMW. one of the jazz world's

most electrifying en.sembles. will

tour japan in lanuary. Mass.

MoCA welcomes the Antibalas

Afrobeat Orchestra early next

year

PlanAhead For Next Year

Excellent Location... 1/2 Mile from UMass

Spacious Apartments

1,2 and 3 Bedroom Townhouses

All rents include

heat, hot water, and cooking gas

Office Hours: 8 am to 4:30 pm Monday
(413) 549-0145

Friday

www.pufftonvillage.com

(413) 549-UTAN

(8826) ern
lions

6 University Drive

next to Gold's Gym

Formerly Carta's

Creations

Santa Glaus is Coming to TAN!

With a Gift Card from Southern Sun-Sations

If you too, would like a Gift Card, have your family or fnends call us. They can purchase you a Gift Card over

the phone, then we will mail the Gift Card directly to them!

Every $25 Gift Cord includes a $5 Gift Coupon

$5 Gift Coupon valid December 26-February 1 5, 2004

TAN for 3 BUCKS!
per visit, one time membership fee applies

for 5 MONTHS!
Arriving December 1

5

HIGH PRESSURE LUXURY TANNING!

FOR THE ULTIMATE TANNING EXPERIENCE!

Continued from page 4

femme fatale in his mind.

Adrien Brody and Ion Polito are the resident

wisecracking hoods, floating in and out of Dark's

fever dream; Katie Holme:- is the nurse who
comes to represent everything good and pure in

the Dark universe. For Dark, everything

becomes a chaotic meld of noir, reality and '50s

musical, with the cast lip-synching to hits of the

decade.

'•The Singing Detective" doesn't make a lick

of sense, but it's not supposed to. It's meant to

mirror the cracked, demented viewpoint of its

troubled protagonist. But the original movie —
unseen b> this reviewer — was at least long

enough to let Potter's unbridled imagination run

wild.

This new version seems oddly compressed, as

if it's being squished in a vice. The result is a

movie oddly devoid of passion and poetry, a

movie that is messy, unstructured and confused.

It alternates between musical set pieces, baro-

quely overdone detective story passages, and real

world, disease-of-the-week drama with a drunk-

enness that's off-putting in its disarray.

Gordon fails to bring any energy to this

strange, supposedly madcap film. It seems that

the movie's budget was mostly spent on its cast,

as the production values seem leftover from the

cheesiest of no-budget syndicated dramas.

(Gordon can't even have his camera properly

dissolve from scene to scene in this clumsy, visu-

ally flat movie.) Hither Gordon doesn't have the

flair or he doesn't have the budget, but whatever

he lacks he can't realize his vision.

What he does have are the stars, even if he

barely uses them. Holmes has a nothing role and

Brody's hood never makes much sense to the

screenplay. Mel Gibson, unrecognizable in Coke-

bottle glasses and a bald cap. appears as a quirky

shrink who helps Downey gain control of his

emotional problems. But this flattened film

needs the room to breathe because otherwise, it

feels oddly rushed and forced.

In the end though, the scariest realization of

all comes into pla>. This "Singing Detective" is

nothing more than a daft version of one of those

overcoming-the-odds dramas that populated TV
since time immemorial, and its not even good

UMASS Students
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with T-Mobile
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11/30
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Call Waiting, Call Forwarding.
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112 Main St

Northampton
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Super Patriots?
Off to the best

England could
By Jimmy Gdlkn
AsMK lATEi) Press

FOXBORO — The New
Fngland Patriots would rather

not be compared to the team

that won the Super Bowl two

years ago.

Truth is. they're better now
than they were then.

At 1 1-2. the Patriots are off

to the best start in franchise

history. They have clinched a

playoff berth with three games

to go — two games sooner than

ever before. And they have the

inside track on the top seed in

the .^KC. meaning that any

playoff games could be back in

Foxboro where the snowy

home-field advantage has been

insurmountable.

"There's still a lot of football

to be played. There are still a

lot of challenges to be met."

coach Bill Belichick said yester-

day when talk of the Super

Bowl season resurfaced. "Let's

wait until everything's in, and

Start in franchise history, New
be better than it was in 2001
maybe we can rank them then.

But to rank one team halfway

through against another team

when they were halfway

through. I don't know."

But the comparison is

unavoidable.

When the Patriots won the

Super Bowl after the 2001 sea-

son, they started 1-3, won four

of their next five and then fin-

ished the regular season with a

six game winning streak; three

postseason victories made it

nine in a row. This year, they

started with a 51-0 stinker and

improved to 2-2 before running

off nine straight victories.

The latest came on Sunday

when Tedy Bruschi intercepted

lay Fiedler's pass and returned

it 5 yards for a touchdown to

give New England a 12-0 victo-

ry over the Miami Dolphins

and clinch the AFC East title

for the Patriots. More than

45,000 fans braved a blizzard

and sat in drifts of snow, cele-

brating the clincher by tossing

( XH 'RTE>;Y AS-VXIATHII PRESS

Quarterback Tom Brady, shown here against the Texans, has led

the Patriots to a franchi.se-best 1 1 -2 start.

fistfuls of snow into the air like

crystalline confetti.

The Patriots have not given

up a point at home in 10 quar-

ters; the two straight home
shutouts is a first for the fran-

chise and two more than they

had in their championship sea-

son. They have not given up a

touchdown in their last four

home games, and on average,

they are allowing fewer points

than two years ago and giving

up fewer yards while gaining

more themselves.

"When we won the Super

Bowl, our offense wasn't stellar

by any sense but we did enough

to win," said quarterback Tom
Brady, who surpassed the

3,000-yard plateau on Sunday.

"All of us would like to do bet-

ter and we are working at it.

"But 1 am proud of the guys.

They have a lot of heart and a

lot of fight. We find ways to

win. And whether we need to

drive down the field with hard-

ly any time to score a touch-

down, we figure out how to do
that. And we hold the lead

pretty well too."

They are also getting the

requisite amount of luck: To
Brady's famous tuck rule non-

fumble in the "01-02 playoffs

against Oakland, you can now
add his pooch punt that set-

tled in at the Miami 1 yard-

line and set up a game-clinch-

ing safety. And the requisite

amount of weather karma: The
image of Lonie Paxton doing

snow angels on the field two
years ago could be edged by

the snow fireworks from
Sunday.

New England has already

earned the right to play one

home playoff game, and it

could win home-field advan-

tage up to the Super Bowl

with victories in its last three

games. Since 1993, the

Patriots are 12-2 in games
played at 35 degrees or colder

and 5-0 when snow is a factor.

And it doesn't seem to

bother the fans, either.

"It was something I've

never seen in my life," Patriots

safety Rodney Harrison said,

comparing the scene in the

stands to the elaborate foun-

tains of Las Vegas' Bellagio

Hotel. "To see them out there,

freezing for four hours like us.

Guys really fed off of it. It gets

you pumped."

Please join us for an information session about the

Oxford Summer Seminar

Thursday, December ii at 5:00 PM
Campus Center room 904-08

The Oxford Summer Seminar provides a unique opportunity for students to

enjoy six weeks of residential life (July 4 - August 13) at Oxford University's

historic Trinity College. The seminar offers over 15 tutorial-based courses in

literature, history, law, and politics. Classes are taught by British university

faculty; both undergraduate and graduate-level credits may be earned.

The information session will include alums from last summer's Seminar and

program administrators will describe next summer's Seminar. For more

information, visit the Seminar's website at www.umass.edu/oxford or you

may contact the seminar via e-mail at:

oxford@english.umass.edu

1c

over

rcalc
Earn $2,000.00 during break

$8.50'$9.00 per hour and O.T. potential

Days, Nights, & Weekends

Call today & setup an interview:

24 hrJob Line: 888.532.RGIS

or visit us online @ www.rgisinv.com

Tiger PGA Player of the Year
By Dovl: FERc;ust)N

AssiKiATti) Press

THOUSAND OAKS. Calif.

— A wild season in golf came
to a familiar conclusion yester-

day when Tiger Woods was
voted PGA Tour Player of the

Year for the fifth straight time.

The Associated Press has

learned.

The world's No. 1 player

narrowly beat out Vijay Singh,

said three sources close to

Woods, speaking on condition

they not be identified.

No one else has won the

award more than twice since it

began in 1990. Last month.

Woods won the points-based

award as PGA of America

player of the year.

The PGA Tour planned an

announcement at 6:30 p.m.

EST. Tour officials have said

they do not plan to release

vote totals.

Despite not winning a

major championship or the

PGA Tour money title for the

first time since 1998, Woods'
peers decided he still had a

better season than anyone else.

Woods led the PGA Tour

with five victories, and he

won the Vardon Trophy for

having the lowest scoring

average, at 68.41 his second-

lowest ever.

Singh won four limes and

ended Woods' four-year reign

atop the money list with $7.5

million in 27 tournaments,

$900,000 more than Woods.

It was believed to be the

closest vote since 1998, when

Mark O'Meara and his two

majors got the pick over

David Duval and his four vic-

tories, the money title and the

Vardon Trophy.
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Captain Anthony Anderson was named Atlantic 10 Player of the Week for his efforts this past week,

which included a career-best 29 points against Vermont.

Minutemen to face CCSU
Continued from page 8

will be ready for us tomorrow."

For the Minutemen, other

holes in the back-

will need to work

the basket, as the

have two accom-

than filling

court, they

hard under

Blue Devils

plished rebounders in Robinson

and junior Rich Pittman. The

duo combined for 36 total

rebounds in the Blue Devils'

first two games.

"Crash-the-glass rebounding

is going to be a huge factor as it

always is for us and that's where

we have to really do a good

job." Lappas said.

junior captain Anthony

Anderson will be vital to the

Minuteman offense as he leads

the team in scoring with 17.4

points per game.

Anderson was named
Atlantic 10 Player of the Week
after averaging 24.5 points per

game against Vermont and

Boston College, as well as scor-

ing a career-high 29 points

against Vermont. Anderson

leads the A- 10 in 5-pointers

made (19) and is second in 3-

point percentage (.514).

Bartenders Have More Spirit!

Why not be a bartender?

BdiTon
BnRTCnDCRS

*

iciioDi of
;

nmcRicn .

H.iivjs ^ri ti

rioo! I!
I Western MA

real bai club setting

1 in alcotiol awareness

iNt
TMSGHIB?

Holiday Gifts @
your fingertips

Looking for a unique gift.>

t,« West Sonnqfield

^ Call TODAY! (413)747-9888

^ wwwbostonbartehder.com

Free links to local sites thai

carry original git) items like

handmade glass candy canes.

Jewelry made of ancient Roman

glass, mounted butterflies, and

I
more.

galleronet@yahoo.com

A.Doinifio% Pina
l*»\ Two Weeks Only

ONLY$K99 ,

Buy Any Pizza Get The Second Pizza For $ 1 .99

GOOD Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday ONLY

ii
SI2 99 ii

ii
LARGE piZZA VV'TH | ;

ii 1 TOPPING ! i

^CINNASTiCKSi i

,/99 ii
^'299

i

IN PI/ /A ii
LARGE

!

l^rBR^AO 11
1 TOPPING PIZZA

j

.+2-LITERC0KE l

$19 99

[XTkAlARGB

2 lOPPING PI/ZA

2 IIIER SODA
BREADSTICKS

r/ 10 WINGS

$9 99

MEDIUM

1 lOPPING PIZZA

+ 2 SODAS

_ OPEN TIL 4AM _

256-8911
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You live longer once

you realize that any time

spent being unhappy is^. ^
wasted. yy
-Ruth E. RenkI

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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14 CotTMIoHnna
19 Vatanl^Mf*
ia B«raviM>
17 AtoMam
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413-548-6900

|
|www.thehorp.net|

163 Sunderland Rd- N. Amherst

)ust north of the apartments

Great new deck!

TUES. Team Pub Trivia!

Win Money and Prizes

WED. Horp Reggae Night

December Special!

Labatt Blue:

$1.75 A pint / $6.25 A pitcher

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

TUESDAY
. High: 34

. Low: 19

WEDNESDAY
. High: 42

• Low: 33

THURSDAY
• High: 54

• Low: 25

o

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• BBQ Pork Sandwich

• Chicken Pesto Pasta

• Falafel Pocket Sandwich

(vegan)

DINNER
• Chicken Pot Pie

• Boston Scrod

• Native American Stew

(vegan)

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Barbara I otto

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
S,ir,ih Lloyd

COPY EDITOR
Andrcv^ Merritt

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Dan Simmons

PRODUCTION STAFF
Dave Pessah/ Nikolas P. Markantonatos

HOROSCOPES
aquarius • ian. 2o-feh. is

shocking news will come as a result of

consuming massive amounts of alcohol.

pisCeS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Is this ycjur idea of fun^

aries • mar. 2i-apr. 19

why does everyone get it but you?

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Tell someone else about it.

gemini • may2Mun. 21

Cot a question? Google it.

cancer • iun. 22-)ul. 22

when kites fly, the wind blows.

leO • luL.. 23-Auc. 22

Save your money. You'll need it for

cjniine shopping on a snowy day.

vlrgO • Aug. 23-StPT. 22

Just wait your turn.

libra • Sept. 23-Oct. 22

Secret, secrets are no fun. Secrets, secrets

hurt someone.

Scorpio • 0<T. 2^-Nov 21

Look at a map once in a while. Know

where you are.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Your strut looks like a limp.

Capricorn • dbc.22-)an. 19

it's not gonna happen, so stop trying.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
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Huge 2 Bedrcx)m

Apartments 2""

Semester Specials

Low Move-In Gists

Free Heat and Hot

Water The Boulders

256-8534

3 bedrooms, 2 haths,

apartment in Pufifton

Available in January

includes heat and

water $ 1 295/month

Call 549-9331

Downtown Ainherst

cm the Park Loft

style on top fl<x)r of

Victorian build inj; 4

sky light vaulted ceil-

ings Completely

remcxleled 2 bed-

rooms 1 full bath

Washer and dryer in

unit 978-546-524^

Rent $1250 per

month plus utilities.

93 Oldsmobile

Cutlass 167000 miles

reliable many new

parts $1000 253-

6861

1994 Hyundai

Elantra, 108K,

Manual, Gcxxl con-

ditiiin $900 Must sell

ASAP! Call 413-

546-0246

87VWGolfGTI
2I>. 5Spd The Last

Year Mixlel made in

Gemiany Deep dish

rims (Si tires includ-

ed. Must sell.

$1 200.00 o.b.o. Call

Nate 413-222-1885

(OMPDTFRS

Pentium Laptop

$99.00 Free Printer

with Q)mputer pur-

chase Call for details.

Great Rates iind

great turn around

time. We hx Liptops,

Desktops/PC's guar-

anteed 584-8857

FMLOVMENT

Internship

Motivated students

seeking leadership

outside the box.

Gain experience in

all aspects of running

a small business.

Average pay: $9300

Call 508-246-1230

MIS( Fit ANFOIIS ROOM FOR RFNT

2002 Kia Spectra,

Factory Warranty,

?7.500 miles, $5500

o.b.o. 413-253-4893

or

I

jcarroIl@chem.umass.

edu

Apple iBcx)k

300MHZ., 320 MB
RAM, Upgraded,

Add-ons, Bag

$550/60 413-478-

9338

f MIMOYMFNI

Attention UMass

Students! Tired of

being broke? Work

with customers. Earn

$17.50 per appoint-

ment. Start now or

after finals.

Conditions apply.

413-532-4444 work-

forstudents.com

Eicirtender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. Lcx:al

positions. 1-800-293-

3985 ext 516

!Bartending!$ $250/

day potential No ex-

prience Ne,sc Train-

ing provided. 1-800-

965-6520 ext 162

\tisf II I -wrotis

Ma Bell this! voiceg-

lo talk. talk. talk,

talk.talk... to any

phone in the world.

www.voicet;lo.com

Qied talks herself to

death! voiceglo

talk. talk. talk.talk.talk

... to any phone in

the world.

www.voicet;lo.coin

Unlimited calls?

Shut up! voiceglo

talk.talk. talk. talk.talk

... to any phone in

the world.

uww.voiccylo.com

Major in savings.

Minor in hassles!

voiceglo

talk.talk. talk. talk.talk

... to any phone in

the world.

www, voicetflo.ctmu

R()()\t K)K RFM

Lirge furnished nxnn

in private hotne.

Utilities includtxi.

413-367-9286

Space available in

Jewish Living

Community.

Excellent opportuni-

ty for Jewi.sh

Students. Call Hillel

House 549-1710 ask

tor Ext. 205 or 208

SERVICES

Stuck on a tough

tenn paper? TliePa-

perExpcrts.ccnn can

help! Exjx-rt writers

can help with edit-

ing, writing, graduate

sclux)! applications.

We'll help with .»ny

subject- visit us 24/7

at ThcPat^ier-

Experts.com .

Pregnant? Need

help? Call Birllin^ht

of Amherst area tor

free testing and assis-

tance. 549- UK\i

SERVICES

PREGNANCY
TESTING, HIV

Testing, Birth

Control, and

Emergency

CAintraception.

Affordable and confi-

dential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst.

548-9992

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK
Lirgest selection of

l\\stinations, includ-

ing Cruises! Foam

Parties, Free l>inks

and C^Kib

Admissions. Rep

Positions ami FREl:

trips Available. 1-

8W-2 3 1-4 386

UAVAv.Epicureai^Tours.

com

Spring Break 2a^.

Travel with STS,

America's *1 Stu-

dent Tour Operator

to Jamaica, Cancun,

Acapulco, Bahamas

and Rorida. Now
hirinji campus reps.

Call for group dis-

counts.

1 nf(imiation/Reservat

ions 1 -8W-648-4849

or wvvw.ststravcl.com

For more infomia-

tion contact STA
Travel at 41 3-2 56-

1261

Act Now! l\x)k 1

1

jx>oplc, get 1
2''^ trip

free. Group discounts

for 6+ www.spriiAtz-

breakdiscounts.cotn

or 8a^-8 38-8202

Place your own

classified ad! Come to

the Campus Center

Basement or call

54S-iStX"> for details.
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No Fiesta for Minutewomen
UMass splits weekend, takes

second in Fiesta Bowl Classic
By Todd Fom>k
Cx)LLtl.lAN SlAFh

Turnovers are as costly as any-

thing iTi the game of basketball, as

they can completely swing

momentum at any point in time.

For the Massachusetts women's

basketball
UMass 61

Utah St.

UMass

50

42

Arizona 74

team, it

took only

one week-

end to see

the results

from both

persptvtives.

Despite 20 turnovers, UMass

managed a bl-50 win over Utah

State Saturday. However, the

Minutewomen (5-5) lost posses-

sion a sea.son-high 28 times in the

f-iesta Bowl Classic championship

game against Arizona Sunday,

and fell 74-42 at the McKale

Center in Tuscon. Ariz.

The Wildcats (5-5) took

advantage of the added chances,

scoring 56 points off turnovers.

Ail-American candidate

Shawntmice Polk and the No. 25

Wildcats were a much larger chal-

lenge for UMass coach Mamie

Dacko and her players.

The UMass defense had no

answer for Polk, who was named

tournament M\ P The b-foot-5-

inch center posted 18 points, six

rebounds and a pair of blocks

Sunday, lunior guard Dee Dee

Wheeler played a supporting role

to Polk, finishing with 1 5 points,

seven assists and three steals.

Arizona built a 14-point lead

at 25- 1 1 to open the game. At the

6.01 mark, the Minutewomen

started their own run. scoring off

two Zsedenyi 5-poinlers and a

Tatham free throw.

The lead was cut to seven

points with 4:58 left until the

'Cats went on an 8-0 run. giving

them a 55-18 at the break.

UMass was only able to hit 25

pereent of its shots and commit-

ted 1 5 turnovers. Zona came out

hot in the scvond half, building a

20-point lead just four minutes in.

Senior Glamora Maeweather

led the way for UMass with a dou-

ble-double on 15 points and 10

rebounds. Campbell, who was

named to the all-tournament

team, linished with nine points

and nine boards.

Saturday. UMass won their

third straight with the win over

the Aggies, who are playing their

first season since 1487.

The 20 Maroon and White

turnovers were only nullified by

the Aggies' 2b. The difference

was the same result as the 'Zona

game: The team who .>cored the

most points off turnovers won the

game. UMass scored 52 points off

the extra possessions while USU
(0-5) only converted 12.

Campbell scored a game-high

19 points adding six rebounds

and four assists.

Zsedenyi was on fire from

behind the are. nailing four of five

attempts. The senior

forward/guard finished with 14

points on 5 -of-? shooting.

In the first half. UMass set the

tempo early, jumping out to 1 2-6

lead behind two 2^sedenyi 5-balls.

The Aggies answered back

with a 6-0 run, tying the game at

the 14:48 mark. The game

remained a struggle until the

Minutewomen closed out the half

with an 18-5 run. gaining a 59-27

leiid — their highest first-half out-

put this year

Zsedenyi had eight points in

only six minutes due to foul trou-

ble, while freshman center

Tamara Tatham scored all 10 of

her points by half.

Neither team could get any-

thing going early in the second

half. Zsedenyi 's 5-pointer at the

1 2:58 mark was the first score by

UMass in the second half. The

extended delay was not a problem

as Utah State only scored four

points in the stretch. Campbell's

layup at the 5:59 mark gave the

Minutewomen a 20-point lead.

Deadline

tor A-Rod
By Stephen Hawkins

A.SS««.IA1W PRtss
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Guard Monique Govan and the Minutewomen finished as the

runner-up in the Fiesta Bowl Classic in Tuscon, Ariz.

UM heads to Motieyan Sun

Minutemen look to rebound against CCSU

Indoor takes

first in Boston
By Becky Ht)ROWiTZ

C JUlti.lAN StAfh

The Massachusetts men's bas-

ketball team will have to rely on its

youth and depth in tonight's game

against Central Connecticut State

(1-1) at the Mohegan Sun Arena.

Due to injury, the Minutemen s

backcourt depth has been cut from

four players to three.

UMass (2-5) will play without

freshman guard Art Bowers, who

went down with an ankle injury in

Saturday's game at BC just 1 2 min-

utes in. UMass coach Steve Lappas

will have to rely on freshman

Maurice Maxwell to fill Bowers'

starting spot.

"He's hurt. bad. " Lappas said.

-It's a bad sprain. A bad sprain

could take anywhere from two

weeks to a month, six wt^ks.

Honestly we won't know for a

while. It's very swollen, he can't

move. Missing Artie Bowers has

more of an effect from a basketball

standpoint then it does from a

INd/HH-Ur.lAN

Freshman Ruard Maurice Maxwell will start in place of injured

classmate Art Bowers when UMass faces CCSU.

mental standpoint."

Although Lappas knows that

the way his team plays tonight will

be altered because of Bowers'

absence, he's hoping the rest of his

backcourt will be able to step up

and fill the holes.

'[Chris 1 Chadwick and

Brennan (Martin) are the two guys

on the bench from the perimeter

so they both have to play signifi-

cant minutes," lappas said.

In the chance that Lappas

needs another player to fill the

guard spot, he'll look to sopho-

more |eff Viggiano to step up and

play the shooting guard.

In addition, the Maroon and

White will look to use the knowl-

edge of assistant coach Pat Sellers

to their advantage. Sellers is a

CCSU graduate, and has spent the

last four seasons on the Central

Connecticut sidelines, where

among other things, he was in

charge of recruitment.

"Obviously Pat knows them

well, he recruited all the kids there,

including the new kids," Lappas

said. "They've only played two

games, they've got three, four new

kids that haven't played that much

or they've only played two games

so you don't really know what they

are. Pat at least gives you an idea

of what they were recruited as and

what they're supposed to be."

Sellers' knowledge becomes

especially important when it

comes to guarding senior forward

Ron Robinson. Sellers can give the

UMass big men some insight into

the best ways to shut down
Robinson.

"That's going to be important,"

Lappas said. "He's a really good

player, he's averaging 16 points a

game right now so we have to do a

good job on |himj.

Robinson is their focus offen-

sively, they've only played two

games so it's hard to really tell

what they are right now being one

and one, but they're going to be a

formidable test for us."

Because UMass' zone defense

was highly effective against BC,

they will use it again tonight to

both keep players out of foul trou-

ble and spread the floor.

"We had decided early in

October when we were having our

meetings that we needed to play

more zone this year because of our

depth," 1-appas said. "Our depth is

going to be tested even more

(tonight 1, so I would think that

we're going to have to definitely

play some 7X)ne.

Our zone is pretty good. We
spent a lot of time on it lately, so it

Continued on page 6

By Brendan Hall
CoLLEC.IAN SlAFh

Snow, bad roads and limited

rest seemed to have no effect

on the Massachusetts women's

indoor track team, as they

cruised to a first-place finish

with 59 points in a meet

against Boston University and

Maine Saturday afternoon in

Boston.

The Black Bears finished the

day with 58 points, while the

Terriers settled for last place

with 54 points.

The other three teams

scheduled to appear at the

meet — New Hampshire.

Providence and Central

Connecticut State — were

unable to show up due to the

snowstorm.
"(Overalll I was very

pleased with the win," said

coach (ulie LaFreniere.

"They've been working hard all

fall, and I wanted to see the

fruits of their labor pay off, so

I'm glad the meet wasn't can-

celed.

Everything worked out well.

They got the meet in, they got

back on the road, and they got

back home safely."

junior Christina Huff had

the best performance of the day

for the Minutewomen, taking

home first place in the 55-yard

and 200-meter dashes with

times of 7.26 and 25.58,

respectively, and anchoring the

second-place 4x400 UMass

relay team.

Because of the small amount

of athletes participating in the

meet. Huff literally had no time

to rest between the back-to-

back events, as there were

fewer heats for each individual

race.

Freshman Troyanah Evans

and senior Kishana Hudson

complimented the effort in the

55-meter dash with times of

7.51 and 7.54, respectively, to

give UMass a 1-2-5 sweep in

the event.

Evans also placed third in

the 200-meter dash and tied for

fourth in the long jump with

Minutewoman senior Chantc

Soares to round out a remark-

able indoor track debut for the

Minutewoman.
"(Evans( seemed a little

nervous when she first got out

there, but she pulled it together

and did a nice job," LaFreniere

said.

Senior Kyanna Stallings and

senior Staceann Brown went 2-

; 5 in the 400-meter dash with

respective times of 1 :02.04 and

1:02.50.

Senior Kate Markopoulos

placed third in the mile run

with a personal-best time of

5: 1 1 .89, and came back to help

the 4x400 team finish in sec-

ond.

The Minutewomen went 1-2

in the 500-meter dash on

efforts from sophomore
Elizabeth Budd (1:19.49) and

senior Shannon (ackson

(1:20.05).

Maine's Shira Panelli led for

the majority of the race, but

the Maroon and White pair

stormed by her in the end to

win the race.

"Neither (Budd nor

lackson) really knew how to

run the 500-tneter," LaFreniere

said.

"They are more 400 run-

ners, I think that extra hun-

dred threw them off a bit, men-

tally ... they got the job done,

and now they got that good

experience under their belt."

lackson also won the 55-

meter hurdles and was the

third leg in the 4x400, round-

ing out a stellar performance

on the day in which she too,

like Huff, barely had time to

catch her breath in between

events.

"I really liked (her effort),"

LaFreniere said. "She's very

competitive, and even though

she was very tired, she went

back out in the 4x400 and

came back really strong and

really helped us out in an over-

all sense."

Senior Kristen Ford fin-

ished highest in the 800-meter

for the Minutewomen with a

third-place time of 2:19.45.

Tricia Silva led the way in

the 5,000-meter with a first-

place time of 10:48.84.

Silva fell behind early in the

race, but the closely-trailing

junior Amanda Dahlberg

stayed right on Black Bear

Charlotte Howley's shoulder to

allow Silva to regain the lead

in the end. Dahlberg finished

third with 10:52.71.

"Amanda is much quicker

already at the first meet."

LaFreniere said. "She's picked

up right where she left off last

season.

"I was very pleased."

Freshman Melissa Oliveira

made sure her collegiate debut

counted with a remarkable

series in the shot put. finishing

second with a throw of 1 1 92

meters.

(unior |en lasello won the

event with a throw of 1 5.89

meters.

ARLINGTON, Texas — The

Boston Red Sox have about a week

to close a trade for Alex Rodriguez.

Texas general manager |ohn

Hart would like to know by the end

of the winter meetings on Dec. 16

whether the American League

MVP would remain with the

Rangers for next season. The

Rangers have been discussing a

trade that would send him to the

Red Sox for Manny Ramirez.

"As long as this potentially is

alive, it precludes us from having a

road map of what we can do with

anybody else," Hart said Sunday.

"The sooner we have a resolve-

ment. the better."

The deal would be a swap of

baseball's only $20 million-a-year

players. In a sign of how extraordi-

nary the situation is. commissioner

Bud Selig is allowing the Red Sox

to speak directly with Rodriguez.

In most situations, a tentative trade

must be in place before baseball

grants a window for a team to

speak with a player under contract

to another club.

"To the extent that it happened,

the commissioner has approved it,"

said Sandy Alderson. executive

vice president of baseball opera-

tions in the commissioner's office.

Asked whether he had granted

permission, Selig declined com-

ment.

The Boston Herald, citing

unidentified sourees, first reported

Saturday that Red Sox owner |ohn

Henry had spoken to Rodriguez.

Rangers owner Tom Hicks told the

Fort Worth Star-Telegram that

Rodriguez was allowed to meet

with Henry more than a week ago.

"It was more of a get-acquaint-

ed meeting," Hicks was quoted as

saying.

Rodriguez's agent, Scott Boras,

said no meeting had lx"en sched-

uled.

The Red Sox refused to confirm

or deny the possibility of a trade.

Rodriguez agreed in December

2000 to a record $252 million, 10-

year contract with Texas. Ramirez

and the Red Sox agreed the same

day to a $160 million, eight-year

deal.

Hart said Sunday, after the

Rangers refused salary arbitration

for Rafael Palmeiro and |uan

Gonzalez, that the team was

preparing to move foiAvard with A-

Rod at shortstop and is "very excit-

ed" about that.

"1 recognize that a lot of things

can change, a lot of dynamics in the

next week that could take us

through the winter meetings." Hart

said. "But to this point, there has

been little or no contact with any

clubs regarding Alex."

Rodriguez led the majors in

homers his first two seasons with

Texas, and hit an AL-high 47 last

season with 118 RBIs. Ramire*z

had at least 55 homers and 104

RBIs in each of his three seasons in

Boston.

Hart said he hadn't spoken

directly to Rodriguez, but had sev-

eral conversations with Boras,

about the shortstop and other play-

ers.

He said there wasn't much to

discuss about a possible trade at

this point.

"This has been a lot built up

over very little," he said.

If the trade happens, it would

likely leave Red Sox shortstop

Nomar Gareiaparra on the outside

looking in. Gareiaparra, who has

one year and $1 1 .5 million remain-

ing on his seven-year contract,

rejected a proposed contract exten-

sion last spring but says he wants

to stay in Boston.

His agent. Am Tellem, told The

Boston Globe that the talks

between the Red Sox and Rangers

are a "slap in the face" to his client.

Gareiaparra told the Boston

Herald that he's happy in Boston,

but declined to comment on the

possibility of a trade bringing

Rodriguez to the Red Sox.

"My heart and my first option

have always been (with Boston)

and it hasn't strayed from that,"

.said Gareiaparra. "The ball's really

in management's court. But if there

is any question about my unhappi-

ness, that's been answered."

Meanwhile, the Red Sox agreed

to a minor league contract with

outfielder Dave McCarty, who was

invited to spring training. He

would get a $500,000, one-year

contract if he is added to the major

league roster

lohn Burkett, Bill Ha.selman,

Todd (ones, Robert Person, |eff

I

Suppan and Todd Walker were not

offered arbitration and can't re-sign

until May 1

.°
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^ Student's condition

upgraded to serious
By Erika Lovley
C'ol l.K.IAN StAKK
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Rani Varghese instructs students on violence prevention during a workshop in the Campus Center last night.

Violence prevention examined
By Matt Elder
C'oLLEtilAN StaKF

A pair of University Health

Services employees led a workshop

yesterday on relationship violence,

saying that most of the violence that

occurs goes unseen by those not

directly involved.

Rani Varghese and Yeshi Chodon,

a doctoral student at UMass who also

works for UHS. led a workshop yes-

terday to educate students on the pre-

vention of domestic violence among
Asian American women. The work-

shop was sponsored by Sigma Psi Zeta

sorority.

The workshop started with an exer-

cise that showed everyone that each

participant knows someone who has

been involved in a violent relation-

ship.

The group came up with different

types of violence in relationships that

included emotional, physical and sex-

ual.

"A lot of time when people think of

violence, they think of physical vio-

lence." Varghese said. She said that

we only see a little of it.

Oftentimes relationship violence

includes a difficult history of incidents

leading up to a particular violent act.

she said.

"A lot of the time, you don't see

what has built up to the violence."

said Angel Wou. a sophomore.

"Relationship violence doesn't just

happen." Varghese said.

The group was given a fictional sit-

uation in which they viewed a woman
being assaulted, and they each talked

about how they would respond to the

eviiii.

'^bu can't help them unless they

see the problem," said Kathy Lee. a

junior, about relationship violence.

Participants in the workshop came

up with different ways to interfere

with the situation. People came up

with ideas such as calling the police,

getting a friend to get involved or

them getting involved them.selves.

"I think a lot of Asian women are

taught not to talk back to people."

said freshman Meg Her.

While some people disagreed with

this, the group in whole thought it

was true.

Asians live with the stereotype of

being quiet and not speaking to peo-

ple, various people said. One girl said

that Asians as a group don't talk about

their problems.

Lee said that a lot of Asian families

are raised in a more aggressive envi-

ronment, with spankings being com-

mon. She also said that she thought

this behavior might bleed into rela-

tionships years later.

Varghese said that how Asians are

viewed is something she calls. "The

model minority." Asians are viewed as

such, she said, because people think

all Asians are successful and have nice

jobs and cars.

She said that this view is only a

small cross section of the community.

"You're supposed to be on tup because

you're Asian." Chcxlon said alx>ut the way

pi'ople view Asians in general.

The group thought that there was a

connection between drinking and vio-

lence. V.irghese said that this give an

opportunii} to victim blame.

Membeis of the sorority discussed

different situations in which one per-

son has gotten drunk and another has

taken advantage of them. This is more

prevalent with women, they said.

Both Varghese and Chodon are

trained as Voices Against Violence

educators.

The condition of a University of

Massachusetts student who fell from

the third story bathroom window of

MacKimmie donn in Southwest resi-

dential area has been upgraded from

critical to serious.

Freshman Kunal Malhotra, 18. is

being cared for at UMass Medical

Center in Worcester, with broken bones

in his arms, legs, and a fractured skull.

He is a resident of |ohn Adams dorm.

"(Malhotra) was in critical condition

for a day or so. From what I know, he's

improving. 1 believe he damaged both

of his arms and legs. He also damaged

his face," said Chris Malhotra, Kunal's

brother, a Virginia Tech student.

"The case is being considered a med-

ical emergency right now." said UMass

Police Department Deputy Police Chief

Patrick Archbald. "There were very

severe head injuries and apparent bro-

ken bones. There was labored breathing

upon the officer's arrival."

Malhotra fell about 52 feet from the

ledge of a bathroom window, striking a

concrete platform on the first story,

located between the overhang over the

MacKimmie building near the build-

ing's rear entrance.

"We don't know when he'll be back

(home) right now. He needs [to under-

go[ the necessary surgeries. We don't

know when he'll be able to be moved

from there." said Malhotra. "At this

point, we are all concerned about Kunal

and his health. If there is any other

information regarding foul play. I'm

sure the UMPD will find that out in

their investigation."

Malhotra's parents are residents of

Fairfax, V..A.. and were unavailable for

comment.
Initial reports stated that Malhotra

was standing on the bathroom window

ledge on the outside of the building for

a period of time, but was encouraged by

other students to come back inside.

Malhotra apparently returned from the

ledge, but then proceeded to climb back

through the window. Reports indicate

that it was at this time that he fell.

"We arc investigating ^xa^lly what

he was attempting to do, why he was on

the ledge, and (possible) attempts he

was making to go to the other window

just to the east of him. We believe he

was :i\ing to get from one window to

the otlici." Archbald .said.

"We aie working to find out what

the intent was. There was no indication

that he was trying to harm himselL" he

added.

According to the UMPD. Malhotra

was present at a gathering before the

Hosts program

promotes networking
By Jenna Corman

QjLLEGlAN CoRRESKJNPENT

Chancellor )ohn V. Lombard!

is encouraging student involve-

ment in a community outreach

program for next year.

The Chancellor's Personal

Hosts program allows students to

meet and greet important visitors

at University functions. The pro-

gram promotes networking

opportunities with visitors and

alumni. Each student host is eligi-

ble for a personal recommenda-

tion from the Chancellor for

future experiences he/she applies

for.

"The Hosts program provides

the campus with a group of stu-

dents who can serve as partici-

pants and hosts at a wide range of

events where we engage signifi-

cant visitors from off campus.

Usually, these are donor events, or

events for legislators or trustees or

alumni leadership. Because many

of these people from outside our

campus do not have frequent

opportunities to see our students,

we use the Hosts to give them a
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sen.se of the quality ot the people

who make up our student body,"

said Lombardi.

Hosts go through a training

process, primarily with the

Chancellor and his wife Cathryn.

They meet at Hillside and go over

expectations, event etiquette and

prepare students for their job as

hosts. Students in the program

join the Chancellor at his home

and other venues on campus for

these events.

loseph Corso. Director of

Protocol, said student hosts are

present at "all home football and

basketball games: luncheons, din-

ners and receptions at Hillside:

Commencement: Homecoming:

Family Day; and other special on-

campus events."

The Host program does a serv-

ice for both the University and for

students.

"F-or the Hosts, it is an oppor-

tunity to leatT) how to work with

groups and individuals in these

social settings, skills that will later

on serve them well in their

careers." Lombardi said.

"The Chancellor's Hosts

Program allows students to

enhance their UMass Amherst

academic*experience by serving as

student representatives at social

events, which provides a transi-

tion from the classroom to the

social world of academia," said

Corso.

Chancellor Lombardi brought

the program to UMass in 2002

after having success with it at the

University of Florida. Those who
participate as Chancellor's

Personal Hosts are- also members

of the Student Alumni Relations

Society, better known as STARS.

Members of STARS are eligible to

apply to be a Host after being a

member for at least one semester,

having sophomore or above

standing and pos.sessing a mini-

Continued on page 2
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a ominous warning sign marks the edge of the Campus Center pond.

accident occurred.

"We are not sure whether alcohol

was involved. We aie not ready to say

whether or not that was a factor,"

Archbald said.

"I'd be very surprised if there were

drugs involved. Kunal is a very

upstanding, responsible kid," his broth-

er said. "Kunal has never had an acci-

dent of this magnitude. I don't think

he's ever sprained an ankle or broken

bones. He's a pretty healthy kid."

Dr Harry Rockland-Miller, a clinical

psychologist and director of mental

health at UMass Health Services, said

that mental health services is capable of

providing short-term, long-term and

24-hour therapy, as well as crisis inter-

vention and group therapy for students

who witnessed or were aflected by

Malhotra's accident.

"1 Initial reactions | can vary. Some
experience shock, numbness and anger.

If they have prior trauma history, they

can experience flashbacks or guilt,"

Rockland Miller said. "This would be

classified as a type of trauma."

Although Rockland-Miller was not

able to release direct information

regarding the treatment of involved stu-

dents due to confidentiality reasons, he

was able to give examples of possible

treatment methods.

"When someone has witnessed

something traumatic, or if there is

shared trauma, such as on a residence

hall, we might respond in a group way,"

he said.

This approach would include

debriefing, the sharing of information,

talking about the event, discussing the

normal human response to trauma and

seeking help through available

resources on campus in a group setting.

"We have follow-ups with individual

therapies. This is why we have 24-hour

therapy available for situations like

this," said Rockland-Miller.

According to Rockland-Miller, the

warning signs that .someone is having

trouble coping with a traumatic event

can appear long after the normal griev-

ing period is over.

"Fating or sleeping patterns may be

ofl, and drinking or drug habits may

change. These are signs that need atten-

tion." said Rockland-Miller.

Mental health services is working

with the University to account for the

needs of all of Malhorta's friends and

witnesses of his accident.

"When something like this happens,

we are generally called on the scene

that day or the next. Both mental health

services, health service, residential lite

offices, the Dean of Students office and

faculty mentors are all available for stu-

dents who need support." said

Rockland-Miller.

Boston buys

Canadian
prescriptions

By Karen Testa

.Xsvx lATHl PkIss

BOSTON (AP) — The cit> of Boston

and the state of New Hampshire

announced yesterday they will begin buying

prescription dmgs from Canada, jumping

to the forefront ol the growing but illegal

movement to take advantage of lower

prices across the border

New Hampshire would become the first

state tu turn to Canada lor dmgs. and

Boston would become onl\ the second U.S.

eiiy — after Springfield, ahoui ^0 miles

west.

"It's illegal, hut its about lime we forced

the issue." said Mayor Thomas M. Menino,

a DemiKiat. "Why is the consumei the

only one to pay full price ibr prescription

drugs'.'"

The mayor said Boston will begin buy-

ing prescription drugs this summer for

about 7.CKH1 cit\ cmpknees and retirees.

New I laiiipshiiv Gov. Craig Benson said

the slate will begin buying medicines lor

prison inmates and Medicaid ivcipionis as

stx)n as possible. His sjxtkesman would not

be more specific on when it wv.iuld start.

"It's lime we silkkI up as a stale and did

the right thing and allowed ciii/ens to pur-

chase drugs from the most alTordable sup-

plier." said Benson, a Republican.

Ilie Boston and New Hampshire plans

were announced a dav after President Bush

signed the Medicare |irescripiion ilrug bill,

which forbids reimportation of Canadian

drugs unless ihe U.S. Health and Human
Services Department certifies their salety.

So far. the department has refused to do so.

The IikkI ami Drug Administration reit-

erated its warnings yesterday against any

importation o( diiigs.

"For the mayor of Boston or anvone else

to presume that they can make drugs safe

simplv be saying ihev are sale is extremely

risky behavior." said Peter Pills. FDA's

associate commissioner for external affairs.

"The public servants of Boston deserve bet-

Continued on page 2
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tor than a gimrnkk.

"

.Mcnino. past president of the

L S. Conlerence of Mayors, said

he wants to meet with FDA head

Mark McClellan and Tommy
Thompson, setivtarv of health and

human Services, to seek help in

making the process safe and legal.

Under the New Hampshire

governor's plan, the state prison

system would save money on nine

of 10 drugs most commonly pre-

scribed for inmates. The state also

will buy Medicaid drugs from

Canada when the Canadian price

is lower than the states usual

share of the Medicaid cost.

The stale will also post a Web
site within 10 days pmviding links

to Canadian pharmacies where

any New Hampshire resident can

get a prescription filled. The phar-

macies will be approved aS safe b\

the state. Benson said.

Boston's 15.000 employees

and retirees have drug costs cov-

ered in two ways: through outside

health plans, or directly by the

city fhe second group, about

7.000 people who are mostly

retircvs, will have the option of

buying from Canada,

The program would cut about

$1 million each year from the

cit\'s Sbl million prescription

drug bill, according to city esti-

mates.

Wanda Moebius, a spokes-

woman for the Pharmaceutical

Research and Manufacturers of

America, said municipal leaders

would do better to tell employees

about programs for people who
cannot afford prescription drugs.

'"Peoples safety shouldn't take

a back seat to savings." she said.

"There are probably ways to save

money, through competitively bid

phannaceutical benefit managers

that don't open up the risks that

importation does."

Menino said the program

would be kept small at first, to

ensure safety

Outgoing Springfield Mayor

Michael Albano. who has traveled

widely to tout his city's importa-

tion plan, said .Menino s move will

force the FDA to take notice.

Though importing drugs from

Canada is illegal, the FDA has not

tric"d to stop Springfield.

Albano said he expects the

move to "send Shockwaves across

the country."

"I think the timing of it speaks

volumes." said Albano. a

Democrat. "It tells me that bill

meant nothing to those of us who

arc looking for relief."

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-

Mass.. appearing with Menino at

an unrelated event yesterday, said

he supports the mayor's plan.

Gay marriage debated

For the Record

Correction: Due to a

reporting error. |acob

Annis was incorrectly

identified as a University

Health Services adminis-

trator in yesterday's

front-page story on flu

vaccinations. Annis is a

UHS receptionist Annis

was also misquoted as

saving students are frus-

trated there is nothing

UHS can do for them.

Write for

news.

BOSTON lAP) — National

and state conservative organiza-

tions began a two-day strategy

meeting in Boston on yesterday to

chart their response to a recent

high court dcxision that could lead

to America's first gay marriages.

"Were obviously very con-

cerned about what's happened

with the issue of marriage in

Massachusetts and were here

gauging the temperature." said

Genevieve Wood, vice president

for communications at the Family

Research Council, a Washington-

based conservative organization.

Also in attendance at the meet-

ing were representatives from

Focus on the Family, another

national organization dedicated to

conservative issues. the

Massachusetts Catholic

Conference, the Massachusetts-

based Center for Marriage l-aw.

and the Massachusetts Family

Institute, which organized the

meeting.

Wood said no decisions had

been made about strategy or how

much money would be spent to

convince the public and lawmak-

ers to take actions against gay mar-

riage.

The House and Senate is

scheduled to meet in February to

vote on a constitutional amend-

ment that would define marriage

as a union between one man and

one woman.
Under the Supreme judicial

Court decision, issued Nov. 18.

gay marriage could become legal

in mid-Mav. after the expiration of

a l80-da\ court-ordered waiting

period designed to give the

legislature time to act.

Lawmakers are considering

legislation that would give gay

couples all the benefits of marriage

without the title. House Speaker

Thomas Finneran. D-Boston. has

said it is also possible that the

Legislature will take no action.

— Associated Press
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A very special event that you do not v\/ant to miss!

THE CONSENSUS \aEW ON

C/WPUS'BASEl) AECOHOE AND

OTHER DRUG PREVENTION

Speaker William DeJonq Ph.D., Director

of the Higher Education Center for

Alcohol and Other Drug Prevention

FRIDAY DECEMBER 12, 2003

CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 168(: 1 PM TO 730 PM
Refreshments will be provided.

By Scx)-jEHNt; Lth

AssiKiATtn Press

SEOUL. South Korea (AP)

— North Korea announced yes-

terday it would freeze its

nuclear weapons projects in

return for the United States pro-

viding energy aid and removing

Pyongyang from a list of coun-

tries that sponsor terrorism.

President Bush rejected the

offer.

The North's terms amounted

to a response to a plan offered a

day earlier by the United Stales,

lapan and South Korea for end-

ing the standoff over the com-

munist stale's nuclear weapons

program.

Bush's staiemeni. and similar

remarks b> While House and

State Department spokesmen,

appeared part of jockeying for

position in advance of another

round of talks with North

Korea. The impoverished North

has often tried to use the

nuclear confrontation as a

means to win economic aid and

diplomatic recognition.

While Washington and its

allies have sought the disman-

tling of North Korea's nuclear

programs, yesterday's proposal

from Pyongyang offered only to

"freeze" them as a first step.

The North added, however, that

the long-term goal is to "de-

nuclearize the Korean peninsu-

la."

"The goal of the United

Slates is not for a freeze of the

nuclear program." Bush said.

"The goal is to dismantle a

nuclear weapons program in a

verifiable and irreversible way."

"That." he said, "is the clear

PROCR/VM SUAIMARY:

Recent reports from the Institute of Medicine and the National

Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism confirm that colleges

and universities can best grapple with substance use problems

on campus by working with community partners to change the

environment in which students make decisions about drinking

and other drug use. Working from these reports. Dr. William

DeJong will describe the environmental management approach

to prevention, recent controversies over social norms marketing,

and the need to concentrate on evidence-based strategies.

WILIJAM DEIONC, PH.D, a Professor of Social and Behavioral

Sciences at the Boston University School of Public Health, is

the project director for the U.S. Department of Education Higher

Education Center. In addition. Dr. DeJong serves as principal

investigator for the Social Norms Marketing Research Project,

which is also based at Education Development Center, Inc.

Sponsored by the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs and Campus Life

and University Health Services
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message we are sending lo the

North Koreans."

The president spoke at a

brief news conference with

Premier Wen liabao of China,

who visited Bush at the White

House. The Chinese are work-

ing to revive stalled talks

between North Korea and the

United States. South Korea,

lapan. Russia and China after a

five-month pause.

According to a senior U.S.

official. China has a sense of

progress toward setting up new

talks but does not believe the

point has been reached yet.

Bush and Wen did not take

up North Korea's latest over-

ture, said the official, speaking

on condition of anonymity.

"We spent a lot of time talk-

ing about North Korea here."

Bush said after his meeting with

Wen. "We share a mutual goal,

and that is for the Korean

peninsula to be nuclear

weapons-free."

The president said the

United States would keep work-

ing with China and the other

countries in the six-party talks

"to resolve this issue peaceful-

ly"

Details of the U.S. -backed

proposal are unclear, but South

Korean officials say it calls for

"coordinated steps." Media

reports say it seeks agreement

on three principles; a peaceful

solution to the nuclear crisis; a

complete, verifiable and irrevo-

cable dismantling of North

Korea's nuclear program, and

security assurances for North

Korea.

A spokesman for North

Korea's Foreign Ministry on yes-

terday called the proposal

•greatly disappointing," because

its aim is to "completely elimi-

nate our nuclear deterrent force

by giving just a piece of paper

called 'written security assur-

ances.'" which is "no more than

a commitment."
Instead, North Korea pro-

po.sed freezing its nuclear activ-

ities in exchange for "measures

such as the U.S. de-listing the

DPRK as a "terrorism sponsor,'

lift of the political, economic

and military sanctions and

blockade, and energy aid,

including the supply of heavy

fuel oil and electricity by the

U.S. and neighboring coun-

tries," the spokesman was quot-

ed as saying by North Korea's

official news agency, KCNA.
DPRK stand for Democratic

Peoples Republic of Korea,

North Korea's official name.

"This would lay a foundation

for furthering the six-way

talks," the spokesman said.

"What is clear is that in no case

would the DPRK freeze its

nuclear activities unless it is

rewarded."

During a first round of six-

way talks, held in August in

Beijing, North Korea recom-

mended a package deal in which

each side takes four steps.

Under its initial proposal.

North Korea would declare its

willingness to give up nuclear

development, allow nuclear

inspections, give up missiles

exports and finally dismantle its

nuclear weapons facilities. In

return, ii demanded economic

and humanitarian aid. security

assurances, diplomatic ties and

new power plants.

Hosting program to provide rofrences for students

Continued from page 1

mum 3.0 GPA.
The Associate Director for Student and Parent

Programs and Advisor lo the Chancellor's Personal

Hosts. Melissa Vara, said that ihe program was

brought to STARS because the members are diverse

and come from various majors, interests and back-

grounds.

Those interested in joining STARS can attend any

of its general meetings held every other Wednesday

Members interested in joining the Hosts program

must apply the spring before they hope to participate.

The program aims to accept 20 student hosts.

UMass junior and Chancellor's Personal Host par-

ticipant Mandv Murrav said. "The CPU program

allows University students to meet influential people

from the UMass system and Massachusetts as well.

For me. it's a great way to make contacts for afier col-

lege. For the University as a whole, the students

involved in the program are good examples of the

kind of people we have at UMass and show VIPs and

beneficiaries of UMass that not all students who go

here are malcontents who riot at the slightest provo-

cation."

"It is our experience that visitors who have an

opportunity to engage one of our Chancellor's Hosts

leave the campus with a strong sense that this is a

place of terrific students doing interesting things for

the University Nothing shows off our campus better

than our students, and that is the premise of the

Chancellor's Hosts Program." Lombardi said.

an is hiring tor next semester

GAMPIg,
3'

come talk to Scott, Shannon or Liza

or call 545-1864

Campus Center Basement
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Weekly Calendar of events
Compiled by Sara-Megan Walsh

December lo - December ij 2003

Tod a y
Mount Holyoke College — The Sailing Club will

hold a pre-exam massage session starting at 3

p.m. in room 226 of the Blanchard Campus

Center. Massages are available for various prices

to work away the stress before exams starting at

3 p.m. everyday from Wednesday to Friday.

University of Massachusetts — At 7 p.m.,

Suzanne Zwingel, a Five College Women's
Studies Research Center associate from

Bochum, Germany, will speak on "Women's

Rights are Human Rights" in room 81 1 -81 5 of the

Campus Center. She will be discussing the U.N.'s

CEDAW, a bill often described as a Bill of Rights

for Women.

Mount Holyoke College — Voces Feminae will

present the program "Iberian Nights," featuring

selections from the Cantigas de Santa Maria,

Sephardic song, and motets by Victoria and

Guerrero at 8 p.m. in Abbey Chapel.

Smith College — At 8 p.m., the Fall Festival of

One-Acts featuring one-act plays written by Five

College students will be performed in Hallie

Flanagan Studio Theatre in Mendell Hall. Tickets

are available on a first come, first serve basis.

The festival will continue with a second showing

at 8 p.m. on Thursday.

Tomorrow
University of Massachusetts — The Campus

Activities Office is taking over the Campus

Center Concourse from 11a.m. to 3 p.m. in an

event entitled "Tension Breakers" designed to

help students de-stress and relax before finals.

Activities will include a caricature artist, a bal-

loon artist, a table where buttons are created and

free stress balls/care packages will be available.

Mount Holyoke College — At 4:30 p.m., David L.

Eng, author of "Racial Castration: Managing

Masculinity in Asian America", will give a lecture

entitled "The Language of Kinship" in Gamble

Auditorium.

Student feared dead
By Dave Kdlpak and Curt

Woodward
,As.StK lATEP PkESS

GRAND FORKS. N.D. (AP)

— Missing college student Dru

Sjodin is probably dead, the sheriff

said Tuesday in confirming that

preliminary DNA tests found

Sjodin's blood in the car of the

man suspected of kidnapping her.

"I certainly hale to be discour-

aging to the family or anyone, but

it looks to me now that it's more of

a recovery mission than a rescue."

Grand Forks County Sheriff Dan

Hill said.

In an interview with The

Associated Press. Hill also

revealed searchers found a shoe

belonging to the University of

North Dakota student near the

Red Uke River after she disap-

peared. Divers have searched the

river thoroughly and don't belicsc

the body is there, he said.

The shoe, identified by a col-

lege roommate of the 22-year-old

Sjodin. is the only piece of clothing

recoverc"d so far. Hill said.

Sjodin's mother. Linda Walker,

said familv members were "out-

raged" by Hill's assessment. "Our

family remains confident that Dru

will be found." Walker said. "She

is waiting for us."

Sjodin (pronounced sha

DEEN) was last heard from Nov.

22. calling her boyfriend on a cell-

phone from the parking lot of a

Grand Forks mall where she

worked at a Victoria's Secret.

An affidavit unsealed later

Tuesday had only one new piece of

information: Suspect Alfonso

Rodriguez. |r.'s account of his

whereabouts at the time Sjodin

disappeared. According to the affi-

davit. Rodriguez told police he had

been at the mall watching a movie.

"Once Upon a Time in Mexico" at

about 7 p.m. that night. Police said

the movie wasn't hieing shown at

any theater near the mall that day

The preliminary DNA match

would be the most significant

break yet in the attempt by author-

ities to tie Rodriguez, a convicted

rapist, to Sjodin's disappearance,

ftill said investigators tested blood

from Rodriguez's car against DNA
taken from Sjodin's toothbrush,

ftill described the blood in the car

as a small amount.

Hill also confirmed a media

report that the interior of

Rodriguez's car and its trunk had

been extensively cleaned before his

arrest.

Rodriguez, 50, has been

charged with Sjodin's kidnapping.

He has said through his attorney

that he is innocent.

The Associated Press reported

Monday that a knife was discov-

ered in the trunk of Rodriguez's

car, and later reported that a

sheath found near Sjodin's car

matched the knife.

Sjodin's father said Monday he

was dismayed to find that police

recovered a knife from

Rodriguez's car. But given his

criminal past, he said he was not

surprised.

"You know what? It's probably

true." Allan Sjodin said. "Thai's

his modus operandi."

Rodriguez has a history of

attempted kidnapping with adult

women, and has used a weapon in

at least one assault. Rodriguez

was released from a Minnesota

prison in May after serving 23

years for an attempted abduction

"in 1979.
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University of Massachusetts — Michael

Greenstone, from the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology's Department of Economics, will

speak on "Civil Rights, the War on Poverty and

Black-White Convergence in Infant Mortality in

Mississippi" in room 620 of Thompson Hall at 4

p.m.

F r i d a y \L.

University of Massachusetts— At 7 p.m., UMass'

Doo-Wop Shop will perform its final concert of

the semester, "The Doo-Wop Shop's 10th

Anniversary Concert" in the Bezanson Recital

Hall. Music will range from oldies to hip-hop.

Tickets are $5 and can be purchased from the

Fine Arts Center Box Office,

Saturday 13
Amherst College — The Emily Dickinson Museum
on Main Street in Amherst will host its annual

Open House from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. in honor of

l-Mt-UMASS-T-l-X

Emily Dickinson's birthday. Visitors are welcome

to self-guided tours of the Dickinson Homestead

and the Evergreens along with activities for chil-

dren. For more information visit www.emilydick-

insonmuseum.org.

Mount Holyoke College — At 7 p.m., Marsha

Norman's Pulitzer Prize winning play, 'Night,

Mother" will be performed in Chapin Auditorium

of Mary Woolley Hall. Admission is free. There

will be a second showing on Sunday at 2 p.m.

University of Massachusetts — The UMass jug-

gling club will present a show entitled "A

Phenomenal Spectacular for the Whole Family"

at 7 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. The

show will feature juggling of all kinds, magic,

acrobatics, martial arts and much more.
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Earn $2,000.00 during break

$8.50-$9.00 per hour and O.T. potential

Days, Nights, & Weekends

Call today & setup an interview:

24hrJobLine:888.532.RGIS

or visit us online @ www.rgisinv.com

NEW LOCUTION NOW OPEN

^^^
N. Pleasant St, Amherst

Behind Bruegger^s Bagels

Tons OfNew Release DVDi

ANIME

Lots of Cult & Classic Films
(the stuff you won't find at trie chain stores)

r
I

Free Movie ^^^^
I

valid at new
N Pleasant St

lcx;atlon only
I

or Video Game rental

I When you sign up tor tree nnennbership

Valid ID & credit card required, not good with other offers, expires 1 2/20/03 -

Ifient any 2 Movies for 99<t op

I Any 2 Video Games ^^̂ WT^
I^/\r» 4*1 QQ valid at new |

I Ol ^ X ,Z7Z7 N. Pleasant St location onlv

Valid mennbership required, not good with other offers expires 1 2/20/03

Open 10am to 1 1pm 7 days 253 - 0222
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Silencing student

voices is unacceptable
Lately there has been a lot of discussion about

the restriction of our rights by government policies

like the USA PATRIOT Act, but the one thing that

has never been threatened is our freedom to speak

out and criticize those policies that we deem unac-

ceptable. ITiat right is now being threatened.

Right here in Massachusetts, the students of

Salem High School are being prohibited from voic-

ing their opinions.

The most Rvent edition of "Witches Brew," the

high school's student newspaper has not been

printed. It has not beeti printed because the

schools principal. Ann Papagiotas, has a problem

with some of the txlitorials that were slated to be

part of the issue.

There are three articles in question, student-

written editorials that criticized some recent

changes in the school's policies — things such as

wearing hats and eating in class. One describes a

lack of school spirit and criticizes the administra-

tion for not giving the students somewhere to go

with their problems.

At first. Principal Papagiotas asked that a tew

changes be made to the editorials belore they were

permitted to run. The changes included providing

sotne explanation from the administration s point

of view for the recent changes. The students reluc-

tantly agreed, and were surprised when the princi-

pal still would not allow the paper to go to print.

Unfonunately, Herb Irvine, the superintendent, is

supporting Papagiotas in her dtvision. According

to the Boston Gbbe, Levine referred to some stu-

dents' opinions as "disruption or disorder," claim-

ing that it can start controversy, l-ast time we

chcxked. freedom of speech was about having the

right to start controversy in the instances where

controversy is the only way to bring about change.

Todd Graham, an editor of the paper and sen-

ior at Salem High, gave the Globe his opinion on

the ntatter "It's the student view. It's our vokx. and

this is what the paper is meant to be," he said.

Todd is absolutely right.

We. at the Massachusetts Daily Collegian, espe-

cially as fellow student journalists, think that

restriction of freedom of speech in any form is

completely unacceptable. High school students

have just as much right to express their opinions as

any other citizens of the United States. Any

infringement upon that right should not be tolerat-

ed, particularly by school administrators who are

supposc-d encourage students to think for them-

selves so that they can survive in the real worid. We
can only hope that this issue will be resolved in the

only appropriate way, with the publication of the

student's editorials in their original form.

However, if the students of Salem High School

find that "Witches Brew" still refuses to allow free

speech, we extend the invitation that they can cer-

tainly find it here, on the pages of the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian. If they would like

the chance to have their opinion on the subject

heard, in an unrestricted arena, we would be more

than happy to provide them with the right that

their own paper would not. Even if they choose not

to accept the invitation, we wish these students

luck in their battle against the oppressive force that

is their school administration.

Unsigned ediluriab represent the majority opin-

ion of the Massachusetts Daily CoUe^an Editorial

ttiMird

Americans in Israel:A surprising trend
About a

month ago,

upon visiting a

developed "set-

tlement" town

in the West

Bank called

Efrat, I noticed

an interesting

phenomenon.
My friend and I

traveled to visit

her family via bulletproof bus. Wo
needed a bulletproof bus because

Arabs from neighboring Arab set-

tlements have shot many com-

muters to and from the lewish

developments. What struck me

especially were the types of people

who actually lived there. When-

ever I'd heard about tension in the

West Bank, I'd always imagined

radical zealots with whom no one

could really affiliate. Conversely

however, throughout my entire

weekend in Efrat, I did not meet

one natural bom Israeli! The entire

"settlement of hostile settlers" was

actually comprised of nothing but

welcoming Americans.

After returning home to

Jerusalem, I did some researeh to

verify my observations. 1 found

that one aspect of discussion about

Israel that is either usually forgot-

ten or simply not known about by

most is the large American com-

munity living in the country.

Whether it is due to a religious

connection, ideological ties or sim-

ply an affinity to the geographical

location, many Americans have

moved to Israel in recent years.

According to statistics from the

Israel Aliyah Center (In Hebrew,

"Aliyah" is the word for immigra-

tion to Israel which means "rising

up," referring to one's spiritual

state being enhanced upon

dwelling in the holy land), despite

the violence incited by Palestinian

terrorist organizations, 41,224

new immigrants have arrived to

Israel in the past three years.

Additionally, of those immigrants,

interestingly, over 1,000 chose to

live in the areas of ludea, Samaria

and the Gaza Strip, areas often

referred to as "the settlements."

Throughout last year alone,

about 2,040 North Americans

moved to Israel and the numbers

are up more than 20 percent this

year. A common belief is that many

feel coinpelkxl to show their sup-

port for the country as it faces

heightened violence in its conflict

with Palestinian terrorism.

According to the statistics, the

number of North Americans immi-

grating to Israel has not been so

high in 25 or 50 years.

So what does this mean for the

future? According to the

American Jewish Committee, by

the year 2080, Israel's lewish pop-

ulation will likely double, reaching

10 million, Therefore-, within the

next 20 years, Israel will most like-

ly be home to the ab.solute majori-

ty of the world's Jewish children.

By 2080, 77 to 86 percent of all

jews under the age of 1 5 will be

iiving in Israel, leaving the

Diaspora Jewish communities fee-

ble.

Along with a growing

American presence in the country,

American attitudes toward Israel

seem favorable. In a recent poll

based on these attitudes conducted

by The Israel Project, the majority

of respondents felt positive about

the country. According to the cen-

We, the people
"We, the peo-

ple." Do you

ever think

about that?

These first

three words of

the document
that is the cor-

nerstone of

the American
republic signi-

fy unity, dem-

ocracy and a collective respect

of the rights of man.

We, the people, of the

United States of America, live

in a society that is supposed to

be free from oppression and has

guaranteed rights. These rights

were so important that the

founders of this nation refused

to compromise on the

Constitution unless these rights

were specifically spelled out

and guaranteed to every citizen

in the nation.

We. the people, work, study

and live in a nation that is at the

peak of world power. The

leader of the free world and the

beacon of "democracy."

We, the people, listened to

Gov. George W. Bush, at the

time of the second presidential

debate in Michigan, speak out

against the use of "secret evi-

dence." It was these stances

that lead the American Muslim

Political Action Coalition to

endorse Bush that year. Ironic

isn't it?

We, the people, have been

lied to.

We. the people, have been

given rights and had them taken

away.

We, the people, are being

spied on.

We, the people, don't seem

to care.

Do we care? That is the

question. When the government

passes legislation to strengthen

the powers of the lustice

Department to the point where

just cause is thrown out the

window, can we stand aside and

say nothing?

Many congi*ssmen admit

they didn't eve» read most of

the USA PATRIOT Act. Were

they acting in the interest of

"we, the people"?

The USA PATRIOT Act. TIA
(Total Information Awareness).

PATRIOT ACT II and the gen-

eral attitude of those in power,

with regards to our civil liber-

ties and rights, is appalling.

When you use your credit

card, write an e-mail, check out

a library book or write a col-

umn for the paper, do not doubt

that the government may be

watching. These acts, which

tear apart the fabric of this

republic, allow for government

agencies, like the FBI, to spy on

you without reasonable cause

or just suspicion.

Let's say you write a letter to

the editor criticizing the gov-

ernment. Or maybe you buy a

book at a local bookstore about

the history of American foreign

policy. Maybe you spend too

much time or money at the

wrong restaurant or coffee

shop. Maybe you pray at a

mosque. If you do any of these

things, the aforementioned leg-

We, the people,

have been lied to.

We, the people,

have been given

rights and had

them taken away.

We, the peole, are

being spied on. We,

the people, doni

seem to care.

islation empowers the spying to

begin. Whether you are an

American citizen or not, pay

your taxes or not, say the

pledge or not. live in Texas or

not. you have just fallen under

the crosshairs of the lustice

Department and any rights you

thought you had went out the

window.
Does this sound like the

"land of the free" to you?

The President of the United

States addressed the nation and

the world after 9/11 and said

that we were attacked by terror-

ists who hate our freedoms. If

there is any truth to this. I ask.

why is it that this administra-

tion has initiated the greatest

onslaught on our personal free-

doms in the history of this

nation? if it is truly our free-

doms they are jealous of and

want to attack, aren't we letting

them win by putting "we, the

people" under Big Brother's

microscope?

Many people come to this

nation because they do not

enjoy these liberties elsewhere

and the United States has built

a reputation across the globe,

particularly in the 20th century,

of being a nation that would

accept refugees who were flee-

ing authoritarian regimes. Now,

here in the United States, those

who thought they would be free

are once again the center of sus-

picion.

When talking about this

issue, many tend to quote

Benjamin Franklin because he

rightly said: "They that can give

up essential liberty to obtain a

little temporary safety deserve

neither liberty nor safety." This

speaks to the very heart of the

matter at hand. We, the people,

in our silence, are watching the

liberties, which were once actu-

ally fought for. slip away.

The talking heads will tell

you that our troops are overseas

fighting to defend our freedom.

Yet al-Qaeda isn't the group

who is tearing the Bill of Rights

into shreds.

Franklin made an even more

pertinent comment. Upon the

completion of the Constitution,

when asked what he thought,

he responded: "it's a republic if

we can keep it."

What do you see when you

look at the American flag? I try

to think about the founding of

this nation, about those who
fought to establish a republic

that would set a standard for

centuries, and about the rights

that citizens have here.

What does it mean to be

American? What does it mean

to be part of "we. the people?"

It means opposing any attack

on our personal freedoms. It

means it is your duty to speak

out against the destruction of

our rights. It means reminding

the nation that "inalienable"

rights are just that; rights that

cannot be taken away from

men. It means standing in

opposition to legislation like

the USA PATRIOT Act. It

means believing that this is

your republic and it is your job

to "keep it."

Most importantly it means it's

time to stand together as "we,

the people" so that we will never

become "we, the prisoners."

Yousef Munayyer
Collegian columnist.
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Beans, beans the magical fmit

sus, of those Americans with col-

lege or post-graduate education

who are also regular readers/view-

ers of a national newspaper, news

magazine and or network/cable

news shows with incomes of

$75,000 or more, just over 50 per-

cent of those polled in October

identified themselves as supporters

of Israel while only 1 2 percent said

they backed the Palestinians in the

conflict. In addition, in a poll con-

ducted by the Palestinian Center

for Policy and Survey Research,

which questioned 1,318 respon-

dents in the West Bank and Gaza

Strip, it was reported that 55 per-

cent of re'spondents said they sup-

poned "armed attacks" in Israel,

and just over 95 percent were

reported to have an anti-American

sentiment.

Such statistics are. to some

degree, extremely surprising for a

college student in Amherst, where

the presence of unbridled

Palestinian apologists and propa-

ganda seems to prevail. As educat-

ed Americans, it is imperative that

we research conflicts from several

different .sources and remain con-

stantly informed about affairs all

over the woHd. By keeping our-

selves up to date regarding the

conflict in the Middle East and

remembering that it is necessary to

remove ourselves from our ethno-

centric "Pioneer Valley bubbles,"

we will be able to most accurately

understand and be aware of situa-

tions such as this one. Such action

is essential in order for us to be

knowledgeable Americans who
are able recognize the vast world

surrounding us.

Leah Vitale is a Collegian

columnist on exchange in Israel.

All right, it's time for some

hard-hitting journalism. It's

observational reporting at its

finest, and nobody else is talk-

ing about it. What I'm referring

to is the phenomenon of pass-

ing gas.

This ailment is a social mala-

dy, affecting physical and emo-

tional bonds between people. I

went into sleuth mode to

uncover who cuts the cheese

and what we tend to do to hide our dirty little

secrets.

Now there are many ways for someone to

break wind, each with their own set of rules and

reactions depending on the time and place of the

occurrence. Foremost is the infamous classroom

fart. The usual culprit for one of these is almost

always a guy. People our age have the tendency

to always blame the male, especially in environ-

ments with people packed tightly together. Even

when a female is the guilty person, she is most

likely going to find a guy scapegoat in her near

vicinity. (Some guys don't even believe in the

existence of the female poot. It's as if there is a

gas gene that only resides in the Y-chromo-

some.)

What happens once someone releases one of

these stink bombs is a battle between sheer

willpower and the gas cloud residing underneath

their derriere. The person immediately forces all

their weight downward to trap the vagrant vapor

as if gravity will somehow focus itself tenfold on

that one individual for this one brief moment in

hopes to squash it out of existence.

Once 10 minutes have passed, the person will

lighten up his load, whether shifting his weight

or spreading their legs slightly: he lets down his

guard. This is when the classroom stink will

strike. At first it shoots straight upward so that

its creator will smell it first. Panicky, the person

prays that it will continue upward over his class-

mates' heads, .so that an invisible mushroom

cloud looms above while a column of stench

exists only in the person's seat.

Soon, his neighbors sniff it. and a look of

extreme discomfort takes over as they squirm in

their seats, searching out the perpetrator. To the

horror of the farter, he immediately mimics the

actions of his victims. With the same look of dis-

gust, he glances around as if suddenly hit by the

odor. What this person is really looking for is the

one individual who isn't reacting, showing visi-

bly that they don't smell anything. This is the

culprit's scapegoat. He immediately points out

this individual to his neighbors, shifting the

blame, .saving himself for social exile.

The next kind of beef is one of infamous

design. This inischievous gas is found at parlies

and is harder to keep hidden than its classroom

cousin. What happens is once the person lets one

fly he instantly realizes that there is no way to

hide it. He must act fast to control the damage to

the atmosphere, both in a literal and metaphori-

cal sense.

A spectator will notice the smelly offender

circling the room, making two to three laps

before stopping. This is in order to escape the

noxious cloud he left behind. What occurs is this

person leaves a reeking trail as he moves through

the mass. The stench quickly blankets the crowd

and soon everyone smells it. Unbeknownst to the

culprit, he has left a long, rank finger pointing to

him as the miscreant. Since everyone there has

seen the person walk by and they soon smell the

odor, they quickly figure out who the guilty per-

son is. So if you ever find yourself in this posi-

tion, quickly run outside, it's your only hope.

This brings us to the bedroom fart. This

strikes individuals as soon as they slip under the

covers, especially when it's with someone else.

This gas is of the classic silent-but-deadly genre

since once the individual gets into a comfortable

state, like in a bed, their muscles relax, allowing

unwanted aromas to escape. What one hopes for

when this happens is that they smell it before

their mate does. The person will tightly hold the

edge of the blanket down, trapping the air

underneath, creating the equivalent of a hot air

balloon.

Hoping that the gas will sift through the

sheets, he snuggles up to his mate, and with

arms around his or her waist, pushes them high-

er on the pillow and away from the opening in

the blanket. Then selflessly, he creates an open-

ing on his side of the bed, allowing the gas to

escape, sparing the expense of embarrassment.

When not in a mixed setting or crowded envi-

ronment, people play farting games, mostly at

the expense of the perpetrator. Principal among
these is the Doorknob game. When someone
audibly rips one, they must immediately yell

"safety." If not, anyone in hearing distance yells

"doorknob" and punches the offender until they

touch a doorknob. This game probably originat-

ed on long car trips where a doorknob was obvi-

ously not accessible, leaving the culprit sore and

bruised for smelling up the car's cabin.

Besides, beans being the magical fruit, there

are a lot of subconscious cultural codes we abide

by when committing this normal, but foul crime.

Even though we all pass gas, there's a game we
play with rules depending on where we are, who
we are with, and how it happened. Hopefully

after reading this, we will have compassion for

fart culprits. For it can happen to any of us at

anytime, and remember the golden rule: "Ye who
smelt it. dealt it."

Ben Feder is a Collegian columnist.
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'Hip' fashions

that 'hopped'

arts@dailycollegian.com
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Peier Dale

Jusiin Ctiellman

The other day we found

ourselves watching a couple

of the landmark movies of

the 1990s hip-hop genera-

tion, luice and New |ersey

Drive. One of the main

things that we found our-

selves checking for and

talking about with our

friends was how much
we've changed the way we
dress since then, from a lit-

tle before our time with the

movie "juice" (1991) to my
high school days with "New Jersey Drive"

(1995).

It's crazy how fast things like that change

when we look at it in retrospect. In 1991 and

a little bit before that, the mood in Hip Hop
was in its pre-The Chronic days. Groups like

A Tribe Called Ouest and De La Soul, and

emcees like Big Daddy Kane and Heavy D
were a lot more relaxed and the attire was

very colorful and African. Even Tupac, who
starred in the movie, was in his pre-thug life

days and rocking straight legs a monochro-

matic hoodie and a jean jacket.

The Hippie steeze of groups like Tribe

and De la became very popular and replaced

the style of before for some, who may have

been wearing Kangols and Adidas. We sat

there and thought how wild it was that it was

OK to wear a neon green or orange shirt in

the early •90s. Then, so soon after, in 1995 a

change in the sound of hip-hop happened,

making for a much harder sound.

This changed not only the slang used but

also the entire way people looked. In "New

lersey Drive" we were reminded of the way

that our friends and we wore our clothes in

high school in the days of the height of Wu
Tang and Mobb Deep. Everything was a lot

darker, the music was rough and the beats

real hard and so was the content.

The clothes were hoodies (lots of hood-

ies), really baggy pants, dark colors, big bub-

ble jackets like a triple fat goose, camouflage

army gear, black Timberlands and Carhartt's.

The trick was to try and look as tough as

possible. That was the era when people

fought over 8-ball jackets, Reebok Pumps

and lordans.

We don't exactly know when it happened,

mostly because we didn't really change with

it, but somewhere along when Puffy reached

his peak, style changed again to a more high-

class steeze. Hillfigger was replaced by other

designer clothes, and to be a true bailer you

no longer could look grimy or tough. You

needed to appear like you liad cash, even if

you didn't have any.

Watching these movies made me kind of

miss the days of the ol' mid-'90s style. But

now that big bailer style has changed up

again to the new trends of late. Now people

arc back to an 'SOs look, lust going arouiid

town, you may notice someone with graffiti

on his gear, like a jean jacket, on their kicks

or on a mesh trucker hat (like Pharrell from

the Neptunes has). And also with all the

throwback jerseys, which was a style in the

early 90s, and all the popular sneakers are

throwbacks to the popular ones back in the

mid to late 'SOs. But what is funny now. is to

get this type of look it will cost you a lot of

cash, when it really wasn't all that much for

it a few years ago.

Of course this is just another stop in the

ever-moving train of style. It will go to

another stop soon and leave this style cold

like straight legs are now. With the way

things are going it wouldn't be surprising if

they came back. We wouldn't want to wear

them, but that's only because we're stub-

born. Also if you ever catch yourself thinking

or reminiscing about stuff like this, Bobbitto

put out a dope book recently called

"Where'd You Get Those," about sneakers

from the 'bOs to the late '80s, and he relates

it to music, sports and the times, and how

they effected what people wore. But if you're

about mv age and want to stroll down the

style memory lane, just rent the aforemen-

tioned movies and check for the attire.

Peter Dale and Justin Chellman are

Collegian columnists.

Comic ^lief
VMlUss ready to be cracked up

Former "Saturday Night Live"

star Tracy Morgan brings his come-

dy act to the University of

Massachusetts' Fine

Arts Center

tonight at 8

p.m. Mor-

just recently began his own prime-

time show on NBC, will be the

third SNL alumni to hit the FAC
Concert Hall this year, following

|im Breuer last spring and

Darrell Hammond in

September.
Morgan was

known on SNL for

his characters

Astronaut lones

and Brian

Fellows. He has

also done
appearances in

the movies

"How High,"

•jay and Silent

Bob Strike Back"

and "Head of

State." Morgan
has donated his

voice to "Crank

Yankers" as the

character Spoonie

Luv along with his

own stand up spe-

cial on Comedy

Tracy

Morgan

Tues. Oct. 16

fineArisCeniei

UMa»

IT

Central. He can

also be seen play-

ing the goofy

sports fan from
ESPN sports

video game com-
mercials.

Fans of the

comedian have

questioned
Morgan's new
show, "The Tracy

Morgan Show,'

due to the lack of believability in

Morgan's portrayal of a loving

father. However. Morgan proves

the critics wrong by showing signs

of becoming this generation's ver-

sion of Bill Cosby and according to

a report on lMDB.com. the NBC
officials love his show.

Morgan's two sons in the show,

played by Bobb'e Thompson and

Marc lefferies. almost steal the

show from Morgan with their

humorous actions and lines.

Morgan's show, although a bit slug-

gish at times, has the potential to

be a tremendous hit.

Tickets to Morgan's perform-

ance can be purchased at the FAC
Box Office. Ticket prices are $8 for

UMass undergraduates and $15 for

all others. See www.umass.
edu/fac/ for more informa-

tion.

— Reid Davenport

New Offspring album will 'Splinter* fans
•*

. . "Snlinfer" reallv follows directiv in the footsteps i

Long time punk rockers still going strong

By Nick Romanow
C"X)1,LE(.1AN SlAIH

In 1 994 The Offspring were amongst the leaders of

a pack of young musicians — including Green Day

and Rancid — who were determined to bring hack

punk. Their hit album, "Smash." was groundbreaking,

but not in the way that the band combined punk atti-

tude and pace with pop melodies. After all. bands like

Husker Du were doing that well belore The Offspring

had even fonned — but in the way that it main-

streamed punk while maintaining integrity.

The band had huge hits with songs such as "Come

Out And Play (Keep 'Em Separated)' and "Self

Esteem," and while The Offspring weren't quite hard-

core enough lor some "punks," they found themselves

millions of adoring fans, punks and non-punks. They

also found themselves a place in the hislury IxKiks

with "Smash," one of (he greatest, it not the

greatest, selling indie album of all time. Not

only that, but The Offspring found them-

selves as one of the main bands to jump-

start the '90s pop-punk niovenienl that

The
Offspring

'Splinter'

Columliia Records

(IKlRTESYiMBDllIM

C.abriel Casseus plays Midget in the mid-

*90s film 'New Jersey Drive.'

I XHJRl tM 1 Hfcl >l 1 st'KlNl .
1 .1 1.\(

Greg Kriescl. Dexter Holland. Kevin "Noi»dIes"

Wesserman and Ron Welty make up The Offspring.

brought punk more into the mainstream than ever

before.

Then Ihe Offspring found themselves in a curious

position. Their success (along with them leaving

Epitaph Record for the tnajor label Columbia) made

thcin easy targets for the linicky, insanely strict and

laughable nonsensical punk community. The

OITspring were branded sellouts and have found

themselves unfairly targeted by punk purists, pop

purists and everyone in between. Tlie fact of the mat-

ter, though, is that love 'em or hate 'em. The Offspring

are nut sellouts.

While punk rebellion has been so watered down

and commercialized by bands like Good Charlotte

and blink- 182, any open ear can tell that The

Offspring are serious when they let out their rebel

yells. It's lilting, then, that the band opens their sev-

enth album. "Splinter" with the lyrics: "We are strong

/ We are right / We won't be pushed aside /

^"- We'll go on / We will tight / We will not com-

promise / We will never lose to you." Is this a

mantra for ttnlay's disaffected youth or the bat-

tle cry of a band unfairly accused by evetyone

from their first fans to today's rock critics —
of selling out?

The true beauty of The Offspring is that that

the answer to that question is — both.

The band proves they still have the goods on the

very ne\l song. "The Noose," a reeling, fast-paced

anthem that is cla.ssic Offspring and one of their best

songs to dale. And it's not just a matter of one great

song; I'he OITspring prove on "Splinter" that they are

still a force to be reckoned with. It's the combination

of songs like "The Noose" and other fairly expected

Offspring tunes like "Long Way Home" and the

breakneck "Da llui" with the more experimental

songs that truly deline the Offspring sound.

In fact, those aforementioned punk purists who

shun The Offspring ft>r songs such as "Race Against

Myself" need kxik no further than songs like "DiiU

Magic," from the band's 1992 "Ignition" album, to

see thai Tlic Offspring have never really been a

straight punk band. The only difference between the

band's more ivccnt albums and iheir tirsl are realty

just the recording quality and this should not tie a

complaint. "Splinter" truly shines as a ivcorded

album, the bass thumps and the guitar cuts, just the

way it should.

"Splinter" really follows directly in the footsteps of

the bands previous album, 200
1

's "Conspiracy Of

One." and while "Splinter" is an excellent record it

never quite reaches the ntarvels of the previous,

severely underappreciated and undersold, album.

"Race Against Myself is reminiscent of "Denial.

Revisited" from "Conspiracy Of One." and the bal-

ance of the familiar Offspring pop-punk and the

band's more experimental side is pretty much at the

same ratio as "Conspiracy Of One," although

"Splinter" leans a bit more towards the standard

sound.

It is. unfortunately, important to note how relative-

ly poorly "Conspiracy Of One" did. One can't help but

think that the album's disappointing sales would neg-

atively affect the bands ambition: luckily there are no

signs of this yet. \side from "The Noo.se. "
the album's

other stand-out track. "Spare Me The IXnails," is far

less typical. The song features an acoustic guitar in the

foreground but is tar away from acoustic punk songs

like Green Day's "Good Riddance (Time Of Your

Life)."

"Spare Me..." is just the opposite: actually, its an

upbeat, viciously catchy song with a strong rhythmic

backing and a decidedly un-Offspring keyboard line.

In it, troniman Dexter Holland laments his unfaithful

girltriend and his friends who keep telling him the

story of her unfaithful activity. Although on paper the

lyrics look painful and spiteful, the song's sheer caich-

iness makes it impossible not to bob up and down as

Holland sings. "I'm not the one who acted like a ho /

Why must 1 be the one who has to go / I'm not the one

who messed up big time / So spare me the details of

last night."

Holland's clever and. at times, silly lyrics have long

been one of the ntain draws to The Offspring and he

certainly dcx-s not disappoint on the new record. Tlie

lead-off single, the alorementioned 'Hii That" is a

slightly silly song but is thankfully intinilely better

than recent Offspring hits such as "Original

Prankstei" from "Conspiracy Of One" and "Why

Don't \o\\ Get A lob.'" from I998's "Americana." In

fact. "Hit That" is a modern youth-culture

parody/commentary on the same level as "Pretty Fly

(I'or A White Guy)." although "Hit Tliai" should

prove to stand the test of time much belter than ihe

overplayed-to-death "Pretty Fly."

"Splinter " isn't without its own slight annoyances

though. "Worst Hangover Ever" is a ska-tinged song

with a predictable punchline. It's not annoying on the

Continued on page 6
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Novel spans cultures
'9 of 1 ' takes an honest look at the world

Increase of violence on television

New study proves validity of disturbing rumor
. . . -„^ i_ , U.....-1 (1.11)1 NlHlR'DnC

Bv Cameron J. WiKins

Vldll.bt.lAN SlAbh

'9of 1:a

window to

the world'

By Author

Oliver Chin

rfog.lliJ.

Oliver Chin has created a

graphic novel that in

an innovative and

original way depicts

the altcrinath and

personal reactions to

the 9/11 tragedies.

Some may leel that

such a serious subject

matter should not be

committed to such a

frivolous medium as

the graphic novel, but

Chin rose above the

limiting connotations

of this style of book and created

perhaps one of the most honest

works regarding most shocking

event in resent U.S. history.

The premise of the story

revolves around an 1 Ith grade

history class, in a southern

California middle school. The

story briefly pans over the day

before and the tragedies, and

picks up on the class receiving

their new assignment, which

sets the rest of the book in

A

action. The children are told

that they are to interview soine-

one that they do not know, who

i>. also at least twice their age.

about their feelings

towards Sept. I 1.

True to form, the

comic book style cut

right to the children's

reports which, with sub-

ject matter as painful as

this is a welcome relief.

Crammed into the next

80 pages we are given

accounts from the lives

of an array of people,

from an account ot a

retired Russian soldier

who was active during the

Soviet attempts to quell

Afghani rebellion, to the

retelling of the experience ot

the Japanese internment camps

in America by an elderly Asian

widow.
Theie are nine stories in this

book. 10 if you include that of

the children. Kach tale is told

from a member of a different

national origin and from a dif-

ferent walk of life.

What ties these nine individ-

ual and geographically — as

well as temporally — isolated

stories together is that they all

revolve around the tragedies of

life and the old adage that his-

tory repeats itself. The fact that

all of these tales are in essence

fiction does absolutely nothing

to detract from their believabil-

ity. These are the stories of not

only lives lived in tragedy but

the lives lived in tragedies that

have repeated themselves

throughout history, despite his-

torians' best attempts to edu-

cate. The stories also argue the

most basic connections of all

humanity — our desires,

dreams and even the fundamen-

tals of our beliefs. Through the

fictional lives of these charac-

ters we are shown true life.

Priced at $12.50 this book is

not only affordable, but also a

value. Though it may sound like

heavy reading for something

during finals time the 107 pages

are dominated mostly by the

images that tell as much of the

story as the words.

Qsboume recovering from broken neck

By Michael McDonough
.'\>SIH lAIKIi I'RtSS

LONDON (AP) — Ozzy

Osbourne — once a wild man

of heavy metal music, now a

dazed dad in a reality TV show
— recuperated in intensive care

yesterday from injuries includ-

ing a broken neck vertebra

after an all-terrain vehicle acci-

dent.

Sharon Osbourne flew to

Britain from Los Angeles to be

with her 55-year-old husband

alter the latest dramatic inci-

dent in a colorful career that

has included biting the head off

a bat and urinating on the

Alamo, among other antics.

"Apparently he was on his

quad bike and he hit something

and he fell and the bike landed

on top of him," Sharon

Osbourne told reporters yester-

day at London's Heathrow

Airport.

A quad bike, akin to a four-

wheel-drive motorcycle, is used

for recreation and by hunters

and farmers to reach inaccessi-

ble places.

Sharon Osbourne visited her

husband at Wexham Park

Hospital in Slough, west of

London, where he underwent

emergency surgery Monday to

restore the flow to a damaged

blood vessel, said Dr. Dick

lack, hospital medical director.

Osbourne fractured his left

collarbone, eight ribs and a

neck vertebra in the accident

Monday on his Buckingham-

shire estate in southern

[ngland.

"It's satisfactory but it's

going to be slow. 1 don't expect

any major changes certainly for

24 hours," lack said of

Osbourne's recovery.

He said he believed there

was no risk of paralysis from

the fractured neck vertebra,

although doctors were awaiting

a final report from radiologists

before removing an immobiliz-

ing collar.

The accident occurred while

the singer was taking a day off

from promoting "Changes." a

duet with his daughter Kelly,

his London publicity agency

said in a statement.

The song, released yesterday

in Britain, is a likely contender

for the Christmas No. 1 spot in

singles charts.

Ozzy Osbourne, whose real

name is |ohn Osbourne, grew

up in a blue-collar family in

Birmingham, central England.

He served two months in

prison for burglary at age 17.

He rose lo fame with the

1970s metal band Black

Sabbath. He left for a solo

career, shocking many with

lyrics focusing on the occult

and startling performances.

Osbourne bit the head off a

live dove at a meeting with

record company executives in

1981. The following year he

did the same to a live bat at a

concert in Des Moines, Iowa,

although the bat reportedly bit

back, and Osbourne reportedly

had to undergo painful rabies

shots.

Now live and online!

Online Certificate

of Business Studies

Offered by the Division of Continuing Education

with the Isenberg School of Management

The certificate program is a credit-based program and is

intended for students who want to broaden their academic

background with business courses without completing a BBA.

The program is dehvered onHne and live allowing for the

courses to be taken and completed anytime and anywhere. The

program consists of five credit-bearing courses which are as

follows: Introduction to Business, Introduction to Accounting

I, Corporation Finance, Fundamentals of Marketing, and

Principles of Management.

Courses offered this Winter Session 2004;

ACCOUNTING 221

Introduction to Accounting I (live and online)

FINANCE AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 301

Corporation Finance (live and online)

MANAGEMENT 301

Principles of Management (live)

MARKETING 301

Fundamentals of Marketing (online)

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 197 I

ST: Introduction to Business (online)

For more information contact the Division of

Continuing Education, 545-3430. To register go to

www.umass.edu/contined or the Division of Continuing

Education Registration Office, 358 N. Pleasant St.

By Davio Bauder
AssjKiATKi) Press

NEW YORK (AP) — Fights,

gun battles and blood are

increasingly making their way

into homes each night through

television, according to a study

released yesterday.

The study by the Parents

Television Council counted 534

separate episodes of prime-time

violence on the six major

broadcast networks during the

first two weeks of the

November ratings "sweeps" in

2002. That was up from 292

violent incidents during the

same period four years earlier,

the organization said.

Although the study is slight-

ly outdated, the PTC says pre-

liminary data from last month

shows the trend toward

increased violence is continu-

ing.

The violence is getting more

serious, too. The study found

156 incidents where guns or

other weapons were used dur-

ing the two-week period in

prime-time in 2002. up from 67

four years earlier.

"In both quantity and quali-

ty it is getting worse," said

Brent Bozell. founder of the

conservative media watchdog

group. "I think it is a cause for

concern."

Fox narrowly beat CBS. 151

to 148, for having the most vio-

lent incidents, the PTC said.

even though Fox broadcasts an

hour less each night than ABC.

CBS and NBC. Fox executives

say they never comment on

PTC studies, although they pri-

vately note that some of their

more violent shows in 2002

have since been canceled.

Four of the networks —
ABC, Fox. the WB and UPN
had more than double the vio-

lent incidents in 2002 than they

had four years earlier, the study

said.

NBC was the only network

where the level of violence

went down, from 51 in 1998 to

42 last year, the PTC said.

During the four-year period,

CBS' forensics drama, "CSI:

Crime Scene Investigation,"

became the nation's most popu-

lar television program. CBS has

already completed one spin-off

of its most successful show and

is planning another.

At the same time, HBO's

"The Sopranos" was one of the

nation's most influential pro-

grams. Although its violence

level wasn't studied here, the

broadcast networks took note

of the drama's success and tried

to imitate it.

There was no immediate

comment from the TV net-

works on the PTC's study.

Among the incidents cited in

the study from last year: Gil

cutting a finger off a dead

mans body in "CSI"; a man

being shot in the forehead on

NBC's "Boomtown"; a warlock

on the WB's "Charmed" taking

a human heart I rum >uniconc

still alive.

Television isn't opcruimg in

a vacuum, Bozell said, noting

violent content in video games

and in music. And he said that

it's likely television was even

more violent during the 1970s

and early 1980s, with Westerns

and police dramas popuUn.

"It's a cvclical thing. 1

think." he said. "But this is

cyclical with an edge to it"

The PTC isn't opposed l^'

violence on television, particu

larly if it comes with a moral

message that makes clear the

consequences of actions. Bo/ell

said. But the networks should

be mindful of what they're

beaming into homes, he said.

"If you believe that the

product has consequences and

you believe you can influence

an audience. particularly

impressionable youngsters.

then 1 think television along

with all the entertainment

media ought to be mindful

about what they're teaching,"

he said.

One positive finding for the

PTC was that three networks

CBS, NBC and the WB - cut

back on the level of violence

during TV's so-called lamiK

hour, between 8 and 9 p.m. For

the WB, that's due almost

entirely to losing one program.

"Buffv the Vampire Slayer."

Otherwise, the PTC found

that violence increased during

every time slot.

Offspi
Continued from page 5

same level as "Original

Prankster" or "
. . .Get A |ob" but

it doesn't add much to the

album and most listeners will

probably find themselves skip-

ping over it by the third or

fourth listen. The last track

"When You're In Prison" is

completely. 100 percent differ-

ent from anything The

Offspring have ever done.

It's a very odd. old-fashioned

sounding song where the only

prominent sounds area curious

vocalist (that sounds nothing

like Holland), a simple, almost

old-time cartoony horn and

string line, and a popping, old-

vinyl effect. The song's lyrics

are, well, an 'instruction guide

to get by in pri.son without

attracting any. uh. unwanted

attention. The song is not

painful to listen to. it's not even

that annoying, the don't pick

up the soap' lyrics, though

slightly predictable, warrant a

few chuckles, however the lis-

tener may find themselves skip-

ping this song after a couple

plays.

"Splinter" is a very good

album and true Offspring fans

(not those looking for raw, vio-

lent punk or those looking for

cheap novelty singles) should

lind a lot to appreciate. While

"Splinter" is not The Offspring's

best album, it certainly holds its

own and listeners with an open

mind could find themselves lis-

tening to this album as much as

any other Offspring release. Tlic

audience that enjoyed

"Conspiracy Of One "
will pai

ticulariy enjoy "Splinter."

However, if theie's any justice

for these long running, but still

going, punks. "Splinter" will sell

the way "Conspiracy Of One

"

should have.
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Minutemen stumble
Continued from page 10

position, and it cost us."

"I don't really know what it was tonight," sopho-

more foiward |elT Viggiano said. "We may have just

gotten too confident and comfortable and started turn-

ing the ball over."

Trailing 52-5 1 with just over 27 seconds remaining,

CCSU opted to play for the last shot and found

Robinson on the low block, where he was fouled on a

quick spin move to the basket. He then hit both free

throws, giving the Blue Devils a one-point edge with

just under six seconds remaining.

Armed with a foul to give. Central Connecticut was

whistled for contact against junior Anthony Anderson

before the captain could advance the ball beyond half

court, forcing the Maroon and White to inbound the

ball deep in their own backcourt with under four sec-

onds to play.

After Lappas called for a time out, Viggiano set up

to inbound the ball along the sideline. Unable to spot

a wide-open Freeman standing alone under the hoop,

Viggiano forced the ball in to Anderson and had it

slapped away as the buzzer sounded, giving CCSU its

second one-point win over UMass in as many years.

"|On the last play] we ran Maurice Maxwell along

the baseline and [Viggiano] looked at him, but

Rashaun Freeman was wide open and Viggiano just

didn't see him," Lappas said.

After jumping out to an early 5-0 lead, UMass' lead

gi«w to as high as six in the first half when a Freeman

jumper made the score 22-16 at the 7:40 mark.

Leading by four to start the second half, the

Minuteman pushed the advantage to nine with an 8-2

run highlighted by a pair of Viggiano dunks, the sec-

ond of which made the score 41-32 with 15:28

remaining in the game.

Central Connecticut continued to chip away, how-

ever and eventually tied the game on the strength of a

7-1 burst that culminated wUh a Robinson lay-up that

knotted things at 47 with 7:24 left.

The Blue Devils then took their first lead since the

5:49 mark of the first half as a Robinson jumper made

the score 51-49 with 4:20 on the clock.

The Minutemen regained the lead at 52-51

just over two minutes later when Anderson

drained a long three as the shot clock expired,

but did not score again.

Living the dream
Continued from page 10

2:46— My friend Jay calls. His

car won't start, lay was bringing

the Wings. Uh-oh.

5:09— My girlfriend hears the

news about lay and says. "We
need another Wingman."

Comedy.
5:1 1 — Jamal Lewis scores on

a pitch from five yards out. If this

guy isn't an MVP, it's only because

the Ravens don't make the play-

offs. And if he keeps playing like

this, they will.

5:16 — The Bengals offensive

line is reminding me of the Drew
Bledsoe-era Pats' pass blocking.

It's that prevailing "you deserve

better than this" feeling.

5:25 — The Vikings have a

simple offensive scheme. Get guys

who can catch anything and can

run fast, and find a quarterback

who can throw the ball high and

far. Some of Daunte Culpepper's

touchdown passes remind me of

the way you could throw the ball

any distance in Tecmo Bowl.

5:29 — Ion Kitna hits Will

Demps between the numbers. But

Demps plays for Baltimore. It

makes me sad. I love Kitna.

Seriously, 1 have a jersey from his

Seattle days. 1 know, I know.

5:51 — Lewis again. Why
bother throwing the ball'.' This

guy is a truck.

5:35 — Frank Wycheck gets

his 500th career reception, join-

ing Kellen Winslow. Ozzie

Newsome and Shannon Sharpe.

That's some nice company for a

guy who is one of the most under-

rated players of his era.

5:4 1 — The only game that is

within one score is the Lions-

Chargers game. Wow, is it 4:00

yet?

5:45 — The Ravens are just

good enough to be scary but just

bad enough to be overlooked.

They are the team that nobody

wants to play.

3;54 _ Another blind-side

turnover caused by the Baltimore

pass rush. Put this game in the

books.

4:01 — The Bucs stop New
Orleans on fourth down to end it.

Only Indy-Tennessee left for the 1

p.m. games.

4:05 — Wings are here.

Hallelujah.

4:16 — Steve McNair drives

downfield and gives the Titans a

chance to tie. On the conversion

attempt, the Colts tip the ball and

stay ahead. This has turned into a

classic game.

4:20 — At long last, the snow

bowl begins in Foxboro.

4:24 — Peyton Manning

catches his own pass, forcing the

Titans to take a time out. You

couldn't script a better game.

4:25 — lustin McCareins fum-

bles the ball on a punt return.

Game, set, match Indy.

4:32 — Miami commits a per-

sonal foul, giving the Pats a 1 st-

and-goal. Side note: 1 love Bemie

Kukar's accent. It's just enough

that you have to know the hand

signals to understand exactly

what is going on.

4:35 — Vinatieri's kick just

barely goes over the upright. 3-0

Pats, thank you, God.

4:37 _ lust checked the

Chiefs game just in time to see

Priest Holmes poke the ball in.

The "veteran" Morten Andersen

kicks the extra point. I realize that

"veteran" is NFL-speak for old.

4:59 — 1 flip to the San Fran-

Arizona game. "Even though

Randy Moss was a knucklehead,

his teammates realized he was a

knucklehead and didn't let it

bother them." What? I think I'll

avoid channel 7 1 9 too.

4:41 — Oakland had four

yards passing today. Glad 1 missed

most of that one.

4:45 — Kevin Harlan

announces there is over one foot

of snow in New England. Talk

about an understatement.

4:46 — jim Nantz says there

are more than two feet of snow. I

always liked you, |im.

4:49 — There's no footing on

the field and the Pats line up with

five wides and a shotgun set.

Seriously.

4:56 — "I think I said

[Eugene] Wilson was from

Central Florida. He's from

Illinois." How does this guy have

a job?

5:00 — Harlan and Randy

Cross are conversing on camera.

Aren't there FCC regulations

against showing people with hair

like Cross'?

5:07 — A Dolphins O-lineman

breaks his helmet. File that under

"Things I've never seen before."

5:16 — Snoop Dogg just said

"wait just one minizzle" to lerry

Stiller in an AOL commercial. I

never thought 1 would see those

two in the same place. Ever.

5:55 — Vinatieri misses. How
does that happen, even in a bliz-

zard?

5:55 — Phil Simms on a

Denver punt: "That kick was so

bad, it was good." Thanks for the

wisdom Phil.

5:52 — The clown commercial

is on again. It really is kind of

frightening.

6: 1 5 — Rodney Harrison nails

Fiedler on a blitz. PICK UP THE
BALL! FALL ON IT! Mike

Vrabel finally grabs it. Sweet.

6:18 — Arizona's on the

board. Only down 29 points.

6:19 — Armen Keteyan and

Simms are having a discussion

about keeping their hands froin

getting dry in Denver. Kill ine

now.

6:21 — lay Fiedler is begin-

ning to throw with accuracy.

Could we get some more snow in

here please?

6:52 — Portis busts it loose to

put Denver up 10. Home field

here we come.

6:58 — Deion Branch is railed

but holds on to the ball for a first

down. He's money today.

6:45 — Fiedler's pass gets

tipped by Tedy Bruschi. who
somehow holds on, and walks in

for the touchdown. Just to add to

the absurdity of the game.

Vinatieri's extra point hits both

uprights before going in. Fans are

throwing snow all over the place.

Only in New England.

6:48 — Denver is up big.

Home field is in the Pats'

hands.

6:56 — Promo No. 17 for

"Undercover Ch«istmas." It still

looks like the worst movie ever

made. I don't care if "Oscar

nominee" Tyne Daly is in it.

Obviously she made a mistake.

6:58 — How many big inter-

ceptions has Ty Law made in

his career? Add one more.

There's your true defensive

leader.

7:06 — Tom Brady pooches

a punt that gets downed at the

1-yard line. Who needs a

punter, anyway?
7:09 — Fourth and 8 from

the 5. A safety. What a perfect

way to finish off this game. A
full day. 1 need a nap.

Matt Brady is a Collegian

columnist.
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Leading the pack

Thomas Pock, ^^ovember•s CCM HiKkcv East Player of the Month, leads the Minutemen with

nine rimIs this season. UMass will play New Hampshire tomorrow night at the Mullins Center.

The opening faceoff is scheduled for 7 p.m.

Northeastern breaks streak
Continued from page 10

less teams in college hockey, the

Huskies (0-9-2 overall. 0-7-1

HEA) pulled out a 1-0 victory at

Vermont, junior Keni Gibson

turned aside 25 shots to earn his

second career shutout. The last

one came against BU on |an. 6,

2002.

It was a bright day for the

hurting Huskies, as freshman

Ray Ortiz scored his first colle-

giate goal to give NU the win.

Ortiz has three points on the

year, thanks to the assists he

notched against Merrimack (Oct.

24) and UMass Lowell (Nov. 1).

The Charlestown native was

na'mSI" Superskills Hockey

Rookie of the Week for his

efforts.

It's appropriate that it took an

Eastern College Athletic

Conference team to break NU's

streak. Bruce Crowders charges

are 12-5-2 in their last 1 7 clashes

against ECAC foes.

Hang on SLUh>v

St. I.auivncc showed Hockey

East some poor hospitality this

weekend, taking wins from

Lowell (7-6-5. 4-5-1 HEA) and

New Hampshire (10-4-1. 5-2-1

HEA) at Appleion Arena. Rich

Peverleys game-winning power

play goal at 15:00 of the third

period gave the Saints a 5-4 vic-

tory over UMl. Friday night, and

T.|. Trevelyan added to the two

points he earned against Lowell

with a goal at 15:14 of the second

period Saturday to lift SLU over

UNH, 3-2.

Goaltenders Mike Ackley and

Mike McKenna combined to stop

5b of 62 shots in the two-game

span.

There's no business uke snow busi-

ness

W hile I k)cke\ l^ast teams did

manage to play seven of the

scheduled 10 games this week-

end. BC and Providence (6-5-5,

2-5-2 IIK.'X) were snowed out

Saturday, as were Maine and

Merrimack. The Massachusetts

Slate Police even got involved, as

it and the Hockey F'ast brass

decided to postpone Massa-

chusetts (9-5-2. 5-21 HEA) and

BU Sunday afternoon. Thus far,

only the Maine- Merrimack clash

has been rescheduled, for |an. 6

at Merrimack's |. Thom Lawler

.•\rena.

SPRING BREAK '04
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Please join us for an information session about the

Oxford Summer Seminar

Thursday, December ii at 5:00 PM
Campus Center room 904-08

The Oxford Summer Seminar provides a unique opportunity for students to

enjoy six weeks of residential life (July 4 - August 13) at Oxford University's

historic Trinity College. The seminar offers over 15 tutorial-based courses in

literature, history, law, and politics. Classes are taught by British university

faculty; both undergraduate and graduate-level credits may be earned.

The information session will include alums from last summer's Seminar and

program administrators wUl describe next summer's Seminar. For more

information, visit the Seminar's website at www.umass.edu/oxford or you

may contact the seminar via e-mail at:

oxford@english.umass.edu
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Bonnies under fire
By John VVawrdw

,\S!«H IA1H1 I'Rk.v.

BUFFALO. NY. (AP) — The

NCAA could level an unethical

conduct charge against lonner St.

Ik>naventure coach |an van Breda

KollT lor his role in a player eligi-

hilii\ scandal that led to his dis-

missal, interim school president

ihe Rev. Dominic Monti said

I uesda\.

1 he> arc pui >uing an addition-

,il allegation ot unethical conduct

against |an," Monti said in an

interview with The Associated

I'ress.

Monti said the allegation

against van Breda Kollf was made

bs the NCAA following its investi-

gation. He said it was in addition

to the three infractions St.

Bonaventuie acknowledged it

committed, and will be raised at a

hearing in Indianapolis on Fiiday.

The hearing, before the

NCA,A's committcv on infractions,

IS the final step before the college

governing body will determine

whether to pursue further sanc-

tions after forward |amil Terrell

was i-uled ineligible last spring for

failing to meet junior college tran-

fer guidelines.

The NCAA could ixile next

month.

When the team was stripix-d of

1 2 wins and barred from the (xjst-

season, players boycotted their

final two games.

If the NCAA sanctions van

Breda KoUT, now an assistant with

the NBAs New Orleans Hornets,

he could be restricted from return

ing to coach at the college level tor

a set time. Any school considering

hiring van Breda Kollf during that

time would have to petition the

NCAA for approval.

Van Breda Kolffs lawver. Lew

Conner, would not confirm or

deny whether his client faces a

sanction of unethical conduct but

said: "Any allegation of wrongdo-

ing against |an van Bieda Kollf by

anybody will be fiercely contestc"d

to the absolute fullest extent

allowed by law."

The NCAA declined comment.

Van Breda Kollf has pre\ iously

denied any wrongdoing involving

Terrell's transfer, saying he was left

out of the loop when Athletic

Director Gothard L.ane raised the

163 Sunderland Rd. - N. Amherst

)ust north of the apartments
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•Reggae Night Dance Party
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with D| Mgosi, $3 cover

•Open Irish Seisiun

•Dad Come Home

issue of the player's eligibility with

school President Robert

Wickenheiser

Wickenhei-ser. at the request of

St. Bonaventure's trustees,

resigned a week after the scandal

broke, accepting full responsibility

for approving Terrell's transfer.

The school's board also sought and

received Lane's resignation about a

month later, and fired van Breda

Kolff.

A school investigation found

no dinxt evidence that van Brc^da

Kolff knew of Terrell's ineligibility,

but ruled he should have tried to

detennine the player's status con-

sidering the questions raised.

The Rev. Monti compared van

Breda Kolffs defense to that of

what he called, "the three little

monkeys: the see no evil, hear no

evil, say no evil."

Added Monti: "And that's pre-

cisely lan's response; I didn't

know anything. I didn't say any-

thing. I didn't do anything. I didn't

hear anything.'"

Monti said he was encouraged

heading into Friday's hearing, hop-

ing the NCAA weighs the actions

St. Bonaventure has taken since

the scandal incurred. Besides not-

ing the departures of Wickenheiser.

Lane and van Breda Kolff. Monti

added that the school fully cooper-

ated with the investigation.

"This is kind of the last thing

hanging out there, the last uncer-

tainty." Monti said, leferring to the

NCAA's final ruling. "\o\i know

you have to go through it. And the

only thing that would kind of

reopen it again is if they issued a

judgment of penalties that we did-

n't anticipate."

220Z Boomer

mug of beer
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Dishing the dimes

Cleo Foster currently leads the Minutewomen in assists with 26 on the sea.s*>n. UMass will square

off against Northeastern this Sunday at 2 p.m. at Matthews Arena.
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UMassAmherst
Continuing Education

www.umass.edu/start • (413) 545-2414

Don't let your job

search go on break

this winterf

Even frorn your home computer it is

easy to upload your resume and search

for new job postings.

PlanAhead For Next Year

Excellent Location... 1/2 Mile from UMass

Spacious Apartments

1,2 and 3 Bedroom Townhouses

All rents include

heat, hot water, and cooking gas

VjliAQE

Office Hours: 8 am to 4:30 pm Monday
(413) 549-014S

www. puffton village.com

Register for an account with us!

CaU 545-2224 or email

ccnhelp@cicad.umass.edu

with your full name, SPIRE #, major

and year of graduation.

We wiU email you a username,
password and instructions on

how to use the system.

Friday

Once you have your username and

password go to

www-ccn.acad.umass.edu

Caree
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Intermediate (Level 2 3)
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Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact; 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Meat Lasagna

• Chicken Nuggets

• Sweet Potato Quesadilla

(vegan)

DINNER
• Roast Turkey

• Fried Scallops

• Thai Seitan

I vegan)

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

WEDNESDAY
. High: 39

• Low: 31

THURSDAY
. High: 47

• Low: 30

FRIDAY
. High: 39

• Low: 16

<c?

'hill'

c?
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A life is not important

except in the impact it

has on other lives.
-Jackie Robinson

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

it's funny when you get hurt.

pisCeS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Sometimes there is no other choice. Stick

with your decision.

arles • m,ak. 2i-ai'r. 19

Aren't you glad those two annoying peo-

ple over there aren't your problem?

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Don't hook up on the Campus Center

couches, they are REALLY DIRTY.

gemini • may2i-iun. 21

stand up tor the people that are counting

on you.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

People get really defensive over stupid

stuff.

leO • JUL.. 23-AuG. 22

Hope you don't get in trouble for some-

one else's mistake.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Look to your friends for inspiration.

libra • Sept. 23-OcT. 22

A lot of crazy problems are thrown your

way, and you handle it well.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

The first cut is the deepest, so have a

bandage readv.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Try to prevent mistakes.

Capricorn • dec. 22-ian. 19

Watch out for speeding turnips.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
M'ARTMrM FOR RFNT APARTMENT FOR RENTH AUTO FOR SALE

House for rent, 7

hedr(X)ms, 2 hith.s, ^

stories. Newly renc >-

vated, seconds from

campus. $3500/

month, C^all Barbara

413-586-9845

Huge 2 Bednxnn

Apartments 2nd

Semester Sjx'cials

Lt)W Move-In Gists

Free Heat and \\< )t

Water The Boulders

256-8534

Downtown Amherst

on the Park Lx)ft style

on top fl(X)r of

Victt)rian building 4

sky light vaulted ceil-

ings Completely

retinxleleJ 2 lx"d-

rcxnns 1 full bath

Washer and dryer in

unit 978-546-5243

Rent $1250 per

month plus utilities.

Brand new 6 tx-d-

riHim house, Hadlcy,

MA. 3000/month.

C:all Barbara 413-

586-9845

AUTO FOR SALE

93 0ldMiiobile

(:utla.s,s 167000 tniles

reliable many tiew

parts $1000 253-6861

1994 Hyundai

Elantra, 108K,

Manual, CkxkI con-

dition $900 Must sell

ASAP! Call 413-

546-0246

87VWGolfCTl
21>. 5Spd Tlic Last

Year Model made iti

Cjennatiy 1 \-ep disb

rims &. tires included.

Must sell $1200.00

o.b.o. C:all Nate 413-

222-1885

2002 Kia Spectra,

Factory Warranty,

37,500 miles, $55a^

o.b.o. 41 3-253-4893

or jcarroll®

chem.umass.edii

COMPUTERS

Pentturn Laptop

$99.0? Free Printer

with Computer pur-

cha,se C'all for details.

Great Rates and

great turn around

ritiie. We hx Laptops,

I\'sktops/PCrs guar-

anteed 584-8857

Apple iBix)k

300MHZ., 320 MB
RAM, Upgraded,

Add-ons, Bag

EMPLOYMENT

Attention UMass

Students! Tired of

being bn)ke.' Work

with custiMTiers. Eim

$17.50 per appoint-

ment. Stait now or

after finals.

Ctinditions apply.

41 3-532-4444 work-

forstudents.coin

Internship

Motivated students

seeking leadership

outside the box. Gain

experience in all

a.spects of Rinning a

small busitiess.

Average pay:

$931^.03 C:all 508-

246-1230

$550/BeMl 3-478-

9338

Biirtender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day p*>tential. Lixal

p(Kiitton.s. 1-800-293-

3985 ext 516

EMPLOYMENT

!Bartending!$$250/

day p<itential No ex-

perience Nesc Train-

ing provided. 1-800-

965-6520 ext 162

EOR SALE

$Save$ Wholesale-

Disciiunt prices, vi-

deo gatnes, clothing,

jewelry, more. wavu.

tylersdiscounts.cotn

MISCELLANEOUS

Ntnv your parents

can afford your tui-

tion! voiceglo talk,

talk.talk.talk.talk...

to any phone in the

world. v\ww.\oicei:-

lo.com

Phone bills suckl

vt)iceglo talk. talk,

talk. talk. t.ilk... to

any phone in the

world, u'ww.voicet;-

lo.ceMTi

MISCELLANEOUS

Male senior Kxiking

to hixik up no re.stric-

tions! voiceglo

talk.talk.talk.talk. talk

... to any phtme in

the world.

u WW. \i >icetiloc> )m

Baby got phone!

voiceglo

talk. talk.talk.talk.talk

... to any phone in

the world.

www.voiccL'lo.cotn

ROOM EOR RENT

Space available in

Jewish Living

Ciimmunirv.

Excelletit opp*irtuni-

ty for Jewish

Students. Call HiUel

House 549-1710 ask

for Ext. 205 or 208

Ltrge tuniished rix^m

in private home.

Utilities included.

413-367-9286

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need

help? C:all Birthright

of Amherst area for

free testing and assis-

tance. 549-1906

PREGNANCY
TESTING, HIV

Testitig, Birth

Gmtrol, and

Emergency

Contraception.

Affordable and confi-

dential. Tipestr\

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst.

548-9992

Act Now! Bixik 1

1

people, get 12th tnp

free. Group discounts

for 6+ www. sprint:

-

breakdiscounts.com

or 800-838-8202

Spring Break 2004.

Travel with STS,

America's »1 Student

Tour Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun,

Acapulco, Bahamas

and Florida. Now hir-

ing campus reps. Call

for group discounts.

Informat ii>n/Reser\'at

ions 1-800-648-4849

or wvvw.ststraxel.com

For more intomiation

ci intact STA Travel

at 41 3-256-1261

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of

Pestinatitms, includ-

ing C^iniises! Foam

Parties, Free I>tnks

and C'lub

Admissions. Rep

Positions and FREE

trips Available. 1-

800-2 31-4386

www.EpicureanTours.

com
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UMass has Devil oi a time «"• 'phea

Minutemen

can't finish

on the road
By Mike Marzelli

tijLiii.iAN Staff

UNCASVILLE. Conn. — Again?

Reeling from a heartbreaking 76-

75 overtime loss at Boston College on

Saturday afternoon, the Massa-

chusetts mens basketball team trav-

eled to the Mohegan Sun Arena seek-

ing revenge from Central Connecticut

State for a 46-45 loss that marked one

of the low points of the Minutemen s

2002-03 season.

However, none would be served,

as the Blue
UMass 52_ Oevils again

CCSU 53 slipped past

UMass by just

a single point, winning 53-52 before a

crowd of 3,554.

"it's another tough game to lose,"

UMass coach Steve l^ppas said. "I

just told the kids that we have 1 days

to get ourselves healthy and regroup.

Six games into the season we have our

backs against the wall, obviously.

"We just need to respond now."

The Minutemen were without the

services of starting guard Art Bowers,

who severely sprained his ankle

against BC and is out indefinitely.

UMa.ss, which will take a week off

for exams, will return to action on

Dec. 20 when Marshall visits the

Mullins Center

"We need to get back on the right

track." junior center Gabe l,ee said.

"We can't play like we did tonight and

expect to do well the rest of the sea-

son."

Ron Robinson led all scorers with

21 points for the Blue Devils. Guards

Demario Anderson and Justin Chiela

both added nine for CCSU.
Sophomore forward Rashaun

Freeman led the Minutemen with 15

points and I 5 rebounds, while junior

center Gabe l,ee posted 1 2 points and

eight rebounds.

It was. however, the numerous lay-

ups and clo.se-range shots the

Minutemen were repeatedly unable to

convert combined with 1 5 second half

turnovers that ultimately sealed their

fate.

"We had a lot of (easy baskets]

that looked like they were in and just

came out." I^ppas said. "If we make a

couple lay-ups then we win the game

pretty handily, we just didn't finish

around the basket.

"But the bottom line is that we
shouldn't have put ourselves in that

Continued on page 7

weekend games
By Ani>rew Merritt

Cx.)i.UioiAN Staff

The Northeast became a winter

wonderland last weekend, and while

three games involving Hockey East

teams were cancelled, the rest of the

slate provided some heated action

despite the frigid^ I

weather outside.

^WPmkket The first example

W'h:!^..., I
^-ame Friday night.

Notebook ^hen Boston

iHHI^HHfc. College (10-2-3. 6-

0-2 Hockey F^st)

and Boston University (4-5-4, 2-4-2

HEA) met up for the first time this

season. The Eagles continued their

winning ways with a 5-3 victory that

maintained their perfect conference

record. BC has beaten the Terriers in

the last four regular season meetings,

and Friday's win — coupled with the

postponement of second place

Maine's (11-2-1.6-2-1 HEA) second

visit to Merrimack (4-10-3. 1-6-3

HEA) Saturday — ensured the

Eagles would stay atop the Hockey

F^^st standings through the weekend.

Tony Voce provided the spark for

the Eagles with a hat trick, and the

I'aves brothers chipped in with five

points combined — sophomore

Patrick scored twice, and senior Ben

had three assists.

Friday night's game was goalie

Sean Fields' 1 00th in a BU uni-

form — a new team record.

The Terriers have struggled

early, and lack Parker's crew is

sure to enjoy the nearly three-

week break they'll have after Dec.

13's game against Niagara. BU is

classically a strong finisher,

though, and come |an. 2 against

defending National Champion
Minnesota, the Icedogs will have

something to prove.

It's still a bit early in the sea-

son to crown BC. or dismiss BU,

but there are a few trends that

shed some light on the disparity

that exists on Commonwealth
Ave.

The Eagles have been stellar

on the penalty kill, stifling all but

six of the 71 man-up opportuni-

ties their opponents have had this

season. Also, junior Ryan
Shannon has at least one point in

nine consecutive games, dating

back to Nov. 5 against Lowell. In

that span, the Eagles have gone

undefeated.

BU. meanwhile, is

to score timely goals.

five third

games.

struggling

with just

period goals in 1

3

UER.M.DH I.INl./OU-LtC-.IAN

Anthony Anderson scored nine points in the Minutemen's loss to Central Connecticut last night. UMass, which dropped to 2-4 on

the seast>n, returns to action Dec. 20 against Marshall at the Mullins Center with a 4 p.m. tipoff.

AriAST

It took 12 games to do it, but

Northeastern finally notched its first

win. In a battle of the last two win-

Continued on page 7

The beauty of the

NFL Sunday pass
Wheeling and dealing

It's every sports fan's dream.

Get up at noon. Take the dog for

a walk. Plop down on the couch

to watch every NFL game on

DirectTV's NFL Sunday Ticket.

1:01 p.m. — Kickoff in the

Cincy-Baitimore game.

1:08 — 65-year-old

Gary Anderson hits a 40- M3il

yard field goal. Anyone

else yearning for Al Del Greco?

1:11 — First "Real Men of

Genius" commercial of the day.

One of the best ad campaigns of

the past few years.

1:13 — "Now that's a Larry

Allen block right there."

Seriously, all Cris Collinsworth

needs is a "BOOM!" and he's got

his own bus, video game and a

Tinactin contract.

1:19 — The dog is blocking

the receiver for the remote. This

day is off to a flying start.

1:23 — Byron L^ftwich hits

limmy Smith in stride for a beau-

tiful touchdown. This kid is defi-

nitely going to be better than

Carson Palmer.

1 :27 — Aaron Brooks finds

Boo Williams for a wide-open

touchdown. Two touchdowns in

four minutes. I'm definitely on

with the remote today.

1:32 — I decide it's time to

check the bottom of the barrel

today — Oakland/Pittsburgh and

San Diego/Detroit. Fortunately,

both games are in commercial.

Nice.

1 :34 — Beasley Reese is doing

the lack.sonville-Houston game.

Note to self: avoid channel 709.

1:35 — "It'll be third and ...

about the size of that official's

shoe." Dick Enberg, you make me
chuckle. McNair sneaks it in from

1:55

two out and the Titans are up 10-

0. I've seen all four touchdowns

in the NFL today.

1:41 — Oakland-Pitt is the

only game not in commercial.

Seriously, that's not funny.

1 :49 — CBS shows a Saturn

commercial featuring

running clowns. Not

the funny kind. The
scary kind.

— NASCAR on FOX
gets a plug during the Minnesota-

Seattle game. First, the season

doesn't begin for three months.

Second, do they think Seattle and

Minnesota are key markets for

NASCAR?
1 :58 — I happen upon a com-

mercial with a guy with back hair

Thank you. remote inventor.

2:04 — Fd llochuli is the best

referee in the league. He is deci-

sive, clear and usually right.

2:14 — Anthony Wright nails

Travis Taylor downfield.

Remember when people were

talking about the quarterback

controversy between Kyle Boiler

and Chris Redman? Yeah, that

was this season.

2:30 — The halftime show

bonanza. Who's worse, Terry

Bradshaw or Deion Sanders?

Please, just let it end...

2:34 — |eff Fisher says, "This

means time out" to the ref while

making a "T" with his hands.

Hysterical. Abusing the ref should

be rewarded when it's done cre-

atively.

2:42 — Philly goes up 17-10

on a shovel pass to Duce Staley.

This is the team to beat in the

NFC. which makes AFC fans

excited.

Continued on page 7

By Ronald Blum
Assoi lATKi) Press

NEW YORK ( AP) — Now that

the first big offseason deadline has

passed, ba.seball's offseason mar-

ketplace has started to get busy.

Anaheim Angels closed in on

Bartolo Colon. Nomar Garciaparra

expressed dismay at Boston's talks

to acquire Alex Rodriguez, and

Kazuo Matsui arrived in New York

on Monday to complete his deal

with the Mets.

There were only two free-agent

signings, with right-hander Kerry

Ligtenberg agreeing to a $4.5 mil-

lion, two-year contract with

Toronto and outfielder Eduardo

Perez settling on a $1.7 million,

two-year deal with Tampa Bay. But

other deals were percolating.

Twenty-five free agents were

offered salary arbitration before

Sunday's midnight deadline. They

have until Dec. 19 to accept and

can re-sign with their former teams

through Ian. 8. The 1 39 free agents

not offered arbitration can't re-sign

until MiiN I.

Among those cut off by the

deadline were Greg Maddux and

Atlanta, Ivan Rodriguez and

Florida, and Vladimir Guerrero

and Montreal.

"There was absolutely no possi-

bility this was going to fit into our

operating scheme this year," Braves

general manager |ohn Schuerholz

said of Maddux. "1 would have

loved tt) have .sc"en him .say, 'I want

to stay with the Braves no matter

what. I want to achieve these goals

wearing a Braves uniform. I want

tti slay.' We all would have loved

that. But our economics and his

economics weren't anywhere near

each other."

Colon was close to a big money-

deal Monday.

While neither Colon nor the

Angels discussed the talk, both

Anaheim and the Chicago White

Sox believed the right-hander was

on the verge of a deal with

Anaheim, said two baseball offi

cials who were familiar with details

of Colon's negotiations with the

two teams. The pair spoke on the

condition of anonymity.

Anaheim offered a $48 million,

four-year contract, one of the offi-

cials said. Once a preliminary

agreement is reached, the right-

hander still must pass a physical.

Colon was only 15-13 with a

3.87 ERA this year, but he's covet-

ed for his durability and consisten-

cy.

His agent. Mitch Frankcl, did

not return several telephone calls

from The Associated Press. Angels

general manager Bill Stoneman

refused to confirm or deny talks.

"We've been more active this

offseason than last." Stoneman

said. "We're still trying to get some

other things done. In terms of what

they are, we're only going to com-

ment on that stuff once we do have

something that we announce pub-

licly"

The Angels could be dealing

again if the Alex Rodriguez-Manny

Ramirez trade goes through.

Garciaparra would be out of a job,

and it's believed the Red Sox could

trade him to the Angels for a pitch-

er, possibly [arrod Washburn, or

second ba.seman Adam Kennedy.

"I'd definitely be hurt,"

Garciaparra said Monday in an

interview with Boston's WEEI
radio. "I'm in a place that I've

given so much of my life and so

much of my effort."

C.ERAmM IIN<'./ailXEHIAN

Manny Ramirez is involved in tjilks regardinK a trade between the Sox

and the Rangers where he and Alex Rixlrigue: may be exchanged.
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Head-on collision sends two to hospital

1 INI l/CXXLEdlAN

Firemen tend to a car wreck in the Orchard Hill Residential Area.

Two motor vehicles collided

around 3:30 p.m. yesterday in a

head-on accident that shattered

glass, deployed an airbag and sent

the two male drivers to area hospi-

tals.

The accident, which happened

close to the driveway of 439 E.

Pleasant St., involved a maroon

Chevrolet pickup truck with

Massachusetts plate number 177

9CE and a maroon Chevrolet Corsica

with Massachusetts plate number

215 TYD.
According to Chief Keith Hoyle

of the Amherst Fire Department, one

driver was taken to Franklin Medical

Center in Greenfield and the other

was taken to Holyoke Hospital.

Both drivers appeared to be wear-

ing their seatbelts. said Officer Todd

Lang of the Amherst Police

Department.

The names of neither driver could

be released because of the Health

Insurance Portability and

Accountability Act. Hoyle said.

Items found inside the vehicle

included a University of Massach-

usetts Stockbridge School of

Agriculture key chain and an

Amherst Regional High School park-

ing permit.

The Corsica appeared to be badly

damaged. The inside of the front of

the car was completely exposed, and

the engine was pushed back into the

passenger compartment. The pickup

truck also sustained heavy damage.

Officers blocked the flow of traf-

fic upon arriving at the scene. A
Pioneer Valley Transportation

Authority bus was stuck in its south-

bound route, unable to continue

through the scene of the accident and

unable to turn around on the street.

At around 4:15 p.m., Amherst

Towing Company began removing

the two vehicles. A group of workers

remained afterward to clear up the

debris.

No one from the Amherst Police

Department was available for further

comment on the incident. Amherst

Fire Department could not release

any information about the identity of

the victims or their medical statuses.

- Morris Singer

Community rallies against Patriot Act
ACLU joins students in protest

By Dan O'Brien

CoLLECUAN StaKV

The University of Massa-

chusetts" chapter of the Americans

Civil Liberties Union held a rally in

from~of the Student Union yester-

day, in an effort to protest many

aspects of the USA Patriot Act.

There were seven speakers at

the rally, representing the ACLU,
Asian Americans for Political

Action, the Graduate Employee

Organization. Office of ALANA

Affairs, the Muslim Students

Association and the Department of

political science at Mount Holyoke

College.

Bill Newman, head of the

Western Massachusetts chapter of

the ACLU. spoke of the presence

of the FBI on college campuses,

particulaH) al UMass. Newman
alleged that he requested records of

the FBI's correspondence between

the UMass Police and the Amherst

Police Department, but has

received no information from

(lERALP H LINll/lXUI BUAN

Carol Rose, the Director of the ACLU of Massachusetts spoke to

a crowd of students outside the Student Union.

either department.

"UMass won't disclose any

records," he said.

Newman also informed the

crowd that according to an article

in The Springfield Republican, the

Pioneer Valley Transit Authority,

which is the bus system that servic-

es the UMass campus, will soon be

installing small microphones in the

front of every bus. He claimed that

this new measure would be an

infringement of people's civil

rights.

"The price of getting on the bus

is the price of a ticket, not the price

of privacy," he said.

Tru Lang of Asian Americans

for Political Action, spoke on

behalf of the group regarding

deportation of immigrants due to

parts of the Patriot Act. Lang said

that as a result of the Patriot Act,

many Cambodians are being

deported back to their country of

origin, even if they no longer have

family or community ties there.

He used an example of one

woman who had been living in the

United States for approximately 22

years.

He said she was convicted of

shoplifting and was sentenced to

deportation. The woman was a

mother of two and had no means

of survival in Cambodia. He

explained that she "had survived

the killing fields in 1980 and came

to the U.S. at the age of nine."

"Now her children would not

have a mother to care for them." he

said.

Lang also said he was disap-

pointed with the low turnout of

t.bKALU H LL^JL/CllLLEGlAN

A protester makes her point known at the Anti-Patriot Act Rally

yesterday outside the Student Union.

students who attended the event,

particularly Asian American stu-

dents. There were only about 50

students who attended the event.

"1 don't see many Asian faces in

the crowd," he said, "I'm disap-

pointed in the apathy among Asian

American students."

Rene Gonzalez of the

University's Student Government

Association's ALANA caucus

spoke at the event. He said most

Americans have a feeling that laws

that make a totalitarian society

would not happen in the United

States, but his disdain toward the

government was clear.

Gonzalez compared the type of

government in the United States to

fascism. He also said that the little

opposition of U.S. citizens to the

policies of President George W.

Bush is not dissimilar to the rise of

Adolf Hitler in World War II.

"In Germany, the [support of

Hitler] happened first with little

things. Then they had a politician

with the unquestioning .support of

his people," he said. "That's what

fear in a conformist nation does.

That's what's happening |in the

United States! today"

Attorney Levi,

advocates tor

civil lilierties

By Kate Walsh
CoLLEoiAN Correspondent

On Nov. 18, the Massa-

chusetts Supreme judicial

Court, the highest court in the

state, ruled that it is unconsti-

tutional to deny same sex cou-

ples the right to marry, a move
that could possibly make
Massachusetts the first to

legalize gay marriages.

Jennifer Levi, co-counsel in

Goodridge v. Department of

Public Heath, the case that

invoked this landmark deci-

sion, and a staff attorney at

Gay and Lesbian Advocates

and Defenders (GLAD), spoke

at the University of

Massachusetts last night about

the case itself, the evolving

transgender movement and the

definition of marriage.

"What is traditional mar-

riage? Is it marriage that

denies interracial couples the

right to marry? Is it marriage

that takes away the rights of

woman?" asked Levi.

The Goodridge case was

first filed by GLAD in Suffolk

Superior Court in April of

2001. as seven same-sex cou-

ples sought to remove the dis-

criminatory barriers to mar-

riage that the state had

imposed for same-sex couples.

They were ruled against in May
of 2002. reason being that

Massachusetts had an interest

in connecting marriage to het-

erosexual procreation. The
Supreme ludicial Court heard

the case in March of 2003, and

it was ruled on less than a

month ago.

Levi began by framing her

discussion on the Goodridge

case around the transgender

movement and transgender

civil rights, explaining that the

background behind these two

issues is important because

people need to question why
someone's sex should ever mat-

ter in conjunction with mar-

riage.

"The question of why sex

should be relevant in a legal

matter is most often answered

by homophobia, society's inter-

est in ensuring that gay and

lesbian people can't marry, or

society's interest in ensuring

that men and women get dif-

ferent roles," she said.

Levi also explained the rea-

sons behind "why marriage

matters." According to her. it

is a safety net that provides

protections under the law for

couples that they cannot other-

wise receive. She discussed

how civil unions, although a

step in the right direction, are

Continued on page 2

Coolidge toy drive brightens the holiday season
By Matt Elder

Collegian Staff

"When 1 was a kid, 1 didn't

have any toys," Assistant

Resident Director Carlo Zepeda

said.

That was his reason for lead-

ing last night's toy drive at

Coolidge dormitory, where over

200 children's faces lit up while
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receiving their holiday gifts.

Students. Residence Ass-

istants, the University of

Massachusetts cheerleading team

and the Doo Wop Shop all assist-

ed the children in picking out

their toys from large piles. The

toys were donated by local busi-

nesses and Coolidge residents.

"The athletic department

helped us out a lot," Zepeda said.

He said the department donated

about 80 or 90 toys to him.

Zepeda also received help

from |ohn Santanella of Hasbro,

who donatcxJ about 200 toys and

said he collected about 560 toys

for the 400 kids in the Amherst

Survival Center, a center in

downtown Amherst that helps

out needy families. All the toys

that weren't taken last night

would be donated to the center,

he added.

Five members of The Dtx)

Wop Shop started off the festivi-

ties with a round of songs as the

children received balloons. Some

members of the group helped

pass out toys later in the after-

noon.

"We always try to sing for the

kids." said Anum Spriggs. a sen-

ior who has been with the group

since his freshman year "It's defi-

nitely a good cause." he said.

Members of the cheerleading

team pcri'onned cheers as the

kids rcxeived their toys.

The children chose gifts rang-

ing from Barbies, Hulks, basket-

balls and board games. Mike, a

10-year-old from Hadley, wanted

a Nerf basketball while Zaniya, a

three-year-old, preferred a small

play set.

•Where's the arts and crafts?"

asked David Allard, a nine-year-

old.

The decision wasn't an easy

one for Steven Kacey, 10. "1 don't

know what 1 want." he said.

After numerous options. Kacey

chose a Dragonball Z toy.

Alicia Druker. a sophomore RA
in Coolidge, walked around the

drive snapping pictures of vari-

ous kids smiling with their new

toys.

Some parents received so many

toys for their kids that they need-

ed trash bags to carry all every-

thing to their cars.

"It feels good to help out

unfortunate kids," said Beth

Porozio. a freshman who has

been helping out with the drive

for about a month. Porozio said

she went door to door around

Coolidge and collected money

from the residents, then went

and bought toys.

"The kids need presents and

Christmas." said Kathryn Dye, a

resident of Coolidge. Like

Porozio. she went around and

collected change and used the

money to buy toys.

"The residents were amazing,"

Zepeda said about the help he

received from within his building.

"It's beyond a success for me,"

Zepeda said at the end of the

drive.

Zepeda said he had doubts on

how successful the drive would

be at first: he initially became dis-

couraged when the drive began as

the same time the campus distur-

bances started.

"I just didn't give up," he said.

Next semester Zepeda said he

will hold a book drive, and next

year he will run another holiday

toy drive.

"It's time for me to give." he

said. 'The residence halls have

never done anything like this

before."
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Andrew Abely, 3, of Amherst recieves a present at the Coolidge dormi-

tor>' holiday toy drive, yesterday evening.
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Last night the Student

Government Association

addressed the effect on students

of the merging of FleetBoston

I inancial with Bani< of America

and the recognition ol Charles

OiMare. director of the Student

Legal Services office.

Also during the meeting,

which was ihe last regular sched-

uled meeting lor the fall semester,

the Rules and lahics Committee

announced the dismissal of

charges brought on to Senator

Gladys Franco and SGA Speaker

lared Nokes.

In November. Nokes was

accused of ignoring the SGA con-

stitution and violating numerous

bvlaws in a petition for his

impeachnient filed by senators

Gladys Franco and Eduardo

Kustamanle.

Franco was accused of, among

other offenses, failure to adhere to

an enactment of the SGA.
Tliis was more of a result of

lack of communication between

Franco and the coordinating

council." said Rules and Ethics

Chair joe Giarusso when com-

menting on the charges against

Franco for ignoring a requirement

to provide a detailed individual

report from a trip to San

Francisco. Calif, for conferences

on race and ethnicity during the

spring of 2CK)5.

All discussion of charges was

dismissed, although the charges

could be brought to the floor with

a three-fourth majority vole.

Chair lason Bissonnette. who
also announced his resignation

from his senate position after four

years of service, passed a resolu

lion concerning the recent

announcement that FleelBosion

f inancial will merge with Bank of

America. The motion concerned

the benefits the UMass communi-

ty receives through Fleet Bank

including fee free withdrawals

from ATMs, free checking

accounts and payroll check cash-

ing at any fleet Boston Financial

branch. In the merger aimounce-

ment. Bank of America staled that

it would ItKik into relationships

currently in place under Fleet.

The senate enacted that

University administrators would

work to maintain the benefits that

have direct effects on students.

In an act of recognition.

Senator Adrienne Girard brought

a motion to the floor to congratu-

late f)iMare for his 25ih year

anniversai^ of becoming a prac-

BRtNUAN 0^tt.^KA/^X>U.fcOIAN

Senators participate in the last SGA meeting of the fall semester in the Campus Center.

ticing attorney. The motion also

commended DiMare for his many

years of service lo students at

UMass. President Dave Carr also

worked on the motion, but was

absent from the meeting.

Also announced at the meeting

was the resignation of the Levi

O'Brien, Chair of Administrative

Affairs.

"I Senator O'Brien) is quitting

senate for personal reasons," said

Associate Speaker Christopher

Eckle. "He's taken on a lot this

semester, and he felt that he

couldn't give his best to the

SGA."
Senator James Brenan was

appointed as the new Chair ol

Administrative Affairs.

Senator Dan Pomeroy was also

appointed to a new position last

night, as Chair of the RSO
Advocacy Committee.

Motions to appoint Lisa

lollimore and Stacy Canepari to

the SCERA Governing Board

were passed. Katy Donaghey was

appointed to the SLSO
Governing Board.

According to Nokes, the SGA
will have 15 vacant seats next

semester. For more information

on becoming involved with the

senate, call the SGA office at 545-

0342.

For the Record

Corn'ition: The student who
fell from a thiid floor ledge

from MacKimmie Hall

Saturday is a resident of lohn

Adams Hall in Southwest,

not lohn Ouincy Adams
Hall, as was reported in

Tuesday's paper

Attorney Levi advocates for transgender rights
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Jennifer Levi, co-council in Gotxlridgc V. Department of Public Health, spoke in

Morrill yesterdav-
*"

Continued from page 1

not equal to marriage, hence the need

to bring about the Goodrigde case.

Marriage provides legal protection at

the federal level, while civil unions are

only able to go as far as the state level.

Levi also discussed the transgender

movement in relation to. and separate

from, the gay and lesbian civil right

movement. She talked about how the

first sex discrimination law suits

brought about by transgender people

in the l^70s were ruled against on the

basis that the court believed these peo-

ple had not been discriminated against

because of their sex. but rather

because of their change of sex.

"I ask you to imagine if someone in

a workplace was Presbyterian and then

underwent faith transformation and

became a Catholic, and they were fired

because of that transformation." she

said. "It's hard to imagine justifying

that."

Although the Goodridge decision

does set a milestone for civil rights

cases in the United States, Levi point-

ed out that the effect of the decision

has been stayed for 180 days in order

to give the legislature the opportunity

to respond. But Levi is optimistic.

"Even though this becomes a politi-

cal hot potato, there is established

widespread support for the outcome of

this case," said Levi. "I think it will be

at best a bumpy road ahead, but I'm

hoping that in 181 days we'll see some-

thing positive."

Levi is a staff attorney at GLAD.
New England's leading legal organiza-

tion for ensuring equal justice under

the law for gay. lesbian, bisexual,

transgender people, and people living

with HIV/AIDS. She is a graduate of

Wellesley College and the University of

Chicago Law School. Levi's speech

was hosted by Legal Studies class

497C, Civil Rights Laws in the United

States.
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Endorsement puts

Dean further ahead
On Tuesday, former vice-president Al Gore

officially endorsed 2004 presidential hopeful

Howard Dean of Vermont. If i^ecent opinion polls

weie not enough, the Gore endorsement makes

Dean the clear democratic front-runner in the

upcoming race.

Dean was the front-runner prior to the

endorsement of Gore, but according to most, he

lacked credibility Gore all but erases that prob-

lem. A respected, influential and powerful figure

amongst democrats, Gore will give Dean the cred-

ibility he needs to be viewed as a serious candi-

date

Tom Daschle, the Senate minority leader,

called the endorsement a "big prize" for Dean and

his campaign, and stated that it puts Dean further

ahead in the race for the democratic race than

anyone has been so far.

Sen. Joseph Lieberman of Connecticut, Gore's

vice presidential running mate in 2000, was

"taken off guard" by the endorsement, as

Lieberman put it recently.

"What really bothers me is that Al is support-

ing a candidate who is so fundamentally opposed

to the basic transformation that Bill Clinton

brought to the Democratic Party," Lieberman

said, possibly in regards to the Dean/Gore stance

on the war in Iraq.

While Dean and Gore are both highly and

openly critical of the war (being anti-war has been

one of the foundations of Dean's campaign thus

far). Lieberman has supported it. Dean's open

opposition to President Bush and his staff certain-

ly contributed to Lieberman 's criticisms.

It is unusual for these types of attacks to occur

this early into the presidential race, but Dean's rel-

ative inexperience on the mainstream political

scene and his lack of credibility has accelerated

the process.

While his lack of credibility and prominence

may lead to attacks from both sides. Dean is actu-

ally using it to his advantage.

"We're not like the rest of these Washington

campaigns," Dean said recently in South

Carolina. The fact that he has been able to play off

his lack of experience and still be considered a

front-runner is why the Gore endorsement is such

a big step forward for Dean.

But the question arises — was the Gore

endorsement planned in advance by Dean? Did

Dean, in fact, change his views in order to get the

upper hand in the nomination race'.'

Sen. lohn Kerry of Massachusetts, who at one

point was far ahead of his democratic competitors

and now trails Dean badly in the polls, accused

Dean of "flip flopping sides" on his stance on the

war Dean has openly admitted to backing an

alternative to last fall's resolution that would have

given the president the ability to wage war

against Iraq without approval of Congress.

Kerry has said that Dean is wearing "two

masks" and the endorsement by Gore cannot be

taken seriously because that no one knows,

which Dean is being endorsed: "Howard Dean

exercised the exact same judgment that the rest

of us exercised (regarding the Iraqi war resolu-

tion). I'm saying there are several Howard

Deans."

Know one can truly know what led Gore to

endorse Dean, and not another candidate (most

specifically his former running mate). Gore has

said Dean's opposition to the war and his ability

to inspire the grassroots have been his biggest

draws. Whatever the reason, and putting parti-san

politics aside, the Gore endorsement is a serious

blow to the rest of the 2004 Democratic hope-

fuls, regardless of whether or not it may be the

result of devious political tactics, or the honest

opinion of a Washington heavyweight.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collepan

Editorial Board.

I live in a computer world

i^

I live in a

computer
world. When I

need to write a

paper. I sit in a

chair and
whack my fin-

gers on a key-

board until it's

finished. I

don't ever

have to actual-

ly go to the library because I

can find all the information I

need by clicking on the little

blue "e" on my desktop. For

this reason. I hate it when
teachers want me to photocopy

the pages of the books I used in

my research papers. Once a

year per class. I am entitled to

blame a missing paper on my
computer for an extension.

I live in a computer world. If

I subtracted the money I would

have spent on CD's from my
tuition money. I would lose

almost two semesters. The last

have to walk anywhere to ask

anyone anything, because I can

just ask them online: this

includes my roommate. I can

fool the masses by using the

"away from keyboard" excuse

when I'm really at my comput-

er (This, in my opinion, is a

very underrated concept. If you

are talking on the phone with

someone, it is not socially

acceptable to leave in the mid-

dle of a conversation, then say,

"Sorry, I was away from tele-

phone." which is socially

acceptable online.) Everyone

on my buddy list will know
where I am at every moment of

the day because my away mes-

sage will change to my location

and activity. Everyone on my
buddy list will know if I am still

awake or not, based on my
away message and idle time.

I live in a computer world. If

I had a 911 key on my key-

board, I probably wouldn't

even need a room phone. I

I get mildly annoyed when I get a CD as

a present, because it takes more effort to

open my cd-rom drive than to open a

program. There are also probably songs

on it that I don't like, and there are so

many others things I could have bought

with $20.

Time to bring back the draft

time I actually bought a CD
was in junior high school. I get

mildly annoyed when I get a

CD as a present, because it

takes more effort to open my
cd-rom drive than to open a

program. There are al-so proba-

bly songs on it I don't like, and

there are so many other things I

could have bought with $20.

1 live in a computer world.

On my computer. I can talk to

five people at the same time,

while finishing my owls and

eating a sandwich. I don't ever

don't need to register for class-

es over the phone, because I

can just do it through Spire

(which isn't as bad as everyone

says). I wouldn't need to order

food, because I can order pizza

online and pay cash for it. If I

ever needed to call anyone. I

can IP-relay them right from

my computer.

I live in a computer world. 1

don't include my parents in this

world. Actually. I think it's

pretty weird that my mom has a

screen name, and 1 think it's

Jefi

Napolilano

really funny that she gets con-

fused when I say "ttyl" or

"brb." I think it would be even

weirder if my grandmother had

a screen name, even if she

spoke English.

I live in a computer world. I

might consider saying yes to an

online proposal, my wedding

invitations will probably be

sent via e-mail, and my entire

wedding will probably be docu-

mented on my personal Web
site. If my friends or family

can't make it to my wedding,

they can probably watch it live

through a high-quality low-

bandwidth wireless Web-cam.

(Wait a few years; it will be the

next big thing).

I live in a computer world. I

will probably have a nine-

month countdown in my profile

for my first child. If my water

breaks while I am sitting at my
computer. I will probably put

up an away message that says,

"In labor, call the cell." Each

of my children will probably

have their own Web site, com-

plete with annually updated

pictures and sound recordings

of their first words.

I live in a computer world.

When I'm old. I will probably

make a screen name like

"HipOleGranny85" just to

annoy my grandkids. who will

all have me blocked. I wouldn't

mind if my kids put me in a

senior citizen home, as long as

I have my own computer with

an ftp server and Interne!

access. My chances of dying

with my head on my keyboard

are actually pretty high. On the

day of my death, one of my
final requests might just be.

"Can you log off my screen

name?"
I live in a computer world.

But. before you sit back, look

at my picture, laugh, and say,

"Wow, this girl is pathetic,"

remember this: you probably

have an away message up too.

Sanam Hakim is a Collegian

columnist.

Having a draft

would force our

population to

confront the

havoc it chooses

to wreak upon

other nations of

the world.

This past January, Congress-

man Charles B. Rangel from

New York introduced legisla-

tion that would reactivate the

draft, which was discontinued

in 1975. Public opinion appears

to be strongly against such

efforts, with a Gallup/CNN poll

finding 80 percent of the peo-

ple opposed to such action and

only 17 percent in favor.

Initially, I shared the popular

sentiment, but for several reasons, I've come to

believe that a fair draft, including both men and

women, with exemptions only for

those with medical conditions

and deferment for students, is

highly preferable than the current

system of enrollment.

My first reaction came from

the desire to have nothing to do

with perpetrating the war against

the people of Iraq. I was strongly

opposed to it, and am strongly

opposed to ongoing U.S. occupa-

tion. Originally, I perceived a

draft to be a form of support for

war, but I now believe that a draft

would result in a more calm pop-

ulation, less hasty to jump into

war
To understand why, we must recognize the

military for what it is: essentially a private army

composed of those who either wish to base a

career in the military or those with no better

options. In a country where the minimum wage

is insufficient to survive and medical benefits

hard to come by, the U.S. military is an institu-

tion largely for those with nowhere else to go.

Because such conditions make soldiers espe-

cially dependent upon employment, the govern-

ment can, by and large, do what it will and not

have to worry about dissent. |ust like a private

corporation, with the ability to hire and fire at

will, closed to public scrutiny by a great extent,

the U.S. military has far less restrictions upon it

than if it had to accommodate a constant flow of

conscripted citizenry.

This was not always the case, however. One
of. if not the most important reasons the draft

ended, was due to the soldier's revolt in

Vietnam. In the 1960/70s, the conscripted U.S.

army began rebelling against what was seen as

either an immoral war or an officer corps with

little regard for the lives of its subordinates.

By 1971. conditions were so bad in the army

that the Armed Forces Journal reported, "... our

army that now remains in Vietnam is in a state

approaching collapse, with individual units

avoiding or having refused combat, murdering

their officers and noncommissioned officers,

drug-ridden and dispirited where not near-muti-

nous..." (The popular term "fragging" comes

from the mutinous act of rolling a fragmentation

grenade into the quarters of one's officer.)

Shortly thereafter, the draft was ended, and

the current system was put into place.

Reactivating the draft now would bring about a

collection of citizens which would not be so sub-

ordinate to the will of authority and would serve

as at least some form of balance against egre-

gious exercises of power
Secondly, and most importantly, having a

draft would force our population

to confront the havoc it chooses

to wreak upon other nations of

the world. It is easy lo support an

abstract conflict, which one is

completely removed from and

difficult to sympathize with its

victims. A conscripted military

that created a direct link between

choice and consequence would

require a more rational process

and sense of compassion, if only

for the sake of self-interest.

If it were the blood of our

upper, or even middle, classes

which would spill, then we would

surely observe a reduction of recent belligerent

hypocrisy, illustrated best in a conversation I had

with an adamant proponent of the latest war in

Iraq: Surely, he was in favor of invasion, but

when asked if he was willing to. or willing to

have either of his sons, pick up a gun to fight, he

readily admitted that he would not. Such moral

cowardice would be far less abundant in the

presence of a draft.

If the people were forced with the conse-

quences of their actions, if a person who called

for war actually had to fight it instead of delegat-

ing it to some working-class kid trying to find a

way to pay for his education, if those who yelled

"support our troops" were forced to actually be

the troops. I am sure we would have far less of

the recent mindless flag-waving and a far less

warlike country.

A draft would force a more thorough exami-

nation of the causes of war. which would very

likely save many lives. Had the U.S. public paid

more attention to the proposed grounds for our

latest war. those very fraudulent claims might

have been quickly dismissed and tens of thou-

sands of lives saved from disaster Finally, while

mandatory military service might be distasteful

to some, it should not exclude it from being a

responsibility we should all share.

Jeffrey Napolitano is a Collegian columnist.

Your own worst enemy
Love isn't great and love isn't amazing — love

hurts. Amazing things happen all the time. A
person who will not bend or break for

you re like me. you are relentlessly rhrictnnhpr Rin(
'^^''' ''^liefs, a person who will stand in

tough on yourself. You can give leeway
l'"ll»l«l'"BI "'">

We spend much of our conscious life asking

questions. We continually search for answers,

for reasons why it is the way it is. If

front of a moving military tank and not

to nearly every person you come into

contact with. However, when it comes to your-

self, you demand perfection.

Where does this idea come from? Childhood?

Life experiences? Or are we all perhaps in denial

or unhappy with who we are? Without the self-

love one should give themselves; we look to oth-

ers to find self-worth, beauty and greatness in

us. Is it this idea and longing and need for

acceptance what we call love? Do we not love

those we wish would love us back? The old say-

ing tends to be true; we pursue and desire that

which we cannot have. I have continuously put

myself in situations where there are unobtain-

able goals. But why? Is the hope and the dream

of the payoff worth the pain of failure and rejec-

tion? I am here to say it is not.

We have all seen the movie,

heard the line, "when life knocks

you down, get up and keep fight-

ing." But when is it time to con-

cede defeat? Life is hard enough,

but battling oneself is a losing

battle. A struggle to change, be

perfect, be liked, be loved. Why
is it tough to be happy some-

times? For most of us when we

were kids, a toy or small trinket

seemed to do the trick. But now
we search for deeper gratifica-

tion. We walk with many, but we
walk alone. We search for our

own identity amongst hundreds

of thousands. We search to be

unique, to be special, different from the pack.

It's funny how one person feeling this way about

you is enough.

We have all been hurt; he or she can do it to

you. How can one person have so much power

and control over your mind, body and soul? I

finally understand the lyrics "you're a god.
'
Do

'they' not fit some of the definitions we give to a

god? Fall in love, and I'm sure you'll understand.

All powerful, with the ability to create and con-

trol all that is you. We get hurt and rejected, and

we keep going. Seeing a man fall hopelessly in

love is like watching a mo.squito fly into a bug

zapper. It's eminent death. It's sad that we see

the light, yet still fly directly into it, willing to

march to our end. The problem is that the light

is so beautiful, filled with so much hope, and

with .so many ways to fulfill you. that one cannot

help but pursue it.

In life, in business, we are supposed to make

risk assessments. If the costs and potential haz-

ards are too great, you are not to embark in the

idea. When did the pursuit of love become the

exception to the rule? Are self-esteem, happiness

and mental stability important enough to not

forego such an extreme risk? But yet wc frivo-

lou.sly risk it all. at the chance, the hope, of love.

Ah. yes. this is what makes love great, this

incredible, amazing thing we would be willing to

throw it all away for. NO. This misconception

and lie has led to the downfall of many.

We can fall in love

with many things

and many people,

if it was so great, I

would not be sit-

ting here writing

with 'color blind'

on repeat.

~~^
budge. Now that is a great thing. It's

inner strength and being true to oneself that is

great. The game of love is nothing to hold high.

Is it not all just a game? We scheme with words

and ideas to make that one person love us. Must

it all be games and tricks? Naw. love ain't grand.

We can fall in love with many things and

many people. If it was so great. I would not be

sitting here writing with "color blind' on repeat.

I'd be out there falling in love with as many

things and as many times as I could. Wouldn't

we all keep falling in love as much as we could if

it was so great? O.K.. argue that wc cannot

choo.se who we fall in love with, can't we

though? Do we not have things we look for.

physical or personality traits, don't we all have

different tastes? This idea of love has got every-

one confused. Most are so sick

and tired and lonely that they are

willing to love anyone who will

love them back. The saddest part

is that we willingly accept rejec-

tion. Wc are fine with the idea of

getting hurt. Would you allow

anyone to physical harm you

without a fight? Of course not,

however we allow her. or him. to

constantly hurt us. and wc are so

easy to find a reason, chalk it up

to incompatibility or other issues

at hand, when the truth is we
should not allow anyone to hurt

us. We keep allowing them to

break us, and the conception that

it is in the pursuit of love has proven to be the

most powerful get-out-of-jail-free card.

I have personally had it with 'her.' I'm tired of

the power she has over me. and her selfishness

and the way 'she' makes me feel. I'm tired of

how no matter what I'm doing or how I feel, she

can change it. No cheesy lines, no romantic

insights, just a frustration with being who we are

and not being satisfied with what we have to

offer. We must find 'her/him'; for some reason

it's not the same without them. This is merely a

fear of being alone. My advice, get a dog. Al

least when you call, they will answer.

In the end we are all just pursuing happiness,

taking the route of love to find it is the most dif-

ficult one. yet that is the road wc continually

travel on. It is not the road less travclctl. it is the

road flooded with traffic and so nuin> ofisiacles.

that when you come out on the other end you are

not the same person you were before. Take a dil-

ferent route, love things about yt.>urself. even if

she/he doesn't. The endless quest for love will

have you beating yourself up and dreaming of

ways in which you wish you could be different.

Yoii will question yourself, and that inner voice

will not cut you any slack. This is why you are

your own worst enemy. I say this to you. know-

ing that when I see 'her.' all my wisdom and ide-

ology will be thrown out the window, all in the

hope that this could be the one.

Christopher Rios is a i'Mass student.
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Hope for those with winter blues
The holidays are not joyous

times for all. Sometimes people

find life empty and meaningless

amidst the festivities and cheer.

Everyone has a bad day. It is

only normal. But when feelings

of sadness and insignificance

become prolonged, there

becomes reason to worry.

Commonly, such a state is

known as depression — an ill-

ness, according to the

National Institute of

Mental Health, that

affects both our minds

and bodies and is

hard to simply lift ourselves

from. Millions of people suffer

from depressive disorders

worldwide and seek treatment

to alleviate their symptoms and

return to a normal life.

But each winter, depression

rates are at their highest.

According to

mentalhealth.about.com, statis-

tics consistently show that peo-

ple develop a form of depres-

sion at the beginning of the

holiday season and by spring,

the illness has diminished. The

type of depression has even

become so common it was

given a special name: Seasonal

Affective Disorder, or SAD.
It is believed SAD may be

caused by an array of things.

During the holidays, we are

surrounded with images of hap-

piness, love and togetherness.

But, according to mental-

health. about.com, some indi-

viduals experience the "holiday

blues" and associate this season

with the negativity in their

lives, even as far back as child-

hood. Some feel bitter if their

current lives lack the warmth

and good feeling the holidays

seem to encompass. This time

of year may also trigger memo-

ries of times not so good and

cause individuals to dwell on

them. Basically, the holiday sea-

son seems to trigger negative

emotions in some people, even-

tually causing them to suffer

from SAD.
But mainly, as mental-

health. about.com states,

research most supports the the-

ory that SAD occurs because of

the shortage of light. As we
approach the holidays,

the nights grow longer

BeCKy MafiinS and the days shorter. In

——^—^^— northern regions, the

extremely process of increased darkness

marks the approach of colder

weather. Most of us adjust to

the natural occurrence, and the

only difference we notice is an

earlier sunset and a brighter

morning to awaken to. But

some people find themselves

since it has been found that any

type is effective with SAD
patients.

Many people throw around

the world 'depressed' to simply

define their feelings on a par-

ticularly bad day. But there is a

difference between being sad

and actually suffering from the

mental disorder. Luckily, statis-

tics show that suicide rates are

at their lowest during the holi-

days, despite what many myths

may state. But depression is

still extremely common during

this time of year, and should be

dealt with accordingly. It may
even be as simple as exposing

ourselves to more light.

The holidays are always

regarded as cheerful times.

Thus, people experiencing neg-

ative emotions may not under-

Some individuals experience the 'holiday

blues' and associate this season with the

negativity in their lives, even as far back

as childhood.

feeling sad, empty and alone as

their light exposure gradually

decreases. It is hard to believe

a lack of daylight could spark

bouts of depression, but year

after year, the theory proves

true.

For those suffering from

SAD, there is hope. According

to mentalhealth.about.com,

exposure to bright light has

proved successful in alleviating

symptoms, since it takes the

place of the daylight we are

missing. Researchers found

that sitting under lights 30

minutes a day could improve

someone's mental state. The
light can even be fluorescent.

stand their origin, since it

seems odd to feel so poorly

during "the most wonderful

time of the year.' But they are

not alone. During this holiday

season and throughout the des-

olate winter months that fol-

low, we should all be aware of

our own emotional state, as

well as that of others. It is

important to help others, and

ourselves, now and throughout

the year, to overcome obstacles

and regain a healthy mental

state. People are not doomed to

forever suffer from depressive

disorders. There is a way out.

Becky Martins is a Collegian

columnist.

Winding down again

Jen

Hodson

It's finally

here. The last

week of class-

es is winding

down to an

end, and
thank God for

that. I am
exhausted,
and I'm sure

most others
^^^~^^~~~

out there

share the same feeling right

now. An overwhelming sense of

relief passes over me, as I real-

ize the end of this semester is

almost here.

Students are rushing to get

last minute semester work and

studying done, so they can head

home for a nice relaxing winter

break. I myself can't get over

the amount of work on my
plate. Although I have no finals

and I'm sure I will regret saying

this, I almost wish that I did.

This is only because all my final

papers and projects are due in

the same week and on the same

days.

The worst part is. is that I

physically don't even have

enough time in my day to com-

plete the assignments for the

next day's class. Ah yes, that's

ter is over."

Sometimes I wonder if pro-

fessors even realize that their

class isn't the only one that stu-

dents are actually enrolled in:

"Dear Professor X, my name
is |en Hodson, and I am a stu-

dent in your journalism class. I

was wondering if I could take

the time to possibly ask you for

a favor. Would it be okay to get

an extension on my paper so I

can breathe now? It would be

greatly appreciated. Thanks so

much!
"Sincerely, a heavily asth-

matic student."

Along with schoolwork. the

pressure of doing well and

graduating on lime can make a

student feel like they are being

pulled in a million different

directions. It doesn't particu-

larly help when one's ADD
kicks in either.

Example: "Hey |en, did you

forget that I told you to pick up

your little brother?" "Uh, the

who did what now?"
It's okay though, because

any mistake is excusable during

finals. It's like the commercial.

"It's okay because I ate Subway
last night." Which is true. I

really did, but that's neither

We have entered back into the season of

purchases and returns. You know the

routine, watching babies cry to get their

picture taken with Santa, and people

fighting over parking spots in the mall.

when endless nights of drinking

jolt Cola or pots of coffee kick

in. Take my advice though,

never drink both at once.

That's a recipe for heart attack

in a can. And you know it's bad

when your away message says,

"Taking a one-way ticket to

hell." or "Gone to class," or

"Don't talk to me till the semes-

here nor there.

I keep reassuring myself

though that there's only one

week left, and before you know
it Christmas and New Years

will be right around the corner.

Christmas, ah yes, we have

entered back into the season of

purchases and returns. You
know the routine, watching

babies cry to get their picture

taken with Santa, and people

fighting over parking spots in

the mall. "Hey, I was here first,

jerk!" "Yeah, yeah, cool your

jets Tony Danza."

But of course there are

always perks, such as being

back home with the rest of the

family eating Christmas dinner,

and unwrapping presents under

the tree. Listening to holiday

music, sleeping on the couch

and watching my mom put

reindeer antlers on the cat; yes.

these are a few of my favorite

things.

And pretty soon, we will be

celebrating the birth of a new
year. This is it. 2004: the most

important year for seniors

everywhere. In less than six

months, the graduating class

will be leaving this institution,

but this time as a final depar-

ture. Will we all be asking our-

selves the same question?

Where has the time gone?

I can't even fathom the idea

that I have spent the last four

years of my life at UMass. The

thought of that time frame just

boggles my mind. The pressure

is on for us now to start getting

recommendations. writing

resumes and applying for job

positions. We are tomorrow's

future and whether or not that

is a good or a bad thing; we'll

just have to wait and see.

As for the time being, I will

soak up the rest of what's left

to enjoy, while I spend my final

time here and look on memo-
ries past. The teenagers we
were four years ago are far dif-

ferent from the young adults

we've progressed into today.

Who knows what will become

of us? Maybe this time next

year I will be wishing I was

back at school worrying over

papers and projects. Then

again, maybe not.

len Hodson is a Collegian

columnist.
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LEHERS TO THE EDITOR

ON CHOOSING
COMMUNITY
SERVICE

Molly Eggleston's Dec. 8 col-

umn makes some valid points

regarding the community service

requirement of the My Body, My

Health course at the University

of Massachusetts. However,

there are some areas in the

piece that could use some addi-

tional Information.

I agree it is not generally a

good policy to "require" commu-

nity service. In this case, though,

the author (and other students

enrolled In the course) had the

option to (1) drop the course and

thereby not complete the

requirement or (2) choose from

one of the many community

based organizations in the

Pioneer Valley, make a relatively

small service commitment and

enter the experience with an

open mind.

The service opportunities in

the Pioneer Valley are wide, var-

ied and available in range of

issue areas. "Stacking chairs at

an event" is by no means a

requirement of service. With a

bit of research, perhaps

Eggleston and her classmates

could have found service place-

ments In an area that suited

them better

While I do not generally

agree that service should be

required, an eighth hour place-

ment in an elective course is by

no means the travesty Eggleston

makes it out to be. Instead, think

of it as an assignment that,

Instead of requiring research In a

library, requires research in the

community outside of UMass.

The point of the assignment was

not only to "encourage [stu-

dents] to give back to the com-

munity" but to show students

what they had to gain by engag-

ing in service.

Eggleston asked, "Why not

make community service an

extra credit opportunity?"

Community service learning is

available as an extra credit

opportunity (through the UMass

Office of Community Service

Learning) to any UMass student

who wishes to add service onto

a course he or she is taking or

who wants to engage in a more

intensive independent study.

"^^ Andrea Ponte

UMass student

PROUD TO READ
FANTASY AND

SCIENCE FICTION

LITERATURE
Robert Carey, in his Dec. 9

column, "Fantasy addicts and

egotistical realists," voiced his

opinion on a popular genre of lit-

erature.

As an avid reader of this

genre, I'd like to know the titles

of pieces of science fiction or

fantasy Carey has read and won-

der If he knows anyone who

reads novels of this sort regular-

ly. Would he consider them

"cerebrally obese?"

If this author does not read

"crap literature," how can he

assume it is an "idle distraction

that consumes a copious amount

of time and contributes very little

toward intellectual growth" or

that people who read this genre

will "completely lose [their] foot-

ing in reality" by continuing to do

so? Readers of "crap literature"

may be trying to escape from

reality, but if you look around, it's

easy to understand why. We are

a country divided, both over

international events and ones in

America.

The themes of science fiction

and fantasy novels are inundat-

ed with extraordinary elements,

yes, but their underlying themes,

which "are usually in small num-

ber and too straightfonward," are

actually prolific and universal.

"The Lord of the Rings" trilogy,

for example, is about a group of

individuals who work together as

a team effecting change, despite

their differences.

I'm an English/journalism

major and agree on the benefits

of works of non-"crap litera-

ture," such as Shakespeare,

whom Carey mentions. He

specifically calls attention to the

characters King Lear and Julius

Caesar, claiming they help define

great literature. Have you ever

read "A Midsummer Night's

Dream," in which fairies inter-

fere in the lives of humans

through magical means?

Shakespeare wrote quite a few

plays that could easily fall into

Carey's category of "crap litera-

ture."

From Homer's "Odyssey" to

novels such as "Brave New

World," many works that are

considered "classic" are full of

"over-focalized plots and set-

tings." The "Harry Potter" series,

which Carey says he refuses to

read "on the grounds that [he]

read[s] enough crap literature as

It is," In fact caused a resurgence

of the love of reading in many

children who disliked reading

"boring" books.

As for me, I'll be first in line to

"lurch forth from my hole" and

head to the theater when "Return

of the King" opens, proudly revel-

ing in my place as one of many in

a "(mass] of escapists." And, I

will do so with a firm grasp o»'

reality, accented and enforced j>y

my love of "crap literature."

Mandy Murray

UMass student

VOICE FOR THE
ADOLESCENT

I am a student at Virginia Tech

and would just like to let you

know that the article, "What she

does not know will kill you" by

Matt Brochu is amazing.

Although a few states away, I

saw that his article has made its

way here and to many more

schools across the nation.

Brochu Is truly a talented

writer and has managed to

express what every adolescent

holds deep down Inside.

Students nation wide are quoting

him in away messages, profiles,

Web sites and much more.

Congratulations to Brochu%nd all

of your staff for holding the talent

and ability to affect people nation

wide.

Michelle Campos

Virginia Tech student

ADDRESSING
GENERALIZATIONS
We want to thank you for your

coverage of the Violence

Prevention workshop sponsored

by the Sigma Psi Zeta sorority

and led by Yeshi Chodon and Rani

Varghese of Health Services on

Dec. 10. This workshop looked at

violence in some Asian-American

communities.

We feel it is imperative to

address violence in a variety of

communities in order to under-

stand the specific dynamics of

how violence manifests for vari-

ous people. We understand that

in an article, workshop or letter It

is impossible to cover all aspects

of how violence impacts a spe-

cific community, or all of our

communities, but we would like

to add a few things.

First of all, it is critical not to

stereotype any group, or assume

that one individual speaks for a

community as a whole. For

example, one student participant

is paraphrased as saying "a lot of

Asian families are raised in a

more aggressive environment,

with spankings being common."

While this might be her perspec-

tive, it is important to remember

the diversity of experience in all

communities, Asian or otherwise.

If we look at the big picture of

violence, we see that rates of

violence are similar across all

racial, ethnic, religious and class

backgrounds.

Second, the article mentions

connections bebween drinking,

sexual violence and victim blam-

ing. Much too often, statements

like "she should have known bet-

ter" or "she shouldn't have had

so much to drink" are used to

minimize, deny and justify sexual

•4fiolen|*«ind divefj responsibilit*

Irom Where it belongs — tin ther

person who perpetrates the aCT

of violence.

Finally, we hope that articles

and workshops of this sort will

continue to allow all UMass

communities to discuss and find

ways to effectively challenge all

forms of violence.

Yeshi Chodon

Rani Varghese

Tom Schiff

University Health Services

Health Education

Voices Against Violence program

Bringing back Truffula Trees

Gilail

Skolnick

There is one

country in the

that

1 the

century

more
than it

with; a

country that

has devoted

over a century
^"""~^~~"

to reforesta-

tion and greening the land. I'm

not talking about the United

States or Liechtenstein.

In the beginning of the

1900s, this country's indige-

nous forests were just about

completely eliminated by cen-

turies of neglect, with hundreds

of years of warfare, grazing and

logging taking a heavy toll on

environmental resources. When
it declared independence, there

were fewer than five million

trees in the entire expanse of

the country. Today it boasts

over 200 million trees, accord-

ing to bridgesforpeace.com.

It was a desolate barren land

covered in deserts, forgotten

and ignored by many. It's par-

ticularly rare in this day and

age, in a world where just

about every country is tearing

apart their forests to have one

country with very limited

resources, devout its

restore its beauty to

was centuries ago.

Mark Twain in the 1800s,

visited this place and described

it as, "a desolate country whose

soil is rich enough, but is given

over wholly to weeds ... a silent

mournful expanse ... a desola-

tion." Not so, anymore.

Twain's description of this

place reminds me of how the

land looks in the end of "The

Lorax" by Dr. Suess, a place

which has been scrapped to the

bone of any natural resources.

In the meantime, this nation

has been working hard to rein-

troduce to the land animals

that were hunted to extinction.

Many animals mentioned in old

texts could no longer be found

here when independence was

declared half a century ago,

also victims of centuries of neg-

lect and over-hunting.

The Fallow Deer was gone

from here and was thought to

be completely extinct until a

herd of 25 was found in the

'50s in Iran, according to the

World Wildlife Fund. By 1972.

the Oryx was completely

extinct in the wild, and WWF
reported the Roe Deer was
hunted to extinction over 50

years ago as well. This nation

has been on a continuous mis-

sion to restore its land to its

diverse wildlife, so far succeed-

ing in reintroducing all these

animals into the wild, many of

which can now only be found

in the wild, in this place.

Today there are 116 differ-

ent species of land animals in

this country, already plagued by

terrorism and a struggling

economy, is willing to devout

so much time, energy and

money to helping the environ-

ment. Able to both care about

its people and its surroundings

suggests that this country is a

model to us all on protecting

our dwindling natural

resources.

When it comes to fossil

fuels, this country has made a

concerted effort to use renew-

able energy. The world's largest

solar power station is currently

under construction here,

according to distributedpower-

solutions.com, while just about

every home sports a solar panel

used to heat water.

As countless animals are

reintroduced into the land

while dozens upon dozens of

animals are becoming extinct

daily in the rest of the world. I

am inspired — inspired that

there are places out there that

make the environment a priori-

time

what
to

it

Able to both care about its people and its

surroundings suggests that this country

is a model to us all on protecting our

dwindling natural resources.

the country, compared with

140 in all of Europe, a land-

mass 500 times bigger. This

country also boasts 575 nature

reserves, which make up 16

percent of its land area, accord-

ing to bridgesforpeace.com.

Species now being raised for

future release into the wild

include the White Oryx,

Ostrich, Persian Fallow Deer,

Roe Deer and Asiatic Wild Ass,

a feat that was once thought to

be completely futile.

I'm very happy to see that

ty, and do not use the economy
or a struggle against terror as

an excuse.

This country is none other

than Israel, a country once just

about completely denuded of

its natural treasures. The
United States, and the rest of

the world for that matter,

should look at Israel as a guide,

leading all of humanity into an

age of greater environmental

awareness.

Gilad Skolnick is a

Collegian columnist.
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lost in Translation" — Sofia Coppola's

brillumt, lovely, moving, gorgeous postcard

to Tokyo is quite possibly the best demon-

stration of the fact that Bill Murray is a man
who needs an Oscar now. He's terrific as a

Hollywood actor filming a series of whiskey

ads in Japan, and he's matched by Scarlett

lohanssen as a lonely newlywed who
befriends Murray over their shared feelings

of isolation. Cq[)pola's piquant romantic

comedy is a pitch-perfect story of two bst

souls connecting in a bustling, alien

metropolis and is the one movie,

above all others, that's necessary to

seek out and savor for all its

small, carefully crafted

nuances.

"The Secret Uves of

Dentists" — Alan

Rudolph directs this

stylish depictkm of

a marriage

falling apart

with equal

BY lONNNY DONAUDMN
parts

caustic wit and

genuine feeling. Campbell Scott as a

dentist who suspects his wife (Hope Davis)

of infidelity has never been better and

Denis Ixary steals scenes as the foul-

mouthed personification of Scott's arwiety.

"Finding Nemo" — Shot in liquid images so

supple and tactile that you almost feel as

though you are right there floating in the

ocean. "Finding Nemo" is a kid's animated

film that's also the year's greatest example

of truly beautiful pop art. A multi-tiered

comedy that works for both kids and adults

with sacrificing either audience. Deeply,

moxingly heartfelt, absolutely beautiful and

wondrously funny, it's unexpected proof

that the best showcase for the comic talents

of Ellen DeGeneres and Albert Brooks are

as animated fish.

"American Splendor"— A gloriously messy;

skewed, jumbled amalgam of documentary,

animation and wry suburban comedy.

Based on the comic books of underground

legend Harvey Pekar — which are in turn

based on Pekir's life as a shambUng. inse-

cure misanthrope — "American Splendor"

is a witty, heartfelt celebration of icono-

clasm done with a remarkable, rubbery

soul that bends the meaning of movie-mak-

ing to its wondrously stretched limits. Paul

Giamatti and Hope Davis (again) have

the roles of a lifetime embodying the

withered frame of Pekar and his

wife, but it's the movie's notions of

new cinematic boundaries that

truly astound.

"TYte Magdalene Sisters"

— Peter Mullan directs

this harrowing fact-

based tale with

such burning, gal-

vanizing humanity that it tears directly into

your hean. The Magdalene Sisters" is,

essentially, a women's-prison picture turned

into high an, but even as the tragedies and

degradations pile up, the nKivie hints at a

hopefulness and strength that even devasta-

tion can't tarnish.

"Thirteen" — With "Thirteen" you get to

see a star being bom. Evan Rachel Wood
loolts like she could be your average bubbly

blonde teen siariet. but she acts with a ten-

der fearlessness that zooins right into the

roiling heart of her characters. Here she

plays Tracy, an angelic seventh grader who
slicks into the abyss of self-destruction

when the adolescent pangs of wanting to

belong hit. Tracy's fall from sweet, wound-

ed teenybopper to raging, desperate hellion

may make for the scariest film of the year

"CatMn Fever" — A flesh-eating virus that

turns skin into rotting, raw shards of meat.

A mute boy who delights in karate kicks

and biting people. A party hearty sheriffs

deputy with the soul of a stoner Eli Roth's

twisted, blackly comic horror film is this

generation's equal to the guts-and-glory

imagination of The Evil Dead."

"Bend It l*e Becicham" — Exhilarating.

Curinder Chadha's joyous comedy follows

less (the supremely charming Parminder

Nagra) an Anglo-Indian girl who longs to

play girl's soccer but Is torn between her

desires and her duty to the tradition of the

old worW. The story is pure comball for-

mula, but Chadha directs it with such jubi-

lant glee that one can't help tnit feel their

spirits soar

"Mystic fBver" — Powerful, dark, unrelent-

ingly sad, Clint Eastwood's finest work of

art in years is a Greek tragedy brought to

the level of a working class Boston neigh-

boi^KXxl. Sean Pain. Kevin Bacon and Tim

Robbins turn in bruui. honest, harrowing

performances as three childhood friends

whose lives intersect once again when the

daughter of one is murdered. At times over-

wrought, but nonetheless an unflinching

depiction of grief and retribution,

"demonlover" — It derails in the final half

hour and turns into the most elliptical,

unfathomable film David Lynch. Until

then though, Olivier As.sayas' sleek-

ly clinical, assured exploration of

eroticism, alienation and corpo-

rate betrayal fascinates and

beguile. Assayas has the

hypnotic kick of a natural

bom filmmaker.
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UMass-bred band drops into Springfield

Friends compare their sound

to Sublime, 3 1 1 and Incubus,

but On The Drop lead gui-

tarist and University of

Massachusetts graduate Mike

Baez says he can't really put a

linger on what kind of music

he, bass player Brian Taylor,

drummer Tom Montilli and

lead singer jim Muro create.

On The Drop, a quartet

based out of Boston, produces

a reggae driven rock sound

with jamband-like qualities.

Tonight they travel west to the familiar con

fines of the Pioneer Valley to play a set at the

Fat Cat in downtown Springfield. Three of the

four members of the band graduated from

UMass.

"We are a high energy band with an original

sound," Baez said, "its pretty cool."

Last year the band released its first EP. titled

"Cookies." The four-.song disc provides listen-

ers with a taste of the heavy bass lines and

rocksteady guitar riff.s that drive the On The

Drop sound.

Their new LP. "Not Afraid." will be avail-

able in January.

The show begins tonight at 10 p.m. and

there is a $5 cover charge.

Glen Straub

I OUKTESY RMI REl\1RI>S

From left to right: Mike Baez, Brian Taylor,

Tom Montilli and Jim Muro are On The Drop.
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The best unheard albums of 2003
Ix't nte start by explaining my strategy in bringing

you, loyal reader, my selections tor the top 10 albums

that you didn't hear in 2003.

Firstly. 1 would like to detach this particular list

from any presumptions of musical snobbery. This is

not a grocery bag of flavor of the months that can eas-

ily be discarded by next year, nor is it a hollow indier-

than-thou-art boast from a bloated elitist setting out to

prove how cool he is. In fact, the foundation of this

list is the egalitarian ideal that every one of The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian's readers

should have access to each one of these stel-
Ji|]|g|||y

lar records. l>et me also point out that the ^-i^J-

title of this list should not be taken literally

There are most likely at least a handful of you who

have heard of more than one of these titles. In fact, 1

will be the first to admit that there is plenty of stuff

both mainstream and underground that I have yet to

pick up (I hear the new jay-Z is fantastic). I apologize

for any glaring omissions. However, 1 firmly believe

that these 10 (or 12) albums stand as the pinnacle of

musicianship in 2003.

I decided to focus on the broad range of tones that

the majority of people on campus may not have been

exposed to rather than simply picking anything non-

mainstream. For instance, while MT\' and radio have

still not caught on to the Postal Service's "Give Up"

(which may be the best album of 2003), there are

enough heads bobbing up and down to it daily to elim-

inate the need for it on a list such as this. Similarly.

Broken Social Scene's "You Forgot It In People" was

disqualified after I noticed that more than a few peo-

ple were sharing it on canofsleep.com.

Lastly, let it be said that 1 tried my very best r»ot to

cheat. You see. like most inusic geeks. I have a fond-

ness for making lists. This fondness is only overshad-

owed by my inability to be exclusive when I feel very

strongly about an album. Bear this in mind when you

discover the "tie" for the number rwo position. 1 can

only really justify making a top 10 list with eleven

albums by stating that the M83 is currently available

as a European import and will likely not see a stateside

release until at least Spring 2004. Coupled with the

M83 album is a similarly minded album from

Canada's Manitoba, which is readily available from

your local music dealer, for those who do not want to

deal with those stiff tariffs on French electronica.

Alright, "nuff said. Here they are.

J J J

1) Various Artists- "Lost In Translation" Soundtrack

The soundtrack to the best film of the 21st century

so far should not be casually ignored. Sofia CoppoUa's

fantastic tailor-made mix-tape is like super eight

footage of that hyperkinetic feeling of being young and

alive in a world of possibilities. The digital high never

outsteps its boundaries and remains as subtle and

engaging as the film itself. A soundtrack thai Icatures

the triumphant return of My Bloody Valentine's Kevin

Shields, back in periect pop fonii with Beach Boys-

esque "City Girl." is certainly not one to be taken light-

ly. His influence can easily be felt in several of the other

items in this top 10 and throughout the broader musi-

cal landscape.

The highlight of the album is ... well, My Bloody

Valentine's "Sometimes," placed gorgeously after the

delicate Shields original "Ikebana." But since that song

is 12 years old, the next best thing is l)ealh

CahfJDlD '" V*^gas' "Giris." which sounds like it could

O'''""^"' have been culled off from the "lx)veless"

sessions. "Giris," which also appears on

DlVs otherwise lackluster 2003 album "Scorpio

Rising" is pure texture and shimmer, big drums and

sweet coos, and pure blissful reverb. The only down-

side to the album is the exclusion of a proper version

of Roxy Music's "More than This," which makes a par-

ticulariy moving appearance in the film. Perhaps next

year, a "karaoke" second edition of the soundtrack will

find its way onto wish lists of starry-eyed shoegazers

everywhere.

2) M83- "Dead Cities, Red Seas and Lost Ghosts"

ManitotM- 'Up in Flames"

Both of these albums hooked me nearly instantly.

The M83 album is still relatively new to me, but 1

remain certain that it will soon find its way into the

pop music vernacular Imagine if you will, a cross

between the string sections of "Sigur Ros," the ethere-

al wannth of "Boards of Canada, " the blistering inten-

sity of the final two tracks on "Dark Side of the Moon"

and the prettiness of the best tracks off of "Selected

Ambient Works II."

Add an immensely rich choir of analogue synths,

and you're almost ready to experience "Dead Cities,

Red Seas and 1-ost Ghosts." It is albums as beautiful

as this one that make the hopelessly idealistic belief in

a Utopian worid without wars. Perhaps the album's

closest sonic equivalent is the Western Hemisphere's

"Up in Flames" by Canada's Manitoba (man,

Canadians do treat their electronic music good).

In the span of two albums, Manitoba has gone

from crafting sweetly pleasing but overall unremark-

able glitchery to the most organic laptop album ever

made. Sure, there are plenty of "real" instruments

(voice, recorders, fiutes, sax, drums, drums, drums)

featured on this album for all the technophobic

naysayers, but it's the studio wizardn that really

shines.

The band's W60s fetish ("Hendrix with KO."

"Everytime She Turns Around Its Her Birthday")

aptly emphasizes the exciting feeling of psychedelic

experimentation on this holistically appealing sensory

Continued on page 7
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Gabrjele: the top 10 records you and your iriends haven't heard in the past year

Continued from page 6

experieiKe, Their live show is also

not to be missed.

3) Ellen Allien- "Beflinette"

Continuing on our trip around

the globe is Germany's Kllen

Allien, the founder of the Thom
Yorke approved BPitch Control

records. Although most of BPitch's

catalogue still has not iound its

way to the States, those lucky

enough to be in the know were

treated with a neo-eltvtro's shining

moment when Allien dropped

"Berlinelte" this summer
This meticulous bleep-tweaking

temptress can use a vocoder like no

others before her. and she drops as

many jaws on the dance floor as

she shakes asses. Electronic music

has always prided itself on its abili-

ty to change rapidly to meet the

demands of the technology of the

hour More often than not, it is not

the music but the technology that

suffers from the inability of artists

to rigorously explore the space they

are given with their new tools.

"Berlinette" is filled with hi-fi

gadgetry and expert knob-twid-

dling, but the talented Ms. Allien

has used taken her time to fashion

aural soundscapes that sound like

no other in the history of inusic.

4) The Bug- "Pressure"

After raising eyebrows with a

string of high-profile singles and a

masterful accompanying piece to

Francis Ford Coppola's "The

Conversation," Kevin Martin (aka

Techno Animal, Ice. God. the Bug)

received the blessing of the two

patron saints of IDM to relea.se this

explosive and (ierce reggae dance-

hall jam record: Aphex Twin's

"Rephlex" released it overseas and

KidbOb's Tigerbeatb was the

American distributor Never one to

confine himself to a genre nor con-

strain himself from redefining one

he feels has grown stale. Martin's

The Bug project has sent waves

through the hip-hop. reggae, and

electronic undergrounds. Don't

worry. The white English-man

never attempts to cop a Jamaican

accent and bust out his best UB40
impression. Instead, he employs

the manic energy of a myriad of

worthy collaborators including

Daddy Fresh, the Rootsman and

Roger Robinson. The second track

entitled 'Beats, Bombs, Bass and

Weapons" sums it up the best. This

album sets out to do the same thing

that Techno Animal's DHR did, to

beat the hell out of you with noise.

5) TokTokVs.SoffyO-"TokTokVS.

SoffyO"

Perhaps the biggest discontent

for the current Electroclash move-

ment stems from the way that it

often sounds exactly like pop

music, only boring. Though SotTy

O has been bumping out of the

same speakers as Miss Kitten and

Felix lately, she hardly sounds like

she's been having too many dull

moments in the past few years.

That is, she actually vocalizes on

this album. So before you rush out

to the store, make no mistake that

this is pop music that would sit

well alongside the likes of Kylie

Minogue or, gasp, even Britney

Where Soffy O avoids the pitfalls,

and subsequently the popularity, of

her product-moving superiors is in

her choice of Neptunes, so to

speak. Coming hot off a string of

releases on Ellen Allien's Bpitch

Control records, Tok Tok have har-

nessed their inner Depeche Mode
for some surprisingly immediate

and glossy synthpop that doesn't

suck.

6) Lightning Bolt- "Wonderful

Rainbow"

Forget the White Stripes. This

Providence twosome's new album

is the real music to rock out to. For

the kids, it's instrumental hardcore

music with bite and vigor without

resorting to forced growls and hol-

low chants. For old-timers, it's

Borbetomagus by way of The

Boredoms with specific focus on

melody. Luckily for us, that fi.x;us

never compromises the massive

wall-of-sound that one bass and

one drumkit can deliver It is truly a

wonderiul rainbow, though you're

never quite certain whether it will

start raining blood at any moment.

7) Erase Errata- "At Crystal

Palace"

The owls on the albums cover

are not what they seem. Don't

bother trying to figure out the

twisted carnival of broken, wran-

gled melodies and dada lyrics on

this little slice of San Fransiscan No
Wave revival zen. just be satisfied

that lead Cheshire cat |enny

Hoyston's twitch is most likely big-

ger than her bite. After all, if it

weren't, why would this frantic and

wiry artpunk album be so damned

danceable?

8) Sweet Trip- "Velocity Design:

Comfort"

Speaking of broken records,

what were Sweet Trip on when

they made this overwhelmingly

complex and intricate album and

how can we can get the govern-

ment to issue a mandate requiring

every man, woman and child to

take some? Sounding like The

Notwist if they took 24 years to fin-

ish every album or Four Tet if he

swapped a breakbeat for a Ride

album, not a second passes on this

buzzing and heavily modulated

album where something new and

unexpected does not strike the ear

The strangest aspect of this album

then is how utterly accessible it

sounds and how even the most

dizzying, breakneck-speed RPMs
work better to relax you than any

chill out album ever made.

9) Broadcast- "Haha Sound"

People squint their eyes and

contort their faces when I describe

Broadcast as a mix of the Beach

Boys, West Side Story and

Portishead. It's only a matter of a

single spindle drop onto one ot

Trish Keenan's moog-backed

"ooohs" and "aaaahs" before they

are the unlikely converts to this

unique and wonderful band.

"Haha Sound's" lush productions

pull off what was once thought

impossible by this critic. They actu-

ally improve upon 2000's "The

Noise Made by People."

10) Read Yellow- "Read Yellow EP"

So maybe this album is even

more well-known on campus than

the other albums excluded from

this collection, but much of the

country has yet to catch on to the

Read 'bellow phenomenon. UMass'

darlings spiced up their Sharks

demo tape with a line toothpick to

show limitless potential on their

debut. Taking their cues from that

brief period of time between MC5
I'.nd "And You Will Know Us by the

Trail of the Dead" called punk rock,

these four tracks are everything that

rock 'n' roll should be; raw, dirty,

sexy, and sincere.

Timothy Gahriele is a Collegian

music critic.
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Ellen Allien's "Berlinette" is ranked at number three on Timothy

Gabriele'.s top 10 albums of ZOOi you haven't heard.
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The Hartford-Springfield area Is home to

40,000 companies employing more than
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your career at the Ist annual CollcgC COTCer Expol

January 27th

CT Expo Center, 2 to 6 p.m.

Hartford, CT (Exit 33 off i-9i)

And While You're There:
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Have your resume critiqued by nationally certified

professionals free of charge

Attend our free Job search workshops
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UM football to remain I-AA
Continued froin page 10

"The work of the committee and the findings of

this report will only serve to better the University's

football program and athletic department as a

whole.

"We're excited about the success our football

team has enjoyed and the excitement it has generat-

ed among supporters of the program, and we will

continue to work at finding the best pos.sible ways

to accentuate what is a very positive aspect of the

University as a whole.

"In an effort to position the Massachu.setts foot-

ball program and athletics department for furthered

success, the ad hoc committee recommended the

following actions."

The Chancellor of the Amherst campus will

develop a five-year plan for intercollegiate athlet-

ics that includes the continued development of

the current football program at the Division l-AA

level, without reducing or eliminating scholar-

ships.

This plan will include the following elements:

-Development of 501c3 athletic association to

encompass the entire intercollegiate athletic

department's revenue and expenses.

Development of a fundraising plan capable of

sustaining the intercollegiate athletic program at

competitive levels for football and the other sports

the university sponsors.

-Development of a capital plan to address facili-

ties issues for football at the Division I-AA level

and other sponsored sports at the Division I level.

-Development of a budget plan that ensures fis-

cal solvency of the intercollegiate athletic program

within three to five years.

-Development of a promotional plan that will

build the audiences for Minuteman intercollegiate

sports in football, basketball (men's and

women's), hockey and other programs as appro-

priate.

The chancellor will work with the athletic direc-

tor to monitor the changing environment of the col-

lege football landscape to identify opportunities for

alterations in the level of football competition.

When such opportunities arise, another review ol

the support presently available for Division l-A

football will be requested.

The chancellor will also report on the

progress of such initiatives annually through the

president to the Athletic Committee of the Board

of Trustees.

Committee members theorized that UMass

has the potential to improve operations, per-

formance and the revenue-generating capacity of

its athletic program, and that the institution

needs to do so if it hopes to take advantage of

such opportunities that may arise in the future.

Future bailers should stay in school
Continued frotn page 10

ing the biggest mistake of his life?

Most likely not. but there are many

possibilities, lust ask Leon Smith.

Smith was a big man beyond

years after leaving for the big time

in 1999. straight out of Martin

Luther King High School in

ChKago. After being picked 29th

overall, he was cut by the

Supersonics and has struggled to

find identity in the NBDL. Smith is

just one of many players about

whom we ask. "How good could he

have been?"

Think about all the untapped

potential that a coach like UConns

|im Calhoun could have got out of

Smith. Calhoun has produced solid

college centers that made the pro-

fessional jump with less athletkism

than Smith. Guys like Travis Knight

and lake Voskuhl— players who. in

their own right, arc good enough for

the pros, but no better than Leon

Smith. In fact, the Huskies' current

center. Emeka Okafor. was a raw

talent coming out of Houston and

could be the No. I or 2 pick in this

upcoming draft. Who could go

before Okafor. the most dominant

defensive force in NCAA since Tim

Duncan? Of course, its a high

schooler

Dwight Howard has not signed

his intentions to any school, but he

seems like the kid could be in the

NBA by next season. He's a b-foot-

11 -inch center with great foot-

work. Ixwking at this kid. all that

comes to mind is Kwame Brown—
a talented man-child with big expec-

tations. But at 225 pounds.

Howard could use some weight

training, and could use a year in

college to (ind out if he can domi-

nate like Cannelo Anthony did.

Then, he can go for ca.sh and fame.

It's working for 'Melo.'

The point is. for every LeBron

lames success story you will have

three Leon Smith-type failures.

Dontonio Wingfield was a high-fly-

ing, scoring machine after a year

with Bobby Higgins and the

Bearcats, and he took off and did-

n't even get drafted. Florida's

Donnell Harvey could have been

an all-star someday if he developed

his post game and understood the

concept of defense.

If you stay in college for four

years, then declare you've got no

excuses if you don't make it. If you

cut your collegiate career short or

skip it altogether, you have no one

to blame but yourself. The oppor-

tunities for an education, great

coaching, development, maturity

and everything college could offer

were there, but you wanted the

money now.

Hey Mayo, you'd look great in

UNC jersey, and 1 bet Roy Williams

knows a thing or two about point

guards. Think about it.

Todd Foster is a Collegian

columnist.
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Please join us for an information session about the

Oxford Summer Seminar

Thursday, December ii at 5:00 PM
Campus Center room 904-08

The Oxford Summer Seminar provides a unique opportunity for students to

enjoy six weeks of residential life (July 4 - August 13) at Oxford University's

historic Trinity College. The seminar offers over 15 tutorial-based courses in

literature, history, law, and politics. Classes are taught by British university

faculty; both undergraduate and graduate-level credits may be earned.

The information session will include alums from last summer's Seminar and

program administrators will describe next summer's Seminar. For more

information, visit the Seminar's website at ww^.umass.edu/oxford or you

may contact the seminar via e-mail at:

oxford@english.umass.edu

PlanAhead For Next Year

Excellent Location... 1/2 Mile from UMass

Spacious Apartments

1,2 and 3 Bedroom Townhouses

All rents include

heat, hot water, and cooking gas

Office Hours: 8 am to 4:30 pm Monday
(413) 549-0145

www.pufftonvillage.conn

Friday

Large crowd, Calioonaville to spark DM in

quest for revenge against Hew Hampsiiire

Continued from page 10

type of season that we were having, and that's

the only team we didn't beat last year in Hockey

East. It'd be a good note to end the semester on,

and it would be nice to jump over them in the

standings."

The two teams are deadlocked at 1 1 points

apiece in the Hockey East standings.

While the Wildcats have another conference

game before the holiday break, against

Merrimack on Saturday, tonight is the last

chance for the Minutemen to make strides in

Hockey East before the new year.

"It'd be nice to get a win over this team, and

stop that cycle," UMass coach Don Cahoon said.

"It's real important for us to play well at home,

real important for us to play well against a top

team. That's all the motivation right there. And
hey, if we do a good job and beat them | tonight 1,

we're ahead of them in the standings."

The prolonged break from competition

brings with it the threat of rust, but neither

Cahoon nor Mauldin think the Minutemen will

have any trouble hitting full speed tonight.

I'm not really too worried about it,"

Mauldin said. "Our practices have been intense,

with a lot of energy. The guys haven't been home
in a little while, I think we'll be O.K."

The hosts are also hoping for a large turnout

at the Mullins Center tonight, and the athletic

department staff is following suit. The first

2,000 fans to enter the arena will receive

Hawaiian leis for tonight's "Cahoonaville Night"

promotion. UMass hopes to break the atten-

dance record set on Nov. 14, when 7, II 5 people

saw the Boston College Eagles down UMass 4-1

.

That crowd was the largest ever to see a home

UMass hockey game.

Ticket sales have reportedly been high this

week, and a large crowd, according to Mauldin,

might just be what the Minutemen need to break

their eight-game losing streak against UNH.
"It's almost like a playoff atmosphere," he said.

"Any time you have 5,000. 6.000 in here, or any-

where, it's going to be like a playoff atmosphere.

Obviously you want to play better, you want to be

that much more ready for the game."

While they're still among the best in the confer-

ence, the defending Hockey East champion

Wildcats have been underachieving this year. Even

goaltender Mike Ayers, who shared Player of the

Year honors with Boston College's Ben Eaves last

season, hasn't been himself.

Although his .904 save percentage is

fourth-best in Hockey East, a 2.75 goals

against average has him down at seventh

among HEA netminders.
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Craig MacDonald and the Maroon and White are hoping tonight's contest with UNH will be the

first-ever sell out of a htK-key game at the Mullins Center.
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Earn $2,000.00 during break

$8.50-$9.00 per hour and O.T. potential

Days, Nights, & Weekends

Call today & setup an interview:

24 hrJob Line: 888.532.RGIS

or visit us online @ www.rgisinv.com
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^EAH, IT WAS FUN
VHILE IT LASTED.

1 PROVED 1 COULD
DO IT AT LEAST...

BVJT 1 DON'T HAVE
THE FREEDOM I
USED TO, AND T/A
RUSMTfiO OOT OF
IDEAS. ^T

1 KEPT IT
GOING POR TWO
SEMESTERS, BUT
I THINK MY TIME

THAT
SHE 5

5 WHAT
AIP.

Dining Commons Menu
DC. contact: 4i:}-S45-2626

LUNCH
• Shepherds Pie

• Captain's Catch

Sandwich

• Lentil Chili

(vegan)

DINNER
• Stutted Lemon Sole with

Crab Dressing

• Prime Rib Au jus

• Quinoa Stuffed Acorn

Squash

(vegan)

• Stuffed Rigatoni

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

THURSDAY
• High: 44

• Low: 29

FRIDAY
• High: 34

• Low: 16

SATURDAY
• High: 31

• Low: 9
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It is relatively hard to fight at six-

thirty or seven in the morning without

any sleep, which was perhaps one

reason we stayed up all night, and it

seemed to me a pleasant time of day.

-Joan Didion, "Goodbye to All That"

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

Wh(x*ver pulled the lights off the tree

near the pond is a huge jerk.

pisceS • Feb. 19-Mar. 20

Go to class. The semester may l)e end-

ing, but you still need to go.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9

You're useless, but you're still loved.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

It takes serious balls to attempt what your

doing.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Watch out for the funny guy in a little

coat.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

Coogly eyes were invented for you.

leO • jut.. 23-AuG. 22

You sound like an eighth grader trying to

get a date.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sim. 22

Quack at people; it will make them con-

fused.

libra • Srrr. 2J-OCT. 22

You can handle whatever you have to.

Scorpio • Oct 23-Nov. 21

Something is very fishy around here. Buy

some chicken.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Df( 21

Conspiracy is in the air.

Capricorn • dk . 22-ian. 19

)usl throw ck)wn and fight for it.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\l'\KIMf\I FOK Rr\r H^'''^«TMfNT FOR RFNtH AUTO FOR SAIF

House k)T rent, 7 bed-

rooms, 2 baths, 3 sro-

ries. Newly remwat-

ed, seconds from

campus.

$3500/month, Call

Barbara 4 13- 586-

9845

Brand new 6 txxl-

rtxim house, Hadlcy,

MA. 3000/month.

Call Barbara 413-

586-9845

Downtown Amherst

on the Park Loft style

on top floor of

Victorian building 4

sky light vaulted ceil-

ings G)mpletely

remodeled 2 bed-

rtx)ms 1 full bath

Washer and dryer in

unit 978-546-5243

Rent $1250 per

month plus utilities.

Huge 2 IVdriKMn

Apartments 2"^

Semester Specials

Low Move-In Gxsts

Free Heat and Hot

Water The Boulders

256-8534

AUTO FOR SAIF

1 994 1 lyiindai Elan-

tra, lOHK, Manual,

CuH)d ctMidition $900

Must sell ASAP! Call

413-546-0246

2002 Kia Spectra,

Factory Warranty,

37,500 miles, $55W
„.b.o. 413-253-4893

or jcarroll®

chem.iimass.edu

87 VWCiolfCTl

21>. 5S|xl The List

Year MikIcI made in

Germany l>ep dish

rims & tires included.

Mu-stscll. $i2auv

o.b.o. C:all Nate 41 3-

222-1885

93 Oldsmobile

Cutlass 167000 miles

reliable many new

parts $1000 253-6861

COMI'UTFRS

Pentium Liptop

$99.00 Free Printer

with Computer pur-

chase C'all for details.

Cireat Rates and great

turn an)und time. We
fix Liptops,

I'tesktops/PCs guaran-

teed 584-8857

Apple iBtxik

300MHZ., 320 MB
RAM, Upgraded,

Add-otxs, Bag

$550/BO 41 3-478-

9338

IMIMOVMFM

!Bartending!$

$250/day jxitential

No experience Nesc

Traming provided. 1-

800-965-6520 ext

162

FMPIOYMFNT

Attention UMass

Students! Tired oi

being brt)ke ! Work

with customers. Eim
$17.50 per appoint-

ment. Start now or

after finals.

Conditions apply.

41 3-532-4444 work-

ftjrstudents.com

Internship

Motivated students

seeking leadership

outside the Kix. Gain

experience in all

aspects of mnninga

sinall business.

Average pay:

$9300.00 Call 508-

246-1230

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. LxKal

positions. 1-800-293-

3985 ext 516

MISCFMANFOIIS ROOM FOR RFNT

Internet saves ccx;d

from beating! voiceg-

lo talk.talk.talk.

talk.talk... tt) ;iny

phone in the world.

www.vtMceglo.conn

Run your mouth!

voiceglo

talk.talk.talk.talk.talk

... to any phone in

the world.

www.voicet;l( ).ci )m

New device- lets you

gt) all night! voiceglo

talk.talk.talk.talk.talk

... to any phone in

the world.

www.voicetiK^.cc)!!!

Cix.'d seeks meaning-

ful savings on phone

bill! voiceglo

talk.talk.talk.talk.talk

... to any phone in

the world.

www.voicetfK).com

Space available in

Jewi.sh Living

Qimmunity.

Excellent opportunit>'

for Jewi.sh Students.

Call HiUel House

549-1710 ask for Ext.

205 or 208

Lirge furnished rixim

in private home.

Utilities mcluded.

413-367-9286

KOOMMAIl WAMFI)

Male or female for

Spring Semester to

live with 3 females in

4 bedriKim Apt Clixse

to campus 2 5 3 -8 1 06

sFRVK rs

Pregnant? Need

help? C:all Birthright

of Amherst area f*^r

tree testing and a.ssis-

tance. 549-1906

SERVICES

PREGNANCY
TESTING. HIV

Testing, Birth

Control, and Emer-

gency Cxintraception.

Affiirdable and confi-

dential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pniv

Street, Amherst. 548-

9992

Spring Break

Nassau/Paradise

Island, C^ncun, Ja-

maica and Acapulco

from $489 Air, Ho-

tel, Transfers, Parties

and More! Og-anize

small group- e.ini

FREE TRIPS plus

ciMiiniissitinsI Call 1-

800-GET.SUN-l

,A,ctNow! IVxik 11

people, get 12th trip

free. Group discounts

for 6+ www.spnni:-

breakdiscounts.com

or 8a^-8 38-8202

/,

Spring Break 2004-

Tmvel with STS,

America's ^\ Student

Tour C)perator to

Jamaica, C^ancun.

Acapulco, Bahamas

and Florida. Now hir-

ing c.impus reps. C^ill

for group discounts.

lnfonnation/Reser\at i

ons 1-81X^-648-484^)

or wuvv.ststr.ncl.coni

For more information

contact STA Trasel

at 41 3-256-1261

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection of

l>stinations. includ-

intzCniisc-s! Foam

Parties, Free Pnnks

and CJlub Admissiiins.

Rep Positions and

FREE trips .Available.

I -800-23 1 -4 386

www. EpicuremiTours.

com
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UMass football to remain I^AA
Groundwork continues to be laid for potential jump to Division 1-A

By Mike Marzelli

C:<>LLk(.|AN SlAI-F

Basing their decision on the results of a feasibil-

ity study conducted by Chicago-based Grenzenbach

Glier and Associates, members of a special ad hoc

athletics committee announced today that the

Massachusetts football program should remain at

the Division l-AA level, but continue to lay the

groundwork lor an eventual move to Division I -A.

"As with any major initiative requiring a signifi-

cant capital investment, we need to make prepara-

tions and to be ready to strike when we see an

opportunity that will bring us a high degree of suc-

cess," said lames |. Karam. co-chairman of the

University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees Ad

Hoc Committee on Athletics.

"There is a strong and eager constituency lor

Division l-A football, but we should not take this

step until we have all the ingredients needed to

make the move an unqualified and enduring suc-

cess," committee co-chair Robert Meers added.

Meeting in Boston at the office of the UMass

president, members of the athletics study commit-

tee reviewed the findings of the study that examined

the feasibilit\ of developing a privately funded

Division l-A "football program at the University's

flagship campus.

Citing significant uncertainty in two critical

areas — the present economy and the lack of

prospects for affiliation with a major conference —
the authors of the study recommended that the

University continue to further the development of

its athletics and football programs and revisit the

possibility of a jump to Division l-A in three to five

years.

The study also notes, "The question of Division

l-A football at UMass Amherst is generally regard-

ed as a decades-long campus conversation."

Over that period, UMass had fielded a highly

successful I-AA football team which won the

National Championship in 1998 and Atlantic 10

titles in 1999 as well as this past season.

"UMass is one of the premier l-AA football pro-

grams in the country." Massachusetts head coach

Mark Whipple said in an interview a week prior to

the announcement of the committee's decision. "No

matter what division we're in, all we're aiming to

do is win football games and graduate student-ath-

letes.

"But there should be no question where this pro-

gram wants to be, and where its fans and support-

ers should want it to be, and that's [Division] l-A."

The study also noted various factors that make a

move to Division l-A desirable for a football pro-

gram. Included among them were potential boosts

in student and faculty recruitment that the move

could support, along with the possibility of generat-

ing additional private financial funding among

alumni and other various contributors.

Factors included in the report that indicate the

need for a more deliberate approach when consid-

ering the move are the national and regional eco-

nomic slump, which increases in difficulty the abil-

ity to generate funds necesiiary to make a Division

l-A football program self-sufficient, as well as the

recent shifting among the major Division I athletic

conferences that makes it difficult to acquire appro-

priate conference affiliation.

Karam, a current member of the University's

Board of Trustees, declared that the study "is

already paying significant dividends," and adds

that, "as a result of this undertaking, we have devel-

oped a roadmap for success. We have been able to

make powerful new friends for UMass Amherst

football, and we see that UMass football is generat-

ing new levels of excitement and energy.

"This augurs well for the future ... under

Chancellor |ohn Lombardi's leadership, an athletics

program that already enjoys considerable success is

going to reach new heights."

Interim athletic director Thorr Bjom agrees.

Continued on page 8

Rematch!
Mass Attack seeks revenge from

defending HE champion UNH

i.lKMPH 1 IN' "' OLLEC.iAN

Josh Hanson and the Minutemen will attempt to beat a UNH squad that ended UMass' season in

the Hockey East Semifinals at the Fleet Center.

By Andrew Merritt
C-()Li.fi.iAN Staff

It's been 12 days since the

No. 8 Massachusetts hockey

team last played a game, 16 days

since the Minutemen's last win,

and 22 days since their last

game against a Hockey East

team.

Needless to say, they're ready

to get back to hockey. They'll get

that chance tonight when the

No. 5 New Hampshire Wildcats

visit the Mullins Center (7

p.m.).

UMass hasn't posted a victo-

ry since Nov. 25, a 4-2 non-con-

ference win over Vermont. Since

then, the team has lost a 7-2

decision to

Nebraska-Omaha, and

fought to a 1-1 tie with UNO the

next night. As a result of its trip

to Nebraska, the team saw a

number of its players contract

the flu.

For the Minutemen. howev-

er, it couldn't have come at a

better time, because after the

postponement of Sunday's game

at Boston University due to the

Nor'easter that struck the

region, the squad had a full 12

days to shake the affliction that

weakened its ranks.

Tonight, the Minutemen

have their first shot at the team

that eliminated them from the

Hockey East playoffs since

March 14, when the Wildcats

ended UMass' historic playoff

run with a 5-4 win at the

FleetCenter in Boston.

In that game, the Minutemen

battled back from a pair of two-

goal deficits, but Preston

Callander's goal at 17:01 of the

third period gave the Wildcats

the final edge.

UMass has never had much
success against UNH. The all-

time .series is skewed heavily

towards tonight's visitors, and

the Minutemen haven't beaten

the Wildcats in over a year and a

half, dating back to March of

2001.

UNH is the only Hockey East

team the Minutemen didn't

defeat at least once last year.

"There's a little revenge fac-

tor," UMass junior forward

Greg Mauldin said. "They elimi-

nated us from the Cinderella'

Continued on page 8
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Stephen Werner has six goals and three assists on the season.

Swimming and diving set for break Pats placB Pflxton on IR, feslgn Centers

By Matt Barstow
(iiLLEoiAN Staff

Heading into the holiday sea-

.son, the Massachusetts swimming

and diving teams have much to cel-

ebrate. The Minutemen (3-0) are

coming off an impressive showing

at the Nutmeg Invitational, where

the squad captured 1 2 events dur-

ing the three-day competition.

Formatted to duplicate the

Atlantic 10 Championships, 19

freshmen from the men's and

women's teams experienced tour-

nament action for the first time.

lunior Dylan Smith helped lead

the Minutemen. with wins in the

100 and 200-yard butterfly. Smith

was previously named the A- 10

Swimmer of the Week after taking

four events against BU Nov. 8.

Also wining two events was

freshman Greg Chartier. who
placed first in the in the 400-yard

individual medley (4:05.08) and

500-yard freestyle (4:38.48).

Chartier finished the day by swim-

ming a leg on the winning 800-yard

free relay team. Following the

meet, Chartier was named the

Atlantic 1 Rookie of the Week for

the second time this .season.

Fellow freshman Gordon

Leonard tallied two victories as

well. The sprinter took gold in the

50 and 100-yard free, wnth times of

21.91 and 47.81. respectively.

"This team is starting to show a

lot of depth," men's coach Ru.ss

Yarworth said. "The youngsters

have tons of talent and the upper-

classmen are great leaders, this

[weekend! was team effort."

The Maroon and White won't

have much time to celebrate their

success, as they prepare for a trip

to the tropics. Saturday. |an. 4.

where they will compete in the San

|uan Invitational in Puerto Rico.

The Invite is a non-scoring affair

that will pit Mas-sachusctts against

unknown competition.

"We won't know who we're fac-

ing until we get there. I think Army

and Notre Dame will be there, but

since it's a scrimmage random

teams that can afford to go will be

there," Yarworth said. "The kids

raised all the money for the trip,

and it should be a nice getaway."

After six days in Puerto Rico,

the Minutemen will fly back to

New England for the Rhode Island

Invitational Saturday. Jan. 10 and

n, in South Kingston R.I. The

Minutemen will need to be careful

not to let URI, Dartmouth and La

Salle, de-rail their run for a fourth

consecutive A- 10 title. The squad

will be forced to shake off jet lag, as

they will fly into Rhode Island from

San luan on the eve of the Invite.

After the weekend competition

in South Kingston, the teams will

travel to New Haven Connecticut

for the dual meet at Southern

Connecticut St., Saturday. |an. 18.

Divers from the men's and

women's teams will be on a train-

ing exercise, so UMass will enter

the competition at a disadvantage.

"The Dual meet .verse

Southern Connecticut will be the

reverse of what we dealt with in

the St. lohn's meet, except this

time it will be our swimmers who
will have to play catch-up for the

forfeited diving points," Yarworth

said.

UMa.ss will finish off the break

with a dual meet at Boston

College. Saturday, |an. 24.

According to Yarworth, UMass

has extra incentive to defeat BC
(4-1).

"I think we've only lost to BC
once in my career, but back in '87

or '88 they beat us to break our 43

meet winning streak, and we don't

forget that too easily." Yarworth

said jokingly.

By this point in the season, the

Minutewomen will face a tough

opponent in the Fugles (6-1 ).

The Maroon and White are

entering the break led by captains

Diana Alberti and Lauren Rowell.

who were named this week's Co-

A-10 Female Performers of the

Week. Alberti, the teams but-

terilv specialist, won her event in

both the 100 and 200-yard dis-

tances, with times of 59.15 and

2:07.42, respectively.

Rowell took top honors in the

200-yard IM (2:09.93) and the

200-yard back (2:09.06).

Both sprinters swam a leg on

the winning 200-yard medley relay

team, which was anchored by fel-

low tricaptain Christen Dexter

and sophomore Aimee Bourassa.

The undefeated 200-yard free

relay team had another impressive

perfonnance. winning in 1:38.83.

FOXBORO — The New England Patriots have

placed long snapper Lonie Paxton on injured reserve

and resigned veteran fullback Larry Centers, the

NFL's all-time leader in career receptions among run-

ning backs.

Paxton injured his knee in the team's 12-0 victory

Sunday over Miami.

Sean McDermott, who has played for Miami,

Tampa Bay and Houston in his three-year NFL career,

will assume Paxton's duties of snapping on punts,

field goals and extra points, head coach Bill Belichick

said Wednesday.

Centers appeared in the first six games of the sea-

son for New England before injuring his knee. He

rushed for 69 yards and caught 1 7 passes for 96 yards

and one touchdown.

The Patriots chose to relea.se Centers with an

injury settlement rather than place him on injured

reserve, which would have precluded him from

returning to action this season.

To make room on the roster for Centers, the

Patriots waived veteran wide receiver |.|. Stokes, who

was signed Nov. 1 8 after being waived by Jacksonville.

He appeared in two games and caught two passes.

Also Wednesday, the Patriots signed punter Travis

Dorsch to their practice squad and waived rookie

offensive lineman |amil Soriano from the practice

squad.

Dorsch was the fourth-round draft choice of the

Cincinnati Bengals in 2002 but appeared in only one

game. He is the second punter to be signed by New
England in as many weeks. The team cut Ken Walter

last week and signed rookie Brooks Barnard, who
punted 10 times for a 56.5 average in the Miami

game.
Associated Press

Staying in school the better option
Imagine you're a 15-year-old

boy who is about to start his first

day of high school. You would

probably be excited, as

well as confu.sed about

your new surroundings. A ,

new class of seniors has

been waiting three long years to

mess wnth your head. Or maybe

you are the most popular kid in

school who is already being called

"the next LeBron," and have NBA
scouts waiting for you in Algebra.

Welcome to the life of O.j.

Mayo.

Mayo is already 6-foot-4-inch,

and has been the main-man since

seventh grade for Rose Christian

School in Ashland, Ky At the age of

14, the teenage phenomenon aver-

aged 23. 1 points per game for the

high .school varsity squad,

r , creating a huge media
lOSIBl buzz before the kid

reached puberty.

Then, he decided to transfer to

North College Hill High School in

suburban Cincinnati — King

lames' stomping grounds.

Everything from his own Web site

to local news stalking his every

move has made the kid a media

craze before his first report card.

Now, 1 bet you're thinking, 'what a

great life,' but don't you feel there

is something wrong with this pic-

ture?

How can you tell .some teenag-

er, whose mind i.sn't developed

enough to think past the instant

money, cars, women and fame, not

to skip school?

Obviously, Mayo already

believes he'll be in the NBA, so he's

basically going to have to learn just

basic math for the rest of his career.

It's an absolute travesty to cor-

rupt a young mind into thinking his

future is set in stone. What if he

gets injured and can never play

again? Could he possibly not be

truly good enough for the NBA,

and fade into obscurity after mak-

Continued on page 8
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RAs vote on
first contract

as a union
Future pay raises

become key issue

By Perron Salniker

New England's Largest College Daily * Est. 1890

Cuts may cause departments to merge

(."oLLFtiiAN .Staff

Last night the resident assistants at the

University of Massachusetts were sched-

uled to vote on ratifying their first-ever

union contract.

"This is a truly historic agreement."

said lames A.W. Shaw, President of the

International Union, United Automobile,

Aerospace and Agricultural Implement

Workers of America Local 2322 in a

recent press release.

"Student workers, just like all workers,

have important workplace concerns that

are best addressed through collective bar-

gaining." said Shaw. "This is a great con-

tract that improves and protects the work-

ing conditions of RAs. This contract

proves the value of a union not just for

RAs, but for all workers."

Currently, as stated in a press release

from the UAW Local 2322. RAs currently

earn $50.29 per week. Recently, a commit-

tee working with UAW Local 2322 settled

a tentative contract with University nego-

tiators that calls for a wage increase of

about 31 percent over the span of a two-

year contract. The tentative contract

would raise earnings to $61.76 per week

for the 2003-2004 academic year and

raised again to $64.71 for first-year RAs

and $66.18 for returning RAs.

The contract also includes a binding

grievance/arbitration procedure, impro-

ved parking privileges and guaranteed

quality-working conditions. Once ratified,

the contract would run from |uly 1. 2003

to June 30. 2005.

If RAs approve the agreement it will be

the first time in the country that RAs have

negotiated a union contract.

"We are very pleased with the tentative

agreement that has been reached legarding

our undergraduate student resident assis-

tants." said Chancellor |ohn V. Lombardi

in a recent press release. "We recognize

the leadership role these students play

among their peers within our residence

halls. We applaud the work they do and we

are very pleased that we will be able to

increase their stipends."

The University of Mas.sachusetts RAs

had already made recent history last year,

by becoming the first RAs in the country

to form a union. The campaign to unionize

began in February 2001, in April of 2001

RAs petitioned the Massachusetts Labor

Relations Commission for a union elec-

tion. The University opposed the RA
efforts.

The MLRC determined in January of

2002 that RAs do have the right to organ-

ize. On March 5. 2002 RAs voted to form

a union, but the university refu.sed to bar-

gain, leading to a spring of union demon-

strations, including one sit-in that led to

35 arrests. By summer of 2002 the parties

agreed to bargain.

By Mec;an Daley
C^OLLEOIAN Cx)KRESK)NI)ENT

With the repercussions of budget

cuts still hurting the University of

Massachusetts, officials are contem-

plating merging some departments to

save money, according to one mem-
ber of the Faculty Senate.

Faculty Senate Secretary Ernest

May said one such merge is between

the journalism and communications

departments. The journalism pro-

gram, which "is getting smaller" in

terms of faculty, could be housed

under the Department of

Communications, said May.

Another merge that is under con-

sideration may affect the language

departments. If the change occurs,

all languages will be grouped in one

department instead of separate ones.

This department will be called the

Department of Language. Literature

and Culture. May said.

May said four Public Health

departments may also combine. The

Nutrition and Exercise Department,

however, will remain independent.

The Entomology and the Plant and

Soil departments may merge under

the College of Natural Resources and

Environment, she said.

May stresses that the proposed

merge of the departments will not

affect programs. He went on to say

that there are more opportunities for

larger. healthier departments,

describing a "healthy department" as

one with "12-50 faculty members"

instead of the handful that some

departments have found themselves

with.

May expects that long-term sav-

ings will result from the.se depart-

ment merges.

"I don't expect that students will

see any immediate savings by next

September or anything, but in the

long period, I think we will see sav-

ings," he said. "Mergers are always

preferable to elimination of a pro-

gram.

These merges are now under con-

sideration by the provost, the deans

and the departments. May expects

the final, formal proposal to be

brought before the Faculty Senate

sometime in lanuary and confirmed

in the spring semester.

University provost and vice-chan-

cellor of academic affairs, Charlena

Seymour said that the provost's

office is constantly evaluating the

University's programs and depart-

ments to make sure they do what

they are supposed to do. Programs

that can be removed without incon-

veniencing the student body to a

great extent are the ones that are cut

when the budget is slashed, she said.

The office of the provost,

Seymour said, is the academic filter-

ing system of the UMass campus. All

curricular programs, from

Commonwealth College to the

School of Management, answer to

Continued on page 2
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Groups speak •

out against

surveillance
Bv NaI HAN Chomsky-Higgins

tx)Llk(..IAN C^OKRFSI-ONDkNT

liERAt.PH 1-IN'

One, two, three ...

David Sporny. a professor of trombone in the music department, conducts the UMas* Trombone Choir as they

play sea.sonal carols on the Campus Center concourse yesterday.

The Graduate Employee Organization

held a press conference yesterday to announce

its plans to oppose a new lee the University of

Massachusetts is planning to impose on inter-

national students.

More than 80 people attended the event in

the basement of the Campus Center Signs at

the conference denounced the new fee. with

sayings such as, "Act now to stop war and end

racism" and "No racist profiling on campus."

The $65 per semester fee is only applica-

ble for international students, and is in addi-

tion to all the other fees international students

must pay Us purpose is to fund a new pro-

gram called the Student and Exchange Visitor

Infonnation System.

SEVIS is a database that links colleges and

universities to the recently created

Department of Homeland Security. It moni-

tors the activities of all international students,

including location, classes taken, hours

worked, status of bills, and any other infonna-

tion they dtvm necessary to obtain. The data-

base is supposed to be updated in real-time b\

the University.

"Not only are international students, of

which I am one. being forced to pay for their

own sur\eillance. but are being discriminated

against in the campus community." said

Ibrahim t)ahlstrom-Hakki. secretary treasur-

er of the GEO/UAW and doctoral student in

psychology. He is also iin international student

from lordan.

SEVIS is mandated under the USA Patriot

Continued on page 4
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Rape survivor creates RSO to fight back
.. ,.1 • • _ ._ .L . i_. rk_„ :o ,...>...>r.>i.> :n ioii r<->rahriiit nip n( oihh\ friends because I si

By MeiMei Thai
Cam I. El. IAN ('(iRRtSPoNnFNT

Rape is a crime the University of

Massachusetts knows all too well. One
survivor is in the process of doing

something about it by making an

organization to fight rape and violence

against women.
During the 2001 spring semester.

Melissa L. Clarady. at that time a

freshman, said she was raped in her

dorm room on the I 1th floor of |ohn

Quincv Adams Hall.

According to Clarady, prior to the

incident, she had finished spending

time with her friends on the eighth

floor, and walked up the stairs to her

room alone, where she saw two males

standing in her hallway. She went into

her room to get some bathroom items

to wash up, she said, but as she

opened the door, she came face-to-face

with the men. She tried to close the

door, but one of the men placed his

foot to block it.

She said the two men who raped

her were caught about eight months

later. One is currently in jail, for about

1 3 years, for iKsault and battery, rob-

bery, and other crimes he committed.

The other went through counseling

and has volunteered to help battered

women at a women's crisis shelter in

Hartford. Conn. He also talks to high

school students to warn them of the

dangers of rape.

Clarady .said she went through two

years of self-blame and anger.

"It doesn't just destroy your life,

but everyone around you — your fam-

ily and friends." she said. "I lost a cou-

ple of good friends because I shut

them out."

Now, Clarady said she's been plan-

ning to start a new organization

regarding violence, and she has sever

al ideas in helping make UMass a safer

place. She wants to work on making

the UCard like a license where h;iii

color, height and other information

would be on it. The information can

be put into a computer system allow

ing police to pull up mug shots. She

Continued on page 4

Halliburton suspect of

3 over-pricing scheme
By Matt Keixey

.'X.SSIK I.MFP PrFSS

Iraqi men demonstrate in front of the Babil province governor's office, calling for a free election to choose a new governor in Hillah.

south of Baghdad, yesterday. The green flag is a symbol of Islam.
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PRS transmitters found faulty

By Megan Daley
CoLI.Fl.lAN CoRKFM'ONIlFNT

The majority of a batch of Personal Response

System transmitters sold to University of

Massachusetts students is faulty and may have cau.scd

problems for students and teachers trying to use this

system, according to manufacturers.

Dave Seiffcrt of KduCue. the company that pro-

vides the PRS transmitters, said the approximately

1 .5(X) transmitters sold to the University have a flaw

in their design. The devices allow professors to poll

students, administer quizzes and take attendance in

large classes. PRS users must aim their device at a sen-

sor when answering questions and. previously, there

have been problems relating to the width of the aim-

ing angle. Seiffcrt said.

EduCue tried to correct this problem by making

the angle narrower.

"Unfortunately." .says Seiffcrt. "it was made too

nanow and now you have to aim carefully or risk

missing."

Many UMass professors who have large lectures

use the PRS system as a quizzing strategy that can be

graded or can simply be uscxl to check attoiulance.

They also use it to see if students can answer certain

questions to judge the level of understanding of the

lecture in class.

Professor Richard Rogers, who deals with the PRS

system at UMass, said he used the PRS system all

semester long.

"My class seemed to be fine." he said.

Rogers, who has worked with the system for live

Continued on page 4

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Pentagon auditors found that

Vice President Dick Cheney's for-

mer company may have over-

charged the Army by as much as

$61 million lor gasoline in Iraq,

senior defense officials said

Thursday.

llalliiuirton apparently didn't

profit from the possible over-

charges, the officials said, speak-

ing on condition of anonymity.

The problem, the officials .said,

was that Halliburton may have

paid a subcontractor loo much

for the gasoline in the first place.

The IVntugon olticials said the

llaliihurton subsidiary involved

in Iraq reconstruction work.

Kellogg. Brown & Root, also sub-

mitted a proposal for cafeteria

services that was $67 million tiK)

high. The officials said the

Pentagon rejected that proposal.

The defense officials said they

had no reason to believe the prob-

lems were anything other than

"stupid mistakes" by Halliburton.

In an e-mail statement.

Halliburton spokeswoman Wendy

Hall denied the company had

overcharged. She said

Halliburton was responding lo

questions from Pentagon auditors

and was "conlidcnt oui icpoiisos

will satisfy" them.

News of the probienis l.iuic .i.^

President Bush worked to justify

his decision lo limit Iraq recon

struclion contracts to companies

from the United States or coun-

tries that supported the war. The

move angered governments

whose linns were cut out of the

bidding process. including

France. Germany. Russia and

Canada.

Many prominent Democrats

also have criticized the

Halliburton contracts specilically.

suggesting they wore a political

payoff for a company with strong

lies to the GOP and whose e\eeii-

lives gave generously to the Bu>h

campaign.

Cheney and Pentagon officials

deny an\ political mulive lor

awarding the no-bid contracts lo

KBR. which has a long standing

relationship with the military as a

major Pentagon contractor.

Routine audits b\ the Defense

Contract Audit Agency uncov-

ered the problems.

Pentagon officials said liiey

were concerned about the prob-

lems with KBRs coniiacts. which

were awarded without competi-

live bidding for up to $15.6 bil-

lion for rebuilding Iraq's oil infra-

structure and assisting LIS.

troops there. .About $5 billion has

been spent or obligated to spend

on those contracts so far.

"Contractor improprieiies

and/or contract mischaiging on

department contracts will neiliior

be condoned nor allowed to con-

tinue." Dov Zakheim. the

Pentagon's budget chief, said

Thursday.

The defense officials, who are

involved in the audit of the con-

tracts, said the Pentagon was

negotiating with KBR over how

to resolve the fuel-pricing issue.

Tliey declined lo name the sub-

contractor that provided the iuel.

saying that company may not

have btH;n notified of the inquiry's

findings. .
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Campus Perspectives-^"^^^ I By Emilie Duggan

((
What are you doim

winter breakf^

* I'm gonna go

home, relax and get

really fat sitting on the

couch.^^
Nick LaPete

Musical Education

** Probably working

either substitute teach-

ing or working in the

machine shop I worked

in this summer. « «

Itavor Hartford

Trombone Performance

. i .-
, ! - I 1 '

o.VN VS AlAJI
*1 IN 1*1.

4 VMi nil
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For the Record

Cornciion. Because uf a

reporting error, Rene

Gon/.iikz was incorrectly

labeled as a member of the

SC'.As Al-ANA caucus in

yesterday's Page One story

on the ACLU rally.

Gonzalez is a member of

the Olfice of ALANA
Atlairs.

* * I'm here because

I'm on the women's

basketball team and

we have games and

practice. ^^
Glamora Maeweather

* ^ I'm going to cham-

pion the cause of the

proletariat by working

and paying bills. Hey,

you have to start

somewhere.**

James Barbosa
senior
Legal Studies

senior
Economics

Enjoy

your

break!

* Working at the

poolhall and training to

be a professional

wrestler. ^^
Jody Pagiinca

^^ I'm going to play

poker, drink beer and

watch football. ^^
Sean Paul Quinn

j U }1 I i> I

Communications

(' N I

Sport Managment

Merging

considered
Continued from page 1

the provost. "My domain is the

largest." said Seymour. All

things at the University that fall

under the heading of "academ-

ics" are the responsibility of the

provost office.

The provost evaluates pro-

grams at the university to make

sure they are as effective as pos-

sible, she said. The person in

that position also assures that

programs use resources effec-

tively, with the least amount of

waste. Seymour said.

Consequently, when budget

cuts come, it is also the

provost's responsibility to

decide which programs can be

cut.

According to Seymour, the

biggest obstacle of the budget

cuts is "keeping the morale of

campus high," because many

people whose programs are cut

suspect they are no longer val-

ued.

"Our main objective is to pro-

tect the welfare of the stu-

dents." Seymour said. To do so,

the programs that are the first

to be cut are those considered

to have the least impact on stu-

dents.

"I have to have a vision for

how the University can be best

in whatever it does," Seymour

explained. Consequently, as

budgets diminish, she said, the

provost must look at each pro-

gram and ask if it can be

trimmed. Seymour said that

evaluators must constantly ask

"Is the program using its

resources in the best possible

way?" In the process, she said,

some programs are immediately

funded, others watched for a

longer time before they earn

' more investment and some are

I cut entirely.

i "The last thing that we want

to do is inconvenience anyone,"

Seymour said. For this reason,

the provost may bridge pro-

grams that are considered

nonessential. If a program is

scheduled to be cut for any rea-

son, she explained, the provost

first makes sure that the pro-

gram has no lasting obligations.

If it does, the program may be

given enough money to fulfill

the obligations until it can be

phased out.
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Rape victim disappointed with UMass Police ' Protestforprivacy
L *- *- Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1

also would like to see increased

lighting on campus (especially

around the Campus Pond), emer-

gency buttons in bathrooms, cam-

eras in every dorm and possibly

cameras on top of light fixtures

throughout campus.

She wants to get the escort serv-

ice back and get more emergency

phones on campus because "most of

them don't even work and they are

so far apart."

Clarady has many complaints

about the way the University of

Massachusetts Police Department

handled her case.

"All the lUMass) police were

men." she said, reflecting back on

the incident. "That was the last per-

son I wanted to talk to me."

"The UMass police took my life

and every aspect of my life," she

continued. "It was like, they were

more interested in my life than this

one event — asking me about the

things I said to my friends, my home
life and asking things that happened

years ago.

"They even wanted to take my
letters I sent to friends, and hauled

my friends in for questioning. 1 did-

n't understand why my friends had

anything to do with what those two

guys did to me."

Clarady also said how the UMass

police didn't even have a way to

look anyone up, which made it more

difficult in finding the offenders.

"To this day, 1 still know what they

looked like," she said. "They gave

me mug shots of people who got

arrested and they would ask me
more questions. I looked through

the mug shots just in case, but only

having mug shots of people who got

arrested? Okay, mug shots (are) a

start, but there is more to catching

people than that."

"They would keep calling and

finally my parents told them to

never call me again and they

stopped calling me for about 2 or 3

months. Then, they contacted me
again, asked me to come in at 8 p.m.

on a Tuesday night. I thought they

had good news, but they just started

prying and prying," said Clarady.

"TTiey wanted me to close the case

because they couldn't solve it and

(were) never going to. They basical-

ly harassed me."

The UMPD has a specific proce-

dure in handling a rape report. The

report is first taken by the respond-

ing officer and then the detective on

call is notified of the incident, said

detective Lisa Kidwell from the

UMPD.
The victim always had the oppor-

tunity to speak with a female detec-

tive, she said.

"I am available to come in for

rape cases if the survivor prefers

speaking with a woman," Kidwell

said. "The case is then investigated

by myself or another detective."

When the UMPD deals with the

survivor, Kidwell said they encour-

age him or her to be examined at the

University Health Services, and to

receive treatment for sexually trans-

mitted infections or unwanted preg-

nancy.

The survivor is given information

about how to contact counselors at

the Everywoman's Center, Kidwell

said.

"Our goal is to assist the sur-

vivor and prosecute the criminal

and we attempt to accomplish both

tasks," Kidwell said.

Although Clarady did not have a

good experience with the UMass

police, she did find the

Everywoman's Center a very sup-

portive and friendly place.

"The Everywoman's Center were

the only people who made me feel

comfortable," Clarady said.

"When someone has been sexu-

ally assaulted, they often feel a loss

of control," said Carol Wallace,

director of the center. "Often the

first step in the healing process is to

tell someone about the assault."

"Our role is to make sure the

victim/survivor is safe, to listen, to

provide information and support,

and to return control to the vic-

tim/survivor by supporting her to

make her own choices about how to

move forward." Wallace said.

The Everywoman's Center is a

place where survivors of sexual

assault or any other type of violence

can go to for help. The Center

works closely with the UMPD,
Wallace said.

"There are lour UMPD officers,

two women and two men, who have

gone through our 70-hour training

and (have) been certified as

Educator/Advocates," she said.

"They work with us to co-facilitate

workshops and trainings on issues

of sexual assault, reJationship vio-

lence and stalking for the UMass

campus."
As a junior at the School of

Management. Clarady said she is in

the process of starting a new

Registered Student Organization

called Students Against Violence

Everywhere.

Once SAVE becomes an official

organization on campus, Clarady

plans to follow up on her ideas

including getting adult security

wearing uniforms in dorms.

"A IQ-year-old girl doing securi-

ty — do you actually think she

could stop two guys from going into

a building'.'" she asked.

"The system of UMass has a

huge problem and they can't just

ignore it and put more policemen

on campus. They're gonna start los-

ing students because they don't feel

safe. They should spend some

money.

"
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Act, which was passed in response to the tragedy on

Sept. II. The means to fund this is not mandated, how-

^'^'^Members of the GEO, along with the Graduate

Student Senate, United Auto Workers Local 2322, the

UMass chapter of the ACl.U, and various faculty meiTi-

bers and students voiced their displeasure with the

University for passing of this new lee.

"They have no justification for this fee, because it

provides no service for international students," said

Zixul "George" Liu. "We as international students,

though considered alien, pay taxes. Local, state, and

f tvlt'rdi

Many are worried that SEVIS would be used as a

tool to help the government deport people that it deems

undesirable.

One major concern brought up at the conlerence

was the effect this new lee would have on the ability of

international students to pay their tuition and other

costs and thus be able to stay and finish their education.

One of the stipulations on the visas these students

have is that they are not allowed to work more then 20

hours a week, and aren't allowed to have more then one

job. Many of the speakers complained that this restnc-

tion already makes it hard for them to pay the costs,

which are rising faster than most other students's costs.

Other universities have had similar issues about how

to fund this new system. The University of Chk:ago

spread the costs among all its students, while SUMY

Binghamton students are currently suing their school to

have the fees repealed. Students at the University of

Wisconsin also successfully stopped a similar fee from

being implemented.

The town of Amherst has already voted not to recog-

nize the USA Patriot Act, and has urged that all organi-

zations and departments do the same. Many at the con-

ference believed that UMass has violated the spirit of

that decision.

The conference also opposed the SEVIS system.

They charged that this new system was just the first in a

dangerous new initiative by the government.

"This is a dangerous and frightening move and it is

important that we oppose it." said Paula Chakravartty,

an international professor in the communications

department.

Continued from page 1

years, agreed that the transmitters are "not up to their

full capabilities" but also said "it's just this semester

that I've seen a problem."

Pmfessor Stephen Arons, who has used the PRS

system for two semesters, said that they are "still a

work in progress."

Arons said, in his experience. PRS transmitters

have "lots of technical glitches." This semester some

of his students complained that they couldn't find

their grades from the PRS online. Aruns began to sup-

plement paper quizzes abng with the PRS quizzes to

be sure that all students would get their correct

grades.

"There is a lot of frustration with the PRS," said

Aions. "and my TAs and I have asked ourselves some-

times if it is worth the effort compared to the benefit

that these transmitters provide."

"Now I think, maybe it's not worth the effort."

Aa>ns said that he was surprised when he received

and email that had been forwarded to a dozen or so

he
other professors about the faulty transmitters.

"1 thought it was just me having problems.

said.

EduCue is attempting to correct the problems,

Arons said, but added that he is not going to use the

PRS next semester

Sophomore Mike O'Malley. a student in Arons'

legal studies class said that his classmates were sur-

prised to hear the news about the PRS.

"There was a huge groan and a sense of shock. A

lot of students had had issues with |the transmitters)

but we didn't think that they were faulty"

"EduCue has been in contact with the [Textbook

Annex) ... and is trying to get this problem fixed."

Seiffart said.

Snidents who have purchased a PRS transmitter

this semester, especially those who have been having

problems with the unit, can return them to the

Textbook Annex and receive new ones for "no addi-

tional charge." Rogers said.

The Annex has already returned the unsold faulty

transmitters to liduCue.

Police: Grayson Hall fire could

be connected to Sylvan arsons

A fire broke out in Grayson dormitory at the

University of Massachusetts early Thursday morn-

ing causing residents of the building to be evacu-

ated.

The fire damaged a five-by-seven-foot cork-

board. The wall behind the board was al.so affect-

ed. There was significant smoke, but no smoke

damage.
According to Patrick Archbald. UMass Deputy

Chief of Police, the UMass Police Department

responded to a call at 1 :55 a.m. concerning a bul-

letin board on the fifih floor that was on fire.

The fire was put out by a local residential

assistant, who responded afier the fire alarm

sounded.

"We will be doing an updated public safety

alert for the Orchard Hill area." said Archbald.

"There are no suspects and the investigation is

continuing. We will be working to find any rela-

tionship between what has been happening in

Sylvan, and now Orchard Hill."

Environmental Health and Safety and the

Amherst Fire Department also responded. Later,

the state fire marshal was also called to assist

with the investigation.
— Erika Luvley

Now live and online!

Online Certificate

of Business Studies

Offered by the Division of Continuing Education

with the Isenberg School of Management

The certificate program is a credit-based program and is

intended for students who want to broaden their academic

background with business courses without completing a BBA.

The program is delivered online and live allowing for the

courses to be taken and completed anytime and anywhere. The

program consists of five credit-bearing courses which are as

follows: Introduction to Business, Introduction to Accounting

I, Corporation Finance, Fundamentals of Marketing, and

Principles ofManagement.

Courses offered this Winter Session 2004:

ACCOUNTING 221

Introduction to Accounting I (live and online)

FINANCE AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 301

Corporation Finance (live and online)

MANAGEMENT 301

Principles of Management (live)

MARKETING 301

Fundamentals of Marketing (online)

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 197 I

ST: Introduction to Business (online)

For more information contact the Division of

Continuing Education, 545-3430. To register go to

www.umass.edu/contined or the Division of Continuing

Education Registration Office, 358 N. Pleasant St.

Attention College Students

in CT and Western Mass

Jump - Start

Your Career

The Hartford-Springfield area Is home to

40,000 companies employing more than

750,000 Individuals. It has one of the

highest concentrations of professional

and technical workers in the country.

Don't miss this exciting opportunity to meet with

many great local companies eager to help you Jump-start

your career at the 1st annual CollCQC COTCCP Expol

January 27th

CT Expo Center, 2 to 6 p.m.

Hartford, CT (Exit 33 off i-9i)

And While You're There :

Learn about Internships and co-ops available

Have your resume critiqued by nationally certified

professionals free of charge

Attend our free job search workshops

> Get a jump on your career before the competition!

For more information on positions

and internships or for directions visit:

www.HartfordSpringfield.com

Business Dress and

College ID Requiredl
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Semester's end: A look

back and peek ahead
The last day of classes for the fall semester is

always an exciting one. After months of attending

classes, taking exams and writing papers, students

must only get through finals week before the

semester is completely over. Students understand-

ably want to complete their last classes and finals

to enjoy the holiday season without worrying about

academics.

As the semester draws to a close. The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian would like to offer a

qukk recap of some of the bigger events surround-

ing the University of Massachusetts and look into

the future.

Tlie semester got off to an interesting start

when the Student Government Association decid-

ed to eliminate the ALANA caucus from the Senate

— elkriting understandable concern within the

community. The month of October brought

numerous riots to Southwest during the Red Sox's

post-season winning streak.

The arrival of a new Vice Chancellor of Student

Affairs and Campus Life has brought — and prom-

ises to continue to bring — numerous changes to

UMass. The very active Michael Gargano has been

vocal about improving campus life even if that

requires making radical changes to the University.

A complete overhaul of the Southwest Residential

Area, for instance, is already in the works and one

that promises to impact the thousands of people

who call that area of campus home.

Of course, the dark cloud hanging over UMass

promises to stick around for a while longer, as

steep budget cuts loom over the school. Last

month. Massachusetts Governor W. Mitt Romney

vetoed $10 million that had been set aside for the

UMass system. Senator Stanley C. Rosenberg, D-

Amherst, said that he and other legislators will

attempt to override the veto in lanuary.

It is important for students to stay abreast of the

latest news concerning the University over inter-

mission. Decisions may be made that affect stu-

dents, such as next year's state budget. Decisions

like these will be made while students will be

unable to mobilize. However, by keeping informed,

everyone w\\\ be able to come back ready to take

action if necessary. In the meantime, if a story

breaks that may have potentially damaging effects

to the University, students can write to their local

newspapers and politicians expressing concern.

There are other lingering questions that we may

see answered when we return next spring: Will the

University be able to continue to grow under a tight

budget? Will riots continue to be a problem in

Southwest? How will the new admissions policy

affect diversity on campus? How will the SGA han-

dle matters regarding changes on campus life and

budget cuts?

Chancellor |ohn V. Lombardi and Gargano

have made it clear that they wish to strengthen the

University. Difficulties with the budget and more

changes implemented by the administration in

hopes of strengthening the university are sure to

make for an interesting spring semester Even by

the time students return, certain adjustments to

campus will surely have been carried out.

Whatever may happen in the future. The

Collegian looks forward to covering the news.

Unsigtied editorials represent the majority opin-

ion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian hxiitorial

Board.

It's not easy being Santa

UKE,V^OH M^M. AT ONE

4Z ?IU.9 A PAV--

Whoever
said the mall

was hell at

Christmas
time?

According

to my good

friend lack, it's

more like "hell

on speed."

People dash-

ing, children

screaming, and salespeople trying

to spray you with smelly lotions.

"It's like bringing together

every awful person in the

world, giving them a few too

many credit cards, a few too

many sales, and a major case of

caffeine withdrawal," he said.

jack isn't your common ado-

lescent shopper lack isn't one

of the annoying salesmen that

people avoid making eye con-

tact with at all costs, lack, a

mall employee, plays Santa

Claus. He has signed up for the

job every year since he's

worked at this particular mall.

He volunteers for minimum-

wage insanity for personal rea-

sons.

"It's like giving back to the

community," lack told me.

"It kinda makes up for all

the badly-behaved things I did

over the past year, or at least

makes me feel a little less guilty

about doing them."

I told him that the worst

criminal in the world does not

deserve to suffer the schedule a

mall Santa is required to hold.

Every weekend, beginning

Nov. 2b — "Black Friday" —
jack don.s his red fuzzy suit and

"super-beer gut" body suit, sits

in the King Kong-sized chair in

the mall center, ready to face

the insanity. The job runs from

8 a.m. to b p.m., from Black

Friday until Dec. 23.

Throughout this time, he sup-

plies me with a running tab on

his adventures as Santa.

lack's job uncovers the

amazing and sometimes fright-

ening things the human mind
— especially the mind of a

— LEHER TO THE EDITOR
UMASS TRANSIT OPERATOR DEFENDS PATRIOT ACT

This is in response to the article

entitled "Community rallies against

Patriot Act" in the Dec. 1 1 issue of

the Collegian. In particular, it is in

response to comments made by

Bill Newman, head of the western

Massachusetts chapter of the

American Civil Liberties Union,

where he states that people's civil

rights are infringed upon by the

use of small microphones mounted

in the front of the transit busses.

I am a transit operator for the

University. I have been working

there for almost three yeais and

have some comments about the

use of the microphones on the bus.

These microphones serve two pur-

poses on the busses. The first is to

protect the driver In the event of an

emergency. If a person were to

approach the driver and begin

making threats, the microphone

tape could be used against them

for assault. Anyone can walk onto

one of our busses. For that reason,

there could be any number of

intentions on that person's mind

and having the recorded threats

can be valuable evidence in con-

victing a person Intending to cause

harm to the drive or the passen-

gers of the bus.

The second purpose of the

microphone is for accident recon-

struction. If there is an accident

involving a bus, it could be crucial

to find out what the driver said dur-

ing the events of the accident. The

recorded voice can be used to place

blame where it is due and help vic-

tims of the accident move on.

These microphones are not a

secret. There are signs posted on

every bus that state that they are

In use. If you feel so strongly that

you do not want your voice record-

ed simply don't ride the bus or sit in

the middle. The distance that the

microphone can pick up is just

around the driver compartment.

The surveillance system also helps

the authorities to make people

accountable for vandalism on the

bus.

There have been numerous

instances where they have proved

invaluable. They keep the busses

free of graffiti and provide a safer

environment for everyone. In addi-

tion, the recorded sounds are only

listened to when there is need to

do so. We don't listen to them for

the sake of intruding on people's

conversations!

If you want to make accusa-

tions, then at least make sure that

you have all the facts. I am glad

that the microphones are there.

Andrew Farrell

UMass student

young child is capable of wish-

ing for. jack is used to granting

the wishes of little girls asking

for Hawaiian tan Barbie and lit-

tle boys asking for the newest

X-box game. But the job of

granting wishes can be a com-

plicated and uncomfortable

one.

jack had one kindergarten-

aged boy ask for a gun.

Thinking the boy was asking

for a water gun or the like, lack

asked what type of gun the boy

wanted and why. He answered

"To kill my mom's boss. He

makes her work too much and

she's never home."

One little girl was reduced

to tears when lack's cell phone

rang with an emergency call as

she sat on his lap. lack had to

excuse himself to take the very

important call, and the child

Recently, Jack was

required to hold a one-

year-old baby on his

lap for 10 minutes,

waiting for the child to

smile. When the photo

session was finally

over, Jack realized that

not only had the baby

had a dirty diaper, but

the entire front of his

suit was soaking wet.

bawled.

"Santa's just like Daddy,"

she cried. "He talks on his cell

phone when I'm trying to talk."

Another tricky pari of lack's

job is break time. Santa's

breaks are hard to take. It

would be a disaster if the chil-

dren saw Santa changing out of

his costume in the mall. At

times, lack has been forced to

cat in the mall food court in full

Santa attire, due to the children

that follow him there during his

breaks. He has received many

comments about his typical

lunch fare.

"I didn't know you ate

Subway," commented one boy.

"You aren't even as fat as that

Subway man."

"Mommy." screamed one

child. "Santa DOES drink

Coca-Cola, just like the com-

mercial!"

Some of lack's experiences

this season have not been half

as cute or comical. Pari of the

Santa Claus routine includes

posing for professional pictures

with customers. Recently, lack

was required to hold a one-

year-old baby on his lap for 10

minutes, wailing for the child

to smile. When the photo ses-

sion was finally over, lack real-

ized that not only had the baby

had a dirty diaper, but the

entire front of his suit was

soaking wet.

In another incident, a 300-

pound woman demanded a

photo with Santa to place on

the front of her Christmas

cards. She posed herself by

sprawling on lack's lap.

In the past, jack has been

asked to po.se with dogs, cats,

and even a pet python, hung

around his neck.

"I try to be tolerant, but the

snake ircaked me out. It would-

n't Slop slillicring. I was waiting

for it to choke the life out of me.

Santa nearly peed his pants."

The most memorable thing

jack has been asked for so far

this season?

"One boy asked me for the

use of my sleigh on Christmas

Day after I was done delivering

presents. I asked him where he

wanted to go. He said to the

Army base in Iraq where his

older brother is stationed."

jack, who also has a friend

stationed in Iraq, fought to

keep his composure.

"It's moments like that. They

help me rcniember why I play

Santu Claus." he reflected.

Jt^^u Lavley is a Collegiarf

columnist.
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Tracy Mc^rf.;an delights UMass with explicit braiul of comedy

IK Rmi)D.\\>nih>ki

} oiiiK-i •Salunl

ii\ Nij:hi I iM.-"

i.ii-1 iiKinlxi

lrac> \loi>'an

c'liiLiiainccI a

sdIcI-OIII Cll>«ll

ot appioNiliialclv l»72 ix-oplc

till- pa^l UoilnoiliiN al ihc I inc

Alls t'i.'nli.i I'll liK L ni\vi<il\ ol

\Uis>.ai.hust.iiN L-anipu-

MoiganV llighi was luic. di.la>

m^ the sluav h) aKml an luaii.

IVvpiic iclla^'. \Kii>;an man

a>}>.ii U' vniiitain the audience

liot lo mcniicMi hiinM-lt. Ili^

luuline ilrcw up<>n.

ami>n>.> other things, the

limes he walked around

hi> hi'Use naked, mueh
111 the ehagrin ul hi,-

\Mle ant) kid*.

I'll walk around in>

liou-e nakeii it I want

[o'" e\elainieil Morgan,

jni Miilla.sa! Rawr!"

•Si'inetinies I wish I

uav a bab\ aj!ain." said Moigan.

ijUkkK ehan^ing the suhjeet.

|un| ^o I ean ha%e soineone else

wipe m\ ass There is no better

Morgan eonlinueil with sex-

ual amies throughout the show,

lie eNplained the dillerenee

between male and Icniale mas-

turbation. The giaphie eomedi

Ml made sure nolhing was lelt

Id tin- imak'inatidn in ilis awk

blinds, pop in the videi'. and

then ilie\ sneleh a bit.

"

Morgan began demonsiiai

ing the process lor the audi

enee. who eould not slop them-

sebes I torn laughing at

Moigan's use ot the mierophone

and laeial expiessions. Morgan

did iKit sRip with the \t 1

7

rated eomeds as he beg.m

describing the female version ol

masturbation.

Women make it a whole

piiKess. said Morgan. " riiex

have to go out shopping. rhe\

hu\ .something Irom

\ ietoria's Seeret. Ihev

go hotiic and put on

some Bair\ White.

-tart a bubble bath anil

sluive their legs."

Oiiee agafn Morgan

brought the miero

phone into pla\ and

had the uudienee gasp

ing lor air in between

their buists ol laughter. Altei

giving the eiowd a ehanee to

eateh their breath. Mi>rgan

deeided to talk about the diller

enee between wnmen in

(X>rnogiaph> and women in the

teal world.

"\oo seen those girh in

(X)rno man?" said Morgan.

"Those girls are like. "Oh. babv!

>eahl t.ive it to me! Awww!'

Press start

to Play

Held Davenpori

Moigaii did lUii yt\. 111.

audience a ehaiiee i" su.p

liiHied showing the ditlcun**.-

in giaphie detail, and had litc

audience laughing themselves

to teals. He then decided i"

piel^>n .1 lew ladies in iju li'Hil

eetion ol the audience

•Don't woiiv I don 1 hue.

said Morgan as he went lo kis.

a gill's hand, "^ou got some big

liilies though!"

Morgan didn't suip with die

liist gill. He decided to com

ment on anolhei under;:! ad's

small conveis.ition wiih .i m.ile

undeigiad

"Hev! ^ou a VII gin''

Morgan asked lo no respoiis.

"Answer the damn iiiiestion

vou laid, ^ou guvs ,el all

embarrassed about sia. Inii vini

need to talk about ii

Morgan's slmkI up loniin

ued with oial -e\. iisiiif 4issiie

paper and w.aitint lopaiiv sviih

what we do I is ealled I ing.

Ihen the girl went down on the

gul and he asked. W hat is (he

I'll I doing lo the guv'.'' 'Well

son. lluit's ealled a blow job.' At

this pomi he was siaiing so I

askcH.1 him il he liked it and he

said. Hell ve .. I mean, vei
'

Ihen I look back at the |x>rno.

but when I look back the kid is

jeikin' oil. So I suuteil smack-

mg him while seieaming. What

is wioiig with vou'' C.o help

voui moihei cook dinner!

Morgan ilnmlcri'l the audi

eiice loi coming anil piomptl>

cMted lo a massive amount ot

J-,eeis Mudent Cioveniment

Picsidenl Dave Carr came out

.md ihankeil liacv Morgan lur

^«sr«.

shi>w In talking about the iiiiic

he caught his oldest smi sK.iling

his porno tape. W liai did he do

to him'.' He s.u him down' and

ol I'ublic I'olicv and delations

Miiia .'salain lor jieiiing Morgan

lo ihe I niveisitv. Iwo other

l.iwil eoiiiedians opened lor

liacv Morgan, bvil due lo secu

iiiv at the sljow and lime eon-

-iiainis ihevvveie unable lo Iv

idcniilieil or re<icheil for com-

Making the

holidays fun
Final exams week is

just around the comer,

but that just means

Christmas vacation is

soon to follow. The

stressful week ahead of

most students will hope-

fully fade once we all

head home and can play

video games to our

hearts content, without

the knowledge that we

are procrastinating on

studying. The holiday

season also means new fun toys from video

game companies for boys and girls of all ages

to be asking for

Here are the top 20 games and acces-

sories that should be on your list for this

year

10. "F-Zero GX" (Gamecube) - This racing

game takes some getting used to, more seri-

ous racing game than "Mario Kart Double

Dash," this is your pick.

9. "Super Mario Advanced 4: Super Mario

5" (GBA) - This is the revamped version of

the classic "Super Mario Bros. 3" for the

Came Boy Advanced.

8. "Grand Theft Auto Double Pack" (X-

box) - There is nothing like running down

people on sidewalks while listening to your

favorite music. The GTA 111 and Vice City

pack for the X-Box gives you two great

games for the price of one.

7. "Rainbow Su 3: Raven Shield" (X-Box.

PS2, GC. PC) - The Tom Clancy classic has

returned and is just as addicting as the past

games. In fact, you may find yourself sneak-

ing around your house, and using caution

when opening doors in case there's a terror-

ist holding a hostage, or your little brother

threatening to eat your gingerbread man.

6. Game Boy Advanced (SP) - A must-have

lor anyone who travels a lot. but doesn't

want to lug a laptop around that dies after

an hour of use. The GBA-SP has a recharge-

able battery that can last up to eight hours of

game play, with a two-hour recharge lime.

5. "Viewtiful loe" (GC) - The Capcom game

is one of the best side scrollers lo be released

in recent years. Viewtiful |oe is one man in a

red suit that isn't very jolly, but he knows

who's naughty and who's nice.

4. X-Box Live - The online system for X-Box

is woilh the $50 annual subscription. The

siart-up pack comes with a head set and

software you need to get your X-Box run-

ning online faster than Fivsty would melt in

Hawaii. With the dozens of games available

to play and the ability to update other

games, it makes for a worthwhile present.

5. Gamecube - After seeing a price drop to

$99. ihe system is well worth picking up.

With titles like "Mario Kart Double i:)ash"

and "Viewtiful |oe" you can spend hours

playing this system. Forget Christmas din-

ner, it's gaming time.

2. "Mario Kart Double Dash" (GC) The

third installment of the Mario racing series is

one of the more entertaining racing games. It

also adds the ability to play LAN games with

friends over the Internet (requires

Gamecube LAN accessory) and has ions of

new modes for you and your friends to bat-

tle in.

1."Final Fantasy Tactics Advanced" (GBA)
- This addition to the "Final Fantasy" fran-

chise is one of the most addicting lo date

with a unique story line and a vast array of

characters to use.

Rekl Davenport is a Collegian columnist.

Guster: Keeping it together
Unpredictable band to perform in Northampton

*Gonna keep on dancin*
New No Doubt compilation in stores now

By Mhcjuan Healy

t J)LU-C.IAN StaFI-

Custer returns lo the Pioneer Valley this wex-kend

amidst pre-finals hysteria. The three-man operation.

who played the University of Massachusetts' Spring

Concert in May 2002. will be playing the Calvin

Theatre in Northampton Sunday night.

Although the week that lies ahead will be stressful

and chaotic, it would be in any anxious stu-

dent's best interest to catch the show.

Notorious for their wildly witty and inventive

stage shows. Guster may just help alleviate

some tension with their music and their slight-

ly oddball personalities.

There is no saying what Sunday's show may

bring, but concerts past have given audiences

an incognito Guster opening lor themselves as

The Peace Soldiers and a neon sign declaring

the groups love of yams. The point .' Guslei shows are

unpredictable and the band members are so passion-

ate about what they do that any member of the crowd

is drawn into the scene, becoming part of the show.

This weekend's sjuiw leads up to a two-night stand

in Portland. MK on Dec. 19 and 20 where the trio will

film their first live concert to be released on DVD.

Although there is no definite release dale for the DVD,

Guster fans can expect to see it on the shelves in early

to mid 2004. The opportunity to have access to a show

from the comfort of one's home is appealing to follow-

ers of the band, who are known for their comical stage

antics and an affinity for tweaking show-standards. No

two performances are the same. And while the DVD
Ls exciting il cannot replace the atmosphere and ener-

gy of the Live Guster experience.

Guster — Ryan Miller. Atlam Gardner, and Brian

RosenworccI — was fomied in the early '90s when all

three members met at Tufts University, in Medfoid.

Peri'orming under the name Gus. the trio built a name

for themselves in the greater Boston area playing their

unique blend of pop and rock wnlh African-inspired

bongo-style percussion.

Eleven years and three added letters later, Guster is a

force to be reckoned with. The relea.se of iheir latest

studio album, "Keep il Together," st-cured the band a

place in the realm of resptvtable artists with catchy yet

substantive tracLs like "Ramona." "Careful" and the

title track. Many may recall the group's radio hit

"Amsterdam." as it Hooded the airwaves this summer.

The song, a favorite among fans and first-timers alike,

worked well in getting the Guster name lo households

across the country without compromising

the integrity of what Miller. Gardner and

Rosenworcel have worked to create all these

years. Much like they did four years ago

when releasing what is arguably their be.sl

album. "Ixjst and Gone Forever." Guster has

selected one track that represents the mood

and tone of their music for the whole world

to hear. In this case it is "Arnsierdam," bfck

then it was "Fa Fa."

Sunday's show will also give concertgoers a chance

lo be charitable, as the .show will support the Food

Bank of Western Massachusetts. According to

www.gustercom, the band's official website. "The first

200 people to bring two or more nonperishable items

will rtreive a free Guster poster Nonperishable items

in the greatest necxi include cereal, rice, canned tuna or

chicken, canned soups, stews or ravioli and non-food

items such as diapers. The donations will be collected

at the door, and Guster posters can be picked up at the

time of donation."

Opening for Guster is acoustic guitarist Stephen

Kellogg. A UMass alumnus, Kellogg has played with

up-and-coming artists such as Matt Nathanson and

Howie Day UMass students may recall the energetic

and humorous singer-.songwriter's performance back

in the spring, when he played Fill the Hill. A

Connecticut Native, Kellogg currently lives in

Noilhampton. making Sunday's show a sort of home-

coming lor him.

Tiekels for this event arc $25 and arc now on sale

al the Calvin Theatre. The show starts at 8 p.m. For

more infonnation visit www.iheg.com.

By Cameron J. Wcx)i>s

OjLiioiAN Staff

The 1 7-years-strong ska/rock

phenomena known as No Doubt,

has unleashed a new compilation

disc of their greatest hits spanning

from 1992 to 2003. For more than

a decade, the band has been

assaulted with awards and honors,

including Grammy awards. The

group has also been given a host of

chances to perform and record with

musical legends such as Elvis

Costello, U2 and Prince. But

through it all. the band has main-

tained and even grown-up with

their fan base.

This compilation of No Doubt's

finest is exactly what is needed as

we enter the dreariest, coldest pari

of the year. The upbeat ska tracks

on this disc will definitely offset the

impending gloom of finals and the

stress of the holidays. Though these

may have been some of our teenage

anthems of summertime revelry,

they still hold the power to take lis-

teners to that private internal audio

party that No Doubt has always

had.

The album kicks off with the

band's smash. "|usl a Girl," which

all these years later still packs its

sarcastic bite. Stefani's lilting, little

baby doll voice tugs at the heart-

strings as she denounces the classic

female stereotypes in her own fash-

ion. This album, though it docs

contain a great mix of No Doubt's

various hits, draws mainly from the

band's stellar 1995 release. "Tragic

Kingdom. " Such huge radio hits as

"Bathwater." "Don't Speak," and

"Ex-Girlfriend" are sprin-

kled amongst some of the

band's lesser-known but

quite possibly better

works, like "New" and

"Running."

A band that has sur-

vived the test of fame, time

and trials of loss, the mem-
bers of No Doubt have

managed to reinvent them-

selves without losing their

roots. New hits such as "Hey Baby"

and "Hella Good" saw Stefani and

the guys take on a more alternative

sound and yet never completely lor-

sake their ska-background.

No Doubt found their

niche as a new wave/ska

band, on the strength of

vocalist Gwen Slefani's

persona — alternately an

emb-race of little-girl-lost

innocence and riot gtrl

feminism — exemplified

on the band's breakout

single, "just a Giri."

Formed in early 1 987 as

a ska band inspired by

"Madness," the lineup of No IX)ubt

(k>ntinued on page 8

The best sounds of 2003
By Nick Romanow

t^01.LI:lilAN SlAFF

Verbena • "La Musica Negra" (Capitol

Records) The criminally unacknowledged

and unappreciated Verbena return with their

third LP and a slightly different line-up and

tone. Anne Marie Griffin has left the band in

the downtime between the band's last album,

|999's Dave Grohl-ptoduced "Into The Pink"

and while her backing harmonies are greatly

missed, "Negra" is a full, complete album, and

new bassist Nick Daviston compliments

singer/guitarist Scott Bondy and drummer Les

Nuby perfectly. "Negra" is full of gruff and

rough rock with a heavy dose of southern

blues. Anyone that checks out the hard-hitting

and bouncy "It's Alright, It's Okay (lesus Told

Me So)" or the delicate beauty of "Camellia"

will be hooked immediately, and the rest of the

album doesn't let up, ending in the sullied but

perfect piano ballad "Dirty Goodbyes."

Local H - "The No Fun EP" (Thick Records)

— The best two person band around (sorry.

White Stripes) put out a small sampler to fill

the downtime between 2002's "Here Comes

The Zoo" and their impending, early 2004 fol-

low-up. Local H — you remember, they did

that "Copasetic" song (please, people, it's

called "Bound For The Floor") — might deny

it left and right, but they are truly the only real

grunge band that is still around and they rock

like their alterna-rock torch-bearers.

While the EP is brief and not quite as good

as any of the band's four LPs some of the

songs, most notably "No Fun" and "Cooler

Heads" show singer/guitarist/bassist Scott

Lucas al his best — sarcastic, clever, and cool

— while instrumenlally Lucas fills the album

with squeaks and feedback like never before.

Behind the drum kit, Brian St. Clair continues

to bang out beats that show why he is one of

the best, and underappreciated, drummers hit-

ting the skins today. "The No Fun EP" should

whet any H fan's appetite for the next LP and

is full enough that it could convert a great

many new fans.

Radiohead - "Hail to the ThieP (Capitol

Records) There really isn't too mueh that

can be said about an album like "Hail to the

Thief." For one, it seems that by now everyone

has already heard Radiohead and for those

that haven't they are truly impossible to

describe.

This album as a whole is impossible to

describe as the band shifts from downtempo

keyboard heavy lo bouncing-off-the-walls,

jumping-up-and-down freaked out electronic-

rock all in the first song ("2-1-2=5"). The thing

about "Hail To The Thief" that makes it

arguably the band's best album is the way that

different sounds combine with styles from all

the previous albums and continue lo add to

iheir sound in creative and surprising ways,

lust check out the atmospheric "Sit Down.

Stand Up" or the fuzzed-out bass of

"Myxamalosis" in which frontman Thom
Yorke sounds like he is sort of rapping and

sort of having a nervous breakdown.

Year Of The Rabbit - "Year Of The Rabbit"

(Elcktra Records) Year Of The Rabbit is

kind of an underground indie-rock super-

group, most notable for their leader. ex-

Failure frontman Ken Andrews. Andrews and

Ihe rest of the band take an alternate, but sim-

ilar, path than Failure, opting more for pop

melody ("Last Defense"), alterna-rock power

("Rabbit Hole"), and the mood of a not-quite-

as-gloomy Cure ("River"), while still including

some of the space-rock that made Failure a

cult favorite ("Absent Stars"). Make no mis-

lakes though — Year Of The Rabbit is a very

original band who has made a stand-out,

unforgettable album that has already estab-

lished them as a force lo be reckoned with.

Tomahawk - "Mit Gas" (Ipecac Records) —
Mike Patton, ex-singer of Faith No More, and

current member of countless other bands and

projects, has a supergroup of his own.

Tomahawk includes members of hard rock

gods such as Helmet and The lesus Lizard,

and of course Patton himself who is regarded

with great reverence for his oddball and out-

ihere work. But this time around Patton and

his bandmates fill the album with hooks and

soaring melodies, in fact in songs like

"Mayday" and "Capl. Midnight" Incubus fans

will be able to note why Brandon Boyd cites

Patton as a major inHuence. Longtime Patton

fans shouldn't fear as the album is plenty dark

and pretty weird. Patton uses his deep growl,

his throat-scraping yell, and his slightly unset-

tling spot-on falsetto often all in the same

song. Perhaps the only way to summarize the

peculiarness and the almost-pop of "Mil Gas"

is to note that Tomahawk is probably the only

band that can make a song called "Rape This

Day" one of the best anthems of the year.

lohnny Marr and The Healers - "Boomslang"

(Artist Direct) — The Ex-Smiths guitarist

finally steps out on his own and. while many

Smith's purists may argue until they are blue

in the face. "Booiiislang" puts Morrissey to

shame. Marr has long been regarded as one of

the premier guitarists of the best 20 plus years

and he certainly continues to prove himself as

a great musician, just listening to the first

minute or so of the opener, "Last Ride," and it

becotnes clear that this is one of the best

records of the year. Marr fills the album with

his dream-like vocals, textural guitars, and

even drum loops making "Boomslang" the

sound of the future from one of the great fig-

ures of the past. Oh, and Marr doesn't stew in

his sorrows throughout the album as

Morrissey docs, Marr adds pop pep and seems

to almost be challenging the listener not to

sing along to catchy songs such as "Something

Continued on page 8
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'Strictly the Best 31
' sure is

Compilation discs have

never been well received by the

purchasing public, particularly

since the emergence ot

the Internet music rev-

olution. Who would

want to pay $15 when,

with a burner attached

to your computer, you

can make your own
mix CD at home lor

nothing'.'

But when it comes lo

dancehall reggae compilations.

VP records have made more

than a lew dollars with their

highly successful "Reggae

Gold" and "Strictly the Best"

franchises, l-or those who are

not aware of these series, they

can be compared to the "Now!

Thai's What I Call Music"

series which highlights the pop

music chart toppers of the year.

Earlier this month the

monopolistic reggae recording

company, VP, released its 31st

installment of "Strictly the

Best" and like the majority of

its predecessors, Ihe disc gives

listeners another non-

stop party of chart-top-

ping reggae jams.

And it is literally non-

stop, as the "Strictly

the Best" series and its

sister "Reggae Gold"

are produced to have

no pauses between

songs on the CD for-

mat. No need for a D| when

you can play 20 songs in a row

equaling one-hour and 15 min-

utes without a stop.

Like all of the "Strictly the

Best" records. Vol. 31 features

the most popular VP artists. And

lucky - or more .so strategically -

for VP. Ihe most popular artists

on the label, such as Sean Paul,

Beenie Man and Shaggy, are also

the most popular dancehall reg-

gae artists in the world right

now. As well as the familiar

names. Vol. 31 provides a wide

range of artists on the label such

as Elephant Man. Tanio Metro &
Devonte and roots band Morgan

Heritage.

Other than providing dance-

hall fans with yet another fantas-

tic mix of the best of the year, the

new "Strictly the Best" shows

the growing fusion occurring

between mainstream hip-hop

and dancehall reggae. The artists

are working together and the

result is that the music is becom-

ing strikingly similar. Sean Paul's

"Clap Your Hands (Get Busy

Remix)" featuring hip hop DJ

Fat Man Scoop and Wayne
Wonder's "Enemies Remix" fea-

turing legendary rap lyricist

Mobb Deep are prime examples.

"Strictly the Best 51" is a

sure shot for any fan of dancer

hall and with hip-hop crossover

selections; the door is open for

newcomers.
— Glen Straub

Local ban(d testing out wings
Cold Duck Complex's debut takes off running
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By RUSS Jl'SKALIAN
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One part jazz, one part hip-hop and four parts

college education is the recipe for Cold Duck

Complex, the musical talent to bloom from the

Pioneer Valley. The group is poised to introduce

themselves to a broader audience by perlorming

outside the local area.

"Figureheads." the latest release from the group,

will be available tomorrow at Cold Duck Complex's

record release show at the Iron Horse

Music Hall. It's an album of strange origin;

four college students — joe Cardozo on

bass, leff D'Antona on keyboard, Makaya

McCraven on drums, and the vocalist

Casey Hammond (Platypus) — all well

versed in music theory, all with a vision to

conjoin hip-hop and jazz in a way that

brings fun. intellect and wit together.

"Son of a Snapper." the first track,

starts off with a sample that sounds like it's Irom an

Ed Wood movie. "Out of the slime and darkness it

comes," Ihe vocals ring, sharinj ie spotlight with a

dark keyboard melody. Light percussion and a ten-

sion any Cold Duck fan knows can only mean one

thing; Platypus is about to rhyme. And when

Cold Duck

Complex

'Figure-

heads'

Cold fluck Complei

Platypus does let go, he covers an array of topics:

from sex, to reaching rock bottom, to the fate of hip-

hop.

Musically and lyrically everything shines in the

tirst track though at limes the lyrics are dilTicult to

distinguish and the sound is tinny. It's not a problem

that poses a sizeable threat to the effectiveness of

the album, but a greater depth in the sound would

have bridged the small gap to perfection.

"Wake Up," a song about Sept. 1 1, is one of the

album's strongest tracks. Again. D'Antona 's eerie,

and, in this case, sad melody .sets a serious

and regretful tone from the first licks. John

Stiller, of the Daily Hampshire Gazette, per-

fectly described their musical and lyrical

intelligence. "... they cannot conceal their

education." and it's true.

With lyrics like. "For anything to change

then everybody's got lo choose to take

responsibility for history, and recognize that

privilege stems directly from complicity,"

and McCraven marching a quick snare-drum out to

battle, their Sept. 1 1 anthem reflects thoughtful

preparation for a song about one of America's sor-

est wounds.

Continued on page 8
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New artists release first album Sounds to remember '03 by
ContlntMd from page 6

Among the better tracks is

"Lucky Me," which starts with

the sound of a small child's music

box and segues into a beat that

Eminem might have considered

for one of his softer, more emo-

tional and self-pitying songs.

Platypus deals with the social

angst of the middle class male

struggling to make sense of the

"hand I was dealt," and reconcile

social privilege with a desire to

change the world from a person-

al and societal position.

Although much attention falls

on Platypus for his smart lyrics

and verbal rhyming schemes, the

musical talent of the band cannot

be overlooked. Tracks like "')!

Norch," are instant classics —
true jazz experiments. There's a

sense of maturity in this music

that rivals some of the better-

known musicians putting out

jazz today. Cardozo lets the bass

travel, while McCraven's frantic

COLD DUCK COMPLEX

Cold Duck Complex's first album, "hiBurchcads," contains their

orijjinal style of music, which is a blend of jazz and rap.

percussion allows D'Antona to

infect the music with a very

urban jazz-sound from decades

past.

What is really commendable

on "Figureheads" is the overall

coherence of the album, and the

band. It feels like every aspect of

the sound rests dependently on

every other aspect — like a stone

archway where the removal of

any stone will cause a tumble.

They are that tight — except it

doesn't seem possible for a single

one of the stones to be removed.

Each instrument, including

Platypus's voice, ranges from

serious to goofy, from fast to

slow, always accommodating

every other instrument.

Somehow. Cold Duck Com-

plex was able to fit together

heavy content, high intellect, low

humor and even at times sad ref-

erences and still come out with

an uplifting and empowering cre-

ation, or "method," as they like

to call it. They run the gamut and

do it successfully The only music

in this fusion of jazz and hip-hop

that sounds better than

Figureheads is a live Cold Duck

Complex concert. As these guys

mature, and if they can bottle

more energy from their live con-

certs into their next album, the

hip-hop world had better take

notice, because the rest of the

industry surely will.

No Doubt's best on one disc
Continued from page 6

initially included John Spence. Gwcn Stefani and her

brother Eric. While playing the party-band circuit

around Anaheim, the trio picked up bassist Ton>

Kanal. bom in India but raised in Great Britain and the

U.S. Hardened by the suicide of Spence in December

1987, No Doubt nevertheless continued — Stefani

became the lone vocalist and the group added guitarist

Tom Dumont and drummer Adrian Young.

No Doubt battled on thanks to mastly Stefanis

detennination. Under her leadership the band has blos-

somed from just another ska band riding the trend

wave to a musical presence that has left an indelible

mark upon our generation.

Eie it by the shear dominating charisma of Stefani's

presence as one of rocks only respectable queens, or the

bands ever evolving sound, or some melding of the

two. it is safe to say that if nearly 1 7 unrelenting years

have not done away with No Doubt nothing conceiv-

able will.

Though for avid fans whom have faithfully pur-

chased every No Doubt CD or have plucked them from

the Internet into a personal playlisi this new album may

I not be categorized as a must have. For the rest of us

who have fallen in love with the ska-vixen and her

merry troop of talented minstrels, however, this disc

may be just the thing to satisfy the

No Doubt itch.

Continued front page 7

To Shout About" and "Need It."

Stereophonies - "You Golta Go there To Come
Back" (V2 Records) — Brit-rockers

Stereophonies returned this year with their best

album yet. The follow-up to 200 1's more

stripped-down, atmosphere heavy ")ust Enough

Education To Perform" finds the band knee-deep

in their classic rock influences. The opening, epic

"Help Me (She's Out Of Her Mind)" find blues

stomp and stadium-rock meshing together.

However, the album's best moments come when

the band is truly experimenting. "I'm Alright (You

Gotta Go There To Come Back)" is unlike any-

thing the Phonics have done before, and it finds

singer/guitarist Kelly Jones pretty much alone

with a drum machine and a guitar, singing in his

trademark scratchy croon about self-destruction,

denial, and despair. "You Gotta Go ..." finds the

band digging deeper through more, and more

eclectic, influences while still maintaining a very

original sound of their own.

A Perfect Circle - "Thirteenth Step" (Virgin

Records) — Art-rock supergroup A Perfect Circle

brought a sophomore album that, in a very rare

case, not only matches their debut effort but also

surpasses it. The slightly altered lineup, which

now includes )cordie White and lames Iha have

created some of the best dark rock in memory. Be

it Keenan's forceful and distinct singing on "Blue"

and "The Outsider" or the complex and subtly

stunning arrangements that are weaved through-

out the album the group proves hey are even

greater than the sum of their parts. While there is

not a single weak song on the album the standout

moment comes on "The Nurse Who Loved Me" a

Failure cover — at least lyrically- that at first

seems out of place but. on multiple listens, fits in

perfectly with the album. The run away single

from this album, "Weak and Powerless" is a pleas-

ingly and seemingly perfect APC track filled with

enough stirring imagry without lossing Keenan's

trademark abiguity. The quietness of the entirely

string-driven song is, while a cover song, a sum-

mary of everything the group has come to repre-

sent to the world of modern rock — the subtle,

beautiful, and haunting quiet band mixed in a sea

of loud obnoxious ones.
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A decade's worth of No Doubt's hits compiled

on one CD.

Dcftones - "Deftones" (Maverick Records) —
Longtime fans of the Deftones know they are a

band that is constantly evolving and challenging

their audience. Unfortunately to a lot of the main-

stream, who has really only peripherally heard of

the band. Deftones are just another hard rock

band. On the self-titled affair, the band's fourth

album, the Deftones find themselves rocking the

hardest they have since their first album, 1995's

"Adrenaline." However, Deftones make it clear

they aren't a brainless, backwards-baseball cap

nu-metal band. While a lot of the Deftones lyrics

reek of bitterness and hostility they do so in a sort

of angsty but intelligent way, as opposed to the

mindless verbal violence of bands like Limp

Bizkit or the whiny. childish manner of emo bands

like Thursday or Brand New. "When Girls

Telephone Boys" I's a yocal diord scrapper that,.

after a few listens, shows its vulnerable core. The

band also continues to experiment in the vem of

their last album 20OO's "White Pony." "Lucky

You" and "Anniversary Of An Uninterestmg

Event" are trip-hopish experiments in electronica

that are completely successful, as is the rest of the

album.

Officer May - "Smoking In A Minor" (Ace Fu

Records) — These Boston boys know that they

have talent and they know that they have a secret

weapon. So its no surprise that the band opens

the album with a few measures of noisy

garagey/alternative rock before unleashmg

singer/guitarist Chris Warren on the unsuspecting

listener, just to get it out there: Warren sounds

almost exactly like Kurt Cobain at his roughest

and smoke-charred-lungs best. It is impossible to

listen to Officer May without making the Nirvana

association and the band knows this. They use

Warren's voice as a weapon but have a strong

arsenal to back it up. Musically, the band is a bit

reminiscent of "Bleach"-era Nirvana but seems to

have more in common with noisier, slightly

rougher bands. The arrangements are often untra-

ditional but. as a lot of Nirvana songs were, there

is a slight pop glimmer beneath the rough edges

of the music. Warren's lyrics are cynical, biting,

and honest and his scratchy voiced delivery adds

new levels to them. All this and the album cer-

tainly takes the crown for "Album Title of the

Year,"

Eels - "Shootenanny" (Dreamworks Records) —
The latest album from the eclectic Eels opens

with a Muddy Waters-esque blues stomp, "All In

A Day's Work" and immediately makes its mark.

Frontman E (real name Mark Oliver Everett) con-

tinues to make music that is a mixed bag in every

sense. "Saturday Morning" is a bouncy playful

song about being a kid on an early Saturday,

young, energetic, and without someone to play

with. Later on the album E goes through well-

treaded (especially by himself) emotions on the

song "Agony", which is about, well, agony, but E's

intelligence and skills make the song a stand-out.

The album closes with one of its best tunes.

"Somebody Loves You' and after an album rife

with mixed emotions and a schizophrenic musical

pattern; E makes one of the most uphfiting and

enjoyable songs in his long and prolific career.

This album has the high energy and powerful

lyrics that are above and beyond a band of the

Eels standing.

Campfirc Girls - "Tell Them Hi" (interscope

Records) — "Tell Them Hi" is. without a doubt,

the surprise record of the year. While Campfire

Girls - who are all boys, by the way - have a small

handful of releases under their belt but due to

struggles with drugs they have never had the

chance to fully come into their own. Well, the

chance has arrived with "Tell Them Hi" which is

a powerful, moving, and rocking album with ele-

ments of Failure-esque art-rock and Stone Temple

Pilots slightly poppy alterna-rock. it is the band's

mix of pop melody and artistic integrity that

makes "Tell Them Hi" so good. Listeners will be

moved by the songs but. at the same time, want to

sing along.

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS

90 Gatehouse Road, Off Rt. 9, Two miles East of Amherst Center

On the Bus Route

TEL: 256-6446

JOIN NOW!
for our Semester Special

1 5 weeks @ $ 1 79 & a free HFC t-shirt

The Area^s Most Complete Club
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AQUA AEROBICS
•CYBEX/NAUTILUS CIRCUIT

•BOXING STUDIOS

•VOLLEYBALL
• INDOOR TENNIS

•YOGA/PILATES
•AEROBICS/STEP

•CYBEX FREE WEIGHTS
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JACUZZI/SAUNAS
CARDIO-VASCULAR EQUIPMENT
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Heisman watch ^03 Men's indoor makes its return

Continued from page 12

except in his only loss to Kansas

State, which should hurt his

chances a little. He led the nation

in passing efficiency with 3.744

yards. 40 TDs and only eight picks,

far superior to Manning.

SCOOP: The heavy favorite,

but the loss to K-State could cost

him the award.

Eli Manning — Quarterback,

Mississippi, b-loot-3-inches. 218

pounds, Sr.

h's pays to play in the most

political sport in college athletics. If

this guy's last name weren't

Manning, l^einhart would no doubt

be the fourth candidate for the

Heisman.

Manning did post some impres-

sive numbers with 3,341 passing

yards. 27 TDs and only nine INTs,

and completed 61 percent of his

passes. Archie's boy threw two

interceptions in a game only twice,

but both contests were losses.

In all fairness. Manning is the

best quarterback prospect in

nation and won the johnny Unitas

Golden Arm Award for the top

senior OB. \ le has shown the pedi-

gree, mentality and mechanics that

make NFL scouts drool. Also, he

posted some great stats on a team

with far less talent than White's.

SCOOP; Best quarterback in

the land and likely Top 10 draft

pick will receive the majority of the

SEC writers' votes, giving him a

good chance.

Larry Fitzgerald — Wide

Receiver. Pittsburgh, b-foot-3-inch-

es, 210 pounds. So.

There is no better NFL offen-

sive prospect this season than the

next coming of Randy Moss.

Fitzgerald scored a touchdown in

all 12 games this season — tying

Moss' single-season record — and

set a record for catching a score in

1 8 consecutive games.

Fitzgerald finished an amazing

sophomore campaign with 87

catches for 1,5*^5 receiving yards

and 22 TDs. The most impressive

Stat is the fact this kid averaged

18.3 yards per catch, which is

almost unheard of. He had three

touchdowns in two games, found

the end zone twice in six games,

and had over 200 receiving yards

twice. His perfomiance was so

consistent, there is no way to deter-

mine his best game.

A rare combination of size,

speed, athleticism. hand.s and god-

given talent make him an ideal No.

1 target. The only game he didn't

perform well in was against Miami

for the Big F.ast Championship,

catching only three passes for 27

yards. Of course, he still hit pay-

dirt.

SCOOP: The most talented and

exciting candidate of the bunch,

but will not receive enough votes

with the Big East and Midwest to

contend for the award.

Holiday Gifts @
your fingertips

Looking for a iiniaue gift?

Free links lo U)t4l silos that

carry original gift items like

handmade glass candy canes.

Jewelry made of ancient Roman

glass, mounted butterflies, and

galleronet@yahoo.coin

iJIT
»pring

Ultimate
Break 200^

CALL
1 800 733 6347

UMASS Amherst Unh/erslty....

Lh^o Life the Boacti Ufa Way!

Group Discounts

Book b*for« Dec 1 Sth ar>d $cn^«M

S«H tilpt, earn ccah. trovlJTggtj

www.BeachLifeVacations.com

In a class by himself
Oklahoma quartertiack Jason White,

who will lead the Sooners against

LSU in the Sugar Bowl on Jan 4,

was named ThiB Associated Press

College Player of the Year White is

one of the leading contenders for the

2003 Heisman Trophy

Jason White, QB, Sentof, Oklahoma

OPPOWENT COMP ATT YDS TO INT ^pv
Nodh Texas 23 35 248 3 1 <.^ '

Alat>ama 21 35 259 2

^
i

Fresno St 25 37 338 4

UCLA 17 25 243 2 2 '

'i
Iowa State 26 34 384 5 1
Texas 17 21 290 4 1
Missouri 20 34 278 2 1 X
Cotoredo 19 28 248 3 1
Oklahoma St 11 27 194 2 2 1
Texas A&M 16 18 263 5 1
Baytor 21 38 307 4 f
Texas Tech 22 32 394 4

Kansas St 27 SO 298 2
I

TOTAL 265 414 3,744 40 8 J
SOURCE: AModoiad Press

Conttnuad from page 12

4x1 00-meter relay squad, and fin-

ished ninth in the high jump with a

jump of 6 feet I and 3/4 inches.

He also posted the second-best

400-meter dash time of the year

with a clocking of 50.<)9 at the A-

10 Indoor Champion-ships.

Senior David Falvey will be

leading off most of the 4 x 100

relays this season. As a sophomore

in '02, Falvey led off the 4 x 100

team that finished fourth in the A-

10 Outdoor, placed eighth in the

400-meter dash at the A- 1 Indoor

with a season-best 5 1 .08, and was

a member of the Minutemen's

fastest 4 X 100 and 4 x 400 relay

teams.

"(Falveyl's the person who kind

of sets the table for that middle

distance relay group that we have,"

O'Brien said.

The dynamic duo of junior

Matt Clark and junior Dave

McMenamy provide further depth

to the middle distance core, espe-

cially in the 800 and 1 500-meter

race.

As freshmen, Clark placed fifth

in the 1000-meter at the New
England Indoor Championships

with a time of 2:30.64 and ran the

third leg of a 4x800 relay team that

won bronze at the A- 1 6 Outdoor,

while McMenamy turned some

heads by placing third or better in

every single meet of the season.

McMenamy, too, was part of that

bronze- winning 4x800 squad.

"They were thrown into the fire

quickJy, and they responded very

well," O'Brien said.

junior jon Korhonen will be

one of the Minutemen leading the

way in the distance events.

Deemed "a 5,000-meter sp«xialist"

by O'Brien, his fifth-place finish in

15:06.45 as a freshman in the

5,000-meter was the best record

by a Minuteman for that season.

The Minutemen kick off the

season )an. 24 at the University of

New Hampshire, where they will

compete against the likes of UNH,
Boston College, and Holy Cross.

UM, Cats skate to tie

Chris Perry- Running Back,

Michigan, 6-foot- 1 -inch 228

pounds, Sr.

This is the least heralded hope-

ful of the four Perry gave himself a

big-time boost in his final regular

season performance against the top

Big Ten defense of Ohio Sute. He

finished with 204 yards and a pair

of scores to secure the Wolverines

a trip to the Rose Bowl.

Perry showed his versatility in

the comeback win over Minnesota,

which saved the Wolverines' sea-

son. He caught 1 1 passes for 122

yards and a TD while adding 85

rushing yards as well as a rushing

touchdown.

Perry finished the season with

1,589 rushing yards and also

caught 42 passes and scored 19

TDs.

AP

However, his 26-yard perform-

ance against Oregon and lackluster

showing in a 30-27 loss to Iowa

could cost him the award.

Perry is a big, powerful speed-

ster who could be compared to a

running back like Green Bay's

Ahmad Green. Perry will be a big-

time NFL running back someday,

no doubt.

SCOOP: Big-time NFL
prospect, but will not win the

Heisman.

Winner: The vote will come

down to White and Manning.

Manning will be a better NFL sig-

nal caller, but White's college

accomplishments can't be over-

looked. That's why White is my

pick to win this year's Heisman.

Todd Foster is a Collegian

columnist.

Continued from page 12

The shot popped in the air off of Ayers, and the steady

netminder, falling to his backside, reached up and

slapped the puck out of midair with his paddle, saving

a near-certain goal.

"We didn't expect | Ayers j to be anything but very

good." UMass coach Don Cahoon said. Winer said his

game stepped up because of the man in the opposite

net as well.

"Mike Ayers is a great goalie, and any time you get

the chance to prove yourself against him. it's a great

opportunity," Winer said.

UNH opened up the scoring after a slew of penal-

ties in the first period. With UMass' Stephen lacobs

and Wildcat Patrick Foley serving matching minor

penalties for roughing. Matt Fetzer joined Jacobs in the

box for holding the stick at 12:07. However, just as

Fetzer got comfortable. Brian Yandle took a feed from

Justin Aikins at the point, and blasted it over Winer's

shoulder, careening in off the crossbar to make ii 1
-0

UNH.
UMass gave the visitors a scare of their own. when

Stephen Werner found Kevin larman emerging from

the left wing, and fed him just outside the UNH zone,

larman took off alone on Ayers, but the senior from

Hingham made a stellar glove save to keep the hosts

off the board.

The Minutemen will travel to Cambridge

Saturday to play Harvard at the Bright Center. UMass

will then enjoy a long two-week break before return-

ing to action on Dec. 27. in the first round of the

Howard Bank Classic in Buriington. Vt. against

Dartmouth. On Dec. 28. they'll play either

Minnesota State-Mankato or the host Vermont

Catamounts, depending on the result of both opening

round games.

The Minutemen will then usher in the new year

with a home-and-home series against UMass Lowell,

beginning on |an. 3 at Tsongas Arena, with the third

game of the Alumni Cup race — which UMass

Amherst leads, 1-0 — taking place the following

night at the Mullins Center.

After the Lowell series, the Minutemen will need

their passports, as they'll travel to Ouebec Trois-

Rivieres for an exhibition on |an. 10. Then, it'll be

back to work, as the Maine Black Bears will entertain

UMass for two games on |an. 16 and 17. The

Minutemen will gel one more break after that week-

end, before welcoming students back to campus with

games against Northeastern (Ian. 29) and Merrimack

(Ian. 31) at the Mullins Center.

^«»••FREE DELIVERY!

549-6073

S Huge wireless discounts!

160 Fearing St.. located on the comer of

Fearing St. and Sunset Ave.

Open:

Sun.-Wed.: 11AM-1AM

niur8.-Sai:11AM-3AM^

We sccept all major credit

cards and OCMPt

Good luck on exams and{

happy break!

Unlimited
Night & Weekend

Alrtlmt Minutn «»hM on the Anwfki's Choki Netwerk

Treat yourself to Classes in Boyden 10

Claaa Schedule (February 2 - Mav 2. 20041

Mott/W*4
12:30-1:45 fm

Yoga Flow (level 1-2)

2:00-3:15 pn
Power Yoga (level 2-3)

Ta«/Tl»i

1:00-2:15 pm
Yoga Basics (level 1-2)

2:30-3:45 pm
Intermediate (level 2-3)

1000 Anytime

Mobile To Mobile
M«wtR to till JftK or our 32 5 mNM cuflDiiwn
on out fMOorm^ (»ioWfio moWenttwoit J

ffnllday Special » Rcfiater Now ana IS
Qffcr pnda December 22. 2003

1 class per week/ 13 weeks Only $60

2 classes per week/ 1 3 weeks $ 11

Contact UMass Yogs/Campus Rec. Boyden 215 413.545.0022

HUGE HOLIDAY SAVINGS!

BUY ONE GET

UPT0 3FREE

LG 3100 phones

FOR ONLY

19.99

Hen i yt*i aqrcrment required.

While 5uppll« l«t Limited time offw

FOR

400
$39»

MiytiiM

flllMftCS

montMi
KCKS

Wilor2jMg

Unlimited nationwicie long distance.

No roaming charges coast-to-coast.
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The Afnei«aS Choice net«KOt» covers irxxe ttian 265 million people

in the U S Netwof* not avaiiaWe m all areas Calls olaced outside
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Ihroughoul the Anierica's Choice Netwofk.

Exoerience

$549

Rent "•

of
ours

NoaiUlion^leefor
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• Passenger Vans

• Itucks

POHERS
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• Direct Billing to

Insurance Comfiinies

• Free Local Pick Up

• Locally Owned and Operated

549-REHT'^^'

at North Amherst Motors
Collision Repair Centsr

It SiaiMtUnd Road. North Amht-st. MA C 1059

•wv.northiintiiritiittori.ctn

On Bus Route 'One Mile North ol UMass

(^iMreless
www.shopatwireless.com

HADLEY
322 Russell St. • 413.587.3248

HOLYOKE
50 Holyoke Mall • 413.533.2500

\^^^-.--'^ verijonwireless
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PlanAhead For Next Year

Excellent Location... 1/2 Mile from UMass

Spacious Apartments

1,2 and 3 Bedroom Townhouses

All rents include

heat, hot water, and cooking gas

NEW

PUFFTO ^^WN

.1 i„l I I Ii I *

.VUJLAOE

Office Hours: 8 am to 4:30 pm Monday
(413) 549-0145

wwvv.pufftonvillagc.com

Friday
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Time
Women^s hoop

heads to NU
By Bc)B Mc(Jt)VtKN

tklLLei.lAN Sl.\KK

The word rebound has a double meaning in basket-

ball.

In order for the Massachusetts women's basketball

team to have a pasitive trip to Northeastern this week-

end, they'll need to both lebound on the court, and

rebound from their early season woes.

The Minutewoinen will travel to Matthews Arena

in Boston to face off against the Huskies Sunday at 2

p.m.

"I think were ready. We've been on the road

enough this year to know," UMass coach Mamie

Dacko said. "Going to Arizona, a (irst class tourna-

ment like that, was a great opportunity for our kids to

really know what it's like to be in the top 25."

Before last night's game against Harvard,

Northeastern was coming off a 62-48 loss to

Providence and has had its share of troubles early in

the year

Leading the way for the Huskies has been guard

Maralene Zwarich, who leads the team in points

(12.8) and rebounds (7.3) per game.

Dacko has seen that Northeastern likes to play up-

to bounce
lentpo basketball and isn't afraid to run the court.

With a week off since its last game UMass has had

time to prepaiv lor what the Huskies bring to the table.

"ITiey want to run, so we have to be aware in our tran-

sitioii defense." Dacko said. "They've got some real

gixnJ playeis inside, they do a lot of things that we'll be

picfiaied foi. They are a team that has been up and

ilown, they've been inconsistent as well so it should be

a good matchup."

The Minutewomen have started to settle into their

offense after a rocky start and have been looking

toward senior judit Zsedenyi, who leads the team in 5-

pointers with 1 1 . Zsedenyi is averaging eight points

per game, including 14 and 17 in victories against

Utah State and Vemioni, respectively.

"Wc knew |udit last year, her strength is her shot

and I think it was her gaining confidence and being

able to step up and take the shot," Dacko said.

Brooke Campbell has also been pacing the

Minutewomen, leading the team on both ends of the

court. Campbell has compiled a team-high 11.5 points

per game. She also leads the team in a'bounds, averag-

ing 8.5 boards.

After Noitheastem, UMass has eight games during

Winter .session. The Minutewomen will play Hartford

Dec. 21, UNC-Greensboroon f)ec. "50. IxiSalleon |an.

3, Saint Joseph's on |an. 6. Temple on |an. 9, Dayton

on |an. 1 1 , URI on Jan. b, and St. Bonaventure on |an.

18. After playing Xavier at the Mullins Center on Jan.

23, they'll hit the road to play Temple in Philadelphia

on Ian. 29, befoie a-tuming to Amherst Feb. 1 against

Kordham.

MLB set for winter meetings
Continued from page 12

three-year contract with outfielder

Randy Winn and a two-year deal

with right-hander Ryan Franklin.

On Wednesday, Detroit agreed

to a $6 million, two-year contract

with second baseman Fernando

Vina. Colorado agreed to a $2.1

million, one-year deal with third

baseman Vinny Castilla, and Texas

replaced RAfael Palmeiro by agree-

ing to $1 million, one-year con-

tract with Brad Fullmer

Pittsburgh settled on minor

league contracts with outfielder

Daryle Ward and right-hander

juan Acevedo.

The New York Mets finalized

their $20. 1 million, three-year con-

tract with shortstop Kazuo Matsui,

and San Diego completed a two-

year contract with reliever Akinori

Otsuka, a deal worth just under $2

million.

In Texas, general manager |ohn

Hart sounded doubtful the

Rangers would pull off the big-

money tiade that would send AL
MVP Alex Rodriguez to Boston for

Manny Ramirez. Hart said he and

Texas manager Buck Showalter

had .said "many, many times" that

they envision Rodriguez staying

with the Rangers,

1'1^?«J^
413-548-6900 www.theharp.net

QrfsdTuB
163 Sunderland Rd. - N. Amherst

lust north of the apartments

Every SUN : All you can eat Buffet

Every MON; All you can eat Buffet

Every TUE : Trivia Night 9 PM
Every WED: Reggae Night

Every THURS: Live Bands

Every FRI : Live Open Insh Seisiun

Every SAT : Live Bands

Through December and January!

Beer Special: Molson

$1.75 A pint / $6.25 A pitcher

"Start your own tradition."

WINTER SESSION
Why go home?
Stay with us!

Low rates for students

Call for details.

401 Russell St./ Rt.9, Hadley

413-586-0114

"We've been saying all along

this thing has taken on a life of its

own and has been a runaway fire,"

Hart said.

Around the major leagues,

teams prepared for the start of the

winter meetings Friday in New
Orleans.

"I think the first thing we're

going to do is we're going to find

out where the Yankees and Red

Sox are staying and go hang

around their rooms and see if

somebody drops their wallet," said

Doug Melvin, general manager of

the low-budget Milwaukee

Brewers. "I think they're going to

dominate the meetings, the

Yankees and Red Sox, the A-Rod

thing."

Giants general manager Brian

Sabean believes the winter meet-

ings could be quiet for most teams.

"You know how business is

done: You can't predict it," he said.

"I'm not going to speculate. We
always have irons in the fire. )ust

because the winter meetings are

about to commence doesn't mean

you'll do business or be forced to

do business."

Pettitte, 51, was signed by the

Yankees in 1991 and went 149-78,

including 21-8 with a 4.02 ERA
last season. If he had stayed in

New York, he would have had the

chance to surpass Whitey Ford's

256 victories and become the win-

ningest pitcher in team history.

With the Astros, he joins a

team trying to rebuild and win at

the same time. Houston dealt clos-

er Billy Wagner to Philadelphia last

month in a cost-cutting move.

Pettitte will combine with Wade
Miller and Roy Oswalt to form a

powerful front three in the rota-

tion.

Brown, who turns 59 in March,

signed baseball's first $100 million

contract with the Dodgers, a deal

that has two seasons remaining at

$ 1 5 million annually.

He was 14-9 with a 2.59 FRA
last year for lx)S Angeles, but has

pushed for a trade to a team closer

to his home in Macon, Ga.

Injuries limited him to 19 starts

in 2001 and 10 in 2002, but he

rebounded to make 52 starts last

season, when he had the second-

lowest ERA in the NL behind

jason Schmidt.

Weaver, 27, has struggled since

the Yankees acquired him from

Detroit in July 2002, failing to

keep his spot in the rotation. He

was 7-9 with a 5.99 ERA last sea-

son, and allowed the 12th-inning

homer to Florida's Alex Gonzalez

that won the pivotal fourth game

of the World Series.

Another free agent the Yankees

are dealing with, outfielder Gary

Sheffield, is confident he will sign

with New York despite differences

that have jeopardized the deal.

"We'll get it done," Sheffield

told The Associated Press on

Wednesday night as he watched

the Maryland- Florida basketball

game from the stands.

Sheffield, who became a free

agent after playing for Atlanta the

last two seasons, agreed with New
York owner George Steinbrenner

on the parameters of a deal that

would be worth $59 million over

three seasons, the baseball official

said. But the sides have argued

over deferred money and a no-

trade clause.

AP Sports Writers Jaime Aron

in Texas, Janie McCauley in San

Francisco, Eddie Pells in

Gainesville, Fla., and Amie
Stapleton in Milwaukee con-

tributed to this report.

345 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

413-256-8111

panda East

r ^ ail

FlM Cm«NCM & jA^ANfM CuWtM

•^We bring Cf'J"'"o^^"

to you.'

"Voted best Chinese food

by UWIass students!"

*^usHJ bar!

*0(X^f^ ACCEPTED
*<Delivery available!

Location: 103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, M.A. 01002

Open Hours:

Fri. & Sat.: 11:30 a.m. -11:00 p.m.

Sun. - Thurs.: 11 :30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m

OeUvofy:

(413)S49'0077
Telephone:

(413)256-8923
(413)256-8924

Fax:

(413)253-1173
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(413)549-UTAN

(8826)

6 University Drive

next to Gold's Gynn

Formerly Carla's

Creations

Santa Glaus is Coming to TAN!

Witii a Gift Card from Southern Sun-Sations

It" you too, would like a Gift Card, have your femily or fnends call us. They can purchase you a Gift Card over

the phone, then we will mail the Gift Card directly to them!

Every $25 Gift Cord includes a $5 Gift Coupon

$5 Gift Coupon valid December 26-February 1 5, 2004

TAN for 3 BUCKS!
per visit, one tinne membersfiip fee applies

for 5 iVIONTHS!
Arriving December 1

5

HIGH PRESSURE LUXURY TANNING!

FOR THE ULTIMATE TANNING EXPERIENCE!

WWW.DAIlYCOllEGIAN.COM

come talk to Scott, Shannon or Liza

or call 545-1864

Campus Center Basement
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 CtimrM
5 Narrow ofMntnf)
10 Ct^Ui luy
14 ftano'i

tmpimominmru
1» AOraKLllM
1» NoMM WMmI
17 Uk*
1* NmWa
18 liMI*val rKMmg
20 Masattw

•ubacrto«r
22 ^otio* work
34 SyNogMm iMord

2S kMlle tpot
27 Malady
30 Big Bird aumat
34 jMquo* pot
36 Undortiondod on*
36 Cotnodlon Jarry —
30 PI-ymlBtwt • Mudy
40 Droaay avonis
42 Cra««lio« naaol
43 Hkaa
46 Boulonniara't

> noaoOf borg
48 Crual Una
S1 aarvir^idWh
93 Houaalop
96 Curly hairdo
96 Arialacrrilo (hyph )

ao Ht Iha Immtc
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27 -Nk* ol Tlma'
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unkraraAy

26 Laaacoarea
31 Sa in alora (or

37 Oloa
33 Organic

oompound

36 0uiaM
37 Phi Bala -

41 Oanaroua
44 'Frankanalain'

mar>«ar
45 BliiCk up ona
47 Paalainali

haroma
90 IMlMlad
92 Throat laatura
54 Pidura boroa'
96 Playama

awiaathaan
8/ atw. In Morwaol
96 Nama m privata

58 Tingly
61 onavoua
62 2601 lor Ma
83 Soanlah lady'a
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

FRIDAY
• High: 38

• Low: 1

7

SATURDAY
• High: 32

• Low: 1

1

SUNDAY
8 High: 31

8 Low: 30

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
8 Santa Fe Chicken

8 Pizza Casserole

• Cuban Red Beans

(vegan)

DINNER
• Fried Shrimp

8 Szethuan Beet &
Broccoli

• Szechuan Tofu &

Broccoli

(vegan)

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Nikoljs R Mcirkjntonjtos

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Emilie Oug^an

COPY EDITOR
Mvgh.in HvjI\

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Irene Ros

PRODUCTION STAFF
Rvjn hLihvrty/ tmilic Duggan

HOROSCOPES
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Nothing will

work unless you
do.
-Maya Angelou

aquarius • |an. 2o-feb. ib

Your hat is t(xj big.

piSCeS • Ffs. 19-Mar. 20

Sing loud and sing proud; who cares if

you're tone deaf.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. 19

Here is some generic encouragement.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Can I have your aardvark when you

leave?

gemini • may2Mun. 21

Are you ready for winter break? Everyone

else is.

cancer • )un. 22-iuL. 22

Don't you just love it when people call

you by your nickname?

leO 8 luu. 23-Auf,. 22

Work on one thing at a time.

virgO • Aug. 23-StPT. 22

LckA yourself up on the internet.

libra 8 srpi. 23-orT. 22

Rock the throwback look.

Scorpio • CkT. 23-Nov. 21

What will you do after 1 rounds of lose

Cuervo?

Sagittarius • Na\. ii-ok. 21

Your hcxxi l(X)ks like a jedi hood.

Capricorn 8 dk 22-|an. 19

This one's for the girls.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\P\RIM(\T K)R RFNtM APARTMfNT FOR RFM^ AUTO FOR SAIF

House for rent, 7

bedrcxjms, 2 haths, 3

stories. Newly reno-

vated, seconds from

campus.

$3500/monrh, Call

Barbara 4 13-586-

9845

Huge 2 Reduxim

Apartments 2"'-'

Semester Specials

Lx)w Move-in Qwts

Free Heat and Hot

Water The Binilders

256-8534

Downtown Amherst

on the Park Loft

style on top flex )r of

Victorian building 4

sky light vaulted ceil-

• jngs G)mpletely

iremodeled 2 hed-

r(X)ms 1 full hath

Washer and dryer in

unit 978-546-5243

Rent $1250 per

month plus utilities.

Brand new 6 hed-

rtxmi house, Hadley,

MA. 5000/month.

Call Barbara 413-

586-9845

AUTO FOR SALF

93 Oldsmobile

C:utlass 167000 miles

reliable in.my new

parts $iaX) 253-

6861

1994 Hyundai

Elantra, 108K,

Manual, Gcxxi con-

dition $900 Mii-st sell

ASAP! Call 413-

546-0246

87VWC3olfC5Tl

2l>. 5Spd Tlu- Last

Year Mcxlel made in

C jcnnaiiy IVep dish

rims ik tires includ-

ed. Must sell.

$12aUX)o.b.o. Call

Nate 41 3-222-1885

2a^2 Kia Spectra,

Factory Wairanty,

37,500 miles, $5500

o.b.o. 413-253-4893

or jcarroll®

chem.umass.edu

COMPUTERS

Pentium Liptop

$99.00 Free Printer

with Computer pur-

chase Call for details.

(3reat Rates and

great turn around

time. We fix Liiptops,

l>esktops/PCs guar-

anteed 584-8857

FMI'IOVMFNT

!Bartending!$ $250/

day potential No ex-

perience Nesc Train-

ing provided. 1-800-

965-6520 ext 162

FMPIOVMENT

Attention UMass

Students! Tired of

being broke? Work

with customers. Earn

$17.50 per appoint-

ment. Start now or

after finals.

Gmditions apply.

413-532-4444 work-

forstudents.com

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. LxKal

positions. 1-800-293-

3985 ext 516

FOR Rl NT

$Save$ Wholesale

r>i.scount Prices,

video games, cloth-

ing, jewelry, more,

www.tylersdis-

counts.com

ROOM FOR RFNT

Rtxjm available in

private house, large

bedroom, washer and

dryer, garage Male

rcx)mmate for sec»)nd

semester Call (413)

549-8077

Space available in

Jewish Living Com-

munity. Excellent

opportunity for Jew-

ish Students. Call

HillclHcxtse 549-1710

ask for Ext. 205 or 208

Large furnished nxim

in private home.

Utilities included.

413-367-9286

KOOMMAIf WANTII)

Male or female for

Spring Semester to

live with 3 feiTiales in

4 bedrix>m Apt

Close to campus

253-8106

SERVICES

Stuck on a tough

term paper? The

PaperExperts.com

can help! Expert

writers can help with

editing, writing, grad-

uate sch(X)l applica-

tions. We'll help

with any subject-

visit us 24/7 at The

PaperExperts.com .

Pregnant? Need

help? C:all Birthright

o( Amherst area for

free testing and assis-

tance. 549-1906

pregnanc:y
testing, hiv

Testing, Birth

("ontrol, and

Emergency

(contraception.

Affordable and cotifi-

dential. Tapestr>

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst.

548-9992

SERVICES

Feeling weird or

lost? On the outside

lix)king in.' 1 can

help you. John

Martine, certified

hypnotherapist 41 3-

587-3323

TRAVEL

Sprmg Break 2004.

Travel with STS,

America's -=^1

Studeiit Tour

Operator to Jamaica,

C^ancun, Ac.ipulco,

Bahamas and Florida.

Now hiring campus

reps, ("all fiir group

di.scounts.

Infi )miat ion/Reser\a-

tions l-a\^-M8-

4849 or www.ststrav-

el.com For more

intomi<ition contact

STA Travel at 41 3-

256-1261

SPRING BREAK
Largest selection ot

Destinations, includ-

ing Cnji.ses! Fo.im

Parties, Free l>inks

and (>lub

Admissions. Rep

Positions and FREE

trips Available. 1
-

NOO-231-4386

www.EpicureanTours.

com

Act Now! BiHik 1

1

people, get 12th tnp

free. Group discounts

for 6+ www.spring-

breakdiscounts.com

or 8cV-S 38-8202

VVWTH)

Cliairs vvanted-vlin-

ing nxim set (2-4),

cheap or free 646-

229-7717

CJiHxl Luck on

Finals, tveryone!
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Not quite enough
Callander is

UMass killer

again in draw
By Anorew Merritt

(;<)iij:<.iAN Staph

Preston Callander's name must be becoming pretty

unpopular around the Massachusetts hockey team's

locker room.

The man who ended the Minutemen's playoff mn
with a flick of the wrist last March, and who scored a

critical penalty -shot goal against UMass in their second

regular season matchup of 2002-05. struck once again,

although the result was slightly less decisive.

With less than two minutes to go in last night's game,

the New Hampshire Wildcats' junior forward skated

deep into the UMass zone, and fired a centering pass

towards goaltender Gabe Winer's crease. The puck

deflected off of Winer's skate and in. sending the game

into a 2-2 tie. where it stood for the final 6:18 of play

(including overtime), giving both teams their third

Hockey [Last tie of the sea.son.

Callander's fluky goal nullified the work of Marvin

Degon. who gave tlie Minutemen a 2-1 advantage late in

the second period. Degon found a chink in UNH goal-

tender Mike Avers' amior 49 seconds into the third peri-

od. He fired a wrist shot from the right wing face-off dot.

and it deflected off of Avers' arm and in.

"it's especially frustrating, because we had them with

one minute to go." l>gon sitid.

Despite the lour combined goals allowed, the game's

netminders were the showcase. Gabe Winer stopped 23

shots, but many of the saves came on quality scoring

chances. UNH's ever-steady Mike Ayers turned away 31

shots, including a couple of highlight-worthy stops.

"It's always fun when it's a goaltenders' game. It's just

one of those games you enjoy playing, not like |
Boston

University!, which is always a bloodbath."

UNH won't face the Terriers, who Avers shut out on

Nov. 7 in a 40 victory, until March 4 and 6. the last

weekend of the season.

After a first period full of chances but no capitaliza-

tion, the Minutemen finally put things together late in

the second period. Thomas Pock took a feed from lames

Solon with Wildcat lustin Aikins in the box on a rough-

ing call, and ripped a wrist shot past Ayers on the glove

side to knot the score at one with 1 :43 to go in the mid-

dle frame.

Prior to Pock's tally, there wasn't any scoring in the

second period, but there was plenty of action. The chip-

py play that began in the first period continued, and a

total of 14 penalties had been called by the end of the

second. Ayers became the center of the action when

Kevin lannan tried to convert on a Chris Capraro pass.

I.IKAI IMI LINc;/l 111 IICIAN

Continued on page 9 UMai
Marvin Degon scored for the Minutemen at 4:08 of the third, giving UMass a 2-1 lead. However. UNH's Preston Callander countered with a goal off

/lass netminder Gabe Winer's skate with less than two minutes to go in regulation, and the teams skated to a 2-2 tie at the Mullins Center.

Back to the track
Men's Indoor track returns

By Brendan Hall
C>)LLEt;rAN Staff

After a one-year hiatus, the

Massachusetts men's indoor track

squad will be back in action this

winter, picking up where it left off

after being eliminated from the

athletic program in 2002.

"I know that the team members

are extremely excited, they were

very thrilled when they heard

about it ... the good news traveled

fast." coach |im O'Brien said. "I'm

ecstatic about it also ... I want to

see the kids who come to the

University have a complete track

program. It means a lot in the their

preparation; they work throughout

the whole year to have a full sea-

son, not just a half-season."

The Minutemen return several

bright young stars from two .sea-

sons ago. which have all matured

into promising athletes looking to

gather some wins this winter.

They will benefit from a good

balance in the middle distance and

distance events, showcased by

multi-event senior John O'Neil. In

2002. O'Neil made a name for

himself by capturing the Atlantic

10 Outdoor Championship de-

cathlon title with 5.796 points.

O'Neil then outdid himself at the

New England Championships by

placing third with a personal-best

5,941. Also as a sophomore last

year. O'Neil was UMass's third-

leading scorer with 36.75 points,

and posted the schtxjl's fourth-

fastest time in the 500-meter dash

with a time of 1 :04.4 1

.

Up-and-coming sophomore

lames Godinho figures to add

some firepower to the sprints and

long jump events this winter sea-

son.

"lames is one of our team's out-

standing long jumpers, and he

runs a tremendous 400-meter

run." O'Brien said.

lunior lames McCormack is a

triple threat at long jump, triple

jump and high jump, and provides

some depth at 400 meters as well.

As a freshman in 2002,

McCormack placed a team-best

seventh in the A- 10 Outdoor

Championship with a blazing time

of 22. 1 . ran the second leg of the

Continued on page 9
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Former New York Yankees pitcher Andy Pettitte smiles during a ncw> conference with the Hourston

r»»tros yesterday in Houston. The Astro ^ "
' ' ' '

' " '

handed pitcher to a three-year contract.

Forecasting Heisman
.W.I..V. .-^- .v..~ .-... ,. ^. ..ndy I'ettitte smiles during a ncw> conference wiin me rtoursioi

Astros yesterday in Houston. The Astros announced yesterday that the club has signed the free-agent left

Pettitte is an Astro
By Ronald Blum
A.ss<K IA1EI) Pre-ss

NEW YORK (AP) — Andy

Pettitte chose home over history,

agreeing Thursday to sign with the

Houston Astros and leave the New
York Yankees.

New York wasted little time in

trying to land a replacement, clos-

ing in on a trade with Los Angeles

that would send Kevin Brown to

the Yankees for Icff Weaver in a

swap of starters, a baseball official

said on the condition of anonymi-

ty

Pettitte accepted Houston's

heavily backloadcd $31.5 million,

three-year deal after weighing a

new offer from the Yankees on

Wednesday night, another baseball

source said, also on the condition

of anonymity.

He took $7.5 million less to

sign with the Astros, both .sources

said. The Astros play near Pettittc's

hometown of f^cer Park, an

important factor for the pitcher's

family.

""rhey really wanted me here."

Pettitte said. "My heart started

pulling me and tugging me to

come back down here and plav in

front of the Astros and the

Houston fans."

Pettitte will get $5.5 million

next season. $8.5 million in 2005

and $1 7.5 million in 2006. accord-

ing to contract details obtained by

The A.ssociated Press.

In other baseball news

Thursday, catcher Benito Santiago

completed his $4.3 million, two-

year contract with Kansas City.

Among players eligible for arbitra-

tion, left-hander Mark Buehrle and

the Chicago White Sox agreed to

an $18 million, three-year deal.

.Seattle settled on an $1 1 million.

Continued on page 10

The time has come. The regular season has ended

and your school's bowl game is circled on the calendar

Highlights of upsets and amazing plays are being fea-

tured on Sportscenter after the exciting, unexpected

happenings during this fall.

There is one thing left for an armchair

quarterback to wait for: the Heisman Trophy 1 Q O

winner
^^"^~'

Unfortunately, USC got screwed in this race. ttxj.

Everyone knows that the college football brass

stripped the Trojans of their championship dream with

a BCS equation only Raymond Babbitt could solve.

Now. USC quarterback Matt Ix-inhart will not have a

seat at the Yale Club in NYC Saturday.

Many fans, East Coast sportswriters and voters

have not paid enough attention to the 6-foot-5-inch.

220-pound sophomore gunslinger In fact, three of

Ixinhart's final .stats — 63.0 completion peacntage,

35 touchdowns and a 12-1 record — are better than

Heisman hopeful Eli Mannings 61.7 completion per-

centage, 27 touchdowns and 9-3 record. Ix-inhart also

threw for 3,252 with only nine interceptions.

Though Ivcinhart is unfairly left off the list, the four

Heisman candidates are worthy of their nomination.

The two quarterbacks — Oklahoma's |ason White and

Ole Miss' Manning — were the heavy favorites in the

early season, with one being the top quarterback

prospect (Manning) and the quarterback of the No. 1

team (White). Pittsburgh wide receiver Larry

Fitzgerald is only a sophomore, but has been hyped to

be the best thing since Randy Moss. The final

fOS!6r candidate was one of the most underrated

players in the nation last season as a junior,

but Michigan senior running back Chris Perry is now
earning the lesptvt he deserved a year ago.

lason White - Ouarterback. Oklahoma, 6-foot-3-

inches. 221 pounds. Sr

White deserves a seat at the Yale Club more than

anyone this year Not because he has the best season

statistics — though he does — or because he was the

leader of what was considered "the best team of all-

time" by some writers - he was that, too. The reason

is he returned after back-to-back season-ending knee

injuries in 2001 and 2002. to be the most dynamic

passer in college football next to Texas Tech's B|

Symons.

The Tuttle. Okla. native has enjoyed one of the best

seasons by a college quarterback. White could always

be counted on for at least two scores every game.

Continued on page 9



•The Lord of the Rings' comes full

circle with 'Return of the King'

TURN TO ARTS & LIVING, PAGE B12

After its fast start, the UMass

hockey team hits a cold spell

TURN TO SPORTS. PAGE CI
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UMass presidential search nearing final stages

By Perron Salniker

The search for a next president of

the University of Massachusetts

entered a new phase in Deceniber. nar-

rowing down the uindidaie held to 1

2

sonifinalists and inching a few steps

closer to naming a new president.

The 24-mcniber ccnnmittee. which

first niet in Septenibc-r. announced the

semifinaiists ai the conuniltccs third

meeting on Dec. 10. The names of the

semiftnalists were not made public.

due to state law prohibiting the viola-

tion of privat.) ol the candidates.

CaiKlidates applied and were aLsj

nominated lor ihe post

"Man> people were nomirtated.

which prixluced a large amount of can-

didates." <aid Robert P t"onnoll>, a

spokesman for the UMass President's

Office.

Comofly sMd that by the end of the

third w«ek of lanuar). each of the oeiKi

linalists had been interviewed.

"There is a likelihood that these

were initial interviews." said Connolly.

"It may be expected that tlwre svill be

second interviews with some ol the

candidates."

The interviews, which last one and

a half hours each, will be assessed dur-

ing late lanuary and into mid- February.

"After that time the committee is

expected to meet by mid February,

they will meet and make a decision.

cofKeming whether ihcy arc ready to

designate the firuilistN to recommetid

to the University of Massachusetts

Board of Trustees or conduct further

interviews." said Conrwily.

IK- committee is expevied to ret-

ummend thrve candidates to the board

of trustees lor consideration. Alter the

re».».Hnmendation the board is exptxtcd

to schedule a nKx*ting in late February

or early March, to vote on the linalists

ConnoiUy said that the anticipation is to

name a president b\ the lirsi quaner of

the year, and to have the new president

in office by July I

"The aim is to have to the new pres-

ident in olVice by then so he or site can

get acquainted with the UMass system

and fully up to speed, basically so he or

she can be ready

"

The committee is searching to

replace William M Bulger, the foniicr

president who stepped down Sept. I,

2003 because of pressure from state

oflicials Bulger, who served as presi

dent ol the live-campus system loi

seven and one half years, retired amid

questions of his iugitive brother janR*^

"Whitey " Bulger, who is wanted by the

F^l in connection with several mur

dcTs in the Boston area

Dr lack M Wilson. previ«.Hi>ly the

vice president lor academic al lairs of

UMass. has served as interim president

for the past semester. Dr VMIson is the

founding chief executive officer of

UMassOnline; the University's Web-

based teaming initiative.

Wilson came to UMass after 1

1

years at Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute (RPI). where he was the |.

Frik kxisson '22 distinguished profes-

sor of physics, engineering scierx*.

inlomiation t«xhix>kjgy. and manage-

ment He was the lounding dircMor of

the Anderson Center lor Innosation in

Undergraduate Fducation and co-

director of the Severino tenter for

Technological Fntrepreneurship at

RPI In addition, he svrsed as a dean

and intenm pa)vost at RPI

SS ilHHi was also the co-lounder and

chainnaii ot leanil.iiK Corporation,

now part of Mentergy Corp.. a suppli

er of software systems for corporate

training for Fortune 1000 companies.

Wilsons tenn is not necessarily

coming to an end. as he was nominat-

ed to take the pemiaivnt positiLHi.

'His position is ix)t tinished until

the new president is chosen." said

Volume CXIV Issue 70

New fee to

pinpoint

international

students
By Erika LovLty
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A TMass sliulcnt is still rccovcrinj^

i'roiii severe injuries after a ;^2-l'(K)t I'all

A^
iroiii severe infiines aiicr u o.5.-unii i«u -

long way to go
By Dan Lamdthi a.nd Erika Lovitv

I jmn.iAN StArr

Hl.'S iiiviiiicJ iwi> broken elbows,

two broken wrists, a broken

kneecap, a jaw wired shut, a liq-

uid diet and tnuiiiple surgene- lo repair his

injuries.

He's weathered more than two weeks at

UMass Medical Center in Worcester, dozens

of miles away from hi>> friends at the

University of Massachusetts and hundreds of

miles from his home in Fairfax. Va.

His mother says he sleeps until » or 4

p.m. some days, and his brother says he is

lucky to be alive.

Kunal Malhotra. an 18-year-old UMass

freshman, survived a 32 fcwt drop from a

window ledge at Ma^Kimmie Hall shortly

after midnight on IXx-. 6. He's been healing

from his injuries ever sifKe.

As the recovery process continue--, huu

ever. Malhotra says he has never lost site of

the upbeat ouiliKik he has always had on life.

"Im a little more relaxed." he said via a

lelephorK interview with The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian from his home in Fairfax. 'I

try to take things more day by day attd be a

little more careful

"

Witnesses say Malhotra stood on a radia-

tor in the third floor men's bathroom before

stepping out onto the ledge, ai-tording to

Patrick Archbald. deputy chief of UMass

Police. With the encouragement of friends,

he stepped back in briefly, but chose to go

back out onto the ledge

Archbald said it appears Malhotra then

inched along ihe ledge in an ailcmpi lo com-

municate through a window with people in a

nearby room.

Then he fell.

A MFFICUIT SE0UEIM3 OF EVBfTS

Main v\ iIh iki.iil- Irom that evening

remain unckiii <.\cn. Malhotra says, for

Kunal VLilhtitra, left, and Mike Formihir, a

frit-nd Irmn \'ir>3nia. pt>*t Ixr a photo Juring

ThanksyivinK hriak.

himself.

"As far as the particulars of the accident.

I really dont remeniK-r." he said. "I dimt

remember anything.

"

.Arehbald said police lound hini on the

See MAUWTfU on page A7

Beginning this semester, a new fee called the

New International Student lee will target interna-

tional students and faculty on the University of

Massachusetts campus.

The International Programs Office imposed

the $65 fee in order to pay lor the costs ol the

Student and Exchange Visitor Information

System The system requires all international stu-

dents lo register personal infomiatiMi into the

SFVIS database, which is directly connected to

the Department ol Homeland Security This

allows the go\ernmeni in monitor the activities ol

any international student in the nation

SEVIS requires students to report information

ranging from change in major, transfers, change

of local address, new employment and student

status.

The fee also goes toward the processing ^ -;-

incurred by the IPO. including data eniiv.

issuance of visa documents, and continual mom
loring of student status and updating the SEVIS

system.

"We have to be as accurate and up to date as

possible. If the inlomiation is not accurate, that

could disadvantage the student." said Frank

Hugus. the director of IPO.

Failing to comply with the SE\ IS t(.im> or

refusing to pay the fee could result in suspension

from the university or dej- T ' .
i- in

addition to the Slt>i> fee i; ' i

al students lor other SFMS related j«.iivmcs

'Homeland Security jcould noiel that the siu

cfeni i« out of status and deportation irtay result."

said Hugus "Tliat's why we have to guarantee

that all information entered into the SFS IS sys

icm is accurate
"

The ordinance applies to every international

student that attends a university, college or sec

n lir'N .. I- -T .* . K .t . . ..«» ^ ml.- 1 ti 1 1 1. tn,*I x| !i,li*r^|s

ACTMW OH CAMPUS

I lie t.iddu.ite Employee Organization ai

UMass is organizing a movemeni against the lee.

claiming it is discriminatory According to Cil t) s

online statement denouncing the lee. the IPO is

used by domestic and international students alike,

making the new fee discriminatory to foreign stu

dents

"\Se are mobilizing a pretty significant cam-

paign." said Chris \ iais. president of C.FO "Cif t)

is fighting the fact that international students .irc

being asked lo pay lor their own surxeillancc

GEO is also filing a grievance against the

University, claiming that the fee violates their

cunlr.icl Internaticmal students have also had to

contend with rising rates of rent, tuition and cur-

riculum fees. By law. international students can-

not take out loans and can only be granted tuition

waivers if the need and money exists

"There will prohahly be a demonstration jihisl

semester." \ ials said, "We are still deciding on

what forms of protest to use Talk is out that some

students will refuse to pay the fee
'

The Graduate Student Senate, the UMass

Ml t chapter, and United Auto Workers I i^al

See FEE on page A5

UMass finds metal sculpture students a new home
By Dan Lamothe

( ]()iiti.iAN Staff

Metal sculpture students at the University of

Massachusetts will have something this semester

that has been missing since a fire destroyed the

New Massachusetts Foundry Building on April 22.

21)03: a home.

"Were basically outfitting a brand new studio."

said Linda Bruntse. an art department instructor

for welding.

The art department was able to secure space in

room 122 of the Agricultural Building, a large

brick structure near the Art Barn and Textbook

Annex. The new home means metiil working stu-

dents will not have lo use temporary facilities

SIX in I:IIWIH.EIIAXH.l,F(i;AN

Bruntse checks oxyacctvlcne torehes and equip-

ment in the new lab last week.

spread out all over campus facilities which

include an outdoor welding arrangement that was

set up on Tillson Farm with a metal storage trailer,

"This is a major plus for our three-dimensional

studies program." said Ron Michaud. art depart-

ment chair, "We'll be able to offer a lull range of

welding courses, with as many as 12 lo 14 stu-

dents. That's quite a few, given the nature of the

work,"

According to Michaud, the .lepaitment

obtained the space with the help ul UMass

Facilities and Campus Planning, He said he submit-

ted a proposal to the groups last semester slating

that if the University could find a useable space for

the art department, they wouUI be in a position lo

offer a welding class lor the spring Michaud

expressed gratitude lo both gumps -aying they

played an integral role in obtaining the space,

w hich is under the jurisdiction of the plant and soil

science depariment.

"It was the Facilities and Campus Planning peo-

ple who actuallv approached the dep.irtmenl to see

if they could work something out, "
Michaud said.

Bruntse and a few students have spent the last

few weeks setting up the studio, outfitting it with a

combination of tools and parts that survived the

foundry blaze and newer items, including tables

and storage racks ihey built out of a 20tH)-pound

shipment of steel.

The studio it.seif has brick walls, a high ceiling

and a cement llooi, and a garage door that can be

opened for extra ventilation, Bruntse said all bode

well for the fire safety ol the building.

•|t'-^ certainly a more industrial space." she said.

Bruntse said several students have played

instrumental roles in getting the new space ready in

time for the first day of classes,

"They've been really great because they of

course want the space." she said, "I couldn't clean

Line Bruntse, metal fahricatiims instruct.>r. w»>rks in the new welding lab in the A«riculiiire Building last

week. After a hre leveled the New Massiichusetts Foundrx Building last spring, the art depiirtment had been

l(K>king for a new space

up without iheni and I certainly couldn't set up this

shop,"

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian found two

students, senior Justin Clark and junior Nathan

Peterson, working last week with Bruntse. Thev

were making trips to the new studio from some ot

the tcmporarv spots Foundiv equipment has been

stored in since the lire, including Marshall Annex,

the New .Africa House and the Foundry Annex,

"I'm really psvched." (."lark said. "There's a lot

of potential here."

Despite the dep.iiiineiii tin. ling a new home.

See^MEW BUILDING on page A5
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UMass searches for provost and senior vice chancellor
By FtHRON Salmikeh

Cx>LUOLAN StaFJ

Last month the University of

Massachusetts launched a nationwide seaah

lor provost and senior vice chancellor.

Charlena Seymour, fomier graduate

school dean, has served as interim provost

and senior vice chancellor since May 2001.

holding a position that has chief manage-

ment authority over the campuss nine

Schools and Colleges, in addition to the

Graduate School and Commonwealth

College.

The IVjvost and Senior Vice Chancellor

is the chief academic ollicer and reports

directly to the chancellor

The 22member seaah committee, head-

ed by Cleave Willis, dean of the College of

Natural Resources and the Environment,

includes a-presenUitives from all nine col-

leges and schools as well the Ofticc of

Information Techiwlogies.
"

It s a large committee of a group of won-

derfully intellectual people that spans the

spectrum of campus." said Willis. "It's 22

people strong from all different areas of cam-

pus."

The committee met with Chancellor )ohii

V. Lombard! for the first time in carl>

December
"I have met with the committee and indi-

cated that this process is one jt recruiting the

best possible person to take on this responsi-

bility," said lx)mbardi in an e-mail.

"We want someone with strong academic

credentials, strong record of expcrieiKc in

academic administration in majoi universi-

ties of our type, and excellent abilities to

work with faculty, students and staff in

improving our academic programs."

UMass has posted an advertisement for

the- position on a Web site, as well as in the

Chronicle of Higher txlucaiion. The adver

tisemeni briell> describes the UMass campus

and suifounding area, in addition to listing

important qualifications and attributes can-

didiitcs should have.

Ilic Web site says important attributes lor

the position include "demonstrated academ-

See PflOVOST on page A6

Student Activities Center to renew student spirit

Bv ftRKDN SaINIKFR

tk)LLt(.lAN >TAhh

In an effort to improve service to the

student body the otfice previously known

as the Campus Activities Office is under

going significant internal aixl external

chaf^^, beginning with the tirsi step of

renaming the olfice

"We are renaming the offKe. and it is

now called the Student Activities Center,'

said Michael Ciargano. the vk.e chancellor

of student affairs. "1 thinks the change is

significant because it really emphasizes

vvho the office is serving — which is stu-

dents."

|ud> Gagnon. interim director of advising

at the center, expressed her enthusiasm

over the new nanR*.

"I m realh excited that the wonl stu-

dent is back in our nanw." she said. "Im
excited that it is called center that way

it can be a place where students can go to

have tun. we don't rcalK have a hartg out

place like other univer«ittet. this gives the

sense that ihea- is a place lu go and tfwre

are things to do."

The name change is only the first and

nKWt visibk- change within a larger ^jten

da, headed by Gargano and the Student

Activities Centor. Tlie center's main goals

are to increaie evcms for students un cam-

pus and becone nwre rtsponave to stu

deni needs.

"The new focus of the Student

Activities Center is really going to be to

dcvekip af¥i impktneni major events that

students woukl like to see on campus.'

said Gargano. 'So there will be four to five

major events on campus thrviughout the

year, similar to what we liad dunng the

first week of school,"

For now the sign on the front of the

center is the only physkal change, in an

effort to be financ-ially consckjus current

letterheads and business cards will be used

up before the oflice creates a new design

Another important aspect ol ihe new

initiative is to strvaniline polkies and pro

cedures.

"There's a tot of bureaucracy on cam-

pus, we've always tried to streamline pro-

cedures" saU GagiKm. "We've always

tried to get it across that our needs are

more important. Sometimes the state

restricts us. but w« tr> and see if there is

an easier way ol doing things."

So far the oflke has begun its mission,

closing out last semester with several pro-

grams aimed to guide the student body

through the stress of final exams

"TTiis past fall we had pop-up pn.>

grains, during finals we had a stress relief

program in the Campus Center

Concourse, we handed out stress balls we

had massages, in the craft center wc had

button making." said Gagnon "It was just

a good v^av to break up th«.- stress of finals

and the fiolidays
"

Picking up where they left off, the cen-

ter has several aciiviiies planneii loi iIk

Stan ol spring semester

"Welcoming week is the first vveek that

we are back. As a welcome back, we will

have a number of events." sakJ tlagnon

"We'll have a carnival as students •.land in

line at the Bursar's office, we 11 be handing

out toys and schedules of events."

Gagtvjn also mentioned a contest cen-

tered on Groundhog Du\ The w inrKr vk ill

reveive two free airline lii I.-in . .iiini.->v of

Continental Airlines

The center is also pljniunj; loi u Black

Historv Month program, an International

Women's Month piDgram and is i.reaiing

a Viartin Luther King |r Award, vshkh

will be award»l to a student with qualitic*s

and phik>sophk*s that are similar to th«.»se

of r>r. King The award will K- awarded

April 4. whkh is the anniversary vrf I>.

King's death.

"Anoihci example ol something I'd

like to do. I WLHild love to see us in April

when the weather breaks, on a hridav.

have a huge outdoor coiwert. with stu-

dent pertoniK'rs here at the University."

said GargaiKi "I think students will like

it

"

\nother event expected to be held in

the ^pring is the first ever festival ol the

Alls

"We've been working with Dean Lee

I dwaid-s. and collaborating on a new pro-

gram that is calk-d festival of the Arts,"

said tiaigaiKi "It is going to showcase the

spe\.ial talent* of our student bodv in a

whole varietv ol different categonc"s. an

aixl musiv aiul dance, sculpture ainl poet-

ry. \Se have vei> iak>nied students here

and I just want to give students the

chance to displav their uniqueness and

show the work! Ikiw spivial we are
"
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Graduate Programs at

SIMMONS COLLEGE

School principals

demand Simmons
graduates.

How can we
refuse them?
Simmons teachers earn

gold stars from school

administrators. "We'll take

Simmons graduates over

any others," says one

principal. No wonder our

graduates are in hot

demand!

We offer flexible course

schedules, outstanding

internships, financial aid,

and great relationships

with Boston area schools.

Visit us online,

or join us at

an upcoming
information session.

February 5

5:00 pm - 7:00 pm
RSVP 617.521.2915 or

gsa@simmons.edu
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Snow cleared off Northampton Bike Trail
B> Erika Lo\xey

lUJlLH.IAN StAl-f

In a one-year effort to help

increase student safety during the

winter months, the Northampton

Department uf Public Work-s svill

plow snow trom the

>4orthainpton Bike Trail for the

tirst time in its 10-year history.

IK- plowing of the trail is

related to the closing of the side-

walk on Biidge Road, the normal

pedestrian walkway for students

heading to and from )ohn F.

Kennedy Middle School. The

sidewalk is closed for construe

lion purposes

According

Andrikidis. d

Northampton

l>ublic Works,

bike path will

event ot a stK>w

plowing effort

u (.iMnmiiinciii

to George

I rector of the

Department of

all 2.5 miles of

be pk)wed in the

or ice stonn. The

Andrikidis said, is

lor this winter

aloiu.'.

"We never had the resourves

I
to plow it in the past| and we

don't have the resources now.

However, we do pkjw it |this

year) to provide safety for chil

ila-n." Arnlrikidis said.

The division to plow the trail

comes at a time of financial hard-

ship for the DPW. In response to

budget cuts, the department lias

k)st nine manual labor stall ntem-

bets, all of which worked with

pbws. Only five ot these posi-

iwns ttave been filled

"For the last three' years, the

DPW budget has steadily

decrea.sed. Uur personnel are

working much longer Itours titan

what I would consider to be safe,

especially during large snow-

>tonns," Andrikidis sakl.

In an effort to save iiKmey. the

defwrtment has also decided to

plow the (wrking lots of the

Northampton Public S<.h*.iuls — a

job formerly done by private con-

tractors.

"However, money does not

plow a sidewalk People and

machinery do. We are stretched

to the limit. Once the sidewalk is

completed on bridge road we will

stop plowing the bikewa> unkrss

somc\)ne gives us the resources to

do it," said Andrikidis,

Several local businesses and

Northampton residents want to

sec the bike trail plowed in the

winters to come. Residents rely

on the bike path for transporta-

tion, as well as recreation.

Craig IX-lla Penna, owner of

Sugar Maple Trailside Inn, relies

on tlw bike trail as a tourist

attraction for his custonwrs.

"About 1 5 peaeni of our traf

tic is directly related to the trail.

Seventy peaent of the people

who stay here ase the trail for

either a walk after breakfast or a

bike ride Tliere's still about

-r<^''' i-^'

lilLmUM *«» stATlMAl I

A ItKal bike rider enjovs the f

winter for thr first time in iti. 10

75,UOO people using this trail

every year." IVlla Penna said.

It would fv beneficial to keep

ifK trail open year-round due to

tlie high amounts of p^-destrian

activiiy. Delta Penna said.

l>eila Penna is devek>ping a

Web site with a 24-hour camera

tfiat rcvords all nK)vements on the

bike trail fhe site, which will be

available ai wwwirailweb.org,

will also featua* a counter that

will show the number of \xvfk

that pass by the- camera

"It's not uiKomiiKm to see a

vouple hundred peopk* fx-r day.

cviii in the winter." IVIla Pctina

said. "People can go to the liie

and see eiiacil)' what sort ol vari-

reshly plowed trail in Northampton

year hisiorv.

ous characters aa* out there We
will be abW to quantify how many

peopk are actuallv out using the

traif

Several group* in the commu-
nity are working toward funding

iKU year's bike trail pkjwing The

Northampton Pedestrian-Bike

AlliaiKe is a grassroots organiza-

tion thai dtvs fuivJraising for trail

betterments and cMensions.

.According to IX-lla Pcniw. the

group wa« instrumental in

approving the installation of a

pedestrian trallic light, which will

be placiil bv tfie Northampton

Stc»p and Sh».>p this spring.

Communiiv meinfiers and

muill businesses aking the trail

The bike trail wan plowed this

have also raised futids

"About $50,000 has been

raised in the last few years, large-

ly coming from people who livt

ak>ng this trail who want to see it

extended and made better," Delia

Penna said.

The bike trail was built in

N»4 and connects to the

University of Massachusetts cam-

pus near Southwest Resklential

Aral by the Norwottock Trail

The Norwottock Rail Trail is an

ti.5-mikr asphalt path, which con-

necu Northampton, hiadley and

Amherst It will eventually con-

iHxi to the Franklin County bike-

way, and pus through Green-

field.

WFCR to relocate to Hadley
CxtUM'iAH Sta»»

88 5 FM/WFCR. m affiKaie of National PuNk

Radio, has chuaen a site for its new bruKkastii^ facii

ity. The new site b kjcatcd on Rocky Hill Road in

Hadk-y. on pnjperty owTwi by the University of

tMassachusett.«

Friends of W FCR arc eminently working on a cam

ipaign to raise $5 5 miDion dollars to pav for the new

facility.

Currently, the WFCR station Ls operating undcT k-s>

than pleasant coixlitions on the third floor of

•Hampshire Hou.se. a buikling located near Southwtrst

Leaking cc-iling* due to rainfall and stxjw melting hat

ruined electnjnic equipment needed for broadcasting.

OU winng sy-stcms Ian* pnrvaited the station fnjin

inMalling new lechnotogy needed to keep up with the

o<f>cr radio statioas

Soundproofing i< inadequate, causing noise disrup^

ttonft during interviews, and recording processes, l-ack

of space b abo an inue. making it impouibie lu bust

live (viloiiiuiiKcx and events. A rain catch has been

instalk-d in one of the ruunw to drain the dripping

water.

Hampshinr House was originally a dorm built in

the late 1 *MOs to house war vttenn and their families

whik- the* continued their oducalian.

The new buikling has 1 1 .000 square feel erf spKxr

and will include a studk) for performances, cummton

tv activities, and wlunteer work. An intervievMng stu

dio. studera media training facilities, and tev.hnok^

for digital ttid multimedia broadcasts will alMj be

included Thb will albw WKR to participate in web

bnjadcasting.

WFCR is in iu fourth decade, and reaches more

than 155.000 listener* in Massachusetts, Connecti-

cut, New Hampshire and Vermont The station cov

ers news, and broadcasts 1 2 hours of classical, ja/jr

and folk music programming cver> day Two talk

shows. "Morning Kdiiion'* and "All Things

Considered." are alv.. broadcasted The statwn also

sponsors ..ultural tripN as well as k»cal arts and music

events.

WFCR. a Nati«j>nal Public Radio *iati.>o im the I'Mass campus, is rai^mg funds to

ovrrsluffed third mn.r span in H.impNhirf H.'use.

The Area's Best Fitness & Health Club

Located In the Stop & Shop Plaza

on Route 9

E HEALTHAND FTTNESS CEI^fTEF

For more information call

253-7571

Full Aerobics
Programs Included

with membership:
-Cardio KIckboxIng
-Yoga
-And Many More

•Nutritional

Consultation

•Tanning

Juice Bar &
Supplements

Personal Training

$-160
FREE UNLIMITED

TANNINC!
For first 100 to join for semester membership

(After first 100: Unlimited tanning for semester S39)

NO ENROLLMENT FEE!!

• Stalrmasters
• Precor
Tk*eadmllis

• Lifecycle

Recumbant Bikes
• Lifecycle Upright

Bikes
• Precor
Crosstralners

• Body Masters
and icarian Free
Weights

• Cybex Circuit

Training Equip.

Inquire About
Now offering Aerobics

only memberships
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Local professor lands work with Mars mission
By Erika Lovley
CoLLBiiiAN Staff
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A local professor is gather-

ing data that will help scientists

analyze the mineral composi-

tions of rock samples retrieved

from NASA's Mars Exploration

Rover Mission.

Darby Dyar. a professor of

astronomy at Mount Holyoke

College. specializes in

Mossbauer data, which in-

cludes identifying minerals and

"fingerprinting" their iron con-

tent.

National Aeronautics and

Space Administration's Mars

Fundamental Research

Program awarded Dyar a

$150,000 grant to fund her

work in 2005.

"The biggest point of this

mission is lo follow the water."

said Dyar. "We know that there

is no water on the surface of

Mars now. but if we look back

in geological lime we can tell if

there was
"

Dyars research focuses on

understanding how 'ydrogen

and oxygen are distributed on

Mars. If she finds minerals with

hydrogen in their structures, it

could indicate that there was

once water on the planet's sur-

face.

"The whole point is to find

out what minerals were on the

surface and if any of them were

hydrous." Dyar said.

According lo Dyar. geologi-

cal evidence points very strong-

ly that there was some form of

liquid on Mars' surface at some

point in time.

"Ninety percent of scientists

believe it was water and 10 per-

cent believe it was liquid car-

bon dioxide." she said.

Dyar works in the Mount
Holyoke Mossbauer laboratory,

where she tests more than 60

different minerals that could

possibi) be found in the Mar>

samples The samples are

placed inside a tube and chilled

in a refrigerator, while cold liq

uid helium circulates on the

outside. This simulates condi-

tions similar to those found on

Mars. According to Dyar, these

conditions are somewhere
around four degrees Kelvin, or

up to negative 260 degrees

Fahrenheit.

During the mission, a rover

chooses a rock and extends a

tool from its arm known as a

rock abrasion tool, or a RAT.

The RAT grinds a hole in the

rock to take pictures with a linv

camera on the end of its arm.

At this time, the chemical com
position of the rock is ineas

ured with a tool known as a

mouse, or Mossbauer spec

trometer. which will tell scien

tists what type of iron is in the

sample. The process takes at

least 1 2 hours.

"I think the most likely min-

eral we'll find on Mars will be

hematite, which is a hjdrous

mineral." Dyar said.

However, this data will noi

be helpful to NASA without

Dyars help Scientists only

know how to read the data

results taken from tempera

tures found on Earth, not the

extreme cold temperatures

found on Mars. In the Mount
Clapp Laboratory at Mount
Holyoke College. Dyar is able

to simulate the type of readings

thai NASA needs.

The scieniisis who comprise

the NASA science team in

Pasadena gel lo examine the

Mars data first. Thev arc noi

required lo release the data or

results lor six monih>.

"I am the only person whf
has the right database," said

Dyar. "I am \*aiiing m uilk ii

ihein."

Dyar has also ^luJicd

Martian meteorites Irom

.Aniarclica and moon rocks loi

the last 24 years She sa>^

meteorites that fell un Karih a^

early as the l4Ws si ill hold

importani data about the red

planet.

The rocks have been identi

lied as Martian samples due lo

bits of the planci's aimosphcrc

that is trapped in tiny bubble*

on the rocks' surface* 1 he gu*

gels trapped when ihe rot.k» aic

knocked off the plunci and

become slighlU melied from

the intense heat of traveling

through the atmosphere. These

sample* have allowed Dyar lo

learn more about the coniposi

lion of gases on Mar>.

Professor Darby Dyar assist*

NASA with her research.

Dyar leaches classes on both

the Mount Holyoke campus
and in the geosciences depart-

nicnt at the University of

Massachusetts. She has been

av^arded several grams from

ihe National Science Found-

ation, the American Chemical

Society and NASA. She is fre-

quently printed in science jour-

nals.

International students face fee New building provides space
FS from page A1

2'i22 have also expressed their

dissent toward the fee.

.A motion passed by the GSS
on Dec. 10. 200> reads. "In

penalizing students simply for

their national origini. this fee

constitutes a form of discrimi-

nation which violates the lunda-

mental principles of liberty and

democracy."

The SEVIS program hat

been enacted as pan of the USA
Patriot .Act. which passed in leg-

islation after the events of Sept

II, 20UI. and was designed to

protect the security of U.S. citi-

zens. This was partially due to

ihe fact that sume of the hijack-

ers had entered the country and

learned to fly airplanes by

•Kquiring student visas.

"I think the Patriot Act goes

May too far. which is a senti-

menl shared with most everyone

on ihe C»KO staff." said Vials.

Rene Cion7Jilez. a graduate

Ntudeni from the office of

ALANA Affairs, also feels that

the Patriot Act could eventually

ihrefien the civil liberties c^

I S diirrfii*
••

I hai * one of the dangers of

ihc adiDinisiralion." Gonzalez

*aid "This barkens back to the

l*)40s and 1950s. It's very

McCarthy."

Historically, some wartime

security measures have altered

or suspended the Constitutional

rights of citizens in order to

prevent security breeches.

Examples include the anti-

(.'ommunism Red Scare and the

lelocaiion of lapanesc

Americans during World War
II.

'In the U.S.. these kinds of

security measures have jhad)

wayi of stifling iniernal dissent

and are very regressive." Vials

said. "I don'l think it's a posi-

tive development
"

UMass continues lo recog-

nize SEVIS. even though ihe

town of Amherst voted not to

recognize the Patriot Act.

"If we don't abide by the fed-

eral law. we risk having our

authority taken away from us

and we would have to send all

our foreign students away." said

Hugus.
Hugus feels that some of the

dissent from the UMass com
munity is due to ihe require-

ment lo release private informa-

tion.

"Citizens don't like thinking

the government has informa-

tion about them." he said "Bui

the government already has a

ton of information on j citizens)

through income taxes and

social security."

Hugus explained that the

IPO has always required inter

natiortal students with a I- 1 or

F-l visa to provide the same

information in the past. The

only difference with SEVIS is

that the proceedings are done

by electronics rather than

paperwork
"People have to pay for these

services." said Hugus. "The fee

is more like a u.ser fee."

"That's just like saying all

women need to pay a fee for

Everywoman's Center Al.ANA
students need to pay for

ALANA recruitment and handi-

capped need to pay for ramps.

It just opens up a whole can of

worms." Vials said.

According to Hugus. the fees

are partially the result of budg-

et cuts that IPO has experi

enced over the past year.

"We had to find a way lo

make up ihe difference between

this fee and several other fees,'

he said.

In an e-mail to students from

IPO. it was Slated that ihe fee

was necessary lo fund different

services and activities required

of international students.

PosMU Soumoas
GunAalc^ tecls UMass has

been unclear around issues con

cerning the New International

Student fee

"Rather than warning or aid-

ing the students, the University

has been almost secretly billing

them." he said "The fee is basi-

cally paying the University lo

survey the students. I don't

know the details, but the fee*'

could possibly pay for the

salaries of one or two FBI cffi

cials on campus."

Other universities around

the United States have dealt

with similar fees in different

ways For example, at the

University of Chicago, the

international student fees have

been spread evenly to every stu-

dent's bill. Therefore, no single

group of students bears the

brunt of the cosi.

According lo Vials, this is an

exception that the University

should consider

'If you do ihe math, the cost

per student averages out to a

little more than five dollars j

semester Thai's less than .i

lunch at the Blue Wall." he said

"IPO isn't happy bui they need

the money. They'd rather take it

from somewhere else."

"Some departments may be

willing to cover the fees for

iheir students I can't reveal any

more information, but I have

heard inclinations that some
departments feel they should

step in." said Hugus

NEW BUILDING front page AI

though, the Foundry is still nii**od Bruni*e. who
went ihrough the program as u student before

becoming an instructor said she still remembers

the night of the lire.

"I )usi threw down my bags right there and sai

down in the hallway (when she found out while in

studios she uses in Florence) By the linn- I gut

there, the hre was almost out."

Clark said the art department did a great }vb >••

maintaining the Foundry on a shoestring bud^jei

"It had a great atmosphere " he Niiid "li rcilu

made you want to work."

Pelerson said his tirst concern \kheii iIk lire

happened was finding out if anyone got hurt. Oikc

l><»%viiHt4tii*!S
at the ABC

Full menu
1*- Late nighit menu

til" midnight
-¥- Full Bar

Tlie H.«lHerS« ^ L*ve Music

* ^fc- ^^ ^reshest Beer in Town

f* Video Cjames ^^1^

Darts
5 Pool tables T^

Ping Pong Room
Late nighit menu -^ 57 " Television

25 Import &. Domestic Bottled Beers ^
ABC Ales andi Lagers ^

Foosbal -^ Games
at the ABQ.

4M3 ^ -» » ^-^OC •^^ iN.I>lea%<iiit ^t.

TOTAL FITNESS
\\i I iioi !i \\'AiiiS( , ;.v / \si

^139
if student Special ^

4 months
Best Aerobics-Best Machines

^.^;^^« • ,v^r;nrs
\Hif. w I II. ins •

( VHhX • -ilMHMASTIRH •

inn \< 11"^ ' IRIADMIl LS

1 1 1 iriK^is • I ihmowi H
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Shear Bliss
Fantastic one time

student package!

For $60 you receive...

*A Perfect haircut!

*Aveda mini-facial with

hot rowel!

*10 Face framing foils!

*Complere make over

*$125 value
savings of 65$.'

Firsr 50 callers!

hi Time cusurmcrs ardy!

Ends February 29!

Call Today 253-2322

AcTo.s.s /rom

M(/minj? Dove on Rt. 116

The New Ma*«aihus«tl» FininJrs BuilJini: ».tv

drstroycd in a lire ivn .April 22. 2lX>t.

he lound oui no one wa* hurt, he was relieved, but

then reality set in

".Mter a while we Marled realizing what it

meant lo the projiram." he vaid.

t lark >aid he and several of the other students

>*ere skeptical when the> heard there was the pos-

•iibiliiy of gelling u nevs >ile, and cited red tape as

the rea-Atn \sh\

"Nim vM-rc hcic and it si'cniv like it could

win k. lie ^..ilil

BuiLOINti STIU IN TME MftMKS

\« ilK nev* vk«. in In UMf. the

an dcpaitinent aiu .ue lu plan for

a new $1 ^.8 million building that is a part of the

I Mas^ capital plan

\ccording to Michaud. he and oiher adminis-

-larted to lake a look at architectural

I

:, III lini!" wlwiare bidding for the rights

to the building "> cuntract

"The pool ol appiicanl^ !«• very, very strong.' he

said. 'There" a fairly subManiial number of appli-

canis and the numfvr of linns have a lot of experi-

cTKc vkiih ihi- kuul uf facility
'

' .lur of Facilities Planning.

I i * I spring the new art building

will house program^ that arc currently housed in

numerous buildings on campus, including

Marshall Annex, the .An Bam. Milkers Bungalo.

Fine Arts Center and the welding program that has

jusi Iven nutved. The lenlative lcK.alion lor il i*

across N Plc.is.mi Street Iruni the Fine \n-

r.-nu-r in what is ivuvk a parking lot.

THE BIGGEST BACK TO SCHOOL

POSTER SALE
^AOOO*

MOST DLIGlilS

OINLY $0, $7 AM) $«
.1
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Campus Perspectives,
What are you looking for in

the next UMass president^

^^
I would definitely

want to see someone

willing to help the

University grow.^^

Ibsen Alexander

*^*
Probably honesty

and integrity. ^^

Chris Spofford

Exercise Science/French major

./ i/ // .(' /

'

Clinical Psychology major

Someone to

look into career

prospects.^^
Abhisar Verma

Someone who lis-

tens to the students and

accepts the student

viewpoints. « «

Kelly Early

i ii U (I / I'

Industrial Engineering major Communications major

Someone who is

really willing to listen

to the students. ^ a

Samantha Gravino

A person wtw can

Identity themselves

with the students.^^

Dayana Paula

Nursing major

>: n {} h '> *f1 n r I'

Sociology major

IM

(I^Ofe ^W5fe?J5D

Just off campus in

North Amherst!!

163 Sunderland Rd.

www.theharp.net

413-548-6900

lEOCMP
The (>tf(ampf Mral Plan

and all credit

cards accepted

• Huge new deck •

International satellite Sports: (EPL, Rugby, etc.)

• Great live music •16 great beers on tap •

• Full menu until midnight - 7 Days*

Every Monday: All you can eat buffet

Every Tuesday: Team pub trivia

Every Wednesday: Reggae night

Every Thursday: Live Music - No Cover!

Every Friday: Traditional Irish Seisiiin

Every Saturday: Live Music - No Cover!

Every Sunday: All you can eat buffet

12 candidates chosen
SEjyiCM from page A1

Connolly, "lack has made il clear

that he was nominated and he is

going to seek the position-

Trustee Diane Bissonnette

Moes. co-chair of the committee,

recommended the interim presi-

dent to the board back in

September Moes. who is an alum-

nus ol UMass is joined by co-chair,

Dennis G. Austin, also an alumni

and UMass trustee. Moes is an

attorney at l^jnoghue Barrett &.

Singal. a leading, lull-service law

firm, and Austin is the director of

state government relations at

RaylhtxMi Company.

Search coMMTTH cnmcuH)

The search committee includes

nine trustees, eight alumni or

UMass supporters, three profes-

sors, tha-e administrators and one

graduate student The process was

aided under the guidance ot

William Funk, a preeminent high-

er education consultant from

Kom/Ferry International, an exec-

utive search limi

Fmm UMass Amherst, Brian

O'Connor, a biology professor,

serves on the panel. O'Connor is

the Faculty Senate delegate to

UMass Amherst's Board of

Trustees.

Although Sean Reed, a UMass

Medical School graduate student

serves as the committee s only stu-

dent repfestniiaiion. Connolly sakl

he believes that the student pres-

eiKe is far from mivsmg,

"In the discu>Mon there is

much sensibility regarding the stu-

dents, as there shouU be. What

the president can do to enhance

>tudcnt lile is a big issue." said

Conix»lly "It wouki be wrong to

say that there isn't a strong student

dinwnsiun on the committee
"

Others on the UMass Amherst

campus remain skeptical.

Recently, the SGA passed a

motion, authored by Senators

Triktian Brown and Monique

Guiles, expressing dissatisfaction

with the lack of representation of

undergraduates on the commit-

tee

"Whereas there- is no under

graduate representation on the

Presidential Search Committee

and the SGA recognizes that in

order to aptly address ihe con

cems of the undergraduate popu-

lation re-presentation is required,"

the motion stated.

Mina Safain, secretary of pub-

lic policy and relations also

worked on the motion and

expressed his distress with the

committee to The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian.

"It's just weird to me that out

of almost IOU,000 undergraduate

students there is no undergradu-

ate student sitting on the panel,"

said Safain, exaggerating the

number to emphasize his point.

"The motion is designed to

express our sentiment, and lo

have it sent to the desk of the

board of trustees. We are really

disappointed. It's very upsetting."

Safain explained that the posi-

tion was offered to student

trustees, but initially was turned

down by Hannah Fatemi. UMass

Amherst's student trustee. Fatemi

later attempted to repeal her

dtvliiK". but the board denied her

of the position.

Reed replaced Rosalyn

l^nkowski. a student trustee at

UMass Lowell after she stepped

down as student trustee and from

the position on the committee,

due to academic demarwis. Reed

was appointed by Grace Fey.

chairman of the board of trustees,

who directed all the appointments

to the committee

Safain also was not happy w ith

the lovk >tudent turn out ai the

open forum held on the UMass

Amherst campus.

During the days of Sept. W.
Oct. I and Oct. 2 committee

members visited each UMass

campus to meet the chancellor at

each location, and held open

forums to discu-ss the seareh and

receive input from members ol

the University community.

"There was a very kjw student

turnout. I estimate that 45 to 50

people came and about live to

seven were students." said Safain.

A complete timeline for the

seaah. as well as the national

advertisement, which appeared in

The Chronicle of Higher

Education. Wall Street loumal.

Black ls.sues in Higher Education

and Hispanic Outkx)k is posted

online at www.seareh.massachu-

sciis cdu. The site also offers

statements from the committee

co-chairs, the presidential candi-

date list of qualifications and

attributes, as well as information

on committee nurmbers.

UMass searches for Provost
PftOVOST from |wg« A3

k k-adcrship iibilitv. a commitment

to the higlKM standards of excel-

lence, and proven success in re-pre

senting the priorities of the campus

to diverse audiciKes."

"The provost's position is very

important for this university arnl

we cxpc"ct to find candidates of

excellent ability and experience

interested in expiring this oppor

lunity with us." said U>mbardi.

Willis said the committee

hopes to hnd candidates with

strong academic administration

experience, including program

devekiping. budget planning, cval

R^J W
»iT.a«J

prcaButwTlJj
B,c«uJt h« t»$ « t*

uating ot faculty aiv) academic

leadership

"Ideally I'd like finding some-

body who served as a dean at a

high krvel university and is read)

for a step up and take on new chal-

lenges or someone with experieixe

at a university that is larger, more

complex and with a higher nation-

al ranking than our ovmi." said

Willis

Willis also iTK-ntioned the ideal

experience coukJ be that of an ex

provost at university more compa-

rable to UMass.

Rxperience also ranks high on

David Carr's list of criteria. The

Student Government A.s.socialion

pre-sident is the only undergradu

ate representative on the commit-

tee.

"I think what we kxjk for the

most is the candidate's relation-

ship with students in the past."

said Carr. "I've been on countless

search commitlcvs and the attitude

toward students is always what's

important."

The committee expects to

begin screening candidates in

February.

"We haven't looked at any files

or folders, none of the applications

have been looked at." said Willis.

"Well wail to do that until we are

pretiv sure we have most people's

applications."

Willis said the committee

hopes to have interviewed all can-

didiiics before- the semester comc-s

lo a close.

"We are on a schedule to have

a set list of candidates and set up

interviews on campus and have

interviewed each candidate before-

the semester is out." said Willis.

"It's not a good idea to do it when

campus is quiet. The candidates

don't get to sc-e the vitality of the

campus Wc get to do the inter-

views on campus and pick the best

candidate, and we also get to

impress them by bringing them

here."

prancUiiilM

(tfKttxxMct, DVDi> ttmm, and mutia

"Before locking

into a fitness

facility that may not

'sufvtve long term, wtiy not

give the veteran profes-

sionals a visit?"

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB

"Big enough lo own the best

equipment, but small enough to

know your name.

* In busimcss 22 ycahs

* Locally owmo & opiftATCO"

www.amherstathletic.com

Malhotra: 'I try to take things inore day

by day and be a little more careful'

MALHOTRA from page A1

ground with labored breathing, obvious injuries to

his head and limbs, and apparent broken bones.

Malhotra was taken by Amherst Fire Department

ambulance to Baystate Medical Center in

Springfield, then shortly thereafter to UMass
Medical Center.

Inside MacKimmie. friends gathered in the

room that Malhotra was trying to communicate

with took things hard.

"With his absence in such a sudden manner,

kids were really quiet." said Chns Erickson. a

UMass student who lived down the hall from

Malhotra on the 22nd floor of |ohn Adams

Tower.

Erickson says he received a call from Malhotra

sometime before the accident inviting him to

come over, but that he had to decline because he

had a paper to write.

"I got a call about 25 minutes later saying he

got taken away in an ambulance," he said.

According to Erickson. Mental Health

Services played a key role that night in helping

out students who witnessed the fall. He says he

made his way to MacKimmie after he received

the phone call and took part in a counseling ses-

sion at 2:50 am. in the dormitory's lounge.

"(They I
were really helpful," he said.

Over the next few days, word traveled, and

many of Malhotra s friends found out what hap-

pened through word ol mouth.

Seamus Brennan. another friend from John

Adams Tower, says he too received an invite from

Malhotra before the incident, but he fell asleep

and they didn't meet up. In the

morning, he says he heard

someone lell at breakfast, but

didn't know who it was and

made fun of it. After breakfast.

as he was making his way up

the four floors to visit

Malhotra. he ran into Erickson,

who gave him the news.

"I v^as in shock and disbelief

that it could be my friend that

fell out the window." Brennan

said.

Over the next few days.

Erickson says the University

showed itself lo be unusually

sympathetic to Malhotra's

friends on campus. He says

administrators pushed back

deadlines lor papers and dates

for final exams — something

that impressed and surprised

students affected by Malhotra's

injury.

"Those were rough days."

Brennan said "I didn't really eat or sleep too

well I didn't teel like doing anything I thought

maybe I could have slopped it from happening (if

I had been there)."

Malhoira. meanwhile, spent l» days at UMass

Medical Center — a stay that included 10 days

uiKunwious and at least three or four room

nmiusu ht; saxs
. , . j c

Despite odd roommates, a liquid diet and trte

surgeries. Malhotra says he was never afraid.

panly because his family was so supportive.

"I was never really emotionally dov»n." he

said. "I still had my same upbeat lcK>k on life, so

I tried to joke around and stay pretty joyful.

"... I had a lot of people around me. I have

some family in the state itself in Worcester and

outside of Boston, so it wasn't loo. too bad."

UVIM A MlfiHTMAIIE

Malhotra's brother tells a different siory. how-

ever.

On Dec 5. Kunal Malhotra's older brother.

Kush. had one thing on his mind — graduation.

The \ irginia Tech senior had less than two weeks

before he finished his requirements and could

move home to I iiirfax for the holidays.

The early nu.rning of Dec. 6 changed all that.

While his broilicr lay in critical condition in a

hospital more i'- n 400 miles away. Kush waited

helplessly ai >'l. learning by phone that

Kunal had slippcv. citio a coma.

"It was tough to think about." Kush said. "But

I was lucky in a way. I avoided seeing the worst

of the injuries. My parents saw it all."

Kush was unable lo see his little brother until

Dec. 21. 15 davs after the accident "When I saw

him. he seemed to be himself again, aside from

the braces and injuries; he was talking and

responding."

According to Kush. the Malhotra parents were

together with their son for the first few critical

When some-

thing of this magni-

tude happens, you

really recognize ttw

simple things in

life. It's ttiose

things ttiat mean

ttie most. ^ ^

-Kush Malhotra.

Kunal s older t)rother

days.

"It was very difficult for all of us. It was vers

severe for the first couple of days." he said.

"Kunal was in a coma for 48 hours, and he was

still in critical condition for three to four days

after the accident."

Eventually, Mr. Malhotra returned home to

run the family business and keep house. Kush

says. Mrs. Malhotra, however, remained by her

son's side for the entire hospital stay, slaying with

family members in Worcester rather than living

out of a hotel. Both parents were unavailable for

comment, and Kush said he has acted as the fam-

ily's spokesperson.

Kush has been looking forward to his little

brother making a full recovery.

"I'd like to get out of the house, go to a restau-

rant, and just forget all about what has happened

and not have to look at braces." he said.

Considering his injuries and Ithel fall's severity,

he's lucky to be alive."

A sum COMUACK
Since Kunal's arrival in Fairfax, the recovery

process has remained slow. However, Kush says

Kunal has shown few signs of frustration with his

condition.

"He does get down sometimes, but you have

to gel frustrated sometimes," Kush said. "He's a

very motivated, focused individual."

Kunal says that an outpouring of support from

friends and family has made his recovery easier.

"It was nice to know that that mans people

cared," he said. "Even in and around the hospital.

people were coming in and out then. .^11 my

friends (werej coming in and

out from UMass
'

To Kunal's friends at UMass.

that would come as no surprise.

Erickson and Brennan both

described him as funny, friendly

and personable person willing to

be there for his friends

"He's a very engaging person."

I rickson said "He's very well

liked."

Visitors liiM reactions lu

Kunal's condition were also

uplifting.

"I think people were surprised

at how much better I looked

llhan they thought |," Kunal

said. "I ihink people were

expecting to see a lot worse.

People were most happy to see I

was OK."
Although Kunal lives outside

of Washington DC. the family

holidays were kept low-key.

"I was more or less sleeping,"

laughed Kunal aK>ut his New Year's Eve "It was

a little more of a relaxed holiday, nothing major

I was iust trying to get back into good health
"

It remains uncertain hui Kun.il hvaxs in return

to UMass next year

"There are siill a lot ot iinn^^ U' i>v »s<.>ikcJ v>ui.

but I'd definitely love to come back," he said

Kunal still faces operations, mostly to ren\>^'\<.

hardware and pins that are holding broken bciu>

together II will be two or three ffronths before lie

can even consider returning to <.'w .>t hU fasonic

hobbies: sports.

"I can walk pretty easily now. Kuikh s.iu1

"Sports are going to be a number of months with

rehab: that's going to take some time. So in the

meantime I'm just biding my time — reading,

watching TV. movies, stuff like that. I have visi-

tors and family in the house too."

Kunal says he loved his life at UMass. men-

tioning his participation on an intramural fcK>l

ball team, walking around the middle of campus

on nice days in between classes, of nice days

between classes, and going downtown to

Amherst for food as things he enjoyed. He also

credits UMass for turning him onto a campus

wide tradition: rooting for the Boston Red Sox

"I am hoping to go see a Boston Red Su\

game in the spring. At UMass. I definitely grew

accustomed to them, and soon I was rooting for

them. I hate the Yankees. The riots showed mc

the die-hard passion of the Red Sox fans."

As life slowly returns to normal in the

Malhotra household. Kush has had time lo relied

on the lessons of the past month.

"When something of this magnitude happenv.

you really recognize the simple things in life." he

said. "It's those things that mean ihe most. For

Kunal, I hope he can gain something out of this

and look back on it as a positive experience

When you have a traumatic experience like this,

it changes everybody's life.'

Students recover after cold

night on Vermont mountain
By JulieO'Ddnneli

Two University of Massa-

chusetts freshmen have returned

home and are recovering alter

spending a frigid night outdoors on

Killington Mountain, Vt. earlier

this month.

Trevor Orlowski, 18, a

Turigrass Managc-inent major of

East Fre-etown, was admitted Jan.

14 early in the morning to Rutland

Regional Hospital in Veniioni for

treatment of frostbite to his feet.

He was refcased |an 15 in the

afternoon.

Brent Romagnolo, 14, a School

of Management major of Assonet.

was treatc-d and released from the

hospital |an. 14.

Both of the students received

frostbite. The cokl temperatures

afTected Orlowski more on his feet

and Romagnolo more on his

hands, according to hospital

spokesman Michael [Xjwdy, He
added that tlie wiixl chill overnight

on Ian. 1 3 when the teens weir on

the mountain was as k>w as minus

50 degrees.

The tv^ went skiing on |an. I 'S,

said Fd Orlowski, Trevor's father

When thev Jidn'i return home by

earls evening, ihcit [wrents notilk-d

oflicials at the Killington Resort

"When the police were reluc

lant to sc-areh the nxHintain at first,

I tokl them to check Trevor's car,"

F^d Orlowski said.

"Brent was supposed to meet us

tor dinner around 7 p.m.," Janice

RcNiiagnolo sdi<l "Ms husband aixl
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I just had a bad feeling when he

didn't show up."

"They saw Trevor's car without

the skis on top. and they notified

police right away." Oriowski said.

"Their empty bags and cell

phones were still inskle, so we

knew they were still on that moun-

tain somewhere." Janice

Romagnolo said.

The two got lost about 2 p.m.

Tuesday after skiing on a trail in a

wooded aiea and spent all after-

noon and part of the night walking

to find help, according to accounts

given in separate interviews by Eid

Orlowski and lanice Romagnolo.

Brent's mother.

"Brent said he'd die if he

stopped walking and Trevor was so

cold and said he couldn't walk any

further." Janice Romagnok) sakl.

Romagnolo then left Orlowski

and promised to get help, accord-

ing to lanice RomagiK>lo.

"They kept screaming to each

other as long as they coukl." she

said.

RomagTK)lo found a home on

the iiKHjntain about 4; 50 am. Jan.

14 The \ermoni National Guard

was notified aiKi began a seatvh for

Orkjwski.

Roma^iok) gave police neariy

accurate dii\xtions to wfiere he

had Wft Oriow isky. who was found

at around 8:50 a.m. by seaahers in

a helicopter

"Trevor was asleep and heard

the aircraft overtiead and maiuigcd

to wake up and wave them down."

lanice Romagnolo said.

"ITrevorl is now home and rest

ing, lui Orlowisky said. "We are

all very tired and now we are just

following the doctor's prescription

(for treating the injury to his toes

and heelsj."

"Trevor's conditbn seems to be

improving." he continued. "He has

gotten his coloring back."

"My husband and I just knew

... that Brent wasn't going to give

up; he wasn't going to be denied."

said Brent's mother "We stopped

|en route to Killington | at the

Divine Merey Chapel and prayed

that the boys be found with no

mental, emotional or cognitive

damage It was truly a miracle."

She said that Breni had a body

temperature of 95 degrees when he

was taken to the hospital, and that

Trevor's was down to "^1 degrees

wften he was found

"The doctors said iluii once

your body temperature gets to *M

degrees, then sou kjse mental abil-

ity," janke Romagrwk) said "They

were all amaiasl how lucid the boys

were."

"They saved each other's livei."

she said "Whether they were

laughing, screaming or crying, thev

were there for each other"

bd Oriowski was grateful and

ilunkfut to everyone at Rutland

Regional Hospital and to the

seareh team that helped find the

boys

Under V'ennont law. skiers can

be bilkxl for the cost of their ns*-

cUC.

As ai \>tm\ tiiiK. both students

are expectc-d to make a full recov-

ers before the start ol classes

UMass student involved in fatal prank
A University ol Massachusetts student,

charged wiih involuntary manslaughter, plead

not guilty on Dec. 51. as he and three others

stand trial after confessing their involvement in

a fatal prank

Easton police said on Dec. 22 that UMass stu

dent Shaun Connolly, of 16 Krick Rd .

Mansfield, and four friends thought they were

playing a practical prank on drivers when they

pulled tires in the middle of a road in Easton as

a nuisance to drivers. The joke, however, turned

fatal.

Edwin Keach. a 2 1 -year-old Northeastern

University student, was killed returning from a

party when he hit the tires, sucrved and hit a

iree.

The teens turned themselves into authorities

two days after the accident and confessed to the

crime, according to authorities.

"|The youihsl pretty much said they were stu-

pid in vvhat they did." Easton Police Chief

Thomas I Kominsky told The Enterprise "They

said they tried to put the tires near a sireellighl

so drivers would see them and then have to get

out of the car to move them It was supposed to

be a joke ... They are all deeply remorseful."

Police also told The Enterprise that the teens

possess no prior record, although thev all admit

to pulling similar pranks jn the past

Connolly appeared in court with his lawyer

Frank O'Boy. where he. according to the Easion

loumal. stood in silence.

"My client is not one of the ihrce who put the

tires in the road." O'Boy said as he stood before

ludge John lulian "He was a distance away."

The District Attorney said a grand jury would

probably hear the evidence by the end ol lanuars

Police said they received at least five calls

about tires in the road since October

Connolly's specific involvement in the crime

is unclear, and as of now. he is enrolled at L M.iss

for the spring semester, according to UMass

spokesperson Patrick Callahan.
<: ' ^
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WMUA acquires new radio transmitter

WMUA. 91.1 FM. a student

run radio station from the

University of Massachusetts cam-

pus, has acquired and aclivatc-d a

new radio transmitter as of Ian.

1

.Scuicc areas should not

change, according to WMUA
technicians, hut some people

outside the 20 lo 50 mile broad

casting radius may lose their sig-

nal, whereas others who did not

get the station before will receive

il.

The new transmitter is locdied

on the WesTower monopole near

the Observatory on Observatory

Way. It IS % feet higher than the

original transmitter, which

broadcasted at 1000 watts of

power The station will now-

broadcast at 450 watts so as not

to interfere with area radio sta-

tions.

Although il is 50 years past its

life expectancy, the old transmit-

ter is still usable and will remain

in its original location as a back

up transmitter in case of service

disruption. l")isrupiions can

result from aircraft, eleciric.it

storms, or mechanical lailui^
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Living down a mistake
JLNCXL VyiVl.ClO& L/LC51vl.^l.lL

|,s sonwihing into the mad. something which, ever, face the possibility of an.

*• ^^k that could have according to The Boston Globe, tragedy now - jail time follo'

must focus on the past
The 24-member presidential search commit-

tee in charge of selecting the next president of

the University of Massachusetts has narrowed its

field down to 1 2 candidates One of these 1 2 will

be the successor of William M Bulger, who

stepped down as president on Sept I after serv

ing at the position for seven and a half years.

It is clear that whomever replaces Bulger will

have very large shoes to fill. While the dramatic

allegations rcgardmg his bivther may have taint

ed Bulgers legacy at UMass, anyone who bothers

to look closely enough will see that the 24th

president of the University did many wondrous

things during his time here. The difficult part tor

the presidential search committee now is not to

find someone who will restore UMass to promi

nence and respectability following Bulger's

defMrture It is to find someone who can work

around Bulgers "mishaps" and build directly off

everything he did right.

One of the most gleaming qualities Bulger

posaeued was his ability to raise funds Through

his knowledge of state government. Bulger gave

UMass resounxs for funding and research that

greatly developed the University, despite

iminense budget shortcomings. Certainly his

successor will have to work hard in this area as

well.

The next UMass president will also have to

avoid getting any significant heal from the polit-

ical sphere Republican Dan Bunon of Indiana.

as well as Massachusetu goMrn^r Mitt Romney

and Attomev General Tom RcilK iu-t to name d

few all launched allegations against Bulger that

contributed to the president's resignation. It

wouW be wise for the future president to suy on

the good side of as many high ranking political

ofiiciaU as pouible.

According to the presidential search commit-

tee Web site, the next UMass president must be

"a person who is resilient in the face of adversi-

ty, who understands and accepts the plain fact

that moving a university to a world<lass status is

a long arduous task that cannot be accomplished

without conflicts and setbacks along the way."

Certainly no president can be expected to have to

deal with as much "adversity' as Bulger did. and

while the next president may not have a brother

on the FBI's Ten Most Wanted List they will not

be able to escape the fact that they will be inher-

iting a university in turmoil.

While the search committees Web site says

the next president must be able to deal with set-

backs -along the way." what they are really say-

ing is that a pitsident must be able to deal with

the setbacks "of the past " This will be the real

challenge to the next UMass president: moving

out of William M Bulger's shadow

At the time of Bulger's resignation. Student

Government Association President Dave Carr

said. "(Bulger) set up the building bkxks for us

to take our next step. 1 don't think we can sit and

ponder what we're losing, but instead we should

really focus on the future."

It is true that looking toward the future is the

best v^av to ensure progress and growth, but to

simply ignore it is foolhardy The surest way to

ensure the future success of UMass is to make

sure ihe next president is aware of what hap-

pened to Bulger, and conscious of the possibility

of the same thing happening all over again.

After all. we ail know why history reprats

itself

Lmigned editorials iWfNamU the majonty

opinion of The Massachiaelta Dail\ Collegian

Hdituntil Board

Dan

[amottie

It's something

that could have

happened to

an>ono you

kno\* and bvc.

Maybe it was

you. Maybe it

was Nour broth-

er. Or maybe it

was that girl

with the high-

pitched laugh

III the back of your horrible gen-ed

history lecture lre>hiiian year.

But make nu bom.-> about it —
Shaun P Connolly b. in th<- middW

ol a living hell right ixiw.

Connolly, u m-year-okl UMass

student from Mansfield, got

togetfier with some buddies late

one IXxcmfxr night Assunwdly.

they were boa-d and just trying to

look for some mischievous fun.

It didn't work out so well.

Connolly and his pals — an

as.sortment o( leetiagers all under

the age of 18. according to The

Fjiston kiumal — arc now being

hekl responsible for something that

no doubt is >.)ne of the scariest

thinp any of them has ever deah

with: the death ol another human

being

The live miMgrii did some-

thing that many ol u» have done.

Maybe it's when you drew the

chalk outline on your driv'eway at

seven years uU to try and scare

your lame aunt a+»o you Iuh:*

would be visiting Mayfx- it s \»fwn

vou tripped your annoyii^ little

brother down the stairs in junior

high. Or maybe its wIkti you test-

ed out your new car to see ho%» eas-

ily it couU crack UK) ntik^s per

hour, lust about all of us are guilty

of the same things ttwt are nos*

haunting Connolly and his under-

go friends e\er^ ilay: bad judg-

ment and the >caming for a cheap

thrill

The jmeiBnce . of c-ourse. » the

re« of Ui gut Kicky.

Sometime during the evening ot

I>x. 21. Connolly and his friends

decided it would be fun to bkxk

tniflH. by dragging a few oU truck

tiiw out from a farmers fiekl and

into the road, something whkh.

according to The Boston Gk)be,

they had done seven times before

with no accidents or incidents.

However, this time things went

horribly wrong. Little did they

know that just hour^ later it woukl

krad to the death of someone not

much older than they were.

As an SUV hit one of the tires

in the road, careening into a tree

and expkxling into flames, a whole

series nt liv> were cftanged forev-

er.

Edwin kcach. a 21-year-oki

Nonfieastem University student

Just atxHit all of us

are guilty of the

same ttiings that

are now haunting

Connolly and his

underage friends

every day: bad

judgment and the

yearning for a

cheap thrill.

driving the SUV, died on the scene

NcH kjng after, the live involved

turned tfiemselves in, fiorrified

after reading a story about the acci-

dent cwi the Internet.

Now (our of the five face

cfiarges of involuntarily

manslaughter as well as tf>e

shame and guilt that has to be asso-

ciated with being involved with

something that had such dire con-

sequences.

What the five did was smpid

and nxkk»s. and it direxlh led to

the death of a bright and talented

young man. Friends described

kcach. an economics ma)or. as

being c-urious. the center of atten-

tion and the one wlio couU ahvays

put things in pcTspective. accord-

ing to The Brockton Enterprise

Anytime someone like that is k»t.

it's a tragedy

Connolh and his friends, how-

ever, face the possibility of another

tragedy now — jail time following

a stupid, mischievous mistake.

Involunury manslaughter, if con-

victed, carries a sentence ol any-

where Irom probation to 20 years

in prison, according to WCVB-TV
Channel 5 in Boston.

Despite their kxss. their grief,

and the way their lives have been

changed forever, the keach family

has remained remarkably stoic and

honorable Edwins father lohn

told The Manstield l>aii> News

that the family has n«.> desire for

vengeaiKe. and saki it is unlortu-

nate the decision to charge or pun-

ish them is in the hands of others

— especially after "they at least

showed a conscierKe" by coming

forward.

"They are going to have to carry

this burdc-n for the rest of their

lives as we are. ol courv," he said.

That. nKMT than any sentence

any judge or jury couki hand

down, is punishnK'nt enough It

carries a far greater weight than

any punishment a prosecution

couki ever argue lor.

UMass spokesman Daniel

Fitzgibboiis said it is not yet known

whether or not Connolly will with

draw for the semester, but one

thing is for certain: He shoukin't

have to PcopW will say Ctmnolly

does not deserve our sympathy, or

deserve our respect, and that's no

fairer than Edwin Keach being

ripped away ftum Kfe at 21

Regardkrss of what people

think of Connolly's blunder, one

thing the UMavs community does

still owe him is its atccpuinc-e.

Shatoi R Connolly couU have been

anyone of us. arid right now hes

living with a bigger weight on his

shouklers than any one of us woukl

want to endure

Edwin Kcach cannot be

brought back from the dead, and

with that there will forever he tied

a wwght of sadness But Shaun P

Connolly deserves another chance

to live, if nothing else, vw all owe

him that right

Dan iMmothe is a (.\>lU-pan

columnist.

Catching the bouquet

While you were on vacation Ihomas

laufllilDn

Matt

Bfocliu

M^HH^HH Welcome
^^^^^H back.

^^^^^^^H Hope everyoTK-

^^Pl^^^l had a

^^^^^^H free, textbook-

^^^9^^| free, disease-

^^^^^^^^ free winter

^^
I

break. It's

^ ' ahvays refresh-

ing to go back

fiome and cele-

brate the holi-

day season for five-entirely-too-

kmg week.s doing the .same things

witfi the same friends in the same

furnished basements of the same

houses we've always hung out in.

It's a wonder we even bothered to

come to school in the first place

Well, contiary to popular belief,

current events have actually con-

tinued to occur during this winter

break. Here's a brief rundown of

what you may have missed

Saddam Hussein was captured,

or should I say rescued, from a hole

smaller than the ones I used to dig

at the beach when I was 1 1 Was it

just me. or did anyone else feel the

tiniest bit of sympathy for this guy

while watching CNN that day?

Think about the "before and

after" aspect uf it all.

Before: President Hussein had

37 wives, two caring sons and 1

2

adoring kxjk-a-likes. After: He has

his beard checked for lice on

national TV by a doctor who looks

like he'd rather be using his left

hand to artificially inseminate a

cow.

Before: Saddam carried the

prestigious title of "Human Being

Most Likely to Go To Hell." After:

He is now "The Most Eligible

Booty in Baghdad County

Correctional Facility" In the eyes

of an inmate, taking Saddam's

prison-virginity is almost as price-

less as being the first to bag Iraq's

verskxi of the Olsen twins.

Before: Saddam's life was worth

billions of dollars in ransom

money. After: His life is worth

three cartons of cigarettes and a

nudie magazine (which in Iraq

means pictures of women in jeans

and T-shirts).

In sports news, the Sox didn't

make the trade for A-Rod. The

only silver lining I couW find from

this lack of a transaction was see-

ing the kx)ks of disappointment «i

the faces of all the girls who want-

ed him because "he's cnitc " Well, in

that case, we do need a fifth start-

ing pitcher, so we might as well

sign Kxiathan Tayk^r Thomas to a

deal and call it a day For the time

being, it loob like Nomar and Mia

will be raising their extremely

large-nosed child in Massachusetts,

whkh definitely isn't a worst-case

scenario.

Then there's the debate about

Pete Rose's possibk; reiastatcment

to baseball. When it comes to this

issue, if you're not a sports fan,

then you don't care. If you're not

interested in gambling, then you

don't care And if you're Pete Rose,

you especially don't care. I mean,

throughout the last few weeks he's

been harder to like than Veronk:a

from the "Real World/Road Ruks
Challenge." For both of them, it

always has been and always will be

about the money, and if it takes

showering with the entire "Road

Rules" team to get it. then so be it.

Speaking of the "Real

World/Road Rules Challenge"...

sitting down on your couch and

Hipping to MTV to leam that a

marathon is on is like starting to

read a really good Maxim article

while you're taking care of business

in the bathroom. You know that

you have much better things to do

than sit around there all day. but

there's absolutely no way you're

getting up until you've reached it's

conclusion. It's almost as difficult

to leave that couch as it is to say

"Real World/Road Rules" three

times fa.st. This isn't .something I'm

proud of.

Also, anyone who isn't a fan of

Sarah on that show is absolutely

heartless. At the start of each mis-

sion, she tran.sforms into a helpless,

handicapped fish named Nemo.

but when her teammates throw her

into the gauntlet she becomes

Magnus ver Magnusson. There's

no doubt in my mind that if my

high school had a jumbotron. her

face would be put up there during

the girl's soccer pre-game warm-

ups, with either "Eye of the Tiger"

or "Girls lust Wanna Have Fun"

playing in the background She's

really that inspirational.

Insert paragraph full of obvi-

ous, over-used "Britney Spears'

wtxlding" and "Mkhael |ack.son's

molestation" jokes here. For exam-

ple: "Billy jean is not my k)ver. but

little Billy Gene Quimby looks

pretty damn good in his Osh Kosh

B'gosh overalls today." 1 am above

these kinds of comments. Moving

on.

Surprise. surprise. The

University is still in search of a new

president. This is odd, consklering

that Mitt Romney has pretty much

turned UMass into that strict,

uptight couple who no one wants

to baby-sit for because they expect

you to supervise their two year

oWs ancient Japanese lessons while

paying you in nothing but

Friendly's sundae coupons. Not

only that, but their children spend

more time dodging pepper spray

balls than they do studying. I do

have some advice for the search

committee. Under the job postings

link on the UMass presidential

Web site, it reads: "No jobs are

available at this time." For some

reason, it seems like you're just not

trying hard enough.

In other news, the United States

landed something on Mars. A flu

epidemic swept the nation. My car

spun out of control on Rt. 91.

rolled twice into a ditch, and I

almost died. Bush is doing some-

thing down in Mexico. And Yinka

Dare died. But most importantly,

and make sure you sit down when

you read this ... we can finally buy

alcohol on Sundays. Three-day

weekends, snow days, and those

awkward moments during com-

munion when the entire church

gets to witness your attempts to

prevent the host from sticking to

the roof of your mouth, will never

be the same again.

Now. for real news written by

real journalists, continue reading.

(And if you actually said "Real

World/Road Rules" three times

fast, out loud, a few minutes ago. I

feel really bad for you).

Matt Brochu is a Collegian

columnist.

I or those who hokl muih weight

in the sanctity of marriage as a

"sttcraiTK-nt" betwcx-n a man and a

woman. I have two words: BrittKy

Spears Well. aLtually. I have two

tiK»re words: 5^ hours.

If picturing the image that pops

into inv head when considering

h«.>w scrioasly I think pev.pk: take

marriage in the United State, there

she is: Britney Spears. Fifty -five

hours in Us Vegas and a qukk

this pop tart went back to trying to
annuliiK-ni later, , .

salvage her tanK bv kissing a girl on stage

I bet my good friend Bruce wiRikl have gladly hcvn

married to his kjngtiiiK- boyfriend .\ndv, even for 55

hours. At least for two days and 420 minutes, they

would have bcx-n able to have their relationship recog-

nizabk: bv law.

Perhaps that's exactly what the U.S. govemnK-nt

needs to do to test their tootsies in the waters of equal-

ity Perfiaps they can grant us stxond-class homos a

"trial marriage." as kmg as Spears' was. If in that 55-

hour period the said scvond-class homo coupledoes

not show signs of "furthering the evil gay agenda." they

may continue as a wedded couple. (Thev wewld still be

second-class though; don't worry Republicans. You

can come to the wc-ddings and shout obscenities and

all that. Fcx'l free to grab a piece of cake on your way

out.)

I am very happy that CK.-orge W. Bush has diverted

our attention fmm war (now that the "Evil fXjei^"

have becm capturixJ ) to the ever-important space mis-

sion to Mars. People arc starving, jobs are being vapor-

ized as though shot bv a ray gun (or Reagan! ). Martha

Stc-wart. qucx-n of our homes, will soon be decorating

a jail cell. But the mi.ssion to Mars, I must say, in

Massachu.setts-ian speak, is WICKED important.

If the American Family Association, the afore-men-

tioned president and the Massachusetts Family

Institute have anything to do with the Bay State k.'gis-

lature-'s decision concerning an amendment banning

same sex marriages (Feb. 1 1 . 2004), the gay men and

lesbians of Mas.sachusetts — of the United States

entirely — may have to look for a new home to find

equality Perhaps if there- are- Martians hiding in some

un-touched hovel on the crimson sphere near by. they

will embrace our gay brethren.

I sat next to a kid in high school that shouted dur-

ing a discussion about tolerance that gays and lesbians

"should move to an island all by themselves, or maybe

to another planet." I think that kid is in jail now. which

is funny, but can you imagine the cat fights on that

island/planet'.' Prada-Fags fighting over the last pastel

LA)uis Vitton. Angry Lesbos rolling dice for new hiking

boots. Muscle Hunks sucking the Creatine from under

each other's fingernails. Power Dykes having a "Best

Screen SaverAVallpaper on Your IMac" contest. It

would not be pre-tty.

All joking aside. I can remember a story about peo-

ple who wanted equality, who were- repressed, who

traveled across the ocean to find freedom from a reli-

gion and a King who would not give them the freedom

that God (or whoever) gave them at birth. They start-

ed this country and grappled for equality in our state a

couple hundred years ago.

Much has changed, but the arena remains the

same. The Colorado based right-wing fringe group

Focus on Family said it best, "the eyes of the natbn

and world will "be fixed on the Bay State." Our state

government is fighting over an amendment to our state

constitution that will ban same sex maniages. On Jan.

7, about 200 angry peopk: with "real family values-

rallied to push .such an aiiK-ndment forward in the

mkl.st of the Feb. 1 1 constitutional convention. Threr

days after Christmas. Pope lohn Paul II urged

Catholk;s in St. Peter's square in the \ alican to op{x»se

same-sex marriages. He belicvc-s that a "misunder

stood sense of rights" kd us to this impasse Merry

Christmas, to you too.

So what is the big deal',' Conservatives seem to be

talking out of both skies of their mouths They balk at

the klea of gay civil rights, for they believe that no

group should get "special rights," yet they wouW cre-

ate an entire institutkjn outskJe of tlK "sanctity" of

marriage, just for "filthy" homos? Don't we grant a

special dcsignatk)n for gav people whe-n we cremate the

civil union'' Aren t "special designations" and "spexial

programs" the alk-ge-d downfall in the eves of the con-

servative natwn? What exactly would happen if a legal

unk>n between one man and another man, or one

woman and another woman was calkxi "marriage?"

Woukl the world explode? Would that sad music

when Mario dies in "Super Mario Bros " suddenly

boom throughout the cities and towns of Anwrica?

Would the sight of a man and another man having

their we-dding kiss cause horde-s of chiklre-n to lhre>w

back their Lincoln Logs and declare. "Mommy. Daddy.

Me fink I'm a wittle homo''" 1 doubt it.

Conservatives talk about gay men and their "per-

petual adokscence." where-in gav men go out even-

single night to bars, sleep around constantly and con-

sume a barrage of drugs and alcohol. Much of this

"perpetual adolescence" hoWs true for stime gay men.

Why do they act that way'' What separates them from

hetemsexual men? Mainstream approval and valida-

tion.

Straight people are- not told that they will be

damned to hell for their heterosexual lifestyle. If you

were being damned to an afterlife of suffering, would-

n't you want to make your life wt)rth it? If you're going

to hell, where the murderers and bad people are- for

just living and breathing, what is a little sleeping

anjund or snorting coke going to hurt? If everyone was

saying you were an irresponsible, drugging whore,

how hard would you work to prove them wrong and

would they even acknowledge it? These are the mes-

sages repeatedly sent to gays and lesbians by the con-

tinual dispos-session of our right to have our relation-

ships validated in the eyes of the law.

People of the church who are against gay marriage

say it was set down in the Bible that marriage is sacred,

between a man and a woman only. According to those

same people, we gays and lesbians have alre-ady bex-n

damned to hell. Most gays I have talked to concerning

marriage designate that "this isn't about Gid. this is

about the law."

I am inclined to agre-e. Yes. the cere-monies of peo-

ple getting married are often held in churches, but how

many of those brides and grooms are- "darkening the

door" of the church weekly? We're not looking for a

church's approval or for a nod from a deity; we arc

looking for acceptance by our government that our

re-lationships are valid and important in society

The bottom line is that this issue of marriage is re-p-

re.sentative of a larger victory that needs to occur for

gay people. If the U.S. government accepts our rela

tion,ships. there is no question, no debate: We exist.

We are the same as everyone else. We arc- "not sep-

arate but equal." We are not a group of confused pe-o-

ple or biological errors. We are just human beings w/ho

love other human beings, and what is unbeautiful

about such a prospect?

Thomas Naughton is a Collegian columnist.
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?What does the future hold for Saddam?
More changes needed in Iraq Sentencing the 'Beast of Baghdad'

YMsef

Miiiyyef

When I first

heard the

news about

Saddam
Hussein's cap-

ture. 1 reacted.

"Quick!
Check his

pockets for

weapons of

mass destruc-

tion!" How-
ever, after the past several weeks,

many more questions have risen.

TTie president of Iraq is now
in the funds of the United Sutes.

So what is to be done with him?

Some say he should be turned

over to the Iraqi peopk. Some
say he should be tried by an

international war crimes tribu

nal. Some say the United States

should deal with him. Some have

even suggested torture.

I was watching Fox News a

few days after his capture (whkh
1 watch for the same reason I

watch Comedy Central; no

offense to Comiedy Central but

Fox News is just funnier).

During one program two pundits

openly said that though the US
government has polk:ies against

torture, they shouki make an

exception for Saddam sitKe he is

a big catch Sexinds like a para-

dox to me. Since Hussein is such

a big catch, isn't it even more

important that he is treated

humanely? We shouki not sacn-

fice set values on anyortc — no

matter how big the catch is.

Then again, why wouM we

torture a man like Saddam'' Is

there anything he can still tell us?

The United States is occupying

Iraq Hus.sein is history. He will

Kkely answer questions about

weapons of mass destruction the

same as before- the war. since all

evidence has sfiown fie was like-

ly telling the truth. In fact, it may

be in the U.S. government's favor

if he doesn't answer any ques-

tions at all Surely a man like

Saddam knows many secrets

the United States dcK-sn't need

to have exposed (For example:

where, when, and how often he

wa> supptied with thoae lovely

weapooi.)

Recently. SMkUm wm
decUtfed a priaoner of '*mt. Tliia

is a term with a legal connota-

tion. There are rule* refvding

how POWs are supposed to be

treated, and when and how they

are supposed to be returned.

Yet a term like this belongs in

an arena of international law

aiKl just war theory: ideas that

have been disregarded from the

beginning of this conflict.

The United Nations has been

reduced to nothing more than

its acronym. There exist no

institutions with jurisdiction

over Iraq with a legal right to

try Saddam Hussein for any-

thing The idea of rights and

law has never been a part of this

war. The war has all along been

carried out by a coalition of

those "willing to break the

rules." This is why trying to

restore international law now

will become so difficult. The

only jurisdktion that exists in

Iraq, the only law with any

power of execution, is the law

of the gun. This, in short, has

been the esserwe of the Bush

Doctrine, We got the guns, and

we will use them. Get out of the

way or get shot.

So what shouki happen to

Saddam? He has rights like any

other human being, regardless

to what crimes he may have

committed. The U.S. govern-

ment cannot infringe upon

those rights unless it wishes to

go against what the United

Stales supposedly stands for. If

Saddam is to be tried, he should

be tried in Iraq by Iraqis. oiKe a

legal system is established

there. He should have the right

to defend himself and the right

to a fair trial Chances are he

will never get a fair trial in Iraq

Still, there are no other people

that have the right to try him.

It is unlikely that any of this

will become clear soon. Before

Saddam can be tried in Iraq,

there has to be an independent

Iraqi legal system This cannot

emt under U.S. occupation,

and that doesn't seem to be eiKl-

ing any time soon. It's quite

possible, considering his age.

that Saddam may never see

trial. This may actually be some-

thing the hawks in Washington

are hoping for. Putting Saddam

on the stand in front of interna-

tional media has the potential to

become the most embarrassing

moment in U.S. history.

The focus now should shift

away from Saddam Hussein.

His capture has not made a dif-

ference in the level of resistance

facing the United States. Many

Saddam
Hussein, the

infamous
"Beast of

Baghdad. "

has been

caught.

Now we are

faced with

the matter of

what to do
with him. A

trial will likely follow, since his

guilt is undeniable, so why not

simply put him in jail and throw

away the key? Furthermore,

given the atrocities he has com-

Jett

Napoliiano

Iraqis have died. Americans die

daily, and people here in the

United States never wanted this

war. This venture, which former

Secretary of the Treasury Paul

O'Neil has indicated was

planned from before 9-11, has

destroyed our ties with our

allies, disrupted international

order and law. had nothing to

do with terrorism, and has yet

to find those pesky weapons of

mass destruction.

After all of this destruction

only one thing is certain: Now
that Saddam has left Iraq, the

United Slates must follow

immediately.

Yousef Stunayyer is a

CoUegian columnist.
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Who's afraid of the big bad flu?
Ah-choo! Oh. excuse me. It

must be the flu! Oh my God! I

belter run to the hospital and

become one of the many faces

In the sea of blue masks dotting

emergency rooms throughout

New England.

Ah-choo! Oh no! Another

sneeze! That's it! An
eight-hour wait is

|^()f|g|ine

nothing in comparison

to the imminent doom

to a partial dose of antibiotics

does not fully rid the virus of

our systems. This allows its

resistance to medication to

strengthen. The virus then

mutates into the "Super Flu"

that's plaguing waiting rooms

of many hospitals this winter.

Over this winter break

n.... I returned to my sum-
""^ mer position in regis-

tration at Caritas Good

I will face if I don't do as the

news anchors say and go to the

ER at the "first sign of sick-

ness." I, like many others, will

bear the wait for the doctor to

ease my concerns and say tell

me to home and rest, for its

only a common cold, the snil-

fles. a bug.

Many people fell ill this win-

ter, although not all of them

had the flu. News programs

have gotten people scared by

directing a lot of focus on the

handful of flu cases this winter

that have resulted in death.

These cases are certainly in the

minority. Yet. fear is enough to

motivate a stampede of people

to flood into ERs all across the

region.

This winter has been a roller

coaster of temperature changes.

December kicked off with a

nor'easter that dumped two feet

of snow on Boston. That was

followed by a 50 degree

Christmas.

Then came the record-break-

ing arctic blast. It is no wonder

so many people have fallen ill!

However, what really egged

on this year's epidemic was the

mutation the virus has under-

gone. The flu keeps getting

stronger because too many peo-

ple are misusing antibiotics.

This years strain is some-

what resistant to prescription

medication. The people who

think they are healthy before

finishing their antibiotic pre-

scription are the ones to blame.

The left over pills in the bottle

are essential. Exposing the flu

Samaritan Medical Center in

Brockton, My job requires me
to enter ER patients' demo-

graphic and medical informa-

tion into the computer system.

Among the information I must

News programs

have gotten peo-

ple scared by

directing a iot of

focus on the hand-

ful of flu cases

this winter that

have resulted in

death ... This fear

is enough to moti-

vate a stampede

of people to flood

into emergency

rooms all across

the region.

retrieve is the reason for each

patients' visit. Many people

were coming in with fevers,

chills, body aches, headaches,

congestion and vomiting. These

symptoms were eventually

referred to by the abbreviation

SOD: soup of the day.

To my knowledge, this is the

first time Good Samaritan ever

put up flu alert signs and desig-

nated certain areas of the wait-

ing room for flu and non-flu

patients. There are hand sani

tizcr bottles everywhere, and

we have gone through fK)x after

box of blue surgical masks.

Most of the time, the staff

and patients cooperated.

"Most of the patients didn't

get mad," said ER triage nurse

Maureen McGann "They

understood what was going on

and patiently waited six to eight

hours for their turn."

The staff worked extra hard

during this period, which was

hectic, to say the least.

"It was gross." said l^ianc

Rosselli. patient registration

manager. "It was awful. The

staff worked so hard. |There

was) one patient after another

after another. I don't know how

they did it."

There were times when
every seat in the waiting room

was taken. Patients would be

aimlessly standing in the hall-

ways and around the offices.

Extra beds would be delivered

to the waiting room for the

extremely ill patients to use

while they waited for a spot in

the ER. All the rooms in the ER
would be taken for hours.

Curtains were set up in the

department's halls to create

mock "rooms." Nothing could

stop the flu. In fact. Christmas

and all the other winter holi-

days were just as busy as any

other day.

There is no cure for the flu.

So. like we've always heard, the

best medicine is lots of rest and

fluids. (Note: UMass students

should not twist my words to

believe it is best to drink away

the flu. and all their other trou-

bles, with fluids such as

Budweiser long necks or White

Russians.) The best prescrip-

tion is a few movie rentals

along with some of grandma's

famous homemade chicken

soup.

Adrienne Bossi is a

Collegian columnist.

milted, why not immediately

execute him? To thoroughly

answer ifiese questions, we must

pooe another: Do we want to

pretend that Hussein carried out

all of his crimes single-handedly,

or do we want real accountabili-

ty? Do we want to ignore

Hussein's accomplices and

cnablers. or do we want to bring

to jiistM;e every single person or

group which aided 25 years of

murder and torture?

If we desire the latter —
prosecuting Hussein's accom-

plkes in his crimes — we woukl

have a bit of a probkm. The

problem woukl be the gaps to be

filUrd for the positions of U.S.

vke president, secretary of state

and secretary of defense (and

quite likely a few more), because

Dick Cheney. DonaW RumsfeW.

and Colin Powell wouW be sit-

ting in a jail cell somewhere in

Iraq, akxig with former presi-

dents. Bill Clinton. C»eoi-ge Bush

and Ronald Reagan. Ouite a few

CEOs, and possibly the board

members of their companies.

would also be thrown in the

clink. All have strongly support-

ed, to varying degrees, Hussein's

atrocities within his own coun-

try and against others (in partic-

ular, Iran), If a fair trial is held,

surely we must accept that

someone supported the tyrant's

actions, and hold those collabo-

rators accountable for their sup-

port.

Reagan. Cheney and Rums

feld were all high officials in the

government 20 years ago. at

which time the administration

gave overwhelming aid and sup-

port to Hussein's regime, includ-

ing biological and chemical

weaponry, and traditional mili-

tary aid. We have probably all

seen the short video clip of a

grinning Rumsfeld shaking

hands with the smiling dictator,

although some might not know

that such a meeting took place

after it had been reported by the

United Nations that Iraq was

using chemical weapons in its

war against Iran, a detail that

didn't seem to disrupt Rums-

feld's relationship with the

"Beast of Baghdad."

The akl and support of the

Reagan and Bush administra-

tions continued througfiout tfie

I'MJOs. including the gassing of

the Kurds in l'}8«. likely done

with U.S. helicopters bought

four years before. The non-tradi

tional chemkal and biological

weapons came from U.S. corpo-

rations. whk.h had been given

the green light to export deadly

biological strains to Iraq with lit-

tle apparent regard for their

use.

Then came the invasion of

Kuwait, in which the "Beast" got

out of his cage, but was quickly

put back in. Formally, the Bush

adminisiraikxi. including Chair-

man of the k>ini Chiefs of Staff

Powell, censured the Iraqi gov-

ernment, but tacitly cndorse-d it,

by allowing Hussein to commit

perfiaps his worst atrocities in

pulling down Shi'ite and

Kurdish rebcllioru. Ml > year

later, the Clinton administratkMi

implemented illegal sanctions,

preventing food and medicine

from reaching the people of

Iraq, reinforcing the popula-

tion's dependeiKe on Hussein.

Hrcauw Hussein oguid. not

have nae. :.uch « reign gf terror

without the support of these

people, any honest trial wexild

have to include them. It is more

than ironic that the very same

people in today's administration

condemn Hussein (and invaded

his country) for possession of

the very same weapons they

gave him. If Rumsfeld had any

sense of shame, he would I all

upon his knees and beg the

Kurds and Shi'ites of Iraq lor

forgiveness, not to iiie'niion the

people of Iran,

Regardless ol whu i> pui v)ii

trial, the people of Iran. Kuwait

and especially Iraq deserve a

reckoning for the brutality ol

the last 25 years. But a trial is

not likely to take place in the

World Court, the appropriate

place to try war criminals,

because the U.S. governiiie-nl

has so flagrantly rejevted inicr

national law. >pecifically ihc

World Court ruling against its

illegal war against Nicaragua in

the l^80s. And were Husnrin

given up to the World Court to

be prosecuted, awav Iroiii L,S.

influence, it is likelv thai details

of US, complicity in Hussein's

crimes would lurther be

exposed.

What seems to be more like

ly is a guilty verdict in .in Iraqi

court, one either closed to the

public, lollowed by Husseins

execution, or an open court that

sentences him to life in prison

Because his guilt is stupe-ndous-

ly obvious, Hussein will surely

be found guilty The only ques-

tion is whether he will be pre-

vented from humiliating his

U.S. accomplices by a closed

court, or whether the- eurient

U.S. administration will com-

mute a death sentence in

exchange for his sileiwe

In his defense. Hussein eouki

Irankly ofler. "I may h.ive kilkd

a few hundred thousand Iraqis.

but sanctie>ns against Iraq fiave

killed up to 1 5 millie>n If I am
a mass murderer, wfiai does that

make the \Sestern countries

which >upportod sanctions

against the Iraqi pe<.>ple''"

Any lair trial will .iM.nnlv

result in Hussein's execution or

lifelong imprisonment. Bui if

the people of Iraq are to gel

proper recorwiliaiion lor the

savaging of tficir s».H.ietv for the

past 25 years, if anv »e>rt of

redress i& to be made fi>i ilie

,death «MLiU(f9rt"lz ot^iidek.
'
i wid^r net will ' l^

'^'' ^ast

for more ihaniusi nm- v>lil man

h'fjrcy SafMlitano i.v a

Collegian columnist

A 'positive' step for Catholics?

[Iwabeih

Cafiei

Sad but true, as of Ian, '^: Newlv

instated .•Krchbishop Sean

O'Malley of the Boston Archdio-

,.ese sent out a letter to local

Roman Catholics announcing

that by March 8. up to 80 local

parishes will be shut down, ,Amid

tfie plethora of reasons for these

closings, the Archbishops cited

declining numbers at mass, short-

ages of priests, the poor state of
^^"^~"^~^^

many buildings, and the one

we've all been wailing for: "financial difficulties

faced by manv parishes: exacerbated no doubt by

the sexual abuse scandal." so said the archbishop.

Although not devoutly religious. I do feel gen-

uinelv sorry for those who are. those whom the cut-

ting hack of the churches will really affect. While

trying to gently break the news to his parishioners

that up to 80 churches will be closed. Archbishop

O'Malley tried to offer some hope by giving what

he calls the "reconfiguration" of the church a posi-

tive slant. He gently urged that it is a positive

process lor the church that can bring the Catholic

community together While I'm sure the archbish-

op's meaning and sincerity ring true, the recent sex

scandals within the church seem to have torn apart

the already disintegrating libers which fonnerly

composed the tight-knit religious community.

In light of such egregious betrayals, the real

question that should abound in the mind ol every

Catholic is. "Do we really want to be part of this

community any longer''" In my mind, there truly

can be no forgiveness toward the church superiors

who knowingly protected so many pedophile

priests.

The question on the table now for Catholics is

just how far is your forgiveness willing to go. for it

seems Catholics have been forced to do an awful

lot of forgiving toward their church over the years.

Although the Catholic Church may piously claim to

be the sole conduit through which God's love and

mercy flow. I somehow doubt that my God-fearing

Baptist relatives are going to hell.

So then maybe- the greater message being sent

by these church closings is that it's time to move on

up (and 1 don't mean to the east side' and ml

out to another church altogether For when \.

no longer trust thi>se who are supposed ii- >ku.o

God's word, mavbe it's time to conienipl.H' '-• !>

ing for another place to receive it.

To quote the archbishop: "The futuiv, • i -<>>

church's ministry in the Archdiivese depends on

Gexl's grace and our willingness to make -i. tilices

necessary for reconfiguration ' Taking' ih>. .irch

bishop's words into careful Ci>nsideration an.l took

ing at the state of the Catholic Church as .i ^vhvtle.

one could interpret the message as implying: L'pon

the horizon of this new year and new millennia.

God's eternal grace lor the Catholic C huuli «v\ins

to have taken a turn toward the finite lu b

honest. I don't understand why the chut ch h

it has the right to call upon anymore nl ti- hkmlvrs

to make sacrifices. Haven't the s.icriliee- i^l s»»

manv children's inntKcnce alreadv been cnou>;h7

from a church that keeps on t.ikiii)- ni.tvhe

those who belong to the Catholic faith shi>iiii,l le

analyze their beliefs and ask themselves ihe most

important question of all: "Do I reallv nevd the

Catholic church to love God''" IVpending on indi

viduals. the answers will undoubtedly vary, vet Ini

not suggesting anyone entirely give up rclijiion.

Rather, I'm simply suggesting that those who are

beginning to feel the slight stin>: of beir.iv.il on

behalf of their church should possibly rcevuluau

the necessity of adhering to such a large hiemrchv

For while the gov>d archbishop cm pieienil the

reconfiguration process is a positive chiiiiiie. we all

can see through the hopelilleJ blinder^ tliiit have

been put in place. In reality, the Catholic Church,

especiallv in the Boston area, is in a steadv decline

largelv because the sins of so many of its clergy

have finallv been repaid unto moiher chuivh.

They're measuring In somewhere in ihe hiillp.nk ol

$45 million.

While it's sad that the inncvent clergy imist ^ui

lei. rather than fcKUS on pity, possibly we couki

look at the reconfiguration in a lighi which indi-

cates a slow ly coming end lot an eslahlishmeni ih.il

has on many levels lost its principles aiul succunih

to its own lust for power.

Elizabeth Carter is a Collegian coliimnisl
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^ ^ Perhaps the most valuable

result of all education is the

ability to make yourself do the

thing you have to do, when it

ought to be done; whether you

like it or not.
-Thomas H. Huxley

H O R O S
aquariuf • iAv 2o-^(b. ib

Stress is funny aHef it's gpne. Laugh

about last semester.

piscet • Fni. 19-Ma«. 20

Your patience was visible and appreciat-

ed. Thinj^ will happen for you.

aries • mar. 2i-Afit. 19

You're no fool. You will be getting some

tonight.

tail rUS • Am 20-Mav 20

Take the chance you are given and cash

in on it.

gemini • mav 2i-iun. 21

Pay your dues. Scxne day you'll be a star.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Welcome home. It's where the heart is.

leo • )' I ! t-Auc. 22

Some crazy broad is after you.

virgO • Aug. 23-SrrT. 22

Go somewhere far from here

libra • Sfrr. 21-0(T 22

Thai hat ot ynurs is cra/v, IhjI it s i hill.

Scorpio • On 23-N«iv. 21

It's unfortunate that others have to hurt

themselves for you to get a shot.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-oic. 21

old fXHjple can be hot too. Look at

Harrison Ford. Yummy.

Capricorn • oi< 22-ian. 19

Help a friend out - the> 11 do the same

for you.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
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Physical Plant 'blitzes' classroom renovations

By Jl Lit 0'rK)NNELL

C'dLLtOIAN STAfP

While students enjoyed their

breaks or crammed in a few

classes over winter session, the

University of Massachusetts

Physical Plant worked tirelessly

behind the scenes to refurbish

classrooms in a project dubbed

the Classroom Blitz.

"Classrooms get plastered,

painted, new lamps, shades,

floor tiles, ceilings and projec-

tion screens." said Kevin I. Ryan

of Physical Plant. "All of the

work is cosmetic We cant get

into structure because of build-

ing codes and funding."

Ryan, a contract administra-

tor estimator of the plant, has

been working nights, weekends

and even holidays to ensure that

the Classroom Blitz project gets

finished

In total, a team of hired con-

tractors has worked on 25 class-

rooms, four auditoriums and

over b.OOO square feet of com-

mon space in campus buildings.

Contract administrator fore-

man Steven h Barrett, who
oversaw the project, said his

team began work the day after

The PhvMial Plant kis been

rrpaintcil, rcpairrJ and rrfiniahrJ

ovtTtccifv a **Cla»Mv«>«n Bliu" that

cUMnwm* atn** the UMm» campu*.

Students left for break. He said

last week he hoped to finish the

work by Jan. 26, five weeks

after starting the project.

"It's a very limited time

frame .. there is no room for

error," Barrett said. "Knocking

on wood, everything has gone as

planned this year"

Ryan and Barrett visit the

renovation sites daily to check

on the progress and develop-

ment of the academic areas.

"The most extensive work

was done in Morrill and

Goessman." Barrett said.

"Goessman is one of the oldest

buildings here, and parts of it

have never been worked on."

The blitz has been organized

around a limited budget, award-

ed yearly by Chancellor John V.

lombardi This year's budget

totals $450,OtX).

"We squeeze every dollar to

go further — more bang for

your buck." Barrett said.

Barrette and Ryan both

agreed that a lot mure class-

rooms need updating, but there

is not enough money to take on

any more than what they have.

While working with

Lombardi. the Physical Plant's

Classroom Blitz committee

hopes to one day utilize funding

from alumni so that more class-

rooms can benefit from the

project each year

Both Barrett and Ryan credit

the contractors and custodial

worker* for the speed and suc-

cess of the blitz.

'The custodial staff is work-

ing their usual maintenance plus

overtime at the construction

sites." Barrett said "And the

contractors are working day

and night for us to get the job

done*
"We cover 1.450 acres of

campus, that includes )5I

buildings, so we keep very

busy." Barrett said. "We're

thankful to everyone working

so hard.'

Last year, there was a great

response to the Classroom

Blitz In 2003, the most exten-

» i •!", Ui«.i4« i .i< !. 4UIAAN

RiKHn 10 m C;oe*»man Uhi.«ior> had WiMrring walk and cra^km^ pamt. Ai. i«e trf the mo»t dramatk

changrk. the lecture hall has new pami ..n ii^ walK and ciilinir.. J ni« pri.j.v«ii.n Mrt^n and rchni^hcd Awr*.

ul.ir '.
' snowstorm and

among ptolo-^t^ ' ^ )"*• *• •'^ hioun before

specific ^l.iv-i>H>n'.- line

sive work was done to the

School of Management, the

engineering lab and Fr..Mi, h

Hall

"It's nice because »H) pcr>.cn!

of what the Physical Plant duc^

is not visible." Barrett said, "li'-

nice we can gain some high m-

ibiliiy. We do the best we can

with limited resources."

According to Ryan and

Barrett, the renovated cla**

lecture*

"PfV>Jc'*lM * I'm III i\.»^iiv-i'

Uir certain classrooms, and they

ulwa>>> rcijuc-l i'

that arc hi im-

said.

In thi. Ji^ . : HUvk

with some last-minute supplier

and furniiuri was held up

* fhe truck came in at 5

p.m.. and we worked right

through the night to have every-
'

• finished by the next mom-
K>un said

All you pray for is that it

comc^ out right and on time,"

R\an said. "Depending on the

truck ^- -VH

Resident assistants organize union contracts
By JtJLIt O'DONNEU

OnLCt'iAN Sta»»

University of Massachusetts resi-

dent assistants return to campus as

part of a new union, which has organ

i/cd as the first ever in the country.

United Auto Workers. Local 2322

director, lames Shaw, has been assist-

ing RAs in forming a union for nearly

three years.

In February 2001. RAs came to

Shaw to begin a bargaining table with

the University to reach new agree-

ments and be able to form a union

Shaw also represents UMass graduate

research assistants and graduate teach

ing assistants through the Graduate

I mployee Organization.

The contract, which was ratified

last December, had been compromised

with the University after it was heavily

disputed.

"In the spring of 2001. the

University fiercely opposed the idea of

forming a union." Shaw said. "By the

summer of 2002. the University agreed

to come to the bargaining table."

Shaw mentioned that when the

University was In opposition, it would

use various threats against RAs if ihe>

were to keep fighting for the contract

"This is a historic ending to a cam-

paign that was truly historic." Shaw

said

The contract includes major issues

such as grievance and arbitration

rules, parking privileges and pay

increases.

"We feel that we didn't get the

strongest protection (for grievance aiKl

arbitration
I

It will be our priority to

address that in the next two to three

rounds of bargaining."

Under the new contract. RAs now
have the right to be represented by a

union representative if the R,^ union

and University disagree about an out-

come, the RA union has a right to arbi-

tration or as Shaw likes to call it.

"union court." In union court, an

impartial representative will review

the case with the help of witnesses and

testimony to verify that the university

is following all rules under the con-

tract.

"The University is not allowed to do

what they want." Shaw said. "They are

bound under contract."

An example of the grievance proce-

dure would be if the University decid-

ed to assign a roommate to an RA. who
is under contract not to have a room-

mate, In this case the University

would be found to have violated its

part of the contract. If the University

still decided not to comply, then the

matter would be taken to arbitration.

RAs also have negotiated concern-

ing parking privileges. In the past,

parking permits were issued as a first

come first serve, now all RAs arc put

to the top of a list, which will not only

ensure a permit, but also give RAs bet-

ter parking.

As an example, an RA in Southwest

Residential Area, will most likely be

issued a parking permit for the Purple

Lot. rather than the Yellow Lot.

Finally, the last major issue that was

at stake and bargained with concerned

pay increased for RAs.

Before the contract, RAs were paid

$50.29 per week, now they will receive

$6 1. 7b per week.

The University had initially argued

that due to the budget cuts, a raise

could not be funded. However,

according to Shaw, housing is nut

fundc-d by the state, but by student

fees.

'If you have $5.0tH) from each stu-

dent for fees, and then multiply that

number by 11.000. that's a lot "f

money." Shaw said. "A very small i

lion of that was giscn to R.A-
"

Shaw's committee worked closclv

with R.Xs to understand \*hai was most

important. As for the lejial i^mi^- and

contract language, that '^ -

job.

"We all did extensive research un

funding." he "^aid "I think it

honest compromise."

The contract will extend through

spring semester 2lK)5. and then the

committee and RAs will have to bar-

gain again. As for now. the curiimiticc

and the RAs will be putting together a

meeting to discuss contract issues and

possibly even Jcsiv"i;ii.' l.-.u!iiship

roles.

"They |RAs| need ui miuw wdai

changes they need to make." Shaw

said. "There arc 2i clusters at the

Univcrsiiv M;i\he thi\ will designate a

ntutive from each cluster'

ivk is very pleased about the

forming of the union: he and his com-

mitice represent lb other local organi-

zaiii>ns including various fund raising

committees, teachers, childcare facili-

i.iiiit- .111.1 x.iriou'i residential organiza-

I he 11. .III. ».iin'U^ ^ ic I eoty pes asso-

ciated with unions," Shaw mentioned.

"Most people think of them as car

mct-hanics and plumbers, this puts a

new lace on unions — they are way

mure dynamic."

Shaw said that only one RA voted

I the forming of a union. He was

.1 whether it was an issue that he

didn t know about, or simply a vote in

opposition.

The next goal for Shaw and his

committee is to reach out to under-

graduate workers to form a union.

Currently, he is working with graduate

student luior'i to include them in a

union.

"UnuMis ciii vvork with anyone." he

said. "They are a mechanism to make
positive change, and a successful mes-

sage to all while collar workers."

Massachusetts abandons Sunday liquor law; Amherst reacts

By Ani>rea Dickey

I.Ol in. IAN ("uRMSK)NI)fNT

As students moved back to the

Pioneer Valley on Sunday, they may

have noticed that area liquor stores

were open for business. The Blue Law

that prohibited liquor sales on Sundays

has been overturned by the slate legis-

lature, allowing stores to open for

Sunday business.

Students will no longer have to

make the trip to Montague or other

towns within the 10-mile radius of the

Vermont border to buy liquor on

Sundays. Liquor stores in Amherst.

Hadley and Northampton are now at

liberty to open from noon until 1 1 p.m.

The Blue Law was abandoned after

business owners argued that it was

unfair to restrict liquor stores when

other retailers were allowed to operate

on Sundays.

In 1990. the Massachusetts

Legislature relaxed alcohol rules to

allow Sunday sales between

Thanksgiving and New Year's Day and

in cities and towns within 10 miles of

New Hampshire and Vermont. The two

states permit Sunday sales, and can

legally reduce alcohol to a sale price,

which targets Massachusetts con-

sumers.
"1 think it's positive, as a business

owner." said Andrew Morrison, the

owner of the Liquors 44 chain, locally

in the Campus Plaza in Hadley. "On a

personal note. I don't like it. It was my
only day off."

Morrison thinks it will be good to be

open on Sundays, especially around

holidays and graduation. He also rec-

ognizes the benefit of being located

next to Slop and Shop, where Sundays

are the second busiest shopping day of

the week.

"We had a very good Sunday,"

Morrison said. "Our Northampton
store did double the business (com-

pared to last Sunday!" He also said

that he didn't lose any business on the

previous Saturday or the following

Monday this past week.

Not all owners share Morrison's

view.

"This past Sunday was the first one

we were open. It would have been just

as well to stay closed," said Bill Russell,

owner of Russell's Package Store of 18

Main St.. Amherst. He said that

patrons came in "dribbles and drabs."

He also mentioned that there will be

pressure to be open to compete with

other liquor stores, even if sales aren't

high.

"It's going to have to be conditioned

over time. Sunday business is going to

take a little business away from Friday

and Saturday." said RusselL

"Everybody's only got so much money."

Russell right now is concerned with

minimizing the loss. Stores have to pay

time and a half to their Sunday employ-

ees, as well as consider the overhead

expenses of being open for business.

"It's like starting a business ail over,"

he said.

Russell doesn't anticipate much

extra business because in his experi-

ence, most people don't buy alcohol on

Sundays.

"Sunday isn't really a party day," he

said. "Students have to get their study-

ing done at some time."

Alcohol and underage drinking con-

tinue to be controversial issues on the

UMass campus with the escalating

Southwest riots, "Hobart Hoedown"

and "Spring Week." This past year, per

recommendation of the Chancellor's

Task Force on the Prevention of

Alcohol Abuse. Greek residences are

no longer campus-approved housing

for freshmen.

Diane Fedorchak. a health educator

at University Health Services is con-

cerned that alcohol related incidents

might now increase on Sundays.

"When you increase access, you're

going to increase the use." she said.

Although it's too early to know.

Fedorchak said it will be intriguing to

see how Sunday alcohol sales play out.

"It will also be interesting to see if

there is a lack of productivity on

Mondays." she said.

The administration doesn't seem to

be concerned with the increase in

liquor availability, however.
"1 really don't think it will have a

negative impact on student life. If any-

thing, it might have a positive impact."

said Michael Gargano, Vice Chancellor

of Student Affairs, "Now, when (stu-

dents) know it's available, (students(

are less likely to have an urgency to

need it."

Senior Cara Parchesco agreed.

"I don't think it will make any dif-

ference at all. If people are going to

sliiTT Fl.LWIIX.i; Ildxll-KIIAN

Jerrv Russell, co-owner of Russell's Package Store, is now open for business on

Sundays.

drink, they will find a way." she said.

"Now they just don't have to buy as

much on Saturday."

"If liquor stores are closed lor some

religious reason, I don't think that is

right," Parchesco said.

The Blue Laws are. in fact, are

based in religion. They date back to

colonial times and were enacted to pro-

hibit activity, mainly drinking, traveling

iind working on the holy Sabbath day,

which was Sunday. Massachusetts

overturned inost of the Blue Laws 50

years ago.
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Barenaked Ladies,

Toby Keitti and

Neil Youny slated to

play Mullins in 2004

J I

'-J
^y

«i^y

Alter several disappointing turn outs.

C Mullins Center is hoping to dr.i\v ;.irg-

r crowds this semester by hosting some]

'-^i-profile artists. Event planners at <

University of Massachusetts are

'T, , to current country music king

keith, Canadian pop-rockers

ri.irciuked ladies and the K ^

.Neil >oung & Crazy Horse r

pull Mullins out of its current con

cert slump.

'In the last three or four years

of the shows we've hail

. cn't been as successful a« vsv

iMd hoped." said Nancy i

f^Rmn^ executive dircctoi jI

'lins Center
h performers like

I ;. who appeared

,ii the Mullins Center in *(f:i

Nov 2002 and Dave
Matthews, who appeared

in May. have managed
high-ticket sales, many
other acts have failed

to bring in the revenue

Mullins staffers had

hoped for. Still.

Beauchamps re-

mains confident

that the Mullins

Center is the ide.tl

location loi

e\ enis
" -Xtoustically
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Abstract art finds an abode at Gallery A^
. . ... i . , .1 . • ..^..t U ^.> I k..ii lUilil V I. \ , 1 111.

BvCamkron J.
W(X)i)s

1'xiii.K.iAN .Staff

The use of drastic color gives a dramatic punch to Peter

Gregario's work.

Taigii l-.nnansons and Peter Gregorio

share the walls of Gallei-> A' this month,

as two ol Pioneer Valley's own artists put

their artwork on display. Although these

artists share very little stylistically, the

juxtaposition of Gregorio's oil paintings

and l-nnunsons' 'line' art balances the

atmosphere a bit. bringing a certain hai

mon> to the gallery.

"As iiii artist. I am ci>ntinuing the

quest ol the perceplion ul naiuie iind

coinniuniciiting the understanding

through art." said Givgono, "Art is a cat-

alyst that creates more than what is just

seen through the sen.ses. It expresses an

intangible space that the viewcF can

experience iniemaliy."

Tlie unfrunieil jiieces reach troni ceil-

ing to tloor. Hie painting, done un cloth

and with mosilv inuicxi colors, depict the

human figures haunting black lonns

that remain with the viewer long alter he

or she looks away The pieces tind ,i

sense ol stien^ih m iheli .ibililv to i.on

vey depth. ITie images, though lhe\ lack

conca'le. realistic detail, have soli colors

that aa- reminiscent of lilile streets thai

you could just step into and walk into

some world of shadow people.

llie mellow colors are offset not oni\

b\ the bliick lonns hut also a vibrant

shade hidden within, piihaps hinting ai

a prize hidden within the banal.

"1 must tune myself to m\ environ-

See GALLERY on page 84

Taiga

Ermansons,

Peter

Gregorio

Gallery A^

Amherst

thiougl) Jan 29
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The fantasy novel fit for a King
Author of horror adds fifth instaUment of epic series

B\ Cameron J. Woods

For over two decades we ha\e

known Stephen King as the master oi

' • ^\ h in print and k.»n the big

,.: V. it man> King fan* have

tailed to take note of is the >»ealth of

fanus) novels King ha* produced

The culmination of King's fantas> lit-

erature has taken form in his "The

Dark Tower' series.

This «c novels be-

gan in !
-' *tafes trf

t * career i>.e

has gain.- _ .ng

In cver> piece of hii work. King

manipulates tfw known world

nc previous k.hapicr> oi ilii>

_ ia!c reading. "Wolves of the

caiia' ma> be somewhat eniovabie

but will not yield half as much
enlightenment as it will for thi.»se who
have read a!'

'^^ ,..k... ,„..,,. ,-,...
i'

ments.

This

oi a

Deschain and nis tnt

are the last of a p:. .

known as gunslingers

well The

Li-iii'i^ lo slip as

are aware of

:hat

Wolves d
theCalta

io affect the read-

er. In the 'The
Dark Tower' ser-

ies howfSfr he cre-

ates w

the reu-i

b> his rule

on to this

dsed —
• _ L-l enti-

tled "The \^olves of

the Calla This

itovel. in hard-

cover form. IS

an ominous
n g

- .;- DUt

tor those

Aho have
cad the first

install-

the

jf this

barelv

'; to satisfy the

; !ur the world thai

J has crafted For

those who ha%e not read

of

winding down ami he is

quest to reach The l-^-

Tower, whkh is the twius .

reality, every when. ; , : in

time and "norc. befofc I. -V .ap>es.

r the only member of

hi>5;v-f ,..;n the world the $tor>

takes place in: the others come from

din nis in the twentieth cen-

lur world and thev are all

frvwn New ^ork There i* Eddie Dean,

a heroin addui with a t''-''-'^
hean

from the late eighties who would

have died if Robnd had not pulled

him out of our world. Then there is

a Mack »

is mnsi' .

from the ktvtes down, as the

j^,„ . — k-(j ,n front of a tr^, - .

su* rn multiple personalities

whur. r.i^n '
'

''
' 'les

aivj Delta \'
- "i*"

vicious aivJ a» the for-

mer was n^. ^ — ' The merg

ing of these two formed the character

of Susannah v**^ "- be*i of the

both, or the *> J are on the

wri.>ng end ol her fun
Finally there is lake Chamber-

boy who came from the roid-seven-

ties, who by dving a cour'- '
"-t^ -

and through some
finagling

Rolar>d s *»>

gate son of Koland.

trials he faces in :

proves to be as skilled and as de.

d , r as the rest of th.
-

•oth all of the ,

propcrtte* of his world decay in(^. the

K»)Q

I

have been hail over and oth

"otch on fcH whai

should have bee

«eserj! Ja^s
I" ; ht- K-giPi

•.his book
and his

inends lii>d themselves on

the other side of a moun-
tain ranee after having

pa-- ' >"

•.. .sre rubbing
.tine ji thin

pmiM v» -icp

frwn c»ne »»vTij mu^ jnoiner In

this C8*e the wanderer* left

Rolanc - r a time .:

found - ies in n.

aftermath world of one oi

King's most renowned
KK>k* "The Stand

"

Ftagg. v^hc' IS a viliatn in i

of King" novels unde: -

arrav uf dliases. the traveler^

the Gunslingers

as the charac

.n Roland's

', .- ^'i tCvh-

n^ which are

a'~

nUf.

da»

SeeRM6onpa0eBiO
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Women
This Day' offers a collection of diary entries from 35 women

By Becky Horowitz
(.A)LLI:I.IAN StaFK

a/zW^v

^',%^ ^m. Wofwe 0>f-r^ *. *0W rfr»r*», -ri/»»«

-rV* s-r»irs— ' W^»y do T k«.V« so

c^f i-r? M^Ka IvncV.

Z a^fry. ^ff k^- ^ ^or^o^ ^
Vo*i V^d i-r

is -To J»»p wVsn i-r s •0nly e(Vts-r.

TV*-rs wk*.-* I 9«-r for LsinS

kroka A^ ^Vir>9 to %Wr o^^ my

Z'.%i^ o^fyy. S/a«f)! Naad Jmspl

^W^ ^ft^. N0\ W»-r -rk« xnooZ0* W-r-ro/)--

%'.2^ »^m. RaA<|y -To So. ^arvr VS" ^n«olM-«s

rryoMirtS CVrN V^r s-Tr^^^kr -To $0
c>^^r >i>ro -»>• *a?w •/!«/ c/a*r» o^^

rriy C*r--#^9*4n. NA/Vy do ^ LotVsr^

ft!S^ ^fy>. PwDkin' Vonv-r\. /V*.Vi9«.-rir79

VnploWmd ro»d% \n «. %n>^l Cmr \%

rssJ -ToVSW wWa/1 i /»» only W'f

glV^ ^tr>. \A/«iK sJCro%\ C^r»pV\ -To work.

Nf»o\-x ^a// fiVa -r»f»ias. Not* -xo

^

i'.sa «.

panda East

Open Hours:

Fri. & Sflt: 11:50am

- 1 1:00pm

San. Thnrt.: 111:30am

- io:oopm

103 North Pleasmtt St.

Delivery:

(413)549-0077

Telephone:
(413) 256-8923 or

(413) 256-89*4

Chimm food by VMass students!

Sushi Bar
Specials

Sushi appetizer

2. Sashimi appetizer

3. Sushi regular or delux

1^ Sashimi regular or

Mux
5. Sushi & Sashimi for

ons
6. Chlrashi Sushi

7. Tekka Don
8. Fish lover special

S.tlina roil special

10. California roll dinner

11. Maki combo
12. tove Boat:

A. Sushi for 2

B. Sashimi for 2

C. Sushi & Sashimi
for 2

—-- i .

fyy. Tvrf on
work.

Cof»piMrT. T. fr>s for

Regardless of how bad we
think our day is or how many
limes wc feel like the world

should just stop because we
need it to, every day there are

millions of women out there not

only surviving, but also ovti

coming.

"This Day: Diaries from

American Women," compiled

cind edited by |oni B. Cole,

Rebecca loflrey and B.K.

Rakhra. brilliantly illustrates

the unbelievable strength and

perseverance of women. In '

reading this book you can't help

wonder how some
of these women
make it through to

tomorrow. Seem-
ingly uninteresting,

average days be-

come an inspira-

tion because re-

j;ardless of age.

ethnic background

and economic sta

tus everyone can in

some way relate to

and learn from

each diary.

Alter hundreds

ol phone calls and

lots ol begging and

networking Cole, loffrey and Rakhra

enlisted the help of 524 women across

the country, including a former Miss

Xmerica. a WNBA player, and an

inmaie. F.ach woman was asked to keep

a day diary on Oct. 1 5. 21X)2

According lo loffrey. the only con

sideraiion taken when choosing the day

the vwomen would ki-ep their diaries on

v^as that "it had to be an ordinary day

We didn't want it near a holiday and we

didn't want it to be a Monday or Kriday

because those days are affected by

weekends, sii we figured Tuesday was

the most ordinary day of the week

"lis very different from a journal,"

loffrey said of keeping a day diary. 'In

a journal you lose the small things

sometimes because you stop at the end

of the dav and UM>k back on it and say

sv>methiii 'ij

"Ina.i . \ou' re not conscious-

ly thinking about what happened." she

said. '\ou just write as you go and it's

not until you go back and read it that

you see the small things that you other-

wise would have forgotten. As we
speed through life doing

20.000 things in a day you

lose the small things and you

lose the thought and that's

what's captured |in a day

diary)
"

As compilers of the book.

Cole, loffrey and Rakhra

decided to keep day diaries of

their own They loo kept

track of what they did, what

they were thinking and how
they fell through out their

day.

"I think I'm very conscious

ol my thought process during

'This Day:

Diaries

from

American

Women'

By^B.
Cole, Rebecca

Joftrey, & B

K. Rakhra

leyondtHoiils

but ihe day now because I think that's what

COLLECTIVE GLIMPSES

'#

70% of day diarists had caffeine

64% felt stressed out ^
57% didn't get enough sleep ^^^
47% worried about money

25% were on a diet

26% drank alcohol

22% cried //

^^ 7% smolced
1-4 ;« tti*if*^.«»mn*.«*>i

everyone put

down on paper,"

loffrey said "For

me. when I

kept my own
das diary,

how I manage
my lime became very

clear, my attitudes about liic

and my job."

OtKe the day diaries were complet-

ed it was time to read them over, dis-

cuss each of them in detail aiKJ ulti-

mately assemble a book The criteria

u.sed when deciding whether or noi to

include a day diary in the book wa-

simple. First, it had lo work together as

a whole day diary and be written in the

moment, rather than as a journal in

which it sounded as if ihey were look-

ing back on something that had already

happened The second thing ihe com
pilers looked for was a mi\, they want-

ed lo make sure as many different

viewpoints, aiKi occupations and life

circumstances were represented as pos-

sible.

"I think reading other peoples per-

spective gave me perspective on my
own life as well and that's really yt/imi I

see as the value of this book," joffrey

said. "I think by understanding sonae-

one's lilc Mill iDinc \u understand your

own
".American vvuman icpicscilt So

many different life styles and career

choices and insights to the menial per-

spectives ol how they handle their day.

that's what I wanted lo tap into, just

e.\posing all that shows who we are

I'm interested in how people choose

their life paths and how they end up in

the circumstances they're in
"

The strength ol women really

shines through in each of the day

diaries, particularly in those of the

women who are faced with great

adversity Although each day

diarist is very different, they all

share a common bond They are

women, working towards some-

thing or lor something.

They are surviving

but. more
than ihai.

they are liv-

ing, and
tometimcs as

women trying

to survive

rather than live,

we lo!te sight of

what's really

important. "This

Day" is a luxl ai to

why women work so

hard and why it is so

important not to watte a

nKwneni

Each woman paints a

picture. some ire

sparkling, some are a little

blurry and some seem like

s<.ribbles across a canvas, but

each orte is honest. The reader gen a

chatKe to see what it is like to take c«te

of a sick husband, or spend your days

in a cell, or find pleasure in the little

things that we so many times let slip

away.

Each day diarist has her own way of

showing or expressing who she is and

how she lives but many of ihe women
used similar tools and ideas to do that

It seems that no matter how different

SMOIMTonpageBIO
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'Vibrant & captivating"

John C. WMHTHHAn
S( Mooi or Diplomacy and
Inh.rnaiionai Riiaiions

SETON HALL UNIVE^RSITY
USA'Pirljiv

'Simple yet ._^ .,,. .

srv Dowerful ' Blllliailtery powerful
Tin New York hnH-h Tii. iMisi)iimi. r.i-^ni.i-iiii

iw- III \»M\

greendale

Sunday, March 2 7, 2004

UMass - Mullins Center

Tickets On Sale Now

The John C. Whitehead

School of Diplomacy and

International Relations

prepares students from

around the world to be

effertive and ethical leaders

in their professional careers.

Ilirough a unique link with

the United Nations, students

are exposed to today's lead-

ers and policymakers while

experiencing diplomacy at work

Innovative programs in global studies and leadership include:

• Graduate, undergraduate and five-year combined B.S./M.A.

programs

• Dual graduate degrees with law, business, public service,

communications and nonprofit management

• Internships with the U.N., business, government, and NGOs

• Specializations in human rights, economics and finance,

negotiation and conflict management, area studies and a

new initiative on global health and international security

• Intensive study seminars at II. N. headquarters, the European

Union and our main campus just 14 miles from New York City

A Whitehead School representative

will be visiting your campus.

Contact our Office of Graduate Admission at

(973) 275-2514 to schedule an appointment.

Visit our Web site at diplomacY.shu.edu

mmSETON
HALL
UNIVERSITY

McgiiaiU Hall

400 South (.>rangf Avenue

South ()ran>;c. New Jersey

(r0''9

IN ALLIANCE WITH THE UNITED NATIONS
ASSOCIATION OF THE U.S.A.
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MOVIES

IrlOIJJ^^OOID

:ivm "Ho* To >Mn an Oscar For

DummK* '

'Cokl VkHinuun" is the more

prrstigK>u» or the two It ha* all the

elenicn'i ot a - "Best

Pk-turv ^omender v back

ing. an acclaimed literarv sout.

and ^» and crevb thai

inclu Jinan, vkho* fast

becoming the fine-boned queen of

P ' " mnabes i«ee ^ao

h » not a had movk. per se. It's

iu<t not a great one It's a swee|>n^

L'lvil War romance about a

Southern man dude Law. ftnalK

getting the star turn he deserves*

who de*en» the war to travel back

to his sweethean in North CaroUna.

That swcethean is Kidman, plavto^

a blandh de-edged Scarlett O'liara

u ho must lam to live off the land

Nkith the a^M«Ke of a mountain

woman tRet>ee Zelh*cger. a shot of

' ne in this hone> -glazed

issi Director Anthon>

Minghetla keeps the stars coming

- Phillip Sesmour Hoffman,

Natalie Portman. Donald

Sutherland, even |«.k White of the

White Stripes shows up — and he

ha* the c>e to craft a trul> powerful

battle M.eivr if he wants to. But, as

"good" as "CoW Mountain' is. I

'Jni help but feel as though the

. le belonged in an antique store.

gathering duM

In "The l^>i ;>dniufai." Tom

Cruise, clad in a scruff> facial beard

dnd a stylish shag haircut, goes

native with the ancient lapanese

He's a dissolute Civil War veteran

hired to train lapanese soldiers in

modem combat, but is seduced bv

the code of the samurai. The movie

is neally just .tionallv gor-

geous vanitv , lor an actor

who wants to kiok both pretty and

(.ni at the same time,

/wick directs action scenes

with unfiMsy iimae. but the movie

1$ too long, too reverent and too hb-

torkal. It's like watching a textbook

come to life. The ock' thing that

keep* it together is Ken Watanabe s

fiery performance as the samurai

leader who slowly befriends his

"enemy " Its the one burning ember

in Zwick and Cruise's cooled ash.

"Mountain" B "Samurai":

Ml ( K ( \ /(I nnds the

farrellv bruttKrs growing soft. Malt

DaincKi and Greg Kinnear are Bob

! u: U.1I1 Tenor, brothers who are

joined at the hip by a thick flab of

flesh. When Walt, the more outgo-

ing of the two. decido to be an

actor they head out to JWIywood.

Walt becomes the unlikely star of a

TV' legal drama called "Honey and

the Beaze" which stars none other

than Cher (her face Botoxted into a

porcelain mask.) The Farrelly

brother's usual mix of sentimentali-

ty and ribaldry seems awfully off-

balance here; the movie often gets

mired in sticky goo before half-

heartedly trying to gross us out.

There are a couple of decent laughs,

but I don't need to see the farrelly

brothers being defanged with each

movie. C

It savs right in the credits that

imV is based on a screenplay.

That s the first sign. The second is

that the screenplay happens to be

for "Cant Buy Me Love" a 1987

teen farce that seemol like very

moldy bread even back then Here's

its given a 'hip' urban' update,

which means the soundtrack is

plastered with the year's most for-

getubk hip-hop tunes ii^Wad of

the years most forgettable new

wave tunes. Nick Cannon, the

charming sur of "Drumline.*

coasts as a nerd w1k> bribes a popu-

lar girl (third-tier pop swrlet

Christina Milian. as charming as

she needs to be) into pretending to

be his girlfriend. Never mind that is

just a PG-

1

1 advertisenjent for jun-

ior level prostitution, lust concen-

trate on the fact that this twice-

warmed over teen flop contains not

one laugh whatsoever. D

In the tired sci fi thnlkrr depart-

matt, we have I i/i.HI;tlt or

supporting Local vaHey artists share their unique fare

ARTS ON CAMPUS...

The UMass Arts Council has MOVED!!!

Come visit us at our new location

10 CURRY HICKS

phone: 545-0202

email: acouncil@acad.umass.edu

Web: www.umass.edu/fac/artscouncil

GRANT DEADLINES

Single Project/Events February 4, 2004

For eventi occufing after f ebtuory 1 /th

Maximum award $2,000 per project!

Mini Grants February 25, 2004

For event occuring after March 2nd

Maximum award $750 per project!

Grants are awarded to groups and organizations that are

providing arts programming, are affiliated with UMass. and

involve members of the University community. Examples of

eligible organizations include: registered student organizations

(RSOs), Graduate Student Organizations (GSOs), academic

deportments, and cultural centers.

Please contact our office to set up a grant consultation or if you

have any further questions.

All deadlines are at NOON on Wednesday

6Aii»V from page 81

mem. and expand m> imagination so that i am
able to perxxivv and enpiess nature's nuances

more Nividh.' Grefsono said "It is thLs training of

m> perveptton that I am commined to This is the

continual process in my development as a hunwn

being."

Emunsons' artwork » rtoi as enih open for

reading b\ the viewer B> using string? of different

colufTi suspended from the ceilit^ and drawn lines

c>n canvas she expresses her message in a rather

distinctive way
" \n underpinning ».»f m> work is m> awe of

liiK." sakl Ermansons. "I find inspiration in the

slender line of a spiders thread, the mad cursive

strokes of Chirtcse calligraphv. scratches made b\

a low-King wilkn* branch in itw mkiw. and String

ThcoPi images of invisibk- vibrating strands
"

Ttwugh it may appear tu be ultra-simplistk: at

first glance, a more critKal kxtk at her anwi.>rk

stirs the imagination and it is impossible not to

ponder the signifKance of the line. Ultimatciv

some d the weighty meaning of these pieces stan-

to come through.

'It is no surprise to me that ancient Chinese

mylh telLs of how the founder of Chinese civiliza-

tion drew a trigram of three sold lines and a tn

gram of three broken lines to convey and plumb

ttie mysteries of the WL)rki." she sakl

This colkxtior of artwork will he on display at

GalkTV A" through the end of lanuary. There will

be a public forum tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.

Peter Gregorio convey* the illusion of depth

with his art work on display in Amherst.

PlanAhead For Next Year

Excellent Location... 1/2 Mile from. UMass

Spacious Apartments

1 ,2 and 3 Bedroom Townhouses

All rents include

heat, hot water, and cooking gas

Office Hours: 8 am to 4:30 pm Monday - Friday

(413) 549-0145
www.pufftonvillage.coni

lb

MOVIES

*

what I hope that Ben Afileck. |ohn

Woo. Aaron Eckhart and Uma
Thurman got for making this utter-

ly generic slice of futuristk; sci-fi

hokum (I hope it was a big one

too.) Affleck has his memory erased

and must use 19 little items to

uncover his klentity. all while being

chased by armed and faceless

goons. Wttat action movie does that

not sound like? This is supposedly

adapted from a Phillip K Dick

novel. Woo directs as if he wants to

be Hitchcock (there's an obvious

reference to "North by Northwest")

but he too often lets himself slip

into self-parody. "Paycheck" lacks

the giddy fun of Affleck pal Matt

Damon's "The Bourne Identity"

After watching this, I felt as though

my memory was erased. C*

Steve Martin and Bonnie Hunt

raise a brood of 12 children in

CM^tk t/ IW IC)il\
but they don't exist in any approxi

mation of the real vwwW. They live

in the Land of Sitcom — a prepack-

aged, fresh-scrubbed place where

kkls rebel in parent-approved "mis-

chievious" fashion and comcdiaits

as smart and wily as Martin are

reduced to taking pratfalls amkist a

clutch of generKaily cute child

actors. Familial crises are tklied up

before the erni credits roll; there

may be problems of a son. but

there's no doubt that there'll also be

a big. shiny Happy Ending (empha-

sis on the happy t. no matter how

i lilimr I

"^" it may be. Among the

more recognizable kkl faces are

Piper Perabo (as the cklest daugh

ter. trying to make it c« her own,

but inexorably pulled by gravity to

the orbit of her family), "Sniallville

"

hunk Tom Welling and that new

princess of lip gloss, Hillary Duff.

Duff chirps and squeaks and preens

as the fashion-obsessed, Lizzie

McGuire-like daughter. Her pres-

ence is just one indication of the

pale. easy, cinematk: shorthand that

this corporate product of a family

lilm relies on The only person who

seems to be having fun is Ashton

Kutcher, setKling himself up as a

vain, narcissistk- actor-boyfriend to

Perabo's bland older daughter

Kutcher seems amused with him-

self. »c ^ne can't help but wonder

why he isn't punking the makers of

this caivdy -coated triftle C-

The best compliment you can

possibly pay to PI Hogan's fanci-

ful new take on |.M. Barries clas-

sic children's novel ft Ilk I "iX

is that it makes you feel as if you

are living in a storybook wonder-

land. There arc clouds so pink and

soft that they look like large dol-

k>ps of cotton candy, a trip through

a |Mychedelic solar system the

color of Skittks aiul shadows shot

in the lush, velvety purple and blue

hues of midnight leremy Sumpter

makes a bland, blonde surfer boy

of a Pan and Ludivine Sagnier. the

naked nymphet from "Swimming

Pool" mugs with no shame as

Tink. But Hogan taps into the

darker adult themes running

under Barries work, most notably

the awkward transition from ado-

lescerK-e to adulthood. It helps

w

late I

that Hogan has actors as gift

the young Rachel Hurd

playing Wendy with delic

ing, and |ason Isaacs, as both the

fusty Darling father and an imperi-

ous, devilish Captain Hook

In iHt Hi tlVN SlIVN.

Anthony Hopkins, playing a light-

skinned black man posing as a jew,

is accused of making a racist

remark and begins a troubled rela-

tionship with a slatternly janitor

half his age (she's played by Nicole

Kidntan). It's a grandiose act of

miscasting to cast both these

famous actors in their respective

roles, especially seeing how

Hopkins looks nothing like

Wentworth Miller, the actor play-

ing his younger self. C*

11 CtiWiS has a fractured

non-linear timeline, but reassem-

bled, its litany of tragedies adds up

to the pulpiest of soap opera

thrillers. Both these films have the

same thing in common. Thev mis-

take despair for depth, pain for

profundity and cheap tragedy for

heartwrench They're both mar-

velously acted; "21 Grams' in par-

ticular boasts great, gritty work

from Sean Penn (as a college pro-

fessor with a new heart beating

inside himl, Benicio Del Toro (as a

bom again ex-con) and Naomi

Watts (as a widow who begins an

affair with Penn.) Neither of these

films I want to sit through again.

Why? Because they are hollow

exercises in depression as sub-

stance C

it

T

Retail

i-*i

\

Half.com

/leverage

price

43f»

Natural selection.

I

I

I

For Hmlt«d tlm«. firtt-tlme iMiyers

Save an additional ^5

on purchases of *50 or more!
|

Simply use this code:

AMHERST2004
I

How smart is this: All the textbooks you

need for up to 50% off retail prices. New or

used, all you have to do is go to half.com

and type in the book titles, or ISBN numbers.

Then let nature take its course.

h 1 1.com

Same textbooks.

Smarter prices.
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MUSIC MUSIC

Bv MtCiHAN HtALY AND

Matthew Reu)

It wasn't reall> a surprise when

Dave Matthews relca.sed a solo

albiun: his career has been gearing

toward such a move for a few

years now. And it wasn't really a

sur>>rise when thai album did well

either; the material on "Some

Devil" managed to maintain all the

ntagic of his work with Dave

Matthews Band while declaring

Matthews as an artist in his own

right.

What was surprising, however,

was the realization ot "Some

Devil" as live music. From li>

earliest inception. Iaiu> \*un

dored how a Dave

Matthews soio album

could be translated

into the

artist's
sirongetl
niedium —

ihe stage. Mailhews is notorious

for his highly dedicated fan follow-

ing and ability to sell out venues at

the blink of the eye. There was talk

of a tour as early as mid-

September, as Matthews prepped

for "Some l^rvil" to hit stores and

DMB took over Central Park for a

betietit coiKert.

Fans wet« aamstomed to see-

ing l^ve without the band — he

has toured multiple times with

longtime friend Tim Reynolds —
but even then the material was

familiar DMB favorites and there

wert many songs to choi»e from

"Some [VviT produced only I

»

tracks, hardly enough to fill the

requisite two-hour sets

that Matthews fans

have ci>me to

i.\[X'i.i The
announce-
ment of "An
Acoustic
and Flectric

tveniiig with Dave Matthews and

Friends" lour with special guests

Trey Anastasio on guitar, Brady

Blade on drums and Tony Hall on

bass, who all appeared on "Some

Devil," as well as the addition of

Ray Paczkowski on keyboards,

only served to further intrigue

Matthews fans.

The 1 2-stop tour, which kicked

off on Dec. 12 and wound down

Jan. lb. rose above and beyond

fan's e.\pectations Matthews' fans

have come to expect surprises

from their musical idol and "Dave

and Friends" did not disappoint.

Fans religiously follo\\ each per-

fonnarK.e and meticulously track

every sc>ng played but the baixi

always manages to sneak in a few

surprises every now and then.

Therefore, with

the ensemble of

musical talent

assembled by

Matthews, it \*as

expectc*d thai

each perfonn

ance woukl bring

something new to

the table

The Northcasi

was bles.sed with

four of the 12

shows within rea-

sonable driv ing

distaiKe The
Dunkin Donut>

Center in

Providence, was the second "lop of

the tour (Dec I >l and showed a

collection of muMcians primed to

create masital grcjuics-v A slop in

Boston to play the llcvtCcnier

three days later followc-d by showi;

at New York's MadisMi Square

Garden and Connecticut's

Hartford Civic Centei Imishcxl up

the Northeastern run

At ih«.- ^i.in i.f each "Dave and

IricfKl Matthews and

Reynolds played a small set ci'iii

posed of their near legendary

acoustic arrangements of DMB
favorites such as "Dancing

Nancies." "Lie in Our Graves" and

"Bartender" The live to six song

mini-sets seemed to satiate any

appetite the ap
crowd had for old W
DMB standards,

making the pre

mier of Matthews'

solo material

rather v^ell

rcveived.

Fans who
attended the

ProviderK.e install

mem of "Dave

and Friends" wit-

nessed a musical

collaboration, only otk- day old. at

its fiiKTst. The ensemble was tight

atid the energy was lierce It was

clear to iho iUulieiKo ihai

Maithcw

ing the iw

feeling iravck-d out to the crowxl

Covers ol Peter (.Jabriel's

punchv "Solsbury Hill' ami Paul

ihereal "Aiivrican I

led the set iiixl

allowed some of Mattli

c;il tastes thill pieviously remained

unseen to come through

Anastasio look the mic over

and siing lead wvals on "Spanish

Moon." a l.iille Feat cover, and a

lake on The Band's "Up On
Cripple Creek." Despite a kxig

fought feud

between DMB
and Phish tans

over which

band is better,

there was no

sign of any-

thing but pure

admiration and

resp)eci be-

tween Iho two

fivntmen

The energy

I mm ihe crowd

vs. I- M.I strong

thai fans

wouldn't allow

Matthews and

his cohorts to

leave the- >lage

le band relumetl c)uick-

ly and basted out a powerful ren-

dition ol Stevie Wonder's "Tell Me
SiHiieihin^ GockJ" and the

'

track off of

High." After

ihe guys let I the stage lor a second

IIIIK-. lans relused to dissipate and

kep4 cheering. An extremely rare

e for any musician.

Anastasio and compa-

n\ K».k the stage yet i^in. lor a

oeciHid encore.

The fans thai packed the

FVviCenter in Boston on IXx. lb

yi'i to see hrsthand just why Dave

,ind his usual bund are

, being listed among
some ol today's nx»t piuminenl

jam hands.

When "l")a\e and Frieixls" look

ihey opened with

il-o the opening track off

- p IKvil 111 ispical

Mailhews fashion, the group

jammed the song for over 1 1 min

utes. Noi only did this mark the

lirsi jam of ihe coru.eil but also the

lirsi exiended jam of ihe lour li

was clear to everyone in alien

dance ihal this handful of eckxiic

and powerful musicians was, with

u lew shows uiKler tlwir collective

bells, iruly comfotiable playing

live together

While the majority of the set

saw previous nights' material

revisited, energy and iinentiveness

were in full force ThroughiHii iIk

set. Mailhews noted the crowd >

reaction to the virtuoso guiiai

playing of Reynolds and

Anastasiti, and in a displa> of ime

musicianship, would simply stand

back and admire what was going

on. Many linK-s dunng tlw sIkiw

and ihroughoui the loui,

Mailhews even began dancinj;

along with (he clapping comiiif;

from the audience Such sponia

neou^ antics mikle the experience

far iiKHV laidback and ultinuiiclv

more iniiniaie lot cvcisone in (lie

buikiing. itKlndiiik' iho^c on the

stage.

A big ^uijiii-i ol the evening

and a high point ol the lour, wti-

wh.-

join.

on stage. Callexl up by Maiihi-wv. n

was the first time Harris fuid been

asked to play a song during tlw

main set Vlatthews and Ham«
had ci>llaK>raied several tinv* in

the past, and il was heavily

r\uix>a-d that they woukl eventuiil

ly play one of their usual 4ong>

together Harris, however, •ur

prised evervtmc bv sinking a i.u\ii

olBobl>%lii

IIk- Bom

the premiere ol the Phivh classic

"Waste" into ihe "Dave and

Friends" litH-up. a song ihal even

•vmf^

ITAyTS YOU
1^•crcATioy ^

f GET INVOLVED! MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

The Not
Ready ^
For ^
Bedtime
Players
THE NOT READY FOR BEDTIME

PLAYERS arc an exciting, lively and

informative health education theater

troupe. Come see skits about safer

sex, masturbation, alcohol, sexually

transmitted infections, relationship

violence and much more. Don't miss

the show everyone is talking about!

Performances are every Wednesday at

8:00 p.m. and we are coming to a

dorm near you. Call Diane at 577-

5181 to schedule a show or for more

information. a

uealili advtMiry

Board (suaB)
SHAB is the officially recognized

voice of the student body in matters

pertaining to UHS, and participates in

the planning, financing, implementa-

tion and evaluation of student health

programs. SHAB provides input into

the recruiting of health professionals,

reviews and makes recommendations

regarding the Student Health Trust

Fund and the Supplemental Health

Benefits Program, and serves as a

liaison to other student organiza-

tions. Call Tom at 577-5181.

VOLUNTEER WITH THE

PfSoJect
Do you want to educate UMass

students about issues that affect

women? THE WOMEN'S HEALTH

PROJECT volunteers present weekly

contraceptive education sessions in

the residence halls, table at various

campus events and sponsor National

Orgasm Day, the Back-up your Birth

Control Month and the C^lothesline

Project. Independent study credits

available. Come to a meeting for new

volunteers on Thursday, February 5th

at 7:30 p.m. in room 302 of University

Health Services. Call Amanda for

more information at 577-5181.

KNOW ^
HlV/AlDS
Today, 40 million people worldwide

are living with HIV/AIDS and more

than 20 million people have died.

UNAIDS projects that NEARLY

2/3 OF ALL NEW HIV/AIDS INFEC-

TIONS WORLDWIDE COULD BY

ELIMINATED BY 2010 with more

effective education and prevention.

For Information about HIV/AIDS

call Amanda in Health Education at

577-5181. To get tested for HIV

please call the HIV anonymous HIV

testing phone line at 577-5126. Free

to all UMass students/faculty/staff.

Vo»ces flc|a»n?l

Violence-'
THE VOICES AGAINST VIOLENCE

program is seeking peer educators.

Voices Against Violence (formerly

MVP) is committed to working with

the UMass community to iuldrcss

violence in all its forms, with a

particular focus on men's violence

against women. Utilizing a bystander

approach to violence prevention, the

Voices Against Violence program

regards student participants not as

potential perpetrators or victims, but

as empowtrred bystanders who can

confront abusive/violent peers.

Academic credit available. Call Tom

at 577-5181. N^

Contraceptive
Cfioflces

Workshop
MAKING CHOICES CONTRACEPTIVE

EDUCATION SESSIONS provide

detailed information on all contra-

ceptive methods (including the patch,

the ring and Dcpo Provera), with

discussions of ways to prevent trans-

mission of sexually transmitted

infections. All are welcome.

WORKSHOPS ARE HELD TWICE PER

WEEK: Mondays at 7:00 p.m. in the

Residence Halls (see schedule to the

right) and Wednesdays at 7:00 p.m.

in UHS Room 302.

Brought to you by the Women's

Health Project. We encourage women

to be empowered by their choices.

^
CALL

577-5181 FOR
MORE INFORMATION
ON THESE OR OTHER

PROGRAMS.

Contraceptive
'^

Choices Sprinq

2004 SchediUe
FEBRUARY 9TH 7PM
Cance Main Lounge

FEBRUARY 23"° 7PM
Butterfield Main Lounge

MARCH a™ 7PM
Brown Basement

MARCH 29™ 7PM
James TV Lounge

APRIL 5™ 7PM
John Adams 19'*' Floor Lounge

APRIL 12™ 7PM
Coolidge 19'*" Floor Lounge

APRIL 26™ 7PM
MacNamara Main Lounge

MAY 3«» 7PM
JQA 19'' Floor Lounge

Umversity of Massachusetts Amherst

University Health Services

Health Education Division

150 Infirmary Way (third floor)

577-5181* www.umass.edu/uhs

For Brighton-based pianist Gonzalez,

notoriety is just around the corner
By Mrjhan Healy
CuLuoiAN Staff

Rob Gunzalez isn't asking for

much, just the chance to play his

music and put food on the table.

And, if he should happen to HikI

fame and fortune along the way,

well that'd be ok with him too.

"1 guess I wouldn't mind
being thought of as the new
piano man." said Gonzalez.

"One of the things that I'm

most proud of is that I've been

able to make a living playing

music since I was l** years old."

said the Brighton-based pianist,

who's latest self-produced

album, "The Rush From Your

Touch" is winning acclaim

across the Commonwealth and

beyond.

His fourth album. "The Rush

From Your Touch" is the sort of

musical masterpiece that comes

along when least expected. A
mix of jazz. pop. blues, and

about every other genre imagina-

ble, the album has a sort of time-

less quality. The soft piano bal-

lads and laconic jazz tunes hold

a universal appeal. "A lot of peo-

ple have been saying 1 sound like

a mix of Van Morrison, lackson

Browne and l.yle Loveli. with a

little Harry Connick |r. thrown

in. I love all those guys so the

comparison works for me," he

said.

Gonzalez, 54. grew up in

Milwaukee. WIS. As a child he

was encouraged to express him-

self musically.

"I started playing piano when
I was just a little kid. My parents

tell me 1 used to sit the piano as a

five-year-old and make up little

songs." said Gonzalez. Proper

piano lesson soon followed and

by age 1 4 Gonzalez had found his

calling. "IWhen I was 14) I toki

my mom 1 wanted to be a song-

writer when I grew up," he said.

Following a two-year stint at

ikrklee College of Music,

Gonzalez enrolled at Easton's

Stonehill College. He graduated

with a degree in Philosophy and

a minor in Hnglish, but the col-

lege experience only reaffirmed

the pianists desire to create

music.

With his focus on music,

Gonzalez began to fine-tune his

sound Drawing from a wide

span of inlluerKCS — he counts

the Beatles, lackson Browne.

Van Morrison. Leonard Cohen.

Paul Simon and lames Taylor

anH>ng his muses. Even he isn't

sure what to really call his

sound.

"Philosophically speaking,

that's a tough thing to do

because everyone gets different

ideas that come to mind when

labels are tossed around." he

said. "I try to describe it as

"acoustic rock/pop with influ-

ences of blues, jazz. folk, and

country."

Of his song writing process,

he says, "usually 1 come up with

the title line first, then the

melody. The words get filled in

last. It can take 45 minutes or it

can take weeks."

Watching Gonzalez perform,

and listening to his cds. it is clear

that he understands the impor-

tarwc of being a true musician,

"lohnny Cash died the day we

finished I'The Rush From You

Touch' j... Once I was walking

through downtown Nashville,

and I came up to a life-size

bronze sutue of lohnny Cash. At

that moment. I realized the

power of what I do for a living."

He acknowledges the cur-

rently tumultuous climate out

there for musicians. The recent

success of male singer-song writ-

ers has many artists struggling to

stand out. Yet. Gonzalez

remains calm and cool. Is he

worried about the inevitable

comparisons and critiques'.' "Not

at all ... the biggest reason why
is that right now there aren't any

male singer/songwriter piano

players out there ... Ben Folds is

really the only one that comes to

mind, but he's already been

around for a while and his music

is far more eclectic than mine
"

Gearing up for a big 2004,

Gonzalez will be making the

rounds on the college circuit,

making at least 25 stops on this

upcoming tour. Having played

over bO gigs in 2003, touring is

nothing new for the seasoned

musician. "I enjoy visiting new

places and meeting people from

all over the country," he said.

For Gotualez the buzz sur-

rounding "The Rush From Your

Touch" is u compliment, but he

isn t concerned with fame or

notoriety.

'I get paid to play music and

it's a great feeling," he said. "I've

always said that I'll have made
it' when I make a living playing'

my own music. I'm alreads

doing that, so in a sense I've

reached my lifelong goal. Where
it goes from here is just icing on

the cake
"

With a new album, "A Ru*h from Y«»ur Touch, " and an upiom-

ing college tour, Rob Goniale: is making a namr lur himsril.

Barenaked Ladies, Toby Keith and Neil Young b Crazy Horse set to play Mullins in
'04

MULUNS B1

it's a great building and there is not a

«ingle view obstiuction.' said

Beauchamps.
First to rock Mullins this >enie»ier

will be Toby Keith.

Keith will appear at the Mullins

Center on Feb. 1 2 in support of his lat-

est album "Shock'n Y'all," which has

sold nearly t)t,»u,uuu i.opies >iikc its

releases in Nov. 2005
"We are very excited to have Toby

Keith." Ikauchamps said. "We were

trying to convince his agent to bring

him here last year"

But at the time Keith's management

felt the Amherst area was not a thriv-

ing market for artists of his genre.

Beauchamps believes that Keith's

appearance will be a suv.i.c»s. ^<i>ing

that she is confident that the show will

sell out by the time Feb 12 rolls

around.

"This is an untapped country mar-

ket." Ekauchamps said. "This event

will prove to a lot of agents that

Amherst is a strong country market

Toby Keith is an experiment, lucky for

us it's a good one."

Barenaked Ladies last pUyed the Mullins Center in Feburary 200 J. They will make a return trip in 2004 to UMass for a

Valentine's I)av show.

Less experimental. Barenaked

Ladies will invade the Mullins Center

just two days after Keith.

"The Barenaked Ladies are still, in

my mind, a college band." said

Beauchamps When the Ladies last

appeared at the University of

Massachusetts in Feb. 2001 the

Mullins Center sold out its 8,000 plus

tickets. Beauchamps is confident that

history will repeat itself this

Valentine's Day, when BNL comes to

Amherst as part of their "Peepshow"

tour.

The Canadian quintet, probably

best known for radio singles "The Old

Apartment" and "One Week." come to

the Pioneer Valley in support of their

latest studio album. October's

"Everything to Everyone."

BNL has proven to be a success at

the Mullins C*ntcr in the past and the

band has eariK-d a l»i ot praise^^ar

their live show, but .scheduled for the

year's biggest night for romance, it's

possible Valentine's Day may deter

some concertgocrs

Beauchamps remains optimistic.

"We are hoping ihat it ends up being a

great date night for UMass."

Like the Ladies. Neil Young, an

artist who has endured for nearly four

decades in the spotlight and still main-

tained a reputation as one of the most

talented songwriters and guitarists in

the business, shows promise of draw-

ing a sizeable audience. a<^ well

"Neil Young is really perfect to play

the Mullins Center." said Beauchamp-

"We have a lot of old hippies around

here." she said, adding that she

believes the market is strong for a per-

former of Young's caliber.

When the rock veteran plays the

Mullins Center on March 21.

Beauchamps believes he will be "an act

that has huge appeal." Unlike Toby

Keith, she feels there is little risk with

Y'oung. and although the show is on

the last day of spring break, students

will not want to miss this performance

Capitalizing on the current pt)pular

iiy of extreme sports the Mullins

Center will also play host to Xtremc

International Ice Racing on Feb 4

Beauchamps hopes the event will be a,

success Sh\>uld the event f*t erKKigf^

support she said there is the potential

for doing ii every year With a number

of small ciubs in Wesicin

Massachusetts already practicinj

motorcycle ice racing, this Is "an even!

that should have great appeal on cam
pus." said Beauchamps

What diK.-s il lineup like this spring -

mean for the Mullins Center'

Beauchamps thinks it s a positive sign

"I think our slump is over. People ari

seeing the Mullins Center is ii grcM!

place tu bring a show." she said

Matthews tours the Northeast with a little help from his friends

DAVE from p'ige B6

Phish-delicient DMB fans were

already familiar with because

Matthews has been covering it in

live shows since April 2001

"Waste" was performed along

with Matthews's own "Everyday"

as pan of an acoustic duet with

Anastasio in the show's encore.

To see these two icons of

folk/rock music sharing a single,

acoustic stage was enough to

leave the crowd breathless — or

at least speechless — for both

songs.

Fans that were lucky enough

to score tickets to the following

night's show in Madison Square

Garden in New Y'ork City were

treated to yet another dazzling

show It featured an even longer

and more intense performance of

"Dodo" and a cover of Led

Zeppelin's "Fool in the Rain." as

well as performance of the song

"Swtx't Up and [X)wn." an unrc-

leased DMB song from the now
infamous "Lilywhite Sessions"

that had not been played since the

summer 2000.

The true highpoint of the MSG
show, and a moment that truly

captured the whole mood of the

tour, came during the encore

when Matthews and Anastasio

took the stage. Starting out with

one of the few tracks fans

embraced off the band's 2001

album of the same name.

"Everyday." the crowd began what

has become sort of a DMB ritual,

singing the phra.se "Hani Hani"

during the final verse. After the

crowd started in. Anastasio leaned

over to Matthews and whispered

something to him. He then placed

his hand on Matthews' guitar and

stopped him from playing. The

two then sat back and smiled let-

ting the audience do all the work

as they sang for several minutes.

As is typical at a show with

Matthews, the inclusion of the

crowd made each member of the

audience feel like they were truly

part of the show.

The opportunity to see Dave

Matthews. Trey Anastasio and

Tim Reynolds share the stage is an

experience no music fan should

deprive him or herself of.

However, the collection of talent

found on the "Dave and Friends"

tour was not limited to guitar

prodigy Reynolds, jam band king

Anastasio and Matthews Tony

Hall laid down some strong bass

litHJS and dominated the Wonder

cover "Tell Me Something Gocxl."

Brady Blade filled the shoes of

usual Matthews percussionist

Carter Beauford quite nicely,

bringing his own. and very dilfer-

ent. style to the show. Ray

Paczkowski strongly rounded out

the group on keyboard, adding a

richness and depth to the "Some

Devil" material.

The unusual nature of this tour

and the seemingly supernatural

collection of musicians that came

together to create "Dave and

Friends" made for 12 powerful,

passionate and brilliant shows,

each different than the one

before. It may be a long time

before Matthews shares the stage

with Anastasio. ReyTiold and the

others again. They may never

come together again, but for the

sake of Dave Matthews fans

everywhere, let's hope he gets the

chance to play with his friends

again soon.

"Before locking

into a fitness

facility ttiat may not

'survive long term, why not

give ttie veteran profes-

sionals a visit?"

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB

Big enough to own ftie best

equipment but small enough to

know your name
* IM BUSIHtSS 22 rfAHS

• Locally ownid & optRAJCo

WWW amh«rstathl«tlc com

ATMLETKCUJI
U»40Mmm

Newwon

m Westsue Stdries

New WORLD Theater presents a

Pioneer Valley Performing Arts High

School production In assoaation with

the UMass Department of Theater

Feb. 21@ 8 pm & Feb. 22

@ 2 pm, Bowker Aud.

JuneJerdanConferiice

Feb. 27 & 28

A Special Coll^rabve Event!

IrliinalMlirks Series

Mar. 20 Anew Pfoyecf 2050

Youth Showcaa* 8 pm ARMS

mpnlect2050

mutthllngual-schlsm

Special 25th Anniversary

Celebration!

April 15 & 16,

8pm Bowker Aud

Theater
Spring

WertBecemsFM
by Marc Bamuthi Joseph

April 28 & 29, 8pm. Bowker Aud

Student Tickets just S5 (with valid I D )

Call FAC Box OHicc 545-251 1 for show into call WJ^

545-1972 or visit oiir website ,it nrwwoildthcafcr oig

A Chance to Get Paid

for Doing Something

Meaningful!

su i( k'l Its cli( lil )li' for Federal

work-Study arc needed (()''

!}!( 'cuw i( ifI il ( )((-( cn r 1/ n is ]( )l )S

LuorkiiK) (ciz/J deuelopiiienuilUj

disabled people. Jobs are

auailable it) lieicliertoiun,

Hampden, and l^nuilslin Counties.

For additional injonnation,

contact me at

lspie2(X)imjahoo.c()m
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ALBUM REVIEWS

Elephant Man is good 2 stay
By GUEN Straub
I IH lililAN SfAtf

The ignition key to (amaica's

club scene has always been the

heavy-bass riddiins.' or rhythin.s.

uf dancehall reggae. But last

summer it was Sean

Paul and Wayne
Wonder who carried the

•riddiins' to the air-

waves of mainstream

American radio stations

\»ith their top-selling

records, "Dutty Rock"

and "No Holding Back."

lespcxtively. Their watered down

laniaican accents and ability to

hypnoti2e the ladies' eyes with

snwoth. boyish lotiks made the

two Jamaican natives perfect can-

didate> for kading the darwehali

revolution back into pop culture

as ii N^as in the early I »WOs.

But the question was and con

tinues to be. can some ol the-

other artists that have lloated

around the daiwehall scene ijet

their musk, out to the album-buy

ing public''

With V P records' third major

LP release siiKe it merged with

Atlantic in October 2002.

Ek-phani Mai's "Good 2 Go."

has shown that you don't need

evenone to urnkTstarvl what \im

saying, you just need the

Elephant

Man

'Good2Go'

mm

are

combination of the hottest rid-

dims' going arouixl and a unii^ue

rilling style and appearance akin

to the or Dirty Bastard.

Bom O'Neil Bryan. Ele's title

comes from his peers at grade

school in the Seaview Gardens

area of Kingston, Jamaica calling

him "Dumbo tiephani" because

of his large ears. With his

^^^ banana-yellow dreads

— reminiscent of early

dancehall star Yellow-

man, huge smile and a

picve of gold for ever\

extremity on his body,

Ele is the classic out-

laiviish character, per-

fect for the develop-

iiKTit of the dancehall genre in

mainstream cultua*.

His kx)k and lyrical style

have been compared to Busta

Rhymes of the hip-hop worU.

The two even collaborated on

1 il" Ion's "Get Low" a'inix this

full His rapid tire shouts at the

mic on top of powerful acoustic

guitar and Nintendo game-like

beats simply make a statement

on the ears. Hi* high-octane per-

fonnaiKe style has branded him

with aiK>ther nickname, "Lnergy

Ckxl " Like Busta, Dirty and fel-

low dancehall artist Shabba

Ranks, his sound may be annoy-

ing at first take, but with nxwe
listens the delicate and difficult

balance of raN»nes> with a

smooth deliveraiKe is achieved.

"Good 2 Co" is EW's VP
debutand it's release was tinx-d

perfectly Dancehall and hip-hop

\'»iMrt>i'» ^ViATUMirr*

Dancehall star Elephant Man's musical >tvlf hjs been

p«f«<l to hip-hop artikU Of Dirty BasUrd and BuaU RhymM.

are in fusion these days and Ele's

passion to combine hip-hop

beats with his brash Jamaican

patois dialect is the perfect equa-

tion for commercial success.

Rather than making "Good 2

Go" a crossover album, Ele

stk:ks to the ragga themes such

as his home country and its

datKehall scene and limits the

amount of contributing hip-hop-

pers to three (R&B serenader

jimmy Cozier —whose chorus

on "So Fine" is brilliant, —
Killah Priest and Lil'jon).

The 20-track "Good 2 Go"
set is a portrait of Elephant

Man's pany animal personality

Each track pours out moa* ener-

gy, the kind only you thought

chikiren hai. Listeners get no

time to rest as track after track is

a brand new party Ekphant Man
prepares the listerwr for this by

stating in the lirst three words of

the disc the title of the album. He
was ready to go itnd never really

stopped.

"Pun De River..." is the lirs;t

anthem of the album but \«ith a

catchy Celine Diun sampled cho-

rus, "Signal De Plane," lias a sim-

ilar effect Paul's "Get Busy' had
— catchy and uplifting 'Sigiul

De Plane" captures the hot atKl

energetic atniosphere ol the

Caribbean aiul its melody is

uplifting. He i^epeats the art of

sampling in "Fan Dem OfP
when he transfomw everybody's

favorite guilty pleasure aixl the

thente from the Rocky movie

series. "Eye ol the lifer' Inio a

catchy darxehall chorui.

It is quite hard to undenrtand

M hat Ele u> saying throughout the

disc, but he makes up for it in his

vigor and style His speedy pace

is tiresome toward the latter half

. I the album though. It Ls as if he

doesn't know when to slow

down, take a bivak and k;t us

regroup RnalK, by the end of the

album with his ballad, "Mexican

Girl," he has taken sonu- Nyquil

and is ready to fall asleep with his

"sweet senorita. my tia maria.'

Right now Scan Paul Ls the

leader of the pack in dancehall

arena, but "Good 2 Go" reveals

Elephant Man's ability to be a

rir^leader as well, at least for

those who forgot to take their

Riulin

^
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Ani takes an 'Educated Guess'
By Meuhan Healy

tilLUil^lAN St.\>f

Not many modem artists have Ani Difranco's kind

of Slaying power After two or three albums, many

have worn out their wekome. With live or 10 alburtis

under their belts, many find they have nothing new to

offer Most artists will never even make it to 10

records, but with her Ibth full-length release.

Difnuico proves she is just getting started.

The "First l-ady" of folk returns with "Euiucated

Guess." refeased Ian. 20. After just otnr listen, it is

clear that DifraiKo is truly an artist in her prinve The

14-track album is a triumph for the multitalented gui-

tarist and singer Conscientious, powertui and unfor-

giving. "Educated Guess." is the album that will guar-

antee Difrunco a place on the unwritten list of tran

scendent musicians including Bob Dylan, johnny

Cash, and the Beatles.

If it were possible to credit Difranco's bngevity to

just one thing, the artist's unrekjnting ability to rein-

vent her already unk]ue sound wouki be a likely can-

dkiate. A trip throu^ her songbook woukl prove to

be an ever-evolving journey — no two albums are

quite the same. While most artists cling stubbornly to

what tfiey know works, the proven tormula.

Difranco fearlessly enters uncharted waters

again and again. The result'' An incredibly

k>yal fan base and the respect of a broad

spectrum of the indastry's most powerful.

On "Educated Guess." Difranco com
bitKs her poetic ambition with her

"Righteous Babe" ingenuity to produce a

solid and fonnkiabk; album. Although she

has esiientially been a sok) artist throughout

her career, "Educated Guess" '» Difranco's debut as

an artist on her own. Hotdtng the disc in your hands,

it is awing that this is a creation ccHiipknely brought

into being by Difranco herself.

She created every sound heard on the album. She

sings both kad and back up vocals. She play« every

instrument. If it were possible to kx)k beyond the disc

and see the recording and production process. tf>e

vLsion wroukJ show Difruwo at the mixing board, set-

ting up the mk:s. deagning the cover and booklet and.

of courae. writing the soitgs and lyrics in their entire-

ty.

It can be dangnoui for a musician to hijack a proj-

ect and cut off outside input Only an artist of

Difranco's talent. experierKe and intelligerKe and

there aren't many coukl pull it off

The titk- track readies the listener for the learning

experietKe that "Educated Guess" is, wt»en uken in

its entiirty. "Yea school is in session/ Get your chin ofl

your desk. . . Use your education/ And take an educat-

ed guess about me." Difranco says.

As with all of her albums, this is a disc centered on

reality, and on self-discovery. The ircxiy of an "educat-

ed guess" does not escape the songwriter.

The healed and defiant "Origami" is reminiscent

of old-school Ani. with its abbreviated and I'leae gui-

tar riffs. With the lyrics, Difranco creates an as.senive.

strong woman and calls into question ilie sica-otypes

afff^M^tH with gerxler Yet unlike albums past

"Origami" seems to show a moK grown-up point of

view, a wiser take on things. "You got to lei il ebb and

1

Ani

Difranco

'Educated

Guess'

WmuIiIi

xXKTtSY RK'.KTBlXiS Mtt

Ani Difranco's Ibth album, "Educated Guess,"

pn>ves the artist has little left to learn.

Ikjwy If you want the ball to bouncey You gotta let il

goJ just let it go."

With her last six rekases, Difranco's sound hw
edged sk>wly away from a.ssaulting punk-folk that she

started out with a near 14 years ago and into the land

__«. of experimental jazz. On tracks like

"Animal." "Company," "Rain Check" and

"Swim." Difranco lakes this sourxl to anoth-

er krvel, creating a gena" that cannot really be

described, only experienced.

In the vain of live lavonte "Self Evident."

DitraiKo punctuates "Educated Guess" with

four spoken-word tracks, "Plalfonns," "The

True Story of Wfiat Was," "Grand Canyon"

and "Akimbo." While "Platforms" and

"Akimbo" are brief— both are under 30 seconds kmg
- they leave an impact on the listener, setting the

tone for the album and reminding that the worki is in

anatcof unrest.

The pnjphetk. "Grand Canyon" » refentfess in its

quest to truly define patrioii.sm. "I Uwe my country./

By whk.h I mean I am indebted joyfully/ To all the

peopk throughout its history/ Who have fought the

government to make nght So that we could stand

here and bchoU breathkrssly the sight/ how a raging

river of lean/ Cut a grand canyon of light," declares

Difranco in a new son of "Pledge of Allegiance."

Though her musk-backed tracks hoM a great deal of

po(itH:al and socio-economk mearang as well, the

abserwe of instruments on these iracb somehow

impresses Difranco's thoughts, fears and outrages

more deeply upon the listener

With each album Difranco manages lo find a way

to go above and beyond her previous work

"Educated Guess* is no exception By mainuining

ccxnpleie control of ttw avord's creation. sl>e has pro-

duced an album both beautifully constncied by the

limiutions imposed by solidarity and magnifKently

freed by the embodiment of her realized viskxi. When
it c-omes down to it, "Educatc-d Guess" Ls, as Difranco

says in "The True Story of Wluit Was," a muskal

admission that "I am not reallv who I said I was/ Or

who I thought I'd be/ just a colkvtion of recolkv

tions/ ConverMtiorM oxisisting/ Of the kind of mark>

we make/ When we"rf trying to get a pen to work
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Britney: borderline *In the Zone'
By Nikolas Markantonatos

C\)1LEI.IAN StaFI-

After working non-stop
since her 1998 hit "Baby ... One
More Time" made Britney

Spears a household name, the

princess of pop decided

it was time for a much-
needed break, especial

ly from the media
scrutiny that had taken

away her private life

and chronicled her

high-profile split with

... well, you know.

But an interesting

thing happened during

her intended vacation:

attention increased on the pop
tart. Perhaps the blame lies

partly with Britney Smoking,
drinking and her club-going

ways begged for tabloid cover-

age.

So it should come as no sur-

prise that Spears has crafted an
album of club-ready anthems
for "In the Zone," her fourth

studio album. Like "Me Against

the Music," featuring material

mentor' Madonna, much of the

album relies on upbeat songs

with basses heavier than
Spears' bank account. Clearly

Media

aiming at the street and clubs

and less at radio, techno and

hip-hop beats cushion lyrics

depicting scandalous scenes

further dirtying her once
squeaky clean image. The for-

mula proves effective.

On "(I Got That)

Boom Boom' featuring

the Ying Yang Twins
and "Showdown,"
Spears displays her

penchant for fun dance

tunes, both of which
employ zigzagging

strings and undeniable

hoots to get dance
floors in a rage.

The R. Kelly-produced
"Outrageous* is an ego-boost-

ing song ("Outrageous as I

want to be/ I got these fellas

chasing me") with la la la's that

will appease teens but still

appeal to an older audience.

"Karly Morning," produced by

Moby, where attitude is

replaced by breathy vocals, is

less effective.

The best song on the album
is "Tonic" where screeching

strings collide with Britney's

vocoder-enhanced vocals. As
with all her songs, the best ones

are those where attitude is in

plenty of supply.

Despite the bevy of produc-

ers. "In the Zone" is a surpris-

ingly cohesive album where the

hip-hop,
techno,
vocoders
and other

tricks gel.

And while

her limited

voice has-

n't ex-

panded ,

her sound
is easily

differenti-

ated from
boring artists like Mandy
Moore and Hillary Duff.

While the split with her ex

led to the loss of her innocence

and into an edgier sound, there

is no Britney version of "Cry Me
a River," much to the chagrin of

gossip columnists.

Spears has the ability to be

around as long as she wants,

but her marriage with a child-

hood friend, one that earns the

trophy for launching the most

"Oops" headlines, seems like a

cry for help from someone that

the media has savagely torment-

ed. Her intended six-month

vacation lasted a measly three

weeks, which she says she

chose to end because she didn't

know what to do with herself.

The future holds a

tour, a new album
for which she's

already writing

songs, starting a

record label and
shooting videos.

Time will only tell

whether she'll go
the way of Michael

lackson or

Madonna.

Enrique scores with new look,

but misses with new sound

I IX UTESY lu tX»IU>iTlV« (X)M

Britney Spears* "In the Zime"

in Hlled with club-ready mmiics.

You know you have a prob-

lem when your mole receives

more attention than your music.

Such is the case with Enrique

Iglesias' third English-language

release, "7." The release of "7"

coincides with the

removal of the mole that

was the subject of many

jokes over the years

(remember jimmy

Fallon's parody at the

2002 MTV Vkieo Musk.

Awards'.').

If the music was of better

quality, perhaps the mole would

n't command so much attention.

Over the years Iglesias has

enjoved a string of hit singles

"Bai'lamos." "Be With You.

"Rhythm Divine," "Hero.'

"Escape" — with his latin

tinged English songs. But the

l^tin pop that made him popu

lar fias slowly faded from his

music and is nowhere to be

found on "7 "

Instead we get a serving of

cheesy arena pop that sounds

like it was crafted for the soul

reason of wooing the 1 7-year-okl

fans screaming in the front row

whiW Igkfsias coi* sweet noth-

ings like "I'll k)se a kg, go blind/

I'll !>ail a ihousaixi ships/ to find

and kiss your lips." Ewww.
All 13 songs (iiKluding the

bonus "Adicio") were co-written

by the heartthrob himself, and

needless to say, they're all love

songs. Requisite guitar

riffs, choruses and

rock-ish effects make
differentiating tfie

songs nearly impossi-

ble and are einpbyed

to melt the coldest

hearts. But the breathy

vocals sound like they'll elkit

more laughs than swoons.

- Nikolas Mariuintonatus

w%

Enrique lgle»ia» i>purt» hit

new, mole-leM face.

issy Elliot passes the test with her latest record
By NiKoiAs Makkan roNATi3<>

CxiiUiiiAN StArr

Here's tfie bad news: Missy

Elliott's tilth studio album is not

as good as its predecessor

"Under Construction," nor do
any songs hit the sptxtacular

high note of that

album's standout single,

-Work It
"

Here's the good
news: Elliott is not your

average R&B singer, so

when we say "ik>i as

good' we still mean fan-

tastic.

No doubt releascti to capital-

ize on the incredible success, she

enjoyed last year riding on the

Strength of the experimental

'Under Construction." on "This

is Not a Test' Elliotl continues

Missy Elliott

'This IS Not

a Test

ma

yo show off her giftctl lyrical

wordplay Sidekick Tiinbalaiul is

back at the helm, delivering

earthquake-like beats.

Missy Elliott is one of the

most important artists in the

world of hip-hop. shattering the

public perception of the female

MC By refusing to use her sexu-

ality as part of her mar-

keting campaign since

lirst introducing us to

her futuristic music in

the mid '90s. Elliott has

still managed to move
more than one million

copies of all her studio

albums. Despite being over-

weight (she's siiKe dropped the

weight because of health con-

cerns!, Elliott preH-nted herself

as sexually contideni.

Her sex talk reaches a climax

on "This Is Not a Test." On
"Toyz." she gushes about sex

gadgets. The single asserts two

things: that she doesn't need a

man to pleasure her, and that

there's alterrui-

tives for wo-

men who may
not be able to

get a man.
Despite look-

ing trim (in a

fokJ out poster

she sports

skin-tight
short shorts as

if to say "Look,

I can look

good too!')

she's still hokJ-

ing it down for heavy females

everywhere.

As with the rest of her canon,

her best songs are those in which

Timbaland goes delirious,

unleashing syncopated electro

beats, sirens, bells and other

sound effects that turn the

notion that the commercial rap

marketplace
has to be bor-

ing on its head.

On 'Let It

Bump,"
Ti m ba i and
employs
scratching
noises, sirens,

trickling beats

while Missy

moans and
sings, remind

mg everyone

that she and

Tim make tfte best team in hip-

hop. On tracks like "Pump It

Lip." featuring Nelly, and "Keep

It Movin,' " featuring Elephant

Man. Elliott proves she can hold

her own with some of the best

rappers and R&B stars (nine in

all on this record) in the busi

ness.

Of course, making sure she's

not staid is one of Elliott's

famous goals, and she encour

ages otfiers in the hip-hop game
to do the same On 'Wake Up,"

featuring |ayZ, she sliouis "hip-

hop better wake up." that bling

bling isn't important, but rather

the quality of the music that

brought hip-hop worldwide

attention is. It's a topic she

brought up in her last record and

one that she wants lu make sure

she still brings attention lo.

Other hip-hop stars can learn

something from Missy Elliott's

playful and inventive music —

one that helps smash stereotypes

and promotes harmony all while

making sure the music is top

notch.
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A day in a

woman's life

OIARY from pag« B3

women appear on the surface,

inside. lhe> are fighting just as

hard as eversone else. Inside,

ihe> are ju>t trying to find ways
to make it easier.

"One is the humor, and just

how that shapes our day,"

joffrey said. "The humor of

ordinary cirtumsiances is one
thing I really love ... how many
people, no matter what their

circumstances use humor to get

through their day. I like how
many roles that women play ...

how we multi-task and how
Mcll we do it, that's another

thing that really strikes me.

And also the importance of

friends and the relationships in

our lives, you see how impor-

tant it is to feel connected."

There are so many different

things that can be taken from

this book, lessons, perspec-

tives, and even a new outlook.

"^ou don't know what's

going on in their heads." [offrev

said of Knh the day diarists and

people we meet everyday. "Wc
spend so much time judging'

externals it's nice to see what ^

going on inside. It's a way to

understand an experience you

just otherwise wouldn't."

'Thi* Day" is an amazing

asset because vou will not only

feel inspired and encouraged

both during and after reading-

it, but you v^ill also find com
fort, understanding and the

feeling that you are nevei

atone, you always have the

company of truly incredible

women.

Stephen King releases his fifth

book in the ^Dark Tower^ series

"Before locking

into a fitn^s

facility ttiat may not

suHAve long term, wtty not

give ttie veteran profes-

sionais a visit?"
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KNI6 from page B2

that has come to seek their aid.

In it are metnbers from the

farming townships, including

the very same priest from
King's "Salem's Lot." Father

Pere Callahan, and one d[ the

worlds last remaining androids.

Andy— a messenger robot who
has many other functions.

The storv focuses primarily

on the gunslingers helping

these people fight off "the

Wolves" that come once every

generation to steal their chil-

dren Though this is done in

somewhat of a predictable clas-

sic western/detective .style,

King mixes in sub-plots and
hack-stories that make the

adventure mure than just a

shoot em up' western.

The most prontinent of these

sub-plots began in the third

book of the series, "The
Wasteland." While attempting

to pull the last member of their

group, lake, through a p«.irtal

between Roland's world and
the boy's Susannah allowed

herself to be raped by the

demon that guarded the dour

way. The repercussions uf this

actiun were feared, but scai<.il\

mentioned in the fourth bi>v'k

In this installment, however,

the group's worst fear comes
true, Susannah is pregnant with

the demons child,

Roland watches as Su^annah
:iher an alter ego who t.ills

elf Mae — meaning nuHJici

m Roland's language— eats all

manner uf living creatures, in

order to feed her "Chap " This

OS to be a major prubkin
.rds the end of the sii.iv

but in true King-style, leaders

will have to wail for the next

buuk to find out what happens
to her

There are numerous other

stories revolving aruund the

new characters, the ones from
Rulartd's world as well as sumc

from our own. father Callahan

has Ciiine into possession of a

piece of what Roland calls,

"The Wizards Rainbow." They
are thirteen orbs of colored

glass that give their owners spe-

cial abilities, but at a price. It

just so happens that Callahan

has gotten the most powerful
and subsequently most danger-

ous one of them all — Black 1 5.

Ihough they fear it greatly, the

travelers u.se the sphere to open
a door to a version of New York
where perhaps the very key to

the Dark Tower lav in imminent
danger.

While all of this may sound
like It would make for a very

choppy read, the limited num-
ber of characters and King's

writing skill make all uf the

strands of story flow together

Lven the seemingly pointless

flashbacks prove to be neces-

sary elaboration on a point

from a previous buuk ur are the

starting points of a new sub-

story that will be wrapped up in

a later chapter.

Seeing as this is only book
five uf seven it would be incon-

ceivable fur the heroes tu die.

so they dun 'I. That is nut to say,

hi'wcvei that the ^'luup escapes
.ill (>v'->ili|o nun 111! harm as a

whole in this tale lor in his

own way. King may have dealt

the group a blow mure puwer-
ful than ;inv bullet or blade

could
Though It may seem a daunt-

ing icad. the 'The Dark Tower"
scries is a read comparable in

quality tu such legendary works

of fantasy a» I R.R. Tuiken s

"The l.urd uf the Rings" trilogv

W ith the next volume. "Song of

^usannah' due out this coming
summer and the final chapter.
" rhe Dark Tower' following in

November of this year, there is

still lime to be une of the firsi

readers who sees Roland's

quest for the Dark Tower from
beginning to end
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Father Pert C'alUtun, who s..oh

"Salem's Lot." rrimeriees in th i

' I member from Kii^V

C'oiltimiOcl COVOl'.lffO of Rotlli'll ot tllO KlHl/

Urni from page B12

theater screens, it becomes abundantly Jeai
that each film — released annually over the past

three years — represents one third of a !

movie. It's the nine hour long epic fii'

adventure that made vu >ieve in a

of elves and dwarves .• i>ns and I

ihree-fout-tall creatures known as hobbits

In sume hands, a "The Lord uf the Rings"

ntovic may have come off as silly and inccmse-

queniial. It is. after all. .:
'

' '

of the kinds of things

members of the local "I' and Di.i.

society. There arc elves ., >n silky Im

locks, dog-faced baddie creatures called Urcs
and a wizened old white wizard who has the

name of Gandalf. The whole story centers on a

"quest" across the verdant liclels and gnarled

forests in a land called Sliddlc I aiili to a

destroy a ring that can rain destruction on all

involved

Silly, no?
The amazing thing about "The Lord of the

Rings" movies is that they never once seem silly

•r goofy. Past fantasy epics - the early Tom
c ruise dud "Ix'gend" as an example - were

copulated bv the same sorts uf mvthical crea-

tures, but they came off more like the fever

dreams of a hallucinating "D&D' fanatic.

Jackson, treating |.R-R. Tolkien's source novel

with deadly seriousness, made the movies seem
more real than some movies that take place in

ihe "real" world lackson's greatest achieve

iiieni was to take an already beloved literary

mythology and breath complex cinematic life

into it to make the taiufs, characters and events

look like they took place in an all-iou real

world.

He did that by casting a group of actors who

saw beneath the fantasy at the nuance within

ffe did it by emphasizing the human emotion at

the center of the story, and the themes of

strength, friendship, love, temptation, decep-

tion and heroism, fie did it by fucusing on spe-

cial effects in assistance to the story, rather

than as flashy eve candy used to patch the holes

in a nonexistent script.

He relies on the innate intelligeiKe and

patience of the audience to accomplish his

goals. There are plenty of rousing action

sequences in all the films — sword fights, crea-

ture attacks and a couple of major battles —
but Ihe films run an average length of over

three hours, a huge demerit in today's world of

bang-bang. ,MT\-bred, flash-cut editing.

Despite the butt numbing length, the films

pack enough emotional charge in them to justi

fy the running time. There's something fur

everyune in these films: battles and actiun

sequences, elegant love stories, and enough act

ing fireworks to satisfy the more demandinp.
bad movie-scarred parents,

"The Lord of the Rings" movies are lantusv

movies made with grace. eloquetKe and Ihhii,

acted wiih force and fury by an excellent t.ist

and filled with some of the most scan'

tacular special effects ever seen i :

screen More so. thev are smart, movm
mentaries on the ideals of bravery and s;?.

of honor and nubility, of family and friend The
films may take place in a mythical, iht- '

feudal landscape, but their 'Hig lde<i<

carefully woven into the fabric of tin

are also prevalent in today's war-rav.i.

Now complete with "Return of the Kin»;

"The Lord of the Rings" movies are more than

just a sci-ll geek's Holy Grail. They are an
important part of cint. I

lion to our pantheon >

The best in pop gather for Kiss 108's 'Jingle Ball'

Pubescent pup princess Hillary I^uff performs at the Tsongas Arena in L«>woll at Kiss I OS's "Jingle

Ball." Bob, "The Bachelor" (inset) made a surprise appearance M the concert event.

JINGLE from page B12

2Wi. and tfwir new singk, "This

Love" was included on the sound-

track of the holiday chk.k flick

"I >'ve Actually."

The kiwi"st point trf the evening

w.is pertufis annoving teen-queen

Hillary IXtfl IXift to«.>k the stage

with a full band, which had to blast

their amps incessantly loud in

order tu dmwn out her terrible, ter

ribk- singing.

Duff pCTfurmed her hit singk:

"So Yesterday." as well as the

annuying "Why Not." from "The

Lizzie McGuire Muvic." Duff

should just k-ave singing altogether

,uk1 stick to making alx>minafile

iiKtvies.

The "Newly-weds lulloweci

Duff, and kssk.a Simpson truK

stole the show for the evening

Performing with a band that

includcxi a guitar and a s^t of bun

gus. Sinip.son proveil why she ha*

the best voice in the music industry.

Her renditiuns of "With You." off

of her third album, "In this Skin'

and "Irresi.slible," olTof her albums

of the S4imc namc-s wca- particular-

ly menxjrabk". Simpson got a four

sung set, and her hubby, only

received one. The "Newlyweds"

camera crew was cm hand for the

evening, so audience members can

kxjk forward to seeing some high-

lights from the concert when their

shuw aMums at the end of lanuary.

Aiken followed Simpson and

l^achey Despite bronchial prob-

lems that had been plaguing him

since the "BillK)ard Music

Awards." Aiken displayed a gcKxJ

vocal performance, though he

lackcxl much of his usual energy.

Aiken perfomicxl tout songs fami

his debut album. "Measurc of a

IVIan." including his new single

'The Way," and his cuireiit creepv

radio hit "Invisible

Closing the evening w.is

Canuck pop band Simple Plan,

who's debut alhiiiii "No Pads. No
Helmets, lust Ralls' has gone dou-

ble platinum. Simple Plan has

come a long way since perlonning

with Sugar Ray at Mt. Holyokc

College less than two years ago. but

their stage antics haven't changc-d a

bit. They've had ilirvc hit singles.

and headlined the Warjvd loui.

The group staged a great pertonii-

ance. and has great chemistry. ITie

highlight was perhaps their rendi-

tion of current leen-angsi single

"Perfect." which thev called tor the

audience to whip out lighters and

cell phones to light up the arena.

"The whole "lingie Ball" expeti-

ence isn't just limited to the musical

peiibnnances, biil ihev are a hig

part. Audience menilxMs can meet

their favorite artists at the

Strawberries Music tent, and sur-

prise guests are to be cxpcvted dur-

ing the course ol the evening. On

'American Idol" star Clav Aiken serenades the in>".l

hand that night was Boh. The

Bachelor."

Who would have thought that

Bob was a budding music star as

well as realitv TV pimp'.'

Appaicntly he is. and appjiientlv

his whirlwind promotion of his

alhuni. "> Sides." has gotten him

into trouble with the paxJucers of

"Hie Biichelor " ,ABC is suing Bob

lot breach of contiact. which one

vvxiuld assume includcxi not pru-

iiioling his album while under the

thumb of ABC.

From perlonnances that weix-

as stellar as lessica Simpson's to

ones that were as horrific as Hillary

Duffs, radio-sponsored concerts

often oiler a witle variety of activi-

ty lor any kind of taste in entertain-

ment, and Kiss \0H K'niimieil to

not disappoint.
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^Jingle Bair brings together best in pop
'Newlyweds' and an 'Idol' shine for Kiss 108

"^"^"
By Lizzy Nielsen

(i>u.F<.iAN (>)RW-;si>i>niii-;nt

have

tMIl It I" (i<;fN/l1 illH.IAS

lessica Simpson stole the «ho"

Artna ...

,,t tlu Isonjps j^.j

I.OWFl.l. — Holiday multi-artist shows

btvoinc a staple of the- radio industry, and Kiss

IOt< in Boston followed suit, throwing a major

bash on IX-e. li with their annual "lingle

Ball." held at the Tsongas Arena.

Kiss has heen sponsoring concerts such as

this since the late "SOs when its annual sum-

mer kickolf "Kiss Concert" hccame a huge hit

with audiences. Then in m97 they dtxided

thai ihey should do something midyear as

well.
'

Fefe IX)bson. Hillary Duff. Stacie Orrico. Nick

Uichey, lessica Simpson, Clay Aiken. Maroon 5 and

Simple Plan wore all on hand on the frigid winter

evening and each made their own attempts to warm

the arena, albeit some were more successful than oth-

ers.

IX)bson took the stage first and set a high standard

for the evening. Dobson. who hails from Canada,

delivered a high-energy four-song set that included her

Kiss108's

Jingle Ball'

Isonoas Arena

lowell

Oecls

first single "Take Me Away." as well as her upcoming

single "Everything." from the upcoming MTV pnjduc-

tion "The Perfect Score." Dobson proved her legitima-

cy as an artist and singer, and in the process danced the

hell out of all of the hard-popish music on her

self-titled debut album.

British pop star Dido was supposed to be

on hand for the evening. However, she had to

return to England alter she was stricken with

the flu. Replacing her was David Corey, a for-

mer Kiss music director and D|. and an anist

currently trying to make a name for himself in

the music industry.

Perhaps it was lack of rehearsal, but Corey

lacked any kind of energy, and basically peribmied a

karaoke stint for the 5,000 ptx)ple on hand.

Following Corey was newcomer Maroon i, who

pa.ssably performed four songs off of its debut album

"Songs About lane." The group lacked much onstage

chemistry, but they do have a lot to offer musically

"Harder to Breathe" was one of the biggest hits of late
.ANlxM.lfC.IAN

S«e JINGLE on page B11
... while husband

ence at Kiss 108's "J

Nick Lachey wooed the audi

ingle Ball."
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Time for more ^^^^ ^^^^, SupCt Bowl
Patriots down
Colts, head to

Houston as

AFC champshim
Meiiiti

Student bodies

in the seats

BTalk about the winter of our

discontent.

UMass Athletics suffered a

pretty rough stretch since stu-

dents left campus back in

December. In fact, in the stretch

from Dec. 20 to |an, 20, the bas-

ketball and hockey teams have

combined for a 7-15-2 record.

A hard winter in the Pioneer

Valley, indeed.

And there are plenty of rea-

ons to bring up for why the teams have struggled

so mightily. Some (OK, many) think that men's

hoop coach Steve Lappas should be fired. Some
feel the effect of forward Stephen Werner's

absence during the World lunior Tournament has

been a key to the hotkey team's pitfalls this winter

And it's no secret that Marnie Dacko isn't playing

with a full deck — oh. she's not crazy or anything,

but she doesn't have point guard Katie Nelson to

run the floor, not to mention the well-documented

lack of cjiperiencc and size inside thai left with

lennifer Butler and Nekole Smith.

That's not to say there haven't been any victo-

ries Hockey beat Boston University at Walter

Brown Arena for the first time ever on |an. 7, new-

comer Edris Bailey dropped 20 points in a 78-68

Minutcwoman win over Atlantic 10 foe Dayton on

Ian. 1 1 , and the men have continued to improve,

including in a convincing 83-65 win over Marshall

on Dec. 20, with freshmen Rashaun Freeman

(twice) and Maurice Maxwell earning A-IO Rookie

of the Week honors.

What there hasn't been is an audience. Mens
iMskeiball has averaged 2,794 fans m six home

games between Dec. 20 and Ian. 25. hockey man

aged just 2,974 in its one home game during win-

ter break (vs. UMass Lowell, Ian 4), and the aver

age crowd (730) for women's basketball could

probably cram into Thompson Hall.

And of course, there's a reason for that. Most ot

the students have been away from campus, enjoy

ing snowball fights and post-New Year's hang-

overs. So you get a reprieve for the last month.

However, now you. |oc and jane College, need

to show up.

It's not always going to be fun. but if you really

expect anything out of any of these teams down the

stretch, you have to show up and tell them so. The

athletes notice A number of players, on many of

the teams, have mentioned how much of a differ

ence it U to b» playing in front of a large crowd,

especially one populated by the most volatile ani-

mal in college sports: the student.

More importantly, ihey have mentioned how

much of a downer It is to look out just before the

opening tip or face-off, and see a sparse crowd o!

diehards and the event staff as the only people in

attendance

You should expect something from them. too.

But you can't do that from afar, it's just not the

same to yell at your TV, when the game is taking

place just a short walk down Commonwealth Ave

Should you go out and paint your face and camp

outside the Mullins Center for tickets? No. it does-

n't need to be drastic. No one is shading the truth

here — this is not the hoop halcyon days of the

mid-90s. there's no reason to pretend that being at

a UMass game is the event it once was. But the

teams can't win in a vacuum, at least not for that

long, lust showing up might make the little bit of

difference the squads need.

That's why you. as a tried and true UMass fan.

must stop griping on message boards and drinking

away your sorrows, and instead throw on vour

Maroon Platoon T-shirt (yes. that means you might

just have to join), make the trek down to the Bill

every game night, and show these teams why thev

should be proud to play for the name on the front

of the jersey.

The chicken-and-egg scenario of UMass sports

has gotten to the point where the players want the

fans to come so they can be more confident, and

the fans want the players to play well enough to

win every night. But when those fan votes are

made in absentia, they just don't count.

Should you expect something in return? Of

course, but not cheap gifts or a trip to Cancun for

Spring Break. You should expect that the teams

give their all, night-in and night-out. If they don't,

let them have it, let them know that you're there,

that you took time out of your night of partying to

come down and see them play, lust let them know

live and in person.

So start showing up to games. Not just mens

basketball, not just hockey, not just women's has

ketball, but all three. Then, bianch out a little, and

take a look at Russ Yarworth and Bob Newcombs

swim teams, and lulie LaFreniere and Ken

O'Brien's track teams. You'd be surprised at what

you'll see — that UMass athletics aren't dead, they

just haven't had an audience to please.

Besides, when Lappas and Dacko finally get

things turned around, when Cahoon's team realizes

its true potential, wont it be that much more fun

to say you were there when the teams were just

starting to get it together?

Andrew Merriti is a Collegian columnist. He

can he reached at merriit_collegian@yahoo.com.
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Champion
romt to tho

§9000

on tho
Bowl,

By jIMM^ GOLt.N

\sM« lAIH' l'Ht»>

Rnfaiev Hwri«tw» (fch) $rok^ an intrtveplkio in tnmi c* the Colts' Marvu* l\4L*rd dunng Jan. »h» AH.

Championship e«m«- in FoxK-rtHiuh. It ww unc iil Kw thrown by ^utftetfoi^k Ptyum SUmunjj i>n the day.

FOXBOROUGH (AP) - T> Law has made

big plays belorc. He's just never m«Je so many in

one game.

The Pro Bo\\l cornerback picked off three of

lV>ton Manning's passes in the AlC champi-

,
,. onship gann.' Sunday to

lndianjfy)lis 14 >,^ip ^^.^ l ngland beat

NewtnglanciJ4 <hc lnd.anapol.> Colts

" 24 14 and advance to the

Super Bowl Strong safet> Rodncv Harrison also

picked oil the NFL coMVP and forced a fumble.

"When vou have live turnovers," Patriots

ollensive lineman Matt light said, "everybody

knows what the outcome s going to be."

The ouiconK- lor New England is a sccimd trip

III three years to the Super Bowl, where they'll

lace the Carolina Panthers The last time, law

relumed an interception 47 vards lor a touch-

down to lead the Patriot* to their first NFL title:

his lout ciireei p^i*i-casi>n interceptions are a

li.inthise avord.

\ernun Pern of the Houston Oiler* had four

interceptions in a 1979 AFC playoff game against

San Dic^'i', an NFL postseason record

I inv .il>o spent much ol the da> blanketing

star icvciver Marvin Harrison, limiiin

onK three catches for 1^ yards Pain> i

Bill Belichitk said the plan was to bump the

^elvers to knock them off their route*.

"The only thing that K-ats speed is power."

1 aw said. "Thai's what \»c did."

Manning had two Mriually perfect playoff

UK'S to reach the conference championship, and

hadn't thrown an interception in the postsca

II All week, the Patriots kept Iwaring about

iK!W gt.)od he was

"It was getting kind of tiring." Law said. "I

Sm MTS on page C3

Hoop hardship
UMass limps

through break
By MtKE Mar/h 1

1

( 411 111,IAN NiAll

Heading into winter break on the htvis of a disap-

pointing 2 4 record, third-year UMass coa«.h Steve

lappas sav\ the potential for the Massachusetts men's

basketball team to turn things around after what

anKxmted to a disappointing start to the sca.son.

which included a 90-50 slvllacking at the hands of

Texas Tech. a heartbreaking 7b-75 overtime defeat at

Boston Colk-ge and a bad 72-bb loss to I lanlord.

With a trio of winnabW games prior to their annu-

al clash with top-ranked Conntxticut. and a pair of

home games to open the .Atlantic 10 pt)rtion o\ their

schedule, the Minutemen ap(X'arcxl to have an inside

track on the rcxid to respixtahilit> - a roiid ihev've

been trying to navigate for the better part of threx-

years.

However as lappas soon found out. things did

not go at all as planned, as the MinuienwH nvorded

victories in their initial three amiests K-fore dropping

six in a ruw to fall to 510. 0-4 in A- 10 plav ..- i l.-ii

20.

Beginning wintcTscssion play without the sen

of injured top recruit \rt Bower., ii was classnuic

Maurice Maxwell who piicx-d the Vlinuicii't n ." ..ti

85-65 trouncing of Marslwll in AmhciM

The Philadelphia native piHirtxl in a team nigh 1^

points and supfxHiKire forward Rasluiun I rixiiwn

continued to impress with 18 points and U»

rebounds.

The Maroon and White then eveiuxl their record

at 4-4 with a hard lough i 67-60 win over Maine at

the Mullins Center in which Favman scorexl a carcvr

high 25 points and grahlxxl si\ hoards on his wav ti>

being naiiKd .Atlantic 10 Rivkie ot the Wcvk for the

third time.

With things sccimn^lv on ihc upswing. iIk

Minutemen carried their solid plas into a third

straight contest at the Mullins Center with a cli

to climb above .5(.)0 for the lirst time siiKc ojx

night, and did not disappoint

Riding another solid pertonnance from I avman

(a game-high 22 points and 10 relxiunds) and the

reMum of fktwers ( I 5 points! lo significant action, the

Minutemen opencxl up a 45 21 hall time lead and

never trailed, cruising to an 82-66 victory over

Alhanv.

See HOOP on page C5

Maurut .\la\«ill and LMass suffered through

a six-gami- lusint; strtak during winter hrt-ak.

Ups and downs

Craig MacDonald's second-peritnl goal gave UMass a 1-

1 win at B<iston Universitv on Jan. 7,

By Ani>RFW MhKRli 1

( "OIIJ^I.IAN StaIF

After one of the finest starts

in the program's history, with a

9-2-1 record over the first 12

games, a cold streak was all

but expected lor the

Massachusetts hivkcv team.

That ciKil-down came in

the month of IXvcmber, where

the Minutemen went winless

(0-1-5). and Ivgan the winter

break on a sour note with a 5-

5 dismantling at the hands of

Harvard. B\ the end of 2lH)5.

the sheen on UMass' season

had worn off. and the long

Hockey F.ast schedule ahead

IcKimetl a little larger than

he Iore.

To make matters wurse, the

injury bug that had mostly

ignored the Minutemen all sea-

son linalK Ix'gan to catch up.

Citeg Mauklin sulTcied a scary

injurv after a collision at

I Mass lowell on |an. 5 that

sent him to an area hospital.

I le is exjicxted to return soon.

but has not pla>ed since the

incident. The Mauldin-

Stephen Werner Lomhination

has also missed its 2tK)2-Oj

center. Matt AndcrsiMi. who

has not pla>t*d a game all sea

son due to a shoulder injury.

Though it was unreluti-d ti>

injury. Chris Capiaro also

missed live games before

returning to the lineup lor Ian.

lbs 5-0 loss at Maine,

It didn't get much better, at

least not right awav \\ hilc a 5

2 win at UMass 1 owell on tkl

II ga\c all the ap(vaianccs

that the Alumni Cup would be

headed to Amherst, the Ri\er

Hawks voiced their oppt)siiion

in the first seiies of the new

year Lowell trounced the

Minutemen in the two-game

set. shutting iheiii out in Kith

games. Chris Davidson made

25 saves in the first game, and

fllias CkxJc>\ scored twice to

lead Lowell past UMass. Hie

next night in .Amherst featured

a much more even matchup,

hut Gtxloy again made the

headlines, scoring the twh
goal Da\idson (27 savesi

would ncvd with 5:20 to go in

the second,

"In the second lowell

game, we plaved as well as we
possihh cc^uld.' I \1,is^ lo.ich

Don Cahoon said

Mired in an ii^lii j:.iimc

winless streak, the Minutemen

ncvded a Kx>st. and thai K>ost

came with the return of

Stephen Wemei. fresh off a

gold-medal winning trip to

Finland with (he I .S, National

lunior leaiii in the Mill Uoikl

lunior Championships

Werner scored live j!oals in

ihc tournament including

tw\i shorthanded goals and a

game winner and then

notched two assists in his lirst

game hack with the

Minutemen. as UMass deleal-

ed Boston University at BU's

V\alte( Brown Arena for the

first time in hisioiA on Ian. 7.

" A( Bl . we completely shut

them down, and we managed

See HOCKEY on page C5
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An addict confesses
Mn naiiit.- 1^ Hob, and lin

ackikicd u> taiitasy spons,

I'm unc ot ihosc online sport>

Hinkics that kvp the sunic name

souihcni Ccmilort). and pla> in

itK >amc leagues Ntrar in and >ear

> -ut It " a sevond life to us. one that

pui> the iiK>si a\id >p».nis lan.s in

the seal ol a Cienerai Manager

We wake up and go to sleep

with our teams, making the slight

est aiteralii-Kis in hopes ot achiev

iigan\ eyberCM's dream.

1 ehampi»,>nship and the

ultim.ite bra^^ing lights

As teeluKilog> increases >li

loes the virtual realii> of fantasy

-^(Viris. It has gotten to thi' point

vshea' we are so in^ohed s^ith

liow our team^ aiv tlK)sen. thiit

wfwn it is all said and doiw we leel

like these players are actually ours

The interactive online draft has

.ukled a v^hole new angk' to tin*

iiistaniasy Members ol

i. know the liav ol tiK

drati like its their binhday, we

cancel appointnK.*nts and put a

txtld iMi our out>Kle lives for the

thai it lakes to buikj our

\MKn iIk day w\>nK.> »e talk

about the potential pick^. anvlk>

rating certain players abilities.

iig to sway the opinion c»l one

, rival liMs \\c lie with a

down we think we know what it^f

others aa- thinking.

Then it tvgins

IT p .ind

all pi '-'d'.-

11 the small iiianiiii dr.i'

N^uvn and the sxai page ycL .

using to cr»m. You see where

you're teams pick is in relatwn to

the i.>thcr> and ihcii the paranoia

be^ivs to set in.

\tMi wvnder wfio is ^nne to

pkk whtifn. and the ^

vour rvnimmatr I •• ''^

BobMcGovein

TOTAL FITNESS

$139
it Student Special

4 months
Best Aerobics -Best Machines

s(.> deviv.)us. Nou know he's work

ing on sonK'thing, he sees some

thing that you didn't, there is some

tiny fact, slat, or injury that wa-^

overkxiked and now ... it's tcK)

late.

First pkk goes, it's a gimnu

tlK'n again so are most of the tir^i

round picks. I1ien its your turn,

the clock on the top left of the

draft boaid tunte yelk)W and your

name sits atop a timer, tkking

down second by pres-

.uie buikling second.

[he lirst pick

>eeins obvious, ihe player you

hoped would fall has fallen, and

now \\e sits there on your screen

begging to be pkked. To click and

move on would be so easy, but yuu

begin to wonder why he fell to you,

why he wnsn't soiiwone else's pri-

ority. Then you think. "Is this the

iMC that is goii^ to can> my

team''"

TIk chat ruc«i that is part ol

the diati Kiard begins to light up

with iwolaced encouragement,

aivJ the others begin to push for a

nK)ve. ^ou ignore arxi highlight

tftat certain scHiieorK that, with the

clkk ol the mouse, immediately

Kvome^ i>ne of \our favorite play-

1
-

li s dcHw. yuu got him and now

the team ha> its mighty captain.'

.•ur ;iitentk>n down to

iiu!. iliciv IS a slew of

comiiKiits varying from, "nkc pkk

bro," to, "no! Thais who I want-

ed " The draft goes on arnl you're

..If the hot sc-at for the monK-nt,

iIhiy in a link- iiH>re tinK for anah-

','re round tvn).

I iJi ri>und brings a difleivnt

set ol variables, a rK-w puoition to

fill with a caixlidate surrvjunded b>

M.'lf imposed i^uesiion marks,

I
.

•
.

! ..^ N- K

il, ; .:..

all ov I

^c!u^. -, .iiid down your 111!

up. kxtking at the starting team,

lit the potential stjr

good The n«nie»

M.vin lo lump off the screen

"vi'iir " players seem lo have n

.il virtual chemistry that

^M.iiiif>»ons are made of.

Mict the final pkk then

c in the J and cau

s vou iHii i: ^ over the

\ m the top right c-omcr of the

draft board One la« glance, thc-n

its gvjne, the- sea-son has oflkially

begun aiKl n^ ihik- Io set up the

ri»sler

The rooinnuiies c-merjic If

iheir oOkies. gather in the mi

ollege apartiTK-nl living room

whKh is the main forum for

-pi>n*. talk), and dis*;us«. FveryiwK

m^ mmmirm^

iME\hU^MmmE«:mi\m^

1/21

1/24

1/28

1/31

2/03

2/08

2/14

2/18

2/21

2/25

2/28

3/03

3A)6

3/10

3/11

3/12

3/13

St Joseph's*

Temple*

Fordham*
Rhode Island*

Rider

Dayton*

Xavtor*

Rhode Island*

Fordham*
St. Joseph's'

SL Bonaventiwe*

Temple
*

Richmond*
A-10 First Round
A-10 Quartorflnals

A-10 Semifinals

Philadelphia

Amherst / ESPN2

Amherst
Kingston, R,l,

Trenton. N.J.

Amherst /A-10

Gncinnati, Ohio /A-10

Amherst

Bronx. N.Y.

Amherst

/Unherst

Philadelphia / CN8
Richmond, Va /A-10

Dayton, Ohio

Dayton, Ohio /A-10

Dayton, Ohio /A-10

A-10 aiMnptonsMps Dayton, Ohio / ESPN

2 PM
7PM
NOON
7:30 PM
2 PM
4PM
7 PM
1PM
7 PM
2PM
8 PM
4PM
TBA
TBA
TBA
6PM

\m isseiEST

3/13 HEA Quarterfinals

3/14 HEA Quarterfinals

3/19 HEA Semifinals

3/20 HEA ChampioiMMp

TBA
TBA
Boston

Boston

w^MSBa'g CKHSJffliB irsizs^eiK

MOMIIBO'g II/if.glEliriI)/ii5.ILL

Temple*
Fordham*
Duquesne*
Fordham*
SL Joseph's*

St. Bonaventure*

Richmond*
a Washington*

Rhode Island*

A-10 First Round

A-10 QuartwflMto

A-10 Semifinals

A-10

1/29

2A)1

2/08

2/13

2/15

2/19

2/22

2/26

2/29

3/06

3/06

3A)7

3/08

SMOI^&saQBS®

Philadelphia 7 PM
Amherst A 1 / NetwoA NOON
Pittsburgh, Pa 2 PM
Bronx, N,Y, 7 PM
Amherst 2PM
Olean, N,Y, 7 PM
Richmond. Va. 2 PM
Amherst 7 PM
Amherst 2 PM
Philadelphia TBA

Philadelphia TBA
Ptiiladelphia / A-10 / Netvwrt TBA

Philadelphia / ESPN2 TBA

1/30

2/07

2/13

2/14

2/21

2/27

2/28

3/08

3A)9

4A)3

4/10

4/14

4/15

4/16

4/24

5/01

5/02

5/07

5/06

5/14

5/15

5/16

Husky Invitational

Rhode Island

Valentine Invitational

Valentine Invitational

A-10 iMloar CtamptansMp

N.E. Indoor Championship

N.L Indoor ChampionsMp

ECAC Imkwr Championship

ECAC Moor Championship

Southern Connecticut, BC,

Fordham & UMass-Lowell

Boston

Kingston, R.I.

Boston

Boston

Kingston, R.I.

Boston

B^ton
Roxbury

Roxbury

TBA
1IA
TBA
7PM

4:30 PM
11AM
4PM
10AM
10 AM
4PM
10 AM
NOON
NOON

New Haven, Conn. 1 1 MA

laSaHlhani

Holy Cross Pentathlon

Holy Cross Pentathlon

GoHMClieiil, Brown. Rhode

Mand S Southern ConnectiCMt

New Hampshire,

Harvard & Maine

A-10 Outdoor Championship

A-10 OiiMaar CkMpiMHM»
N.L OHMaer Championship

ECAC Outdoor Championship

ECAC

ECAC

Providence

Worcester

Worcester

NOON
NOON
NOON

Storrs, Conn. 3 PM

Durham, N.H,

Richmond, Va.

Richmond, \^
Dedham
Dediam
Fairfax, Va.

Fairfax, Vk.

Fairfax, Va

11AM
9AM
9AM
NOON
NOON
9AM
SAM
9AM

1/31

2/19

2/20

2/21

2/26

2/27

2/28

nea laEieiESY

Fortttiam

A-10

A-ie

A-10

KMC
ECAC

ECAC

Amherst
Buffalo, NY.

Buffalo, N.Y.

Buttalo. NY
Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

See FAIHASY on page C7

1/29 Northeastern Amherst

1/31 Merrimack Amherst

2/06 New Hampshire Amherst

2/07 New Hampshire Durham, N.H

2/13 Boston College Amherst

2/14 Boston College Chestnut Hill

2/20 Boston Unlvmity Boston

2/21 Boston University Amherst

3/05 Northeastern Boitan

3/06 Northeastern Amherst

3/11 HEA QuMtvllMls TBA

3/12 HEA Quarterfinals TBA

1PM
Ail Day

All Day
All Day

AM Day
All Day
All Day

7PM
7PM
7PM
7PM
7PM
8PM
7PM
7PM
7PM
7PM
TBA
TBA

Msoo's nuauB)®!!! iriaAieiK

1/30

mi
2/14

2/21

2/27

2/28

3A)6

3A)7

3/26

3/27

4A)3

4/10

4'14

4/15

4/17

4/24

5/01

5/02

5/07

5/08

5/15

5/16

Husky InvitatkMMl

Rhode Island M«|

Fan irack Invitatkmai

A-10 Indoor Championship

N-LtadearOMMplaMMp
N.E Indoor ChampkMnMp

IC4A Indoor Championship

RaWgh Relays

Raleigh Relays

Lou Onesty InvitatkMial

Holy Cross Decathton

Holy Cross Decathlon

Connectwut Quad Meet

N.H. Quad Meet

Championship

Boston

Kingston, R.I.

Boston

Kingston. R,l.

Boekm
Boston
ffl II lAnn

Boston

Raleigh, N.a
Raleigh, NO.

New Haven. Conn

Charlottesville. Va

WoiceslBr

Worcester

Storrs, Conn.

Durtiam, N.H.

Richmond, va.

Richmond. Va
Dadham
Dedham
Fairfax. Va
Fairfax. Va.

TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
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Stadium Cupe
Jumper Stickers
M u ^ 6

Bar Crawl Shirt*
Boxer Shorts
Sweat shirts & pants
Calendars
Po St c r s

So Much MoreMll
/ll?s/arCanf

These titles and more available at:

. . , University of

mM^Massachusetts

UNIVERSITY STORE
AMN ex 5 r

Campus Center . Phone: (413) 345 2619

www.umass.bkstr.com
iMcrriam-'

iWfcbstai

STERLING
S I LVE R AND
DIAMONDS

264 N. Pleasant St. •

Amherst • 253-3324

www.silverscapedesigns.com

silverscape c
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Pats are Super Bowl

bound after AFC title

tgbe fttaggachugettflt Bailp CoUegian

Super Bowl XXXVIII:
New Bnyland Patriots us. Carolina PantH
Houston, Texas. Sunday, Feb. t, 6:2S p.m. ST

C3
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knew I was going to be in for

some aciion. and I was looking

forward to it."

The Patriots scored on their

first drive, then Indianapolis

seemed poised to do the same
thing before Rodney Harrison

picked off Manning in the end

/one with 3:26 left in the first

quarter

"It kept them from making
the game real close at that

point," Belichick said. "It saved

us points, so it was a huge play."

The Patriots drove for a field

goal thai made it lO-U, Then
l,aw picked off Manning on the

Colts' next play from scrim-

mage, reaching out for the ball

with his right hand and tipping

it back to his body.

Law came through again late

in the third quarter with a div-

ing interception that helped

protect a 21-7 lead. His third

pick came midway through the

fourth,

"He went out and proved

he's the best corner in the

league." said Rodney Harrison,

\^ho last went to the Super

Bowl as a rookie special teams

player with the Chargers in

1995.

"We were really licked off

because no one gave us credit,"

he said. "It was all about Peyton

Manning. To go out and pick,

pick, pick a guy that everybody

was building up it was huge

for us,"

Law had six interceptions

during the regular season, when

he made his fourth Pro Bowl —
and third in a row. But the sea-

son didn't start off very well for

him when good friend and fel-

low defensive back Lawyer

Milloy was cut five days before

the opener.

Law lashed out at Belichick,

and the Patriots lost to Milloy s

new team, the Buffalo Bills, 51-

U. It wasn't just that his friend

was gone: The move was seen

as a signal to Law. who is due to

cost the Patriots more than $9

million against the salary cap

next year and could be headed

for a similarly tough negotia-

tion.

If so. he made a good case

that he's worth it.

"There's probably going to

have to be a decision made as

far as my future," Law said.

"The best thing I can do as far

as negotiating is go out there

and play football. Hopefully, I'll

be here for the long haul If I

have lo leave, I want to go out

as a champion."

By Andrea Adelson
AsiMK lATtl) I'MSS

Don't expect the Patriots and

Panthers to light up the Super

Bowl scoreboard. Not with

defenses like this.

The way New England and

Carolina are playing, they're sure

to provide plenty of sacks and

turnovers in a surprise matchup

in the NFL championship game

on Feb. 1 . The Patriots opened as

early seven-point favorites, and

with good reason.

They have won 14 straight,

becoming the first team since the

unbeaten 1972 Dolphins to win

14 games in a row in one season,

and have coach of the year Bill

Belichick on their sideline. And
for the second time in three

years, they are in the Super Bowl

But Carolina'.' Two years ago,

the Panthers were 1-15. No one

gave the Panthers much of a

chance in these playoffs, either,

not with Philadelphia and Si.

Louis snatching the top two

seeds in the NFC.

Behind a strong defense and

steady quarterback play, the

Panthers lirst upset the Rams on

the road in the divisional round

Then they went into Philadelphia

and dominated 14-1 Sunday in

the championship game to earn

their first Super Bowl berth.

Ricky Manning jr. had three

interceptions, and the defense

made Donovan McNabb miser

able, forcing the superstar quar-

terback out of

the game with

bruised ribs.

"The defense

played lights

out," Panthe-

rs quarter-

back lake

D e I h o m m e

said, "it's a

huge team win,

and that's what

this is about."

Look familiar','

The Patriots beat Indianapolis

24- 14 in the AFC championship

game the same way, haiassing co-

MVP Peyton Manning into his

worst game uf the season. Ty

Law also had three interceptions,

and larvis Circen had three of

their four sacks

"I'm going to try not to think

about the Patriots tonight so I

can at least gel some >leep."

IX'lhomine said. "I don't want to

think aKtut that defense just

yet."

Now the Super Bos^l in

Houston features two defensive

teams with consistent quarter

backs. Manning and McNabh
may have grabbed all the head

lines, but Tom Brady and

Delhomme are the only quarter-

backs left playing

Carolina, known mostly for

its off-field problems until this

season.
^^..^ cruised to

the NFC
South title.

It all hap-

pened just

two sea.sons

after one of

the most

disastrous
finishes in

NFL history.

The final game to close it out

was against New Fngland on Ian.

b. 2002 the last regular season

meeting between the two teams.

The Patriots won lt<-t) to

wrap up the AFC Fast title and

hand the Puiiihers their record

15th constxutive los^ in front ol

a nearly empty stadium Cieorge

Seilert wu> lired the next mom
ing. while the Pairiot.s went on to

win the Super Bowl, with Brady

leading; the way

This >eason, Brady linished

third to Steve McNair and

Peyton Manning in the M\ P vol

ing. and he did enough again>t

the Colts, going 22-of 'Sb lor 227

\ards and a touchdown.

The mote imprcNsive statistic:

Brady i- undeleuied in live play

olf appearance> and 59- 1 2 in his

first 51 starts,

"Tom Brady is the greatest

winner in football right now,"

Uw said. "I want to go out

there with Tom Brady. With all

due respect to Steve and Peyton,

winning is the card that trumps

everything."

Both teants know how to win

with defense. The Panthers have

one of the best lines in the

league with ends Mike Rucker

and Julius Peppers, tackles Kris

lenkins. an All-Pro, and

Brentson Buckner, thanks to

defensive-minded coach )ohn

Fox.

"We know they've got a great

defense, especially their front

seven. They've got some very

d\namic players up front,"

Belichick said. "We've got our

work cut out for us."

Unlike the Patriots, the

Panthers have a standout run-

ning game with offseason acqui-

sition Stephen Davis, s^ho fin-

ished third in the NFC with

1 .444 yards rushing.

New Fngland overcame early

injuries on defense and the toss

of Laywer Milloy to stymie its

opponents. Its only Pro Bowl

selections were on defense:

Richard Seymour, Law and

Willie McCJinest, who was

iidded as an injury replacement

at linebiKker.

Brady becoming the next Montana
.. ^1 .u 1- t. ^^ V..., "U.k^.1 ,1,, wii.lv ii>.'..i> u.h.-n vmi It' Mllmi? IX'MMIC hi* hoM^ll UH.>k-. HiaiJ>. dl Jl

By ]\M LiTKit

A»ii>i.iArei> rM»

FO\BC)ROUGH — Too bad the nick

name is taken.

"Tom Cool" will never have quite the

same ring as "kje Cool." yet Patriots quar

lerback Tom Brady hardly suffers in any

other comparison with a young loe

Montana.

Brady alri-ady has the icy stare do\Mi and

now. despite just thrve seasons as a starter,

he's also displayed the kind of big-game

u-niperament and Wvel-headed kaidership

iltai come along only once or so in every

NFL generation

On Ian 1 1<.. Brady combined those qual-

ities with sman reads and an accurate short

pasiing gaiiK" to send a chill down the spine

of the Indianapolis defease that was evci>

i'li .IS utvomfonaWe as the snowy New
I rifiland \Mnier \jas\ Sunday, he did the

saiiK- to Tc-nnes.see. That means the two

quartc-rtwcks wtK> finished ahead ol Brady

in MVP balkMing. the Colts' Peyton

Manning and iIk- Titaivs Steve iVkNair.

woukl trade places with him now in a

heartbeat.

Brady is headed to hi> >evoiKl Super

Bowl two weeks trom nov*; bet agaiast him

in I louston at your ov^ti risk

He hasn't kjsi a playoff game in fiw

tries, going back to his cold-bkioded cham-

pionship run in 2001 That lifth win aLso

gave him the third-best career start for any

playoff quarterback, nudging him past

Montana and leff Husietkrr. who both v,o(\

tfieir hrst four tries

"The guy is buikling a kystcy for him-

self." said tight end Christian Fauria. one of

eight Pats to catch at krasi one throw from

Brady

Teammate Ty Uw thought that a.sses>-

nKTit was almost uw nxxlesl

"Tom Brady is the greatest winner in

football right now." he sakl Asked to com

pare his quarterback with McNair and

Manning, whcnn l^w inlercc-pted three

times, the comerback rvadily c-ndorsed his

fdkvw Michigan Wolverine:

What di.> stais iiKjii when yuu a sitting

at home'.' " liiw said "I want to go out there

with T)m Bradv With all due rcsptvt ti>

Steve aixl Peyton, winning is ibc tiiril that

trumps everything."

Brady was far front llawkrss. except

wlien it ntatiervd.

He mislired twice on the opening drive,

but kept it going by running a gutsy 2 yard

sneak when Pairiois c-oach Bill Bdichick

took a huge gambk* just 90 seconds into the-

ganw on a fourth and- 1 at his own 44

Then, as Brady lound his rhvthni. he bc-gan

altentating passes to IXion Branch and

David Givens. finishing the drive with a 7

yard toss to Ciivc*ns that producixl the Pats

only touchdown all day.

Though Brady drove the Painois hjskW

Indianapolis' 10-yard line four nK)a- tinKs.

they were forced to scitk* each lime for a

field goal.

"Obviously, we Hi a kM of points out

there. But we're working on it." Brady sakl

through a crooked smile and several days

growth of beard. "We're working on it

"

Despite his hoM^li UH.>k-. HiaiJ>. at 2t>.

already has tlx- hi-an ol an as.sassin. His

winning' pc-rcviiiu^-i .i> ii siailer stack* him

ak>ngsidc all tiMK- k.iJci Roger Slauhuch

and he's a very cool 14 1 in gaiiK*s dcxided

by seven points aiKl fc"wvr. a nuralx*r ih.n

puts him in NkHttaiui's iK-ighborhood.

Bui he wusni .ihout lo be drawn ini.'

any comparisons

"The only person I care abinjt pan ing

inysc-ll lo is my sell and my coach " Bi.kK

sakl. "Everybody elscdoesn"! matu

Still, fw's K ' sing jIiikisi cNcty

Kuly he- pl.i\s I d^-ainsi siivc his

d.i\s ji |iini|vii' I li^iit S.hool in San Mateo.

Calil . whc-iv Nfl Hall ol faiiK-i Lynn

Swann and San Francisco C«iants slugger

Barrv Bonds also began their caavrs Brady

went 2V) 5 ai Michigan, but scinK4xiw faik-d

loconviiKc ihc pm s».i>uis.

Jk Icll to iK Puts w ith the |99lh pkk of

the 2l>00 drali. a quirk ilut has a kM of per

\pens" stiaking their heads ti> ihis.....I

\,As>«« lATH'PHt-

oOQ on page C7

Iiim Hradv is ItHtking for his »ev-

>>nJ Sup«r B«'wl title in thrrr vcars.
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at Minuteman HOO0 came

Had enough winter?
Fill out a Flying Phil Guess Form,

available at any of the Spring 2004 First Week events listed below,

then come to the Mullins Center to watch

UMass Amherst Men's Basketball play Dayton, February 8th at 2 p.m.

At the half-time drawing, you couldWEWQ JMJMlTMSTB
to fly anywhere in the continental U.S.

compliments of Punxsutawney Phil

fj/uijjjdjjusj ®m
Starring Bill Murray and Andie MacDowell Wv\/ell, what If there is no tomorrow? There ^
Tuesday, January 27, 2004

Showing at the Campus Center Auditorium

4, 6, 8 and 10 p.m.

FREE! m^

wasn 't one today.

Phil (Bill Murray), Groundhog Day

THIS SHOWING IS

Flying Phil Guess Forms available at

the following events:

Monday, January 26 - Jack Nicholson Movie Marathon beginning at 3:30 p.m.

9:30 p.m. Campus Center Auditorium

Monday, Janua/y 26 - Hypnotist, Steven Wronker, 9:30 p.m. Campus Center

Auditorium

Tuesday, January 27- Carnival, Campus Center Concourse, 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Friday, January 30 - Movie, Ocean's Eleven, 9 and 11 p.m. Campus Center 1109

Saturday, January 31 - Casino Night, 9 p.m.. Campus Center 1109

Sunday, February 1 - Movie, Ocean's Eleven, 8 p.m. Campus Center 1109

Sunday, February 1 - Superbowl Sunday at the Bluewall Cafe, Campus Center,

5 p.m. free refreshments, contests with prizes.

You must be present at the drawing to win. Contes

Sponsored by the University of

004 University of Massachusetts Amherst students,

herst Student Activities Center

Ups and downs for hockey
HOCKEY from CI

lo store a cuuplc ol goals as well." Cahoon said.

Nick Kuiper scored at '^.OI ol the lirsi period, and

then Craig MaclXjnald tallied the eventual ganie-win-

ner on the power play at 14:43 of the second. Gabe

Winer made 22 >iop> in the etiort. and Werner earned

J Jocke> last Plaver ot the Week honors fur his efforts

both abroad and in Ikjston.

-With Stephen in the lineup in the first Lowell

game, it wouldn't have made a difference," Cahoon

Naid ol the Che\\ Chase. Md native. "In the second

game, it might have btvn the difference. But he's play-

ing at a heightened level for us now, since the junior

tournament he's raised his level."

- Hie biggest factor [in the team's struggles) is the

lineup, which ha> been completely decimated,"

Cahoon said. "We had Greg Mauldin. Stephen

VNemcr and Chris Capraro out at one time or anoth-

ci. as well as a host of other guys who have been out."

ITie Minutemen have also been hurt by a smaller

scoring output frxmi defenseman Thomas Pock. He

scored two goals against Vermont, in a 5-5 tic in the

final game of the Sheraton/BankNorth Classic in

Burlington. \ t.. but the blue liner with the white-hot

^lap^hoi is now being treated with kid gloves by

opposing teams.

"Now. [jcople are paying a lot of attention to

Tonmty." Cahoon said. "They've bwn able to shut

Junior Chn« Chadwick ha» »een the Minutemen »truH{le mightilv in hi» first »rd»on in Amherst.

UMass continues to struggle
MEN'S HOOP from CI

"Tlircx- con.stvutive wins give

you some confidence back."

Lappas said 'V\e finally felt like

we were starting to play good bas-

ketball heading into our toughest

gsme of the year"

The ccKiliderwe surely look a hit

two night* later, however, as archri-

val and No I Connecticut proved

lo VMasi why it ks the c(xintr>'s

elite team.

Led by a »cemingh taiconsciaus

H-puint effort frv^im guard Ben

Gurdon that saw the AII-AnK-ncan

thom 7-of-8 from three-point

rtngr. the Huskies cruised to a •*!•

67 victcry before a sellout cTowd at

the Manford Civic CeniiT.

"Iliev >howc-d why they're the

number c«ik team in tfw country."

l^ppa» vatd. I'hey've gM Ut\eni

and size everywhere, wid were jiel

the better team tonight.

Icfl \iggiarK> was the \one

bright spot for L'Mass. as he

recorded a caa-er high 22 points.

Back at 500. the Minutemen

then reiunK-d lo the Mullins

Center fur another difitctili test -

thi- lime with SIC power

Tennesip*?»^
With a season heM cri.iwd of

5AM I on hand, the Minutemen put

§ortk a valiant effun against the

Vohmiecrs but ultimately came up

just shoii K^wing 74-fe6 in their

final tuiKup before A- 10 play.

Guard Scooter McFadgon fcd

UT with 22 puinls. whik: back

court partner C| Watson added

14 poinis

Ciabe I.CV had 23 points for

UMass.

"We jusi didn't have eixxigh."

Lappas said "I thought we playcii

well at tinK-s. but when wc didn't

pbiy as well, that s when ii hurt us

Sitting at 5^. L Mass was set to

begin its Atlantic 10 docket with

honte games agpinst La Salle and

George Washington, before hilling

the ruad to face Si. Bonaveniurv

and lXiqiM.*siK.

The unraveling was about to

begin.

Despite taking a one-poini lead

three times in the second half

agaiasi the FApkxers. reigning A-

10 Rookie of the Year Gary Ncal

scored 23 of his 2b poinis in the

setond half, as U Salk- got UM^s
off on the wrung foot in conference

play, winnJr^ 7B-64.

Anderson had 20 points for the

Maroun and While imd trceman

added 12

The Minuten»en then cc<ntinucd

tlKir struggk-s three nights latet. as

M neme>is GW easily slipped pa.si

UMass 7t>-t>l behind 17 p«..ints

from Tnnal Forehion

The V1aaii»n and White were

dominated early, tailing behind 1
2-

and unable lo rexover dopiie I
"^

points from I rcx-man and 1

1

apiece from Bowers and Ux-

UMi^ was thai faced with its

fimi ruad trip o( the yowif A- 10

seasun. as Otean. N.Y. was first on

the iiinerii> and proved to K-

another lough conteM

IX-spite plavinp then .

.-

"Before locking

into a fitness

B^y^^Befon
l^v^r into a ftti

R^facilityin may not

^survive long term, why not

give ttfe veteran profes-

sionals a visit?"

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB

"Big enough lo own the best

equipment, but small enough to

know your name

* In Business 22 rtAns

* LOCAUY OWMID 4 OfBRATfO"

www.amh«r»l8thlatic com

amhebst:
ATHUmClDI

AMiOUT

VACATIONING
SPRING BREAK

'

PLANNING A
SEMESTER ABROAD.'

NEED A PASSPORT?

AMHERST TOWN
CLERK'S OFFICE

PROCESSES PASSPORTS

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8 AM TO 3 PM

FOR MORE INFO:256-4035

WE'RE ACROSS FROM
NEWBURY COMICS

down Pock. So, we've had to do some things to cre-

ate room for him."

On the bright side, UMass ended the winter ses

sion on a high note, with a 1-0 defeat of the Black

Bears in the third and final game of the learns" reg

ular season series. Marvin Degon scored at 8:5b ot

the first period, and Gabe Winer made 22 saves lo

hand the Black Bears their hrst home shutout since

the 1999-2000 season

With the win. the Minutemen finish the break

with an 11-7-5 overall record, and are 7-5-2 in

Hockey East.

"The funny thing is. we've played fairly well

with an undermanned team." Cahoon said. "We

played very well in the second game against Lowell

We just need all of our artillery, we just need to gen

erale offense until (everyone is healthy.) You can't

make chicken soup oul of chicken bones."

Cahoon also hinted at the possibility ol

Anderson's return. While the sophomore has been

skating since November, it is unclear whether he

will be able to come back to game shape this sea

son.

Still, Cahoon said, "there's always that distant

hope."

UMass returns to action tomorrow night, when

it hosts the Northeastern Huskies. It's the first game

of a trio of Hockey East clashes, all at the Mullins

Center.

St, Joe's on a torrid run
\\\ .MlKI M\K/HU

league game ni ilie m..i>(.'ii n "><-

Patrick l.oliins 22 point> thai

paced St Bona. pa»l UMass 77 71

All-contetence pviini gujtd

Marques Green iidded l> |'> pi

and six assists as the fUmiiu

snapped a hve-game kising siu.ik

The M n did n.

solid perl in"" V"'

i2b poinis nght ^

Ereenuui (19 point ,

their hags for Pittsburgh I'a U'^ei

of five tn a row.

Things did mH pel m%\ httU!

for L'Mass in tfw K

tkjwever. as Dumu

the Maroon and White to ' '

cuntervncc plav with " -

win

freeman again p.u.J

Minuiemen with If" p- "M- t

lack lliggm- had .i

24 points, including

poinler- as the l)ukc«. broke .m

early 3-3 dcadK '

'

trailed.

"Ihf' is uhviou«U

we want lu be." I .i|
.

'We're not playing like were

capable of. and wc su-t il-.'i^
•

fwivc anv conlidetKc 4ii\nui(>.

"Wei
ure out

ifwm out qii

llic lu^l lime an Atlantic 10

mens basketball team began a

-eason 15 was 199b, when

lohn Calipan's Massachusetts

Minuiemen began the season

2b en route lo a 35-2 overall

I ecurd and a berth in the NCAA
I iii.il I I'tir

1 hi. -cason. however, it's the

hs Hawks who have

/

Notebook

^llar play uf

poini guard

I a m c e r

Nelson and
fijt k^ nurt

I
1 nil.

\\ • the

dule in

... .K.

the

f."

naiK<n

i' loi tu this veil, itie t^c-l

1 for any St |t< > team wa'^

I I »ir«ighi wins, which the

i<jl4.|5 squ.i>i Tinpiil .if! Iii

'1 its calii;

I he Hawk» n.ivc m'w uWi'

, iiniKit to No 6 in the late»i

ivll. the iii>'h

111 ever v.ill

Hawk Hill home since the 19b5

bb squad ascended as high as

No. 5 in the national polls.

They have also been ranked

for nine consecutive weeks, the

longest sirelch of its kind for St

joe's since the 'b5-bb squad was

ranked all lb weeks of its sea-

son.

It is also the highest ranking

for an A 10 school since Temple

was rated No. 5 in the final

1999-00 poll

FlflMC Hl6N

\V hile St loe's has garnered

the majority of ihe aiieniion

from the national media regard-

ing the A- 10. last season's con-

ference tournament champion

Day ion has put iv^elher the

makings of a very successful

I) under coach Brian

• iv.

Ihe Flyers, who began the

-cason by winning the ^.^

ports Maui Invitational, are

perfect in A- 10 play ai 40. and

lead the conference's West

|)ivision.

At 14-5 overall. UD is

receiving voles for the Top 25 in

both national polls, but was

hurl by a pair of losses lo

Conference USA schools

I incinnali and Saint Loui«,

including an «2-53 dismantling

at the hands of the Bearcats, as

well as a difficult two-point

defeat at the hands of

Wyoming

DOUILE THE FUN

Richmond s Mike Skrocki i*

enjoying a career year at least

to start.

With his 17-point perform

ance against Temple on lanuarv

17. the senior forward and All-

AlO performer has scored in

double figures in 1 7 consecu

tive games, bettering his own
personal mark of 1 5 straight set

during his sophomore season ol

2001 02

FlMT-YUa PNEMOM

Massachusetts vophomorc

forward Rashaun Freeman,

who sat out his freshman year

as an academic non-qualifier, i-

an earlv cnJds-on favorite to be-

the first Minuteman to garner

A- 10 Rookie of the Year honors

since teammate Anthony

Ander>on did so in 2001 02.

A four-time A 10 Rookie of

the S\eek. Freeman i* the only

first year player in the s.onler

ence to lead his team in fnith

scoring (15 1 1 and rebounding

itt II

Coca Cola Presents

The 2004 AMA Xtreme International

Ice Racing Pro Series

at the Mullins Center February 4, 2004 at 7PM

/.SLEEPY HOLLOW BED Cp.>i^
m. MATTRESSES. '•FUTONS' BEDS • ETC. •

^V .

MISMATCH
MATTRESS

TWIN SET $199

MATT ONLY $119

FULL SET $249

MATT ONLY $149

QUEEN SET $299

MATT ONLY $189

M' Qussn

4" Cotton Foam SI 10 N/A

b' Cotton* Foam $135 \/.\

8" Cotton + Foam $155 $180

Cushy Coil $115 $230

•twin size also available

in .select models

Full $99

ROMA PLATFORM Rmes

Full $149

< Queen $179

SIERRA

Cherrv or Natural

Full $225

Queen $249

,\mherst

Collefie

j

AmhcrsI

Common

328 College Si. • Rl. 4 • Amherst • Iiy-Ii^l

\i III iti(' • lui !( : • s\i UM' • ^i \ i: '

IWIchtrit'wn

SpHii Hbu*

Two and four wheeled gladiators will go all out

as they battle bar to bar on the all-new XIIR pro racing

tour, entertaining crowds with thrilling, non-stop, side-

by-side racing action that can only come from the

fastest sport ever to take place on frozen H20! These

machines accelerate from to 60 mph in less than 3

seconds with 1,000 screws on their back wheels and

over 500 on the front, and they do all of this speed

with no brakes. XIIR will bring top international

speedway riders from around the world.

Ticket prices are $15 for the VIP Starting Line

Section, S10, $8, and $6 with a $2 discount for UMASS

Students with valid ID. TICKETS ARE.QN SALE NOW

at the Mullins Center Box Office, all Ticketmaster

outlets, all Filenes, locations, Ticketmaster "Charge by

Phone ' at (413) 733-2500 and www.ticketmaster.com.

^ yC^
MULLINS CENTER

.1 ! , AMI* OS to uu ««H(r< 'o'lHr
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All our desks come with a view.
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put the knowledge, experience and support of the best talent in

the industry behind you. Get the big picture.
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Men's indoor set for return
By Brendan Hall

C'oLLEl^lAN SrAHh

Cuming off his best fall sea-

son as a coach. Massachusetts

indoor track coach Ken O'Brien

hopes his men will carry that

momentum into their first

indoor season since the pro-

gram was cut in 2002.

"We're suffering a few losses

from last year," O'Brien said.

"The returners looked good in

the fall season. I just hope
everybody has taken care of

themselves over the four-week

break."

Undoubtedly the biggest loss

is sprinter Kwesi Frimpong-

Boatang. Last spring, hrimpong
Boatang finished seventh at the

first-ever NCAA East Regional

in Fairfax. Va.. and won gold

medals in the lOU-meter and

200-meter dash at the Atlantic-

10 Outdoor Championships.

To compensate for the losses,

O'Brien will be looking to many
of his athletes, young and old.

to nil in. Captaining the indoor

squad will be seniors |ohn

O'Neill and Dave Falvey.

"They've done a great job

keeping the team focused,'

O'Brien said. As a sophomore in

2002. multi-event runner

O'Neill was UMass' third-lead-

ing scorer with 5b 3/4 points,

won the A- 10 Outdoors

decathlon title with 5.79b

points, placed third in the New
England Championships

decathlon with a personal-best

5.941 points, and recorded the

fourth-best 500-meter time in

school history at the New
Englands with 1:04.41. Sprinter

Falvey will look to make this

year's indoor season as good as

the last one.

In 2002, Falvey was the lead-

off runner in a 4x100 team that

finished fourth at the A- 10

Outdoors, finished eighth in the

400 at the A- 10 Indoors with a

lime of 51.08. and was a mem-
ber of the Minutemen's fastest

4x100 and 4x400 teams.

Both O'Neill and Falvey will

be counted on to score points in

the middle-distance events The

biggest asset to this team will be

its depth, and that certainly can

be said about the jumpers, one

of the stronger units on the

team.

"Everyone is back, and looks

solid." O'Brien said. "I'm going

to be looking to them to help

out quite a bit."

junior Derek Swart will lead

this young, but sound unit. As a

freshman in 2002. Swart fin-

ished sixth in the long jump at

the A- 10 Indoors with a jump of

21-1 1/2. Another noteworthy

jumper is junior sprinter/

jumper Joseph McCormack. As

a freshman in 2002.

McCormack finished seventh in

the 200-meter dash at the A- 10

Outdoor in 22.1 seconds, and

also placed ninth in the high

jump at the meet.

"loseph is our most versatile

athlete." O'Brien said. "He can

score points in a lot of events,

especially the triple jump and

long jump. I'm going to try

resisting the urge to overuse

him. because he is going to need

breaks with the events he does."

O'Brien will also rely on

sophomore James Godinho, jun-

ior Mike Carr, and freshman

Tyler Simpson to carry the load

in those events. Another deep

unit lies in the long distance.

"We've got lots of backup

strength in those events,"

O'Brien said. "We're going to

need someone to step up as a

frontrunner."

That frontrunner might end

up being junior Ion Korhonen.

This will be his first season in

indoor, having not run in 2002.

Korhonen did. however, place

fifih that year in the 5.000-

meter event at the A- 10

Outdoors.

Slam dunked
By Bob McGovern

Relentless pursuit
No rest for the

wear'y women
By LtAM WvNtH
lU>ll((.IAN SlAH-

Not every student at the University of

Massachusetts has the luxurv .if .i rcLixed fi^e

week long winter break

The members of the vmiiikh > iiKlit'i iiu>.k

team never miss a beat in their training regime.

After a short break during finals, the

Minuiewomen began a grueling M.hedule ol \»ork-

Miti — thai is. if running only five limes a week

instead of six can rightfulU K- referred to as a

break.

Once they arrived at home, iheir three weeks ol

freedom were filled with disiunce runs, interval

training, speed workouts, drills, hill workouts,

technique wc>rk. and weight training

The Maroon and White then returned to UMass

for the remaining tv^o week* ol vacation.

The students that lived oil campus simply

moved in early, while those that resided on campus

stayed in the Campus Center Hotel, eating their

meals together on the 1 0th llooi. UMass coach

Julie IjiFreniere does the important job of arrang-

ing the living situations; by handpicking the room-

mates, she does her K-st to promote team Kmding

"I assign roommates and try to put athletes

from different event areas together." l.aFreniere

said. "Its so they can get to know and appreciate

what someone from a totally different event area

does for training, etc."

The entire team trains iwke a day. both at 10

a.m. and after lunch at 2 p.m. In between, "they

have time to relax together." l.aFreniere said.

According to l.aFreniere. the intersession train

ing period in itself plays an integral role in team

bonding and building unity, because when school is

in session, the athletes train at different venues and

at many different times of the day. and may not gel

lu know their teammates as well as they would like

to.

Ideally. LaFreniere would like to see the team

training uniformly at an established time every day

during the year

"I The separated training scheduksl are basical-

ly because of our lack of facilities, and also due to

class conllicts." LaFreniere said.

But ai least for the two weeks before ihe semes

ter olticially begins, the team is together In fact,

with the recent inclement weather, they were more

together than l.aFreniere had anticipated When

the temperatures hit — negative 40 degrees with

the wind chill lactorc-d in. UFreniere was present-

ed with a problem.

"I had the distance kids and the sprinters do a

workout together in the pool, btxause it was too

cold to go outside with wind chills of negative-40."

she said."

As for the team-bonding angle, the weather only

helped

"I think that is probably one of the few times

they have done a workout together." l-aFreniere

said.

Given the weather, and the facilities, the team

has been doing extremely well l.aFreniere has

been working with both sprinters and distance for

the past weeks, and was very plea.sed with the

results.

"judging from this past week of training, both

groups tame back lo campus in very good condi

lion." LaFreniere said. "So far. everyone's attitudes

and work ethics have been great
"

Next up for the Minuiewomen is the Husky

Invitational in Boston on Friday.

It's funny how an instant can

encompass an entire team's frus-

tration.

For the Massachusetts women's

basketball team, that instant took

place in the first half of its game

against conference rival St.

Bonaventure on |an. 18.

The Bonnies. who were previ-

ously 0-8 at the Mullins Center,

were putting a full-coun press on

the Minuiewomen. Due to a lack

of communication. UMass point

guard Ckxj Foster got trapped and

was forced to bum a tinic\xil.

Visibly frustrated, she stoniied off

the court and slammed the ball on

the grouiul.

UMass never bounced back.

The Minuiewomen lost the

game 70-58. continuing their win-

ter slump. UMass has gone 2-8

during the winter break, with one

more game lo play before students

return to campus, and has lalkm

victim lo the frustrations of a team

with more questions than answers

"I think righi now we're under

achieving. I think we lack emotion

and I'm a emotional coach,"

UMass coach Mamie Dacko said.

One bright spv)i for the

MinutewonK'n has been the play ol

senior guard ludii Zsedenyi. who

is the only member of the team

scoring in double figures 1 1 8

PPg>
Zsedenyi has Iven frustrated

with the team's k>sing ways; she

sees a lack ol urgency and re>pcvi

from her teantmates as the

Minuiewomen have lost the cohe-

sion that was evident in the early

weeks of the season

"We don't listen, we don't listen

lo the coaches at ail and there i> a

lack of discipline and a lack irf

respect When you don't listen to

your coach everything will fall."

Zsedenyi said. "V\e are not work

ing together, when we won against

\'ermont. peopW- staned working

as a unit together."

Dacko is pleased with

Z.sedenyi's intensity and kioks to

her to be a bader on ilx- court.

"ludit gives you everything all

the lirtK". she works hard, she cuts

hard. aivJ she's emotional." Dacko

said. "She has the drive and deter

mination to play at the next k-vel.

Her teammate's k>ok to her and

when she has a hard iiiik-. no one

is picking up the slack
"

F^rlier in the year LVfass

brought a diffea-ni brand of inten

Juilii Zsedenvi is ihi lorn .Minutew»»nwn currently postins Jou-

ble-di|;ii p*>inis per eame. She i» avcrauint; lO.f* points per ctmlrM.

sity into all of its ganK-s tkxlic^

wea- frc-queiitly i.«n the Ikior cluis

ing k)ose halls, but rcveiiiK the

play has bcvn sluggish.

"\Mien you risk ii all >>.>u ii-k

the chaiKc of leaving at all ipui

there, but at k.M \t'- ..II ..m ilu i.
"

Dacko sakl

Fdris Baik'S .inu I-iuh'M

Campbell. K>lh junior ci>llej?e

iranslers in llKir lunmr

have been up and d«.>vMi v.

cuursc of the season lam|>KII

who was averaging a doubk- dint

bk* in the b<.-gmning of thi* scas>

has watched \\cr piodiKtion fall

the s«.'as».Ki has dragged on

"It's ixH luCo anviiiorv so ixir

expectationN aa- higher." Dask..

said "They have lo put ihcmseK

in positKMi to be the best ih>.'\ ^.m

be. but thex're noi thciv m-i

Zs^xlenvi and the oiIki seniors

aa* starting to get IrustraKxl sMih

the directkm their liniil season i-

heading. Even though her k'vel ul

plav has Kvn es<.alating. Zsedenyi

knows that if th*.- team kcvps k»s-

Ing. Ixr Miitisih.s vtill K- meaning

"I'm Iwppy thai Ini geiiing biM

ter. lluii I can step up. but Lm iK>t

liappv that were not winning."

/•cjenvi said. "Ho\» trustrating is

ilijt ' W hen yi>u re ifi ihi- cmirt Iih

>t) minutes and doing .

\MU can and siill your it.ii

It's abst^>luteJy terrilying.'

^Before locking

into a fitness

facility ttiat may not

"^sui^ive long term, why not

give tt>e veteran protes-

sionals a visit?"

AMHERST ATHLCTK CLUB

Big enough lo own Ihe betl

equipment but small enough lo

kmm t/om name
* /« autimss 22 uahs

' LOCMir OWMIO i OPtMTlO"

WWW amharalatMalic com
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Brady makiny

tiis name known
BRADY from page C7

day. Brady didn't let that rattk-

him. either.

"Tom never kls his emotions

get in the way of ihe game." Pats

tackle Matt Light said.

Except once: In 1981. Brady s

father tcKik him to see the 49i.rs

playoff game in nearby San

Francisco that was dcvided by an

improbable Montana-io-Dwight

Clark touchdown hookup novv

known, majestically, as "Ihc

Catch." Brady missed it and still

regrets it.

Addicted to fantasy sports
FANTASY from page C2

has a giH.nl luiiii on paper but the

question that arises is whether or

not ii is a good fantasy leam.

The difference between the two

is so vast that it can be confusing to

the non experienced CM. If you

uea- lokl itwl Anda-i Kirik-nko

v\as k'ticr ihiin either \ ince Carter

or Kobe Brxiint. you wxmld have to

laugh. In the world of fantasy.

Kirilcniko is king, and plavcrs like

Carter and Bryant aa* good, but

should be secotxl options

To explain this woukJ be anoth-

er column in and of itself but lo

those that plav. vou understand

Well it looks like Tl lord had

another giKxl night; I better pick

him up befoa- someone else does

Maybe after I'll post a message

bcvause I'm beating Scotly this

week, and man it fcx'ls good.

fioh StcGowm is a Collegian

ailumnist.

Georgetown

talk. ulk. ulk. talk, talk

to any phone in the world

The Best Phone Bill

Is No Phone Bill.

FRK phone service irrstintJy

www^ofTiinuteman.com

W^ Campus
Recreation

Patci Oflficials Needed For Basketball & Wrestling

Basketball - Jan. 28 @ 7 p.m. (Totman Gym)

Jan. 29 # 7 p.m. (Totman Gym)
jPlcasc call the office for clinic attendance rcquiremcnnj

Wrestling - Feb. 2.3 (?> 6 p.m. (Boyden 223)

Still Time To Enter: Basketball

More info: 215 Boyden, 5-2693

On The Web: www.umass.edu/umim

2004 SlMMhRPROi.RAMS

Latin America and Ihe Age of dlobali/alion

Buenos Aires. Argentina - June 14 -Jul) 23. 2(K>4

Latin American Politics: dlobali/ation and lh«

McltdoMn <if SiKiel)

Buenos Aires. Argentina - July 5-Augusl 13.2004

The European Inion: Ant>*erp Kxchange Program

Antwerp. Belgium - Ma) 23-Junc 5. 2(M>4

Gatenay to Business Program

Washington. IX - June 1 -Julv 2. 20()4

Schtx)! fur Summer and I ontinuiiii; I dik.i""''

Georgetown I nixersity

1437 37th St. N W. Wa.shington. IX' IW^I

P/ww (202)687-571** 5J(.i: fax (:o:i687.8')>4

t-mail sscespecialprograms u gcorgetown edii
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TOTAL FITNESS
W'llIKH I w \;;/v<- /v /''^'

$139
-k Student Special •

4 months
Best Aerobics-Best Machines

^•^;s^ft • s \i'i ii '
s •

iRii ivr/o//;-. •

< YKI \ SIMUM'^'^I I ">
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am AnoEncciUB
256^080

m.amhust

www.amherstathletic.com

Mi^^ Campus
Recreation

Still Time to I,titer:

Kaskethall(MAV/C)., A.S.A.R

(ict Those Forms hi H\

WallvbalKMAV/C) 2/2

Wrestling (MAV) 2/17

More Info: 215 Boyden, 5-2693

On The Web: www.umass.edu/umim

Smooth Skin for Spring Break!

lArE ENTRANTS SHOULD CHECK FOR
EXTENSIONS IN BOYDEN 215

AMHERST l.AShK \ SKIN ' \K' ' I ^ H i<

196 NORTH PLEASANT STREET • SUITE 11

AMHERST MA 01002 • 413-2532214 • ^AX 413253-2216

Laser Hair Rcduciion- with CiontlcLaso'""

Utili/ing achanccd laser tcchnolouN.

Permanent and Painless

Both Men and VVonion

Any Area oltlie M(hI\

Bikini * Face * Chin * lip * I ndcrarm * leg * Hacis

Call Now for a free initial phssician consultation

Sign up for a package hclbrc March I si and receive 50" o off.

Amhersl Laser and Skin (are ( enler

Bob WeitAnian MD- Medical Director

4LV253-22I4
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UMass funds

increase in

Romney plan
By Ken Mac;i ire

,\vv« lATH' PkISS

BOSTON (AP) -Ciov Mill Romne> wanis

to double >fXfn(Jing on the (.'omnwnwcalth

College honors program at the University of

Massachusetts, a pel piwject ol Wiiliain Bulger's

that the governor tried to eliminate last year

along v^ith Bulgers j«.>b us pnrsident ol the

UMass.

Six month* atter Bulger nmgned m bttd of

the sute'<i univeriity. Romnev has dnjpped his

efforts to eliminate the presiderKy. Me submit

ted a pnjposed budget lor the next fiscal year

that increases spetxling to UMass and embraces

the Comnionwealih t oik-ge honors program

The prugram was creaic"d by Bulger to allo\».

lop students to conduct research Romr»e>s

budget pruposal released yc-*ierda\ would dou-

ble spending on the program lo $^4 milli«.M»

Under the governor's pn.>posed budget, he

also announcfd plans to iiwrease K- 1 2 spi-nding

by just over > pi-n.eni. to $?t> bilkm Thai

should allow mo«t school diMricis to inainuin

current spending, as opp.»sed to 20 perccm

reductions in the current liscal year

Spending on public higfK-r educatK>n. mean-

while, would in».rease by nearly 10 |x-rccnt. to

$«<)>million still short of the $1 billion spc-nt

iwu years i^(u.

Unlike iHt yeu. ihetv s no prupusal to ciiminaie

the UM«i pnoiideiKy. nor privatize any cam

New England's Largest Coi i.egh Daily • Est. 1890 Volume CXIV Issue 2

eBay-UMass

theft case

resolved
By Dan O'BRlhN
I I>IH.1.IA,S ^lAH^

Massai liuMii> G..V. Mitt Rommv speak* JurinB a nn»» ciwferenec announcing the new stale budKel as Li. I ..%.

Kerrv HealfV. left. liH>ks i.n. veMcrJav at the Stali-hi>UMr in B»>sl«>n.

Governor releases budget plan
By SifcVi- LtBiANc

A*«»i-|ATII> PlUss

"He's sun of k-amed a link- sonxthing." said

Paul Schlichtinan. head of thi- Massachusc-iis

As-sociation of School Committcx-s. "I cinniiK-nd

the governor tor kx)king at aki numbers that are

rcalistk in the politkal >pfx're."

Bulger the lonner stale Senate presideni

headed UMass for eight years belore resigning

under political pressure laai Aufust. He was

wtdaK «Mitkiaed tat h» Iwdi of ooopetatwn with

a ctjngre*.<ikjnal investigation into the f-BI's han-

dling of mob infomuints. including hi- bnrtfwT.

fugitive nK>l)Nter |aiiK-» "Whitev" Bulgei

fkilger established CvHTiiiHwiweiilih Colk-ge

in 1999. TK- prv>gram. whwh al>o leache^ leatl

cTihip and eiKourage> community involvenK-ni.

has 2.000 studc-nts.

in a statement, interim UMass Preskk-nt Mwk

Wibon saki the proposal recognizes the univer

sity's conlnbution to the state- tvonomk aixi

social development

The Republkan governor also proptwcd

offering scholarships for top scorers on the

MCAS exams.

Students scoring in the lop 25 fx-reent by

their junior year would have their tuitkjn

waived at any state colkt^•. for either two- or

four year programs. Also, those in the top 10

pereeni wouW rc-ceive a $2,000 annual bonus to

defray the cost of fcvs under the gi.)vemors plan.

The prugram is tMimated to cost $12 million

next year

As expectc-d. Romney s budget woukl also

expand charter schcvis by eliminating cap- on

enrollinent.

The increases in K 1 2 spmding in«.liidc- S40

millkm targeted to districts that -core poorly on

MCAS. It proposes funding lor lull-day kinder

garten. and parent prepjiratkin classes, akmg

with after-school and summer tutoring.

BOSTON tAP) — Gov. Mill Romney. hoping the

second time- the charm, unveiled a S22.98 billion

budget plan yesterday ih.it revives many of his banner

proposals that failed lo vmm legislative backing last

vear

Romney i- again pressing hi* case lo merge the

Massachuseii- Turnpike Authority with the -tale

highwav department He'- renewing calls to fold the

Bsi-ton Municipal Court into the di-irii.1 court system

and eliminate the Inspector (ieneial's office, ^et

again, he's looking to increase how much state

employees pay for health in-urance

If lawmakers don't embrace the reforms. Ronine\

said, ihcy must rai-e t.i^ ',

! ^ spending

cuts, or reject many of 1. est in the

-tale's children and the iXHjr in a budget already pro

lecled lo be facing a $1.2 billion gap

"It will be different this year." Romney said. "The

I egi-laiure re-ponds to what the public at large feels,

and I believe that the Legislature is hearing that if we

doni -ce refv>riii-. then were not going to be able to

make those key investments."

The Republican governor said his budget plan

anticipate- a i percent growth in spending over ihi

current fiscal year, assuming the Turnpike lakeovei

The proposed budget for the 2005 fiscal year, whicti

begins |uly I. avoids using the stale's dwindling

reserves and includes no new taxc- Hin would

increase fees by about Sib. 5 million

A key part of Romney s plan is an overhaul of the

-late pension system Romney said his plan, which

will not affect current retirees, places a cap on the

pension an employee can receive ba-ed on a true

reflection ol the employee's earnings over the course

of their career, rather than relying on the employee

-

three lop earning years to calculate the pension.

But tucked away in the budget plan are dozens of

cuts Romney s plan would end funding for a suicide

prevention program, eliminate a pro-iale cancer pre-

tention initiative, cut in half funding for a teen preg-

nancy prevention program, cut $5 million in water

and sewer rate relieL eliminate a school-based health

program, and cut Si > million from programs for the

menially retarded

Human service programs, which typically represent

ab«.»ui half the stale budget, would see iheir spending

grow by $525 million, from SlOb billion to SI 1.1

billion. Health and human service advocates say the

increase still falls abv>ui $>00 iniiln>i) -tn ..I wh.ii i-

needed to maintain current -crvi^c-

Although ihe budget would not sut eligibiliiv lor

Medicaid recipient-, it would reduce Medicaid pay-

ment- to hc>spital- and other provider- by $150 mil-

lion. The budget would al-o reduvc the -late- contri-

bution to a fund thai coser- unin-uted pilient- who

seek hospital care

"This is a real -tcp hdi.k«.i:- nJ Ron

ffollander. president of the Massachuseii* Hospital

:>incc l^8b. tile iiuiiiIhi ul avuic vaie ho-pilals in

Massachusetts ha- dropped from I I 5 to t>7

Health and Human Services Secretary Ron Preston

said the reductions are difficult but nece—ar- .* 'h--

stale want- lo protect the most vulnerable.

"None of these arc things we take any pleasure in

he said.

Stale aid to cilies and town-, which -aw deep

reductions last year as the state grappled with a S>

billion budget deficit, is level-funded in most cate-

1.- in Romney- budget, with .< -light incrc.nsc for

,1. education funding

"There's a lot of pain out there, but the governor s

budget is certainly an improvement over what was

proposed last year," said Geoffrey Beckwiih.

President of the Mn'^<.Khti-eti- Munnipal

Association.

Michael Widmer ol the Ma-sachu-ett> laxpaycr

foundation called the budget "very lean" and the

governors reliance on $500 million in one time rev

enucs "questionable from a li-cal point ol view

The presideni of the Ma-sachusetis Bar

Association (MBA) criticized Romney 's decision to

base funding for the trial court in part on a near dou-

bling of what the courts colled in lee- and revenue-

"Too much of this budget i- dependent upon col-

lecting more monies from less-advantaged individuals

who must resort lo the courts to seek justice." -aid

MBA Presideni Richard C. Van Nosirand

A former University of Massachuseii*

employee admitted to a judge in

Hampshire Superior Court on IVc 20

that he stole thousand- of dollars worth

of UMass laboratory equipment and then

resold the items on the Internet.

Daniel Hunt. 59. of 197 River Road

in Whatley pleaded guilty to 10 counts of

receiving -tolen priiperty. 10 counts of

breaking and entering in the daytime lo

commit a felony. 1 1 count- ol larceny

from a building and one count of break-

ing and entering in the nighitime to ci>m

mil a felony

ffunt worked at the Lniver-iiy for 19

years as a fire salety officer and asbestos

abatement expert for tfur Physical Plant

K'fore his arre-t He had ke\- to itianv

campus building-

After an eighi-mcmth inve-tigaiion.

the University of Massachusetts Police

IX'partment suspected that ihe -tolen

item- \»ere being resold online The

LMPD got iheir big break on March 28.

when a rare piece of i-quipmeni that was

reported mis-ing appeared the next day

on eBay com. an online auction website.

Working with eBay- Iraud unit, police

identiHed Hum as their -uspeci.

Police said the total amount of Hunt s

thefts could be over $lliO.0tH) and the

dollar amount ol item- he -old on

eBay com could total more than SMt 000

According to court papc ^ale

alone netted $21,452.

A police seareh of his hume on April

1 1 turned up no equipment; however, his

computer hard drive wa- confi-cated.

UMPO began receiving report- of

stolen science equipment in August

2002. Some ol the equipment that was

reported mi-sing included camera lenses,

a micrometer, microscopes, calipers and

scales. The mi-sing equipment was

stolen from several labs, including those

at Ihe Graduate Research Center. Morrill

Science Center. Hasbrouck Lab.

Chenoweih Lab and the Cioodell build-

ing

Ron Grosslein. an engineer for the

physics department, was one out ol a

group of people in the department who

discovered a missing item on eBay com.

"I was saddened to find someone ripping

off our equipment and affecting our

research, bui more -o that it was a

UMass employee." Gros-lein said.

He pointed out that a large numfK-r ot

UMass employee-, including proles-ors.

custcnJian- and emergency officials, have

master keys to a nuniK-r of buildings.

"I'm pleased lo be part of an organi-

zation where this |type of theft| is rare."

he -aid.

Neil Erickson. research professor in

See THEFT on page 3

Kerry lines up endorsements;

Dean may shake up staff

By Ri)N Foi RNIVR

.A—iH I site I'hi—

Student Union, corner pocket.

Ajay Shah takes advantage of a free day at Union Billiards, aer.iss from The Hatch. Shah joined

friends in the packed p<H>l hall, which now sports the updated UM.i-s lou>< on its wall.

WASHINGTON lAP) -

lohn Kerry has a winner- pock

etful of money and iiiomentuin

for a cross-country campaign

blitz designed to solidify his

standing atop the nemocialic

presidential field. His rivals

must make do with le— and

with little time.

Reeling from Kerry's hack-

lo-hack thrashings in Iowa and

New Hampshire, Howard Dean

retreated yesterday lo \ermonl

vvheie he resisted efforts by

advisers to scale back his tight

-

in-every-statc amhiiions. The

former governor al-o \va- con-

-idering staff changes.

"I think they can get iheir act

together." -aid IclT I, ink. a Dean

supporter anil -iralegi-t to Iowa

Sen. lorn llarkin. who ha-

endorsed Dean, "Bui the hard

part is. how do you slow Kerry

down alter two big wins'.'"

The same question loomed

lor Wesley Clark and Sen. lohn

Idwards of North Carolina alter

they finished 2t percentage

points behind Kerry and 14 per-

centage points behind Dean in

New Hampshire. They hope to

cherry -pick a victory or two

and some delegates from the

list of seven states holding elec-

tions Tuesday.

Sen. |oe l.ieberman ol

Connecticut finished fifth, and

ignored the advice of some -up-

porters to drop out. "I got a

good start." he said, even as

some backers said he was tin

ished.

Kerrv pie--ed hi- advantage

veslciday by preparing to -atu-

rale the airwaves with political

ad- in all seven slates —
Missouri. Arizona. South

Carolina. Oklahoma. New
Mexico. Delaware and North

Dakota.

He unveiled key endorse-

ments, starting vviih South

Carolina Rep. jim Clyburn. and

worked lo secure more proof

that the Democratic establish-

ment wa- lallinj; behind hi- can

didacy. Aide- said ihey expected

to bring the governors ot

Michigan and Arizona into the

told soon

Still. Keiry ha- his hurdles to

climb. He has not aired ads or

visited the states in month-

And. as the front-runner, he is

now a big target spreading his

resources across seven stale-

while rivals choose their spots.

He has adopted the same

nioiiieiminiliiiiKling strategv

once used by Dean, who racked

up endor-ements from former

\ ice President Al Gore and his

20W rival. Bill Bradley, along

with Harkin and two major

labiM union-.

The high-profile embraces

contra-ted with Deans anti-

esiabli-hment image, slowing a

campaign already staggered by

the candidate's miscues and his

rivals' attacks. Kerry doesn't

expect that problem because he

hope- to be the e-taHli-hment

candidate, the rallying point lor

party elite waiv of Dean

That leaves the New
Hampshire also-rans little room

to maneuver in seven -tales

vvheie voters are just starling lo

pay attention with their first

sight being a lioni-running

Kerry

rile caiulidale-' problems

arc compounded by a lack ol

money. Even Dean, the lield's

top fund-raiser, has less than $5

million on hand. He has not

aired T\' ads in any of the seven

Slates this week, and it would

cost al least $1.5 million to sat-

urate the airwaves, like Kerry.

Several Dean advisers,

speaking on condition of

anonymilv. said there is not

enough lime to slow Kerry's

momentum belore Tuesday.
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Weekly Calendar of events
Compiled by Sara- Megan Walsh

Today
University of Massachusetts \n information/audition ses-

sion lor ihe Kisc College l.arly Music Pnjgram will be held

from II a.m. to 1:50 p.m. in room 150 of the Fine Arts

Center .Audition.s are available on a first come, first serve

basis to all those interested in singing or plaving.

Amhcrsi College — At 8 p.m. the musical "A Funny Thing

Happenc-d on the Way to the Forum," directed b\ Mark Alien

i:)avis. will play in Buckley Recital Hall. Tickets are free but

advaiKed reservations are recommended. For reservations,

call (413) 542 21^5 The play shows again at 8 p.tn. on both

Friday and Saturday.

Amherst CoUcge — The performance piece "Dead Fall,"

written and produced by Professor Suzanne Dougan ol the

l^rpartment of Theater and Dance, will show at 8 p.m. in

Holden Theater "IX'ad Fall" expkires the conflicts of three

generations of an .\nierican family in a wa> reminiscent ol

the myth Flectra. Tickets are free but advanced reservations

arc recommended. For reservations, call (415) 542-2277. It

will shc>w again at 8 p.m. on Friday, and at 2 pm and 8 p.m.

on Saturdav

UMms — At 8 p.m.. the perfonnance piece "Two Bodies: A

Love Story." will show in the Curtain Theater "Two Bodies:

A Ixjve Story," written by UMass students Maureen Fleming

and Senofer Stead, telb the story of a woman in her twenties

who beccHiK's entangled in an abusive relationship and must

struggle for her independence. Tickets cu(<t $3 to $5 and arc

available at the door Further showings of the perlonnanoe

are at 8 p.m. on Friday, and at 2 p in. and 8 p.m on Saturday.

Tomorrow
Hampshire College — Rolaixlo Encinas. a Bolivian musician

and comixiMi. will give a kvturc and demonstration entitk-d.

"Four IX-cades of Bolivian Music: A Lived Experience" at 1

1

a.m. in the West L.ecture Hall of Franklin Patterson Hall.

Lunch will be served alterwards.

Saturday KJ I

Smith Colfcge — The Swimming and Diving team is hosting

a Winter Luau as they lake on Rc-gis and Colbv Sawyer at I

p m. in the Pool Gallery of the .'Kthletic Complex. Free

banana splits and Hawaiian pizza will be provided.

S H n d a y

Smith College — "Signs ot the limes, ' a documcniarv about

the life of Marija dinibutas bv Starhawk and IVmiu Reed,

will ntakc its FLast Coast premiere at 2 p in in V\ right Hall

Auditorium. Tickets cost $10 to $25 on a sliding s:ale. All

proceeds will beneiil the Hestia Women's Mural Restoration

Project.

January 19 - February 3 1004

Amhent College — Auditions for "The Cure of Troy .

Seamus Heane>'s version of Sophocles "Philoctetes," are at

7 p.m. in Webster Studio 2 There arc ihiee pniKiple male

roles, and four others of indeteniiinate gender Dates ol

showings are April 22, 23, and 24. Actors should prepare a

joke. ITie sign-up sheet is located outskle o( the theater and

dance department oflice. Auditions will also be heU at 7 p.m.

on Tuesday.

Amherst CoUcge — Auditkms for "Tom," A new play by

Ann MacRac and directed b) Professor Mkhael Birtwistle ol

the department of theater and dance, are at 7 p.m. m Webster

Studio 3. There are thrcx- rok-s lor men and thtw rokrs for

women. Pertomiance dates are April 1 . 2. and 3 A sign up

sheet is located outskie the theater and daiwe department

office. Auditions will also be held at 7 p.m. on Tuesday.

Smith College - From 7 to 10 p.m.. there will be- auditions

for "Top Girls" in the TV Studio in MeiKlenhall CPA. "Top

Girls" explores the role of women in contemporarv society

through various femaks charactei^ perceptions Callbacks

will be on Weds . Feb 4 and the- pi-H.>iiii,iiKc will be on .May

I 3 to 15

Monday Tu e s d ay

Mount Holyokc — At 4:30 p.m.. Marie l.ovrod. a Five

Colkrge Women's Studies Researeh Associate from St

Francis XavWr University will give a talk entitled "Shifting

Contexts, Shaping Experiences: Child Abuse Survivor

Narratives" at tlw Five C oik-gc Women n Researeh Center at

83 Colk-ge St.

Amhcrsi College - At 8 30 pm . MTV Real World

Hawaii caM members Colin and Rulhie will host a dis-

cussion, -Real Wt)rld Speaks" in Wright Hall

Auditorium Colin and Ruth will answer questions on

reality television, sex and their lives on "The Real

World
"

Great Jobs in Amherst

Fundraising by Teleplione

Evenings and Weekends!

Raise awareness artd furxls for.

Write for news! Write for news! Write for news!

We offer

$10 -15/hoor average . flexible schedule* and beneMs.

for coneMeratten. please call Joyce at: 413-S49-2061;

faa: 41 3-549- 2600; or e-mail: JSweeneyOehare9roup.com
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Court addresses

UMass theft case

First News Meeti^i
Monday @ 6 PM. All writers must at

New writers are welcomed. wj

See THEFT from page 1

the astronomy department said

that the majority of the items

stolen from his department

were microscope lenses. He
mentioned that the way in

which the items were stolen

made it difficult for people

working in his department to

notice that they were missing.

"We didn't notice the thefts

right away because people

swap (the microscope lenses

j

all the time." he said.

lohn Machta. head of the

physics department, said that

the equipment stolen from the

physics department was worth

about $20,0UU. Machta also

said that the thefts set back

student projects

"It took about two weeks to

get the equipment replaced."

he said. "Five graduate stu-

dents were unable to pursue

their theses during this peri

od."

He said that the guilty plea

has allowed HIn staff and stu-

dents in hi> department lu

begin to somewhat let their

guards down.
"Before he was caught it

was pretty intense because we
didn't know who did it. It was

definitely a damper on morale."

he said.

Hunt's sentencing is sched-

uled for Keb. 4. Assistant

Northwestern District Altornc>

loseph Ouinlan is asking thai

Hunt serve two and a half years

behind bars at the Hampshire

tail and House of Correction

and five years of probation

upon his release

Hunt's lawyn C kttu\

Kinder, is asking that hl^ ..liont

serve probation and communi-

ty service, as well as pay resti

tution.
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New budget marks a step

in the right direction
Apparently, public education is no longer on

the chopping block here in Massachusetts.

Yesterday, Gov. Mitt Romney announced the

Commonwealths budget for fiscal year 2005,

and included in the $22.98 billion are measures

to improve spending on education. This

includes a twofold increase in spending on the

University of Massachusetts' Contmonwealth

College, as well as an overall increase in higher

education spending by nearly 10 percent.

The new budget stands as a strong sign of

hope for students, faculty, staff, ainl supporters

of the University, be it the Amherst flagship

campus or the other campuses in the eastern

part of the state.

It is also a striking reversal of fortune for

the Slate's public education system, which

only a year ago was in danger of becoming a

casualty of Romney's initial plans for the

Commonwealth. Included in this was a pro-

posal to eliminate the president's position at

UMass. Though the proposed elimination was

likely just a sirik* against Romney's strongect

Democratic foe. former UMass President

William Bulger, it also could have had long-

lasting, damaging effects on how this institu-

tion is run. as well as the value of the dipluma

thai seniors will receive in a few short

months
The measures made in the governor's budget

propoMi show thai there is hope for UMass. as

well as all public education in the

Commonwealth. Though the final dollar

amount falls $147 million short of the number

thai was allocated for education two ycar> ago.

it represents a marked change in the direction

thai public education is taking in this >iate

Where the last 18 months have been full of

doubt and worry about the fiscal healih of

UMass, yesterday was a banner day for those

who represent this university, be it through

teaching, maintenance, or the consumption of

the valuable education offered here.

It isn't perfect, though There is still a lot of

work lo be done, and although the new educa-

tion budget is an encouraging sign of the com-

monwealth's willingness to fund a primary need

of its citizens, it still doesn't quite fix what's bro-

ken. Among the critics of the new budget is

Cathy Houdreau, president of the Massachusetts

Teachers Association.

"We're just glad it's not another year of deep

cuts .. but it still doesn't provide for real

growth, it docs not restore programs and fund-

ing." Houdreau told the Associated Press.

Indeed, that which has been lost in the mas-

sive cuts implemented on the Commonwealth's

education budget will not be restored by the

new plan. Here at UMass. programs like child-

care will not be getting back the funding they

lost in the (irsi months of Romney's tenure.

Thai which hat been broken has not been fued

yet. and it is up lo the UMass community to

remain steadfast in its pursuit of the reMoration

of funds, be it through communication with

Slate legislators, rallies, or any other measures

that can show Governor Romney how vital it is

to support the state's institution of higher edu-

cation

The Daily Collegian applauds this change,

though we aren't out of the woods yet. and

hopes that this is only the beginning, and not a

onetime reprieve for one of the

Commonwcallh'N most valuable and important

a>Net-«'.

itiitgned ediioriaU represent the majority

opinion of The Massachuufiti Daily Collegian

tJilonui Board.

MTV's message is one-sided
.Along with an inordinate

amount of sleeping, this winter

break albwcd me to indulge in h

hearty dose of irash TV: a

pc>icnt mix that consists of
|f|||

tin. king between MTV. ^^^^^
\HI. R:and Bravo

One Saturday morning

desctmded into a three-hour "Real

WorU" marathon - a show 1 had

ceased to watch somewhere

annind the forgcttabkf Seattle cast.

Snippets I've glimpsed since pre-

pared me for the "Real Workl: San

Diego": an unusually gym-ioncd

and stylish bunch of Americans liv-

ing in an oceanfront mansion

What I was not so prepaa-d for

was the conservative politics

embedded in Mary Ellis-Bunim

and Jonathan Murray's editing and

production.

It is clear that MTV's "story of

seven strangers" has changed from

one with a mi.xed race, class and

sexual orientation narrative to a

story of seven beautiful, apolitical,

and culturally mainstream individ-

uals whose homogeneity challenge

the very concept of being

"strangers." This largely retkvts

the production changes within

MTV as a whole. The implications

of "The Real World " portrayal of

race within current .American soci

ely arc frightening.

The composition of "RW: San

Diego" fits well with MTV's new

style: five light-skinned folks, a

Korean-American giri. and a

Morehouse graduate named

lacquese. lacquese is correct when

he identifies as being "put in this

situation": "The Real World" has a

long tradition of putting one black

man info a house v\ith a predomi-

nantly "white" culture and commu-

nity. In this loaded situation,

lacquese has to constantly combat

stereotypes of becoming the

"angry/sensitive/unsociahle/'ghet-

to' black man." Not surprisingly,

his housemates are quick to jump

to these stock characterizations in

social situations that range from

the awkward to the downright

racist.

MTV capitalizes off this engi-

neered dynamic (drama = gtxxl

ratings), and in doing so. makes an

attempt to deflate a funny and

smart member of the household.

lacquese lacks a social support sys

tern, and has to reiKh out U> friends

ui htMtK and his mother to keep his

bearings This is a difli

||.k.u cull task lor the onl>
^""'

identilicxl "Other" on a

verilabk- island of mid-

dk-ciass while privilege.

The climax ot the episode is

reached the nexi evening, when the

cast goes oui for a night at a kxail

club. Robin is again the fix.-us. as

she gets into a light oulsklc with a

man she accuses ot calling her a

"bitch", lacquese. saving Robin

upset, pulls her aside lo talk about

it Robin admits to having calk-d

the man a "nigger", and lai-ques

shakes his head at the letdown He

attempts to explain the problems

of a while pers«.>n calling a black

man "nigger", regardless ot the

provocation. Frightened either by

her own racism or lacquese's

impassioned assertion of self.

Robin bcxoincs irrationally defen-

sive, pointing her linger rudely at

lacquese as she ranis. This linger

pointing is symbolic of a desire lo

push her problems onto lacquese.

and is a foreshadowing for the way

this event will become "his prob-

lem." The scene ends with lacques

riding home alone in a taxi, and the

while house members crowded

into a van to comfort Robin. She

has co-optc-d the spotlight, lelram-

ing the event in tcnns of her own

pereeived victimhcKxl.

During the ride home, the rest

of ihe cast relk-xively works togeth-

er to preserve what cultural theo-

rist NCX.-I Ignatiev calls 'the club of

white privilege'. Randy. Robin's

pending love interest, asks her

"why
I
she I

feels sorry for him."

bolstering her sense of violation. In

a frightening clip. Randy concludes

to Robin. "It will be solvcxl." to

which she replies, "It'd better be."

This edited moment of frightening

dialogue harks back to a dark peri-

od of U.S. history that "solved"

issues of race in criminal ways. The

clip suggests that the spirit of that

period has not definitely disap-

peared.

Once in the car. Brad displays

knee-jerk while guilt, proclaiming

thai he "dix;sn't see the black-white

thing. " He puts on a style of black

speech here that shows that he's

The man behind the curtain
"//cm jiirtu-

null- for lead-

en thai men
do not think.

"

- .Adolf Hitler

Last Decem-
ber, the world

finally caught

a glimpse of

the most want-

ed man in Iraq

'(k>wn". even though he's not

down erxiugh lo ride hortK with a

brother in a liiiK of need Brad

qukkly cleanses hims«.>lf of guilt

through apolitical BS, however he

fundamentally still supports and

stands by Robin.

MTV has a fa.scinating n.>k in

the editing of the rest of ihi-

episode. focusing in on Camerv)n -

kindergarten-teacher sympathy ft>r

"sensitive" lacquese as well as the

continuing babygiH drama of

Robin (on returning to the house,

we see her sucking her thumb

while kxjking dolefully out of the

window of their SUV). MT\ is

quick to come up with a a'solutkm

of this "race issue", before- it can

branch into more- complex issues

of systemic discrimination and a

fundamental culture of white

supremacy.

lacquese forfeits his "struggle

for respect" to Robin's show-steal-

ing cry of a past rape. The last

scene shows ihem playing basket-

ball together outside the house, to

the acconipaniment of Robins

court chants and smooth moves.

MTV has packaged the issue of

race into an hour-long program,

including a cliched handshake

between Jacques and Robin as the

last clip. Nothing has actually

been addressed or solved. What is

important here, however, is to

realize that MTV 's "real world" is

in fact a thoroughly constructed

one: out of hundreds of hours of

videotape and conversation. Kllis-

Bunin and Murray have crafted

these scenes to create an editorial-

ized narrative. What does this

have lo do with MT\ s politics of

race in the United States'.'

Everything.

There is a class being taught

this semester called. "Rethinking

Race al UMass". that will he ques-

tioning fundamentalK what we

understand about race. This class

will be using current race thc"ory,

movies, and will also be working

with the Office of Al.ANA Affairs

to create events on campus to

change the way race is peiceiveil

and acted upon in our community.

Kmail raceclassUMASS&^hot-

mail.com for more information.

lirin U'mkiy /s a LMuss slii-

dent.

In a coffin-sized hole outside

Tikrii. the megalomaniac that

once held Iraq in terror —
Saddam Hussein — was found.

Americans knew him in

recent years only in a highly

novel sense — as a mysterious

dictator, a lover ot hats and

Russian antiques (of the auto-

matic variety), and a man who
went out of his way to teach his

two sons the art of torture. He
was America's classic bad guv:

the kind of guy you could see

Superman going after. Brutal,

morbidly self-centered, and rich

enough to own solid gold

Kalishnakov rifles, he was a

shining example of the gross

excesses of the Third World

elite.

But Saddam is no longer sit-

ting on his golden throne. His

face no longer graces every bill

board. He is just a man who.

like most of his people, now

understands the poverty and ter-

ror with which his regime has

plaguc*d the birthplace of civi-

lization With salt wound irony,

he would wake up every mv>m-

ing only to siare at a monument
to his own collapsed ego - one

of his many palaces. His feasts

now consisted of rolling fruit

and Mars candy bars, a luxury

by the standards he had set lot

his own people IX'teaied. alone.

and destined to die with far less

dignity than those who have

been killed m his name, he sits

now in a cell in an undisclosed

location.

To the troops in Iraq that

made it possible to carry out this

mission and to bring such a man
to justice, the world owes more

gratitude than the mind can con-

ceive. In the minds of these sol-

diers, they knew what ihev were

doing was right. They followed

orders and tracked down a man
who. through his own actions,

was more of a cunning beast

than any human I would even

say thai our troops in Iraq are a

shining example to the moral

decency that this nation has

boasted aK>ul since ils found-

ing. The troops should, howev-

er, be the only ones deserving of

this gratitude, for nobody out

side of these brave men and

women should ever lake credit

for Saddam's downfall. Not the

Bush administration, not the

CIA. not even the Pentagon.

When America forgets about

those cowards who. in the inter-

est of oil and money, helped this

madman rise to power, each and

every troop gives their lite and

service in vain. The men and

women of our armed forces

were following ordeis. with lim-

ited knowledge of Saddam, out

side of Bushian heaven-and-hell

rhetoric. In fact, many of these

troops were taking orders from

Ttie day ttiat I

would congratu-

late any Wastiing-

ton bureaucrat for

tills man's capture

Is the day t would

congratulate an

arsonist for report-

ing a fire.

people who had once hlied

Saddam lo the place he had lafl

en frcmi

"If Saddam Hussein is indeed

a monster, he's a monster that

the West helped nurture and

protect." reported the Svdnev

Morning Herald

The year was l^t>> In itic

name of "fighting toialiianan-

ism," as Sean Hannity paradoxi

cally put il. the CIA helped the

Baalhisis stage a coup againsi

the populist leader of Iraq

General Abdul Karim kasscni

.According to Briiain's (.iuardian

newspaper, the anii-colonialist

leader began to nationalize Iraqi

oil. placing a burden on

American oil interests

.A young, exiled Saddam
Hussein had returned after a

previously botched coup lo

attempt a CIA-backed putsch

against the Kassem regime

After a successful uprising

compliments of K>lh US. tax-

payers and a "contingency budg-

et" left over from WWII
General Kassem was tied to a

chair and shot in a radio studio

\bung Saddam rose |||ri.>ugh the

ranks of the Baalh. using the

verv tactics thai saw both Stalin

and Hitler rise to power sink-

ing mistrust and terror in his

own comrades.

The reign of terror of ihe so-

called "Butcher ot Baghdad.

"

got off to a start with the com-

pletion of his first political hit

list, which just so happened to

run perfectly parallel u< the

CIA's list of whai W instim

Churchill used to sail uncoi>p

eralive Aiabs."

After the anii-Baalhist cic

menis were killed oil and buried

under the sands ot Persia, Mm
Critchfield, director of Middle

fast operations called the devel-

opineiiis. "a great victory." "We
lodc to power on the CIA train,"

said Ali Saleh Sa'adi. the Baath

Party s secretary general.

As late as 198*J, one year

after Iraqi streets ran with the

blood of violently poisoned

Kurds. President George H.W.

Bush proclaimed. "Normal rela-

tions between the United States

and Iraq would serve our longer-

term interests and promote sia-

hiliiv in both the Gulf and the

Middle last " Saddam's reign of

tenor was conveniently irrele-

vant

This war has shown us that

"evil" is what vou make of it.

Our own government, the Bush

adininisiraiion. and even the

Bush family, have yet lo answer

lor iheir mistakes But they

-eem to have no problem taking

viedii lor sending over 100.000

Xmencans to the Middle tast lo

icpair those mistakes. The

hawks ol Washington, spending

already meager lax income lo

put on million-dollar PR slums,

gloat over the historical mile-

stones brought about solely by

the will and courage of the

cveiydav American.

Ibis onlv leaves me lo say

ihai the day thai I would con-

gratulate any Washington

bureaucrat for this man's cap-

ture IS the dav I would congrat-

ulate an arsonist (or reporting a

lire

\' long as it serves our inter-

ests lor ihe momeni. we sec-m to

have no problem overlooking

the mass poisoning, the rape,

the pillage, and the torture In

fact. Americans vhould look

around ihe world lodav and

examine the countries thai we
still suppon - naiicms who silll

commit abuses againsi their

own people, for the benefit of

the .American way ol life The

tact that Americans choose to

turn their heads at such atroci-

ties, all lor the sake of their own
material gain, is a sienchful

hvpocrisy lo what we claim lo

stand for.

The same people who havf

condemned Saddam for hii

action* were the same ones wh4
not onlv supported him. hut

gave him mcmey. guns, and yes.

weapons c>t mass destruction to

secure their anii-Soviei invest-

ment According lo I A. Weekly,

a I 'I'll report by Rep. Sam
(.cidensen (D-Conn t indicated

"Between l»*85 and I'l'H). the

U.S. government approved 771

licenses for exports of biological

agents, high-lech equipment and

mililarv items to Iraq."

It America wants to spend its

history chasing monsters, it

sh^iuld at least chase alter mim-

slers il didn't create Saddam is

gone: one dt>wn. countless lo go.

Mark Dsirnff is a Collegian

columnist

Don't judge Jackson too quickly
According to an aitidc ni

lanuarv's Readers Digest. Will

Wright, a coniestani in "Wheel

of I orlune". had host Pat Sujak

jump into his arms and hug him

tightly afier he won S48.400 on

the show. Now he's suing the

show for twi> million dollars,

claiming that Pal Sajak s actions

have caused a painful back

injury, mental anguish and tiiin

ily disruption.

A man in Cincinnati is suing a bar for over a

million dollars because he got so

drunk that he fell off the sU)ol and

hit his head. He claims that il was

the barkeeper's fault for not cut-

ting him off. A woman in Atlanta

was awarded S22U.OOO after her

dance partner "tried a shag style

spin move" and broke her finger

Hazel Norton of Mississippi sued

her doctor lor giving her a medica

lion to ireat heartburn that may

cause heart damage in some

patients. She even admitted to

have never been hurt in any way

bv the medication. A North

Carolina man shot and killed two people and won

half a million from iiis psvchiatrist for not insist

ing that he continue his tieatiiient several months

before the murders. Al least that was overturned

in an appeals court.

To lop that all off. now there's simie little ho\

charging pop star Michael |ackst)n with child

molestation. About a decade ago. lackson was

charged with a similar crime. To have the case

dropped, he paid tens of millions of dollars to the

accuser. That's quite a hefiy sum. enough to pav

off a mortgage and even maybe buy a sniall coun

try or two. lackson claimed he paid the money to

end the case, which he found a humiliating lie. No

evidence supporting either side was ever found.

According to CNN. last lebruarv. 1
os

Angeles County child welfare officials found

there was no evidence lackson had had "inap

piopriate contact \\ith the boy." In addition.

BBC reports that the bov told social workers tiiai

he had not been molested, and there is an audio

tape in which the ho\ and his mother said there

I don't care much

for Michael

Jackson, but it's all

too easy to try to

accuse someone

like him of being a

pedophile.

had Ixcn no m.ippri'pi uitc ..oni.Kt

I don t care much lor Michael lackson. but its

all li>o easv to try to accuse soniec)ne like him of

being a pedophile. He's kind of strange and does

-ome weird things, from the countless nose jobs

to his "Nevereverland" amusement park, lo dan-

gling his hab> over a four storv high balcony. I

must admit thai even I have been unable to resist

making an occasional joke aboui him. but this

looks like this is just another situation in which

someone wants a piece of hi* wealth .md he's an

easv target

i \en if sonic evidence dc>es surface that he is

guilty of "performing lewd or

lascivic>us acts" on the child, the

mental stale of the parents of

this child comes into questicm.

W hat kinds of parents send their

child lo -Iccp alone in a bed w iih

a -keichv adult male'.' If lackson

is lound guilty of anything, the

parents shciuld be charged as

well Not onlv did thev let their

JiikI -Icep with an adull male,

but also thev knew that he had

been accused of child molesta-

tion in the past. This is like il the

parents were to drop their child

in .1 lion's cage in a zoo and then press charges

on the zoo because their child was mauled, per-

haps even demanding; that the lion get put lo

sleep.

It's completely unnatural tor unrelated adults

lo want to sleep alone in the same bed with small

children. As much as Michael lackson should

undeisiand that, the parents of the "molested"

child shiHild know that even more so. .Are they

fit to be parents il ihcv'te going around letting

men who've been accused of pedophilia sleep

with iheir kids'.'

II lackson were indeed guilty ol the crime,

ihcn I wouldn't be opposed to his patents being

charged with being an accessory to the crime

,ind neglect I don't have much respect for

lackson. hut it appears that this is just another

example ol extortion, of simieone trying lo

unjiistK lake someone else's money. I'm sick of

people abusing our judicial s\stcin and ruining

the lives of others in an effort to get rich quick.

Gihhl Skiiliiiik is il CdiU'iiitin atlumnist.
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January 29, 2004

To: Members of the Student Body

Welcome back to campus! We are looking forward to an exciting spring semester. As

you arrive, you will notice some small changes as the university has continued the

much-needed work of renovating and repairing the campus and classrooms. The most

visible change you are likely to notice is the reduced lines for students picking up

excess checks, which will be available in Whitmore in rooms 161B and 163.

We are continuing our efforts to make UMass the strongest and most student-friendly

university in the country. As your elected representatives, we share several concerns

that are impacting our campus community. During the upcoming SuperBowl and

post-game celebrations, we will remain committed to preventing the dangerous behav-

ior that occurred during the baseball playoffs. The Student Government Association

(SGA) stands firmly behind all undergraduate students and is here to defend any stu-

dent wrongly accused of inappropriate or illegal behavior at any time. However, we do

not support and can not condone any actions that threaten the safety of anyone on this

campus. As some of you may know, the post-game activities after the Red Sox play-

off games included illegal and inappropriate actions such as throwing objects at police,

turning cars over, and breaking into the Dining Commons, among others.

These activities resulted in costs totaling around $200,000 to the university. In

response to this, the university has increased the number of security cameras within

the residential areas. Similar cameras already in place last semester were utilized by

the police and the Dean of Students and contributed in 23 students being charged

criminally and receiving university sanctions which includes suspension or loss of

campus housing. The financial costs of these situations are passed directly on to you.

If these events continue, eventually, the costs of your housing and dining services will

be affected.

If you need assistance, the Student Government Association ftinds a Judicial Advisors

Program, available through the Dean of Student Office (5-2684) or the SGA directly

(5-0342). We also employ three attorneys available for legal assistance usually free of

charge for undergraduates. They can be contacted at 5-1995 and are located in room

922 of the Campus Center.

For those students wishing to enjoy the SuperBowl outside of the dorms or their apart-

ments, the Student Activities Center will be working in conjunction with Auxiliary

Services and the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs and Campus Life to bring energy

to the Blue Wall Cafe. There will be free food and good prizes (honest) and offers a

place where those of legal age can enjoy the bar atmosphere with their underage

friends.

We work for you! If you have any question, please call or e-mail us at any time.

Sincerely,

Hannah Fatemi

Student Trustee

hfatemi@student.umass.edu

5-1288

David Can-

President, SGA
drcarr@student.umass.edu

5-1287

Jared Nokes

Speaker of the Senate

jnokes@student.umass.edu

5-0342
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Nominees
announced

for Oscars
By Ua\11) GtRMAlN

ASSIX lATEIl I^Si

Trio of bands rock out Orpheum

BEVERLY HILLS. CaliL (AP) -

Middle-earth crowtied its monarch. Now,

Academy Awards voters seem read> to

crown "The Lord of the Rings: The Return

of the King" as the first fantas> to win best

picture.

The final chapter of Peter lackson's tril-

ogy, based on j.R.R. Tolkien's classic set in

an imaginary world of hobbits, wizards

and elves, took a leading 1 1 Oscar nomi-

nations Tuesday, among them best picture

and director

Key acting nominees included Golden

Globe winners Bill Murray as a washed up

actor in "Lost in Translation." Diane

Keaion as a down-on-love playwright in

"Something's Gotta Give." Charlize

Theron as M.'rial killer Aileen Wuonxjs in

"Monsiei" aod Scan FVnn as a vcngeM
father in "Mystic River"

The Napok-onic era naval adventure

"Master and Commander; The Far Side of

the World" received 10 nominations,

including best picture and director for

l\-ter Weir

The other best-picture nominees were

the quirky Tokyo tale "Lost in

Translaiion." the somber vengeance siofv

"Mystic River" and the uplifting horse-rac-

ing drama "Seabiscuit."

The bigge>i >urpris«r was IVy«ir-oU

Keisha Castfc-Hughes. For her perform-

ance as a Maori girl bucking tribal tradi

tkxt in "Whakf Rider." she btxame the

yuungest person e\er to be nominatcxl for

lead actress

k>ining the- teen. Keaton and llKa>n in

the best act res> category wea- Samantha

Morion a.N an Irish mom in New York in

"In AnK-rica." and Naomi Watts as a griev-

ing mother in "21 Grams."

It was the lourih nomination for

Keaion. a besi-actrvs> winner for l*»77s

"Annie Hall." Keaton plays an older

woman who has ck>M.-d the door on love,

then lind> herMrlf pursued by two men in

"SoiiKihing'" Goita Give." which has

top(x-d SICK.' million a: the box office

'Its fantastic for actrcsic* of my gener

a|ion.' K«iton sakl "It means we can still

b^ in n)mai||t^ cwn»ed»es« ai)d if the)'^

well written «rtd diavted and acted, it

works and it makes money."

Akmg with I .aw. Penn and Murray,

best -actor rwmiixvv wea* Icinnny Depp as

a wily buccaneer in 'Pirates of the

Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Peari."

Ben Kingskry as an Iranian immigrant in

"House of Sand and Fog." and lude l-aw

as a Confederate dc-serter in "CoW

Mountain."

Murray is the latest in a string of actors

such as Tom Hanks and Robin Williams

who earned hard-wx)n resptxi after a

career that K.-gan in broad comedy.

Academy voters had snubbed Murray for

one of l*W8's mo-t acclaimed performanc-

es in "Rushmorc

'

Another surprise pick was director

Fernando Meirellcs for the Brazilian film

"City of God"
"Lost in TraiiM. , on" earned nomina-

tk>ns for directing ainl original screenplay

for Sofia Coppola. She was only the third

woman ever mmiinaled for diaxtor. after

Lina Wertmullcr lor \^7fos "Seven

Beauties" and lane Campion for l*W5s

"The Piano."

"Its pretty unbelievable. I'm happy to

be in good company." said Coppola, the

daughter of Francis Ford Coppola and the

first American unman nominated tor

3 Doors Down,
Shinedown
and Tantric

satisfy crowd
By Dan LA.MOiHfc

CJoLLkl.lAN Si Ahf

BOSTON - In a rock n' roll

market thai has become increas-

ingly saturated with bleak, sor-

rowful music and snarling rock

n" roll personas. its becoming

hard to find acts who remember

one of the most basic elements

of the genre for as long as it has

existed - fun.

That wasn't the case ai the

Orpheum last week, though, as

3 Doors Down took the stage

for an energetic, albeit cookie-

Lptter. Itvidng performance

ihat included all of the basic ele-

ments of good ol' boy southern

rock "n" roll.

The Escatawpa. Miss, natives

came out guitars blazing, weav-

ing material together from their

two major studio albums.

2000's 'The Better Life" and

2002's ".^wa^ From the Sun."

Opening with "Duck and Run",

the band ripped quickly through

several songs primarily from

"The Better Life." including the

title track for the album and the

band's breakthrough hit.

"Krypionite."

All the while, the band

showed an onstage confidence

that has gradually grown in ihc

band over the last three plu*

years as the band has continued

to tour Frontman Brad Arnold

pumped his fist to the music,

dancing a one-legged dance as

he kept time with the music

The band pulled out all ol the

age-old rock 'n' roll gags one

could expect to see at a concert,

including a seven-minute solo

by new drummer Daniel Adair

and Arnold throwing his micr^

pHcuie'^and «cn>»»t«^«;*t«i^ 'P

the middle of a guitar solo.

Mivsically. 3 Doors seemed

polished, but plain on a number

of slower songs, especially 'Be-

Like That." a hit from the

American Pie II soundtrack

Where the band hit their stride

was during their upbeat songs,

particularly on "When I'm

Gone" and a rousing cover of

Lynard Skynard's "That Smell'

S«e WPHEUM on ptge 9
) lXH.r» IXmn trontiiwn Brad Arnold sings to the cr«mj at the Orphium m d..«i>l..«M K.

concert that included Shinrdown and Tantric.

H>v K.n.l h..iJ1m. J

Shinedown's Smith ready for fame

IMIUf I'HitiANACS.lH l^^

Shinedown

Brent Smith.

lead singer

By Dan LAMinHF
C"<>ll(<.IAN ^TAI^

BOSTON Brent Smith,

ihe creative force behind i>ne

of hard rocks newest break

through bands. h;is had

enough.

"I'm jasi sick and lia'd of

the whcKi is me' shit." he said

Klorc their pcMtorniance

with ) Doors Down and

Tantric last wcvk. "I doni

really understand |il|
"

Smith is the singer ami

lyricist for Shinedown. a

lacksonville. Fla.. based

group that has bcxn caiapuli

od from cibscurit\ lo ii naiii>n

wide lour, thanks in large part

to the utieniion ihcii liisi sin-

gk-, "Fly Ftuin the Insklc

has received. The song show

cases si>nielhinp that's a com

HKin thread through nearly all

of their debut album. "Leave

a Whisper." and somelhiii!'

that is still imporiani i>

Smith: hope.

"I wanted lo make a pusi-

live rcvoid." he said. "But I

didni want lo siKriticc (lie It^

tenor krw'Win^ th.n you hinc

lo cxNiw from a dark place

^..iTictime*. and it's up to yoii

ii ] u!| yourself out of it. You

iv.iiU t>.,i\c no one lo hlaim-

bii' \,.ui-cH if viHJ don't."

i U From the Inside."

.1^^. (liing lu Smith, is mKhh

"llwl unaltHinablc dream
"

' mui having a dreaiti

S«e SHINEDOWN on page 8

See OSCARS on page 9

Boston seduced by The Graduate

Lorraine Bracco stars as sultry Mrs. Robinson

J

Bv Jot PlEDRAUTE

I ol I H.IAN SrAI-K

BOSTON Summer. Southern California. The

19bOs. Benjamin Braddock has just returned from

college and much lo his parent's dismay, has no idea

what he wants u> do with his summer, never mind

the rest of his life. Spending his days lazing about in

the family pool, he becomes involved in a bizarre

and chaotic lo\c triangle with the daughter

and the wile of his lather's business associ-

ate. Mr. Robinson. Mrs. Robinson, a bored

and sex-starved house w ife. seduces and has

an affair with Iknjiimiii. only to find out

that his true feelings lie not with her. but

with her voung daughter. Elaine.

Terry Johnson directed and adapted "The

Graduate" lor the stage from Charles

Webb's 1462 smash novel of the same

name. That best selling novel later turned

into the classic l%7 film, directed by Mike Nichols

and adapted by Buck Henry and Calder Willingham.

That definitive coining of age and multi-award win-

ning film skyrocketed the career of Dustin ffoffman.

and Anne Bancroft redefined sex and seduction

"The Graduate" was an icon of the 1960's, a social

commentary of one of the most turbulent decades of

our history.
,

Almost 30 years later, lohnson. with .set and cos-

tume designer Rob Howell and lighting designer

Hugh Vanstone. created a stage version of the clas-

sic. In March of 2l.K)0. "The Graduate" opened in

London to raves, as did its husky -voiced suii.

Kathleen Turner, who also made quite a stii with her

nudity in the production. "The Graduate " proved to

be a sellout in London, as it was the hottest ticket of

the 2000 theater season. A Broadway transfer was

immanent, and in April 2002. Kathleen Turner

reprised her critically acclaimed Mrs. Robinson

alongside up and-coming stinlcts |ason

Biggs (as Benjamin) and Miciii Silveisione

(as Elaine). The production was a smash,

and "The Graduate" is the highest grossing

Broadway comedy in history.

Returning to Boston's Colonial Theater

after its sell-out stateside prcniieic in

February 2002. (prior to Broadway), this

"Graduate" stars television and lilm star

Lorraine Bracco. Bracco is probably best

known to audiences as Tony Soprano's

shrink. Dr. Jennifer Melfi on the award-winning

HBO drama "The Sopranos." Bracco conies to "The

Graduate " fresh from its Broadway run, where she

received rave reviews for her sulti\ perlonnance.

and closed the show in March 2001. Co starring

with the smoky-voiced Bracco are Broadway veter-

ans lonathan Kaplan, who was nominated for a

Tony Award for his performance in "1 alsettos" and

Devon Sorvari in the roles of Benjamin and Elaine

respectively. Rounding out the cast are William Hill,

Dennis I'ailato. Kate Skinner. Winslow Corbeti

Nathan Coiddiy. Iiacy Griswold. Corrina May

Brian Russell and lolin Leonard 1 hoinpson.

The curreni tour of "The Graduate "
will host ii

trio of Mrs. Robinsons, beginning with jern Hall

who also dropped iiou in London as Kathleen

Turners replacement. Bracco and "Top Gun" vixen

Kelly McGillis. Tickets lor the strictly limited

Boston engagement tit runs for two weeks onl\

lanuarv 27ih February 8th) are S'iO-S72.lK) an,l

can be purchased b\ calling the Colonial Theatre

box office al M 7-431 -27}<7 or logging on u

www.ticketmaster.com. $23 suident rush tickets ;iu

also available on a perfonnance by-performancc

basis at the Colonial box office, cash only and .i

valid student ID is required. Check out www.broad

wa\inbosion/studcntius|i.htn)l for more infovm.i

tioii about rush tickets.

In case you miss the Boston cn^ragenient. " Hu

Graduate" will seduce New Ijigland once again

later this spring to help heat things up after a lon^

winter. The afoiemenlioned "Top Gun" bombshell

KclK McGillis takes over the role of Mrs. Robinson

lor engagements at the Shuheit rhcatei in New

Haven, Conn, from March 23 2J<. the Providence

I'AC April 13-18 and linalK the Bushnell in

Hartford. April 20-23. licket info lor these pci

formances. as well as other information about this

production of "The Grailiiatc" can he found at

www.ihegraduate.inlo

I

m

Jerry Hall «.is the first to plav tht roli

Robinson on llu- mrrciit tour ol " Fhc l«r,

ot

id II

Mrs
lie.'
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Things are looking up for Shinedown

THE HARDEST

DECISIOM YOU'LL EVER

HAVE TO

MAKE IN COLLEGE.

TUITION^.—
FOR A YEAR?

\
,\\ I /

l»|JmM
\

/ I
o .\

/ I \\^

THE ULT
DORM ROOM?
(complete with flat screen TV, surround

sound, laptop and more)

\
.\ ' ' /

Am^ A NEW CAR?
\

\

NOT TO MENTION TONS OF OTHER AWESOME PRIZES LIKE A DJ STARTER KIT.

BMW MOUNTAIN BIKE. PERSONAL TRAINER. OR YOUR CELL PHONE BILL PAID

FOR THE YEAR!

N*
ENTER:

THE CONTEST WHERE YOU
CHOOSE THE PRIZE!

LOG ON: mtvU.com

MTV

nttVU THE CHANNEL JUST FOR YOU. NOW ON YOUR CAMPUS.

No purchase necessary Contest oi)cn to legal residents of the U.S. at least 18 years old and currently

enrolled at a college or university that is a current carrier ol the programming service currently entitled mtvtJ.

Entnes must be received by February 10. 2004 at 10:00 AM (EST) Vmd where prohibited or restricted by law

Contest subiect to the Official Rules Visit mtvU.com for details C2004 MTV Networks Atl rights reserved

SHINEDOWN from page 7

that seems so larger than life thai everybody tells ytxi

you're foolish for tiying for it, that you're never going

to make it, that you're not good enough." Smith said.

"But then you ily from the inside, and that's basically

tindir\g the strength to look inside yourself and

believe ... I think the whole album kind of keepi> this

circle that yes, things can get really bad. but you have

all the power in the world to change them
"

The song reveals the two n»ain things that have

already begun to prof)el the band into the rock 'n' roll

spotlight: thoughtful songwriting and a compliiated

collaboration of musical styles, elements and her-

itages that has been compared to everything from

l.ynard Skynard to Tool and SlaiiKl. The dynamics

easily could have clashed, but typi-

cally, they blend beautifully

"My biggest influence was proba-

bly Otis Redding," Smith, a native of

Knowille, Tenn., said "I'm really

big into soul music and have a really

deep heritage in songs like blues

with guys who really, you kno^^.

know how to make a microphone

bletxi."

Combine that with drummer
Barry Kerch's love of lames Brown

and funk music, guitarist lasin

Todd's connection with both Blind

Melon arui death metal plus bassist

Brad Stewart's enjoyment of

Soundgarden. .Mice in Chains, and

all things grunge, and Shinedown's

music can be complicated to dissect

— but also extremely compelling.

'The music that we're writing now is the music

I've always wanted to write," Smith said. "I've

always been a rock writer, even though I write a lot

of different kinds of scmgs I think I'm just influ-

enced by talent, just creative people
"

Shinedovm was bom in 2001 alter Smith says

he broke away from another band and moved to

Jacksonville with a developmental deal with

Atlantic Records in hand By 2002. .Atlantic had

signed the band to a deal, and ihey were (lying to

Los Angeles to cut an album.

"I found all my brothers in Shii»edown." Smith

said. 'We tell everybod) we packed 20 years into

two."

Since the album's refease in lulv. Smith says life

^^Tve always

been a rock writer,

even though I write

a lot of different

kinds of songs. I

think I'm just influ-

enced by talent, just

creative people. ^ .

-Brent Smith

The second

in radio air-

the third is

ed "Burning

has been turned "kind of exactly upside down,

which is what I wanted." Shinedown has been on

the road for over nine months, seven of which have

been with 5 i:)oors Down - something the band is

very grateful for.

"It's [playing with 3 Doors Liown) catapulted us

into all these crowds." Smith said "It's really

allowed us to play in front of a lot of people that we

wouldn't normally get to. being a debut band."

lor now. Shinedown s plans for the future

remain uncertain and simple as they "try to make

las mans people as possible) understand what the

band is about." Smith says he's hoping the band

will have the opportunity to tour with either Kid

Rock or Sevendust in April, as they continue to

release music from "Leave a Whisper,

single, "45" is already

play, and Smith said

likely to be a track cal

Bright."

"I We want to] tour this record

until we can't tour it anymore and

try to get it to as many people as we

can." Smith said.

In the meantime. Smith and the

band won't cringe too much as

music critics continue the

inevitable comparisons to some of

the other rock bands selling records

today Smith says he's heard com-

panson* to. in no particular order.

Creed. Staind. Tool. Nickelback

and Puddle of Mudd none of

which he thinks is a fair compari-

son.

| think a lot of that is the crit-

ics." \w said. 'They don't know what else to do.

how to kind of categorize us ... I don't feel like

we re like those bands in a bt of ways, but to tell

us that we're like those bands is a huge compli-

meni because they've sold lots of records and they

have lots ot fans."

Smith says that the band has been blown away

by the connection some fans have developed with

their music, and that all of the thank you 's they

hear make the grind of touring and recording

worth it

"It's an mauing thing to hear." Smith ^ald

"There's actually five people in the United Slates

who have the Shinedown i.--, i,,ii.»n-d on their

body, which is pretty era/

Shined«»wn\ MHjnd has be«-n comparnl to th.- likr* nf Cr.t J, M.iind. T«>l. Nickelback and Puddir ot

Mudd.
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Your life will NEVER he the same!
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3 Doors Down excites Boston

Tantric frimtnun Hugo Frrrien and ih« nr*! u( the band

opened for ) IXtorit LXi%»n in Bo*ton im Jatn. 20.

ORPtKIM from page 7

during an encore. The last song

of the evening was "Loser" fea-

turing harmony with Tantric's

Hugo Ferreira.

Tantric went on before 5

Doors, covering all the staples

from their 2001 self-tilled

release, including "Breakdown."

"Mourning." and "Astounded."

but spending perhaps half their

set previewing material from an

iilbum to be released late next

tnonth. including a catchy song

framed around the background

vocals. "Hey Now!" and an

upbeat number called "Change

the World."

Shinedown opened the show
with a seven-song, 50-minute

set. The newbie rockers from

lacksonville. Fla.. started off

weak with technical difficulties

tmic trouble) through their

first two songs, but turned

things around with a stellar

cover of their breakthrough

hit. "Fly From the Inside." and

a spine-chilling rendition of

l.ynard Skynard's "Simple

Man." B\ the end of their set,

Shinedown was playing before

a nearly full Orpheum - nearly

all of which remained on their

feet from the end of the

Sk\nard tunc on.

'LOTR' gets 1 1 nominations
OSCARS from pagt 7

dtrcctui

A will i>>i \. >.'ppola wiHild iiuikc licr km tfte vccund

iJHnily of three-generatit*! winner*, joining Walter.

k>hn and Anjelica Huston Coppola's father is j live-

time winner and her grandlaihci. t annine Coppola.

won for musical store on "The Cod I at her Part II."

The nK>st notable snubs were for the Civil War

ngs 'Cold Mountain." which failed tu gel nomina-

tions fur best picture. dire«.tor Anthony Minghella

or lead actress Nicole Kidman, last years bi-si

actress winrwr for "The Hours." The film had scurvd

well in earlier movie honors.

'Cold Mountain" did manage to pick up seven

ncmtinatiuns. thiMigh. among them best actor fur

Law and best supporting actress for Renee

Zellweger as a salt i»f the earth Souihenur li was

Zellwegers third straight rK>mmation

Besides Zellweger. sup|X>rting actress iKmiinees

were Shohroh Aghdashkx) in "Hoa«e of Sand and

Fog." Patricia Clarkson in "Pieces of April." Marcia

Gav Harden in "Mvslic River" and Holly Hunter in

"Thirteen."

Contenders for supporting actor were Alec

Baklwin in "The Cooler." Benicio Del Toro in "21

Cirams." I>jimon Hounsuu in "In America." Tim

Robbins in "Mysik River" and Ken Watanabe in

" I"he l-ast Samurai."

Besides be<t picture and director, nominations

fur "Return of the King" included original score and

song, visual effects, film editing and iklapted screen

play. The film was shut out in acting calqpNies.

tfvjugh.

With their strange creatures and mythical set-

iHii-s lantasy flicks have had a hard linn: gaining

i.ivoi with OM.ar voters No such fantastical lilm has

ever won the top Oscar, vet universal acclaim and

success at previous awards have pi,>sitioned "Return

of the King" to break that barrier

"Obviously, we've got reason to hope that hap-

peits.' said laickson. also considered the favorite for

the directing Oscar "I think what's helping us with

The Lord of the Rings' is that people respond to tf>c

pcrformaiKCs. to the reality of the situations on

screen and the depth of it It feels real tu them
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JEFFERY
AMHERST
COLLEGE
STORE

Where will YOU get YOUR books this semester?

Come visit us in downtown Amherst for superior service and lower toMbook prices'

CHECK OUT OUR
EXTENDED HOURS:

JANUARY 25 FEBRUARY 14

MONDAY - SATURDAY 8:30-8

SUNDAY 12-5

The Jeffery Amherst College Store is located

behind the Jeffery Amherst Bookshop and

Veracruzana restaurant at 55 So, Pleasant Street

253.7816
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about arts or living?
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Cameron, or

Meghan at 545-1361
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arts@dailycollegian.com

"Before locking
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facility ttiat may not

survive long term, why not

give the veteran prof^-

sionais a visit?"

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB
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Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

Beer: Wine: Liquor:

Glenlivet ixyi. ScocchLongTi^ Black Box

:.P.N. $19.99- ^

*-'^"""^y-'^^'"S.oh box. $16.99 "^ "'' ^'^W
Coon Light Foxhom Chivu Rcgsl

«Mk .,. $18.49* Chardonnav or Mt-riot TSoml. $149*
Bud&BudLi^ _ „' 6 hut .^750 ml. $15.00 BushiniUs

u,. $15.99- Canyon R<*d
, I, $01.99

ICey«one ^ hurd.xm.iN. C aK rntt, M^jut
^^^ Jameson Irish Whiskey

-ik a,. $13.49- ChandonFrcKO Mi $21.99

Miilwaukee's Best Brut cif i:xtra »>ry WiW Turkey

*IOW- r-„,K-« r--.,«-. 750 ml. $8.99
, it $1199

Corbett Canyon MmeU VSOP Cogwc
I'inot Crikjio. I hardonnay. ^^mt« Zm "-»—

24pkNi $10.99- 10ltK.x $7.99 -<. ml $21.99

B^^, Wyndham EaUU* Se^ram't Vodka 4II t1av<irN

.2p*Ni $10.99- Mcrkrt.Cabemtt.Shiraz •••< liter. $14.99

g^ 7S0 ml $7.99 Seagrwni Gin all »livor%

I'r*' $10 99- J*"** Creek '5c. ml $«.99
( harUonrjay, Cabernet, Shrai. Mi ritu

TStlmi $6.99

dll h«*r pncrs plus deposit ^^

" " »""^ Corbett Canyon
Busch & Busch Ugttt

.4
Bd

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

jjU Hmuttll St., Rte 9. Iladlry, StA oioi^

f$4'iM74»Mmm.- Smt. 9mm- tipm

SALE 1 29 THROUGH 2 4

^^jOpen
1 5 Cowles Lane, Amherst

Everyday 1 0am to 1 1 pm - 253-0222
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Bowers finds success
BOWERS from page 12

With junior cenier Gabe Lee

out tor ihf rest of ihe season,

UMass will be looking to its

guards to help out more under-

neath.

"We've been playing very small

!«.> the guards have to come in and

rebound." Bowers said. The past

three or (our games I've been lr>

ing to got seven or above, that's

ht-en K'Iping us. | rebounding! has

TOTAL FITNESS
tv7/H«)i / WMIISii IS USt

$139
it Student Special if

4 months
Best Aerobics -Best Macliines

/ K t f ; 1 ^ M . f , f N

, . . w . »s . tHlAPUIll^
an - llFt0OWSM

ttn:
MSWcHt

2M40M
uaam

wwwamherstathletic.com

been a big factor of why we've

been losing in the past."

Coach Steve l.appas also

believes that UMass' nxeni wins

have to do with the young players,

particularly Freeman and Eiowers.

getting ntore comfortable with

their surroundings.

"He's another guy who's just

understanding positioning so

much better," Lappas said of

Bowers. "He knows where he is a

lot better now too and he's start-

ing to figure out what's going on

out there defensively and now

w here he needs to be to box out a

Bowers also attributes some of

his confidence to the fact that

UMass lias been playing small

Playing four out is different,

li ^ opening up the floor for our

team, if | Freeman) inside has a

good look they go down and dou-

ble him, he kicks it out, four guys

out can hit it and I've just been

making my shots."

Bowers finished last night's

game against the Rams with 18

points, 7 rebounds and a career

high 8 assists.

"I figured I just want to pk;k

fv cry thing up in every area and

]ust work harder at everything I'm

doing." Bowers said.

Minutemen hold oil Fordham

www. 1MIIY< OllK.IAN.COM trbe iilageiacbugettg Baitp CoUcgian Thuksuay, )ANUA«y 29, 2004 11

Alt Bimeni and the Minutemen will put thrir Iwo-iianie winninc

•treak on the line this Saturday as I'Mahs iraveU lu face URI.

HOOP from page 12

ket when the sopfKMnore made tlie

first of a one-and-one situation,

befoie grabbing the rebound of his

mis.sed second shot and converting

a lay-up to make the scoie b8-b3.

Freeman came back with

aiKither tough bii>kL'i oft of a solid

post move, but llaynes responded

with another two before an

Anderson basket and a Breland

free throw narrowed the etige to

70-t>t< with under iwn minutes left

The Minutemen hung tough,

however, as another low post bas-

ket by Freeman pushed ifw lead to

four with 34 sivond> remaining.

Tlie Rams were then unable to

coiiK' up with anything offensively,

settling for a long three from

HayTies before a free throw apiece

from Freeman. Chadwick and

Maxwell all but sealed the deal for

ihe Maroon and V\ hite.

"We had our chances, but

Freeman just made great plays

when tfwy i\eeded them." Rams
ciach IX-nxk Whittenbury said

I thought that was tremendous
"

I M.i^s luriH-d an early deficit

HI. .1 I
-I 8 itdvantage with a 10-0

run that includc-d eight points and

a pair of 'S-pointei's from Bowers

LMass iheii luiill Us Lad Ui il-

1 b at the 3:44 mark on the strength

of a 4-1 burst that culminated with

forwaid k'ff V'iggiano conneiiing

on UMass' lirst foui point play of

Ihe season, llic sophomore was

fouled as he connected on a 5-

pointer fmm the right wing and

subsequently added the free thiow.

After Fordhant trimmed the

lead to eleven at 3b-25 on a

Derrick Breland trey. Bowers

answered with a three of his own

before closing the lialf with a layup

off a feed from Anthony Anderson

to push the Minutenian lead to 4

1

25 at intennission

The Rams fought bw;k again,

however, as after Siephane laismc

ojvned the hall with a basket for

UMass. the Rams lipped off nine

straight points and pulled within

singk digits at 43 34 when Haynes

convertcxJ a strong move to the

hoop into a three-point play with

just under I 7 minutes ri'inaining

After a l.asinc free throw

bumped the UMass edge ba».k to

ten, the teams traded baskets for

the next two minutes befoie a

Breland 3 }x>inier capped five con-

sivutive Rain points and pulk-d

the Rains wiihin s».-ven at 52 45

with jusi lis I ivvelvc minutes

ivnuiinin>?

The Newman Catholic Center

invite* you to a

SUPERBOWL
PARTY!

4:30 MASS
5:30 PIZZA & SODA
6:25 KICKOFF

Giant
12 foot screen!

\c\\man ( atholic C enter

472 N. Pleasant (next to Mahaii

549-OMH)

WWW', umass. edu catholic

iSLKKPY HOLLOW BED CO.^
%. MATTRESSES. "FUTONS • BEDS •ETC* -^^ '

MISMATCH

MATTRESS

TWIN SET $199

MATT ONLY $119

FULL StT S249

M.ATTO\LY $149

QLF.KN SET $299

MATT ONLY $189

FUTONS

at Hampden DmrngCommoas

Icxatcd in Souttiv^st l^b.

Monday to Friday i ^

Lunch 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Dinner 5:0a - j\oo pro

Dining
Scfvke*

( t I 'tlr I. iiMilr r \i
I I ( I i'' -l.'^ M'f '*> l""^!**"

;- th. S|'n»i>.lM !.l \ .. ni I l.«k.jvltni|l»

AUSTRALIAN WINE SALE

20% OFF ALL 750ML
MIST HUE IIBION (

V' fK CAM

ROlimC ROCK &

GREEN LICHT $4C99'

12"

15'

lECI'S
',M a lioi lOOSiBomis «19"

»IM1IPIIIWR!r«^ll99-
:">' fior-!i III

GUINNESS PUB DltAUCKT$P> 49'
) r>» -HNS J

10"
«U flfEP PRICES PLU"; DEPOSIT

FETZER
CHAROONWr UCRL01 SJ ^99
rAecRNiT ) 5 IT

I^
NOODIRIDCE
:HAiiDcmAr MBffWf J

MOISON
n« ROTTtf

SMMfnaiHjaiat
i;pK somt

CORIETT CMITON
CHURPONMV MIPLOJ
i-aRfffW I sir

WALNUT CREST
rMAHDONHAY MfWOT
f4flf^w r f 5 IT

ARIOR MIST
All fLAi/nn', I i Li

$599

$y99

$i|99

ILACRSTONE
VfClOT ?50 VL

RAVENSNOOO
UNfANDlL 7W Ml

SPICED RUM

FRMZU CMABUS BWiK

BMOMoy Kfttiim. mv t^99
rmAHT> CMUAKl 5 ir ftox '

f

KERMUIAOBON

GEYSER PEAK
SAUVICHON SiANC 750 Mt

NAROT'S
CHAgOONNAV MlfiOr
CARfRUn SHIffA? 1 Sir

FAT BASTARD
:H«DONWI'lSMt«'S(!M(

UHMMUNIA

$099
^ UUIDIFUVOKDtUMS

$A49 ^"

V TANOUERAY GIN

^Q'' SOUTHEW COMFORT

$1149 FIBJOilUMSmFEKD

O i7Sir

aUNYSCOKH

$799
"^'^

7'
JOSE CUERVO

<_„ COIOTEOUIIA

' MR. BOSTON

$199 80 PROOF VODKA

O AT THE STOP & SHOP PLAZA O
t1 HADLEY 253 9344 • NORTHAMPTON 586-3007 • HOLYOKE 534 4555

FULL REDEMPTION AT ALL LOCATIONS

"-.ALE DATES THURS 1/29 04 WEDS 2 04, CM • NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOCBAPHICAl ERRORS

lUNCH
• Ork-ntcil B<M'I A

• (.hit ki'd ( ulli'i -<,iiiu\% n 11

• Spi< V Biji k Bt'an Burgt-r

1)1WIK
• K«>.ist Turkt'N

• stijfU'd Shells

Mnani

Production Crew
On stdl! tiHl.i\

N /(,/// 11)1 TOfi

rHOTO TECHS l< I \\

Si I ttl tldmtnf II

(OPy FIJITDR
ffik.1 tt>\h'\

rRcmucTios si ft kvisoh
Sitttl hhl

rk'(vn cJK)s >/AH
\l. ;,/l.(/l tU'jl\ V,ini.ifif/»J \/r/M(l

HOROSCOPES

>
<
Q
LU

z

u.

LU
H

a

Reality is wrong.
Dreams are for real.

Jup.ic Shakur

aquarius • kn 2uhH la

win iiiit's everyone like y«jur liesl lrUii«i

rTKM-e than thev like ytxi?

pisCeS • Hh 19-M^R. 20

Once again, you're st rewed.

aries • vuk ji-Ane. 19

Your*' loveable - Mxnetimes a little loo

loveable.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Uh.it .ire vtxj >4<Jing to clo .iIxkiI \oiir

prolilcms?

gemini • m^* d-u s 21

T.ikr > 'l<'<'o Im.ith \(ui'll uef fhrcHJgh it.

cancer

.

That ttvling ol vui kiness is lx)und to go

away eventually.

leo • ; \

NiKJ were overkiokttl

virgo

Yup. You an' lorg()tten. |usl cfc'al

libra • ^

>ou re unh.i|n»v .it lioim', wurk, dixl at

( l.tsv I irwl ,1 h,i()jn pl.M e

Scorpio • <>i 2i-N<a

YiRi II Ih- Mut k on ( .nrtiv

vt'.n

Sagittarius • >

lake a touple tfc«ef) breaths ami mi»ve

Capricorn . i

Be aware ol vour due dates. I hing^ mnxi

lo l)e done on tirm».

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
M'XKIMIM (OR KfNlH AUTO FOR SALE

HoKm c:«)n».k>s ^ hed-

nx)m, harJwiKKl floors,

study area m Kisi-nicnt

C^hlf, telephone

(internet access) in all

hednx>ms ami stiidy.

NOW SHtWlNr. tor

JUNE and SEPThM-

BER. NO FEES.

www.annhvr?d'"colnre-

altv.com .•'SV7S7^

Onter of town 1, '. ^

hcdnxims; harJwiKKl

flcxirs. NOW SHOW-
ING for JUNE and

SEPTEMBER. NC^

FEES, wwvy.amhcr-

stlinrolnrealtv.Lom

2SV7H79

MITO FOR SAIE

2000 Kia Srorraye

cheap, reiiahle, safe

winter rrans|-H)n.itii>n,

well-maintained,

excellent tires, CUX

AC:, 4Wn, Siinr.x)f,

S^,000 nentic miles

$6,000 or B/tMH-
695-30M

1992 Silver Ford

Taunis. Excellent con-

Jin..n. $1600 1 18K.

(;all549-59k^210-

%91 AW p»iwer

EMPLOYMENT

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

potential. Lxral posi-

tions. 1-800-29^^85

n.r. IX.imh iVivers

and Kitchen Help

Needed Apply at D.P.

l>Hiyli l\)wnti>vvn

.AmluTst

rholiiyr.iphv pusitum

availahle.

Photoiirapher tor

Whitewater trips.

Some photography

experience necess,iry.

Weekends Spring and

Fall. Full Time

Summer season. Call

625-2288 IX-adline

2/26/04

EVIPIOYMENT

STAGE HANDS
WANTED at Fine

Arts C Center. $6.75/hr.

V.iri.ihle Schedule-

week day availability

preferred 9-nix)n,

lpm-5 Applications at

PnxJuction Services

RM 146F.A.C.

MAKE UP TO $75.00

per Hour Working

From Home. Visit

u'ww.98^2.ct)niy9053

Summer Nanny posi-

tion C'ariny tor 2 K)ys

5 and 8. Weekends

Spnnn and Fall. Full

Time (40 hours).

Ex|XTience preferred.

Call 625-2288.

Whiiew.iter Raft

guides neei^led at Oah
Apple Whitewater,

Full or Part-Time jobs.

No Experience neces-

sary. Will train. 625-

2288 for Info.

I\-adline 2/26/04

I MPIOVMENT

Bilingual Tutors/

Translators for part-

time paid .issist.mce

during the st.hix)l day

ftir students speaking

German, Korean,

Russian, Sinhala,

Spanish, or Viet-

namese C Contact: ESL/

BilinguaK>fice4n-

362-1857 Amherst-

Pelham Schixils An
Fxiiial C)pportunif>

Affirmative Action

Employer

MAD SCIENTIST
WANTED! IT to

conduct fiin science

after-sch(xil programs,

parties, etc. Rei]uire-

ments: Experience w/

griHips of children, en-

thusiasm, car. Perform-

ance experience a plus

413-584-7243

500 C:amp Jobs. NY.

PA, New Enj^iand. I

800-443-6428

www.summercampcm-

ployment.com

EMPLOYMENT

C-ruise Line Entry

Level on hoard [xsi-

tions .iv.iil.ihle, ureal

K-netits. Sc-avmal or

Ye.irR.Kind.y4l-329.

fv4^ www.cniiscca-

rc-erb.OHn

IBinendin).;! $250/l>.i\

Potential. No
Experience Nes*.

Tniining pnaided. 1
-

8lXt-%5-6520Exi.l6:

FOR SALE

TAX FREE Cigarettes

as low as $9.99 cirton.

www.indi.insmokeson-

line.com or I-866-S40-

45cV

HOUSE FOR SALE

ectic hoiiu- di-oii,'iu\l

IK- owner .1- .irii^i

ntre.it "sinrouiKkd In

t.ill piiu's. ihi- iinu|iir

home liMiiiH> .'|XM

«pace li\ iiiL' Willi .ill

wcxxl te.iliiH'^, m an.l

ii..,'h.eilin-s SiSO.aV

CnlletteKe.ilt\.i.om

7S1-W7-7KV

MISCELLANEOUS

S.iy ^^ixxlhye to your

phi me' \oicej;!o talk,

talk.i.ilk.t.ilk.t.ilk... to

.iny phone in the

world.

w\vw.\\Mcetilo.c<.>m

1 HOUSE FOR SALE
j (.!<K'd t.ilks forty hour>

without hre.ikl voicey-

lo talk. talk. t, ilk.New >,ikiii "^myk

1 imiK (1 room, 2 lx\l lalk.t.ilk. . to .inv

\.l r.iiiii 1 ( inile> l^hone in the world.

liomlM \--^ Ideal

tor lolKui- pii >t(.'>M>r.

w w w V oKcxlo >.om

Xhniiin.; MIX l.itvl Say nothing for less!

Willi I'lllld.liik- NCCOlul \oiceyli>

li
i|

( li <l ll U^ U Vl"-) i\ 1 ilk r.ilk t.ilk.talk.talk

MISCELLANEOUS

to any phone in ihi'

worUI.

wwvv \ oicetik'Ct'm

Phone hilU got \ou

humniei.1.' vmctrlo

talk t. ilk. t. ilk. t.ilkt, ilk

.. to.inv phone m il

world.

wwwAokC'loci'in

ROOM FOR RENT

RiKlIU .I\.m1,|Mi \> 'W

ihrouiih semester.

$350/month.c:.ill

Kate at 540.6\r^

SPRIN(; BREAK
SOLI'TIONS You

piik the destin.iiion.

we will uei viMi there

Ciroup Discounts,

Free Trips, we meet > t

IxMt any reli.ihle >.i>m

I
vt I tors price I Free

parts packa>;e with

every trip w\M\ spr»u:

l>aMk!<<.»lutiotvs.,.oiu 1

877-2-THE-RlN

TRAVEi

>pniiu Biv.ik JOcH

Travel with STS,

AmcTica* *l Sriklcnt

T.HirC^.

lam.iic.i. ^ .iiwiin,

.'\...ipiilco, B,ihamiis

.ind FlonAi. N«TW hff-

vimpus reps. (.;,il|

loi i.;roup dl<^oiints.

Intorm.it ioii/Res<.TV .It I

1 -800-64M849 or

www.ststr.ivel.com For

more intorm.it ion ton-

iKt STA Tr.ivel It

41 t:56-i:M

887-4-c:ANt:UN K-st

price, I !MASS VEN-

IXMl sellini: spnnt"

bre.ik p.iik.ice"-. I\'

not uet s.,inuiK'd

Cancun, Neynl

.•\c.ipiilco. B.ih.im.is,

Flond.i. $$$ c.impiis

reps e.ini $$$.

Flipn.ition.iom >( <
4-

(..llKllll

PLiit' viiur own

iT.issitifJI

t'onu- til tlu' Cimpiis

C't-ntir B.isi'mi'nt or

i.ill S4=;- 55001
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Two in a row
UMass holds on again, downs A- 10 foe Fordham

B\ MiKt Mar/uii

Over the live-game staMch that opernxl

the Mas^a^.hu'H.'tI^ iiK-ns basketball team's

Atlantic 10 conleretwe schedule, the

Minuiemen sc-emingl> found live difleivni

v^a\> to k>f>e

Howvvei. e\a».tl\ a week alter cun-h

Sieve l^appas sqiukl was bk»wii awa> b>

c ju -n No 5Sl.|osephs
Fordham /U fur the tilth ot

live c».)nseculive

losses, the
UMass 76

Manx 111 arkl White have tound :i wav to

win

first k-ague vittorv despite bkming u 22-

ij. I Aluss again raced out lu a

.-It lead last night and again had

to li. All the sifttch. this lime out

lastiu^ ! i"> 7h '0 I1. r.,t,- ?*JKS ..1 itw

V!ullin> Cenu
.,

i / i 1
_' 7 A- ill' icuirii

attemtion a* ihev will

trii\ r a 1 pin

tip. 1 UT.

"I think our gu>^ »tv enioving wha(

thev're doing right now. beuiu.se lhe> «urc

boik like tt to me." l-apfMS said. 'Wc had

mn unhelievabk- first Ml and a <.

sei.und halt, but still nude the n^

wtK-n we needed to down the ^irvtch

Mike Havnes k.*d all sciw.rv unh \^

points, whik: tlie baekcoun .. >

Mark larrvll NV nght and tVm^K t^n .

chippeit in with 12 points and 10 fxi

ro.| r the Ramst41> \ S A lOt.

1 L Mass side, it was again ihi-

V u if -KTsthat oimc up big as An Bowers

luid li* points and eight assist* whiW

K.i<.haun Knxinan tossed in 18 point* and

grabbed 10 rebournls h.'

Anthotn Anderson ( 14 poiiu

mun: forward Ml S iggiano 1 1 1 pi!

«iTv alsu in duubk" figures lor ttie LNL
We'vie gv4 three freshman and a Hiph-

cHiKire out there, a kt of new guvs.'

Ijippas s«Ki "I stv them getting better, and

that ton K«t important thing. thil

we're inij .^

"Wcnr getting better as a team, we're

> vtimf KtTir as individual and it's fun to

1 ; . : , guard

Icn Kcts sand-

wiched arouixt a lav throw trom ^a"eInan

narrvwed the UMass kad to 57-51. but

liw points trum Anderxm on a VpoinitT

and a pair of fret: thmwN wkkixd the-

UMaiis lead to b2-5l with 7 M) to pla>.

Notxthc-less. Fordham would not go

awav. a.s live more points fami I lav'TKs and

a pair of buckcis from guard Mark larrelt

Wright helped the Rams climb hack to

within SIX at bb-t>0 wiih uixler live minute's

k-ft

(havnes then an.^wercd a Fitx-man has

See HOOP on page 10

juni..r eaptain Anthiwiv Andrmon m:ored 14 point* and dished out four auikt* as the Minutemen defeated Fordham for their sec-

>nd win in a row.

Guard coming

into his own
By Becky Hi)Ri>uitz

I 111 LU.IAN StaH-

Freshntan guard An Bowers

has stepped up in all aspects of the

game for the Massachusetts men's

basketball team since illuming

from an ankle injur> in late

December He came back slowlv.

but in the past four games he has

provided clutch shots and stremg

Stat lines for the Minutemen.

"I just wanted to come out atxi

plav a whole lot more confident.

Instead of hesitating on shots.

Stan believing in m)self and just

play hard," Bowers sakl after last

night's game against Fordham.

"Once I got down, m> ankle

got hun. I wasn't as mobikr, my
shots weren't falling and my leg

wasn't as strong." he said. "I

missed a coupk of shots and I got

down on myself, but I've jast been

in the gym working hard and I got

my confidence back up."

Last night. Bower> helped his

team out to an early kad with a

quick bucket folk)wed by baek-io-

back three's He shot four-for-five

frcHii three point land, a place

where in previous games he had

been struggling to lind his rhythm

Bowen had 14 points in the

lirst haK. shooting five-for-seven

('i-of-4 from 5-point range), fore-

ing ttw Rams to play him ck»er in

the scxund half and forcing

Bowers lo work moK on hi* diah-

ing abilities.

"The secxmd half was a whole

kn more inlease " Bowers said "I

wcxild get in the htnc and I wciukl

draw a player and I was just kick-

ing it out to the pi-rin»eter and get-

ting it into IRashaun Freeman)

arid they were finishing it

"

Bowers' regained confideiKe

has been useful in clutch situa-

tions for the MinuteiiK'n In

Saturday's bb-fo^ win over

lempk. Bowers hit a 5-pointcr

with 52 seconds remaining to give

his team a orvr point lead aixl their

lirs* \vin in eight gamc"^ Bowers

a-gisierc-d a career high I ^ points

in shixJting 7 for 1 1 fnjm the liekl.

fordham head coach Denxk
\\ hittc-nburg wasn't blind sided

last night when Bowers stepped

up for his team again, he knew

from watching the tape what

Bowers was capabk* of.

'I just thought he made shots,

lot of shots at key times and I was-

n't surprisc"d."

See iOWERS on page 10

K/fuQs; At-tarV «sPf- fnrNI I Strugiling Minutewomen to

iviass /\u:acK set lor in^
^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^ .^^g, y^, |g

Bv .Asimi^vv VUkkh'I

i j>iij:«.iAN Staff

It's dKiui time

The Massachusetts hockey

team ( 1 1-7-5, 7-5-2 Fiockt^ East)

hasnt played a ganv since its 1-0

win over Maine at Allond Arena on

Ian. 17. It hasn't pUiyed at home
since heinj- shut out. 1-0 by UMass

Ixiwell on Ian. 4. and it hasn't

played in front of a significant siu

Greg Mauldin remains questionable this weekend, as tin junior

forward is still recovering from a concussion sustained Jan. \.

dent creiwd since the dramatic 2-2

tic with New Hampshia- on tXx.

1 1 . its last home game before win-

ter session began

Tonight, the Minutemen, sitting

founh in the confcnmce, return to

the ice. and the homestretch of the

Hockey f-.a.st sea-son begins with a

real challenge.

The Nonheastem Huskies (7-

11-4, 2-4-5 UFA) are one of the

hottest teams in Hockey F.ast right

now, something that seemed

unlikely when NU was mirexl in an

1
1 -game winlcss streak to begin

the season,

I lowever. after notching its first

win of the season with a 1 -0 win at

Vermont on Dec. b. Northeastern

has played completely unlike the

team that lost seven of its first eight

conlerence game, with a lie to

Providence on Nov, 7,

The biggest sign of change on

Si Botolph Street was the Huskies'

stunning 5-0 win over top-ranked

Hoston College on |an. 5. junior

Keni Ciibson (2,86 goals against.

.84b save percentage) made 54

stops in the win. and lason

Guerriero tallied three points,

including the Huskies' first goal, to

Iciid NU past the conference-lead-

ing l'.<tgles.

"We're playing a great team,

we're playing the team that's

played the be.st since Christmas of

any team in our league." UMass

coach Don Cahoon said, "so

they're going to be enthusiastic,

hungry to play, and we need to

measure up to that,"

Nonheastem. though it is still

at the bottom of the Hockey Fast

standings, had one of the finest

showings in the period since Dec,

25, gt)ing 4-2-2. New Hampshire

(4-1-1) and BC (6-1-0) were the

only teams to achieve better

records in that time.

The Huskies have bcvn Icxl by

the play of Guerriero, who leads

the team in goals (4) and points

(25). and his 14 assists gives him a

tk: for the team-lead with Mike

Morris.

They've got a decent makeup in

terms of their team speed, they've

got a couple of good scorers, and

they've put together a good power

play." Cahoon said. "Gibson, when

he's playing well, is a good goal-

tender and for the most part,

they're as good a team as most the

teams in the league."

"I think secondly, they've

stopped worrying about losing

games, they're* playing to win now.

And the final attribute is that

they're hungry, and they're proba-

bly enjoying the game as much as

any team in the league."

Cahoon hopes the MinuteuK'n

will counter with a high student

turnout.

"I think the kids arc going to be

re-ally anxious to get going, get the

students out there, get a home

game under our belt with a chance

of getting people to come out and

see us play." he said. "Every game is

going to be really competitive, as

they all are. but now the ante has

been raised. The league is starting

to take shape, and we're fighting

like crazy to keep our heads above

water."

"If we can feed off the energy of

oui home crowd, enjoy being in

our own locker room and own

facility, and keep focused, then it

plays to a big advantage for us."

The Minutemen are still light-

ing some nagging injuries, includ-

ing the one that has kept junior

Gre-g Mauldin out since a violent

collision at Lowell on Jan. 5.

Cahoon said that Mauldin might be

able to return this weekend, after

"a bunch of good days in a row."

Bv Todd Fosuk
(^MLtt.lA.N StaH-

Mamie Dacko has the chance

to re'ach a major milestone in her

voung coaching career as the

Massachusetts wotiK-n's basketball

team travels to Philadelphia today

to face Dawn Sialey and the

Temple Owls — her 100th win.

"The Minulc-wiimen could also

set a new UMass rcvord without a

road victory after lying the 17

game losing stre-ak on fan. lb. The

last lime they met. Temple used a

14-5 run in the final 5:21 to defeat

UMass, 52-40, on Ian. 4 at the

Mullins Center

Staley has had a storybook bas-

ketball career ^s a player and

coach. A native of Philadelphia,

Stalev was named USA Today's

High" School Player of Near in 1 488

as a senior at IXibbins Tcxhnical

High School, She went on to be a

two-time National Player of the

Near at Virginia, leading the Cavs

to three Final Fours and holding

the NCAA rcvord in steals with

454. Alter prolessicmal stints in

France. Italy. Brazil. Spain and the

ABL. she went on to start for the

historic U.S. A, Women's

Basketball team, compiling a 60-0

record and a 1446 Olympic gold

medal in Atlanta.

In her young coaching career.

Staley has shown promise since

changing the role from a star play-

er to a fresh, yiiung coach.

T'he third year coach has won

over 50 games, captured Temple's

first A- 10 women's hoops title and

has made two postseason trips,

including a 2W2 NCAA tourna-

ment trip.

Staley. with no prior coiiching

experience before Temple, has

averaged 18 wins per season and

has alre-ady earned the prestigious

2002 Big Five Coach of the Year.

The Owls (10-7. 6-0. A-IO)

sport a winning record after start-

ing the season off 4-6. facing the

56th toughest schedule in the

nation, according to www.col-

lcgerpi.com. Since the dismal start.

TU has won six of their seven con-

tests, including two impressive OT
wins last weekend against

Richmond and Saint K>sephs.

Temple is led by promising

sophomore' Candice Dupree and

freshman point guard Britney

Jordan. I'Kipre'c, a 6-foot-2 center,

dominated the paint again.st the

Minutewomen (5-15. 1-6, A-IO)

tallying I 5 points. 1 2 boards along

with thre-e blocks and a steal in the

52-40 victory on |an. 4. Dupree is

averaging 14.8 points per game

and 7.5 rebounds per game this

sea.son.

Jordan, the highest ranked

recruit in Temple history, has

enjoyed a stellar freshman cam-

paign, putting up 4.8 points and a

team-best 4.24 assists. Jordan's

playmaking ability is deadly when
combined with an accurate three-

point shot, going 25-for-67 (.545)

from behind the are.

The entire UMass team is frus-

trated during a struggling transi-

tion year Adding to the frustration.

Ashley Sharpton will probably

miss the rest of the season with a

knee injury.

The lone bright spot for the

Minutewomen has been the play of

senior judit Zsedenyi. The

Budapest. Hungary native has

improved last season's scoring

average from 5.2 ppg to a solid

10.8 ppg while playing 55,8 min-

utes a game.

Comedian Dane Cook set to

perform at the FAC on Monday

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 5

Minutemen skate to a 4-2

victory over Northeastern
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University prepares for possible disturbances Honors college may
By Erika Lovley
CoLLBiiiAN Staff

This Sunday at 6:25 p.m,.

the New England Patriots will

face off with the Carolina

Panthers in Houston, Texas for

the 2004 Super Bowl, As
Americans across the country

sit back in their easy chairs,

donning team jerseys on their

backs and hot wing sauce on

their lips, students at the

University of Massachusetts

will be crowding local sports

bars, restaurants and dorm
rooms to cheer on their favorite

teams.

However, the Patriot's atten-

dance at Super Bowl XXXVIII
also brings an air of concern for

University of Massachusetts

administration, security and
students alike. When the

Patriots won the 2002 Super

Bowl, thousands of UMass stu-

dents rioted in Southwest

Residential Area, causing dam-

age to university property and

resulting in several arrests. This

past fall, the Red Sox's win over

Oakland in the American

League Division Series and loss

to the Yankees in the American

League Championship Series

resulted in a range of distur-

bances that caused widespread

destruction across the campus.

AoMHNsnuniVE AcnoM

The University administra-

tion, in combined efforts with

the UMass Police Department,

the Student Government
Association, and students them-

selves, is working to prevent

another post-Super Bowl dis-

turbance from happening this

Sunday.

"We have a lot of fun activi-

ties planned." said Michael

Gargano. vice cfuincellor of stu-

dent affairs. "We really want

students to go |lo thcmj. enjoy

the Super Bowl, and celebrate

with their team."

On-campus activities have

been planned by the Student

Activities Center and the SGA.
A Super Bowl party will begin

at 5 p.m. in the Bluewall Cafe in

the Campus Center, and will

include free appetizers such as

a five-foot sub and soda, con

tests, prizes and several flat and

large-screen televisions airing

the game.

According to Gargano. the

Office of Student Affairs has

heard from thousands of con-

cerned parents and students

since the fall disturbances.

"People do not want this behav-

ior on their campus and they

want us to end it. " he said. "As

vice chancellor, I take (that

message] very seriously,"

Gargano said that any stu-

dents found engaging in riotous

behavior would be immediately

removed from the campus.

"They will be exiting the uni-

versity the same day." he said

"We will be sending them home
to live with their mom and

dad."

According to Gargano. the

destruction caused in last fall's

disturbances and riots cost the

university more than $200,000

in damage, including the costs

of destruction of university

property and the additional

security measures that required

the use of state and town

police.

'Students should be able to

celebrate without causing harm
,,. that's what real fans do."

said Gargano.

He also pointed out that if a

student is expelled from the

University, it will pennanently

slay on his or her track record.

making it "not so easy to find a

job" in the working world

STUOfNT GtMHOMKMT
Mina Salain. SG,A secretary

of public policy and relations,

says the SCA has been working

closely with the vice chancellor

of student affairs in order to

promote safe weekend. SGA
staff members will be present in

Southwest after the Super

Bowl. SGA president David

Carr. attorney general Mark
Morrison, and senate speaker

fared Nokes. as well as Safain,

will be stationed in the com-

mand center with the police,

"basically making sure that siu

dent rights aren't being violated

and the that the police aren't

doing anything unlawful,"

Safain said.

According to Safain. the

UMPD will also be using sur-

veillance cameras stationed

around |ohn Ouincy Adams
lower as means of patrol, tn the

past, the camera tapes have

been used as a way of finding

perpetrators afler the riots.

However, on Sunday, the

authorities will be watching the

tapes live. This means that sus-

pects will be arrested immedi-

ately, rather than several days

afterward

"The SGA docs not approve

of any riotous behavior." said

Safain. 'It ruins the reputation

of our school, devalues our

degrees and gives a very bad

OISTUIIBANCCS on piBt 3

recieve new grant

Explosion kills

seven soldiers

in Afghanistan
By SiiPHts Graham

A&WK lATcn Vm>s

KABUL. Afghanistan (AP) — An explo-

sion at a weapons cache in Afghanistan

killed seven U.S. soldiers and wounded

three more Thursday, the US, Central

Command said. One American soldier was

missing

An Afghan interpreter also was wounded

by the 5 p,m. explosion near the city of

Ghazni. 60 miles southwest of the capital.

Kabul. The soldiers were working around a

weapons cache when the blast happened.

Centcom said in a statement

Centcom spokesman Capt. Bruce Frame

said the cause had yet to be determined.

Separately, investigators sifted through

evidence Thursday from suicide bombings

that killed British and Canadian soldiers in

Kabul the two previous days. The ousted

Taliban regime has claimed responsibility

for both blasts.

The cause of Thursday's weapons cache

blast was not immediately known. The

wounded soldiers were evacuated to a hos-

pital at Bagram Air Base, headquarters for

U.S. -led coalition in Afghanistan.

The names of the victims were being

withheld pending notification of relatives.

Earlier this month, the U.S. death toll in

the two-year war in Afghanistan reached

100. Only 16 Americans died in the light-

ning war that drove the Taliban from power

at the end of 2001 for providing a refuge

and base for Osama bin Laden, the suspect-

ed mastermind of the Sept. 1 1 attacks. The

rest of the Americans died after the

Taliban's defeat.

The toll includes deaths in other parts of

Operation Enduring Freedom, such as a hel-

icopter crash in the Philippines nearly two

years ago that killed 10 American soldiers.

The United States provides 9.000 of the

1 1.000-member coalition troops stationed

in Afghanistan.

Troops at Camp Souter, the British base

in eastern Kabul, held a memorial ceremony

Thursday for the soldier killed the day

before by a suicide bomber. The victim was

identified as Pvt. Jonathan Kitulagoda. 25.

from Plymouth in southwest England.

Commanders and diplomats joined

about 1 50 .soldiers to hear readings, prayers

and tributes from Kitulagoda 's friends in a

EXPLOSION on page 3

Crafty folks

Sophomore Mt>llv MacFadden and Junior Anna Sample prep the Craft Center in the

Student Unitw. The Craft Center will open for the spring semester Mondav at 1 1 a.m.

Bv Jl lit O'DtlNNHl
t.AHiti.i*N M.Mi

The first stages of a consider-

able grant to the

Commonwealth College are

underway alter Governor Milt

Romney approved VSednesday. a

$5.45 million budget allocation.

With hard work from

University of Massachusetts

tnterim President, lack N^ilson

and Chancellor lohn V.

Lombardi. Romney has pro

posed an allcKation to iIk

Commonwealth College thai is

double the amount that the col-

lege has currently received.

According to Dean of the

Commonwealth College, Linda

Slakey. i\k college had received

$1.75 million in years past.

"We are very grateful that

Chancellor Lombardi and

President NMIson were able to

make Romney understand what

the Commonwealth College is

all about." Slakey said.

The Commonwealth College

was started with the freshman

class in !*»»»» Students who
maintain a 5.2 GPA can apply to

the college. This past jurw. the

first class of the Commonwealth
College graduated, and now.

approximately 2,800 students

Itom all four grades are

enrolled.

According to Slakey. the

money that was given to the pro-

gram m the beginning was only

enciugh Ui fund the college lor

the first iwi> sears.

Two important things ftap-

pcned within the first two years

that made it difficutl to fund

Commonwealth College pro-

grams with the given money
"Firsi of all. more students

were atiracied.' she said. " and

secondly, wc were in iIk middle

of difficult financial times
~

Although the proposal |s a

major accomplishment lor the

college, Slakey stressed that the

rcxeni move Ijy Romney is jusi

the first in a series of steps nee

essary for the college lo acquire

the funding.

She said ili.it Romney has

proposed the idea of allocation

S5.45 million, but it must pass

first through the House ol

Representatives and the Senate

before potentially being passed

for the next fiscal year on July I

,

2004
"We're pleased to be at the

first step." SUikev said

Dran Lindav SUki-v said

theres a lonis wav l«» |^• before

the L'niversitv Brio the new

Urani.

"Gt)Vi.riK>i iioiiincx lias uiiJct-

sicKxi the logic, and now it's

important ii't the House and the

Senate know the logic
"

If this proposal is approved,

students can eiip^t a number ol

positive changes in the

Commonwealth College next

fall. The mc>ney wnuld potential

l> go lo instructor* and studcmi

projects.

"This is the beginning ol a

political process. I am very

grateful to the Ciovernor !or the

vote of confidence in the

Commonwealth Coilege,"

Slakey said. "The college gas

depended ficavily on goodwill c>r

faculty and departmental admin-

istration even though we were

funded explicitly Sow we
wiiuld be pleased to have it

funded lor four yeais.'

Currently many instructors

are not bein» : nsated for

teaching horv ^ m then

department, and ilic n

WKuld enable the Inivei-

pay prolesscirs who teach lor the

Commonwealth Cc»llege

Students wiiuld bv at

find miire honor* n
under the geneial edu^.

requiremeni than ihei^- aie vui

renlly. and individual student

projects would be abfe tu be

funded.

Meredith I ind. the director

c>f communicitions and prc>-

gram devekipmeni. said that

currently there is less than

enough money to siipp •> • -hI

student projects

"We are onlv able tv> luiiJ fi

p.irtiallv liind about two-thirds

all siuilent proposals foi

rosiilii !i ni.ii,'. !» "
t illil s.iiil

FUNDING on page 3

Democrats will come together at University
Off-year convention will educate

participants on policy, campaif^ins
By Dan Lamothf
(\lll.H.IAN SlAH-

Thousands of Democratic delegates

will convene at the University of

Massachusetts in May when the party

holds its state convention at the Mullins

Center.

The party is experiencing what lane

Lane, communications director for the

state party, terms an off year, with no

nominations and no major issues for the

party to decide on. For that reason, the

focus of the convention, planned for

May 8. will be different than nonnal.

"We see this convention as being

very interactive." Lane said.

The locus of the convention this year

is to educate, according to lane. Panel

discussions are planned lor the entire

day along three tracks - conversations

on public policy, a campaign training

institute, and a third track with what

lane categorizes as discussions on

issues that are important to voung peo-

pie.

"lust because its an off year, we
thought we would try something very

different." Lane said. "The UMass set-

ting fits in with this perfectly Rather

than using a typical convention hall set-

ting in Worcester or Springfield or

Boston, we decided to go with a campus

location."

Lach panel dis>.ussion will have

three to four experts leading a dialogue

open for discussion with siudenis. I ane

said the party has had similar panels

occasionally in the past to ga-at success.

"We've actually had to turn awav

people because they were so popul.ir,'

she said.

The campaign training institute will

offer students a chance to learn how lo

run a campaign in numerous dilteient

ways, according to I ane, including troni

the point of view of the campaign nian-

agei, the fundraiser and the candidate

"These institutes realK kind of leach

the whole picKCSs to campaign work-

ers." Lane said. "\bu leave there with a

bible. The democratic nation committee

pnyvides with this really large book on

how to run a successful political cam

paign.

The third track was created in part

bc'cause ol the k>cation.

"We ihiaighl jdiscussiDus on tssuc-s

for sc)ung people
I
wi>ukl be essential

since we are having ihc discussion at

UMass Amherst." siiid I ane

The l'niversitv fX-mcvrals uill play a

strong role in attracting students to the

ci>nvention and to devek'ping topics lot

panel discussions soineihing that

plavs right into the paitv's philosophy of

getting college snuk'nis iinoKcd.

according lo Lane

"It's reallv one I'l ilic |'imm.ii\ oli|ct

lives of
I
Democratic Parlv Chair] Phil

lohnsion to involve and allia*.! more

voung people inu* politics jnJ political

activity."

Lane said lohnsivMi goi liis start in

(X)litical activity at L'Mass. He K'gan his

political acliviiv and involvenieni at

UMass while wurking i.>ii the Kennedy

presidential campaign here.
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President travels to NH
in reelection campaign

By Jhnnif>r bnFN
,\s.M« IATri> I'Khss

t^
Seven U.S. soldiers

killed, three wounded in

explosion Thursday

SOURCES Associated Press; ESRI AP

MERRIMACK. N.H. (AP)

President Bush, taking the New
Hampshire political stage all tor himself

after the Democrats dc\;am[X'd, defended

his economic rcxord Thursday against his

rivals' charges that he has favored the rich

and let 2.5 million jobs slip away

"You can tell I'm upbeat," Bush said,

almost drowned out by cheers. "And 1 got

rea.son to be. Not only do the numbers say

things are looking pretty gcKKl. the

American people aa' telling me that they

feel pretty good."

from New Hampshire, Bush headed

lo Connecticut lo raise Sl.l million for a

rc-election campaign well on the way to

its fund-raising goal of $170 million.

Ilial's just for efforts betwc"en now and

the official start of the general election

campaign in September.

There was no sign ol Connecticut Gov.

lohn G. Rowland at the Grcx-nwich fund-

raiser Rowland is state chairman of

Bush's campaign hut, as the sub|ect of u

federal corniption investigation, decided

to stay away
A fund-raiser host and Bush's cousin,

REELECTION on page 3

After school science

The- UMass Science fiction Society Librarv, in thi C.inipus C t ntiT h.ise-

ment, Kwsts the second largest sci-fi collection on the f.istirn seaboard.

Anyone interested in joining thi- socii-tv is vvi-lcomc.
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University officials, students worried

about Super Bowl-related incidents
S«e DISTURBANCES from page 1

name to the institution. We support

(Gargano'sj zero-tolerance policy."

The SGA is offering the ludicial

Advising Progratn to UMass students

who are facing riot-related disciplinary

review by the Dean of Students office.

Directed by Morrison and funded by the

SGA. the program provides students with

representation from trained individuals

who are familiar with the University's

student code of conduct.

"What they say before the Dean of

Students could cost them their educa-

tion." Safain said.

IIesiohitial uh miemiutiom
UMass resident assistants are also pre-

pared to handle any disturbances that

may arise this weekend, especially after

experiencing the 2003 baseball season

celebrations. According to Jennifer Tripp,

a UMass RA. when police break up large-

scale gatherings outside, the night fur an

on-duty RA has only begun.

"When the cops give a dispersal order,

everyone runs into the dorms and it

becomes pure chaos." she said.

RAs receive crowd-control instruc-

tions when training for their positions,

but some situations can prove too dan-

gerous to work under.

"If we are possibly in harm's way. the

best thing we can do is call the police. (At

that point. I we can discourage people

from going outside, but we have to stay

inside ourselves," said Tripp.

During the week of Red Sox distur-

bances, RAs from Sylvan. Northeast and

Central living areas were asked to volun-

teer their services in order for the

Southwest RAs to get a much-needed

break after several long nights of being

on duty. During a riot, normal night shifts

are often made longer due to the enor-

mous number of student write-ups, which

require RAs to remain on duty until all

paperwork is completed.

For Tripp, the type of students who
were arrested during the fall distur-

bances has also been disconcerting.

"The majority of the people I saw

arrested were 18- and !*J-year-olds. first

year students. Do they think this is what

they need to do to enjoy college? It con-

cerns me that they are getting this

impression."

TmUMPO
Ihe L MPD Chief of Police Barbara

O'Connor says that the UMass police

will be out in full force on Sunday, as

well as the alcohol task force.

"The main focus of the night is to

allow students to have fun, as long as

they behave responsibly. Our preference

is that they enjoy the game. I'm a Pats

fan. I want to see them do well and enjoy

the victory," said O'Connor. "However, if

the crowd gets out of hand, we'll have to

deal with that as we've done in the past."

In past disturbances, the largest prob-

lem for the police department arose

when students refused to leave an area

after authorities gave a dispersal order. A
dispersal order signifies that a gathering

has become an unlawful assembly and a

reasonable amount of time to exit the

premises is permitted. Anyone who
refuses to leave after this time period is

considered in violation of the law.

"Students want to see the show and

wind up getting arrested." O'Connor
said.

O'Connor also pointed out the life-

threatening consequences to such behav-

ior.

"I don't think students realize that if you

throw something out of one of those high

rises, you can kill someone. You will be

charged with murder."

"Our biggest goal is to do as much
prevention as we can However, we have

to be prepared for the worst, and we
are."

Explosion

kills seven
See EXPLOSION from page 1

private gathering, said Capt. Tom
Smith, spokesman for the 500-strong

British contingent. Kitulaguda's body

likely will be flown home next week,

he said.

Kitulagoda was killed when a sui-

cide bomber detonated a yellow and-

white taxi next to an open-tupped

British Land Rover jeep. Four other

British soldiers were wounded. The
attack came a day after a Canadian

soldier was killed in a similar suicide

attack.

Investigators pored over evidence

from the two suicide bombings.

Afghan police said they identified the

original owner of the taxi

"We have a name and an address,"

said Mohammed Haroon Asefi. a sen-

ior police commander at the Interior

Ministry He said no one had been

arrested and he refused to release any

other details

Kabul police boosted security in

the city in response to the attacks

Officials said they had more uni-

formed men on the sidewalks, more

patrol cars on the roads and extra

undercover officers moving among
the city's 1 million residents.
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Siudenii in the

Commonwealth College often

times propose research projects

to the selection board to be

funded. Unfortunately, many
good proposals have been

turned away because of lack of

funding.

There are two kinds of feikiw-

ship projects that students can

apply for. Sophomores usually

assist a-scaah projects that a pr\>

fessor has been working un and he

or she is paid minimum wage for

the vwjrk The second kind of fel-

bwship program is for juniors or

seniors wUo conduct their own
re»caah and apply for a grant or

partial funding from the University.

"The faculty selection com-
mittee has to accept only realis-

tic projects." I.ind said, "but

thc> have still had to turn away
many proposals because of

funding."

This past fall a student has

been working on a research

project in the classics depan-

ment. titled Etruscan Text

Projects where he is translating

a number of works to a data-

base that Etruscan scholars

from around the world can

access.

"He requested money for a

second-hand Mac computer and

software for web program-

ming." Lind said

Other student projects in the

past have included various sci-

eiwe researches in which lab

supplies and equipment were

needed and just last year stu-

dents had worked on a 3D film

project.

"We're trying to help support

students that wouldn't be able

to afford to fund themselves."

Lind said " In esseiKe to help

provide more money."

See RKLfCTNM fron page 1

Debbie Stapleton. perhaps inadvertently contradkted

the pnesideni's preference for stressing his ties to

down-home Texas over his membership in an oU.

wealthy Nc*w E.ngland'ba.sed family.

"You may associate him v^th the Lone Star State,

boots and spfurs. but I know him in his earlier

Connecticut dayii of family gatherings. Yak Bulklogs

and Old Blue." she said "Please wckome m> cou-sm.

ConnectKut's own native son. bom in New Haven,

with deep family roots in GreenwKh. the grandson u(

former Connecticut Sen Prcscolt and Dorothy Bush

— President George W. Bush."

Bush took it in stride, making fun of himself as he

noted the presence of former Yale University class-

mates. "They were the ones who invented shock and

awe when they heard I was president." he said

"They're all fine lads - they themselves wi:re C-stu-

denu."

Making his fifth y^sit to Mew Hampshire as presi

dent. Bush said the economy was rebounding urxJcr

his watch — and that he was determined to sec it

through to even better days

Aides inswied there was no political component to

the choice of Ni-w Hampshire to pras that message.

However, they offered no other reason the president

chose to come here to have the last word on the econ-

omy just two days after the state hekl its firM-in-the-

nation primary.

New Hampshire is seen by Bush political adsisers

as a crucial pnze despite its relutively sinall cache of

four electoral votes The president won the stale in

2000. but by only a slim margin. And since it was his

only victory in the Northeast, it is a state the campaign

wants to hold on to.

The topn. of Ihe economy is a weak -pot for Bush

among the independent voters who make up a sizabk:

share of the electorate herx- Four years ago. the state

had an unemployment rate of around 2 percent. Now.

though it remaias well bcknv the national krvel, the

urwmployment rate has increased to 4 1 percent as

New I lainpshire ha- -hcd 20.000 manufacturing jobs

But alongside Bush at Fidelity Investments on

Thursday, six local worker* and businesN owiiers gave

firsthand accounts of the benefits they are realizing

from the president's tax cut packages

Bash's remarks aixl the accompwiying suppo-rtiw

testimonials countered months of pumnx'ling of the

president's cvotximic record frvjm the IXinocratic can-

didates, now moved on to other primary -hoMing

states.
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'Classroom Blitz' offers a

new and improved look
We at the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

applaud the Physical Plant for their efforts to

renovate areas of campus over winter break.

In a project dubbed the "Classroom Blitz,'

the Physical Plant refurbished many class-

rooms over the past six weeks. The repairs

were necessary to keep the University of

Massachusetts in tip-lop shape, despite a time

when there have been severe budget cuts.

The workforce began the "Classroom Blitz"

the day after students left for break. Of course,

the team could only work at a time when stu-

dents were off campus, leaving a small amount

of time in which they could finish the job.

Oftentimes, the work that the Physical

Plant does goes largely unnoticed by the stu-

dent body because much of their work is

"behind the scenes."

But despite their low proHle. the workers in

the Physical Plant are an important part of

keepmg the University looking good And stu-

dent> and professors, no doubt, are grateful for

their hard work.

Prospective students and other visitors

judge the University partly on the way that it

looks. And college rankings in pubHcaiions

oftentimes take appearance in consideration

when deciding on the list. The first thmg peo-

ple sec when they visit campus are the build-

ings and the condition that they are in.

Although it is not an entirely accurate repre-

sentation of the quality of the campus, it is a

factor that the people use to judge the

University.

Visiting high school seniors may think the

University is not the best choice for them if

they step into broken down classrooms.

Similarly, guest speakers who sometimes give

lectures and entertain questions in classrooms

will be shocked to walk in messy classrooms.

No student or professor should have to suf-

fer through a classroom that has holes in the

projection screen, inadequate lighting, missing

floor tiles and chipped paint.

Despite work on 25 classrooms, four audi-

toriums and more than 6.000 square feet of

space in campus buildings, more work is nec-

essary to keep the University in e.xcellent

shape. The walkway outside the library, for

instaiwe, is in need of repair.

The tight budget allowed only $450,000 to

be allocated this year. The Physical Plant's

"Classroom Blitz" committee and Chancellor

lohn V. Lombard! have expressed interest in

renovating more classrooms in the future.

They also hope to utilize funding from alumni

to use for the program.

The sprawling campus is rto doubt difficult

to keep up-to-date, but the thousands of stu-

dents aitd faculty who attend the University

deserve the highest quality buildings possible.

The program is essential to keep up the high

standards the Universit> sets for an academic

environment. Professors prefer classrooms that

have recently been "blitzed." Indeed, students

deserve appropriate quarters for lectures and

discussions.

As many buildings across campus iKcd

refurbishing because of old age and heavy traf-

fic aiKl usage, we applaud the Physical Plant

and Lombard! for making a concerted effort to

keeping the University's appearance looking

sparkling.

Umigntd ediioriaU represent the majority

opinion of The Mamachuietti Daily Collegian

Editorial Board

LEHER TO THE EDITOR
BAD PRESS AND BAD BEHAVIOR GIVES UMASS CAMPUS A BAD NAME

0«r ff« course of aw vaned tenure

hare it tie Unweraty,m twe noloed

an increase in unKcafNaltie and

entivraaaino beliiMcr kon tu vttn.

M tMowr tfuttanto, m are d^oM
witti tie reddeaa atJtona of an aiamwo

number at ndwduals «^M to reaizeM fie manner n wrfiicti Ihey conduct

has taMMctwg conaa

Aa a tap larreaaarcti inalfti-

ton. nie limvenNy of MaHKtueti at

AmherS 6 >i tw naltonal spoti^it Any

puHctly. poaMve or negative, has a pro-

kuid efted on tie wlue ot i^xir di*)-

R hat come toow attonttan liitM

of 1Mb. tie majarty of cwtireQi on

UMaas has been extemely negalhn. On

Sepl 11. 2002. The Oaiy Coiagan

reported tot a sKmed goat tiaad ww
found n Itie I4th floor bathroom of

Cooidge Tower n Sautwnst On May 5.

2003, tie Cdegiiin once agaei reported

tal a intton' at HctmX spnM out

of control as students and pokce

daitied On Oct 4. 2003, n reaponae to

a dramMc Red SoR ptayoll-game Mcto^

ry. riott anauad In Soutwnat causing

vMdespread daakxlcn of putAc prop-

erty, ndudtog tie Mppaig o< several

ei»Tina d^rs iBtor. tie Red Sot <Mon

tie American League OMaoi Senas

and anoMNto broke out. reaulng in

one aljdant lumpaig (^ tie top cf

Beriofwe Dining Hal. T)ib e by no

mearv meant to tw a complelB M ol

tK uwcoepttble behnAv preaant at

UMbbb. Wte ctnae tiaae bacauae tiey

aamao nannM maoa aaanBon, iw-

tier Bnasneig ne uhmbb dagrea.

Most recenOy. on Dec 31. 2003.

MSNBC.com reported t«t a Unversily

of MasaachuaaHi sophomore atoged^r

piBcad Ires In tie middto at a road In

Eastan. MA as a 'prank' Sad^f. a 21-

year-otd NortwaslBm UnlMraKy stu-

dent EdMn Keach. dnd aftor his SW
coHded vMti one of tw tires, sending

hm ntoatee

UMbbb BkiMB to attict lop sfejdenb

tram aooBB tie nMlon, but Ihee eftorts

are oonlrualy hampered tiy skalent

participation m tie atorementtoned

events HoiMevei. al tie Uame cannot

ba pMt siiuarely linn tie siudenb. The

adRiMBtMn naada to do a iMBr |ob

creMig an etwininmeit that (toes not

tolereto such behtMor But n tw end it

B <u lesponsfy to be reapactM

memtwrs of tw campus oommirtty Wt

our duly to set an exampte ternxinwig

students, one that in tw end tnanmiies

tw value of your diploma. WlB are propo-

nents of enpymg the colege experi-

ence, yet one must always keep In mind

tw npple effect of one's actions

EMn Breading and Stephen KuaaiBB

UMass students

Lack of facilities makes it hard

for students to keep in shape
It can be diflicull (o stick to

New Year's resolutions, especially

when the goal is to be healthy But

when fitness facilities are

limited, getting in shape

becomes an even harder ^^^^
task.

"^"^

On Jan. t. I vuwed to change

Becky Martins

my lifestyle. I promised myself my
diet would become well balanced.

I also decided to increase my phys-

k:al activity by joining a fitness

center Starting |an. 2, my gym
membership was renewed and my
eating habits changed. Not surpri.s-

ingly, almost one

month later and

after working out

every day, I fell and

saw improve-

ments. But upon

returning to the

University of

Massachusetts, I

wonder if these results will only be

temporary as 1 struggle to find a

credible, affordable facility to meet

my fitness needs.

Students arc given the choice of

using three facilities on campus

free of charge, each with the pur-

pose of serving a different living

community Students from

Southwest and Central find

Boyden Gym quite accessible.

Northeast and Sylvan students

have a very short walk to Totman

Gym. Orchard Hill residents have

the option of using the Curry

Hicks ptx)l. All UMa.ss students

are welcome at any of the three

free facilities, as well at any of the

other multiple gyms around cam-

pus, such as those located in the

Lewis or lohn Quincy Adams
dorms, for a small semester fee.

But while this setup may sound

good on paper, in reality, UMass

hardly comes close to offering

what other colleges do in terms of

fitness centers.

At other large state schools,

such as the University of

Ctrtinecticut or University of New
Hampshire, students have the

option of working out in state-of-

the-art facilities, large

enough to hold many peo-

ple. Equipment is new.^^^~
Space is abundant.

ConvenieiKC is hardly an issue.

Yet, at UMass. it is rare to fiiKl all,

if any of these traits in our gyms.

Most of UMass equipment is not

new and most times just leftover

from the athletes. In places like

Totman. the "gym" is nothing

more than a room, unable to hokl

It is hard to believe UMass has not already

stepped up and created a place wtiere stu-

dents can truly improve their quality of life

through exercise.

more than 40 people at a time.

As for convenience, not every-

one on campus has his or her own
mode of transportation. Sure, it is

possible to catch buses, but it

would be even nicer if the best

gyms on campus were within

walking distance for everyone.

That way we could all work out at

our leisure, without having to

wonder when the next bus is com-

ing to bring us back to our dorms.

UMass" lack of good fitness

centers may explain why so many
students choose to get member-

ships off campus. Avid gym-goers

are used to quality facilities, but on

campus, they are hard to find.

Thus, many Minutemen are forced

to dish out at least $40 a month to

simply workout in a place that

meets their standards. This can be

a hard task for students without

transportation or with little money
In the end, such obstacles di.scour-

age many from joining a gym, and

thus, living a healthy lifestyle.

It is hard to believe UMass has

not already stepped up and creat-

ed a place wtiere students can

truly improve their quality of life

through exercise. Sure, the school

does offer a multiple array of

gyms, but sometimes, a room with

a few weights, two treadmills and

a Stairmaster does not cut it

Personally. I believe one, large

gym central to all students, or two

at either end of campus, makes

more sense then multiple, minor

facilities scattered about. More
people will be motivated to go if

they will be using quality equip-

ment, are in a non-confining

space, and do not

have to hike just

to get there. Even

if individuals

were asked to pay

a small semester

fee, like students

at Bridgewater

State College do,

I believe it would be money well

spent if the membership included

the use of new equipment and a

bright, open space to workout in.

The idea of creating new fit-

ness centers may be a pipe dream

with all the recent budget prob-

lems UMass faces, but in better

financial years, 1 believe this is an

issue the school should address.

Working out and eating healthy

helps students improve their phys-

ical appearance and decreases

their risk of numerous di-seases,

such as forms of diabetes. Also,

according to www.workoutsfory-

ou.com, regular physical activity

increases levels of self-esteem and

energy, helps individuals develop

good sleeping patterns, and can

even reduce bouts of depression.

It seems ridiculous not to encour-

age such positivism.

Thus proving that with quality,

fitness centers, made accessible to

everyone, there is nothing to lose,

but the pounds.

Becky Martins is a Collegian

columnist.

The show must go on' for the

Amherst High School students

Mailhei

Ried

Freedom of

speech is one
of the most
cherished and
>acred rights

that exists in

this country.

Regardless of

the medium
we choose to

express our-

selves, we as

dear the right

sav what we
Americans hold

to stand up and
believe without fear of prosecu-

tion or repression.

Like most rights in this

country, or in any other country

for that matter, we push our

rights to the limit. With a right

as broad and all-encompassing

as freedom of speech, it seems

only logical that the question

would commonly arise. "How
much is too much?" That is the

exact question that Amherst

area residents are currently

struggling with.

As part of a weeklong series

of events addressing violence

against women. Amherst
Regional High School students

decided to put on a student-run

production of the Eve Ensler

play "The Vagina Monologues"

on Feb. 1 3. The play, which

Ensler started off-Broadway

several years ago. has become a

controversial and passionately

discussed topic It was recently

decided that the Amherst
Regional School Committee
would allow the production to

go on as scheduled. The deci-

sion has drawn severe opposi

tion from parents and IcK'al res

idents

Roberta A. Pasiurello. an

Amherst resident and mother

of an Amherst High student,

said that she feels "ashamed
and embarrassed' that the stu-

dents wuuld want to put on the

pla>. and that they would be

allowed to in ilw first place,

according to Jhe Springfield

Republican

While the play may deal

with mature themes not suit-

able for younger children (it is

basically a collection of women
talking about their vaginas and
what it means to be a women),
it is nothing to be ashamed or

embarrassed about.

Yes. Ensler uses the "V
word" more than 100 times

during each show, but she is

not just saying it to hear herself

talk — there is a message The
message is one of awareness

and confidence, and it fits per-

fectly into the events running

during the week.

1 am a male, and thus cannot

appreciate the play in the same

way that Ensler or any other

woman can. But this controver-

sy is not entirely about male

versus female. A large part of it

has to do with the overprotec-

tion of our children. We aren't

talking elementary school or

middle school children either.

These are high school students

who are a few years away from

entering the real world. Some
of them, whether we like it or

If an 18-year-old is

old enough to hght

and die overseas,

then a 17-year-old

is old enough to

hear ttie word

*vagina.'

not, already have full time jobs

or even children, which puts

them in the real world already.

It's unfortunate that children

these days grow up so quickly,

but it's a fact that we have to

deal with. If an 18-year-old is

old enough to fight and die

overseas, then a 17-year-old is

old enough to hear the word
'vagina

"

David Foster, a Shutesbury

parent in favor of the school

committees decision, said in

The Springfield Republican

that he has "had discussions

with my 1 0th grader that I

wouldn't ordinarily have*
Clearly, when channels of com-

munication are open between

parents and their children, it is

possible to find a strong, posi-

tive message amidst a cloud of

ignorance and resistance. This

play would allow for such an

oppurtunity. at a time when it

is sorely needed.

lust think of the number of

books that have been banned,

or nearly banned, from our

high schools: "Native Son,"

"Huckleberry Finn." "I Know
Why the Caged Bird Sings,"

"Of Mice and Men." "To Kill a

Mockingbird." There are hun-

dreds more examples out there.

What are we so afraid of?

These books will not poison

our minds with senseless

images of violence and hatred

— and even if they did, chil-

dren get enough of that with

television and video games; if

these books are well-written,

doesn't that count for some-

thing?

"The Vagina Monologues"

focuses on women talking

about their sexual identity, and

their identities in general.

When she is onstage, Ensler is

free, strong and liberated. Why
should Amherst High School

women be anything different?

Do we not we promote men as

superiors at every chance we
get? Men are the strong ones,

men are the leaders, and men
arc the ones in power. To use

an example from my high

school, we hold pep rallies for

one athletic team throughout

the course of the year: the

annual Turkey Day rally for the

(exclusively male) football

team. The whole thing is a

testosterone- ridden celebration

of male dominance. The whole

time, the male players are

cheered for and encouraged,

even by the all-female cheer-

leading squad. I participated in

these rallies as a player, so I

would not discourage them.

However, having a rally for the

(undefeated) girls basketball

team wouldn't hurt either.

Isn't 'The Vagina

Monologues' be a sort of edu-

cational pep rally for females?

Isn't it meant to encourage,

inform and promote, to draw

attention to those who deserve

it, and to make people aware of

something meaningful. It is cer-

tainly as necessary for the girls

to have their time as it is for

the all-boys football team to

have theirs.

One of the more vocal oppo-

nents of the plays production

said that the Amherst High stu

dents are noi mature or experi-

eiKed enough to handle the

play's themes and messages.

But when children are so total-

ly sheltered from the rest of

universe, will they ever be

ready?

I would like to personally

applaud the decision to let the

performance of the play go

ahead as scheduled. To repress

it would be to silence the voic-

es of a younger generation that

is simply trying to express

themselves and promote a

worthwhile cause.

Matthew Reid is a Collegian

columnist.
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Vess Start

to Play

Heiil OjveBReit

TOfTl

Clancy's

Rainbow six

X-Box, GC,

PS2andPC

km I*

'Rainbow Six' is bener

the third time around
Tom Clancy's popular

Rainbow Six series is back with
"Rainbow Six 5" currently on
X-Box and PC. The game, also

scheduled to be released later

this year on PS2 and
Gamecube, has been flying off

store shelves over the past few
weeks. The online play via X-
Box Live is superb, despite

occasional LAG problems, and
handles well on an X-Box con-
troller The PC version, despite

also being online, doesn't hold
up to the ability to talk to team members and have
other gamers assist you in your quest to move up
m the rank list.

fhe new Hrst-person shooter offers up more
tactics and items to use in order to stop the terror-
ist threats The group system will allow you to dis-

tract and take out terrorists that cannot be taken
down b\ barging into the room guns blazing.

With additional sub-commands like Zulu and
Alpha, >ou have the ability to tell your fellow
Rainbow members to blast open a door with the
push of a button. As the) do so,

it distracts the terrorists so you
can break through another door
and lake out the threat.

Ihe group system takes tinu

to master but will prove worth
while when >ou continue in the

single player mode At times

\ou will need lo take out the ter

rorists without killmg the

hostages, or be forced to per

lonn many other challenging

tasks. Your team will be

i-quipped with all the items you
need to make it through. From
heat sensor goggles to claymore
iinnes that burst open doors,

there is always something to make sure you and
your team will complete the mission In addition
to items, it\ guod to learn how to set the manner
in which your teammates enter a room so ihe>

don t blaM aua\ a hostage in a hasty moment of
d«.tion.

The \ K.x Live play leaves other games such
as. "Counter Strike' in the dust "Rainbow Six V
does the reverse of "Counter Strike" by being bel-

ter on line via X-Box than PC. As previously men
tioned. the ability to talk over what is going on
with other players makes you feel more interac-

tive, but what gives it the edge over "Counter
SMike" M iliat pcupk r>ew to the game can last as
long MS rnn^me whose been playing it for a long
im»e In "Counter Strike" you're lucky to survive

>t> seconds, let alone one round But. in

"Rainbow Six 3' you can usually pair up Vith
another team member and learn from their

moves, while staying alive. "Rainbow Six V is

also more tactics based than its rival "Counter
Strike."

The online feature does have its problems with
lagging due to low bandwidth, which slows down
game play at times. Occasionally the screen will

get jumps and you start to appear in random
places and sometimes you even find yourself

Muck and just wailing to be killed, or even forced
to quit the game. It becomes a problem if you're

doing well and most people in the game will

know, f i)rtunatel>. there is a solution; if you host

a game you can avoid a LAG problem by booting
those who show a low rating off of your game.

If you're interested in the X-Box Live experi

encc but don't want to blow the $50 on the start-

up pack, a few limited edition bundles that

include "Rainbow Six V with X-Box Live and a

headset were put on the market at $&» '*5 apiece.

>u you end up saving $50. I received a two-month
iri.'il membership in my copy, but there is no guar-

antee that there is one in each copy out there. Ask
your IcKul retailer for more of those details.

So you've gotten "Rainbow Six 5." but you still

can't get through the levels? Well here's a code to

turn on God Mode to enable you to get by. During
giime play press Up. Up. Down. Down, Left.

Right, Left. Right, B, A. and you should see a

message that says "God Mode" if entered correct

l\. Obviously this code should be familiar as it's

the 44 lives code from the classic "Contra." The
code will only make your character invincible, not

your teammates or hostages. And if you want to

add some spice to the game hit Up. Down. Up,
Down, and click the right analog-stick twice dur-

ing game play lo turn "Rainbow Six 5" into "G.I.

|oc" mode.
"Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six 3" is currently

available for X-Box and PC for $49.49. Its slated

to release on PS2 in March, but will not likely be

online. A release date for the Gamecube version

has been yet to be released.

KeiJ Davenport is a Collegian columnist.

S0UA0-8AS£0 COUNTER TERROR

Rainbow six 3

Sizzling comedy comes to UMass
Dane Cook's delayed performance headed to the Fine Arts Center

Comedian/actor Dane Ctwk has earned
acclaim for his unii|ue and rnrr]{ctic »tand-

up act.

Comedian Dane Cook is set to per-

fonn a sold out show at the

University of Massachusetts' Fine
Arts Center Monday at 9:10 p.m.
The show was originally sched-

uled lo take place this past

Wednesday. It was rescheduled
because Cook's airline flight was
cancelled. Tickets purchased tor

the original date will be honored
for the Feb. 2 show.

If Monday is too long of a wait,

relief is available in the form of

Cook's DVD/CD combination
pack "Harmful if Swallowed "

It

includes some of his famous ani

mated antics from his most popular stand-

up acts.

Cook may also be known for his appear-
ance on. 'Comedy Central Presents Dane
Cook.' In one particular routine Cook dis-

cussed how handy it would be to have
acidic spit. He gets into detail about the
disgust of homeless people making out He
shares the joys of the Burger King lounge
and working at the drive-through window;

apparently women make ordering a meal
with pickles sound like they were about to

molest him.

There are no boundaries to his physical
comedv. It is anyone's guess what will

come out of his mouth and into your
ears via the microphone. Cook has
even resorted to stripping down to
his boxer-briefs to make a point
while on stage. Cook's lady fans can
only hope lor such an extreme dis-

pla> this lime around. This desire

can be compared to that of those
who watch auto racing for the
chance of catching the tire that flies

into the audience's face.

Cook has also started branching out
into acting His most recent role can be
seen in the mosie "Torque " Anvone who is

familiar with Cook's work should know to

expect nothing shy of an insanely intense
performance. This show \s sure to relieve

any stress from the start of a new semoter.
Be prepared to laugh. People with weak
bladders: consider yourselves warned.

—Kristyn Hobhs

New band edges their way into the spotlight
By Caxiuu)\ J. WiUits

( iiiiti.iAN SrATr

NEW BFDFORD — No longer are wv s^mMed
frwn the out'>ide workl. Throu^ ekvironi». communi-
cation the \»orld has heccHiic soiiwthinj! akin to a vast

village as oppi«sed to thi- signK-iiu-d N^ibcre it o»Ke
was Taking lull ailvant.ige ol this ik-w Murkj Ls a band
that is overcoming geographic separalkxi to create
their music

ffaving its nieinlxrv vplii between
Boston aixl Wi-rci-sier \*hile all enrolled in

fulltime undergraduate study programs
wouki have kept the hamls ol vesterdiiv

from ever lurktioning. Ilouevcr. with

today's icc-hnokigy thL« spatial separation

proved to K.- a minor obstacle for

Edgrwood Box.

Lead singer lonaihan Wc ' "|

woukJ just plug m\ guitar or ^ . mto my com-
puter and I woukJ lay dowTi soiiK-lhing rough and
then email it ti> the others \\c did this a coupk- i>(

times and we woukl go hack and forth lo work it out
"

When schi.x>l and gcvgniphv pi-rmits. the baml also

pnk.tK.e* in a rented space near K-rkkv School of

Music, in Boston. overkx>king Massiithusclis .Avenuiv

Ldgewood Box i* an e\pk)>i\e ivw band coming
out of the Commonwealth that consists of four talent-

ed young musicians The members of Fdgewoixi Box
combirK' formal musical education with their scvni

ingly nearpreieniaiural abiliiies to produce a s^>und

that is in the vein of contemporary music that also

stands out with some unique flavor.

"We would fall mainlv mto the realm of aciiistic

"1
I KifW' » iCI* i\i \

}im Menard and the other three members of the

band split their lives between music and their studies.

rock, but all of our inllueiKes sfiow through. Irv>!ii

hardcore ruck to softer music like [lave Matthews
said frontiTUut Menard

The hand recently reWa-sed its first album. "Ixavc
of Absence." The sevc-n-track disk showcawa its talent

not only as musicians, but as sctngwrHers as well "I

wrote all of our song's Krics and the music sctrt o(

lilksl itself in i>rKe we all sat dcnvn and worked al it."

Menard said

Rouitding out ihe quartet arr Hingham
native lonaihan Cfuipinan on drums and per-

cufiion. New Bedford native Roben Massoud
on bass guitar and the oui-ol lowrK-r, Atlanta,

Ga. native and \ead guitarist Mitchell Meicalf.

Merurd also hails from New Bedford and con-

inbutes piano arxl acoustic guitar in addilKm
to lead vocals.

Having made ihe decision to make musk in

his life at the af!c of 1 1 . OtapiiMn hit* strivxtl

in everyway to became a gcxid mu-ictan not just a

good drummer. Chapman has studied under •*niie of

the best percussion instructors in suuthem V-v*

Fngtand and his tak-nts shovs the fruits ol such labor

He is currently studying per1v)rmance/MKidem song-

writing and produclKm at Berkltv Colk-ge o( Music
MasscHid has studied music siiKe the age of si\

when he stanc\i piano k."ssc^s Aanind junk>r high he
fixind the bass guitar and never k)okc\l KKk Mur a

coupk' of years vf classical and ja// irainiiii: he was
playing profe^slot1all\ aiiiund the V-w BcdloiJ are.i

in all manner of gc-nres He is currently studying music
production and c-ngineenng at Berklee.

Menard has taken the least fonnal muskal cxluca

ikjn of all the nwmben. of the band, but that in no ua\
diminishes his abilities as a nuisician With hi*

frcvfomi style. Menard brings a fc-eling to the iiiiimc.

the spirit that can only come Irom scmixihk" wlm is

making music not only from his insirunK-nts but from
his heart as well Being the only meniK-rof I dgewood
Ro\ not studying at Berkkv. Menaul suffer* scmie

good nalured ribbing Irom his biindniutes.

As Chapman puts it, "There is \ery much a line

here and we
j Chapman. Masse>ud and Metcalf) arc

on this side and k>n is way over there. It is ik>I just the

schools, he is into even thing that we aren't musical-

ly and this makes for sonie hard ccimmunicaiion. I

krH)w it makes us stronger as a whole lor bcinp so

diverse."

Menard is currently enrolled at Worcester
Polytechnic Institute and is studying chemical engi-

ncvring. "I base no clue how to explain wh\ I am al

W PI except that I simply love doing both the music

and chemical engineering." he said.

Rounding out the group i- \1etcall. He brings a

harder edge li> the band'* slightly soft rock sound.

Metcalf was originally brought into the band lo ham
mer out some guitar solos, but chose lo Kxome a

pemianeni member after playing wiih the other guys.

"As soon as we all got together it just clicked: this is

a good band Then we played logeihci and I knew lor

sure that I was a part of something that cmilii he

great." Metcalf said.

Obscrsing Fdgewcxxl Box in practice sessions .i~

well as live, it was easy to see that ihey were more
than just a bunch of young imisicians ihe\ were i\

cohesive unit. They worked together in a h.iiinonx

Bassict KoK-rt MjsouJ has trained hi* entire life

lo hr .1 musician.

thai couUI not exist with a group of people only play

ing lor ihemscKc's.

Ma«Hiud provcxi to be more than the just the-

Kind'* biissist. When minor coninuinicatk>n bivak-

Jown» v^ould »vcur between Chapman ami the v>ther

Kiiuliiiaie* he w\>ukl step in arnl nKiliate \eiy quick
K .ind elhcienllv.

Menard sometimes woukl lake what thcv were
doing a bit too sc-riou^ly and at those moments it

would be- Cliapman. Metcall and MassoiKl wlx>

woukl lighten ihe hhkhJ thrvnigh sjmhc gocxl naturc-d

•>jica>m or a witty re-mark Whi-n I start to fiv\ .i lit

lie iix> serious these guys bring mv right back

it>." Menard sakl

fhe band's name has a comical origin in a tiny

error

"My friend and 1 were coming back from
l'l\itK)uih and we were just throwing out -tupid hand
names and he reads this sign. Ldgewvicxl Bogs."

Menard said. "I thought ihiii would be .m awesome
band name, when I told it to these guw they thciught

it was ci>ol too hut the\ heard 'K)\' m'>iead of 'fntg'

anil that was jusi Ik>w it stuck.

"

I dgewood Box came together with alter Menard
pui ihe wheeU in motion. "The froniman decided that

he wanted lo put Kigether a band "I wa* practicing

with nn brother and a friend, but I needed people
wlu> could cimimil lo the music. ITien I rememK-red
Roh M.isscHid."

\l,is*oud cciniinueil the storv and >-.inl. "Mier K<n

called me up I ^-ave it some thought and asked
Mitchell and k'nathan. who I had met earlier in the

year at Bc-rkkv. if they were interested Then when
we all pot together and played It just sounded and
fell -o ri^hi."

lor mure information ahiuit the haiiil. Iu<\'

(.1 copy ol their dchui olbiim and iipJiites on up<t>r>i-

inf! s/mh A fill u> \\\\\\ed^c\n»>dl'n>.\ com

'Mona Lisa Sm ile' leaves audiences smirking
By Jt.SMikR .M.yRciH 1,1 ihR

Col.l.h(.|AN OmKlslMNIilNt

After watching "Mona Lisa Smile," you'll be

glad the 1950s are long o\er — although some
guys in the audience might regret the passing ol the

days when you couUI say of your soon-lo-

be wife that she's expected "to have din-

ner on the table by 5 o'clock" so she

couldn't possibly go to law school.

Even with such hair-raising scenes

like the aforementioned, "Mona Lisa

Smile" weaves together images of art,

academia and 1950s domesticity in u

thought-provoking lilm that explores

women's lives and choices,

Kathcrinc Watson (lulia Roberts) is

the new, bohemian art history teacher at

conservative all girls Wellesley College.

It's the early 1950s and kaiherine
quickly finds that the best and brightest

of the country's women want nothing

more than to get married as soon as pos-

sible.

'Mona Lisa

Smile'

Direcled by

Mike Newell

Slarring

Julia Robefts

Kifslen Dunsi

Colimiliia Pic iures

Baled PG 13

ll/mins

Giade

B

What about after marriage, she questions stu-

dent loan Brandwyn (lulia Stiles), "Then I'll he

married." replies loan, ulierly iinsiified about
what else she would possibly do. Turns out loans
always dreamed of law school, anil Kalherine
encourages her to apply lo >ale,

^^^ Kathcrinc sets out to broaden the

horizons of other students as well. I lei

most challenging case is the ultra-arro-

gant, uber-W'ASP Betty Warren (Kirsten

Dunst) who's quite happy in her cocoon
of privilege, thank nou very much, resist-

ing her teacher's attempts to sofien and
humani/e her.

The film does not focus soleU on
Watson's quest to rehabilitate the brain-

washed women of society's upper-eche
Ion though. The movie also looks to the

new professor's own weaknesses and
struggles, mainly her inability to choose
between her boyfriend back in native

California and the handsome Italian pro-

fessor at Welleslev (played by L')ominic

West).

Unforiunalcly the Italian professor h.i- ii pen
chant lor pretty undergraduates, which prc<duccs

some ol the most bizarre moments in the movie.
Unlike today, in the world of Welleslev 1^54.
having a simlent of the opposite vex in your
dorm room could cause an uproar among ihe

other students, but no one bats an eve al the

obvious sexual relationship between a prolesstu

and his student.

Alter introducing; the works of moiiein ariisis

lo her class. Kalheiine lindv hersell in trouble

with ilie sioilpy college administrators. She loves

it at Welleslev, or so she tells us repcatedlv. but

will she compromise her values lo stay there? Or
will she. as the philandering Italian professor
says, realize thai she's jnishing these younj;

women into her own vision ol lile rather ihan let-

ling them decide lor themselves' In other words,
niayhe shell discovei thai doniesiicily is a valid

chiiice.

These are interesting questions ami "Mona
Lisa" does look to acknowledge them, particular

MONA LISA on page 6
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New Julia Roberts Winter romances disappoint
Tllm 3n 6y6 OpBnSr very Uttle satisfaction can be found on the big screen

See MONA LISA from page 5

l\ in a touching, hcartlcit .scene

addressing the validity ot dif-

ferent hfe paths. However, the

movie inevitabh invites com-
parison to the tar superior film

"Dead Poets Society" which
was set in a similarly repressive

era but Jt an all-boys prep

school.

"Mona Lisa" lacks the

power and drama of "Dead
Poets." The emotional battles

here don't have the same large

scale ~ or dire —conse-

quences. And there s no char-

acter transformation along the

lines of sh> Ethan Hawke
standing on his desk shouting

"O Captain, my Captain" to his

departing teacher.

Ultimately. "Mona Lisa

Smile" is a good movie and

worth seeing. The performanc-

es delivered b\ the actresses

are impressive and the world

director Mike Newell creates

on screen is compelling and

well done, as are the few refer-

ences to other reasons to be

.'lad the 'SUs are over: illegal

birth control. pretending

homosexuality doesn't exist,

the ultra-white student body.

Mthough the emotional drama
could ha^e been more power-

ful, the film is still touching

und thoughtful. And the images

of \»on\en in the 1450s are

themselves worth the price of

admission.

Julu RoUrrts pUv» the unlikc-

Iv irai'hcr Ivalhrine W'4iM)n.

"Before locking

into a fitness

facility ttiat may not

'survive long term, wliy not

give the veteran profes-

sionals a visit?"

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB

Big enough to own the ttest

equipment, but small enough to

know your name
* Ik Bus/Miis 22 riMS
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Dominit: We»t plav» in thi»

intctlrctual film.

By JOHNNV Donaldson
ColUil.lAN STAFh

The only way to buy a roman-

tic comedy is to believe in the

couple at the center of the farce.

You can pair any number of

adorable stars together

for that ultimate

Hollywood premiere

glow, but if there isn't,

say, chemistry between

the two then you might

get something like the

sodden miscasting of

Luke Wilson and Kate

Hudson as bickering

would-be lovers in "Alex

and Emma." Or you

might just get Ben Stiller

wooing Jennifer Anision

in a movie much like

"Along Came Polly."

Stiller — a«man who
can scarcely go a movie

without playing a wine

ing fussbudget neurotic — plays

Reuben Feffer, top Risk Analyst

at Indursky Insurance, a man
who's job assessing risky behav-

ior has led him to become an

uncontrollably compulsive

worry-wart Reuben thinks he's

found the least worrisome mar-

riage partner in real estate agent

Lisa (Dcbra Messing) — that is.

until he finds her cheating on him

on the second day of their honey

moon with a nudist scuba-diving

msirucior (a newly buff flank

Azaria, with a thick, plummy
French accent ) Dejected.

Reuben slinks back to New York

City to recover and decides to

begin anew b> asking out free-

spinted Polly Prince lAnistoni. a

former middle school classmate

he bumps into at an an gallery

event

It's believable that these two
opp«.tsiies would go on a fir*t date

together What isn't feasible is

that these two would ever go on
a sev'ond date together, let alone

fall in love Reuben has irritable

buwel syndrome; Polly lakes him

to an ethnic .Moroccan restau-

rant Can you guess what hap-

pens? jokes abound involving an

aging, blind ferret. Reubens
weak bowels and the embarrass-

ing process of "sharting." The
writer director. |ohn Hamburg,

comes off like a one-man Farrelly

brothers waniubc. piling the cru-

dities on top of the supposedly
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sweet romance. Hut when the

romance isn't believable the

whole mess comes crashing

down.

For the life of me. I couldn't

tell what Polly sees in such an

irritatingly obsessive, insecure,

controlling dork. The
senselessness of it all

ma> stem from the fact

that Polly is a nerd's ide-

alized dream of a free-

spirited woman.
The cast also includes

Alec Baldwin, channel-

ing too many obnox-

ious-lew stereotypes as

Reuben's boss. Bryan

Brown as an Australian

mogul and adventurer

and Phillip Seyniour

Hoffman, getting in

touch with his inner

lack Black as Reuben's

cheerful vulgar friend

another witless,

unbelievable relationship. Stiller

was hilarious doing this routine

in "There's Something About
Mary" and funny in "Meet the

Parents " Here he suggests the

excruciating experience of

watching the farrelly brothers

with a lobotomy.

Sometimes all a

movie needs is the right

casting to make it

sparkle "Win A Date

With Tad Hamilton!" is

a sweet, cheerful, unex-

pectedly sharp roman-

tic comedy in which
Rosalee Futch (Kate

Bosworthl, a good girl

in the small We'^i

Virginia haii)lct of

Frasier's Bottom. Mins

a chance to go out on a

date with the

HollvAivood It boy" Tad
Hamilton tlosh

Duhamel. of the T\
series "l.a» Vegas")

much to the chagrin of

her loyal, secretly-in-

love-wyh her friend

(Topher Cirace. "That

Show")
It sounds like the silliest and

slightest of ideas to come down
the date movie pike in a long

time, but the movie — surprise!

- is a pleasant sitcom triangle.

It helps that the three leads make
it go down easy. Bosworth. a

charming blorKie with actual act

'Win A
Date With

Tad

Hamilton!'

MvtWMic

Sivrm

km I

ft l3
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70s

ing chops, is practically irides-

cent as the glowing Rosalee —
conveying the humor, heart and

vulnerability beneath her charac

ter's perky facade. Grace, with

his acid-tongued smart-alecki-

ness, comes off like a younger,

more caustic Tom Hanks and

makes for a credible romantic

lead. Duhamel, meanwhile, has

the smarts not to play the woin

anizing Tad as a slimy

Hollywood slickster.

but as an essentially

good man unfortunate-

ly wrapped up the glib

shallowness of his

lifestyle. Duhamel's

performance gives the

movie, as predictable as

its outcome is. a frisson

of suspense: after all.

it's quite easy to see

Rosaiee end up with

either man
Nathan lane and

Sean Hayes scatter a

few laughs around as

Tads handlers (both

named Richard Levy)

and director Robert

Lukelic displays the same light-

fingered, appealing touch that

__^_ he did with "Legally

Blonde." But it's the

acuity of Victor Levin's

script and the perfonn-

ances of Duhamel.
Bosworth and Grace
that make "Tad" a date

worth keeping.

The young couple

falling in love over the

course of "Chasing

I iberty" help the movie

lloat along for awhile

too; unfortunately, they

end up sinking with the

ship. "The movie is one

of those pre-teen girl

lairy tales that always

seem to end up starring

some sort of bubblegum
pop star, in this case,

teen princess Mandy
As it happens though,

also happens to be a

actress Here she's

Moore.

Moore
genuine

paired with the tall, dark and

handsome Brit newcomer
Matthew Goode. who has a

deep rumble of a voice and the

airy charm of Hugh Grant

Watching these two together.

it's easy to believe that Moore,

with her winsome smile, and

Goode could actually fall in

love. If only the movie had as

much chemistry as its stars

If only it had the drama and

laughs too. For a while,

"Chasing Liberty" is a tolerable,

if empty, bit of little girl fluff in

which Moore's rebellious First

Daughter — see, she's sick of

having daddy's Secret Servfce

goons hovering around on her

dates — escapes during

a Roots concert and

hops on the back of

Goodes scooter. The
two trundle around
photogenic European

locales — there arc

plenty postcard-pretty

visions of Prague,

Vienna and Berlin —
falling in and out and

back into love. What
GcH)de can't tell her

(what's meant to give

us a jolt of romantic

suspense) is that he's

really an agent ordered

to watch over Moore,

in order to give her a

sense of freedom.

Unfortunately, "Chasing

Liberty" — a movie too light

weight to last much longer

then. oh. W minutes — is

stretched to an interminable

two hours Its a wan. pallid,

overlong romance sparkled

with bits and pieces ol

moments that could genuinely

come off as engaging

Moore doesn't really stretch

her acting muscles here — she's

all Pepsodent smile and perk —
but it's hard not to like her; she

positively radiates likeabiliiy.

So too does Goode. who has the

good sense to play his love

interest role with a touch of dry

humor. But the duo is constant-

ly pulled through scenarios that

have no heft to them; the movie

evaporates into thin air

And they're addled by j

lethargic supporting cast that

includes Mark Harmon as a

not-very -presidential president

and leremy Piven and

Annabella Sciorra. flirting

tepidly, as a Secret Service team

hot on Moore's trail — talk

about a pair without chemistry

Romance may he at the center

of "Chasing Liberty." but

movies like this aren't worth

chasinjg around

FREE
RENTAL!
With New

Membership
ID & credit/debit

cord required

Tf*;»^ian*«. 1

Bruegger's

Free

Parking! 1 Church

^^^ 1
1 5 Cowles Lane, Amherst

Behind Bruegger's Bagels

Just Off North Pleasant Street

^^^
1 5 Cowles Lane, Amherst

Open Everyday 10am to 11pm - 253-0222
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Minutemen heat up Swimming team rolls
Sefl HOCKEY from page 10

hospital.

"1 was pretty excited to

come back, I haven't played in

three weeks or so, and any time
you're that excited to come
back and play, you're going to

play your hardest," Mauldin
said. 'It was an up-tempo
game, guys were going hard,

and we haven't played at home
in a while, so guys were ready

to play."

"It wasn't pretty, it was a

labor to get through it," UMass
coach Don Cahoon said.

"Thank goodness for Greg's

return, Tommy Pock being able

to make big plays, Gabe being

solid in net. a skill player like

Stephen Werner putting one in

the net and Nick Kuiper being 1

think the best defensive

defenseman in the league."

lames Solon struck gold for

the Minutemen at 6:11 of the

first. Greg Mauldin took an

outlet pass from Thomas Pock,

streaked up the left wing
boards, and fired a wrister that

Gibson stopped, leaving a

rebound in the slot which
Solon zipped under the recov-

ering goaltender to make it 1-0.

Tomorrow night, the

Minutemen welcome another

Hockey East squad,

Merrimack, to the Mullins

Center for the final contest of

the three-game regular season

series. UMass leads, 2-0,

thanks to two impressive wins

in November. Gabe Winer
earned his first career shutout

in game one. a 2-0 UMass win

on Nov. 7 at Merrimack's Voipe

Center. The next night in

Amherst, the Minutetnen won
their fourth straight game with

a 5-3 victory.

Runners on track
By Leah K. Wyner
CoLtEouN Staff

Last week was certainly busy

for the University of

Mauachusetts women's track;

the team competed in two meets

before vacation was even over

Boston University was the team's

first destination, as they contend-

ed against Boston College.

Boston University and Sacred

Heart on Tuesday Jan. 21

.

Boston College skirted by the

Minutewomen to claim first place

with 101 points, but UMass man
aged a second with 64 points

Boston University was close

behind with 58 points, and

Sacred Heart followed v^rith 30

points

UMass dominated the short

sprints, with two excellent per-

formaiKes from Christina Huff.

Huff look it away, placing first in

the 55meter dash, and Kishana

Hudson and Troyanah Kvans

placed third and fourth, respec

tively. Huff continued to win the

200 nfKter. and Elisabeth Budd
and Hudson followed in third and

fourth. Stace Brown and

Shannon Williams placed well in

the 400 meter, while Budd.

Shannon lackson and lennifer

Leahy earned third, fifth and

eighth place respectively in the

500 meter

The distarKc events revealed

tome excellent performance* a>

well. IVnise DiPaolo earned a

Kvenih place in the 800 meter,

while Alexi> Anzekme and Kale

Markopoulos ran sixth and m:\

enth places in the 1000 meter.

or>e oif the most difficult events.

Markopouk>$ and Anzelone also

teamed up for the mile run, with

impressive seventh and eighth

place efforts in the event.

Veterans Amanda Dahlberg and

Tricia Silva, along with newcom-
er Cuisle Kierans, took care of

the 5000 meter, placing sixth,

eighth, and ninth.

lackson and Crystal Therrien

performed well in the hurdles,

clocking 8.66 and '^ 28 seconds, a

good score for third and sixth

place. For the jumping events.

Ashley Creel and Katelyn

OToole led the way in the high

jump, both clearing 5'5" for first

and second place Chanie Soares

continued her excellent season in

the long jump, earning M.xond

place. Next were Evans and Cheri

Soares. in founh and fifth, lessica

Curran was the sole UMass com-

petitor in the triple jump, placing

seventh, and UMass competed

well in the throwing events, with

Marissa Oliviera and Therrien in

the shot put. and Sara Johnson

and lennifer lasiello in the weight

throw

The Minutewomen traveled

iKxt to Rhode Island on |an. 25.

to place fifth out of seven teams

ai URIs honK' meet Powerhouse

UConn won the meet with 205

points, and ^alc. Rhode l>land

and Maine finished in front ol

fifth place UMass.

Huff vkon the 55 nwier dash

again, and lluds<.>n aiul Williams

represented the team m the 2W
meter. Brown. Budd and |ack>on

competed in the 400 and 500

meter races.

The usual suspects manrK-d

the distance events. Kri^ien Lord.

DiPaolo and Nastaran Sham* ran

226.86, 2:50 04 and 2:55.4 5

respectively in the 800meler.

Loren IX)nohue earned points for

the team in the 1000 meter, plac-

ing eighth with 5 12.59.

Anzelone took it away with a

tin»e of 5:54.82 in the mile, while

Kierans, Dahlberg and Silva all

clocked just over 1 1 minutes in

the 5000 meter.

Shannon lackson placed well

in the hurdles, and Creel and

Therrien got some points in the

high jump. Cheri Soares compel

cd in the long jump, while Chanie

Soares and Curran placed sixth

and eighth in the triple jump.

Oliviera. lasiello and lohnson

stepped up to call the shots in the

throwing events as well

Today the Maroon and White

compete at the Reggie Lewis

Track in Boston at the Adidas

Boston Indoor Games, a larger

scale meet than their previous

endeavors

TOTAL FITNESS
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Volunteer, while earning credit

By Matt Barstow
tiaiJililAN SlAfF

The Massachusetts swimming
and diving teams expect a poeitive

turnout for Saturday's "Senior

Day" meet versus Fordham, set for

1 p.m. in Buyden Gymnasium. The

meet will act as a farewell to four

Minutemen seniors who will com-

pete in their last regular season

meet before defending the Atlantic

10 title they have held for the past

thtw; years.

The Minutemen (4-1 ) are com-

ing off a 151-135 point li^s to

Southern Connecticut St., Jan. 18.

The lb-point difference may have

been overcome if the team hadn't

been forced to sacrilice several

points, which were forfeited

because all UMass divers were

away on a training exercise

"I hold myself partially respon-

sible for the loss." men's coach

Russ Yarworth said. "We started

ofl in the hole because of our

divers, but the A-IO's are what

matters the most, and the dual

meets basically serve as prepara-

tion for tournament time."

After losing to Southern

Connecticut St. for the first time in

over 35 years, UMass rebounded

by crushing Boston College 197-

101 on Ian. 24.

Freshman sprinter Fven

Swisher dominated against Boston

College, taking gold in four events.

Swisher won the 100 and 200-yard

bacLstroke races with times of

53.32 and 1 :52.76, respectively He
was also victorious in the 200-yard

individual medley (1:58.51). The

Vemiont native finished the day by

swimming a k:g on the first-place

200-yard medley rela> team.

Swisher's efforts earned him the

honor of UMass Athlete of the

Week.

Also leading the Minutemen

was fellow freshman Greg

Chartier, who won the 500 and

1,000-vard freestyle events, with

times of 4:51.23 and 10:02.58.

respectively

But for a team often ied by

freshmen in the scoring depart-

ment, attention will shift toward

the team's upperclassmen on

Saturday.

"Saturday's race is a linal tunc

up for the A-IO's. and we're ht)ping

everyone is sharp," ^arworth said.

"We'll be tippir^ our hats to the

accomplished seniors, but we still

need to go out aiKl compete."

For the women, a Fordham

team that is 8-2. and 3-0 in the A-

10, poses a serious obstacle. The

Minutewomen view Saturday's

race as an opportunity to feel-out a

Ram team that will most likely

enter the February 19th

Conference Championships as the

favorite.

In Saturday's k>ss to Boston

College, senior tri-captain l^uren

Rowell and sophomore Aimec

Bourassa tallied the team's lone vic-

tories, Rowell. the teams back

stroke specialist, finished the 100

yard back in 1:01.23. BourassaV

time of 1:59.22 in the 200-yard

Iree was good for first.

The duo duplicated their six:

cess on Sunday, as thc\ k-d the

Maroon and White to victory in a

trimeet against Southern and

Central Connecticut State.

Rowell won both backstroke

events, with tiines of 2:14.43 and

1:02 24 m the 100 and 200-yard

distances, respectively. Bourassa's

time of 10:51 74 in the 1.000-yard

free was good for first.

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors
Beer: Wine: Liquor:

Loi^Trai

la pk Nb $19.99*

H)r4>an< $18.49*

BudftBudUght
:4,^..,>, $15.99*

Kcyatone

UM^k.a,,. $U.49*

MilJwaukee'i BcM
WfAcn^ $10.99*

Bwch ft BuKh Light

.4,*h,. $10.99*

Beck'*

UiikbU $10.99*

QpkM $10.99*

,tll heer pricrs plus dfp«mt

Black Box
Chardonnay, Meriot

Foxhom
3.0kbox...$16.99

C'hardonnav or Meriot
„' 6 hot /750 ml. $15.00

Canyon Road

Chardonnay. Clabemet. MerM «,^ qq
Chandon Prcaoo

750 ml. $8.99
Brut Hi Extra l>-y

Corbctt Canyon
l*inot Gheio, Chardonnav, White Ziii

3.0 h box $7.99
Wyndham Estatca

Meriot, (.Cabernet, Shiraz
750 ml. $7.99

Jacobs Creek

l.tuirUuiinay, Cabernet, Shraz. Meriot

750 ml. $6.99

Crknlivet layr. Scotch

"SO ml..$29.99

Chhrms Regal

-^o ml $14.99

Bushmills

I It $21.99

Jameson Insh Whiskey

I It $22.99

Wikl Turkey
I h $21.99

ManeDVSOFCopuc
-S> ml $22.99

Seagram's Vodka all lljvurs

I -{ lid-r $14.99

Se^ram's Gin all tlavors

750 ml $8.99

^4
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Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

XU Rmtsell Si., Rte 9. Hmdley, HA oiojf
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SALE 1/29 THROUGH 3 4

Now open Sundays Noon to iipm

Join the Greek
Area Recruitment

The past, present A future leaders of
America

^Saturday, Jan. 31^^ @ the Bluewall

Casino Night, 9-1 am

(!•Tuesday, Feb. S""^ @ the Mullins Center

Ice Rink FREE SKATE, 7 pm
Mi^^ 25 students receive free sliate

rentals ^

^Wednesday, Feb. 4*** @ the Student

Union Ballroom Greek Wide
Info Session, 7 pm

<i»Thursday, Feb. 5*" questionnaire

sessions @ 7:30

?«)Patterson lounge

^Kennedy 5*" floor

classroom
?*Crabtree lounge
MButterfield lounge

?^Cashin lounge

(^Field lounge

Join the best to be the best.,.

Fraternity recruitment begins Feb /*•

Sorority recruitment begins Feb, 6'"

For Info or questions please call Michael Wiseman 545-

2711 or email niichaeldwiseman@stuaf.umass.edu
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Falling Short

S«nk>r CIco FoMrr tcured ihretr points, and duhrd two M*i»to in the

Minutcwuincn'x 63-S2 K«o» ti> Temple last nijjhl. A recap o< this game and

SundavV 12 p.m. hiwie matchup a|{ain»t ForJhani uill be in Monday'" paper.

Dodgers sold to McCourt
By John Nauel
As!«.x:iATEi> Press.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The $450
milliun sale of the Los Angeles Dodgers

from News Corp. to Boston real estate

developer Frank McCourt was unani-

mously approved Thursday by baseball

owners.

"Welcome to a new era of Dodger
baseball," McCourt said at a Dodger
Stadium news conference. "I intend to

restore the glory days of Dodger base-

ball with a team worthy of support from

our tans. We've committed not just to

buy this team, but to win a world cham-

pionship."

The Dodgers haven't won a postsea-

son game since winning the 1 988 World
Series.

"That's way too long." McCourt said

"My first objective is to end the drought

I truly know I can provide the leadership

that this team needs to win."

The price is the second-highest for a

baseball team, trailing only the $660
million paid for the Boston Red Sox two

years ago. The highly leveraged pur

chase, likely to be completed within a

week, probably will set off the third

change in management in six years for

the marquee franchise, which hasn't

qualified for the playoffs since 1996

"The Dodgers are one of our great

franchises." commissioner Bud Selig

said in a telephone interview. "We need

stability there. We need a lot of energy.

Having an unresolved owiwrship situa-

tion was, frankly, hurting the franchise.'

McCourt said his wife, Jamie, will be

vice chairman of the team, and Corey

Busch, who helped negotiate the pur-

chase, will be part of the front office.

"While today is not the day to talk

about specific personnel changes, I do
want to say I plan to act quickly and

decisively to make the changes 1 feel

necessary to gel to our goal," McCourt
said.

The O'Malley family controlled the

Dodgers for nearly 48 years before sell-

ing to News Corp. in March 1998. The
corporation quickly tired of running the

club, and former movie executive

Robert Daly took over as chief executive

officer in October 1 999 after purchasing

a minority stake.

Daly has said he will depart when the

sale closes McCourt refused to discuss

the futures of team president Bob
Graziano. general manager Dan Evans

and manager jim Tracy The Dodgers

report to spring training on Feb. 18.

Los Angeles finished second in the

NL West last season at 85-77 despite the

worst offense in the major leagues Still,

the Dodgers drew over 5 million fans

for the eighth straight year

McCourt. 50, who believes the

[Xxlgers were a bargain, says he will pay

over $200 million in cash in the pur-

chase. \ie emphasized he wants the

Dodgers to win immediately and plans

to pay what's necessary to do so. Lus

Angeles finished with a $! 13.2 million

payroll last year.

"We're going to have a $100 million-

plus payroll," he said. "We're going to

sign a guy who can hit."

He promised other changes as well.

With the sale pending, the Dodgers

made few moves during the offseason.

Their only free-agent additions were

right-handers Rick White and lose Lima

and infielder lose Hernandez, who
agreed to minor league contracts, and

Bubba Trammell, who's expected to

come off the bench.

Meanwhile, just down the Santa Ana

Freeway, the 2002 World Series champi-

on Anaheim Angels added pitchers

Bartolo Colon and Kelvin Escobar and

outfielders Vladimir Guerrero and lose

Guillen.

McCourt, whose grandfather was

part owner of the Boston Braves,

announced Oct. 10 he had agreed to buy

the team along with Dodger Stadium

and adjoining real estate, plus training

facilities in Vero Beach, Fla.. and the

[X>minican Republic.

He had lengthy talks with ofBcials of

the commissioner's office and other

owners, who were concerned about the

amount of debt in the deal. News Corp.

will retain a minority stake

Selig is convinced McCourt has the

money to make the team successful.

"We have more stringent ownership

rules than we've ever had," Selig said.

"The banks were satisfied We were sat-

isfied There's no doubt in my mind thai

he is will be a good owner of a very sto-

ried franchise."
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The All'American pastime
B^ hJHiik 1*111*

A->-«« i VIM' IVf>*

HUUSTON - "You may be

wondering," the smiling lady said,

"ju'^i ov.KiU whai the NFL.

Brc. ! nasal <.tnps and

siV'! i\e m common."
lo icll the- 1 ruth, nobody rcallv

Mj« Motidcring.

IK- I01> or so people at the

puhli..ii\ cxcnt more or less

ucccptc-d ihi- liici that ihc mar

riagc between ihe three wa> li.>'ii

It iH. after all. Super Bowl \Acck.

aixl snoring, naoal strips atKi foot-

ball didni make un\ more, or le*".

scnx.' Ix-in^ ihrown together than

chips, dip and an ice<(^ can of

hccr

In (act. no marketing play.

(HibJicity stunt or other *how of

cxcc<>s •urpnso man\ people at

ihv-
- ' • 1^ iIk-

ruiii )>>'li

day. an rxii.i\agan/.a ol AnKncafi

ivvelry arul iixlulgence thai cele-

brates not so much foottMll. as

Aincrica'N ability lo celebrate.

>ou lake an event centered

on I\. lubricated by beer and

junk lou<.l. add the gambling cic

ment. drop it in a perfect spot on

the caletxlar. and you've got the

perltvi American holiday." said

Bob Thompson. profes.sor of tele

"Before locking

into a fitness

facility ttiat may not

survive long term, wtiy not

give the veteran profes-

sionals a visit?"

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB

Big enough to own the best

equipment, but small enough to

know your name
* In Business 22 rtAHs

• LocAur owHio A opihatio'

WWW amh«r»talf)l«tic.cofn

/ffnmccui
vMimmmz

vision and pop culture at Syracuse

University.

Who's playing'.' Who cares'.'

Some 157 million peupk* -

about half the nation '> population

- are expected to watch at least

MX mmuio of it on TV' ^bout 86

million will watch in much bigger

chunks.

Fnto^l^y ha« iiKreased cum
and potato prodtKtion by 10 mil-

lion pounds. uKkji 55 perveni

more than tfwy'J go through dur-

ing an average wtx'k. Americans

will spend about $2.5 million on

canned chili beans this week, dou

ble what thcN would usually

spend

In a sonKwhat fanciful esti-

mate, one number-crutwhing

ccxnpany ^ay^ corporate .AiiKrica

will suffer an $821 million loss in

worker productivity due to people

standing by the water cooler talk-

ing about ihc- game.

Hut tl^'x don't iu>t talk about

the gamP Ift fact, they may not

talk about the game at all.

It's the lingerie Bowl (on

another net\\orki. the halftinK

show, the premiere ol a new sea-

soti i>f "Sur\ivc>r" wh«m tfie game
is over, and the commercials — if

you miss them, you'll simply be

left out of the conversation on
MiKidus ihai make the Super

IVml what it is.

The past dcxade has brought

the proliferation of cable channels

and the decline of the oiKe-sacro-

sanci nctwc)rk television rating.

Not this Sunday, though.

"The rating is pretts much bul-

leiproul." CBS Sports president

Sean McManus said.

The ntatchup. Carolina versus

New England, barely matters.

McManus .said. Naturally, CBS
would love a close game. Bui

McManus conceded the differ-

ence bclwci'n a close game and a

blowout will probably only be the

difference in about 5 ratings

points — in other words, the dif-

ference belween one of the 10

tnost-walched shows in the histo-

ry of TV' and just something in the

lop 40

Because of the popularity of

"Survivor," which will air after

the game, McManus knew early in

the week that Sunday wouki be

the highest-producing revenue

day in television history, at about

$160 million Super Bowl ads are

pricing ai an average of $2.5 mil-

lion per 50 seconds

"There is nothing else like the

Super Bowl. It's watercooier, it's

an event." Donna Wolfe of the

Universal McCann ad agency

said.

So when, exactly, did the

Super Bowl turn into this?

When did a game that begm
as something of an exhibition

between two rival leagues — the

first "AFl.-NFL Championship

Came' between Green Bay arxl

Kansas City didn't even sell out —
turn into a cultural phenomenon
that brings people together the

same way Thanksgiving and

Christmas do'.'

"The ratings for the Super

Bowl have been pretty high for a

long time." Thompson said. "But I

don't kiH)w. I'd say somewfjere

around five or six years ago. the

whole thing hit sottk new cultur-

al plateau, and you can't really

judge it by numbers.

'

Slill. some numbers arc worth

mentioning.

By unofficial count, there are

87 "official" NFL parties, events

and concerts scheduled for

Houston, the Super Bowl city, to

say nothing of the "unofficial"

events and availabilities: Playboy

is throwing a party. Superagcnt

Leigh Steinberg is. too. Dr.

Herbert Lepor, chairman of the

urology department at New York

University Medical Center, is

available for interviews about

erectile dysfurKtion The hook?

He says the discussion is timely

because men might be confused

by the barrage of Super Bowl ads

for the various Viagras available

on the market these days.

But the promotions don't stop

there. Almost everyone wants to

get their name attached to the

Super Bowl in some way

SUPER BOWL XXXVIIl

Houston, we have liftoff

For the first tirDe in 30 years. Houston

IS honne to the biggest one-day sporting

event of them all. The Patriots, looking

for their second Vince Lombardi Trophy

in three seasons, take on the Panthers,

playing in their first Super Bowl.

CAROLINA

Panthn14-5 vs.

NEW ENGLAND

Patriot
Sunday. 6:25 p.m. EST (CBS) • Reliant Stadium

Individual team leaders (Playoff stats m parentheses)

Carolina

J. Delhomme 3,219 (664) Passing yds.

S. Davis 1 .444 (266) Rushing yds.

S.Smith 1.110(324) Receiving yds.

Team comparison
Average yards per game

OFFENSE (NFL rank)

Points scored

20.3(15)

121.8(12)

Total yards

New England

T Brady 3.620(438)

A Smith 642(169)

D. Branch 803

T. Brown (99)

DEFENSE

Points allowed

19.0(10)

14.9(1)

Total yards allowed

321.3(16)

314.9(17)

295.3 (8)

291.6(7)

Passing

WINTER

SIDEWALK SALE

20%-80%
savings

"or ^ days only !

Wednes(Jay, January 28

Saturday, February '..

It's all Zanna-qudlity winter

goods, marked down as low as

they'll ever go

Just like the temperature

talk. ulk.ulk. talk. uik...

to any phone In the world

The Best Phone Bill

Is No Phone Bill.

FRK phort* service insxantiy

www.glominuteman.com

190.4(18)

214.5(9)

Passing

187.7(9)

202.0(15)

Rushing Rushing

130.7(7)

100.4(27)

107.6(11)

89.6 (4)

SOURCE: National Football League AP

Aww ,Mnri« [:im

Great Jobs in Amherst

Fundralslng by Telephone
Evenings and We«k»ndsl

Raise awareness and funds for

Citfd MwtUA • (}«iiit /^^ • VUUUaL /4ctioiim

We offer:

S10-15/hour average, flexible schedules and benefits.

For conelderatlon, please cell Joyce at: 413-64e-20S1;

fax: 413-940-2680; or e-nMll: JSweeneyOehareoroup.com

SHARE
THE BUSINESS OF SOCIAL CHANQE

EOt
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YOGA
Classes in Boyden 10

(Classes start Feb. 2)

^ Class Schedule >

MlfnJav^Wednesday TUffsdaY^Thuredav

I2:}U-I:45 pm
Yugii Flow
(Level 1-2)

2:00-3:15 pm
[\)wer YoKu
(Uevel 2 3)

1:00-2:15 pm
Yoga Basics

(Levrll-2)

2:30-3:45 pm
Intermeditat*
(Level 2 1)

D̂ROP IN U) any level appropriate class

Only $10
OR

SIGN UP for a Semester fhicka^ & SAVEil
1 class per week/13 weeks $75

2 classics per week/13 weeks $145

Register through Campus Recreation

Boyden 215

4H 545-0022 • www.umass.edu/umim

HM <En ^OUK »« IM *«JW.
CDNCait*] r IT NRtK fwren,
a Mia«T m wicrw tcc-c
OIVHi >(»« MEQIIQ04CC.

rtlWT OCT IHAT

V^HffJ: MB* ^S
VAUJARJE «
cm«« W4IMAI*;>W

WM HA HA

^^ HA HA'
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Dining Commons Menu
DC. contact 413 545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Quesadilla

• Fish & Chips

• Fifsta Rite & Cheese

(vegetarian)

• Curried Chick Peas

(vegan)

DINNER
• Veal Parmesan

• Salmon Miso
• Tt)tu Fajila

ivtn^.iHi

Daily Weather Forecast
f(i' fmht-rsl 1

FRIDA)

• High: 24

• Low: 8 9
SATURDA)
. Fligh: 2b

. low 2 ^1^

SUNDAY
• High: 27

. |(n\ 11

Production Crew
Un suti tociay

NIGHT EDITOR
SikoUi P. Mjrkjntonjioi

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Sttrff fidiidge II

COP) tDITOR
ifah VVyrHY

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Iri-nv Rtii

PRODUCTION STAFF
Dlivif Cbong/ Shdnnan famngton

HOROSCOPES
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<

Part of being sane, is

being a little bit crazy.
Z

UJ
H

a

-ttinot Long

aquarius • hN jo fih. ib

( «)rge1 alxMJt vour old t rush and ftxus on

the new hottie in your English class.

pisceS • Hh 19-Mar. 20

Vou are not even near to reaching your

potential. Aim high Atv\ achieve success.

aries • mah. ii-Ai* 14

The most imfxtrt.mt pui e ot turniture in

\()(.ir rooni sh'*"''! '"• \i>ur rollitm i h.iir

taurUS • AiK. .'U \l\> JO

l)<>ii t «k|X'nd on news|)a(X'rs tor .irKm-

Always consult fortune < iKikies.

gemini • mav2i-iin i\

IJont tkix-nd on nt^vs^Mpers for advice.

Always consult tortune t ookies.

cancer . 1 . \

.-•

Sing k)ud and smg proutJ. lust keeji it to

while voure in the shower.

leO • li ! 23-Alx.. 22

How do ytxj teel atxKit being numlxM-

two^

virgO • At r.. 23-StFi. 22

Be quiet. If they don't hear vckj tht^'

won't make fun of vrxj.

libra • Sfpi. 23-OrT. 22

BUkkI is icky. Try nt^ to get it on you.

Scorpio • r J I Nov l\

Plastic Ixrttles are more liinijerous than

one would think

Sagittarius • Nov. 22D(f . 21

You dfe on the top of your game tonight.

Capricorn • Die. 22-ian. 19

Use your connections to help out a

budd\.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\i\KiMiM loK rfntH auto for saie

Hobart Condos 3

hedr(H)m, harJwiHKl

fltH)rs, stiidv' iirc-a in

basement. C'abie,

telephone (internet

access) in all bed-

rooms and study.

NOW SHOWINCJ
for JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO FEES,

www.amluTMliiKol-

nrealty.ccm 25 3-7^7^

Center of town 1,2,

3 bedr(K)m>; harJ-

wcxkI floors. NCW
SHOWINCl f..r

JUNE and SEP! EM-

BER. NO FEES.

www.amhcrstlincol-

nrealtv.coin 25 3-7S7^)

\l to TOK SALE

1992 Silver Ford

Taurus. Excellent

condition. $1600

lISK.Call 549-3930

210-9691 All power

2000 Kia Sp«irfaKe

cheap, reliable, sate

winter transp«irta-

tion, well-main-

tained, excellent

tires, c:n,Ai:,4wn,

SunriK>f, 85,000 Ken-

tie miles $6,000 or

B/O 413-695-3034

FMPIOYMENT

Northampton Bicycle

Bicycle Sales, assem-

bly, minor repairs.

Twenty plus hours, or

full-time now. Full-

time summer.

E.xperience strongly

preferred. Gerry 586-

3810 586-4125

Sporty! Nissan

Pathfinder SE Utility

4door with wheel

drive 1^)95. $4500 1-

413-687-7510

FMPLOYMFNT

Summer Nanny posi-

tion C.aring for 2

boys 5 iind 8.

Weekends Spring

;ind Fall. Full Time

(40 hours).

Experience preferreil.

Oall 625-2288.

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.a^a

day potential, l.ixal

positions. 1-8W-293-

3985 ext 516

P.P. l^nish Drivers

and Kitchen Help

Needed Apply at

n.P Houyh

Powntown Amherst

Whitewater Ratt

tjukles neet-leil at

Crab Apple

Whitewater. Full or

P.irt-Time jobs. No
Experience necessary.

Will tram. 625-2288

for Info. IX-adline

2/26/04

"Bartending'

$250/nay Potential.

No Experience Nesc.

Training provided. 1-

800-965-6520

Ext. 162

FMPIOYMENT

Bilin(;ual

Tutors/TranslaU»rs

tor part-time paid

assistance during the

sch(H)l day for stu

dents speakinu

German, Korean,

Russian, Sinhala,

Spanish, or

Vietname.se C .'oiu.k i

:

ESL/Bilin^;ual Office

413-362-1857

Amherst-Pelham

SchiH)ls .An Equal

C\ip«)rtunity

Affirmative Action

Emplovei

MAD SCIENTIST
WANTED! PT to

conduct fun science

after-school pro-

grams, parties, etc.

Requirements:

Experience with

t;roiips ot chiklren.

enthusiasm, car.

Perform.ince experi-

ence a plus. 41 3-584-

7243

EMPLOYMENT

STACiE HANDS
WANTED .It Fine

Arts Center.

$6.75/hr. Variable

"^> hediile- week dav

.A.iilabilirv preterrevl

9-noon, lpiii-5

.Applications at

Production Services

RM 146 E A.C.

Photojjraphy position

.ivailable.

Photographer tor

Whitewater trips.

Some photoyraphy

experience necessary.

Weekends Sprint;

and Fall. Full Time

Suinmer scastm. Call

625-2288 IVadline

2/26/04

HOUSE FOR SALE

HOUSE FOR SALE MISCELLANEOUS

ond lot (toi.il 10 H 'rotc^t hmli phoiK

, teres). Ecleitic hoini H
de^iuned b\ thi' H

nIIs! voiceyli>

.ilk.talk.talk.talk.talk

owiur .iN .iriivtN H .. to any phi>ne in

HWWHKHHmHmW^ the world.

I^^QJI^^^n^^^^l \v\\w.\oicet;lo.coin

unKiiie nomc ii-.huu-

ojxn ^p.Ki' In mi;

with ,ill wixid te.i

\ill an all-niyhter!

(uceulo talk. talk. t.ilk.

ruii'v, in ,inil out. Full

iM^eimnt. hiyh leil-

.ilk.talk... to .my

^hone in the world.

inys. ,> iSO.lW

CiillcttcRciItv.ioni

7S|.V»7-7600

vww.voiceylo.ciim

ROOM FOR RENT

New S.iliin "^lUi^le

F.iiii il\ 6 i.inni, 1 W\\

A Fr.mu 1 7 iiule^

Ironil'MA^s Klc.il

tor t olliuv pi( >li,Nvor

\bi MM)..: Mix l.inJ

will ImiiKI.iMi sri.

MISCELLANEOUS

You're smarter

already! voiceglo

talk.ralk.t.lk.talk.t.lk

... to any phone iii

the world.

www.voicenlo.com

Alpha Phi Al|Mi,.

yoes of the hook.'

\oiceylo

f,.lk.talk.t,ilk.t,ilk.talk

... to anv phone in

the world.

\vvvw.voicet;lo.com

KiH)m available Now
through semester.

$350/month. t:all

Kate at 549-6202

887-4-c;ancun
Best price, UMASS
\T,NlXm selling

spring break packages

l\i not get scammed.

C^ancun, Nejjril .Aca-

pulco Bahamas Florida

$$$ campus reps earn

$$$. Flipnarion.com

877-4-cancun.

Sprinii Break 2004.

Travel with STS,

America's *1 Student

T>ur C">perati>r to

Jamaica, (".mcun,

Acapulco, Bahamas

md FK)rida. Now
hirinj: campus reps.

C'all for K'roiip dis-

counts.

1nformat ion/Reservat

ions 1-800-648-4849

i>r www.ststravel.com

For more information

vonract STA Travel

at 413 256. 126!

SPRING BREAK
SOLUTIONS Vou

pick the destinatum,

we will yet vou there

Group Discounts,

Free Trips, we meet

or belt any reliable

ctimpetitors price!

Free party package

with every trip

www.sprin^'breaksolu-

tions.com 1-877-2-

THE-FUN
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UMass topples Huskies
O'Brien loss puts

Celtics on brink

By Anhrew MtKKiri

t. '41IIH.IAN Si Ml

"^%:t^' fj^

UMass

Northeastern

i

So much for rust

After nearU two wet*ks off. and 25 days sitKC its

la»t home game, the Massachusetts hockey team

entered a dangerous game last night, against a con-

ference toe that has improved on \i^ eurls v.i»i>n

struggles

However, the Minutemen disputchcu i(k

Northeastern Huskies. 4-2 in front of ^.44^» at the

Mullins Center. UMass
improves to l2-7o over-

all, with an 8-5-2 Hockey

East record, good for sole

potsetsiun of third place heading into the wc-ekend

Northeastern, meanwhile, falls to 7 12-4 in the

conference i ninth*, with a 2 10-^ overall mark

After a choppy first period. UMass broke the

game open in the second, with two goals in 52 sec

onds Cireg Mauldin began the fun when he took a

teed from Tim \'iiek in the neutral /otk. and skat

ed m past the blue line, where he liri.-d a beat seek

er over Northeastern goaltender Keni CiibsiMi

'

right shcHjIder to make it 2 at 4: 18.

Stephen V\emer followc-d up at 4.50 with the

eventual game winiK-r He camped «.>ut in front of

the net to Gibson s nght. and although Gibscm 1 14

saves I slopped Werners initial attempt, the

rebound canK rtght back to him. and hv reloaded.

converting on the Minutemens third goal of the

night Chris Capraro earned an assist on the play

Norlbeastem showed its first sign of life with

8 54 to go in the middle fraiiKv Brian Swiniarski

hred a slap sfwt off an Eric Orilip pass, and it trick-

led through UMass netminder Gabe Winers pads,

making it S-l UMass
Senior TtK»mas Pock punctuated the

Minutemens scoring with a power play tally 51

seconds into the third After a turnover in the

UMaM zone, the Minutemen honed in on Gibson,

with four skaters up against or>e Northeastern

defenscman. Pock slipped the pock to Werner, who

quickly sent it b*.k to the defenseman. Front there,

Pock canur m on Gibson s net. made a pretty deke

past a diving defcfKler and roofed it over Gibson s

right shoulder

Ion Awe scored at 1 1.50 of the third fur NU,

cutting UMass' lead to two A kwse puck deflected

off a skate to his stick, and Awe shoveled a low

wn Winer 1 1*» saves) The Huskies could

n't .1 or. however

Three UMass skaters - Pcvk. Werner, ami

MauUin — notched multiple points, each with a

goal and an assist Add to that Capraros assist, and

four of the top five UMass scorers made tfieir

marks last night Mauldin plaved hi> first ganK

since leaving the Ian 5 game again-t I M.i '

after a devastating collision that sent ha

f

With lohn O'Brien's

resignation as head

Dan

lamotlie

Sae NOCICEY on pime 7

Seni.w Th.Mnas I'.^k s...rtd tht hnal gt^l in the Minutemens 4-2 vieh»r> over Northeastern last ni^t. UMa».

returns to astion SaiurJav Ji:ainst Mirnmack at the Mullins Center ft>r a 7 p.m. face-t>«.

An epic batde of the Titans
By Da\t t^>ii>HKK(.

.^^><^ l.Mll l'kj>s

HOUSTON (AP) - If the Carolina

Panthers win the Super Bowl, it will be

with power If the New England Patriots

win, it will be with fines.se, deception,

intimidation arul experierKC.

So while Sunday's NFL championship

game may not feature football's biggest

stars, it could be a fascinating chess match

between two of the game s headiest coach

es — accomplished grandmaster Bill

Belichick of New England and Carolina's

quickly ascending k>hn f ox.

I\>n't look for glamore>us quarter-

backs. The most tanKais are otherwise

occupied, kie Montana is making a pro-

nH>iional tour and k»hn Elway is certain to

K- voted into the Pr< Footboll ffall of

Fame this weekend

Sunday's UBs arc tlx- quietly efficient

Tom Brady of New Engldnd. who may

someday be in that class, and lake

IX-lhomme of Carolina, who almost sure

ly won't IX'lhommc spent six seasons on

the bench in New Orleans and was even a

backup in Nil Europe.

IM R( K lASH/.^SM « lATF.l I rUtsS

Patriots running back Antcwain Smith carries the Wall during the AFC championship

game. The Patriots take iHi the CanJina Panthers in Super Bowl XXXVII
I

in Houst.m.

So loi'k lu IWlkhick and I ox. both

defc-nsive masterminds. That couW make

this one of the kAvest scoring Super Bowls

since the davs when the Roman numerals

were- in singW digits: B«.-iween 1464 and

1975, only one k>ser s«.or«i more than

seven points.

"It's going to be a street hght." said

Carolina defensive tackle Kris k'nkins. an

All-Pro in just his third NFL season.

The contestants approach the game from

differe-nt persptxtives.

The Patriots. Super Bowl champions

two seasons ago. have won their last 14

games, including a 24-14 victory over

Indianapolis in the AFC title game. No
surprise. They were one of the preseason

favorites

Carolina, on the other hand, was 1-15

two seasons ago when Brady and the Pats

were- winning the title. Their final loss of

that season, in fact, was a 58-6 thumping

by New England.

Fox took over last season and the

Panthers finished 7-4, then won the NFC

South ai 11-5 this season. They won three

playoff games to get here, the last two on

the road a double overtime in St. Louis

and in Philadelphia to win the NFC cham-

pionship.

"The landscape in the NFL being the

wav it is. vou can go from the outhouse to

the penthouse pretty quickly." Fox said.

"You just have to make sure- you slam the

outhouse door behind you."

The question is whether they will get to

the penthouse or simply stop at a luxury

suite in 2-year-old Reliant Stadium, where

the game will be playc-d.

The contrast starts at quarterback.

Brady doesn't scramble like Elway or gam-

ble like Brett Favre. By NFL standards, his

arm is just average and he sometimes

seems embarrassed to be considered a

celebrity.

"He's a star who doesn't want to be a

star." Patriots owner Robert Kraft said.

Bui he dinks and dunks the opposition to

death - quick outs on first down that set

up second down and short. It's New

England's version of the running game it

lacked until Aniowain Smith started com-

ing on late in the sea.son.

Then, with the defense creeping up. he

gix;s over the lop (as he did in the playoff

win over Tennessee), hilling Bethel

lohn.son in stride for a 4 1 -yard touch-

down.

Oelhomme had thrown just 86 passes

in six seasons when he joined the

Panthers.

But he has been extremely efficient

since taking over from Rodney Ptx-te in

the second half of the season-opener

against lacksonville and rallying the

Panthers from a 17-0 deficit to a 24-25

victory Overall, he led the team to seven

victories in the last quarter or overtime.

Still, if Delhomme is the main man for

Carolina on Sunday, the Panthers will

lose; they must move the ball on the

ground behind Stephen Davis, foolishly

released by Washington and quickly

snapped up by Carolina,

Davis, who rushed for 1 .444 yards, has

been one of the NFLs top power backs for

a half-decade — an inside runner with the

speed to break a big play. His backup,

DeShaun Foster, could start for many NFL
teams and provides outside speed.

"Running is the strength of their team.

Stopping the run is one of the many

strengths of our team," New England line-

backer Ted Bruschi said. "It is going to be

strength versus strength."

Concentrate on the word "many" in

Bruschi's comment.

New England is successful because it

may be the only team without a dis-

cernible weakness in an era when the

salary cap leaves most teams so thin that

any injury can lead to a serious collapse.

The Patriots had plenty of injuries this sea-

son, but they're- still 16-2 because they had

enough cap room to sign decent backups

who stepped right in with no falloff.

If the offense is efficient because Brady

is efficient, the defense is even more com-

plex than it was two years ago, when it

shut down the Rams and their "Greatest

Show on Turf."

fX-signed and perfected by Belichick, it

has succeeded in confusing co-MVPs

Peyton Manning of the Colts and Steve

McNair of Tennessee in two playoff wins.

Manning, who had thrown eight touch-

down passes without an interception in his

pre'vious two playoff games, was picked off

four times in the AFC title game.

Only 550-pound-plus run-stuffer Ted

Washington is sure to be a down lineman

— even All-Pro tackle Richard Seymour

sometimes drops into pass coverage. The

linebackers are all multiskilled — Bruschi,

Willie McGinest and Mike Vrabel all have

been linemen at different tiines in their

careers.

So if the Patriots had Manning throw-

ing off his back foot — "happy feet" is the

term applied to a harried QB — what will

they do to the inexperienced Delhominc?

Well. Carolina also has a matchup

advantage on defense.

The Panthers' front four of lenkins,

Julius Peppers, Brentson Buckner and

Mike Rucker may be the best in the NFL

and backup AI Wallace could be a starter

elsewhere.

JB|pH| coach of the Boston

^S^^ Celtics this week, it

V^V has become painfully

^^JI^^^ obvious how director

^^^^^^ of opera-

^^^^^^^^ tions Danny Ainge

plans to rebuild his

squad.
"~ The lottery.

Since Ainge took over last May. he's

made a series of questionable trades.

gaffes and blunders. First and foremost

is the noticeable absence of career

Celtic Antoine Walker from this year's

squad.

Yes. Walker shot too many 5-point-

ers. Yes. Walker was not in the best of

shape But he also bought into the sys-

tem, unselfishly deferring to Paul Pierce

as the Celtics' top scoring option while

rallying the Celtics role players defen-

sively Walker may not have been a

great one-on-one defender, but he was

the unquestioned leader of a strong

defensive unit.

But perhaps that one can slide.

Ainge took a roll of the dice by trading

Walker, reasoning the Celtics were too

strapped for cash to make another leap

in talent, and had no realistic chance of

ever competing with Western

Conference teams for the NBA title.

There's no doubt the Celtics didn't get

an even swap with the Dallas Mavericks

in the Walker trade, but at least that

one can be written off as being bold and

being willing to start over

"The next big Ainge move was a little

tougher to swallow While sending

Walker to Dallas could have been

argued to be a move for ai bettering the

team long-term if you agreed with

Ainge "s assessment that the Celtics had

hit a competitive ceiling, the packaging

of Tony Batiie and Enc Williams with

Kedrick Brown — two selfless, hard-

working veterans who rubbed off posi-

tively on younger teammates — for a

collection of players who, like it or not,

could do nothing to right a sinking ship

in Cleveland and keep the 17 win

Cavaliers competitive last year

But even that one has worked out, to

a point Ricky Davis, the centerpiece of

the trade for the Celtics, has proven to

be a much more heady player than

Boston fans ever thought he could have

been, accepting a demotion to the

bench as a sixth man before he even put

on a Celtics uniform and playing team-

oriented basketball that has included

several clutch shots down the stretches

of tough games, including a game-win-

ner in Phoenix with 2.8 seconds left last

month.
O'Brien's resignation. though,

makes it even harder to back any posi-

tives that have come out of the Celtics'

trades. It makes the truth painfully

obvious — if O'Brien, a no-name coach

three years ago who took two star play-

ers and a collection of role players and

misfits to the 2002 Eastern Conference

finals, doesn't feel like he can win with

the ever-changing crew he's been hand-

ed, how in the world does this team

have a prayer of competing with any

kind of success?

Without O'Brien, the Celtics have

been stripped of any kind of identity.

Paul Pierce is now the only thing hold-

ing the team even to mediocrity. With

the talent, experience and character

Ainge has stripped away. Pierce is the

only thing left holding this time even to

the level of mediocrity.

The O'Brien Celtics of the last few

years shot too many 5-pointers, had few

consistent threats night-to-night, were

shaky at point guard and had no consis-

tent inside scoring threat. The strengths

of the team were undeniable, though,

and frequently overshadowed the wcak-

nes.ses: the squad played tough, tight

defense, used interchangeable parts to

produce positive team results and pos-

sessed a passion and spirit that should

make any member of Celtics dynasty

team from yesteryear proud.

What they're left with now is ugly,

and it is probably only going to get

worse. Will Ricky Davis continue to be

content with being a role player when

the man who got him to buy into that

plan — O'Brien — is gone? Will the

team continue to play hard-nosed

defense night in and night out, especial-

ly if Ainge continues to ship out the cogs

in the engine that made that defense

work? The answers aren't good, which

means it's more likely to see the Celtics

in the lottery two or three years from

now than in the playoffs.

jim O'Brien will land on his feet.

He's a smart, unassuming man who
knows the game in and out and gets

players to buy into playing hard and

playing for the best interests of the

team. Few teams are lucky enough to

have that.

The future for Boston isn't nearly so

bright. Here's hoping Danny Ainge

understands what he's doing and what

kind of chemistry a team like the one he

is putting together right now will have.

The way it looks now. it's a matter of

time before Celtics fans are wishing on

their lucky ping-pong balls.

Dan lamothe is a Collegian colum-

nisi.
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Hajj again

marred by

tragedy
By Rawya RAiiSI

.^ss^x lATll) l*IUM

MINA. Saudi Arabia (AP) —
At least 244 p«x>ple were trampled

to death aivJ hundreds inore hurt

yesterday under the crush of wor-

ihippers in one of the deadliest dis-

tmers during the annual Muslim

pilgrimage to Saudi Arabia.

The stampede ou:urnxl during

the Moning of the devil, an emu-

tional and rKXuhuusly periluu-s hajj

ritual l*ilgrini> IrantitalK throw

rocks, shout insults ur huri their

aboes at three stone pillars — ic^

that arc supposed to dcmonMtale

ihcir deep disdain for SMan.

Safety meatuits were in place

at the site — one where fatal stam-

pedes have been hrquent — but

"caution imi'i stmnjjcr than fate."

•aid Saudi Hajj Minister l>ad

Madani. *^ precautions

taken to pcrvcm such an iiwident.

but this » God'<i will."

The Mampede bralK; out on one

cf two ramps leading to the 50-

fooi stone pillari. Tens of thou-

sands of people wen: on the upper-

most ramp, wtiich is about the

width of a five-lane highway.

Authorities said a few pHgrims

fell, causing panic as pres-nire buih

up in the cnswd behind.

Brig Mansour al-Turki of the

.^udi General Secitrit> R»rte< laid

alXMt I U.UOU general twaiotj utti-

tM» awirt on dut> in the area at the

time.

Their inicr\i"ntion

(SBRUBHU^thc

to prevent more pilgrims

falling." an unidentified

11 Intenur Ministn ofiWial

said, the Mate-run Saudi Press

Agency ivponed.

The same area was the !iccne of

Mnilar deadh incidcm^ in 1948.

Champions
Patriots win second

trophy in three years

Sac WUJ on page 3

Coach Bill Bclichkk of the New Enxland Patriots hoist* the LimKtrdi triiph\ m inning ht» »ti

und Super Bt>wl in three vrar!t.

By Da\ t GULUBEMU
Attsui lATllt Puss

HOUSTON (APt -
Houston, we have a champion.

And once again, the New
England Patriots have Adam
\inaiieri's foot to thank for a

Super Bowl victory

Vinaiieri gave New EnglaiKi its

secoruJ NFL championship in

three seasons with a 4 1 yard

tield goal with four se«.onds left

for a thrilling 32-2»} victor)

over the Carolina Panthcr> on

Sunday night.

Vinaiieri earlier missed a

fiekl goal and had another one

blocked But as he did in 2UU2

when he kicked the winning

field goal to beat St. lA>uis on

the tinal play of the Super Bow I.

he proved he is perhaps the

NFLs best clutch kicker

For a contest that was score-

less for a record 27 minutc-s.

this game was one of the all-

time offensive shows between

two of the NFLs best defenses.

There were 37 points scored

in the fourth quarter alone and

Tom Brady, who led New
England on its winning drive.

was 12-of-48 for 354 sard', and

three toucluiowns

Brady was voted the ganK- s

MVP for the second time in

"iree seasons, although he did

nrow an inlcrceplion that pre

vented New England from win

ning more easily

"There have been some

heart attacks, but they've come
out on top." said coach Bill

Belichick. whose team won h^

15th straight game.

Carolina had tied the game

at 24 with its third fourth quar

ter TO on a 1 2-yard pa.ss from

lake l>;lhi.Mnme to Ricky Proehl

with I (Ml left fK-n kjhn Kasay

kicked the ball out of bounds to

give New England field position

at its own 4U
Brady nioved the Patriots 37

yards in six plays, hitting Deion

Branch to '-et up Vinatieri's win-

ning klkk

'I l<K.)kcd up and it wa«

going right down the middle."

he said.

The kkrk prevented the Super

Bowl from going into ovenime

for the hrsi time ever

The Patriots kd 1 4- 1 Oat the

half, and after a scoreless third

quarter they made it 2IIU on

the second play of the fourth on

a two-yard run by Antow'ain

Smith It capped an eight play.

71-vard drive featunng a 33-

vard pass from Bradv to tight

cikI Daniel Graham.
Carolina wasn't about to

give up. though, scoring iwi

IX-Shaun Foster's 33->ard run

on a sixplav. 8 1 yard drive But

the 2-point conversion pass was

behind Muhsin Muhammad
and it was 21-16 The decision

to go for 2 woukl come back to

haunt coach |ohn Fox.

The Patriots seemed ready

to put the game away when
they got the ball back, but

Brady made a rare mistake -

throwing an off-balance pass

that Reggie Howard intercept

ed in the end /one

Se« SUPERBOWl on page 10

Suicide bombers kill more

than 50 in northern Iraq

I.KRAI IV )S '
'i(Ui.l^\

Following the Patriots' win, a gathering turned raucous when a crowd in the Southwe.st Living Area threw bottles, lit fires

and set off fireworks before scattering around 1 1 : 10 p.m.

Police disperse Super Bowl celebration

Bv Erika LtnxEY

i;<)Li,EtMAN Staff

A large disturbance took place in

Southwest Residential Area on the

University of Massachusetts campus fol-

lowing the New England Patriots' Super

Bowl victory over the Carolina Panthers

last night, resulting in at least two

arrests.

Around 10:40 p.m.. several hundred

students filled the Southwest quad in eel-

'

Work great, even late

The Du Bois Library will once

again be open Friday and

Saturday evenings and

Sunday mornings.

<f>f B On Bon litfKy nowi MrM*>i

^^^^^^^H mm.rrrrm m-tr--t
|j

mmmmmrrrr m^rrmvi<m 1

iaiwcx iwi>i>iui^ii«iii !<

i.n.mui-Ji ..;iiaK,;,,.N'.,ln \':\t\:\\

ebration. chanting "Yankees suck" and

"Go Patriots," People in the crowd threw

rolls of toilet paper, plastic bottles, and

snow,

A smoke canister and several fire-

works were set off at around 10:50 p.m.

in the crowd, with sparks showering

down on several people. Several students

crowd surfed, and at least lour girls

exposed their chests. A small fire was

started using a poster for fuel, and bot-

tles, cans and other debris dropped tiom

the windows in George Washington

Tower and other dormitories.

Police in riot gear lired rounds of pcp-

pcrhall into the crowd about 10 minutes

after UMass police gave a dispersal order

over loudspeaker at 1 1:05 p,m,

"If you are out here when we give the dis-

persal order, you are putting yourself in

harm's way." said Hurbaia O'Connor,

UMass police chief.

At least three police horses, five

police dogs, and 30 officers in riot pear

lined up along the right side ol

Washington Tower, The crowd was near-

ly clear by 11:30 p,m,. with unK two

small groups of people remaining.

UMPD was unavailable lur coninicni.

No official arrest numbers or injury

reports were available at press time,

TTie last similar disturbance on the

UMass campus took place on October

17, 2003. after the Boston Red Sox lost

Game 7 of the American League

Championship Series, It ended in 1

5

arrests and damage to campus building

windows and ears as a crowd of 100 ran

up Massaehuseiis .Avenue.

When the Patriots won the Super

Bowl in 2002, an estimated 3,lKK) to

4.000 people met in Southwest to cele-

brate. According to Collegian archives,

the gathering quieklv turned rowdv. with

several fires set. fireworks discharged

and cans and hollies thrown at IIMPIY

Several people broke into Berkshire

Dining Commons, and O'Connor told

the Collegian that injury numbers were

difficult to determine Ix'cau.se so many

people did not report their injuries. Site

called them the "walking wounded."

By ScHtHtRtZADt Faramar/1
AsMH lATFP PrFS-.

IRBIL. Iraq (AP) — Two suicide

Kimbers with explosives wired to

iheir bodies struck the offices of the

country's two main Kurdish parties in

nearly simultaneous attacks yester-

day, killing at least 5fe people and

wounding more than 235 in the dead

liest assault in Iraq in six months

The attacks struck in the

Kurdish heartland and ttxjk a heavy

loll among senior leaders of Iraq's

most pro-.American ethnic group

Elsewhere, an American soldier

was killed and 12 were wounded in

a rocket attack on a logistics base in

Balad. 50 miles north of Baghdad,

the U.S. command said. The death

raised to 523 the number of U.S.

service members who have died

since the Iraq conflict began in

March.

The Irbil attackers slipped into

the offices of the Kurdistan

Oemocratie Party and the Patriotic

Union of Kurdistan along with hun-

dreds of well-wishers gathering for

the Muslim holiday of Eid al-Adha.

or the Feast of Sacrifice,

leaders of both parties, whose

militias fought alongside U.S. sol-

diers during the invasion of Iraq

last year, were receiving hundreds

of visitors to mark the start of the

four-day holiday when the bl;i';ts

went off.

Guards said they did not search

people because of the tradition of

receiving guests during the holiday.

Neither party's top leader ~ lalal

Talabani of the PUK and Massoud

Barzani of the KDP — was in Irbil

when the attacks occurred.

Although Iraq has suffered

numerous suicide bombings in

recent months, the attack Sunday

marked the first time perpetrators

have worn explosives rather than

using vehicles.

Sunday's blasts came a day iiller

a car bomb outside a police station

in the northern city of Mosul killed

at least nine people. Hours later, a

mortar attack hit a Baghdad neigh

borhood, killing five people and

wounding four.

U.S. olli^ials s;itd loreign mili-

tants or Ansar al-lslam. an al-

Oaida-linked Islamic militant group

based in the north that has fre-

quently clashed with the Kurds,

may have carried out the attacks.

There was no immediate claim of

responsibility.

"We have no proof at this point

(about who is responsible! It ciHild be

Ansar al-lslam It could be al-Oaida It

could be any ol a number of foreign

terrorist groups operating in Iraq."

said U.S. Brig. Gen. Mark Kimmitl,

coalition deputy chief of staff for oper-

ations

U.S. administrator I. Paul Bremer

pledged to work with Iraqi security

forces to capture those behind

Sunday's bombings. The attackers "are

scvking to halt Iraq's progress on the

path to sovereignty and democracy."

Bremer said in a statemeni.

No matter who was behind them,

the blasts may heighten tensions

between the Kurds and Sunni

Arabs. As US and Iraqi leaders try

to map out the country's new form

of government, some Arab^ have

sharply opposed Kurdish demands
to retain or even expand their self-

rule region in the north.

Hours after the attack, a man-

gled head believed to be th.tt ol one

bomber lav on the floor of the KHP
office. Blood and bits of fle«-h were

spattered on the walls and ceilings.

The attack on the PUK otfice. about

8 miles away, took place at about

the same time.

The U.S. command in Baghdad

put the casualty toll at 5t> dead and

more than 200 injured. Irbil city

morgue director Tawana Kareem

told the AP that 57 bodies were

brought to the morgue and "figures

are increasing." .At least 235 people

were admitted to the city's three

hospitals with injuries, hospital offi-

cials said.

Officials said the death loll may
be tar higher, with some bodies

buried in the rubble or taken away

by relatives.

Associuled Press correspondents

Murium lam in flughihul and louts

Meixler in Ankuru. Turkey, con-

irihuled lo this repDri

^
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244 trampled at Bush ups anti-terrorism budget

Hajj pilgrimage site
By Martin Cruuinger
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See HAJJ from page 1

200 1 and last year.

Sunday's tragedy marked the

worst disaster at the annual hajj

.since 1997, when 540 pilgrims

died in a lire at their tent city in

Mina. near the holy city of

Mecca.

Most of the dead were pil-

grims from inside the Saudi king-

dom who may not have been

authorized to participate, Madani

said. It was unclear how many
foreign pilgrims died, but Egypt's

Middle Ka.st Nevss Agency report-

ed that 1 5 Egyptians were among
the dead

Madani aUo said 272 pilgrims

had died of natural causes during

the hajj Many participants are eld-

eriy. and Muslims believe that it a

person dies whik perionnirig the

pilgrimage they will go directly to

heaven.

About 2 million Muslims are

participating in this year's pilgrim-

age. To control the crowd. Saudi

authorities set quotas for pilgrims

from each country, and also require

its citizens and ivsidenis to register

upon arrival.

Man> resident fore^ien. espe-

cially these from the Indian sub-

>.ontineni. cannot afford to pay the

cotit of an authorized pilgrimap.

aoHJnd $550. and peribrm the pil-

grimage independently, despite

recent laws requiring citizens and

residents to join registered pilgrim-

age campaigTV).

The chaos came after a sleep-

less night o( prayer at the climax of

the hajj, when pilgrims from

around the world listened to Saudi

Arabia's top cleric at the Namira

Mosque.

On Sunday morning, they

prayed at dawn then gathered peb-

bles to throw at the pillars. Each

participant throws seven times,

chanting "bismillah" ("in the name

of God") and "Allahu Akbar"

("God is Great").

Calling America "the greatest

Satan," Egyptian pilgrim Youssef

Omar threw pebbles at one pillar

on which someone had scrawled

"USA."

Alter the 1*W8 hajj. when about

180 pilgrims were trampled to

death, religious authorities issued

an edict extending the aniount ol

time in which pilgrims coukl com-

plete the ritual, hoping to spread

out the crowd.

A giant ramp Wading to the pil-

lars fills with pilgrims waiting to

throw their pebbles, and Saudi

authorities instruct pilgrims in sev-

eral languages when and where to

pass

Still. 1 4 pilgrims were trampled

to death during the same ritual last

year and 55 died in a 2U0I slam

p«k.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush is sending Congress

a $2.4 trillion budget that cmpha

sizes tf>e major themes of his re

election campaign — bolstering the

militar> to light terrorism,

strengthening homeland security

and making his swc-eping tax cuts

permanc*nt.

But the spending plan released

Monday, covering the budget year

beginning Oct. 1, is constrained

by deficits projected to top a half-

trillion dollars this year

Bush's blueprint calls for

spending $2.59*) trillion and col

lecting $2.05b trillion in revenue,

leaving a deficit of $365 billion

for 2005, according to

Republican officials who spoke

on condition of anonymity

The president want to bo(»t

defense spending by 7 percent,

increase speruling on homeland

security by 10 percent and bolster

counterterrorism activities with

an 1 1 percent increase for the

FBI

"We will devote the resources

necessary to win the war on terror

and protect our homeland." Bush

said in his weekend radio address.

"America will not let down its

guard."

For the current budget year.

Bush projects the deficit will

reach $521 billion, a record in

dollar terms. It is a figure he

proposes to cut to $257 billion

in 2009.

Romney: Turnpike is patronage haven

B> MaKIIN FlM'CANl
\>,M. iAifi> Pm»M

BOSTON (AP) —
Republican Gov. Milt Romney
has stepped up the rhetoric in his

assault on the Massachusetts

Turnpike Authority, calling it a

*ri', ncy' thai is a haven

foi
,

hacks

I bilieve the Turnpike

\uthoritv isi overwhelmed with

patronage. I believe it has exces-

sive empkjymcni. excessive com-

pensation in some places, that

it's a haven for political friends

and hacks lu find a future And I

think that's orw reason why it

ought to be foldesd into ihe high-

way department." Romney said

in an interview on "Keller ai

l^rgc" to be broadcast Sunday

morning on Wl.VI-TV.

Romnev has proposed elimi-

nating the independent agency,

which manages the

MoMchusetts Turnpike and the

Big Dig. and merging it with the

Massachusetts Highway

Department, saying it could gen

erate savings of $20 million a

year, with a one-lime savings of

$190 million.

The governor was 'wTong on

all points." said lordan Levy, vice

chairman of the authority.

He said Romney s numbers

"don't add up" ar>d "when you

cant win on the numbers you

have to go somewhere else to

raise your argument So you gel

into souikI bites, smear tactics,

innuendoes and personal

attacks.

'

Levy said there might be

some patronage at the ageiwy.

but it was not a big problem and

"the people over there are com-

petent and they're doing their

job."

Romney proposed last year

to merge the turnpike and the

highway department He
renewed that proposal in

lanuary in a Stale of the Stale

speech that included some thin-

ly veiled shots at Turnpike

Authority Chairman Matthew

Amorello
Romney, speaking with

interviewer ion Keller, noted

the agency's decision last year

to sell land in Boston's Allsion

section, a move opposed by

both the state and the citv The

agency operated "entirely in

their own sphere." he said,

adding it was a 'rogue agency

doing whatever it wants."
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Cardio Kickboxing
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Inquire About

Join the Greek
Area Recruitment

The past, present & future leaders of
America

(^Saturday, Jan. 31** @ the Bluewall

Casino Night, 9-1 am

(f«Tuesday, Feb. S""** @ the Muilins Center

Ice Rink FREE SKATE, 7 pm
?i^l** 25 students receive free skate

rentals ^

^Wednesday, Feb. 4*** @ the Student

Union Ballroom Greek Wide
Info Session, 7 pm

^Thursday, Feb. 5*^ questionnaire

sessions @ 7:30

(^Patterson lounge

^^Kennedy 5*^ floor

classroom
?^Crabtree lounge
^Butterfield lounge

^Cashin lounge

^Field lounge

Join the best to he the hest...

Fraternity recruitment hegins Feh 1^'

Sorority recruitment hegins Feh. 6^"

For Info or questions please call Michael Wiseman S45*

2711 or email michaeldwiseman@8tuaf.umass.edu
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EditorialOpinion
Monday, February 2. 2004 Editorial@dailycollegian.com

Smith College faces

extreme cutbacks
With Smith College President Carol Christ's

proposal to eliminate 54 tK»n-academic jobs, close

seven dining halts, and cut 25 faculty positions

through retirements over the next five year«. the

college has addressed something that the

Uivversity of Massachusetts has dealt with for sev

eral years now: nwney trouble.

Christ released her proposal in an open letter to

the Smith College o^Nnmunity late last week. In it.

she said !>everal factors have led to the proposed

cuts — all of which feel familiar to us. UMass stu-

dents. Plainly. Smith College faces a budget short-

fall, and Christ is looking to addivss monetary con-

cerns early on before they grovk out of haiid.

That shonfall. according to Christ's letter, ewsts

thanks to thr«e factors, all of which can be traced

directly to a backlash that comes from our nation's

ailing cxonomy Those factors are shrinking

eixlc^Miient incotiK', fewer nnjnetary gifts, and an

increase in tinaiKial aid need fur SmiihV studi-nt

body
In response. Christ is doing the most fincally

respixisibkr thing possibkr: cutting luxuries from a

budget and lifestyle at Smith ColWge that are coii

fortable, but not essential to the «iucces.s ol the col-

lege or its students. Certainly the loss of 54 non-

academic jobs is legrettable for employees who
potentially face the chopping bkxk. They're ttoi

easy decisions to make for the college or for work-

ers lo accept

Unfttnunately. souk of them may be essential

Smith Colk*ge has kxig touted their eating clioh.e>

for students as among the best, as they well sIxHjkl

havr. UMass students woukl have a hard time fath-

oming dining services that iixlude 20 kitchens and

26 dmng nxxns for only 2.50U undergraduate stu

dents, but that Is what the Smith siudeni body has

become accustomed to.

t rankiy. having prepared food for students in

nearly every domiitory buikling is a wonderful

thing to have, but is it really essential to the sur-

vival of the ci^lege'.' If something i.s going to give,

would it not make more sense for it to be dining

options that can be cxxisidered luxurious even

when compared to the choices other kxal high-end

colleges, including Hampshire College. Amherst

Collie and Mount Hoiyokc College''

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian thinks so.

We at The Collegian —students in publk. higher

education who air infinitely prepared to improvise

basic Iuxuri4» and comforts associated with our

oNvn academic envitvmment when faced with a

budget crunch — believe that Smith College stu-

dents and their educations will be Ok Comforts

are a wonderful thing to have, but one can walk

away from a institution of higher education with-

out many ol them and yet still receive a top-iX)tch

education.

The Collegian also admires Smith's method of

Ikiating the proposal, yet leaving the final decision

unmade so as to discuss cHher potential options. In

doing so. the colk^ has opened a diak)gue that

coukl prove invaltiable in detemiining what othc>r

choices there are for balaiKing the budget, and

what the best option may be

Smith's shonfall — estimated by the colkrge $5

million for 2004-2005 and $7 million by 2006

2007. according to Christ's krtter — is not going

away. By opening a dialogue early, though, and piu-

posir^ a plan that largetN luxuries and comforts

that ntany other students in higher education (even

private higlier education) have succeeded ^^ithout.

the colkrge shows v^isdom and strung judgment

that shouU preserve the academics of its own stu-

dents for years to come
( tMpufd eiiiloruils rvpmetii the majority opin-

iiMi of the Masuxiiusetts Daily Cttlkjiiittt Iditorial

BtHird

Less is more: learning to simplify
As the old

saying goes,

variety is sup-

()osedly the

spice of life. But

add a little too

much variety

and life might

get a little too

spicy.

This is the

hard krsson that

many Americans are discovering.

Modem life in this country has far

too many choices. We are a culture

raised on instant gratification,

dependent on ha\ing every confi-

dence available exactly when,

where and how we please.

For instarK'e. what was otKe a

simpW trip to the grocery store has

now beconK" a daylong event. Try

to choose a box of macaroni aixl

cheese There is Easy Mac.

Complicated Mac. cheddar,

American, arxl Meaty .Mac. boxed

or bk.mled Mac. Diet Mac and live

different noodk* shapes to choose

from These are the pennutations

available through only one of the

multitudes of macaroni brand

names
IXxisions. decisions Through

the developtiKni of modem tech-

nology, opticas that are supposed

to make living easier are turning

the simple life into an okl memory.

A study r\m in Parade Magazine

reports that Americans' stress krv

els are on the rise compared to kv-

eLs from the turn of the 2C)th cen-

tury Although the modem work!

b more convenient than it was 100

years ago. it has also become more
distracting ar>d hectic

The probk-ni i>. thai it's impos-

sibk- lo es«.ape. The media, an

information souree that thrives on

accuracy, clarity and audience

cxHiiprehensiun. has becxime any-

thing but Tek-vision news broad-

casts have gone from a singk-

anchor bruadca.sting behind his

desk to a three-ring circus. At any

given time. CNN runs news,

stocks, weather, election poll

updates, and up-to-the-nanosec-

ond sports scores across its screen

with flashing lights, urtdeniably

confusing and losing nK»t of its

bewildered audience in the

process.

Choices are devek)ping in areas

where there were previously none.

We have the option to vacation

anywhere on the planet, from the

African safari to a deserted Pacific-

Isle. Plastk surgery and exercise

alkjws us to fonnulate the "ideal"

appearance. \K'e can choose to be

gay, straight, or bi-sexual. In order

to borrow sugar from the neigh-

bors. OIK- can send a iiKssage by

have searched for the perfect

boyfrieiKl or girlfriend, wnly to

become disappointed and

depressed when realizing this per

son can never exist'.' How many
times have we walked through the-

dining commons, struggling with

choices of french fries and ham
burgers, to chicken and lujitas. and

wound up eating everything,

unable to concoct ihc perfect

meal''

According to psychologist

Barry Schwartz, people who sufler

from such syiiiptom^ as "iiiaximiz

ers" are iKver abk to -vcttk lor the

second best option \Shik striving

for perfection is soiiKthing M.xkt\

encourages, it may not be the

healthiest goal. Schwartz says

We should aH learn that we cannot expect

perfection - even with endless selections.

photK. email, voice mail, instant

nKvsaging or fax.

According to psychologist

David G. Myers and politkal sci-

entist Robert E l.ane. our well-

being has actually been decreased

by too many options Mthough the

last M) years of Anwrvan histury

have been full and rich. 14 millkjn

more peopk today are kss than

the "very happy" that they were 10

years ago. IX'pression is also on

the rise. According to ABC and

loumal of the AiiK-rican Nk-dkal

Association, one in six AnKricans

will experietKe depression in their

lifetinK. and 'i'i million Antericans

suffer from the disease right iv>%^

Myers notes thai the more

unstructured arkl opc-n our livc"s

become, the more k>st and over-

whelmed we become. We shoukl

all kam that Me cannot expcxt per

lection — c"\en with endless sekx-

tK>ns. However, it is something we
are all guilty of. Ikiw many of itf

maximizers are kss likely to be sat-

isticxl. less optimistic and more

likely to be depressed.

Although the outlook on life

appears to have destirK-d everyoiK

to the- confines of a nKntal hospi-

tal. Schv^artz assures there is an

easy solution to the iiiavimizer

symptoms — simplify life

Formulate a plan and stkk with it

For instance, when shopping for

shoes. kiK>w tfK brand and ».ok>r

you want ahead ol linK. Ignore the

new gizmos, pumps, shock

absorbers and flashing lights

Better yet. choose exactly the sauK

pair you just \»ore out What
workcxl before v^ill work again. In

the IX . «.hoose ih^.- (irst appetizing

lood cfK)ice you m.v. grab it and sit

down IXjn't worry about missing

the meatball gniKk-rs on the other

side KiKtwing the IX tht.-v'll -till

be there tonwrruw

linka lunley is a iulUfnan

cviummM.

Excuses, excuses

every day a 9-11

Adventures in babysitting
You may iK)t

know it. but the

University of

Massachusetts

empkjys a num-

ber of full time

babysitters
whose responsi-

bility it is to

watch the stu-

dents. These

babysitters, or

Rc-sident A.ss-istants. are so much a

part of University life, that their

legitimacy is hardly ever ques-

tioncxl. But I urge everyone to think

about what it is these people are

reallv doing on our campus.

The name niii> be misleading:

Resident .Assistant. When it comes

down to it. who do they really

Morris

Sinoer

but putting the needs of his resi-

dents scvond.

So when one of his residents

comes to him to ask him about a

heating problem in his room.

Nashville a»sponds that there is

tKrthing that can be done He sim-

ply shrugs ofl the heating problem

that is bringing the temperature of

the resident's room to over W
degrees in the middle of

September Yet. an independent

inquiry on behalf of the student

results in a work order and a solu-

tion to the problem So Nashville,

who sat in his room and did noth-

ing when the student was uncom-

fortable, was. as the outconK- sug-

gested, simply too lazy to pursue

this task. It just wasn't important to

"assist" the student in his request

He coaches her on what to say, how to

say It, how to act, all the while sitting

outside the door of the student, who has

only some friends inside and is about to

go out for the evening.

assist anyway'.' It is my assertion

that these babysitters assist only

the University staff when it comes

time lo put the image of the aca-

demic institution over the rights

and comfort of the students.

Let's look at a purely hypotheti-

cal picture. I should note that any

similarities to actual pcopk are

purely coincidental.

Ix't's say a hypothetical RA.

who goes by the nickname

Nashvilk. wants to do the absolute

best job he can for the University.

So. this, as his actions demon-

strate, would mean assisting the

University whenever it needs help.

But Nashville is all but drasti-

cally over-zealous when it conies

time to act like he is doing his job.

Falsely accusing his resident of

under-age possession of alcohol, he

(lies a witness report with the

Resident Director using unsub-

stantiated and immaterial evidence

as his only proof.

WlK-n the evidence is found lo

be inadequate. Nashville's pride is

hurt.

So he sits around, waiting —
waiting to get the bothersome stu-

dent in trouble for something.

But he waits, because his stu-

dent is not the kind to cause trou-

bk. Months pass, \acation comes

and goes, but nothing happens,

Nashville, the babysitter, gets

impatient. So oik- night, he sum

mons a new RA. just learning what

to do. I imagine the new RA is very

nervous about doing well in her

new job as University babysitter as

well, so she complies with what he

asks.

Nashville sits outside the stu-

dent's door, saying he smells

smoke. The new RA doesn't know

what lo do. It would be wrong to

falsely accu.se someone of a viola-

tion of University policy. But

Nashville explains to her exactly

what he wants. He coachc-s her on

what lo say. how to say it. how to

act. all the while silting outside the

diK)r of the student, who has only

some friends inside and is about to

go out for the evening.

Finally she gets up the courage

to knock. I can only imagine her

desire to impress the other RA.

who has had the position for over

a year. The student opens the door

a crack, to reveal thai there is no

smoke in the room. But the accu-

sations continue, and there is nol

even an opportunity to talk.

Nashville sits back aiul pro-

vides the push the female babysii-

ler needs to follow through with

the accusation. When the inlciac-

tion is completed. I am sure

Nashville thanks her for her

efforts. After all. its not every day

an RA will falsely accuse sonK-one

lo impress a fellow babysitter,

So Nashville the babysitter gels

his revenge. How proud he must

be. He has piovetl his babysitting

skills in the most artful of ways,

And now it is the student's word

against his,

Morris Singer is a Collegian

columnist.

Question: What do George W
Bush and lee Harvey Oswald

have in common'
Answer: "It wasn't me' It was

the CIA!"

As you probably already know,

the real situation is nothing to joke

about. Counlk*ss debates, thou-

sands of bodies, and tens of bil-

Ikmis of dollars later. AnK'rica has
'"^^""^"^^~

bcvn left with nothing to answer

for iIk ugliest shift in U.S. foreign policy history

Three hundrcxl million dollars spent on an

American-k-d weapons hunt that tumc-d up "nada
"

All thc»se stockpik-s that even Rumsfeld clainKd were

"in ihc area around Tikni and l^ghdad and ea'-t.

west, south ainl north." never turned up. When it wa*

all over. r>a>id Kay. ihe Bush admin

istration's chief insptxtor re-vealed

that It was nearly impossible for Iraq

to possess such weapons after the

Gulf War. As expected. Kay ha^

steppi-d down.

In a last, and seemingly desperate,

attempt lo put a spin on this set-called

"imminent thre-ai." the Presideni

-

State of the Union .'iddre-ss coined the

term "weapons of mass destruction-related program

activities." or in Bushian: c-quipment that had bcx-n

buric-d in the sand since the Gulf War This aloiK-

clearly shows the stretch that was ncx-ded in justify

ing what we weni to war i>vcr. making it all seem like

a sick joke.

When questioned earlier ihis month by Diane

Sawyer on the WMD myth, "whal's the difference''"

was the only answer Bush could come up with, with-

out the help of a tekprompter.

But now. after a State of the Union address that

Gallup surveyed as oik- of the worst in 1 2 years, the

While House has regrouped with fre-sh excuses.

rtu-y now have all but abandoned the WMD
claim, thai is. with the exception of Vice President

Dick Cheney. Even while Bush was proclaiming no

relationship between Saddam and Al-Oaeda. Cheney

was in the other wing of the White House proclaim-

ing just the t.)pposile.

like the Saddam-Osama link, the WMD claim is

still going strong in the mind of Dick Cheney. .So

much, that it has almost bc-come a disturbing neuro-

sis. The day before l^avid Kay's stepping down.

Cheney was carrying on aKiul "conclusive evidence"

Remember: As long

as you invoke 9/1 1

,

you can get away

with just about

anything.

ofWMDs in Iraq, according to Fhe Sc-w ^ork Time*.

Meanwhik. Bush has su-ppcxl in with sort of

ambiguous-like-implicil-faciual-opinionations of

facts about Saddam that are- suppc^ed lo make pcv-

pk think that it was a good kiea to go lo war After

being asked a specific questiiwi alvHii W MDs. Bush

re-sponded lo CNN reporters. "We krH)w that he

delied the United Nations \ear alter year after year

And given iIk- offense of Sept 1 1 . we know we coukl

nol trust the good intentions of Saddam Hussein

bcxausc he dkln't have any."

Remember: As k>ng as you invoke **/! 1. you can

get away with just aKnii anvthing.

And then, a delkxtion ol blaiiK in this mess: The

golden goose here is the fact that chief inspextor

David Kay refuses to implicate Bush in the intelli-

gence failures of Iraq's capabilities .Apparently, this

was all the Central Intelligence Agency's fault. .As

you will s<Km six-. */! I will not be

the only thing used ad nauseum.

hut ibis new de\ek>pnKni will as

u-ll

\ou woukl ihink thai, like ^/l I.

an investigation into the matter

should be pursued In lact. it's

something that any decent

American shtiuld come to expect

from their president. Even Sen.

lohn McCain tR-AZ) commented to CBS. "I am
absolutely convinced that jan investigation! is nec-

essarv. because this is a very se-rious issue and we
need lo nol only know what happc-ncd. but know

what steps are necessary to prevent the I niled

Slates from ever being misinfonned again

But just like "^/l I. the Bush administrjiii>n is. di

least for now. refusing an investigation into the mat-

ter lust like the stonewalled ^/\ 1 commission, the

administraticm is most likely buying ihcir time once

again lo sweep ihe ugly parts under the rug

And again like 4/1 1 , a non partisan investigation

into alleged "inielligence failures." may be more

than enough lo iinplicale ihe Bush Administration.

It certainly WDuldni help iheir re-election bid.

It's udmiiiedlv possible lo have faulty intelli-

gence. But when your Secretary ol State cites "evi-

dence" that embarrassingly turns out to be maga-

zine clippings and a plagiarized. 10-year-old. college

dissertation, rational (x-ople sec this as a red Hag lo

consider before sending Americans off to die in the

Middle East.

But hey. what's the difieicnce'.' ...Right'.'

Murk i)siroff IS u ColU'^uni itiliiittnisi
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Reality TV pioneer

and Nortliampton

native dies at 57
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Producer

Mary-EIILs Bunim, who brought televi-

sion into the age of reality with "The

Real World" and whose latest hit series

was "The Simple Life." has died at age

57.

Bunim died Thursday after a long

battle with breast cancer, MTV
announced Fnday.

She and business partner Jonathan

Murray, who kicked off the reality

trend in 1992 with MTVs "The Real

Worid," were among the genre's most

prutifk: producers.

Their series irwluded "Road Rules."

"The Love Cruise." "Making; tlw Band.'

"Starting Over" and. most recently.

Fox's The Simple Life' with party girl

and headline-maker Paris Hilton.

Bunim was "an extraordinary talent

wtk) pioneered an entire genre o( televi-

tion,' Fan's «»tertainn»eni president,

Gail Berman said in a statement Fnday.

Bunim, Murray and other pnjducen

upended the TV order as leality shows

ioared in popularity, eventually wrM-
ing chunks of broadcast and cable

schedules away from traditional script

ed series.

While some critics decried the

shows as baae. somctimo exploitive

OMenairuiieni. audiences and networks

eminced them "The Real \Korkl,"

"Survivor." "The Bachekjr" and others

re entreiKhed on television.

The Bunkn-Murray pivxluctions tar-

gettd a young audicrwe. The Real

Worid.' for instance, thivw a mixed

group of young adulu tof^her as

roommates, with an imbbiking camera

keeping tabs on them.

'Miii>-EBis opened our eyes and

our heans to a whole new way of look-

ii^ at young adult piugramming.' Judy

McGrath. MTV Networks Gcxxip pres-

ident, said in a statement.

The native of Nurthampiun, Mass..

is survived by her daughter. Miana. A
memorial scrvk-c was schedukd for

Feb 7 at foran Lawn
Lynn tltxt Xsymiuted Press

''Real WorM" creator Mar>-Elli>

Bunim died of breast caiwer Thuridav.

OK Go is a band that is hardly just OK

By Nick Romanow
( Ol Ul.lAN MM!

When asked to describe what the nei* rcxoni

might sound like, Kulash is excited and spoke quick

ly and enthusiasticallv, as he often tends to

do.

"It's in its infant stages enough that it's

hard to say. So far it looks like it might be-

a little darker, a little more aggressive with

some farther tlung influences... there's a

falsetto soul song, land) a little more groove

oriented disco rock song."

Kulash also sees the band members' own
inlluences playing a bigger role in the new

album's sound.

"Most of us listened to a lot of aggressive

alternative rock in the '90s," he said. "We

OK Go

Tues. Feb. 3

IhilMliEM

hiinK demos recorded.

The first album contained one -on^: i (. c

I innamon Lips." written and sung by bassist

Pim Nordwind. Kula.sh woukl like to see

more of other members singing in the

futua-.

"I really like the idea of having other peo-

ple sing songs." he said. "It's nice to get a

break from one person's voice over the

course of 43 minutes. (On| 'News Of The

World' by Oueen ..everyone sings... they've

got the best singer this century has seen and

the drummer still sings songs on the

record."

Part of what makes OK Go so distinct is

When Chicago quartet OK Go. best known for

their 2002 poppy arena rock anthem hit "Get Over

It." breezes into Cambridge tomorrow night to play

the Middle ELast, audiences can look forward to the

band's trademark mix of pop and indie rock music, a

fun but earnest mix that is refreshing in a sea of man
ufaclured Britney Spears' and whiny eino groups

that take themselves far too seriously. The band will

also bring new songs from their upcoming sopho-

more album to the stage with them.

"We'll probably have between five and 10 new

songs." singer/guitarist Damian Kulash lold The

Collegian in a phone interview last week. "The idea

is to try out some new stuff and see how it feel |and|

play it in front of people."

Kulash is also looking forward to seeing how some

of the new songs translate into live performances.

"We sort of work things out in the studio differ-

ently than we do live." he explained. "A lol of the

way we write is sort of to sit down and work on the

way a particular thing feels... |you| pick up any gui-

tar or any keyboard that's lying around and make

something you like with it but thai doesn't always

translate to the four or five person rock arrange

ment."

were big Fugazi fans and big Pixies fans and that how they are able to mix their love of Fugazi and the

"We're pretty shameless about stuff like that. As

long as you keep your humor about things like that,

why not?" he said. "At band practice we always have

these 'are we gonna this or are we not gonna do this'

(conversations! and I think everybody was like 'f**k

it, we like little kids, let's do it" Kulash said with a

smile. However he gets a bit more serious when dis-

cussing the too-strict rules of the indie/punk world.

"I've gone back and forth several times on...how
much should somebody 'play the game...or how
much do you sleep with the enemy." he said. "I think

what failure, in artistic respects, is is when you don't

hit your mark... We're kind of aiming at something

that's accessible and emotional and fun and it's not

limited. 1 think Fugazi is not about accessibility

they're a lot about anger and... politics and. ..inten-

tion and emotion in that way. Il would reprcscnt a

total hypocrisy for them to be on Nickelodeon. If the

Cure were to be on Nickelodeon." Kulash stopped

and chuckled about that prospect, "you'd think it

would be kind of funny but you'd also think it makes

sense. Boys Don't Cry' is a song everyone can get."

OK Go definitely - to use Kulash's terms - hits its

mark. Fans will no doubt be excited about the band's

first area performance in a year and curious listeners

should find themselves satisfied as OK Go bring their

pop music and indie sensibility to the Middle East in

Cambridge tomorrow night.

IMAi .EM K Itll-N , >K «M nM I'MOrOiiK R1TSV|,ARAKINHNFR/C*l«l

OK Go make its first Massachu.setts perforamcc in over a ye»T when they play the Middle East in

Cambridge Tuesday.

Stuff, which I don't think you heard much of on our

last record, and there's probably a little more of thai

(on the new record j."

The band is working on a fairly loose schedule

though, with no release date scheduled and only

I'lxics with their love of Oueen and the Cars. They

arc able to play relatively ptippy music and get away

with things that bands such as Fugazi could never

dream of. such as playing on the Nickekxleon show

"All That."

MonclayFebruary2

ART\ South Deerfield photographer

Barbara Brady Conn's "A

Celebration of Water" exhibit is on dis-

play today at the Burnett Gallery at the

Jones library In downtown Amherst

The photos show a range of water in

Its many forms and to pique wonder

and appreciation (or one of nature's

mst beautiful elements The exhibit

runs till Feb. 28 and the opening

reception is on Thursday, Feb. 5 from

5-8 p.m. during the monthly Amherst

Gallery Walk. The Burnett Gallery Is

located on Amity Street.

MUSIC
4^ The Amherst itn Orchestra

^V plays the first of two shows

they have this month at Amherst

Brewing Company The set begins at

8 30 p m and is schedualed to con-

clude at 1 1 p.m. ABC Is located at 24-

36 North Pleasant Street. This is a free

event.

WednesdayFebruary4

SHOW
yxtreme International Ice Racing

will be racing at the Mullins

Center starting at 7 p m It is expected

to be exciting, tast-paced action never

seen in the Pioneer Valley. The series

showcases the best athletes in profes-

sional motorcycle and quad racing.

Tickets are on-sale at the Mullins

Center Box Office, all Ticketmaster

locations, by phone 413-733-2500 or

www.ticketmastercom

ThursdayFebruaryS

PERFORMING ARTS
4^ Chi, a renowned and revolution-

^r ary dance troupe from Shanghai,

China, stands ancient tradition on its

head with their breathtaking fusion of

kungfu, acrobatics, opera and theater

tonight at the Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall The performance begins at 7:30

p.m. and to purctiase tickets call 1-800-

999-UMAS or go online to www.flnearts-

center com/tickets.

FridayFebruary6

PERFORMING ARTS
4^ Maureen Fleming bnngs her

^^ multi -media performance to the

Bowker Auditorium in the Fine Arts

Center Using dance, artwork and stage

performance she will explore ttie decay

and rebirth of the feminine archetype In

her project titled, "Decay of the Angel."

The show is set to begin at 8 p m and

tickets are $5 for students and $12 tw

general admission. To purchase tickets

call 1-800-999-UMAS or go online to

www.tlneartscenter.com/tickets.

ySaturdayFebruary?

MUSIC
4^ Dub is a Weapon, a Brooktyn-

r^ based dub reggae band plays a

show tonight at Club Helsinki in Great

Barrington. The Village Voice has

described this group led by Dave Hahn

and Larry McDonald as "drum and bass

coming so hard and dangerous you can

see the competition's bloodstains." Doors

open at 9 p.m. and there is a $12 cover

charge Club Helsinki is located at 284

Main Street m Great Barrington.

SundayFebruaryS

MUSIC
^^ Singer-songwriter Matt

^V Nathanson performs a set at the

Iron Horse Music Hall in Northampton

tonight Nathanson has been on tour m
support of his new album, "Beneath

These Fireworks" - his first major

label project Opening tor Nathanson is

Toby Lightman, the bluesy female

singer and guitarist The show begins

at 7 p m and tickets are $10 in

advance and $13 at the door.

weeklypinUp

GRACELAND

World-famous South African

Zulu-singing accapella group

Ladysmitfi Black Mambazo

invades tfie Calvin Theater

Thursday, Feb. 5. The show

begins at 8 p.m. and ticket

prices range from $22.50 -

$37.50.

THE

BOLTWOOD
PROJECT'^

A STl DKNT ' fOMMl NITY SERVICE I.EARMNCi PRtMiRAM
(an RSO and Dept of Landscape Architecture & Regional Planning sponsored prog.)

REA( H (H T—AND BECOME A SPK( lAl. KRIEND TO PEOPLE WITH SPECIAL
NEEDS

Your life will NEV LR /.. fhe same'

EARN 1-2 CREDITS "RKW\RIMV«;.tlUI.I KV;iN<.. andU N

Spring Srmester 2(MM — ReiruilmrnI Nights
^,,.1 mit>c j'u,«l ",.tM .1 'I., V, irK-.'.ii.i. S,., . \ni!lii»l> .^.-i-. .1 ..,1. h»»cp«t»ip»««0 hrltwc'

A:(M)-K:UU PM iNinc HnMnp ^juiing iime'")

RiMNn l*.H ( ampu> ( rnlrr fw all merlinict 'Keb. 2 (Moni •E«l>. 3 ttiiwl Ruom 101 fur •eb. 4 i Wedi

\uiunteer. h

' .» t tnoMti mmtt puit^ikt ii.<i|ti autti Irtin
'

"

redit I

• « «• • • • ^

"Vibrant & captivating"
rsATixLiv

veiy powerful" oniildUl
\, •> V'lk T^Mi Tli. I'lllslMllL'l. I'.-sHri/'-'l.

TWJ^

i

greendale

Sunday, March 2 7, 2004

UMass - Mullins Center

Tickets On Sale Now

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS

90 Gatehouse Road. Off Rt. 9 TWo miles East of Amherst Center • On the Bus Route

fit.com _ Aii<

rClirkOn -

• CJU^s Sc |edulc

•Courts

Hampshire Fitness Club has it all for you

• Full size Indoor Pool • Cybex Free Weight • Aerobics/Step/Bosu

• Aqua Aerobics • Full Court Basketball • Cardio Vascular

• Cybex Nautilus Circuit • Volleyball Equiptment

• Boxing Studio

• Indoor Tennis

• Jacuzzi/Saunas

• Yoga/Pilates

Join now for a semester special of 15
WEEKS for $179* plus a free tee-shirt

*FOII STUOfMTS

Open 6am to 10pm Mon-Fri

Sam to 9pm Sat-Sun
Tel

2S6-6446

UMASS TEXTBOOKS AT JEFFERY AMHERST

WE CARRY l^XTBCXDKS

accounting

atnvamerican studirs

animal science

.inthropolog\'

arable

art

art histoiy

astronomy

bio-chemistry

biologN

civil engineering;

chemistry

Chinese

classics

computer science

community health

communication disorders

communications

comparative literature

dance

electrical engineering

FROM THE FOLLOWING
economics

education

engineering

english

entt)mology

exercise science

forest management

trench

geology

german

historv

hotel & restaurant

administration

human development

Italian

journalism

lamlscape archittxture

legal studies

linguistics

mathematics

management

UMASS DEPARTMLN is

marketing

microbiologN

mechanical engineering

music

nursing

nutrition

phiU>st>phy

physics

plant & soil s«. iencr

political scii'nce

psvchologv

public policv

regional planning

resource ixronomics

S(Kioloj',\

Spanish

statistics

theater

university without walls

wildlife and fisheries

con.servatit)n

MANY TITLES ARE DISCOUNTED!!
• SUPERIOR CUSTOM I- RSl-RVICE

SHORTER I.INF5, PLEASANT SHOPPING

liNVIRONMFNi, FRIENDLY FACTS

PHONE CALLS WELCOME ANY TIME
VISA, MC, AMFX, DISCC^VER, PI KSC->NAI CHECK,

PURCHASE ORDER OR VOUCH IR

WE ACCEPT ALL SPECIAL ORDERS
• SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL ECONOMY!
• EXTENDED 1 lOURS

Hours

JANUARY 25-

FEBRUARY 14

MONDAY-
SATURDAY,

8:30 - 8

SUNDAY, 12-5

The JclTcr> .'\mhcrst I olkjic SU>rc is locatcti

behind the IcITcry Amheisl Bookshop ami

Veracru/ana restaurant at 5.^ So Pleasant Street

Z.S.VSK.

textbooksu/icrihooks.coni

irii iiiMjMitifilltiitiirfiiaiiii I iiiilitjlilili^iiiiiiitfiiMitiiliiiiiiliiiiiil
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THE HARDEST

DECISIOM YOU'LL EVER

HAVE TO

MAKE IN COLLEGE.

'* FOR A YEAR?

,\\ I f

THE ULTIMME
M ROOM?D0R1

^ A (complete with flat screen TV. surround

\ \ ^ sound, laptop and more)

A NEW CAR?

MOT TO MENTION TONS OF OTHER AWESOME PRIZES LIKE A DJ STARTER KIT,

BMW MOUNTAIN BIKE, PERSONAL TRAINER, OR YOUR CELL PHONE BILL PAID

FOR THE YEARI

>»
ENTER:

THE CONTEST WHERE YOU
CHOOSE THE PRIZE!

LOG ON: mtvU.com

MTV

mt¥U THE CHANNEL JUST FOR YOU. NOW ON YOUR CAMPUS.

No purclWM nflcemanr. Contest open to legal residents of the U.S. at least 18 years old and currently

enrolled at a college or university that is a current earner o» the programming service currently entitled mtvU

Entries must be received by February 10. 2004 at 10,00 AM (EST). Votd where prohibited or restricted by law

Contest subject to the Official Rules. Vl8« mtvU.com for details 02004 MTV Networks All rights reserved.

UMass haults Warriors
By Andrew Merriti

tiaiii.iAN Sr,\n-

A day after scuring the easiest

four puints of its sea&on. the

Massachusetts hockey team fol-

lowed up with another iwo points,

downing Merrimack 5-1 a( the

Mullins Center Saturday night.

Thomas Pock scored the ganie

I ik>i T winner
UMass 3_ |a,e in

Merrimack 1 'he sec

ond peri-

od, and Marvin Depxi — fresh off

a short abseiKe diM: to a coach's

decision — added two assists, as

the Minutemen solidified their grip

on second place in Hockey East

They are now 1 5-5-5 overall, with

an 11-5-2 conference record,

thanks to the four points gained

from LI .Mass-Lowell's forfeit of five

wins for using an ineligibk: player

ItKiuded in that group are the two
ganjes played between LJMa.vs and

Lowell on jan 5 and 4 The River

HawLs won both games. 5-0 arxi I
-

0. but those vktories will now
count for the Minutemen.

Merrimack falls to **-l6-5 over-

all, and 4-11-3 in ffockey Eiast,

M'hich leaves tfw Warriors in a tie

for fifth plate with I \1.l^- I uwell.

The Warriors gained ivsu points

frum their overtime kxs to LoweU
on Ian. 16.

Pikk gave the Minutemen a

leail late in the second, one whk;h

ihey never relinquished. Mike
Warner took a shot on Memmack
goaltender jim Healey (20 saves).

and the rebound trickled danger-

ously back out lo the slot. Pock,

creeping in from the point, slipped

the rebound inside the near post,

giving UMass a 2-1 lead with 52

.seconds left in the middle frame. It

was Pock's 14th goal of the season,

and his 32nd point.

"That had a big effect, not only

giving it up, but the way we gave it

up," Merrinwck coach Chris

Serino said. "If there's one guy you

don't kfave open on the PK. it's

Pock. 1'hat was just a mental

breakdown."

Tim Vitek opened up the scor-

ing for LIMass, converting on a

|osh fHanson rebound at 10:41 of

the second for his fourth goal of the

year With Mike Alexiou serving a

Merriiiuick too many nkrn penalts.

Hanson attempted a wraparound

from behind the net. but was
Slopped. The puck bouiKed out to

Vitek, sitting just outside the

crease, and he popped it back in.

The Warriors respocKJed two

minutes later, with a power pla>

goal of their own. Eric Pedersen

took a slap shot from the pioint,

and Steve Crusco. camped com-

fortably in front of UMa-ss goal-

tender Gabe VV'iner's net. tipped it

past the goaltender to kriot tfie

icore at one goal apiece.

The Minutemen's third goal

came from an unlikely source.

Stephen |a«.obs. staked linnly in

front of ffealey. tipped a Marvin

Degun wristcr from the point, scor-

ing his first goal of the year, and his

second in a UMass uniform. It also

gave Degon his second assist of the

night.

"I thought Marvin played pretty

well tonight," UMass coach l\)n

Cahoon said. "He was a littk rusty,

but tonight was one of those haid

games. This sport is a grind."

The first period began sbw, and

ended anything but Neither team

cracked the scoreboard, but start-

ing around the eight minute mark,

the Minutemen began to fiiul the

net, peppering Healey with a num-

ber of quality shots.

UMass was irKhes away from

putting a goal up on the visitors

twite in the period. With 6:43 to

go, Manin Degon took a pivtty

pass in the sk)t, and fired a wrister

that trickled through Healey. but

was swept clear b> Bryan Schmidt

just befoft: crossing the goal line.

Four minutes later, a UMass

dinnp look a tricky bounce off the

comer boards, aixl caromed off the

net as Healey looked the other way.

josh Hanson got a stick on the

kx>se puck, but Healey i^overed

to make tfte save.

Winer was solid, but didn't get

much exercise, as the Warriors

only put 14 shots on him
"1 think Gabe has devekjped a

good mindset for these stretches."

said Cahoon. wi>o also remarked

that UMass was probably the only

college hockey team to ever earn

eight points in a weekend.

"For two penods, it rtsally was a

one-sided game." Serino said. "We
didn't get much going, arKi they

played ver> well."

Minutemen on a roll
B\ Mikv Mar/flii

tuit Ltl.lAN >TA»f

KINGSTON, R.I - Before the sixth largest

crowd ever lo walch a basketball game at the

Universiiy of Rhode Island, the Massachusetts

men s basketball team gui a little nH>re ol exactly

what it needs.

Winning.

Trailing by as many as 10 points in the second

half of a seesaw tonlest. ihe Minutemen rallied lo

lie the game at 62 Then, freshman Maurice

Maxwell nailed a ihreepointcr with 25 secoiKis

remaining to help solidify what may be his team's

biggest victory of the season. 67-63 over URI on

Saturday aftcnuxm before 6.705 at the Ryan
Cenier.

UMass 67_ "We knew wc could

I JO I c.-i win a road game against a

good team." learn captain

Anthony Andcnon said. "We just finally pray^ it

lo ourselves, let alone anyone else."

All five starters were in double figures for the

Minutemen. as freshman guard Art Bowers led the

way vvith a game-high 18 points, while Anderson,

leff Viggiano and sophomore Atlantic 10 Rookie of

the Week Rashaun Freeman added 12 points a

piece.

Senior guard Brian Woodward paced URI with

I 3 points, while Ousiin Hellenga chipped in with

12 point"* and Dawan Robinson with I I

"This ranks right up there (among most memo-
rable wins) at UMass,' Lappas said. "The guys

were as happy in the locker room as I've seen

them, and they deserve thai."

With the score tied al 62 and the game clock

winding down, it was Maxwell who stepped up and

hit the biggest shot of his young career - draining

a long 3-pointer over Hellenga to give the

Minutemen a 65-62 lead with 25 seconds remain-

ing.

In a season gone wrong, something finally went

right for the Minutemen.

URI did not go away, however, as Woodward
drew a foul while shooting a 3-pointer halfwa> into

the left comer and went to the line for three shots

with a chance to even the score.

After making his first free throw, ihe senior was

unable to connect again and UMass look posses-

sion of the rebound, allowing Anderson to hit a

pair of free throws to ice the Maroon and While's

first road victory of the season.

"I just decided to be aggressive on thai one," ,

Maxwell said of the game's biggest play. "And it
'*

went in. . I'm happy it went in."

'I knew it was going in right when he shot it,"

Viggiano added.

URI came out firing in the second half, as

Hellenga was relegated lo using the backboard lo

convert his first of four 3-poini aiiempis on the

afternoon, and also tossed in a pair of hoops on an

11-2 Ram run that pushed the score lo 41-31 with

under 1 7 minutes left to go.

Ijiicr. with Rhody back in front 51-45, the

Maroon and While pulled within one with five

straight points from Bowers, including his second

trey of the afternoon, and look their first lead since

ihc waning seconds of the first half when Viggiano

drained a three from the right comer at the 544
mark to make the score 55-54.

Rhode Island then became the beneficiary of a

disputed call, as a foul was called on the floor

against the Rams seconds following a made 3-

pointer by Hellenga. After consulting the video

replay, the referees ruled the basket good, giving

URI a 57-55 edge.

The teams then continued to trade the lead until

the 4 1 -second mark, when Woodward gained pos-

sesion of his one miss gelling to the line and drain-

ing two foul shots lo lie the score at 62.

Women's hoops falls
Bv Btw McG(niiR.N

i. XMIFI.IAN STAFf

The injunplagued Mass-

achusetts women's basketball team

came out scrappy against confer-

ence rival Fordham, but couldn't

finish the job over the stretch.

UMass held the lead only chicc

against the l^y Rams, on the ini-

tial bas-

UMaSS 45_ ketofthe

Fordham 61 g"*"^. ^y
senior

guard ludit Z.sedenyi. Z.sedenyi and

the Minulcwomen struggled from

then on and suffered a 61-45 loss.

The Maroon and White was

down 25-25 al halftime, but could-

n't keep the same intensity coming

out of the locker room. With a slew

of walking injured, including for-

ward Cilamora Maewealher and

point guard Monique Govan, the

Minutewomen wertf sluggish as the

game pressed on.

"We didn't have Ck» or Mo for

practice, so we're down, and F.dris

got hurt in the first half," UMass
coach Mamie Dacko said, "This is

one game where 1 think it's clear

that our defense let down and we
didn't shoot particularly well so we
hung in there the first 20 minutes;

wc just didn't have what it takes in

the second half."

With only seconds remaining in

the half. Edris Bailey charged down
three-quarters of the court and

heaved a desperation shot that fell

short. Bailey landed awkward and

aggravated her left knee, forcing

her to be helped off the court.

Fordham had trouble figuring out

•tico

'-1

wwt^c|uinnipiac.eau
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and turned the ball over 16 times.

The Minutewomen, however,

coukin'l use the opposition s mis-

cues to their advantage and shot a

meager 29 percent from the fieU.

As the second half began, it was

clear that Fordham was the aggres-

sor lunior guard Monica Mack hit

a jump shot, which was followed

by a UMass luriwver The Lady

Rams capitalized on the miscue. as

Patricia Williams received an open

feed and nailed a three making the

score 50-23.

Monica Mack led all scorers on

the day with 18 points, and she

also dished seven assists and
grabbed four rebounds.

The Minutewomen couldn't

muster any offense against

Fordham s two-three zone. Aside

from loyce Massey's first field goal

of the half. UMass was held to free

throws for the first five minutes.

"They're trying but we have to

be able to finish inside," Dacko
said, "We have to be able to make
free throws, we just need more
bodies and we don't have them so

were trying to make due with what

we have."

Part of UMass 's woes stemmed
from poor shooting from leading

scorer judit Zscdenyi. Aside from

her first basket of the game
Zscdenyi was O-for-9 from the field,

including O-for-4 behind the arc.

"Shes struggling, she's in a

slump, she keeps putting it up and
she keeps working on her shot,"

Dacko said.

At one point during the half the

l^y Rams jumped out to a game
high 20-point lead. The
Minutewomen only lumed the ball

over four times in the half, but were

continually forced into poor shots

and couldn't finish the few opportu-

nities they were given.

The defense just broke down
and the offense couldn't fix any-

thing.
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 'NtiVM* il*(Mrurk

4 IMallh load buy
9 Faamo
t?Honk
13 Sryantof ElUMiiy
14 Qraundccxn
16 Movblwiw
1' Suii|«c1
15 HMnmot 1«40s

Mm*
1* Skx«|alwl
31 CompManl
23 VatowSM

country
Hi Etogam
M nowiM'
TVPwOi
31 Wonhvw ol Rams
32 What -via- niMni

(2 Mia I

33 AdmonttotMi lo kiRy
3/ Branooa (kv
3* Piai*
41 yas. Id jacquas
42 Adnwa'
44 Cwnata % aya
4!> Standa' I lun

4/ cnaipappaidv
4» TM
M) Hndar
63 Pay lo uaa
b& BMiaavaa
5' QAadai Of cagai
«1 IrtacMto
62 — Outnp*
64 NMaunood
6< Grand tsWa
66 Naa<.da^<M«
t,r tgoikinkaa Hi* lacoxk
«« Taacortaxa'
/O CtMomaaoma

PREVIOUS PU£<Ll SOlVtO

DOWN
I lOOcantavo*
? fralamily lanar

3 Sato*
4 raadaacnxad
s Baaary
lamwiai

b dottwiQ dalaci
/ Soul Mngai
Haddng

B Haliaal (2 ods
» foUaaagg

10

l\

12 Snivt ol dtaguM
IS ONnaydog
20 CoHaa go-aaVi
n lnnKvdapl
24 Afwnodl#np
26 Moby Ock • loa
2/ Long aamanca
26 Pl/anoloa
30 Omghytnaad
32 Cu>nari

36 Ayla « craalw
36 HJacaol

IKjonng

40 Hack
43 tuaia
46 timaftc* kjcaNt

46 Ftuilcoalai
48 Wulad
SO lawm wid

GanTMrin
H Slu tiopa bumi;
S2 L4M ruia

grapat
S4 Manauvaiad

•kMvly
M Knd ol ciacui
S6 tngbali s^Ihjui

S« Fial«any

60 I.ISCC, oMcai
63 Paaaa

paiatar
I Baaaba

TO PO IS OJEm '

SMAOOI UP A»JP

HE'U Be WORTH
T>KXBANPS Of

POUARS

PBMT <iET ^^ LISTED,

AWAX, 5UaC(. \ XOUTt IHE VUKDKWf
T>C am WHO ! OJC rWS£**ll^
VXV \DU tWT / "IHtS e«« MfAUt 1

WA6 NRcWGi y ON Bkr\ AMP gEU,
too. fiM^Xt IS

\M TAWWCi
>fOUK ftWEK

A IMEOC

N 40 Bill IDS

X-^ •sJ'v*- ft\dV TV)^\rkA

doMt c^e^Ws.aW o*ier *o«i^

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact 41 t S4S .'(,.>b

LUNCH
• Cavatelli Supreme

• Battered Fish

• Soy Chili

(vegan)

DINNER
• Chicken Mamuu
• Southern Fried Steak

• Thai Seitan

(vegan)

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

MONDAY
• High: 34

• Low: 23

TUESDAY
. High; 38

• Low: 23

WEDNESDAY
• High: 28

• Low: 11

T̂r^

Q

Production Crew
On »laff todav

NlCtlJ IDITOR
Si ott tUindgp II

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
SctMt [Mnd^ II

COPY EDITOR
An(h V<^f

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Scott Pihi Kjtie D\^an

PRODUCTION STAFF
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Am I mixed up too
much^ am I mixed
up too hard? m m
-Bob Dvbn

aquarius • iav 2u-mb. ih

><Ki l)uii(>o(v MHJ forgul dtxxjt your ()l.ins

pisceS • F(B. 19-Mar 20

Sit and think in^ead «^ standing and

acting.

aries • mar. 2i-ahr. 19

Your old roommate misses you.

taurUS • Am. 20-Mav 20

Relax and wish you were here.

gemini • may2Mlin 21

Get in touch with loved om-s \()u\r left

behind.

cancer • iln. 22-Ki. 22

Be careful of the mud all over camf)us. Its

cold, dirty, slippery and ruins p.ints.

leO • M.. 21-Auc. 22

lust st.in hpinfi The worrls uill ( omi-

later

VirgO • All. 2J-Srtii. 22

lust let it (Kit. There is no point in hiding

ytHir emotions.

libra • shi j» oct. 22

Worrv about yourself and no one else for

onte.

Scorpio • fv M \ x M

Go gel MMiX'lhing to eat. I know vour

huniifN

Sagittarius • Nov 22-Du 21

VNhcre have \()U been' f'f-'r^'.> h.ive

\n'*'n lookinji for vou

Capricorn • uu . 22-ian. 19

It was nice of ytxj to finally shov^ up.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

$450 (in»up Kundraiser

.Scheduling! Kimits

4 htxjrs of your jiroup's

linx:

PLUS
our free (yes. fa-e)

fundraising solutions

EQUAL-S

$l,nO()-$2.(X)() in earn-

ings for your group Call

TODAY tor a S4S()

txmus when you schcdiile

your iK)n-sales fundraiser

with CampusFundraiser

Contact

CampusFundraiser.

(888) 92.V.^2.^«.

or visit

www.campustundrai.ser

com

\l'\RfMtNf lOK RFNT

Hobart Condtis .^ bed-

nxitn, hardwixKi fluors.

study area in basement.

Cable, telephone (intemcl

access) in all beilr(x)ms

and study NOW SI low

INCiforJUNI andSl.P-

TFMBHR NO FFRS.

wwwmherrtlincoln

rMltv.com .^SV7,H7'>

\P\RIMIM (OK KIM

Cenier of town 1,2. 3

bedr«K)ms; hardwinxl

t1oi>r^ NOW SHOWIMi
forJl NFandSFPTEM-
HFR NOIIIS
www mhewtlincolnrMl-

]^sssa 's V.S^M

AUTO FOR SAIf

y<i Accord 105K Runs

great Reliable Less than

b<Hik value $4500 256-

1505

Sporty! Nis.san Pathfinder

SF Utility 4d(xir with 4

whc-eldnvc |W5. $45(J0

Ml 3-687-75 10

1W2 Silver Ford Taurus.

1 xcellent condition.

%\m) IISK. (all549-

W3(»2l()-W1'>l All power

2(H)() Kia Sportage cheap,

reliable, safe winter trans-

ptirtation. well-main-

tained, excellent tires.

CI). A( ,4WI), SunnHif,

8.V0(K) gentle miles

$6,000 or B/O 4 13-695-

3034

fMIMO>Mt\T

c:AMrc:ANAreNSis.
a PREMIER RLS11>EN-

TIAL SUMMER
CAMP, Kv.ited in the

P(Ki>iH) MtHint.iins «)t

Pennsylvania. (2 lnHirs

from New York C^itv .ind

Phil.klelphia). CKit coun-

selors teach, supersise,

ant.1 shaa- in the div-to

day experience ot cich

tamiXT, together fonniiii;

lastinn friendships. CXir

st.iM Frintis cnthiisusm

anil motivation .i.s well as

uiulersrarK.linB and sensi-

tivity. We arc lookmi; tor

qualihed st.itt to lastnict

athletics. LKl. WSI,

w.iterskiing, w.ikcKiarJ-

ing, siiling, jct skiing,

scuha, tennis, gymnastics,

lookini;, arts iSi crafts,

outdoor adventure;

including high and low

ropes, climFini; walls,

mountain biking, motor

hikes, fishing and much

more. Excellent facilities

,inJ great siil.ir^ ! tIN

C:AMPUS INTER-

VIEWS, 2/2 ?-2/27. Call

Ha)-852-8228 or apply

online,

www.canadensis.ci )m

f MPIOVMFNT

NorTh.»mpton Bicycle.

Bicycle Sales, a.s,semHy,

minor repairs. Twenty

plus hiHirs. or fiill-time

n<iw. Full-time summer

Experience strongly pre-

ferred. Cerry 586- ?8 10

586-4125

llirtender Trainees Neeil-

eil. $250.Cy?a Jay poten-

tial. LiKal piisitions. 1-

800-293-5985 ext 516

DP IXmgh Drivers and

Kitchen Help Needed

Apply at DP Dough

IXiwntown .Amherst

Photography position

available. Photographer

for Whitewater trips

Some pht>lography expe-

rience ncvessary.

Weekends Spring and

Fall. Full Time Summer

sea.son. Call 625-2288

fX-adline 2 26/04

Summer Nanny position

Caring tor 2 btiys 5 and

8. Weekends Spnng and

Fall. Full Time (40

hours). Fxpcricnce pre-

fenrd. Call 625-2288.

[MPlOy MtM

Whitewater Rat^ guides

nc*eded at C rab .Apple

Whitewater. Full or Pan

Time jobs. No Expen-

ence necessary Will

tram. 625-2288 for Info

Deadline 2/26/04

•Banending" $250 Day

Potential. No Experience

Nesc. Training pnnided

1-800-965-6520 Fxt. 1 62

Bilingual

rutors.1ranslators lor

part-time paid assistance

during the schtx>l day for

students speaking

(German. Korean,

Russian, Sinhala,

Spanish, or \ ielnamese

Contact: FSI. Bilingual

Office 4 13-.^62- 1857

.Amherst-Pelham Schtxils

An fqual Opportunity

AtVinnative Actii>n

Employer

HOUSF FOR KIM

\c\v Salem Single

I .imilv fi nHnn. 2 betl \-

I nunc 1
- miles Irom

I MASS. Ideal lor col-

lege pmlcssor \bulting

MIX land with biiildabK

second lol (tolal 10

.irtisi s ivlrcat.

lllls IIIIKIUC 111

I ull Kiscmcni. high ceil-

ings. S3S0.0(K)

(.illcIIcRcaltvcom 781-

MIS( Fl I ANFOl'S

(ioall night! voiceglo

talk talk. talk. talk talk,

lo any phone in the

worki

STAGE HANDS WANT-
ED at Fine Arts C enter

$6.75'hr Vanahle Sche-

dule- week diiy availabili-

ty preferred 9-nixin, Ipm-

5 Applications at Pnxluc-

tion Sen ices mi 1 46 I AC

Hey Ma Bell, bile mc'

voiceglo

talk talk talk talk talk

to any plutnc in the

world

MISCEllANEOUS

I give great phi>ne' voice-

glo talk talk talk

talk talk toanv ph»>nc

in Ihe world w^u.soice-

Phones go wild' voiceglo

talk talk. talk talk talk ..

to anv phone in the

world

»-»-w\oiccylocom

ROOM FOR RENT

Rix»m available Now

thn)ugh semeslcT.

S3.*iO month (all Katc.it

M9-62(i:

SERVICES

I.FC.Al.PROBl.lMS.'

Oel far ailvice at the

Sluilcnt Ix-gal Services

Office 922 Campus

Center. ,M5 I
'HIS

spring Break 2004.

Tr.ivel with STS,

.Americi's »l .Stinlent

Tour C'liXT.ifor to

jam.iic.i, C '.intun,

\i .ipiiKo. B.ih.iin.is inJ

TRAVEL

Rttrida. Now hinny cam-

pis reps ( '.ill tor uTiHip

Ji><.ount»

1 lit. >m»at 11 Hi/Rescrv.it u >ns

1 N.V-MM-4^49 or

o-om.gsPiiscLumR >r

in.>re intormatuin con-

t.Kt STA Travel ..t 4 H-

256-1261

SPK1\(.BKE\K
SOLI TIONS Vou pick

the destination, wc w ill

get you there- dntup

Discounts, Free I rips,

wc meet i>r beat any reli-

able competitors pncc'

Frc-e party p.ickagc w itli

oven, tnp w»t> tprmy-

l2aakjdi<iaauaaai

877-2-THF-FUN

SS7-4-C ANCl N Best

pnce. I MASS VFN-

IX )R selling spnng break

packages. Do not get

scammcxi. C'ancun.

Negnl ,\capulco.

Bahamas. Flonda $$$

campus reps earn S$$.

Flipnation.com 877-4-

cancnn.
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new dynasty
tUPERBOWL from page 1

Two plays later. Delhomme
found Muhammad behind the

New England defense for an 85-

yard score, the longest play from

scrimmage in Super Itowl history,

to give the Panthers a 22-21 lead

with 6:53 left. Fox again went for

the 2-point conversion and failed.

Brady came back with the TD
pass to linebacker Mike Vrabel

with 2:51 remaining, and Kevin

Faulk
New Fngljnd i2 ran in

Carolina 29 ^^" ^^^

2-poinl

conversion to give New England

a 29-22 lead.

About two minutes later,

Delhomme and Proehl hooked up

to tic the game, setting up
Vinatieris heroics.

The game was scoreless longer

than any previous Super Bowl —
nearly 27 minutes.

Then the teams got going —
24 points in the final 3:05 of the

first half that left the Patriots with

a 14-10 lead.

New England dominated that

dormant period and finally took a

7-0 lead on the first of two five-

yard TD passes by Brady The
quarterback found Branch after

Vrabel had sacked Delhomme.
forcing a fumble and giving New
England the ball at the Carolina

20.

At that point. New England

had outgained Carolina 1 25 yards

to minus-7, and Delhomme was

l-of-9 for 1 yard and had been

sacked three times.

But the Patriots' touchdown

seemed to wake up the Panthers.

Delhomme led Carolina on a 95-

yard drive, tied for second

longest in Super Bowl history,

capping it with a 39-yard TD
pass to Steve Smith, who beat

Tyrone Poole in single coverage.

That tied it at 7-7 with 1:14 left

in the half.

Brady came right back, hitting

Branch for 52 yards behind

Ricky Manning |r to set up the

second five-yard TD pass, this

time to Givens.

Carolina wasn't finished,

either.

Vinatieri squibbed the kickoff

and Kris Mangum returned it 12

yards to his own 47. With 1 2 sec-

onds and a timeout left, the

Panthers crossed up the Patriots

by handing the ball to Stephen

Davis, who rushed 21 yards to

the New England 32.

After a timeout. Kasay kicked

a 50-yard field goal to close the

half.

New England looked as if it

might get off to a quick start,

shutting down the Panthers on

their first possession, then mov-
ing to the Carolina 1 3 after Troy

Brown s 28-yard punt return.

But Vinatieri 's 31 -yard field-

goal attempt was wide right. It

was only the third time he had

missed indoors in 34 attempts,

all of them in Houston.

The Patriots continued to

keep the Panthers backed up.

Carolina got its first first

down with just over two minutes

left in the first quarter on a hold-

ing penalty on New England's Ty

Law but had to punt three plays

later. Carolina's defense held up
its end — Will Witherspoon
ended another Patriots thieat by

dumping Brown for a 10-yard

loss on a reverse to take New
England out of field-goal range.

Dynamic duo

strikes again
By Joe Kay

.\VSCK IATH> PW.SS

HOUSTON (AP) — With a chance to put the

Patriots ahead eariy, Adam Vinatieri mis.sed — not

once, but twice. With a chance to put them in control

late, Tom Brady threw his worst pass of the playoffs.

When it really counted. New England's two coolest

customers were perfect.

Brady stood up to Carolina's nastv pass rush, mak-

ing the tJirows that got New England in position to win

another Super Bowl on a last-second kick, Vinatieri

then delivered again with four seconds left for a 32-29

victory Sunday

The dependable duo had done it again.

With his second Super Bowl title in three years,

Brady stamped himself as one of the game's best clutch

passers. But he was feeling a lot more like a failure

after throwing his only interception.

The Patriots were already well within Vinatieri's

range eariy in the fourth quarter when Brady threw

one that he immediately knew he should have just

flung away
Instead of letting Vinatieri make the kick and put

the Patriots up by eight points, he made an uncharac-

teristic mistake. Brady, who didn't throw an intcicep-

tion in any home game during the regular sea.son. sim-

ply threw it and hoped.

Reggie Howard's interception in the end zone left

him hoping for another chance.

Brady got it. and delivered a last-second drive that

was a bookend to the closing seconds of the Patriots'

win over the Rams two years ago. With the score tied

and 68 secotxls left, he made three clutch throws that

decided it.

Thirteen yards to Troy Brown, then 1 3 more to the

same guy Then, with overtime looming and the clock

running down, a perfectly timed 1 7-yard pa.ss to Deion,

Branch along the right sideline.

As Branch tumbled out of bounce with nine sec-;

onds left, another Iximbardi Trophy was within thtf

Patriots' grasp. All they needed was a 4 1 -yard field

goal from Vinatieri, who beat the Rams with just sucK

a kick.

This time, he had a few troubling things on h\i

mind. He had missed his first two tries — one widti

right, one blocked — and wasted a chance to put New
England ahead and gel the early momentum.

Now, he was lining up in the only domed stadiunV

that has befuddled him. He missed two in a regular

season game in Houston during the regular sea.son —
the first time he'd ever been off the mark in a doirw.

This time, the ball stayed true.

"1 kxjked up and it was going down the middle." he
said. 'I've been very fortunate, very lucky to be orr

such great teams."

'..-ML'^'M
Tim Burton's 'Big Fish'

sports visual delight
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\mm Are the New England Patriots

ready for the 'D' word?
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Appointed ALANA seats eliminated
UMass vice president's recommendation leads to decision

Bv MH ISSA Bl ANKSTEEN

ColLhl.lAN I X«KtSHl>Nt»;NT

The ALANA Caucus-appointed seats in the

Student Government Association Senate \vill not be

recognized thus year, it was announced >esterda>.

Additionally, the appointed seals will be removed

from the SGA by-laws and not be added to the SGA
constitution.

tared Nokes, speaker ol the Senate, recently

pasaed down a memo dated |an. 30 and attached Mrith

it an additional iiK*nio frofn Terence P. O'Mallev. gen

eial counsel and vice president of the Uni\ersity ol

Massachusetts system, and another memo from

Michael Gar^ano. vice chancellor of student alTairs.

"It is my opinion that the approval of the AEANA
representation provision by the Board of Trustees

would be unconstitutional." 0'Malle> said in his rec-

ommendation He went on to cite several Suprenw

Court rulmg>

The decisions, he stated, were based off the Equal

Protection clause of the Nth Amendn>ent, declaring

that seats may not be reserved Iwsed on rac-e or eth-

nicity.

6'Malle> explained his pcisition by using the exam-

ple of the recent court rulings on ccmsidering race in

tfw admissions process for the Univei^ily of Michigan

This past June, the Supreme Court ruled that although

race and other non-academic factors may be consid

ercd in university admissions, no admissions policy

ma> use race as a prcdcMiiinant factor

He stated that race can be used "to advance the

interest" for diversity in educaiicm. but said thai even

il the Al.ANA seats did just that, then the appointed

seats themselves are unconstitutional

"The (seats are) discrimination for its own sake

and not denxmstrably tailored to further an interest in

eduLiiiional disersity." OMalley wmte
K>r Sokes arxl lor Gargano, this recommendation

leenui lo conclude the debate on appointed seats in

Four arrested after Super Bowl
Bv Erika Lrnxn
i» It 1*1.IAN StAff

A disturbance following the New England Patriots

Super Bowl viciorv in iIk Southwest Residential Area

that included an estinuied 2,50U students resulted in

four arrests Sunday night and eariy )«Merday mom
ing

'We antkipated and planned for a iarf^ gathering

and we did sec gne." said Barbara O'Connor

University of Mas>ai.husetts Poli..c IVpiirtuKni chK'l

of police.

Two arrests wttv ui^c k>i ' iicJ charges.

ICMe D Malloy. 21. irf l.v-nn. wa J for notify

and failure ti' Kcmh Olson. 20. of

Weymouth. v»as .< . >-"d with noting and disor

derh conduct, as well as police animal inierlea-ncc

One ju\enile was arre*to»l for hn.-akin^' iiti-i .ni.inu-

«id larceny over S25CI

Although there were si-scral a-pons ol minors

with open alcohol containers, only tme alcohol relal

ed arrest was made during the disturbance Vernon G
Welch. 18, of Aquinnah was taken into custody lor

disturbing the peace and inioxicatio<i

"Most of the people out there \mk m-i ^clebrat

ing." said O'Connor. "There |was| nothing unlas^ful

about that until lires. fireworks and fights were stari

ed Then it became unlawful and vvc nci-ded to break

it up
"

Michael Gargano, vkc shanccllur ol siudeni

affairs, said yesterday that there are still more arrest^

to be made. Gargano was present in Southwest dur

ing the disturbances to observe the situation

"Many of the students reacted in a very positive

manrKr However, there was a small group of about

20 students that continued to act in a juvenile way

That group of students we will identify and will follow

through with due action." he said.

According to O'Connor, the celebration was

dclmcd js J iiiinoi JLsturbanc-e. not a riot. The -u .. j

that gathered were lav^liti until a man .shut fireworks

into the Lt. '
i small tire and causing sev-

eral crov^^'. 1 sjuli him.

About txi L MI'I) jKilicc ollK.cr>. v»cre joinc-d on the

scene by 50 state cops. si\ K **s and ihrtv L'MPl)

horses to give the dispersal order.

At krast 500 students left the qu^l iiiiii>eduiiely

after the order was gi\cn. However, police ollicers

were met with by a lew intoxicated individ-

uals Alter bein . wanK-d to return to the n»-

idencc halls, siudents who remained wcff dispersed

with several roumls of [x-pperbull.

"Overall, the students were pretty wvll behaved."

sakl O'Connor.

One of the bigjicst prx»hknns encouniefed by puike

was the lailure of »i uile the area.

^Peopk want to i waiilv Tlwn. thi>\

>ut^-t themselves lo arrest." she said.

Garparki saki he eye witiK-s-sed studc-ni- >cuing

tires in the ScHJthwvsi quad as he stood in the k>hn

OuitK> Adams tow ird.

"I enciHjraged a i I students to as.t respon-

sibly, but a coupW, even at my urging, dcvidcxl rK>i lo

act in a good way," Gar^gano sakl. "We handed them

over to the University police
'

Whik the disiurhaivc was much smaller than iIk*

disturbaiKcs L Mass cxperietKeil during ilu Boston

Red Sox wins and U*»ses this past fall. GargaiK> ftvls

that there is still pWntv of tvxMii tor improvement

We had a number of students that were extreme-

l\ intoxicatetl Also, there were many underage stu-

dc*nts walking arvKiml with open containers of beer."

he sakl.

Gargano is planning to review the alcohol task

forve reports over the iKXt month and install sc-veral

new rcgulatkms into the alcohol enforceiiKnt system.

There were mi damage estimates availabk* at prevss

time.

WliRI* T.AVinVN \N/i 1 >l irc.lAS

Sign me up
A University of Massachusetts student registers to v«>te between classes Monday morn-

ing at the Student Union.

the Senate.

Last semester. Nokes ruled that he woukl not ivc-

ognize the Al ANA appointed scats. In response, in

three referendum questions on last tails ballot, the

student body voted lor a constitutional amendment
that would allow for the appointed seats.

\i the last meeting of fall scnK'ster. the Senate

vottxl to approve the appointed seats In his memo,
GargaiU) rejected this enactnK-nt

The ,^IANA caucus just receive notice yesterday

evening.

"I think it's sad: it's pitiful," said Gladys Eranco,

chair of the Al.ANA caucus, "j Sokes j is not backing

up the students, the Universiiv is mn backing up the

students I"hc students clearix said what ihe> wanted
"

The M-A.N.A caucus is looking into appealing this

decisk>n. "Its only the qpinkxi trf one person." Eranco

saki.

Gargaix) sakl if the scats wvre to be set askie based

on rac%. then the SGA woukl not be in com|rfiana-

with Supreme Court rulings

With 0'Malle\ - m.-nui \. ki-v ,.ii,| lu- Uli insti-

lled

"I led a lilllc vindicaica i lieu were some soni-

ments in the paper and campus-wide that gave me
a bad name." he said. "I wouldn't have made such

a controversial decision it I knew it wasn't right*

He feels confident that the Senate will be able to

move on and "concentruif i.>ii the broader mis-

sion
"

"We haven't done much governing (this year),"

Nokes said.

Nokes still believes that the ALANA catKUs has

an important role to play.

"Their mission shouldn't change — representing

the ALANA communits. The\ can be elected into

the senate The important thing is to introduce

policies to help further diversity " he said. "We
haven't changed anvthini; ihi- scat \\V'\c to*. used

on ourselves."

The SGA will hoUJ ii- in^i itminif. ui the

semester tomorrow at 7 p ni. in room lt)>C of the

Campus Center

Students pithtr in the Southwest Residential Area to celebwte the New En^lanJ Patriots' Super Bowl

victorv, Sunday night.

UMass nanotechnology
center plans in the works

By Lai ra Sparks

I (>l I I (I AN t oHKI-IMM'tM

Charlena Seymour, provost

and senior vice chancellor lor

acadetnic affairs, announced
that the University of

Massachusetts plans to establish

il nanotechnologv research and

development center lo be called

MassNanoTech.
MassNanoTech will act as an

umbrella center lo coordinate

nanoscience research efforts

current 1> conducted in many
different Liniversity depart-

ments, including the PoKmer
Science. Enginecrinj;. Phvsics

and Chemistrv departments.

The words "nanotechnology"

,ind "nanoscience" rcler to the

size scale at which scientists in

this field, work. Objects are

measured in nanomelers; lor

comparison, there arc about 25

milli<.>n nanometers in one inch.

The desirabilitv of buildinj:

electronic devices smaller and

smaller has fueled aggressive

research into and funding for

this relativelv new field.

According to a lunc report b\

the National Science

Eoundaiion. "the emerging

fields of nanoscale science,

engineering, and technologv

the abiiits to work at the moiee

ular level, atom b\ atom. li> i.re

ate large structures with funda-

mentalK new properties and

functions are leading to

unprecedented understaniling

and control over the basic

building blocks and pivipertics

of all natural and man-made
things.

"

LMass has been a proiiui.v;.;

force in nanoscience research

Acci»rding to Paul Kostccki,

vice pro\osi for research, 25

LMass scientists from eight

departments have received

more than S22 million in lund-

ing since I'i'^b. That means that

UMass ranks sesenth in the

nation for nanotechnology

research funding. Mark
Tuominen of the physics depart-

ment will co-direct the center

along with lames Watkins. of

the chemical engineering

department. Tuominen s own
research is a good example c>t

the kind of work being done at

UMass. His research group is a

collaborative effort, invoKing

facullv from several diflereni

departments.

"E\ery(.>ne brings vliflereni

expertise to the team, and b\

doing that we're able ti> accom-

plish things that we wouldn't

otherwise be able to accomplish

...
" said Tuominen. "The best

way to get discoveries is to get

physicists and chemisis working-

together with engineer^

Tuominen spoke ol some ol

the fields where nanoteehnologs

will make an imporianl dillei

eiue in the future. His own
research group, including Tom
Russell of pol\mer science, uses

advanced copolymer techniques

to grow a template of cylindrical

spaces that can then be filled

with magnetic materials that

could be used to store informa-

tion. The cylinders are spaced

onh about 20 nanometers

apart, yielding an incredibly

high densitv for information

\nother application is the

use of nanotechnoU>gy lor med-

ical testing Researchers envi-

sion one dav being .ibie lo place

a single drop I'l bU>od onui a

small disposable testing strip

that would then simultaneously

test lor a hundred different

things. DNA alsi> lalN into the

realm oi nanoscience. since the

width ol the HN \ double helix

is about three nanometers. It

will be pi>ssible with nanotech-

nologv tc> create surfaces that

will select proteins in a specific

local iim.

Environmental l\. researchers

are exploring ways to filter out

"nanoparticles," or very small

pollutants that can travel hun-

dreds of miles. The technology

is beginning to exist to deal with

these small particles.

"We are moving .ihcail with

confidence and energv to create

a nam'technologv center

because we know we have a

tremendous amount of talent in

this area and the time is right to

project our research work onto

the stage of industrial innova-

tion." Seymour said.

In addition Ui being a center

for the coordination of research

aclisities. organizers envision

the construction of a major

research and development facil-

it\ v>n the Amherst campus.

"The entire project of design-

ing and consirusiing a state-of-

the-art nanolahrication facility,

as well as raising funds for this,

will lake several years." said

Michael Wright, managing asso-

See NANOSCIENCE on page 3
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One killed near Northeastern University yesterday
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BOSTON (AP) - A 24 year

old Boston man was charged yes-

icrday with vehicular homicide

after he allegedly killed one man
and injured three others by driv-

ing his car drunkeniy into a

crowd celebrating the New
England Patriots' Super Bowl
victory.

Stanley Filoma pleaded inno-

cent in Roxbury District Court to

.1 variety ut charges, including

motor vehicle homicide while

operating under the influence

and as>aull and battery with a

dangerous weapon.

Police said Filonta. a resident

ot the city's Mattapan section,

defying police orders to stop,

drove into a street crowded with

revelers near Northeastern

Lniversitv early ye>ierday. killing

lames I") ('iraKiw«.ki. 21 . of West

Sew but V

Filoma wa> ordered held in

lieu of $10,000 cash bail b>

ludgc Milton Wright A pre-trial

hearing was set for Feb. 2b.

Filoma s aiiomey. Steven

Sack, didn't immediately return a

iiiCNsage seeking comment
City officials said thev

deplored the incident and other

incidents of vandalism aiul vio

lence that cvcurred in the city

late Sunday night and early yes-

terday as fans' championship

euphoria turned inexplicably

ugly.

"Were >uii) ttuii sumething

like this happens, lis uuira

geous.' said acting Police

Commissioner lames Husscy.

Ii^ awful thai v*c have people

who can ruin a lime where we
should be celebrating."

Crabowski was the son of

State Police Capt. Daniel

Grabowski. A State Police

spokesman said the family had

no comment.
jason Stackiewicz. 21. of

Poughkeepsie, N.Y.. was in criti-

cal condition yesterday after-

noon, police said. Another victim

was treated and released from

the hospital, while the third vic-

tim was still in the hospital with

non-life-lhreatening injuries

Suffolk district attorney

spokesman David Procopio said

Filoma would likely face addi-

tional, more serious charges.

Also in the Northeastern area,

six cars were overturned, several

others were damaged and three-

men were arrested on charges ol

malicious destruction of proper-

ty, police and prosecutors said.

Police said they expected to bring

charges in those incidents.

In the Kenmore Square area,

near Boston Cniversity, college

aged fans thronged the streets,

setting small tires and breaking

windows in busmesses and cars,

police said

Police said that by early yes

terday most of the crowd had dis-

persed, but thiwe who remained

turned violent, throwing bottles

and other objects at officers.

Police tired pepper spray bails to

gel ihem to disperse. No arrests

were made in that area.

And in the city's busy .MIston

neighborhood, which is home to

many students and has many
bars and nightclubs, firelighters

hosed down revelers to disperse

the crowd. Temperatures were in
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the mid-2Us.

Polite said they were asking

anyone with any infonnation to

come forward to help them
delermine who had participated

in ihe disturbantes

OITuials at Northeastern and

Boston University decried the

incidents that hapivned near

their schools.

Northeastern UniversitN presi-

dent Richard Kreeland said the

vast majoriis of students had cel-

ebrated appropriately, but some

had demonstrated "unacceptable

behavior" that would not be tol-

erated. He pledged that the uni-

versity would try to identity stu-

dents involved and pursue disci-

plinary actions.

Neither Filonta nor

Grabowski were Northeastern

students, a college spokeswoman

said.

Boston Univeisity spokesntan

Colin Reillv said. ".Any student of

ours that we learn — and we will

— that broke any laws or did any

vandalism, we're going to hold

them accountable as we have so

consistently done over the years."

Meanwhile, the city planned a

parade that would begin at noon

Tuesday at Copley Plaza, then

wind its way to City Hall Plaza,

where two years ago about 1.2

million fans celebrated the

Patriots' Super Bowl win over

the St. Louis Rams.

A cnmd RiififEl** •round a burinK pile •>! tsarhaitr and an overturned gi\H.rr> can i .irl\ \i^ti rday morn-

ing in Boston** Kcnm*»rc St|uare area tolUmint; the New Eni^and Patriot'* Super B«»wl vi<.ti>r\.

Community Service Fair tomorrow
Oxer 70 <•

mg from the V

Girls Scouts ol \^esicrn

Masvachusctt* will offer volun-

teer and internship opponunilics

at toil ^ Spring

Cc>mmunii

.

. Kair.

Kv. preventative* will provide

inluiitijiion about community
service opportunities and infur-

* 'n about receiving academic
' for Mtluniivr work. The

lair will take p'

to 2 p.m. in I'

Hallroum

"Thi* !• ,t , . make a

..oniact in the koiiimuntiy. vnd

Brian White, the i.o».>rdinjlor lor

the event \olunteer work can be

fouiul in alnHjst any area includ

ing. hunutn services, the environ-

ment, law. guvemntenl. art attd

cuhure.

Uhite evpcvt* at least 1,500

••ludcnt* to participate in the

event He calls the fair a great

opportunity for students looking

to add coinmunitv service learn

in| to

extra n
class.*s. such as My Body My
Health, require i.,">i"ii"i>v v.'i-\.

itc d> pari cl ihc course work.

Students eligible lor linaiKial

aid can use ihe^e volunteer

opportunities lor work study, if

the organization is approved

through FinarKial Aid Service*.

The fait i* sponsored by the

I
I CcHiimuniiy Servue

i y a Commonwealth
College pri>gram. and has been in

the works «ince the bep'^- .,...., .,t

lanuarv.

For more inf> >.uii

4I>-54V20I5 ur -crve-

Icam^ac ad. umass.edu.
- X.lJt., 1 rvi.-N
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^r\iQ Moo to 1500 vook-cJl ^Q^i
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Bush proposes new budget; cuts

aits education, social programs

aClie jilaagatliugetta Bailp (Collegtan TUISDAY, FtBRUARY 3, 2004

By AtANFRAM
.\i!iix lATEO Press

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush proposed a $2.4

trillion budget yesterday slicing

scores of programs from prisons to

arts education in the face of record

federal delicits and the costs of

war His budget chief warned a

fresh request for operations in Iraq

and Afghanistan coukl reach $50
billion.

The election-year blueprint

wiHjkJ pour funds into the military,

domestic security arxi some educa-

tion and health initiatives. It pro-

vides the lirst dollars for wfuit ulti-

mately coukl be a hugely e.xpensive

effort to visit Mars, and renews his

call for ntaking permanent the tax

cuts he has shoved through

Congress.

Handcuffed by shortfalls he

projects will sur^ to an unprece-

dented $521 billion this year, the

spare plan for 2005 oflers few dra-

matic initiatives. It is aimed mostly

at familiar Bush priorities like war.

terrurism, the economy and strug-

),;ling schools plus a ne\A goal:

Halving the deficit in five years,

which he pn^ects he will achieve

with a 2U04 shortfall of $237 bil-

lion.

"I'm confident our budget

addnaMH a very serious situation.'

he mi ai a Cabinet meeting. " AikI

thai is that we are at war ar^i we
had deah with a reoenkm. And our

budget is able to address thote sig-

nificant factors in a way that

reduces the deficit in half."

l^st year's deficit hit $375 bil-

lion, the highest ever in dollar

terms. Though Bush projects next

year's red ink at $3b4 billion, that

excludes U.S. military efforts in

Iraq and Afgftanistan, which White

House budget director Joshua

Bolten said could hit an "upper

limit" of another $50 billion.

"Hopefully the needs will be

less, but it v^ll all depend entirely

on the security situation," said

Bolten.

Administration officials say that

request would come next year —
after this November's presidential

and congressional elections.

Democrats derided Bush for

shortchanging social programs,

pursuing tax cuts largely helping

the rich and producing an unyield-

ing stream of huge budget short-

falls.

"The presklent clearly does not

understand the economic, social

arxl security chalWnges thai our

nation faces today," said Sen. |ohn

Kerry, D-Mass.. a leading presiden-

tial contender

"Today the President rek»sed a

budget that deepens the deficits

that his policies have helped to cTe-

ale." said Rep. John Spratt. D-S.C.

of the House Budget Committee.

If Bush's deficit and spetvling

projections come true, the govern-

ment will borrow 22 percent of

what it sperxls this year and 1 5 per-

cent next year His plan sets aside

$1 78 billion next year just for pay

ing interest on its debt.

Bush provided few details on

how he woukl halve deficits, other

than broad references to economk;

growth and spending restraint.

His budget assumes the one-

third of the budget Congress writes

every year — the rest is automati-

cally paid benefits like Social

Security — will grow by a total of

5.7 percent over the next live years.

That figure is so low lawmakers are

unlikely to heed it.

Bush also proposed $1.1 trillion

in tax cuts over the next decade,

mostly to renew expiring reduc-

tions for individuals arKl businesses

but also reworked plans to eiKour-

age saving.

Bolten, ttK budget chief, said

Bush wants to eliminate b5 pro-

grams for a savings of $4^ billion

and cui 63 others. Congress has

ignored such proposals before.

Though Bush proposed an

overall 3 peaent education

increase — a figure Democrats say

is too skimpy — 38 programs slat-

ed for extinction were in the

Education Department They

included a $35 million arts in edu-

cation program, school counseling

and Even Start for improving poor

chiklren's reading skills.

Programs Bush would cut

iiwlude water projects, rural con-

servation, aid to state and kxal

law enforcement agencies, the

Amtrak passenger railroad, and

fc-deral prisons, which would drop

from $4 7b billion to $4 71 bil-

lion.

The president's budget is a pro-

posal that triggers work on spend-

ing k^gislaiion by Congress, which

is controlkxl by Republicans.

MassNanoTech set to open
See NANOSaENCE (rom pagt 1

ciaic for MassNanoIcxh. "Though now in its infan-

cy, the center will eventually coordinate research,

make specialized facilities available, commercialize

icvhnolog). educate students, and interface with

the world at large on nanotechnology
"

Tuominen says that among the centers oui-

r^h programs there will be an effort to work

with local technical colleges in preparing special-

ized workers for this field There will also be out-

reach to local K-12 schools and teachers to keep

the public engaged in new findings. The center

will also seek to educate the public about the

impact of nanotechnology. and help to separate

fact from fictio" vk'ih regard to whai is phssical

ly possible.

Organizers hope that the establishment ol

MassNanoTech will help to secure the

Commonwealth's place in this explosive field.

"We will be organizing an industry consoriium

to work with our faculty on specific research

projects that can lead to commercialized technol

ogy," said Wright. "We'll be particularly interest

ed in Massachusetts companies for this consor

tium. so that the jobs that result will be in this

state."

According to Kostecki. MassNanoTech will

also coordinate its efforts with the Massachusetts

Technology Collaborative, an organization seek-

ing to "harness and expand the critical mass of

activity in nanotechnology in the

Commonwealth," and "continue the growth of

Massachusetts as the global center for research,

development, and commercialization in nan-

otechnology."

Join the Greek
Area Recruitment

The past, present & future leaders of
America

^Saturday, Jan. 31^^ @ the Bluewall

Casino Night, 9-1 am

^Tuesday, Feb. S'*^ @ the Mullins Center

Ice Rink FREE SKATE, 7 pm
n\^^ 25 students receive free skate

rentals ^

(!«^Wednesday, Feb. 4^^ @ the Student

Union Ballroom Greek Wide
Info Session, 7 pm

(^Thursday, Feb. 5*^ questionnaire

sessions @ 7:30

^Patterson lounge

?i^Kennedy 5^** floor

classroom
?^Crabtree lounge
^i^Butterfleld lounge

^Cashin lounge

MField lounge

Join the best to be the best...

Fraternity recruitment begins Feb 1*^

Sorority recruitment begins Feb. 6"^

For Info or questions please call Michael Wiseman 545-

27 11 or email mlchaeld%viseman@stuaf.umass.edu
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UMass response to

victory improves
For the second lime in the last three year*,

the New England Patriots have won the

Super Butt I in c\actl> the >amf custom — a

lone Held goal breaking a nail biting tie. For

ihc second time in three vcars. the students at

tte University of Massachusetts have

acknowledged the team's victorv in exactly

ihe same lu>hion - a large-scale celebration

111 S^lUlhv^C^I

Hovsevci ihc lestiviiio held on Sunday

Blyht \*cre much different from the post-

v ^^^,^\ guthering that took place on

,i\ >. 2002
lhi> \ear. it was onl) a disturbance.

Alter the 20 17 Patriots Super Bowl vicio

i\ in 20tt2. » riot broke out in Southwest that

iiiJuded over ^.000 people Shirts, toilet

i
.iper and teveral small Tires burned as fire-

,, tV. were set off. sometimes hitting the

I.- : Moor of lohn Uuincy Adams lower. The

dite-is were numerous, as were the injuries

Referred to b> Police Chief Barbara O'Connor

I the L Mass Police Department as the "walk-

' ounded." siudenis suffered burns, cuts

-iiiscs at the hands of their peers.

lo the hard work and planning b>

I'D. ihe Student Ciovernmeni

\ II. the L'Ma>* administration and

,. ....j.ui!. ihemseUes. the University was

tier prepared to deal with the situation than
" Aing the night to end with

ne-* and safety

i ic to improvements in

•I I iin.r>ity — improvements

iti.H pivSably kepi the student body from

iiiiig into another Super Bowl riot.

.er. it was not only because the UMPD

had a full staff donning riot gear, horses and

dogs. It was not only because the SGA
encouraged students to behave responsibly. It

was not only because the administration

planned secure places for students to waich

the game and sponsored a Super Bowl parly

in the Blue Wall.

This year, the students themselves adopted

a more mature, respectful and cautious means

of behavior. When police gave the dispersal

order, most students returned to their residen-

tial halls almost immediately. According to

O'Connor, there were no reported damages —
a huge improvement from the Red Sox distur-

bances this past fall, which cost the

University at least $200,000 dollars in dam
age.

Most importantly, there were no reported

injuries.

While the night was not an entirely flaw-

less performance (there were four arrests, a

fire and visible underage drinkers). The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian feels that over-

all, the UMass student body should be proud

of their behavior.

The Collegian also credits the many ami

riot columns and letters to the editor we

received, which may have helped encourage

students to celebrate in a nonviolent aiHi

respectful fashion Hopefully, we can contin-

ue to shape the lone of our spurting celebra-

tions lo reflect the mature, learned and

responsible student characters our University

is known for

Lnugned editunah represent the mufoniy

opinion of the Massuihuietls Daily Collegian

Editorial Board

The spirit of 1943 pennies
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If you have

ever looked at

a penny from
1945, you will

notice that

there is some-
thing different

.ibout it than

almost any

other penny

you have seen.

No. Abe Lin-

coln isn't winking. Still, there is

something special about a

penny from that year. As soon

as you glance at a 194'S penny,

you will notice a remarkable

difference: it isn't copper col-

ored. That is because pennies

from 1945 were made out of

sieel (except for what is

believed to be about 40 copper

ones that were minted by acci-

dent) What sets them apart

(hough, is not only that they

are made of a different metal

but rather the reason behind

this drastic change.

During World War II. cop-

per and nickel were needed for

the war effort, so the penny

had to change. Every time I see

one of these coins. I can't help

but think about what it must

have been like lo see it for the

first time back when the bombs
were falling over Europe.

Surely, it was a symbol that sig-

nified unity, sacrifice and even

patriotism.

Where. I ask. is this now?
Today so much has changed.

We are far removed from the

battlefield. We cannot identify

with our armed forces beyond

knowing they are fighting

under the same banner which is

saluted half-heartedly. Our
leaders, dare we call them
Nuch. cannot identify with the

army any more than we can

Many of them have never seen

combat, that is. if they had been

enlisted at all.

The armed forces have

increasingly become the last

resort road taken for the wrung

reasc)ns. When I see the reports

and pictures of the dead and

wvunded coming back from

lra<) and Afghanistan. I sec the

faces of minorities from urban

areas, or whites from the mid

west. I see the faces of my
peers, men my age, coming
home in boxes from a place

they never should have gone to.

When 1 .see this, I can't help but

wonder what happened to that

spirit of 1945. What happened

to the collective patriotism that

meant giving something up for

the war effort? Today that spir-

it is missing. Replacing it. how-

ever, is a perverse form of patri-

otism that is displaying Old

Glory in front of your house.

What we need today is to

resurrect that spirit of steel

pennies. Not by placing nation-

al colors on our lawns, pick-up

trucks and tattoos, but rather

How are we to

explain that

America has

become a nation of

followers, a nation

silenced and a

nation of flag

wavers?

by becoming involved in our

nation's affairs. How can any-

one bear to sit and watch the

news of their nation's children

dying in a place they were sent

to fight by leaders who do not

know what it's like to face a

bullet? And worse still, not

only has this gone unques-

tioned, but people wave their

flags, displaying their banal

nationalism How are we to

explain that America has

become a nation of followers, a

nation silenced and a nation of

Hag wavers?

We have no just explanation

for this, because there isn't

one. Our patriotism now must

become civic engagement and

activity within public political

discourse Our patriots must

become those who stand up for

the values and right* ihal have

recently vanished (.)ur leaders

can no longer be draft-dodging

warmongers.
Let's think about thai for a

moment. The current adminis-

tration is lead by Chicken-

hawks, that is war mongrels

who "had other priorities in the

'60s than military service," as

Dick Cheney said, than fighting

in Vietnam. Thanks a lot, Dick!

Still, it is these personalities

that are the most eager to send

our troops into battle. Cheney.

George W. Bush, Paul

Wolfowitz, Richard Perle, Tom
Delay and Trent Loll are just a

few of the Chickenhawks that

vociferously advocated the war

on Iraq. They are not over there

fighting, and 1 can guaran(ee

you that their children are not

either. What were they doing in

the bOs? Maybe they had desk

jobs at the Ministry of Truth,

conjuring up ideas while load-

ing up on freedom fries and

victory gin? The bottom line is

they vvere not fighting with the

rest of America.

I am noi arguing that

Vietnam should have been sup-

ported; I'm not arguing that we

should send more troops to

Iraq. What I am arguing is that

there is a great degree of

hypocrisy in the actions of

these Chickenhawks. and this

force is lefi unchecked Civic

engagement is dead, and it is

your job. your duty as a patriot,

to gel up and say something. It

is your job to become involved.

Put the flag that you're mean-

inglessly waving down for a

moment and go find oui what ii

stands for

That is what we can do now
lo chip in to the effort. The

effort, that is. is constantly

making this nation a better

place, and that is not going to

happen if we allow hypocrites

to lead underprivileged young-

sters into faraway battlefields

when the change needs lo hap-

pen here.

Maybe you will not see a

steel penny, but still we must

work to bring the spirit of

those pennies, the spirit of civic

engagement, back into our cul-

ture. Or else we shall all attend

the funeral of the American

Dream.'

Yousef Munayyer is a

Collegian columnist

Step aside, New Hampshire

Minutemen unite community

/ach

Qeschlaflel

.^s an out -of

-

r^,-^^ -ports

^^H :..!..a:., there
** ^^H was something

I admired

about Red Sox

nation when 1

lirsi arrived at

UMass last

year.

I grew jeal-

^" ous of the pas-

•iiun ihal consumed Mass-

achusetis from March thru

October, and was even more

amazed that people could be so

enthusiastic about a team that

had lost lor so long These people

had lought lor a long time, hop-

ing tor a championship, and their

im had let them down every

lime. 1 saw a connection among
all of these fans like no other,

along the lines of two completely

different people being held

together by virtue that they were
^ th Sox fans.

Then I wondered why that

same community didn't translate

into a great community at

UMass. I wondered why UMass

didn't come together like Red

Sox fans did. We all share some-

thing, don't we''

fhal leally started lo bother

me last semester alter 1 attended

the Umass-Boston College h(.)ck-

ey game, where we lost 4-1. It

was a decent game from a neu-

tral perspective, as both teams

had their chances to score, the

difference being that BC put

their chances in the back of the

ne(. Regaidless. the loss put a

damper on the rest of my night,

as I had been getting pumped
up lor this game for almost a

week.

Aherward. 1 met up wi(h

some friends of mine who did

not attend the game, and they

aw the loi.ik on my face and

knew that the hockey team had

lost. Then someone mentioned

to me that they were "sorry that

my team lost." I told her thai

her team lost too. which netted

me a confused "What? My
team?" look, as if to say that the

hockey team losing only mat-

tered to those who participated

The greater meaning of this,

however. pHjinted to something

even worse.

I've often told people that

the biggest problem with UMass
is the size of the state. The fact

that the majority of campus
lives within a two hour drive

home is an absolute killer of

community. I would guess that

the average in-state student

misses about five weekends a

semester, which makes home an

ultimate safety valve. Half of

WrttKHit question,

college athletics are

one of the best

ways to build com-

munity within the

University.

college is about growing up and

being on your ov for once, and

people don't le. that nearly as

well when they have that safety

valve of home, with their old

friends, family, and dog ready to

greet them. People going back

to their friends at home means

that they aren't building friend-

ships here; they aren't going to

sporting events here, and they

aren't becoming part of the

UMass community. College isn't

supposed to be people hunched

over their computers in their

rooms telling their friends on

instant messenger that they'll be

home in three days. Every time

someone goes home because

they miss their cat or because

they have to go back to their job

means the University hurts a lit-

tle more. And that just stinks.

doesn't it?

Without question, college

athletics are one of the best

ways to build community within

the University. They make you

feel like you're a pari of some-

thing, they give you a place to

hang out with your friends, and

most importantly, you start to

identify with the school. UMass
doesn't remain the place where

you take your classes, but the

era where you spent some ol the

best years of your life Nou

might find yourself saying

things like: "Hey. that's right

you guys. I go to UMass. home
of the Minutemen." "Yeah. I go

to UMass, and our Mass Attack

is going to whip your butts on

Friday night." "I go to UMass,

and I love it here."

Things that happen on cam-

pus aren't mutually exclusive.

We will all feel the effects of our

hockey team losing; we will all

feel the effects of a certain

department losing its best pro-

fessor, and we will all Icel the

effects of budget cuts, one way

or another, like it or not. the

kid who lives down the hall who
you never talk to will affect you

somehow, and the same goes for

the kids who got arrested for

rioting afier the Sox won.

The person who told me that

she was sorry my team lost is

missing out on something.

Community at a university is

much more important than

sporting events or other extra

curricular activities; these

things are just a means of build-

ing it. Only when we come
together will we ever be consid-

ered an outstanding university.

It should never be said that,

"the hockey team lost."

My hockey team lost. Our
hockey team lost. And man, are

we ever going to whip your

butts come Friday night!

Zach Oeschlagel is a

Collegian columnist.

Why is one of the most influential political

events in the Democrats' presidential nomi-

nation process, the first in the national pri-

mary, held in a tiny republican state?

1 braved barfoahcally k>w tem-

peratures, attack dogs guarding

people's homes atop steep, icy

itKlines and perhaps the most

intimidating obstacW of all: New
Hampshire voters. I knocked on

dtx)rs I called I heW signs. I joined

the rtxjst nonsensical, incongruous

part of the modem democratic

process; I was a primary ekxtion

campaign volunteer.

Imagine a place where power-

ful politkal figures arc knocking on your door inviting

vou to breakfast and most amazingly of all. listening to

your every concern and pet issue. What wixild you do"!"

WoukJ you share a cup of joe with kx; Liebemian '.'

Would you grab a bagel with )ohn Kerry or fresh

baked cookies with Howard Dean? How wvukl y\xi

evaluate each candidate, considering representatives of

and/or the candidates themselves are available essen-

tially 24 hours each day? WouW you ask about key

issues, such as the economy and the environment, or

woukl you just inquire about the next free meal?

"I was going to

vote for |oe

Ikbemian. but 1

met kihn tdwards

and he was so

much better liwk-

ing in person." a

New Hampshire

voter and Ed-

wards supporter

told me.

1 asked her which issues are important to her. and

how that influenced her decision.

"Health care is vitally important to me because 1

work in the industry, but it was ultimately the way

ELdwards presented himself that swayed me over to his

.side."

Had she looked at Lieberman's or Edward's health

care plan? "No."

"What are you going to have with the bagels?"

Frank, another New Hampshire voter asked me when

I called to invite him to breakfast with Senator Joe

l.ieberman. 1 told him cream cheese.

"If you can get lox 111 consider coming," Frank

said.

The inost important issue for Frank was social

security, but he preferred smoked salmon to politics

and wasn't familiar with the candidates' positions on

that issue.

This tiny New England state, according to the U.S.

Census, is home to around one million residents and a

little more than 800,000 registered voters. It shapes

national politics every four years in a manner larger

states like California and New York could only dream

of. Additionally, New Hampshire is disproportionately

republican; the state is represented by four members of

the GOP in congress. The Granite State is also unique

from many other states because it holds an open pri-

mary, meaning independent voters can participate in

normally closed primary elections.

So why is one of the most influential political

events in the Democrats' presidential nomination

process, the first in the national primary, held in a tiny

republican state? Ironically, this process is intended to

foster democracy. Instead, it inspires pandemonium.

Once upon a liitK. parties selected presklential

nominees during conventwns The infanxjus smoke-

tilled rooms were places where state delegates woukl

pk.k the nominee best suited for the national election

This system changed in the l%Os when chaolk town

hall meetings populated with inattentive voters

replaced confidential conferences among party elites.

I")emcxrats and Republicans hoped to refonn the nom-

ination pnxess by making it more egalitarian.

What neither party probably counted on was the

New Hampshire phc-nomenon. In a rational workl.

New Hampshire's early primary wouW be just a fool-

note to Super Tuesday, when several states including

Massachusetts. Nc-w York and Georgia hold their pri-

maries. Su[vr Tuesday is clearly a better indicator of

national sentiment than the tiny, racially and culturally

homogenous New Hampshire.

However the media, hardly a rational organization

to begin with, somehow decided that New Hampshire

was the most important indicator for candidates' suc-

cess. Thus today around a million people get to shape

candklales' issue platforms for the rest of the country.

To make mat-

ters worse. New
Hampshire voters

don't take their

responsibility seri-

ously As late as

the week before

the Democratic

pritnary, undecid-

ed voters polled

into the double digits; this is simply inexcusable.

Factoring in the access New Hampshire residents have

to information about the candidates, their inability to

make an informed decision by the last week of the

election indicates a group of voters who are either

unwilling or unable to synthesize political data.

New Hampshire voters sometimes don't even

understand why they like the candidates they vote for.

Perhaps the most enduringly popular candidate to win

the Granite State is Republican Senator John McCain.

My good friend Ken Campbell, a campaign volunteer

for McCain during his bid for the nomination in 2000,

said he encountered a great deal of apathetic and unin-

formed voters even among the Arizona congressinan's

supporters.

"Most of the people who even bothered to an.swer

the doors said they hadn't decided yet," Campbell said.

"A lot of people were concerned about issues like

Social Security, but they didn't have any idea how the

candidates stood |on those issues]."

The commercial news media can't be expected to

stop covering the New Hampshire primary as if it in

any way represents national sentiment, let alone the

typical views of the Democratic Party. The mass media

hasn't made a rational, let alone altruistic decision

since Watergate, and they can't be expcxted to provide

decent political coverage now.

So, I am imploring the state of New Hampshire to

step aside and give another state, or hopefully group of

states, the opportunity to be first in the nation. One
million voters deciding the nomination for around 1 00

million nationally registered voters, is not denxxratic,

especially for the Democrats.

Rachel Smith is a Collegian columnist.
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*S^ Thhf
"??lost men, theij'l/ tell^u ^

(^e comp^fc^ted. Out it won t be

Uite'iestln^ e0w%.'' '^dufindmcm

By Lal;ken Fkuman

The consensus is in: Tim Burton is u genius

director

"Big Fish" has being hailed as an exception-

al work of art by nK»t of the director's fans.

Some even profess that "Big Fish" should be

included in the top 2tX) films of the century.

However, while "Big Fish" harbors iIk

(laordinary. fantastical \isual elements, the

him seems to be lacking in the pk)t depart-

ment. Compared to the rest ol Burton's cani>n.

this movie about storytelling ironically lacks

some of Burton's usual sio

rytelling prowess

Perhaps it is untair to

hold Burton accountable

for a lack in the story

department He was likely

drawn to the story, adapted

in a novel of the same

:„iine by Daniel VKallace.

for its goihic mc»ment-

TaWs of a witch with a glasv

eye that tells how thoss

y^ kxik into it will die and

a secluded, surreal town

hidden deep in a lorest are

luring ekntK-nts taken Irom

the pages of Wallace's novel

•nd were adapted for the screen by |v>hn

("Go'i August However, despite the strength

of Burton's fantasiKal ekments, the story

nrmains weak.

The story ck FJward Bloom. "Big I ish" tells

the tale of a man on his deathbed who ha*

.ed an extraordinary life that is il you trust

the Muries he s).< I'cHidK tells everyone he

meci» This man has walked with witches and

ants, found a hidden Utopia amongst the

ces. planted a field of dallodiU lor the

^oman he k)ved and wrestled with a lish the

A an alligator, among other things

II. .. cr. his estranged son. \Mll, played b\ a

stone-laced Billy Crudup. doesn't quiu ' >,

into his father's anecdoio and is seari.hiii2 '

., , 1 of truth in^^l^jird's extraordinary ret

M^tg account of father and son

lAd a inv»uiflWminder that ii i^ never too late

to rekindle a reljiit.>nship gone astray, but the

character Edward Bloom sjmply isn i som

pelling enough His life was funiastu.. as he

seems to tell everyoiK. bui in the etxl he gets

everything he wants and this nukes for a less

than exciting hero.

Sw nSN on pagt 6

AU mincB oountin oai'mma

a

but

crass

Another

Jackbon

under fire
WASHINGTON (AP» - The

nation's top broadcasting regulator

on Feb 2 ordered an immediate

invesligadon of the Super Bowl

halftime show in which lustin

TimK-rlake tore ofl pan ol lanei

lacksons costume, exposing her

breast.

Federal Communications

Commission chief Michael Powell

said he was "outraged."

Timberlake blamed

"wardrobe malfunction."

Powell called il "a classless,

and deplorable stunt."

MT\. which prcxluced the

show, and CBS. which broadcast

it. said they had no idea the Feb. I

halftime show would include such

a display

"CBS deeply regrets the inci-

dent." spokeswoman Leslie Anne

Wade siiid.

The two singers were perform-

ing a flirtatious duel to end the

show, with Fimberluke singing

"Rock Your Body" and the lines he

sang at the moment of truth were:

"I'm gonna have >iiu naked by the

end of (his song."

Wi(h (hat, Timberlake reached

across Jackson's leather gladiator

outfit and pulled off (he covering

to her right breast, which was par-

tially obscured by a sun-shaped,

metal nipple decoration.

The neiwork quickly cu( away

and did no( mention the expo.sure

on the air

In a s(aieineiil. Powell said: "I

am oudaged at what I saw during

the halftime show of the Super

Bowl. Like millions of Americans,

my family and I gathered around

the television lor a celebration.

Instead, that celebration was taint-

Omarion s film 'serves' no purpose
By Lal'ren Freeman

C'oiiK.iAN Staff

High-energy dance sequences accom-

panied by an excellent soundtrack were

enough to save this movie from an "F"

rating.

However, these elements weren't

enough to cover up the overall lack of

good acting, the cliche story-line or the

racial stereotypes that emerged from

somewhere amidst the back flips and

head spins of "You Got Served."

Each scene is sopped in sociological

commentary that could potentially be

poignant if balanced delicately with

believable characters and good acting.

Yet with these aspects amiss. "Served"

only served to make the audience laugh

uncomfortably throughout the suppos-

edly serious' scenes.

the basic plot of "You Got Served"

follows best of friends David (Omarion

of singing group B2K) and Elgin

(Marques Houston ol l\l\i and their

darwe crew as they strive lo be the nuin

ber one street dance team in I «•-

Angeles. When they aren't dam.

ing. this grc>up of young men
struggle with the harsh reality of

everyday life as poi>r Mrican

Americans frcmt the inner city.

Sound familiar? Thais

because music video director

Bille Woodruffs first teaiurc

leng(h film "Honey" starring

lessica .Mba and Mekhi Phifer is

virtually the same movie, wiih a

little less sass.

Both "Honey" and "'lou Got

Served" had potential to drive

the message home (hat even the

extreme disadvantaged, inner

city youth can aspire to great

ness. Unfortunately, both o!

these films fail lo ar(icula(e this

"feel-good" message. Rather.

'You Got

Served'

Diretied by

Dins Slokes

Siaiiiflg

Marques Houslon

Sony

flaiedPGn

S/niins

Grille

than

choosing specific obstacles common to

See JANET on page 6

From left to right: J-Boog, LiP Fiiz, Omarion, Marques Houslon.

inner city minorities, the characters here

are forced to overcome every potential

hurtlle a person could face. Thus, each

dramatic conflict is demeaned

and the overall film appears as

a collage ol stereotypes.

For example. kK>k to (he

story line thai depic(s David

and llgin as misguided and

despera(e for money. They have

(o deal drugs in order to sur-

vive. Noung kids lives are jeop-

ardized by drive by shtKMings.

Contrary to their struggles.

even though these kids are

broke, they somehow afford lo

have the best of clothes. As far

.IS the climactic moment goes,

it doesn't get much more

cliche. The quintessential rich

Caucasian and Asian kids bal-
'

tie it out with the predominant-

Iv African .American and Hispanic crew.

Okay, okay, so granted these econom-

ic demographics stand in most cities -

but il is insulting and devastating that

(he only reason provided lor the

"enemy " dance team to be portrayed as

such is because il is comprised of rich

while rivals. One can certainly argue

this was not the inlention of direc(or

and wri(er Chris Slokes; gran(ed (here

was a range of diversity present in both

of the teams. But in the end. it undeni-

ablv seems lo boil down to a dance off

hctvveen black and while.

In an era where minorities in

America rightly raise (heir voices (o

insis( that they don't fit into any one cat-

egory — for example, not all young

black men are drug dealers living in

poverty; no! all black men can play ball

.ind Irecsiylc this movie seems lo

claim the exaci opposite and insist that

innercily black men ilo all i>l these

things.

It is no coincidence that one ol direc-

(oi Stokes' only other professional

iiiuleriakings was as proiliicer ol a video

release of a B2K concert lour. This film

is quite possibly and probably a show-

case for (he (aients of B2K. Omarion,

Raz B, I Boog, I il' Fizz - they were all

present and dancing lo (heir hearts con-

tent.

There i^ no denying these bov- ol

their talent. The young men of B2K are

formidable singers and dancers.

However, like all professions, ii is

important for the men of B2K lo special

ize and masur their own cralt. There is

no need to spread oneself u>o ihin. u>o

fast. Hopefully, the disaster thai i- ' >ou

Got Served" will prompt t)marion and

crew to f(.>ciis on the stage instead i>l ihe

screen.

Regardless, ihe movie will likelv be

much enjoyed by its target audience

B2K fans who plaster (heir walls with

Omarion posters,

Jennifer Freeman st.irs in "^ou Cn>t

Served," but fails to make the him K lievablc.
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Janet's halftime show shocks FCC Burton brings book to big screen
JANnfrompageS

ed b> a tlassk'ss, crass and

deplorable siuni. Our nation's chil-

da-n. parents ard citizens deserve

better.

"

He prulni^led tital ihe conuiiis-

sion's investigation would be "thor-

ough and Nwift." It could result in a

tine ol up to $27,500 or — it the

I CC applied the sanction to each

CBS station - in the millions.

Messages seeking comment

Irom lackson's record contpany

and her personal publicist were not

returned.

An estimated »'^t million peo-

ple watched the gante, in which the

New Kngland Patriots defeated the

Carolina Panthers "il-l^ The

viewership was a slight increase

.\er last year's gante. Nielsen

Media Research said. Il was the

UK-ist watched Super Howl game

Mnce ihe l^t< (.'.rcvn Ba\ IX-nver

tattc Oik. ulk talk. alk...

to tny phor>e in the woHd

The Best Phone Bill

Is No Phone Bill.

FREF phon* MTVK* nRandy

www.glofnlnuteman.com

contest was seen by 90 million peo-

ple. Nielsen estimates that 145.b

million people watched at least

some part of the ganu-. the most-

ever for a Super Bowl.

The FCC has come under fire

Irom lawmakers and outside

groups who say the agency hasn't

done enough to shield the public

from indcvent programming on

radio and TV

.

legislation has been introduced

in Congress to increase by lO-lold

the $27,500 maximum line for

indecency. The Bush administra-

tion has endorsed the bill raising

the line to $275,000. The agency

itself has said it may start issuing

the tine per iixident rather than

per pn^tram. and i* liilkiin- ,il»ut

revoking licenses

lijst month, the let pii>(M>ed

a $755,000 line against Clear

Channel Communications tor the

"Bubba the l-ove Spcwige" program

that aired multipk times on four of

its Horida radio statkMts. The seg-

ments irwluded graphic discussiom

about sex and drugs thai were

"designed lo pander to. titillate and

shock listeners." the FCC said.

I'hat tine was a record for a sin

j;le complaint The largest cumula-

ii\e liiK lor indcvc-ncy was $17

million paid b> Infinity

Brviadcastmg in l'W5 for various

violations by Howard Stem.

MTV. CBS' corporate cousin m
S lacoin. issued an apology, saying

the Super Bowl iiwident was "unre-

hearsed, unplanned, completely

unintentional and was inconsistent

with assurances we had about the

content of the peribnnaiKe."

Timberlake said he did not

intend to expose Jackson's breast.

"I am sorry that anyone was

offended by the wardrobe nuilfunc-

lion during the halftime pertonn-

ance of the Super Bowl."

Timberlake said in a statement. "It

was not intentional and is regret-

table."

Wade said CBS oflicials attend

ed rehear^ls of the show all week,

"and there was no indication any

such thing would happc-n The

moment did iwt conlomi to CBS

breiadcast standards and we would

like to apologize to anyone who

was ofterkled."

The show also featured P

Diddy. Nelly and Kid RcK.k

NFl. ccMnmi-ssioner Paul Tagliabu*.

called the conduct "offensive

embarrassing to us aiul uui liin^

and inappropriate

"We will change mn [».>in.ie>

our people and our processes

before- the next Super Bowl in

ctisure' that this entertainiiK-nt is

far more elTectively dealt with." he

sakl.

|oe BnjwTie. NH. eiuxutive vice

pre-sident. said earlier that il wa-

"unlikely that M'TS *ill produi.

another Super Bowl halhinw."

FISH from page 5

i;d BkKHii got the girl, saved a

town from destruction, made a

fearful cave dweller step out into

the spvitlight and was eventually

loved by his son. While all of

these things are certainly fascinat-

ing, it is difficult to relate to a

character who is seemingly per-

fect. The tragic Haw has been a

dramatic must long before the

days of Oedipus Rex and is not to

be neglected.

The diffcre'nce between this

film and other Burton fare is the

lack of a truly gothic lead charac-

ter. Edward Scissorhands.

Beetlejuice and jack the l\impkin

King have achieved cull status

among quirky fans resulting in

dolls. T-shirts, etc. However, il is

hard to imagine an Kdward

Th» ATM* BmI riin»». « HwNfi Club
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'fc- aVl *r^f \
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For S39
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Bloom doll. Actually, an Edward

Bloom doll would simply be an

Ewan McGregor or Albert Finney

doll, as these two actors repre-

sented his young and old self.

Ospite his interesting tales and

interactions with interesting peo-

ple, on the surface Ed Bloom is

just an ordinary "looking" guy.

There is nothing wrong with

ordinary "looking" people In fact,

when compared with Burton's

other freakshow characters in

past movies, maybe it is a desir-

able message. Even the very aver-

age looking guy that rides next to

you on the bus may lead an

incredible life.

Even so. soine tend to prefer

the classic Burton characters —
those with a ton of white face

make-up. skeletal facial features

and metal hands.

WWW.DAIlVf OUK.IAN.tOM

Jessica Lang brings one i>t

Daniel WalLue's charaiters to lifr.

Director Tim Burton (left) talk* with Albert Finney. Finnev pUv» the oUcr Edward Bl.n.m in

•Big Fi»h."

There will be a meeting

today at 5:30 p.m. for

all Arts & Living writers

in the newsroom.

Coca Cola Presents

The 2004 AMA Xtreme International

Ice Racing Pro Series

at the Mulllns Center February 4, 2004 at 7PM

THE

BOLTWOOD
PROJECT^^

( M yeiirv of service- -iim/ timnun^'\

A STUDENT / COMMUNITY SKRVICE EEARMN(; PROCJRAM
(an RSO and Dept. of Landscape Architecture & Regional Planning sponsored prog.)

REAt H OUT—AND BECOME A SFFXTAU ERIEND TO PEOPUE WITH SPE( lAI.

NEEDS

Your life v^ill NEVER be the same!

• •EARN 1-2 CREDITS .•(;aIN VAIl ABI.K KXPKRIKN( k

••RKWARDINt;. ( HAI,I.KN<;iN(i. and UN
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Two and four wheeled gladiators will go all out

as they battle bar to bar on the all-new XIIR pro racing

tour, entertaining crowds with thrilling, non-stop, side-

by-side racing action that can only come from the

fastest sport ever to take place on frozen H20! These

machines accelerate from to 60 mph in less than 3

seconds with 1,000 screws on their back wheels and

over 500 on the front, and they do all of this speed

with no brakes. XIIR will bring top international

speedway riders from around the world.

Ticket prices are $15 for the VIP Starting Line

Section, $10, $8, and $6 with a $2 discount for UMASS

Students with valid ID. TICKETS ARE ON SALE NOW

at the Mullins Center Box Office, all TIcketmaster

outlets, all Filenes, locations, TIcketmaster "Charge by

Phone" at (413) 733-2500 and www.ticketmaster.com.

Volunteer, while earning credit!

MULLINS CLRXEK-
t» iM lUMf' 'Kimr
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

!> Siaiw
10 Amv«d
M Mutpduny

16 Oi m rampagw
1/ Taitg
ie Kind ij< kMI
20 Lwga p«rrt3(

?2 WMwwnata
23 Piolo/QAns
76 FMdaup
26 StrMchadkJiM
2/ DMmand —
26 Yomnri hon*
32 HowstfUu
33ltoiilMa
% Vow lngtaiaM
M PCmakw
37 Fax lo^ba
3* LUMblvnmi
sstAm
41 Bttfntocio munchaf
43 Aclai ~- Kfui|w

PRt V10U6 PtJ//LI S'JCVf U

4e TN«l*ya<

61 Having tai« yrtvw*

&!> BMVial

it Syaogam mud
t< UuMnnuabMnt

daughMfW llli

63 QuMmMIIMlk
64 J«mQf p*cM*
66»«MMt
<e Catxin dafKiw

DOWN
< M...fi puMulV

1 IteM, m wwt*
4 1wa«i achiflAy

i
6

comiiarKaiA
7 Mov«lk«l«va
6 8fw»nun<K*
9 Hdura* cilMn
10 D»k:»i tHitt

11 Au*io(

12 DraphMTwri
13 oul In

I* Pom*

31 M»Mcjv) 9«nl
34 Pfw

40
uncioaow
Fw-tSmd

21 imcaki
pttMnafm

23 IlKh M
24 C«l»i«
ti OuutMl
26 nmm lMd>
27 VakapKMlws
26 iioriiiM

•yttaut*
30 K*afi« yaUmg

41
42 i

43 Umy
47 FiralMdv?
49 Taacupnm
so Uc^Mn E

bi Oog-padd
62 Vofcanot

63 Agaft upon

64 OMoM MitoU
66 Cap ugoM
66 LMtof IMto<«

Miiit

i^2^^^^^^

T
QrisfiTu^

I
413-S48-6900
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[www thehurp nel| .]

p, 163SunderlandKdN Amherst
>\'

^ lust north of the apartments

Great new deck!
IA
^} TUES. Team Pub Trivia!

-:{ Win Money and Prizes

i

I

WED. Hurp Reggae Night

February Special!

Labatt Blue:

$1.75 A pint / S6.2S A pitcher

.A<^^.m'sm&i&&^

/ooMxss • i;. s

DiNiisjG Commons Minu
DC totHdit 41 * SaS-JbJb

LUNCH
• Mat aroni & Cheese

• ( hicken Nuj^fts

• S<>san>«' NiMxJIes with

I'ea PikIs

DINNER
• H(»rH'\ tiarlii Kuust Pork

• StrocJ with Herb Tofipin^

• Bld< k Bt'an Totu Steak

Daily Weather Foreca
fdi Amherst

TUESDA) r^
. High: J8 ><r
• Low: 29 ***

ST Production Crew
On stAit today

\7(./// lUITOR
IviimtiH (.isIwikmI

PHOTO TFCHNICIAN

\^/ED^IFSIM)

. High: 42

• Low: 19 'S'
( on EOITOR

sfuisl Witlnik

I'ROnUCnOS SLIPIRVISOR

THURSDA)
• High: 14

• Low: 1
'>
o Sh,mnun farnn^U)n

PROni'C TIOS STAff
(ilrn S/<.i(j/» SikdI.is f SUirk.intittt.tUi*
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• • • I know I'm who
I am today because I

knew you ...

-Glindj, singing to her host tricnd Elph.ih,h the Wicked

Witch of the West, in the new music<il "Wicked"

aquarius • hs. ^ohh ih

Wear stnix-s. Th«'\ >rf » nn i- • h.)nt>#'

triKn Milid < ol«wv

pisceS • Hh 19-Mar. 20

Rj>ni«'nilK'r phone numbers. YtHjr cell

phone always breaks at the worst tim«'s

aries • mar. 21-Ara. 19

l>)n'l fXJt all N-our eggs in one Iwsket. Put

them in the rc-tri>»eratof. or they'll sp«Ml.

taurus • Ai^ '()

Be tarelul alxnil iiappm^ in (uihlu

pl.ues Kidn.ippinns h-ipfx-n

gemini • ma\ 21-iifN. .m

Let your hair down . it it's not t(K»

win<lv.

cancer .

n

Don't wuss (xjt. lust Ix' confident. You

can cb it.

leo • hi -'i-Ai .. 22

All \V»' ft'.ltiv llCt'fl IS II I >Jf \ I II J ll.ll (iM'f

gastcHi

virgo • Auif.. 2J-stpi. 22

You're so trierKlly. You're liki

Bc.tr

libra • sn mo
( lO through vour c loset and ckjnate

c'vervlhing v«hj tfc»n't wear to < hariK

Scorpio .0 • \ 1

l>«i t Stand .iround like vou (k)n t li,i\i'

.unlhini! to rl( i

Sagittarius . n > :\

Vou are a ternblc c Iwt Mit k in Uni

PcK kets and Fas\ M.n

Capricorn . n I't

F(Kus and get everv thing tkirw' c|uic klv.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\S SOI INC f\U MS apart SUM lOK Rt\I

$450 (innip Fundrais«-r

Scheduling Bonus 4

hours 1)1 >i)ur group's

Ume PLUS ixir free (yes.

free) lundraising solu-

UonsEyi;ALSSi.(X)(»-

$2.0(X) in earnings (or

your group. Call

TODAY for a U'iO

bonus when you scheil-

ule your non-sales

fundraiser ^^ ith

CampusFundr.Mscr.

Contact

CampusFundraiser. (SSX)

92.1-.^2.^K. or visit

www.campusfundraiser.

AI'ARIMIM rOR RENT

Hobart Concios 3 bed-

rcxjm, hardwo(xl f1iK)rs,

study area in basement.

Cable, telephone ( inter-

net access) in all bed-

rooms and study. N( )W

SHOWINCi for JUNK

and SFPTEMBHR. NO
FEES, www iimheisllin-

tuJauailimmi 253-7X79

Center of town I. 2. 3

bednxnns: hardwixxJ

tloon,. NOW SHOW-
ING for JUNE and SIP

TFMBFR NOFFES
w^w.ainherstliiKolnrcjI-

tv.coin 253-7H79

AUTO FOR SAIF

$500!!! Police

Impounds. Hondas.

Chevy's. Jeeps, etc lor

listings l-X(K)-3 19-3323

Ext. 4554

96 Accord l()5K Runs

great Reliable Less than

b«x)k \ alue $45(K) 256-

1 505

Sporty! Nissjin

Pathfinder SI-; l^tilily

4d(X)r \\ ith 4 wheel dnse

1995. S45(M) 1-413-6X7-

7510

1992 Silver Ford Taurus.

Excellent condition.

$16<K) 1 IXK. Call 549-

3930 210-9691 All

power

EMPIOYMENT

SOOCampJohsNY. PA.

New EnulanJ. 1 800-

44V642M vi'ww.Miinincr-

> impempk)yment.com

\i>rth.iinpton Bustle.

Bicycle Sales, assembly,

minor repairs. Twenty

plus hiKirs, or tiill-rime

now. Full-time summer.

Experience stTonyly pre-

ferretl.C.em vH6.VS10

586-412=;

Kirtender Trainees

Nec-ded. $250.00 a day

p)tential. Lval |>>si-

tions. 1-Ha?-29V3985

exi 516

FMPlOYMfNI FMPIOYMENT

Summer Nanny position C ^niise Line Enrrv Level

Canng lor 2 b»)ys 5 and

X Weekends Spnng and

Fall. Full Time (40

hours) (-xfieriencc pre-

tcn-cd C all 6:5-22XX

Whilcvvaler Rail guides

needed at C nib Apple

Whitewater. Full or Part-

Time jobs. No

F.xpenence necessary.

Will train, 625-228X for

Info IX-adline 2 26 04

Bartending" S250Day
Potential. No I xpenence

Nesc. Training pro\ ided.

l-X(K)-965-6520F:xt.l62

DP Dough Dn vers and

Kitchen Help Needed

.Apply at DP I>)ugh

Downtown Amherst

Photography jxisition

available. Photographer

lor W hitcwalcr inps.

Some photography expe-

nence necessiiry

.

Weekends Spring and

Fall. Full Time Summer

season Call 625-22XX

Deadline 2/26.04

Billncual

Tutors/Translaltirs loi

part-time paid assistance

dunng the schinil day for

smdenis speaking

(Jerman, Korean.

Russian. Sinhala.

Spanish, or \ ietnamese

Contact: I SI Bilingual

Office 4 13-362- 1X57

Amherst-Pelhani

Scluxils An I qual

( )pportunity .Artinnative

Action Employer

iin Kmrd positums avail-

ible, taeat K-nehts.

Seasonal <«• Year rtHinil.

i)41.^29.64M

www tniiMv.ireer'-.v i 'lu

STA(;i: HANDS
WANTED at Fine Arts

(enter. S6.75hr. Variable

Schedule- week day

availability preferred 9-

iKHin. lpm-5

Applications at

PriKluction Services RM
146FA.C.

ENTFRTAINMENT

I ApericiKed Hip-Hop

DJ4l.3-3.VS-.«i226

FURNITURE

Double Bed Set with

Irames. 2 years old. veiy

comfortable! Call Jimmy

(a 6()3-.3()3-0167

HOUSE FOR SALE

Now Salem Single

Family 6 nxim. 2 bed A

Frame 17 miles ln>m

UMASS. kk-al for col-

lege pn)less»>r Abutting

MIX l.ind with biiild-

.ible second lot (total 10

acres) I elect ic home

designed by the im ner as

artist s retreat.

Sumninded by tall pines,

this unii|uc home fea-

tures open space liv ing

\Mih all \v(xh1 t'ealuies. in

and out. I nil basement,

high ceilings. S3X0.(KK)

(lillellcRealtv.com 7X1-

?9'^-'7MMi

MISCEllANEOUS

(all your giandmolhcr!

voiceglo

talk talk. talk. talk.talk...

to any phone in the

vviirld.

wwvv.voicciilo.i

C all me' voiceglo

talk.talk talk.talk talk,

lo any phone in the

world,

wvvvv.voicc^'lo.com

MISCEllANEOUS

Female treshman vsiiling

Ui put It all on the line!

voiceglo

taik.lalk.talk talk talk

li> any phone in the

world.

www.voicctflo.com

lalk to me' voiceglo

talk talk.talk talk talk

to any phone in the

world.

w%vw.voice
t
'lo.coiii

SERVICES

l.ECiALI'ROBI IMS'
del free .ulvice at ihe

Student Ix'gal Services

Oflice. 922 C.impus

(Vnlci. M«i l'»<>s

8X7-4-CANCUN Best

price. UMASS \1N-

IX )R selling spnng

break packages IXi not

gel scammed Canciin.

Negnl Acapulco.

Bahamas. Florida. SS$

campus reps cam SS$.

Flipnation com S77-4.

cancun.

TRAVEl

>pnnu hreik 2i\M Tr.i-

vel with ST>. Amern..is

«1 Ntikknt Tour

(Yenitor to Jamiiica.

C lancnn. Ac.ipilco.

Rili.inia^ anil l'li)riil,i.

Now hiring c.iinpii"' reps.

I '.ill lor Linuip Jiv.oiintN.

Inti inn.itioiv'ReM.Tv.ition

sl-!<00-MN-4M9.ff

'>.>i,viJiistr.ivcU'-l'iJ ^"r

more infornvition lon-

t.ki ^1 \ Ir.iM-l .1 41 >

JS(' I 2(^1

SPRINC. IJKFXK

SOI,IT IONS ^ oil pick

the ilesiinalion. we will

get you there (iniup

Discounts. F'rtt Trips.

we nice! o! bc.ii .my reli-

able competitors price!

I ice party package w ith

cveiy inp www.spnn t;-

breaksolutioiis.com I-

S'^7.2 III) n \

Sprini; IVeak 2v\H It's

liere.Kiok now! Lowest

Prices Hottest Parties »1

Airlines What more lan

vou .isk tor!!! www.sun-

spla'huHirs,con i ISvV-

426-7710
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A dynasty to come? Ffe it:

B> DA\t GcM-DBtRC;

HOUSTON I AP) — Bill Belichkk shies away from

tht "D" wurd. ^ct even alter winning their second

Super Bowl in three seasons, the New England

PairitKs seem to be as close to a dvTiasty as any team

can be in an era ol parity

Hut il "D" doesn't niean dynasty, it coukl certainly

mean domiiiant.

"I don t want to get into ail ol that," Belichick said

yesterday. Icns than 1 2 hours after the Patriots beat the

Carolina Punihers 'i2 2^

"The NKl. is so competitive, 32 teams on a level

lield banging their heiuls to get here. It's hard to think

that way."

On the surlace. il>e Patriots seemed dominant.

The\ tmished with 15 straight wms. joining the

unbeaten N72 lX)lphins (170) as the only teams to

aci-omplish that leal in a single season.

But nine of New England's 15 victories were by

eight points or less, and only a 31-0 win over Buflak)

in the rqwlar-season linak was truly one-sided. Both

their Super Bowl wins have come on last-second lieU

goals b\ Adam \inatieri. unquestionably the best

Juich kicker in the game

Still, in a league where the sabry cap and free

agency make it dirtkult for a successful team to keep

its players. New England is in a unique situation

The Patriots have so many pla>ers chosen for their

ability to play a specific role, it shoukl be easier for

them to keep their roster nearly intact, unlike

Baltimore, which won in 2001 and has just started lo

rebound after shedding a number of high-salaried

playw*.

Bui the Patriots do have scxik- cap pfubWms,

Uuanerback Tom Brady and comerback Ty Law

will count somewhenr around $17 million against the

*7v) million cap next season.

The 2b-year-old Brady, who won his second Super

bowl M\ P tnjphy. certainly isn't going any^vhere. But

Law. who had ihrve inierceptioas in the AEC titkr

game and who will be )ust V) next season, couU gu —
unfcso he restructures his contract.

Still, the Patriois separate themselves from the

pock by their ability to plug in an obscurtr player for a

solid vtarter and not kjse a thing.

For example. Belichick cut safety Lawyer Milkjy

just before the sian of the a-gular season. Rookie

Eugene NMIson. a comerback in coUege, look his placx*

with littk- dropoff

Rookies aho couU be a big pan in next seaion's

Patrxrts

Six made ma}or contributions this season, and New
England will have two first-rounders in April's draft —
the 2 1 SI and 32nd overall. That couU alkiw them to

irade up for a prime player or simply sit back and uke

what Bekhick prefers; guys who fit specific luJes.

Most importantly, the Patriots are a "team' in the

true sense of the word.

None of the Patriots' three top receivers — second-

year men Dcion BraiKh md Davkl Givens and 1 1 year

veteran Troy Brown — are stars, ^et BratKh had 10

catches for 145 yurds in the Super Bowl, whik Brown

had eight for 76 and Given*, live for 69.

"I woukln'i trade that group of receivers for any in

the league," Brady said

The offensive line, whkh heW Carolina's powerful

fnjni four without a sack, also irKluded no-name play-

ers. Three were fill-ins with very littk: NEL experience:

rookie center Dan Koppen: right tackle Tom
A.shworth; and left guard Russ Hochstcin

So, count on the l^triots to contend, especially if

they continue to draft as well as they have in past

years.

MMik I ii»Hiii,'s*»« iAni>r«(.s-

New EncUnd Patriots kicker Adam \inalicri kick> the (fame-winning held ^^lal in fht- final seci»nd« to

beat the Camlina Panthers \2-29 in Super B.ml XXXVIll .m Sundav at Reliant Stadium in Hou>ton.

Colonials celebrate

a pair of milestones
Bv Todd EoMfR

George Washington has been

orK- of the most succc"ssful Atlantic

1 programs for the greater part of

a decade. Through all the winning

seasons, two of the greatest

achievements in the program's his-

tory occurred on the same day.

|oe McKeown became the 4 1 st

head coach in Division I history to

__ achieve 400

Notebook

wins, when
the Colonials

rolled over

I^Salle on

Ian. 31, 81-

64, pushing

their winning streak to six straight.

Already the winningest coach in

the A- 10, McKeown now posts a

career record of 400-142 (.738)

overall. This ranks him Ibth

nationally in the winning percent-

age among active coaches.

McKeown was the big story

frxjm the bench, but junior Anna

Montanana was the story on the

court by recording the second

triple-double in GW history. After

flirting with a triple-double over

the past couple games, Montanana

finally secured the milestone with

an 1
1 -point, 12-rebound and 13-

assist performance.

The victory increased the

Colonials' lead in the A- 10 West

[division, with a 6-0 record in the

West, and 11 against the East.

I^Salle and Richmond are tied for

second place in the West, with a 5-

3 conference record and two losses

in the division.

Thiiiockvmmd

iJMass Coach Mamie Dacko.

who is one win away from No.

100. had to lake a step back this

sea.son. Losing the veteran post

tandem of Nekole Smith and |en

Butler along with senwr guard

Ebony Pegues. I^acko had to start

rebuilding in her scvond year iind

the transition has been a struggle.

Dacko has waitcxl to reach ihe

century mark in victories siiKc Jan.

1 1 , after a 78-68 victory over

Dayton in Amherst. However, the

Minutcwomen set a new program

record for consecutive los.ses on

the road when they fell to Temple

on Ian. 29. The 18 straight road

losses surpassed the previous mark

of 1 7. which spanned from |an. 23.

1989 to Feb. 3, 1990.

The two positive factors among
the young Minutcwomen team

have been the improving defense

and the sharp shooting of senior

judit Zsedenyi. UMass ranks scv-

ond in the conference in scoring

defense, holding opponents to 59.8

points per game, while holding two

opponents under 50.

Zsedenyi, a native of Budapest,

Hungry, has found the long-range

touch Dacko was looking for when

she recruited five-fool-l 0-inch for-

ward. Z-sedenyi has connected on

35-of-96 3-point attempts (.365).

Sm PDvccT

LiSiillc shot just 8-for-20 from

the free-throw line in its 8 1 -64 loss

to George Washington on |an. 31.

Senior fill Marano. who ranks

fourth in the nation in free-throw

percentage, didn't m.ikc il lo the

line.

The five-foot-sevcn-inch guard

has hit her last 41 free throws. She

is more than halfway to breaking

the national record, which is 60

straight free throws b\ Richmond's

Ginny Doyle in 1992^

litRAU>H UNC./11X.LK1IAN

Rookie on the rise

Freshman Art Bowers earned Atlantic 10 Rwkie of the Week honors after

averagint; 18 points and six reK)unds in UMass' two victories last week. The

Minutcmen are in Trenton, N.J. tonight to face Rider at 7:30 p.m.

These are

the days

Andremi

Meffiil

I
1

It is two days later, and it's

^g^^ still pretty hard to grasp it all.

tf^B^ The New England Patriots

^^^1^ are the champions of the

I^^^W National Football League, and

^|Hv one of the best teams in NFL

^^^^^^^^
I^^^^^^^H Doubters may want

HHUH^H read further, because the

above statement is considered

chiseled in stone by this

... writer, as well as by anyone

\\hu has a grip on reality.

It is two days later, and yet the feeling lasts

in such a mysterious way. It seems like you

could pop open the retractable roof at Reliant

Stadium, and the Patriots would still be cele-

brating Even today, when they ride their duck

boats (or whatever vehicle they'll use to get to

City Hall), and greet the thousands of cold,

aching, jubilant fans, it won't just be an event;

it will be a continuation of the feeling.

Will that feeling end'.' Yes. It does for every

team, even the Yankees, in between World

Series wins. But that doesn't mean the feeling

iNn't a sign of something else.

The entire Boston sports universe must take

on a new identity. What the Patriots have done,

thanks to the strong toes of Adam Vinaiieri,

and the nimble work of Tom Brady, on two

February evenings 728 days apart, is complete-

ly disrupt the balance of the sporting universe

for BoMon. Because right now. Boston, you

have the winning team, and it's no fluke. There

are no more naysayers (at least with credibili-

ty ) There are no more facts to cloud the truth:

right now. Boston is on top of the world

The trouble is. many won't be able to accept

It That's because those beloved, hated, scruti-

nized, idolized Red Sox still haven't quite got-

ten it together for the biggest game of them all.

There's still that thought in the back of your

head. "This is great . now if the Sox could

only win it all ..." It's time lo change that

mantra.

Boston sports fans have cii|o>i-u 401*1 a run

in the last five years. Aside from the diehard

Bruins or Celtics fans, who are limited to only

the Bs or C's exploits for sporting karma, there

have been great moments, great teams and

great times in the last half-decade.

The Patriots have established themselves as

not only contenders, but the preeminent team

in the NFL. to such an extent that CBS recent-

ly anointed them the network's premier team

for national broadcast. To think that just 14

\ears ago. the Pats were so bad. the only way to

atch the game from home was to plug in a

.idio. since they didn't sell enough tickets to

get on TV' Now. they are the cream of the crop,

media darlings, and the franchise by which

many other NFL teams are trying to mold

themselves.

Those Red Sox, though they tore your heart

out in October, and could very well do it again

this year, are so aggravating because they are

so good. That they come up short is frustrat-

ing, but the distance they go in the postseason,

the talent on the team and the general spirit for

its work is immeasurable. Admit il, as much as

you rued the day the Sox hired Grady Little, as

much as you want to turn away and detach

yourself, you're still looking forward to that

day when the truck is loaded up for Fort

Myers.

The last two days have been gravy, and

there are still plenty more days when someone
will cut you off in traffic, you'll get a parking

ticket or that good-looking person will shut

you down. Yet you'll keep a smile on your face,

because no matter what, they're going to raise

another banner at Gillette Stadium this fall,

and the Sox will be in it until the nights get

cold again.

This time, though, that feeling ought to last.

Everyone who dons a Boston/New England

jersey, from the faithful talk radio listener to

the casual fan, should now understand that

Boston isn't the low life of the national sports

arena The Red Sox aren't bad; ihey just have

terrible luck. The Patriots are the best team in

their league. The Bruins give you something to

watch nearly every night and could make a

playoff run. And though the Celtics are in a

rut, there're clear signs of a bright future.

That's not even to mention the Revolution,

who have become contenders, or the many col-

lege teams (including those here at the ol'

Stale U.) that succeed on a yearly basis.

For weeks, the only team worth talking

about in the NFL will be the Patriots. And
when the Red Sox start healing up the spring

nights in Florida, il will be with renewed vigor,

and a roster that should bring a smile to every

face topped by the red B.' The Bruins just ben-

efited from Glen Murray's hat trick, and his

fifth goal in three games. The Celtics, well,

there's still hope, and believe that Danny
Ainge has something interesting up his sleeve.

It has all changed. There is no reason for

Boston sports fans to feel like the abuse they

take from their neighbors in the Big Apple is

anything more than good-natured fan argu-

ments. There's legitimacy in thoughts of a

championship this October, and reason to

believe in il all again.

Boston is not cursed, and it's time to wake
up to that. Boston sports are a religion, and the

congregation needs to stand up and testify,

because it really doesn't get much better than

this.

Pitchers and catchers report in 17 days.

Andrew Merritt is a Collenian columnist.

He can be reached at merritt_collegian@

yahoo.com.

Mullins Center hosts 'Xtreme

International Ice Racing'

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 5

Super Bowl champions parade

through streets of Beantown

SPORTS, PAGE 10
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Deadly powder delivered to Senate
Bv Alan Fkai^

AsstxiATiii) Pmss

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
jittery Senate faced its second

attack with a deadly toxin in 28

months on Tuesday, this time

in the form of ricin powder

sent to Senate Majority Leader

Bill Frist. Another letter con-

taining ricin and bound for the

White House had been inter

cepted in November, a law

enforcement official disclosed

No illnesses were reported

in cither case, but dozens of

Senate workers were being

monitored and work in the

Senate slowed to a crawl.

Health experts expressed

optimism that casualties would

be averted in the new attack.

None of the dozens of congres-

sional employees who were

near the Tennessee

Republican's office on Monday

when the white powder was

discovered was believed to be

sick.

*As each minute ticks by.

we are less and k;ss concerned

about the health effects," said

Dr. lulie Gerberding. director

of the Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention

The ricin-laced Iciiei

addressed to the White House

had been detected at an offsitc

mail processing facility, the law

enforcement official said,

speaking on condition of

anonymity.

The investigation into that

tetter continues, and there

have been no arrests, the offi

cial said. Authorities deter

mined the letter posed no

threat to health because of the

ricin's low potency and granu-

lar form.

A C^tol PiJke .iHxir »unJ» .^ifside ik»fd entrMKi- to the Dirk sen Senatr OttKc huildinu .hi C apit.J Hill Tuecdav F<

Senate o«Kc buildinK» »*«rt il.>M-d attir a su^piiHHis white- powdt-r. a|^nmll> Jcliven-d lhrout:li iht null «\'.lcm.

_v\H i nn-c

On Capitol Hill, all three

Senate office buildings were

shut on Tuesday artd could be

closed the rest of the week.

That included the Dirksen

Senate Office Building, where

the substance was found

Monday afternoon by a young

worker in Frist's fourth-floor

mailroom. A sign stating

"Closed' hung from one of

Dirksen s main doors bellow

sheets cordoned off areas

inside.

rhe Capitol building

where heavy security and a per

sistcnt case of nerves have

reigned since the terrorist

attacks of Sept. 11. 20in

was elosed to tourists.

Frist and others said tests

overnight showed the sub-

stance was ricin, a natural and

potent poison made b\ refining;

castor beans.

Health officials urged

Sc>nate staff to watch tor swilt

Is developing lever, coughs or

fluid in the lungs over the- next

two or three days When
inhaled in sufficient quantities

or injected, ricin can he fatal —
jiid there is no known vaccine

or cure.

Frists offices in Tennessee

were also closed as investiga-

tors checked mail there, said

f rist spokesman Nick Smith

In VSashington, senators

gave in.iiu .ikIc^ liiw iiu\ oil

and brought others lo work in

small Capitol olfuev the law-

makers nornidllv use as private

hideaways

The FBI and other agciuicN

were conducting othei tests. At

Fort IX-trick. Md.. Amiy Kien-

tists were using electron micro

scopes to determine the size ol

the ricin's particles — crucial

to detennining whether any of

it mav have been inhaled

Food science professor

receives Lifetime award

John Kerry victorious

Bv R«>N Fol KMtR
.\!«nnATH> IVl-SV

By Tava-na CHixiunnr
t X )H*« ilAN I. J WlUSH >NI «NT

Professor Fergus

M.avdesdale

Professor Fergus M.

Clydesdale, head of the

University of Massachusetts

Food ScieiKe department, ha^

been appointed a lifetime

national associate of the

National Academies He was

given the prestigious award due

to numerous years of work for

the Institute of Medicine and

National Researeh Council.

The Academies serve as advis-

ers to the government and nation on science, engi-

neering and medicine.

"I was surprised," said Clydesdale. "I didn't even

know that 1 was being considered, but I am very hum-

ble and I feel honored."

Professor Clydesdale has axently been in

Washington D.C. working with 12 other scientists to

develop the new U.S. I>:partment of Health and

Human Services food pyramid, schc-duled to be

released in tune. He is also working to reform the

national dietary guidelines for Americans.

This was not Clydesdale's first tiecognition as a

remarkable memk-r of the I Muss liieuliy. In May

2003, he- rcveived the Distinguished Professor award

by former university President William Bulger

According to Clydc-sdiile. actor Richard Gere was

.1 student in his Food Science 101 class during the

1970s.

Clydesdale is originally from Canada, and came to

UMass during the late 1 9t>0s after earning his masters

degree from the University of Toronu> in I9fo2 He

originally planned to stay at UMass lor only one year

- long enough to complete his doctorate in Food

Science. He eventually dcxided to remain at the

University, btvoming a lull time pmfesscir in 1976.

"I heard about ihe reputation of UMa.ss and I

knew that the locxJ science program was really good

here. " Clydesdale said.

Today; Clydesdale is one t)f the most acknowl-

edged members of the Fcxxl Science department and

has been the department head for more than 1 5 years.

He specializes in food chemistry and nutrition. Some

of Clydesdale's research inieresis include physical-

chemical changes in food processing and color-senso-

ry interactions in foods. He has also bcvn published in

many prestigious journals such as Science.

"i love UMass." he said. "And although I don't

have as much time to leach (now j, I would never give

up on my students."

lohn Kerry rulfcd up big vkIo

ries in Miss«.)uri, Arizvma and

l')elaware to s<.>lidify his position

iis IVmocraiic presidential Ironi

runner, but |ohn Edwards coun

tered by taking his native South

Carolina in a dramatic seven state

contest Tuesday.

Kerry, Edwards and Wi'slev

Clark battled lor Oklahoma, the

closc"st race of the night and a

critical test for l^dwards. who
hopes to prove his pre'sidential

mettle outside the South

Howard Dean was shut out alon^-

with loe l.icberman. whi'

dropped out of the race.

"It's a huge night." Kerry loid

The Associated Press Tm
stunned by il."

Aiming for victories in several

other states, Kerry dismissed

Edwards' singular win.

"I complimeni |ohn Edward^,

but 1 think you have to run a

national campaign, and I think

that's what we've shown tonight,

the fourth-term Massachuseiis

senator said, "^ou can't cherry

-

pick the presidency."

Missouri and Arizona were

the night's biggest prizes, with

129 delegates at stake nearly

half of the 2t>9 delegates up for

^rabs Tuesday. In state alter state.

KerT\ won anKWig vot-

ers who wanted a candidate with

experience or vvhi> could beat

President Bush cmi polls

showed.

Edwards had said he must w in

South Carolina, and

he did by dominating anwng vot-

ers who said they most value a

i.andidiite who cares about peo-

ple like them.

"We won South Carolina in a

resounding fashion and won bc>th

the African- American and white

vote in Stuilh Carolina, and we go

Irom here lo other states —
Michigan. Virginia and

Tennessee," F^dwards told the .AP.

"It's verx easy tc> lay out the map
to get us to the nomination."

To ihe roar of his supporters,

Edwards declared. "The politics

See LIEBERMAN on page 2

Student

fights for

Lotto
winnings

By Thdmas Cdyle
I ;ol in. IAN Si AH-

In a legal dispute that has

received national attention,

Erika R Schmitt. a University

of Masssachusetts student is

alleging that a Westboro con-

venience store clerk stole a

$20,000 winning scratch ticket

from her

According to the IK-year-

old freshman, on fan. 19 she

was outside the Milk Street

Gettv Mart in her hometown
with several friends v»ho had

already purchased lottery tick-

ets when the clerk, who
Schmitt knew as "Tony"

motioned for her to enter the

store.

Once inside, Schmitt

bought a Lucky Star ticket and

proceeded to scratch il in front

of the store clerk. Antoine

Reiche. 34. of Westboro It

was then that Schmitt realized

that she had vkon a prize ol

$20,000
According to 6«.hiniii. when

she went to show the clerk.

Reiche seized the ticket out of

her hands and told her that the

ticket was worth only $100
When Schmitt demanded to

see the ticket, the clerk told

her to take the money and

leave the store, claiming he

had alreadv entered il into the

lottery register.

Scitmitt called the

Westboro police, who were

unable to get the clerk to hand

over the ticket, claiming ihe

ticket had been thrown away.

Police have since charged

Reiche of the Getty Mart in

connection with the incident.

According to the Worcester

Iclegram & Gazette. Reiche

was arraigned in Westboro
District Court on Feb 2 on a

charge of larceny of more than

$250. a felony in the state of

Massachusetts. Reiche s hear-

ing had been postponed

because he required a French

interpreter. Regarding the

media attention that the case

has received. Ms Schmitt said,

"I didn't think il was gonna get

this big at all
"

following Reiche's initial

hearing in lanuary. Schmitt

agreed to speak with WBZ.
Channel 4 in Boston. Several

local television news crews

soon besieged her aunt's

house.

Schmili said that the story

has been reported in newspa-

pers as far away as South

Carolina and Los Angeles She

has also been interviewed by

several radio stations, includ-

ing one in Seattle. All ol this

aiiention culminated with two

separate appearances on CNN
live She has also found herself

See LOTTO on page 2

Death toll reaches 101 after terrorist two suicide bomhings
By SCHEHEREZAOE FaRAMARZI

Ass<M iATn> Priss

IRBIL, Iraq (AP) — The number of

dead rose to 101 Tuesday in the twin

suicide bombings of two Kurdish polit-

ical offices, the highest confirmed toll

in any terrorist attack since the U.S.

invasion of Iraq. Kurds blamed Ansar

al-lslam, a militant group allegedly

linked to Osama bin Laden 's al-Oaida.

The string of insurgent attacks

killed another American soldier

Tuesday and came as U.N. Secretary-

General Kofi Annan met with

President Bush and announced he'll

send a team to Iraq to break an

impasse between the U.S. -led coalition

and the Shiite Muslim clergy over how
to transfer power to Iraqis.

In Baghdad, the U.S. -led Coalition

Provisional Authority put the death

toll from Sunday's attacks against the

offices of the Kurdistan Democratic

Party and the Patriotic Union of

Kurdistan at 101, with 133 people still

hospitalized.

"The attacks by bombers with explo-

sives wired to their bodies — were the

bloodiest since at least Aug. 29. when

a vehicle bombing outside a Shiite

mosque in Najaf killed more than 85

people. Some estimates have placed

Ihe Najaf death toll much higher.

The victims of the earlier attack

included Shiite leader Ayatollah

Mohammed Baqir al-Hakim.

U.S. Brig. Gen. Mark Kimmill said

the U.S. investigation has not deter-

mined who was behind the attacks in

Irbil. though he would not rule out

either Ansar al-lslam or ul-Ouida.

Kimmitl. deputy chief of staff for

operations, also said there had been an

average of 23 engagements each day

over the past week between U.S.

forces and Iraqi insurgents, a slight

increase over the figure of 18 reported

last week.

One American soldier was killed

and another was wounded Tuesday

when a roadside bomb exploded dur-

ing an operation lo clear such

weapons, the U.S. command said. The

explosion happened near Iskandariyah.

35 miles south of Baghdad.

Earlier Tuesday, insurgents fired

two rockets at Baghdad International

Airport but caused no casualties, the

U.S. military said. The airport is used

as a major base for the mililarv.

West of Baghdad, in Ramadi. wit-

nesses reported insurgents fired mor-

tars after sundown bui caused no dam-

age. Police said they believed the

attack was aimed at ihe home ol

Ramadi's police chief. li'dan

Mohammed al-Alwani.

Despite the violence. Annan
announced Tuesday in Washington

thai he had given the final go-ahead to

send a team lo Iraq lo study the feasi-

bility of early legislative elections as

demanded by the Shiite clergy. The

United Stales believes security is loo

precarious lor elections and instead

wants legislators to be appointed in

regional caucuses.

The legislature would in turn select

a new government lo take power by

luly 1.

During a meeting at the While

House with Bush. Annan said the U.N.

team would work with the Iraqis "in

finding the way torvvard" and talk to as

many Iraqis as possible lo "steer things

in the right direction." Annan had ear-

lier siiid he wanted lo make sure ihe

team's securilv would be provided.

"I believe that the siabiliiy in Iraq is

in everyone's interest. The U.N. does

have a role lo piny." Annan said.

Annan noted the differences about

how lo establish a provisional govern-

ment, and said ihe U.N. team would

try lo help resolve ihose issues.

Bush said the United States was

still commilled lo the |une 30 deadline

for lurning over power and lorniallv

ending the American led occupation.

"We've discussed ways to make

sure that by working logelher. the

Iraqi people can be free and ihe coun-

irv stable and prosperous and an

example of democracy in the Middle

l.asi." Bush siiid. "And ihe United

Nations does have a vital role there."

The attack on the PL'K office was

filmed b\ the party's television station.

Cameraman Saadi Sultan Mameh told

The Associaletl Press thai he saw a

man dressed in beige trousers and a

blue-and-whiie checkered shirt shufHe

through the crowd lo greet PI K offi-

cials on the first day of ihe Islamic hol-

idav I id al-Adha.

As the man shuftleil into the cam-

era's frame lo shake haniN with

Kurdish official Bakir lola. Mameh
heard a terrific explosion iind "my

camera lens went red with hloi>d."

"All ihose whi> died were my
friends and colleagues." Mameh said

Tuesdav from a maliress on his living

room floor where he was recovering

Irom leg wounds. "We were

like family."

"I have watched the clip more ihan

50 limes." Mameh. 27. said. "The only

graiificaiion il gives me is thai I was

able lo film the moment so that the

truth would be known. So that al-

Uaida would be exposed. There would

be evidence."

Two days al'ler ihe aiKicks. this

Kurdish cilv was grieving from the

loss. Black banners announced the

deaths of loved ones, and nearly every

mosque was filled with mourners

attending wakes lor the victims.
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Today

Lnivcnii) of Ma^sachusells Xtreine International kc

Rucing (XlIRi conie> to the Mullins Center at 7 p.ni The

event features fonner World Champions. Anthonv

Karlovv and Louis Smith. Local riders will be able to par

ticipate m the Quad division Those interested in com-

peting can email their credentials to quads<a\iircom

Tickets are available through the Mullin> Center Box

office and all Tickeimastcr locations, ranging in price

form $b SI5. UMass students will receive a $2 discount

February 4 -

February 10 2004

Olevsky.on piano, and conductor Laura Rexroih. conduc

tor. Vocal perfomiers include soprano Paulina Stark and

a Faculiv Chamber \Mnd Hnsemble. Tickets cost $5 to

$10 and are available by calling 545-251 I Proceeds go to

ihf ^nn I'ider Bettor Mi-nmiliil S, holiii-hip I und.

UMaM - At 7 p.m. the Newman Center will host a "Date

Auction"." Ladies are invited to come dowTi to the

Newman Cafe and bid on the UMass man of their choice

for a Valentine's Dav date. All procc-eds will go to fund-

ing the spring break service trip The Newman Center is

located at 472 N. Pleasant St

News nieetiiig^

Mondays al 4K)0 pjiL

Tomorrow
LMass c hi. a combinations of acrobatics and martial

arts ongmatig in Shanghai. China will perfonn in the Fine

Arts Center Concert Mall at 7: 50 p in Tickets cost $7-

$15 for students and are available through the Fine Arts

Center Box Office.

Smith College Arline Isaacson, co-chair of the

\laNsai.hu>eti> Ciav and Lesbian Political Caucus, and

Rev lohn C Rankm. president of the Theological

Fducation Institute debate the two opposing sides of "Is

^ame-Sex Marriage Guud for the Nation?' ai 7:W p.m.

in lohn M Clreene Hall.

\mhcm College At 8 p m.. Dolores Hueria. co-

i.uiiJcr and lirst vice president ementus of the United

i .inn Workers of An»erica will lead a Dr Martin Luther

kmp Celchraiton al |ohn»un Chapel.

Saturday

Smith College I unglish uf Di»chord Rewords and

Sinaloa from Boston will (perform at 8 p.m. in the Davis

Center RjII R.«ini in .1 U007 event. Admittances costs

$5

5 14 n d a y

Friday 6

Smith College Merklel Rubenstein. Marnish Visiting

Artist, will give a Nlide lecture entitled. "19th. 20th. 2lst:

Mixing Medlum^. Metaphors, and tVniuries' at 2 p.m. in

Graham Hall. Hillyer of the Browi Center.

Smith College At 4 p.m. soprano lane Bryden with the

Smith College and Five College colleague* under conduc

tor Craig Smith will pi-rtitrm the niusi*. of IS Bach and

lohn Harbison at Sv\. "in Sage A panel

discussion with the p. ^.w at 5:15 pm

Monday
Amhcni College The Amherst Club Benefit Concert

"love Notes" an evening of music, darwe and story-

telling, will occur at 750 p in. in Buckley Recital Hall of

the Arms Music Center Knterlainers include tenor Alan

•Schneider, pianist and composer Fric Sawyer, violinist

V'on-Su Kim. international dance team Billbob Brown

and Rebecca Nordstrom, and the wonderful stories of

Onawumi lean Moss Tickets cost $20 for the concert and

$55 for the concert and Meet the Artists party after y . P < d a V
wards They can be purchasc*d at Hastings and Amht r 1 J'

Books.

UMas» Flame Brown, lirsi and only woman to lead the

Black Panther Parly, will speak on "New Age Racism" at

7 p ni in the Student Union Ballroom There will be a

reception and bcKik signing lollowmg Flaine Browns talk

UMass - Bestorfcst. a celebration of the works of Charles

Besior. will take place at » p.m in Bcnzanson Recital

Hall Performers include tenor William Hite Lvnn. saxo-

phone Lvnn Klock percussion I duiirdo Leandri>. Fsiela

)()MN C. Wllllllll AH
SCHOOI 01 Din()\l\( V AND
iNirRNAIIONAI Rl lAIIONS

S E T O N HALL U fsl I V E R S I T Y

The lohn C. Whitehead

School of Diplomacy and

International Relations

prepares students from

around the world to be

effective and ethical leaders

in their professional careers,

rhrough a unique link with

the United Nations, students

are exposed to today's lead-

ers and policymakers while

experiencing diplomacy at work.

hinovative programs in global studies and leadership include.

• Graduate, undergraduate and five-year combined B.S./M.A.

programs

• Dual graduate degrees with law, business, public service,

communications and nonprofit management

• Internships with the U.N., business, government, and NGOs

• Specializations in human rights, economics and finance,

negotiation and conflia management, area studies and a

new initiative on global health and international security

• Intensive study seminars at U.N. headquarters, the European

Union and our main campus just 14 miles from New York City

Hampshire lane Elliott, recipient of the National

Mental Health Asso(.iaiion Xward for f " in

Education, will present "11ie Vnatoniy of Pi j» 7

p.m. in the Main Lecture Hall of Franklin Pattetsun Hall

KERRY from page 1

ol lilting people up beats the politics of beating people

down."
Clark, a retired Aniiy general from Arkansas, needed a

victory in neighboring Oklahoma to keep his candidacy

alive. His supporters were braced for a bad night.

-| think the general is about to meet Sitting Bull," said

David Palerson. Senate Minority Leader of the New York

legislature and a Clark backer

IXran plans to continue campaigning without a VKior>.

though advisers privateh acknowledged that his chances

for a political revival were slim at best.

"We're going to have a tough night." Dean told sup-

porters as he promised to keep "going and going and going

and going — just like the Fnergizer bunny."

At stake were 26*) pk-dged delegates - more than 10

percent of the 2.lb2 needed for the nomination —in

Missouri (74t. Arizona (55). South Carolina (45).

Oklahoma (40). New Mexico (2M. Delaware (15) and

North Dakota (14)

.An AP analysis ol the dclc^^iic .cunt show%'d Edwards

winning 2b of' the 269 total pledged delegates at stake

Tuesday night. Kerry netting 1« and 225 dek^ates yet to

be allocated.

Kerry, who just six wt-eks ago was written oil as a can-

didate, reshaped the race with victories in Iowa and New

Hampshire "I II kcvp working and lighting until I win the

nomination, and then 111 kcvp working and fighting until

I beat Ceorge Bush," he told the \P

In nearly every region ol the nation, the most diverse

group of IVmocrats vet to cast votes this primary season

said thev had a singular priority: IVfeat President Bush

this fall.

"I don't care who wins" the Democratic primary, said

ludy lX)novan of Tuscon, Ariz. "Id get my dog to run. I'm

not kidding. I would get Mickey Mouse in there. Anybody

but Bush."

Kerry is racking up endorsements as he tries to unite

the party behind his front running candidacy. To that end.

the 12 million-member American fc-deration of Teachers,

the countrx's second largest teachers union, planned to

back Ken> on Wednesday, a senior union official said.

$20k ticket fight

battles in court
STUDENT from pag* 1

recognized locally and around the state by people who

have seen her on T\'.

The state Lottery Commission has determined that

a book of Lucky Star tickets containing a $20,000

winner was at the Getty Mart According to The

Boston Cilobe. the Lottery Commission has suspended

the lottery license of the store pending an investiga-

tion. The commission has informed Schmitt that

assuming someone else does not return the ticket, in

one vear she will be aviarded the $20,000 that the tick

c\ sK.i- worth.

I Ilka says that when and if she gets the money she

will use some of it to buy herself a used car. put

$5,000 into savings and use ^^K rest of the money to

help her aunt pay the fees alid -loanj asKHiated with

attending UMass.

A WhlteficaJ^hool repre««ilatlvc

will be visiting your campus.

Contact our Office of Graduate Admission at

(973) 275-2514 to schedule an appointment.

Visit our Web site at diplomacy.ihu,edu

iiirain
SETON
HALL
UNIVERSITY

McQuaid Hall

4(K) South OranKc Avenue

South Orange, New Jersey

07079
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Parents speak out in

Florida abduction case
The case of the alleged kidnapping of 1 1

-

year-old Carlie Brucia in Sarasota. Fla. made

national news when the parents of the girl

spoke out on NBC's "Today" show Tuesday

morning.

Early Sunday night. Carlie was returning

home from a friends' house. She was taking a

short cut that passed behind a local car wash.

While on her way. she was approached by a

white male who appeared to be in his late- 20s

or early 50s. He was dressed in a mechanic

shirt. What followed was an act that has

become all too common in today's world, and

an event that is as deplorable and frightening

as anyone can think of — Carlie was kid-

napped. According to the security cameras at

the car wash, which captured the abduction

on videotape, the man led Carlie away by the

arm It did not appear that she knew him.

Carlie was scheduled to meet up with her

stepfather in order to get a ride the rest of the

way home. When the stepfather arrived in the

area and was unable to locate Carlie. a local

search began The police raised an amber

alert on Monday, and since then state officers

and the KBl have joined in the search for the

sixth grader. The police told Carlie s father.

|oe Brucia. that they have no prime suspect as

of yet.

Yesterday morning. |oe Brucii. with

Carlic's mother Susan Schorpen by his side,

used the services of NBC to get in touch with

their daughter's kidnapper.

'To the man who abducted her. you've

done a considerable amount of damage."

Brucia said on "Today." "Please stop. Release

my daughter. Let her go. With some help and

some love she can heal. Give us back our

daughter."

The community has been reacting quite

well to the shocking news of Carlie's disap-

pearance. At Carlie's middle school, for

example, security has been increased to make

the other students feel safe. Counselors are

also working with the students to prepare

them for all possible outcomes of the case.

Certainly all eyes are on now on the state

of Florida, and as the search continues, the

country holds its breath.

The national coverage that this story is

now getting will hopefully help the police in

gathering as much information as possible. So

far the investigation has uncovered a few

clues, and combined with the information

provided bv the videotape, it will hopelullv be

enough to bring this sad story to a happy end.

We at The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

would like to extend our deepest sympathy to

the friends and family of Carlie Brucia. At

tragic times such as these, it is important to

remain optimistic and hopeful that young

Carlie will be found and returned to her par-

ents safe and sound.

Information from cnn.com was used in

this editorial

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

The 2000 Election now repeats

Robert

Carey

Prior to win-

ter break, the

Democratic
nomination
was turning

out to be u

toss-up race

with about six

or seven legiti

mate candi-

dates. Now
that we have

relumed to school the biggest

hands have been dealt, and the

winner ol the chip>> ha- been the

one man who in prubabis the

most inept at K'ating George

Bush — lohn Kerry. I have to

give Kerry credit lor playing cut

throat politics in order to sur

pass some ol his more challeng-

ing candidates (hv stealing

endorsement>, raiding lunds and

making behind the door promi^.-

es no doubt). Kerry's long expe

rience as a politician has proven

useful to him. but li>r all ol us

who wish to see George W Bush

ousted in 2tX)4. seeing lohn

Kerry run again>t him couldn't

be more disheartening.

This is not to say that Kerry is

incapable ot playing brute bare

knuckle |K>litics with tieorge

Bu^h. but a-, lai as appealing to

the nations public and looking

like someone with integrity

instead of a spinekrss. character-

shifting ves-inan who's gho>tly

frame might collapse and blow

away into dust at any moment,

well. Cic*orge Bush has him beat.

.\l lirst I lound invscll tailing

into the same idealistic trap I did

last elixtion when I decided I

wa> favoring lk>ward Dead.

Then I wised up
Hi> iiK>ronic strategy wa^ to

appeal to the youth campaign

Did he learn iHJihing friMii the

Nader/ljilXike ticket in 2000'' It

teems young voteri- alway» mean

well when thev re at the tallies

and loud political p^irtiev. but it

is rare to sec even a quarter ol

them turning up at the polls on

flection Dav (thu» leaving the

t.andidate that they had mj pas

<>ic>natels -upported high and

dry! I siill like liowaid Dean,

but it seems he lack* the pulilical

instincts that Kerry has in

spades. Next time he should try

hiring a better advisor.

Dean's boyish sense of invin-

cibility and Spartan existence

might swoon the provincial elec-

torate of Vermont, but scream-

ing like he had just been elected

High Chancellor of the World

alter coming in a distant third at

the Iowa caucuses isn't appeal-

ing to the majority of voters, and

rightly so.

But you have to give credit to

Dean for being himself; there

were no cheap tricks and no

shameles> acts of acceptance to

irv and con jx-ople into liking

him Bush, li nothing else, was

himself in the 2000 election, and

the voting public responded to

.someone who didn't change

according to the whims ol the

populace The result was that

manv voters, particularly in the

southern states, were attracted

to his oafish adolescent, and

small vocabulary People do not

respect candidates who put on a

inane parlor tricks on late night

TV do not work, unless the can-

didate is showing a side of him-

self that is genuine. Anyone can

detect a political fraud, and

rightly feel offended by it This is

why Clinton's sax appearance

worked so well — it was gen-

uine.

This is why 1 fear a horrible

repeal of the 2000 election,

except with less cheating from

the Republican side, as none

shall be necessary. Aside from

being suspiciously secretive, and

completely untrustworthy, |ohn

Kerry is a spineless, electoral

gimp, with no detectable signs of

integrity, or character. If he runs

against Bush he will lose, and

lose badly The Democrats best

chance at winning this election

would have been to mirror the

Republicans strategy — have a

fool as your front man. and

allow him to be controlled by an

anny of corporate juggernauts

who dictate his every move.

However, the Democratic

5n^^(2)A^e«vfr^i» yo^

The best things in life are • «•

Why do we all love free

stuff? Why are humans some-

how preprogrammed to crave

anything that doesn't have a

price tag'.' Well, if you consult

your psychology book, it has to

do with mommy giving you lots

of free stuff (like love

and attention and box
npk»f«|,

drinks at soccer games) UBDflliin

or not giving you that ^^"^
stuff at all ... either way. we all

crave whatever is free.

It's the same reason we sign

our stupid lives away for those

free T-shirts on credit card

application stands. Thirty years

worth of debt for a really ugly,

glow in the dark "absolute col-

lege" T-shirt. Maybe this can

explain why the word "free" is

used so freely in advertising.

"Free" is such an enticing word,

that you'll see just how often

and many companies are always

trying to incorporate it.

Especially in food and drink.

Calorie free, fat free, sugar

free. Not "no calories." "no

fat." or "no sugar." That sneaky

little word inveigles us so well

and so predictably that we will

drink, eat. and consume limit-

less amounts of anything —
"anything" that is free; stuff

that really isn't good for us. If

you're a girl, you'll know espe-

cially what I mean — welcome

to the world of Diet Coke. A lit-

tle stressed about that test

tomorrow? Crack one open and

hit the books. I confess that I

have consumed a two-liter in a

day. Diet soda may be calorie-

free, but it cant be healthy —
it's all chemicals! It's probably a

lot worse for you than the real

stuff! So why do we drink it —
and so much of it? Because

we're bored? Because it tastes

good? Actually, come to think

of it. does it taste good?

I'm sitting al my desk writ-

ing paper number two for the

evening, and I need a lift. I need

a lift, but nothing as blatantly

caffeine rich as colfee.

Nothing feels better than

cracking open a can of

p . Diet Coke. It can be

bSIOCf the dead of winter and

I still crave that cool

gasp of 02 as I crack open the

can.

The bubbles are satisfying.

It's so sweet that I don't need to

eat a snack that late at night.

And best of all, it's free. It's diet

so it won't make me a fatty No
late night pop tarts (a la fresh-

Advertising and

psychology are

birds of a deadly

feather— they'll

sell you on some-

thing you really

don't want or

need. Gauging

something is sur-

prisingly easy.

man year) needed. And I can

keep drinking one after the

next, like a junky, tossing each

can into the trash as it clangs

against the one that preceded

it. What is wrong here? Is it

the obsession? Or the decep-

tion?

One morning. I slept in and

leisurely made a pot of coffee

in my pink pajamas. Then I

realized, my big box of Equal

(the little blue packets ol lake

sugar) is not Olive Garden's

never-ending special — it was

bottomed out. It was empty!

But I needed my Equal I

remember thinking: how can

anyone drink coffee without it''

I emptied out the drawer -

really overturned it and two

packets fell out! Thank god. It

started as a basic search, ^ou

know, casually looking under

things, in my desk, around the

Mr. Coffee. but quicklv

regressed into a frantic search

in pants pockets, all the bags I

own (this could have taken

days). suitcases. inside/

betwixt, and under general

heavy furniture, repealing all

these places just in case. All lor

stupid Equal. So I quit ... I quit

Equal. I quit Diet Coke, I quit

thinking that gilt with purchase

was a way for Clinique to warm

our hearts fur being wonderlul

people.

Advertising and psychology

are birds of a deadly leather —
they'll sell you on something

you really don't want or need.

Gauging something is surpris-

ingly easy; if this ugly ass

MasterCard T-shirt were 15

bucks, would I buy it'.' If the

answer's no way. it'll soon serve

as a proud window decoration

of the Salvation Army on Route

9.

If you drink endless cans of

diet soda, ask yourself if you'd

drink thai much regular, or is ii

because of that "free" feeling

you get? Like you're getting

something for nothing?

Ouality over quantity as the

old cliche goes ... the problems

only begin when you Irv to ^ei

something for nothing.

Di-horah Geiger is u

Collegian cohimnisl.

Aside from being suspiciously secretive,

and completely untrustworthy, John Kerry

is a spineless, electoral gimp, with no

detectable signs of integrity, or character.

facade of someone they're not in

a pathetic attempt to relate to

>ome contingency of voters that

they feel they're not in touch

with. Even ifur must slack-jawed,

brainwashed, inbred forms ol

existence that arc allowed to

hokl a vote in thiN country can

see through such siupid tricks.

Remember all those painfully

tragic kisses Al gave Tipper in

the 2000 election, after he was

crilicii^ for being too robotic

artd unanimated "The same will

go in this ekvtion with a slight

change in cast — this time

around it will be lohn Kerry

playing the cold, mechanical

dcmcKrat

And nothing could epitomi/c

this iiHire than the leather-clad

lohn Kerrv riding a Harley on

llu lonight Sfiow." These

Party is going in the same direc-

tion that it did four years ago. Al

Gore wasn't appealing last elec-

tion, his second coming will be

less so in the post *i-\ I mania

And su 2004 is shaping up to be

a rematch between another char-

acterless schlub and a twit who
is inevitably going to win. This

will result in another four years

ul war that vaporizes a nation of

defenseless people, more jobs

going oversees fleeing away from

the shriveling domestic ecoiH>my.

another senile, pro-life relic from

the days uf lynching laws being

elected to the Supreme Court,

and mavbc even another terrorist

attack prompted by the continu-

ation of our reprehensible part in

foreign affairs.

Koheri Carey li a Collegian

ittlumnist-

Relationship science fiction

Thomas

lauflhion

>i

I ci'ukJni stx' very well, whkh is

had when voure driving B»>th ol

mv contacts were intact iiixl in

place. I wasn't drunk, or hlindloid-

evl I was crying. Ten sc>.».>nds

Ivtorv liixling mysell st)bbing ai

I he wheel of my car. I was hugging

mv e\ K>vfrierKL ki«sing him and

crving while kissing him. mum
blin>? some gotl .iwful s^-ntinx-ntal

crap whik- crying I was a iikss. I

hate crying in front of pcx)ple

K.vaus<- my lips are a-ally big s<) |

tend lo kx.k like luli.i Roberts in "Stc-el Magixtlias" —
mv lace all crunclvd up ami two big bahoon lips

spilling over wet with iear> (the upside is lulia

Robi-ils is reullv hot) Mike, mv ex-Kiv friend, and I

ended iHir four immth relationship in Scpiembcr in

the midst of mv return to LiMass I hugged Mike, who

was cnin^' w hich is a big deal lor llx- ex-high sthivl

liH.>tballer then got into mv car and drove away. I

wiped awav llw teai> that ckiuded ni\ visjun atnl

thought. "\Vill hc\. its ni>i St) Ki,i, ^irux- K-'ll K- dead

tomorrow

When I wi'kt ii|' iliv. ncsi il.i. •ipi'.'

lulia Roberts, loiving myself to slcc-p.

it hit me. He's not going to K- dead.

He's going lo K.' alive, and what's

nK)re. he is going to be alive li- date

other jx-ople (Re-enter lulia RoK'ii^

stage left) On leleviskm. when one

the main characters breaks up witli

the pc-rst>n ih.il they are seeing, sakl

person is written out ol the show,

never to be- seen by viewers again

unless during the illusive amnc i i

epis»)de wherein he/she is calktl in u<

jog the memorv of the main character

I was prepareil to Ix' sad thai we were

hieaking up. 1 was prepaa\l kir the

break up. suit of. but I was not pn

pared lor anything alter that.

In television, you. the main charac

ler. ilo not have (o see this person ever again. Nou du

not have to bi.- friendly. Nou do not have to worn

about running into sour e\ at parties, bars, the super

market, church or the video store. You do tx>t have to

worry about receiving long text nx'ssages on your cell

phone from voui e\ who says he has vour "stufl"". lor

all intents and pur(X)ses. your tek'visiun show goes on

and vou move i>n to another lovei. another story line,

a new haiivui anil its as though the whole relationship

never hap|X'neil.

V\ here's the ivaliiy of lelaiionsliips on W land I'm

not talkinj: alxmi the stupid "dating" lealitv shows)?

Where's the season of "Se\ And The Cilv" where

Catiie and Ikniriend have to live together until he

linds a place'.' Oi the episinle of "IR" where larier's

ex-girllriend still comes over to have dinner with his

mom? 1 want to see the "Nip/Tuck" where Christian

does a (X'liis- reduction surgery on his ex-girlfriend's

new Kiyfrienil who is wav hoiici than him. I \cept kir

the prospect ol |X'nis-iediii.iioii sni^eiA. all ol these lel

evision ideas are Ixiring and arc theivUiiv noi exploa-d

by our favorite shows.

What's even worse than the breakup misanKep

tions conveyed by T\ is the idea dial is so embraced,

celebrated, .iixl lookeil u|X)n to be ihe universal Inrlh

in the world ol T\ relationships: there is that one \\-\

son out there whom voir will live the rest of yinir days

In television, you,

the main charac-

ter, do not have to

worry about run-

ning into your ex

at parties, bars,

the super market,

church or the

video store.

with Is lifekmg nxmogamy possibk- or even healthy?

Mv parents have bcx-n married for over >0 years, a

reiaikmship they have worked thaiugh very hard I am
proud i»l thc-m to have stayed together for s*) long, but

I can t help but wonder if they w».»ukl have hem hap-

pier li.id thc-y had iiK>a- relatk)nships than just puppy

k»ve with other pcx»pk in grade s^fxiol and then their

marriage out ol colk-gc WouU I have been as happy

as I am today if they had divorved when I ^nas

younger'.'

Are my paanits jast as in kne as they were when

thev were first miinic-d' No. they're in a different kind

4.»f k>ve. They don t have to hokl hands all the trnx- or

call c-ach other stupkl names. Thev are in love lor sure-,

aixl thev 're alsc> wav too stubborn to k"t one another

liave the last word, so they have to kcx'p talking Thc-y

grew up in an age very different from ours, wherein

couples biK>kcxJ the kxal Anx-rican Legkm for their

Golden Anniversary after they returned fremi their

honeynxxm.

Nick Uxhey totally wants out. You can scv it in his

eyes \ k- met Barbie. marriiNj her. deflowered her. and

now the only thing kcvping him fami breaking it oil

with lessica "I'm \ Biid Singer" Simps.>n is the fact

rhnt "Newlywals " is the only thing kcx-ping his career

going. He's re-ady for Skippi-r now

(and Ken, if my spcvulations are* cor-

rect).

I have diffused soiix- Relationship

.Vierxe Fictkm lor vou. the readers,

as an early Valentine's Day present.

Scenario: Ninr broke up with vour

p.iiinet

Science Fictwn: He II die lomiMTOw

i>i Iv depimed.

Reality: He's alive, he may live with

vou. and chances are', you are' going

to see him again.

'lour e\ wants to beScenario:

Inend^

Science Fiction: >ou won't care

K\.iu^e ol vour rx'w plavmate. Anioniota).

Reality: \ou can't be friends \ow e\ dtx's not want

to be friends, he/she wants someone to have sex with

Ix'twecn relationships.

Scenario: ^our ex believes that vour relationship

could work unilei different cireumstances.

Science Fiction: 'Sou agree and can't wait until the dif-

lerviii circumsiarxes come amund.

Reality: The dillerent circumstances are- when he/she

is not a big jerk.

Scenario: 'lour ex contacts voir after linding some of

vour "stuir' at their residence

Science Fiction: >our irllmistic e\ would not want you

to Ix wiiluuri an urxlershiri or a pair of "lighty-

whiiies"

Reality: You're being screwed with. Wal-Mart has

cheap undies.

Scenario: \ou scx" your ex. and he/she tells you thai

they are very happy to see you aiul even calls a couple

days later

Science Fiction: Its "different circumstances" tinx-!

Reality: If sou believe thai crap, you're the captain of

this siarship

Vutmas \aughtoii is a Collegian ixtlumnist.
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ADVENTURESABROAD
Head scarf debate in Europe Terrible injustices of Chiapas

It used to be thai the scarf was quite the fash-

ionable female accessor), signifying wealth and

high society: a piece of apparel worn by

Hollywood stars and first ladies alike, or even

just regular ol' people who didn't want their hair

to get frizzy when it rained. Actually

nario is that most EU nations arc actually at a

loss for labor, particularly unskilled labor a gap

that is nicely filled by such immigration paiierns.

Thus, any attempt to force cultural assimilation

would certainly be welcomed by European con-

servatives.

It still is; it s just that since the mid-

dle of the l*)80s it has come to be a

fashion piece most readily associat-

ed, in Europe at least, with the throngs of

Muslim immigrants that arrive annually to the

continent's urban centers. In fact, many women
here in Brussels have decided against adorning

themselves with such attire so as to avoid being

labeled a "Turk."

It is in this context that on Dec 17. 2005

Erench President Jacques Chirac, acting on the

advice of a presidential advisory council, recom-

mended to the Erench Parliament that it enact a

ban against outward showings of faith in public

schools. The move is necessary, he claims, to

maintain the secular tradition that has character-

ized the republic since its historical revolution of

I 78** The move seems to have majority support

trom France's center-right Parliament.

Predominantly Muslim detractors of the pro-

posal cite freedom of expression and religion as

even more indispensable values of the revolu-

tion Some have even gone so far as to accuse

Chirac of attempting to undermine the Muslim

vommunity altogether by limiting access to reli-

gion to those who can afford it — which is not

many.

In an effort to be fair, the president's recom-

mendation also extends to Jewish kippah and

oversized Christian crosses In addition to draw-

ing fire from these communities, additional

questions have been raised regarding the meas-

ure what exactly constitutes an unacceptable

level of religious expression'' It has been sug-

gested that tucial hair may be deemed a perpetra

tion of the act it it possible that Christians

would be allowed to keep their beards while

Muslims are forced to shave?

These ideas are not entirely novel Turkey, a

secular country with a vastly predominate

Islamic population, has for years had a similar

ban on both headscarves and beards in public

schools Though there have been incidents of

protest, it has not reached the magnitude of the

ongoing manifestations in Paris Countries such

as France and Belgium have, in the past few

years, also spoken out against what they view as

a merging of church and state by Poland's

demands for references to god in a controversial

European Constitution that was shot down last

month In the wake of a failed referendum last

vear to make Arabic the fourth official language

and devote public money to Islamic monument.s.

Belgian leader> have picked up on Chirac s cue

and began the so-valled 'headscarf question."

Obscrvcrv expect the situation to prove quite

explosive in a country with an incrMMngly large

Muslim population

The move would seem to be a great gai^or
the growing sentiment of the urgency of cultural

protectionism that festers on the right of the

political spectrum across Europe. The 1990s wit-

nessed a significant rise in popularity of extrem-

ist conservative parties in almost all western

European nations and a refocusing upon the

potential cultural and economic woes of the sup-

posed "exodus" westward, primarily from the

Middle East and Eastern Europe. lean-Marie Le

Pens Front National in France and Vlaams Blok

in Belgium are among the most notorious and

successful of such groups. The irony of this sce-

AarBR Woliln Sclifari;
The dispute amongst feminists is

even more paradoxical, and has led^^~~^^
largely to the abstention of the com-

munity from the discussion altogether. One of

the justifications for banning the

headscarf most commonly cited by

the men involved in the debate

here in Belgium is that body cover-

ings such as scarves are forced

upon women by a patriarchal Islam

and a male -dominated family unit

Proponents of this view, in turn,

claim that although they would

never seek to impose their owt

morality upon Islamic societies,

they will not tolerate such

"engrained oppression" and "fun-

damentalism" within their own
borders. Since women are essen-

tially brainwashed into wearing such adorn-

ments, it follows, their psychological emancipa

tion hinges upon mandatory removal ol the gar

ments altogether.

Yet while many feminists admit that there is a

grain of truth to this stance, overall they would

beg to differ Their view is that il the individuals

involved in this aspect of policy making were

honestly pursuing an end of women's rights, then

they would leave women the right to choose

their own attire

The debate is further complicated bv the mul-

tilevel system of Belgian governance which is

comprised of six different governments ol equal

authority in charge of different competences the

three linguistic Community governments

(Flemish. French and German i. three regional

governments (Flemish. \^alloon and Brussels

capital), and the national government, with the

Flemish Community and Regional government

fused into one. Traditionally, education is a mat-

ter of Community competence This means that

the Flemish, Francophone, and German-speak-

ing communities would be in charge ol the poli

cies within their respective domains. But a di-

crepancy of this magnitude has the potential t>

render some serious political repercussion* it

one community passes a ban and the other*

don't

The situation in Brussels itself is even more

complex: French and Flemish schools exist »ide-

by-side and there is an ongoing debate over

which aspects of education should be handled at

the community level and which should Hi

addressed by the regional government Uverall

the intricacy of the scenario seem> to make such

a ban much less probable in Belgium thiin in

France.

"The popular sentiment within the inierniinon

al scholarly community here in Brussels seem* !>.•

be that freedom of choice should be the norm
Laissez-faire now transcends the field of eco-

nomics and applies to the impending political

cultural decisions as well.

It will be interesting to see just how these

issues play out under scrutiny of Muslim com-

munities from Detroit to Riyadh and what sort

of a political precedent is set for dealing with

this novel form of European nationalism.

Aaron WodinSchwart: is a Collegian colum-

nist who spent time in Brussels. Belgium over

winter vacation

World
Perspectives

The slate of Chiapas sits on the

southern tip of Mexico, pulsating

with sourtds of the exotic rain-

lorests and the Pacific Ocean
waves crashing onto

untouched soil. Bui the

state of Chiapas, while

home to ancient Mayan
"^~~"

ruins and the precious amber
stone, separates itself from the

rest of the world

with an element

unrelated to its

geography — the

(lassion of its peo-

pie.

When I

arrived in Chiapas

I arrived to mar-

kets bursting with

colorful dresses,

sweet smells and
shouting verKlors.

I arrived to

women offering

me a taste of traditional foods and

tiK'n chatting in their language

thai was unrecognizable to my
ears And whik; I ntarveled at my
new two-week hcHiK* for the win-

ter brvak. unfortunately the voice

in the back of my mirxl remiixled

me that I had arrived to a place

plagued by poverty atxi politKal

lumioil.

Characterized by having one of

the highe>t indigenous popula-

tions, the least developed health

infrasiructtire and the k>west krv-

els of income aivJ education in the

country. Chiapas is one of the

[vion."*! states in Mexico. Pikxl on

lop d the bundle of wood or fruit

weighing down the farmer's back

Ls an unjust burden ut poverty

these people are forced to carT>. It

wit not difficult to encounter the

poverty that so many peupk of

i ' .i[>as face, no matter the mode
! t jnsportation; bus, car or foot.

^:ai> ranging frum young chil-

Jtcti to graridmother-aged women
approached nn:. in many cases

i^gnessively pfeading for me to

feffon Salnicker

LEHER TO THE EDITOR

Members of the

student body,

As ytxj probably read in yester-

day s Daily Collegian the Student

Government Association was recent-

ly informed ttiat ttw constrtutional

referendum authonzing ALANA

Caucus appointed Senate seats,

passed by the student t>ody in

Septembef. is unconstrtutiooal The

University s General Counsel stated

in a memo ttwt ttiese seats violate

the United States Constitution and

cannot be recognized In light of this

memo. Vice Chancellor Gargano

rejected a Senate motion ttiat would

have recognized the ALANA Caucus

appointed seats for the remainder of

the 2003-2004 Senate session

At the first Senate meeting of the

fall semester. I promised to fight for

these seats The student body voted

by a 2/3 margin to include the

appointed seats in the SGA

Constitution and it is my duty to

advocate tor students at all times

The SGA Constitution demands that I

execute any and all acts of the SGA.

and this requirement extends to ref-

erenda I have fought for these seats

in the Senate. I am fighting for these

seats today, and I will continue to

fight for what students want This is

your university, and it is important

and necessary tftat your voice be

heard

We must also prepare ourselves,

however, for the possibility that this

fight may be unsuccessful At ttie

end of the day. we may not be able to

regain appointed seats Regardless

of the outcome, it is crihcal that the

Sertate remain as representative and

diverse a group as possible I hereby

call on all members of the Senate to

immediately begin work on incorpo-

rating a strong, open, accessible and

outreach -oriented elections process

into the SGA By-Laws Our current

Senate is strong because of the

incredible outreach done this past

September by SGA officers and

members ol various agencies and

RSOs We need to ensure that such

outreach becomes part of Senate

elections every single year

Even as I will continue to fight for

your appointed seat votes to be

heard, l will also be moving forward

to address a variety of issues for the

remainder of my term I will contin-

ue to address the issues that affect

all of us on a daily basis — issues

like parVing. the meal plan, student

businesses, cultural centers and

space allocation I want to continue

hearing from you about the issues

that concern you: Im in the office at

least once every day. and you can

always call me at 413-545-1287

Together, we can carry on the work

of making this university the best m
the nation I look forward to hearing

from you.

Oave Carr

President

Student Government Association

drcarr@student .umass edu

buy fruits, clothes and sometimes

only displaying empty hands. This

experierwe is not new to me, and

isn't to most travelers but what

surprised me was the

constant feelings of hope

and appreciation the so""^ many of the peopk of

Chiapas have for themselves and

for their home. I quickly discov-

ered that this hope, only

detectable to the visitor who cares

aixl engages in conversation with

the locals, is guided by a stronger

movement — the 2^patista Army
of National Liberation (EZLN). or

the Zapatistas.

While the Mexican govern-

ment has taken a recent interest in

Chiapas, the indigerxnis struggles

do not rate high on its list of prior-

ities. Mineral and petroleum

exploration, commercial timber

contracts for multinational com-

panies and five-star hotels threat-

en the Chiapas people and their

land The revolutionary group, the

Zapatistas, named after the hero

of the Mexican Revolution,

Zapata, began in a place that was

never deemed newswonhy for the

public opinion makers, and

brought a worldwide spotlight to

Chiapas and a llash of hope to its

people The Zapatistas ftave been

busy buikiing autortonKMiS com-

munities that number in the ihou-

sarxJs. whik: calling lur lixligenous

rights aixl democracy The group

has taken the list o^ indigenous

needs, through uprisings and

maahes. and placed it on the

Mexkan government's lap

On Ian I. 1994, the North

American Free Trade Agreement

(NAFTA) was signed. alk>wing a

free trade zone between Mexico,

the U.S and Canada and resulting

in the privatization of all Luxl.

deep cuts in social progranvs arxJ

an emphasis on export pruduc

tkan The agreement, while strip-

ping the indigenous population of

their land and labor rights, was

signed with no partk;ipation from

the indigenous population That

day the Zapatistas held eight

uprisings scattered throughout

Chiapas, one in the small, and

now popular town of San

Cristobal de las Casas. On Jan. I

,

2004 my sister and I sat in the San

Cristobal plaza, where only 10

yeans earlier the lire crackers had

been gunshots and the yells of cel-

ebration had been exclamations of

revolution. The uprising cost lives

and although it did not make

enough significant change on the

governmental level, the people of

Chiapas have evidently remained

eternally grateful.

During the day the plaza is

filled with vendors selling shirts

displaying ihc face of Zapatista

Commander Marcos. Zapatista

dolls, recordings from the com
manders and literary journals ded-

icated to the movement. The peo-

ple themselves light up in conver-

satkin about the Zapatistas, never

hesitating to share their apprecia

lion and their hopes for peace and

civil rights That night I found thai

for the peopk; of Chiapas the cele-

bration of the New Year came sec

ond to the cefcbratk>n of a contin

uing movement.

Before leaving Chiapas, I

bought a small 2^patisu doll to

take home The doll and all that it

symbolizes seems akme here, in a

country where- passK>n for soi.ial

change is devalued by the govern-

ment and where those living in

poverty often go unixjticed by tfw

government and mainstream

media
Speruling more time in

Chiapas woukl be kkal, but is t.ur-

rently a challenge. Continuing to

be committed to lighting against

ihe suffenng and injustice soni

milted against its peopk; is rvjt

ferrun Salmker is a i'ullegiun

columnist who spent time in

Chiapas. Mexico over winter

vacation.

I didn't know I was a Nazi
In lad. my own grandparents were persecuted

hv the Nazis in Italy only about sixty years ago. One
ihcn can irnagirv,* that I was less than pleased upon

seeing n canoon ol Arid Sharon silting on a throne

with a lewish star engraved with a swastika iruide

It in a recent copy of a kxal newspaper in Cairo

during my travels to the pyramids

Shockingly, the cartoon resembled some-

thing one might ve seen during pre

Holocaust Europe.

During my travels throughout lordan and Egypt

this winter break. I was careful to avoid religion

and politics, but the ineviuble doom they carry

over all of us didn't seem to elude me Luckily, their

presence in the Islamic Middle East

enlightened me somewhat regard-

ing the situation I observe everyday

in Israel: however, their affect on

the Muslim world unfortunately is

paramount ar>d inexorable

Most of my experiences with

Jordanian and Egyptian Arabs were

more than pleasant. As people on

the whole, they were uncondition-

ally hospitable and tourist-friendly.

Constantly offering my frietxls and

me tea as a sign of their hospitality,

they were eager to help us in our

travels btkI seemed glad to see us

there. Traveling with Canadians. I

couldn't escape the friendly

"Canada Dry" shouts everywhere

we went. It was clear to me that

they too. were normal people sim-

ply trying to live their lives in com-

fort and peace.

It was for this reason that my incessant interac-

tion with the Arab media was all the more bother-

some. Everywhere I turned, there was anti-

Israel/lewish diatribe being spewed in my face. In

my few related interactions with Arabs, the

response was unfavorable, my felucca (Egyptian

boat) captain even comparing the Israeli Prime

Minister to Osama bin Ladin. I couldn't help but

wonder why it was all necessary; to infiltrate hatred

upon a people who would otherwise be apathetic.

Egypt made peace with Israel almost thirty

years ago — why all the hostility? The Israeli atti-

tude is quite the opposite; in fact, many of my
Israeli friends have traveled for their vacation to

the formerly Israeli-possessed Sinai Peninsula,

where they are distastefully tolerated.

In response to the continuous onslaught of anti-

Semitic cartoons in Egypt, the anti-Defamation

League issued a poster which read "You have the

power. President Mubarak, to stop the anti-Semitic

hate in Egypt. Use it." What I gathered through my
travels was the sad reality that Arabs in the Middle

East are puppets of aniiSemitk; propaganda. I

made many Arab friends, but I still feared disclos-

ing my religion to them. If all you kntnv is Al-

lazc-era and Sawa Radio, without even the ability to

gather your information from other sources, why

would one think any differently than what he/she

is told?

IBJII ViUlB While visiting the brilliant ruins in Pctra.
^"^"""^~~ my friends and I sought refuge from the

pouring rain and cold in a small Bedouin tent We
were warmly welcomed by many men all garbed in

red and white kafiyyahs. a camphrc. and tea. We
sat for a while; I practiced my Arabic, and was

even interviewed in Spanish by fellow tourists film-

ing for a television program in

Argentina. We must've been staying

there for half an hour just laughing

and having a good time, when one

of the larger men got up from the

circle and went to the entrance of

the tent with his back facing us. I

shuddered when, to my alarm and

horror, he Krcamed to the outdoors

"Yahuud." (the word for jews in

Arabic) and all eyes quickly shifted

on us. Luckily we managed to woo
the crowd back to laughter, but the

moment alone provided me with

enough angst for the rest of the day.

Director of Television Studies at

the American University of Cairo

and former NBC bureau chief.

Abdullah Schleiffer made reference

to the Egyptian attitude in a BBC
News interview. "But they know

nothing, they don' t understand Israel or the jews

because they don' t read or study, so you get all this

ludicrous stuff."

ADL President Abraham Foxman proposed

allocating $100 million as US aid to Egypt this year

to be put it into an escrow account until a respon-

sible authority in Egypt begins to speak against

anti-Semitism in the Egyptian press.

The situation here in the Middle East is sad and

unfortunate. I honestly wish 1 had a solution up my
sleeve to circulate throughout the region, but the

fact is, the core of the problem is something so

deep and resonant that it will take at least genera-

tions of re-education, if that, to turn the sentiment

around. It is imperative that we, as educated

Americans, spread our knowledge of the situation

to everyone we know and urge our government
leaders to work on the shift in education in the

Middle East to a one of a positive and peaceful out-

look toward all peoples, regardless of religion, race

or creed.

Leah Vitale is a Collegian columnist that spent

time in Jordan and Egypt over winter vacation.

During my travels

throughout Jordan

and Egypt this

winter break, I

was careful to

avoid religion and

politics, but ttie

inevitable doom

they carry over all

of us wouldn' t

seem to elude me.
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New art show
meshes fruits

By Deborah Geiger
IxiLLii.iAN Staff

Fruit; it's not just for breakfast anymore.

Sam van Aken's newest exhibit. "Hybrids." located

.11 I he Hampden Art Gallery in the Southwest residen

liiil area of the University of Massachusetts, is sure to

thrill the senses. It's a show that's sure to shock, and

make you question what is real, and more importantly.

^^hen is snack time?

Enter the gallery and you'll be standing amongst 20

Kill wcKxlen stands that look like giant paper towel

rolls. Scattered up and down them are

small Plexiglas squares each holding a

"hybrid," the artist's name for wax

fruit melted together

In seeing the exhibit one may be

reminded of a colorful DNA helix, the

work ultimately makes a statemeni

about modified foods, science, and

genetics. Each piece of fruit is careful-

ly thought out, simply and brilliantly

into an antalgamation of two, three,

four pieces stemming off of, out of. or

into one other seamlessly The

I'k viglas squares are clear and allow the viewer to see

ilk underside of each piece of fruit, sometimes the

most vital part The wax fruits look as if they arc giv-

piij- hirih to other fruits, making "Hybrids" a metaphor-

k.il and NVinbolic exhibit on many levels — artistically,

|v>litically. and sexually.

Each colorful and vivid piece of fruit looks almost

K.KJ enough to eat: from bright crimson raspberries to

I Ik ^punpled skin of a juicy pear; and even an apple

-pawninj; ulf two new appks It seems innocent at first;

1 i>limi Mis >imply inside a yellow apple; blueberries are

I
icvNcd softly into a banana, like binhday candles del-

u.iiel\ pressed into fresh frosting. Grapes seem to ooie

Lii i>i a plum, while a kiwi looks like it is being sucked

iiM a fuziv peach like a vacuum. Perfect shiny berries

-11 comfortably scattered in the skin of an orange; all

u-ual. everyday fruits tun>ed into a sensory experience

Il will leave a strange taste in your mouth, but rais-

>.- .in imponant political and social issue; just hcjw

much can we interfere with nature? How much modi-

' ..n ..in humans ethically do to food? And what

il.c voiisequciKcs be?

ITiere's more; beyond the 20 fruit helixes in the

back, a pile of wood crates sit on the floor, like a gour

met food store display. Each crate is lined with bright

1 1 1 issue paper and upon closer inspection, the fruit

, .>iicn faakier The artist used even more bizarre

.iikI diirini? hybrid" lor the crate displays; but the fruits

..re still so cobrful and creepy that one cannot easily

in awav and forget them.

Dr ChM«n V. Smith of the University of Maine

%v ritrik. "'Hybfida' is not |ust an attack on gciKtic engi-

n cling, but » meditation on the hunuin propensity to

iiphIiIv nature."

Hv taking the everyday comfort of a banana, bui

.ulding a bitarre and unnatural rwist like a birthing

rfppk' on top of it. you might just have to ask yourself.

« hat arc these strange objects? How have the come to

Iv here'' Arc they real, artificial, or something else?

Many art exhibits make interesting statements, but

I h hrids" i^i one of the few exhibits whose statement is

both a question and

y

'XI I IV iMincTs motorized ice racing to the Mullins Center

By Glen Strai h

(.'uLLtciAN Staff

The usual audience at the Mullins Center is no

stranger to loud and boisterous sounds. At ath-

letic events its the Public Address announcer,

the puck hitting the boards or the rowdy stu-

dents who yell obnoxious chants. At the concerts

that come through the University of

Massachusetts campus, the music blaring out of

the speakers can at times be rough on the

eardrums.

However tonight in the Bill, the deci-

bel level could reach an all-time high

when the roar of 500 CC. 4-valve engines

zoom around the arena ice.

Controlling those roars will be the

members of "Xtreme International Ice

Racing" — a group of professional ice-

racing speedway bike and quad-racer rid-

ers touring the United States, competing

for the ultimate title — a cash prize at the

end of the season. The road to the money

continues tonight in Amhersi. Mass.

"This is as real as it gets, it's not just a show.

It s not like the WWF." "XIIR" co-director and

three time Speedway Bike Ice Racing World

Champion Anthony "British Bulldog" Barlow

said. "We are going to have 12 serious races on

the bikes and 12 serious races on the all-fours.

It's extremely competitive."

The bikes and four-wheelers

being driven in tonight's event
,

are not the average machines

you see on the X -Games, The —
vehicles lack brakes for easy _
sliding around the rink and

have over 500 razor sharp steel "j

studs on each wheel lor some

traction The vehicles have incredi

ble speed on the ice as thcv san )?u from

60 mph in three seconds

The giant Mullins Center rink ili.t

normally holds 1 2 Herculean hockes

players comfortably will suddenly

look miniscule when three quads or '

four bikes are on the ice racing side 'a

A s

by side, making extremely tight turns.

"I have driven on both dirt and ice and I have

to say the ice is a lot more exciting. " three-time

quad World Champion and co-director Louis

"Taz Man" Smith said "It's a real challenge hav-

ing no brakes riding on the ice."

"XIIR" is comprised of 15 riders (four quad

and 1 1 speed bike) coming from all around

Europe and America, Some are as young as 14

years old like |oc "Kamikaze Kid" Garrison or as

old as ^'J-vear-old Eddie "Ice Man"
Kelley,

The tout made its debut last month in

Cincinnati, Ohio at the US Bank Arena

and has continued along on its eight stop

route.

"The crowds have been great and I

think it's a real amazing sight watching

these riders do their stuff." Barlow said,

"W'e had about 'l.OOO fans when we were

in Tampa jEla j last week."

"This is our only New England >u r

and I promise people \»ill not be disap-

pointed if thcv come to check us out." he

dddci,!

MIR"
starts tonight the

.. Mullins Center

^^at 7 p m.

Ticket prices

ungc Irom $b-

>I2 and there i*

$2 discount lot

idents with

pioper ID Tickets

can be purchased at

ihc Mullins Center

Box Office or by

Ticketmasler.

;^ r?

^j

IP

Aken's works are fusiofu like

this siMwherry -birthing apple.

an answer Viewers

may think about this

exhibit for days

afterward.

Hybrids will be

on display at the

Hampden Art Gal-

lery from |an. 28

through March 5.

There will be a

gallery talk on
March 4 at 4 p.m.,

and a closing recep-

tion on March 5

from 4-6 p.m.
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Very twisted entertainment at UMass NeW SCi-fi drama flick

warrants a double-takeBy Camer(1n J. W»H)H«.

l^OI LK.IAN Si Af>

If you arc looking for something altogeth-

er twisted to do Friday night, something that

will not drain your wallet or your brain cells.

then the Bowker Auditorium is the place to

be. The University of Massachusetts

Amherst's Residential Arts progniin

will present the extraordinary coniui

tion artist/performer Maureen

Fleming. The show will start at 8

p.m. and tickets will be on sale in

advance and at the Bowker auditoii

um box office on the night of the per

formance, they are S5 for siudcni--

and $12 for general admission.

Fleming - born in lapan and the

daughter of an American Navy

Lieutenant - studied under renowned

dance instructor Kazuo Ohno. She

later went on to perform with Ohno's son

Yoshito Ohno. Since the early 1980's Fleming

has made a name for herself ihroughoui

Western Europe and in the United Suites with

performances that combine iradiiional and

classical concepts with her unique uilents

She later went on to become an arlisl-in-resi-

dence at New York's La MaMa ETC in 1^84

Since 1994, she has conducted workshops at

New York University's Tisch School of the

Arts.

Though Friday's is to be a solo perform

ance, Fleming did not perfect this artistic

venture alone. To do this she has enlisted the

help of dance photographer Lois Greenfield,

photographer Tadayuki N.iitoh. video artist

leff Bush, light and visual artist Chris Odo.

and ikebana artist and stage art designer

Gaho Taniguchi. This team of talented artists

has pooled their originality into a perform-

ance that - though simple in its physical com-

ponents - is rich in expression and meaning.

Being able to contort her body is not a gift

that Fleming was born with. A childhood car

Decay of

the Angel'

Friday. Feb. 6

Bowker

UMass

accident left her body's cartilage exceptional-

ly ductile as a result of the tremendous stress

and trauma. Even knowing that her body is

exceptionally limber, it is hard to believe the

shapes that Fleming can mold, stretch, bend,

and twist her frame into. The chance to see

this extraordinary choreography, which is

^.^^ renowned on five continents, is an

opportunity not to be missed.

Friday, Fleming will perform her

piece entitled. "Decay of the Angel."

Through her unique motions and

bodily configurations she will

attempt to capture the essence of the

transformations in a woman' s life

from birth through death and all of

the extreme emotions that mark the

passage from one stage to the next.

This should prove to be a unique

experience for both the experienced

ihespian as well as for those who are

neophytes in the world of stage performance.

rUt 'U IM 1 11 'HTF.SY M|s 1 ;i<rrNHKi 1

For more than twenty years Maureen

Fleminn has taken her talent and unique abil-

ities around the world.

By Johnny D*is,\lhs*)n

I'm IK. IAN Staff

Here's what's offered up for

entertainment in "The Bullerflv

Effect;" kiddie porn, a woniiin am
h.iby blown to hits by dynaniiie. a

dog being burned alive and a child

si>ciopath being stabbed in the back

with a shard of metal. It's nol cvact

K the most pleasant way to spend an

evening at the movies, but ihc lilni

has a grim, disorienting powci li

an intense, unnerving mind

trip nightmare in which

.Ashton Kutcher — he of the

omnipresent trucker hats

and pretty -boy smirk -

gets involved in ihc ulli-

male cosmic "punking."

"The Butterfly Effect'

will probably be better

known as the movie in

which Kutcher gets all scii

ous. Can Demi Moore's cui

rent boy toy actually act

'

Let's just say that the actor

doesn't embarrass himsell.

Kutcher. wearing a scniflv

goalee as if to signilv his

serious actor intentions,

emotes as Evan rieborn. a

brainy college psych major

with a laniiK history of insanity. His

father was locked away in an asyhmi

lor claiminp he could li\ problems jn

the past; Ivan, nicanwhile. has ii

longlinic aflliction. which is block-

ing out painful memories from his

past. Trying to dig up memories

irom his past involving his child-

'The Butterfly

Effect'

Direcied by

J MacKye Grubei

[lie Bress

Siarring

Asl)iDfi Kuicliet

Amy Small

New line Cinema

naied R

l Umin s

Giade

Kutcher plavs Evan TreK»m

in "The Rutterilv Effivt."

hocKl sweetheart Kavlcighs

shady, creepy lather, he vis-

its the troubled ^\r\ (played,

as an advill. h\ Amy Smart 1.

which loads \o her possibly

inevitable suicide.

"The Biiitcrllv l.llcci"

stems from that chaos theo-

ry concept ihat states that if

a butlcillv were to llap its

wing in -Asia it coulil cause

a hurricane in North America. I' van

has kepi detailed journals ol his life

ever since he was •^cvcn. when he

drew a disiurhinglv jiraphic (and

stranpclv artful) picture in class.

College-age Ivan, meanwhile, dis-

covers that, for reasons left unex-

See BirrrtRFLY on page 6
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Prominent Noise artist Prurient achieves goal of offending
——^—————^^——— -7,.^ ar^i MiL» Pottrm nhr^ fifnifv^ an fxri^Ks M» riiHiiivlHni M-nsiirv exnliMtitins. attemDt to follow the Doetic verscs M lite biuadcasi.

Bv TivHrrHY Gabrieu
(.lIlltl.lAN Si Ahh

SonKnimcs I pui on Pi-urient to vent.

SmiictimcN I'll slip u little IMiricnt into the

CD ua> lo scare people out o( inv room

when I need to siuiJ>. The> get the message

almost instantly.

The music Prurient makes.

man> detractors might say. is noi

music ai all but rather ju>i

"noise In the case of this panic

ular brand ol assaultive sonic

odium, the term proved apt and

Noise music has gone on to be

perpetualK disliked, chronically

avoided, and, arguably, rightly dis-

missed.

Therein lies the problem of

tliiuugh the torturous gallow>, of new

Noise a'k»sc> OnK a hartdful of people

even kiK)w Noise exists and the anwunt ol

thai sekct few that enjov the music is

eMremely small The mid "XK saw a partial

sifting

Zorn and Mike Ration (three figures

reviled by "real" noise artists) all did their

respective dabblings in the genre

However, even for those in Noise's most

hardcore contingency, keeping up with

trends creates its own hurdles. Noise artists

are hopek»sly pmlilic ( lapanese Noise leg-

end Merzbow once reWased a 50

CD "Merzbox" release thai bank-

rupted the company that

launched it). Of the endless seven

inches that even the most inde-

pendent of stores will not attempt

to sell, 'i'b percent of it is total dis-

pensable garbage. Here's the

thing though: that's the point.

As a performance art that —
for the most part — does noi disguise itself

as folk bands and decimate the eardrums

of Surbucks patrons. Noise artists are

overall preaching to the perverted, convert-

ed minds that will already actively seek this

MulT out. The new artistry is in wasting the

lime of their im»t bebved fans, assaulting

irge in interest as Thurston Moore. |ohn them with tedium and flooding them with

an excess of redundant sensory expkisions.

Whereas other scaa-mongering atonal arts

have tried beloa- to adequately represent

misanthropv via headphones. Noise is the

anti-populist artfonii. It i;* a space that no

one can share, G,G. Allin may have thmwTi

feces at you, but Pruiient doesn't think

you're worth it.

The most shocking pan of "Troubled

Sleep," then, is the hean ii wears under-

neath its decadent and tattered exoskele-

ton. Underneath the feedback and inpul

output mix-ups. Pruncni. from Providence,

R.I.. recilCN foniier-NPR huM k'an Keraca's

dark but eloquent poems on confronting

death over the course of the eight tracks.

Though faithfully reprinted in the liner

notes, it is hard tor an untrained ear to

establish a connection between JVurient's

demonic vocal dawdlings, howls and

tantrums and the ver>es thai run down the

CD jacket. Comically, the liner notes insist,

"In most cases ttie lyrics can be folbwed,"

Resi as>ured Noise fans, it would be an

arduous and paiieni process to even

attempt to follow the poetk: verses

Prurient slobbers them outward.

This does not mean that the lyrics are

placed within the pieces arbitrarily Quite

the contrary; it is the words of Feraca's text

that physically make the musk. In per-

lonnance. Prurient appears simply by him-

self with his mkrophone. amplifiers and

effects pedals. There is little reason to sus-

pect that his instrumenwl lineup has

changed on "Troubksd Skwp." Each track is

therefore entirely made up of the processed

sounds of Prurient speaking Feraca's

words.

The tender vulnerability of Feraca's

lines may be a chore to extract, but there's

no denying thai they are firmly in plaa*. It's

as if the "Troubled Sleep* were an okl

record found in your craA great uncle's

attk: still barely functional after having sur-

vived years of wear and tear. And that

recording was a second-generation master

originally recorded over the radio on a sta-

tion that dkln't come in. And ifiat sution

was picking up a signal from an alien satel-

lite broadcast.

With Noise being mostly a performative

art. it makes more sense for the decon-

structionisi architects of the geniv to make

albunu like "Troubled Sleep "
rather than

bore and annoy fans and haters alike with

exhausting, self-indulgent migraine fesis or

insincere schkxk-value horror hoodoo.

Mast of it cannot light a candk; next lo

Prurient's primordial catharsis and pure

vision of anisiic integiity. This is ik>i lo say

that we UK witnessing the "eino" of Noise.

Naysayers are welcome to invite them-

selves to hold their Emperor records and

closeup glossies ol 50 Cent's nine gunshot

wounds against the tetanus inducing

aggression exhibited here on "Troubled

Sleep" any day.

For an artist whose g^enre's ultimate

goal appears at times to be little more than

self-desi ruction. Prurient has brought

some much-need«l structure and disci-

pline to the form, even il it is nK>stly psy-

chic ratfier than cxmiposilionallv ba.Ncd.

Call it "growing up" if you will.
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The only way to cap the perfect season
Bv RiCHARl* C. LtW IS

A>M>1 IArK> PKhsN

WARWICK. R.I. (AP) —
Nick Iz/i arrived at a large

sporting goods store at 7 am
Monday, on the hunt for the

prized baseball caps worn by

New England Pairioi> players

following the ieam"> M-I'i

Super Howl victory over

Carolina

The 20-year-old looked at

the crowd of about 1 50 people

waiting outside and came up

with a belter idea: Why fight

the crowds in the cold when he

could wait at a smaller store

where it was warm?

Chalk one up for Nick, who
spent ihree hours with a cup of

coffee inside the Warwick Mall

and had no problem scoring a

dozen of the collectible caps.

The hats were a hot com-

moditv as crowds jammed
stores throughout New
England the day after the

Patriots' second Super Bowl

title in three years, snapping

up the champions' merchan-

dise almost as quickly as the

goods hit the shelves.

"I just bought the hats."

l/.zi said, outfitted in a Patriots

jersey with linebacker Tedy

Bruschi's No. 54 and wearing

one of the $24.99 caps, with

the "locker room" hologram

still stuck on the bill. "I could-

n't afford anything more."

At a Dick's Sporting Goods
store in West Springfield.

.Mass., customers began lining

up for Patriots merchandise

before daybreak.

A scrum of about l(X) peo-

ple mobbed the store when ii

opened at 5:^0 a.m. Employee^

handed each customer a ticket,

good for two of the locker

room hats.

Rick Hooper, an environ-

mental police officer from

Granby. Mass . was one of the

first through ihe door. With

one hat on his head and anoth-

er headed for his mantle, the

^H-vear-old was waiting with

other die-hard fans for more

hats to arrive

"I've had such a blast jusi

standing here all morning talk

ing lu people about last night's

game." he said. "Its just amaz-

ing

At Mirror Image in

I'.iv^iucket. owner Rick Roth

and his 15 employees

watched the Super Bowl on a

small television in the compa
ny's printing room, anxiously

wailing to see whether the

Patriots would win. and the

presses would start stamping

out Supei lUiv* I T ^hiri»
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Shear Bliss
Fantastic one time

student packagel

For $60 you receive.

*A Perfect haircurl

*.Aveda mini-facial with

hut ti>wel!

* 10 Face framing f«nU!

*C^»mpletc' make «ner

*'^i:5 v.tliie

satings ()/ 65$.'
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First 50 callers! j

I« Time customers onS.' .

Ends Fehruary 29! |

Call Today 253-2322 I

-XtTi'vv /rum I

MomN^^Hv on ftf 116 I

r/=

12:30-1:45 pm l.-00-2:l5pm

Yoga Flow 1

2

Yb0i Baoic-s 1

2

2:00-): 15 pm 2:30-3:45 pm
Power Xbjp 2-J Inlermeditate 2 )

Classes in Bi)yden 10

lCaMaesfltaftPtb.2l

DROP JN tp any lcveH»pj>ropi1«te cl

( >nly $IO

OR
jJGtJ \T fill iMl—M riflBMr ft lAvrn

I cluk» per wrek/Il wtrrk.* $75

2 rJMMrt prr wvrk/t3 wreks $145

Regtoter through Campus RicwHnn Boy<kn 215

4U-545-0022 www.uma»i.edti/umim

Computer Science

Computer Engineering

Electrical Engineering

Opportunitiet are available in the following areas:

Mechanical Engineering

Math

Physics

Systems Engineering

Aeronautical Engineering

Optics

Check out our website at rayjobJ.com/cainpus for further information, including our Campus Recruiting Events.

Start youi |ob search by clicking Wnd a Job.

The power of applied intelligence.

rayjobs.com/campus

Onp of the most admired defense and aerospace systems suppliers through

-• orldclass people and technology Our focus is developing great talent

.T oar:, All iiflhts rjM-ytf^ Rdyif.fo" IS «i HQM' opDO<tijnity wnplpyrf and wtkann

Raytheon
Customer Success Is Our Mission

A timeless 'Effect'
mnBirur from ptot s

plained, when he reads certain

entries from his journals he's

catapulted back in time, where

he tan manipulate events lo

make things right. As in all such

stories, his changes in the past

affect lives in the future.

Young Evan lells off

Kaylcigh's drunken, pedophile

father (a chillingly slimy Eric

Stoltzl and wakes up as a frat

boy. a sweetly smiling Kayleigh

on hii arm. Unfortunately, the

girl's twisted, sociopathic

brother is now an ex-asylum

inmate and a bat-waving loser

and a violent ahercation leaves

Evan facing Aryan neo-Nazi

rapists in jail. So it's back to

the future with even worse

results.

The rocky road ahead is lit-

tered with priiton sex, paraple-

gia, madness and child murder-

ers among other niceties. The

writer-directors, I Matkye

Cruber and Eric Bress ("Hnal

Destination 2'*> revel in the cru

elties that befall their characler>.

but the squirniv unpleasanine>.>

keeps "The Buiierlly I fleet

from descending into >illines>

The movie sidesteps exploitation

so thai the perversities come oil

as sad and tragic rather th.m us

sick and twisted

Kutcher admirahU ^l^^.^ lii^

all, and he acquiis hiniMll well

enough, unfortunately, he Uitk-

the presence that would push ilu

movie over the lop. Faring beiiei

is Smart, who's mvjie ulicn used

as blonde vnndovs Jic-mii^ mi

movies like "Road Trip." Here

she's asked to go from s>*eei

bland sorority girl to starred,

cynical junkie/prostitute '^H

does so with aplomb.

The movie, as ab-

often sounds, retains j i

cination. Too bad il doesn i

exude the power that it cooM

-llPWDMm^

NiC|lil Cliih no

APPLY IN PfRSON ONLY

www.hdrome.com

RAIN MICMTCLUB

I
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A title for the fans of New England

I'M SllUIVAN/ASSt II lATU > fStSs

NFL cummiKkiiHier Paul Tagliabue prekenls Turn Brady with the

Super Bowl MVP Award.
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IMIIZEUJ from page 10

You also knew subtle things

like the fact that teams never

returned kicks on the Pats

because they had Larry

Whigham. and that Shawn
lelTerson only caught bombs.

There was a lot to remember

from that era: Timpson in the

comer of the end zone to beat

the Dolphins in "'^3, and Turner

in the opposite corner to down
the Vikings a year later. Dan and

Drew in the mud and seven

straight to make the playoffs in

'94. Curtis Martin bursting onto

the scene in ''JS and the magical

run in '96 when the fog rolled in.

the lights went out and when ihe

smoke cleared Kraft had his fran-

chise Super Bowl bound.

There were also some bumps

along the road: falling short at the

Dog Pound, watching Mike

V rabel strip Bledsoe in the wan-

ing seconds of a 7-b playoff loss,

getting annihilated by lacksonville

behind old buddy Scott Zolak.

the hiring of one Pete Carroll and.

slightl) more obscure, the first

time I ever dropped the h-bomb

in front of ni\ mom: a rip-your-

taHc calk, uik alK. talk. .

to any phone in the \woHd

The Best Phone Bill

Is No Phone Bill.

FREE pfwM tarvK* imanily

www^ominutenun.com

Th- Hr*»% 3—> FitrwM S W»»l«l Clue

Ultimate
Lacttma M ih* S*ao A %ho» Plaza For mor* information call

en nouM 9 2S3-7S71

Full Aerobics Programs included i^rlth memberehip:
Cardio Kickboxing

Yoga

And Many More

Nutritional Con»ult*tlon / Tannin* / SMtna / Julo* W^mr « •uMplainanta / Paraanal T»-alnlna

/li. ilmWa /

:n*oumlMint Blk«« /

iUf*oyol« UpHflHt

/ Pr*oor /

\Grt»mmtrmtnmrm I Body

;Mai*t*rs and lc«rian

W*isht« / CytMX :

iCIroult / "n-alnlrtg

Semester Special $160
Now offering aerobics only memberships!

UNLIMITED TANNING!
For S39

with Purcha** of Semastar Special

NO ENROLLMENT FEE!!

Inquire About

heart-oul-and-stoiiip on-it loss lu

the Steelers ai home in which

good ol' Drew did some stupid

flip of the football late in ihc

fourth quarter that landed right in

the harids of some Sieeler line

man named Kevin Henr\

Remember him? I do.

But alas, here we are in the

present, once again champions ol

the football galaxy. Kraft linalh

achieved exactly what he had

planned on He constructed from

the ground up a sturdy, fontiida-

ble franchise built around, ami

with, its fan base in mind. One-

dedicated to hard work, proles

sionalisni and most imf)ortanil>,

winning.

And Tuesda>. there the\ were

over a million strong in the hean

of Boston. Cheering, chanting,

screaming and lusting for their

players, their heroes, their team.

The fans of New Fngland — par

lial owners and builders ol ihc

greatest franchi.se in the sporting

realm — had their day on

Tuesday.

A day we righilulh deserved.

Wike \lurzclli i> a Collenian

columnist III- luii be reached at

\tarzeHt_colU%iutMyahoo.cum

\r MAhllt^fA-t^kiAikiiCKl-*".

Palrio«'> owner Hobtrl Kr.ill hi>IJ> tht- 1 timbardi Trophy after the

Patriots victory in Super Btml XW'lll.

HAMPSHIRE fITNESS

90 Gatehouse Road, Off Rt. 9 IWo miles East of Amherst Center • On the Bus Route

it.com .\J^^

Click On: »

•CU^s S«hcdulc

• Pool

• Courts
I

Hampshire Fitness Club has it all for you

Full size Indoor Pool • Cybex Free Weight • Aerobics/Step/Bosu

Aqua Aerobics • Full Court Basketball • Cardio Vascular

Cybex Nautilus Circuit • Volleyball Equiptment

Boxing Studio

Indoor Tennis

Jacuzzi/Saunas

Yoga/Pilates

Join now for a semester special of 1

5

WEEKS FOR $179* plus A FREE TEE-SHIRT

•FO« STUDINTS

MT^tc'Card
1 J^SA^ Open 6am to 10pm Mon-Fri

Sam to 9pm Sat-Sun
Tel

2S6-6446

THK

(an RS(J

BOLTWOOD
PROJECT '

A STl DKNT / (OMMl'MTY .SKRVICK LF.ARMN(; PR<)(iRAM

iO ami Depl. of Landscape Architecture & Rct>u>nal Planning sponsored prog.)

RFACH OUT—AND BK(OMK A SPECIAL KRIKNI) TO PEOPLE WITH SPECIAL
NF^'DS

Your life »;// NKVLR he the same!

..EARN 1-2 CREDITS "(JAIN VAI.l ABI.K KXPKRIKNt K

"RKWARDINt;. < HAI.I.fN(;lN<;. and H N

Sprins Semester 2(M)4 — Recruitment Nights

You mUil »<"""' <-''^'^ "' '^'^'•' "">'l"'f- JlitiAVfiaiUiU. '-vcn II you h.ivo participalcd before'

6:0(1-8:00 PM (Note: Prompt slamng lime!!!)

R.M.m 16M ( ampus (enter for all meetings -Feb. 2 (Mon) -Feb. 3 (Tues) R.Mim 101 for -Feb. 4 (Wed)

•Assi^nmenl n..lilication OMJ TTiurs, Feb .Mh & BoHw.kxI table CC Concourse

/V(i iflrpitt<nc inquiiir\ YOll lor a fncncll muM pickup the noiifuaiinn Itlier"'

Volunteer, while earning credit! .
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Masella hired by CCSU
By MlKl Marzelli

(. jllLtl.lAN StAI-f

The University of

\1as,sa<.husetts now has one less

candidate lur its head coaching

position, which was vacated when

former coach Mark Whipple

agreed to become the quarter

backs coach lor the NFL's

Pittsburgh Steele rs.

Torn Masella. a fomwr head

coach at Boston University who

has served a> Whipple's defensive

iK.idinaiur each of the last two

-(.•iiM,)iis. has agreed to become the

next head football coach at Central

Connecticut State University.

"It bcxanu; prettv clear over the

weekeiKl. " Ma.selia was quoted as

saving Mundav. "I would have

loved to have stayed and be the

cua^h at UMass But I figured i1

ihe> hadn't naiiK-d a coach Irotn

the current stall by now, they were

tioing in a diffea-ni direction.

Masella lakes over a CCSU
program in tuniioil following the

dismis,sal of coach Paul Schudel.

\*hich included an internal audit

requested by president Richard

ludd that eventually exonerated

Schudel after rumors began circu-

lating that the coach was improp-

erly handling meal nioney

Prior to his tenure at UMass,

Masella served as the defensive

coordinator at Division I

Louisiana Tixh, where in 200 1 his

defense ranked 1 5th in the nation

in turnovers forced and I Ith in

interceptions.

He is also returning to

Connecticut, where he previously

spent two years under then-coach

Skip Holtz as the Huskies assis-

tant head coach and secondary

coach.

"The situation at Central was

just what I was looking for,"

Masella said. "It's nice to be want-

ed

\> lor Massachusetts, sources

indicate that the University woukl

like to name an athletic director,

as well as a new football coach,

within the next seven days.

However, the Universitv has said

it will name a new AD prior to till-

ing am nuching vacancv.

P^

ey.com/us/careers

Tigers ink Rodriguez

to four-year contract
By Larry Lage
AssociATtn PRtSS

Ridin' High

Art Bi>v*crs and the Minutemcn won their fourth consecutive

game, 74-61 over Rider Tueiwlav night in Trenton, N.J.

DETROIT — The Tigers

were tired of losing. So they

went out and got a World

Series winner — who actually

wanted to play in Detroit.

Ivan Rodriguez, the MVP of

the NL championship series

who helped the Florida Marlins

win the World Scries, finalized

a $40 million, four-year deal

with the Tigers on Monday.

"We needed to do some-

thing," Tigers owner Mike

Hitch said during a Monday
news conference. "We think

Rodriguez can help us because

we think he has a lot of base-

ball left in him. We really want-

ed him, and ultimately, he

wanted to be here
"

Even though the Tigers have

been talking with the 10-time

All-Star and 10 lime Cold

Glove winner for weeks and

were willing to pay him more

If you've got ambition,

we've got room. V

V
V

We set high standards. We want people who share them. People who want to work

on some of the most Interesting business issues, for some of the most prestigious

brands in the world. You'll need to be determined, but you'll never be on your own.

Because in our teams, you'll find the right experience, knowledge and support to bring

you along. The sky's the limit.

eU Ernst&YOUNG
Quality In Everything We Do

than any team, some thought

they wouldn't be able to lure

him to Detroit.

The Tigers haven't had a

winning record since 19*^5, and

lost an American League-

record 119 games last season.

They were one loss short of

baseball's post- 1 900 record for

futility, set by the 1962 New
York Mets.

But Rodriguez sounded like

the most optimistic fan in

Detroit on Monday.

"We're going to see this

organization. this Detroit

Tigers team, in the playoffs

very soon," Rodriguez said.

While some players, such as

former Tiger |uan Gonzalez,

dislike hitting in spacious

Comerica Park. Rodriguez

looks forward to it.

"I'm not a power hitter."

said Rodriguez, a .504 career

hitter with 251 homers and

914 RBls. "Im a gap hitter.

This field is going to be very

nice for me."

There are millions of rea-

sons for Rodriguez to say good

things about the lowlv Tigers

and their ballpark.

He will be paid $7 million

this year. $8 million in 2005

and $11 million each in 2006

and 2007. according to con-

tract information obtained by

The Associated Press The

Tigers have a $15 million

option for 2008 with a $5 mil-

lion buyout.

Rodriguez would get $50

million over five years if the

option is exercised or $40 mil-

lion over four if it's declined.

Detroit has protection

against lower back injuries. If

Rodriguez goes un the disabled

list for five or more weeks, the

Tigers would be able to end the

contract after two or three sea-

sons.

'It was a mutual risk,"

Tigers president and general

manager Dave Dombrowski
said of the deal.

Rodriguez was on the dis

abled list from June 6-27.

1992. because of a stress frac

ture in his back and a fractured

thumb. He was on the Dl. from

April 25 June 2. 2002. because

of a herniated disk in his lower

back, an injury that didn't

require surgery

"My back is m very goo«.l

shape." Rodriguez sjitj.' "tiki

year. I proved to everybody that

I'm healthy."

In 144 games last season.

Rodriguez hit 297 with 16

home runs and 84 RBls

He played 108. Ill and 91

games from 2000-02 with the

Rangers, after playing an aver-

age of 144 games the previous

five seasons.

"I think I'm going to be

fine." Rodriguez said.

Rodriguez had a $10 mil-

lion, one-year deal with the

Marlins last season. He asked

for a $40 million, four-year

contract from Florida, which

broke off talks Dec. 7.

Rodriguez said the reported

offer of $24 million over three

years from the Marlins was

inaccurate. Some of the money
in that proposal wasn't guaran

teed and much would have

been deferred.

"If that offer was true. I

would've probably taken that

offer, but it was not that offer,"

he said.

As giddy as the Tigers were

about their latest move, no one

was ready to project Detroit's

record this season.

"I'm just a little gun shy, to

be honest, in terms of making

predictions." manager Alan

Trammell said. "But I'm excit-

ed. I think you can tell that.

When you look at our projected

lineup from today and from a

year ago, it's night and day. We
should be significantly better,

but to put a number on it, 1

can't do thai."

The Tigers have been active

this offseason, but ihey hadn't

signed an undisputed star such

as Rodriguez.

Second baseman Fernando
Vina and outfielder Rondell

White agreed to $6 million,

two-year deals in December,

and starting pitcher lason

lohnson agreed to a $7 million,

two-year contract later that

month. Detroit also traded for

Seattle shortstop Carlos

Guillen.

Interested in

writing for

sportsP Come to

our meeting on

Sunday @ 4pm in

tlie Campus

Center basment
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163 Sunderland Rd. - N. Amherst
lust north of the aportments

Great new deck!

• Reggae Night Dante Party

Special Brew
( Rocks the House) , no cover

•Open Irish Seisiun

Drilling's 3 no cover

February Special!

Molson:
$2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher

"Start your own tradition."

ZlVxrO CCCOiS

llsll Ho«»PIK * lii l\>>l.iKi I). K.K>

55-- ^ l^r

Dining Commons Menu
D.C contact: 413-S4$-2626

LUNCH
• Bakt-d Zili

• kit km' Chicken

• Beans anci Rice

ivt'f'dni

DINNER
• Turkey Cutlet

• Roast Beet

• Madras Tofu Curry

Daily Weather Forecast
fcii Amherst

VVfDNESDAY
• High: 41

• Ltiw: 1 7

THURSDAY
. High: n
• I ( lu : IS

FRIiMY
. High; )0

. low: 21 fi'

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Clen Strjub

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Amt'lij P. I im uln

COPY EDITOR
Andrv\^ Merntt

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
('tx\ Ritsenlx^fi

PRODUCTION STAFF
Djvv Pessa/v Xk>ll\ Ef^gleston/

li'nmit'r (tiKUxliO

HOROSCOPES
aquarius • ian. 2o-FfH. is

Pick a I .inditbte and supjxxt them.

leo • lui.. 2J-AUG. 22

You re jusf mad because you don't have

a {(X)l hat like mine.

Qlilf
LU

z

Ik

UJ
H

a

When you control a man's

thinking you do not have to

worry about his actions.

-Dr. Cjrtvr (<. i\(XHison in Mi^-tiku iilion <>/ the \i\^ii>.

pisCeS • FfB 19.MAJt. 20 vIrgO • Al«,. 23-StPT. 22

t arc'lul «>t ^remlins breaking an.i fnuring IXni't |ust gel defxesH-d, try to make some

one else teel Iwd for yoo. Pity is fun.

libra • Sin. Jl-Orr. 22

Igntxe the distracticxis from ycxjr worlt.

aries • vuk ji-ai>k. m
win .iri' \(»ii such a lack hole^

taurus • apo. 2»-may 20

Remove your htxip earrings when com1>-

ing vtKjr hair.

gemini • m ' ii '^ -?'

Invt^it in erasable pens PtH)|)le make

lots of mistakes

cancer • 11N.22-111. 22

,\Uik<' Miiir plans more in the luture.

Scorpio • Oct 21-Nov 21

Bald men are hot!

Sagittarius • nov. 22-dk:. 21

IXin t |)ull (iown vour leather bustier,

thinj; mav fxip (HJf f>>f>s'

Capricorn • dk — 2 ian 19

You can tell a lot alxiut a (XTson by the

t>pe ot shoes they wear.
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\P\RTMrM fOR RfM

H.>l\trt CtkLis < Ivvl

niom. hiirdwi « d tli « >r-,

study areii in Kwincni.

Cable, iilcphnni' (inamii

acccs.--) in ,ill k\lri»>niN .inJ

sukiy. Nowsmm'iNt;
t.)rJUNF...ndSHITHM

BER. NO FEHS.

w-w-w.amhcTstliiKoliuc.il-

ty.com 2SV7H7y

Center I )t town I. -, ' I'l't

r<x>tn.s; h;irdw(«\l t\<*<r--

NOWSHOWINC". t..r

JUNK and SHlTKMFMiR.

NO FEES. ww-u.-imhcT-

stlincKlnrcaltv.unil 2^^-

7879

AtlTO fOR SAIE

i'iOO'.ll PulKcllnt>MlIKK.

HiMvJas, t ,"hev> '•-, Jn'I'^i

etc.Forllstin»r.l-H00-^19-

332? Ext. 4554

96Acc.)rd lOSKHiin-

Rteat RclialMc i.es> ili.iii

Kx.k value $45a^ 256-

1505

Sporty! Nis.san I'aihhnder

SE Utility 4il>'<'r with 4

wheeUlnvc 1W5. $4500 1-

4n-6«7-75iO

AUTO FOR SME

Excellent i..>nJitii>n. $1600

IISK. c:all 549-3930 210-

96^1 .All p.n."

IMPIOYMENT

5c\HjmrJ<>HsNY, I'A.

New Ent-laiul. i-HOO-443-

642^ www.siiinMieri.ini-

(xitiplovmeni I'Mii

( niiH- Line Entry Level on

K i.irJ p >Mti< >n>. availaNe,

^;^eat K-nehts. SiM.M)n.il or

Ycarr.»ind.94l-329-M34

www.c niiseeaaiTi.ci >in

Nonlianiplon Hicyvle.

Bicycle Sales, ajvseinhly,

miniir a-pair?^. Twenty plus

hours, or liill-linie now.

hill-liine siiinmer.

Experience strongly pre-

ferred. Oerry 5M6-38I0

5H<v4125

Rirtcnder Iriim-is

NeeJivl. $250.tX1adiiy

[Hitential. Local p)sitionN.

l-KV-295.WS5exi 516

P.P. Pouyh l>ri\ers ,ind

Kitchen Help Needed

AppK .11 \yV U«ii;h

IXiwritown AinherM

EMPIOVV^FNT

I .,\\n < ^:NAl)L^sl^,

A PRLMIER RF.Sll^N-

TIALsliMMERt:,AMr.

located in the Pocono

Ml nintains < it Pcnrwylva-

nia. (2 hours trotn New

York Cily .ind niil.idelph-

la). Our counM-'lots tcMcli,

stipiTvise, and share in the

iLiy-to-ilay experience ot

c.icli c.tniper, to^vther

lonninu LiMinK friendships

C>ir staff hrinjp enthiiMasni

ind inotiv,iiion ,is well .is

undersi.indiiit,' ,ind sensi-

tivity. We .ire looking tor

v(iialiticd statt to instniit

athletics, LRl WSI.

waterskiinu, w.ikeK lardinj;,

siilinu, jet skimj;, siuKi,

tennis, (iyninastics, ciok-

111(4, arts iSi crafts, outdoor

.hjvcniure; includmi; liiuli

and low ropes, cliinhini;

walls, mount.un hiking;,

motor hikes, fishing and

' niucli more. Excellent

tai limes ,ind (.'real sal. try!

ON CAMPUS INTER-

VIEWS, 2/23-2/27. Ciill

80O-H32-822H or ,ii-«ply »"-

line www.c.in.ideiisis com

•Bartcndin«"$250/l>jy

Potential. No Ex(X-rieiice

Ncsc. Training; pro\ ided. 1

aV-965-6520Ext.l62

FMPIOYMENT

Phoi.pv;r,iph\ nisilion

availaWe. Phot, vrtpher tot

Vniitew.iler iri|>s, S>me

pluito^r.iphv extXTieiiic

necessary. Wix-kends

Sprini; ,ind F.ill. Full Time

Summer siMson. (
".;ill 625-

22SM V.kIImu- 2/26/04

Summer Nanny pisitmn

t "..iriiii; lor 2 l>>ys 5 .ipkI ^^

Weekends Spring and F.ill.

Full Time (40 luHirsV

Experience pn-ferred (
"^ili

625-22N8.

VC'hltew.itcr R.ilt Kiiides

needed at Cr.ih Apj^le

Wliilew.iler, Full or P.irt-

Time )ol>.. No Ex|X'rieiice

necevsiry. Will tram. 625-

2288 f.ir Into IV.idline

2/26/04

Hilin)^ial

Tuton/Translatoni lor

part lime p.nd .issisl.ince

duriiii; the silnol dav tor

stiKlciits s|XMkiiii; CJerman,

Korean, RuNsian, Sinhala,

Spanish. i>r Vietnamese

C.int.ici; ESL/Piliii|.,>iial

tVtice 41 3-362 1857

Amhersi-Pelham Schools

,^ll FaIu.iI l-Yl'^'f""'"'^

.Mtirmative .Action

Emplover

FMPIOYMENT

S lAt^.t HANDS
WANTED at Fine Ans

Center $6.75/lu. V'an.ihle

Sihi\lule- wc-ek iLiy .iv.iil-

.ihilil> prefcnvd 9-noon.

lpm-5 .Ai^plic.iiions.ii

Ptiduction Services RM
146F.A.t:.

FNTfRTAINMENT

Expc-riencc\l Hip-Hop 1 M

413-335-5226

FOR SAIE

Refrigerator, 18xl8xlS

donn-si:ed, w/fti-eret lom

partment, $40

mheaih'i'iecs.uniass.eilu

FURNITURE

1 \iuhlc IVd >cl «iih

Iriiiies. 2 years old, \er\

comfortahle! Ciill limniv "

HOUSF FOR SAIE

Me« S.iiiin ^iiiLlli

HOUSE FOR SAIE

dcsis,'ned in the ovMici 1^

.irtisi's reirc.ii Siirro(iii.k,l

h\ I. ill pines, tills iiiiKjii.

hoiiK le.iliiri"> .i|vii spin

li\ iiii; Willi ill «oikI tc 1

lures. Ill .iivi oul lull Imm

$VScV\V

CnlktlcRe,ill\ lOMi 7^1

W7 7KV

MISCEILANEOUS

PIc.ise h.inuup .ind in

.ii;.iin! voiceulo

t.llk.t.llk l.llk.l.llk.l.llk . to

,inv phone in the world.

\v\vu AOKc
i
jIo.com

>m. J Kil .y Ir.iiiK

Milks ttom I NLVSS jde.il

lor >.oik'i;i' pioli-sx, II,

\|iuHmi;MIX l,ind«illi

Tilk 1 chi.ip MUteuKi

i.iiki. iki.ilk l.ilk.lalk to

.iin pi lone 111 the world.

www > okciik i.com

Wc w ilk iIh w.iikl vouei;

k.t.lll l.ilk.t. Ik.I.ilkl.ilk

(o an\ pin int in the workl

VK w w _okctlsiki^pi

^,iy w h.it.'M iceyli 1

i.ilkt, ilk.t.ilk lalkt.ilk lo

inv p loiie in the world

u\yw. Niucekj 'com

10 .Klr^' I I k < ill Itoliu-

SERVICES

LEC.ALPRy>BLEMS:C.ei

frcx- .klvice .11 the Stiiik-nl

Lcvil Sc-rMcc-s Office. 922

CmipiistA-nicT, 545-|9'J5.

M.llll Ph\sits lutol ,l\,lll

,iNc;$30/li<Hir;$20/lioiir

UriveH, c.ill 1> Kline

(4IVSS2.W51

TRAVEl

-spniii; l^rc.il.. -AH. ir.nol

with STS. .Amerii.i's "]

StiKlent TiHirC\KTator to

Jam.iic.i. l"..incun.

Acapulco. Bah.im.is ,ind

Rtirid.i. Now hirinc c.im-

pus reps. C ;,ill lor vrroiip dis-

koiints. Inform.ition/

Reservations 1 tsOO-648

4849 or vvww.ststravel.soin

For more mtomiation con-

i.ici STA Tr,i\ei .it 41

'

256-1261

SPRINC BREAK
SOLUTIONS You pick

the destin.iiioii. we will u'el

voii there (imup

I')iscounts, Free Trips, we

meet or Ix-al ,iiiv rcli.ihle

comjx-lilors price! Frix-

p.irtv pack.iiie wuh e\er\

trip .vww.spmi^;hfc.iksi 'lu

iions..om 1-877-2-THE

RIN

»1 .'sprinj; Break V'.K.itinas!

I WinCim, jam.iica.

.Atapiilco, Bahamas, &i

Roriila! Best Parties. Best

H.itels. Best Pnces' Sp.KC

IS Iimitc\l! IVnik Now ij*

Save! 1 -800-2 34-7c\>7

www.endless,suiiniierti Hirs

Flond.i onl\ $69 ,iiic way

all taxes includeil

Mexico/CinhK-an $125

e.icli w.i\ .ill t.ixcs includ-

ed. Euro|v $169 one way.

Bimk on line

www.iiricch.com or (212)

219.7AV

Spring Break 2004 It's

hetcKHik now! Lowest

Ptices Holiest P.inies*l

.Airlines Vtli.!! more can

voii ,i.sk tor!!! www.sun

spl.ishtours.com 18cX?-426-

7710

887-4-t:ANc:L!NBest

price, UM.ASS VEN1X')R

sc-lluiK sprint; hreak pack-

.ijjes. l"Xi not j;el scanimed

C^ncun, NcKTil Ac.ipuico,

F\,ihamas, Florida. $$$

c.impiis reps earn $$$.

Ftipn.iiion.com 877-4-can-

cun
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Title town

M lAM HIT* *»/ASSl K lATtl ' PRLS*

Super Bowl XXV'III MVP Toin BraJv h».iM> the N'ince Lomhardi tr.>phv during the team'-, vktorv parade thmugh Bti*ti>n veiiterdav aftenunw. The parade ended with a rallv at City Hali where owner Robert

Kraft, 200 } NFL Coach of the Year Bill Belichick and 10 Patriot players addressed the crowd of upwards of i>ne million people.

One million strong join Patriots in

celebrating team's second title
ThiIS one s for us

By Jay LlNI1^AY

AvMii lATHl Pmss

BOSTON lAP) — Pairiois

quarterback Tom Brady and owner

Robert Kraft hoisted twin Super

B<.)wl trophies amid a shower u)

confetti Tuesday as hundreds of

thousands of fans celebrated the

learns second championship in

three years.

"Were baaack!" Brady told a

shoulder-io-shoulder crowd in City

Hall Pla/a. standing with Kraft.

Coiich Bill Belichick and dozens of

leamrnates al the victory rally.

Kraft and Belichick praised the

players' "no-stars" work elhic that

led to a season-ending streak of 1

5

straight wins and Sunday's 12 2*^

victory over the Carolina Panthers

in Houston.

"for a team to accomplish their

goals, everybody's got to give up a

little of their individual ily. and

that's what these players did. and

that's why they're champions."

Belichick said.

In a repeal performance of the

2002 Super Bowl celebration.

Kraft. Brady and lielichick did a

victory dance for the crowd, egged

on by All-Pro comerback Ty Utw.

No starting quarterback has

ever won two Super Flowls faster

than Brady. 2b. who said he's look-

ing for more.

"One was nice, two's a lot nicer,

but I neetl number three." said

Brady, the two-time Super Bowl

MVF*

The Patriots seem well-posi-

tioned for another title run with

seven draft picks in the first four

rounds of April's draft, including

two hrst -rounders. The Pats also

expect linebacker Rosevell Colvin

to return next sea.son to bolster one

of the league's toughest defenses.

Fans wercn't shy about predict-

ing more success Tuesday Chris

Cashen. 34. a painter from

Rockland, said he's already asked

his boss for time off for ru \i vcar'>>

celebration

"This team w,i- a |okc loi so

long." he sttid. "(Now! we're frus-

iratinp the rest of the league. I

think we'll see another parade next

year. Thai's my plan."

lason Scheinbart. 34. of

Burlington. Vt. said Sunday's win

proves the Patriots lirst title against

the St. I.ouis Rams, in a game in

which I hey were heavy underdogs,

"wasn't a fluke.

Now every teatn in the world

that wants to win the Super Bowl

has to go through FoxfK)ro.

Massachusetts. " he said.

The party started early lor thou-

sands of revelers, who began

streaming into City Hall Plaza

before dawn, some wearing face

paint, wigs and Revolutionary-era

militia outfits. By midday, the plaza

was jammed, and the crowd

chcvred as images froin the parade

were broadcast on huge .scrc"ens.

Patriots players waved and

videotaped (he crowd as they trav-

eled the I l/2-milc parade route

frotn Copky Plaza to City Hall in

"Duck fkwis," Bostons famous

amphibious tourist vehicles.

Sptvtators were stacked 10 deep

along both sides of Tremont Street

by Boston Common Some fans

stood on mailboxes and others

leaned out of office windows, hold-

ing sigiM and screaming. The rally

even drew Carolina fan Craig

Whitney. H. of Hampton. N.H..

who woa- his Panthers cap boldly.

"Fven though we lost, it was

still the greatest football game I've

ever seen," he said.

High school students Sheila Gill

and l)ena Norton of Mcdfield wait-

ed for a glimpse of Brady and

receiver Tmy Brown.

"We skipped school." Norton

said. "But we'll do anything to sup-

port the Patriots."

lenny Callahan. 20, a

Weniworth Institute of Technology

student from Horida, came with

about 10 friends. She had "Go
Pats" written in blue on one side of

her face, with Brady's No. 12 on

the other.

"I love him a lot." she said.

It was about 52 degrees and

overcast in Boston on Tuesday, but

the goodwill wanned the chill for

some. John McCoy, an 18-year-old

high .scht)ol student from North

Aitleboro. said he arrived at City

Hall Plaza on Monday night to wait

for the parade to begin.

"I can't even feel the cokJ,"

McCoy said. "There's love all

around."

I

I remember the exact monicni

^^^^ I became a diehard fan of the

^ I New England Patriots.

JB%1 It was October 10. 1943. two

^m|^ days before m> 1 0th birthday and

^^D[ I was on Cape Cod for the week-

^^^^m\^^ fi'l The Pats were in Arizona for

^|^^2^H 3 'bI'-' aftemcKin game, and were

^^^^^^^^* winless on the season. All I

MlK8 remember is thai, trailing 21 -b

lyigi^jgllj
late in the fourth quarter, the

'^~^""~'~~" immortal Leonard Russell pulled

oft some garbage lateral and, after sweating out

instant replav, saw his touchdown win the game 23-

21.

All in all there were roughly 40 people in the

stands and the Pats were as pathetic a franchi.se as

those freakin' Cardinals back then and no one real-

ly cared, but I was hooked.

Fast forward a little over eight years. February

3. 2002 and my senior year of high school, and I

cried like a little baby when my boys won their first

World Championship in 42 years — it was one of

the happiest nights of my life.

Now, just two short years later, we have a

dynasty on our hands. The Pats have won two of

the last three Silver l-ootballs. and are the preemi-

nent franchise in all of professional sports. Why'.'

Because they do everything right, they beat with

one heartbeat and they've bought into the fact that

no one individual comes before his team.

So how did this happen'.' How did it go from

f^ugh Millen to Drew Baby to the Next joe

Montana? How did the Patriots never become the

St. Louis Stallions, or even call Hartford home'.'

How did the Palsies become, well, winners'.'

Very simply, you and me.

Thai's right, the Patriots fans. We truly are the

reason that our favorite football team is on lop of

the world right now. Don't believe ine'.' Ask the

Patriots themselves. All 10 players who look the

I

mike at City Hall in Boston yesterday cited the fans

of New England as the fuel behind their champi-

onship drive.

Ten years ago, Robert Kraft and his family

saved the Patriots franchise when they purchased

the team and its decrepit home — Foxboro
Stadium — from James Orthwein in order to keep

them from moving to the Midwest. At the time,

Kraft's wife Myra reportedly was not in favor of the

move, but Bob. a season-ticket holder of over 30

seasons, couldn't bear to see his favorite team leave

the area and the deal was made.

In return. Myra made her husband promise that

the only brand of players that could be Patriots —
New England Patriots — would be those whose
character spoke for thetn. Players so focused, ded-

icated and passionate about life, football and win-

ning championships that fans like Mr. Kraft him-

self would be proud to offer them their fiercest loy-

alties.

With that foundation in place and a true fan

running the show, the franchise began its upswing.

The lovable losers started winning games, and the

fans of what was a dormant franchise came rush-

ing back. The beginning of legendary coach Bill

Parcells' tenure in Foxboro brought a little life

back to Foxboro. and a young, golden-armed fran-

chise quarterback brought a little charisma. It was
finally fun to be a Patriots fan.

Parcells brought the kind of hard-nosed

approach that weeded out the jokers on the team's

53-man rosier, and every game you saw them gel-

ling belter In turn, the fans came back, and came
back strong. The old stadium on Route I was sold

out every Sunday afterncKin, and everywhere you
went there was Pats pride in the air

Those Patriots were more lovable than any-

thing, but they were building an identity. Fans

knew that when Drew dropped back, he'd pat the

ball at least twice. You also knew that if he threw

it to Big Ben. he'd catch it. because he caught

everything.

See MARZELLI on page 7

The Grammys finally recognize

hip-hop artists

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 5

UMass names permanent

athletic director

SPORTS, PAGE 10
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Dramatic changes to Office of ALANA Affairs proposed
By Melissa Bia.nksteen

CinCK.IAN C JmKkSW>NI»Nr

SGA Senator Avitha C'«H>prr »p«-ak< at thf tir>t SC.A mcetinB of tht- 'kpring MrmcMer.

Last night the Student Government As.sociation

held its first weekly mc*eting of the st-mesler With

eight motions on the agenda and an ongoing contro-

versy, a long night was in the wc>rLs

During the announcement portion of the navting.

the ALANA Caucus appointed seats and the future ot

the Otlke of ALANA Affairs were widely discussed

Ri> ell Plato, the secretary of diversity. antKHinccd

a ne» excvutive cabinet proposal for tfte Office of

ALANA Affairs.

Currently, the oflke has two permanent stafT mem-
bers and is funded by the SGA. Plato would like to

see it increased to three members, including a diax

tor, and two spetiik directors based on multiple lev-

els of diversity The new oflke wouW be called The

Office ol Community l">iversiiy VN bile expanding ih

start, it would change the locus Irotn Alrican. l^iino.

Asian/Pacilic Islander, drtd Native American siudeni>

to J broader range of iuues mchiding gender class,

and ethnkity.

"The otike has done great thii^, and this is

designed to strengthen it to do greater things," Plato

said "\ou can't address thcK inues se|»raleiy. As it

is. we e\pcxt this ofBce lu addms many of these

i'^'-ues anyway."

Several senaton (MMed wturther putting alt these

-lies uixk*r one office is appropriate Senator Aishya

t .'opcr >poke on the importance of having a separate

ALANA office.

"I^iversity is vef> important, not just on this cant

pus... it's more tf»an race, than sexuahty. than ftomo-

sexuality." she -•aid "Every gnjup ha* its own issues."

Tfv; ALANA Caucus seats were also under hot

debate PrevioovK. The Al ANA Caixus seats com
prised 1 1 percent ot the Senate. In September 200

)

the student bod\ voted on a rcferetviuni questkxi cun-

ceniing ihc up|K>inic-d ALANA Caucus scuis after

Speaker lared Nokes rukxl that having appointed

seats was unconstitutional. The question was tften

directed to the student body, and Nludenis voted in

favor of amending the constituiicHi lu allow tlw seats.

According to a iiK-mo released by Nokes on

Monday. Micliael CiargaiKi. vke chancelli*r c^ student

affaiis. brought the question concerning the k-gality of

appointc*d sc-ats to Terrence P O Malley. L ni\ersity of

Massachusetts Oeneral CoutKil artd \ ice President

shortly after the student vote. 1 he memo includc-d tfie

General CouikH's recuinniendation tfiat appointed

seats were unconstitutional, and also implied tfial

eliminating appointed seats Mould kcvp the Senate in

line with the US Constitution.

Senator Dan Pozmanter was dispbased with the

General Counsels elimination of the seats. 'We
voted," he said. "We said we wanted the seals hack.

The General Counsel ha'> ihruwn this out based on a

llimsy legal argument. I'hat's sad."

Senator Daud Bellencourt asked the Caucus lo

bring the issue outside of ifte I niversity and into

Massachu-setts State Court. He wanted to o|op debat

ing at the Senate Wvel. and lokl them to sue the

University, which wc>ukl K . , • .un^ to make

the decision.

Nokes said the ncvt k ' the appoint-

ed seats is the LMass Bo.r

SGA Preskleni l>avkJ (.arr vow- to kcvp lighiii^

based on the students vole last fall.

An SGA diversiiN roundtabW is planned to discm»

the prop«.»sed imidilicaKons to ifw Oflke Of ALANA
Mfairs next Monday. I eb. 9, at 7 p m. in IbfC in the

Canipu» Center.

The Senate abo had eight moiKins on the at^mda

KA on pages

Court: Gay couples

entitled to marriage
By JtNMi^tK PrifcR

.AsKKIATfll pRFss

BOSTON (AP) - IIh

Massachusetts high couti

declared yesterday that gays are

entitled to nothing less than

marriage and that \ermont-style

civil unions will not suffice, set-

ting the stage for the nation's

first legally sanctioned same-sex

weddings by the spring

The court issued ihe advi.sory

opinion at the request of legisla-

tors who wanted to know
whether civil unions would be-

enough to :^tisfy the court after

its November ruling that said

gay couples are entitled to all the

rights of marriage. That decision

had been written in such a way

that it left open the possibility

that civil unions might be

allowed.

But yesterday's opinion by

the Supreme Judicial Court left

no doubt: Only marriage would

pass constitutional muster.

"The history of our nation

has demonstrated that separate

is seldom, if ever, equal." four

justices wrote. "For no rational

reason the marriage laws of the

commonwealth discriminate

against a defined class: no

amount of tinkering with lan-

guage will eradicate that stain.

The Icivil unions) bill would

have the effect of maintaining

and fostering a stigma of exclu-

sion that the Constitution pro-

hibii^

Paul Martinek, editor of

lawyers Weekly USA, said that

the blunt opinion erases any

confusion.

"The fat lady has sung and

she's singing the wedding

march." Martinek said "It's

clear from reading the majority

opink>n lltat there's no basis on

which the jcourtj will OK any-

thing other than marriage."

"The much anticipated opin-

ion came a week before next

Wednesdays Constitutional

Convention. where the

Legislature will consider an

amendment backed by

Republican Gov Mitt Romney
that would define marriage as a

union between a man and a

woman.
But the soonest a constitu-

tional amendment could end up

on the ballot would be 200t),

meaning that until then, the high

court's decision will be

Massachusetts law. Gay couples

could get married in

Massachusetts as soon as May.

the deadline set b> the court last

fall.

"We're going to have to start

looking for a band." said Ed

Balmelli, who put down a

deposit for a wedding after the

opinion.

The case represents a signifi-

cant milestone in a year that has

seen broad new recognitions of

gay rights in America . Canada

BAY MARRIAeE on page 3

*Rip-off 101^: Rising prices

Reasons for hike

detailed in report

Labor leaders to

share experiences

from Iraq visit

Bv NAm\v CikAtsK^-Hh,<.is-

l.OtUl-IAN MAt»

As University of

Massachusetts students enter

spring scmi"sier classc-s. and rvikl

ing as,signmenis begin piling up.

the iiKreasing price of textbooks

has sparkc*d conversalkm artwrtd

campus aixl kft many students

dc-sperate for cash.

Oti Thursday, Ian. 2Si. a report

detailing the inca-asing cc»its of

college textbooks and the reasons

behind the iiKreases was rekased

to colkfges across tfK countrv

This a'pon. entitled "Rip-off IIM

ffow the- Cura-ni Practices of the

Publishing Industry Drive up the

Cost of College Textbooks"

invcilvc-d a study of textbook costs

at tcni public colleges and univer-

sities in California and Oa'gon

The rcpon was headcxl by the

California Student l\iblic Interest

Research Group iCAI.PIRG). the

Oregon Student Public Interevi

Reseaah Group (OSPIRG) and

the OSPIRG Foundation. The

UMass chapter of MassPIRG

held a pa'ss confea-nce to infomi

the public of this new report and

its impiici on the student body

The topic of inca-asing text-

book costs is becoming a much

HK>re controversial issue, as a

weakening ivonomy causes more

and nxm; students to liave iruu-

bk- affording tuition and fcvs

The a'pon highlights several

key factors it attributes to the ris

ing cost of lextfxioks. and many

of the priKtices that it accuses iIk

textbook publi.shing industry of

using to incrva.se their profits, it

also adda'ssc-s the various ways

pcopk aa attempting to a"spoi>d

to the inca-a.sed costs.

Oik of the- main complaint >< ul

the a*porl a-garding the texllxjok

publishing industry is its leixkn

cy to a'k'a-se new editions of ib

textbooks every ).8 years, on

average, a-gaallcss of whetfKr a

new editkm is calkd lor or not. A
University of California (UC) sur-

vey of 1 5b faculty showed that 76

peaent sakl that the new cxlitkms

wea> jusiilic'd half the lime or

lc"ss.

This a'pon, which also sur

veyvd 520 students as lo the total

cost of iheir lexlKwks and their

puahasing methods, lound that

5*^ percent could not find even

one used book ITiis !•< attributc-d

to other students buying them

first, and newer cxJilions m,iliiH>

the used copies obsolete

Eight-.seven peaent cil itic i;il

Andrea .Asia, an undeclared freshman, pjv» fi«r KH.ks at the

TextKvk Annex.

Labor journalist and

Newspaper Guild inember

David Bacon and San Francisco

longshoreman Clarence Thomas
will both give a report and show

a slideshow of their internation-

al labor fact-finding mission in

Iraq today at 7 p.m. in room
1 74 of the Campus Center

Sponsored by the U.S.

Labor Against the War
( U S L A W ) - W e s t e r n

Massachusetts and the United

Auto Workers (UAW local

2322), the event will feature

Bacon and Thomas in a speak-

out against the "war" at home
and abroad in defense of labor

rights in Iraq and the US
In October. Bacon and

Thomas of USLAW traveled to

Iraq and discovered a war-torn

country with mass unemploy

ment (70 percent), low pay,

arrests, the use of Saddam-era

laws to suppress the right lo

organize and strike and little

evidence of reconstruction.

Also, Amy Hines of UAW
Local 2322 will give a report on

the work of Western

Massachusetts' USLAW. The

event endorsers include the

American Friends Service

Committee, the Arab Student

Club. International Socialist

Organization. Military Families

Speak Out. UMass Labor

Center, United Electrical

Workers District 2, V\ Local

274, The Valley War Bulletin

and The Wally Nelson Chapter

of Veterans for Peace.

— Kevuna Bruwri

KMIIir I'X'CK.VNI oil fill vs

Students wait in line to pay tor biK>ks at the Textbook Annex.

ulty suneyed Nupported having

the publishing industry release-

supplements every few years in

place of a new textbook to help

lower cols to students. The other

13 peaent considea-d it a bad

kJea mostly bcvause ol the logis-

tics c>f switching fvtwcvn the sup-

plement and the lexibcKik.

according to the report.

According to the survey, the

cost of textKx)ks during the

2003-20t)4 academic year ranged

from a low of S81>^. 31 lo a high

of $979 20. \vith ihe average

being $897. XK. This compares

with another UC study done lor

the 1496-1997 academic year,

which had an average loial text

bixjk cost of $t>42 llial's an

incivase of 24 percent over six

years.

The report also lound that

publishing compimies generally

charge more for their boc)ks

when selling to Aineiican stu-

dents as opposed lo when selling

lo Canadian and British siudcnls.

For example. fltompson

Learning publishes "Calculus:

I'^arly Transcendental'-" and sells

it Ki American students lor one

hundred $25 dollars. Ilu- same

KK)k gcK's to Canadian sludenis

for $97 dollars and $b5 to British

siudcMits.

Surveyed professors also gen-

erally expressed displeasuiv over

the incrcasingly common practice

of "bundling" icxllxHiks.

Bundling is when lexlbcxik pub-

lishers include supplemcnlal

materials, such as CDs .ind work-

IxKiks. shriiikvviap(X'd with the

textbook. Tliis can often substan-

luilly Kiisc ill ' u \tlss«ks

lo sludenis

t)f iIh- prv.>kssv>r> •-urvcycxl lor

this a'port. (it percent siiid that

they "raielv" or "iK'ver" use the

supplemental materials included

with the texlKx)k. with only 24

percent responding that they

"usually" or "alvvavs" use the

included maierial.

Of all the KKiks suneycxi.

only one canu- both buiHlk-d and

unbundled nii" KKik.

"Chemisirv Ihc Central

Science", sold lor SI 30 bundled,

and StM.) unbundled. ,\ccording

K) an Ijiglish priifesscir at UC
Davis. 'New editions are quite

simply paiduccxi more cifien than

needed and students actively

resent this and iciul lo see it as

protilcviing
"

The re(X)rt ultcis a tcvv vv.iv^

in which the cost to sludenis

could K- drastically retluced.

Some of the ideas would alsci

allow publishing ci'mpanies lo

continue making the s.mic level

of prolil that they make now

One idea is ihe implemenla-

lion of online textbooks,

Accorilin^ to ihe Assivialion of

American Publishers and ihe

Natiiinal Assiviaiion of College

Stores, 32 3 cents of evei\ doilai

spent on texllxx>ks gcK's into

paper, priming antl editorial

costs. t)iilinc lexiKxiks would

be able lo reduce the cost oi do

away with the costs altogether

These savings could then K'

passed on to the students without

culling into publishers' proliis.

MassPIKl'i has alsooullineil a

TEXTBOOK on page 2
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High'Striding Kerry points

toward weekend contest
By Rk>N FOUKNUR
.\SMK lAltK PrISS

luhn Kerry's chid rivals all

but ceded three weekend elec

lions to the high striding presi-

dential front runner >esterda>.

covering their retreat with

fresh claims that he is a flip-

flopping Washington insider

who would lead the part> to

defeat this full

Southern natives |ohn

Idwards and Wesle> Clark

pointed their cash-strapped

campaigns lo next Tuesdax's

elections in Tennessee and
\ irginia. gambling that the\

can survive to fight Kerrv in

Wisconsin feb. 17. A third

challengei. Howard Dean, also

had his sights set on a

Wisconsin showdown
The odds are slacked against

all three In a war of attrition,

Kerr> ha> the most allies, the

longot supply lines and weak

ened adversaries.

"Without monev. >uu can t

luive the troops. Without

troops. >ou can't compete.

How can vou compete with a

guy who can write himself a

check lor ads in California?"

said Michigan polUtei Fd

Sarpolus

Clark. fd«aid> and Dean
hope to rise out of Wisconsin

as the only alternative to Kerry

when the race turns to contests

in California. New York and

eight other "Super Tiie>>diiv"

states March 2.

Two officials close to Clark,

speaking on condition ot

anonymity, said the retired

.Army general considered drop-

ping out of the rai.

Tuesday night altei -i.oiii>g a

single victory, a nail-biter in

Oklahoma They said his wife,

Ciert. helped talk him into stav-

ing m the race against the

advice of some backers.

In another sign of trouble.

Clark s >taff agreed to a pay

freeze to pay for television ads.

The hopes of Fdwards. Clark

and IXran hinged on two matters

that were out of their cuntrol —
Kerry's performance and his

past \ plodding and imperfect

canipai^Micr ihe Ma>sachu>etts

senator could make a mistake or

be scorched under the spotlight

cast upon his nearly 20-year

record in the Senate

To that end, the challengers

are trumpeting media reports

about Kerry's ties to special

interests and lobbyists.

"If we're going to have a

president who's not a

Washington insider. who
knows the changes that need to

take place in Washington to

change .America. I need to be

the president," Edwards told

CNN the day after he won
South Carolina to keep his can-

didacy alive.

Kerry won five stales and
the lion's share of the delegates

Tuesday, taking command of

the race. Of the 26^ delegates

up for grabs. Kerry won 144.

Fdwards bb, Clark 50. Dean
seven and W Sharpton two.

Dean suggested that "it'll be

more o\ the same" if Kerry

replaces Bush in the White
House. Clark criticized buih

Kerry and Fdwards. faulting

them for complaining about

W hite House policies that they

had backed in the Senate.

lUSOIAN

Frosty the Snowman

A snowman mysteriously appeared on the lawn between the

Student Union and the Campui. Center after Tuesday night's

know fail.
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MassPlRG reports

I l« < • ,\S.i i1 LI'

LintiMV Nourse. an undeclared freshman, waits in line at the Tcxtbo»A Anncn.

Sm TCXTMHWS from page 1

, ; ic-> ol policy a\x>mineixiatk.)as

to help reduce textbook costs

These include having publi»her».

keep costs dowTi without sacritic

ing educational quality, selling

K>ih bundled and unbundk-d ver-

av in to buy tevt-

bc*. .v- >..tvj ^•"tg faculty tlw pri'

ing information they need

Jioi.se the nwst cost-effective

lexitx^'k available.

In the t.ill >! 2W2. MassPlRG

opeiwd lk*.>k> 4 tiooio in respoasc

lo ihe increasing textbook costs.

Originally opened a« a book

exchange ihev have shifted focus

.in for sv

, ^ _
e where si

can sell books tor nxMv and buy

ifiem for le*s.

"We wea* founded with ilu

KJe.i {h.>\ Mudenis shoukl be abk-

K. .iiK I.I soik.*ge.' said Michael

Sturgeon, a Books 4 Books and

MassPIRC v.-limteer

At Books 4 Books they lecom-

iTwnd that students charge at least

b5 jK-rcent of what they pakl for

the book, which is opposed to the

Textbook Annex's maximum buy-

back of 50 percent. Books 4 Books

ktx-ps 10 percent of the saW price

to cover expenses, and tfu: rest

goes to the sdkr. Thb ftnenlb

resuhs in ihc seHer receiving more

lor the book, and the purthwer

'te book for less than if

; so at the Textbook

Annex
Books 4 Books is currenily

altempiing to turn themselves into

a Student-Run business, but

accc>rdinp to Sturgeon. "Folleit

has ! that ^ves ihem a

Mioii. ^ainpus-

I ^mgressman David Wu and

.>eiiator Charles Sc burner have

both introduced legislation to

'k- issue, while slate and

Kation hoards are intio-

ductng their own solutiorts lo the

probk-m.

The full report can be found on

HM'W.imsspitt.urt/ttudfU^.

(( THE ALANA JOB FAIR

Coop 'Internship Opportunities

Xetworkin^^

Summer Permanent Emplo\ment

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 11. 20(14

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

UMASS AMHERST

5:30 PM~8:3II PM d

'
All STUDENTS

^

ARE INVITED 1

(thBrttrjantyStudw^-opTHtP), DlvBiaity inMnwrait ftljcatimSftrnnw (I>iHRS],Minc.rity&»;lr»arinq

irce Orf <»t (UNJC) ,Uw Omfiv\ CAxist Netmrk (<TN) , Nat i vf-

ALANA Caucus seats under debate Fake birth control
S«e S6A titmi page 1

last night.

They approved $ 1 ,800 for the

Center for Student Businesses for

computer needs. Currently, the

center has one main computer and

two laptops that students bring in

from home.

After an amendmeni, the

Senate approved a motion con-

gratulating the union for resident

assistants at UMass after they

recently successfully negotiated a

contract for the first undergradu-

ate union in the country.

Secretary of Public Policy and

Relations Mina Safain. a residen-

tial assistant, complained that he is

in fact paid too much at about $ 1

an hour and did not fully support

the motion.

tMILIt ll(.x<.>ANAl.1ii>>IAS

SGA President, Dave Carr, answers questions retrardint; the deci-

sion lo eliminate ALANA Caucu* Mrais from the SGA Senate.

High court rules

gay marriage legal

Setuilor Olaf Aprans agreed. "I

don't think we should be congrat-

ulating people on getting a housing

fee increase." he said.

Safain said RAs make $5,000 a

semester According to the applica-

tion for the RA position, the job is

valued at $5,550 for the 2003-

2004 academic year with $5,573

of that amount in a room fee waiv

er, $162 in a wa'ver of the

telecommunications fee assc-ssc-d

by OIT. a membership in the

Wellness Centers valued at $t<5.

and a cash stipend totaling

$1,710."

The Senate passed the motion

after agreeing the union was worth

congratulating despite the salary

increase for RAs.

The Senate also unanimously

approved the Massachusetts State

Legislature's recent override ol

Gov Mitt Romney for $10 million

for UMass.

Senators .Ayopunde Onikoii^

and Damien Weinstein asked the

Senate to invite Massachusetts

Senators Kdward Kennedy and

|ohn Kerry, the latter running lot

tfu." democratic nominatkm in the

national election, to come to

UMass and shaa* their views on

higher education. Beltencouri

wanted to invite Gov. Milt

Romney as well. The maj*.)ritv ol

the Senate disagreed, but

approved of tfw invitation to the

two senators

Ways and Means Chair Patrick

Higgins focused on the nnnwy col-

lected from parking fcrs

Sac Mr 1

and abroad, including a lune

U.S. Supreme Court decision

striking down a Texas ban on

gay sex.

The While House called the

Massachusetts ruling "deeply

troubling."

"Aciivisi judges continue to

seek lo redefine marriage by

court order without regard for

the will of the people." said pres-

idential spokesman Scott

McClelUn.

The legal battle in

Massachusetts began in 2001.

when seven gay couples went to

their cily and town halls to

obtain marriage licenses. All

were denied, leading them lo sue

the state

The SuprenK" ludicial Court

ruled in November that gay cou-

ples have a constitutional right

to marry, and gave the

Legislature six months to change

state laws to make ii happen.

"All those funds that thev col-

lect from your tickets, sit in an

account, unsupervised." he said.

Higgins said the money should

be u.sed to pay for parking services

and renovations to lots. Currently,

this is illegal tor the live UMass

campuses to do.

If they were to repeal this law, it

could potentially take away some

money the University uses for

scholarships.

Some Senators referred to this

as a slush fund. Higgins disagreed.

He was most concerned about the

lack of monitoring for the account.

"Do something about it." he said,

as if speaking to the State

Ixrgislature in Boston.

Pozinanter argued with

Higgias. "Write a better iiKJtion

that doesn't lake away scholar

ships." he said.

The Senate debated for lb

minutes. They voted by fiand. and

the motion was pas.sed.

At 1 1 -.22 p.m.. the Senate

reachcHl the motion to appoint

three new senators. Lindsay

Higgins and Deirdra Leelev are

Irom Southwest South, and Mark

Lerman is a commuter living in

the Hillel Hou.se.

This leaves one vacancy in

Northeast, one in Central, three in

Southwest North. one m
Southwest South, and nine

Commuter seals.

The last inoikxi set the spring

elections, and was passed via a roll

call vote without being read or

discussed.

appears on-line
By LAi:|tA.\ NttUAAHl)
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WASHINGTON (AP) — An over-

seas IntenK't site is shipping coun-

terieii versions of a popular

lohnson & lohnson birth control

patch, versions that won't provide

any piotcxtion against pivgnancy.

federal health officials warned yes-

terday

Do not use Onho Lvra palcfk-s

— or any oilier drugs - ordered

from the Web site www.iAphamia-

cy.ws. the food and Drug

Administration wanwd
While the contraceptive patch

is ifie cMily drug so lar piovc-d a

lake troMi that site, the fD.A sakl

consumers should consider its

other products suspect, too.

Contact a health pmvider immedi

alely if you've Us».>l ihem rlu y\^\

idvised.

Thill Web sue is tlie i>riiy Known

source oi the counterieit p«itches.

said iIk- f DA. which is investigat-

ing the Iraud's souive.

The site appealed to fwve shut

down by yesterday, but the FDA
eoukln'i say how kjng it fwd been

>|Hi,iimg or how many U.S.

w allien niigfii fwve eMdered the

[\itcK-s It has no a-ports of preg-

nancies linked to llKm.

The fake birth control was

shippc-d fami India, and the Web
site apiiarenilv was operatc\l by an

Styleentity called American

Products of New Delhi.

TIk Web site claimed to be

offering l&l's FDA-approved

patches, complete with pktures of

the real thing, said FDA Associate

Commissioner k)hn Tayk)r

A customer sparked the FDA's

investigation when she complained

to l&l that she didn't get what she

ordered. Taylor said. Instead of the

official patch, with its special

sealed packaging and company

label, she received a plastic bag full

of patches with no label or other

klentilying informalbn.

Testing showed the patches

contained ikj contraceptive ingre-

dient

In addition to patches ordered

from the one Web site FDA
nained. the agency urged wwnen
not to ase Ortho tvra patches

frcMii otfier sites if tfwy seem sus-

pcvt - for example, lacking a label

that bears a lot number and expira-

tion diite The fake patch is brov«m

aiKl made of a woven material.

"It underscores the message

tliat il it looks untowai^, that you

ncvd lo report it." Taylor said.

The- real Ortho Fvra patch is a

ihin beige film that conic-s sealed in

a while pouch w ith a |& I label con-

taining a k)t number and expiration

date Pie (XHieh is packaged inskle

a gavn aiul white box with usage

iastructions.

The stale Senate then asked

for mure guidance from the

court.

"The dissimilitude between

the terms "civil marriage and

'civil union' is not innocuous: it

is a considered choice of lan-

gtiage that reflects a dentonslra-

blc assigning of same-sex. large-

ly homosexual, couples lo sec-

ond-class status." the justices

wrote.

At least one aspect of ihe case

may still be subject lo debate:

Would marriages in

Massachusetts have to be rcct^-

nized in other states''

Conservative leaders said

they would redouble their

efforts to pass the constitutional

ban on same-sex marriages.

"This now puts the pressure

back on the Legislature lo do

their job to protect and defend

marriage for the citizens of the

stale to allow them to vote," said

Ron Crews, president of the

Massachusetts Familv Institute
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Lending a Hand
Nanev drPn»»s. , .. i .

i
ri stniativc lrv»in the Amherst Family Center, speakk lo soflHim«'re« Caitlin

Leddv and Katie McCmII at W idne«*air'» Community Service Fair in the StuilMtl Uni«in bNmiMn.
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tattculk. ulk allt. talk...

to any phone in the \*<oHd

The Best Phone Bill

1$ No Phone Bill.

FREf pNjn* MrvK* instandy

WWW.glofrtinuteman.com
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Evwy Saturday • Midnight
SpMlai Valant1i»«$ show with

giveaways *
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>
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Faaturlng our llvt cast
Tha CoiM A«a1n Playars

•

(1n)appropr1at« attlra ancouragtd

Admlulon $5.75

prop kfts $2.00, no outslda props

5

T

Rasarvatlons Racomandad
For mora Info CaU (413) 533-FILK

b

S<mdi Htdluf'i tovtx Ikteitn

n
,0f'

n
Ifi ^^ The Village Commons

In South Hadley HA. >

7*

CaU 533-FILM for reservations
Rewrvatlont accepted up to 6 diyj in advance

www.Towertneaters.com

^TAi^^

RT. 5 & 10
WHATELY
665-8733

will proudly pretenf

Mother fucctfsful

Amateur Night
MONDAY, SEPT. 29, 2003 • 7PM-UM

Ladies Must Be

18 Years Old

Apply In Person
(No Professional Dancers

1st Prize $300
2nd Prize $200
3rd Prize $100

NFL Monday Nights are Back!
• ' »r

-

^
•WA m II

iA#li8

10-15 Erotic Dancers
Free Buffet • Free Gifts

No Entertainment Charge
For Students

with College ID & Legal
Picture ID

Must Be 21 Years Old

Smooth Skin for Spring Break!

#̂r^ AMHERST LASER & SKIN CARE CENTER fi^
* vy*Laser Hair Reduction- with GentleLase'^''

Utilizing advanced laser technology.

Both Men and Women

Any Area of the Body

Bikini Face * Chin * Lip * Underann * Leg * Back

Laser treatments available for acne, brown spots, and facial veins

Call Now for a f£fi£ initial physician consultation.

Students y^ 1st

ivi/l receive SO% off peckage price.

Amherst Laser and Skin Care Center

Bob Weitzman MD- Medical Director

196 NORTH PLEASANT STREET - SUITE 1

1

AMHERST, MA 01002 - 413-253-2214 - FAX 413-253-2216

AMHERSTLASER@VERIZON.NET

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors
Beer: Wine: Liquor:

Heineken Black Box

^r^ ««-^- ''"^'"""'*>'-^^^"''"u,l,hox...$16.99

Bushmills

Bud & Bud Light Foxhom
i(M-k..M- $18.49*

Busch & Busch Light

I If Sz2.99

Jameson Irish Whiskey

,,. . .< I I' S"-99
Lhardonnav or iMirloi ».,„„« i \r a\.

hbot.TSO ml. $15.00 Pinnacle Vodka

M> pk i-ant. II 3 99 • Canyon Road

Keystone

1 "i It $20.9<)

(.harLloiitiiiv. C'.ibinui, MerJDt ..„„. Stoli Flavored Vodka
1 1 t $10.99 1 , ^

w.pk.anv $13.49* Vendange -so ml $16.99

Mlllwaukec's Best Chaalonnav. llabcrntt. Mirlot ^^c»t& Flavored Rum

.,,^,„. $10.99* l.Slt...$10.99 , I. $1^99

Busch & Busch Light
Wyndham Estates Admiral Nelson Spiced Rum

24 pkhtl $10.99* Merlol. ClaKriH't. Shiraz I
"<;,-lt $14.99

^ ^,
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Edwards must keep his

victory in perspective
Several candidates still remain in the

Deniucratic presidential nomination race.

Sen. lohn Edwards, however, is only focusing

on two of them.

Edwards made a statement following his

primary victory in his birth state of South

Carolina on Tuesday. The North Carolina

lawyer-turned-senator received nearly half of

the 271.000 votes in the primary, and was

forty-two thousand votes higher than his

nearest competitor (Kerry), according to

CNN.com statistics. Edwards, in an interview

with reporters after his victory, said, "the

rate is dov^n to two men. mvself and Sen.

Kerry."

Edwards later added that his rival. Wesley

Clark, can argue this statement, but it will not

change the fact that Clark is stuck in third

place. Edwards made no mention of Howard

Dean, the one time front-runner, following

Dean's dismal perfonnance in the most recent

siring of primaries.

The win gave tdward.s' campaign a much

needed boost, as it marked the first non Kerry

victory for one of the candidates. Tuesday

night also saw Clark win his first state.

Oklahoma. The Oklahoma win was under-

played greatly by Edwards, who said the slim

margin (twelve hundred votes) v^ould not be

enough for Clark to mount a comeback on

Kerry.

This newfound confidence of Edwards

bears a slight resemblance to Dean's style a

month or so ago. Any candidate running for

president needs to eiude confidence, but

Edwards may be crossing the Ime between

confidence and arrogance. He needs to keep

in mind that politics is a trick) business, and

nothing good ever slays for loo long. As Dean

showed us all. a lead in ihc polls one day can

quickly turn into nothing more than a recent

memory.
A month back. Dean was never shy about

announcing his lead to the world The press

didn't help matters either, choosing to cover

Dean as if he was the only candidate in the

race. Meanwhile. Kerry waited in the shadows

and strategically worked his way to the top.

Dean's biggest downfall, or course, was his

fist-pumping, screeching outburst in Iowa.

Edwards, keeping with his Dean-esque rou-

tine, gave a rather animated speech at the

Orpheum Theater, in Memphis, Tenn.

Tuesday evening. With a giant American flag

as a backdrop, Edwards leaped onto a plat-

form, pumped his arms, and gave thumbs up

to the crowd.

Edwards has now started to complete the

Dean transition by personally attacking

President George Bush, a point that Dean's

entire campaign was based on This new

approach is a far cry from Edwards' "positive

message" campaign that was so prevalent in

past weeks.

What Edwards is missing sight of is that he

has not won a state outside of his principal

demographic A native of South Carolina and

a resident of North Carolina. Edwards knew

that victory in the southern states would be

crucial to his long-term success. However, to

be so confident without any success outside of

the south is highly premature.

Once again, the media is partially lo

blame. Headlines in several newspapers and

online news sites cried out that Edwards final-

ly had the big break he was looking for. Now.

Edwards apparently has "new life" thai will

propel him into a showdown with Kerry.

In order lo properly gauge this situation,

all of the factors must be presented And the

fact is. Edwards may still be alive, but a pri-

mary victory in his backvard, regardless of the

significant vole differential, is only the first

step of many the Senator must lake to get

back into the race.

Unsigned editorials npre\enl the majority

opinion of the Musiachunits liaily Collegian

Editorial Board.

The price to pay for freedom

Gilad

Skolnick

^^^^ He spent the

^BRI^ last three years

W .J. in a dark, hid-

WPj^J den jail cell. He

^^J*J was suffering

^^^S&^ from skin can-

was denied the

medication that

his family had'^^^^^——'^
sent him.

frequently tonured. he was not

allowed to talk with his family or

receive letters delivered via the Red

Cross. He was kept in compk-te

isolation.

Israel's newspaper. Haaretz,

repons that he was kept so isolated

that he had no idea of stKh news

events as 911, or of the 1,000

Israelis that have been victims of

terror over the past three years.

This person is Elhanan

Tennenbaum, who whik; on a trip

to Europe several years ago. was

kidnapped by the Lebanese terror-

ist organization fiezbollah. Until

recent 1\, ivj one knew anything of

Tennenbaum s whereabouts.

Arouixl the tiiiK of his kidnap-

ping, a group of three Israeli sol-

diers were on a jeep patrolling the

Ivebanese- Israeli border A United

Nations vehicle approached them,

at which point anned terronsts

from Hezbollah jumped out of the

vehick- and attacked, kidnapped,

aivl later murder«l the soldiers.

According to the lemsalem Post,

another U,N. vehicW iiwnaged lo

videotape the whole event, but the

U.N. rdiiaed lo hand over a copy ut

the video, only alknving a select

group to watch it, with the faces of

the terrurists bluncd. The UN's

job was to keep peace in the region,

not sit in the sidelines and watch,

proving to be usekss once again.

Until nxently, Hezbollah was

not veiling to reveal any inlbnna-

tion regarding the fate of any of

those kidnapped, leaving everyone

else cluek»s about their current

Stole. With a motto of "no one left

behind". Israel released over 400

arrested terrorists last week in

return for Tennenbaum, the kid-

napped Israeli, and the bodies of

the three soldiers Furthermore,

Hezbollah refused in the exchange

to release any of the other Israeli

Sure, one man is

freed and three

bodies are brought

bade to help bring

closure to their

families, but was It

worth releasing

hundreds of poten-

tially dangerous

people in reUim

for so few?

sokliers who have been kidnapped

over the p«st decade or give any

information about their sute.

including Ron Arad, wrtw has been

missing since 1*182.

What other country in the

worid wouU ttrfcase hundreds of

terrorists in return for thf«e bodies

and one civilian'' This was so

absurd that Victims of Arab Terror

International and the Organization

of Casualties of Terror Acts in

Israel tiled petitions with the High

Court demanding that the prisoner

swap deal be canceled. They asked

the court to disqualify the deal, say-

ing that "hundreds of dangerous

terrorists, including ones with

bk)od on their hands." must not be

rek^sed. Nevertheless, last week

on the day that a suickle bomber

blew himself up in a bus in

jcrusakm murdering ten people

and badly injuring dozens more,

Israel went ahead with the deal.

Sure, one man is freed and

three bodies are brought back to

help bring closure to their families,

but was it worth releasing hun-

dreds of potentially dangerous peo-

pk in return for so few? Perhaps

this will strengthen the moral of a

country badly hit by terrorism by

letting its citizens kixjw that their

country Ls always there for them 1

just wish that Israel wasn't so

lenient when it came to fighting

terrorism. Perhaps a stronger

stance against terror would be

deterrence against future terrorist

acts. t)n the other hand if I were

Tennenbaum or part of his family, I

would want Israel to do whatever it

takes to have him rekased.

Perhaps Israelis compasskxi for

its citizens that are kxked away

and tortured somewhere, (even if

its just one), is so strung that the

country is willing lo take gitat

risks. In a country that believes that

each one of its citizen's lives e
pricek"ss, no price is too high lo

bring them back home
Cilud Skolnick is u CoUeffan

ixtlumnist.

The death of an American icon

A reformed cynic braces for winter
It's extremely

easy for all of as

lo let our past

experiences
affect our atti-

tude toward the

future. Too
often, we carry

around our

negative memo-
ries and allow

them to create

fear, whfch can prevent us from

boldly stepping into new situa-

tions.

You can all relate, cspeciallv at

this time of year We know what

New England winters are like:

we've been through it before — the

biting cold, the extreme wind tun-

nels on ciimpus, the messy slush on

the sidewalks and the ice in the

parking lots. We've seen the worst

of what winter can do to UMass

and its students, and we begin to

fear it.

By the lime we get back in

January, we arc prepared to fight it.

We come armed with heavy-duty

snow scrapers and parkas. We hide

from the bitter told by cuddling

under blankets inside our dorms

and apartments where we are

warm, and more importantly, safe.

Going out is a risk. We know what

awaits us can be brutal, so why

bother?

We can spot the naive ones, the

ones who have yet to experience

anything like winter at UMass.

Those out-of-state freshmen that

come without a scarf, and can only

imagine lots of sledding and snow

angels in front of their building

They frolic around campus like

kids in a candy store because ihe\

don't realize that in a couple of

weeks they'll get tired of it all. And

yet. they also seem to be the only

ones actually enjoying themselves

at this time of year in the Pioneer

Valley So we look at them and we
laugh, and we think to ourselves

that it is only a matter of time

before they realize that it's not that

great. But really, we're jealous of

their ability lo enjoy something that

has been ruined for the rest of us.

The truth is that most of us take

this same attitude in life Life is

messy, arxi along the way, all of us

come across our fair share of bliz-

zards and freezing rain. And it is all

too easy to use our past nightmares

as excuses to simply play it safe.

You can never get hurt if you shut

yourself inside and keep that thick

coat of amior on for protection.

Always have doubts, and when you

don't, be suspicious. Be cautious,

and expect people to let you down.

We know what

awaits us can be

brutal, so why

bother?

That way, you will never be disap-

pointed, right?

Well, as great of a safeguard as

that may be against getting hurt,

it's also a flawed philosophy If you

never trust that situations or peo-

ple may really be as good as they

seem, if you never truly give things

a chance to prove your personal

theory wrong, then you may be

missing out on those few genuine

moments that we are lucky enough

to have a chance at during our life-

times. Maybe those out-of-state

froshies have the right idea after

all.

Any cynic, however, would

argue thai nine times out of ten.

you wouUn'i be missing out on

anything at all. And maybe it's bet-

ter lo be proitxted those nine times

than open to suggestions just that

once.

For instance. early in

Dtxember, I myself ventured out

into the cokJ for a bit of an adven-

ture. I was sk"dding with some

friends and having a great lime

when 1 toppkxl off the snow tube

and broke my wrist. I had a cast for

six weeks, and I have since been

scarred, unwilling to attempt

another such endeavor I no longer

trust myself. 1 no longer trust the

snow, or blow-up lubes from Wal-

Mart for that matter But is that

really how I want to live my life?

This is where I differ from the

die-hard cynks, 1 suppose, because

my answer is no. Feeling safe and

warm is certainly nice, but nothing

would ever happen to anyone if we
all just hid out all the time. 1 think

that braving the cold, cruel world is

worth it even if just once, it pays

off. Even if just once we have an

experience that teaches us to trust,

teaches us that good things can

happen, then it's worth those nine

times we get burned. We'll all

make mistakes, and we'll all get

hurt because that is part of life. But

if we don't remain willing to try

again, then all we'll be left with is

the memory of the stinging cold.

I, for one, cannot live like that.

1 don't want to be protected. 1 want

to live and have experiences that I

will remember forever and 1 can't

do that by hiding from what I'm

afraid of. So, I intend to face this

winter head on. 1 am stepping out,

braving the cold, and hoping that

all of you can do the same.

Paige Cram is a Collegian

columnist.

The sitcom is dead This is evi-

dent in today's lekvision medium,

and at its rapid rale of decline, the

TV sitcom does noi have much
lime left

In an effort for better ratings

and more viewership, it seems tel-

evision media producers are

pumping the airwaves with any

show that might gain ratings,

despite weaknesses in concept.
^"^~~'^^~~

plot. or character design.

WheiKver new sitcoms premier, the networks reknt

lessly promote their new brainchikl until two weeks

later, when it disappears into ot»curity. Why are

these networks producing shoddy, surface-deep sit-

coms, constantly throwing the spaghetti at the wall

until something slicks?

The reason for the disintegration of one of

America's oidesi eniertainment kons is the result of

the increasing popularity of reality TV. Reality TV
evolved in the late <X)'s; let's pin it at around 1997. At

this point the sitcom had reached its peak of success

Shows like "Will and Grace", "Seinfeld", and

"FricTKls" boasted primelime with humor as we

enjoyed economic prosperity (somewhat), and

smooth relations with our neighbors.

Also, who can forget TGIF? It was a concept

keeping us on our couches on Friday nights, watch-

ing shows like "Full House," where the most hug

gable, lovabk family woukl face the trials and tribu

lations of normal life. Beskies the "Creepy Unck"

complex that most young men devebped while

watching little Michelle grow from infancy to the

blossoming twins adorning their apartment walls, the

question about how close three men can be living in

the same hou.se lo raise four giris never occurred.

Along with Urkel, Cody, and Baiki as our weeknight

heroes, our airwaves were safe, primelime was enjoy-

able, and life was good.

The moment that tipped the scales was the night

Regis Philban debuted "Who Wants to be a

Millionaire". It was an opportunity to indulge a soci-

ety hungry for instant gratification. The questions

were simple, insulted high schoolers across the

nation, and humored over worked/underpaid cubicle

dwellers everywhere. The chance to win $1 million

finishing I>r. Suess rhymes on natk)nal television

brought the common citizen the chance for easy

fame. Network executives, thirsty for a new gimmick,

vampirically set upon this fat new vein of success.

Keep in mind, "Millionaire" debuted in 1997. around

the same lime "Seinfeld" ended, which possibly

ckxicd the lid on the T\ sitcom's coffin

Soon after "Millionaire" morphcd into shows like

"The Chamber". "Fear Factor", and "Dog Eal [>)g".

combining the quesikm and ansvwrr formal with

stunts and extreme situatkins. One popular reality

show to arrive was "Survivor", whkh practically is

"Millkmaire" placed on an island. Reality T\ soon

after saturated the medM,m sitcoms bepn lo fade

awajt

The quality of the siioom qukkly deteriorated.

Reality programs film muhipk seasons at once so

they're abk to pump seasons out qukkly, with link

space between season finales and season premkrcs.

at a rate the sitcom world had never previously expe-

rienced and fouixl difficult to contetxl with. As a

result, sitcom's started devek>ping common themes.

One exampk is the fat man/skinny woman sit-

com Shows like "According lo jim." "King of

Queens." and "Tracey Morgan." the characters repre-

sent fat, oafish fathers with skinny, attractive "voke

of reason' mothers. The men usually go from a goofy,

grown-chiki mentality lo a sensitive mature, deep

persona in a matter of minutes. This schizophrenia

makes the shows' characters hardly plausible Also,

the show "Hope and Faith" has become the frontrun-

ner of the dumb blond theme, littering their shows

with trite jokes in a passe stereotype.

"Will and Grace" combined with "Sex in the City"

opened the doors for the metrosexual craze. "Queer

Eye for the Straight Guy" look the reigns bcxoming

reality TV's newest craze to replace the trading

spaces makeover/renovation genre, making all of us

feel bad for owning wire hangars and shaving with

disposabk razors.

Reality TV has even started lo fill the sitcom void

by becoming pseudo-sitcoms. "Newlyweds". "The

Simple Life", and "Celebrity Mole" arc shows where

reality television becomes less of where "normal"

people get involved in extreme contests and instead,

celebrities get involved documenting their lives, day

by day, or placing them in some extreme events and

obstacles.

But all hope is not lost. Sitcoms thai have survived

are unique and don't rehash on stereotypes, regurgi-

tating the same trite situations with the same used

story lines. "Makom in the Middle", "Scrubs", and

"The OC" arc- all keeping the sitcom a forceful oppo-

nent when "Friends" finally calls it quits. Also the

one-hour dramas seem to be holding strong, battling

the reality series for better primetime locations, hold-

ing fast for the reality television craze to end. and the

sitcom to reclaim its place in the media spotlight.

Ben feder is a Collegian columnist.

LEHER TO THE EDITOR
Resident Assistants are not all bad:

I am a resident assistant in the fJortheast residential area

here at UMass. After reading Moms Singer's arlicte, I cannot

help but feel sorry for fiis situation with his hypolhetica) resi-

dent assistant. However, it must be rwted that it is just that

ONE isolated inctdent that occurred for Morris, This does not

mean that all RAs are like 'Nashville.''

One thing I have learned throughout my experience is that

you cannot judge an entire group by one person Just as you

cannot look at one chemistry maja working in a lab and

assume he is a nertJ, you absolutely cannot judge all ot

ftesidential Life by one bad experience. To stereotype all of us

and to assume that we are all 'out to get you.' means that you

are simply misintonned.

It is funny to me that Morris referred to resident assistants

as 'full-time babysitters.' At my initial floor meeting in

September, the first thing I told my residents was that I am not

their babysitter I will not be sitting at home cuddling them, nor

will I be sitting outside their door waiting for them to violate a

policy. My job description includes being a community builder,

a resource and referral agent, an administrator, and a coun-

seiof Notice again how babysitter is not on that list.

In his article, Moris said. I urge everyone to think about

what It IS these people are really doing on our campus.' OK,

so let's do exactly that. Resident assistants wor1( hard to

ntake the residence halls places that students can call home.

We put in effort to aeate bulletin boards to educate, infomi,

and for student to enjoy We plan programs that altow inter-

action between residents so that they can become better

fnends and have a good time We answer any questions that

may arise, and in fact, may spend time searching for the

answers it we are unsure We wake up to phone calls in the

middle of the night to get keys for those residents who have

locked themselves out. We hok) floa meetings so that resi-

dents are aware of residence hall information and policies.

We stay up all hours of the night listening to a resident talk

about Issues that are important to him/her We stop by our

residents' rooms to ask how their days were. This list couk)

go on and on.

Rnally, the only way to bring about change is for you to

take a stand. Complaining Is not the answer If you really feel

that Resklent Assistants are doing a poor job and merely

seeking out residents to document, then apply yourself. Be

part of the applicant pool and increase the chances that only

well-qualified UMass students who will do a good job are

hired

Liane fianklln

UMass Student

Arts&Living
Thursday, February 5. 2004 ARTS@DAlLYCOl.LEGIAN.COM

ci kiJb~kop
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Hip-hop finally received

proper recognition from the

National Academy of

Recording Arts and Sciences

when the 4bth Annual

Grammy Award nominations

were announced Dec. 4 —
and the genre can expect

more love when
the awards are

handed out ^^^____
Sunday. Three
out of the five nominations

in the Album of ihe 'lear cat-

egory and four out of the five

nominations in the Record of

the ^ear category belong to

hip-hop or R&B aci>.

Hip-hop and R&B acts

also command the most

number of nominations, jav-

Z, his girlfriend Beyonce.

Oulkast and Pharrell

Williams each earned six

nominations The following

acts received five nomina-

tions: Eminem. 50 Cent.

Missy Ellioii. Evanescence,

Chad Hugo. lustin

Timberlake, Luther

Vandross, Ricky Skaggs and

Warren Zevon.

Eminem's "Lose NourselP

is the first rap song nominat-

ed for Song of the Year, an

award that goes lo the song-

likolasMaMianM

writer, in this case, Eminem.

In years past, layZ has

been vocal about the

Recording Academy's ways.

"I am boycotting the

Grammys because loo many
major rap artists continue to

be overlooked," he said in a

slaiemeni in

1999 -Rappers

deserve more
attention from

ihe Grammy commiltet and

from the whole world. If it'-*

got u gun. everyone knows

about it, but if we go on a

world lour, no one knows."

Nope, these aren't your

grammv '> Grammy awards

In fact, ihevre not >our

mother's either

As the Grammy nomina-

tions have become hipper

and more vouih-ceniric, so

loo have the performances.

Following lanel Jackson'*

boob blowout at Sunday '<>

Super Bowl, CBS (whuli

broadca>i the Super Bowli i^

>afcguarding iisell against

any unscripted, er, outburst^

To avoid anv bo«.>b\ trap^

CBS will u>e a tape dcl.i\.

allhouy'h ,ii pit—s time, the

See GRAMMYS on page 7
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Ladysmith Black Mambazo arrives in Noho
By (JUN STKAL'B

Ixan-otAN Staph

Paul Simon, Stevie Wonder, Dolly

Punon. Big Bind.

These entertainers are rarely

ever nK'iitioned together in the

same sentence, so why in this arti-

cW? What is the common thread

between them?

It s easy — they have all worked
with the sensational l^ysniith

Black Mambazo. The most fanwus

ol these collaborations is

l^ysmith's appearance and heavy

inrtuence on Paul Simons 1987

"Graceland" album.

Songs like "Diamonds on the

Soles of Her Shoes" and

"Honjekss" on "Graceland" cata-

pulted the South ^rican group's fK)toriety

onto a v^orkiwide scaW. and tor a quick sec-

ond, made room in the crowded pop sceiHf

for mu>ic and culture from the sub-Saharan

region of .Africa to be reei^nized.

However. Ladysmith Black Mantbazo's

tenure in the musk, industry far exceeds the

1 5 minutes of fame the group received fol-

knvii^ the success of "Grs>celand " The

Ladysmith

Black

Mambazo

Tonight

IrMHtftt

ttiiMaflliM

group has produced 30 albums in 10 years

and tonight — over the course of two shows
— Ladysmith will perform from their exten-

sive catalogue at the Iron Honse Music Hall

in Northampton.

Ladysmith is compikid of lU

South African Zulu-singing men
— six of which come from the

musically etihanced Shabalala fam-

ily. k>seph Shabalala, the leader of

the giXHip, started tfie ensemble

with his brothers in 1464, after

growing up on a farm hearing tra-

ditional Zulu singing called

"Isiattiamiya." "Isia-thamiya" has

melody, harmony and rhylhm all

within an a cappella structure. An
orchestra of heavy breaths, puff-

ing, pops, clicks arxl deep-soothing

singing construct one of the most

cixnplex and beautiful musical souivis in

the workl.

And that is why everyone wants a

chance to work with Ladysmith If they

don't get a chaiKc to work with Scxith

Africa s pride and joy. they want to see the

group perform. With the traditioruil dancing

tftat accompanies the musk., Ladysmith is

just as much a spectack as it is smooth on

the eardrums.

Over its three-decade history, Ladysmith

fias been asked to pertbrm in front the Pope,

at the 1996 Olympics, the Queen of

England and South African freedom fighter

and the country's first democratically elect-

ed president. Nelson Mandela.

On its Web site (mambazo.comi,
Ladysmith is described as "a national treas-

ure of the new South Africa in part because

they embody the traditions suppressed in

the old South Africa."

The worldwide popularity — particular

ly in western nations thai manifested

because of "Graceland" — opened people s

eyes to the problems associated with the

group members' native land and in the

process, gave blacks living through the dic-

tating Apartheid regime a sense of pride in

their beautiful native culture.

Ladysmith Black Mambazo is more
tftan just a singing group— it is a phenom-

ena.

You can see them tonight at either b.W
p.m. or 8:50 p.m at the Iron Horse.

Tickets cost $35 in advaiKe and $38 at the

door. This sftow was originally scheduled

for the Calvin Theater but all tickets will be

accepted.

MhA/OHKH

Ladysiinith Black Niambaiu is a

Tonight it plays two showti at the Iron

world music phenomonon.

Horse in Northampton.

Sophomores and Juniors,

are you a "Leader in the iMaking"?

If so, you could receive a S2,000 scholarship...

* Applicants must be full time sophomore and junior undergraduate

students to be eligible.

* Appl. cations may be picked jp Monday through f^riday at the Alumni

Association Office in Memorial Hall from 8 30 a.m. to 5:00 p m.

* Appl cations can be downloaded at www.UMassAiumni.com/students
* Four scholarships will be awarded and each recipient will receive $2,000

* A complete appication must include a resume, an unofficial academic

transcript, one etter of reference, a profile of financial need and an

essay.

Completed applications must be returned to

the Alumni Association Office by

February 17th at 5 p.m.ALUMNI
ASStK lATKJN

ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION

For more information, please contact

Melanie Corbeil at 545 231 7 or

mcorbeilQadmin.umass.edu

Why are you stii

Shopping?

Cooking?
mlngi

/ /,
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YCMP
A WORLD OF CHOICES

Be smart

Get YCMP and concentrate on

real question.

In fhnklin.

Afro-American Artists Museum guards

the past, looks to future of black culture
By Theo EMtRV
AmKK IAI»I> I'HtM

BOSTON (AP» - Next to the Museum of the

National Center of Afro-American Artists, a

snow-covered statue watches over Boston's

Roxbur> neighborhood. Expressionless and age-

less, neither male nor female, the huge head could

be a black person anv^here. or in any time, a

monument to the past and a ph>misc of the

future.

The statue, called "Eternal Presence." is a fit-

ting face for the museum and the center, which
established itself as a black cultural powerhouse
in l<}70s Boston, suffered crushing setbacks in

the l*180s, and is now poised to begin anew
"It puts its finger on the must essential obser-

vation of our work, which is that our work tries to

give a face to black humanity." museum director

Barry Caither. 59. said of the statue. "We see cul-

tural tradition not as a prison, but as a platform

from which to launch yourself into the world."

The museum, housed in a massive 19th-centu-

ry Gothic mansion perched atop a knoll, has for

decades been a beloved, if sometimes overlooked,

cultural institution in Boston. Its roots date back

to the 1950$, before popular conceptions of black

culture and art flourished in the 1960"* and I971K

Dozens of artists owe their places in the gal-

leries to founder Elma Lewis, who launched un

arts and perfonnance school for black children in

1950 and who died at 82 on New Year's Day. A

huge portrait of lewis, who never married or had

children, hangs in one gallery

"This work was her child. It was what she gave

her whole life to She was a woman of cxtraordi

nary will and vision." Caither said.

The museum, which served for decatfes m a

K'hool for boys with disciplinary problems, thm as

an annex to a nearby public v.hool, was just one

part of Lewis' vision for bringing arts aixl perform

aiKe to Boston's black community.

The National Center of Afro-American Artists,

which Lewis launched in 19(>8. grew to several

branches, including the museum. Lewis' school, an

annual Christmas performance of Langston

Hughes' "Black Nativity." and the Elma Lewis

Playhouse in the Park, where Duke Ellington

played every year until his death.

The NCAAA's first painting in the collection

was a I9t>8 donation of Charles Gilbert White*

"Nat Turner, >e>terday. Today and Tomorrow." a

gift of the BoMon Black United Front, a political

action griHip from the l9<H)s.

*lt was kind of a consummate act of faith thai

somehow or another, without an endowment or a

guarantor, nsc would create a place thai was the

right place for this work to be." Gaither «aid

Dream it. Do it. DisDey:

We're recruiting on campus!
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Mark your calendars— All majors and all college levels invited.

This is your chance to go inside this world-famous resort.

build your resume, network with Disney leaders and

meet students bom aiXHUid the world.

Check out a Walt Disney VVbrW* College Program paid

internship. 24-hour secured housing is offered.

College credit oppriunities may be available.

Visit our website at wdwcoUegeprogram.com

and then come to the presentation.

Attendance ls required to interview.
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Hip'hop will

get its props

at Grammys
6IIAMMVStro(npaoe5~

time of that delay had not been
determined. The network feels

so confident with the tape delay
— which has the capability of

deleting both audio and footage
— it has rated the Grammys
TVPC.

Despite previous reports,

lanet lackson and Justin

Timberlake (that's Ms. lackson

to you. nasty boy!) are still

scheduled to be at the event

Feb. 8 at the Staples Center in

Los Angeles at 8 p.m. (ET).

Although, the New York Post

reports that CBS could still for-

bid the two from the Grammy
telecast should the networii

learn that the boob flashing was
not accidental.

lackson is slated to be a pre-

senter at the show and
Timberlake will perform solo.

Perhaps the biggest shock we
can get is if nothing at all hap-

pens. Yeah, and Madonna's a

real blonde.

Other performers, most of

who are no strangers to contro-

versy, include Christina

Aguilera: Outkast; Celine Dion:

lackson Browne; Prince;

Beyonce; Dwight Yoakam; the

White Stripes; 50 Cent; the

Black Eyed Peas; Fmmylou
Harris: Alicia Keys: Richard
Marx: the Fugles' Timothy B.

Schmit: Billy Bob Thornton:
Sean Paul; Martina McBride:
Foo Fighters, who are teaming

up with jazz legend Chick
Corea; Outkast with George
Clinton and Parliament

Funkadelic; Earth. Wind & Fire;

and Robert Randolph & The
Family Band.

It's not an all-out kiddie-fest

though. Sting. Dave Matthews.

\'ince Gill and Pharreli Williams

will partake in a musical cele-

bration marking the 40th
anniversary of the Beatles'

appearance on "The Ed Sullivan

Show."

lackson Browne, tminylou
Harris. Dwight Yoakam. lorge

Calderon and the Eagles'

Timothy B. Schmit will offer a

musical tribute to the late

Warren Zevon.

And. nnally. to ensure that

the once sleep-inducing

Grammy Awards are not a bore,

celebrity guests will introduce

all the performances. Scheduled

presenters and spit->>wapping

friends Madonna and Britney

Spears are sure to give the

newly designed tape delay sys-

tem a good workout.

Informalion from
grammy.com was used in iht!-

column.

Nikolas Markantonatos is u

Collegian columnist
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McCutcheon named new AD
MCCUTCMEON from page 10

search cummittee. "lohn's experience as AD at an

academically distinguished [^vision I -A.A university,

his extensive Division I intenjoliegiaie athletic expe-

rience, his familiaiity with inieaullegiate athletics in

Nev^ England atKl thorough understanding of the

issues facing UMass and intercollegiate athletics

geiuralls, and his unquestioned integrity make him

the- ideal candidate to lead our program."

fk is taking over a UMass athletic department

that has experienced its share of tunnoil over the

last fevk year^, including the departures of two per-

manent athletic directors sirwe 2002. the recent loss

c)f head football coach Mark \V hippie to the NFLs
Pittsburgh Sleekrs, floundering student support for

the University's 25 varsity athletic teams and the

recent implementation of massive statewide budget

cuts which forced the program to eliminate seven

sports in the piast two years, as well as drastically

resfiape the budgets of several others.

"(Members of the athletic department's search

committee I were up front with me about everything

involving the program during the process,"

McCutcheon said. "My goal is to be able to stabilize

the prc^am and put it in the posit k>n to succeed to

the point where it remains a source of pride for the

University, its students, employees and alumni."

McCutcheon has been given a five-year contract

with a base annual salary of $ I 'X),000. If he com-

pletes annual program periomiance goals, as well as

other inceniiM's, his base salary coukl increase by as

much as $20,000 per year.

Program finds a new identity
MBWin from page 10

Minutemaniacs had reason to be

unsure about the future of the

athletic prograjn.

V>vk. there is a permarvfni

luinic at the helm — no disa--

spcct intendc"d towards Thorr

Bjom. who has done an

admirabk job as interim AD
since McCaw's departure — and

that might just be what the pro-

gram neixls to truly turn things

around, and move in the right

direction.

"I think this University has the

potential and the charge to be a

L-ader in New England and the

East." McCutcheun said after

yvsterday's press confervrKe. "V\'e

want to be one ol the premier

pfugrams, a comprehensive pro-

gram that represents the universi

t> and the state in the right way,

"

NLCutcheun comes to

\iiihvrst after 13 years at

California Polytechnic in San

l.uis Obispo. Calif Among the

highlights uf hLs tenure there, is a

successful program-wide trami-

lion from Division II to Division

I. with the football team entering

Division l-AA. While that experi-

ence couki aid the UMass foot-

ball team's pottsible future jump
to l-A, McCutcheon is more
focused on the present for the

Minutemcn

"The focus is on l-AA foot-

ball." he saW. "Wfiether the cli-

mate defiiws itself in three years,

or five years. I really can't say

right now. But it's true, tfie inter-

est is out there, and that's a posi-

tive thing. I think we need to

embrace the fact that there are

pcvtpk out there tfut kx>k at us.

and feel we have that kind of

potential atxl are willing to keep

bringing tfut issue up.

"I'm not going to sweep that

issue under the r\^. but it needs

to be done wfien our eyes are

open and the time is appnjpri-

ate."

Amuf^ McCutcheun 's highest

priorities is the hiring of a new
iuotball head coach, something

he'd like to get done before he

travels back to California to final-

ize his departure from Cal Poly

All this points to better direc-

tion for the department, and

although he wasn't ready to ruk

on the possibilities. McCutcheun

did have some clear feelings

about the proposal to make the

athkrtic department a 501c5 non-

prutit organization, whkrh woukJ

effei.-tively make it a privatized

offshoot of tfie university.

"The thing you have to

remember alxxit 50lc5 is tfiat

it's jast a iix>l." he said. "It does-

n't dictate that you can get these

types of monies, or you can't get

those types of monies, it's rvally

something that we will look at If

it makes sense lor us. if it gives

us an ability to clarify the budg-

eting process, then it might be

aofnething that we wouM pur-

sue. That might be two years

from tx)w. tfiat might be three

years from no\^, but it's really a

tool that can facilitate our

aaxNmt.

Andrew Mtrritl is a CoUepan
(u/umnisf He can be reached at

meniii_ixtllepan9yakoo.com.

Red Sox bring back former No. 1 pick Burks
BOSTON - The Red Sox have agreed to a one

year deal with 5*j-year-old Ellis Burks, who played

six seasons in Boston after being selc>.tc'd as the

team's No. I draft pick in I9H)

Burks arrived in Boston on Tuesda< iv. „ r'*)^'

ical. The Boston Globe reported.

Burks was an All-Star and Gold Glove outfield-

er with the Sox in I99t). three years after making
his big league debut He left the team as a free

agent after the I "92 season, when the Sox

declined to re-sign him because of concerns about

his back.

Burks subsequently played with the Chicago

White Sox. Colorado Rockies. San Francisco

Giants and Cleveland Indians His seasofl with

Cleveland ended in |une last year because of a

nerve condition in his right elbcfw that required

surgery He btxame a free agent after the Itidians

declined to exercise a $5 million option for the

2004 season.

Burks' agent, |im Turner, said Burks has com-
pletely recovered from surgery.

"tie's hitting and has full flexibihiy.' Turner

said. "TTie elbow is not an issue in his mind.'

Burks batted 301 with 32 home runs and 91

RBIs in 2002. his last full season He's expected to

compete for the right-handed designated hitter's

spot and Ncrvc as the top right-handed pinch hit-

ler

-As^ociiJtt'J Press
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Pats conquered all in 2003
PATRIOTS from page 10

tackle Ted Washington became such an immovable
force that he made everyone around him better.

Requiring double teams on every down, Ml.
Washington deserves credit for the career years of

many, including Harrison, inside linebacker Tedy
Bruschi. defensive lineman Richard Seymour and
outside linebacker Mike N'rabel.

Tom Brady, who endured ups and downs in his

sophomore season of 2002, came into his own.
With no running game to speak of. Brady was
called on to sling the pigskin all over the place, and
sling it he did. Involving as many different

receivers as he possibly could. Brady turned

Charlie Weis' game-management offense into the

next big thing in the NFL.
No longer did team's need to run the football to

be successful, as long as they had a quarterback

who was accurate, aware and made smart, split

second decisions The Patriots were the envy of the

league. Despite injuries to Brown and David
Patten, Brady continued to have success. Thanks
large in part to the emergence of David Givens as

a bona-tide future Pro Bowl receiver and the con-

sistency of Brown, who continued to catch every-

thing thrown within an arms-length radius. Weis

and Brady truly revolutionized the offense game as

we know it.

Ty Law. who following his longtime friend and
teammates release was targeted for the same fate

following the 200^5 season, emerged as the NH.'s

premier shutdown corncrback. His interception

return for a touchdown on a badly sprained ankle

against Steve McNair and the Titans on Oct 5

reviewed this, and his three INT performance in

the AFC Championship game confirmed it.

So how did it all come together'.' How did a

team that began with such high expectations) see

everything crumble before they'd even pla>ed a

meaningful game, and then rebuild it in such a

rapid fashion that allowc*d them to win more ciMi-

secutive games than any team in history save one?

To be quite honest, who cares?

It's obvious that Bill Belichick and his staff are

second to none, and that Scott Pioli is as fine an

executive as you'll lind in sports. A large part of

the credit certainly goes to them, as they were the

ones who brought the players in and taught them

how to play and succeed the Patriot way. But

beyond that, does it really matter why the

Lombardi Trophy again resides in Foxboro, as long

as it does?

The Pats are World Champions because they

were supposed to be. Tfiey were supposed to win

1 5 games in a row, they were supposed to survive

all the extreme elements they faced, and Adam
Vinatieri was supposed to win the Super Bowl with

a 4 1 -yard field goal for no other reason than the

players, coaches and fans di New England earned

it with a year's worth of blood, sweat and tears

So when I wrote on September 5. 2003 that if

the Patriots were to win the Super Bowl without

Lawyer Milloy it just wouldn't be right. I was

wrong. I woke up at 5:50 am on Tuesday morning

to celebrate with 1.5 million other diehards, and

seeing my team hold that trophy is a feeling that haa

gone unntatched in my life in this. m> 20ih year.

In retrospect, this team didn't just win without

Lawyer Milloy. they won because they didn't have

Lawyer Milloy. His dismissal reminded the players

that football isn't about individuals; it's about

team, and no one player will make or break a team

that knows and believes in those words of wisdom.

So did it hurt to not glance up at those

Duckboais and not see Lawyer's toothy grin soak-

ing up the moment? Sure it did. he will always be

a part of this franchise and a player many of us

grew up idolizing. Hut players are merely part of a

whole, and if you ask me. I like in\ new No 57 jer-

sey with the name Harrison across the back just

fine.

SUke Murzelli is u Collegian cotumnisl. He can

be reached al Marzelli_collepan<i^yahooxx>m.

Pats are royal guests in Hawaii
Bv Gkh; Beac ham

.^AMUtAItK I^UJWi

HONOLULU Willie

McGinest stood on the sidelirv: at

Aloha Stadium, sweating in the

Hawaii sun and gulping air He put

one hand (.>n hi- kixv'i' and railed

the other t«.> -alute j small group of

faro cheering. "Super Bowl! Super

Bowl!"

Thrce days after the New
England Patriots won the NFL
title. Mci-iineM still haMii caught

his breath Mter the celebrations in

Ifouston atxl the parade in Boston,

he joiived defensive lineman

Richard Seymour and cxjmerhack

T\ Law in Honolulu on NVednesda>

in workouts for the league's all-star

game.

"It Lsn'l even^Jpse to -inking in.

becauwwe havenS had a charge to

think about it.'lkid Mc<iinc*st. a

surpnM; scteclion to the At C squad

at an injury replacement for

Baltimore linebacker Peter

BouKrare.

'Right now. everyixxly is still on

a high. I'm sore and a little tired,

but it feels good ti> be goir^ here

I haven't been here in. what.

seven yean? It was lime to come
back, arxl we're coming here in

styfc now.'

McGinest is making his first Pro

Bowl appeaianoe Mice l*N7, while

Seymour got hb wcond straight

trip to the laid-hack anticlinvix to

the NFL season, now in its 25ih

year in Hawaii.

Seynxjur has big plans for a

week of relaxation and recupera-

tion, including a srKirkeling expeili

lion, beach link* aivJ plentv ol gmvJ

meal- with fnends and teammates

"We've aNvays talked about

how it's the best time when vou c«i

>.oine over heie wiili j .Super Bowl

ring." Seymour said

"Everybody gives \ou a kit of

rrspect They realize how hard it is

to make it through the ptayo(Ts and

win a Super Bowl, and I think they

nespect you for giving everything

you have."

l.aw is making his fourth Pro

Bowl appeanuKe His pusitian as

one of ihe NFT's elite cometisacks

is indisputable. «id he appreciaia

the lespeci shown for New
Englarvl - dominant defense by Plo

Bowl voters who selected him as a

starter along with SeyiiKiur

But the three Patriots also won-

der why more of their teammates

aren't joining them in liawaii They

have one of the smalk'-t conliiv

gents lor a Super Bowl winner in

rivent niemor> and even

Carv>lina -t-ni tour players tti

fkmoKihi
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Comics are fun

to read.

Comics are fun

to write.

Write comics for

The Collegian.
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Dining Commons Menu

LUNCH
• ( htt'se Qupsatlill.)

ivem'tari.ini

• Phillv Steak S.indvvu h

• Tolu Fritasst**'

DINNER
•BB(.?( hiiki'fi Quartifs

• BakiHl ( hn km Quarter*.

• ( .rillwl Hani Slt-aks

• Sfifan BiHir^ui^non

Daily Weather Forecast
For AmhcTsi

THUKSDAY
. High: U
• Low: 17

FRIDAY
. High: 33

• Low: 24

SATURDAY
. High: 29

• t ( >\\ 1
">

9
i:
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We gotta start with

the spirit first, y'all.

Mind powera
-A Trihv (\illed Quest

aquarius • i vs. io-hu. \b

YcHj will \k' asked to join a new society.

S.iy -NO!!!"

pisces • mh. i«>-m\k .'()

Your exasperating personality exhausts

others around vfHj.

aries • mar 2i-ap«. 19

FantalHjIous fortune will i orrx' vour \v.i\

taurUS • Apr 2()-Ma> 20

St'x a|)|H'al isn't everNthing. Don't w<)rr\,

you have other gcxxl features.

gemlni • m.m 21 ks 21

Imitate a lH)L)l)le-head during your

trieml's wedding.

cancer • lus. 22-iu 22

forget lemon or strawlx'rrv; raspfx>rry is

the way to go.

leo •

Be l)lank»>ted with snow in the fxark t^r

near tin- ii\ jxwkI

virgo . \

You h.ive Ixfn rq)!,!! e<l

libra .

t'eojiir KTi .isMiii II ir s|H'iimg \(Hir name
vsruny

Scorpio • I) . s > -

1

( iiiiIkIci^i c is hiif fi.ni' somr

Sagittarius • \ ) 1

You work fhoM- glasses like no ot"

(,m

Capricorn . p

We know. Noil II Ml I k-inin^wav.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\I-\KISUM M)K KIM AD TO FOR SAl F

Hohart C^ondos 3

bedr(X)m, hardwcHid

flcx)rs, .study area in

basement. Cable,

telephone (internet

access) in all bed-

rooms and study.

NOW SHOWINCj
forJUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO
FEES, www.amhcr-

stlincoinrealty.com

253-7879

Center of town 1,2,

3 bedr(M)ms; hard-

wood floors. NOW
SHOWING for

JUNE and SEPTEM-

BER NO FEES www
ainhcrstlincolnrcal-

tv.com 2 SV7879

MHO FOR SAl I

96 Accord 105K

Runs great Reliable

Less than htxik val-

ue $4500 256-1505

I
'

550o:i: Police

Impounds, Hondas,

Chevy's, Jeeps, etc.

For listings 1-800-

^19-3^2^ Ext. 4554

Sporty! Nissan

Pathfinder SE

Utility 4diH)r with 4

wheel drive 1995.

$4500 I -4n -687-

7510

1992 Silver Ford

Taurus. Excellent

condition. $1600

II8K. Call 549-

3930 210-9691 All

power

FMIMOYMENT

500 Camp Jobs NY,

PA, New England.

1-800-44^6428

www.summercam-

pemployment.com

FMPIOVMENT

Ni>rth<iinpion

Bicycle. Bicycle

Sales, .isstmblv,

minor repairs.

Twenty plus hours,

or full-rime now.

Full-time summer.

Experience strongly

preferred. Cjerry

586-3810 586-4125

Bartender Tr.unees

Needed. $250.00 a

day pt)tential. Local

positions. 1-800-

293-W85ext 516

Photography posi-

tion available.

Photographer for

Whitewater trips.

Some photography

experience neces-

sary. Weekends

Spring and Fall.

Full Time Summer
sea.son. Call 625-

2288 Headline

2/26/04

EMPLOYMENT

Siiininer Nanny

position C-arint» for

2 boys 5 .ind 8.

Weekends Sprintj

and Fall. Full Time

(40 hours).

Experience pre-

ferred. Call 625-

2288.

Whitewater Raft

guides needed at

Oab Apple

Whitewater, Full or

Part-Time jobs. No
Experience neces-

s.jry. Will train.

625-2288 for Info.

Headline 2/26/04

"Bartending"

$2 50/Hay Potential.

No Experience

Nesc. Training pm-

vided. 1-800-965-

6520 Ext. 162

ENTERTAINMENT MISCELLANEOUS

LxpcrieiKcvi I iip-

HopHJ4n-H5-
5226

Fl/RMTURE

Houhle I3edSet

with frames. 2 years

old, very comfort-

able! Call Jimmy @
60^k"^1-0167

MIS( Fll ANFOIJS

Kiss your old phone

goodbye! voice^^lo

t.ilk. talk. talk. r. ilk.

talk... to any phone

in the world.

www.voicctiK'.com

C lossip til it hurts!

voiceglo

talk. talk. talk. talk.

talk... to any phone

in the world.

www, voiceglo.n'ln

t^.ish Ijrants .\e\cr

Repay $500.00 Xo

$^0,000 1888-397-

0366

T.ilk your fre.ikin'

head t.)iiV. vt)iceglo

talk. talk. talk. t.ilk. t.il

k... to any phone in

the wt>rld.

www.voiceglo.com

Talk til it feels

g(H)d! voiceglo

talk. talk. talk. talk. tal

k... to any phone in

the world.

wwwivoiceglo.com

SERVICES

LECAL PRC^B-

LEMS.'CVt free

advice at the

Student Legal

Services eXfice. 922

C'ampus C\'nter,

545-1995.

Spring Brc.iK _v'04

Travel with ST>,

AmerK.i's -\

Student Tour

Oper.itor to

J.im.iic.i, C! iiKun.

Acipiilco. B.ih.iiii.is

.ind Florida. Nvuv

hirinu campus n |-

C'all for tzroiip Jis

counts

lntorm,ition/l\i.s(. r\

ations 1-800-64.'^

4849 or

www.ststr.uel.yom

For more inform. i-

lion conf.icr STA
Travel .it 41 ^25(v

i:m

Spring Break 2004

It's here. .book now!

Lowest Prues

Hi>ttest P.irties »1

Airlines What more

can you ask tor!!!

www.sunsplash-

ttnirs.ctim 1800-

426-7710

SPRINc, BKh.AK

SOLUTIONS \ u.

pick rhe destin.i

Hon, ^\c will L't

vou there tJroup

Discounts, Free

Trips, we meet i>r

beat .inv reliabk-

>.><mpetitors jmih.
'

biee partv pack.ii;c

with ever\ trip

vww^.spiingbu

l utions.>.inu 1-S77

: TllF-FUN

s.s7-4-c:ANi I \
Best price. UMASS
V'ENlVR sdlin-

sjirin!: hre.ik \'.w L

iges. \\) not i,'ei

scammed. ( 'aiunn.

Negril .Acapiiico,

Bahamas, Florid. i.

$$$ campus reps

earn $$$.

Flipn.ition.i.om

877-4-cancun.
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UMass names new AD
Cal Poly's McCutcheon signs five-year contract

.Ik Ilka .L-l ... .. .. ......»..» i^.UL.U . viiF I <vi«iU-ir/-li hut. :-ittrv klllti*^! Idhn

By MiKt Mar/ELLI

CxH-tifOIAN StAff

Kollo\»ing an extensive seaivh thai

spanned nearlv live n^onth^. Lniversitv

of VlassachuseitN Ainherst Chiincellor

luhn \ ImnhinJi announted >e>terda\

ihai Min F VkCuteheun has. bwm
nanied ihe schools sixth permanent

ilirev-tor of uihleiws

McCutcheon. who v^as tomialK

ininxluced at a ^50 p m r»ew> confer-

ence in ihe Mullins Center Green

Room, comes to Amherst from

Calilomia Pulyte«.hnic State Universit>

in San I uis Obispo, where he was the

ditettor ol athletics since \*^2

He will take over a UMass program

that ha* been without a pemianeni

A.l^. since Ian McCaw abrupilv depart-

ed to take the same position at Bavkir

Universitv in Septntiber

Associate Athletic Dire\.tor for

Kxtemal A ffairs Thorr B(om hekl the

position on an interim basi* during the

search.

"UMa» Amhera ls JdifEhied to wd-

conie lohn Mc^uichi\>n as peniianeni

director of aihletit-s." Ixmibardi said

"He brings a solid recufd of atcoin

pitthment. strong manaprrial and fund-

rw>ing skills, and proven abilit> to steer

uur program toward greMcr succes».*

John IS also taiiiiliai with the New

England spori.s environiiH.'ni and has all

the talents necessary to meet the high

c\pcviations o( our athletes and staff

.

students, faculty, fans, aiul alumni sup-

porters."

Prior to his tenure at Cal Poly.

Mc<.utcheon spent 12 years at Boston

College, beginning in HWJ when he

was named athletic business manager,

and culminating in 1^1 when he was

named a.s.s«.Kiaie athletic dircxtor lor

business and operations, befoiv depan

ing the post for his new position in San

l,uis Obispo in August erf l'W2

Prior to his time at the Heights.

McCutcheon was assistant athletic

manager at the University of Maine.

Oiuno for three years, tx-ginning in

l*»77.

He succeeds Curry Starr Hicks

I I'JI ll<»48). Warren R McGuirk

(m48-l«J7l). Frank Mclnemey (1*^72

l*N2t. Robert Marcum (14^5-20021.

and McCaw (2002 2005) in taking over

the athletic departnx"' "I ihf stale's

fU^ship university.

"1 am extrettwlv tH>iuin.\i n' ti.i»i.

been given the opportunity to be the

next athk-iic director at the University

of Massachusetts,' Mclutcheon sakl

"It is my goal to provide the dinxtion.

c-nthusiasm and leadership to make

UMass athletics a program in whkJi our

students, alumni and supporters can

take great pride."

"I kx)k forward to addressing what

ever challenges we may face as we buiU

on the tradition of the University of

Massachusetts athletic pnjgram."

McCutcheon earned his Bachek^r of

Science degrxx* in health, physical edu-

cation aixl recreation from Indiana

University of Pennsylvania in l»*75. He

then earned his ma-ster of education

degat" from Ohio University in W78
He has been a member of the National

Assc<iation of College Directors of

.Athknics since 1*N2. and was a 14-year

member of the Collegiate Athletic

Business Managers Association until

1^2
\Shile at Cal Poly. McCutcheon

oversaw the university's athkrtk. depart-

ment's ascension from Dtviston li to

Division l-AA. and abo secured mem-

bership in the Big West Conference in

order to nwke the move possibk

In addiiK>n. he coordinated an ath

ktk facility matter plan and began a

$20 million capital campaign for

impivAements of such facilities, wluch

has collected $18 million ftxim prtvaie.

corporate, sute and student sources to

date.

"\Ke are delighted that Chaiwdkir

Lombardi has appointed lohn

McCutcheon, who won enthusiastic

support from the search committee, our

coaches, and members of the athk'tk.

department stall." said Susan IH-arson.

associate provost for faculty relations

and the budget ajwl co-chair ol the

See MCCUTCHEON on page 8

New UMa»» Athletic Director

j»>hn McCutchetm.

an identity
At kjng last, there is

finally a permanent face

to ilw UMass Athkrtic

Department. With yes-

terday's hiring of

Athletic Director k»hn

McCutcheon. the

department has finally

a-gained some of the

stability that went out

the window wtien for-

mer AD Ian McCaw
look oft lot greeiK-r pastures at Baykx

University in \Vaco. Texas

What McCutcheon's hiring has also

brought is something that has been lacking

in UMass Athk-tics for a whik — a ckarer

future. After an ad hoc committee's find-

ings that ihcie wouldn t be suflkienl fuivJ-

ing for the iootball team s proposed promo-

tion to I>ivi*ion l-A. as well as former grid-

iron cxMch Mark Whippks dtviston to

leave UMass to bcc-otne the quarterhacks'

h vMth the Pittsburgh Steelers. not to

lion a fairiy Weak showing by UMass'

revenue sports over the winter sesskm.

SMlKIMinonpigaS

Andiew

Merfiii

Pats were Football announces '04 recruiting class

truly Super
Bv Mikf Mar/eiii

IaHiIi MS Staff

Mike

Mafzelli

l^t the sinking-in begin.

Its now been three whole days

since the Patriots made all of

New England fiercely proud with

their second Super lk)wl title in

three years, and despite talks ol

dynasty, greatness and individual

accomplishments, it s still nearly

unfathomable to think that the

Pals arc not only again champi

ons of the world, but arc being

considered the dominant fran

.hi^e ol the 2lsi century

Nevertheless, they certainly arc. The team most

ol us grew up rooting for religiously every Sunday

has conquered the football universe. They have

reversed a trend of losing that has festered itself in

these parts to the point where no team other than

the Silver and Blue have stood triumphantly on

Tom Menino's front door since the Celtics celebrat

cd the NBA Title at City Hall Plaza in H8b
What makes it all the more unbelievable is how

it began Few remember that the Patriots had an

undefeated preseason, and despite the fact that

their most dominant player in those four games —
free agent prize and linebacker extraordinaire

Roosevelt Colvin —was hurt at Philadelphia in

Week Two and never played again, that scary con-

cept known as optimism was sweeping through the

New England states like the August humidity

Yet despite the NFL's onl> unblemished sum-

mer, things all seemed to blow up in Bill Belichick

and Scott Pioli's face when they decided to cut

team captain and fan favorite Lawyer Milloy prior

to the start of the season.

Widely considered the heart and soul of the

franchise, Milloy took his share of parting shorts at

his former bosses and the anger many people felt

about one of their favorite sons being let go so

unceremoniously were only magnified when Milloy

contributed to a 51-0 trouncing at Buffalo.

I was one of those fans who liKik exception to

letting Lawyer walk. I bought my first royal blue

No. 56 jersey in the eighth grade, and I thought it

made me that much cooler to frequently imitate the

pulling of a truck horn that Milloy made so popu-

lar, so I made my feelings crystal clear that day. and

in this very paper no less. I wrote that 1 thought it

was a travesty to let one of the franchises greatest

player leave like that, and that it just wouldn't be

right to sec anyone but Lawyer leading my favorite

team. I thought Bill Belichick, the smartest man in

football, had made a terrible mistake.

It was then, after that painful, embarrassing loss

to the Bills, however, that the season truly began.

The only setback after that would come at

Washington in Week 4, and the team found its new

identify behind its star quarterback, a stellar

defense and the league's premier draft class.

Despite an injury epidemic the likes of which

had never been seen before, the Pats bonded

together without the leader many, including myself,

thought they desperately needed, and became a

runaway train unable to be stopped. There were no

easy games, no blowouts, just wins. Wins every

week.

Rodney Flarrison. an off season acquisition

from San Diego, had taken over for Milloy. and

instantly became a fan favorite with his fearless

play and constant, unbridled intensity. His hit-first,

ask-questions-later-before-and-during style won his

teammates over to the point where he was elected

captain in Milloy 's place, and at season's end he'd

be named an All-Pro.

The run defense that was so painful to endure in

2005 became impenetrable, as 575-pound nose

Despite being without a head

football coach following the depar-

ture of Mark U hippie to become the

quarterbacks' coach of the NFL's

Pittsburgh Steelers, University of

Massachusetts football announced

its 2004 incoming recruiting class

yesterday

Nine student-athletes have signed

National Letters of Intent to come to

LMass for the 2004 05 academic

year, while two others have enrolled

at the University for the Spring 2004

semester and will be eligible to play

in the '04'05 season.

The 1 1 players included in this

year's class are comprised of six

offense and five defense. The

Maroon and White has added two

receivers, two offensive linemen,

one tight end and one running back

on the offensive side of the ball,

while adding two linebackers, one

defensive end. one defensive back

and one defensive lineman.

Headlining the group will be tail-

back Bryan Smith, a b-foot-2 Im-
pound native of Bayonne. N.L,

where he ran for 1 ,687 yards and 26

touchdowns during his senior season

at Bayonne High School.

Smith, whose identical twin

Brandon is a freshman on the team,

was heavily recruited bv Division I

programs such as Maryland, but

reportedly chose UMass due to the

urging? of his family to attend

school and plav football with his

brother

"Bryan is another outstanding

running back from New Jersey, who
we feel can make a major impact on

our program," UMass running backs

coach Mike Cassano said. "He is an

outstanding athlete, like Marcel

Shipp and R.|. Cobbs, but has more

height and speed. Bryan is a very

natural runner who sets up his

blocks well with patience and out-

standing vision."

"He is a home run hitter, who is a

iJM^
FOOTBALL

2004 INCOMING RECRUITING CLASS
Name Yr. Pos. Ht. Wt. Hometown / Previous School

Wilner Alexis Fr. DE 6-3 245 Somerville, Mass. / Somerville H.S.

Sean Callccho Fr. OL 6-5 300 Brooklyn, N.Y. / Xaverian H.S.

Victor Cruz Fr. WR 6-0 190 Paterson, N.J. / Paterson-Catholic H.S.

Darnel Delaire Fr. LB 6-2 210 Bloomfield, Conn. / Bloomfield H.S.

Jon Hambley Fr. DB 6-1 185 S. Hadley, Mass. / St. Thomas More

Brian Haynes Fr. WR 5-10 170 Peoria, Ariz. / Centennial H.S.

Chris Hopkins Fr. OT 6-3 260 Beltsville, Md. / Saint John's Prep

Ian Jorgensen Fr. TE 6-5 215 Wollaston, Mass. / Quincy H.S.

Desmond Lymon Fr. DL 6-2 290 West Haven, Conn. / West Haven

Cesar Rosario Fr. LB 6-2 220 Paterson, N.J. / Eastside H.S.

Bryan Smith Fr. RB 6-2 200 Bayonne, N.J. / Bayonne H.S.

legitimate threat to score every time

he touches the ball."

Absent from the list was Providence.

Rl quarterback Liam Coen. who ver-

bally committed to UMass before

reconsidering following Whipple's

departure.

The La Salle Academy product,

who was considering Dl schools

Virginia and Penn State before

deciding on Whipple and UMass, is

reportedly still in limbo about his

future plans.

The Minutemen are coming off of

one of the most successful season's

in program history, one which saw

them go 10-5 overall and 8-1 in the

Atlantic 10. good enough for a share

of their first conference title since

1999. The 10 overall wins and eight

conference wins both established

school records, while the team's 9-1

start was its best in over 100 years.

With the Atlantic 10 having split

into two divisions for the upcoming

season due to the addition of

Towson University, the Maroon and

White's schedule will feature fellow

North Division members Hofstra,

Maine, Massachusetts. New
Hampshire, Northeastern and

Rhode Island, as well as South foes

Richmond, lames Madison and

Delaware.

In addition, non-conference

opponents include national runner-

up Colgate, as well as Delaware

State.

Talks are also reportedly on-

going with Boston College about a

potential early-October match up at

the Heights.

UMass opens in 2004 campaign

on Sept. 1 1 . when it faces Colgate at

Warren P. McGuirk Alumni

Stadium. The Raiders, who
advanced to the 2005 National

Championship game before eventu-

ally falling to Delaware, knocked the

Minutemen out of the playoffs with

a 19-7 win in Hamilton. N.Y.

Men's indoor track heads to Rhode Island
By Bkhndan Haii
(xiLiK.iAN Staff

See PATRIOTS on page 8

After a respectable finish last Friday at the

Adidas Boston Indoor Games, the Massachusetts

men's indoor track squad will be looking to up

the ante this weekend in Kingston. R.I., where

they will face off with eight other opponents in a

preview of the Atlantic 10 Championships.

In Boston, the Minutemen placed eighth out of

16 teams with 57 points, just two points different

from sixth and seventh-place finishers Williams

and Colgate.

Coach Ken O'Brien was pleased with his

team's performance. "We scored in nearly every

event. |We| had a few events we didn't cover, but

overall I'm pretty pleased with the effort."

Senior Kwesi Frimpong-Boatang was the sole

event winner for the Minutemen, placing first in

the 55-yd dash with a time of 6.58. "It's not his

fastest time in that event, but he's not thai far off

from it in only his second outing of the year."

O'Brien said.

Glenn Opie was also a key contributor in the

finish, taking third in the high jump with a jump

of 6'4". Dave McMenamy also picked up fourth in

the 1 000m with 2:52.50. "That is about a second

slower than his best, but it's a great early-season

time," O'Brien said.

Henry Smith picked up fifth in the triple jump

with a jump of 45'5 ?" in the effort. The

Minutemen also picked up two places in the

500m dash in lames Godinho (sixth) and lohn

O'Neil (eighth) with times of 1:05.91 and

1:06.21.

The road doesn't get any easier from here, as

the Minutemen next travel to Kingston, R.I. this

weekend, where they will be part of a field ol nine

competing at the University of Rhode Island in

the URI Mega Meet.

Among the stiff competition will be delending

A- 10 champs Rhode Island, Brown. Bucknell,

New Hampshire, Hartford, Quinnipiac. Central

Connecticut, and New Haven.

"I URI I
is the site of our Atlantic 10

Championship meet, so it gives the kids, especial

ly those involved in technique events, a chance to

go down and get used to the facility." O'Brien

said. "With technique events, you want to have

some familiarity with the facility, .so it's good for

us to go down and gel a chance to see that."

The UNll Wildcats are coming off of a fourth

place finish at the Adidas Games, led by perform-

ances from junior distance runner Tim Perry and

freshman jumper David Ball. Perry placed second

in the 5000m with 14:48.50. while Ball took a

b'8" jump to earn second in the high jump.

The Bucknell Bison are looking strong after

some stellar individual performances at the Penn

State Nation Invitational, in State College. PA.

last Saturday. Senior Greg Costello won the

iOOOni event with 14:28.59.

After a successful performance at the

Columbia-Princeton Invitational, the URI Rams
will look to carry that momentum through this

weekend's homestand. They will be led by senior

captain Colin Aina, the defending A- 10 champ in

the 55m hurdles and long jump. A potential

national qualifier for the bOm hurdles and the

i U)ni high hurdles, Aina is coming off of a first-

place finish at Columbia-Princeton in the 60m
iiurdles with 7.92.

Rising singer-songwriter Matt

Nathanson to hit NoHo
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The IVIassachusetts hockey team

set to face stiff competitor UNH
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Iraq fact^finders report on past trip

Iraqis want America out, private companies in, speakers say

By Keyana Brown
lAiLLtoiAN Staff

Approximately 40 people gathered to

speak out against what they call labor injus

tices in Iraq and in the U.S. yesterday

evening in the Campus Center.

David Bacon, labor journalist and

Newspaper Guild member, and San

Francisco longshoreman Clarence Thomas

gave I detailed report and showed a

slideshow of their international labor fact-

finding mission in Iraq, which took place

from Oct. 9th through the 14th.

« I'TT HHilI«.» il« ^^ill.l^•

Labor ioumaliti and Newnpaper Guild

mcmhrr David B.-'con.

The seminar began with a detailed intro-

duction from Mandy Burrs of Amherst,

who talked about what she perceives are

injustices in Iraq

Burns represented the United ,\uto

Workers (UAW local 2522>. Clarence

Thomas was later introduced and explained

his conception of a link between foreign

policy and domestic agenda.

"The war abroad is a part of the war at

home." he said.

Thomas then showed a nine-minute

videotape, where he had filmed himself

about his five-day experience with David

Bacon in Iraq.

As he showed his video. Thomas identi-

fied what he considered to be evidence of

little reconstruction in the country — chil-

dren on the streets selling motor oil,

enraged employees, unemployment, home-

lessness. begging and arrests.

The use of Baaihist laws along with the

Bush administration. Thomas said, sup-

presses the right lor the employees to form

legal unions and organize strike^

All of the footage documented ihc son

dilions in factories, personal interviews.

bc>ard meetings and the -ireei> uf Iraqi

cities.

Many people expressed shock after hear

iiig Thomas say that the average wage is

$60 per month, with no overtime provi-

sions The unemployment rate is 70 per-

cent, he said. Thomas considers the work-

ing conditions dangerous because the lacto-

ry and construction employees are not pro-

vided with goggles, hard hats, work boots

and gloves. Health benefits are also not

offered

"Most Iraqis did not talk about their

religion, but rather about the poor working

conditions and low wages." Thomas said

According to Bacon, privatization of

businesses is one of the many steps needed

Clarence Tht>ma» reports ve»terJav little

rvidcncr of Iraqi reconUruction.

in order to improve and reform working

conditions, benefits, treatment and wage>

Initially, some workers would be laid off. he

said, but he suggested that privatization

would bi- Kiieficial in the long run.

fhonuis .ind Bacon have been traveling

lor about 10 days speaking to different

interest groups, unions and organizations

about their experience in Iraq. Tltey have

been to W,i
' DC, Baltimore. New

York, Ci !. Michigan. and

Massachusetts.

Haitian

opposition

seizes city

By MlcHAtL Norton
,^»««>^ lATlll Press

PORT-AU-PRINCE. Haiti

(AP) — An armed opposition

group seized control of Haiti's

fourth largest city Thursday,

burning a police station, free-

ing prisoners and leaving at

least four people reported dead

and 20 wounded in clashes

with police.

Members of the Gonaives

Resistance Front began the

assault shortly after noon in

Gonaives. setting afire the

mayor's home and then dous-

ing the police station with fuel

and lighting it while officers

fled. Haitian radio reports

said.

At least four opponents of

President lean Bertrand

Aristide were killed in gunbat-

tles with police, Gonaives

Resistance Front leader Wynter

FJienne told Radio Vision

2000. Radio Metropole report-

ed 20 people were wounded

and more than 100 inmates

were freed from the jail.

"Gonaives is liberated,"

Etienne told reporters irv

Gonaives. "Aristide has to go

... We've liberated the police

station and freed the popula-

tion" from Aristide's rule.

Members of the armed

group were once allied with

Aristide but turned on him last

year after their leader. Amiot

Metayer, was found inurdered

Sept. 22. Metayer had long

supported Aristide. but many

of his followers now accuse the

government of involvement in

the killing.

Aristide has denied involve-

ment, saying only the opposi-

tion stood to gain.

Etienne said the group aims

to take control of other towns.

Officials in Gonaives couldn't

immediately be reached for

comment.
Members of the armed

group set fire to both the home
of Gonaives Mayor Stephiin

Moise and a gas station he

owns, private Radio Kiskeya

reported.

The group also set fire to a

hotel where police often stay,

according to one witness who
spoke on condition of

anonymity.

Masses for books
MassPirK vi>luntecr Mike Sturgeon arranges the shelves f.^r the "fVn.ks 4 B.H>ks" textKH>k pro-

gram that runs through the end of the add/drop periinl. Students looking for Un^ks can check the

MassPirg office in the Student Union and can iilso trade in texth.H>ks for credit.

University students

face increase in fees

$467 hike set for next year
By FfcRKON SaI NIKtR

I VtLLFt.lAN SlAFF

New fee increases will hit the

University of Massachusetts stu-

dents during the 2004-05 session,

the Board ot Trustees announced

Wednesday.

University students are now
lacing a $26 increase in tuition

and student tcvs. and a $44

1

increase in room and board per

year, the board said

The 7.7 percent iiKrease in

room and board charges will

bring the typical housing bill to

$6. 1 89 and the full cost for an in

state resident to atteiKl the uni-

verMt> to about $ 1 5,200

The .5 percent increase in

tuition and fees will supplement

the PioTKcr \alley Transportation

AutlKtrity and University Health

Services expenses. The room and

board iiKreases provide addition-

al funding for a-sidente hall refio-

vations as well as an impruve-

nK-ni of servkcs at the Dining

Comn»ons.

The 16 peaent UMass sys

teiii wide increase, which was

approved at the board's meeting

in V-w Bedford, will rai.se $5.2

million, granting UMass Amherst

a 5.2 percent total increase.

Since the 200001 school year.

the cost of tuition and mandatory

fees at UMass (not including

room and board ) has iix rvased by

more than $5.1XX)

Hannah S. Fatemi. student

truster, explained that due to the

lack of fcx" increases in the 1990s,

students fell victim to tfic

University's budget cuts that

began in 2000 and were lorced to

pay large fees to make up tor lost

funds.

"In the 90s the cost of educa-

tion remained steady." Fatemi

said "When UMass began to

experience budget cuts we had

huge increases in student fees. We
had to make up for years past."

Fatemi said that this year's fees

were signiticantly less than recent

years, and explained that the fees

are neces.sary to provide the

University with funds aiKl are

essential to planning the budget

for future years

According to The Republican,

in a direct response to an $80 mil-

lion cut from the state for the

University this year, in August

trustees raised student fees by an

additional $750 beyond the

$ 1 .000 increase they approved in

March
According to a memo released

by Fatemi. the Board of Trustee*

did also take into consideration

the effcxis the increase will have

on students

"Financial aid will increase in

proportion to the increases in

fees." Fatctni said

According to the Associated

Press, students at the Dartmouth

campus will pay an extra $572 for

room and board for a total of

$7,740 in overall costs.

Students at Lowell will ptty

$6.01 1 in overall costs, which is

$287 more than they aiv paying

now
For luitisin and student fees.

Boston. DartitFouth and Lowell

students will pay about SI 70

more.

Tibetan prisoner

slated to speak
Bv Mike Travis

I'oiiK.i.AN Staff

A teenage nun. who became

a symK>l of Tibetan resistance,

will speak about her life as a

political prisoner tomorrow at

6:50 p.m. in the Campus Center

auditorium.

To the Chinese government.

she is a dangerous adversarx.

But. to the rest of the world she

is a Tibetan nun w ho never gave

up on a free Tibet. After years of

intense international pressure.

Ngawang Sangdrol was released

in April 2005 to the United

Stales on medical parole. At age

26, Sangdrol had already served

1 1 years of a 2 1 -year sentence.

Sangdrol was only 1 5-years-

old when she was first arrested

lor peaceful demonstrations for

a free libel She has received

the harshest sentence ever of

any female prisoner in Tibet to

date.

Sangdrol was arrested in

H^2 for staging a peaceful

independence demonstration in

Tibet's capitol of Lhasa. She was

arrested and sentenced to three

years in prison. However, over

the next several years the

Chinese authorities increased

her sentence three times for her

unwillingness to give up the

fight for Tibetan independence,

for a total ol a 21-yeai-seniencc.

While in pri.son, Sangdrol

was forced to read and memo-

rize Chinese propaganda, was

beaten severely, tortured and

suffered from massive

headaches and kidney problems.

In H44. Sangdrol and 11

other nuns recorded songs and

poems about their love of Tibet

while in [")rapchi prison. The

tape was smuggled out of the

prison, and became popular as a

symbol of Tibetan freedom.

Sanpdrols release came only

after years of campaigning by

Tibetan and human rights

organizations, including the

University of Massachusetts"

Students for a Free Tibet.

"This is testimony that peo-

ple around the world care about

social justice ... she is a living

example that with determination

and willpower you can become

an agent of change." said

Thondup Tsering. an adviser to

Students for a Free Tibet.

Tibet was invaded by China

in H44. The Dalai Lama.

Tibet's spiritual leader, fled in

1*^54 and established the

Tibetan Government-in-Fxile in

Dharamsala. India Over

120.000 other Tibetans have

since followed their leader to

the area.

"We helped get petitions

signed for Sangdrol's medical

release, and for her to have

been released and now come
and speak to students here on

campus, really shows how stu-

dent effort can make a differ-

See TIBET on page 2

Scientists: Mad Cow Disease may be in donated blood
Bv Al'PRFY W(X1DS

.^ss(K lAFHi Pkfss

LONDON (AP) — British sci-

entists studying how the human
form of mad cow disease is trans-

mitted say scmie people could be

passing the illness through blood

donations.

Although it has not been

proven that the brain-wasting

variant Creutzfeldi lakob

Disease can be transmitted

through transfusion, the scien-

tists did find a ca.se in which a

blood donor and the recipient

died of it.

In that case, the dvnar gave

blood more than three years

before he developed symptoms,

the scientists said in their report

in Friday's Lancet medical jour-

nal.

The researchers, led by

Professor Robert Will at the

National C|D Surveillance

Center in l-.dinhurgh, wrote that

"although the epiclemic of vCjD

presently seems to be in decline,

a proportit)!! of the U.K. popula

lion could be incubating vCID

and acting as bloiKl donors."

The scientists based their

study on records from United

Kingdom blood services and the

national C|D surveillance unit.

The report said 48 jx-ople had

been identified iis having

received blood from 15 donors

who later developed the variant

disease.

By December 2005. all but 17

ol the iccipienis had died hut

vC|D was the cause of death in

only one ca.sc. fhc disease can

only be confirmed during an

autopsy bv examining brain tis

sue.

"Our findings niise the possi

bility that this infection was

transfusion transmitted." the

report says, adding that infection

also "could have been due to past

dietary exposure" to BSF.

Scientists already believe peo-

ple can jzet variant C|l) from eat-

ing products from cows infected

with a similar illness, bovine

spongiform encephalopathy -

HSI. - or mad cow disease.

Statistical analysis indicated

(hat the odds of the man not

being infected by his hliKKl trans-

fusion were between one in

1 5,000 and one in 50.000

In an accompanying indc

pendent commentary, Dr
Adriano Aguzzi and Dr Markus

Ciliit/el from the University

Hospital of Zurich in

Switzerland, said, "the chance

that this case is not transfusion-

related is very small."

"Shocking as it may be." they

wrote, "ihe finding that vC|D can

be transmitted via blood transfu-

sion is not surprising. Stringent

studies in sheep show that prion

diseases " such as C|D - "can

he transmiited via blood, even if

blov>d is ci>llected in preclinical

siages of prion disease."

Besides the transfusions. 20

units of plasma from people who

See MAD COW on page 2

/
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Tibetan

prisoner

will speak
TI«ET from page 1

ence." said Tenzin Nyesang.

president of Suidenis fur a

Free Tibet.

"Sangdrol is ju'-t um.- ol a

thousand political prisonci-

being held b> the Chine^e gov

eminent, the Tibetan people

are still being ethnically mar

ginalized in their own coun

try." Tsering said. "It is still

illegal to carry the Tibetan flag

or even a picture of the Oalai

Ihc uiic hour event, sptui

sored by Students for a Frc^

Tibet, will include Sangdrol >

own account of the events ot

her life as a Tibetan political

activist, as well as a question

and answer session at the end.

Mad cow
in blood

MAO COW trom page 1

later developed variant CID were

used to make blood products

before \^'i». when Britain

Mopped using British blood, the

1 ancet report said

The scientists said that before

I'WH "many ihousatKis of indi-

vidujh mav have been exposed"

to blood product> "derived from

pools containing a donation

fruni an individual incubating

vCID"
.So far. they said, no case of

Ml C|l> h.. f'cd

.1 ..iinecled t>.' och

plasma product> The nsk* Irom

plasma products are probably

less than from transfusion, ihey

addc-d

All blood products for use in

operations in Britain are now

ba>cd on plasma imported from

ihc United States, where there

have been no cases of human
mad cow disease blamed on

Vinerican beef The human fonn

of mad cow disease so lar ha*

claimed 143 victims in Britain

-^iffdOO elsewhere

feel

latest ruling on gay marriage?

All people should

have the right to love

and marry whoever

they want. ^ ^

Casey Leavitt

(( I think people

should be able to do

what they want,

choose what they want

and live how they

want. 5 >

Courtney Marzano

Biology major Hospitality and Tourism major

* I believe no matter

what your sexual ori-

entation is, as long as

you're happy that

should be how it is. ^ ^

David l^dner

* • I am opposed to

the ruling but I know I

can't tell someone

how to live their llfe.^^

Janeen Davis

Sports Management Theater major

* I agree with it. I

believe that it is a per-

sonal decision on mar-

riage rather than

restricted by legisla-

tion or law. ^^
Sean Tierney

^-sports Management major

/

Psychology major

(( They should have

equal rights, but they

shouldn't have more

rights than everyone

else, y y
Shankar Smalal

"N

Win an iPod mini!

J

Tai^e the HSCN Survey!

HSCN
In order to make Important proaramminq
decisions we need your input. If you want
additional channels such as HBO or FX then

this is your opportunity to be heard!

All participants are automaticlly entered to

win several prizes. The Grand Prize is an

iPod mini donated by mtvU!

To enter you must be a student living in

on-campus housing.

For More Information Visit:

www.housinq.umass.edu/hscn

bbc

HSCN
TWNRWnrtuiHir).

tClje Maisiacl}umti ©atlp Collegian

EditorialOpinion
Friday. February 6. 2004

Editorial@dailycollegian.com

Abrupt and steep fee

increases must stop
In a deplorable course of action, University of

Massachusetts trustees voted Wednesday to

increase the c*Mt of ixwm and board on three

campuses and raise fees and tuition, including the

Amherst campus.

The $442 rise in room and board charges at

the Amherst campus will bring the housing bill to

$6,189. The full cost of attending UMass-

Amherst for an instate resident will be about

$1 5.200. The increase was approved at a trustees

meeting in New Bedford.

The increase, which will go into effect next fall

for all students who live on campus, came with

little warning from University of Massachusetts

trustees.

On Ian. 22. the UMass finance conmiittee rec-

omiiK-nded an increase for state residents of less

than $200. in line vkith the rate of inllation of 2

percent The incrxaise depended on how much

ntuney the University received in the state budg

et. The trustees obviously underestimated the

amount they thought the University would

receive.

In Slate students who attend the flagship cam-

pus will pay $26 more for tuition and fees next

year. However, the UMass trustees announced

that hike last month.

The senior class this year has seen an endless

string of student lee increases. Since the 2000-01

school >ear. fees on this campus have gone up b>

nK>re than $^.000. Officials sa> the increases are

nececMiy due to $100 millkm in state budget

cuts.

EUit the University » partly to blame for soar-

ing tuition ousts The irwreases that surted a fc*w

ycun ifo foUowed a half-dozen years when

tuition and fees were frozen or reduced. Since

then, the UMass trustees have not been able to

stop the hemorrhaging.

It is important for the University to keep its

tuition and other fees as low as possibk UMass

trustees cannot forget that prices must stay close

to that from competition from other state schools,

such as the University of Connecticut and the

University of New Hampshire (currently the

numbers are fairly ckjset. Failure to do so may

resuU in students who decide against attending

UMa.ss.

As tlie largest public college in Massachusetts,

the trustees have an obligation of keeping prices

as low as possible. This Unisersity should be

accessible to everyone who has a willinginrss to

get a higher education.

We at the Massachusetts Daily Collegian urge

the trustees to better communicate with the stu-

dent body about tuition and fee increases.

Although the state budget is oftentimes unpre-

dictable until final ligures are relea.sed, students

deserve to know discus>ion> are taking place.

Even the news that a 2 percent increase was like-

ly was relatively quiet.

We also urge the student body to stay abreast

of anv fee incrca.ses and to be vocal about hikes

lixreases may be unavoidable, but conmium. i

tion from both sides is necessary so cash-strapi^ u

students can ade^uateU plan for increases. By

doing this, officials at the Universit) will also

avoid irate students who were not informed about

changes on their bill.

Inlormation from the Aisodatt-d Press aiui the

Boston (Jlobe was used in this edttorial.

insigned editorials repttsent the majority

uptnton of the Massaihusetts Daily Collegian

lidiiorial Board.

The new American past time
There is no other country in

the world that loves apple pie and

baseball as much as we do. I've

discovered a new national past

time. It's as much of an American

tradition as the Super Bowl and

the World Series.

What is it? Complaining.

We have an eternal passion for

finding fault and being unhappy

Nothing is ever perfect,

and we just love to point

that out.

And we have at least
"""""

40 different ways we can point

that out. In my single thesaurus

there arc roughly 40 synonyms for

complaining, a complaint, and a

person who complains.

Recently, I read an article from

the Boston Globe citing America's

national aiKi international stand-

ings on a happiiK'ss scale.

America, as many of the c>nics

may have guessed, is not among

the top 10 happiest countries in

the world.

The Globe got this informa-

tion from an organization dedicat-

ed to studying global happiness

trends. The "World Database of

Happiness" can be found at

www eur.nl/fsw/research/happi

ness The rtrsearchers have com-

piled thousands of surveys com-

pleted by 112 different nations

covering up to 60 year? of happi-

ness trerwls in select nations. They

have taken the results of these

surveys and distributed the happi-

ness ratings in tiine lines and

comparison charts. The findings

have been divided into various

categories. Nations are ranked b\

their average happiness level,

amount of happy life years and

other criteria. These different cat

egories are also illustrated

tha>ughoul lime making clear an>

changes and trends that have

occurrcxJ.

People have answered the

questions in these thousands c>l

surveys with one being the least

happy and 10 being the happiest.

Adiienne Bossi

According to the "World

Database of Happiness."

Switzerland is the place to be with

an average happiness level of 8. 1

.

Denmark is a close second with

an 8.0 average level. The remain-

ing top ten countries include (in

descending order) Costa Rica,

Iceland, Luxemburg, Ghana,

Canada, Ireland, Nicaragua, and

Sweden. The U.S. is tied

with El Salvador and

Norway competing for—^" the 1 3, 14 and 1 5 slots.

Information has also been

compiled from the World Health

Organization reports on interna-

tional levels of mental health, sui-

cide, alcoholism, life expectancy

etc. to explain part of the variance

in happiness levels.

Obviously many questions ot

validity arise when comprising

information of this sort. I'd rather

If you try to tell i

peson in Ghana

how revered Ralph

Lauren is, they'll

probably look at

you blankly.

not bore you with statistical jar-

gon and talk of standard devia-

tions and scatter pbts. If >ou are

really interested in these things,

the website explains it thorough

What I am more concerned

about is the fact that, although

not ranked overly poorly, it is still

surprising to nw where the U.S.

stands. Countries we dub 'Third

World" have higher "happiness

ratings" than we do. Ghana?
Costa Rica? Nicaragua' It

appears these "simple" countries

with their 'backward" ways are

doing something right that we

have yet to appreciate. The web-

site clainu one of its gctais is to

determine the livability of various

countries. So. consequentially,

these "Third World" nations ulti-

mately appear to be more inhabit-

able than the U.S.

Perhaps Ghana's, Costa

Rica's, and Nicaragua's "simpler"

ways of life results from the void

of the fast-paced, stress-filled

lifestyle we are wrapped up in. So

many people in these nations live

in self-sustaining villages 'lltcy

grow their own food and raise

their own cattle. Community is

integral, neighbors help neigh-

bors and clothing is for comfort

and practicality — not fashion

and image. What are they really

missing out on? If you try to tell a

person in Ghana how revered

Ralph Lauren is, they'll probaWy

look at you blankly

^et, it would be easy to say

that Americans aren't higher on

the happiness scale because we
have an undying greed for maleri-

al gratification. It can't be blamed

on our p>assion for modem day

convenierwes like grocery stores

and shopping malls. We can't

hold these differences account-

able for the differetKCS in our

happiness scores because other

nations ranked higher than tis

revere many of the same vahK's

— Canada. Ireland. Sweden, for

example.

Why are we different? It's a

question that I don't think can be

fully answered, life isn't so bud

and if you look hard etKiugh, it's

actually pretty great. Maybe
America just needs to relax

before our new national past time

really becomes a tradition

amongst the ninLs of baseball

and apple pie. l.el's hope ll»e day

never comes that our luliiMial

emblem irKorporates a new mas-

cot — one that goes by the naiiK-

of Oscar aivl lives in a trash can

on Sesame Street.

Adrifttne Bossi is a CoUegjuui

tvlumnisl.

Halftime show hi(des nothing

Warm-iiearted plea for summer

leal)

Wynef

^^^^ I'm cold.

j^P^^^^k when I'm out-

'W^ ""^B^ either.

^^^kj ^^F because it's not

^^^^^^Hi just

^^^I^^H cold a

^^^^^^^^1 gnawing
^^^^^^^^^

a persistent

chill that grad-

ually filters

through the

scarf I spent a week knitting, the

pea coat 1 opted for instead of the

North Face jacket I should have

gotten, a cross-country hoodie,

and at least three long sleeved

shirts Eventually it seeps into my
bones and stays, a shiver that

continues long after I've gone

inside and built an elaborate

cocoon of down quilts.

I miss summer so much it

hurts.

It usually hits me when I'm

running up an icy hill wearing

two pairs of spandex and four

long-slccvcd shirts. It creeps up

on vou as the days sneakily grow

shorter, and at first it's exciting to

break out the spandex and slice

ihiough the crisp early winter air.

Hut after months of trying to

ignore the awful burning sensa-

tion in my throat and chest that

comes from running in the cold,

my mind starts to wander.

The suffocating cold air sud-

denly becomes extremely hot, and

the layers of clothing turn into a

lank lop and shorts. In a Hash I'm

running through air so thick I can

almost cut it. under a sun beating

down so fiercely that 1 can feel

the sports bra tan fonning, and

the only thing on my mind is the

instant feeling I'll get when 1

swing off the rope and crash into

the freezing water at the quarry

that's still 2.25 miles away. Then

reality strikes and I'm back in the

cold, and 1 want to cry. but I

don't, to avoid the tears turning

into icicles on my cheeks.

But what is summer exactly?

Summer to me is a state of mind,

an all-encompassing cloud of

heat, salt and sand. It's the beach;

the way the sand feels between

my toes, and the way the seaweed

slips through my fingers. I miss

being banned from the fumse by

my mother after a day at the

beach until I've hosed all the sand

off myself, never gelling rid of it

all. and never really minding.

Summer is the t>cean. Irom

that first eagerly anticipated dive

into the icy coldness in late April,

to the last nostalgic swim in the

cool September water. It's hair

sticky with '^altwaler. grainy with

sand, and bleached from the sun.

And though 1 don't like to admit

it. summer is the unllattering red

lifeguard bathing suit, and the

funky tan lines I get on my face

from squinting on stand.

Regardless of how

much space I'm

wasting, every tank

top, bikini and pair

of sandals stays out

365 days a year. I

even have those

skirt hangers that

allow you to hang

six skirts.

Winter, for me, is a time of

denial. I absolutely refuse to put

away my summer clothes,

because to mc. that would sym-

bolize defeat, giving in to the

cold. So. regardless of how much

valuable space I'm wasting, every

tank lop. bikini and pair of san-

dals slays out 365 days a year. 1

even have those skirt hangers

that allow you to hang six skirts.

and you know exactly what skirts

I'm referring to: the teeny denim

ones from Abercrombie and

Fitch that are eight inches long,

frayed at the end. nearly falling

apart, but on sale for $40. 1 miss

asking my dad what he thinks of

my skirt and being told, "It's vci-y

nice Leah, but where's the other

half of it?" I figure the only way

to survive winter is to never com-

pletely let go of summer. Even in

the middle of December I cling

to the halter tops that give the

illusion of cleavage, daydreaming

about weather warm enough to

warrant the showcasing of cleav-

age, real or not.

So then why do I miss sum-

mer so much? It's difficult to say.

because the most important

thing about summer isn't any-

thing specilic at all. It's every-

thing. It's impulsively pulling

over to dance in a field in the

middle of the night, always carry-

ing a bathing suit in your bag just

in case, and wasting ga> driving

around listening lo .AC/DC's

"TNI" with the sunroof opened

Summer in its essence is how it

affects everyday activities, the

new exciting energy it brings to

common occurrences.

Granted you can listen to

Bruce Springsteen year-round,

but there's something about

blasting "Thunder Road" with

the windows rolled down that

makes the song come alive in a

way that isn't possible in January.

Summer fills the hours with an

intensity that only endless days of

heal can achieve.

But the most important indi-

cator that summer is on the way

is the sound flip flops make in the

hallway, music my ears are eager-

ly waiting to hear. And as soon as

1 can do so without getting frost-

bite. I guarantee you I will break

out one of my nine pairs, and

trust me, I'm always the first per-

son to wear them. In fact, you

probably already know me as

that girl everyone points at for

wearing sandals during the

slightly warm day in February,

the one who lies out in the sun

the first time it's warmer than 50

degrees, and the weirdo that car

ries the smell of salt and sun-

screen everywhere she goes.

Well, it's nice to meet you.

I.eah Wyner is a Collegian

columnist.

There's something that should

be said about the priorities in

American culture today This

has been lurking in the back of

mv mind for quite some time

now. but I haven't been able to

put my finger on it. It seems to

me that a majority of America's

youth has lost focus. Our atten-

tion is being

directed toward

things that hold

little or no importance as opposed

lo things that should be looked at

more respectively.

After watching the halftime

show during the Super Bowl, it

occurred to me that people all

over the world had just fallen vic-

tim to another publicity stunt.

The stunt was maybe aired for no

more than half a second. Even so.

it has become the most talked

about and sought after topic in

the days that followed.

The tasteless performance

given by both land lackson and

Justin Timberlake, where

lacksons right breast was

exposed on national television,

was not only classless but disre-

spectful as well. Some 8*^ million

viewers tuning in to watch a football game were

given a whole lot more than they had bargained

for.

My argument stands as it is. It is obvious that

some of the things on TV is not what you would

call 'ideal" for most young adults, let alone chil-

dren, but to bring something that is so painlully

unnecessary into the spotlight like lackson did is

just plain selfish. To me. it was an obvious

attempt to restore her reputation as a popular

icon in today's entertainment industry It brings

light to the latest trend, which is any publicity is

good publicity.

Which is exactly what lackson managed to

pull off. According to Reuters, online companies

We, as America's

youth, need to

focus on what's

most important

right now: educa-

tkNi. We should be

educating ourselves

to a point wtiere we

are more familiar

with current and

world events than

tabloid gossip.

say that Janet lackson's flashing mcidcnl has

bcicome the most searched image in Internet his-

tory.

It is in my opinion that when stums like these

are become more talked about than any ol the

presidential candidates for the 2004 election t»>r

any other major news story for that matter), then

you know there's cause for concern.

America's youth seems to pay the most atten-

tion to things that have no real

relevance within our society.

Recently. I even heard one sui

dent argue thai the reason people

cared more about lacksons

breast is because that sort of

thing doesn't happen all the time

whereas presidential elections

happen every year

But when you really consider

the big picture and try and under-

stand why the public is nK»ie

responsive to news that involves

lackson as opposed to |ohn Ketry.

then the answer is quite simple.

Its much easier for people to

think about lackson "s breast as

opposed to lohn Kerry's views on

restoring jobs and rebuilding our

economy in America. There's no

real effort or thought to put into

it.

Y'oung people today don't

always consider the impact that elections can

hold over future outcomes. Sometimes politics is

not taken as seriously as it should be.

Sadly, the lackson example is no ranly Other

examples include the Britney and Madonna kiss,

the Britney marriage, the Paris Hilton sex tape,

and even the amount of press attention received

by "Bennifer." Is the relationship on or off?

Honestly, who cares?

We, as America's youth, need to focus on

what's most important right now: education. We
should be educating ourselves lo a point where

we are more familiar with current and world

events than tabloid gossip.

fen llodson is a Collegian columnist.

LEHER TO THE EDITOR

DRIVERS CAUSIONED TO OBEY
RULES OF THE ROAD IN HADLEY
Hadley has the highest accident rate per capita in

the state of Massachusetts. The majority of these acci-

dents happen on Route 9, which passes right through

the center of town. The Town Hall, the Goodwin Library,

the Senior Center, the Farm Museum. Hopkins Academy

(Hadley's public high school), and the Pioneer Valley

Performing Arts School are all located In this area

Some drivers routinely speed up and drive aggres-

sively on Route 9 as they commute to and from the

University each day. They rush past both high schools,

jockeying for position as they focus on the upcoming

lane merge They are heading toward school or work,

and they forget that they are driving through the center

of a small town.

The Hopkins Academy School Advisory Council, In

conjunction with the Hadley Triad/Seniors and Law

Enforcement Together Council, asks all drivers to

please watch for the flashing yellow light that indicates

where the school zone begins Please slow
jjoy^p and

pay attention to speed limit signs as you approach

Hadley Center We dont want to see any more pedes-

trians injured or killed on Route 9 Local and state

police will be out in force, ticketing speeders and

unsafe drivers.

There have already been far too many accidents at

the intersection of Russell Street (Route 9) and Middle

Street (Route 47) Our students use the crosswalk m
that location all day long Please use caution and slow

down as you approach and cross this dangerous inter

section

While many people view Route 9 as a highway that

connects point A to point B, for Hadley residents, young

and old, it's also a road that runs right through the cen

ter of our hometown We're working to keep our com-

munity safe, and hope that you will too, by driving safe-

ly and courteously as you pass through Hadley on

Route 9.

Andrea M Gogiieii

Hopkins Academy School Council and

Hadley Triad/SALT Council
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Reggae musk's answer lo Outkast,

I UK svx ivad\ to veer reggae in an

eniircK Jillerent tlirtxlioH. TO K.. along

\\ith Mr Vega^ aixl Tanio Meinj and

IVvonlc. will be perloniiing lornorrow

night at L'nJvep.it> ProduciKins and

Ki.iA Mass Coiniimnicaiio«i project's

ki.>;gae Fest anil X^ot Indian Bash" in

the StwJent L'ni«.>n ttalln.n.iin

t)>ei the pa>i five vears. reggae musk

hao eM>lved and expanded in ntainstreain

mu^i^. dranuttkiill) I"he ever increasing

populaniN i>l ii-ggiie has helped tlK genre

kxviMiie a conKTstone ot popu

lar music but still the sound has

seen its share of highs and lows

Reggie's own verswn of Vanilla

Ice. Sh^g> brvHJghi the sound

to one of its all time k)ws with

his infectKHis. bubble gum. teen

pop ivggae The savk»r hum the

horrendous musical prostitu

tion that Shagg> pimped - the

|a> Z of reggae - Sean Paul

shttwed the workl how people

in Jamaica and \\'est Indies fval

U got down. Scan Paul's pa's

erxe set off a reggae exploMon

whkh gave underground artists

Reggae

Festand

West Indian

Tomorrow

and groups, such as T.O.K.. a

chance for a piece of the pie.

TO K - whkh stands for

Touch of Klass - blew up out

of obscurit) with their smash hit

and 200 Is West Indian

Carnival .^nthem. "Chi Chi

Man " The group has continued

to impresN the reggae work!

ever since VViih their unk]ue

harmonies, hard-hitting dceja)-

ing — a-ggae rapping — and

catchy "riddiins." Xavier

"Flew" Davklson. Craig

"Craigv T" Thompson. Alisiaire

-XWx" Mc Calla and Rc«haun

"Bay-C" Clarke have set the bar for reg-

gae giuups coming up.

The quanet met while they were in

high school in jamaka.

"Xavier and I loved singing and were

good friends." Alex sakl in a press release

from T.O.K's label VP Records "I went

to school with Craig and Roshaun. so wc
brought them in |the group)."

With the massive popularity of Boy^

II Men in the early '»X)s. TO K qukkly

found an inlluence in the vocal group. As

they started singing their own material.

T.O.K kx>ked to Boyz and began lo emu

late their sound and hamionies. Soon

after the grxxip began nvrging siiKxrth

R&B and hip-hop sounds with the

lamaican hardcore, booty-shaking

sounds of dancehall musk, they created a

whoW new odyssey into reggae musk.

T.O.K began perfonning at high

school parties, but as their reputatkm

grew, so dkl the caliber of gigs they got.

Pterfonning at lamakas famed North

Coast Hotel, their unique sound raised

more than a few eyebrows.

"Actually we weren't fully accepted in

the hotel cireuil." said Roshaun. "We

weren't the norm. The other gnjups sang

straight, but we always tried to do some-

thing different. We'd do a Bob Martey

S«e RCfiMf tm paoe 5
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Avalanche

does a 1 80
After years of other

extreme games coming

onto the market.

Nintendo has finally

remade the ground-

breaking snowboarding

game "1080" for the

Gamevube. The origi-

nal was revolutionary

thanks to the games
ability to go through

analog motions and the

"in environment. Since

then, gamers have

dived into other "board" games such as the

Tony Hawk's Pro Skateboarding" fran-

chise and "SSX Snowboarding " However.

"1080 Avalanche" does not deliver the

same hype as the Nb4 original did.

Don't go expecting a Nintendo-ized

version of SSX or Microsoft's "Amped 2."

" lOW^^" is more spc"ed and race based than

pulling off physically

impossible tricks The

game is very last, but

apparently too fast for

the Gamecube to han-

dle. The screen

becomes very glitchy at

times due to the fast

frame rate. It becomes

very irritating when

\ou are trying to beat a

computer opponent.

IVspiie the jumpy

graphics, the overall

look to the game is

very smooth. A split

screen game with three friends can lead to

fast pace racing that will last for a while.

"1080°" manages to wear down a while

after because it feels like the same race

over and over. Multiplayer modes are

decent at best and the "race the ava-

lanche" mode is a nice touch. But it will

gel old — quickly.

What "1080"" lacks is what makes

players buy games like "SSX V and

"Amped 2" - long-term value. Most play-

ers are likely to get their hands on this

game because they have been waiting for

it lo come out since l*i')8 when the origi-

nal "1080°" was released. It can keep you

busy for about a week: players have to

work to unlcxk the secret boards and

slopes. After that, you will need to invite

your buddies over to play, but it still loses

its value after two weeks or more of game

play.

But "1080"" isn't all bad. In fact, some

gamers may cnjov the game's easy-to-leam

See AVALANCHE on page 5

Mat! lilathanson to rock Iron Horse
B>- Mr^han HlAUr

liHtniiAN Staff

'1080P

Avalanche'

Gamecube

lintenilo

Baled t
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Small venues seem to suit Matt

Nathanson. The Massachusetts

bom. California-bred musician.

who played Provkknce's The Call

last week, has the uncanny ability

to cxjnnect with his audierKe. He

feeds off congenial interactions

with the crowd; a true entertainer.

Nathanson appears to pride him

self on creating a conncvtwn with

each person standing in the audi-

erKe Sunday will bring Nathanstm

to Nodhamplon and Nathans^m

himself will bring his unparalleled

musical aptitude and oversized

stage preseiK-e to the quaint stage

of Iron Horse Music Hall.

Though Nathanson isn't exactly

reinventing the wheel - the angst

ridden-guy with-guitar has been

doTK a millkm times before —
there is a unique energy to the

musician. 1-ong hailed by his con-

temporaries as one of the most tal-

ented p>erfonners in modem
musk. Nathanson has somehow

managed to remain under the

radar

With the overwhelming success

of Min Mayer and the like, it was

predicted by many that Nathanson

would soon inherit the guitar-pop

throne. Yet. a musical genius in his

own right, a record deal with a big

name studio was inevitable for

Matt; constant touring and solid

songwriting were bound to attract

the attentkm of the higher-

ups eventually.

Although his first major

label debut. "Beneath These

Fireworks." hit shelves in

October, the album is

increasingly picking up

momentum. The name

Nathanson. which

once scenKd to be lim

itcd to the lips ot u

cbse-knii group ol

dedicated fans, has

Kx-n creating a bu/7

on the mainstii 11

scene in ret cm
months.

With his premier

on Universal Recc>rds.

Nathan'^m ha* main

tained his artisik

integrity and polishcxl

his acoustic-pop

sound "Fireworks"

has all the power and

class of Matl's previ

ous release with an

added maturity in the

lyrics and mekxlies.

Tracks like "Curve of the

F.arlh and "Susptnxli-d" are true

to fomi lor Nathanson - catchy

guitar work and beautifully cynical

lyrks accented by ck'ver musical

compositions. When Nathanson

performed "Suspended" live in

Providence he brought a humor-

ous outlook to his impending fame

with the song.

"When I get big and play up in

Foxborough I have huge plans for

this song. Since it's called

Suspended' Id like to be sus-

pended above the stage and low-

ered down — with smoke

machines and lights, it'd be in ime

arena-rock fashion." The song

however doesn't have the generic

cheesiness of arena

rock plaguing it. A

foray into the world of

songs inspired not by

anger or sadness but

rather an unquench-

able feeling of happi-

ness. Nathanson

described it as "the

feeling you get when

you're so used to hav-

ing things blow up in

your face and looking

at it all in a cynical way. but you

see that you may actually enjoy

feeling happy."

"Fireworks" also features two

tracks that have appeared on pre-

vious Nathanson albums, "little

Victories" and "Lucky Boy." Set

list standards, the tracks seem to

Matt

Nattianson

Sun. Feb. 8

Iron Hoise

lonli3mptH

have evolved and grown up sirKe

Acoustic rtxker Matt Nathanson will

play the Iri>n Horse Sunday at 7p.m.

their original inceptions. The

choke of these particular tracks

seems fitting for the confirmed

indie-acoustic rocker's venture

into the big leagues. "Little

Vktories" seems to take on an

added meaning on "Fireworks."

"If the world decides to catch

up with me. it's just a little victo-

ry." Nathanson declares on the

track. He seems unconcemtxl with

the looming notoriety that is wait-

ing in the horizon and wants more

than anything to have those

around him understand who he is

and what he's really about.

In addition to the new tracks

off "Fireworks." Nathanson has

built an arsenal of songs in his

years as a performer. Fan favorites

like "Church Clothes" and

"Answering Machine" rnade

appearances at Providence's show

and will, if Northampton is lucky,

be played this Sunday.

His onstage antics are also sta-

ples of the Nathanson experience.

Sing-alongs, extended mono-

logues and impressions of '80's

metal band Winger's frontman Kip

Wingemi. make the show some-

thing more than what the average

listener will find on the musician's

albums.

Opening for Nathan.son will be

Toby Lightman. a rising acoustic

guitar player who has accompa-

nied Nathanson for the majority of

this current tour. Tickets are $10

in advance and $13 at the door.

The show starts at 7 p.m.
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OK Go dazzles

the Middle East
Bv Nick Ri>!kiANt)W

l^iiui'iAN Staff

CAMBRIDGE — Chicago altema pop rockers

OK Go came through Massachusetts Tuesday night

to play a show at The Middle Fast in Cambridge as

pan of their brief winter tour The band, whose 2002

single "Get Over It" was fairly hard to avoki. is tak-

ing a break from work on a new

album to hit the road and preview

upcoming tracks for their fans, as

well as treating them to old

favorites.

The band took the stage bound-

ing with energy and immediately

bounced into the palm mute and

harmonic heavy "Don't Ask Me'

from the bands self-titled 2002 debut. Their lively

rendition of the song helped get the crowd as ani-

mated as the band seemed to be.

A few songs into the set. frontman Damian

Kulash announced the band was going to play a new

song, from their sophomore effort. Kulash said he

expects the record to be out this summer, much to

the crowd's delight. This first new song, the title

announced, had more of an '80s feel than the band.

The band later played a few other new songs, includ-

ing one titled "Oh No" which, it would have to be

assumed, was the "falsetto soul song" that Kulash

described to The Massachusetts Daily Collegian in

an interview last week. The song nearly played like

something you would slow dance to in middle school

but. with the OK Go touch — a mix of pop catchi-

ness and fun and indie-rock sensibilities, along with

a lyrical convergence of wit and eamestness. The

song was definitely one of the highlights of the night.

Mid-way through the set the band busted out "Get

Over It" and led the eager crowd in clapping along

to the beat. The band plowed through another batch

of songs, including a cover of '80s band Toto's hit

"Hold The Line." unreleased live favorite "The

Unrequited Orchestra Of Locomotion." — probably

as close as OK Go will venture into rap/rock territo-

ry — and a furiously paced new song. "Disaster."

The band was in a lighthearied mocxl. fitting for

the music, which could be seen as Kulash laughed so

hard at the beginning of "The Fix Is In", a song

which starts with the line. "When we got to Boston/

We knew we'd missed a turn." that he let the rabid

crowd sing the lyric for him.

When the band returned for an encore after the

nearly-hour long set. Kulash explained he and the

rest of OK Go were not fans of the concept of an

encore. He than stated that the musical portion of

the show was over and the entertainment segment

was about to begin. And with that the four members

of the band. Kulash. Nordwind. Andy Duncan and

Dan Konopka, performed a choreographed, and out-

rageously funny dance to Nordwind's song "C-C-C-

Cinnamon Lips," playing over the loud speaker. In

case anyone still had any doubts, this certainly made

See OK GO on page 5

Freeman's new flick has no 'Bounce'
By Johnny Donaldson

CoLLEtiiAN Staff

"The Big Bounce" is set on the sandy beach-

es of Oahu and. like the music on the island it

inhabits, it bops along on its own lazy rhythms.

It's a heist movie in which the heist is of little

importaiKC to the plot; heck, the plot is of lit-

tle importance to the plot. Everything about

the movie — the story, the characters, even the

actors — takes its cues from the tropical lilt of

the Hawaiian paradise. Forget about relaxing

at the movies — the movie itself is positively

relaxed.

It's also incredibly slight. As entertaining as

it often is. "The Big Bounce" dissipates from

memory as it goes along. A good 20 minutes

were reportedly trimmed from the final cut

prior to release and the result feels like a movie

without weight. It glides along easily, it's often

;ts1 4.ARSfH (*' ~

Even Morgan Freeman can't save thii film

from itk lack of plot.

funny and

quirky and

enjoyable, but

the movie itself

seems like an

afterthought

This despite

a cast that

includes Owen
Wilson.
Morgan
Freeman. Gary

Sinise. Charik

Sheen, Bebe

Neuworth and

Willie Nelson

and a director

like George

Armitage. who
knows a thing

or two about

this kind of

material after

having directed "Grosse Pointe Blank."

The movie, the second adaptation of

Elmore Leonard's very first foray into crime fic-

twn, casts Wilson as lack Ryan, a

layabout and petty thief who's tired

from a construction job for nailing

the imposing, racist foreman in the

head with a baseball bat 'I"he con

structkxi business also happeiK-d to

be receiving its funding from a shady

wheeler-dealer (Sinise. who's role

amounts to little more than a canKX))

with u criminallv inclined mistress

(model-tumed-actress Sara I osier t

Said mistress u.ses her channs to

enlist laklback lack into a scheme to

lie Sinise from $200,000 ot

,jy -off money.

W hat happens in the heist'' We're

never quite sure Like lack, the movie

is sometimes too nonchalant for its

own good. Why shoukl we care- what

happens, when the movie obviously

doesn't? Whals at stake'.' There are

ti-JCRTt-S^ i

Sara Foster and Ow en WiUon star in this remake of the 1 964 < Ukmi by

the Mme name.

twists and turns and double-crosses, but they

land with all the impact of a wiffle ball.

But the enjoyment isn't really to be found

in the piffle that "The Big Bounce"

calls a plot. It's in savoring the

nuances of the dialogue, to revel in

the atmosphere of sunny criminal mis-

chief. Like "Gel Shorty" and "Out of

Sight." the movie presents cnminality

in the breeziest, most blithe manner

possible.

Wilson has a lock on his sloner act.

but Foster lacks the vivacity and

viciousness to make a compelling

femme fatale. She looks great in her

bikini, but she's little inore than eye

candy. The rest of the cast just seems

happy about the extended Hawaiian

vacation.

There are plenty of laughs to be had

in "The Big Bounce" and the movk is

engaging enough But when it does

bounce, it bounces right off into the

air

OK Go goes all out

OK 60 from page 4

it clear that the band doesn't take itself too seriously.

It is in this way that the band demonstrates how they aim so

close to pop musk (i.e. The Cars) but at the same lime are kids

that grew up as punk fans and like to play loud, guitar-oriented

rock. By both celebrating and mocking pop music OK Go has

defined themselves as a very distinct an»algani. Kulash is very

aware of the inherent problems in playing so close to the pop

radar and is constantly thinking about his bands situation in the

music world. In an interview with the Collegian last week Kulash

commented on the matter

"We precariously tread in places where a lot of people have

tread before." Kulash explained. "Were doing pop music. The

Cars were a great pop band; in my opinion the Goo Goo LXjIIs are

not a great pop band
"

"There's people who do it well and people who do it badly." he

went on. "The closer lo the center you gel. the harder ii is to hit

it right. Like, The Beatles - unf'»ing believable. But if you pull

5 percent of the Beatles-ness out of The Beatles they would be ter-

rible, probably. Whereas . pull 5 percent of Aiari Teenage Riot

out and they still sound like Atari Teenage Riot. We're kind of

aiming at something that s accessible and emotional and fun and

it's not limited."

The Big

Bounce'

BifKMbv

Siaifiat

II|||MF(MMI

Hmkn

MlIK

Ml
I

-nvt rA»si.iN>

Chicagu-bakcd alternative nnk hand OK Go showed

CamhridKe why thcv are qukklv becoming a hi»uM:hi>lJ name.

Reggae Fest brings top names to UMass '1 080°' face plants
IIE6GAE from page 4

toKf or tn Ini Kamoze song like

Their distinctiveness paid off

wtien their new sound caught the

attention of music executives.

With the backing of a label.

T.O.K. releasc-d "Shake ^uh Bam

Bam." a »ong glorifying women's

po8terk>r. Hitting the airwaves in

200 1 the song coasted into the top

10 But it wasn't until the power-

house known as "Chi Chi Man"

was rekrased that TO K. was timi

ly placed on the map of a-ggae and

dancehall musk forever.

When T.OK hits Amherrt

Ivjniorrow iii^hl llm will IXH be

akjne Co- hcadlincr Mr \egas

will ills*.! take the stage at th».-

Reggae Fest and \Nesi Indian Bash

event.

Mr \egas. better known as

Clifford Smith, broke records on

the charts intemaiionalK with his

motister hit "Heads High." The

single landed in the Tup 2lt in the

L'K Pop Charts as well as the lop

75 in the Billboard R&B Charts

Mr Vegas's debut album sold

50.000 albums in the United

States with only one single at ilw

time to his mainstream cbini to

fanK. Mr Vegas, like T.O.K has

made noise on the rev^^c/'IiTw.*-

hall circuit.

Also playing the Student t'nkxi

Ballroom. Tanto Metro and

IXvonte who catapulted into

worldwide popularity with the hit

"Everyone Falls in Love." With

tracks such as "Teaser." "The

Beat." "Fling It Lip." "Suzie" and

'Hot Gal Serious" Tanto and

IVvonte have made a name for

themselves in dancehall music

Currenilv they are bk>win' things

up again with their number one

hit "Give it To Her" and are equal-

Iv read with Mr VegM and T.O.K.

to bkiw it up at Amherst.

Reggae fest was a work, in

ii»*ll III make happen. Having

Rich high-profile reggae artists

perform usually woukl run high

but thanks to the amazing connec-

iwns of Sam Wilson. UMass was

able to gel T.O.K. and Tanto

Metro and [X-vonte for half of

what they usually aiharge.

liKredukHisly Mr. \ega$ even con-

sented to join the bill for a stagger-

ing fifth of what he usually

charges Attendees will definitely

get their money's worth - and

then some In additkMi to the high-

proliW reggae artists. Hot 97.7 s

own Clinton Sparks will blaze up

Reggae Fest as well as Hot 93.7s

Trevor the "Engineer" mixin' up

the West Indian Bwh afterward

MALANCHE from paflt 4

trick system. l"he trick »\«iiii.

works on the klea of negative km
forccment by which it can make

or break your run if you blow a

trick. Eventually it becomes easy

lo plant sonK nke looking irkks

to boost your meter, go faster and

win the race. It is also, as previ

ously noted, a very smooth k>ok

ing game that plays diflerently

from otfiers in its genre There is

an added touch of re'alism on

"lOWT." as the snuw >.an. in

areas, came you to sluw down if it

happetvi to be too built up

Overall 1080'" Avalanche"

was very disappointing compared

lo the other snowboaiJing games

iHi the market The rcplav value

barely lasts over a wivk and the

graphks are not enough to suck

you into the game. Even with a

few indk'-rock hands to back up

the musk selection and a trick sys-

tem that almost any gamer can

master. "1080 "
still gets a C- for

a lack of effort It you re looking

to still give it a whirl, it's uvailabk

at your kxal vidcx) ganw retailer

lor .f ^ W99.

1HE HARDEST

DECISION YOU'LL EVER

HAVE TO

MAKE m COLLEGE.

L TUITION .^^
FOR A YEAR?

mii^m^
0* (cximfiMe with flat icre«n TV. iurround

•^ f
I • » V

^ ^^^- l*P*°P *^ more)

\ • / /

A NEW CAR?
•

» N

N|
ENTEH:

YOU WANT IT ?

YOU GOT IT!
THE CONTEST WHERE YOU
CHOOSE THE PRIZE!

LOG ON: mtvU.com i

r

I WATCH mtvU at UMASS
I

on channel 62

tntVU THE CMAftMfl JOST fOR fOU MOW OH fOOn CAmPVS

NO Puch«M n«o«»^ Co««.« ov*^ to l«g«l r«id«nt« of tti. U S .» »»«l 1 8 y«.r» old •nd

eurmnffy •««i«l •! • <»"•«• « unl»«»«y thai \* a cun«r* omUm ot t» programming t^Ux mMJ

^« ^il^recal^ bjpab. 10. 2004 « 10 00 AM (EST). VoU «!>«« prohlb««d or r«trtcl«J

by tow Cowtaat Bubjact to tha Official Rules VlaH mtvU (»m fty mora daiaHs

What was your

worst date ever?
Tell all! YouTI be entered for a chance to

win tickets to the Barenaked Ladies.

Visit Massl.ive.com. tell us about your worst date ever and you

might have the best date ever this Valentine's Day as you go see

the Barenaked Ladies at the Mullins Clenter.

To enter, logon to ma**live.com/contests/date. In ^"i Nvonls

or less tell us about your worst daiiiig experience and you 11 be

entered to win two tickets to see the Barenaked I adics on

Saturday. February 14.

Don't miss the other great features on MassLivc.coni, like our

extensive entertainment listings, personals, and the relationship

forum. Icxiking for a job. apartment or car? You can find them

on MassLive.com too!

Contest ends Wednesday, Feb. 11, 2004 Two winners will be selected

by a panel of MassLive com judges on or about Feb. 12. 2004. and wil

be notified via phone or email.

AUTOS SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT NEWS FORUMS

a s s
live.com

To »dvaim- on Maal.vc.a>m tonuu u. Ji i H -.l.^-.'OOU or aditttiw^fmasxliv. Atfilmcd Willi />«• Htimbluiin
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Baker on rebound
By Howard Ulman
AsStXlATtO PRhSS

OLD SAYBROOK. Conn.

(AP) — The message was

painted on the wall of Vin

Bakers high school weight

room DONT MIX DREAMS
WITH REALITY AND NEVER
LOSE YOUR DREAMS. V L.

B
Vincent Lamont Baker real-

ized his dream of playing in the

NBA But somewhere between

the dimly lit gym at Old

Saybrook High School and the

bright lights of the FleetCenter

m Boston, reality came crash-

ing down on him.

The respectful, emotional

boy who grew up in an affluent

shoreline suburb became an

alcoholic.

"We can stand here and say,

Why cant he kick it?' Well, its

a disease and it's a bad thing."

said Pat Burke, who coached

Baker as a high school freshman

in this community about 50

miles east of New Haven. 'Bui

he's going to bounce back

There's no doubt in mv mind

No doubt."

On Ian 23, Baker »d> sus-

pended indehnitely by the Boclon

Celtics for failing to comply with

his aftercare program. It was his

third suspension. If it stretches

10 games, until Feb. 12 at

Chicago, the team could take

steps to get out of a contract that

would pay him about $55 million

from now through the 2005-06

season.

More than likely, the NBA
players union would file a griev-

ance if the team did that. Only

the doctor overseeing his care.

approved by both the team and

Baker, can determine if he's ready

to return. The team supports

Baker and is awaiting word from

the doctor. Celtics owner Wye
Grousbeck said through a

spokesman
Baker's agent, Aaron

Goodwin, declined to comment

about his clients situation or his

whereabouts these days.

Baker's problems shocked

those who know the smiling,

considerate son of a Baptist min-

ister who lived with his parents

at their home during offseasons.

They were strict and supportive.

"I've been in college athletics

50 years and he is just the best

person." said Pal Mciser-

McKneli, the athletic director at

the University of Hartford where

Baker starred. "He's not a mon-

ster."

"Vinny was terrific. He was a

pleasure to have around." said

Mike Dunleavy. his first pro

coach with the Milwaukee Bucks

who look him with ihe eighth

pick of the l>W5draft.

"I don't know what went

wrong." said Nate McMillan,

who coached Baker for two sea-

sons in Seattle. "I thought once

he got to Boston, he would play

much better basketball."

But the four-time All-Star

struggled after being traded on

Aug. 22, 2002, to a team that

played close enough for family

and friends to attend games.

Instead of cheers, he heard jeers

from the home crowd as he aver-

aged 5 2 points and 18.1 minutes

and when he fumbled a ball

under the basket or stumbled

awkwardly fighting for position.

The b-foot-ll power forward

was overweight and over-

matched.

Now, at 52, he may not fit the

mold for the team's rebuilding

program.

"Thai was probably one of his

dr«ams — to be a Boston Celtic

I'm sure there was tons of pres-

sure on him." Burke said. "He's

just a very sensitive kid."

Baker was first suspended

Feb. 27. 2005, and didn't play

again last season. He received

treatment for alcoholism at a

rehab facility in New Canaan.

Conn. He got into much belter

physical shape and started

strongly this season, scoring in

double figures in 21 of his first

55 games.

"He worked so hard to gel it

back to where it was." Burke

said. "So all this just blew our

mind."

PuidtEast
^We bring Chlnaio%vn

lo vou'

•<Vot8d best CMnasa food

by UMass studonts!**

*^sHt bam!

•(9(^*<iM^ ACCEPTED

^Delevehy available!

: Inr-ation 103 N. PLEASA^fr St

Amherst. MA 01002

i Open Hours
'•

Fri. & Sat.: 11 30 a.m.-ll 00 p.m

: Sun. - Thors.: 1130 a.m - 1000 p.m

(413)549-0077
Tatophona:

I413)2S6'^923
(413)256-8924

rfcx:

(413)253-1173

%bi;.* RT. 5 & 10
WHATELY
665-8733

Castaway Lounga Proudly Welcomes All

Btr 21 (must have proper ID).

We will hire beautiful ladies to participate in the

entertainment field & we will train them to make

big money.

Call between 1 1 AM to

1 PM
Tuesday thru Saturday

Come and enjoy entertainment

with 50 lovely ladies per

week!

^ TViE VIP Room is free for

PRIVATE PARTIES.

WWW.DAIIYC OIltCIAN.C OM tlThe jttagggchugettg Bailp Collegian Fkidav, FiBRUARY 6, 2004 •y

Young blood
Fre»hman »hiK.tin|j RU-rd Artie Buwer» has averaged IM point* over the U*l two game.. B»'*'p

and the Minutemcn are iHi a I.Hir Bume winninK-Mreak. Their Mreak is in jeopardy thi» Sunday

when thev take on the IVjyton Flyen. at the Mullin- Center at 2 p.m.

LeBron and Carmelo

snubbed by coaches
MiI1Mllrainpa0iS

doing too much else. McGridy

scored nearly 30 point.s a night in

the beginning of the sc«.son. but

the hapless Magic went for a fran-

chise-worst 1 9-game losing streak

at the Rginning s«5ason and are

-till 16 game* out of first.

On the other hand, we as fans

need our dunks and we need our

scoring What we don't need » a

player bcmg played out of position

MmpK because of votes.

Thi>. is the case for lermaine

O'Neal, who is listed as a for-

ward/center, but due to fan voting

is the surting power forward for

the Kastem Conference I have no

quips with Ben Wallace ai center

and CNeal at power forward, but

by listing O'Neal as strictly a

power forward there is the center

quota thai needs to be filled.

With this. New Orleans center

lamaal Magloire was given one of

the linal spots on the befwh for the

Eastern all-stars. Now if O'Neal

had been listed as the second cen-

ter on the team, this woukl have

opened the wirxlow to put LeBron

on the team.

Don't get me wrong. Magk)ire

is as good as you're going to get for

a center in the East, but that's not

what the fans arc paying for.

The real sports fans want to

see "the next one" perform on

sports' main sU^. agaiast basket-

ball's givaiest athletes. If Magk>ia-

gets a few rebounds and 10 points,

you better believe he won't be

makmg any headlines.

So now UBron. Dr. "Did you

just see that?" will be stuck play-

ing in the rookie game, against

peers that aspire to his k-vel of

play. He and Carmcb will no

doubt bring an all-new energy to

the usually bonng rookie gaiiK

When the twv face off on All

Suir weekend, surv it will be over-

shadowed by the "rval' All-Stars

that will he lacing off later, but I

can guarantee thai thi- budding

rivalry beiwcvn kmg lamet and

'Mckj will be noticed.

Ekjt this is why there is always

next year in sports, so wrongs can

be righted and grvat players can

prove their wurthirtess lo ihe

ihrofK. Necdk."ss lo say. both of

these men won't mis.s the first All-

Star game that ihey were so

wrongly snubbed from, because

they will be back for many more.

They n»ay not be All-Slars now.

but the NBA is their k::aguc. even-

tually sotneone will have to move

over.

Soft Mi.-Oos'em is a Colkfjan

columnist.

Friday, Feb. 6

Sport Opp./Event

Men's Ice Hockey vs. New Hampstiire

Women's Tennis vs. Binghamton

Saturday, Feb. 7

Sport

Women's Ski

Men's Ski

Women's Track

Men's Track

Men's Ice Hockey

Opp./Event

at BC Carnival

at BC Carnival

atURI
atURI
atUNH

Sunday, Nov. 23

Sport

Men's Basketball

Women's Baskett)all

Women's Ski

Men's Ski

Opp./Event

vs. Dayton

at Duquesne
at BC Carnival

at BC Carnival

Time

7:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Time

9:30 a.m.

9:30 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

3:30 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Time

2:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

9:30 a.m.

9:30 a.m.

Tired of the Dorms?

r'S NEVER TOO EARLY TO

^OK FOR AN APARTMENT
UNCOLN REAL ESTATE*

Estate

FREE DELIVERY!

549-6073
160 Feanng SI . located on the comer of

Feanng St and Sunset Ave

Welcome back UMass Students!

Friday/Saturday Special:

large cheese pizza $5.00

Open:

Sun.-Wed.: 11AM-1AM

niurs.-Sat.:11AM-3AM_

We accept all major credit

card* artd OCMP!

Smooth Skin for Spring Break! n«ii
i^i

AMHERST LASER & SKIN CARE CENTER

Laser Hair Reduction- with GentleLase^^'

Utilizing advanced laser technology.

Both Men and Women
Any Area of the Body

Bikini * Face * Chin * Lip * Underarm * Leg Back

La.ser treatments available for acne, brown spots, and facial veins

Call Now for a i£fifi initial physician consultation.

Siudohis ysiho Mgn^^
win rocelve 50% off package price.

Amherst Laser and Skin Care Center

Bob Weitzman MD- Medical Director

196 NORTH PLEASANT STREET - SUITE 1

1

AMHERST MA 01002 - 413-253-2214 - FAX 413-253-2216

AMHERSTLASER@VERIZON.NET

MOVIE OR VIDEO CnME RENTRL
WrrH NEW MEMBERSHIP PHOTO ID & CREDIT/DEBIT CARD REQUIRED

i ifem 2 Atoms 0r CAms
&$a2IEiiL

•••••••* >«••••

Kim9mmwMm
With this coupon Valid Sunday thru Thursday

Not good with other offers Membership required

Expires 2/28/04

Good 8l new downtown store only

• With this coupon Good any day
I Not Qood with other offers Memtiership required

: Expires 2/28/04

; Good at new downtown store only

^^i^
1. 1 liLi

HSRNT 5TRE
BEHIND BRUECCER 5 BRCEL^

experience

YOGA

12:30-1:45 pm
\bga Flow
(l^vel 1-2)

2:00-3:15 pm
IViwer Yoija

(U-vel 2 3)

Classes in Boyden 10

(OaaM* atwc Feb. 2)

r^ r.Uiss Schedule

Mondav/Wednesdav 'nigadav/Thlinrl""

1:00-2:15 pm
Ybga Baaica

(Level 1-3)

2:30-3:45 pm
Intermcditate

(Level 2-3)

Only $10

OR
SU;N up >hr a Semegtfr P°' ''"IT ^ «AVEU

1 class per week/13 weeks $75

2 classes per week/D weeks $145

RegkRcr through Campua Recrcatlan

Boyden 1\S

4U-545-0022 • www.un>a»».eduAi»mm

Dining Commons Menu
D.C coouct: 413-545-2624

LUNCH
• Roast Turkey

• Stuffed Shells

ivej^etarian)

• Falafel Pocket Sandwich

(vegan)

DINNER
•Dill Salmon

•Chit ken Marsala

• Forrest Ragu

(vegan)

Production Crew
On stall today

NIGHT EDITOR
Niko/as P Marfcanfonalos

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Sci)t1 lldndge II

COPY EDITOR
Sheryl Wolnik

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Irene Roi

PRODUCTION STATE

Oliver Chong/ fmilie Duggan
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I was walking down
the street wearing glasses

when the prescription

ran out. * 7
-Steven Wnght

aquarius • |an. 2o-f». is

Albert is a super name tor a turtle.

piSCeS • Fib. 19-Mm«. 20

Careful on the ice; you don't want to

slip.

aries • mar. 2i-a«j. i9

Do y(XJ like groufidhogs? It's their lault

it's M) friggin'told tixi.i\

taurus • apk io-M^v 20

l>tn t K<> <"< •> stamfxxkv This •sn'l

Pam|)lon,t

gemini • mav2Mun. 21

You're not as htM as Britney, so stop try-

ing.

cancer • iun. u-\v\.. 22

You rock that "man skirt."

leO • M-. 23-Auc. 22

Put feet in your shoes, a head in your hat

and be on your way.

virgO • Atxi. 23-StPT. 22

Go txi a hottie hunt.

libra • scpt. 21-00. 22

Nou re a rock star in a college studenTs

fxxJv

Scorpio • Go 23-Nov. 21

lust ask them out.

Sagittarius • Nov 22-DK. 21

You are well equipped for the long jour-

ney that is before you.

Capricorn • Dfc 22-iAN. 19

Vi)u act d lot ditterent than normal

people. You freak.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\I'\KIMIM (OH KIM

Hohait Condos 3

heduxim, hard-

wotxl fl(X)rs, .study

area in basement.

Cable, telephone

(internet access)

in all bedrooms

and study. NOW
SHOWING for

JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO
FEES, www.amher-

.stlincolnrealtv.com

253-7879

MITO FOR SAII

2000 KIA Sport-

age Must Sell Leav-

ing country. CD,

AC, 4WD, Sun-

nH)f, B«x)k Price

$6000 Asking

$5000 413-695-

3034

FMPIOVMFM

1992 Silver Ford Summer Nanny

$500!!! Police Im-

pounds, Hondas,

Chevy's, Jeeps, etc.

F(>r listings 1-800-

M9-3323 Ext 4554

Taurus. Excellent

condition. $1600

118K. Call 549-

3930 210-9691 All

power

t \\V\ ()> VUNT

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. Lo-

cal positions 1800-

293-3985 ext 516

Center of town 1,

2, 3 bednxiins;

hardwood flexors.

NOW SHOWING
for JUNE and

SEPTEMBER. NO
FEES, www.am-

bersrlincolnrealtv.

com 253-7879

Opan tOamfco I Ipm. 7 diyma %i»1t. Col MlQgggf r»»rvatooni

96 Accord 105K

Runs great

Reliable Less than

K>ok value $4500

256-1505

Sporty! Nissan

Pathfinder SE

Utility 4d(X)r with

4 wheel drive

1995. $4500 1-

413-687-7510

Photography posi-

tion available.

Photographer for

Whitewater trips.

Some photography

experience neces-

sary. Weekends

Spring and Fall.

Full Time Summer

sea.son. Call 625-

2288 l>adline

2/26/04

position Caring for

2 K>ys 5 and 8.

Weekends Spring

and Fall. Full Time

(40 hours). Experi-

ence preferred.

Call 625-2288.

Whitewater Raft

guides needed at

Crab Apple

Whitewater, Full

or Part-Time jobs.

No Experience

necessary. Will

train. 625-2288 for

info. Headline

2/26/04

"Bartending"

$250/Day

Potential. Nt)

Experience Nesc.

Training provided.

1-800-965-6520

Ext. 162

l\Tf RTAINMENT

Experienced Hip-

Hop DJ 41 3-3 35-

5226

f liRMTDRE

i:)oiible Bed Set

with frames. 2

years old, very

comfortable! Clall

Jimmy @ 60 3-30 3-

0167

sFRVicrs

LEGAL
PROBLEMS.'

Get free advice at

the Student Legal

Services C")ffice.

922 Campus

Onter,

545-1995.

IRAXM

*1 Spring Break

Vacati»ms!

Cancun, Jamaica,

Acapulco,

Bahamas, *Si

Florida! Best

Parties, Best

Hotels, Best

Prices! Space is

limited! BiH)k

Now &. Save! 1-

800-234-7007

www.endlesssum-

mertours.ci>ni

Spring Break 2004

It's here.-Kx'tk

now! Lowest

Prices Hottest

Parties *1 Airlines

What more can

yon ask tor!!!

vvww.sunsplash-

tours.com 1800-

426-7710

TRW I I

SPRING BREAK
SOLUTIONS
You pick the desti-

nation, we will get

you there Group

Discounts, Free

Trips, we meet or

beat any reliable

competitors price!

Free party package

with every trip

www.sprint^break-

si)liirions.com 1-

877-2-THE-FUN

887-4-CANCUN
Best price,

UMASS VEN-

IX^R selling spring

break packages. Do

not get scammed.

Cancun Negril

Acapulco Bahamas

Florida. $$$ cam-

pus reps earn $$$.

Flipnation.com

877-4-cancun.

Spring Break 2004.

Travel with STS,

America's *1

Student Tour

Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun,

Acapulco,

Bahamas and

Florida. Now hir-

ing campus reps.

Call for group dis-

counts.

Inft )rinat ion/Reser-

vations 1-800-648-

• 4849 or

www.ststravel.com

I
For more informa-

tion contact STA
Travel at 4 13-256-

1261

Place your own
classified!

Come visit the

Campus Center

Basement or call

545-3500 todayl
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UMass to face UNH
B> ANOKtVV MtKHII I

I. iiiLti.iAN Staph

Business in lri>nt. pan> in

back

An> pscudu-nosialgic college'

student worth his or her sail

knos^^ that the above is the siitvl

Jetiiiition tur the mullet, the

(in)taiiious '80s-era hairsisic that

is as niueh a part ol h(.>eke\'s cul-

ture as popping the water bottle

This season, it might also be a

good slogan for the

Massachusetts hovkev team,

because the Minutenwn (15 5 5.

1152 Hockey Last) have cer-

tainl\ taken c«re ol business tor

much of the season, and wins

like last Saiuidav - 51 triumph

Ml NUmii ,Kk has given fan'> u

!iM-i 1! I. (Ml IS in the aisk"*

This weekend won't b*.- an>

picnic, though Tonight. UMass

hosts LNH (7:05 p.m., NtSN) in

the tirvt game of a hcmte-and-

home ^cne>. The No. 10

Wildcats (15^5. 7-5 5 HLAl
enter the Muliins Center with

plenty to gain. At 17 poinU. the>

are fourth in the conference, six

points behind Maine with nine

game's left in the fetuun.

On a two-gnne losing streak,

with lt»»es (5-0. 5-41 in Orono.

Maine, the Wildcats are alwas^

dangeruu-s, aiul coukJ be even

more so tonight.

"The wounded animal svn

drome.' L Mass coach IX)ii

Cahoon said of LNH. "the) just

tight for »ur%ival. They've had a

lot irf success for us in the recent

past So deep down in their

hejirts tin sure they think thi-

isn't a game I hey can lose
"

ITk MinulenK-n arc in second

pWe. one point ahead of the

Black Hears, who play two nun

confercntc games against

.Alabama I funisvillc this week

end They're also playing for the

postseast.«n. bc-cause a win tonight

or toitKMTiiw woukl secure a s|X)t

in the Hockey l-jist plavoffs. and

would put them in a tie tor tirsi

place v^th fkiston C olk-gc

The Kagles have a iwcvpciini

advantage on the Minulemen.

but are idle this weekend in

preparation for Monday*

Heanpot final against fk>ston

Lnivcrsity. It would be the first

time LMass held the top spot in

the conference this late in the

season.

The Minutemen clinched

their spot among Hockey East's

elite eight right around this time

last year However, in February

2005. it was by the skin of their

teeth, a si\th place finish that led

to the March playolf stunner in

Orono. This year, it's No. 2 in the

conference, and the valuable

home-ice advantage that's up lor

grabs. Not that Cahoon will let

on much about that.

"It's been an interesting year

front that staiulpoint Hut that's a

start, not a finish. I can't get into

consuming the whole season and

what it represents until the sea-

son's i.>ver. because for me iftal's

a rcvipe for tailure."

Continuing his mantra of not

wanting "historians" on his team.

Cahoon also downplayed any lin-

gering- f the two teams'

last ' .11 IVc. II in

Amherst, wften junior Prc-ston

Callander tied the game l>i I NH
with I !« remaining

"I don't think its sunieihmg

that we can relate to a wfujie

lul." Cahoon said "I think it was

important at the time, atid it cer-

tainly wa» a guud effort un uur

maybe one ' ' "" '

- of the* year

tomorrow night, ilic two

teams will meet up again in

Durham. N.H for LMass' first

and «i' :l;ir season visit to

the V re Center. The
:- t.lOO (2.28'< fewer

.lulliiis Center I. and it's

live leet wider (200 \ IW»i than

LMflss' home sheet, which

makes the transitkHi a liltk easi-

cf lor I \1 tijMrwl to the

ic^i I'l iIk ^e

"Certamlv. out link is the sex-

orKilargest ice sheet in the rink,

so I'd like to think as big as

IWhiitemorel is. a* lost as you

can get. wc can make the adjust-

meni ii' '' isier than

iiKisi icdii V we play

on a rink that has big seams, big

dead area^ »" '• - ""' '''••' ^'y' *'

deal lor ii

McGovern

iMa ifei mUm

LMaM defenMMnan Tht>ina» P«>ek »tt>rcd a goal in the Minutemen '» last meeting with

UNH. UMass takes on the Wildcat's tonisht at the Muliins Center at 7 p.m.

All-Star game

two stars short
So much tor an "All" Star

Game.
In an unprecedented turn trf

events, two of the best players in

the NBA were kfl off their respec-

tive conference All-Star teams

ihis week, namely Cannelo

\nthony and LeBron latTK's.

This is not to say that the game

will be any less astounding, as we

aix sure to be blessed with pklure

periei.t passing and dunks that

will no doubt be on our dorm room walls one day.

But where is the leward for these young phenonw

that aa- turning tlw league upside down'.'

1 am astonished that the fans didn't sekxt them

with all of the hype from the media they have

rcxeived over the last year But when the coaches

decided to snub them from even a bench role, you

have to wonder what k»gue these guys are actually

watching.

CamK-kj is avengbig I** points per game and is

grabbing si\ rebounds. fiK a Nugget team that year-

in and year-out was the laughing sicick ol the NBA.

Now. in the powerful Western Conference, the

Nuggets are not only above .500. but ihev aa- one of

the top 10 teams in the confereiNX.

If you kx>k at hu. supporting cast, there isn't

much as far as star power b concerned. Aside from

Andre Milkr. this team is built of an array of role

players diligently tolkjwing a rookie not even two

years out of high school.

So who thc-n IS he to replace in the talent-ciad

Western Conference'.' There is no doubt a player like

Sam Cassell (who shoukl be starting in my mind), or

Peja StoHikovie shoukl get the nod, but there arc

otfwr alterations that >.oukl have hcvn made.

What about a player like Ray Allen, who for mo«
of the season has btvn nursing an injury'' Sua-, when

he plays he's one ol the most explosive guards in the

game, but while he was missing, his offensive kiad

was pkked up by Shaw College product Ronald

Murray

Even with Alkn hack in the mix of things, the

Sonks still haven't put together the sea.son that the

Nuggets have. Any otfwr yi-ar thea- woukl be a cate

for AlWn to be put in over Anthony, but this year it

seems to be a matter of politks.

As a stretch. > to Kings cciiier Brad

Miller coukl also ^ nged lor Antkmy. The

West ala-ady h«» lis quota at center filkad with

Shaquilk O'Neal and Yao Ming

In the tjist the- story is a link- bit inoa- compkni.

With fans voting for the starting live, high-llyer!

like \ince Carter and Tracy Mctirady have been

placc-d on the team, but iwither of these players arc

hiiving a true all-star season.

Sua', tfie cousias aa: pkking up the sconng load

It t their respective teams, but they aren't really

See ALLSTM on page S

Men's hoops come home Minutewomen face Lady Dukes

By Bkky Horov^it/
( <ll I K.IAS *S1 ^tf

The Massachusetts men
basketball team is looking lor

its fifth consecutive win as it

lips off against undefeated con-

ference foe [)aylon. Sunday at

the Muliins Center A win

would give Coach Steve I

his longest winning streak

coming to UMass three years

ago.

The Minutemen (9-11, 5-5

Atlantic lOt have fK-en playing

solid basketball over the past few

games, but it will take more than

good ball movement to stay ahead

of a much bigger Dayton team.

The Hyers i lt<->, 8-0 A- 10) lead

the series with L Mass 5-4. and

has won the last three contests

"It II be an interesting

V
' l.appas said. "They're

\ going to test us size-wise

because they're huge and

they're the 12th leading

rebounding team in the coun-

try. That's going to be a real

challenge lor us especially the

way we are now. but I know
we'll fight hard

"

The Minutemen s line up is sig-

nificantly smalkr now that center

Gabe l^x* is out for the season.

With at least thav guards on ttK

court at all times, everyone will

have to play big and fiox out.

Rebounding will be- a major factor

in continuing tfie streak.

"If we rebound well we will

contain them." l.appas said.

(.tRMl'll I IM.'' i>IHi 1^-

Siphomore Rashaun Freeman leads the Minutemen in points and

rebounds this sca.son. UMa.ss plays Dayton at home this Sunday at 2 p.m.

"That's the whole key. if you

rebound they're not able to get

out and transition as much as

they normally do. so rebound-

ing helps stop a couple of

things

"Rebounding has been some-

thing we've spent most of our

practices on all year, but especial-

ly sirKe Gabe's been hurt." fte

said.

for the Minutemen. playing

smalkr nKaas playing a slightly

diffea-nt game. More focus is now
being put on ball movenKni atnl

shooting btvau.se tfiea* aa* tewer

options and opportunities under-

neath.

"It's definitely helped us,"

Lappas said of the teams' ball

movement. "We were doing it

some in the beginning, we
played Icff jV'iggianoj at the

four spot significant minutes

this year, but now we don't have

the option of going the other

way. I think it's helped our

younger guys ... I think they feel

like they have more space to

make a drive.

"

The confidence of the

younger players has improved

drastically over the past few

games. With less seniority to

rely on and holes needing to be

(illed. they have stepped up in

every way their coach has asked

ihem to.

"I expcvted a lot from them

from day one," l^ippas said. "I

think now their experience has

helped them, now they have the

confidence to go out there and do

things in the clutch when we need

it.

"We're a better team because

we have more of a comfort level

with more guys."

The Flyers, on an eight game

winning streak, haven't lost a deci-

sion since their lanuary third match

at Wyoming. They are also current-

ly leading the A-10 west. The

Minutemen are tied for second

with Rluxle Island in the A- 10 east

behind No. 5 St. Kk-'s.

Freshman guard Art Bowers

was named A-10 Rookie of the

Week as he averaged IK points, 6

assists and 4.5 a*fx)unds in UMass'

triumphs over Fordham and Rhode

Island. Bowers joins si.)phomoa"

Rashaun Fa-eman and fa-shman

Maurice Maxwell in receiving the

honor.

By BiiB MclHivhRN

CXJLLK.IAN StAn

The Massachusetts women's

basketball team is literally limping

into its weekends contest against

Atlantk 10 rival Duquesne.

With nearly half of the team

sidelincnl with injuries, the

MinulewonK-n have fiad to switch

focus at practice recently. Instead

of preparing a game plan for the

l.ady Dukes. UMass has to worry

aboiii bringing a healthy starling

five down to Pittsburgh.

"It has been a challenge at best

in practke so what we'a* trying to

do is do a link morc coixlitioning.

a link* moa* skill instruction, and .n

lot more conditioning," UMa -

coach Mamie Dacko said. "You

play the hand your dealt and I

never know what hand I'm going

to be dealt day-to-day"

lunior Candace Fulrelle has

been pacing the l.ady Duke offense

with 21.7 points per game. She is

also dangea)us below the basket,

grabbing over si\ a-bouncU per

contest.

Fulrelle has been one ol the

more dominant players in the A-10

this year, leading the conference in

scoring and is in the lop 20 for

both rebounds per game and three-

point percentage.

"She's an unbelievable player in

the league, she moves without the

ball, she shoots extremely well,

she's a competitor." Dacko said.

"She's in incredible shape, she is

somebody that certainly wc have to

stop, we've got to really work on

her and take away some o( her

strengths."

Duquesnc has been particularly

good at home this yeiir, going 6-
1 at

the A. I. Palumbo Center. UMass,

who has gone 0-9 on the road this

season, is Icwking to snap a five

game losing streak against A-10

opponents.

"Until we win, I don't know if

they believe they can win." Dacko

said. "We believe they can win as a

coaching staff, but until you win

you're not going to get the monkey

off your back for awhile."

The Minutewomen have

changed their game plan with

regards to their slim bench. Coach

Dacko believes that her team must

force the liidy Dukes into mistakes

rather than wail for opportunity.

One of the major downfalls for

Senior guard Judit Zsedcnyi has

season. The Minutewomen take on

Duquesne has been their turnovers

when under pressure. Dacko will

be switching up her defensive strat-

egy to throw a wrench into the

Lady Dukes offensive perform-

ance.

"When you don't have bodies

we have to play to our strengths

and we're probably going to play a

zone, wc don't have great depth

on the bench so we're going to

mix it up between man and zone."

Dacko said. "They rush when they

are under pressure which is our

game, so I think we're going to

have to keep them under pres-

sure."

Part of UMass' success relies on

senior guard judit Zsedenyi finding

her shot again. Over the last three

games, Zsedenyi has scored only

12 points on 4-25 from the field.

""You just want to let her play

through it and I think that she'll

play through it and fortunately for

us we only have one game this

week so she can get u little rest,"

Dacko said.

The .senior, who was leading the

likKAU'K l,INi./i v'l.l>l,I.AN

averaged 9.8 points per game this

Duquesne this Saturday.

team in scoring before the break,

has fallen behind junior Fdris

Bailey, who is the only player scor-

ing double digits for the

Minutewomen.

Bailey is one of several walking

injured for UMass and is question-

able for Satualay's game. During

the final seconds of the first half

against Fordham. Bailey look a

desperate three-pointer from well

beyond the arc. When she landed

she appeared to have aggravated

her knee.

Bailey did not practice yester-

day
On top of the recent array of

injuries for the Minutewomen.

there has been a definitive lack of

leadership on the court. With only

two seniors in the starting lineup.

UMass has shown a lack of confi-

dence when it comes to finishing

down the stretch.

"Wc don't have a great deal of

senior leadership, so 1 think that

takes its toll on our belief in our-

selves." Dacko said. "The disbelief

sets in when we don't win."

Do you know The Score?^ Look for It at thomo locatlonm mtarting today
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Hangar • Hopkins Academy • Muliins Center Ice Rink - Rafters- Student Union - Totman Gym « Ultimate Fitness - Worcester Dining Common
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UMass student

found unconscious
Cops unsure if early morning

accident was a hit-and-run

Tiffanv Muller. ri|{ht. ^nJ Krm Ni.rris hold their Hcddinj: ..Ibum at home in T.>peka. Kan., FriJav. The Uc- il.-i .StulUr -aJ Norru,

or iXher lamc-MX couple* could marrv lesallv «HneAiv has legi^Utor* ccMwidcrinK a propt»ed constitutumal amendment tu reml.wce

Kanuu' lonK-tUindint; ptJiev atcainoi r«rct>|{nizinK such unions.

Hundreds of homosexual marriage

opponents stage large rally in Boston
Bv THH> tMFR\

AsMKlATtI) i'lU.SS

BOSTON (AP) - Hundreds of oppo-

nents of same-sex marriage gathered Sunday

on Boston Common to show support for a

proposed constitutional amendment that

would define marriage as the union of one

man and one woman.
People held banners that read "Let the

people vole." "Marriage, ancient, sacred."

and "Homosexuality is not normal" as they

were entertained b\ live music.

Speakers lined up for the rally included

some of the slate's most high-profile gay

marriage opponents, including Archbishop

Sean P. O'Malley of the Roman Catholic

Boston ArchdicKese. and state House

Speaker Thomas Finneran.

Ed Zicko. 6<>. attended the rallv with his

friend. Maureen Cavanaugh. 59. both mem-

bers of St. Patrick's Catholic church in

Natick. He said he came to the rally because

marriage is a tradition going back thousands

of years and "I think people should have the

opportunity to vote on it.

A smaller group of counter- protesters,

some holding a banner that said "Shame on

you Scan." in reference to O'Malley. stood

behind thie main stage.

Massachusetts' highest court, the

Supreme ludicial Court, ruled 4-3 in

November that same-sex ci>uples had a right

under the state constitution to the benefits

of marriage, and this past week it ruled by

the same ratio that only marriage — not civil

union — would satisfv its initial decision.

On Saturdav. leaders of churches. s>na-

gogues and mosques around Massachusetts

condemned the high court's ruling in a joint

statement and urged a constitutional ban on

such unions.

"All eyes are on Massachusetts; may they

see our courage and resolve to safeguard the

fundamental institution of marriage." the

statement concluded.

Signers included O'Malley; the Rev.

David M Midwood. president of Vision

New England, an organization of evangelical

churches: the Islamic Council of New

Kngland. which ha* about 25 centers and

mosques; the 80».hun.h Black Ministerial

Alliance; 100 Christian Orthodox churche-

and two lewish leaders

A poll released Sundav by Merrimack

College's Center for Public Opinion

Research suggested that support for gay

marriage may fx- slipping, and support for

legalizing civil union» growing.

Of 501 adults interviewed by phone in

late lanuary and earlv February, 'i'i percent

said the state should recognize gay mar-

riages, compared to 57 percent in

November In the latest poll, 45 percent said

the state should recognize civil unions, com

pared to 58 percent in November. The mar

gin of error was 4.5 percentage points.

The full Massachusetts House and Senate

will meet Wednesday for a joint constitu-

tional convention to consider a propv»sed

constitutional amendment banning ga> mar-

riage in Massachusetts.

If a majority of lawmakers vote in lav or

of the amendment twice, it would be put to

the voters as a ballot referendum in 2006.

Bv MORRI> SiM.tH

CoLLELIAN SlAff

A University of Massa-

chusetts male student was

found early Friday morning

Ising unconscious in the road,

apparentiv either hit b> or hav-

ing fallen from a moving vehi

cle.

Petrit Vasi, .': of

Dorchester, Mass wd> lound

by the Amherst Police

iScpartment at 12:20 a.m. at

the intersection of Triangle and

Mattoon Streets in Amherst

Police described his injuries as

consistent vkith being struck by

or falling from a motor vehicle.

Vasi sustained serious head

injuries, the Amherst Police

said.

According tu police. Vasi

was transferred by an Amherst

Fire Department ambulance to

Baystate Medical Center in

Springfield, and v^as initially

classified as being in critical

condition His status was

recently upgraded to serious

condition, a spokesman for the

hospital said yesterdav.

APD has not identified the

operator of any vehicle

involved in the incident, nor

have the> obtained a descrip-

tion of the vehicles.

Investigators are asking those

with information call the APD
Detective Bureau at (4I5>256

4015.

Vasi is a junior economic*

student at the University.

A number of other students

have been struck on campus by

vehicles in the past few years,

including four students who
were struck in separate inci-

dents while crossing Ntreets in

the fall of 2002
In November 2002. lared R.

Cariddi was struck by a car on

Fast Pleasant Street. In

October 2002. a female WM
struck in a crosswalk near the

Muliins Center In September

2002. Shandralee Lerro was hit

by a car in a crosswalk near the

horseshoe in the Southwest

Residential Area. lessica

Moody was hit v^hile crossing

University Drive in September

of that year.

The increase in accidents

caused the University to install

a new traffic control device on

University Drive before the

start of the fall semester These

large yellow bumps in the pave-

ment, or bulds. were put in to

prevent cars from passing one

another in close proximity to

pedestrian crossings The bulds

extend outward into the street

as thcv approach the cross-

walk, in a triangular shape.

The University also installed

lit signs at the crossings, in

order to alert drivers of poten-

tial foot traffic on what is con-

sidered to be a largely pedestri

an campus

Prisoner praises the

power of protest

First female to lead the Black Riots rage

Panthers party visits UMass
By Casey No\ak

CoLLK.IAN (>IRRl.sn>NI»VT

Elaine Brown, writer, activist and the only woman

to lead the Black Panther Party, will speak at the

University of Massachusetts today on "New Age

Racism" at 7 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Brown's Itvture will involve the vision of an inclu-

sive egalitarian society, focusing on resoK ing problems

of race, gender oppression and class disparity in the

United Stales.

"Although the Black Panthers had a reputation of

being violent and inflammatory, if you look at the

things that were really most important to them, it had

to do with freedom and equality." said Ellen Millor-

Mack. a nurse practitioner at Brightwood Health

Center, who is also intensely involved with social jus-

1 X < R-n^sv ( t Tnn 'MASS sn !i «kt ai tim iifs i tn rrR

Elaine Br\>wn, the first woman leader oi the Black

Panthers, will speak in the Student Union Ballrtxnn

today.

tice issues.

In 1*^74. Ba>wn became the lirst and only woman

to lead t'ne Black Panther Parts. Fodav. she upholds the

original vision of the Panthers and the survival pro-

grams they developed, such as the Free Bix-akfast

Program for Children. Sickle Cell Anemia Testing, free

health clinics, and Senior Services, among others.

In her autobiography, "A Taste of Power: A Black

Woman's Story ". Brown recounts her life from the

ghettos of North Philadelphia to leadership in one of

the most important and militant civil rights groups in

U.S. history.

Brown's latest book. "New Age Racism and the

Condemnation of Little B'" (Beacon Press. 2002). is

the story of a 14-year-old boy sentenced to life in

prison for a Georgia murder that Brown says he did

not commit.

Brown is also the president of the nonprofit educa-

tional corporation Fields of Flowers, the mission of

which is to build a mcKlel education center for blacks

and other poor children. She is Dircvtor of Political

Affairs for the National Alliance for Radical Prison

Reform, a board member of Mothers AdviKating

juvenile lustice. and Vice-President of The Dr. Huey P

Newton Foundation.

"Brown is an incredible speaker, both powerful and

direct," Miller-Mack said. "Somebody with those cre-

dentials, hav ing been a Black Panther leader, could rest

on that, but she doesn't. She is really active, busy and

committed."

BR)wn's speech is sponsored by the Black Student

Union at UMass, the Civil Liberties and Public Policy

IVogram at Hampshire College, the Distinguished

Visitors Program at UMass, Enrollment Services at

UMass. Five Colleges. Inc., the Mount Holyoke

College Anthropology Department, the UMass

Radical Student Union, Student Activities Center, and

Women of Color Leadership Network at the

EveryAvoman's Center, as well as WMUA-FM.
There" will N; a reception ami b<.x)k signing follow-

ing Brown's talk. The specvh and reception are frex-

and open to the public.

against

President
ST. MARC. Haiti (AP) -

Hundrcxis of Haitians kKited T\

sets, matiressc-s and sacks of flour

Sunday in this coastal Iovnti, one of

several communities seized by

anned rebels in a blcKidy uprising

against President lean Bert rand

Aristide.

Using felled ircvs. flaming tire's

and car chassis, residents bkvked

the strevts into St. Marc, a da>

after re-bels dre>ve out police in gun

battles that killed two (X'ople.

Many residents in the aiva have

formed neighborhenKl groups to

back insurgents in their push to

expel the president.

'Alter Aristide leaves, the

country will return to nonnal,"

said Axel Philippe. 54. among

dozens massed on the highway

leading to St. Marc, a city of

100,000 some 45 miles northwest

of the capital, Port-au-Prince.

.\\ least IK people have K'cn

killed since anneil rebels began

their assault lour days ago, .setting

(X)lice stations on lire and driving

officers from the key city of

Cionaives along the Caiibbean Sea

and several smaller nearby towns.

Anger has been brewing in Haiti

since Arisiide's party won flawed

legislative elections in 21XX). The

opposition refuses to join in any

new vote unless the president

resigns: he insists on serving out

his tenn. ending in 2Wb.
Assixiatni Press

Bv Erin Whittev
( ol in. IAN I (iKHfsrMNIltNT

Student protests and demon-

strations have real effect^ on

Chinese polkies and treatment of

prisoriers in Tibet, according to

former political prisoner Ngawang

Sangdrol. guest spi,-aker at the

annual Students for a Free Tibet

confere-nee on Saturday

TIk 26-year-old Sangdrol cred

itcxl organizations like Students

for a Free Tibet for helping bring

about her own release from the

Drapchi prison in Lhasa, where

site was imprisoned and ti>rtured

for 1 1 vears until her parole in

2002.

Saturday evening's presenia

tion opened v\ith a short video

detailing the occupation of Tibet

by Chinese forces and the work

done by international groups to

help achieve Tibetan independ-

ence.

Sangdrol was arrested when

she was 1 5 for participating in a

demonstration for Tibetan inde

pendence, along with a group of

other Buddhist nuns and monks

Her original sentence was lor

three years of imprisonment, but

her term was extended three sepa-

rate times to a total of 25 years,

the longest sentence of any female

political prisoner in Tibet.

Speaking through a translator,

Sangdrol described her almost

constant beatings by Chinese

prison guards. The guards would

hit prisoners with batons that sent

an electric shock through the

bcKly. or various sticks, pi(X's, and

iron nxJs.

The day Sangdrol was lirst

captured, "from 10 a.m. to mid-

night, they hit me. and since then,

they hit me every day day and

night."

Sangdrol spoke of the drilling

exercises that the guards put the

prisoners through Prisoners had

to hold newspapers under their

arms and between their legs, and

were beaten for dropping them,

she said.

"They always give the training

when it is very, very, hot."

Sangdrol said. Prisoners would

sometimes get dizzy and fall from

the combination of the heat and ill

hciilih. .\nyone who helped them

was beaten.

After years of drilling exercis-

es. Sangdrol said, "one lime I just

couldn't bear any more' and I

shouted." This earned her six

nxmihs in solitary confinement, in

a tiny dark room full of rats and

insects.

In l»W5. Sangdrol and several

fneiKis secretly recorded an audio-

cassette of poems and songs about

prison life and Tibetan freedom.

The cassette was smuggled out of

prison and has been distributed

internal icmally as a CD entitk"d

"Seeing Nothing but Sky

"

According to Sangdrol. the

true conditions at Drapchi were

hidden fnxn reporters arul other

visitors Whin any visitor- were

due. prisoners h.»d to clean blood-

stains off the Ikvr. bum incense to

vover the smell, and buy new

linen- with their own money, she

said.

Even after Sangdrol was

released from Drapchi in October

2002. there were- very lew free-

doms in her life. Former pri.soners

are not allowcxi to work, practice

their religion, or speak out for

Tifx'tan independence.

"It's just in name they have

released you." she said.

Released prisoners are re-edu-

cated in Chinese schools,

Sangdrol said Everyone must

pass a political science test that

requires the Tibetans to denounce

the name ol the Dalai Lama and

agree that Tibet is part of China.

Sangdrol was relea.sed to the

Lnited States in March of 2002

lor medical treatment of chronic

headaches and stomach prob-

lems. She now lives in

Washington DC. with various

host families.

Sangdrol -ays that she is very

grateful for all the work of groups

like Students lor a Free Tibet. She

feels that the work done outside

of Tifx't in countries with free

speech has a real effect on

Chinese |X)licie-.

While prisoners never hear

about the protests asking for their

release, protests can make a dif-

ference in their lives. According

to Sangdrol. asking for specific

prisoners can get that person spe-

cial treatment, such as access to

medication from the Chinese.

Sangdrol is still a very deter-

mined woman. Everything she

has been through, she says, was

"for the love of my country, for

the love of my leader, and for the

freedom of Tibet."
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New plan for ALANaI A halftime to forget
'^

I
'^^

I
Man. "h m^"' *'^"' "^ halftime Coming out in a haze ol smoke and pyrotechni

may be detrimental
When key members of the University of

Mas!>achusetts campus meet tonight for an infor-

mational session, their diacussion couki mean

much more than the standard rhetoric that

revolves around diversity. The ae««on couU shed

light on what the poatibk fiibire is for one of the

unhwrsity's most vocal oipniiMtonB — the Offwe

of ALANA Affairs.

The infomiationai session tonight fdkiws a

(Moposal made at last week's Student Government

As«x:iatk)n Senate meeting by Russell Plato, the

SGA 88crctar> of diversity. Plato released a propos-

al Wednesday night that, if passed. wouU mm the

Office into a bmad based center for all diversity

tasues. rather than the main voice for advocacy on

AfrKan. Latino. Asian and Native American issues

that it ahvays has been.

The Office of ALANA Affairs, according to itt

Web site, was first devekiped in 1976 when

ALANA students asked for professional advocates

to voice their concerns. Since that time, the group

Ims remained actively invoked on campus, advo-

cadng for ALANA issues, hosting c^lmral events

md fofiterii^ a sense of community for many stu-

dents on campus.

Above all. it is that sense of community that

needs to be piutected. Numerous Collegian stalT

members who have interacted with ALAN.A this

year have nottced its office to be a suppon center

and home awa) from home for many of the stu-

dents who frequent the office. In the larger, biued-

er Office of Community Diversity that is proposed.

The CoUegiai cm\ help but feel thai much >.>f the

stm^ and unity that ALANA students draw

from the office as it b would get kist in the shuffle

Much has been made this year over the

ALANA caucus's appointed seats on the SGA
Senate — an issue that still isn't full> resolved, as

the SGA continues to tr\ and find a balani.e

between mamtairung diversity and mamuimng

constitutionality. Whik; the argument over the

future of the caucus's seats is far from over aid will

continue to come up for debate in the in the next

few weeks, The Colkigian wishes to differentiate

the two issues, so as not to blur them. Frankly,

while the debate over appointed scats is important

to addrwss. a dramatk alteration to the Oftice of

ALANA Affairs is a much more important issue.

and likely to be detrimental to the ALANA com-

munity and university student body at laige.

The Collegian has nt.>t ahvays agreed with

ALANAs viewpoints, mindset or actions. At times,

the relationship between our publk:atiun and the

ALANA community has been tense, to say the

least — partKularly during a \9^2 takeover of our

office by ALANA students fdkjwing the Rodney

King beating in Los Angcks, and during the fall

controversy surrounding the caucus's appointed

seate.

The Collegian, however, believes in the pur-

pose, mission aivd importance of the Office of

ALANA Affairs We believe it offers an impor-

tant safeguard as campus policies are formulated

by keeping an active watch to make sure the

ALANA point of view is remembered in influen-

tial debates upon our campus. Lumping the

office in with other groups that keep unrelated

diversity issues, such as ^nder or sexual orienta-

tion, in mind seems misguided.

Even if dramatically altering the Office of

ALANA Affairs is an honest effort to improve

diversity on campus, vw believe there has to be a

better way The Collegian encourages members

of University administration, the SGA. and

ALANA to discuss these issues acti\el>. and will

be happy to faciHtaie positive dialogue in any

way possible. The Colkcgian believes the issues at

harid are too important to handle in an> other

way.

insigned edtloriah repwK^mt the mu/ority

opinion of the Maiuiihuurtti Daily CoUegian

Editorial Board.

Man. oh man, what a halftime

show! So, kt me guess, is next

year's show going to be a thematk:

tribute to lerry Springer or how

about Anna Nicole Smith'.' After

that train wrcck of a halftime show,

it's hopeful, at ksist. that the NFl.

just might smarten up. For starters,

NFl Commissioner Paul Tagliabue

has already issued a publk apokigy

stating. "We were extremeh disap-
"'^~"^~""~

pointeid by the MTV produced hall

time show ... the show was trffensive. inappropriate

and embarrassing to us and our fans." 1 coukln't put it

anv more bluntly than that.

First of all. notice how he said "show." and not

"wardrobe malfunction," "irvident," or any other term

to imply that not every part of that

show was bad'.' Like prime time TV',

even the Super Bowl halftime shows

have cheapened up and it's about

time that the NFL has acknowledged

it. There's no kjnger any imagination

out tfiere— just a bunch of tight Kxl

ies and tabkiid faces dancing around

on stage And it's certainly nothing to

be proud ol

When 1 was a kid. things were

totally different. Before 1 even knew a

k)t about football, it was exciting for

me to watch the Super Bowl halftime

show. Not because I wanted to see a

bunch of nobodies dancing around,

but more because of the creativity

and imagirution tfiat it took to pn>

ducc a vm fun show. whKh ^ve not only tribute to

America's true natkinal pastime, but to tlungs that

make American proud

I'm sure a kx of us can remember Super Bowl

\.\\ 111, when Michael |ack«on came out on the liekl

and sang "Ileal the SVorU" v«th 5.500 chiklrvn

During Super Bowl \1. Disney put on the mcmorablv

themed show "It's a Small \Vorid." Time and time

1^1. the Super Bowl has been used to cekbraie not

only points of pride, like the historv ol Film and Rock

& Roll, but to remember tragedies like Sept 1

1

With the exception of a very timely pre-gaine show.

this year's show had none ol that, lust like last years

Super Bowl, this show was one of the k»st memorabk-

and most klwtk halftime shows in the history ol the

NR..

Within three v-ear.. we went fmm a sofcrmn 9-M

remembrance, to a bunch of peopk humping and

gtabbim crotches in front of a pyrotcvhnks backdrop

Americans HkI nothing to be pnjud of here^ - it wa>

merely a steazy tribute to boisterous American trash

cuhure.

Americans seem to

have run their

standartls so far

into the ground

that ttiese compa-

nies have come to

expect us not only

to find such trash

acceptable, but to

embrace it

Coming out in a haze of smoke and pyrotedinkx.

Kid Rock runs around on the stage, hanimenng out an

alrxady-expired song, with an Amencan flag for a

smock. You see, it's fashionably cool to wrap yourself

in the American flag. In fact, you don't even have to be

a responsibk citizen, lust wear your loyalty on yotir

shirt or on your arm like a medieval serl Civk respon-

sibility is so l%Os, dude. Be trendy and wear a made-

in-China piece ol red, white, and blue cloth arotmd

your neck just in case you forget your nationality in the

next 20 minutes.

And then there's that whole lanet lackson fiasco.

Although this didn't paniculariy oftend me. it's not

impossibk to see wh> souk peopk woukl be offend-

ed. A k>t of churehes anxind the country were hostmg

the Super Bowl as a community event. And, just like

me 1 5 vears ago. kids and families were watching In

laci. the Super Bowl had an estimated

audience ol a billion peopk There

have to be a few link; kkls in there

somewhere.

Now, can we totally blame Viacom

and MT\ for this ugly halftime show?

AI»olutel> not' The other major con-

tributor to the paiblem of tekrvision-

gone-tastek"ss is tlie American viewer

Americans seem to have run their

standards so far into the ground, that

these companies have come to expect

us not only to fiixl such trash accept-

abk, but to embrace it Was America

really expecting a ckain. wholesome,

and even meaningful Halftime Show,

when we accept such masterpieces as

"krry Springer" and "The Simple

LUe" as part of our TV lineup'

^^c lind nothing wrong *ith krtting an amateur

pom star have her own TV' show aboot how cool it B

to be completely stupid ani codepcndent And when

movk*s like "Saving Private Lynch." and "TTie

Kluabath Smart Story" - stories of young, viotaied

giris - captivate audiefKes during a sweeps week, wtiat

do you expect ihe>c media companies tu think of us as

consumers?

As vou rxad this, a storm is gathering over lackson 's

"malfunction." Even lustin Timberlake has headed for

the moral high gniund bv whining, "I was completely

shocked and jppallc-d. and all 1 coukl say was oh my

God. oh my God
"

Link di«.-s Timberlake know that he. himself, was

HI integral pan in making the halftime show a failure.

A red bra. a breast, what's the differCTce' If anything,

that smgk exposure b\ lackson was a summation of

w^t tu expect if the NFl decides to kt McIXinakJ-

styk parfi' sthemeo take over a whoksome trvditian

like the Super Bowl halftime show

Mark Ostroff IS a Collegiart cohunnisi

A nation in terror

False independence

Allison

[dies

With the amount of students

choosing to attend colleges across

the nation, the option of choosing

living arrangements has bcxome as

large a factor in the college selec-

tkjn process as the tuition itself.

For an undergraduate student at

the University of Massachusetis.

room and board alone can cost

$5,748 a year, and that will provide

a student with one room shared

with a roommate.

Given this scenario, it has bcxome more and more

popular for parents of students to buy or rent proper-

ty for their sons and daughters. Property does not

come cheap, with some parents buying cTitire three-

bedroom houses in the vicinity of the school costing

well over $2tX).000 for their child to live during their

tenure at school. Many parents feel that doing this pro-

vides their child v^ith a sense of responsibility that

should come with being introduced into the real

world. However, buying entire properties for their chil-

dren hardly teaches them about responsibility, but

more about dependency on their parents.

Being in college imposes many new responsibilities

on students, with a major one being the importance of

independence. Buying property for their children whik

they are at college rather than having them live in the

dormitories offered by the school is detrimental to the

students' ability to mature and only further demon-

strates how much of a spoiled society we live in.

Dormitories are not the most desirable living con-

ditions; oftentimes, the rooms are small and cannot

comfortably fit two. or in some cases, three people. On

top of that, there is the whok sharing aspect that many

students, esptxially those who have never lived with

anyone before, feel to be somewhat of a burden when

they have to wait for a shower or a sink when they

want to get ready in the morning. However, with the

large influx of students attending colleges and univer-

sities today, conden.sed housing is one solution that has

been accommodating student living for dtxades on

account of its affordability Publk state schools, which

mutinely have 25,000 undergraduate students at least,

let alone graduate students, need to offer housing

accommodations for all the students that require it. If

every student had to find off-campus housing and still

attend all their classes, there would be a lot fewer stu-

dents pursuing higher education and still graduating in

the recommended four years. Providing on-campus

housing for students through dormiiones is cost-effec-

tive and albws students wix) are not from around the

area to attend schools in different kxations.

By having the parents puahase a house for their

son or daughter while he or she is away at school, they

are only further encouraging their child to depend on

them rather than working to establish a sense of inde-

pendence for their child. The students, for the most

part, are not paying rent btxause their parents paid for

the property. So. the onus is on the student to maintain

the property in livabk conditions and to be responsi-

bk. However, given the capacity that 18 to 21-y^r-

olds have with regards to weekend parties involving

akohol and drug use, the expensive houses and apart-

ments bought for single sons and daughters may very

well turn into intense party grounds with no proper

authorities to enforce rules and regulations. While

many students do have off-campus housing, they

themselves are responsible for the payments and,

therefore, are more careful about the conditions of the

property and take such things into consideration when

hosting parties and other events.

Even if the living arrangement works out for the

student, they will eventually graduate and the proper-

ty will have to be sold. Understandably so, many fam-

ilies look into the option of tuming in the property pur-

chased for their son or daughter into a vacation home

for certain seasons. However, some families may lind

that, while a certain location may be perfect for their

son or daughter to live in while they're at schcxil, it

may not be an ideal location for them. More often than

not, college towns usually appeal to college students

and not necessarily adults who don't want to put up

with all-night parties. Given these circumstances, the

parents would have to learn to cope and co-exist with

excessive amounts of students long after their children

graduate. Plus, with the real estate market being as

uncertain as it has bcx-n. there is no guarantee that

what a piece of property was bought for is what it will

be able to be sold for again.

Being a college student brings certain obligations.

Among those are the ability to weigh decisions, how

much to spend on what without compromising

finances and how long to spend doing what without

compromising academics. College, in a sense, serves as

the transition from childhood to adulthood. Having

parents pay for their children to live off-campus in

expensive housing is not casing this transition, but

only setting it back.

Allison Edies is a Collegian volumnisl.

We are a ter-

rified nation.

We have been

terrified, as a

people, long

before we
were told

Saddam Hu-
ssein could

kill us all

within 45""^^^^^^
minutes. We

have been terrified long before

any planes crashed into the

World Trade Center We have

been terrified long before we

were convinced by a senile

President that Grenada (the

"Nutmeg Capital of the World")

was the latest flashpoint in the

war against Communism. We
have been terrified long before

McCarthy's Communist inquisi-

tion, terrified before both world

wars Before that, we were ter-

rified that our Black slaves

would get out of control, or

that our conquered Native

Indians might want their land

back. Three hundred years ago,

before the nation formally exist-

ed, we were afraid of each

other, afraid that one of us was

literally a witch. And even

though most of us are not of

ancestry from that far back, we

have certainly inherited that

mindset.

And nearly every single

President we have had. since

the creation of our country, has

preyed upon our fears —
through racism, through clas-

sism, through nationalism. Our

current president, in particular,

happens to be very good at

preying upon our fears. We
have, in the past, invaded other

countries in the name of

Christianity, decency, and

democracy, and we continue to

do so even today. Our patriot-

ism has been one of the leading

causes of genocide in the past

few centuries. We have learned

that restraint from violence,

from bombing, from mass mur-

der, is a threat to our "national

security." Anyone who tells you

differently is certainly un-

American, and probably could

use a little violence himself.

Our politicians and institu-

tions are so corrupt that it's

hard to keep up. We spend so

much time quibbling over

which party is more corrupt

that we are blind to see that

they are shadows of the same

thing. Whether we prefer our

president to wear a cowboy hat

or play the saxophone, our

quality of life still declines. Our

money goes less into affecting

our own lives, and more into

the pockets of those who have

the most money. We cant

afford firefighters and teachers,

food for the poor or health care

for tens of millions, but some-

how we can talk about going to

Mars without breaking down
into laughter

Many of us can ignore what

our government is doing on our

behalf, and how it spends our

money. Now. more than ever, in

all of history, people are bom-

barded with the message to buy

something, anything, any sort

of distraction that pumps

money into the "economy."

Chuck Palahniuk observed,

quite succinctly, ".advertising

has us chasing cars and clothes,

working jobs we hate, so we

can buy shit we don't need."

Wc get such impulses every day,

when we sit down in front of

the tube, to watch shows about

people whose lives you know

more about than you do vour

own.
It's very hard to have hope.

But hope is not going to

come from these monsters,

these politicians. Nothing good

will ever be initiated by those

cowards, whose only language-

is perpetual compromise and

who thrive upon the labor ot

the people they are supposed to

serve. It is more than insulting

to our intelligence to see that

habitual bureaucrat. lohn

Kerry, ride a motorcycle on

stage on TV, a charlatan pre-

tending to be a normal human

being. Even more outrageous is

his incessant references to his

tour of duty in Vietnam, a kind

of sick insistence that he is fit

to be president, because he.

too, can commit atrocities

against humanity.

Bush, of course, is no better,

and likely worse. He enjoyed

dressing up in military gear,

preceded bv the execution ot

thousands of the very people he

claimed to be empowering,

proving that clciirly he has what

it takes to keep America safe

He and his cronies should have

been thrown out of office, if

only for his constant exploita-

tion of the tragedy of 9-11.

what Arundhali Roy properly

calls, "the pillaging of even the

most private human feelings for

political purpose. ...It is," she

said, "a terrible, violent thing

for a State to do to its people."

This fall, at the Republican

National Convention, Bush will

be at Ground Zero in New \ork

City, to play to our fears, anger,

and patriotism, as he and his

partv stand upon the graves of

those who have died and per-

vert their suffering for political

gain.

"Politics" can no longer be

some abstract, academic

process, undertaken by the mid-

dle class and debated by obdu-

rate pundits; we cannot let it

be. "Politics" is not going to a

booth and pulling a lever once

every four years. "Politics" has

to be the act of us, the people of

this country, taking control of

our lives. Politicians will never

utilize the resources of the

country for the benefit of the

people. ,At some point, we have

to take what we want for our-

selves, by ourselves.

We cannot be a nation forev-

er living in fear

]effrey Sapotitano is a

Collegian columnist
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World famous performer

amazes small Bowker crowd

ARTS@DAILYCOLLEGIAN.COM

By Camerdn J. Woous
i I H in.IAN SxMt

Last Friday, the Bowker

.ALKlituriuni hooted a stel-

lar pertonnarKe of con-

tortion artist Maureen

Fleming's se\en act

"IXvaN of the Angel
"

Though the cold and ice

had locked much of the

University of Mass-

achusetts indoon.. iiH>re

than half of the Bowker

auditorium was tilk-d with Individ

uals willing to brave the ek'nvnts

in the name of art

In the void-like darkitess thai

fell upon the crowd FWming first

inuiK'rged. She descended from

the ceilmg. a seemmglv gkMing

hunwn form in the cnnnipresc-ni

darkness Right frcnn the lirsi act.

"Sea ol the Moon." Fleming com

manded the attentkjn of the crowd

with her hightv polished and

extraordinanl> choreographed

coniortion> Fver> one of her

movnnenis was inteniKxial and

timed to the music, in fact at lirst it

look an effon in patience to focus

on her ever so sk>w motkms. but

after a iiKHnent or tv^o the sense of

outer woild time seenvd lo melt

awav and then; was only the vague

tin of a woman telling a story.

The ma(^ of the perfunnanoe

however was marred bv tev.hnical

diflKulties with the lighting and

Mjund equipment. IVoduccr Bob

Antil said. "VVe evidentiv had a

thun that we wea- unaware of but

the stafi here took care of it qukk

Each of the first four acu was

partitionctJ off la>m each otfier by

tfie sound of breaking surf and a

return to compfcrte darkncM. At

the start of Act 2. "Womb
Mandala.' Fleming had deployed a

trarolucent screen, which lud a

sort of ckjud-like border that

encapsulated her while she per-

formed

This wte the first act where the

audieiKe was shown just how com-

pkrtely Fleming coukl alter the

human body. At times it was difli

cult to distinguish body parts, and

tiK diffused light and her elevated

iiKxintain platform made it hard to

fully understand what Flemings

exact movements were Flere it

became ckar that this was not sim-

ply the dissectwn of individual

motions, but a continuous story

tokl through forms and sound.

One particularly emotionally

-

Maureen

PlefTung

Decay o(

the Angel

Bowtei mii«

(HI

charged act. "To Tear Away the

Robe of Flesh," utilized steady red

lighting, and a strong fan that was

blowing directly upon Fleming's

cloth-draped face. The wind

caused the sheet to bilk)w

and lash about where it

was loose and mokl to

Fleming's body where it

tciuched her The effect of

this was oddly fitting for

the name, as the sheet

appeaiied to be a Happing

extension of Fleming's

ilesh. as she danced

Honoring music^s finest

46th Grammys sizzle despite censorship

own
with her face frozen in an Edvard

Munch-like scream.

For each of the seven acts.

Fleming woukl appear out of the

empty black of the siage and pro-

ce«xl to stun the crowd with her

grace and fluidity. Though in the

entire perfonnance she was the

only perlomKr seen, xhere was an

entire team responsible for the

unbelievable beauty of the per

fc)rmance

Pianist Peter Pfiillips coukl be

seen as a sort ol ethereal musician

during "Drift Wood." His mekxlk.

tone melded perfectly with

Fleming's nxjvements and posi-

tions, whkh mimicked tfie Mruc

ture of a large hunk of actual dnit-

wood that shared the stage with

her

Though he was not seen during

the performance. Gaho Taniguchi,

an Ikehana artist, made his pres-

ence felt On the stage, huge

transbceni screens sfwwed pro-

jections of kaleidoscopK floral

images vivhile Fleming performed.

These images, though not easily

Klentifiabk. sc-cmed to amplify the

emotional significance ol Fleming s

motions

Akxtg with a list of other indi-

viduals, this performance was a

wonderful melting pot of creative

energy. l>inng the final two acts.

Fleming s image was projected on

the screen in front ol her. This pro

iection made for an eerie affect that

teemed not onK to dwarf Fleming

but to completefy obliterate the

darkness of the stage

Shows of this quality are few

and far between arxl much like all

great things arc unfortunately lim-

ited engagements After her per-

formaiKe. Fleming departed for

Boston and then to other, farther-

reaching venues along her tour

route "Decay of the Angel" tran-

scended its mere description as a

contortionist performance, it was a

haunting, exciting, and emotionally

straining experience

By NtKESA Ml'MBI MlXMIV

Atiwx lAriii) ['mja

LOS ANGELES (AP) -
Beyonce captured a record-tying

five Grammys on Surxlav for hei

sok) debut album "Dangerouslv

in Love," while lustin Timberlakc

had two and apokjgized for his

role in Janet Jackson's Super Bowl

flash.

lackson's breast-baring at the

hands of dance partner

Timberlake remained the major

subpkM. CBS and lackson offered

conflicting reports about why she

was not at the show, and CBS -

whkh al.so televised the Super

Bowl — instituted a five-minute

delay on the "live" Grammy
broadcast to avoid any more

scaivlal

"I know it's been a rough

week on everybody." said

Timberlake, stilling a self deprc

eating laugh while accepting ttx-

best mak; pop vocal pcrfc>niiance

award for "Cry Me A River' He
brought his mother as his date.

'What occurred was unintcn

tional. completely regrettablv

and I apoWtgize if you guys are

offended," he saki.

The 46th annual awards show

began at 4:55 p.m with Prince

a former raurwh king in his '8CK

fieyday — peHorming "Purpk."

R^.' marking the 20lh year of

the groundbreaking song and

movie.

Beyonce. v^-aring a tight dress

with a feather skin that tlectingly

reveakxl her pink pantk>. joiiicd

Prince on his hits and then sang

her own "Crazy in Love." whk;h

won two trophies — for best

k& B song and best rap/sung col-

laboration ffer boyfriend. lay-Z,

won two awards for collaborating

on that hit.

Eieyonce also won best femak-

R& B performance for

"Dangerously in lA)ve," best con-

temporary R&B album for

"Dangerously in Love" and best

R&B perionnance by a duo or

group with vocals for "The Ckiaer

I Get To You." a remake she dkl

with Luther V'andross.

Her five trophies tied a record

set by Alkia Keys. Norah Jones

and Lauryn Hill for the most

Grammys won by a femaW artist.

"This is unbelievabW. Performing

was eixHjgh for nw.' an excited

Beyonce sakl.

OutKasi. nominated for a

leading six Grammys. had won
two awards an hour into the

bfuadcast: best urban/alternative

perfonnance for "Hey Ya!" and

best rap album for

"Speakerboxxx-The Love Bekjw.*

Other multiple winners

incluckxi lack NKhite of The White

- jnd Fminem. with two

.11 k1 blucgra>s singer AILson

Krau>s. wIk) had three.

The years best-selling artist,

rapper 50 Cent, was shut out

despite live nominatkins. But the

bulkrt scarre-d rapper made sure

he got iwisuge anyway, walking

up with EvanesccTve wfien they

beat him out for best new artist.

"Thank you. 50." said

Evanescncc's Amy l-ec as the rap

star smikjd for the camera.

it was a rare iiKmKmi of sur-

prise for a tightly scripted show

devoid of ouirageuusness or wiM-

ness — unlike today's pop scene.

Moreen FleeminK performed this particular one of her seven acts

while standing on her head fpr the duration of it.

1 1 UTESY RCXUmWt»lf < 1 IM

The duo of Andre "Ice Cold" iOOO and Big Bv>i (Outkast) man-

aged to push the limits of the hip-h»>p genre v*ith their work in 200 i.

Outkast w^* rKmunatcd fur six

with two of them, including hr»t

Timberlake was all over the

awards, performing on several

stii^ and winning two truphkrs

CBS sakl in a statement that it

had reservatioas about albwii^

hvn and lackson to appear as

planned, but ultimately "respect-

ed the Recording Academy's

wishes to produce the program

they originally intet>ded
"

CBS sakl It atfreed to alkjw

Thnberlake and lackson as kmg
as they apokigizcd on the air for

their Super Bowl stunt.

But a statement from

lackson's camp sakl CBS and the

Grammys first asked her not to

attend, tf»en reversed themselves

arxl re-invited her. but she chose

not to attend.

"She was never uninvited."

said lason Padgitt of the publkity

firm Rogera & Cowan, which rep-

resents the Recording Academy

"She was always invited to be

here and she chose not to be."

The iiKklent bubbled bek^w

the surface all night "I don't want

to have the same thing happen

that Janet had done," Chri.stina

Aguilera said while accepting the

award for best female pop vocal

perfonnance in a dress cut so kjw

CBS briefly imposed a graphic

across her chest. "But. uh. if I can

keep it together ..."

V'andross. who suffered a

debilitating stroke last year, also

won two other awards: best male

R&B vocal performance for

"Dance With My Father." and

best R&B album for "Dance With

My Father." Vandross is still

recovering and was not well

Grammvk and managed to go home
urbart/altemativr prrformafKe

enough to attend.

Fkjwever. he dkJ addivu the

crowd via videotape after a trib-

ute featuring AlkSa Keys. Celine

Dion and Richard Marx, wfio co-

wrote "Dance ^Vith My Father"

with Vandrou In his first public

appearance since his stroke, a

weak-kx>king \andross said

sk>wlv 'I wish 1 ..oukl be with

you there loiught. I want lo thank

everyone for your kjve aixl sup-

port!

"And remember, vo^fien I say

goodbye it's never for long,

because' — «td he sang — "I

believe in the power of kjve!"

Pharreil Williams, who akxig

with |ay-Z and OutKast also had

six nominatioas, won his first

Grammy dunng the pre-tekxast

ceremony for his production

work with Chad Hugo as white-

hot hitmakers The Neptunes.

They have produced songs for

artists ranging from lustin

Timberlake to |ay-Z in 2003

ak>ne.

The Nepiunes weren't even

nominated last year, because the

record companies they produced

hits for forgot to put them on the

hiallot.

"I was a little upset last year."

Pharreil acknowk-dged during his

acceptance speech. He also u.sed

the opportunity to stand up for

friends lackson and Timberlake.

"Wfiat happened at the Super

Bowl was a bit much, but I hap-

pen to know both of tfiose people

... and they've done great things

to support people around the

world."

'Barbershop 2' bald in depth but is still a comedic cut up
By Lauren Freeman

(>)LI.F(;!AN Staff

Perhaps one of the most difficult kinds of movie

reviews to write is for a sequel (or as of late the thiixl

part of a trikigy > One must simultaneously take into

account the preceding film and decide whether the

sequel fits the mold set by its predecessor and yet the

sequel in many ways should be able to stand on its

owm. "Barbershop 2: Back in Business." the sequel to

"Barbershop" (2002). was overall a pretty good

( iH'PTTM M'lM

Ice Cube plays Calvin Jr., the proprietpr of the fam-

ily barbershop and the host, of people it has attracted.

sequel and movie in general.

Sequels that harbor a different cast and crew than

the first make it difficult to compare the acting,

directing and sometimes writing to the first

release. In the movie world of heightened real-

ity, it is risky to ask the audience to extend

their normative range of believability past

breaking point.

Luckily, this was not the case with

"Barbershop 2." Here we have virtually the

same cast, playing the same roles. Ice Cube is

Calvin, the owner of Calvin |r's Barbershop

Cedric the Entertainer is F^die the politically

incorrect ex-fugitive who doesn't cut hair but

enjoys his "free chair." Eve plays the smack

talking "barberess" Terri |ones.

Tom Story, the director of "Barbershop."

was an unknown at the time and has since

established his directorial prowess so to speak.

With fairly well-known director Kevin Rodney

Sullivan ("How Stella Got her Groove Back") taking

the reigns for the sequel, the overall look and feel

remained pretty much in tact. If the same director for

the first cannot direct the second, it is at least a good

idea to have a professional take over In retrospect, it

is almost always a mistake to allow a novice to try his

hand where a professional has left off. Sequels are typ-

ically "hard sells" in the first place, so one must ensure

the audience that they will remain in good hands.

The main difficulty that arises with "Barbershop

2" is that while intelligently maintaining the .same cast

of characters, the story doesn't change all that much.

A sequel is a continuation of the proceeding film, not

a restructuring or rehashing of the same plot.

Although it is a good idea to keep some of the themes

from the first film intact and explore them further, the

ters left off and from that starting point, rebuild for

them an entirely new character arch.

At the end of "Barbershop" Calvin had

learned that his inherited opportunity to

own and operate his father's barbershop

was priceless and this instilled in him the

notion that the shop (and its quirky occu-

pants) was worth more than it's weight in

gold. In "Barbershop 2." Calvin's integrity

is put to the test when the glamorous fran-

chise Nappy Cutz is built across the street

from his own humble shop.

The main conflict that is built upon in

"Barbershop 2" is whether Calvin will sell

out to the restructuring committee that is

offering him a large sum of money to

rebuild on his father's property. Well,

according to Calvin's lesson garnered

from the first movie, one can probably

guess that Calvin will not sell out. Thus,

there isn't enough tension in the sequel due to the fact

that the audience is already familiar with Calvin's

response to similar situations and the outcome of this

response.

A problem that resounds in both of the

"Barbershop" films is an overabundance of stereo-

types. Ricky (Michael Ealy) is the quintessential thug

trying to better himself, terri (Eve) is the hardhead-

ed female who is overcoming her experiences with

abusive, dcadbeat boyfriends. Gina (Oueen l^tifah)

is the bent-necked busybody from next door who can

dish out insults at the snap of her fingers. Eveii Eddie

(Cedric) is supposedly an ex-con. Then there is l.saac

"Slim Fadey" (Troy Garity). the white guy who is

"rollin' up" on everyone's customers and claiming to

be the best stylist there. It seems like we've seen all

Directed by

Kevin Rodney Suliivan

Siamng

Icecube

Cedficilietnienainef

MCM Mm
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ferent situations.

To conclude. "Barbershop" and "Barbershop 2"

are indeed full of laughs. "Barbershop 2" in particu-

lar opens with a wonderful montage of black and

white photos of our favorite African American icons

donning different hair styles over the forever-chang-

ing decades. The key here is these opening visuals

gave way to a mundane plot, featuring somewhat

unchanging characters. Although poignant sociologi-

cal commentary (many African Americans do indeed

feel stuck in their situations), a movie is best when

characters are forced to make change.

MondayFebruaryQ

BOOKS
^ Poet Elizabeth Alexander, author of "The

wL Venus Hottentot," will read from and discuss

"Tl»e Black Intenor," a collection of essays

exptorfng black culture. Trie readings will

highlight the uniqueness of African art in all its forms

from literature to painting and into modern media.

She will also look at indivMuais luch as painter Jean-

IMchfll Basquiat and actor D«nMl Washington as a

Mack male icon in a post-afflnnrtva actkin era The

•Mnt will be heM at The Odywey Bookshop in South

Nadley and iwiil bagtn at 7 pjn.

TuesdayFebruarylO

BOOKSy British biogripher Jane Dunn, aultwr of "A

Very Close Conspiracy Vanessa Bell and

Virgmta WooM and Antonia White." will be at

the Odyswy Booiohop m South HatMey to dis-

cuss "Elizabeth and Mary: Cousins, Rivals, Queens

"

The discussion will taka placa at 7 p.m In her wortt

Oum anminas Mm prtMlB and parional Malory that

exislsd iMtiMan thsaa tiwo qusans. Biatoath I. the

(]ueen of England, and Mary Oueen of Scots VKtims

ol their twM as HMMiion of sMMr sMon. these hwo

iMomon are ollsa pertraya* as baino tiary similar but

Dunn strives to poini out anactly how dMlsrant and

unique they both wore, in a woild Mtftara a woman's

character was so easily owertookad.

ART
VThe AugusU Savage Gaiary basad In the Naw

Africa House on the UMass Amherst campus

will open its new exhibit "A Moment In

Tamulte " The exhibit will include photographs

of family, filands, and locai scenes from a wotttshop

done with a group of Mayan tsans m Tabasca Mexico

The opening recaption will run from 5-7 p.m and the

woht wiM be on display untri March 12.

ThursdayFebruary12

OPEN HOUSE
XThe Student Activities Center will hoM Ks

"Student Union Open House." The event is free

and open to the entire university community.

The event will begin at 11 a.m. and end at

approximately 3 p.m. The purpose of the open house

is to familiarize students with their own campus cen-

ter and student union and get them in touch with the

wealth of activities conducted within. Events will

include a Bounce House in the Student Union

Ballroom, one tree game of pool at Student Union

Billiards, and much, much more. Refreshments will be

offered by student-run businesses.

MUSICy American Country Music Entertainer of the Year

Toby Keith is coming to the Mullins Center The

singer/songwnter is currenUy on tour in sup-

port of his "Shock'N Yall" album. Opening the

show will be special guest Blake Shelton. TKkete are

on sale now at the Mullms Center Box Offk:e, all

Tickatmaster locations, charge-by-phone (413) 733-

2S00 «ld online at ticketmaster.com for $50.75 and

$40.75.

PERFORMING ARTS
^. Amherst College will host. "Zora's Bartteque."

^^ A fictional tale that the Valley Advocate

dascrttMS thusty: "Zora [is] a sex-crazed ther-

apist who hoMs an indoor bart>eque with the

most unusual guests, including her teenage daugh-

ter's principal and his girlfriend, several of her

patients and a homeless man The afternoon leads to

sex. twister and death " Written by Julia Brownell and

directed by Sheila Siragusa, the play will be held in

the Kirt)y Theater and is tree to the publK. Shows will

play through Feb. 14 once a night at 8 p.m.

FridayFebruary13

MUSIC
^ The Pacifica Quartet will perform at tfie

^P Bowker Auditorium in a show entitled,

"Welcome to the Stnng Quartet " This ener-

getic ensemble introduces the musK of three

compoaars and invites the audimce to participate in a

quiz show and in a perfonnance with the Quartet of

Haydn's 'Toy Symphony." The quartet will perform

BaalhoMn's Quartet in E-flat maior. Op 74. "Harp"

Mid QuMtet in C-sharp minor. Op. 131 This quvtet

won 0M 1996 Coleman Chamber Music Competition,

tha 1907 Concert Artists Guik) Competition and the

19tB Naumburg Chamber Music Award The show

bagbis at 10 a.m. and admission is S5 tor students

Mid S8 tor adults

SaturdayFebriiaryU

MUSIC
^ University of Massachusetts Professor

yf Eduardo Leandro and his Percussion
"-, ^1 (^ highlight ol "Middle and Far

East Musical Influences: Percussion Day

Ckxicert and Workshop. The event will be held

at 7 p.m. at the Fine Arts Center. Works to be

featured will Include "Marimba Spiritual" by

composer Minoru Miki and loshisisha Taira's

work "Hierophonie VI, " which is written for six

players and includes over 60 instruments.

Tickets are on sale for $5 tor students and

$10 tor general admission and can be pur-

chased through the FAC box office at 413-

545-2511.

MUSIC
^ On Saturday, February 14, 2004 at

^p 7:30 p.m. The Barenaked Ladies will^ be celebrating Valentine's Day by

returning to the Mullins Center as

part of their Peep Show Tour promoting

their new CO "Everything to Everyone."

Opening the show will be Gavin Degraw and

Butterfly Boucher Tickets are on sale now

at the Mullins Center Box Office and at tick-

etmastercom for $45 and $35.

PERFORMING ARTS
^ The Smith College Department of

^P Dance presents, "Four," a show

composed of the work of graduate

student choreographers Sam
Kenney, Jacqueline Kinsman, Cathy Nicoli

and Thomas Vacanti Each of the choreog-

raphers has studied in different areas of

dance, making "Four" an eclectic dance

performance The show will be held at

Smith College's Auditorium 14 and it begins

at 8 p.m Admission is $8 tor general and

$5 for students, to make reservations call

413-585-ARTS.

PERFORMANCE
^ The Black Sheep Cafe in downtown

^^ Amherst at 79 Mam Street will host^ Its monthly "Song and Story Swap,"

from 7 30 to 9 30 p.m On the second

Fnday of every month, the Black Sheep Cafe

opens Its stage to story-tellers and singers of

all types Everyone is wek:ome and the event

IS tree This month special musical guests

The Boys of the Landfill will be present The

Shutesbury-based band consists of Geof

Rogers on guitar and mandolin. Rob Hayes on

fiddle, and Michael Pattavma on banio and

bass guitar For more intormahon go to the

co-sponsor the Pioneer Valley Folklore

Society's website at filbert com/pvfs.

»kiypinup

SundayFebruary15

BOOKS
yT)ie Odyssey Bookshop of South Hadtey

continues its "Sundays with

Shakespeare,* a third-Sunday -ot-the-

month discussion locusmg on the worte of

Sh^espeare The discussions are M by

University of Massachuaelts Professor of EnglWi

Arthur F Kinney. This month s discussion will

be on Macbeth and starts at 1i am

'SHOCKPN' UMASS

2003 American Country Music

Entertainer of the Year. Toby Keitti will

be coming to the Mullins Center on

Thursday, Feb. 12. The singer/song-

writer is currently on tour in support of

"Shocki'N Y'AH" which was released

early last November on Dreamworks

Records, Appearing with Keith will be

special guest Blake Shelton. Tickets

are on sale through the Mullins Center

box office for

$40.75 - $50.75.

writer of a sequel must remember where the charac- these characters before in different locations and dif

(XH.HTTSYMl.M

Cedric the Entertainer plays the veteran Eddie

who flaunts his pasionate views on everything.

/^

Win an iPod mini!

ITake the HSCN Survey!

HSCN
In order to make Important programming
decisions we need your input. If you want
additional channels such as HBO or FX then

this is your opportunity to be heard!

All participants are automaticlly entered to

win several prizes. The Grand Prize is an

iPod mini donated by mtvU!

To enter you must be a student living In

on-campus housing.

For More Information Visit:

www.housing.umass.eclu/hscn

QbC w
"y^^ *™«E

NBC
ir-ii

rarinvmar'ntiniti

V.
HSisSN
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UMass out-Duked
Bv Ti)i)i) Fi)MtR

lunior loiA\ard Fdris Baile\ led

the Massachusetts wumens has

ketball team on both ends of the

court Sundas with lb p».)ints and

a career-high 18 rebounds. The

problem \^a> that no one followed

her lead offensiveU in the

Minutewomen's 46-42 loss to

Duquesne at the A, I Paiumbo

Center

Baile\'s double-double was the

onl> offensive upside for the

M i n u t e -

UM.ISS 42

Duquesne 46

women n
16. 1-4

Atlantic 10),

as the rest ol

Mm stntggWd trum the field She

was also aggressive defcnsi\el>

with three steals in the contest

The junior college transfer has

put up consistent numbers this

season in the scoring and

rebounding columns, averaging

11/5 points and 7.4 rebounds

against A- 10 opponents.

Senior ludit Zsedenyi. the sec

ond leading scorer on team

behiiHl Haile>. struck a cold streak

going 4-of- 1 5 from the field

iiKluding a dismal I tor- 10 per-

formance behind the arc

2L<iedcnyi still finished with nine

points, close to her soison aver-

age o( ^.» \
>e Her

scoring avi 1.
1.

.! below

double figures alter being held to

under M> •^'•••<^ jn her !»••' '""

game-

"Edris had a great game."

UMass coach Mamie Dacko said.

"She pulled down 18 rebounds

alter being out all this week. She

came right out of the gate and

plaved well. We have to start get-

ling more people insolved

though."

UMass has been working

through scoring woes all season.

However, they are still one of the

best defensive teams in the

Atlantic 10. holding the Oukes

(12-10. 7-4 A-10) Scoreless oser

6:07 in the (irst half, but the

Minutewomen were only able to

score two points during the

stretch while leading 1 5-8.

Freshman Joyce Massey and

senior captain Cleo Fosier had

stellar defensive performances

Massey canw up with live points

and two steals Fosier. who v^as

selected a captain due to hei

defensive leadership, remained

consistent with a two-steal and

two-block effort to go along with

her four points.

The Minutewomen are ranked

second m the A-10. with 54 <» ppg
allowed, behind Xavier's 58.5

"We tried to mix things up

quite a bit." M»jd Dacko. "We used

two different zones, a man-to-

man and a trap througKmt the

ganK*. We managed to hold them

to only 25 points at half, but we

only managed 1 7 points our

selves. I contribute it tu a lack of

focus since we had a chance in the

tinal two minutes and that's the

I msi rating pan
'

For the 1 2th time thi» seaion.

the Minutewomen out rebounded

their opponent, yet their record in

those games is 2-10. .Ml seven

UMass players that played record-

ed at least two rebounds apiece.

The game was full of bodies

hitting the lloor for Ioom; balls

and poor shooting displays Both

teams shot poorly, with Duquesne

finishing at 52 percent ( 17-of-54)

and UMass at 50 percent (20-of-

66).

Aiga Bautre finished with a

game-high 18 points, going 7-of-

10 including 4-of- 7 from the 5-

point line. Candace Fuireli. the A-

lO's leading scorer at 21.4 ppg.

contributed 14 points along with

eight rebounds on 4-of- lb field

goal attempts. Sophomore Nicole

Sinclair chipped in with seven

points and a career-high nine

rebounds That trio was the dif-

ference on the scoreboard, com-

bining for 85 percent of their

team's storing.

"When you look at this game,

it was a great defensive effort."

said Dacko. who is still looking

for her 100th win. "The problem

was the lack of scoring We had

17 offensive rebounds and only

got two second chatKe points. We
also missed a k>t of seven to eight-

foot jump shots We've just got to

work on putting the ball in the

basket."

.As the scoring woes continue,

so do the struggies away from the

Mullins Center. The Maroon and

White extended its road losing

streak to 1*) games. Edri» Bailcx' scored 1 6 points and pulled down a carrrr-high 1 8 rebounds against Duqui

The Minuter* iMnen li»»i the tame 46-42. ciMitinuing thrir six-game k»»ing streak.

UMass splits weekend Eastern Stars win
HOCKEY from page 8

"Uc dklni plj\ VM-II in frvmt of

him {last vkveketxil." Linik: said in

defense of his senior netniinder. "I

told him before the game.

Michael, just continue to earn

Avcr^ avquiiicd himself well in

I Xirtuim. %iL>pping 25 of 27 shots.

The Minuicmcn eiwured a split

with a well plaved 4-1 win over

Sew Hampohire Friday night in

front of 6.615 at the Mullins

Center — the thirdlargest hockey

;\)wd in the buikiing's history.

Winer made 18 saves, and the

Minuiemen received goals from

lour different plavcrs to earn tfwir

tirst win over the Wikkats in 10

tries

Though the VVlklcats only look

I ^ -hots cm Winer, many were hard

ol from in ckjse. rvquiring the

Sloughton native to play well

enough to earn first star fionors.

Winer was iKarly perlcvt. but for

an Aikins goal x^ith 111 to play.

"I thoi^l the diffetvnte was

tfk.' goialtending tonight." UMass
coech IXm Cahoon said "| Winer

|

can pisv ^oal He ha> a fKXxl sense

•

for the position, he can read plays

well, and he's not a kid wtio's stop-

ping the puck by a stroke ol luck.

The kid just bves stopping the

puck."

On offertse. UMass was juil as

solid, putting coastant pressure on

the Wikkat defease and Pietrasiak.

Nick Kuiper aivi tames Solon

scored in the first period, and

Garrett SummerlWrld and |o»h

Hanson added lo the total in the

seixind.

"It's a statement." Solon said. "It

says we can beat anybody if we just

play

THE HARDEST

DECISION YOU'LL EVER

HAVE TO

MAKE IN COLLEGE.
I /

9ih^ FOR A YEAR?
^ / J I >

H I / X

—«—nf^^^<, ^ (complete with net tcneo TV. aiirroiMid
^

I t \ \ ^ eoufxl. frnfttop end mon)

\ • / /
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ST PAUL. Minn (AP) — In a

relatively low-scoring NHL All-

Star game befitting what is jok

ingly called hockey's dead puck

era. 45-year-old Mark Messier

turned back tlie cluck to a differ-

en! time.

Messier, who was winning

Stanley Cups before some of the

other All-Stars were bom. had a

goal and an assist and

Alfredsson had is^o goal

the

Conference past the

VVesiem Conf-

erence 6-4 Sunday.

MVP loe Sakic of

hat trick for the

East b

West 4

m. nau a

djDaniel

iiAm
Eastern

All-Star

I. !. lado had u

\Sc-t. but the three goals weren't

ertough to prevent the East's fifth

victory in the last six All-Star

games played with an East vs.

\Kcst format. The 54 All-Slar

Ciames have been playing under

\arying formats.

if it was his last All-Star

tiame — and, perhaps the NHL's

last for a while as it prepares for

what could be months of dis isive

aniHCRifiBMl
.-V\* n» WNMf* IfrtiV IrMt i>»*

Sprinq Break
Last-Minute
Specials

from

$199
For More Into CaS

)^^ A NEW CAR?
I • \

^

M T

ENTER:

YOU WANT IT?
YOU GOT IT I

THE CONTEST WHERE YOU
CHOOSE THE PRIZE!

LOG ON: mtvU.com

WATCH mtvU at UMASS

on channel 62

.•Vi;//i ;tf :':)^"T.1

^{1S8a-777'4642)

WWW.STUDEHTCnY.COM
-IBMen««<«c«»^ ^sMOr« «»c! «^eiw»Y >

labor talks at least Messier

left behind a lasting memory
with his sixth multiple-point

game in 1 5 All-Siar appearances.

They like to call Minnesota

the State of Hockey and. fitting

l>. the Mils All-Star Game
there reflected the state of its

hockey, too It was only the sec-

ond All-Star Game with fewer

than to goaU in the last 19 sea-

sons; there were nine goals

stored in 1996

Messier set up the game's first

goal. Adrian Aucoin's shot that

e^ded goalie Marty Turco's

glove as he swiped at it in the

first period, to set an All-Star

game record with his I4ih assist,

one more than Ray Bourque had

in 19 games.

Messier, who was already a

Stanley Cup winner with

Edmcmton when 19 year-old

Columbus All-Star Rick Nash

was bom. later tied it at 5 with

the firsl of three consecutive

Fast goals in the final 6:12 of

the second period against

Nashville goalie Tomas Vokoun.

Vokoun let in four of the 12

shots he faced in his All-Star

debut.

Mcssier's goal, his sixth in an

All-Star game and his first since

1998. gave him 20 career points

— breaking a tie with Gordie

Howe fi>r ihinl oUilc in Ml Star

histurv

Gary K^l|l<.It^. «iii' utiicd

for the 1996-97 sea.son because

of a neck injury but came back a

year later pui the Fast ahead by

slamming Alfredsson's long

rebound past Vokoun less than a

minute after Messier's goal.

Alfredsson. the Ottawa star who
played most of the game on a

line with rival Mats Sundin of

Toronto, made it 5-5 late in the

second by swiping in a Sundin

shot that lay in the crease

between Vokoun's pads.

Despite the big games by

players who are 22 years apart,

and a goal aiKl an assist by

Roberts in his first All-Star

appearance in 1 1 years, the

game reflected how defense ik)w

rules the NHL.
There were only two goals

scored in the first period against

goalies Manin Brodeur of the

East and Turco. and only two in

the third as goalies lose

Theodore of the East and

nwavm ' of the We* c-
and All ^ii

made .i scnc- ol c^v^cptic

saves

The only goal against Brodeur

was by Sakic. who tied it at I

with his first of his consecutive

goals for ihe West Sakic s three

goals equaled his total in his first

eight All-Star games

Though the final st^M*. wt.uld

be a shootout by today's stan

dards in a sport where goal-scor-

ing had dropped by 2.5 goals per

game to an average of five in the

last 15 years, it was far below

that of the 1 6-goal average of the

lasi 14 games. Only three years

ago. North America beat the

World All-Stars b> the football-

like score of 14-12 in IX-nver, a

game derided by hockey purists.

Sunday's game actually had

some contact and some check-

ing, a rarity in a mostly hitting-

free game in which the last thing

any player wants to do is get

hurt.

After the Fast's leremy

Roenick delivered a hard check

on the West's Keith Tkachuk

during the first period. Tkachuk

responded by slamming Roenick

into the boards, drawing one of

the few big ovations from the

sellout crowd.

The crowd gave Messier a

standing ovation before the

game, and cheered his goal,

even though it came for the

opposing Flast.

gntyU THl CMAMIHl MST fM fOV. ftOW MT fWW C4MWf.
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Ei*1«amu«bei«eh<wlbyF«l>. l0.2004al10O0AM(EST). \M6 w*)ef pntMtHteH or rmiMeii

bylaw. Cont>«laub)«c!t to tha Official RulM \AaM mtvU corn lor mora
'

•^tOs *« Stacy's Moq^
Stacy is her first child to leave the nest. Help her, help

her daughter to find out if the University of
Massachusetts is right for her. Give them a tour.

Give Stacy an informal interview. Answer
questions, provide guidance, make a difference.

Apply to be a Student Admissions Representative!

Applications are available at the Visitor's Center, the

Undergraduate Admissions Office, or you can visit us

at our table on the Campus Center Concourse
between February 9th and 13th from 9:00 a.m. until

3:00 p.m. If you have any questions, please e-mail us
at repsC^^admissions. umass.edu.
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LUNCH
• Mi'dtfwll Sub

• Chicken Fajitd Chili Nachos

Vt-j^c'I.iblf Chili Nachos

ivfgati!

( iarclenfxjr^ Chick'n Grill

ivfgani

DINNER
• Veal Parmesan
• Savory Baked Chicken
• Koasf Vfjjetable Wrap

• Southern 7 Bean Stew

'\c'^ani
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Eleven seconds^ you got ten

seconds, the countdown going on

right now. Five seconds left in

the game, four seconds, do you

believe in miracles? Yes!

-Al Mkh.ivis

aquarius • ian. 20-f-iH ih

lust lofgc't vcxi're unha(j()v and have tun.

pisceS • Fib. l9-Ni<Mt. 20

Stop l)eing such a jerk.

aries • mah. 2i-apr. i9

Having nowhere to go is better than hav-

ing no food to eat.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Don't let people get ytxir nxwale down

gemini • may 2Mun. 21

Put your licst foot torward. If you put it back

you'll just end up (xie step farther away.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

Crawl under your desk and hide.

leO • ki -M-AiA.. 22

Stof) pigging out in the ixr. The waffle

mac hine is ior everyone.

virgO • Aug. 23-SiHi. 22

Don't pass out in others Ix-ds.

libra • stn. 2v< >

Beware of green Frenc h tries.

Scorpio • OCX 23-Nov. 21

\\\ (littK ult to resist temptation when it s

in In ml of \(>ii.

Sagittarius • ncjv 22-chr 21

Wear some UMass apparel. Have team

sjiirit.

Capricorn . n^ jj ivs 14

Why is that James kid so darn attractive?

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
APARTMfM IOR KINTH AUTO f OR SAIf

$450 Group

Fundrai.ser Scht-dulinj;

Bonus 4 hours of yixjr

group's time PLUS (xir

free (yes, free) fundrais-

ing si>lutioas EQUALS
$L000-$2.000 in earn-

ings for yi>ur group.

Call TODAY for a

$450 K)nus when you

schedule your non-sales

fundraiser with

CampusFundraiser.

Contact

CampusFundraiser,

(888) 923-^238, or

visit www.campus-

fundrai.ser.com

\I'\KIMIM lOK RIM

Hobart Oindt» 3 hed-

nxim, hardwtxxl flixirs,

study area in basement.

Cable, telephone

(internet access) in all

bednxims and study.

NOW SHOWING for

JUNE and SEPTEM-

BER. NO FEES.

www.amh<rrs^lincolnrc-

alty.com 253-7879

St>iin' SpacesI

Suyarloat Estates

Mixk'm 2 Bednxim

.^partment homes! Uet

,i sweet Je,il when yixi

move in: FREE 1\-11

Liptop C^imputer or

1/2 oft I'*' mimtb's rent

(Si 1/2 off security

deposit! Open Satur-

days Move in TC^DAY!

Telephone: (41 3)665-

3856 www.suKarloaf_es-

tates@aspens».iii,ire.com

C 'enter of town 1, 2, 3

lx'drix>ms; bardw<HKl

H(x.rs. NOW SHOW-
ING for JUNE and

SEPTEMBER. NO
FEES, www.amberstlin-

ii>lnrealtv.com 253-

7879

AUTO FOR SAII

2000 KIA Sportage

Must Sell Leaving

country. C^n, AC,

4Wn, Sunrixif, B.x)k

Price $a\X)A,skin«

$50aMl 3-695-3034

$500!!! Police

Impounds, Hondas,

Chevy's, Jeeps, etc. For

listings 1-aX)- 3 19- 3 32 3

Ext. 4554

Sporty! Ni.s,san

Pathfinder SE Utility

4\.kx)r with 4 wheel

drive 1995. $45tX^l-

413-687-7510

1992 Silver Ford

Taunis. Excellent con-

dition. $1600 11 8K.

(^11549-3930 210-

9691 All power

IMIMOVVUNl

Bartender Tr.iinees

Needed. $250.00 a day

piMential. Lx:al {xisi-

tions. 1-800-293-3985

ext 516

Summer Nanny posi-

tion C'aring for 2 Kiys 5

and 8. Weekends

Spring and Fall. Full

Time (40biHirs).

Experience preferred.

Call 625-2288.

)

f MIMOVMEST

CAMP CANADEN-
SIS, A PREMIER
RESIDENTIAL
SUMMER t:AMn
livated in the Pcxonti

Mountains of

Pennsylvania. (2 hours

from New York City

.md Philadelphia). Oir

counselors teach, super-

vise, and share in the

day-to-day experience

of e.Kb camper, togeth-

er fonning la.sting

friendships. C^ir staff

brings enthusiasm and

motivation :is well as

iiuderstanding and si-n-

sitivity. We are l<x)king

for qualified staff to

instnict athletics, LRj,

WSl, waterskiing,

wakeK)arding, sailing,

jet skiing, scuba, tennis,

gymnastics, cix)king,

» arts 6i crafts, outd»x)r

adventure; including

high and k)W roix-s,

climbing walls,

mountain biking,

motor bikes, fishing

and much more.

Excellent facilities and

I MPloy MtST

great salary! ON
CAMPUS INTER-

VIEWS, 2/23-2/27.

Call 800-832-8228 or

apply luilinc,

u-ww.canatk'iisis.ci >m

Start your career nowl

UpK^at, vivacious per-

st)nality to market .ind

lea.se our beautiful

apartment homes in

Sunderland, ('ustomer

service, wait staff, or

retail experience ideal.

This is a part-time ix)si-

tion during the schix)l

semesters, and full time

in the summer. The

exix-rience is a great

intnduction to a career

track in business or

marketing. Must be

,ible to work S.iturdays.

Please call Amy at

(413)781-0734 ext.732.

"Bartending" $250A>ay

Pirtential. No
Experience Nesc.

Training providc\l. 1
-

800-965-6520 Ext. 162

f MPLOVMENI

$250 to $50? a week

Will train to work it

home Helping the U.S.

Government file

HUD/FHA mortgage

refunds No experience

neces.siiry C^ill Toll Free

1-866-537-2907

Photognipby (\>sition

available. Photographer

f»)r Wliitewater trips.

Sime photi>graphy

experience necessary.

Weekends Spring and

Fall. Full Time Summer

seastm. c;.ill 625-2288

Deadline 2/26/04

Whitewater Raft guides

needeil al C >ab Apple

Wliitewater, Full or

Part-Time ]ohs. No
Ex|x>rience necessiiry.

Will train. 625-2288

for Info. IVadline

2/26/04

I \HRTAI\MI M

Experienced Hip-Hop

DJ 413-335-5226

FURNITURf

U>uble I3ed Sit with

frames. 2 years okl, very

comfort.ible! CJ.1II

limmv® 603-303-0167

TRAVEL

Spring Break AV4.

Tr.ivel with STS.

.America's »1 Stiivlent

Tour Operator 10

J.imaica, (.!aniun,

.Ac.ipulco, B.ih.im.is

and Flond.i. Now hir-

ing campus reps. C;ill

tor group discounts.

Inform.u ion/Res(.T\ .itio

ns 1-800-648-4849 or

www.ststr.ixcl.com For

more information con-

tact STA Travel at

413-256-1261

Spring Bu-.ik 2t\M IT-

here..l>x)k now!

Lowest Prices Hut test

Pirties*! .Airlines

What more can you

,isk for!!! wwwsuiv

splasbtours.com ISOO-

426-7710

TRAVEI

»i Spring Break

Vacations! C.incun.

Jam.nc.i. .Acapiilco,

Rih.imas, 6i Flonda!

fV-st P.irties. Best

Hotels. Best Prici-s!

Space IS limited! Bix>k

Now 6i Save! 1-800-

2 34-7007 wwT^'.endless-

summertoiirs.ciim

,887-4-e:AN(.;UNBest

price, UMASS VEN-

IX'iR selling spring

ba-ak pack.iges. [\y not

get scammivl. C^incun,

Negri! .Ac.ipulco,

B,ib.im.is, Florida. $$$

campus reps oam $$$.

Hipn,uion.com 877-4-

cancun.

Place your own
classified ad in the

Massachusetts

Daily Collegian

Marketplace!

Call 545-3500 or

visit us in the

Campus Center

Basement today!
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Hockey splits weekend with UNH
By Ani»rew MtRRin

I Dim. IAN M Ahh

r

DURHAM. ^^.H. — Saturday

night, the Massachusetts hotkey

team was a wrist shot away from

lirst place in Hockey t^si

That wrist shut, however,

belonged to New Hampshire s

lustin Aikins.

Aikins buried a a*bound with

40 stvoruls to gu in osertime. giv

ing tlw Wlkkats (lb- 10-3. 8-to-3

Hockey h-asi) a 3-2 win over the

Minute-men
(lb-6-5, 12-4-2

HF.A) at the

Whiltemore
Center. just

one night alter

UMas* I hot

oughly beat

UNH 1

UMass 4

UMass 2

UNH

Sophomore Gabe Winer turned a!.ide IH *h.>i» on Friday to lead the Minulemen to a 4-1 victory over UNH. UMam lo»t on Saturday 1-2

in OT apunst the Wildcats in Durham. N.H. Winer made 23 *ave» in tiame 2.

UNH in Amherst.

With the los.s, the Minute-

men remain one point out of lirst

place, behmd Boston College.

They will also have to wail to

clinch hume-ice advantage in the

conference playoffs, which they

would have lock«l up with a

combination of • weekend

sweep and UMass Lowell- 4 2

lu«& to Prov ideiKe yesterday

UMass coach IXm) Cahoon. a>

usual. >ummcd the night up very

simply after the game

"Am ighl at the

Whitt." V

After 'the host> controlled

much of the game, the

Minutemcn struck late to lie it at

2. but a ttK) I'
'

penally ai tli

made the tirM tew rninute> ol

overtime a link; more diflicult

for the visitors.

While the UMass penalty kill

kept the Wildcats at bay for the

1 :^2 of hvc-tm-liHjr play in over-

time, the infiaction put a

damper on the Minutemen's

surge, which was puiKiuaicd by

Nick Kuipers tying goal with

1 37 lelt in 1 n

The WiUi -. a lead in

the third that neariv reached the

end of the game. Preston

Callander, the hero of the

Wildcats" last meeting with

UMa*s on lX"cembt.'r II. posi-

tioned himself in front of goal-

tender dabe Winers net. and

when Daniel Winniks shot was

slopped. Callander ripped it into

the far side of the net. giving

UNH a 2-1 lead with 13:51 to

For just over 12 mtnutes, it

looked like the score would stay

that way. until a scramble in

front of UNH goaltender Mike

Ayers' net produced a loose puck

at Kuiper's feet. The senior from

Beaconsfield. Quebec knocked it

home to send the game into

overtime, tied 2-2-

Both teams scored their first

goal in the second period. The

Wildcats got things started when

Daniel Winnik wristed a shot at

Winer (23 saves), who made the

initial save but allowed a

rebound that popped up in the

air. Winnik then did his best Ted

Williams impression, batting the

waist-high changeup past Winer

to make it 1-0 UNH 4 12 into

the middle frame

The Minulemen stniggkd to

counier. although they played a

well -organized power play when

Andrew U-ach went into the bon

for hilling from behind with 23*
to go lust four seconds after

Leach s penalty expirvd. Tim V'itck

tipped a Greg MauUin slap shot

past Ayers. knotting the game at

one heading into the third period

While Friday night's (irsi peri

».)d wa- all UMass. Saturday night

the W ikkats showed up early and

often. The n«u teams traded (aba.

with a number of quality scoring

chancci for each, and by the erxJ of

the opening frame, both goal-

tervicrs had made 10 saves

Mass dki kise one of its key-

-i.^iK.-K for half of the linM period

Kuiper was sent off at 7:22 for

inieKcrencc. and earned anodwr

10 minutes for unaportsmanlikc

conduct, likely the reiuh of Mine

extracurricular discuuion with

referee Ttm Benedetto. The

MinutenK-n didn't end up taking

any damage, but playing without

the services ol their best detct

hlueliiKr chai^xi the team s

cg> some.

Umilc gave Ayers the start, one

nighi after sophomore leff

Pietrasiak gave up four goals to the

Minutemcn. Ayers allowc*d 10

.ombined goab to Maine in the

Black Bean' two-gaiiK- sweep i>l

UNH on Ian. 30 and 31

See HOCKEY on page 6

Minutemcn grounded by Flyers
Lasme's defense shines

against bigger opponent
By Mike Marzelli
Ojlui.ian Staff

Massachusetts freshman center

StephaiH: Lasme is playing his first

season of organized basketball in

the United States, but don't tell

that to Dayton's Keith

Waleskowski.

A preseason First Team All-

Atlantic 10 selection, the 6-foot- 10

Waleskowski surely expected to

have a field day Sunday afternoon

at the Mullins CcTitcr again.st what

amounts to the smallest team in

the conference

Since losing starting tenter

Gabe Lee to a season-ending ankle

injury at St. Bonaventure. the

Minulemen start only one player

taller than 6-fool-6 and boast only

two such players on the active ros-

ier.

However in a game that had

"trap" written all over it for the

Flyers, it was the 6-foot-8 native of

Gabon. Africa who did yeoman's

work in keeping UD's inside game

contained for much of the first

half, and finding his offensive

touch in the second half to allow

the Maroon and White to make a

spirited charge at handing the

Flyers their first conference set-

back of the season.

"I thought Stephane played

very well today." Massachusetts

coach Steve l^ppas said. "He was

a solid presence on both ends of

the floor."

"He was very active on both

ends and changed a lot of what we
were trying to do down low. espe-

cially involving Keith

[Waleskowski]." Dayton coach

Brian Gregory added "We knew

he blocked shots, but I thought he

did a nice job on Keith

(Waleskowski I
down km — his

athleticism really caused prob-

lems."

Coming in annmg the lop 10 in

the nation in blocks per game,

liisine capitalized on early foul

trouble lor Waleskowski and

fronlcoun mate Rashaun Frtvman

by making the most of his nine

minutes of playing time in the first

half, scoring live points and grab-

bing four rebounds.

However l^smes best was yet

to come, as his second half of play

was arguably his best as a colle-

giate athlete. Faced with the return

of Waleskowski up«.>n the start ot

the second frame, lasme was

immediately forced into action

when Freeman picked up his third

foul just 3:02 into the half.

With Dayton ahead by eight

after a 3-pointer by Mark Jones at

the 15:14 mark. Ixisme then went

to work on both Waleskowski and

seven-foot center Sean Finn. TIie

only true big man in the game for

UMass. liisme was relentless on

the offensive glass and saw it pay

off as part of eight straight p(.)inls

for the freshman — notable in the

fact that it helped him accumulate

a team-high 1 3 points on the

game, a new career-besi for the

fonner Gabon National Team

member
"Wc know Stephane s going to

get his blocks and rebounds."

junior captain Anthony Anderson

said. "But what he did on offense

today was really big for us. It

helped keep us in the game down

the stretch."

Coupled with seven rebounds,

including six offensive boards and

multiple times keeping loose balls

alive. Ixisme's 1 3 points and six

blocks — including a monster

swat of a Waleskowski offering

down the stretch in the .second half

— certainly accentuated what was

a breakthrough perionnance for a

player who is very much a part of

rebuilding the Minuteman pro-

gram to national prominence.

Dayton

I3v BnK> HoRown/
l.<>l.Lt»ilA.N MAFF

The Massachusetts men's bas-

ketball team dropped a disap-

pointing 66-5'^ decision to Dayion

yesterday before 4.07b at the

Mullins Center

UMass junior Anthony

Anderson hit a 3-pointer to tie the

game at 54. but Flyers sc-nior for-

ward Keith Waleskowski respond-

ed with a quick bucket to give his

team a two-point lead. After a

scoreless minute and a half.

Waleskowski upped his team's

lead to four with another bucket.

Two Ramod

ff^ Marshall foul

shots gave

UMass 59 Dayton a six-

point lead with

just over a minute and a half

remaining.

A Rashaun Freeman foul shot

at the l:W mark cut the Flyers'

lead to live, but Marshall's jumper

with 44 seconds remaining pushed

the lead back up to seven. Ten sec-

onds later. UMass junior Chris

Chadwick quickly responded with

a layup and Dayton's lead was

back to five.

The Flyers pushed their lead

back up to eight with a bucket and

free throw, pulling the game out of

UMass' reach. A Chadwick lay-up

with 1 1 seconds remaining was

too little, too late.

"I thought our guys gave an

unbelievable effort in that game."

UMass head coach Steve l^ppas

said. "They played as hard and as

hungry as they possibly could and

it came down to us missing some

shots. I told them from the first

day of practice if we lose a game

because we missed good shots,

then that's basketball. We played

hard, we played defense, we

rebounded, we fought that team

every inch of the way."

In recent games, freshmen Art

Bowers and Maurice Maxwell have

stepjx'd up in clutch situations for

UMass. In yesterday's game, nei-

ther player was able to find their

rhythm giving Chadwick. a junior

transfer, more coun lime.

Chadwick scored a career-high 1

2

punts in 28 minutes.

"Maurice and Artie were strug-

gling a little bit tonight so obvious-

ly that opens up stwrie minutes for

sonKone else and Chris stepped

up." Lappas said. "Chris gives us a

great option. Hes a little bit older,

even though he's a new kid he's

really starting to find his way too."

Freshman Stephane lysine has

been a key player for the

Minulemen since junior center

Gabe Lee went down with an

ankle injury last month, and yes-

terday Lasme scored a career-high

13 points and six blocks in the

loss. He also grabbed seven

rebounds

Chadwick and l^.sme were just

two of the four Minulemen in dou

blc figures as Anderson and soph-

omore leff Viggiano each had 1

1

V'iggiano registered his third dou

ble-double of the season, adding a

career-high 1 3 rebounds.

Due to the overwhelming pa"s-

ence of Freeman. Lasme and

Viggiano underneath. Dayton was

unable to gel the ball into its big

men in the first half. The Flyers

were denied opportunities inside

and were forced to lake outside

shots. The Flyers shot 5-for-13

from downtown and were' out-

rebounded on their end of the

floor 1 3-9.

As for Marshall, he shot 1 -for

1 1 from the floor, a stat l.appas

attributed to Anderson's defensive

presence.

"Anthony Anderson is just ii

tremendous defender," Lappas

said. "He has not been hurt by any-

body bigger than him or smaller

than him. He's just a great defend-

er he did another great job

tonight."

Dayton coach Brian Gregory

knew that this game against

UMass wasn't going to be an easy

one.

very good arnl B«.>wers was their

k'ading sci>rer three out of five

games.

"We prepared for this game

like it was the most important

game of the year and for us it

really was. It's one of those

games you feel gcKKl and fortu-

nate to get out of here with a

win."

Lappas was very prc)ud of his

teams effort and thought that

aside from not knocking down

hots, the loss boiled down to a

lack of experience.

"I just told our guys that the

difference in this game was that

it was strictly experience versus

inexperience." he said.

"I think our young kids are

coming along. They're playing

hard and getting better We know
we can beat this team . . we need

to be proud of the effort we gave,

wc fought as hard as we could.'

"Obviously going

game. I fell UMa.ss was

into this

playing

probably their best basketball this

season," he said. "I knew they

would cause match up problems

with Freeman inside being very.

(JXmTF.SY(!ERAL|iH 1,IN(.

Jeff Viggiano scored 1 1 points and grabbed 1 3 rebounds for the

Minutemcn yesterday against Dayton.

Ladysmith Black Mambazo show

Noho the spirit of South Africa

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 4

UMass football hires former NU

head coach as new chief

SPORTS, PAGE 8
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Proposal to reconstruct Office

of ALANA Affairs cancelled

SQA executive hoard makes

following last night*s heated

decision

dehate

Vui.UMt CXIV Issut. 79

Black Panther

advocates for

prison reform

B\ Krika Li>vitv

I (III tl. IAN >rAff

A heated discussion occurred in a meet-

ing between members of the African.

Latino. Asian and Native American stu-

dent organization and the Student

Covemmeni Association last night, result-

ing in the elimination ol the S>OA'» nov*

proposal for the rcconstruclivwt

Offke of ALANA Affairs

The SGA executive board

retracted the proposal

approximately 45 minutes

after the meeting ended.

In the proposal made by

Russell Plato. SGA Secretary

of Diversity, the OAA would

become the Office ol

Community Diversity Affairs,

or CDA, an office that would

eliminate the OAA. The niis-

•ion of the new CDA office

would address the racial

diversiiN issues Office of

,\LANA Alfairs usually

addresses, as well as class,

culture, religion, sexuality,

age and gender

"The executive board i»

withdrawing the entire pro

posal." Plato said "It wa* u

decision made hv the entire

bt»ard
"

"Halleluiah! said OAA
member Fduardo

Bustamante, upon hearing the

proposal recall. "This i'* won
derful news (for ALANA j.

We have been under constant

attacks."

Many members of ALANA
originally feared that Plato s

proposal would not only elim-

inate the ALANA organiza-

tion, but would also lose sight of racial

issues as the office was ci>mbined with mis-

sions other student outreach programs,

such as Everywoman's Center and the

Stonewall Center.

"ALANA is there to ensure that stu

dents have a voice." said ALANA member

lannielle Ramkissoon. "You can do that

without gelling rid of ALANA If we |>>tu

dent outreach programs] work together

within the (current | system, we could be

even better."

Dan Pomeroy. an officer of the Pride oi

Lions organization and member of the

Stonewall Center. wa> one of the few audi-

ence members who supported the propos-

al.

"ALANA should represent all types of

diversity. I've never seen them involved in

our community and this would be a good

way to bring all diversity together." he >>aid

Now that the proposal is eliminated.

the OAA plans to address the issue of fill-

ing its assistant director position, which

has remained empty for the pd<i IX

months.

According to Nelson Acosia. director ol

the OAA and the office's only profes>ional

staff member. OA.A is already understaffed

and lacking fund- The office is running on

a budget of approximately $l70.tX)0. The

prcKess to appoint an interim assistant

director has been underway after the

seanrh for a full-time candidate was put on

hold due to the

lack of applicable

.indidates.

The situation is

further compacted

by Acosia >> need to

lake a four month
medical leave due

to personal illne>s.

His absence will

leave the OAA
without any profes-

sional staff, which

is a concern for

staff and students

alike

.M.ANA staff meinbci was not surprised

b\ the proposal's post-meeting withdraw

ai

"Plato was pretty defiant until the ciul,

he said. For Gonzalez, one of the main

issues of the meeting was that the propos-

al had been written without ALANA's

input.

"You did not consult the community."

said Gonzalez told Plato during a question

and answer session "As Secretary ol

Diversity. I believe it is your job not to lead

students of color toward vour own
visions

"

Gonzalez says that ALANA is willing to

work with the SGA but "any luture pro-

posals will have to be consulted with the

OAA and the \\ \W caucus to K- . ri-.li

ble"

Issues that will possibly be addrc''>eij m
the future include space, funding and

staffing issues.

"We need to get our assistant director

position filled." said Gonzalez. "The

appointment of more staff directors would

help divide up the {current | office work-

I nicnd

(Ttip) JannielW Ramkis-mon.

a member of AI ANA. con-

frtwits S.>A last ni^t.

(RiKht) Rene tjootale:, dn

ALANA iidvoiale, addresses

mrmhert »»f the Llnivcrsitv

communits at last nitehi's StJA

div»-rsjt\ nnindtiihli- in the caro-

pu» center.

have an interim

so the students

will not suffer.

said .Acosta. "I

want to appoint

seimei'iic wht>

knows the

office and what the students want

Until last night, the possible leconsuuc

lion ol the office was another added pres-

sure on the undersialled olfice.

"The CDA j would) not give the atten-

tion and respect to the unique and different

students' needs on campus. Combining

programs would make things much, much

worse and t)verly stressed." said Acosta.

In an interview with The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian. Plato offered the services

of the SGA and Secretary of Diversiiv u>

the ALANA office members.

"I'd like to extend my help to AI.ANA

Hi possibly work lo strengthen the current

office." he said.

Rene C.on/ak/ a graduate siudent and

Elaine Brown, the unlv wjiman lo U-ad the Black

Panther Party. adJntiB** stuial i hange Usi nichi.

By CAsn N
I III I |i.l«N t iiHIll

The SGAs original proposal would have

included three professional staff members,

including an executive director and two

other directors, as well as a student intern-

ship program and an advisory board com-

prised of members of Administrative

affairs, undergraduates. UMass stall and

faculty and the CDA executive director

"When we address race and ethnicity,

sometimes sou deal with other issues like

gender, class, and background. It made

sense to broaden the range of issues the

olfice would address." Plato said.

Afier another battle won. the struggle

lor the .M.ANA office isnt over yet. "I don't

know what's going lo happen lo the office

[when .Acosta leaves). " said Bustamante.

"We must live to fight another aier

Black Panther leader Llaine Brown said to a

crowd of about 2U0 peopk \csUTday in the

Student Union Ballroom .
' niversJiy of

Massachusetts

Br(.>wn. the only female to lead ihe Black

Panther nuivemeni. emph.isized in lur speech the

need lor change and lehirlh of all \mcrit.ans as

well as prison reform and the idea of free educa-

tion in America.

"We've gone so many steps backward that we've

practically forgoiicn what loiward w.i- " Hrv.\sn

said

Although the Bld».k Panther Party wrt« lubeled

by some as a terrorists' organization. Brown said

their main focus was on human equality She said

that all of us arc tied together whether wc want to

be or not. and quoted Dr Martin I ulher King. |r

as saying. "The destiny ot black people is tied to

the destiny ol while piople."

Brown's latest KkA. "New Age Racism and ihe

Condemnation of I iiile B. " focuses on the siory

of a 14 year-old boy who is being tried as an adult

for a Georgia murder Mithiiel "little B" I ewis at

age I ». was charged with murder in ihe lanuary

l>447 shiioling death I'i Dunell \\o«.k1s. .i
2

"i year-

old man who had stopped with his wite and two

sons al a convenience store in the Bluff. Ga.

Prosecutors maintained that Lewis, dealing

drugs outside the store thai night, had told WihxIs

lo dim his headlights When Wood- refused.

Lewis - reportedly egged on by older drug deal-

ers reirieved a rifle from an alley and shot

Woods. A jury deliberated for W minules before

convicting I ewis. He became ihe youngest person

in Georgia sent to an adult prison for murder.

Alter "Little B" was arrested. Brown saiJ he was

isolated in paper- .i- ilu piohlem ol black

America.
"After all these years, we are assuming this boy

See BROWN on page 2

Fourth annual Life Sciences and

Environmental Career Fair toinorrow

Career Services hosts job fair

for the University community
By Sean Benson

Col.LEi.IAN iDRRKSPONIirNI

I

Tomorrow undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents will have the opportunity lo meet poten-

tial employers at the fourth annual Life Sciences

and Environmental Careers Fair.

The lair w ill be held on the lower level of the

Campus Center Auditorium from 10 a.m. to 3

p.m. Representati\es from 11 organizations are

scheduled to speak with and interview candi-

dates for internships and co-ops. as well as full

time positions.

Although students from the College of

Natural Resources and the Fnvironmenl and the

College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics

are targeted for attendance, the lair is open to

everyone.

Employers from Harvard Medical School.

University of Massachusetts Medical School.

Natural College of Naturopathic Medicine and

Massachusetts General Hospital are scheduled

to appear.

In addition, representatives from Resource

Options. Inc.. Stiefel Laboratories. Triumvirate

Environmental. Inc.. U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service. Charles River Laboratories. Kloice

Professional Staffing and Wyeth are scheduled

to attend.

Representatives will be looking lo recruit stu-

dents from several major fields, including

Engineering. Natural Sciences and Math (plus

Computer Science), Natural Resources and the

Environment. Education. Management. Nursing

& Public Health, as well as Social and

Behavioral Sciences (as well as Communications

and Economics).

Tina .Acker, associate director and career fair

coordinator for Career Services, addressed the

range of opportunities available to students this

year.

"It's important for students to keep iin open

mind and consider 4II the possibilities when

attending any of th'>se events, fniployers are

ofien willing to train ihe right person regardless

of college major." Acker said. "Since many

employers can attend only erne of these events,

students should plan on slopping by as many

events as they can. so ihey can meet as many

n.prescntalivcs as possible."

Students can find more information on

upcoming career fails bv calling Career Services

at 4 11-545 2224 or go lo

www.umass.edu/carcers.

By Mkhemi- Rivera

t (H 1 K.IAN (."(iRKhSI'i'Mil-M

Career Services plays hosi

tomorrow to over 60 major

employers, each prepared to

meet University of

Massachusetts siudenis and

offer future career opporiuiii

lies al the annual Campus Wide

Career I air.

Represenialives will have

tables set up from 10 a.m. lo 3

pin. in the Campus Center

Auditorium; studenls can speak

with employers from companies

ol iheir particular interest and

set up potential job inlerviovw.

The employers scheduled to

attend the annual Campus Witle

Career Fair will be rcpresentiiij;

all areas of business and have

employment opportunities loi

studenls in every major.

Some of the employers stu

dents can be expecting lo see at

the fair arc Abercrombie and

I Itch. American l,\press

financial Advisors Inc.. lohn

Hancock/Boston Partners.

Kinkos. Miciosofi Corporation.

Pepsi Bollling Group. W B.

Mascm and the U.S. Peace

Corps
Tina Acker, associale direc-

tor and Career 1 air coordinator

for Career Services, said stu

dents should not feel intimidai

ed when attending these types

of events.

"It's very social. These

employers like to talk to stu-

denls and make students feel

comfortable," Acker said. "It's

pretty rare that a student can't

iind something lor them at the

lair."

.Acker mentioned that it is

important for students attend

ing this type of event to first

"walk around and browse" each

employer's table helore lining

up to meet with an individual

employer.

According- .. \vK^i. one ol

the most popular tables that

nornuillv has a long line is

Microsott.

On average, a suident

should spend about five lo 10

minutes with every employer ol

his or her interest, advised

Acker.

"A lot i>l employers can't

slay past "j p. 111 Wc recommend
coming earlier and not last

minute." she said.

Any suideni aiicnding the

event should .ilso bring a num-

ber of copies of iheii resume lo

hand into the employers ol

their specific interest.

.Acker says regardless of any

inclement weather, the fiiir will

go on

\o view the lull li^i of

emplovers attending the annual

Campus-Wide Career Fair as

well as descriptions about addi-

tional tiiirs to be held, go to

www ccn.acad.umass.t^'du.
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President Bush and

Democratic front-runner |ohn

Kerry sparred on yesterday over

the presidents economic lead-

ership, while Kerry 'a rivals

>ought to slow his busk pace

toward the Democratic nomina-

tion in three states with upcom-

ing primaries.

lohn Edwards and Wesley Clark

>earched for upset wins in two

Southern states and Howard
Dean beseeched Wisconsin vot-

ers "to keep this debate alive."

But Dean said that, despite

earlier statements that he

viewed the Feb. 1 7 primary as a

door-die contest, he would sta\

in the race regardless of the

outcome. "I've just changed my
mind," he said.

As Edwards and Clark con-

centrated on Virginia and

Tennessee, which hold primar-

ies toda>. Kerry ignored his

rivals and criticized Bush's

stewardship of the economy.

Kerry accused Bush of hav-

ing the worst jobs record of the

past I I presidents Bush

defended his economic priori

ties, especially his tax cuts, in a

campaign-style speech in

Missouri, expected to be a key

battleground in November.

The president denounced

efforts by "some in

Washington" against making

his tax cuts permanent "When
vou hear people say. We're not

going to make this permanent.'

that means tax increase." Bush

said at a factory in Springfield,

Mo.
"They're going to raise the

taxes and increase the size of

the federal government, which

would be bad for the United

States economy," Bush said, his

voice rising to a shout.

Speaking six days after

Kerry won the Missouri pri-

mary. Bush appeared more

engaged in his own re-election

campaign than in past public

appearances, directly respond

ing to criticism by Kerry and

other Democratic candidates.

The Democrats running for

president .say they would repeal

all or portions of Bush's tax

cuts. Stephanie Cutter, a

spokeswoman for Kerry, said

he would make permanent tax

cuts for the middle class,

including the child tax credit

and the repeal of the marria^v

penalty.

Before an audience in

Roanoke. Va.. Kerry scorned a

White House economic report

released earlier in the day that

predicted the economy would

grow by four percent and cre-

ate 2 b million new jobs this

year.

"I've got a feeling this report

was prepared by the same peo-

ple who brought us the intelli-

gence on Iraq." Kerry said, cit-

ing job losses of more than two

million since Bush took office.

The Massachusetts senator also

faulted Bush for policy failures

on North Korea, AIDS, global

warming and the Middle East

peace process.

DemcKratic Presidential hopefu

in form of the govcrnur'* mansiitn

Edwards and Clark hoped

strong showings in Tennessee

and Virginia would eliminate

the other and turn the race into

a two-man contest \»ith Kerry,

but polls showed Kcrrv well

ahead in both states.

Dean, the former Vennont

governor and one-time

Democratic front-runner, urged

Wisconsin voters to prove the

polls and the media ^^ I

use their "power to >.!

I L'.S. Senator John Kcrrv gtslurc*

M the capitol in Richnumd, \'A,. I

strongest candidate to beat

George \S Bush."

"The media claims this >.on

lest is over. They say your voice

and your vote don't count.

They expect you to rubber

stamp the choice of others But

you don't have to listen to

them." Dean told about 500

people at a dovkntou.ii \I.iilivi>ii

hotel

f)ean began a ivs^i a.i> u'ui

and an aggressive advertising

^1 tvt rttii** .AsAHJATUi l1Uu>^

*> he answers a reporter's question

his Sunday,

campaign in Wisconsin, a state

he told supporters last week he

must win to keep his candidacy

alive. But on Mondav, he said

his backers had persuaded him

to stay in the race regardless of

the results. He dismissed his

own "obvious contradiction
"

iX-an also began airing a bO-

>i.-cond biographical spot in

me Wisconsin markets, his

ill St advertising huv in the siate

in months

I

Former Black Panther Party member addresses inequality
-c- L I u ...ij u^ f IK ... .. t^if^r^,.n ih.> -three-fifth rule' in eo after newspapers, get involved in the commu

1

i» guilty when he has not even been tried yet."

Brown said.

Brown said that America believes that black

boy* like him are the problem, and that if we

simply get rid of him then we will get rid of the

problem. Their >olution. Brown said, was to not

let 'Little B" see the light of day again.

"There arc millions of little kids like 'Little B'

in this country Is there something wrong with all

of these boys:' Ur is there something wrong with

this country? We need to work toward building

a world where there i» no need for prisons." she

^t'd

Hrown said she would like to see everyone

given an equal opportunity to be educated, since

she believes that education is incredibly impor

tant. "School should be free Lvcrwrnc

should be educated for free." Bro\»n said.

Brown also said that she wants to register

prisoners to vote, slating that 2 million

Americans arc currently in jail.

"That's a revolutionary act. even though it's a

tiny act at the end of the day." she said

Brown's speech also highlighted significant

impacts in black history. Brown said that

although a lot of people don't want to talk about

black history, it's important to discuss not only

the positive changes since they are the exception,

but to talk about the majority of events that

occurred

'Wc have to look al how we got here and

where we are. In order to turn the page, wc must

write the page' she said.

Brown spoke at length about President

IIkmii.!- Jefferson ihe "three-fifth rule" in

order to win picMJciuv ainl how he justified

slavery by alleging ihai blacks were not whole

human beings

Also discussed by Brown was Lincoln's rise to

presidency and the Emancipation Proclamation

While Lincoln tried to free slaves. Brown said

that he vkjs still in favor of having a superior posi-

tion as a white man.
"When people praise lefferson and LiiKoln I

feel personally offended a» well as insulted."

Brown said.

After Brown's speech, the floor was open to

questions. One young vsoman in the audience

askc*d Brown what she w(.»uld do in order to

enforce change in "cHir generation
'

"It's not just action, but the ideology behind

it." Brown said. "Make demands a^ut changes.

go after newspapers, get involved in the commu-

nitv . things you can do now in order to make a

differcnsc Talk about what you want to do and

where it i-

Brown .. ilightc-d the work of Dr. King,

speciHcally his nonviolent approach to social

change.

"\ioleni activity i» not n^essarily revoluiioB-

ary. Being a lough guy doesn't necessarily mean

you're a revolutionary
"

In closing. Brown thanked the an'

specirically the young students for their cik .

"It's like the sun at eight or nine in the morn-

ing, my hope rests in you."

After her sptvsh Brown signed copies of her

t- w .Age P ind the

C. B.'
" as V CI mem-

oir "A T«»te ol Power; A Black Woman « Story
"

Stockbridge School Job Fair

Tuesday, February 1

Campus CenterAuditorium

10 am -2 pm

Campus-Wide Career Fair

Wednesday, Febmary 11

Campus CenterAuditorium

10 am -3 pm

Life Sciences and
Environmental Careers Fair

Wednesday, February 11

Campus Center, Room 1 62
1 am - 3 pm

ALANA Job Fair

Wednesday, February 11

Campus CenterAuditorium

5:30 pm - 8:30 pm

Co-op and Summer Job Fair

Thursday, February 12

Campus CenterAuditorium

10 am -3 pm

SummerCamp Employment Day
Thursday, February 12

Campus CenterAuditorium

10 am -3 pm

are HERE!

vwvw.uinass.eclu/careers

rvice
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State police can learn from

UMass* *zero tolerance*
It's been more than a week since Super Bowl

cefebrations and the thought of those festivities has

become just a inenwry for most. But for some in

MaaMchusetts, those 'celebrations' live on.

The mother of 21-year-okl James Grabowski

will probably never be able to forget the night of

the Super Bowl, lames died after a Toyou Land

Cruiser drove into a crowd of revelers on

Sytnphony Road in Boston.

Patricia Grabowski is angry with ttie mayor and

the poike department for failing to safeguard the

streets of Boston.

"Law enforcement in Boston did not do their

jobs in tfie hours leading up to and folbwing the

Super Bowl," Grabowski toU the Boston Gk)bc.

Patricia has reason to be angry. The polk*

department knew about the possibility for trouble

during a night where the New England Patriots

could be cause for parties and cekrbrations across

the state A suflkient amount of police officers

shoukd have been on duty that night to prevent

injunes or even deaths like lames'.

EuKxigh with the exc-uses from Boston mayor

Thomas M. Menino, wfio at first blamed liquor

sales the day of the game and University adminis-

trators for the unruly crowds. The Super Bowl, and

other ai.tivities like the Red Sox's winning streak

last October, is reason for concern among state

ofliciaLs ~ and ample action must be uiken to

ensure the safety of citizens.

The celebrations tfuit went awry in the streets

of Boston are similar to those that sometimes

break out on the University of Massachusetts,

Amherst campus. Administration at UMass was

successful in curtailing ajwdy behavior from stu-

dents by enforcing a zero-tolerance polk.-y arxl

implementing alternative activities for students to

engage during the Super bovA.

Boston officials should aL<io have done a better

job of enforcing a similar "zero-tolerance" polkrjt

warning those who engaged in post game riots that

they coukl face criminal charges.

And that is ultimately the btst way to solve

problems like th«aie. Arrests serxl out the most

resouixling message to citizens and are nxjst effec-

tive in eliminating such tastekss activities.

Despite limiting the destruction on campus, the

administration at UMass still has a k)ng way to go

in eliminating these post-game activitks and com-

pletely cleansing this type of boorish behavior from

tlie UMass culture

It may be more difficult for Boston officials to

eliminate this type of behavior since it has less con-

trol over its citizens than say its "students," but

arrests will quickly make that message crysul c\cai.

Infomiation from The Boston Gk)be was used in

this editorial.

Lnsigntxl niiionals repn-nmt the nui)onr\ optn-

ion of The \taisuchuMftls Daily Collegian

Editonal Board

When a hijab becomes a Jihad

Exposing the multicultural facade
"IVf are bxing i/i dunfierouy

timei
"

SelMm Aauta. director of the

Offkv of African. Latino. Asian

aiui \attw American Affairs

This » especially true for stu-

dents of color at the University of

Massachusetts — from top to bot-

tom:

Pmiacnt Cun|i W. Buan:

Around the nation, ntust notice-

ably in Florida. ALANA people

wi-re denied a vote during the last

presidential election (Check

Michael Moore's book "Stupid

While Men").

A nwsive antount of money

was spent to fight the

War on Terror. This

expenditure has suc-

cessfully accomplished

what uxucrvati^es call

the beast

done irreparable damage lo the

UMass ALANA community

The Sttident Government

Association is supposed to protect

ALANA students wf»en times arc

lough and the national climate is

not receptive to them. However,

the SGA's young, conservative,

white male leadersfiip have not

only refused to help .AI.ANA stu-

dents. ttKV have attacked them

They've been talking out of

both sides of their mouth since the

Speaker barred ALANA senators

from participating in Senate over

summer The SGA then ilkrgally

appointed Republican Club kaders

,. . , . in their place, and
(iViril llStiiaill pMted k^lation serv

and IriJlal Iltkei^ mg their ovm interests.

From tfw ilk'gal bar-

starving

keeping money from

much needed social programs.

As a rcv-ult of the Ritriol and

HoiiK'land Scvuriiy acts, interna-

tional students attending the

University now have to pay an

additiiHwl $to5 per senK'ster to pay

for their own federal sui^eillaiKe

through the Student Exchange

Visitor Informatk-in System.

Over the summer, the Amherst

Bulk'tm reported that a UMass
profes-sor of cokjr's hou.se was visit-

ed by CIA agents because they got

a tip that he was a terrorist. The

scary part'' If his white wife hadn't

been there-, he coukl have been

detained in Guanianaino first, and

asked quc>tk>n« later

Massachusetts Governor Mitt

Romncy and the Massachusetts

State legislature:

C.o\ Roinney's proposal to add

IS.tXK) students to the University

was ccTitere-d on making UMass as

prestigious as possible at the

expense of the kjwer and middle-

class ttK'mbers of the Common-
v^ealth. He emphasized a desire to

make UMass a "world cla.ss institu-

tion." while at the same linK stres.s-

ing a "Vocational Curriculum" for

state Community Colleges.

It appears the Governor and

state legislature want to give

UMASS a credible face to show the

nation, but don't want to invest the

resources to improve the school.

Two worlds are- being created at

UMASS. The first, the face shown

to the nation: the Commonwealth

College, where students receive an

excellent education and live in

Orchard Hill. The second; where

the rest of us go. kvture halls filled

with '501 ptvple (one of whom one

is the teacher), filling out bubbles

and rioting in Southwest.

The Board of Trustees.

Chancellor. President and admin-

istration:

lusi Governors tend to be rich

white conservative males, the

Ikwid of Trustees (appointed by

the Governor) follows suit.

Because UMass is funded 50th out

of 50 state schools. The Board of

Trustees has raised student fees

and tuition. This hike dispropor-

tionately affects ALANA students,

because they are statistically less

wealthy than white counterparts.

As the UMass administration

follows the lead of state officials,

and shoots to become "The

Berkeley of the East," the school is

raising acceptance standards for

GPA and SAT scores. Both of these

measurements have been proven to

he bias against students of color.

Removal of the academic advis-

ing component fmm the ALANA
academic support programs along

with cutting the English as a

Sc-cond Unguage program have

ring of the appointed seats despite

referenda, to the slander of the

NCORE conference, to the harass-

ment and slander of the Director of

the Ofike of ALANA Affairs as

well as kaders of the ALANA cau-

cus, the goal of the conservative

SGA kadership has been ckar: to

take decision making power away

from ALANA students.

Nelson Acosta has himself

encountered the danger he speaks

of. He needs to take a mcdkal

leave, and in his absetKe. every

person in the SGA who seeks

power is trying to take advantage.

So far. here's what they'w done:

Speaker lared Nokc-s. through

the Coordinating Council, request-

ed the University GetKral Counsel

to address the ALANA Caucus

appointed seats. The General

Counsel. TcrrerKe P O'Malk-y is

TK)t an impartial lawyer.

O'Malley is the lawyer that

negotiated and approved the

Peoplesoft contract He fought stu-

dents seeking information, saying

that the University wa.sn't covered

by the freedom of information act.

arxl k)st. He argued that Graduate

Empkjyee Organization wa.sn't a

union in 1997-1998 and lost again

when the Mass labor board over-

ruled him Nevertheless, lared con-

sulted the anti-student O'Malley.

deliberately opposing his job as

advocate for the senate and stu-

dents to the administration.

Vice chancellor of student

affairs Michael Gargano has denied

Director Acosta's right to appoint

an interim assistant-director in his

absence, even though this is stan-

dard University procedure. Why'.'

In order to have the conserva-

tive SGA leaders and Charles

DiMare more involved in any deci-

sions. The result of this denial is

that the OAA. which is vital to

AIjVNA students, will not have a

single full-time staff person. Thus it

will be closed and all the ptx)grams

and events it is spoasoring this

semester cancelled.

A legitimate proposal wa.s sub-

mitted by the Office of ALANA
Affairs to Gargano regarding what

improvements could be made to

the office and to student affairs in

general for ALANA students.

In response. Russell Plato, the

SGA's secretary of diversity who
speaks in the name of David Carr.

is not an ALANA student, does not

attend the OAA's events and has no

idea how the OAA operates, had

submitted a sloppily written pro-

posal to restructure- the office in a

manner which de-emphasized race

by making the OAA an "every-

thing" office.

And up until about 9:45 p.m.

yesterday, that proposal was the

SGA's front-running recommenda-

tion. Only after a two hour debate

last night dkl the SGA Executive

Board ruk to withdraw it.

That it was a proposal al all.

however, merits corKem for the

University community

Plato dkl not consult anyune

from the OAA. or the AlANA
community. This means the pro-

posal dealt with all aspects of diver-

sity: "Let it spread so far that it

caves in on itself* It woukl be

equivalent to changing the Every

Woman's Cc-nier or the Stonewall

Center into "Everything Centers."

The proposal woukl have ceased

decision-nuiking power away from

ALANA students and given it to

those who woukl destroy it.

Moreover, it would have

changed the focus of the office. As

opptwed to being an office dedkat-

ed to helping AlANA students, it

woukJ become an office whose job

is to give the SGA a publk face

regarding diversitv issues. The

director of the OftWc of ALANA
Affairs has two masters' degrees

and more* than 20 years of experi-

ence in the offkc For his re'p».»rt. he

took input from ALANA students

Yet. Secretary Plato, who has

no experierKc in the offKC. didn't

take input from ALANA students

for his denied proposal Regardk-ss

of the intentions of its author, the

proposal would have harmed

AlANA students The OAA is the

only office on campus dedicated to

helping ALANA students, and

Russell Plato did rxM realize the

impact that scrapping will have on

them and the campus as a whole.

Last night, the Fxtvutive Board

may have withdrawn this proposal

because of the overwhelming dis-

approval from the campus ccwnmu-

nity Yet. the OAA's charter is cur-

rently under review b> the

Administrative Affairs Contmittee.

whkh is made up entirely of young

white-mak*s. .And it is the c"ducatt"d

guess of the ALANA Caucus that

Secretary Plato uill be at thc^*

meetings advocating that decision-

making power in the office be

taken away frcim ALANA students.

The ALANA caucus vehement-

ly opposes the harmful actions,

paternalistic attitudes and pre-

sumptuousness of the Speaker

lared Nokcs. Secretary Plato and

the executive braiKh members that

supported the restmcturing of the

Office of ALANA Affairs without

the input of ALANA students.

We do not believe these people

have any legitimacy or crc-dibility to

make decisions that primarily

impact ALANA students withcnit

involving AI.ANA students. The

ALANA Caucus urges the adminis-

tration to keep a responsibility as

pivotal as the decision making

power for the Office of ALANA
Affairs out of the hands of 1 8-year-

dd conservative, white, males who

do not see a need for an office

whose primary focus is helping stu-

dents of color. They are threatencxl

by it and want to sc-e it dismantkxl.

"The OAA must stay in the hands of

the ALANA Caucus or the admin-

istraton if it is to succtvd in advo-

cating for ALANA students.

A second, more infomicxi opin-

ion needs to be given rc-garding the

constitutionality of the AI.ANA

Caucus appointcnd seats, and final-

ly, a full-time staff person must be

placed in the Office of AI.ANA

Affairs on an interim basis immedi-

ately, so that the office is not closed

for any period of time.

liduardo HitstamaiUc is an

AlANA Caucus senator and

Krystal Tucker is the AlANA
Caucus press secretary.

Yousel

Munayyef

Recent con-

troversy brew-

ing in France

has spilled

over into

much of the

rest of the

world after

the French
government
proclamation
to enact legis-

lation banning the "hijab." a

traditional Muslim headscarf,

from being worn in public

schools.

The hijab, which is not worn
by all Muslim women, is a reli-

gious symbol hardly new to

such controversy. Many reli-

gious scholars argue that the

hijab must be worn as part of

practicing the religion and oth-

ers argue otherwise.

It has also been a political

symbol through recent history,

seen as anti-western, anti-mod-

ernization and anti-secularist.

Governments of Islamic

nations, like Turkey, Egypt and

Iran, have banned and argued

about banning the hijab In

Turkey this lasted for a short

time. In Iran, however, the ban

came under the regime of the

pro-western Shah and was

greatly criticized After the

Islamic theocratic revolution,

many women took to the

streets wearing the hijab. It is

undoubtedly a sign of more
than religion: it carries a politi

cal message and a powerful one

at that

The hijab has also been con

troversial because some argue

it is repressive toward women.
This argument, which is gener-

ally made by westerners who
know little about the Muslim

religion and do not care much
to understand it. is widely dis-

agreed with. I have talked to

many women who wear the

hijab. and they wear it because

they want to. Some ol the most

liberal, powerful and politically

active women wear the hijab.

and this shouldn't come as a

surprise.

Today, the French parlia-

ment is set to conclude a week-

long debates series regarding

religious symbolism in public

arenas. However, there are

other recent events that led up

to this.

Last July. French President

Jacques Chirac formed a com-
mission to make recommenda-
tions to promote secularism in

France. What came from this

commission, in a report a few

months later, were recommen-
dations to ban religious sym-

bols in all public schools. It

also recommended adding

lewish and Muslim religious

holidays to the national calen-

dar. Still, the issue of the hijab

caused the most controversy. In

September, two girls were
expelled from school because

they were wearing the hijab

This complicates France's

relationship with the rest of the

Muslim world. From
Napoleon's invasion of Egypt in

1798 to the recent anti-war

stance France took in the inva-

sion of Iraq. French relations

with the Muslim world have

been complicated and delicate

This recent debate puts a strain

on these relations because

Muslims, which number nearly

4 million in France, are the

largest minority in the nation.

Also, nearly 50.000 French

men and women convert to

Islam every year

This legislation is a step

backward. At the most crucial

time in the history of the world

for the understanding of other

religions, this legislation would
set the progression of tolerance

back years.

It is particularly troubling

because of the strong, xenopho-

bic, nationalist movement,
which has grown in France.

This movement, organized in a

party called the National Front,

is led b> lean-Mane l.c Pen He.

to the horror of many multicul-

turalists. made it to the second

round of run off elections

against Chirac where he lost

despite gaining nearly 20 per-

cent of the popular vote.

Majoritarian movements, such

as the National Front, believe

that France is for the French.

This however is not compatible

with the modern world we live

in which teaches tolerance,

acceptance and multicultural-

ism.

We cannot allow this to be

misunderstood as secularism.

In fact this, not the hijab. will

repress Muslim women. Have

we in the so-called "western

world" come so far in regard to

personal freedoms only to take

this step backv^ard'.'

What would the leaders of

the French revolution, which

brought us the slogan "Liberty.

Equality. Fraternity.* think

about such a violation on per-

sonal rights'.'

There should most certainlv

be a separation between church

and state. However, it is more
important to have freedom ol

religion The first amendment
to the Constitution of the

United States, part of the Bill of

Rights, guarantees certain free-

doms and inalienable rights to

people and protects the right to

freedom of religion Search the

entire Constitution for "separa-

tion for church and state." but

you will not find it

France has to understand the

presefKc of a significant minor-

ity It has to learn about Islam,

as the entire world should to be

educated about other people.

Our lack of knowledge about

other people is what makes us

categorize them as others.

I only hope that parliament

makes the right decision in

France today. I hope they recog-

nize that banning the hijab is iH)t

a step toward secularism, but a

step toward separation I hope

the French Parliament realizes

there is a fundamental differ-

ence between freedom of reli-

gion and freedom from religion.

>ou.vf Mumryyer n a I M-gmn
a>lumnist

Now, Vm a little bit country

Molly

esion

I rK'ver thiHJght anything poM

live could come out of being stuck

in a van for eight hours with a

bunch of country music fans

After nunnrrous bathroom breaks,

driver changes and state border*

though. I had gained a new appre

elation for country music.

Country music is rx)t Beef fcrkv

and beat up pick-up trucks, like

many people think. It can be patri-

" otic, rc'ligious, motivational, soul-

ful, tunny, siitirical. depressing or even a love song It

can bring >ou w your fc*et and get you dancing, make

you think or pump you up.

I'll admit it took quite a few of those eight hours

to get nK hookc"d. but now I kjve it. Country music

seems to have a song for every occasion. Whether

vou are" down in the dumps or on top of the- world,

soniciine wrote a country song about it The music is

so real. It has such honest lyrks that I couldn't help

but to re-late. It has the ability to bring me to tears,

like Gary Allen's song for his daughter "Tough l.ittle

Boys " Or the ability to bring a smile to m\ face, like

Kenny Chesney's "No Shirt. No Shoes. No
Problems."

Country music has become available to places

other than Nashville. Names like the Dixie Chicks

and Garth Brookes are household names all over the

country and even internationally. Fans no longer

have to go down south to hear their favorite musi-

cians live. Brtx.)kes and Dunn. Tim McGraw and

Kenny Chesney. among others have all headlined

tours that have visited New England Toby Keith is

scheduled to appear at the Mullins Center this week,

and the summer is sure to bring plenty more country

concerts to the region.

We northerners think of country as "hick" music.

In its modem music scene though. >ou won't be find-

ing an\ mullets or trailer parks. Current country

stars like Martina McBride or l.eanne Rimes own

million dollar homes and luxury cars galore. l.i.K)k at

Shania Twain and I aith Hill, they have as much

blmg bling as l.udacris or lay/. I ike any other tonn

of music, the big names of country pay for the most

expensive stylists just to look their best.

This isn't the sanK music your piire-nts genera

tion. Country music is edgy and sexy. W ho wouWni
want to get crazy to "Loving all Night" b> Patty

l.ovekss or "Hot Mama" b> Trace Adkins. Forget the

consenative days of early country musk; current

artists are- hot. and they know it They use everything

thev have to entertain a creiwd. iiKluding showing

off well-tuned bodies in tiny littk tank tops or jeans

that Uiok painted on. Keith Urban with that smooth

Australian accent is hot. Tim McGraw in tlxjse tight

jeans is all this suburban cowgirl nec-ds lor entertain-

ment. And as country music gets bigger, the- women's

outfits are getting smaller Shania Twain has even

become an international sex symbol from her "Man.

I feel like a woman" vidc-o

Countrv Music is gre)wing in pi>pularit> faster

than any other genre. It has evolved from what many

people believed to be anrK)ying and lower class lo

music for whatever you're ftvling It s great lo party

and drink to. With songs like "Beer for my Horses'"

by Toby Keith and music legend Willie Nelson or the

duet of Alan lackson and limmv Buffet "It's five

o'clock somewhere." people can't help but party to

it.

Country music has had to overcome a stigma

more than any other type ol music. It has ovcreoiiK-

bad reputations of being overly patriotic, of lacking

musical integrity and of being only for "rednecks."

There is a reason it has grown in popularitv Country

music artists arc just as talented as those ot any other

genre and deserve the new-found national populari-

ty. Millions of people all over the vsorkl arc giving

country a chance and liking it Maybe you will too.

I never wanted to gi\e country a chance but being

stuck as the only freshman in a van full ol honky-

tonk loving upper classmen. I wasn't given the

choice, but I'm glad 1 got to know Garth. Kenny,

laith, Tim. Martina, and the rest of the country

music crew.

\/i)//y Hgglcslon is a Collegian cohonnisl.
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Ineubus I'etu.iTi to theli' i'ocAs

By Nk-K RiiMAMm

When Incubus was curiously

Hung tmto n.>p 4i) radio and MT\ in

|k>W with hits like "Pardon Mcni"

"Stellar" and the inocapublc "Drive"

ofl ol iheir third IP "Make \oursell."

fans wcrv naturalh a bit lukewarm.

The bands previous album.

l>W7s "SCI E N.C.E " had been a

iiKxlerate su«.ces>. eanunji the band a

small cull lolkming To nianv. their

sound, a mLxturc of funk. rock. rap.

punk aixl jazz, was an indication that

lixuhus had the* potential to bcxoine

the iK'\t I aith No Moie ["he compar

i?*.>n was even heightened bv charis-

inalic frontman Brandon Bovd--

vocal similaritii-s to Mike Ration,

haith No Mores innovative singer.

When the band broke into the

mainstream s^ene in I'W^. fans

lt.>und thentM-'lves fearing that llx-

group's muMc woukl go mainstream

as well. After all, "Make Yourseir

was. while still inlinitel> more com

plex and pioneering than discs that

were corning out by peers like l.intp

Bizkit aixl ICom. a step into a nwre

simplifWd. easier to consume

sound.

"Morning View." Incubass

2001 follow up. fouiKl the

band dabMing even moa* into

the work! of easily consumed

pop rock, much to the disniav

of many of the band's early

fans Whik" the album con-

tained many great tracks, it

also had too many made- for-radio

songs The sounds of "Wish \ou

Wen; Mea*" and "Warning

wondering if the band was

into a spiral ol

k'ft fans

falling

commercialism.

"Morning View" lacki-d much ot the

funk arul abstract ek"nx:nts that had

fwlped to detitK lixubus earlier Even

Buvd's voice had turned iiK>a- into a

soil croon, losing the Patton-esque

edginess.

In tact, the Faith No More com-

parisons had stopped altogether

Whik- a band escaping the shadow of

a previous geiKTation is normally a

______ good thing, for Irtcubus it

seemed to indicate Boyd

and hJN band males had

abaivioned their will to be

as innovative as Eaith No
More

Despite their momen-
tary departure. Incubus

has returtwd, both with a

new bassist — Ben

Keniwy, of The Roots — and a new

album: "A Crow U-ft of the Murder."

With these additions. Incubus is

launching it.self back into the right

diiwtion

'.\ Crow l^rft of the Murder" is

not "SCIENCE." It's doubtful

that the band will ever return to the

crunching riffs, semi rapping, promi-

nent tumtabk scratching and overall

Incubus

A Crow

Left of The

Murder'

(pic/lmNriil

trippiness and innovation that

presided over that album and won
the band a hardcore cult.

However that's not a bad thing. A
good band matures. And while

maturing is a term, or excuse, that a

great majority of bands u.se for main-

streaming their music to make it

more acceptable for ihe masses.

Incubus has proven that it knows

how to grow gracefully.

'Make YourselP was a step of

maturity in the right direction, and

"A Crow " fiivls tfie bund becom

ing comfortabW with a sound tfiat is

slightly nxMV relaxed, yet retains the

experimental elen»enis and exciting

grooves that first garnered notiMTety

for the band.

Whifc "A Crow' doesn't near the

excessively fast-pace of most of the

"S C I E N.C.E." tracks, it is more

upbeat than the numbingty nxxler

ately paced "Morning View."

the first track, and lead single.

"MegakMnaniac" is a perfect indka-

tor of the album's sound. It leads

with a good 50 seconds or so of gui-

tar sensation Mike Kinziger calling

up effects and feedback. (In lact,

throughout the entire album.

Einziger makes use of his seemingly

boundkss guitar talent and predikv

tkxi for combining effects pedals in a

way that he hasn't since

-S.C.I.E.N.C.E.") The track then set-

tles into a more chilkrd-out verse. The

song's lyrics reflect a thinly veiled

nwlaphor for Pre-sident Bush, and the

sound soon explodes along with

Boyd, into a funoas chorus Boyd

knocks his subject down, telling him

"You re no |enu / Yeah, you re no

f"»ing Elvis' before demanding thai

be 'step down."

Much of "A Cre>w" seems to be

packed with anti-Bash lyite. Talk

Show On Mute" couki more easily be

See INCUBUS on page 5

t
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Northampton welcomes Nathanson
Performer lends humor, sincerity to Iron Horse

By Mm .HAN M. Hf^iy

(ItltUt.lAN ^TAfl-

NORTHAMPTON — "Hi Northamp-

ton 1 am Malt, and lis great to be here,"

saki acoustk guitarist Matt Nathanson,

modestly as he look the stage of the Iron

Horse Sunday night. "I hope you're ready

for some rock n roll magk..'

Opening with a beautiful rendition of

Bruce Springsteens "Thunder Road," it

might have seenKxi to those that had

never s«:en Nathanson live that they were

in for a tranquil evening of guitar ballads.

The guitarist was qukk to dispell that

misconception tfwugh. "Is tonight feeling

like a nwllow night ' F*** no!"

k>ined on stage bv longtinw

friend and fellow musician Matt

Fish on the celk), the Malts

proceeded to rock the Iron

Horse for two straight hours.

'ViKtng tlv songs that made

an appearance on the sot were

quite a few tracks off

Nathanson's new album

"Beneath These Eireworks."

The pre'vak*nce of new tunes is a

lestanK'nt to the quality of the

new material, as the musi-

cian relied heavily

on cnjwd requests throughout the show.

"I Saw," "Pretty the Workl" and "Weight

of it All" were among the new

songs in high demaiKl

'Bent," slated to be

Nattwnson's first radk> single was

toned down a bit for the live stage

and was coinplimented by an

outTo of Counting Crow s etfieival

classk "Ana Begins."

Part of the Matt Nathaason

experience is the performer's cimt-

pk^c disre'gard for formality. Throughout

the show he showed no restraint: if he

thought it. he sakl it. His immediate com
fort with the crowd

made the show

sort of persona

iztxl experience

Essentially it

brought
Nathanson
off the stage

arxl made it

fc-el like a

group of

friends hanging

out

Matt

Natfianson

irNlmt

Nathansons self-deprcxating intro-

ductkins to songs were humorous and

well reck-ved Of longiinK f«i

favorite "All Been Said Before"

he sakl. 'Hliis is a song about

when you think you're a

genius as a song writer and

then you gel into the car and

turn on the radk) and realize

jwfuit you jast wrotel is tfie

chorus to a Kansas song.

You're not a genius — yxxi're

coupled with Kansas " That band soenK-d

to be on Natfianson's mind Sunday night,

as he also spoofed tfK*ir bc"st known song.

"I>ust in the Wind." eariier in the set.

Throughout the show Nathaason

made many references to |esus. "It's a

Sunday, " he paiciaimed "It's his day."

Though his C hnst references were- well

received b) the audierKe. iIk somewhat

off-cok)r re-marks promptc-d Nathanson

to give a disclaimer; "I hope you're not

offended and if you are- — get a f***ing

sense of humor"
Not limiting his onstage banter to talk

of religion. Nathanson also announced

his intention of releasing a "spoken word

album."

"Matt Fish and I are thinking of put-

ting together a spoken word, heavy metal.

80s album." Nathanson said, unable to

suppress his amusement at the thought of

Winger's "Seventeen" performed in that

manner With Fish laying down a jazzy

beat, Nathanson theatrically acted out

what the audience could only imagine

was in his head.

Though Nathanson's perfonnance

was nothing short of phenomenal, the

true star of the show was cellist Matt

Fish. A quiet counterpart to the sporadic

energy that is Nathanson, Fish brought

his own sort of humor to the show. His

unspoken connection to the audience

had almost a stronger affect than

Nathanson's vocalizations. At one point,

when Fish was leaving the stage to let

Nathanson play a few solo tunes, the

reserved cello player was invitc-d to hang

out with an enthusiastic group of audi-

ence members in the balcony.

Fish's musical talent serves as a per-

fect compliment to Nathanson's witty

lyrics and catchy guitar riffs. The cello

added texture and weight to the songs

that would have been greatly missed had

they been performed solely on guitar

Opener Toby l.ightman put forth an

impressive performance herself. The

petite blond guitarist has a powerful

voice that begs comparison to Sheryl

Crow, though her songs sound a little

more like jewel, l.ightman's performance

of her radio track "Devils and Angels"

was exciting but it was her cover of Mary

|. Blige's classic "Real Ixjve " that won the

audience over

Vocalists bring South

Africa to Pioneer Valley
Bv Glen Stral b

(.i>lX*OIAN STA^f

NORTHAMPTON — An empty

stage with no guitar, bass or drum set

— at this musical event these imple-

ments were just unnecessary.

All that was necessary on tfie Iron

Horse stage in Northampton

Thursday night were 10 micro-

phones. The raw and beautiful

talent of Ladysmith Black

Mambazo counteracts the idea

that complex musical instru-

mentation needs the use of

actual manufactured instru-

ments.

For nearly W years,

Ladysmith Black Mambazo '

has been proving to the entire world

that the most organic instrument, the

human voice, can create one of the

most soothing musical experiences.

Thursday night, ladysmith proved

it once again — two times over

In front of two table-seating crowds

the small, intimate two-level Iron

Ladysmith

Black

Mambazo

iTMNim

M.$

at

Horse Music Hall, loseph Shabalala

and ladysmith clicked, puffed, popped

and sang in Zulu language all the way

through two glorious shows.

A spotlight was on the native South

Africans, but it was unnecessary. The

glow from the smiles of the members

of the group followed by the smiles in

the audience was enough to shine light

on the a cappella ensemble that gained

American notoriety with its appearance

on Paul Simon's 1987 album

"Graceland."

Whether it was a six year old clap-

ping and dancing on the stairs to the

rhythms or the elderly folk sipping

tfieir coffee — listening to the tradi-

tional sounds of rural Zululand called

'Isicathamiya*- it was hard to fir>d a

disappointed face in the audience

There really wasn't a need to be

disappointed. Ladysmith Black

Mamabazo is just loo good.

There was a powerful energy

____ vocalized in the songs and

visualized in the forceful yet

graceful dancing. The compo-

nents tnade a stamp on the

eyes and the ears. The group's

maestro, Shabalala. is by far

the oldest of the bunch, 65,

but he provides the biggest

spark. His kicks in the dancing

are higher than anyone else's'

in the group ( not too many bO-

year-olds gel can their leg over their

head) and his distinctive vocal range

show that age is not a factor in tradi-

tional African music and dance

ladysmith played about an 85-

minute set with songs spanning their

entire career It debuted a few from

their new album, "Raise Your Spirit

Higher" but, the crowd-favorite was

"Homeless," which was made famous

on "Graceland."

But Ladysmith s work on
"Graceland" does not do the group jus-

tice. Paul Simon put the group on the

map, but it is the live performance that

has kept the men from the Motherland

traveling around it. At the Iron Horse,

Ladysmith may have opened some pwo-

ple's eyes to the greater world of the

group. It is a world of spirit, soul and

passion. This world, formed out of

Shabalala's thoughts and dreams, came
alive for one night on that empty stage

— making it full of life.

(XXmTESY W<;ssTlilTrN

Joseph Shabalala is the creator of Ladysmith Black Mambazo. The group per-

formed two shows at the Iron Horse on Thursday night.

Disney's 'Miracle' scores with hockey fans but lacks substance
By Ryan Aubert

t'olLtl.lAN (!oRRI:SK>NI>ENT

The 1980 U.S. hockey team went to the winter

Olympics with one goal in mind: to triumph over

the Soviets. And they did just that, unit-

ing a nation along the way.

Walt Disney's "Miracle" tells the

story of the U.S. team's tough road and,

ultimately, their unexpected victory.

Though the film's triumph over adversi-

ty sports storyline is reminiscent of other

feelgood Hicks like "Cool Runnings

"The Mighty Ducks" series.even

'Miracle'

Direclidlf

Gavin O'Cofliiff

Kurt RusaeiL left, deliver* an impcessivr pertorro-

ance as U.S. t^vmpk hiuekev ciHch Herb Brook*.

"Miracle" is much more dramatic, harsh and in-

your-face.

Kurt Russell plays Herb Brooks, the deter-

mined coach who leads the team through its hock-

ey trials and tribulations. Russell plays the part

extremely well and his relentless pushing

on his team is convincing to say the least.

For the part, Russell gained weight,

learned Brooks' mannerisms and spoke in

a midwesiem accent. Reportedly, people

who knew the real Herb Brooks personal-

ly are haunted by Russell's portrayal.

Unfortunately, Brooks passed away soon

alter principal photography ended, making

"Miracle" a lasting tribute to his achieve-

ment.

Russell's performance is highlighted and

greatly augmented by a supporting cast

with talent both on and off the ice. In

hopes of creating a realistic portrayal of

the 1980 Olympic team, director Gavin

O'Connor wanted real hockey players for

his movie, not just pretty boys from

Hollywood. As a result, almost all of the players in

the movie are real amateur hockey players, who
can also act And act they do. From disputes with

the coaches, to injuries — all of the actors embody

the players

"Miracle" presents some up-close and personal

hockey action seldom seen on film. The games are

intense. You feel like you are on the ice, suited up

in a jersey with a stick and ready for some combat

You can almost feel the pain when the players get

checked. The camera is always in the midst of the

action.

This realistic approach may be overwhelming

for some folks who know nothing about hockey.

Hockey fans will be very pleased though. During

each of the games, movie theater crowds cheered

and clapped as if at the Mullins Center watching

the Minutemen.

Despite the action, the movie falls short on sub-

stance. Director O'Connor set out to make a hock-

a goal he achieved. Yes. Russell's por-

trayal is amazing. But beyond the ultimate miracle,

character development of is somewhat lacking.

The players on Team USA are never really fleshed

out and the viewer is left wanting more. What

about their girlfriends? Or families'.' Less footage

of the hockey games and more in-depth explo-

ration of the player's would have been beneficial to

the film. It's difficult to root for heroes to which

you have no attachment

Going into the theater, viewers know there isn't

going to be a surprise ending — the title.

Miracle." practically gives it away This is a

Disney film, and there are points in the film that

seem somewhat sappy and played up. Contrast

this to the realistic hockey action, and the movie

seems real and fake at the same time, a contradic-

tion that can essentiallv describe every Disney

movie to date.

Despite its faults, the "Miracle" of the U.S.

hockey team touched the hearts of the country, a

moment in time where the United Stales could

unite. The film seeks to do the same, and scores.

I » xitresT « iin' IAm tn«vm:t

ev movie

"Miracle," slarrint; Eddie Cahill (ltfi» and Jim Cnujc. feature* imprc»stvr jjamc »equencc» but leave*

the audience wanting nion- pKn Jcvi-l.ipnifnl.

With 'A Crow Left of the Murder,' Incubus stray from mainstream
INCUBUS from page 4

pplkxl lu a btutc of the UnkMi

adda-ss than "The Tonight Show
"

Boyd sings of a world something

Hke a "Brave New Worid" in the

pre--chorus "Still and transfixed /

The ekxtric fhixp are dre-aming ol

your face / Ei^ you from / The

chemksl / comfort of America"

Boyd caions, fvfore rrfereiKing

the t>rwvllian s«.vk.*ty of post 9/ 1

1

AiiK-rica - "Conw one / Cchik" all

/ Into 1984 " The bass-driven song

mnd its psc-udo-kiunge cfK>rus an-

among the album's highlights, e\

upon first Ksien.

"Priceteaa." with its hvper pace,

recalls -S.C.!.E.N,C.E," qor than

anything other track on "A Crow'
— even lk)yd's vocal delivery

hartum-s back to 1997. The song is

also notable fur its curiously mixed

-

lo-the-fruni snare drum that, whikr

nol quite as anrxiying as it sounds

on paper, is a bit of a puzzling deci-

sion

"Southern Girl" is a breezy

track that sounds like a souixlirack

to an island vacatkm. The song, at

limes, has the feel of a hit singk-,

yet retains the natural feel of a song

written bv peopk- wlio don't care

.ihoui pop charts.

Here- In My Room" sounds

tiiv'ie like a dirge than a ballad, a

testament to the band iiK-mbers

deciskm to think for tfiemselves

and write the musk- they want to

write.

One of the nxjsi positive and

rtoikcabk' gn.>wihs on "A Crow" is

the way tfiat the band has been abk-

to mix irippy arrangements and

pop mekidies, espixially sing along

chorusc-s One- of the best exampk-^

is "Sick, Sad. link- Workl." feaiur

iiig a Primus-y nff in the verses,

underneath a stunning vocal per

lormance by Boyd He sings falsei

to, fjefore settling down into a

funereal pace with a piano line

underrwath his cautious vocals,

and ifien jumps into a bass-driven

and highly memorable chorus

Finally, the song kraps into an

extended and amazing sok) by

Einziger Someone ccHjki listen only

to these two or three minutes of his

playing aixl realize tfie great tak-ni

the hand has m their haixls

Incubus have more than

redeemed themselves for past

jixliscretkms with "A Crow." If

anything, thc-y've raised the bar to

heights iK'arly impossjbk- lo lop

",A Crow" IS a likely candklate as

the first gre-at album of 2004 Of

course the a-ason tlial, after all

these years, Incufnis still has a

hardcore fan base is txxause they

are abk- to belter ifKinsclve>.

Wliik- the album does have a

pop ek*mcnl. the band seems to

kleniify tfiemselvcs as iIk- crow in

the albums tiik-. They are, no

doubt, far to the left of the puck ol

maiasiream acts wfwsc prepack

aged and heartless musk that

ksuves lisieTK-rx desperateh praving

for a band like ln<.ubus They are

actual artists, floating in what often

seems to f>e an ank'S'« mob The-

barxl's experimentation and out

there- efltvts on "A Crow" sfiouki

ease- fan's v^urries and a-instate

excitement over the fwnd thai m.r

fiave fx-en k»si iluinkv Id "Muiiimi;

View."

Whik- i.A.ll.N.cL mo\

have been one of the best album-

of the pa.si 10 years. Ms is no

kmger the >>aiiK' InctAius of 1997

This is the Incufxis of 2004, ar¥l

that is a damn good thh^.

Incubus %\Hrm gntwth with

their Uicsi album. "A Crow Left

of the Murder."

«0^ is Jane*s Ila<t

Jane IS his first child to leave the nest Help him.

help his daughter to find out if the University of

Massachusetts is tight for her. Give them a tour.

Give Jane an mformal interview Answer

questions, provide guidance, make a difference

Apply to be a Student Admissions Representative!

Applications arc available at the Visitor's Center, the

Undergraduate Admissions Office, or you can visit us at

our tabic on the Campus Center Concourse between

February *^h and 13th from 9:00 am until 3:00 p.m.

If you have any questions, please e-mail us at

repstoadmissions.umass.edu

Smooth Skin for Spring Break!

AMHERST LASER & SKIN CARE CENTER ^d
Laser Hair Reduction- with (ientleLase™'

Utilizing advanced laser technology.

Both Men and Women
Any Area of the Body

Bikini Face * Chin * Lip * Underarm * Leg * Back

La,ser treatments available for acne, brown spots, and facial veins

Call Now for a iigfi initial physician consultation.

Students who sign-u^^ isit

will receive SO% off package price.

Amherst Laser and Skin Care Center

Bob Weitzman MD- Medical Director

196 NORTH PLEASANT STREET - SUITE 1

1

AMHERST, MA 01002 - 413-253-2214 - FAX 413-253-2216

AMHERSTLASER@VERIZON.NET

^t$(i£^ Career Opportunity!

Are you ready to start building your resume and preparing for your

future career? The Walt Disney World College Program gives you

the opportunity to take college-level courses for credit, network with

Disney leaders and enhance your marketability in today's job market.

As a participant, you'll enjoy a social, multicultural environment with

24-hour secured housing and admission to all four Walt Disney World

Theme Parks. Plus, you'll learn about next-step opportunities with

The Walt Disney Company This paid program is open to all majors

and college levels. Find out more and apply online at

wdwcollegeprogram.com.

Presentation attendance is required.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS - AMHERST

Thursday, February 12, 2004; 7 p.m.

Isenburg School of Management, Room 137

pW(>rld

\jcolle6e program Dream it. Do H. Disney.

fOf • Duming Creativity from Diversity • 'P Disney
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Brown takes the defensive BC takes Beanpot in overtime
DEFENSE from page 8

2005, where the Huskies garnered

the lop spui in nutny preseason

naiional ssndications and estab-

lished NU as a physical, punishing

team that no one wanted to play

— the kind ol team he hopes to

field at Mcliuirk Alumni Stadium

in the coming luiure.

"I need guys that go 100 miles

an hour and believe in intensity all

the lime, but do it with integrity.

"

Brown said. "We need good foot-

ball players who are quality indi-

siduals. btxau-se we'll be a team

that has gre^it effort and

tremendous chemistry.

"It's easy to stick together

when tintes are going good, the

challenge that I kxjk forward to is

when we have to face adversity.

Our football team will stick

together and we'll get through

those moments.

'

Now. arguably, comes Brown's

greatest challenge to date.

Presented with what he described

as a "pretty damn good football

team." he must change philoso-

phies on the fly.

For six years under Whipple,

the Minutemen were an offensive

machine, slinging the ball all over

the place in a cerebral system only

a coach cut out of NFL material

could implement, and now that

will change. Not because Don
Brown isn't as smart as Whipple,

but because his football mentality

differs from the man who first

hired him as his defensive coordi-

nator over eight years ago, and

because, for Don Brown, there is

only one way to play the game.

"Mark Whipple was a great

football coach I don't plan on

replacing Mark Whipple, nobody

will," Brown said. "He had his

great run here, my name is Don
Brown and I have a particular way

of doing things.

"I can tell you off the bat that

this team will be one that will not

sacrifice speed for size at any posi-

tion. I look for guys that can run.

because the game's about playing

fast and that's the motto that i

have.

"I guarante<^ you that when

people watch us play, the one

thing they'll say is those guys play

hard, and they play fast
.'

BOSTON (AP) — Ryan Murphy slapped a back-

hander past tournament MVP Sean Fields at the

6:07 mark of overtime on Monday night to give

lioston College a 2-1 victory over Boston University

in the Beanpot championship game.

Murphy also assisted on the game-tying goal with

5:50 left in regulation to send the game into over-

time. It was BC's first Beanpot title since 2001 and

just the second time in 1 1 years that BU failed to win

the loumameni that matches the area's four hockey

powers every February for the bragging rights of

Boston.

Fields stopped 50 shots in the title game and was

recognized for the effort with the Most Valuable

Player award. He becomes just the second player to

earn MVP honors in consecutive years. The other

was BC's lohn Cunniff, who did so in 1964-65.

Boston College is the No. I team in the country

with a 21-5-4 record that includes victories in three

regular season gaities against BU (8-12-6). But

national rankings have meant little for the first two

Mondays of February: Even when BU has struggled

it seems to forget its problems for the Beanpot, win-

ning the tournament 25 times in 52 years, including

nine of the previous 10.

The Terriers seemed ready to add to their stash

when Kenny Roche wristed the puck over Matti

Kaltiainen's glove to give BU a I -0 lead just 5:50 into

the game. The goal snapped an 1
1 -game scoreless

streak for Roche, and with Fields in net it kwked like

BU wouldn't need any more.

With 5:50 left in regulation, though. Murphy

took a bouncing puck across the crease. When Fields

tried to poke it away it went to Hennes, and he

slapped it into the net to make it I- 1.

Ryan Shannon had an empty net to shoot in 2:50

into overtime, but he missed. At the 4:56 mark ol

overtime, Tony Voce was taken down by Tom

Morrow, giving BC the man-advantage it needed.

There were 29 seconds left in the power play

when Murphy got a rebound in the slot and swiped

at it. beating Fields and sending the BC players over

the boards onto the ice to celebrate.

Associaied Press

Don
Brown

I highest national ranking in

Nonheastem history (No 1 1 in 2002)

2002 Attantic 10 Conference Coach of the

27-20 m lour yMre lA Nottwitem (2000-03)

Ud NofflwutefTi to first-ever NCAA playoff

1(2002)

2002 New Enj^and Foott)all Writers Coach

ofltieVMr

2002 Amertcan FoadMil Coaches

AnocMion Raglon I CoKh o( the Year

Defensive coordinator at UMass 1996-99

Defensive coordinator at Brown 1996-97

Plymouth sate Head Coach 1993-95 (25-6)

Freedom Conference Coach of the Year

1993.1994, 1995

1977 graduate of Norwich University

(Master s Degree from Plymouth State

(1996)

•Native of Spencar

Pitt. Star in Draft

NU*s Brown is new UMass head coach
FOOTBiUl from pigt •

I

' his tenure at

V>i which bepui in

2U0U. Brown admininercd a luul

overfwul o( the Huskies' prugram.

After a 2 »» nxord in I *NM v^th just

twi tcaeom in the 12

ycai ~ hit anivaL Biuwn led

NU to » 27-20 owcnl leooid over

four 4caium. capping hit tenure

Miih two cuiiMcutivc winning wa-

som thai ptvduced an 18-7 overall

imii and the prugram'i fim ever

NC AA i^qnffappearance in 20U2

Ljut seaaon. Brown led

\ rthcastem to «i ft-4 overall

icvonJ and a third-plaoe finish in

the -Xibntic 10 vMth a 6-5 confer-

eiKc record. He also had the

fluskies ranked at or near the lop

of the A- 1 in several sialiMical cat-

egories, including total ofTeme

(rirsi/451 .8 yard* per game), scor-

ing offc-iwe tsecond/54 5 points per

g)inH-> HXiring defenn: (third/18 2

pi.i :iK-) and total defense

if* J yards per ganiei

M linished the •cason ranked

No. 20 Ht ihc nation, and was the

onh squad to beat national cham-

pion r>claware The Huskies

downed the Blue Hens 24-14 on

Nov 8 at Parwns Fiekl in

Brooklmc.

In 2002 Brown led No(thea»-

tem to its best season in school his-

tory. With a IU-5 overall record

and a 7 1 mark in A- 10 contetts.

the Huskies set a smgfcr-seaion

school record for overall victories

and captured a share of the A- 10

title for the first lime in program

history.

For his efforts. Brown was

selected as the 2002 A 10

ConfercTKe Coach of the Year, the

2002 New England Football

Writers Coach of the Year, and the

2002 American Football Coaches

Asiociaiion Region I Coach of the

Yew.
Prior to his time in Brookline.

Bnwms two years at UMasa pro-

duced two of the best seasom in

school history, including a 12-5

record and a tuitional title in 1998

and a 9-4 record md a share of the

A to crown in 1999. The

Minutemen s 21 vktories during

Brown's two seasons as Whipple's

defensive coordinator also estab-

lisfwd a school record for most

wins dunng any two-year span.

*l ^xnt two great years here,

culminating in a national champi-

onship and an Atlantic 10 champi-

onship, and It was just a great

oiperieiKe to be pan of 2 1 wins in

two years here." Brown said. "I

was thrilkd about that chalkrnge

and obviously I'm more thrilk»l to

come back here as head coach in

2004.

Brown b^an his time under

W hippie as defensive coordinator

for the 1996 and '97 seasons at

Brown University, during whk;h

the Bears posted a 7-5 overall

record in 97 to match the pro-

gram's best overall record in 20

years Brown's defense also led the

nation with a school-record 28

interceptions that same year, whiW

ranking secortd nationally in take

aways with 56.

Brown's head coaching career

began at Plymouth (N.H.) Stale

Colk-gc fnjin 1995-95. where he

led the Panthers to a pair of

Freedom Conferetxe titk-s in 1994

and '95 Brown was tabbed

Freedom Confererwe Coach of the

Year during each of his three sea-

sons, in which PlyiiKHith State

posted an overall rxxord of 25-4>

and made two Divisiixi III playoff

appearance's, and was also hon

ored as the Amerxan Football

Coaches Association Districi I

Coach of the Year m 1994

A SpeiKer native. Brown

began his collegiate coaching

career as an assistant at

l^rtmouth in 1982. a year in

whkh he helped the Big Green

win the Ivy League title.

Brown. 48. is a 1977 graduate

of Norwich University, where he

was a running back for the Cadets.

He earned his master's degree

from Plymouth State in 1 996.

He and his wife Deborah have

four chikJa*n. including Rana, 21.

who is currently a senior nursing

student at UMass.

FITZ6EIIALJ)frompagta

laws. The ruling overturned

the league's rule barring players

from being eligible for the draft

before they were out of high

school for three years.

The 20-year-old Fitzgerald

was dominating last season. He
finished a close second to

Oklahoma quarterback lason

White in voting for the Heisman

Trophy, nearly becoming tfie first

sophomore to win the award.

He was the most proficient

receiver in Pittsburgh history and

set three NCAA records, includ-

ing most consecutive games with

a touchdown catch (18), most

touchdown catches for a fresh-

man-sophomore (54) and most

yards receiving by a sophomore

(1.672), besting Randy Moss'

1997 sophomore year He tied

the record for most games catch

ing a touchdown pass in a season

(12).

In 2005, Fitzgerald caught 87

passes and led all NCAA
receivers with 1,595 yards in 12

regular-season games. He had 22

touchdowTi catches, at least one

in each of Pitt's regular-ieaaon

games. He had hve catches for 77

yards in Pitt's loss to Virginia in

the Continental Tire Bowl.

He played in all 1 5 games as a

freshman and became a starter in

his third game In 2002, he had

69 receptions for 1.005 yards,

easily surpassing Antonio Bryant,

who caught a then-record 51

passes for 844 yards as a fresh-

man in 1 999.

Fourth is fine for men's tracl(

TRACK from page 8

jump for the Minutemen with a

jump of 1 5.60 meters, good

enough for second place in the

event.

"That's a good performance for

a nine-team f'lekl. but he didn't

jump as well as he has." O'Brien

said "But he has now familiarized

himself with the facility, which ls a

phis. You have good days and bad

days he competed hard, but his

absolute performance wasn't the

best.-

Senkx John O'Neil was aitoiher

top-three finisher for UMavs. tak-

u^ thin! in the 500 w\h 1 :06.65.

Abo taking third placx- was the

Minutemen s 1.600-meter relay

team, vk-ith 5 26.57.

The Minutemen had a score of

performers finish in fourth, fifth

and si.xth place lunior Ion

Kochoncn (840.22) look a fourth

place fmish in the 5000. and junior

Dave McMenamy (1:58.52) wc-nt

fourth in the 800 GWnn Opie and

lames Godinho ikd for fifth in the

high jump, with jumps of I 86

meters. Godinho also took home
fifth place in the kmg jump \»ith a

6.58-mcter leap Right behind

Godinho for sixth in thai event was

kjseph McCormack, with his jump

of 6.58 meters.

COME CHANGE YOUR LUCK ON...

FRIDAY THE 13TH

'J)» *J) e
STARS Winter Semiformal

Where: The Monkey Bar

(in the new addition)

When: Fnday. February 13

Time: 9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Cost: S10

V^'lf Cash Bar
UI.M.M

ckets can be pgfcnaseo at tt>e STARS UOie

or tnc Campus Cenlar Concourse from Fet> 2 Ftb 12

Of calf 577-1390 foe more deuiis

(D
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Bartenders Have More Spirit!

Why not be a bartender?

norroA
BdRTCnDCRI *

fciioDi of ;

nmcRicn .

rr ' MA
;'- serine

n.^

WORKOUT ON
CAMPUf!!

4 GYMS TO CHOOSF FROM FOR ONF I OW PRICL

Bi'iiis in tihia eld and
»elVG 0J».OO!!

(offei good until 2 13.04)

lliMiKiiiK H«'r>i<'«>H IU>«i4k'iitiiil Wdlnroo f riitcr**

• Washington 19'*' flixir

• JQA 19'^ flixu (Now Expanded'!)

• Lewis ba.scment

• Webster 1" flixir

• Wall Mounted TclcNisions

?i VAtLAbLEFOk ALL STUBEMTsU

Call TODAY! (413)747-9888

A'ww bostonbartender.com

Membership fee. $45 semester

$85/year
C««h cannot t>e •ccepl«d Pay »»«^ your UCARD or with a

chtidior money ordar

payabia lo UU><SS Housing ^
CALL577-WELL

Share the love

Teleflora's Roses

and Chocolate

Bouquet

Valentine's

Week:
Feb.9-Feb.l4

Teleflora's Crystal

Spiral Bouquet

Teleflora's Precious

Hearts Bouquet

QCnowCes TCower Sfiop

Interested In A Career In Business

Management Or Outside Professional Sales?

The Sherwin Williams Company U a $5 billion, Fortune 400 leader!

172 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002
413-253-3805

Daily

Delivery

FREE mylar balloon with a $15 purchase!!!

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES NEEDED THROUGHOUT NEW FN(,I AM)

Our Management Training Program is designed to provide you with all the

skills necessary for a successful career In management and/or outside pro-

fessional sales. The Program includes self-study modules, structured on-

the-job training, classroom instruction at our regional training facilities, and

job certification, as well as ongoing education throughout your career.

Training topics Include: credit management, human resources manage-

ment, professional sales, profit and loss, merchandising, Inventory man-

agernent, and customer service. Internships also available.

Send your resume to Michelle FIschman, Recruiter, 226 Talmadge Road.

Edison.NJ, 08817, Fax; 732-248-9730. E-mail: michelle.fi8chman»8herwln.com

' VISIT US AT THE CAREER FAIR 2
or SOM LOBBY FOR BREAKFAST 2/12

www.atwrwIn'WilHanut.eom
eof
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lust north of the apartments p
Great new deck! fi

r'; ri/ES. Team Pub Trivia!

Win Money and Prizes

PJ IVED. Harp Reggae Night
V

^; February Special!

MoUon: \t

^'- $2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher

In 'Stiirt vour own trddition"
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Lay «•«« / Vour nvaat and waary K««d

Tha iMfXt li faltMf / Vau hova eama te iat«^My t and

&taap no* / And draam af r*>a 9rma «••« canta ^•Itr*

Ttiay ara e«W>« / Pram acraas a dirraftt t»i»r*

Why do y«u ••ap'"

What ara y*^»% taart uyen yai* faea'>

oaw yaw w<M »»*

All af yaur faor* m»\ pan aaidy

Cafa w my vrmt

yau'P* •"»y »laap<nt

"Into tKi Wart"

DAin Weather Forecast
Fof Amherst

rL/f.SD/VV

a Hi^h: 4 J

a U)w: 2 J

. High: J5

a Low: 18

JHVRSDM
a High: 1'^

1
• Low: 1()

Dining Commons Menu
l)( lontact. 4n-S4S-2b26

IVNCH
• BB(.J fulktl Ptirii, Sandwich

• ( hit ken Pt^sto Nut Pasta

• l.il.ifel Pfxket Sandwich

DINNER
•( hicki'ii l\»t Pie

• BUu kened Catfish

• t l.irvest Stew

vegan

I

Production Crew
On sidit toiljv

\KiHI tOIJOR
hiwilif Ij^twiniti

rUOTO TfCHNKIAN
-\m/few T,tmul\ tMs

(On IDITOR

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
sh,mrHtn f.unnfihm

rKOlHK Tl()\ STAFF
(,7f/i stijuh Sikitl.i> F M^rkanhtruH»

HOROSCOPES

>
<
Q
UJ

Z
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H
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I want to write music. I want
to sit down right now at my piano

and write a song that people will

listen to and remember, and do
the same thing every morning for

the rest of my life.

-lonjthan, the m.i/n c /wrdcfer otionathan Urson's tick, in k /-'f 'f ni'

aquarius • i\n juhh in

II s IH>I \ I • " ' " ''' >""!•< ' "\ I lil.inv

grneli* ^

pisces • In \<> \\

I wtHildn't put y«Kjr finf^f there it I weri'

ycHJ.

arics • stsR. 21 -Am. h
Si)mc' |x*«)()l<> ( .m IrrfalK rink velvet. Vou

cannot.

taurus • \ K 2o-ma% jo

That's an unusual was ot initlin^; it.

gemini • m\> 21 un ji

Ke.u t U> Inirttu! worrK in ,i nf>n-,ii4tir«''.

sive m.infUT

cancer • 1 . jj 1

Wear vour hat todav. Yt)ur hair is not

Ix'having.

leo • '
-. -v.. -•-:

I orgft ( l.isM-s T.iki" .» rikuJ trip to Ne>*-

lersev.

virgo a \ J

1

I iikI out fxiw mam licks it lakes to Ret lo

the { vnivf ot .1 Tix^sie Pop.

libra . stpt. 2M>
( .11 lind your Valentine in NYC

Scorpio • < V • ji-Nov. 21

You are a big loser t(Kla\. Co Ivu k lo

•>liiTJ

Sagittarius • \ .' I'l j\

\ttfni|>t til ( omix'tc in a r(Kleo. It suits

\ (HI

Capricorn • i>. .j h^. i^j

Don't let vour head get too big. You

won't tit thrcKigh the <kK»r

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
AWOlNf FMFNTSMAPARTMfM K)R Rf \T^ APARTMfM (OR RlM AtK) FOR SAIF

$450 Group

Fundraiser Sche-

duling Bonus 4

hours i)t your

group's time PLUS

our tree (yes, free)

fundraising solu-

tions EQUALS
$l,L\X)-$2.0Win

earnings for your

group. Call TODAY
for a $450 K)nus

when you schedule

your non-sales

fundraiser with

CampusFundraiser.

Contact

CampusFundraiser,

(888)923-^2^8, or

visit www.campus-

fundraiscr.com

M'\RtMfNr K)R RENT

Hohart Condos ^

hcdr(H)m, hardwood

fltKirs, study area in

basement. Cable,

telephone (internet

.iccess) in all K-d-

rooms and study.

NOW SHOW1NC5
for JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO
bt^. vvww.anihcr-

stlincolnrealtv.com

253-7879

Stylin' Spaces!

Sugarloaf Estates

Modern 2 Bedroom

Apartment homes!

Ciet a sweet deal

when you move in:

FREE Dell Laptop

t'omputer or 1/2 oft

1
^' month's rent «Si

1/2 off security

deposit! Opi-'U

Saturdays. Move in

TOPAY! Tele-

phone: (413)665-

3856 www.sugar-

loaf_estates@aspen-

square.com

Center oi town 1

,

2, 3 bedriHims;

hardwood floors.

NOW SHOWINO
for JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO
FEES. www..uuher-

stlincolnrealtv.com

253-7879

AUTO FOR SAtF

Sporty! Nis,san

Pathtindcr SE

Utility 4door with 4

wheel drive 1995.

$4500 1-413-687-

7510

1992 Silver Ford

Taurus. Excellent

condition. $1600

ll8K.C:all 549-

39 30 210-9691 All

power

2000 KIA Sportage

Must Sell Leaving

country. C-D, AC',

4Wn, SunnH)f,

BiH.k Price $6000

A.skinK$5l\\M13-

695-3034

$503!!! Police

Impounds, Hondas,

Chevy's, Jeeps, etc.

For listin>:s 1 -HOC-

319-3323 Ext. 4554

FMPtOYMENT

$250 to $500 a

week Will train to

work at home

Helping the U.S.

C Kivernment hie

HUn/FHA mort-

gage refunds No
experience neces-

sary Call Toll Free

1-866-5 37-2907

500 Camp Jobs NY,

PA, New England.

1-800-443-6428

www.summercam-

pemployment.com

F VtlMO>ME\T

Summer Nanny

position C^arinn tor

2 boys 5 and 8.

Weekends Sprini:

and Fall. Full Time

(40 h.nirs).

Experience pre-

ferred. Call 625-

2288.

"Bartendinj;"

$250/nay Potential.

No Experience

Nesc. Tr.iinin^; pro-

vided. 1-800-965-

6520 Ext. 1 62

Photoyraphy poM-

tion avail. ible.

Photographer tor

Whitewater trips.

Some photography

experience neces-

sary. Weekeiuls

Spring arid Fall.

Full Time Summer

season. Call 625-

2288 Deiulline

2/26/04

EMPLOYMENT

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

d.iv potential, l.oc.il

po>iiion>. 1-800-

>)3-39,SS cxt 5W-I

Marketing A^^eiuv

Seeks C")uti,'oini;

lliyh Eiieryv Indivi-

duals tor promotions

$15/hour 888-477

fi6h8 www.haiispro-

motions.ci'in

Whitewater Ratt

guides neeiled at

C Tib .Apple

Whitew.iter, Full or

P.irt-Time jobs. Nc
Hxperunce neces

s.nv Will train.

625-2288 lor Into.

IVadline .^'V./iM

ENTERTAINMENT

lixpeneiueJ I lip-

llopni4l3-3^v

TRAVEL

Sprinu Break 2004.

Tr.ivel with STS,

.America's «I

'student Tour

Opir.iior to

l.mi.iK 1. I. '.UK tin,

.Acipultit. Bah.imas

ind Florida. Now
hirini; campus reps.

Call ttir ^:roiip dis-

i . "iini^

Intormation/Reserv

at ions |-S00-(-»4S-

4849 or

www.ststravel.com

For more intorma-

tion cont.ict STA
Travel at 4M-25tv

i:m

.Spring Break 2004

It's here. book now!

1 owesi Prices

I loitest P.iriies «1

.Airlines What more

can you ask tor!!!

www.sunsplash-

iours.com 1800-

426-7710

TRAVEL

-1 Sprinu Bre.ik

Vacations! Cancun,

J.imaica, .Ac.ipiiico,

B.iham.is, 6».

Florida! Besr

Parties. Best Hotels.

Best Prices! Sp.ice

is limited! Book

Now <Si Saw '.

1

800-2 34-7007

\\\vw.endless>um-

mertours.com

887-4-CANc:UN

Besr price. UMASS
\T:N1X^R selling

sprinu break pack-

ages. Po not get

scimmed. C^ancun,

Ne^ril Acapiiico,

Bahamas, Florid.i.

$$$ campus reps

earn $$$.

Flipnalion.com

877-4-cancun.
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Brown takes the helm
FornierNU
coach is new

UMass chief
B\ MiKh VL\K/nii

Don ^nr*n. a lonner defensive cuordina

lor lor the Mas.sat.hu>etts fooihull team. Iwi>

reiunicd to LMavs a> the teain"> head coach,

in a ii»«..vc that hav brxxighi criikism and pos-

Mblc legal actmn fmm his fomier employer.

Nonhea>tem UniNersilv

BrovtTi. who served as the ViinutenKii's

defensiM- ..oordinalor during the I'WB and

^»i Ncasons. ha> spent the last lour seasons as

ik- head coach at Northeaslenv He replatt's

Mark Whipple, who resigned in lanuarv to

hetoine the quarterbacks coach lor thi

National hootball leagues Pittsburgh

Si(.vler«

"Through ni> own interaction with him

and the leedbut.i, I have rcxeived throughout

the last >everal da\>. it became vers clear lo

nic- that [\x\ BruwTi was the perfect lit for the

head Loaching portion at UMau.* UMass

Alhiciic ranxtor Mw Mcl'utcheon said "He

has won wherever he has been and was a

ma^>r reascm wh> we have a national champi-

onship troph) in the trxjph) case."

-| spent two of the best years ol m> life

here as the defensive c-oordinator. and I am
rvaih looking forward to coming hack as head

,t h.' Brown sakl 'This is an outstanding

.

I
i\>nunit\ for me and m> familv We ».oukl

not be more thrilled lo be returning U'

\'"herM.

We helped build a championship pn>

gram thc-rv and we expect it to continue to be

a championship p>rogram."

Ijtc last evening. Northeastern Athletics

Director I>ave O'Brien ivsued a sutement

regarding BiowTis resignation Irom the

school, and subsequent hiring at UMass In

the >tatcnKnl. O'Brien objcvted to the dcvi-

tion. and alleged that UMass "intentionally

sfxAx with Coach Brown in direct contraven-

tion of our cmpbyiTvni contract We inteixl

to review our legal options in addressing the

ethical and legal cor>cctns stemming frnm

UMa<w' actions.'

According to tfw statement, which

appeared on the Northeastern .'Xthk-tKs Web
site last night, the NU Athkrtic fX-partment

dkl not grant UMass permissk)n to speak with

Brx)wn. due to the fact that it had ju.st exictKl-

ed Brc>wTi's contract and increased compensa-

tkwi. w hich O'Brien wrxrte had been explained

ti) UMass.

lormer UMas.s Athk-tk Director Thorr

B)om told The Associated Press yesterday thai

he was never denkxl permission to speak i>

Brown.

SeeFOOTMLLonpi«e6

Defense is

hot topic for

new coach
By MiKt Marzeu-I

Collit-IAN SlAFf

iW

<

New I'Mass head fwlKill c.vtch Don Brown speaks to reporters and plavers vesterdav at thi Mu

a former UMass defensive ctxwdinator. ci>mc» back to Amherst after four successful years at Northc

i TAMUITNAMIXUM •! < ^

ns Center. Brown,

astern.

Massachusetts freshman safety lames

Ihedigbo does not pretend to be a reporter,

nor is he a journalism major planning to

enter the media. Nonetheless, the Amherst

Regional product who enjoyed a stellar rook-

ie campaign in 2003 felt compelkxi to raise

his hand and ask a question of his new foot-

l)all coach before the introductory press con-

ference announcing his arrival had coiKiud-

ed

"What kind of defense are wc going to

run?" Ihedigbo asked with his hand sheep-

ishly in the air

"I can guarantee you this." Don Brown,

UMass' new gridiron guru responded. "We'll

base out of a fourman front, we'll move into

a thrcv-man Iront aikl all quarterbacks better

get ready, because that's our goal. We've got

•-pet after the detision-maker.

I'm a believer in no risk, no reward. I

don I think you can upset peopk- and win iHg

games unUrss you're willing to take chances.

I believe in aggression and aggressivef>ess.

not four-man rushes, getting after the quar-

terback. PeopW are going to know UMass is

here to plav. no question about it

"

And with that, the Don Brown era at the

Universitv of Massachusetts has begun —
Atlantic 10 ollensc"s beware

"Oh yvah. we're excited about him."

Ihedigbo said. "We know he's an aggressive

coach. We've talked with players in the past

who've played for him. and they say he's a

defensive genius The way he ci>mes up with

plays and schemes, it's like he's thinking

defense in his skxp."

With four years at Northeastern under his

belt, the fomwr UMass defensive coordina-

tor who helped bring the national crown lo

the Pioneer \alley under Mark Whipple in

IW>» has establishc"d himself as a premier

coach at the Division l-AA k*vel.

Whik at NU. he was the mastermind of

one of the greatest lumarvxiixk in recent

mcnnory at the Diviswn I AA level, turning a

perennial A- 10 laughing stock into a natkxi-

al litk: contender in a little over two yean

and gukJing the Huskies to the first confer-

erwe title in school history.

Riding the strength of a smash-mouth

rushing attack and a punishing defense.

Brown turned the Huskies into a ferocious

group that took the conferctKe by storm in

2002 and advanced to the NCAA playoffs

for the first time in school history.

Brown then carried over his success into

See DEFENSE on page 6

Men's track grabs 4th Franke gets nod
By Breni)A!s Hall

( ^>1 111.IAN ^'TArf

The Massachusetts men's indoor track team

shcAved several strong performances to add up lo a

fourth-place result at the URI Mega Meet Saturday in

Kingst(.)n. R.I

The Minutcmen liillicd b5 points to finish lourth

out of nine teams Rounding out the lop thre'C were

Rhode Island (2W points), Bucknell ( 1 38) and Brown

(ton.

"We had some good individual performances."

UMass coach Ken O'Bric-n said. "But I still feet as

though we're a bit rusiy . not near our potential yet

Obviously with 19 best performances of the year |at

the meet! we are improving. |but| I thought we might

show a little better."

Senior Kwesi Frimpong-Boateng's effort at the

Mega Meet earned him the Atlantic 10 Male Track and

Field Perfomicr of the Week award. Frimpong

Boateng set a new school record and an A- 10 season-

best time in the 55-meter dash, clocking in at b.33 sec-

onds, and extending his streak of first-place 55-metcr

finishes to three Frimpong-Boateng also took home

fourth in the 200-meter at 22.48. In just his third meet

ol the year, ihc senior luis already qualifkxl for the New

England Championships.

"He's now in the gap in tenns of readiness."

O Brien sjiid "It's a tough evc-nt to run. especially with

the length of his stride and all. and he came through

well."

rhe Rhode Island Rams had the strongest perfonn-

aiKc ol da\. outscoring their nearest competitor by

nearly UK) points. Senior Colin Aina led the Rams

with <i lirsi place finish in the 55-mcter hurdles (7.37).

and a second-place linish in the long jump with a dis-

tance of 23-2 1/2. The trio of Eric Gmcc (21.'J5).

Ashhad Agyapong (22.22) and Rob Rjhnson (22.45)

swept the 2t)0-meter dash The Rams also got a 1-2-3

sweep in the weight throw from Sean Bramely. Dan

GcKiin. and Andre Reid.

Bucknell was another strong perfonner at the meet,

taking home lirst place in four different events. Dan

Costello won the mile with 4: 1 7.47, |eff Arck won the

pole vault v^iih a personal-best 15 fcvt. three indies,

and NiK-l Powell won the long jump with 23-4 1/2 in

the effort for ihe Bison.

lunior Henry Smith came up strong in the triple

See IKACK on page 6

Senior makes

watch hst for

RO.Y. award
By TiM>li FtJSTER

Oil in. IAN Staik

Fitzgerald will enter NFL Draft
By Charles Sheehan

Assoc lATEIl Pm.SS

PITTSBURGH (AP) — Urry

Fitzgerald finally made the deci-

sion everyone expected: to enter

the NFL draft.

The Heisman Trophy runner-

up said yesterday that he would

forgo his collegiate career at

Pittsburgh to turn professional.

His announcement came four

days after he was declared eligi-

ble for the draft.

Fitzgerald, who will turn 21 in

August, is projected to go early in

ihe draft. Though the receiver

played just two seasons with the

Panthers, that was enough time

for him to break several .school

and NCAA records.

"The main reason people

come to college is to better your

chances of making a living, and I

think that my two years that I've

had here, I've given myself a gcxxl

opportunity to make a pixxl living

... for myself and to support my
family." Fitzgerald said.

He petitioned the NFL to

allow him to enter the draft

despite two seasons ol play.

Fitzgerald left the Academy of

Holy Angels in Richfield. Minn.,

midway through his senior year

in 2001 and transferred to Valley

Forge (Pa. I Military Academy to

boost his grades for college.

The NFL cleared the way for

Fitzgerald lo enter the April draft

because he is three years past his

senior year of high school.

"I'm very confident in my abil-

ity," he said. "I know there's

going to be skeptics and there's

going lo be people out there crit-

icizing this and criticizing that,

but all-in-all I know I can play the

game of football."

The league's decision on

I itzgerald came on the same day

a federal judge ruled running

back Maurice Clarett could also

turn pro despite playing only one

season at Ohio State.

In that ruling Thursday, the

judge said NFL rules regarding its

draft violate federal antitrust

See FITZGERALD on page 6

Senior outfielder Aisha Franke. a 2003 All-

Conference and All-Regional selection, has been

named to the initial watch list for the 2004 USA

Softball Collegiate Player of the Year. She is one of

40 contenders for the year-end award, the only

honor of its kind in college softball.

Franke, who saw limited action but played in 48

games as a freshman, started 64 of 65 games as a

sophomore, and became a key member of the

Massachusetts softball team as a junior last season.

Now, Franke finally has the chance to gain some of

the spotlight after displaying all the tools of a com-

plete centerfielder.

"It's nice to see people notice all the hard work

you put into it." Franke said. "My teammates have

been helping me out and coach 1 Elaine Sortinoj has

been really working with me a lot such as being con-

sistent.

"Now. I'm swinging more than I have before and

I'm really excited. It's makes me more ready to go

out and prove people right, like, watch out [for

mel'."

Along with senior catcher Jaime Cahalan. Franke

has emerged as one of the leaders on a young

Minutewoman team. Sortino credits the centerlield-

er's easygoing personality and strong desire to

improve herself.

"I think she does an outstanding job leading the

outfield, setting the tone and riiising the bar on work

ethic." Sortino said. "There are goals I think this year

offensively for her, because she can really hit the ball.

She opens up a lot of different possibilities that will

force I
the other team) to make decisions, because

she could exploit a defense."

Franke has steadily improved since her arrival at

I \l,i" \s a freshman, she struggled at the plate

going only 8-for 42 (.l*W) and stole a mere six bases

in limited action. She broke out in her sophomore

year, when she batted 340 on the year, scored 26

liriKs and stole 16 bases.

The Philadelphia native has gained a reputation

as one of the best outfielders in the Atlantic 10.

Franke finishc-d last season with a .403 batting aver-

age, tops in the A- 10 and 40th in the nation. She

possesses tremendous speed, with 18 stolen bases in

20 attempts last season, the seventh most steals in

UMass history.

"It's definitely a goal of mine to beat last year's

batting average," said Franke. whose .347 career

avg. ranks fifth all-time at UMass. "I continue to just

go game by game. I used to say I want one or two

hits every game, but now I want to push myself more

and maybe get two or three hits."

Adding to her consistent swing and speed on the

basepaths, Sortino has changed her centerfielder's

swing lo add power. Franke has never hit a home run

in her collegiate career and is not known as a slug-

ger. But she has worked on improving her power to

combine with her speed to pull more extra base hits.

"She's among the best contact hitters especially

from the left side," Sortino said. "A player she

should pursue is (former Minutewoman) Mandy

Galas. Atlantic 10 Player of the Year in 1999. The

difference between Franke and Galas is Aisha has

more explosive power than Galas does."

The boost of power has raised 5-foot-6 senior's

confidence to new heights. Franke was the team's

bunt artist last .season, often legging out an infield

single to get a rally started. Defenses would shift

their infield and outfield in. By adding power lo her

swing, the entire defense is now vulnerable to a

multi-dimensional hitter.

"Coach Sortino has changed my swing a lot to

add some power and I've been working on it a lot,"

said Franke, who credits her coach for much of her

success. "I feel like I can really put the ball .some-

where and get those extra bases. I can't wait until she

gives me the swing away."

The initial list of 40 players will be reduced to 25

finalists on April 6. followed by a second list of 10

linalists. The final three candidates will be deter-

mined on May 1 1 . and the winner will be announced

at Ihe 2004 Women's College World Series in

Oklahoma City.

he
Toby Keith, country music's king

of controversy, takes Mullins

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 6

The Don Brown era begins for

UlVlass football.

SPORTS, PAGE 10
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Supreme Court

Justice Scalia 'quacks'

over interpretation

A WHOLE NEW WORLD
Kellv O'Brien, an on-campu* Peace Corps recruiter talk» to t*»o studetrti yerterdiv at the Career Fair in the basement oi the Campus

Center. The students, fn.m left to rif^t are Kate Hib»4hman and Lorctta Scapin, who are Knh senior Landscape Architecture maiors.

The Peace Cor|» recruitment office is at 41 Hill* St.uth for all thiwK- whti might be interested.

Students lobby against international fee

By Ji 1 ih 0'IX)SNHI
Court. IAN StAff

AMHERST University of

Massachusetts students gathered at North

Village apartments last night, asking for

signatures on a petition soliciting

Chancellor John Lombardi to repeal the

New International Student Fee. The fee

requires international students to pay an

,. ! 7 .il $65 on their tuition bills, itart-

pring semester.

Ihe lee helpv lund the government

Student and Exchange Visitor Information

System. SEVIS, as its known, requires all

international students to register personal

information into a database directly con-

nected to the Department of Homeland

Security. This allows the go\ernmcnt to

monitor the activities of any international

student in the nation: it can pinpoint facts

on a person, ranging from his or her major

to academic status.

The International Programs Office

devised the new fee to fund this system,

and in turn, the $65. payments due March

1 1 , has drawn the attention of hundreds in

opposition.

The SEVIS program has been drawn

from the USA Patriot Act, which passed in

legislation after the events of Sept. II.

2001 . The goal of the Patriot Act is to pro-

tect U.S. citizens from potential terrorists.

Several of the airline hijackers on Sept. 1

1

acquired their pilot licenses from student

visas.

Ibrahim Dahlstron-flakki. who works

for the UMass Graduate Employee Offi>.

is outraged at the fee

"We're not going to pay it," he said "If

the University insists on implementing the

fee. we will organize our meml>ers and

refuse to pay
"

If the fee is not paid, late fees can be

added. Eventually international students

and faculty could face possible repercus-

sions like expulsion from UMass, or even

U.S. deportation.

"I am worried to some extent, but if we
gel enough people to refuse to pay. then I

think that the University has to recognize

that.' Ibrahim said.

Chris Vials. CEO president feels the

University is isolating international stu-

dents and faculty, and recommends anoth-

er course of action that would also comply

with national regulations.

"We would prefer if the cost was

shared by all students." he said. "Then it

would be around $4 per student."

GEO !•> currently (.itgani/uig a campaign

against the fee. including the aforemen

lioned petition A rally is slated for Feb.

19 outside the Student Union at noon lo

further awareness.

"We do understand that there is a

budget crisis, but I think I the $65 fee) is

. riminatory." Ibrahim ••aid "I leel sin-

.1 out bv the administration: it has not

been supportive jof international studenis

and faculty).'

Ibrahim and several others in opposi-

tion of the fee have already collected over

1.000 signatures on the petition ihus far.

and plan to account for hundreds more

after tallying last night's petitioning.

Tomorrow, signature collections will fcKU*

on Lincoln Apartmenls

GEO meets today with Chancellor

Lombardi with hopes that he will under-

stand the 'anger and outrage Irom the fac-

ulty and students, and eventually elimi-

nate the fee.

'We need a lot of support from every-

one on campus." Ibrahim said of this

goal's likelihood.

Ibrahim maintained that individuals

calling and e-mailing the chancellor with

concerns was yet another way to get this

message heard.

Bv Yoi'Stt Ml'NAYYtR

( iillK.IAN SrA»>

AMHERST — Supreme Court

lustice Antonin Scalia spoke on

"Constitutional Interpretation"

last night before a packed

lohnson Chapel at Amherst

L ullege

Although some of the atten-

dees were opposed to Scalia 's

stance, audience members were

Acrall re^pectlul.

Recently, lustice Scalia 's credi

biliiy as a judge has been in qucs-

Mon F-arlier this year, Scalia went

II a duck-hunting trip with his

long time friend. U.S. Sice

PreMdent Richard Cheney. The

trip came only weeks after the

Supreme Coun deckled to accept

a case in which Vke Presklenl

Cheney is a defendant.

Critks have bcvn in an uproar

over the uiwthical natua* and tim-

ing of this trip, openly calling for

S«.alia to reiiKive himself Irom the

impending trial Senators |oe

l.iebennan and Patrick Leahey

h.ivc openly asked the cc>url about

procedures lor removing Scalia

due to conllk t of interest

l>rspile the controvei^y sur

rounding his posiikxt. Scalia 's lec-

ture focused on his views on con-

stitutional interpretation

Labeling himself an "original

ist," a person who believes in

inierpnriing the Constiiutkm for

it original meaning. Scalia crili

cized any oifwr way of inierpret-

inc the Consiitu'km.

He K'licvo ilui he. akmg with

lustke ClarciKe Tfiomas. are the

only two "uriginali"-!'" lefi on ihc

court.

"Over the last hi >..»> wc

have embraced. iGod. I hate the

phrasel the living Constitution .'

Scalia said.

"Don't call me a strict con-

struclionalist I don't mind

quack, quack, quack." he said,

poking fun at the hunting cvmlro^

versy: "But lin not a strict con-

struclionalist
'

Scalia also expressed his sor-

row at that way the judicial sys-

tem has been heading.

"At the end of the road, the

living constitution' will lead to

the destruction of the

Constitutkm." Scalia said "My

principle is to take the words and

what they meant when ihev were

adopted
"

Scalia was very ckrar on whai

he believes the roll that the

Supreme Court should play

Marbury v. Madison, the land-

mark Supreme Court case that

gave couriN ifw jxjwer to declare

justices interpreters of the law.

Scalia believes the ruling gave the

court overly extensive powers

Nearly 600 people attended

the event .Among them were pro-

testers of luslKe Scalia's strong

conservative staive.

The first three rows ol the

room were filled with spectaior«

wearing black armbands, symbol-

izing tfieir dissent.

The ^iknt protest was orpn-

ized by a coalition of student

groups as pan of a "Right to

Know' campaign

"We want to be respectful

etxMjgh to gel nxxlerate^ to agree

with us," said Emilv Silberstein of

the Amfwrst Feminist^ Alliance

Silberstein saki Scalia^ deci-

sions "speak for ifHrmselves."

Silberstein, along with other

groups in the coalitk>n handed

out literature during the Icxture.

whkh highlighic"d Scalia's very

conservative Ntances on issues

such as capital punishment aiKl

civil libertk**

lusike Antonin Scalia was

•ppoinied to the Supreme Court

by President Ronald ReafMt ki

|4iil6 artd was affirmed by the

US Senate by a vote of 98-0

President George W Bush has

said in the past that he woukl like

to appoint more justice'^ in the

luiure like Scalia

\licT hiv -pecch |u»iKc Scalia

held a brief nue^lion and ar-wcr m.->-

sKXi in vkhich fic enleridincd qucs-

Ikm* from the crowd

One allendee asked ihc lu>.|icc a

quolKin regarding hi*. Ie(nliniac> and

panialilv regarding the duck hunting

ciiniruvcrsv.

lustice Scalia <implv replied,

"This is nc« the place to get into that

Ouack Uuack"

Job fairs provide student employment opportunities

The African. Latino. Asian and Native

.American |ob Fair begins today, from 5:50-8:50

p.m. in the Campus Center auditorium. Also,

from 10 a.m. till 3 p.m., over 60 employers from

different areas of business will be at the Career

Services annual Campus-Wide Career Fair. Co-

Op and Summer lob Fair and the Life Sciences

and Environmental Career Fair. Employers will

gather in the Campus Center auditorium to meet

with University of Massachusetts students

The goal for today's fairs is to provide a look

into employment opportunities for students of all

majors, providing students with a chance to

explore various career options and gather further

information on professional connections and

training.

Organizations from all over the United States

will be offering positions in varying fields: educa-

tion, communication, health care, sales and mar-

keting, software, environment, non-profit and

social services, research and development,

biotechnology, manufacturing, financial services

and more. During the ALANA |ob Fair, employ-

ers will focus on the diversity of their workforce.

Associate Director and Career Fair

Coordinator for Career Services Tina Acker feels

it is "important for students to keep an open

mind and consider all the possibilities when

attending any of these events."

"Employers are often willing to train the right

person, regardless of college major." she said

The ALANA |ob Fair is co-sponsored by the

Bilingual Collegiate Program, the Committee for

the Collegiate Education of Black and Minority

Students. Diversity in Management Education

Services, the Minority Engineering Program, the

United Asia Learning Resource Center and

Career Services.

The Co-Op and Summer |ob Fair will be held

tomorrow from 10 a.m. till 3 p.m. also in the

Campus Center Auditorium This event will

showcase pre-professional opportunities that are

becoming a prerequisite for college graduates

who want to qualify for good jobs upon gradua-

tion.

This year. 30 employers will come to the fair

in search of candidates for paid semester-long

and summer co-ops and credit internships.

A Summer Camp Employment Day. also

scheduled tomorrow, invites students to explore

job opportunities available at both overnight and

day camps around New England and across the

country.

•Keyana Brown

Govenor ready to unveil budget

to fix MA State roads and bridges

Boston man pleads innocent to

post-Super Bowl accident charges
BOSTON (AP) — The lawyer

for a man accused of killing a per-

son while driving drunk through a

post-Super Bowl melee said his

client was lleeing a violent mob
when the incident occurred.

Stanley liloma. 24. of the city's

Mattapan section, is charged with

motor vehicle homicide after he

allcgcxlly killed 21 year-old lames

Grabowski and injured four others

when he drove his sport utility

vehicle into a crowd of Patriots

fans near Noiiheasteni University

after the Feb. 1 game.

Filoma. who previously [nisic-d

$10,000 bail, pleaded innocent

yesterday to new charges, three

counts of leaving the scene of an

accident that caused bodily injury,

ludge Milton Wright declined to

increase bail as prosecutors asked,

but he did order Filoma to surren-

der his passport, said David

Procopio. spokesman for the

Suffolk district attorney's office.

Filoma's lawyer, Bruce L.

Namenson. said his client was try-

ing to escape from a situation "that

was pretty tantamount to a riot

after the game. He was caught in

the middle of it. Objects were

thrown at his car. He was nervous.

His windshield was smashcxi. He
was trying to get out of there any

way he could. He was in fear of his

own life and safety at the time."

Filoma allegedly struck five

pedestrians with his Toyota L.and

Cruiser, killing Grabowski. the son

of a state police captain. |ason

Stackiewicz, 21. and Joshua

Bersey. 21. were injured in the

head. Thomas Pasqualc. 1*^. suf-

fered a leg injury. Lucas Barosky

was also injured, Procopio said.

Three hours after the incident,

Filoma allegedly registered a blcKxi

alcohol level ut O.W. higher than

Ihe legal limit uf 0.08. He was

charged last wcvk with motor vehi-

cle homicide while operating under

the inlluence of alcohol.

Associated Press

I'AlKH.i.^Ml iH'NSfci-L^Ax-,*', iAiht-ikt.'^^

Massachusetts Gov, Mitt Romnev addresses n news conference vesterdav in Boston, talking

about plans for the state to c»>ntinue to spend $400 million a year until 2012 to upgrade cruinhling

roads and bridges.

BOSTON (AP) — Gov. Mitt Rumney lilcd a

$1.15 billion tninsportation bond hill yestcidav

that guaiiinices $4tK) million annually to repair

local roads and bridges that have long been

overshadowed b\ Boston's Big Dig.

The funding would continue until 2012.

extending a federal requirement piissed m 2001

that the state spend at least $400 million annu

ally on repair^ other than ihc Big Dig. That

agreement was set to expire next year, but

Romnev said communities outside Boston

deserve the help.

'There's been a big sucking sound. " Romney

said, referring to Big Dig spending. "The state

has heard it loud and clear."

The $I4.C> billion Big Dig huiicd Interstate

^'^ beneath Boston. It's several years late and

several billion dollars over budget.

Romney 's proposal calls for $54 million to

promote development near comnuiiei rail

See ROMNEY on page 3
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Weekly Calendar of events
lump lie J by Sjra- Megan Walsh February ii - February 17 2.004

Today
Amhenl Colkge Richard D. Kahlenberg. one irf the

nation's leading writers un education, equal opportunity and

civil rights, will give a lecture entitled. "A Call for

Socioeconomic Desegregation of U.S. Public Schools" at 4

p.m. in Porter Lounge of Converse Hall.

Amherst College — At 8 p.m.. "Zora's Eiarbeque" a new play

by Julia Brownell (AC 04) will play in Kirby Theater "Zora's

Barbeque" tells the story of Zora, a sex<razed therapist, who
holds an indoor barbeque at her house at which sex,

"Twister" and death ensue. Tickets are free but reservations

are reconunended. The play will also be perlonned at 8 p.m.

on both Friday and Saturday. The play will run through Feb

14.

'

u n day ID
Mount Holyoke College — Weil Dav^s. Five College

Women's Studies Research Associate at Long Island

University-CW Post, will present a talk entitled ^A

Scurribus. Vkious and Libelous Book ": Suppressing a Tell-

All in 1955." at 4;50 p.m at the Five ColWge Women's

Studies Researvh Center

tniversit) of MiMachusetts — Dr. lames Farrow, gastroen-

terologist trom Cahlomia. will give a presentation on p f j d a V
"Sudarshan Kriya" at 4 p.m., 5 p.m. and b p.m. in Campus -^

Center room 917 Farrow will tell how "Sudarshan Kriya' is

a >pLvial breathing technique thai is known to reduce the

level of stress hormones in the brain and has betieficial efftxts

tor multiple illnesses.

13 Monday
Smith College — .At 5 p.m.. Onawiimi lean Moe will pres-

ent "Talk that Talk" a presentatkxi of folkbric stories from

around the world in the Helens Hills Chapel

16

Mount Hoiyokc CdOete — Professot loiiy Smith. Tufts

Univci->ii>. will present a kxture entitled. "Can .America

Democratize Iraq'.'" at 7:50 p.m. in Gamble Auditorium.

Smith Coikgc — At 8 p.m., there will be "Musk^l Tribute to

FIsie Irwin Sweeney", featuring tlie Elsie Irwin Swe«)ey

Chair in Music Monica |akuc and frietxls at the Sweeney

Concert Hall in Sage.

T () m () r r o w
Mount Holyoke College Kaiiiarine Park, member of the

IXjianincni ul ihc History of Science at Harvard University,

will speak mi "Wonders of Art and Nature: Cultures <rf

Cdk-ciing in l^jrlv Modem Europe" at 7 p.m. in Gambk
Auditunum.

AmhcrM College - "The Vagina Monologue*" will be per-

loniK-d by 55 Amherst Colkrge Mudents at 7 p.m in Cole

\NM.-mbl> Room of Converse Hall Tickets cost $5 for stu-

dents. $5 for Amherst Faculty, stall and the general public.

Tickets shoukl be purehased in advance at Keele Campus

Center or in \ak.-ntine Hall during the wcdi d the perform-

aive

Satura ay 14

LIMaM — From 9:30 a.m to 5 p.m.. Eduardo Leandro and

ThomK Hannum will lead "Percussion Day' in room 56 of

the Fuw Am Center. The clink is free and open to all

UMan — The Bareruiked L..adies will perform live in concert

at the Mullins Center. Tickets cost $55 and $45 To purehase

the tickets and fw more infomiatkxi. contact the Mullins

Center at 545-0505

Smiih Coikgc — At 450 p.m.. Mkhael R. Dkrtrich. from the

Department of Bkilogkal Sciences of Dartmouth College,

will give a lecture entitWd. "Keeping Time: The Molecular

Clock as Boundary Concept" in McConnell B05

Hampshire Collei^ - Ekwueme Michael Thelwell,

Professor of Literature and Writing in the WEB. DuBoLs

Depanment of Aliv-American Studies at UMass, will speak

on "lames Baldwin. American prophet: We have Seen His

Righteous VVitness" at b:50 p m in the Main l^ture Hall of

Franklin Patterson Hall He will share his personal opinions

about the politk:al and social effects of the work of lames

BaUwin, a gi«at American author and moral witness.

Tuesday 17

Hampkhire College — At b p.m.. Hampshire vmII be show

ing the tilm "lames BakJwin: The Price trf a TKkct." in West

Lxture Hall o< Franklin Patterson Hall The film is being

shown in honor of Black History Month
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Tired of the Dorms?

S NEVER TOO EARLY TO
FOR AN APARTMENT
UNCOLN REAL ESTATE*

\ ur the Record

I orn\iion Dan Pomerov was incorrectly identified a* an officer in

ihe Pnde of Lions organization in a Page One artick: yesterday

Pomeioy is an officer in the Pride Alliance organization

ALL STAFF MEETING
Feb. 18 at 7 p.m. in the

newsroom. New writers

are eneoiiraijeJ-

<r THE ALANA JOB FAIR
I t ( ' \ I \ I I I I I t ^ « / / \ \ / / / / f • i< ' ' -- I / < / I \ I I \ I / f ' > \ I I-

Coop/ IntcMHship C^pportLinitic^s

StinTTTTcr/ PcM-mancM^t EniploxmcMTt

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 2004

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM
UMASS AMHERST
5:30 PM~8:30 PM

/
A,

ALL STUDENTS :

ARE INVITED ! T

^ »
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Suicide bombing outside Iraqi police

station kills dozens; crowd blames U.S.

Road repairs ahead

By Mariam Fam
."KsSCK. lATEll I'RtSS

ISKANDARIYAH. Iraq

(AP) — A suicide bomber blew

up a truckload of explosives yes-

terday outside a police station

south of Baghdad, killing up to

55 people and wounding scores

— including would-be Iraqi

recruits lined up to apply for

jobs.

The blast in this predomi-

nantly Shiite Muslim city fol-

lowed the disclosure Monday of

a letter from an anti-American

operative to al-Qaida's leader-

ship asking for help in launching

attacks against the Shiites to

undermine the U.S.-run coali-

tion and the future Iraqi govern-

ment.

Many angry townspeople

blamed the Americans for the

blast, and Iraqi police had to fire

weapons in the air to disperse

dozens of Iraqis who stormed

the shattered remains of the sta-

tion hours after the explosion

"This missile was fired from

a U.S. aircraft." said Hadi Mohy
Ali. bO "The Americans want to

tear our unity apart."

No U.S. or other coalition

forces were hurt, said Lt. Col.

Dan Williams, a military

Npokesman in Baghdad.

It was at least the eighth

vehicle bombing in Iraq this

year and followed warnings

from occupation officials that

in'>ur^ents would step up

attiii.k> against Iraqis who work

with the U.S. -led coalition.

MMNEY from page 1

stops, in line with Romney's

"transit-oriented development"

program unveiled in November.

The program aims to ease traffic

congestion by improving public

transportation and bringing

development into towns and

cities, rather than expanding

highways and creating sprawl.

"We don't want to just see

strip mall after strip mall."

Romney said. "We instead want

to see lovely town centers and

villages."

The bill also includes $425

million in borrowing for federal-

ly assisted major road and bridge

projects: $210 million for road

projects that are not federally

assisted, and $IU2 million for

regional transit authorities and

freight rail rights-of-way pur-

chases.

The plan folbws Romney's

"fix it first" initiative, which

emphasizes repairing existing

infrastructure before starting

new projects. slate

Transportation Secretary Daniel

Grabauskas said at a news con-

ference Tuesday.

"This bond bill is about keep-

ing promises." Grabauskas said.

He added the bill would move

the state closer to creating a sin-

gle agency in charge of roads and

bridges. The state currently has a

Turnpike Authority, a highway

department and the

Massachusetts Bay Tran«.ii

Authority.

The Massachusetts Sierra

Club issued a statement Tuesday

saying Romney's plan maintained

the status quo while doing little

to lessen pollution or gridlock.

Ann Nelson, chair of the

state's Sierra Club, said the

administration's talk of merging

state departments to improve

efficiency was meaningless,

"The governor is trying to cre-

ate a smokescreen through the

merger so people won't notice

that he has no real plan." she

said.

HKINN.AS USMt^ ;AS«» » l.ATEl) mtSS

U.S. troop* arrive at the scene of an explosion at a police ktation in Ukandarivah, »outh i>l Rat;hdad.

ventrrdav- A truck hoinb rxplnded outside the police sUtion as J.>:en> i>f would-be ptJice rccruit.s lined

up tu appiv lor iob».

especially ahead of the planned

lune 50 transfer of sovereignly

to a provisional Iraqi govern

mcnt.

The Iraqi Interior Ministry

and the local police chief said

the bombing was carried out by

a suicide driver who detonated

a red pickup truck at razor wiit.

and sandbaggc*d security barn

cades in front of tlw station

MAYO CLINIC

Nursing Graduates

LOM Gidindt OufHtM 01

AllMMV
MiHiUyin a OviiiutoU

Altai H«yi .It L«w

Worccklei MA

Ground

NEWS MEETINGS 6 P.M. MONDAYS

T^^ffW

hnn Saturday • Midnight
Sparial Vaiantlnc t show with

fhraaways
•

Faaturing our Itva cast
Tha CoiM Again Hayaa

•

(fn)approprlata attira ancouragcd
•

Admission $5 75

pr«f bHs tZ.OO. rto outitda pro(M

Maarvattem ftaceiMMdad
If wwra Iwfo CaU (413) 535-nLM

Th« Village Commons

in South Hadley MA.

CaU 533-nLM for reservations
(•MTvatlont Kcv^ad up to t i»y\ tn trfvMK*

www.Towertheaters.com

Mayo Clinic Nuf»i»» m Rocnetter . Minnesota invtte* now graduates to

Err.t>a<k on an Advanlura and discovoi unpa^tetad opportunitios (or

career rriobtlity and growth. Our ho«p«Uiis ara wortd^onowned acute care

teaching facilities «»nere quality nursing M our tradition and mission For

the new graduate we offer ciimcal and claasroom based orientation to

ensure a successful transition from student to profesSionat. A primary

preceptor provtdes ongoing direction ar>d evaluation to foster

professional growtti and devaiopme*^. Ont* onenliHion is completed,

the commitment to encaianca in nursmg ttinM#« quality education is

continued with an extensive and comprehensive staff development

progrem To learn more about nursmg opportunrties for new graduates

at Mayo Ciimc. oiease visit

www.mayoclinlc.org

mayoCHnIc
Rochester. MN
P*ion«: 800-M2 7M4
Fax 507-2««-31M
•-mall: car—fs*mayo.eda

/tofer to fib Dommt »04-ld.u

W>«<| 0<% f «< ^Snwaw «£'«'' arid

»«uii u«po>ti«i<i| Miic«i<y aroj •
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With a law degree

trom WMtam N«w
England Colltg*

School oi Law Lon

Granat-Oupall is prepared to help

clients find equitable resolutions

in family law disputes

Whether you intend to take your

place in the courtroom or the

boardroom, our otitstanding

lagal faculty will prepare you to

practice what we teach Frotn

research and writing to law

climes, national competitions

to externships, our collafial

laarning anvirow—wt otters

hands on experience for

success in many fields.

i i i J

SCHCX:)L OF LAW
Practice What We Teach.

OPEN HOUSE
\ u i' o ' 1 u t' d •'

V 1
'

i ' I

C

Saturday

Feb 21. 2004

12:30-330 p.m
S Pr«Stl«>v BIsSi

L3A Cent*'

12ISWit>i:i'amRo40

"|i ngi.K'd. MA

I 800 782-6665

413 782 1406

io RSVP

wvvwlaw.wnec.edu

Save $5 from FTD.COM
this Valentine's Day!

>

J,'.k/^

.air-

.1t"^to».
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'

"*^*Jv.
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^rl
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i-^. Romance
Candle Kit

#2571

Fresh Cuts!

Red and White Tulips

#F079

1 Dozen Medium
Stem Red Roses Boxed

#FX01

^4-

$5
» The FTD*

Sweethearts*

Bouquet
#A9-V2

I Don't forget - Valentine's Day is Saturday, February 14th!

I Shop online at www.ftd.com/dailycollegian or

I Call 1-800-SEND-FTD and give promo code 9182

=f) FTD.COM
Limit one coupon p*f purc»i«<e Coupom cannot b» tombin«.d No c»»h value and not valid with any othei oftet
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The unfortunate violent

streak in sports continues
57->ear-<.)ld Ronald Bt-ll, a high sch»x>l bu>ket-

ball referet, was sent lo the hospital Enilay night

after a violent attack by a parent, l^iriiig the game.

Rael >Tin l>ukos ich. a woman in the audience, was

questioning Ik-ll s calls in a harassing manner. He

asked security to remove the woman from the

Pittsburg high school gymnasium in otxler to keep

things under control.

Lnfonunatelv for Bell, his plan backfired. The

v^omans husband. Peter l>ikovith. came down

trum the stands and onto the court. He

approachc-d the referiv and threw him to the floor

Bell suflered a concussion, and Dukovich is being

charged with disorderly conduct, assault on a

sports otiicial and simple assault. His wife.

RaeLynn. is alto btk^ charged with disorderiy

conduct.

This incident is only the must recent ol a grow-

ing trend of violc*rwe in modem sports. This type of

behavior has becooK' characteristk. of sporting

events in tcxlay's world.

lust a few years ago. in luK 2000, a father was

killed by another pan.-nt at a hockey practice right

hetv in Massachusetts It's hard to believe that the-

brutal beating of Mkhael CoMin was not enough

lo raise awarvne*s about this disturbing pattern

I hat is establishing itself across the country.

Incklents just like it are becoming more and more

common
OiK can t help but wonder whcTC the violence

began. It has been tolerated at the piote-Monal

Wvel for vear* Players light each other on the licU:

fans fight each other in the stadium. And it was

nationallv televised when during the Red Sox-

N'ankees ALCS. lonner Yankees bench coach. l\)n

Zinimer clearly an oki man. rushed at Pedro

Manine/ and was forcefully thrown Ui the ground.

With examples such as these, how can we expect

that this violent behavior will not trickle down to

the college and even "Pee wee" levels of sports?

It's true- that at the youngsters sporting events,

the culprits are often overly -aggressive parents But

what mes.sage does that send to those chiWren who

will mostly likely continue to be involved in athlet-

ics. One day. those chiklren wall be cheering for

kkls of their own and thinking that it is okay to

attack another parent.

It is an extawely dangeruas trend that we, as

Amencans. have fallc-n into. Its pathetic that we

sintply accept that citizens may attack each other at

events that are supposc-d to be recreational We, at

the ,Ma.ssachuseits Daily Collegian, woukl like to

see a trversal ol this streak o( viokrni behavior

among people who are supposed to have good

sportsmanship We all ncx-d to take responsibility

lor ourselves when we are- in public, lor the sake of

the safety of others \\ hen it comes down to it. we

have to remember that although ..ompetition may

be stiff, it is still jast a game

liifurmalioti from atruxm and the Wakefield

tkiily Item was U!>ed for ihts editonai

i'ttsiptedmktonais reprfseni the itiujimry optn-

i.Ki of the MoiMKhuwns Daily LolU-ffan Uitorial

Board.

An inglorius path

was

highlighted last night on

the PBS program "Independent

\jens" and is a look at a contro-

versial \^1 novel that supposed

Turner as more than just a bloody

slave-revolier.

Later during the day I received

a newsletter from the journalism

research organization Poynter in

which Kevin Woods reminds

journalists of the 50th anniversary

of the Brown v. Topeka Board of

Education decision this month.

"Its an issue that doesn't real-

ly need a 50th anniversary to ren-

der it relevant." writes Woods.

But it is a topic that demands our

attention.

"Nat Turner: a TroubkrsoiiK

Property" makes an attempt at re-

examining the character of Turner,

a slave who led a revolt in

Southampton. Va. in 1831 that

ended in the death of white slave

owners aiWl their families and the

eventual execution and dismem

berment of Turner

As a documentary. "Turner" is

another in a list of looks at

rumers role in history Certainly

his part in shaping the image of

slave* in the culture, but filmmak

cr Charles Burnett examines

something that is fairiy new to

film. Nat Turner as a person. The

documentary springs off of

William Styrons l%7 Pulitzer

Prize winning r>ovel "The

Confessions of Nat Turner"

which sparked Turner debates

when it was published and came

to be one of the more- controver-

sial works on the subject

But shouldn't Tunwr's charac

tcr be v.ewed in new lights every

so often'' The heroes of our histo-

ry have long been found to be

nurauding explore-rs. unholy spir

itual leaders, corrupt rulers and

tyrannical despots \\ hv should it

be any different thai Nat TunKr

be taken out of the blood-soaked

light he has been baihcd m and

Yesterday morning as I drove shone in a new one'.>

to school I heard a preview piece The Wood piece examines the

on National Public Radio about lingering effect that Brown v.

-Nat Turner; a Board of Ed. has had.

Troublesome Property." Jcotl flllfillOe II
Particularly whether we

This documentary was ____ are desegregated, inte-

grated or simply revert-

ing back to segregation in schools

"Look at the language.

Segregation. Integration.

Desegregation. Diversity Re-seg-

regation. There are no synonyms

there. Behind each word is an era

ol our times gone by. each distinct

from the others, each capable of

radically reframing the way we

understand the story of public

education." Woods adds

Since Brown v. Board of Ed.

we have seen virtual segregaticjn.

Looking at the past

50 years to tell ttie

story of school

equality, looking at

the past 170 and

beyond to under-

stand Nat Turner,

is not only an

exercise in under-

standing time and

place, but also a

hard look at the

paths we took to

get to these solu-

tions.

as close as Boston, as far as the

South and We«t Whether It has

been intentional school districting

to keep white schcK)ls white, or

the shuffling of school n>oney» so

that improvenK-nts miss krwer-

class neighborhoods. It is no

kjnger legal on paper, but de facto

segregation has permcaiad a poM-

Brown L'nited States.

Looking at the past M) yean

to tell the story of school equality,

looking at the past 170 and

beyond to understa Nat Turner,

is not only an ex> ise in under-

standing time ani place, but also

a hard look at ' . paths we took

to get to ese solutions.

Furthermore is an opportunity

to realize t» i we are not there

yet.

Despit ,H.-rhaps the best inten-

tions, we are still living in a world

where education isn't equal, work

environments are hostile, a class

structure exists that only gets an

occasional mainstream whi.sper

but it is only in looking back that

we even recognize that there were

problems, nevemiind examining if

there has been change since.

It would be immature to say

that the worW has not changed,

and changed for the better,

because of U.S. Supreme Court

decisions It would be equally

blind to say that we have accont-

plished all the goals that were set

cHit by that decision.

In Massachusetts we see a new

inequality, or newly acknowl

edged inequality, that has invoked

the separate as unequal mantra.

This is a mari of the importance

and weight that the Brown deci-

sion has on the road to equal

treatment for all Again, we have

to consider the importarwe of Jur

hbtoric perspective. Are we reex-

amining the isstic of gay marriate

through a new lens"'

Perhaps in pockets of iMH.
but nol natwnallyr and not even

acran Mauachusetts (or Vermont

as our Northern neighbor who

brought this forward tirst) there

are efforts for making equality

real But still, for the di»cu.«ion to

even surface there must be clean-

er glass to see through, or blirtders

removed.

We have to take a look back

more- often. As Woods says. >wr

shoukln't need to celebrate the

anniversary of Bruwn v. Board ol

Ed. there shouW be daily

reminders and they aren't ahvays

there.

Sioll Eldridge 11 is a

Ciiilegian columnin.

Short comings of the media

Jolmny

Donaldson

Ben and kn
have finally

called it quits

Paris Hilton

stars in a home-

made sex tape.

HcAvard LX*an

is a scretvhing.

angry maniac

journalism is

now just a

quaint idea

desigTKxl to fulfill our ravenous,

unending hunger for cheap tabloid

gossip and witk.-ss soft news sound

bites.

Though I woukJ have loved to

see that last sentence printed in big.

boW letters on the front page of

some national newspaper. I krK-w

that would never happen. But if you

scanned any newspaper in the past

few months then you probably have

noticed that some variant on the

first three scntencc-s were probably

formed into some big. shocking

headline.

fed from the celebrity grinding-

mill. modem journalism has grown

weary and bloaic-d and is far too

enthralled with its own impor-

tance. Umg gone is the sense of

duly to the community, the passion

for telling the truth, no matter

what cost. What we have instead is

a trite, trivial program designed to

re-hash the same limp, pointless

stories over and over again without

imparting anything new or useful

in the American continuum.

Gone are the days when

WtKKlward and Bernstein used

their journalistic instincts to uncov-

er the truth about Watergate, or the

days when Veronica Guerin risked

her life to let the world know about

the culprits behind Ireland's inner

city drug trade.

Who are today's crusading jour-

nalists? The guys who brought to

attention Hilton's foray into ama-

teur pom? Gossip, rumor-monger-

ing and public humiliation of pub-

lic celebrities is the name of the

game, at least when the media isn't

buying into the government's

dogma hook, line and sinker The

depth of most modem media

involves repeating the same calcu-

lated quotes that the same old

press secretaries and publicists

dump out into the open. Are there

any journalists out there - and I'm

talking about the mainstream, big-

press media, not the extreme liber-

al/conservative fringe dwellers out

there - concemc-d with delving into

the trtJth behind the cunent gov-

ernment s many shady policies

(including an incre-asingly more-

corrupt, damaging and useless

war) and willing to push forward

in an attempt \o re-veal the Gcxjs

honest truth, whether it's hurtful or

helpful to our current Commander

in-Chiel?

1 don't see anyone volunteering.

All 1 see are- the same storic-s.

repeatedly endlessly, using the

same hackneyed information ema-

Of course, it may

just be that the

media is too lazy

and/or indulgent to

actually bother on

reporting real hot-

button issues. Why

concern yourself

with issues that

seemingly appeal

to only so few

NPR-listening

eggheads, when

you can concen-

trate on the world

of celebrity?

nating from the same, safe souree.

No one challenges the pro forma

attitude of modem pohtics:

instead, they routinely repeat what-

ever closed -off political rhetoric

they are- told to "report."

Of course, it may just be that

the media is too lazy and/or indul-

gent to actually bother on reporting

real hot-button issues Why con-

cern yourself with issues that seem-

ingly appeal to only so fc-w NPR-lis-

tening eggheads, when you can

concentrate on the world of

celebrity? Celebrity-worship has

gotten lo such a point that there is

even a mental "disease" used to

describe our fascination with the

famoas. To me. it sounds like a

pop-psych acrunym u-sed to de-vili-

fy stalking, but now I'm just start-

ing to get off track.

It's big business these day^ in

the media to revel in the emharravs-

nK-nts of our .supposedly bek)ved

famous people. The rclaticmship

between lennifer lx>pez and Ek-n

Affkvk was endlessly diswected and'

discussed in the news, to the capti

vation of no one. Yet magazine

after magazine, headline after head-

line trumpeted the final, pemianent

break-up of the couple. That is.

when they weren't bkating about

Hilton's unwanted exposure or

Dean's strangulated vocal manryer-

isms ([>eans alic-n approximation

of jubilance was a bigger news

story than the Democratic candi-

date's actual stance on issues, a

tmly sad state of affairs.) Currently,

lanet lackson is making headlines

thanks to her breast-flashing

Superbowl stunt. This isn't news.

It's a joke.

Affleck and Lopez have the

right to bre-ak up in piece, and

Hilton - a girl who hasn't even

done anything lo deserve celebrity-

dom beyond being a tabloid darling

- has the right to tape herself hav-

ing sex if that gets her juices flow-

ing. Everyone goes through bre-ak-

ups: I'm sure- a decent number of

people have taped themselves hav-

ing sex.

Things like that aren't newswor-

thy. They are personal choices, and

it has no bearing on life as it is lived

by everyone else. As for |ack.son.

her action was nothing more than a

stupid, shameless stunt enacted by

a barely talenit-d pop tan desperate

lo kt-ep her name alive in a clogged

marketplace likely to forget her It

docs not deserve comment on the

front page of newspaper, nor does

it deserve the scandal that it

spurred. It just does nol deserve

the hype

With more- important stories

needing to be told, how come we

are just given the same old

rehashed horse and pony show? 1

don't want to turn onto the news

and see real life as it happens, not

pre-fab political soundbites and

cheap celebrity gossip.

johnny Donaldson is a

Collegian columnist.

Letter to Mr. Gargano
It's not often I witness a murder You see. Im now Southwest is currently the home of mmty strongly

the Lting witness to a murder no, of an indivKlual academicoc.sed R Ps '^<^- ,»^ ^"^
- but of a gixHip of nineteen amazing University of amount of succevs. The most successful ol these m

NWchasenTcmpknees. 27 irreplaceable lemis of increasing retc-ntion rates arni^^ T^i\T !; ^nT «-,ahlv StM) siu- 1
improving academic performance while

community leaders, and rougniy XJU stu- jjjn a.., ""h p j- .^ „

dents who ccmsistently both challenge and J"" ""' keeping behavK,r probkms bw. are the TAP

reward. 1 am a witness to the murder of a

very large, very strange, and ultimately very function-

al, family. Michael Gargano's plans for a first-year stu

dent pfugram are bringing about an end to this fami-

Let me give you a little bit of background informa-

tion so that 1 don't totally seem like an over-ihetop

self-absorbed melodramatic fool, or at least like a kind

of cool one.

Recently (read: Thursday). I was informed that

residents of Picrpont Moore (a cluster

of approximately 500 re-sidents in

what is re-fenvd to as Southwest

South) would not be able to re-tum to

their rooms next year Instead.

Pierponi Moore is lo become home to

EPOCH, an all first year student pro-

gram (FN'P for short).

The principal problem with FYP is

that it is all first-year students What 1

mean is that removing upper class

men from a residence hall results in

the elimination of the moderating

effect upper classmen have on first-

year behavior Comell University,

which recently invested significant

money in the creation of a first-year

program, is a gotxl example. Almost

every measure- of negative/destructive

student behavior is off the charts in

the Comell First Year area. The ihrc-e

FYPs (Residential Academic

Program. Talent Advancement

Program. and Commonwealth

College) that UMass has had success

with have upperelassmen in the same

building.
.

I would love to believe that students look to their

Resident Assistant or Pcx-r Mentor in EPOCH as role

models. but honestly, these are not the people the typ-

ical student role models themselves after Instead, they

emulate the senior down the hall who is doing well in

school and still has the spare time to go out with

friends. The same senior who will come knock on

their door and infomi them that as long as they're

working on their thesis it is not OK for you to play

Kelis loud enough to be heard in Belchertown—quiet

hours or not.

EPOCH has another fundamental design flaw —
location. Southwest presents challenges for this kind

of program that other areas do not.

programs. No student with a high academic

focus is going to pay to live in EPOCH when they can

live, for fre-e. on a TAP and be surrounded by people

in their major (with a "z mom" no less)

EPOCH may be designed for undeclarexl first year

students. A first year program for undc-clare-d majors?

That sounds familiar Oh. right, that's what Patterson

was. t)nly Patterson was dismantled because the rates

of negative behaviors far exceeded any academk; ben-

efits. Mr Gargano might argue that this time around

there- will be more- programming.

Programming funded by a lovely $75

additional housing fee. Forgive me,

but 1 do ntit believe that the failure of

Patterson was due solely to a lack of

money for additional programming.

Everyone, especially incoming

first years, knows the reputation (nvJt

that reality matches this) of

Southwest. I have to wonder what

type of student will want to live in a

non-academic FTP with Southwest

housing guaranteed. It seems to me

that the student who will be "attract-

ed" to this program is one seeking all

the negative behaviors Southwest is

unfairly known for and is willing to

shell out a little extra for the guaran-

tee of living there. Live on a not

rigidly academic program? Even bet-

ter

The nominal, and 1 do mean nom-

inal, gains that EPOCH may create

in increased first-year retention rates

and academic performance is

dwarfed by the problems it creates.

Not only will it create a maelstrom of negative student

behaviors the likes of which have not bcx-n seen since

Patterson, but it will intentionally destroy a communi-

ty that is already in place.

I have spent the past year and a half charged with

the development of community in the

Pierpont/Moore cluster, so please forgive me if watch-

ing the destruction of that same community doesn't sit

well. Forgive me. if I perhaps have some qualms about

displacing 500 students already here- for an ill-advised

and not-yet-ready-for-primetime program for 500

future students. All that being said, 1 truly (and I mean

that ) do wish EPOCH all the success in the woHd and

hope I am never in the position to say "I told you so.

lason Rowe is a UMass student.

Everyone, espe-

cially incoming

first years, knows

the reputation (not

that reality match-

es this) of

Southwest. I have

to wonder what

type of student

will want to live in

a non-academic

FYP with

Southwest housing

guaranteed.

fill Collegian slaff meeting UJeds. Feb. 18 at? p.m.

finpne interested in oiriting is luelcome to attend
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Love is in the air?
Itie soldiers of Saint Valentine Valentine's Day: the stiff truth
IWWWl%aiWBww

not much at all. So why must I

Once upon a time, in a land far away in date

and time, young men could not marry. In this

land and time. Valentines Day had yet to

emerge, and was centuries from superficial com-

mercialization and international societal atten-

tion (not to mention pressure). Not only

Historians concede that Pope Gelasius. in 4<J6

A.D.. martyred Valentine, setting aside his day

of death as a commemoration of his work as a

Christian, as well as a day to celebrate true love.

Gelasius hoped that the day would remind peo-

ple to emulate the lives of saints

were young men forbidden to marry their

sweethearts, they had no holiday on ^^^^
which to celebrate the love their society """
would not recognize. It was a sad time for the

rights of men. as well as romance.

Single men. according to third century

Roman Emperor Claudius 11. made for better

soldiers than men with wives and children. Thus,

the Emperor callously outlawed marriage for

young men — his potential crop of soldiers.

Legend holds that, lovers, in desperation,

turned to a priest named Valentine who. realiz-

ing the injustice of the Emperor's decree, per-

formed secret marriages for young lovers.

For these actions. Valentine was sentenced to

death Before his execution on

Feb. 14, 269 AD the lovelorn

priest scribed a letter to his

beloved, a young woman he'd fall-

en in love with while jailed. The

letter was signed. "From your

Valentine." With this last testa-

ment lo love, the legend of

Valentine's work to unite lovers

began.

Not as distant as Claudius'

decree are the memories of laws

banning interracial marriage

Even more recent than illegal

interracial marriages are the still

practiced social prejudices against

inter-faith or inter-ethnic mar-

riages

And today, in our present time

and country remains, undeniably,

both laws and social construction

forbidding the marriage of same-

sex couples St Valentine worked

to maintain the civil rights of young men to love

and marry and was martyred by the Catholic

Church.

Today the Catholic Church, and our federal

government, betrays the legend of St. Valentine,

and acts as Emperor Claudius II did They deny

people the right to celebrate their love in the

sanctity and security of marriage The justices of

the Massachusetts Supreme Court who voted

that our state Constitution cannot deny homo-

sexual couples the right to marry are doing St.

Naleniine's work in our modem day.

Other stories suggest that Valentine was put

to death for refusing to forsake his Christian

faith in Pagan Rome, and for attempting lo help

Christians escape harsh Roman prisons, where

they were often tortured for their religious

beliefs.

S J Port

iJnfortunately, the

true meaning of

Valentine's Day has

been lost to many

in our modem age.

It is not merely a

shallow, con-

sumerist holiday

filled chocolate,

societal pressures,

cards and expen-

sive dates.

However, the Pope also had ulterior

motives. mid-February was traditionally

—"—" the time of the Lupercian festival,

which is a celebration of sensual pleasure and an

ode to the pagan god of fertility. Lepercus.

In honoring Valentine, Gelasius outlawed the

pagan festival, replacing it with a more appropri

ate moral (and Christian) celebration, switching

Lepercus with Valentine. Gelasius' denounce-

ment of the pagan holiday conflicted with the

Edict of Milan (3n) under which Emperor

Constantine granted universal religious toler-

ance to the Roman Empire The Pope's condem

nation, although only relevant to Catholics, was

pushed upon alt peoples of Rome through the

Church's immense power over

the political state.

The barring of Lepercian was a

condemnation of paganism, and

the right lo practice one's reli-

gion of choice without persecu-

tion within a free state. Pope

Gelasius did to pagans as

Claudius did to Christians: He

denied them the fundamental

right tadmitiedly. an unrecog-

nized one at the lime) to religious

freedom without persecution.

Luckily, remnants of the pagan

festival survived and even sexual-

ly repressed Catholics latched

onto the romantic aspects of St.

Valentine's religious life.

Unfortunately, the true mean-

ing of Valentine's Day has been

lost to many in our modern age.

It is nol merely a shallow, con-

sumerist holiday filled with

chocolate, societal pressures, cards and expen-

sive dates Whichever murky St. Valentine leg

end you accept, clearly he was a man of the

undercurrent, working for freedoms, a civil

rights leader as well as a sympathetic romantic

hero.

The day on which we honor eros and philia.

we also honor the right to pursue happiness

(whether in terms of religion or personal com-

mitments), love freely and marry openly

This column is for AID. who wanted to know

why Valentine's Day was so important to me. It

is one dav on which to love freely — representa-

tive of all the days in which we should love open-

ly Valentine's Day honors my right to love you.

Information from the History Channel onlini

was used in this column

S I. Port is a Collegian Columnist.

Feb. 14 is just around the

comer, and you know what that

means. Wherever you look.

there will be a disgusting

amount of red and pink, while

all the girls go "ga ga."

Thai's right. Because ^^\\
some buffoon over in ^^_^
Hallmark decided that

halfway through this month

there should be a holiday. 1

have no choice but to pretend I

enjoy the date

Or do I have a choice? I'm

nol pretending anymore!

Ladies, listen up. No guy

lok, I won't say none, so I'll go

with *}5 percent) likes

Valentine's Day You think the

roses, chocolates and romantic

dinner for two is because we

want to show you extra love on

this gloriously ridiculous day?

Nol quite. Like most times in

life, our motivation is our

penis.

News Hash: to a guy, a bet-

ter date equals better horizon

tal mambo later in the night.

It's sad. but it's the trulh and

I'm not afraid to admit it. Very

few guys will go all out because

they really want to. So. the

future of our penis is relying

heavily on the evening of Feb

14.

Our penis is our motivation

about 15 percent of the time,

so that means Feb 14 will be

no different. You can't blame

us though. We've been like this

for generations and genera-

tions We're forced to act based

on the part of our body where

the most blood rushes to. I

think it has something to do

with the survival of ihe stiffest.

I remember a science teacher

said something about that years

ago. but I wasn't paying alien

lion.

What may shock you is that

to this point. I do have a girl-

friend. We've been going out

for two and a half years, so this

isn't my first V-Day

fldpr
with her

^
However, she is going

'"^""~
lo read this article and

1 can't comment on how long

we'll be together "post V-Day

bashing.

"

So she said that dinner does-

n't have to be expensive or

not much at all. So why must I

be forced to pretend to be

romantic because a card com-

pany told me so? Because, as I

am painfully aware, if 1 am not

romantic on this night, the

most action I will be seeing is

on Kazaa and there's only so

many times I can watch Janet

lackson's halfiime perform-

ance.

Don't get me wrong, I don't

mind the occasional good deed

for my girlfriend (and by good

Where do I want to go on Valentine's

Day? Only to my favorite restaurant,

Friendly's! Unfortunately, I don't think I'll

be able to get away with a meal that

requires less than two forks and three

courses. Damn, I really wanted a Cyclone

and a Fribble"

extravagant, but we all know

that's a lie Where do 1 want to

go on Valentine's Day? Only to

my favorite restaurant.

Friendly's! Unfortunately. I

don't think I'll be able to gel

away with a meal that requires

less than two forks and three

courses.

Damn. I really wanted a

Cyclone and a Fribble.

OK. I know that, "it's the

thought that counts.

'

However. I am painfully

aware that the only thought

that will enter my head will be

the thought of self-gratification

if this dale isn't up to par Wow.

sex never cost so much
I'm about as romantic as

Michael lackson dislikes little

boys. As we all know, that is

deed. I mean more than the

outfit from Victoria's Secret.)

I've cooked nice dinners

before, we've done the whole

dinner date thing, but I can't

stand being forced to do any-

thing on Valentine's Day. To

me. it's just Feb 14.

OK. maybe I'm not all that

romantic. My idea of romance

is Sportscenter and a six pack.

Her idea of romance is a dinner

for two and renting a movie

while cuddling on the couch.

The jury is still out as lo who is

right.

Maybe I should protest the

entire holiday, and wherever we

go. I'll wear my "I am the man
from Nantucket" shirt

Matt Elder is a Collegian

columnist.

A most unlikely love

day gone wrong

[jiiabeth

Carter

The following is an account

of a somewhat sick obsession.

Over the past few months I'd

been hearing about people play-

ing a game on the computer or

Nintendo called "The Sims
"

Now I'd never played the game

myself, but I just

couldn't imagine how
it could be so amazing

that it kept people

completely glued to their

screens, unable to go out on

Saturday nights, get their

homework done, or even grab a

bite to eat. 1 was just complete-

ly dumbfounded, until 1 got

back to school after winter

break and was sitting around in

a friend's room one night. He

suggested 1 make a character

on "The Sims." on his comput-

er, and for lack of anything bet-

ter to do. I set to work.

Before I knew it. jada Blume

and

SiacY {asdin

scK-iology lecture. 1 was sitting

in a corner of the Blue Wall

with a hot cup of their finest

French vanilla coffee. Music

videos were on one flat screen

TV, ESPN was on the other.

I had an hour and a half

until my next class. Life

was good, or so I

thought. My cell phone
"""" was sitting on the table,

as I was expecting a call from

my friend to let me know when

and where he'd be meeting me

for our 4:00 class. When it

began to vibrate it's way across

the table 1 picked it up casually.

Had I known what 1 was about

to hear. 1 may have let it cross

the table and fall to the ground.

We said our hellos and made a

bit of small talk, and then, with

a deep breath, he told me. She

was gone.

I'd only known her for about

Yes, Jada and I had been through a lot of

good times and bad times. Sometimes I

would spend all night with her. At 4:00

a.m. when everyone has gone to sleep,

we'd be up taking out the trash, recycling

the newspapers, and making sure to

keep her fun level up, despite the fact

that she didn't have quite enough money

to buy a pool table.

was born. 1 bought her a nice

little house with a swimming

pool in the backyard. It was

quaint, with a kitchen and

dinette, a spacious living room,

a bedroom, a bathroom, even a

basketball court. Shortly after

moving in she got hired as a

political intern, with a starting

salary of $220 a day. Soon I

was spending day and night in

my friend's room, trying to

keep lada's stats up. get her

promoted and help her make

new friends. 1 wasn't getting

any sleep, and my schoolwork

and social life were spiraling

down the tubes. 1 had to quit,

cold turkey, just to prove to

myself I could live without her.

even if only for a few days.

Now I wish I hadn't.

It was 2:37 p.m. when 1 got

the call. Having just gotten of a

a week, but it seemed as though

we'd been together our whole

lives. 1 remember the first day

we met, helping her pick out

her outfit, her face, her name.

1 remember the look of

excitement on her face (he day

she brought home her first pay-

check and was able to buy the

bathtub with a level-8 comfort

rating and a level-b hygiene rat-

ing. It was the best, and she

deserved it.

I remember the first time

she flushed the toilet without

me telling her to. and the first

time she woke up without

throwing a temper tantrum.

I remember the first time

she kissed a boy. the first time

she kissed a gilil. and the first

time she got shoved away from

both of them for being a little

too forward.

Yes. lada and I had been

through a lot of good times and

bad times. Sometimes I would

spend all night with her At

4:00 a.m.. when everyone has

gone to sleep, wed be up tak-

ing out the trash, recycling the

newspapers, and making sure

to keep her fun level up. despite

the fact that she didn't have

quite enough money to buy a

pool table.

Sure, she only had an aver-

age job. and a couple of family

friends, but things were looking

up. She had just gotten a pro-

motion at work, and a nice sil-

ver car was coming to pick her

up in the morning instead of

the rusty old blue one. The

neighborhood was really pick

ing up too A nice new family

had moved in down the street

with two kids, a few other sin

gles. like herself, and a family

with a young son.

Sure, she sometimes got a

little cranky when I made her

stay up entertaining guests past

l:do a.m. with little food and

no bathroom break. The fingers

that showed up in the mashed

potatoes at dinner due to her

lack of skill points in cooking

were fairly easy to overlook.

Despite her faults. |ada was

trooper. She did what had to be

done for the good of the peo-

ple... err., pixels, and for this. I

think her life, though short,

was one which should be cele-

brated.

During the reformatting she

felt little pain. It was all over

very quickly, before she knew

what had hit her. It was a mas-

sacre, really.

The whole town was wiped

out. 1, however, have joined the

many volunteers who have set

to work on reviving this town.

Though it will never be what it

was. 1 feel that happiness will

soon roam these streets once

more, and the memory of lada

will live on in my index finger,

for every time 1 click "use the

toilet." I'll be thinking only of

her. lada Blume. friends and

neighbors, you will all be great-

ly missed. 1 only hope our char-

acters to come amount to be

one quarter as fulfilling, and

half as much fun.

Stacy Kasdin is a Collegian

columnist.

It seems like \alentines Day

has lost its meaning, and its

noble roots What once was a

holiday that was celebrated in

the name of St. Valentine and

the sanctity of matrimony. V

day. along with most other

Christian-rooted holidays,

seems to have gone the sad

sorry route of over-commercial-

ization. For it now serves only

as a reason to buy things that

are pink and red as well as a crude reminder to so

many singles that they are. in fact, alone.

Although being single is quite a fun thing most of

the time, on Feb 14 everyone

who lacks a belter half gels to

be reminded of it - over and

over again. Yet in spile of my

cynicism for the first

Valentine's day ever 1 have

someone great to spend it with,

and its wonderful, but it was

yesterday and the day before:

and therein lies that which we

so often forget amidst the

Pinkish-red hyped up craze that

has become Valentines day

Last Valentines Day wa- a

lonely one: it occurred in the

wake of a crumbled relation

ship that 1 simply couldn't seem

to revive. In spite of the lact

that my friends and I had a

great girls' night out. we went

lo dinner and came back and

made margaritas. I couldn't

shake the hypothetical dark

cloud that rested softly hui

surely over my head. Even though I had already

moved on from the bad relationship, it seemed

that for that one day the wound was reopened,

and I was reminded how I had previously failed,

and how I was once again alone.

Looking back it seems awful that one day was

able to make me feel like that, and it occurred to

me now, that there's really no point in letting

everyone else's celebration get you down. It's silly

Just because a

person has some-

one to spend

Valentine's Day

with doesn't mean

that the relation-

ship is happy

healthy or worth-

while, and believe

me, its better to be

alone than to be in

a miserable rela-

tionship.

at this age. to wallow over loneliness Were all

young and we have so much more time to go.

simply because were solo for now doesn't mean

we're going to be forever And also )u$t because

a person has someone to spend Valentine's Day

with doesn't mean that the relationship is happy,

healthy or worthwhile, and believe me. its better

to be alone than to be in a miserable relationship

And as much as I hate to sound like an optimist.

I feel as if Valentine's Day shouldn't serve as a

reminder of solitude, but rather as a reminder

that when we're ready, the right one will conte

along.

This year being in a relationship has made me

look at ihe whole meaning of Valentine's Day in

a very different light One that

paints Valentine's Day as something

Hallmark has made us take for

granted, yet no worse than

Christmas, whose name I believe

should be changed to "Giftmas".

While jewelry, chocolates and things

with hearts all over them are nice

they cannot substitute for substance

in a relationship. It seems sometimes

our society forgets - not all things

can be paid for Maybe its time for

all of us to step back and look not

just at Valentines day. but all holi-

days, and contemplate their deeper

meaning rather than just going out

to buy. buy. buy to celebrate them.

While I'm not expecting anyone to

have a religious revelation about

\ alentines day. 1 hope that at least a

few people step back and realize that

being in a relationship means many

things, both good and bad. and most

importantly that none of those

things can be bought

So this vear lets all try to enjoy our Feb 14.

singles and couples alike. V alentines Day is just

one dav a vear. but whether you're in a relation

ship or not. enjoy it we've all got many more

years and Valentine's Days to go. both alone and

with someone else, so you might as well have fun

on them all!

Elizabeth Carter is a Collegian columnist.
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The 'Unsung' hits

from classic rockers

ARTS@DAILYCOLLECIAN.COM

Bv Nick Romanow
I ULIH.IAS Si Ahh

lust about ever> hard rock

band on the radio today owes a

tremendous debt to hard-rock-

ers Helmet who. in the lirst tew

>ears ol their career, set new

standards and broke

barriers for bands that

weren't exactly metal

and weren't exactly

punk, but rather found

iheniseKes somewhere

in the middle With

their trademark start

and stop riffs and non

traditional timings,

along with guitarist/

vocalist Page Hamill

on's distinct vocals

often more yelling than

singing, recalling earli-

er punk her^ies such as lk)b

Mould in his fiercest Husker

Du days Helmet created a

niche. While never as popular

as contemporaries like Nirvana

and Soundgarden, their sound

greatU impacted Ktih the vimh

mercial and underground haiJ

rock scene.

The liming of the greatest

hits direction i» curious -

although rumors of a Helmet

reunion came to fruition just

before the disc was released - it

was put together with care.

The disc is more than just the

greatest hits because, truth be

told, the band only had a hand

ful of radio singles and even

smaller number of those could

really be considered hits . The

disc, at 21 tracks and over 70

minutes, covers the bands

career. Iroin their first, indc

pendenily released album.

m8»*'s "Strap It On', up

through their final and arguably

best album. H«»7 s

"Aftertaste." allowing the lis-

tener to trace the band's evolu-

tion from its earlier, more hard

core sound, to their lattci days

when Hamilton experimented

more and injected ntore melody

into his \Licals and his song-

writing.

However the inherent prob

leni with this disc - and nearly

all greatest hits discs - is that it

doesn't serve much of a

purpose Helmet fans

no doubt already have

most, if not all. of the

band's releases and

there doesn't seem to

be that large of a mar

kct lor newcomers that

might want the disc.

Surely anyone that has

heard the band's more
successful songs.

"Unsung." "Exactly

What '^ou Wanted." or

iheir collaboration with

House Of Pain, "lust Another

\ iciim." has already decided it

they like the band or not And
while Helmet left quite the

legacy in such a short lime peri-

od It would make more sense

lur a new fan to seek out full

albums, such as I'»^2's break

through, "Meantime" or

"Aftertaste" which should satis

fy their craving for the band's

original hard-rock much more.

While the band's biggest

fans might enjoy having the

disc just to gel "lust Another

Victim' and "Disagreeable" -

two songs that never appeared

on any of the band's albums - it

wouldn't make much sense to

recommend this sampler over

the real deal. The record label

added a CD-ROM bonus track.

"Smart" which is a new track

and. while only mediocre, does

give the promise of a new

Helmet album and lour in the

near future, but still does not

quite justify the purchase of

"Unsung." over any of the

band's watershed all/punk

/metal LPs.

Ol' country
"WKfc at the MuBlns

Bv Molly EutiLtsTON

C^>LU>.IAN StaH-

Country music's "king of controversy,"

Toby Keith, lakes on the Mullins Center

in his first appearance at the University

of Massachusetts tomorrow night Keith

has been touring the United Stales pro-

moting his most recent album. "ShiKk'n Y'all."

which dropped last November
Accompanied by Oklahoma native Blake

Shelton. the "Shock'n Y'all" tour promises to be an

experience for any country music fan Big name

counirv music has made a home in the Mullins

before and again in the future.

Within recent years country music has grown

greatly in popularity, especially in typically "non

country" environments like Massachusetts. Keith u
largely to thank for this growing audience because

of all the publicity he has brought to the

genre

Last year. Keith was crowned as

Entertainer of the ^'ear by the Academy of

Country Music He has four platinum

albums and is the winner of numerous

other awards.

Keith dri^w headlines for his post-»J/1

1

song "Courtesy of the Red. White and Blue

(the Angry American)." which has been

called a theme song for the grief and shock

of the American people afier ihe attat-ks in

2001. Many critics, fans and fellow artists,

however, felt the song went over the line and pre

tented ihe American public as vengeful, gun

toting war hawks
Keith gained further publicity

for the controversial track "The

Taliban Song." from "Shock "N

Y'all." The record is a comedic

spoof on life in .\fghanistan

under Taliban rule.

Keith has never claimed ii-

be soft-apoken in anything,

especially in his political

view* StaurKhlv pri>-

uidier and a Bush

supporter.

Toby Keith

'Sho5i'N

Y'JTour'

Mm taw

Blbn

iHMrii

Keith has been \cis ^^'vdl on iiianv ii.iIhii

al issues.

Standing up tor his beliefs has gotten

Keith into a few squabbles. His most pub-

lic dispute is with Natalie Maines from the

Dixie Chick*. After Maines called "Angry

American' "ignorant." a feud was bom. It

fully matured with Maines' ami Bush state-

ments - saying she was embarrassed to be

from the same stale as the president -\fier

that. Keiih was no longer willing to keep

his mouth shut on her criticism of his

music

From left John Stanicr, Page Hamilton, Hcnr>' BoKdan, and Chris

Traynor arc the members oi Ht-lmet.

I II) a songwriter She's ikm. She

can say my song is ignorant, then it's

ignorant for her to say that because

she's not a songwriter." he said in

an intcr>icw with cmt.com.

The debate has been ongoing

although MaiiK's has issued an apol-

ogy for her anti-Bush statement.

For many faiv*. though,

the controversy takes a

back.scat to the music.

An accomplished

songwriter and p<T

former. Keith prontises

not to disappoint u>morriiw The

oncert shoukJ feature many tracks

from "Shock'n Y'all" including

the hil singles. "I Love this Bar"

and his duet with country musiv

legend Willie Nelson. "Beer for

My Horses" along w ith J

-^ favorites from prc\

^S albums like "How Do You

Like Me Now?"
The show will high-

^ light Keith's unique mixture

^ of classic honkyionk. high
^ energy country rock, aixl

light-hearted humor
Information from

tohykeilh com and i ml com
uvre Msed in the article.

A fresh face in the pop scene Veteran German industrial musicians still at it

New songstress not exceptionally noteworthy
By Cameron J. Woods

("()IIS<.IAN SlAFF

Bv JOHNNY rK)NALI)S<1N

C ioLlEI.IAN StaKJ

Sarah Rabdau trip-hops her

way through "Benevolent

Apollo." the Boston-

based singer's self-

released debut album

Meshing her sultry voice

with crisp, soulful elec-

tronica (an oxymoron I

know, but a most wel-

come one.) Rabdau

pushes and prods tradi-

tional pop music into not new

realms exactly, but at least out of

the cornball lethargy it often

grounds itself in.

There are hints that Rabdau

leans toward the Nelly Furtado

end uf the pop spectrum; there's

that hippy dippy moniker and

the long, and somewhat ran-

dom, list of instruments that she

employs (cello, conga, baritone

sax along side the usual

guitars. bass and

drums.) But Rabdau.

who more often resem-

bles largely unknown
pop songstress Rosey. is

less influenced by world

music then she is by

down-tempo electronic

sounds, spiking her pop with

chilled-out atmospheres and

dreamy, synthetic soundscapes

that invite the listener to drift

into her seductive spell.

Which is to say that Rabdau
never actually escapes the trip-

hop cell she put herself in. It's

all well and good - Rabdau
approaches the lop echelon of

such underground divas - but it

just sounds a bit old hat. in this

late day. There have been so

many sensual-sounding,

breathy-voiced singers, soulfully

cooing over moody techno,

coming out of the woodwork

over the years that it is very

hard to get excited over a new

one.

And so it's hard to work up

much enthusiasm for

"Benevolent Apollo." It's a

The German veterans of experimenta

are at it again. Einsiurzende Neubauten

has released their third official disk enti-

tled. "Perpetuum Mobile." For those who

think Rammstein is the be all. end all of

the German music scene, there is a lot to

be learned from Neubauten.

The album itself is focused around one

large theme, motion, which is indicated

in its title "Perpetuum Mobile" meaning

perpetual motion machine. Neubauten

takes this theme and runs as far as possibl

singing about escaping everyday life
"1

jetzt" (I am going now) and "Ein

I music

Einstruzefide

Neubauten

'Perpetuum

Mobile'

Mi Cflipoiatioii

Vogel."(A rare bird) or the run around thai one

goes through while in love "Ein leichtes leises

Sausein" (A whisper light and low) and "Youme &
Mcyou."

Though all of the tracks save one are

sung entirely in German there is no reason

to shy away from this album: one all of the

German is fairly elementary and could be

translated easily by a motivated listener or

for those who value the easier route one

could just read the booklet that comes

with the disk containing both the German
and English translation of the lyrics.

Known to be reclusive in their record-

e with it

ch gehe

seltener

ing style Neubauten took a very unexpected step in

See NEUBAUTEN on page 7

aHlRTt-SYCAPtHlU'Nl IM '

Sarah Rabdau has potential to

make it in the pt)p world.

striking debut, and the fact that

it's independently produced

(with Eric jalberl) yet retains

such a polished, sleek veneer,

makes it sound much more

entrancing than it should have

any right to be. But the feeling

of been there, done that, perme-

ates every pore of the album. It

is lovely, it has a girl with a sexy

voice at its center, and it is a joy

to listen to. It is also an album

that can be shuffled off and for-

got if you get sick of listening to

unoriginal trip-hop divas in the

future.

UK 'RTE,SY "HRlMAS RARS1:H/M1 ' If

After eight years and four major relea.ses, the membership of Einsturzende Neubauten remain unchanged.

They are Blixa Bargeld, Alexander Hacke, N.U. Unruh, Jochen Arbeit, and Rudi Moser.

^

J

r-— ,
, J u J. ^ Real world music

Some brand new sound bytes l Musicians explore motion
^^^^' "^^ *^" ^»^" ^'*^" J __ __ out of the sneakers with a gen

li^ie Minogue, "Body Language"

(Capitol)

'•>

The cover of Kylie Minogue s

"Body Language" sums up the

album before the listener hits the

play button. Clad in a bure-all

half-shirt, skintight spandex aixl

pursing her lip> into a lustful pout.

jhe's about one thing: s-e-x.

More fKJtable than the album's

jconteni. though, is the Australian

daiKe lloor diva's departure from

ihe pulsating club beats of her last

lU.S. rekase in favor ol a sound

that's more booty-shakin' than

lgk)w stick wavin'.

However, few ol tfie tracks are

innovative, and much of the

album sounds like AiiK'rican pop.

It isn't until "CruLse Control" a

feel-good bonus track at the cikI

I

about sex (what else'.') - that

Minogue might have a single.

Songs sut-h as "Obsesjion."

"I and "Promises" cotiie

ui. M. like a teen pc»p queen

just turned 20 and discovering the

wonders of her own sexuality than

a 35-year-old woman already

acquainted with it

Even in "Red Blooded

WcMiian Minogue sounds like

she IS singk- handedly uickling the

content of a Christina/Britney

duet.

The album isn't a compJctc

min, but don't read loo much into

Minogue's own body language Al

M on ihit album, she has a ten-

deiKy »o be a tease

-R\an lAfn. ^Muxiuln/ /Vm

Nortft Jonsc "FMli LJkt Home-

(Bkie^tote)

Here's a record to pacify a pop

Icuhua- audierKc frxtiii>g that the

Super BovkI halltime shciw ivlkvis

la hopek'ss ireixl towaid tra.sh

iNorah Jones much anticipated

Isecond relea-sc. 'Feds Like

I
Home." i* tasteful, tranquil, tcm

Iperate and sure to sell millions

.Mas. it's also a tad dull.

Teaming again with her touring

band and producer Arif ManJin,

lones delivers an album that

sounds like a mere reprise of her

2002 debut. the multiple

Grantmy-winning "Come Away

With Me." The arrangements

remain sparse, the tempos slow,

the vocals whispery.

That's not all bad. lones'

wami. distinctive singing ensures

a long, successful career, and her

less-is-more approach offers a

refreshing alternative to the noisy

junk dvuninating the charts.

Bui the songs on "Feels Like

Home." most written by lones and

her bandinau's. are k'ss substan-

tial than the material on her

M^ |0«i

debut. Bc"Sl are "Carnival TovKn.

with a ticktock i+iylhni that sc-is ii

apart Imm the skxpier ballads,

and the ckising "Don't Miss ^ou

at All." a kjvely lones concen sia

pk" based on I'Kike Ellington '>

"MelafKholia
"

fVosak coffeehoase lyrics rel

ercnce the sun. moon and blue sea

_ and tltal's just in ihe first thnv

songs IlK-y contribute to a nK>od

St) wistful and laid-back thai the

up tempo "Crvepin' In." a duet

with lX>lly I'arton. bcvoines a jar

nng contrast. AtKrther guesl. tin

Band's Garth Hudson. pla\-

accordkxi on one cut but is buried

in the mix

-Feds Like Home" lacks llair

Even k>nes' piano playing is

rvsiniined on an album all about

texture It's ptcasani etKiugh. but

she can do better .ni-l iifvU.uhtLxl

ly will

•Sitvtn Wine. AssxiuirJ /'re**

Kanye Wnt "l^jMO* OropouT

(Roc-A-NIt)

Ihere Itave Ixvn less hip-hop

debuts as maluie and polished «
producer rappei Kanye West's

"Colk-ge Dropout

"

As a lyrkisi. he has the

1 '
' K-vtJTxl main-

stream rap's dominant themes -

besides women and partying.

West discusses religion, social

change and the importance ot

lamily. As a beat-maker, he finds

ways to continually reinvent his

much-copied trademark produc-

tion style (looping sped up old

soul samples).

But it is Wests lo^.u^ ui\

melody that sets "Dropout" apart^

On songs such as "lesus Walks"

and "Family Busiiwss." he rips

down the barrier separating

gospel and popular R&B trom

hip-hop. instead building his own

style from scratch by rapping over

a combination of sample>. choirs

and other subtle background

vocals.

The result is incredibly catchy,

accc-ssibk- and melodk hip-hop.

delivered by an artist whose

acknowledged arrogance is

matched by the talent of his guest

list, including lelloss Chkagoan

Common and Talib Kweli on llw

excellent, straighllorv^ard "Gel

em High " Twista and lamie Fovx

star on a slightly revamped ver-

sion of the radio hit "Slow |amz."

Vlso appearing are Mos lX"f.

I udacris and |ay-Z. wiw seems to

abiindon retirement plans on

Sever Let Me IXiwn" by rap-

ping; "Number oik- albums, what

1 got like lour ol iKin'' More ol

caiclulU

them on the v»av

West himself lacks the vocal

presence of his guests and some-

tiiries stumbles over awkward

ui makes up li* it with

subtext matter aixl a

iiij M>ng delivery thai he

nuts lies to the beats,

esptxiallv on the danc-y "The New

Wirkout Plan" and hit true-life

car -s. rash survivor tak "Through

the Wire'."

Skits mar the album. Though

several pc»king tun at the ccotxxn-

ks of higher learning are hilarious,

they disrupt the continuity and

show the dark skk of West's arro-

gmce.

However, the 26-year-old I

delivers musical tak;nt and a sense]

of maturity that mainstream hip-

hop has lacked recently and this I

outstanding debut must not bej

missed.

Ryan Peanon. Assm-iated Press]

Indigo Girls, "All That We Let In"

(Epic)

The simple art of the Indigo

Girls' music becomes clear on a

breakdown right after the chorus

of the song "Sontething Real." A
slight piano trickle comes in. the

Indigo Giris start singing a soft

melody of "Ooohs" and you real-

ize that with this duo. it's all about

harmony
Equal parts love and politks.

folk and rock n' roll. Amy Ray's

snH)ky Southern drawl and Emily

Salier's soft every^voman voke

create beautiful balances on the

Indigo Giris' ninth studio album.

"All That We 1^ In
"

From the singsong optimism

of "Perfect Workl" to the somber

piano-and vocal reminiscence of

"Cordova." there- isn't a bad track

on the album The duo manage to

capture a distinct sound with each

song. "Heartache for Everyone'

has a fun. ska rhyihm and "Free in

^ou" is a sweet, soil (and. yes,

hamkHiic i kjve song.

But one of the best tracks is

"Dairy Queen." with its plucking

acoustk rhythm and a nwkjdy

that slicks in your head like

peanut butter to the roc»f of your

mouth And when Ray sings. "The

k)ve you gave was not for tree, but

the prk-e was truly fair I've never

fell so glad to be so wdl-speni. so

beyond repair." it's enough to

make a person want to gel

dumped just to sing aking in

ewnest.

-All That We Ut In is dasnc

Indigo Girls - it's like an okl friend

you're always happv to hear from

Ani^it Wuhfctiiifr \y\<K-iatfJ

fV,.

NEUMUTEN from page 6

recording their new album.

While recording, the band had

every session broadcast live via

web cam on their website. Fans

paid a one-time fee to not only

watch, but also to play a part in

the creative process of creating

the album.

The feedback they offered

and the attention they gave us

were rather substantial. We
announced from the start that

we'd welcome interference."

said vocalist Blixa Bargeld in a

press statement. "But I did not

know which form this would

take. I treated the supporters

like an extended circle of

friends, like people whom you

would play a rough mix to."

This direct collaboration ot

fans and artists made for an

album that lyrically, though

abstract at times, is sound and

meaningful on every line

Musically Neubauten utilized a

number of odd instruments

including; clavichords,

Hammond organs, plastic tubes,

air compressors, and "turntable-

powered wind-instruments
"

This eclectic mix added to the

sound of the album in a way that

puts it above the level of other

industrial works.

Even if one does not wish to

read along with the lyrics, this

album has a very mellow vibe

that lends itself well to either

being a low background sound

or to being cranked up to absurd

volume levels Bargeld's throaty,

bass- rich vocals seem to swim

out of the speakers with a gentle

force that demands your ear.

Though the majority of the

album is dominated by serious

matters of mind-expanding

notions of motion Neubauten

found room for more than just a

little levity In the title track

"Perpetuum Mobile" for exam-

ple Bargeld drones out, "Yes,

the case was sometimes left

unsupervised. Yes, others had

access to it. Yes, I was asked to

carry presents Yes, there are

electronic appliances in the

case. Yes. many batteries. No.

not everything belongs to me
(translated lyrics.)" This satiri-

cal attack on the Federal

Aviation Administration's secu-

rity crackdown is delivered with

any prompting, but fits in with

the vibe of the song perfectly.

For fans ol Neubauten's old

records the sound on

"Perpetuum Mobile" may be a

bit of a shock, seeing as it is a

blatant departure from their ear-

lier heavily Industrial endeav-

ors. However the softer sound in

no way diminishes their ability

to make great music

sUTI

Spring Break Student Special

Havana. Cuba
Participate in a restoration project at Iglesia

Baptista (church) in Havana

March 13-20. 2004

Trip Includes:

Seven nights dormitory accommodations at the church

• All meals transportation and daily schedule

• License and visa for legal travel to Cuba

• Round trip air fare from New York City to Havana

Cost: $1695.00

For nrwre Information or to Register.

4136373512

Campus-Wide Career Fair

Campus Center Auditorium

10 am -3 pm

Life Sciences and Environmental Careers Fair

Campus Center, Room 1 62

10 am -3 pm

ALANA Job Fair

Campus Center Auditorium

5:30 pm - 8:30 pm

and TOMORROW!
Co-op and Summer Job Fair

Campus Center Auditorium

10 am -3 pm

Summer Camp Employment Day

Campus Center Auditorium

10 am -3 pm

Caree. iServicei

www.umass.edu/careers
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DKTROIT - Docninik Hasek's season is over

because- ol a groin injury. He's determined not to let it

end his carwr.

"Ill be back next season." Hasek said yesterday.

The 5^ year-oW Hasek ended his retirement after

one year lo'ivtum to l>;tn)it this season, but he played

in jusi 14 games belbre Tuesday s announcement. He

was ^-Vl for the Central Division-kjading Red Wings

Hasek said he doesn't regret coming back.

"No, I never made a mistake." he said.

L ntortunateK mv groin wasn't strong enough."

One ot the NHL's all-time great goaltenders. Hasek

wvm two MVP awards and six Vezina Trophies, given

lo the league's top goalie, during a nine-year stmt m

Bulfak. He also led the Cztt.h Republic to a gold

medal m the 1^8 Nagano Olympics.

He joined the Red VVmgs before the 2001-02 sea-

M>n. winning his first Stankry Cup that season.

Hasek skated vkith his teammates Tue>dav then made

his surprising announcement.

"Ii'n \ery sad. but that's the way it is. he said I

hoped for two months it wouU get better every day.

But It didn't get better, it got even worse last wtvk

Rich Winter. Hasek's agent, said the goaltenders

desire to win another championship viall have him

back on the k:e next season.

-He came back to Detroit to win a Stanley Cup

and I think lie wants to come back again to be a part

of another run for the Cup." Winter said "Fhis was

not the storybook ending we were all hoping for for

Dom. in the final chapter of his career
"

Red Wings general manager Ken Holland said

Hasek wants an extended period of time to give his

groin a chance to heal.

"I think in the summertime he's going to dcvidc

whether he wants to ofticialiy retire." Holland ssiid

from a meeting of GMs in Henderson, Nev.

The Red Wings are left with the same goalies -

Curtis loseph and Manny L>egace - they had last year

Detnjit had one of the best records in the league last

season, but lost to .\naheim in the first nxind ol the

playoffs.

"Curtis and Manny can concentrate on playing.

Red Wings captain Steve Yzerman said. "We have no

distractions."

The season sumed with a big distraction

When Hasek retired in 2002. Detroit lured loseph

away fnjm Tomnto with a $24 million, three-year deal

to replace Hasek. When Hasek retumc-d and agreed lo

make $b milliwi this season, the Red VV ings desper-

ately tried to trade loseph.

But no one wanted to take Joseph because of the

two years and $ lb million left on his contract.

"Were very, very luckv that he's been a real pro

through ihis."'Holland said "And luckily for us that

nobodv claimed him."

kjseph is 1 3 9 2 with a 2.48 goab-apiinst average

this season. He has kept his family in the Toronto area

because he didn't know where he woukl end up play

ing this year.

"I don't think there-s been a player in the league

who's gone through more adversity individually this

jeason," DetrxMt coach Dave U-\»is said. "And 1 think

he's become a stnjnger person and player becau-si- ot

"Sometimes the Itrades) you don't make are- the

best ones."

loseph did not make himself available to reporters

after practk* yesterday.

.-Kssm. lATtl) PRt-SS ^^
PHILADELPHIA - Randy Ayers lost his job after

less than a season as the Philadelphia 7bers' coach. If

the team doesn't turn things around, others might be

on their way out. too.

And star guard Allen Iverson would like to have

M.)me input.

The 76ers fired Ayers on Tuesday with the team

21-51 and 1 1/2 games behind the Boston Celtics for

the Eastern Conference's final playoff berth. Assistant

Chris Ford takes over on an interim basis.

"Some things I was looking at. I just was not com-

fortabk with," general manager Billy King said.

"We're going to be aggressive and see if we can do

something to ^hiinge the roster We still expect every

player to play hard, be professional and play the right

way"
He said he is willing to make trades that could

help the 7bers make the playoffs The deadline for

deals is Feb. W.
King thinks s«..me players have not put forth a full

ellort e\ery game - something Iverson said aloud

rexentK.

IverstMi was surprised and upset by Ayers' firing.

He said he would have liked to have heard the news

from King first Now the NBAs leading scorer (27.5-

point average* \*ants to have a say in whatever

changes might come next

"lust being called the franchise player, for being

here as long as I've been here-. 1 definitely feel like

somei>ne should have said something." said the

league s M\ P in the 2000 01 season "I feel like I'm

suppi.>M.-d to be involved \*ith a lot of stuff. I've

earned the right to know some of the things that are

going I in
'

Iverson. in his eighth season, agreed with King

that a shakeup could be needed, but he says he wants

to finish his career with the team he led to the 2001

NBA Finals with coach Liirry Brown

Ayers became the Sixers' head coach when Brown

resigned after last season. Brown is now coaching the

Detroit Pistons.

All but one of the Eastern Conferences 1 5 teams

(Atlanta, with Ten^ Stotts) changed coaches since

the end of last season.

Now the 7bers have done it twice in that span,

asking Ford to reach the postseason.

"It's not going to be easy With everyone doing

their job. hopefully well have a chance," he said.

Ford already put his stamp on the team by admon-

ishing foiAvard Glenn Robinson over complamts

about playing time— something Ayers never publicly

did.

"What Glenn did was not the right way of doing

things," said Ford, whose first game in charge willbe

at home Wednesday against the Washington Wizards.

He joined the 7bers' staff last summer after two sea-

sons as the coach at Brandeis. Ford led the Boston

Celtics to division titles in 1991 and 1992. and he

also coached the Bucks and Clippers, going 51 1-558

in a total of nine seasons.
.

His best season was his first, when the Celtics

went 56-26 and reached the second round of the

playoffs. Ford won NBA championships with the

Celtics as a player (1981) and an assistant coach

(1984. 1986).
, ^ ,

. .

The 7bers' troubles in the weak East could be

attributed at least in part to injuries Iverson missed

14 games. Robinson 18. and Derrick Coleman 22

"I hate to use excuses, but we haven't really played

together a bt." said Robinson, who doesn't want to

be traded.

Blazers deal Wallace to Atlanta
from 10

on draft day. Railiff is averag-

ing 8.5 points and 7.2

rebounds, and Dickau \^ aver

aging 2 1 point"«

Abdur Rahim is owed $28.1

million, and Ratliff gets $21 mil-

lion over the next two i

"I can't explain enough how

tough a trade it was for me per

sonallv. because of Shareef."

Knight said "He's a class guy and

the consummate professional.

"It's just unfortunate that he's

got the higfiesi salary on this

team and he's the best player on

the team. In order to do anything.

he's the first guy everybody talked

about."

The contracts for Wallace and

Person end after this season,

clearing up salary cap room lor

the Hawks They are right at the

luxury tax threshold. Person

makes $7.7 million in the final

year of hb contract.

Person, a guard, averafea 6.

1

points and 19 rebound> The

Blazers acquired him and a con

ditional 2004 draft pick from ihe

Memphis Grizzlies in exchange

tor guard Bon/i Wells earlier this

seas«.m

Patterson called Monday a

"watershed day for the Trail

Blazers, because for the bst eight

vears. this team has been associ

iited ba.sically with Rasheed and

Bonzi as the face of the franchise,

and It indicates we are moving

into a new era."

The Blazers have won seven of

their last eight games and are tied

for ninth in the Western

Cimfcrance *iifc t'tah. four

game* fH.-hind Denver for the

final playoff spot.

Brown ready to begin
BROWN from page 10

of time.

The fact that the \lmuiemen

once again return a plethora ol tal-

ent on both sides ol the ball - all ol

whKh are- playvrs who are

hoklovcTs fnjni one of the more

otyaiixed rqpmes in the A- 10 -

makes this taak wrirr for Bixiwn. ai

does hiN familiaritv with the area.

laLiliiie^ and the LMa.ss program.

However the timing of the move

smack dab in the mkldk of recruit

tng season and winter workouts -

pruds Brejwn lo move swiftly and

do his best to ignofv what potential

ly could gv) on aaKind him

-UbvxHisly I ve got to get things

dune on short notkx-." Biuwn said.

"I've got to mtxi with the player*

that are here- to ki them kno\» that

\»\- have direction and tfial we

have locus.

"|Alst)| I've got to get a staff in

place, and that needs to be done as

soon as possible I need to surround

myself with people that are going to

doit my way."

As far as his new playvrs are

axKemed. the mere number of

them wfu) vwre prraent at his press

omfervnce and nodded their hcKte

in simuluineous approval each time

he discussed his future plans for

them provides an early glimpse at

wtiat McCutchc«.>n and those

anjund UMass football hope will be

a perfect match.

If that is indeed so. all that will

be- k-ft will be for Bnj\»-n to put

wtiat he has in mind for this team

into action on the fieU.

"Thai's the thing that I'm most

excited about working with the

guys and getting my phik»ophy in

place." he said. "I'm excited about

coaching these guys, and nice

thing is that I know what its all

about here, there's not going to be

a period of strangeness

"It's really just getting my

schemes in on both sides of the

ball, and getting the guys comfort-

>we've got the ultimate toga part

>new.' mykono* r»«ort

>««g«an classic cruiss

>gr*«k Island hopping

>london to athons

7 niglTtS 'rorr $699

7 days from $579

14 days tronn $1289

23 days from $1 799

lycM •• o» o*»on. a** <»*» »»«'«» * »it*tm,

in.
^aad^ages ncAxte acaorrmjdBtcra trariapaWion. man^

fcr as you ca^ fwxJ^ c^ rwa go orlne to book the v«catcn C3l a leorr

contiki

for a free brochtre or to book

see your travel agent

call 1-888-CONTIKI

visit www.contiki.com

QUALIFYING ROUIMD
Thurway, February iSB

7 pm - Curry Hicks Cabe

Frs Samples From Ai«id, Coast. Nbtle Chumch. TicTac and UltwaMax

able with the verbia^ that's moat

important." ^
In regards to his coaching stall,

things may begin to get trickier.

Brow^ obviously has a suff he

knows and trusts from his time at

Northcastem, and that will surely

mean that many if not all of those

coaches currently on staff that

were hired by Whipple couU pos-

siblv be krt go

"|Thc coaching staff siiuatiool

is an evaluation prex-css that I'm

going through right now," Brown

said. "I'm going to chat with every-

one on staff here |on Tuesday)

that's interested in chatting with

me. and obviously I have a Ntaff in

place as well so I need to sit down

and evaluate that over the next 48

to 72 hours
"

ArHJther area of concern are

iiKoming freshmen recruited by

Whipple, such as herakled U Salle

(R.l.t quarterfjack Liam Coen.

who verbally committed to UMa«
and decided agaiast signing their

official U-tter of Intent until a new

coach was named.

Brown, however, is not concerned.

'|The recruiting situationl is

something that's going to be

addre-ssed {right away).' he said.

"A k)t of that can be helped by just

shanng my philosophy and getting

to know those guys and getting

them on campus to let them know

that UMass football is going to be

strong and that we have direc-

tion."

All in all. Brown is now ofPKial-

Iv entrenched in the tumultuous

wrorld of UMass athkstics. Much of

what he will choose to do and not

do over the next few weeks and

months vkill go along way in deter-

mining his success in Amherst, but

for the veteran coach, the goal

remains the same as it's ahvays

been.

"For any l-AA program in the

country, the goal is to make the

national playoffs, win a conference

championship and get back to

Ctiattanooga." he said. "I'm driven

in that area. I know how to get

there, 1 was part of five playoff

wins here and obviously I've taken

a lot of the lessons (coach

Whipple) and I went through in

that run of two years and hopeful-

ly I'll be able to use that in my

experieiKe here."

COME CHANGE YOUR LUCK ON...

FRIDAY THE 13TH

'j>^ tj) )*

STARS Winter Semiformal

Where: The Monkey Bar

(in the new addition)

When: Friday, February 13

Time: 9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Cost: $10

nn 11

Tickets can tie purchased at the STARS tatste

on the Campus Center Concourse from FeD 2 - Feb 12

Of call 577-1390 lor more deuit*

C^"^ RT. 5 & 10
WHATELY
665-87))

Castaway Lounge Proudly Wetoomes All $tMdenttwy

21 (must have proper ID).

We will hire beautiful ladies to participate in the

entertainment field & we will train them to nnake

big money.

Call between 11 AM to

1 PM
Tuesday thru Saturday

Come and enjoy entertainment

with 50 lovely ladies per

week!
^>^E VIP Room is free for

PRIVATE PARTIES.

LUNCH
• Meat Lasagna

• ( hicken Nuggets

• Sweet Potato Quesadilla

some vegan and some

vegetariani

• Roast Turkey

• fried Scallops

• Thai Seitan

ivegan)
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The only change I can really see is

that I don't have to shop for pants in

stores anymore. I can just call up and

they'll bring the pants right over to my

house. That's no small thing. Trying on
^

pants is one of the most humiliating |

things a man can suffer that doesn't ^
involve a woman.
-Larry David on how success has affected his life.

^

aquarius • ian. 20-feb. is

Your soul mate has been sitting next to

you atKJ you haven't even realized it.

pisceS • FfB. 19-Mah 20

DonT torget to hang up your phoiu-, it is

always busy,

aries • mar. 2i-apr 19

Speak softly and get .1 lot ot work done.

taurus • apk 2o-ma> 20

Your senses are stronger than ever Ijetore,

the world will appear more vibrant.

gemini • mav21-|ijn. 21

CaretuI ot your color combinations, they

may convey the wrong image.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Be patient, petple arc new to vour

system.

leO • lui.. 23-Auc. 22

Don t you hate when vou screw up. Ytxi

must hate yourself a lot.

virgO • Acx,. 23-StPi. 22

Alvva\s be on the kK>k out tor hotties.

You don't have to pick |ust one.

libra • sfpt. 23-otT 22

Yfju will have a visitor from your past.

Scorpio • ()< I Jj-Nov. 21

Unexpected surprises are the best kind.

Sagittarius • nw. 22-Dtc. 21

Don t over do it on the Wendy s tonight

Capricorn • dec 22-ian. 19

You'll have to go alone tomorrow.
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$450 Group Fundraiser

Scheduling Bimus 4

htiur. <> yiHir i^Toup's timi-

PLUS (xir free (yes. free)

furklwi.'iing si )luti< ms

EQUALS $l,000-$2,aX'

incaminRsforyiHjr

grtHir Call T(.:)nAY t(ir ^i

$450 Kinus when vi>ii

schedule ynur n(in-silo

fundraiser with

CampusFundniiM^i

Contact

CampiisFundraLstT, (H.H,s)

92V^2?8...rviMt

www.campusfundraisicr.

aitn

\l'\K1\tr\T FOR RFNT

Stylin* Spaces! SuKarl.>at

Estates Mixkm 2

Bednxim Apannicnt

homes! Get a sweet deal

when you move in: FRF.F

L>ll Laptop C.ompiiicr or

• 1/2 off 1*' months K-nt

jSi 1/2 off setiinry deposit!

{Open Safurtl.ivs Move in

iTOOAY! Telephone:

l(4n)665-5856www.Mii,'

Jarloaf_estates@a.speiv

lsquiue.com

Hohan (..^mdos '> hc-d-

rix>m. hardwixxJ flixirs,

study area in ha.sement.

C:ahle, telephone (inter-

net access) in all K\l-

roonvs anvl study. NOW
SHOWING tor JUNE

,.nd SEPTEMBER. NC^

FllES. www.imherstlin-

nvliireallN.com 25^787*^

Center of town 1. 2, ^

K-droi>ms; hardwmxJ

tl.H.rs. New SHCW-
ING tor JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO FTES

www.ainherstlincolnre.il-

ty.com 25V7879

AUTO FOR SAIF

199U)ldsnioHileC;utlas

Cierra, 1(>8K. Reliahle,

new pans, $650 or K-st

offer4n-25^6861

$500!!! Police Impounds,

Hondas, ( ;hevy's, Jeeps,

etc. For listings 1-800-

H^)-H2U;xt.4554

1W2 Silver Ford Taunis.

Excellent condition.

$ia\1118K.C;all54'^-

WO 210-9691 All power

c.AlMIH.XNADLNMS.

A PREMIER RESIDEN-

TIAL SUMMER c:AMn

I(V.iti\l in the Pocono

Mountains ot

Pentxsylvania. (2 h<xits

troin New York ("ity .md

Philadelphi.i) tXirc.Hin-

seli'ts teach, supervise,

,ind sh.in- in the day-to-

day experience < >t each

campiT, toKether tormmy

l.istiriu triendships. t.\ir

stall hnnt.'s entliusiasiu

and motivation as well as

undetstandinfc and sensi-

tivity. We .ire looking tor

qualitii\l staft t. > instnict

athletics, LRl, WSI,

w.iterskiinn, w.ikeKiiird-

iny. sailing, )et skiing,

scuhi, tennis, «\niniistics,

c(X)kinii;, arts & crafT.s,

outdoor adsenture;

iiuludin)' hitjh and low

" ropes, climhmn walls,

mount, 1111 hikinu, motor

hikes, tishiny and much

more. Excellent facilities

and KRMt salary! ON
- c;AMPUS INTER

VIEWS, 2/2^2/27.0-111

800-8^2-8228 or .ipply

online,

www.caniKlensis.coin

tMPlOVMENl

burt your career nowl

UpK-at, VIV,KIOUS |XT-

sonalitv to market .Hid

leiise our Ix-autifiil apart

ment homc-s in

Sumlerland. Customer

service, wait staff, or

atiiil expenence ide.il.

This IS a pan-time posi-

tion during the school

semesters, and full time

in the summer The expc--

rience is ii arvM introduc-

tion to a caa-er track in

business or market int;.

Must Ix- .ihle to work

S.iturd.ivs. Pleiise call

Amy.it(4n)78l-07H

ext.7^2

C^niise Line Eiilry Level

on Kiard positioiis avail-

able, KTcat benefits.

Sea.vinal or Ye.ir Roiiiiil

*:)41-^2^-MH

www.cniisecaax^rs.o >m

f MPIOYMFNT

500t:ampJc^NY. 1V\.

New England. l-a\?-

44^-6428 www.summer-

c impempli ivmelit c < >m

FMPIOYMFNT

••B.mendinK"S250/l>i\

Potential. No Expenence

Nesc. TMininn providi\i.

l-ScV-%5-6520Ext 162

Wlutevvater R.itt uuidev

needed it ( Tab Apple

Wliitew.iter, FullorP.iit-

Time joK No
Exjxnence necessary.

Will rniin. 625-2288 for

Info. I V.Klliiie 2/26/04

$250 to $500 a week Will

train to work at home

HelpitiK the U.S.

Government file

HUn/FHA monyane

n-funds No expenence

necessary C :all Till Free

1-866-5 57-2907

B.inender Tniinees

Needed. $250.lV .i d.iv

potential. Lxral positioas.

1.8a'^-2^)VW85ext 516

l^hotou'r.iphy position

available. Photocr-'phcr

for Whitewater iriiis.

S>me photoj^iiphy expe-

rience necessiiry.

Weekends Spring; and

Fall. Full Time Summer

season. c:.ill 625-2288

IVadline 2/26/04

Summer Nanny (xisition

(
'.iriiiK for 2 Kiys 5 and 8.

Vt'eekends Spring and

Fall. Full Time (40

hours). Expenence pre-

ferred. Chilli 625-2288.

M.irketiiii: AmiK\ N.ek^

CXirtjoinK HiKh Eiuruv

Individuids for promo-

tions $1 5/bour 8M8-477-

66<i8 www.h.uispromo-

tiiiiis.ciim

ENTERTAINMENT

tx|x-nelKed llip-llop PI

41 vu5.s::6

ROOMMATf WANTtI)

Cia-at House! Miiuites

from t-.impus Nec\l

responsible nxmimates

Sint,'les/t,Ti Hips wek < mie

$i25/nn>iith + 4 nHnns

open 12 months Starts

liiiie 1 (.:.ill<'r IM Lis.1

a.s.a.p,: (860) 227-4502,

LMPH85

SERVICES

M.ith/PlivsKs tutor .i\. Ill

iible;$k^/lir;$20/lir

(travel);t:altl>. Kline

(4n-552-VH05)

TRAVFl

Florid.1 only $69 one- w.iv

all taxes included.

MexKo/C:.inbbe.in$125

e.icli w.iv .ill t.ixi-s iiicIikI-

i\l. Europe $16^ one u is

P«»»k on-line

www.airtech.com or

(212) :U> 7000

Spnnc Break 2004.

Tra\ el with STS.

.^menc.i's *1 Student

Tout (. YcT.ltOf to

J.im.iic.i, t'.inciin.

.Ac.ipulco. B.iham.is and

Florida. Now hmnn ciim

pus reps, t ;,ill tor tainip

discounts.

Infomi.it lon/Reserv.it loiis

1 -.800-648-484^' or

www.st.str.ivel.coin For

moR- intcimiation cont.ict

STATr,ivel,it4n-256-

1261

TRAVFl

Spnng Break 2004 It's

here. Kxik now' I.owc-st

Pnces Hottest P.inies*!

Airlines What more- cm
v< >u .isk for'" www siin-

spl.Lshtours.coin 18cV-

426-7710

,S!s7-4-(...\.NiOL N IVst

price. UMASS VTN-

1

X
'>R stllini; spnni; break

p.ick.itvs. 1^1 not t:el

sc.immed. C'ancun,

Nes.'Til .\v.ipiiUo,

l\;ih.iin.is, Flond.i >>$

c.impus reps eiim $5$.

Flipn.ition.com 877-4-

c.inain

VAlFNtlNES SPFCIAI

Save $5 from FIHcom
this \'.ilentine's l>iv!

shop online ,it

www.ltd.som/d.iiivcolle-

"1 Spnni: Bre.ik

Vacations! (.'.incun,

Jiiniiiica, .Acapulco,

B.ih.im.is, eii Flond.i! IVst

P.mies, IVst H.'lels, l\est

Pnces! Spiice is limited!

IViok Now iSi S.ive! 1-

800-2 M-7007 www.end-

Ic-vvsummerti Hirs.com

ji.iii or ciill 1-800

sendFTP iind cue pnimo

cixle 9182 Six- our dispkiv

,id in tcxlay's issue

Massachusetts

Daily Collegian

Markctpliice:

545-3500
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Brown era set to begin
New coach takes over despite allegations of breach of contract

CxM-LU'lAN MaJ-I-

Now that the snwke has

cieiimJ and the- dust has settled, it's

tinK- lof new Mas>ai.husetts head

luuibull cuttch Doll BruwTi to gel

duwTi to the business o* getting the

pn^rain he inherited fiuni long-

tinie friend, boss uiul n\al Mark

\\ hippie in order

IKiwewr i( intrastate rival

Nonheasiem Universitv Brown's

lonner etitpkjyer, has anything to

sa> abcHJi it. the 2002 Atlantic 10

Cuach of the ^ea^ will not get the

chariLC to niake the detending A-

10 champion Minuic-men his own
anMiPK- soLm.

Reports out of Boston has W
athletic director Dave O'Brien

claiming that U\tios asked for. and

Wii> denied, pennlssiun to speak

with Brown about its vauvti head

coaching pusiiiun. If this » indeed

true, both the L'niversitv and

Brown woukJ be in the nxl for a

various array of viotatiuns. iiKlud-

ing breach of contract in the

coach's case.

It was Northeastern 's under-

standing, according to O'Brien,

that contract entensKms arxi pay

raises awarded to Bnjwn and his

staff signified that the fourth year

hlusky coach aiKl his assistants

woukJ remain in BrookliiK and not

seek etiiployuK'ni elsewhere.

'We certainly feel as though we
had a valkl contract with Dun
Bruwn and he breached the con-

tract." O'Bnen was quoted as say

ing "UMass intentionally inter-

feivd with our contractual obliga

tion with Don Brown."

New UMass athletic director

lohn McCutcheon. wfio was

appointed )ust last week, said that

negutiatkxis with Bruwn began

before his tenure in Amfier^t olli

cially (taned. and that.

'Nonheasiem has a right to do

what they want, but we did this

becau.se this is in the best interests

of our football program
"

So what doL-s this tncan for

UMass football both in the short

term and over the king run'' For

one, it likely does not mean that

Bixjwn will be letuming to NU. as

the coach's resignation clearly indi-

cates his desire to coach in

Amherst, but rather that O'Brien

will seek some sort of restitution

from L'Mass. be it finarKial or oth-

wwise.

'We intend to iwiew our legal

optwns in addressing the ethkral

and \egai concerns stemming frxjm

UMass" actions." O'Bnen added

The particulars involved in this

situaikm aiv sure to be ironed out

in the coming days, and tfie answer

will lie somewfierv in the gray area

between the contract Brown
signed tfut NL claims forbid him

from vacating his posiiion. and

whetlier or nut UMass needed per-

mi.ssion to speak to its former

empbyoe in regards to its football

coaching position.

Regardk»s. few at this time are

familiar with, or willing to speak

about, these particulars. Brown,

for one. was not interested in dis-

cussing tlie situatkxi folkA^ng his

intruductory press conference.

"I'm k^ving behirxi some play

ers and I'll miss our relationship,

but obviously I'm excited about

this chalk^ige |at UMass). " he said

'I appreciate all tfiat Norttieastem

gave me. but I'm not going to com
rnent on tfie particulars of a con-

tract that sfvjukl remain confiden-

tial."

In the meantime. Brown must

begin tfie uphill battle of asiem-

bling a staff, speaking with con

cerned potential recruits and uthei

wi.se managing to maintain tlw

upkeepofaprogrvn titai has been

without a coach for a month, and

do so within a very small window
New Massachukctu (ixitbail coach Don Brown arrive* after

four tucceMful vear* at Nurthca*iem.

HE playoff picture unclear toss of Filzfleralj

B> A.MHUw Muuirn
OdUtilAN StaIV

There are three week* left in the Hockey East reg-

ular season, and beyv.>tid the lop three teams, the ptay-

off ptcluie u> still a muddk-d compositHjn.

Boston College (12 1^ flEA. 215-4 overall) «id

M&ssachusetu (12-

Mot9boot€

4 2 HEA. 16-6-5)

have clirwhed play-

off spots and Maine

1 11-4-1 HEA. 20-6-

2) i.s a combined

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ win and a
'^l^^^^"'^^^^^^^ Sonheasiem (2-

10-4 HEA, 8-15 5)

k>ss or tic away from securing its spot in the postsea-

son After that, though, no team is safe.

New Hampshire (8-6 5 HF^. 16-10 5) is within

striking distance, but needs to string a few wins

together to reach the plateau The Wikicats split their

fkinK" and hcKiK weekender with UMass. but with

sevcTi gamc> to go. could use some help

Prov klence ( 5-8-5 HELA. 1 5-9-6) is afso ncaring the

clincher, and with 15 points (fifth place) and two

gaiiKs in hand on la.st-placc Northeastern (eight

points). IS aInKisi a shoo-in to get to the posi.season,

UMass Lowell ( 5-9-2 HEA. 8-18-4) b still haunted by

the three conferetKC wins (over UMass and

Merrimack) that it forfeited for playing with an ineli-

gibkr player VMth those wias. the River Hawks wouU
be three points up on Providence, and in the hunt for

home-ice advantage

As it is. with 12 points, sixth-place Ixiwell will

need lo finish strung to eam a decent playoff seed. The

River Hawks air tied v^th .Merrimack (4-11-4 HEA.
9-16-4). two points ahead of eighth-place Boston

University (4-10-2 HEA. 8-12-6). and ju.si four potnis

up on the HuNkies Lowell hav enjoyed the sutvi-ss of

junior Chris Davidson, whose lalenwd netminding

has been a driving force behind the River Hawk's sur

prisii^ success this season Davidson is fourth in the

league with a 2 1 5 goals against average, and his 927

save percentage puts him third, behind Maine's |im

Howard and Providence's David Cacciola

The teams wtio arc in Northcastem's crosshairs

can take solace in the fact that of their final eight

games, the Huskies will face Maine and UMa.ss twice.

as well as one game at New Hampshire.

Humw'Doa
it >(.iu lold someone at the beginning of the season

tfiat lack Parker's Boston University Terriers wuuki be

fighting to hoW on to eighth place come February,

you'd be committed to an institution that specializes

in cxtra-kxig sleeves.

However, the Terriers fiave struggled for much of

the season, and with only four wins in confereiKC play

(and two ties), they have a slim two-point lead on

Northeastern They also just took two signilicant hits

in the last five days, getting shut out by the line work

of Providefwe's sophomore sen.sation. goaliender

Bobby Cioepfert. and then kxing a heaftbreakmg 5-2

dtviskm to BC in the Beanpot fmal Monday nighi-

Terrier gualtender Sean FieWs made 50 saves to

eam "IVji M\'P honors, but Ryan Murphy's wrister at

6:07 of the overtime period beat him. giving the

Eagles tfieir firtt Beanpot trophy since 2tX)l Fiekis

dkl make some history, bivoming the first player from

tfie Wising squad in ifte champion&fiip game to eam tlie

tournament MVP award.

YOMMMBMIMMK
With BCs Beanpot win. coach jerry York took the

all-time wins lead over Parker, and tfie t*K> coacfics

are now one-two on the list of winningcsi active

coaches. The score between the two beantown beiwh

bosses now swnds 689-688 in favor of Nork. the BC
grad and Watertown native.

Even im)re importantly, the win came the same day

tfie Eagles were tabbed as the unanimous No I team

in the natkxi. on both the U.S. Colkrgc Hockey Online

poll and the USA Today/American Hockev Magazine

poU.

By Charlis Sheehan
ASMH lAtlD PmS*

Blazers (deal troubled

Wallace to Hawks
Bv Keith Parsons

.^s>i(X I STEP PRESS

ATLANTA The Portland

Trail Blazers problems off the

court are well documented, and

no one symbolized what was
wrong with the franchise more
than bad boy Rashced Wallace.

So the Trail Blazers finally

did something about it.

Portland sent the volatile

forward and reserve Wesley
Person lo the Atlanta Hawks
late Monday night for Shareef

Abdur-Rahim and two other

players.

"This trade helps the fran-

chise in many ways," Trail

Blazers president Steve

Patterson said. "We get a

younger core of players and can

remain competitive in both the

Western Conference the league.

"Another factor in the deal

is that we are also acquiring

three players of good charac-

ter"

The same probably can't be

said of Wallace. He drew the

ire of NBA commissioner
David Stern this season when
he told The Oregonian newspa-

per that the league's white

establishment is exploiting

young black athletes to enrich

itself. Wallace later issued an

apology.

Last season, he was sus-

pended by the league for seven

games for threatening an offi-

cial on the loading dock at the

Rose Garden Arena after a

game. It was the longest sus-

pension ever handed down by

the NBA that did not involve

physical contact or substance

abuse.

In the 2000-01 season.

Wallace set the NBA record

with 41 technical fouls. He is

set to earn SI 7 million in the

final year of his contract, and

already indicated that he did

not want to re-sign with

Portland.

"What you do in this situa-

tion is very clear, you start with

a clean slate." Hawks general

manager Billy Knight said

"You judge people on the way
they are with you. I'm not

going to go on what someone
else said."

The announcement of the

trade came about 90 minutes

after the Hawks beat the Dallas

Mavericks 102-96. Abdur-

Rahim had 27 points and 10

rebounds in the victory, and is

averaging 20.7 points and 8.4

rebounds this season.

Stephen Jackson had 1 1 of

his career-high 50 points dur-

ing an early fourth-quarter rally

for the Hawks, who improved

to 8-7 over their past 1 5 games.

They've won three of four,

including a victory over the

Minnesota Timberwolves,
another top team from the

Western Conference.

But Knight still wasn't con-

vinced the team was headed in

the right direction.

"I didn't think we could con-

tinue to do that for the rest of

this year," Knight said. "What
this does is accelerate the

process of rebuilding. This was

a deal that gets us financially

healthy and makes us a player

in the free-agent market."

Abdur-Rahim goes to the

Trail Blazers along with center

Theo katiiff and little-used

point guard Dan Dickau. a

first-round pick of the

Sacramento Kings in 2002.

who was traded to the Hawks

See WALLACE on page 8

In the Eagle's eye
(XXrRTESY OERAU> H LIN(.

Gabe Winer and UMass will face Boston College this weekend in a crucial

home-and-home series that could decide first place in Hockey East. The teams

faccoff Friday night at 7 p.m. at the Mullins Center for "White Out Night."

PITTSBURGH - While Larry Fitzgerald is play-

ing in the NFL next season; the team he left behind

will be adjusting lo life in the reconfigured Big

East by rebuilding its offense.

Even though it was expected. Fiirgerald's deci-

sion Monday to enter ihe NFL draft makes those

adjustments much more difficult for the University

of Pittsburgh.

Coach Walt Harris had a few days to prepare for

the loss of the Heisman Trophy runner up as a

sophomore.
Fitzgerald told Harris that he was going pro last

Thursday, when the NFL ruled him eligible for the

Draft

"We have been blessed to be around such a spe-

cial person and outstanding athlete in Larry

Fitzgerald." Harris said. "Not only was he an unbe-

lievable receiver, but he also set a great example of

how players should respect the game."

Fitzgerald was the most proficient receiver in

Pittsburgh history and set three NCAA records:

most consecutive games with a touchdown catch

(18); most touchdown catches for a freshman-

sophomore (54); and most yards receiving by a

sophomore (1.672). besting Randy Moss' 1997

season.

He also tied the record for most games catching

a touchdown pass in a season ( 12).

Fitzgerald, who will turn 21 in August, is pro

jected to go early in the draft, possibly number one

overall.

"I'm very confident in my ability." he said. "I

know there's going to be skeptics and there's going

to be people out there criticizing this and criticiz-

ing that, but all-in-all I know I can play the game
of football."

Though he played just two seasons with the

Panthers, that was enough time to break several

school and NCAA records and make a run at the

Heisman Trophy.

"The main reason people come to college is to

better your chances of making a living, and I think

that my two years that I've had here, I've given

myself a good opportunity to make a good living ...

for myself and to support my family," Fitzgerald

said.

He petitioned the NFL to allow him to enter the

draft despite two seasons of college play. Fitzgerald

left the Academy of Holy Angels in Richfield.

Minn., midway through his senior year in 2001 and

transferred to Valley Forge (Pa.) Military Academy
to boost his grades prior to entering his freshman

year of college.

Fitzgerald is three years past his senior year of

high school, the minimum required by the NFL,
and was ruled eligible for the draft.

The league's decision on Fitzgerald came the

same day a federal judge ruled running back

Maurice Clarett could also turn pro despite playing

only one season at Ohio State.

The judge said NFL draft eligibility rules violate

federal antitrust laws.

Fitzgerald. 20. finished a close second to

Oklahoma quarterback lason White in voting for

the 2005 Heisman Trophy, nearly becoming the

first sophomore to win the award.

In 2005. Fitzgerald caught 87 passes and led all

NCAA receivers with 1,595 yards in 12 regular-

season games. He had 22 touchdown catches, at

least one in each of the Panthers regular-season

games.

He had five catches for 77 yards in Pitt's loss to

Virginia in the Continental Tire Bowl.

He played in all I 5 games as a freshman and

became a starter in his third game. In 2002, he had

69 receptions for 1,005 yards, easily surpassing

current Dallas Cowboy Antonio Bryant, who
caught a then-record 51 passes for 844 yards as a

freshman in 1999 before eventually moving on to

the NFL.
Fitzgerald won the Biletnikoff Trophy as college

football's top receiver last season and the Walter

Camp Award as the nation's best player.
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UMass plans

to build new
residence halls

New England's Largest College Daily • Est. 1890 Volume CXIV Issue 81

By Adam Gorlick

AsKiLMTfii Cress

"This week the University of Massachusetts board

of trustees announced tfiat they would lend $85 mil-

lion to UMass Amhei>i to build apartment style resi-

deiwe halls for upperclassmen.

There are novk' 1 1.100 of the University's 24,000

Students living in the 4 1 resklence halts on campia. A
study conducted during the past two years shows

there are as many as 1.500 students who wouU
remain on campus after their sopfvjtiKta' year il lliere

were nwre private accommcxlations

In order to meet the demand, housing officials say

they're planning to buiki apartinentstyk- resideiKe

halis that couU house up to 1 .500 students Flach unit

would be divided into four one-person bednjoms and

have a shared kitchen and two sftared bathrooms

"We want to accomnKxlate up|icr<lass students

who don't want to live in a traditional doubk* styW

nwm," sakl Mkhael Gilbert, director of housing sen-

k*s. "AikI we want to open for the scfwol year with-

out having students living in temporary quarters.*

The recent housing cruixh litrced the University

to find temporary housing lor students in hotels aixl

dormitory lounges at the surt of the school year Also.

the university ftas had to deny on-campu> housing to

juniors aixl seniors wlw are transferring to the school.

And if a s»..phomoir decides lo leave campus during

his or her junior y«ir. the school will not guarantee

housing for them in their senkir year if they want ii>

retum lo a r^kknce tiall

The lack of privacy has traditionally pusfted stu-

dents to nK>ve off campus Bui ixjw. with tfK* comforts

of a 60A.h«nnel cable T\ liix.-up and easy Internet

access, nK>re students are vMlting to trade tfieir priva-

cy for convenience

"Tlie cable access is pretty nice, but the bulh-

naoms get filled too quickly." said Rebecca FTohr. a

senior from Kiliery. Maine, who lives on campus.

"After a few year*, you sUri wanting more privacy'

Giltien said he isn't sure fK)w nuinv residence fialb

will be built, but he said construction may begin this

summer and students vull be able to hi-ynn moving in

next year

The school's housing department iiKluding all

new resklence hall construction — Is funded by stu

dent liousing fees

"Money for the new buikJing will come from

cither the project itself or from the housing depart-

ment." Gilbert said. ""There will be no state funding

or any funding coming from the university's general

budget."

Gilbert sakl it's too soon to say if the cost of new

buiklings wouki be borne c*ntirely by the students

who woukJ live there, or whether housing fees wouU
have to be raised for all students.

Trustees last week appawed a $442 room aixl

board incrca.se at the .AmfK-rst campus, bringing the

full cost of attending L'Mass for a Massachusetts res-

kfcnt to about $15,200

SGA Executive Cabinet: Resign
Members say Senate Speaker Nokes should step down

S«cretar> «i( DiverMtv Afiitir^. Ru«iell Pbto. center, and iHher mrmhers of the Excvutivi Cabinet, call lor the re>iKnati».n of Senate Speaker jarrd NiAr*

at la»l niithl'* SGA mertins. Piclurtd fnmi left to rij^t are: Pavel Pavano, Brian Umu. Miw Safain. StJA Prcoideni Dave Carr. and Mark M..rns*.n.

By MtiissA Blanks] fciiN

i^HlfC.IAK t JmHfsrt'NUtNI

The Student Government

Association Executive Cabinet calkxl

for the rcMgnatkin of Sc*naie Speaker

^rcd Nokcs during a Senate meeting

last night in a prepared statement

tfiat was read before the Senate bixly

"No kniger can wc watch while he

disregards not only the Senate, but

also the entire student body." SC»A

Preskient David Carr read. "This

Senate body dcservc-s a better speak-

er than lared Nokes. and ii is linn- fur

him to step down
"

The statenKnt was signed by each

member of the SGA Executive

Cabinet, as well as by four senators

from the ALANA Caucus. ALANA
Caucus Senators Eduardo

Bustamantc and Gladys franco.

Scxretary of Diversitv Issues Russell

P Plato, and Carr tiK>k tums reading

the statement, while the rest of the

Executive (ioard stciod bc*hind them

in solklarity.

"I was not exptxting it," Nokes

told The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian last night at about I2K)

am. "It was very disappointing and

very surprising

"

ErcHii the hack of the rvx»m. audi

cnce members ctiecred, applauded,

and gasped. Tfie atmosphere

remainc-d tense, especially for ifiose

in the aiom wfx) had not already

heard the news.

l.ast night's call for resignation is

the third for Nokc-s removal this

year It was brought to the floor after

an email tfiat V^kes and Chair of

Ways and Means Patrick Higgins and

Chair of F\iblic Policy and Relations

Adrienne Ciirard sent to the Senators

on Monday According to the pre

pared statement read last night, the

three criticized the executive branch

of the SG.'X for not being willing to

folkjw through on a proposal tfiat

was made last week to dramatically

alter the Ofike of ALANA Mfairs.

even though it sparked majsK criii

cism and concern from menifvr^ of

the ALANA coniniunity

In the eniiiil. Nokes. Higgins and

GiranJ said they consklered the result

of Monday's discu»sK>n to hi- a dis

grace, fliggins tned to explain the

motives behind the cinail last night

"You all received an email recent

ly where we calkd what happened

the other night was an cmKirrass.

mcnt." he said. "Many peopk have

misunderstood us."

fliggins said he was upset that

senators were not a piirt of tfie pro

posal to recxmstruct tfie O.AA. "I saw

it as a lack of respect from the excvu

live [boerdj I fcvl that the proposal

they brought have been disrespect-

ful. " he said

,At the first mcvling last semester.

Franco called for Nokc*s' impeach

ment hcxause he would not rcxogni/c

any of the ALANA Caucus appoint-

ed s<.-ats. She clainwd Noke* had no

Constitutional right txit to receptee

the seats

She also LlaiiiKxl that he was not

recognizing the studc-nts. wfio fiad

just ^otc^l in campus electioi» one

wvvk cdtlicr On ihi- f^allot. several

'!s were* posed to

.<i the Al AN\
appiHnted si-ais ITw relerc-ndu'

questions passed, appaiving ol lli.

appoinitxl scats, with the ncxessarv

total needed to change the

Constitution In effect. Nokcs was

not listening lo the students in fiis

decision.

Nokcs lirexl back in Novitnber.
•-1- -ing impeachment charges

~i franc i> and Bustamantc He
said ihey tailed to turn in reports on

the National C\inlcrence on Race and

Ethnicity in American High^

See NOKES on page 3

Open house in Student Union today
By Matt Elder
l^JllFC.IAN STAFf

Today for the first time in five years, the Student

Union will be filled with performances, activities

and ftxxl for the Student Activities Center's Student

Union Open House
"It's an open house to showcase all the student

groups." said Paula Hodecker. director of the

Student Union Craft Center

"The Student Union has various cultural, politi-

cal, athletic, and religious organization and agen-

cies The open house is designed to gain the Student

Union more popularity "We hope to let the campus

know what wc do here." said fjodcxker.

The open house will host 27 tables from various

groups in the Student Union and there will be per-

formances throughout the day between 1 1 am to 3

p.m.

As one of the major events, the Craft Center will

be running a Valentine's Day table for people to

make valentines. WMUA. the radio station for

UMass. will be playing live music while Ilie llat^h

will host a karaoke contest. In addition, there will

fie free pool and games in the game room.

The juggling Club. Ben Mailhew from the South

Asian Student Association, the Kendo Club. Emily

Russel from Earthfoods and the Ballroom Dance

Team will all be hosting evenis throughout the

aftemiwn in the Cape Cod Lounge.

In the Student Art Gallery there svill be an art

exhibition entitled from the Arts Bum. which will

display various student's abstract painting and

other drawings. Showca,sed in the gallery will tie

Katie Banach. Phil McBride and Ian Gandreo.

Also in the afternoon, the Pride Mliance will

perform a nuKk marriage ceremony

"The whole campus is invited, that includes all

students and faculty." Hodecker said.

UVC-TV'l'^ will be in attendance lu lajx.- the

event and will also sponsor an event.

The open house will be catered h\ People's

Market and Sweets and More, and was organized

bv Ihe SGA.

Campus career fairs attract

thousands of job seekers

tMIl If. 1 * :i Kj.AN/t \ M. Ul ;iAN

LISTEN UP
Chancellor Uimbardi addresses the Graduate Student Senate yesterday in the Campus Center.

He said the University of Massachusetts will comply with the new fee for international students.

Bv MicHtiu RivFR.x. Sean

Benson and Keyana Bruwn
Col IFCIAN C'oHRFSIHiNni-Nrs

Thousands of University of

Massachusetts students gath-

ered in various parts of the

Campus Center yesterday for

three different kinds of career

fairs.

The events included the

Campus-Wide Career fair, the

Life Sciences & Environmental

Careers Fair, and the ALANA
lob Fair.

Campus-wide fair draws more than

1,000

More than 1.000 University

of Massachusetts students look

the opportunity to meet yester-

day with local and national

employers offering interviews

and potential jobs at the annu

al Campus-Wide Career I air in

the UMass Campus Center

Auditorium.

Career Services hosted rep-

resentatives from over 60

major companies, ranging fruni

Microsoft Corporation. W.B.

Mason. Hartford Financial

Services Group. Liberty Mutual

Group. Abercrombie and Fitch.

Kinko's and Six Flags New
l.ngland.

"|Thc fair was| very diverse

and had lot of different options

and companies looking for stu-

dents with different majors."

said Suphan Theam. a senior

biology major. "It's a good

opportunity and it's helpful to

know what's out there
"

Each company had tables set

up from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,

wailing to meet and collect

resumes from students.

Tina Acker, asscK.iale direc-

tor of Career Services and the

Campus-Wide Career Fair

coordinator, said that she was

"very pleased with the

turnout."

The number of employers at

the e\ent was approximately

the same as last year's lair. The

numbers of student turnout

also mirrored last year's event,

with a crowd estimated at

between t. =>00 and 2 000 sui

dents.

According lo Acker, the tair

IS a very dynamic event lor

both students and employers.

"A lot of employers are getting

such a good response from stu-

dents that they want to come
back and do follow up inter-

views." she said.

The employers seemed very

happy and were "pleased with

the great students and great

questions. " Acker said.

Students were handed pam-

phlets al the door of the auditi>-

rium as well as floor plans lor

the location of each employer's

table.

Many representatives used

displays to attract students to

their particular table, and

handed out free items such as

company pens, calendars and

desk clocks.

Pepsi Bottling Group repre

senlative. Kirsiin Fnierlin. a

representative from the Pepsi

Bottling Group, was very

pleased with the student

turnout. "Students seem to be

very eager and very well |ire

pared, " she said.

Some students took advan

tage of the opportunilv and

speni time going over their

options with iiiiin\ ililferent

employers.

Maya Perci'eiii»K>. .i senior

psvchologs major, spent an

iuiur asking questions to repre-

sentatives from several ol the

companies.

She said thai -lu Ult pre-

pared for the event and found it

very useful.

"I'm actually satisfied over-

all because 1 didn't expect to

find anything in mv field in

there." she said.

flowever. not all siudenls

found the career fair lo be

lutallv beneficial "1 am highly

unsatisfied with the fact that

you didn't need a college

degree lor some jobs." said

Peiepeliisky. "1 felt that they

should have been recruiting at

a local high schiiol." she said.

Crraduate student and
mechanical and industrial engi-

neering maji>r, Anand
Srinivasan. said that the lair

was "helplul lo an extent
"

"There were just one or two

companies there that related to

my discipline," he said.

For students who were not

able to attend the fair and wish

to make a connection with a

certain employer from the

event, ihe employers' contact

information has been made
available on the Career

Services web site at vvww-

ccn.acad umass.edu. lor more

direct information, call Tina

Acker at i4i 6247,

\lu liillf Kivi'ia

See FAIRS on page 2
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SaENCES CAREER FMR A SUCCESS

Hundreds of students met

i^iih representatives from II

different organizations to dis-

cuss career options at the

fourth annual Lite Sciences &
Hnvironmental Careers Fair

sesterday.

The organizations on hand

included graduate schools such

as Hur\ard Medical School and

L Mass Medical School, as well

a^ research companies like

Stiefel Laboratories and

Charles River Laboratories.

Representatives greeted siu-

deni> in front of tables contain-

ing display boards, pamphlets

and contact information

Students got the opportunilv to

meet and make contacts with

organizations they were inter-

ested in working for as interns.

in co-ops, or after graduation.

"The fair is a good way for

>tudents to find internships and

co-ops now so thai they will

have contact^ when the> gradu-

ate." said (jinger Goldsbury.

Assistant Director of Career

Services and organizer of the

Life Sciences & Environmental

Careers Fair. "Co-op* are help-

ful because ihev give students a

chance to see if lhe> like work-

ing for that particular compan>

the employers want to be

here bevause they are particu-

larly interested in UMus stu-

dents
"

fhc lutr was held in room
lti2 of the Campus Center from

10 a.m. to 5 p.m The small

separated the Life

vcs & Environmental

<s Fair from the larger

, us- wide Careers Fair held

m the auditorium.

"The breakdown between

rooms is good because we
k,now the students in this room
.lie concentrating in this field."

>a> I sh.ine Kellev. an opera-

iiLii» technical specialist for

Iriumvirate Environmental

There was a steady flow ..

students into the room, most of

wtutn were from the College of

Njiutal Resources and the

Lnvironmeni and the College of

Natural Science* and

Mathematics.

"Therc'»> a miMure ol >>iu-

dents here, but were seeing

predominanilv undcrgrad^

interested in internship oppor-

tunities." said .Angela Howard,

a human resources generalist at

Mass. General Hospital

Several of the represenia

lives of the organizations had

positive things to say about

iheir experience with UMass
students.

"This i^ our third year here.

We've had success in the past

with LMass grads. so we keep

coming back," said Ion

Abplanalp. Director of Contact

Staffing at Resource Options.

Inc.

"We're looking for full-time

einpknineni of UMass stu-

dents," said Linda Musto,

Senior Employment Specialist

at Harvard Medical School

"We made five hires from ihi-<

fair last sear and we're shoot

ing lor U) this year .. the ani-

mal science and basic science

programs here arc strong. The

students here have a lot of on

campus research experience in

addition to their coursework."

John Pappas. a recruiter for

Charles River Laboratories,

was accompanied by two

UMass graduates who now
work for the company. Both

graduates had attended the I itc

Sciences & Environmental

Careers Fair as undergraduates

and had made contacts that led

to their hiring bv Charles River

I .(h, .i.itories at the event.

I vc been coming here for

three vears and I find some of

our greatest employees come
from UMass." said Pappas

"The students here arc attrac

live to us because thev are bet

ter prepared lor the ' ''ct

than those who aii. ill

private schools, for example
"

Some students hsi ' "-''is'

reactions to the fair

"I'm lo« '» -cc « nai ^

out there," a Drum, a

senior environmental science

major "The reps are ;iM rcjllv

helpful with that
"

However, one siuucm mici

viewed wanted to meet with

fiives.

L re were more
options, although I know its

hard for companies to gel out

here." said Emma Thomas, a

senior env i.e

major. "I w re

smaller companies from the

area
"

^1 an Hi n Ml'/

tirt^

i blue
Wall Pub I

L\^~^ l>r^K

Come perform for your friends and classmates

First come, first serve

sign-up sheet goes out at 6:ooPM every Wednesday

Friday 2/13 at 7:00PM

Special Guests ?^cTvC^ Cl\>^f\,fX,

in a special intimate encore appearance following

their morning performance at the Fine Arts Center

Friday 2/20 at 7:00PM

^^h^ B^_Ur\<^ andTU^ ^K^_^t,\Cb

Friday 2/27 at 7:00PM

"R^^vx '^r<^^'r^ and l^^t»^r^\ W^bCf'_n^

Admission to all events is free

Never a cover at the Blue Wall

Michael Niles. a repre»rnuiive from Staple*. »peaks to Su»an Chen, a »orht»more accounting major, at

ve*tenlav'» ALANA Job Fair, held in the campu» center.

while others wore businessALANA FAM (MAWS HUWMiM

The ALANA lob Fair drew

hundreds of UMass minority

and intenuiiional students to

the Campus Center auditorium

last night.

"Wow! The event was

amazing and the student turn-

out was tremendous, about

700 or more came throughout

the evening." said freshman vol

unteer Lakcar Cromartie.

While ALANA sponsored

and organized the event non-

minority students were in n*

way discouraged from atteni!

ing. according to senior ^

Kwong. who helped org.u

manage and promote the lair.

"Even though the |ob Fair

ran very smoothly and received

lot* of support and studen'

ticipation. I wc>uld Ivavc lik

see even more compan\/bu>i-
"•.'»•• turnout." she said

Some individuals attended

the |ob Fair dressed casually.

wore

attire. Most came with the

intent to seek emplovment
opportunities, prerequisites and

connections as well as to gather

further information about

(.arccrs. jobs and inlernships

The range of emplo>er« in

attendance was quite diverse.

The fields included communica-

tion, health v.irc milif^ '

business

Eddie Carbonc and I

Sun of the New I

Professional Golfers

> • ciation PGA said they

11 to hire at least 20 pas-

iie students interested in

sports media and sports

mtomtaiion

"It's good to come back and

check out the school again and

. a positive influence," <iaid

.ine. a LMass graduate of

Crisima Alvcs. a Target store

representative. wa« seeking

unique, charismatic .
friendly

and unique leaders for a 12-

week summer internship. The

interns will serve as executive

team leaders in training, select-

ed interns will experierwe what

it's like to run a target store.

Freshman students Tracy Lin

and Lilv Hn id the pres

entation w.i M and that

they got a chance to explore dif-

ferent career options. Lin also

said she found out about intcm-

ihat she never even knew

Ihe co-sponsors of the

.\LANA lob Fair were the

Bilingual Collegiate Program,

the Committee for the

Collegiate Education of Black

and Minority Students.

Diversity in Management
Education Services. the

Minority Engineering Program,

the United Asia Learning

Resource Center and Career

Services.

— Kr\ana Brown
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BREATHE IN, BREATHE OUT
Akshaye Sikand. president of the L'Mass Art of Living Club, speaks to students at a meeting

last night in the campus center.

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors
Beer: Wine: Liquor:

Flarp Lager Dom Perignon

M2pk Mb $19.99*

BudftBud Light

.Mpk .«". $15.99* _ .

iceho««e
Foxhom

10 pk cm $13.49* C:hardonnay or

Keystone

Bombay Sapphire Gin
1 It. ..$94.99 1, t,, oo

Moet & CChandon White Star „ ^ „
U $22.99

Buslunills

750 ml...$29.99
, It. $22.99

Jameson Irish Whiskey

. S./750ml...$10.99 „
' '» «"-99

Canyon Road Romana Sambiica

10 pk cans $13.49*
chardonnay. Cabernet. Merlot . 75o ml. $18.99

Millwaukee'a Bert „ . 1.5 It. ..$10.99 Southern Comfort

«)rkc-.nv $10.99*
^«"*»'^

I h. $17.99
n 1. «. D u I -t-. C'hardonnay, Cabernet, Merlot T«iiiil« »»»Busch & Busch Light -'

1.5 It. ..$10.99
'«1»*"*K.o»e

24 rkNi $10.99* Wyndham Estates t-jo ml. $17.99

Sierra Nevada Merlot. Cabernet, Shiraz Rubinoff all flavors

12 Pkh,: $11.99* 750 ml...$7.99 .-5 It. $9-99

Sam Adam Jacobs Creek CaskM::reain all flavors

12 pk bti $10 99* Chardonnay, Cabernet. Shraz, Merlot 750 ml. ..$8.99

Kiffia™ Irish Red 750 mL..$6.99

.„ Arbor Mist
12 pk hti $8.99* All Ravors

'
all beer prices plus deposit

1.5 It. ..$4.99

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

jXi Russell St., Rte 9. Hadley. MA oiojf

§84-8174 • Man,- Smt. pmm- itpm

SALE 2/05 THROUGH 2/11

Now Open Sundays Noon to iiptn

Executive cabinet says Nokes should resign
Executive cabinet statement read at last night's SGA meetingNOKES Inm page 1

Education (NCOR), which the

SGA had partly paid for. They

were acquitted of the charges in

December
At last nights' meeting, Franco,

Bustamante. and other attendees

of NCOR gave their report. For

one hour, they shared the daily

details of what they did, where

they went, and what they learned.

They also brought back with them

ideas on how to deal with diversi-

ty issues at UMa.ss, which was part

of their agreement.

Bustamante both started and

ended the presentation. When the

power point presentation ended,

he did not sit down and continued

to talk during the announcement

section of the meeting.

At that point, the Executive

Cabinet. Franco, and other sena-

tors joined BustaiiKMile in reading

the letter calling for Nokes' resig-

ftation.

When it was Nokes' turn to

speak, he said he woukl not com-

ment on the letter last night, filter

last night, however, Nokes told

The Colk-gian he felt the timing of

the letter was odd "Everyone who
supported that letter was standing

there, and eight of them have no

vole."

A two-thirds vote in the Senate

would be necessary to impeach

Nokes.

Nokes sakl he sees next week's

meeting going well. He noted that

36 out 41 Senator* stayed until

midnight last night when them

meeting ended The Senate will

address the Akohol Task Force

Polivy during next wcx-k's meeting

Feb. 11,2004

Members
body.

of the Senate and the student

At the first Senate meeting of the Spring

2004 semester. Secretary of Diversity Issues

Russell Plato offered an Executive Branch

proposal to expand and reorganize the

Office of ALANA Affairs into an Oflice of

Community Diversity Alfairs. This proposal,

which was developed without the consulta-

tion of the ALANA Caucus, the Office of

ALANA Affairs or leaders of the ALANA
community, was put forth as an effort to

make the OAA a more effective resouae

and advocate for students. Representatives

of the ALANA Caucus and of the Office

itself made ck^ar their concerns about the

proposal before it was released to the

Senate.

On Mon.. Feb. 9. Secretary PUto heU an

open infonnational meeting regarding the

proposal The students who aiiended

expressed a great deal of concem and disap-

pointment in the proposal, and in particular

the fact that the Executive Branch had not

consulted with the ALANA Caucus or the

OAA in designing it. In a-sponse to the con-

cerns raised at the mtvting, the president

and Executive Cabinet decided to withdraw

the proposal from consideration and invite

members of the ALANA community, as well

as anyone else interested in the OAA, to

work with the Executive Branch to strength-

en the Oflice

Speaker of the Senate jarvd Nokes, aknig

with Chair of Ways and Means Patrick

Higgins and Chair of Publk. Policv and

Relations Adrienne Girard, a-leased a suie-

inent to all Senators regarding this deciskjii.

In his email, he accuNcd the Fxivuiivc

Branch of contributing to a "m-gaiive image

of the SGA " in "presenting such a plan with-

out the commitment to follow it through."

Speaker Nokes argued that the Cabinet

should have remained committed to the pro-

posal despite the significant concerns raised

by members of the ALANA community He

further stated that the actions of the Cabinet

"serve as an embarrassment to the Student

Government Association."

These statements evidence a complete

and total disregard for the student body by

the speaker of the Senate. His belief that the

Cabinet should have continued to press tor-

ward with a proposal that was met iK'galive-

ly by the community serves as an indication

of his inability and unwillingness to recog-

nize that he, too, should listen to and be

responsive to students. As the speaker of the

Senate, it is his responsibility to further the

goals of students as expres,sed by tfie Senate.

He has tailed to do so.

Even moa problematic is the implkalion

found throughout the email that Speaker

Nokes ha> more effeciivelv responded! to tfw

nc-eds of .Al ..A.N.A students than has the

Excvutive Branch Every single action that

Speaker Nokc-s has taken with regard to the

ALANA Caucus appointc-d seats has been

desigrK"d to frustrate the obvious desires of

the student txxlv, as tfw.se desires were con-

veved in the creation of the appointed seats

and the September 2tX)'5 passage ol a refer-

endum question that would have added the

ALANA Caucus appointed seats to the SGA
Constitution

Speaker Nokes look it upon himself to

rule ujxMi the legalilv of appointed seats,

even though it is entirely outside ol his pow-

ers to make such rulings He attcinpted to

block the recognition of the appointed seats

for the 200^-20t>4 Senate session by using

PurlianK"ntar\ procedure and his powers as

Speaker to prevent it from being placed on

the Senate ugenda.

Throughout his tenure. Speaker Nokes

has acted outside the bounds of his position

and without regard lor the stated opinion ol

the student body and the Senate. He has for

mutated positions on issues about which the

Senate has not spoken: he- has met directl>

with administrators to argue lor particular

policies without having fcieen askc*d to do so

b> the Senate; and he has abused his discre

tion as Speaker to block controversial legis

lation from being presented on the Senate

floor.

The Speaker's primary responsibility is

the facilitation of Senate mcvtings. but

Speaker Nokes has shown himself unable

and unwilling to fulfill even this very simpK

function. He does not arrive at the meelinj;N

in time to call them to order; he walk>

around chatting with Senators during

announcements, officer reports, and the

coaskleration of motions. When he does

stay at the podium, he pavs absoluieh no

attc*ntion to the proceedings uf the meeting

His actions toward tfK' AL.ANA Caucus

have been particularU egregious, starting

with his refusal to re-cognize the ALANA
Caucus appointments to the Coordinating

CouiKil He then refused to recognize the

ALANA Caucus appointed Senate seats

despite overwfielming seniiinent in the stu-

dent bodv that thev wishc-d tfK' seats to be

recognized He manipulated the

Coordinating Council through preixv verting

and revogniiion of non nK-mbcrs to the

point that the integrity and k"gitimacy of the

Council fvcame seriouslv questionable

These offenses are iKrt sinipK egregious;

ihey are impeachable If anvoiK has emfvir

ras>ed the Student (inNcrnment Asstn.iation.

it is lared Nokes

Despite our diHcu-iKt^ in iIk- (wsI. we

now starxl together against jared Nokes's

blatant abuse of his position. No longer can

we watch while he disregards not only the

Senate but also the entire student body This

Senate body deserves a better Speaker than

lared Nokes, and it is time for him to stq}

down.

Sincerely,

David Carr

President, SGA

Russell P Plato

Secretary of Diversitv Issues

Mark Morrison

Aitumey General

I i>j lollimore

Secretary of .Administrative Affairs

Carta Moy
Secretary of the Registry

Miita Safain

Stvretarv ol l\iblii. Polic\ and Relatioiu

CaiheriiK- Donaghey

Scvrelarv ol Finance

Brian Ixmg

Scxre-tary of University Polky

Senator Aiysha Cooper

External Chair. AIJVNA Caucus

Senator Gladys franco

Inienial Chair. ALANA Caucus

Senator Lduiirdo Bustamante

.-XL.XNA Caueus Senator

Taw Aiyeku

ALANA Caucus Senator

Legislature rejects amendment to ban gay marriage
By jENNII-hK Pl-I^H

Am(x-iatii> IVf ^^

BOSTON lAP) - The

Massachusetts U-gislature narrow

ly re)ected a compromise proposal

yesterday that sought to legalizx-

civil unions but ban same-sex mar-

riages, deiiverii^ a setback to law

mixn who wanted to avoid lak

ing the divisive issue heaid-on

The defeat of the compromise

means that lawmakers will return

to tlnr Statefiouse todav to coreskJ-

er either an outright ban on gav

marriage or Wtting the utalcs con

stitution remain intact.

The joint Flousc and Senate

session adjourrK-d for tfie evening

about 8:U) pin after about six

fxHjrs of deflate

The bipartisan proposal was

crafted by Senate Uaiders who
wished to overturn a high court

dedskxi k>galizing gay marriage

whik- still extending equal benefits

to gav coupk*s It was re-jcxted 104-

The compromise woukl have

made Vermontstyk civil unk)ns

automatically legal in

Massachusetts in November 200b.

the earlk.'st an amendnKTii could

be placed on a ballot for voter

approval. At that time, any gay

coupkrs married in Massachusetts

woukl be stripped of their licensc-s

and con.sklered part of a civil

unkjn.

Massachusetts was thrust into

the epicenter of the natkmal gay

marriage debate in November

wlien the Supreme ludkial Court

ruUxl 4^ that that it was unccmsti

tuikjnal to bar same-sex couples

from marrii^.

The court definitively reaf

firmed the dcxision last week,

ckaring the wa> for the first state-

rexognized gav marriages in U.S.

hisiorv to start taking place in

May
Rep Philip Travis, a Democrat

who spoasored iIk original ban on

gay marriage, saki the compro-

mise proposal woukl have asked

vcHers to dcxkie on two pirteniial

ly conflkting initiatives a ban

on gay marriage and the k-gali/^i

lion of civil unitins with uiu

vote

"It goes beyond what the peo-

ple wish to vote on," Travis said.

"It is almost like offering a true

false question. How do you

respond by voting yes or no at the

balkJt box?"

Pcx)pk" from across the country

were confrontcxl with tight scxuri-

ty and a throng ol reporters as the

lawmakers entered the volatile

national debate over gav nghls

Impreimplu rallH.'> erupted out

side the two-cc*ntury-okl buikJing.

and hundreds of peopk- lined both

sides of ilie strevt, holding signs,

waving flags and elkiting iKinks

from passing cars

The chants broke out sponta-

ntxHislv in pockets up artd down
the strex'i. and included. "Hey hey.

ho ho homophobia "s got to go."

Others chanted, "Adam and Eve,

not Adam and Steve," or held

signs that read "Civil Unions

Sitting on the Back of the Bus."

Stale police had to separate

two cre)wds inside tfw SlalefKnise

who bc"gan pushing and shoving

after one group unfurled an

American flag acruss frenn tfw

chamber and began chanting

"One Man One Woman I et ifx-

Pcx)pk' \'ole." MonK-nts later, a

contingent of gav ntamage buck

ers arrived shouting "Equality

Now"
At ofK point, dozens of oppo

rKnts of gav mamage knell and

prayed amkl the din

The debate began with conskl-

eratkxi of an unexpcxted anKtxl-

ment. propc»cd at the last minute

bv flouse Speaker Thomas
Finneran. that would ban gav mar

riage but alkjw the legisbture to

adopt civil unk>ns

After two hours of debate and

acc^satkxts that the IXtnocratk

speaker was trying lo hijack the

pax.ess. that amendment was shot

dowTt by a ItXl 'i** vote

Debate ifn-n turned to the

Senate compromise, which sut

fea-d the saitK- fate

In arguing against the gavinur

riage ban. Sen. Dianne Wilkerson

drew upon her experietwe as a

black woman growing up in

Arkansas, wfwre tfie hospital did

ncrt allow her nKrther to deliver

her chiklren

"I know the f>ain of being k-^s

than equal and I cannot and will

not impose that status on anyone

else," a teary-eyed Wilker>on sakl

"I coukl ncit in good conseicive

ever vote lo send anvone u> that

place frmn whi>.li ni\ l.imilv tUxl
"

Supporters of a ban calk"d for the

U-gislature- to respect 5.000 years

of iraditkm.

"Every society, every cukwe.

every natkm in all of recorded his-

tory, including Massachusetts, has

up until this puint at kast defined

marnagc as ime nun and one

wonutn," f inrK'ran said

The l^eg^sLature* is tightly con-

trotk-d by the IX-mocrats, who
iKild IbM ol the l>W seats. (One

scat IS saeani I The l.c*gislatuie is

also fvaviK Roman CatfKilic

ated on the corner of Fearing St

and Sunset Ave.

ISO Fearinq Street

icjal: Large Cheese Pizza $S.oo

urs./Fri./Sat.

pfzzaria
n Sua-Wed. llam-lam

lurs.-Sat llam-3am

549-6073
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Spring Break Student Special

Havana. Cuba
Pailicipate in a restoration project at Iglesia

Baptista (church) in Havana

March 13-20, 2004

Trip Includes:

Seven nights dormitory accommodations at the church

•All meals, transportation, and daily schedule

• License and visa for legal travel to Cuba
• Round tnp air fare from New York City to Havana

Cost: $1695,00

For more Information or to Register

413 637 3512
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Altornev

MonlDiiur & DasMulels

Attorneys at law

Worceslet MA

^ Hello LeBeaulS^

Volentines Ocy February 14th

LeBeau Florist and Gifts offers

chocolates, Roses/flowers, and gifts

What better way to say I love you...

Then with LeBeau Florist and Gifts

J LeBeau Florist and Gifts f^
Located in two convtenent locations ^^

460 West Street 1 1 2 Cottage Street ^
AMherst. MA Easthampton. MA
253-6993 527-2502

Jk ' good thru Febraury 14th 2004 ^
10% Off any Valentine purchase

r4ol \.*IkJ •>«» any otriar aau^on offer

riiLLii

Ground

With a law degree

from Western New
England College

School of Law Lori

Granat-Dupell is prepared to help

clients find equitable resolutions

in family law disputes.

Whether you intend to take your

place in the courtroom or the

boardroom, our outstanding

legal faculty will prepare you to

practice what we teach. From

research and writing to law

clinics, national competitions

to externships, our collegial

learning environment offers

hands-on experience for

success in many fields.

OPEN HOUSE
Full- and Patt-tmic

Saturday

Feb. 21. 2004

12:30-3:30 p.m.

S Ptestlev Biakt'

Law Center

1215 Wilbraham Road

Sp'iiiqtieltl. MA

,800 782 6665
413 782 1406

to RSVP

www.law.wnec.edu

>we've got the ultimate toga party!

>new' mykonos resort

>aegean classic cruise

>greek island hopping

>london to athens

" nights 'rorr $599

7 days from $579

u cJays tfom $1289

23 days from $1799

pncP* ire ow pp'son, kmc OM^, sjt)i*»c' *o avaiahrf^

^packages nducte acxxmmodations, trai^xjrtation, many tneats arxl as rrijch

hr as you ca- harxlle! Ceil ix>^ or go onine to ncw< thfi vacation of a Warrie!

///;

SCHOOL OF b\W
Practice What We Teach

contiki
VACATIONS ,.- (11 »» ,-•- -.-•

for a free brochure or to book

see your travel agent

call1-888-CONTIKI

visit www,contiki.com
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Apartment housing

is a good investment
The Uni^cisiiv of Vlassttthusetls Board of

TruMoes aiitxiunced Tuesday thai the Universit)

%ill expaiKl Its student housing with new apart-

ment >t>k residences fur up to 1.500 more stu-

dents, with amenities like high-speed Iniemei,

kitchenettes, and cabfc television.

Ihe project >*ill cost approximately $85 mil-

lion, the anKHint authorized by the UMa&s trustees

to be used through bonds. There are some who

will criticize this ollort. sasing that the university

nevds to save money and control its population.

not spend nic«ey and expand. Howes er. there is no

doubt that this move is a shining example of

change at UMass.

KinaiKially. the fact that the tmstees are secure

ciKHigh in UVlass' liscal tuiure to approve the

transaction says that brighter days are ahead for

t>K- university. Though it isn't easy to accept, we

must be wiling to spend money in order to make

\ .As it is. the dormitories on campus arc

uwded. and \»ithout an attractive housing

opium like the pa)p«.»sc-d apartments to offer

pro>pcxlive students, interest in coming to LNtass

« ill suflcr.

\U.nM\er. these apartments prvAide an excel-

k-M! . (MKMi lot students seeking to move out of the

ha\ ing to go thanjgh the rigmarole

111. alfordabkr olf-cainpas housing

With a-nt pnccs skymcketing and good apart-

- becoming harder and harder to hnd. the

s.\l apartment developments >*ill alkrviate

toss of finding acceptaWc housing, as well as

Jc a littk- brealhirig room to a ckjgs^xl cam-

pus which must force students to live in kxinges

and the Campus Center Hotel

That, in fact, may be the best nason for the

new hount^ uptiofw. While the University Ls mak-

ing the move because it plans to increase the num-

ber of students by roughly 1 .500 over the next five

years, it is the juniors arid seniors who will most

benefit from tWs plan. Granted, it will have an

effect on a very small pencenuige of the current stu-

dent population, but it is an important step

towards making UMass a moK pk;asant place to

live ar>d learn.

This alternative housing idea is not entirely

original. At Quinnipiac University and St. Ansehn

College, apartment style housing has successfully

provided upperclas.smen vkith an affordable hous-

ing option that rvmoves them from the claster of

dorms, yet doesn't forve them to live far from cam-

pus. Bus mutes are no bnger a priority, because

students' apartntents atv within walking disuince.

UMau students shoukl have full iaith that the

same convenience and opportunities will socmi be

available to them.

There Ls. as aWvays. a catch. Student housing

fees will increase by over S400. and this burden

will be fdt by all students — regardkrss of their

housing type However, in the dire linaiKial state

this institution has endured for the last tew year?,

the only way to dig ourselses out is to stop expect-

ing help from the Boston-centric state legislature,

and start fixing the problem with our own

resourves. The Colkgian firmly believes that such

an effort will pay off Exceptional new housing will

go a long way towards student nK»rak'. campus

beauty financial health, atnd an overall sense of

growth here at UMass.

hifomuition from guzenenei com i»«s umi m
ihib niiioriul

insipted ediioriaU repmeni lite majority opin-

ion of the UasMii-huietti Daily ColUfgian Ediloria!

Boani.

A dangerous contradiction
1 iini an

American wo-

man of Iranian

dcvent. Hlnglish

was not my first

language, but I

do iK>t have an

accent. On my
college applica-

tion, I was told

that I was^^^^~~~™
"white." but

most of the time. I am considered

"non white. I am a full-time

undergraduate student at the

University of Massachusetts.

Every artkW I have read so far

corweming AlANA. the SGA. and

the appointed seats has served as

nothing but a contradiction for

iiK'. and. in my opink>n, the entire

student body

It seems as though the SGA
constitutkm has been quoted krft

aixl right in this dispute between

Al.ANA and the SGA. while the

most iiiiportant parts of the consti-

tutkjn have been overkxiked.

In the preambkr of the constitu-

tion, it clearly states that the

underlying purpose o( creating a

student govcmnient in ifie first

place is "to promote the general

welfare of all University under-

graduate students." A representa-

tion of ALANA in this student

government is extremely impor-

tant to utilize all resources in pro-

moting the welfare of ALANA stu-

dents. However, appointed seats

are not the answer, lackie

Robinson was the first black major

league baseball player in 1947. He

is a legend today and. moreover, a

marking point in the advancement

of colored Anwricans. not because

he was appointed to the baseball

team, but because he earned it.

Every single time an article is

printed regarding this fight for

appointed seats, the Senate and

the campus as a wfiok: is taking

OIK step backwards. It is a form of

separation between ALANA and

the rest of the SGA. making it

seem like tfie minoritkrs on cam-

pus need these appointed seats,

when in reality, more is gained

without them. l.asi sanester. when

the SGA declared the appointed

seats uiKonstitutional. .AI.ANA

students ran for positions as stu-

dent senators ai>d arc currently

hokJ 25 percent of the Siudent

Serute.

Before this last ekxtion.

ALANA senators made up 1 3 per-

cent of the student senate in

appointed seats. Instead of aiming

to bring back the appointed 13

percent, the aim shouU be running

for 50 percent of the Senate.

Appointed seats are not a fonn of

advancement; they are holding the

Senate back from functk>ning as a

unified body of representatives.

An important aspect of main-

taining a fully functional student

governing body is "to promote the

general welfare of all University

undergraduate students." But

when half the Senate is stmggling

to promote the general welfare of

ALANA students and the other

half is snuggling to pnjmote the

general welfare of the other stu

dents, a greater harm has been

done.

Beneath the struggle, the

Senate is deteriorating. Our stu-

dent goveming body is designed to

represent our student body as a

whok. but if the SGA continues to

advocate this deterioration, the

Senate will always be separated

into two counterparts: ALANA
and those against it.

Sanum Hakim is a Collegian

co/umnut.

Not just a game of chance

P
Gilad

Skolnick

There's no title - just read it

ijist Thursday

night at *) p.m..

I was wiping

tfie steam off

my bathroom

mirror so 1

could spend

those two awk-

ward minutes

convitKtng my-

self that I actu
'

ally look cool in

a lowci l.asi Thursday night at 9

p.m.. 508 miles away from cozy

Amherst, one of my best friends

was doing the same thing, only in

Mind as a-hat-without-his-glass-

kind of way.

l.asi FTiursday night at mW-
night. after maybe eight games of

beer pung, I was gradually reach-

ing the point where. "I'm wicked

sober.' actually means, "Give me

my car keys and I'll get you home

without a severe head injury

ughly 50 percent of the time."

Last Thursday night at mid-

night one of my best friends was

probably doing the same, only

replacing pong with jaeger

Bombs. l.ast Friday morning at 3

a.m.. I was complaining about

how my boogers froze to my face

on the walk back to Puffton. l^st

Friday morning at 3 a.m.. one of

my best friends was lying in a pud-

dle of his own blood, mugged,

beaten, and discarded in the

streets of a major city, possibly left

for dead.

1 could write about how he was

found, or how long his emergency

rtxonstructive surgery lasted. I

could write about how a blizzard

was the only thing keeping me

from driving dowTi to Virginia in

hopes of beginning a new string of

sniper shootings But instead. I'll

write about something else that

shook me up: the fact that I talked

to my four best friends in the

world today and I can't even

remember the last time that hap-

pened.

You might have read that col-

lege isn't the place you meet your

future husband, but instead its

where you meet your future

bridesmaids. You might think that

going away to school means you

have to ditch the people you grew

up with, merely tossing askle the

mcnwries that seemed to be so

poigTuntly erKapsulatcd by that

high school year book you can no

longer find, only to be replaced by

new ones. Lies. To me. college is a

place where you come to realize

just how irreplaceable your best

friends from fiome really are.

As much as I love everyone I've

met here at UMass. and as much

as I hate the thought of having

generic, uncomfortable conversa-

tions with 85 pereent of my town-

ie high school class at my first

reunion, four years of papers, par-

ties, and puking is no substitute

for the 1 8 years I spent finding out

who 1 realiy am. And because I'm

going to remember those years

over the course of my lifetime, and

because there wasn't nearly as

much alcohol back then to make

me forget. I'm pretty sure I'm

damn well going to remember the

people I spent that time with.

Some day its going to hit you

that although you spent those

years convinced that you were

trapped in a sleepy town where

nothing ever happened, in reality

there was just too much happen-

ing for you get a handle on. It was

a time of firsts: first steps, first A'

paper put on the fridge under that

pizza place magnet, first group

shower in a locker room full of

dudes, and your first kiss with

tongue.

College, on the other hand, is a

time of lasts: l.ast Scantron sheet,

last Microsoft Word experience

where Courier New is a necessity,

last stiffing of the Wings delivery

guy because there's no way you

can fmd 15 percent at 2 in the

morning, and the last time you'll

wake up and wonder, "How the

hell did 1 end up in this bed ...

with this girl?"

l,ord. by the time you get your

diploma, quite a few of you might

even have new last names. But as

nerve-wracking, sweaty, and for-

gettable as those firsts may have

seemed, it's that same juvenile

awkwardness that prevents these

memories from taking their

respective places rnrxt to your

freshmen Greek Myihok>gy notes

underneath the emergency exit

signs of your mind.

But these experiences have

nothing to do with that precious

little thing we call fate. Everything

does not happen for a reason.

There is no reason my friend

shoukl have to explain to me why

his doctors are pretty damn sure

that something other than a fist

was used to repeatedly hit him in

tfie face. There is no reason he

should have to walk around look-

ing like a lanky Harry Potter for

the rest of his life. This kkl is too

humbk;. too loyal, and too genuine

for me to believe that Things hap-

pen, because ... well they happen.

It's our job to find the reasons and

attempt to convince ourselves that

they were, in part, to make us

stronger, more caring human
beings.

Some things do happen for a

reason. There's a reason you guys

are next to each other in that pic-

ture of the human pyramid, both

before and after the fat kid made it

collapse. There's a reason you had

no doubt in your mind that they

would drive the 12 hours from

their schools just to spend the

weekend in Boston to catch a Rcxl

Sox game. There's a reason they'll

be the ones standing at the head

table of your wedding reception,

glasses raised, smiles wide, eyes

half glazed over, just when it hits

you that damn, we made it this far

... together The reason'.' God. or

Buddha. Celine Dion, or whomev-

er you count on to give you faith

when your personal stock has all

but run out. put these people on

earth just for you.

So look forward to the next

time you head back home. Create

some new firsts, sing the "Golden

Girls" theme song together, or do

the same old stuff you've always

done, lust have fun when you do

it. and know that there's a pretty

good rea.son you wouldn't have it

any other way.

Malt Brochu is a Collegian

columnist.

~\ For far too kmg decisions have

been vnatie on campus using obso-

k-te tools. Frankly. I am a ud disap-

[X)inted v^ith what this says about

ih».' University of Ma.vsachusetts.

Day after day. I see UMass students

loolishty asing tactks such as the

^oin toe*, odds aixl evens, and even

"enk'-nK-nie-minkr-moe" to make

diviskias. Such nK'thods stifle cre-

ativity and reward peopk* based on

lu>.k rather than sheer intelligence.

W hen It tomes to making a division about wfvj

shoukl do sotiKthing. true geniuses, such as myself,

prefer to use the Rock Paper Sci.ssors game, otherwise

known as RPS The gaiiK measures one's wit. ingenu-

ity, craft, haml eye coordination, and spe«:d

In fact, there is even a Workl Rock Papers Scissors

Society, whkh is dedkatc-d to "the promotwn of Rock

Paper Scivsors as a fun and safe way to resolve dis-

putes." They have an annual intematwnal competi-

tK>n. as iIk Olvinpics ikj not yet rcvognize the sport, as

vMclI as provtdtflk' rules uikI their aiiK-ndments. and

different tip* anMMlegies
Upon the sta^w freshman year. I

was more than disappointed to find

out that a wdlknowti and respected

school such as UMass does not have

its OWT1 RPS team For a kjng time. I

have strived to find an outkl to dis-

play my takmt; yet sadly. UMass does

not provide such opportunitkrs. pixjb-

ably due to budget cuts. Thmughout

my colk-ge career I have become so

gciod at the ganw that now. by kx>king

into my opporvnt's c-yes. I can see

what he or she is going to throw out

at me. There are few people wfxj can

beat nK- at this game, and tfwse wfio do. I must call

Rock-Paper-

Scissors is no

laughing matter,

but rattier a

serious and well-

loved game that is

a part of all of us.

pure geniusc*s.

For those of you who are uncultured or Canadian,

to plav Rock- Paper Scissors (RPS). players throw one

of three pussibk- throws: Rock (ckjsed list). Paper

(hand flat) or Scissors (top two index fingers extend-

ed). Rock beats Scissors. Scis,sors beats Paper and

Paper beats Rock. There are no other optwns. no other

throws, and dc-spite what Kranwr claimed in SeinfeW.

Rock can be heat by paper, a rule I wouW still like to

sec overturned otk day.

Knowing your opponent wfien playing RPS can

give viHi a great advantage Some people tend to loose

their ciMicentration easily or pertiaps throw out a rock

when they get pisscxl off. whkh are all things to kx)k

out for Pix)ple who tend to be very aggressive or

angered easily throw out rocks left and right.

In additKMi. a recent study by the RF^ Public

Relatk>ns liepartment. calltxl. "The Effect of Recent

Mc-dia Coverage on RF»S Throws." showed that after

the airing of a "Simpsons" episode in which Bart plays

RPS with his si.ster Lisa and thinks to himself "good

old rock, nothing beats it." the use of Rock has risen

by over thrcx" percent nationwide. This marked the

largest increase in u.se of Rock since the fall of the

Berlin Wall

Paper is conskkred a weak, cowardly move by

most, as there is nothing aggressive about a limp piece

of paper This is a move that is coincklently favored

much b\ the French as well as certain players wlio see

it as a more subtk attack. Some left wing radk;al paper

fanatks have even dubbed paper as "the vktory of

modem culture over barbansm."

Scissors is thought L>f as a more clever or crafty

throw, whkh ww-w worklrps com calls a "well-planned

outflanking maneuver" From my limited experience,

students fivm Amhenit College tend to favor the use of

scivsors frequently, to such an extent that I find it quite

skkening

Straiegks are key when preparing to play against

someone, not to mentkxi that with memorized nwves.

it's harder to predkt wfwt you will throw out next. The

move entitled "Fistful O'Dollars" consists of a rock fol

kjwed by two paper^. a move that took the 1*7 RPS

Work! C'hampkjnship by surprise and is sakl to be

"arguably one of the greatest surprise offensive

moves." A subtkr but far more aggressive gambit

(three thtxjws, minimum needed for a game of RPS) is

calked the Avalanche, a personal favorite of mine. Us

three rocks in a row and most people don't see it cona-

ing. It was reportedly devek)ped in

the early I8<»'s.

Rock-Paper-Scis.sors is no laugh

ing matter, but rather a serious and

well-k)vcd game that is a part of all of

us. A respected tcchnkjuc for deci-

skxi making, peopk who ase RPS are

sakl to do better on tests arxl have a

higher self esteem than those pathetk

indivkluals who resort to playing

odds and evetvs. They might as well

use a hot dog eating contest to deckle

on things. I'm not even going to get

into "enk'-menk:-mink"-moe". wiikh

is perhaps more fitting for somt\XK

who goes to such lcs.ser places as UNH or Canada.

Before embarking on a round of RPS. I advKc you

all to do hand stretches. No one wants to pull a finger

musck: while they shoot out scissors. I've found RPS

to be great for shotgun disputes, dcxkling wfio picks

up tf»e wings, or even wfien negotiating with some of

the more liberal minded professor on campas wtien it

comes to grades Anyone claiming that this game

involves probability shoukl not be going to UMass. As

www.worklrps.com states. "Human beings will always

use some impulse or inclination to choose a throw, and

will therefore settle into unconsckxis but norKtheless

predkabk patterns

"

My last pkxe of advkx is never, urxler any circum-

staiKcs. get too excited and animate your moves, as in

doing tfie actual scissors cutting motkjn, etc. The RPS

Steering Committee made a ruling on this very issue

about 1 5 years ago after in a hotly contested semi-final

round. Mustafa Nwenge of Kenya pulled a scissors and

had the ligaments in his index finger crushed by the

overzcalous rock of a Swedish competitor. Thas. ritu-

alizing or animating the moves is now illegal for pro-

fessorial play Unfortunately. Mustafa was never able

to play competitively again, but the worW RPS society

claims that he is in very hot demand as a motivatwnal

speaker

Gilad Skolnick is a Collegian columnist..

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR
IRAQ PRESENTATION
MISREPRESENTED
An article by staff writer

Keyana Brown in the Feb. 6 edition

of Ttie Massactiusetts Dally

Collegian misrepresented a pres-

entation on labor conditions In Iraq

made by David Bacon and

Clarence Thomas last Thursday.

Ms Brown wrote. "According to

Bacon, privatization of businesses

IS one of the many steps needed in

order to Improve and reform work-

ing conditions, benefits, treatment

and wages. Initially, some workers

would be laid off, he said, but he

suggested that privatization would

be beneficial in the long run."

Mr. Bacon said no such things.

The main point made by Bacon

and Thomas was this, union organ-

izers whom they met In Iraq want

the U.S-led Coalition Provisional

Authority (CPA) to end its occupa-

tion of Iraq now. This Is because

the economic program the CPA Is

implementing was designed by

Washington elites to enrich corpo-

rations — primarily American ones

— and their International investors

while baring real democratic par-

ticipation by the Iraqi people.

Iraqi trade unionists are

demanding a voice In decisions

regarding the future of Iraq's econ-

omy, particularly on the Issue of

privatizing or closing state-owned

factories, since privatization would

result in massive layoffs — up to

hall the workforce in some Indus-

tries — and greater control of

resources by American corpora-

tions. These women and men

believe that their efforts to organ-

ize unions are being suppressed by

the CPA because they constitute an

unacceptable challenge to the eco-

nomic agenda set by the Bush

administration Anyone who dis-

agrees with this assessment

should have a compelling alterna-

tive reason lor why the CPA is

resorting to enforcement of

Saddam-era laws against union-

ization while preaching democracy

and empowerment for the Iraqi

people

Brent Scowcroft. who served as

national security adviser for the

first President Bush, may have

summed up the Iraq situation best

when he commented last April on

the prospects of a democratic

election In Iraq: "[If] the radicals

win... we're surely not going to let

them take over"

In the eyes of the current

administration, radicals' does not

merely denote religious fundamen-

talists, but extends to any Iraqi

political movement that dares to

defy the exploitative economic

program planned for Iraq. For this

reason, we must all oppose the

current occupation and open our

ears to the wishes of the Iraqi peo-

ple.

Dave Bisson

UMass Student

Arts&Living
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CtRLTUlUB
Everybody has their own interest

Vi

.

SiMJie like to browse through them in the store;

some like to fiave tfiem deliveted straight to the

door; some like to read them before going to

skxp. others like to read them whiW dropping a heap;

and of course, everyone likes to read them in the doc-

tor's office.

Magazines play an important tx>le in our sucKty and

culture Our v^ide range of interests as human beings

are put on display when you clnxk out your local mag-

azine rack There is an A-Z list of interests ai^ an equal

number of puf>lkations to match.

Of course, there are the generic maiastream media

mags like Tiiik* and Newsweek There are those famil-

iar iitastheads like Sports Illustrated arxl Rolling Stone,

whkh both have a particular focus, but at times break

free of tfieir boundane> and report on orher a^pcct^ of

. -ur lives. Then there are tho«e magazines with very spe-

cilk conimt. geared towanb a c-ertain type of person.

Fashion buffs k>ve Vogue: computer tKrds kAe PC

Magazine: gossip queens k>ve Us VV'eekly; autonxjbik*

lovers can't get eixxigh of Car and Driver and storiers

crave their High Times.

Magazines proside people with an irakle scope on

issues covered by the mainstream media. The Nalkn is

considcTed one of the most important pkves of journal

ism for tfie leh wing Magazirvs can also bnng a com-

munity together and building a united sonse of pride

between peopkr with specific identitk-«i For exampk*.

Flssence and Ebony are comtTStones ol the media for

Black .America

1 ike the workl itself, the magazine workl is gigantk

and dtvene. Even The Mavsachusetts Daily Colkrgian

enters this magazine workl. In the tall. The Score* tkk-

les the fancy of UMass sports nuts, while entertainment

connoisseurs of the Pioneer \ alkry can enjoy The Sceni-

in tfK spnng.

So wfiat is your favorite magazine? Here* are s^iik

of the ones that excite the interests of the Colk-gian's

Jitorial staff.

Glen Strauh

y
r^

r^.r

^
"HoMDIaMyMagKiml

OnmI

1 1 tow Vw togKy:*

"SpoflB liflkiM tw« nM«r go out ol slyto— VwyVa bMH

at It tor nwre than SO years. They've done some reaty com-

p«»ie iMlure ilonH on people you wmutdnl expect to iMd

taut In thelrnngulne. and VaTs one at fte MngtMl
ttiem aped from the rest of the fieHL*

iiaan ^hh

ii

\\

^^'
\

Mtfli*'
^*^

r^J

Not MMMUWIOMnH, NSMt !

-Us WaaMyi becmae of ttie ultra-sptaahy tayoult (nean oot-

ofslk punchy lieaianes. and super-short arlides mate ff* read

iboui at emartaWnq as ttw stars they cover."

fiia SiMHS, Ann A Umm Eanaa

"High Times, so I Know where to find 9te nicast »ae to sil

under.*

Fbmoh Smmrbi, Npm Eonaa

"The New Vomar is a bflilant puMcaian tMlihaMn «w bast

of Maraiy joumalsm and mHio can Wnk of a tMttar aat ol oiwar

pages than this magazme'

Mh INmuelu, AssKtANT SfOHTC EonoR

"Sports Illustrated On Canpus because they pay me SSOO a

semester."

NUn Rao, Ei>/Op Eonaa

"My favonte magazine is definitely CosmopoMan. Every

month, my Cosmo teHs me the very best ways to please my

woman."

Scott EumoGf, Pwno Enmn

"Martha Stewart Uvmg is peiltaps ttw most weN put together

magazine of Its ilK In the 'self-impnwenwnt mate your home

look obsessively pot together pretty and pink' category, no pub-

Ikatwn can touch Stewart's pride In print

"

MfCNM Hemjt, AssisTiWT Ams & Iimng Eomn

Adbusters because it is funny and thougtit-provokmg."

Emu LonfY, Assstant News Eomw

"My chotce is Maxim Its well wntten and mtormativa What

other puWkatKm wouW include an article entrtled How to Cure

a Feminist^' Plus, It provides tips that teach me how to get

down — way down."

»%AVv

\

Whkt^s your favorite magazine?
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Eve' goes to battle with the cheating kind
Advice from Eve:

I stHI hook mi with my high

school sweetheart when I go

home on the weekendt. We're

•lot committed, but I don't date

any other men. I'm a virgin; he

isn't. How long can a guy

last without actual

sex? We never

il

don't know if

I'm the only

girt he's

since we've

met. Is It

possible to

have faith In

his abstinence?

LB.

Him Wwn It comes

' ) sex. ^iys need ft as muchM
.wnen need shoes or the newest

fashion. I hi(^ty doubt an expen-

iir>>d male tn late teem or earty

,'(>. could last tour full years with-

in it sm — especially without a

iixtHTiitment.

I am in a gay relationship

with someone I love, but

sometimes I want to vent my

sexual energy with other

men? Is it okay to have fun

without emotional attachment

and still remain committed to

the man I love? Are these

normal desires? -S.T.

Desires: yes.

Acting on them,

however, dif-

fers — unless

you discuss

having an

open rela-

tionship with

your partner.

It's harmful to

yourself and

the man you

claim to love. It

seems you might be

too inexperienced to take on

commitment Why do it if you

want to experiment with oth-

ers? Either grow up and treat

your mate respectfully, or talk

to him about your interests.

Just don't lie.

Original

[ve

I novel ihoughl I

would K- cheated

on. I vvus the

>.ht.'iiter.

I know it's noth-

ing to brag about,

but I have a weak-

ness for men and

dinners and red

wine the hope

there might be Ivt-

lei . . the diinger.

I in usually more like the typical man

when it comes to relationships. I could

care less it ihe> call. TTuits why i iK-vei

get hull It was so ea.s>

Mask- it came from lecling a bit

einious llwt the butterflies weie never

tlwre. I can t rvmember just when or

why I decided to try feeling like every-

one el>e, really. But. it happened; I

look the plunge. I was awair that with

great bve couk* great pain. I iixv AikI

on cue. the lucky nuin caiiK* to me one

>unny aflenwon. and the fale wa>

M.'aled.

Not only did he cheat on the tloor

b«.k>v^ our rocNii. but he was also com-

pletely iw(.>-laced for a whole year, lie

didn 1 even have the dcvtTk.y to leave

the domi. (Rule I lX>n t ck-at where

you skwp.

)

It all provoked the questivMi lui

ther; How dcx;> anyone know who
anyone else really is'.' With him lor a

year 1 thought I knew him. But 1 did-

n't. 1 was so upset that even my

appetite for Haagen-Dazs was lost.

1 guess it really does take one to

know one. I looked back on the year

and realized I was actually faithful to

this person. I then undei>tood the ter-

rible truth about all men, and some

women loo all men clwai, have tlw

ncx"d to cheat or the desire- to be

involvc-d with many others.

Men arc ami inoix>gainists. Deep

down, they prefer variety. Everyone

knows this, so w by do we get so angry

at a man's natural-bom instincts? I

wish 1 knew.

Kither we iictept their need to

spre-ad their seed, or we wait w ith our

lingers crossed lor the one excepition.

Maybe college students are all too

voung and busy to setlk. The idea i>f

commitment is v\lwi were ivally in

love with - iKtt the actual ivaliiy of

commitment My last e\|XTiciKe with

kjve. for one, wa> love ol an idea that's

tiiTK- had conw and goiKv

Iav is />f'i luime li>r a Une guru

altettdiiif. VMuss »Ih) kiuw^ the ins

and uuls of ^^^•^'n rftatumsltip )ou

(.VII ask Lit' fur iidxiiv hy i'-muiliiifi

her ul tve^orgiiiulsiii<0yahi)o.i-om

or Dirty Bastard takes

his act to Pearl Street

Backpacks? Hostels?

3 Cities in 4 Days?
This ain t your porent* crxjvel ogency iC s yours
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Brussels.

$245

....$245

... $245

... $245

$740
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miomi por. $740
» 6 nighcs

Vego/ pro^ $646
>• 6 nighcs

BOOK IT BEFORE
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Indian Ba.«h" SalurJav nighi in the Slutlcnt L'nitm BjllriK>m.
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By Evan Got lURitn

C:i)LLIililAN l^l'RRlSWlNDtNT

To paraphrase comedian

Lewis Black, fanatics are peo-

ple without a sense of humor.

Hip-hop stands as the

unquestionably dominant

force in the record industry

today. It pervade> into all

facets of music and blurs the

lines between movies and

music, creating a

business that spans

the globe.

But with success

comes its trappings.

So many rappers

today are fanatics,

clinging onto the

image they and the

hip-hop industry

present. The Isenelits

of a lucrative rap

career have, in many
cases, overshadowed

the music itself. Flashy jewelry.

cars, women, throwing the

largest party, and representing

with the largest posse — these

are the doctrines of fanatical

rappers, adhering to the

preaching of an industry that

takes it.self bn >erious as death

— literally.

But every now and then, an

artist takes it upon himself to

work in his respvxtive music

career with a comic irrever-

ence that's both genuine and

necessary He i> an observer,

watching with an inquisitive

and intelligent eye hidden

behind the shroud of clowns.

Rock ha> had its share, from

The Rutles to This is Spinal

Tap. and rcxenily Tenacious D
and the Darkness

Hip hop \ias the Ol' Dirty

Bastard.

Tonight at 8:W p.m. at the

Pearl Street Nightclub in

Northampton there is an

opponunity to experience the

madness of Ol' Dirty Bastard.

There is little that can

describe the delivery, the style,

or the perNon that i» the Ol

Dirty Ba-iard Since I ^^4.

O.D.B. has btvn the humor-

ous bastard child of the rap

industry — a mad genius com-

pletely committed to his own
manic persona. He was once

Russell lones. but now he

sheds names like layers ol

clothes: Osiris, Dut IX>g, Big

Baby |esus and Dirt McGirt.

We watched O D.B. in the

early Wu-Tang videos, a fren-

zied presence in the midst of

• he darknc-s of Sl.iicn Island.

We watched him on MTV. as

he went to pick up food

stamps and groceries. We saw

him rush the stage at the

Grammy's, taking the micro-

phone and shouting,

"Puffy is great, but

Wu-Tang is for the

children." One of the

more jx^pulai topics in

his rhymes is the fact

that he has had gonor-

rhea twice.

But with the come-

dy that or Dirty

Bastard injected into

the rap world came the

real tragedies that hap-

pen to so many cre-

ative forces. He's lathered over

10 childre-n with a variety of

different mother> Police

arrested him lor breaking and

entering in 1^^5 O.D.B.

claimed he was lleeing as.sas-

sins and later he was shot

twice in the back — but sur-

vived Another warrant and

subsequent fugitive Ntalus

came in luly 2001. when he

was arrested lor po>sesMon of

crack-cocaine and probation

violation He served two years

and was recently released,

nearly MM pound^ and swear-

ing sobriety.

Perhaps the gieatcst

tragedy in the carec-r of the Ol"

Dirty Bastard has been his

artistic achievements over-

shadowed by his pervHiality.

He's best known tot the

obiKJxiously c*lchy "Ghetto

Superstar," an undeniable hit

in fWS movie "Bullwcirth."

There was "CmjI Nour Money,"

another major club anthem,

which wa» the tirsi to Icaiua*

the "Milkshakt^ giri Keli> and

the uK*r producers. the

Vptuncs. But then there were

his classic rhymes on "I nter

the Wu-Tang." many ol which

stole the spotlight Hi> sevond

sok) album "N'^'a I1ea>e," is a

critical success and still one of

the more creative hip-hop

albuiTts to date.

Everybody needs a little

now and then!
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UM to compete in Fiesta Bowl
: 'J "TL. ., *...>«• .%m*A csLilli^ QM-A tt««af«> It'c iiit:f ]

SOFTBALL from page 10

World Series opener.

Rivera, a two-time All-American catcher, has

been one of the best at her position since her 2002

freshman campaign. The junior catcher/designated

hitter has one of the strongest arms behind the

plate, with Pac 10 leading seven pickoffs. Her 25

homeruns lead the nation and set a UW single sea-

son record. A linalist for the Honda Broderick

Award last season, given to the nation's top player,

she is one of the favorites for National POY this sea-

son.

The young Minutewoman team also has a play-

er in the national spotlight. Aisha Franke was

selected to the initial Top 40 Watch list for the

USA Softball Player of the Year Franke s .403

batting average led the A- 10 conference and was

40th best nationally. Now a senior, Franke is look-

ing what the team needs to succeed.

"We have a young team this year, so confidence

is the biggest thing we need." Senior Aisha Franke

1 I < H!t>\ , .! t.

Senior forward CWo Fo»ter hitprs to help the Mmuu-womcn snap a l«>-|5iine road lo«inf! Mrrak.

Minutewomen to face Rams
WOMEN'S HOOP from page 10

percent Imm tlx- liekl. including a dismal 7-for-43 from

threx'- point range-

'It's baffling to me becaiee back in my playing

days I was always a fnxttr. scoring has always come

easy.' Dacko said. "So my team has played ith:

beca»ue they've struggk^l putting the ball in the

hoop, that's why we're practicing shooting
"

On Tuc-sday. the Minutewomen spent the lir*t half

of practice workit^ on sfiooting with no c^>po»ition

The ptattice wiis designed to get the Uami i«st. v»^ik

wuriing on one of its delKtencies.

Dacko doesn't believe tier team's shooting woes

can fully be attributed to the

"Its amazing to me how opi-'

the point where, its no joke, but I believe they need

to get their eye> chc-cked." Dacko >aid. "Some of

them, I really think iwed to get their eyes che*.ked."

Bailey, who missed a week of practice before the

Minutewomen s game against Duquesne. has been

practicing with the team and looks to start on

Friday evening. Bailey had a career game against

the Udy Dukes, scoring 16 points with 18 boards

"I think wtiai happened was vw were- waiting for

her to get a Corn/oiK shot." "Then after a wxvk of not

plaving she practiced very light on Saturday and

plaved well against IXiquesne
"

\s far as team moral is concerned. l>acko knows

Ik'w hani it is to k>se. but respects the positive atti

tude iK-r team is taking down the stre-tch. With rwarly

I he injured lisi ' ' .i handful

1^ poaWve to sc . an uphill

battle.

Smooth Skin for Spring Break!

AMHERST I.AStR & SM.N CAKh CENTER ^d
Laser Hair Reduction- with Cientlel.ase'^''

Utilizing advanced laser technolog>.

Both Men and Women

Any Area of the Body

Bikini * Face * Chin * Lip • Underann * Leg * Back

Laser treatments a\ ailable for acne, brown spots, and facial veins

Call Now for a frfifi initial physician consultation.

Students vs/ho sign-up before March 1st

ysiill receive 50% off package price.

Amherst Laser and Skin Care Center

Bob Weitzman MD- Medical Director

196 NORTH PLEASANT STREET - SUITE 11

AMHERST MA 01002 - 413-253-2214 - FAX 413-253-2216

AMHERSTLASER@VERIZON.NET
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said. "The talent and skills are there. Its just a

matter of the mindset of us going out there and

we're going to go far"

"We are going to take care what we need to

tare of. We just need to know we can do it and

then well be unstoppable after that."

Sortino had the challenge of replacing five sen-

iors — including four All Atlantic 10 selections —
in the off-season, including NFCA All-Ainerican

Emily Robustelli and two-time A- 10 Pitcher of the

Year Kaila Holtz. Sortino has reloaded with top-

level talent and considers this a very deep and tal-

ented team.

"We have some young kids looking to get the

chance to play, so I got some tough decisions to

make who to put out there at first." Sortino said.

"Im lo«.>king for my kids to seize the moment.

They have been waiting for this for a long lime,

some waiting a couple years to play."

"I'm sure we're going to gel out there Ihis

team has great offensive and defensive depth,

more than an\ other team I have ever coached."

St. Joe's featured on S.I. cover
A-10 from page 10

"The little man from the little

vchool that's beating everyone
"

The cover story, v^ritten by

Philadelphia based S.I. senior

writer Michael Bamberger, high

lights Nelson, a leading candi

date for 2004 National Player ol

the Year, as well as the rich his-

tor> of the S|U men's basketball

program.

"A Sports Illustrated cover

brings a spotlight specifically on

our basketball program But

more importantly to me. it's a

spotlight on a great university,"

said Head Coach Phil Martelli.

"All human emotions overtake

you — it's humbling, it's excit-

ing, its a sign of respect

Whatever word you can use to

describe it, encompasses the

feeling ol everyone involved in

our program seeing lanteer

Nelson on that cover"

While the issue will mark the

mo>t publicity S.I. ha^ ever

given the Hawks, it is not the

first time the school's men s bas-

ketball program ha» been recog-

nized by the magazine. The

l^»65 bt> squad was picked No. I

in the magazine's preseastm poll,

but never graced the cover.

PGA Tour to kick off at Buick
TIGER from page 10

v«irs.

"It catches your attention." Singh said

F.vcrything else, htiwever. is business as usual

Players stop him wherever he goes to congratulate

him on his success Singh even sivs them studying

the way he practices, realizing there might be sonw

thing to the long hours he puts in.

The streak is merely a byproduct of his work, as

is his goal of replacing Woods at No. I.

"I'm not thinking aN.Hji ihi- streak." he said. "I

wasn't even aware ol it until guy* started talking

abuut it. I'm sure its going to end one day. I'm just

going to try to play the best I can."

Mickel>on played the lir»t three rounds of the

Pebble Beach National Pro-Am with Singh, and said

it was easy to see the biggest diflerence in his ganw.

"Putting." Mickelson said "He's always driven il

straight. Hes always hit pretty good irons, pretty

good short ganK. But he's making everything
"

Singh took mild exception to that assessment.

I putted good vwith I'hil Maybe that's why he

thought I was putting well." Singh said with a laugh

"I hit the ball pa-tty good, too
"

Its difticult to aa»e» how Woods is playing

because he hasn't been around.

Woods tied for fourth in the season opening

Mercedes Championships, then took ihc nc\t (iHit

weeks off.

Then again, \^cxl«i ioikU !. pl.ix lu^ '.

kmg layoffs.

He won two ol his tirst three •utix- ia-i >ciii.

including a dominant victory at the Match Play

Championship While Singh is alvvavs itching to

play, ^oods is careful not lo h^ciUmcI u>urnanient

golf into his schedule.

"I could not do wfiat \ i|.i> ciocs Im ihai many

goll balls after every tournament round, play as

many toumamenis as he does,' Woods ^ui "He's

able to maintain that high lor a kjng period ol tin»e

If I did that. I vkould break down, bcxause I wikiUI

start losing my focus."

Woods doesn't have to adjust his ey^ to sec

who's cmning at him. Singh is at the top of the llM.

although Mickelson and FK — the usual cast ol

characters ate all nght ih.

How he handles it v^ill m the rest nt the

California swing.

"With regards to li^id lie u cimhi. i-^.. ....« k-.v;

dcMng what he's doing." Oarrvn Clarke said "I doni

think it will affect him in the slightest

"
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Clarett cleared to enter draft Colorado set to investigate

Barnett following allegationsBy Larry NtiMtisTER
,\ssmlATH) Pltiss

NEW ^ORK (AP) — Maurice Clarett is ready to

enter the NFl. draft, clearing another legal obstacle

\\ediiesda> when a federal judge rejected the

league's request to suspend her ruling.

U.S. District judge Shira Scheindlin concluded

the Ohio State running back could face "very delri-

nientiil" harm if excluded from the draft. She said

the NKl would not be irreparably hamttHl if Clarett

and other underclassmen are eligible.

"Maurice Clareti's going to be in the draft," the

players la\Nyer. Alan Milstein, said after the decision.

NFl. lawyer Gregg Levy said the league will ask

the 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals to stay

S(.heindlins ruling while it appeals.

Scheindlin ruled last week that an NFL rule bar-

rmg eligibility to Clarett and other young players

Ironi Aprils draft violates antitrust law

"Contrary to the NFL's argument, most of the

rules governing this case were established decades

ago, she said.

"Itideed. the legal Iramework tor that decisivm

was laid in a long line of Supreme Court precedent."

she added
Scheindlin said "it would be perverse indeed" lo

grant a delay of her ruling.

"If a stav is granted. Clarett will miss the 2004

drali." she said "He will not be eligible to play in the

NFL until the 200S draft, when he would have been

eligible under the current rule. If the stay is granted.

Clarett will have effectively lost his lawsuit."

The judge said the NFL's concern that younger

players may over-train or resort to steroid use to bet-

ter qualify for the draft "makes no sense." Players

must announce they are entering the draft by March

1.

She predicted few younger players would enter

the draft.

"At worst, the NFL will be forced to tolerate the

handful of youngei players who are selected in the

2004 draft." she said "What would amount to a one-

year suspension of the league's eligibility rule scarce-

ly imposes any great hardship on the NFL or its

teams."

Levy, the NFL lawyei, was not surprised by this

latest ruling and insisted the league is confident

about its coming appeal

"Mr Milstein is ahead at the end of the first peri-

od." he said "There, the game starts over"

Milstein said he was not concerned because the 20-

vear-old running back had won at the lower court

level on every issue.

"It was frivolous here," he said, releriing lo the

NFLs claims "It will be even more frivolous there."

Clarett ran lor 1,237 vards and led Ohio State lo a

national championship as a freshman m the 2002

season. But the school suspended him before last

season for accepting money from a fantily friend and

for King aK>ut it to NCAA and university investiga-

tors.

By JOHN MOSSMAN
AsMxiATEU Press

BOULDER. Colo. - When
Gary Barnett was hired to coach

Colorado's football team five

years ago, he was embraced as a

disciplinarian who would end an

era of loose recruiting practices

and return the team to national

prominence.

Now the coach is at the cen-

ter of the school's biggest scan-

dal in decades, perhaps ever

Amid accusations that a

boozy round of recruiting visits

by high school prospects in 2001

ended in gang rape, Barnett faces

a university investigation that

was all but ordered by

Colorado's governor.

The latest blow came this

week when a striptease operator

said he regularly sends lap-

dancers to perform for Colorado

athletes. The most recent per-

formances were booked two

weeks ago - well after the rape

allegations became public and

just days after Barnett promised

to step down if it was shown his

staff had anything to do with

what he called "tawdry" behav-

ior by student-athletes.

To top it off, a former athlet-

ics official said Barnett seemed

reluctant to crack down on

entertaining recruits because it

could give an advantage to other

schools.

Barnett denies it all, telling

The Associated Press he will be

cleared by the investigation and

disputes accusations in a federal

lawsuit that the Boulder campus

is a hostile place for women.
"I expect them to find that we

have an exemplary program in

every aspect," Barnett said.

"The coach blames the players

and students for the December
2001 party that led to the rape

allegations and says he can't

watch players and recruits 24

hours a day.

"No coach or any member of

Commitment. It's mutual.

Join us and we'll make a commitment to you. A commitment to provide one of the best

career experiences in the vwrld. One that's full of opportunity, challenge, learning and

support. In return, we expect a commitment from you. To perform at your best, to

refuse second best, to take every opportunity we give you. It's a win-win.

ey.com/us/careers eU Ernst&YOUNG

my staff had anything to do with

that night." he said. "At no time

did any coach take part in

arranging, creating or encourag-

ing a party of any sort. You just

don't do that."

At 57, Barnett has led

Colorado to a Big 12 Conference

title and a BCS bowl game in his

five seasons as head coach (his

contract runs through 2006).

When he took over from Rick

Neuheisel in January 1999, his

former players at Northwestern

said Colorado was getting a new

sheriff.

During the last two seasons,

nine players were suspended for

various violations of team rules,

including curfew and behavior

standards.

"Coach Barnett is such a

stickler," receiver D.j. Hackctt

said. "He's really strict on rules

and stuff."

Still. Barnett had his share of

controversy even before becom-

ing head coach at Colorado.

He led Northwestern to a pair

of Big Ten titles and a Rose Bowl

berth after the 1995 season. He

was also there during a betting

scandal in which four football

players were indicted and

accused of lying about gambling

and point-shaving activities.

Their coach was not implicat-

ed Barnett later called the scan-

dal a "tremendous betrayal" by

the players.

Barnett was also with the

Colorado program as an assis-

tant coach during some if its

darkest days. Between 1986 and

1988, players were accused of

>. rimes ranging from drunken

driving to serial rape, and the

school was featured in a Sports

Illustrated cover story that still

brings bitter memories.

Barnett himself wasn't criti-

cized during that mess, which

tarnished the tenure of head

coach Bill McCartney but didn't

stop the Buffs from winning a

national championship in 1990.

Since then, the program has

been slapped with two years of

NCAA probation for violations

that occurred mostly under

Neuheisel. The problems includ-

ed illegal contact with recruits

and excessive reimbursement

for recruits' travel aiHl enter-

tainment expenses Barnett was

cited for two minor violations.

Much more serious are the

accusations leveled in federal

lawsuits filed by three women
who say they were raped during

or after the 2001 off-campus

recruiting party. The suit accus-

es the program and university of

fostering an environment in

which women are routinely sex-

ually harassed, which would

violate federal bans on gender

discrimination in colleges.

No players or recruits were

charged. But Boulder County's

lop prosecutor accused the uni-

versity in a deposition of using

sex as a recruiting tool. The

school is appointing a panel to

investigate, and the criminal

investigation has been

reopened.

The party took place during

what Barnett calls a brief period

of free lime that recruits spend

with their student sponsors.

"Their day is packed." he

said. "As coaches, we're

involved with them all but 3 1/2

hours every day. And for those 3

1/2 hours they're with one of

our players, one-on-one. You try

to eliminate as much risk as you

can."

Still, for coaches to be with

recruits 24 hours a day "would

not be a college experience."

Barnett said.

Barnett insists he responded

properly when the rape accusa-

tions first surfaced. He imposed

a 1 a.m. curfew on recruits and

required their player hosts to

sign a pledge to keep recruits

from being exposed to inappro-

priate behavior. including

underage drinking.

"It's obviously been working

pretty well." Barnett said. "And
the other way worked pretty

well until one night."

Colorado's former senior

associate athletic director.

Robert Chichester, suggests oth-

erwise. In his deposition in one

of the lawsuits, he said Barnett

seemed unwilling to set a tone

of intolerance toward rowdiness

during recruiting visits.

Chichester, now athletic

director at the University of

California. Irvine, characterized

Barnett's position as: "If (play-

ers) weren't taking (recruits)

out and partying, that it would
be a recruiting disadvantage. ...

If alcohol happened to be there.

Coach Barnett never really

voiced an opinion to me that

that was objectionable."

For his part. Barnett insists

he and his staff are in "complete
control" of the program.

Asked about his promise he

would resign if the probe turns

up evidence of involvement,

Barnett said. "There won't be.

There won't be."
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Pretend that ycxj're a wolf and h<iwl at
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pisceS • Fin 19-MAit. 20

The reaction ot others is nc^hing. Trust

yourself!
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Surprise! Your Valentint-s Dav d.itf looks

like cutie-fwtJxrtie.
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WSOl \C FMFNTSHAPARTMfNI fOR RENTH AUTO FOR SAIt

$450 Group
Fundraiser

Scheduling Bonus 4

htuirs of your ynuip's

time PLUS our tree

(yes, free) funJr.iiMni^

solutions EQUALS
$1.000-$2,a^in

earnings for your

group. C:;ill TOn.AY

for a $450 honii*-

when you schcJuli

your non-sales

fundraiser with

CampusFunJraiNcr.

Contact

CampusFunJraiser,

(888) 92^52 W, or

visit ww'w.canipM>-

fundraiscr.coiii

\l'\KIMt\T FOR RFNT

Center of town 1,2,

3 heclr(H)ms; hiirtl-

wood floors. NcW
SHOWINC;. for

JUNE and SEPTEM-

BER. NO FEES.

Www.ainhcrstliiH oi:

nrealtv.cotii 25^7879

Stylin' SpacesI

Sui^.irlo.it Hsr.ites

Modem 2 Bedrcnmi

Apartment homes!

( iet a sweet deal

when vmi move in:

FREElVllLipti>p

Ct>mpiiter or 1/2 off

i^f month's rent &i

1/2 off security

deposit! Open

S.ifurdiiys. Move in

TOHAY! Telephone:

(4n)66v^8S6

vs w \v.siin.irloaf_estates

@aspensqiiare.com

HolMrt C,ondt)s ^

Ix-drotim, hardwood

tlinirs, study area in

hiseimnt. C'ahle,

telephone (internet

.iccess) in all hed-

rooms .m^i study.

NtW SHCWINCl

t.,r JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO FEES.

www..iinlierstlincol-

nuMltv.com 25V7879

|9VU>ldsmohile

(^utlas Oierra, 168K.

Reli.ible, new parts,

$650 or best offer

4!V25V686I

$5l\^!!! Police

Impounds, Hondas,

C^hevy's, Jeeps, etc.

For listings 1-800-

?19.??2? Ext. 4554

employmfnt

Whitewater Raft

guides needed at

Oah .Apple

Whitew.iter, Full or

Part-Time johs. No
Experience necessary.

Will train. 625-2288

for Into. Headline

2/26/04

Market Ml).; .'X^jency

Seeks Outgoing High

Energy Individuals

for promotions

$15/hour 888-477-

6668 www.hauspro-

motitms.com

FMPIOYMENT

"Bartending;"

$250/nay Potential.

Nti Experience Nesc.

Training provided. 1-

800-965-6520

Exr.162

The UMass football

team is Knikint; for

interested students to

fill the position o\

video assistant srart-

inj,' in late spring

Experience preferred

but will train. CJome

be apart of rhe

Champion tradition!

('ontact Bill Sisler,

video director 577-

0^19

$250 to $500 a week

Will train to wtirk at

home Helping the

U.S. Cjovernnient tile

HUIVFHA mortgage

refunds No experi-

ence necessar>- Call

Till Free I -866-5 ?7-

2907

FMPIOYMENT

500 Camp Jobs NY,

PA, New England. 1-

8W-44?-6428

www.summercam-

pempK>yment torn

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. Local

positions. 1-800-295-

5985 ext 516

Photography position

available.

Photographer for

Whitewater trips.

Some photography

experience necessar\'.

Weekends Spring and

F.ill. Full Time

Summer season. C.ill

625-2288 IVadline

2/26/04

Summer Nanny ptisi-

tion C-aritig for 2

boys 5 and 8.

Weekends Spriny .ind

Fall. Full Time (40

hours). Experience

preferred. C:all 625-

2288.

ENTERTAINMENT

LsperieiKcii I lip

Hopnj4n-<5=;-

5226

FOR RENT

Spring Break Rental

Haynma Beach,

ReM>rt Studio IWk

March l4''^-2rf

$1500.00 1-866-284

5972Ref«84k^

ROOMMATES WANTED

Cireat House!

Minutes from

Campus Need

responsible room-

mates Sin^,'les/i;roups

welcome $525/montli

+ 4 rooms open 1 2

months Starts June I

Call or IM Lisa

a.s.a.p.: (860) 227-

4502, IMP 5 58 5

SERVICES

prec;nanc:y

TESTINC. Hl\^

SERVICES

Icsiuii:. hull;

Control, .ind

Emergen*. \

( .'iitraception

.Attord.ible ind tonli

denti.il. T,ipesfr\

He.ilth, :: 1V,.N

Srreet, .Amlursi ^4^

1)00"'

TRAVEL

= 1 Spnim Hie.ik

Vicarious! ("anciin,

j.im.iK.i. Xtipuko,

B.ih.im.is. sSi Florul.i'

Best Parties, Best

Hotels, Best Prices!

Space Is limited!

|5(H)k Now iSi S.ive!

1-800-2 54-7007

\s ww.enilKsssuiumer-

tours.i nm

Sprinu Biv.ik 2004

It's hen. .book now !

Lowest Prues Hottest

P.irties »l .Airlines

What more cm you

.isk for!!! www'.sun-

splashtours.mm
1800-426-7710

TRAVEL

>piini: iMi iK. _v '^ 4-

Travel with ^T^.

Amerid''- =1 "•HKlent

Tour L\ier,itor to

Lim.iic.i, C.inctin,

.Ai.ipulco. B.ih.im.is

,mJ 1 K'liJi Now hir

inu campus reps. C!.ill

tor uroiip diseiMints.

I ntorm.it lon/Reserv.u

i,.,i^ 1 ^^^-648-4849

I ) I u\\A\ st>tra\e l v .
>n

i

For more intorm.ition

cont.Kt STA Travel

,it 415-256-1261

>.s7 4 CANi I \
Best prue. L'MASS
\ ENlxm sellini:

spring; break p.iek-

,11,'es. Po iiot i;et

si.immed. I '.iiuiin,

Neiiril .Ac.ipulco,

B.ih.im.is, Florid. I.

$$$ campus reps eirn

$$$. Flipnai ion.torn

S77-4-c,ineiin

The C'ulleui.in

M.iiketpl.kCiCall

^4s 5S00 to pl.ice

Vt'iir own I l.issit)e>.l .kI!
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Fiesta for Minutewomen
UMass will travel to Phoenix to

compete in three-day event
Bv ToDO FosrtR

i. m Itl.lAN SfAH-

The No. 30 Massachusetts soft-

ball team opens the 2004 season in

Phoenix, Ari/una. this weekend

during the threedav Fiesta Bowl

Classic. Now in her 25th vcar as

head coach. Elaine Sortino has

made winning a tradition and

knows the Fiesta Bowl Classic is a

\er> challenging start to any sea-

son

I u-i 'cason. Sortino saw her

icuin j;o 2-3 in the competitive

tournament UMass pulled off an

eight-inning ups<i -V".' Ni' 13

Arizona Slate, but also lost an extra

inning 4-2 heart breaker to No. 4

Nebraska in last season "s visit lo

Phoenix

"This IS e\er>thmg to us,

Sortino said. "It doesn't niatter if

it's the first game or the last game,

we've always started out with a

very tough schedule. These are

teams we know we have to beat il

we are looking at postseason play.

This is it."

The weekend SLhcduL' has

UMass facing three teams ranked in

the ESPN/USA Softball Preseason

Top 25. including No. 21 Fresno

Stale No l^ C.i! Siaie Fullerton

and No. 4 Washington. The
Minutewomen are also slated to

lace Ohio State, who received one

less vote than UMass, for the first

lime ever.

Following their game against OSU.
the Minutewomen will have to pre-

pare for FSU, led by All-Americans

iaime Southern and Christina

Clark.

The junior hurler was one of

thiee finalists for the National

Player of the Year award last sea-

sun. As a freshman. Southern led

the nation with 0.44 earn run aver-

age — the second freshman in his-

tory lo lead the nation in ERA —
and posted u 33-10 record. 22

shutouts and 400 strikeouts

The next game has the Maroon
and White against Cal State

Norlhridge in Saturday afternoon.

followed by a 7:30 match-up under

the lights against Fullerton. The

Minutewomen lost to the then-No.

10 Titans 3-1. in last season's tour-

nament.

Sunday has the Minutewomen
looking at their toughest opponent

this season in the talented Huskies,

led by All-Americans pitchers Tia

Bollinger and Kirsten Rivera.

Last season, Bollinger posted a

2^-3 record, including 10 shutouts.

2lW strikeouts and a 1.23 earn run

average. Thirteen of her victories

came against teams ranked in the

Top 25, and her five saves pushed

her career total to 12. a school

record and second in the Pac-IO.

She also earned a 3- 1 victory

against Oklahoma in the College

Sm MFTMLL pagi 7

Lowly Fordhain

hits rock bottom
By MiKt MARZfcLLI

CA>LL«t.iAN Staff

As if the current state of Fordham men's bas-

ketball wasn't bad enough already, the Rams may

now have hit an all-time low.

On Tuesday, the university suspended

Director of Men's Basketball Operations Alex

Groothuis for two games after one of the team's

student managers was

accused of illegally using a

walkie-talkie near the Xavier

bench during Fordham 's 74-

32 loss to the Musketeers

last Saturday.

|oe DiBari, Fordham's

director of sports media rela-

a statement announcing
'an act of

//t
tJXXJJiiiZ

»•——
Notebook

UM set to

battle Rams
B> Bi»K4Lli>\tKN

(. iHUt.lAN SlAlt

Guard Monique (io\'an and the Viannm and White wil

N.V. Friday night to face AlUntir 10 rival Fc»rdham.

travel to the Bronx,

As the Massachusetts women's

basketball team appru«iche> its final

tw\) weeks ol the sca.s«n, it will be

kxiking U) salvage some pride in a

year ihiii is all but kyt

The Minuiew\»men will travel to

the Bainx. N.Y. tomorruw night to

lake on confetreiwe rival Fordham.

LNiis> IS c-urrenlly on a six-game los-

ing streak, inckitfaig a M45 loss at

the hands of the Lady Rams.

Fordh«n has kjst its last two

gMYK* and kjok to end the skid

i^ast ihe last team they defeated.

Pa..ing the l.ady Ram's offense will

be the s^cnng tandem of .Monica

Mack and Beth Ann DiLkias<.<n Both

guards are scoring )usi about 1

3

points per game and are each dishing

out ihav assists

Mack dismantkd UMass in its last

meeting with FordhMli. dropping 18

points with seven aamts, Stte also

wient 4-of-') behind the arv.

UMass coach Mamie Dacko has

been switching defenses between

zone arxJ man and will be kx>king to

put <iome pressurr on the peniiictcr

Ijist time the teams met, the Lady

Rmu went 7-of- 19 from downtown.

"We've got to realh watch the

win^ on our 2-3 zone,* l^ko saki.

"We've got to bump kids out and last

time wv didn't do it.'

In their last game against the

Rams, the Minutewomen had a

defensive breakdown in the second

half and were outvored 36 to 22.

Cleo Foster und Monique Govan

were btHh skldined during the game,

kraving a weakiKss at the point.

Foster h« been an intric«e pwt of

UMais's defcme for most of the sea^

son. and Dacko Is pk-ased to have her

biH:k for the secxind meeting

"In the second half of Fordham wv

dkln't have Ckxi and 1 think the key to

the defease is having Cleo back."

Dakko said, "She docs is really the sta

bilizer for this team. Having her in the

lineup for us against Fordham is going

to be a huge difTererKe*

Part of the Minutewomen's trou-

bles has ooiTK from poor shooting

from the lieki. In its last three con-

tests. UMass hasn't shot above 40

See WOMEN'S HOOP page 7

tions. released

Groothuis' suspension, citing

unsportsmanlike conduct."

The student in question was not named.

W hether Groothuis played a role in the incident

was neither confirmed nor explained and DiBari

said the school had no further comment on the

issue.

Groothuis was unavailable for comment.

The incident in question reportedly involved

the student manager in question sitting near

members of the media, close enough to the

Xavier bench in order to relay plays that XU
Loach Thad Matta drew up on his dry-erase

board to the Fordham bench by walkie-talkie.

According to the Cincinnati Enquirer, a

Xavier student manager informed the manager in

question that such communication was against

NCAA rules, and the Fordham manager moved

back to his own bench before halftime.

First year Ram coach Dereck Whittenburg

vehemently denied the charges.

"There's no walkie-talkies." he told the

Enquirer "I don't know what you are talking

about. You got any evideiKe of that? I have no

idea what you are talking about*
Xavier. which reportedly sent a tape of the

game to the Atlantic 10 offices for investigation,

refused to comment, saying the matter had been

turned over to conference officials.

Atlantic 10 spokesman Ray Cello said the

conference is satisfied with Fordham's tKtions

and is not pursuing further disciplinary meas-

ures

JmX ON TItE NOMIZON?

For the lirsi time in the history of the

University, and for the first time in the 50-year

history of the publication, undefeated No. 3 St.

loseph's is featured on the cover of Sports

Illustrated.

The Feb lb issue features All-American point

guard lameer Nelson standing alone on its cover,

holding a basketball above a caption that reads

See A-10 page 7

Men's indoor track PGA Tour to begin at Torrey
heads to Boston U. Woods, Singh are early favorites at Buick Invitational

Bv Brfndan Hau
Oh IK. IAN StAff

The Massachusetts men's

indoor track squad will be up

against some of the stiffest com-

petition in the north this weekend

as they travel lo Boston University

for the Fast Track Invitational on

Saturday.

"It's wide open for any schools

around the couniry who want to

come, and they all recognize that

B.U. is a great facility." said

Coach Ken O'Brien.

"So for the most part, you end

up with all the best schools in the

northeast, and then a pretty good

amount of schools from farther

away, who would like to come in

and record some limes that could

possiblv qualifv them for

NCAAs."
The Minutemen will once

again count on sprinter Kwesi

Frimpong-Boateng to have a

strong day on the track. The

senior is coming off a career

day last weekend at the

University of Rhode Island,

where he set a new school

record in the 55-meter dash

with a first place lime of 6.38

second, and look home a fourth

in the 200m.
Krimpong-Boateng's efforts

won him Atlantic 10 honors as

male track and field performer

of the week. He has placed first

in every 55m event this season,

and will look lo continue that

streak in Boston.

lunior |ohn O'Ncil is coming

off a solid perlonnance in the

500m, taking home third at URI

with l:(Xi.b3.

Long distance will be a key in

this meet, lunior |on Korhonen

(3000m) and junior Dave

McMenamy (800m) are both

coming off fourth place finishes

this weekend, while Ryan Corbett

Mtiiie), a 12th place finisher

Saturday, will need a faster time

if he is to put up some competi-

tion.

.Another key lii the

Minutemen will be in the talent

-

deep pool of jumpers. In the last

outing. Glen Opie and lames

GcxJinho tied for fifth in the high

jump, both parlies clearing 1 86

meters. The Minutemen also

scored two pc>ini -winners in the

long jump. Godinho (fo.58m) and

lames McCormack took home
fifth and sitxth, respectively.

There will be pressure on jun-

ior jumper Henry Smith to have

another strong performance in

the triple jump, after his second

place performance in RhinU

Island last Saturday in which he

leaped 1 3.bOni.

As O'Brien slated earlier, ihi

road from Kingston would ntx

get any easier. Living proof will

be the competitors at BU this

weekend, ranging from defending

A-10 champ Rhode Island to

national powerhouses such as

Connecticut.

"You're lotiking at three to

four times as many schools as

we'd have seen at any one meei

this year, " O'Brien said. "What it

makes for is, regardless of what

event you are picked to pdrtici

pate in. there is going to be a lot

of good competition."

The URI Rams feature a dou

blc threat in the form of sopho-

more sprinter Eric Groce and

senior captain Colin Aina.

Having earned A-10 and ECAC
honors after last weekend's per-

formance, taking first in the

200m (21.')5) and 55m (b.47),

Groce will look to repeat his per-

formance with another strong

day. Aina holds school records in

both the 55m hurdles (7.30) and

the 60m hurdles (7.90).

The UConn Huskies boast a

two-time Ail-American in senior

Will Thomas. A inulti-event ath-

lete, Thomas is a two-time Big

F'ast champion in the pentathlon

and three-time Big Last champ in

the decathlon. He is coming ofl a

strong performance in Princeton,

N.[., where he won the high jump.

By I>)lt. FERiii SON

.ASSCK I.ATtll PWSV

SAN DIEGO - Tiger Woods
couldn't help but stop and soak

up ihe view on the 13th tee at

Torrev Pines, a blue panorama of

clear skies and the Pacific Ocean

as far as he could see.

"It wasn't like this last year,"

Woods said, recalling rain and a

soupy fog that greeted his return

lo the PGA Tour at the Buick

Invitational

That isn't the only difference.

A year ago. Woods wasn't sure

how his left knee was going to

respond to surgery that kept him

away from competitive golf for

two months. Ernie Els had won
three tournaments, Davis Love

III was coming off a victory at

F^bble Beach and Mike Weir was

already showing signs of being a

Masters champion.

Now, his chief challenge is as

clear as the skies over Torrey

Piiws — Vijay Singh, owner of

the longest top- 10 streak in 27

years, a man in full command of

his golf game.

Woods sees him as only the

latest rival.

David Duval in 19*W, Phil

Mickelson the next two years,

Ernie Els in 2002

Tiger W.hhIs is among the early favorites at the PGA Tour's kickoff event, the Buick Invitational,

which begins today at Torrey Pines.

"He's definitely up there."

Woods saW of Singh, whose vic-

tory last week at Pebble Beach

was his third in nine tour events,

aixl 1 2th consecutive finish in the

top 10. "Everyone has their own
little run where we all play well. I

think it's a fun time in golf right

now because there are a lot of dif-

ferent challengers out there."

The fun really gets started

Thursday at the Buick

Invitational on two courses at

Torrey Pines (South and North),

a tournament that tends to favor

the big hitters.

Woods is the defending cham-

pion - yes, the knee held up just

fine as he won by four shots.

Mickelson. coming off his

worst season, opened the year

with a victory in the Bob Hope
Classic, a tie for seventh in

Phoenix and third place last week

at Pebble Beach. He is a three-

time winner at Torrey Pines, and

will be among the favorites this

week.

Still, much of the focus is on

Singh.

"I already feel like I'm going

to play well," Singh said. "I guess

that's the momentum carrying me
through."

The Fijian actually has bad

memories of this place. It was last

year when he tucked a tiny

sponge ball under his left armpit

as part of a drill during a five-

hour session on the practice

range.

He felt pain, but figured it

would go away. When he finished

his marathon session, it hurt even

worse. He withdrew from the

tournament, discovered he had a

cracked rib and missed the next

five weeks,

He returns to Torrey Pines

only two top 10s away from the

record lack Nicklaus strung

together in 1977. and closer to

Woods in the world ranking than

anyone has been in nearly five

See TIGER page 7

Mullins Center gets Naked,

Barenaked

ARTS & LIVING. PAGE 4

UMass takes on No. 1 Boston

College in 'White Out' game

SPORTS, PAGE 8
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PVTA faces cuts; community dismayed
By Kristin Ereks4.)n

C'uLLEt.lAN C.i)kKkSPl>M)tN1

AMHERST — Hampshire

county citizens vowed to work

with the Pioneer Valley Transit

Authority in order to help offset

the proposed cuts in bus routes

due to a $ 1 .5 million deficit dur-

ing a community meeting last

night.

Concerned citizens. the

Amherst Council on Aging and

the Massachusetts Senior

Action Council. Inc. filled up

the seats in the Large

Community room at Bangs

Community Center. 70

Boltwood Walk, yesterday to

hear the anticipated cuts in

PVTA service.

PVTA administrator Gary

Shepard brought the bad news

to the crowd, stating that if Gov.

Mitt Romney doesn't allot "ded-

icated transit funding from the

(tatewide transit sales tax,' cuts

such as 528,000 fewer trips and

no Sunday service could be

implemenii^ on |uly I

"Shoot the messenger all yuu

want," said Shepard in his

speech at the hearing, 'lust

don't shoot the message.'

PVTA riders were particular

ly upset lo hear that some
routes, such as South Decrfield,

West St and Pine St could pos-

sibly be eliminated or modified

"This problem won't be fixed

by the PVTA." said Issac

BenEzra, MSAC President, in a

response to Shepard's discourse.

"The only place it will be fixed

is Beacon Hill We are not going

to let seniors, the disabled and

the frail be held hostages."

Though the crowd did agree

with Shepard that the only way

to solve problems is by working

together as a team, many
thought it would be best to take

the issue to the next level. The

MSAC has started a petition to

send to the governor that

declares a 'moratorium.' or

halt, on any cuts to the PVTA
service. The MSAC has also

pointed out in the petition that

the Massachusetts Bay

Transportation Authority

"receives an inequitable amount

of sales tax revenue.'

"For five years in a row we
have had the same level of tund

ing from the stale." ^aid

Shepard "Over the first four

years $5 5 million in service was

cut and we had to raiM.* fares for

the first time. The passenger

trips are down lo 10 million and

will fall lo nine million with

the»^e cuts
"

' listened to the sto

I \ riders and assured

them that the P\'TA is "not part

of the problem but part of the

solution." Shepard also said he

is trying lo maintain 'fairness

and equity" for the diverse

amount of people that inhabit

the Pioneer Valley area

Shepard sent a letter on Dec.

10, 2005 to Gov, Mitt Romney
a.sking for dedicated funding of

transit, but has yet to hear a

reply

Citizens said that they felt

they must act fast in order to

get the attention of the gover-

nor, or better yet, the legisla

tors.

"Let's stop traffic for two

hours on Route *) so people can

realize how it feels lo not get

where they want to go," said

BenEzra in a passionate tirade

as his supporters cheered him

on. "Let's hold a Boston Tea

Party on the Northampton
Bridge so that Boston can come
to us."

Many Hampshire County cit

izens were motivated to tell

their stories ol how the PVTA i>

their Ufeline. The disabled and

elderly voiced their opinions on

how they not only rely on the

bus service to get to doctors

appointmenis but they use pub-

lic transportation to go shop-

ping and see frierwls.

A Sunderland couple,

Susannah Shefler and Aaron

falbel, said that they would also

be greatly impacted if there

were modifications or elimina-

tions of bus routes. Sheffer and

Falbel are residents of River

Road and rely on the bus to get

Sandra Sheehan i»utlincs M>mc

straintk, the PVTA i»dministrali»rs

their destinations.

'I think that any cut to any

transportation is detrimental.*

Falbel said "Fewer people ride

and then the service dismantles

The public transportation here

was one of the great strengths

to why my wife and I moved
here. I've lived my whole life

without a car. I hope to contin-

ol the prupokcd chanier* lo the PSTA bus svslefn. l>ue t»> Ii>k:*I con-

arc lookini; at alterini: and eliminatini; »»>ine of its fixed n»uce »er\ice.

uc that
"

Bill Delzell. a rcMdcni .t

Orange St in Springliel

believes that public transpoiiu

lion is a necessiiy because it

helps ihe ensironment and

could pii'-siblv hilp lo alleviate

the v»ii'

"Thci^ .- viii oil, saiil

IX-lzell So I am challenging

pci'plf til sacrifice using a car to

p the war on oil
"

- hepard hopes thai Romney

t^^^i> the PVTA's message soon.

The MSAC is also holding a

meeting at 1:50 p m on Feb 25

in the Bangs Community Center

to decide the course of action

on how III liiiihtf .uldress the

situation

Open house event

entertains students
By Matt Eliiw

CxULCl.lAN >TAf»

The Sttident Union bustled

with activity for the Student

Activities Center's Student Union

Open House yesterday.

"It was a really upbeat day tor

us," said Paula Hodecker, the

director of the Student Union

Craft Center

The day was filkxl with various

performances from groups includ

ing the Kendo Club, the luggling

Club, and Corcv Auger, a guitarist.

The Theater Guild, WMUA,
People's Market and the Student

Activities Center all donated prizes

for everyone who parlkipated in

the karaoke activity. In addition,

the Pride Alliance held a mock
wedding for same-sex couples.

Upon entering the lobby of the

Student Union, students were met

by members of MassPIRG and

members of the Student Center for

Education Research.

Representatives from the Student

Center for Education Research

spent the event registering stu-

dents to vote.

"We're trying to get up the

number of registea-d voters," said

BaMt IjiPointe. a sophomore

member of the gaiup

Vox: Students for Choice had a

tabk- that gave out pamphkHs and

intonnation for safe sex as well as

contraceptive's.

"We're trying lo recruit

younger students." said lulia

Bcxkert, a iixrmber of Vox.

Participants frvwn other regis-

tered student organizations used

the event as an opportunity lu

showcase their takmts.

"It's another opportunity for

exposure," said lessica Yerkel,

luggling Club president. Yerkel

sakl that the luggling Club has

about 55 active iix-mbers and has

been in existence for lb years.

"We're all about basing fun."

said Brett Constantine, a member

of the luggling Club as he gave a

show out in the kjbby.

The event was caten.'d by

People's Market, Sweets and

More, Sylvan Snack Bar and l.arth

I'ocxls.

Hodcxker was very optimistic

at the turnout, and she said that

she hopes that open hou,se will be

an annual event.

"We would kne to do this

again next year," she said.

Lombard}: Student enrollment to grow
Bv Jn It O'lXiNNH I

Despite some skepticism

from Senate members.

Chancelk)r k>hn V. Lombandi

announced big plaas to increase

the schools a*venue by adding

more students, yesttTday at ifn."

University of Massachusetts

Faculty Senate mtvting.

The Faculty Senate nKxting

began with opening statements

from the chancellor about

growih and expansion, his stale-

IIK11I set the toiK- lor the meeting

"Our strategic pbn is real and

straight-forward," Lombardi

sakl. "We enviskjn to ase state

money at the sartK level, with

irKreases in fees to maintain

inllation levels
"

lAjmbardi also spoke about

various classrooms, buildings

and dormitories that are in great

need of repair and updating.

"We arc in an ultimate state of

repair" lx)mbardi said.

He mentioned that there are-

several buildings that were built

in the l'i70s that have never

becm updated and have "reached

their age limit." He said the sta-

tus of the buildings is a trigger to

look at the quality of buildings

campus wide. The proposed cost

for this "major construction* is

between the $40 to 50 million

range, he sakl that this hgure-

woukJ cover only fialf of the pre-

ferred mamtenatKe
"We expect lo expai>d our stu-

dent population," Ixjmbardi said

"We an expecting to add 500

students every year for the next

live years and collcvl re-venue."

He said that this campus was

built to capacitate 27,000 to

28,000 students and hopes to

meet that goal during the next

five years

Another issue lombardi

addressed vsas the importance of

making LMa^s desirable and

competitive.

"Students have expressed

coiKem to me about campus

fxHising and that it is not entirely

optimal," he said following a

chuckk- from the cre>wd "We
must work to buikJ better dorms

so that our university is up to the

national nonn of high quality."

Lombardi hopes to add 1 ,500

new student rooms and have a

plan for a new building by the

end of this academic year

Lombardi said he is striving

to raise private money with a

major fundraising campaign.

See CHANGES on page 2

Chancellor John V. Lombardi addressed the Faculty Senate on

the campus' future pl.ins v»'sicrJav.

Samc'sex couples need legal marriage

for protection, says UMass study

rWILIE IH!(!<iAN*\H.LE<".IAN

Dan Pomeroy, Chair of the RSO Advixacy Committee, and Raul Brens, SGA Senator, kiss after a

mock same-sex wedding held by the Pride Alliance in the Studet Union, yesterday.

By Amamia Kofck

Cx» IX.IAN I OKKISISIM'I M

A Study released Monday, con-

ducted by a learn of University of

Massachusetts economists, found

that more than A. 200 saine-sex

couples raise more than 8,tX)0

childre-n in Massachusetts, con-

cluding some fx-'liefs that same-sex

couples need the economic protec-

tions of legal marriage.

According to the study, pub-

lished by The Institute lor Gay and

Ix'sbian Strategic Studies, one key

reason to allow same-sex mar-

riages is to improve the txonomic

stability and well being of thou-

sands of families and children in

the state. The study concludes that

providing a supportive legal cli-

mate for same-sex couples con-

tributes to a healthy cultural and

economic climate in

Massachusetts. The study also

exhibits that offering health insur-

ance to gay couples would not

hami businesses and the major-

ity of businesses would see no

impact: 1 .2 percent of newly mar-

ried same-sex couples would sign

up their new sptnises for health

beneliis.

"l egal mariiage provides many

important rights and ivsponsibili-

lies for couples, especially when

they are raising children." said co-

author M.\. lev Badgeii. assotiale

professor of economics at UMass

and re'search director of the insli-

tule.

The study states that the bene-

fits of legal marriage for same-sex

couples include access to tax and

health care beneliis. Couples

would also receive security i>f ihc

family home from civdilors. as

well as projx'ity ownership rights.

Same-sex couples would also have

Ihe right lo sue lor wion^'ful death

of a sixiuse. and inhorii lights if a

spouse die^ wiihoul a \\\\\.

The siudy, based on L!S Census

data from 2000, found that same-

sex couples with children have 10

peivciii Kmer household income

(roughly $7.5tK) less) than manied

parents because same-sex partners

do not have access to the linancial

protections and benefits of mar-

riage.

"Almosi hall ol people in same-

sex couples have a bachcloi's or

graduate degn.v. and most work in

the private scvtor," saii.1 co-author

Michael Ash, assistant professor of

economii.- .iiul public jxilicy at

Li Mass. Siinic sex couples arc

imptirlani contributors to our

economy and communities."

According to Ash, it is possible

ihat not having family health

insurance for Kith partners could

be a reason why household

incomes are lower: one party may

not be able to iidvance hi^ or her

caicvr as a result.

"Tlie absence ol marriage does

}X)se a puz/lc," said Ash.

ITie siud\ slates ihat one quar-

ter of same-sex couples tout of

17.0^^^) have children, compared

to 4t> percent of mamed couples.

Of K>ih married and same-sex

couples, three out ol ti\e parents

are employed. Seveniy-lhree per-

cent of same-sex couples arc

homeowners compared \o 7^ per-

cent of iiiiiiiied couples.

Hie difleience is in ihe values

of these homes, according to the

study. Same-sex honieenMiers'

houses are worth less than that of

manied couples. This difference

could be related to the laci that

same-sex couples cannot marry,

making il more complicated for

these couples to fie\ credit for

See STUDY on page 2
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"This is a 10 year convcrsa-

iion. " he said. "We are going to do

it in li\c. we need to do this to

aauh a level of competition."

The secretarv df the Fatuitv

Senate expressed cofwem about

getting the .Viassachuseits slate leg-

islature enthusiastic about the

upcoming plans.

"The issue ol legislature report

requires care and thought."

lombardi said. "The state exptvi-

siudenis to invcM more in then

education; we can iwver expcxi

ihai the sate ol Massachusetts will

ivstore our budget, we have to cre-

ate alternative sources ol revenue

we cant ask them to peribnn

miracles bevond their reach."

I miibardi alsc> said in response

to another questicHi that the plans

were ix)i going to ctvaie a new

kind of universitv.

"Universities ar« resilient," he

said "I'm more worried about

making it as competitive as it may

be and finding the revenue
"

He mentioned that other uni-

versities are deceptive, saying that

it appears that universities are get

ling more re'venue and remaining

hi^ly ccHnpeiitive but thai is only

b^ause their student popubikm

is growing aivl creating more

funds.

"We must work tu make the

university more attractive to stu-

di'nt>." he said. "We have a gt^at

..ipacitv to su^.ceed. we just need

;.' »i>rk 24 hours .1 Jj\ st-veii Javs

J \M.vk

Inienidtiunal '(uucm^ »li«.' aic

prx.>ii^tin^' ,1 $t)5 fee imposed by

thi iiy met with the chan-

*.«. ^L-dncsday.

"We had a great meet."

lAimbardi said at the Senate meet

ing 'We discussed a great deal ut

pi' - on international stu-

di .re on ».>ur way to an

impruvctnent-'

In addition to Lombardi tpcak

ing. the Senate apprwed a new

motion that added three new edu-

cation classc* to the cumculum.

Als«.i. the Senate approved to add

a nutrition area uf concentration

to the Ph.D. prxigram in pubtk

health and approved an agrcetneni

(or a student exchange prv^am
The Board of Trustees

ann\.>unced that the conunitlee

searching for a new UMass prcsi

dent is wellfcKused and the

process is going wonderfully.

Do you use the

PVTA?

* No. I have my own

car so I kind of jet

around in that. ^^
Jeff Smith

^^
I just use it to go to

town and get food and

CDs.^ ^

John Clark

Maiflwttng major Undeclared major

• *
I do use it. I cum-

mute here every morn-

ing from Greenfield.^^
Amber Ortiz

** They're very useful

for transportation. It's

easier to get back to

your dorm.^^

Archana Krovi

1
i

f It n I t) r

History major
1

Computer Systems Engineering major

((
I just go into town.

I might use it to go to

class. ^^
Omar Malcsoud

^ ^ I use the bus. It's

very hard for me to

walk around late at

night. J _J

Shobana Shanl(ar

Undeclared major Computer Systems Engineering major

ADAMSANDLER DREWBARRYMORE

Inxjgine Ix3vir»g to win over

the gif^ of your dreams...
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Epidemic an issue

nationally and locally

A Constitutional obligation
— _... . :„ .^1.1, .twine ^iiHHpnlv

A State of public health emergency has

been called in the South — but the fear sur-

rounding the emergency is spreading across

the nation. An unexpected HIV outbreak

among male college students in North

Carolina has health officials very concerned,

according to USA Today.
_

-It's a public health emergency. I dent

know any other way to put it." said Peter

Leone, medical director of North Carolina

Depart ineni of Health and Human Services.

Over the past three years. 84 new HIV

cases have been found, resulting mamly from

homosexual encounters with men

Additionally. 73 of the infected arc black — an

overwhelming majority. Although the reported

number of new HIV cases increases every year,

it is the increase m college aged cases that

have officiaU moat concerned They believe

that these c«s« are a definmg outbreak and a

general progression of the disease through the

human population.

The North Carolina case, described as a

-mini-epidemic" by The Washington Post,

probably happened when the disease was

introduced into a small, enclosed college pop-

ulation and rapidly spread.

The infection has now been traced far out-

side the college aiea. ai»d has come to include

b4 linked cases, eight of v^hich include men

outside the college area.

The epidemic spread a^ quickly as it did

because the pool was so small and most of the

men had sex soon after being infected The

HIN virus is most easily transmitted during

the early stages of infection, because the virus

count in the blood can be up to 10 times high

er than it would in the later infection stages,

making the disease more easily transmitted

The notice of the outbreak was gained through

simple blood tests, in which the HIV virus was

present in the blood without antibodies This

condition lasts for cmly two weeks after the

infection.

The 84 new cases were spread across 53

colleges in North Carolina. Florida, Georgia,

and South Carolina. School officials are trying

to prevent future outbreaks by releasing

notices in school newspapers, campus-wide

presentations, and free HIV testing centers.

While the HIV/AIDS epidemic may seem

like just another statistic or a problem present

in Third World countries, the North Carolina

cases is a frightening reminder how close —
and how quickly — HIV can rip through a

population.

Although the preachy "safe sex" spiel may

sound like an old hat, the message behind it is

still as important as it was when we first heard

it in middle school. Despite the safe, comfort

ing and exciting aspects sex may bring, it is

vital to remember the responsibilities — and

dangerous risks — that surround unprotected

sex.

HIV is not simply a disease transmitted by

gay men. The disease knows no racial, sexual,

educational, age, or geographical barriers, as

proven by this North Carolina college-area

This same story could have easily taken

place here in the rural Five College Area This

should serve as a sobering reminder to college

students across the Pioneer Valley.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian urges

students and community members alike to be

responsible and cautious when engaging in

sexual situations. HIV killed 60.000 people

between the ages of 15-24 in 2001, according

to the US government. By protecting our-

selves, we are also protecting the spread of an

epidemic through our college communit\

LnugneJ edilonuU represent the maiority

opirtion of the MasiUihuietts Daily Collegion

Executixe Board

Turning 18 in the United

States not only enables one to

purchase cigarettes, pornogra-

phy and scratch tickets legally

— it also brings the right to

vote.

A little more than three

years ago, Americans lelt the

consequences of not putting

their constitutional rights to

use. In 2000, the pres-

idential race came q i^

down to ivko candi- "''''^^

dates: Republican """""

George W. Bush and Democrat

Al Gore. We obviously know

how this story ends, but who

knows if our economv would

have plunged from a surplus to

a deficit if more US citizens

had cast votes. American

troops in the Middle East might

still be safe at home if more

individuals had realized their

influence in US politics In this

instance, wc will never know

what could have been, but we

can prevent the situation trom

occurring again

Today. Americans are facing

a new presidential decision —
in which numerous candidates

seek our votes. Their campaign

trails stretch nationN^ide: each

contender preaching his views,

values and hopes with every

new city he arrives in.

It is rare for someone today

that has not heard the names

John Kerry and Howard Dean

Each nightly newscast is never

without the candidates" current

standings Even MT\ has put

out a special on the upcoming

presidential election. The actu

al decision day is months away,

yet our attention is already

focused on who will become

America's next leader And

honestly, it is about time people

started listening.

There are no negative effects

to voting. The opportunity

gives us a voice: one in which

government and politics are

taken into the hands ol citi-

zens. We have the chance to

decide who our leaders will be.

what actions we, as a country,

may potentially take, and what

type of nation we are to

become.
The public should not

,,
make these decisions

MSflinS lightly at whim, or

worse, not at all. Many

people have taken for granted

the liberty we experience as

Americans. Not all living in the

world are so luckv.

But the voting right of every

registered, US citizen, over the

age of 18, has not always exist-

ed. Instead, it has been a hard-

earned victory. According to

www.lwvavc.org, white, prop-

erty-owning men were at one

time the only Americans

allowed to vote. Yet, after

much struggle, the 15th

Amendment was added to the

constitution in 1870. This addi

pate in elections. Suddenly,

after realizing what our ances-

tors went through just to cast a

ballot, it seems disrespectful

not to show up on Election Day

and vote.

If registering is presenting a

problem, the process is quite

easy. Voter registration can be

done in person, like in an indi-

vidual's town or city hall. It can

be accomplished online, on

numerous sites that offer forms

to download and print out.

Also, students at the

University of Massachusetts

Amherst may actually be

approached in person to regis

ter. such as in Worcester

Dining Hall. Basically, the

process is simple, foolproof

and ridiculous not to complete.

So stop making excuses.

Whether the ballot is for our

next president, or mayor of our

hometown, make sure to cast a

vole. It is our responsibility as

US citizens to care which lead-

ers come into power and what

roles they play in our lives But

IMany people have tal(en for granted the

liberty we experience as Americans. Not

all living in the world are so lucky.

tion stated voting would not be

denied to anyone on account of

"race, color, or previous condi-

tion of servitude." Then 50

years later, women were grant-

ed the right of suffrage when

the l^th amendment was rati

fied. stating any US citizens

right to vote would not be

denied on "account of sex."

Finally, in t*»70. the 2bth

amendment lowered the voting

age to 18. allowing more

Americans to change to partici-

definitcly do noi let this presi-

dential election become a

nightmare like our last

History will not repeat itself

if people make a conscious

effort to do things differently

than before We always doubt

our importance in the larger pic-

ture, but our choice could make

a difference We certainly know

what can happen if we leave our

vote for others to decide

Becky Marlins is a Collegian

columnist

Young voters absent on balloting
I was watching CNN the- othc-r night, whc-n u sc-n- v.King p.vpic th.^ mlcHimtK..n and skills '^^-'^

^^

the question, saying ht>w It wa.snt important ———^ you wc-ni ioomhij .o.

Los coupons iComo no?
.... < - •> ii ...^wt iMhi-tlviqs fora Da

frances

Caff

On Saturday

nights I go to

vjcep happy, no

matter what

I've done. This

is because I

know that

when I wake

up, my Boston

Sunday Globe

will be patient-

ly awaiting the

end ot my slumber at the foot of

my driveway. When I retrieve my

paper and return to the warmth of

my bedroom. 1 all but completely

ignore the headlines that frame

the front page, ripping the sec-

tions apart looking to find my

double Smart Source coupon

magazines. 1 leaf through, reveling

in the savings that 1 am destined

lor. I rip. clip and snip away, con-

vincing myself that the savings

ouiwcigh the fact that I wouldn't

normally buy any of these things.

One dollar off Resolve triple

action carpel cleaner! How ironic,

just this weekend I spilled cran-

berry juice on my white carpet!

One shiny quarter off Thomas'

English muffins? I was going to

try to watch my carbs, but 1 can't

pass this deal up. Another dollar

off. if 1 just buy 13 cans of

Progress*.) soup. I'll get around to

eating them someday. Two dollars

off something in a sparkly blue

package. I don't know what it

does, but what unprecedented

savings! 1 can afford to take a

chance. Snip, snip.

So now here I sit with a top-

pling pile of coupons, which will

invariably sit and collect dust until

the impending expiration date

comes and goes. The fact that 1

don't actually ever use any of these

coupons occurred to me the other

day 1 go grocery shopping fairly

often, usually on Sundays, mere

hours after scouring the paper for

savings, hut somehow the

coupons never come with mc.

So, 1 wonder: Why do I experi-

ence this panicky sweaty palmed

excitement in the face of them?

Do I have a passion lor coupons

Because seriously, how many of

these things would you actually

buy if you did not have a coupon''

Doritc« Rollitos? The companies

that offer these coupons don't

actually expect you to use them,

they are just banking on your

glancing at them.

And on top of all of this, the

coupons aren't even a good value

Let's just go back to Doritos

Rollitos, if I may In order to save

50 cents off this processed

garbage that you never would

have bought on your own accord

without the coupon, you have to

buy two bags. That's $4 down, 50

cents back. Hmmm, there's some-

thing wrong here.

Tliere are the people that do

take advantage of the savings that

coupons provide. I'm sure you

know these people, but let's be

honest ... they're a little nutty My

friend's dad. for instance, will

come home after a long day of

shopping, sit down and calculate

how much he saved that day The

other night 1 was over at their

house and witnessed his weekly

ritual. He sits in the kitchen with

all of his receipts and actually cal-

culates the percentage of money

he saved in a particular store- and

compares this to how much he

would have paid in other stores.

Then, using the quadratic formu-

la, number theory and quantum

physics, he charts his savings vs.

the GDP of lapan vs. the national

deficit on a three dimensional

graph. After figuring out that he

had saved exactly $7.62. he

announces to us "coupons are the

greatest modem day invention."

And here's the rub; half the

stuff he buys would never have

entered his house without the

magical power of coupons. The

night 1 was there, we helped my

friend's father empty the car of all

of the glorious deals he had gotten

that day

"Dad. what do we need this

donut pan for?"

"There was a coupon for them.

It used to be $ 1 4.*15 for a pan, and

I got these for only $17.95."

"But dad. we never make

donuts. And you hate them."

"Yeah, hut aren't you always

telling me to broaden my culinary

horizons? Plus, we saved two

bucks."

Another coupon headcase is

mv roommate and her equally

deranged boyfriend. (I love you

guys — dinner at eight? Oh. and

remember to tape "The

Bachelorctte." I heard blank tapes

are on sale at CVS.) I have

crowned these two kooks queen

and king of bargain shopping. In

fact, as I was writing this column

she called in from the living room,

"can I pick through these

coupons?" No joke. These two sit

around the day after they go gro

eery shopping lamenting about the

savings they could have gotten,

had they only waited for the next

periodical to come out.

just last night 1 sal pouring

over my latest assignment when

Queen Coupon came into the

room eyes fluttering and mouth

agape in what appcarcxl to be a fit

of seizure. I briefly wondered if

those crazy terrorists had struck

again. Or maybe the kitchen was

on fire. As it turned out. things

were much bleaker than I had first

thought.

In a falsetto that rivaled that ol

even the most emotional Eagles

tune, she screamed. "1 was just

reading the latest Stop & Shop cir-

cular and everything is two for

one! I could have gotten twice the

sponges fur a quarter more."

1 calmed her down and bent

my head back to work. 1 pity the

poor girl and the sweat and time

she pours into .saving a few bucks

each week. Then again, my wallet

is looking pretty empty and 1

heard that nothing fuels the late

night homework engine like a cou-

ple of bags of those new Doritos

Rollitos. Maybe 111 see if the paper

is still lying around.

Frances Carr is a Collegian

columnist.

at ail.

Why? Because the majority of the demographK.

doesn't evi-n vote, despite ckner attempts to appeal to

it isee: "Rock the Vote") and the campaigns are more

focused iHi groups such as the Soccer Moms and

NASCAR dads instead.

Does anyone else see something seriously wixmg

with this?

This is not jast "a demographic." Were talking

about us here This is you and I. our friends, our

roommates and our classmates This is our age group

How do our peer^ and political ana-

lysts get off saying that, as far as the

presidential election is concerned.

were "m>i impi>rtanl"?

According to the- US Ccasus for

2(XX). 54.6 percent ot 18 to 24 year

oWs were not even registered to vole.

and out of the 45.4 pereent that wc-n.

67.7 pereent did not vote. So to give

you the numbers. 1 1 million U.S. cit-

izens that voted in the 20tX) elivtion

and 8.6)5 of those citizens were age^

18 to 24. That's not evc-n I 3 pereent

So what's wrong with this pic

ture? Why do most young peopk not

vote?

In a survey conducted by the

"New Millenium >oung Voters

Project" (kpearson.laculty.lcnj.edu), the main reasons

given by college students for why they do not vote is

that thev don't have enough informalion Not surpris-

ing is it? Think about the up.oming elcxtion. How

much do you actually know about the issues and the

candidates?

You most likelv didni learn anything m scKk.I.

because more- than half of the students surveyed said

that schools do not do a good enough job giving

Inieniet. in ixwspapers. or if you're- a get-k like me, by

watching CNN But c-vc-n so. 38 pereent ol students

say that they're simply "too busy" to become political

Iv involved.

I m here- to tell vou. in case you haven't been pay -

ing attentioo the past four years, that the election in

2004 IS critical. We curre-ntly have a president who

ha-s lied in order to start a war that didn I need to be

startc-d. and has sent AnK-ricans to their deaths who

dkln t need to die. ^^e have a pre-sident who is taking

nwnev away from schools and putting it into unnec-

c-ssar\ military operations We have

a pre-sideni who is taking away our

jcibs. taking away our civil rights,

and giv ing Americans a bad name all

over the globe \ou may not think

these issues affcxt us. but thc-y do.

This is our c-ducation, these are the

lobs we're going to enter when we

graduate what we do now is

going lo affect the country we raise

our chiklre-n in.

The other re-ason that was given

as to whv young people don't vote is

that they don't think their vote

makes a difference. Which may be

true, stx-ing that Bush didn't even

win the 2000 election But read a

few paragraphs up l>o you see those

numbers? Not even half of our age demographic is

even registere-d to vote

Think about w hai would happen if we were. Think

about what would happen if most of us actually took

the time to <.-ducaie ourselves .iknit pi>litical issues,

and actuallv put our vote out there It is our right, and

it is our re-sp».)nsibilit\. to stand up and let our voices

be heard, before its too late

Amy Grzyhinski is a LMass studitit

Think about what

would happen if

most of us actually

took the time to

educate ourselves

about political

issues and actually

put our vote out

there.

Now looking for new writers and comic artists.

Come to the meeting Wednesday, Feb. 18 at 7 p.m.

in The Collegian newsroom.

SUBMIT A LETTER OR OPINION

In order to be considered for publication, all submissions must include the wr.te^
"«"^«;,f^'^^^.^'^f,V„t;1 e number or e-mail address Letters should be no more than 500 words in length and addres ed L^e ^

toTe ditor' commentaries should be no more than 750 words and addressed as id-torial/Opmion.

Submissions may be edited for clarity and condensed. You may write, tax. or e-mail your submissions to:

E-mail:

Letters to

the Editor

113 Campus

Center

Amherst, MA
01003
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Network G4
links gamers

Alui >ear^ ol iwgkvt b\ lelcMMun cuin-

panics tu put lugcthcr an all gank;r> network.

^ V>nn;ast has tinall> brought a ra> of light

..nto the video gaining world >*..h the G4
network The new station, which began last

April, has a large variet> ot video gamerelat

ed shows that give gamers a >-tation thes can

vail hunic The network has shows that con-

tain ever>thing from reviews to realitv

>hoN*s

Based oui in l.o^ Angeles. CaMf , the G4
network thrives at bringing the new informa-

tion that gamers crave

and making it entertain-

ing "10 PU>" is a new

interesting rwist on a top

\0 list. It counts down
viewers' favorite charac

lers. weapons, musk;, and

Set on based on cenain

themes "10 Pta>" also

Press StEft provide* gamers with an

tr\ Pla\/
dliemaiive kiok on some

10 ndy games — both new and

Rem Da«eRPIII ^^„ ,^ r«li.>-based

sh^iw "Ganw On." co-hostt Matt Gallant and

Kandv Kagan coach twu teantt against ew.h

other in multipW gaming challenges. The>

; i>thing from "Dance Dance

l< to "Unreal Tournament 2003."

even throwing in an older game like "Spaced

lnv.ider>.' everv now and then The show is

, iiuil. but get ready for dr> hun»or and bad

pun« thruugfvjut the show fmm the co-hosu.

"G4 Gaming Setvkork" also provides

viewers wuh n a*view show, ck*>erlv titled

ludgment Da> ' Hosted b> \ Ktor Lu.^- and

1 II III) Tallan^o. "lodgment Da>" looks al

I Ik detailed up^ and dowiut un vkko gMnes

and accewories. lets the viewer kiK»w about

upcoming (products, and raio games on a

lO-poini scaW The hows ai« vef> objective

tovkard the fMnet and are prett> honest

about their ratings. Even if a game gets a k>w

rating. thc> still point out the positives in

case it might be of interest to a partk.-ulai

gamer No bad lines in this show, these gu>>

have a job to do arxJ the> Ju it well

"ICON*" i-- lor the video ganger histori

ans out there. This is G4s dcA.uiT»entarv

show that covers the people who made big

breakthaiughs that changed the gaming

It goes into detail aboiit how some

. s became as successful as the> are

todav One of the belter epiMxtes i* on

tic-orge luca*' "I uca^ Ans " The> Malted

lung ago. making games for Atari, then

stqpped it up with the PC games stjch as

•Sam and Max" and "Full ThrottW " As vou

know. thc> still make some of the best games

todav.

The G4 gaming ivrtwork is definiteK a

must-see b> all hardcore gamers out there

The problem is that since it is a Comcast net

work, it is not likelv that it will be available

for on-campus students at this time If you

have Comcast digital cable. G4 can be found

on channel 2W in Massachusetts. Chcxk iHJt

G4TV.com to see if G4 is availabW in vour

area and to learn about information on

internships with the network.

ReiJ Dayeripitrt is a Cullegiun (.•olumnisl

Infomtaiion frvm G4T\ xvm wa!> Uied in

this column.

By Nick Romamow
iXlLLtl.lAN SlAFt

Many people, especially in

writing, are subject to hyperbole.

It's easy to exaggerate how good

that movie you saw last v*eekend

was. or how cold it was outside

yesterday. However, it can be pro-

rtouiKed. without a hint

of hyperbole, that Our>.

the New lersev dark

rock group, is one the

most exciting, talented

and powerful groups

that exists today.

\\'hile the band had

mild success with the

track "Sometimes" from

their 2001 debut

"Distorted Lullabies", they have

been largely ignored by the main-

stream, despite "Distorted

Lullabies" and their remarkable

2002 release. "Precious ' Add an

intoxicaiingly energizing live

show that is. to say the least, awe-

inspiring, put these elements

tt^iher and it's easy to iKHe that

Ours verv well might be the bcM

kept secret in music today Local

fans and interested parlies shouki

be ecsutic that the band will be

stopping at the Paradise in

Boston on Inday as a part of an

extremely ^mall batch of shows

before they head into the studio

to record their third album

The band, which carries both

an air of gkxim and a hopeful

promise. i<< witolly original and

difficult to describe, calling to

mind something in the region of

The Cure jnd A Perfect Circle

and

mixed together, limmy Gnecco,

the founder and architect of

Ours, has an astounding voice

that is often compared to leff

Buckley but. at times, can be rem-

iniscent of Thom Yorke or Chris

Cornell. I ike the music. Gnecco 's

vocals can be soft and delicate

and then suddenly turn into the

type of forceful scream

that will leap into your

head and vour heart and

stick with vou tor days.

Since the bands last

tour, a self-liiuinced round

around the country, gui-

tarist Dave Milone has

left. He has been replaced

with two new guitarists,

who simply go by lAxke

N'incent. and although

Gnecco truly enjoys playing with

them and the band's other mem-
bers. Race the bassist. Anthony

Deiiuircci, who plays keyboards,

and Gnecco s brother. Pit Orbach.

on drums, he ^ays that there is no

such thing as a sure lineup for

Ours
"Ours is basically my forum to

do whaiewr I want.* Gnecco

expiiAied to The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian in a phone inter-

view two weeL^ ago. "As far as

defining a line up. that was itever

rtKant to be the case. There were

only five of us comity out on the

first record because lhat'» all that

the label would give u> iiKHTey

for." Gnecco docs seem to be the

face, as well as the soul, of Ours

and although he doesn't want to

>honchangf the other member'*

ccmtribuiion and importaixc. at

the end of the day Gnecco wants

to keep Ours as his vision.

"It's like an orchestra ... it's

not set up so much as a rock

baiKl. it's a project of mine." he

says. "I basically did the first

record. I had an amazing team of

people on it but I oversaw the

whole thing. I was responsible

for just about every note that's

played on it." However, on the

next album. "IVecious" Gnecco
allowed for a rawer, more full-

Dark rock band t>ur» will plav Ei*>*ton'» Paradise tonight. Oun arc

their 2002 album "Precious."

band sound. While most fans

hoM it in as high regard as they

do "Distorted Lullabies" the

whole process is a bit of a sorr

subject for Gnecco
"When it came time to do the

next record, out of mainly a feel-

ing of catnaraderie of a band I

spent a year touring with. I want-

ed to make that record about the

sound of that band." Gnecco

recalls. "I was ridiculed so much
for taking so long on the first

record (Gnecco infamously spent

four years after being signed

working on Distorted Lullabies'

although he

claims it was the

label that held

him up|. I was

hearing so much
••hit from every-

one around mc
that I was loo pre-

cious about my
music. 'You're

too f***ing pre-

cious about it. let

it go. kt it go' so

that's why I let

everything go and
•Hings that felt

Ko rough mixes

were let go."

Aside from

that. Gnecco was

dealing with label

difficulties, which
best known for

seem to be more and more com-

mon for bands like Ours who

aren't instant smash hits. Gnecco

finds himself most unhappy with

the inclusion of the Lou Reed

cover "Femme Faiale." "I told

[the people at DreamWorks, the

bands label | . that they would

have to drag my dead corpse to

the studio to get me to sing on a

cover if they ever wanted it on a

record, I said there's no f'ing

way' (but theyj talked about the

kinid of push they were gonna

give us and that we were their

number one priority and got me
to put a cover on the record

and than three weeks after the

record was out. thev | ".topped

promotion)
"

Additionally. Dreamworks

relea.sed the track "Leaves" as the

sole single, not "Realize".

Gnecco's preference. When
"Leaves" didn't take off. the label

cut funding for their tour, which

left the band twiddling their

thumbs for most ol 200'S. save

for the aforementioned self-

finarwed tour last summer which,

Gnecco stales with great pride,

ended at the Fiekl Day Festival

with Radiohead in New York and

then selling out a headlining

show at the Bowery Ballroom in

New York, proving to the label

that the band coukJ indeed sell

out bigger shows

Gnecco i<> not only a takmled

musician and a dedicated per-

former but, unlike many quote-

unquote "artists" in the music

sceiK today. Ik is truly passionate

about his music And whikr it may

seem that Ours is jimmy Gntxco.

he insists otherwise In fact,

Gnecco claims that is where the

bend name catne from

"There was this guitar player

trying out for the band," Gnecco

recalls. "
. and he was going

around telling people. 'Ours,

what the f* i* thiN kid talking

about, he shouki call the band

Mine He missed the point, the

name Ours has nothing to do with

a batKl it has to do with the feel-

ing that I'm hoping the mu^ic

gives you. There's always been

something so personal about what

we do that I found that pcopk
would take it really serious, any-

body that would get involved with

it. W'hat ended up happening is so

S«e OtmS on page 5

BNL to give UMass 'Peep Show' barbie, Ken sphtjjp
C? -" Bv Sama.stha Critchell „.,./„.. ^ .• „ . .u...

Canadian pop band to play Mullins Center on Valentine's Day

Bv MttiHAN Healv
t i>i IM.IAN Stakf

To many, the prospect of speruling

Valentine's Day with five bare, naked

ladies, is an appealing one. When it

comes out that these "ladies" are actu

ally husky men in their mid-50s. well

... that promises to be all the more

exciting.

Canadian popsters Steven Page. Ed

Robertson, lim Crecggan. Tyler

Stewart and Kevin Heam will over-

take the Mullins Center this

Valentine's Day as part of the ladies'

"Peepshow" tour Though nudity isn't out of

the realm of possibility, it will be worth the

trek down to Mullins for this show. Barenaked

ladies are well known for their stage show —
musical talent coupled with oddball antics and

a slightly off-color sense of humor — and have

enjoyed their fair share of radio success in

recent years.

Best known for hits like their breakout sin-

gle "One Week" and the infectious "It's All

Been Done." Barenaked Ladies have actually

been making music since 1988, Founded by

singer-guitarists Robertson and Page, the

Toronto-based band have engrained them-

selves in North American culture over the past

16 years, becoming one of the most popular

touring bands around.

Past tours have brought out the wacky side

of BNL in quite a few ways.

Barenaked

Ladies

tMlwsCiiin

Mm
Imtrrni

S3U45

Over the years quite a few traditions have

developed at the live BNL experience The

most notorious is likely the throwing of Krad

Macaroni and Cheese on the stage

during a verse in fan-favorite "If 1

Had a Million Dollars." "If I had a

million dollars/ We wouldn't have to

eat Kraft Dinner/ But we would,"

Robertson and Page croon, and on

cue many dedicated followers of BNL
shower the stage with uncooked noo-

dles. Though the majority of band

members have gone on record saying

they aren't really amused by the Mac

and Cheese deluge anymore, the tra-

dition persists on.

Fans have also taken to throwing some-

thing slightly more risque than uncooked mac-

aroni noodles onto the stage during shows.

During the song "Pinch Me." when Robertson

dryly sings, "I could hide out under there ,1

just made you say underwear." a bombard-

ment of lady's — and even men's — undergar-

ments take the stage.

Elaborate stage set ups. clever costuming,

pop-song medleys and heavy amounts of

crowd interaction have also become staples of

the BNL concert extravaganza, just as the title

of their 1997 live release "Rock Spectacle"

suggests. Barenaked Ladies aren't just per-

forming a few songs — they are putting on the

greatest show on Earth.

Opening for BNL will be young up-and-

comer Gavin DeGraw. An acoustic rocker

Steven Page, of BNL, will be appearing

with the band tomorrow night at Mullins.

more akin to Howie Day than John Mayer.

DeGraw's first effort. "Chariot." is impressive

to say the least. The lead single off the album,

"Follow Through." has earned the novice

musician comparisons to Third Eye Blind and

The Push Stars. DeGraw's sound is unique

and should serve to compliment BNL quite

nicely.

So bring your Valentine, a pair of your best

(and hopefully clean) underwear and a box of

Mac and Cheese and make your way down to

the Mullins Center tomorrow night. The show

starts at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $45 for floor

and lower-arena seating and $35 for upper-

arena seating.

By Sama.stha Critchell
,Ass<K iateo Prsss

NEW YORK (AP) — lust

like ).Lo and Ben. the romance

is over for Barbie and Ken.

After 43 years as one of the

world's prettiest pairs, the per-

fect plastic couple is breaking

up. The couple's "business

manager." Russell Arons. vice

president of marketing al

Mattel, said that Barbie and

Ken "feel it's time to spend

some quality time — apart."

"Like other celebrity cou-

ples, their Hollywood romance

has come to an end." said

Arons. who quickly added that

the duo "will remain friends."

Truth be told, the announce-

ment was prompted by the fact

that Mattel is releasing the Call

(as in California) Girl Barbie,

arriving in stores now. Ken will

still be in the picture — only

now he's "just a friend." Mattel

claims.

Whatever. The important

news is that to better reflect

her single status. Call Barbie

will wear board shorts and a

bikini top, metal hoop earrings,

and have a deeper tan.

Barbie — the most popular

fashion doll in the world,

according to Mattel — met Ken

on the set of a TV commercial

in 1961. and they have been

inseparable ever since.

Arons hinted Wednesday

that the separation may be par-

tially due to Ken's reluctance to

getting married. All those

bridal Barbie dolls in toy chests

around the globe are really just

examples of Barbies wishful

thinking, she explained.

Another possible factor is

Barbie's career. The doll who
was "born" Barbie Millicent

Roberts in 1959 has been

everything from a rock star to

military medic, and she's cur-

rently marketed in more than

150 countries. According to

Mattel, every second, three

Barbie dolls are sold some-

where in the world.

Splits^lle
The romance is over Barbie

and Ken. who met on the

set of a TV commefoal 43 years

ago. have decided to spend

"quality time apart, according

to manufacturer Mattel, which

just so happens to be releasing

a new Call Barbie.

IMew single Call (for California)

Barbie - tx)ard shorts, bikini

top, metal hoop earrings, and

a deeper tan.

Ken, "still friends, " will continue

hanging out with Barbie

SOURCE Manallnc. AP

Lowfish CD not a flop
'1000 Corrections Per Second' triumph for artist

By TiMH Gabrieu
li>LU;lilAN StAfr

For those of us that follow the

entire output of certain record

labels, like obsessive groupies in

WiniK'bagos, trucking behirul lim-

ousines to the next tour stop ol

their favorite band, each subse-

quent release is a complimentary

treat to satisfy otie's own overindul-

gence in a certain aesthetics' per-

sonal audile success gauge. There

can be no doubt that Cartada's

blissful neo-elcxtro label Suctwn

insatiably appeals mote and more

to the eardrums, for whatever rea-

son, with every successive album.

Lowfish's "1000 Corrections

Per Scxond" is no exception.

Formed in 1997 primarily as an

avenue for |. Solvent and Gregory

Lowfish to expose their musk: to a

wider audience. Suction's

musical output actually

only anuxints to a coupkr

haiidfuls of LPs. Though

much of the earlk:r work

focused more on IDM, the

nKXiumental inlluence of

early experimental new
wave and Ntaccato synth-

pop is impossible to deny

on every Sucikm rekaise. '

The glacial analogue aesthetic

favorc-d by those Canadian robots

both prcveded and surpassed

recent fad> in electroctash and

Detroit tcvhno. However, this is

not simply retn>chk. substituting

for ekxtmnkai's perpetual, system-

atic, gena'-crossing technokjgical

race to the moment. Rather.

Suction and lAJwfish's music, like

the best neo^-'kxtm. posit a rvtreat

and retaliatkxi from hyperactive

equipment-updating by choosing

to further expk>a- the uruiavigated

iiwlodit. spsKes and interlaces that

the okl ttvhnology has to offer

Fc>r the- most part, the nxxkm
tmdergiuund scene, with its often

unhealthy fasciiutkin for the bar-

rage of creative output between

1976 and 1983. has fortunately

avo«d«^tl falling into the trap ol

alk^wmg itself to be entraiKed by

the dark allure of novelty, w^tiich

was what kad to the artistk; dov»fln-

fall of so many of the rek-vant

musicians from that time frame.

Of course, anything even

remotely rvtroactive will have a

hard time compkielv distancing

itself from the ».\>nfines of novelty,

but most of ihi- better work has

been executed with admirable lev-

dt ol sell a-siniint and apptopri-

aldv km k-\' 1^ "' ir""v

Lowfish

'1000

Correctiofis

Per

Second'

Sudioa

The problcMii then — besides

the influx of attention creating a

rushed, hasty desire for artists ^
lies with the recontextualization of

the old styks with new technology,

modem production techniques and

the incorporation of later hybrid

genres. Sure, the Human League's

"Dare" was an innovative and

delectable advancement on the

face of pop music at the time, but

with the creation of electronic

microgenres nearly every week, a

"Double Dare" with hip-hop beats

seems neither relevant, revolution-

ary, nor neces.sary.

With that saki. Lowlish's "1000

Corrections Per Second" has a

tinKfless feel that, like Solvent's

"Solvent City" before it. establishes

an instantly recognizable kinship to

the incontestable synth-pop forefa-

thers it shares with Orchestral

Manouvres in the Dark's

epononyinous debut and

Yaz's "Upstairs at Eric's."

The shkfid that protects

Lowfish from the pitfalls

of other backward-yet-

forward thinking music

is a lush mininialism that

excludes the album from

referential pretension.

"1000 Correct- ions

Per Second" is a very simple record

that does not have to tell you that

many of the sweeps conw frxjm

Ciary Numan and a couple of the

beats were akkd by the guklance ol

Giorgio Moroder — though

l^owfish does openly admit to these

very inlluerKes in the liner notes

The deep impact ol the body of

work these names have con-

tributed to the colltxtive pop

uncxNVckius. and Greg Lowlish's

personal awareness, become

apparent in the musk. The listen-

er's knowk-dge or lack thereof of

thc-se influenc-es does not hinder

one's enjoyment of the record.

The album begins with "Glass

Houses." whk.h levitates on synth

charm, procuring a blissful entry

for the listc-ner into Lowlish's klyl-

lic. Utopian mindset Screeching

sound effcvts instantly arrive like a

Nintendo MIDI-nKxlulated liftoff

noise to accompany a lirst-person

space racing game. A considerably

inarginalized art fomi (except in

lapan where Nintendo composing

God Koji Kondu's works are per

formed symphonicallyi. video

game musk is becoming a noted

inlluence on much of the nxxlem

ekxta) scc-ne It woukl not be sur-

prising in the least if Lowfish had

Star Taipics in mind as much as I-

F when writing songs like "Glass

Houses." Rapidly sifting over the

fragile domiciles with a carefree

glee, the song is careful not to shat-

ter them nor detract appreciation

from the spectacle of reflected

light that it aims to represent. The

song's stiff 808 drums and ginger-

ly bouncy oscillated bass are famil-

iar and reassuring, but fun enough

to hope that the thoroughly engag

ing ride to the electric technotopiu

does not end soon. It does not.

"1000 Corrections per Second"

does not wear out its welcome by

peaking into the seven-minute

range like so many dance-lloor-

deliberate techno peers. Most

songs tap out at around four min-

utes here and defy endless loop

standards by adhering to pretty

strict versc-chorus-verse stan-

dards. That's why calling Lowfish

techno or electronica would be

ignorantly dismissive. This is just

in.strumental pop music.

Good stuff too, the kind of

music that makes one wonder if

much of the worlds synthpop

would actually approve without

the tin soul of a handful of Phil

Oakey imitators. One distant,

repeated, and obscured vocal

refrain does appear in "Air of

Supremacy." but it's hardly a

throwback to the detached and

impassionate lovelorn lyrics ol

yore Not that there's anything

wrong with that It's simply that

the recontextualization of such u

musical statement throws the

validity of one's intentkms into

question and the musk suffers.

This is why so many ekvtroilash

ers come off sourvJing like new

romantic versions ol the

DarkiKss.

Lowfish surprisingly chooses

to stray from the Utopian vibe as

he reaches the album's final

tracks. The somber shift is hinted

at in tracks like "Photo

Disiniegratkxi" atxl the bizarre

sound effects littered across

"Deadlines and Errors." but the

downer still remains completely

unexptxted. However sudden, the

brooding and contemplative final

four tracks are as pk-rcingly beau

tiful as the franik, joyful songs

that precede them. Perhaps

Lowfish arrived at his destination

and the princess was in another

castle Perhaps at such an cvstatic

pace, the sad machine ran out ol

correctKMis to make. For s».mik

rea.son. that woukl not surprise

me. I wi.>ukln't lAangt a damn
thing on this alb^.

Boston makes way for Ours
OURS from page 4

many peopk got involved with it,

in different aspects, that helped

me out that I felt like that it

was such a universal mentality. If

it was called Nine Inch Nails like

Trent's band is. it wouldn't be so

weird, its no different than that

situation, it's just that the nature

of the word is a confusing one."

Whikr Gnecco is very focused

on the next record, at this second

he's concentrating on putting on

the best show he can for the

crowd. "We're gonna try out a

bunch of the new songs and get

out and play a lot of the songs

that we didn't get a chance to

play llast time| ... the truth is we

need to go set the record straight

about what the f*" were trying
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to do. because we were punch

drunk the last couple of years."

Everyone with a predilection for

dark art-rock would be wise to
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album.
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D u s t i n Hoffman

LA VLRNL. Calif. (.AP) - Dustin liollman is

dashing to church again.

The actor ivprised his rush to the chuah in

1%7's "The Graduate" lor a car commercial in

which he stops his daughter's wedding.

Hie ad being

lilmed in this

east Los Angeles

County city is

only tlie second

commercial the

bb- year-old
Hoffman has

appeared in, he

said Wednesday.

It will air in

Lurope only.

In the final

scenes of "The

Graduate."
Hoffman's breakthrough film, his character.

Benjamin Braddcvk. pulls Katharine Ross' charac-

ter Klaine Rohiiison. Iroiii iIk- church as she s get-

ting married They light off parents and guests

before tiding away in a bus.

In the car comiiK'ivial. directed by Michael Bay

("Pearl Harbor"!. Hoffman again rescues the bride,

but this time returns lo a 201>t Audi

K i m b erl y Mathers

Mai^hall Bruce Mathers III. have a daughter Hailie

jade. Lminem has rappc-d in his songs about killing

his ex-wile; in ""47 Bonnie and Clyde." he talks

about stufling her body in a trunk.

Jose Saramago

(lXJRTtS\

MEXICO CIPi (AP) — Nobel Prize winner

k)se Saramago said President Bush was an "imbe

cile" for leading the war against Iraq.

The Portuguese novelist, who won the Nubcl lit

erature prize in 1 4^«. on Wednesday called the war

"stupki. obscene " and sakl it was "dinxted by that

inibecik; named Bush."

He added that the \\ hite House was more inter-

ested in Finding water on the planet Mai> than

lighting poverty

"It is obscene tlwt (someone) could die ol

hunger" Saramago said.

Saramago was in Mexico City receiving the

Isidro Fabela medal from the National

Autonomous University's law school

George Strait

MOLNl CLLMLNS. Mich (AP) Lminems

ex-wife was sentetKed to senc at least a month in

jail Thursday for using cocaiiw while on probatkjn.

Citvuit ludge Ldward Servitto onJeivd Kimberly

Matlwrs to serve W days in the Macomb County

lail aiKl then be ii I iti an inpatk-nt sub-

staiKv abuse- tttjn . uim li»r an additkjnal

«Mdays

Mathers, who's btt.«n the target ci some of tfie

rapper's songrs. adhnilied a wctk ago to her probe-

Ikm agent that she was using cocaine, the Mk-hifian

lXrpartiik.ni of t oraviions has saki

SIk icsu-d positive \K.<t the drug after taking a

uniK icsi Junng a Ian. 2^ mcvting vMth the proba-

tkjn agc-nt She mis«<xi a scheduk-d nKvting last

\%vck but later met v*ith the- agent and admittc-d

using cocaine, the- corrections department sakl.

Matlxrs \ka^ «
' Ian. 21 to two years'

probatk)n alter pk uliy to charges of pos-

st*ssing 2S grams or k.-*s ol cocaine and tailing to

give adequate space to an enwrgenc^ vchkk- I"hc-

chargc-s came from a juiw traflK: stop m Si (. I.ni

Shores

IXIense allonvy Mkhael Sinutko dkln't imme-

diately return a telephone mcvsage left Thurnlay

niomini' .ii hi^ ultko

Miiihci ' A hose Krgal name i»

NASHMLLL. Icnn tAP) A Icxieral grand

jury indkted a Louisiana man on extortion charges

that he tried lo further his music career by threat-

ening countrv sinjicr Gc\>rge Strait

Walter I

Bonm |r said

he'd "go

Rambo" it Strait

dkln't rcvord at

least I.H1C ol his

HHigs. according

the indict-

ent a grand

n issued

Wednesday He
laces seven

(.ounts ol extol-

si'iii III luK anJi-ninu I'.ni;^!IKlion o^er threii'-

August 200^
"It's all lake, txiiiin viio I iiui-*.i.i> m .i !'-».

phone interview faun his Ivmic- in St Martins ilkv

In "Somehods has bcvn getting into my e-mail lor

the past lour or live yeaiN."

But prvstfcutors charged that BcHiin tried to cor

respond svith Strait through the singers reprvsenta

lives bcivtcvn |une I^Wi aiwl \ugusi 2lH.»>. The

lirst nolc-s weren't threatening, luit ihi luly 2^.

200^. a note seni to Dannv O Hnen pu-sideni ol

Strait s Ian club, read:

"PWase have a nkx talk u i i ,ind George

telling them again how hard I've worked at gcttn.

my songs recvrdc-d by mv idol/lrietxl CK."orge St ran

^our wife. Anita kiuiws I deserxe my da-am and

destiny If it cook-^ di-s^n to ii and I have iX'

but to go Rambo. k-t nw iu>t v.^ tluit I \»on i

kxie gunman."

\Everybody needs a little

now and then I

et away from
'MQ)irUTu

a

VJ u^

• f
• •

*
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Now you can reserve a room for a night, or a weekend

at 35-60% offthe nonnal rate when you present a
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the best rates in townl

549.6000
Call today f# lifr bflist rate!
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Chartier and swim team

look to defend A- 10 title

Bv Matt Barstow
i. nil K IAN Si ah-

Cireg Chartier is a product of

the s\MeiTi.

Born and raised in .Amherst.

Mass., the Ireshman swimming

sensation ha> never drifted lar

from his roots

When he N not practicing his

freestsle at Bo>den G>innasiuni.

there's u good chance he can be

found across town coaching the

Tritons his former recreational

team comprised of ^tudent^

Irom .Amherst Regional .Middle

School
"Its just natural lor me to

swim and coach here in

Amherst." Chartier said "I've

known Russ tVarworih, LMass
men's coach i -.ince I was H and

I started going to LMass meets

when I was a kid. so Amherst

swimming is really all I know
"

Last >ear when Chartier was

a >enior at Amherst Regional

High, he became one ol the

couniry's must heavily recruited

swimmers Named an All-

American in the 200-yard indi-

vidual medley, and state cham-

pion in the 200-yard IM and

100 vurd tree, he was also hon-

ored as the Massachusetts slate

Swimmer of the 'tear in 2002.

After losing 10 seniors to

graduation last season,

^jrwotth. with an under aged

vquad of eight Ireshman and

two transfers are about to face

a Hiammuth task Next

Ihur">da> the Minutemen will

dclend the A- 10 title, which

they ve held the past three

years.

"We " - - ; - : .ed to put a lot

ii pressure on the freshman

this year because we lost eight

seniors who figured into the

scoring during last year's A-

lO's." >jrwonh said "I knew

Greg and Evan (Swisher) were

talented switnmers but I wasn't

sure how long it would take for

them to get adjusted to the pace

of collegiate races.

'

From the start of the season

it was apparent that Chartier

wouldn't need much of a grace

period After his first two races

lor the Maroon and White,

Chartier received the season's

first A- 10 Rookie of the Week
honor.

In the season opener Greg
finished first in the 400 yard

IM, with a time of 4:1 5.5 But a

first-place finish at the Husky

Invite Oct. I« was only a pre-

view of what was to come.

Seven days later, Chartier led

the Minutemen to victory at

New Hampshire with a win in

the 200->ard free 1 1:45 44. t.

A liionth after UNH.
Chartier found himself receiv-

ing another A 10 Rookie of the

Week citation, after dominating

mid-distance events at the

Nutmeg Invitational. Dec. 5-7.

He placed first in the 400 yard

IM and the 500 yard free at the

Invite, with times of 4:05,0*

and 4;5tl.48, respectively. He
then went on to swim a leg on

the winning 800-yard freestyle

relay, which finished in a sea-

son-best 7:02 50.

The already accomplished

freshman recently turned his

attention to the November \*i

21, A- 10 Championships set to

be held in Buffalo. NY.
"I'm very excited for the A

10. we leave for New York next

Tuesday and were looking for-

ward for the chance to win

another Conference title."

Chartier said. "We do have a lot

of freshman swimming in their

Hrst major championship, but

we should be able to fill the

spots and hopelullv win again."

Youthful Minutemen

travel to play Xavier
BASKTrULL from page 8

V need to beat."

Ills Musketeers are in a simi

lar situation tt.> the Minutemen

crffensively. as thc*v arc forced to

plav a sntaller rotation siiKe lhe>

tiio only have one big man
"Thev're kind of going to a

luui i.>ut one in a lot of the time

with lAnthonv | Myli-s being their

only big guy af>d I think they've

found some sikccss with that."

> ve settled in on a rota-

iioi). Ik siiid 'They're not play

ing as many guys as many min-

utes as thev were earlier and I

know against Richmond they

played a-ally six guys so I think

thev shoneivd the rotation aiKl

the guys that they have playing

are playing better."

According to Ijippas one of

the biggest problems for his team

this season has been their lack of

expenctKe Im can't be

taught, but It - . It L'Mass

last Sunday and the Minutemen

need to find a wav to defend

against it

"You keep leaching them,"

Lappas said, ">ou hope the natu-

ral pmgressiun that's going to

take place with their expericiKe

is happening, which it is ... no

matter wfwt we do in practice

we're not going to give our guys

the experience that Sato and

Chalmers and Myles have, we're

just not going to be able to do

that But we can do sotne things

to help them and to make that

expcriciKe factor not as big of a

gap."

ated on the comer of Fearing St
and Sunset Ave.

Fearing Street
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.urs./Fri./Sat
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n Sun.-Wed. 1lam-lam
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^ Hello LeBeau!

Volentines Day Febrmy Utii

LeBeau Florist and Gifts offers

chocolates, Roses/flowers, and gifts

What better way to say I love you...

Then with LeBeau Florist and Gifts

J LeBeau Florist and Gifts

Located in two convienent k)cat)ons

460 West Street 1 1 2 Cottag* Str««t

AMherst. MA Easthampton. MA
253-6993 527-2502

^ good thru Febraurv 14th 2004 *^

10% Off any Valentine purchase
Mot NAltd wNK mr>Y otr»*r oouv«n •ffw

Sport

Women's Basketball

Softball

Softball

Men's Ski

Women's Ski

Women's Track

Men's Ice Hockey

Friday, Feb. 13

Opp./Event

at Fordham
vs. Ohio State

vs. Fresno State

at CSC Carnival

at CSC Carnival

at Valentine Invite

vs, Boston College

Sport

Saturday, Feb. 14

Opp./Event

Men's Basketball

Softball

Softball

Ski

Women's Track

Men's Track

Men's Ice Hockey

at Xavier

vs. Cal State Northridge

vs. Cal State Fullerton

at SAC Carnival

at Valentine Invite

at Fast Track Invite

at Boston College

Sunday, Feb. 15

Sport Opp./Event

Women's Basketball vs. St. Josephs
vs. Washington
at Syracruse

Softball

Women's Track

Time

7:00 p.m.

12:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

9:30 a.m.

9:30 a.m.

4:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Time

4:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

9:30 a.m.

9:30 a.m.

2:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

Time

2:00 p.m.

12:15 p.m.

12:00 p.m.

New NEXTEL series

a fight to the finish

places receive points in decreasing order. In addition,

any driver outside ol the top 10 after race No. 25 will

still be eligible if within 400 points of the leader.

Who is likely to win under this new system?

Defending champion Matt Kenseth should be strong

again, but this new system may allow some others to

step up. If the new rules were in place last year, the

champion would have been jimmy Johnson, who cer-

tainly has a good shot at it this year, as well as his

teammate. |eff Gordon.

Dale Earnhardt jr. has showed he can run on the

super speedways of Daytona and Ta'ladega, as well

as the ovals and road coarses the Nexiel Cup goes to.

But this new system should favor drivers like Kurt

Busch and Ryan Newman.
Newman had more wins (eight) than anyone else

last year, but finished a disappointing sixth in the

standings because of a series of poor finishes, espe

cially at Daytona and Talladega where he was

involved in two big wrecks.

Another driver to watch for is Harvick, who came

on really strong last year, and looks to be a serious

championship contender. Of course, you can't forget

about Stewart. After winning the championship in

2002 he had sort of a down year and should be look-

ing to be a title contender yet again.

In addition to the readjustment of the points sys-

tem, the title sponsor has also changed, both out of

necessity and to give the circuit a more national pro-

file.

Winston has left as the title sponsor, replaced b>

communications giant Nextcl, which should allow

for even more exposure to 16-55 year olds Sunoco

has also replaced longtime fuel supplier Unical 76.

With all these changes you can still expect this to

be a very interesting and exciting season, with more

variables in play than ever One thing can be count

ed on though, the teams that usually challenge every

year should do so yet again; the good teams always

do.

luslin Marques is a Collegian colummsi

Trackless but prepared
B> LtAH WVStR
( Altlti.lAN St.^ii

Anyone who's ever picked up

a ball will agree that success in

athletics i<> due to practice. The

key to any sport is practice.

wlx-ihcr it's in a pool, on a fool-

hall held, in a basketball court, on

the ice of a hockey rink, in the

turf of a lacrosse licki, or in the

case of the Massachusetts

women's indoor track team, in a

lield house on a track.

txccpi that's not the case —
not at all In p«t year^. the athlet-

ic facilities ai Smith C ollege have

been made available lo the team

on certain nights, but this year

thai option was out. and that pul

the leant in quite a predicaineni.

Basketball ha<' first dibs on the

space in Curry Hicks Cage, home
at least to an indoor track of

sorts, albeit one that tunnels so

closely under bleachers that on

the turns runners have to move

into lane iwo to a>oid being

clipped by the comer So reluc-

tantly. Coach Julie l^Freniere

adapted.

'Our goals with all of our

meets wouki be to have each indi-

vidual compete as well as they

possibly can. but the lack of facil

ities makes that difficult,"

l-aFreniere said. 'The only time

we get to run on an indoor track

at all is when we race."

But even so. the team is run-

ning well Fhey placed J<lh out of

12th at the Khode Island

Invitational last weekend with

some fantastic performaiKes The

iiK-et turrKxl out to be much larg

er than it was originally planned

to be. but 1 cf rcniere didn't mind

'The biggdr the meet, the big

ger the compey||k>n,' l^iKreniere

said.

Most meets are strong in at

least one area For example, dis-

tance, sprints, or throws, bui

with meets that size, there was

bouixl lo be competition in all

events, and the Minutewomen
handled it well.

In l.aFreniere's opinion, some

of the most impressive perform-

aiKes of the day were actually the

double performances of two vet-

eran distatKC runners who both

competed in the open mik and

the Distance Medley Relay

(DMR). t400meter. 800meter.

1 200mcter, mile).

Kate Markopoulos's time of

5:18 may not have been enough

to earn points in the mile, bui

later she anchored the DMR, run-

ning an amazing 5: 1 7 for her sec-

ond mile of the day.

'Kate Markopouk>s ran really

nice back to back miles,"

l.aFreniere said, "and that's

something she hasn't done

before. She really needs to be rec-

ognized for that.'

Ford ran the open mile in

'i 22. and returned to race espe-

cially well for the Distance

Medley, running 221 for the

HOOmeter leg. Although Ford's

training was interrupted for a

couple weeks during January.

according to I^Freniere she's def-

initely making a quick comeback

'(Markopoulos and Ford) may
not have scored points in the

mile, but they came back to pull

together an outstanding DMR,'
l.aFreniere said

The best performance of the

day was Elisabeth Budd. whose

time of 1:16.9 just barely missed

the time for the Eastern College

Athletic Conference meet. But

LaFreniere has no doubts thai

Budd will nuke it. hopefully at

the Valentine's Day Invitational

tomorrow at Boston University.

The brand-new 200ineter, six

lane banked track at BU is a

proven fast track.

Although it's not one of the

team's stronger seasons.

LaFreniere and the team remain

optimistic

'The attitude is great, wc jusi

do what we have to do, and the

athletes work irwredibly hard."

LaFreniere said

Tomorrow's meet is a higher-

level meet. As the season pro-

gresses, and the number of run

ners in a meet raises, so do the

expectations, and l.aFr«niere is

using this meet as a chance to

fine-tune the team at one of the

fastest tracks in the country.

"We're using this meet as a

chance to help more people qual

ify for the big meets later in the

season, like New Fnglands."

LaFreniere said.

Not bad for a track team

whose only practices on actual

tracks are in full uniform.

UMass challenges B.C.
HOCKEY front page 8

Htxkey F^ast play this season. Both

teams have 59, and the Fugles

have done it in one fewer game.

They're also at the top of the goals

allowed average chan, with 1.84,

and they're outscoring Hockey

F:ast opponents by 1 .88 goals per

game.

"It's a tall order." UMass coach

[X)n Cahoon said. "They're a ter-

rific team, they re as good as there

is, so we've just got to try to rally

and bring our best game forward.

We played pretty well the last time

we playcxl them, and they still beat

us by three goals. We just have lo

be that much better"

The iwo teams met on Nov, 1

4

at the Mullins Center, and after a

period of mostly even hcKkey, the

F.aglcs pulled away on three unan-

swered goals, including an empty-

netter and downed the

Minutemen 4-1. Neither goal-

tender was heavilv tested, as

Rent on

otOurs

NomMonHlulor
21-25 yegfoUdims

• Cars

• Passenger Vans

• Trucks

POHERS
jiminfniarmi^

• Direct Billing to

Insurance Companies

• Free Local Pick Up

• Locally Owned and Operated

549-REHT"'««

at North Amherst Motors
Collision Repair Cenltr

71 S, :<*- .i: K ^ '-^"rK MJ 0105S

nwnattliiinhertlaitin.con

On Bus Route 'One Mile HoilholUMxs

UMass' Gabe Winer stopped 1 8 of

21 shots and Matti Kaltiainen

turiHxl 14 of 15 aside for the

Fugles.

That kind of game hasn't been

typical for the high-flying Eagle

offense this year, and if the gentle-

men from the Heights bring more

pressure tonight and tomorrow,

Cahoon would like his team to

return the favor.

"The reason you have to be

good on the counter-attack is that

they're going to attack," he said.

"There's no stopping them. We
just have to be thorough when we

have the opportunity to have puck

possession, we have to be thor-

ough with it.

"They have great speed, and

they'll sometimes skate you down.

It's a struggle enough when they

have possession of the puck, you

can't be giving them the puck back

when they don't have it."

As for implications, the week-

end has plenty. The Eiagles lead the

Minutemen in the Hockey East

starxlings by just a point — some-

thing worth reflecting on for Pock,

who's seen good and bad in his

four years in the Pioneer Valley.

"It's definitely satisfying," Pock

said. "The first couple of years

were obviously horrible, hockey-

wise, we didn't do as well. But last

year we picked it up. and this year

we're making a nanK for our-

selves."

The Minutemen also have a

chatKe to clitKh home-ice advan-

tage in the Hockey East quarterfi-

nals. They'll need help, specifically

losses by fifth-place Providence

and seventh-place UMass Lowell,

but two wins would do well

towards securing playoff games in

the Mullins Center a month from

now.

"It's definitely nice," Pock said

of the prospects of a home playoff

game. "We haven't done it since

we've been Division 1, and obvi-

ously it's something great for the

fans to come back for some extra

games."

panda East

mm
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iWe bring (^'hlnatown

lo youf

"Voted best Chinese food

by UMass students!"

*fgusHi bar!

*OQiM^ ACCEPTED

"^Delivery available!

Fmt CHINEtt & jAPANtM CUWIHI

Location: 103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, M.A. 01002

; Open Hours:

; Fri. & Sat.: 11:30 a.m,-11:00 p.m.

iDetivery:

(413)549-0077

(413)256-8923
(413)256-8924

Fax.
I II. \X wQl.. I I '^JK/ CI. Ml. I < -W ^.ii*'

Sun. - Thurs.: 11:30 a,m. - 10:00 p.m. (413)253-1173

Spring Break Student Special

Havana, Cuba
Participate in a restoration project at Iglesia

Baptista (church) in Havana
March 13-20,2004

Trip Includes:

• Seven nights dormitory accommodations at the church

•All meals, transportation, and daily schedule

• License and visa for legal travel to Cuba
• Round trip air fare from New York City to Havana

Cost: $1695.00

For more Information or to Register:

413637 3512
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DINNER
• Shrimp \ S( jilop ( reole

• Bet't Strudfl

• Seitjn Bour^uignun
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w A bank is a place that

will lend you money if

you can prove that you
don't need it.
•Boh Hi^x"

aquarius • |an. 20-F(s. ib

N(»ur riMMnniatc is nx)re urafrtul Uh your

su|)(K>rt th.in voii'll cvif know Y«ri rex k

pisces • riH m-MAK 20

I M- t(Kl.i\ to hont' vour skills makln^

sott-M'rxc t ora-s It's .i valuable skill.

aries • mak. 2i-ahm. }^

Sl(ij) Ix'in^ a hi'rmil. Your ex is cJelinitely

rHJt worth it. Neitlier is his car.

taurus • Ai^. 2n-NiAY 20

There is a time lo eat h<'althy focxfc. This

is not that time. Eat thotolate. lots «)i it.

gemini • may 2Mus. 21

The gym is [Mying oft; your butt look*,

great. Keep up the gcxKl work

cancer • iln. 22-Ki. 22

Cio shortv, it's your bjrthflav. txcejjt it s

not. But that's oka\.

leo • I M \

AtteiMLiiHe in vour earU t lasses is not

\i>liinl.ir\ ("ii-f u()

virgO • An.. 2«-S»i'i. 2i

SjMixl ValentifH's [)a\ head kinging

Th«' musi( ( An rn-ver lie Utn IihmI.

libra • sui. ji-o 1 22

Tonight is an excellent night to dame on

a table to the- Ming, "MvprKiti/e

"

Scorpio •

You're detinitely getting lui k\ < in

Valentine's Day. There s rxxknibt.

Sagittarius • N<^. 22-di« 21

Stof) lomplaining. Not ever\(>ne is Uk k\

enough to lixik .t^ "'I 's mki.

Capricorn . du 22 h^ 19

I .i\ otl the i.ite-night t al/on«'s tor a

while. You'll thank \ourseli

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\\\()l Sf tVU NTS apartment FOR RFNTH ADTO FOR SMF

$450 Group

Fundraiser

Scheduling Bonus 4

hours ot your yr> nip's

time PLUS mir trco

(yes, free) fundriisinn

solutions EQUALS
$i,ax)-$2,a\^in

earnings for your

group. Call TODM
for a $450 Honii»

when you sciifJuli-

your non-siiles

fundraiser witii

CampusFundraiser.

Ctmtact

CampusFundraiscr,

(888)923-^2^<S, or

visit www.cainpus-

fundraiscr.com

\I'\KI\U\T FOR RFNT

Center of timii 1, 2, 3

bedrtK)ms; h.irJvvo. kI

flix)rs. NtW SHCW-
INGforJUNFand
SEPTEMBHR. Nt^

FEES, www.amhcr-

i»tlinct)lnreiiltv.com

25J-7879

St\lin' SpacesI

Siii;arlo,it E^t,lt^.•^

Modern 2 Bedrintni

,ApartiiK-nt Iioiik'nI

Ciet .1 sv\cet deal

when you mt)ve in:

FREE IVII Laptop

Computer or 1/2 t>ft

1st month's rent 6i

1/2 off security

deposit! Open

Satnrd.iy"-. Move in

TOn.AYI Telc-plione:

(4M)665-W56

wvvw.Miji.irK i,it_estates

@aspenM.|u.ire.com

I loh.irt C^( "lidos ^

Ixvlroom, li.irdvvoovl

lloors, stikiy area in

haseincnt. Cable,

telephone (internet

iiccess) in all hed-

riH)ms and study.

NOWSIUWINC^
for JUNE. ind SEP-

TEMBER. NC FEES.

ws\\v.amhcrstliiuc>l-

nreaitvcom 2SV7H79

19V J (.Mdsmohile

Caitlas Cierra, 168K.

Reliable, new parts,

$650 or best offer

4n-25V6861

SScX^i:: Police

Imp»ninds, H»indas,

t'hevy's, Jeeps, etc.

For listings 1-800-

319.3323 Ext. 4554

IMPIOVMENT

Photography position

available.

Photographer tor

Whitewater trips.

Some photography

experience necessary.

Weekends Spring' and

Fall. Full Time

Summer season. Call

625-2288 Deadline

2/26/04

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.lX»a

day potential. Local

P*)sitions. I -800-29

^

W85ext 516

FMPIOVMENT

Start your career

now! UpK-at, viva-

cious perMinality xo

market and lease our

K-autiful apartment

homes in Sunderland.

Customer service,

wait staft, or retail

experience ideal. This

is a part-time p«>sition

during the ncIkhiI

semesters, and lull

time in the summer.

The experience is a

great introduction to

a career track in busi-

ness oT marketing.

Must be able to work

Saturdays. Please call

Amy at (415)781 -

07Mext.7 32.

fMPlOYMENT

The UM.iss tiX)! ball

team is iiKiking for

interested students to

fill the position of

video assistant st.irt-

ing in late sprint;

Experience preferred

but will train. CJoine

K- a part of the

Champion tradition!

(Contact Bill Sisler,

video director 577-

0?I9

M.irketint; At;eni.\

Seeks Outpoint; lliyh

Energy lndi\ iduaN tor

promotions $1 5/hoiir

888-477-6668

www.hauspromo-

tions.com

Whitewater Raft

guides neeiled at C 'tab

.Apple Wlutewater,

Full or Part-Time

jobs. No Experience

necessary. Will train.

625-2288 for Info.

Headline 2/26/04

Suiumer Nanny |-H)si-

tion C!aritin tor 2 bov-

5 and 8. Weekends

Spring and Fall. Full

Time (40 hours).

Experience preferred.

CM 625-2288.

FMPIOVMENT

"B.irtendini;"

$250/l>ay Pi>tenti.il.

No Experience Nesc.

Trnniny provided. 1-

t<(V-^6'^-f>=<:o Fxt.i6:

ENTERTAINMENT

Experienced Hip-Hop

nj 413-335-5226

FOR RENT

Sprint; Bre.ik Rent.il

IXiyton.i 13e.ich,

Resort Studio IWk

March I4th-2lM

$1500.00 I-866-2S4-

3972 Ret«S4^0

ROOMMATE WANIFI)

Great House! Minutes

from C'ampus Need

resp(>nsible nxtm-

mates Sinyles/^Toups

welcome $325/mi>ntb

+ 4 rooms open I 2

months Starts June 1

Call or IM Liv.

a.s.a.p.: i860) 227-

4502. LMP3383

SERVICES

PREGNANCY
TESTING. Hl\

Testini;. Birth

I 'onirol, ,iiid

FmerL;iiK\

Contraception

Xfford.ibje .ind conti

Jenti.il. Tapestry

He.ilth, 27 Prav

Street. .AmherM ^4"^

ooo >

Sprint; l^re.ik 2004-

Tr.ivel with STS,

,Amerlc.^'^ *1 Student

Tour Oper.itor to

J.im.iic.i, t "ancun,

Acapulco. Bahamas

,iiid Florkl.i. Now hir-

int; c.impiis reps, l^ill

for group diMoiint^.

Intorinalion/Reserv.iii

ons 1 -800-64S-4849

or w\s\v.stsir,i\ el.com

For more intorm.ition

contact ST.A Travel

at 413-256-1261

Sprinu Break 20vM It's

here. K>ok now!

Lowest Price> Hottest

Parties "[ .\irliiu->

Wh.it more can vi>u

,isk for!!! www.sun-

'pl.ishtours.com 1800-

426-7710

-i Spnni; Brc.ik

\ .ic.ilions! l~aiKun,

j.imaica, .Ac.ipulco,

B.ih.iin.i-, >Si. Florivl.i!

IV-t P.irties, Bc-st

Hotels, Best Prices!

Sp.iie is iimiied!

Book Now «Si Save!

1-800-2 34-7007

www endli-sssiimnur

loiii' 1. . 'HI

887-4-c:ANc:L!N

Best price, UMASS
V'FNiXMUellini;

sprini; bre.ik pack.ii;es.

1\) not t;el scammed.

C !.iiuiin, Net;ril

.\i.ipuko, B,ih,im.is.

Florid.i. S$$ cimpiis

reps earn $$$.

Flipn.ition.com 877-

4 cancun.
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Clash of the Titans
By Andrew Mehkitt

lillLtl.lAN StaFI-

Thousands of fare. Two o< the

btsi learns in Hocke> East

National attention, hiiplications

ibr the rest ot the season.

Tonight, the No 1

5

Massachusetts hockey team hosts

No I BosionColfciK (21 l^. 12-

1-5 Hockes f^asti in the first ol a

home-arid honte set. and while

t>K-re arc still fi\e more games alter

the affair at the Mullins Center (7

p.m I. it might a-- well he playofl

linw

from ihe "while out" pronKv-

tion. ihat will likel> fill the student

side of the arena with white T
shirts and leave few empt> seats (.m

the cushy side, to the fact that it

coukl mean lin-t place in the con

lerence. to tfn: home-ice advantagi

that's on lite lirx* for one team, the

gUiK i> orw of the bigger events tu

hit Amherst in quite a while

The Minuiemen ( lb-6-5. 12-»-

2 HEAi feci it too.

"t)bviousl> we're all koking

forward lu thU ganK* tomunxjw,"

M."nior detenseman Thoma* F\xk

said "I Seniors I
.Vlikc \^amet.

Nkk jKuiper) and I vwre ulking

about it. and we said, once in

these four sears we want to sdl it

out, we want to start doing tim all

the time, and with six gMno left

in our senior >tair. it's (malK get-

ling ckisc to it. so obviously we'rr

gLmg tu be excited. Bui once it

cxxnes to 7. it's Imckey il doesn't

matter how many fans are therxr or

not, we have to do the best vm: can

This Ls obviouslv a good team com-

ing in, the nvtst gifted in the coun-

try."

f=INA

There's cenainty nu tBwwpcct
towards the Eaglet coming from

the Minuteman camD Rut Pk.K.k

rcmaias optimistic

'lAXjking at lik-^iixi ciiUi^l.

vw hutyestl) have no chwue poinf

up with them to «ec wh. ^e

nKxc guab. but if we ^< > ic

and play the way wv know huw to

ptay the way we played the laM sa
game». we know that w« can bem
an>Ajne."

The Eagles are tied with New
fiampshirc for the mu«i guaK in

See HOCKEY on (Mga 6
$rni«>r drfrnMrman Thomas Pock leads all Minuiemen in ic'ortng with 24 points. UMaM face* off a^in»t Nu. I

Bo»ton College li^ight at the Mullins Center for a 7 p.m. faer-tiff.

NASCAR season

takes a fresh start
When the N.ASCAR season starts Sunda) at the

Dayiona 500. many changes will be on display, in

both sponsorship and personnel within teams, as

well as a new points system.

With these changes, the usual contenders should

again be a threat, not only for a win in the season's

biggest race, but to challenge for the championship

throughout the entire year

With both Dale Earnhardt Inc.

JUJtll) cars of Michael Waltrip and Dale

MSfQUBS Earnhardt |r. running strong in
"

" winter testing, don 'I bet against

\jn<: ul them winning a third Daytona 500 for car

owner Theresa Earnhardt.

The Hendrick Chevy Monte Carlos driven by |eff

Gordon, limmy lohnson. Terry Labonte and rookie

Brian Vickers should be strong if they are together

b> the end of the race. They ma> be able to work as

a unit and lake victory from the DEI contingent. All

drivers with the exception of Nickers had very good

inns during the Hud Shootout Saturday night.

Robert Childress Racing driver Kevin Harvick

should also be a factor, as well as both Gibbs driv-

ers, Tony Stewart (who would reallv like to change

his luck at the big track) and Ek>bby Labonte.

Roush Racing ha> entered in a partnership with

RtiK-rt Yates Racing on engine development, and

they may be able to make the proper gains in horse-

power lo lake victory at Daytona With Yates driver

Dale jarreit winning last week's Bud Shootout, and

Roush driver Greg Biffle surprising many during the

next days qualifying run arul winning the pole for

the 500. one can already see the progress made with

in this new partnership

Kurt Busch is another driver who cannot be over-

looked; his aggressive, take-no-prisoneri style could

really play to his advantage this year In addition.

Ricky Rudd has been last all throughout testing and

using Roush Racing engines, so he could be a dark

horse to win the 500.

The Dodge teams don't teem lo have a serious

challenger at Daytona, except for Team Penske.

Veteran Rusty Wallace wants a Dayiona victory as

much as anyone, and teammate Ryan Newman looks

to rebound from his wild ndc last year.

Bill Elliot is running a limited schedule in his

retirement year, and going out with a win at Daytona

would be a great end of a career for the two-time

champion.

Dunng last weekend's exhibition race at the track

another challenger stepped up. Ganassi drive lamie

McMurray. .McMurray gave his Texaco Dodge a very

impressive run before being caught up in a crash.

Now for the championship.

There has been an alteration ihis year to create

more excitement during tfic late fall months by cre-

ating a ftew points system during the final ten races

which will be referred to as the "Chase For the

Chainpionship."

W hen the scries rolls into Loudon. N.H. for race

\u 2t< of "ifo. the lop 10 will be readjusted The
leader will receive 5050 ptiinls. and the rest of the

See NASCAR on page 6

Tennis team ready

to take on the A- 1
UMass faces Musketeers

By LtAH WVNHI
t OIUI.IA.S STAft

There's no doubt about it. The
Massachusetts Women's tennis

team is in for an exciting season,

starting this weekend in a first-ever

match against Syracuse.

UMass Coach ludy Dixon «es
the match as a great way lo start

the season.

"We've been practicing now for

two arxl a half weeks, and we're

really ready to play." Dixon said. "I

think the Syracuse match is a gotxl

first match to put us on the path to

our goal for the seasc>n. which is to

win the Atlantic 10

Championships."

It's not exactly the easiest thing

to aim for. but if Dixon has any

doubts, she doesn't show them.

After an amazing season last

spring, the team lost the A- 10 title

to powerhouse Temple. That's

something Dixon wants to change

this season, and she has an excep-

tionally talented group of players to

make il happen.

junior captain Sasha Edelstcin

and senior jenny Munroe hold the

top two positions for the team,

f delsteins biggest strength is her

nergctic court preserKC. and the

international experience she brings

from Haifa. Israel.

Munroe comes very highly

ranked in the United States, but

due to injury was unable to play

until her senior year. Exceptionally

smart on the court. Munroe hits

hard and Hat. and more often than

not overpowers her opponent.

"(Munroe) is definitely the

spark of the team." Dixon said,

very confident alxjul the top two

spots this sea.son. "| Munroe I's hard

to play against because the ball's

coming at you very fast. With

Sasha jEdelstein) on the other

hand, it's not coming at you as fast,

it's coming at you with a spin."

Stephanie Price, a two year

member of the A- 10 All-

Confere'nce team, will play in the

number three spot. Another hard,

flat hitter, her strength is her abili-

ty to hit with pace to all parts of the

court, and her valuable experietKe

with playing under pressure.

'jPricel has akmdl experiefKC.

especially in very criK'ial matches."

Dixon said.

Ereshman Christine Lichr from

Gemiany hoWs the number four

spot An outstanding freshnwn

who hits with spin. Lichr is a thrill

all over the court.

Dorothy Iwanowicz is on fire

She was undefeated in the confer-

ence last year playing position four,

so Dixon is confident she will con-

tinue to dominate tfie fifth p(.isition

this year.

"Iwatxjwicz's strength is that

she hits the ball extremely early,

putting pressure' on her opponent."

Dixon said.

Senior cD-captain Susiin Hyams
will be playing position six with

sophomore jana Barteloni. Hyams.

a four year player and a lefty, has

had more than enough wins to put

herself on the LMass all-time lists

for both singles and doubles.

"Susan I
Hyams) not only has

four years of experience, she was

part of the team that went to the

NCAAs one year, so she has expe-

rience in big matches." Dixon said.

Bartoloni. who played position

seven last year, hits the ball hard

and has a lot of spin. She went

undefeated in the fall, and one of

her biggest strengths, according to

[>ixon, is her ability to move on the

amrt.

Freshman Sadie Sandquist is

currently recovering from an

injury, but will definitely see some

playing time later in the season.

The number one doubles team

is pxjwerful heavy-hitting duo Price

and Sandquist. an intimidating

force to be rex-koned with.

"They're very hard to play

against because it's like the ball's

coming at you at a hundred miles

an hour." Dixon said.

With such a solid team. Dixon's

goal of winning the A- 10

Championships is hardly far-

fetched.

"I exptxt that we're going to

have some bumps along the way.

but if we can stay healthy, our goal

is definitely attainable for sure,"

Dixon said.

By BtcKY HoHowiTZ
t J>l in. IAN ^TA»»

With the cikI of an unsteady

season fast approaching the

Massachusetts men's basketball

team will take on Xavier,

Saturday at 4 p.m. at the Cintas

Center.

The Minuiemen ('<-l2. 5-6

Atlantic lOi had their winning

streak snapped last Sunday with u

bbi'^ loss to Dayton. TTie

Musketeers (15-9. 4-5 A- 10) are

currently riding a three game win

streak that includes wins against

No. 10 Cincinnati and A- 10 foes

Fordham arxl Richmond.
UMass has had a week to pre

pare itself for this weekend's

game and according to freshman

guard Art Bowers, rest and time

has helped them out in the past.

"It's kind of good." he said.

"Usually when we have weeks off

we come out and play well, this is

a game we need to win. so hope

fully we'll come out and play well.

Head coach Steve Lappas

agrees that with more time than

usual, more things can get accom-

plished.

"We still are going to do this as

a two day prep like we do most of

our preps but we were able to

spend some time on our stuff

which is going to help us for the

game on Saturday." he said.

"Work on our half court offense,

work on our half court defense,

work on a different defense than

we've been playing lately, so we've

been able to at least hone in on

some of our things without worry-

ing about Xavier for a couple

days."

Senior guards Romain Sato

and Lionel Chahners have been

major contributors for Xavier this

season as well as the main pro-

ducers in recent games. In the

past three games. Sato has aver-

aged 16 points. 3.7 assists and 1

1

rebounds, while Chalmers aver-

aged 21 points 1 .7 assists and 4.7

rebounds.

Prior to their 3-game streak

Sato, Chalmers and the rest of the

Musketeers struggled to find their

(.pEraldh lino

Sophomore Jeff Viggiano scored 1 1 ptiints and grabbed 1 3 rebounds last Sunday against Dayton.

Viggiano and the Minuiemen face off against Xavier tomorrow at Cincinnati for a 4 p.m. tip-off.

rhythm. Now that they've settled

in. Lappas knows that his young

squad will be put to the test when

it goes up against the strength and

experience of Xavier. namely Sato

and Chalmers.

"(Sato) is strong and he's a

great offensive rebounder so

those are big factors for us with-

out a doubt." Lappas said.

I just heard he's a real good

shooter." freshman guard Art

Bowers said of Sato. "Very physi-

cally strong. He's one of the mar-

quee players in the Atlantic 10."

") Chalmers) is really good."

Lappas said. "He's having a great

year shooting very well from three

doing a lot of good things. He's

been underrated, when you play

with West and Sato and he was

hurt ... so he kind of went under

the radar a little bit for this year,

but he's a very go«,)d player."

Bowers has been a key player

for UMass over the past few

games, and although he struggled

against Dayton, he knows that

this is an important game in help-

ing lo determine his teains' future.

"I just do my regular routine,

right now just working off this

past week." Bowers said. "When
my shots not working, what else

can I do to help the team? Not

rely on my shot. But I've definite-

ly been working on it so when I

come against Xavier I'll definitely

be ready to play.

"They're definitely one of the

top teams." Bowers said of

Xavier. "We know in order to con-

tinue the sea.son and play in the

post season this is one of the

See BASKETBALL on page 6

Country music takes Mullins

by storm

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 5

Minutemen sell out Mullins, but

can't top No. 1 Eagles

SPORTS, PAGE 10
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Student activists launch

pro-Israel campaign
By MOKRI!) SiNUER

CkllXEOIAN St Aft

The University of Mass-

achusetts Student Alliance for

Israel recently organized a

semester-long flyer distribution

effort to promote Israel's image

on the University campus, and

launched its inaugural attempt

yesterday after dark.

Pro-Israel student advocates

met at the Hillel House, and
passed through campus, posting

in their wake, their messages of

Israel's technological, environ-

mental and humanitarian accom-
plishments.

Vice President of SAEI. Gilad

Skolnick. organized the flyer

campaign, which has involved

over 20 students since its incep-

tion less than two weeks ago. To
Skolnick. displaying a positive

message of Israel is more impor

tant in promoting Israel than

focusing on criiicisms from the

other side.

"Everyone focuses on the

negative aspect of suicide bomb-
ing and people getting blown up
from terrorism, and

|
hasn't)

focused enough on the positive

aspects of Israel, like a heart

attack bbod test diagnosis by

phone." the sophomore commu-
nication and judaic studies

major said.

Indeed this complicated-

sounding technology is only oik*

of many modem conveniences

the group brought to attention

through its llyers. Also highlight-

ed was cell phone technology.

America Online Instant

Mes.senger. the Intel Pentium

MMX processor and Microsoft

Windows NT. According to the

group. Israel has played a signif-

icant role in the development of

these technologies.

"When people think of Israel.

ihey lend to think of ii as a far

away place that doesn't affect

them, but here we are trying lo

show them that Israel affects

them everyday and that il

shouldn't be thought of as a dis-

tant place." said Steven M.
Spiegel, a sophomore history

major.

'These are all technologies

that were either invented, or sig-

nificant portions of ) their inven-

tion) were the results of Israeli

technological advances." said

Meir L Dashevsky. a sc»phomore

philosophy major "And these

are things we just use every day."

According to Skolnick. 500
flyers were posted across cam-

pus in Mareus Hall. Thompson
Hall. Herter Hall. Whiimore
Administration Building and the

Campus Center. There were nine

tnes>dges the group ported, he

said.

The group plans lu i.oniinue

its effort throughout the semes-

ter, on a consistent f>asis. The
campaign will culminate with a

celebration of Israel's

IndepeiKlence Day. on Apr 2b of

this year

Nursing student

missing for days

Play on

University of MasMichu»rtt» pn*(c»M>r Edu^rdo Lrai>dr(>»

PercuMiitn EniiembIc prrform» fur the &iturdav "Dav of

PercuMtun" at the Fine Art* Center.

Click trick

vexes Internet

chatters
By A.M«M Griws

lxMli'<>IAN( •IKIU«n>NI«NT

Be careful what vou click for it's the krs-

son University of Massachusetts students on

Amenca Online Instant Mes.senger have been

learning the hard way sirve last I'uesday.

InlerrKt chatters who have clickcxl on

what appears to be a harmkrss link, sent

through AIM by their Internet buddies, fiave

discovered there's more to a hyperlink than

what mtvis the eye.

The link, which comes offering a link to

games thenx-d on capturing Osama bin l.adin

arxl Saddam flus.sein. downk>ads an unwant

ed program that uses the chatter's computer

to both deliver potentially unwanted advertis-

ing me>sages and to send out the link to his or

her entire- buddy list.

"This is not a virus." said the Web site of

Network As.sociates. the company that

authors the McAfee software suite. irKluding

its well-used anti-virus program. "It is a

potentially unwanted program that rexjuire-s

users to download an installer, agreeing to the

terms of the program, which includes sending

a message to all users on your AOL Instant

Messenger buddy list with a link to the

installer page."

This unwanted program, a type of soft-

ware commonly referred to as Adware
because of the content it delivers to the user'>

machine, installs at least two components,

called Buddy Links and PSD Tools Instant

Messenger Client. These- programs are not

affiliated with AOL.
Students at UMass say they are very

annoyed by it. Mechanical engineering sopho-

more Joshua Halpin said after he clicked on

the unknown link, he left his room for five

minutes, only lo find 20 instant messages

from his buddies when he relumed. The IM's

inquire-d about the nature of tlie link, or

warned him about what the link actually did.

"It made me dyslexic." Halpin grumbled

about his many I Ms. Out of the 1^1 people

Halpin has on his buddy list, he has seen

about five others actually download the pro-

gram and unsuspectingly .send hiin the both-

ersome links.

"1 gel like three IMs of that a day," said

sophomore journalism major Chris Terrat.

who al.so acquired the program. "A lot of peo-

ple have complained about it."

lunior astrophysics major. Katherine

Whitakcr. said she is not very concemed that

the program is sent to people on her buddy

list because she believes that most people are*

conscious of the program by now.

Senior Technical Support Consultant.

Kevin Skelly. of the UMass Office of

Information Technologies drew a par.illel

between the "Buddy Links" program and the

more well-known Adwarev

"I guess you have to put it in the same cat-

egory as Wcatherbug. Vou get things you did-

n't intend to install." he said.

Inslmctions of re-moval can be obtained at

See ADWARE on page 3

Alleged child pom gig exposed
SOUTH YARMOUTH (AP> A motel

worker accused of photographing a young

girl in the nude was arrested after police

allegedly found hundreds of sexually explicit

photographs of young girls in his home.

Robert E. Laplanie was scheduk-d lo be

arraigned Monday in Barnstable District

Court <jn three counts: pc)ssessing child

pornography, enticing a child under Ih .inJ

posing a child in the nude

"What we found in his hc>u-i. >sci> 'ct*.

very disturbing." Yarmouth Police Ll

Stephen G Xiarhos told the Cape Cod

limes.

The investigation began Friday when a

psychologist at the girl's school lc>ld police a

student there reported being photographed

nakc-d. Police searched Laplanies house and

seized videotapes, cameras and several com
pulers. Xiarhos said

Pcilice said they alsci found dozens of

Barbie dolls and a collection of newspaper

clippings of lonBenet Ramsey, the byear-old

Colorado girl who was found murdered in

Colorado in H^b.
tv^(l( (.,f(i/ Pros

By Ekika btvLfc^ and
FtRRDN SAL.NlKfcR

(^IIUI.IAN STAft

Polke arc investigating the dis

appearance of a University of

Massachu-seits student who was

last seen at the site of a car crash

on Monday. Feb. ^

According to the Bo^tcm Gk>be.

Ntaura Murray. 21. of Hanson.

Mass. crashed her car into a six>w

bank last Monday in Haverhill.

N H. The accident was her second

in threx- days; Murray had recently

crashed her father's car on

Saturday of the pievkxts v^eekend.

Murray disappeared from the

site of the crash after a re-sident

tried to help and who had calk-d

the polke. de^pile Munay asking

him noi to. the Gk)be reported

.Murray was gone upon arrival ot

pulicv. her car krfi abandoned and

undrivable. the Gktbe said

Chief left Williams ol the

•hill I\)Ik.c IVpaiiiTK-ni does>

link liiul play was involvc-d.

"Our concern is that she's upset

or suicklal. M.inxihing the family

WW c-oncemed about." Ix- toid the

Globe on Eriday.

The acvkJcni look place akmg
Route 1 1 2. about five miles away

irom Wells River. \i.. and a inik

away from Swift \Naier Vllla^ by

the Conncxticut River.

Police usc-«l ikys, a helicopter

mdFishai^ rsiuper

form an ii<> h are>utxi

the crash tiie atta and lourxl nuih

ing The seareh has since been

calkd off

Murray is a |unK>r nursing

major, a l^n's I isi student who
works in a kxal an galk-ry

Two LMPD officers. IVtiviives

Chris Thrasher and Brian Davies

and Iwn counsekjrs from Mental

Heahh Servxc^ visitc-d a junior

nursing class. Parent-Child

Nursing, on Enday afternoon k«n
Cully, administrative direxior of tfx-

Office for the Advanccnx-ni of

Nursing Education and Eikx'n

Breslin. dean of the scho«.)l of

Nursing were- alsc> present ai the

iix-eting

In itdditkin. an email was writ-

ten by Bre-^lin. aixl released lo the

UMass nursing community.

According to the email. .Morray

sent an email to her faculty

Morxiay afternoon ai 1:24 p.m.

indkaiing she was heading home
for the wcvk due to a death in the

family and (hat she woukl ccHitact

every oix- when she relumed.

Lindsay Pembenon. a junior

nursing inajor. fvas the same class

scheduk as Murray and was prea-

ent for the nxvting on Friday.

Pembenon tokJ Fhe Massachusetu

Daily Colk-guin that staff in the

nursing departnx'ni spoke lo

Murray's family, and were told that

there were- no rexc-nt family deaths

\lsci. fxrr donn room was all

packed up. like she was plaimmg
on nx>ving ihji." said Pembertun.

The email lo the nursing com-
munity also staled that Murray

calkxl her boyfrierxJ. Army
Lieutenant Bill Rausch. Tuesday

iTHjming At the Friday nxxting

poike saki that Rausch only heard

someorx' breathing on the other

line. The poIke were unabfe to

trace the call.

Accinding lo Sharon Rau.sch.

the bi>yfnerid's mother. Murray

had e niaikxl her boyfnerxi on
Monday afternoon, saying she

needed to speak with him
Murray's family, including

Rausch. arxl his parents, have

IkiwTi to New Engfamd and are

passing out llx-rs akmg the New
Hampshia'-Vennont state boarder.

hufMig someone will recognize

Murray

"She was redh quid and dkh't

lung out with any of us." said

FVmbenon "She was a sweet per-

son, bui she didn't gel pemunal

with anyone
"

Murray .iixl Rausch met at the

US Military Academy at

West Point

As of yc-sterday afienxxm. the

Haverhill poke have had no kads

in the case and hope that Murray

will try lo contact a frieixj or fami-

ly member

Kerry shakes things up; faces his own troubles

Recent campaign strategies changed Kerry answers affair allegation

By NfcimA PKKi.tK

A-sM* lATin !%•*

WAUSAU. Wis. (AP) — A cvniidc-ni

lohn Kerry launched a lull-throllle attack on

Pre-sidc-nt Bush's cxonomic policies, nxisily

ignoring his IX-mocratic n\iils \.m the eve of

tlx- Wisccmsin primary. Howard IX-an's cam-

paign shed another top inanager aixl kihn

Edwards vowed to press on no matter how

he fare-s Tuesday

Kerry, who has a commantling lead in the

race lo oppose Bush this fall, chided the

pre-sident for taking time out Sundiiy in

alletxi the Daylorut H)0. saying the country

was bkxxling jobs while he fxjstxl for a

"photo opportunity." Bush had donix-d a

racing jacket to officially open NASCXRs
most pre-stigious event in friHil ol some

180.000 fans.

"We don't ncxxl a pre-sident who just says.

"GentlenK'n stan your engines.' " Kerry said.

See CAMPAIGN on page 3

Delegate count
Breakdown of

Democratic (Jelegales

allocated to candidates

bUi

2.161

needed for

nomination

NOTE Numt>ers are based on party and state rules, delegate interviews and analysis

of election results by The Associated Press

AP

By Matthew RitsibNBERi.

.•Vsstn lATH" fitfss

NAIROBI. Kenya (AP) - A
woman who has been the subject

of rumors linking her to Senator

K)hn Kerry denicxi Monday that

she ever had an affair with the

Democratic presidential candi-

date.

Breaking her silence four days

after the allegations surfaced on

the Internel, Alexandra Polier

issued a statement to The

AssociatcxI Press, saying. "I have

never had a relationship with

Senator Kerry, and the minors in

the press are completely false."

Kerry already has denied

re'ports that he had an extramari-

tal affair. On Monday, his cam-

paign said he would have no fur-

ther comment.
Polier's statement was released

to the AP in Niiiiobi. where the

27-year-old freelance journalist is

Msiting the parents of her fiance,

^aron Schwartzman. an Israeli

who was raiscxl in Kenya. She pre-

viously workcxl as an editorial

assistant lor the AP in New >'ork.

"Whoever is spre-ading these

mmors and allegations does not

know me." Polier said, appealing

to the media to respcxt her priva-

cy and the privacy of her fiance

and his fan)ily.

Polier also took issue with

reports that referred to her as a

fomier Kerry intern.

"I never interned or worked

for lohn Kerry." she told AP over

the phone.

In a separate statement.

Polier's pare-nis. Terry and Dcinna

Polier of MaKem. Pa., dismissed

the "completcK false and unsub-

stiintiiiled" allegations about their

See AFFAIR on page 3

WTO chastized by speaker from Brazilian embassy
By MiCHtLLt Rl\ hRA

( !()l 1J-(.1AN ( j)RI«..^I^lNl>^NT

A crowd of more than 100 congregated in the

University of Massachusetts Student Union Friday alter-

niK>n lo listen to Kvandro De Sampaiu Didonct addivss

Brazil's role and objectives in the World Trade

Organization and the Free Trade .Xrea of the Americas

negotiations.

Minister-Counselor Didonct. deputy lor economic

and trade affairs for the Brazilian embassy in

Washington. DC. who is in charge of ciKirdinating

Brazil's position in the World Trade Organization, high-

lighted issues before a panel of professors and a room ol

attentive students and guests about Brazil's emerging

role in their involvement with the WTO and FTAA. and

expressed eagerness for trade liberation.

"In Brazil, achieving trade surpluses is not a policy

option, but rather an unavoidable requirement, given

inacrix-'conomic realities." Didonct said.

Brazil has bcx-n the leader in trade negotiations lor

many developing countries and is i>ne of the most per-

sistent arguers for concessions from the United Stales

and the I-Airopean LInion.

According to Didonct. since the WTO nicx-ting in

Cancun. Mexico this past fall, there has been a growing

awareness in developed countries abmit imbalances in

the Multilateral Trade System and an acknow ledgentent

of centra! importance in agriculture.

Didonct said Brazil has seen some element ol (X)sitive

developmen(s since the WIO meeting in Cancun.

However. "Brazil is approiiching trade rx'gotiations in a

cautious manner." he said.

Tlie WTO was established in 1 4^5 and is a powerful

new gkihal commerce agency thai translor-med the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Irade into an enforce

able global commerce code. Tlie WTO is one of (he

main mechanisms of corporate globalizxition.

The WTO agreements have created a gap behind

now-developed countries by banning deseloping coun

tries from making imjirovements the same way licvel-

oped nations used [o. Didonct said. For developing

countries, (he ability to gain market access for exixxts

under global trade rules is now conditioned on iniplc

meriting changes to domestic policy, he said.

According to Didonct. no country has ever developed

under the conditions and tenns required by V\TO rules.

Didonct said iha( his cvuntry. "will oppt>se any fur-

ther libcializ.;ition that is not rcxiprdcal in ternis of mar-

ket access to devclo|X'd countries."

Didonct also touched up^m matters involving fTAA.

and highlighted a Icvk main areas of negotiations from

market access, agiiculiural seiAices. investment, govern-

ment procurement, competition policy and dispute set-

llenx'ni.

Tlie FTAA is the c\j\insion of the North American

Frcx- Trade Agreement to every country in Central

.America. South America and the Caribbean, except

Cuba. Tlx- FTAA. currently being negotiated by 34 coun-

tries of the .Anx-ricas. is intended to be the most far-

reaching traile agreement in history.

Rolxrt Pollin. UMass pixifessor of Economics and

Co-Director of the Political Economy Research Institute.

icx)k the pcxiium as a comnx-ntator alter Didonct's

See SPEAKER on page 3
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Anti-Bush stance a

new trick for Kerry
CAMPAIGN frwn page 1

"We need a presideni who says,

America, let's start our economy
and put people back to work.'

"

Kerry for the most part ha.s cho-

sen in recent days to aim his

Campaign 2004 rhetoric diixxlly at

Bush as he has lapped his competi-

tors, winning all but the South

Carolina and Oklahoma delegate-

selection contests.

His broadside against Bush
came as (he president argued anew
against any rollback in the tax cuts

that Congress has pas.sed at his

behest, and on a day in which

IX'an di\ulged the departure of

national campaign chairman Sieve

Grxxssman.

For his part Edwards declared

"there are dillerences" with his

l>emocratic rivals aiul said he was

conlideni hi>> campaign was gain-

ing intxiK>ntum. He said he would
rtTTiain in the race well into March
and the Super Tuesday ix>und ol

electoral laceofts.

IVan told reporters: "Let me
remind you all that I have more
delegates than everybody else in

this race except |ohn Kerry. So I

ihink the campaign obituaries that

some of you are writing are a little

hit misplaced."

Kerry's latest criticism ot Bush

came during a town hall meeting

at Northcentral Itvhnical College,

where he toured the school's

machine to(.>l lab and posted for

press pictures with students who
engiaved an 40-pound aluminum
plaque with "Wisconsin Backs

Kerry in 2004
"

Lastv FHiilips. who is learning

about the electrical and mechani-

cal trades at the school, rose dur-

ing the loruin and told Kerry his

suppon for the North American

free Trade Agreement was
"throwing some red Hags in my
mind."

After working 22 sears as an

injev-lion molder in the same facto-

ry. Philips k>si her job last year and

blames the trade agreeiiient.

Kerry responded that the

United State initially gained jobs

under NAFTA, but blamed subse-

quent losses on the failure to

enfoice side agreetiK-nts on labor

and environnK-ntal siandaitls.

Speaker advocates for

redistributive policies

SPEAKER from page 1

addreo" lu say thai "all countries

should practice free trade."

l^idonet answerc*d several

questions Irom students and
guests in an active discuvsimi after

his speech.

iSe linal mcitiiff cunveyed K
Miniiitcr-CuuiMelor Oidunet wu-

that 'trade must not onK be to etc

ate wealth but to distribute wealth

and to alkrviate poverty in devel-

oping countries.

'

UMass Chancellor |uhn V

Luniburdi. who is of partial l^lin

Ajncrican descxtii. was in aiten

dance at the symposium and

introduced Minister-Counselor

Didunci.

"This was a great program and

a great symposium and this wao a

lerrilic start." he said "Minister

Didunel was verv expert and well-

prepared
"

"His comntenis wvre clear and

efTtxtivv atxl I thought he really

hclpc*d clarify a lot ol complicated

isMies afxHil the Work! Trade

Organisation and the negoliation-x

beiwcvn Brazil and ifie rest ol the

world." the chancellor said. "1

think II was a great success
"

The sympi»ium tocik place in

the Cape Cod Lounge in the

Siikloni Union at 4 p.m on
I M.i.iy and was panialK funtktl

by the latin '

Conscirtium ol i

,

was co-spunsored by the Five

College Ijilin \meric;tn •^•; ' -.

Couivil

The sympiosium continueJ

Saturday Irom 1 a.m. to 'yM)
p.m. in the UMass Campus
Center with live separate ses-

sions covering lupic* ranging

from trait<-nalional connections

in and beyond Brazil, rural

strategies (or social rc(i>rin.

issues cil belonging in Brazilian

cities, politics aitd policte«

toward social change and dKcrsi

ty and the politics ot identitv.

Haitian rebellion takes

central city, kills three
By Mark Sitvi;Ssi)N

.AsscK lArn) Pki-ss

GONAIVES, Haiti (AP) -
Haiti's rebellion spread to the

central city of Hinche on Monday
as rebels and former soldiers

killed at least three oKicers at a

police station. President )ean-

Berlrand Aristide pleaded for

foreign help to stop the blood-

shed.

Approximately 50 rebels

descended on the police station

in Hinche. about 70 miles north-

east of Port-au-Prince, according

to a Haitian security official who
spoke on condition of anonymity.

They killed District Police Chief

Mavimc lonas. pushed police out

of the city, freed prisoners from

the jail before burning the station

and threatened government sup-

porters, the official said

At least 5b people have died

since the rebellion aimed at oust-

ing Aristide exploded Feb. 5 in

the city of Gonaives.

Louis-jodel Chamblain, a for-

mer Haitian soldier who led a

paramilitary group known as the

Front for the Advancement and
Progress of Haiti, or FRAFH,
which killed and maimed hun-

dreds of people between 1991

and 1994. reportedly led the

attack, according to witnesses.

The attack was considered a

serious blow and the lirsi to the

ciiy of 50.000 people where
com, millet and beans are pro-

duced. The rebels now control

most roads leading in and out of

the Artiboniic district, a rich

agricultural area home to alnH><>t

I million pc-ople.

"Blood has (lowed in

Hinche," .^rstide (old leporters

at a news conference late

Monday, saying he had asked (or

technical assistance front the

>rganizaiion of American
states "It may be that the police

cannot cope with this kind ci(

attack
"

Aristide refused to talk abcHii

strategies for halting the unreal

or whether he woukl ask for mil-

itary assisiaiKe. He did, however,

sav the govemnKrni would use

peaceful means to quell the

uprising that has prcvenic'd food,

fuel and natiical shipments.

"A group of lerroriists are

breaking democratic order,'

Ari.stide said. "N^e have the

re^pon.sibilily to u«c the law and

^Ije ifHas;s;acIjusJetts;

lBa\{}> Collegian
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dialogue to take a peaceful way."

Rebels armed with machetes

and rides escorted an aid convoy

led by the Geneva-based
International Committee of the

Red Cross into Gonaives on
Monday. The convoy was carry-

ing l.b tons of supplies, includ-

ing blood iiiid suigical equip-

ment.

A surgeon and a physician

were also sent to treat some 4U
people wounded in the lighting.

"We are here to bring urgent-

ly needed medical assistance to

Gonai\es," Pc"dro Isely, leader o(

the Red Cross mission in ffaiti,

said Monday after arriving in the

city.

In addition to the medical

relief, the international non-gov-

ernmental organization, CARL,
began distributing focxl to people

in Gonaives. .About 50.IKK) pc-o

pie will receive a gallon ul veg-

etable oil. while others will get

sacks of cereals, said Sandy
Laumark. director of CARE in

Haiti Tfie distribution will last

about 10 days.

Ihe rcfx.'!-
' J the icbc'l

lion from ( 70 miles

northwest o( Port-au-Prince,

unleashing a deadly wave ol vio-

lence that has spread to more
than a dozen tc>wns. Both sides

have suileic'd casualties.

On Sunday night. Aristide

loyalists reportedly killed two
anti-government supporterts in

the port town o( St. Vlarc

Although the rebels are

thought to number less than

Haiti's 5.tXH)-mcmbcr police

furve, exik-d paramilitary lcudci>

and police have joined then

forces, vowing to oust Aristide.

'They have joined us We
have created a iiational resisi-

aiKe." Winter Ltienne. one o( the

rebel leaders in GcMUtives. said

Monday. "We're going lu lake a

major part of Haiti."

Also helping is (iuv Philippe,

a former police i
'

'"

the IX>niimcan > i

being accusc*d bv the Haitian

government ul (omeniinp a oHjp

in 2002
"We dcini have any plat-

form." said Itnlippc-. "iS. in an

interview taped Saturday that

was obtained by Vs.socialc'd Picss

Television News. "Uur fight is

for a better countn ... We are

lighting for the presidency, we're

fighting for the people."

Kerry puts

down rumors
AFFAM from page 1

daughter.

"We love and support her 100

percent and these unfounded
rumors are hurtful to our entiic

family." the statement said. "We
appreciate the way Senator Kerry

has handled the situation, and

intend on voting lor him for pres-

ident of the United Stales."

The statement did not addiess

purported quotes hv Polier's par-

ents in the British tabloid The
Sun that were harshly critical of

Kerry. But in a later statement c-

mailed to the AP in New ^ork.

Terry Polier said he was misquot

ed by the Sun and that his wile

never talked to the Sun reporter.

Contacted early Tuesday, the Sun
had no immediate comment

Kerry has won 14 ol lb

IX'inocratic primaries and cau-

cuses, and is expected tu he- the

Democratic challenger in

Presideni Bush in November.

Rumors of a relationship

between Kerry and Polier (irs|

appeared Thuisdav on the

Internet and were pickc-d up by

iKWspapers in several couniric's

outside the Iniled Slates Few

L.S. publications printed Iki

name, however
Asked friday about the

reports, Kerry told reporters "I

just denjf H cMegorically lis

rumor It's tmtrue And tltat's the

last lime I intend to respond iv

quc'stions about it."
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Lombardi^s new plan

for UMass is promising
W hen Chitncellur |ohn V. Lombardi present-

ed his 4)0 million dollar plan tu make major

improvements to the University of Mass-

achusetts campus two weeks ago. there were a

plethora of areas that any University-affiliated

person coukl nominate that are in need of

improvement. However. Lombardi's tiew plan

looks as if it just might cover them all.

Over the course of the next five years, the

ChaiKeilor wants the University to spend over

$430 million to replace deteriorating buildings

and to raise the schools level of academic com-

petition in order to attract better students, pn>
fetaors and faculty on a natiorul level

The Amherst Campus Strategic Plan does

not seem as far fetched as the budget proposals

of the past. For one. the proposed plan would

invest in more stiident-faculty programs, such

as the UMassAmherst Baystate Hospital

regional enterprise, and national research fund-

ing. This means attracting faculty who can earn

grant money to fund the high quality research

that makes UMass the fine research school that

it is.

The recognition of high student fees, slow-

to-improve participation ^^iih annual giving,

and struggles with a small endowment is an

important step in bringing the University into a

higher national standing Lombardi also recog-

nizes that the budget cuts over the past fevk

years have doiK significant damage to nearly all

University programs - the intramural athletic

department cuts being extremely prominent - as

well as a $21 million cut in expenditures

Better fuivi-raising methods and the accept-

ance of more out-of-state students will vary stu-

dent population, as welt as bnng in more rev-

enue, especially due to the fact thai schools are

now allowed to keep uutof state tuition

Lombardi is outlining a major fund-raising plan

to begin in the f>e\t 18 months

By iiKreasing the student population at a

minimum of 500 students per year, the campus
will skivkiy develop ar>d gn.>v^. while taking in

more revenue through tuition and student fees,

which will provide reparations and means for a

steady stream of new housing.

Reparations and restoration is one of the

most necessary investments UMass could make.

By keeping our buildings functional, attractive,

the actively cared for. national attention to our

campus and our academic programs will rise.

Years worth of ignoring buildings falling into

disrepair now requires UMass to make a sub-

stantial investment - at least 52 million for each

of the next five years. However. UMass Amherst

does have several positive qualities going for it

already. As the flagship school, the University

offers NCAA Division I AA athletics, and is a

prominent member of the Rve College Inc.,

which helps to better the Five College area.

Basically, when it all comes dov^ to it.

UMass wants to remain a national competitor as

an institution of higher learning. Our student

fees are some of the highest for a public institu-

tion, and due to budget cuts, we haven't seen

that money put back into our school. Rather, ii

has been used to fill in the gaps that budget cut.o

have created. Lombardi's vision for UMass is

this: quality education shoukl be available at an

affordable price, with professors aixi students

that rival those of private institutions.

Of course, in order for such dreams to come
to reality, risks must be taken - the University

will have to borrovk money $24 to $30 million

dollars will need to be borrowed each year, with

$16 million of that spent on repairs Repairs

will include many buildings dating back as far

as the I860>. a nevk heal plant, road repairs,

safety upgrades and revamping sports facilities.

Although intimidating. Lombardi's plan

actually appears to hold water - arKi couU pos-

sibly float. Pulling the flagship school from the

depths of the budget cut well will not be an easy

task Hov»Tver. if all goes to plan over the next

five years, the University will be seeing stellar

growth aiKl improvement, not only in an aes-

thetic sense but the quality of edtKation it pro-

vides its students as well

Lnsigned editonah represent the majority

opimun of The Kfasuuhusetis Daily Collegian

Editorial Board

Fetuses and PETA

Oelschleo

-W.74 M-
tewi that uni-

mali denfr\e

the tnoU bask
nthtt

itum of I

iri heu imtr-

ests re-pinUeis

of u-hethfr they

are useful to

humana Like

you. they are

capabte ofsuffering and haw inter-

ests in leading their outi /(ivs,

therefore, they are not ours to use
— for food, clothing, entertain-

ment. or experimentation, or for

any othernaaon.'

People for the Ethical

Treatment of Animals

I confess. I'm that guy. I'm the

kind of guy who throws red paint

onto mink coats: I'm the kiixl of

guy wtK) will sit on top of a tree to

save it from despicable tree-cutters,

and I'm that same guy who will fly

thiMxigh the air to take a bullet for

a deer. The last time I ate meat was
1 5 years ago. as my mother force-

fed me bratwurst at the timid age

of five, only to have it spewed rif^t

back at her in violent fashion. I

cried knowing that 1 had just eaten

Porky Pig. and vowed from that

day on animals were my friends,

and plants were to be my mortal

enemy. Like the food 1 eat. PETA
and I were peas arxl carrots

It sounds extreme, arxi it is

extreme in comparison to everyone

else, but PETA members are the

only peopk- thinking clearly these

days. It boggles the mind how peo-

ple coukl hear the screech of a cow
as it gets slaughtered and still not

feel remorse for literally licking

their chops hours afterward. We
can think of victories PETA has

had in ensuring dolphin safety with

fisher's nets, yet pigs, an animal of

ckMe intelligence tu the dolphin.

are still inexplicably eaten at an

alarming rate. It's scary to think of

the society we live in.

There is oik thing, however,

that I find wrong with PETA.

Nothing is ever peifeci. and PETA
is no exceptwn. There is one ani-

mal they left off the list of endan-

gered •'ptvies. one just a* smart as

the porpoi.se if not smarter, one ani-

mal with the potential to rule them

all

Fetuses.

That's nght. those littk: gobs of

tfesue that women seem to carry

around with them from time to

tiriK. People may not clavsify them

as animals because they haven't

seen daylight, but in mv mind, if it

kxAs like an animal and moves like

an animal, it's animal in our haixls

(or wombs). Sadly, the demise of

the fetus is akxig the lines of the

deer being shot for sport: There is

I can only imag-

ine that every

time a fetus is

done away with,

Bambi thinks to

himself, 'This is

one for our side!'

tK) use for the fetus after death: it

just rots away with the other dead

animals in the dumpster or in other

cases the waste ireatrTKmt plant

The worst kind of assassin in

the hunting world is the one wtx)

kills or maims for his own enjoy-

ment. Fishermen who mutilate

cobia or marlin with their hooks in

the brutal practice of "catch and

release." or marksmen who shoot

down deer to simply massage their

own egos are among the most vile

murderers in the land. Cows, pigs

and animals with beautiful fur

don't die in vain, like the fish or

birds do; at least they stave off

starvation for a hungry child or

keep humans warm in the form of

a coat, ultimately setving some
purpose after death, despite how
grisly that purpose may be.

Fetuses, however, are in the

same boat as the deer Instead of

being useful after their death as a

tasty late night snack, or their soft

skin made into coats not unlike the

leather jackets worn at 1980s par-

ties, they are wasted It just begs

yuu to cry out. "WhyT when you

consider wtiat oxild have been. Ii

you aren't quite as enlightened as I

am on the subject of fetal con-

sumption, read lonathan Swift's

es-say "A Modest Proposal." where

he spells out the dishes that can be

prepared using animals of this

kiiKl In a world where people are

dying daily of starvation, the fact

that fetal consumption isn't even

considered an option in many
areas where eatittg other animals is

commonplace, is completely outra-

geous The same goes for freezing

chikiren stuck in the throes of

Siberia

I'm trying to conviiKe myself

that it's a type of affirmative

action. Since fetuses come from a

dus of animals that tends to dis-

tinguish itself separate from the

rest of the aniinal kingdom. I think

this is an equalizer in the graixl

scheme of things. Animals have

been killed sirKe the beginning of

tinx". but this fetus slaying is some-

what reveni. since it was only

allowable in a recent Supreme
Court ruling from 1973. I can only

imagine that every time a fetas is

dotK away with. Bambi thinks to

himself. "This is one for our side!"

It would take many years for

the animals to get even with the

fetus species in terms of total

deaths, but I know two wrongs

don't make a right, lust because

the fetal ancestors continue to

massacre other animals, it doesn't

make it OK to let the fetal killing

continue.

Ghandi once said, "Non-vio-

lence is the greatest foree at the

disposal of mankind. It is mightier

than the mightiest weapon of

destruction devised by the ingenu-

ity of man." When we stop killing

these fetuses, we will be that much
closer to having a weapon of the

magnitude Ghandi speaks of.

PETA should be ashamed for not

making a stand against these horri-

ble acts. I mean, they're all ani-

mals.

Aren't they?

Zach Oelschlegel is a Col-

legian columnist.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

all-staff meeting is this Wednesday

at 7p.m. in the newsroom.

We are looking for new writers.

Gay marriage is not at fault

Anilreiiii

Meffiti

It's time to

recognize the

fact that all the

critics of same-

sex marriage

are right. The
value and sanc-

tity of the insti-

tution of inar-

riage is being

threatened, and

in some cases

lorn down, by a probkfmatk. viru-

lent foree nobody is really willing

tu talk about.

The hitch'.' They're attacking

the wrong target Two men, or two

women, who want to get married

to each other, are in no way
destroying the importaiKe or reW-

vance ol inainage On the contrary,

two pieopk' who love each other,

afid want to signify that \u\x by

legally and spiritually committing

thenvselves to one another for life is

exactly the point of marriage, and

the very reason it is so special.

But there is a social probWm
with marriage, an clement of socie-

ty tftat Ls ruining the sacrvdness of

matrimony. And you have prx>bably

taken pan in it

The probUrm is on our televi-

sion screens a dozen times a wwfk.

It began with the highly

watched, heavily anticipated 'The

Bachelor" ^how The plot was sim-

pk': take one rich, improbably

goodkiuking man. aixJ have him
whiitkr a list of women down to

one who he liked a kn. Then, they

go olT and get engaged, married,

and have a happily -evrrafter Hfe

togettier.

Pop culture was enraptured.

Tekrvision viewers across the coun-

try waited with baled brvaih to see

who the Uicky fella wxiukJ dimi-

lute next They woukl become
attached to sonx- of the "contest

-

aiMS." a meat -market gnjup of suit

ors who the man woukl hardly

know when it came time to c-fwose

the woman with whom he'd spend

the rest of his life.

It dkln't Slop iherev Next, there

was another installment of "The

Bachelor." and then "The

Bachelorettc." to give a jilted

woman from one of the first shows

a shot at het uv^^^am guy Even

vMMip. thecuntji^yrw m it> mor-

bid, oud use ofd^hage and kjve

as d ratings weapon.

PUssibiy the worst of all of these

shows was "Married by America.'

where vou. the Itxky viewer, got to

scrtx-n some poor schhibs choices

for a mate, and then vole off the

island the suitors you just didn't

like so much. It's hard to tell what

was mure pathetic here: that some-

one would leave his or her fate up

to the idiots gawking on prime-

time TV' at home, or that erxHjgh

peopk actually watched the show

to make it noteworthy.

Before we go on, it's important

to note that a basis for "Married by

America" is the arranged marriage,

whk;h is popular in countries that

have likely never thought of the

idea as scxnething to put on TV'.

Don't get me wrong. Tm not even

ck>se to bashing that tradition. The
bastardization of that tradition,

though, well, that's fair game.

(3f course, as is always the case

in tekvision devebpment. otk klea

became the basis for a million spin-

offs, sonte successful (see "k>e

The true assailant of

the American mar-

riage is not same-

sex unions ... It is

tfie powerful and

harmful aspect of

our culture ttiat has

degraded marriage

to ttte point ttiat K

can be exploited on

television.

Millionaire" I. some not so success-

ful and all a travesty against the tra-

dition and importafKe of marriage.

And rww. a new spin: The ABC
show "Extreme Makeover" recent-

ly featured a couple from Ips-wich.

Ma.vs who. before getting married,

wanted extensive plastK surgery

done to fix all dl ttieu superficial

flaws.

While 1 have no right to tell

these peopk they shouUn't have

had pl&siK. surgery — if they 're dis-

appointed with their kjoks. artd

have the means, go for it — it is

troubling that their lives prior to

the procedure were depicted as sad

and unfultilling. and then after tfie

work was done. tlKtr wedding was

prvsenied as a triumphant event

And it certainly was. but only

because they were so ^xh dam
good kwking The minister who
pmirtlil over the ceremony

became a game show host, aiu

kxisly describing the 'big reveal"

that has become the climax of

every "Extreme Makeover"

episode.

It's all ertough to make you

want to forget marriage altogether.

Full disckwure: I am an only

child, and my parents were

divofced wtien I was three vears

old. As a result, marriage has had a

different meaning for me than I

suspect for others. It has become

more important than almost any-

thing in life. Marriage is. in my
humble opinion, the most amazing,

honorable, admirable thing two

people in love with each other can

do And when I see that it is being

degraded to the point that a

coilfed, tanned TV host is guiding

a woman's hand through the hole

in a fnjsted-glass partition, so that

a complete stranger on the other

skle can sikle a ring onto it. I feel

incredibly betrayed.

We have lost touch with what is

special and holy about marriage.

We have bst our connection to

what makes the ring important It

doesn't matter how pretty the other

fierson is. or whether or not they

also like opera. It sfkHikl be up to

nobody but the two peopk getting

married to make the deciswn.

And yet. we watch. We give the

networks reason to sell ad space.

We cross our fingers aiKl close our

eyes, just praying that Trista will

pkk the right guy. the guy we like

more than the other guy. who was

somehow better than the other 40

shalkiw. fame-hungry participants

in this carnival of depravity.

All this, whik the divorce rate

in the United States reaches an

abominabk number, predated to

be as high as 50 pereent by the

US. Ceasus Bureau Whik tliat

number isn't entirely perfect, it

does suggest an alanning trend.

The true assailant of the American

marriage is not same-sex imkms.

same-sex marriage, or any seman-

tk variation It is the powerful and

harmful aspect of our culture that

has degraded mamagc to the point

that it can be expkxted on tekvi

sion.

That two peopk are so in k^c
with each other that they want to

get married is enough for me. And
it is a disturbing hypocrisy that one

of the kading voices in the anti-gay

marriage conflkt are religious

groups, when the highest divorce

rates come from marriages

between two religious peopk.

We must stop attacking the klea

of same-sex marriage, because it

has absolutely the saiTK value as an

opposite-sex marriage. We must

refocas iiur critkisms on our own
culture, whkh alkjws the manipu-

lation of marriage to run rampant

etxxigh to make the klea of tnatri-

mony fodder for sweeps week.

Material from Amenians for

Dixorce Reform was used in this

column

.\ndre\k' Merritt is a CoUepan
columnist.

Hearing the whistle before

the smoke begins to rise

Yousel

^^^^ It turns out that weapons of mavs

^^Pl^^ destruction are a threat we shouki

^^^^^^ be worried about from abroad, lust

^I^H^H not from Iraq In fact, the truth is

^^^j^r the biggest proliferation scandal to

^^^^^V date has just recently been uncov-

^^^^m '-red. and it originates in Pakistan

T^ \bdul Oadeer Khan, or AO Khan
.1^ sonK- are calling him. confessed

to sharing atomk secrets that he

MlUlSyyEf attained while working on

Pakistan's niKkar weapofis pro-

gram

Khan is considered the father of the bomb' in

Pakistan and is reverexj by many Muslims across the

gk)bc for helping to bring such a power to a Muslim

nation. This pnit Pakistani President Pervez Musharraf

in a very tight spot. Could he. the seculanst military

leader of Pakistan who has recently been the target of

tw\) assassination attempts by radical fundamentalist

Muslim groups, punish the father of the Muslim

bomb'? Of course not. and he chose to pardon him

completely. Any other alternative would have been

politically and perhap>s literally suicide.

Pakistan had just become Amerka's best friend in

the region after 9-1 1 and these events will surely put

that relationship to the test since Khan was found to

have shared secrets with Libya. Iran and North Korea.

Not exactly our choice bedfeltows. not this decade at

least.

When it comes to proliferation, the talking heads

in the defense department are caught off guard. All of

a sudden the pre-emptive-strike-if-they're-not-with-

us-the>'re-against-us nonsense does not work. They

find no other way to deal with this than containment,

appeasement and (gasp!) international law. That's

right: Washington is beginning to talk about treaties

and international agreements again. For the past few

years. I would have believed they cut those terms out

of the white house dictionary. I figured that would

make some room for all the other words the president

has notoriously made up.

Still we have to be serious about this threat. In

doing this, we have to analyze global proliferation and

think diplomatically. "Speaking softly" is key. because

when you are dealing with other nuclear powers, they

all have "big sticks."

The big question will btxome actually implement-

ing a policy to deal with these issues and to do so we
cannot ignore the nation in the Middle East with the

largest nuclear arsenal: Israel.

Not many people associate Israel with nuclear

power because many facts still remain unclear. This is

partially due to the fact that the Israeli government

has never acknowledged, or for that matter denied,

possessing weapons of mass destruction. Also, a

recent amendment to the .National Security Act bans

high resolution imaging from non-government satel-

lites over Israeli soil. Why is it that Israel is specified

as a place that shoukln't be seen from the sky? Why
does our govemnK-nt want to create this blirxl spot on
the map of proliferation?

Wliat is known is that sometime around 1958.

with FreTKh assistatKe. Israel began devek>ping the

"Dimona Reactor," a nuclear facility v^th a heavy

water reactor capabk to reaching high enough levels

of power to produce weapons grade uranium. The
facility in the Negev desert was kept highly secret, and
it took the CIA about three years to figure out what
was going on. At that point, the Eisenhower adminis-

tration passed on to the Kennedy administratk>n all

that it knew about the facilities and the CIA took

some heat for the blunder

Then in 1986. a former Israeli nuclear technician

named Mordechi Vanunu revealed to the London
Times that the facility was much more active than ini-

tial projections estimated and that Israel has a danger-

ous nuclear arsenal. It is unclear why Vanunu
revealed this information: maybe he just needed to get

this off his chest. Still I think it's appropriate to take a

moment to think about Vanunu. who was captured

aixl taken to Israel to serve a prison term in .solitary

confinement, because he may be the last person

employed by the Israeli government to have a con-

science.

Israel easily has delivery capabilities with kricho
missiles that can carry warheads over 1.200 miks.
This poses an immediate threat to surrounding capi-

tols like Dama.scus. Cairo and Tehran.

The Library of Congress Federal Research
Division reported that in 1988 Israel has somewhere
between 100- 200 bombs. The same report also notes

that 100 kilograms of enriched Uranium was found to

be missing from an Apollo. Pa. facility and evidence of

a conspiracy with Israel was noted. It further reports

that 200 Ions, yes TONS, of ore disappeared from a

vessel in the Mediterranean in 1968 and was likely

diverted to Israel.

U.N. resolutwn 687 at the end of Gulf War I.

which was a basis for sanctions and resolution 1 44 1

.

which was used by President Bush as approval for

Gulf War II recalls "the objective of the establishment

of a nuclear-weapons-free zone in the region of the

MIDDLE EAST"
Iran's WMD threat is growing, but we cannot

expect them to halt their programs if Israeli nukes arc

pointed at their major cities.

Bush wants to talk tough on proliferation and ban-

ning weapons, but if he is going to be serious about it

he has to be ready to attack the Israeli WMD problem.

The U.S. may trust Israel, but it is time to verify.

Yousef Munayyer is a Collegian ivlumnist.
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Stirring the masses
Toby Keith

rocks UMass
By EvtlLit Dt.iCMiAN

C'x>LLE<,IAN SiaH^

Toby Keitti

firi2

AMHERST — For a venue that has had

trouble selling events in the past, taking a

risk and bringing in a controversial act like

Tobv Keith was a brilliant move on behalf of

the Mullins Center The Northeast is a mar

ket often overlooked by country acts but

those that do make it here never have trou-

ble drawing a crowd, and Tobv Keith's

appearance in Amherst on Thursday was no

exception.

From the opening song to the final notes

of an all-too-brici encore, Keith rcicked the

crowd with a raucous set lasting just shy of

two hours. Me kept the

crowd laughing with his

deadpan comments
("Kverywhere I go I find a

crowd of rednecks"),

cheering wildly at his polil-

kally itKorrecl "bus songs*

that will never be rekased

to radio and stomping their

feet, begging lor more of what can only be

called great country musk
Sharing the -tage with the largcr-than life

country star was a I5meniher band that

included a trumpet, a saxophone, aiul a

trombone, as well as three- feiiule backup

singers whose only job it seems, was to

model tf»e latest belly-bearing fashK>n trends.

Purists woukl probably objcvt to a ihc-atrical

tour like this, urguing that pvroicchnks and

elaborate M:ts have link place o«i the country

music stage But. Keith never claimed to be a

purist and those critks must have never seen

Keith's show

Keith opened his show with a vkleo

where- he arul country music parvxlist. Ck'dus

T judd. provide tfie voices ol two dogs, one

of which has "made it big " The crowd react-

ed to various clips of Dan Rather ibuos).

Keith's brief promotional appearance in a

profc-ssional wrestling ring (chec-rsi and

Natalk- Maines of the Dixie Chkks (nH>re

buus)

It woukl be easy to get U»l in the hunu .

of the show - and there is a k>t o( it — bui

the key to a Toby Keith concert is the musK.

The underlving barroom, meat market, pkk-

up chicks thc-iiK- of "I Love This Bar" is

amusing, but it was Keith's strong baritone

and the tighl perfonnancc i>f his band that

made the song llawk-ss The same thing

applk-d to every song of the evening. With

talcTil like that, it's hard not to respect the

musk
Keith is as expert at plucking the heart

Country gets

'Shocked'
By EMiLifc DuiA;AN

CinuEciiAN Staff

TobyJ<eith

'Shock'n

Y;all'

Oitynwls

Given Toby Keith's penchant for spout

ing off at the mouth in the iix)st unpolitical

ly correct manner possible, it's hard to imag-

ine a time when he sang about unrequited

love or a simpler way ol life as a cowboy
Keith's latest album. "Shixk N' Y'all."

does it's best to erase any remaining memo-
ry of the way things used to be. and Keith

makes it abundantly clear what he is all

about He like> beer, women and the good

ol' U.S.A. He doesn't like critics or the

Taliban. Keith is the kind of artist the critks

k>ve to hate and the fans love to love And ii

you don't like him. he

doesn't particularly care.

With his outspoken,

blatantly righiwing slant

on politics, it is easy to dis-

miss Keith as a rediKxk

from the backwoods ol

Oklahoma ~ indeed, he

seems to enjoy being a rc-d

neck His album titk is a bad play on the

military sk>gan from the war in Iraq, and

he's downnghi noionous for being the coun-

try bumpkin that took on Dixie Chkk
NatalK* Maines in a war of opinion But

don't kt that deter you Keith's new album

will win vou over, country fan or not

This ;ilbum starts out inrtocently enou^.
with ihc- tune "I Love This Bar," Keith's lirst

number-one smgk. It's repre-scntative of

stereotypical country-song subjcxts but is

absolutely different frotn any country song

rekased in the past 20 years. From the open-

ing twang of the electric guitar, it's dear vwhy

this has become a fan favorite With lines

like "I like my truck/ 1 like my girlfriend/ I

like to take her out to dinner/ 1 like a movk
now and then/ but I love this bar." Keith

appeals to the redneck in everyone.

It is a mid-tempo salute to something his

fans, and colkge students can a-late to;

drinking "I Love This Bar" gives a na^
every group. From hookers to lookers

crs to yuppies, if you've been to a bar, \

can appreciate this song.

"Whiskey Gal." is a catchy ditty dc-scrib-

ing Keith's ideal woman as a "ragged on the

edges girl." but that s OK becau.se he likes

them "rough." She turns her nose up at beer,

doesn't like roses and champagne, and

prefers a '69 Mustang with "four on the

floor" thai he can "drive re-al fast." She

drinks whiskey bc-cause there "just ain't

etHHigh bum in tequila " The song vc-crs into

misogynistk territory with lines like, "Don't

1

strings as he is the guitar strings One ol lew

See TMV on page 7

t ..unirv music s 'Sh.ick' riKker, Tobv Keith, pictured above in Alhany in November, plavcd to j M>ld-out crowd at the

Mullins Center Thurisdav night.

See SHOCtTN rALL on page 7

Pearl Street gets funky with Addison Groove Project

Northampton plays host to notorious jamband

ANI'l rAMUIVNAS/HHlK.I.VN

Brendan McGinn of Addison Gnxivc Project

rocks t>ut at Pearl Street Friday night.

Bv BRAI>LtY FaRBERMAN
I <)l I M.IAN SlAH-

NORTHAMPTON — When New England's

favorite sons. Addison Groove Project, threw

down a heaping mess of funk last Friday night,

an enthusiastic Pearl Street crowd responded in

kind: They got funky. The Boston-based quintet

coerced the room into shaking it for two expert

sets of jaz7./ri>ck may-

hem, making it difficult

to keep both feet plant-

ed on the Hoor at any

given lime.

Opening with live

staple "The Reverend."

the Project gave its

audience a taste of what

they're all about — fast,

up-iempu funk strewn

with lames Brown horn

lines, chunky key work,

chicken-scratch guitar

antl conipcient vocals.

The tunc bounced and

bumped around the

club, often serving as a

showcase for the

group's superior horn

section, rounded out by

Ben Groppe and Dave

Adams on tenor and

alto saxophones, respec-

tively.

And out of that

funky madness came
David Bowie's "Fame."

<i rollicking cover that

made the people move.

Anil while the Project hardly explored new terri-

tory with their reading of the classic rock stan-

dard, the tune was executed excellently, and

proved a highlight of the first set (their last show

at Pearl Street included a take on Pink Floyd's

"Have A Cigar." and they hit Stevie Wonder's

"Boogie On Reggae Woman" on New Years; the

group is notorious for spontaneously busting out

fun cover songs).

As did "Brown Sunlight." an Vdams original

which also featured the composer on lead vocals.

a welcome surprise (guitarist Brendan McGinn

doubles as primary vocalist). This fairly new

piece has a smooth feel to it and a vibe thai owes

more to the 1970s than 2004. thanks to pianist

Rob Marscher's synthy keys-work. "Crullers and

New Fngland-based

brought their fiinkificd

band Addison Groove Project brought down the house when they

sound to Northampton this weekend.

Nyquil." a newer instrumental featuring Groppe

on flute, also conveyed a vintage feeling, channel-

ing Herbie Hancock's Head flunlcis for inspira-

tion.

Another vocal tune. "Scratchy." also found its

place in the ensemble's first set. McGinn's voice,

a somewhat less sophisticated instrument, guided

this lune through more pop-ish territory, com-

plete with feel-good lyrics. "When we walk away

Iroin one thing, we're just moving towards the

next." he sang. "Turning Points" capped off the

first set with its intense stop-time movements

.ind Parliament-Funkadelic vibe: it swelled to a

fierv climax and relaxed hack to the meliKly

In celebration ol Marscher s birthday, the mel-

lower second set opened with a number of rixk

covers sang by the key-

boardist, including

Squeeze's "Take Me I'm

^ours." But while ihe band

gleefully hammed it up
tmstage. the

crowd lost inter-

est. The room
had cleared out

some by the

conclusion of

their mini rock

set. and even a

spirited take on

Dl Shadow's
"Organ Donc>r"

could not sal-

vage the evening's van-

ished momentum. The
kind patrons of the Pioneer

Valley had come to grab a

taste of George Clinton or

Miles Davis, not the band

that brought you "Pulling

Mussels (From The
Shell)"

However, the Project

closed out their Pearl

Street performance true to

fomi: damn funky. Despite

group's brief foray into the annals of rock

AM » 1 \M^l^N^^

Ihc

stardom. Addis(.>n Groove Project delivered the

goods last Friday night. Their sound was lull and

rich, and sullered little from the impermanent

departure of bassist lohn Hall for medical rea-

sons (Marscher's left hand supplied bass lines all

night).
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BNL plays 'everything for everyone' at Mulllns

Su-vi-n l*4K*' JnJ ihi- ri->i i>t the tijrt-itaktJ UiJu-!> riKktd thr Mullino CVnirr on V'iilcntinr'» Diy.

The gfv'up i!> tiHjrints in oupi^trt o4 ihcir iw» album 'Evrr>lhint{ For tver%on«r.'

New disc is timeless
Lyn Paul Junction hit 'buUzeye'

By DKBt)RAH GtlUER
I 'uLltLIAN SlAff

Lyn Paul junction may be another band out of

Boston, but as the opening track on "Bullzeye" —
their new full-length album proclaims — they're

not the "same old s*"."

The last time the northeast tried to put out pop
music, the sound came off as a blatant

resurrection of the folksy sound of mTO's
rock "n" roll: end results being acts like

the Abba Teens. Lyn Paul function has

thankfully come along and made good for

the New England music scene.

Lyn Paul junction formed in 2001 with

singer-songwriter Lyn Paul on guitar, keys

and percussion, Sean McNeely on bass

and background vocals, Tommy Pope on lead gui-

tar, and Kd Loring on drums.
"Stop and Smell the Roses" lyrically paints a

glorified image, while backup vocals echo the

upbeat and not-too serious sentiment of the track.

"She never took the time to stop and smell the

roses. She always drinks his wine, diamonds in

her eyes, look so frozen."

"Nobody" is a tune with some colorful, seri-

ous and timely blend of messages. 'Nobody
trusts the clergy: nobody has much faith.

Nobod) gets a fair jury when the victims feel the

pain." the track cynically prLK.Iaim$. "Nobody
wants to see, nobody wants to be ... Nobody's
satisfied ... Nobody to sympathize." Lyn Pauls
driving vocals, along with McNeely 's sullen bass,

join forces, driving the listener to repeat these

lyrics over and over.

You may have heard "If You Want to Be Free'
— a bonus track on "Bullzeye" — on MTV's
Fraternity Life in October 2003. The chemistry

behind the members of Lyn Paul function is fra-

ternal indeed — serious tracks intertwine effort-

lessly with lighthearted jingles such as 'Gotta be

the One:" "Let's get together and tumble, my
heart pounds like thunder, whenever she talks.

whenever she walks by me ... she s gotta be the

one ... she's gotta be the one for me." Ed Loring

is not afraid to take chances, either, as the drum

quickens speed like Abebe Bikila at the 1*^60

Olympics.

The songs have a timeless lee! to them, and

the listener will get the sense that these are

tracks he or she has heard bcloie. But these

songs are new — and they're not the

same. "When Friday night comes round,

we'll be hitting the town ... when

Saturday night she's free, gonna make

her my queen .. oooh. she's my queen,

she's obscene, my mean green machine!"

Lyn Paul croons on one track. The song

is a weekend anthem in the making

that's sure to make an unexpected hit at

your next part).

"I feel myself dreaming away passing the

time away" is the last thing you'd expect to hear

Lyn Paul sing wistfully, but this ensemble s ver-

satility comes through in the plethora of songs

on "Bullzeye." Sullen guitar picks up where you

expect vocals, an unexpected touch on

"Daydreaming."

"I'm such a fool who loves to dream away.

Catch me before I fall. And I (eel myself dream

ing away" are lyrics we can all relate to. and sing

along to mentally and vocally — especially if

you're still hitting those cups.

"A Boy named lyn (Sue)" is a surprising

throwback to storytelling rock, but still doesn't

hearken back to divorces and ghost towns.

"Honey Child" is a compilation of AC/DC like

tendencies, with a compulsive beat and H70s
Deep Purplish charm another excellent attrib

ute of Lyn Paul junction's sound.

Lyn Paul junction is a great choice if you're

looking for something new with an old twist If

you like energy, if you like to be the first of your

friends to discover' a band, and most of all, if

you don't want the "same old s*"." then pick up

Lvn Paul function °s "Bullzeye."

Perfect chemistry for Sandler and Barrymore
By Lai RtN FRtFMAN

1 l>l I •< I^N "^1 AM

Finn date. M)th date or S<»th

wedding anni\cf'>ar\ \

Day is a day ol ^,l^-^ - —
and for th> is lucky

enough, the I ^mii ^0 Fir^t

Dates' the new romantic Ci>itH'-

dy that opened Friday i

ndSinger' duo Bart^more
Saiidler had ini: liming.

TliiN I-" one of tl. ge inci-

dent n that a movie, because of

its holiday appeal, will very like-

ly bring in more box-

office the second day of

releasf than the lirst.

' I vou who

'50 First

Dates'

Drew Harrxmore and Adam Sandler reunite for 'SO Fir>t Oate*.' The
pair last worki-d fogcfher on the l*WOs inspired 'The Weddini; Sinurr'

vJ the loii^ Iiiu.^ of

smooching lovers dressed in red

at the theater this weekend and
saw this wonJerlullv quirky lit-

tle film, con-iider yourself lucky.

With the L' word in the air and
Cupid sitting on your

shoulder, you saw this

movie in the ultimate

atmo-phere It is pn>ba-

ble that your over-the-

lop. enlightening expe-

rience will not be

matched when you run

oui to buy the film on
DVD in a few months.

But do not despair, you
can always wrap it up
in heart paper and put

it in a perfumed drawer

to ferment until next

February.

.\ joint production

effort by flower Films

( Barrymore 's film com-
pany) and Happy Madison
Product uJlers film com-
panN I. 1 .(.• on which this

new production rests is one of

difticult humor. Lucy Whiimore
- played by Barrymore — is a

girl who has experienced severe

brain trauma .mA wjunui retain

short-term memory. Henry Roth

(Sandler) is a womanizer who
falls in love with Lucy and
makes it his mission in life to be

with her. Because she awakes

every morning, forgetting every-

thing that happened the day
before, this relationship is — in

a sick and twisted way — ideal

for Henry, who is afraid of com-
mitment

Like Woody Allen n.

Sandler's comic characters are

always fallible in one area but

then redeemable in others. Hi*

weird and mayb^'Helfish obses-

sion with Lucy turns into a bla-

tant refusal to give up on her. As
the movie progresses, the rela-

tionship goes from kind of dis-

turbing to really moving By the

time credits roll the audience is

trying to figure out what Lucy

and Henry's babies would look

like.

Making this disorder the

impetus of the audience's laugh-

ter might seem insensitive to

politically correct viewers,

ffowever, many films explore

the inherent drama that psycho-

CfiMk •AMfiM. aatunl tnatmnt for neck pain, back pain.

t H^Kim. tuto injunas. work injunas.

Kesmitstou. CAn ^eei.

Or Lee Kane
Chiropractic Physician

• Aiiwncan Chtropraciic Association

• MassachuscQs Chiropractic Society

ParticipalDig providM with most insuraoc*.

including student insurance & GIC

Aivhtnt family Chrroprxjcfk

OanHr for Natural HcoMi

22t Triongk Sirwf, AmWs> liwii to ••r^wet'ii

logical disorders possess and
with no criticism to boot. Films

like 'A Beautiful Mind" and

"Rain Man" certainly walk the

thin line of social commentary
and exploitation of very power
ful diseases. More thematically

related to "50 Fist Dales" is

"Memento" about a guy who has

the very same memory disorder

as Lucy, but it's set in a very dif

terent, thriller-type atmosphere

The fact that Lucys disorder is

handled in a manner that

alludes to hope and pri^grc-s in

her life, the comedic treatment

of this disorder is appropriate

and results in a feel-good cxpe

rieiKe for the audience

Perhaps the most insciiMii^c

sequence in the movie is the

accident that procures the head

injury. In order to keep the audi-

ence laughing, the accident is a

collision with cows and pineap-

ples, in other words, watered

down and laughable. One must

wonder why this \cene. which
was shot in Hashback. was
deemed necessary. The film

would have maintained its well-

controlled and sweet humor if it

weren't for thi^ moment
Although, one must wonder if it

is hypocrisy to favor one type of

comic "exploitation" of a rare

disease, over another not-so

rare tragedy.

Among the supporting cast,

actor Rob Schneider who plays

Ula. a crazy one-eyed flawaiian

with an arsenal of little children

and a proclaimed "ugly wife,"

gave the most shining perform-

ance. Another fantastic, if not

surprising, performance came

Sandler chann.s audirnco in

hi» Litest rofnanlic comedv.

from Sean Astin whi> plays

Lucy's brother (Vug. a steroid

addict with a lisp. Most recently

playing Sam Gamgee in the

huge 'Tfie Lord of the Rings"

success, it was delightful to see

this hobbit turned superstar

tackle a less serious roll.

Overall, this Valentine's Day
treat was worth waiting in lines

full of PDA before Adam
Sandler breaks out with some of

his old school humor and sings

a -ong reminiscent of his l'»»Ws

album "They're All Gc>nna

Laugh at You." \bung women in

the audience giggle and wonder
why they find themselves
strangely attracted to the egg-

headed gcekboy. Drew Barry-

more has seemingly found the

fountain of youth and looks just

as young, if not prettier than -ihc

did in "Mad Love."

And the chemistr> between
these two is simply unmistak-
able
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ing his new book "Warrior-King: The Case for Impeaching George W.

Bush." The reading is free and open to the public.

FESTIVALS
4^ As part of the Massachusetts Multicultural Film Festival,

^^ Emmy award-winning director Susan Froemke will appear

tonight at 7:30 p.m. at Amherst College's Stirn Auditorium. The

director will introduce her ground-breaking film "Lalee's Kin" and

will also be on hand for discussion. This event is tree and open to

the public.

4^ The Five College Poetry Fest kicks off tonight at 7:30 p.m. in

^^ Amherst College's Converse Hall. The Fest will feature read-

ings from student hailing from each of the five colleges, including

Christina Brown and Kathryn Puenni from UMass.

y
weeklypinup

ThursdayFebruary 19

TuesdayFebruary17

ART
4^ The University Art Gallery in the Fine Arts Center Is currently

^V hosting an exhibition of images of landscaping The exhibit,

titled "The Intimate Expanse — Recent Works of Alumni of the

Department of Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning,' fea-

tures projections onto the walls of the gallery that show the artistic

accomplishments of landscape design. The works will be on display

until Mar 12 Admission is free.

yThe Student Union Art Gallery will host a "Design A
Engineering Exhibition" today through Feb. 27 Today marks

the opening of the exhibit that puts both two- and tnree-dlmension-

al works of engineering design on display. The gallery is located in

the Student Union and admission is tree.

BOOKS
4^ Award winning African-American poets Tim SelbiM Md
^^ Honoree Fanonne Jeffers come to Smith ColleQC tonight It

7:30 p.m. Both poets will be on hand after the reading in Stoddard

Hall to sign books The event is free and open to the public

WednesdayFebruary 18

BOOKS
^^ Broadside Bookshop in Northampton will host author John C

^V Bonitu tonight at 7 30 p.m. Bonitu wiU be reading and sign-

BOOKS
4^ The Odyssey Bookshop, located in South Hadley, hosts Anita

^^ Shreve tonight at 7 p.m. The best-selling author will read

from her latest release, "All He Ever Wanted " Prior to the reading

Shreve will participate in a small book discussion group at 6 p.m.

See The Odyssey prior to the reading tor details

FridayFebruary 20

MUSIC
UMass -based bands Stay Behind and The Skeptics will play

the Bluewall tonight. The show starts at 8 p.m.

VTony Vacca & World Rhythms hit the stage of the Iron Horse

Music Hall tonight at 7 p m Defined by the band as "an

organization that reflects the global nature of music," Vacca and

company will play an eclectic repertoire of collaborative efforts fus-

ing ]izz and world music Tickets are $12.50 in advance and $15 at

the door.

SaturdayFebruary 21

PERFORMING ARTS
4^ New World Theater presents The Pioneer Valley Performing

^^ Arts High School production ot West Side Stories tonight at

8 p.m. In Bowker Auditorium The performance is described by the

New World Theater as a "multidimensional exploration of race and

place through music, dance, sketch comedy, satire and drama
'

Tickets $15 for the general public. $8 tor seniors and low-income

patrons and S5 tor students. Second performance Sunday at 2 p.m.

KEEPING IT TOGETHER

Acoustic pop-rockers Guster will play the

Calvin Thursday night at 8 p.m. The trio, orig-

inally scheduled to play in December, will

come to Northampton along with opener

Graham Colton. Tickets are S25.

SundayFebruary 22

PERFORMING ARTS
yKeep Rising to the Top. a New York-based dance troupe will

perform in Northampton's Academy of Music Theater today at

2 p m The hip hop/ salsa dance company will be accompanied by

La Santa Lu2. an innovative Flamenco company and Boston's own

Capoeira Brasil Boston Tickets are $6 in advance and $8 at tlie

door.

Keith takes genre to next level UMass shocked 'n awed by Toby
SNOCini TUX. from page 5

my beby look guod in blue )can>/ tight on ih«r top

vnth a belK -button ring," and "When the bartender

says/ fur the lad> what's it gunna be/ I tell him .."

In "Nights I Can't Remember, Friend.s Til Never

Ftjrgct." a >ong with a south-ofthe-horder feel,

Keith recalU his wild school year, witt^ lyrics like.

'We partied thrvHJgh college/ acquired some knowl-

edge/ never did get a degree ' Krat-buy mentality

reigns suprente in this song when ne sings about one

of his friends that 'downed every beer in the cooler

iu.st tryin' to drink that pour thing pretty." This song

may just hecorno the anthem of fraternities every

where.

Traditionally, there are certain expectations that

come with recording a country album, certain bases

that must be touched A good country album has a

song about CkkJ. cme about patriotism, one about

drinking, a few sappy love songs and one that rep-

a-senis every stereotype about the genre. With

Keith's reputation for bucking tradition in all that

he does, is it any surprise that while this album is.

without doubt, country, it is far from conventional?

"American Soldier." Keith's current hit single,

touches the patriotic base, lugging at the heart

With his latest release. 'Sh»Kk'n Y'all,' Tobv

Keith proves he is not a run-of-the-mill country star.

strings as he sings about the life of a soldier. It is

meant to be an ode to soldiers serving on the front

line, but it also serves as an education to those wIk>

know little about military life. Lyrics like. ~l don't

do it for the money/ there's bills that I can't pay,'

make it clear that joining the military is less about

finaiKial security and more about serving your

country. And \«hen his slightly nasal baritorK* sings.

"Oh. and I don't want to die for you/ but il dyin's

asked ol me/ I'll bear that cross with honor/ 'cause

freedom don't come free," it powerfully reinforces

Keith's respect for the men atvJ women in the

armed forces.

In "The Critic." Keith takes an indirect jab at the

(oumalists that have criticized him for his political

beliefs arvJ the lyrics ol his song "Courtesy of the-

Red. White and Blue (The Angry American I." With

lyrics like, "Please don't tell my mom/ that I write

the music column for The Gazette/ she still thinks

I play the piano dcmn at the cathouse." Keith

make's it clear that he thinks being a music critic is

an cxlious job "Critic" is more a spoken-word piece

than a song, better suited to be performed in a

smoky coffee house than the arenas Keith's been

selling out Complete with jazzy piano and snap-

ping lingers, the listener may feel they've been

transported to beatnik poetry slam by the time the

track is done.

What Keith hasn't done on this album, however,

is load it down with sappy-sweet love songs that

give cavities to even the most cynical and jaded lis-

tener. The closest he comes is his easy-going "If I

Was jesus." He could have taken the chance to

impart some Toby-esque religious wisdom on his

listeners, but chooses instead to cup nut s*ith an

odd love song.

The 12-track album ends with t«ii ^uiig> Keith

>.oined "the Bus Songs." Written with up-and-ciMn-

ing artist. Scotty Emerick. to entertain themselves

as they traveled from city to city, the songs arc

acoustic numbers, recorded in concert and likely to

never be released to radio.

"The Taliban Song" tells of an Afghan man trying to

live life post-Taliban, and "Wct'd with Willie" com-
memorates sharing the mood-altering substance

with country music's most famous outlaw. Willie

Nelson.

Say what you will about Toby Keith or his

music, but he sings the kind of songs that get your

feet tapping whether you want them to or not.

sk»w moments came as Keith sang

his hit "M> list," TTie crowd grew

alnK>st >ilcnt. thiHighituI as thc

lights dimnwd Keith nuide his

way from otK side of the stage to

the other, playing to the fans sit-

ting aliiKisi behind the stage.

Arguably, the most emotional

part of the night canK* at the end

ol the show, when Keith sang his

tM>. [..lifiotic hits. " \iiii. I it.,iii

Soklier" aixl "Courtesy ol the

Red. W hue aixi Blue (TTw Angry

^iiK'ncanl."

During 'Soldier." wiih cnily a

single spot for lighting and a

video of troops rolling in the

background, Keith sang pn.iudly

to a crowd that was IihkI iniK

when he tvlicd out the Krus

"freedom don t come lav B\ ihc

end of the song, il was clear that

tx>th iIk >.rowil~

emotional nature
111..

i^'IKHisc' and

had a-ndered
'

- III tears

V v.in flag-

dcvorated guitar. "CiHJnesy of the

Red. W hitc and Blue" brought the

Ihhjsc down when Keith barked.

"Well put a Kioi in your ass. it's

the American wa\ ' Klaborale

i

'
1 all ariHiixl

Il ,hhJ blue con-

lelti fell Iront ifK rafters.

Dorm Life Got You Down?

PICK'EM

'

NOW

BerryBerry

& Blueberry

Bagels

are back!

Use Your

and mention this ad to receive a

PREE BAGEL
with any purchase

of a Mediunfi or Large drink.

Cmiii dwn nut mcludid m oHtr

Vilid onl* Il UMns Dunhn Danuts Not In bi comtnntd wHi

jthr offers Limit I p«r cjstomr tipirts 2/Z9/M

DUNKIN' .^

DONUTS

A limited number of rooms are available at this incredible

price. Be sure to request a STUDENTRATE when making

your reservation!

Limited Axaihihilitv. BUtckmit rates apply. This promotion canrrnt he

coinhined "save thirty" jjift certificates or any other discounts.
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Dacko gets

100th win
HOOT from page 10

win inilcsioiic. She is in her second

\ear with the Minutewomen after a

sc\en->car stint with Cornell.

"Finally, the second win in the con-

terence," Zscdenyi said. "We are pre-

pared now. we had to win just to know
what it feels like. Ever>body is jumping

ttiuund. it's great to get Oacko her

lUOih \iclory. we are happy for her."

I Mass held a 31-21 lead at halftime

and Mormed out to a 51-14 advantage

niidv^ay through the second half

Fyrdhaiii went on a tear late in the

game to pull the game within reach.

The l.adv Rams used a 10-0 run over a

two-niinule span to cut the

Minutewomen s lead to 10 at 54-44

«ith 5:21 remaining.

UMass was unable to hit its free

throws late, in a second half that saw

26 fouls between the teams. The
Minuiewumen were I 3for 24 from the

charity Ntripe, while the lady Rams
ni on a spree, hitting over 80 per-

lit of their attempts.

Ther* were no free throws in the

lirst half

With two minutes remaining in the

game. LMass was up 61-50. but went

on a cold streak that allowed Fordham
lo get back in the game. The Lady

Rams scored 14 of the final 17 points

in the game including the game-tying

layup by Beth Ann Dickinson with 32

seconds remaining.

Then came Hailey's final drive.

"We feel incredible right now. we
c\ like we can go to any game and

play with anybody." Bailey said, "I

think we tt.H.UM.'d today, we had some
poor shooting, but we pulled it out at

I he end
"

Against m Josephs. the

Minutewomen didn't have an answer
I the pviwerful Hawk fronicourt.

I Frin Hrady and Stephanie

. duo almost out -rebounded

L'Mass with 17 boards between them.

The Minutewomen had just 1^

hounds in the game.

IV^piic one of their finest shooting

night* hilling 40 percent of their

shots, the Minutewomen eventually

folded after giving up an array of sec-

ond-chance baskets.

"Today we got out-rebounded and I

knew St loseph's was kind of down.
in it was a good time to

jiet them and recently we've

been playing good defense," Dacko
said. "We need to box out so we can

boK out and rebound. We gave up five

I
rebound*

I
on one possession, which

rcally hurt us
'

Leading the way for St loH'ph's

was Graff, who scored 17 points on
the evening, and 10 of her leam'i firft

13

Bailey didn i mi** a step from
Fridays game and scored the

Minutewomen s first eight points of

the night. With the cold streak contin-

uing from 3-point land. the

Minutewomen used the inside tandem
of Bailey and Tamara Tatham to pick

up the scoring load.

Tatham and Bailey scored 1 5 and
14 respectively and grabbed eight of

the teams 19 rebounds.

BC sweeps UMaSS a weekend for the ages
W~^ ——-—: strong possibility of manifesting itsell

HOCKEY from page 10

tfw blue line, skated in from the right wing,

aiid sent a long wrister over Fagle goalteixler

Matti Kalliainen's right shoulder, culling the

Flagle lead to 4- 1

.

I"he tagles struck back quickly, tfiough.

With taves enjoying a cup of coffee in front of

Winer's net. Tony \'oce worked behind the

cage, and slid a pass out to his liiienuite. (laves

one-iiined the feed past Winer to h.oiv his

I2ih goal of the .season, and complete his lirst

career hat trick. Vixe got in on the fun 9:10

into the third, when he took a drop lixiin

Eaves, skated in towaid Winer, and backhand

ed the puck to the top ol the cage to linish off

Ihe scoring.

It didn't take long for the Fagle* lo open up

the scoring, and il took no time for them to

gain a two-goal k-ad. Flavi*s opened things up

a long slap shot that came through a scrcvn

The puck popped the net ju*t 19 scvond* after

UMass' Tim Vitek entered the box lor a hook-

ing penally

Before C'onte Forum public address

announcer Andy lick cc<uld repeat the cast of

cfuiracters for the lirst goal. Ned Havem slung

a shot from outside the faccvff circles, giving

tfw fiosis a 2-0 lead just 6: 1 5 into the first peri

od. Havem's goal came just 1 3 secoiKls after

Fjives'.

F^ves added his sccorxl g«>al ol tlw evciiing

at 1 5:00. firing a slapshot over Winer* shoul-

der off a cross-ice fcvd Irom Tom \oce. Fives'

first two goals were on the pov^er play, and

both canK- less tfun a minute into the man-

advantage. Ryan Shannon punctuated the

period with anotfwr goal 27 scxonds later,

with assists given to linemates Chris Collins

and Dave Spina.

Flaves scored his third goal with 52 sec-

onds left in the otvond period, hammering
home the conviiKing BC v ktory

Mi»t of Friday night* sellout crowd — the

first sellout for a hotkey ganw .ii the Mullin*

Center — went home disappointed, as tlie

Fagles downed tfie Minutenten 4-2. Though it

wasn't quite the lopsided affair that occurred

Saturday in Chestnut ffill, it was clear that

the No. 1 team in the nation wasn't showing
any signs of letdown after its Beanpot cham-
pionship a week ago.

ID. Forrest scored wfiat turned out to be

the game winner at 1602 of the first periixl.

but the Fagles held dominion over UMass for

almost the whole game.

It was the largest crowd for an on-campus
regular-season contest in the history of

HcK'key (last.

"|The atmosphere) was great," said

UMass junior Cireg Mauldin. who scored

both of the Minutemen's goals. "We really

enjoyed it. I just wish we could fiave come exit

with a W."
The Minutemen struck first with

Mauldin's tally at 9:40 of tfie first pericxl. but

the l!agles look over after tfiat. BC scored

three unanswered goals in tfw.' opening frame,

added another in the second, and after suc-

cessfully killing off a penalty to start the third

period, tiwk the 5-2 lead when Dave Spina

deflected a sfiot past UMass goaliender Gabe
\Mner (30 saves).

After he and Marvin Degon failed to con-

ncvi on a two-on-one breakaway. Mauklin cir-

cled tfie net with an Fagle in tow. As he

readied tfie boards, he turned and fired a sfiot

along the goal line that snuck inside

Kalliainen's pads, making it 4 2 with 7:21 to

go in the middle frame

The Minutemen struck lirst. when Nick

Kuiper shovekxJ the puck toward the UMass
blue line and through a Boston College

defenscman. lamie Solon was off to tfie races

along the right wing tx>ards. with Mauldin

sfiadowing him on the krft side on a two-oiv

one. Solon slid tfie puck to Mauldin as they

gained the BC blue line, and Maukiin hekl for

a second before wristing a shot c>ver

KaltiairK'n's gk>ve.

MEMUTT from page 10

Minutemen are in no way as good as

the No. I Boston College Flagles. All

who witnessed the stinging loss Friday

night, or the distressing drubbing at

Come Forum Saturday evening know
thai the two teams that faced off this

weekend are on different planes of

existence.

The first-place Eagles are akin to an

NHl. team playing a decent AHl
squad. They are faster, stronger, big-

ger Their goal-scoring capability is

unmatched in Hockey East, and hard-

ly mirrored in the rest of the country.

Most of us won't see North Dakota or

Minnesota (No.s 2 and 4 in the nation,

respectively), so comparison to those

western powerhouses is tough. But

even the No. 3 Maine Black Bears are

a lesser team compared to the boys of

Chestnut ffill

That's a big part of why UMass
fans sfiouldn't look upon this weekend
as a sign of disaster, but simply lake

frotn it this fact: Tfie Minutemen are

good: tfiey are not great. They do not

fuive the sconng depth of ik>ston

College; tfwy are not able to wholly

lake over a game the way tfie Fugles

fiave dorw so many times this season:

and tfie\ do not fiave tfie cliampions'

shine about them ifw way BC has all

year

Tfiat's not a condemnation, eitfier

A quick glance ai tfie BoMon papers

Saturday morning shows that the

thing that k*d both the Boston Gk>be
and fferakJ game stories for Friday

night'* 5-2 BC win was tfw raucous

*ell-out crowd at tfie Mullins Center.

The big city media is taking notice.

UMass IS now deservc'dlv mentioned

among the contenders for the Flockey

East litk While it isn't set in stc>ne yet.

a quanerlinal *eries at the Bill has a

strong possibility of manifesting itself

a month from now. This is not a weak

sister in Hockey East anymore. This is

a team that has almost certainly

cracked the vaunted "Big Four" of BC,

Boston University. Maine and New
Hampshire. The Minutemen have a

rightful place in any Hcx;key Fast talk,

and UMass fans should enjoy that.

Cahixjn said after Saturday night's

6-1 loss, "I the team
I

will not soon

forget this game. We will have to park

it at some point this week, but be sure

that they will not forget this game."

As much as that was a harbinger of

long, hard practices for the

Minutemen this week, it should also

serve as a statement to be pocketed

and brought out when expectations

for this still-developing squad again

rise beyond rational limits.

Should you. a UMass hockey fan.

expect a better showing against

Boston University on Friday and

Saturday'.' Absolutely. But remember
that this Minuteman squad is still

prone to mistakes, still a young team

high on talent but low on experience,

lack Parker's Terriers, lowly though

they may be this year, always have a

few extra tricks up their sleeves, and

with their playoff lives on the line,

should certainly be expected to start

dealing in four days.

This weekend was simply a cause

for celebration and discipline cele-

brate the fact that your team just sold

out the biggest building in Hockey
East, but fie mindful lliat Cahoon's

crew is only partway up tite moun-
tain, and there are certainly a few

seasons tietween it and the true

upper echelon of Division I college

hockey.

Andrew Merrill is a Collegian

columniil He can he reached at

merritt^collegianV^yahuo com

ffSfif'"^ A long trip brings tme rewards

3-for-3

Dale Earnhardt Jr. won the Buvh Herthev Kiswe^ VX)

ycaterdav, a dav iifter htJdint: tiff Tonv Sirwan tt> win his

first Oiylona SCO.

FOSTER from page 10

we a bk>w ixjt'*

Fordham started to make it*

move and you could fc*el the

momentum shift Fordfiam's Beth

Ann Dwkinson hit a three fol-

kjwc'd by anotfier trey by Monica

Mack Fordftam started fouling

hard and numerous Minutewomen
missed tlvir foul sliois like they

have all season. CcHjId this serious-

ly happen after getting lost in

neighfiorfiood that lcx>k* like

something oui of Menace II

Society"'

The official* stalled lo get re*t

less with all ifie fouling After a

total of seven fouls in the entire

first half, the refcavs lelt the sec-

ond half got a iittlc too physical,

calling 26 TIk one person you

cxHikf tell didn't IK? tfie olfkiating

was UMass' injured star Katie

Nelson. Nelson made her pa-seiKe

known from the bc-TKh, streaming

at every bad call. You coukl see the

passion for the game she has

missed all season through her

emotion.s from the betKh during a

heated contest. It was a beautiful

sight.

Then, it happened. Dkkinson

hit a lay-up to tie the game at 64. A
team so desperate for a win was
about to bk>w a 1 7.pc>int lead, kjise

20 straight road games and make
their fx-kived coach wait for her

lOOth win Fordftam delmiteiy had

the momentum in overtime.

Maybe wv shouki have kept going

wlK-n we tcx)k the wrong exit on

Bronx River Parkway

The Minutewomen decided

either tfiey were going to vnn or go

to overtime. After killing 28 sec-

onds. UMa-vs senior ludit Zsedenyi

coukl not find an open sfiot and

forced a jump ball for one lust pos

session with |u.st 3.6 seconds on

the ckxk If she didn't fight for

tliat jump ball, wtio knows what

coukl have fiappened in overtime''

It was almost loo surreal since

there's no telling wlwre' we would

have ended up if we fiadn'i patient-

ly iK-ld on lo the wIkvI and wailed

for ihc random right turn.

The inbound play looked

chaolk;. as noiK' of the players

krK*w what Dacko had called.

FUlris Baik-y dcvided to be an ath-

kte and improvise. One quick jab

and a cut to the open lane. Baik>y

had tfie tiall and put a soft one off

the glass .'Xnd one with only a sec-

ond krft, Baik-y tiad just saved tfw

day
The coach walked out with a

beaming smikr to meet the press.

She finally got tfie monkey oft her

back aixi received the lOOth win

She was so relieved to finally have

something come out positive dur-

ing tfie season from hell

Before she coukl tell the press

about how proud she is of fH.*r

players, Bailey and Zsedenyi

walked in with paper gk.ssc's on
their fieads after their coach tokl

iIk team to get tfieir eyes cfKvkcxl

in a previous newspaper artickv

There" is nothing more* pritek-ss

tfian motking vour coach after a

victory. Dacko simply rolkxl her

eyes and kn out a link- smik*.

.Mter having to race ibo crafvl

Buick. move our wa\ through'

sevt*n traffic jams, getting k>st in

God knows wtiere* and fiorribk:

direx'tions. watching Baik-y 's sfnrt

go through tfie net and tfie after

math of exciic*ment was worth

every scvond.

That's why we do wtiat we do.

for the chance lo catch that one

unbelkvabk-, unexptxted monK*nt

Todd hosier is a Collegian

columnist.

A-Rod in pinstripes Softball goes l -for4 in Ariz>
JL JL o x,««% E. w-n:t> "Two days in a row, we didn t adjust to the pi

Bv Ronald Buha
•Vi<« > lArni IVf-w

NEW YORK <AP» — Akrx

Rodriguez is coming liack to New
York, the city he left when he was
four, and moving onto tfie biggest

stage in town - Yankee Stadium.

[Jaseball* highest-pakl player,

and perhaps its most talented, was
finally and officially dealt to the

New York >ankcvs from Texas on
Monday after commissioner Bud
Selig approved the record-setting

swap.

"I'm pretty excited. This is a

big. big one." \ankecs owner
GcX)rge Steinbrenner said at tfie

team's minor league complex in

Tampa. Fla

"It rank* with when we signed

Reggie." he said, a reference lo

slugger Reggie lackson.

Rodriguez, the first reigning

MVP to be traded, will be intro-

duced at I he stadium on Tuesday,

flanked by manager |oe Torre and

Yankees captain Derek Icier, who

will keep his shonstop job The

28-year-okl A-Rod will shift to

third fiase to fill tfk' fiole left wfK-n

Aaam Boone wrcxkc-d a knee last

month.

Texas gets second baseman
Alfonso Soriano and a minor

league player to fx* named, but it

will still have to pay $67 million of

the Si 79 million Rodriguez is

owed over \Yh: remainder of his

deal.

Steinbrenner and \'anktx's gen-

eral manager Brian Cashman per-

sonally assured leler thai he would

keep his position and that

Rodriguez would switch to third

— where his only major league

experierKe is one inning during an

All-Star game.

"You go with the man that

brought you to the dance."

Cashman said, "^'ou're going to

stick with him. You don't mess

with success. ... There is no issue

there — who's the starting quarter-

fiack? We have arguably the best

left side of the infield in the histo-

ry of ba.set>all."

Rodriguez, signed to a record

$252 million. 10-ycar ctxitract fiy

the Rangers in fXxcnnfvr 2000.

grew tiati of Texas after three last-

place finishes.

f fe was fciom in the Washington

Height* scxtion of Manhattan, not

far from wfK-re- Manny Ramirez

gre-w up. just a few miles from

Nankcv Stadium. And even thcMigh

his father. Victor, closed his shoe

store- and movt-d the family to iIk-

IX)minican Republic in 1979. his

fondness for the city remaintxl.

TTie rival Red Sox nearly

acquired Rodriguez, a seven-time

All-Star. in IX-ccmfx-r. but that

deal fell through when Boston's

proposal to cut Rixlripuez's salary

was bkxked by the players' associ-

ation.

"I think l.arr> l.ucchino is a lit-

tle disappointed. He had an oppor-

tunity." I.evine said, referring to

the Red Sox president.

luimc Aron in Dallas con-

Irihiilctl lo this report.

UM is strong at FasTrack
By Brenpan Hall

( ill IK, IAN StaFI-

Competing against more than 50 teams last

Saturday at Boston University, the Massachusetts

men's indoor track squad came away from the

FasTrack invitational with a few respectable finishes.

Coach Ken O'Brien expressed satisfaction in his

team's execution this time out. "|Last timej I was a

little disappointed with their level of performance. ...

Not necessarily the performance marks, but just the

level the kids competed at, and we completely wiped

ihat off the board. They competed at a much higher

level in all the events, and I'm extremely happy with

that."

Reigning Atlantic 10 Male Track and Field

Perfonner of the Week Kwesi Frimpong-Boateng

extended his unbeaten streak to four with another

first place finish in the 55-meter dash. The senior

blew by everyone in the preliminary round, taking

lirst in 6.39 seconds, before eclipsing that with a

6.35.

"He is our fiest runner," O'Brien said. "There was

never any doubt or question before the season start-

ed, and still isn't. He is our best performer"

lunior jumper Henry Smith was another high fin-

isher for the Minutemen, taking eighth in the triple

jump with a leap of I 3.7 meters.

"This year, he'* been one of our lop three or four

most consistent performances during the .season,"

O'Brien said. "So he's overcome the thing that's

plagued him ... which is the first step for a field ath-

lete before they make a major breakthrough in their

level of perfomiancc."

Sophomore lames Godinho took sixth and the

junior McComiack took eighth place in the 500 with

times of 1:04.36 and 1:04.61. respectively.

The Massachusetts women found similar success

at the Valentine Invitational in Boston.

Sophomore Elisabeth Budd led the charge for the

Minutewomen with a fourth place in the 500 in

1:18.07. Sophomore Ashley Creel was a top 10 fin-

isher in the high jump, where she took eighth with a

jump of 5-4 1/2.

Rounding out the top 1 scoring for the Maroon
and White was jumper Chantc Soares. The senior's

mark of 35-5 3/4 was good enough (or tenth in the

triple jump.

By TtilH) FiisTtR

t AiiLti.iAN Staff

The lirst test this season for the Massachusetts

softfiall team was tfie prestigious Fiesta Bowl Classk

hosted by Arizona State in Phoenix. The
Minutewomen won their first game, then lost tfK-ir

four remaining tournament games to finish 1-4 on

the wcx-kend.

Three of the losses came against Top 25 teams.

"I ftx-l this was a pretty positive experience for a

young team." UMass coach Elaine Sortino said. "We
were in thrcx- out of the five games We had a couple

of defensive meltdowns. but remained poised."

The Minutewomen started off the wcx-kend with

a shutout victory. 8-0. over Ohio Stale Friday. UMass
scored eight runs in the final thrcx- innings after

going hitless in the first four. Freshman first baseman

Amanda Morin had a big collegiate debut with two

hits, two runs baited in and one run scored.

The second Friday game found the Minutewomen
on the other end of an 8-0 shutout to No. 23 Fresno

Slate. All-American lamie Southern was the story,

giving up only one hit, walking three and striking

out six. Southern also supplied some offensive

insurance, going 2-for-2 with three RBls and one

run.

UMass' offensive problems continued on

Saturday as two Cal State Northridge pitchers com-

bined to shut out the Minutewomen. 7-0. Erin

Sigala pitched three hitless innings and walked only

two before leaving the game due to injury. Kia

Fennell pitched four relief innings, giving up one hit

and one walk. Centerfielder Christen Bedwell led

the CSUN offense by hitting for the cycle.

It was the second game in a row the

Minutewomen were not only shutout, but could

muster up just one hit.

"Two days in a row. we didn't adjust to the pitch-

ing." Sortino said. "Tfie players know we have to go

through these experiences to \eavn something. As a

coach, you hope they learn early and I think they

have."

The Saturday night game look as if the

Minutewomen would fxr shut out again after trailing

No. 1 1 Cal State Fullerton. 6-0, in the fourth. Senior

centerfielder Aisha Franke lead off the top of the

frame with a single, scoring two batters later on
sophomore K.|. Kelley's triple down the right field

line. Senior catcher lamie Cahalan followed up with

two-run homer to left-center to cut the deficit to 6-

3 after four innings.

With Kelley, Cahalan and senior Nicole Wilson

all walked to load the bases in the sixth with two
t»uts. Wilson later score-d on a wild pitch, as fresh-

man Candice Molinari worked the count to re-load

the bases and put the go-ahead run on lirst. The fol-

lowing at-bat gave UMass quite a scare.

Morin was hit in the head with a 2-2 pitch from

CSUF pitcher Brooke Weekley. Although her helmet

flew clear off the freshman first basemen's head.

Morin was fine. With the go-ahead run on second.

Franke popped out to end the threat.

TTie last opfX)nent for UMass in Arizona was the

toughest. No. 4 Washington. Ail-Americans Tia

Bollinger and Kristen Rivera dominated the game,
leading the Huskies to a 5-2 victory. Etollinger gave

up a two-run homerun by Kelley. but remained

poised to finish the game and recorded her sixth win
of the season. Rivera went 4-for-4 with two runs and
an RBI in the game.

Kelley's performance at the tournament was good
enough to earn her the A- 10 Player of the Week.
Kelley. who had a storybook freshman sea.son. went
4-lor-l2 with four RBls, three runs, three walks, a

triple and a home run.

Like sports? Like writing? How about

both? Come down to The Collegian office

in the Campus Center Basement on

Wednesday at 7 p.m. for our open house,

and meet the staff!

i
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Daiiv Weather Forecast

Frii Amhervt

ntSDA)
• High: 32

. Low: 18

WEDNESDAY
• High: i8

• Low: 19

IHUKSDAY
• High: 40
• low: 24

w
QrisfJTuS

;j I
413 548 6900

|

[www thehurp net| jQ

^j 163 Sunderland Rd.- N. Amherst

Vt just north of the apartments

S Great new deck!
9i

W. WES. Team Pub Trivial

Win Money and Prizes

WED. Harp Reggae Night

February Special!

Molson:
., $2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher

^ "start your own tradition"

Dining Commons Menu
DC contact: 413-S4S-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Nuggets

• BBQ Beef Sandwich

• ( urried Vegetables

I vegan)

DINNER
• Grilled Pork Chops
• Turkey Divan

•Grilled Portabello

• Mushroom Steaks

'vegan I

Production Crew
On statt today

NIGHT EDITOR
Icnniler fa$rwttad

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
And\ T.tmuhn^s

ropy LDITOR
shvnl Wolnik

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Siitll Pihl

PRODUCTION STAFF
Cilen ^rjiM) / Siholjs M^rkjntjnjlos

HOROSCOPES

&^
I like nonsense — it wakes

up the brain cells. Fantasy is a

necessary ingredient in living.

UJ

Z

UJ

t -Dr. Seuss

a

aquarius • iav 20-FiH. is

There's moa* where those roses you jubi

got came from.

pisceS • Fib 19-MAit. 20

P»M)t. You're a fish. Now stay away from

Red Lobster.

aries • mar. 21-Am. 19

DittH worrN. it'** not just mmj. Your TA

^ives fvi>r\on<' the uillus

taUrUS • Ai-v JO-Ma^ 20

Share th(>>e i h«Kolates \ou yot over ih-

weekend.

gemini • mav2Mun. 21

Ckj to Friendly 's today. Their milkshaki-s

bring all the boys lo the yard.

cancer • iun. 22-iLi 22

Do not wear Ixixer shorts on your head

It's a lousy fashion statement.

leO • lui.. 23-Auc. 22

I ay oft the alarm ckxk. It's your own
lault ytxi chosi" a 9 a.m. class.

virgO • Al»c. 23-StF?. 22

Quit itc hing yourself. It's Cat Scratch

Fever

libra . srpr. 23-orr. 22

Please note: Keystone I ight does not

make vou a winner

Scorpio • c)< I 2 i-Nov. 21

You vf Ix-en acting stranger than Diet

( oke with lime.

Sagittarius . Nov 22-Ofc. 21

F'tpfXToni after 1 1 p.m. = bad news for

the kid Ix'hind you in class the next day.

Capricorn • nu. 22-|an. 19

( njoy your day!!! Wear a raincoat!!!

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\\\()i \<

$450 Gnnip FundrdiNcr

Sclieduling Bonus 4

hours ot yiHjr KToup's tunc

PLUS I Kir free (yi-s. (nx-)

fundnii.siriK si)luti(>n>

EQUAIi;$l.LX»-$2,000

in caminjp (or your Kr>Hip.

Call TODAY tor a $450

bonas when you schcxiult

your non-silcs hindnisi-r

with Campu-sFundraistr

G)nt;K.t Ciinipiis

Fundraiser. (888) 92 V
3238, or visit www.cam-

pusfiindraiser.ctMTi

\I'\KIMIM tOK k(M

Hohart Q>rvd<->s ^ hcJ-

nx>m, hardw(Hx] floors,

study are;i in Kisi'ment.

Cahlc, telephone (inter-

net access) in iill K\l-

rcxifiw anil srikly. NOW
SHOWINO for JUNE
and SF.rTEMRFR. NO
FFF.S wu-w.amherstlincol-

nrealty.com 25^-787^

Ci-nter ot town 1, 2, 5

hednx^ms; harilwoixl

fl(X)rs.NOWSHOWlN(i

for JUNE and SF;rTF:M-

RER. NC^ FEES.

www.amhtt5tlincolnreal-

tv.com 25 ;-7879

APARTMIM FOR RFNT^ FMPIOYMEM

Stvlin' Spaces! Suu.hI.'.iI

F.Ni.ito M<\ieni 2

FV-dnxmi Ap.irtment

homes! 1 5et .i sweet (.k'.ii

when yiHi move m: FREE

I VII l-apti ip C« )inputer i >r

1/2 oft 1"' moiuh'-rent iSi

1/2 i>tf Mvurity deposit I

t")pi'n Saturdays. Move in

TODAY' Teieplione:

(41 l)Wi5 ^m5(i www.siii--

arl< iiif_cstates®,is|x-i i
-

•«|uare.com

AUTO FOR SAIF

I WU'Xdsinohile Curias

C;ierr,i. Uv^K. Reli.ihle,

new parts, $650 or hcst

otter 4n-25 1-6861

$500!!! PolKe Impounds,

I londas, ( chevy's, jeeps,

etc. For li.stmys 1-800-

M9-n2U:xt. 4554

FMPIOYMENT

( '.r\i\!*.- Line Entry Level

on K>ard positions avail-

,ihle, yirv.U Ix-netits.

Seasonal or Year Roniiil.

941- 524-64H
www.cnii.sct.areers.ti mi

OA.MI'l. .W.XDLNM.'s.

A PREMIER RF>>inF:N

tial summer c:ami',

loc.tted in flu- Pot. Olio

MiKinrains ot

Pennsylvania. (2 htxirs

from New York C'lry ,irKl

Philidelphi.i) C\ir coun-

selors le^Kh, su[xr\isc,

.ind sh.ire in the diiy-ri>-

d.iy experience i > each

c.imper, ii>i,'erher tomiini;

lasting frienilships. Our

staff brings enthusiasm

,ind inotivalion .is well .is

underst.indini; .ind sc-nsi-

tivity. We an.' looking: tor

ijiialitied start to instnict

,ithletK>, I.FXi, WSI,

waterskniiK. wakelnMrd-

ing, siilinu, jet skiing,

scuK.1, tennis, i;\mnastics,

cooloiiK'. irtv iSi crifts,

outdixir .tdventure;

incliKlin^ high and low

ropi-s, climbiny w.ills,

mountain Hiking, motor

l^ikes, fishing and much

more. Excellent facilities

,iiid yre.it silary! ON
CAMPUS INTER-

VIEWS, 2/2 V2/27. Call

81X^-8 52-8228 or .ipply

online,

www.caniklensis.coni

FMPIOYMENT

Llllt\ lc\el U*k\ testers

<HX-n schedule up to ifV

(XT .issuniment em<iil

,k.klress rei|uired I ".ill 1
-

888-527-4842 dep.mment

numlxT c.ill c-544

FMPIOYMENT

Summer .\.iiiii\ isi^jtion

(
'.irinj; lor 2 Kas 5 ,ind 8.

Wcx'kerkls Sprint .ind

Kill. Full Time (40 IvHirs)

Experience preferred ( '.til

6:5-::sh,

TFk; UMavs hiothall team

is looking: tor interesti\l

students to fill the posi-

tion of video HNsistant

st.irtini: in ''"c spring

Experience pR-terred hut

will train. Va-kik he ajxirt

of the ( li.impion trkli-

tion! ( !ont.ict Rill Sisler,

\iJeo,liu\lMi 577-0514

"RnrtcndinK" $250/l>.iy

Potenti.il. No ExixTienie

Nesc. Tr.iinmu providc-d.

1-800-965-6520 Ext.162

Rartender rniiiieev

NccckxI. ilK-OC a diy

|x>tential. Local |\isitions.

1 -800-295- W85ext 516

l'lioiiit;r,ipliN iNivition

.iv.iilahle. Photoin-.iplier

tor Wliitewater fn|->s.

Sime photoiiraphv experi-

ence necess,ir\. Weekends

Spnnc and Fall. F-uli Time

Summer se.is4)n. ( '.,\\\ 625-

2288 IXMdline 2/26/04

Whitewater Raft Kiiide-

nccsled .It C T.ih .'\pple

Wliitewater, Full or Part

Time \<hs. No Ex|X'rieiice

necess,ir\. Will ir.iiii 625

228N tor Into. iV.idline

2/26/04

500C,imp|ol>.NY. PA.

New EnKlind. 1-800 44 5

M28 www.summert.im

Ix-mplo\iiient c om

.SUMMER INTERN
SHIP Excellent

,'\d\ertisiiit;. S.iles, and

M.irketinn opixirtuniiy.

E.im $5000 to $70l\i+

,ind yam valiiaHe Ixisiness

e\|XTience working: tor

thcUMass Official

Campus Telephone

Directory (!R1.NT
RE.S(IMEF5cX>STER:

C,ill Kiersten ,it .^round

C',impus, Inc. I 800 4^i6

2221 ext. 272.

ivww.ariHindcampus.i c mu

EMPLOYMENT

.M.irkctim; .\ctni.\ .N.ek.v

Oiiteoiiii; Hifh EnerKN

livlividiials tor pn 'motions

$15/l1.wlr^H8-477-66^8

wA\ w li iii^pn >m< <ii' 'M^ I ' '111

ENTERTAINMENT

Lxtxrieiiied I lip-l lop DJ

41 \ US s\V,

FOR RENT

Spring Rre.ik Rental

D.ivton.i IVich. Res.<rl

Studio lWk.V1.irch 14''^-

2P' $1500.00 I -866-284-

5972Re»-8450

ROOMMATtS WANTtI)

C ire.il I louse! Minutes

troiii C !,impus Need

n-sponsilMe risinimalc-s

Sinules/),Toiips welcome

$5J5/niontli + 4 roiiii--

open 12 iiiontlis Starts

June 1 t:,illor IM l.is.i

,i.s.,i.p.: (860) 227-4502,

LMP55S5

SERVICES

Resumes and Cover

Letters Profession. il .And

i ii>.toiiii:eJ C^fferini; lo

SERVICES

iii.irki.1 \.'ur -kilh-

.Att. ird.tHe prices. Timely

Service f5y Em.iil. phi>ne,

or in pers4in (".ill 41 5-467-

7440

prec.nanc:ytest
INC ^ HIV Testing, Rirth

("onrrol, .ind Emerux'ncv

C .'ontr.iception. .Attord.ihle

arid conlick'nti.il. Tapestry

Ik ilth, 27PMvSta-et.

\rnhtr.t 54^ "^l^WJ

»l .Sprint; Rreik

Vac.itioivs! Canciin.

j.imaici, .Ac.ipiilco.

R.ih,im,is. (Si Flond.i' IVm

P.irties, IVsl Hotels, I5e>l

Pnces! SpiKe is limitixl!

l\«.kNow& S.ive! 1-

800-2 54-7007 www.end-

lesssuminerti mrsci >m

887 41ANCI N IVsi

price, UMASS VEN I X">R

selling spring hre.ik patk-

.iges. 1\> not get

scaniniid I '.incun, Negnl

.Atapiiko, Rah.imas.

Flond.i. $$$ t.impus reps

earn $$$. Flipii.iiion.tom

877-4-c,iniun.

TRANFI

>pring Rreik 2i.\H Travel

with STS, .Americ.rs «l

StiKk-nt TiHir C">per,«tor to

l.im.iica. C",inciin,

.Acipulco. Rih.ini.is .md

Hond.i. Now hiring cam-

pus reps. C^ill tor grinip

disc mints.

Intomiation/RescTx .itions

1 ,,s00-648-484^ or

a^iaiiiiiOUKkiau For

more inform.it ion tontiict

STATr.ivel,ii415.256-

I2M

Spring Rre.ik 2004 It's

here.Kiok now! Lowest

Prices Hottest P.irties «l

.Airlines Wh.it more can

sou .isk for!!! wu\\.sun-

spl.Lsluours.com 1800-

426-7710

WANTED

EC.(^. IX">NORS

NEEDED! Extremely gcn-

enxis compi-nvition paid.

Non-smokers ages 2 1 - 52.

For more infomi.ition

ple,ise com. let (. Christine

or Li: .It 781 -769-6900 or

visit www.roKrrrni-

cholsev).com.
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Eagles sweep weekend
Sellout brings

no luck for

Minutemen
Bn Amwia^ VUkkiii

CHtSTNLT Mil I It was a wecU-nd v( i.>pti

ini>m l«.H the Ma>siKhuM;tts hockcN tcum But noi tou

long alter u record 8, 37 > pcopW arrived at the Mullins

I I Fridas night, it be».anK' tiear that a truly long

. ikl s^d^ in »ti.>re fi.>r the MinutcnK.-n. a> Boston

> .e -vvcpi the vfcc«.'kcnd M.-t - and the season

^ ..- uiih J > - Mi.ti>r> lrida>. and a b-l trvxinc

ing Saturday

ha*^inan I'ai I .j%<.- earned the llrNt hat inck o( his

career lu lead the ^Lagles

past L'Mttss for the stxond

straight night on Saiurdav

at Contc fo»\ini.

Button College .

14- 1 -5 Hockey East) nt^v

has a five-point k»d in ihi.

Mivkin Ka*t standingv over the Minutenxm (16-8-5.

who tall into a lie fur Mxond v^ilh

Bo'^ton Coll. 5

LMdSs 2

L'Mass 1_

BostDfi ( Oil. 6

^\e »a\» wfuii it takes and hovi hard you have lo

iu becwne the No I teani in the country, theji

nelv shov^ed us this weekend." senior

man Hxirnas Pock said after

> .sin "Coming in here, apjmt the

^4o. I Ic-am in the country, if you're not piling your

best, there'* no way you re- going to win "vl wc saw

that vt-stenlav aixl today
"

The f.aglc^ canie iiit with guns Wa/mi^^ vitutday

night, and M.i>rc-d two goal- in a I Vtewmd span, start-

ing with f avc^ lirM ol tS ""•

lead beliHc the Nhiiutetin '*"Ji

Stephen Werner'- tally at I4;40 ol the second period.

and i'
' 'il two HRMV to emphasize the victory

\'. .illy got the Minutenien on the board at

1 4 4o. wJkii Ik took a drop pas* Irum Mw Luztz at

Sm NOCKEY on iMQe 8

Squad, fans

learn a lot in

wake of losses

Andrew

Mer

i-^t**jU!>H tlV

Sophonuirr Jameo S«<liio assisted on one «>l junior Crev Mauldin's

Center. Himtver. the Minutemen fell to BC >-2, and then U>»t 6-1 lo

two |^Mls hndav niKht at the Mullim

the Eagles in Chestnut Hill Saturday.

_ I Ncars from now. when the cur-

>41^ rent players are gone, and none of

I
^ '^ crazies that filled the student

/(M^^ section Friday night are still tak

q^^^^M ing clas.ses. Valentine- weekend

jI^^V 2U04 will be looked upon as a

^^^^^^^ benchmark in the history of the

^^^^^^H Massachusetts hockey program.
^^^^^^^^ Even at the end of this season,

be it after a playoff game at the

FleetCenter or an unexpected^ early departure before the

Hockey r.ast -einilinals, folks will kx)k back on Feb.

IV 14 with a senii.swcet grin.

It was. indeed, the best and worst of limes. For

the first time in the program's history, all 8.37 > tick-

ets were- si..ld for a game The opportunities and

implications lor the weekend were almost as stagger-

ing. With an improbable pair of wins, ihe

Minutemen woukl have taken over first place in

Hockey Flast — the lirst tinx- that plateau would

have kvn reached by a UMass team this late in the

season.

All of that promise shoukl be enough to sate the

appetites of all the puck lovers in the Pioncx-r Valley

- wherever you're hiding — because while the

other two teams who call Mullins Center home air

struggling, the k-ast likelv -u-pci.1 i- the one bringing

all the excitciiK-nt In tenii- >! hi-iury. in the- context

of the fact that there- wa- no LNlas- hotkey team 12

veans ago. that is a testan>c-nt to the success achieved

by ihL* toim and its razor-sharp mentor. Don

Cahoon.

At the same time, in the stoo of the 2003-04

Minuieman season, thi- weekend is also important,

because it tempers the furious re-viva! ol the pro-

gram. Not to put too hnc a point on it. the

Sm MERMTT on page 8

Musketeers downUM Dacko earns l OOth victory
Bs B«iH McGoVfRN

( OLUllAN !-TAK

On Friday the 1 3th Edris

Bailev hit the biggest shot of her

life.

With 3.6 sccofids left in the

storied Rose Hill Gymnasium,

against conference rival

Fordham. the Massachusetts

women's basketball team was

faced with an all too familiar sit-

uation.

The Minutewomcn had given

up a com-
manding 17

point lead

and with one

possession
left. the

score wa»

By MlKh M.\R/n 1

1

( j>ii*(.iAN Sim I

H KIh>1 til-PAU'll ll^>'

Frt-hman Art Bowers |pd the Minutemen with 10 points, hut the Xavicr Musketeers held them to their

K.wist p«>int tufa! in two vcar- ti> win 66-44 at the Cintas Center in Cincinnati.

Fre-shman forward lustin Cage kd Xavier with a

carcx-r-high 12 points, while frontcourt male Aaron

Mylcs contributed 1 2 of his own as Xavier cxtendcxl its

longest winning -tre-ak ot ilic season lo four

The Musketeers, who held UMass to season lows in

points and shooting (27.8 pereent. including 4-of-26

from 3-point range), also re-ceived 1 1 points from

freshman lustin IX)ellman. as well as 10 from point

guard Lionel Chalmers. All-American forward

Roinain Sato overcame a scoreless lirst half lo finish

with seven points on 2-of- 1 2 sht)t)ling. but did grab 1

1

rebounds for the fourth consecutive game.

Freshman Art Bowers kxl UMass with 10 points,

while Freeman added nine and Anderson seven, as the

Minutemen were held lo their lowest point output

since a 63-38 loss to St. loseph's on |an. 3, 2lK)2.

"Not starling didn i re-ally affcxi my How. but it

alftvtcd the team's tlow." Anderson said. "We'd bcvn

having a gtxxi chemistry, with Stephane I^sme and

Chris Chadwick playing well off the bench, and they

were thrown into the starting lineup.

XU led the entire game, using four 3-pointers to

jump in fnml 14-2 less than live minutes into the

game, and went ahead by as many as 14 when

Doellman nailed a trey at the 6:10 mark of the first

half.

The Muskelc-ers. who connected on 10 3-poinlers

on the afternoon, led 31-1') at the half and held the

Minutemen to just live licld goals in the lirst hall. The

team's also combined for 37 turnovers.

Xavier continued lo attack offensively to start the

second half, as Myles. Sato and Dcdrick Finn com-

bined for 1 1 points (i\cr the lirst four minutes of the

frame to push its lead to 41-24.

The Marewn and White never made a serious run.

as Myles. Sato and Chalmers were responsible for 26

of their team's 33 points during a second half runaway.

The Minutemen return to action for Al Skinner

Night on Wednesday at 7 p.m. against Rhode Island.

Ever since he pulled point guard Anthony

Ander-tm from the ni.K>r due to foul trouble during a

72-66 loss to Hartford on Nov 24. Massachusetts'

men- basketball coach Steve liippas has maintained

that it - tough for his team to win without its captain

on the IUx)r

So when Anderson and sophomore forward

Rashaun Fre-eman were two
UMass ^^ minutes late for the team bus

Xavier fi6 ''J '^^'' airport on Friday

morning. Lappas pulled

both from the starling lineup for Saturday's game at

Xavier and the Minutemen never re-covere-d. falling

behind 14-2 en route to their worst offensive perionn-

ance of the season, a 66-44 loss before- 10.230 al the

Cinia- Center in Cincinnati.

"Wc were leaving al 7:30 in the morning, and they

were- only about two minutes late." lappas said.

"Some places, they might say that's not a big deal, but

I'm a stickler for discipline, and the players know

that."

"I'm definitely mad at myself." said Anderson, who

had occasional tardiness problems earlier in his career

"I'm older now It was a mistake, it happens. My alarm

clock didn't go off."

Freeman, a five-time Atlantic 10 Rookie of the

Week, had forgotten his identification needt-d lo board

the team's (light and had to return lo his dormitory,

causing his tardiness.

"The fact thai [Freeman and Anderson didn't start
|

is not the reason we lost," lappas said. I told the team

if we're able to lose a game in the first five minulc-s,

we're not much."

"We just couldn't make shots for anything. Our

offense let us down; our defense gave us an opportuni-

ty."

UMass 66

Fordham 44

St. joe's 52

UMass 40

knotted al 64.

Senior forward ludit

Zsedenyi drove to the basket

and was immediately surround-

ed by l.ady Ram defenders. In a

desperate attempt to draw the

foul, the Minutewomen were

given possession with a jump

ball.

On the ensuing inbounds

play. Bailey cut to the basket

from the foul line, received the

pass and netted the game-win-

ning basket.

"I just wanted lo score the

basket and finish it, that was all

that was going through my mind

then," Bailey said. "I feel great. I

thought we were going to over-

time and there was a lot of stuff

going through my mind."

The win was the

Minutewomen 's first on the road

this season, breaking a nine-

game losing streak. On Sunday.

UMass lost lo St. loseph's at the

Mullins Center 52-40.

Along with breaking their six

game losing streak and their 19

game road losing streak, contin-

uing from last season, the

1 vH.KTt-Yl".ERALl'H LISIU

Edris Bailev'- dramatic last-sec-ond shot gave the Minutewomen a

66-64 victorv Friday, the I OOth career victor> fi>r coach Mamie Dacko.

Minutewomen s victory over the

Lady Rams was coach Marnie

Dacko s 100th career win.

"I look the road less traveled

by, and 1 really think that's the

way I've chosen my career

path " Dacko said. "I hope we

can continue to go and rebuild

and get it done at UMass and I

look forward to getting my next

100 here much quicker,

"I'm happy for the kids, it's

not so much for me, I've been

here and done that a long time. I

just want the kids to have the

confidence that they need, confi-

dence is everything, if I could

put my head on their shoulders

they would be terrific."

Dacko is only the second

coach in UMass women's bas-

ketball histoi-y to reach the 100-

See HOOP on page 8

A journey to hoop heaven

Mi

Five hours from tip, the forest green Grand

Cherokee pulled up to doors outside the Kennedy

Tower as Pairycja Gulak emerged from the doors. The

Olszlyn, Poland native is the future of

UMass women's basketball, lowering at 6-

foot-4. She and the two sporlswriiers

thought they were simply going to the

Bronx, N.Y. to see UMass play al Fordham. but the

road to the Miracle at Rose Hill was a long, unexpect-

ed journey on Friday the 1 3th.

The drive to the Bronx was almost as unexpected

as the game result. The surreal part between getting lo

ihe game and the second half was the trip. In hind-

sight, it seemed to represent everything about the

experience perfectly and what sports sioixl tor

After multiple traffic jams, a crazy '82 Buick,

incomplete directions (thanks Fordham) and getting

lost in the worst part of the Bronx, we finally got to

the game — three minutes into the second half. After

all the hassle, wc were about lo watch only 1 7 min-

utes of basketball.

, UMass had a commanding lead after a

fOSlEf stellar first half perfomiance on the defensive

end. holding the Rains to only 21 points,

UMass coiich Mamie l^acko had put together a bril-

liant mix of perfc-ct rotating zone and a hardcore man-

lo-man pressure that would have bec-n a joy to see in

action. Tlianks lo backup on 1-41, we didn't.

As the half went on. UMass worked its way to a

1 7-poinl lead after Monique Govan forced a bad shot,

grabbed the rebound and went coasi-io-coasi for a

layup. Nice play, but was it worth following a rusty

Buick swerving for 30 miles on a crowded highway lo

See FOSTER on page 8

Barenaked Ladies make the

perfect Valentine's Day date.

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 6

Al Skinner's No. 30 to be raised

tonight at Mullins Center

SPORTS, PAGE 10
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Haitian rebellion heating up; leaders fear coup
By Michael Norton

AsaoL lATin F^iiii

PORT-AU PRINCE. Haiti

(AP) — Haiti's prime minister

warned yesterday of an imperKi-

ing coup and appealed for inter-

national help lo contend with a

bloody uprising tfuit has claimed

57 lives. But the United States

and France expressed reluctaiKe

to send troops to put dovim the

rebellion.

Aid ageiKies called for urgent

international action, warning

Haiti is on "the verge of a gener

alized civil war" The U.N.

refugee agetwy met with officials

in Washington to discuss how to

confront a feared exodus of

Haitians.

On Tuesday, airlines in Port-

au-Prince cancekd flights to the

northern port of Cap-Haitien.

Haiti's second largest city, after

witnesses in tfw barricaded city

saw a boat approach and rumors

swept the lown that rebels wvre

about to attack.

In the wesicm port of St. Maa.
an American missionary said his

life has been threaletted by sup-

porters of President |ean-

Bertrand Aristide.

"We arc witiK-ssing the coup

d'etat machine in motion,"

Prmw Minister ^von Neptune

said Tuesday, urging the interna

tional coimnunity "to sfwrn it

n»lly wants peace and stability
"

fiaiti's 5.000-member polkc

force appears unable to stem tf»e

revolt, but Arisiide arxi Neptune

A rebel of Gonaives Resistance Front points his weap.>n at resident* crowdinu around a truck ol the internarionji non.K»>vernmen-

tal onpinijaiion CARE kuded with finnJ to be distributed at the Park S'inceni -tadiuni in lk.naives. Mond.ix

Slopped short of asking for inili

tary intervention.

Secretary of Slate Colin

Powell said yesterday "there is

frankly no enthusiasm right now

for sctxling in military or police

fofves to put down tf»e violetxe."

Powell said i\k inienuiional

community wants to sec "a polit

ical solution" and only then

wouki willing nations offer a

polk^e preseiKc to implenHmi

such an agreement.

Powell spoke by tek-phone

with Frc-nch Foreign Minister

IXiminique de V'illepin. who
calk-d an emergeiKy mcvting in

Paris on Tuesday to weigh t he-

risks of serxfing pcavekcvpcr-

and di-cusN how oiherwi-c to

help Haiti, an impoveii-hed lor

mer cokiny that is home to 2,000

French citizens.

"Can we depk^y a pcacekcx-p-

ing forve'.'" de \ illepin asked on

FrarKe-lnter radio, noting it "is

ven difficult" amid vioknce
"

He sakl France had 4,lHiO

troops in its Caribbean territo^

ries of Martinique and

Gu.idck'U|v iLiirKxl in humam
tarian work wIki coukl work

with i! ^ ^ hi iit< iixt.ti i.in im\-

-ic>n

l.atci. uc Vi '>

1\ that "an inti

implie- a -top to ilu

rc-^lart to diak>guc ^

be possibk- in Haiti it therv i-n t

a juit."

U.N Sccnrian -General Kofi

Ann.li -. workl

body ;
^ ^ much

fXK>n aciivels engaged in Haiti's

crisis. Officials from »c-vct«l

I \ a. I. nctes went to the c«in-

tn Feb H lo assess the humani-

tarian situation and are expected

to return to rvport at the eml o(

I hi' week
Mwinwhilc Canada offered

' ' million in iiiedkal and

. and the I nited State--

-aid It was ready to give

$3UU.0UU in huniunitarian assis-

tance through ihe United

Nations.

"We aa- calling lot a triKc."

L.S Ambus-ador laiiK-- Foley

saidTucsda).

New group

demands

action from

University
By FEKHON SALNlKUt

I AH.Ii«.IAN SlAH-

In an arxMiymous email sent to

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

this weekend, the new Student

Power Party shot several attacks at

University ol Mas-achusetis

administrators and listed a numfcter

ol potc-ntiallv disrupting thieats

and demanded action of officials.

"The Student Power Party has

been toniK-d Ironi the membership

of students tfiat leel profoundly

ignored as members ol the

University uimmunity. We are

forced, by threat of rvtaliatkxi

Irom tfw administration, to remain

anonymous," read- the email.

"Howvver. we assure ihe n»d-

ers of our communiques tfiat we
are rational, social justice oriented

undergraduaie students. Our com-

muniques will -erve to expose the

behind-ihe scctK's dealings of

Univenity administratism officials.

SGA actkMis. and ottwr anu-stu-

dent actions."

The eight -page email was setit

to SiKhael Ciargano, vK.e chancel-

kir kA student affair- and campus

life, and Chancelk>r lohn \

Lombardi. Within the Student

Government Association lared

Nokes. sjx-aker of the senate.

Sae AmoCS on page 3

Men claiming bishop abuse willing to speak with church
B> At>AM CiORI ICK

AsMx lATT-n Pm»

SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP) — The lawyer rep-

resenting two men who say they were molested by

retiring Springfield Bishop Thoma- Dupre said his

clients want to meet with church officials this week

to "tell their stories."

Roderick Maclxish |r said his clients want to

prottxt their anonymity from the public, but are

willing to meet with officials from the Boston arch-

diocese and Springfield diocese.

"Both of my clients are prepared to make pre

sentations to the church about what happened."

MacLeish said. "They really want to tell their sto-

nes to church leader- There arc probablv detail-

that are not known to the diocese ol hpringfulJ

that they want to have known."

MacLeish said he is still working out Jciail-

such as the time and place of the meeting, and who
will attend MacLeish said he has been -peaking

with lawyers from the diocese and archdiwese. and

is insisting that the meeting be facilitated by the

archdiocese because "there is a lair degree of ini-

irust between our clients and the Springfield dio

cese."

Mark Duponi. a spokesman for the Springfield

diocese, said it is appropriate for the meeting to be

overseen by the archdiocese.

"Any allegations we would have received would

li.nc Kvn iiimiJ iivi' ' .iifchblslK-i

ic\ iL-w.
" DuiX'ni -uul

|>(j' nation >v.»- approved h\ the

\,i'i..ni i.i-i u..k. a dav alter Fhe Republican

new-pa|xr in Springheld vonlrontcxl the bi«hop

with allegations that he sexually abused iv».. K,vv

while he was a parish priest in the IM70-

O 'I into an un

mctii i'd cited healtl

lor hi- departuic. He annouiKcd la-t veai thai Ik

planned to retire belore he turned 7i. which is the

mandatory retirement age for bishops Dupre is 70

Officials Irom the diocese sav thev have not

been in touch with Dupre since the allegation- -ur

laccil

Race no longer

in the criteria

for Harvard

summer school
BOSTON (AP) — Harvard Business School has

revised its admissions criteria for a minorities-only

summer program, opening the program to some

white students in response to pressure from

groups opposed to race-based admissions.

The American Civil Rights Institute and the

Center for Equal Opportunity sent a letter to

Harvard last March complaining that the business

school's Summer Venture in Management Program

violated federal law because it was limited to

black. Hispanic and American Indian undergradu-

ates.

Last week. Harvard posted new admissions cri-

teria for the program on its Web site, inviting

other students lo apply for the program.

The 20-year-old program will now also accept

applicants from families with little business educa-

tion or experience, who are the first in their fami-

ly to attend college, or who attended a school

whose graduates do not typically go on to a "top-

tier, urban university" like Harvard.

"We're still committed to the basic objective of

the program, which is to promote educational

diversity and opportunity, and we're still able to

do thai." Harvard spokesman David R. I.ampe

said Tuesday.

Roger Clegg. general counsel for the Center for

Equal Opportunity, said the groups are not seeking

an end to the programs they challenge.

"We simply want lo make them available to all

students, regardless of race and ethnicity. We're

glad that Harvard has agreed to change the pro-

gram lo reflect that," he said. "This is certainly a

step in the right direction."

Harvard is not the only school lo face scrutiny.

The groups have complained to about 100 schools

with policies the groups have deemed lo be illegal-

ly exclusive, Clegg said.

Last February, the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology dropped a minonty-only admissions

policy for summer math and science programs

after the two groups challenged the programs.

Associated Press

Discussion, discussion

UiJiJiJ .snic/yk. who is filling in as the

Jk-ci-c's top adminisiraic»r until the Vatican

.ipp».>ints a replacement lor Dupre. has said he

would watt until this week before contacting

l>upre

"We have not heard thai there's been any denial

•m l>upre." MacLeish said. "It- legitimate lor

the church to want to talk lo these people, and we

have no problem with the Sprmglield diocese

.mending the meeting
"

MacLeish said he and his clic-nts have not talked

about taking legal action against Dupre i>r the dio-

cese.

"It's premature to talk about litigation and law-

-ml- " Ik- -iiiil

Driver charged

in police deaths
B^ Sarah K.ari sh

A—1 « isni' Piuvs

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs and Campus Life Michael (Jansino .ittends the SGA Diversitv

nnindtahle discussion yesterdav with students Sclma Neves, a senior c»>mputer -\ -It in- enpneering major

and L^izia Frcltas, a junior finance major.

DETROIT t APi - A iiKitorist pulled over in the mkf-

dk- of the night for a seetningly routine traffic stop was

chitrgi-d yc-sterday with mualer in the shooting deaths of

two police offk.-ers who stopped him.

A judge entered an inncvent plea on fvhalf ol Erie

Mar-hall, who fell to his kncv- as the charge- were read

and had to be pulleil up by officers holding him. He does

iml vet have an atlomey.

\lar-hall. 2'5. face- a mandatorv penalty of life in

I
M>on without parole if convicted. He- accusc-d in the

deaths of Ollicers lenniler Fetlig and Matthew Bowens.

who were shot earlv Monday, tvcvuning the 18th aixl

l^th Detroit olticci- killed in the linool duty since I^WC)

Pie iraflic -top had not kvn called in lo |x>lice dis-

(\iiLhei>. 'We don't know what they -toppcii hint lor It's

hard to say," said Cmdr Craig Schwartz of the Major

Clime- Division.

Micr making the stop. Bowens and Fetlig relumed to

their cnjiser with Marshall- license. The suspect got out

ol the pickup truck, approiiched the ollicers' car and

shot Fetlig twice, at least once in the head. Schwartz

-aid.

The suspect tan away while Bowens got out of the

crui.-er and radioed lor backup. The suspcvl relumed

ami shot Bowens nine times belore taking the ollicer's

ucipvui and driving away. Schwartz said.

At least 22 empty shell casings were found .ii the

scene. Neither oflicer was able to return lire. Schwartz

silid.

Police used the suspcvt's driver's license, found in the

p^ilicc crui-cr. to airest Marshall later Monday al his

home.

Detroit Mayor Kwame Kilpatrick said Bowens' lam-

ily noted he wanted to K- an ollicer lor as long as they

could lemcmhei. I1ie 2 1 year-old Bowens, who was

married, joined the Jepailineni in DiveniK-r 2CKH1.

"This is the onl\ thing he wanted to do vsiih hi- lite."

Kilpatrick said.

leltig. 2b, joined m Oct. 2001 and was engaged to

another Detroit officer.

The ciiv '- |x>lice force was deep in mourning The last

lime two otliccr- died on the -ainc day was an .Aug.

W*^i iraflic accident

.

"It's going lo take us a little while i».> recover from this,"

Police Chief Ilia BuUy-Cumniings said.

file police department announced last week the cre-

ation oi .1 task lorce to cumhal a recent spike in vit)lence.

IX-troii had 35 homicides and W shcwting- in lanuary.
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Amhent College — At 7:30 p.m.. the second annual Five

College Student Poetr>fest will be held in the Cole

AsseinbU Room ol Converse Hall. Ten selected students,

two from each college, will read their poeir>.

Amherst College — Susan Froemke. Emmy Award-win

ning director, will present her film "LaLee's Kin" at 7 30

P m in Stim Auditorium "LaLee's Kin" explores the

legac> ol slaver> and sharecropping in the Mississippi

l\-ha The filmin.ikt-r uill be present for discussion.

tMa»t - Chris k jg.ii and lordan Da%is, poets and edi-

tor- ot "The Hat" journal, will give a poetry reading at 8

p ni at Amherst Books. Refreshments will be served.

Hampshire College — The Hampshire Winter Dance

Concert \m1I be held at 8 p.ni, in the Hampshire College

Dance Studio Theater. Tickets are S5 lor students and

seniors; $7 general admission. Reservations can be made

by calling 4 15-559-5889.

Sunday 22

Friday 20

form pieces by Mozart on violin and viola in Sweeney

Concert Hall of Sage. The featured of the perfomiancc

will be the Clarinet Concerto in A Major, in an arrange-

ment b> Lionel Tertis for viola Clifton I. Noble. |r will

accompany Gore\ic on piano,

Smith College — The National Congress of

Neighbc»rhood Women will begin their three- day annual

conference. The event is open to the public. The com

plete program of the conference is available at

www.msmith.edu/kahninstitute/tonference.

Monday 23

YOU THINK IT,

WE MAKE IT

HVIoESio rsi

Tomorrow
LMasi — At 4 p.m.. students and community members

vkilj share their experiences traveling in India in

M ANKARA: Ans in India Presentations by recently

returned tour group members" in Memorial Hall The

event is open to the public

LMau — At 5 p in . Amherst Eiooks will host a party in

celebration of the publication of Radha Radhakrishnans

new book. "Theory in an Uneven World"

Radhakrishnan is a professor in the UMass English

Department Refreshments will be served.

I Mass The Vagina Monologues" will be performed

.1- ;Mrt of the \-Day College Campaign at 8 p m. in the

1 UK Arts Center Concert Hall. Tickets cost S8 and are

available through the Fine Ans Center Box OfHce. A sc>.

(Nid show is scheduled for 8 p.m. on Friday.

UM«M — There will be a 24-hour fast at the Newman
Catholic Center from 5 p.m. Friday to 5 p.m. Saturday.

There will be planned activities every hour including

those to raise awareness of the problem of hunger in the

U.S. The event is free and open to all students The I U € S U a y
Newman Center is located at 472 N Pleasant St. and can

be contacted at 549-0500 x.l I for more infomiaiion.

Hampshire College I os Angeles animation artist Pat

O'Neill, regarded as a master of optical printing, will

present his avant-garde film "The Decay of Fiction" at 5

p.m. at the Academy of Music in Northampton

24

Saturday 21

Hampshire College — The Nev% WORLD Theater's

Project 2030 Poeis in Action will be performed in the

Main Lecture Hall in Franklin Patterson Hall at 9 p.m. to

1050 p m. In celebration of the Cultural Center's 15th

Anniversary, the production explores the mid-century

demographic shift, when it is projected that colored peo-

ple will become the majority population in the Lniied

States. The event is free and open to the public

Smith CoU^e — At 8 p.m.. Ronald Cunrvic will per-

Smith College M 4 p.m., poet, priest, and peace

actmst Daniel l< ull read from his poetry at the

Helen Hills Chj(

.

>;an has authored more than 50

books, his most recent being "And the Risen Bread."

Smith College - John Pemberton III. professor emeritus

of religion at Amherst College, in conjunction with the

Smith College Museum of Art exhibition "African

Ariistrv In « "H '^P*^"*' "" " Yoruba

Masquerade ,
-jble" at 7;50 p.m in

Graham Hall in Hillyer ol the Brown Fine Ans Center.

The lecture will be preceded bv ti ^^est African pri>ces-

sional dance at 7 p.m.

Romney has no vote on gay marriage struggle

B\ Stiver LfBiA.sc

.AmkH LATtl) PMtJb

meeting at

7 p.m.

today

BOSTON (API — As

MwaachusetLs lawmakers spilled

tears and shared anguished person-

al stories over the question of

wtKther to ban s«ne-sex mania^.

Gov Mitt Romney sat in his

Statehouse office watching the

drama unfoU on live ielev»ion. a

bystander to history

It wa«nTl a matttr of indiffer-

ence to an issue thai has placed

Massachusetts front and center in

the national debate over giving

gays and lesbians the right to

marry It v»^s a harsh dose of nei^

ty that the governor is relegated to

a side role in the light

Fie has no vt>te and no veto

power over legblative efforts to

place on the November 2UU6 ballot

a proposed constitutional amend-

ment that wxxjkJ ban the coun

ordered gay marriages that are set

lo K - 'ig place m nikiMav

Alts e he has is up to him

and hi.s skills at the power of per-

suasion.

A conservative Mormon.

Romney has made his sund clear

He opposes gay marriage, his

opposition ruoted in a strong sense

of tradition about the institution of

marriage, which he describes as

"the foundation of a harmonious

family life" and "the basic buikling

block of society"

So v^ith no official ixile in the

debate over amending the state

constitution lo ban sanv.

riagcs, Rwnney ha.> wagi

tie on tvw fronts; on the national

stage in editorials and in photv

calls betwiw his office and the

Bush administration, and on the

local k'vel in private meetings with

lawmakers. He's also been

researching every legal avenue

available to him to try to bkick

same-sex weddings from take place

beginning in midMjv. ds >.>iJ«.ievJ

bv the state's higfK-sl coun.

Kt>iiitic\ 1- i.Kinv lough odds.

\\i- iHiiv u>k i- lo be a k)bbyist

and to try to influence legislators."

sakl C»OP consultant lason Kauppi.

who worked for Romncy's two

Republican predecessors. "Yoo

saw him keeping the House

Republicans in line and encourag-

ing (DenKicratK House Speaker

Tom Finneranl. but the power is

really with the Ix-gislaturc
"

Interested in

Event Planning as a Career?

Come Learn from Professionals!

Chris Gasbarro '98

Marketing Manager at massAv

Board of Dtrectors, Meeting Professionals International. New England Chapter

President-etect. International Special Events Society. New En^nd Chapter

Supplier of the Year Award. Meeting Professionate International

Susanne Gurman '98

2000 Benttey College Meeting Pro-am Graduate

Certified Meeting Professional

Meeting Professionals International New England Chapter

Speaal Programming Co<:hair New England Meeting Industry Convention

Co-chair. Expo After Dar1<

Ch^ter Programming Dinector

Thursday, February 19, 2004
2-4 pm

Campus Center, Room 162

©ailp CoUegian
General interest meetinn

Wednesday night, 7 p.m.

in the Collegian newsroom

1 1 3 Campus Center Basement

For anyone interested in writing

for the largest college daily

in New England

Caree

For more information about internships, co-ops

and full time opportunities

go to www.umass.edu/careers or call us at 545-2224
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Cingular cleared to buy AT&T
Vodafone steps out of the bid; Cingular may

become the largest cell phone carrier in the nation

A il«r siKn *l«>ms the enlwiH.e u. iIh- boiUint; that Iu.um> C inpilar VVirtlos in A«laiua. \

CinKuLir Wirclcsa won the bidding war ti> aiquirt- ATiS> f \S irtlos Scni«.es for m-drlv S4I billio

-U I J.iS,

By Mk HAfcL McDONOUUH
.'\ss(H iAin> Press

LONDON (AP) — Britain's

Vodafone Group PLC said yes-

terdal it has withdrawn from

the bidding for AT&T Wireless,

clearing the way for Atlanta-

based Cingular to acquire the

third-largest U.S. mobile phone
provider.

In a statement. Vodafone
said il concluded that it was "no

longer in its shareholders' best

interests to continue discus-

sions."

Vodafone's announcement
came after The Wall Street

journal reported on its Web site

early yesterday, citing people

familiar with the matter, that

Cingular Wireless won the bid-

ding war with Vodafone with an

offer of $15 a share, or about

$40.5 billion.

Havid Caouette. a spokes-

man for Redmond, Wash, based

AT&T Wireless, told The
Associated Press early Tuesday

the company had no comment
Several messages left by the AP
for Cingular spokespeople were

not immediately returned.

In Tuesday's statement, the

British company said it

remained "committed to its

existing position in the U.S.

market with its successful part-

nership in Verizon Wireless."

Earlier this month. Vodafone

said it was considering bidding

for AT&T Wireless. The compa-

ny on Monday matched
Cingular Wireless $58 billion

bid for .AT&T Wireless, a

source told The Associated

Press on condition of anonymi-

ty

Vodafone had no commcitt

on details ol its bid.

Cingular. the United Stales

No 2 mobile phone provider

with 25.4 million customers,

early Monday offered $14 a

share for AT&T Wireless, after

offering $ 1 5 a share, or $55 bil-

lion, over the weekend, two

sources said.

A Vodafone deal would have

required the British cell phone

giant lo sell its 45 percent slake

in Verizon Wireless, the biggest

mobile phone companv in the

United States.

Vodafone shares lose 17.48

cents " or b.9 percent — lo

$2.b7 a share on the London
Stock Exchange following the

announcement.
In Paris, shares in Vivendi

Universal SA rose 4.5 percent

in early trading on speculation

that Vodafone would now lurn

its aiiention lo the I rench com
pany, hoping lo gain control o(

SKR-Cegetel. The telecoms unit

account for almost a third ot

V ivendis revenue

E-mail

demands
action

ATliCKS from paga 1

Russell Plato, sectviary of diversity

affairs, and David Carr. SGA pa-s-

ident received the email.

rhe email, written in defense erf

the AIJVNA Caucus «ats md the

Oflice of ALANA affairs, claims

that the ALANA community is

under direct attack ol individuals

in the SG.\ and in University

administration Rtxently Raio

made a proposal to replucv OAA
with the office of Community

Diversity Affairs, or CDA. an

office that wuukl eliminate the

OAA. After protest frum the

ALA-NA community, the propot^l

was repeakd

The Student Pow.

clainkxl that tJargano has stolen

poMvcr away ftvjin the AI.ANA
community ainl has unfairly taken

ccmtnji erf the fate irf the irfltee

and the dcxisKm concerning a

new director Currently the dirvc

tot of OA.\. Sels<.>n \co*iu is

H'hedukxl to uke a four-month

medical leave due to personal ill

ness His abserKe will Usive the

().\.\ s\iiln.u( an\ professional

siafi

"Mr OargarKi has c*sscniiall\

inscrtcxl himself as the person

with the final say." To do that is to

usurp the sovereignly of the

ALANA students over their

office, the OAA." reads the e-mail

"
It is to disregard their wishc-s

and established a de facto situ-

ation in which the Vicc-

Chancelk)r makes the deci

sions over institutions arxl issues

that affex'l ALANA students
"

The email aKo attacks Charles

Dimaa-. director of Student Legal

Services. The Student Power

Party claimed that Dimarc has

unfairly entered the debate over

the future of OAA and has placed

himself squarely against the

ALANA Cauc-us and concerned

ALANA students.

*We believe he has maneu-

vered much ICK) long in the shad-

ows of bexirdrcKim politics in the

University." reads the email "We

are' going to shine the light on him

and condemn his participatitin in

what should be. by right, logic,

and moral correctness, an exclu-

sively Al ..ANA Caucus and

ALANA student affair."

In addition, the email includ-

ed a list e)f demands, some of

which refer lo administrative

changes. The demands include

higher pay for faculty and stafl. a

cease in student tuition and fee

increases, and a hall of the dis

mantling of the ESL program.

The Student Pt)wer Parly also

demanded that the SGA and

Gargano cease in exerting con-

trol over the OAA.
"We sincerely hope these and

other ALANA issues can be

resolved through recognition, on

the administration's part, of the

sovereignty of the desires of

ALANA students and all stu

dents in general." reads the

email. "If Mr. Gurgano does not

heed the demands of the ALANA
students, then the students will

shut down the University To our

friends in the ALANA Caucus, in

the SGA, and in the UMa.ss com-

munity, the Student Power Party

stands with you in all your just

demands."

As of press time Chancellor

Lombard! had not read the email.

"1 would not respond to any-

thing that was sent anonymous-

ly," said Gargano. "It's not appro-

priate lo comment."

Nokes did also not respond

to the email due lo its anonymity

"I would respond to any con-

cerns if someone walked into my

office." he said. "As long as it is

in the appropriate form of dis

cussion."

^
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Accusations are the

wrong approach
The Massai;hu>cnts Dail\ Lullcguin iixcivcd aii

email reccntS from a ricw urgamziiiiun on campu.s.

the Stucknt Power Pan> iSPP> The ciiiail. which

was unsigned, was titled "An Open Condemnation

of Chaixcllor )ohn Lmnhurdi. \ ke-Chancellor of

Student Aflairs and Campu> Life Michael

Cargano. and the Univeniit> Administration ' The

communique was also mailed to inetnbers ol the

SGA. and Gargiinu hinueif

The letter was over 2.700 words long, and con-

uined nunK'ruus criticisms agaiast various people

and organizations on campus It sptxilicalK

attacked Gargano's "appalUng' unwillingness to

coinpl) with the wwhe* of Al^NA members, and

prucoeded to make a list of demands directed

tcMards the L ni\ersit\ of Massachusetts adminis

iratkxi li al^>c> sakl that "the students will shut

down the Uni\e»Mt>" if certain deniMid* arc not

heeded

The •*ncxis threats ntadc b\ the SPP addicat

numeruus hot button ivsuc*s on campus (such a>

the Al ANA dispute, the lack of tunding for profes-

sor., and the etiminMkin of the English as a

Second l.angui^" piogrami Uowe\er the k-tter

reacb as nothing more than a series ol pusillani-

mous threats and umvasonabk: demands I \ct\

student shouU have a right to dc^end his or her

freedoms but anunsmcw* altac ks are txM the prufv

er wa> to ^> about it.

The SPP said that their ancnvmiis woukl allow

them to "fxnetrate the highest kvcl* ot L ni\ersii\

power, and expoac the corruption within the

Uraversitv s>-»tem " However, the SPPs blindsidir^

appruach eliminates any chaiKe erf an unbiased

«id peaceful forum for discussiun. A more ofKn

dialog, free ot threats and per«ooal attacks wouU
rxM onl> allow a civil conxers.r

but It woukl alkiw vc-rtain miv i "^

reconciled

It also seemed highly contradictory that the SPP

lener accuM.\l the administration of "behirvJ-the-

scenes dealings." This overK ambiguous statement

creates a conflkt. as the SPP, b> going about their

accusatkms in this way. are mirroring exactly what

they are critkizing. Nothing couU be no nvxe

behind-the-scenes' than the way the SPP swmt

about scTvJing their k-tter.

The SPP menikxis The Daih CoUegian spedfi-

calK in their kftter. saving that The Collegian has

done a courageous job preventing tfie student body

fiom being "manipulated by the mean-spirited

individuals with the university.' The Daily

Collegian. whiW appnxiative of the praise given by

the SPP has never accused any 'mean-spirited

indiv kiuals" of any sort of manipulation.

The SPP has taken serious steps in furthering

their causes The newly formed organization vwsh-

es to "stand as a force for change' on campus, and

wishes to represent the best interests of our univer

tity. We all want CMass to be. as the SPP letter

Mates, fitre from "corruption and inequality"

However only through open discusskxi and open,

impartial conskleraiions can anything of the sort

he accomplLshed

V\e at The Daily Colkrgian do not condone

what the SPP stated in their email The actkirvs

taken by the SPP up to this point arc seen as sub-

versive and threatening, and contrary to what they

cUim to be tryii^ to accomplish Deferxling the

ngbts ot students is c>ne thing, but campaigning an

open and accusatory insurrection against the

administration is another The bPP mast kam the

diflerence between the two if they are to make any

prugrcM wiwtsocvw towards the oqtiaiity they

cla^ to seek

insi^mt etbtonab twpment the mofority opin-

ion of The Massachuaetti Duily Cullegian

tjitlunul IkHjrd

What you didn't see on the front page
Feb. b. K

day .'Vrticlc^

I tvpical news

Liiiii.i.ining the gav

the

Dan

marnage controversv.

Superbowl. and the

credibility of Central

Inielligence Agency

information wea- splat-

tered all over the Boston newspa-

pers. \ep. it was iusi a typical

news dav in New England.

Or. was it? Ml of these stories

certainly had the relevance to

appear in the paper because they

affect a number of people. Gays

might be able to get married. Tom
Bradv is a svmbol of New England

victory and is a hero in the minds

of many New Englanders. ,\nd.

CIA Director George Tenet is

essentially accusing our president

of lying. There was no doubt that

these stories were important to the

lives of many However, on this

day both the Boston Globe and

the Boston Herald overlooked one

big story.

Abdelghani Mzoudi. a 31 -year-

old Moroccan man. walked out ol

a German courthouse with his

freedom after being acquitted ol

acting as an accessory in the mur-

ders of 3.000 people in the Sept.

1 1 terrorist attacks. The Globe

reported the story briefly on page

eight in their "World" section. The

Herald did not print the story at

all.

Mzoudi's trial was only the sec-

ond trial, anywhere, of a suspect

in the 9/1 1 attacks He was a long-

time acquaintance of lead hijacker

Mohamed Atta, and so much so.

even signed his will. At one point,

Atta and Mzoudi lived and studied

together in Hamburg. Germany
Furthermore. Mzoudi was trained

as a terrorist in training camps.

This story is one that people

would have loved to read if it had

happened on Sept. II. 2002

because it would have been in the

news at a time when people were

remembering the 9/1 1 tragedy

However. Mzoudi's acquittal hap-

pened on Feb. 5. 2004 and got lost

in the hoopla that is news in

America. This story occurred at a

f.me when laivt |ackson« breast

had bcvn dominating the news for

days, and these days there is little

room lor news that is not

B;
sensational.

''"" The story was so impor-
"^^"^

tant that one of the cable

r>ews networks could have certain-

ly pickc-d it up and made it sensa-

tional Mzoudi being linked with

hijackers certainly tails into the

"War on Terror" category, doesn't

it? Unlike a lot of the war on ter-

ror stories that we see on Fox

News and CNN. this one has actu-

al merit. Its an example of how

good — or bad — of a job our

govemment is doing in capturing

these terrorists. German officials

have even hinted that Mzoudi

would have been convicted if

Washington had provided the

Germans with more information.

Germany's chief federal prose-

cutor criticized Washington for

refu.sing to allow U.S. captive

Ramzi Binalshibh ty testify in the

trial. Binalshibh was believed to

have been the main contact

between the hijackers with the

rest of Al Oaeda.

This is ju.st one example of the

media not reporting the important

stories behind the war on terror-

ism. Because many Americans arc

not going to read about Mzoudi's

acquittal, many people are going

to see and hear more immaterial

sound bites about the war on ter-

ror and base their judgments on

frivolous information.

But. what do I know? After all.

I wasn t the one who conducted

the survey on CNN and Fox News

viewers - the survey that revealed

40 percent of people who watch

the Fox News Channel and 30 per-

cent of people who watch CNN
falsely believed that Saddam

Hussein was partially behind the

9/1 1 attacks.

No matter how important I

think the Mzoudi story is, the

importance of this story versus the

other stories that we read in the

papers is an arbitrary decision,

one that is left up to news editors.

An ode to Egged Buslines
Greyhound,

Peter Pan,

and the

world-famous
PVTA are all

bus compa-
nies with

which most
all of us are

familiar.
There is

another bus

company that I believe deserves

much recognition and some-

how tragically goes greatly

unnoticed. This transporter is

called Egged.

Egged is the primary form of

transportation serviced here in

the state of Israel. Dating back

to 1938. Egged has ventured

onto roads main and obscure

bringing the citizens of Israel

from one destination to anoth-

er. So? Big deal., that's what

buses do. right?

What makes Egged unique

from other bus companies is the

great risk it must undergo in

order to operate For the com-

pany, drivers and passengers,

the hazard is enormous and

often life-threatening.

Last semester, I traveled to

the ghost town of Hebron. The

situation in Hebron is one of

the largest centers of disseniion

between the lews and the Arabs

as both stake a claim to the city.

As a result of the inability for a

trtjce to be made, the entire city

is under scrupulous watch and

guard by the Israeli army. The

lewish inhabitants of the city

comprise a mere 400 while the

surrounding Arabs make up a

shocking 15.000 I traveled to

Hebron via bulletproof bus. and

as we rode through the steep

and winding streets surrounded

by gripping Arab livelihood. I

could not help to notice my bus'

great role in the city.

Upon my arrival I saw a few

cars in the parking strip: how-

ever. I realized that most of the

citizens relied on the bus for

their main exit and entrance to

and from their homes. Due to

the great danger for jews posed

by the Arabs in Hebron, driving

out of the city in a standard car

highly unexercised. When
putting myself in the shoes of

the inhabitants of this imagi-

nary universe. I felt tremen-

dously helpless. The thought of

only accessing my home by

means of public transportation

seemed implausible. It was at

the awareness of this thought

that I realized how colossal a

role Egged plays in the lives of

IS

my very own roommate was

traveling just 20 minutes before

its explosion, I thought once

again about Egged s huge

courage by continuing to oper-

ate. The great liability the com-

pany encounters regularly alone

makes its continued existence

unbelievable. Additionally the

drivers exercise incredible brav-

ery simply by waking up each

day and going to work. Aside

from the unknown threat of ter-

rorism with which he/she must

be aware of, he/she is also con-

stantly subject to regular securi-

ty checks, suspicion and check

points. And of course, the pas-

sengers also bear the awful

understanding that they too

might not make it to their desti-

nation. Unfortunately, due to

I traveled to Hebron via bulletproof bus,

and as we rode through the steep and

winding streets surrounded by gripping

Arab livelihood, I could not help to notice

my tNis' great role in ttie city.

so many.

After this realization I began

to lake note of the bus' position

in other facets of Israeli society.

One inescapable aspect of

Israeli life is that of the haunt-

ing terrorism which pervades

everyone unpredictably at any

place in the sphere of the entire

general public. More frequently

than not however, this location

is on the bus to and from work,

the bus visiting one's relatives,

or even on the bus to university

as was the case just a few weeks

earlier. After a bomb exploded

on the very bus route I used to

get to my university, on which

the poor economic situation,

most don't even have the means

to travel in any other way It is

all the ntore tragic that their

only means of transport carries

such a lingering weight over

their shoulders.

For all of the aforementioned

reasons, I feel it is imperative to

recognize Egged as a knight in

shining armor in a land of terror

and fear Let us all rise up and

appreciate its existence and

operation. "Yashar Koach"

("May You Have Strength' in

Hebrew) Egged!

Lrah Vitate ii a CoUegian

cvlumnisl.

Dupre accusations frustrating

Dao

liuile

These editors have to make impor-

tant dcxisions about which stories

will be printed in the next day's

paper They must decide how
much space a story gets, whether

the story deserves a photo, and

what page each story gets printed

on The most important stories are

published on page one. but you

already know that.

We think that these papers arc

managed by professionals. Let's

see how great of a job these pro-

fessionals did on Friday's edition

of The Herald.

The stories on the paper's first

three pages included the follow-

ing: a half-page color photo of

Tom Brady at a golf tournament,

(keep in mind, the Patriots had

already won the Superbowl five

days earlier ) A story about a dog

being rescued by firefighters from

an icy river, which includc"d a huge

photo. And. another lackson-relat-

ed story. The headline: "lanet,

return my gift... Offended jeweler

demands earrings back from

lackson."

Even though the Mzoudi

acquittal is a key piece of the 9/1

1

story, the Globe and the Herald

chose to focus on the i.ssue of gay

marriage, football, and breasts.

Gay marriage is an important

story, but in the end it is not a

story that will truly change the

face of the world. For example,

Canada, as well as some other

countries, already have gay mar-

riage.

The Sept. 1 1 story has had the

entire world on edge for a year,

changed our political and econom-

ic climate, started a war on terror-

ism, and affected the lives of mil-

lions who died or knew someone

who died. Maybe these newspaper

execs' believe that people think a

half-page color photo of Tom
Brady waving to a crowd at Pebble

Beach is more important than

whether or not anyone is being

held accountable for the worst ter-

rorist attacks in American history.

Dan O'Brien is a Collegian

staff member.

a
This one hits just a little too

close to home.
As repons of a possible sex-

tMi scandal involving the bishop

of the Springfield Roman
Catholic Diocese surfaced last

week, any change of me being

able to ignore the abuse that

has plagued the Catholic

Church died.

Two years ago. when The

Boston Globe first reported on

the sexual abuses in the

Archdiocese of Boston and the

cover-ups that went with it. it was

easy to gel angry. I certainly did.

After growing up Catholic, includ-

ing singing in a choir, attending

Catholic school for nine years, and

serving mas.ses as an altar boy. I

was as insulted and shocked as

anyone else could have been ...

from afar.

All of that has changed now.

The resignation and accusation

of The Most Rev. Bishop Thomas

L. Dupre last week hit me on so

many levels. Not because I've been

abused, and not because I've ever

seen something like that happen to

someone else. Frankly I have very

few bad memories of growing up

in the Catholic Church.

This one hurts, though. It's

awkward, frustrating and confus-

ing, and if it's true, it's infuriating.

It's no longer Boston, or Pittsburgh or Portland.

Me. Dupre was my bishop — the same bishop

who grew up in my hometown of Chicopee,

attended the same Catholic school as I did two

generations before, and served as a priest in my
church during the early 1970s. He's also the

same bishop I shared an altar with as an altar

server when I was an innocent little 10-year-old.

The allegations haven't been easy on a lot of

the older and wiser people I grew up around,

either. To many of them. Bishop Dupre was one

of our own — a local hero of sorts. For many of

the lifelong parishioners in my church who
remember him as a priest there, he represented

not only the head of the Springfield Diocese, but

a feel-good success story: the tale of the local boy

who made it, despite notorious shyness, by living

right and keeping faith.

So yeah, you'll have to forgive me. The allega-

tions have been shocking for us back home in

Chicopee. and I'd say nuMt of the people who

grew up with Dupre don't believe a word of this

right now.

That doesn't mean it couldn't have happened,

though, and that's what's freaking so many peo-

ple out If the allegations are legit — which as

far as I am concerned, is still a big if — it means

that Dupre 's scandal will be the worst one of all.

Worse than John |. Geoghan, worse than Paul

Shanley. and yes. worse than Richard R

Lavigne. a convicted child molester and accused

killer. If the allegations are true, it's horrific —
it's as bad as if Cardinal Bernard

Law had not only potentially cov-

ered up the scandal in the

Archdiocese of Boston, but

molested children himself, as

well. No violation of trust would

be worse than having it proven

that an active bishop charged

with cleaning up the last sexual

scandal in the diocese was

involved in one of his own.

The amount of unanswered

questions aren't helping, either

Dupre stands accused molesting

two minors, and that's no small

charge. Since the charges have

been levied, though, he's been

tucked away from the press, the

district attorney and from the

diocese he led with no answer at

all for the charges No denial, no

rebuff — nothing.

The silence is deafening.

For now, though. I'm holding

out hope. I'm holding onto the notion that a ran-

dom accusation by an unnamed victim who has

chosen not to press any charges does not equate

to a smoking gun. Bishop Dupre isn't a molester

yet. and there's not enough yet for me to equate

him with one.

If it turns out to be true, though, the

Springfield Diocese has a gigantic mess to clean

up. This one could affect Catholics in the region

confidence-wise, faith-wise and trust-wise while

undermining the work of thousands of good cler-

ics in the region. Every time something like this

happens, priests (and now bishops) everywhere

take a hit. It's a vicious cycle that needs to be

broken, and the only way for that to happen is to

come clean and start over.

Here's hoping this mess gets sorted out. and

quick. The heritage of several generations could

ride on it.

Dan Lamothe is a Collegian columnist.

Dupre was my
bishop— ttie

same bishop wtio

grew up in my
hometown of

Chicopee, attended

ttie same Cattiolic

school as I did two

generations

before, and served

as a priest in my
church during the

early 1970*8.

Lile, iibertV, and the pursuit ol happiness Some random observations
' •' .... . ..,.. J .,_, „_.„....,•, L-„^ii„ _^^^^ On the table eerated athletic ulents and abili- sevenng that bond and forced

Massachusetts is entering a very exciting time in

our country's history. We are in a very unique position

with the spotlight on us for |ohn Kerry's success in the

polls and the upcoming Democratic National

Convention being held in Boston. We should
Adrienne Bossi

take this opportunity to spread our voices

across America. What a perfect time for the

Boston Supreme Coun to be faced with the monu-

mental decision about homosexual marriage rights.

Massachusetts has granted gays the right to civil

unkjns, like Vermont has. Yet, what is being pressured

in the Massachusetts Supreme |udk:ial Court is the

legalization of same sex marriages, not same sex civil

unions. Vermont style civil unions carry the saine ben-

efits of marriage minus the title. Rose Aae, a journal-

ist for CNN.com, describes the differences between

the two. "Civil unions grant couples most of the rights

of state civil marriages, except the

name, but provide none of the feder-

al benefits of marriage, such as

Social Security benefits." she says.

Opponents of gay marriage are

pushing for a constitutional amend-

ment defining marriage as a union

between a man and a woman. This

amendment won't be on balbts until

al least 2O0fo. Until then, it appears

that in May this year, same sex mar-

riage will be legal in Massachusetts.

There is no information available as

to what rational grounds govem-

ment officials, including

Massachusetts Slate Governor Mitt

Romney have against gay marriage.

This issue is groundbreaking on

many fronts. Yet. many wonder why

the topic of marriage has made it into the poiitkal

sphere in the first place. We do, after all. have a sepa-

ratwn of Church and State in this country Presklent

Bush calls marriage a "sacred institution" and vows to

do "what is legally necessary to defend the sanctity of

marriage." It's up to religkxi. not George W. Bush, to

sanctity anything.

When two people marry, they talk about k>ve and

God and holy matrimony. Yet. when two people

divorce it becomes clear that mamage is ultimately a

legal document of property and tax rights. Our gov

emnK-nt cannot decide who can panake in God's

bond of holy matrimony but it can deckle whether or

not all chizens shcxild have equal property and tax

rights under that bond It is not up to the American

government to decide upon the valklity ol a marnage

and assign rules to whom a person can ai>d cannot

love. Why do people marry anyways? Family

Companionship. Love. Are these things the govem-

ment ought to regulate?

The choice to marry or not. how to express

sexual intimacy and how to build a family

Those in favor of

the constitutional

amendment defin-

ing marriage as a

union between

men and women
are promoting a

society that pays

lip service to its

ideals.

are basic individual liberty's that our

Declaration of Independence is supposed to

protect (life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness).

Arbitrarily excluding gays from one of the most bask;

tenants of the American dream is a violation of these

basic human rights.

Again our country is faced with a controversial

civil rights questwn. Yet, how much controversy

should there be? Hasn't the case of civil rights histor-

ically been one of logic and reason versus impassioned

religious and racial prejudices? It has always been that

-all men are created equal". Yet, our society systemat-

ically deals with equality within each

group that has been discriminated

when the conclusion is always the

saine.

All men are created equal and

ought to be treated that way So what

is different this time? Another minor

ity group is striking many Americans

as making the same outlandish claim

that they deserve the same comforts

of life as the majority And why

shoukln't we listen? Why shoukln't

homosexuals have the right to mar-

riage? They are people. They are

friCTds and relatives. They are some-

one's brother, someone's aunt, some

one's child, lust as all other minority

groups that have struggled and still

struggle are.

Those in favor of the constitutkmal amendment

defining marriage as a unkxi between men and

women are promoting a society that pays lip servke to

\js kleals. If gays who want legal marnage benefits

marry a member of the opposite sex that they do not

k)ve. isn't that itself a threat to the 'sanctity of mar-

Passing a bill that alk)ws same sex cnal unions, but

falls short of marriage, "makes for unconstitutkxial.

inferior, and discriminatory status for same-sex cou-

ples" saki the four Massachusetts supreme coun jus-

tices who rukxl in favor of gay marriage Feb. 4.

Hopefully our kjgislators are going to set their preju-

dices and religkxis beliefs askle and sund by the

mountains of pretedeiwe that show that separate

nghts are hardly, if ever, equal

Adrienne Bossi is a CoUeguin ix>lumntst.
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WeVe got a bigger problem

On the table

next to my desk

is a lO-gallon

fish tank that

has no fish in it

but is filled

with water any-

way The water

has become
murky with

dust and I think

there are small

bacteria colonies fomiing on the

water's surface. While I stare into

this mini abyss I can only ask why

we have a full fish tank with no

fish. Along with this thought, I

began to wonder about life, like all

great young minds, and started

making observations and asking

questions that I feel I need to

voice.

What ever happened to that

show on VHl. "Pop-up video?"

That was a great show. It gave us

the chance to see the vkleos we

loved to watch, with little factoids

that would give us the inside

scoop and make as feel like part of

the action. Why would anyone

take something so great off the air,

I don't know about anyone else,

but a part of me dkd the day that

show was canceled.

Another thing I find cxid are

the headphones for cell phones.

Yes. they are a marvel of modem
technokigy, but let's be honest,

they make people look they are

talking to themselves. I watched a

giH walking by the library yelling

into thin air until I noticed the

cord dangling from her ear

Another time I had a live-minute

conversation with a kid who had

the cord hidden under his shirt

aiKi long hair over the earpiece.

He was looking straighi at me
talking to whomever whik I was

sharing their conversatk)n. It was-

n't until he pulled his cell phone

out thai I realized my error, all the

whik I thought that I was making

a new frietvl.

How come on all those sports

video games, I have greater, exag

gerated athletic ulents and abili-

ties, but in real life, there is no way

I'd be able to accomplish these

things? For example, I can't sur-

vive a 300-foot drop on a snow-

board and land on my head. What

we need is either more realistic

sports video games, or actual

sports that are less realistic.

Why do people commit so

much of their time to drinking? I

know this sounds like a dumb
question, but compared to the

amount of false promises we

make, it's ridiculous at what

lengths we will go to hit the bottle.

When Friday arrives we

become alcohol tacticians. We
plan who's getting the beer, from

what store, at what time, and how

we're going to sneak it into the

dorms. We successfully ciwrdinate

a round robin so each room repre-

severing that bond aini forced to

let all your bottled emotions fly al

2 a.m., dnmk at a party

The "foot-in-the-mouth" emoti-

con on IM looks like someone

throwing up.

Guys have a complex system of

dibs. If a giH is your first dibs, like

a girlfriend or big crush, than

none of your frieiuis can touch

her If she's your second dibs, then

it'd be nice for your friends to lay

off, but it's accepiabk if they

don't. Beyond that, it's anyone's

ball game. Giris have a simpler

system - backsiabbing each other

and then telling everyone that the

guy is a prick for hooking up with

both of you.

Why is "Moulin Rouge" con-

sidered such a great and romantic

movie? The man gets with a

hooker who later dies of tubereu-

I began to wonder about life, like all

great young minds, and started mal(ing

observations and asking questions that I

feel I need to voice

There is a cri

sis in America.

The very fabric

of our exis

letKe is being

c hallenged
from within

our hearts and

minds. There is

something
creeping into

our prime-lime

tetevi&ion viewing, our newspa-

pers and our homes. This thing is

threatening our children and even

our national security They've

been in the lusiice l>fpartment

for years and have only recently

been dealt with. ChiWren around

the world, six months and

younger, are looking at it right

now.

Gentle reader. I'm talking

about breasts

I'm not just talking about

harmless, covered, shapeless

breasts: I'm talking about naked,

protruding sexy breasts—appar-

ently the number one threat to

our Amencan society today What

has led me to this startling conclu-

sion? I had to look back, way

back, at least to the year 2000.

First, there was the mother

arrested for breast-feeding while

driving. Although the woman
look unnecessary risks with her

child's safety by driving with the

infant in her arms, the real threat

was reckless exposure of bare

breast. What if somebody saw her

nipples? I hope that woman's

doing some hard time in a cold

cell where she can reflect upon

her carelessness.

Then Icnnifer Lopez wore a

revealing green designer dress to

the Grammys. Although no nipple

was exposed. Ms. Lopez came

dangerously close to destroying

the fundamental notion of democ-

racy as she traded witty banter

with P-Diddy

Skip ahead a few years and one

can almost predict the hysteria

that shook our most wholesome

and American of events, the

SupcM Bowl, land lackson's fully

exposed breast and partially bare

nipple is still haunting us on tele-

vision, in the newspapers and in

our minds, but the true tragedy is

our children!

How vrill America's young chil-

dren ever overcome the trauma ol

seeing Ms. lackson's silver orna-

mented areola? They won't! They

can't! My teenage cousin is still in

a stale of shock: he watches the

exposure over and over on his

VCR and does nothing but search

for breasts all day on the Internet

His gmdte are fine and social life

is ufuffected. but he kxjks at bare

breasts: hell never be the same.

I must applaud the major net-

works and most newspapers for

doing a terrific job warning us of

this threat. The Tuesday after

"Nipplegate." when Arizona.

Delaware. Oklahoma and South

Carolina held their crucial

Democratic primaries, exit polls

and interviews with pundits were

overshadowed by lanet lackson's

breast. I couldn't find a kad story

about the elections anywhere.

Thank goodness! If it weren't for

We must remain vigilant

Beyonce danced, or rather

bounced, alluringly during the

NBA half-time show wearing a

low<ui dress that clearly exptwed

the side portions of the singer's

bust, according to the Associated

Press. The .^me^can people must

not allow breasts to slide in

through the side door; you're

either with us or you're with the

breasts

There are other so-called news

(tones floahng around that might

distract attentive viewer? from

the real problem IXin't get side

tracked by the liberal media bias

of networks such as CBS: the real

weapons of mass destruction are

beneath women's clothing, not in

Saddam's arsenal. News coverage

of the upcoming national ekxtion.

the war on terrorism and other

such nonsense is only a footnote

to the subversive threat bare

breasts pose to each of us,

whether man. woman or child.

As easy as it may be to wait

passively as nipples invade our

Dont get sidetracked by the liberal media

bias of networks such as CBS; the real

weapons of mass destruction are beneath

women's clothing, not in Saddam's arsenal.

CNN's vigilant nipple coverage I

wouldn't have ever known I was

faced with such a threat: it is com-

forting that at least somebody was

covering lackson's nipple.

Thankfully things have started

to change. "ER" pulled an episode

that featured an exposed bosom,

lohn Ashcrofi spent thousands of

dollars on blue curtains to cover

up a nude female statue in the

justice Department. Mothers

everywhere are realizing the ben-

efits of breastfeeding, increased

immunity to disease, an eariy

sense of emotional stability

decreased risk of S.I.D.S.. or

Sudden Infant Death Syndrome,

take a distant back seal to the

danger of N.E. Nipple Exposure.

LEHER TO THE EDITOR
NUCLEAR WEAPONS

IN ISREAL
In response to Yousef Munayyer's editorial titled

"Hearing the whistle blow before the smoke t)egins to

rise:"

In the simplest of terms, the words democracy,

responsibility, and self-defense, must take precedent

before the evolution of any discussion involving Israeli

nuclear weapons. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld

said It best, responding to a question Saturday about

Israel and nuclear weapons: "Israel is a small state with

a small population. It's a democracy and it exists in a

neighborhood where many — over a period of time —
have opined from time to time that they'd prefer It not

be there and they'd like it to be put In the sea And Israel

has opined that it would prefer not to get put In the sea,

and as a result, over a period of decades, it has

arranged itself so it hasn't been put in the sea." (U.S.

Defense Department).

Denise Benvenista

UMass student

I

SUBMIT A LEHER OR OPINION

meditorialOrtallycollegian.com
413-545-3 Lettws to ttw Editor

11 3 Campus Center

Amherst. MA 01003

senis a different country and

researeh which alcoholic drink

goes with what nationality. I hate

to sound like mv mother, but if we

spent as much time in being pro

ductive as we do in planning our

weekends, we'd probably be hall

way to ruling the planet with real

estate on Neptune bv now
People have started investing

too much time in Instant

Messenger, and not enough time

actually talking to pc-ople It's got

ten so bad that people have begun

to do all their serious and emo-

twnal talking over IM instead ol

physkallv talking lo the person

Beskles being extremely annoying,

peopk arc starting to lose innate

social skills when it comes to con-

frontatk>ns If someone makes you

angry, vou need to conlront them

so an emotional exchange can

occur Over a computer, you are

losis. What the movie doesn't

show you is now Ewan
McGregor's character contracted

tuberculosis from her too. I guess

the movie's message is "no glove,

no love."

After entering your scnkx year

you realize two truths. One: you

wrill be more clean shaven during

your freshman year than you will

be al any other tiiiK- in your life.

Even if vou shaved live minutes

earlier your face will never be that

pristine and sheer ever again. Two:

you will hear about your friends'

colkfge expenenceN and wonder

why you never traveled abroad,

got an internship, joitwd the

marching band, or

that would make
resume impressive.*

what the fifth vear is for.

Ben Feder is a Collegiiin cvlum-

msl

other thmgs

your bkak
Relax, that's

Ghost of the Providence hathhouse

lUias

W»>|lltOD

television screens, magazines and

even our bedrooms, we have a

duty as citizens of the United

States of America to curtail this

insidious threat no matter what its

cost.

Ladies, we're at the forefront of

this problem. Remember, breast

exposure occurs most frequently

within our own homes. It is pri-

marily our responsibility to safe-

guard this fine nation against the

ticking time bombs under our

shirts Women of all ages make

the first line of defense against

bare chests. We will only be free

of this threat when we can contain

it.

Rachel Smith is a Collegian

columnist.

My friend. Xavier. had gotten

a new job. which was a big deal

during the summer of economic

downturn that President Bush

had ushered in with Operation:

Oops. There Are No \\eapons

in Iraq and Hundreds of

Soldiers Died for Nothing.

Xavier was laid off from his

job at General Electrics

Panametrics. which really

pissed him off because he had a

lot ol self image lied up in ihe fact that GE paid

for him to have business cards with his name on

them. Men are strange We sat down al Uno's and

waited with bated breath for him to divulge his

secret job.

"Male Escort!" I squealed, angering the old

people at the next table who I glared at while

holding my knife in my lap in the ready' post

lion.

"Not exactly" Xavier replied,

"janitor!" Alex yelped in betwc-en sips on her

cocktail.

Well, not really, but kind of." Xavier said.

"Escort janitor! Your name could be Big Mop

Handle!" I cut in eagerly

"OK. receptionist" Todd offered. Todd is the

sensible one
"Well, you could say that too." Xavier said,

shrugging, still not giving up the goods.

"Oh my God! You're a Male Escort who

cleans up the apartments of your clients' and

sometimes files and answers phones before dur-

ing and after sex!" I yelled and smiled a teeihy

grin at the aforementioned AARP sitting to my

left.

"Thomas, shut up. I work at a bathhouse,

ok?" Xavier said and then looked down.

Then we all slopped talking for a long lime.

"Well, what do you do?" Alex asked, trying lo

draw him out.

"I answer the phone, hand out towels, clean

Ihe rooms, and make sure that the guys_ don't

beat each other up or break the furniture."

"So I was right, a sexually provocative janitor

who can transfer a call with the greatest of ease."

I quipped and then cowered waiting for a big slap

from Xavier.

"You're insane." Xavier said, laughing

The mood had lightened, but il was true.

Xavier was working in a bathhouse in

Providence. A bathhouse is a "gentleman's club:"

it's basically a gym with showers, a sauna, and

rooms with beds in them for clients to "sit and

talk". Men go to these places to have sex. They

were quite popular in the 1480s until the AIDS

virus swept through the bathhouse comnumitv

and the peripheral gay male community quickly

when a regular client had contracted the virus.

San Francisco, the most popular bathhouse com-

munity (second only to New York City) shut

down its bathhouses to stop the spread of AIDS.

Other cities followed suit. Some bathhouses

turned into clubs like the one my friend Xavier

works at.

"You're all coming to visit me." Xavier said

lernlv as he looked at me.

"Fine, I'll come for 15 minutes, but keep

those scary men away from me. Big Mop Handle.

I'm only doing this because 1 might get a column

out of it."

Friday night came and 1 was hanging with the

homos, or in proper English, going to a gay bar.

The guitarist of my band called me. 1 told him I

was going to a bar. but before the bar 1 was going

to stop by a friend's work. He didn't know what

a bathhouse was so I told him.

"You're a dirty whore." Billy said and hung

up.

"NO!" 1 screamed and called him back. He

didn't answer. I knew lor sure he was laughing

his head off so 1 left a message. "Billy, when I sec

you tomorrow I'm going to shank you. 1 don't

want to go lo the bathhouse. 1 have lo. my ill-

conceived friend. Xavier. got a job there and I'm

trying to be supportive, so I'll say hi to your step-

dad when I see him there tonight " And then I

swore and said some offensive things about sex-

ual relations with his brother.

The gay bar I was going lo was 15 minutes

from Xavier's bathhouse, so I walked over.

Xavier. who looked tired, greeted me: it was mid-

night. The place looked like a very well furnished

YMCA If it weren't for the moaning of gav porn

on the television in the common room and the

hallways of rooms where men were undoubtedly

having sex. one would think it was a YMCA

—

sans ropes course. Xavier told me that ii was a

busy night: the place was supposedly full, except

there was no one in sight.

I sat down on one of the couches while Xavier

did some office work. I read magazines with the

background moaning of the very newest Jeff

Stryker feature. Suddenly, in the hallways, the

heads of men in towels peered out. I was being

watched, basically because I am young (and hot)

and the only one besides Xavier who is wearing

clothes. A half dozen men in towels crept up

from the hallways to catch a glimpse ot me They

were like zombies from the "Thriller" video

Xavier. who is considerably big and tough,

stuck his large head out from the office as though

he knew what was happening. The zombies dis-

appeared 1 was startled, however, bv the sight of

something I didn't expect to see them wearing:

Wedding rings. I watched as some men checked

in and checked out of the club catching a glimpse

of their wallets and seeing pictures of young boys

and girls whom they resembled and I realized

that this place was not just a "gay place"

After some investigation and prodding for

details. I knew this: men from all over New

England came to this club, business men. married

men. gav men. men in the army, men who have

children They checked in for a few hours, did

their business and then left until the next week.

The club even had a lunchtime "businessman spe-

cial". Then I ihoughi about making fun of Billy

saying that I would see his stepfather there I

surelv didn't see Billy's father there, but I saw-

some other kids' fathers and some wives' hus-

bands and some other mothers' sons there. It was

depressing.

I ihoughl about these men's families and then

1 thought about the past, wondering if perhaps

these men resembled men who had come before

ihem. men who had tragically contracted the

AIDS virus. 1 thought about the prospect of

these ghosts roaming around the place, ghosts of

gay men who had wives and children who had to

go to a bathhouse to be who they irulv are. mak-

ing big mistakes by not asking about their part-

ners sex life and contracting terrible diseases. I

was saddened by the prospect of kids in the

m80's burying their dads who had died from a

mystery illness, wives not knowing how their

loving husbands had gotten such a thing as

AIDS
I looked at these men as thev checked in and

out. wondering, "did vou wear protection, did

you ask him if he's been tested, did you divulge

your health status, were you honest with him..."

— all things that I share and ask of my

boyfriends before we become sexually active

(safelv 100 percent of the time) in our relation-

ship i realize that 1 am different from these men.

but the issue remains the same, we all have a

responsibililv to one another, male and female,

gav and straight. We must disclose our health,

we must wear proleciicm. we must get tested.

As I walked out of the bathhouse in

Providence. I turned around and saw more men

entering, men that looked like your father and

mine. I realized thai these men are ghosts— liv-

ing, for now, that they are the ghosts of a disease

in the past. They are the premonitions of our

future when we do not take responsibility for our

health.

Thomas Saughlon is a Collegian columnist.
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or Dirty Bastard is

yetting 'ol" and tired

By Evan Odlufhiep

NORTHAMPTON - I left the Ol" Dim Bastard con-

cert Thursday night in a daze, walking out of Pearl Street

into the freezing cold, huddled together with a mass of

disenfranthiM-HJ fans OnU after I managed to shamble

m> way to the car. turn on the heat and sit for a few sec-

onds did the commiseration begin. Did I really just see

that' Did that concert really happen'

And how the hell were there no boos?

or Dirty Bastard perlonned in Northampton

Thursday to a small but loyal group genemusly num-

bered at nearly Wt>-strong. \Vhy loyal.' They were loyal

because each person was willing to shell out the $25 to

sec the once (and assumedly future) king o< shock-com-

edv rap. Each person was willing to stand and support

the opening iKtf. a solid but bland sok)

MC and Rhythm Ruckus, an extra

large duo hailing Ironi the I im- tV>lkge

area. And each person \*a> ^Mlling to

sund - aixl wait - and wait, over an

hour by my count, as O.D.B. took his

time prepiaring for hi^ entraiKe.

But this skasnt enough O D.B.'s

longtime partix-rsin-vrinw. Brooklyn

Zoo featuring the enormous Budda

Monk, hrst cairie on stage to warm the crowd up. Keep

in mind: it was neariy WW p m The concert rtMted

throe hours earlier.

Finally' Finally. O.D.B. stepped on stage. Or rather

sidled in behind his four-man pc»sse. suddenly appearing

out of the darkness in front of the D| bimih The crowd

cheered, the anikipation was at a head

And I have to give them credit For two >ongs. he had

the crowd He began well with "The Stomp" and then

cut straight to his lir« hit. "Shimmy Shimmy Ya." We
cheensJ: we sang akxig. people darwed

It cuuki have been great.

And then suddenly. O D B regressed, retegating him-

self to the background, giving full fa-edom lor his less-

than-etxlearing sidekicks to take over the show Rarely

did he return to the front of the stage At limes, he let ht*

backing track do the lead vocaLs and he wouM simply

chane in vnth the Brooklyn Zoo. as though Ol Diny was

backing, well. CM' Diny.

Pnhap* the nxjst infamous moment came during a

new track called "Chikl Support." in whk.h Budda Monk

shouted about how terribW it is when you have to pro-

vide for a chiU that you ve fathered This song was fol-

bwcd b) the kme female counterpart of Brooklyn Zoo.

bearir^ it all for the crowd.

The horrur .. the horror Strangely enough. O.D.B

cut the song shon Was it an act of benevolence, sparing

the crowti. partKularly the wonKn. any further shanw

and degradation'

I wish It became fairly obnous that O D.B wanted

nothing less than to be on stage performing at Pearl

Street, let akjnc performing in general, espixially when

he unceremoniously finished another unidentifiable song

aiKJ decided to call it quits.

So why dkl no one boo^* There simply wasn't enough

time. He decided to end the conccn at midnight He

began at 1 1 10 p.m. That is nearly a dollar a minute, by

my count. A hefty price to pay to sec a once-great artist

inWhat appears to be the tail end of a fading career.
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Veteran rapper CM' Oirtv Bastard i^ve a half-hearted

performance la.st week at the Pe-arl Street Nightclub.

^^lM»d

VKd
W The

Ihf show at the MiiWni ««rlad with a

\ .It • nontafc ot the quiBiet and the Intn)

fl-K II that flathad oil the serein rt

il -• 1 ,1 1i r'lv evcrywhen-
i • ihey arc play

AMHLRST!'^ to which the crowd ct .;

kni.ilv The stage remained dark unu Hu
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Suicide Girls fail to impress with punk burlesque show
By Johnny lX)NALi>st)N

(^)ii,E<iiAN Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Art met

exploitation at the Pearl Street

Nightclub last Tuesday night as the

Suicide Girls Burlesque Tour rolled into

the Pioneer Valley to titillate the Hot

Topic clad masses.

The Suicide Girls website

began when pierced and tat

tooed entrepreneurs opted to

start an online softcore adult

site catering to the underserved

Goth, punk, indie and emo
crowds. The site became an

underground success, eventual-

ly spawning a touring show

modeled after the old bur-

lesque showf of yore - a tour

that dedicated fans of the site

(who know models by name)

helped sell out as it crossed the

country, playing to hipster

audiences.

Never knowing much about the

actual site itself - beyond what I've

heard in various magazine and newspa-

per articles - and not being fond of

adult websites myself. I went in know-

ing only vaguely what I was wading

into. The novelty of a modem-day bur-

lesque show, one that springs from the

defiantly non-mainstream world of

punk rock, was an intriguing offer and

one worth checking out in a life too

short to miss out on such silly concepts.

For those who don't know, a bur-

The Suicide

Girls,

Bloom, arxi

The Prowl

•The

Suicide

Girls Tour'

Pearl Sueei

1 Rorttiampton

feU. IB

lesque show is a bawdy, .sexed-up dance

review show that had its heyday in the

late 1800s and early 1900s. GcKify and

silly, burlesques were broad, vaudevil-

lian adult entertainments that predated

the stripping craze ol the late 20th

Century, but skirted around questions

of exploitation bv presenting the

dance as an art fomi.

The Suicide Girls Burlesque

Tour was neither art nor

exploitation, but more of a

novel gimmick. You could add

pointless to that description

too. In it's own way. the whole

packaged show was entertain-

ing enough, but it seemed

detached and far too hip for it's

own good, which may explain

why the audience was primari-

ly made of indie- scenesters

dressed up in mod fashions.

The disparate, oddball

groups of "outsiders" and

"fringe-dwellers" (becoming

increasingly less fringe thanks to the

corporate co-opting of modem punk)

quicklv shuffled in after the doors

opened. There were the beefy guys in

liberty spikes and Mohawks, black clad

giHs stuffed into tight-lilting Victorian

corsets and guys who dressed cither in

pin stripe suits or who tried, mightily, to

resemble members uf the Beatles. It was

an eclectic mix even lor a show dedicat-

ed to society's "misfits."

The burlesque was packaged with

two opening musical acts, making this

partially a rock concert. Kicking things

off was westem Massachusetts's hard-

core punk rockers The Prowl, who's

toothy: spitfire sound resembled the

breakneck assaults of recent acts like

The Bronx and The Casualties. The

band's ear-splitting assaults were prime

examples of cmsiy punk at its most

mundane and generic. The lunkheaded

moshers beating each other at the front

of the stage no doubt could have hardly

cared that this kind of stuff has been

done before, and done better, with far

more ingenuity than the lead singer's

bland "('*' you!" attitude. Except for

the singer, the band lacked presence,

rooting themselves in place for the

entire set (and they call themselves

punks.) But even the singer's antic flail-

ings felt too choreographed to seem

genuine. The Prowl struck me as less of

a traditionalist punk band then a group

of boys play-acting the role of punk

rockers.

As the moshing meatheads disband-

ed at the end of the set, the hipsters fell

in line at the front of the stage in order

to catch Bloom, the Floridian rock band

that has been with the Suicide GiHs

tour throughout the girls' jaunt. I vastly

preferred Bloom's contribution to

music over the tired sneering of the

vastly routine boys of the Prowl. "Yet

anoiiicr retro-garage sounding band,

the trio played a satisfying - if not total-

ly groundbreaking - blend of sweet

Britpop. swaggering rock 'n'roll and

blistering punk-infused power-pop.

(Thankfully the band avoids the Velvet

Underground-influenced drone that

seems to pop up on every post-Strokes

garage rockers albums.) Like the Prowl,

the lyrics often got blurred in the rush

of singer Devin Moore's voice and the

pounding crunch of the music. (The

band's fine new CD, "O Sinner," will

help clear up that problem for new

fans.) On a night short on rock'n'roll

moments, it became a highlight when a

guitar string snapped right off - and the

band kept playing. It was far cooler of a

sight than anything done by the frantic

posturing of the Prowl. Moore "dedicat-

ed" a song to his not-beloved ex-girl-

friend, and while the always-detached

scenester crowd more or less acted

indifferent (as they always tend to do.

lest it break their "hipster" fai^ade). the

group's melodic garage-pop won over a

new fan.

As for the main event itself... well,

let's just say that it wasn't exactly the

big occasion that was expected.

Certainly, it wasn't sexy: it was far too

ironic for that. The Giris' tongue-in-

cheek employ of a musty old art form

was thick with a smug, detached hip-

ness. so much so that titillation was

gone out the door in favor of winking at

the audience. (I can imagine the board

meeting now, with the pierced princess-

es of the site giggling as they imagined

how cool they were to update the bur-

lesque show.)

If the sentiment behind the idea was

transparently artificial, it wasn't for lack

of the Girls trying to perlomi a rousing

show. They did everything in the book

to provoke attention, from same-sex

kisses to cat-fighting to spraying the

audience with beer, whipped cream and

chocolate (very rock n' roll.) And some

of the hooting masses - an equal num-

ber of men and women, believe it or not

- ate it up with a spoon. I felt more con-

cerned about being crushed by the con-

stricting crowd, which is not exactly the

kind of thought one would be expected

to have when a team of attractive

women are stripping down on stage.

And. from some of the grumbling com-

plaints I heard afterward, the audiences

were more concerned about the spat-

tered chocolate than the show at hand.

Is the show itself as exploitative as

pom or stripping? I don't know. The

website is controlled and run by the

girls. If it is exploitation, it's self-

exploitation, and that brings the polit-

ical issue to a whole new level. I'll

dance around the larger issue that the

show presents for now - that is. the

shameless selling of sex as a product -

in order to provide a view of what is

in the end an entertainment and an

expression of art (which stripping and

porn never were.) And that is a view

of a show that never escapes it's ghet-

to of being a novelty act. I applaud the

GiHs foi introducing a promising new
band (and boo them for including a

very, very bad one) but I can't con-

gratulate them for their "vision." I

guess I'm not hip enough to get it.

Band shuts down expectations

Total ShuWown debut explodes but doesn't pop

DamagePlan just misses

the mark with initial effort

By TlMUl HY GABKlELt
CxjLLEt.iAN Staff

There are two possibilities I can fathom for

the creation of the first full length album - and by

full length I mean 2b minutes - by San

Francisco's Total Shutdown, a band that has

received the blessing ol Miguel

Depedro's Tigerbeatb label and glowing

praise from Northampton's own Sonic

Youth. Either the album was carefully

constructed with hours of studio time to

finely tune so that it sounds like it was

cluttered together to sound as messy as

they wanted it to be. or the album was

sincerely assembled in little more than

that 25-minute playing length as part of
'

an almost impromptu jam session. Even if one

were to believe the fomier, that does not make a

good album.

This cluster bomb of an album gurgles, jitters,

shrieks like a banshee, and hurls about like it was

trapped inside of a straight jacket. None of the 14

traclis. four of which arc untitled, one of which is

a minute of Cage-ian silence, are radio friendly, or

listener friendly for

that matter. One can

imagine the spills and

thrills of seeing such an

exuberant and deca

dently ungraceful band

perlomi this maienal

live. Even a casual lis-

tener would probably

note that mucli of that

live energy has been

lost in the translation

to disc, though the

scattershot percussion

brass, keyboards, ani!

yelping are still some

what magnaniiiiousK

reproduced. The hy>

terical aura of ihi

album expunges all fonnalisi ties to structured

music, subsequently wiping away classihcations

with its closest kin: gnndcore. The Deerhoof via

Sun Ra versus Hugh l.e Caine aesthetic can be a

gorgeously cacophonous one when executc*d

properly and Total Shutdown often does do jus-

tice to the anarchy.

There's a problem though A band already

pulled this shtick off over 10 years ago. This

would hardly be a sin if it were simply some

obscure relic of a time not ready for their

deranged musical chokings and regurgitations,

but The Boredoms have hardly Kvn a kK)inoic in

the history of musk The Japanese noisemakers

not only revolutionized hardcore. They becanw

ubiquitous in the Amcncan experimental under-

ground. They toured f.ollapaliKi/a. lor Christ's

sake.

The fact that The Boredoms did it first is cer-

tainly not an excuse to discontinue their hyper

bolic style of detuned composition, especially

using

Total

Shutdown

Shutdown'

riiiriiiilf

few albums were filled with mellower, electronic-

based noises However, some of the multivocal

isi unintelligible low end slurs are so curiously

similar to the death chants of "Yamatsuka Eye"

that one wonders if Total Shutdown were chan-

neling the mysteriously absent singer or perhaps

stolen Boredoms sessions tapes. The

eponymous album even ends with an

ambient piece played with reversed

synth lines, recalling latter day

Boredoms obsession with Kraut rock

Apart from being the sonic equivalent

of a Broadway musical about the life and

times of The Boredoms, Total

Shutdown's album is an earful. If there

once were lyrics, they were not meant to

be heard. The liner notes do not include

them and tme to the traditions of grind, the

vocalist need not articulate. Unlike many of their

noisier contemporaries. Total Shutdown does not

enlist the help of feedback, or many studio effects

for that matter, to assemble their dissonant sym

phonies. Although guitars are made to sound dis-

gustingly sludgy and moans pushed ominously

into the distance on tracks like "Pond." the sound

is pretty straightfor

wardly pursued.

Though the aggres-

bi\c stufi can gel

tedious (though not tor-

•irous). Total

lutdown wisely

swings moods by insert-

ing brief interludes of

surprisingly delicate

and minimalist key-

boards between the

intense tracks. "Ka Ka

Kd." "Golden Nail,"

and the untitled final

track all counterbalance

the preceding excur-

sions of violence by har-

nessing very simple.

>kjw mekxlies that provide the Sang to an album

of \\n that grabs and shakes the listener at every

available opportunity

The Tigerbeatb rosici ihai lutal Shutdown

has joined the ranks of drew international

acclaim for their d».>-it-yourself ethos, mostly in

the San I raiKisco laptop techno scetw The

resulting output proved that kids nestled inside

their computers could make music just as daring

and innovative as the bigwig D|s with their herni-

ating heaps ul equipment. Total Shutdown cer-

tainly fall into the Dh rnokl. but their output

seems like ii could have equally landed within

short-run kxal distribution if Tigerbeatb did not

have the good graces to pick them up Singling

this band out on their roster spotlights Total

Shutdown as the hallmark of their scene, a task

ihey may not be fit to hll just yet Though Total

Shutdown's dehut album is a wiW. orgiastic,

bipolar ride, its a familiar one that is missing the

sk^bber and wami breath of hve lunatics getting

By Dave Fonseca
I 111 in. IAN l.'imRkSIKJNlltNT

Pantera is over. And.

although it pains me to say

these words, the drama sur-

rounding the "Cowboys From

Hell" was getting to be a bit tir-

ing. Phil Anselmo is now free to

devote his full attention to his

numerous mediocre side proj-

ects, and guitarist Dimebag
Darrell and his brother and

drummer Vinne Paul

can unleash their new

band "Damage-Plan'

upon the world. Their

debut "New Found

Power" has recently hit

stores.

Let's begin with the

positives. Darrell does a

stellar job on this album

and shows flashes of what made
him. well .. Dimebag Darrell

However, the skill displayed on

this album is hardly reminiscent

ol the blistering riffs and mind-

boggling harmonics-filled solos

of days gone by And while there

are still some moments ol bla-

tant shred on this album, the

approach is generalls far more

understated.

An example ol ihi.s can be

found on the albums lead single

"Breathing New life." A simple,

yet effective chromatic rill car

ries the majority of the song It

takes one a little while, but sure

enough it will get the head mov-

ing after a few listens Another

suindoui track is. "Pride
"

Again, an extremely simple rill

that would not be surprising to

find on a Disturbed album, car

nes the song However ihis pc

ticular song is elevated far

above the heights that even the

greatest nu-metal song could

ever reach simply due to the

passion and chemistry with

which Darrell and his brother

Paul play The monstrous solo

doesn't hurt either. Darrell once

again proves that while slowing

it down from time to time never

hurt anyone, when it comes

time to shred you've got to give

the people what they want.

Another plus for this

disc lies in the practi-

cally perfect mix it

received. Every instru-

ment is crystal clear

and is given its own
amount of personal

space on the album.

Also, Darrell's guitar

tone is about as thick

as a jar of Extra-Chunky Peanut

Butter. Coming through the

sound system of a vehicle the

sound is simply crushing

It would appear that "New

Found Power" is the next "Far

Beyond Driven." Well, any of

you that have stuck around this

along will be rewarded lor your

diligence because this album is

definitely not for everyone. To

begin with, while Darrell's

understated guitar approach

may be admirable on a few

songs, it is somewhat unfulfill-

ing at limes though It is kind of

like ordering a pizza and getting

a plate of wings instead Don't

get me wrong, wings rock, but

what I wanted was pizza. When
you purchase an album with the

name Darrell attached to it

there are certain expectations

v-M want filled, and those

expectations are not exactly met

on this album.

Darrell does show flashes of

brilliance, however they may

come to few and far between for

some fans. Examples of this can

be found in tracks like

"Explode" and 'Blunt Force

Trauma." They are forgettable

at best. Secondly, and probably

most damaging to the

DamagePlan is the vocal per-

formance of Patrick Lachman.

While tolerable at times.

Lachman 's vocals just don't jibe

well with the rest of the band.

There's nothing particularly

wrong with Lachman's vocal

cords his delivery simply lacks

passion And passion is the key

to vocals in metal.

One cannot begin to ques

lion Lachman's dedication, but

suffice to say his vocal per-

formance conveys zero emo-

tion. As a result this album

fails in many of the areas that

Pantera was so successful

Though that era of their career

is clearly over, this album

would have been greatly

improved by an appearance

from Phil Anselmo on vocals.

For many extreme metal

fans, this album will simply not

suffice, yet it is in many ways

too aggressive for the average

purveyor of the mainstream.

However, for those who inhabit

some place in the middle, or if

you have an affinity for the

occasional life-affirming guitar-

solo, this album may be just the

thing. As for myself, lets just

say I'm not throwing away my
copy of "The Great Southern

Treiwlkiir any time soon

aince the hand ha»ieiiipoi»ra»B|*l and their last all sorts o( weiid m from of you
Frxw left: B.* ZilU. Vinnie Paul, Patrick Lichinan, DimcbNi Darrell are all veteran rocker* who have

pulled their ial*nts ioK«-thcr with IVamagrPlan.
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LA. hires DePodesta #30 Al Skinner
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By John Nadel
AswiATU* Priss

LOS ANGELES - New
Dodgers owner Frank McCourt

sen led 1.T1 a general manager - and

just in liiiw for the start of spring

training

McCVmrt's tirst move since the

ck»e trf his $4K) million purvh««e

of the lXxlger> from News CxKp.

was the hiring ot Paul IVPodesta.

cxxisidea-d one of ha-sehaH's top

young executives, on Monday.

Pitchers and catchers report

todav lu the IXxlger*' spring train-

ir^ site in \ero Beach, Fla.

"My ntission is to be on a relent-

less quest for baseball knowledge."

DePodesta said at a news confer-

ence. "I know that v^ill kmi us in a

positive direction. What I'm com-

mitted lo is hnding a way to win.

I've been given a ntandate by Frank

and also the resoutvo to be as

aggressive as we possibly can."

At 31, DePodesta Ls the third-

,. ungcst person to be hired as a

big-lo^ue general manager "nieo

Epstein was hinxl by the Boston

Red Sox at age 28 in 2002, and

Randy Smith was 2M when the San

Diego Padres hired him in l»W3.

DePodesta, an assistant to

Oakland CM Billy Beane since

l»W8, succeeds Dan Evans, who
had one year remaining on a three-

year contract.

"We needed to make a change,

we needed a fresh start,' said

McCourt, a Boston real estate

devebper "In the end, I found this

to be a clear chok;e if not an easy

one. IXinng the searvh, there was

one person that stood out.

"A lot of capable peopk had a

hi^ level d interest in this job.

Money was no factor at all. We
wanted to find the best possibte per-

son. We found that ntan in Paul."

DePodesta graduated cum laude

from Harvard in I^5 with a degree

in evonomics He played basehaU

and football for the Crimacn.

"I don't have all the toiswers, I

know that." said DePude^a. who
signed a fivw-year contract. "I don't

think ihat there's any one way of

doing things. When we were in

Oakland, mv dkl what we feit v^e

had to do to v^. I think probably

my best attribute is being able to

have an open mind."

Oakland reached the playoffs

the last tour seasons, but failed to

win a postseason series. Del\xletla

worked for Geveland for three

years before joining the A's.

LX'Podesta said the Dodgers

have about twice the resources as

the A's.

McCourt repeated what the

IXxlgers aniKxjnced Friday upon

closure of the saW - that lim Trac-y

would be their manager Tracy has

one year remaining on his con-

tract.

"I'm flattered at the fact that

they are going to give me the

opportunity." Tracy said. "I apok>-

gize for nothing that we've done in

my three years. We've won 40

more than we've k»t."

L.A. hasn't made the playoffs

since 19% and haven't won a

postseason game since 1 988.

No announcement was made
concerning the future of Kim Ng,

the Dodgers' assistant GM.
McCourt saki Jan. 30 - the day

after baseball owners unanimoasly

approved the sale - that the 44-

year-old Evans woukl be merely a

candklate for his own job.

The Dodgers' GM since Oct. 3,

2001, Evans interviewed ak>ng

with other caixlidates including

Philadelphia Phillies av>istani GM
Ruben Amaro.

COLLEGIATE CAREER

• A ttwae-tinM lener winner in basketball at

• Lad IM latin in rebounding from 1971 -1974,

1
749 rebounds

• Sat a Khooi record tor highest career fiekf goal

I at UMaaa (.557). and held the single

I raconl (.620) lor nearly 20 years.

•A thrae-tiine flrst-team All-Yankee Conferemx

•Lad tia toague in scoring in 1974, avaragins 18.7

I per game

I only the eighth player in school history to

ioki (ha 1 ,000-potnt club, finishing his career with

1,236 poMi.

'Imiucted into the UMass Athletk: Hall of Fame in

1962

Cliartier coming into his own tor Minutemen

10

come Seven days later, Chartier led the Minuiemen

to victory at New Hampshire with a win in the 200-

vard free (1:45.44.)

A month after UNH. Chartier found himself

receivii^ another A- 10 Rookie of the Week ciutkm.

after dominating mid-distance events at the Nutmeg

Invitational. Dec 5-7. He placed first in the 400-yard

IM and the 500-yatd free al the Invite, with times of

4:05.08 and 4:58.48. respectively. He then went on to

swim a leg on the winning 800-yard fiwstyle relay,

whkh finished in a season-best 7:02.30

The already accomplished freshman recently

turned his attention to the Nov. 19-21, A- 10

Champkxuhips set to be heW m Buffak>, N.Y.

"I'm very excited for the A- 10, we leave for New
York next Tuesday and we're kxiking forward for the

chaiKc to win another Confervtwe litkr,' Chartier

said.

PROFESSIONAL CAREER

• A member of the New YM Nets 1976 ABA champienaNp

• Named team captain and Ptayers' Associatkm

whan Nats mowad to NBA in 1977.

> Led Barcelona, Spain taam to Europaan

COACHING CAREER

• Served as the ha«l (Miii at «w IMvaiitty ot Rhode MHtd

tram 1988-1917, paatkig a record of 138-126 with two NCAA

Toumainant t

• CunanMythe

TBuntantant

head coKii al Boakm (Maga, poadng a record ot 103-86 with two NCAA

•IMMd IMS Mhntic 10 Coach of ttw Year, 2001 Big East Cowit ot ttw vaar, and 2001 Naltonai

CoMitoftheVlMr.

GREAT
Reasons to use UHS
Eve Care Services

>we've got the ultimate toga party!

>new! myfcono* r»aort

>«*g«an clanic cruto*

>«r**k Island hopping

>london to athono

7 rif^ita fpons 9o^v

7 days Irom $579

14<tey»«rom$1280

23<layt«iom$l7M

(Ttm tn om ptrwm ard a>%. uMct lo i

>gacKagBS ncixlB acoonrncdBdans, rarTspoftawr, many meals aid as nxidi

111 as you car harttel c^ now or go ortre to booK the vBcadon c<a b»™i

IPf>ODPOfTlC

~
$10,000

9
Mow p«,r- will yo^A 30:

Savings on eyeglasses from the

on-site Optical Services at UHS

A great place to get contact lenses

Convenient hours and location

IfJ ^ FREE eyeglass adjustments and

one year warranty on frames

Savings on routine eye exams for

students at UAAass

SPECIAL OFFER: 10 PERCENT

UuOENT DISCOUNT
'
ON ALL FRAI^AES

AND EYEGLASS

> LENSES'.*

to use th*

Eye Care

Servicts'

' Cannot be combtned wtth

other tniurance dHcounts.

Frcdartdi H. aiaam, 0.0.

Dlre(tor. UHi fy» Care iervKn

For appointments or

questions, call 577-5244

UHS EYE CARE SERVICES

contiki

for a free brochure or to book

see your travel agent

call 1-888-CONnKJ
visit www.contiki.com

;\(jfi GET A JOBI

Get "The Edge" for your career transition:

• Tt»a Edge -The inside scoop from hiring managers

• The Edge Workbook - Your Quick Start Guide

• Internet Resource CD - Save surfing time for fun

Get The Edge - It's your futurel

The Deal: All 3 for $24.95
Save 15 bucks go buy a pizza!

Order www.transitlonstrategy.com

STGR!

New WORLD Theater

mmtsua SUrlas
New WORLD Theater presents
a Pioneer Valley Perfonnir>g

Arts High School production In

aMOCtation with the UMass
Department of Ttieater.

Feb. 21@ 8 pm &
Fob. 22 @ 2 pmr==?^
Bowker Aud. V;^

Through improvisation and Intsrvlsw theater, students from Amherst Regional

High School, the Pioneer Valley Performing Arts, and Projmct 2050 collaoorate In a

multi-dimensional exploration of race and place through music, dance, sketch
comedy, satire, and drama.

H ievelutloMry Comraimig: Tfee Vislea

•fJaaeJerdaa Feb.27&28 -free-
PreMotwi by Ihe UMms Womer« t Staidiee Depenmeni m eMOoation vntti New
WORLD Thealar, the Student AcSviaee Center, tie Black Student Un«n WOCXN of

evw:eodllwOf»ceofAlANAAIIair». ^ « . •
Prfclay. Fab. 27 - 7:10 pm, SUB - Keynote Address by Sonia Sanchei.

Saturday. Fab. 28 - 9 am - 5 pm. CC101 • Round tat>ie diecutslona
"^

8 pm. Bowker Auditorium • BLUEEBmiSMiB
RPx/oiUTtOM: APERPORUANCE. featuring Sonia San^z. K^RiOflJ^etta Neelyjane Sapp

and the^^^^oday. ktogdal^^ Evelyn Hards, and Prcyecf 20SO For CootefWK* «io

cal Linda MBanbtswd ftas 1M? x.««^—,—* .
^^^we ^a

Georgetown

2004 SUMMER PROGRAMS

Latin America and the Age of Globalization

Buenos Aires, Argentina - June 1 4 - July 23, 2004

Latin American Politics: Globalization and the

Meltdown of Society

Buenos Aires, Argentina - July 5-August 13, 2004

The European Union: Antwerp Exchange Program

Antwerp, Belgium - May 23-June 5, 2004

Gateway to Business Program

Washington, DC - June 1 - July 2, 2004

School for Summer and Continuing Education

Ororgctown University

1437 37th St. NW, Washington, DC 20057

Phone: (202)687-5719/5832 Fax: (202)687-8954

E-mail: sscespecialprograins@geoTgetown.edu

Web: www.geofgetown.edu/ssce/spp

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PfttVKXM rvtZLM tocvto

HMMlDWUlLnH (iQMlliii

fiMCi >v:,i4 .'iQia

iiuiiui iMOi^t-iu I'maw
NniJWl'jfinW .•J»"ifnr.ii.'i

MUrJli M(
yL>:mr:4r.i umciMunxu)
Mi. 11414 HM.irjl

33C>W)J
34 Sammor

aamomt
aei»a*t<aR>
3? Mafcrmm
M Von iJimi
41 FmI*
4t I

44 AOTwdeontKi

WED.

THU.

413 548 6900
j

jwww thehurp net|

16i Sunderland Rd. - N. Amherst
lust north of the apartments

Great new deck!

•Reggae Night <iunti? party

• Yellow Brick Ed
rock and roll!

•Open Irish Seisiun

•Hi-8-US
grove rock

February Special!

Molson:
$2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher

"Start your own tradition."

Dining Commons Menu
DC (.ontJtl 41 i 545-2626

LUNCH
•C;hicken Burrito

• Hungarian Noodle Bake

(vegetarian)

• Garden Vegetable Chili

'vegan)

DINNER
• 1 xtra C rispv Fried Chicken

• Italian Meatloat

• Native American Stew

(vegan I

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
C/en Strjub

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Amelij P I imoln

COPY EDITOR
V«>« lldridni' II

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
C (>r\ Rinvnherg

PRODUCTION STAFF
D.1VV Pcis.th/ fen PiWf^lin/

\U>II\ [nfiiciUtn

OS CO PES

<
Q

Z
H
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H
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We are looking forward to a

non-racial, just and egalitarian

society in which color, creed

and race shall form no point of

reference.
Stvve Biko, South Alritjn tre^om fighter.

aquarius • iam 20-FfB. is

Make like its 1981 and dame arcxjnd

your r<K)m to "I ike a Virgin ".

pisCeS • Mh 19-Mak 20

Give that loved one what he or she

wants, it will benefit vcxj next week.

aries • mar. 21-Aw. 19

Ycxi are a God/Ckxidess.

taurUS • Apr. 20-Ma> 20

Ycxj should have Chinese focxl tonight.

gemini • mav2Mun. 21

Visit New York City, it will be good tor

you

cancer • kjn. i2-\vi. 22

Talk to your professor alxxjt it.

leO • lui.. 2J-AUC. 22

An Aries loves vchi

virgO • Ak.. 2i.Stfi. 22

Floss everv other day, cause it's nasty not

to

libra • scp^. 23-orT. 22

Wake up at 3 a.m. and watch TV. (Not

tF>e dirt\' kind)

Scorpio • Oct 23-NfA. 21

The hotness is overwhelming.

Sagittarius • ncjv. 22-du 21

Put ikjwn the mayonnaise.

Capricorn • dh 22 ian. 19

Call her!!!!!!::'::

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
M'AKIMISI lOK RIMH f MIMOVMFM

$4S0 Ur\>up FundraiM-T

Scheduling B^mus 4

hnurs of your (jrc nip's time

PLUS (xir tree (yi-s, tree)

fundraisiriK solutiorts

EQUALS $1.000-$2,0W

in eaminjjs for your gnxip.

Call TODAY f.» « $450

Kmiis when v<hi schi\lulc

your non-sales hjnJr.ji.scr

with CampusFunJraiscr.

Contact C^lampus

Fundraiser, (888) ^2 V

?238, or visit www.cam-

pusfundniscr.com

\I'\HIS1IM lOK KIM

Hobart Grndos ? hcJ-

nx)m, hardwood floors,

study area in basement.

Cable, telephone (intcr-

rwt access) in all beil-

nxMTts and snidy. NOW
SHCWINCHorJUNE
and SEPTFMBER NO
FFFS U/U.-M. i^i^^herstiilKol

nrealtv.com 25^787^

Center of town 1,2,^

Ficdrooms; han.lwo«Kl

fl,>irs.NOWSHOWlNCi

for JUNE and SEITEM-

RER. NC^ FEES.

w'vyw.amhcPitlinc^ 'lltfVtfl-

Oium 253-7879

Stylin' SpacesI S»igario.it

Estates Moilcm 2

Bednxmi Apiirtment

honu.'s! tict a sweet deal

when you move in: FREE

IVll Laptop 0>mputer or

1/2 off 1"' month's rent &.

1/2 <i<f secunty tlcposit!

Open Saturdays. Move in

TODAY! Telephone:

(4n)665-?856wwT*'.suK-

arl( >af_esratcs@aspen-

^luarc.com

Mio roR sAi r

1WKMdsmohlc C :utlas

Cierra, 168K. Reliahle,

new parts, $650 or K'st

„tter4n-25?-6H61

$500!!! Police Impininds,

Hondas, (TieN-y's, Jeeps,

etc. For listings 1-8(X)-

319-3323 Ext. 4554

FMIMOYMFNT

rhott>Krapliy position

available. Pbotographer

for Wliitewatcr trips.

Simc photography experi-

ence neces.sary. Weekends

Spring and Fall. Full Tune

Summer season. ( ^ali 625-

2288 Deadline 2/26/04

c:ampc:anadensis.

A PREMIER RF>^11^)EN-

TIAL SUMMER CAMP
ltx:atcd in the Pixono

Mountains ot

Pennsylvania. (2 hiuirs

from New York t'lry ami

Philadelphia). Our coun-

selors teach, supervise,

and share in the day-to-

day experience of each

camper, together tormini,'

lasting friendships. CXir

st.iH brings enthusiasm

and motivvition .is well as

undcrstanvling and seasi-

tivity. We are looking for

qualified staff to instruct

athletics. IKl WSl,

waterskiing, wakeKiaal-

, ing, sailing, jet skiing,

scuba, tennis, gymniistics,

cixiking, arts iSi craffs,

outdoor adventure;

I

including high and low

' ropes, climbing walls,

mixintain biking, motor

bikes, hshing and much

more. Excellent tacilities

and great salary! ON
CAMPUS INTER-

VIEWS, 2/2 )-2/27.C.ill

800-8^2-8228 or apply

online,

www.caniKlcnsK.com

FMPIOYMFNT

Cruise Line FJitry Level

on Kiard positK«xs avail-

able, great K-nefits.

Seasonal or Year Rixjnd.

^>4 1 - 329-64H www.cruise-

c.irccrs.com

SUMMER INTERNSHIP

Excellent Advertising,

Sales, .ind Marketing

opportunity Earn $3(XX)

to $7000+ and gain valu-

,ible Kismess expenence

working for the UMas.s

Official Campus

Telephone Directory.

OREAT RFISUME

RX")STER! Ciill Kiersten

It Around Oampus, Inc

1-800-466-2221 ext.272

www.an >uni.k:ampus.c< >m

Entry level Ux\{ tester-

open schcilule up to $80

per assi)niment email

;\ddress reqiiiri\l ( ^all 1
-

888-i27-4H42 department

numK-rcall c-H4

Whitewiiter R.iff gukk-s

needed .it C xab Apple

Whitewatet, Full of Pan-

Time jolis. No Experience

necessary Will rr,iin. 625

2288 for Info. IVadlme

2/26/04

» VtriOVMINT

The UMass foitKill team

IS kioking for interi-sted

students to fill the posi-

tion of videi> assistant

starting in late spring

Experience preferred but

will train. Ciime be apart

of the CTiampion tr.idi-

ti»in! Cont;Kt Bill Sisler,

vkk-o dirixtor 577-0^19

Marketing Agency Seeks

CXitgoing High Energy

Individuals for promotions

$15/li.Hir 888-477-6668

www.hauspn >mot n las.com

Bartender Tniinei-s

Necikxl. $250.00 a day

potential, bval positunis.

l-800-29VW85cxt 516

Summer Nanny position

( firing tor 2 Kiys 5 .ind 8.

Wcekemls Spring iind

Fall. Full Time (40 hours)

Experience preferred.
(
"all

625-2288.

"Bartending" $250/1 >.i\

Potential, No Expenence

Nesi. Training provided.

1-800-965-6520 Ext. 162

500 C :.imp Jobs NY, PA,

New England. 1-H00 44V

6428 www.summercam-

pemploymcnt com

[\Tf RIAINMFNT

Expenenci\l Hip-Hiv Dl

4n-3»-5226

(OR RI\T

Spnng Break Rental

Daytona Beach, Ri-vm

Stiklio IWk March 14''^

2 r'$ 150? 00 1-866 284-

<^72Ret»Mk''

ROOMMAIfS WANTFt)

tireat House! Miiuitis

from C Campus N<.x\l

responsible nxmimates

Singles/gTiHips welcome

$i25/month + 4 noms

open 12 months Starts

June 1 C\\\ or IM Lisa

a.s.a.p.: (860) 227-4502,

LMP?W1

MRVK fS

Math/Physics tutor av.til

able; $W/h.Hir; $20/lioiir

(travel); Cill l>. Kline

(4n-552-W5)

Pregnant 'Need help 'O.ill

Birthrighi i>t .Amlurst

area for free testing ,ind

assistance 54*^ ^»lY>

SERMC ES

Resume's and C "< a er

Letters Protessuin,il .ArkI

( 'iistomi:i\l Otienng to

ni.irketingyiHir skills.

Affordable prkes. Timelv

Sc-rvice B\ Hm.iil. phone,

or in person Clill 41 V<Hi7

7440

PRECiNANc:YTF>;T

INCi, HIV Testing, Birth

Oorittol, and Emergency

( 'ontr.ice|''tion .Afforvkible

iikI confidenli.ll T.i(x-sir\

Health, 27 Pniy Street,

Amherst. S48^W:

IRAVtl

Florid.i only $69 ..ne way

all taxes iiuhkled

Mexico/C -inblxMn $125

e;k;h way all taxes inclikl-

ed Eurojx- $169 ,ine w.n

Book on-line

w^w.ainechconi or (212)

219-7000

*1 Spriiig Break

Vacations! C '.incun,

lamaica, Ac.ipulco,

Biham.is, ^ Horid,!' IVsf

P.mies, Best Hotels, IVsi

Pnccs! Space is limitcvl!

Bx.k Now & Save! 1

800 2H-7i.X)7 wwwend-

less.summertoiirs.coni

TRAVH

Spnng Break 2CVM Travel

with STS. .Amenca's »1

Mikk nt To»ir C")pen(tor to

J.tm.iica, Oancun,

,Av..ipulco, Bah.im.is .ind

Florid,! Now hiring cam-

pus reps. C^II for gnxip

vlisimints.

lnlorm.ition/Rcscrvatk»ns

l.S00-648-4849or

w^w.ststrasel.coiu For

m>'re information contact

STA Travel at 41^-256-

1261

Spring Bre.ik 2c\M It's

here Kx)k now! Lowest

Pvkes Hottest P.inies'l

.Airlines What nv<re can

vixi ,isk for!!! wvvv.sun-

>pl. ishtours.com 1800-

426-7710

S87-4-i:.ANCUNBc-st

prkc. UMASS X'FNIXIR

selling spring break p;ick-

.iges. IXi not get si,immc-d.

I '.tncun, Negril .Acipulco,

B.ih.im.is, Honda $$$

c.inipus reps e,im $$$.

Hipnation.com 877-4-

i.ini. iin

Place your own
classified ad.

Call 545-3500
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A night for No- 30
UMass to face Rhody; will honor Skinner at half

Sox should breathe

easy about A-Rod

Bv Mike Mar/iu.i

I I >l in .IAN "'lAft^

At halftime of tonights contest

bci>»etTi the MiKsathusetts mens basket

ball team and Atlantic 10 ri>al Rhode

Island, fonner L'Mass great and current

Boslun College head coach Al Skinner's

number ^0 will be retired alongside

George- Burke and lulius Krsings number

52 and l.oe Roes number 15 on the

William D. Mullins Centers south wall,

marking the highest hotwr an academk;

inMiluiion can bestow upon one of it's

funner >iudent-aihkrie>

"I am ver> honored and happ> to be

rxxei^ing this n.vognitioo. but this is not

just an indi%idual award." Skinner said in

a rek-ase alter Warning ot the honor. "I

share this with m> teammates. I am glad

that our atcomplishn>ents have been able

to withstand the tc-si ol time. I tvalitt this

is the highest honor that the Lniven.it\ ol

Vlavsachu-seils can bestow upon a stu-

dcnt-athk.-te I again truK appreciate the

recognition."

With special guests to include fontier

ABVNBA iegmd lulius Ervmg and

Louisville head coach Rick Pitino. the

night will surcK be oew of ceWbration and

emotion Thus, the task at hand for

Muxxm md White (*^1 3 V7 A- 10) head

co«ch Sieve Ijippas i» to overcome this

contrulkxl chaos and focus on the fact

that there is indeed ^lill .i basketball ^mc
tu be playvd.

"It is obv-iuu^i.> t:>.Mii^ u> be a i^KCtal

night for .-M and his famil> and the

Universiiv of Ma-wachusetts. but we have

tu fucxis on the task at hand and that is

bttketball.' Ijappan said

One area where the l^|^>as and the

Minutemen may benefit from the hype

surruufxling the night is that of fan sup-

pon With thi- sparse Mullin> Center

crowds that have plagued the team for

much of I.app8s tenure in Amherst

giuwing slightly Unfa a> the 2005-O4 has

progrcMed. quietly team and university

ofTiciab are- predicting — and hoping for

— a large lumoul from paying fans as

well as the students who have been all but

compk-tely absent frvjm the oquatkin for

much of the sca.son.

"We hear the crow^ when they show

up." team captain Anthony Arklcrson

said. "(When we played Dayton at homel

which freshman Maurice

) pointer with 25 b secorvls

we knew they were there, and we fed off

them. We obviously want more peopk- to

continue to conu.- out aixi support us. arxi

those who are there' making a lot ol noi.se

help us loo.

So with a fomK"r kgend and a sttxMig

home crowd behind them, the

Minutemen will hope to duplicate one of

their more* impressive efforts of the sea-

son, a bl-b'i win at the Ryan Center on

Ian 31 in

Maxwel
remainmg helped seal UMass" third victo

ry in a row.

The task may be easier now that the

Rams (14-11 5-8 AlO) have begun to

slide. k)sing eight ol 10 after beginning:

the season 12 3 Howeveroneplaverwho

hat continued to thrive in coach |im

Baron's system despite recc-ni woes is

guard [)aw'an Robinson.

"He's a dynamk- player who can do a

krt ol things on both sides ol the ball.

Lappas said prior to the teants' last meet

ing. "He s qukk off the dribbkr and create

a lot of his own offense.

"He makes a kM of good things hap^

pen for himself and others aruund him."

On the season. Robinson k-ads thi-

team in scoring at lb 8 points per game
- more than comparable to some ol the

better backcourt players to come threiugh

Kingston in recent memory including cur

rent NBA stars CuttiiK> NU>bk'\ anil

l^amar Odom
Senior guard Brian Woodward t i > 4

ppgi and junior swingman Dustin

Heik-nga d I 8 ppgi help carry the offers

sive kwd lor the Rams, and are* seccwv:

and third on the team in scurmg. respec

tively.

"they have a lol of piayers who can

beat you." (.appas said. "Our tean

defease, as it always to, is as important a-

anything.*

Another area of concern lor Lappas

will be rebounding, as LiRI lc«ls the A- 10

in rebounding with 40.6 per game,

including i I re-bounds per game from

Woodward and 4 7 rpg Iroin centc-

Mareel Momplaivir 'Set if the last tinu

these twt> teams met is any irxlicatHxi (the

Rams outreboundcd UVtass My'iW. the

Minutemen know that keeping the

re-bounding margin to a minimum will be

important

"We're- going to find ourselves out-

sized night in atxl night out." Lappas

said. "We just need to continue to battk

and do what wc can on the glass, and it

we come close to bre-akmg even we'll be

OK"
For tlK- Maroon and W hiie, it will also

be imporunt to lind a rhythm offensively.

.soiiKthing they were not abk to do fd-

kjwing the suspension from the starting

lineup of both Anderson and sophomore

forward Rashaun Freeman in a b4-44 li«s

to \av ier on Saturday.

UMass was k-d by Art Bowers 10

points in kwing to the Musketeers, and

the freshman guard is hoping to duplkate

his game-high 18 point effort against

Rants in Kingston, whkh also .saw all five

starters in double figures for the

Minuteinen.

Freshman Art Bowers' KS points helped lead the Minutemen to a 67-63 win

over RhtHli- Island on Jan. 31.

Swimmet making a A-Rod officially a Yankee
name for liimseli

-
Bv Matt BAUsttw

( J II I K.IAN SlAff

Greg Chartier is a product of the sys-

tem.

Bom and raised in Amherst. Mass.. the

treshman swimming sen.sation has never

driftc-d far from his rcKits.

W hen he's not practicing his freestyk at

Boyden C.yninasium. there's a good chance

he can be found across town coaching the

Tritons, his former recreational team com-

prised of students from Amherst Regional

Middle 5>chool.

"It's just natural for me to swim and

coach here in Amherst." Chartier said.

"I've known Russ |Yarworth. UMass men's

coach I
since 1 was I 3 and I started going to

UMass meets when I was a kid. so Amherst

swimming is really all I know."

l^st year when Chartier was a senior at

Amherst Regional High, he became one of

the country's most heavily recruited swim-

mers. Named an All-American in the 200-

yard individual medley, and state champion

in the 200 yard IM and 100-yard free, he

was also honored as the Massachu.setts

state Swimmer of the Year in 2002.

After losing 10 seniors to graduation

last season. Yarworth. with an under-aged

squad of eight freshman and two transfers

are about to face a mammoth task. Next

Thursday the Minutemen will defend the

A- 10 title, which they've held the past three

years.

"We were forced to put a lot of pressure

on the freshmen this year because we lost

eight seniors who figured into the scoring

during last year's A-lOs." Yarworth said. "I

knew Greg and Evan | Swisher) were tal-

ented swimmers but 1 wasn't sure how long

it would take lor them to get adjusted to

the pace of collegiate races."

From the start of the season it was

apparent that Chartier wouldn't need much

of a grace period. After his first two races

for the Maroon and White. Chartier

received the season's first A- 10 Rookie of

the Week honor

In the season opener Greg finished first in

the 400-yard IM, with a time of 4: 1 3.5. But

a first-place finish al the Husky Invite Oct.

18 was only a preview of what was to

See SWIM on page 8

By Ri)NALi> Bli M
AaKKlATEP PHISS

NEW YORK — Alex Rodriguez k-ft

New York a chiW. returned as a celebrity

and hopes to kave as a champion

ARixl is moving onto the biggest stage

in town. Yankee Stadium, where- he's

expected to help New York win the World

Series for the first time since 2000.

"I'm pretty excited. This is a big. big

one," Yankees owner George

Steinbrenner said after commissk>ner Bud

Selig approved the record-setting swap

with the Texas Rangers.

"It ranks with when we signed

Reggie," he said, referring to slugger

Reggie lackson. who became a Yankee

after the 1*^76 season.

Rodriguez, the first reigning MVP to

be traded, was introduct-d yesterday at

Yankee Stadium, where- the sign board

outskle proclaimed "\ R««l Wikmne to

NY."

Coming up from I lomia u> aiiend

were manager kx- Torre-, w ho will miss the

opening of the team's spring training

camp, and Nanktx-s captain Dere-k kter,

who will keep his shortstop job. The 28-

year-old Rodriguez, a seven-time All-Star.

will shift to third base to fill the hole kft

when Aaron Boone wrexktxl his kntx-

Texas gets second baseman .Mfonso

Soriano and a minor league player to be

named, but it will still have to pay $67

million of the $179 million Rodriguez is

owed over the retnairKler ol li

Steinbrenner and Yankee general

manager Brian Cashman personally

assure-d k'ter that he wmikl keep his posi-

tion and that Rodriguez woukl switch to

third — where his only experience is one

inning during an .Ml-Star game.

"IX-re-k's re-spon.se to me was he thinks

this is pretty cool," said Cashntan. who

also said moving leter was "not a consid-

eration whatsoever"

"You go with the man that brought

you to the dance," he said. "You're- going

to stkk with him. You don't mess with

success. ... There is no issue there —
who's the starting quarterback? We liave

arguably the best left side of the infield in

the history of ba.seball."

yike

Mar;elli

So the deal that the

^^^ New York Post affection-

^^^J ately deemed New York's

flB'^^ -Biggest Since Babe" has

^M|^ finally gone through

^^^B Alex Rodriguez is offi

^^^Vw cially a Yankee, C^jorge

I^I^^E^H Steinbrenner is

^^^^^^^* a spoikd little convkted

fekin, Brian Cashman is

offkially off the hook for

now, kJe Torre offkially

has far loo many egos for one clubhouse and

the gieatest rivalry in sports has now official-

ly become v«cked outta" control.

So now what?

Well for one thing, there is no reason for

despair here in Red Sox Natkxt's western-

most outpost Contrary to popular belief, the

A-Rod trade does not put the Yankees over

the top as the greatest team since Mr Bums
cxMnpanv soffball toim. In fact, it doesn't

even make thein the best team in their own

diviskxi.

What it does do is esubiish what we

already know: Georgie Porgie will stop at

nothing to accentuate the fact that the

Yankee's have an unfair advantage that no

other team in professkmal sports can boast:

that being unlimited resourecs.

Wfiat the A-Rod situation has shown

about the comparison between baseball's

most expensive team, the Yankees, and its

secofxl nxwt expeasive, the Red Sox. is that

when a player like Rodriguez is there for the

taking. Boalon has a limit on how much

money it Ib» to spend and New York simply

does not.

Are the Yankees better than the Red Sok

now. at this point, with Rodnguez? I say no.

and k»r a number of reasons First of all. few

have miked about wliat the Yankees are giv-

ing up in this deal Alfonso Sofiano. when

he's right, is as tough an out as there is in the

American l.e^ue He is a fiv« tool player

with the qukkest hands this side of Ckry

Sheffieki. and if there is anyone in baseball

who coukl become the next A Rod. it's him

When you take his number, and ccnnpare

them to Rodriguez, there just isnY that signif-

km\\ of a differerxx- in what wus a down year

for both playerv WTiik Rodng\>ez hit .298

with 47 hcHneruas and 1 18 rures betted in.

Soriano checkixl in at 2*J with 38 honwrs

and 91 RBI

Sure thc-re- is a difference of nine round

trippi-rs and 27 RBI. but when you consider

that Soriano's numbers canK- out of the lead-

off spot, it's tough to make a case for

Rodriguez making a signilicani difference on

statisiics akjne. If given the opportunity to

drive in runs from the heart of an order,

there's no saying what he could have done.

Second ot all. how will Rodriguez not

onlv react to moving positwns. but to nK»v-

ing out of the primary limelight'' In both

Texas arxl Seattk-. Rodriguez was the main

attraction as he established himself as the

best ptaycr in baseball Now that he's in New
York that will change

The Yankees are- Derek Ictcr's team,

whkh is why it's Rodriguez and not kter that

is nx)ving to third. Can A-Rod play third''

PR)hably. but it's worth cunsklering that

there- may be some growing pains. Can he

handle being second Wdk- to a player who e

his baseball inferior (ktert. an owiK-r who is

inferior in nuny capacitk;s arxl to the Yankee

name which is supposedly above fix-using on

any one individual? That remains to be seen.

With that in mind, how will the Yankees

handk their new colkciion of egos' Three

years ago. it was unselfish players like Paul

O'Neill, Tino Martinez and Scott Brosius

who patrolled the Stadium clubhou.se. defer-

ring any and all matters to krter. Steinbrenner

and manager |oe Torre. Now, it's a hodge-

podge collectkjn of personalities, varying in

age from relatively young (.A-Rod) to rela-

tively washed-up (Kenny Ijjfton), and of

course the ahvays-lovely Gary ShefiieW.

For leter, the chalknge will arrive in a

most uncomfortable form. The Yankees

shortstop is widely considered a legend,

however he is not a great player He is cer-

tainly a very good player, and a very clutch

player, but 10 homers and 52 RBl's is great

only in New York. How will the Yankee

captain react to being shown up by none

other than his partner on the leff side of the

infield? When A-Rod puts up numbers far

beyond what Jeter could ever dream of in

2004. how will No. 2 deal with being the

captain of a team he is no longer the star of?

Do these Yankc-es have the potential to

blow up? Yes sir. they do. It will be quite

interesting to see how the enigmatic person-

alities of Sheffield. Lofton and Kevin Brown

react to not only the intense pressure and

scrutiny of playing and winning in New
York, but doing so with each other. If any

one of them folds and/or pulls a Hideki

Matsui and refuses to hit the ball in the air,

it has the potential to crack the entire team.

Finally. Mr And Ms. Yankee fan reading

this column, who is going to play second

ba.se? Trading for Rodriguez certainly fills a

hole at third, but in the same stroke opens

a gaping one at second. Is Enrique Wilson

the answer? The Red Sox fan hopes so, as

he is as far from every-day capable as possi-

ble, and is the sole factor keeping the

Yankees from hawng a truly "great" lineup.

The Sox of 2003 had no easy outs one-

through-nine, and the Yankees of 2004,

with Wilson and a deteriorating Lofton,

nearly have two.

And of course, what if A-Rod gets hurt?

Mike Marzelli is a Collegian columnist.

He can be reached al Marzelli^

New York Yankees manager J.>e Torre (left) and shortstop Derek Jeter (right) welcome Alex Rodriguez to INew York.
collegian(§yahoo.com.
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Stu(dents to SGA discusses Alcohol Task Force
protest new

fee to(day

By EWKAblMFV
I JnutjiAN Staff

A rally protesting the New International

Student Fc-e will be hekl at noon today out-

skle the Student Unk)n The rally is organ-

ized by the Graduate Student Fjiipk>ycx-

Oiyuiiation. and will irwlude a mareh to

the Whitmore Administration Buikling.

petition signing and ^ign-up sheets.

"We will be speaking on why the SIMS
fee is totally discnniinaiory." said Mini

Kurivt. a GEO staff member.

The online pctitwn opposing the fee is post-

ed on the GEO website, addn»sc-d to

Chatx.elkjr k>ftn \ l.omhardi. It ha.s col

lected ^133 signatures online as oi yesterday

The toul number ol petition Mgnatuies Ls

well over 1,500

The fee is a S65 charge that applies only

to intemaiKjnal students. iMid covers the-

cost of the Intemaiicnal Programs Offkv

inMillatkxt of a monitoring tyttem that

tracks the personal intonnalion of students

who are not citizens d the United States

The Student and Exchange Visitor

Information System. (SEVISl. is a

requirement of the Patriot Act The

Univeniity is responsible lor funding the

system, whkh is covered by the New
IniematkMUil Student Fee. whkh was

implemented by UMass at the start of the

spring 2004 semester.

Other universities acroM the natkm.

such as the University of Chk:ago. have

spread the Sf.\ IS expenses throughout

the entire student body, eliminating the

need for a fee directed solely at interna-

tional students

"ThartjuM likf

need top«» a lee foi I >

ler. AI.ANA students need to pay lor

ALANA recruitment and handicapped

need to pay for ramps. It just opens up

a whole can of worms." Vials said

The rally is open to all. and will be

run by GEO staff members, graduate

and undergraduate union members, fac

uhy speakers and UMass students

By MBJSSA BlANKmEN
i AJlLKilAN CuMOapuNMNT

The Student Government

AssiKiation Senate debated the

akohol abuse prevention recom

mendations made by the Alcohol

Task Force at a Senate n»eeting

last night, as well as hearing a

response from Speaker lared

Nokes afier the SGA fxcvutive

Cabinet's call for his resignation

last week.

During his report, Nokes

read a statement in whkh he

likened Pre-sideni Pavid Carr

calling for his resignation to for-

mer President Bill t linton calling

for then Speaker \t-wt Gingrich

to resign a few years ago.

"Yes, Presklent Clinton couki

have dorK it. but Speaker

Gingrkh woukl not have taken

the request seriously." Nokes

said.

He sakl he woukl not take the

resignation Ncriously because

nx»st u( the Senate >.ontinucs to

support him He niKcd 12 people

.sigtied the ktter. but that eight of

tlwm are from the Cabinet. v»(ho

are- nonvoting members in the

senate He dismissed the i<her

threv as sc-naior> who 'have been

asking for my rc-signaiion since

September." "The last was a kx-

mer ALANA senator.

Nokes sakl Cart has politkal tea-

sons for calling for Nukes' raif-

natkm.

"I can't help but think thc-re are-

some election purposes." he sakl

Nokes also sakl that the

Sc-nate has a kjt of work to do. He

said there- arc still many issui-s

facing students the Senate has yet

to speak on, includiQK. the akohol

polk> changes and tx-w dorms

He promised he will continue in

his position until May. whc-n his

term ends.

Once the Senate concluded

with repons. Senator Timothy

Busiere* attempted to add his own

nxukjn to the agenda, favoring

the findings of the Akohol Task

Force. Patrick Higgins, chair of

ways and means and Adrienne

Girard, Chair of publk polky

and relations, attempted to

counter with Busiere-'s motkxi.

whkh mostly disagrees with the

Akohol Task Foree's findings.

Last year, the Akohol Task

Force was foniied with 21 mem-

bers of the faculty and adminis-

tration and thrc-e student mem-

bers The members met weekly to

discuss what steps the University

shoukl take on the prrventkm erf

akohol abuse.

One of the student members.

Brian lAWig. secretary of universi-

ty polky. was the sok' representa-

tive from the SGA. He consis-

tently came to Scruite meetings

last year and asked for more sen-

ators to conK- to the meetings to

help voice student s opinioas. but

few atterHled.

This fall, the Afcohd Task

Foroc iMesenttd Chancelkjr kJm
V. Lombardi with an 1

1 -page

document, including several

attachments with their findings

They made many recommen-

dations with both kmgtemi and

short-term goals Michael

Gwftano. vice charKdkx of stu-

dent afT.' .impus life, is

conMdci > ^ oninK-txiatkin

that woukl make it mandatory

for pare-nts and guardiaas to be

notified when their sons or

daughters are- subjtvt to disci-

pline after a vkjiatkjn of the

UMass Akohoik Beverage

Micy,

GetfMio is specifically coaskl-

ering sending a letter honw for a

first offc-nse when a student is

charged with having a larj^r vol

uiiic erf akuhol or providing it to

minors A kttct will also be sent

home when a student is charged

with a second offense for havmg

an open container or being

underage with akohol

l.c»ng has M.*veral problem*

with this One arginnent was that

parents shoukl not be notified of

akohol abuse, because curre-nllv.

Jarrd NiAr*. ftpcakrr ol the Senate. rr»pt>ndt>l to the t-ill tor his nsinnatitMi M U»l niKht's SGA

leetioK-

parents are not notified if a stu

deiM gets reiiKived from housing

CtarKBTK) tokl the Colk-gum

that he woukl kxik into sending a

ktter home under both cireum-

starwes.

Higgins and Girards motion

coincided Mith Long's argunK-nt

— they said a letter shoukl not be

sent hcime Busk-re's did rxH

Both motions suiic that crmt

ing separate housing lc>r those 21

arxl older and community billing

after akofiol-re-latt-d vandalism is

not wfiat the siudeni body wants

The .Akohol Task Foree recom

mends both.

Neither itKrtkxi reveivc"d the

two-thirds majority ncxt-ssary to

be addcxl to bst night's agenda.

TK- Senate want-- both

motH>ns to be sent to the

Univentity Polkv Committee.

Busk-re- sakl the fact that both

nwtkjns had to do with the

'\k\>hol Task I ic-n.

diit>on>and ih.i -ik'

through committee shows the

"akohol (.uhtire ih;ii ^i^'- ^li'Vi

in the Senate

"We have scn.iioi-- wik' ica^c

in the middle ol mcviings to go to

the Blue Wall and ilien conw

hack to continue their jobs as

senators." Busk-re- sakl. "We also

have senators who have coiik- in

drunk this year The fact that my

motion, whkh getK-ralK supports

the Akohol Task Foix* rcuMB-

mendalkms. got fewer voles to

be added to the agenda than dkl

the motwn which generally goes

against the Akohol Task Foree

recommendatkms, simply shows

that many in ihe St-naic are-

inherc-ntlv against making ako^

hoi polk-y stronger on this cam-

Busiere- sakl this is unfortti-

luitc. and that the Senate is still

faccxl with two differe-ni chok-es.

"I have everv confiikiice that

the senate will reicvi many ol ihe

lindings of Akohol Task Forve."

Higgins sakl.

IV>ih motions will be heaid at

Senate next week, Nokes sakl.

Romney rejects new UMass
Boston employee contracts

Bv M.AII ElDtR
l.OllFI.IAN StaH

*.,\S)ll<.ltii|.^N

A night to remember
Al Skinner, left, and UMass Athletic [director John McCutchcon display the Kinner with Skinner's jer-

sey number that will adorn the Mullins Center's siiuth wall. For more coverage, see pages 1
1
and 12.

Months after he gave raises

to the higher paid employees al

the University of

Massachusetts Boston,

Govenor Mitt Romney «

administration rejected new
contracts for the lowest paid

workers on the campus.

leffrey Hall of the Service

Employees International

Union said because UMass
Boston is a public school, tax

dollars pay for the school's

contracts, and the Governor

thinks that the state can't

afford to pay for the lowest

paid workers.

"His excuse lor rejecting il

is because of the financial situ-

ation of the state." Hall said.

The classified staff, which

is made up mostly of secretary

and clerical workers, is affect-

ed most by the contraction

rejection. The group has an

average salary of less than

$32,000 a year, and includes

about 300 people.

"Without them, this place

can't run." Hall said

Hall said the pay increase

classified staff hoped for was

about two to three percent.

Classified staff has been work-

ing for about two years with-

out a funded contract.

"It's really a drop in the

bucket." Hall said of the

amount the raise would cost.

Hall said that the desire for

pay increases is not just about

money.

"This is about increases the

university agreed to years

ago." he said

Because state lunds pay for

the employee s contracts, there

is a lengthy process that the

employees must go through

before their ..nii;,..i i^

approved.

After negotiating Uic new

contract, it is sent to the Romney

adminjstralion so the Governor

can lile an appioprialionN bill to

vover the cost of pay increases

lor the state emplovcvs.

However. Hall said that the

Romney administration re]cci

ed the proposal and refused to

file funding legislation.

"It's really an unorihtnioN

move." Hall said

Less then lwi> monihs ago.

the Romney adminisiration

approved funding of other

coniracls for the higher paid

employees at UMass Boston.

Prolessors. professional stall

and clerical staff all got raises

in that contract.

Hall said that the raises that

Romney gave these employees

were to assist with the increa«>e

in cost of living.

Susan Brown, the chief

steward ol the UMass Boston

clerical staff said that the cost

of living in and around Bciston

is increasing, and she said that

she should be paid accordingly.

Afier the ruling. Hall said

that many employees were

upset and tried to contact the

Crovernor's office but were met

with confusion.

"I called th. nor'^

office U) register a ci>mplamt.

and they said they knew noth

ing about it." said Christine

Boseman. an administrative

assistant at the L'Mass Boston

campus "It s not fair to target

those of us who are here mak
ing the least."

Hall said that this is not the

end for the classified staff.

Ciov. Michael Dukakis' reject-

ed a bill during his term and

ihe legislature heard ihe case

anyways. Hall hopes ihi* will

happen in this situation.

"Roinney is not keeping his

word." Hall said. "The next

step is gelling the word out

about what happened." Hall

said.

Hall said thai he \^am^ to

encourage people to call their

legislatures to tell them to

fund the classified staffs con-

tract.

"There will be no more bro-

ken promises," he said

Interfaith Student Council to evaluate views on dating
By Matthew Cc)ns^)i,ini

C~.OI.LFl.IAN ( xmRESPONIlKNT

Students from various religions, including

Catholic, Hindu, Jewish. Mormon, Muslim and

Pagan, will talk about their faith's views on sex and

dating at the UMass Interfaith Student Council's first

event of the semester tonight.

"We wanted something pertinent to college stu-

dents, and what's more pertinent than sex'.'" said

coordinator lillian Marcus.

The panel discus.sion, will be held al 7:30 p.m. in

room 917 of the Campus Center, and will give stu-

dents a multi-faith perspective on issues like sex and

dating.

"These issues will be framed around the context of

healthy relationships," said Marcus. "On a general

level, religion really leaches morals and ethics, and

we figure this is something people can use."

The discussion will also be on a more personal

level since panelists will be discussing their own per-

spectives as well as the religious doctrine concerning

these issues.

Marcus said she formed the council because she

tell Ihe campus really needed an interfaith venue to

respond to myths and stereotypes that people might

have towards various faiths.

"There's tension between Christians and lews,

because some Christians believe that lews killed

jesus," Marcus said.

Another problem she cited is the negativity

towards Muslims on the national level because ol

Sept. 1 1 . Marcus hopes that the interfaith council

will let students see other faiths in a positive light and

encourage ihem to learn more about other religions.

"It's so much better to learn irom each other.

"

Marcus said. "I can't ask a lewish student lo lell me

about Paganism. It makes more sense to ask a

Pagan."

She feels that panels are the best fonnai lor these

events because il allows everyone lo participate, giv

ing everyone a better understanding of each religion.

Mareus said the council has had greal success

with events in the past and that students have shown

interest. The council's last panel discussed creation

stoiies ami iheii roles in rcii>;ion.

She hopc-s that ihi^ ;muI tuture panels will allow

(x-ople to walk away with a belter understanding ol

their fellow siiidcnis' faiths

"A lot of |x-opk- don't know about Pagans."

Marcus said. "Tlte heai about witches and random

rumors, and |X-ople come lo learn with open minds

and open hearts."

Also at tonight's panel there will be representa-

tives from the LAOS Interfaith Bookshop in

Amherst, who will be selling bo<.>ks on topics like

incorporating religion inlo one's romantic lile and

tips lor healthy relationships.

lor more injormaiion. contact Marcus at jmar-

ctis<fl'studenl. iinwss edti
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Dean ends campaign after disappointing defeat

Democrat drops out of race after 1 7 losses

By Ross Sneyd
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BURLINGTON. Vt lAP) -
Faster than >ou can sa\ dot.com

bust. Howard Deans quest for

the presidencN ended >esterda>

as the Democrat, winless in 17

contests, bowed to political

realitv and abandoned his bid.

Once the little-known for

mer governor of a small

Northeast state. Dean took a

>ummer ride to presidential

campaign heights, attracting

scores of followers and a

Democratic record $41 million

in campaign dollars largeU

through the Internet

Exacll) one month ago.

Dean was the candidate to beat

— front-runner in national

polls and poised to begin his

primar> romp with a win in the

Iowa caucuses It all crashed

when the real \otes were count-

ed.

Dean finished a poor third in

Iowa. second in New
Hampshire and maruged just

single digits in several states

through earl) February. One of

his biggest union backers — the

American Federation of State.

County and Municipal

Employees — bailed out on the

day of the Washington and

Vlichigan caucuses

In the meantime, rival lohn

Kern had cruised to 15 wins

and seized the front-runner

moniker Dean dubbed

Wisconsin a must-win. then a

not really After the votes were

tallied fuesdav. the race had

become what Dean had predict

ed — two-man contest — but

between Kerry and lohn

Edwards.

.\ day after his distant third-

place finish in \\ isconsin. Dean
announced that he would no

longer actively pursue the pres-

idency, but "vke Skill, however,

continue to build a new organi-

zation using our enormous
grass-roots network to continue

the effort to transform the

Democratic Party and to

change our country."

Striking the deHant tone that

has been the hallmark of his

candidacy, the former Vermont

governor urged his delegates of

some 200 to stick with him.

"Keep active in the primary."

Dean declared to an overflow

crowd of more than 500 flag-

waving supporters and staff

"Sending delegates to the con-

vention only continues to ener-

gize our party. Fight on in the

caucuses We are on the ballots

Use your network to send pro-

gressive delegates to the con-

vention m Boston."

Historians will have ihe

final say. but Dean was the can-

didate uho rose from obscurity

to a main draw on the

Meetup.com Web site, news-

magazine cover boy and unri-

valed grass-roots organizer It

never paid off in Iowa, and all

that was remembered v»as a

high-octane concession speech

that will live on Ions? .fu-r

Dean's candidacy

His address yesiemav >*d'>

quieter but iu>t much more

University Health Services
fMlth ^

COED SELF-EXPLORATION GROUP FOR
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
Tuesdays, 2:30-4:00 pm
OR Wednesdays, 3:30-5:00 pm
For college men and women who experience difficulties in interpersonal

connections or who have concerns about their relationships.

WOMEN'S EATING ISSUES GROUP
Tuesdays, 4:00-5:15 pm
This IS a group for women who are interested in changing negative

eating patterns, decreasing food and weight concerns and enhancing

self-acceptance Members will have an opportunity to learn about

the underlying dynamics contributing to eating issues and to develop

coping strategies.

WOMEN'S SELF-EXPLORATION GROUP
Thursdays, 9:00-10:30 am
This IS a group for older undergraduates, graduate students, studer>t

dependents, and covered employees. The group provides an opportunity

for women to explore personal relationships, work, studies, family of

ongin, health, acculturation, and other relevant concerns. The group is

ongoing with members added as space permits.

ANGER ISSUES GROUP
Thursdays, 1:00-2:30 pm
This group is open to any students who would like to learn how to better

manage and understand their anger Meetings will focus on identifying

emotions, memories, and situations that trigger anger, as well as

strategies to manage it.

COED SELF-EXPLORATION GROUP FOR
GRADUATE STUDENTS
Thursdays, 4:00-5:15 pm
For graduate n>en and women who experience difficulties with interpersonal

connections or who have concerns about their relationships. Members will

have an opportunity to explore personal relationships, work, studies, and

other relevant concerns.

MINDFULNESS-BASED STRESS REDUCTION
(MBSR)
Thursdays, 5:15-6:30 pm
Mindfulness is a particular way of paying attention:

>- with mindful intention

>• in the moment
» without judgment

Although MBSR embraces the acceptance of things as they are without

striving, research has shown that, with regular practice, it has the potential

to lower stress, anxiety, and depression. It can promote relaxation, improve

concentration, raise self-awareness, and enhance the immune system.

Referrals and inquiries may be made to Kathryn Proulx @ 545-2337.

Groups are conducted by Mental Health Division staff.

Payment is deducted from your UHS Basic Plan.

Student Health Insurance Plan, GIC. or Health New

England plan subject to plan limitation and co-pays.

jat can be arranged

>5 HillsNorth./^v
J

retleciive. It was a call to buiM

an enduring political mov^

ment that will help to elect

like-minded Democrats to

Congress and local offices and

unite to defeat President Bush

in the fall.

Although he encouraged

supporters to continue voting

for him. he did make clear he

would not seek to derail the

party's ultimate nominee.

"I will not run as an inde-

pendent or third-party candi-

date." he said, as his wife ludy

stood behind hiin.

A physician whose rare

appearance on the campaign

trail had been the subject of

discussion of whether she was

a proper p<.>litical wife. Dean

drew cheers when he saluted

her for starting the debate in

the country "about whether a

woman needs to gaze adoringly

at her husband or follow her

own career."

Dean did not endorse any

his rivals, although he called

Edwards and Kerry to discuss

his departure from the race.

Both had kind words for the

former candidate. with

F.dv^ards saying Dean "has

energized and revolutionized

this race, and excited a \»hole

nevk generation '< v.-imk- pc«.>

pie-

Kerry told rcpvrur* m uhio

that "it* impossible nc»i to

express admiration and re«pect

for the campaign that he's put

together and what he's

achieved
'

Dean has been impressed

MH'i A-«Li<iAni>n«t^~

Ho«ard IVan »n»ics 4» he anmninie* he U no longer a candidate

tot the pre»idential nomination in South Burlingtiw. V t.. veMerday

of our party," Dean said "I will

do everything I can to beat

George W Bush I urge you to

do the same But we will not be

with Edvkards and suggested on

the campaign trail that he

would make a better nominee,

but Dean has decided to stay

out of the Kerry-tdwards con

test, a Dean aide said, speaking

on condition of anonymity.

Despite his departure. Dean

n^e it clear that he will keep

a close eye on the remaining

candidates

"I will support the nominee

above in this organization of

letting our nominee know that

we expect them to adhere to

the - that this organi-

zatii!! '• tor decency, hon-

est, integrity and standing up

for ordinarv American working

people
"

Democrats set for showdown
Bv Ri>N EOLRNIUI
.A*M»l*Ttl> PlttM

Their rivalry engaged.

Democratic presidential con-

tenders lohn Kerrx and lohn

showdown March 2 The chal-

lenger will attack Kerry's free

trade policies and special intercut

lies, urfetinf OhK> New ^ork

.::.'. ^-c^ t^ia with television ads.

The Irontrunner will battle

Edwards on one front and

President Bush on another,

advertising in general-election

tkatileground states while count-

ing on aaane Democratic Party

rules to protect his lead in nomi-

nation delcflaie*.

"Every race is going to be

contested, tsery race." Kerry

said in Ohio, the focal point of
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his plans to beat Edwards in

March and Bush in November.

"We're fighting for every vote
"

The rhetoric reflected a get-

tough attitude in Kerry's camp,

victorious in the Wisconsin pti-

mary Tuesday but noncthete«t

stung by Edwards" closer-than-

expetted secornl-place finish.

Kerry, winrwr in 1 5 of 1 7 con-

tests and still the undisputed

front-runner, failed to push his

chief rival from the race. He set-

tled for the departure of Howard

Dean, the former Nermont gov

en>or who quit yesterday after

failinf to win a single wmteM.
The Democratic race makes a

I'll >iop next week in Hawaii.

Idaho and Utah —where just 61

delegates are at stake — before

turning to .March 2 and the

motherlode of 1. 1 51 delegates,

more than half the total needed

to claim the nomination.

in Wisconsin. Edwards

debate perfonnance Sunday and

his criticism of Kerry's free-trade

policies fueled his llthhour

upsvdng. The first-lenn senator

assailed Kerry's 1995 vote for the

North American Free Trade

Agreement and also aired an ad

condemning the treaty, without

mentioning Keiry's naiiK.
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Suicide attack kills at least 8 Iraqi civilians
By Matt Moore
.ASSIK lATHl PftkSS

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
iWo trucks 'packed with explo-

sives blew up yesterday outside

a Polish-run base south of

Baghdad after coalition forces

ogv'»ed pre on the suicide

bombers racing toward them.

Eight Iraqi civilians were killed

and at least 106 people were

wounded, many of them coali-

tion soldiers.

The two drivers also were

killed, according to the U.S.

military, but no information

aboul their identities was avail-

able.

jM*o yesterday, U.S. troops

reported capturing seven sus-

pected militani.s believed linked

to al-Uaida in a raid in the cen

tral Iraqi city ot Baqouba.

Troops from the 4ih Infantry

Division carried out the raid tar-

geting an "anti-coalition cell"

that may have ties to Osama bin

Laden 's terror group, a stale

ment from US command said.

Seven suspects specifically

targeted in the raid and 1 5 other

people were detained, the state-

ment said.

Baqouba is in the so-called

'Sunni Triangle.' north and

west of Baghdad, ihe heartland

of anti-U.S. violence in Iraq.

The Polish commander of the

region. Gen. Mieczyslaw

Bieniek, called the bombings

near the base in Hillah. bO miles

south of Baghdad, a 'well-coor-

dinated attack."

U.S. officials have predicted

an increase in attacks as the

lune W date for the transfer of

sovereignty to Iraq approaches

Some insurgents fear their cam-

paign could lose steam once

power is retunwd to Iraqis. U.S.

officials believe. However,

major differences remain on

how to choose a new govern

ment.

"The enemy's strategy is fair-

ly clear," coalition military com-

mander Lt. Gen. Ricardo

Sanchez told reporters

Wednesday in Tikrit. "They plan

to isolate us from the Iraqi peo-

ple."

The bombing happened alter

7:15 a.m. when two trucks

loaded with explosives

approached the front of the

coalition base known as Camp
Charlie. Guards fired at the

vehicles, causing one to

explode, said Lt. Col. Robert

Strzelecki. The other struck a

concrete barrier and exploded.

Eleven homes near the base

collapsed in the blast and others

were damaged, entire sides

blown off. Debris littered iht

area.

Mohyee Mokheef, a 50-year-

old cafe owner, who lives near

the camp, said he was having

breakfast with his family when

he heard a faint first explosion

and a second, louder one that

shattered the windows in his

home
"I went oul and walked

toward the base, and I saw

about eight damaged houses,"

he told The Associated Press "I

saw dead and injured Iraqis

lying on the ground
"

Men, women and children

were among the dead. The

wounded included at least 12

Iraqis and 2b Poles, as well as

Hungarians. Bulgarians.

Filipinos and an American.

Poland leads a multinational

force of about *i.'>00 soldiers in

south-central Iraq.

1^^*u

uni'iwts'

A lightlv-wiHindrd Iraqi man and IcKal re»ident v^alk* p»»t PiJish st4dier» vcsterday. tarlicr in th» dax, thn^ huildintr. wenr hadly damaged

when two expk>»ivc»-laden trucks were detimaled outside a Polish miliurv camp in Hillah. st.uth of Baghdad.

The violence also came as

members of the US appointed

Governing Council distanced

themselves further from the

U.S. idea of holding regional

caucuses to elect an interim

government after the planned

lune 10 handover of power

In Baghdad. Mouwafak al-

Rubaie. a Shiite Arab member
of the Governing Council, said

yesterday that the idea of using

caucuses was "gone with the

wind." adding that the only

solution palatable to Iraqis are

general elections, as demanded

by Shiite clerics.

"Anything else will make

things worse and the results skill

be damaging to Iraq." he said.

"Only elections will give the

legitimacy needed lor any luiure

political process or body."

Secretary of State Colin

Powell said Tuesday that the

L nited Slates was committed to

giving the Iraqi people control

of their country by |uly I but

remained open to ideas from the

United Nations about how to

choose the interim go\iiniin;nt.

The N*orld body Is e\|x-.ted to

give a report this week

On Tuesday, the United

Slates also unveiled a list t^ 52

wanted people.

Bloody uprising threatens Haiti's second-largest city
Bv Mark Sn\T.N*)s

.\s5«iiMIHi I'lUv*

CAP-HAITIEN. Haiti (APi —
I nghteiKxl police barricaded ihcniselvcs

inside their station yesterday and said they

coukl not repel a threaietx-d rebel attack

on Haiti's second-largest city, the last

major govemmc-ni ha.stion in the north.

Officers in otbiT towns deserted their

posts with ix) guerrillas in sight

Even as police made clear they were

Kw icared to patrol the streets i^ Cap-

Haitien. militant defeiKlers of President

lean-Ek-rtrand Aristide vowed to take a

stand against the tw«»»i-ckH>ld rebellion,

vkhich has killed some bO people aikl has

attracted leaders with murderous back-

grounds.

"We have ntachetes aiul guns, and we

will resist." said carpenter Pierre Frandk-y.

"The police might have been seated, but

the peopk- got uyethcr and otyanized

Ue bkvkc-d the- s I reels
"

There v^erc tears rebels already have

mfilirated the nurihcm p«.)rt and nxire*

were headed that way.

U.S. oflWiab worry the current crtMs

woukJ only worsen if Aristide is foived to

Ik-e One option being internally dis-

cussed is a transfer of power, with

Aristlck's comenl, to a temporary govern-

ing board made up of Haitians who would

run the country until a new presklent was

ek-cted. It is not ckar how much suppon

that proposal has at top Ie\els of the Bush

adiiiinistraiK.in.

Aristide rebuffed Bush ailministration

Stions that lie conveiK early presi-

dential elcctwns as a way to defuse the >.n-

sis. a sc-nior US ofhcial said sesiciday

Although the administratK>n has sjk) u

is opposed to any Haitian opposition

attempt to drive Aristide from oHice.

Bush officials are privately discussing

ideas for a possibk constitutional siklcs

sion before Ansiidcs icmi expires in

February 200b.

Haitian gownwient spokesman Sfano

l)upuy calk"d both optkms "unacceptabk
'

"Thc-y are lantanKnant to admitting \hc

legitimacy of a coup d'etat against iIk

government." he told The Associated

Press.

As Haiti s bi.-leaguered government

pk-aded in vain loi international help, for

tner sokliers ousted in a l'^**4 US mili-

tary intervention crossed from the

IXtminiian Republk to join the re-bellion

"ITx- aniiy is no kmger demobilized

Mic .uniN I-- iiKihilized." sakl lean-Bapdtte

|>.-vpl! .1 l> inner army sergwmt who bad

headed a grcxip of deoKibilized st)ldk;rs

belorc being |ailed in the I^NOs for pk-i

ling insurrcxtion.
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a Job Easy!

Come to the Job Search

Workshop Today!
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Dean campaign not

a loss for America
In the wake of the Wisconsin democratic

primary on Tuesda>, Gov. Howard Dean has

announced that he will no longer be a candi-

date in the race for the presidential nomina-

tion.

In the fall. Dean was enjoying the spot-

light with front-runner status, as his cam-

paign gained huge momentum. His populari-

ty soared among the youth of the nation and

"Dean for America" stickers were every-

where. Despite the craze, he failed to rack

up enough votes to win even a single state in

the recent primaries. It seems that his critics

may have been correct when they said that he

had "peaked too soon."

His withdrawal from the race has been

expected since the last round of primaries

"I am no longer actively pursuing the pres

idency." Dean told his loyal followers, accord-

ing to www.cnn.com, but he did make a prom-

ise to continue working with the L)«mocratic

Party in order to achieve his goals

According to Dean has not yet endorsed

either of the remaining two candidates, but

he did encourage Democrats to "stay active"

in the process and focus on defeating George

\V Bush in November's election.

Although there may be many who are sad

to sec Howard Dean step down, it was a wise

deci-iun — not only for himself, but also lor

the Democratic Party and America. Now. the

public tan foius on the two major contenders

for !hi presidential nomination:

Massachuscit> Sen |ohn Kerry, and the

South Carolina senator, |ohn Edwards.

Kerry is still in the lead, having won 16 of

the 18 primaries so tar. but Edwards is close

behind. In Wisconsin. Kerry was awarded 50

of its 72 delegates, and Edwards had 24.

With numbers that close, it is a good thing

that Dean, i who took 1 5 of Wisconsin's dele-

gates), is stepping out. With fewer candidates

splitting the votes, it will be easier to hear the

voices of Americans and determine who the

true leader is.

It remains to be seen who will come out

on top. but with primaries in Hawaii, Idaho

and Utah next week, followed by 10 more

states the following Tuesday, it is only a mat-

ter of time before the Democratic Party will

be able to choose who will make the best

rival for Bush next fall.

The ^' ' u setts Daily Collegian would

like to V ' Governor Dean for his wise

decision to step down Had it not been for his

attempt to target young voters via use of the

Internet, there would be much less interest in

this election among the student age group. As

recent surveys have indicated, more 18- and

24 scar old- intend to vote in the upcoming

election than in the previous one. And
although some of that interest may have bc*en

generated by the economy and the war.

Howard Dean aitd his former campaign cre-

ated a I • I of that interest as well.

I n\if :(tnals represenl the moiuniy

opinion u) Ihf MaMuchuaein Daily

Collegian t.ditunal Board

Don't judge scholarship too soon
CNN.com
reported last

week that a stu-

dent group at

Rhode Island's

Roger Williams

University is

offering a $250
scholarship to

white students.

That's right.

People ol cok)r

need not apply

The group behind this award?

The College Republicans, of

course. And is anyone surprised by

that'.' Is anyone surprised that the

group is asking applicants to sub-

mit an essay on why they "are

proud of their white heritage" and

a photo to "continn whiteness"

with their application.'

My knee-jerk reaction was to

be outraged, to nKxim the kx>$ of

progress and prepare to step back

in time to an era of |im Crow laws

and legal segregation I had

allowed myself be lulkrd into a

false sense of scxurity and I had

foolishly Wt myself believe that

society had moved past such pub-

lic displays ol hatrvd. Save for the

outwardK militant racist groups. 1

naively thought that prejudice and

bigotry simmered beneath the sur-

face oif only the discontent. I was

wrung to assume that this kind of

blatant discrimination belonged to

generations far removed Irum ours

of open acceptance.

I have a tendcn^. from time to

time, of overreacting to situations

before getting the whole story —
this was one of those moments.

When I linally finished my meto-

draiiwtic Ixtixwning of the state of

the wurU arxl finished reading the

CNN.com artickr. I got it I under

stand the message these kids are

trying to get acnws: that giving

financial aid based on race is unac

ceptable in this day arxl age.

This award is meant to be the

College Republicans protest of

affirmative action. However, too

many peopfc are stuck on the fact

thai minorities are not alk^vc-d to

apply, and they're crying racism

To theae people I say. "Get over it

and keep rrading."

forget the fact that the club's

president is a lainority and is

iinancing part of his education

LEHER TO THE EDITOR
BUSH AND KERRY —
ALL THAT DIFFERENT?

Whats ttie dittefence between

Bush s continuing war on Iraq and

Kerry s voting for tfie war and want-

ing to send troops there'' In a

speech at Drake University, in Oes

Moines Iowa, on Dec 16. 2003,

Kerry said "As we internationalize

the work in Iraq we need to add

40.000 troops — the equivalent of

two divisions — to the American

military in order to meet our respon-

sibilities elsewhere — especially in

the urgent global war on terror In

my first 100 days as President. I will

iTtove to increase the size of our

Armed Forces

"

This IS not an exit strategy Ttiis is

a call for a draft What is the differ

ence between a Bush draft and a

Kerry dran"?

In response to an e mail from me

m March 2003 Kerry stated, I voted

last fall to auttionze tfie use of force

in Iraq because i believed then, as I

believe now tfiat Saddam Hussein s

development and possession of

weapons of mass destruction (WMOi

pose a threat to our country and to

his neigtibors tfiat must be confront-

ed Now that our country is engaged

in war, it is incumbent upon all of us

to support our troops in Iraq and to

support President Bush as our

Commander in Chief

Kerry won't go near Bush on the

war issue because he voted tor the

war, urged us all to rally behind our

"Commander m Chief and intends

to tnaMam a military presence m
Iraq

Dennis Kucintch and over 100

other Congressmen and 20 Senators

were not fooled by Bush s lies They

voted against the war Kucinich

wants to end the American occupa-

tion of Iraq He has an exit strategy

He can tacKle Bush on the Iraq issue

and win

Patricia L Fhsella

Farmington, N H

Who's to blame for 2000?
In the past few days, the media

has been reporting that Ralph

Nader is expected to run as a

third-party candidate next

November Hearing this makes

mc think back to October 2000.

when I ventured to the

FIcetCenter to watch Nader cam-

paign for president,

I watched as he explained all

about the "special interests" and

"corporate welfare" which had

become the norm in

Washington, and in vot-
[jigj g[g^D

ing for him. we could ^^„^^__^^
make a difference. In

the Nader school of thought, a

vote for Al Gore meant no more

than a vote for George Bush

I swallowed every word that

came out of his mouth, and

remained true to his cause until

the election. But today, as our

nation is controlled by one of the

most conservative administra-

tions in its history. I regret every

penny of the $15 1 donated to

Nader's campaign. And now that I

hear he wants to run again. I

question whether he actually

cares about the state of this

nation. Needless to say. I've

become a Nader-hater.

Nader's biggest problem is his

obsession with the third-party (or

fourth-parly when Ross Perot is

around). He thinks the way to

change the country is to come
from the far left with a new party.

But it became clear in 20t)0 that

the Grtx-n Party just split the lib-

erals and handed the election over

to the better-unified G.O.P.

( Nader won nearly 1 00.000 votes

in Florida). He responded with

ambivalence, as Gore was just the

"lesser of two evils."

At the time. 1 didn't blame him

for Florida, but limes have

changed. Nader needs to

take a lesson from Dennis

Kucinich — a man with

similar ideals but more

with a scholarship specifically for

minorities. Forget tfiat every arti-

cle that has been written states

that the scholarship is the stu-

dents' way of "parodying minority

Affirmative action

was meant to be a

temporary program,

put in place to coun-

teract centuries of

discrimination and

to level the playing

field for minorities.

Ttie key word there

is temporary.

scholarshifK' in protest to affiniMh

tive action Their message isn't

being fully disseminated because

too many peopfc cant n>ove past

the fact thai this is a s».h«.>lai>*hip

for whiles. People from all comers

of the work! are having tf»e same

hasty reaction that 1 initially had

— only they're not getting over it

and reading the* a-st of the story.

The Colkrge Republicans suie

on their website tv^^*^.rwucr.com)

that whites are put at a distinct dis-

ad\antage wfien it ctxnes to scfkji-

arships If their campus is anything

like ours, then they're probably

right There are a multitude of

scholarships available to miix>ri-

tics, simply because they happen

to ha\e melanin in their skin Sure,

these scholarships often have

grade point requirements or

require the student to demonstrate

financial need, but the award is

still only open to students of cok>r

What about white students'.'

Why are they forced to compete

with the entire campus for schol-

arships when people of color

only have to compete with a

small percentage of other people

of color'.'

These sitjdents have been

accused of racism, which isn't alto-

gether surprising given the nature

of the sclwlarship and the fact that

they're republicans. But. aren't

scholarships offered to only

minonties also racist'.' And why is

it that society only roars its disap-

proval when it appears that people

of color are being slighted'.' Wh>

aren't we suinding up and saying

it's wrong ^^hen a student is given

a scholarship and the only require

ment is that the applicant be a

minority?

Let nK- make this ck-ar, before

people go off half-cocked and

accuse me of being racist: 1 am a

person of cobr, and as a pei^on ol

color. I applaud the College

Republicans for taking a stand

against affimiaiive action. I can

say v^ith complete confidence thai

I am not in colk-ge because my

race provided nw with an extra

edge. I didn't check a box on the

application where it asked for

race I am here because my lest

cores and my a».tivities made me

eligible for admisskm. and I resent

anyone insinuating that I used

anirmatise aciicm to my bertefit

Affirmative BClk>n was meant

to be a tc-mporar> program, ptti in

plate to counteract cvntuhes ol

distriminaiion aixl to level the-

playing Ikrkl for minontk-s The

key word there is itinporary It

was not supposed to still exist for

my generation artd the (aci that it

is still anjund •K) vears after its

inception is downright insulting to

all pevjple ol cokir Its very c\is

tence implies that minorities are

not capabW ol getting ahc^ with

out a littk- assistance.

People of color are k>okcd

down on because ol afliniiativc

action Tfny are accused ol steal

ing k)bs that thev don't 4mem. Ii

is possible that minorities are

worse-oil nou than they were 50

y^-ars ago 50 years ago. we knew

where we stood. Now, there's

nothing but an ever lingering

doubt that nay be we |H>t a job

because there- was a quota that

needed to be hlk-d

This group of siudc"nts at Rogei

Williams helkves tfwl M.holaiships

shoukl be given out on the stile

basis of merit arxl need, thai liisi

shuukfn't be a factor A« much as ii

pains me ti> agrex* with republkans

on anyihing. I cant lind any reus^Hi

not to

hjttilit' Duggmi is i» loBtiifmi

cnlumnisl She ivn he rtwrAnt/ ff»

cmthfdugfsitMyalnHt ttim.

Call for resignation misguided
On Feb 10, the president of the Student

Government Association and his cabinet made a

mockery of the student Senate by calling for the

resignation of Senate Speaker |are*d Nokes. The

statement was a response to an e-mail sent

by Nokes, Chair of Ways and Means
j\|||(|()Dy

brains. He took the smart route to

publicize his far-left politics —
through the Democratic Piiriy.

Not only has he received his share

of media coverage (his share,

according to voters so far. is

around one percent), but also he

gets to debate the other candi-

dates — an issue which Nader

was always bitter about.

Kucinich gets it. His support-

ers are all in the Democratic

Party, so why would he want to

form a third party'.' Our political

system is not lit for more than two

parties in the presidential elec-

tions. Whereas parliamentary

governments seem to do well with

third, fourth and even fifth par-

ties, they do not have an executive

branch of government. Because

we have the office of the presi-

dent, it is essential that the major-

ity of the population support the

president, not a mere plurality.

Thanks to Nader and his third-

parly. Bush was elected president

without even garnering a majority

in llorida. (Bush and Gore each

won 4^ percent of the vote, while

Nader took two percent).

Perhaps if Bush and Gore were

as similar as Nader claimed, I

might not blame him for 2000.

But looking al our country today,

it is more important than ever

that he not mn in November The

election of 2004 will likely be a

turning point in our political his-

tory. Should Bush win re-election,

we can be sure to witness a confi-

dent administration continuing, if

not advancing its far-right agenda.

We can watch as deficits soar, as

pre-emptive foreign policy is prac-

ticed without fear, and as society

becomes increasingly polarized —
not just politically, but economi-

cally as well.

So Mr Consumer Crusader. I

gave $15 to your campaign last

lime, but this time I would gladly

pay 10 limes that to see you sit on

the sidelines. Your ideals are

valid, but your methods only do

them harm.

Eliot Brown is a VMass stu-

dent.

Patrick Higgins and Chair of Public Policy

and Relations Adrienne Girard in which

they called the receni actions of the Cabinet and

embarrassment to the SGA.
Specifically, the letter talked about the Cabinet's

attempt to replace the Office of ALANA Affairs

with a broader Office of Diversity Affairs. It was

disappointing to see President David Carr attempt

to sway the Senate, a body that does not come

under his jurisdiction.

Carr has served in his role for just less than two

years. During the last Senate meeting he claimed

three major accomplishments in response to the

accusations of the Speaker. Carr claimed to bring

an ATM to Southwest, the bar to the Blue Wall and

a FedFx box to the Campus Center. As some of you

mav remember. Trustee Seth Avakian, in 2000.

began working to bring an ATM to Southwest.

Carr did oversee some logistical issues, but the

work had been done prior to his term. The bar in

the Blue Wall also has other origins. Upon

Chancellor |ohn V. I.ombardi's arrival to the

University of Massachusetts, he encouraged more

revenue. As other administrators wanted a bar on

this campus, all they needed was student input.

Based on Carr's advice and work, discussions have

been ongoing as to renovating, moving, or closing

the bar. As for the FedEx Box in the Campus

Center, this hardly seems like a major issue to most

students.

These accomplishments seem insignificant

when compared to the major problems that have

faced this campus during Carr's two terms, such as

student riots, increa.sed fees and a shrinking facul-

ty-

Carr's latest attempt to deal with the diversity

was an unequivocal failure. Secretary of Diversity

Russell Plato, acting on behalf of Carr. put forward

a major reorganization plan for the Office of

ALANA Affairs after secret discussions began in

October. Upon the announcement of the plan, the

Office of ALANA Affairs, in addition to many in

the ALANA community, expressed anger at the

plan that was thought to minimize the issue of

race.

Plato refused to wait even a week to make revi-

sions with the ALANA Caucus, claiming that they

were not necessary to the implementation of the

proposal. The proposal was brought to an "infor-

mation session" during which it was ridiculed by

several groups. Within "45 minutes of the informa

tion session ending, the executive cabinet officially

infonned The Massachusetts Daily Collegian that

their proposal wc>uld be withdrawn.

Nokes expressed his concern that such

PatrnP
actions portray Student Government in a

""^'*'^
negative light, making the SGA seem

inept and insensitive to the needs of stu

dents. The cabinet has since called this a "learning

experience" and said the incident should be regard

ed as, "an opportunity to open dialogue." The
final few months of a 24-month term should not be

the lime for learning experiences from such a

group.

Rather I'nan accepting the blame for their tail

ure, the Cabinet went after Nokes. Only Carr him

self knows whether this was merely an ill-timed

and misguided attempt to assert power or a calcu

latcd plan with political motives. Surely, the execu

live cabinet has better things to do with their lime

than to lecture the Senate, a body separate from

the executive cabinet and one in whii.h Carr has ni'

power, on the competency of its leadership.

To come out two days after their own failure

and call for Nokes" resignation is irresp>onsible and

Only President Carr himself

knows wtiether this was merely

an ill-timed and misguided

attempt to assert power or a

calculated plan with political

motives.

disrespectful to the Senate. If the Senate shared the

sentiment of the Cabinet, a prepared motion of no

confidence would have been introduced. This was

not even attempted, as it was clear from the end ol

the reading of the president's statement thai the

Senate did not share their beliefs.

Perhaps it is time for Carr to worry more about

his own actions than that of the Senate. While the

executive cabinet is always willing to come to sen

ate and tell senators how they can best represent

students, it is unclear whether the cabinet is wor-

ried about doing anything for students themselves.

Right now, Carr and his staff are ignoring issues in

order to play politics. Several members of the exec

utive cabinet have political aspirations for next

year. With the events of last Wednesday, they have

already lost my vote.

Anthony Pascoe is a UMass student.
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Sex&TheCit

Passionate about 'Sex'
Every Sunday for the past six

years al 'i p.m.. I v* had 'Sex." No
matter how bad my week was. or

how irriuied I was al my
boyfriend, or wfwi I wasn't

involved. I knew I woukl

always count on having

Sunday night "Sex."

And 1 wasn't akme Across ihe

country, millkms of other wunK-n

and men have relished in the

Sabbath day sex ritual right akxig

with mc "Sicx and the Cii>." whkh
debuted on HBO in lune of 1^8
and found its home on Sunday

nights shortly there after. creMed a

ton of sexual rcvdutwn for vwwncn

across tlie country. The scries gave a

voice to women who had pre*vkxisly

been muted by the societal expetia

tion that v«xnen not be sexually

adventurous, and certainly not open

to talking about it.

Yet this Sunday will bring with it

bittersweet "Sex." as I. and counilesa

other diehard fans, prepare to bkl

adieu to the series that has made

watching televiskxi fun again But as

I sit here, patiently waiting for my
computer to downkwd the latest

episode from Kazaa. I have to won

dcr ... is this truly the end of Sunday

"Sex'^ Or will other networks pkk

up where Carrie and Company have

\dx off? Will other shows come

akx^ that employ the same witty

writing and coii»edk lake i*i real-life

subjtvt mailer'' Or. am I. akxig with

other faithful fans nalkm-

,, , „ ,
wide, to be banished to a

Menlian Healf lifeofTVcdihac^^

It started simpfcr enough

four women in New >orii City,

snuggling to steer their way

through the expansive sin ^^

gles scene - but some

how l^rrcn Starr's

straightforward

sex scries

becante a phe

n o m c n a .

Engrained in the

pop culture mindset.

"Sex ami the City" made
ManoU) Blahmk a household

name and thrust the Cosmopolitan

into the spmlight in bars across the

country. Daring styfcr chokes made

Sarah jc-sska Parker one of the busi-

maa's most fashicMiabk* stars and a

new gc-neratk>n became- eiKhanted

with the charm and class of New
>brk City Vet "Sex and the City' has

done s<.) much niore- than that The

series has kvckxl the playing field

lor women across the country.

As a 15 year-old girl from

Connc-ctkut. I hardly had much in

y^ Men love

'Sex; too
Many aspect- *•!

our pop culture shi>ot

ior the audience with

minds constructed only

with the X-chromosome
Media outlets communi
cate stories of fashion,

love, hygiene, sex and the

overall mindset of a

woman in nK>dern ru.
day society bring- —Li.,
ing "girl talk' to the

next level. Cosmopolitan
iii.i^'ii/ine. lifetime. Danielle

^Kele novels and an abun-

dant of "chick flicks" satisfy

the guilty pleasures of not

all but many women
around the country.

So when Darren Star and

Sarah lessica-Parker created

a series nearly eight years

ago about four single female

friends who meet everyday

to sip cosmopc»litans and

discuss which men are desir-

able or the newest line of

Pradu shoes, the two must

have figured that "Sex and

the City" would move into

that aforementiimed dt)main

strictly for a female audi-

ence.

Topics like PMS. "spunk

with funk." or what Carrie

Bradshaw should wear on

her next date are not that

appealing for the major-

ity of men But for that

single woman
betvveen the ages of

25 and 60. the

Straub

storylines are part of every-

day life. "Sex and the City"

proves to be the right kind

of medium in the entertalsl

mem world to discuss them?
However. "Sex" hM

defied its expectations ana

its prc-constructed domain.

"Sex and the City-

may have started as

^•irls-only. but the

door was left open

for those stereotyped to

enjoy football and beer.

Now. six seasons later, there

are some men — even

straight men — who can't

gel enough of the show.

While Carrie. Miranda.

Samantha and Charlotte

play, men cant keep their

ears and eyes away

'Back in high school,

some girls wanted me to

come over to their house

and watch I'Sex and the

City "I with them, and it

turned out I thought the

show was gocni because it's

fun watching middle-aged

women fiend for sex." said

liK'l Ford, a senior political

science major

We know how the show
has become such a success

lor females — by covering

the life of a single woman
living in a big city so per-

fectly — but how has this

show so brilliantU increased

See STRAUB on page 7

The end is closing in

By Me(;han M. HfAiy

( 1)1 111.IAN Sl.M!

For the past six years, viewers have

watched religiously as Canie BraiMuisv.

Miranda llohbs. Samantha lones jiikI

Charlotte \brke ttvk Manhaltiin b>

stonn in search of Mr. Right, or at least

Mr Good-cnough-lor-right-now. As

fans prepare k' say gixxl hye to the

series, theiv arc iiiniiy li>s| ends left to

Iv lied up In casi- you loigol. here's

wtlill's IliipiXMR'll so fill

Season 1:

In lis iiiiiiigiii.il se.ison. lans were

iniiiKluced to sex columnist Carrie

Bradshaw and her group of single

friends Carrie, v^n and unafraid to ask

Ihe questions on the minds of New
'loik women, led viewers through the

streets and show shops of Manhattan,

shilling; her relationship pitfalls on the

piiges of the fictional 'New \orV. Star."

Carrie nicvts and subsequently falls in

love with a husinessinan. known only to

audiences as Mi. Big. The two date, but

Big's hesitance to commitment frus-

tiales Carrie When Big tells Carrie he

will nevei main agiiin, she begins to

woniler if she can deal with that limita-

See SEX on page 7

M \ -\N|' IHI I n't '*!
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Hippodrome welcomes veteran jamband Gov't Mule
By Scott Eu)IUDGE U

Cx>LLe(iiAN Staff

RiK-k 'n' riJI le|{mJ Warren Hav iks

pU\* lead Kuitar for jamband Gov't Mule.

"There's a lot nwre to get sick of out

there." Danny Ixjuis said of pop music.

As a niember of one of the mainsuys

on the jamband scene, Louis and Gov't

Muk arc seeing a gnjwing scene filled

with more and more talent.

"There're a bt more musi-

cians that are kx>king at what's

going on and saying ah man
there are all these people that

will just let us play and we don't

have to write a song .. that

mentions baby k)ve or sex

just to fit the formula.'

"

"I think what we found in

the jamband movement, if you

will, is a group of people that musk; is a

higher priority to." he saki, "If I was 14

or 15 now and I was being presented

with a barrage of commercial musk

that's oui there now, via moet of the

MT\ aixi radio and records, I wouW be

kx.)king for an alternative And in the

jamband movement, we find a kx of peo-

pW . . . who have a value of musk that is

more like v*tuit you vwrc referring to

I
not pop I

and k»s like what its become."

l>agny IxHiis, keyboardist for Govt

MuW, ha> prioritized music After 10

yean as a band that has kxig felt his prcs

GoAMule

TofTwrrow

"a

enoe. (he officially sipied un in 2UU2

after playing with the band for years).

Gov't Mule ha> seen some ot the greatest

tragedies and triumphs made availabk; to

a band. Friday, when they come onto the

Hippodrome stage in Springfield. Mass .

Louis and his muskal counterparts will

continue in their journey forward.

In August 2000. the band, fonned by

Warren Haynes. Matt Abts and

Allen Woody. k»si a family

member when Woody was

found dead in his hotel rviom.

immediately calling into ques-

tkxi the baiKl's future

"I think after things get shak-

en up the way they did the nor-

mal thing I suppo.se wouki have

been to either break up or tind

one guy to replace him, a bass

player and continue on." lA>uis sakl

But tfie music played on, and instead

of giving in. Hayiies and Apts dkl sume-

thing tfiat woukd not have seemed possi-

ble on paper They toured and recorded

with a Laundry list of some of the finest

bass guitarists on the music svenc

lamband counterpans Mike Gordon of

Phish. Dave Schools ol Wklespiead

Pamc. Les Claypool ol Primus; metal-

head lason Newstead of Metallka. \uhn

Scofiekl. a muskian largely in his own
right, Stefan l^fssard ot Dave Matthews

Band and others joined in a studk> aiKl

stage tribute to Wood).

"It was the way for Warren and Matt

... to gel away fnjni what they lost,"

LtHiis said. "Arid I think it's a lestament

to Warren and Malt's expansive, musi-

cally expansive, natures
"

Things are more solkl now. Andy

Hess, who walked through the band's

"revolving door" of bass players, has

signed on with some pennanence. Hess

has also played wiih the Black Crowes

and New Harth Mud. but wa.- pkked this

fall as the fourth comer
"Andys with us, and he's not going

away," lAXiis said

As a longtime collaborator on key-

board aixl writing. lx>uis recalled his

days wf»cn he woukl pla\ with u thrce-

pkxe Mule in New York

"I always felt like, you know, wiuii do

you do with a three-piece band?" he

sakl.

Now with four. Gov't Muk is "start-

ing to settle in with the regularity of

this." This, after years of touring with

different has>ists, peHonning with dif-

ferent bassists and even recording two

nxords ("IVep Knd" volumes I & 2) a

D\ D (Rising low") aixl pulling on an

impressive multi-bass show Picking

Hess wasn't the hard part. l>ouis sakl.

"It wa.snt diflkult in that every time

that Andy played with us there was ihis

sort tjt barvd thing." he sakl "Thai ele

vales the whole to larger than jusi the

stim of its parts

But Gov't Muk had to pick Hess and

they had to ruk out nuiny others

"Any one of a number of people that

were involved with us on the biiss would

have brought so much exceptional talent

to the situation and made us sound

great." LxHiis sakl. "|We| had the luxiiry

of playing with .so many bass players."

Before and after Alkn Woody 's fuss-

ing, Ck)vi Muk always created an aura

around their periormances of lirekss

jamming, guest appearances, lalenl-

sharing and generally working hard. For

Louis, the belter thing has always been

to keep pushing and trying harder and

even with the k)ss ut Woody, kxiking for-

ward.

Now, with Hess, the band has taken

on new life tilwir fall tour was labekd

Rebirth of the Muk) and is striding even

further alK-ad And. whik cekbraling

what Alkn Woody helped bring to life.

Mule is starting lo *Jd new layers of

musk and giowth as a band Pan of this

kx)k forward is a new studio album to

be ie».vrded this spnng and antkipated

for the fall.

"We're all just trying to do something

heller all the time," Louis said. 'The

thing about musk, in theory, the nK>re

jx-opk you iTWci the more fulfilling it is,

vou have to kind of stay on it and capi-

talize on your opportunities
"

West Side* takes on a new look UMass students contribute to V-Day

By E\A Piccoz/i

1. .1)1 LILIAN Staff

Would the onginal creators of

the 1^57 hit musical "West Side

Story." krome Robbins. l.eonard

Bernstein and Xnhur 1 aurents.

ever have predicted that

40 years later, it would

ignite controversy when

a production of ihe plav

was altempied ai

Amherst Regional High

School?

Die original prudu«.

tkm ran for 732 per-

formances and later

became a classic feature

film, but II has taken

live years for ARHS to

perform a unique vcr

sion calkd "West Side Stories
"

New World Theater is proud

to present thai production here

Saturday at 8 p.m and Sunday

at 2 pm at the University ol

Massachusetts m Bowkcr

Auditorium. Tickets will be on

sak at the Bowkcr Box Office

between S) and SI).

Students al ARHS were

forced lo cancel "West Side

Story' and instead perform the

more conventional musical,

"Crazy for You" in 2000 after

complaints were made about

racial representations in

"West Side Story.*

The story of star-

croMcd k>ven, one of

^mcrican-bom Polish

descent, and the other of

nc \ed Puerto

Ri .cm. the play

depicts the reality of

immigrant life and the

struggle of overcoming

stereotypes imbedded in

society. The Puerto

Rican community
protested the produ<«tion in

2lXX). claiming the ^lay uws
cultural stereotyping and ulti-

mately contains racist elements

that are not appropriate for high

school studenis to be acting out

or viewing.

Whik the community moved

the night *>) the performance for on and quickly forgot what the

controversy represented, Harlcy

Erdman. theater director at the

University of Massachusetts, and

Roberta Uno, who was then New
World Theater's artistk director,

realized the issue of racial and

cultural representation needed

to be addressed funher.

In fall 2001, Erdman and

Uno taught a theater workshop

for eight weeks open to high

school students in the Amherst

area. Participants came from

ARHS. Pioneer Valley

Performing High School, and

Proiecl 2050, a group of stu-

dents from across the region

that "engages professional

artists, youth communities,

scholars. and community
activists in civic dialogue and

artistic creation." according to

NWTs Web site

The program encouraged

students to use a method
called, "interview theater." in

which interviews were con-

ducted with members of the

greater Amherst communiiv

Sm WEST SIDE on page 7

By Kaii W AlJiM

I tllUl.lAN M*fF

As an engineer in

the U.S. Air Force,

there's no telling what

you'll work on. V

(Seriously, we can't tell ^ou.)

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead

of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new

engineer you'll likely be involved at the ground level of new

and sometimes classified developments, Youll begin leading

and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out whafs waiting behind the scenes for you in

the Air Force today. To request more information, call

1-800-^23-USAF or log on to airforce.com.

U.S. AIR FORCE
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

"If vi^inaa could talk, what vi/oukJ they say?"

A group of femak University of MaHKhuMtts stu-

dents, varying in age and majot. wil anemM to arawer

thai questkm lonighi and then apin Friday night, in

their pRiduciion of "The \agina Monologues* at the

Fine An> C enter Concen Hall

Eve Enskrs award-winning play was writ

ten based on her intcf\ic-ws with more than

200 women about iheir sexuality, bo&s. and

storks of abuse and vwlenx. The pl^y gives

women a chance to qjodt out on these iawes.

whk.h are feneraBy conadered taboo by soci-

ety

Using productk>ns of "The Vagina

Monok)gues' as a furtdraising tixJ. Enskr's \

I^y campaign, a gk<bal nK>venK-ni to stop

vioiencx* again.si wcimen and girls, has Ix-en

abk to raise more than $20 million to support

anii-vk>lenoe ptuyns iMoridwide since its

cTBatkm in l<W8.

This month, students ftum bW colkgcs around iIk

worM will be given the opportunity to pnxluce. direct,

and act in perfciniMoes of TK- Vagina Monobgues."

whik simultaneously raising funds for charities and

antivKjkncc group* in their community.

Ixical benefits this year at L'N1a.«s include the

•Xmherst Survival Center, the Everywoman's Center,

ami Planm-d Parenthood of \\estem MassaLhaselts In

addition lo kxal charities, 10 percent of the pn.)fits

each colkge makes go lo the \Day organizatwn.

whkh each year chooses a spotlight charity This year's

donatwns will locus on the uiv di luarez, Mevko.

where over 400 women have been dtxlared mivsing or

murdered in ihe la.M dewidc

"The \ agina Ntonofcjgues" has not been perfomicxi

at UNlass since 2002. This year, with the sponsorship

of the kwish Student Union, co-dinxiors

Uuren I) Amiinkiand kai Ravebon decided

It needed to be brou^t back lo the canfttS.

Vakrie Tosi. a freshman performer In

"The Vagina Monologues." aid that it is

important for peopk to see the show

because ii pmtioics awaraneas about a seri-

oas topk that c«i be pmeiMed in an enter

taining way.

-I think that by seeing the show peopk

will delinitely get a different *pin on what

it's like to be a woman and the difTctent

things thai go along with it. and I think that

it's vefy insightful, not only for women
themaelves, but for men too."

"The Vagina Monobgues" will be performed

loiughi and Friday night ai » p.m in the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall Tickets can be reserved by call-

ing the Fine Arts Center bnv office al 41 5-545-1 125.

or can be purchased at the door The cost b $5 for

anyvHX- with a UMass student ID. $8 for Five College

students, and $IU for the general puMk
Infurmuiion frum itkyuni »»«* used m ihts anide.

<ir^^

i blue
Wall Pub!

U 1? \>r^r\K

('.omc perform for your fVicnds and classmates

First come, first serve

siiin-up sheet ^oes out at 6:()()PM every Wednesday

l-riday 2/13 at 7:()()PM

Special Ciuests UC^Ac^ Qi/^rtdt

in a special intimate encore appearance following

their morninj^ performance al the Fine Arts Center.

Friday 2/20 at 7:00PM

'^t^v/x ^^-Uvr\6 aiidTlx^- ^K^_^t,\Cb

Friday 2/27 at 7:00PM

Admission to all events is tree

Never a cover at the Blue Wall

Passionate about my 'Sex'
NEALY from page 5

common with a sex columnist with a ravenous

shoe buying habit, an uptight art gallery direc-

tor, a cynical and highly independent lawyer

and a 40-something PR worker who slept with

anyone who sat still long eixxigh — at least not

on the surface. Yet, as the years have pro-

gressed, and 1, as well as Carrie, Charlotte,

Miranda aixl Samantha. have grown up. it has

become clear that I have a lot in common with

all the girls of "Sex aiKl the City."

Each of them embodies a characteristk I

woukl like to have, or have grown to accept

within myself. OK, so maybe I am more

Charlotte than I woukl like to admit, but

through watching the trials and iribulatkms of

these four Manhattanites unfold for the past six

seasons, 1 have learned a lot about myself, and

what it really means to be a woman in today's

sockty

From Samantha's seemingly promiscuous

ways I have found a source of empowerment.

By not adhering to the limitatkms sockty placed

on women. Samantha gave femaks every^vhere

a littk more ground to stand on. If Samantha

can haw sex v^th the FedEx guy, or her new

assistwit, on her desk without regret, then

maybe, just maybe women across the country

can feel comfortabk to take a few risks them-

selves If. after a failed marriage, countless rela

ik)nship mishaps and the news that she may

never be abk to conceive Charlotte remains

unjaded. still believing her fhince Charming is

coming, then perhaps there's still hope for all of

us that are inundated by insensitive guys and

unexpected detours in the life we have mapped

out. If Miranda can let Steve in after years ol

hardeiHKl independence, if she can allow hersell

to change and grow, then I can too.

Throughout the seasons "Sex" has come in

all forms for me. There was the painful breakup

"Sex" when Carrie cheated on Aidan — I was

angry enough to swear off the series for good, a

vow I conveniently forgot come 8:5'* p.m. the

following Sunday There was the splendor of

make-up "Sex" when Aidan took Carrie back in

season four, and when Steve brought Miranda

lilacs in the final episode of season live. There

was the thrill of secret "Sex" when Carrie

reignited the flames with married ex Mr. Big.

There was good "Sex " and bad "Sex." and any-

thing 1 haven't mentioned Samantha has prob-

ably done it.

So as I brace myself for this Suiviay's good-

bye "Sex" I will do my best not to be sad. I will

try my hardest to be thankful for everything

Carrie, Charlotte, Samantha and Miranda have

taught me. As my Sunday night ritual draws

to an end, I can only hope that the entertain-

ment industry can take a nod from this

groundbreaking series and maybe, just maybe
- someday — I'll find something belter than

sex.

Not only for women

In the hnal epistide!. of 'Sex and the City'

Carrie (Sarah Jessica Parker) falls in love

with Russin artist AleksanJr (Mikhail

Baryshnikov ) and moves with him to Paris.

The series finale of "Sex and the City" airs

Sunday. Feb. 21 at 4 p.m on HBO There will

be a special look back at the series airing

immediately before, at 8 p.m.

Meghan M. Healy is a CoUegian staff

member.
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its viewership across that rarely

crossed almighty gender line'.'

It's the mixture ol the

humorous sexual innuendos,

realistic relationship troubles

and of course the constant

image of four beautiful ladies

waliiing down the streets ol the

best city in the world thai

makes this romantic-sexual

comedy different from any

other. The show has set new
boundaries for sexual talk on

television. The characters dis-

cuss it like it was no big deal

just like in real life.

While women like to see the

realistic portrayal of relation-

ship qualms, it's the "Sex' in

"Se\ and the City" that draws

men to the show. .Mter all, as

the weary cliche goes, "all men
think about is sex." That is

where the appeal of the show is

Carrie. Miranda, sometimes

Charlotte and always Samantha

think about sex. talk about sex

and have a lot of sex. It's a

man's dream to have the sophis-

ticated, sexy and experienced

woman. Vou get that combina-

tion with all four.

"Sex" can also teach a man a

few things about acquiring a

lady's heart.

"I like the storylines; they

give you a great sense of what a

respectable woman is thinking

and feeling," said Jeff Rose, a

senior exercise science major.

If you are old-school,

Charlotte can show you how to

treat a woman like a queen. If

you fancy the successful bossy

type, Miranda gets down to

business. If you thought

women didn't have the same

kind of thoughts as men -

Samantha embodies the per

verted dream, and it can come

alive if you listen to her.

Finally, if you're like me.

there is nothing better than the

all around girl like Carrie -

someone who can write, has

brains, beauty, sass and a real-

istic sense of the world. Too

bad you need lo be as suave

and rich as Big or as Russian as

Aleksandr Peirovsky to get her

I guess we will see which

one it is this weekend.

CIcn Sirauh is a CoUegian

stall memhi'f

Taking a look back at the six seasons of 'Sex ancd the City'
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tiun. Came ends the season unsure

of Big's real feeling about her

Charkjtte, despite her hopeful

outkx)k. is told by a foriune-telkr

that site will live a kxig and kmely

life, whkh dismays her. Miranda

strtiggks to maintain her sexual

klentity whik still being an inde

pendent femak. Samantha has

quite a few llings but resists tfie

idea of a relalkmship, opting

H»tead to live the ni^-life.

ThrougfKMt season two. Carrie

tniggks to break free of Mr Big's

hold on her Despite a brief fling

with a Yankee, she ultimately

witKis up back in the arms of the

cummitmcnt cfialknged Big. much

to the chagrin of her friends.

Things seem as tliough they may

)asi work out. until work draws Big

east — all the way to Paris — for

six months. Although he and

Carrk f>ave progressed with iheir

reiatkjnship, he does not invite her

to go with him. Big leaves ^kw
York and Carrk makes a rvxky

return into the dating pool. On a

trip lo the Hamptons a few months

kter, Carrk runs into Big ai a pany

and is shocked to discover he is

The new
'Stories'

WEST SIDE trotn page 6

Answers to questions such as

how it feels to be stereotyped,

interracial relationships, and

censorship were used as mate-

rial for students. They then

used this information to gain a

belter understanding of per-

spectives on social issues that

exist, but arc considered taboo

and rarely brought into dia-

logue.

The interviews were collab-

orated for the foundation of a

screenplay and much of the

show reflects ideas of the orig-

inal play, "West Side Story."

"Using improvisation, com-

edy, music, and dance a variety

show was woven together lo

create the mosaic sketch enti-

tled West Side Stories,'"

Erdman said.

Due to lack of funding, it

took three and a half years to

get the show staged.

seeing someone else — Natasha,

the anti-Carrie, a 20-something

who Big announces he is engaged

to.

Samantha continues to enjoy all

New ^ork has to offer, dating a

wide assonmeni of men. Charlotte

gets increasingly frastraied as she

seeks to find a suiubk husband

Miranda begins dating Steve, a bar

tender who is decidedly berieath

her. in terms of class The relatK>n

ship doesn't last and Miranda j«^>ins

the rest of the girte in the singk-s

s«.ene again.

SEAaoaX
A littk okk-r and slightly more

hardened, Carrie sets oui yet again

to move past her relaikjnship with

Big As her self-proclaimed "gay

hasbaiKl", Sunford Blatch coeives

Carrie to go to a furniture show,

wfiere she meets Aklan Shaw

In many ways, the anti-Big

Carrk sikles easily into a relation-

ship with the humbk furniture

designer, and even ditches one of

fier best friends and hex cigarettes

in order to pursue romance with

him. A surprise eiKounter with Mr
Big sucks Cairie back into her okd

habits and she eventually gives into

his pcTsistent advances. The two

begin an affair that ultimately kads

to the desinxtion of both Carrie's

relalMXiship and Big's marriage

Chariottes goal for the third

season is to be married by the year's

cTxl. A chance encounter with Dr.

Try MacfXHJgall ykkls a hasband

for her, and a fairy tak wedding fol

k»ws Trey struggles in the bed

room and Chatiotte finds herself

struggling to conceive. By the sea-

sun s end the coupk is separated.

Miranda and Steve nx)ve in

together but her fear ol getting

hurt makes it impossibk for tfw

unkxi lo work, and the lolkjwing

their painful break up, Miranda

begins dating again. Samantha

ci«ntinues to shop aaiund if»e New

'lork singk"s scene, arxl evc-n cross

es paths with a sex toy model in

Los Angeks for a night or two. but

baib Nvhen he wants more than

plaMime

As time passes and distarves

ihe pain ol the Aklan breakup in

Carrie's mind, she begias to miss

him and sets out to win him back

Although things are more real this

time around, Carrie and Aklan

seem lo make the second lime a

chami, and he proposes lo her in

the moonlit streets of New \ork

They move into Carries apartnKnt

and make plans for « future togeth-

er but the bride fl^K cannot firing

herself to plan the wedding. She

and .Aidan eventually split when it

becoiiKs obvious they want diller-

eni things. Mr Big makes a brief

appearaiKe. as he anrKxmces he is

kaving New ^ork for Calilomia.

A night of pity sex with Steve

leaves Miranda pregnant and

unsure of what to do. IXxkling lo

keep the baby. Miranda and the

giris brace for the perils of singk

nK>tfiertv.>».id

Samantha meets fiolel big

wfwel RKhard \Snght and begins

an affair with him. Althot^ she

originally resists her feelings for

him, she falls in kve with him and

trie's a monogamous relaikmship

Rkhard cannot Itantlk coopklnxid

and when Siim saicbes him with

another woman, they end iheir

relationship. Charlotte tries to

nevivc her marriage to Trey, but the

two cannot rvconcik iheir differ

erKes.

SusoaS:
I he lilth season, shon and

sweet. Is one of adjustment for the

girls Carrk. getting more well

known for her column writing,

tinds her carecT thriving With ilx-

rc-kase of a btx>k of her columns.

Came also uslicis in a new-

romance with wriler JaclrlleTffr."

The two begin dating al ifw very

end of the sea.son. when \\k\ cross

paths at a I lampions wtxiding

Miranda struggles lo do motli-

ertxxxl on her own tcmis. By the

end ol the season, she realizes that

she is in k)ve with Steve hut cannot

bring herself lo tell him Charkute

begins a scxrel relatk>nship with

Harry, hi-r divorce aitomey and is

crushed to kam that Harry will not

marry a non-kwish woman.

Richard manages to woo
Samantha f>ack Although he

claims to be totally faithful. Sam
cannot trust him anymore and they

split during a tnp to .Atlantic City.

In iIk final season. V\ und

the City," Carries relationship

with Berger was short livi-d. He

could not handle her success and

abruptly dumpcxl her via pt>si-ii

nole. Mr. Big makes a cameo

when he cxjmes into town for

heart surgery, Carrie slays by his

skle but ultimaielv divides thai no

iiK-dkal procedure will open his

fnarl enough lor the two to ever

work. Following her disappointing

spill lioiii Big. Carrk meets a

Russian anist named Aleksandr

IVtrovskv and the two begin dal

ing. When an evhibit bcvkons

Peirovsky to Paris, Carrie is sur-

prisc-d to hear that he wanted her

to accompany him indetmiiely.

She accepts his offer and quits

her job

Miranda lakes the next step

with Sieve as the two decide to

wed. and ifKm purchase a house

in Brooklyn. Samantha begins

daimg a ht^il young actor named

Smiili lared She helps launch his

caavr and eventually allows him

to be her boyfriend. Deciding to

get breast impbnis. Sam discov-

ers a cancerous lump during a

consultation fiegins chemothera-

py. Charkjtie dcxides to lonvert

lo ludaism and she and f^arry

wed She is overjoyed to find out

thai she is pregnant but becomes

deeply depressed after miscarry-

ing. The coupk dcxides to adopt

a child.

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors
Beer: Wine: Liquor:

Guimeas Draught Foxhom

: 12 pk Ni. $20.99* Clhardonnay or N^fjo'

Canyon RoadCoors ft Coors Ught

Wpkcn. $18.49*

BuKii ft BusdiU^
)or*.»m $13.99*

Keystone

wpkc... $13.49*

Millwaukee's Best

MMk ..- $10.99*

BuK± ft Busdi light

24pkNI $10.99*

Sierra Nevada

i.'pkNi $11.99*

Lcx^Trafl

UpkiHi $9.99*

Saranac

i2pkM $8.99* Arbor Mist
All f-'lavors

"all beer prices plus deposit

Behrederc Cytrus Vodka

It ^
"<' '"I S»5-99

ity750ml...$15.00 Behrdere Pomarancza Vodka

750 ml.. $2^99
C.hardonnay, C:abemet, My1«'„o ,9 Belvedere Vodka
Vendange -50 ml. S23.99

Chardonnay, C^f^met, Merlot Bustmiills Irish Whiskey

Kaii»n» Ridge
'^" *>0 99

, ,, j^^
Ch^onnavl^Krnct. Merlot Jameson Iruh Whiskey

1.5U...J9.99 ill $2i.9<>

Corbett Canyon
. r- Dr. Mcinllioidy's Schnapps

Chardonnay, White Zin, Pinot Grjao ^' '^>^ '
~*^l

3.0 h box. .17.99 -•;.' ml $10.99

Wyndham Estates Jim Beam Bouibon

Merlot. Cabernet. Shiraz 750 ml $10.99

750 ml. ..$7.99 Cruzan Flarored Rums
Jacobs Creek
Chardonnay, Cabernet, Shiraz, Merlot

750 ml. .$6.99

> ml S10.99

QUEEN OF
J EAN

1.5 It...$4.99

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

jjj Rusttll St., Rte 9, Hadley, MA oiojf

§t4-ii74 • Mm$. - Sm. 9mm- iifm

SALE 2/19 THROUGH 2/25

Now Open Sundays Noon to iipm

jeans by

citizens of humanity

Free & Open to all students
GMAC New WORLD Theater

I .lu \its< v-ii!.i. I nn ol M N

STGRI

>S Vcff's

West Siae Stories
Now WORLD Theater presents

a Pioneer Vnlley Performinq
Arts Hiqh School production
association with the UMass
Department of Theater

Feb. 21@ 8 pm &
Feb. 22 @ 2 pm
Bowker Aud

In

Through improvisation and interview theater, students from Amherst Regional

High School the Pioneer Valley Performing Arts, and Project 2050 collaborate in a

multl-dimensional exploration of race and place through music, dance, sketch

comedy, satire, and drama.

A Revolutionary Convening: Ttie Vision

of June Jordan Feb.27&28 -free-
PresenleO by the UMass WoiT>«n s Studies Departmcni in ,<ss<xial'on with New
WORLD Theater the Student Activities Cenlc Itw Biac>< Student Union WOCl.No'

EWC and ttw 0«icc> of Al ANA Aft.iirs

FrWay.JFtfcu 27 7:30 pm, SUB Keynote Address by Sonui Sanchez

Saturday Feb 28 9 am - 5 pm, CC101 • Round table discussions
' 8 pm, Bowker Auditorium BLUEPRINTS FOR

REVOLUTION A PERFORMANCE. itMlufiruj Sont.i Sancht;^ Kate Rigg Lctt.i Nooy J.ine Sapp

and the Voices of Today. Magdalena^Gomez Evelyn Harns and Protect 2050 f o- Coofofoncp .nfo

call Linda Hillenbrand 54S 1922 > ^**^ ^4 " '"
W ' www ncwworldtheater org tammWMHm *"
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Minutewomen in search of

10th consecutive A- 10 title
A-Rod commercial proved ironic

By Toni) FOSTER

Elaine Sortino has built a dynasly afte 25 \ears

in Amherst, with the UMass coach establishing

the Massachusetts soltball team as one of the

most talented programs on the east coast.

Looking to capture her lOih straight A- 10 title

and a spot in College World Series, Sortino was

faced with a challenge in 2004, though.

The 200^ Minutewomen featured four of

UMass' six All Conference selections being sen-

iors in shortstop Kniil> Robustelli. outfielder

Anna Perey. first baseman Brandi Cross and pilch

er Kaila Holtz. Sortino has reloaded with a talent

ed freshman class and is confident this squad is

one of her most talented teams ever, despite win-

ning one out of lour contests during the Fiesta

Bowl Classic against the best teams in the nation.

"The difference (this year) is the experience,

that's It." Sortino said "1 think we got a lot more

talent this year than in past years. This is proba-

bly the team with the most depth I've ever had in

my coaching tenure."

Percy, a 4-foot 1 1 outfielder, finished the 2tH)3

season with a )^^ huitiiig average and stole 22

bases

Cross hit an L Md-»^n.v.uiiJ 1 I homeruns last

season and 2b career dingers, which tied for best

in schciol histciry.

Robustelli was named A 10 Player of the Year

and a Third Team Ml American after leading the

Minutewomen with 4? runs scored. 64 hits. 15

doubles, four triple*. 105 total bases and .597

slugging percentage The shortstop's .564 baiting

average was also second on the team in 2005.

Hollz was named A 10 Pitcher of the Year as

junior and senior, pc»sting 75 25 and I 40 KRA in

her career Now on staff as a first-year assistant,

her 5% strikeouts. 92 complete games and 55

shutouts trail only the legendary Danielle

Henderson Holtz also complied live no-hitters

including one perfect game in her four-year

(uucer.

OvmBJ
Aisha Franke will be the cornerstone in front

of the fence She was named to preseason Top 40

Watchlist, which names players who are possible

Player of the Year candidates. The senior outfield-

er sported a team-best .405 BA and has excep-

tional speed stealing 18 bases in 20 attempts

Franke. A 2lX)5 All Conference and Regional

selection. i«. u skilled defender with the speed and

arm strength lo m.tkc cj^s cMra bases or hit into

an instant out

"Aisha brings ihi« >>.•»( >jpjx«scd ld>i is her abil-

ity to drive the ball." Sortino said. "Getting her on

base is critical, because it get* us to steal bases

Her small game and her ability to Oy down the

line will only increase bv her ability to drive the

ball*

lunior Dcnise Denis and senior KC Budrewicz

arc the early favorites to play along side Franke.

Denis is solid defender in the outfield, who hit

255 in A*i games Budrewicz has been three years

for the chance a* a full-time starter. Sophontore

Lesley Ferrara will add depth to the outfield.

"I think this the best outfield with the best

arms we've ever had in my coaching tenure,"

Sortino said. "We got a lot of possibilities, so if

someone isn't hitting we got another option
"

Inrelo

Kranke's speed and hitting ability, should give

sophomore third baseman/catcher K.j. Kelley the

opportunity to improve her impressive Ireshman

campaign. Kelley s patience, quick hands and

power made her an instant threat at the plate as a

freshman with eight homeruns. tied for fourth-

best all-time. Afier a year ol experience and an

off-season to improve. Kelley could be starting a

storybook career at UMass.

"She's a tough out." Sortino said. "She did 20

times better at the plate than she did last year She

was a baby last year and had no idea what was

going on She is going to be a really tough at-bat

every time in the box."

The third leader of the group will be catcher

Jamie Cahalan. The senior captain has a solid bat.

but she is most valuable through her leadership,

handling the pitching staff and the strong ann

behind the plate

lunior Hilary Puglia. who will make the move

from second base to shortstop, highlights the

strong UMass infield defense. Puglia is an excep-

tional defender, evident through her M«4 fielding

percentage The first option to replace Puglia at

second will be sophomore speedy Kristi

Siefanoni.

The battle at first base will be between a cou

pie of newcomers. The early favorite is freshman

Amanda Morin. who had a solid debut at the

Fiesta Bowl Classic The 5 -foot M lelty appears

to have all the tools a bng wingspan, speed, a

good eye. strong arm and power Freshman

Amanda Acamporas hitting is regarded highly h>

Sortino and could be see some action at first.

Senior Nicole Wilson and junior Pam Sulick

are the key veteran reserves on the team, with

either player able to play first or third In the mid

die. sophomore Shannon Houle and freshman

Molinari will also add depth

Piic—i 9tm
The ace of the pitching is still in the air The

favorite is the veteran of the group, junior Kelli

Arnold The Kalama. Wash Native was the No. 2

behind Holtz while posting a I 5 6 record and a

1 5t» ERA ArTH>lds five shutouts and one no-hit-

ter last year shows her ability to dominate on the

moui>d.

The other two hurlers are lenna Busa and Barb

IjiFogg. Busa showed glimpses erf greatness in

first year at UMass. going 5 with a 0.*<8 FRA in

21 I innings. LaFogg is junior who redshirted

after transferring from Seion Hall

"The pitching stall complimeni«. each other

very well, because they are all very different pitch

crs." Sortino said "Barbie is more curve up |as|

lenna is more coming at you |while| Kelli is more

down-change. We have three very different pitch-

ers who can relieve each other at anytime, which

should help us out
'

It was nearly three weeks ago

that the New England Sports

Nation was on an ultimate high

that only championships can gen

crate.

Little did the diehard fans

know, a foreshadow of their dis-

may was happening right in front

of their eyes during one of the

finest games in Boston sports his-

tory.

It was Super Bowl XXXVIII. a

matchup of the New England

Patriots and the Carolina

Panthers. We know the -.

end result no explana- ^|En_
tion is n«^ed.

But it was in the middle of the

game when an image propelled on

the television screen, showing two

men standing together and joking

that is leaving a lasting impression

this week In retrospect, the

image was the root of what might

haunt fans from Beantown for the

next seven years.

Taking lull advantage oi the

country's disinterest in the NBA
and NHL. Major League Baseball

released a commercial during the

Super Bowl in which Florida

Marlins pitchei |osh Beckett. New
York Yankees shortstop Derek

leter and. at the time Texas

Rangers shortstop Alex

Rodriguez are playing a littk

game of whiftle-ball in a house

\ou would only see on MIAr

Cribs

Phe setting for the ad spot was

in the prvseni tense, with the

superstars watching the Super

Bowl, talking about their favorite

commercials and displaying their

aiixiousness to start the 20O4

baseball season. The commea-ial

was set to excite the sports fans

across the country that Opening

Day is not that far away.

At the time the commercial

aired, we weren't sure what team

the game's best player, A-Rod,

would be playing for on Opening

Day. Was it going to be Texas or

Boston'.' Was the potential deal

that dominated sports pages

across the nation in December

going to be reached?

The big stars in the commer-
cial. Jeter and Rodriguez,

. , probablv had a good idea

SUayP which team the AL MVP
was going to be on. They

just did a good job of hidiitg it

from the public.

Three weeks from the day that

the Patriots won the Super Bowl

and the initial airing of the com-

meaial. a deal was made. A-Rod
is moving. Was Boston resurrect-

ed into sports fan euphoria twice

in one month'.'

Not exactly Not at all

Motxiay's trade between the

nemesis New York Yankees and

Texas Rangers proved to be quite

the opposite. Not only is

Rodriguez now a Yankee afier

weeks were spent trying to get

him to call Fenway his home, but

he will be playing akxigside leter

(just like in the commercial)

rather than replacing the starting

shonstop - the idea that was

proposed in Bot>ton with Nomar
Garciaparra

In the commercial, it may have

been contrived that Rodriguez

was excited for Opening Day,

considering he was named cap
lain of the oik' of the worst teams

in the majors weeks before. But

maybe he was. Who knows, they

might have been deciding what

ground they were going cover on

the left side of the infield at the

Stadium in lanuary when they

were filming the advertisment.

In reality — similar to the

commercial — A Rod and leter

are anxious to get to Opening

Day, which was evident in

Tu«?sday's press conference.

But for Red Sox fans, there is

no rveed to worry about why or

how this all manifested. It was

nieant to happen.

Opening Day for Red Sox fans

this year will be in a whole new

ballpark, compared with that of

any season in recent history. The

Sox were so close last year to the

World Series, and the additions

during the off-season like right-

handed pitcher Curt Shilling give

Boston an even greater chance to

"reverse the curse" in 2004.

The A-Rod trade may seem

bad for baseball from a financial

point of view, but no sporting

event next year will compare to

the 19-plus games these two

teams will play. It will be rivalry at

its litiest.

Bitterness, hatred, history and

ihe unbelievable abundance of

talent these two teams now have

will make this season of Yankees-

Red Sox ntatchups the best ever.

When watching the games this

summer, clicking to the next

channel is highly unadvised Even

missing the commercials is not

recommended — you never know

what you might miss.

Glen Straub ii a CoUepan

staff member He can be reached

at GSSYKZmaolcom.

Sox owner calls for salary cap
BOSTON - Red Sox owner k^hn Flenry thinks a

salary cap couU be good for baseball after watching

the rival \ankees trade for Alex Rodriguez - a deal

his own franchise couW not complete

Henry. whuK team failed to obuin Rodriguez

trom Texas in December, saki in an e mail response

to reporter*. WcdiK'sday that he is changing his mind

on w+K'ther the sport fwcds a salary cap "to deal with

a team that has gone so insanely far beyond the

resources ol all the other teams
"

Yankees ownei Cieorge Steinbrenner quickly

responded, saying'- "We understartd that k>hn Henry

must be embuT^ed, frustrated arnJ disappointed by

his failure in thb tranaactton.'

The Yankees' payroll is about $184.8 million for

25 signed players afier they acquired Rodriguez from

the Texas Rangers earlier ihis week in exchange for

Alfonso Soriano and a minor kraguer to be named.

But the number woukl come down by about $4.8

million if third basetttan Aaron Boone is released.

BoMon is expected to be second at about $1 25 mil

lion.

"One thing is certain the suitus quo will not be

preserved." fknry wrote.

"There must be a way to cap what a team c«i

spend without hurting player compensatkin with-

out uking away from the players what they have

rightfully eanwd in the past through negotiation and

in creating iremendous value There is a simple

mechanism that couki right a system woefully out of

whack."

Henry s comments come afier his team faikd in io

bid to laiMl ihe reigning American League MVP
Associated Press
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UMASS AMHERST
STUDENT LEGAL
SERVICES OFFICE

^-

HELPING STUDENTS PROTECT THEIR

RIGHTS FOR 30 YEARS

Free Legal Advice, Referrals,

Representation and Couns,elmc)

for UMASS Students

Student & Workers Rights, Family &
Cnminal Law. Landlord/Tenant &
Consumei Disputes

CALL 545-1995
or stop in at 922
Campus Center

Shfh For Uvii^ Wfth

GaHy Motfmr Lass

ttm ditfh of rtmr nuiimr btfarm thar adult rtrt

TutwdOf evmnnf iX 700PM t^gfy, f,.- ^rwidt BttUr Self-Ctn
"'" ^" ^-'•' BuM HeetHiy Rehtiontttl^

Beginning March 2. 2004 g^g„^t Atmiety snd Fear ef Lata

ewe Ciunmtf<9 Sr*<M D7/-UU// •- «Cb

Rent

of ours

MDJddllDnal«rfer

• Cars

• Passenger Vans

• Trucks

POnERS
UTfiTifnumu.s^

• Oired Billing to

Insurance Companies

• Free Local Pick Up

• LocallY Owneil and Opcratei

at North Amherst Motors
Collision Reptir Ceultr

M.Nrttasbtfiiaiiifi cai

OnBusnouK'OnemNalholUMsss

I -''I^BUun^s
seven jeans

»K 11 am - 2 pm
4 pm - Midnight

7 days a

week!

We Accept OCMP!

downtown Amherst

I

Call i

1582.00661

I i

r"Locafe3 on i^t-

9 next to the

Registry
]

Boston University
School of Medicine
MENTAL HEALTH AND BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE PROGRAM

Leading to a Master of Arts with License

Eligibility for Mental Health Counseling

OPEN HOUSE
Friday, March 5, 2004

Program Informational Session from 10 - 11:30 a.m.

Final Candidates Interviews from 12-2 p.m.

Boston University School of Medicine

71S Albany Street

Robinson Bldg, Suite B-2903

Boston, MA 02118

To R.S.V.P. or for mora iirformation,

contact Bomicc R. Mart at

loston UnhMrahy Sdiool of MadidiM

71 S Albany Strtat

Robinson Building, Suito B-2M3

Rocton, MA 0211S

617-414-2328 • nkey^bu.edu

R.S.V.P. by March 3, 2004

An equal opfmrtuntty, afftrmatiiv actton institution.
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Honoring fomner UMass great

Skinner was long overdue

The MinutcminV Siephant Li»nw work» lor pa»t piwilion asain*! thr Ranu" Stmt Haielion in last

night'it 7^-66 Rhitd« KUnd vic'Kir>-.

Minutemen come up short
NOOfS from page 12

b'i M llw R>an tcnict sMlh d lrc> fivim Maurice

Maxwell

According to Lafipw. there was onl> utk.- diflcr

encv between this game and the >»;Mn.- .
.n Km '»

1
hui

it wa6 a Mgnilkanl \.nw

"Wc did a bttlcr job in the Li-i ^wk- >! iil»'iiin.l

ing the ball.' he said. "The onl> dillcrvncc in ihi^

gantc IS that wo didn't rc-buund at well m> we did ihc

lust tinK.'

Maxwell was one of four pUi>crs in d«.Mbic liguro

lor UMass laM night, as he led thie Minutemen with 1

7

points, lunior pt)ini guard Anthvnn Andcrwn led all

scorers with \*4 points, klf Niggiaiio added II. ami

R&shaun Krwinan i hipped in with 10.

For Freeman, last night \^as frustrating. » he was

unable to settle down and the Ram deferwe did cmtv

thing in its power to shut him diiwn

'The> did a 1 " ing mc and thai Uu-

trated trie on ih^ ind thi-n I k-t it on to

the defensive end. Frwmu«n said "I a-alK didn't

guard the wa> I knu\k I «.an and ilwi jiUwicd the

ganK- because thc> got 44 points in the paint and that

-houldn't happen when we plav /one It was just one

ul ilwse games where I couldn i get going and I wa-s

piv^ured and I was in foul laKjblc on top ol that."

Rhode Island coach lini Baron knc-w that hrc-eman

v\a> tough underneath. He scored 11 poinis and

grabbcxl four rehound» in the pa-xious mtvting

"\Sc kept going nun and zoik." Baiun said "NSe

switched it up an«.l I tlK)Ught it realh took him out of

a llow. Hes \er> jpjod. ver> simng. \er> aggressive

and I thought our guys did a nice job i»l realh teeing

on him."

"I thought we realh did a good job of rebounding

the ba^kelhall
"

Rhoik Island senwr Brian WiKxlward k-d all plav-

eiT* with 1 1 boards, but going into the ganw he knew

rh;!i the- MinulenK-n woukl light hard.

We knew that thev wen: a good team.' he said.

"but when we lirNt plaved them we rc-alK undtTesli-

inatcd them. I"he\ re a getod team but tonight wr

were jusi a better team."

CEREMONY from page 12

of Massachusciis lor the recogni-

tion, and again I hope tnv team-

mates take as much pleasure in

ihis as I have, because in order

for an individual to receive this

kind of recognition, you had to

have played on some great teams,

and its an indication of an era. .so

I really hope that they too take

tremendous satisfaction in what

is happening this evening."

One notable fonner teammate

who was not present, however,

was Louisville head coach Rick

Pitino. Scheduled as the master of

ceremonies a role that was

subsequently tilled by trving —
Pitino was unable to attend due

to basketball related matters in

Louisville However. Skinner

lentembered the legendary bench

boss fondly, including Pitino'*

relentless efforts over the pa--i

few years to make this event a

reality for his friend and fonner

courtmate

"For jPiiinol W' pui loith the

effort and feel so strongly about

it along with my other team-

mates, its just an indication of

how we leh about each other,"

Skinner said. "The nice thing

about it is its 30 years later and

were still friends I tell my guys

all the time that these are the

guys you will remember for a

long lime, they're going to make

an impact on what your future i*

going to be, so enjoy your team-

mates and enjoy your opportuni-

u
"

"We did that and because of it

i^e re still fiiends today. Thai i«

MjiiKthing that is very dear to

me. and I consider myself

extremely fortunate lo have

shared a career wiih such indi-

viduals and that we're still

friends today."

So for Al Skinner, thirty years

reiTH)ved from the school and the

campus he owned as a basketball

star in the early 70's. what does a

remarkable night like this mean

lo the seasoned coach? Those

who know him well sa> quite .i

U.I

"Inhere s mj question about ii.

he is thrilled that the university

woukl put such a tren»endous

program tc^ether in his hoi>or."

Boston College play -by play voice

Ted Sarandis sakl "He's been

talking about this for a long

He made 4> 3 J. j ^ U j5 1

summer, is graduating with

$70K+ job offers &

Fortune 500 connect

last

connections

want an
extreme
summer

CWP is a nationally acclaimed, highly selective & paid internship; open

to all majors & all years. If you are a leader, driven & think outside the

box, immediately call or email your name & phone number to:

413-695-5101 — UMASS@collegeworks.com

Hiring Ends in 3 weeks!!!

time.

"It's a special night for Al and

no question a special night lor

UMass athletics To be back here

on campus and to be back here in

Curry Hicks Cage where he had

such a marvelous career, and to

have lulius Lrviiig alongside with

him is something he's been wail-

ing a long time for."

Now fully ingrained as a

UMass legend. Skinner will

return to Boston College and to

coaching basketball two hours

from his true round ball home It

will likely be a year before he will

ever lay e\es on hi> bannci again,

and the fact that his next glimpse

will accompany the emotions ol a

competitive basketball game

when he brings his Fagles to

Amherst for the next

Commonwealth Classic will

surely prevent him from truly

enjoying what he accomplished

to warrant such an honor

But for one night and for one

moment in time, Al Skinner

received his due. In the building

he once controlled the pulse of,

and on the campus where he

went from raw young boy to pol-

ished grown man, he was once

again in the limelight of the pro-

gram he helped raise from the

ashes.

For ilie liiM lime since he

tired his last shot in Curry Hkrks

Cage, No 30 was the reason

those around UMass basketball

siovkI and cheered

Al Skinner had a night of his

own here al UMass last evening,

and it was long overdue

Fomu-r I'Maso treat Al Skinner av»ans the relircmtni (»t hi» No. 10

la»l nitjhl at the Mullin* C'l-ntrr.

Join us for our special

sales event

Friday, February 20th

ONE DAY ONLY!

BUY
1 CLOTHING OR GIFT ITEM

and get an item of equal

or lesser value

50% OFF!

nm^i
AMHERST

University of

Massachusetts

UNIVERSITY STORE

Campus Center . Phone:(413)545-2619

www.umass.bkstr.com

•Does not apply to sale items, regular priced

merchandise only Not valid with any other offer
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

4 LlMHaM
9 Cnatang* Kx tra

13 Vlcciam nMglibw
16 PvwcouMn
I* "WondM'Ud
1
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Malty « Fallpa
II Faiow upon

PREVIOUS PUULC (OLVEO
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NO COVER CHARGE
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Fynk and monli

Dining Com\»ons Menu
OC conUit 4M '.4S .'626

LUNCH
• Oriental B«H & Vegetables

• Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

• Spicy Black Bean Burger

(vegan)

DINNER
• Roast Turkey

• Stutted Shells

(vegetarian)

•Ginger Black Beans

Production Crew
On siaft toddy

NIGHT EDITOR
n,in l.mnithe

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
(niilte Dufigjn

COPY EDITOR
friLi /in/ev

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Shjnmm Ejmnfjton

PRODUCTION STAFF
Meghdn Healyv SamanWw Nielsen
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^ ^ I don't like my hockey sticks

touching other sticks, and I don't like

them crossing one another, and I kind

of have them hidden in the corner. I

put baby powder on the ends. I think

it's essentially a matter of taking care

of what takes care of you. m #
-Wayne Cr<'t/k\ ^

JTfiJarius • ian. 2o-f» is

Watch your wallet! There have been tons

of thefts lately

piSCeS • Ffb. 19-MAa. 20

Wear your cxxnty clothes. It's imp«>rtant

to feel relaxed.

aries • mar. 21-apr. 19

lust deal with the fact that you're a silly

person.

taurUS • Am. 20-May 20

Soap operas may not be true life, but

they are fun to watch.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Multi-tasking is hard to master.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

Tfll pcHjple how much you appreciate

them.

leo . \ i.,.22

Don t )ust lintl a temjxjrary solution. ( ix

the big pri>J)l«'ni

virgO • All. JiStPT. 22

Say good-bye to some of your favorite

television characters.

libra • sfpt. 23-oct. 22

A Cancer wants to meet you.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-NfJv. 21

Your entries are incredibly ill-timed.

Sagittarius • N(a/. n-VHc i\

Keej) an ongoing to-do list; it will make

V'tHi mor€> pffi( iont

Capricorn • dk . 22-ian. 19

You are the coolest cat in the alley.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\NNOl)N( fMFMS

S4S0 t«roup

FunJraisL-r Scheduling

B(inu«> 4 hoiifN I if ytnir

grt Hip's rime f'LUS mir

fret- (ycN, tree) tundra ls-

in^ Miliitions EQUALS
Sl.CW-$2,0a)ineam-

int;> ti >r yiHir gr'Hip. ( ^11

TOnAYt;)fa$450

K>niis when yiHi schevl-

ule yiHir non-silt^

tundr,iiM.'r with ("umpiis

Fiimlrmser. CAintacf

Campi isFuni.lrai>«T

(H8K)y2^-^2^.H, orvisit

« WW. ciimpiistundrais-

iTcom

APARTMFM fOR RfST

Hi )h,in C 'x intk is 3 Kti-

nxmi, liarJwixKl fliiors,

>riidv area in basement.

I ".)Ne, telephone (inter-

net .Ktess) in all bed-

rooms and study. NOW
SHtWINCi for JUNE
and SEPTEMBER. NO
F-EES. www.amhtTSt

lincolnreaity.com

\PARIVU\T K)R RtST

Stvlin' Spaces! >iii;.ir

loat Estates M.xlem 2

Bei.lrix>m Apanment

homesl Get a sweet ilea!

when VI HI move in:

FREE Dell Lipiir

Qxnputer or 1/2 ofl 1st

month's rent &i 1/2 off

secunty deposit! i\vr\

Saturdays. Move in

TODAY! Telephone.

(413)665-3856

www.siiKarloaf_estates@

aspensiitiari- com

Center nf town 1, 2, 3

hednxims; hiirdwixxJ

flu.rs NOW SHOW-
ING tor lUNE and

septemrer.no
FEES, www.ainherstlin

culnrealtv.coin 253-

7874

MITO FOR SAll

Fast! One Owner ( ^ar

5Speevl Ford Probe SE

199() Well tared for

Must Sell $1495.00

413-687-7510

MTO FOR SAIE

l^>'>3C>ldsiii. .t^iii * titlis

Ciemi. 168K. Reliable,

new pans, $650 or best

.rfter 413-25^686!

f V\PlOyMFNT

500 C :amp Jobs NY, PA,

New England. 1-8(X)-

443-6428 www.sumrner-

cannxiTipli lyinent.ci >m

$500!!! Police

Impoiinils, Horklas.

t^besy's, Jeeps, etc. For

listinRs 1-800-319-3323

Ext. 4554

fMPIOYMFM

Express Wareh»>use

Sale Temp irary lielp

needetl. Ma.ssive inven-

tory' blow-out siile to be

held Febni.iry 23ril-26th

in the Student Union

Rallnxim. Women's and

Men's first i|ualitv

FJ(PRESS CLOTH-
ING at savinjp; up t< >

90'!<. oft mall store

retail. We need men

and women to help

with all aspects of the

sale includinE receiving

tmck, setup, marketing,

and sales. ( a mtact

Kathlecnqiiat!@aol.ci im

SUMMER INTERN-

SHIP Excellent

Ad\emsinn, Sales, and

Marketing opportunity.

Bim$30Wto$7000+
and >5iin valuable busi-

luvs ex|x>rience working

for the UMass (^cial

Campus Telephone

Directory C'iREAT

RFi^UME BCX^STER!

( ;all Kiersten at Around

(^impus, Int. 1-800-

46<')-2221 ext.272

www.ariHindcampus.

COIT1

TheUMassfix)tball

team is liKjcingfor

intere.sted stutk-nts to

fill the p<isition of video

assistant starting in late

spring Experience pre-

ferred hut will train.

(x>me be apart of the

Champion tradition!

( ^mtacr Bill Sisler,

video director 577-0319

FMIM OVMF St

Entr> level fixxl testers

open schedule up to $80

per assignment email

atkfre» rt^^uircd Call 1
-

888-327-4842 depart-

ment number call c-344

Marketing Agency

Seeks Outgoing High

Energy Individuals for

promotions $1 5/hour

888-477-6668

www.hauspmmotions.

com

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a day

potential. Lxal ptwi-

1 tions. 1-800-293-3985

ext516

"Bartending" $2 50/DaY

Potential. No
Experience Nesc.

Trainir\g provided. 1
-

800-965-6520 Ext.162

HOISF FOR Rt M
5 RDRM 1 louse on

Main St. Bus Line Heat

IncliKle. 1800/Mo.(-»!l

Aaron 41 3-2 56-8747

SI KVK IS

Resumes and Qwer
Letters Pnnfessiona!

And Customizeil

Offenng to marketing

your skills. Affordable

prices, Timely Service

By Email, phone, or in

per^rn Call 41 3-467-

7440

Pregnant? Neetl help?

Call Birthright of

Amherst area for free

testing and assistance

549-1906

Spnng Break 2004.

Travel with STS, Amer-

ica's*! StiKlent Tour

Operator to Jamait.i,

Cancun, Acapuico,

Bahamas and Florida

Now hiring campus

reps. Call for group dis-

counts. Intomiation/

Reservations! -80)648-

4849 or www.»tstr,ivci.

com For more informa-

tion contact STA
Travel at 41 3-256-1261

Spring Break 2*4 It's

here..K)ok now! L)west

Prices Hottest Parties «!

Airlines What more

can you ask for!!!

www.sunsplaslitours.co

m 1800-426-7710

887-4-CANCUN Best

pnce.UMASSVEN-
1X")R selling ^^ring

break packages. I^i not

get scammed. Cancun,

Negril Atapuico,

Biihamas, Flonda. $$$

campus reps earn $$$.

Ripnation.ct)m 877-4-

canciin

VVANTFI)

EGC5 IX^NORS
NEEl)El>, Extremely

generous cotnpensition

paid. Non-smokers ages

21-32. For more infor-

mation please contact

C-hristine or Liz at 781-

769-6900 or visit

^v^'wtptxnnichtfkgsg,

com

Experienced Hip-Hop

DJ 413-335-5226

PREGNANCY TEST-

ING, HIV Testing,

Birth Gmtrol, and

Emergency

Qmtraception.

Affordable and confi-

dential. Tapestry

Health. 27 Pray Street,

Amherst. 548-9992

«1 Spnng Break

Vacations! Cancun,

Jamaica, Acapuico,

Bahamas, & Florida!

Best Parties, Best

Hotels, Best Prices!

Space is limited! f3tx)k

Now & Save! 1-800-

2 34-7007 www.endless-

summerti Hirs.com

ECX3 IX^Nt^RS

WANTED! Fee for

donation. Women must

be 18-30: Call for appli-

cation. Steven Litz,

Attorney (317)996-

20001ic«10328-49

Mailv Collegian

SPECIAL COVERAGE

One mom
February 19,2004

Al Skinner became

the fourth student-

athlete to have his

number retired by

the University of

Massachusetts

during a halftime

ceremony before

4,630 at the William

D. Mullins Center.

PHOTOS tMll II IH ^,<.^s.^ollH.^l^

Tlw Shots, from top: Al Skinner; Jack Leaman; Julius Erving; banners (2); L-R: Al Skinner, Jack Leaman and Erving; Skinner and family; Skinner and wife
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Rams steal the show
Minutemen outmuscled, fall to Rhode Island SkTOf'S nUHllier

raised to ratters

URI 73

LlMass

Bv Bk-ky HtmowiTZ
I'lillH.IAN M »H

The fairyiale ends.

The charade i> over fur the

\lii^'>«\.huMils mens basketball

icain. as its true size was revealed

Im the first tinK in contervntv

pla>. With their big men in foul

trouble earl) and often, the

Minutemen
were
unable to

control the

(>aini as

lhe> fell to Rhode Island Ti-bb in

fattti of 4 V Skinner Nighi

at tiK- Moi •.r

A M' ^ igpano ^pointer gave

the Minutenwn their third lead ot

the gwnc at 46 45 with 15:17

fvmainin^ 1 half, but a

buekel an ^ 5* gave

URI a sevui-fxHni k*J The gap

wldowd trum there the Rams

used almo*! perfect free throw

ihuutmg (? for (i) in the bsi ihive

minules to put the game awa> and

win tiieb' first oonl^t in four

fpmcs.
Minutcman comch Stevc

l^ppas felt it \»i» the first time

since conference pla> started that

the re«lil> ui his oquad's siise wa^

apparent.

*l ihoujfht this w» the lirM

tanc in thi> stretch pbying a liitk

depleted as we've been for the test

seven, eij^t games where we wen
suft on the inside." Uppa* saiil

*The> killed us twi thi

glass, the> Scored 44 p>

paint. »o I think it > pretty clear a-

to what happened tonight.*

I^ppas said giving up peneini

tkm to the basket v»as disappuini

ing. espivialK \*hik- playing zwv
.Hxi ihiii ihi> !"> iK tii-i tinxr he-

been upset with ihr tawv'^ plav ir

league game^

"I think »c vi- i-cT-'i u\nitf .1

good K'h of masking some of our

weaknesses oser this penod of

tkne." he said. "We've had to play

MT IVifCgianol at the lour ar>d he's

done a great job. but lonif^t was

the night we paid for it. We paid

fur being a little undersized and

not being as ph\Mcall> strong as

we need to be
"

UMass won the bst meeting

between the teams on Ian. 31 67-

See NOOrS on page 9

By MiKt Marzelli

CJoLUsOIAN StAJF

George "Trigger" Burke, lulius

Erving. Loe Roe and now. finally. Al

Skinner.

With fonner teammate Rick Pitino

as the driving force behind it. Dr. j sett-

ing as master of ceremonies, and proud

coach and mentor lack Leaman watch-

ing proudly, the former UMass great

tinalh had his night. Skinner was a

three-time All Yankee Conference per-

former who won a pair of league titles

while calling Curry Hicks Cage home.

With lb fonner teammates, family

and friends among some of the 4,bW in

aitetHlance at the William D. Mullins

Center, Skinner capped a memorable

halftime ceremony b> pulling a black

cord extending from the rafters down

to center court, unveiling his newly

retired number 50 raised high above

the playing surface of the building it

will now forever call home

Al Skinner was finally, and official^

wekomed home
"Obviously I'm extremely happy

about being here and being able to

revisit UMass in a non-competitive sit-

uation.' Skinner said at an afternoon

preu conferctKe yesterday before a

dinner reception in his honor at the

Cage. "I'm extremely pleased and excit-

ed about having this honor bestowed

upon myself, and recognizing that this

is the highest honor a student-athlete

can receive at a university."

For Skinner, who is described by all

wIk) know him as an even-keel, team-

oriented individual with never the

slightest inkling towards self-promo-

tion, the retirement of his number is

the culmination of an individual bas-

ketball career that began in inner-dty

New York, festered itself on this very

campus, aixl ik)w thrives amidst big

time college basketball two hours due

east on Chestnut flill.

But the former Atlantic 10. Big East

and National Coach of the Year looked

no further than his former teammates

in sharing recognition from what wM a

truly memorable night,

"Obviously I'm in great company.

I'm just glad that friends and family can

be here to recognize this." Skinner said

"I'm truly appreciative to the University

UMass freshman guard Maunce Maxwell expk^les past URIV l>ustm Hrllenga. right, to the rim for two of hu 17 point.. SMCEKMONYonpaga9

One of a kind
Bv MiKF Mar/hlli

Ci>tuiiiAN Staff

Former UMass coach Jack Leaman. Al Skinner and UMass chancellor John Lombardi await the

retirement of Skinner's No. W durinu last ni(;ht's halftime ceremony.

In the year prior to former NBA legend lulius

Erving's departure from the University of

Massachusetts. Al Skinner was a-mindc^d day-in and

day-out of what Erving was accomplishing on the

court at Curry Hicks Cage,

Skinner, like Erving. a tall, talented kid from New

York City, was rcpeatt"dly poked and prodded about

what many believed could happen, but wondered if it

ever would.

Al Skinner was being goomed to become the

next Dr. |.

flushed closer to the limit with each passing prac-

tice. Skinner was confident in his abilities, but didn't

feel as if he should be compared with the greatest

player to ever walk the campus of the University of

Massachusetts,

"I can't fill lulius' shoes." Skinner said at the time.

"He wears 1 5s and 1 wear 1 3's."

And with that, the Al Skinner era at UMass began.

"What Al brought to the table was that he had a

bit of an edginess about him. had a high intellect to

blend with better than average talent." Erving said.

"He didn't have the greatest talent, but had a tremen-

dous upside, blended with his skill and his intellect

made him a great player."

"Al just refused to go away. His playing style on a

day-to-day basis, a lot of it doesn't show up in the stat

sheet. Even though he posted very good stats in col-

lege, he wasn't the type of guy who approached the

game as if he needed to go out and score 40 points

every night."

Klowever. on a night designed to celebrate the

accolades of one of this University's greatest student-

athletes, the question of "what-ir was one that could-

n't be ignored.

"I can only imagine, 'what if Al had played with

lulius." current UMass radio analyst and Skinner's

lormer coach lack Uaman said. "Coach Skinner was

a heck of a player, and if he had played one year here

with Julius we would have been tough."

"He just worked so hard at his game and got the

absolute most out of his potential. He was always a

pleasure to coach and you just knew there were great

things in store for him."

Erving recalled when he and Skinner actually did

have the chance to play together.

"We played together and won a championship

v/ith the Nets, we played together in Philadelphia,

and so the things that we weren't able to do on an

amateur level outside of pickup games, which were

very intense, we got a chance to do as pros." he said

"I think it was that time in which we extended

and enhanced our friendship because we were room

mates on the road, and there were many times I

thought of what could have happened if we liad been

on the same team, me. Al and Rick | Pitino)."

Nonetheless. Skinner's time at UMass is not

remembered for what could have been, but rather

for what did occur. With three Yankee Conference

First Team selections and a pair of conference cham

pionships under his belt. Skinner certainly built hi^

own legacy in the Pioneer Valley — one that not only

still rings true around these parts to this day. but one

that allows him to remain interconnected with the

close-knit UMass family that helped create the Al

Skinner known today

"Oh there's no question there's a lot of memories

that stay with me," Skinner said. "Most importantly.

I can still call upon 1 former UMass coaches and

teammates) for help today. There's a lot that goes

into this game, and its not always about X's and

0's.,.its about understanding people and knowing

people.

"There are times that I need to bounce things off

of someone and get another view, so its helpful to

have people who are well grounded, who have a his-

tory, my history, and right now their biggest impact

is that they are there for me and accessible for me."

Al Skinner surely created his own legacy as a bas-

ketball player and as a student at the University of

Massachusetts, and the fact that he was able to do so

in the shadows of the school's biggest legend is sim-

ply remarkable.

However, he would be the first to tell you that he

credits that to his mentor. Leaman. his teammates

and those within and around the basketball program

that pushed him to be better than he ever thought he

could.

There is no denying that No. 30 was as talented

with a basketball in his hand as many of the great

players who have ever donned the maroon and

white, however The legacy he created for himself

was built around his desire to succeed for himself, as

well as the University, and the special night celebrat-

ed in his honor accentuates the fact that his legacy

that lives today began because Al Skinner refu.sed to

be anyone other than himself.

"I remember his first press conference." Leaman

said. "He was asked, 'Are you going to be the second

lulius Erving?' and he said. I'm going to be the first

Al Skinner'"
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US set to

free British

prisoners
By Ed Johnson
AksociATtn Pris*

LONDON (AP) — Foreign

Secretary lack Straw said

Thursday that five Britons

jailed at the U.S. military

prison in Guantanamo Bay.

Cuba, will be returned home in

several weeks. But they could

be arrested again upon arrival

Straw told reporters at a

news conference that discus-

sion were continuing on the

fate of the remaining four

British citizens being held

"Once the detainees are

back in the U,K,. I understand

that the police will consider

whether to arrest them under

the Terrorism Act 2000 for

questioning in connection with

possible terrorist activity," he

said.

Earlier Thursday. Danish

Prime Minister Anders Fogh

Rasmussen told his parliament

that a Dane held at

Guantanamo Bav will soon be

released.

Danish media have identi

fied him as Slimane Hadi

Abderrahmane He was tran>

ferred to the U.S. Naval base

in Cuba in February 2001 after

being captured in Afghanistan

"Under Danish law it is not

possible to put him on trial. He

will come to Denmark as a free

man." Foreign Minister Per

Stig Moeller said during a

debate in parliament.

State Department

spokesman Richard Boucher

said the detainee would be

released soon. He did not pro-

vide a more specific time

frame.

He said Secretary ol State

Colin Powell had spoken with

the Danish Foreign Minister

Per Stig Moeller about the sit-

uation.

At the White House,

spokesman Scott McClellan

said the United States has

received assurances from

Denmark and Britain that the

detainees being released will

not pose "any future threat to

America or our friends and

allies."

Five other Guantanamo
prisoners — a Spaniard and

four Saudi Arabians — were

recently released and returned

to their countries for detention

or prosecution.

"These detainees who are at

Guantanamo Bay are people

who arc a threat to our coun-

try Thai's why they were

detained there, they arc a dan-

ger to America and our friends

and allies." McClellan told

reporters.

"We have been provided

assurances from those coun-

tries that we are returning

those detainees to that they

will make sure that they do not

pose any future threat to

America or our friends and

allies." he said.

Students: Surveillance fee unfair
By Erika UnLt\
C x)LUii.iAN Staff

"Come out. come out. wherever you are." chanted

a group of nearly 120 University of Massachusetts

student protestors in the reception area of Chancellor

lohn \ Lombardi's third Hour office in the Whitmore

Administration Building yesterday

The protestors were part of a rally, organized by

the Graduate Employee Organization, denouncing

the iK'w international student fee. which requires all

international students on campus to pay $65 to lund

a government monitoring system known as the

Student Exchange Visitor Information System.

The fee applies only to international students.

"This fee is discriminatory, unfair, ainl not some-

thing to stand up for." said President Chris Vials ol

the Graduate Student Kmpkjyee Organization.

The rally included several speakers \*hc> spoke

from the Student Union steps Rally members then

lonned a train, which was led by V ials. and marched

to Whitmore. chanting, "Hey. hey. ho. ho, this racist

lee ftas got to go."

The pmiestors included undergraduate and grad-

uate students, faculty, and several student groups,

including the Graduate Student Senate. ALANA. the

Radical Student Union, and several graduate and

undergT^uate student unions, among others.

At appruxiniately 1245 pm , the group entered

Whitnwre and climbed the stairs to the Chancelkir's

office to speak with l>ombardi He *^as unavailabk- to

rc-spond to the group at the time.

"We are going to kave a ntevsage for Lombatdi

that we Slopped by to see him." said Lisa Lasadc-

Piano of the Graduate Student Senate to felbw pro-

testors.

SEVIS is a part of the USA ftitnot Act. SEVIS

requires the University to colkxt information such as

.iddress. major, occupation and spcvial interests fnjm

intematiortal students and enter it into the govern

ment SL\ IS database The So5 covers this

application procvss The govemnK-nt docs nui pro-

vide funding for the infonnation collection, leaving

the Universitv to decide how to fund it

"If H cmibardil needs an exampW. he can kx>k at

the University of Wisconsin Madison." said l.asade

Piano.

The University of Wisconsin-Madison's intema-

tiorwl student fee was repealed after students protest-

ed Other schools, such as the University of Chicaj^i.

have spread the lee evenly throughout the student

bod\, so as iK>t to single out international students.

"We'll be back," chanted the protestors as they

left the buikling.

According to Vials, more than 200 international

students have already agreed that they will not pay

the fee They have tilled v)ut withholding cards, on

whWh they pledge to not pay the $to5 charge.

Undergraduate students have already had to pay the

SEVIS fee. while graduate students are still waiting

for their bill, although the fee already shows up in

their SPIRF accounts

"We feel that this administration doesn't see inier-

natiottal students as community members." Mid

speaker Ibrahim Dahlstrom Hakki. secretary treasur

er of GEO and a graduate psychobgy student. ".And

without them, this university wouUn't be what it is

today."

Outside the Student Union, students hekJ up signs

saying "No paguemos", "No IPO fee", and

-Surveillancx' is not a service" Members of different

student groups opposing the fee passed out informa

tional llyers and colkxted sigiwtures for a petition to

be sent to Ixmibardi. demanding that ihe lev be elim

inated.

"The chancellor doc-snt speak out against the

lUSAI Patriot Act." said George Liu. graduate

AIJVNA/ international c-oordinator.

According to I iu. the chancelkw asked a group of

jni •! students if they vwjuUl come to study in

thi^ 1 Mates it the fcx- remained

-[\k answer is 'no'." said Liu. "No one will

cx»mc."

When the chancelkw was tokl this, he said that

studc-nts who don't like the fcx can leave the school

"I will not leave until the discrimination has endeii

on this campus.' I lu said

"I beg administratK>n rc-peal this lex." said speak

S«aSE«Kon|M0>2

Students pr».l»slinK J Irf'S "^rrMcc lee" for inttriuiu lul «luU. n(«

march toward the Whitm»>re jJmmisiratum huildinjj alter * nixw

ralK. The fee fund* Icdcrallv mandate service* f.w intemali*»nal »lu-

dcntk.

Interfaith panel explores topics of religion and sex
^_-_^__^_M. ^^^^^^mim^^^ c^. ;...»».. i<.rairi>l.-in the L>ner know whv a person \ov&. you.

Students gather for a discussion on relationships, dating and sex put on by the UMass interfaith siu

dent council. The discussion fixused on various religious beliefs regarding relationships.

Bv Matthew Consoiini

( Ol IH.IAN I VmRFSH>NI*N7

Sex has many aspects — physi-

cal, emotional, chemical and bio-

logical - but it also has a spiritual

side that cannot be overlcK)kc"d.

said a panel of students represent-

ing various taiths during a forum

on sex sponsored by the Student

Interfaith Council last night in the

Campus Cenier.

"It is a gift from God. and God

has a vision lor sex and its enjoy-

ment." said Tom K. MaclXmald, a

sophomore history major and

Roman Catholic, who servcxi on

the piinel.

MacDonald and live other stu-

dents shared their religions' dix.-

trines on dating and sexual expres-

sion with a gathering of more than

30 students last night. Though

they came from diffca-nt faiths,

each agrcvd that sex is a deeply

profound act

"Physical sex is intensely

sacred. It is a part of divinity." said

Craig H. Surett. a senior anthro-

pology major and Pagan, who

served on the panel. "There* is

nothing impure or simple about it.

It is a dc-eply. dcvph sacred thing."

Sex is a way to (Srtake in the ener

gy that peniwatc's all life and a way

to harness the cre-aine lc>rce that

llows ihrv<ugh the universe, he sakl

later

Mcvra S Raiani. a senior psy-

chology maior and a Hiixlu. also

comnK-nted vm the- sacre-dness of

sex. r>oting its ihc- Kama Sutra,

part of sacre-d Hindu scriptures.

"Hinduism vic"ws sexuality in a

very open way. There- is iKithing

wre»ng with being open with your

body and with sexual expre-ssion."

Rajini said.

Though it's somewhat open

toward sex. Hinduism docs ha%e

its ruk-s. Rajini explaine-d She

e\plaine-d that for Hindus, there-

are- four stages of life A person

begins as a siudc-ni. then a house-

holder, then bexcMnes more spirilu

al before- linally renouncing world

1> altachmenls.

"Dating isn't wrong, but it

detracts from duties as a student."

Rajini said. For her. as long as dat

ing doesn't get in the wa\ with this

stage of life, it isn't a KhI thing

Compare-d with Hinduism,

Catholicism has a more closed and

restrictive view on sex and dating.

Pre-marital sex is forbidden, and

dating is seen as the way to a

scared institution; that of mar-

riage, said Katie F I angono. a jun-

ior animal science major. I>;spiie

the restriction on sex. she sees it as

liberating.

"It's a frex-dom bcvaiisc >ou

know why a person k>v» you.

V
'

I'lK-s Dating is

J .
^iiiii|iaiibility

to be yenir spemse forever." she

said.

Mormonism share's many

Catholic NK-ws on sex and dating

like chastity until marriage, but the

\lonnon Chureh has a stronger

stance with ii and nK>nitor« the

actions ol the laithtui to pre-vent

them fnjm going astray

"Its pretty conce-med because

it s afraid the worki is going to hdl

in J hand basket." said loe A.

Hunt, a graduate student in the

English department He explained

the church is concerned because

things like pre'-marital sex can ruin

a person's spiritualitv To combat

this. Monnonism urges lex-nagens

not to date be-fore they are- lb. and

cireulatcs pamphlets urging young

adults ti> abstain fn<ni se-x until

they marry

"We tend to have a high stan-

dard." Hunt said "We try to keep

i.>ur spirits as pure as we can and

try to be like C>od."

lillian E. Mareus. a junior com-

munications major, said that

ludaism also frviwns upon pre--mar-

ital sex. though Relonn ludaism

revognizes that people have sex out

of we-dlock. like he-r panelists, she

agrex-d that sex is also sacred.

"Sex was aliiu)st the first cimi-

mandmenl in the Torali. wlien God

commandexl Adam to be truitlul

and multiply." Mareus said.

Fake blood experiment a

surprise to trauma victims
By LiNDsi-v Tannkr

,\SS«« IA1H' IW-SS

Coming soon to a campus near you

A Broun of prospective students stop outside the Campus Center yesterday. "Throughout this past week the cam-

pus ha,rbe'en inundated with tours for prospective students. High sch.H,ls in Massachusetts were on vacation this

week, which increa.sed the number of tours.

CHICAGO (AP) — Paramedics are- test

ing an experimental blcKxJ substitute on

severely injured patients without their con

sent in an unusual study under way or pro

posed at 20 hospitals arounil the coiinli-\.

The study was launchcxl last inonih in

IX-nverand follows similar re-seareh thai was

hailed in l^^t<, when more than 20 patients

died after gelling ii dil'ferenl experimental

hiiKxl substitute.

Supporters say the cuneiii priKluct.

PolyHeme, made by Northlield I aboralones

of F.vanston, 111., is safer and could save many

of Ihe nearK UX),(HX) (xxiple who die of

bleeding injuries each \eai nationwide.

"It could lexolulionize how we lake care

of re'suscitation in the Linitcxl Stales and

acnjss Ihe world." said Ic-atl investigator Dr.

Ernest Moore, chief of trauma surgery at

IX-nver Flealih Medical Center,

The re-search is part of a race to find w hat

divtors call the holy giail of emergency mcxl-

icinc: a prexluci that works like human blood

to save victims of car crashes. shix)iings or

other trauma but could be carried in ambu-

lances and given to pei'plc of any blcxxl type.

Patients will be randomly sckxtcxl to

receive PoKHeme intravenously or standard

saline solution al the scene or en route to the

hospital.

Ikxaiise severely blcxxling trauma psitients

often are- unconscious or in shock, they aa-

unahle to give the consent rexjuirexl for exper-

imental ireatmeni. As a result, the

ivseaichets in this case are being allowcxl to

hy|wss the consent mles under a H* tcxler-

ai exemption that applies to emergency.

|X)ienliall\ lifesa\ing reseatvh.

Ilu- exemption rcxiuia-s lite re'seareh to be

puhlici/eil beforehand in coinmunilies where

Ihe study will be conducied. Ixiih lo let peo-

ple opt oui it lhe\ are ever injured and lo give

the communilv a chance lo express any

objections. In eflcxt. the community briefings

aiv used lo obtain consent.
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W/7(^f do you think about the

international student fee?

^^I'm here on scholar-

ship so it doesn't hurt me

much, but it's really

unfair. ^ ^

Alassane Kouyate

<i We pay a lot more

than what the interna-

tional students pay (for

fees] every semester

when they raise them. ^^
Ann Choi

V ) !r h n )n i >

Undecided

/ t' I U >} I II

Marlceting major

YOU THINK IT,

WE MAKE IT

i/l
History major

^^1 think that it's total-

ly unfair to stereotype

all the interntional stu-

dents as terrorists. We

should be a little less

afraid of people of dif-

ferent backgrounds and

cultures.^ ^
Clinton Racine

Plant and Soil Science major

WWW.

clailyco!

**ltotally agree that It's

ridiculous. It's sad that It

would have to come to

something like this. ^ ^

Lindsay Sauviageau

** It doesn't make a

whole lot of sense.
_^^

Michael B. Croci

English/Classics major Computer Science major

T T

Students rally to say they won t pay international fee

SCVIS fron) pagt 1

cf E innt.t I .in>! Iiiohnwn nK-nibcr

ol ihi- Riidkal Stuiknl Union.

I anji. \vh».>M.- NicpiiKithcr was an

inlcrTuiiK>i«tl --tudonl herself, sees

the Ice ao an unnevessan taxation

Miileniv who are alread> bur-

A with lite in a foreign coun-

"Inlerrwiiional students do so

much (or us dlte«id>." she said.

"It's coinpleielv unjust lo tax them

nHjrc. The effort thc> put in just to

be here is inciwiible,"

"|l-;ver>onc| should )oin the

revolution." said speaker Rene

Gonzalez, a member of the Office

of Al ANA Affairs. "Chancellor

Lombardi. Mr Gargano. hear iiK

when I say. Im not going to pay

I the feel." he said, drawing

applause I rum the crowd

Although the representatives

from the student groups all

denounced the fee. no single solu

tion has been decided upc»n

Lasade- Piano, who spoke for

GSS. said that spreading the fee

lo the student population, like ifw

approach of the University of

Chicago. wi>uld not be an accept-

able solution.

"I can't speak for e\er>one.

but GEO is not focused on how

the chancellor cfKK>s<s to get rid

of the lev ITiere might K- differ

eni ways ot handling it. hut they

may not be the perfcxi solution."

said Dahlsiront llakki. "I think

the protest went well. Hopefully

our message will be heard by

administration."

"I think it wa.s a tremendous

and htjge success," said Ed

uardo Bustamanle. Student

Government Association senator

and ALAN.A member, who partic-

ipated in (he rally, "ffopefully it

sent a clear message to adminis-

tration. We expect more of

them."

Chancellor Lombardi was

unavailable for comment at press

lime.

WHATDWYOUDOEVCOLLEGE?
Join Amherst Fire Department's

Student Force!

Recruiting NOW for tlie Fall.

mstop by our table in the

Campus Center this week: February 17-20

Or call us at 549.5419

Open House at North Fire Station;

Friday, February 27 5:00 - 7:00 pm

We accept all major credit

cards and OCMP!

^•^ FREE DELIVERY!^^" 549-6073 ^
160 Fearing Sf located on the corner of

Fearing St and Sunset Ave

Special of the week:

Thurs/FrilSat

Any small Calzone $4.75
Op«n:

Sun.-Wed: 11AM-1AM

Thurs.-Sat.llAM-SAl

10am-2pin
This Week: Tuesday-Friday

Campus Center Concourse

ENGINE COMPANY 3

50 YEARS OF SERVICE

Amherst Fire Department

www.afde3.com

How would
you score?

Take a FREE practice test at

Kaplan's Test Drive and find out.

GRE Feb. 27th!

LSAT, MCAT and DAT, Feb. 29th!

call for details and to reoister

To register, call or visit u% online today!

KAPLAN
Test Prep and Admissions

1-800KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/testdrive
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THE WORLD

IN BRIEF

Bremer: U.S.

will give

Iraqis power

by June
BAGHDAD, Iraq »AP) —

U.S. administrator L. Paul

Bremer insisted Thursday that

the United States will hand

power to Iraqis by |une 50 and

won support from the United

Nations for moving ahead with-

out immediate elections. The

favored U.S. option is to

expand the existing 25-member

Iraqi Governing Council.

U.N. Secretary-General Kofi

Annan backed Washington's

claims that a direct vote before

the lune 50 deadline is impossi-

ble. But he did not offer alter-

natives to help resolve the

debate on how to transfer sov-

ereignty among Americans.

Iraq's Governing Council and

powerful Shiite Muslim clerics,

who derailed U.S. plans by

demanding an early direct vole.

The Bush administration is

under pressure from its Iraqi

partners and international allies

to yield power and end the mil-

itary occupation as soon as pos

sible. It is also eager to estab-

lish a working government and

give Iraqi security forces a

frontline role against guerrilla

violence well ahead of

November presidential elec-

tions.

Iraqi leaders have largely

turned against the original

American plan to use regional

caucuses as the basts for the

new government. The Bush

administration hopes Annan
will now endorse an alternative

that would expand the

Governing Council and hand it

power to rule until elections, a

U.S. official told The

Associated Press.

US urges

Americans to

leave Haiti

NKASHlNGTON (AP) — All

nun»ovemment Americaiu in

' 'Rsitf should leave while trans

portation is still available, the

Slate Department said

Thursday, citing the violent

uprising.

Peace Corps personnel are

being withdrawn, and the gov-

ernment has authorized the

departure of family members
and non-eriKTgency employees

of the U.S. Embassy on a volun-

tary basis, the department said

Separately, the government

said it was sending a military

team to assess the security of

the embassy in light of the

uprising against President |ean-

(Wrtrand Aristide.

The embassy has imposed a

curfew from 8 p.m. to 6 a.m. on

its staff and their family mem-
bers. Thursday's warning said

the curfew hours may change.

It added that the embassy's

ability to provide emergency

services to American citizens

outside the capital city was lim-

ited.

Former Enron

CEO indicted

HOUSTON (AP) — Former

Knron Corp. chief executive

leffrey Skilling was brought to

court in handcuffs Thursday,

charged with fraud, insider

trading and other crimes in the

highest reaching indictment yet

stemming from the energy trad-

er's colossal collapse.

Skilling is accused of partic-

ipating in widespread schemes

to mislead government regula-

tors and investors about the

company's earnings. He plead-

ed not guilty to all 55 federal

counts against him, and posted

his $5 million bond with a

cashier's check.

Skilling's indictment leaves

former chairman Kenneth Lay

as the only major Enron execu-

tive not charged.

The indictment, handed up
Wednesday and unsealed

Thursday, accuses Skilling, 50,

and Richard Causey, Enron's

former chief accounting officer,

of taking part in the schemes to

mislead regulators and
investors. Causey. 44, was first

indicted a month ago and is free

on $500,000 bond.

Ten of the counts accuse

Skilling of insider trading that

generated $62.6 million from

stock sold from April 2000
through September 2001 , about

a month after he quit Houston-

based Enron.
—Associated Press
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Increased fines offer

travelers wake^up call

A wolf in sheep's clothing

People flying on airplanes have likely had

understandable reservations about safety sirice

the Sept. II. 2001 hijackings. Thanks to a

vicious terrorist network, paranoia looms large

on the minds of those trying to get to far-away

destinations.

On Wednesday, the Transportation Security

Administration issued new guidelines for fines

applied to anyorte trying to board airplanes

with banned items.

A passenger trying to sneak a knife onto an

airplane could be fined $250 and passengers

with explosives could get the maximum fine of

$10,000 under the guidelines.

Thousands of banned items such as cuticle

scissors, box cutters and guns make their way

onto airplanes every year. According to Tom
Blank, assistant administrator for transporta-

tion security policy. TSA has found more than

1 .650 firearms, more than 5 million knives and

more than 57,000 incendiary devices since

Sept. II.

The new measures put in place should send

out a resounding meuage to airplane passen-

gers who failed to take the measures seriously

before

'"Fines may help awaken a sleeping popula-

tion here.' said David Stempler, president of

the Air Travelers Association.

The majority of people who bring banned

items with them to airports mean no harm.

Fines wont be enforced on everyone who has

inadvertently packed cuticle scissors or ciga-

rette lighters. Children and inexperienced fly-

ers are some of the people who will be able to

be excused from the fines.

Unfortunately, these fines are necessary. It

only takes one person smuggling a gun or knife

to hijack an airplane and kill hundreds in the

process. The Sept. 1 1 attacks serve as a

reminder that airport security personnel can

never be lax when screening passengers and

their belongings.

The Homeland Security Department, devel-

oped by Congress last year, has done a fine job

of increasing safety for U.S. citizens and creat

ing an environment where people will be able

to carry on their daily lives with peace of mind

Congress and the Homeland Security

Department should continue to think up ways

for safeguarding the United States and its citi-

zens Although procedures like inspecting

one's belongings at airport checkpoints may be

a nuisance and may slow thing's down for peo-

ple who are in a rush, it is a must.

These measures are an essential part to con-

tinuing the war on terror and making the

nation safer. Signs of a recovering economy

should not overshadow the fact that the U.S. is

a target for terrorist activities

We cannot let our guard down.

For the sake of those who have died fight-

ing for the safety of our country. Homeland

Security measures deserve the support of

everyone.

Information from the Associated Preu was

used in this editorial

Lnsigned editonah represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collepan

Lditonal Board.

This is not

another column

about gay nur-

riage .. OK.
maybe it is. But

this is an issue

that is not going

away anytime

soon, so for

those of you

who are tired of

hearing it or

UTKoinloriable hearing it, gel used

to it.

1 don't know how many of you

realize how lucky we are to be liv-

ing in a time when history is being

made 1 woukl imagine ifut the

atmosphere in the country right

now is not unlike it has been prior

lo every other histori*.. ground

breaking decision.

lust like when the women's suf-

frage movement was going on. or

the civil rights movemeni. or the

movemeni to legalize abortion, the

country is tilled with pas.sionate

conllk.t — conllici between those

ol us that believe in moving the

country forward and iho^e that

woukJ rather continue living in the

past

If you think I'm exaggerating,

you are blind. The movement lo

legalize gay marriage is about to

get even bigger, and we can no

k>nger brush it aside, saying that

we simply don't want to think

about it. the tinK lo think about

it hat come: it's time to pick a

side.

For me. the choice is clear.

The argument over Wgalizing

py marriage is an empty >.«e

Bottom line: we are discussing

human beings »nd citizet\s ol the

United Slates of America. In a

country where all men arc created

equal, what's to dispute''

\So«iK-n were at one time at a

disadvantage. aivJ we. us a country,

determined that practice unconsti

tutional There was also a tinK

whc-n African Anx-rKaas were not

being given an equal opportunity,

and we Wft that time in the past

because we acknowledged that it

was extremely unfair Why is this

situation any different'.'

The reason it is diflerent is

because this time it involves reli-

gion. No matter what anyone tries

to say, the reasons behind the

opposition to gay marriage are

based solely on religion, aivi reli-

gion should have no place in what

our government decides is lair lor

humanity.

No matter what

anyone tries to say,

the reasons behind

the opposition of

gay marriage are

based solely on

religion, and reli-

gion should have

no place in what

our government

decides is fair for

humanity.

The church is worried about

the "saiKlity of ntarriage" being

destroyed Well I don't think the

scandal that exposed many of the

churehcs' k»ders as cnminals did

anything to help the sarKtity of the

church. So why arc they so wor

ried now'' And furthermore. I

don I see how two pev)pk.- who love

each other and want to commit

their lives to each other is desia»y-

ing anything al all If anything. I

think it is highly cumnK-ndablc.

especially in this da> in age when

even if people gel marrK-d. there n

a 50 percent chaiwe they'll get

divorced.

Celebrities have turned mar

riage into a publicity stunt. They

are fiequeniK marrying each other

only lo have dramatic, newsworthy

break ups lour months later 1 don't

think that does any good for the

institution ot marriage, aixl yet no

one is trying to put a ban on that.

This whole situalioti is a wolf in

sheep's ck)ihing It is blauinl dis-

crimination disguised as a re'ligious

crusade, aiKl a majority of the

country is having the wool pulkxl

right over its eyes

luckily, we are lining in a time

where the country is on the brink

iA drastic change All it needs is

that liitW extra push We have a

July to gel involved and make our

voices heard

We live in Massachusetts, sup-

posedly one of the nxjst liberal

states in the country And we're

allowing a Republican governor

(not to mention a Republican pres-

ident I to try anything he can lo ban

something that has already been

rukd as the only acceptable solu-

tion.

We have the potential to be the

leaders in a nationwide rrtovement;

we could be the first state in the

entire- country to legalize gay mar-

riage, and we ».annoi let the oppor-

tunity slip through our lingers.

Now. I'm not >aying that we

shoukl force this k^alizalkjn on

every state immediately I'm sure in

certain parts of the country, there

are siatL-<> that are unanimously

opposed to it And in those cases.

we have to give them some tinK to

open their minds and join the rest

of us in the 21st century. We have

to take it one step at a tinK, aixl we

are in the midst of the first and

most imponant battle ol what

couki potentially he a long, bloody

conflict But 1 have a temWe fi-d-

ing that if we. in the state of

Massachusetts, bse this battle,

there- will be no chance for us to

win the war

Paif^- Cram is a Collegian

ixtlumnist

Those awkward greetings
^ou kiH>w the lecling. You've

been in the situation once, and

\ou'll surely be in it again.

You're on the bus. or at the

gym. or at Stop & Shop. .All of a

sudden you look up and you see

thai person you went to school

with, but were never close with.

You haven't been friends with this

person ever, and you try to plan

your escape route; but you realize

vou ncx-d to wail in the

deli line for the turkey,
y

and therefore there's no '311

place to go

rock with in> lingers in my cat

whik- humming to ittake sure I

hear nothing'

^eah. I've lived a pretty boring

life if you coukln'l tell OK. since

the last time this perMjn and I

talked, plenty has actually hap-

petHxi.

We've gotK through four pre-s-

idenis. even though two of them

have the same nanK*

1 got the unfortunate

newc that there is in fact

tldef no Santa Claus. Of

course, this was disputed

UMass' great danger zone

Gilad

Skolnick

I
There is a

danger on cam-

I pus, a threat

to us all. a

^^^^j
I

problem that

^t3tw I

has to be dealt

^^^l^gflj with, an

^^^^^^^1 that the
^^^^^^^^ UMass admin-

istration has

ignored for

" far loo long. 1

^peak of the campus pond, a

hazard to all who wish to study

in peace and tranquility at our

fine institute of higher educa-

tion.

During the winter the pond

is especially dangerous as the

water freezes when tempera-

tures dip below freezing for

several days in a row. With only

one hard-to-see sign warning of

thin ice. people can accidental-

ly walk on the pond and fall

into the freezing cold water,

leading to anything from

hypothermia, to frostbite or

worse. 1 propose that we drain

the campus pond and fill it in

with concrete. A nice concrete

surface would eliminate this

threat.

In the summer this pond is a

breeding ground for mosqui-

toes and other such insects.

These mosquitoes suck the

blood out of those walking on

the University of Massachusetts

campus, every drop of which is

needed lur UMass' frequent

blood drives in the campus cen-

ter.

In addition, mosquitoes

carry the deadly West Nik-

virus, and who knows what else

they might be carrying. There's

no reason to take unnecessary

risks: by eliminating the pond

we eliminate the threat.

Dangerous swans and over-

populaicd geese infest this

region as well. These swans are

overly aggressive and have even

occasionally threatened to bite

students who have come too

close.

There are far too many
Canadian geese that make
UMass their home every fall

and I have had enough of their

squawking and the feces that

they leave behind on the lawns

surrounding the pond, lust

imagine the look on the faces of

those gee.se when they come by

next fall and can't find their

pond. Priceless.

Furthermore the pond takes

away all the attention from our

beautiful Fine Arts Center that

sits beside it. Made of beautiful

slabs of gray concrete, the FAC
is said to look like a grand

piano from above. This build

ing is perhaps the most stun-

ning thing I've ever seen.

One of the paintings

that line the

Campus Center of

UMass shows a tug

of war game being

played in the cam-

pus pond, but this

pond is no longer

even tug of war

friendly as ttie

water is so pollut-

ed.

Only on CNN, when they

show scenes of downtown
Baghdad, have I seen nicer con-

crete buildings, all of which I

assume are also supposed to

look like pianos from the air.

The pond takes away from

the FAC's glory, and thus unfair

natural competition must be

eliminated to restore dignity to

our university's buildings. Of

course, the FAC is given a hard

time for its architecture. But

imagine if someone plopped a

pond right outside Herter.

Whiimore or l.ederle. All of a

sudden these buildings would

look "ugly" too.

This pond is also severely

hurting the US economy, which

needs all the help it can get

after four years of Bush or eight

years of Clinton, depending on

what side of the spectrum you

lie.

Often, guys get away on

cheap dates by taking a girl out

duck feeding instead of on a

real dale. I have a friend who is

notorious for doing this.

Instead of pumping money into

our wailing economy by taking

a girl to a movie, dinner and

who knows what else, he'll

make a sandwich and go duck

feeding. An easily accessible

pond not only contributes to

the duck overpopulation prob-

lem but it deprives many areas

that have been hit hard by the

recession of much needed rev-

enue.

One of the paintings that

line the Campus Center ol

UMass shows a tug of war

game being played in the cam-

pus pond, but this pond is no

longer even tug of war friendly

as the water is so polluted.

One cannot go for a swim or

a dip in this water, and drink-

ing it could lead to spending

many months at home.

First made by a stream that

ran through campus, it was

later plugged up lo artificially

create a pond, this water could

be drained and used lo water

the lawns of UMass, further

saving the school much needed

money. The pond was not even

supposed to be there, as nature

only intended for a small

stream to be in that location.

The pond is a threat lo us

all; it must end.

Ciilad Skolnick is a

Collegian columnist.

So you wait and you look up

and there it is: the most awkward

eye contact possible You see in

the person's eyes that they didn't

want lo make eye contact with

vou either, but neither of you have

a choice. Now here it begins.

You need to smile and say "hi."

Unfortunately, if the other person

gets ambitious, he a-^ks the ques-

tion that everyone knows no one

cares what the answer is.

"What's up?"

That question is the most

generic, thoughtless question on

the planet. My roommate pointc-d

that out to me last year and 1 did-

n't agree at the lime. However,

afier getting asked that stupid

question. I must now agrt-e.

If the question isn't bad

enough, the answer I'm forced to

give is even worse.

"Nothing." I will .say as I pur-

posely avoid all conversation.

Thai's right The la.st time you

and 1 spoke, wc were both in dia-

pers, and since then not one thing

has happened lo me that is worth

mentioning.

Of course nothing is new.

Didn't you know that since we

last talked 1 have been under a

greath on the playground, and the

news made me go crying lo my

mom on more than one occasion.

But its better I found out at 14

than at 20. right'

I got the even worse news that

girls have cootit-s and I had to

administer the ccKJtie shot anytime

I came into contact with one I

spent a lot of my childhood revil-

ing, "cirele, cirele, dot, dot ...

"

Unlike what many

people think, it's

better to be truthful

than to be fake.

Some people have a

lot to learn.

I had plenty of burials in front

of m\ house for various hamsters,

gerbils and guinea pigs. After see-

ing "Pet Semetary. " I didn't sleep

for a month. >ou would think my
parents would've warned me not

to .see that movie.

Since we last exchanged words

I got m\ lirst kiss, my tirst slow

JjiKC and I linalK rcjched scccMjd

I .i-c Whal a >eai that was'

And alter the turmoil over

girls, since you and I last spoke I

finally found out that girls do not

in fact have cooties after all. What

a glorious day that was

Flash forward to the present.

Even tfiough sou went through

half of elemenlar\ schcx)l. all of

middle school and all ol high

school, we must say hi to each

other even though we both kiKJW

we don't want to

There were- certain people in

high school who igivjre-d >ou like

you have Ebola or worse, liked

Michael lackson. Then there- are

these same people who will tlash

you the most awkward, thought

less smile and ask vou. 'what's

up"*"

Well, "person I hasen't talked

to since Mookie Wilson hit a

grounder through Buckncr's legs"

(ves. I was ihre-c al the time). I

ha\e no intercM in talking to you

now. 'lou ignored me then, so

why don't you do us both a favor

and ignore me now '.'

Unlike what many people

think. it'> belter to be truthful

than lo be fake. Some people have

a lot lo learn

Of course, it's a lot easier lo

say hi to these people at parties. I

know pei<ple (no names men-

tioned* who. after having <i lew

beers inserted into them, will

have a lull conversation with a

trashcan thinking it's my rcx)m-

maic So after a -six-pack, we can

talk At Stop & Shop, not so

much.
But hey. at least it isn't awk-

ward or anything

Matt l.ldcr IS Collegian colum-

nist

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR
JACKSON FOLLY
UNDERSCORES
BIGGER ISSUES

Concerning Rachel

Smith s column titled "We've

got a t)igger problem
"

While I will almost

always appreciate a good

sarcastic skewenng of the

absurdity of media coverage

in this country, I am con-

cerned that we are missing

an Important lesson in

"Nipplegate' for all of the

journalistic folly ot CNN and

crew It the clips I have seen

are accurate, then the

Jackson/Tlmt)erlake affair

should be sparking a discus-

sion wofttiy ot great national

attention How do our

machines of cultural produc

tton contribute to men's vio-

lence against women?

Yes. It's stily to get upset

over the public display of a

txx* What would not be silly

would be a conversation

about how seeing Justin

Timberlake rip off the cloth-

ing of Janet Jackson in a

context that says, this is

pure entertainment" is prob-

lematic Is it pan of that male

sexual aggression fantasy

that gets played out over and

over again In our media''

Having a younger sister

has made me very wary of

any story that says she. as a

vwxnan. should |ust stand

there and be oogled.

touched or othenwise treated

like an object. Let us start

thinking more criticallv about

all the stones we tell our-

selves, and let us stop letting

corporate media dictate that

conversation

Ian Callahan

UMass student

SHAPING THE
POLITICAL

FUTURE
In a democracy, you

don't have to vote for

people you know are

going to screw you No

democracy in Its right

mind allows 20 million of

Its best jobs to be shipped

out of the country or

makes Its citizens the tar-

get of terrorist attacks by

setting up dictatorships

all over the world

It IS clear that the

Democratic and Republican

parties represent some

group other than us A 1 980

Senate report said the

Rocketeller-Worgan gang is

the dominant force in the

US economy They also

have worldwide invest-

ments (read "Rule By

Secrecy' by Jim Marrs)

You college students

could get enough Independ-

ents elected to Congress to

impeach Bush (or the demo-

crat) if your candidates told

ttie voters they were going

to anest the leaders of the

R-M gang and redistribute

the wealth they stole from

American workers.

There are 1 .200 colleges

in the United States

John Harngan

Spnngfleld
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Press Start

to Ray

Reii Ditespoti

'Manhunt'

Ptaystation 2

liclstKfiaM

Bockstar takes stab

at death row life in

disturbing new game
\ ideu game publisher

Rockstar Game*, is quickly

becoming the mosi controver-

•.ial gaming company ever.

The popular gaming giant

has been on the list of trou-

blemakers since it released

"Grand Theft Auto III" and

with each action game
released alter, it has stirred

up more and more problems

The latest release.

"Manhunt." is no\^ causing

some questions about how far

video games should go.

The company first started to take heat from

parents when it released "Grand Theft Auto

III" a few years ago due to the violent content

of the game and the same can be "<aid about the

game "State of Emergency." Both games

enabled gamers lo kill mas-

sive amounts of people, both

good and bad. and rewarded

players for stealing and

killing. Despite being under

pressure to tone down "GTA
III." the company never did

"State of Emergency" was a

flop in sales so the heat on

that game eventually went

away as well.

Late last year the compan\

was once again in the news as Haitians protest

ed a level in "Grand Theft Auto: \ ice City' in

which the player was told to. "Kill all

Haitians." It spawned large protests by

Haitian-Americans that wanted lo point their

fingers at Rockstar because it caused violence

towards the Haitian community Although this

accusation is far from being the sole reason

why there is Haitian violence currently going

on. Rockstar Games agreed to take the mission

out of the game, but they have yet lo rclea-.

the new version

The latest release from Rockstar is stirring

up as much controversy in the gaming world as

Janet lacksons bare breast stirred up in the

entertainment world The game "Manhunt" is a

game where the player controls a murderer

who escapes death in the electric chair Your

missions arc all based on how good a kill you

can pull off on your enemies, as some strange

guy videotapes every kill for his own twisted

pleasure. The people you kill arc just as dis-

turbing as the kills you can pull off

You will face gangs that wear creepy masks

and at points their reactions and looks get

downright disturbing But. nothing is as dis-

turbing as the niurders you are able to perform

because these aren't simple shoot-to-kill

deaths

That would be too plain; too boring. Instead

you can choke people with plastic bags, slice

open their chests with glass shards, and take

off 75 percent of their heads with baseball

bats. If that sounds disturbing in writing, then

you should try seeing it onscreen.

The sick and twisted "Manhunt" has already

been completely banned in New Zealand due

to the explicit content and graphic language It

will only be a matter of time before parents

become outspoken on video game content as

Rockstar looks to release the game on PC and

X-Box sometime this year. There is a chance

the game will get a major face lift so Rockstar

doesn't take too much heal on the release of

"Manhunt" to other platforms. But. according

to Gamespot.com s talk with Rockstar.

"Manhunt" will most likely stay the same.

Rockstars controversial game "Manhunt" is

now available on the Playstation 2 and is

expected to be released for PC and \Bo\ later

this year. Its rated M for mature and runs

around $49 9<}

Information from GameSpot.com u us used

in this column.

Reid Davenport is a Collegian columnist.

'Press Start to Play' can be read every Iriday

in Arts & Living.
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Art-rock bond ploys Boston

By NKK RCMANOW
CooaotAN drAPr

BOSTON — Wlwn the sBgNW i«vamped. now

sextet. OurK took the Mage to a palcked civwd at tbc

PaiadJtc RtJck Club in Bo«ston kst Friday thcwdKnce

WHS buzzing with exchement. The New Wnef •«•

(ockiMS bro^t i>»eir ikw lineup, wtiich featuiwl two

new guttarktt Locke and Vinny as t^piacMMOtt (or l

ex-guSiarin Dave Mitonc, to Bo«tof» for d» firtt ttoe
]

w pan of a very short tour to prelude their third album

recofdJnf wmkil
In an inlerview a (ew week* beiixt the show, the),

bond's cr«atOf and fi\>ntinan. jintmy Gneccu. i

aqjivned the process oT replacing Mikine. wtio had .-

been with the hand since shonly after 'DiMortKi4

LuUabic*.' before leaving in laie 200S i

"MVle actual}) played with IVTnnyl during the tini;

ftoord,' Grwcco expbdixxi. "He was gonrw be the gu»«

tar player tl»t toured with us after the fir«t tvoord

but hr had hi» own sound; we bvcd it .
we wwa Moftwi

away by it ... but the problem was the reoocd

abvady finished. IHii sound) repfe«nied where w«

wMMhI to br but. by the tiinr the record came cut
-

weia alnady in a different space."

Omoooaiao connects the sKiry ol how Vmny cama

iiMo the bnvl to how Locke was found

"Locke was a foy from anxoid our aiea

opetwd lauditwnsl up to people around the <

we looked at \TdA' tapes. I gut ntaybe 20 vkJec* in

1 Mid. Oh my god. krt me c^ Vm apiBMd Ha i

he's do«ng" and be tame down wod hnoMlMI^ It

r^ and we ihoufhi well ihitt take* am c/lliat\

now w< nettksd iotrnxioc to play guitar like I play _

ur That was the iwuc after the hnt i«cord I dkln\

want to play guitar live, to we iteeded someute who

Cduld ptay guitar like tne. So (hat waa how I found

Dave, because I ptayed with D«*e for yaaia he

could at least copy pans.'

Gnocco^ quest to bnd Mmaona to replace Mikme.

aomecne who couU play guitar like hiTr> rv-ntualK

lead him to Locke.

Both guitarists made their ptaenoe cteat hdping

to create a hill fiounding band, rounded out by

Gneax>'« brother, Ht. on the drums, Race, the Ljng-

tioae baasin. and Anthony Dcmarco. who pla^ key*

boards. As Gnecco discussed, both playen had a

unkjue style. Vmny wouW trfien use an b-bcMMt a

device thai when hdd up to a string causes a suaiain.

«)d makes his lead parts more distinctive. l^<cke rxct

ocnatty brought out a bow to play his guitar with.

which makes for a very distinct sound.

The band got the show started with perhaps its

most imenK rocker, and fan tovorite. "Miscryhead". a

track from die JOOl d^ut 'Distorted Lullabies'

before Mgueing bilo diany new lonp from the hand s

upcootii^ album. 'Mechankail l>overs' was a hard-

lockii^ soi^ that had a bit of a new-wave vibe. 'I Ran

Away To Tell The WorW' was a more skjwtr paced

song but no less intense Other new tracks, such as

'God Only Wants ^(>u.' and 'I Heatd You Singing"

wrre other sumdouts of the show, especially the latter,

which easily ranks amongst Ours best.

'Falkm Soub.' from 'Distonod Lullabies.' was

orte of the best moments of tl>c night, as Gnecco

sturmed the crowd with his amazing. anguUted.

scream that is both chilling and beauiifuL Cneoco's

vokx is the band> not-*o-setrtt weapon and he was

given plenty of opportunities to highl^l it

Another highlight of the show was the t-^V

"Sometinfjes" whkh is Ours' only truly succeasfi

gle. The song was folkjwed by "Realiw." a song trun

the band's 2(X>2 follow-up "Precious. - Whik
Treaous' is hekl in great regard by the band's fans,

and the hard-hitting and passionate 'Realize" is

urxkiubtedly one of the band's greatest accomplish-

ments, puttitig it next to 'SometinKs" was bittersweet.

as Gnecco enviskmed the track as «fae band's next t^

"When 1 wnMe I'RoaUae'l 1 handed in the rectnd

and I said 'this is our first ringje. k's vet^ important to

See OOn 00 piga 5

Rock 'n' roll legend inspires Noho
Leon Russell shows he still can do it at age 62

By Seth Glick
( "OLLEI.IAN ( 'ORRFSPOM'KN T

mCWIt-SV R^X.K^fAK (.AMf.-;

As evident above, in RtKkstar's newest game,

"Manhunt," there is an abundance of violence.

NORTHAMPTON — To most people under

35. the name Leon Russell might cause one to

vaguely remember an old friend or that

guy wiio once played on that old sports

team.

But to musicians and students of rock

music, the name conjures up the session

man and solo artist who was never seen

without his hair spilling out of his trade

mark top hat. Not only did Russell

arrange and conduct the bands for the

immensely popular Mad Dogs and

Englishmen tour in 1970 with singer joe

Cocker, as well as at the mythical, star studded

Concert for Bangladesh in 1972, but he has

also made four solo albums that have been cer-

tified gold.

However lo today's generation. Russell is a

forgotten man.

Even though he played on virtually every hit

Phil Spector ever produced as well as songs by

the Beach Boys and the Rolling Stones. Russell

remains an obscure figure.

On Wednesday night, rock's "most anony-

mous big shot" sat atop the stage at the Iron

Horse Music Hall in Northampton and per-

formed with a timeless soulfulness that always

seems to be missing in today's popular music.

With his long white beard and hair

owing more to Gandalf than

Garfunkel. the singer/ songwriter/

jack-of-all-trades amazed the crowd

in his 80-minule set. Running

through his staples, as well as a slew

of covers. Russell and his band

(bassist, guitarist, drummer and his

daughter on backup vocals) kept the

crowd's heads bobbing and their feet

tapping throughout the show.

The solid drumming along with the plod-

ding, thumping bass provided a sturdy back-

bone for the guitar and piano soloing.

Even though Russell is best known as being

one of the foremost pioneers and champions of

the rock 'n' roll piano, it was his singing that

stood out. Passionate renditions of his classics

•Hummingbird" and "Tight Rope" garnered

the most applause. His rough, authentically

southern delivery garnered the most applause

for his classics "Hummingbird" and "Tight

Rope."

The most interesting song of the night was

his upbeat take of the Rolling Stones' classic

"Wild Horses." Treated as an optimistic ode to

future love by Russell and his band, the song

had originally gained popularity as the Stones'

slow, yearning tune of loss from their seminal

1971 album "Sticky Fingers."

Russell was constantly paying homage to

his gospel roots through vocal interplay with

his daughter. Using call and response, a

church-inspired musical conversation. Russell

and his daughter traded lines as effortlessly as

a father-daughter combination should. Russell

ended the show with a four-song medley

including a verse each from the Stones'

jumpin' jack Flash" and the Temptations hit

"Papa Was A Rolling Stone."

After receiving a well-earned applause,

Russell politely thanked the crowd and retreat-

ed to his tour bus as methodically as when he

came in.

Even at 62. the man who looks like Santa

Clause in a cowboy hat still knows how to

please a crowd.

Rhode Island nightclub tragedy: one year later
By BRooKt DoNALi>

AsSUl'IATEIl PmSi

WEST WARWICK, R.I. lAP) — They included

schoolteachers and business professkxuls. waiters

and disc jockeys, musicians and tattoo artists. And

when ihcir lives were cut short by a tire that con-

sumed a nightclub, the loss left just about everyone

in the state reeling.

Much has happened in the year since The Station

fire, which killed 1(X) people and injured about 200

others after a band's pyrotechnics set the club

ablaze.

The club's owners and a band lour manager were

charged criminally, the General Assembly enacted

stringent tire safety measures, lawsuits were tiled,

and the band Great White went on tour to raise

money for victims.

Fire survivors and the frieivis aixl family mem-

bers left behind by those who perished are all still

coping with the sudden kjss of lo\ed ones.

"We continue to be in the grie\ing procras." saki

Sarah Mancini, wfw k>st her 54-year-okl son. Keith

"I don't want any of these kkls to be forgotten."

Rhode Island is the smalksit state in the country,

a compact space easily traveled in under an hour,

and its communities are tight knit.

Nearly everyone secnnxi to know at k-ast one per-

son affected by the tire: the concertgoers. the lire-

lighter> and cinergerKy tvsponders. the doctors who

treated the bum \ictims. the dentists who were

asked lo produce patients' records to help kkntify

bodies and the schoolchildren who were tokJ their

teacher woukln't be returning to class.

"They say there are six degrees of separatkxi in

this worU In Rhode Island, there's a de^nve and a

half," Attorrwv General Patnck Lynch said after ihe

lire.

Thou.saixls have tlockcd to the site of the fire.

The scene has been transformed from ashes to a

makeshift memorial, where prayer servkes take

place on the 20th of every month and croases —
BMde from charred retnains of the club — form a

chde around what wu once the perimeter ol the

night spot.

Mancini said she rareh visits the site because it is

too painful, but she attended a recent court proceed-

ing to make sure her son's memory lives on. She

planned to mark the tire's anniversary with a quiet

dinner, and would attend a memorial service.

lohn Rkhmond said the pain of kjsing his dau^-

ter, 40-year-old Kelly Vieira. of West Warwkk, is still

hard to bear He misses their regular lunch dates at

Wendy's, where they would sit and talk.

"It was basically the only time I coukl talk lo her

alone and tind out what was going on" in her life,

said Richnwnd, adding that he tears up every time

he drives past the fast-food restaurant.

The event gripped the rest of the state as well.

Businesses scrambled to make sure they met fire

code requirements — many requested variaiKes

when they realized they could not. Funds were set up

to help victims' families and survivors pay lor

mounting medkal bills, funeral costs, rent and otfier

and basic ntvds. More than $3.2 million was collect-

ed by various turvis.

Mental health workers donated time to help fam-

ilies Restaurant and tourism associations arranged

iraininj; seminars for businesses updating their lire

salcty measures Fire departiiK-nts revamped how

ihev communicate with each other.

"They're trained to treat every job like the real

McCoy, but the tire dkl heighten awareness." sakl

Fast Providence Fire Chief kiseph Castm of the fire-

fighters.

Gov. Don Caaieri — in office k»s than two

months when the lire happened — ordered inspec-

tions of all nightclubs, aixl within live months of the

blaze, the General Assembly had passed stringent

tire safety measiucs diat included tougher sprinkler

re>quit¥ments for nightclubs and other business^

and a ban on pyrotechnics in nightclubs like The

Station.

B> that lime. Great White, the l«WOs rock band

whose pyrotivhnics started the tire, went on the

njttd to raise money for vKtims tamilic*s and sur

vivors. angering s»>n>e people who said the- move was

insincere.

I,ea»d singer lack Kuvscll »akl a benelii i«.Kii was

the onK thing the band - whkh kist their guiunst.

Ty Longley. in the fire - couki do to help. The tour

eventualK raised nearly $b5,00U.

The fire started after 1 1 p.m. on Feb. 20, 2003,

within moments of Great White taking the stage,

seconds into the first song. A shower of pyrotechnics

lit up the club, igniting highly llammabk- foam

placed around the stage as soundpiooting. Thick

smoke billowed from the one-story wooden build

ing, and when concertgoers couldn't make it to the

exits, they bashed through windows, struggling to

escape as their lungs burtwd with toxic smoke and

stifling heat.

Rescue workers arrived three minutes altei ihe\

received the first of a string of ciiiergency calls, and

found the buikling engulfed. Images and sounds of

people scrambling to get out were- brotidcast around

the world, all caught by a television cameraman who

had coincidentally been at the cluh thai night for a

story on safety in public places

In liecember, a grand jury indicted the club's

owtiers. brothers k;lTrey and .Michael IX-rdeiian, ainJ

Great White's former tour manager Dan Bicxhcle.

on 200 counts each of involuntary manslaughtei All

three pkaded innocent

The IXrderians also were lined SI 07 million tor

tailing to carry workers' coinpensaiion insurance lor

their employees, four of whom died in the disaster

Vktims' families and survivors have likxf law-

suits naming the Derderians, Bicvhele. town otti-

cials, the state tire* marshal and others, alfcging the

parties neglected lo make the nightclub the safest it

could be. At least six lawsuits have been tiled

"It's all had an impact on the way we do business.

We double check everything now," said Richard

l.upo. who owns Lupo's Heartbreak Hotel nightclub

in Providence.

For family members, it was a year ot missed

birthdays, emptiness and anger Many, like Raymond

Mattera of Providence, arc frustrated that West

Warwick's tire and building inspectors weren't

charged for failing lo note the tlammable foam on

inspection reports

"This is a long healing process." said Raymoixl

Maticra of Providence, whose daughter Tammy

Mattera- Housa. 29. died in the fire-. He and his wile.

Diane, are now taking care of ocw ol Mattera

llousa's two children "This isn't something you get

over right away."

One year *>{»> t.idav. The Station nitshulub m WeU Warwick. Rl. causht fire after pyrrptrchnH*

tet the cluh abU:c Jurinj: j Great VK'hitc show.

New Jersey rockers, Ours, perform with two new guitarists

lead the re-cord ott with this singk-.'

" Gnecco revalksl. "|l>vam\Kork.s,

the band's label) compleiely

ignored me and they rekra.sed

Leaves \nd I said, you're- going

lo submanne this record, you're-

l*^ing us. bcvause there-s no s^ay

we can cmiK' nut nf the cite that

piffisive
~

Gnecsi' x^iis n^'tn. u^ Hn. ^iii^ic

dkJn'i pick up the moiiK-ntum thai

"Sometimes' had aixl pri>iiK>ii»Hi

for the album wa.s quk:kly can-

celk-d by OreamXVorLs.

"For the errtire year of 2003 we

just sat." Cnecvo explained "So in

that time they wrre supposed to

make a vide-o for 'Rcali/e.' they

pulk-d our budget «.>n that s^) we

sakl "f*** you. well do it ourselves'

and that vkko cost. I think it »*as

like S 1 8 or sofiKthing. iust the ce»t

ol tape" The \ide-o was a huge

statenx-nt featunng. aiiKingsi other

things. Gnecco in bbiekface — a

symbol for how artists are treated

in the industry today.

"I lokl ihe-m it was a huge

I '"up to rek-ase Leaves' first."

GiKVso Loniinue-d "lhe-\ didn t lis-

ten to me aixl we were- f'ed
because of it. and that was my way

of saying 'f**k you I tokl yixi it

was gonna f'ing fail, now we dkl

our own skkv for $lf or some-

thing and ... f** you. now we're-

gonna do this on our own.'
'

Despite the lack of preimution

and Gnecco's slight unease the

hand is still with the label

"They're- gonna have to tall in

line with the vision at ihis point

because otherwise what good are-

they to us?" Gntvco asked rheton-

calh. "In their dc-fense. what hap-

pens is tfiey want it to happen so

badly thai thev du|^ know how to

control ihcm.sclve"s from mictx>-

managing the siH»tK>n and we

cant be in a po»itKMi again wlx-re

its mkrunuinagcd to the point ol

sucking the life out of it

~

Given Gnecco's feelings toskard

the alf)um it was no mi

the set te-atured i>nK

from "l*rexious"

Toward thcetvl. ui...., led ihc

crowd in a surprisingly good sing

a-long, which made kn cmx- of the

shcwv's highlights After that, the

set came to an end \« ith ivwurked

song "Use Nk" whkh was original-

ly featured on the recotds "Sour"

— a pre- l>ieamWork> disc tlwt

wwi made by an earK irKamaiKwi

of the bund

The new so«>g is a |oumey, it

starts out sk>wly before pkking up

pace aixl finally buiklii^g into an all

III iam GtKvco begun to heat, il

ic>t massacre-, a tcDiMom drum aixl

liierallv thre>w himsell at it so hard

It k<okc-d like he was either going to

pavs out lre<m exhaustion, break ihc

drum, or evpkxle thanklullv

iK)«x- ol these things hapfx-rx-d

After the cTxore bre-ak ifx- huixJ

came back, one by o»x-. lor another

exteixk-d Htm that k-d into one ol

the nx»st rousing retxlitioivs ol "Kill

The BaixL" u "Precious" track, that

ttx- buixi has di>rx'. at kasi before .i

BostcMI clowd

The- only ne-gative thing aUxii

the entire show was ilui alter an

c-ve-ning of being tre-ated lo ama/ing

prevx-ws ot the ix-w song's, tans will

iK>w fiave lo wait an iixklinite

jiixHint ol tinx- to he-.ii ihe-m again

No tan k-ft the Paradise- disappomi

c-d as Ours cjnev again proved thai

their dark-wck. whxh wcms to

have be-e-n inspire-d f>v artists as di.s-

paraie as Tlx- luic. Ml Bixkk-y

aixl Radiolx-iid as veell as Gixxci-s

own disunct nmse. was one- ol the

nx«l exciting things haiiix-niiiti m
the- music sexTX' lixkiv

RUSSELL'S
LIOUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 255-5441

FiuturitiR "Bud 6f Bud Light" $19.50 ^o/p^

'</:

A». ""r

He made 4) 3 JL , Z D J last

summer, is graduating with

$70KH- job offers &

Fortune 500 connections

want an
extreme
summer

open y.-OO .. m to l l:00 p.m. • Sun. . 2:00 p m. ».. 6:00 p.m. • \-iWt)-..m«/Ma,.rnar<l * All Br,« Plu. Drlx....

int^aflifciliD?

New WORID Theater
A f

In

STORO

\il. t . n:, I I lli> "! ^' '^

WestSMeStofIBS
Ncvv WORLD Thicator presents

a Pioneer Valley Performing
Arts High School production
association with the UMass
Department of Theater

Feb. 21@ 8 pm &
Feb. 22 @ 2 pmr^=?^
Bowker Aud. \m^

Throuah imorovisation and Interview theater, students from Amhierst Regional

HVarS^choTSe Proneo, valloy Performing Arts, and Proyecf 2050 collaborate In a

mum dimensional exploration of race and place through mu.lc. danc. .ketch

comedy, satire, and drama.

A Revolutionary Convening: Tlie Vision

of June Jordan Feb.27&28 -free-
Prosetiif<i by the UM.tss Wonwn s Studies Department m association with Njw

WORLD Theater the Student Activit«s Conter the Black Stodont Union WOCLN of

EWC and the Office of ALANA Affairs
. - . » ..

FrWay^F^bJU' • 730 pm. SUB Keynote Address by Sonia Sanchez.

M ..iMv . - ^^ 8 pm. Bowker Auditorium • etVEPW/yrS ^OK

REVOLUTION A PERFORMANCE, lealunng Soma Sanchez Kate Rigg Aetta Neely Jane Sapp

Sfd the Vu ( OS uf Tcxlay Magdalena Gomez. Evelyn Harris, and Pro,ecl 2050 For Conference mfo

can Linda Hillenbrand 545 1922. \^_ . _... - ^,^ ^ -.-—
l^^www nowworldt»>e««er.org

CWP Is a nationally acclaimed, highly selective & paid internship; open

to all majors & all years. If you are a leader, driven & think outside the

box, immediately call or email your name & phone number to:

413-695-5101 — UMASS@collegeworks.com

Hiring Ends in 3 Weeks!!!
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Going to the Dogs
HOCKEY from page 8

ha.s allowcJ ihc ihird-higheM goals-

per-gainc (2 *^^t in the tonlerence

thi* scusctn, ihuugh that's hardly

the lault of statiiluut netminder

Scan Fields. The Beanpot

Tournament MVP made 50 saves

in the Temers' 2- 1 overtime loss to

BC' in the final ol the tournament.

Fields became the first MVP in

the Beanpol's 52year history to

come from the loser of the champi-

onship game.

Fields doesn't rank near the lop

of any major Ntatistical categories

in Hotkey East, but does lace an

aserage of 28 shots a night, and

has turned in remarkable perlonn-

ances in the past, such as his work

in tlx' Beanpot final this year, or his

4bsaNe i».>h in the Fkickey Kast

final last \ear.

Uist weekend. Umass fated a

i^m that had locked up home-k.e

advantage, and had just been

crovvned Vi I in the country.

Itmight. ilwy face a team that

has tu lini-h strong in order to hold

on to the la>i playoff spot — hard-

ly soitkflhmg anyone wtiuid have

expcvted front the Temers at the

start of the sea.son

I think you have to go nghi

hetk at them, because you kncm

they're going to come out hard.

MauUlin said "They have to do

what it takes to get in the playoffs.

vslili \orthea.siem right there- I

think if we go right at them, and go

hard, they might start questioning

themselves and just collapse.

"I think if we lay back and give

them an opening, they're a team

that can take it to us as much as

any other team can take it to us."

After getting drubbed 6-1 last

Saturday by BC. UMass coach Don

Cahoon vowed that his team

wouldn't forget the game. This

week, he's subjected his troops to

plenty of reflection on last week-

end. Usually, each forward line and

defensive pair will break off to

watch video of past games. This

week. Cahoon has gotten the entire

team together to watch tape,

specifically focusing on each of the

1 1 goals the Eagles scored on

them

"V\e ve got to decide if that was

bottoming out. or if we're going to

let this thing linger a littk bit

longer." said Cahoon. who may be

making his hnal trip to Walter

Brown Arena as a partk;ipant. The

arena, whkh has served as the

Terriers' home since 1 97 1 . is being

replaced by the state-of-the-art

Harry .Agganis arena, although the

changeover isn't expected to hap-

pen until the second half of next

season.

"FlopefulK. we go there with

some energy and conviction. I just

want to play well. I want to play

well over the course of the week-

end."

NCAA disciplines

SBU for three years
from pages

SokniK>n.

urc officials wel

. \ \ findings, not

mg that ail the sanctions —
except for the postseason ban —
were one* the school was already

wilting to impose upon itself.

"\\c have no miention to

appeal any of the NCAA sanc-

tions and any of the Atlantic 10

mctions that may come.' said

dthlctic director Ronald

Zwierlein. who is in the first

month on the job "We feel that

it wa* a fair and just process.

We're going to accept our

t.-^p. in»ihiliiii-« .ind move for-

V. ua*. n .siPioiiKiii liiokt the

lu-ws of the NCAA sanctions to

his playci"- earlier in the day dur-

ing a f S-minuie meeting

"I went down the lisi of the

penalties, and then I asked if there

were any questuns and at that time

'lea- weren't any questions." he

..k1

Solomon said his teams immc-

Jiate future as far as the A- 10

playoffs are out of his control and

hoped to know as soon as possi-

ble.

The school did not make any of

its playvrs available for comment

If barred from the A- 10 tour-

nament, it wouM mark the abrupt

end of senior sur point guard

Marques Green's college career

St. Bonaventure spokesman

David Ferguson said the school

woukl not comment on anyone

named in the NCAA report,

including Wickenheiser

Last April, the school dis-

missed coach Ian van Breda

Kolff. now an assistant coach

with the NBA New Orleans

Hornets, and sought and

received the resignation of ath-

letic director Gothard Lane

Bonnies assistant coach Kort

Wickenheiser. the president's

son. also resigned.

The school also eventually

stripped the team of all victo-

ries in which Terrell played,

leaving the Bonnies record at 1
-

26.

The NCAA noted that the

school provkled Tenrll with an

extra benefit, changing an incom-

pk-tc grade to a withdrawal, a

move that allowed Terrell to

remain part of the team.

panda East

mm
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'Wc bring C^'n^'o^"

to youi

"Voted best Chinese food

by UMass studefitsl"

p^i/SHf bar!

•(9(3^M^ ACCEPTED
•"•DeL/VEKT AVAILAMMJS!

F or CwMttt A Ja^anim Cuimm

i
Location: 103 N. Pleasant St.

: Amherst, M. A. 01002

: Open Hours;

: Fn & Sat.: 11:30 a.m.-ll 00 p m.

: Sun - Thurs : 11 30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m

Delivery:

(41S)S40'0077
Telephone:

(413)256-8923
(413)256-8924

Fax:

(413)253-1173

QUEEN OF
J EAN

jeans by

citizens of humanity
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Leading by example
Mmutemen «uard Anthonv Andrr^m U «ei«d on the tram m ^^.nnK *.th 1 J.-i p.Hni. pcrjt*me. and i> A.«-in« ak«e 40 pmreM

from threr-pmni terrilorv- L VU»» uke» on Fordham iomorro>» in the Bronx for a I p-m. tip-oH.

Men's track sprint toward A- 1 Os
By BRtNDAN Haix
(.inix.iAN Staff

The season hasn't been easy for

the Massachusetts men* indoor

track squad, and there certainK

won't be any re>i for the svcar> thio

Saturday at the Atlantic 10 Indoor

Champion.ships in Kingston. R.I

Although the Minuteinen cam
an advantage over some teanv.

coming back to a surface they

competed on just three wteks ago.

coach Ken OBrien assure there

will be no easy breaks.

'For us to be successful, we

have to be letter perfect.' O'Brien

sakl, 'we don't have room for error

in many events and we have to

have some things fall where one

team beats up on another team a

little bit. Someone's got to steal

points from other ptx>ple."

Senior sprinter Kwesi

Frimpong-Boateng should have no

problem being punctual on

Saturday Having won every race

in the 5^-meteT dash this -(..t>'

n

including preliminary and linal

rouiKls. frimpong IVutteng is a

textbook example of how to be

"krtter perfect" The former A- 10

Mak; Track and field Performer of

the ^^ct,*k shouUl he the odds-on

favorite to take first in the 55 dash.

luniur luiDnif Henry Smith

has been coWmif ak>ng strong

lately for the iMlulemen. com-

ing off an exLeptional eighth

place finish at the HasTrack

Invitational in Boston last week

end.

One of the must consistent per-

formers this season. Smith cnir

rently hokls the Minutemen's best

mark in the tnplc jump for the

2004 season On Ian ^1 he came-

up hfth in the event at the Adidas

Boston Indoor Games with a krap

of 45-5.

But the Maroon and White will

need a strong performatKe from

their distance team to stay in the

hunt with the likes of favorites

Rhode Island. LaSalle and St

kMcph's.

Sophomore Ryan Corbett

and junior Ion Korhonen arc

coming off of a day at the

FasTrack where they finished

S^rd and 54th. respectively, in

the 5000. junior Matt Clark

took 17th in the 1000 at the

same event.

The Manxm and White will

also be depending on the tandem

of sophomore lames Godinho and

junior Riaeph McConnack to have

another strong petformance in the

500 this Saturday. L.a»t weekend at

the FasTrack. Godinho and

McCormack took a sound sixth

and eighth, respectively, in the

500 Senior multi-event runner

lohn ONeil will also be relied on

in the event

The URI Rams are the favorite

to win the meet, competing on

their home turf. They will be krd by

senior Colin Aina. the defending

A- 10 Champion in both the 55

hurdles and k»ng jump \ ^cnou«

threat in each of hi.N events, the

multi-event runner shouki kiok to

repeal » 55-hurdle champion. His

7 5 time in the 55 hurdlet and 7 Q

in the 60 hurdles are both URI

records.

Tlie LaSalle Fxpkxvrs will hav«

a strong ihowing Saturday, in the

fomt of diatance runner Kysni

Fennelly A three-time A- 10

PeHomx-r of the Week this season,

the junior set a school record in the

•JOOO earlier this season with an

NCAA-qualifying tinK ol 8:05 45

The ExpkifTrs will also be relying

on two-time A- 10 Rookie of the

Week Adam Breisch to stir things

up in the mkldk distancv events

The St. kwcph's Hawks shouki

give the Expk,>rers pkmty of worry

in the middk- distance events in the

form of sophomore Andre l.aboy.

Last weekend at the Ne\* Balance

Amwry Collegiate Invitational in

Bronx. N.Y.. l^boy took lir-i in ilw

5000 with 8:18.07.

Rent • Cars

• Passenger Vans

POHERS
iminiaianu\

• DIrtcl Billing to

Insuranci CompaniN

• Fftt Local Pick Up

• Locally Owneil and Optrattd

(7368)549-RENT

• Trucks

at North Amherst Motors
Collision Repair Center

V« iiirtPinM'tlffOtji ts-^

On ets /toi* •OvMk Nortfr (V(Mrs

Skills For Uvir^ With

Bcarly Mother Loss
Annlucationonclditcusfonfraup for Mom*n»iho»ximntnctd

tha daath of fhar mothtr btfort fhtir adult ytcrt

TimfdayEvtnmgiiiO- TrOOPtt LMaTfi to: Provide BtttV Sttf-Cor*

For S,M inffk*
g,fff^ H*al1tiy R»h tionships

Beginning March 2. 2004 /^onag* Anxitty and Fear of Loss

Fw mar* mfcrmefion coll

ewe Count*tnf Strvicas. 577-0077 ^^m

••••*•••••••••••••

IrliEE DELIl/EHyfs Tired of the Dorms?
11 am - 2 pm

4 pm - Midnight

7 days a

week!

We Accept OCMP!

•It's never too early to
^ok for an apartment

uncoln real estate*

Located on Rt.

9 next to the

Registry

FKII)A>, flBKLAK> JU, 2004

?om« on guys w*
av* to put tl-i« bucks
n >»ith tha doast

(~^ Doas h« 9«t ALL
of thosa girls?

thougN thi s was
GOAT Group' not

Daar Group'?

-TTTTTTTTTTTTTT^-7u « B a • m.^ • A 9 a

^^^^^^^4^

G=3 ^m>

I m gonni

Hi MR Gnu a ' F««(ioT ^esTtMAy

WHAT'S I w*^ '^V &"»'»<0P* 5

., / ftlRIHOAyAMOlOlPNT

ACROSS
I bcralch w d«n!
4 RoASI coofcat

B Giin¥n»nng
1 2 May unl
\'^ S«t^i - TtHMHia
14 Pfwria
>b uka aoinatana
t / Karl Ol Lana of

Mm
la Maa^Mim aa daM
1 1» Sol^af tn gray
20 Srwwtooardar »

1(2 oda I

22 Cracttar ihaiiaa
24 Knowing kjoa
26 Al'purprsaa tiuok

2fl UnuaAjal a^linQa
7* Hold||t>r>*y

31 Ctwn^Murtahip
34 Muur4ampaaa

inio

35 — mate*
3« Ani>,i — oiMiviia
3/ Uai ma lufla oui
J6 Ctxp MOMOn
39 la>«
40 Soina (.U«
41 (XjllaiM (lur^uai*

*^ Furarmir stal

43 Haiiy pimuiltiS

44 t BruMi
eabby

4& MM
4/ IMIdponwa
bl Raunion anartdar

(JW)U Ona. m ujmboa
M Oriiaa » WooO*
!>' M* 10 Vira*

M MrMatUa
bunarty

M Aak urgaiitv

60 Fmitf) a lacmal
61 MatAcMial ptanl

6£ Fmrst tt« turn
63 SkoMad
h* »<kgil in

DOWN
1 eipan
2 SuNMCI • naad
3 Hambow band
4 -uanwancaiK

AralMa'alar
» Eia<*«riunna
6 Tannyaon
haroma

7 Baicalgna
vuungMar

tl bpiing btoomt
a -— ScKoan'
10 Oirda
1

1

Ftu tyniptom
12 AcaaaaThadt
lb BaMprang
30 C«il uomacti
21 '

23 Waouri Iralri

laam
2« Hada

corripanMina
2/ Aclm Parkar

ji iiui •

32 ¥VMar-
Dmaaar^

33Ct<rlMd
34 LlmaMck locaW
36 Makapraay
37 Laa«(|ra«ri
41 From Ola boat
43 Corr
44 Uavaaapaach
46 Vat to coma
47 Lighl

ta Miti.«<da«
4« PiuatDppaio
M) Vanua
51 cnan
52 Oaypoi
53 MnionKW
M Calcti

rad-<iandad
M Scalanotai

I //\ " li > I > \K1lN (

l^wi
P'

f" IHH^^ llHri
M| Mj^ • ^^ T" ^^ 1^

K- E^^Hj/ ^^^r^
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Dining Commons Menu
I) { lunl.u I 41 <.S4S-2b26

LUNCH
• Chic ken Quesddilla

• I ish & C hi()s

• I ii'stj Kill' & ( hti'se

vfgetaridm

• Curriefl Chiik Peas

I vegan

I

DINNIR
• Veal Parmesan

• Salmon Miso
• Totu f apta

vegan I

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amht'fit

|\>H(><) ANO IawHoo • H\ \1\K> \

FRIDAY
• High: 42

• Low: 30

SATURDAY
• High: 42

• Ldw: 27

SUNDAY
• High: 40

• Lou 1 f>

'/'iV'

Production Crew
On slatl Uiddv

\7C.>/7 tUITOR
\ikiil.i-> /' M.irik.inh»ndh»

rUDJl) TICHNK IAS

( (WY FDITOR
If.th W\rut

I'ROl^ldlOS ^L'PfRVISOR

liffif K'lw

I'RODUCTION STAff
( >livef Chun^' fmilie /)ugj{an

HOROSCOPES

>
<
Q
m
X

UJ
I-

a

Everybody gets so

much information all day

long that they lose their

common sensea >
-drrtniHr Slrin

aquarius • i^n. 20-FfB. la

Don't worry about watchmg your kuk,

ytxj're on lire today!

pisceS • Fib. 19-Maii 20

You have wnMiged a gocxl trientl. [>)n I

let tiny things ruin a tight triendshif)

aries • mar. 21-apr. i9

Don't make funnv fates at ixtifjle.

taurus • Am 2n-MA> 20

lal as many candy bars as vou like,

especially in front i>f I ilxas.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Take a nap after ycxir first class. The

sleqj will do you good.

cancer • iun. 22-111. 22

Don't lx« a grump.

leo •

I«Klav vcxj will find s«)nK«thing vou have

lieen missing for a ItMifi time.

virgo •

M.jke sure vou tkjn I h.JVf anything stu< k

in MHir t«>»'th

libra • sipi. jj-oct. 22

st.i\ ,i\\,u m»m ( and\ b.irs'

scorpio • o. ji N 1

Kj-ej) \<>ur h<Md u|); A>n't let the little

things lx>g vou (k)\\n

Sagittarius a \ >
1

The only risks in life yt»u sNmjIcI n-gret

.ire the ones you didn't take

Capricorn . m '2-|an. 19

What gtK's around cotm-s around.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\S\()II\CFMFNTSH'^'"^«'^<''^' K)RRfMH AUTO FOR SMF

Happv Birthday, Laura

Amen^!!!!

$450 Group

Fundrai^t-r Scheduling

Bonus 4 liiuirsot yiHir

gnnip's mm- PLUS ttir

free (yes, tret-) tundr.iiN-

ing solutions EQl Al.S

$l,00C-$2,CO0mf.inv

ings for ymir jznnip C 'M

TODAY for .. $450

K)niis when you mIu-.I

ule your mm-silo

fundraiser with

C^inpiisFundr.iiscr.

Qintact ( ^inipus

Fundraiser, (888) 92 V

32W, or visit www.cim-

pusfunJr.usir.i'oin

M'NRrMFNT FOR RFNT

Hohart C^indos ^ kd-

nxim, hartlwi h kI tl « >r-,

study rircii iii Kiseiiieiii

Cable, telephone (inter-

net access) in ;ill Ivd

nximsand stuiiy NtW
SHOWINC; for JUNE

and SEPTHMBER. NU)

FEES aaw^amhemliQ:

minrealtv.colu 25 V 7879

Stvlin' Spaces!

^iiu.irlo.it Est.iteN

Ml^le^l 2 [V\ir<K(iu

\p,irtnient hi»mesl Cut

I sweet deal when vou

move in: FREE I VII

L.iptop
( 'omputer or 1/2

oH Nt month's a-nt 6i

1/2 otf security deposit!

C")ix-n Satiird.iys Move

in TODAY! Telephone:

l4n)WiS-WS6

www.sui.'arloat_estates@

,is|X'nsi|ii.ire.com

t ieiiterot town 1, 2, ^

K-drooins; ii.irdwiHxl

tU.rs. New SHOW-
INO for JUNE and

SEITEMPER. NO
H:F>i. w^-w.amlierstlin-

lolnreaitv.omt 25V

AUTO FOR SAIF

Fast! C >ne Owner ( ".iir

5SpceJIord ProK'SE

I
>)% Well cared for

Must Sell $1495.a")

41V687-75IO

l99K1ldsmohle(.;utlas

Cien-a. 1^SK. ReliaNc.

new parts, $650 or best

otter 4n-25V686l

$5cV!i: Police

Impounds, Hinidiis,

C>\evv's, Jeeps, etc. For

listinfisl-8a)-319-H23

Ext 4554

FMPIOYVIFNT

Express Warehouse

Sale Temj>)r.irv help

needeil Massive inven-

tor\ blow-out sale to be

heidFebniary 2kd-26th

in the Student Union

B.illrooiu. Women's .ind

Men's first quality

EXPRF:SS CLOTHINC^.

at siivin^s up to yO'Vii ott

mall store retail. We
need men .ind women

ii>help with all aspects

of thesiile including

receiving mick, setup,

marketinn, and s;iles.

C^mtact

Kathleeni|ua>,'@aol.com

FMPLOYMENT

Summer nanny positu>n

canny for 2 K)ys 5 .ind

8. Weekends Spring anil

Fall full-time (40 hi^irs).

Experience prefenvil.

C:all 625-2288.

SUMMER INTERN-

SHIP Excellent

Advertising, Sales, and

Markctiny opjxirtunity.

E-im$k\Vto$7000+

and K'"n viluable Kisi-

ness experience workiiiL'

for the UMass Official

Campus Telephone

Directory C'.REAT

RESUME BC XYSTER'

Ciill Kierstenat .Around

C !,impus, Inc. 1-800-

466-2221 ext.272www.

aroundcampus.com

Tlie UMass t.H.tKili

team is knikint; tor

interested stikients to till

the jx^sition of video

assistant starting in l.ite

spring; Experience pre-

ferred but will train.

C^mie be- apan of the

(Champion tradition!

( xintact Bill Sisler.

video director 577-0 H9

FMPIOYMENT

Entrs level ft nil ii.Mer',

< )pen schc\lule up li > $80

per .issiLTiment email

adilrev, a'quirc\l C li\\\ I
-

888- 527-4842 ilepan-

ment niimk-r call c-

W

M.irketini; .AyeiKS

Sc-eks C^itKoiny Hiizli

Energy Individuals tor

promotiiins $1 5/hour

888-477-6668

www.hauspri imot h iit"

com

Bartender Trainees

Net\led. $250.a^ .i d.iv

|Totential. Local (>>si

tions. l-8a^-29VW85

ext 5 1

6

"Rirtending" $2 50/D.iy

Potential. No
Expi'rience Nesc.

Training provideii. 1-

aX)-%5-6520Ext.l62

FNTFRTAINMFNT

Exjx-nenceii Hip-1 lop

n|41V555-5226

FOR RENT

Br.indwvmc 1 IVdtooiii.

(\i bus line, uas w.iter

includcxi. Immc\liate

ivcupancy 978-835-

4571

HOUSE FOR RENT

5BnRMMouseon
Mam St. Bus Line Lle.it

liulude. 18aWo.("-ill

A.iron 4M 256-8747

SERVICES

Resumes ind C'over

Letters Protession.il \\m\

C !ustonii:cvl UHferinu to

m.irketnn; your skills.

.\ftor,l.ible |->rices,

Timeh SrMce By

Email, phone, or in fxr

M,nOall41 V467 7440

preonanc:ytest-
INO, IllVTestinn,

Birth ( 'ontrol. ind

1 llKT^'elKV

(.^intraception.

.Miord.ible mil confi-

detiti.il TiiHsirv

Health, 27 Pray Stre. I

Amlierst. 548-9<W2

SERVICES

1 rcjn.iii' M !! II' i]

C .ill Binhrmht i>t

.Xmher-I .irci for tree

testiny .invl .isNiNi.ince

54^> P\>

TRAVEL

Spring Bre.ik 2004

Tnivel with STS.

.Xmerit.r^-l Student

Tour C "lix-rator to

J.imaica. Ciiuiin.

.•\c.ipiilco. B.ih.im.c- iikI

Elond.i Now hiiim;

campus reps, l .ill tor

iH'oup dl>>i.oui1t-. Into-

nii.ition/lviserN.itions

I -aV-648-4849 or

w\vw.>isir,i\ei.coni Fot

more intonn.ilion ion

t.ict STATravel.it 41 V

25(> i:m

887-4-C:ANCUN Bc-i

price, UMASS VEN
IX ")R selling sprini;

break ptickaues. l\i not

u'et scammed. C'.iiKun.

Neuril Ac.ipiilco,

Baham.i>, Elorid.i. $$$

I impiis reps cirii S't''^

I li|Mi.ition.iom >i / 4

c.inciin

TRAVEL

rspiinu IW.ik 2sV4 ii ^

here.Kx'k now! I owest

Prici-> llotteM P,irtk-^»1

.•\irliiUN ^X'h.it more cm
vtHi ,isk tor"! w^\^.>un-

%plas|itours.coni WV
42'' 7710

~\ 'sprini: Bre.ik

\';ic.itions! l^incun,

JaiiLiica. .Ac.ipuko,

B,iham.i>>. <Si Florul.i!

IVm Partie-. !V>t

1 loieU, IVst Priiev!

Sp.ice Is limited! B<Hik

Now .Si Save! 1-800

2H-7007 www.endle^--

Mimmertoiir^ lom

WANTED

ECKilXlNORS
NEEnEP; ExtremeK

i:eneii ni-. 1 1 imiXMis,it ii in

p.iid Noll Miiokets .iiie-

21-^2. Lot more intor

m;ition ple.i>e contati

( bri'-tiiH' or Li: at 781

769-6i\V or visit

www.robertnicholsesQ.

com
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Men*s hockey to face BU
UMass takes on

streaky Terriers

By ANiwtw MtKKiiT

It has Ixvn a week of inirospix ikm fur

the Mi*s*iik.'hu!>eits hoclurv team

.Alter sunvrkJering two gutnes in Su. I

Boston College by 'H.ore> of 5-2 and b-

1

last weekend, the No. 14 MinuteriK'n i Ib-

8 5. 12 b 2 lkvke> tastt have spent

iiuch ol the past few days kioking at tape

aixJ pra*.tking sotne of the gauK- situa

tions ihe> saw during the-ir h»^>iiK- and-

honw s<.Ties with the Haglcs.

ThcN II get a shot at redemption

iimight. when the> open up a honte aixi

home set with Boston Univer>it> (8-14-b.

4 12-2 Ho«.ke> East) at Walter Brown
Arena in Boston TonK>rT(.>w night. ihe%

will wekorne the Terriers to the Mulliris

CV-nicr for the final regul«r-sea.son

tiuitv.hup between the two teams.

Thi" Terriers arv mired in eighth place

in fHokkev East, and art- lighting for their

l'la>off lives. LusipUn-e Northeastern.
«

'

'

'

k tonight and New
1

1

ij\. )s i^mK a piimt

hehifxl

for the first uiik- in (xjssibK loa'vcr.

the MinuietiK-n are ia\o(vd hejiding into a

game agamsi &U. but tlio mi^i nui

think «o.

"I didn't kntn* we were tfv favorite, to

Icil >txi ifK- truth," junior ((.irward da-g
Mauklin said "StandingvwiMr, I guess we
an;, but it's a kJU^ team, a team >oii

woukin't want to tee in the ptavoffs Afii t

plaving BC at the FkvtCenter in the

Beanpot. ifiev'a* obviousis a good team

Standings don't mean a thing, it's )u<'i

lx>w wv'll be seeded in the playofTs
"

I Via<« has some unattetidcd bii

as well. The MinutcnK-n aa* in

honKke advantage m the M>

plavofls. the lir^t time the program woulii

hu>t a playoff gariK siive joining ilx- con

ference in l*^M. They cuukJ avc "iuok

help from Maine, w^ki hosts (ifth pl.i ^

l*rovKlern.c this weekend. IK.- Enar^ iui\ .

17 points to the Minutetm-n's 2b. with

live gwiic!) k'fi on their confeierxe slate

UMass has (our Ikvkev East ganu
ivmaining

As for the task at hand, they'll fate .

Terrier team that's been un the rupcs for

much of ihe ^caicon. Isi-k Parker's crx-w

See HOCKEY on page 6 Senior Tfionws PiK.'k Irads the L'Mass hcK'kev team in points this »eaM>n with )1. The Minutrmen will battle Boston University'

in J homr-and-htimc st-nes hcKinning tonight in Rosion.

St. Bonnies

suspended
By John Wawkow
.\S»K lAItl) PIU-S.S

OLEAN. N.Y. (AP) — St

Bonaventures men's basketball team

was put on three years' probation

Thursday and barred from the 2004

NCAA postseason for last year's player

eligibility scandal.

Citing "a lack of institutional con-

trol.' the NCAA pinned most of the

blame on former St. Bonaventure pres-

ident Robert Wickenheiser for ignoring

athletic officials and approving junior

forward lainil Terrell's transfer. Terrell

was ruled ineligibk; last February for

violating junior college transfer guide-

lines, a decision that led to the abrupt

end of the IkMinies' season.

"The culpability ran to the ultimate

decisioninaker. which was the former

president." said Thomas Yeager, chair-

man of the NCAA's committee on
infractions, who issued his liixlings in a

telephofK- conference call. "This is

probably the mo^t involved we've seen

a president in a long time. If the presi-

dent simply said. 'No.' we woukin't be

here today.'

Wickenheiser. who had taken full

responsibility for allowing Terrell's

transfer, migned last March at the uni-

versity trustees' request.

Wkkenheiser did not immediately

respond to a call to his home.

As pan of its hndings, the NCAA
also cut two of the team's scholarships

tor 2U04 and one for 2005. In addition.

ncniiliftg vwts by coaches and players

were reduoed.

The three-year probation period is

retiuBctive to last |uly 15. wfien St.

Bonaveniure submitted its report to the

NCAA.
The poataeason ban is limited only

to the Bonnies competing in the NCAA
or NIT tournament this year. The
Atlantic 10 Conference must decide

whether to alk>w' the Eionnies to partic-

ipate in Its tournament at '"Jayton. Ohio
next nMjnth.

A- 10 commis.sioner Linda Bruno
said she will condiK't a conferetKe call

with member scho(.>l offWials to discuss

the Bonnies' status

Ijist year, in response to Terrell's

ineligibility, the A- 10 barred St

Bonaventure from its tournament,

which led to the players' decision to

boycott their final two piines.

This season, St Bonavc*nture is 6-16

under first-year coach Anthony

S«e MMMES on pagt 6

Minutewomen hit road

Friday, Feb. 20

Sport

Men's Ski

Women's Ski

Men's Ice Hockey
Women's Tennis

Men's Swimming
Women's Swimming

Opp./Event

at Middlebui^
at Middlebury

atBU
VS. Temple

at Buffalo, NY
at Buffalo, NY

Time

9:00 a.m.

9:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

7:30 p,m.

All Day
All Day

Saturday, Feb. 21

Sport

Men's Basketball

Men's Ski

Women's Ski

Women's Track

Men's Track

Men's Ice Hockey
Men's Swimming

Women's Swimming

Opp./Event

at Fordham
at Middlebury
at Middlebury
at Kingston, HI

at Kingston, Rl

vs, BU
at Buffalo, NY
at Buffalo, NY

Time

1:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m.

9:00 a.m.

9:30 a.m.

2:15 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

All Day
All Day

Sunday, Feb. 22

Sport

Women's Basketball

Women's Ski

Men's Ski

Women's Tennis

Opp./Event

at Richmond
at Waterville Valley

at Waterville Valley

at Brown

rime

2:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m.

9:00 p.m.

12:00 p.m.

Tamura Tatham scored 14 points in her last game. The
Minutfwomen take on St. Bonaventure and Richmond this weekend.

By Bob McGovern
t :i>l 1 t<,IAN StaH

In its last road trip of the

season, the Massachusetts

women's basketball team is

looking to come home with

some momentum.
On lap for the

Minuiewomcn are conference

rivals St. Bonaventure and

Richmond. St. Bonaventure
beat UMass in their last meet-

ing on Ian. 18, at the Miillins

Center 70-58.

The Minuiewomcn have vet

to play Richmond this season.

Si. Bonaveniure has been
struggling recently, due to the

loss of their leading scorer and

point guard. Stef Collins.

Collins broke her ankle in the

first quarter against Rhode
Island on F"eb. 8.

Collins paced the Bonnies in

their victory over the

Minutcwomcn, scoring 20
points on the night going 6-of-

7 from the field.

St. Bonnaventurc suffered

another big loss Thursday night

with the suspension of Tory

Vyborny, Shannon Bodamer
and Tamica Barnett. S'yborny is

third on the team in scoring

with 7,7 points per game.

The Bonnies have lost their

last twc) games, including a 68-

^b dismantling at the hands of

Temple, who is currently in

first place in the Atlantic 10

West.

"Temple played them with-

out her and they came here and
played us really lough, they

were really emotional, and they

came in without a win." UMass
head coach Mamie Dacko said,

"they are going to be very phys-

ical, they have a good inside-

outside game and they are

going to pressure us into mak-
ing mistakes."

If the Minuiewomcn pull off

the victory they will move
ahead of the Bonnies and out of

last place in the conference.

UMass won't try to attack the

point with its point guard duo
of Monique dovan and Cleo

Foster because neither player is

known for their offensive abili-

With this, the Minutewomen
will need to contain l.yndsey

Maurer and who is averaging

8.3 points per contest.

"She's just one of them, 1

think that we're going to have

to keep our same look because

Cleo and Mo aren't great scor-

ers, so we're going to play them
the same as we play everyone,

to win," Dacko said.

Richmond has been one of

the better teams in the confer-

ence this season and is vying

for a lop spot in the upcoming
A- 10 tournament. The Lady
Spiders are currently on a two-

game winning streak and have

a 'i\ record in the confines of

the Robins Center.

Leading the way for

Richmond has been Kale Flavin

who is scoring 18.7 points per

game. Flavin is also leading the

A- 10 in rebounds per game
with 9.4 per contest. Assisting

Flavin has been the all-around

play of sophomore guard Saona

Chapman, who is averaging

I 3 6 points, 5.5 assists, and 4.8

rebounds per game.
UMass assistant coach Mary

Ciuk has been preparing for the

fast paced Richmond offense,

which has put on a shooting

clinic all season. The Lady
Spiders have averaged a confer-

ence best .465 shooting per-

centage inside the arch this sea-

son.

"Richmond is a smart team,

they run it out and several of

their players are shooting over

40 percent this year." Ciuk
said, "they arc tough in thai

regard, because they are smart,

they push the ball if they don't

have anything they stop and
pop it out."

One weakness for Richmond
has been its play in the paint.

Aside from Flavin, the Lady
Spiders haven't had much of a

post presence this season.

Freshman forward Alison

Mitchell is the only other play-

er on the squad with significant

size, standing at 6-foot 3, but

has yet to start a game for

Richmond this season.

Cuik hopes that the athletic

trio of loycc Masscy. Edris

Bailev, and Tamara Tatham will

be able to attack the post for

the Minuiewomcn. In UMass's
52-40 loss against St. Josephs,

the trio scored all but four of

its team's points.

"They don't have a post

player and I would hope to

think that they would have
trouble with us playing with

Edris and Tamara because of
their size and quickness, I'm

optimistic we can attack them
inside," Cuik said, "1 think

Joyce has been picking up the

scoring slack and Edris has
been performing the last couple

of games, and Tamara came up
big in the last game. So hope-

fully the three of those can
work together to get us some
points."

The Minutewomen will play

at Richmond on Sunday for a 2

p.m. lip-off.

'Against the Ropes' doesn't quite

make the 12th round

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 5

Minutemen clinch home ice,

salvage 2-2 tie with BU

SPORTS, PACE 10
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UMass students help out in Springfield
By Megan Daley

CaJLUiI.IAN Iaihiukpondcnt

SPRINGFIELD — Ten
University of Massachusetts

students traveled on Saturday

to Loaves and Fishes, a

Springfield soup kitchen to

help prepare and serve food

for the less fortunate.

The Webster House Council

organized the trip to encour-

age community service, said

jen Kimies, the trip's coordi

nator and secretary of the

House Council.

"I was very excited to be

planning an event like this

because college students don't

usually get an opportunity like

this," Kirmes said "It was
also an opportunity for

Webster students to get to

know one another"

Ion Galanis, president of

the House Council, also

helped plan and attended the

trip.

The soup kitchen is located

at Old First Church on
Courtyard Square. It is open
everyday and is staffed by

church and outside volun

Jeers. The kitchen serves food

donated by local food

providers.

About 75 people came to

the church in search of a meal.

As soon as the student volun

leers arrived at the church,

they were set to work, mixing

large bowls of pasta over the

stove, cutting up desserts and

setting up the truss and plates.

Before the meal, one of the

veteran volunteers led the

needy in prayer. The students

served pasta, bread, salad and
dessert.

One veteran volunteer tolo

students that the people who
come to Loaves and Fishes

usually just get pasta for their

main meal. In Saturday's pasta

there was meat, and several

people came with their empty
plates requesting "just a few

more meatballs if there's

enough." Toward the end of

the meal, one man came for-

ward with a plastic bag asking

if he could bring some of the

pasta home.
Some students were whis-

tled at as they came into the

kitchen, said Katie May, but

most of the student volunieerN

said the people they served

were very polite.

"They seemed genuinely

grateful,' said student Naicha

Peters, a sophomore animal

science major
The students agreed that

the trip was a wonderful expe-

rience

"Thank you. family," said

one man to student locelyn

Scheintaub. a sophomore
chemistry and English major,

as she passed him n full pljic

of food

"I thought that was great."

said Scheintaub. "We should

do this again some time

Other students agreed

Folbre to speak on
benefits of education

Today at 4 p.m., NaiKy Folbre,

chair of the economics depart-

ment, will give u lecture titled.

'Our Children. Our Students.

Ourselves: Public Education and

the Production of Human
Capabilities

"

The kxture is the third of this

year's Distinguished Facult>

[.ectuie Series and will take place

in the Massachusetts Room of ilk-

Mullins Cenici

Primarily, lolbre's kxture will

focus on the costs jnd beneliis

iiKurred in paivnihood with edu-

cation u^ a key piiini While

Folbre will present iIk moiKiary

denominations thaiugh a balaiKe

shtvt, she also admits that some of

the benefits and coms gleaned

from raising a child are nearK

impossibk- to quantity, folbre will

emphasize the fact that children

aa* essentially human capital, and

that educating them is to the

advantage ol society as a wfiole.

Ccwisequently. when a parent putN

its child through culk-ge. the result

is lun unK .1 1. 1 illi-viL- ^Luliuilf but

a skilled worker in the workforce.

By stressing the cotKepl of stu-

dents as human capital, folbre

hopes to gamer more public sup-

port in ihe elfort to cducaie

America's childa'n.

Besides being a lecturci lot the

University's Distinguished faculty

Series, folbre i^ in\olvi-d in many
prestigious undeitukings. She is

the author ol several books, such

as "W ho Pays for Kkls'' Gender
and the Structures of Constraint."

and nK're nxently, "The Invisible

Heart: l^conomics and Family

\alues " As an employee of the

Center lor Populai I conomics .sfie

has also co-authored three books.

Currently, she is in the progress of

writing a f>ook. titled "Our
Children. Ourselves: Tf»e

PrcKluction ol Hutnan
Capabilities." After the lecture,

folbre will be receiving a

Chancelbr's Medal, given to indi-

\iduals who have provkkxi com-
mendable service to the

University.

— Suru (lurk

UMa-Hs stud<-nts Turn St^-ks and Yiiichii Prtrrs sui i-,>^!.i at Loavck

and Fi»hr». a SfMin0u-U vnip klithi-n, lait- Saiurdav iTta>min|t.

"Now that we know where

we're going, we could defi-

back here again.nitely come
It was fun

O Mdllev

said \likc

Kirmes said that because

other students were also inter-

ested in traveling to the soup

kitchen, a second trip is being

planned

SGA nominations begin

Rebels seize Cap-Haitien; little resistance
Bv Paimey I>i>ni>s

AiSMK lAim I*1U»

CAP HAITIEN. Haiti (AP» —
Rebels captured Haiti's secortd-

largesl city with little resistance

yesterday, claiming Cap flaitien

as their biggest prize in a two-

week uprising that has driven

government forces from half the

country.

The fighters fired celebratory

rounds as people looted and

torched the police station and

other buildings. A pall of black

smoke hung over the cit\ of

500.000.

Rush with victory after the

takeover of Capllaiiien, refvl

leader Guy Philippe said he was

setting his sights on the capital.

Port-au-Prince

"I think that in less than I 5

days we will control all c>f Haiti."

Philippe said in an interview

with two foreign reporters in a

Cap-Hailien hotel room as he

swigged from a bottle of Prestige

beer.

As Philippe spoke, his fight

ers. clad in camouHage unifomis

and black tiak jackets, sal by the

hotel pool in lounge chairs,

drinking beer and eating dishes

of goat, chicken, rice and beans.

President lean-Bertrand Aristide.

wildlv popular when he became
Haiti's lirst freely elected leader

in l*»*H). has lost suppori since

n.iwod legislative elections in

2000 that led international

di'ns>rs to freeze millions of dol

lars in aid.

Oppcments accuse him of

breaking promises to help the

pcKir. allowing corruption fueled

by drug-iraflicking and master-

minding attacks on i>pponent"' b\

armed gangs charges the
j

idem denies

The rebels say they have no
political agenda h«.yond ousting

Aristide. but the man who start-

ed the rebellion, Gonaives gang

leader Buteur .Melaxcr. vn

1'hursday declared himsell the

president of liberated Haiti. Tlie

rebels have made no effort to

install an> kind of control,

beyond halting a near-rioi as

pciiple rushed to gel IikxI aid in

Gonaives on Tfiursday.

In taking Cap-Haitien ycsict

day. rebels said iheir force of

about 200 lighters only met

resistance at the city's airport.

Iiere Philippe said eight mili-

,,int civilians loyal to Aristide

were killed in a gunbattle

In addition, four bodies were

See HAITI on page 3

Uv .\tlll--s\ Bl.VNKolHN

l 4JllM<4ASi i 'M»-<4^Wal*Nl

Student govcmnwni ncNnina-

tions for prc*suk-ni. siiMJeni trustee

and area govemiiKiit open today at

nuon. They will Jusi- MhivI.a

Man.'h 8 at iXKm

Four positions .lu o(vii tu >iu

dents in ihi- .m-.i ^'lAi'mnicnt lor

each cai' a and

ifK" coniM ". lieu

tetiant gv>verrH»r. scvretary and

treasuaT Whik these- pc>sitions

and the oflice of Pri-sidciii are eligi

bk" ooK to liwtes. an\

fcvpaying gi.^ idc-nt iiwv

run ft>r student trusuv as well.

Official job descnpticms au-

avaiUibk' at iIr' SGA wei>site

"Ar\."a CKAcmment is one ol tlie

most fun things at UMass thiii I

have ever been involved in." said

Stevv Hoesshele. student govem-

iiK-nl chancelkir ol ekxtkins. "It

offers two great chance* a chance

for service to tfw community, and a

chance for cra/y prv)gramniing.

likes Southwest Week and fk>wl

Wcvkeixl
"

Hoeschek hopes to see at least

lour pc\»ple each running for the

president and trustee position As

lor area gov eminent, it depends on

the activetK"ss of the living area.

lloe><fK-k said. He hopes to sex*

every seal contc"sted

Interested candidates lor area

government must obtain lOU iknii-

inatkm signatutes from a^iidenis of

ifwir area Those interested in tfw

positi«in ol presiik-ni or trustix

r '
... 'natures from

I ' liwies

Students may pick up nomina

tkm forms at ifie SGA oflice in

room 422 of the Student Unkm
during iKirmal busirwss hcHirs.

Also. an> student ma> p^titkm

for a referendum question lo be

placed on the spring balkit. This

iKeds 400 undergraduate s^^na-

lurvs. Petilkm forms lor are also

availabk in the SCiA ollke.

Lkvikms will be held Maah 24

and 25 from lUam io2 p ni . and

4 p.m. to 7 p.m. each day. Balki

kx-atk)ns will be in the dining com-

mcms and the Campus Center

Currently. Hoeschele has ten

elections commissioners to assist

him run with the election's

There is one c)pen commissinnei

position.

192 killed) dozens wounded in attack on Uganda refugee camp
Bv Gedkfrpv Mi'iExti

.•VsSinlATll) I'RfSS

KAMPALA. Uganda (AP) — Scores of

rebels armed with assault rifles, mortars

and rocket-propelled grenades attacked a

refugee camp in northern Uganda and

torched huts, killing 1*^2 people and

wounding dozens more, a local legislator

said yesterday

Saturday evening's attack on Barloonyo

camp in Lira district was one of the worst

in recent years by the Ixjrd's Resistance

Army, a shadowy rebel group that ha*-

been fighting the Ugandan government for

1 7 years.

As the insurgents surrounded the camp
from three sides, many pcx)ple ran to iheir

mud-and-gra.ss huts instead of trying lo

escapie, and were bumed to death when
the insurgents set fire lo the homes, legis-

lator Charles Anjiro said.

"It's a hopeless situation, we went there

this morning with the Lira district police

commander and physically counted 192

bodies, " Anjiro told The Associated Press

by telephone from Lira town, 16 miles

south of the camp. "The scene is terrible."

Dr. lane Aceng, head of Lira hospital,

said 56 people were taken to the hospital

with bums and shrapnel and gunshot

wounds.

The camp was home lo about 5.000

people displaced by the insurgency, which

has forced more than one million people lo

flee their homes.

The camp was being guardtxl by mem-
bers of a local defense force, who were

outnumbered and outgunned. Army
spokesman Maj. Shaban Baniariza said,

confirming the attack.

It was not possible to contact the

Ix)rd's Resistance Army, which is led by

loseph Kony. who claims to have spiritual

powers. Estimates of the group's si/e

range from hundreds lo a few thousand

After the Sept. 1 1 attacks in the United

States. President Kush put the group,

which rarely makes contact with the out-

side world, on a list of organizations sus-

Ugandans walk around the burnt rema

at least 1 92 people, according to a liKal le

pected of having links to lenorism.

Anjiro said the rebels were armed sviih

"sophisticated guns ... and grenades"

when they attacked the camp at alxiul

5:50 p.m. from the north, south and east.

Tlie western side was used for iheir exil.

"Tliey bombed the camp ... and over-

powered the local defense forces and then

started burning the huts," Anjiro said.

Tlie Rev. Sebhat Ayele, who visited the

camp yeslerda\. said laim Lira, "I saw one

hut with seven laniilv members .still bum-

ins i>f houses in a displaced persons' camp
gislator.

ing and ihrce (iK-ople) in the next hut were

also still burning."

Lira is 155 miles north of Kampala.

An amiy spokesman in the region. 2nd

Li. Chns Magezi, said government lorces

were pursuing the rcK-ls.

Vlage/i, also speaking from I iia, could

not conlinn the death loll bui said the

attack appcaa'd lo be one of the worst

rebel assaults in recent years. In 1995, the

rebels ixuinded up more than MM) villagers

in Gulu districl and killed them, he said.

in BarUxmyo camp, northern Gganda yesterday after a rebel attack. The attack killed

The Lord's Resistance .Anny. which has

wreaked havoc aciuss Uganda's north and

northeast, rose from the remnants of a

revolt by soldiers from the Acholi tribe

after President \oweri Museveni, a soulh-

entei. seized |xnver in l9}<(-> alter leading a

live \eai bush war llie \clioli tribe is the

dominant one in noitheni Liganda.

Most of the rebels had given up by

\^Si<. but those who did not coalesced

into Loril's Resistance Arnn.

file group replenishes its ranks with

children it kidnaps to scr\e as fightei>.

|X)rters oi concubines.

The rebels used to launch attacks

into northern Uganda from neighboring

Sudan, mainly raiding villages and
attacking military posts But in March
2002. the Suilanese go\einnienl —
which Museveni accused of supporting

the insurgents agreed to allow

Ugandan troops to cross the border lo

dcstrov rebel bases in "Operation Iron

Fi.st."
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Rebels seize second- Nader announces run for

largest Haitian city presidency as an independent
NATTI from page 1

seen on the streets, for a known
total death toll of 12 after the

day's fighting and mayhem in

Cap-Haitien. At least one rebel

was wounded.
Aristide supporters comman-

deered a plane from the airport,

and witnesses said those who
tied on it included seven police

officers and former Aristide law-

malcer Nawoum Marcellus,

whose Radio Africa had been

inciting violence against oppo-

nents.

"Wc came in today and we
took Cap-Haitien; tomorrow we
lake Port-au-Prince," the capital,

boasted Lucicn Estime, a 19-

year-old who joined the popular

rebellion from the hamlet of

Saint Raphael, south of Cap-

Haitien,

"Our mission is to liberate

Haiti." he said.

The victory leaves more than

half of Haiti beyond control of

the central government. As that

reality set in, panic began

spreading Sunday in Port-au-

Prince.

Sources close to the govern-

ment told The Associated Press

that several Cabinet ministers

were asking friends for places to

hide in case the capital is

attacked.

On the highway leading into

Port-au-Prince from the north,

Aristide partisans set up (laming

barricades Sunday to block any

rebel advance

In Cap-Haitien, thousands

shouting "Aristide fini!" —
Aristide is finished — marched
along with about 40 rebels in

commandeered cars.

"Were free!" people shouted,

ripping Aristide posters off

walls.

Some looted Marcellus' radio

station. Then rebels shot up a

building and set it ablaze, to

applause from the crowd.

Reporters saw three bodies

on the streets, and doctors said a

1 2year-old-girl also was shot

and killed At least one rebel was
wounded

Earlier, about 10 armed men
stormed the police station and

freed about 250 prisoners. The
police fled and the prisoners

armed themselves, witness Ordil

jean said

Haiti's ill-equipped and
demoralized police foae of less

than 4.000 has been the main
target of the insurgents, who
have torched a score of police

>taiion> since the rebellion

erupted Feb. 5 At least 40 offi-

cers are among the 70 people

killed since then. In the past

week, officers have been desert-

ing their posts with no rebels in

sight.

In Cap-Haitien, police had

barricaded themselves behind

their walled compound, telling

reporters they were frightened

and had neither the manpower
nor the firepower to repel a rebel

attack.

As the police headquarters

burned on Sunday, teenagers

paraded in police hats and body

armor. Rebels swigging from
beer bottles handed over the

keys of cars to residents. People

hauled away weapons, typewrit-

ers, mattresses, even doors.

Thousands of people then

converged on the port in a mad
scene of looting People pushed

away cars for which they did not

have keys and loaded goods onto

hand carts. One man packed

sacks of rice onto a looted La-Z

Boy reclining chair and trundled

it down the street.

"We're all hungry." said lean

Luc, an 1 1 -year-old who some-
how had strapped four 1 10-

pound sacks of rice to a child's

bicycle and was precariously try-

ing to pedal it home
Away from the euphoric

scene around the rebels, people

bolted their doors and fearfully

peered out from balconies onto

streets littered with bullet cas-

ings.

Rebel commander |ean-

Baptiste loseph, formerly head

of an association of eii-soldiers,

declared Haiti's disbanded army

had liberated Cap-Haitien.

"It's the army that's in charge

here. It's the army that will free

Haiti"

He confirmed the attackers

were led by Philippe, a former

police chief who has threatened

for days to attack Cap-Haitien.

Also in town was Louis- jodel

Chamblain, co-leader of an army
death squad that killed hun-

dreds.

Philippe also was an ofhcer in

the army when it ousted Anstide

in 1 99 1 and instigated a reign of

terror until the United States sent

20,000 troops in 19<M to end the

militan dictatorship and halt an

exodus of boat people to Flonda.

The United States, which

blames Aristide for the crisis, has

made clear it has no appetite for

a new military adventure in Haiti.

Instead. diplomats on
Saturday presented a U.S.-

backed peace plan that was
accepted by the beleaguered

Aristide but resisted by the

opposition coalition Democratic

Platform, which says any plan

must include Aristide's resigna-

tion.

By Sam Hananel
.^SSlK IAT11> PRbSS

Longmeadow priest

permanently suspended
By Mark Pratt
.ViwuiATSii Pivai

BOSTON <AP) — A Roman
Catholic priest has been placed on

permanent suspension after alk.*ga

tions of sexual abu.sc made against

him were ruled credible by a

review board for the Springfiekl

Diocese.

The Rev. FrarK'is Lavelle, wtx)

stepped down as pastor of St.

Mary's Church in lx)ngmeadow

when abuse allegations first sur-

faced in 2002. may not furKtion as

a priest in any capacity aixi canrK>t

present himself as a priest, diocese

spokesman Mark Dupont .said yes-

terday

l.avellc, ordained in 1970, was

informc-d of the decision last week.

Dupont said, lavelle has denied

the accusations, and his lawyer,

C.|. Moriarty II. had no comment

on the suspension.

Former Bishop Thomas Dupre,

who stepped down on Feb. 10,

approved of the board's decision to

suspend Lavelle before he retired.

lohn Stobierski, a lawyer who
represents one of the men who
complained about Lavelle to the

review board, said he was sur-

prised it took so long for the dio-

cese to take action.

"I am curious about how long

Bishop Dupre had these recom-

mendations," he said.

Stobierski represents two
clients who are suing Lavelle. One.

krKAvn only as |ohn Doe in court

papers, went to the review board.

Stobierski said. Doe claims he was

abused b\ l.avelk.- and atxjther

priest who worked at the chant-crN

in Springfiekl in the 1980s when
he was thinking of becixning a

priest himself.

Another Stobierski client. Chris

Kane, who did not complain to the

review board but filed a civil suit,

alleges he was abused by l,avellc as

a teenager in the 1970s when
Lavelle was at Holy Trinity church

in Greenfield.

Lavelle was al.so named in 2 suit

brought by four brothers, all for-

merly of Greenfield, who claimed

they were abu.sed on numerous

occasions between l%7and 1983

Two other priests were also named
in that suit. The brothers, whose

real names are not being used in

court papers, also complained to

the review board, Dupont said.

A phone number for Lavelle

could not be located. A call to St.

Mary's parish in Longmeadow was

not immediately returned.

Lavelle will still receive

health benefits and a stipend of

about $1,000 a month even

while suspended, Dupont said.

To receive those, he must also

agree to a clergy monitoring

program.
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Consumer advocate Ralph
Nader announced yesterday he

is running again for president,

this time as an independent, and

rejected claims that a longshot

candidacy would merely siphon

enough votes from the

Democrats to ensure President

Bush's re-election.

But Nader's decision was
greeted with a chorus of con-

demnation from Democrats,

longtime friends and former

supporters who blame him for

Al Gore's loss four years ago.

Thev suggested that Nader
would not pull close to the 2.7

percent of the vote he won
before without the backing of

an established paity and some
of his past supporters.

Republicans resisted the

temptation to gloat as party

chairman Ed Gillespie pro-

claimed that Bush would win a

second term no matter who
runs, Mississippi Gov. Haley

Barbour, a former Republican

National Committee chairman,

said, "It will make less differ-

ence than the Democrats fear,

but I know they're very nervous

about it."

In getting into the While
House sweepstakes, Nader
declared that Washington has

become "corporate occupied

territory" and he accused both

Democrats and Republicans of

being dominated by corporate

lobbyists who "care little" about

the needs of ordinary

.Americans.

"It's a question between both

parties flunking," Nader said on

NBC's "Meet the Press," where

C'(<n>umcr .iJvtKJii.- Ralph NaJrr dnnount.e<< hi> cjnJivljcv ti>r the

prcoiJink. \ in the 2004 elcviit>n \isterJav a» he i» inter\i«-»iJ im

NBC'» "Men the Pre**" in W'a»hinuton.

he chose to make his announce-

ment. He asserted that "it's time

to change the equation and
bring millions of American peo-

ple into the political arena."

Nader said he will mount a

national campaign as an inde-

pendent to highlight issues he

claims the major parties are

ignoring, including universal

health care, rising poverty and

environmental concerns.

Democratic National

Committee chairman Terry

McAulifle, who personally

urged Nader not to run, called

the decision "unfortunate."

"You know, he's had a whole
distinguished career, fighting

for working families, and I

would hate to see part of his

legacy being that he got us eight

years of George Bush,"

McAuliffe said on CBS's "Face

the Nation."

Gov. Bill Richardson of New
Mexico minced no words. "It's a

total act of ego," he said.

Liberal Vermont Rep. Bernie

Sanders, the only independent

in the flouse and a longtime

Nader friend, called Nader's

decision "counterproductive."

Even the Green Party, whose
banner Nader carried lour years

ago, chose to focus on its own
priorities.

"Our midterm goal is the ere

ation of a multipart> political

system and the participation of

a strong Green Part> in that sys-

tem," said Ben Manski. the

party''* co-chairman

But Nader dismissed his crit-

icx among "the liberal intelli-

gentsia." and called the spoiler

moniker "contemptuous."

"It shows how hostage they

are to the antiquated electoral

system and how unwilling they

are to oppose and change it." he

said in an interview with The
Associated Press. "I would urge

them to calm down, start

reflecting, be tolerant of democ-
racy and freedom and watch

events unfold >*ince were all on
the same page of wanting to

retire our supremely elected

president. Gc-orge W Bush."

Nader predicted he would
get more net votes from conser-

vatives and liberal Republicans

dissatisFied with Bush's record

than from registered

Democrats.
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Nader candidacy

already controversial
The prrsklentui election took an interesting

turn yesterday as consumer advocate Ralph

Nader announced his intent to run for US
prcaident

The decision has drawn a backlash of criti-

cism from numerous sources, including many
fonner Nader supporters and key members in

the Democratic Pan> who say a Nader candida-

cy could help incumbent George W. Bush by

siphoning vote* away from the Democratic

Party

"You know he s had a whole dl^tmgulshed

career, fighting for workmg families, and I

would hate to see pan of his legacy being that

he got us eight years of George Bush.' said

Terry McAuliffe. Democratic National

Committee chairman on CBS< "Face the

Nation
"

The criticism from the Democratic Party is

predictable, but the basis for its argument could

prose to be a formidable obstacle for Nader's

campaign It remains to be seen if Nader retains

hbenil voters left with a bitter uste in their

mouth after Bush's win in the 2000 election,

particularly with many fonner supponers criti-

cizing ihe campaign as misguided. Also of note

IS thai the Green Pany that supp»->ried Nader

four years ago has other plarts nou

"Our midterm goal is the creaiKu m j mul-

lipany political system and the participation of

a strong Green Party in thai system." said Ben

Manski. the pany s co-chairman.

While all of the criticism and concern

among liberals will make it more difficult for

Nader to duplicate his 2 7 percent showing in

the 2000 election, he also canr>oi be discounted

as a factor in 2004. either. It is precisely this

reason that has many Democrats up and arms

about his candidacy.

As anyone on campus in 2000 rentembers,

Nader has the ability to captivate many with his

anti-corporate establishment message. While

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian doubts that

alone would ever translate into any major cam-

paign victory, it does niean he could play a fac-

tor this time arourwl. too.

Nader s appeal, as it was in 2000. is that he

offen voters an alternative to the two main-

stream options that exist as he rails on about

both parties failing the American people His

corwem isn't keeping Bush out of office, its

making points on the U.S. two-party system

ai>d electoral process,

W hile The Collegian does not support Ralph

Nader for president, we do feel that he should

have every opportunity to run — it's a right he

has as an .\mencan citizen. His candidacy

could make things more difficult for the

Democratic Party, but that is an obstacle they

Mill have to overcome if they arc going to win

m November
Unsigned ediiuriaU nrprtieni the majority

opinion of The Mmiachuietii Daily CoUepan
Editorial Board.

^^S^^^

A campaign of trivialities

Jilfrev

ilitanobi

Observant stu-

dents will have

noticed a set of

new flyers on
the bulletin

boards put up
in the last

week. The fly-

ers, ranging

from benign

tourist infor-

mation to an-

Mgunistic propaganda, have been

pM up by the UMass Student

AlHatKe for Israel (SAFIi in the

hopes of promoting a more posi-

tive inuige of Israel. Such a new
campaign leads to the obvious

question Why docs Israel require

a public relations effort?

The reason, left completely un-

Ktdressed by every flyer put up by

SAFl. is that the state of Israel has

engendered a "bad image" largely

because of the 55-year occupation

of the Palestinian people. Virtually

everywhere else in the world.

Israel is criticized, correctly, for its

brutal treatment of Palestinians

and its refusal to comply with

InterTuiional law. A poll of citi-

zens in 1 5 countries of the

F.uropean Union a few months

ago fvurxl 60 percent felt that

Israel was the greatest threat to

world peace The countries sur-

ruurxling it. and even those not.

are justifiably terrified of Israel's

illegal posse.ssion of hundreds of

nut.'lear weapons, and the possibil-

ity that it will use them.

Perhaps an opposing campaign

ooukJ be initiated which would

IfKhide flyers next to those put up

by SAFl I imagine such a cam-

pirign would have a picture of

Davkl Ben-Gurion. the first Israeli

prime minister, and a quote of

what he said in 1938: "Let us not

ignore the truth among ourselves

... politically we are the aggressors

rtd they [Palestinian Arabs]

defend themselves ... The country

IS theirs, because they inhabit It.

whereas we want to come here

and settle down, and in their view

we want to take away frtmi them

their country." Or perhaps,

instead of the first prime minister,

one could use a quote from the lat-

est prime minister Ariel Sharon,

when he said in 1 998, "The first of

these (facts) is that there is rw
Zionism, colonialization. or

Jewish State without the eviction

of the Arabs and the expropriation

of their lands " There is. unfortu-

No one really gives

a damn that Israel

helped create MMX
technology ten

years ago~ttiat^

not why ttie people

of ttie wortd take

issue with Israel

naiely. no shortage of such fright-

fully honest comments from

numerous other leading Israeli

politicians.

Or one could put up a flyer

every month, listing the casualties

and deaths on both sides of the

.jonflict. From Feb. 1 to yester-

day's suicide bombing, such a

poster would list eight Israeli

deaths and 60 wounded (accord-

ing to the Israeli Ministry of

Foreign Affairs). In the same time

period, there were between 41

and 44 Palestinian deaths, and

around 140 injured (slightly vary-

ing figures from the Red Crescent

and Al-lazeera coverage). It would

be also be prudent to note on

these monthly bulletins that Israeli

casualties are caused by singular

acts of terrorism by a small group

of indi>'iduals. whereas Israel

Bridge over troubled waters
If marijuana use is bad

enough for someone to be

deported from this country, then

it should also bar you from run-

ning for president of this coun-

try.

This year we have the privi-

lege to watch John

Fdwards and |ohn

Kerry wind down their

campaigns in the demo-
"^^^

cratic process we all cherish so

dearly. They are feverishly vying

for the DenKxratic nomination

and a chance to dethrone

George \S Bush as president. At

the same time, a great travesty is

taking place in Western
Massachusetts. A friend of

mine. 'David.' it losing the

privilege of education and hap-

piness that was afforded to him
when he moved here five years

ago from Scotland (on a student

visa with British citizenship).

David is a UMass student

and also a great friend He has

graduated from the Stockbridge

School and is working diligent

ly toward a four-year degree.

For years, he has sought a head

start in the world through his

education He is the kindest

and most helpful friend I have.

Since he has been in this state,

and called it home, he has been

arrested two times for misde-

mearwr marijuana possession.

The government has recently

given him two weeks to vacate

the country and terminate his

studies here at the University.

With his student visa termiitat-

ed. he must say goodbye to

numerous fnends. his girlfriend

of more than two years, and the

lift he has created for himself

here in Western Massachusetts.

Presidential hopefuls Edwards.

Dean, and Kerry are on the

record saying that they all have

used marijuarta in the past

I draw this parallel without

saying whether I believe smok-
ing marijuana is wrong or

should be illegal Also, it's not

important whether you think

that smoking marijuana is

acceptable and should subse-

quently be tolerated This issue

is bigger than the poHtic9'and

inflicts Its revenge upon the

Palestinian population with one of

the most advanced militaries in

the worW. complete with jet fight-

ers, attack helicopters, and tanks.

Instead of confronting the

truth of the matter. SAFl has cho-

sen to ignore the greatest cause of

criticism of Israel, and instead tout

meaningless facts arxl provocative

claims about Israel. No one really

gives a damn that Israel helped

create MMX technology ten years

ago - that's not why the people of

the world take issue with Israel. If

North Korea were to try to

improve its image by heralding

itself as the "leading manufacturer

of shower curtains" or the makers

of an extended-life laptop battery,

people wouldn't even bother

laughing. The reason is because

North Korea's image can't be

improved by such trivialities: the

only real way for North Korea to

win over the hearts of people is to

stop carrying on its injustices and

reduce the threat it poses to the

world.

And the same goes for Israel.

There is no reasonable,

humane counterargument to

those who oppose Israel's ongoing

attempts to cleanse the region of

the Palestinian people. So perhaps

it is understandable that instead of

focusing on the undeniable crimes

of the state of Israel, all propo-

nents of Israeli occupation are left

with are mild claims to fame, like

"creators of AOL Instant

Messenger."

SAFl should not waste time

and energy on such banal aspects

of Israel in order to enhance its

image. Instead, it shoukl become

more interested in the real, com-

pelling reasons why Israel has

such a negative image and focus

on ways of truly addressing those

issues.

Jeffrey Napolilano is a

Collegian columnist

Uatthei Burke

the debate over marijuana. This

issue is about common sense.

Art Garfunkel. of Simon and

Garfunkel fame, has recently

pleaded guilty to the offense.

Even Whitney Houston could

not escape being charged. She

later had the charges

dropped but admitted

^^^^ to using the drug to
""""^^

Diane Sawyer Perhaps

the most daunting example is

the fact that the son of former

Vice President Al Gore was

My friend wn lie

ttie first to admit

he's made errors

and ttiat he's not

perfect, but his

looming deportation

is a stirring exam-

ple of a doulile

standard develop-

ing in this country.

arrested for the same thing in

recent weeks, with the outcome
still pending. He is attending

Harvard University and also has

a drunk driving arrest at the

hands of military police in

\ irginia two years ago. which I

think we all agree is far worse

than marijuana possession.

Countless professional ath-

letes, musicians, and film stars

either fail drug tests, or get

artested while using manjuana
On television it's even deemed
acceptable for comedians to

joke about using. Who could

forget all the people in the

country who aren't famous and

have been arrested?

I guess the message we want

to convey is that if you're for-

mer Vice President Gore's son.

you shouldn't worry about driv-

ing drunk He got off on that

charge, and will probably beat

the manjuana rap too. despite a

police officer pulling it off of

his person after being pulled

over while driving with no

headlights on. He'll be back at

Harvard. I assure you. Will

David be able to continue his

schooling at UMass?
My friend will be the first to

admit he's made errors and that

he's not perfect, but his loom-

ing deportation is a stirring

example of a double standard

developing in this country It

involves nationality and class.

It involves heads turning

away and slaps on the wrist.

Musicians, politicians, film

stars, athletes, and a lot of aver-

age citizens have faced the

same music but not deporta-

tion.

David should be allowed to

suy in this country, at least until

his degree is complete. He's an

outstanding human being, some-

thing that he demonstrates on a

daily basis. Maybe in a perfect

world he wouldn't have been

caught, or if he had. then it

would be quickly swept under a

rug and out of sight because his

dad is somebody special.

Someday, perhaps, he could

go on to fight, arid eventually

overturn the law restricting peo-

ple bom on foreign soil, but are

citizens, from being president.

He might be a Democratic hope-

ful, and in admitting marijuana

use. finally be safe in this beau-

tiful country I call home He
must stay because if he goes,

then the fairiKss and integrity of

our beautiful nation will itm»i

certainly follow. I am angry

because diversity is what this

school aiul nation are supposed

to be founded on
David is not going to be pres-

ident, but if he stays he will def-

initely positively impact this

country. With his flight to

Scotland just around the comer.

I wonder if it's not loo late,

whether you believe in marijua-

na prohibition or not, to send a

drunk driving Harvard student

in his place The only differciKe

is privilege and a question of cit-

izenship

ktatthey^' Burke is a Collegian

staff member

A bloodwork revolution
A new chemical solution created

by Northfield Laboratories in

Fvanstoo. Ill called PolyHeme has

been the centct of many emergerKV

rTKdtcal studies recently. The studies

arc being condiKted all over the

United States and involve trauma

patients expenetx-ing severe blood

ki«s The solution itself is revolu-

tionary in the sense that it will ptv«-

vide an oxygenated blood-like sub-

stance to a patient that may be in

hemorrhagK shock Hemorrhagic shock is when the

body cxperiefKes massive blood kjss *+iich may also

irK'iude dangerously krw blood pressure, lack u( oxygen

to internal orgaas compromiMng their ability to func

tion correctly, and possible death.

The idea behind PolyHeme is that it can be aAninis-

tered to patients in place of blood or a saline solution

smd will proking the life of

the patient PolvHeme is

extremely controversial be-

cause those patients that par-

tkripaie in the study and are

given the solution may not

know they were pari of the

study until afier the solution

has been administered due

to lack of consciousness or

medk:al stability PolyHeme

is a remarkable new step in

the fieW of emergetKy medi-

cine and conducting a study where the patient is unable

to give their consent in a medical emergency is regret-

tabk; but necessary, both for the patient and for medial

scieTKC.

Dr. David Hoyt. M.D.. Professor of Surgery at the

University of California. San Diego (UCSDi Health

ScieiKcs and Director of the LCSD Healthcare Trauma

Unit is one of the many individuals conducting a survey

on the new chemical solution. According to the infor-

mation mentioned in Dr. Hoyt's published project pro-

posal, the researeh in this form is necessary for many

reasons First, the current available treatments are

uasatisfactory. resulting in trauma as the leading cause

of death among Americans under the age of 45. Second,

the participation in the study could provide the patient

with direct benefits through survival with reasonable

risks. However, the needed research could not be con-

ducted without an exemption of federal informed con-

sent regulations.

PolyHeme successfully helps the patient because

it is an oxygen-carrying blood substitute made direct-

ly from existing human blood. The solution is ready

to use without any sort of cross-matching, enabling it

to be compatible with all blood types. In addition, it

has a longer shelf life than human blood by over 12

months and is purified to prevent viral infections.

PolyHeme can infuse up to two times a person's

PolyHeme can infuse up to

two times a person's entire

blood volume and carries just

as much oxygen as blood,

without causing any organ

damage.

entire blood volume and carries just as much oxygen

as blood without causing any organ damage
Because U the nature and severity u( many of the

patients' infunes that wciuki be eligibk- to participate in

the research survey, the patients may not be able to give

their consent. As is such, according to federal regula-

tions, exemption from informed coroent is alk>wable in

emergetKy situatioas and researeh can be carried out

without tfie immediate consent of the patient if consent

is not pu«csibie due to the nature and extent of the

patient's injuries. Further specified information regard

ing exemptkm fmm infonned consent is ioand in 21

Code of Federal Regulations 50.24.

This new chemical solution can only improve the

current enKrgency medical treatments available to the

public. The fjresent procedures for dealing with severe

trauma injuries performed by emergetKy medical per-

sonnel involve giving the patient a salitK solution (salt

water) intraveivwsly to help keep the veias open and

ready to receive any injec-

tioas that may be adminis-

tered. This is usually per-

formed in the back of an

ambulaiKe en route to the

hospital. Once the patient

has reached the hospital,

they are given bkxxl after

cross-matching and blood

typing have been performed.

Being able to administer

PolylleriK on scene would

provide much-nc"eded oxy-

gen to the body faster after it was depleted than current

treatments are able to. thus increasing the survival rate

of the patient.

In coiKurrence with federal regulations, one such

survey as this is only allowed to be conducted once
there has been sufticient consultation with community
leaders to judge whether the research is consistent with

the ethical views and value's of those people that would
be involved. Consequently the neighborhood where
the research is being conducted is informed prior to its

participation.

PolyHeme is a significant step in medical scierKC

and enables the victims of severe trauma injuries to

receive more oxygen faster to the places in the body
that need it the most. It is hardly questionable whether
or not someone, if given the choice ahead of time,

would refuse such treatment if they knew the positive

effects, including an increase in survival rate, of

PolyHeme. In the medical field, the first hour after an
accident occurs is known as the "golden hour." because

that is the window of opportunity where emergency
medical efforts will be most effective in saving a

patient. By allowing researeh to be conducted using

PolyHeme to further gather information about its effec-

tiveness, mtxlical s<.ience is saving more lives than cur-

rent treatments allow.

Allison Edies is a Collegian columnist.
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UMas's V-Day
production a real

liberating pleasure
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New boxing film a bit weak
"Against the Ropes" distortes the true story with sex appeal

By Kate Walsh
(JoLLEoiAN Staff

The letter V isn't just for

Valentine anymore.
For the past six years, dur-

ing the month of February. Eve
Ensler's V-Day organization,
along with thousands of college

students and volunteers, has
worked to transform
the letter V. It's coming
to stand for something
more, something huge
It stands for Victory. It

stands for Vagina.

This past Thursday
and Friday, a group of

about twenty UMass
females took part in

that enormous movement with
their performance of "The
Vagina Monologues' at the

UMass Fine Arts Center.

Ensler wrote her award-win-
ning play based on her inter-

views with more than 200
women about their bodies, sex-

uality, and siuries of violence

and abuse. The very serious

topics of rape, battery, and
female genital mutilation, and
the wittier topics of what vagi-

nas would wear, and what vagi-

nas would say if they could
speak, were touched upon.

It gave vaginas a voice. It

gave the women onstage per-

forming a voice. It gave a voice

to the audience members and
everywhere It gave

The Vagina

Mofiologues

Vlius

(II 11171

women
them a chance to speak up and
to speak out about things that

are otherwise considered taboo
by society

"I think that female sexuali-

ty is something that is so rarely

discussed compared to male
sexuality.* .said sophomore lessi

Duston. a performer in the

monologues. "Some of the top-

ics are fun and also educational

and I think they're things that

are important to talk openly

about."

Using productions of "The
Vagina Monologues' as a

fundraising tool. Ensler's V-

Day campaign, a global move-
ment to stop violence against

women and girls, has been able

to raise more than S20 million

to support ant i- violence pro-

grams worldwide since its cre-

ation in 1498.

UMass is one of 650 col-

leges from around the world
that was given the opportunity
this year to produce, direct,

and act in a performance of

"The Vagina Monologues"
while simultaneously raising

funds for local charities and
anti-violence groups.

Local benefits this year

include The Everywomen's
Center. Planned Parenthood of

Western Massachusetts and the

Amherst Survival Center. In

addition to these local chari-

ties. 10% of the profits that

UMass receives will go to the

V-Day organization, which
each year chooses a spotlight

charity This year's "V-spot" is

the city of luarez. Mexico.
where over 500 women have
been declared missing or dead
in the last decade.

"It's for an amazing cause,"

said junior performer Meghan
Eraser. "I don't have a lot of
time to go around and help

organizations, but 1 can take

two weeks and partake in this

show, and hopefully bring in a

large audience and the pro-

ceeds go to a good cause."

On Thursday night, the

^^_^ concert hall stage was
simple, void of any
elaborate backdrop or

scenery; just a few-

white banners shaded
by shining lights of var-

ied pink and red hues
were visible. The plain-

ness worked; it directed

the focus to the women
performing. Each of the mono-
logues touched on different

aspects of women, their sexual-

ity, and themselves. Some were
comical, some were serious,

and some were both. Any way
you look at it. The Fine Arts

Center this weekend was a safe

place for all women and girls, a

small piece of the world where
women were given the oppor-
tunity to talk about vaginas, to

yell about vaginas, to articulate

their angers, their fears, their

hopes, and their secrets. It was
a place where it was acceptable

to express themselves as

women.
"The Vagina Monologues'

isn't just about women getting

on stage and ranting about men
and ranting about how much it

sucks to be a woman and why
we're sexually repressed." said

junior co-director Lauren
D'Arminio. "It's about being

proud of being a woman: it's

about raising money for women
who are never given the oppor
tunity because of their class or

their race

'It's about giving women a

reason to be proud of who they

are."

From Juliana Leal's sam-
pling of the many different

orgasm moans and groans,

facial expressions, and body
movements as "The Woman
Who Loved To Make Vaginas
Happy." and Ashleigh Reisner's

frustration with wads of cotton

(tampons) and rain scented
douches in "My Angry Vagina."

to the more serious topics of

rape and battery presented by

Midori Harris in "My Vagina
Was My Village." and "The
Memory Of Her Face."

(Maureen Fleming and Heather
Lee Crocker* each monologue
was poetic and performed
beautifully They spoke of fears

and the unknown. They talked

about sexual and personal

exploration and of female cele

bration.

"The elements of the vagina

are always there, but it goes

way beyond that," said Leal. "It

talks about women and all

sides, good and bad."

In between the separate

monologues and throughout
the show, bits of information

and statistics were presented to

the audience. Some were uplift-

See V-Wnr on paga6

By LALiittN Freeman
CJiLLkiiiAN Staff

"Against the Ropes" has been in

a fixed state of pre-rek;ase lor bng
over a year now. It was first scfied-

uled to open in theaters in April

2003, then it was bumped back to

October, and it finally came out

this past weekend. There is mixed
hearsay as to why this happened. It

seems most probable that the pro-

ducers were afraid to let the cat out

of the bag and have the cat scratch

them in the lace. In other words,

this movie is pretty poor and per

haps the hope was that the longer it

\*as nurketed before distribution,

the larger the initial curious crowd>

wouM be. despite its lack of theater

staying power
Hollywood moguls like to make

a qukk buck up front, and then

move on If the film reaches that

"no show" state, where it faib to

continue bringing an audience, the

sooner it disappears to DVD atxl

Mete Rvan plavs » d\-tarud

verson of Jackie KalLn.

VHS-land. Unfortunately "Against

the Ropes" seemed to have reached

this state king before the theater

reels were spliced. Perhaps the

intended audience for this film got

sick of waiting and when it was
finally time for the show, unmet
high expectations were
the souree of unfriendly

reviews aiKl criticism.

Nonetheless, "Ropes"

isn't pulling in the high

rolkrr numbers that Meg
Ryan films can usually

bank on. It ranked last

anujng the four national

rekases in theaters thi.s

weekerul. Films like

"Confesswns of a Teenage

Drama Oueen." "Wel-

come to Mooscport." and
"Eurotrip" averaged $2 5

million. "Against the

Ropes' grossed a nK*a>l>

$1.4 milUon. it b almost

unfathomable that T\
personality Ray Romano
slxiukl win the bulk of the niiddk-

aged audierwe over heavyweight

Meg Ryan. But it happerted and
with good reason.

"Ropes" is kxjsely based on the

life story of Detroit native lackie

Kalian .According to Jackie

kalian com. in real life Kalian was
an entanamment journalist who
devefcjped her own pubk relations

lirm in the I *J7tte to represent prvv

fessiorul athkrtes At this tinw she

wav the representative of Thomas
"Hrnnan" Hcams In l^tW. she

flian«d Bianaging her own fighters

mt \^^4ttt early 40s she had man
aged four world champs, was iIk'

commjvsioner of female boxing

and had fier first book "Hit Me
With Your Best Shot" in publk;a

twn. This was an unprecedented

rise to the lop for a female in the

boxing industry She was the first

femak- to infiltrate this nule based

work!

Against

the Ropes'

DirNt^lV

Charles Dunon

Slimii

Our Em

RiirtPCI]

1 11 Ml

ink

I

The movK, as inovies based on
real life often do. took major liber

ties in rewriting Kalian's story for

the silver screen. .Meg Ryan's ver-

sion of Jackie Kalian was a girl who
grew up ringside at her father's

gym in Detroit. Her unck; Ray Ray
was an up and coining

middle weight champ
and intluenced her deci-

skjn to lolkAv her dreams
and work as ck)se to the

excitement uf tlie ring as

possible. Kalian buys her

first lighter, the crack

head IX-vun. for a dollar

trott) her arclieiKiny. the

sexist 'made man"
Larocca (Tony Shal-

houb)

This cheap deal is te».

timony that the success

ful nKn in the business

don't think she has a shot

at success. It also waters

down the impact that

this film could have had
on independent \uung women.
Instead ol putting a spin on some
of the real ivsues a woman like

Kalian must have faced in the busi-

ness, real wimien won't feel any

ck)scr to figuring out how to make
It in the mak-iloiiiinated workl It

i> not typical that one can bu> .:

lighter for a buck

Kalbn discovers talent in

St reel lighter/drug dealer Luther

Shaw (Omar hppsi who beats up
IX'von in a rather humorous,
though stereotypical scene. an<l

convinces him to be her light'

The bar is tfwn set for social com
inentary. iiKluding a female living

m a man's world, .i poor black man
enienng the workJ ol the wealthy

white moguls, a white woman
being insensitive to the black

man's back story, etc. A lot of this

commentary is warranted, hut tfie

majority ol it is heavy-handed fluff

Ryan parades through the

screen wearing lingerie/stripper

clothes. In this day and age it

would be nice it a story about an
independent woman rising to the

lop wasn't iiianed by the sublimi-

nal implication tliai she was as suc-

cessful as fier fvj. body alkjwed her

to be.

Ryan tnes ultimately too hard

to nail the "Oreat Lakes" accent.

Her voke sounds like she has

suHK-thing in her iiKHJth and has a

really stullv nose, think "The
Naiinv " goes to Chicago. The fact

that sfk.- is the only citaiacter who
speaks this way. assuming that

everyone else is apparently from
the saiiK- place, well, it is just stu-

pid .May be Oniai Ipps had
enough dignity to reliuin from
Nooiidiii^ like Rvan tpps was alter

all the talent that actually rose

above this boxing mess. His per-

lonnaiKc was siiwere and strong.

Unloituiutelv this character might
be overlooked, as eyes will suiely

lavor the- hall naked Rvan

-•* -i^ti - Hi

Jackie Kalian was a pioneer

for wtMTien in the field of K>\in|i.

Luther Shaw (Omar Epps) is the first succuessful boxer managed hv Jackie Kalian (Meg Ryan) in this adaptation has<-J on Kalian's life a*
a female Ktxing pioneer.

Not everybody loves Raymond in 'Mooseport^
By Ryan Aubert
(^OLlFf.lAN StaI^F

UXJRTESY iCTH I ENTURV fO\

"EverylKxIy Loves Raymond" star, Ray Romano, makes his filmic debut as a handy-man from a sinall

town who ends up running for mayor against a former United States President (CK-ne Hackman).

In a small town in Maine, a local

plumber ends up running for mayor
against the former president of the

United States. That's the short and
simple version of "Welcome to

Mooseport." Mooseport is a place

where anything can happen (such as an
old man running around naked), but

everything turns out to be dull anil

induces very few laughs.

Ray Romano stars as simpleton
Handy Harrison. Handy is handv to all

of the residents of Mooseport. except

his girlfriend (Maura Tierney) of six

years. So. what is a girl to do'.' Why not

go out with the president (Gene
Hackman) and make your ex-hoyftiend

jealous? Yes. this is one of the many
ridiculous storylines of the movie.

Many movies can pull off absurdity and
make the audience roar with laughter.

'

However with Mooseport. the audience devel-

ops a "who cares?" kind of mtilude. The movie
comes off as cheesy, and acts like a PG mkuIc
aimed for the young'uns. This movie isn't a

romantic comedy, although the romantic story-

line plays a huge part of the movie Nor is this

'Welcome

to

Mooseport

Oirectedliy

Donald Petrie

Starring

Gene Hackman

Bay HomanG

?flih Ceniufy foi

Baled PE 13

115iin$

t

between. The movie just >.i)ri ol sits there, wail

ing to go to hi.>me video

On screen. Romant) seems like he is trying

way too hard to iict. His ch.iractcr at

times appears so implausible that it

seems like a bad audition tape. Romano
onlv manages one or two chuckles
throughout the nu'vie. which is sad
because he is the main character.

Hackman as the ex-president isn't

tnuch better, either. Hackman seems to

have the potential to pull off the presi-

dent in another movie, hut not this one.

It is so far feti.hed that the piesident

would run lor mayor in a small town
anvway that anvlhing that comes out of

Hackman s mouth seem^ silly.

The redeeming I'acloi of the movie
and that, which makes ihc lilni tolera-

ble, is the hilarious suppi>iiing charac-

ters. This is very similar to the comedic
ailment of his sitcom. "Fvcrybo<lv

I oves Raymond." where every charac
ter is hilariouslv funny, except lor

Romano.
Romano's girlfriend S.illy is convincingly

played hy Tierney. who finds thai subtle balance
between quirkiness and ciilc Perhaps if

Romano's character were plaved hy another

movie a comedy, since laughs are few and far See MOOSEPORT on page 6
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DANCE
yFof the enjoyment of ttiose wtio love alter-

native forms of entertamment, ttie 15-

strong all-male dancers of Les Ballets Trockadero

de Monte Carlo have twought a new spin to classi-

cal ballet Mith works such as Swan Lake, The

Dying Swan and Paquita, parodied and performed

like no other company Their 28-year history of

interpreting classical roles has no rival on ttie

international stage With dazzling technique and

outrageous humor, the "Trocks ' appeal to anyone

wtK) has ever been confused about the plot of

Swan Lake All the glory of the traditional world of

dance is here, the glamour of ttie costumes and

the nostalgia for the past is too. but it s sent up in

hilarious style

Ttie event will begin at 730 p m in the Fine

Arts Cwiter concert hall. Tickets are on sale

through the FAC box office an6 are S7-S35

MUSIC
yJoe Fonda and "From tfie Source" will per-

form at the Bezanson Recital Hall starting

at 8 p.m Fonda's "From Itie Source" is an interdis-

c^ilinary music-perlornMince sextet that blurs the

boundaries between mtoic. dance and healing by

engigmg ttw unusual vocal apparitions of body

haaiar VIcU Oodd wMi Via parcuasive cadence of

a lap itancar (Branda BuMno). AIm featuring Heft

Miaraon. tnjmpat. Gatohant (Mmann reeds. Rudy

Walker, drums and Fonda, bass

FriclayFebruary27

PERFORMANCE
yTtie Asian Arts & Culture Program presents.

"The Silken Phoenix' at the Bowtiar

Auditorium. "The Silien Ptwenix" is a dWRbar
music diaalsr worti tar atliasi and trto (oalo^

pnno, ano parcussKini. a osnoraias ine ma, amas,

and muks of three of Asia's greatest women
peals: Ho Xuan Huong of Vielnam. In>mi ShikttHJ of

Japan, and Li Qtngzhao of China The text, written

by Shanghai naOva Wang Ping, contradicts the

staiaatypa of passiva damure Asian womanhood

TMs partarmanca uaas comady, iiBtiaUva drama,

and svoc^wa poetry to wed a wide 'ranging coi*

lection of chamber and solo music (by various

composers; Kui Dong, Melissa Hui. PQ. Phan,

Chinary Ung, Somei Satoh, Keiko Abe, Bun-Ching

Lam, Lei Liang, Tan Dun and Chou-Wen-Chung).

The show will begin at 8 p.m. and tickets are on

sale through the Bowker box office for $7-$15.

MUSIC
yPaul Brady, an Irish singer/songwrtter and

multi-instrumentalist, swings through

Northampton to play one show at the Iron Horse

Music Hall. Tickets are $20 in advance and $23 at

the door. The show begins at 7 p.m.

SundayFebruary29

MUSIC
^k The Amherst Brewing Company presents^ jazz artist Jon Weeks. Patrons of the ABC
will be treated to Weeks' jazz styling free of

charge. The performance will begin at 9 p.m.

PERFORMANCEy The Nortiamplon Arts CouncM praaents annu-

al variety show, onHOad "The Really Big

Show," starting at 2 p.m. TTie event wi« be held at the

Academy of Music Northampton Admission is $6 in

advance: $8 at door. For information call 587-1268.

REVOLUTIONS AND POETRY

Join in celebration of poet

and activist June Jordan.

Events will run from Friday

thru Saturday starting witfi

a talk by Sonja Sanchez in

the Student Union Ballroom

at 7:30 p.m. on Friday.

Truth of V-day revealed
V-OAV from page 5

ing. some noi, some shocking, and some out-

rageous. On the uplifting side, we were told

that there are more nerves concentrated In

the female clitoris than there are spread

throughout the entire male penis. On the

shocking side, there are still laws in some
Slates where it is perfectly legal to purchase

and own a gun. where the sale of sex toys is

prohibited. On the downside, the audience

heard horrifying statistics on female genital

mutilation, rape in Bosnia and Kosovo during

wartime, and violence against women of

Pakistan.

Thursday's performance was interpreted

by the Association Of Sign Language for the

deaf and the hearing impaired, and co-direc-

tor Kai Ravelson contributed by doing her

monologue "Hair" entirely in sign language,

while it was read aloud by one of the inter-

preters. Co-director Lauren D'Arminio's

mcmologue. "My Short Skirt." celebrated the

expression of female sexuality and rejected

male entitlement She proclaimed that wear
ing tight clothes or short skirts does not gi\e

men the right to gawk, stare, assault, harass,

or rape. "Believe it or not," she said, "but my
short skirt has nothing to do with yuu."

Ravelson and DArminio certainly had

their work cut out lor them directing, acting

in, and producing "The Vagina Monologues,"

D'.Arminio took part in the monologues when
they came to UMass in 2002. and when no
one picked it up in 2001. she decided that

this year it needed to be brought back to the

campus. She signed up on the \-Day website,

sent a resume, and was chosen Ravelson and
DArminio decided to co-direct, and got some
financial help from the lewish Student Union,

who sponsored the event. That process was
fairly simple, but the process for putting it all

together was not. All casting was done over

winter break via email and they only had two

full cast rehearsals prior to opening night to

make it all come together.

Come together it did. On Saturday after

noon, after two flawles* performances.

Ravelson and DArminio were both exhaust-

ed but thrilled.

"The girls loved it. We all bonded as a cast

and as a group of women." said DArminio.

"We all feel proud to be able to stand up for

a group we belong to."

"I'm glad I got to know these girts and

they got to know each other." said Ravelson.

"It was important for everyone to know who
was involved in this amazing project, and

that's something I'm incredibly grateful for.""

Their feelings were echoed by audience

members.
"They did an amazing job," said junior

Samantha Payette. "You come out of there

knowing a lot more, feeling uplifted and

empowered."
Vaginas aren't just for women though.

They're for men too.

While the audience was primarily female, the

faces of men did dot the crowd. Senior Chad

Vaughn said he didn't know what to expect

prior to seeing the show, but he was plea.sed.

"I was very impressed.' he said. "These

are extremely talented women, and it takes a

lot ot courage to stand up there and talk

about what you believe in, and I admire all of

them for doing that."

There is no doubt that "The Vagina

Monologues" was a success at UMass. and

the message and the feelings behind it arc

two things that students who acted in. and

students who witnessed, the performance are

going to remember
"I'm incredibly proud of it." said

Ravelson. "It's an experience that I'm going

to keep with me long after I leave UMass."
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Comedy lacks in laughs
Supporting cast keeps film chuckle-worthy

GrtMr Hacknun (left)

Wckr«.»me to Moik*«T»in."

MOOSEPOfrr trom page 5

actor. TicriK-y would have shined.

That said, she doe^ a good job

given the circumstances.

Christine Baranski plays the

lormer first lady, who is a self-

^entered woman bent on milk

ing the money Irom her ex-hus-

band. Baranvki is perfect for

this role, and provides many of

the more laughable moments in

the film In one »cene where
Romano and llackman are golf-

ing, she triuntphantly arrives in

.1 golf cart and with her .mii. <,

l.iughtcr soon ensues.

Marcia Gav Harden .in

a

frcd SiiN.i^H ure presidential

aide* wlui .ihu provide much-
needed giggles. One scene is

especially funny in which
Harden and Ticmcy gel wasted

after they lose their loves, and

they attempt to make an indoor

putting green

In the end though, these sup-

porting characters do not make
up for the huge faults that the

storyline exudes. Romano i^

decidedly the vkor>t element

though lie is trying to set him-

self up for a career after his sit-

com, but with a movie like this.

lie may have to settle for stand-

up comedy.

Most nurses spend their entire careers in the same hospital In the United States Air Force,

it s unlikely you II even spend if in the same state or country. You II have the opportunity to

practice nursing in as many as 20 different fields in a variety of nursing environments. And you'll

feel a greater sense of shared responsibility when you have the opportunity to actually

lead your team. Sound liko ih.' Umd of career you d like to have'' Then call 1 -800-623-USAF

AIRF0RCE.COM • 1-800- <i23- USAF

Sponsored by the Newman Student Association

Tuesday, February 24
7:00pm

Newman Caf6

Come gorge yourself for

"Fat Tuesday" in anticipation of the

beginning of the Lenten Season!

LOTS of food! Music!
Fun! Goodtimes!

UNDERGRADS AND GRAPS ALL WELCOME!
|

Ash Wednesday services the next day (Feb, 25) at 8, 12:15, 5:15, 7 and 9.

Newman Catholic Center 472 N. Pleasant St. 549-0300 x11.

a^u

Women's tennis

soars past Temple

DrfmdiiiK Nextel Cup champion Matt Kenseth leacb a pack ot car* into turn one Jurint; the early Up* of vecterJav* Subway 44X) NASCAR
Nextd Cup Scric* race at North Can>lina Speedway. KenMrlh went or to ed|p; Katry Kahnr lor his first vkti»r> ai the teawon.

Kenseth takes Subway
By JhNSA Fruk
AlOOLlAItll Vmjs

ROCKINGHAM. \ C t \Pi -

Take that. NAi>(. AR
Matt KcnNcth >hi\i,i., i oil

NASCAR'n nc>» piHtit^ -\^ii.in -

paitkUy designed beuHue he- ^xm
just one rBLX- \ast <w«son en tuutc tu

the scries chunipiomhip - by nip-

ping ruokic Kastfy Kahrw at tht- lin-

ish line of North Carolina

Speedway on Suixlas lo win the

Subway 401). hiv lirvi vi-n-ii i"

nearly a year

Kcnscth kxl it rai.c hijifi 2i^

hps. but had to light furious

char(!cs frinn Kahno and laniic

McMurray o>er the linsil 10 laps

before edging Kahne by .010 sec-

ond.1 — the nusc of the No. 17

Ford.

It was yet another thrilling fin

Ui at what could be the linal race

al "The Rotk." The tiny track ha^

already lust one oi its races urxk-r

NASCAR's rcaligniiK-ni plan and

poor attendance ciHild ultiinatch

co»t it its atnaining Jciic

The-a* were onK about >l.t.UOU

lan» in alteixkiiKc at a tn*.k tlu!

*cats 60. 1 1 ). and thc»e wk
home mivsed the usually cotw ^ ...

tiye Kenseth use aggrc-ssiye inoyes

to dominate the miiidle i>l iIk- nice

then have to hang uii iightl> to win

It

Robby Gordon wrecked with

42 lap« to go to bring out the final

caution and several cars were

already on pit road, including

Kenseth. But he lne\plicablv staved

in front during a confusing

exchange of Mops ihat k-ft just nine

cars on the lead lap

Kc-nNc'th vyas listcxl as tfK k'ader

on the- a-start with juM \0 laps to

go. Ii'llowed by Kahtw. McMunay.

Sierlii ' IVjkr Fjimhaidt jr

.

RuM\ Rvan Ncwnuui.

Kurt Husch and Ward Ikirlon

Kenseth operKxi up a large kuU
vm the ix-stan as he pulfed away

ind McMuiTiiv ik>ppi."vi »pots. iliey

H.'t tfieir ^u'^'* ' ''^ iiiniitttv* .1. .vifi

Kenseth

TIh- lIlKt 1.111 1

the lin.il l.i[i-. will: .

I high liiK- it- k.i

ti .-, ivk>w hiin in !

rVxlge and into the lead.

McMurray wvnt even k>wer. but

could neyvr get past either in his

IXxIge

It set up a ballW between

Kensc'th aixl Kahne on the liiuil

lap. with KahiK; pulling eyen down
the linal siretch before getting

ix>sc\l out at tiK- line.

Kahiw. who look over for Hill

hllk>tt thi« season in the car

I IIkxi droye to vktorv hiTe last

\iivvniber. Itnished second in h»
^xood NcxtiH Cup scries eyent

McMurray. who won the Basch

finished

.;.iilin. his

Chip GaruLssi Racing teammate.

v*rts fourth

Hut It wma Kenseth who drow
o4f to Vk-torr liMK. Ma fim trip

thea- since Nlaivh 2 of laM season

ai Laa VcgB». It had lo be a sweet

foHmg for the re^stir^ champwn.
whoMT run to the titW and per^jnal-

ity wea* considea-d too boring for

the nc-w NASCAR
Although Kenseth kxl the pi^nt

standings for I'i straight weeks last

season, tliat \egas vktorv was his

only win of the year and ca>ated

heavy critki.sm on a points syslem

that a'warded consistency over

wins.

SkfUs For Uving With

Earfy MoHmr Loss
An tducCior ant dicuifor gro'O •^- trntr wna txptrtnctd

tht dtjrh ef thtr- mo'htr te'srt thtir adult ftjrt

rarS.,x Wteki g^,f^ Htalttiy Rtktionships

Beginning March 2. 2004 /^onag* Anxmty and Ftar of Loss

Far man mformatior, ,

,

577-0077 €fib,

CMAC

OLIALIFYIIM6 ROUIMD
Thimsi»>. f i>»nAH\ 9fi
/>«M - Ll«>R> HiiHS 1am

Ffct SA^«%t<k FfKiM Aniaii. Qm»t. Nestic Cnuscx. TcTm; ma UlumMm

\fnEE D£U}JEnyi\

11 am -2 pm 7 days a

4 pm - Midnight week!

We Accept OCMP!

Call i

582.0066!

I
Located on Rt."

I

9 next to the

I
Registry

(SWillennium Jfair and^pa Qo,

Manicure/Pedicure

Special

$39.00

March 1 - April 30

We offer full body weixlng, from
brow to Brazilian.

Walk- INS Welcome!

Open:

Monday thru

FricUiy

9-H

.Saturday

L(K'ated on Kt. 9

on tlic bus route

in the Regi.str>

huildinji

585.1500

By Leah Wyner
C'oLLtUIAN StaH'

The date was April 19,

2003. The place was College

Park. Md.
The University of

Massachusetts women's tennis

team was seeded fourth in the

Atlantic 10 Women's Tennis

Championship at The Tennis

Center. Its opponent was
Temple University, the only

obstacle standing between the

Minutewomen and an A- 10

Championship. But in the

finals, Temple defeated UMass
in four singles positions, the

lone UMass win from then-

freshman Dorothy Iwanowicz.

With the Owls on their

schedule early in the spring

season. UMass coach |udy

Dixon was originally apprehen-

sive about the team playing its

rival so early in the season.

But last Friday night all that

changed when the

Minutewomen took down the

defending A- 10 Champions 4-5

at the Hay Road Tennis Center

in Amherst The women got off

to a jump-start in the doubles

matches, sweeping all three to

take the first point.

The No I team of lenny

Munroe and Stephanie Price

and the No. 2 team of Christine

Liehr and Iwanowicz each won
by a score of (t-5 Co-captains

Susan Hyams and Sasha

Edelstein gave the team a final

boost with a winning score of

8-1 in the No. 5 doubles posi-

tion.

However, the singles points

didn't come quite as easily, as

Price lost her No. I singles

match, 6-1, b-5. Iwanowicz
won the No. 4 singles match,

but with |ana Bartoloni's loss

the match was tied at 2-2.

Myams won the No. 6 position

to bring to score to 5-2 in favor

of the Minutewomen.
When Edelstein fell by a

score of b-4, b-2, the pressure

mounted as the teams entered

the i.nal set. tied 3-5. Liehr

was defeated in the first set.

but rebounded in the second.

6-5. With the entire match
hanging on the deciding set.

Liehr more than proved her

ability to perform under pres-

sure, leaving the court victori-

ous with a 7-5 win

With its rivals out of the

way. the Maroon and White
will travel to Providence. R.I.

to compete against Brown
University Sunday at noon

Although she's keeping the

team's goal ol winning the

Atlantic 10 championship in

mind. Dixon's primary concern

now is with keeping the team at

full strength.

"The biggest problem with

the season is the length." Dixon
said, "but if we try our best to

stay healthy and uninjured, we
have an extremely good
chance."

The perfect gift
troni|MO*fO

Right as the final Frisbee-

catching dog scampered off the

court I sal back in my seat and
wailed for the second half to

start lust then I looked up at

the jumbotron and saw a mes
sage to me: "Bob McGovern.
happy 21st birthday

"

1 look a double-take, a

triple-lake, it just couldn't reg-

ister that my name was up
there for all to see. I looked

around as if anyone besides my
date knew me. but of course no
one did. It didn't matter; it was

one of the happiest moments of

my life

The rest of the game was
filled with angry New York
fans booing their team, chanti-

ng for Keith \ an Horn to come
back, and scoffing at Marbury's

pathetic percentage from the

charily stripe. I was tearing

myself up. it wasn't the story-

b«x>k first game that I wanted,

and thought I deserved.

Then it hit me; maybe this is

what I deserve It was the side

I had never witnessed before. I

couldn't just change the chan-

nel or throw the remote control

across ihe room The new
Knicks were blowing it right in

front of me. led by a lackluster

performance by newly acquired

Tim Thomas.
When the game was far

enough out of reach, people

began to hit the exits und i was
getting mad at the mass exo-

dus. I had waited my whole life

for this and the group of three

tourists in front of me decided

to leave with 10 minutes left.

And for what, to take a few

more pictures uf ihe F mpire

State Building^

On the drive home. »e got

stuck in some token New York

traffic and I listened to W 1 .\N.

where callers were ripping up
the Knicks I sat and listened

with images of the debacle

fresh in m> mind
My allegiances never faltered

and I've always backed the

Orange and Blue through thick

and thin. Somewhere between

New Haven and Hartford

everything hit me. and I real-

ized that staying true to my
team made the experience that

much more amazing
Boh .VfiG'oitTfi

Cullegian columnist

Se«*

iOf* GET A JOB!

Get "The Edge" for your career transition:

• Tha Edge - The inside scoop from hiring managers

• Tha Edga Workbook - Your Quick Start Guide

• Intarnat Rasourca CD - Save surfing time for fun

Get The Edge - It's your future!

The Deal: All 3 for $24.95
SavB IS btjcks go tuy a pizza'

Order: www.transltJonstrategy.com

How would
you score?

Take a FREE practice test at

Kaplan's Test Drive and find out.

GRE Feb. 27th!

LSAT, MCAT and DAT, Feb. 29th!

call for details and to recister

To register, call or visit us online today!

KAPLAN
Tast Prep and AdmlMions

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/testdrive

'»f i"» *,.' *l*J»<.>*^'. J t*"*! t\^-'
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Minutemen

finish strong

NOOtEV from page 10

and MaukJin trailed thruugh cen-

ter ice. Caprarn slid the puck to

Vitek in the right wing slut, and

he ninibU kicked it over to

Mauldin, who one-limed it

through BU gualtender Sean

Fields (27 saves), making ii 10.

Friday night, the Minutemen

clinched home-ice adsantage in

the Hockev Fast quarterlinals,

but it wasnt their fault. The
Terriers blev^ ihcin out of the

building, o-

1

Meanwhile. roughl> 250 miles

away, the Maine Black Bear>

diwvned hflh place Providence 5-

2. ensuring the Minutemen no

lower than fourth place in the

conferetKe, and setting up a plav

olf series at ihc Mullins Center

March II IV
The Minutemen came into the

weekend on a three game losing

streak, and things didn't get

much bettci lmi Fridav nighi

Although ihe> stored ihe game's

first gLwl and plavcd well during

the earlv pan ut the lirsi p^-riod.

thev soun fell apart as the Terriers

put six pukks past goaltender

Cahe \Niner {22 savesl. whv> \*as

pulled in favor of junior Tun

Warner with 14 minutes remain-

ing

LMass vtiach IX)n Cafwon
said that his reason for replacing

Winei wasni to punish tfK' soph-

omore, vkfio pcrtomwd admiruMv

but was the recipient of a few

unluvkv bour»ces

for ifw soLund straight game,

ifte MinuienK-n gave an opposing

pl.ivvr til- 'ir»i carver hat tri*.k

Hiiuii \Lc . nncll s«.ored three

goals b> the end of the sevond

ponod. including two on the

power play. The cap-tlinger canw
with LMass' Marvin fXgon in tfK"

K>x (<it intertcteiKC with just 17

^1 in the middle fnunc.

\i ^ H put >>ack a loose

relKiund to Winer 'it krfl to make it

4 I in favor of the Terrier>.

Prior to Friday night's game,

the T jdn'l scored iix>fv

than : in their la*! (our

games, including one shutout

They took care of that plague

quickly, bcxause after Garrett

Sumiiwrfiekl scored at 8:02 of the

first for ihe Minutemen. BL
ic!.:ined lire quickly, sconng a

p.iit of goals in the next three min-

utes. iiKluding Nkl^onndls find

of the nighi.

UMass bit by the Spiders
By Toi>i> Fdsteh

ColUl.lAN SlAI-f

The Massachu-setts women's

basketball team attended

Richmond's clinic Sunday on

how to play team basketball. The
Minutewomen's 77-4*^ loss to

Richmond was due to the

Spiders' accurate shooting and

ability to force them into poor

decisions.

The Maroon and White (b 1^.

UMass 49

Richmond 77

.Atlantic

10) corn-

Ill i 1 1 e d

25 lumuwers. 10 more ttum its

opponent. Richmond took advan-

tage of every turnover, scoring 28

points off turnovers while UMass
could onlv manage 12.

The Spiders il7-8. 9-5 .\-\0)

amassed 18 steals, with three dif-

ferent Richmond players record-

ing at least three, including seven

steals from senior Amber
Gopperi. lying her career high

"Richmond just simply killed

us." head coach Mamie Dacko
said "They simply put on a clinic

and beat us at every aspect ol the

game especially in turnovers.

They lo«.iked like a team looking

for an NCAA berth
"

Cioppert had a career night for

ihe Spiders Along with her seven

steals, the senior guard scored a

carcvr-high 21 points while dish-

ing out seven assists.

Freshman Christina Campion
recorded her first colkrgiate dou-

ble double with 10 points and 15

rebouiHis lunior Kate Flavin was

anotlH-r posi presence for tfie

Spiders, connecting on 'J-of-H

shots for 19 points. She also col-

lec'led six reKmnds and three

steals

Every Richmond player

scored in the contest, and four

Spiders reached double figures.

Richtnortd was ais«.i perfect from

the lirvr. going 8-for-8

Two UMass players were able

to score in double digits junior

fdris Bailev had 12 points, but

struggled from iIk lluor. going

only 4-forll. Fmhman Tamara

Taiham ftad a solid game with 1

2

points, and wa« one reKnind shy

ot a double-double Tatham was

the only Minutewoman to hit

over 50 percent of fwr sliois. fin

ishing at 55 pervent ifo-for-l I >

Though (joppcn was ifw driv

ing offensive focce. the Spiders

shot a high percentage from the

field at 53,2 percent, while the

Minutewomen struggled, shoot-

ing only 58.5. The numbers tell

the offensive productivity, as the

Minutewomen had trouble find-

ing the open option, losing the

assist category 25-1 1.

The victory gives Richmond a

10- 1 record at the Robins Center.

"Richmond played well as a

team." Dacko said. "They came
right from the start and took it to

us. We had no aggression on

either end. Some of the kids did-

n't plav as hard they could, but

some kids plaved hard out there

for us."

Richmond \\as in command
from the beginning, building a

double-digit lead. 14-4. just five

minutes into the game UMass
scored only six points in the first

nine minutes.

Flavin hit a lay-up with 5:30

left to give Richmond their first

20-poini lead. The Spiders went

into halltime with a 2 1 -point

lead. 45-22. Richmond's biggest

lead was at 50 points with 4:50

left in the second half

The loss lo Richmond came
after a heartbreaking overtime

defeat in Olean. N.'i' on
Thursday St, Bonaventure won
82-7b in OT with four players

out due to injury or suspension,

iiK'luding their two lop scorers.

With four seconds left, tfie

Minutewomen were holding on
to a three point lead. Senior

Lyndsey Maurer shot a contested

three-pointer, falling well short.

The Bonnies' Audrey
luiteiKlresse crasfied tfte boards,

catching llie ball in mid-air and

hit the lay-up while being foulet!

l-atendresse hit the free throw u.

convert tlie three-point play to

force the overtime.

SBU (8-17. 4-10 A- 10) went

on to outscore ttw Maroon aitd

White 10^4 in OT All 10 of their

points came from the free throw

stripe, shooting IO-for-12 in th<

extra session.

St. Bonaventure s foul shooi

ing was one of the key stats in the

viciory. The Boiuiies' 81.5 per-

cent from the liiK was far superi-

or to UMa.«s' 54 5 percent.

Maurer led the fvioks with 2b

points, arui Ireshman guard loyce

Massey led the Maroon and
White with a career-high 22
points. Tamara Tatham Mrured 12 points in the Minulewttmen's 77-44 lo»» to Richmond. L'Mass lakes on

GeoTKC WaahinKlon tm Thursdav at the Mullins C'rnirr with a 7 p.m. tip^>ff.
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Acnocs
I QM Mto'niitv*
i Fray
10 Kind 04 bus
14 Olf nltM
15 fofnf
It Hex uv«n
1/ Tmy ttailtct*

ia Sri»*ry tM*ng
geoKK)

Tyooan
Vlclorwn gwmanl

2i eanokoknativ*
2a FM Kxiy loc

27 UntlMOMdMi
2* StfKluMII^
32 E«i1yaw3Sn7
33 MwiymonVo

3* Turtuati honortc
37 Ptiuto
3* TnimMuramM*
39 HiA •omuc^
41 T an p»rc«nl
4J Pan of CO
44 Oanca mova
45 Play a pari
4« Enanda
*» CnacoMa cokxad

doga
50 Faaitood
51 QtraNahaMal
S4 Nawxar opaon
S& Pafeai vanaaon

(2 Mia I

iJ Pari ol AM
• I AuVwi —On*2 Svinaiiuanal

mmnbmi
tl upnamg
64 JoMlnKaona
as Aquaac (nanvnal
aa I art pluii

DOWN
1 t-laahaaaty
i Aaan crall

PdfvKXM PUZ2LX aoivco

HUIO UlWUWtil C«l JLI
LVf.tt.iu rjitoRiOT muan

[.H.ir.tudn fjwrann
uinunia liuow [•]i4::.h

UtlU COUII4(4kiNI4 Ctl^d
a\mw mucin auHuiH

I

iltl«lil=) IJtiatiUtl

Gi»|iini ^i 111 nwnwfju'i

w

wiown >3fjL«4i;i r.tiinH
.v.iiidu I'lUMCH-; nmam
«HH kill' !'!' MMU

ii>4a> •KMiMata
3 -MonaUaa' 3
mgaf

4 TnaJOHmmmm
a ~- Ann He*
6 Concanang
7 FalMdto
I Koch and Wynn
9 FiaakMKMNa
10 Oiavalatoi

•Olgr
II Tanati
12 PonylWaMi
13 TaonGalioh
19 Faanarorap
21 Pafivkmaory
23 OtMtt
24

(2 Mia)
24 Ic

34 HatOK
«0 Jolna
41 n

42 Andaacawafv
43 Tumi down a

pagalhw)'' i

47 Tiniadiva
49 iyWwahala in

2a aaaaoima
27 -Ml* at rinia'

mnan
29 nafcaaaiun
30 Faca lafxaaily

UUHSHdapM C»aa>M Bna
MHoaadoamU NMawanona
M Aavalaa
•0 Sunanaim

Fianca

I IN 40 Biiiios • H. Mk.iiwn KitsMis

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Cavatelli Supreme
• Battered Fish

• St»y Chili

(vegan)

DINNER
• Chicken Mamou
• Roast Beef

• Thai Seitan

(vegan)

\i¥ L—tc wee XtOAr ^*Ko^ X|[>»W ^A^t 6<lA«Ct^

Daiiy Weather Forecast
Foi Amherst

MONDM
• High: }9

• Low: 1 5

. High: .37

• lew \\

VVF/>N£Sf>\V

• High: i4

• IdVv: 1 7

Pboduction Crew
On stall today

N/CHf lonoR
\mUv\\ \1tHntt
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Cjillin (.)tt
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PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Shannon faninf>h>n
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Dianj M€tgilev%ky/ Ru»se// Siha
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^ " So we raise her up every mornings

take her down every nighta We don't let

her touch the ground and we fold her up

right. On second thought, I do like to

brag, 'cause I'm mighty proud of the

Ragged Old Flag.

-johnny C.jsh, "K.i^i'd Old fbg"

aquarius • hs, 20-Fn. is

Sign up tor a t redit card, you get a free T-

shirt!

pisceS • t^iH. 19-Mar. 20

l>»n't \n' shalltAv, everyone hales shal-

low fx-ople,

aries • mar 21 Am. i<)

Y«HJrc(»n flRF. I>ab\'

taurus • Aii< 2o-ma> 20

Kt'nM'niJHT that lirst imjKessions do

tount

gemini • may2i-|un, 21

f ashion tip: ta|x«red pants are NOT flat-

tering.

cancer . iun. 22-iui. 22

NolxxK nittls to know your mother's

maiden name.

ICO • III 23-Avi.. 22

)u« give in to your freakish cravings for

lello

virgO • AiG. 21-S»n 22

( recJit tard companies are evil, don't

sign any thing

libra • stn. 21-orT. 22

Get your hair out of \ oiir fat e.

Scorpio • OrT 21-Nov. 21

Get some super thick s<x ks from New
|erst>v.

Sagittarius • Nk>v. 22-Dic. 21

Don't believe anything just bet ause you

heard it. Find out the facts for ycxjrself.

Capricorn • dk . 22-ian. 19

VV hen you re IxKed, time passes very

sloyvly. Find a way to entertain yourself.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\l'\kIM(SI lOR KINlMM'ARIMfM FOR Rr\T AUTO FOR SAIE

Brandywinc Apt.s.

Now iea,sin>j. l>Si2

hedrix»m <ipt.s, Lcasc>

begin June, July, Aii^

or Sep. Fir^t come, first

serve. Get tlu'm while

they last. www.branJv-

wine-apts.cum Stop by

or Call 549-lX)00.

Hobart Qmdos ^ betl-

nx_)m, hardwixxi fl<x>rs,

study area in base-

ment. Cable, tele-

phone (internet

access) in all bednx>m.s

and study. NOW
SHOWING tor JUNE
and SEPTEMBER.
NO FEES.

www.amheTstlincoi-

nrealtv.am ;'SV7S79

Center of town 1, 2, 5

bedrooms; barJwcxxl

floot^. NOW SHC^W-

ING for JUNE and

SEPTEMBER. NC^
FFPt; wvLfw-amher-

ttlinfolnrMlrvcom

253-7879

N Amherst, 1 Bdnii 1

1/2 mi UMass Jeck

$625 Pets OK Hdw

J

flcx)rs Avlb 4/1 maybe

Mx.ner 549-2062

ADTO FOR SAIt

Toyota Tercel

Hatchback *H9, 69K.

original owner, new

brake's, reliable, asking

$1,450. (4n) 665-

2492

1987 BMWE 5SPl^

268K miles Runs j,Teat

Mu>tsell$l,Oa\00

4n-531-7580

Fast ! One Owner Car

5Speed Ford Probe SE

1996 Well cared nir

Must Sell $1495,00

4n-6«7-7510

1993 Old.smobile

(2iitlas Cierra, I68K.

Reliable, new parts,

$650orbestofifef413-

253-6861

$500::: i\.ike

lmp«)iiniis, Hondas,

Chevy's, Jc^eps, etc. For

li,stings 1-800- 319-

3323 Ext. 4554

FMPIOVMrM

C^niise Line Enrr\

Level on Kiard }X)si-

tiims available, great

Ix-netits, Seiis«mal or

Year round, 941- ?29-

64H www,cmiseca-

reers,com

Summer nanny posi-

tion carinji tt)r 2 Kiys 5

and 8. Weekends

Sp^in^; and Fall fiill-

tmie (40 hours).

Experience preferred,

C:all 625-2288,

Markennjj Ajjency

Seeks OiitKoiny Hi^'b

Enerjjy Imlividuals for

promotions $1 5/liour

888-477-6668

wwyv.hauspromotioas.

ci >m

EMPIOYMFNT

SUMMER INI ERN-

SHIP Excellent

Adsertisinu, Sales, and

Marketini: opc<ortuni

t>, F:.im$kWfo

$7000+ and yam valu-

able bll^iness experi-

ence working tor the

UMass Official

Campus Telephone

Directory. GREAT
RElSUMEBtX^STER;

C-all Kiersten at

Around C-.impus, Inc,

1-800-466-2221

ext,272, www,around-

c.impiis.com

TheUMa,ssf.x)tball

team is looking for

interesteil students to

till the position of

vidcx) assistant startinjj

in late sprinj;

Exix-nence preterred

but will train. C^mih

tx- apart ot the

(..ibampion tradition:

Q>ntact Bill Sisler,

vidcx> director 577-

0319

EMPIOYMENT

B.irtcnvier Ir.iiiKVs

Ne-cxkxI. $250,CV ,1 day

potential. Local p«»i-

nons. 1-800-293-5985

ext 516

"Bartending'"

$250A"';iv Potential.

No Experience Nesc.

Traininjj pnn ided, I
-

8c\X965-6520Ext,162

ENTERTAINMENT

Experienced Hip-H*)p

nj4n-^^S-5226

FOR RENT

Brandy-vvine 1

IVdriHMii, (.>> bus line,

>,'as water included.

Immediate iKcupancy

978-855-4571

HOIJSE FOR RENT

5BnRMHou.sei.n

Main St, Bus Line

Heat Include,

l.SOO/Mo,c:all Aaron

415-256-8747

SERVICES

ResuiiK- .iiKl V i>\cr

Letters Pn >fevsi( )nal

And C-iLstomi:e\.l

C^Hfenntj to m.irketmu

yxHir skills. Affordable

prices. Timely Service

By Email, phone, or in

person C^tll 4 15-467-

744i.^

Pregnant,' Need help,'

Call Binbriyht oi

.'\mlierst are.i tor tree

testing and a.ssistancc

549-1906

pregnanc:y
testinc], hiv
Testing, Birth C^mtrol,

and Emergency

C^nirraception.

Affordable and confi-

dential. T.ipestry

Health, 27 Pray Street,

AmheiNt. 548-9W2

Spring Break 2C0A It's

here..Kx>k now:

Lowest Prices Hottest

Panics «1 Airlines

Wbiit more i.in you

,isk tor": www.sun-

splashtours.cotnKScV-

426-7710

Spnng Ba-ak ICCH.

Travel with STS,

.America's*! Student

Tour (.\>crator to

J.imaica, C^incun,

Acapiilco, Biiham.is

,ind Florida, Now hir-

ing c.impus reps. C^all

for griHip disciHints,

Intomiation/Reserwiti

ons 1 SyV-64S-4849or

www.st.stravel.com I , .r

moR' intormation con-

tact STA Travel at

415-256-1261

«1 Spring Break

Vacations: C ancun,

Jamaica, Acapulco,

Bahamas, (5k Florida:

IV-st P.irties, Best

Hotels, Bc>st Prices;

Space IS limited: Bix>k

N.w6iSave; 1-8C\^-

254-7007 www.end-

lesssummertours,com

T R A\ E

I

SH7.4.(.:aN(.:UN Best

price, UMASS VEN-

IX^R si-lling spnng

hre.ik p.tck.iges. l\^

not get scammed.

Cancun, Negril

Acapulco, B.ihamas,

Honda. $$$ campus

reps earn $$$.

Hipnation.com 877-4-

cancun.

WANTFl)

EtXHX^NORS
NEEPEP; Extremely

generous compen.s;t-

tion paid. Non-.smok-

ers ,iges 21-52, For

more intomiation

please contact

(Christine or Liz at

781 769-6900 or visit

^yww.robcrmi-

cholscsq.cum

Selling something?

Need .1 riH>ininate tor

next year.' Ad\ertise in

the (Collegian

C -Iassitic\ls tixlay: Call

545-3500.
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Minutemen are just good enough
Men's hockey
takes home ice

By Amikeu MtKRlll
(kuLSt'iAN Staff

'Mici ti.>ur suuighi k»sc>. including three truunc-

ings, the NtassachuMTtl!) h>,»,kc\ ii-.im ni-t-ileil a little

pkkmcup Saturday night

The Minutciitcn gut ofu:. m me u>iiii im heMiiiijii

Murk Muthes*.>n> blistering >lap >he>t v^ilh le^ than

iwu tninute> lu gu, giving thctii u 2-2 tk with Boston

Univer-iit).

UMa» is nuw lb-*J-6 uverall, and 12-7-5 in

llivkev Last That gives tlwin 27 points, good for

third place ainl a (outpoint lead on New Hampshire,

rhe Wildcats have tv^o games in hand on the

Minutemen, who clinclwd home ice advantage in the

lli.)ck,ev Last quarterfinals this weekend.

Lniering Satutdav s gaiiK' at the Mullins Center, the

Minutenten were mired in their lirst losing struak isi

il>c ^e.ivn .ind their second winless streak of at least

thax" game's Ilic'v wvnt 0-2-

A during a six-ganu.- stretch

K-ginnmg at the end lA

November, and hadn't bsi

two gante« in a row all year

hven worse, the pov^vi

pl.i . with a

last 21)

L SU- 1

BL fa

BV 2

L W.iss >

I'.KW 1

.L.;iicsons gciai did well it ...: . -.u^: ii.nd.

though, as ii came vinih BU's Mark Mullen in the

pmalty bo\ (or a hooking Call

"C'oa«.h |C'jht>i>n| wanted u .n ilu

power pbv. jiid \^

gives u» a k->i ol .

ling chances, but it s a big bucxi lo gxt |the tying foit\\

i<n the power plav
"

'We're happv that we plaved as hard as we did

toi' ' ' ' ' nd

Up .ltd

o( the Hockev ( . ^ at irx- Muilms Cc-niet in

ihtve wcvks "Wc wth the batik- at hand
"

'I reallv liked how hard UMass played.' said BL
vottch lack Parker who*» team (*» 14-7. 5-12-5 f4KAi

cann- (u-i I 44 »ht>n u( notching its (in>l two-game

. <-hut dowTi in the firvl period,

live terrvrs made their mark at b:4l of the liccund.

wh • • •. KocIk one-limed a Sean Sullivan fcvd in

th- to tie the game I I BL then toi>k the lead

u I
'• ; his goiil fnmi Friilav

ni^ lapshol faim the point

that zipped past VKiner at I >:42 of the middk- Irame

Cireg Mautdin opcrxxl up the s<.unng (or the

Minuiemen. with a big Mp from Ttm Vlick. With

Chris C'apraro charging d«.>wn the right win*- '

See MOCKEY on pagt 8
Mark MalhrtMHi's pi>wcr-plav goal lair in the third period helped the Minutemen to a 2'2 tic with Bosttm Univmiiv. UMaM. who cliiwcd

Hoekcv EaM tournament, i* in third plaer in the conference and takes on Northeastern March S at Matthews Arena.

|^f nfKAII'H ll^4l.

bume ice in the

UMass falls to Rams A fan's first visit

to Madison Square
Bv MlKY MAR/fclll

I (>1 I fi.lAS MAff

BRONX. NY. - On
Saturday afternoon. the

Massachusetts men's basketball

team delved

further into

ineptitude
than ever

before, and
It was not a pretty sight.

Before 2,232 at the historic

UMass b1

Fordham 75

R4)se Mill Civmnasium. the

Minuiemen fell 75-bl lo a

lowly |-urdham squad that had

been losers of nine in a row.

.Amidst questions of which
direction the program is truly

heading. LMass (»»-l5. 2-^

.Atlantic lU) coach Steve

Lappas tried to remain upbeat.

"I'm disappointed, but I'm

not discouraged." Lappas said.

"I still feel our young kids have

a lot left in their tanks.

Anthony Anderson scored six points in the Minutemcn's loss to

Fordham. UMass takes on St. Joseph's on Wednesday at 2 p.m.

"We didn't play well, espe-

cially defensively in the first

half Wc dug a big hole, and it

was certainly a lough one lo gel

out of."

Now losers of four in a row.

the Minutemen face the daunt-

ing task of hosting undefeated

No. 2 St. losephs on
Wednesday night at the Mullins

Center It is the first of four

remaining games for UMass.
which is now guaranteed a los-

ing record both in the Atlantic

10 and overall for the third

consecutive season. The frus-

tration is beginning lo mount.

"I don't think anyone's going

through the motions." junior

captain Anthony Anderson
said. "The effort is there, wc
just aren't gelling it done and it

isn't getting any easier."

"I knew we'd have ups and

downs." freshman guard An
Bowers added. "But I never

expected anything like this."

The Rams (5-18. 2-4 A-IO).

who had lost their last nine

contests by an average of 19

points prior to yesterday, beat

UMass for the second consecu-

tive year at Rose ffill — the

oldest facility in Division I.

Fordham. which shot 65.4

percent in the first half and
53.8 percent on the game, was
led by leading scorer Michael

Haynes" 18 points. Point guard
Drew Williamson — inserted

into the starting lineup in place

of injured starter Icrmaine
Anderson — chipped in with

1 5 while backcourt mate
Derrick Brcyland added 14

points and five assists.

The lone bright spots for the

Minutemen included a team-

high 1 5 points from freshman

Maurice Maxwell, along with

I I points each from guard
Chris Chadwick and sopho-

more forward |eff Viggiano.

Another area of concern for

Lappas. however, is the play of

five-time A- 10 Rookie of the

Week Rashaun Freeman. The
sophomcre forward scored just

four points and eight rebounds.

and was benched in favor of

Siephane Lasme for all but six

minutes of the second half.

Freeman has shot just 8for
27 in his last four games

"I'm very concerned about

I
Freeman}." said Lappas. who

did not seem opposed to the

possibility of removing his

leading scorer from the starting

lineup. "Obviously. | oppo-
nents) are watching tape and

doing things defensively on
him. and he's struggling."

The Rams took it to the

Maroon and White from the

outset. repeatedly slicing

through UMass' man-to-man
defense to turn an early 10-9

advantage at the 15:13 mark
into a commanding lead with a

17-4 run.

The Minutemen eventually

shifted to a zone, but Fordham
was able to alter its focus to the

perimeter and connect on five

of nine attempts from beyond

the arc in the first half to jump
out to a 39-20 lead at intermis-

sion.

The Rams took their largest

lead of the game with 35 sec-

onds reiTiaining in the opening

frame, when a Flaynes 3-point-

er made the score 39-18.

"Our defense in the first half

was awful," Lappas said. "Our
man-to-man has taken a hit in

the last month, because we've

been practicing five or six

defenses, rather than one or

two."

UMass attempted to make a

go of it to begin the second

half, as five points from

Viggiano sparked a 7-0 run.

However. Fordham responded

with an 11-2 run that pushed

its lead to 50-29 with just over

14 minutes remaining, and did

not look back.

"We tried to make a big

comeback, but it's tough when
you dig that big of a hole for

yourself on the road." Lappas

said. "This is a tough one lo

swallow, but we have to pick

ourselves up and go from

here."

McGovern

For any

sports fan. the

greatest feel-

ing is watch-

ing >our

(avoriie team
play, the expe-

rience of actu-

ally seeing

your beloved

players in a^^^^^^""^^
surreal setting

of lights, music, and fans that

are your equal in passion.

Now imagine waiting nearly

21 years to see it happen.

For most of my life I have

lived in Vero Beach. Fla. If you

haven't heard of it. I'm not sur-

prised. If you have. I'll say hi to

your grandparents for you. The
only problem with living in this

tropical paradise is that it's

hundreds of miles from my
favorite teams, most of which

play in New York.

I've .seen the Ciiants play a

couple of times, but over the

course of my life I had never

seen the Knicks. So when my
girlfriend told me she was get-

ting me tickets for my birthday,

needless to say I was slightly

excited.

Living in u family of New
Yorkers. I was brought up to

love the Knicks and was never

given the option to switch my
allegiances. My dad and I

would sit in our living room
during playoff time and watch

Fwing. Starks, Mason, and the

rest of the crew from the mid-

90s. him remini.scing. me ask-

ing questions.

Going to school the next

day. I would deal with the

Miami Heat fans giving me
grief about how ugly Fwing
was. how obnoxious New
Yorkers are, and how ridicu-

lous it was that I was actually a

member of the Knickerbockers

fan club.

All of this was going

through my mind as I walked

up Seventh Avenue with the

mecca of sporting arenas stand-

ing majestically to my right. I

thought ol all the hours in

front of the tube, all the grief

from stupid Floridians. and all

the times I wished that I were
actually there.

The hustle and bustle of

New >brk is personified in that

slim separation between Penn
Station and Madison Square
Ciarden. That sweet stench of

gas. cigarettes, and that strange

urine-esque smell which oozes
from the streets of New >ork
was thick in the air. and one
could almost feel the energy

coming from the arena.

When I first stepped inside

there were life-sized photos of

Slephon Marbury, Penny
Hardaway, and Dikembe
Mutombo lining the walls. My
only wish at thai moment was
that instead of Mutombo, his

Georgetown predecessor

Fwing was still around.

We found our seals among
the New York proud, of course

ridiculously early because I was
incredibly anxious. I settled in

and watched the players warm
up. checking the countdown,
second by drawn out second.

An entire gospel group came
out and sang the national

anthem; as I always do, I stood

hat over chest and let my mind
wander. I thought of how sur-

real it was to be there.

The player introductions were
exciting, but I was the only one
in my section that was going

ballistic. I must have really

looked like a first-timer as my
eyes never left the court and
the smallest no-call evoked a

series of profanity that would
have made Spike Lee proud.

After a first half which saw the

Knicks score only 28 points

against the always-bland |azz. I

was a little distraught. It didn't

register that my team was play-

ing this bad while I was there;

didn't they know I was com-
ing'.'

Then my attitude did a full

180.

See QAROEN on page 7

Guster swings through the Calvin

Theater in Northampton
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Distinguished lecturer

assesses market value
University opens new library

mLibrary merger brings updated

facilities, technology to campus
By Matt Eldsr
(. (II III. IAN StAff

Nancy Fulbrr kprak» on market value and nun-markcl work in

yeaterdav't Dikiinguikhrd Faeultv L«x:iurr.

Raising children discussed

in light of economics
By Sara Clark

(^>U.C<>IAN ( iMUUMttNOTNT

The Di!iiingui5hed Faeult>

Lecture series began yesterday

with Nancy Folbrc. who ana-

lyzed the function of money in

sociei>

"There is no strict dividing

line between love and nione>,'

Folbre said. "There is instead a

kind of continuum.'

In support of this conclusion.

Folbrc showed two slides of cur-

rency depicting human relation-

ships. One currenc) was an

altered one that showed a famil-

ial bond. The other currenc>

was circulated in the United

States in I8*K) as a part of the

educational series entitled

"History Instructing Youth."

Both currencies demonstrated

thai historically there ha* been a

link between love and money.

Nevertheless. Folbrc suggest-

ed the futiliu in dep)ending sim-

ply on money for love: "Money
after all is but a promise." she

said. Moreover. Folbre noted the

insiabilit> inherent in monev
through inflation and deflation

In her lecture Folbre

addressed the issue of assessing

the worth of services that aren't

typically considered business

practices.

"How can we assign a mar-

ket value' lo non-market
work"? " she asked.

Folbre's example was chil-

drearing

In the beginning. Folbre

emphasized that she was not try-

ing to examine the motives

behind childrearing but rather

the consequences. To Folbre.

one of the major issues with

childrearing is the benefit that

others get from the product -

the children.

"Conventional niiv.i.-t..viiv>n)-

ic theory models childrearing in

terms of family decisions to

maximize uiilitv." she said. "My
approach looks at conse-

quences, not motives Yes. par-

See FOLME on page 2

Students, professors and fac-

ulty alike were on hand yesterday

as a rkew Integrated Sciences and

Engineering Library opened in

the Lederle Oraduaie Research

Center, combining the two older

science libraries that existed on

campus.

The ceremony was a celebra-

tion of many years of hard work
b> man> different people, and

even though ii was the librarv's

first day open to the public, many
students were studying through-

out the da>

The biological scieiKes library

used to be in Morrill, while the

other was in Lederle The Lederk*

site, which was the physical sci-

ences library, was renovated into

the new integrated one

Director of Libraries |a>

Schafer said that the process

started about eight years ago. but

the actual physical planning

began about a vear and a half ago.

"It was a big moving process,'

Schaler said.

Former Dirtxtor of Libraries

Margo Crist said the new library

in the second floor of Lederle is a

combination of two older ones,

neither of which had ihc

resources and techr>olog> needed

in today's science fiekl.

"Neither ol the old libraries

(was I the future of s«.ierKe." said

Crist, who axentiv retired. She

said that the most important

parts of the new librarv were the

large amount of study space, as

\vell as wireless capabilities thai

extend throughout almost all ol

Lederle.

Crist said that even though

there's the new technology of the

Internet, there arc still paper

resources for students to fall back

on. One side of the library is pri-

marily made up of relerence. or

paper, materials, while the other

side consists largel) of current

periodicals Both sides have an

abundance of study space

"The old libraries were let go

ph>sicall\." Crist said

CharKellor |ohn \. Lombardi

said the biggest hurdle the librarv

had to overcome was the lo«.a

tion. because no one wanted ti.>

move a librarv across campus
"Everyone had to recognize

that there would be better servk-

es here." Lombardi said.

Lombardi said people had to

be convinced that having one

library would be easier than two

"This one is much more stu-

dent friendly." he said

Schafer agreed that the

process was a tough one. but

believes it was well worth it. "We
had several tough years." he said.

"This facility symbolizes the

rebirth ol the library
"

Financially, it was difficult

to get such a huge project up
and running with the school

and the stale in the financial

situation that it was in. Schafer

said He added that it took

many people lo help gel this

project where it is today.

"It was a Ion of people who
helped us out." he said.

C1uncrlk<r John \'. Lombardi c

Uhfaries Jay Schafer and Maruo Crist,

Irrdav's crrrmonv-

Schafer opened the festivi-

ties with a speech, discussing

the financial problems thai the

school Mas going through and
the difficulties that everyone

v»ent through to make this pos-

sible Me emphasized that the

students needed a library that

v^as open full time and a

library that had belter

resources than the older ones.

Schafer also noted hov^ many
people It Kml. Ill get the proj-

ect done.

After S>.halei Imishcd.

Provost Charlena Seymour
gave a very enthusiastic speech

that sent plenty of laughter

through the crowd of several

dozen people.

uLs the rihKm with Director i.4

, former dinxior of lihrarirm, in ve**

"This would not have hap-

pened without the help of many
people." Seymour said

Although this is a place for

learning. Seymour said she

could do plenty ol other things

at the nev^ library.

"1 look forward lo coming
here and lounging in one of

those big chairs." she said,

referring to the couches set up
in one xking of the library

Lombardi spoke after

Seymour, and he also made the

crowd laugh numerous limes.

He said he was excited about

the new librarv and said that it

IS very good for the school.

"This is a triumph."

lA>mbardi .said.

Exchange now includes other UMass campuses
By KiMBERLY SEYVMU'R

C«>llll.lAN I '<>HIUSI^>NIWNT

The first formalized student

exchange program between the

Amherst. Boston. Lowell and

Dartmouth University of

Massachusetts campuses is now
offered through the National

Student Exchange

Students from the four

UMass campuses may now lake

classes for up lo two semesters al

the school of their choice, while

paying their home school tuition

and keeping their financial aid.

Sheila Brenan. coordinator of

the NSE. said pa-viously stu-

dents could take place in an

exchange between the campuses,

but until now there hasn't been a

formalized program. Each

UMass campus will have their

own exchange program coordi

nalor available to assist partici-

pating students.

"The program was created

because the schools needed an

organized way to let students

move between UMass campus-

es." said Brenan. "It was instigat-

ed by student demand and put in

action by the president's office."

Ken Burnham. director of

financial aid at L'Mass .Amherst,

said this program was est;ib-

lished because there is a need for

a simple, user-friendly, single

policy,

"Before this program was

established, there were different

rules for different schcK)ls and

when a student would organize

the program on their own. mis-

takes could he made. " Bumham
said.

A student on an exchange

program al another campus
would pay their honK school

tuition, but their host school's

room and Ixiard For .-Vmhersi.

Lowell and Dartmouth, on cam-
pus housing is available There is

no housing available lor the

Boston campus, but Bumham
said many students chtK)se to

commute
A student would retain his

financial aid because all of the

billing takes place at the siu

dent's hi>me school.

A student from the

University of Massachusetts.

Amherst will keep their financial

iiid. but it will K' applied to

UMass Amherst rather than to

their host school." Burnham
said. "That way all of the billing,

aid. and bookkeeping stays at the

home school for simplicity."

Brenan said participating siu

dents ncvd to be in good aca-

demic standing, with a minimum
of a 2.0 CiP,\ Students can apply

as early as freshman year to par-

ticipate in the exchange program

during their sophomore, junior

or senior year Students must

also remain full-time while on
exchange. .Ml credits earned are

transferable tt> the student's

home school.

Students wishing to apply

should pick up an application in

tfw Domestic Student Exchange

office liKated in bl4 Cioodell.

There is an applicatiiin fee of

$l>0. but there is no program

fee. The application deadline for

the fall 2004 semester is Mar.

1st. The spring 200^ semester

deadline is Oct. I.

Presidential hopeful set to make tour stop on campus
By Dan O'BRtfN
( !l>l I.H.IAN >TAH-

Democratic presidential candidate

Dennis Kucinich will hold a rally at

the University of Massachusetts,

tomorrow morning at 10 a.m. in the

Campus Center Ballroom.

The Ohio congressman is stopping

at the University as a part of his

Northeast tour. The speech is expect-

ed to last about ninety minutes. He is

expected to speak on a number of

campaign issues important to college

students.

"We can expect Dennis to speak

about his support of decriminaliza-

tion of marijuana, free college

tuition, and a withdrawal from [the

North American Free Trade

Agreement
I
and the 1 World Trade

Organization) — all issues unique to

the Kucinich platform and of utmost

importance to college students." said

Robert Blasiak. a volunteer of the

Kucinich presidential campaign.

The repealing of NAFTA and the

WTO are major campaign issues for

this candidate. Although many of the

former Democratic candidates have

showed dislike for the global trade

agreements. Kucinich is the only can-

didate who has called for a complete

cancellation of the trade agreements.

ffe posted his problem with

NAITA and the WTO prominently on

his Web site. Citing Sunday's Akron
Beacon lournal. he claimed that over

240.000 jobs have been lost in the

state of Ohio as a result of NAFTA
and the WTO.

"You can't tinker with it and fix

NAITA. Canceling it is the only way

out." said Kucinich during an inter-

view with Carl Chancellor of the

Akron Beacon lournal.

A key part of Kucinichs platform

is his stance on the opposition of

American forces in Iraq. His plan lo

remove troops from the war-torn

nation is by far the most drastic plan

of action compared to those of any

other candidate.

"An extremely important focus of

the Kucinich platform is the Iraq

War. If it was wrong to go in. why is

it right to stay? (At the rally | we will

hear about Kucinichs plan for get-

ting the United Nations into Iraq and

the U.S. out within 90 days." Blasiak

said.

Kucinich is calling himself the

"progressive" candidate in this elec-

tion. He is the only candidate who is

proposing a plan for free college

tuition, decriminalization of marijua-

na and repealing the U.S. Patriot Act.

The Kucinich campaign stated their

opposition of the bill on their Web

site, saying; "Ihc go\crnmcnt must

not be allowed, without prt.)bablc

cause vr warrant, to snoop lui our

communications, medical record^,

library records, and student records

Although Kucinich has been con

sistently List c)r second-to-last in the

polls, he h;i- still conducted a strong

campaign, making stops all around

the country and participating in the

Democratic debates, ffe does not

appear to deny the tact that he will

probably lose this election. He is

sending out a message to voters on

how to "vote strategically." claiming

that there is still a chance to gain del

egates in an unpredictable race.

In addition to speaking at LIMass

on Wednesday. Kucinich will also

hold a rally tonight at Smith College

in Northampton. Ihc c\i.ni will be

held in |ohn M. Greene Hall from 7

to 9 p.m.

Marines stream into Haiti's capital to protect embassy
By Michael Ni)RTx>n

A.SWX 1ATH> Pms,s

PORT-AU-PRINCE. Haiti (AP) —
Fifty U.S. Marines streamed into the cap-

ital yesterday to protect the U.S. Embas.sy

and its staff. wliiL government loyalists

set flaming bairicades to block the road

frt)m rebels threatening to move on Port-

au-Prince.

Frightened Cabinet ministers were

asking friends for places to hide, senior

government sources said, a day after the

rebels attacked two police stations out-

side the capital atid seized Haiti's second-

largest city, Cap-llailien. with little resist-

ance.

In Cap-Haitien, rebels hunted down
militants loyal to President |ean-Bertrand

Arislide, accusing them of terrorizing the

population in the days before the fall o(

the northern port city of 500.000.

"I am a brick mason. I didn't do any-

thing wrong," lean-Bemaid Prevails. 33.

pleaded as he was dragged away^ head

bleeding.

"We'R- going to clean the city of all

'chiineres.'" said rebel Dieusauxer

Magiistin. 26. Chimere. which means

ghost, is used to describe hardcore

Aristide militants.

It was not clear what would happen to

those detained. One rebel said they were

saving them from lynching. But another.

Claudy Philippe, said "The people show

us the (chimere) houses. If they arc there,

we execute them."

Thousands of people in Cap-llailien

demonstrattxl in favor of the rebellion

Monday, chanting "Aristide get out! ' and

"Cicxxlbye Arislide."

Residents went on a rampage of

reprisals and Kxilinj; that began filter the

insurgents seized the city. I.ixilers stole

the 8(X) tons of fixxl tiom the U.N. World

I'ikkI Program wmivIiousc. accorilinp to

the agency's Andrea Kagnoli. and people

torched the colonial mansion ol Maycir

Wilmar liuuKcnt. who suppnits Ansiide.

Rebel leader Ciuy Philippe- siiiil his

men could do nothing to stop iho UxMinp.

See HAITI on page 3

Chomsky will

address recent

Iraq issue

By Yoi sh> MrN\>\m
l.OI IK.IAN StaII-

"Tlie United Slates is unusual anicmg the

industrial democracies in the rigidity of the

system of ideological control ~ indoctrina-

tion.' we might say exercised through the

mass media."

This may be something similar lo what

the audience will here tonight in an event

that is expected lo fill Bowker Auditorium.

Tills evening, controversial professor. Noam
Chomsky, will give a lecture entitled "Iraq

and Beyond" at 7 p.m.

The lecture is the tirsi in a series of lec-

tures hosted by the Political Economy
Research Institute.

Chomsky, who currently holds the Ferrari

P. Ward Chair of Modern Language and

Linguistics at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, has made a reputation for him-

self in linguistics. Ilowevei. he is probably

known to mcist lor his political criticism.

Chomsky has been al MIT since 1955 and

has greatly inllucnccd the lield of linguistics.

Tonight hinvcvei. the topic of discussion

will not K- linguistics Rather the Ickus will

be on another one of Chomsky's passions:

politics.

Since the war in \ ietnam. Chomsky has

been a well-known critic of American for-

eign policy and has been branded b\ many as

See CHOMSKY on page 2
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Distinguished professor speaks on economics
Compares ch

job; humans
FOlBMtroni page 1

enu are altruistic, but their

ultrui$m benefits not unl> their

children but also Imembcrs of

>«.H.iet)|."

In an effort to demonstrate

her thoughts fully, Folbre com-
piired humans to androids.

"Wages are batteries that >ou

use to fuel the androids," she

said.

holbre also speculated Mhat

the costs would be to have sup-

plement childcare. in terms of

androids

'What would it cost to hire

replacement sersices of compa-
rable qualitv'" she asked.

What vbould happen if parents

vkcni on strike?"

In an attempt to answer this

question. Folbre researched and

found a lower bound estimate ol

the time dedicated toward chil-

dreanng.

First. Folbre broke down
time into passive care time and

active care lime. Passive care

time, or what Folbre also called

>upervi$or> care time' is

described as the lime one i^iult

ma> spend on activities such as

>upcr\i>mg a child watching tel-

evision

Through the I****? Panel

Siud> of Income D>namtci
Child [>evelopmeni Supp-

ildrearing to

to androids
lement. which used a sample

space of 2.*HX} children from U

to II years of age. Folbre wa^

able to determine a rough ratio

between a child worker and par

ents.

Next. Folbre presented her

findings regarding the annual

average parental expenditures.

Through the Department of

Agriculture, it was found that

the outright cost of childrearing

was $8,415. .Another 513.662

was attributed to the imputed

value of parental time Thus, the

total expenditure was $22,577.

Surpnsinglv. the figures that the

Department of Agriculture

assessed are used as bench

marks lor foster care and absent

parents.

"(The expenditure figures)

are far too low." Folbre said

"Thev assign no value to par

ents' time."

Folbre postulated that the

low estimates of childcare point

to the poor state of foster care in

the nation.

Because the figures that

Folbre found on childcare were

based on the age bracket of to

1 1 vears old. another essential

expeivliturc. public higher edu-

cation, was necessary to calcu-

late

In conjunction with the

Congressional Budget Uffice.

Folbre found that the average

expenditure on a year of under-

graduate education at a public

four-year universitv in 2001 was
about $20,000 per year, includ-

ing all costs. In general, both

parents and students paid a

quarter each of the $20,000
with the remaining costs being

put upon the taxpavers.

Folbre noted that Ron Lee of

UC Berkeley determined that

there was a fiscal externality

between college-educated stu-

dents and the public of

$250,000. In other words, dur-

ing their lifetime, students pay

an excess of $250,000 in taxes

more than is publiciv given to

them.

In terms of the students.

Folbre brought it back to the

androids: "People are not

androids What I mean by that i>

that they are ver^ hard to pro-

gram."

Folbre observed that it is dif-

ficult to monitor the efforts of

students and measure their per-

formance. She described the

existence of an incomplete con-

tract, meaning that extrinsic

rewards do not provide efficient

incentives for students

In response to the motivation

crisis that <ihe saw in students.

Folbre developed a five-point

plan of attack Her first strategy

is to improve the qualitv of aca-

demic advisors The second

strategy is to develop 'better

instruments for monitoring the

quality of average class size.

charactenstics of faculty, oppor-

tunities for individualized

instruction in writing, laborato-

ry research, and etc. The third

strategy consists of giving the

student body more of a voice

and encouraging their participa-

tion. The fourth strategy is to

increase alumni involvement to

the extent where thev would

advocate for the quality of pro-

grams.

The last strategy was

described in her words: "We
really need to improve partici-

pation and voice of adjunct and

part-time faculty members who
play an increasingly important

role in teaching UMass stu-

dents."

Folbre summarized the prob-

lems in the University as a "tacit

bargain" where professors and

students alike hold the mentali-

i> "don't bother me too much
and I won't bother you too

much."
Her thoughts on education

are best described in her words:

'Knowledge is infinite and

knowledge is cheap. Knowledge
is there. Knowledge is easv

What's hard is motivation.

What's hard is a desire to

learn."

Folbre believes that it's the

University's task to spark the

motivation in students.

" Education has to be a dia-

logue." she said.

At the end of the lecture.

Folbre voiced her favorite slo-

gan: "Students First."

Chomsky

will speak

on Iraq
CHOMSKY (rem page 1

anti-American. Still many others

gather to hear Chomsky speak

whether they choose to agree

with him or not. He has always

been outspoken and never afraid

to speak against the government

if he finds them at fault.

Still what is more amazing

about the 75-year oW professor is

his work ethic and near photo-

graphic memory. He has proven

he has a broad knowledge of

man) political issues attd histo-

ries from across the globe. He is

also one of the most active

authors of political criticism in

recent years.

Chomskv has spoken to coUe^

students on many occasiorts and

his book "9-11" is regarded by

many on the left end of the politi-

cal spectrum as an important inter-

pretation of the work! alter the ler

rur attacks ot 200 1

.

The MIT professor has spoken

^(ainsi the war in Iraq and in

tonight's kxture he will speak on

the future of that situation and like-

ly the future American foreign pol-

icy in the Middle fjist

Ticket hoklers will be permitted

to enter Bowker Auditorium at

6:50 p.m. The kxture is open to

the public.
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on Fridav , quotes

Rene Gon/ -I the

Ollice of ALASA Affairs

as saving. "|Everyone|

should join the revolu-

tion '
It should read.

*i Everyone I
*hould |oin

the rebellion
"

IKIPUll. Libya lAPi — The

head of the U.N. Morak iwwdidof

^•cnc> said Mondaiy that immings

with Ubyan ofTiciab were produc-

ir^ more names arwi oompmio
invuUcd in supplyii^ untfwk
natkjas with the lechnokjfo for

their nuclear amvs prv^giams

MuhanK-d FIBaradei. director

general of the inieniMiunal Atumk
Fjwrgy Agenc-y. sbo said key ele-

ments ul Libya's nuclear wcapom
program rrmain in place three

months after its government

pledged to scrap them, though

Tripoli i« committed to their elimi-

nation.

DBatadei did not elaburaie. but

anMher delegation member said

centrifuge equipment that can

enrich uranium sijll remains

iWiiiibfcd and in Libya He spoke

an condition of anonymity.

FIBaradei arrived in Tripoli on

Monday to oversee what nceck to

be scrapped or removed before

Libya <> nuclear p(U)p«n is stripped

ui all weapons applications Alter

meeting with Libvan officials, he

said he was contideri that stage

wxjuld be reached by hme
"I think it is gem: "uuth

Iv. very well, and iii.. - have

confirmed again thetr lull coopera-

tion, their readiness to settk all the

questions we have." FIBaradei loU

a-porter* after meeting with

IX-puty Pnme Minisier Maioug M
Mailoug.

Bv St«»n Li.MH.Av»

Asna lATtii ruiw

WASHINGTOS lAPi -
fVesidcni Bush took tfie olfervsive

on his re-election campaign

Mondaji, casting Sen k^hn Kerry

as a waffler and warning that the

IX-mocrais wcfuld raise taxes,

expand the govemmc-nt and fail to

krad dcvisively on national sectiri-

'V

Previewing his principal re-

election theme. Bush made
national sccuritv the centerpiece

of his revamped re-election

speech, explicitly invoking the

Sept II. 2001 terrorist attacks.

He questionc-d the ca-dentials of

the IXmocrais who want his job

"The .iction we take and the

dccisicin^ we make in this dcxade

will have coasequeiwes far into

this century." Bush toU 1.400

people at a fundraiser for

Republican goverrtors "If

America shows weakiwss and

ufKenainty. the work! will drift

toward tragedy. That will not hap-

pen on my watch."

In his 40-minule address. Bush

mentioned none of the

Democratic presidential candi-

dates by name, but some of his

sharpest criticism was uiunisuk-

abK intended for Kerry, the front-

runner

"The other party's nomination

battk: is still playing out. The can

didates are an interesting group

with diverse opinions." Bush said

'They're tor tax cuts and against

thcw They're for NAFT.^ arnl

against NAFTA. They're for the

Patriot Act and against the Patriot

Act. They're in favor of liberating

Iraq, and opposed to it. And that's

just one senator from

Massachusetts" His supportive

audietKe erupted in laughter and

applause.

Kerry spokeswoman Stephanie

Cutter disputed Bush's list of pur-

ported llip-llops Kerry opposed

Bush's tax cuts for the richest

Americans and stands by that:

voted for NAFTA and stands bv it.

voted for the Patriot Act. but

believes the lustice Department is

using it to trampk; civil liberties

and stands by his vote to author

ize force for Iraq, but believes

Bush's prosecution of the war

'created a breeding ground for

terror" and alienated allies. Cutter

said.

Don t Put

Discrimination
into Our Constitution

On iviarcfi -I -I, the legislature is expected to vofe^on
a constitutional amendment that would take away
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U-S- Marines sent off to Haiti
HAITI from page 1

and blamed .Aristide's government

lor leaving most of Haiti's 8 mil-

lion people hungry and desperate

However, some rebels later tired

shots into the air to scatter looters

at Cap-Haitien's seaport. At least

two looters were hit by rebel gun-

fire and taken to a hospital.

Philippe said more than 50 res-

idents have volunteen.*d to fight

with the rebels, who have started

to replace ofiicials in Cap-llaitien

with rebel sympathizers. He said

in an interview Monday that he

hopes to take Port-au-Prince by

Sundav. his 56th birthday

Remissainthe Ravix. another

rebel leader told The Associated

Press there was no turning back

"We have the weapons and the

expertise to take the countrv." he

said. "Nothing can stop us."

The rebels cut cellular tele-

phone service in the city, saying

they wanted no communication

with Pon-au-Prince.

Cap-fHaiiien is just "W mik's

north of Port-au-Prince, but is a

grueling seven-hour drive over

potholed roads sometiine>

reduced to bedrock.

Aid agetxies have warned a

humanitarian catasttvphe is brew

ing. with 268.000 people who
depended on food aid in northern

Haiti being the most vulnerable.

The International Committcv of

the Red Cross sent medical sup-

plies and a four-person team.

Aristide's Premier Yvon
Neptune said the international

community must help save Haiti

from "terrorists that are sowing

violence and death. " but he did

not go so far as to ask for peace-

kcvpers.

Neptune appealed to the politi-

cal opposition coalition to agree to

a U.S. -backed intcniaiional (X'ace

plan.

The oppoMiiuii hud >aid it

would loniially respond by

Monday afternoon to the plan, but

leaders later indicated they wc>uld

not agree to any proposal that

does not require Aristide to step

down.

Kvuns Paul, a leading opposi-

tion politician once allied with

Aristide. said Scvretary ol Stale

Colin Powell telephoned opposi-

tion politicians Monday, asking

them lo wait another 24 hours

before announcing their ofticial

position on the peace plan.

Hut Paul said the coalition

remained firm in its demand,
describing "Mr Aristide's depar

DVD duplication

software limited
Bv Ankic Jt;a»A.Ni'N

.AsMH iArM> Pmi*

NEW YORK (AP) - The
irtaker ot DVi>duplk.'ation soft-

ware rukxJ in violation ot copy-

right law is nevertheless pk*dging

to keep selling it — but without a

built in tm>l for descTiimhling

movies

In ordci lu< iIk (x>pulai DVD
Copy Plus and DV D X Copy pn>^

grains to successfullv make copic-s

of DVDs, users will now need to

obtain a separate dc-scrambk-r that

IS widely available on iIk* Inienwt.

said Robert McxH-e. founder and

president ot 521 Studios Iik

"It's a hollow viclorv lor

movie studios. Moore said.

On hnday. t.S District ludge

Susan lllston in San franci.sco

gave 521 Studios a week to stop

making, distributing "or otherwisi.-

trafficking in unv type ol DV D cir

cumvention software
"

She agreed with the- Hollywood

studios' conteniiim that 52rs

DVD copving product* violate the

1448 Digital Millennium

Cc^y right Act. whk,'h prohibits the

circumvention ol anti piracv iiK-as-

ures such as the Content Scrambk
System, or CSS. that is used to

prutect DNDs.
Makers of DV D players Ikease

kc-vs to desc ramble CSSprotcvled

DVDs, and lllston dcviiK-d 52 Is

use of those kc-ys unaulhori/ed

The ruling does not aflect

521 's other software for copying

computer games or creating

DVDs from home videos.

PowerPoint presentations and dig-

ital photos. It alsK does not cover

the scoa*s of DV D-copy prviducts

availabW elsewhere online, often

tor free.

Moore said 521 wroukl tullv

complv while it appeals the ruling

Retailers are also eiKouraged !«.>

return unsokl copies to the com
panv. he said, though the judge did

not specilically order that.

Russell I rackinan. a lawyer tor

iIk- nKivie siudK>s ifun brought the

lawsuit. ijuestHKwd whether 521 >

rc-sponse wa> consistent with ilv

spirit ol lllston 's order.

"You can't sell the produsi with

it wink and a nod aixl then tell

vour users. VS hat vou rRvd lo do

is get the nppc-r |dc-s«.rainbling|

compoiK'nt from another

soon.e. " frackman said. "The law

geiH-ralK does not pennit ofK ti>

do ifHliavtlv what they can't do

diavtiy."

The Cholertield. Mo basc-d

521 had argued that its products

iiK'a'ly give coasunx-r^ fair use of

I he movies they've purchased,

itvluding hacking up expc-nsive

copR-s 111 children s nKivk.>s in case

the c>nginal> gel scratchc-d.

lack Valenii. head of the

Vlulion Picture Association ot

America, has suggested that con-

SUIIH.TS have no ic-gitimate ncvd for

such software. telling The

Nssociated Prc"ss in November. "If

you buy a DV D you have a copy If

you want a backup copy you buy

aixMher one."

lure as an essential part to resolv-

ing this crisis."

Aristide on Saturday accepted

the plan, which would allow him

to remain president with dimin-

ished powers, sharing with politi-

cal rivals a goveniment that would

organize elections.

With violence rising both from

Aristide supporters and the insur-

gents. France urged its citizens

Monday to leave its former colony.

The United Slates and Mexico told

their citizens to get out last week.

There are about 50.000 foreigners

in Haiti. iiKluding about 20.000

Americans. 2.000 French and

1 .000 Canadians.

Rilles ut the ready, about 24

Marines in combat gear and hel-

mets rushed off the U.S. Air Force

transport plane al Toussaint

IxHiverture International Airport

on Mondav and ran to make a

secure a perimeter around tlie air-

craft before another 50 Marines

got off a sec(.)nd plane Some
Haitians stood on cai> or high

walls lo peer at the Marines at the

airport.

Western diplomats and a

IX'fense Department ofticial said

the Marines woukl protc-ct the

US Fmba.ssy in Portau-PriiKe

and its staff..
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Should foreign-bom

citizens be president?
CalifumUi Governor Arnold Schwarzeneg-

ger told NBC's 'Meet the Press" recently thai

U.S. citizens born outside of the country

should h»e eligible to run for the office of pres-

ident. The Austrian-born Republican said he

did noi have specific plans to run for president

himself, but that other foreign-bom citizens

should not be restricted based solely on their

cuuntry of birth.

Schwarzeneggers comments are the first of

any kind regarding a proposal by Utah Sen

Orrin Hatch. The bill put forth by Hatch

would allow anyone who has been a citizen of

the United States for at least 20 years to run

fur pre>ideni. Schwarzenegger has been a citi-

zen for 2 1 years.

Schv^arzenegger was vehement in his claim

that he is not seeking a presidential nomina-

tion "I have no idea.' he said. "I haven't

thought about that at all." Schwarzenegger

-.i\> he is loo busy dealing with California to

.M.rijiii notions of the White House.

The governor did point out several other

possible candidates who. according to

Schwarzenegger, would make "great choices*

for president Schwarzenegger used two for-

mer Ne*.retaries of state — Madeleine .Mbrighi.

,; Mtive of Czechoslovakia, and Henry

ki"iiij!cr. a native of Germany — as prime

example*

'I mean, there's many. many. man> people

here that have worked within a government

and have done an extraordinary job and not

have been born in America.' added

S>.h»arzenegger.

\S ith a senator already proposing an amend-

nent to the Constitution. Schwarzenegger's

^icnt cannot be ignored With the chang-

rld that v^e live in. hearing the phrase

'President Schwarzenegger" is not as far-

fetched as it once was.

However, we at The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian also take Schwarzenegger's com-

ments with a grain of salt. Given the governor's

hasty rise to political promineiKe and history

of being in the limelight, it is only logical for

Schwarzenegger to back Hatch's proposal.

That's not to say that the proposal is

invalid, or that Albright or Kissinger would

not make strong candidates for president, but

the bill will need a much wider backing before

it can be considered.

It seems rather discriminatory to prevent

someone from running for president based

solely on his or her country of origin. Foreign-

born citizens are allowed to vute. participate

on American Olympic teams, and even hold

high-ranking government positions, lust as

African Americans aivl women fought for their

rights as free and equal citizens, foreigners are

now fighting for rights of their own. However,

the office of the president is a profound,

almost sacred position, and proposing an

amendment to the Constitution will require

serious thought from all sides.

The support of Gov. Schwarzenegger is an

important first step in passing Sen. Hatch's

bill, but it is important to keep in mind where

the support is coming from. Schwarzenegger

has been friends with Hatch for some time,

and being a foreign-bom politician himself,

would naturally back the bill. If

Schwarzenegger is serious in his claim iH)t lo

run for president, it further emphasizes the

point that the debate may merit consideration

Lnsigned editoriab reprrseni the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board

The unknown candidate

throw

Si^f-'mt

Dennis Kucinich is the can-

didate lor president the media
doesn't want you to know
about. Now, you may be think

ing. why would the media want

to alter the democratic race for

the presidency and why would
they target Kucinich?

Here are just a few reasons:

Dennis Kucinich. as a mem-
ber of the House of

Representatives, voted
Jp|,„ pgj,jp

against the Iraq war ___^^^_^^_
and rallied opposition

to it. He also voted against the

Patriot Act (which he would
cancel with the Benjamin
Franklin True Patriot Actt. He
would also, if elected, with-

draw the U.S. from Iraq in 90
davs and go back to the U.N. to

handle Iraq's reconstruction.

Not only that, but he would
withdraw from the World
Trade Organization and The
North American Free Trade

Agreement, sign the Kyoto and
Nuclear Non Proliferation

treaties, cut the bloated

defense budget bv 1 5 percent

I which is $400 billion and also

has over $1 trillion missing),

legalize gav marriage, work for

a Universal "Medicare tor .All"

healthcare svsiem. break up the

media and corporate monopo-
lies, start a "Global Green
Deal" for the environment and

decriminalize marijuana

No other candidate current-

ly seeking the presidency,

except for Al Sharpton. stands

for any of those positions

You may be thinking that a

lot of people who run for pres-

ident, especially Democrats,

make all sorts of promises to

gel people's voles. Why should

you believe Kucinich''

Here are just a few reasons;

Kucinich was elected Mayor
of Cleveland in 1977. At age 31

he was the youngest person

ever elected mayor of a major

city. \\ the time the city was in

a financial crisis and he cam-

paigned not to sell the city's

municipal power plant to pay

off debt When he took office.

an Enron-like power company
was tr>ing to take over the

power plant and Kucinich

bravely said "No." So, not lo be

outdone, the private power
company teamed up with the

city bankers and told Kucinich

thai he would either sell the

power plant or they would
the city into default.

Forced into a comer,

what did Kucinich do.'

_ He did what he prom-

ised to do and didn't

the power plant. The citysell

went into default.

Kucinich barely survived a

If enougti delegates

represent Kucinich

there is a chance

that some of these

issues will make it

into ttie party plat-

form going against

Bush.

recall and lost re-election in

1979. For years he was out of

politics and could barely find a

job

.About 15 years later the

people of Cleveland thanked
him for not selling the power
plant and saving the city over

$150 million. He was then

elected to the slate senate and

then to Congress.

Today he uses a light bulb

for his slogan.

If that doesn't have you con-

vinced, then consider his recent

actions concerning Diebold. In

case you don't know. Diebold is

a voting machine company over

which there has been a big con-

troversy, also not covered much
in the media, over their touch-

screen electronic voting

machines, which have NO
paper ballot. A copy of internal

memos from the company was
given to Internet dissident Bev

Harris, who then posted them

on her website. Bev Harris'

Web site (www.blackboxvot-

ing.com) was shut down
(hacked) during the California

Recall Election in which the

aforementioned touch-screen

machines were used in several

counties.

These memos detail internal

corruption and awareness that

the vote machines can be easily

altered without detection (the

CEO of the company promised

to "deliver Ohio to Bush in

2004"). In the fall of 2003. a

group of students al

Swarlhmore College posted the

memos on their website.

Embarrassed and wary of these

facts getting around. Diebold

sued. When it looked like the

college was going lo cave in to

Diebold. in stepped Dennis

Kucinich

Kucinich bravely posted the

memos on his website

(hlip://www. kucinich. us/e-vot-

ing/intro.php) and raised the

issue in congress. Diebold

backed down.
Though the race for the

Democratic nomination mav

seem to be in Kerry's hands,

the platform of the party is

decided upon at the nomina

lion. If enough delegates repre-

sent Kucinich there is a chance

that some of these issues will

make it into the parly platform

going against Bush. Another

factor lo consider is now that

Howard l')ean has dropped out

much of his support could go

to Kucinich. In any case the

race is far from over

You have a chance lo sec

Dennis Kucinich and decide if

he IS the president vou want in

the White House He will speak

today from 10 to 1 1 :30 a.m. in

the Campus Center Auditor-

ium.

Information for this lulumn
was taken from kuciniih us.

ttnewslies.org and black

hoxvoting.com

lohn Peanon is a I Mass
student.

Tfiank you, Israel

A reality check
I bve to party.

On a weekend,

there is no-

thing better

than going to a

house partv

with my friends

and getting

loaded By three

in the morning

everybody is

totallv ham-
iiKicd every bodv but one per-

son. There is always that one per-

son wh<.> nurvcd one btxT all night,

the one who laughs along with

everyone and plays cards but never

sft-ms lo finish that beer

\uu know whom I'm talking

atioui - (he one who has the keys.

.\s comv as it sounds, the designat-

ed driver is sti important. You've

heard it before, but unfortunately,

manv need to hear it again.

A friend of mine toW me a story

yesterday a story I wish I hadn't

heard because I wish it had never

happened. M> friend told me of a

friend uf hers. "Roger." I've met

Roger. Me seemed like your aver-

age coifcge student. He liked to

party and loved to drink. This

weekend Roger went to a pwrty: he

drank a lew beers and should not

have been driving. We all wish he

hadn't decided to.

As he was driving home on the

highwav he k)sl control of his car

and swerved into the breakdown

lane. Two young men were pulled

over because one of their trucks

had been having engine trouble.

Roger swerved right where the two

men were standing.

His car struck and killed both

men.

They were both young, neither

oWer than 24 They hadn't done

anything wrong It was just a trag

ic case of being in the wrong place

at the wrong time

Roger's life is now ruined. He
has to forever hold the guilt of leav-

ing parents childless, friends

friendless and one little girl father-

less. He is facing vehicular

manslaughter charges, among oth-

ers. He will probablv go to jail for a

very bng time. Thrtx men's lives

are over because of one awful deci-

The responsibility

of other people's

lives in my hands is

frightening enough

sober, much less

drunk.

Even if Roger is found innocent

and docs not have lo go to jail, he

will forever be affected by this

weekend's events. Not only will he

always feel responsible for those

deaths, but Roger may never walk

again. In the accident he was badly

injured, and his legs may never

regain their function.

I have always been a firm

believer in the importance of hav-

ing a "DD." Everyone always hears

horror stories about drunk driving

accidents. I always believed it

wouldn't happen to anyone I knew.

Well, even though I was never

close with Roger, this has affected

me I have seen my frietxl dis-

traught and terrified for her frietxl.

Roger was your average college

student; it could have been any of

us.

It is a reality check of the worst

kind.

I took my turn as DD this week-

end I hadn't even heard my
fricTid's story at the time, but I'm

glad I was abk: to safely take all of

my friend's home. As much as I

hate being designated driver. I take

the job very seriously I have gotten

into countless car? with drunk driv-

ers and haven't even realized the

danger I had put myself in until I

woke up the next morning. The
responsibility of other people's

lives in my hands is frightening

enough sober, much less drunk. I

don't think I woukl ever be able to

live with myself if I killed anyone,

whether it was my best friend or

some iniHxent person I had never

met just because I couldn't give up
one night of drinking.

I have never been a part of a

drunk driving accident. I never

want to be. I do my best to stay out

of them. I take my turn as DD, I

try to plan out who my driver is

ahead of time, and if I end up with-

out a sober ride. I walk or crash at

the party It's pretty easy, and for

those of you who are laughing at

me and my maternal lecture, I

hope you remain as lucky as I have

been. But you never know what
will happen on your way home
from that next party, so be careful.

It's not just your own life that you
can ruin.

Molly Eggleslon is a Collegian

columnist.

Walking through the halls of the

Student Unior you will see all

kiixls of livers Usually I dismiss

manv of these immediately

because, honestly, there are just so

many of them that my head begins

to hurt if I try to k)ok at th«n when
I walk by. Ifowever. eariy in the

week there aren't many flyers up

vet Thais how sotne of them

MBBayyei .aught my eye
^**"'^^""

I have lo say that I wxxikl like to

thank the student groups responsibk; for putting up

the flyer* that "prcnnoie Israel's image." I hadn't

laughed so hard in quite some time.

However, since the cosmic balarxe of propaganda

versus truth has bcx-n once again tipped lo the Israeli

side. I will use the remainder of this column to high-

light siHTie facts about Israel that arc nwre important

to consider than the number of trees they plant or

instant messaging programs thev mav be re^xmaibie

for.

Only in Israel do we see the kxigest standing ilk-gal

occupation. The
occupation has

| ^yg ^ 33^ f^ | yvould like to thank the
been ongoing

since 1967. Thank

you, Israel.

Only in Israel

do they continual-

ly disregard inter-

national opinion

and international law more than anv other country in

the Middle East and in the world. Thank you. Israel.

Only in Israel do the Israeli "defen.se" forces active-

ly patrol and operate in land, which is internationally

recognized as non-Israeli. Maybe it's lime lo reconsid-

er the name of that group. Thank vou. Israel.

Only in Israel to they uproot countless olive groves

Thank you. Israel.

Only in Israel do bulldozers krKxk down the homes

of Palestinians. Maybe this is to make room for some

of the many trees thev want to plant. Thank you, Israel.

Onlv in Israel did a bulldozer brutally kill a young

American activist standing 25 feet in front of it dressed

in bright orange. Only in Israel will they claim it was

an accident. Thank you. Israel.

Only in Israel do they choose to build walls in and

around Palestinian towns to cut the West Bank into

Bantustans, chocking away their livelihood. Thank

you. Israel.

Only in Israel is a 20 percent minority of Arabs

treated as second-class citizens in a so-called democra-

cy. Thank you, Israel

Only in Israel will they call themselves democratic

when they directly rule over the lives of 4 million non-

citizens. Thank you. Israel.

student groups responsible for putting up

ttie flyers ttiat "promote Israel's image." I

hadnl laughed so hard in quite some time.

Only in Israel will vou find the iM^est nudeir

weapons pnjgram in the Mkklk VmsI. Onlv in Israel

will they refuse to acknowledge these weapoas Thank

vou. Israel.

Only in Israel will you consistently see politkal

leaders with much bkx)d on their hands. Only in Israel

are these carvlidates c-onsidered to be frontrunners.

Thank you. Israel.

Onlv in Israel will thev complelelv destroy towns

like lenin Only in Israel will thev then not pemiit press

to sec the crimes they have committed for weeks.

Thank you. Israel.

Onlv in Israel will you hear talk of peace whik* they

are busy buikjing even more settletiKiils on land that

inierrMlionalK rexognized as non-Israeli. Thank vou,

Israel.

Only in Israel woukl the current prime minister be

guilty oir saying the folk)wing in an address to the right-

wing TsonK't party. "Everybody has to rrK)ve. run aixJ

grab as many hilltops as they can lo enlarge tfie setlk-

ments because everylhing we take now will stay our>."

Arxl Kol Msrael radio reported in 2tX)l that he also

sakJ. "Every time we do something you tell me
America will do
this and will do

that .1 want to

tell you sonKlhing

very clear: Don't

worry about Am-
erican pressure on
Israel. We, the

lewish people,

control America, arxl the Americans know ii." Thank
you, Israel.

Only outside of Israel would Israeli supporters find

it neces.sary to "promote Israels image."

The list goes on arxl on. Look, if vou have read this

far chances are you have learned something about

gcKxl of Israel that you hadn't known before. I would

be wrong to suggest that tlwre is no wrong on the

Palestinian side and I'm sure there arc plenty of people

out there who will remind us of that.

The main point here is not to buy into the pmpa-
ganda that is being spread. Sure. Israel may plant lots

of trees, make some great medical breakthroughs and

computer programs, but is that how we are to judge a

nation? I'm not asking you to disregard all that won-
derful stuff. I'm asking you to question why the Israeli

groups felt it was necessary lo launch a campaign to

"promote Israel's image." It's because the reality is that

more and more* people are- finding out that Israel is not

the innocent, helpless, ally of ours that it has been

made out to be. It's because Israel's image needs to be

promoted because it's loosing more" and more support

here in the United States.

For now. the cosmic balance has been restored.

Yousef Mutiayyer is a Collegian a>lumnist.

Attention all Collegian staff writers and columnists.

The first Editor In Chief debate

is scheduled for Thurs. 2/26 ,

@ 7 p.m. in the newsroom. Mandatory.
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Calvin
Trio dazzles Northampton with new songs and a more mature style

By Meghan Healy
CxiLLEl.lAN StaH-

NORTHAMPTON — With coopera

lion from Mother Nature, pop-rockers

Ouster finally made their way to

Northampton's Calvin Theatre on
Thursday to play to a sold out

crowd.

The performance, resched-

uled from its original Dec. I4ih

date due lo snow, was well

worth the two-month wail

Although the atmosphere of the

show was somewhat different

from the usual Gusler experi

ence. this lime around the musi-

cally gifted trio seemed more focused

on making the music than making the

crowd laugh. The end result was a solid

performance with a little something tor

both new and old Gusier fans alike.

As Gusier look the stage, thev wasi

ed no time in getting right to ihe music

Opening with "Happier." a track oft ot

m^4's album "Lost & Gone forever,"

the crowd seemed imnic-diatelv willing

to get into the show, and likowiM- su

did the band

After greeting the audience Xdam
Gardner. Brian Rosenworcel and Ryan

Miller broke out into "Homecoming
King." a song from their latest release,

'Keep it Together." The song probably

receives its greatest welcome from Bay

Slate crowds, as the refrain triumphant-

ly declares "back in Massachusetts"; the

Calvin crowd was no exception as they

erupted in cheers the first time the

wurds crossed Ryan's lips.

"Homecoming King" was not alone

in the set list as a new track, in fact

most uf the tracks off of "Keep It

Together' made their way to the Calvin

stage at some point. "Careful." "Mona
Lisa." "Come Downstairs and Say

Hello" and "Ramona" were among the

Guster

Cilmii IlKiin

lorduuM

flTl!

newer tracks played. For many in the

audience this was the first chance they

had to hear the new material and the

songs' translation from disc to stage

was fiawless. The energy the tunes got

from the live performance lent the

tracks, as well as the musicians, a sort

of musical maluritv that Guster

fans may noi be used to seeing,

but devoiediv welcomed.

The shovk was highlighted

by the primer of a new song,

which Ryan said they had

"nevei plaved in front of anv-

KkJ\" before. "Two at a Time"

made an impressive debut, the

song seems to be following suit

with Custer's continued maturation,

musically speaking at least.

The drearv "I Spv" and "Demons"
brc>ught the audience down, but songs

like last summer's anthem "Amsterdam"
and the band's first radio track, the eeri-

Iv chipper "fa Ka" were there to bring

the crc>wd right back up again. The ren-

dition of fan-favorite "Barrel ot a Gun"
was by far one of the best the band has

periormed to date and reinventions on
songs like "What Vou Wish For" and

"Airport Song" added to the power of

these tunes, which have always been

hailed by fans as among the best Guster

has to offer

Although Adam and Ryan shorK at

Thursday night's performaiKe, the true

star of the evening was pereussionisl.

Brian Rosenworcel Hypi>otic to watch,

with each movement the drummer
«eemed not only to be keeping the beat.

but to be the beat himself. The
"Thunder God" as he has affectiunately

been called, stole the show with his

evtraordinary beats and uncanny sense

of rhvthm

An unplugged performance of the

guster

<*---

Sm guster on page 6

llri.ii> R(<»in«i>rnl. |x ri u»<.i«>ni»t, sliile

ThurMLiv niirhiV «ht>n 41 ilu- CjIvui.

Fn>in left: Rvjn Millt-r. Briao

Badfish swims through Pearl Street

Tribute band keeps the music of Sublime alive at Noho show

'West Side Stories'

tells a different tale

By Naima Munsos
( i H LH^IAN ( XWMtSruNnCKT

NORTHAMPTON — Concertgoers who
attended Saturday's Badfish show at

Northampton's PeaH Street Nightclub were

transported to the sunny shoa-s of Long

Beach. California within the lirst few notc">

plaved by the Subliine tribute band.

The heat from the re-d lights warmed the

fans and made everybody move to the litKS of

the bass. The faces of all pre'sent were lit up

and girls were reaching out their hands to

Dave and |oel The music brought the room

to the LBC. but it was Badfish who kept the

fans traveling on and brought the true spirit of

SublinK- to life once more.

Biidlish. hailing from Rhode Island, cover

all of the revolutionary songs that ^)s

ska/ponk/hip-hop band Sublime plaved and

inadvertently creatc-d an entirely new musical

culture playing.

If an audietKe mc-mber was to ckjse his or

her eyes or tum a back to the stage, it wouW
be ail loo easy to believe it was Bradlev

Nowell. Lric Wilson and Bud Gaugh on stage,

filling the club with music and making fans

tap their feet lo sotne clever, catchy hip-

hop/ska tune. But with eyes on the stage, ii

was made appjireni that these were not the

Califomians thai created a music revolution a

dtvade ago. Badfish is comprised of Kx.'l on

bass guitar. Dave on guitar and vocals. Scott

on drums and Tyler on the kcvboard. They

kK)kcd like a punk rock band mostly because

of Dave's mohawk and their sneakers, but

the) played like Sublime and had the reggae

influence vibrating through all of the songs.

IWBM^Hl
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Badfish

Pearl Sireet

KolltMilllW

Feb 2]m
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Dave and Joel of Badfish, pictured here plaving to a cr<md in Baltimore, gave Pearl

Street fans a chance to experience a Sublime concert Saturday night.

The sold-out concert brought around M)0On the set were- hits like "Caress Me
Down" and "Chica Me Tipo." made famous

by their integration of hip-hop and relaxt"d

iik";',n' sounds. Tliough re-creating Sublime's

\u.\f'K on these songs is difficult. Badfish

pulled it off with case. One of Sublime's songs

called "D|s " brought a huge motion through

ilic tloor as the soft beats crawled inside all of

the happy bodies, "I won't wail so long/ For

you/ Stop your messin aiountl/ Better think of

your future." the lyrics calkd out to fans.

< l« UTESVSKINICCXIM

The orginals: Eric Wilson, Brad Nowell and Bud Gaugh of Sublime.

people together, singing the songs thai they've

made love or drank or smoked to. The bar

downstairs assisted with the intoxicated eyes;

the crowd seemed to believe thev were really

watching Bradley plav his guitar Their music

was very smooth and created an atmosphere

people dre-am of — feeling like you're watch-

ing people sing about stuff that matters or

about something you've tell and make it beau-

tiful.

After they finished and started lo pack

their stuff everyone in the crowd started

screaming "ONE MORL SONG!" and the

band members all looked al each other and

relumed lo stage to play "What I Got." a song

ultimately known by everyone who has ever

heard of Sublime. .\ group of girls got on

stage and shared a microphone singing "Karly

in the morning, risin' to the stivei Light me up

that cigarette and I strap shiK-s on my feel/

Crt.)t to find a reason, a reason things went

wrong Got to find a reason whv m> money's

all gone" tveryone's bcKly started lo rock lo

ihe drum kit bellowing beats and the lights

started lo make txxJies sweat and glisten in

the bright blues and re-ds thai splayed out

around the Rwm.
Afier Bradley Nowell passed away in 19*

and the band split up, the music definitely

lived on. The oppoHunit) 10 hear those words

from a group of guys so driven by Sublime

was extremely awe-inspiring. When Dave, the

lead singer of Badfish. was asked what he had

lo say lo fans all he said was "Keep Sublime

alive!"

"AnK>ng all the contn.»vcTsy is

anybodv lisictiing'.'"

Had thi* question bcvn posed

five vears ago. during the dramatic

dehiite al Amlx-rNt Ri-gKHial High

Sctxiol over whether the

"conirovervial" plav "Wesi

Side Sutry" s|x>uld he prev

Juced. chanses are the

town would have fallen

sikml. Opposition quicklv

Rise from the Pueiio Ricaii

ci>nimuniiv and cc>uniei

strikes were' soon to lolk>w

Anumg ihe inces-sanl ver

bat arguing manv voices

were never heaid. In the erul

iiuihoritio ruled that the outdated

plav used cultural sieicxrtvping atxl

was causing more- hann to the com-

munilv then good.

But Ik)w did this dcxi^ion allcM

iIh- students?

Tlie hvsieria that bre-wed vear>

ago revcivcd national iicwa atten-

tion and raisxl quesliims of how

this dcxisicm retlcvled racial issues

in our socieiv. These mailers were

given the v.)pfxiniinilv were- open

for di.scussion. rather than debate,

for the lirvl lime Salurdav and

Sunday at Bowkcr .Nuditoriuni in

"Wesi Side Sioiies. " a pre'senlation

bv New WORI DTliealer A lalcnt-

ed gre)up ol high school w rileis and

actors from Pioneer \allev

Performing Aris Charier High

Schotil interview theater workshop

linallv perlonned the truth uncen-

sorexl.

West Side

Stories

Bowkei Aiidittnvi

UMiSS

from inlerview^i conducted with

\mhersi community iTwmbers was

rcxtiacted Stones from Mudeni.s.

leactxTs. .ind paaiits of different

ethnKilK-> and sexual onentalioas

were- lokl ihreiugh the young actors.

Combined with songs from

BemMein and l^iua-nis' Broadway

hit and ^oiik- onginal cho-

reograph) and conH."dy.

and ihi'> alternative prx>-

duciion of "NSesi Side

Stofy" finally got spotlight

aiicTitkjn.

F^h scene was influ-

enced bv the original plav

"West Skk" Slorv." includ-

ing the musical outbreaks

to the scene litkxJ "The

Audition." Casting a show like

West Skie Slorv inc-vitablv forecs a

director to u-sc sicrcxKvpc's in order

to replicate the I9t7 production —
but what Itappens when the l\icrto

Rican iicior desires the rok- of

Polish desccnti. American-K)m lead

Tonv''

The parcxiv thai en^ucxl on stage

forced the high s«.kx)l student lo

forget all ambitwns ol the while

man's a)le and instead work on his

"machismo" and pui his efforts

towards the (xin of Benianlo. the

Puerto Rican The audience could

sex- in this scene how easils the pub-

lic forgets where stereotyping

stems.

The original "West Side Story"

is a classic picxe of iheaicr that is at

the siime lime a historical inierpre'-

tation. "West Side Stones" con-

tends thai it is w hen we irv to recre-

ate the shi'W forcing pcxiplc into a

With 1 1 short scenes, fixxlbiu k
See WEST SIDE on page 6

HTf-YrM'ls'-ni

"West Side Stories" examines the public's reaction to racial and social

is.sues that .inwe when a Kval high seh»H>l triixl lo perform the plav-
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Chris rocks the Orpheum
Bv StU'HANIb FlU i.\

(.AIlLtl.lAN Cl>KKI:!>>MNI>feM

BOSTON ~ For hardcore fans ot

black corncdN >uch a> the show "Comic

View," seeing Chris Rcx.k li^e in concert

is akin lo Tupac Shakur and Biggie Smalls

.fining back trom the dead and doing a

tour together. For many hardcore comeds

fans, to see Chris Rock was an

uppuriunitv to induce a fool

stomping. sei/u re-driven

laughter.

In Bostons Orpheuiti

I heater, the lack of diversiis

in the crowd was troubling.

Mith most ol the audience no)

members of RcH.k's target audi-

ence Out of the nearly 2.000 people

attending the event, maybe only 15 were

minorities Would Chris Rock hold back,

or would he adhere to his normal policy

of a "no holds barred" comedic routine,

given the makeup ol the audience? How
v^iiuld RcH.k respcind to an audience tilled

with people ^^ho were likely iku who he

had in niiiul when scripting his act?

The curtains \^ent up and the man. the

Mivlh. the legend himself — Chris Rtvk

cume out to a chautic. wild standing

uvation He started off saying how much

he loved Boston and even had a summer-
house in South Boston. To many in the

audience, the comment held a humorous
implication and cut some of the tension

in the crowd Vet within the Orpheum
there seemed to be a vibe throughout

Rokk's set that the audience wished him

to not to go too far. The comedian seemed

to be very aware that he was walking a

thin line and seemed somewhat
restrained when perfornting his rou-

tine.

Overall, his performance was
outstanding, with Rock making
cracks about racial issues in the U.S.

"The difference between white

people and black people is there are

no wealthy black people. There's a

difference. Shaq is rich, the while man
that signs his check Is wealthy."

Fxotic dancers were also mentioned in

the routine "When did clear shoes

become j stripper thing?" Rock ques-

tioned.

Ihe (.umedian spent sometime explor-

ing iclationships. but in one bit, proved

no one was safe Irom his comedic eye.

Michael lackson. the topic of conversa-

tion for many in America, didn't escape

Rock's wit.

"Another kid.' Another kid?" he

exclaimed. "That's like another dead
while girl shovdng up at O.I.'s house."

Even magician Roy Horn and rapper

Biggie made it into the act: Roy's liger

attack ("That tiger didn't go crazy, that

tiger went tiger") and lack of effort on
the government's part to find killers of

rap anists ("it shouldn't be that hard.

Biggie weighed about 400 pounds, so

they had to shoot him for a while")

Chris Rock ended his show leaving his

core audience satisfied A few. such as an
old stuffy male leaning against a stairwell

being consoled by an usher as he mur-
mured in disbelief over the usage of the

word "cracker" and other obscenities in

the show, seemed surprised.

The show opened with a former writer

for the Chris Rock show, Mario loyner,

taking the stage. He set the mood for

what the show would be like by saying,

"H you're offended by the word "cracker"

leave now, because you're gonna hear it a

lot tonight!"

Mario loyner is your mediocre, run-of-

the-mill black comedian with nothing

special about his act to separate him from

the hundreds of others out there, doing

the same thing. He seems destined to fall

into comedian obscurity, most likely

sooiwr th«n later.
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CtMnedian Chri» Ruck performed at Bokton's Orpheum Theater

Friday.

Guster makes triumphant return to Calvin Students examine local scandal in play

GUSTER trom page 5

I'.iiJ - blucgij^s inspired snug lesus on the

k.iJu biought the show to a fitting end. as the

audience fell silent to hear the \ot.als ;ind were led

awed by the range and power of Ouster's talent

Opening the show was the Ciraham Collon
•' ind. who seemed to have some of their own

ihtui fans in the crowd. After having opened for

I nn Mayer and Counting Crows this summer, the

guys seemed right at home on the stage of the

Calvin. At times lead singer and guitarist Graham
Collon 's vocals were reminiscent of Oasis, but the

band itself has a unique sound that cannot really

be pinned down. The quintet were impressive, and
although their sound was a bit more hard rov.k

than the bongo beats of Guster, Graham Collon

Band served as a more than suitable opener for the

show.

WEST SiK from page 5

specific ideniitv based cKi their cul

ture do we recreate racial scga-ga-

tion and. ullintateK. controversy

Using satire, the students

played-out a mock Amfierst town

meeting In the scene a wxjman

bkiris out. in tfie middkr of a debate

about a parking garage being erect-

ed, that ARftS will be performing

"We«t Side Story.' Contmunity

members raising opposition lu

every issue proved how easily

protests arose in that environment

One monok.>gue fxiinied out

that flags in AmfK-rst wea- restrict-

ed at one time. Fven patriotism.

bc*fore Sept. II. was proiesial.

Then on the day of tfie tragedy

ever>one suddenly becanw patriotic

and the flap were wen agun.

Chiifc depictiora of how the

media leactod or ovcneacied with

University Health Services
Mental Health Groups Spring 2004

COED SELF-EXPLORATION GROUP FOR
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
Tuesdays, 2:30-4:00 pm
OR Wednesdays, 3:30-5:00 pm
For college men and wonnen who experience difficulties in interpersonal

connections or who have concerns about their relationships.

WOMEN'S EATING ISSUES GROUP
Tuesdays, 4:00-5:15 pm
This IS a group for women who are interested in changing negative

eating patterns, decreasing food and weight concerns and enhancing
self-acceptance. Members will have an opportunity to learn atx>ut

the underlying dynamics contributing to eating issues and to develop

coping strategies

WOMEN'S SELF-EXPLORATION GROUP
Thursdays, 9:00-10:30 am
This IS a group for older undergraduates, graduate students, student

dependents, and covered employees. The group provides an opportunity

for women to explore personal relationships, work, studies, family of

origin, health, acculturation, and other relevant concerns. The group is

ongoing with members added as space permits.

ANGER ISSUES GROUP
Thursdays, 1:00-2:30 pm
This group is open to any students who would like to learn how to better

manage and understand their anger Meetings will focus on identifying

emotions, memories, and situations that trigger anger, as well as
strategies to manage it.

COED SELF-EXPLORATION GROUP FOR
GRADUATE STUDENTS
Thursdays, 4:00-5:15 pm
For graduate men and women who experience difficulties with interpersonal

connections or who have concerns about their relationships. Memt)ers will

have an opportunity to explore personal relationships, work, studies, and
other relevant concerns.

MINDFULNESS-BASED STRESS REDUCTION
(MBSR)
Thursdays, 5:15-6:30 pm
Mindfulness is a particular way of paying attention:

> with mindful intention

>- in the moment
> without judgment

Although MBSR embraces the acceptance of things as they are without
striving, research has shown that, with regular practice, it has the potential

to lower stress, anxiety, and depression. It can promote relaxation, improve
concentration, raise self-awareness, and enhance the immune system.
Referrals and inquiries may be made to Kathryn Proulx @ 545-2337.

Groups are conducted by Mental Health Division staff.

Paynnent is deducted from your UHS Basic Plan,

Student Health Insurance Plan. GIC, or Health New
England plan subject to plan limitation and co-pays.

Groups require gn ipifT8f acreening that can be arranged

by calling 545-2337 or stopping by at V5 Hil^North,

^
^.londay - Friday 8 am-&j

Bartenders Have More Spirit!

Why not be a bartender?

norron
BnRTCnDCRI

*

5CIKDI of
;

nmcRicn .

$ *
Call TODAY! (413)747-9888
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open diak))?ue tver> few scenes.

the confkkiit aclof> would ask if

anyone in ihi- '

od by their uv

Idds didn't nevd an\ rca^Mintnci.

that what fhe\ prciduceii ^^a- hmi

est.

"West Side Sione> dckiKi- .in

and retx)gnt2cs ii» cximcikc i^ to tx

qucstiorted If vkv are iptlciklcxl h\

its repfVM.'nUiiions \^c ikxd lo ask.

each other, and ourv.'fve*. why vkv

feel this way. "An is a catalyM.'

ntiiiilnl ibu jinibitMMi'i KtKn, ami ^
it shoukln't be censoa-d.

The Catholic Community at the Newman Center invites

you to t}egin the 40 days of the Lentenjourney on

Ash Wednesday
February 25, 2004

Distribution of ashes at Masses

and at the Prayer Services

8ann, 12:15pm, and 7pm Masses

5:15pm and 9pm Prayer Services

The Newman Catholic Center
472 N. Pleasant St.

(Next to Mahar and FAC)

(413)549-0300
www.umass.edii/catholic

OR VISIT THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR DETAILS

OUALIFYII\IG ROUIXID
Thursday, February SB
7pivi - Curry Hicks Cage

CAMPUS FirXIALS

Saturday, February 2B
2pivi - IMuLLiNS Cemter

X
»^

® CdlTPCtAN <^ liMan °^

xeax

Frk Sampues From
AiMO. Coast. Nesiu Crunch,

TIcTac and UltraMax

-« wmua

Coming to teis with Clemens

Crack of the bat

Kazuo Niatsui breaks his bat a*

The 28-ycar-uld Japanese product

he takes batting practice at Tradition Field in Port St. Lucie, Fla., yesterday,

if beginning his rookie season as the New York Mets' shortstop.

Ortiz: Don't worry about Manny
By Howard Uuman

ASMKIATCI) PlUiB

FORT MYFRS. Fla (AP) - David

Orti/ has entergcd as one of the AL's

most productive hitters and unofficial

spokesman for Mann> Ranure/.

The second job ina> be tougher.

Orti/ dresses next to Ramirez in the

Fenwa) Park clubhouse and is friendly

with him. but they've spoken to each

other just orwe this offseason.

That's orwe more than Boston gener-

al manner Theu Epstein arnl manager

Terry FraiKona have talked with

Ramirez after kuiving several meanges,
but neither is upset.

The happy-go-lucky sli^ger will be

heard from in hi^ usual >^pot this >cason

— the No. 4 skjl in the Red Sox batting

order — despite publi<.ized effort.s to

unkiad his $21) million annual salary

through waivers and a trade for Alex

Rodriguez.

"I had a good relationship with

Manny and Manny doesn i lalk much."

Oni/ said Munda> 'I don't know what

he's got on his mirtd right r>ow. Manny's

a bagful of news and I just hope every-

thing worlts out the way everybody

cxpcti'i
"

On\t woriu^i out for the first titiK in

spring training Morula). Ramirez and all

the other position pla>ers are expected

at Wednesday's first full-squad wvrkout.

Ortiz is ^xxl friends with the player

who did get traded for Rodriguez

Alfonso Soriano went to Texas when the

New York Yankees got A-Rod last week.

"He was kind of disappointed." said

Ortiz, who saw Soriano in the

tX>mink.an Republic this ntonth. "He
just has to keep on going. That's part of

the business."

Boston's designated hitter is one of

seven key Red Sox players who can

become free agents after this season.

Epstein has saki it's not iinaiKially feasi-

ble to bring all of ihcm back.

'I always sa> that it's good to love thc

game but it's rkM good to get in k>ve with

the team that you play for beciiuse

things happen." Ortiz said

He enjoyed playing in Boston last

season when he was the big^t surprise

in baseball's most prodiKtive lineup

Playing in just 128 games, he had %\

hotners with 101 RBI> and led the team

with It) game-winning RBIs. one krss

than AL leaders Hkleki Matsui and En^

Chavez.

hie was third in the AL in slugging

percentage aixi fifth in M\ P balloting.

Hut that was only the third season in

whkrh he dkln't plav in the minors. In

2002 he hit 20 homer> ami 272 in 125

games with Minnesota.

"Everybody has something to prove

every year." Orti/ said

He also became a key member of a

ckxe team, lighting up the clubhouse

with his smik: and jokes. New manager

Terry Fraiwona said some players couM
be hurt by the ptetsure of playing before

Boston's passHjnate fans.

"He looked like he just juiiipc-d into it

and enjoyed every minute ol it."

Francona said. "He became a better

player, a t«al clutch player."

Ortiz made $1.25 millkui last year

and avoided arbitration this Nour b\

agreeing to u $4.587, 5tX) contract Ho
asked for $5 million unJ the icuiii

offered $4.2 millkjn

"Boston is a great place to be." Ortiz

sakl. "but tomorrow you don'i know

where you're going lo be."

First base woukl be a good spot to

start.

The k-fthandcd hitting Orti/ wouki

like to play more there than the 45

games he spent there last season. Righty

Kevin Millar is expected lo get niiiNt ol

the tiriK at that rK>>>itioii uivl H<i»u>n

added nghthandc-d l)H I!' i

the offseason

"I'm just 28 years old." Orti/ said. "I

doni want to be a full-time i>H. i want

lo have fun in the liekl."

Francona said it's too early to say

how playing link.- at lirsl base woukl be

divided.

Ortiz doesn't think Ramirez will be-

affected by Boston's efforts lo send him

elsevi^re.

"He calkxl me one linv. He tokl pk.

Hey. I had nine toes in Texa^ and one in

BiMton. What's up wiih that '
' Ortiz

said. "All his toes are still in Bosichi s^.

right now he's a pru. and I know hc'-

going to coriK back a-adv to plav
"

MERRnT from page 10

come out and Ring that ball like he was

mud at it.

All of this should suffice as proof

that Dec. 1 5. 1996 was the day Clemens

broke my heart. Saying he wanted to

play lor a contender, he joined the Blue

jays. I'm sure most baseball fans had a

good laugh at the lie Clemens was able

to spin, but for me. knowing that he'd

leave Boston, that he'd change his alle-

giance so quickly for money, well,

maybe that was the day I stopped being

a kid.

\nd then, the unthinkable. Not only

was Clemens no longer a Sox pitcher, he

moved on to play for the Devil's team.

Clemens in pinstripes was enough to

make nie question my love lor baseball.

Coming to grips with seeing him
applauded in Yankee Stadium took a

long, long lime, and there's still a hole in

my heart left from when he lied Boston

for greener pastures

Today, however. I forgive him I

won't ever forget what Clemens did to

me. and to Boston, but I am ready to

come to terms with him. ^ou can thank

tor blame) Tom Verducci for this. In the

laiesi issue of Sports Illustrated — yes.

the one with A-Rod beaming in a

\ankee uniform, the laiesi superstar to

scar us all — Verducci covers the rela-

tionship between Clemens and fellow

Nankee-turned-Astro Andy Peititie

Turns out. Clemens has a soul alter all.

Ho just left it in Texas this whole time.

\\>: enjoyed playing in New York, and

there's hardly a mention ol Boston. But

it's clear thai he's home now.

As a result of the story, I don't see

Clemens as jusi another face on New
York s Mount Rushmore ol evil. He's a

man. He's a father, and a friend, and a

teammate, and most of all. he's a

tremendous baseball player. Reading

about how he ciuixed himself into play-

ing for Houston alter Pelliiie landed

there, learning how important his \tife.

kids, and fellow Texan s input have

been, it's clear that he's not the menac-

ing jackass we all thought he was. In

fact, he's very human, a superstar at the

end of his career, enjoying another few

moments in the spotlight.

Bui it's not because he's a glory

hound It's because he's a competitor.

He's the guy you want on your team,

taking the ball in the biggest game of the

year. He's a player first and foremost,

and although he is a turncoat, although

ho left me and many others who proud-

ly wear the red B' high and dry, for him
it's not about money completely. Oh
sure, he wants his millions, and yes, he

wants that bronze bust in Coopcrslown.

But right now, it's about putting on ihe

uniform every day. picking up the sphe-

roid, and seeing if he can throw it by

another stick-waving behemoth.

I will say that this official fan pardon
is likely a direct result of the fact that

its late February, and a few hundred

miles south of here, my Red Sox are

gearing up for another thrilling season.

Hope indeed springs eternal, with

Pedro. Nomar. Manny. D Lowe, and V-

Tek returning to take another shot at

downing those awful, awful Yankees on
the way to the impossible dream, with

the help ol another certain power pitch-

er who cuts a similar silhouette to

Clemens, only with slightly mure intense

loyalty.

Mr. Clemens. I'd probably never for-

give you if it weren't for the fact that the

Sox have a good chance this year. Spring

training tends to color my glasses in a

rose hue just like I suspect it does for

many. So I do forgive you. I wish you the

best of luck in Houston, and don't be

surprised if a small tear emerges from
my eye when you do take your place up
there with the immortals among the cow
pastures of Northern New York.

I still hope, for the record, that if the

Sox meet up with your Stros in the

series, that my boys kick your bull.

Andrew Merrill is u Collegian lolum-

niu He lan he reuiheJ at merntt utile-

gianVyuhuo.ium. He gentle

gDiTCxz IN/ dUiep Dee>Ares

TUUl25DAy Ar ? RH. iW TtAG

doa.6<$iAM k;et^6(aooH.

ArrefdPAwce is MAMPAroev
FO(2. COLLe<5iAW SrAFF.

As an engineer in

the U.S. Air Force,

there's no telling what

you'll work on.

(Seriously, we can't tell ^ou.)

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead

of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new

engineer you'll likely be involved at the ground level of new

and sometinnes classified developnnents. You'll begin leading

and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out what's waiting behind the scenes for you in

the Air Force today. To request nnore information, call

1-800-^23-USAF or log on to airforce.com.

tir^^

i blue
Wall Pub I

^\,~^ \>,^K

U.S. AIR FORCE
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Come perform for your friends and classmates

First come, first serve

sign-up sheet goes out at 6:ooPM every Wednesday

Friday 2/13 at 7:00PM

Special Guests "tlcTvC^ Qs^^t^tLt.

in a special intimate encore appearance following

their morning performance at the Fine Arts Center

Friday 2/20 at 7:00PM

^^^^ B^-Uxr\6 andTUti '>\Sjij?t:\ct^

Friday 2/27 at 7:00PM

'^<^^ ^rtJ^n and t^Atk^jal \>(L'oCf'_r\ti

Admission to all events is free

Never a cover at the Blue Wall
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UMass is shaky at A- 1 0's

TRACK from page 10

ihe btwk 50 iiktUts, Budd made her niove.

.n-celeraling lurward, daring amoiK,' to sia>

with h«.-r. No one could.

I^ahivniere was exciieil b\ Budd'» fn.'r

li.)nnaiKe.

'She v^u>ni ranked lirM in the event,

that was a pietiy niee upset lor UNlass."

I^lrenieie said it ju>I gv.K-> to show, no

OIK pusfws ILIisabethI Budd around."

l^henierc cited the distance inedle>

rela\ as tK" next highlight ol the event.

\le\is Xn/elone was the lead, running the

l2UC>ineier leg, taking a significant

amount ol time oil ol her personal best in

the eM*nt with a ):45. Budd was back in

.ation for the 400-meter kg. but showed

no sign ol laiigiu.' in an excellent time ot 5^

«<.vi'nds kn^ten lord look the baton next

lor ilw 800-iin.ici leg. lunning hi-r se<.ond

impiosive 2 1^ loi the dav. and Kate

\laikopouk)s aiKhured the rela> with a

x 1 1 mile her b^-st ol tlw season so far. She

look thi' k-ad. but in the Lixl lell to anchor

k-niui n.ircv fri>m I .a Salle, a iKUonousK

lii'ivi; niiki.

Slaik>.)poulos went out fast, taking the-

lead and coming through the lirst half niik;

in 2:27. whivh is pa>tiy fast," laFrvnien.'

^.iki "Lnlortuiwteh. |[iarc>| caught up to

us. but it was still vei> exciting."

Two members of the ivlay. Ford and

Budd. had already run the HOO-meter and

the 500-meier. rc'spectively. but Lahrenicre

saved Markopoulos and .Vnzelone for only

the relay The team ran 12:15.81. the sec-

ond best perlbnuance overall faun the

team, according to l^Pivniere. who was

generally pleased with the team's effort.

"We only had a couple people who did-

n't rtach their potential, probably from

nei\es. but for the most part 1 think we

stepped up." l.aFreniere sakJ.

She does, however, cite the early season

training as a setback. I'he lirst two weeks

were diflicult because the women were

unabk to train at Smith ColWge as the)

have done in the past, and the turi they

usually practice on was frozen solid. Then

the team erKountered a week of subzero

teniperaiurvs that prevented outdoor train-

ing.

"Bcvau.se ol those Inst t\No weeks. I

think the team is e>sentially two weeks

behind in their training." l.aFreniere said

"I believe the attitudes of the athk;ie> have

btxTi very good, we ve done ifw best that

we can do with wIk) we have."

Both teams will compete in the New
Fngland Indoor (.hampkmships starting

on Saiurdas in Boston at 10 am

- t I
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Down the stretch

kdris Eiailrv and the MinutewonMrn finish off

their season hositint; Cieurgr Washington

(ThuFMlay) and Rhode Island (Sunday).

Swimmers take A- 10

title for fourth time
SmMMING from page 10

Leonard, the team's freshman

sprinter, was a part of all three

winning relay teams.

"Having a group of fresh-

men being so successful in

their tournament debut really

bodes well for the future,"

Yarworth said. "Zeimetz and
the freshmen are proving to be

a key addition to a team that

lost ten seniors to graduation

last year."

Despite the efforts of sopho-

more Adrian Blaszczak. the A-

10 Outstanding Performer of

the Year, the Bonnies could not

compete with a Minuteman
team (4-1) that ended the

weekend with six individual

titles and two relay victories.

Blaszazak earned a confer-

ence-high bU individual points,

and qualified for the NCAA B

qualifiers in the 200-yard back,

which he won with a lime of

200 87 Teanunate Randv

^
If you've got ambition,

we've got room.

^ #1 M^

«,.«

V
V

We set high standards. We want people who share them. People who want to work

on some of the most interesting business issues, for some of the most prestigious

brands in the world. You'll need to be determined, but you'll never be on your own.

Because in our teams, you'll find the right experience, knowledge and support to bring

you along. The sky's the limit.

eycom/us/careers =!l Ernst&YOUNG
Quality In Everything We Do

Kozlowski, last year's A- 10

Most Outstanding Diving

Performer, also made the

NCAA B cut with a score of

480.55 in the three-meter div-

ing competition.

Kozlowski forfeited his div-

ing crown to La Salle freshman

Karo Isajan, who lifted a strug-

gling Explorer team to a third

place conference finish, with

wins in both the one and three-

meter events. Isajan's scores

earned him an invite to the

NCAA B Championships. With

two individual titles. Isajan and

teammates Eric Limbach and

Sean Connors-McBride set a

team record for individual vic-

tories in the A-lO's.

UMass had considerable

success on the boards as well,

mainly from freshman Mary

lenkins. who took home gold in

the one-meter dive on Sunday,

with a score of 252.10.

"As a team we did great."

UMass diving coach Mandy
Hixon said. "We scored as a

group, finishing with two men
and two women in the top eight

in both the one and three-meter

events."

Even with a first-plate fin-

ish in the 1 ,650-yard free, and

53 total points tliroughout the

weekend, George Washington

freshman Sean Flaherty could

do little to lift his Colonials

above fourth place Falling to

George Washington by a mere

10 points (408 3*i8) was

Xavier. a squad that ended the

tournament fourth in the swim-

ming-only category. Fordham
finished sixth among the eight

teams, helped by freshman

Niko Felix, who took fourth in

the 200 yard breast (2:06.60).

Duquense and Rhode Island

repeated as this year's cellar

dwellers, finishing with 257 5

and 240.5 points, respectively.

On the women's side.

Richmond captured their third

straight title in convincing

fashion, finishing 442.5 points

ahead of second-place St.

Bonaveniure (447) One indi-

vidual victory by Elise Gaillard

in the 100-yard breast ( 1 0474)

was nowhere near enough to

keep the Bonnies close to

Richmond.
The Spiders were led by

sophomore Brooke Boncher.

who earned the honor of A- 10

Outstanding Perlormcr alter

finishing first in the 100-yard

free (50 25). Boucher's time set

a pool record, and combined
with a weekend total of 60
individual points, qualified her

for the NCAA B
Championships.

Xavier made a strong show-

ing in the swimming events,

breaking four school records

on the final day. The team
would have finished second

instead of fourth if it hadn't

been for diving points Senior

Molly Mocller and junior lanet

hieil set the two individual

school records. Both finished

fourth overall in the 200-yard

back and 200yard fiv. with

times of 2:05.98 and 2:07.11.

respectively.

Massachusetts finished the

weekend in fifth, slipping to

Xavier on the tournaments last

relay race. Senior captain

Diana Alberti. the team's but-

terfly specialist, led UMass
scorers with a second-place fin-

ish in the 200-yard Hy. one of

three events she was a finalist

for over the weekend.

"This year's meet was much
faster than last year's, all the

teams stepped up their times,"

UMass women's coach Bob
Newcomb said. "Alberti

dropped a few seconds off her

fly. and she just missed setting

a school record." She is cur-

rently second all-time in the

200-yard butterfly.

Senior tri-captains Lauren
Rowcll. Alberti. and Christen

Dexter concluded their colle-

giate careers on a high note,

with a second-place finish in

the 200-yard medley relay.

"We scored thirty points

more than we did last year, and
we easily could have finished

fourth." Newcomb said. "But

the team put in a terrific effort

and the camaraderie helped

create a great team atmos-
phere."
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gi 163 Sunderland Rd. N Amherst

M lust north of the apartments

^ Great new deck!

U TUE5. Team Pub Trivia!

WED.

Win Money and Prizes

Harp Reggae Night

February Special!

Molson:
$2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher

"start your own tradition"
,j
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Dining Commons Menu
DC. contact: 413-545 2626

LUNCH
• Baked Ziti

• Kit kin' Cliicken

• Bi'ans & Rice

tvegan)

• Cardenburger Riblets

(vf^ani

DINNER
MARDI CRAS

• Chicken, Shrimp &
Andouille Cumlx)

• Cattish lalitte

• Southern Fried Steak

• Dirtv Rite with Blat k

Beans

(vegan

I

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

TUESDAY
• High: 18

• low: 1 i

iVEDNESDAY
• High: J6

• low: n

FRIDAY
• High: 19

• Low: 19 •mN

Production Crew
On stall today

NICHT EDITOR
Din Ljmothe

PHOTO TECHMCIAN
Andrvw fjmulvnjs

copy EDITOR
Sheryl VStolnik

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Kdfif Dvvan

PRODUCTION STATE
Clen Strjub/ SikoUi P. Markjnlon^toi

HOROSCOPES

LU

X

I-

a

Your heart is free.

Have the courage
to follow it.

- "BrawhoJ ft'

aquarius • l^s. lo-fu. is

( ift voursfit tf)gfthor. Ntiw is not the

time tt) fall apart.

pisceS • Ffb. 19-MAii. 20

I'ut \<)ur monev in your fx»tket, not

v\h<>rt' sour nvxith i>. Mihm'v is dirt>'.

aries • mak. ji-ack is

W hat arc vou tk)ing^ Put vtHjr pants b,« k

on. noJx»d\ neetis to see that.

taurUS • Apr. 20-Ma> 20

Nt»lx»dv likes your pink sweater. Stop

wearing it.

gemini • may2Mun. 21

rt)rget the pain and remember the

(pleasure.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Savf the tr(>f>s!

leO • lui.. 23-A

Surprise! TlK>re Is someone who wants

ytxj.

virgO • Aug. 23-Srn. 22

You need to move .iway. People want

\(H.t tar .i\va\ from them

libra • sum jt-<> t 22

Vitk-o ganK's .irc tiin Plav them more

often.

Scorpio • Ol ji-Nov. 21

No. I'm watthing you!

Sagittarius • Ntiv. 22-Df< 21

I think it's tunny when ytxi trip over ytxir

sht)elates.

Capricorn • dk 22 ian 19

Thcrt' art' a lot of mort' impirlant things

in life then Cheetos.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
M>\KTVt(\T FOR RFNiH APARTMENT FOR RFNTB AUTO FOR S A I F

N AmhcTNt, 1 l^irin 1

1/2 mt UMass Jcck

$625 Pets OK HJw

J

fltx>rs Avlh4/1 m.ivK'

stxmt-r 54^-206:

Brandyu'inc Apts.

Nt>w leasing, 1 6i2

hcdnxmi apts. LtMst's

begin June, July, Aiit;

or Sep. First conic,

first serve. (Jet them

while they ia.st.

www.hninJvwitu-

apts.cotn Stop hy or

Call 549-0600.

Hobart C'onJos ^ lx\l-

rtx)m, hardwiKKJ

fltx)rs, study area in

basement. C;ahle, tele-

phone (intcmcr

access) in all K\l-

rtx)ms and study.

NOWSHtWINCl
forJUNE iiulSFEP-

TEMRER. NC) FEES.

www.amherstlincol

nrealty.coni 25^7879

(. .filter >il toun 1, _. )

htdrooiiis; h.irJwixKl

fliK.rs NOW SHOW-
INC-.t..r|UNE.ind

SEPTEMBER. NO
FEF^. wvws.ainher-

stltncolnrcaltv.ctim

253-7879

AUTO FOR SAIE

|987BMWE5SPn
26SK miles Runs great

Mu.stsc-ll$i,a\U\^

4n-5M-75SO

F.ist! One Owner Clar

5S|xrJ FiirJ Prok- SE

1996 Well cared for

Must Sell $1495.00

41V687-7510

|99U^ld.smobiie

CutlasCjerra, 168K.

ReliaMe, new parts,

$650 or best otter 4 H-

253-6861

$5lV!!! Police

Inipounds, Hondas,

C^hevy s. Jeeps, etc.

K'l ii>tiiit;s i-"nOO-319-

332U:xt. 4554

FVtPIOYMENT

TheUMavst<x)tball

team is Kxtking for

interested students u>

till the position of

video assistant st.irtinj:

in late spnng

Experience preferred

but will train. Ootiie

K- .ipart of the

Obarnpion tradition!

Cxmtact Bill Sisler,

video director 577-

0319

500 Camp Jobs. NY,

PA. New England. 1-

800-443-6428

www.summercampetTi-

ployment.com

"BartciKliny"

$250A>ay Potential.

No Experience Nesc.

TraitiiiiK provided. I-

8a)-965-6520Ext.l62

EMPLOYMENT

Summer 'ii *. ,i|\

C^ikI! Tlie Wychnure

HarK)r Beach C-lub is

I ondiicting inter\ieu

-

tor summer employ

-

inent on our C.ipe

C^xJ property March

4,5.6 + March

18.19.20. C:beck out

our website it

www.wychmcrebar-

K ir.c> im + ('all Amy
,it 508-432-1000x129

tor detaiK.

Marketint; .Ai,'cncy

Seeks iXit^ioint^ Hi),'li

Energy Individuals tor

promotions $1 5/hour

888-477-6668 www.

h.uispromot ions.com

BiinenJer Trainees

Needed. UW.^ a

day potential. LiKal

positioRs. l-a\"^-293-

3985 ext 5|6

EMPIOVMFNT

SLMMl.K INTERN-

SHIP Excellent

Advertising, Sales,

inJ Marketing op|\>r-

tunity IE,mi $3000 to

$7000+ .ind gain

valuable business

( xfxrience working

tor the UMa.ss

Official Campus

Teiephtme Director>'.

C.RE.AT RESUME
BCX'JSTER! Call

Kiersten at An Hind

C'ampus, Inc. 1-800-

466-2221 ext.272

ww'\v.aroundcampus.

com

Summer nanny p»)si-

tion c.iring fi>r 2 boys

5 and 8. Weekends

Spnng and Fall tiill-

time (40 hours).

Ex[xrience preferred.

C:all 625-2288.

ENTERTAINMENT

Experienced Hip-Hop

nj 41 3-335-5226

FOR Rt\T

Brandvwine 1

Bedr»K)n>. On bus

line, gas water includ

ed. Immediate occu-

p.incy 978-835-4571

HOUSE FOR REM

5BnRMHouseon
Main St. Bus Line

Heat Include.

1800/Mo.Cill Aaron

413-256-8747

SERVICES

Pregnant.' Need help.'

C'all Birthright of

Amherst area for free

testing and assistance

549-1906

We do laptop and

desktop computer

repair starting at

$39.0C\ 41 3-584-

8857.

PREtJNANc:Y

TESTINC., HIV
Testing, Birth

SERVICES

dntrol, and

Emeriiency

li)ntr.Keption.

.Xfford.iHe .ind conti-

Jential. Tipestn

He.ltb. 27 Pray

Street. .Amherst. 548-

9992

Sprinu Break 2004 It's

here..K>ok nowl

Lowest Prices Hottest

P.mies *1 .Xirlines

What more can you

.isk tor!!! www.sun

spl.ishtours.com 1800

426-7710

887-4-CANCUN
IVst price. UMASS
VENIXm selling

spring bre.ik pickages

l\) not get shammed.

C'ancuii, Negril

Acapuico, Rihamas.

Horida. $$$ campus

reps earn $$$.

Flipnation.com 877-4-

cancun.

Sprinj: Breik 2004.

Tr,i\el w ith STS.

.America's «l Snident

Tnir C\xT.itor to

I im.uc.i, C'.incuti,

Acapuico. Bahamas

,ind Flond.t. Now htr-

mn campus reps C "all

tor croup discounts.

lntonnation/Rcser\ati

ons 1-8^-648-4849

or www.ststr.ivelcoin

For more intonn.ttion

contact STA Travel at

413-256-1261

WANTED

ECC. IX^NORS
NEEPEP; Extremelv

Lienerous compensa-

tion paid. Non-smok-

ers ages 21-32. For

more infonnation

please contact

I, Christine or Li: at

781-769-690? or visit

wwwroK'rtni-

cliolse.v
i
.com
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Sox will still

be plenty of

fun in 2004
Sport> fans in gencraL and Red Sox fans in par-

ticular, are prunt lu making knee-jerk reactions.

Suih \^a> the case when the news ol the Alex

Rodriguez trade broke. Kan<. from ever> comer of

Red Sox Nation lamented about the one that got

awa>. and the ^ankee^ were ail but sized for their

World Serii's rings.

Now that the trade has been finalized, and the

focus now turns to sunnier locations for the start

of spring training, it is lime for Rc*d Sox tans to

come back in off their ledges Thing- trul> are not

as bad as man> initially

thought, first, the Sox will

Dan DllBfl3n be trotting out a pretty

strong teant when the>

take the field on opening da> in Baltimore

Second, otie could -till argue that the moves the

Sox made this wmter are better than those the

Yankees made .\nd finally, simply acquiring the

highest paid athlete in the history of sports does

not guarantee a championship (see: Texas

Rangers)

hor much of the off-season, the Red Sox front

office ftad been commendcHl for its dcuN that land-

ed the team both the best starting pitcher avail-

able. Curt SchilHng. and the best relief pitcher

available. Keith Fouike But now because of the

failure to gel A Rod. the Sox bras> has been wide-

ly criticized. Tfw Sox made a dcxision that the

nKHini ol money they would lose wouldn t be

worth the addition ol Rodriguez With the money

saved from the Rodriguez deal. Boston was able to

Ksign Trot Nixon. David Ortiz and Byung-Hyun

Kim jII tute plaverv on bst years team. Also, the

Iri'iu ollicc- had nc-xt year in mind when not com-

pleting the deal, as Pedro Martinez. Derek Lowe,

lason Vantek. Scolt Williamson. Nomar

Garciaparra. and Ortiz all arc set to become free

afienis The Sox winild ftave kjsi a c«.>nsiderable

mount ol financial flexibility if they tied up all of

iheir moix-y in A Rod.

Lltimaiely the Sox have managed to improve a

team that was only five outs away from a berth in

taut year's series, the only impact player they lost

was second basenian Todd NValker Boston tilled

that hole with Pokey Rcx-se. a '.peedier and better

defensive player, and managed to »ure up tlK only

weak spots their roster had. Starting pitching has

been a problem for the Sox in nvent years behind

Pedro Martinez. Derek Lowe, and Tim Wakefield.

G.M Theo Epstein nuide it hi* personal missiun to

fix this problem and he landed the Sox a top-of-

the-line starter in Curt Schilling A rotation of

Martinez, Schilling, Lowe, Wakelield. ainl Kim is

easily the best and deepest the Sox have fielded in

quite some time

The other major problem last year's team had

was lis -.haky bullpen, as neither the infamous

bullpen-by committee nor Kim was the answer.

The addition of Keith Fouike as the closer imme-

diately solidifies the bullpen. All of the other addi-

tions to this year's team have a Belichick-esque feel

to thetn. as the final rosier spots have been filled

out by solid veterans, such as Ellis Burks and Tony

Womack
A look at ihe Yankees roster shows that this

team is not quite a lock to win the World Series

Thea" are many questions surrounding this team,

mainly how manager joe Tonv will handle all of

the egos he has been given by George

Sieinbrenner. This probably won I turn out to be

as big of a problem as some suspect because Torre

has shown in his tenure that he is excellent ai deal-

ing with big-name players, as well as handling the

spotlight of NY. and the constant meddling of

Sieinbrenner.

The bigger question in New >brk is whether or

not the Yanks truly improved over last years team.

Clearly. Rodriguez is an upgrade over just about

anyone, but if a player is close to him, it is the

player the Yankees gave up in the deal, .Mfonso

Soriano. Also. A-Rod may not prove lo be much of

a defensive upgrade, as he has only played third

base for one inning in his entire career

The other major offensive additions the Bronx

Bombers made were Gary Sheffield and Kenny

Lofton. Lofton, who is now on his sixth team in

four years, simply is not the threat he once was.

Sheffield is, no doubt, an outstanding offensive

player, but at 35 is due to make $54 million over

the next three seasons. It's safe to say most Sox

fans let out a sigh of relief when Sieinbrenner

pulled the trigger on this deal rather than waiting

and signing the more talented, and much younger.

Vladimir Guerrero.

The biggest change to the Yankees came in the

starting rotation. Reliable veterans Andy Pettitle.

David Wells, and Roger Clemens, have all relocat-

ed. Their spots have been filled by: Kevin Brown,

never known for his durability or work ethic;

lavier Vazquez, a pitcher with great potential but

one that has never pitched outside of the baseball

wasteland of Montreal; and |on Lieber. who hasn't

pitched in two years due to an elbow injury

Certainly New York will make a move to improve

its rotation before the trading deadline, but this

still is the weakest the Yanks' pitching staff has

been going into a season under |oc Torre.

This season is shaping up to be one of the best

ever. There are huge expectations all over the

league, as almost every contender made moves to

improve their club. Bui most of the focus will be

on the rivalry between the Sox and Yankees,

which has grown to unprecedented heights. It is

most likely that both teams will battle all season,

but that the Yankees will come out on top in the

AL East.

The Sox should grab the Wild Card and have

another tough first round series with whoever

wins the West. The Yanks figure to roll over what-

ever patsy limps out of the Central and then

engage in another classic duel with the Sox in the

ALCS. As for what will happen then, it's far too

early for that type of prediction, but this much is

certain: new manager Terry Francona better not

hesitate lo hand the ball over to Fouike if the Sox

have the lead late in Game 7.

Dan Duggan is a Collegian columnist.

Andremi
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Entertaining greatness

Anthtwv AnderiAHi and the Minuiemen will htwl No. 2 Si. joMrph's Wcdnesdav niuht at the

Mullin» Cmirr, a» tht Hawks brinR their pristine 24-0 m..rd I.. Amh. rsi T,p..ff is ji 7 p.m.

Mark of e

Fourth straight

A' 10 title for

Minutemen
B> Matt Barstdw

C'|>LL»I.IAN SXAff

The lop six swimming and diving teams in

ihe Atlantic 10 Conference finished the season

in the same order as last year — good news for

the Massachusetts men. who captured their

fourth consecutive A- 10 title over the weekend.

Unlike last year's come-from-behind victory

over Si Bonaveniure on the last day of the tour-

nament. The Marcnm and White led throughout

the weekend, en route to becoming the second

team in conference history to win four straight

titles. UMass finished 254.5 points ahead of sec-

ond place St. Bonaveniure. with 840 points

Missouri transfer lustin Zeimetz led the

Minutemen from start lo finish in his A- 10 tour-

nament debut, winning the 50-yard freestyle on

Thursday with a career-best time of 20.84. His

mark was the sixth fastest in UMass history. On
Friday, Zeimetz won the 100-yard back.stroke

with a lime of 5IW, and on Saiurday he look

gold in the 100 yard free (45 31

1

"What Justin did was very impressive, lo be

able to win three individual titles and then be

part of both winning really teams, really shows

the kind of condition | Zeimetz) is in," said

UMass men's coach Russ Narworth, who was

named the A- 10 Coach of the Year for the fifih

consecutive season.

Zeimetz teamed up with senior Sean Collins,

junior Ryan Matthews, and freshman Gordon

Leonard on Thursday, to capture the team's first

relay victory, in the 200 yard free relay

(1:22.84). On Saturday junior Owen Scollan

stepped in for Collins as Zeimetzs relay team

took lop honors in the 400-yard free relay

Captain Connor Townsend. part of a senior

core of swimmers who finished their collegiate

careers with a perfect 4-0 record at the A-IO's.

swam the 200-yard butterfly in 15110. earning

him a top spot in on the final das ol racing.

Several other UMass swimmers finished the

meet with individual titles, including freshman

Evan Swisher and Greg Chariier. who won the

200->ard back and 400-yard individual medley,

with limes of l:5l.b». and 3:5'^.7. respective ly.

See SWIMMING on page 8

Forgiving

the Rocket
This might be the hardest thing

I've ever written. I've done

hours upon hours of soul-search-

ing, considering the options, and

trying to understand exactly

what I'm saying in this column.

It's a painful thing to write, but

I'm hoping it will simply be the

sting of ripping off the bandage.

I forgive you. Roger Clemens.

For those of you who aren't

already scanning to the bottom

of this piece to copy down my email address —
and feel free. I understand the criticism — I'll go

on.

I'm sure mv memories ol Roger Clemens echo

those of many' Sox fans. I was the kid who made

sure to keep buying baseball card packs until I

finally got the card with his image, the quintessen-

lial power-pitcher blowing a little smoke by some

unlucky unseen batter. I curved the brim of my

cap the same way — not loo flat, not too bent.

When we had to do a presentation on our role

model in fourth grade, I went with none other

than No. 21 himselL dressing up in full baseball

attire, from my Red Sox cap, to my replica jersey,

to my little league baseball pants, even all the way

down to m> black cleats I recanted the thrilling

moments of Roger's first 20 strikeout perform

ance. boring my classmates to death with descrip-

tions of all the pitches that beat Seattle's Phil

Bradley

A look at any rare tape of me pitching in my

high school days will also reveal that my delivery

is intended to be a carbon copy of his, right up to

the glove helil just below my eyes before I begin

the motion
I have loved the Red Sox for longer than I've

been able to speak. Even more rare is the baby pic-

ture that shows me in a Red Sox outfit, still at an

age you would count by months And while any

trip to Fenway was — and still is — thrilling for

me, the best ones were when I got to see Roger

pilch. When I'm on my deathbed, and my life is

flashing before my eyes, I'm absolutely sure that

one of the most vivid images will be of Fenway,

sitting under the roof at the bandbox, listening to

Elton John s "Rocket Man," waiting for my hero to

Sm MOUirn on ptgt 7

Lady Dukes
catch fire from

3'point land
By Todd Foster
I iol IF<,IAN SlAl-t

Ltruficic

Rough road for UMass
Notebook

By Bkkni>an Hai l ani^ Leah

W>-NER

CJ>ll.fI.IAN StAFf

Tlie Massachusetts men's and

women's indoor track squads

encounteaxl sonK lurbuletKc this

week at the Atlantic 10 Champion-

ships.

Going into Saturday's meet at

the University of Rhode Island,

coach Ken O'Brien said his men
would have to be letter perfect" if

ihey were to hang with the likc-s of

A- 10 powerhouses URL l,aSalle

and St. loseph's.

"Letter perfect we weren't."

O'Brien said. "It wa.sn't a disa.ster.

but I left the meet saying we
should have done better I was

happy with the way the kids com-

peted, but I think we left a little on

the track."

The Minutemen totaled 66

Sprinter Kwesi Frimpong-

Boateng.

points on the day. gixxl c-nough for

fifth out of seven teams, on a day

that saw six New EnglaivJ Indoor

Championships-qualifying per-

formances for the Maroon and

White.

Senior Kwesi Frimpong-

Boateng retained his title as the A-

10 Champion in the 55-meter

dash, clocking in at 6.34 scvonds.

Winning both the preliminary and

final rounds, Frimpong-Boaleng

maintains his sea.son-long sla-ak of

first-place lini.shes in the 55. now

standing at live. The run also qual-

ified him for New Englands as well

as the IC4A Championships.

"Kwesi likes the Rhode Island

track: he runs well down there."

O'Brien said. "He runs well any

place, but he's had his best time

down there, and he came a hun-

dredth of a second off | Saturday I

.

You can't even hear a hundredth of

a second. It was a nice day for

him."

Freshman Steve Gamble was

the biggest surprise on the day. tak-

ing third in the shot put with a toss

of 43- 1 1 3/4 and fifth in the weight

throw with 33-8 1/2. All in all.

Gamble and Frimpong-Boaleng

lied for a team-high 10 points

each, nearly one-third of the team's

total.

"We need to build up our

strength in the throwing area, but

Steve gives us a nice, young person

who can do several events. Me

needs to get a little stronger and

pick up .^me technique, and he'll

be great, as he's done already I
for

usj," O'Brien said.

The mile relay foursome of

Dave Falvey, lames Godinho, John

O'Neil and loseph McCormack

punched their tkket to the New
Englands with a second-place per-

formaiKC of 3:20.3 1 Godinho and

O'Neil will also be heading to the

Championships in the 500, finish-

ing fourth iind fifth in the event,

respectively.

The twv-mile relay set of k>hn

jacobsen, Dave McMenamy, Matt

Clark, and |on Korhonen will also

be heading lo Boston, as they qual-

ified for New Englands with a

third place finish of 7:56.62.

Korhonen also qualificxJ lor the

men in the mile, taking fourth

with a season-best 4:18.2').

Senior Gk;nn Opie was back on

top of things in the high jump,

placing fourth with a leap ol 6-3

1/4. Fellow jumper Henry Smith

was also a high finisher, keeping

consistent with a (ifih-place pcr-

fonnance in the triple jump of 45-

1 1/2.

The Rhixlc Island Rams repeal-

ed as A- 10 Champions Saiurday

with 199 points. The LaSalle

Expbrcrs came close behind in

second with 173.

The UMass women scored 41

points overall, placing eighth out

of nine teams in the A- 10

Championship meet last weekend.

The highlight of ihe meet by far for

the Minutewomen was A- 10

Champion Eiisiihc-lh Budd. who

ran what Coach lulie liilreniere

referred to as the race of her life.'

Though she was caught behind

a tight pack for most of the race,

on the (irsi straightaway of the last

lap, Budd pulled forward. Hie

pack was mnning wide, so she

pushed up through the inside. In

See TRACK on page 8

The Duqucsnc women's basketball team could

not miss from downtown last week.

Led by sophomore Aiga Bautre's 4-for-4 effort

from 3 point land, the Dukes hit 12 3-pointers,

tying the program's single-game record, on route

to a 74-58 victory at Dayton

Thursday. Seniors Candicc

Futrell and Shiri Sharon had

three treys each on the record-

setting day.

The record only lasted a few

more days, as the Lady Dukes

went on to knock down I 3 3-

point attempts at home, breaking the single-game

mark. The 1 3 3-poinlers paced Duquesne to a 77-

60 victory over A- 10 West leader George

Washington and its ninth-straight win at home.

Bautre matched her previous shooting display,

sinking four 3-point attempts, as Futrell connect-

ed on 5-of-lO attempts.

Futrell has been on fire lately with back-lo-

back 28-poinl games and a double-double (28

points. 1 I rebounds) against GW.

Tournament Time

The regular season is winding down and each

team will be looking to finish strong before head-

ing to Philadelphia for the A- 10 tournament. Only

10 days away from the first round, there are still

a few spots up in the air, but the lop seeds are out

of reach.

The reigning A- 10 champion. George

Washington, is again the favorite to win the tour-

nament as No. 1 out of the West. This Sunday

could also be a preview of the eventual A- 10 final

with GW slated to face Temple. No. 1 out of the

East.

The best spot open for the taking is the No. 2

West slot. The Dukes' shooting display this past

week helped them to a slight lead over Richmond

for No. 2. It all comes down when these two

teams meet on Thursday at Duquesne. Richmond

won the last time the teams met, 81-62, at

Richmond. The winner will clinch the No. 2 spot

in Ihe West and earn a bye through the first

round.

For the East. St. loseph's and Rhode Island will

be the No. 2 and No. 3 teams out of the East. The

No. 4 and 5 seeds come down to who wins on

Thursday, when Fordham and St. Bonaveniure

clash. If Fordham wins, it will clinch the spot.

Should Fordham lose and then get beat by the

Hawks, St. Bonaveniure will sneak into the No. 4

slot. Rounding out the East will be UMass at No.

6.

The No. 4 and 5 in West are up for grabs as

Xavier and La Salle have identical A- 10 records.

The Musketeers have a good chance at No. 4 with

ihcir last game slated against the worst team in

the West. Dayton, Thursday. But if they lose, the

Explorers can snag the fourth spot with a win

over Temple on Thursday.

'Confessions of a Teenage Drama

Queen' bombs

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 6

Minutemen to host undefeated

No. 2 St. Joseph's

SPORTS, PAGE 10
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Bracey addresses

racial inequality in

U.S. school systems

MIT professor Noam Chomsky
criticizes American foreign policy

By Amanoa Bi)ssi

I.« mil. IAN l'j>«Kk!.H«>Nl*NI

"We had segregation for l(X)

years. Why dont we have affirmative

aclkxi for the next 100 years'.'" said

Professor |ohn H Brace> |r >esierda\

afternoon

In his discusswn. titkxl "IXi Bois

& Bond: Black Flducation in the Ag^

of |im Crow." Bracey explained

WEB L>u Bois and Horace Mann
Bond's Icx'lings toward education lor

blacLs during their liiiw a^ civil nghis

leaders, as well as the current state of

education in the United States.

Bracey said that the Unitcxd Slates

H in the sanx' place ioda> as it was 50

ytan ago when dealing wiih inequali-

ty in schooling fxrtwc-en races.

"Segregation in education is tied lo

residential segix^tion «.s much now

as it was in I'i54 Tlie notion that

people aren't debating about what ii

means to have separate schools is

fabr." he said

Using the V^ashington DC" public

school s>stcm as an exampkr. Bracey

said that currently, there is no chance

for integration in schools, simply

because the majority ol children

attending the schools are either black

or Latino. There are no Caucasian rcs-

klents living in the area to integrate

theniselves in the schools During

1954 attempts at integration made in

the Washington DC publk: schools

faikd as thc*y do today.

*As fast m we were comity in they

were running out." said Bracey

Bracc-y said that I>j Bois und Bond

woukl fcvl that in order to tix the

wrongs in today s cdiKatkm system,

the problems with economic and

social maldistribution must be

changed first. This wouki in turn

change schools.

The type of educalkxi one receives

has "nothing to do with anything

except where \oure bom." said

Bracey.

fie ga\e examples ol scfiool sys-

tems in the area and how they were

different from one another in educa-

tk>nal resources and lunding.

He chastised the United States for

their inconsistency in curriculums

ihroughoui public schools in compar-

ison to Europe. Brace> teels that

schools in European nations have

much more uniform curriculums.

\^fien an audience member asked

whether Brace> supixined integrated

Schools or segivj.Mii.it m.Iioo1s, Bracey

sakJ tltat hedoe^ ikm iiongK support

either because ihe> are both dillerenl

cfwices that cannot be compared He
said that it's most important for stu-

dents "to be somewhere where the

teachers understand \our ncvds."

He explainetl ihai moving to a new

kication for belter schoc>ling is a

viabkr solution for an indivklual. but

it does not solve the problem in the

population as a whoW.

Bracev's spcxvh commemoraied

the Ib5ih birthda> of WEB Du Bcms

and the 50lh anniversary of the

famous United Slates SuprvnK Coun
ca.se Brown vs. Board of Education.

On Ma> 17. N54. the Supre-me

Court made the division to end racial

segregation in public s^jhools.

Du Bois' birthday was Feb. 22.

The speech was held at the WEB. Du
Bois Library on the I Mass campus

yesterday.

Professc)r Bracey has hcvn a n\cm-

ber of the- UNIass IX-pjinnK-nt of

Afro-AiiKrican Studies since l*)72

He is the author of numeanis books

on the African Anwrican experience,

with focus on .\frican 'Xmerican

social fnstofv He also wa« editor of

the microfilm vcrsk>n of iIk Horace

Mann Bond papers. CurrvniK. he is

working on two separate a.s->et-unti-

lied monographs. The Univ.-rsity of

Massachusetts Amhen.l libraries aivl

the WEB Du Bois IXpartim-ni of

Afro-American Studies sponsored the

talk.

Noam C'homskv. MIT lin»:ui»ius protisvKr and .luthor. spt-aks to a pack, i ><

H»pits of Third World d«-fmKru»% and .Amcruan forciini ptJicv.

.Ill Tium last niuhi in Btmker Auditorium im the

B> Vol sn- Ml N.M^t^K

I lUitt.i^N >t^^*

"We like lihe Third W
democracy.' said Prole

Chomsky, referring to the United Stales

governmeni " X< lon^' ,r- thi- '
•''••

we say."

The cot

Insiiiuie of i

fessor and accomplished author took ihe

stage to give the lecture entiil '
t, i.,

and Be>cmd" at 7 p.m last nifl

A crowded Bowker Audiioiiuiti

erupted in applause as the professor

tix)k the stage.

With the auditorium packed i<

704-seat capacity with students, profes-

sors, and faculty inemK-rs. hundreds of

spectators were not pvTiniiied entry The

rocmi was p.icked 40 minuies helorc

Professor Chomsk> look the stage.

His lecture last evening was sup-

posed to focus on Iraq: however i'^'

general issue addressed by Chomsk\

American foreign policy.

"One fundamental truism wc must

answer lo is. are we or are we noi j;oing

to appl> the standards we apply to oth-

ers lo ourselves'.'" Chomsky said, refer-

ring to how the rhetoric of American

foreign policy diK-s not alwavs match its

actions.

Chomsky is known as ,, •.ken

critic of American foreign policv llii\ing

gained much recognition in the \ icinam

War years, his name resurfaced in the

headlines and his books became popular

sellers again alter the events of Sept. I 1

.

Chomsk\ highlighted what he

believes to be the hvpocriii^al iiiiiure iil

\iiKiKjn loreign policy. The 75-year

old proU-s^or atlachc*d brief historv les

MM1S 111 all ihc points he emphasi/ed He
Xmerican foreign poli^v

i- of .Adam Smith, .m

author who Chomsky say* we a^

"trained to worship but not to read."

He explained thai the world through

the prism of American foreign polii\

ioda> is similar i- the world Xd.im

Smith was analv iicr in the ceni

'^ except the n . lurers and nu^

.mis ol then are Ihc International

\liinelary fund and international eorpc

i.iiions ol iiHlay.

He used Smith's theory s lo shed lighi

II the current situation in Iraq .ind the

prospects ol American corporations in

line to control the Iraqi economy.

"Forced imposition of market princi

pk- in >. ninnies that are miliiarily ci

'

iii.lkJ !• biisiealU wh.il created li

Third World." he said relerring lu Iraq

i.«l,.\ .111.1 m.in\ ntlui n,iiii>n^ in the

C ni'liisK\. will' lui- (>eeli .1 viiue im

internaiional corporations and their

influence on the third world explained

hosv these cc>rp».>ralic>ns are a driving

force in the policy planning ol toda\

Ihe pri>fessor expressed his anaUsis

of ilie Bush Doctrines and the "visions"

of the Bush adminisiraiion. He called

ihe National Securitv Strategy, the poli

c> of the Bush administration

announced in Sept. 2002. "an open call

for global dominaiicm" and he also

likened 'Kisscngerian Rcali-in" u>

Na/isin.

Chomsk> explained that this policx

w.is the outcome of theories that had

Ken m the works for vears before the

Bush 'Xdministration He talked about

how this has always been the foreign

pilks of the United Slates since the

i

'.. -(ilenev ot llu'iiiU're Roo»evell hul

Speaking on ihe second Hush dcKtnne,

w hich he identtlK-d as the policy ol attacking

u.iiuMi- iti.ii tuii+>i>r terrorists, fx- c•xpkMtl^d

• Ihc-

; hill

\ery ikvtnne. He pointed out ituii the

I '"led Stales ha* oflcred pardons and sale

II to known lerrorists and ciiiniiwls

One example used was Emmanuel

Consumi, wIk) was wantcxl in Haiti lor

committing airiviiies but never turned

over Clx'mskv alsc> spoke abiHit Shiekh

Onuir Abdul Rjthman. who was wanic-d by

1 rtian authorities but never tumc-d over.

kh t)mar was later indicted for master-

iiimJing the lx>mbing of the Wc>rkl Tnale

(. .nter in ("W*.

Well, that wi>rked out well didn I it."

-,.,^i Chomskv
Cc»tKeming the Bush Administratbns

"vision" of bringing denuKracy lo tbc

Middle last and the world. Chc»msk>

hclieves ih.il the- real candid mutixes ol the

udministration are ri-iniixi- ,ind the inter-

ests of corporalk>n -

Chomskv s spivc ii 1 1 nil 11 miIhoi. .Miiiii.

diate standing ovation arnl he entertained

questions lor a half an hour

The lecture was spcMisored In the

Political Lconomv Research Instiiute and

is the first in an inaugural lecture series.

The next lecture is on March 3 1 and will

be on Economii.^ and Consumer

Culture.

MNIlHlEOlAN

Prt>f. John H. Bracey Jr. of the University- of Massachusetts AfrtvAmeritan

Studies department gave the lecture "IXi Bois &i Bond: Black Education in the

Age of Jim Crow" yesterday at the W.E.B Du Bi>is library.

SOE encourages minority students to

pursue jobs in the teaching profession

Earthquake strikes in

Morocco yesterday

By IKAIKA C. Arnaiio

I All in.LAN >IAI I

By All Naji

.ASSIK IATH> I'RKSS

AL HOCEIMA. Morocco (AP)

— A powerful earthquake devastat-

ed an isolated, picturesque region

of northern Morocco on yesterday,

killing more than 5bO people as

they slept, injuring hundreds more

and laying ruin to villages that suf-

fered for decades under govern-

ment neglect.

Rescuers with pick axes and

sniffer dogs were searching for sur-

vivors trapped under the rubble of

their fragile mud-and-stone homes,

which crumbled easily in the 6.5-

magnilude temblor Victims were

most likely women, children and

the elderly because men in the

;

region lend to emigrate lo the

Netherlands and Cicrmany in search

of work, said Mohammed Ziane. a

former human rights minister.

The quake, which rattled apart-

meni buildings as far away as

southern Spain, destroyed rural

communities near the coastal city ot

Al Hoceima. a hideaway tucked

between the Rif Mountains and the

Mediterranean Sea that draws

European tourists with its sandy

beaches.

The death loll climbed steadily

throughout the day as rescuers

began reaching the hard-hit areas

and finding corpses, oflicials said.

The official MAP news agency said

See QUAKE on page 1

The University of Massachusetts SehcKil

of Education is holding a minorilv recruit

ment initiative in hopc-s of encouraging stu-

dents of color to pursue professions in ele

mentary and secondary education, through

the school's master degree licensing pro

gram.

In the United States, the number of pub-

lic school children from various ethnic hack-

rounds is growing, but the ethnic range

among teachers dcK-s nol meet the same

eclectic. Al UMass. ihe SOE has embarked

on a campaign lo change the teacher demo-

graphic.

"The public scIkhiI siudenl population

continues to have a more and more diverse

student bcKly, higher percentages of color in

our public schiK)ls. and if you look at some

numbers by 2010 there's going to k- 40 per-

cent students of color, bill the teacher popu

Union is losing teachers of colm." said Rav

Sherick. certilicalion ollicei al ihe SOI .

Hie SOE is IcKusing the ininorily recruil

ment initiative parlicularh toward elemen

tary and secondary education because grade

sJiool and middle school is the principal

lime when children fonn their ideas aKail

.se)eial ideniilv and culture.

•We're particularly targeting reciuilinein

inio elementary and secondary leaching

Ixcause thev are such siralegicallv important

|x>sitions as in lenns cil .. their role hkkI

els." said .Andrew I'Ifrai. dean of ihe SOI

I
lliev havel a lot of visible impact."

Tlie minority rcxruiimeni iniiiative task

force, at ihis time, has nol enrolled as manv

colored siudents in its program as wanted

"The success has lieen liniiied si> lar. I

don't think we lecruiled a ver\ diverse siu-

denl population, vel were hoping lo change

that in lerms ol changing |x>ople's .ivi.ne

ness." said Eflrat

The students of the SOI have helpeil lo

molivaie the elloris hv lecruiliiit' undeigiad

uaie seniors at ihe Campus Ceniei and liiui

ing olher vvavs l" > .iinrv inloiniaiion ahinil

the program.

"Recenll> oiii elloiis li.ive |ie.ill\ lven|

spearheaded hv a couple of graduate sui

denls. Mala I'andav ami Audilia

Deandiadeaiul. lhe> have icallv taken iniiia

live themselves and help siimulale us as a

scluHil. and we've realK liKUsed on spread

inj; liie word and rcvruitmg students into our

one year masieis program." siiid Sherick.

Students of ihe SOI have also fell the

neeJ to recruil more colored siudents lo

help reach iheir goal.

"l fell the only wav lo leallv meet that

objcvtive is to recmil a more diverse teacher

a|iplicani |Xh'I." said Paiulav.

Die sol is also reaihing out lo under-

classmen lo spark iheir interest in pursuing

a career in teaching.

'W ere going lu continue through the rest

of ihe semester to aciivciv recruit undergrad-

uates here who are lieshman. sophomores,

juniois who aren't readv lor master degree

pio^iaiiis." said Sherick riien also ivach

out to public school guidance counselors."

Students should Iv awaie thai job open-

ings in the leaching lield are going to

increase in the nexi lew years.

"People should have the sense thai job

nix-nings are there and coming even more so

.IS the current prolession retires." said I Ural.

"Probahlv close to half the present teaching

lorce is likeK lo retire across the couniry. In

ihis region the demographics are such that

there will K* a lot of oivnings. a lot ol oppor-

tunities "
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Univer^ily of Maswichusciis IXnnis kucinkh,

IX'nuxratic Naiional CaikJidaU", will deliver a speech and

answer questions at 10 a.m. in the Campus Center

Xuditoriuni. This event is co-sponsored bv Students and

Tcachei> for lX*nnis Kucinich. Lni\er«.ii\ IX-iiin PRIDK

Mliance. and 0,\A.

tnivcrsit> of MaiAachusciis \i i pm lake Back the

Sight" will have having a general meeting at 5 p.m. in the

Campus Center Room ro>.>ins lb? through 175. This is a

meeting seeking to organize bringing "Take Back the

Night", an event designed to educate the public about sex-

ual violeiKc. back to campus. The public is invited to

jiiend.

Manipshire College In honor ol BU.k Misiorv Month,

I'll lev I Concern vouih Dance Conipanv, a hip-hop dance

,.onHuin from Boston, will pertomi AIncan ja/z move

nieni> mixed with gvmnastic^ and stnx-t Ireestvie to pop

aiul rap music in an inleractivc p<.rfonnaiK.e at 7 pin. in

ihc Main Dance Studio ol the Musm. and ftence Building

To ni i> r r (> w

Harlem's Abyssinian Baptist Church will perform an origi-

nal concert of gospel music titled. "Somebody's Calling My
Name: A History of Worship Through Song" in the Roberts

Crown Center The choir was founded by the Reverend

.Adam Clayton Powell, |r and has a global reputation and

attracts thousands of worshipers and visitors to the historic

Abyssinian Baptist Church in New ^brk City each year

Admission is free but tickets shouki be reserved in advaiwe

hy calling 559-5301.

Univemh of Massachusetti — Al.ANA will host the event

"A Revolutionary Convening: The \ision of lune Ionian"

which will begin at 7:30 p.m. with a keyitote address by

Sonia Sanchez in the Student Union Ballroom On Saturday,

there will be a roundiable discussion from 9 a.m. to 5:50

p.m. on various subjects iiwluding: An and Politics.

Revolutionary Pedagogy. US Anti-racism and Anii-sexism.

and anti-impeiialisi Struggles.

At 8 p.m.. kx:al wind musicians led by Christopher Raphael,

oboe, will perfomi "Music for Piano and Winds" at the

South Congregational Church. South Congregational

Church is kxated at lOfob South tast Street. Amher^it.

Masic included in the concert will be a Sonata for Oboe and

Piaix) b\ Pierre deBreville, Sonata for Bassoon and l*iano by

Hindemiih. quintet for Piano and Winds b> Mozart and a

Trio for Oboe. Bassoon and Piano by Francis Pouk^K.

Februray 15 - Marchz 2004

at 8:30 a.m. in 306 Clapp Hall. This is a day-long workshop

and admission is free.

At 2 p.m.. Amherst Books will host a party in celebra-

tion of the publication of "Knitl.it Too: Stories from

Sheep to Shawl... and More Writing About knitting,

edited by Mollv Wolf and Linda Roghaar, an Amherst

resident' Many local contributors to the publication

will be reading from their contributions. Bring your

knitting.

Easthamptons Old Crow Review hosts a night of

readings bv its contributors at 7 p.m. in Amherst

Books, loin for an evening of poetry and fiction read-

ings. _ .

M o n day
1

Smith Collegi - lohn I Collinv Holmes Professor of OkJ

lotameni Critici-Mn and Interpretation at 'Jale University,

.^ ill give a lecture entitled. 'Before the Fall: .Adam and Fve
. . ....-, - . r :_ f . .1. . -Yni

Saturday 28
m the kwish Wisdom I itcraturc" at 5 p ni in Seehi.

\ rcxepiiiHi will lolliiw the kxiuiv

201

YOU THINK IT,

WE MAKE IT

Univcruty of MnMchincm Irvvkadero dc Monte

C ark), the Big Balk-t Boys Parody with Sass. will perlorm at

': 30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. Tickets cost

S7 lo $1 5 for students. SIO to S35 for the gervnul public

line Arts (' '" v Olticc

,ii www ii. . ij;

OESio rvi

F r / d J V

I ni\ersit\ of Ma»s»c-hu*eit* IK- Student Unkm Craft

"30 p m ^

V literarv
f
-•- - -

f-

iu»k and art performan. icome.

Hampshire CoUcfc The RctKiwiied Chancel Choir of

Uni\crsii> of Massaehinetti - At 8 p.m., ALANA will host

a perlonnancc event entitk-d. "Blueprints for Revolutkxi"

featuring Sonia Sanchez. Kate Rigg. Ixxta Ntx-ly. lane Sapp

and the Sokes of Today, Magdakna Ckxnex, Lvelyna Harris,

and NWT> Project 2050 in Bowker Auditorium.

Unvcrsiiy of Masuchinetts — David Holland B^ Band,

2003 Oiainiiiv Award Winner for best laifee jazz eiwemble

album, will perform at 8 p.m. in the Fine Ans Center

Coocen Hall Tickets ranges from $7 to $1 5 for Five Colkrge

students, $10 to $35 for the general publk and are avaikibk*

throu^ the Fine Arts Center Box Oflke.

Belchertown High School - The American Red Cross

will have a blood drive from '^ a.m. to 3 p.m at

Smith College - From 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.. open audi-

tions will be hosted for Smith's Spring Festival of

One-Act plavs at the Mendelhall Center for

Performing Arts. Plays are to be announced. Call-

backs will occur on Tuesday. Mar 2 from 7 p.m. to 10

p.m.

Smith College Jonathan Lipman. professor of histo-

ry and chair of Asian studies at Mount Holyoke

College, will lecture on. "lews living in a Confucian

Culture: Being lewish and Being Chinese" at 7:30 p m
in the Neilson Library Browsing Room The lecture

will explore the contribution of the lews in the Middle

Kingdom since the seventh century AD

Tt4 e s d ay

Sunday 9Q

Mount Holyoke Colfept — Dive Anderson, world ravekd

Jimki and NOLS ir»tnicior. wiU kad a worship c-ntitk-d.

"How to Plan. Fund and Complrtc your Dream Adventure'

Smith College — Sulak bnuiak-a. noted Thai

BuddhiM peace and environmental activist and schol

ar. will speak on. "Buddhist Identity in the Modem
World" at 4:30 p.m. in Graham Hall of Hillyer in the

Brown Fine Arts Center This lecture is sponsored by

the Kahn Liberal Arts Institute project for 2003 04.

"TransBuddhism: Transmission. Translation, and

Transformation,'

Edu. secrectary calls teachers' union a 'terrorist organization

Bv E»ts Fmm

WASHIV \ -nd

EUlucatiun Association askc\l Presideni

f "^ n TueMlay to lire Fducation

. R<id Paige fur calling the union

a Ic'tli'll*^! K M ^.11 It/.li Ii '« !

The While House said Paiges )ob wu-.

wfe.

Pfeige. w+vj made his comment in a pri-

vate meeting with governors Monday,

later apok>gtzcd for his choice of words

but maintainc-d the unkm usc» "obstruc-

iK^nivi v.jtc luciicN in il^ lifhi i>v»T ihc

natKNi's education law

Reg Weaver, president ot ihe union ot

2 7 million teachen and other school

workers, said Tuesday that tho>e mem
hers deserve more than "unfair laNrls aivd

mean-spirited apokjgn. •

"Our members
say that onx agiun

this national leader has insulted them, this

iinK beyond repair, with words filkxl with

hatred and merely because they raised

k-gitimate coocems about the pre>ideni >

M.Kallcd No ChiU Left Behind law"

Weavvr asked Bush "to express his a-gret

lo the nation* educators atxl demand that

Secreiao Paiet step ckwm.'

Paige sakl he is not Inving

I have a job to do and that is to make

sure that we remain steadfast in our

eiTuru to provide a quality educatkxi to

all our chiUren every singfc one." Paige

said "I remain committed to ensuring

that the promise of No ChiW l-eft Behind

getting all ot tmr nations students

reading and doing math at grade level —
is fuHillcd

"

Que to 6verwfielmir)^ demand, the Pizza

Most nurses spend their entire careers m the same hospital In the United States Air Force.

It s unlii<ely you II even spend it in the same state or country You'll have the opportunity to

practice nursing m as many as 20 different fields in a variety of nursing environments And you II

feel a greater sense of shared responsibility when you have the opportunity to actually

lead your team Sound lil<e the Icind of career you'd tike to have"* Then call 1 -800-423-USAF.

AIRF0RCE.COM • 1- 800- *23- USAF

Bush backs amendment to prohibit same^sex partners

Civil unions are acceptable alternative

Bv Deb Riechmann
\vslH. lArtll I'RtSS

WASHINGTON (AP) — lumping into a volatile

election-year debate on same-sex weddings.

Presideni Bush yesterday backed a constitutional

amendment banning ga\ marriage - a move he said

was ntvded to stop judges from changing the defini-

tion of the "most enduring human institution."

"After more than two centuries of American

jurisprudence and millennia of human experience, a

few judges and local authorities are presuming to

change the most fundamental institution of civilizii

tion." the president said in urging Congress to

approve such an amendmeni. "Their action has cre-

ated confusion on an issue that requires clarity,"

Bush, who has cast himself as a "compassionate

conservative," loft the door u|X"n for civil unions as

an alternative to same-sex marriages.

Critkism was immediate for his call for amending

the Constitution.

Democrats accused Bush of tinkering with a doc

umeni that is the bc\liock of American democracy to

diveii election-year attention lixim his record .. an

alk'gatkjn the W hite House denied Sen. lohn Kern,

D-Mass.. who hopes to run against Bush in this year's

presidential clcMioii. siiid "1 Klicvc Picsideni Bush

is wrong."

"All Amencans >hould Iv concciiicil vvhcii a pics-

idem who is in political trouble trio to tamper with

the Constitution of iIk' UnitcxI States at the start ol

his re-election campaign," ^aid Kern, who opposes

gay marriage but will oppo.se the amendment if it

reaches the Senate (loor Bush is "looking for a

wedge issue to divide the American pcHiple," Kerry

saki.

Campaigning in Gc-orgia. where the state legisb-

ture is debating its own ban on gay marriage. Sen

lohn Ldwards. DN.C, said he was against ihe pres

klent's idea of a constitutional amendment. "I don't

personally support gay marriage myself." he said

"Ms po>ition has always bcx-n that it's for the states

to dixkk."

A major gay Republican group, the Li^ Cabin

Republicans, accu.sed Bush of "pandering to the rad-

ical right" and "writing discrimination into the

Constitution."

The American Center for Law and lustice. which

focuses on family and religious issues, applauded

Bush's announcement, saying it "serves as a critical

catalyst to cnergi/e and organize those who will

work diligently to ensure thai marriage remains an

institution between one man and one woman."

Bush noted actions in Massachusetts where four

judges on the highest court have indicated thev will

order the issuance of mairiage licen.ses lo applicants

of the same gender in Mas of this year. In San

Francisco, city officials have issued thousands of

marriage licenses, to people ol the same sex. This.

Bush said, is contrary to slate law A county in New

Mexico also has issued same sex marriage license

v

Bush said.

"Unless action is taken, we can expect

more arbitrary court decisions, nK>rc litigation, more

defiance of the law by local officials all of which

adds to uncertainty," Bush said

HcKise Majority Leader Tom IXl as, K Uxun, said

he appreciatc-d Bush's "moral leadership" on the

issue, but expressed caution about moving too quick

ly toward a constitutional solution, and never direct-

ly supponed one. "This is so important we're noi

going to take a kiKx- jerk reaction to this." tX.*la>

said. "We are going to look at our options and we arc

going to be deliberative about w hat sc)lutions we may

suggest."

However. California Republican Reps David

Dreier and lerry Lewis said a ^on-iituiional anwiid-

ineni might not be necessary

"I will say that I'm not suj.j^.ni.«. ul amending

the ConstituticMi on this issue," said Dreki, a co-

chiiirnian of Bush's campaign in Calilomia in 2W0
"I believe ihai this should go ihre>ugh ihc couiis. and

I think that we re ai a point whc-rc ii s not ncvessan"

Lewis sakl, "At this moment I Ic-el changing the

Constitution shouki be a last resort on almost any

issue."

s(^AS«M»M/ \sSi«l*Tll>ni»ss

President Bush nukeo an announcement in lh» KtH>sevelt Ri»>m ut the White House, vesterdav, that

he will hack a ctHiMitutkinal amendment banning t;av marriacc m an attempt to hall -ame-»ex unionn.

The conservative wing ol his parly has bcvn anx

ious for Bush lo follow up his rhetoric on the issue

with action In rcveni wcvks. Bush has re(vatcdly

said he was "taiubled" bv rcvcni rulings on ihc issue.

but sKippcd short of endorsing a constitutional

amendment

The Massachusetts Supreme judicial Court

recently ruk-d that it is unconstitutional to bar gay

ccHiples from marriage. C<ay and k-sbwn couples Irom

Furope and more ihan 20 states have flocked lo San

FraiKisco City Hall since ^ I's decided to

begin marrving sariw-sex coi..

Death toll in Morocco climbs to 564, 300 injured after quake
1

late Tuesday at least 564 people were

dead and 300 injured Of those. 80 peo-

ple were hospitali/cil. the agencv said.

Olticials eatliei had put the injury toll at

bOO.

Selaam Bennaissa. a farmer who
lives in Ait Daoud. 12 miles from AI

floceima. said he was home when the

quake struck at 227 a.m , and barely

escaped before his house came crashing

down.
"Fortunately it didn't fall on me." he

said. He estimated about W percent of

the houses in his village collapsed

Authorities were scrambling u« reach

about a half dozen remote villages.

including Ait Kamara. Tanuissint and

Imzoum. where 36,000 people live

losephine Shields of the

International Commitiee of the Red

Cross, citing civil defense officials in AI

Hoceima. sakl she heard reports that Ait

Kamara - a village of to.OOO - was

destroyed.

Rescuers reported difficulties getting

to the stricken area in mountain

foothills and served by narrow, poor

roads As they arrived, they found

corpses: some families already had

buried iheir dead.

French LCI television showed men

with pick axes chipping iheir way

through debris left by Battened build

ings while others used their bare

hands to ir> to reach trappc\i vktims.

More than 200 relWI workers from

the Moroccan Red Crescent were at the

sceiK', along with helicopters filled with

enK'rgency supplies,

"Ihe most urgent priority is to

search for survivors and give ihem

proper mcniical attention," BaddrediiK

Bc-nsji>ud, secretary -general of the

Morcvcaii Red Crescent, said in a state-

ment
.Ambulances pulled up to

Mohammed \' hospital in AI Hoceima in

a steady stream. On the edge of town,

those left homeless by the quake began

erecting tents of plastic shcvting to pro

lect against the chilly nighi

With only light structural damage in

some places, AI HiKciiiia iisett was

largely spared

An aftershock wiih a inagmUKlc ol

4 1 was felt outsMe AI Hoceima at

1 1 04 a.m.. according to the oflicial

M \P news agency, citing the geophysi-

cal laboraiorv ol the Naiional Sckniifk

and Technical Research Center

.Mihough a lourisi destination

because of its Stedilerraiwan beaches,

the region largely suffers from extreme

poveriv and underdevek>pment because

ol governnicnt neglcvt foflowing a

Berber rebellicm in I '58. The locaf

economy is sustained by fishing and bs

farmers who grow cannabis

Ffowever, King Mohammed V I has

taken steps lo integrate the north more

fully into his Muslim kingdom In .''(
>

^

he issued his annual Thriinc S|

inxn Tangiers. then iraselcd easi u>

TetiHian where H-'Ki . hulv .i.,imilled

on horseback in lull regalia lo pay hiiii

homage. He was planning to travel to

the quake zone late Tuesday or early

W ! ' .

hlor reverlieraied acruM the

Sirail '

'

miles I
I

underground in the Mediterranean,

according to the L S. Geological Survey

The quake was fell across much ol

southern Spain, but no damage oi

injuries were reporied there News

repc>rts sjiid it was most nott

apartment block* ol s^.uitum
and southeast Murci.

Mi'tUCCO s deadliest e,iitiK(u.iM. »a-

. 1^0. when l2.iHX) people were

killed after at
Jcslu>ved ihc si>Uthi ^

tn^^i
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President Bush backs

new amendment
Yesterday aftemoun the leader of the free

wortd stated that l>e was in support of a proposed

constitutional aniendnteMt ihat would limit the

freedom ot the expa-ssitjn of love. As Mr Bush

stood behind the podium ol the Roosevelt Room

of the VS'hite House he finally put into wonls what

man\ had expected; a supposition highlighting his

stance on possibly the biggest issue heading into

this year's election.

"Decisive and deiiKKratic action is need«l

because attempts to rwlefine marriage in d single

state or city could have serious conse^^uence8

throughout the country" Bush said

Despite this bold assertion, he also conlimied

his belief that states should retain their power to

detirK "civil unions" for ilK-mselves

The Democrats showed immediate disapproval

With Bush's statements including a wnitcn sute-

meni b\ IX-mocratic National Committee

Viiliffe thai showed diacontent

> sceiningK diversfanBry lac-

-|t IS wrung to write dLscnminatKm into the

US. Coasiiiution. and it b shameful to use attacLs

gainst gay and lesbian familie^ as an election strat-

egy." McAulitfe said. "It appears that the conserva-

ii\>. .om|\ivsion he |Bash| promised to deliver in

AiOt' hui novk oltkially run out
'

U.S. Sen. Ted Kennedy also had something to

.jv on the subject "jBush will) go down in histo-

\ a» the lirM president to try to wnte discrimina-

f\ick into the Constitution." he said. In hLs

,n »iatcmeni he aKi added. "We haNc

aiiK-nded the Constitution only 1 7 Ii^K•^ | It I
has

often been amended to expand and protect pecn

pie's rights, never to take away or restrict their

righu."

Sen. Kennedy raises a good point. Oitf

Constinition has been a staple of our country's

openness to diversity. It has always embraced the

rights of an individual and this sudden infringe-

ment upon these rights should not be taken lightly.

The veiy eMence of the Constitution is that all

men are created equal. There have been debates in

the past: women's suffrage. cHvil rights, and other*

that have caused a national debate to end ckxe-

mindedness on is.sues that subvert one minority or

another.

So now our country is faced with another

dilemma in regards to a group without the power

to defend itself politkrally. Homosexuals in our

natkjn are simply craving iheir "inalienable" righu.

Bush IS LoiKemcd about the. "serious conse-

quences. ' that will face our nation with the legal-

ization ol same-sex marriages. The only cuetse-

quence that will occur is thai our o>llecti%e ideoki-

gy will have to change

There is the presetKe of thi- iiuijoiuy ihat may

not want to see such a liberal minded mandate in

favor of gay marri^es. but this is not what the

premise of Ainerican liberty stands for.

As kjhn Stuart Mill, a Cla.vsical Liberalist in the

late 1800s sakJ in his book On Liberty:

"Like other tyrannies, the tyranny of the maior-

ity was at first, and is still vulgarly, hekl in dread,

chiefly as operating ihioogli the acts of public

authorities."

lnformutu»t tn>in itinatm m«$ uud for this

eJiiunol

Ln4ign«/tt/if<"'iii^ r,i>rc^iii lilt- mafi>nt\ ufHn

tun of The MiHuiJiuMits Daily Collegian

tJttonul Board.

A possible cause to the

tragedies of human history

Jolmny

Donaldson

It began as a

good idea. An
honorable one.

An idea worth

celebrating.
Religion.lt
sounds like a

spectacular
idea - gather

those of a like-

minded belief

system into a

comiuuniiy to celebrate their faith.

Religion will be used to preach tol-

erarwe and love and respect and

instill a sense of pride, of in«. lusive

ness. of belief. It will help us to

deal with the worrit aspects of life

and to cek'brate the best. It will

make us strong within are own

selves and supportive of our fami-

ly, frieixls and basically everyone

else.

So what the hell went wrong''

Religion is ivowhere near what

it has set out to be. Ii's not about

kjve. respect arxl faith It's about

hatred, discrimination and intoler

ance. It causes nwre problems than

it solves, advocates the willful dis-

respect of others arid basically has

made a fundamenulist shambles of

the world

I'm not talking about one reli

gion, bui all - Christianity.

Judaism. Islam. Mormonism. ei

cetera, et cetera, et cetera

Religioas are by and large egotisti-

cal, selfish, greedy and self-cen-

tered And what's worse, they dis-

guise their defk.its in the sheep's

ckxhing of kindness and goodwill.

As loi^ as you're blindly following

the dogma of the Church then you

will never see the trouhle> tfiat it

The biggest tragedies of human

history have been the direct result

of religious fervor The Sakm

Witch trials. The Cnisafes. The

hokxaust. Sept tl. They are the

results of fundamentalism and the

haired of o»k* belief by another

These all result from one religion

attacking another

Most religions preach that they

are the only true religion, and ihat

all other beliefs are nothing more

than empty idolatry. There is no

room for acceptance of other belief

sy^items: you are either right or

wrong. They make great strides in

controlling their constituents,

brandishing the followers with

rules that tell them the correct way

to live If you don't folkiw the iron-

clad gukleliiK*s. then you are wrong

and you aren't beneath contempt

lujok at the controversy sur-

rvHinding the attempts by gays to

have marriage beiK'fits in

Massachusetts Look at the uproar

that Catholics caused after the slate

k;gislature decrecxl that a ban i.>n

gay marriage was ilk-gal li s a man

ifestation tJ' hatred and discrimina

lion inherent in the Catholic

Chuah (a chureh 1 mast confess

that I am technically part of.

though it shame^ iik- to say so )

The disgusting k-vel of homopho-

bia rampant in the Catholk reli-

gkxi turns homosexuals into sec-

ond-class citizens, and preaches

miokfrance for those who happen

to fall in kive with those ol the

same sex. And this a religion that

says kjve thy neighbor''

Who are we to think that our

set of bcHk-fs is more important

than another person's? Who are

we to say that the Catholk. lewish

or Ntonnon religKMis are the ulti-

mate religion to practke'.' How do

we know that when we die arxl get

to evt-n thai we won't find that the

Hindus. Buddhists. Pagans, or any

other were right all akmg Maybe

there's nothing up there. Or maybe

we'll run into Zeus and discover

that tlw Greek stories we consider

myths were actually the truth.

All 1 am saying is that religion is

in the eve of the believer Who's to

say that in I.IHX) years our own

religions will be anything more

than lolkk)re, studied by anthro-

pologists picking through the

bones of the past. We don't even

know if God really exists.

And the Bible, Koran and every

other holy book' Stories written

down after generations of oral tia

ditkxi. Not exactly the most trust-

worthy source of material (anyone

out there play the game

Telephone'.' Then ywu'll know what

1 mean.)

But still we have millions upon

millions of peopk who assume

that they are right. And what does

it cause? Racism. Sexism.

Homophobia Ami Semitism.

Conflkt Haired If there was no

religion there would not be any

abuse of woman in Islamic coun

tries. If there- was no Christianity

there woukl be no murder of

Matthew Shephard. for his lifestyle

woukl not conK- under a moral sig-

nilWr Religion began with the best

ol intentions, but even the best of

inientkxis are- wrought with the

wor>t of disappointments. Though

I belk-ve abolishing religion workl-

wkle woukl help to hinder much

of the hatred in ihe world and

bring about some semblaive of

peace. I also believe that people

shouU be abfc to belk-ve w+iat they

want So I just kave by wishing

that peopk- re-ali/e that beliefs are

indiv idual to each person and not

worth the hate that stems from the

conflkts of religion.

johnny Donaldson is a

Collegian txtlumnist
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UNSAFE AT Any ^cre^ s^.

A reality television meltdown

Cartel

I've grown

very tired of

late. Although

my sleep has

been peaceful,

iind 1 suffer

from no mala-

dy, an inces-

sant exhaus-

tion creeps st

me through-

out all my
waking hours No coffee can

assuage my fatigue, no slumber

can ward off this unrest, and

it's as if my soul is being

drained from my body so slow-

ly that it has almost gone unno-

ticed — until now.

I've looked at my life, and

tried to find a culprit, tried to

find the incubus who has stolen

my former vigor and after some

serious thought and contempla-

tion. I believe the malefactor

has been found This cruel and

formidable adversary has crept

thought every iota of my being,

draining me slowly. But now
that I have located him. this

parasite will be done away with.

Who could it be? What dastard-

ly creation is causing my
anguish and giving me no

reprieve'' The scoundrel is real-

ity television, and I've had it

with him.

Granted I'm taking a dra-

matic stance on the effect reali-

ty television is having on my
life, but seriously take a step

back and think about all the

time you spend in front of the

tube. All those times you swore

you were going to start writing

that paper ahead of time, but

instead you were sucked in.

forced to watch some horrible

smut like "Celebrities

Uncensored" or "The Fabulous

Life of INSERT LAME
CELEBRITY HERE." Those are

shows I like to call "train wreck

TV" because they're so horrible

that you simply cannot turn

away, even though you know

your IQ is probably being sig-

nificantly reduced by merely

tuning into them.

While there are some quality

shows on television, such as

"Family Guy" or the entire line

up of the HBO network, most

of TV has become a toilet of

which spews petulance of the

foulest kind Seeping with the

stench of reality programming,

so much of television has gone

the way of the sewer, and I can't

take it anymore. It's like visual

manure: it's cheap, and il

stinks, but it tends to cultivate

the baser human emotions, our

enjoyment of cruelty, our

delight at the embarrassment of

others and even in a very shal-

low sense our hope for love.

But what do we gain from

admit, some of it is pretty

amusing. But look what we
have lost. Once, a well-written,

well-acted television show was

seen as a form of human
expression. While there are still

shows Ihat fall into that catego-

ry ("Sex and the City," for

example) the demand for them

seems to be what is waning. It's

gotten to the point of thinking

that wc will settle for cost effec-

tive reality television in place of

shows with artistic worth, and

what a sad place that is to set-

tle.

It seems that with so many

of the major cable networks, in

the end. it always boils down to

the almighty dollar In the name

While there are some quality shows on

television, such as 'Family Guy' or the

entire lineup of the HBO network, most of

TV has become a toilet from which spews

petulance of the foulest kind.

this excrement on parade?

Unlike real manure, we gain

nothing at all.

To those of you who are

thinking. "Oh. how dramatic!

She's being far too harsh," I say

that if you want some reality,

why not try going outside and

living life? Is this what we've

been reduced to? Fools who
prefer to watch even bigger

fools pathetically pretend to

live "real life" in front of cam-

eras, drones who sit in front of

the idiot box searching for real-

ity instead of creating some of

their own. Last lime I checked,

life wasn't led by a bunch of

models in an all-expenses-paid

chateau/mansion/ is la nd/RV.

But hey, maybe it's just my life

that's different from all that.

So right about now you're

probably thinking. "Alright, so

its crap, we all know that. But

what's the harm? I think some

of it is pretty funny." 1 have to

of saving a few dollars and

cents, the networks give us

shallow dramality TV. or shows

about stalking celebrities.

While some of it is amusing, it

doesn't change the fact it is the

antithesis of all that art is, and

the antithesis of depth and

meaning.

It's quite possible that you're

OK living without these things.

If you are then that's fine, go on

and diligently watch your reali-

ty TV, I'm sure it's all you

deserve anyway. Yet for those of

us who still value the artistic

expression that once was inher-

ent in a good show, it is time to

realize that if we keep feeding

into reality television, it's only

going to grow. Who knows,

maybe in time there will noth-

ing but reality shows on TV.

and what a sad time that will

be.

Elizahelh Carter is a

Collegian columnist.

HIGH HOPES FOR

COLLEGE HOOPS
This IS a MMOdortul tune to be a

student and college basketball Ian

The early season games are over

and conference championships are

right around the corner

The Atlantic 10 Conference has

always prided itseft on providing

the very best in intercollegiate ath-

letics Not |ust on a basketball

court, not |ust on a baseball or soft-

ball fiek), but all fields of play and

in all aspects of the event That

Includes the behavior of our fans

When you go to Atlantic 10 venues

you see the finest that sport has to

offer a great event and a great

atmosphere That is one of the

many reasons why attending

events at Atlantic 10 institutions is

always fun and exciting

Last season, we had an unfortu-

nate incident regarding the men s

basketball team at St Bonaventure

University We can all agree that

what happened does not reflect the

spirit of competition of Atlantic 10

institutions Despite everything that

occurred, it is time for all of us to

move forward and enioy the sea-

son

I hope that the spirit of athletic

competition will continue as it has

in the past As I mentioned earlier,

one of the reasons i enjoy attending

games on our campuses is the

excitement generated by our fans

and the civility in which this excite-

ment is expressed I ask that you

continue to root with passion for

your school and to conduct your-

selves in a manner in which we can

all be proud

Best of luck to you and your

teams.

Linda Bruno

Atlantic 10 Commissioner

QUESTIONING PRO-

ISRAEL POSTERS

As a Jewish American graduate

student, I am disgusted and embar-

rassed by the "pro-Israel' posters

that I have recently seen around

campus While I sat in a class In

Herter today, I read their slogans;

"There's only one nation in the

{Middle East that protects your

rights: Israel " "Which of the Middle

East nations protects and encour-

ages freedom of the press? Only

Israel." "Where in the Middle East

can an Arab woman vote? Israel

"

I am not going to attempt to

address the misleading and inac-

curate nature of these statements

(except to say that Arab women can

also vote in

Lebanon, Jordan, and Egypt,

and they voted in Palestine in

1996.) What bothers me most is the

concept and tone behind this public

relations eflort How arrogant must

we be If we are—-like the bully on

the playground—building up our

own reputation by putting down

others'' And how la/y must we be rt

we are frying to change peoples

view of Israel by advertisements

rather than action''

My real question is this: it you

are Jewish and you care about

making Israel a better safer place

why not work to make Israel a

place that doesn t need a PB cam-

paign'' If you care about the kind of

justice and democracy and free

dom that those posters profess

why not put your time, money, and

energy toward helping impover

ished Bedouin communities in

israef

Toward protecting Israels envi-

ronmenf Toward putting a stop to

rising Israeli poverty (according to

recent statistics, nearly 40 precent

of Israel's children live in poverty)''

Toward coexistence pro)ects

between Arabs and Jews'' Toward

helping Arab citizens of Israel

achieve true equality with Jews''

Toward finding a just and peaceful

solution to the conflict with the

Palestinians''

I think that Israel would have a

better reputation in the internation-

al community if more "pro-Israel"

activists spoke as loudly and force-

fully about these issues as they do

about how great Israel is

Why not improve Israel's image

by taking action—commit yourself

to working for peace and justice for

all people—rather than by hanging

up propaganda posters?

Lesley Yalen

English Graduate student

FREEDOM AND

HONESTY
In his Feb 5 article, "The price

to pay for freedom," Gilad Skolnick

told a story about Elhanan

Tennenbaum an Israeli man who

was captured by the terrorist group

Hezbollah and imprisoned for more

than three years It is apparent that

Skolnick has great concern for

Israel and is proud of some of its

noble aspects. Israel should be

praised for these aspects but one

cannot ignore the egregious crimes

committed toward the indigenous

population.

Skolnick cites the Israeli news-

paper, Haaretz, in characterizing

the story of Tennenbaum.

Strangely, he leaves a few details

out. Skolnick writes that

Tennenbaum was kidnapped

"while on a trip to Europe."

Haaretz reported on Jan, 29 that

Elhanan Tennenbaum, a Colonel in

the Israeli Defense Forces, entered

Lebanon illegally more than three

years ago when Lebanese militia

captured him Haaretz reports that

Tennenbaum claims he WM
searching for information on miss-

ing Forces Captain Ron Arad

According to United Press

International Captain Arad was fly-

ing over Lebanon when his "plane

was hit by its own bomb over

southern Lebanon in October

1986' and was captured by enemy

forces

However. Haaretz reports that

Tennenbaum "didn t deny trying to

make some money" when he ille-

gally entered Lebanon and people

are questioning his initial claim.

Haaretz reports. "Shin Bet (Israel's

Security Agency] and police intend

to charge Tennenbaum with various

felonies and say he is suspected of

both criminal and security trans-

gressions, including alleged drug

trafficking
"

Aside from the aforementioned

omissions Skolnick also creates

some intereshng details Skolnick

writes that Tennenbaum was "fre-

quently tortured' and denied nec-

essary medication Haaretz reports

that Tennenbaum said his "captors

were more humanitarian than he

had anhcipated. giving him food on

time and taking care of his medical

problems

Skolnick also writes, "Until

recently, no one knew anything of

Tennenbaum's whereabouts" But

in a previous paragraph he writes

that Tennenbaum's captors "denied

(him) the medication that his fami-

ly had sent him " How can the fam-

ily provide medication when no one

knows his whereabouts'' Haaretz

reports that Israel agreed to

release "430 Arab prisoners, most

of them Palestinians" but Skolnick

labels the released prisoners as

400 arrested terrorists.

'

Skolnick quotes Victims of Arab

Terror International as saying Israel

released "hundreds of dangerous

terrorists, including ones with

blood on their hands." This organi-

zation is quite simply an outlet for

Israeli propaganda. One can go to

their Web site to determine the

group's objectivity

Skolnick attributes "Israelis

compassion for its citizens that are

locked away and tortured some-

where" as the reason for the Israeli

government releasing "400 terror-

ists."

After reading Haaretz it

appeared to me that the Israeli cit-

izenry's compassion did not reach

as high as Its government officials

who seemed more concerned with

"whether he gave away secrets

and if Iranian or Syrian officers took

part in his interrogation in addition

to Hezbollah men."

All of this is really missing the

big picture. Why were Ron Arad and

Israeli Defense Forces in Lebanon?

Ethan Burke

UMass student

In depth: Election '04

Reforming the Some bones to pick with Kerry

college voter
You can say what you want about our govern-

ment, our so called democratic system, the people

who run for office and American voters, but I lor

one am excited: excited to watch, excited to vote.

This year we've witnessed and will continue to

watch as democrats try to decide who they are,

and what they stand for. and who in turn should

stand for all of us. one nation,

c
I

Da,
I

under (one) president, indivisi-

'''' '""
ble, with liberty and justice for

all - or so we presume

The nine democrats who made a run for the

national democratic ticket this year came from a

myriad of places, and showcased the diversity of

the presidential hopefuls, one unseen in former

years. Not only did a black man choose u- run,

but also a black woman. A governor Irom

Vermont who everyone said would not be unable

to raise the money to run his campaign anywhere

outside of his cow-strewn stale became the first

candidate to use the Internet's power Dean may

rant at high decibels, but he ran the first cam-

paign funded on the power of the World Wide

Web. Infiltrating students and radicals human

contact starved, computer aided existences

through the Web he financed his crus:ide for can

didacy on the five and 10 dollar donations o'

those same politically unlikely students and starv

ing radicals The IX-mocralic P^^rty is as diverse as

this nation, and although this is to some their

Achilles heel; it is in lact ihcir Ntrength - as il is

our nations.

Diversity has coirn; to deline the Dcmociiiiu

Party and the dem|U,ra^y in which we live

furthermore. regari^Wss of how undefined the

Democratic Party <iiay currently seem, especially

in comparison u* the easily identifiable stereoiyp

ical homogenollis republican image, one undeni-

able driving Uicior of unity for democrats in 2004

is our u^^ing hatred of the aforementioned

reouWkfflhs specificalU the Bush administra-

tion.

l>:m..H.idii^ nominees, for the first time since

lohn K Kennedy rpn for office, are directing their

messages to students. To unseat an incumbent

republican president with visible ties to powerful

American industry leaders, and intensely loyal

supporters across state lines, the Democratic

Party must be ready to flood the polls with voles.

Votes must be won. stales seduced and all votes

counted including absentee voter ballots.

Massachusetts, the state with more students

enrolled in higher educational institutions than

any other, remains unenlightened to reforms for

absentee voters. Elections, both federal and stale,

are conducted at the municipal level There are

351 municipalities wiihin Massachusetts that

each conducts ekxtions. lot towns, the local offi-

cial responsible for conducting elections is the

town clerk, and for cities, the city clerk or an elec-

tion commissioner, as the responsible official,

generally conducts elections This means that

Massachusetts, as docs each state, has the right to

decide how they want to handle absentee voters.

Some states, such as Indiana have progressed

beyond the tedious absentee ballot votes for

enrolled college students Indiana allows in state

Mudents. registered to vote, to cast their votes

(for federal and state elections, but not town or

counts) on their college campus regardless of

whether it is in their precinct or not. Students

who take advantage of this option, one which has

increased student voter turnout according to a

press release from the Indiana State Secretary s

office, mark off on iheir ballot the district in

which they are actually registered to vote so as

not to screw with census statistics.

Massachusetts residents registered to vote may

only do so in their home precinct regardless of

whether that precinct is a permanent address with

a guardian far from the students residence at

schoc»l

To apply as an absentee voter, and have a bal

lot mailed to you at an alternative address from

that which you are registered under, students

must download a request off the State Secretary's

Web site (www.staie.ma.us/sec/elc/eleidx.htm) to

receive the absentee voter ballot.

It is a confusing, and often annoying task, to

request an absentee voter ballot in Massachusetts.

Enlisting voters means not deterring them for any

reason - even something as seemingly small as

requesting an absentee voter ballot. Students

have the power to vote and aren't using it. One

reason why is the inconvenience of the absentee

voter ballot - and the question of whether or not

these votes are counted at all. This could easily be

remedied, and democracy further revitalized, by

state legislation allowing students to vote on cam

pus for federal and state elections.

If you wish to vote by absentee ballot for more

than one election in a year you may make one

application and request that ballots for all elec-

tions during that calendar year be sent to you.

If you vote by mail, make certain the applica-

tion arrives at your local election office early.

Remember, the ballot will be mailed to you. You

may mail or hand-deliver it back to the election

office but must arrive before the close of the polls

on election day (8:00 p.m. for state elections^

If you cast your ballot at the clerk's office

before election day. plan to visit the office two or

three weeks before the election. You can make

your application and cast your vote in one visit.

Call Ihe clerk's office to make certain that the

absentee ballots are available. Absentee ballots

should be available three weeks before an elec-

tion.

S.I. Port is a Collegian columnist.

Editor-in-chief debate

Thursday 2/26 at 7 p.m.

in the newsroom.

This is miindatory for

all Collegian staff.

In recent weeks it has become

increasingly apparent that John

Kerry will win the primaries.

And with that, he'll be going up

against President Bush in what

the mainstream left are already

envisioning as a Battle Royale: a

standoff of fate rather than of

men.
Ideology or the American way'.'

War or peace'.' Special interests

or the will of the people'.' These

are the questions that both the left and right-wing

voters are looking for And I'm here to say that

they won't find them.

I'm here to tell you that this election is going to

be the opossum in the road of American history —
a farce; yet another compromise for those who

want change in the next four years. With no fore-

seeable decent candidates for the 2004 election,

it's enough to consider saving the ink I cast my

vote with.

When will the republicans and the democrats

finally give in to the mutual attraction and go with

the one-party system"' Because that's what it

seems like we re doing. During election time, no

one should have to feel like they're voting in Cuba.

Behind the filler "progressive" policy points

that every democrat owns (abortion, gay marriage,

etc.), Kerry's politics are a ludicrous matchup to

the slash and burn policies of Bush. Eor the past

three years, Kerry has been nothing more than a

lapdog for corporate interests, all to thei benefit

of the Bushian ideologues — we might as well run

the Olsen twins a^Min^i each other l.ets's take a

glance, shall wc.'

One interesting a>in.,.i of this year's election is

that Bush and Kerry make up two ol the 800 liv

ing members of Skull and Bones, a secret society

established at Nale. According lo the New York

Times, the 2004 election "will represent the first

skull-io-skull match up ol Bonesmen in history
"

The Skull and Bones Society has been at Yale

since IJ<?2 and has been home lo some of the

most powerful men in America since that time_

Many men have climbed the steps of the "Tomb,"

their official ceremonial hall, including the elite

names of Taft. Bundy. Ilarriman. Rockefeller.

Goodyear. Stimson, Pillsbury, and Kellogg

Along with these names. Bush and Kerry went

through the order's highly unorthodox rites of ini-

tiation. Only 15 men a year are "tapped" to join
{

the society. The Boston Herald reports, "new

members must spend an evening before a roaring

fire in the Tomb recounting details of their sexual

history to fellow members."

Although generally denied, some of the mem-

bers are known Nazi collaborators, including

Prescott Bush, the president's grandfather The

group is also said to adhere to an ideology that is

known as "svnarchy," in which Hegel's "final end"

is reached when the state is to eventually replace

God.
Of course, if I were to judge these two candi-

dates based solely on their past memberships to

elite Nazi-affiliated secret societies, I'd be labeled

a conspiracy theorist. So let's look at their most

recent political records too.

With Bush now president for almost a full

term, it goes without saying how poor a job he has

done Sept 1
1 -based freedom rants only take you

so far when you're caught stonewalling at least

three separate commissions to investigate whv

your administration screwed up on three separate

occasions. Million dollar PR stunts only go so far

when you send 100.000 troops to go and find

things that don't exist. I've said plenty more in

previous columns.

But what about Kerry".' Polls suggest that over

half of America is fed up with Bush, but is Kerry

going to come in and make good on his rallying

cries for change'.' N'ou have a better chance of find

ing all those stockpiles of weapons that Cheney

still waves his cane about.

According to I.A Weekly, Kerry "has taken

more money from lobbyists in the last 15 years

than anv other senator" And on top of that, the

same article reports that Kerry has, in fact, come

through for all those high rollers

When it comes down to il. he seems to be a

2000 version of Bush —before the Patriot .Act, the

military adventurism, the bloated bureaucracy,

and the corporate debauchery And by the way,

what do all those issues have in common".' Well.

Bush may have proposed them, but Kerry had no

problem rubber-stamping them.

ov«" V|«*'.
~

For starters, lohn Kerry voted in favor of the

Patriot Act — some of the most constitutionally

buckling legislation ever written Kerry can't say

he didn't know who would be in charge of carry-

ing out this act He probably can't even say thai he

read it Does ihi«. sound like responsible govern-

ment to you".'

Oh yes. hes against ihe \»dr in Iraq now. but

thai was well after he siuck his head out of the

sand to make sure the coast was clear- well after

he signed a blank check for war to President Bush

And if the intelligence Haws are good enough to

put Bush on the hot seat, Kerry is next in line.

Kerry also had no problem signing President

Clinton s Telecommunications IX'regulation Act.

which limited radio and television broadcaMing

exclusively to corporate influence

When it comes down to it. neither Bush nor

Kerry is a "man of the people" as they claim to be.

Kerry is a man who has kept his career alive by the

same siep-on-your head politics that Bush has

used To think thai either of these men would be a

benevolent, or even a benign head of state, is a

naive fantasy.

Mark Ostroffts a Collegian Columnisi

Torn between liberal values and reality

ĵS^
Scott

Let me preface all of the fol-

lowing with a few things. I

voted for Ralph Nader in 2000

I still have my Nader/LaDuke

button and it even traveled with

me to Anchorage where he was

slightly less heard of I voted for

a candidate who I admired then

and had no misgivings about

putting an \ next to his name

[Idddnjl! on the ballot""^'""~
I did not consider the con

suiiier advocate turned political-headline a spoil

er when Gore was not selected for the Oval

Office, and maybe I was naive, but instead of

making the move to Canada. I hoped for the best.

"Did I expect George Bush lo f* il up as

badly as he did' I don't think anybody did." John

Kerry said in November to Rolling Stone maga

zine.

I couldn't agree more. Perhaps it was the

naivete of a college freshman, but when Bush

won I was not expecting jobs, stocks, security,

global image, taxes and general responsibility for

the country to be totally disregarded

But I knew, as I now realize day in and day

out. that there is always an opportunity to expose

the emperors who wear no clothes, and I knew,

or hopcxi, that whatever bastardization of a dem-

ocratic process still existed would help root out

the ill-fitting president. Aligning myself off to the

left. I voted Nader as an independent, and still

consider myself unaffiliated.

Dead set in the pursuit ol the goal of no more

Bush are also some strong Democrats. Eor many

months now they have picked up. dropped out.

surged and withered all the while under some ol

the most intense media and personal scrutiny.

So in theory 1 should be happv that another

voice is speaking out against the admipistration I

have despised (if that's a strong enough word)

since that fateful day when Bush took office. But

I am not.

Instead. I am incredibly uneasy.

I guess I see Nader as more likely to send shiv-

ers through this election From what I've heard

on Public Radio, from what I am imagining run-

ning through Naders head, he is standing for

what he believes In. getting more voices for more

than two partie» into the fray, opposing corporate

owners of candidates And this is tearing up my

political conscience

With nine months left until the

election, the Nader campaign

can give birth to a grassroots-

propelled candidate who, if he

gets 2.7 percent of the vote, can

potentially set off a country.

I agreed then and now with Nader's politics

and message. I voted with the vision of a 5 per-

cent green party victory (as it would have provid-

ed a little more access for a third party) and was

upset when only 2.7 came in.

1 knew then that Gore would not lose

Massachusetts and even now I can't see Bush

winning the Commonwealth. But it isn t

Massachusetts that I am worried about. Of all the

bad tastes Gov, Mitt Romney and his predecessor

lane Swift leave, they are not as connected as |eb

Bush, they did not. and likely will not. have a

state counting specks of paper: they did not help

swindle a nation and probably won't do Ichi much

damage this time around. I donl think Romney s

perfected coif will adorn national news come

November.
While elections are won and losi in any num-

ber of states, the Bay Stale is not typically worn

some in elections You can pretty much jump to

a conclusion aboui where the Northeast will land

before Wolf Blilzer can rest his laurels on it

But Nader poses a national shakedown that is

both admirable and upsetting. He can get on

more ballots than naysayers predict, he can get

written in where he doesn't get printed and in the

hot spots of the country where candidates walk

the edge of a knife. Nader could (dare I say it)

spoil something.

Were the election today, I really wouldn't

worry Nader has had three days to build support

and make his name known. But with nine months

left until the election, the Nader campaign can

give birth to a grassroots-propelled candidate

who. if he gets 2.7 percent of the vote, can poten-

tially set off a country.

It should be said here, as I timidly place my

support behind Democrats and not the

Independent, that the fact that Nader poses an

obstacle is a shame to the liberal ideals Kerry el

al. should be embracing

Nader is tireless and principled. He does not

see himself as a spoiler, a president (I don't

think) or a national celebrity. But he is an advo

cate who is unbending for what he believes in

Politically spotless and staunchly liberal, he was

a conscience vote for many in 2000 and rests eas-

ier on the mind than most in 2004 He has called

into check the only opposition to ihi- poini of

Bushs
Meanwhile. 1 will hope things work out and

that the ultimate goal of "no more Bush" is real-

ized. And if Kerry. Kucinich. Edward", and

Sharpton are worried about losing to a more-lib-

eral liberal, maybe they should look further left

and see whv that grass is growing greener.

Scoil iJdridge II is a Collegian Columnist.

Critical thinking skills not just for homework
j__.. .!.„. ,„.., ..,c T„ m.. iih.-n a nerson euuates bowed out.

After creating a

stench in the pri-

maries and pulling

;i Dukakis by sub

Mituting a

dinosaur growl for

a working knowl-

edge of the rela-

tionship between

Stephanie self-lmage and the

d'Chpa media, Howard1^ Dean last week

finally dropped out of the race for the

Democratic presidential nomination.

(Sidebar: In 1988. Dukakis was

running against Bush senior for pres-

ident and broke himself by posing for

pictures in a tank with a huge helmet

on his head that made him ltH)k like

Rick Moranis in "Spaceballs.")

With Dean's experience in

Vermont, the state that brought the

nation both Phish Food ice cream and

a case study on civil unions, coupled

with his tagline of M.D.. a synonym

tor smart, he was well on his way to

pleasing left-of-center America

through the next presidential cycle, or

at ;he very least, until this November

Unfortunately, the candidate peaked

preniaiurely. and although his follow-

ers swore it was no big deal, it really

was. To everyone who rocked "Dean

for America" hyperlinks in your pro-

files during the last few months. 1 say

to you. "Take that, your beliefs!"

I am not bashing the Dean camp.

per se. but there is an adage that says

people are liberal in college but

become more conservative when they

grow up and raise a family. II Weird

Al were conmiissioned to generate

school spirit at the University of

Massachusetts through song, he

would be on the

phone with Olivia

Newton lohn asking

for permission to

change "Let's Get

Physical" to "Let's

Get Liberal." Many
young people come to

this school without

refined political

beliefs, and it is safe

to say that most

become more liberal

as the semesters and

the discussion sec-

tions go on. I am a

liberal lady, and I

think that it's time lor

Bush lo go. but at the

same time. 1 consider

liberal to be a dirtier

word than republican.

At UMass, it seems that people

are compelled to take the liberal side

of every issue, or in the case of the

nomination race, stand behind Dean

simply because his campaign manag-

er told him that college students

enjoy
.

Internet blogs and bumper stick-

ers. To me. when a person equates

republican with evil, he is ignoring

the tool of examining an issue Irom

multiple sides. When I went to the

registry last summer to get my hori-

zontallicense. I registered to vote.

Although I usually fall in line with

democratic views. I

checked the

Independent box I

want my opinions to

be formed by obses-

sive CNN.com
checking, not the

oflicial stances of one

party or the majority

of kids in my classes.

Many former Dean

supporters and non-

republicans in gener-

al have pledged to

vote for the candi-

date that is most like-

K to beat Rush in the

presidential election.

This philosophy

comes from the fact

that if everyone who

voted for Nader in either New Hamp-

shire or Florida voted for Gore

instead, then Gore would have won

the election, lohn Kerry and |ohn

Edwards are now in a cage match for

the nomination, and I encourage

everyone lo pay attention, instead of

letting their eyes glaze over during the

next few months now that Dean has

Many young peo-

ple come to this

school without

refined political

beliefs, and it is

safe to say that

most become more

liberal as the

semesters and the

discussion sec-

tions go on.

bowed out.

As added entertainment bonuses.

Kerry is married lo Teresa Heinz, as

in the ketchup, and lohn Edwards

refuses to badmouth anyone by

name. Nader, defying conventional

reason, announced Sunday that he is

back in the saddle again.

If you are not registered to vote,

wipe the crumbs off your shirt and go

do it. As Nader and the state of

Florida both proved last time, one

vote does count for something. If you

are not as well versed in current

events as other people, don't be

iniimidaled. With issues such as the

war. the economy, gay marriage and

public education, this election is

heated, and there is something for

everyone to care about Give yourself

a base knowledge b\ googling candi-

dates to find their oflicial sites, and

visit the Special Reports section of

CNN.com, which is good for

overviews.

1 started reading the news from

scratch a couple oi years ago. and I

now have a sick. \ci enjoyable addic-

tion lo it. Browse the headlines every

day. and you may gain an apprecia-

tion for the absurdity and relevance

of what other people di.> with their

lives everyday. Al the very least,

you'll start gelling political cartoons

and jokes on late-night talk shows.

Stephanie OSIiea is. a Collegian

columnist.
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Folk legends give

Northampton tans

an extraordinatY show
B\ ]OHS Cl.\Ml'A

li>tUOIAN lilRKtSKtNllfcNI

New film fails to shine

FefTon with

Pamela

Means

imini

itiil

NORTHAMITON - A tremendous crowd gath-

ered at the Iron Horse Thursdav evening to indulge

in a health) slice of feminist testimonv and reflec-

tion. The> convened to see legendai^ Canadian

singer/songwriter Perron teamed up v».'ith the evci

feistv Pamela Means to deliver an incisive and mo\

ittg shou

Through v.ontrasting sets, each pcrfonner

served to complement the other through their dis

tinct si>les: Means utilized her frenetic strumming

to drive detailed Ivrics that were laden with cutting

con>nientar>. while Kerron s sub-

tle acoustic textures and melliflu-

ous arpeggios allowed her com-

plex tales of love and self-discov-

er, to step out to the foreground

and capture the attention of the

crowd.

Adding an air of urgency to

the perlbnnance was the current

political atmosphere corKeming

gay marriage. As outspoken les

bians. Perron and especially

Means refacted much of their

material and dialogue through the veil of the issue s

controver>> Itaving to a highlv allied audience,

allowtxi thieir songs to CMct an uncommon forve

and resonance, despite the inherent lack of risk

involvc-d Vver the less, the show had a bold

urgenc-y to it. scfvii^ as a call to arms for the atten-

dees.

Means opened the show with a barnstorming

fivc-V)ng srt that examined issues of female and

racial idemity Wielding a strafed Manin guiur with

a hole worn through its soundboard ala Willie

Nelson, she set the evening's tone with "Maybe You

Shoukl." a Mistering rocker that confronts male

amhivak-nce toward women's societal fears.

Similarly, the scathing "Two Halves." combined

images of corporate comiption and racial profiling

to incc-nse the singers own independent muse, no

doubt the product of her bi-racial ethnicity.

SonK-what akm to Ani PhPranco in her stance

artd styfc. Meaas' playing is nK>re ribakl and her

voice is stronger, if not quite as polished, as her for

midaWe contc-mporarys. In "Augusu," an achinglv

beautiful plea for love and courage. Means dis

plaved her s«.*j|ful roots and her ability to reach

Lindsay _
lohan falls

dramatically

short of fan

expectations

By JOHNN\ IV'SALIHt^N
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Pamela Mean> punctuated the night's per-

formance with her fiestv folk tunes.

I

Indie iiims reeling at iiMass MuslcJans nottoying around
Annual multicultural movie festival underway

For the past two weeks the

Interdepartmental Program in

Pilm Studies at the University of

Massachusetts has been holding

its annual "Massachusetts

Multicultural Film Festival" and

for the I 1th installment entitled

"the global lens." independent

films from such countries as

Russia. Brazil. Turkey. Israel.

India. Ihe U.K. and the U.S.

have been presented.

Today the festival continues

and in celebration of Black

History Month, there will be a

showing and discussion of the

new 30th anniversary release of

"Wattstax; The Special Edition"

- the documentary of the 1972

Watts Summer Festival concert

which has been affectionately

dubbed 'the Black Woodstock.'

The screening will be in the

Isenbcrg School of Management

room 137 at 7:30 p.m.

"Wattstax" tells the story of

one of the prominent entertain-

ment and social events in

African-American history. Set in

Watts. Calif. - a large Black

community of Los Angeles - the

movie creators captured one of

best gatherings of African-

American music artists in con-

cert history. Some of the mind-

blowing performances on stage

and shown in the film include

soul legend Issac Hayes, blues

master Albert King legendary

and Stax Records artists Rufus

and Carla Thomas.
Director Mel Stuart also got

lucky enough to give the gener-

al public its first look at one

the finest comedians of all-

time. Richard Pryor. The crew

filmed the charismatic funny-

man when he was pretty much
an unknown in a small club in

LA.
The film also details person-

al accounts of many members of

the Watts community with rare

interviews and revealing com-

mentary of the concert, the

neighborhood. "Black Los

Angeles." and the post-civil

rights movement period in the

Unites States.

In the midst of South Central

Los Angeles' race riots and

police concerns about large

gatherings and the film show-

cases how Stax - the legendary

Memphis soul music label -

made this concert event a

social, political, and musical tri-

umph.
Preceding tonight's screening

there will be an introduction by

Ernest Allen, co-chair of

African-American studies at

UMass.
This event is free and open

to the public.

Information in this article

was used from wattstax.com.

- Glen Straub

Vice Dolls come out kicking and screaming but lack experience

By Cameriw J. Wix)l)s

In need of an angry anthem to

reek havoc to? The Vice IXills ma>

ju-st be able to fill such a netxi. Right

from the start they assault

the listener with music so

layeixxi and loud that it

barely qualifies as music at

all. In fact one would be

within reasonable limits it

they dcx-med their v^ork

nothing more than noise.

The five members of

the band may look like the stock

image of jaded suburban tcvnage

angst gone to seed, but their music

holds messages and emotions that

lack frum much of the industry

today.

V|ce Dotts

I .e<id V txalist Carrie Nance belts

out her Ivrics at a speed that tran-

scends comprehension, as wx'll as

most grammatical rulc-s. Though

she is Irving her best lo convey tcvl-

ings ol anger, rage. abandonnK-nl.

Nance's voke comes out

far lo juvenile soutxling lo

be taken seriously It may

take a few listens to grab

hold of what Nance is

screaming, but if one can

set aside her childish

sound and translate the

fragmentary lyrics one

may find a wealth of adrenaline

supplving emotion.

riieir dmms however are- in

need of some fine-tuning and per-

haps some Aderol. Noticeably their

favored instmment. as it is the only

thing that ever

drowns out their

vocals, the Dolls

scx'in to lack a need-

ed focus for their

percussion heavy

tunes. Drummer
Cody Fruilt shows

skill in his ability lo.

within a single song,

completely change

styles a dozen times.

If Pruitt could find

and stick to a

rhylhiTi for more

than two seconds it

D€ TRYING would improve the

CXXRTtSVl.Ki.'^Sl lib K iJ'

From left: Kvle White, Kvle Scott, Greg Jaeger, Codv Fruitt,

Carrie Nanace make up the yinithful Vice Dolls.

Hop. they do have a suiplus of ener-sound »)f the Vice l^lls greatly.

Honestly listeners nccxl a sleadv

beat, even if. all ihey'iv (loing to do

with it is mosh.

Tlie Danville. 111. natives play

very fast hardcore music with just

the slightest bit uf metal and even

some garage j)unk lo make their

cacophonous tunes.

"Die Irving" is the IXills lirsl

major avord release and it shows.

Not every band can hit the ground

mnning and hav a debut album thai

makes them a Imusehold name, tor

a few seconds anyway Fortunately

though the l")olls don't completely

gy and |XThaps it will he this spirit

that wili drive them to evolve out ol

their freshmen shortcomings.

This alburn may not be worthy

of the "Best New Artist ol the \ear"

award, but it pre'sents a band that

has all the raw materials ncvded lo

become something noteworthy.

Fortunately, or unforlunalely

depending on taste, the disc runs

just short of an hour, making it an

experience similar lo a band-aid

removal.

Peal away at your own discre-

tion.

Brass band ready to tune up winter blues
JeeJl-aCtfeSS fallS

to satisiv audience
By BRA1M.EY Fakbekman

t'xXXM.lAN SlAH^

Care to escape the New
England tundra for an evening'.'

Look no further than

Northampton's Iron Horse Music

Hall for a dose of New Orleans

heat when The Dirtv l\)zen Brass

Band set up shop tonight at 7 p.m.

The NOLA-based octet has

made crowds across the globe

stand up and get funky for more-

than 25 years, and when they bring

their potent gumbo of jazz, blues

and traditional Crescent City lare

to Noho tonight, you can be sure' to

leave your worries behind.

Touring in support of

recent Ropcadope re'lease.

-We Got Robbed! —Live

in New Orleans." the

ensemble has been

spreading the gospel up

and dowii the East Coast

as of late, converting dis

believers along the wa>.

The tXizen. comprised

of six horns, a guitarist.

drumiiK-r and a bass play

er have made the road

theirs over the past quar-

ter century, blazing a trail devoid ol

conventional instrumentation.

If you were wondering where

the deep bass was coming tioni.

chtxk out IX)zen member

lulius McKee. McKee's

soulful sousaphone. a

variation on the tuba,

holds down the low end.

wrapping its grooves

around drummer Terc*nce

Higgins' second-line

magic.

And magic is not a

noun limited to the

ensemble's dmmnier: it's

a good way to describe the

Dirty lX)zen e\(X'iience. Vbu are

invited to watch them transport an

Iron Horse audk,-nce to Mardi Gras

or the- French Ouaner ^ou are

invited to watch trumpets; tami

bone and saxophones lih the spirit^

of a packed New PngUind housi

and liven up its inhabitants. Hie

ssncopated iiiajests ol the lX>zen is

not ^olIlelhing to be taken lighllv; ii

is to be taken deep, and straight to

the soul.

But tiK'n again, as one of theii

trademark tunes might advise,

"ain't nothin' but a jiarly "
Look

out lor their new recoid latei this

year, and chcvk out their work on

Dave Matthews' solo release.

"Some IVvil."

Ferron and Means entertain Noho
Legendary folk musicians play to a full house at Iron Horse

FERRON from page 6

beyond conventional folk trap-

pings. The ballad "If I Were."

w^krh showcased her stre-nglh as

a writer. exteiKled this approach,

deepening the singer's ability to

offset raw power with subtle pre-

cision For the closer, the martial,

defiant "Amen." Means rein

forced the shows political postur

ing. and made for an intriguing

transition to Perron's headlining

set.

Pem.>n. a main-itav on the folk

scene for iK-arlv thnv decade>.

began her perfonnance with

sonK minor technical ditticulties

Ever the seasoned perionner. she

took the opponunitv to spiKif on

her age and "declining" abilities.

Humor abounded throughout

the set. providing needed respite

from her rapturous songs

Like Tom Wails. Perron is the

rare songwriter that has the abil-

it\ to inject striking images ol

intimacv into her work, so much

so as to make the listener feel as

For over three Jetadrs

Fcm>n ha* made folk musii

.

if they are intruding on the

singer's tor the character's!

thoughts. Often, she will weave

her vignettes through biographi-

cal-like landscapes of self-discov-

ery - even if ihev are about -oiiw-

ofv else, ilieir univet>al longing

eventually envelope- the listerwr

as well.

"Giri on a Roail. tlw pensive

opeiKT chronicled the singer's

never-ending lorav into the

unknown. ><vkiiig an ever-elu

sive sense ol sell as found

through her music. Tin; ausieritv

of the liiK. "I>et the life be some

what settled with the life that

song ha- made." -peaks not only

lo the ani-t - work, but al-so our

own.

Alternately. "Higher wi-doni."

and "Snowin' in Brooklyn." both

jddres>ed the unknowable

nature ol another's commitment

AikI the blues tinged "Shadows

iHi a Dime." perhaps the night's

finest moment. exquisiielv

deiailcxl the singer- fear ol k»-s

and a*gret as chaniwled through

the iiK'taphor ol her life's iounH.*y.

Not to be outdone bv the

upstan Means, Perron olleied

her own revolutionarv sfxrak in

"It Woni lake Long." a terse

statement ot purpose with rolling

verses that built to a hc'adv cli

max Tlv -ong -«.>ught to chal

kfnge lutuie generation- lo make

a stand lor wliat ihev Ivlieve in

There were also moment- ol

buovaiwv re-llcvted in -ongs such

as the allirming "Wilkjw Tree."

and "Harmles- love." which

concluded the night with an

apropt)- lolk-shov* ~i

The tune brought an ^ .
i

laughter and connection to a

fulfilling ckxM;.

CONFESSIONS from page 6

centered and egotistical brat

who fails lo understand that the

universe does not revolve

around "Planet Lola."

But the girl somehow can

still attract -atelliie- into her

orbit, such as the uptight good

girl Ella (Alison Pill I whom she

befriends and the personalitv

deficient bo) (Pli Marienthah

awkwardly shoehorned into the

movie to present -oinelhing akin

to a love interest. These rela

lionships come a distant second

and third lor is it second and

filth) place to Lola's que-t to be

Britnev Spear-

That quest begin- with hei

landing the lead in the schotl

plav (a "hip" urbanized updai^

of "Pvgmalion" titled, sigh.

"Eliza Rocks!"! and gaining

entry lo a \ IP puriv thrown by

her favorite band. Sidarihur

Thankfullv. were never given .i

chance to ba-k in Sidarihur >

genius poes>. but we do get

glimpses ol "Pliza Rocks!"

Needle-- tci -uv. it's not the

kind ol plav to put most higli

-chool show- to shame. Nope

II would be lar more to shainc

most high schc>ol- to put on

-uch chee->. cornhall drivel. It

disgrace- both Stevie Wonder

and David lk>wie land. well.

George Bernard Shaw, tool but

it does give Lohan the chance

u> -how off her wannabe pop

star skills, which are consider

ablv stronger than those ol

Duff

But, I ni sorry, this "Drama

Oueen" ain't so cute It's a stilt-

ed, superficial and comedy-free

assemblage of teen girl cliches

that even a demographically

appropriate audience member
(sav. my 13-year-old niece)

would have been bored with.

Luhan ma> charm, but she may

be a charmer bereft of a career

-hould she continue with roles

like Lola Cep. I could barely

stand **0 odd minutes with this

insincere little girl. How could

anyone stand lo live a lifetime

with her'

AJam Garcia plav* Stu, the

Ittkrn love iniermii in thi- film.

«AIRCllTS.,-ilO.

ired of the Dorms?

S NEVER TOO EARLY TO

K FOR AN APARTMENT
LINCOLN REAL ESTATE*

oin Real Estate

isant St.

8 7 » . .

„„^, _-_., icfi ore ally, com
Vccuv^'iiQ applicafltns for J>in« 2d03

Till PiZZA AhPRNATiVE!

Coupons Online @
dpdoughxom J
256-1 61
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Take a FREE practice test at

Kaplan's Test Drive and find out.

GRE Feb 27th!

LSAT. MCAT and DAT Feb 29th!

call for details and to reoister

To retiister. call or visit us onlme today!

KAPLAN
Tes.t Prep and Admissions

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com testdrive

\rIiEE DEUl/EsiYri

11 am - 2 pm
4 pm - Midnight

7 days a

week!

We Accept OCMP!

Call
I

582.00661

Located on Rt.

9 next to the

Registry
.1
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Swimming wins Atlantic 10 title Hawks take Patience is llie key with lappas
By Mafi Baksiou

With 10 out of 25

Massachu-^etts mens swinuTicrs fin-

ishing first or second in this week

end^ Atlantic 10 ClianipiiHiships.

the Minutenien became the second

team in confereiKe history to win

four consecutive titles.

The men swam to a 840-585.5

victor, over second-place St.

Bunaventurc, 840-585.5. Also

UMass diver Marv Jenkins look

hoiiH- gokl in the otie-vnic-tcr dive,

with a score of 252. 10.

Freshman Greg Chartier was

named Hrst-Team All-Conference

for his vktorv in the 400->ard indi-

vidual HK-dlev ( 5:54.77 ». Felbw

freshman tiordon Leonard was

honored likewise, after swimming

a leg on all three v^inning relav

teams. Kven Swisfier. the team's

backstroke specialist, was named
First -Team for his winning effort in

the 200-vard back ( I 5!.b8»

"The freshmen were u hufe

addition to the team, l^st se«on
we k>si eight seniors who stored in

last vears A-IOs. but the voung

guvs were abk- to come innigh lor

IK," said cuach kuss ^arwoiih.

who was lamed Coach ol the ^ear

for the fifth consecutive season

lunior Misst-uri transfer Justin

Zeliiiel? was luimed First-Team

All-Conference, after claiming

thrcx- individual tilkrs. Zeimet/.

who won an event on all three

days, captured gokl in the lOU-vard

buck (5l»m and lOO-yard free

(45 51) His career-best tiiiK- of

20.84 in the 50-vard free Ixvame

the sixth fastc-i in L'Mass historv

Senior Sean tollins aitd junior

Ryan Matthews t«wned up Mith

Zeimexz and U*anard on ihe win

ning 200-yard free relay team

1 1. 22.84).

All ihcKie involved in winning

rela> teams were named to the

First-Team All-Conlcrencc. includ

ing Owen Scollan, who aiwhored

the winning 40O^yard free rela>.

Senior captain Connor

Townsend spent Sunday celebrat-

ing a four-year stint as A 10

Champion, after helping the cause

with a victorv in the 2U0-vard flv

(1:51.10).

UMass junior l^lari Smith took

lirst in the 100-yard II), earning

him a spot on the First-Team, con-

tributing to Massachusetts' six

indivkiual titk^. IXiring last year's

tournament Smith won the 200-

vaid n> with a lime of 1 .5 1 .20.

"Between Zeimetz and the

freshmen, we had several new

additions contribute." ^arworlh

said I knew the guys had tak'nt but

1 wasn't sure thai thev could fill the

hole k'ft bv 10 graduating seniors."

On the women's side,

Massachusetts came in fifth out of

nine competing team> The

MinuiewcMnen were in contention

loi lourth-place until kx)sing out to

\avier by less than 10 points on

ihe si-as«.)n's last relav race i >78 S

>8t«)

Iri-captains Diana Alberti,

ChriKicn Oxter aiul Lauren

Rowell. were named ScvcuKlieam

.AII-ConfereiKe lor tfieir succes.> in

the women's 200-yard medkfv

iclav K'ining the seniors on the

wifuiing rclav team was fa-shnwn

sprinter Nk;ok' l^eBarge. Albert!

also kd UMass scoa'rs v*iih a sex-

undplace Tinish in the 200-vard fly

The butierflv specialist gradu-

atc-> second all tInk among UM
swimmers in the 100 and 200-vard

flv

team approach

'tioat tke side ehutsWti

Dr. Lee Kane
Chiroprmotic Rtiymlcimn

Participating provider for most
insurano*. inotuding auto,

student maurance & QIC

Amherst Famtty Chiropractic

ST. JOE'S from page 10

ing win against Gonzaga. tones

has heard all season about how
the Hawks' weakness inside

they've been out rebounded
8b*i-78b - could hurt them in

the NCAA tournament.
"1 take notice to it. I take

everything kind of personal."

Jones said. "1 played with a

chip on my shoulder."

So did Carroll after he start

ed the season so slowly that

Martelli briefly considered a

lineup change, instead, his

faith was rewarded when
Carroll went 22 for-iO from 5-

point range over a five-game

stretch early in the A- 10 sea-

son.

Carroll is shooting 47 per-

cent from 5 point range and is

the only other Hawk averaging

double digits 1 10. 1 points). His

long- ball presence takes pres-

sure off the other guards.

"Had we had to keep going

with just lameer and Delonie, I

don't know if we'd still be

undefeated." Martelli said. "We
had to make sure that he

understood that we weren't

calling it a slump. The shots

were going to come."

Thev have all bailed out the

Hawks at limes.

Saint Joseph's trailed by one

midwav through the first half

against Boston College until

consecutive 5-pointcrs from
Carroll and Barley started a 10-

run. When the Fagles pulled

within three. Barley and
Carroll again hit consecutive

5s. helping the Hawks to a 10-

point win.

When Nelson had what he

described as one of the worst

games of his career against

Delaware, [ones responded

with 1 4 points and 1

1

rebounds in a 2 1 -point win.

After a sluggish perform-

ance in a win against Rhode
Island. Martelli criticized his

team's effort, except for

Barley. "Barley gave us maxi-

mum effort. The rest of them
went through the motions,'

Martelli said.

Starters Nelson. West,

lones and Bryant are all shoot-

ing over 50 percent from the

floor, with Carroll close

behind at 4b percent.

Stachitas is shooting 51

percent from the floor, includ-

ing 47 percent from 5-point

range (2^-for-62). He made
four 5s in a 5 l/2-minute span

as the Hawks' lead ballooned

from three to 21 against

Drexel.

Still, as valuable as their

contributions are. the Hawks
know their postseason run will

go as far as Nelson and West

take them.

"They deserve all the recog-

nition they get," Carroll said.

Without them, this team
wouldn't be where we're at

right now. Those are the two
main guys that reallv make this

team go."

Nelson said the Hawks
couldn't be thinking about a

No. I seed without his team-

mates.

"Everybodv contributes,

everybody brings something to

the table," he said. "We under

stand we're all in it together."

MARZELU from page 10

grotesque levels of ineptitude.

Without a marquee win of this

degree, the 2005-04 sea.son will

once again be considered a failure

by any standards, let alone the

nearly-unreachable ones set by

maroon and white-clad hopers and

dreamers pining for the glory days.

With the fan base that once filled

the 9,4*J5-seat Mullins Center

nightly having either graduated or

vacated the Pioneer Valley with

Calipari, tho.se remaining are left

to lake their frustrations out on an

undeseiving target: l.appas.

The fact remains, what the

Minutemen accomplished in the

early 40s was a pure example of

catching lighming - a.k.a. Mareus
Camby - in a bottle. Prior to

Cambv's arrival, Calipari worked
to build the Minutemen into

perennial national contenders and

A- 10 dominants. With the arrival

of No. 21. UMass crossed the

threshokl into the national elite,

setting the stage for an epic sea.son

and an epk' decline.

Now, as St. Km^'s attempts to

better UMass" record unbeaten

streak, the Hawks have similarly

trapped natural ekxtriciiv. Prior to

National Player of the ^ear candi-

date lameer Nelson's arrival on

Hawk Hill. S|L' was a perennial

national contender atop the A- 10.

Now. with Nelson's tenure nearing

a ck>se. the HawLs are making

their run at becoming the lirst

wire-to-wire unbeaten since

UNLV
As Boston Gk)be columnist

Mkhael Holley pointed out in a

recent picve. luring a dominant,

immediate impact player like

Caiiibv to a place like UMass is a

thing of the past With the evolu-

tion of the Internet, players like

Cambv don't sneak from

Hartford. Connecticut to anv

where- but the cream of the Dl
basketball crup. thev sneak up on

you. like Nelson.

Point being? Continue to give

Steve l.appas and these

Minutemen some time. Through

the frustration of three painful

seasons, Lappas has managed to

lure some quality, young impact

players to Amherst. In some

instances, he's been more success-

ful than his predecessor. Bruiser

Flint. However luck (i.e. Stephen

Briggs. Michael Lasme) has not

been on his side.

Whether or not St. joe's runs

the table and captures a national

title or not. all should remain well

in Philly. Head coach Phil

Martelli and his system are

entrenched on Hawk Hill and

with Hawk fans, and serve as an

ideal model for what Lappas

could become: recruiting solid

talent with each passing year,

always just one big break away

from a magical season and a

dance with destiny

For l.appas, the same could be

true if he is provided with similar

faith that Calipari was in the late

1^)80s. and is not asked to recre-

ate the impossible that many feel

he needs to in order to keep his

job. Regardless of what many

believe, his program and its

young talent is on the upswing,

and may be just two years away

from legitimacy and one big

break beyond that from a return

to iiational prominerKe.

Whether or not St loe's surre-

al season comes to a titling end

tonight or not, the Hawks shoukl

serve as a reminder of what coukJ

be. Give Steve l.appas the time,

the confidence and the resouaes,

and a perennial A- 10 contender

with national aspirations he will

soon produce. Fire lappas if he

does iK>t accomplish the unthink-

able tonight, aixl Febniary 24.

14<N> will never again be pussibte

\Ukc Marzflli is a Collegmn

(.vlumnisi He can be reached at

\tarzeUi_coHepan<lh/ahoo atm

UMass to battle St. Joe's

|n«>1 «o
549-1500

MEirS NOOP from page 10

bck'ic vvciy game you're rK>t

going to score as much as you

usually do because you're think

ing about scoring." Freeman
said. "At the beginning of the

season I was focusing on
rebounding and things like that

and that led to me scoring and I

think that's m> problem right

now I just think I have to go to

day OIK' and just pay attention to

rebounding and just play

defense and focus on that and

the points will come
"

When askc*d about ihc quali-

ty of the St. loe team in compar-

EXPRESS
From the mall store you love

Women's & Men's

W;^ifr 'fir

VISA

(^GOT CLOTHES?
Prices starting at

Tops $6.99
Jeans $12.99
Blazers $19.99
Shorts $9.99

ison to other top schools.

V'iggiano - who sprained his

thumb in Monday's practice -

Freeman and junior captain

Xnihony Anderson all agreed

that the Hawks backcourt is the

best there is. Guards jameer

Nelson, a Pre-Season First Team
All American and National

Plaver of the Near candidate,

and Delontc West arc the go-to

men for the Hawks, as well as

the players the Minutemen will

have to stay close to in order to

stay in the game.
"Anybody that's considered a

great player. I love to go up
against." Anderson said of

Nelson, "but we don't really

cover each other that much.

They push every screen, we push

every screen ... but it definitely

makes me elevate my game."

Nelson is averaging 20 points

per game and has been named a

finalist for the Naismith Award.

the Adolph Rupp Award, and

the inaugural Bob Cousy Point

Guard of the Year Award. He Is

also closing in on St. loe's scor-

ing record of 1,985 points held

by Bernard Blunt. With just

three regular season games
remaining and what kioks like a

promising post-season cam-
paign. Nelson is just 71 points

from breaking Blunts record.

1 ike UMass. the Hawks have

been playing four-out. limiting

their production uiKicr the hoop
and focusing on guard play.

Aside from closing the middle.

Lappas believes that the key to

containing St. loe's is to limit

their shooting from 5-point land

and. of course, stopping Nelson.

"He definitely, without a

doubt, means the most to W»
team." lappas said when ques-

tioned about Nelson on |an 20
"He might be the best player e

country."

in the
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Union
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>looking for a
good time?

>8 day berlin/prague getaway
expk>re the czech republic and germany!
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
I SuiO«r

10 ti«m* Hiruutii b*Ml>
14 Tut) m »i«tndga
15 PtvRa (i>( fT1«<M
16 Collar or fckmi
17 Aubaryal autfiof

18 Qt«M»d
19 PIK*
20 One*
?2 Sitfwy*
23 Paiiotsd
24 QuanMn • c#iarg«
2e Pop •ngw Can
29 Cfan^-cctoimti

dogs
33 BTWKa
34 Sam ««• phon*
36 On*, lo Fnu
36 Acm - OrllMn
37 EvakjMM
aa tMhatoUi* Shwnu
30 EwMr
40 JawMM
41 lM4 00)dW
42 Mmmitnm muatc
44 Son l««»i«i

45 On •)• ahaitoisd
•Id*

46 M**n« o> aniMilng
48 Hot** anU**
SI L»v1h«arta i1

a I oKm mgiadlant
se B*acoaptM>

S8 OakiafMna
&s Fiarv.««ixy <*••
•O P>ov*<«
61 PoQ(> out
63 Qlanvwoua
63 Knaan naadt
64 fr»n tor boamg

DOWN

piuviuua puzZLi socvco

miaii iirjiitd tin

naltfibor boy

UUtD UlJUuig

MU)« HCini'l IdWII
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163 Sunderland Rd. - N. Amherst
lust north of the apartments

Great new deck!

WED. -Reggae Night Junte party

THU. ' Special Brew house rocker*

FRl. 'Open Irish Seisiun

SAT. "The |ohnny Stevens Band

February Special!
Molson:

$2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher

"Start your own tradition." .^
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Daily Weather Forecast

For Amherst

WEDNESDAY
• High: J

7

• Low: 11

THURSDAY
• High: 37

• Low: 14

FRIDAY
• High: 41

• Low: 22

^̂1^

tit

Dining Commons Menu
DC contact 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Baked Ziti

• Kickin' Chicken

• Beans & Rice

tvegani

• Cjardenburger Riblets

I vegan)

DINNER
• lurkt'v C ullt'l

• Scrcxl with Herb Crumbs
• Madras Tofu Curry

(vt'gant
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On iUti today
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Clen Strjub
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AmeliJt P. Lincoln
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Scott Hdn(lf(e II
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Cory RosenhifK
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Ivn rk'Mcglid/ Mollv [gflk'slttn/
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u Even the President of the

United States sometimes has

to stand naked.

-Bo/j Dybn

mm

aquarius • ian. 20-FrB. is

Ri'vivt' vtMjr hafjpy nature with a trip to

the day spa.

pisCeS • FfH 1<»-Mar. 20

Lfssons learnetl the hard way are lessons

well rememlx*rt>d.

aries • m.ar. 2i-apii. 19

Be taretui of the mistakes in your past,

they will come back to haunt you.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Tie the paper from your straw in a knot

and pull.

gemini • mav2Muim. 21

Make Iriends m high places you never

know what tonmn tion»> vou'll m.ike

cancer • iun. 22-ill. 22

Quit plcuing games with their heart.

[>on't lead people on.

leO • lu.. 23-Auc. 22

Clean up y«>ur rrir)m, vou may be getting

some unexfXH ted visitors.

virgO • Au<. 2i-Stt'i 22

Don t t(>ri»et ycxir old tnends.

libra • SfPt. 23-00 22

You are not cool. You will never be cod.

You're cooler than cool. You're Ice cold.

Scorpio • on. 23-Nov. 21

Be a proud autumn lover, the leaves are

so pretty.

Sagittarius a Nov. 22-DH. 21

Don t tool around with badgers, they are

alwavs lookini^ for trouble

Capricorn • dk 22-ian. 19

Shake hands with a tirm grip. No one

likes a floppy fish.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
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BranJywinc .Api--. Now

leasing, liSi.2 heclnxmi

apts. Leases hcKin June.

July, Aug or Sep. First

come, first ser\e. C'let

them while they last.

vvww.branJvwine-

apt.'>.cum Sror Hy or

Call 54')'06W.

Hohart C^)nJos ^ IvJ-

H3om, hardwixx] flix>rs,

study area in basement.

Cable, telephone

(intemct access) in ail

bednxuns and study.

NOW SHCWING for

JUNE and SEITEM-

BER. NO FEES.

www.ambersilincolnre-

altv.com 25 V7879

Center of town 1,2,^

bedrooms; hardwtxxJ

fi<x>rs. New SHC^W-

ING for JUNE and

SEPTEMBER. NO
FEES, wu'w.amhcrstiin-

wlnrealtYCom 253-

7879

N AiniicTst, 1 Kinii 1

1/2 mi UMass deck

$625 Pets OK Hdwd

tlixirs Avlb4/I maybe

MH.ii.r =14^)-:062

AUTO FOR SALE

1987 BMWE 5SPn

268K miles Runs great

Mnstsc-il$l,OOO.L\^

41^-5^-7580

|99UMdsmohlc

C'utlasCaerra, I68K.

Reliable, new pans,

$650 or best offer 4 n-

25V6861

$500!!! Police

Imp Hinds, Hondas,

C chevy's, Jeeps, etc. For

listings 1-800-319-H23

Ext. 4554

FMPIOYMFNT

5aH:ampJobs. NY,

PA. New England. 1-

800-44^-6428

www.summercampem-

1

ployment.com

Live m KibyMtter need-

ed for two girLs this

summer in Wellflcet,

C^ipeC^xi. Salary,

rix>m, boiird. Please call

508-M9-6W2

Cniise Line Entr\

Level on K<ard posi-

tions available, great

K'nefits. Seasonal or

Year round. 94 1-329-

6434 www.cniiseca-

reers.com

SUMMER INTERN-

SHIP Excellent

.ALlvertising, Sales, and

Marketing op(>inunity.

F^im $3000 to $7000+

an«.l gain \aliiable busi-

ness experience work-

ing f< )r the UMass

Official Campus

Teleph(<ne Directory.

C.RHAT RESUME
BeXYSTER !C -ill

Kiersten at Around

('ampus, Inc. 1-800-

466-2221 ext.272 www.

, iroundcampus.com

FMPIOVMFM

TbetIMassf,x.tKill

team is kxiking for

interested students to

fill the position i>t

video .issistant starting

in late spring

Ex(XTience prefem.\l

but will train. C^mie K'

apart of the (Champion

tradition! Contact Rill

Sisler, vidtx) director

577-0319

Marketing .Agency

Seeks Outgoing High

Energy Individuals for

promotions $1 5/hour

888-477-6668

www.hausprom» >tions.

com

B.irtender Trainees

Needed. $150.00 a day

p>tential. bxal ix>si-

tioas. l-8a"^-29i-3985

ext 516

"Barteniling"

$250/l>.iy Potential.

No Experience Nesc.

Training provided. 1-

800-965-6520 Ext. 162

FMPIOVMFM

Summer nanny |>>si-

ti(Xi caring for 2 Kiys 5

.ind 8. Weekends

Spring and Fall tull-

rime (40h(Hirs).

Experience preferred.

C:all 625-2288.

FMFRTAINMENT

Experienced 1 1 ip-Hi >p

ni 41 3-335-5226

FOR RENT

Brandywine 1

Bedrix)m. On bus line,

gas water included.

Immediate (xcupancy

978-835-4571

HOUSE FOR RENT

5 BPRM Hoiisci)n

Main St. Bus Line

Heat Include.

18cV/Mo. Call Aaron

41^256-8747

S(R\ l( FS

Math/pbysics tutor

SFRVIC FS

available; $30/hoiir;

$20/hiHir (travel); call

l>. Kline (41 3-552-

3805)

We di> l.iptop and

desktop computer

repair st.ming at

$39.a\ 41 3-584-8857.

Pregti.int .' Need help.'

Call Binbright ot

Amberst area for tree

resting and assistance

549-1906

prec^.nanc:ytf>>t

INC ^ HIV Testing,

Birth Control, and

Emergency

C Contraception.

AttiirdaMe and confi-

dential. Tapc-stry

Health. 27 Pray Street,

Amberst. 548 9W2

TRAVFI

Florida only $69 one

way all taxes included.

Mexico/t'ariNxMn

$125 each w,iv all taxo

includ«.\l. Europe $169

one way. B»x>k i>n-line

ww"u..iirtcxbcom or

(212)219-7000

«l Spring Bre.ik

Vacatums! Cancun,

J.imaica, .Acapulco,

Biibamas, 61 Florida!

Best Panics. Best

Hotels. Bc-st Prices!

SpiKe is limited! Btx>k

Now 61 Save! l-8a"'-

234-7i.X'7 www.endless-

summcnours.com

Spring Break 2l\M.

Tra\ el with STS,

Amenca's *1 Student

TiHir (.\>erator to

Jamaic.i, C.incun,

Acapulco, Bab.imas

and Rorida. Now hir-

ing c.impus reps. C 'all

tor group discounts.

Infonnat ion/RescT\atio

ns 1 -800-648-4849 or

wvvw.ststravelconi For

more intonnation con-

tact STA Travel .it

413-256-1261

Spnng Rre.ik 2004 It's

here..Kxik now!

Lowest Prices Hottest

P.inies^l .Xirlines

Wliat iThire cm vihi

.isk tor!!! vNA\A».sun-

spl.ishtours.com 1800-

426-7710

887-4-C;ANi:l.N Bc-st

price. UMASS VEN-

IX")R selling spring

break p.ick.iges. 1\> not

get s<.mimed, t'ancun,

Negril .Acapulco,

Bahamas, Flonda. $$$

campus reps e.im $$$.

Flipii.iiion.i.om 877-4-

cmciin.

WANTED

EC.tHX'>NORS

W'-XNTEP! Fee tor

don.it ion. Women
iiuisilx- 18-30 Call f»»r

applic.ition. Steven

Lit:, Atiomev ( ^17)

996-20W lic»10328-49
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Unbeatable?
No. 2 St. Joe*s brings its perfect record to Amherst^ Crucial

one for

Lappas

By Becky Hdrdwhy

The only plate to go is up.

Tonight, the Massachusetts

men's basketball team will face

undefeated No 2 St Joseph's in

a game that means more (or its

pride than its record The
Hav^ks. winners of 24 consecu-

tive games to start the season,

are one of onl> two remaining

unbeatens on the Division I

level, and with a win over

UMass will pull within a win of

matching the Minutemen's

Atlantic 10 record of 26 wins to

begin a season, set in fi^ife^?.

"We have expectations of

ourselves." UMass coach Steve

Lappas said "We want to show

well and pla.\ well, but as far as

outside people expecting us to

win, I'm sure nobody does."

After an ugly Ib-poini loss to

Fordham last Saturday, the

Minutemen CI- 15. >-** Atlantic

I0» are on a four gatne losing

streak and lcM.>king to step up

against the No 2 Hawks (240.

150 A 10).

"We're just going lu give ii

our best." sophomore forward

leff \iggiano said. "We have

nolhmg to lose If we win great

if not we'll hopefully play hard

I don't think we can play much
worse then we did against

Fordham. s«j i hope we can fin-

ish the season off strong, and

anything can happen in the A-

10 tournament
"

SophorTK>re Rashaun Fre«man

screes.

'We have nothing to lose but

we have a lot to prove." he said

"We're definitely going out

there tomorrow tenacious, just

trying to play the best that wc

can and try to focus on the

things that we know that we can

do."

The teams met Ian 21 in

Philadelphia where St. loes

defeated L'Mass <J2-67. Three

Minutemen were in double fig-

ures, while Viggiano and sopho-

more Rashdun Freeman regis-

tered double doubles.

Freeman scored 1 7 points

and pulled down 12 rebounds in

his first meeting with the

Hawks, but he's been off his

game lately, unable to finish and

in some cases unable to get

shots off. As has been true

throughout the season. Freeman

has been talking to his coach

about how to improve and stay

on his game.

"After competition Lappa*

said that I put it on myself to be

the leading scorer and he says

that if you have that in mind

See MEN'S HOOf on page 8

Mike

Maizelli

Key cun«rihutor> to St. Joseph's 24-Kamf winnmu »trtak include clinkwise from lop left: Stnior guard Jamier NrlM.ii. liu

Joseph's Hawk, head coach Phil Martelli and Junior Kuard DeU>ntt' We.st.

i-v;i-ndarv St.

I I

February 24,

I ^^\ >^% - a day

I ^&-| that will live in

ll'^l infamy

Hj^^ For Massach-

^^^H usetts' men's

^^^^^P^^ basketball fans,

|^^^^2^^H the niemory it

^^^^^^^^^
a painful one.

It was then, on

that coki. New
"~ England after

noon that George Washington, led

by old nemesis Mike laivis, posted

the smgle greatest victory in the

hi.story oi itv nien'-> baskethall pro-

gram when the (.'oJonials deleaied

top-ranked. undefeated

Massachusetts 86-76 at the

Mulhns Center.

Kroin there. UMavs went on to

win another nirv: games in a row

and captured its fifth consecutive

Atlantic 10 titkr. but eventually fell

to National Ctiampion Kentucky

in the NCAA Final Four However.

riding the cuattails of such amaz-

ing success, head coach John

Calipan bolted Amherst (olkjwmg

the scBson to uke a multi-millkm

dollar cxjntract with the NBA'f

New lersey Nets, and Minuteman

baskethall has suffered because of

it ever sirKC-

Now. eight years and one day

bter. it's the Manoun and While

who will try to play spoiler in the

cnK-k'si uav for No. 2 St. kjseph's

and tlx-ii legion of fans, wtien the

Flawk-s put their 24-game winning

streak »)n ihc lir>e at the Mullins

met
Fur beleaguered coach Steve

lappas and the MinuteiiK*n. the

opportunity like it was for larvis

and the Cokxiials in '^ - is there

for the taking. Reduce the number

of unbeaten teams in the ruition to

one - Stanford - and UM«.vs will

become the talk of the college ba*-

kethall world, much like dW was

when it krxvked off the team that

Refu-scd to Ixjse.'

However unlike larvis. lappas

IS seemingly on his last kgs at

LIMa.s.s. and may be coaching to

save his jc>b tonight Coming off

an unbelievably ugly losS at lowly

Fordham on Saturday, the

Minutemen are orwe again suffer-

ing through a kjsing sea.son. and

have seen fan support plummet to

See INARZEUJ on page 8

Unbeaten Hawks have more than just a great backcourt
By Dan Gi^lston

.'Kss<x lATf n I'RtSS

PHILADELPHIA - Saint

Joseph's is more than a two-

man team.

When the Hawks need a

defensive stop. Tyrone Barley

gets the assignment. A 5-point-

er? Look for Pat Carroll or

Chet Stachitas to take the shot.

Dwayne lones and lohn Bryant

have been steady in the front-

court.

Turns out there are more
contributors to this special sea-

son than the dynamic back-

court of lameer Nelson and

Delonte West. All have been

needed at some point to help

keep the second-ranked Hawks
undefeated (24-0. 13-0

Atlantic 10) going into

tonight's game at the Mullins

Center.

"I think people think that

this is the [ameer Nel.son and

the Delonte West story." coach

Phil Martelli said. "Our great-

est strength is the group and

what each guy brings to the

group. They all bring that spe-

cial ingredient."

The other Hawks don't mind

if they're underestimated. They

wouldn't want it any other way.

"A lot of people think if they

shut down our guards, they can

beat us. " Barley said. "We have

so many other ways of beating

you. If one of them has an off

night, we'll get it done."

Barley, a 6-foot- 1 guard and

a career reserve, had his chance

to move into the starting lineup

evaporate when Nelson decid-

ed to return for his senior sea-

son.

The Hawks, though, often

use a four guard lineup, leaving

Barley on the other team's best

shooter. Against Temple on
Saturday. Barley and West dou-

ble-teamed and frustrated

David Hawkins, holding the

nation's third-leading scorer to

only 1
» points on i-for-21

shooting.

"I lake a lot of pride on
defense. If someone scores on

me. I feel like I let the team

down." Barley said.

Martelli credited Barley

with making Nelson into a bet-

ter player with stout defense in

practice.

"Barley makes him better

everyday." Martelli said.

"Tyrone has a such a fiercenes'^

about him that he never wants

to get beat. If lameer can beat

Barley, he can beat anyone in

games."

Should anvone slip by. he

runs into lones. a 6-1 I center,

or Bryant, a 6-7 forward. Jones

and Bryant each only average

seven points a game because

Saint loe's is so dependent on

guard play, but both are the

only beef the Hawks have

inside.

Jones had three straight

double-doubles in the middle

of the season, and recorded six

blocked shots in a season-open-

See ST. JOE'S on page 8
St. Joseph's John Brvanf, left, Jameer Nelson and Delonte West, riKht. have had 24 consecutive reasons to celebrate this

are two wins away from equalling Massachusetts' Atlantic 10 record for consecutive wins to begin a season.

sea.son. The Hawks

Ziggy Marley set to make

melodies at Calvin

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 5

UMass fails to withstand

undefeated No. 2 St. Joe's

SPORTS, PAGE 8
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Fire shuts down Lederle Graduate Tower Former student

pleads guilty to
By MiWRis SiNc^ER

A fire broke out at 12:46 p.m. yester-

day in the University of Massachusetts

Lederle Graduate Research Center Tower,

causing the building to lose power and

possibly remain ck>sed for several days.

The fire was caused by electrical arcing

in the main electrical room of Tower B

According to the Amherst Fire

Department, the fire had self-extinguished

by the time the first crews arrived at the

teeiK

TWo electncians had been working in

the room prior to the fire, the department

said, fioih suffered mikl snx>ke inhalation,

according to multiple sources, including

the department and Patrick Callahan i>f

the UMms News Office.

The department also said the ekxtri-

cians complained of minor bums The

workers were examined by paramedics

and refused transport to area hospital*.

About 10 students were trapped in efcr

valor two on the 15th floor, due to the

power k)ss. With the help of elevator tech-

nicians already on the scene, the occu-

pants were freed, the department said.

About 57 tirvlighiers, four pumpers,

the ladder truck, three support vehicles,

two ambulances and a chief officer

responded to the iiKident.

One firefighter said he had difficulty

breathing and was transported to Cooley

Dickenson Hospital. He was treated aixl

later released.

UMass police officers quickly arrived

at the buikling to control the accumulat-

ing crowd of onkx)kers. The polk.'e pre-

cautions irKluded stringing caution tape

around the area, deploying two mounted

patrol oflicer> arKJ at least one officer on a

bicyck.

According to Callahan, the arc dam-

aged power delivery within the building.

The Physical Plant then shut off power to

the main svkitch ol the building, and has

been working on bypassing ifw probWin

area, he said.

Environmental Health and Safety initi-

ated a plan at around 2: 1 5 p.m. to save

experimentation that coukl be lost during

the power outage. Researchers were

instructed to move to the second floor of

the Ix-derle low-rise and wait to be escort-

ed in small groups to their offices in the

tower

M 2.50 p.m.. 44 people waited in the

low -rise to return to their research They

expressc"d concerns about shutting down
their experiments or getting them on

back-up power
Peter A. Bryngelson. a doctoral chem-

istry student, said that without electricity

to power his freezer, a sample he has

worked on for about a week coukl go

bad.

"Then again, there's months of work

aivi years of work in the freezers." he

said.

"They contain our life's work." said

Associate Professor Jennifer Nomianly.

Nonnanly. who v^orks in the biochem-

istry and molecular biology departments,

said researchers are prepared for this

Sm FME on paga 3

A firefiKhlrr stands
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A wave ofhope
A brief history of the Unrest in Haiti incites

first black repviblic Haitian student reaction

By Adamma UixiKWi

liKlfl.l.A.N ( iXUUMSlMimi

The beautiful island of Haiti,

roughly smaller than Maryland

State, is kxated in the Caribbean

ocean. As sited from Encarta

Encvck>pedia, the Republi*. of

Haiti, the. first European colony

of the New World, is boundcxl

on the north by the Atlantic

Ocean, and the east by the

Dominican Republic.

Christopher Columbus, upon

landing, ihristencd the entia*

Island "Hispaniola." The main

inhabitants of the Island were

Caribs and Arwaks who called

the island "Ayiti."

The western part of the

Island was ceded to the FanKh

in ib'il. which went on to

KvonK the most prosperous

colony of the New World. Its

chief exports were Indigo, cocoa,

sugar and cotton. In 1791. a

civilian slave revolt resultcxi in

the abolition of slavery under the

commarxl of General Tou.s.saint

l^ouverture, who was a former

slave.

Prance attempted in 1802 to

restore its hegemony over Haiti

by sending an expeditionary

See HISTORY on page 3

By Al>Al^tMA UlX>KWTJ

lx)llil.lAS ( ilRRESPONHIiNT

The current uprisings in Haiti are

not unprecedented occurrences.

However, for the members of the

University of Massachusetts' Haitian

student body, the uprisings are

painful and unnecessary occurrences

in a country that has been through

years of political unrest.

"When I was there. I wasn't

unaware of the issue. The problems

were not as bad. But now. it has dete-

riorated to the point that kids don't

go to school." said Hanania Pierre-

Louis, a freshman pre-med major

Pierre-Louis, who immigrated to

the United States at age 1 5. is ju^i

«ie of the many Haitian students t»i

campus concerned about their home
country

"The Hatian people are scared but

are used to the attempts to over-

thrown the government." said V'onel

l^mour. a sophomore pre-enginecr-

ing major.

Many Haitian students agreed

that the current issues are the result

of the Haitian government's inability

to devote all their energy and

resources to the people.

Ouasim "O" l.aroche. a junior

electrical engineering major, said the

See REACTIONS on page 3

manslaughter
Bv Ama.mia Kotck

I t'itX.IAN I ^iRRtbW>M*Nl

NORTHAMPTON - lennifer

Paluseo. 21, of Plymouth, a former

University of Massachusetts student, pled

guilty to manslaughter at Hampshire

Superior Court yesterday

Paluseo also plc"d guilt> to remosing or

conveying a bcxJy She previously had

pleaded innocent.

Paluseos dead infant was found at

lames Hall IXinniton at UMass, on May

2. 2002 Paluseo li*.es up to 12 years in

state prison or two and a half years in the

house of corrections, according to lodge

ludd I Cartwrt. superior court justice

Paluseo is being heki on S25,(X)0 bail

Her defense lawyers wea* seeking to

suppress siatemcmts alli*gedly given under

dure>s during interrogation, making the

conducted seaah ol her dorm room ilkr-

^m! .Ki^ording to court papers hied at the

MjMi()Nhirc Superior Court on IXv. lb.

2002.

Now that Paluseo h.is changed her

plea, the motion to suppress her state-

ments will be discarded!.

Paluseo's defense lawyers filed an

Alford pk'a. which means that the p^Ts*>n

whik in a state of confusion. rvmeiiib<.rcd

being pre>c"nt at the tin>e of the criitK. but

iHM committing it

"I rvmembcr taking the things frxjm

the bathroom and putting them in the

trwh." said Paluseo during her wourt fwar

ing yesterday.

ludge Carhart then asked her if she

reriH.'mbervd putting the baby in the trash.

Pahiset.) denied this action.

The prostvulor. Renee Stecsc. request-

ed a itecess bixause the Alford pkra wm
not negotiated before yesterdays court

date. After lawyers and Paluseo returned

from the axes.s. Paluseo stated iftal she

did remember giving birth to the- baby and

putting it in a trash fug.

, Paluseo cried as the prosecutor

explained the background ol the case to

the judge

According to the court paper*.

Palusc*o. who was m-years-okJ at the

tinK. was not presentc-d with a Vliratkla

waiver form to sign, rxir was there evi-

dence of a recording or written version erf

an interview that took pb^e between

Paluseo and the police.

Paluseo's lawyers. Ten> Nagel and

Krcderic Bartmon ul Amherst, .irgued that

failure to record the interrogatiim and the

use of involuntary staieiiK-nts by Paluseo

was unconstitutional.

In his affidavit, a written dcxlaratic»n

made under oath before an authorized

officer. Dr lav Holtzman. the psychiatrist

who examined Paluseo the day after the

interrogation, dctcnnined tfvat she had

been in a diss«.H.'iated st;ite and therelore

was not stable to talk .iK>ui hci situation

with police.

According to an .ittidavii signed bv

State Trooper Sgt Robin Whitney.

Paluseo allegedly ackni'wledgcd her rights

and was willing to talk to police

The affidavit states tfiat Paluseo start-

ed the birth control pill in September, but

hv Dcvemher she thought it vviis more

than likely she was pregnant

The affidavit also stales thai Palusc"o

allegi"dlv said that when she went home to

Plvmouth for Christmas, her mother.

See PALUSEO on page 3

Presidential hopeful Kucinich

speaks out against war in Iraq
By Dan O'Brien
("ciLI.rt.lAN SlAFf

1 H .MAN

Democratic candidate, Dennis Kucinich, speaks yesterday to a sUnding-rooro only crowd in the

Campus Center Auditorium.

"We woke up to great news today; we won thir-

ty percent of the vote in Hawaii." Democratic

presidential candidate Dennis Kucinich pro-

claimed to a standing-room only crowd at the

University of Mas.sachusetts' Campus Center

Ballroom yesterday.

The Ohio congressman put UMass on a list of

campaign stops through Western Massachusetts,

which have included Smith College and

Springfield City Hall.

The candidate spoke on a range of issues at the

UMass rally, but the focus of his speech was ihc

on-going war in Iraq. In 2002. Kucinich voted

against the war resolution in Congress.

"If there's a one-word reason why wc went into

Iraq, what is it?" Kucinich asked the audience.

"Oil!" the audience responded.

"This administration lied to lead this counirv

into war, which is why they should be kicked out

of the White House," Kucinich said.

Kucinich spoke out against privatizing the mil-

itary contracts for rebuilding Iraq, and calling for

more diplomatic help from the L niied Naiions.

"We need to ask the U.N. to handle the military

contracts so there aren't any HiilliburK>n sweet-

hearts," he said, referring to the companv oversee-

ing the military contracts whose former CEO was

Vice President Dick Cheney.

Kucinich also spoke of the possibility of a

draft, which he thinks is very likely if the U.S.

Armed Forces remain in Iraq. He claimed that "40

percent of the troops in Iraq arc national

reservists or non-combatants." and that many of

the soldiers that are serving arc staying for longer

perimls than they were oripinallv told.

Kucinich has been poriravin^ himself as the

alternative democratic candidiitc He cites hi.-- vot-

ing record on Iraq as proof ol leadership in the

fight against other democrats and republicans on
what he deems "an unjust war"

.\\ one point he pcrformcil an improvisation of

Oeorge W. Bush in a mock dehnic against

Democratic I'lesidcntial caiuiiiliite lohn Kerry to

show how his stance on ihe war dilTers from that

of rival Kerry. His 50-sccond performance pointed

See KUCINICH on page 2
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SGA denounces Alcohol Task Force findings

Senators vote in support for gay marriage

Write for news

B> MtLISSA Blanksteen
C'oLUil.lAN STA>t

Last night the Student

Government Association disap-

proved of some of the Alcohol Task

Force recommendations and

passed a ntotion in support of

same- sex marria^.

At the meeting the Senate heard

nine motions, and passed eight.

Last week, the Senate had

asked that the two motions dealing

with the ALohol Task Force rec-

ommendations be sent to the

Universit) Polio committee. On
Sunday, the committee disc-ussed

one iixMion that disapproved of

some of the Akohol Task Force

findings for three hours.

"I thought it had to be done,"

said Patrick Higgins. chair of the

wass and means committee, on his

iiKJtion being sent to the University

PolicN committee. "Everyone has a

lake on an issue as important as

ulci>hol abuse, and everyone has a

right to provkle input That's why I

am so proud of this motion,

because I believe that everyone

dkl"

The ntoiion in opposition to the

Ai*.ohol Task Foae findings stated

that the Lniversity shouUl not need

lu restrict dormiiunes by age, that

thi- fraternities aixl sororities do

ixii iK-ed a faculty advisor for alco-

hol abuse and that parents shoukl

iK'i be noiilied of akohol-related

otfense^. It also leked that security

staff be used for dorms with more

than 400 students and for more

rcprvM-niation of students if there

arc ddditional task forces.

The Alcohol Task Force was

formed last year with 2 1 members

of faculty, administration and three

student members. The members

met to discuss what steps the

University should take on the pre-

vention of alcohol abuse.

One of the student members,

Brian Long, secretary of University

Policy, was the sole representative

from the SGA.
This fall the Akiohol Task Force

presented Chancellor |ohn

L^ombardi with an 1 1 -page docu-

ment which included several

attachments with their findings.

The\ made many recommenda-

tions with both long-ienn and

short-term goals. The recommen-

dation being considered by

Michael Gai^ano. vice chancelkjr

of student affairs aiul campus life,

asks that "parents and legal

guardians be notified when their

sons or daughters under 21 years

of age are subject to disciplinary

action due to a violation of the

Universily of Massachusetts

Amherst Alcoholic Beverage

Polk.-y."

Gargano is specifically conskl-

ering setxling a letter home for a

first offen.se when a student is

charged with having a large volunK

of alcohol or providing it to

mitx)rs. A k.'tter will be sent hon»e

when a student is charged with a

second offense lor having an open

container or being urxlerage with

akxihol

Seiutor Tim Busiere led tlie

oppositKNi to Higgirts' motion. Fk
said he felt that akoholism is a

major problem at UMass He

brought several studies to the

Senate to prove his case Based on

the UMass Amherst Project Pulse

Survey and CORF Alcohol and

Drug Survey, he showed that t)5

percent of students believe that

"the social life here at UMass is too

focused on alci.>hor and 74 pereent

of students said that, "too many
students on this campus abuse

alcohol."

Busieres motion, \\hich sup-

ported the Alcohol Task Force

F\)licies, failed.

"It makes me sad." said Busicrc

"I've brought countless studies and

even University polls to demon-

strate the enormous akohol prob-

krm on this campus and its adverse

aflect on students just to have it

rejcvted
"

Alter the lengthy debate.

I1iggin^ said he still showed respect

lor Busiere.

"Tim was a force behind rejtvi

ing the motkxi." said Higgins "I

believe that a k>i ol (Vople gained

respcvt lor Tim, but in the end |mv

motion) passed on lis merits in the

cummittt*e aixl in the Senate."

After a .sccoikI k-ngthy debate,

the Senate also passed a nKXion to

support same-sex marriage.

Serutor Dan fVjmerov aixl Senator

Raul Brens co-wroie the iiKiiion.

which pBs.sed with a ck-ar majority.

Senator Oavid BettetKourt was

the lirst to s^vak out againsi the

ntotion.

"I am opposed lo this motion

for three reasons, rwme ol whkh
are because of personal aniiix>sit>

toward any homosexuals." he sakl.

"One. I don't know liow nianv of
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Brian Long, secretary of University Policy, announces his candi-

dacy for SGA President, last night in the Campu* Center.

vou resd the editorials in The

i Massachusetts Daily) Collegian,

but if you have, you will notice that

there is a serious problem. It says

that anybody who disagrees with

this because of their religion is a

bigot and a honiophobe, and that's

crap. I think if this motion passes,

it feeds into what these guys do at

The Collegian."

Mis second reason was that

the Senate should not be lobby-

ing. Me aisc) argued that he did

not think that the majority of stu-

dents supported gay marriage

Ponurroy lired back, arguing

that a majority of students would

support the motion

"We all represent 250 stu-

dents." he said. "If you don't

know what your constituents

think, then you need to get to

know your constituents better"

Pomerov had brought several

of his consiiiuents to the meeting.

"This effects every student's

future here," said UMass junior

Michael McKinstry. a constituent.

"I don't want to feel threatened

that I am in a secondary relation-

ship."

"We're not telling the students

what to think," said Senator Dan
Pozmanter "I have a sneaky sus-

picion that students will applaud

us for taking a statwl."

In the annouiKement portion

of the meeting. Long announced

his campaign for presidency. As

of now. he does iH)t have a run-

ning male. Higgns also

announced his; he said his run-

ning mate will be student trustee.

Timoths Daly, current governor

of Southwest. Mina Safain. secre-

ur> of public policy and rela-

tions, later lokl The Collegian

that Attorney General Mark
Morrison would also run for the

presidency.

Democratic candidate Dennis Kucinich makes campaign stop at UMass
KUCtNICN from 1

out that Kerry and Bush hold similar

positions on the war The Bush charac

ter was pointing out that |ohn Kerry

had voted w ith him on the U.S. going to

war and agreed with him on his posi

lion to keep American troops in Iraq.

The Presidential hopeful spoke on a

few other key issues, including remo^

ing the US from the North .American

Frc*e Trade Agreement, the World Trade

ind the Free Trade Area

.IS just days ago on his

campaign Web site, he blamed NAFTA
and the WTO for moving many

American high-tech and manufacturing

fobs overseas Fie cited an Akron

Beacon loumal article that said. 'Policy

Matters Ohio, a liberal Cleveland think

tank, said Ohio lost 14.653 jobs from

\*i***i through 2005 as a direct result of

NAFTA"
"I will act swiftly to cancel NAFTA

and the NVTO." he said at his speech.

Another key issue in the Kucinich

I'jign has been a proposed single-

I
i\.i healthcare system. Before the

candidate could answer a question on

the issue, a woman in the crowd

appeared in front of the microphotK

and pointed out how the U.S. is one of

the last countries without a universal-

stvie healthcare system.

"Right now. there is a third

country about 90 miles off the slujre of

the United States that has a single

payer healthcare system." the woman
said, before asking the candidate how
he feels about a universal health care

system

Kucinich responded w> ihc woman
by pointing out the difference between

health care and health insurant.

c

"We have a for-profit svstcm thai

takes one dollar out of every four dot

lars we spend on health insurance for

themselves," he said. "This equals $400
billion per year."

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

met with Congressman Kucinich after

ihc lalK Uhcn asked how he would

pay for his proposed plan for free col-

lege tuition, he answered by saying the

monev would be taken out of the addi-

tional $t»7 billion President Bush spent

on defense.

"I would cancel the lax cuts to the

lop brackets and revoke the extra $87
billion the president spent on the

defense budget." he said. "This would

be included in the St>0 billion I would

spend on education."

The education plan would be appli-

cabk- for any American student who
wishes to attend any public institution,

college or university.

Part of Kucinich's plan for education

includes his Universal Pre-Kindergarten

Act. whkh would buikl on existing fed-

eral and state pre-kindergarten initia-

tives His plan would offer prekinder

garten for people voluntarily and free of

charge.

Kucinich has been consistently near

last in the polls throughout his cam-

paign, except in Maine aiKJ Washington

where he grabbed a third-place win. Mis

first second-place win happened
Tuesday in Hawaii's caucus He came in

second place, beating Nonh Carolina

Senator |ohn Edwards He received

eight delegates from Hawaii, which

now brings his total delegate count up
to 10.

3h

Chiropractic...
The Choice For Me

Jason Kucma is a Third-year student from Medford, NJ. He graduated

from Ithaca College with a Bachelor s Degree in Exercise Physiology

concentrating in Cardiac Rehabilitation

'The only thing that has ever captured my attention was studying tf>e

human body The more I learned in school, the more I needed to know.

The most logical step for me was to become a Doctor of Chiropractic

so I could truly help people

Before making his decision to attend Logan, Jason visited

nearly half of the chiropractic colleges m the United States

"Logan is in the perfect k)cation in a safe, residential area

The Admissions staff are very friendly and helpful and the

faculty are excellent

"

Logan College offers students an incredible learning

environment blending a rigorous chiropractic program with

diverse and active student population If you are looking

for a healthcare career that offers tremendous personal

satisfaction professional success and income
commensurate with your position as a

Doctor of Chiropractic, contact Logan College of

Chiropractic today and explore your future
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A Logan
'^^Bfy ( «lleUe»of*( hiropractic

lann 1-800-533-9210
"^^*" www logan edu

of*( hiropractir loganadm@logan edu Jason Kucmt
Third-YMr Student
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-< March 3,
Performing to recordings of

1 8th and 1 9th century operas

nnade by the world's leading

orchestras and singers, the

eleborately costumed puppets

are praised by audiences and

critics alike for their stunning,

often hilarious physical feats

and amazing life-like range of

expression.

Wednesday, March 3

Mozart's

The Magic Flute

Thursday, March 4

Rossini's

Barber of Seville

Bowker

Auditorium

at 7:30

Jl II' FINI' A'^TS CI'NTI'R

\i||l!.Mr. WIHIIM

For tickets: 545-2511 or

1-800-999-UMAS

www.fineartscenter.com

Electrical basement fire causes Lederle Paluseo pleads guilty

Graduate Research Center to lose power
FME from page 1

kind of incident. Kor them, the

difficulty was getting biick intu

the building to plug their equip-

ment into backup batteries.

According to Bryngelson. the

coldest freezers, which refrigerate

at negative 80 degrees Celsius,

can hold the work at sufficient

temperatures for about five to six

hours without electricity.

The University of Mass

achusetts Police fVpartnient offi-

cers and Emergency Health

Services officials coordinated

escorts, who guided researchers

to their offices in the dark. This

process began at 5 p.m. firsi.

those in charge went over a list of

freezers they knew to be critical to

the preservaticH! of research. The

list, which was from a planned

shutdown of the tower almost

two years ago. had to be updated

before it could tie used to assist

those managing the effort.

The icvniry was a slow paicess

for tioih officials and researchers.

who wailed for several hours as

they were called by floor to return

to their equipment. Within the

first hour only the five highest

floors had been entered.

Those in cfiarge of the process

urged people to go home if they

did not need to tend to equipment

critical to their CKperiments.

Several students questioned

police officers afxjut the reopen

ing of the building and expressed

concern for missing their coui^i-

Multiple sources confinnci.1

that the tower will remain closed

lodav One official coordinating

the iceniiv aniu)unced tfuit the

building may be closed for several

da\s. The closing does not include

(Ik low -rise building.

The town's electrical iiispcvioi

is working with the University to

tunher investigate the cause ol the

electrical arcing, said the AKD
No estimate of the damage

caused to the building w;i^ iivail-

able at press time.

For more information visit

www.umass.edu/closing.

Amherst fire<ii;hii*r» rcitivi- ins(rut.iu>n> troiu their captain dur-

ini* an electrical fire yeslerJav in the Lederle CiraJuate Ti>»er.

PELUSEO from page 1

Klizabeih Palusc-o, aiul lennifer's

boyfriend, William Barms, asked

her if she was pregnant. She

denic*d to both her mother and her

boyfriend that it was a possibility

Paluseo said that she told no

one that she was pregnant and

denied the pregnancy il anvone

asked, including her friends at

school. Her roommate, l.oukisha

llvman. asked Palust'o if she was

picgnaiu in lebiuan. and Paluseo

denied it. according to the court

papers.

On Ma> 1 . 2002. Paluseo v^oke

up with cramps, but didn't think

that the cramps could be related to

having a baby. She said that

around 7 p.m.. she gathered three

towels and her basket ol toiletries

to take a shower

While in the showei. I'ulusev)

allegediv said that she started

bleeding and felt as if something

was pushing down on her abdcMit

Inal area. She thi-n allegedh sal

down iMi ifw floor with the vkater

still running and 'everything came

out, " according ti' tlu- affidavit

Allegedh. Paluseo then

wrappcxl herself in one towel and

wrapped "whatever was on the

floor ol the shower." in another

towel. She went back to her room,

put everything in a trash bag, e-

mailed her sister and friend, ate a

bowl of cereal and then took the

trash to the trash room. The

thought of calling for help never

occurred to her. according to tfie

affidavit.

According to the search war-

rant, police seized Paluseo's com-

puter, aking with items that had

evidence of blood, including a

towel, two pairs of underwear,

trash bags and a pair of scissors.

^'esterda>. itie prosecutor said

that Palusc-o stated that if she had

scissc)rs. they would be in or on

her desk, and that she would have

used scissors to cut the cord but

didn I remember cutting it.

Tlu- affidavit, signed by Paluseo

states. "I do not remember much
ol what I was interviewed about,

although I knov^ it liad something

to do with what had happeiwd to

mc the night before.

"

IV next court date is sched-

uled tor March 31 at the Franklin

Superior Court in Orcenfiekl.

UMass Haitian students react to uprisings
REACTIONS from pags 1

people of Haiti have a history of revolt-

ing against corrupt leaders who do not

practice what ihi-^ «' "m In iv.vi.i i.>

do
One of the iiiaiii vLMi^cms .imung

flailian students is the lack of govern

ment aid given to f laiiian people to build

schools aiHJ rc><Kls.

"If the only place* that are pavi-d are

the driveways of the govemitKTii offi-

cials' homes, then tlwre is a problem

with the distribution ol money.* said

Laruche.

The uiK'ven distribution of iiictiKV arul

materials is a pivduminunt problem in

ONinines that are de\ eloping and have

relalivelv sniulkr ^xomnnies. cxplaiix-d

Prv>fess*n \ ladamir Zhilano> of the |x>lit

ical science department.

"IX-motracy in developing ciHinirit-

IS hard, because the vcr> delinition ol a

denKxracv is the sharing of res*»urces

with the people, said /.hdanov

"However, when yon

ited. as in the case >'< <

K'l |v>wer is rampant

A {MM. or U.S. MVOlVtMENT

bonw llailuin stuUciUs dwKJKtwiedged

that the United States shares the blame

for the recent conflict. At interview time,

the Unitc"d States had not vet sent 50

U.S. Marine* to protect the US
embassy. Some of the students noted that

the United States' reluctance to help

might very well be a contributing factor

to the constant up rises.

'Hush is always preaching to tight

terror. Well, there is terror right under

our iKHse in Haiti." said Shirlev AntoirK.

a nursing and Spanish i" ^^ "'"'

wvn't the U.S. help''"

Students argued that ilic i

Slates is re-fusing to get involved K
there i* i>i'i .n' i-v-onoinical interest .it

fund.

"The only a*ason the U.S. doesni

want to be fxrthered is because we don i

have oil. like Iraq. There- would be no

ivnsation' for the L .S. if ans si.|

. were k>*t." said Stania Alexis ,i

sophomore" Freiwh and sociology major

"To the US., this would just K- a «;isic

c>( man power and money."

Profes-i>r Zhdanov blames the lat.k ol

I S enthusiasm on the timing of the-

issue He said because the ptesi

jsi.ual elections are approaching, every

candidate is very conscious of their

inwge.

"Going into Haiti is too much of a

risk; casualties would outrage the sot

ers." \aid Zhdano/.

Hanania Pierre- 1.ouis. freshman pre-

mc-d major, said he thought the United

States is waiting until the problem esca-

lates.

"The I ^ IS just waiting for the prob-

lem to get worse so that when they do

step in, they will |ust look like heroes."

lie said.

Visions hm im nnruM

iX'spnc tfie tear that many students

have for tfie curre-ni status of their ci.Hin-

irv. most continue to maintain a ptjsjtive

outk>ok. Students agreitl that the prob

lems in Haiti would take tinw to heal and

require gradual rexonstruction.

"We as Haitians shouUln't allow these

pKblems to dishearten us; we should use

this js u fuel to boast us in the right

direction." said Kmakl Nicolas, a si^>ho-

more computer science major.

Students agrevd that Haiti needs a

lit that will resolve matters

.sing force. They explained that

.1 new gi«\ernnH-nt would pr. id

example b\ being open and . > -r

ward vkWh the people, M.t that gradually

there might be sonw trust developed

between the two.

Man> Haitian siuJciii^ .nt. .iviuii. inui

the luiute of Haiti dcivnds heavily on

the actions of the Haiit.iii south ainl most

importanth the \outh liMiig in America

"Mv fear is that the south there have

not sc-en problems resohed another way.

so it just becomes a cscle and the people

don't know how tii stup," said Mexis.

"When revolts against the government

begin, the government must defend

themselves, so everyone starts lithimi'

and it continues and escalatc*s.~

Pienvlouis said the south un. uk

Haitian pv.-oples must important asset

and should be buikling a siKHigcr ^<.>\\\

munitv k>t the future

"Thes are the one* who will make a

change in the countrs. but slaving at

home will not help them," said Pierre

l^niis,

TfK students agre-ed that the future-

for Haiti would esentualh be- a prosper-

ous and h.fpin I'lii- liLi.' >'l luriik'il ,iiu)

coups.

As AlU^MIK" JMIUlsvvi li *'sl!UI|'^ ssiiil

the education that we as Haitian descen-

dants get here, and our power in num-

bers, we will be able to gi- back aikl K-

models ol what we want tf>e Haitian peo-

ple to lollow."

A history of Haiti

HISTORY from page 1

liMve, hosvever they were quickly extin-

guished Haiti dcvlare-d its indepetxlerxx*

on Ian I. I804 iiuiking it the first black

inde(X-ndeni natKHi to declare independ

i-tKe and bLvaiiie a model for oilier black

nations who suught independence from

f-^uropc-an Imperialists.

Haiti like many Ijitin American

nations >.>l the earh ninelcx-nth century,

fuis lud a history ol pk.iliti«.al instability

and \kikiKc In 1^1 i. dunng Worid War
I the I nited State's invaded I lain and the

I s militars Liccupation continued until

August n. N>4
In an attempt to initiate chanf^ to the

sh.ikcn tounirx. Catholic Priest, haul

HcniaiKJ Ansiide in I'HtO. was ekvied as

ptvsidt-nt. Sevc-n months into olfke he

was over thrown in a military coup Three

sears later after an international embargo,

a blockade and ihre-at ol U.S. invusion.

Arisiide was re-stored to his position as

I're-sideni According to the A.ssociaied

Ptess. in Mas of 20U0 Aristide's party

sept the pre-sidential election that

observer* say were flawed. Mr \ristide

inic-nds to serve out his lenn until its expi-

nilion in 2lllK> lk>wvser nuns civilians

are chalk-nging his pa-s<,ii».c due to hi*

lack o( accomplishnxnts lor the country

in his past dcvadi- in power

?ir^^

i blue
Wall Pub I

^ U "V l>r^K

Come perform for your friends and classmates

First come, first serve

sign-up sheet goes out at 6:ooPM every Wednesday

Friday 2/13 at 7:00PM

Special Guests ?^cTvC^ Qa^rteit^

in a special intimate encore appearance following

their morning performance at the Fine Arts Center.

Friday 2/20 at 7:00PM

6^t^vA B^U^'^<^ andTU^- 5^^-^t:\cs

Friday 2/27 at 7:00PM

^(S^ ^r^^^ and ^^^tl^r^\ t>6bCir\t^

Admission to all events is free

Never a cover at the Blue Wall

Spend your summer in Boston

Northeastern University's Summer School lets you:

-> Choote from hundreds of court** in buiin«M, -> Uva in campuf housing

health, humanities, sciences, and the arts

-> Transfer credit back to yoor college

in the heart of tfte city

•¥ Take courses online

Explore Boston. Discover Northeastern.

www.ace.neu.edu/summer925 or call 877-60-LEARN x925

'^r^J^^ir^'^'^T^^K.'^i^^^m^^^^^^'m'^- '-*'-^ '-€.
-' ;* - "i- 9K^i'^-^-^m^^m^^ *
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Gibson^s new film

already controversial
Mel Gih>on . ambitious, gontroversial new

film. The Passion of the Christ," opened in

theaters yesterday. After at lea.st a year of

publicity, hype and outcry, the film that could

make or break Gibson's career has Tmally

! the public eye.

c the release, the controversy has only

gained steam Protests have been vocal and

harsh, and the loudest one has been from reli-

gious groups claiming that the film is anti-

Senntic The film makes some decisions on

how lesus of Nazareth's fate was determined,

and those decisions have given cause for

debute ranging from the casual conversation

u< vitriolic religion- based rhetoric

It is also a brutally visceral depiction ol

I he last days of lesus' life, right up to his

death un the crus> atop Golgotha. The hours

leading up to his death are full of torture and

suffering, not only by lesus but by hi> follow-

ers as well. It is clearly not a pleasant experi-

ive. watching a man being beaten to within

an inch ol his life, and then put on display to

die m front ot friend and foe alike — even if

' tial-

s;.. _ .., . : many reviewers to decry

I he film a» loo vioknt, too depressing and

^.iKraily too upsetting to serve it- purpose.

II V, vcr. it is because of these thing- that it

J, itids What Clibson. a

If,. V nas done i- provide

tfce mo*t sinking, emotional passion play in

U»lorv. He has pulled no punches; he has

VMjrried over no jriticism*. at least in how his

rr. 'lived Though there is much
ind spoken ol Gibson's own

torturous Icelings about the lilm and its sub-

fect. he h;i» .1..IU- well to keep hi« message

clear

Where iiuit iiie>.>age has gotten lo-si IS m a

plot point that is debatable at the least, and

damning at the worst. However, that single

decision shouldn't be enough to cloud the rel-

evant discussion here.

We live in an age where nearly every event

in history, from the 1980 U.S. Olympic hock-

ey team's upset victory, to the death of Christ,

can be depicted on film with a strong meas-

ure of sincerity and accuracy. The other edge

of this sword is that every minute detail is

magnified, so that every decision the film-

maker makes is taken under consideration,

and weighed against the true facts of history.

It is not as easy here, because it's harder to

be sure of the history of lesus' life. The Bible

is the main source of information, but the

book alone is one of the oldest causes of

debate. So any film depiction of biblical

events is sure to bring controversy and emo-

tion

What IS being lost here is what the film

actually is. It is a dramatic portrayal of the

death of jesus, considered by many to be one

of the most important events in human histo-

ry, and a large pan of the basis of the

Christian faith. And so, it provides a very

important piece of our culture We now have

a very solid, extensive creation of the events,

true or manufactured, of lesus' time. We
should marvel at the fact that there is such a

piece of art that can bring the emotional dis-

course that 'The Passion" has. and remember

that the righi to free speech i> shared both by

the filmmaker and the Tilm's detractors

l( nothing else, the controversy surround-

ing "The Passion of the Christ' is a testament

to the liberty that we hold so dear.

i nsigrwd ediiorials reprtieni the majority

opinion of The Massachuiein Daily

Collegian Editorial Board.

More capitalism than conscious

SkolnJck

Of

Tired of all the fighting

Robyn Brooks

I am tired. You must be

tired, loo. I no longer feel the

need to defend l-rael as I once

did. I do. however, feel the

need to explain Israel, to dis-

cuss it. Moreover, i feel the

need for respect.

Ila\c we lost all

respect Inr ciich ^^^^^
other'

""""""

1 am an individual. I have

my own opinions and ideas.

Though I am proudly a part of

the Student Alliance For Israel.

I am ruit -peaking for SAH
A I am -peaking for myself.

One can lake any country

and see ihcir faults. Israel is far

from perfect; show me an even

close tu perfect country! Then

go al it from ail sides, attempt

to run it into the sea and ter

rorize its citizens daily from

day one. But 1 regress.

There are so many incredi

ble facets of Israel. The state in

itself is a monumental achieve-

ment. Since when is a person

or group of people taking pride

in a country pathetic? Since

when is celebrating the

achievements and culture of a

country close to my heart and

the hearts of so many a cover-

up for something else? I sup-

pose one may see it as a public

relations move: I see it as shar-

ing information and ideas of a

place that promotes tolerance

and education and amity.

Many UMass students take

pride in the countless aspects

of Israel. In a survey conducted

on our own in a few of the dor-

mitories, over one thousand

UMass students support Israel.

Perhaps SAFI, lho.se one ihou-

ind students or mvself are not

being clear. Israel is not just a

bunch of facts tossed out and

then some counter-facts tossed

back.

Israel has to be explained. It

takes time to understand it, but

no time at all if you see

it for yourself.

Okay, forget numbers
for a minute. Forget

about ceasefires and 1967 and

the Oslo Accords.

We have two peoples, who
long for security. Life.

Recognition. Trust. Mix in

retaliation, miscommunicalion.

terrorists, innocent civilians

The real Israel is

not what you see In

the news. TheiB

are so many

aspects of Israel to

be celebrated.

and corruption.

Let's talk about one of the

two peoples for a minute.

Strong, desperate, proud and

waiting. Israeli's? Well yes, but

this time, I was al.so referring

to the Palestinians.

My freshman year, my best

friend was a Palestinian. Many
didn't understand. )ust think-

ing about the looks we got

from both some of his friends

and some of my friends makes

me tear. A pro-Israel girl and a

Palestinian guy. We had every-

thing in common. We forgot

about numbers and technicali-

Would you

be disappoint-

ed if your uni-

versity spent

eight to ten

grand to have a

Neo-Nazi sup-

porter come
deliver a lec-

ture? I should

hope so. espe-
*^^"^^~~~~

cially if your

university is the University of

Massachusetts, and doesn't even

have enough money to buy any

new books for its library.

That wasn't the main reason I

was upset with the Political

Fxonomy Research Institute at

UMass or with PERI for sponsor-

ing Tuesday night's speaker.

Personally. I have a hard time

when anyone who suppons Neo-

Nazi's steps fool on my campus.

In Bowker auditorium this

past Tuesday, an MIT lecturer by

the name of Noam Chomsky gave

a lecture entitled 'Iraq and

Beyond," and regardless ol his

opinion on the issue, this person

should not be anyone's role

model. A while back, he wrote an

introduction to a book by Robert

Faurisson. who denied the

Holocaust in Germany, where

over 9 million civilians were

murdered. 6 million of which

were lews

According to the book

'Chomsky and the Neo-Nazis,"

Chomsky stated, "I see no anti-

Semitic implications in denial of

the existence of gas chambers, or

even dc>nial of the ftolocausi ... I

see no hint of anti-Semitic impli-

cations m Faurisson s work .."

Furthermore, by helping

Faurisson write a book on
Holocaust denial he is support-

ing faurisson's message. In

Faun-son s book, he States. "The

alleged Hitlerian gas chambers

and the so-called genocide of the

lews form a single historical lie

whose pritKipal betwiiciaries are

the State of Israel and interna-

tional Zioniam ... what remains

today IS the truth Let us dare to

proclaim it The twn-cxisictKe of

the gas chambers is . . . good news

that it would be wnmg to keep

hidden any longer."

How can we vow that such a

tragedy will never happen again

if we deny that it happened it the

first place? Neo-Nazi extremist

groups and skinheads have

adopted the Holocaust denier's

arguments, which is quite evi-

dent on their Web sites; at least

there are some people out there

who can agree with Chomsky on

this one.

Chomsky goes on to say.

"Anti-Semitism is no longer a

problem, fortunately. Its raised,

but it's raised because privileged

fxfople want to make sure they

have total control, not just 98

percent control. Thai's why anti-

Semitism is becoming an issue."

So Chomsky believes that the

reason lews say anii-Seniitism is

a problem is because they want

more power and control.

Never mind that swastika's

were found on this campus a few

years ago. and that hundreds

upon hundreds of Neo-Nazi and

white power groups exist in this

country alone. In faci. the Ami-

Defamation Leagiie (ADD Web
site reports "an opinion survey of

adults in live Furopean countries

found that 21 percent harbor

strong ami Semitic views The

survey also coiKluded that 40

percent of Europeans and in

Spain alone an unbelievable

seven percent "believe that lews

have loo much power in interna-

tional financial markets."

Meanwhile, over 140 anti-

Semitic incidents occurred in

France in the past year alone,

from synagogues becoming fire-

bombed to Rabbis -tabbed.

resulting in tfuxisands ot French

lews fleeing the country, but

Chomsky says that anti-Semitism

is no longer a problem. Perhaps

he meant that anti-Semitism was-

n't a problem in Greenland

The recent UMass guest also

claims that the millions killed by

Pol Pot's Khmer Rouge in

Cambodia is fiction. The Khmer
Rouge went on in the 1970s to

kill intellectuals, ciiy dwellers

and hundreds of ifKJUsand- of

others in the country. This led to

people dying from execution,

starvation or forced labor.

Chomsky claims in an article

"Distortion at Fourth Hand" in

The Nation that "the slaughter'

by the Khmer Rouge is a Moss-

New York Times creation .

"

i Apparently millions of people

didn't die as the wfu^te world aiKi

everyone in Cambodia thinks,

but rather a newspaper made it

all up. He argues that a lying

and c-orrupt American Press pre-

sented disiortions of facts and

lies (from Cambodian refugees)

about the "killing fields" to a

large audience of duped

Americans. Even though this

genocide has been proven count-

less times. Chomsky refuses to

apologize or acknowledge being

wrong. Mr. Chomsky, perhaps

China never took over Tibet

either; maybe that's an invention

of some newspaper as well?

It's odd how this man claims

to be the 'conscience of the

American people" but profits

considerably on his speaking

tours and b»Joks. He looks to me

like more of successful capitalist

than a conscience. He's made

millions upon millions on the

numerous books that he's written

and needs eight to 10 grand, the

price of a new car, to conte speak

for an hour or two

This wealthy genocide denier

has some other interesting opin-

ions. About five years ago in the

Progressive, he said that the

point of sports are "to build up

irrational altitudes of submission

to authority." Be careful next

lime you are asked to join a game

of football by your hallmates

The list goes ow and on about

this man's strange theories and

opinions, and books upon books

could be lilted regarding this sub-

I cant respect a man wtio

denies that millions of people

were murdered and supports

those that deny the Holocaust.

Fortunately, no other UMass club

or organization other than PERI

sponsored him I'd like to hear an

apology from Chomsky one day

for ihc things that he's said, but 1

doubt that he s mature ef>ough to

do such

Al least I'd like an apology

from PERI for sponsoring him. I

agree that the man is a brilliant

linguist and may have some intel-

ligent things to say in regards to

what's going on in the world But

I'm sure that Slobodan

Milo-tevic, Saddam Hussein, or

perhaps some other white

supremacist out there may have

some insightful things to say

about the United States and the

international world. Still, I

wouldn't want to pay them 10

grand to speak or to come here

either.

Oilad Skolnick is a CoUepan
columnitt.

The answer to your question

ties when wc were together. We
had in common, friends,

school, inside jokes and hopes

for peace.

I miss him. His girlfriend

disapproved of our friendship,

so we slowly drifted apart. I

miss him, but more than him, I

miss our talks about the con-

flict. I miss that after we talked

wed hug, laugh or go catch

lunch.

My old friend understood

my pride in my culture, my
pride in Israel, because he had

the same pride in his own cul-

ture, and I understood that.

There is the respect. It

would be an honor to read an

editorial that did not mention

Israel, but the pride of a peo-

ple, a culture and a history.

We are a microcosm of the

Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

Those who oppose certain

actions of the Israeli govern-

ment have every right: that is

fair and democratic. I even

guarantee there would be

Israelis who would agree with

you. The real Israel is not what

you see in the news. There are

so many aspects of Israel to be

celebrated. So celebrate the

Palestinian people. Don't define

them in terms of Israel. In that

way, you de-legitimize them.

As an individual and one of

the Vice President's of SAFI, I

have a hope for peace. I'd like

it to start on this campus. I'd

like it to begin with respect. I

will continue to celebrate

Israel, but wouldn't it be nice

to celebrate the hope of peace

together?

Robyn Brooks is a UMass
student.

I have been a student at the

University of Massachusetts for

almost two years. I came here

hecausc of its reputation as a

.rood school with a good educa-

tion for a low price. As the years

go on, tuition is rising higher

and higher, while the quality of

education at the University

remains the same.

The school keeps trying to

come up with ways to improve

the quality of the school, when the quality of the

school doesn't rest in the hands of

the administration. The adminis-

tration is a tool; the students are

the outcome.

Our school currently has mul-

tiple programs offered and over

150 registered student organiza-

tions, but not enough people

using them, or even aware of

them.

Schools function the same way

as stores: If everyone is buying

pants with a hole in the left leg

and a little green square on the

right thigh, stores will supply

more pants with a hole in the left

leg and little green square on the

right thigh. More money will be

put into this item because it is a

good investment.

Similariy, the administration has provided the

students with useful tools on campus that aren't

being used to their maximum capacity, and, there-

fore, aren't being funded adequately.

Hypothetically speaking, if the school introduced

a new department X, money inputted into this

department would be significantly impacted by

the output of the department. If the department

was outputting a large number of outstanding

students into society, more money would be put

into the department. The more students out-

putted into society, the more prominence

becomes attached to the name UMass Amherst,

and the higher the quality becomes.

Likewise, there are several resources on cam-

Until we find out

wtiat our resources

are, use them to ttie

maximum capacity

toward our own

futures and give

something back to

our society, ttie

quality of our

school will remain

the same.

The

pus that aren't being utilized as much as they

should be. Teacher's assistants are always saying

that they sit alone in their office hours because no

one goes to them for help, or even e-mails them

to ask them for help. In addition, there are over

1 1 computer labs on campus, available for any-

one who wants to use them There are also free

tutoring services offered through each depart-

ment, and also through the CCEMBS program to

help students reach their maximum potential.

In addition to tutoring services, there are also

over 1 50 clubs on campus, created to give the

University a sense of community. Most of these

clubs average to about 20 students

and they don't get adequate funding

because no one uses them. Pretty

much anything you can think of to

do has a related established club on

campus, ranging from a club for

Macintosh computer users to a jug-

gling club, to a club for women in

sports management. When money is

given to an organization, the first

thing that is looked at is how many
people are using it and what the out-

put is. Thousands of dollars could

go into a hypothetical club like "The

Barbcque Club," and the thousands

of dollars would continue going to

"The Barbeque Club" if they put on

events, attracted lots of students

and provided the school with a

sense of community,
administration can only take school

improvement so far. They are the bridge between

the input and the output. But unless we take the

input and utilize it into something useful and

beneficial, the resources we have will forever

remain resources. Until we find out what our

resources are, use them to the maximum capaci-

ty toward our own futures, and give something

back to our society, the quality of our school will

remain the same.

Get out of your room, join a club, do volun-

teer work, attend an event, read a poster or two.

The answer to your question is there. You're just

asking the wrong person.

Sanam Hakim is a Collegian columnist.

LEHER TO THE EDITOR
Congratulations

The Jewish Student Union

would like to congratulate the cast

and crew of the Vagina

Monologues. We are proud to have

raised significant amount of

money, which will help end vio-

lence against women and chil-

dren. All of the money raised went

to several worthy charities, Includ-

ing our very own Everywoman's

Center. We would like to thank

everyone who came out to the

show and contributed to this great

cause

We realize that the performance

is controversial and contains some

material that can be offensive.

The Jewish Student Union would

personally like to apologize to any-

one who may have been offended

by any part of the show. The ulti-

mate message was one of empow-
erment and strength, and we hope

that it was not overshadowed We
hope you enjoyed the show and

appreciated the spirit of The Vagina

Monologues.

Jewish Student Union,

Sponsors of "Tiie Vagina

Monologues"
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Oscar nominees approach finish line
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Anotf>er year, another round of awards

shows hordes of celebrities in desii:r>iT

gov^rts trudging up the Mafc to coll(\ -

shiny, new and often seit'-aflpiMtdrzing t ri>-

phies to add tu their naanlk Giaet Maii> of

these awards aiv ulrtimtely mcanrnt;ic-'

dcs<tiiad to pat the parading actors n ;

dctresses on the back for a job well d. ,

(hello, Pcopleli Choice Awards). But iIk

bigge»i of them all is the Oacan and it's

coming a month early— this Sunday actu-

ally.

I'his year's Oscars has already been loaded with contro-

versy and backstage drama. The decision to inov« up the

broadcast was made in order to shorten the time for cam-

paigning, boost ttatiofs and hopcfiilly put a cap on gaseous

campaign spending. Inaiead. the cavalcade otf 'for your ^ i

sidcration' advectiMneats was worse than cvci; Ooodtni ihe

market with pleas far Oscar acceptance.

Adding: tc the drama was tin i i*icture Academy oi

'Nmericas attempted ban on Os«.«i ><. teeners (DVDs jnd

video ca».settcs shipped to Academy Award nioob^^hprnes,

in order to help them wade through t ' I y1

fuls big and '<mHll) in order to prevc issi

Unfortunutel). the ban vwuld have affected

paidcnt ; rinies whose minijculc title* ucuW Hivi
,

lost anil rush of mega-budget Moil> \*
. ^\l extrnvagan

ras, A l.i!>;i. public outcry, heated debates ani! a threatened

lawsuit >wiftl\ put an etxl to the attevpted b;ii .

The n-sult'.' Some surpi ioes ^nK)n^: tte rwrninces,

as smaller names and Icssci k .-., titles ^^.ll^' throuph tm.l

uprooted the expected contenders (sorr\ N

awards show comes nearer, the list ut p. ^ i* i. ^^n - .> fiv

.

ting dully predictable. The nominatloas may have been a .«ur

prise, but it will be a miracle if there's an upset or dark horse

vkinner at this year's Oscar }H)dium.

\nd tlie nominees are:

dkmr * - «« «!; -^ - >twuW wl")

Best Picture

"The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King' (New Une)*-^

"Lost m Translation' (Foots FeUuratK

'Master and Commander The F« SWb of the WorVr

(FoxAJniversal/Miramax)

••llystic River* (Warner Broa)

'Seabiscuit'' (UnivefMl)

It's Acailemy tradition; K\. t^ vear h nominates at lea.s

one movie that doesn't dwerve inchision in thi- category. Tlv

year thai movie is "Sei^scuit" ihc relenilc>>ly uplifting

horse race tale that squeaked pa-t (.old Mountain" at the

photo finish While us well acted and technical!) gifted, the

movie is never moving because its blatantly what it is; a

honey-glazed bit of feel good Americana that buries an>

deeper implications under a coatiirg of false, unearned emo-

tion. It WB'^ entenaining enough in the summer, but it looks

awfully nini> in this company. The Academy won't fall for it's

obvious ().>iC8r bait anyway.

1 niu'.t confc&s I never got around to seeing 'Master and

Coinmander," but the film looks like this year's "Gangs «.>i

New York:' 10 nominations, no wins. It has an epic scih"^^

that the Academy loves, but buzz has been vraning. As tor

dark horse competitor "TWystic River" it was good, but really.

was it that gcKxl? The acting was fiery, but the plot was a pulp

thriller wr.ippcd in an emoticmatly devastating drama's cloth

ing. It wa- pretty good, but there were better movies released

this year.

The better movkss like "The Return of the King" and "Lost

in Translation' deserves the top honor.

Sofia Coppola's elegant romance, 'Lost in Translation" was

niv favorite film of the year, a surprisingly resonant and

piquant human comedy in which nothing— yet everything—

happ^ t-d out I O IK due to ^ >

i

ter's i:. , -^e^. But it's a >\n to kv .

'*<'

-erics unreNMtrdeil It won't go unrewarded — it% the fihti u>

beat thi<i ye.ir —-^fM I'm just stuck on which film to root for

Th< Snubs. Hfllte wa> the e\pc«.ted "Cold Mounuin* (oh

Aas WitMi dull, if well niiMJe I Also getting kist in

i on tMl'liF't werx- "hindin^ \ento." "Bij Fish* and
" American Spiaidor

BMlMaclor

Saii OoppOlil, liMl m TransMlQn'4

CMEMlH0«l,1«ystic River*

Mar Jackson, "Ihe Lord of the Rings The Return ot the King"

NrWMdB MaMlK, -Dty ot Gor
Mater and Comirander The Far Side of Ihe Wortd-

liradli.in

because hi^ i.

take

fUm.

Meireilles. j >uipriM nominee won't %^;j:

III i.iiled to earn a bcM pic nod — heck, it failed

•ed for hot fori.i.?n film when it was sub-

- ,iw.^rd« f\Mer Weir nbtHikln't expect to

iient lor hi^

..„ .;:!j *. L : I . : ! »hi«iilJ cori

tent him-seK with his award fv>r 1992'* "Unforgiven

f " 1
' \ - • woman to ever get u i»..ii,

H' the voter* the chance to

ii : ioi>. but Iki lovely. b with "Lost in

1 I n" i* likely to Ix- ovxi- i b\ the flood of

,n.v ds Peter lackson has received ttir sficphcnding the ambi-

u> "l.OTR" series thnnigh proilv •'<•" .md maki"" ">• b

(• llent movies in the prtice*s.

Itu Snubs: AntlK>n> \1 ' "
>

"' '; > lim

Uuiton ("Big fish'i. Ci.i ; >heridan

I 'in America" I

Best Actor

Johnny Depp, "Pirates ot the CartMean: The Curse ot the Loet

Peart*

Ben Kinglsey, 'Houae of Sand and Fog"

Jude Law. "Cold Mountain''

Bill Murray. "Lost in Translatioo"*

Sean Penn, "Mystic River
'* Jj^

Tlie Academy favors -ho\*\ displays nl er

nu.i'i- '
'
I-.' '

Bill .Murray s suiMiitie, [•

cinotion and humor —
t<l^^cs. unless they sec hi.' d
n-'-vcd for not even noinin.n n

undhog Day.'

lohn . n^pp proved to tl

a work ' .laft — and that i

spectac ii inner talent And his surpnv

win tin pc>ssible than it was before I

go K. r m for his raging, fierce pcrfor

iw - haunte-d Civil War
oikI Iranian patriarch,

i.il part.s

• A> .idems

c aixl ihc chances thcv

I till "Ru-hmore" and

'• can be

belies a

\Ci win makes a

i A in will likely

.1 grief-strick-

en lather in "Mystic River" (not to mcniiun it will probably

murk a career win for the iiiuch-noniinaled actor.)

The Snjb"i: Russell Ciowe ("Nf.ister and Commander").

Viggo Mortcnson and Llijah WocxI TLOTR") and, in a nod

I^Tjp's comedy win. why not Hilly Bob Thornton ("Bad

S.im.ri or lack Black ("The Schwl of Rock")?

Best Actress

Keisha Castle-Hughes ("Whale Rider")

Diane Keaton ("Something's Gotta Give")

Samanttia Morton ("In America")

(^rlize Theron ("Monster")*

Naomi Watts ("21 Grams'')-^

Castle-Hughes is the youngest ever to be nominated in this

See OSCARS on page 6

i:\'-^
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'Eve' searches, while ending up in all the wrong places
Advice from Eve:

0: Dear Em, I love to go okibMni

on the weekends, but my

liuBfclMMl yntm tn lit ! i >tr

wtlli Me MoMtfi. I aHMys Ml
up doing wturt he wanle,

Md I don't know liow to

bet IS to have a girts' night out and

you'l hive mora km being nnound-

ed by olhare that anioy cktting tea

Q: Oeer Eve, my boyfriend critt-

makes me. tMiat shouW

I do?

A: Being open with your

partner it probabty the

firat stop. Why don't you

nuto It dearwhit you

reatiy want to do'' Tiel hmi

you sacrifice most ot your

weekends tor him and he might

come around. Untortunatoty; if moat

bar-sitter types agree to come they

wont realy eriioy themaelves. Vou

cavnt expect a man to change who

he IS and what he Hkes to da but

0wy can sti compromisa Vour best

how much I eat, or ttw

elathes I wear. He says

It's constructive, but I

lust leet worse. All of

my other trtonds dis-

a^rae with what he

says. Wlw should I

Original

[ye

A: Vwrsetfl Ybur boyfriend

shouU love and accept you

toraHofyou. Noltoveyoutar

whit he wants you to be. Vdu ahouM

be confident and strong enough not

to be bothered by crittcism from any

loved one It he cannot be proud ot

who you truly are— then he Isn1

worth you time

I stuppcd luuking.

But that didn't stop my
Iriend Iruni looking.

1 went home last week-

end to do something and

ended up not doing any-

thing in the process. 1

didn't go out either

night; and 1 didn't meet

up with friends, becau.se

I didn't really feel like

doing anything anyway.

However, my friend found this fun Web
site that offers activities that help you meet

random people. So, I replied to a rollerblad-

ing ad get-together —- assuming I would

think its funny, exciting, I don't know.

Think again.

At 1 2; 30 p.m. I get a call from a man
named Sabastien Sounds great, but he

woke me up. Plus, he assumed I was to

meet him in an hour to rollerblade along the

Charles

What'!'! First of ail, I had no idea what

he was talking about, and second, who
rollerblades now? It's 20 degrees below

zetu outside! I agreed to meet him out of

duty, so I went. Great, I'm going all the way

into the city to meet some random guy on

rollerblades in this artic weather. I didn't

even have enough time to get my morning

coffee!

I finally get there, running across Mass.

Ave with high-heeled boots and a bright red

nose to meet my partner ... 20 minutes late.

There he was, perfect. )usi perfect.

Standing tall in a cute sporty outiit, looking

only a little upset at my tardiness. He
looked at my feet and frowned. I explained

myself briefly and put on my blades.

However, of course, everything went

wrong. The skates wouldn't tie the right

way, my socks were too thick, and the

wheels were rusty. I was not a professional.

fie just stood there smiling. I didn't. So

we rolled all around as he began to tell me
his life story ; He's not only a bungee jumper,

skydiver, cross-country skier, scuba diver,

native to Paris, but speaks Italian, French,

and English, maybe more. .and by the way,

is doing his Ph.D. at MIT in Bio-BSC...or

something.

So, as we are zipping along, Im thinking

all I want to do is sit down and have a cup

of coffee or a drink. But he was the type of

guy you have to keep up with So. that was-

n't happening. I was already turning into a

pretzel for him! And he probably still won't

call by the end of all of this I was too cold

to care.

He didn't really care either: "It iz so beauti-

ful ze cold, non?" No. It's freezing, and I'd

rather be eating, drinking, sleeping ... or

whatever. But the point is, I always seem to

adapt to a guy so he will keep me. like me,

call me.

Why? Why do I work so hard at chang-

ing who I am to be accepted by some guy?

Then, when I end up breaking up, my entire

identity is lost for a moment. How can I let

myself get to this point? I guess you know

when he's right if you don't need to alter

yourself in any way. But I guess you really

just have to know where to look .

Eve 14 pen name fur a low guru attend-

ing UMass who knows the inn and outs of

ewry relationship You can ask E\v for

advice by emailing her at

e\e_orginalsin<^\ahoo.com. "Original Sin

with Ew" runs trm Thursday in The

Massachusetts Dady Collegian

'LOTR' in search of the Oscar
OKAM from pme 5

caicgory, and. as with all child

actors, they're will be some ques

lions as to whether she's tcn\\\

I just playing herself

- skillful, quiet turn as a

mother dealing with the loss of

her son suffers from the Mine

cur^ that l^w suffers from: it's

too quiet, it doesn't have enough

actorly fireworks lor the

Academy 's taste.

Watts' bcautifulgirlgocs-

unglam role in the despairing "21

Grams." is likely to be shadowed

by Theron's in "Monster" and the

film's meager box oflice. but I'll

throw my support behind her as

she was the best thing in that

uneven flick but (and, lull con-

fession. I ha%e yet to see Theron

in "Monster. "I

Keaion could get an award for

bringing depth to "Somethings

Gotta Give ' But Theron has the

same momentum behind her that

propelled Nicole Kidman, Halle

Berry and Hillary Swank to wins

In other words, she gets ugly for

Uscar and will inevitably win.

The Snubs: If you are going to

nominate a young ingenue, why

not go for the more skilled. po\*-

erful portraits crafted by Evan

Rachel Wood ("Thirteen") or

Scarlett johanssen ("Lost in

Tranvlaiion")? And then of

course there's Nicole Kidman's

Scarlett OHara retread in "Cold

Mountain' and Jennifer

Connelly's depressive in "House

of Sand and Fog."

Best Supporting Ador

Alec BaMwin. "The Cootar'

Benido Del Toro. "21 Grame'

O|imon huunsou, "In Amertca"

Tim Rotibins. "Mysttc River"*

Ken Watanabe, "The Last Samurai'i-

l)cl Toro's tormented ex-con.

wrestling with his demoiu and

inner violence stands out

<D -T-UMASS AMHERST
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES OFRCE

Helping students protect their rights for over 30 years

Hre Legal Advior,

Rrtirrrals, Representation and Counseling

for UMASS Students

Student 8t Worker Rifjhts, Family A Cnminai Law,

Landlord/Tenant & Consumer l>isputics

Call 545-1995

or stop in at 922 Campus Center

amongst the unilluminating ungsi

of "21 Grams," but his previous

win for "Traffic" in this caiegor>

may do him in. Baklwin got his

career back on track with "The

Cooler" but it's too small a film

to make an impact.

ffounsou does fine work in

"In America" varying between

rage, tenderness and heartbreak,

but really — he's playing a walk-

ing cliche. That leaves Kobbins

and Watanabe. The critical dis-

paraging will likely wipe out

Watanabe s chances, even though

he gave a star-making turn that

was the best thing about that oth-

erwise weak movie Robbins

shnnks into his character's dam-

aged, curdled skin, and his timid-

ity offsets Penn's meticulous

showboating to give "Mystic

River" balatwe.

The Snubs; The biggest snub

has got to be Sean Asiin for "The

Lord of tfK Rings." His loyalty to

Frodo proved that he the movie

was really all his.

BeM Supportkig AckMS
Shoreh Aghdaahtoo "House ot Sand

andFog-

Patricia Clarltson "Pieces of April"

Mercia Gay Harden "Mystic River

'

Holly Hunter "Thirteen"*

Renee Zellwegger "Cold Mountain"'

In a perfect world. Hunter's

fierce, tearful portrayal of a

mother watching helplessly as

her daughter self-destructs

would take home the award, but

since she's already got one the

Academy may want to award a

newbie. (Ditto for "Pollack"

awardee Harden.) The Academy
will wait to award Clarkson for

cither A) a bigger. Best Actress

role or B) a better received

>new! mykonos resort

>a«gean classic cruise

>greek Island hopping

>london to athsns

7 rnqhts from $699

7 days from $579

14 days from $1289

23 days from $1799

pncn V* pw (MTton. Mm) only. tub|Kt to avaiMMily.

>packages nctide acooiTrxidattris. transpcrtatKri. meny meals arxJ asn^
hji as you can harxJel cal newa go crtne to bool< tlTe vacation c« a Itetniel

contiki

for a ft«e brochure or to book

see your travel agent

call 1-888-CONTIKI

visit www.contiki.com

>lR«\MflATl1lt<

At the 2004 0*car». Sofia

CoppoLt coukl hr the ftnt wiman
to win the BrM Oirrcior award.

movie.

But here's were the big upset

may occur: Zellwegger's

Southern-fried country gal in

"Cold Mountain" was the shoo-

in to win. reaping award after

award - until the largely

unknown Aghdashloo started

babbling up in the buzz bin.

She's the lirst Iranian actress to

be nominated and could help the

Academy Award make history by

taking the gold This could make
the category the most exciting to

watch this year

Best Animated FMm

"Brother Bear"

"Finding Nemo"'*

"The Triplets of Bellevtile"

Well, duh — this can be

solved in two words: "Finding

Nemo."

johnny Donaldson is the sen-

ior movie critic for The

Collegian
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New look Mules jam

out the Hippodrome
By Scxrrr Euiriik* II

I IHIX.IAN yrA»

SPRINGFIELD — Something

oW. something new. something

bonx>wed, something blue. Go>'t

Muk visited Spnnghckl for the

lirst time, took the stage at the

Hippodrome lor the first

lime, and play«l Hke they

had well worn footprints on

the nightclub stage

The oU. Warren Haynes

and Matt Abts. are the tire-

less and persistent musicians

who have propelled a band

beyond the tragic death in

August 2UUU ol founding bassist

Allen Woody.

The new. Andy Hess, stuck his

fool in the nrvolving door that

cycled thmugh dozens of guest

ba.ss guitarists and was anointed

this past fall to hokl the permaiK-ni

spot.

The borrowed. "Wikl Horses."

an encoR* that ckised out three

hours of intensity with a spot of

poignancy. And something blue

seemed s«.>iiH."wherv far beyond the

venue. Three and one hall yciir«

after loahlg Woody. Mule is not a

bend obsessed in the grief that k>ss

brou^t. Instead, they an: a band

elating in the music he inspired and

crvated

With Allen Woody s widov^ and

daiighter prevsed ck>sc against the

Stage, pecked in with the rest of the

Mule aficionados and diehards.

Wanen Ha>TK-s put his heart on his

strings and cvc-n broke one or twt>

"Andy's with us and he's not going

away." keyboardist Danny Ixjuis

said a week before the concert.

Chosen in large part because ot

his ability to inesh with the three

Mules (Louis. Abts. HayTK*s) who
wcK searching for a fourth. Andy

Hess had that "hand thing." Louis

sakl.

And Friday v^a> j icstamcnt to

that, as Hess' bass playing wan-

dered in and out ol Louis organs

and keys. Abts skins and Hayne>

riffs. With time to get more and

more comfortabk with much what

Mule has been playing. Hess

appears more comfortable to

extend on his osvn last over a year

^H. the same bassist on tour wet

still linding his looting.

but fK>w has made the

stage his own.

Mule had it all

together on Friday as

ckH member added

his own facet to the

show. Matt .Abts con-

tinued in his way.

drumming \»ith fervor, propelling

the band as a wfiole and providing

an intensity that resonated

throughout.

As has become his custom.

Abts sokxd towards the end of the

second set. stealing the limelight

freim Haynes. wfio has made his

narrw as otk of the greatest gui-

tarist still working.

But the sta-ngth of Gov't Mule

doesn't lie in individual except to

the extent they work together. In

knowing and telling glaiwcs.

Haynes. Abts, Louis and Hess

MULE on page?

Gos 't Mule

Warren Hayes.

lead guitarist
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Ziggy takes solo act on the road
Son of music legend plus Spearhead to play Calvin Theater

By Glen Straub ano Bradley Farberman
l A>LLtuiAN Staff

Here's the dream of a college-aged reggae music

fan: the opportunity to see the superior musical genius

and trans-continental superstar Robert Nesta Marley

on a stage performing live, playing his illustrious

|\)ots. rock, reggae' and sprvading his messages of

social hamiony
Unfortunately, this pleasurable image must remain

only as a dream — due to cancer, Marky passed away
in 1981.

However, his soul, masic and message have flour-

ished since his death through the stnjng force of his

disciples — the ones that are closest to his heart — his

children.

So while the dream's transfonnation

into reality is unattainable. Saturday night

residents of the Pioneer Valley do have the

chance to sec a Marley live on stage, as the

most successful of the family successors,

Ziggy Marley. makes a stop at the Calvin

Theater in Northampton.

Don't expect to hear a Wallers cover

band though.

Ziggy may be a Marley and his lyrics

come close to mimicking the prophesies of

his father but his sound is all his own.

Combining blues. R&B, hip-hop and roots

Ziggy bas crafted a unique sound over the coutw of a

two-decade career

He is best known for his work as the driving force

behind the group The Melody Makers, whkh joins

him with three of his siblings (brother Stephen and

tw\) sisters Sharon and Cedella). Ziggy Marley and The

MekxJy Maker* tekased their debut albunu "Ptay the

CianK' Right" in l*W5 and were playing together as

recently as one year ago on a European lour. Nineteen

years later, three Cirammy awards and millions of

records sokl, The Mekxly Makers are considered one

of the most successful bands ever to step out of

lamaica.

Hov*ever. it will only be Ziggy performing on swge

at the cavernous Calvin He is touring in support of his

debut sokl album, "nragonlly." Rclca.sed last year, the

production of "I>agonl1y" — which took about one

Ziggy Marley

MchaelFranfi&

Sal[5.28

UMlkNtr

year— was a chance for Zigg^ to dig deeper into his

musical prowess and establish himself as a sokj artist.

The crowd in Noho will get a glimpse of what he can

do all on his own.

Although he is going solo for his performance, his

touring parade is far more crowded.

Helping him entertain the masses is felbw socially

conscious reggae/rock/hip-hop/soul artist Michael

Franti and his band Spearfiead. who are scheduled to

open up for the headlining Kingston, lamaica native.

Michael Franti has a led a life in music that others

could only imagine. In 1992. Franti founded "The

Disposable Heroes of Hiphoprisy". an outfit that

included famed jazz guitarist Charlie Hunter; the

group released one album and toured with U2 before

disbanding.

In 1994, Franti struck gold once again when

his new group. Spearhead, was signed to

Capitol Retx)rds. Over the next five years,

Franti and Spearfiead released rwo records to

critical acclaim and established a fanbase

around the country.

After parting ways with Capitol in 1999

though, ironically his career catapulted. Since

going independent. Spearhead has scored

opening sk)ts for groups like Blues Travekr,

Dave Matthews Band and Ani DiFranco. The

band has collaborated with sax genius Kari

Denson. Phish's Trey Anasusio and the String Cheese

IrKident. And last August, they rektised "Everyone

Deserves Musk.' a concise, focused effort strongly

rcpresenutive of the group's trademark sound: tight,

soulful arrangements enhanced by thoughtful, con-

scious lyrics. In October. Spearhead showed off their

new songs at a concen at Pearl Stiver Nightclub.

Such Spearhead tunes as 'Positive" arid "Bomb the

WorU" carry important messages, wrapped in firm

beats and solid grooves. When Franti tells us that

"You can bomb the vajtW to pieces, but you can't

bomb it into peace." you can feel his frustration and.

just as important, you can feel the rhythm.

Between Franti and Ziggy performing on stajp.

there will be all types of rhylhms manifesting at the

CaKin Theater Saturday night.

The show starts at 8 p.m. with soulful-singer Beth

Hart set to open the show. Tickets are $28.W

In suppi>rt i>f hi* m>U> dihul "IVagontK." ^iggN Marltv i> tourin« the I nilt-J Maio. »»'r 'hi hr>t Itme

without hik bund Th.- M. I.«l\ Mjktrs. Hi pcHorm» dt the Cal\in Thiaur Siiiurd,i\ niuln •«« H p.m.

New bassist steps in for Gov't Mule
N£wmswi€K! MSTSTRAViLXOM

MrTMUUtroiniNgce

buuTKC otf each other muMcally as

they work around each other on

tuge.

Louis is showing hiN musical

pnyweas tnoiv and more with Muk
as wed.

Fither by intention or natural

progression, the keyboards have

betxmie a more pivsent lorve in tlie

rekniless tours. Straying from the

typical and expcvted keys and

or^Hi. Ixiuis distorts his sounds as

much a.« any guitarist with an array

of pedals His ability resounds and

stands uut a« a wekevK addttivm

to the band.

But one of the most compelling

powers on stage was Hess, and to

some of the audience he was the

newest. Wrapped around the bkick

during the coU pre-concert wait

the chatter revolved arouiKl this

newest mule and his ability. For

those who had not seen him yet,

Hess needed to prove that he

deserved his spot on stage. The

impossibility of replacing Allen

Woody not withstanding.

Heas had to show that he could

play with Haynes. Abts. LouLs and

the audieiKe's cars.

From "Thorazine ShufOe" to

"Soulshine,* Hess rid Springfiekl

of all those doubts Still playing

Woody 's songs, he ha^ adapted hi^

styk to the rest ol the band Mure

importantly, he flows seamkssK

with the old trio.

Labeled "a night with Gov't

Muk," The Hippodrome show was

the first folkiwing an opening stint

for Kid Rock.

And to further drive home that

Gov't Muk is moving forward —
united and renewed — and not

stopping, a new batik backdiv>p

featuring a four-headed muk
adomc-d tfie suge. The Mule has

been reborn.

MATCHSTICK MEN
I
MY LIFE WITHOUT ME

I

PIECES OF APRIL
SPY KIDS 3-D

^4^
15COWLESLANE
Behind Brueggers

Amherst
19 MONTAGUE RD

North Amherst

imAKA
SPRING BREAK

Fre» Pfople tt)p

iksf miHun Micwnn

1 100 tM-4«4» mwmjH'km'n XM*^

ISTOME CLOSING
Save Big SSS

Decorating Your Room

All Posters S3

BfolrSIO

SCARFA^L
M P\(l\0

beyondthewall

Hampshire Mai

387 RU888II StrMt

Hadley. IMA

413 58241181

comedii
CONNECTION
HUKELAU
413«593«5222
705 Memonal Drive. Chicopee

From Showtime, CBS'

'late Show with

David Letterman" and

NBC's "Late Night with

Conan O'Brien"

1st Time
Appearance!

NIARCH2STH APRIL 2RD APRIL 10TH

back slit capns

BILL BELLAMY JOHSWIMBWON GREG PROOFS MIKE EPPS DAVEATTELL

Steve Madden heel

in pink and black

downtown Amherst

llxteruied He^Jirs at Ihe H^tch

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

Beer: Wine:

Heineken Sterling Vineyards

24NK.,M $20.99* Chardonnay
Bud & Bud Light Chandon Fresco

24nk...n, $15.99*

Liquor:

Bailey's Irish Cream

750ml.. $12.99 Crown Royal

Keystone

)ll pk

Millwaukee's Best

I0nk..nr. $10.99*

Busch & Busch Light

:4rkNi $10.99*

Guinness Draught

i:|.MMi $10.99*

Harp Lager

L'pkNi $9.99*

Murphy's Stout

4 pk cum . $4.99

I 1 1 $22.99

nil S18.99

kilt cv i.xtia Hrv _. , ,„ -^ Romana Sambuca
^ TiQ ml. $8.99

, ..«„„
ms $13.49* Bcaulieu Vineyards Coastal > '"' »"'-99

Hharxionnav. Cabernet. Mcrlot Jose Cuervo Tequila

750 ml.. .$8.99 -v ml $16.99

Papio YukonJack

1.5 h...$7.99 ^ '"' '''•99

Barton & Guestier Capt. Morgan Spiced Rum
ChanJonnay. Cabernet, McrUn -^o ml. $11.99

Stone CeUars
750 ml...$4.99

SmimoffVodka all flavors

750 ml... 2 tor $10.00
". ml. $9-99

all beer prices plus deposit

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

llf RussfH St., Rte 9. Hadley. MA 010,If

$84-8174 • Mom.- Smt. pmm- iifm

SALE 2/26 THROUGH 3/03

Now Open Sundays Noon to iipm
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Still rollin*...
Minutemen become St. Joe's 25th consecutive victim

B> BtcKY Hdrowitz
( iiLltl.lAN >IAff

The MaMSchusetts men's bw-

kfibal! team fought earl> but came

up >hi.>rl ugainst the still undeleal

od Si k>!>«.-ph ;• Hawks last night at

the Mullins Center in front of a

sea!>on high 5.912.

The Hawks (25-0. 14

Ailantit 10) came out firing in the

iecund half building a 24-fK>int

imi off di a 22-i* run less than

se>«n minutes in. Dekmie VSeM

»taned the run with a quick three

and four different St. |oe s ptayep>

contributed. The Minutemen (*)

lb, 3- 10 A- 10) were unable to get

muLh going us their shooting and

a lenacKHJ* St kj*;'s defense posed

the bi^Kst problem.

UMa» got off to a quick >iai(

up 1 VJ at the 1 1;V4 mark The

Hawks hit fiNC buckets in a row.

Kit the gaiiK reftiained in the

Minutemen s sight as the hrst half

kad never broke 10.

The Hawks led b> six with ji»t

two seconds remaining, but the

Mivt^ of the Hawks offense was

made apfwrent b> two quick

UMass mbiakcs making the \emi

lU goif^ mio the half.

"The end of the first half hurt."

coach Sic\e liippas said "Two

aciconds to gi\e up thrve plays like

that. Like I tokl them in the kick-

er room. I said, you can't make

three mistakes in two seconds

i^nst a team that good and not

expert to pa> for it." You dool

know, but at least you woukl have

liked to «ce what it was like to be

down SIX and maybe cut it to

three. They really haven't been in

that many gwnes to see what

would have happoied so that

\nHjitl h.tu- fxx-n nh.e to see.

Anthony [Anderson] fouled

on a three. Stephane |ljisme|

boxed out but not enough He'« «

littk- thin, the big kid kind of mu
cled him a Kiile bit and then Chns

Chadwick didn't sec the ball and

his man when they threw it kind of

over hi-s head when West made

that shot. So it was really three

fundamental miatakes there in two

seconds.

Four Hawks registered double

fivnia's as Dek>nte West kd all

irers with I'i. prc-season All

iicrican lameer Nelson regis-

loJ 1 9. Pat Carroll added 14 and

Krone Barley chipped in with 12

SeeMETSNOOf onpage9

a

tnie winner
By Mike Marzelu
CxHXit.lAN STAff

(Ilt«nsTl!BlALllH UM.

Na,i.Hu.l Player of the Year candidate Jameer Nelson, Hored 19 point, and recorded eight assists in ^^
-r^^Vi^'"

''"^ '^' "'"''*

to their 2Sth c.msesutivr vkt.>ry. .>ne shy of Massachusetts' Atlantic 10 record for consecutive victories to bcgm a season.

The St. Josephs Hawk may

never die. but will it ever kwe?

lameer Nelson hopes not, and

as he did in last night's 85-58 vic-

tory over Massachusetts at the

Mullins Center, the nation's pre-

mier point guard is doing whatev-

er he can to prevent it from hap-

pening.

"1 don't want to kwe a game

this year," the 5-foot 1 1 native of

Chester, Pa. Said "Nobody likes to

kjse. and we know if we keep win-

ning then we have a chance to

make something special happen. 1

just always ask myself "what can I

do right now to best help my tCMU,

and then 1 try to go out and do

that.'
-

"It's worked pretty well thk

year, so far.'

And worked it has. Neisoii. a

Preseason First Team Ai-Amerfca

selection has had a stellar cam-

paign thus far. averaging team

highs in scoring average (20.2

points per game) as well as assisu

per game (5.58) Nelson has also

reached double figures in scoring

in 55 coasecutive contests dating

back to last season, and twrkc in

2005-04 has he come up jast short

of his first career tripk-douWe.

In other words, lameer Nelson

does It all.

"He's just a dynamk player."

St kxs head coach Phil MartelK

said. "His menul capacity on the

court is unmatched, as is his

\isk)n. but he just ah^ays is able to

ptek and chnssc exacth which part

of his game he needs to ekvate for

the betterment of the team.

"That's the mark of a grc«

player."

With his 19 points against the

Minutemen, No 14 pulled within

66 points of 2.000 for his illustri-

ous career, and within 49 of

becoming the Hawks all-time lead-

ing scorer His 240 career steals

also rank second in school history,

just 1 5 shy of becoming the histor-

Kal leader in that category as well.

So how do you stop lameer

Sae NELSON on page 9

Minutewomen set to battle UMaSS tO Compete in
A' 10 foe George Washington ^^^^ r i rr r^l^eci^

„ „ ^, ^. laden l^v Colonials. we have to play aggressive.- / l )l ) I I f^JIO if I I V ^IitLSSIwBv&w\kCH.\mN
-Thev have two big kkis, and 1 Appaivntiy Gc-orge Wa.shington ^ V/ V/ >^ X^W CXV4V^ A i 'X^^ 1. t>CV^ »^ J. X-^Bv B»1H \ktH)\tR.N

( I >LL*I .IAN StAfr

As the Atlantic 10 playoffs

quickly appnjach. the Massachusetts

wiHnens basketball team is set to

ht»t one of its toughest opponents

I the year in George Washington.

The Lady Colonials recently

had an 1 1 -game winning streak

snapped at the hands of conference

rival Duquesne. in a game that saw

the l^y Dukc-s shoot 15-for-21

behind the arch. UMass coach

Mamie Dacko sees the three-point-

er as a vital tool in defeating

George Washington, but knows

her team hasnt been fully on target

as of recent.

"If we could shoot like

Duquesne. I would love it. but if

you look at our three-pointers, you

can tell it's not one of our strong

points," Dacko said.

Another obstacle for the

Minutewomen will be one of the

largest front -courts in the Atlantic

10. Icxl by 6" 5 center Ugo Oha

Oha has btx'n the backbone of the

Lady Colonials, averaging 13.9

points and seven rebounds per

game. She also leads the team in

bl(.x;k with 87 on the season.

Also defending the post is

power forward Anna Montanana

who is averaging over 12 points

per game and leads the team in

rebounds, grabbing 7.7 per game.

Montanana has been on a tear as of

recent, and dropped 19 in George

Washington's loss to Duquesne.

With this impressive duo down

low, UMass will need to change its

recent game-plan, which has been

attacking the post with the trio of

Edris Bailey, loyce Masscy and

Tamara Tatham.

The three players have been an

intricate part of the

Minutewomen 's offen.se. but won't

get the sainc looks against the post-

laden l^y Colonials.

"They have two big kkIs, and 1

belkve they have three of the top

players in the conference." Dacko

said. "We have to attack them and

cau.sc them to get into foul trouble.

We can't just shoot over (Oha). so

we have to play aggressive.

Apparently George Washington

doesn't seem to mind traveling as it

has only k»t two games on the

R>ad this season. Their most recent

kKS was at Duquesne. before that

See WOMEN'S HOOP on page 10

By ToDU Foster

C"oLLEGiAN Staff

Senior Cleo Foster and the Maroon and White will face a stiff test

in the Lady Colonials.

After a disappointing 1-4

start in Fiesta Bowl, the

Massachusetts softball will now

look right its ship in the 2005

NFCA Leadoff Classic, a tour-

nament UMass won after

defeating three Top 25 oppo-

nents to win the title a year ago.

The ninth-annual NFCA
Leadoff Classic features 24 of

top Softball teams in the nation

traveling to Columbus, Ga. for

the three-day tournament. 1 4 of

the top 25 teams will compete

from Feb. 27 to 29. There will

be six pools, with the top team

in each pool advancing to the

Cold Championship. The

remaining teams, determined

by record in pool play, will be

placed in Silver and Bronze

Championship.
This is the Minutewomen 's

ninth straight time being invit-

ed to the national tournament.

UMass have No. 5 Oklahoma.

Central Michigan and DePaul

in their pool. The Maroon and

White open pool play against

DePaul on Friday at 2:50 p.m.

and Oklahoma at 5:50 p.m.

Saturday will have the

Minutewomen matched up with

DePaul at 12:50 p.m.

The pitching staff might

have a challenge over the week-

end with Kelli Arnold, the 2005

Leadoff Classic Most

Outstanding Player, possibly

out with a concussion. Arnold

has barely practiced all week

and was marked questionable

by head coach Elaine Sortino.

Arnold went 5-0 with a save,

giving up only one run and four

hits to then No. 1 1 Florida

State in the championship game

on her way to the National

Player of the Week honors.

Without Arnold, sophomore

lenna Busa is now the leader of

the staff after her success at the

Fiesta Bowl. Busa posted a 1.79

ERA against the steep competi-

tion in Arizona.

"What we what to do is play

better than we played out in

Arizona," Sortino said. "The

first place we are looking to is

the pitching stafL 1 want to see

if they cut down on the walks,

increase the strikeouts and

hopefully do a little better of a

job neutralizing the offense.

That would be a great mark and

I think the outcome would get

taken care of.

"At the plate, we want to do

the reverse. 1 think what we

want to do is increase our

walks and cut down our strike-

outs. Our goal is to extend the

count and take the pitchers

deeper in the count. If get the

short game and run game
going, we can open some things

up."

Patty Gasso is well-known

for getting her Oklahoma teams

tremendous starts. OU has

reloaded after losing their most

accomplished class in the pro-

gram's history. The 2005 sen-

iors, including three All-

Americans were the last class

part of the 2000 national cham-

pions. The Sooners are left with

a legacy of four straight College

World Series appearances. OU

posts a 12-2-1 schedule so far

this season.

Returning All-American

pitcher Kami Keiter has been

sidelined with an injury in the

early goings this season.

The Sooners' offense is lead

by freshman |aime Fox and sen-

ior April Valdez. Fox hit .500

with two doubles, two home-

runs and 10 runs batted in last

week, as Valdez is batting .500

over the last nine games.

"(Oklahomal is going to hit

the ball." Sortino said. "It's

going to be a typical Oklahoma

team with strong pitching, for-

midable hitting and always a

solid defense. They are a little

bit younger of an Oklahoma

team, but we haven't seen them

in three years so it's not going

to matter."

Central Michigan will kick

off their season at the Leadoff

Classic after posting a 26-18

record, 14 -7 in Mid-American

play. The Chippewas return

nine lettermen lead by senior

Amber Puchalski. The senior

hurler, a two-time first team

All-MAC pick, is chasing sever-

al school and conference

records this season.

DePaul are 1-4 this season

with three of the losses coming

against Top 10 teams UCLA,
Cal and Nebraska. The losses

have dropped DePaul from the

Top 25. who were previously

ranked No. 21.

junior Saskia Roberson is

hitting .500 with five doubles

and four RBI. Senior Sarah

Martz is 1-2 in the circle with a

5.85 ERA and 17 strikeouts.

Nelson proves he's a bona fide winner
imSON from page 8

Nelson? As UMass and coach

Steve Lappas found out for the sec-

ond time this season last night,

there might not be away,

leading 6-5 at the 15:56 mark of

the lirst half. Nelson pulleil the

Hawks to within one with a

jumper, and then proceeded to

drop seven of his team's next 1

5

points to push St Iocs out in front

18 15.

Then at what may have been

the game's most critkal juiKiure,

Nelson drew a foul while in the act

of shooting a 5-pointei with just

over two seconds remaining in the

hall, and his twi.) made free thaiws

combined with a basket by biick-

court male IX-lontc West off of his

missed thiixi turned what was a

very competitive six-point affair

into u 10 point ganx; at 4 f 5 1

.

However what may be most

impressive about the National

Player of the Near candidate is his

aforementkined ability to alter his

game to best suit his team and the

flow of the action. After scoring 1

7

(X)ints in the first half aixi dishing

out 2 assists. Nelson recorded just

two points in tlw second half and

hand«l out six helpers.

As l^ppas will agree, for Nelson

and St. Iocs it's simply what's

worked for 25 con.secutive games.

"... Nelson took over the

game." l.appas said. "|He| starts

going off the dribble, whkh |boih

Nelson and West] are very hard to

stop off the dribbk. and when you

make a gcKxl play to cut them ofl

with help they kick it to d guy he

makes u ihret

"That's kind of been the foniiu

la for them all year'

So with a pkthoia ol iwikmuii

attention following their every

move, lameer Nelson and the St.

Joseph's Hawks are two wins

removed from not only a favorabk

place in Ailantk 10 confereiKe his-

tory but. along with No. 1 Stanford,

have a chance to become the first

wire-to-wire unbeaten since the

University of Nevada-Las Vegas in

1991.

Nonetheless, Nelson refuses to

soak up any ol the hype or media

attention, because for arguably the

nation's best player, the task will

always remain the same:

"All I can do is just go out and

be lameer Nelson, play my game

and do whatever 1 can to help my
team keep winning basketball

games, because in the end that's all

that matters and is all 1 can do."

And why not'.' It's now worked

1 consecutive times and

counting.

UMa»K Junior captain Anthony AnderM>n, here guarded by St. Joe'n Delonte We»t. M.ored 10 pi>ints

the Minutemen *s lu»!> to the unbeaten Hawkk.

UMass can't stop St. Joseph's
MEN'S HOOP from page a

Next to their shooting

Anderson attributes the Hawks
win. aiKl their streak to defense.

"It's their defeivsc. the way they

can just turn it on." he sakl. "We
were kind of ckise all game, they

just felt when they wanted to turn

it on they turned it on."

|unk>r transfer Chris Chadwick

had 1 5 points last night in 24 min-

utes as his s<.ilid play has eanKxl

him more court linn;.

"lately he's been much better."

LiHn?*> *^*'^ ^ Chadwkk. "1 know

it gets down played a littk bit but

he's new .. he's just getting a feci

for how we want him lo play He's

very good with the ball and he's

got to learn how to play without it

and I think that's what he's done.

He's done a better job of knowing

when to go and when not to go
"

Sophomore* Rashaun freeman

led the Minutemen with 2 1 points,

regaining both his conftderKc and

energy after shooting jusi 8 27 in

the previous four games

Although HawLs coa«.h Phil

Martelli wasn't expecting the best

from Freeman last night, he wasn't

surprised by his effort.

"When peopk sit down and

start discussing who the best

freshman or first year player is in

the A- 10 he's got lo be the first

person discussed." he said. 'It was

interesting because I watched the

previous three games and 1

thought he was getting tired, he

seemed to be tiring and tonight he

certainly had a burM of ervrrgy

early on, 1 guess he had eight of

their first 1 2 He has a K»l bright

future"

"

Overall l^ppas thought his

team fought hard considering the

misiitatch.

"Obviously they re .i really

good team with some really good

individual players, and I thought

iHir guys did the best they cooW
with our game plan.' iMppas said

"1 thought we did a pretty good

job defcasively. got beat one on

one off the dribbk a littk bit but I

thought our guys gave it every-

thing that they had
"1 think we missed a kK of

makeable shots." he said. "1

thought we missed a lot of shots

we nonnally have a good chance

to make and that w\»uld have been

a whole dilferent ball ganw
"

Maurke Maxwell hit the fkior

hard with just over three minutes

kft in the gaitK- He limped off

with help after being down a cou

pie mitHites, Maxwell was kneed

in the thigh and l^ppas is uasuie

of his status for the weekend.
s»i((»h>>mi'rt I *rJ Ra»hjun Freeman led the Maroon and V^hiu unli 2 I p..inu l.i»i muhi

What are you

doing this

summer?

How about keeping cool

at an internship?

Come to a Field Experience Welcome Session

to give your internship search a head start.

.-»

February 26

3 pm
104 Career Services

March 2

10:30 am
104 Career Services

March 4
10:30 am

104 Career Services

Caree
For more information,

go to www.umass.edulcareers

or call us at 545-2224
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Nomar set to go
No. 5 says all is indeed forgiven

Liujrd M>> ( ,..» Ill aiiil h«-r I "Mi*" tramm.itt v h.iM i iiJuri J j Jithcull CaUnpAl)^ in 200^-04

Minutewomen to host GW
WOMEN'S HOOP from ptge 8

theirunlvuthcrauvl I
-- u.i- ii ihc-

hi-

Pan «.)( the l^\ Culunull^ sin.

wci-s Mem* (mm their ictw».iija-'

defense. Geur^- WaUiingtun ha>

t.inl> alkMed bO.fo puints pt.

un a ineiiger .^7t> iK'ld ^'

ixnutgii ITiKHjgh thi$ the 1^>
Culuniiil> have put tvigether a (run

^itun ufTeme that has been mw of

ihc nwsi potent in the confetxiKc

"We saw their ^me videos iind

we knuw what kind uT pri>hk.-ni>>

ihe> are going to pose tor u>."

DkIgd uid. 'we have lu coine out

inleiMe and shut down their transi-

tiun game. GW is guing to he hun

gr> jiui ki^m^ 111 Duquc^iii.', tlK\

arv gumg tu want to put mmi..

ixiint!> un the scoiebuiird."

\ major pan of the I <id\

«. viWmial s offense ha$ been, last

vears A- 10 pla>er ui the year.

Cath> tones, lunes hat avenged
204 poims and 3.1 aubtt per

game. The V 1 1 guard b aho a

presence under the haaket «id
rank* thiixl un her team in

a-hounds with, b 2 per ooniest.

L Ma^s will be kx>king toward

Hungarian sharp >hooter judit

Z-sedenyi to tind her rhMlmi

against Geutf^ Washington

Zsedenyi has been averaging

over nine point* pet gaiix'. and

leads the Minutewonvn in three-

l> Illicit trade, with 34 on thesoh

1W kv.' \^ ill be looking Icwwards

the seniors, who will be playing

their last weekend at the Mullins

Center, to pi<.k up the slack and

end their >.arix-r» tni a high note.

With this -he tjopes her team is

mcntall) prepared to txx only com-

pete this weekend, but to win.

"We've gut nothing tu kise and
• >aid.

~ last

weekend, we I. i\ defcrae

••'vl cvetule.

I ijan see in warm-ups whether

orm!-' physically ready lo

play > i uin't get a imie of

w hat s go«tig on inside their heads.'

Nomar Garciaparra is back
with the Boston Red Sox for

2004. maybe one uf the biggest

surprises of baseball's whirl-

wind offseason.

"Can you believe after these

three months I'm still here?" he
said with a smile Tuesday after

repurting to spring training in

Fort Myers. Fla.

Garciaparra acknowledged
he was upset by Boston's
attempt to trade him last fall If

the Red Sox had acquired Alex
Rodriguez from Texas for

Manny Ramirez, they planned
to deal their star shortstop to

the Chicago White Sox for out-

fielder Magglio Ordonez.
The White Sox. in turn,

might have sent Garciaparra to

Los Angeles.

"I was definitely hurt by a

lot of it. I probably feel like

.inyune else would feel after

-pending their whole career in

one organization," said

Garciaparra. a five-time All-

Star who can become a free

agent after this season.

"I was gone. Basically. I was
gone. So I dealt with that

already because, as far as I was
concerned, 1 was traded."

Pedro Martinez, Sammy
busa and Ordonez all wanted to

think ahead and forget about
the past.

Martinez wants to forget his

>.ontract flap, his Game 7 flop

and his Don Zimmer flip. He's

coiKcntrating on helping the

Kcd Sox try to win their first

World Series since 1»)I8.

"I hope it is that we are the

team to beat." Martinez said,

"but I don't want to say it. I

want tu do it."

He considers the Yankees
the favorite because they went
to the World Series, losing to

Florida, after defeating Boston

in seven games during the AL
championship series.

In Game 1. Martinez tossed

Zimmer, then a New ^'ork

coach, to the ground during a

melee. And in Game 7,

Martinez gave up three runs in

the eighth, allowing the

Yankees to lie the score.

He. too. can be a free agent

after the season.

"If they don't want to sign

me, that's fine." the three-time

Cy Young winner said. "I'm
pretty sure I'll probably get u

job with somebody else. But 11

they do. I'll be more than happy
to stay here."

In Tampa, Fla.. the picture

was just too perfect, even for

people who forecast a stormy
relationship between Alex
Rodriguez and Derek Jeter.

All smiles, Rodriguez was
relaxing after his first full work
out with the Yankee
Surrounded by All-Star playn-
and adoring fans, it had been a

wonderful day.

That's when Jeter joined him
at a picnic area right outside

Legends Field for a media ses-

sion. And within a minute of

them sitting together, the fair

skies turned foul, the wind
whipped and a wicked rain

started to fall.

Coincidence or correlation?

Who knows?
"I'm sure you'll make it a

good story." leter said.

About 2,500 fans watched
Rodriguez work out at third

and Jeter at shortstop.

"That's the largest crowd
I've ever practiced in front of at

spring training, and this is my
lOih year in baseball."

Rodriguez said.

New \brk made anoth^

move, reaching a preliminary

agreement on a S2 25 million,

one-year contract with Travis

Lee. who will back up jasoii

Giambi at first base.

In Mesa. Ariz.. Sosa brushed
aside questions about steroid

use in baseball, saying he does-

n't know what other players are

doing and can't control anyone
but himself. His only concern is

getting the Chicago Cubs to the

World Series

"I really don't want to make
a comment about that because
we've got a beautilul team
here." he said following his first

spring training workout.
'We've got something else in

mind, to come here and plav

baseball. I don't want to make a

comment because I don't have

anything to talk about."

I

Cubs manager Dusty Baker

thinks suspicions about which

guys might be using steroids

smacks of a McCarthy witch

hunt, tainting all players.

"They're looking to see who
looks like a communist," he

.said.

Ordonez reported to the

W'hite Sox in Tucson, Ariz., and
was more worried about batting

practice than trade rumors.

He's entering the final season of

a $29.5 million, three-year deal

ihat will pay him $14 million.

I was relaxing and waiting

loi Noniething, but nothing hap-

pened," he said of the talk of a

possible deal to Boston. "They

trade me, I'll go somewhere
else and play hard and do my
job. If I stay in Chicagu, I got to

do the same thing. I'm still

here."

Frank Thomas also reported

to White Sox camp and said

there was no problem between

him and new manager Ozzie
Guillen, his former White Sox
teammate

"Ozzie and I have had some
of the best times of our lives

together. I'm happy he's manag-
ing now," Thomas said.

Kansas City's Carlos Beltran,

also eligible for free agency

after this season, rep>orted for

what could be his final year

wiih the Royals.

What is going to infiuence

iiic coming back is the owner
talking to my agent,' said

Ek-ltran. who will make $4 mil-

lion this »eason. "Everything

depends on the owner and what

he wants tu do with the club."

In other news, Philadelphia

closer Billy Wagner will be side-

lined for a week with an

infiamed left middle finger that

caused pain during a workout
Tuesday

Seattle reliever Rafael

Soriano will be sidelined fur

three to four weeks after an

MRI exam revealed a strained

interior oblique muscle on his

left side.

Yankees right-hander Ion

l.ieber will not throw uff a

muund fur at least five to seven

days because of an injured right

groin
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Dining Commons Menu

DINNER
• BBQ Chic ken (Quarters

• B.ikttI ( hit ken (.Quarters

• Cirilled Ham Steak

• Seitan Bourguigmjn

'\et;.ini

Production Crew
( )n ^latl today

NIGHT EDITOR
Ivnnilef {jstwimd

PHOTO TtCHNICIAN
tmilk' Du^jn
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Good judgment comes

from experience, and often

experience comes from bad

judgment.
-Rita Mac Brown

aquarius • ian. 20-FfH. 18

Make use ol those Marti Gras lieads.

piSCeS • FiH 19-Mar 20

VV.ike up. Then go back to sleep.

aries • mak. 2i-apr. 19

Did you know midterms are in two

vveeks^ Ugly surjKise!

taurus • aph. 20-may 20

Take a bite cxjt of crime.

gemini • may2Mun. 21

Buq) (JUt loud in lecture. Who cares?

cancer • iun. 22-K1.22

Stop tanning, or you'll get it.

leO • I i.. 23-Au.. 2:

II \iHJ are realK that lw>l, take ott tlK.»se

take Dior shack's

virgo • Ai... 21-stfi. 2

J

Cancun is tuli. No '^wn^ break tor wxi.

libra • s»pt. 23-ort. 22

Janet lackson got implants. You shcKild

t(M)

Scorpio • I .'I Nov. 21

H(K key girls make hot dates.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Lhi ji

SonuH>ne wants to watt h that basketball

game.

Capricorn • du 2j ian 19

Is that a torni of corn on the ixh^

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
M'VKIMIM M)R HISrMAI'ARTMfVT FOR Rf STH MIO FOR SM I

N Amherst, I BJmi 1

1/2 mi UMass dc»ck

$625 Pets OK Hdwd

flot^rs Avlh 4/1 mayK-

sooner 549-2062

Brandywine Aprs.

Now leasing, 1 iSi2

hedrtxim apts. Lca.sfs

begin June, July, Aug

or Sep. First come,

first serve. Get them

while they last.

www.brandywinc-

apts.com Stop by or

Call 549-060).

Hobart Qmdos 3 bed-

loom, hardwcxid

floors, study area in

basement. Cable, tele-

phone (internet

access) in all bed-

rooms and study.

NOW SHOWING
forJUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO FEES.

www.amherstlincol-

nrealtY.com 253-7879

Center of tnwn 1, 2. 3

K-dr(K)nvs; hardwixxl

fl.x.rs. NOW SHOW-
ING tor JUNE and

SEPTEMBER. NC^

FEES. vv\vvv..iiTiher-

stlincnlnre.iltv.com

253-7879

MFO FOR SAIl

1998 Honda Civic Ex

C^Hipe 69,000 miles.

Very GcxkI Qmdition

$8500.00

al\ an tl^'^cs.umass.edu

4n-221-8835

Toyota Tercel

Hatchback '89. 69K.

original owner, new

brakes, reliable, asking

$1,450.(413)665-

2492

1987 BMWE 5SPD

268K iniles Runs great

MiLst sell $1,000.00

413-531-7580

tVIPIOVMI S I

SUMMER INTERN-

SHIP Excellent

Advertising, Sales,

and Marketing oppor-

tunity. E;ini $3000 to

$7000+ and gain

valuable business

experience working

for the UMass
Official Campus

Telephone Directory.

GREAT RESUME
BtXlSTER! Call

Kiersten at Around

Cvampus, Inc. 1-800-

466-2221 X.272 www.

an nindcampus.com

$500!!! Police

Impounds, Hondas,

C^hevy's, Jeeps, etc.

For listings 1-800-319-

3323 Ext. 4554

Live in babysitter

needed for two girls

this summer in Well-

fleet, Cape QxJ, Sala-

ry, nx)m, board. Please

call 508-349-6392

FMIMOVMINT

Marketing Agency

Seeks Outgoing High

Energy Individuals tor

promt >tions $1 5/h<Hir

888-477-6668

www.hauspn>miv

rions.com

Summer on Cape

QxJ! The Wychmere

HarKir Beach Club is

conducting interviews

for summer employ-

ment on our Cape

C^xj property March

4,5,6 + March

18,19,20. C:heck out

our website at

www.wvchmerehar-

borcom + C'all Amy
at 508-432-1000x129

for details.

500CimpJobs. NY,

PA, New England. 1-

800-443-6428

www.summercampem-

ployment.com

Summer nanny posi-

tion caring for 2 boys

f StPlOVNUNT

5 and 8. Wcx-kends

Spring and Fall full-

time (40 hours).

ExjX'rience preferred.

c:all 625-2288.

The UMa.ss tixnball

team is Kx>kinK tor

interested students to

till the posititin of

vidcM assistant startinjj

in late spring

Experieiice prcterrcvl

but will train. C-ome

be apart ot the

Champion tradition!

Contact Bill Sisler,

video director 577-

0319

Bartender Tniinees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. L*x:al

positions. l-8a)-293-

3985 ext 516

" Bartend inj^"

$250/l>ay Potential.

No Experience Nesc.

Training provided. I-

800-965-6520 Ext. 162

IMFRIAIWIFNT

Experiencev.1 Hip-Hop

DJ 41 3-335-5226

FOR RFNT

Brandywine I

13c\lnx)m. Ol bus

line, ga.s water includ-

ed. Immediate txcu-

pancy 978-835-4571

SERViCFS

We do laptop and

desktop computer

repair start mj: at

$39.a\ 41 3-584-

8857.

PRECiNAN(.;Y

TLSTING, HIV

Testing, Birth

CAintrol, and

Emergency

Contraception.

Affordable and confi-

dential. Tapestry

I lealth, 27 Pray

Street, .Amherst. 548-

9992

SERVICES

Pregnant.' Nec\l help'

t:,ill Birthrmht v>f

.Anilurst .ire.i for free

testing .mil .isMst.ince

S49-I906

Spring; IVc.ik 2004.

Travel with STS,

.-Xmencas «1 Student

Tour t^xnitor to

Jamaici, C.iiuun,

Acipiilco, B.ih.imas

and Florida. Now hir-

ing c.l^lpll^ rej'^. C'.ill

for ^roup klisci Hints.

Infi)nn.ition/Reser\ .iti

onsl-800-648-4S49

or www.ststr.neL I

'

111

For more mfonnation

contact STA Trawl at

4n-256-1261

Spring Break 2L\M It's

hercKiok now I

Lowest Prices Hiittest

Parties*! .Airlines

Wliat more can ycxi

ask fori!! wwAv.sun-

spl.i.sluours.t.om 1800-

426-7710

TRAVEL

887-4-CANCUN
Bc-st price, UNLESS
V'ENlX^Rsellini:

sprint; bre.ik packages.

1^> inH get scammeil.

C^.HUun, Negril

.Acapiilco, B.ib.imas,

FKirida. $$$ i.iinpiis

reps earn $5^

Hipnation.com 877-4-

c.tncun.

WANTED

EGGIX^NC^RS
NLLPEn; Extremely

genennis competisa-

tion paid. Non-smok-

ers ayes 21 32. For

more infomi.ition

please cont.ict

Chnstine or Liz at

781 -769-69cX> or visit

www.roK'rtniclu 'Is-

exj.com

Advertise in The

Collegian

Marketplace!

Call 54S-3500.
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2004

MAXIM
S Jk \

FILENE'S

INVITES YOU
TO PARTY
CANCUN
STYLE! ENTER
NOW FOR
YOUR CHANCE
TO WIN A TRIP

TO MAXIM
BREAK '04

n» *

NAUTI

NOW THROUGH
SUNDAY,
FEBRUARY 29, 2004
ALL FILENE'S MEN'S
NAUTICA
DEPARTMENTS

REGISTER TO WIN A
CHANCE FOR YOU
AND A GUEST TO BE

FLOWN TO CANCUN
AND PUT UP IN A
GREAT HOTEL RIGHT
IN THE HEART OF
THE ACTION!

GO TO WWW NAUTICA COM
FOR MORE DETAILS ON THE

WIN A TRIP TO MAXIM SPRING BREAK-
SWEEPSTAKES

llways something exciting

'A Revolutionary Convening'

honors the life of June Jordan

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 4

2004 UMass

lacrosse preview

SPORTS, PAGE 8

Che Hailp CdUesian
Friday. February 27. 2004 New England's Largest College Daily • Est. 1890 Volume CXIV Issue 91

Officers Panelists reflect on desegregation
nab male

Police irfliceni were dispatched

lo a disturbance two nights ago

after what witnesses describc"d as a

drunken resident alleged!) became

violent.

OfBcere from the Univenity of

MatMchusetts Police Department

arrived at Hamlin Hall at 10: VI

p.m Wednesda> to investigate the

ntuation and found five people

restraining a person, according to

Patrick Callahan of the UMass

News Office.

UMPD officers placed Into pro-

tective custody the unklentitied

male. There was no arrest,

although the maW was restrained.

According to Callahan, the

makr had susuined facial injuries.

Polke presence included fout

cruisers parked behind Hamlin

Hall in l-ot 4^ An ambulance was

also parked in the \u\ dunng the

incklmt. The UMPD have refused

lo comment on the incident.

A number of students have

dest-ribed the male as exhibiting

violent behavior dunng prior

drunken incklcnis.

\o charges Me being ptesaed at

this time
— Momi Stfi^rr

Bv MlCHEi.Lt RlVI£RA

A crowd of listeners assembled

in the University of Massachuseiis

Campus Center Thursda> night in

commemoration of the 50th

anniversary of the l'J54 Supreme

Court decision in the Brown v. the

Board of Education of Topeka,

Kan
The discusskxi was a part of the

observance of Black llisiors

Month.

The four featured UMass facul-

l\ panelists that led the discussion

were Professor k>hn H Brace> |r ol

the Afro- American studies dcpan

HK-nt. Assistant l*njfesson> nx)mas

M. Hilbink and Bemie D. kjnc"s ol

the krgal studies department and

Assisuint Profesiw Laura L. l.ovett

of the histor> department.

The panel discussed the

groundbrnking cue. Bivwn v the

Board erf Education of Topeka.

which eliminated separate bui

equal status in public schocils.

The panel addrevsed the histon

of desegte^ition and integration in

schools, as wtrll as the results the

Supreme Coun deciswn btuu^t

for social chanfe.

Proleaaor Bracey was the first

^xaker amongst the panelists, and

recalled some ol his experiences

growing up in Washington, DC.
aitd dealing with desegregation and

integration throughout his time as

a -.tudcnt He recalled the memory

of having to use books in high

school that were stamped as "dis-

carded" that had once bekxiged to

students from prominent white

schools.

On May 17. 1954. the Supreme

Court ruled in a unanimous deci-

Mon that the idea of "separate but

equal" was unconstitutional

because it violated chiklren's 14th

amendment rights b> separating

them s«.)lel> on the classiticaiion ol

the color of then >kin.

Then Chief lust ice Earl Warren

delivered the court's opinion,

aflimiing that "segregated schools

are not equal and cannoi be nuide

equd. and heiv e deprived

of dw equal pi ^ -iws."

The caae was made in 1451.

when OlivCT Brown tried to eiuoll

his daughter in a white elementar>

vhuol The School was ckxicT to

her home titan the black ekmen-

lary school. The pnncipal of that

schud refu-sed.

TInneen other parents )oaned

Brown and the National

Association for the Advancxmient

of Colored People request an

Comic artist

gets movie deal
By Jl>HNN^

I)l)NAll>M)N

(. jicut.uN STArr

A popular online

comic strip, written

and drawn by

Univeristy of

Massachu.selts student

Roben D Kryzkowski

and published in The
Massachusetts Daily

Collegian will soon be

coming to a theater near

\ou

The movie rights to

Kryzkowskis "Elsie

Hooper" series have

been purchased by

Impact Media, who

\'it£*^ hope to turn the well-

' regarded strip Into a

major motion picture.

Producer Troy Neighbors and

Kryzkowski. who is currently deep into writ-

ing the script, both hope to. in Kryzkowskis

words, make a "bigger, better version" of the

comic.

"Elsie Hooper" tells the story of a young

man who sets off in the night in search of his

kid sister, who has been kidnapped by a race

of vicious, alien-like creatures. Armed with

assorted weapons and accompanied by a

young boy who has barely escaped the con-

trol of the monsters, young Ridley Hooper

goes on a sometimes gory, violent quest to

save young Elsie from the clutches of the

clawed creatures.

It was the combination of the visuals and

the story that attracted the attention of

Neighbors, who was surfing the Internet for

properties when he discovered "Elsie

Hooper." The dark, nourish shading and the

angular looks of the comic are distinctive.

It wasn't just the "striking" look of the

strip, but the story that Intrigued Neighbors

as well. "The story of the brother going after

the sister, the bond ... it was so well put

together"

The producer hopes to make "Elsie

Hooper" more "cinematic" and take it to

"the next level."

Neighbors contacted Kryzkowski about

eight or nine months ago, but the deal for

the movie was not finalized until last month.

Since then Kryzkowski has been hard at

work with the screenplay, taking time off

from his classes to work on the script

(though he will receive class credit from his

professors for working on the screenplay)

and staying up all night, .sometimes to five

or six In the morning, working and talk-

ing lo Neighbors.

The writer's original plan was to turn

the comic strip Into a lower budgeted

movie on his own, with himself directing

It. But when Neighbors contacted

Kryzkowski about making into a movie,

the creator jumped at the chance to do

the movie on something more than

"pocket change."

The comic strip Is just the first ele-

ment in what Kryzkowski hopes to be a

ILLUSTRATK>NS BY lUWRT I ' KRY/KO*-k

large-Kale phenomenon, complele with a

video game, graphic novel and action fig-

ures. As the writer said: "The comic was

meant to be a sketch, to help me find a

groove.' Now Kryzkowski hopes that his

thriller will "connect with our generation
"

Kryzkowski and Neighbors are both

keeping mum on details of the movie, specif-

ically the casting process and the attempts to

find a major studio to distribute it. The duo

is looking to make this a major, wide-release

motion picture and. as Kryzkowski said,

they hope to "find the perfect relationship to

a studio." He did mention, however, that

several actors and dire-ctors arc circling the

project, as well as possible distributors.

Neighbors said that the> are "focusing

more on the scripts It's premature lo sav

right now." when it comes to the question of

casting and possible distributors.

Kryzkowski is a large advocate of the

Internet. As advice to aspiring nimmakers.

he said that the best way to get exposure is

to "find a medium which showcases your

skills best and put It on the Internet."

He also mentions that the best wa\ for

fans to support "Elsie Hooper" Is lo go

online, and to mention It to other friends in

order to develop a

grassroots fol-

lowing for

the comic

ProfesMir John D. Bracev participate* in a facultv panel diM. u^ion nt

drcikiun. The- dialogue marked Black Hislorv Mtmlh and the 50th amm

injunction thai v^oukl torbtd ihc

segregation of Topeka's public

schook.

The deciskm dkl no( autoinati-

call> end school segie^tion but It

dkl destnj> the constitutkwil loun-

datkxi upon wtikh krgalized segre-

gation.

"(The case) dkln't kad to an

immediate movement, but it

changed pei)!!!!.'^ c\rv>.iation»
"

Hilbink sakl

Hilbink saai m »a> in-ptied the

moment he kamcd of the Brown

case, and felt an emotkjnal conncx-

iton with Brown Bru\«i wa^ a lig

ure that represented social change.

Hilbink >aid.

"BruwTi represented a rise of

elite poik-y inakit^' Hilbink sakl

the Brown \. Board ol EJucatic»n

veriory of the deiiMon.

After the end ol the di.M.us.Mcins.

the panel wswered several quev

tioas from the Kstcners.

The partel duscassion was ofMi

to the puWk.. and took place at 7

p ni. at tfw CampuN Center in mom
lb8C.

The event was sponM.>red b> the

Student Activitie* Ccmei and by

Student Affairs and Campu- I He

Bush to end U.S. use of some

land mines; won't join treaty
Bv Barr\ Sc Hwiin

,\>M>llA1ll> ri«ts»

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Bush administra-

tion intends to end the U.S. military's use of land

mines that are not timed to self-destruct but will

not sign a I 50-nation ant i land mine ireatv. a sen-

ior administration official said Thursday.

The new policy also will double, lo S70 million,

what the United States spends annualK to locate

and remove mines considered hazards to petiple

and serving no deterrent purpose, the olticial said,

speaking on condition ol .inon\mil\

Lincoln Bloomfield. an asM>iant secretary of

state who is President Bush's special adviser on

land mines, was expected to announce the new

policy at the State Department on Eridas

From now on, all new U.S. land mlne> will be

detectable to U.S. authorities and geared to

become Inert. But those considered to be part ol

deterring attacks, such as In Korea, will remain in

use. Those mines will be timed to self-destruct,

but the> can be reset to remain operable.

In Afghanistan and Cambodia, among other

countries, the buried land mines serve no military

purpose and are a menace to farmers, children and

other people who accidentally trip over them. The

mines maim or kill.

Stephen Goose, executive director of the arms

control division ol Human Kighis Watch, praised

the plan to increase spending for mine clearance

projects. But he said the United State* is imLiioJ

b> its insisienn oii u-ink' land mine* in its dcU n-i

programs.

"\^e ha\c u f:iL.r. vK.il of mcMnentum every

v^here cNe around the world. The US is the only

counlrv in NATO that hasn't fwnned this weapon.

We have a situation where the L S is undermining

the international norm against this weapon." said

Goose, who said he was informed bv ihe State

rK*partment on Thursday about the new policv.

Goose said that the U.S goal, for a decade. ha»

been to mtivc toward the point where it could

eliminate all anti personnel mines

"This Is a goal that has been embraced b> the

entire world. But It's a goal that the United States

has now given up on. They now sa> thcv v*ant to

use some tvpes of anti-personnel mines, the so-

called smart mines that selfdesiroct. anywhere in

the world in perpetuilv." he said

Sen. Patrick I eahv. DAi . a leading opponent

of land mines, said although there are some posi-

tive aspects of the policy, "on the whole it is a

deepiv disappointing step backv\ard
"

"This i> another squandered opportunity for

U.S. leadership on a crucial arms control and

See MINES on page 2

1 ; II I •nil 1.1 iiA ouii.ixs

Lederle open
As of 5 p.m. yesterdav, the Lederle CJraduate Research Center had fullv reopl-ned. The tower

was shut down after an elt-ctrical problem started a fire Wednesday iiftern»H<n. The fire self-extin-

guished and there were no major injuries. One firefighter reported Jifficultv hre.ithinn and was

treated at Ciwley Dickinson Hospital in Northamptt>n. and two electricians rept>rted minor burns.
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. By Scott Eldridge

If the election was tomorrow

who would you vote for?

Amber Sargent

^^ Not Bush.

»

Carlyn Mamber

. ,, ." /'

Psychology major

^ ^ I am going to vote

for Bush cause I don't

want Kerry, a a

Devin Collins

f r e s h «/ J };

Jleuroscience major^

^^I'm voting for Kerry

cause he's a veteran. ««

Alex Ambroz

senior
Computer Science major

I It n I <> t

^nance major.

Anybody but Bush. « •

Luis Medina

^ ^ I'd vote for Nadar

but I'm bummed out

Dean left the race. ««

Th>y Loruso

!::> ESio rsi
Business major Plant and Soil Science major

U.S. to

limit land

mine use
MMES from pag* 1

humanitarian i»8ue.' he said.

"Worst of all. in a sharp depar-

ture from past policy, it says the

United States will continue

using land mines indefinitely."

The International Campaign

to Ban Landmines, which won

the \^^7 Nobel Peace Prize for

its efforts in getting the treaty

approved in Ottawa. Canada,

said 1 50 countries have signed

on. They included Afghanistan.

Canada! Germany. Italy and

Britain. Among the 44 nations

that had not done so, as of

October, were the United

States. China. Iran. North

Korea, South Korea. Pakistan

and Russia, according to the

group
i The 1997 pact went mto

force on March I. 1999, and

bans the stockpile of mines and

requires each nation to destroy

its stock within four years.

jody Williams, who shared

the 1997 Nobel prize with the

group she helped create, said in

a telephone interview with AP
Radio that the latest move "is

yet another indication of the

Bush administration's total dis-

dain for international law. I

wish I could say I was sur-

prised, but Im not."

In early 2001. a Pentagon

commissioned study said

advances in technology could

lead to alternatives to anii-per-

sonnel land mines that would

pose fewer risks to civilians.

But it said that not all of these

emerging technologies were

likely to be ready by 2006 — a

target set by the Clinton admin-

istration for deciding whether

the United States should

approve the international

treaty.
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LONDON (API — Britain

spied on L' N Secretary -General

Kofi Annan in the build up to

the Iraq v^ar. a former Cabinet

minister said Thursday, trigger

ing yet another poM>^ar crisis

for Prime Minister Turn Blair.

Blair refused to confirm or

deny the accusation and brand-

ed his former international

development secretary, Clare

Short, "deeply irresponsible"

for commenting on sensitive

security issues ht
For Blair, int allegation is

another poteniiflly damaging

.ifteishiH.k of the liaq invasion.

following controversies over

Britain's prewar intelligence

dossiers, the death of a weapons

scientist, the coalition s failure

to find weapons of mass

destruction artd the collapse of a

court case on alleged U.S.-

British bugging of the United

Nations.

But in a bravado perform-
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From Showtime, CBS'

"Late Show with

David Letterman" and

NBC's "Late Night with

Conan O'Brien"

ance at his monthly news con-

ference, the prime minister

insisted British spies always

acted within international law.

The United Nations said any

spying on Annan's office would

be illegal

"Such activities would

undermine the integrity and

confidential nature of diplomat-

ic exchanges. Those who speak

to the secretary-general are enti-

tled to assume that their

exchanges are confidential,"

U.N. spokesman Fred Eckhard

said

The opposition was quick to

criticize Blair's government.

"I'm afraid the situation now
seems to be a complete mess.

It's about time the prime minis-

ter got a grip on it and sorted it

out," said Michael Howard,

leader of the main opposition

Conservative Party.
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Warning signs important

to preventing tragedies

Losing sleep can be a nightmare

Stories of children's depression, anger, and

other negative emotions resulting in violence

and oftentimes murders have been abundant

in the news over the past few years. The

increasingly busy lives of adults have put a

strain on family relationships recently. And

quiet children oftentimes make it hard for

parents and teachers to be able to detect any

problems. When problems are allowed to sit

and fester, it creates the possibility of a hos-

tile, even violent outburst.

A report released by Colorado's state attor-

ney general yesterday said authorities had at

least 15 contacts with the Columbine High

School killers going back to two years before

the horrific attacks.

Attorney General Ken Salazar summarized

how Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold gave

many warning signs before they attacked fel-

low students in their high school. A thrown

snowball that cracked a car window and a

prank phone call were among the mischievous

acts the boys committed prior to their mur-

ders and suicides on April 20. I'i'i'J mak

ing it the deadliest school shooting in U.S.

history.

There were other things that should have

sounded an alarm. For instance, a deputy

found a \^eb site run by Harris that said the

two teens had built pipe bombs. It concluded;

"Now our only problem is to find the place

that will be ground zero.'
"

The investigation should open the eyes ot

parents, teachers and authorities who may

take similar signs and threats from teenagers

lightly. If authorities had followed up on thc^c

threats aiul signs, the horrific action may have

been prevented.

Perhaps these ominous signs were a cry out

tor help from Harris and Klebold. If authori-

ties had questioned them and their parents,

they may have been able to not only prevent

the death of 1 2 students and a teacher, it may

have even led to a happier life for the two

young txjys.

While there has not been a school shooting

as big as the one in Columbine, there have

been outbursts of violence from teenagers and

young adults around the nation since.

Oftentimes, there are vkarning signs that pre-

cede these attacks well in advance of the vio-

lence.

The years in junior high and high school

are difficult fur many students. Peers can be

cruel to one another. Family strife may irritate

students. Deaths in the family can bring in a

flood of emotions for these youngsters. An

array of other problems can also lead to or

complicate problems.

And the problem isn i limited to High

School students either. College students, fac-

ing the seemingly enormous task of balancing

lull time jobs, five or more classes and an

arrav of other responsibilities, oftentimes

become ove^v^ helmed It is easy for college

students to feel as though there is no way out.

when in reality there is.

It is time that parents, teachers, psycholo-

gists and youth leaders are vigilant in watch-

ing out for v^arnmg signs from young people

and follow-up on any suspicious activity. It

could not only save the lives of those in need

of assistance, but others as well.

Informuiiun from the Asumuleil /Vcxv wa«

used HI Ihis edituriai
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Many college students pull

all-nighters or run on little

sleep due to demanding course

workloads. But deprive your

self of sleep, and a bad test

grade or late assignment will be

the least of your worries.

As 1 write this column, a

quick glance at the clock tells

me it is already one in

the morning My first Qpp|(w

class requires me to get ^_^[
up at 8:30 am

could also be potentially detri

mental to our health. The

amount of sleep a young adult

should get varies, but accord-

ing to www.uchospiials.edu/.

an average of eight hours per

night is beneficial. Any fewer

will bring ill effects: many of

which can set in within a week
of creating bad sleep-

Uartin"! '"^ ''"'''"
waunio Denying our bodies

iheir necessary rest can

.^k«Wj .' 1^

THE

O^SHN

reminding me 1 will not be get-

ting the recommended eight

hours of shut-eye tonight \ci.

as 1 continue to work through

my sleep debt. 1 do not think

twice of the time ticking away.

As a college student, my
internal clock seems to ha\e

permanently set itself back. 1

am. feels like 10 p.m.: allos%-

ing me to continue slaving over

abundant amounts of honte-

work into the early morning.

Sometimes, 1 could go to bed

early, but I am also guilty oi

surrendering to distractions

and staying awake instead I try

to justify my late nights \^ith

the excuse that four hour> ol

sleep is as good as eight But

waking up the next morning

reminds me how poorly that

reasoning is.

We have all felt the effects of

sleep deprivation; mornings that

come too soon, wandering to

class with eyes too heavy to

open and sleeping away ^0

minute lectures like they are

nothing. We sometimes stay

awake at night to ensure our

preparation for the next day

Yet. our actions are counter-

productive. A lack of sleep

directly affects our concenira

tion. reaction time, and compre

hension. according to

http://ia.essortment com/sleep-

deprivatio_rgyw htm .^s our

body cries out for sleep, we per

form our daily activities, but

our performance suffers It doe*

not take long to realize staying

awake lo finish studying, or to

do nothing productive at all.

was not the most sensible idea

The next day we always pay

A lack of slumber takes a

larger toll on a person, though,

than just feelings ol fatigue

SacriHcing a good night s sleep

slow basic metabolic functions,

such as storing and processing

carbohydrates, as well as alter

our glucose and endocrine lev-

els, according lu v\ww uchospi-

We have all felt the

effects of sleep dep-

rivation: mornings

that come too soon,

wandering to class

with eyes too heavy

to open and sleeping

away 50 minute lec-

tures like tfiey are

nothing. We some-

times stay awake at

night to ensure our

preparation for the

next day.

ials.edu/. In less technical

terms, interfering with such nat-

ural bcidily processes can lead to

problenjs resembling early

aging, weight gain and the early

stages ol diabetes.

Reducing our levels of sleep

also lowers our body's defenses.

According to hltp://ia.es»ort-

ment coin/sleepdeprivaiio.rgyw

htm. because our txxlies are

forced to work harder keeping

us awake, we bcconte more sus-

ceptible to illness. We get sick

more often, despite other pre-

cautions to stay healthy. \N hen it

comes to fighting oil illness,

tx'cause our body s self defense

system is running on overdrive,

we have trouble warding olf

bacterium and viruses. Even

with the common cold, recovery

becomes a prolonged process.

In short, though a person may

lead a healthy lifestyle, reduced

levels of sleep put him or her at

risk for many health problems.

But the effects of sleep depri-

vation are not irreversible. A
person has many options to cor-

rect bad sleeping patterns or to

avoid becoming rest deprived at

all.

According to www.curein-

somnia.homestead.com, this

may simply entail avoiding cer-

tain things before going to bed.

Any food/drink that is caffeinat-

ed, contains alcohol, or is con-

sumed in large amounts will

interfere with sleeping patterns.

It is also important to avoid

using a bedroom or any other

sleeping area as a workplace

The body will subconsciously

correlate this space with stress:

making it harder to relax and

fall into deep slumber.

To encourage good sleep,

www cureinsomnia. homestead.

c

om recommends using a com-

fortable mattress and pillow, lis-

tening lo soft music il rest is

hard to come by and surround-

ing oneself in darkness. Pair

these measures with others,

such as deep breathing, light

exercise in the early evening,

and different relaxation tech-

niques and a bad sleep should

be hard to come by. But out of

all the methods for treating, or

preventing, sleep deprivation,

the most beneficial is to go to

bed at similar times each night,

for at least eight hours. It is a

foolproof way of maintaining

good health and keeping a sharp

mind
We would never purposely

expose ourselves to sickness,

speed up our aging process or

reduce our coiKentration skills.

Yet, intentionally or not, cutting

back on sleep produces such ill

effects as these. So the next

time we are tempted to pull all-

nighters, or pretend 4 a.m. is a

fine time to go to sleep, think of

the consequences and remem-

ber the imp«.)rtance of a good

night's sleep We will thanks

ourselves in the morning.

Heik\ Marlins n a Collegian

lolumnnf

Try spelling this one, Dubya

frances

Carf

^^^j^H There no

^^^H^^^H question about

^^^r ^^1 it; proper usage

^V^^ 4^1 of the

^^^. .,^^^^1 language is dif-

^H^^^^B ficult

HP^H^^^ is

[ j unpronounced
^ letters: silent

e's. c's, not to

mention virtu-

ally all h's. It is

understandable that people

would have a hard time using it

properly. You've got sentence

structure, grammar, punctuation,

diction, context and the most

aggravating one of all. the king of

finicky language restraints:

spelling.

After all of the exercises we

slaved over in junior high school

language arts and the countless

spelling quizzes and spelling bees

in elementary school, as a result

of e-mail and electronic

spellcheck software, we have

effectively unlearned how to

spell.

Spellcheck programs have

undone years of grammar study. I

lind that when I am typing I no

longer bother adding apostro-

phes because the computer does

il for me. forget about capitaliz-

ing is. It's a waste of energy: the

computer's got it covered. When

I misspell a word a squiggly red

line alerts mc of the fact and all I

have to do is right-click for a list

of alternatives.

With frequently misspelled

words, if you invert a commonly

mistaken letter, as in the case of

"recieve" and "percieve." the

computer changes it for you

without even asking for permis-

sion. So. at this stage, the com-

puter is correcting your errors

without your knowledge. That

computer is very considerate. It

doesn't want to embarrass you.

Melville Dewey was the

Amherst College librarian who

invented the Dewey Decinuil

System, which is used in more

tlian % percent of all libraries in

the world. Dewey, who legally

changed the spelling of his name

lo Melvil Dui. was also the

founder of the Spelling Reform

Association. Mr. IX-wey and his

cohorts didn't fvlieve in extrane

ous letters cluttering words and

sought to do away with them. As

early as 18^8. there were reform

ers promoting a list of 12 alter

nate spellings. Included were

Iho. altho. thru, thruoui. ihoro.

thoroly and thorolare

President Theodore Roosevelt

also supported simple spelling,

issuing an order to the

Goveinment Printing Office to

comply with a list of )00 simpli

fied spellings. However, resisiers

in Congress overturned

Roosevelt's order and the com-

plication endured. And with the

advent of other software on com

pulers, we have gotten sloppy.

A couple spelling

errors here and

there certainly

areni going to kill

you or determine

your fate.

Is it the fault of Mr.

Spellcheck or an overall infor-

mality in our culture? 1 look to

our government for answers. We
learn something from each per-

son that sits in the White House.

Ronald Reagan taught us that

ketchup was a vegetable. George

Bush. Sr. taught us that it would-

n't be prudent. Clinton taught us

thai oral sex is not sex. And the

great George W. has taught us

that American English is not the

native tongue. Thai not only do

you not need lo know how lo

spell, hut apparently you don't

even need lo know how lo speak

to gel b\ anymore.

A few of my favorite

Bushisms for your reading pleas-

ure:

"lamilies is where our

nation finds hope, where wings

lake dream. " Agreement?

"More and iiK>re ot our imports

are coming Irom overseas." Uh-

Huh'' And'.' What's your point?

"1 am a per>on who axogniz.es

the lallacv of humans."

fallibility''

"They said this issue wouUn't

a-signate with the People. They've

btvn provcxl wrong, it does rcsig-

nate " Resonate? I wish he would

RlSIGNate
• lliis is what I'm good at. I like

meeting jvople, my felkjw citi-

zens, I like interfacing with them."

Interacting?

"I ilon't need lo be sublim-

inabahle. " I rest my case.

Someone who is well spoken

can gel away with not being a

bad s|xller because no one nec-

cssarilv reads his or her words.

But someone who cant speak

reveals his weaknesses outright

through his communication.

When you are president, you

don't have to be able lo spell,

speak coherently and you are

allowed to invent new words.

Basically, as long as W. inhab-

its the White House, spelling is

the least of our concerns. In fact,

his presence in the White House

alone is proof thai almost any-

thing is possible.

A couple spelling errors here

and there certainly aren't going

to kill you or determine your fate

In conclusion, don't worry about

it. Take a page from our funda

menially illiterate president. You

shouldn't be judged for your

youthful indiscretions.

"I'm not going lo talk about

what 1 did as a child. What I am
going lo talk about — and I am
going to say this consistently —
[is that! it is irrelevant what I

did 20 to 30 years ago. What's

relevant is that I have learned

from any mistakes I made. I do

not want lo send signals lo any-

body that what Gov. Bush did

30 years ago is cool lo iry."

Iiijoriuation from www:

htishisiiis.coin and www.harns-

dle.dcmon.co.uk was used in

this column.

Irances Carr is a Collegian

columnist.

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR

FREEDOM REMAINS IN

WAR-TORN NATION

h response to Vtouset Munayyer^

»1)Cte entitled "Thank you, terael ' I fed

that It vioM tie wise to mform the

reader of the points ttie flyef campaign

IS intended to make While it must tie

admitted that the Student Alliance for

Israel is not an unbiased group in

regwds to the Arab-Israeli conflict it

muat be pointed out that every single

poim made about Israel m regards to

detnocracy and on* rights is 100 per-

cent true

First of all. Israel is the only democ-

racy in the Middle East No one would

venture to say that Syna. Jordan Egypt

and Saudi Arabia are democracies

Every person living in Israel was grant

ed Israeli citizenship once independ-

ence was declared in 1948 This

included Jews. Palestinians. Druze

Bedouins. Chnstans and anyone else

who was there at the time

Anyone residing in Israel after a

time has the right to apply for Israeli

citizenship regardless of race or creed

All citizens are equal m the State of

Israel Non- Jewish citizens also have

voting rights, and the right to run for

office There are currently Israeli Arabs

that have beeu elected and are sen/ing

in Israel's Parliament Nowhere else in

the Middle East can a country be found

that IS so committed to the values of

democracy.

All Israeli citizens have freedom of

religion Unlike in many other Middle

Eastern countries, where government

Is according to Islamic law. Israel is a

secular state In Israel, Muslims are

allowed to mark Ramadan. Christians

are allowed to celebrate Easter and

Christmas, and anyone is free to prac-

tice no religion at all in Israel

Freedom of religion, speech, and

press is guaranteed. Nowhere else in

the Middle East vrould one be able to

criticize one's government, let alone

publicly, but in Israel this is accepted as

a valuable aspect of the democratic

process

The vast majonty of Israelis would

support a complete withdrawal from

the West Bank and the Gaza Strip as

long as the security of the State of

Israel could be guaranteed The

Palestinian leadership, however, has

not tieen able to guarantee Israel's

safety from suicide bombings, as is

apparent after Sunday mornings sui-

cide bombing in Jerusalem Israel is

fighting for its existence Israel Is fight

ing to remain the only democracy in the

Middte East that tmty respects the val-

ues of democracy and civil nghts

The last thing Israel wants is v»r i

know because I tiave recently been to

lyael and I have interacted with

Isf aelis But wtwt else can a country be

expected to do m the face of such

attacks besides defend itself The

Israe* people have decided ttiat terror

ism vwfl not deter ttiem. that they will

not be pushed into the sea and that

they are detemiined to remain the only

country in the Middle East that truly

respects the values of democracy and

twman nghts

David Hamilton

UMass sophmore

EDWARDS A MORE
THAN WORTHY
CANDIDATE

On Super Tuesday, March 2. the

eyes of the nation will be on

Massachusetts when you citizens

make known whom you believe should

be the Democratic nominee to face

George W Bush I hope you are giving

senous consideration to John Edwards

My wife and I went to our Iowa caucus

for him

We both thought that this was one

of the best democratic fields of candi-

dates to ever come through Iowa All

were worthy people, but we thought

Senator Edwards stood out as the best

— a good man who has vision that our

nation needs in these pressing times In

addition, we believe he can beat Bush

I would not suggest that my judg-

ment IS any better than yours howev-

er I would say that Edwards is as

impressive as any candidate I have

ever met in my lifetime, and that goes

back many years In fact, when I was

young I thought the president had to be

named FDR and the pope Pius

My wife and I met. heard and shook

hands with all the candidates that we

could, even with Wesley Clark before

he dropped out of the Iowa caucus

Edwards seemed so good that we went

back to hear him over and over — to

make sure he was for real We conclud-

ed he was in fact the real thing

There are all sorts of reasons that

make me think that John Edwards can

and should beat Bush, but )ust let me

say that I hope he does Our nation

needs a man like him at this time So

please go and meet Senator Edwards

when he is in your area I think that you

too will find him to be the person who

can carry the next election and put our

nation back on course to the tand o<

future that we. and ou chMran, and

children s chridren want tor ttK graM

l^idof ours

SamOsboma
tWest Branch, Iowa

DEFENSE OF ISRAELI

POSTERS

In relation to the cntctsm targeting

the pro-Israel poster campaign. I wouW

like to express my feelings about the

issue

I think It IS important to show the

campus the positive accomplishments

of Israel When the news is reporting on

the conflict in Israel do they stop to

mention the tact that Israel is the only

country in the Middle East granting

basic rights such as freedom of the

press or granting voting rights to its cit-

izens'' The posters educate students,

the same shidents who are reading

your misleading articles who do not

know of Israels great achievements.

Lesley Yalen addressed questions to

the Jewish population This isn t a mat-

ter pertaining )ust to the Jewish people

There are supporters of Israel from all

religions, races and ethnicities

You suggested that perhaps pro-

Israel supporters should look to protect

the country s environment instead of

wasting their time advocating Israel's

tnumphs Israel's environment does not

need protecting if you had read the

posters, you would have realized that

one states that Israel is the only coun-

try in the world to enter the 21 st centu-

ry with a net gam of trees

The unemployment and poverty

rate is directly related to the ten-onsm

inflicted by the Palestinians Due to

fear, tourism has dramatically dropped

Entire areas of businesses are shutting

down and people are becoming

employed

The Student Alliance for Israel took

a proactive not a reactive, role They

took a higher road, highlighting Israel's

accomplishments instead of

Palestinian tenor acts I apologize that

the alliance disgusted ' you with their

positive messages Im sure the

alliance has learned their lesson Next

time they'll be sure to put up posters

saying Suicide Bombers The Best

Way to Express Your Desire for Peace

and an Independent State."

Talya Mazor

UMass student
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'007' gets

perfect 10 *A Revolutionary Convening'

bV Q3mer conference to explore the works of writer June Jordan

Press start

to Ray

James

Bo(Td007:

Everything

or Nothing'

Playstation 2

Gamecube

XBox

Gameboy
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lames Bond has

relumed to the video

gaiTie world once again

in Electronic Arts'

"lames Bond 007:

Everything or Noth-

ing." The game inclu-

des the voices of Pierce

Brosnan, |udi Dench,

John Cleese. Willem

Daloe. Shannon Eliz-

abeth. M>a and Heidi

- . . Klum
Reid DiVenpOlI Richard Kiel also

returns to once again to voice the charac-

ter he played in "Moonraker." laws. Along

with a nevk plot and twists, the game plays

just like a Bond nx)vie woukl.

This new additKxi to the lames Bond

franchise ol games is by far one ot the

most unique and well

done Bond games since

"CM.)ldeneye "
It gives

pla>cp> the opportunity

to use gadgets that,

until fK>sk. couW never

have bec-n used in a

video game. You will

get a chance to try out

unique gadgets that U
..reates for Agent 007
- the repel' device

being one of the cooler

items, as it allows you

to scak up and down
high places.

"Everything or

Nothing" also sets itself

apart from other Bond

ganKs by enabling the

gamer to use more
stealth tactics to

increase secret agent

skills Players arc

rewarded for figuring out extra side tactics

to reach objects, take out enemic>s or to

create a Bond like type of trick, such as

taking out a ma^s of enemies by collapsing

the bridge ihev arc on 'lou can pn»s your-

self against the wall arxl target an oncom-

ing soUier and as he rounds the comer

You can take him out with a quick snap-

ping of his ntvk.

Tactics that kill, or take out. enemie*

sikmtly are the key to suying alive in logM

Kenarios If you lire off an AK-47 at an

enemy, others in the anea will react to it It

bcxomes easy to trigger responses from

putmlling sokiiers and the player can be

quickly overwhelmed by an onslaught of

enemies. Lsing hand-tcvhand combat is a

good way to sileiKc enemies as well as to

lave your ammunition iiKase you get sur-

rounded.

The weapons arc very variabkr from

one to the next Some guns fire rounds

quickly whik- others are skjwer but more

powxTful. You can run out of ammo very

quKkly so practicing sneaking up on ene-

mies is a good idea. Your best bet is to use

AK-47s or SIGs and salvage your Desert

E^gle ammo for when you ncx-d to take out

a few enemies quickly The AK tends to

miss, \»hik' the Eagle packs a powerful

punch and takes fewer shots to eliminate

an enemy.

Bond also gets his shot at driving in this

game. \ou get to try out a few different

vehicles irKluding cars, tanks, motorcycles

arxi helicopters. Each are equipped with

machiiH- guns, bombs and missiles. In

some cases O adds some extra toys to help

you take out your pesky enemies or to get

rid of the a)ad rage built up inside of you.

The motorcycle in one level includes side-

mounted flamethrowers to make sure

other motorists don't come to close. Each

driving level does occasionally involve a

timed mission, but they usually take only

two or three tries to finally complete.

The multiplaycr is a very unique addi-

tkm to the Ikmd scries. The arena battle is

not available right off the bat. First you

and another player must gain points in co-

op missions in order to unlock areas and

eventually enable the arena battle option.

It's a very unique way of assuring players

get the most out of the game by requiring

them to complete other tasks before being

able to use the modes most players want to

play It may seem annoying at first, but it

forces you to try an option that most play-

ers might overlook.

The single player also has its benefits of

completing a job well done. If you can

complete special tasks on the hardest lev-

els, you a granted cheats to use in all lev-

els. If you manage to achieve a high score

on nonnal. you get other things granted to

you such as production stills. These can

appear to be simple tasks but as the game

progresses it becomes more and more dif-

ficult to attain these hidden objectives.

Also once you use a cheat in a level you

have not already completed, you will not

be allowed to move on to the next mission.

This addition to the popular "007"

series is absolutely fantastic. It delivers a

challenging set of mi.ssions that arc diffi-

cult enough to provide a challenge without

becoming annoying. The graphics are very

smooth and the controls are a little compli-

cated, but leamable.

James Bond 007: Everything or

Nothing" is a must buy for any fan of the

Bond series or of other third-person agent

games. Average cost is around $50.

Reid Davenport is a Collegian mlunt-

nisi.

By Eva Piccxu/i

tinXll.lAN StaI-K

'This is the lime for the trt^

aliie man. Woman Who must

decide that she He Can liw in

peace Racial and ^-viud iu^tiie

on this earth
"

'Poem fur luly 4 1<H4. Soma
Sancfiez.

Voices of political activists,

scholars and artists will be heard

this weekend at the University of

Massachusetts for the celebration

of the life of poet and activist

lune kirdan.

The presentation of "A

Revolutionary Convening: The

V isKNi of lune Jordan." has been

organized by Women's Studies

DepartiiK-nl in association with

New WORLD l^ater. the- Black

Student Union, the Women of

Color l^eadership Network of

EWC and the office of ALANA
affairs.

"My life seems to \x an

iiKreasing revelation of the inti-

mate lace of universal struggle."

luix- lordan wrote in the fore-

woiJ to her 1480 book, "Civil

Wars " kjrdan. who died in 2002.

was a woman whose life has sur-

iitAsiurMini>

The colefwwe will !.tart with it lecture bs kcvmHi- kpnkrr Sonia

Sanchr: loni)^! at 7:10 p.in. in the Student l'ni«>o B«llr»«>tn.

vived by the works she enduring-

ly produced — including two^

dozen books and an extensive

anthokigy of poetry.

Her collcvtion of essays, jour-

nalistic articles, plays and chil-

dren's books has made lordan

one of the most published

African Anwrican writers ever In

addition to being an acquain-

taiKc of Makolm X. and a cancer

as a professor at the University of

California. Berkley, she was also

accredited with National

activism awards for her role as

one of the nwst critical activists

of the 20th century.

Some ol lordan s works

iiKlude "Kissing God Goodbye

Poems" (1^71. "Haruko/lj.)Vi

Poems" 1 1 »W4 1 and "Things That

I do in the Dark." Her menx>ir.

titled "Soklier: A poet's

Childhood." was published in

2000 and most recently. "Some

of Us Did Not Die: New and

Selected Evsays ol lune Mdan"
(20021.

While there isn't a holiday in

cotiimemoratiim lor |ur>e

lordan s role as a leader lor

pnignm, *e will be cekrbrated

this yew- at UMass. Using

Jordan's work as a foundation for

conversation. Sonia Sanchez,

along with panelists from a vari-

et\ of spheres. wiW enpife in

roufvliabie diakigucs abtxit arts.

politKs. anii-racism and ami-sex-

ism

Beginning on today at 7:10

pin in the Student Union

Ballmom. Sonia Sanchez poet

aivJ activist will commetve the

two-day seminar with a keynote

spccvh. Sanchez has lectured at

over SOO universitie* and col-

Thr vikion of writer and activist June Jordan will be explored

Jurintj today» conference. "A Revolutionary Convening."

krges in the United States. Her

first book, wiitten in 1*169 and

titk^ "Homecoming." was

inspired by the social tc-nsion

atxxmd her in the I4t)0s. Sanchez

\m puUMied over 16 books of

poetry as weN as joumab. She is

an advocate of critkism of "white

America," and "white violence"

as wvll as texisn. chikl abu.se and

yenenNional and class conflicts.

according to the Women s

Snjdics Web liie.

Ruundtabic discussions will

be hekl toiiKirrviw ft\jtn 9 a.m. to

5:10 p.m. .1' (xis Center.

tvxim 101 I luding anti-

swe« shop and braast cancer

activism, along with directors

from the Third Wave
EoundMian. National Center for

Human Rights Education.

American Ericnds Servke and

Voices of Today will be present

for discourse

Folk>wing these events, at tl

pjn. in Bowker Auditorium, tfte

presentation of 'Blueprmu for

Revolutkin: A Rerfunnance." will

c-onchide the awfeteiKe. Artists

and poets including Sonia

Sanchez. Magdaleiw Gomez.

Evelyn Harris. Kate Rigg, Piuject

2050. lane Sapp and the Voices

of Today are scheduled to per-

form.

All of the events are free and

open to the public. For further

information regarding 'A

Revolutionary Convening: The

Vanon of jime lordan.'

contact any of its spoasor^

UMass explores 'Generations of Struggle'

Celebration of culture leads to discussion on challenges facing students

By MuNigt. t JtMMDTT
tlHlK.IAN ( <>l(ll>spiiSI>*Nt

Wednesday night the Student

Unions Cape Lounge was trans-

formed into a cultural wonderland.

Balloons and streamers represent-

ing the national colors of Africa.

Puerto Rico and various West Indian

countries hung from the walls

Tables were topped with biographies

of influential African-American lead-

ers. The room was filled with the

sounds of the African, latino. Asian

and Native American Latin

lazz/funk All-Stars, the compilation

band comprised of University of

Massachusetts students and commu-

nity members. The group played with

a traditional Afro-Cuban sound,

strong percussion and — much to the

audiences pleasure — performed

renditions of famous songs such as

(( Lots of our faculty is world

famous and much of the student body

is not familiar with them. This was a

great opportunity to have them share a

moment with the student community

and expose them to these people. « «

"Evil Ways" by Carlos Santana.

This was the scene for

"Generations of Struggle" an event

put on by the office of ALANA
affairs as well as the Black Student

Union, the Black Mass Communic
ation Project. Casa Dominicana and

-Eduardo Bustanicintv

other student organizations belong-

ing to the ALANA community.

Dozens of faculty members, students

and community members of the

ALANA community as well as others

joined to listen to the music, per-

formances and to enjoy dinner that

Professors Bill Strickland and Ewkeme Michael Thelwell lead discussions focusing on the challenges faced by stu-

dents of color Wednesday in the Cape Lounge of the Student Union.

included cultural African and

Haitian dishes prepared by the

African Student Association and the

Haitian Community. The night was

opened up by Nelson Acosta. direc-

tor of ALANA affairs, with a history

of the struggles of people on color on

the UMass campus.

"When I arrived here, there were

only six latino students and Black

students were just arriving in num-

bers due to the CCEMBS
{Committee for the Collegiate

Education of Black and other

Minority Students! program." Acosta

said. 'We are standing on the shoul-

ders of giants." he added. "It is

important that we keep our commu-
nity together as one."

Performances included moving

poetry by UMass students Ohgo
Oruma and Carlos Pena. The night

was topped off by a discussion with

various UMass professors who are

also members of the ALANA com-

munity.

Professors Ekweme Michael

Thelwell and Bill Strickland of the

African American Studies depart-

ment, as well as professors |oye

Bowman and |ohn Higginson of the

history department, led a discussion

on the many challenges and struggles

facing students of color, including the

war on Iraq and its effects.

Students who attended the event

were pleased with the outcome.

"Everything was so great." said

senior ndubuise nduaguba. a comput-

er engineering major. "The school is

making a big mistake cutting funding

on programs such as ALANA. UMass
is not as diverse as it could be. and

looking at this event that could be

different."

Event coordinators Gladys Franco

and Eduardo Buslamante spoke

about the event.

"The idea was to bring the com-
munity together in honor of Black

History month," Franco said. "We
had so much support by so many
members of the ALANA community
such as the Native American

Community and BASIC. Brothers and

Sisters in Christ. It's great to see all

these cultures working together on

this same event."

"We wanted to do something that

would make a difference as well as

bring the students out." Bustamante

said. "Lots of our faculty is world

famous and much of the student body

is not familiar with them. This was a

great opportunity to have them share

a moment with the student communi-
ty and expose them to these people."

Hoops set to face St, Bonaventure
By Mike Marzelli

Cx)LLEi,iAN Staff

Still in search of its 1 00th overall win at the

William D. Mullins Center since the buikiing's 1992

opening, the Massachusetts men's basketball team will

take to its hoine court for the final time this season

when St. Bonaventure (6-182-11 Atlantic 10) comes

to Amherst Saturday for an Atlantic 10 contest slated

to tip off at 2 p.m.

Usually a day reserved for Senior Day festivities,

the lack of a fourth-year player on its roster other than

injured guard Mareus Cox, who has not played this

season, will allow UMass (9- lb 1-10 A- 10) to use the

contest for what it is: one of three remaining gaines in

what has been a tumultuous season, and additkMiai

chance to further growth for next season.

In other words, Steve Lappas' Minutemen are play-

ing for pride.

The Bonnies will enter play fresh off NCAA-

imposed sanctions that will, among other penalties,

place the program on three years probation as well as

prohibit them from entering post-season play in 2004.

The sanctions come as a result of the discovery that the

school did indeed knowingly compete with an ineligi-

ble player last season under then-head coach |an Van

Breda Koff.

This season. SBU has struggled mightily under first-

year head coach Anthony Solomon. Ijjsers of nine

straight ai»d 16 of their last 18, the Bonnies can how-

ever boast of a 77-7 1 vktory over UMass on lanuary

24 at the Reilly Center, whkh coupled with a win over

Rhode Island just three days later accounts lor all of

the Bonnies conference victories on the season.

In the two teams' prior meeting, junior swingman

Patrick Lottin poured in 22 points and six rebounds

while relying on his outside shooting to help key a 12-

2 run to begin the second half that allowed

Bonaventure to take a commanding lead and cruise to

vktory in Olean, NY. It was one of five consecutive

k)sses for the Maroon and White.

St. Bonaventure is led by dynamic point guard

Marques Green, widely considered one of the conler-

eiK'e's premier playei>> and a candidate for A- 10 Player

of the Year as well as All-America team consideration.

The shortest player in the A- 10 at just five-fooi-

seven inches tall. Green is the first player in school his

tory to rixord 1 ,000 points, 600 assists and 100 steals

in a single career and currently avenges 19.1 points,

5.0 a.ssists. 1.7 steals and 1.1 rebounds per game this

sea.son.

1-ottin is second on the team in scoring averaging

1 1.0 points per game, while Maurice Young (1 2.0 ppg)

and Ahmad Smith 1 10.6 ppg. 5 7 rebounds per game)

have also pkkc-d up the slack for the Bonnies this sea-

son.

The Minutemen are coming off their fifth consecu-

tive loss; an 81-58 lo.ss to undefeatcxl No. 2 St. kiseph's

at the Mullias Center in whkh UMass hekl a lead for

more than 10 minutes into the game but was unable to

hang on, falling down by 10 at the half and ktting the

game slip away down the stretch. The Maroon and

White was kd by Rashaun Fiwman's team-high 21

points and 1 5 from reserve guard Chris Chadwkk.

GW spanks Minutewomen Tennis caue[ht in Ivy
"1 shoot threes, that s what I do," loeas said. "Its C_^ '

.

ByToDuFosTHt
i jMXfei.iAN Staff

The Massachusetts women's basketball team

applied early pressure and took a 10-29 first half kad

against George Washington, the best team in the

Atlantk 10. Drained after an intense half, the

Minutewomen lacked the

CW 70_ depth to withstand 2001 A-

UMasS 51 '^ Player of Year Cathy

loens' second half shooting

display and kst to the Cokmials, 70-5 1 last night at the

Mullins Center.

"iUMassI was ready to play when they came out.

because they know who we are." loens sakl. "1 think

that we were playing zone a k)i and kx>t soiiK offensive

boards. In second half, we decided to go man-to-man

and didn't go back to zone so they coukln t shoot atxi

we had peopk to box out. That was the major differ-

ence in the halves."

"After a half when we pbycd with a great deal of

emotion, we dkin't have the depth after fatigue set in."

head coach Mamie Dacko said "They switched delen-

avdy on us aixi our k-gs got tired Fatigue kkks in and

we're not as crisp as we are in the lir>t halL"

With 15 minutes to go. the Minutewomen were

only down three before loens decided to uke over the

^ane The 5-foot- 1 1 guard rattkd off three straight 1-

pointers fulkmed by an assist to forward Vakrie

Williams, to push the lead to 12 points Dacko imme-

dktely called a timeout to regroup, but the damage

was done as GW c-ontinued to cxteiid their kad as high

M 20 points over the iwnaining time

"1 shoot threes, thats what 1 do," loeas said, "It's

ahvays exciting when you hit shots in-a-row, but you

have to credit the team. They were kwking for me. Liz

Dancause played a great game, getting me open and

got the ball to me. that's how 1 got my points."

UMass and George Washington battled out of the

gates, exchanging the kad four tinn.'s in the opening

five minutes. Four different Minutewomen qukkly

moved the ball through and around the perimeter

before finding a wide-open Tamara Tatham under the

hoop, igniting a 10-5 run over the next four minutes

and 27 seconds.

Sophomore Ashley Sharpton made a high arehing

1-pointer over 6-foot- 1 Anna Montanana's out

stretched arm. giving the Minutewomen a 10-26 kad

with five seconds left. Montaruma qukkly threw a pin-

point pass to Marsheik Witherspoon. who nailed an

NBA range 1-pointer at the buzzer and kept the game

within one.

Kierw put on a show behind the are, scoring 18 of

her 22 points from downtown shooting .500 pereent.

whik collecting five steals The 2001 All -A-IO sckc-

tion moved into third place on GW's all-time scoring

chart.

The versatik Monianana kept the UMass defease

at bay though she struggkd with turnovers. The 6-

foot- 1 forward finished with 1 1 points, two assists,

eight rebounds and eight turnovers.

Williams had a quiet 1 6 points and five rebounds

Edris Baik-y played a solid gaitie with a doubk dou-

bk (15 points and 12 rebounds), Maeweather con-

tributed off the bench with seven points and live

rebounds in only 1 1 minutes.

By Leah Wyner
( 'jiLLtt.iAN Staff

Track hits NE championship
By Leah W>?<er and BKt.Ni)AN

Hau
Colu<-iAN Staff

Whik the rest of the campus is

still in class, the Massachusetts

men's and women's indoor track

teams wif l^ ea route to Bostqr

University ty gompetc in the Net*

England Championships, bringing

10 womc*n and six men.

Three athletes hit the road

before the UMass campus begins

to stir Crystal Therrkn. Ashley

Creel and Nastaran Shams start

the pcntathakjn at 10:15 a.m..

whik the rest of the events begin

that evening, with the lop per-

formers in each event qualifying

for the finals the next day.

Shannon lack.son starts the

meet off for the Minutewomen in

the 55-meter hurdks; she's ranked

ninth going into the event.

Defending Atlantk 10 Champion

Elisabeth Budd and Kishana

Hudson are competing in the 500

meter where Budd is ranked

third

Kristcii ford is ranked fifth in

the open 800-mcter, and Troyanah

Evans and Kishana Hudson will

also represent the team in the 200

meter race.

The distance medley relay is

extremely competitive. Alexis

Anzelonc leads off in the 1200-

meter. Budd and Ford return to

run the 400 and 800-meter legs

and Kate Markopoulos is the

anchor running the mile. They

finished an outstanding second to

l^Salle last Saturday at the

Atlantk 10 Championships, and

their time of 12:15.81 catapulted

them straight into the fast section

of the finals. The only uncertainty

is Anzelone. who suffered a mus-

cle injury earlier this week. She

has been recuperating since, and

LaFreniere has hopes for a top five

finish if Anzelone is fully recov-

ered.

"There are six teams ahead of

us. but often the relay members

get switched around." l.aFrenierc

said. "Plus. Markopoulos and

Anzelone will be fresh, and I'm

confident that Budd and Ford will

have enough time to recover from

their earlier races to run at 100

f^iw rms miK!
MAT£H§IJ£K_MEN

|my
I
iPg WITHOUT ME

Plgq^S OF APRIL

percent."

The Massachusetts men's

iiKkx>r track squad will be sending

six representatives to the New

England Championships this

weekend.

"We coukl have squeezed out a

qualifyiitg spot or two more in the

New Englands. but 1 think all of

the kids who woukl score- at the

New Englands have alre-ady quali

fkid." coach Ken O'Brien saki.

"The guys who are actually are

going to score points will have

already done the qualifying spots

The kids who couldn't qualify will

probably end up running relays

for us."

Among those qualified are* top

sprinters like Kwesi Frimpong-

Boateng. l.ast weeketKl he defend-

ed his Atlantic 10 55-meter dash

titk successfully, taking first in

6.14 seconds — just one hun-

dredth of a second off his person-

al best — at Rhode Island A
threat every time he steps into the

bkxks. Frimpong-Boateng has yet

to kjse a race, either in preliminary

or final rounds, this season, and

should be the favorite

At the last nM^ on BUs track,

distance mnnar. Ion Korhonen

took a fc-ebk f9th in the 1000

However, the junior has been

stronger lately, taking a New
England-qualifying fourth in the

mik in 4:18.29 last weekend.

Korhonen should have better

luck this wtvkend running in his

forte event

Korhonen will also join k>hn

lacobsen. Dave McMenamy and

Matt Clark in the two-mik rela>

this weeketKi l.ast Saturday, the

four took a third-place finish in

7:56.62 to punch their ticket to

Boston.
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It wasn't exactly the best week

for the University of Massachusetts

women's tennis team (4-2. 10 A-

10). The MinutewoiTK-n dropped

their last two ruad contests to Ivy

League foes Brown arxl Dartmouth

this past wtx'k.

UMass travek-d to PiovidetKe.

R.l on Monday where they met

the 65th rankc-d Bcars>.

Brown took control at the

beginning of the match, defeating

doubles team of kiiny Munroe and

Stephanie Price Christine Lkhr

and lX)roth\ IwaiKiwicz started

strong, but c-ventually k»st with a

score ol 8-6

Susan Hvams and Sasha

fUklstein won the third doubk-s

set, but because Brown had the

best out of thrw, the Bears won the

Just a Friendly Reminder..,

What: The AID Induction Ceremony

Where: Pine Arts Center. UMASS

When: Sunday. February 29 at 1:30 PM

Why: To honor your great academic

performancefirst semester.

There will be about 500 inductees and their families at the

event, so please, come early to sign in...anytime after

1:00 Pf4: and no sneakers orJeans. Thanks! See you there!

Light refreshments willfollow in the Fine Arts Center Lobby

doubles point.

The Minutewomen didn't fare

any better in the singks matches,

kising all but one. securing the

Bears' \ ktory No 1 Munrtie fell b-

7. 6-0. 1-0. and Edelstein lost the

No. 2 singks match 6-2. t)-l Liehr

k>si the No. 1 spot with a similar

score of 6-4. 6- 1 , but it was a good

day for Iwanowicz. who brought in

the only singks win with a score *.>f

6-2. 6-2.

With this win. Iwanowicz man-

aged to maintain her undefeated

record for singk-s this season so tar

The team made its second stop

ak>ng the Ivy l>eague cireuit in

Hanover. N.H. to compete against

DartnH)uth \esierda> aften»oi>n

The match started out well, with

Prke and iwanowkz taking down

their opponents with a score of 8-

4 in the first position doubles

match.

The vktory would prove to be

the only win for the Minutewomc*n

at the match, as the team was

t«ntirel\ swept in the singles match-

es Price lost the No I singk's spot

6 1. 6-0. and was lolkiwc-d by

I iehr in the No. 2 position. 6-2. 6-

1

F:delstcin fell 6-4. 6-0 in the

No. 1 match, and in the No. 4 posi-

tion. Iwanowicz was defeatt*d for

the first time in singles this sc-ason.

6 1. 6-2 BiirtLiloni s luck wasn't

much better in the No. 5 spot. K>

she lost 6-1. 6-2. aixl even veteran

captain Hyams lell 6-4. 6-4 in the

No 6 spot.

The team may have kst to the

Ivy league schools, but the

Minutewomen are 1-0 in the

Atlantk 10. having already beaten

A- 10 rival Tempk University.

Despite a disappointing wcvk.

the future is anything but gnm

www shopat w I re less com
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322 Russell Street • (413)587-3248
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ECAC 2004: a four horse race

Massachusetts

LSI I \ rank: 5

Head coach: (}reg Cannella ilUth

year. 77-471

2001 record: I > >

Kc) reiurn<. A left Zywicki. Sr. (41

g, 21 <*». II Stephen Bsmcs. Su. (40

GB»: G Bill SJull li t 5W Sv. Pel..

8.28 GAAl
The MinuiciHcn begin 20U4 as the

highest ranked KC'AC squad. They

cruised to the NCAA Tournament in

2Wt alter d number ol thrilling vic-

tories, including a 14-13 o\eriime

win over Syracuse in Amhersi.

UMasi ran into Maryland in the tour

nameni. and the Terps downed the

Minuiemen l>-7. ending one ol the

lilii. m the program's hi^iuiv

h iheMinuteinengrailu.il

ed a numbci >'l ke\ periormers.

including Chris hiore i35 g. II a)

and Kevin l.eveille t'54 g. 17 a), who
provided much of the offensive

punch Zywicki. a Tewaaraion award

iinalisi. will be counted upon to

improve on his e.vplosive junior year

in which he scored 41 goals and

added 21 assists.

"Any time you look at the preaea-

sun. you say 'hey these are the top

guys on offense." there are always the

si\ or seven guys who step up and

play well for you." Cannella said. "It

happened last year with Chris lX)yle.

Kevin Glenz had a fine year.

I
Zywicki I

elevated his game through

the roof, so it wasn't just Fiore and

I evcille. it was those other guys that

leally made this whole thing work

along with the defense."

Rutgers

LSII A rank: 7

Head coach: jim Slagnitta (Ird year.

12 17)

2003 record: 10 5

Key returns: A Delhy Powless. Sr.

I )2 g. 4 a); G Greg Havalchak. So.

(7 55 GAA. .627 Sv. Pci.l: A Leif

Blomquist. |r (12 g. Ha)
Havalchak turned out to be the

bigge^I of manv surprise- on the

Scarlet Knight squad. As a freshman

in 200). Havalchak emerged as one

of the lop goaliendcrs in the confer-

ence, and earned First-Team All-

ECAC honors, as well as the I CAC
Rookie of the Year nod

"I think Greg surprised himself

, h HI. ^invimi' lasl sear." siaid

Stagnilta. who was named the

USIl.A Division I Coach of the Year

in 2003 "To be an impact player, to

dominate the way that Greg can

almost every game, you have the

opportunity to be successful. I think

he has passion and I believe that in

time he can be one of the top goal-

tenders in country."

As a team, the Knights outdid

themselves in 2003. completing a

stunning turnaround from their 2- 1

2

finish in 2002 U' tfo on to the NCAA
Tournament

"Obviously wc idi>ed the bai and

the level of expectation last year, and

even I as a coach could not have pre-

dicted. ' Stagnitta said.

Minus two, ECAC
moves on to 2004

ECAC from page A1

teams. I think that we all play

very competitive schedules out

of the league. Georgetown took

our league last year, and I think

Georgetown would have

received a bid whether it was

an AO or not. so I think all four

of us would have gotten to the

tournament even if we weren't

a league. Is it nice to have it?

Yes. When your league is as

strong as ours is, is it necessary

in the short term? No."

Another big problem for the

member institutions was sched-

uling for the 2004 season. With

two teams leaving and a some-

what consistent non-conference

schedule normally in the works,

coaches needed to scramble to

find non-traditional opponents

to pencil in to the schedule.

"It was a little difficult based

on the timing to replace the

quality of a Navy or a UMBC in

the short term," Stagnitta said.

"I think that from our stand-

point, we feel that our opener

at Dartmouth is a good replace-

ment, it's another playoff team.

And obviously I'm pleased with

the quality of teams that are

coming in to the league next

year We've contfnued to pro-

vide from top to bottom what

would be a competitive league

on a daily basis. This year was a

little bit of a scramble, but after

this year, we'll be back to busi-

ness as usual as far as the

schedule goes."

Massachusetts added an

opening game against North

Carolina in Baltimore. Md. this

weekend and a Friday night

contest with Manhattan in

April. Rutgers added games

with Dartmouth. Quinnipiac

and Fairfield. while

Georgetown added Vermont

and Delaware.

"We gained North Carolina

and Manhattan, but we lost two

good games in Navy and

UMBC," UMass coach Greg

Cannella said. "You lose an

Automatic Qualifier, so that

hurts, not having that guaran-

tee that someone's getting in.

We'll miss those teams, the

league takes a hit because we

lose those two teams."

Penn State

USILA rank: 1

1

Head coach: Glenn Thiel (27th

veai. 190-137)

2003 record: 7 7

Key retumt: D Rob Bateman. Sr

(eight assists. W ground balls); A
Nick Whitaker. So. (24 g. 10 a)

"Were excited about where we
are. we did lose some key people,

but were going to rest on

Bateman." Thiel said in a media

teleconference last week. "He'll

probably do a number of things for

us. Were also going to be counting

on some young people around him

on defense."

While Thicl's high esteem for

Bateman is a good testimonv to how

important the senior from Sparks.

Md. will be to the Nitiany Lions this

year, the coach will have a bigger

handful to deal with junior |osh

I.aGrow enters his first season as

the team's starting goaltender

LaGrow replaces Chris Garrity. who
played all 14 games last year, rack

ing up a .570 goals against average.

"Most coaches will agree thai

vou win and lose games depending

on how good you are in goal. " Thiel

said. "We lost Chris Garrity. and he

certainly turned our season around.

Now losh will step in. different kind

of goaltend How well he does will

be key. and how our faceoff matures

will be important."

Georgetown

tSILA rank: 8

Head coach: Dave Urick 1 1 5th year.

I i^ 55)

2003 record: 1 1 4

Kev return*: A Neal Goldman. Sr

(2l' g. II a. 33 GB); M Walid Hajj.

Sr (23 g. 7 a); G Rich DAndrca. |r

(7.28GAA. .569 Sv. Pet.)

The Hoyas finished 2003 as one

of the best teams in the nation,

before losing 12-7 in the NCAA
quarterfinals to Virginia. However,

they graduated I 3 players from that

team, and Goldman and Hajj will

be expected to pick up much of the

slack.

"We lose 15 seniors off of last

year's team, which from a talent

and character standpoint was one

of the best classes we've ever had

We're going to have some players

that have different roles than

they've taken on in the past, and

how they take on those roles will

affect how we do."

The biggest of those losses arc

Kyle Sweeney and Mike Hammer
Both were First-Team AllECAC
selections last year, and their

absences will certainly be felt by

Lirick's squad.

!|

New year for Bolduc

FMIMf IHKX'.ANAXILLEC.IAN

UMass coach Greg Cannella and the Minutemen enter the 2004

season as the highest-ranked team in ECAC.

WOMEN'S LAX from page 8

ing to a few freshmen to step it

up." Bolduc said. "We've focused

a lot on defense ... it continues to

improve every day. We graduated

a big class, so we're requiring

our freshmen to step up faster

than usual."

The defense will be led by tri-

captain Kristin St. Ililaire, as

well as ludy Kestner and Andrea

Valachovic. Drown will also see

some work in the backlield.

Rcdshirt freshman Lauren

McCarthy has been named start-

ing goalkeeper for the upcoming

sea.son.

For the third consecutive year.

Massachusetts will kick off the

season against the College of the

Holy Cross. Tomorrow's game

will pit UMass against a

Crusader team that it has beaten

15-0 and 10-5 in the last two

meetings.

Hope Zelingcr may the

UMass player to watch, due to

her considerable success against

Holy Cross in the previous sea-

son-openers. Zelinger netted

three goals last year, and scored a

career-high four goals in 2002.

Second-year coach Stephanie

Pavlick hopes to improve upon

last years 7-9 record, which

earned the Crusaders a fifth-

place ranking in the Patriot

League.

A 2-4 conference record was

not enough to earn Holy Cross

an invite to the 2lK)3 Conference

tournament. With 12 returning

letterwinners and 1 1 newcomers.

Holy Cross must find a way to

compete despite returning only

three defenders.

"Stephanie [Pavlick] is a grad

of UMass. she graduated in 2000
so I was able to coach her for a

year (as an assistant)." Bolduc

said. "Knowing her as a player

helped me understand how she

approaches the game from a

coaching standpoint."

Leading the team will be

Second-team All-Conference

selection Kati Britl. The senior

captain led the team last year

with 33 points. 28 of which came
on goals. In each of her three sea-

sons, Britt has either led or been

second on the team in goals

scored.

Britt will be joined by team-

mate Kerry Daly, a senior co-cap-

tain who spent lasl season

abroad. In her sophomore sea-

son, Daly notched 12 goals and

one assist.
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The capacity of human

beings to bore one another

seems to be vastly greater than

that of any other animal.

- H.L. Mencken
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

FRIDAY
• High: 40

• Low: 20

SATURDAY
• High: 46

• Low: 25

SUNDAY
• High: 47

• Low: 31

Dining Commons Menu
OC. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Roast Turkey

• Stuffed Shells

(vegetarian I

• Falafel Pocket Sandwich

I vegan)

DINNER
• Dili Salmon

• Chicken Masala

• Brazilian BLk k Beans

'vegan I

Production Crew
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NIGHT EDITOR
Sikotas P. MjrkjnU)njti>s

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Siittl fldndfH' II

COPY tUITOR
I t'jh Wv fier

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
IriHH' Rm

PRODUCTION STAFF
Olivxf ihi>n^ Emiliv Ihif^jn

HOROSCOPES
aquarlus • ian. 20-FtB. la leo • m ji-ak, 22

Swallow yiKir pride and get it over with. Feel free to reward yourself today

pisceS • F(B. 19-Mar. 20

Get to the gym!

aries • mar. 2i-apn. 19

It's time to get rid ot those shoes.

taurus • apk 2o-mav 20

Now, tkxi t gpt any turther into del)t!

gemini • mav2i-iun. 21

It's time to move on.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Live it up!

virgO • AcKi. 23-Scn. 22

Go out and spend some mooev on vour-

selt.

libra • Srm. 2J-Orr 22

L)on t get involved with a S iir|iii.

Scorpio • i> I 2i Ni)\. J

I

TixJav, you need to go to IxhJ a tew min-

utes earlv to avoid problems

Sagittarius • \ov. 22-Di<. 21

Keep CXI trucking.

Capricorn • Dif.22-|AN. 19

Take a second hnik at your lifestyle.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
WSOt S( I MFNTS

$1 off previewed

movies at campus

ininistore and

Worcester munchie

stoiTe with this

coupon. I per cus-

tomer good until

March 3 1 st

\l'\KI\tlM K)K KIM

N Amherst. 1 Bdnn

1 1/2 mi UMass

deck $625 Pets OK
Hdwd floors Avlb

4/1 maybe sooner

549-2062

Center of town 1,2,

3 bedrooms; hard-

wood flcwrs. NOW
SHOWINCi for

JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO
FEES, y/wwanihcr-

StliinviM"'"'.'iiltv ^'""i

253-7879

M'VRIMIST FOR RtSI

Brandywinc Apts.

Now leasing, 1 &2

bedrcx>m apts.

Leases begin June.

July. Aug or Sep.

First come, first

serve. Get them

while they last.

wvwv.brandywine-

apts.com Stop by or

Call 549-()6(M).

Hobart Condos 3

bedroom, hardwood

floors, study area in

basement. Cable,

telephone (internet

access) in all bcd-

Tooms and study.

NOW SHOWING
for JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO
FEES, www.amher-

><llincolnrcaltv.com

253-7879

AUTO FOR SAtt

1991 Acura Integra-

RS 136K Excellent,

White, Detailed. I

owner 2,250.00 OR
BO413-502-%84

1998 Honda Civic

Ex Coupe 69,000

miles. Very Good

Condition $8500.00

jKarobarcs.umass.

£ilu 4 1 3-22 1-8835

1987 BMWE 5SPD

268K miles Runs

great Must sell

$1,0(X).00 413-53I-

7580

$500!!! Police

Impounds, Honda.s,

Chevy's, Jeeps, etc.

For listings 1-800-

3 19-3323 Ext. 4554

tMPlOVMEM

Live in babysitter

needed for two girls

thi> summer in

Welltleet. C:apc

Ca\\. Salary, nH)m,

Kiard. Please call

508-H9-6i92

SUMMER
INTERNSHIP
Excellent

Advertising, Sales,

and Marketing

(ipportuniry. Earn

$k\^ro$7LX)0+

and gain valuable

business experience

working fi>r the

UMass Official

Campus Telephone

. Directory. GREAT
RESUME BCX\ST'

I

ER! Call Kiersten at

Around C^ampus,

Inc. 1-800-466-2221

cxt.272.

www.an Hiridcam-

pus.com

fMPlOYMFNT

Marketing Agency

Seeks Outgoing

High Energy

Individuals tur pnv

motii>ns $ 1 5/hour

888-477-6668

www.hauspn nno-

tions.coni

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.W a

day ptitential. LiKal

pcisitions. 1-800-

29^^985 cxrS 16

"Bartending"

$250/Pay Potential.

No Experience

Nesc. Training pro-

vided. l-8(K)-965-

6520 Ext. 1 62

INURTAINMFN.I

Experienced Hip-

Hop DJ 4 1 3-33.5-

5226

SERVICFS

PhiU)sophical

Counseling.

Amherst philoso-

phydialogue.net

We do laptop and

desktop computer

repair starting at

$39.tX). 4 13-584-

8857.

Pregniinf.' Need

help? Call Birthright

of Amherst area for

free testing and

assistance .549- 1 906

PREGNANCY
TESTING. HIV

Testing. Birth

Contn>l. and

Emergency

Contraception.

Aftordable and con-

lidential. Tapestry

Health. 27 Pray

Street. Amherst.

548-9992

TRAVFI

Spring Bre.ik 2004

It's here..Kxik ncnvl

Lwest ^rtcc^

Hottest Partie>«^l

AirlincN What more

can you ask tori I

!

\n\A\.>tinspl.i''h-

t(Hir>.com 1800-426-

7710

Spring Break 2004.

Travel with STS,

.'\nicric l'^ ~\

Student TiHir

C)pentt()r to

Jamaica, C^ancun,

,^caplllco, Bahamas

and FK^rtda. Now

hiring cimptis reps.

C'all tor group dis-

counts. IntonnatioiV

Reservations 1-800-

648-4849 or

www.sistravcUiMU

For more intonna-

tion contact STA

Travel at 4n-256-

1261

TRAVri

887-4-C ANCl \

Best price. UMASS
VENDOR selling

spring break pack-

ages. Do not get

scammed. Cancun.

Negril .Acapulco.

Bahamas. 1 Uirida.

$$$ campus reps

cam $$$.

Flipnation.com 877-

4-cancun

«l Spring Break

Vacatitms! C Cancun.

Jamaica, Acapuico,

Bahamas. & Florida!

Best P.irticx. IVst

Hotels, IVst Prices!

Space Is limited!

I\x>k Now (Si S.tve!

i-8a^-2M-7av

\vuAV;Cnuk>sMjnv

inert! nirs.com

Place your own

classified ad.

Call4H-S4S-^S00

ttxlay!
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Frr^hnun Brett Gvbar yMfda

dte entrance tu ifac fidd llMt bcw*

kit family name. Gai%C«^. |nnd»<>n

of teKt-ivlAr\ ciiach Dick Garber,

•ttd ihr Minutemen bcfcin their

2t.V4 MM>.>n tomorrow in

Bjliimore, wfiere thev'H »quare oH

tl^intt N«(|h Carolina. Hiev

return to Cjrber Field to face

Hartiiird OR Turaday at 3 p.m.

The lacrosse

legacy enters

year No. 50
By Andrew Merkitt

Cxnut.iAN Staff

It is a feeling that permeates thryugh«.>ut the

University of MMUchusettt campus. The epicenter

is a <(mall patch of l«td juM WM of the hallowed hall

where legends like lulius Erving played basketball

Garber Field is the home base of the tradition of

UMass lacrosse, a tradition that turns 50 years old

this season.

If Garber Field is the home base, then the

supreme general is the man whose name adorns

fverv entrance to the facility Richard F. Garber

began coacliing UMkts In 1«)55. In his 55 yean at

the helm, he amassed a 300-141-3 record, the sec-

ond-highest win total in Division I history. Garbers

teams made nine NCAA Tournaments, and won 14

New England Championships. Dick Garber created

the tradition.

Every player who adorns the maroon and white

gets the tradition. From the great names of the past

— names like Sal LoCascio. Mark Millon. Kevin

Leveille — to the current crop of big-time slickmen,

the pride and lepcy of UMtaM lacroMe has become

\

like a religion amang rwayone associated with the

program.

Brett Garber. for one. gets it. He has to. Brett is

forrtier UMaiw coach Ted Qirbcrs son and Dick

Garber» grandson. He is a fnrshman. preparing to

plav his first season on bis grandfather s fk\d.

|t nwans a lot. h'« Hke a dream come true."

Garber says "I grew up watching it all. and now I

gel to run on that ftekl and play I uin i expbin it. It's

like a dream."

Greg Cannella gets it. He probably gets it more

tlian anybody His office is adorned with the many

achievements of his UMass teams, whether it is the

ECAC trophies he has sitting on a labk near his

desk, or the posters on the wall, depicting one ol his

players in battk. But that isn't the best indication of

how much Cannella understands the UMass tradi-

tion It's the passion he exudes for the sport, and the

team

That passion comes through loud and clear when

he talks about the Garber family, from Dick to Brett.

He begins to speak about Brett Garber. about the

chani • ' ' r rber name back out on the

field. h..x. He looks down, trying to

compvtsc himself, he fetuses on tying the lace* of his

Kxjt, anything to hold back th<. emotion that is boil-

ing inside him But it is no use

In a gravelly, choked voice, he says. "I never

could have imagined that. I try not to think about it

1
'

I hope that he hii'i . "Cannella paus-

c - like an etemits That he has as

good an opportunity and expencnce as I did." The

lump in Canncllas throat is nciitly visible.

"It's an incredible thing for | Brett). I know its a

reaHvinefKiibie thing for his dad and his mom So I

ors

iu>i hope that ... that I can repay coach |Garber| In

some way. that I can help his grand.soft along, help

him tind his way. be as good a perstm as his grand-

father was and his dad is.'

2U03 is the MiMiMiM'aiM aaaaon aiNBa loainf

two of tht higheal-regarded players in the program's

history. Chris Rore and Kevin I^evellk. Leveille tal-

lie<t
' " '<" and 54 aasisis in his four years in

ADi , J lur lllh place on the UMass all-lime

scorers list More HecatiK a dommatinp presence on

the field, and earned First Team All-American hon-

last \ear Rore was also named tiK fjMtem

: Athletic Conference OfTaiMiw Plav-- -^f the

y, for his 39 goals afld 1 1 as^

Leveille. both now on ihc tkMion

__^ Bjor Ix-ague l.acrosse» rosier, are two

of 35 UMaat players to reach ihe pro ranks.

That was the past, and now the Mimstemenmove

on with the new crop. Leading the way is senior cap-

taii
" ' " wicki on offense. His 41 goals and 21

assi the team high last year. The former box

lacroaae player from Nepean. Ontario now shoul-

ders the full offensive load.

At midfield, the onus w ill fall on another senior

captain. Neil Lundburg. At b-foot-4, 225 lbs..

Lundburg is certainly the easiest Miniitamm toipot

on the field. But these days, it's not just bccauiKof

his size, or his shoulder length brown hair.

Lundburg is a versatile, physical player who can

cover most any territory, from moving through the

midfield, to holding olT defender after defender

behind the opponents cage

Among those midfielders is the man who gets

things started, sophomore faccoff man Dane

Collins. Collins won 160 of 343 faceoffs taken last

year, and will temM« to start the UMass attack.

On defense, a crew of players (ill the back line,

including sophomores Steplien B>Tnes and lack

Reid junior Matt Garcia and senior Chris Gervai

ai« mmaim the elder MaMman in a group that

CaaneUa tays will need to perform if the Minutemen

will succeed this year.

"Obviously, the defenae. we still have to stop

people." he say*, "lack Reid. Chris Gervat. Matt

Gaivia. Aaron Paakalia, Steven Byrnes You also

have to look at (nidMdersI Greg Scott and lustin

Walker Especially early in the seaaon. we need the

defense to play very well to be successful.'

The last line of defense is junior Bill Schell. the

man in front of the cage. Schell is already 1 0th on

the UMass all-time saves list.

The Miniiteroen, ranked No. 7 in the nation, will

be able to teat thing* out against none other than

No. 8 North Carolina tomorrow in Baltimore. The

Tar Heels return their entire attack and defense

units, and are coached by another man who

returned to hehn his alma mater, lohn Haus. Haus is

21-17 in three years as Tar Heel bench boss, and

brings a talented group to Baltimore's Calvert Hall

College.

The players get the tradition. The fans who will

•oon dot the grass grandstand on the east side of

Garber field get the tradition. Cannella explains it.

prett ;ly.

"1 lion of UMass lacroase is the legacy

that coach Ga i
' ng style of lac rosse

that we're trying >k, >....u.aiv ,,^-^. And the group of

alums that played here, and the group of alums who

played here and represented the University. I think

the tradition is the players and Coach Garber."

Bolduc begins year two £CAC in tUrmoil
By Brendan Haij. and Matt

Barstow
Ca)iik.ian Staff

Coming off an 1 1 -8 season in

2003 under second-year coach

Carrie Bolduc, the Massachusetts

women's lacrosse squad enters

2004 looking to carry that

momentum to greater heights.

Last season, the Minute-

women fell to then-No. 13

Cornell Big Red 14-8 in the

ECAC Championship. Currently,

CU sits at No. 1 5 in the presea-

n rankings.

The Maroon and White have

been named by Lacrosse

Magazine and the Intercollegiate

Women's l^acrosse Association

poll as a team on the bubble to

crack the top 20 this season.

"It's great, because it's been a

while since Massachusetts

women's lacrosse has been recog-

nized as a top 20 team," Bolduc

said, alluding to the Minute-

women's glory days of the 1980s.

"I think our hard work last

year has really paid off ... hope-

fully, this year's effort will prove

that we are a lop 20 team."

As far as living up to expecta-

tions is concerned. Bolduc is cool

as ice.

"I don't think there's any pres-

sure," Bolduc said. "I think we
need to focus on ourselves and

recognize that people are out

there looking at us as a top 20

team. I don't think it changes

anything. I think that we'll carry

on just as if we were top 10. top

20. top 50 ... it's all relative."

Traditionally a defense-first

team, the philosophy in recent

years has shifted toward a more

attack-focused approach. The
Minutewomen's style focuses less

on set plays and more on improv-

isation from their talented attack

unit.

"When we're on, I think we're

one of the top 10 attacks in the

country." Bolduc said.

A young but deep unit will be

heading an attack that specializes

in one-on-one situations. It will

be led by tri -captains Tracey

Drown and Maura McGarrity, as

well as Kerri Connerty, Lindsay

Cassell. Hope Zellinger and new

comer Shelley Boyle.

Zellinger is UMass 's returning

leading scorer, netting 30 goals

on 62 shots and nine assists for

39 points last season, good

enough for third on the team.

The senior attack also gathered

32 groundballs, caused 1

1

turnovers, and had 30 draw con-

trols. McGarrity was right

behind her in the stats column

with 28 goals on 71 shots and six

assists for 34 points.

Having been sidelined for the

season with an injury after four

games last season. Drown looks

to have a terrific season should

she stay healthy.

With a lot of new faces in the

defense, Bolduc expects a lot of

underclassmen to turn things up

a notch in 2004.

"We've got a good amount of

experience, but we're also look-

See WOMEN'S LAX on page 6

By Matt Brady
CoLLEdiAN Staff

The place where the dead neither suffered the

pains of hell nor the joys of heaven according to

mythology was called limbo. Limbo is precisely

where the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference

remains for the 2004 season.

The ECAC solidified itself as one of the best

conferences in college lacrosse in 2003, compris-

ing four of the 16 teams (Rutgers, Georgetown,

Penn State, Massachusetts) that played in the

NCAA tournament. But at the end of the season,

the conference of six teams split apart, with

Maryland-Baltimore Country and Navy bolting

for much less powerful conferences, as UMBC
moved to America East and Navy joined rival

Army in the Patriot League.

That leaves just the four ECAC teams for

2004, but the league will add a trio of solid

squads for 2005.

"Certainly we're looking forward to next year

when we add three additional teams in Hobart

College, Loyola College (Md.) and St. lohn's

University," ECAC Commissioner Phil

Buttafuoco said in a conference call last week.

"That will bring added excitement to the

league. I think you can tell by the quality of the

schedules that our coaches and our teams are

willing to go out and play the best in the land at

any time."

One of the biggest implications for the confer-

ence is that it loses its automatic qualifier for the

NCAA tournament in March. In order for a

league to receive an AQ. it must have at least six

member institutions together for two years. That

means the ECAC is without an AO until the 2007

season.

"I'm not too worried about not having the

automatic bid for the league." Penn State coach

Glenn Thiel said. "Yeah, it would be nice when it

does materialize down the line. I tend to think

that if you're good enough to beat the likes of the

teams in the ECAC, you're probably going to be

selected for the tournament. I suppose a scenario

could materialize where wc all knock each other

off, but the bottom line is you're going to have to

have some significant wins anyway,"

Coaches across the league seem far from wor-

ried about the loss of the AO, as the conference's

member institutions all likely would have made
the postseason without the qualifier last season.

"It's not something we dwell on," Rutgers

head coach |im Stagnitta said. "There's four qual-

ity teams in our league that are all NCAA-caliber

See ECAC on page 6





And one award show to rule them

all...
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The Democratic primaries to arrive in Massachusetts

Candidates take a stand on issues concerning the nation today; in their own words

John Kerry U a MuMKhuMtts
Jccoratrd war hero.

irom Button, and i» aiko a

Abortion rights
All of the ^.iimm.iii* lldVC

said they arc "strongly opposed"

10 appoiniing judgi'> to the

Supreme Court who xvill outlaw

abortions.

Edwards: 'I would help lead

a fight to pas<i a federal freedom

of choice act »o that la

woman s I right to choose is

guaranteed and p^

matter what the con

Sharpton: "My religion says

that abortion is wrong. And
while I may believe that life

s when the sperm meets

egg. and that only God
should decide whether to take a

life. I will not stand in the way

of a woman's right to choose. If

women do not have a right lo

i.hoosc. then it's a civil rights

violation."

Kerry said: "I am prepared to

lilibusicr. if necessary, any

Supreme Court nominee whi>

w.i>uld turn back the clock on a

woman's right to choose or the

constitutional right to privacy,

on civil rights and individual

liberties and on the laws pro

tecting workcis and the cnvi

ronmeni."

For a period in Kucinivti s

political career, his stance on

abortion was pro-life. However,

his position on the issue has

changed. He gives voters an

explanation of his change of

opinion on his website.

Kucinich said "The decision

to terminate a pregnancy is one

of the most serious decisions a

woman might make. It is deeply

personal. In our society, all

women and all men have a right

to make difficult moral deci

sions and make personal choic-

es. Rut women will not be equal

to men if this constitutionally

protected right is denied."

Gay marriage issues
The gay marriage debate has

not been at the fon-front of this

election, despite being a hot topic

for politicians in nvent months.

None of the IX'mocratic candi-

dates have stood by President

Bush's position, calling for a ban

on gay marriage, but their posi-

tions are divided between support-

ing civil unions or supporting gay

marriage

Kerry; "I am lur partnership

rights I am for civil unions."

Edwards: "Massachusetts has

just made a decision that embraces

the notion of gay marriage. I think

these are decisions that the states

should have the power to make
"

Kucinich: "I would help to cre-

ate a culture in Aiiwrica so that

people could be whoever they are,

because if America is about any-

By Dan O'Brien
CX>LIJ:(>IAN SlAH-

Tomorrow, "Super Tuesday"

will bring primary elections to

ten states — Massachusetts, New
York, California. Ohio.

Connecticut. Maryland,

Vermont. Rhode Island. Georgia

and Minnesota. Ohio is viewed

by political analysts as the key

state on March 2. Only two

Democratic candidates have ever

won the Presidency without lak

ing Ohio — Franklin D
Roosevelt in 1944 and |ohn F.

Kennedy in I960.

But history can be nude in

this year's election. In order to

win the party nomination, the

goal for the candidates in the pri-

niaries. is the number of dele-

gates they receive. The "key

viaie" of Ohio has 1 40 delegates,

but there are big prizes in other

slates as well. including

thing, it has to be about a chance

for people to live out their dream

and to e\prc-ss iheir own authen-

ticity. And so. gays, lesbians, bisex-

ual, transgcnder ptxiple under my
administration would have full

participation, and they wouW also

have the right to marry."

According to the San ( rancisco

Chronicle. Sharpton said the very

question of whether gays ought to

be eligible for marriage was insult

ing.

Referring to civil uninns:

"Thai's like saying you jiivc blacks.

or whites, or l.atinos the right lo

shack up — but not pot married. .

. It's like asking do I support black

marriage or uliiic marriage

TTie inference of the question is

thai ga\' .ire not like other human

beings

Massachusetts, which has 121

delegates and New York, which

has 287.

In light of the razor-thin 2000

presidential election, people

across America are feeling the

pressure more than ever to come
to the polls and vote. The
Democrats claim there is more at

stake this time around, attacking

the changes that have been made
since the Bush administration

took office, including the Patriot

Act and weakened environmen-

tal standards

In the push lor educated vot-

ers, the Collegian has compiled a

list showing where each

Democratic candidate — Sen.

lohn Edwards (NO. Sen lohn

Kerry (Mass >. Rep Dennis

Kucinich (Oh.) and Rev. Al

Sharpton. human rights activist

from New ^'ork — stands in his

own words on issues important

to college students.

The Patriot Act
The USA PATRIOT Act is the

bill that was put into law about

two months after the Sept. 1

1

attacks, in response lo a call for

ifwreased national security. The

bill has been controversial since

it went into effect There are

many politicians and civil rights

groups that feel that many parts

of the bill infringe on people's

rights Some of the controversial

parts of the bill iiKlude giving

the FBI easwr access to wiretap

phone lines. aiKl access to search

people's medical and library

records if the authorities suspect

a link to terrorism.

Sharpton: "|The Patriot Acij

seems to be a throw-back to the

COINTKl PRO days of I Edgar

Hoover. Dr Manin I uther King.

|r.. and the Black Panthers —
making legal today what was ille-

gal then. These "Patriot Acts"

appear to be using the legitimate

fear of 9/1 1 to pass illegitimate

legislation. This legislation is

unpatriotic in the most patriolK

sense
"

Kerry: "I strongly supported

including a sunset provision in

the Patriot Act. Bush reportcnlly

plans to introduce a second

"Patriot Act" — we have leariK-d

from the first Patriot .Act that the

last thing we need is lohn

Ashcruft rewriting the Bill of

Rights I am alarmed by what has

been reported to be part of

"Patriot Act 11" and I will very

sarefully review any new propos-

al and light lo ensure that it does

noi violate civil liberties."

Edwards: *l supported the

Patriot Act because it contained

provisions needed to strengthen

our security, but I also believe

this administration has abuscxJ

its powers in implementing the

law. OiH- key provision ot the act

requires Congress lo revisit key

provisions of the law I opposed

efforts lo repeal that "sunset."

and Congress must rigorously

review the Patriot Act —as well

as any new legislation-io see

whether it advances our security

and honors our values
"

Kucinich: "We have lo repeal

the Patriot Act. which is a basis

of fear that was drummed up in

this country without any rational

basis for protecting this country.

We're being driven by fear, and I

have to say that it's time for us lo

challenge thai fear"

U.S. health care
With about 40 million

Americans without ccMTiprchcnsive

health caa- coverage, this is a key

issue. .And. the debate over how
government shoukl intervene in

the health coverage is ongoing.

Some candidates are approaching

the problem by proposing govern-

ment regulations to light against

health insurance companies, while

other candidates are proposing a

universal-style healthcare system,

which would allow e\er> citizen

the right lo receive benefits from a

government-run healthcare system.

Edwards: "We can't deal with

the health care crisis in America

unless we have the backbone and

courage to do what I have been

doing my entire life: lighting

against big corporations, pharma-

ceutical companies, big insurance

companies, big HMOs. The presi-

dent works lor those people.

There's a culture in Washington

that stands against taking them

Kerry I will send to Congress

a health care plan that stops spjral-

ing costs, covers every child in

America, and makes it possible tor

every American to get the same

health care as any member of

CongR'ss

"

Kucinich; "lis impt>rlant that

all Americans he covered. | includ-

ing! alternative medicine, a pa--

scription drug benetit. vision care

and dental care- and mental health

care, and long-lemi nursing care-

all covered under one Medicare*

For All. single-payer program."

Sharpton: "I have supported

single-payer plan. I think the only

way vou're* going to solve these

problems is you've got to have a

national single-payer plan lor

everyone. I think that we've got to

stop going with half a liuif. 1 would

rather have no bill and fight loi

something real than to continue to

give people something that I think

is a diluted version of what wc

need to have."

The war in Iraq

KIKSY IHtHISlllHYMAKtRMOM

Al Sharpton, a BriKiklyn, N.Y. native, is a Baptist minister and

minority civil rights leader.

Kucinich; "I will work tire-

lessly ... to gain approval of this

plan at the United Nations, and

to put it into action, bring all

U.S. troops home in 90 days."

Edwards; "Involve our allies,

the United Nations and the

North Atlantic Treaty

Organization in establishing a

free Iraqi government with

legitimacy in the region and

around the world."

Sharpton: "jl will) move to

bring the troops home by

appealing to Kofi Annan and

the United Nations to convene

as a world body to oversee,

without United States control.

John Edwards i!> <i North CdriJim scnjt>

I99H. Hi hA» <dM> worked js j trial Lwvrr
M. > lc~% It J in

The environment
Sharpton: "Converting our

economy lo renewable fuels as

rapidly as practical and feasible

would be one of my top priori

lies I believe that protecting the

environment is also labor inten-

sive. Thus, treating . ite

and sustainable ch Mcnl

WKuld also create jobs. iH>t cost

jobs."

Kucinich: "(I will helpl make
clean, healthy water a right for

all. strengthening air and water

protections Regulation and

enforcement against polluters

will be increased, while envi

ronmenially responsible farm

ers and businesses will be

rewarded and will work to slop

privatization of drinking water

and sewer systems, will make .i

major investment in water sys

tem infrastructure, and will

make a significant financial

conimiimcnl to providing

healthy drinking water lo all the

world's people.'

Kerry; "On Earth Day 2lH)>.

I announced a proposal lo

resume the battle against envi-

ronmental injustice, in part by

greatly elevating its priority for

the EPA and other federal

enforcement agencies and in

part by creating environmental

empowerment /mu-^ in which

the impact ol Iciici.i!

on the health ol iow im .1

minority citizens would have lo

be taken into accoun> ^'••r..-

they are implemented

"I also called lor a iiH.i i

that will be ciitisal iwi oni' v<

dealing with cnvironni

injustice but alsc> in di

with environmcniul health

issues generally: establishing a

national iraeking >\sitMi l»ir

chronic '
' environ-

mental li

I du.ii.i- Ihe Bush ad'

i>irdtKiii has niadc ni.tioi

new loopholes m the jClean .Mr

Act) allowing plant owivi-

lo pollute more I held piil ii.

hearings on this issue jnd .iin

working lo marshal opposition

lo these misguided plans I

have also fought to secure fund-

ing for environmental projects

Irom western \orth Carolina lo

the coasi I also introduced

legislation lo offer a ta\ credit

lo drv cleaiwrs who use envi-

ronmentally -Iriendiv technology

and have fought lor funding to

research new w.istc iieatment

technology to help our hog

farmers Jciin up waste

lagcH.)ns

College affor(dability
Edwards Mv agcnd.i

includes a plan to make the

first year of college free for any

\oung person willing lo work

lor it."

Kucinich said; "In order to

pay I
for my plan of free public

college tuition! I would cancel

the tax cuts to the top brackets

and revoke the extra $87 bil-

lion the President spent on the

defense budget
'

kcn\ s pLln^ i

alfordahiliis mcludc i.i\ t.udns

and a "Service fi>r l'i>llege"

plan, which would have stu-

dents serve in the military lor

two years in exchange for a

four year college niition pa\

mcnt towards a puhiK ti>ll(.-pc

in the recipient's Iut

See DEMOCRATS on page 3

the redevelopment and rebuild-

ing of Iraq and would submit to

that as a partner but not as a

dominant force in terms of our

contractors or in terms of mili-

tary."

Kerry: "We should not send

more American troops. That

would be the worst thing. We
do not want to have more
Americanization. We do not

want a greater sense of

American occupation. We need

to minimize that. And the way

to do that is do everything pos-

sible, including sharing the

power, to bring other countries

in to take the burden."
Dennis Kucinich ^^.ls an Ohio State senator and a I .S. reprcsiiita-

tivc.
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RSO gets 'Hi'Score' SAGE group explores US war

on game development motives through documentary
By Caitlin Crowuy

t\>lLhlilAN IxjRKtSRlNlieNT

Hi-Score, a new registered stu-

dent organization at the Univeiiiity

of Massachusetts Amherst, is giv-

ing students from all majors and

disciplines a chance to learn the

ins and outs of computer and

video game development.

Club president Dan Roy got

the idea for Hi-Score when he met

other computer science majors

interested in a career in game
development. Two-thirds of the

club's members are computer sci-

eiKe majors, but the club is look-

ing for any students in the creative

tield who have an interest in game
development. No background in

computer science or programming

is necessary to participate. Any

students interested in pn^ram
ming. 3-D design, or an are urged

to attend the meetings.

"We've advertised to the art

department, music department

and t^nglish majors." said Roy

After rtrsearehing the gaiiK- devel

opntent industry. Roy found that it

interested students were given the

opportunity to collaborate with

other people on games, working to

build a quality product, their

chaiKes of getting a job alter grad-

uation woukl be much better

"How >ixi jenter the industry)

is by making games on vour own
and buikling a portfolio. ' said Roy.

Networking is arxMher impor-

tant factor to entering the gaming

industry. "Only 20 percent of jobs

in the game industry go to appli

cants." ^ald Roy "80 peiveni are to

peupk- with connectioiB."

One way Hi-Score is hoping to

build these connections is to have

dialogue with people already

working in the tield. "One of the

things we're trying to do is bring a

speaker from the industry each

month," said Roy,

Brian Ixjvine, an assistant pro-

fessor in the computer science

department at UMass, is giving Hi-

Score $60 a month for putting on

events and other club expenses.

Roy says the club is still looking

lor a full-time faculty advisor.

Besides the opportunity to put

together a portfolio in a supportive

atmosphere. Hi-Score offers a

social event each month.

Currently, the club is hosting

nuxithly "game parties" at X-Zone

in the Hampshire Mall. Last

Saturday, members played com-

puter games at X-Zone fixjm 2 to 5

p.m. for $4. rather than the usual

$6 rale. Roy says that these social

events are a way for interested stu-

dents to rela.x aixl have fun.

"Its a k>t moK fun when you

gel people together to play"

Roy Naid w hile the club has 1 4 offi

ciai members. 'M interested stu

dents attended the lirst general

meeting on Feb. 5.

Female students are also being

encouraged to consider joining Hi-

Score The large turtxxjt for the

irtaugural iiteeting had only live

women in attendance Roy said

that with a yearly attendance

requirement. Hi-Score has a k>w-

commitment rate that shoukj be

attractive to busy student> Hi

Score's next meeting is on March

4, 7 pm. in room IbV* at the

Lederfe Graduate Tower.

By BRtNi)A.\ HtcK
COLUOIAN OlRIUiSPtlNKeNl

A documentary film that

includes the testimonies of over

20 CIA analysts, weapons
inspectors, and news paper edi-

tors who strongly disapprove

the pre-war intelligence used to

justify the United States' deci-

sion to go to war was presented

by SAGE, a local grassroots

organization in the Jones

Library in Amherst last

Thursday.

"Uncovered. The Whole
Truth About the Iraq War," pro-

duced and directed by Robert

Greenwald, attracted approxi-

mately 35 people, who read

leaflets discussing pre-war intel-

ligence, ate free cookies and

juice, and signed a contact list.

S.AGt is an organization that

is made up of approximately 80-

1 30 local residents. According

to Susan Theberge. the group s

chairman, the mission of SAGE
is "to bring the community
together on issues like civil lib-

erties and economic and social

justice
"

The film was introduced by

group member Kathleen

Bridgewater. The film was first

shown on Dec. 7, 2003, and

was attended by over one mil-

lion people. Additional copies

were available in the back of the

room for audience members to

take at the end of the night.

The film opened with a dis-

cussion of the Sept. II attacks

on New York and Washington

"George Bush panned on going

to war with Iraq on September

1
1," said Ray McGovem, a for-

mer CIA analyst featured in the

documentary.

The film expanded on the

attacks by speculating that the

U.S. government capitalized on

the fear evoked from them to

get the country to support a war

with Iraq. McGovem theorized

that the government used "scare

tactics by convincing Americans

that Iraq was linked to terrorist

organizations."

The film also pushed the idea

that President Bush and his cab-

inet used the idea of Iraqi

nuclear weapons to scare

Americans. The film quoted

President Bush saying. "Facing

clear evidence of peril, we can-

not wait for the final proof, the

smoking gun that could come in

the form of a mushroom cloud"

Several people were quoted

on issue of the U.S.'s poor pre-

war intelligence, including

weapons inspector, David

Albright, who claimed that the

U.S made a "deliberate attempt

to portray an imminent threat

by taking selective information

about Iraq."

When the movie ended,

Theberge and her husband Rene

passed out handouts with ques-

tions and discussion topics on

them Over 20 people stayed

and formed groups of four or

five to discuss the film and any

other topics.

SAGE was started by the

Theberges as "a funky little

group that met in our living

room once a ntonth." Theberge

said. Susan's husband Rene

said the main mission of the

group was to bring people

together to discuss issues such

as economic inequality and

especially racism.

"Racism is what keeps

America divided, and every

political question involves

race." he said. "SAGE is part of

a national movement of people

who want change in America
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Harvard plans stem cell center
CAMBRIDGE (APi —

fharvard University plans to

launch a multimillion-dollar cen-

ter to grow and study human
embryonic stem cells, the school

said Sunday.

The center, to be announced

April 23 at a scientthc confer-

ence, coukl be the largest private-

ly funded American stem cell

research project to date, the

Boston Sunday Globe reported

President Bush, citing ethical

considerations, has limited feder-

al furxling for embryonic stem

cell research in existing liiws ol

cells
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Collegian Stafi:

Etc debates tonight

at 7 p.m. in the

Collegian Office.

Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide resigns, flees country
Bv PAISLtV DlMH»S

.^««ii 1*1 HI I'kIsk

Women carry a loted sac of grain at Port-au-Prince'» seaport on Saturday as people continue uking larRt- hag* ot lentiU

donated by the U.S. Agency (or International Development at a warehouse in the port.

PORTAU PRINCE. Haiti tAP» -

President jean Bert rand Aristide

resigned and Mew into exile Sunday,

pressured by foreign governments and a

bloody rebellion. Gunfire crackled as the

capital fell into chaos, and Washington

dispatched Marines.

The Marines were arriving Sunday

afternoon, expected to be the first wave

of a U.N.-b«.ked international peace-

keeping force. France also said it w«»

tonsiderinj; sending troops

"The government believes it is essen-

tial that Haiti have a hopeful future This

Is the beginning ol a new chapter."

President Bush said at the White House

"I would urge the people of Haiti to

rc-jcct viiilence. to give this break from

the past a chance to work. And the

United Slates is prepared to help."

The head of Haiti's supreme court

<aid he was taking charge of the govern-

ment, and a key rebel leader said he wel-

comed the arrival of foreign troops

"I think the worst is over, and were

walling for the international lorces.

They will have our full ciHiperaiion."

Guy Philippe told CNN
U.N. diplomats said key Sccuniv

Council members would begin talks

Sunday about a resolution lu auihoruc

peacekeepers for ffaiii. which erupted

into violence 3 1/2 weeks ago when

rebels began driving police Irom towns

and cities in the north

The t S official, who spoke c«i con-

dition of anonymity, would not say how

many Marines were expected in the

speedy deployment, ordered President

Bush ordered only hours after Aristide

fled under pressure Irom the United

States and former colonial power

EraiKe

Though not aligned with rebels, the

pulilical opposition also pushed for

Aristide to leave for the good ol Haiti's 8

million peopk. angered by poverty, cor-

ruption and crime The uprising - only

the most recent violence in this

Caribbean n.iiion killeti iH lei»si KK)

people.

Anarchy Nprcad across IV.riau Prince

as news emerged ol the president's

departure.

Angry Aristide supporters roamed

the streets armed with old rifles, pistols,

machetes and sticks Some lired wildly

into crowds on the Champs de Mars, the

main square in front of the National

Palace l.ooiers emptied a police station

and hit pharmacies, supermarkets and

other busjncs-c*. niosiK on the capital's

outskirts

Iraqis to

agree on
Dem.
debate is

new gov. ongoing
Bv RcwtRT H. Reh)

.V.S111 lAIH' i'Hhss

BAGHDAD. Iraq ( AP) — Iraqi

politicians agreed on the draft of

an interim constitution early

Monday, reaching a compromise

on the role of Islam and putting oft

the details of Kurdish autonomy,

an Iraqi official said. The charter

will likely be signed Wcxinesday.

Members of the Iraqi

Governing Council, with U.S.

administrators mediating, ended a

second late night of negotiations at

4:20 a.m. with "full agreement ...

on each article." said Entifadh

Qanbar. spokesman for Shiite

Muslim council member Ahmad

Chalabi.

The interim charter, officially

the Transitional Administrative

I.aw. will remain in effect until a

permanent constitution is drafted

and ratified next year. It underlines

that the rights of all Iraqi citizens

will be respected and sets aside for

women 25 pereent of the seats in

the provisional legislature, Qanbar

said.

According to Qanbar, the inter-

im constitution charter will recog-

nize Islam as a major source of leg-

islation and ban any laws which

violate the tenets of the Muslim

faith. U.S. officials and secular-

minded members got their way

with the phrase "a source" '»'•

of many sources — but the ban on

laws that violate Islam was aimed

at pleasing conservatives.

U.S. administrator 1.. Paul

Bremer had hinted he would veto

conservatives' phrasing setting

Islamic law as "the" main basis of

law. which some feared would cre-

ate an Islamic state.

DEMOCRATS from page 1

Politicians and political

activists everywhere are trying to

reach out to the 18 to 24-year-oW

demographic to get them to vote.

Students can vote in the town

of Amherst. Voters must have re-g-

istered prior to Feb. 1 1 with the

town of Amherst.

Here are the polling locations

for UMass students who live on-

campus: Sylvan and Northeast:

Immanuel Lutheran Church.

Chureh lx)unge. N. Pleasant St.

Central (excluding Van Meter

Hall): Wildwood School. Strong

St, Orchard Hill (including Van

Meter Hall): North Fire Station. E.

Pleasant St. Southwest: Hampden

Dining Commons.
Students who live off-campus

may call Amherst Town Hall for

polling locations. The phone num-

ber is 4 13-2 5ti-4(K)4
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Another call for baby

safe haven legislation
As former University of Massathuseiu

student lennifer Paluseo pleaded guilty to

charges ot involuntary manslaughter and

removing or conveying a dead bod> in

Hampshire Superior Court last week, a two-

year-old wound lor many at the University

wa^ ripped open, and all the original ques-

tions remain.

At this point, most know the details.

Paluseo. 21. killed her newborn infant in a

lames flail dormitory bathroom, disposing of

the bod> in a trashcan Originally charged

with murder. Paluseo pleaded guilty to the

lesser charges and faces sentencing on March

51 She could be sentenced to as many as

nine years in stale prison.

What many people new to the University

m the last two years do not know, however, is

the debate the infant > death sparked on cam-

pus, and the opinion that many people on

campus, including members at The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, expressed at

the time

\S hile the issue has quieted down over the

last two years, the facts remain the same:

Massachusetts needs baby safe hasen laws.

As baby safe haven legislation comes up

again for vole in the Massachusetts State

House of Representatives on Wednesday, the

ftiate remains one of only eight that has no

baby safe haven law in place.

The laws designate safe places for people

to drop off unwanted babies with no ques-

tions asked, with one common goal in mind

— saving lives.

The laws are not without flaw. Critics say

the laws make it too easy for women to avoid

the responsibility that goes with giving birth,

and that safe haven laws enacted in other

states already have not proven themselves to

be able to fix child abandonment in our soci-

ety.

The altemaiive, however, is frightening.

The Collegian firmly believes implementing

safe haven laws can do little but good for our

state, and hopefully, can prevent tragedy in

the future.

While we can only speculate if the life of

lennifer Paluseo and her infant would be any

different now had there been another option,

the fact that the number of babies who have

been found dead in other states has declined

speaks for itself. Baby safe haven laws do not

always work, but if iheir implementation

saves the life of even one innocent unwanted

newborn, we believe the legislation has

already exceeded any costs it may have

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian Editorial Board

Safety before vanity

The questionable duties of RAs

Msrris

Sinaef

|U>1 lullilll^'

Well. InctxJv.

the Uni\crMt\

Babysitters are

upset They've

reacted in a

myriad of poor

ways, but the

one thing that is

clear is that

they are all dis-

!niught.

for those of

oiber. or are

cokinin that theed in my last

I niv..r»itv ,4' Ma8sachui>etts has a

t-\Mtting program con-

Ai.ii they call resideniial

Ml -o RAs. or baby^it-

'\u\ ohnviive of

.(.•i^ii\ in keeping

tabs on students through docu-

mcntati«.>n and ludicial proceed-

ings. I also suggested that these

RAs diifUisc iheir purpose by

reportcdtySMiMint: the students—
a lie that the L'niversity Baby bitten

have devekjped to make their pret-

ence more palatable to the resi-

denis.

This fake purpoK is accompa-

nied by an entirv bureaiKratic sys-

tem of tenTiin<.)k>g> and procedure.

But the lake names aside, this is

something that all of us are famil-

iar with from our childhood

bcxause the University Babysitters

use much tfK' siine processes that

vkc expencnced in our younger

days. Id like to take a minute to

explain the proccsks our babysitters

today use III be using our fiction-

al Ineixl from my last column.

Nashville, to demonstrate my
point

Nashville has a system of rules.

Its just like when we were five

years old. and when our parents

brought the hahysiiter over to the

h«>u-e; we had to be good. There

were certain things we couldn't gel

jway with doing. In those days,

this system was just called "rules."

But the University Babysitters

have come up with a more impor-

tant tenn To boost their apparent

importance, the sitters now call it

the "Code of Student Conduct."

Unlike the simple system of rules

that we all knew from childhood,

this system is lather complex, and

most of the students. I believe,

don't know moa- than a sentence

from it. Nashville loves the Code

of Student Conduct because this is

bow he exercise> ilie control over

his residents.

I nrmember when I was yxxing.

if the babysitter was over aivJ I

misbehaved, the sitter woukJ say

something abng the lines of. "I'll

give you a bad report." I'm sure

omc variation of this situation

applies to almost all of us. If we

vkvren't good, the babysitters toU

our parents. Today thb system is

calkni wTile-ups.

This part of the system as well

is much more complicated than

the way it used to be When we

wrre liillc, our babysitters gave

oral reports to our parents Now.

our baby-sitters must file uflKial

"witness reports." This is

Nashvilk's favorite part It must

be. bcuiu.se he does it so often

Our parents wouM get upset

with as when we were bad to our

RjT nearly every-

thing our parents

would do, our

University, wtiich

serves as our new

parents, has its

analogous punish-

ment

babysitters. They woukJ talk to us

about what we did. Usually they'd

lake the side of the babysitter

because in their minds, the

babysitters usually were more

credible.

The same is true for the

University Babysitters. While our

parents didn't even have a name

for this part of the process, the

University calls it the "judicial

process " This impressive name

refers to the time in which we can

appeal to a higtier authority. In

our younger days, we could just

say, "Mommy. I didn't do it."

Perhaps this would work better

today than the logical, well-rea-

soned arguments that tend to get

students nowhere in judicial

process.

One Resident Director even

said to me: "This isn't a process

based on truth." Unlike in the real

world, where one must prove

beyond a shadow of a doubt, the

Lniversiiy BabysilttTs mast only

prove that it is more likely than not

tf»at a situation occurred

Our parents wouM then punish

us The university calls this "sarK-

lions." Our parents wouM repri-

mand us. The university issues a

'university reprimand " Our par-

ents would ground as. The univer-

sity "su-spends" as. Our parents

woukl take away our alk>waiKe

The university "tines" us For near-

ly everything our parents would

do. our university, which serves at

our new parents, haa its analoftous

punishnK-nt.

SooMdniaa. in my family, we

had to diictns matters as a whofe.

When the University Babysitter

facilitates this discussion, it is

calksi a "floor meeting." Nashvilk:.

being a complete social recluse, is

very bad at these, and averages

only one a semester. Nashvilk' and

the University Babysitters don't

like to communicate with their res-

kienis. It isn't as fun as writing

them up.

I should acknowledge that,

sometimes, we did fun things with

our babysitters too. We all had c^ur

favorite ones, wht) woukl take us

to Frierxllys for a Happy Fnding

or woukf push our swings on the

playgTvund. SonK of the belter

RAs at our University have fun

with us loo. Some of them organ-

ize times known as "social events."

But most are like Na.shvilW. and do

next to ix)ihing. Most of our RAs

don't lift a linger when it comes to

making the living environment a

positive place, but. like Nashville,

are all but overzealous when it

comes to giving a slap on the wrist.

If you have a good RA. you are for-

tunate.

In my last column. 1 may have

generalized a little too much. I

krx)w some good RAs out there

with whom, like with my favorite

babysitter. I enjoy spending time.

But Nashville's brand of babysitter

is evil. I can only hope that our

newfound University parents do a

belter job hiring babysitters for us

in the future.

To all the good RAs out there,

you are my favorite sillers — and

i mean that in the most affection-

ate of ways. To all the Nashvilles,

I can only hope the University

finds someone to babysit you.

Morris Sing/er is a Collegian

columnist.

It couldn't

have been a

better day.

lenn, a 25-year-

old assistant

grocery martag-

er at the kxal

store, had just

received the

news that she

was pregnant

Sfie was over-

joyed The entire store's staff sur-

prised her later that night at her

apartment to congratulate her and

her new husband Bill The two

began immediately planning for

the family that they had dreamed

of since their high school gradua-

tion. But upon a visit

to the doctor, the cou-

pW received devasiat

ing news. Due to the

side effects of her

acne prescription

medication, lenn's

baby had a nearly 30

percent chance of being bom with

birth deftvis Tom between keep-

ing their first chikJ and unwilling

to bring a hindered child into the

world, the couple chose to termi-

nate the pregnatwy early on, dev-

astating them both, and throwing

lenn into a state of depression.

Two years later, knn and Bill have

yet to have their family, lenn can-

not seem to gel pregnant, a possi-

ble side effect of her abortwn.

With the wide variety of pre-

scription drugs on the market

today, just about anything seems

curable with ifie pop of a pill New
medicatiom are appeanng on the

market by the minute. desigiKd to

cure any arrange ol ailments from

depression to stress-related anxi

eiv

However, some of the new

drugs seem to be doing more

harm than good. The prescription

of the drug called Accuune has

been at the heart of this dilemma

fur over 20 yean. Accutane is a

powerful drug designed to treat

severe nodular cystk acne, which

can eventually be disfiguring.

Whik it may seem like a positive

treatment. Accutane has been

linked to over 2.000 birth defects

per year, according to the Food

and Drug Administration

Deformities have included such

atrocities as missing limbs, miss-

ing ears, lack of vital internal

organs, and severe mental retarda-

tion.

According to The Boston

Globe, last Friday the federal advi-

sory council to the FDA recom-

mended that the administration

strengthen restrictions on

Accutane, making it harder for

women who are pregnant to take

the drug. The FDA reported that

pregnant women taking Accutane

have a 28 pereent chance of giving

binh to a child with defects. 50

percent of those babies will have

menul defe«.ts and 25 percent will

have deformities, according to the

Public Citizen.

Currently, the SMART pro-

gram, a watchdog program

designed to protect women Irom

The only way the FDA can sohre the

Accutane proMem is by pulling Accutane

from the mar1(et entirely.

becoming pregnant while on

Accutane, provkles women with

counseling and education sessions

on binh defects, two forms of

birth conia)l. and monthly preg-

natwy testing. WonKn who will

not lake birth control vow to

abstain fivm sex.

However, the numbers of birth

defects are not falling, probably

because the SMART progrun is

volunury. intensifying the push of

the federal advisory courKil to

make the program mandatory

Why Slop there?

The Health Researvh Group of

PublK Citizen had a more feasible

plan, suggesting that Accutane be

restricted to only patients who
had not responded to any other

forms of treatment. Even

Ftoffmann-La Roche, a division of

Accuune s producer, tried almost

two years ago to impose restric-

twns that woukl prevent pregnant

women from being able to take

the drug: however, the motkjn

faikd

The drug has clearly proven

itself to be not only dangerous, but

life-altering. In 2002. 79 percent

of the women who became preg-

nant, fearing binh defects, elected

to have abonions Moreover.

Accutane has been linked to over

200 sukkJes since 1482. accord-

ing to Acttodayorg In many of

the suKides. the vktim shows no

signs of depresskxi or sukidal

thought. Experts have suggest«l

that the urge to kill one's self prob-

ably arises so qukkly that the vk-

tim becomes overwhelmed and

loses all sense of reason, until it is

loo late.

Rep. Bart Siupak (D-Mkh.) is

ready to suggest new legislation

that will require women using

.Accutane to be entered into the

monitoring system. Stupak lost his

son to sukide caused by Accutane

in 2000. "How tnany babies have

to be bom with serious defects,

how many more women need to

have miscarriages, and how many

more chiklren have to die before

the FDA impkmenis meaningful

protections and restriction on the

use of Accutane?"

he asked.

Although Stupak

seems to have the

right idea, the

demand for the

drug is high enough

that restrictions

have been hard to impose

Accutane has not only been pre-

scribed for the severe acne it was

designed to treat, but for kss

severe acne prubkms that are not

disfiguring and coukl be treated

with overihe-counter products.

The denutfHi seems to be for a

more aesthetk need than a well-

ness need.

I cannot say that I have ever

suffered from severe acne

Flowever. most acne is not a life-

threatening or physkally-restrkt-

ing problem NV^iere do we draw

the lines between vanity and our

own well-being''

Why are women, in an attempt

to achieve Kxnething ck)Kr to

that false idea of beauty society

hoWs, risking the lives of their

unborn children? Even if the

SMART system becomes manda-

tory. tw> amount of watchdog mon-

itoring can ensure that women
will take their birth control,

absuin from sex. or even worry

about giving binh to a chikl with

binh defects.

The only way the FDA can

solve the Accutane problem is by

pulling Accutane from the mar-

ket entirely. Although it may
help treat severe acne. Accutane

poses a serious threat to the lives

of not only its users, but the

users' unborn chiklren as well.

Erika Lovley is a CoUepan
columnist

And the joke played on

From the start, Bush's vision of this investi-

gation was one of two things: either the

concoction of a blithering idiot or an intri-

cately planned scheme, solely designed to

collapse in on itself.
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It's been over a year since I wrote

my last column on the commission

that was supposed to investigate

the Sept. 1 1 terrorist attacks. And

even then. 1 thought the wfiok:

thing was some kind of a sick joke

too had Dick Chenc^y proclaiming

that those wtvj asked too many

questions were "unpatriotk:." and

woi^'. you had fVesklent Bush

thinking that the American publk;

would be stupid enough to settle

for that as an answer to WOO people dead.

Unfortunately, all the made-in-China flags and

sweatshop "God B\*:ss America" T-shirts that Sept. 1

1

profiteers gorged the publk with were still no match

for the "unpatriotic" demand for tfie truth. And even-

tually Bush put on his "hero-of-the-peopk" face, gave

into pressure, and set up a commission to investigate

what rationally shouW have been investigated since the

day it happened.

This commission,

of course, was not

meant for anything

more than public

appeasement; it was

never supposed to be

taken seriously Not

by Bush anyway The

investigation into

Sept. 1 1 is yet anoth-

er red herring to the

truth that Bush and his White House cronies are obvi-

ously trying to hide. In fact. I'm going to go even fur-

ther and .say that this whole thing is a setup — a cheap

scam to wire shut the mouth of rationality

To show you how concerned Bush was with inves-

tigating 9-11, he had actually given this commission

less time and even less money than what Ken Starr had

spent to investigate Monica's Lewinsky's sex life.

According to CNN. the Bush administration had allot-

ted $14 million dollars for the "independent" commis-

sion. (The original budget was only $3 million! ) Starr,

on the other hand, had spent over $40 million in his

vendetta toward Bill Clinton. Basically, more priority

was put into a stained dress than was put info four

hijacked planes and thou.sands dead. I said it before

and I'll say it again: I've seen car accidents with longer

investigations than 9-11.

To really make sure the investigation would be san-

itized. Bush picked a commission that was full of con-

flicts of interest. Either that or it's a ridiculous coinci-

dence that over half of the commissioners represent

airline companies, some of whk;h were involved in the

hijackings. Last March, CBS news reported that "at

least six (out of 10 commissioners j represent the very

companies they're now investigating." And if you

think that such conflicts of interest are bad enough,

just keep on reading, feet's take a look at who's in

charge of this "investigation."

After Henry Kissinger steps down as head of the

commission due to - what a surprise - a conflict of

interest. Thomas Kean. foniK'r governor of New
Icrsey. takes the helm. Both Kean and Bush have some-

thing in common: they have both bcx.'n in business

with Khaiki bin Mafhouz. the brother-in-law of Osama

bin l.adc-n. That's right: k)hn Ashcroft can artntrarily

arrest anyone he wants for associating with Al Oaida.

not even requiring evidence, but its totally kosher to

have a guy with two degrees of separatwn from Public

Enemy No. I on the panel.

Aiid just wtien you think this was enough to really

screw things up. our crafty little cadres in tfie White

House actually had the foresight to even plan in the

event of these guys actually taking tfieir jobs seriously

Such an unfortunate development for the Bush

Administration had left them with its final contingerKV

plan: stonewall like you've never stonewalkxi before.

Control the ckxk until a win is immitK*nt.

According to the New York Daily News, one com-

missioner is aln^ady threatening to step down. The

commission was lucky enough to have an extension

until late July to pour through literally "millkxis of

pages, from 1

6

government agen-

cies." reports CBS.

Nevertheless, for-

mer Sen. Bob

Kerrey (D-Neb)

toW reporters this

week. "1 am no

longer ... feeling

comfortable that

I'm going to be

able to read and process what I need in order to par-

ticipate in writing a report about how it was that 19

men defeated every single defensive system the U.S.

put up to kill '5.000 Americans on Sept. 1 1

."

In order to keep the mainstre-am media off his back.

Bush did make some token moves as a show of good

(but not good enough) intentions. News24.com
reports that that the administration had allowed only

three commissioners to read Bush and Clinton's CIA
briefings on the days leading up to the attacks. Other

commissioners were- barred from even looking at the

notes taken by the three.

From the start. Bush's vision of this investiga-

tion was one of two things: either the concoction

of a blithering idiot or an intricately planned

scheme, solely designed to collapse in on itself.

Either way. this investigation has been going

nowhere fast.

5k) where does this joke go from here? Come late

July, this investigation will come to a close. And with

that, documents, testimonies, and any other re'lcvant

paths to the truth about the most tragic day in modem
American history, will be put exactly where Bush

wants them to go.

Many will be lost in the incessant buzzing of paper

shredders in government basements, while others go

under the lock and key of the government's most

secured secrets— parts of American history better left

unsaid.

Mark Ostroffis a Collegian columnist.
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Opeth pleases fans Honoring a great woman
at the Palladium ^ ^

By Danid Fonseca

The

1

The Worcester Palladium was
graced by the presence of

Moonspell. DevilDriver and
Opeih Saturday evening

lineup was as diverse in

terms of the genre of

music played by each

band as the countries

they represent. First up
was Portugal's Moon-
spell. The band served its

role as opening act well.

stirring up the crowd
with its distinct brand of

Viking/black/goth metal.

The set opened with

"In and Above Men." a '

stand-out track from the band's

latcM release "The Antidote
"

Moonspell's front man Fernando

Rebeiro also engaged in some
humorous — unintentionally I'm

sure - stage antics These

included the waving around of a

giant walking stick with a skull

on top and later invoking the

crowd to raise the devil horns in

praise of Satan. Other non-

humorous highlights included

the songs "Alma Matter" and the

truly epic set closer "Full McK>n

Madness." All and all it was an

enjoyable, if slightly cheesy per

formance from Moonspell

Next up was DevilDriver. the

metal-core project fronted by

former Coal Chamber singer

Dez Ferara. There's not much
__^ one can say about

DevilDriver that hasn't

been said about the

hundreds of other

metal-core acts that

seem to be rising to

prominence these days.

The band plays a very

straightforward groove

/thrash that may gain

some points with a few

people lor its sheer

aggressiveness but

this reviewer's

oiiiplete lack of

technicality

Miiount of supe-

l.amb of God.

Celebrating the life of June Jordan
By Mil.NIUDt jEMMi)! I

CoLtEiaAN C'(>RiUISIK>NI>INT

Opeth,

DevilDriver,

and

Moonspell

PlIlltHM

Nofcesief

siiliin

m

like

earns none

book due u>

originality

Considering

rior bands

Chimaira. and Unearth playing

this style of music, 1 cani imag

ine why anyone would want to

invest their time in ii band like

DevilDriver

However. I will the give the band

credit lor showing up and play

Sm Oram on pigt •

This past weekend the University of

Massachusetts was transformed

into the backdrop for a celebration

— a celebration of the life work.

and legacy of one of the most influ

ential literary and activist voices ul

our lime. The event was a two-day

conference entitled ~.\

Revolutionary Convening: The
Vision of |une lordan," organized

by the University of Massachusetts

Women's Studies program, the

Office of ALANA Affairs, the Five

College Lecture Fund and various "^
'

other organizations. It began with an open-

ing ceremony that brought various mem-
bers, activists, and students in the \alley to

the Student Union Ballroom to hear the

keynote address delivered by activist. pv>et.

and professor Sonia Sanchez.

"When we answer what it is to be

human. We will know what it means to

become human, and then we will know

what it is not to start wars and not to kill

people, and to protect this earth and all of

June

Jordan

Conference

Mnn
Mass

lil?t2IM

us June lordan attempted to answer this in

il««TIMKBKLnil<

Bauix Martin Mcndr: provides the pul»e that keep* OpethV

leo^»H^

Port and political jclivist June Jordan

lived » life that we still ht>n»r itnLiv.

her lifetime."

These were the words that Sanj-he/

opened with on Friday night. She conveyed

to a full audience Jordan's compassion,

strength, beliefs, humor, fears and

anger through the reading of

poems by lordan as well as her

own. Barely 5-foot-2. she delivered

her message sitting al a table on

the stage instead of standing

behind a podium Despite all of

this, her words conveyed an

empowering message that was
larger that life. The selections

ranged in topic from sexuality, to a

poem about slave abolitionist

Sojourner Truth. "I chose to read

particular poems so you can see that

llordani was always on time" Sanchez

said "She didn t wait to write, she wrote

poems right on time when things were hap

pening ... sister |une lordan was a distin-

guished poet, and wonderful woman."
In addition to paying tribute to lordan.

Sanchez also used the lime to addrc*ss the

importance ot voting, and the role of resist-

ance as a tool of activism She quoted k>rdan.

as shi- spoke about resistance, saying "a few

men are not the enemy, a whole system is."

She eiKouraged listeners to evcepi the chal-

lenge of what It means to resist.

"Can you rcMst 4 1 bullets'.' Can you resist

war^ Can ycHj resist v. rack'' Can you resist vio

k-nce and beating up on each oiIkt''" she said

She also conveyed her thoughts on the

war and anti-activist sentiment from the

government "These are dangerous times,

we are under attack in this country." she

expressed "If you young people don't do

.inything else at this place called the

University ot Massachusetts, you must

vote Let your voices be heard."

The conference events for the lollowing

lay included panels and workshops cen

tered on issues often addressed by the

work of lordan. Panels included "An and

Politics, and Revolutionary Pedagogv
"

Also on Saturday was a screening ol

Pratibha Parmar's "A Place of Rage " The

conference was concluded with a perform-

ance of music and literary works featuring

Project 2050. Magdalena Gomez. Poetry

For the People and Sonia Sanchez.

"There has been so much hard wurk

from so many people to make this event

Port Siwij Sanche: gave the ke>-r»otc

addrrss that opened the wcrkt-nJ irl«-bration.

happen," said Arlene Ovarian, director of

the women's studies program, and one of

the primary organizers of the event, "The

meiiiorial for lune two years ago made us

realize the impact she and her work had on

many of the siudents here, there was such

a big turnout, fler activism and poetry has

pros ided a lot on inspiration for us during

sush politically hard time

"Sonia was a natural lor the kevnoie." she

added. "They are trom the- v 'ration,

and tfH.*y are both poets ami Sisters

m arms
"

When asked about wh.ii >lic jnd the

organizers hoped to achieve from the con-

ference. Ovariuii ' d. "wc hope to

spark much intcij :m1 dialogue On
c>ne panel wc have a voun»: woman who is

lb. on the same panel as a wcmian who is

W. This is what lunc lordan's lite and work

was about, activism making j difference.

These are the types ol connections we want

to sec plav out When we all work togeth-

er, nothing but ^'ckkJ can come out it

"

Lord of the Oscars
76th Academy Awards taken by

final addition to fantasy film epic
——^—^———^-^——"^——— _-ri »• ii !_ _f .L . n: •• TV., etin •nillLwi kL-.-l hxtror i.-liohiiM lilm tlmt tiokfn tl
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Scan Pen took hoaK Best Male Actor in a

Leading Role for hii part in "Mystic River."

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
Ltyrd of the Rinf9: The Return of

the King" vkcn a record-tying 1

1

Academy Awaids on Sunday,

including best pkture and dimctc>r

mid became the first tantasy to win

the lop t )scar.

in the acting categoiics, all tfie

wi-iDcrs i>.K>k home their first

0^i.ii^ C h.irti/e Theron won best

actives for her uansformative per-

formance as serial killer Aileen

Wuomos in "Monster," and Sean

I'enn was named K -i actor for

pliiving a vengeful o\ hoodlum

w ho falls bHck on his eriminlltwys

in "'Mystic River."

Tim Ri'bbins won the support-

ing-actor prize tor his pcrfonnwice

as an cmotionHlly crippled murder

suspect in "Mystic River." and

Renec Zelhveger took supporting

actress as a hardy Confederate suf'

vivor in "Cold Mountain.'

.\ftcr the first two installments

of the -Lord of the Rings" trilogy

were shut out of major awards.

"Return of the King swept all 1

1

categories in w^hich ii was nominiii

cd. It matched the record 1 1 w ins

of "Titanic" and ' lk>n-Hur" and

became only the third movie lo

sweep every nominated category.

ftJbwing "Cigi' and "The last

Finpeior." which both went nine-

for-nine.

1 espedialty just lasiK want to

thank uur wonderful cast wlio just

g[)t tfieir tongues around this rather

awrkward text and made it come to

fife with such devotion and passion

and hciin." said "lord of the

Rings" director Peter Jiiclsvon. who

sfiared the screenplay prize with

co-writers Philtppa Boyens and

Fran Waldh.

Composer Howard Shore tcKik

his .second Oscar for writing "I oid

of I'ne Rif^gs" music, hjving won
rwo years ago on Pail I of i he saga.

'The FeJtowship of the Ring."

"Into die West." the wistful

tune ol fna-well from "Return of

the King." won the best-.song

Oscar The song was written bv

Fran Walsh, the fthn's co-sown

writer, Howard Shore, its music

composer; and Anair Lennox, whc^

sings the tuiw.

A-Uweger wwi foi playing «

character in frumpy clothes and a

layer of dirt from wc>rking the

fields, a year after 'Cold Mountain"

co-star Nicok? Kidman received the

lead-actrcss Oscar for wearing a

fake nose to simulate Virginia

Wooirs plain- lane features in The
Hours." .\nd best-actress wAmer

Theron. in "Monster." gained 50

pounds and was disguised behind

dark contact leases, fai.se teeth and

spkitchy makeup.

"I hope it's a trend, meaning

imetvsting parts playing women
who arc multifacxMed and really

rich in their journeys. It's what

interest* me most," Zellweger said

backstage. 'The more you can

change yourself, the more removed

the chnro-'ter is from your own
experiences, the more rewarding it

is."

Robt»ns won with his first-cvcr

acting nomination, though he had

heen nominated as best dinector for

I995's "Dead Man Walking."

"In this movie. I play a victim of

abase and violence," Robbins said.

"If you are out there and arc a pcr-

. son who has Iwd that trage<]y befall

you, dtere is no shame in seeking

help and counseling
"

Sofia Coppola won the original-

screenplay prize for her quirky talc

of friendship in Tokyo. "Lost in

TVnnslation."

Fix-nch-Canadian filmmaker Dcnys

Arcand's Tlie Barbarian

Invasions." an alternately merry

and melancholy story of a dying

man's reunion with his estranged

aon, won the foreign-language

honor.

The S3-40 million bkxkKLster

"Finding Nemo." the storv of a

ck'WTifish on a misswn lo ascu*

his wayward <cxi from a dentist

al^ua^um. eained tlie Oscar

animated feature.

• I'm going to be (bnver gmtetui

to the- cast and crew of Finding-

Nenu'" for giving their incoinpaia-

bW talents to this litlk; (i.sh ston 1

had.' said .Xndrcw Stanton, dircv-

tor of "Finding NenK)."^
'

fibn from the makers iil '\
i

ItK." and the "Toy Story" t licks.

Directw Emil Morris' "The Fof

of War' — a portrait of Robe •

McNamara. U.S. iH nM.uA

for much of the V I . ir

won the Oscar foi feature leriith

docunK'ntary. Morris conipaicd

U.S. militai-y action overseas tociiv

with the Vietnam era.

"Fony years ago. this counio

went down a rabbit hole in

Vietnam — millions diod." Morris

said. "I fear we're going dovsii the

rabbit hoic orKe again.''

Filmmaker Blake Edwards

received an honoi ai>' Oscar for life-

time achievement. Tlie ceienK>ny

inchided a spiritixi montage of clip^

from Edwards' ttbns, including;

'Tlie Pink Panther." 'Baakfasi at

Tiffanv's" and "\ictorA1ctoria."

Edwards said: "My mother thanks

you, my father ihank.s you. and the

beautiful 1 ngli.sh brcxid \vith the

incomparable soprano and proinis-

cuoas vcicabtrfary thanks you." the

latter a a-fetWKO to his wife and

fnequent star. |uiie Anda•\^s.

Billy Crystal, returning as ho.«t

for the first time in four years,

opened with his usual montage of

nomincvs. having himself tnseried

into sjxiofs of key Oscar con-

tenders, including! Diane Keaton -

screeching nude scene m
"Something's Ootta Give."

He joked that for the first time,

the show was being simulcast in

Aramaic, a poke ul "TIk Passiun of

the Chri,st." Mel Gibson's dlvi.si\e

leligkius lilm that i(X>k fn $1 0.5\

inillwn in its lit- 'ive days. The|

UK-"- " " don

I .
' '.

Li\ .

' said tn.i'

tic- ho-- J i|.eO>cars I "i years

<

ihiiif;s .M'lL 111; • otii troni

"Bu-sh \* iTCM nt tlie

was ta! >,aig and we'ii

a war with Iniq."

With all thi ,i\\ar ^ foi "Returi

King," piiKJiicod in Nfiv

ul. (. r\M.il i<-ked "h's now
otficial IIkiv is n>h(<.l\ left in

New Zch' ind to thanl^

The (i^au^ retunKxJ to M|
fjlamour inode af^ r^w ve«s f™

whk;hHi'llwv(Hxl"s pn in nifht

muted In \^vll.. .veni- the

math ot i i>c-pt. I 1 att.ic

2002 and ihe Iraq w.n m
With the passage .t tiiiiii

Acndciny of Moii. >n ri^mne

and ScierKe«< hpjieJ it > i> safe to

make iiK^rry again f^ i .he 76th

annual Osoirs.

'Return C)f the King. ' the ck»

ing chapter of |ack.«on's epic adapt

S«e OSCARS on page 6

aX^liSfM '.V M M!W I

C'harli:e Theron won Best

Actress for "Monster."
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BOOKS
yThe Odyssey Bookshop ot South Ha«ey will

host Jay Neugetxxen, Author and fofmer

University o( Massachwaas professor ot EngHsh.

Neugaboren wlM be dtocussion ttts latest work anti-

tted. "Open Heart: A Patients Story ot Ute-SawioQ

Medicine and Lrfe-Giving Friendship." The dtscia^n

will begin at 7 p.m. at the Odyssey Bookshop.

MUSIC
XKaralKudi S SutKamanian will be featured in a

concert ot the improvisations and song of

South India s riassical musical tradrtton The concert

will be heM inltM Earte Radtal HaM m Sage HaH on

the Smith campus. Oavid Nelson on the mriddangam.

a type of drum will accompany Or Subramaman. The

pertormanca begins at 8 p.m. and e free and open to

Ihepubik:.

Dr Subrwnaman is Ote enihth generabon of

his famiiy to p*ay tfws baitlbonal rmisic Under ttie

tutelage of his great -unde. Karaikudi SambasiM Ijar

he mastered the art and has gone on to tour across

Europe wd ttie United States

MUSIC
^. "Protect AW," a collaborative art endeawr

^^ t*an on by four »tists, will be hekl at Snwth

CoMage through tMarch 5 The four local artists work

in varying media and will be creabng wortis in full

public view through out the duration of the event

They will work from 1 1 am to 10 p m in rooms 103

and 104 of the Campus Caniar.

The event is a (OM aflort batwaan

Smitti's art department and the Berwick

Institute's Artist in Research (AIR) program. The

artists participating in the event Include John Osorio-

Buck. Christy Geog, Jessica Ryan and Meg Rotzei.

Tuesclay!Viarch2

PERFORMANCE

^^ The UMass Theater will perform

^% Shakespearean romantic comedy, "All's Wall

That Ends Well " This classic satirical love story is

given new life by the UMass Theater group and it Is a

fresh take on the timeless story There will be per-

formances of "All's Well That Ends Weir from March

2-6 all beginning at 8 p.m. All performances will take

place in the Curtain Theater on the UMass campus.

Tickets are on sale through the Fine Arts Center Box

Office for S5 and S10.

ART^ The Student Union Art Gallery of the

^* University of Massachusetts will exhibit ttie

work of Tony Deni Denis collection of paintings is

entitled "Context Sesitivities " There will be an open-

Hig reception held from 4-6 p.m. in the Student

Union Gallery It is tree and open to the public and

refreshments will be provided

This exhibit will be open to the public through

March S The Student Union Gallery is located in the

UMass Student Union, across the hall from

Earthfoods.

ers take on a symbolic meaning that is

greater than just a bunch of swaying mari-

onettes. On March 4, they will perform the

popular "Barber of Seville" by Rossini.

Both performances begin at 7:30 p.m.

The Tickets are on sale through the

Bowker Auditorium box office for $15 and

$30 by calling 1 -800-999-UMAS or 1-413-

545-2511.

ThursdayMarch4

PERFORMANCE
XHelene Cixoos' "Portrait of Dora"

set to be performed at Mount

i4olyoke College The story based on a

famous of psychoanalysis is set in 1900

Vienna and foltows her Freudian therapy

sessions The play depicts Dora as a char-

acter who IS m need ot mental and emo-

tional reassembling. It kraks at the some-

bmes-damaging power of science on the

human being as Dora recovers from being

"cured" of her "hystena."

Show starts at 8 p m in the Rooke

Theater Tickets will be available at the

door and are $3 and $5.

PERFORMANCE

weeklyplnUp

WednesdayMarchS
PERFORMANCE

^^ The Ainherst College Theater and Dance^ group will perform Hedda Gabler" in the

HoMe Theater Directed by Eric Vennemeyer, the play

laNi Wm slory of a woman who has lived a superH-

Ciliy aiiMytng life, but is suffocating in her bore-

dom. To ascapa her mundane life Gabler delves into

bncHiri imaoMngs.

The perlormance is fee of charge, but seats are

limited To reserve tickets call the HoMen Thaalar

box otAce at 413-542-2277.

BOOKS^ Acclaimed thriiier novaHst Joaaph FMar wW^ read Irom his new novel. "Paranoia* at the

Odyssey Bookthop m South Hadley The reading will

begin at 7 pm and is free and open to the publK.

PERFORMANCE

^r Dance-0-Matic will perform their

^' convention-defying dance perlorm-

ance at Mount Holyoke College's KendaH

Studio Theater With their scant clothing

outfits and extraordinary fluidity and flexi-

bility Dance-0-Matic are known across the

United States as a unique and exhilarating

group ot partormers

The partormance begms at 8 pm and

tickets are on sale through the Fme Arts

Center box office by caMng l -800-999-UMAS or tog

gmg on to resarts.com.

ART GaUery A3 of Amherst is hoMing their hrst

^ ever-mvNattonal aiMbibon They win be fea-

»^ turing the worttt ot ftva artists, mchjding Ric

Campman, Karen Dolmamsth. Julie Lapping Rtvara.

Jotot IMMia. Mid Oatoorah B Woicik Gallery A3 is pre-

sanlino Ma iMMtan as a part of the "Gallery Walk.*

M avani tal Mnb plaoa every first Thursday of the

month and micompaaaaa aN of the art galleriaa

kicated in downtoam Amherst

Tbe event Is free and open to the public and runs

from 5 to 8 p.m.

A CARAVAN ON AN ODD TRACK

T-Model Ford and the rest of The Fat

Possum Juke Joint Caravan will perform

at the Iron Horse Music Hall today. Doors

open at 7 p.m. and tickets are on sale at

the Iron Horse box offrce for $1 5 and $1

8

at the door.

will be a ctosing event for the exhibit that haa bean

on display since late January The event is free and

open to the public Attendees will be given a chance

to meat and talk with the artists about his unique

Cfvattons of fused wax fruits that run the range from

mtaresbng to the flat out startling The recapbon will

begin at 4 p.m.

SaturdayMarchG

EXHIBITION

yThe Salzburg Maitonatto Theater will perform

a set of shows at the Bowker Auditorium On

March 3, they v«ll be pertorming their signature

piece. Mozarts "The Magk: Flute " Stemming from

nearty a century of expertisa, ttiasa wooden perlorm-

FfidayMarchS
ART

yTtie Hampden Gallery. k)cated in the

Southwest Residenti^ Area of UMass. wM
hoM a recaption for Sam van Aken's "ItybrMs." Ttiis

Tke iyMMi Spring Buto Show returns to

. SmM Celege. An array of crocueea.

hyacinths, narcissi, irises, lilies and tukpa wH adorn

the Church ExNbtbon GaMery as spring makas an

jtf»M>cad appearance in Northamplon. Nolod horli-

cuNurist Lauren Springer win be the keynote spMker

tor the opening evening. The show win run through

^ 21.

The event is free and open to the piMc daily

Irom 10 a.m to 4 p m Groups larger then ten are

requested to call 41 3-585-2740 in advance to assure

space.

A toast to the best of film
OSCARS from page 5

«J Irom I R K U.lkicn > MidJk

harlh saga, dominated earlier

I loll>Aivood awards

T^e best picture win wa«> ihc-

limt ever for the lantas\ genre.

gcTKralK overlooked b> Oscar

voters who favor hea\^ drama

o%er oihorworldK stories Oni> a

handful of (anias\ or sciente-fit-

lion tales have I'K-

ture nominaiions. aiiking them

The Wizard of Oz." "Star Wars."

"K.T the F-xira-Terrestrial" and

the (irst two "I v»rd ol tK !'

installments. "The Fellow

the Ring" and " Ihe T\m' Towers

While "Return of the King"

sc«.K>ped up technical awards, it

was shut out in the acting cate-

gories, which the lilm ^ Oscar-

winning costume designers

lamented backstage

"It's a sad da\ thc> haven't

been recognized, but they do

know themselves ihcy have done

.1 beautiful performance that

people will cherish for genera-

tions potentially." said Richard

Taylor, who shared the ctwtume-

design Oscar with Ngila

Dickson.

Three times the rocl( in Worcester

Opelh, Moonspell and OevilDriver prove to lie a true triple-threat

Eleanor Bateman
Scholar in Residence

Winter 2004
• • •

R. Perry Harris. Ill '61

Founder and President of

Sterling Resort Group

Public Lecture

Entrepreneurship...
One man's story of success and
failure on a profitable businessjourney.

Wednesday, March 3

Memorial Hall - 4.30 - 5 30 p.m

Reception to follow - Memorial Hall

Free to Public

Organized by the

UMass Amherst Alumni Association

ALUMNI

OPETII from paga 5

ing with so much energy when

it was quite clear that a major-

ity of the audience saw them

as nothing more than the band

that was taking time away

from Opcth.

Finally the band everyone

was waiting for hit the stage at

around 1115 p.m. I arrived at

the venue around 7:00 p.m.

and I all I can say is that seeing

MikacI Akerfeldt and company

walk on stage was more than

worth the wait. Much like the

bands albums everything

about their set was presented

with the utmost of profession-

alism and class. The set

opened with one of the heavier

tracks from 2002s

"Deliverance." "Master's

Apprentices." Opcth then con-

tinued to pummel the crowd

with their refined from of pro-

gressive metal with Drapery

Falls, and crowd favorite "The

Moor" off of I99q"s "Still

Life." The band then slowed

things down with two tracks

off of their latest album, the

acoustic-driven "Damnation."

The crowd was more than

grateful for the break.

Considering the fact that the

average song on Saturday

nights set clocked in at about

1 1 minutes, a little break from

the head-banging is always

appreciated. However, the

respite was fhort lived: after

giving the crowd a chance to

chill out and sing along to

"Windowpane" and "In My
Time of Need" the band kicked

things into warp speed with

"April Ethereal." inciting the

single largest mosh pits I have

ever witnessed at the

F'alladium. The band followed

with another track from

Deliverance and the title track

from their 2001 breakout

album "Black-Water Park."

The band also indulged the

crowd with an the perennial

encore. "Demon of the Fall."

off of "My Arms Your Hearse."

In addition to providing the

crowd with a wonderful set-

list. Opeth lead singer and gui-

tarist Akerfeldt was also

extremely engaging between

songs. The soft-spoken front-

man poked fun at aging rocker

Ronnie lames Dio and repeat-

edly threatened to break into

Black Sabbath's "Paranoid" if

the crowd's singing was not up

to his liking. He also broke

that sad news to the crowd

that we would not be seeing

them for quite some lime. The

band has been on tour since

late 2002 and will be taking

some time off to record a new

album. Akerfeldt then joked

with the audience "Well, we
could just record a shit album

and be back in two weeks'."

Despite how long we may have

to wait for new material. thv)^c

who were in alicndancc

Saturday night received more

than enough entertainment to

hold them over for quite some

time

h^VorfTHl OM

Guitarist/Vocalist Mikael

Akerfeldt leads Opeth.

U^m Campus
Recreation

Ciet Those Forms In \sy:

Softbill (MAV/C) 3/8 jM|L

Co-rcc Soccer 3/9 ^B^
VolUvUll Special 3/9 » ^^

Softball Cliiufs V22, 3/24, .V25

Co-rec Socctr Clinics V23. 3/24, V2S

Volleyball Special ...3/2.1

Call for clinic attendance requirements, times and locations

More Into: 21 '5 Boyden, 5 26^1

On The Web: www.umass.edu/umini

GET A JOBI

Get "The Edge" for your career transition:

. The Edge - The Inside scoop from hiring managers

. The Edge Workbook - Your Quick Stait Guide

. Internet Reaource CD - Save surfing time for fun

Get The Edge - It's your future!

The Deal: All 3 for $24.95
Save 15 bucks go buy a pizza!

Order: www.transltlonstrategy.com

.iummm
MiiJMrfM't#l

JAMAICA
late to write

for the Arts

and Living

Section!

Come down to

the Campus
Center base-

ment today!

Tiger has Freeman lights up

no Love Bonnies at MulUns

tglie jWa88acl)u8etta Mailp CoUegiaii MONDAV, MARrH 1, 2004

The lost season

1-800-648-484? www.stvtravcl.tom

By DixiG Ferudson
AsMX lAIkll PmSS

CARLSBAD, Calif. (AP) —
Tiger Woods simply has no match.

Spraying his tee shots all over

the course. Woods went 25 holes

before he tinally took the lead

Sunday, then roared past Davis

Love ill with key putts to win

the Match Pia) Chanipionship

for the second straight year, 3

and 2.

**! was in quite a few places

where I was in trouble," Woods
said. "The good ol' tlat stick is

the great equalizer."

Woods won lor the 40th time

on the PGA Tour in just his 149th

surt, the quickest anyone has

reached that milestone lack

Nk:klaus played 22 1 events before

he won his 40th loumanKnt.

Woods eartvxi $1.2 millkjn. the

biggest prize to date on the PGA
Tour, and remiiKled everyone

who's No. 1 in the world — and

who's the best when the workl gets

together.

He won for the eighth iin»c in

the 14 oflicial World Golf

Championships he has played.

Even morv impivssive is his

back-to-back victoneit in the

Accenture Match Pla>

Championship, the most unpre-

dictable fomiat in goll because ol

the five 18-hok: matches required

to get to the linals.

Woods thrives on this formal.

"Right from the lirst tec. it's

eyeball-lo-c-yeball." he said. "That

K) me is a great rash
"

His amateur record v,»s among

the best ever — three straight U.S

lunior Amateurs. fullv»ved b>

three straight US. Amateur titles

Ml profeMiunal record is starting

to catch up fHxn 20- > in ihi'>

event

His game wa^n t Nharp bunda>.

but Iju\v helped make sure that

wwn't a lactor by missing a hall

dozen putts inside 10 feet and fail

ing to answer once Woods tinally

look the lead.

*He was misxii^ faink'ayii the

first 18 hok-s. and I k-t him get

away v^ith it,' Love said "I plaved

pretty good. I just didn't have it on

the greens."

He also had to deal with a

heckler who hn out a "NMioup'"

when l-ove missed a pur putt on

the 2Uih hok- that squared the

match.

The fan started saying. "No

Love'" as Ijovc stepped to his bull

on the tilth tiv He "ought out the

fan and said. "We a- not k»ving

until he's out ol here
"

They got the fan out ol thca-

and it wasn't k*>g before Woods

look Love out ol the match

Woods wasn t nearly dominant

as hM year, vwiten he needed vmK

1 1 2 holes over live da>s

He coukJn'l lind a lairwav in

the morning scvsion and was lucky

to be only one dimn alter the tir>t

18 hok^i. Woods had to save pur

from behind the lirst guvn when

the afternoon session began.

squared the match ^hen Love

missed the second gavn and made

bogey, and then it was a matter of

who would take control.

The odds were on Woods,

although rK) orw could have

guessed it wouW happen on No 7

Woods shoved another dhw
into the deep rouph. behind two

trees with a small gap bctwcvn the

branches. Woods took a mighlv

swing with a wedge from 158

yards and didn't sex- the hall until it

dropped behind the llig. slopping

12 feet awa> against the Innge

Caddie Steve Williams reached

out to take the club, aixl WckkIs

gave him a fist-tap. removed his

cap. then closed his eyes and

exhalcxl as he sk)wl> placcxi iIk- cap

back on his head.

The birdie gave him a I up lead.

and Woods found an extra gear.

After another drive into the right

rtmgh on the par-5 cigfith. he laid

up and punchc-d his third shot into

4 feet for birdie to win another

hole, then seiztxl control toi good

on the ninth when Iajvc tound the

rough and made bogey.

Love missed several chances in

the morning, none more crucial

than a 5-foot birdie puti on the

par-5 1 Ith at a time he was poised

to take a 5-up lead.

His last opportunitv came on

the same hole in ihc aftcrncwn.

Love had a 4-Ii.h)I birdie putt

to cut the deficit to 2 up. and was

stunned when it rolled around the

rim of the cup. Me failed lo apply

anv pressure the rest of the way.

and Woods closed him oui on the

1 6th hole.

"He's tough to beat once he

gets ahead." Love said.

Love knows that as well as

anyone. It was the fourth time he

has finished runiicr-up to Wocxls.

and he is now 0-5 in match play

That includes the scmilinals ol the

2000 Match Play Championship,

the '99 Grand Slam of CJolf.

Still, he's never had a chance

as good as this one.

Woods hit only two fairways

on the front nine in the morning

session, and Love twice made

birdies outside of him. including

the lOthholefora 2-up lead.

BASKETMLL from page 10

1994 NCAA tournament game.

His 1 8 lebouiKls also established a

new Mullins Center record.

"Freeman was too much to han-

dle." St. Bonaventure coach

Anthony Solomon said. "If ever

there was a day with an inskle pres-

ence. UMass had it today."

The Bonnies, who dropped

their 1 0th straight, were also led by

an outstanding individual pertbnn-

ance. as senior guard Marques

Green went for 55 points, includ-

ing eight 3-poiniers, whiW playing

all 40 minutes.

"Don't get me wrong. Green is

a great player," Steve l.appas said.

"But he shot 1 1 for 2b. and

Rashaun shot 14 for 19. I'll take

the 14 for 19."

UMass also received solid con-

tributions from freshman guards

An Bowers 1 1 5 points and a

career-high nine assists) and

Maurice Maxwell ( 10 points), as

well as Viggiano, who chipped in

with 14 points.

Maurice Young also con-

tributed 14 points for SBU.

The Minutemen were able to

seal the game from the free throw

line down the stretch, after the

Bonnies pulled within four with

less than five minutes remaining.

Maxwell converted a 5-point play

to pu.sh the lead to 68-6. with 4:25

remaining. From there, SBU never

got closer than five as UMass hit

seven of 10 from the line to seal

the victory.

"To play like that shows what

we can be at some point when we

do that on a consistent basis."

I^ppas said of his team's effort.

The Minutemen seemed poised

to turn the game into a rout in the

early -going, as the> jumped in

front 11-2 while holding St.

Bottaventure without a tiekl goal

over the first 5:09 However the

Bonnies fought back, tying the

score at 15 with a Patrick l.ottin

bucket at the 10:09 ol the first

half.

McGOVERN from page 10

Big One by the same means that

their arch nemesis has done year

in and year out?

I'm not in any way an advo-

cate for the way that the Bombers

have gone about achieving their

success. If anything, the Bronx

cash cow is ruining the very

esserwe of the sport. So when the

Red Sox start playing fire with

lire the truly ugly business of the

game begins overshadow this

usually thrilling rivalry.

1 more or less expect it from

the Yankees. When the> got Gary

Sheffield it didn't phase me. it

was just George flexing his finan-

cial muscles otKe again. Then

they got A- Rod, and it was time

to give every sports anchor in

America something to talk about

for the next eight months.

When ihe Sox beefed up their

alread) stellar pitching staff with

Curt Schilling and Keith Fouike,

it became imminent why |ohn

Heiuy voted against a salary cap

last year. Sure he voted for it this

season, but to me it looks like a

gamble. He is looking for 2004 to

be an all-or-nothing season.

If anything this corporate arm-

wrestling match gives the other

fans some bittersweet entertain-

ment, it gives us a pair of front-

runners to root against. It is that

Ijiker-esque feeling that everyone

got when future ha II -of-fame rs

Gary Payton and Karl Malone

went to the limelight of Los

Angeles, just to get a ring.

It brings out that engrained

human ttature to root for the

underdog, which in the case of

baseball this year, is anyone

besides the Red Sox or the

Yankees. If I see the Yankees go

on a three-game skid this year, its

going to be hard to not give a lit-

tle smirk.

Of course there is that whole,

"but we haven't won since 1918.

how aren't we underdogs'.'"

thing, but they aren't .Xnv team

that has two of the top five

pitchers over the last decade, on

top of the most explosive lineup

in baseball is hardly an under-

dog.

Unfortunate maybe, but not

an underdog.

So when next season comes

and the rest of the nation watch-

es this rivalry once again take

over our television screens and

newspapers, are we really

watching another chapter of an

age-old rivalry, or just the micro-

cosm of what's wrong with base-

ball?

When the crisp October air

comes to remind us that the

most talented boys of summer
are facing off yet again, I hope it

has the same feeling That teams

with talent, within normal finan-

cial constraints, beat out those

that simply bought their way to

the top.

Sort of like last >ear

Buh Mi-Ciuiern is a Collegian

Colurtiniit

Commitment. It's mutual.

Join us and we'll make a commitment to you. A commitment to provide one of the best

career experiences in the world. One that's full of opportunity, challenge, learning and

support. In return, we expect a commitment from you. To perform at your best, to

refuse second best, to take every opportunity we give you. It's a win-win.

ey.com/us/careers HI Ernst&YOUNG
Quality In Everything We Do
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You don't throw away a

whole life just 'cause he's

banged up a little. ^
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

MONDAY
• High: 53

• Low: 42

TUESDAY
• High: 54

• Low: 35

WEDNESDAY
• High: 46

• Low: 27

^1^

Dining Coaamons Menu
DC. contact. 413 S4S .'(..'(>

LUNCH
• \Aeatt)all Sub

• Chicken Fajita

• Chili N.K ho Boat

• Vegetable Chili Nai hos

(vegan)

• Gartlenburger

ivegan)

DINNER
• Veal Parmesan

• Savor> Baked Chicken

• Roast Vegrtable Wrap

ivegan)

• *M)iilhern U Bean Stew

Production Crew
On staff today
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Andrew \<err(M

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Caillin On

COPY EDITOR
Arxh Vogt

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Katie Owan
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HOROSCOPES
aquarius • ian. 2o-fii. is

Stay in your rtxxn and watch TV, you

deserve sorm> rpl.tx.itum

pifCeS • I^FB )«^-Mar 20

LXMi't complain, ycxj cJKild be stuck

fighting in Iraq.

aries • mar. 2i-ai>r. 19

It is really cxJd to compare apples to

bananas.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Don't be pushy, but don't back away

from those shoes you want.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

There's nothing wrong with checking cxjt

a handbag and a belt.

cancer • m. 22-iui. 22

Get ready to get wrecked.

leO • M 23-Auc. 22

PcH>|)le from New Jersey will ne\fef be

presiffent

virgo • Ai-i, i.-N... 22

You made such a long journey, and you

missed ycxjr favorite person.

libra • scrr. 23-ort 22

Remember who you are and where

you're from, no matter where you are.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

It's ok to lose it sometimes.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dii 2\

Don t lorgft to vote in the primary, and

it's not t(X) late to i»et an absentee ballot.

Capricorn • dh. 22 |a%. 19

Ke<i) your r(K)m clean. It's gross to live in

your own filth.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
M'\KtV\(M rOK RfSI

N. AmlKTit, I Wnn
1 1/2 mi UMa.vs Jeck

>625ret.sOKHdwd

{\ix^Ts Avih 4/1

maybe Mxmer 549-

2062

Brandywine Apts.

Now leasing', 1&2

hednom apts. Leases

Ivgin June, July, Aun

or Sep. First come,

hrst serve. Get them

while they la.st.

www.hrai'lJvu ine-

.ipt&.coni Stop by or

Gall 549-0600.

Center of town 1,2,

3 hcxlnxims; harJ-

W(Kxl f](K)rs. NOW
SHOWING for

JUNE and SEPTEM-

RER. NO FEES.

www.amherstlincol-

nreaitv.com 253-

7879

\I'\RISUST roR Rf\T

Hi)hart C]<ini.K>s 3

K'dr(H>m, hardwtKKl

fliK)rs, study area in

ba.sement. Cable,

telephone (internet

access) in all Hcd-

r(K)ms and study.

NC^W SHOWING
for JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO
FEES, www.cunher-

stlincolnreaitv.coin

253-7879

M)TO FOR SAIF

1991 Acura Integra-

RS 1 36K Excellent,

White. I\-tailed, 1

owner. 2,250.00 OR
BO413-502-Q684

1998 Honda Civic

Ex C*nipc- 69,000

miles. Very Gtxxl

Condition $85a\00

alvaroh@cs.umass.

edu 413-221-8835

MlTO rOR SMf

$500::: Police

linpi)unds, Hondas,

Chev7 s, Jeeps, etc.

For listings 1-800-

319-3323 Ext. 4554

FMPIOYMFNT

Marketing Director

Growing C a> Lxikinj^

for energetic, moti-

vated personable

phone supervist)r to

assi.st in mana^iny;

sales staff Mon-Fn

5:00-8: 30p.m. Must

be proficient on

phones to do

C>ustomer care Apt.

setting No
Telemarketing.

$250.00 a wk. to

start. Plus bonuses

Call 41 3-253-6652

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. bH:ai

FMPIOYMFM

Live in babysitter

needed for two girls

this summer in

Wcllflc^t. C:ape Qxl.

Salary, nx^m, Kiard.

Please call 508-349-

6392

SUMMER
INTERNSHIP
Excellent

Advertising, Sales,

and Marketing

opportunity. Earn

$300? to $7000+

and gain valuable

business experience

working for the

UMass Official

Campus Telephone

Directory. GREAT
RESUME BOOST-
ER! Call Kicrsten at

Around Campus,

- Inc. 1-800-466-2221

ext.272.

www.aroundcampus.

ci ^m

p(¥iiti»)ns. -8W-293-

3985 ex r 516

l>iverN Avg. pay:

$44.000/yr. Flatbed

tractor-trailer Family

medical benefits

G)mpany paid pen-

sion plan

www.kennedvtruck-

in
tf

.com 1-888-922-

0184 Ext. 16

Marketing Agency

Seeks Outgoing High

Energy Individuals

for promotions

$15/hour 888-477-

6668 www.hauspro-

motions.com

"Bartending"

$250A>ay Potential.

No Experience Nesc.

Training pmvided. 1
-

800-965-6520

Ext. 162

Philosophical G)un-

seling, Amherst phi-

losophydialogue.net

Resumes and Qwer
Letters Professional

And Customized

Offering to market-

ing yi>ur skills.

Affordable prices.

Timely Service. By

Email, phone, or in

persiin Call 41 3-467-

7440

Pregnant .'Need

help.' Call Birthright

of Amherst area tor

free testing and assis-

tance 549-1906

rRECjNANC:Y

TESTING, HIV

Testing, Birth

Qintrol, and

Emergency

Gmrraception.

Affordable and confi-

dential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst.

548-9992

SFR\ l( IS

We do laptop and

desktop ct)mputer

repair starting at

$39.00.413-584-

8857.

R>rida only $69 one

way all taxes includ-

ed. Mexico/

Caribbean $125 each

way all taxes includ-

ed. Europe $169 one

way. Btx>k on-line

www.airtech.com or

(212)219-7aX)

TRAVFI

Spring Break 2W4.

Travel with STS,

America's «1

Student T(uir

Operator to Jamaica,

Qmcun, Acapulco,

Bahamas and Florida.

Now hiring campus

reps, ("all tor gr»)up

discounts.

Informatitm/Reservat

ions 1-800-648-4849

or www.ststravel.com

For more infomia-

tion contact STA
Travel at 41 3-256-

1261

«1 Spring Break

Vacatitms! Cancun,

Jamaica, Acapulco,

Bahamas, &. Florida!

Best Parries, Be.st

Hotels, Best Prices!

Space is limttc"d!

BtTok Now &i Save!

1-800-234-7007

www.endlesssuininer-

tours.com

887-4-CANCUN
Best price, UMASS
VENDOR selling

spring break pack-

ages. Do not get

scammed. Cancun,

Negri 1 Acapulco,

Bahamas, Florida.

$$!'^ 'iiiiil'Us reps earn

$$$. Flipnation.com

877-4-cancun.

Martinez gets off to

fast start in Florida
By Howard Ulman

.^S!«)l lATll) I^SK

FORT MYERS, Ha. (AP) —
Pedro Martinez's retum to the

mound was much better than his

last appearance there.

The Red Sox ace threw 49

pitches Simday — fastbalU. curves

and changeups — all with pinpoint

control as he pitched lor the first

time in four and a halt months. His

motion was lluid and his ami fell

tine in ttK spring training workout.

'For so kxig withtxit actually

touching a mound I thought it was

great," Martinez said. "It was nice

and kx>se, snxx>th

"

H\$ lastjDitch before Sunday

ended in disaster k)rge Pusada's

two-run bloop double in the eighth

inning of Game 7 of the American

Li»gue Championship Scries last

Oct. 16 against the Yankees tied

the game 5-5.

New York won 6-5 in the I Ith,

and Boston manager Grady Little's

decision to leave Martinez in dur

ing the eighth was widely second

guessed before Littkr's contract

was not renewed

Martinez, the AL ERA chanipi

on in four of the last six years, was

much happier Sunday, although he

wasn't facing hitters.

"I g>j< a little bit excitcxl today

and I actually went and threw ail

three pitches and all three seem to

be pretty comfortable." he sakl.

"It's the first time ever that I threw

breaking balb on the first liiiK- out

on the mound I nonnally just

throw fastbalLs."

He plans to pitch once more off

a mound then aivl twice agamst

teammates in batting practkre

before throwing in a game
Manager Terry I raiwona said that

fufft apfMuanoe shoukl be about

Man.-h 10 when the Red Su\ visit

the St. Louis Cardinals. Boston

opens its extiibition season

Thursday against the Minnesota

Twins.

"I'm excited to watch him

pitch," saki Francona, Oakland's

bench coach last season. "I like

him more now that we're in the

same uniform."

Dave Wallace, in his first spring

as Ek>ston's pitching coach, mar-

veled at Martinez's mechanics.

"He pretty much has the deliv-

ery he has all the time," Wallace

said. "After so many years of doing

it, there's a certain preciskxi and a

timing to it and he's an iivredible

athlete so the coordination is just

innate. The ball came out of ttis

harKl easy but firm."

Martinez had participated in

two kjng toss sessioas aixl fielding

practice since reporting last

Tuesday He showed up three days

alter the team's other pitchers

becau.se of a family medical issue.

He was 14-4 last season with a

2.22 ERA. He led the league in

lowest opponents' batting average,

215. and had 206 strikeouts, one

k-ss than league leader Esteban

LodVin. even though he missed live

games because of illness or injury.

"I knew I was in command of

my physical >hape arul the way I

finished the season actually tokl me
that I was totally heakxi and ready

to go." Maninez said.

He was 4-0 in his last live regu-

lar-sca.son games, alknving three

eamcxJ nans in 55 innings

Although tw has pk'nty ot time to

prepare for tt>e opening game on

April 4 at Bahimore, Martinez is

oiT to a guud start.

*l was actually shocked, espe-

cially throwing curveballs for

strikes aikl fX)t even make an eflort

to do it." he sakl. 'I just hope

tomorrow I'm not too sore."

Tee time

IVr WihkIs admirer hU Itfc »hi»« on the hllh h..lc JurinK hi* i6 hole tiiwU iiwlih ,.u*tn-i l>-^i> I ^' "I •" i*'*^ ^'"'•^ ^'"''*

ChampKHiship* Atcenturc Match PL*> Championship Sundav. in CitrUbaJ. Calif. Storv, pai^t- 7.

Minutewomen have mixed results
Bv TolH» h>STtK

(. JHUtc.lAN SlAFF

The Massachusetts softball

team saw what the top colk*giate

teams in the nation have to offer

at the NFCA leadoff Clavsic in

Columbus. Ga. this weekend

Returning as the «igniQ|;

champion, the Minutewomen (4

6) were shutout by DePaul, 7-0,

and Oklahoma. 9-0. on Friday,

but managed to pull three wins

out of their last four games

itwluding a nirwinning thriller

over Ohio State. 4-5, in the conso-

lation finals Sunday Their third

loss was to Florida Atlantic. 4 1.

nwnagmg only two hits in the

Saturday contest.

"I feel very comfortable about

finishing 500 this weekend."

UMa.ss coach Elaine Sortino sakl

"We found out a lot about our

selves as a team. We also foutxl

ways to win. I feel this was a good

weekend for UMass softball."

UMass was down by one run

to the Buckeye-' until senior K C.

Budrewicz singled home fresh

man Amanda Acampora in the

sixth inning to tie the game at one

The score remained the same until

the Minutewomen managed to

put up two runs in the top of the

eighth. Pinch hitter Christina

Douglas answered with a two-run

blast to send the game into a

tiebreaker.

Nicokr WiI>chi started on 9k-

ond base in the ninth, and was

moved to third on senior Jamie

Cahalan's bunt. Wilson scored on

«n error on thr (olloMang pt hat^

After sophomore pitcher Icnna

Busa went eight innings, junior

Kelli .Amokl put them dovMi in

order to finish the game, picking

up the save.

lamee Juarez struck out 16

batters in the game, one shy of tfie

U-adoff Classic nxord set by for-

mer UMass hurler Danielle

I lenderson.

This was the second time this

season the Maroon and WTiite

downed the Buckeyes.

Arnold had another stellar per-

formance at the Georgia tourna-

ment after being named National

Player ot the Week and the Most

Outstanding player at the Leadoff

Classic a year ago.

Starting off with a couple

shaky performances against

DePaul and Oklahoma. Arnold

remained poised and pitched a

one-hit shutout against Central

Michigan with her only run sup-

port being K | Kelley's solo

homerun.

"She did an outstartding job on

the mound this weekend for us,"

Sonino said. "She did a good (ob

changing up the speed and mov-

ing the ball. She was very reliable

and really showed a good change-

up this weekend."

^ Mi>:x goring only 'wo run* in

its first fciur ganie^ this weekcTKl.

UMass found their swing against

,Army Suixlay. Lead by Kelley'*

grand slam and Budrewkz first

career homerun. the Minute

women mercy ruled Army. 8-0

Molinari was perfcvt from ttv.

plate, going 5-for-5 and scoriiu-

two runs.

Arnold pitched 4 l-> inniii^-

giving up not a single walk or hit

before junior Barbara l.aFogg

came in to finish the blowout

"We went from flat line to hav-

ing a pulse." Sortino sakl. 'V\e

are finding ways to get hits and

this is only going to get better as

the season progresses."

The Maroon and White had

the opportunity after leaving eight

runners on ba.se. but could not

score against DePaul. losing 7-0.

Busa found a rhythm as she sat

down the first six fjatters and

walked one batter in the third. In

the fourth. Busa gave up a led-off

single to senior Sarah Martz. but

was saved by two straight field-

ers choices. With two outs,

Christina IX)Uglas stole sevood

and scored on Saskia Rober^tin's

single, giving the Blue IVmons a

10 lead .\fter one run in the

fifth. DePaul exploded for live

more runs in the »ixth to end

UMass' comeback
The worst loss on the wxx-k-

end tor UMas'" •' the

hands of No. 5 i • .< The

Minutewomen could onlv

muster o"i' ^li' i" 'hi 9 Sinincr

romp.

Oklahoma's laimc Fox and

Heather Svaghone were both

perfect from the plate in the

game. Fox was 4-for-4 with a

homerun. two runs and three

runs batted in Scaglione was >

for 5 with two runs. t>*o runs

butud in. a homerun and a walk.

UMass slams HC
Brendan Hall
Col If (.IAN SlAFf

UMass

Holy Cross 6

The Massachusetts women's

lacrosse team entered the Hart

Center in Worcester on

Saturday having never lost to

Holy Cross in its history.

That fact would cease to

change, as the Minutewomen

scored four unanswered goals

to end the first halt en route to

a 9-6 win over the Crusaders in

UMass' season opener.

Coached by former UMass

player Stephanie Pavlick. the

Crusaders had the upper hand

early in the first half. Hope
Z c 1 i n g e r

fired a

laser
through

the back of the net for the first

goal of the game lor the

Minutewomen, less than 75 sec-

onds into the contest, but

thanks to two Crusader goals

from Tnsh Sutton and Carolyn

Smirti, UMass was kept on its

heels for most ot the hall.

"I commend them for step-

ping it up in the first 15 min-

utes of the game, but we need

to change that," UMass coach

Carrie Bolduc said. "Now that

we've had a game behind us, 1

think we'll sec .something dif-

ferent from them on

Wednesday."

The absence of tri-captain

Kristin St. Hilaire (high ankle

sprain) on defense appeared

costly early for the

Minutewomen. But once the

trio of Andrea Valachovic.

Tracey Drown and Erica Shapiro

found their stride, the Crusaders

had a hard time working through

the pressure.

"Erica did a nice job for us ...

we pushed (Tracey 1 back to

defense today, and we were real-

ly happy with her
|
performance]

at that position. She created the

plays for us on attack and transi-

tion." Bolduc said.

Lindsay Cassell knocked in a

pass from Tracey Drown to tie it

up at I7;5^. but Kerry Daly

reclaimed the lead tor the

Crusaders two minutes later

with an unassisted shot into the

back of the net.

After several missed scoring

opportunities, it was clear the

Maroon and White attack's

speed had caught up with the

hosts.

The Crusaders were penal-

ized for an illegal pick at 12:24.

and the Minutewomen immedi-

ately marched down the field.

What resulted was another tying

goal less than 15 seconds later,

again by Cassell and again assist-

ed by Drown. Zelinger tallied

her second two minutes later,

unassisted, to put the Maroon

and White in the lead for good.

The duo of Zelinger and

Drown connected twice in a

span of 20 seconds in the final

two minutes of the half to give

the Minutewomen a 6-5 lead

going into the break.

"They know what it takes to

win. and they showed up today."

Bolduc said of the two. "We

need some leaders to step up.

and they took on that role that

we were looking for them to

take."

All in all. Zelinger had four

goals on the day, while Drown
tallied four assists.

Cassell and Drown connected

for a third time less than 1 5 sec-

onds into the second half to put

UMass up ever further

Two minutes later, in what

was arguably the most beautiful

play of the day. Maura

McGarrity went coast to coast

untouched, and launched a bul-

let to the back of the net to give

the Maroon and White an 8-5

lead, its largest of the day

The Crusaders mounted a

small comeback with three unan-

swered goals by lacque Hastings,

Katie Britt and Sutton, but the

recovery fell short. Kerri

Connerty put the nail in the cof-

fin with an unassisted goal with

two minutes remaining.

The Minutewomen will be

back in action Wednesday, when

they return to C.arber Field for

their home opener against No.

12 Boston University.
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Minutemen top Bonnies America's

lost pastime

Freeman has

career game
B\ Mlki: MAiUtLLI

Satuniay aftemuon marktd the cotkIu

siun no! onK of the Ma^^al.husetls nicnS

ha-ski'ihall leain •• 2lH.>V«.H kniK schedule,

but also of iwo

SBL J"! careers thai have
~ ~ gone largel>

unnoticed andUMass 82

uiKler appreciated over the last four years

Kor the final time on the Mulhns Center

hard\Mxxl. senior walk-on Paco Kotaridi^

of Athens. Greece and senior student man

i^er Lric Schwager. a spons manajpmicnt

major from Long Island. NY completed

their dutieii v^ithin third >ear L'Mas* i.ii.K h

Sieve Lappa> pri.)gram, arul Ra>h.iun

Frwman helped assure they went out a>

winners.

In an cflort that earned him his sixth

AilaMic 10 Rookie of the Week award ol

the season. Freeman put together one o« the

more daminidnt pcffmnanoes in VMam
hisiuni. taUyii^ 31 points and gtabbkig 18

lefaoumfe in m\ 8271 victoiy over St

Bonavcnture before ^.140 on Senior Da\

Thi' win was the lOWh for UMass at ttx

Mullins Ci-nter since the buiUing opened ir

The Minulen»cn ( 11M6 4-10 A lU

return to action on Wednesday night at

Temple, v^tuk the Bonnies ity\*i 2 12 A

101 will alw head to the Phtladdphia as the

last remaining hurdle between No. 2 St

luacph's and a ivcurd anting imbeaien lea

«on.

SoiK'thele». the talk swmunding the

NWuon andWMe tocUMd on its ckminant

igman.

"I thm^t Ray played a trmiendvius

gnne." Lapp&s <«id. *li has to rank nghi up

there with anyihing | former UMaw slat

Marcus) Camby dtd <e a fre^muHi.

-| dont know how many (arsi-ynr

pbi(^ri| play a game like IFrvemant Tlv

game that Ud pkn«d v^a^ unbelK-vubk-

'

"Obviously. evxTV time Rav touched the

fiaH. he did something good with it," sopli

inuK forward )cff V^giano added. 'W1i\

not fK) to him as often as we oouU?'
Freeman's pomt lolai was the HigheM

loi a Minuteman sirKC Monty Mack xond
'<2 m 2U00. and was the highi-st for a first-

car player since Camby also scored ^2 m a

SmBASKETBAU. on page?

^^^^^ baseball season is over

^^^^^B before even started.

|H|v Fur us out there

W^I^T that aren't members of

||igi' either the Yankee or

^^^H^^ the Red Sox nations.

^^^^2^1 this off-season has

^^"^^^^ been one of the most

uOD frustrating in recent

McGO^efll history. While other
"^"^"""^ teams are trying to set

up a le^^x..lable rosier to bring into the

2004 season, these two Northeast mon-

sters are simply eating up all the talent.

So the Yankees got A-Rod and now

Red Sox fans are wiping their eyes with

the same tissue that Nomah is using

because the management wasn't nice to

him. Please relax.

lust look at the names; Nomar

Garciaparra. Curt Schilling. Pedro

Martinez. Keith Fouike Manny Ramirez.

David Ortiz, lason Varitek and Derek

Lowe. When a fan of a financially

strapped team hears Red Sox fans com-

plaining, it's hard to feel sympathetic

We snwll-inarket fans have to watch

from the outside as this sandbox fight

between the \ankecs and the Red Sox

swings out of control yet ^^in. As our

teams fill positions with question marks,

these two stoned powerhouses are doing

it with eikdmnaiion points.

I almoct fed bad for the rest of the

teams in the American Uague East. How
are teams like the Devil Rays and the

Blue lays suppoacd to sund a chance? I

wouldni he surprised to see half the guys

on the Tampa Bay roster wait outside the

Red Sox or Yankees kicker room for

autographs

Then there are the Orioles, who for ail

intents and ptupuKS gave its best effort

to turn the face of the organization

around After several kwing aeaaom the

Uriole management decided to acttialh

open its wallet and purchase some talent,

namelv Rafael Palmeiro. Miguel Tejada

and Sidnev Ponsun

If the Birds had this team last year,

there is a chance they wctuld have fin-

ished third and perhaps given the Sox a

race for the wild card. Not this year. Sure,

the Orioles might put up a light, but it's

pretty obvious that neither the Sox nor

the Yankees Iwve much to worry about

Oik of tfie most common arguments I

hear is thai the Yankees buy rings, and I

fulK agree But what happens if the Red

Sox win it all this year'' Will it really be

that much sweeter to see the Sox win the

Rashaun I

;

Bonavcnture on Saturday I

hisfhs of 51 points and 18 rebounds to lead Massachusetts to an 82-71 vktory over St.

ids to Temple Wednesday for an 8 p.m. lip off.

See McGOVEMI on pagt 7

UMass drops opener

to vibrant Tar Heels
URI rips Minutewomen

By AM>Ktw MfcRHin

t!»>I.Le«ilAN StAFf

BALTIMORE. Md. - It's one

thing to play a season opener

with a few key injuries. It's Mtoth-

cr thing to do it against the No. 8

team in the country.

The Massachusetts men's

lacrusse team fell 12-7 to North

Carolina Saturday in a iKutral-

siie matchup at Baltimore's

Calvert Hall high school, with

four of its lop players hobbled or

inactive.

Senior attackman leff Zy^icki

managed to participate, despite

injuries that reduced their presea-

son practice time and greatK

hampered his ability to get open

looks throughout the game.

Sean Morris, who scored 14

goals and notched eight assists

_, last sea-

^ son. was

] 2 kept out of

action to

recover from mononucleosis, and

UMass

UNC

defenseman lack Reid was inac-

tive due to a coach's decision. In

the third quarter, junior defense-

man Matt Garcia left the game

with an injury, and his role was

diminished significantly.

The Tar Heels, as a result,

were able to tee off on the No. 7

Minutemen. and never trailed in

the game.

junior jed Prossner scored

three goals, all in the fourth quar-

ter, to cap off the season-opening

victory. But it was the work of

sophomore Scott Falatach, who
also tallied a hat trick to keep the

Heels comfortably ahead of

UMass. that made the biggest dif

ference. Falatach s third goal,

with 2:21 to go in the third quar-

ter, ended up being the game win

ner. It also capped a three-goal

run by the Tar Heels that dis-

tanced them from the

Minutemen. after UMass looked

like it was going to make it close

in the second quarter

"We made a few adjustments

at the offensive end. and not

Ifoulingj. I think that was criti-

cal, and to clear the ball better,

"

UNC coach k>hn Haus said "We
just stuck with it. got on a cou

pie-goal run which helped us
"

UMass coach Greg Cannella

said it all came down to the head

game.
"Y'ou reallv have to Ik- pre-

pared mentally." he said. "Right

away, we made three mental

errors, we were man up. go olf-

sides, and they scored. You have

to try your best, but there's more

to it than just going out there and

playing physically Mentally,

you've got to be there also."

As for the injuries, Cannella

wouldn't call them reason lor

excuses, but he did cite them as a

cause.

"I think not having | Morris)

and IZyAvicki) at full strength

really changed what we do,

changed wht) we are as a team.

Hopefully that will change, and

those guys will come back, lack

Reid didn't play today, and Matt

Garcia got injured in the third

quarter, and that's it.

"You're talking about four of

our best players, and you can't

compete with a team like that."'

The Tar Heels took an early 3-

lead, before Neil l.undberg

struck back with 4:14 left in the

first quarter to get the

Minutemen on the board. UNC
scored two more quick ones in

the second quarter, before Brett

Garber and Ryan Connolly each

hit on long shots that beat UNC
goallender Paul Spellman to the

far side. It was the first career

goal for Garber. the son of former

Minuteman coach Ted Garber

and the grandson of legendary

UMass bench boss Dick Garber.

The Tar Heels added another

in between the two Minuteman

goals, and led 5-3 at halftime.

The first quarter was almost

all Tar Heels, as they dictated

play offensively, and held UMass

mostly away from Spellman. In

the second, the Minutemen

looked to turn things around,

slowing down their offensive-

zone play, and playing good

perimeter defense.

Bv B« )B McOdv-ern
( |>I I H.IAN MAF»

For most of this season the

Massachusetts women's basket-

ball team has had its share of

turnover problems, lis no coinci-

dence that in its 55-50 loss to

conference foe Rhode Island, on

senior day. a turnover was the

nail in the coffin.

With a minute left in the

game, the score was 53-50 after

UMass' judit Zsedenyi hit two

crucial free throws. The

Minutewomen fouled URI's

Katie Stalling sending her to the

line to shoot one-and-one.

Stalling failed to convert her

first attempt and Monique Govan

I
,p| re •oo'^ o^f

CM 22- down the

UMass .SO 'ourt to

try and set

up an offense to get a quick two.

Govan attempted to pass the ball

out Ashley Sharpton. but Denise

King immediately intercepted it

and made both free throws on

the ensuing foul.

UMass turned over the ball 25

times during the game and gave

up 19 offensive rebounds to the

l^dy Rams. The Minutewomen

played their best defense of the

year, limiting Rhode Island to

29.4 percent shooting on the

night, but it was the second

chances that sealed their fifth-

straight loss.

"We knew they were going to

come out and deny us. so we

knew we were going to need to

go back door have a post pres-

ence and finish." UMass coach

Marnie Dacko said. "With that

we had a lot of unforced errors

because we were extending pass-

ing angles instead of shortening

them up."

The Minutewomen came out

of the gates fast and built a 27-24

lead at the break. UMass' offense

took a hit early on when fresh-

man center Tamara Talham

picked up a quick two fouls.

Tatham, who has been pacing

the Minutewomen's offense

recently, saw limited play with

her foul trouble, but was still

able to scored 10 points and grab

seven boards on the evening.

"We put our backs against the

wall with out post players on the

bench and it put us in a position

where we had kids playing in the

wrong position." Dacko said.

Going into the second half

UMass had some trouble finding

its rhythm. The Lady Rams
scored the first eight points on

the half, led by King, who scored

the first four

Joyce Massey broke the cold

spell with a drive to the basket

where she scored the bucket and

the ensuing free throw Edris

Bailey follow suit and got and

one call off of a Lady Ram
turnover to take a 55-52 advan

tage.

URI quickly turned the tides

and went on a 9-0 run. led by

I aurisa Ewert and Tana Rhodes

Both players took advantage of

the Minutewomen's foul troubles

.jiul put (iii^-uiv. >'ii the paint.

UMass found itself down by

six with minutes remaining in

the game and were having trou

ble converting down low.

Dacko switched up the game
plan a bit and decided to get

the ball out to the perimeter to

the Minutewomen's sharp

shcKJters.

Sharpion. who has been

sidelined with injuries for most

of the season, made her impact

fell in the waning minutes of

the second half Within 50 sec-

onds Sharpion hit two three-

pointers to lie the game at 45.

"Ashley possesses a great

confidence in her outside

shooting ability, hut we need to

make sure that we're matched

up well defensively because her

fool speed is lacking especially

coming back from an injury."

Dacko said. "If team's are going

to play us in zone she's definite-

ly going to get the ball."

Bc»ih teams began fouling

and with time winding down,

both squads were in the bonus.

Bailey went to the free throw

line with UMass trailing by two

with 2:59 left, but could only

connect on one of two shots.

The Lady Rams then built the

lead up to five points. 55-48.

with 1:01 left

Senior forward Glamora
Maeweathcr was upset with the

loss but has confidence in her

team's ability to shine in the

tournament.

"Honestly, it's the last home
game of the season and we
were looking for a win. we keep

doing the same thing."

Maeweather said. "We're all

here for a reason, we all have

scholarships, and we all know
how to play basketball, it's just

a matter of doing it. Hopefully

this is just more fuel on the fire

for when we go to the A-IOs."

Phantom Planet's latest suits

only commercial needs
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Freshman Candice Molinari earns

first conference rookie award
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International fee challenged
Lonibardi urges

students to pay

required fee
By MiWHis SiNGtJt

(xxLCi.iAN Stah-

University of Massachusetts Chancellor k)hn V.

Lombardi sakl yesterday that he personally opposes

the Student and Exchange Visitor Informatkm

System and surveillance in general at the University.

Despite this, it is important thai intemalkinal

students pay their fees, LombanJi said

"We are engaged m a conversation about the fcv

iaauc. but there is a bottom line, and that is that

everyone has to pay their fees." he sakl.

While Lombardi said he is opposed to SEVIS

and to FBI surveillance on campus in general, the

way to bring about

change does not

involve a refusal to

pay govemment-
!L-^uire*d fees, he

.ml

I here's a

lor chang-

elings in a

;i. n i^>v. ( at. N. fte

..kI

Those w^w
don't pay ihcir fees

will be foreed to

accept appropriate

Left: Students prutrstinR the new international fee march into the Whitmorr Admini»lraiion BuilJint; Feb. l^. Right: Frank

fiuipis. dirrcitw of th«- International Prt»Knim» Office, diuussc* the $65 fee (or international students.

IPO copes with budget deficit

Chancellor John
Lombardi

Bv S.j. Port

CUultt.lAN SlAtt

cunsequences. Lonii .1' ! .nd.

"I in people want to dciihmsirale. that's line." he

Mid. "But whi-n we do things that we want, wv also

haw to pay the consc-quetKes.'

Lombaidi stressed that he is not oppusc-d to

pnneals and uppositiun to the SEVIS fee, but aifftd

that students continue to pay their required fcrs

"Whatever happens to people wfio don't pay

there* fees will happc-n to those who don't pay their

fees," he said, "just the saitK way if I dtm'i pas my

taxes, I'll still get hammered."

"Everybody can do what thi-y want, but the

Universitv will do what it said it will do." Ijjinhardi

said.

Ac-cordif^ to lAxnbardi. the SEVIS prugiwn is

only a small portion of the tola! amount of monitor-

ing of University students done by the govemiiKni.

-| do know that there's lots of surveillance going

on. and that SEVIS is a tinv piece of it," he said.

Iximbardi's statements on SEVIS canK as part of

his atldress lo the Commonwealth College's "Pizza

aixl PmT event.

He also addresised the suggested expansion of

the student body on the UMass Amherst campus.

One of the major problc-ms in expanding the

University size is the infrastructure, he said.

"What we have is a campus that vou would rwr

mally see ... if you gave an architcxi |ihe job of

designing) a campus where* there are no people." he

said. "It looks terrific, until you try to deliver some-

thing."

According to Iximbardi. it is difficult to vastly

expand a University, the majority of which is inac-

cessibk: by car However, the kind of increase in stu-

dent body the University is considering will not like-

See UNMAMN on page 2

The Iniemational Piwgrams Office imple-

nK-nting an inieniational student lev this

semcsler has igniled a axtiplex conia)versv

on campus iwoKing anxmd a number ol

hotly contested issues.

\Vtih the spring semester in full swing,

iniemational students will he receiving an

addiiKmal S^^ lee with their bill - a fee

they say is unfair aixl pays lor their own sur-

veillance

Oppotients lo the fee say it pays for the

Student Exchange \isitor Information

System, a reijuirenK'nt the Patriot Act put

into place lollowing the- events of Sept 1

1

The Universitv of Massachuscii* iv rv-sponsi

bk" lor funding the sv^tcm'^ inM.illation and

maintenance

Pan of the new Uv ^v.^vi .vMnpluiiKc

with SEMS. which UMass is responsibk* lor

funding. Inienwtional Piugrams Director

frank Hugus said

He reponed ll\) instituted the- StS inter

nalkxtal student lee to pay for servxc"s rcn

dercd by the IPO lo inicTTUiiional students

(both undergraduate and graduate) who are-

not citi/x-n^ t>l the Lniti'd States.

AcconJing to 1

1

'^i perveni of the-

$65 fee will be uv ^1 a iHK-perstm

position wfjose job is to cooixlinate inienia-

twnal students' visa information into the led

eral govemitKnt's SFVIS database The

Price difference injntemational student fees

Hovw otner universities nave paid tor

SEVIS and their International programs

UMass Amherst -t-SSS

UMass Lowell: -t-$140

UMass Boston: -t-SSO

University of Minnesota: -»-$250 to $400

University of Indiana (Bloomington): -t-SSO

University of Montana: -i-STS

McGill University (Quebec): -»-$2,637.40

Monash University (Australia): -i-SI 0,000

University of Edinburgh (Scotland): +$^ 6,91 2.50

(aH prices are in U.S. dollars)

other $t)0 will he- put toward specific addi-

tional services for iniemaiioikil students ptu-

Nidedby IPO. hcsaui

GEO'S OTfOSITION

Ihe C'ruduaie Lnipiuyecs orj;a?n/^uic«i

has led the protest apansi the new K-e. say-

ing It violaier their contract as unionized

empkjyees at the University.

A ralK to pruicit the international ttu-

dent lev organizi-d by Graduate Fi'T''-'^'-

Organi/atiun was hckl on Feb I ^. w r

tester- . oulskie the Siudetii l moii

.ind i- lo the Whilinore'

^dminisiraiKin Huilding ptv>lesier« entered

\ShilnK>re- wiih the- hope of spc-aking lo

Chancelk>r k«hn N Lombardi. only to find

Lombardi was awav from the offke.

"We've bcvn Irving to repeal this fcx* siive

the end of last sc*niesior." sakl Ibrahim

nahlsirom-Hakki. secretary /treasurer of

CiEO. "We lik"d a gnoance {against the

Universitv |

"

l>ahlsin.m Hakki sakl GEO fcx-ls the

issue is importani on iwi< k-vels. The lirsl is

that the lev viobtes their contract "The

University cannot distriininatc graduate

empkiycvs ba-sed on national origin.' he s,ikl.

As part of their contract, graduate stti-

dent empkiycvs have all curriculum fees

waived in exchange for wc»rk as teaching and

research assistants. The new inlematkjnal

student lev IS not ciHisidered part ol the* cur-

riculum fcv. Dahlstrom-Hakki saki. and

there-fore cannot be waivcxl lor graduate stu-

dent cmiplovcx's Kxause it is not a uniform

lev lor all students, but is doiK through IPO.

if the cuiTiculuin lev is renanwd m w hc>k' or

part, that additional fcv would be waived."

See FEE on page 2

UMass groups form coalition in

support of equal marriage rights

Kerry seeks 10-state sweep; Edwards

hopes for Super Tuesday surprise

Freshman Tamara Tatham had 10 points and seven rebound in the Minutewomen's SS-SO loss to URI

yesterday. UMass travels to Philadelphia next weekend lo plav in the Atlantic 10 tournament.

By MaTTHEU' Cl)NSt)LlNl

(i)ILK.l.SN lx>KKKSl"llNI)l-NT

The upcoming Massachusetts

constitutional convention on March

1 1 has led many campus and com-

munity groups to unite in a coalition

to educate students about the ramifi-

cations of a possible amendment

that would ban gay marriage.

Tonight at 7 p.m. in room 91 7 in

the Campus Center, the UMass

Stonewall Center and Everywoman's

Center, with other groups in the new

University of Massachusetts

Coalition for Marriage Equality, will

host We Say, 'I Do' They Say. 'No

Way.' a panel discussion about the

importance of obtaining equal mar-

riage rights for all Massachusetts

families and keeping discrimination

out of the constitution.

"This is an issue that affects

everyone, and is ultimately the civil

rights issue ol our generation," .said

Felice Yeskcl, Stonewall Center

director "There isn't anybody who
isn't affected if we write discrimina-

tion into the constitution."

According to Yeskel. this coali-

tion formed just two weeks ago in

response to concerns about the

upcoming convention and the possi-

bility of discrimination being written

into the Constitution.

"We had students asking what

could they do. After hearing that

from the tenth person, we callcxi a

mcvling." Yeskel said.

The Stonewall Center hosted the

first mcvting to lonn a coalition and

rcvQived a large response. Other

organizations that have joined the

coalition include the Office of lewish

Affairs. University Democrats, the

UMass Pride Alliance. Men's

Resource Center, ACLUMass.

Qeshet. Tikkun Olam/Social Action

Committee of the |CA and family

Diversity Projects. The coalition is in

the process of reaching out to more

organizations in the hopes of gaining

more support.

"Basically, we have now till

March 1 1 to have some impact and

motivation to get people to act. " said

Yeskel.

She and other coalition members

said they are not surpriscxi at the

huge support from groups on and

off campus.
"1 think most people see this as a

human rights issue." said Sandra

Mandel. as.sociate director of the

Everywoman's Center. "I think peo-

ple arc quite horrified at using the

constitution to restrict frtvdom. The

only lime the Ic-deial constitution

has bcvn used to restrict freedom

was prohibition, and that didn't

work either."

It was this threat of discrimina-

tion that led many groups, tike the

Office of lewish Affairs, to join the

coalition even though gay and les-

bian rights weren't the spcvilic fcKUS

of their gamps mission statement.

"The larger mission of this office,

as all oflices, is to create a safe, wel-

coming environment for all." said

Direvtor I .arry Goldbaum. "We have

to create an enviamment in which

all are R«sptvted. If groups are expe-

riencing discrimination or harass-

ment, it lessens the safety of the

campus climate."

Tonight's panelists will include

Heidi Norton and Gina M. Smith,

two of the plaintiffs in the case

Goodridge v. the Department of

Public Health; Stacy Roth, the

Statewide Liaison for the Lesbian,

Gay. Bisexual. Transgendei Political

Alliance and Co-chair of the

lixecutive Committee of

Ma.ssEquality; and Reverend lay

Deacon. Senior Minister of the

Unitarian University Society of

Horence and Northampton.

By Rl)N FoLRMtK
.AsMKIATH' PKhSS

lohn Kerry vowed that he would not be

another "wishy-washy, mealy-mouthed"

Democrat, pledging yesterday to wage a bare-

knuckled campaign against President Bush as he

sought a Super Tuesday sweep to la> claim to ihc

party's nomination.

Kerry highlighted the short political career ol

rival jolin Edwards in an interview with a televi-

sion station in Georgia, where advisers \o both

candidates sav the freshman North Carolina sen-

ator poses the biggest challenge.

"1 have a stronger, longer, broader, deeper

record than lohn Edwards," Kerry, a W-year

Senate veteran, told WALB in AJbany. "|ohn

Edwards I respect — he's been in the Senate

since 1999. Bui there is no showing that he has

a stronger record than 1 do with respect lo pul-

ling people back to work and what we need to

do to show the leadership of the future."

On the eve of their 10-siate showdown.

Edwards faced signs of political distress as

Kerry's last major Democratic rival — meager

polling, paltrv crowds anil a growing reali/ation

inside his own ranks that the end riuiv be near

"At some point. I've got to start getting more

delegates or I'm not going lo be the nominee."

he said in Ohio.

Regardless of Today's results. Bush plans lo

begin a multimillion-dollar T\ ad campaign

Thursday to reverse his downward irciul

Kcnv - campaign is considering a modest

response designed to put the White House on

the defensive, said two senior advisers who
spoke on condition of anonymity. Democratic

allies may move sooner.

Edwards drew 'ilKl people lo a University of

Toledo rally, three times fewer than a crowd that

recently welcomed Kerry to the same venue.

Drawing even smaller crowds in Dayton. Ohio,

and Cleveland later yesterday. Edwards seemed

listless and indifferent, stumbling over signature

lines in his stump speech.

Edwards pledged lo stav in the race "until

I'm nominated." but declined to predict victory

in Ohio, virtually a must-win stale lur him. as he

acknowledged KerrAs dominance.

"There's no question that national momen-

tum has an impact on these races." Edwards

saiil.

He held out hope for an election surprise,

noting that he detied polls bv finishing just b

percentage points behind Kerrv in New
Hampshire and Wisconsin. But he also had more

time to court those voters than he did lor today's

races.

Idwards' only victory came in his hirlh stale

of South Carolina, four weeks and I I defeats

ago.

He ended hi> d.iv with a lock-concert rally in

Macon. Ga.. telling his autlience: "This is such

an impt)rtani night. Tomorrow is an important

day. .And we're going to change America togeth-

er, vou and 1."
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New constitution in Iraq delivers

system of checks and balances
By Jl.M KraNE

.Aj>S(H lATfcl) I'tUiSS

U» VI^..4Ll«4m U«Jlt LLAi-K4V* b

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Under the inlerim constitu-

tion approved yesterda>, Iraq

will be a federalist state with

two official languages, a

prime minister who runs the

country's daily affairs and a

president who can launch a

war — but only with the

approval of parliament.

"No one has absolute

power," said Eniifadh

Qanbar, spokesman for

Governing Council member
Ahmad Chalabi "After what

we've been through, we're

afraid of that."

Iraq's U.S. -picked

Governing Council spent two

months wrestling with the

interim constitution, which

will become law of the land

for a year or more, until an

elected national assembly

vi riles a replacenteni.

"For the next 100 years

this day will be mentioned as

one of the most important in

Iraq's history." said council

member Samir Shaker

Miihmoud "This will be

remembered in the annals of

history as a turning point in

relations between the state

and citizens in this country

and in the region."

The precedent-selling con-

stitution, which is lo be

signed by top American

administrator L. Paul Bremer

and tnade public tomorrow,

has been described as one ot

ihe most liberal in ihe region.

Some aspects, such as the

goal of a parliament with

women as 25 percent of its

members, were declared even

more progressive than those

in the United States.

The charter has a 13-arti-

cle bill of rights, including

protections for free speech,

religious expression, assem-

bly and due process. It

enshrines Islam as the slate

religion, but not ihe sole basis

for law. The Kurdish language

becomes an official language

alongside Arabic

The document envisions

Iraq as a federalist state along

the lines of Canada. Brazil

and India, with considerable

authority handed lo individ-

ual regions.

Iraq will be governed by a

directly elected national

assembly whose members
then choose a president, a

prinK- minister and a pair of

deputy presidents. Uanbar

said.

The president will make

decisions on the advice of two

vice presidents, and will shan.

power with a prime minister

and Cabinei, Qanbar said.

The prime minister will be

vested with e.xecutive power,

but not over the armed
forces, which will be com-

manded by the president. The

president will also wield a

veto over the national assem-

bly's resolutions. Qanbar

said.

Nationwide elections to

select an Iraqi national assem-

bly are supposed to take place

before Feb. 1. 2005 Later in

2005, Iraqis are expected to

vole on a permanent constitu-

tion drawn up by the national

assembly,
"1 am sure that some prin-

cipals included in this law

will also be in the permanent

consiitution." Council mem-
ber Adnan Pachachi said.

The charter does not say

what kind of government will

run the country after June 50

when the U.S. -led coalition

hands over power Pachachi

said the form of the new
administration will be includ-

ed in an annex to the interim

constitution once agreement

is reached.

HIM liAllll* ^SH VIATU' f»t.>^

Five members of the lnu|i Uovernintj Council address the

mrdui iollowinK » marathon sextion lo tinish the new Iraqi

interim con»iiiulion in Bat(hdaJ, Iraq, yesterday.

Fight leads to

two arrests
Two University of Massachusetts students

were arrested Svmday morning after a fight

broke out near the edge of campus, with offi-

cers frum both the Amherst Police Department

and UMass Police responding.

loshua Flulme. 21, of 14 Marilyn Rd.,

Situate, was arrested on charges of assault and

battery with a dan^rous weapon and disorder-

ly conduct, UMass spokesperson Patrick

Callahan said. His brother, lason Hulme, 21.

14 Marilyn Rd., Situate, was arrested on a

charge of disorderly conduct.

UMPD was responsible for both arrests.

kxihua Hulme's charge of assault and bat-

tery with a dangerous weapon was related to

his use of a shoed fool in the fight. Callahan

said.

Police told Callahan thai the disturbance

involved several fi^ts occurring at the same

time. A statement from the first UMPD officer

to arrive on the scene suggested that two white

males were kicking another white male.

Calbfun said.

According lo Callahan, a spokesman for

UMPD said the Hulme bruthers had allegedly

gone to a party in the Sunset Avenue area,

where they were not wekome. When they left,

they created a disturbatKe that moved with

them, police loW Callahan At Patterson Hall,

the incident became larger Callahan said.

UMPD officers used pepper spray to dis-

perse the crowd, he said.

According lo infonnaiion from APD. four

APD officers gave assistance while dispersing

the fight. The officers ckarcd the scene without

incident, the department said

UMPf) declined lo comment directly on the

incident

— Morris Singer

Chancellor

responds to

new fee

LOMBAROI from plot 1

K bring iiKica>v\l Jctiuind to the

campus '^ ptobkiii areas

"The number ol students we're

tdUr^ abuul wJdii^ will not like-

ly make « ma^ur trartsfomiation of

ihe space
"

The University is comiderif^

buikJing doniiiior> space for an

additional I.5UU beds. Lomhardi

said, vkiih the cotvstructiun of the

lucilitK-s set to >tan next year.

I omhardi'" plan i> to itwve

iiN inK) ihe rKTA *puce once

_L)inplctcd. and then renovate

dx-M dormitories After this, the

Uni\or»iiv can utilize the addition-

ul <.i\ice. he said

I
'

I >o spoke about hK
pUn- cring from a \obs of

I.Kuli> due to ucccptaiwe of early

rciifvment packages. About 10

pervcnt of the facility was kwt

fiwn acceptance of these pack-

afts. he said, arnJ nc-w faculty is

being axruiic"d lo fill in the gaps,

"It'll lake us three years ...

before |lhis process | compkrtes."

he said. "The good news is we kjse

very few facuhy | members | lo

competitive offers from other

places

"

Students protest new $65 international fee
Fatrompaotl

$aid Dahbtnxn htakki

GEO also opfXMes the fee on a

larger krvd as oppoahion to the

fetkral gowemment's Patriot Act. it

hopes campuses will work together

up the chain of command to cum-

plain lo the federal government.

'It's chipping away at it (the

Pklriot Act).' Dahlstrum Hakki

said. "We're nut willing to pay fur

keepmg ourselves under surveil-

lance."

GEO wants UMass to

resolution opposing the Ice.

Dahlstrom-Hakki said

Currently. GEO has over

2UU graduate students who
have promised to not pay

the fee when billed In soli

dariiy. Dahlstrom-Hakki

says some undergraduate

inlemalional students have

said that they will not pm
the $65 fee to show soiklar-

iih their graduate

lo eaaiiy and quickly acco^ i.i-.u

infonnation on an intenuiiioiui

student. Prior to the introduction

lo SEVIS. Hugus said, ihe infomia

lion was not at easily accc-vsibk-

SEVIS. according lo Hugus,

collects infomuition the

Immigration and Naturalization

SerNicx-s gathered fciefore SE\ IS

v^as cMablislK-d What was once

was on paper "in big bmc* in some

warehouse in Teruteiaee* is nuw in

a computer daubase. but the infor-

mation iniematkmal uudents giye

is the same, he said.

iiy

peers.

"We're

UMass Amherst international

• 1202atl

1,000 ar«

4ft3 mere

trying to pul

some pressure on the

University by taking a direct action

approach." Jlahlsirom-Hakki said.

"The- University really has two

options. They can kick us all out .

they don't get the $65. There's not

much they can do."

•-11m
SEVIS is directly connected lo

the IXpartmcni of Homeland

Security, enabling the government

fhe diffcreiKe. fmm Hugus's

perspective, » in accessibility —
the student's information is now

more available lo ihe govemnKTit.

and easy lo monitor The infonmi

lion input lo SF.VIS is what inter

national students give lo the IPO:

their F-l student visas and 1-20.

their "Certificate of eligibility for

non-immigrant Fl student status"

form.

The federal govemmcni

btxame corKemcd with monitor-

ing intemalkmal students in the

mid-'^XX"., Hugus said. In I9»}7,

there was legislation lo move

SEVIS into action ll stalkxl. how

ever, in the kgislature until the

events of Sept. 1 1 and the ratifica-

tion of the Patriot Act. he sakl.

The inclusion of SEVIS into ihe

Patriot Act was assisted by n.'pi>ris

ihal terrorist pikjts who flew planes

into the World Trade Center

Towers had attaincxl their pilot's

licenses while in ihc United States

on M- 1 student visas sponsored by

a Florida flight school. Hugus said.

All educational institutions with

international students enrolled are

responsible for participating in

SFVIS. this includes private MC-

cMidary or ek.-menury schooil aa

well as higher educational faiabties.

Ai first, the IPO staff was fkxxkd

with concern about the implemen

lation of SEMS. as v^vll as s^hai it

woukJ mean to international stu-

dents' status in the University

Hugus sakj at first IPO was wor

ned ifiai "vwith a simpkr ekxtmnic

glitch a student cuukj be quickly

deported." However, Hugus is

unaware of any technical errors

with the program causing student

deportations anywhere in the

United Suites, and says no— UMass inlemalional siu

dcnis visa has been chal-

k-ngcd due lo SEVIS.

"We've had much fewer

problems than we antkipat-

ed at firsi." said Hugus.

Intenialiorvil universitic->

and govemmenis have a

long history ol monitoring

American students studying

abtxjad in the same way that

the American government

today monitor> intemaiiorul

students in the United

States, Hugas said.

"Whether it's cause or cHTtxt. 1

don't know." he sakl. " ... In Italy,

for exampk-. in many places stu-

dents fwy their visas directly lo the

police." Hugus said.

\^hile studying in France in

1457. Hugus rtxalls he was

required to travel to a Worid War II

ann> barracks used by polkc to

have his passport stamped every

few months. In the 1970s in

Denmark and Germany, if you

stayed in a hotel, you were required

to complete a form for the poike

"to kt ihe police know ytxi were

there
"

A TOUCH CtMNCf TO MAKE

Before this scMiKsicr, IPO had

not charged international students

any fees .American students going

abroad were charged ftx-s lo apply

abroad lo pay for the program to

process their applications, visas,

and the overheads the internation-

al university the student was

attending charged lo IPO. Hugus

said.

The fees charged to American

students kaving to study abroad

from I»16*J to the present built a

revenue surplus for the IPO.

Flowever. the surplus declined.

Hugus sakl. until it ceased to exist

sometime in the last five yean.

After lAjmbardi c-ut IPO funds

from $600,000 to $120,000.

Hugus say^ the program knew it

couU no kjnger absorb the cost of

bringing in intematkinal students

without charging them, especially

with the additional cost of comply-

ing with SEVIS.

The pnjgram^ 'atable surplus'

began to dwindle rapidly (^ lo a

drop in the doOar's value, perpetu-

ally increasing ooats. and the pru-

gram's irvome not keeping pace

with its expenditures, Hugus said.

There wm a perceptwn of

money up here — and there was.

There was moie than erxxjgh with

the stale's funding and the pro-

gram's surplus accumulated over

the years when (former

Iniematkinal Programs Director

Barbara) Bum was director,"

Hugus sakl.

By the time Hugus stepped into

office, he said there were- hints

ffxxn some ai the program thai

ihings were- heading downward.

The department began lo worry

about finances, and finally in Kily

of 2003, Hugus said Iximbardi —
still in the mindset thai the pro-

gram had n>oney or coukJ fund

itself through charging involved

student fees— chose to cut 80 per-

cent of ihc program's funding from

the University General Operating

budget given by the state as the

University was slashed li< percent

overall.

Between 2002 to 2004, Hugus

said the IPO's budget has dropped

from $600,000 plus the salaries of

eight full-lime scnkjr staff mem-

bers, to $ 1 20,000. That $ 1 20,000.

according to Hugus. is what the

department was kft with to pay 12

full-time and eight-part time

salaries.

After Hugus and his two book-

keepers analyzed the program's

budget in |uly of 2003. he sakl they

found that the changes woukl force

the department to charge inlema-

lional students.

"... Nobody in the office really

liked the ideas of the fee." Hugus

>looking for a
good time?

>8 day berlin/prague getaway
exptore the czech republk; and gormanyl

>io day london/paris getaway
experience the Ijest of england and francel

>13 day simply Italy

(kxerxie. venice, rome, pisa and morel

>i4dayeuropean discovery
explore eight european countlres!
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ResidenceN
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see your travel agent

call 1-888-CONTIKI

visit wvvw.contiki.comcontild

R. Perry Harris, III '61

Founder and President of

Sterling Resort Group

Public Lecture

Entrepreneurship...

One man's story of success and
failure on a profitable businessjourney.

Wednesday, March 3

Memorial Hall - 4:30 - 5:30 p.m.

Reception to follow - Memorial Hall

Free to Public

Organized by the

UMass Amherst Alumni Association

ALUMNI
AS«(>< !*"» I<»N

Ibmhiin DahUtrvxn-fljkKl,

»«cnftarv/treii»urer of GEO.

said. *We want to have internation-

al sttKlents on campu». Looking at

the larger pictuir of what is going

on in the world today, we need to

welcome international students to

campus

"

IPU made an off-cycle roqueM

immediately in luly for the $t)5 lee

to be impiementod following the

Chancellor's budget ctjis, Hugus

said. I.ombardi and Interim

University Prvsidenl lack NMlson

eventually approved it. and it was

annoutKed in f>xember Since the

fee was not a uniform campus-

wide fee. it did not have to be

approved uddilioruilly by the Board

of Trustees. Hugus said.

In addition to all other monc>

woes. IPO also learned SE\'IS

requires a database program that

allows you to input information in

batches. Hugus said — a program

the office found out through

research costs an additional

SW.OOO OIT heard about the

IPO's $50,000 dilemma and

offered help, saying the University's

new Peoplesofi system has a batch

program. Pass, which SEN'IS can

operate under

"We've really appreciated their

help." Hugus said. "With their

technical support the instillation

|of SEVIS) has gone much mort

snwothly. We exceeded our goals.

We were supposed to have every-

one into SEVIS by August 2003.

but we did it with a month to

spare."

Hugus believes that a larger

concern for international students

is on the horizon. The federal gov-

ernment has in the works a new
$100 fee that all international stu-

dents will be required to pay in

order to apply for a visa, he said.

As Hugus understands the legisla-

tion, if the student applying for a

visa does not receive the visa the

fee is refunded, but if the visa is

approved ihe money is not

relumed.

"We're not a very inviting OHin-

try anymore — we're upset about it

too." Hugus said. "IPO has always

prided ourselves on being an advo-

cate of inlemalional students."
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Student arrested for assault and battery of police officer

1f»W-

ridayFebruary20

I

a.m. UMPD executed an arrest warrant in

^. in Adams Hall. Jacob Miller, 20. of 282 Puritan

Rd., Swampscott, Mass., was arrested for receiving

stolen property that valued over $250.

8:14 p.m. Andrew Pepyne, 18, of 25 Kelleher Drive,

Soutfi Deertield, Mass., and Mitchell Parker, 19, ot

151 Wilder Hill Rd., Shelbourne Falls. Mass.. were

arrested in Lot 33 following a reported liquor law

viotation. Both were charged with twing minors in

ot alcohol.

p.m. Kevin O'Grady, 19, of 7 Partridge Circle,

mend, Mass ,
and Nicholas Fusco, 19, of 6 St

mes Place, West Townsend, Mass., were arrested

in Lot 33 following a reported liquor law violation.

Both charged with being minors in possession of

aicohd.

SaturdayFebruary21

12:27 p.m. Following a liquor law violation.

Gregory Porta. 19, of 500 Bakerswill Rd..

Dartmouth, Mass , was arrested at Van Meter Hall.

He was charged with assault and battery of a

police officer and being a minor in possession of

alcohol.

ThursdayFebruary26

8:58 p.m. Following a report of a domestic distur-

bance in Melville Hall, UMPD arrested Jonathan

Muollo, 23, of 26 Mocking Hill Rd.. Widham, N.H.

He was charged with violating a restraining order

FridayFebruary27

12:31 p.m UMPD arrested Frederick Plett, 25, of

41 S. Walnut St , Apt 2, Quincy, Mass., following a

traffic stop. He was charged with operating a

motor vehicle with a suspended license, operating

with a license plate violation, operating an unin-

sured vehicle and receiving stolen property valued

under $250.

9:17 p.m. UMPD responded to a report of an

Injured animal at French Hall on Stockbhdge Road.

A rabid or Injured rabbit was found and Emergency

Health Services was notified.

9:24 p.m. Brian Roussel, 18, of 194 Grove St.,

Somerset, Mass., was arrested for being a minor In

possession of alcohol as a subsequent offense. He

was in Lot 33.

SaturdayFebruary28

12:39 am Following a traffic stop, UMPD arrested

Aaron Morse, 27, of 220 Plumtree Rd .
Sunderland,

Mass. He was charged with a light violation and

operating a motor vehicle with a suspended

licanse.

9:18 p.m. Fottowing a liquor law violation,

Eckel, 19, ot 145 Brighton St , Belmont, Mass.,

was arrested near Cance Hall. He was charged

with being a minor in possession of alcohol.

SundayFebruary29

2:03 a.m. Following an earlier reported assault

and battery, two people were arrested In Patterson

Hall. Joshua Holme, 21, of 14 Marylin Rd.,

Scltuate, Mass., was charged with assault and

battery with a dangerous weapon and disorderly

conduct Jason Holme, 21, of 14 Marylin Rd.,

Scltuate, Mass.. was charged with disorderly con-

duct.

4:46 p.m Following a traffic accident on Kennedy

road, UMPD arrested Chang Liu, 22, of 38

Greenleaves Drive, Hadley, Mass. He was charged

with operating a vehicle with a suspended license

and operating a vehicle with a suspended regis-

tration.

Haitian rebels greeted in capital

By Paisley Doons
.VsMK'urtn Pmuh

PORT AU-PRINCE. Haiti (AP)

— Thousands of peopkr cheering

ihe ouster of President lean-

Bertrand Ari.slide greeted a reW
comk.>> in the capital yesterday

with shouts of "Liberty!" as U.S.

Marines and French troops

scx-urcd key sites in the capiul.

LXjzens of insurgents packing an

eclectk: array of weapons dating to

World War 11 swi^gered arourvd a

poNh Iwxel. where rebel leader Gu>

Philippe met wiih members of the

political coalition that opposed

\ristkle He wa« jomed b^ rebel

.oininander Louis-fodel

ChamUain. wtto b a former army

«k«ti squad leader and a convkted

WWi U.S. military forces on the

ground and more on the way. U.S.

critics questioned wtiether Arisiide

resigned of his own accord

Sunday

Alter being flown aboard a con-

iracied U S govemment plane lo

the impoverished Central African

Republic. Arisiide yesterday

r«:pi>nedly called members of the

US Congress and an African-

\iTK-rican activist. Randall

Robinaon. and told them he had

been kidnapped by US troops.

I S officials calk-d the alk.*ga-

iiiMi "ni'usense" and "absurd."

Aixi Charles Wene/oui. minister of

foreign affairs for the Central

African Republic, denied that

Ansiide Mas in any way a prisoner.

I^ilippe sakl he planned to

make pitepanMions for the new
proikleiii. former SuprettK Court

Chief lustice Boniface Alexandre,

to as.«unK- office, as called for in

the consiitution.

'We're jusi going to make sure

the palace is clean for ihe president

to come ... that there is no ihre-at

there." he said as his convoy of 70

rebels approached the capital.

However, Haiti's con.stituiion also

calls for parliament to approve

Alexandre as leader, and lawinak

ers' terms expired early this year

In the capital, there were

reports of reprisal killings of mili-

tant Arisiide supporters accuacd of

terrorizing people An Aaaoctated

Prrss reporter saw tour bodies at

Carrdour, on the outskirts of the

capital, tfiree of them with hands

tied behind their backs and shot in

the head execution-style.

The fourth body was thai of a

man alkrgedly shot by police, sakl

witness Chariie l^Planche "He

ran out of the ipolke) pickup

truck and then it became a man-

hunt He went into a house They

found him And then ihey look

him out and execuioJ him." he

saki.

Secretary of Suic Colin Powell

saU U.S. foives 'will have a k»d

role' initially in restoring order to

Haiti following the three week

rebellion thai swept Ansiide frinn

power. The U.N. Security Council

late Sunday approved the depUjy

ment of a multinational foive lo

Haiti.

Defense Secretary Donakl H.

Rumsfekl esiimaicd that between

1.500 and 2.000 US troops

woukl go to Haiti for a 'relatively

short period " They wxxikl partici-

pate in an inlerim foree. which

coukl include as many as 5.000

troops from several countries thai

woukJ stay until replaced by a U.N

peacekeeping force.

There were no clashes between

ihe rebel foae and ihe US and

French troops, who were establish-

ing security at diplomatic misskxis

and other sites Philippe eariier

sakl he welcomed the peacekeep-

ers.

f\)well sakl he dkl not want

certain rebel kfaders lo take any

role in a new govemment Philippe

was an officer in the army when it

rxrpressed disskleni politk:iaiu.

"Some of these individuals we
woukl not want to see re-enter civil

sockty in Haiti because of their

past records, artd this is something

we v^ll have to viwrk through."

Powel) sakl.

Amnesty international calkxl

for inlemalional peacekeepers to

amrst Chamblain and k'an f*ierre

Bapiiste. also a rebel. \*ho escaped

from jail after being convKted in

the I^M massacre of 15 Aristkle

supporters.

As Aristkle spent his first day in

exikr. his home in the Port-au-

Prince suburb of Tabarre was kwl-

ed and trashed. Pictures, docu-

ments and a grand piano were

dragged out onto the courtyard of

the ihrcc-story villa, then aban

doned.

family and school pktures lay

among the disorder. Broken platc-»

littered the area by the pool. Books

strewn about includc"d several

written by Arisiide and one about

Man;u.s Garvey. a black nationalist

leader frum Jamaica.

In the flaitian capital, thou-

sands converged on the plaza out-

skle the NaiHxvil Palace, shouting

"I iberlyl" and "Aristkle is gone!"

when the rebel convoy arrived

from the western town of

Gonaivcs. where the rebellion

Opponents o* former Pmidcni Jcan-Bcrtrand Ari»tidr celehratr m fr.>ni of the prMidmdal palace in

Port-au-Prince, Haiti, vc»icrdav.

erupted on Feb. 5.

Not ever>one was happy to s«e

the rebels in the capital. Sunw res-

kJents watched indiffenmtly. their

arms folded, as their convoy

pMsaed. At one point, the convoy

stopped and rebels jumped out.

sweeping their weapons from skk"

lo side, then moved on.

Philippe, the rebel leader, went

into poike headquarters at ihc

plaza, and his men did not

approach a half-dozen armed U.S.

Marines on the grounds of the

pataoe.

Among those- at the hotel meet-

ing with the rebel kader was

Lvans Paul, a former mayor ol

Poriau-Princx- and a lop oppoM

lion ligure- f^ul sakl Philippe "has

played an imponani rokv"

Indasirialist Chark-s Henry Baker,

an opposition kader. said Philippe

ofTeiiwl his troops to help maintain

order amkl reports ol continued

kxMing in the capital Baker sakl

his group \»ekc>nictl the offer

One young rcbc'l told a

reporter he shc>i ^x-oplc

"I shot some kiolers yesterday

They have to be shot." the Kbc\

who goes by the noni -de-guerre

"Faustin." sakl as he slcuxl outside

the meeting in a black llak vol

cradling an M 4 d>siult rilU

Col. David Bergei. head ol iiu

U.S Marine coniingeiil. sakl 150

Marines had arrived overnight

from Hth Biiiialion. based in C amp
l.ejeune. N C . lo "M^-cure key sites

in the capital

'

"fVople who intcrtere with dial

niissic>n. we v«ill handk* with

appropriate force." Berger told

AP
At ihe airport. I S nJlrc-nch

miliiarv tonimanJci* huddled

over a map ol Port au- Prince as a

French military attache pointed

out kxatkins where armed pn>
Arisiide militants have been

known lo gather.

L S Marines set up a security

perimeter at the airport, kneeling

in the grass a» about 80 FrciKh

Marint*s arrived in C-160 trans-

port planes The Fretwh Marina'

supplies included crates of bottled

• n water

\n AP reporter traveled with

Ihe rebels, including Philippe,

when their convoy set out before

dawn frum Gonaivc-s. In St. Marc,

a town whkh had been contested

during the uprising, the convoy

pa.ssed three charred bodies on ttie

road.

AP rrpt'nen Marie Siex-ensim

and loicph B hazier in Pi>rt-au-

l'nn^v. and losfph ftenamsse in

Ikinpti. Ciiural \frnan Republic.

coninhiited tn this repon

I fVj
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PETA protest crosses

nudity boundary
The right to protest is an important part of

America. Sometimes the best way to get a

voice heard is to strongl> object to an issue by

holding demon!.tration.s. As the "land of the

free." Americans have a right to contest top-

ics of concern.

As protesters wore next to nothing in yes-

terday s cool temperatures, police arrested six

who staged a nearly naked pillow light out-

side Harvard University in Cambridge to pro-

mote animal rights The memberN. who were

arrested on criminal misdemeanor charges,

were part of the group People for the Ethical

Treatment of Animals.

The protest was not meant as a criticism of

Harvard. Instead, the demonstration came

hours before PETA Vice President Dan
Mathews was set to address Harvard profes-

•or Brian Palmers popular "Personal Choice

and Global Transformation* class

PETA has done a lot of great work in the

past The group believes that animals deserve

to live a free life without suffering and with-

out facing death oxi-n if thev are UNcful to

humans
In this case. howcM.-i. itic group reproenl-

ing PETA seems to have gone too far Protests

are a fine way of «tmiulating discussion and

debate and shedding light un important top-

ics, such as this one. But protests must be

carefully done
The protest brought out a large crowd,

including several blue-collar workers, who

watched the event with broad smiles. They

must not become three-ring circuses for

onlookers. While events like this create head

lines and certainly fulfill their mission as pub-

licity events, they should not walk the line of

shamelessly tacky.

The PETA group has been increasing their

use of publicity stunt.s and their efforts can be

described as noble. Supporters, who include

former "Baywatch" star Pamela .Anderson.

have also increased the visibility uf PETA.

In the future, the PETA group must be

careful about staging protests and the types ol

headline-grabbing tactics it employees. Other

organizations fighting for a positive cause,

should also exercise caution when staging

these types of demonstrations.

Failure to make a clear and sophisticated

point can end up backfiring. Organizations

may unwillingly invite mockery and the issue a

group is backing, may go unnoticed. Even

worse, the organization may end up alienating

people who were formerly participants of a

certain cause

Finally, protests can end up making impres-

sions on young children. Stripping down to

practically nothing will only confuse children

and will do little to nothing to convince them

of joining the crusade of a good cause in the

future.

L'nsigned ediluriah represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board

^^^3S^

Religion and politics: the contradiction
Leave it to Massachusetts.

No other state in the union

would be so "progressive" as to

tay that the joining of a man and

a man. or a woman and woman,
is as legitimate as the joining of

man and woman.
Debate ensued. The over-

whelming sentiment on

this campus is that reli- |gD [|y||y

gious views have no ^____
place in politics

because of a certain "separation

of church and state" that leaves

First Amendment have to say

about religion?

"Congress shall make no law

respecting an establishment of

religion, or prohibiting the free

exercise thereof."

The "Congress" referred to is

the Congress of the United

States, and should not

be read as "any body of

government existing

within the United

as it is popularly misin-

In no wav does

no room for people who want to

push their religious beliefs on

others. Ergo, any argument

against gay marriage that's root-

ed in religion should be immedi-

ately thrown out as illegitimate.

Right. Well let's examine thai

for a second, within the context

of American history. I can think

of two particularly "progressive"

movements in our history that

were both deeply rooted in

Christianity — the civil right>

movement of the I950's and

1960s, and the movement to

abolish slavery In case you've

forgotten, both movements

quoted the Bible at length and

both movements were largely

spearheaded by ministers and

various other religious people.

Segregation was attacked as

inhumane and incompatible

with the teachings of lesus

Christ, who came for all people,

regardless of color. The same

was applied to the concept of

one man owning another.

The truth is that most of our

laws are founded in a fairly

generic judeo-Christian ethic.

What exactly makes murder

immoral, if not because the

Bible says so? How about

polygamy?
Furthermore, most of the

people, who claim that condem-

nation of gay marriage is an

"imposition" of one person's

morals upon another are really

hiding behind a patently false

interpretation of the First

Amendment. What does the

States.

terpreted today.

it prohibit individual citizens, or

even public figures, from voting

their consciences. It's a good

thing we don't either, or we
might still be a divided nation —

Once again, we
find that hypocriti-

cal liberals change

their policies like

they change their

underwear: when

it's convenient.

half slave, and half free.

Once again, we find that hyp-

ocritical liberals change their

policies like they change their

underwear: when it's conven-

ient. They'll get behind a moral

crusade to rid the world of an

evil of their choosing, and when

it's convenient, they say that reli-

gion has no place in the public

forum.

It's no surprise, of course, that

the only politicians in this country

who can talk about religion with-

out being crucified by the liberal

elite are Democrats. Some may

forget, but we've had an ordained

minister in the White House in

recent history. His name is jimmy

Carter It's a good thing that jimmy

was on the "right side" of all the

important issues, and that he was a

registered member of the "right"

The reality ot the black pearl

Yousel

yunayyer

1

Haiti, a nation

about the size

of Maryland

located in tlie

Caribbean, has

both one of the

most interest-

ing and at the

same time,

ugliest histo-

ries of any
~ other nation in

the western hemisphere. Today, as

you read on. another chapter of

that history is being written with

the blood of many AikI the U.S.

reaction has been extremely cau-

tious.

We don't have a clear poUcy

towards the current crisis, ju!>t as

we didn't have a clear policy

towards Charkrs Tayk>r in Liberia,

ironically a nation founded by

freed sbves. when that crisis

erupted last summer We don't

huve any particular inten»ts in

common with their population.

They do not have any natural

resources for us to exploit

Therefore, policy makers only act

when the sabers rattle too kxidly

The news out of Haiti is getting too

loud aixJ our position is fx>t ckfar

It's time for an .American reaction.

The United States has been a

major rok player in the history of

Haiti though lew here realize that.

Haiti unfortunately is one of the

moM ignored natiotts in the west-

ern heinisphere.

Haiti is absolutely fasciiuting.

Its culturr is very rich and its pan
is romantic. On a tiny island we
see a microcosm ol all the good

and bad that can resuh from polii

ical struggles. For centuries Haiti

had been different arKi in many
ways still IS When native popula-

tions were kilk^ off by invading

^onqucairN. the island was re-pop-

iilaic-d with slaves from Africa to

kcx'p production at suffKieni levels

lor demarKJing Europeaas The

infusion of African culture mixed

with the many centuries of intcrac

lion with frervh aikl Spani.sh col-

.ni/iTv riMiliixl in the crvation of

one of the richest cultures conceiv-

able. The small nation became the

first independent black republic in

1804 when it declared its inde-

peivlence from France. It was to

become the idol of black popula-

tions everywhere who aspired for

freedom from colonization. Haiti

wa.s the first to abolish slavery.

Here in the United Slates the dark

history of slavery woukJ continue

to be written for bO more years

and the effects of that system

linger on till today

Tne reaflty is we
have a problem

accepting immi-

grants in ttiis coun-

try and we pick

andshoose who

we want

Today, more than any other

place in the western heinisphere.

Haiti needs help The president of

the nation has relir>quishetl power,

for the second time now Rebeb>

are asserting that his ekxtion in

2000 was umpetvd with, and this

is becoming more evkknt with

every new re|x>rt out ol Haiti.

Many of these rebels have bkxxl

stainied hands. Some of the kraders

o( these gtxxips were responsibkr

for coups that overthrew the gov-

ernment several times after the

end of the Duvalier ruk- in I *Wb.

The west has not been lair to

f^aiti and thLs must change If

there is one word to describe

Haiti's history with western pow-

ers, it woukl be expkMtalion. From

being the richi-st cokxiy in the

world Haiti has become one of the

poorv^t rtations on earth President

lean-Bcnrand Aristede disbanded

the military and was only being

kept in power by a poike foae in

Pon au-Prince. Everyone but the

fUitian peopk; has profited from

Haiti. For the past century, the

nation has experienced American

military occupation and one ol the

most brutal dictatorial regimes in

the western hemisphere. Not to

mentKMi harsh economic circum-

stances that were both due to

internal corruption and external

influences. Historians estimate

thai up to bO.OOO Haitians kwt

their lives to the Duvalier regimes

and countless others have been

injured.

Perhaps the pinnacle of

hypocrisy in American foreign pol-

icy is the standards used to deter-

mine political asylum. Every years

Cubans who make it to American

shores receive political asylum

because they are coming from

communist Cuba. As politically

repressive as Castro's regime

might be, no one will be- able to

conviiwe iiK that Cubans deserve

political asylum more than

I laitians. .Anyone who has studk^J

recent Haitian history will see that

the IXivalier regimes, which went

about cnforeing policy by using

machete wielding secret police,

will realize that quality ot life in

Haiti is much worse than in Cuba.

Sure, political freedoms in Cuba

are repres.sed but Haiti has experi-

enced governments that make

Castro look like a benevolent saint

Sure, Cuba is communist, and

here- we don't like communists, but

Haitians have it much worse since

aliix)st 80 pereent live in abject

poverty

So what's the reality?

The reality is we have a prub-

knn accepting immigrants in this

country and we pick ai>d choose

who we want The reality is

Haitians deserve to be wek^mied

The rrality is over 90 peivent of

Haitians are black, and this has

playcxi a major rok" in its hisiof>.

The reality is racism and racist

policies are still evident here in the

United Statc-s, and it continues to

be the plague that Haiti has over

conK- and we. in the "devekjped"

wc>ry, have yet to cure.

Vixivf Wwutyyer is a ColUfiiun

tttlumnisl

Sometimes war is the

only proper solution

/achA.

Oelschleoel

part), or else he woukl have surely

been dead in the water lust imag-

ifK for a mon»ent, a conservative

Republkan running for office who
was also a man ol the ck>th. The

liberals woukl have open season

on the guy. They'd accuse him of

trying to establish a theocracy.

Howard Dean may be old

news, but it wasn't too k>ng ago

when he seemed to be the man to

beat in the Democratk; primaries.

His disparaging remarks about

Southern voters who wouW pmb-

ably vote according to "God, guns,

and gays" lost him a lot of support

in the South. Quite suddenly.

Howie found jesus. I'm deeply sus-

picious that Deans re-ligion wasn't

a religion at all, but rather a

"Southern strategy." In lact. he

went as far as to say that his views

on gay marriage were actually

because of his Christian beliefs,

not de-spite them.

SoufkIs a bit like Dean wants

to "impose" his religious beliefs on

the public. The Left was silent on

that one. in case you were won-

dering. Apparently they didn't see

the blinding contradiction, but I

did. So long as he was a liberal.

Dr. Dean wouldn't have to hide

his candle under a bushel, as con-

servatives arc expected to do.

No, 1 don't believe that any

American has the right to trans-

form another Americans con-

science. I'm the first one to cry out

whenever 1 feel the foul breath of

the Thought Police breathing

down my neck, as is often the case

on this campus. I'm fearful that

we're becoming a nation increas-

ingly concerned with 'thought

crime," which is in fact not a

crime at all. Even though you have

the right to think anything you

want to think, you do not have the

right to do anything you want to

do. Society has the right to hold

individuals to moral standards,

even those grounded in religion.

If you don't like it, move to

France.

Ben Duffy is a UMass stu-

dent.

I supported the war
In fact, I still do support the

war, but this really isn't why I'm

writing. A lot of my friends, pro-

fessors, and co-workers have

expressed their discontent at our

troops being stationed in Iraq,

and they all have their reasons.

They're usually arguments I dis-

agree with, but they can be con-

strued as valid The favorites of

today are along the lines of

"Bush lied!." something I dispute but neverthe-

less, understand the principle.

There is one statement, however, which I have

read on bumper stickers, seen across campus, and

cringe every time I hear someone say it. It's when

people chalk up the events in Iraq as proof that

"war is never the answer"

Whether you like what we are doing in Iraq or

not. that phrase still stands as one

of the more unintelligent things I

have heard, i always snicker to

myself when 1 pass the Dennis

Kucinich "abolish war" knuckle-

heads by the escalators in the

Campus Center. I've had urges to

converse with them on the issue

of war not ever being the answer,

but have passed on the chance

knowing that debating the stupid-

ity of pacifism is a fairly futile

endeavor

It's a great idea, of course. We
all wish lor a world where peace-

ful solutions are the norm, diplo-

macy and compromise are always

the way to solve problems, and

guns, bazookas, and nukes never

need to be used.

Unfortunately, we have to step

into reality sometime. People are

always prone to conflict, even

those who love each other (con-

sider the divorce rate), and when

you couple that with countries antagonizing each

other with rhetoric, imposing their ideology (both

sides of the Cold War), or outrageous trade tariffs,

and disaster will find a way into the woHd some-

how.

Like it or not, war sometimes has to be an

answer Nations must have a way to defend them-

selves, or attack others when necessary. The fun-

damental fault with pacifism isn't its ideology, but

the fact that not everyone is a pacifist.

It's a prisoner's dilemma. If everyone were to

throw away all of their guns, missiles, and

bombers, a rebel country could easily take over a

larger and previously more powerful country by

keeping a few rifles here and there. In the ideal

world, no one would want to use guns, but unfor-

tunately, we don't live in that woHd. Human
beings are selfish, petty and stupid, and to think it

could happen otherwise is to deny everything we

have read about humans throughout history.

Ensuring that everyone stays disarmed would have

to mean that someone would have to be armed, an

extremely flawed idea in itself.

Woodrow Wilson thought it could work. He

What happens if

someone is afraid to

back himself up

with force? He gets

taken over, or he

gets attacked, and

he becomes domi-

nated by the aggres-

sor. The world we
live in is one tailor-

made for pistol-

packing cowboys,

and not peace-loving

hippies.

saw his Fourteen Points and the I eague of Nations

as the answer to solving all of the world's prob-

lems, but he failed to recognize an inability to

back up diplomacy rendered the I eague as kaput.

We see the same problems today with the United

Nations, a better solution and set up more proper-

ly than its predecessor Vet it is still lacking the

force to back up its will, and is therefore typically

useless when the time comes to enforce "interna-

tional law.'

What is hilarious is that many argue that pure

diplomacy will solve many of the world's prob-

lems, and they actually point to Oaddafl in Libya

as Wilsonian-stylc diplomacy working. They fail to

realize or ignore Bush declaring war in Iraq as the

reason for Qaddafi's surrender of his weapons

programs. In reality, it is proof that America's new

tougher mentality is truly the reason as to why a

country would willingly disarm its weapons pro-

gram.
As an example. I will choose a

war that the vast majority of

Americans wanted, the one in

Afghanistan. Where would we be

in regard to the Taliban if the use

of force was never an option? Do
some people really think that the

terrorist camps would still be

defunct had there not been a

president in office not afraid to

use force? Does anything you

bring to the negotiation table

matter when there's no substance

behind it? History and our own
personal experience will tell us

that humans are looking out for

number one. and aren't willing to

"take one for the team" for .some

greater common good.

The reason we don't live in

complete anarchy is the assur-

ance of destruction on one side

(like in Afghanistan), or what

many call mutually assured

destruction. The only thing that

keeps the people in my building from breaking

into my room and stealing my TV set is that they

know there might be some retribution involved on

my part, whether that be from the police or from

my fists. This assurance is the reason as to why we
didn't have any nukes sent in our direction during

the Cuban Missile Crisis, and it's why we were

willing to obliterate two Japanese cities, knowing

that no form of retribution would be possible (it's

also the reason why Hitler didn't try to use poison

gas on the Allies during the war).

So what happens if someone doesn't protect

himself militarily? What happens if someone is

afraid to back himself up with the use of force? He
gets taken over, or he gets attacked, and he

becomes dominated by the aggressor. The world

we live in is one tailor-made for pistol-packing

cowboys, and not peace-loving hippies. You can

agree or disagree with what were doing in Iraq, as

there might be .some logic behind either argument.

But please, don't ever try and tell me or anyone

else that war is never the answer. You just end up

sounding silly.

Zach A. Oelschlegel is a Collegian columnist.
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'Dread' stirs up a few laughs
By Johnny Donaldson

CoLLtuiAN Staff

"Club Dread," the third

film from the collegiate-bred,

five-man comedy troupe

known as the Broken Lizards,

lies in the middle ground
somewhere between "Scream"

and "Scary Movie."

That's not a good thing. A

slasher movie spoof-cum-

slasher movie homage, the

film — which has been alter-

nately titled "Broken Lizard's

Club Dread" — is a fitfully

amusing bit of winking piffle,

but it lacks both the ginsu-

edged intelligence of Wes
Craven's self-aware, mad
killer nightmare and the free-

wheeling insanity of the

From left: Steve Lemme. Jay Chandrc»ekhar. Paul Soter, Kevin

Heffeman and Brittany Daniel.

Wayans brothers' parody.

What it really lacks, how-

ever, is the sophisticated stu-

pidity of "Super Troopers,"

the last film to have been

directed by, written by and

starring the Lizard

team. That film was-

n't the most promis

ing of concepts — a

revisit to the hoary

old world of "Police

Academy" — but the

group's blend of rau-

cous, ribald frat guy

humor and sharp

absurdist wit buoyed

the film

There s no such wit

evident in "Club

Dread." The Broken
lizard's frat bov

shenanigans lack the

glee, sophistication

and memorable jokes

of "Super Troopers

another hazy, fitfully amusing

comedy that disappears

behind the curtain of its own
innocuousness.

There are some good jokes

It's

here, but to get to the them

the Lizard's ask us to wade
through a lot of the cut-rate

slasher horror that should

have been retired with the

demise of the "Urban Legend"

franchise. "Club

Dread" is too gory

and violent to qualify

as a spoof; there are

the decapitations,

machete slicings and
vivisections that are

par for this course.

Yet the movie is too

goofy to take serious-

ly as a thriller.

There's a sense that

the movie wants to be

another "An Amer
ican Werewolf in

Paris" or "Tremors,"

but the balance

between horror and

comedy is off. This is

more like another "Student

Bodies" or "Dr Giggles*

"Club Dread" is a slipshod

riff on "I Still Know What

SMlMEAOonpagte

... while 'Eurotrip' takes a wrong turn
By Jt)HNNY IX)NALI>SON

CotLSt.lAN StAFP

The DNA strands that run through

the slapdash sex comedy "Eurotrip"

are less than subtle — this is a movie

that could have been called "National

Lampoon's American Pie on a

European Vacation."m
Flags1 H\iMO

;.^ . * r.M
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Travis Wester. Scoct Mechlowicx

and Jacitb Pitts sUr in "Eurotrip."

But that's not necessarily a bad thing.

Crude bm not gross, affable rather

than offensive, this genial, runty little

teen smut com is better than anyone

has anv reason to expect it to

be

Comis iiispiiation goes

along way in a movie that des-

perately tries to mimic the

success of others, and

"Eurotrip" — a kind of mon
grel kid brother to recent

doolus flicks "Old School"

and "Road Trip" - offers up

enough inspired, even origi-

nal, silliness to keep (fuiii

flagging in the long run.

Cast with no name actors,

and made by the same gentle-

man who wrote the insuffer-

able "Cat in the Hat." the

movie's pedigree lacks prom-

i.se. And the film isn't a total success; it

takes a while to get out of the gate and

the movie seems rather quickly tossed

together Laughs don't flow into oik

another so much as careen and crash

into the next or>e.

"Eurotrip" lurches from one gag to

another without anything approaching

a rhythm, but the inventiveness of the

ioke> does eiK>ugh to dispel that lack

of momentum I know it's not

saying much, but the film is

far superior ti' ih.n l'>t Seuss

bastardizatioi^

The flimsy excusi- k>r ,i sto-

ryline has high school gradu-

ate Scotiv (likeable Scott

Mcchlowiczi being dumpc*d

by his slutty girlfriend for

being "too predictable." She

takes up with a headed-

shaven rocker (Matt Damon,
in one of the film's many
cameos) who proceeds to

document Scotiy's cuckold

ing in the hit song "Scotis

Doesn't Know*
After a drunken Scolty diss-

cs his German pen pal Mieke online

for coming on to him. he discovers

that his friend is not a guy but a beau-

tiful blonde babe. To make amends.

Scotty and his sex-crazed friend

Cooper (lacob Pitts) — who wants to

"EurjHrip" Ucks KfiKirwilitv. btil u»'is l.<t'»:h« anvwjv. Tht movie follows the

cruM-cimtinenial adventure* of a gr'tir "• i«»n«.

get back in touch with his sexual (i o up with a set of twins played by Travis

lacking in American prudishnessi hi I vr and "Buffy the \ampirc

itage — head off on a trip to Berlin ^rs" \1ivhclle Trachienberg —
Along the way there arv stops in

London. Paris — where the duo link See ElMOTfir on page 6

By Nick Romanow
C:oLLE(iiAN Staff

When a band evolves, thai

lends to be a good thing (sec

Radiohead going from "Pablo

Honey" to "The Bends"). When a

band transforms, that is very

often a good thing (see

Radiohead going from "OK
Computer" to "Kid A").

However, when a band changes

to suit commercial needs, that is

always, well, a bad thing.

Look no further than

Phantom Planet's latest, self-

titled disc, which finds the

former pop-rockcrs enter-

ing the ring of generic

garage-rock, (a.k.a. the lat-

est hip' trend). The band

is best known for their

slightly generic alt-pop

track "California" which

has brought the band mod-
est lame, especially since it

was chosen as the theme song for

the hit Fox show "The O.C."

T_

Still it seems they have traded

in their Weezcr and Beatles CDs,

____^ whose influences were

so apparent on 2002's

"The Guest," in

exchange for a heavy

dose of The Strokes,

The White Stripes,

The Hives — any of

the current, 'cool'

bands. In fact, per-

haps the band should

look into changing their name to

•The' Phantom Planets,

Phantom

Planet

'Ptiantom

Planet'

Epic

"Phanti>ni Planet' is also get-

ting attention, as it is the band's

first album without drummer
lason Schwartzman, the actor of

"Rushmore" fame who was the

source of much of the band's

press attention. It would be nice

to say whether or not there is ii

noticeable difference, whether

the band's new drummer, left

Conrad, is an improvement or a

burden. It's sale to say ho docs »

pretty nice drumroll at the start

of the opening track. 'The

tliipps I lid in
J!

, (iililunigh the

ending v^oiiidn'i oonic uniil hall

an hour liitcr).

UnfoiiuniiieK. the opening:

drum roll is about the only thing

on the disc thai even comes close

to musierinj; up enthusiasm.

Said drum roll is lollovved b\ a

bit of 'uren'l-we-edgv' feedback

and by about 34 seconds, when
quote-unquote singer Alex

See PHANTOM on page 6
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The sun isn't going down on Kenny Chesney
By Jot l*iti)RAnTt

CdLUi.IAN ST.\Kf

Much has been made recently thai

Amherst is not much of a place for fans of

countr> music \V hen people think about

the musK scene in .Amherst, they usually

think more of artists like Ouster, Stephen

KelU^. Ben Folds and \\ow\e Day. The

average University of Massachusetts stu-

dent is probably more inclined to listen to

Gavin DeGraw rather than say, Tim

McGraw.
However last month, Toby Keith cer-

tainly proved that stereotype wrong, play-

ing to a packed house at the MuUins

Center on a stop of his "Shock'n Y'all"

tour. Willie Keith tailors morv to a hard-

core, okler type of country crowd, young

countr> fans hold a special place in their

heart for a boy from the back hills of

Tennessee ~ Kenny Chesney.

Chesney has developed a rabid fan

ba.se following the release of his 1995

debut album "All I Need to Know," but

he rode the skyrocket to fame and fortune

with his multi-platinum album, 2002's

"No Shoes. No Shirt, No Problem." His

follow up album, "When the Sun Goes

Down" shows a more comfortable

Chesney. who. stylistically, is a fantastic

mix of jimmy Buifeti and Garth BrooLs.

and proves that he is a bona-fide counirv

superstar.

If "No Shoes, No Shin, No Pnjblem"

was a look back at adolescence and a

chikl growing up in the 80's. "When the

Sun Goes Down" focuses more on the

transition to adulthood, and the joys, as

well as problems, that come with entering

into that workl. "When the Sun Chjcs

Down" runs the gamut of styles, fivm up

, .SX >(»"•.»> •.!

Countrv ftjckcr Kennv Chr»c»*^v triumph* with hi» Utc%t vlbum "When the

Sun Goe» Down.'"'

beat, pop-country, to ballads to live songs

from shows.

The first radio single, aiui first track

on the disL. "There Goes My Life." about

an unwed falfwr watching his daughter

grow old. is the most powerful and mov-

ing song on the disc. "All he could think

about was I'm too young for this/ Got

my whole life ahead/ Hell I'm just a kid

myself/ How'm I gonna raise one?' ... A
couple years of up all night and a few

thousiind diapers later/ That mistake he

thought he made covers up the refrigera-

tor/ Oh yeah. ... he loves that lit-

tle girl." Chesney laments, and

the song almost brings tears to

the eyes of the listener.

"When I Think About

leaving" is also a quite powerful

irack, about standing at a cross-

roads in life, and deciding which

road is the right one, even if it

nkfans that the right path is the

most difficult.
'

Not all the songs on this 17-track

Lompellaiion are as serious. Chesney

kixjNv s how to let kxxie and have a good

lime "I Go Back" is a li^t and pop-

infused memoir, and Chesney is in top

form with "Keg In the Ckjset" (compara-

ble to "No Shoes. .."'s "Young"), an

anthem for college folk everywhere, both

young aixl ok! "A white frame house, a

college town/ A bunch of peopkf always

hanging around/ No real problems we
need to drown but we tried our best any-

way/ NVc went to class jast to pass the

time/ Wc had a keg in the closei. pizza on

the tkior kfti over from the night before/

Where wc were going we didn't really

care we had all we ever wanted/ In tliat

keg in the ckuset" he reminisces about his

- ii\ college, to which most undergrads

I and prvsent can instantly relate.

Chesney is alkiwed to Ilex his musck»>

as a writer on this disc "Keg in the

Ctoset". "I Go Back", "Being Drunk's A
\xM Like Loving You" and "Okl Blue

Chair" are gems. They showcase

c hc^ney's growth and mMurity. not only

I .1 musician, but m a songwriter as well

rhe flavor of the Caribbean also finds

ii> way to "When the Sun Goes Down."

in the form "Outu Hete." an escapist

piece about being wtiiskcd away to a

tropical island beach with a drink in

hand.

The title track, also southern influ-

enced. » a breezy and often witty duet

with genre defying artist Uncle Kracker

Both dream and reminisce of their days

on a Caribbean island. "All day kmg just

ukin it easy/ Layin m the hammock
wheiv it's nkc and breezy/ Sleepin off the

night before/ Cause when the sun goes

Kenny

Chesney

'When the

Sun Goes

Down'

to

down, we'll be back for more."

The listener can't help imagining

the scerte and placing himself

right there with the country

singers, partying all night and

sleeping all day. Sun. sand, eico-

hol arKl women, who could ask

lor anything more?

The album is being touted as a

"limited edition" — thanks to the three

live tracks at the end of the disc, taken

from various performances last year. The

live tracks include "Live These Songs"

from "No Shoes." "What I Need To Do"

and "Please Come to Boston," a love let-

ter home to those he loves, and misses

while touring rigorously (Chesney has

been on the road for the better part of

12 years).

"Boston" also showcases some of

Chesney 's most poignant and romantic

lyrics on the disc. Genileman. if you re

on the outs or in trouble with your

woman, play this one for her over a

candle-lit dinner and all will be forgot-

ten.

Chesney "s growth and maturity as

an artist are evident on this disc.

Seriousness and fun are melded per-

fectly here with "There Goes My Life,"

"When the Sun Goes Down" and

"Please Come to Boston" being three

standouts in a disc of first-rate materi-

al. The other tracks are welt put

together, but they cantK>i hold a caivlle

to these three

There's a song for every emotion

on this disc, no matter what your

mood. Happy, sad. depressed, joy-

ous, whatever it is — you can be sure

to find a song to match it here. We
can only hope that Chesney will con-

tinue to grow and offer that signa-

ture humor and humanness that he

has been known for, that perfect

blend that has made him the bright

shining star he is. This one's a keep-

er folks. Don't be afraid to tell your

friends you're a country nerd.

Chances are. so are they.

Phantom

Planet try

The Strokes

on for size
PHANTOM from page 5

Greenwald's newly Julian

Casablancas-csque vocals enter,

you'll think the joker at the record

store gave you The Strokes CD
instead of Phantom Planet's. As

luck would have it, by the end of the

album, you'll still be pretty con-

vinced that the guy gave you The

Strokes CD.
Usually an album review will

track through most of the songs,

describing them, listing the stand-

outs and the let-downs. Well, the

entire CD sounds pretty much the

same; the bass-driven "Badd

Business" sounds like The Strokes

with a bit of ska guitar and punk

shout-alongs thrown in. "You'rc

Not Welcome Here" is probably

what would happen if The Strokes

attempted to do a Shellac-style

noise rock track. "Knowitall" even

sounds like it has a drum machine!

How unconventional! And just wait

until it explodes into a real rocker!

The rest of the disc pretty much just

sounds like, you guessed it, TTie

Strokes, which is pretty sad since

even The Strokes don't want to

sound like The Strokes anymore

"Big Brat" might be the closest

thing to an exception from the com-

parison, if only because it's such a

terrible mess it's dubious that The

Strokes would even put their name

on garbage of this level

As if there weren't enough rea-

sons for music fans to loathe aitd

despise the garage-rock trend, which

with luck should be dying any minute

now. Phantom Planet have thrown

their geiwric hat into an already too-

crowded and unexciting ring.

Greenwald never used to sound like

Casabtancas; the band's guitars never

had the distinct garage-rock sound

heard on "Phantom Planet:" and its

clear by the sheer lack of quality and

zeal that this isnt a "Kid A" muta-

tion, but more of a straight cash-in.

"Phantom Planet" is oik of the

saddest and most blatant attempts to

bank on a trerui since \anilla Ice

went rap-metal.
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'Eurotrip' entertains audiences with typical teen movie fare

/iirvfd vAvnAiwF^MWiiik;-

JrsMca Bochrs and Sti»tt Mc
unoriginal plot and uninvrntivr

ihlimic: cannot save "Eurotrip*" from the script's

v« riling.

'frontpages

Rome. Amsterdam and eastern Europe.

Fach stops come complete with the gen-

erally expected targets (soccer hooli-

gans, sex clubs and destitute cities), and

every Luropcan comes across as a com-

pendium of cliches about their nations.

Kvery European fits into a type: the

(rcnch arc pretentious, the English are

ruffians, the Italians arc sleazy Of
cour'^e. in "Lurotrip" the Americans are

self-centered and boorish, so I guess

there is something being said here about

how nationalities are perceived.

"Eurotrip" misses every chance it has

to truly take-on Europe in clever, maybe
even illuminating ways, instead falling

back on the easiest of old jokes and as

many bared breasts it can fit into its run-

ning time. But every once in awhile a sex

joke connects, or there's a truly weird,

unexpected scene. stKh as Scotty's

street fight with a silver gilded mime or

a confrontation with a nude beach full

of men that turns into a spoof of zombie

films There are the oddball sight gags

(the dog holding the severed hand in

Bratislava) and creative ideas (the map
detailing Scotty and Co.s trip) that hint

at an intelligence lurking within the

movie "s numbskull approach to comedy.

The filmmakers avoid the trap of

gross, unfunny bathroom humor, relying

instead on some (slightly) more sophis-

ticated sexual humor. Aiid there's plenty

of that to go around. There hasn't been

a teen film so obsessed with T&A in

years, arid its sort of refreshing to see

after the whole Janet lackson Imbroglio

swept the nation. But like any old fash-

ioned teen comedy, the hang ups aren't

centered around sex but arotltid homo-

sexuality, and there are the requisite

jokes about being gay. typified by

"Saturday Night Live's" Fred Armiscn •<

appearance as a creepy Italian-wannabe

Casanova.

The homo- and xenophobic jokes

aside. "Eurotrip" is a harmless, slight

and usually funny entertainment. The

young actors throw themselves into

their movie with utter, unabashed com-

mitment, not willing to let themselves

get embarrassed by embarrassing mate-

rial, and thcres something to be said

about the movie's unwillingness to let

anybody off the hook. "Eurotrip" is too

amiable to be offensive, and as cheap

and lacking in production values as it is,

it offers up enough laughs to be spared

cinematic deportation.

Comedy quintet turns the movie theater into 'Club Dread'
OnCAO front page 5

You Did Last Summer," which

was already a slipshod sequel

that seemed more like a parody

of itself. The setting. Pleasure

Island, is the kind of hedonis-

tic, spring break nirvana that

makes "The Real Cancun" look

like Amish country. The island

is presided over by Coconut

Pete (a scraggly Bill Paxton. in

a role that may be the film's

most clever turn) — a burnt-

out good-time rocker who
encourages his guests to drink,

drug and engage in the libertine

pleasures his resort offers. He's

also the singer of "Pina

Coladaburg." a hit that preced-

ed — but was overshadowed —
by "Margueritaville."

Into this tropical paradise

comes a costumed, machete-

wielding killer who begins to

pick off the resort staff in gris-

ly ways, one by one. The killer

bases his attacks on the lyrics

of a Coconut Pete song so

obscure that even he doesn't

remember recording it. and the

staff is warned to go about

there business and not tell their

guests, lest they all die.

Among the film's myriad
potential suspects/victims are

Penelope (pronounced 'Peen-o-

lope' in the movie), a mysteri-

ous, gymnastically inclined

guest (lordan Ladd, fresh off

the grisly horror of "Cabin

Fever'); the tanned, tawny aer-

obics instructor |enny (Brittany

Daniel) and the five guys of

Broken Lizards, who all have

Now Open!
Bring in this coupon and receive:

Competition, PLEASE!
There'sA Reason Why We're»1

Best Equipment, Best Results

Come Check Us Out!

1 University Dr.

(4 1 3) 549-6565

roles as the hotel's staff.

There's the uptight, dread-

locked British tennis instructor

Putman (director lay Chan-
drasekhar, in a distractingly

phony, choked Brit accent):

juan (Steve Lemme), the hand-

some dive instructor/ self-

appointed ladies man: the on-

edge island drug dealer (D|

Dave (Paul Soter): fun police

Sam (Eric Stolhanske) and the

island's newest employee, the

spiritual, very handy masseur

Lars (Kevin Lleffernan.)

The movie is as overloaded on

cast as it is on bad jokes, but it

comes into focus as the support-

ing cast gets winnowed down to

the central Lizards. There are a

few bright gags here and there

(in a nicely idiot touch, the guys

host a live action Pac-Man maze
game complete with sound
effects), but for every one that

works there are three that do not.

Chandraskehar is, at best, a basic

director; there's no rhythm to the

movie's scattershot vacillations

between splatter and humor.

The guys themselves are an

engaging bunch of doofuses, but

they don't exactly give themselves

the best showcase for their as.sort-

ed 'talents. ' The whole episode

comes off like a group of frat boys

attempting to perform improv; it's

all very amateur hour. There are

all the hallmarks of frat humor —
beer and pot jokes, breasts for no
reason other than to have bare

breasts — but the elements never

coalesce into a something resem-

bling a real whole. "Club Dread"
never becomes a vacation worth
checking into.

Prior out five to 10 days
When the Chicago Cubs start spring training

games. Mark Prior will be resting his ri^t foot instead

of firing fastballs.

The hard-throwing right-hander will be out five to

10 days because of an inflamed Achilles' teivdon, sore-

ness he first felt last September.

"When I started working out again in [anu^ry on

the nxxmd, it started back up, and I got here and it got

inflamed," Prior said Monday in Mesa, Ariz.

"They just want to get rid of it. They don't want me
to change anything to favor it. so I'm going to take

some time off."

An MRl showed rw structural damage or tear Both

Prior and Cubs trainer Dave Groeschner said the 23-

year-okl star will be ready for opening day.

But it could be nearly two weeks before he can

pitch in an exhibition game. After he is cleared to

throw again. Prior will have to build his ami strength

back up. The Cubs begin exhibition play Thursday.

"It's early in the spring, and we can nip this in the

bud aiul make sure l^'s ready for the season,"

Groeschner said.

Prior is slated to be the No. 3 starter in Chicago's

stellar rotation behind Kerry Wood and Greg Maddux,

but is already conskiered the ace of the stalT by some.

He's confident he can catch up quickly, even if he

doesn't get as much work in spring games as lie

planned.

"There is no teal timetabk; on it." Prior said. "The

first two starts, anyway, we only throw like two or

three innii^. I'm not really worried about that. As

kx^ as I can get on the hill a few times and see soirte

hitters in game situations, I feel like that's all I need."

Prior was 18-t) with a 2.43 ERA and 245 strikeouts

last year, his first full season in the majors. He made

the NL All-Star team and finished third in voting for

the CN Young Award.

Me helped pitch the Cubs to the NL Central titk:,

going ID- 1 over the final tv^ montfis of the season. In

the playoffs, he was 2-1 with a 2.31 ERA in three

swrts

"It's my push-off loot, and when I drive, it just

pirK'hes. It's a minor thing, but it's something I don't

v^ant to get serious." Prior sakl. "I jast hope it's not a

nuisance like it was last year But if it is. it's something

we'll take care of and push through."

In Vero Beach. Ra.. lose Canseco struggled

through an open iryout with the Los Angeles Dodgers

and kx)ked nothing like the slugger who intimidated

opposing pitchers in the late 1 980s and '^Os.

"It could have gone better - technique's a little

off." Canseco sakl. "I wish I had a little more time to

get ready. I'm not going to hold my breath on it. It's

basically out of my hands — just being realistic."

Matt Slater, the Dodgers' director of professional

scouting, said Canseco was told several days ago there

was a *W percent cfiance the team wouldn't sign him.

"This is probably going to be my last attempt— see

you in the movies," Canseco told reporters afterward

as he signed autographs.

In Scottsdale, Ariz., Giants owner Peter Magowan

sakl he thinks the deal that sent Alex Rodriguez to the

New York Yankees is bad lor baseball

"The Rodriguez trade moves us back to where

we're escaping. The team with the highest payroll can

add the highest-salaried player It's good that A-Rod is

playing in a big market, but it shouki be another big

market." Magowan said.

"I think all of us in baseball would preler to get a

salary cap if we coukl. The \ankees are probably the

only balklub that wouki not want to have iKie. They

have a payroll of $185 millwn. We'll pmbably start the

season at $80 million," fie sakl.

In Phoenix, Athkjtics pitchers Rkh Harden and

Chad Bradford each took a step forward in returning

from minor injuries.

Harden, who said he hurt his krft (non-thnjwing)

shoukler turning off an alarm ckxrk, threw 40 pitches

on the side. Bradford, recovering from back spasms,

played catch lor the first time in more than a week.

In Tampa. Fla . Yankees righthander Mike

Mussina was scratched from his lirst spring training

start folkAving the death of his father-in-law.

Mussina was schedukrd to pitch the spring opener

Thursday against Philadelphia. He is the proi)abte

>tarter for the regular-season opener Mareh 30 in

Tokyo against 1ampa Bay.

— AanKialed Press

C's coach vows to keep trying
BOSTON (AP) — Boston

Celtics interim coach |ohn

Carroll said Monday he will

keep trying to win even though

it might hurt the team's draft

position.

"It would be very difficult to

walk out the door here and

down that hallway and not try

to win games," he said outside

the Celtics' locker room before

the game against the Orlando

Magic. "I would be kind of a

fraiid"

Despite a 25- 3b record

heading into the game, lk>ston

was just one- half game behind

eighth place Miami in the race

for the final spot in the Eastern

Conference playoffs. Asked

over the weekend whether the

team would be belter off with a

high draft pick or an early exit

from the playoffs, basketball

boss Danny Ainge looked to

the future.

"I think the playoffs are

great for the players, coaches

and fans, but I'm not going to

lie about it. For the long-term

part of this it's obviously better

for us to get a higher draft

pick." Ainge told the Boston

Herald. "Thai's just the truth."

Ainge's comments stopped

far short of suggesting the team

was not trying to win. a posi-

tion that would likely get him

in trouble with the NBA office.

Many believe the Celtics tanked

the |9»*fe-"i7 season to improve

their chances of landing Tim

Duncan: the Celtics had the

best chance heading into the

draft lottery that year but drew

the third pick instead and

Duncan went to San Antonio.

Boston wound up with

Chauncey Billups

Carroll, who is 312 since

taking over when |im O'Brien

resigned, agreed a high draft

pick would be nice. But he said

his job was to try to win

"It would be great it you

could finish first and have the

No. I pick." he said "As crazy

as it is, we're still in con-

tention."
— .1...,. i„f0d Press

HICK mlva/as.s«.x lATOi rRi:>

Wright on the money
New Y.,rk Mct> third baseman David Wright, left, throws a man out at first base as shortstop

Joe McEwing, riRht. hacks him up in the fourth inning of an intrasquad game yesterday in Kort St.

Lucie, Fla.

NSW WIS W££H!

ICOLD CREEK MANOR
DUPLEX

GOOD BOY!
LOONEY TUNES
SCHOOL OF ROCK

r'^

15 COWLES LANE
Behind Brueggers

Downtown Amherst

19 MONTAGUE RD.

Noiih

Bartenders Have More Spirit!

Why not be a bartender?

t. #

Getting a little Love

Tiger WikhJs gets a pat on the back from Davis Love III after Woods won their champi-

khip mauh at the World Golf Championship* Accenture Match Plav Championkhip SunJav
onsnip

in CarUhad, Calif

Cloninger finds a new role
aONINGER from page 10

LIT." he said, ""but it > very curable."

He even found time amid his own problems to

counsel reliever S«.»>ii VV illiamson. who was going

through a very difficult time last season

Williamsoii's first child. Scott Reece. was born

luly 25 in Cincinnati and his wife. Lisa, had seri-

ous problems that drove her blood pressure to a

dangerously high level And just four days later,

with her still hospitalized, Williamson was traded

by the Reds to the Red Sox.

Distracted, fie struggled early then had a

heart-to-heart discussion wiih Cloninger over

lunch.

"Tony definitely has a big spot in my heart. He

put a lot of stuff in perspective for me."

Williamson said. "He gave the confidence to me
with just a few word* and I went out there and

had some success. I couldnt wait to get to spring

training so I could sec him."

Cloninger. 63. wvirkcd on \^ illiamson, 28. to

regain hi^ foclinf? th.ii he could dominate alt hit-

lers.

"I t-\puiiii<.>J ih.ii I J Ken through advcrMtv

Everyone goes through it." Cloninger said "He

had a new babv and tic »a> iisinj: u. m^. >acII and

I think he was just overwhelmed with everything.

\\< felt comfortable talking to me."

Cloninger also has made a poientiallv awk-

ward relationship comloriabic lor \\alla.

"He's got special relationships with ,. .;.

pilcfters so you use that as a source." Wallace

said. "Hes been so professional He s gone way

beyond the call of duty."

Cloninger"* regular-season duiic^ ' ''i-en

determined but he will work at the i ijiue

level, attending many home games and some road

games. He doesn't want to step on the toes of

Wallace or manager Terry Francona

"Tony's a tremendous pers«.)n." I

'

'It was a unique situation ^ou had i -

are qualified*

Cloninger thinks he had cancer lat.

2tX)2 season, his first with Boston, and wasn't

diagnosed until six months later He worked until

cirU lune then went home to North Caiolina.

rested and worked on his larm

"I feel very fortunate that I was able to work

,!• much as J did la.st year, maybe worked loo

lung." he said "I went home alter ih - •- " and

I feel good now."

-jid.
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As an engineer in

the U.S. Air Force,

there's no telling what

you'll work on.

(Seriously, we can't tell ^ou.)

• (^^y^ 1,-iorpssioiirii school m Western MA

nOSTOn * '^'*"*"*-' "" f'di'ii'"'^ "^ "^fi' barckib setting

RflllTCnDCRI ' ' '"I'l^'ii''"'' 'eititudtioii in rilrodol awareness

JCHODlof .r „^
nmcmcn .p ,

t» '.I-..'.. i.]i U'VuV-,> ':,tu*-;if discount

djt • < ' cMiiciitly iocdteci in West Springfield
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Call TODAY! (413)747-9888
1 www.bostonbditender.coni

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead

of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new

engineer you U likely be involved at the ground level of new

and sometimes classified developments. You II begin leading

and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out whafs waiting behind the scenes for you in

the Air Force today. To request more information, call

1-800-A23-USAF or log on to airforce.com.

U.S. AIR FORCE
CROSS INTO THE BLUE
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Eagles clinch 9th title

By Andrew Merritt
Collegian Staff

It wasn't exactly in doubt, but the Etoston

College Eagles (26-4-4. 17-2-3 Hockey East)

clinched their ninth regular season conference title

Friday night with a 4-2 win over New Hampshire

(18-I1-5, 10-7-5 HEA).

The Eagles will travel to Orono. Maine this

weekend for a two game set against the Black Bears

(24-7 3, 15-5-2 HEA). but are playing the waiting

game to see who

^^^m 4 «> K I » » « « 4 r

Hot9l94MMi€

Wrapping up
Senior Judii Z>edenM (Budapest. Hungar>) pUycd her final reguUr iCMon gMiur at UMaw on

SaturdaN. a SS-SO Iom to Rhinlf Mand. Zscdcnyi played all 27 regular Muon game* K.r the

MinutrMomen, avenK>n« nine point* and 2.4 rebuundi. per gunc.

they'll entertain in

the Hockey East

quarterfmals. The
candidates for that

dubious position

could be any of

four teams, as

Merrimack, UMa.ss Lowell. Boston University, and

Northeastern are all in a fight for playoff position.

iNTMf SLOT

Three teams solidified their playoff spots last

weekend. BC clinched the tup spot. Maine will

come in second thanks to the two points they

gained over UMass and New Hampshire, and

Providence (15-11-7, 7-10-6 HEA) is pegged for

fifth place. The Friars will now await the weekend's

results to see if they'll be playing UNH or UMass.

The Wildcats are two points behind the

Minutemen heading into the final weekend of the

regular season, and go up against eighth-place BU
(9-15-6. 5-15-4 HEA) twice to finish it off.

UMass. meanwhile, will have no easy task in hold-

ing on to those two precious points that keep it

from falling into fourth place. The Minutemen

(16-9-6 12-7-3 HEA) play a home-and-home

series with Northeastern this weekend, and the

Huskies (9-16-7. 3-15-6 HEA). just two points out

of the playoff picture, will certainly be ready lor

war.

WiTN A JiMMV ON TOT
.. , r i k

Maine has plenty of people to ihank for climb-

ing up to the second spot in Hockey East, after the

spot was held by UMass for much of the seasoii.

But perhaps the greatest praise is owed to goal-

tender lim Howard TTie sophomore sensation has

been a headline-grabber for the Black Bears all

season, and put up a real beauty last weekend m

Lowell. Howard stopped all 20 shots Lowell took

Saturday, leading Maine to a 4-0 win one night

after dropping a 3-2 decision to the River Hawks.

Howard earned Hockey East Defensive Player

of the Week honors for his work, and his 1 .27

goals against average and .949 save percentage

put him first in the nation in both categories.

ARMMtoooN Mcs ram NMun
Ihcrcv noihing like a l<ite-!.eason matchup

between two teams hunting for a spot in the play-

offs. BU and Northeastern played a home-and-

home set last weekend, and the Huskies, who

entered the weekend five points out of the playolfs,

notched a lie Friday night at home, and then

downed the Terriers at Walter Brown Arena 6 3 on

Saturday

Okafor saves his best for last

By Jim O'Conneix
.Asm H. IAlt I > PUM

Men are littli, women 15th at New [nglands

TRACK from pagt 10

-|
; ;;.i:!; aiid Crecl) did really well in

gencrul. i( was their best meet of ih-.

O Carroll said.

Trviyanah Evans and KisllMW Hudson represent-

ed the loam in the 200 melcr dash Evan* placed

ftwnh in her heal with 2to66 and Huds«.>n placed

vcvvnJ in htr hcji v*ith 2b 79. bui neither qualified

U.r ihc lmal> Shannon lack^m and .\tlaniic 10

Champion Elisabeth Budd competed in the 500-

incier dash. <*here Jackson ran an impressive

I 19 58 to place third in her heat, but did not qual

ily fur finals Budd placed second in her heat with

I 16 44 She went on to place third in the finals

with I 16.66. in her third race of the meet.

One of the be^t UMass pertonnances came from

Kristen Ford in the KOO^meier preliminaries She set

.1 vci-i.n record arxl pcrvinal best of 2:15 81 pbc-

m,' htili in her heal, and qualilying for the finals.

I the finals, n*.) one runner would

,. . ,v J rvsuli the pace was unchar-

scten<itically skjw

"Nobody would sake charge so Krisien had lu

switch up bui by the time she figured out everyone

was ^ng so sluw. ihe w»$ already behind."

LaFirnicre said. "All the athieus were wav off

Ford took the lead but by iIk-ii it wj- ii'O late

She tried to make up for the lust seconds, but couW

not fully compensate in the end. running 2: 1 7.98 to

take st.\th place

The 55 meier hurdles iturked |a«.kM>ns second

event of the day She placed third in her heal in the

preliminane* with a season best time of 8.56. qual-

ifying tor the semifinals, where she placed founh in

her heat with a qualifying lime ol 8.56. Jackson's

time of 8.74 in the finals waa litnificamly slower

however.

Another stellar performance came frum JCate

Vtarkupoulos. Markopoulos showed what she was

made ol in the open mile, running i:07.34. a season

and personal best She placc-d sixth, shattering her

former recotd of 5: 1 1 She ran the mile i\»i«.e. both

the open event and in the distance medley relay as

well.

The distance medley relay team of Alews

Anzekjne. Budd. Ford, and Markopoulus ran a 1 2: 1

5

last week at the A- 10%. which seeded them in the fast

heat at New Fnglands Unforiunaiely, a combination

of factors, including lead leg Aiuelone s injury, pre-

vented the icam from doing as well as LaFreniere

had expected. The relay ptaoed ninth

STORRS. Conn. (AP) —
Emeka Okafor closed out his

career at home with an impres-

sive perfonnance.

The 6- fool- 10 junior center

had 25 points and 1 5 rebounds to

lead seventh-ranked Connecticui

to an 89-67 victory over Seton

fiall last night.

Okafor. the AP't pwwaaon
player of the year, wm honored

along
Seton Hall 67 ^ith the

Connecticut 89 Hu*»t»«

seniori

because he will graduate in May

and although he hasn't officially

anncHinced he will leave early for

the NBA, he should be on- .f iK-

first picks in the draft.

He played his last home game

in obvious pain from back

spasms. During linteouts, and for

the few minutes he was out of the

game. Okafor was on the tloor in

front of the bench stretching.

The win gave the Huskies (24-

5. 12-5) iofc poaacMion of first

place in the Big East for one day.

In a matchup of the teams tied

with Connecticut when the night

sianed. No. 3 Pittsburgh is at No.

12 Providence on Tuesday night.

Ben Cordon had 23 points for

the Huskies, wtw won their fifth

straight and ninth of 1 1
.
They fin-

ished the season 1 5- 1 at home. 8-

in Gampel Pavilion and 7-1 in

the Hartford Civic Center.

lohn Allen had 17 points for

Seton Hall (19-8. 9-6). which had

won three straight Andre Sweet

had 12 points and 15 rebounds,

and Andre Barrett had 1 1 points

although he was limited by first-

half foul trouble.

The double-double was

Okafor s national best 19th of the

season and the 48th of his career

He was four points off his career

high, 29 against North Carolina

earlier this season, but no one in

the sellout crx>wd of 10.167 in

Ciampcl seemed to mind when he

came out of the gariK for the last

time with 2;55 to go and the

Huskies ahead 81-62 Fie waved

to the crowd and he vmhii to the

bench and they roared back at

him.

Okafor, who leads the country

in blocked shots, had four c^

Connecticut's 12 Monday night.

The Huskies entered the game

with 251 and shattered the

school record of 253 sel last sea

son.

Okafor was a force inside at

the start of the second half when

the Huskies pulled away from a

41-34 lead. He scored on four

straight possessions as

Connecticut went up 54-42 with

14:06 to play.

Gordon, second to Okafor on

the team in scoring, took over

when the Huskies blew the gatne

open.

Fie icoicd on three straight

poaaeuions. then Okafor scored

on the next rwo in an 11-2 run

thai made it 76-57 with 5:25 to

play.

Barrett, who leads Seton Hall

in scoring and assists, picked up

his second foul with 827 left in

the first half and went to the

bench The Pirates went on a 7-2

run when he first left thv.- game to

tie the score at 50. but

Connecticui closed the half with

an 11-4 run

It also final the lasi home lor

senior point guard Taliek Broun,

who had seven pokus and , five

aarisM.

Hawks prepare for history
/-.-^ >i I • .;..- k.

Bv Dan Geuttiin

.\\M« lAtHl Pm.sS

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — No.

Saini loM-'phs isn't going

Hollywood, even though this

small school has played a bkx.k

buster season The bright lights

have been on the Hawks for most

of the year, so turning Alumni

licldhouse into a soundsiage

hardlv lazed thcin

The buz/ surrounding the -ci.

ondrankcd Hawks (26-0. 15-0

Atlantic 10) shifted into hammer-

ing and drilling Monday at the

Ficldhousc as extra lights were

erected and nearly two dozen

seals were lost to the makeshift

construction of an added broad

cast plalfonn

Saint kie's senior-night game

Tuesday against St. Bonaventure

will be the first from the cozy gym

this year on national television, so

proper accommodations were

needed to put the spotlight on

lamecr Nelson and the rest of the

senior class one final time in front

of the home crowd.

"It's going to be a littk weird

because it's the last litiK-,' Nelson

said. "I'm going to have fun with

it. To my understanding, I still

have to play a game."

The outcome against the

Bonnies (6 19. 2 12) seems a

mere fornwlity for the Hawks,

which wouU then have only the

Atlantic 10 tournament standing

in the way of a perfect regular sea-

son IThe NCAA considers the

conferciKc loumamenl to be part

of the regular sea.son.

)

Still, coach Phil Martelli feels it

coming.

"For it to be this ck>se. it's now
palpable." he said "Wc have felt it

for about a week. I knew last week

when we started in preparation

for UMass that we were eight days

away from something that just

isn't ordinary. It's extraordinary

because it's an unusual event."

Martelli has preached to his

players to catch their breath and

enjoy the moment. He acknowl-

edges that's easier said than done.

v3 1\LA I Eve Care Services

Savings on eyeglasses from the

on-site Optical Services at UHS

^J-»' A great place to get contact lenses

Convenient hours and location

FREE eyeglass adjustments and

one year warranty on frames

Savings on routine eye exams for

students at UMass

SPECIAL OFFER: . 10 PERCENT

^STUDENT DISCOUNT
^
ON ALL FRAMES

AMD EYEGLASS
^ '^

LENSES'.-

saying after Monday's practice he

wished it was already tipoff.

He then taped his weekly lete-

vision show and planned to finish

his pregame speech. For Martelli.

the hardest pan of Tuesday will be

getting through the ceremonies

honoring Nelson and Tyrone

Barkry, the winningc-st senior class

in team history.

"I'll be a lot emotional,"

Martelli said "Part of my brain

races to, "What's it going to be like

when these two kids are intro-

duced and they receive their jersey

before the game'.' What's it going

to be like when lamecr is intro-

duced for the last time as a starter

in this building'.''"

The Hawks considered moving

the game out of the 3.200-seal

Fieldhouse to the larger Palestra,

home of the Big 5. Nelson quickly

swatted down the idea.

"This is where 1 started my

career," he said "The Palestra is

good, but it's lor the Big 5. This is

a home game for me. I guess this

little gym holds some type of sig-

nificance for me."

Nelson will eventually have his

No. 14 jersey retired, joining the

No. 44 worn by Mike Bantom, the

No. 30. worn by Cliff Anderson,

and the No. 4. worn by George

Senesky, Paul Senesky, jim Lynam

and Bill Oakcs.

"No one has done more for

this program and no school has

done more for a player and a per-

son than this community of Saint

loe's has done for jameer."

Martelli said.

UHiHlt^Ti.tRLADH l.lNli

Absentee ballot

Junior Gabe Lee has not

Bonaventure on Jan. 14. The
played since suffering an injury in UMass' 77-71 loss to St.

Minutemen travel to Temple tomorrow night.

'/ invite you

to use the

Eye Care

Services"

Cannot be combined with

other Insurance dlKounts.

Fr»d«rlclt H. Btoom, 0.0.

Dtrrctor, UHS Ey« Coft Strrtcti

For appointments or

questions, call 577-5244

UHS EYE CARE SERVICES
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iofS GETA JOB!

Get "The Edge" for your career transition:

• Tha Edge -The Inside scoop from hiring managers

. The Edge Workbook - Your Quick Start Guide

. Internet Reaource CD - Save surfing time for fun

Get The Edge - It's your future!

The Deal: All 3 for $24.95

Save 15 bucks go buy a pizza'

Order: www.transltionstrategy.com

On the Rocks School

of Bartending ^i
• Become a certified bartender in a weeltend

• The course is held on campus

• Anyone 184- may bartend in New England

• Bartending Is a great summer Job

Call us toll free at 866-MIX-5600 for

more information or to register.

www.otrbartending.com

Q • ii Don't knock the weatiier;

nine-tentiis of tiie people

couldn't start a conversation

if it didn't cliange once in a

wiiile. *
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TODAY'S
CRDSSWORP PUZZLE

ACROSS
I Coup U
6 WMMtng placa
10 H«.y«
14 Uociilantara

t« Dying p»la

IS lM*«<cl«ng
19 Batw bad
20 Shaila-HNlng planM
22 Baanwy kcabw*
24 TanM
i% Hawmoui
2« uibby lunwnanu
30 Oamty acnwmm
36 MolMf nllM
36 ERMlNm
37 6u9i Bi^my •

pur»u«f
3* UUmcwiiUI
41 Making cot**
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163 Sunderland Rd. N. Amherst

lust north of the apartment*

Great new deck!

TUBS. Team Pub Trivia!

Win Money ond Prizes

WED. Harp Reggae Night

February Special!

Molson:
$2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher

"start your own tradition"
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Daily Weather Forecast
Fof Amhffit

TUESDAY
• High: 53

a low: 36

iVtDNESDAY
• High: 49

• low: Jl

THURSDAY
• High; Si

• Low: 37

O»'

Dining Commons Menu
D.C contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• BBQ Pulltd PcMi Sdfxiwich

• C hit ktfi Pesto Pasta with

Walnuts

• Falafel Puckvi Satxiwith

ivegdo)

DINNER
• Chit ken Pot Pie

• Blackened Cattish

• Harvest Stew

ivegani

Production Crew
On stati today

NIGHT EDITOR
jenniief f^itwood

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Amlrcw Tjmulvnji

con EDITOR
Sht-nl Wfilnik

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Shannon hunngtun

PRODUCTION STATE
Ck-n Strjuh/ Mikoiji P. MaHLantonafo*

HOROSCOPES
aquarius • hs. 20-fcb. is

I'ut Ihe lime in the ccKonut and mix if all

up.

pisceS • F». 19-Maii. 20

Put gel in ytxir hair, it looks lietter thai

aries • mak. 2iapr i9

It you're single, stay that way, it nt^,

dump voiir sii>iiitii >nt nthiT

taurus • Ai-K. jo-ma^ 20

C ut your mjse hairs. The\ looli like tob-

yv<4>s.

gemini • mav2i-|un ji

Make a waxing ajj}X)intment. You seri-

ously need one!

cancer . i. . 22-iu. 22

Go take tanning. You look nice in

(Kange.

leO • h^ 23-Auc. 22

Switch cereals. The one you eat always

gets soggy.

virgO • AiK,. 23-SiPi 22

Make out with som€>one random tcxl.iv!

libra • scpt 21-orT. 22

l3on t ixjv scratch tickets. Ytxj II never

win

Scorpio • ! 2 i \<n ji

Stof) lx«ing so motxiv You're really

annoying scxne |XH)pl«v

Sagittarius • nos. 22-d« 21

Eat cheesecake. It's yummy!

Capricorn • dk. 22-|an. 19

Put sonx' antisciMic gcx) on ycxjr cut.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
^^^^^^^^Q^QI APARIMfSI rOR RtM^APARIMfSI K )R KfNlH AUTO fOR SAlf

If you see this Stikl, Be-

sure to wi.sh him .1

Happy Birthday iiul

buy him n linnk!

Happy 21st Birtlulay,

Peter!

$1 off previewed

movies at campus

ministore and

Worcester muncliic

store with this coupon

1 per customer kihkI

until March 31st

\I'\KIMI\T K)R RfNT

N. Amherst, 1 Wnii 1

1/2 mi UMass deck

$625 Pets C^K Hdwd

floors Avih 4/1 maylx-

scxiner 549-2062

Center of town 1. 2, ^

K\lri X >ms; hanlw I h kI

tlixirs. NOW SHOW-
ING, tor JUNE and

SEPTEMBER. NO
FEES. ww\v..imhcr-

stiincolnrealtv.cum

25^7879

Brandywinc .\pts.

Now U-risinn, 16i2

bednxMn apts. Leases

begin June, July, Auy

or Sep. First come, first

serve. Lkt them while

they last. www.hranJy-

vvLiu'-apts.coin Stop by

or(;all549-0600.

Hobarr C(»nJ»)s 3 bed-

rtK)m, hardwoiKl flix)rs,

study area in ba.se-

ment. Cable, tele-

phone (internet

access) in all bednxuns

and study. NOW
SHCWINCI for JUNE
and SEITEMBER.

NO ¥EES.

www.imhcrstlincol-

nrcalty.com 253-7879

FVandywine 1

Bc\lnx)m. C>i btis line,

l^as water incliKled.

linmc\liate occupancy

978-835-4571

MITO FOR SAIF

1 996 Jeep Grand

Cherokee, Manxm, 8

Cyl., AT, Fully

Loadc-vl, CD/Ciss 75K.

Tinted, Fabulous con-

dition $96aUW)r

B/O 41 3-256-3478

Ask for Justin

19^3 Mercury Tracer

147K,5Shift Manual

GiKxJ C^)ndition, $990

Call 41 3-627-1432

96 Acctird Runs great

Excellent CD $43W
256-1505or896-L\117

1991 Acura Integra-

RS 1 36K Excellent,

White, IVtailcxl, 1

owner. 2,250.00 OR
BO413-502-%84

1998 Hotula Civic Ex

CxHipe 69,CXV miles.

Very t }< x k1 C !» )tiilit k >n

$85ai00

aKart)b@cs.um.iss.c\iu

413-221-8835

$500!!! Police

lm[XHinds, Hondas,

Chevy's, Jeeps, etc. For

listings 1-800-319-

3323 Ext. 4554

fMPIOYMFNT

Marketing Director

Growing ( -o l.(x>king

tor energetic, motivat-

ed petMinable phone

supervisor to assist in

managing s;iles staff

Mon-Fri 5:00-8: 30p.m.

Must be proticient on

phones todt>

CAistomcrcare Apt.

setting No
Telemarketing.

$250.00 a wk. to Stan.

PlusKmusesC:;ill 41 3-

253-6652

rMPlOVMENT

SUMMER INTERN-

SHIP Excellent

•AkUenising, S.iles, ,ind

Marketing tipportuni-

tyEiim$3000to

$7000+ and gam \ alu-

able businevs experi-

ence working tor the

UMass Official

Campus Telephone

Directory. GREAT
RESUME BlX^STER!

(".ill Kiersten at

.Around C^,impus, Iih.

l-8<X'-466-222l

ext.272. www.around-

campiis.com

Marketing Agency

Seeks CHitgoing High

Energy Individuals tor

pn Mnotions $ 1 5/ln nir

888-477-6668

www.hauspn imotions.

ci nil

Bartender Tniinees

Needi-el. il'tO.CK^ a day

potential. LKal [X'si-

tions. l-aX)-293-3985

exr516

fMPIOYMFNT

Live 111 babysitter

needcxl tor twii girls

this summer in

Wellflec-t, C:;tpe CakI.

Salary, nxnii, Kiard.

Please- call 508-349-

6392

"Bartending"

$250/1 >ay Potential.

No Ex|X'rience Ncsc.

Training providcil. 1-

SW-%5-6520Ext.l62

FOR KIM

Spring Break Rental

l>ayton Bt-acli RcMin

Studio Sleeps 4 1 Wk

M.irJi 14f'''-2r' Price

neg. 1321-724-5965

;ilwiIs<)n01®aol.i.oiTi

SFRVICES

Pregnant .'Need help?

Q.11 Birthright ot

.^mber^t area tor tree

testing and assisr.im e

549-1906

SERVICES

Pllllost)pllK.ll <- -OUIl

selmg; Aiiilier>t plu-

loMiphydialoLiienet

Wevki laptop and

desktop computer

repair starting at

$39.00.413-584-8857.

rREGNANt:Y
TESTING, HIV

Tc-sting, Bmh dntrol,

and Emergency

C^mtr.iception.

.Atfordable and conti-

denri.il. Tap<.-str\

Health, 27 Pray Street,

Amherst 548-9992

887-4-C:ANC:UN Best

price, UMASS VEN-

IX"*R selling spnng

break pack.iges. 1\)

not get scammul.

Cancun, Negril

Acapulc( ), Bahamas.

Florida. $$$ campus

reps earn $$$.

Ripnation.com 877-4-

cancun.

TRAVEI

Spring i->re.iK A\M.

Tra\el with STS.

.America's «1 Stuelent

TiHir 1.^-r.itor to

J.imaica, t^incun.

.Acapulco, B.ih,imas

and Honda. Now hir-

ing c.impus reps. C^ill

tor group (.iiscinints.

Intonn.ition/Reserv .iti-

oiis 1 -800-648-4849 or

w\sw.ststr.i\cUom For

more intomiation con-

tact STA Tni\ el .it

413-256-1261

WANTED

htiGlX^NORS
NEEHEn: Extremely

generous comix-nsa-

tion paid. Non-smok-

ers ages 21-32. For

more intoniiation

please- contact

Christine or Li: at

781 -769-6900 or visit

www.robeniiK hi 'Is-

esiicom.

Collt-^ian Classitieds:

54'>- iSOO
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Molinari

grabs first

rookie nod
By ToDi> Foster

Freshman Candice Molinari received her first

hunor as a MassathuseUs soltball player vesierday.

being named Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Week. The

outfielder/designated hitters 375 batting average

and base ^icaling ability helped the Minuiewomen

finish v^iih a respectable 3-5 record at the NFCA
leadoff classic, one of the most prestigious national

tournaments

The Glendora. Calif, native registered a hit in

four out ol six games during the Columbus. Ca.

tournament. Molinari v^as b-lor-lb at the plate

including a perfect 3-for-3 in an 8-0 rout over Armv

She also had three runs, two v^alks. one run batted

in and reached safely on 3-of-5 stealing attempts.

Molinari did not put up typical rookie numbers

against some of the best programs in the nation such

as tXrPaul. Florida .Atlantic and Ohio Stale.

The entire L Mass rosier struggled at the plate

against the Hlue l>;mon°s All-American Sarah

Manz. but Molinari managed a single and a walk, to

finish with a .500 on-base percentage against one of

ihc best pitchers in the nation Eiesides Molinari,

only two other Minutewomcn. sophomore Kristi

Stefanom (walk, hill and senior Nicole Wilson (two

walks), vkere able to reach base twice a^Hinvi the

high profile pitcher

Against Florida Atlantic. Molinati v^j^ mii- of

only two UMass players to put the ball against the

OwU' .Amanda Morin. The other was captain [aime

C aha Ian

However, the 5-fooi-2-inch rookie saved her best

performance for the bottom of the sixth inning

against the Buckeyes in the consolation finals. Down
by a run with one out. Molinari smacked a single to

open the rally. .After K.| Kelley struck out. Molinari

stole second, quickly scoring off senior K C.

Budrewicrs single to left The run by Molinari gave

the Minuiewomen ihe opportunity to win the extra

innings. 4-3.

Only 10 games into her collegiate carect

Molinari has showcased why her coach. Elaine

Sortino. a*garded her as big-time hitter during the

preseason She is the most reliable Maroon and

While player at the plate, leading the team in batting

average (.5551 and on-ba<>e percentage ( 440>. She

also ranks second in hits with seven, only one shy of

junior Hilary Puglia who has had i I more at-bats

than Molinari.

Lax meets

Hartford
By Andrew Merritt

lAJLLkt.lAN SlAF»

Full speed ahead
S>(>honu>ri Suphtn Werner and the Massachusetts hockey team will play * ht>inr-and-hiNiic

ticnrs with Ni«rth«sirrn this weekend, starting Friday night in B«Mton. The thinJ-pUce

Minuteiften will play their final ret(ular teastin t^me Saturday at home jcainst thr Huskies.

Coach finds his role
By Huwaro UI-Man

AsNtKiATf n Prcss

1 k • :KSt>> V MA>^ MUHA Kia-ATk^Ns

Freshman Candice Molinari (Glendora, Calif.)

earned the Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Week award.

FORT MYERS. Fla t AP) - Two weeks before

his next cancer checkup. Tony Cloninger knelt on

his right kncx- behind the mound and flipped balls

to Tim Wakelield during batting practice

One day later, on Monday, he worked with

another Red Sox pitcher. Mike Timlin.

Cloninger's energy is back, and he's finding his

role with Boston even though he was disappoint-

ed when he lost his job as pitching coach and

Dave Wallace took over.

"I've always been a person to be able to pick up

and know my duties and do them to the best of my
ability," Cloninger said. 'Everyone's treated me
great this spring."

Me was diagnosed with bladder cancer last

March 12 but stayed with the team until |une b

when he look a leave of absence. Wallace became

interim pitching ciuich on |uno *1 and held that job

after a still weak Cloninger returned on Aug. 50.

Cloninger, who pitched 12 seasons with the

Braves. Reds and Cardinals, is a favorite of pitch-

ers (or his father-Hgure attention to their personal

concerns as well as his pitching knowledge.

Mis future was uncertain after last season,

especially after Terry Francona became manager

and kept Wallace as pitching coach. But the team

gave him some good news.

"The Red Sox told me I had a lifetime job. That

was very big," he said "I understand the Red Sox

now more than probably I did when I was at home
wondering what's going on. I understand thai the

Red Sox probably were saying. We want to make
sure this guy is healthy'"

Now in his new role as senior pitching adviser,

Cloninger said his last two checkups showed he

was free of cancer. Me expects to return to his

oncologist in North Carolina on March 1 2 for X-

rays. If they turn out OK, he will have three

chemotherapy maintenance treatments one week

apart.

'Bladder cancer can come back like any can-

See CL0NIN6CR on page 7

The 2004 Massachusetts men's lacrosse season

didn't quite begin the way the Minutemen intend-

ed. Injuries to a couple of key players came at the

worst time, as No. 7 UMass traveled to Baltimore

to meet up with No. 8 North Carolina Safe for a

few minutes in the second quarter, the game was

all Tar ffeels, and the Minutemen were sent home
with a 12-7 loss.

Today, they've got a second chaiKC to get things

started, as the Hartford Hawks come to town (3

p m.. Garber Field) The Hawks come to Amherst

after dropping iheir season opener as well, a 1 7-6

slugging at the hands of Harvard. However, no pre-

vious result will change the minds of the

Minutemen, as Coach Greg Cannella explained.

~\ou look ai some of the other scores, and if I'd

told you that Air Force was going to beat Virginia,

you woukl have thought I was crazy," Cannella

Mid. "As i said at the beginning of our season, any-

one on our schedule can beat us. This is a good

game to go back out there and play the way we can

play-

Air Force shocked defending national champion

Virginia with a 7-b win Saturday at the Pioneer

Face Off Classic in Denver. The stunning win, cou-

pled with an 8-4 victory over Vermont in the sec-

ond tournament game, gave the No. 18 Falcons

their tirst national ranking under Coach Fred Acee.

That's the type of thing CanrK'lta would like to

avoid today, although the injury troubles that

plagued his team on Saturday have continued.

While Cannella couldn't specify any particular

injury information, he said. *l don't think any-

thiiig'i going to change from Saturday." when the

Minuietnen were without the services of topho-

iiHXC midfielder Sean Morris (motto), and didn't

have senior atiackman |eff Zywicki at 100 percent.

The Nepean, Ontario luitive played for much o(

Saturday's game in Baltimore, but was clearly ham-

pered by a lingering back injury

To make matters worse, junior defenseman

Matt Garcia was injurc*d in the third quarter of the

game, artd is still hghting the effects.

"Matt was pretty sore yesterday when we saw

him," Cannella said, "and a little bit better

(Mondavi, but for (todayj we're not sure

"It changes us because of who they are as play-

ers. Other teams are going to have to stop those

guys when they're healthy. When you gear up to

stop certain people, it's gonna allow some other

people to step up Now that they're not there, the

next guys get the top guys Having those people in

there will help us.'

The injuries are also keeping Cannella from

solidifying the lineup, as the three aiKhor players

are still uncertain for today's game.

"We won't know until everybody comes back.

ni<t until wc have everybody back, and everybody's

healthy and able to practice." he said. 'We're not

going to harp on that: we're confident in the guys

we've got on the team. We're not going to use thai

as a crutch: we'd love to have them back, but we're

confideni in the guys we've got."

The Minutemen will be playing their first offi-

cial game at home, and CanrK'lla said that the com-

forts of Garber Field should be a boost for his

team.

"Playing on Garber Field gives us confiderKe

anytime," he said. 'We're pretty comfortable here.

I'm hoping that wc find that we're comfortable

here, and we'll go out and play that way. But

you've got to play seven home and seven away."

As for signs of a letdown today, against the first

of two America East opponents — UMass travels

to Stony Brook, NY. to face the Seawolves on

Saturday — Cannella doesn't expect it.

'We talked about it right after (North

Carolina], when we got home, we talked about it

on the bus. that, hey, we're preparing for the

biggest game of the year on Tuesday.' If they don't

get that message, we're going to struggle.

Hopefully they got that message,"

TVackscers shine at New Englands A SUlOOth fillish
By Lfah Wyner
( <>l lEC.IAN StAFf

The New England Champion-

ship meet was a definite success

for the Massachusetts men and

women indoor track teams last

weekend. The men placed fifth

out of 50 teams with 45 points,

and the women placed 1 5th out of

50 with 16 points.

For the men's team, it was

truly a day of triumph. All 20 per-

formances were either seasonal or

best performances, and on top of

that, there was a slew of F.astcm

College Athletic Conference qual-

ifying performances.

Senior 'Standout Kwesi

Frimpong-Boateng recorded a

b.5l in the dash, earning him a

ticket to ECAC's next week

Frimpong-Boateng won his heat

in the preliminaries, the semi-

finals, and the finals, with times of

6.54. 6.56, and 6.51.

Not only did lohn O'Neill and

lames Godinho qualify in the 500-

meier, they also recorded the two

fastest times in the event in

UMass history. In the preliminar-

ies, O'Neill came in second in his

heat with 1:05.65. and Godinho

won his heat with 1:04.16, and

for finals, O'Neill won Section 1

with 1:05.65, and Godinho

placed second in section 2 with

1:05,76.

The relay teams that qualified

for ECAC's were the l,b<X) team

of Dave Falvey, O'Neill, Godinho,

and |oe McConnack. the 5.200

team of Dave McMenamy, Matt

Clark, Ion Korhoncn, and lohn

lacobson, and the distance medley

relay of Clark, McComiack,
McMenamy, and Korhoncn. The

1,600 squad placed fifth with a

time of 5:16.76, the 5,200 placed

third with 7:44.04, and the DMR
placed second with 10:00.46.

In the 1000-meter race,

Corbett clocked a remarkable

8:40.25, a sea.son and personal

best, while Henry Smith placed

sixth in the triple jump with a sea-

son best of 45-9.

Coach Ken O'Brien was unbe-

lievably proud of every perform-

ance on his team, and cited the

meet as one of the best meets the

team has had at the New England

level. His goal is usually for about

two-thirds of the athletes record-

ing personal bests at a given meet,

and this meet's performances

exceeded his hopes by far

"In this meet we had 100 per-

cent of the people who competed

register a personal best for ihc

season. I didn't expect any more,

and was hoping for something in

that ballpark," O'Brien said.

He was also extremely satisfied

by the team's overall sixth-place

finish.

"By and large a perfect day

would have been fifth, and we

could have fallen as far back as

lOth," O'Brien said. "I guess you

could say it was an across the

board outstanding performance

by every body involvjxl . . . We got

off to a great start in the first cou-

ple of events in the meet, and I

think everybody just loosened up

and responded to that. The result

was the best meet of the year"

The Minuiewomen had some

truly superb perfonnances at the

meet. Early Friday morning, mul-

titalented Crystal Thierren.

Nastaran Shams, and A.shley

Creel competed in the hep-

lalhalon. Thierren came in first

for the team and third overall,

equaling her personal best of

5.180 points. Fourth going into

the last event, she was able to beat

a competitor from Boston College

by less than a second to take third

place. Shams earned sixth place

overall, with a personal best of

5.002 points.

"For Nastaran [ Shams |. the

event that really made the differ-

ence was the hurdles," assistant

coach Antoinette O'Carroll said.

Creel took seventh with her

best score of the season, 2.884

points. Creel's best event is the

high jump, and Friday was no

exception as she tied for first with

the winner of the overall event.

O'Carroll was very pleased

See TRACK on page 8

Tennis reloads

for a win after

dropping pair
By Leah Wyner
("<)i,i.E(.iAN Stake

It was a busy weekend for the University of

Massachusetts tennis team (5-5. 2-0 A- 10).

The Minuiewomen played against Columbia on

Friday, but were defeated 5-2. On Saturday, Army

defeated them as well, with a score of 5-2, but the

Minuiewomen ended the weekend on a good note

by overcoming St. Bonaventure with a score of 7-

0.

The Maroon and White didn't have much luck

with the first two opponents, Columbia and Army.

On Friday, Columbia won with 5-2, shutting out all

the Minuiewomen except junior Stephanie Price

and sophomore Dorothy Iwanowicz. Price won the

No. 2 match with a score of 6-5, 6-4, 10-7, and

Iwanowicz took the No. 4 position with a .score of

6-5. 6-4. Columbia won the doubles point as well.

The match against Army the next day didn't

prove any easier Iwanowicz and Price fell at the

No, I doubles spot with 8-5, and No. 2 doubles

team of senior co-captain Susan Hyams and junior

co-captain Sasha Edelstein lost 8-4. Sophomore

jana Bartoloni and Freshman Christine Liehr were

swept, 8-0.

Liehr fell at the No. 1 singles spot, 6-2, 6-2,

and Price lost in the No. 2 position with a score of

6-2, 6-5. junior co-captain Sasha Edelstein record-

ed the first win for the Minuiewomen against

Army's Megan Noble, 6-5, 6-3. but then

Iwanowicz fell in the No. 4 position, 6-0, 6-1.

Senior co-captain Susan Hyams brought up the

team's spirits with her No. 5 spot win over Army's

Amanda Paluch, 6-4. 0-6. but unfortunately

Bartoloni fell in the No. 6 position with a score of

6-1, 7-5.

Army swept all three of the doubles matches.

Riding on the coatlails of two shutouts. UMass
headed into its third match of the weekend. St.

Bonaventure however, never got a chance. The
match started off well when the Minuiewomen
earned the doubles point. Iwanowicz earned a

score of 8-1 to claim the No. I doubles spot, and

Liehr and Bartoloni won with that same score. In

her season debut, freshman Sadie Sandquist

defeated the No. 5 doubles opponents along with

Edelstein to earn a score of 8-5.

Once they got started, the Minuiewomen
proved unstoppable. Price won at the No. I sin-

gles position. 6-1, 7-5, and Edelstein stole the No.

2 match with 6-2, 6- 1 . The No. 5 opponent was no
match for Iwanowicz, as she won with a score of

6-0, and 6-2, while Hyams overpowered the oppo-

sition in the No. 4 position, 6-2, 6-1. Bartoloni

won the No. 5 match with 6-5, 6-0, and Sandquist

was victorious in the No. 6 position with a score

of 6-2. 6-4.

The Minuiewomen remain undefeated in the

Atlantic 10 as they approach their next set of

matches in New York this weekend. In Ithaca they

play University of Maryland Baltimore County on

Saturday, and Cornell on Sunday.

Passion gives way to brutality
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UMass downs Hartford for first

win of young season
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Anti-Patriot

Act group

pushes for

resolution
By Sara-Megan Walsh

New England's Largest College Daily • Est. 1890 Volume CXIV Issue 94

C JilUl.lAN SlAKf

The University of Massachusetts Rights

Coalition and UMass American Civil Liberties

Union had an organizational meeting to dis-

cuss ways to gain student suppon in order to

pass an .Anti-Patriot Act Resolution through

the Student Government Association in

upcoming weeks.

The Anti-Patriot Act Resolution would be

a defensive statement on behalf of the UMass
student body against USA Patriot Act, which

was signed into law by President George W.

Bush on Oclober 26. 2001

The Anti-Patriot Act Resolution "... is a

statement by the student body saying we doni
like this |ihe US.A Patriot Act) and don't want

it upheld on campus.' said Aaron Israek,

fouixler and president of the UMass ACl U.

The reason lor passing the Anti-Patriot

Act Resolution woukl be to halt the current

acts of the University administration that are

infringing on studenlN itKlividual rights.

According to Rachel S/yman. leader and

orfanizer of the UMass Rights Coalition, the

USA Patriot Act alkjws law enfoaement offi-

cials to infringe on students rights in various

ways. The Act expanded the definition of ter-

rorism in a way that by its current definition,

rtrsident student organization^ that protest

and perform acts of civil disobedietKe can

now be considered terrorists. Law enforce-

ment ofTKials, ufxier the Act. have unrestrict-

ed access to student's educational records

even it no criminal charges are involved.

Theae ume officials are permitted to conduct

"meak and peek' searches, alkiwing them to

enter a resideiKe. take pictures and withhoM

obiects without informifig the resident that a

warrant has been i.ssued.

"Professors are being targeted as well as

graduate students arni students in activist

groups." said Szyman Both Szyman and

Israele believe this crackdown on terrorism

has led to a peaked krvel of intrusion on stu-

dent privacy and law enforcement on campus.

This includes the regubr operation of an FBI

agent on UMass campus Th«.- Ami Patriot Act

Resolution would request \hc administration

to take actions to etKi this.

The possibility of suggesting the resolution

is ix)t a new idea "I think the problem is thai

people don't understand what the Patriot Act

really is." said Syzman. Israele said the act

had bc-en considered over a period of several

months.

The Anti-Patriot Act Resolution, if passed

by the SGA. would be part of a larger nation-

wide movement by the Bill of Rights Defense

Committee This national movement has

spread primarily via the Internet. According

Kerry captures nomination

LlA(3«NlWAWk1llAtU' nil»

karrn A. Krevr, i«f Clinton. Mam., left, i» kMm casting her Mj<>sat.huM.'tt» I'rtnurv Jav biillut, yc*terdav. at Clinton Town Hall, a* her daughter, Emily,

waits with her stuffed tov.

BV R(.>N KXJRMER
AmniATti

See ACT on page 2

lohn Kerry cemented the

Dcmocratk: pn.>sidential nomination,

driving rival lohn Edwards fpLmi the

race with a string of Super Tuesday tn-

uinphs that kit the Massachusetts sen

ator standing akme against Pnrsideni

Bu^.
"Change is coming lu America."

Kerry sakJ. capping a remarkable six-

wcx-k run that begun with his candidacy

on the brink of cxttrKtion in Iowa and

New Hamp^hirt,-

Dominating all coiners, Kerry won
25 of 28 ekvtions as each viclorv fed on

the next in a swell of moinentum that

pcTsiuded IVriKvrats he ccHjkl beat

Bush. From Edwards' Southem strong-

hoUs to the jobs-poor Mklwesi sUHes

of Ohk) and Mkrhigan to the growing

Southwvsi battkrground of Arizona and

to his own New England base. Kerry

racked up victories in a primary season

that ampiitied IVnKicratic critkism of

the Republican itwumbent.

In state after state. Democrats said

their top priority was a candidate who
coukl defeat a wartime prcskJent with a

$100 millicm plus campaign taasiit\

Kerry, a dcxorated Nknnam vetcruii

won an overwhelming number of their

votes, and ncAv k'ads a a'latively united

puny against Bush.

"I am a fighter and for more than K)

years I have been on the batik- lines, on

the front lines, for fairness and main

stream ArtK-rican values." Kerrv toU

cheering supporters in Washington.

D.C., (womising to ckMc tax kwpholes.

offer new incentives for manufacturers,

protcvi the environiixTil, raise the min-

imum wage and cut health care costs.

The crowd shouted along with him

as Kerry delivered his signature lirv: "If

Cteorge Hush wants to make natkmal

security the central issue of 2U04. I

have three v^ords that I know he imJer

stands Bring. It On "

Siraieghns in bcHh parties say the

general ctectkm may be otk- of the nas-

tiest in memory, with both camps .seek-

ing t,. cniergize their core supporters In

a polarized natkjn, there are fewrr

swing voters to be courtc-d with wami-

and tuz/y polilkking. they say

His poll ratirtgs slipping. Bush

begins a multimillion-doltar TV ad blitz

Thursday designed to bolster his politi-

cal fortunes Kerry is prepaa-d to dip

into IVmocraiic Party coffers to pay for

his own ads, but Bush has a huge cash

advantage.

Briefly setting aside their dilTer-

eiKes, Kerry look a congratulatory call

from Bush

^ou had an important victory

lonight." ihe president told Kerry,

adding that he kokcd forward to a

"spirited fight
"

Hour> earlkr. Bush had dispatched

\ ke Prx-skient l>ick Chenev to TV siu

dk» to critkize ihe presumptive foe.

"Fie very deariy has over the years

adopted a series of positions that indi-

cate a desire lo cut the defease budget,

c-ui the intelligence budget, to c liminaM
many major weapons programs,*

Cheney said of Kerry, a l«*-year Senate

veteran.

Kerry calkd F.dwardt. whose kme
win befoie Super Tuesday was South

Carxjiina. "A great voke for our party
"

Ik commended another falk-n rival.

Howard Dean, in an effort

to unite the party

Calling Kerry "my
friend," Edwards told sup-

porters in Atlanta,

"he's been an extraordi

nary advocate for causes

that all of us belk-vr in."

The fa-shman sc*nator

faun North Carolina stopfxsl just short

of conceding, but two Democratk offi-

cials saki on condition of anonymity

thai Edwards would step a.side

VVetlnc-sdav in Raleigh, N.C.

Kerry rolkxl up huge Super Tuesday

triumphs in New Nork. Ohio,

Maryland. Cormectkui, Rhode Island

attd his home state of Ntassachusetts, as

well as a razon-thin win in Georgia The

four term senator also was favored in

the late-poll ckising states of California

and Minivsota. Vermont went to Dean,

the state's former governor who
dropped out of the race last month.

In all. 10 states with a combined

(xtpulation of 44 million — one-third of

the US total — awarded 1,151 dele-

gales, more than half of the 2.162

iKeded to seize the nomination.

Kerry, a 60-year-old senator, had 854

delegates to Edwards' 269 Dean had

176.

'The issue that drove me is getting

rid of Bush, and that led me to

Kerry," said Ron Debry. 47, of subur

ban Cincinnati. 'Maybe Edwards
someday, but I don't think he's ready

yet.'

Exit polls showed
Kerry dominated
among Democrats of

all philosophies and all

stripes. No matter who
they picked Tuesday,

voters seemed com-
fortabk with Kerry as

the nominee About eight in 10 vot-

ers said they would be satisfiit) if he

won the Democratk race.

And his support came from .n.ios>

the landscape: from men and women,
blacks, whites and flispanics. and

voters of all age and irKome groups,

according to exit polls conducted for

The Associated Press and TV net-

works by Edison Media Reseaah and

Mitofsky International

Edwards made US trade agree-

ments a centerpiece of his campaign,

and exit polls show voters were sym-

pathetic to his arguments: Some 60
percent said trade takes jobs from

their states.

Suicide bombers strike in

Iraq, civil war may be coming
By Hamu Hendawi
ASKX lATFIi PmSS

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Suicide bombers carried out

simultanc\)us attacks on Shiile

Muslim shrines in Iraq on

Tuesday, detonating multiple

explosions thai ripped through

crowds of pilgrims. At least 143

people were killed and 450
wounded — the bloodiest day

since the fall of Saddam Hussein.

Unofficial casualty reports, how-

ever, put the toll in Baghdad and

Karbala as high as 223.

U.S. officials and Iraqi leaders

named an al-Oaida-linked mili-

tant. Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, as a

"prime suspect" for the attacks,

saying he seeks to spark a Sunni-

Shiite civil war to wreck U.S.

plans to hand over power to the

Iraqis on |une 30.

But some Shiites lashed out at

U.S. forces. Iraq's most powerful

Shiite cleric. Grand Ayalollah Ali

al-Hussein al-Sistani. blamed the

Americans for not providing secu-

rity on the holiest day of the Shiite

calendar.

The blasi^ fanned fear and

anger at a time when leaders of

the Shiite majority are pressing

for more power in a future gov-

ernment after years of oppression

under Saddam. The attacks forced

the delay of a milestone in the

path toward the U.S. handover —
the planned Thursday signing of

an interim constitution approved

by the U.S.-appointed Governing

Council,

"What we've seen today in

these attacks are desperation

moves by al Oaeda-affiliaied

groups that recognize the threat

that a successful transition in Iraq

represents." Vice President Dick

Cheney told CNN
The devastating explosions

came on the climactic day of the

10-day Shiite mourning festival

Ashoura commemorating the 7th

century martyrdom of the prophet

Muhammad's grandson Hussein

The bombings also happened

about two hours before an attack

on a Shiite procession in Quetta.

Pakistan, that killed at least 42

people — including two attackers

— and wounded over 160.

Tens of thousands of pilgrims

from Iraq. Iran and other Shiile

communities were massed around

the golden-domed Imam Hus.sein

mosque in the holy city of Karbala

and the Kazimiya shrine in

Baghdad when the explosions

went off about 10 a.m.

In Karbala, women tripped

over their long, black robes as

they ran. Police wepi al the sight

of the mangled and torn bodies of

pilgrims, their blood pm)ling in

the streets.

"I was walking away from the

tea stand, when I heard someone

shouting 'Allahu Akbar' I turned

my head and saw a tall, bearded

man." said Ali llaidar. "A split

second later, he exploded, his

clothes flying upward. The sound

was deafening. Bodies, feet, amis

were everywhere. Pieces of flesh

flew at me."

OHN MIX«FJASSX lATtl' IHESS

II.S. Army soldiers from the I st Armored Calvarv Division run to reinforce the gate of Camp Ronzai after a stone-throwing mob attacked

U.S. forces in Baghdad, Iraq vesterJav. Armv medics had been triiitinn Iraqi injured from multiple explosions at Muslim shrine.

old worker, whose white T-shirt

was stained with bkxxJ.

Three suicide botnbers

In Baghdad. wcK)den carts lor

leriying eldcrU pilgrims were

used instead as impromptu gur-

ncys, stacked with the wounded

and dead. Torn bodies were

sprawled across Ihe mosaic

walled courtyard inside the

Kazimiya shrine, and thousands

of shoes — left at ihe shrine's

doorstep as the faithful prayed

inside — were blown across the

square.

"I heard a deafening explosion

and bodies began to lly and land

next to me." said Amar Dawas,

sitting atop a pile of tangled mat-

tresses, head down and scratching

his left heel.

"Tlierc wea" also hands and

legs which wc had to bring down
from the axif," said the 24-year-

attacked Kazimiya shrine, killing

58 and wounding 200. while at

least one suicide attacker blew

See IRAQ on page 2
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Weekly Calendar of events

Compiled by Sara- Megan Wulih

Today

News
meeting

Mondays

at 4 p.m.

LinivcrMty of Mavkachu^ta — R. Perr> Harris III. bl.

touiklcr and prcsidem ut ihe Sterling Rcson Group. \*ill

picseiii a public kvturt as this v^inters Llanur Batcnuin

Scholar in Residents at 4:50 p.m. in Mentorial Hall. For fur-

ther iiifi'nii.itiun call 545-2107

Smith Cullcp Ai 4 )U p in , Paul Alpers. author di "The

Pdctrs ol the haerie Uueene," will give a kvture entitled.

"Shakespeare and the Outer Isli ' ih and Barbarous

Scotland" in the NeilsiMi Librar> i : RotHii

AnAent Coflefc — "Hedda Gabk;r~. a pla> about bnsaking

the confifies of realitv through tantas\. direvtol b> Eric

\ennen>e>er. will show at 8 p.m. in Hokk"n Theater. The plas

will run ever> night at 8 p.m. thr\.>ugh March b. Tickets are

frw. but ?vstfr%ations are recctmnK-nded Reservaiions can be

made b> calling the Box Office at 542 2277

Tomorrow
Hohoke Coiicgc — Eric |. Sund^uist. VQL\ Fuumkdon
lV>ie>M.'i ol 1 iierature. will give a kxture entitWd. "The

\Vv)ur*Jin^' Pum Diaspora. ffokx;au.>t. Slaver>," discussing

his current book in-prugress "Blacks, lev^s. PoM-Hokicaust

\menca" at 4:W p.m. in tJie West Lecture tfall v>f Franklin

Patterson Hall. The event is sponsored b> the ktemiah

kaplan Familv Foundatwn. the Haruki Grinspoon

Fouixlation. Hampshinr College k*Tsh Studies and HACU
lu honor the oBifaiiihment of the leremiah Kaptan Vailing

Aasisiiant Ptufawowiup m k^ish AnKnuui LiieraniR and

t'uliurc

NonhamptoQ — FirM Chuah in SutkmofHan wJH boat a

panel lecture entitled. 'Social and SpMluri Engafonent

During a Tune of Empire' at 7 p.m. Speakers on the pand

will iiwlude: R>.'>hi Berate Clamnan. a Zen BudiBiisi marter

and founder ..>l the Greyston Mand^: Pkute Green, psychol-

ogist and diiectof of the Karuna Center f^ Iding in

! ;"-'-tt. WK. and Sulak Sivaraksa. an a. .^onumist

t^ier from Thailan who has been t>*ice nominated for

ivl Vtmx 9ntt. These three locial activists and lead-

I adffavas issues raiaed by the L.S govenunents

huikling policies from a spiritual and aocki-political

, . ,-.tive

Mat— Holyoke College ^t 8 p m . the plav ' ^ Ponraii ^A

Dora' as dlrectc-d bv LXkirah Philips will be performed m
Rooke Theatre. The play is a fMiWat reo^"

Freud's caae study on hyMcria. IUms com $ >

and senwr citiaens. $5 general admission. Rcaervatioiis are

a\-ailable b> calling 5W ?4<»b The plav will run poioRnanc-

es at 8 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, and 2 p.m. on Saturday

and Sunday.

Amherst - Amherst Books will host a poetry reading featur-

ing Eric Baus, autfwr of "To The Sound." and Philip

Nikolayev. author of "Monkey Time, at 8 p.m. Refresfiments

will be served. Amherst Books is located at 8 Main Street,

Amherst.

Friday

Northainp*on - The American Red Cron wiD host a blood

drive at Smith Vocational High School from 8 a.m. to I p.m

Amhetvt - Amherst Books will be host of Live Literature fea-

turing graduate students in the University of Massachusetts

Masters of Fine Arts program at 8 pjn. Selectioiis viriil

include both fictkin and poetry featuring readings from

Elizabeth Hughey. luliana Leslie aivd Kami Westhoff.

Refreshments will be served. Amherst Ekwks is located at 8

Main Street. Amherst.

Saturday

March 3 - March 9 2004

the UMass faculty, two for each of the Utke and the

Ffamantash. Speaking for the Latke will be Fred Cohen of the

music department speaking on "The Pivotal Role of the

Latke in History" and David Samuels ol the anthropokjgy

department speaking on "Metalntexicality,_Metanoia and

Metapebt: Parsing the Culture of the Potato."

The debaters for the Hamantash are I>rbbie Fehon of the

classks department speaking on "How the Hamantash

Caused the Fall of the Roman Empire"; and Donjn Goldman

of the School of Management speaking on "The Hamantash

Perception vs Realitv " Refreshments will be served.

Folk)wing the date will be the culminating event of the Punm

Student Food Drive.

Amherst - Amherst Books will host a party in celebratwn of

the publicatwn of "The Girl s Gukle to Starting a Business"

by authors Kim VbrioA Caiilin Connelly Fnedman, two New

York Citv publkists, at 2 p.m Friedman grew up in Amherst

and went to college at UMass Refreshment will be served.

Amherst Books is kjcated at 8 Main Street.

UMass — The Opera Verdi will pertorm the Cavalkrria

Rustkana and I Pagliacci at 7:W p m in Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall. The Opera Verdi is based on the great tradi-

tiora of opera in Bulgaria Tickets costs range from $7 to $ 1

5

for Five ColWrge Students, and $ 1 5 to $40 for general admis
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sion.

Smith CoUcfC — The annual Spring Bulb Show begins surt-

ing at 10 a.m. in the Lyman Conservatory. Admission is free.

The Bulb Show vinll continue to run through Mareh 2

1

Smith Colk«e — The EKTA. the South Asian Students

Organization, will put on its annual (halak Cultural Show at

b pjn. in the |ohn M. Greene Hall. .Admission for the sfiow

is $4 \ dinner and after party will follow afterwards in the

DaM> Ballroom. The dinner costs $3. or $6 vk^Kn bnjught in

ccmiNnatkin with the show tkket.

Mount Holyoke CoUefe — At 7 p.m.. a lazz Concert featur-

ii^ perlormances by dw Mount Holyoke |azz Fjuembles will

be hekJ in the Blancfiard Campus Center. For more informa-

twn call 5»»-2)Ub

Mount Holyoke CoUeft — The "Links to Spring' flower

show will open starting at 10 am in the Takoit Greenhouse.

\l.sitor^ k.an see hundreds of hyacinths, narcissus, pansies.

cruc\is. arxi daffodils in bkxxn on display For more informa-

tion or dinxtuns one can call 558-21 lb. The "Links to

Spring' flower show display will be open until Sunday.

Mareh 21

Monday 8

Holyakc foltfr — At 8 p.m.. there will be a performance

of Peggy Shaw's l«est show, whkh was highly acxlaimed by

The New York Times. "To My Chagrin", in the Main l^turc

Hall of Franklin Patterson Hall The show explore* Shaws

relationship with her nuxed race grandson.

Tu e s day

Sunday

UMaas — Hillei House will host its anitual Latke vs.

Hamantash debate at 1 2 p m. at 388 N. Pleasant Street. The

debate wiU feature (our distinguished members of

Mount Holyoke College — Dick jaynes. a foremost

authority on mountain laurel, will speak on 'New,

Rare, and Underused Woody Plants" at 7 p.m in

Gamble Auditorium This lecture kicks off the Spring

Lecture series that runs in conjunction with the Spring

Flower Show. For more information or directions cal

518-2116.

Amherst - Amherst Books will celebrate the publica-

tion of "Sudden Thaw," a volume of poetry by

Professor Peggy O Brien of UMass at 8 p m O'Brien is

editor of The Wake Forest Book of Irish Women
Poetry from 1967 to 2000. Refreshments will be

served. Amherst Books is located at 8 Main Street.

ACLU campaigns at UMass

LATE-NIGHT LINKER
Someone who downloads and watches hit movies

at all hours, just because they can

ACT from papa 1

to the group Web site, the com-

mittee eiKourages local commu-
nities to take an active role

against anti-terrorism measures,

such as the USA Patriot Act. that

the committee feels may threaten

civil libenies guaranteed by the

Bill of Rights. It also seeks to edu-

cate people about the provisions

of the USA Patriot Act and its

ramifications in their everyday

lives.

The Bill of Rights Defense

Committee claims their move-

ment has had success across the

nation The number of kx^tions

where resolutions against the

enforcement of the USA Patriot

Act have been passed has meas-

ured this success. Such resolu-

tions have been passed cvery-

wtiere from a statewide levels in

Alaska, fiawaii and Vermont, to

city wide levels in New York City.

Los Angeles and Chicago, to iixli-

vidual resolutkms passoJ in towns

and counties. Suppon of the Bill

of Rights r>efense Committee can

be found kxally in both Amherst

and Northampton, both of whkh
have adopted resolutkms agaiiut

the USA Patriot Act.

The newest push of the Bill of

Rights Committee has been to get

the movement underway on col-

lege campuses. They have pro-

ceeded to do so by finding stu-

dent groups, or students like

Szyman. who are willing to form

their own student groups to call

for a rally in defense of civil

rights.

This push is the motivation

behind Szyman's attempts to

organize the UMass Rights

Coalition and to push for the

adoption of an Anti-Patriot .Act

Resolution, as well as holding

forums to educating students

about legislation that affects

them." A k)t of support that I've

gotten is from the faculty, espe-

cially the sociology and political

science departments." she said

So far. lb college campu.ses

across the nation have rallied stu

dents to pass similar resolutions.

'It's just not safe to demon-
strate and speak our minds as we
want to. It's a part of our educa-

tional right." Szyman said.

Militants* attack on Iraq

shrines kill at least 143
RUQfrtNn 1

himself up at Karbala. where 85 were killed and 250

were wounded. U.S. Brigadier General Mark
Kimmitt said.

However. couikII spokesman Hameed al-Kafaei.

visiting Karbala. put the death toll there at 101.

including 1 5 children, with more than 500 wounded.

Hours later, a policeman at Karbala s only hospital

reponed 1 65 dead there. Some of the more than 200

wounded taken there "are very seriously wounded.

Every hour, one or two dies." he said, speaking on

condition of anonymity.

Iran said at least 22 Iranians were among the

dead. Iranians by the tens of thousands have flcxxl-

ed across the common border with Iraq since

Saddam's ouster in April, able to visit the most

important Shiite shrines for the first time in

decades.

An Iranian vice president. Mohammad Ali

Abtani. blamed al-Qaida for the attacks in Iraq and
Pakistan. He wrote in a message posted on his per-

sonal Web site that al-Qaida considers Shiites more
dangerous than their political enemy — the United

States.

"The reactionary al-Qaida terror group reached a

conclusion ... that they have two enemies: the

United States as the political enemy and Shiites as

the ideological enemy." Abtahi wrote.

The toll could have been worse. A fourth suicide

bomber was captured at Kazimiya after his explo-

sives failed to detonate. Police in the southern Shiite

city of Basra discovered two women strapped with

explosives marching in an Ashoura procession, and
other bombs were found near Shiite mosques in

Basra and Najaf. sources told The Associated Press.
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Rebel leader declares himself new militant chief
By Paisuey Dimmjs

PORT-AU-PRINCE. Haiti

(AP) — Rebel leader Guy
Philippe declaivd himself the

new chkrf of Haiti's miliuiry,

whk.-h was disbanded by ousted

President lean-Bertrand

Aristkle, and pledged yesterday

that rebel forces will disami.

Philippe then sakl he wouki

arrest Prime Minister Yvon
Neptune on corruplkm charges,

"The country is in my
hands!" Philippe announced on

Radio Signal FM.

Philippe, llanked by other

rebel leaders and senkir officers

of Haiti's police force, told

reporters. "I am the chief." then

clarified that he meant "the mil-

itary chief."

He said he was "not interest

ed in politks" and was ready to

folk)w the orders of interim

President Boniface .Aiexandrc-.

chk'f justk:e of the SupiviiK

Court, who was installed

Sunday.

Asked whether he vMxikJ

disarm if requested to. he sakl.

-We will."

He then summoned 20

polk:e commanders to meet

with him Tuesday and warned

that if they faikd to appear he

would arrest them. U.S.

Marines guarded NepturHj's

ollicc in the Petionvilk suburb,

where Philippe was headed

with hundrctls ol supporters in

a convoy impeded by adoring

and cheering crowds.

Neptune's whereabouts

were not immediately known

Local radk) reported that he

was evacuated by helkxipter. It

was also imck:ar whether

.American or EreiKh marines —
who arrivtxl in avent dayi* to

secure dipkmialk missions and

other sues — wuukl try lo pro-

tect him NepiuiK is a top

member of Arisdde's Lavalas

party arvi hb former presiden-

KiAra> PRESS

Opponents of former President Jean-Bertrand Ari»tidr celebrate in front of the presidential palace in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, Monday.

tial spokesnum.

In a phone call to The Associated Piess.

Philippe sakl Neptune wotild face corruption

charges The rcbel> appear to be taking advan-

tage of a power vacuum in the w/ake of

Aristide's abrupt departure Sunday.

Shortly before that phone call. Philippe

appeared on the second-lloor bakony of the

colonnaded former amiv headquarters before a

cheenng crowd of hundreds A burly rebel

staixling next to Philippe urged tfiem to accom-

pany the reW chk-f to Neptune's house

"Anest NeptuiK!" tfie crowd chanted.

In Washington. Assistant U.S. Secreury of

State Roger Noriega ^aid Philippe "is not in

control of anvihing but a ragtag hand of peo-

pW."

The iniematk^nal miliury buiklup in Haiti

will make Philippe's role "krss and less central in

Haitian life And I think he v^ll ptobubh want

to make himself scarce," Noriega tokl the L S

Senate foreign RelatkHiM Committee.

"We have sent that message to him. He obvi-

ously hasn't received it."

Philippe, who arrived in Port-au-PrirKV in a

rebel convoy Monday, apparently plans to trans-

fonn his fighters into a reconstituted liaitian

army

The aimy ousted Aristkle in IWl but then

vras disbanded by him in 1 995. a year after he

was a'tunvd lo power by 2U,0CI0 American

troops.

Meanwhik*. killings continued in the sea

skle. fetid capital. At k-asl two more bodk^

showed up Tuesday on streets still littered with

charred barricades set up by Aristkk support

ers. wtio rampaged and kxHed the capital

before he fWd Sunday

A young boy with a bulkn hok* in the head

by by a market xjuare Reskktils sakl he may

have been shot lt.>r looting.

At the state morgue. sU nwre- bodks arrived

ovemight aixl more than two dozen had been

recovcrcxl in rcxent days, according to a worker

there.

The rc-bellkxi bi*gan Feb 5 in Haiti's north

Aristide opponents accused him of breaking

prumLses lo help the poor, alkrwing corruptk*!

fuekd by drug traflicking and mastenniivJing

attacks on opponents by armed gangs —
cfuirges the preskkiit denk-d.

More than 100 pcvpk- died in the three-

week tnsurgcixy and rc-pru^l killings that, com-

bined with pressure fmin the United States aixi

Fn«nce, prompted Aristkle to Ike. He coirre-ntly

IS in the Central Alixan Republh.. Irving to

arrange asylum elsewhere.

The crisis was brewing sirwe Aristkk's pnly

swept flawed legislative ekxtions in 2000.

prompting intematkxial donors to freeze mil-

Ikxis of dollars in aki.

Politkians and rebels in fV>rt-au-PrirKe have

made no public comment on Aristide's charges

Monday that the United States forced him out

of power He was Flaiti's first freely ekxted pres-

kkrnt in 200 yoirs of independence.

Secretary ol Stale Colin Powell has called

those claims "ahsolutelv baseless, absurd
"

But AiiK'rican ofticials acknowledged private-

ly that Aristkle was told that if he remained in

Haiti. US forces would not protect him from

the rebels who wanted to arrest him on cor-

ruption and murder charges

Some 500 US. Marines and 140 French

troops were in Haiti on Tuesday. In

Washington, U.S. defense oflkials said the

Marines woukl not act to stop kxiling or

other crimes, but would return lire- if fired

upon
Commanders ol K'th forces said itii

had no orders to disann Haiti's amui .i

Ikms and instead planned to secure key sites

and protLXt their countries' citizens and gov-

ernment prc»peny.

Mayor
weds gays

illegally
By MicHAEt Hill
AsstxiATEi) Press

NEW PALTZ. N.Y. (AP) —
The village's mayor was charged

yesterday with 19 criminal

counts for performing marriage

ceremonies for gay couples.

jason West was charged with

solemnizing marriages for cou-

ples who had no licenses, a mis-

demeanor under the domestic

relations law, according to Ulster

County District Attorney Donald

Williams.

Although West could face a

maximum penalty of a year in

jail, the prosecutor said a jail

tenn wasn't being contemplated

at this point.

The 2b-year-old Green Party

mayor said he will plead inno-

cent at his court hearing

Wednesday and that he would

still go through with his plans to

marry as many as two dozen gay

couples Saturday.

"I'm incredibly disappoint-

ed." West said. "Apparently, it's

a crime to uphold the constitu-

tion of New Sbrk state."

West (jerfomied wedding cer-

emonies for 25 gay couples

Friday, making him the second

mayor in the country to perfonn

same-sex marriages It also made
this small college village 75

miles north of New York City

another flash point in the ruiion-

al debate over gay marriage.

More than 3.400 couples

have been married in San

Frarwisco and West has about

1 .000 couples on a waiting list.

Absent jail, punishment for

the misdemeanor coukl run frv>m

a $25 to $500 tine Williams sakl

he still dkl not know whether

West performed the marriages of

his own accord or after getting

bad krgal advice.

Baystate saw Kerry as possible president
Bv Martin Finuvjnr

.\s«K lAlU' I'Wss

iOSTON (AP) —
Maaaachusetts voters kx>ked to

k>hn Kerr>'s electabilitv and his

experience as they voted over-

whelmingly for the hometown
favorite in yesterdays

Democratk; primary, according to

an Associated Press exit poll.

About a third of voters said

the candidate quality that mat-

tered most to them was an ability

to beat Presklcnt Bush and nine

out of 1 of those voters cast bal-

tots for Kerry.

Another smaller group, one in

seven voters, said a candklate's

experience was key for them and

neariy all of those voters cast bal-

k>ts for Kerry. 60. who has repre-

sented the slate in the U.S. Senate

for nearly two decades while his

closest opponent. North Carolina

Sen lohn Edwards, is only a

freshman.

"I just like the way he handles

himself He's a Vietnam veteran.

He's been there- He knows the ins

and outs of Washington, that's for

sure." said AI Brabant, 57, a

retired firefighter who voted at a

polling place at Burlington High

School.

"I just think he's the man for

the job," he said.

"He's the traditional old-fash-

ioned Massachusetts IX-mocrat

and he stands by that. He has that

old-style Kennedyesque view. I

like that." said lonathan Fine. 55.

of Brookline. an occupational

therapist.

"I'll vote for a cartoon charac-

ter to beat Bush, seriously, any-

body," he sakl.

The findings were from a poll

of b54 voters conducted for AP
and television networks by

Edison Media Research and
Mitofsky International Results

were subject to sampling errcir ol

plus or minus 6 percentage

points.

Kerr) also beat Edwards
handily among voters who felt

that other candidate qualities,

such as caring about the average

person, were* most important.

Many voters put their faith in

the abilities of Kerry, a long-time

member of the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee, to handle

national security issues. More
than eight out of 10 voters said

they would trust him to handle

that issue, compared with only

about half trusting Edwards.

Kerry, who some say has an

aloof personal manner but has

won reelection three times, bene-

fited from early support. More

than half of the voters had made
up their minds more than a

month ago — before some of his

competitors dropped out — and.

among them, eight out of 10 sup-

ported Kerry.

Mary Godfrey. 79. of

Burlington, a retired bookkeeper

who voted for Kerry, said: "I real

ly wanted to vote for Edwards,

but I didn't think he'd make it. ..

Kerry has been in the Senate

almost 20 years so he should

know most of the ropes."

In a state where his support

was considered so strong he hard-

ly made an appearance and his

opponents generally didn't bother

either. Kerrv won by a wide mar-

gin across gender, age, income

and educational-level groups.

One of the few arc*as where

Edwaids edged closer was among
voters who descHbed themselves

as "somewfiat conservative."
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Dean is done Popular shocker finds himself under scrutiny

Wednesday. March 5. 2004 Editorial@dailycollegian.com

T'shirt discourages

youth from voting
In the midst of an ekxtkxi year, the popular

Philadelphia-based clothing chain Urban Outfitters

caiiK- out with a rather inappropriate new design

for a T-shirt. The logo on the shirt a'ads. "Voting is

for OU People

"

The shin raised quite a stir among one Harvard

puliiu<il insiiiute. whith labeled the slogan as "the

wrcii^ ^uiicMwni at the wrong time " According to

the Button Globe. Dan Glickman, director of the

Harvard Institute of Politics and Student

Chairman lUn Graff wrote a letter to the company

expressing their disapproval for the new item.

"The shirt s message could not be tunher from

the truth." lhe> wtute. "V^e w>.iuld be eager to

work with you to suggest alternative prciducts thai

send the right niessage to America's young people,

and better reflect the considerable social con-

science and political participation of today's

youth."

Urban Outfitters defended itself by claiming

that their T shin was not iT>eant to actually discour

age anyone front voting but instead was "meant to

draw attention to the gnjwing rift between politi-

ciara and their platforms and the corKcms of

young people in this country

'

This dispute betweeti the clothing chain and a

fc*w indiskiu.iN di Harvard may seem insignifwant.

but n le that becoines more and more

impotuiiii u- ....member appoiaches.

The entire countrv is aware of the politically

hut that in no

: or especially

encourage this trend.

In order to make the issues of the younger gen-

eration heard we must first convince the politw-ians

that we are listening to the work! around us. By

voting, we can show that we're not only interested

in politics, but also want to panicipate. Once our

votes begin to carry some weight, we can get the

issues that concern us addres.s«^

MT\ is one large chain that i> talung an oppo-

site position to that of Lrban Ouilitters. This vtar's

"Choose or Lose" c^unpaign is encouraging more

18 to 24-year-olds to vote. Whik: in 20U0 only 18

million pev>pk in that age bracket voted, MTN' has

set its sights on getting at kast 20 million out to tfie

polls in November Mong with ainng commercials

regularly on its static*!, it also features polls and

news updates on the MT\ website.

It's important that MTV recogniacs that it has

major inlluence on Airierica's youth and is attempt-

ing to use thjt intluence for a positive purpose We
can only hope that Urban Outfitten and other

major corporations that arc popular today will do

the same.

We. at The Massachusetts Daily Collegian,

wouki like to thank all those involved in the

attempt to reverse the downward trend in politk:al

panicipution Hopefully, the rxrsulu. of yesterday's

prmwiet will show the effects of these ccntiiuc

tive campMgns
L nsigrttd ediumah wpnnent the majority opin-

ion of The MaiMchumUi Daily Collegian

Ediiunul Buari.

Why is Haiti in the news?
In recent weeks. Haiti has

been all over the news, from our

own Daily Collegian to CNN.
with reports of "rebels"

and problems surround- yg„g| [g||gyf
ing the Haitian govern- ^__^_,^_
ment. This publicity, as

slaves for the most part, fought

against their masters to create

our nation, the economic and

social structures did

not change much. A
new group of rulers

replaced an old one

sensationalized and negative as

it tends to be, has raised the con-

cern of my fellow friends, col-

leagues, and community at large.

Typical ot the nature of media,

strong images of violence and

controversy are what dominate

the picture and story. These

reports have led to the main,

frank question, "What the heck

is going on in Haiti?'

I do not make any i.ldiiii ol

being an official spokesman or

expert on Haitian politics.

However I do feel as a person of

Haitian decent and a leader of a

Haitian-American organization,

I have some responsibility in

offering some insight on the

whole situation. Coming off of

Black History month. I'd like to

address a little of the historical

aspect that has led Haiti to its

current condition.

The overthrow of govern-

ments by violent meaiu is com-

monplace in the history of Haiti.

The nearly 34 coups d'etat

throughout the 200 years of the

second Republic in the Americas

can easily attest to this fact

W hen our ancestors, former

keeping the status quo intact and

brutally sustaining it.

Colonial Haiti under the

French encompassed three social

classes: the white masters, the

enfranchised (mulattoes and

What's going on is

more than a

Haitian Issue, iTs a

human issue.

freed blacks), and the slaves.

The slaves were properties ol

white masters and the enfran-

chised. The I iyear war for inde-

pendence only got rid ol the

while masters, while creating a

new ruling class made o( the

already enfranchised, the army

generals, aiKl a few lower num-
bers of the army. The masses got

nothing and were forced to

remain in the plantations to con-

tinue to keep the system alive

lean lacques Dessalines made
some efforts to help the former

slaves, but was killed for that

very reason. No comprehensive

official programs have tried to

correct this situation: as a result,

every 25-55 years masses of peo-

ple erupt to ask for equitable dis-

tributions of the wealth of the

country.

The rise of Aristide was a

symbol of this long pursuit, until

he too joined the political class

that has traditionally exploited

the masses. Currently, be it

Aristide's Lavalas camp or the

so-called opposition camp, no

one has addressed the real issue

of taking the country to the path

that will lead to the distribution

of the country's wealth to the

masses in the forms of social jus-

tice, education, farming, and

housing, etc

I encourage everyone to con-

tinue to research and educate

themselves on these issues

What's going on is more than a

Haitian issue: it's a human issue

Similar situations have taken

place all over the world, includ-

ing Liberia. Uganda, and

Guatemala

If you would like to know

more about the current situation

in Haiti, you can come to a dis-

cussion, sponsored by the

French department, on Tuesday,

March «} at 7 p.m in Herter Hall

101.

Vonel Lamour is a UMau
student

d»f»^_'S^

A modern day "Tzaddik"

»»W

Religion: it is in your brain

finW
Hoberi

Carey

Religion is a

place in the

human brain.

With the right

patient as well

as the proper

brain wave
measuring
devices, you

can detect it.

Where it is

exactly I'm not

sure, but I'm sure any neurolo-

gist could probably point it out.

It has in all likelihood always

been there, since our pre-human

ancestors danced behind water-

falls in a senseless frenzy, and

since our antediluvian brethren

made sacrifices of an endless

amount of goods to self-created

deities, all in an attempt to carry

the favor of the random acts of

fortune. For some, this part of

the brain is vigorous, while in

others the arteries seem to curve

their flow around this area leav-

ing it barren and unproductive.

The latter group excels at

objectivity, while the former

remains pinned down to their

views of life everlasting and the

reigning beneficence of an

omnipotent universal force.

Some can manage to be smart

and escape the pitfalls of reli-

gions' primal evolutionary pur-

pose as a distraction to logic.

and succeed at keeping both

their faith and sensibility in

check.

There is, however, a vast

contingency that fails to keep

their religious brain centers in

check. There results a sort of

shocking madness as ministers

dance with venomous adders,

and guzzle strychnine in the

name of their deity. In circles

that are slightly less fanatic,

though equally fanatic, are the

televangelists. Their followers

open their wallets and hearts to

God while communicating in

tongues, and convulsing on the

floor in fits as if they had taken

a heroic dose of some strong

drug intravenously. Falling prey

to their twisted inhibitions,

these people look to amass fol-

lowers to participate in their

cathartic experiences of divirte

bliss.

In most churches or large

organized religions the practice

is less extreme, generally

because people have no true

theological beliefs of their own.

and only abide a religious

organiz.ation through an appre-

ciation of tradition. These peo-

ple drag themselves to every

weekly holy day. quietly comply-

ing with whatever it is the man
in robes and the microphone

tells them to do.

Other members of organized

What's the true

problem with reli-

gion? In many cir-

cumstances the

desire to hilfill a

sensual urge

becomes like

dynamite when

mixed with other

forces.

religion are there for the strict

adherence to the laws of an

ancient code of ethics, which

they proudly proclaim is out of

faith, and is for no real convinc-

ingly particular purpose consid-

ered sacred. 'The Book' is the

pure and perfect instruction on

how to live one's life, and gener-

ally it isn't quite the perfect

book. There are some typical

human mistakes and contradic-

tions in it (Samuel 24.1-2 vs.

Chronicles 21.1-2). But it isn't a

bad way to live; there are things

that need frequent updating,

but overall most of the instruc-

tion will lead to better living.

On a whole, these books and

the religion attached to them do

fill some necessary voids that

while some lack entirely others

have in spades.

But what's the true problem

with religion? In many circum-

stances the desire to fulfill a

sensual urge becomes like dyna-

mite when mixed with other

forces.

The right religion is a source

of pride for many people, as

much of a source as national-

ism When the universal tides of

fortune are out on a loyal and

devote zealot, then their beliefs

are threatened.

The human beast is vain and

more often than not. stubborn.

Convinced they're destined for

something higher than what

they have received they become

motivated to take things into

their own hands. Faith then

blinds the reactionary mind info

action This was the kind of

deadly fuel, not so much for

Hitler but which certainly drove

on his followers. The crusades

were a 300-year testament to

this form of madness, and then

of course more recently we have

9-11 as an example of this.

Admittedly, human atrocities

are carried out without the help

of religion, but the more organ-

ized and unified the greater the

capacity they have for potential-

ly committing violence. This is

why the necessity for personal-

izing spiritual beliefs is most

important, rather than casting

aside religion, like Friedrich

Nietzsche or Lord Bertrand

Russell, whose opinions were

that religion is a worthless

crutch and in all ways detrimen-

tal to human society.

There is good in a lot of reli-

gious beliefs, but it has to be

drawn out by the individual and

not an organization. I think this

philosophy is fortunately pre-

vailing, a sign of which are the

world's major religions begin-

ning to subdivide into groups

with vastly different beliefs. The
smaller the groups the better off

humanity is from religious per-

secution.

There should be a lot of

thinking on the part of the indi-

vidual on how they wish to go

about treating the religious cen-

ter in their brain; their own con-

clusion is the best religion.

Ruheri Carey is a Collegian

columnist.

"Tzaddik" - (pi.

"Tzadikkim"). A righteous man
(for the female equivalent, see

"Tzidkanit") - based on the

Hebrew word "Tzcdek." or

"lustice." The lewish hero is

not the swashbuckling warrior,

but rather the "Tzaddik." the

"mighty warrior' who conquers

his "evil inclinations." towards

pride, power and oppression.

and practices righteousness

and humility, and who is. like God always on

'the side of the oppressed' r'Kohelel." ot

Ecdetriastes 1151
There is a very special man to whom I must

pay tribute for all the positive work he has done

to change the world Predictably, he doesn't

receive much credit lot hii action*, yet humbly

continues to make a massive difference every

minute of every day. It is quite likely that none ol

you have even ever heard of him because his

work is done on another side of the world in a

miniature-sized country called Israel His name is

leff Seidel.

The second I stepped foot in Israel about

seven months ago. his name was everywhere

"leff Seidel this, leff Seidel that " "Don't let |eff

get you.' "Oh leff Seidel is amazing!" After all of

the hubbub. I needed to find out who everyone

was talking about.

Not much to my surprise, I didn't really need

to work very hard to find him. Actually, he found

me.

My very first weekend in Israel. I was

approached at the Kotel (Western Wall) by a

short man in saddle shoes, wearing a New
England Patriots baseball cap given to him by Mr
Kraft, asking me if I had a place to eat lunch.

Since I didn't. I shook my head and before I

could say a word. I was thrown into a group of

people, all with just as a perplexed look on their

face as myself and following a stranger to: desti-

nation unknown. We arrived at the door of some

random family, who greeted us with open arms

and a five-course meal. The kids, ages two and

four, didn't seem the least bit confused as to the

reason for our visit It was then that I realized the

power of leff Seidel

After that day. I continued to sec leff every-

where, no matter where I went, always approach-

ing people and offering them anything from

lunch to a trip to Russia. Before I knew it, I was

getting paid to learn about ludaism and Israel,

registered for a lU-dav all-inclusive trip to Russia

for Passover, and eating Friday night dinner with

his whole family at his house. Now, not only have

I benefited from |efl. I can honestly say I feci like

he IS my friend

After talking to him. I couldn t believe the

amount ol people he aflccts on a daily basis, left

has a goal. It is to bring people closer to their reli

gion and heritage by providing them with as nuui)

opportunities as possible. By devoting his life to

fundraising and programming, he has managed to

change the lives ol so many students yearning for

a deeper connection to their traditions.

Recently I met Ranaan Gissin, the senior advi-

sor of Israeli Prime Minister. Ariel Sharon. Later

this week. I am going to go skiing in the north on

Ml. Hermon, to feel a stronger sense of and con

nection to the land and its versatility. And next

month, I am going to go to Russia as part of leffs

Passover program in conjunction with the

Chessed Project' to prepare a traditional

Passover seder' (feast) for Russian children, left

even offers a program for lewish students from

abroad who would like to learn more about

ludaism to come to Israel for free and study for

three weeks during the summer
In the midst of a place so convoluted with ten

sion and discord, seeing someone like leff Seidel

constantly at work making positive changes is

incredibly refreshing. It is for this reason, I

would like to commend and recognize leff Seidel

as a righteous man of our time, in a little place I

like to refer to as the island of democracy sur

rounded by a giant sea of tyranny.

Leah \'iiale is a Collegian columnist studying

in Israel.

A matter of survival

months

Let me just say that I count

myself among the first to appre-

ciate international diversity. My
parents are both immigrants

from different parts of the

world and I spent 1

1

last year studying

abroad. I value my
study abroad experi-

ence so much that

when I came back to the

University of Massachusetts last

fall I applied to work in the

International Programs Office,

and am currently a peer coun-

selor in the advising center

All students who study

abroad pay IPO for their servic-

es. IPO also provides services

to international students study-

ing at UMass including (but not

limited to) assisting students

with their visa paperwork,

admissions, and advising. Study

abroad is an incredibly valuable

experience not only academical-

ly, but also personally. I don't

think I have to convince any-

body of that, or the fact thai

international diversity on this

campus is also a highly valued

asset.

My concern is that certain

information is being presented

to the general public of this

campus in a way that creates

incorrect assumptions about

the way that IPO and the

administration is functioning. I

am talking specifically about

the current protests against the

new IPO fee being charged to

international students. The $65
fee is not a surveillance fee. I

stress. It

fee. The

Racliel faralibaidish

is not a surveillance

fee is being used to

help cover the oper-

ating costs of the

office, a measure
that was previously

not needed until the recent

budget cuts caused IPO to be

nearly self-supporting. There is

very minimal financial support

from the University, lust like

almost every other department

and area of student life on this

campus. IPO has been affected,

and drastically.

It is true that part of the

operation of the office includes

compliance with Federal Law,

including the Patriot Act and its

new regulations regarding

SEVIS. It is relevant to remem-
ber that the government has

always collected information

about international students.

What worries me is that the

larger picture is being ignored.

Protesting the Patriot Act — its

legality and its ethics — is one

thing; protesting an office (and

a University) that does not have

enough resources to defend or

even support itself is another

IPO is trying just as hard as

every other department on cam-

pus to find ways to fairly and

practically to support itself and

give services to the student

body. But the money is not

going to come out of thin air A
$65 fee charged to the students

who are the primary benefac-

tors of the services of the said

office is not unreasonable —
nor is it unheard of. Several of

the other campuses in the

UMass system (such as UMass
Boston) as well as other private

and public institutions across

the country and the world

charge fees to their internation-

al students. Everyone is aware
that the University needs more
money — if it doesn't come
from the government or the stu-

dents (unfair though it might

be) there won't be any support

services (like IPO) available at

all.

Maybe IPO's $65 fee should

be spread over the general stu-

dent body, instead of just the

population that uses that office.

I don't know which is more fair,

but it's not fair for students to

continue being misinformed. If

the vitality of UMass is going to

survive, we should not be para

lyzing the few resources that

remain by yelling at each other

among mounting aggression

and frustration, but instead cel-

ebrate diversity on campus and
find more constructive ways to

solve the larger problem.
Rachel Farahhakhsh is a

UMass student.
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^^HB^^^H Former Vermont Governor

^^^^^^^^1 Howard lX*an is not seeking the

^^^^ ^^^1 Democratic Party's nomination for

^B^^ ^^^B the upcoming national election,

^^k JS^^H ^^- 1 '" Mtry. maybe I wasn't clear

^^V^^^HH Dean isn't running for president.

'v. ^^^^^J Oh, did those folks in the back with

^^B^^n the "Dean for America" bumper
'

' stkkers miss .something'.' I'm sorry.

Dean i.sn't running for president.

Did you hear me that time.'

"^ Good.
I'm writing this column Monday night, on the eve

of Super Tuesday, when New York, Massachusetts,

California and several other states held their primary

elections. Massachusetts Senator |ohn Kerry is seeking

the nomination. North Carolina Senator |ohn Edwards
is seeking the nomination. The Reverend Al Sharpton

aixl Ohk) Congressman Dennis Kucinkh are seeking

the nominatkxi.

Oh, did you happen to notice who isn't actively

seeking the party's nomination for the national elec-

tkni? That's right. Howard I>ean. Then why. oh why,

arc l>;aniacs plastering "Vote for [>ean" posters and

"Dean for America" bumper stickers all over the

Campus Center? Why was a crowd of fXan support-

ers standing acrxjss the street from k>hn Kerry support-

ers in downtown Amherst this past weekend''

Honestly, I don't know.

My best guess Ls this is an exampk: ot grassroots

stupklity. The same well-meaning kleuk>gues who
voted for Ralph Nader during the ill-fated 2000 ekx-

tion arc now rallying their support behind a candidate

who isn't running. N'oiing for a nonviable candidate

and splintering ihe DNC isn't that great ol an idea,

folks, no nvatter how grcat his health carc plan is

Maybe this is the altennath ot a campaign built

around social events rather than coherent policy. IX;an

dkl such a phenomenal job building a grassroots

organization aiound events like his famous "nu.vtup>s."

maybe the IVaniacs don't want to give up ihiir

Saturday night plans just because their candidate isn i

a catxlidate anymore.

Therc-'s always the po«ssibility that Dean is telling

his supporters to keep the faith. Let's take a kx>k at Mr
Dean's website

"There arc a kM of ways to make change." accord-

ing to IVan's campaign website. "We arc kraving one

track, but we arc- going on another track that will uike

back .^Jiierica for ocditwry peopk- again
"

This makes sense He's ihji running foi president

anyriHHv but he wants his supporters to stay involved

with the political pnxc-ss. This '» a great kka So

where are all u( the Dean for President posters comu^
from? Mayiie what Dean really means is that he will

run as an independent rather than a democrat and his

supporters can folkiw him to another party.

"V^e want everyorn" involved in 'Dean for .America

to slay involved, stay together, stay with the

Democratic Party, and support the dcmocratk nomi-

nee." according to Dean on his website. "As I have said

before. I str\>ngK urge my supporters not to be tempt

cd by iixleperxlent or third-party candklates
"

So. iKcording to the man himself. IVan xupporter*

shoukJ keep going to meeiups. kivp using the Interrx't

in ix-w and amazing ways, keep lighting for the issues

thi-y believe in. but they shouki stay in the DNC. This

mairrii sense. So why are some ol you IX'aniacs still

campaigntng for a man vyho isn't running lor oflice.'

You shoukln t he.

IVnvxrats differ on a wide variety of issues itxiud-

ing free trade, same sex marriage, foreign pi>lk.-y and

just about evenihing else. Otie goal that all DenKxrats

and many independents and third party members can-

rally around i"* ihe burning de>irc to kkk f*rc"sklent

George VK Bush oui of office come November

UnlortunatcK. Bu.sh has n»ore iiKjney aixl a lighter

organization than his opponents. In case the 2000

national ekxtion dkln't convince you. swing voters can

have a huge impact on ekvtkxi outcomes. Tfie only

way we're going to heat Bush is b> consolkiating our

votc-s and our nxHKV arourxl the democrat rximinee.

Spjiiiienng off into the margins will only help Bush get

. led The -ioofKr the I>NC can put differctices

.i-ni«. and Mart supporting our rxMiiiiKc. the more

organized and effective our campaign will be this year

Even thtiugh I>can dkln't win any primary ekvtkms.

his campaign was one ol the tTK)si effective in either

party's history. Dean's supporters arc- incrc-dibly valu-

able to the DNC. atxl even the fomK-r governor

impk)rc-s his former campaign volunteers to stay in the

party and support the IK-itKicratic Party's nomitK-e.

Dean doesn't want to be a splinter in the DNC but

rather a catalyst lor change The party has a long way

to go beforc- its unilic-d around coherent platform, arxl

active progressive democrats have an excclk-nt oppor-

tunity to hamc-ss the momentum from Dean's cam-

paign and use it to mcxlemize and unify the

Dt-mocratic Party.

Dean's done folks, but the fight has just begun.

Racftel Smith is a Collegian columnist.

The self-proclaimed "King of All Media,"

Howard Stern, was taken off the air last week on

six select radio stations that carried his program

throughout the United Slates.

Howard Stern is now the victim of a tirade of

decency complaints that have left the

free expression (see the Patriot Act.) Stem hasn't

done anything differently. It seems he is another

victim, along with The Oscar's and other live pro-

gramming, of lanet lackson's breast.

Who knew a diva's breast could have such a

stark domino effect, a "nipple-ripple

radio talent baffied. Nothing out of the

ordinary has occurred on the show in

recent days. Stern is upset thai this indefinite sus-

pension from Clear Channel Radio's stations

sends the message that he has done something

wrong. The only reason for this suspension that

came to Stern's mind is that a recent caller used

a racial slur However, Stern responded by imme-

diately hanging up on that person.

Clear Channel Radio, the nation's largest radio

chain, suspended the shock jock for violating new
on-air decency policies. On-air violations are a

relatively undefined term left up to the Clear

Channel Radio regulators to determine.

Clear Channel called the Feb. 23 broadcast

"vulgar, offensive and insulting, not just to

women and African Americans but to anyone

with a sense of common decency." So. what's the

difference from every other Howard Stern show
ever aired?

I would like to know who the Clear Channel

regulators are and what basis they determine on-

air material to be in violation of decency regula-

tions. There isn't evidence of increased listener

complaints. Besides, it is very easy for an unhap-

py listener to change the station.

Stern admittedly has a history of indecency

and pushing limitations. He cannot be blamed for

breaking any rules or crossing any barriers he

hadn't already crossed long ago.

Critics say this push ultimately comes from

our Republican-led government that has shown

support throughout Bush's term for restricting

Adfienilfi BOSSi
^^f*^^^" ^^ y^" ^'"' "" ^^^ media and soci-

_^^____^ ety It's just a breast. Half the population

has I hem.

If Viacom employs the same decency monitors

as Clear Channel, there is no way Stern's show

will remain on air. Viacom's Infinity Broadcasting

controls the syndication of the program.

Stem admittedly has a history of

indecency and pushing limita-

tions. He cannot be blamed for

breaking any rules or crossing

any barriers he hadnl already

crossed long ago.

"If Viacom enforces a similar code. I don't

seen how the Infinity stations that carry Stern's

show can keep him on the air—and if that lustin-

lanet episode indirectly leads to the muzzling of

Howard Stern, one of the great pioneers of free

speech (and yes, bawdy programming), it will be

a sad. sad day for this country." said Richard

Roeper of the Chicago Sun Times.

.Although this technically isn't an infringement

of the First Amendment rights, it is nonetheless

an outrage. Clear Channel subscribes to Stern's

show and made the move to suspend his pro

gram. Therefore, it is not a violation of free

speech. They are practicing their rights to private

censorship, the corporate equivalent of offended

listeners changing the station.

"Howard Stern does have the right to say

whatever he wants anywhere, but he doesn't nec-

essarily have the right to say it on that station if

the people who run the station don't want him

to." said Democratic Presidential hopeful John

Kerry while campaigning in New York.

Although Clear Channel only controls six sta-

tions airing Stern's show, the principle this action

illustrates Is more important than the action

itself. Clear Channel's actions took the choice

away from listeners to decide the decency of

Stern's show themselves.

A survey taken by bostonchannel.com asked

its readers, "Do you think that shock jock

Howard Stern's radio show should be widely

broadcast with his current content?" Of those

polled, 48 percent said yes, while 52 percent said

no. Stern's show still appears on 40 stations

across the nation and is heard by millions of

viewers.

Controversy gave birth to our society and it is

still a powerful force encouraging social change

Controversial thinkers of various time periods

gave us freedom of religion, women's rights,

desegregated schools, equal rights to vote across

all sexes and races, among other things.

Howard Stern certainly isn't to be confused

with Martin Luther King, |r or controversial

thinkers of the like. Yet, we still need people like

Howard Stern who confront issues and say things

we are uncomfortable with We cannot ignore the

unpleasantries in society If he is banned from the

air whose speech will be next? Where will the

line be drawn? It seems to me like we are gradu-

ally being nudged towards conformity.

Adrivnnc Hitssi is a Collegian columnist

was a teenage car-killer. Now I'm reformed

Ilioias

lauoliion

Lara and I were

listening to the

oldies station in mv
blue Buick Skylark

I affordable luxury),

laughing hysterical-

ly, driving double

the speed limit

down a long back

road in Foxboro,

when all of a sud-

den during the cho-

rus of "Mr. Postman'. m\ beautilul

blue Buick shimmied off the road and

into some woman's forsyihia bush

my lirst accident.

^'ellow flowers adorned the hood

artd windshield of my car on the rainy

summer day in 2000. l^ra and I

checked ourselves for injury and

because I had never been in an acci-

dent where I was driving I reasoned,

"well. I didn't hit another car or

someoTK-'s child, so I guess I'll just

k-ave The bush isn't destroyed, its

just ... bent."

I thought I was so clever.

"No one will ever know.* No one

would have known if I hadn't left my
front license plate on the woman's

yard. Five minutes later, my pager

vibrated the harried vibrate that can

only coiiK' from mother who has been

contacted by the police concerning

her son. Captain Clever If she could

have dialed a special code to ni>

pager that read. "You are dead ti>

me.' she would have.

.Apparently, the brush with the

bush wasn't enough for me. Over the

next year and a half. I would be cited

and dt-corated on many occasions by

various police officials for my "exem

plary" driving techniques. This

incliJded, but was rK>t limited to, driv

ing into ditches, disregarding any

notion of a so-called "speed limit."

proud displays uf my middle linger.

Use of the horn as communication

device — all leading up to the demise

of the H80 Buick, whkh I had

dubbed "The lustice-mobile " To this

da>. whenever I drive past the inter

sectic>n on Blackstone Boulevard in

Providence. R.I. where I slamnic-d

into the back of a nice Russian man's

car, totaling the lustice mobile, I

cross myself as though in Church; a

private gesture betwcvn God and I to

ensure that such an event shall never

occur again.

God had a different plan lor me, a

punishment plan, in fact. To pay for

my sins while operating the lustice-

mobile in all Its mayhem, a curse ot

death had been put on the next two
vehicles I inherited, causing my poor

father to indulge in a prescription of

Zolofi to quell the bouts of blinding

rage which I inspired with my phone

calls at 2 a.m informing him.

"Daddy, there s something wri>ng

with the car"

I graduated high school with an

honorable resume which irwluded

live moving violations, ihrc-e accident

reports, and one slate-policeman's

video tape which featured the officer

ripping me out of my car and barking

at me for unsheathing my glorious

middle linger to a family of four

My mother is still trying to get her

hands on a copy ol the video even

four years later lo show at family par-

ties or to my new boyfriends.

I was preparing for my first semes-

ter at the University of Massachusetts

when I was informed of my date with

destiny. I signed up for the re-training

session offered b\ the IX-partment of

Motor Vehicles at Smith College and

on a brisk day in October of 2001 . I

entered the set of the exciting reality

television show. "The IX'generates of

Society."

I had met my competition for

"most dangerous motorist" ol my
classmates at that fateful re-training

session. They were drunks, drug deal-

ers, prostitutes, gang members, and

everything I have ever wanted in a

talk show right there in a small class-

room.

I was clearly the least dangerous

out of all of them, or the ntost dan-

gerous depending on how you look at

it, for mv infractions cxcurred while

sober, making me the minority in the

group. I sat next to a gang member
namc-d Tre. who I immediately fell in

love with when he showed me his tat-

toos and switchblade: the thought of

a boy in a full sweat suit walking me
to class and calling me "shorty" sends

shivers up and down my spine even

now.

Our teacher arrived and broke up
a tight between Tre and some really

uglv guy in a suit and tie who was

drinking Poland Spring \odka from a

flask and shouting racial slurs il

swooned as Trc- spouted off slang I

had never even heard). This was the

best day of my life, or the worst

depending on how vou lcK)k at it I

didn't wani to spend eight hours talk-

ing about driving and re- living my
driver's ed classes from high school,

but when I met ^'olanda, Tre-, Robert,

Xou. Susie from Southwest and all of

my fellow dangers to the community.

my heart was full. The icing on the

cake was Morty. the ringmaster of

our circus of evil.

Morty was a good old boy from

the north end of Boston who didn't

give a crap about any of us. and we
loved him for it. Morty was a no non-

sense guy. he cared about two things:

driving and giving us 20 minute

breaks everv live minutes. Trulv. if

there was any man who was going to

teach us how to drive better Mortv

was not him. and that's why we loved

him so much. Never has a Saturday

moved so slowly. We talked aboui

aggressive driving, actually using

your turn signal, and why we should

leave our weapons at home
Although the whole experience

was regrettable, when I walkc-d out of

that room of shame. I was Irc-e of my
debt to society, and I had made some
connections if 1 ever nec-ded sonie

one's legs broken. I didn't realize that

I had actually gleaned something

from the session until the semester

had ended and my mother was driv-

ing me home. She was cut off by

some ill-advised motorist and

unleashc-d a borage of obscenities, to

which I replied "Mom. that's aggres-

sive". We looked al each other with

shock on our faces. "Is this my baby

boy?" my mom's face read as we
drove down the Mass. Pike past the

man she had just said five versions of

the "f-word" to.

Later. I returned to my throne, the

driver's seat with new confidence. To
this day. I catch myself going the

speed limit, and it's during thosc-

limes that I stroll (or drive recklessly I

down memory lane, hearing the voice

of Morty ring in m> head as I pass my
true love. Tre. knifing some kid who
owes him money.

A tear rolls down my cheek as I

realize that my life is differc-nt now I

have not received a citation in lour

years, except for that one I got over

break that I am lighting in court in a

couple weeks I will stand in front of

the judge and defy my detractors with

a glimmer in my eye and a solemn

promise. "I am a refonned driver"

Thomas \uughton is u Collegian

columnist.

All Collegian staffers are reminded to vote in

THE Editor in Chief election before Friday.

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR

NOT ONLY ABOUT

'VANITY'
Erika Lovleys March 1 column

was on the dangers of Accutane, a

prescription drug that successfully

treats cystic acne Lovley writes. 'I

cannot say that I have ever suffered

from severe acne However, most

acne is not a life-threatening or phys-

ically-restricting problem" While

most acne is not a serious problem,

the acne that Accutane treats can

lead to permanent scarring and

depression — two very grave

results.

While her dismissal of the serious

mental anguish that can result from

lack of treatment of a serious medical

disease can be overlooked, more seri-

ous Is the implication that women ot

childbearing age must be monitored

by an outside organization While the

unborn child certainly is a considera-

tion, what about a woman's right to

doctor-patient confidentiality? As

Lovley writes, "no amount of watch-

dog monitoring can ensure that

women will take their birth control,

abstain from sex, or even worry about

giving birth to a child with birth

defects" i would argue that this Is

true whether or not a woman Is pre-

scribed Accutane. Should all women

be subiected to this monitoring?

According to Webmdcom,

Richard Scher. MD, president of the

American Academy of Dermatology,

stated. "As dermatologists, we

strongly believe that limiting access

to [Accutane] Is a disservice to

patients and erodes the patient-

physician relationship education,

not regulation is the key to safe use

of this drug to protect women of

childbearing age "
I believe this argu-

ment by a physician is more scientifi-

cally compelling than an argument

made by a politician who experienced

the heart wrenching loss ot a child

(Rep Bart Stupak)

According to Lovleys reasoning,

all drugs that cause birth detects

must be removed from the market

What about nicotine and alcohol, two

widely marketed drugs that treat no

serious disease and are known to

cause birth defects'' Furthermore,

Lovley gives no thoughts to the rights

of a woman, facing physical and emo-

tional scars, to confidentiality In the

patient-doctor relationship and

autonomy in the decision making over

her body

Clearly. Accutane is Intended only

to treat acne that poses more than a

problem of "vanity" to a patient

Decisions such as Roe v Wade give

women the right to control their bod-

ies. Reason and clarity, not emotional-

ly charged vignettes (such as that of

"Jenn"), must prevail In the regulation

of prescription drugs that treat seri-

ous medical problems

Andrea Rente

UMass student

FOCUSING ON THE

BRIGHT SIDE
In response to Jeftery

Napolitano's article, "A Campaign of

Trivialities." published on Monday,

Feb 23. we do not believe that the

basic human rights of freedom of

expression, of the press and the abil-

ity lo elect a government responsible

to its citizens, are trivial The Arab-

Israeli conflict is one that is very com-

plex and surrounded by much emo-

tion However, it is not all that is going

on in the Middle East

Napolitano's attack on the Student

Alliance For Israel's (SAFI) flyer cam-

paign that our organization has

undertaken is absurd and unwarrant-

ed Israel Is a diverse multicultural,

multi-religious and vibrant democra-

cy The desire of this campaign was to

highlight Israel's freedoms and the

many achievements of its citizens. It

IS a great pity that the same freedoms

enjoyed by Israelis Muslim, Christian

and Jewish citizens cannot be

enjoyed by the citizens of Israel's

neighbors.

We find It difficult to understand

what Napolitanos problem Is with

becoming more informed Over the

past three years over 900 Israeli's

have been killed as a result of the

bombing of buses, restaurants, and

universities. And despite this barrage

of violence that has been unleashed

upon the Israeli people, they continue

to stand firm against terrorism and

thrive. We think it is important for stu-

dents on this campus to have the

opportunity to make up their own

minds and decide what they think Is

important.

Rather than focusing on the

bloodshed that has gripped this land

for so many decades, we decided to

portray a positive image and show

people in Israel beyond the conflict

While Napolitano would demonize

Israel and its people at every opportu-

nity, we would like to see students on

campus gaming greater understand-

ing of more than |usl the body counts

We look forward to the day when

Israel and its neighbors can arrive at

a negotiated resolution to the conflict

that has claimed so many lives on

both sides We will continue to assert

Israel's right to exist as a Jewish

state, free of terrorism, within secure

and defined boundaries

The SAFI Executive Board

MISGUIDED CRITICISM
It IS a testament to Noam

Chomsky's near- Infallibility that his

would-be critics, such as Gllad

Skolnick. should have to resort to

only the most fallacious, fraudulent,

and myopic discourse In their mis-

guided and dubious attempts at

undermining him and his views

Skolnlck's column was so ridiculous,

so filled with lies and nonsense, that

one wouldn't even bother respond-

ing If not for the chance that he may

have succeeded In misguiding some

of the Collegian audience

Where should we begin'' It might

first be appropriate to point out that

Professor Chomsky himself Is

Jewish, That aside, any realistic

evaluation of — nay. even the

briefest glance at — Chomsky's

writings and career would thorough-

ly discredit Skolnick's fantastical

Neo-Nazi label While Skolnick was

able to fill an entire quarter of your

opinion page with his piece, he writes

very little of substance within the

lengthy and misplaced statistics of

anti-Semitic acts and cases of racial-

ly motivated genocide, only two actu-

al statements about Professor

Chomsky's alleged views are made

(of course nothing is said about the

lecture in question) Both claims,

however, are notoriously dubious and

will fall apart under the slightest

scrutiny, and I encourage anyone

interested — indeed, I challenge

anyone who would dare call or

believe Noam Chomsky to be a prof-

it-driven. Holocaust-denying "Neo-

Nazi" — to do their own research, to

see what he has actually written and

done for the world, and come to their

own conclusions

I for one consider myself

extremely privileged to have been

able to listen to Noam Chomsky

speak in person at Bowker

Auditorium I found his lecture on the

Bush administration's foreign poli-

cies, like everything else of

Chomsky's that I've read or heard, at

once fascinating, insplnng, and of

unparalleled clarity As a university

community I feel we are all indebted

to the Political Economy and

Research Institute (PERI) for inviting

Noam Chomsky to speak here As a

global community, we should all be

thanking our lucky stars the man

happens to exist at ail

Mike Sances

UMass student

NOTICING A TREND
I read Johnny Donaldsons A

Possible Cause to the Tragedies of

Human History last week and I was

amazed that I was finally reading an

article discussing the very things ttiat I

had been thinking I wanted to let

Donaldson know that I thought that it

took a tot of courage to say the things

he said I also wanted him to know that

he IS not the only person who has seen

the trend of people fighting and killing

in the name of religion

I, too, have noticed that the people

who constantly live and preach their

religion usually tend to be the ones

who use those words to cause pain,

torture, and death What religion out

there gtorlfies these things'' I am cer-

tain that many others have noticed this

but not many wish to discuss it This Is

why I wanted the author to know that

I. as well as other University of

Massachusetts students, felt that it

was wonderful that he had the courage

to attack the subiect head-on

While I may not agree with abolish-

ing all religions. I do agree that having

one's own beliefs is important. The

subject of religion as a whole can be

controversial, and to narrow it down

and discuss the pains caused may

anger some of those who hold their

religion on the highest pedestal I |ust

wanted Donaldson to know that I felt

that he wrote his article very well and

that he had substantial evidence to

support his views I look fonward to

reading more of his work

Stephanie Corlez

UMass student
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Picture Box

llfaiiAvbeii

This '24'

the best yet
The Magic Picture Box is a column about that

invenlion we all have and some of us actually

watch — the television.

There is one show on television that can aptly be

applied to riding a roller coaster ... a coaster in the

dark mind you The track winds

this way and that, you go up and

down and you don't know what is

going to happen next. This ride is

called "24." one of the best damn
drama's there is on television

today. Currently in its third sea-

son. "24" just gets better and bet-

ter every week.

tionip The gimmick of "24" is that a
^^^y^ whole season occurs during one

day Every episode is an hour in

that day Thus, events occur in

real time This gives the whole

series a iense of pressure and

intensity At any moment something unexpected

may happen — and expectedly it usually does. It's

as il the writers go into a room and ask themselves,

"What can not ever happen''" Then they try to force

ihai onto the screen These writers must be master-

minds of storytelling.

The main character of "24" is lack Bauer, played

superbly by Kiefer Sutherland. Bauer is an agent

for the Counter Terrorism Unit (CTU). which spe

cialize>, oddly enough, in tracking down those

"ruihlc><., filthy terrorists " Bauer is simply put, a

hero Me stopped the assassination of a senator in

season one. averted an atomic bomb m season two.

and is now attempting to stop an outbreak of a

virus Wow, and those are just the main storylines.

Another fine actor on the show is Dennis

Hassbert who plays President David Palmer

Prc-idcnt Palmer is an honest man and a sincere

leader Sherry Palmer (Penny Johnson lerald) is

Palmer's ex-wife who portrays the most negative

image of an ex-wife with an ax to grind. You come

to love her as much as you hate her. Sinfully deli-

v.ious

\ varied team at CTU, including his daughter

Kim Bauer (Elisha Cuthbert) joins Bauer Kim was

kidnapped multiple times in season one. Then she

was phased by a cougar and got seduced by a mad-

man the next season Thankfully, this season she's

elevated herself to an agent at CTLi where daddy

can watch her and assure that she is safe and sound

(supposedly, anyway.)

Other CTU agents include the calm and collect

ed Tony Almeida (Carlos Bernard), the beautiful

and smart Michelle Dessler (Reiko Aylesworth).

and Chase Edmunds (lames Badge Dale) who was

probably added this season to bring in the female

viewers because of his looks.

If you have never watched "24" and are interest-

ed in jumping on the ride, then there is good news.

"24" starts up again March W. and both seasons

one and two are available on DVD So you have

plenty of extra procrastinating hours to indulge in

the back episodes. Now, if you don't have the

money, (and truthfully, who does?) then the follow-

ing is what you need to know;

1. In the last episode, CTU tracked the virus to

a hotel. This hotel was put on lock-down while

CTU agents Michelle and Gael, among others,

arrived to find the detonator. Gael eventually found

the virus but il was too late. During the last sec-

onds of the episode, the virus was released through

the ventilation system.

2. The president's ex wife Sherry was tapped by

the president to deal with a situation involving a

rich businessman named Milliken The president's

chief of staff and brother (Wayne) had an affair

with Milliken's wife. Milliken discovered the adul-

tery and threatened to block the legislation in

which he held a major influence. This is where the

horrible ex-wife comes in. Sherry blocks Milliken's

wife from giving him medicine when he is having a

heart attack. With Milliken snuffed out. the admis-

tration is now facing a cover-up. How scandalous!

Those are the two basic plots you should know
to start watching and be up to speed. So, come join

the ride and see why "24" recently won the Screen

Actors Guild and Golden Globe awards. The show
is just a marvelous pleasure to revel in.

24" returns on March 30. Tuesday's on Fox at

9 p.m.

Ryan Aubert is a Collegian Columnist.
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Fantomas releases another unique album
Veteran rockers pool their talents again in an album that may stick in listener's hearts

By Timothy Gabriele

CoLLEc.iAN Staff

"Who knows what evil lurks in the hearts of

men?" The revised answer to that infamous ques-

tion posed by rockabilly god Link Wray might

deservedly be stated, "Fantomas knows." The

answer is indeed appropriate seeing as how
Fantomas covered Henry Mancini's "Experiment in

Tenor" (itself a clever knockoff of Wray's "The

Shadow Knows") only two albums ago and

has here scored the most sinister, unsettling.

74-minute single-track album that you will

hear all year

Glenn Branca paved the way for experi-

mental rock symphonies back in the early

1 980s so the 74-minute mark should not be

misconstrued as boundary-breaking.

Regardless. "Delirium Cordia" does go

through various rumbling phases and as the bands

latest experiment in terror it could have just as easi-

ly been divided into separate "chapters" like

Fantomas' eponymous debut. Like a David Lynch

DVD. the inability to peruse Fanlomass newest

release for your favorite parts is an artistic choice by

the band members who would kindly ask you to

absorb the delirium of "Delirium Cordia" in one sit-

ting.

For those who don't know. Fantomas has been

touted as a supergroup comprised of, Trevor Dunn

(Mr. Bungle), Dave Lombardo (Slayer), Buzz

Osboume (Melvins), and music veteran Mike

Patton. Though each member does yield a certain

degree of mastery to their discipline, il is really the

addition of Patton that garnered the group the noto-

riety that it now has.

When Pattons Faith No
More disbanded in 1997, the

news hardly came as a shock to

anyone. Though they

would later be credited

with creating rap-

metal (an honor I'm

sure Patton is kicking

himself over now),

FNM were almost

immediately passed off

as a one hit wonder By

the time their cleverly titled

swan song "Album of the Year"

tanked among critics and fans

alike, few could deny that the

breakup was likely for the best. Besides after years of

fighting and alienating their fanbasc. most hardcore

devotees knew that Patton had already moved on to

produce his best work with other projects.

Hardly an offshoot of those many projects and

defying the time-honored tradition of supergroups

sucking horribly. Fantomas came hurling into the

world like a wad of pent-up rage detained under

years of thankless touring and mind-numbing

screams lor "War Pigs." In this new incarnation.

Pattons voice worked as the fourth instrument of

destruction and nary a discernible lyric was to be

ho<ird.

After an album covering vari-

ous film .scores and a jumbled

live collaboration with The

Melvins. Fantomas are back

with a concept album scoring

some kind of horrifically

botched surgical procedures.

IX'liciously packaged in a pilch

black casing with a glossy book-

let of disturbing, surgical pho-

tography by Max Hellweg,

"IX-lirium Cordia" begins with

the sound of a needle dropping

onto the spindle of a turntable

as if this were a recently remas-

tered soundtrack to a forgotten

Dario Argento classic. There definitely is a feeling of

being out uf time on "Delirium." Not as if trapped

inside an irregular heartbeat as the literal translation

the albums title suggests, but rather one feels like

they were being transported back to a golden era of

horror films where the musical accompaniments

! W !v >\1 \^

were not just stocked with Static X outtakes.

Though consistently cited by sampledelic artists

who simply pinch a Herrmann or Morriconc loop

onto some hip hop beats, the only time that these

ominous works are adequately represented in their

full symphonic grace is when oddballs like Patton

and Dunn's Mr Bungle project choose to provide

some unsettling downtime between their bipolar

spazzouls.

Pattons haters are usually not impressed and

surely the mostly beailess ambience on "Delirium

Cordia" will have them begging him to go back to

California with the Chili Peppers and grow his hair

out again.

It's easy to sympathize with the naysayers some-

times. His pretensions not only call attention to

themselves on this project, they oftentimes scream at

random intervals or yodel out in Benedictine chant.

The last twenty minutes of the album contain only

the sounds of a turntable groove, clicking at the pace

of a weakened heartbeat. Is the turntable/ CD play-

er here representing the pulse of an

Electrocardiogram after the aloremented sonic sur-

gery? Could the a-cord needle be substituting for an

IV needle? Or are Fantomas just yanking their audi-

ence around with utter contempt being the motiva-

tion behind this hysterical tedium?

See FANTOMAa on page 7

A great place to hang your hat
By Amy Form

Cl>LU:tilAN (^i)IU<ESPI)NI>KNT

Looking for a casual, comfort-

able restaurant atmospheie that

caters to most of your cravings?

Fedora's Tavern located in the

Village Commons in South Hadley

is "a place to hang your hat," as the

name suggests. Previous owner

Charles Bowles masterminded the

motto to create a put-your-feet-up

and relax restaurant appeal.

Fedora's Tavern has been serv-

ing the community for 13 years.

ever since Mount Holyoke College

approached restaurant entrepre-

neur Charks Bowles. The college

wanted a restaurant that would

attract students. Present owner
Mary Barr said the relaxed and

casual setting is popular for fami-

lies, as well as a younger crowd.

Fedora's has the capacity to seat

100 customers in their two spa-

cious dinning rooms, both with tel-

evisions. There is also a large-

screen tekvision facing the bar

The deep green carpeting and

painted walls decorated with a

variety of hats and okl-fashioned

hatboxes creates a hotney. comfort-

able setting. High ceilings with sky-

light windows and dim diniK-r

lighting geiHrrate an intimate kxak
as well.

The dinner crowd arrives

around b p.m. Cu.storr»ers fill the

tab)e» and bar Barr said Fedora'

prime time starts Thursday

evenings and continues into the

weekend Parties of six or more can

make reservations, but lor smaller

parties the wait usually lasts only

1 5 to 50 minutes during even the

busiest hours, and at the ntost. an

hour on holidays.

Barr said she does not target a

particular audience because the

restaurant appeals to everyone.

Seventy-five percent of the restau-

rant's cliental are repeat customers.

According to Barr. regular cus-

tomers generate the majority of

Fedora's business because of the

size of the menu, the variety and

specials offered, as well as Fedora's

excellent customer service. Bart

personally contacts custon»ers by

responding to comment cards. The

welcoming wait staff knows tlie ins

and outs of the menu and checks to

make sure customers have every-

thing they need throughout the

meal.

Bart said the menu consists of

"a complete American fare with

large, homemade entrees" aixi cus-

tomers "can find anything." A sea-

sonal menu serves entrees such as

grilled swordlish with cranberry

butler for $12.99, and cranberry

salad with goat cheese, dried cran-

berries, cucumber, ai^ red onions

for $t).99.

As one of the cooks, Barr

understands the imfKJrtance of

catenng to the health-conscious

eaters. She developed "Mary's

Healthy Choice" menu with meals

such as oriental chk;ken salad with

teriyaki-mariruited chicken breast,

broccoli, tomatoes, and water

chestnuts lor $6 99

"Tavern Tempters", appetizers,

start olf a meal arid range from

$3.49 to $7.99 including generous

portions of Buflakj wings, baked

brie, hot seven layervd dip. and

potato skins to mention a few.

Fedora's proudly serves a New
England Recipe and People's

Choice Best Clam Chowder for

$3.49 a cup and $3.99 a bowl.

Also, Fedoras touches on a little

Tex/Mex cuisine with People's

Choice Best Chili in a tortilla bowl.

Salads range fiom $3.99 to $7.99

and the rcsuurant offers a soup of

the day

All entrees come with a fresh

garden salad and hot breadsiicks.

The versatile entrw"s range from

catches of the (Jay to steak dishes.

Italian fare, and vegetarian frietKlly

dishes. All entrees range from

$9.99 to $15.99, and come in very

generoas portions.

Fedora's offers an Eariy Bird

Special from 4 to 6 p.m., Sunday

through Thursday, for $8.99. The

ever-popular Cappy Hour runs

from 4 to 6 p.m. Monday through

Thursday, and features $.99 wings

and nachos, or half priced wings,

nachos. and que«adillas. The bar

features draft and bottled beer,

white and red wine, specialty

drinks and keeps twelve varieties of

beer on tap. The n»enu also offers a

Mix n' Match Combo for $5.99

consisting of a half sandwich with

either a cup of soup, salad, or chili.

.All sandwiches come with French

fries and cok; slaw and range from

$5.99 to $7.49 and burgers range

from $b.29 to $6.99.

Fedora's has reasonably priced

variety of meal choices atvJ pro-

motes a laid-back, comfortable

atniosphere to enjoy a satisfying

iT»eal in. The versatility of Fedora's

menu includes many genres of cui-

sine and appeals to most cus-

tomers If you are hungry arvi look-

ing for something new. check out

Fedora's Tavern for a casual, satiat-

ing dining experience.

Dirty Dancing in boredom
Sequel fails to reach time-of-life level of original

By Tammi Munn
CilLlii.lAN StaFI-

New album truly one-tracked

Ah the 1950s, senior year of high school, and

visions of college in the near future. Life is going well

for Katey Milkrr. That is until Dad uproots the whole

family to move to Cuba for a Ford Corporation exec-

utive position. Now they have to adjust to

living at the Oceana Hotel in Havana dur-

ing Fidel Castro's Revolution, so sets the

scene for this bland romance flick.

Romola Garai stars as the uptight and

studkKis Katey The rest of her family

adapts well to the move, but of course not

her She attempts to socialize with the

other snobby Anierican ttx-nagers. but dis-

approves of their rudeness towards a cuie

Cuban waiter, lavier Suarez (Diego Luna i

One of the teenagers calls him a "spic" as

he inadvertently spills a tray of drinks a> a

result of Katey s elbow.

Katc*y grows intrigued by lavier. his cul-

ture, the music and daiwing. The nwves

the Cuban natives periorm are mesmeriz

ing. yet risque. She wastes no time in going

back to the hotel to awkwardly try some of

the moves in front of a mirror in a public

room. Odd. she didn't seem like the kind of

person who would feel comfortable

attempting this in public, lavier walks in 1

and she is embarrassed for a second, but he is nice

and says it is good dancing, but then re'veals the hor-

rible truth.

The two begin a friendship that eventually costs

lavier his job. Katey feels bad that she was the catise

and also discovers that the job supported lavier's

finaixially destitute family She comes up with the

idea that she and lavier could win an upcuming

dance contest so that she would be abk- leam l.atin

moves and he couki have the prize moiiev to give his

family a better life.

The pair organizes a routine ili.ii iiiives lavier'--

smooth Cuban moves with Katt-y's ballroom danc-

ing They seem to dance perftvily overnight as their

daiKc nKJves go from horribk to great without an in-

between phase.

'Dirty

Dancing:
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One cannot deny the >lk.ei audacity or intensity of his

vision however Fantomas enlists bell chiiiK-s. rattling

clocks, thervmin-esque synths. romantic piano, doe

tors whispering, unidentified squishy objects, funeral

hymns, and resonating gongs AikI that's all in the first

10 minutes

Elsewhere- discorxlant. off tempo pianos collide

with conlli<.ting bass drum heartbeats and Patton

scats frantic syllables like a madcap doctor getting

crazy with the scissor>. If they were truly trying to

epitomize the sound of being awake during surgery

though, the scaring pain of the cxpenence woukl

probably instruct the picxe to be a scathing, dissoiwni

Masami Akita-inspired noiscfest rather than an cxicx-

tic collage that t.>(ten slides into kxingey upright bass

phicLs and soft Italian crooning like it does 32-min-

utes into "IX-lirium Cordia s" first and only track.

A nK>a- insightful ineiaplu»r lor the album's

acousticallv svmbolic territory wouU be the score to

one's dreams when going under the knife, after being

aiHfsthetiz*d with Nitrous Oxide and LSD. This may

better account for the album's mostly somber

ambiance of distorKcrting gusts of wind and shut

icrid backwards-rrutsked voices folkmed by tlie occa-

sioitdl aiurehk. breakout.

The result is harrowing, albeit a bit cfteesy at

times Though Patton and company iiKorporatc an

array of new effcxis into the mix. his tribute to the

dalLxi fXTriev-tionism of tfw fabuUxis imported fnjrror

composers is very kjadcd. If you can kwk past these

anachronistic references or even (God forbid) iixlulge

in them, you're likely to find one hell of a record

wtiose warm breath and hovering scalpel consuintly

dangk.* above your numbed body.

'IXIirium Cordia" is Mike Pattons "Kill Bill": an

experiiTK-ntal pasticfie ot an album that tries to smush

everything in at otKe. The result is a littk- bit over-

wfKriming. but to doubt the man's Rirgical care of the

material, given his devotion to it. seems not only igno-

rant but also downright heretical.

The day for the competition arrives. Katey 's par-

ents (Sela Ward and |ohn Slattery) are stunned to see

their conservative daughter on the dance floor in a

skimpy dress and her Cuban partner grope her as

they begin tfjeir sexy movements It turns out her

parents weren't that appalled at the dancing or her

outfit. Her mother was jealous because she was once

a great ballroom dancer at one time atul her lather

was a little upset that little Katey lied about

where- she went at night Eventually her

parents become proud of their daughter's

bumping and grinding and even videotape

it. It will be something nice to show the

grandkids some-day.

This movie has a few similar aspects to

the 19«7 version of Dirty l^ancing that

suirred Patrick Swayze and lennifer Grey.

There is the good girl meets bad boy siory

aiKl there* is still much dirtv dancing fun to

be had. The couple learns important trulfis

about life from one another There is an

instrumental "I Had the Time ol My Life"

playing during certain iiKNuents. And last

of all a shockingly okilooking Patrick

Swayze makes a not-so-small caiiux). He

very convenienilv plays the dante iasiructor

at the hotel and iw iN the one who ultimate-

ly conviiKes Katey to join tfw contest.

The film seems promising at the bc*gin-

ning. but it is sad to say that the whok film

comes crashing down towards the end.

lavier and Katev are lying on the beach at sunrise.

They are telling each other how happv they are- to be

experiencing these moments togetlwr When Katey

says she is glad to be with lavier she says it matter-

of-facth with no apparent emotion wfiatsoever Ben

Stein couU have said the line with more feeling than

she did It compk-telv destroys the entire- scene and

the whok- audierve cnnged at the spoiling ol tfie

moment.

The pk)t coukl have been stronger if ihev liiigcre-d

kjnger in certain scent's.

The pace seems terribly rushed It wav lhiIv t<7

minutes kmg. so there- wasn't time to embellish the

story and to establi>h itw ^hanKier^ and their rela-

tionships with one- another It had a k>i ol pote-ntial.

but overall it proved to be a b^ disappointment.

Film comes off as dispassionate
PASSMM from page 6

ism. And tiitison get- two line

performances out ol actors

Hristo Naumov Shopov. who
plays Pontius Pilate as a conflict-

ed, basically decent statesman

and larreih Mer/ as a dignified

Simon
As lor the lilm's biggest

names, they aren't given much to

do. |im Caviezel doesn't so much
act as endure, and he fails to give

his lesus much presence. But

wfien the character is nothing

more than a svmbol to be beaten

into the rawe-i ol hamburger,

then what can one do'' Monka
Bellucci is called on to do noth

ing but quiver and tremble in

awe and horror as lesus is tor-

turexi.

Is the film anti-Semitic? It's

a question I've avoided this

entire review. And the answer,

at least in my eyes, is no. The
Pharisee council is presented as

hateful idiots, but (with a few

exceptions) the Roman soldiers

who whip, flog and flagellate

lesus cc»me off worse, with

Gibson turning them into the

kind . I iiif' V i>.Kiu*.

boneheaded thugs only seen as

the minions in the worst of

movies. Gibson's inability to

avoid such banal old cinematic

conceits cheapens the drama ol

the film Perhaps Gibson's orig-

inal intentions with "The

Passion of the Christ" were

noble in nature, but results

aren't. "The Passion of the

Christ" basks in the pain of

|e*u* Christ without imparting

any wisdom as to why he was

important Thi> i»r\'i faith This

is overkill

I
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Minutemen record first win
MCirS UX from pioi 10

'You neud thutc guy«> lu pkk it up and tu «cofr

anxmd (he utgc to be a guud team. E.sp(.vuJlv the »t>b

wc pi«>. the> need k> sxire. iuid the> dul tuday"

The nine guals produced b> the UMass attackmen

mLkidin^ ntphunxire Tun> V'eniiquattru't first of the

scHun — was ttw morv than it hud in the Minutemen <>

12-7 Iua8 lu North Carnlnu on Siiiunld>

W hile the Minuttiiicn en|u\cd a >.onili>niibk lead in

the Mxund hall, the hrst hall pla>ed a little rkitc even

than Canneila Mxiuld havv liked The Mawk» didn't trail

h\ mun.- than une gutA until Gten/'s third goal at 5: V> of

the <<vonJ quaner. nuking it 7- 5, and led twiec un gnak
truni M.-nM.>r I i)v^Tencx- VkDunaU and sophumofv Mark
Rotks midvka) thaiugh the first.

'I was diaappuimed in our usam. the w-a) the) came
out," Camdla said. *l haven^ been disappointed in a

temm here, in the wa) they've oxne out arid been rvad\

to play, and ihese kid<> wcfen't read> to play"

katvni did well to keep the Hawk.-> in it in the tir>i

half, and mode I ^ saves befoK being pulled in favor ol

fmhinan Franklin IVgh with 2 22 to go

"I give Hartford a loi of credit. the> reall> packed it

in on defense, their gualie had a nally good game, par-

ticuiarK in the fmtt half." CanntHIa sakl. *The> skxwed

the hall down on offenNC. they scurvd on their oppor-

tunitK^
"

The Minutemen took S'i shots in the game, while

Itartford took a more cflicieni 16.

At halftime. though. Canneila <ipokA. .. ... players,

and that <ieemed to make a difTemKe. bocaav UMaas
caiTK flying out of tlK- gatoN in tfie second half, outscor-

ing ifie Hawk.*! 4- 1 in the third quwler.

"I said, every one of you know that you're better

than the way you played in the first lialf. and let's go
out therv and play the way we can play" Canndia
saki

The Minutemen aiv off until Saturday, wftcn tlicy

\iMi Stony Brook at I p.m

TEACH-IN ON WAR
AND OCCUPATION
Saturday March 0th

Herter Hall, UMass
930 Coffee and Bageb

1 000-1 1 30War and Resistancfi,Hteffer227

M Retdwr, Trans^ncaForum

PMa Undatf.lntemoitionalANSWER

HmadoS^maMSo^al,fa^)erofUliokkTslaninkaq

1l:45-1:00Wor1(shops

VeteransandMkaryFtmies Speak Out, Herter 227

The Human Cbst ofWfarNtoices from the FronllneSvHefTer60r

Radsm atHome and the Patriot Act Herter 30 J

100-2.-00 Lunch

Z-00-330 Internal and External Occupations:

America, Iraq and Palestine

Rania Masri IraqAction Coalitnn

SuttJha§^,Me(ki Education Foundation

3:45-500 Workshops

lmperiaism,HerTer30/

War and the Economy^ Herter60;

Palestine Herter227

5:1 5-600 Closing Session

Workihop ipMken include Vijay Prashad

(Tnnity CoHege), Claudia Uflio (Nortfiampton

CoTfwnittee to Lift the Sanctiom and Stop the

Bombing in Iraq) , Nanqr Talanian (Bill of Rights

Defense Committee), Adam Shapiro

(International Solidarity Movement), Alisa KMn
(hraeli-Ameficdn anti Ziof>l« Palestine solidarity

activist), Mazin Quitttiyah (Al-Awda. The

Palestine Right to Return Coalition), Kevin

Noonaa (Western Mass Open Pantry), Mana

Sdtarrar (Veterans for PtKt], Kata Harris

(Solidaridad Colombia), Preiton Smith (Labor

Party), and many others.

Free and open tothe public

FormoiehAjniutfontucact MintNeto\

netonMicumatsedua Maf( Brenner41)-S77-(D41

Join Us March 5th, to say

Not Just War! Arab Cultural

Celebration, UMass SUB

1 Oam-Bpm: Exhibitions and Crafts

Traditional Handicrafts

Regional Foods

Henna Body Art

Informational Exhibitions

7pm-midnight: Music and Dance

Open Mike Poetry Slam

Regional Dance and Music

Hip Hop Artists Movement in Motion

Performances, and More

Formm rnlbrmaiian florlaaALANAAlbn41 3- S4S-251 7 or

the Anb Student CXi^araijiihtLunassMj

Skiing continues to find success
SKHM from page 10

also finished third behirxi Poineruy, who turned in the

top UMass perfoniiance with a sixth place finish out of

62 entrants with a two-race tinnr of 1 :40.U8. Hawkins
came in eighth place with a tiine of 1.41.20, while

sophoniore Patrick Bachani placed 1 1 th with a time of

l;41.77.

In Giant Slakjm competition at the Colby-Sawyer
Carnival at Mount Sunapee, the Minutewomen man-
aged to place fourth despite Maxiield's poorest finish

of the season: twelfth out of 57 competitors with a

two-run time of 2:01 . 1 1

.

On the men's side. Hawkins continued his success-

ful campaign by winning the event with a two-
race tinhf of 1:4^.19. Bachant finished 11th overall

with a two-run time of 1 :54.55, and Pomerov Imished
1 5th overall with a two-run time of 1 :54.b5.

The Minutewomen — namely MaxlieW — alao

found success at the Boston Colkrge Carnival heW at

Ascutney Mountain, where the team finished third in

the Slakxii and second in the GS while Maxtield con-

tinued her tremendous success with wins in both
events.

Maxfield won her fourth consecutive Slalom wth a

two-run time of 1 :45.32, and took home her second
straight Giant Slakmi with a two-run time of 1 :44.48.

Ffvshman |en Baminger placed 1 2th overall in the

Slakjm with a time of 1:52.75. while in the Giant
Slakmi. sophomore Caitlin Doughty turned in a top- 1

tinje of 1 :4b. 18, placing her tihh overall

Hawkins and Maxfield kxi the charge at both the MIT
Slalom Carnival hekl at Loon Mountain as well as the

Brown University Giant Slakim Carnival heU at

Tenney Mountain. The Minutewomen won both
events whik the men tvbuunded from a last-place fin-

ish in the Slak>m to finish second in the Ciiani Slakim

Ma.\held placed first in the Slalom for the third

con.secutive week with a two-run time of 1 :49.b2. and
beat out 50 skiers in the GS to ivcord her first win of

the season in the event with a two-r\in linw of

1:41.22.

Sophomore Shaleighne Collins also turrwd in a

top- 10 performance in the Slalom with a two-run time

of 1:57.67, good for eighth. In the GS sophomore

captain Caitlin I>jughty turned in a fourth-place fin-

ish with a time of 1 :43.49.

Hawkins finished third in the Slalom, but saved his

best for the Giant Slabm. winning with a two-run

time of 1:54.97. Senior captain Pomcroy caroe in

ninth with a time of 1 : 58.97.

Competing in Waterville Valley. N.H. for the

Plymouth State Carnival, the men finisfjed third out of

10 in the Slalom (528.06 points) and fifth out of 10

in the Giant Slalom (547.71 points), and the women
captured fourth in the Slalom (526.54 points) and

second in the Giant Slalom (201.44 points.)

Hawkins won both the Slabm and GS for the

Minutemen, marking the first time this season the

freshman accomplished that feat, while Maxfiekl won
the Slabm for the Minutewomen and finished as the

runner-up in the Giant Slalom.

At the season opening UMass Carnival hekl at

Berkshire East in Charlemont, Mass., the women
etnerged from the ten-team field victorious while tfie

men placed fifth out of 10.

Individually. Maxfield. a freshman, was vktorioiB

in the Slalom, while also leading tfie women to team

victory in the event. The Minutewomen fmished the

Slalom uith 210.81 points, ainl also won the Giant

Slalom with 284 4 points. Maxfiekl, who finished sec-

oikI in the Giant Slak>m. missed first place by just .47

seconds with a two-run score of 1 :5I .92.

Gn the men's skie. UMass placed fifth as a team in

the Slalom with 544.45 points and placed fourth in

the Giant Slalom with 460 59 points. Freshman Rush
Hawkins won the GS with a two-run score of 1 :26.65.

including a 4 1 .27 mark on his secotxl run that was the

top run of the day
Senkx captain David Pumeroy finished sixth with

a time of 1:29.55. svhile sophomoiv Maa° Epstein

came in eighth with a time of 1 :29.55.

Former Reds owner Marge Schott dies at 75
By J«« Kay

AlK«.lATU> PM1»

CINCINNATI - MaiTste Sch^Ht.

the tough-talking, chain-smoking

owner of the CirKinnati Reds who
won a U'orld Scries but was
repeatedly suspended for ofTeittive

retnarks. died Tuesday, a hospital

spokesvvoman said She was 75

Schott was hospitalized alxHii

three weeks ago for breathing Jif

fKulties and repeatedly needed

treatment for lung probk*ms in

recent years. Christ Hospital

spokeswoman Dona Buckler dkl

not release a cause of death.

Schott had reportedh been on

a ventilator during her treatment

in the hospital's intensive care unit

Schott kept a kiw profile after

she ended years of turmoil by sell

ing her cxxitrolling interest in the

LJub in October 1999 She
appeared at news conference*

when she made donations to the

zoo aixl other kx:al organizations.

She fvmained a limited partrter

in the team's owiwrship group and
tued owner Carl Lindner because

she dkln't like fwr seats in the new
Great American Ball Park, where
the Reds irwved in 2U05

The Reds had no immediate

comment on her death.

At the team's spring training

camp in Sarasou. Fla . Reds shorl-

>>top Barry Larkin said he hopes

the controveraies Schott was
involved in don't overshadow the

good things she did. irKluding her

money donations.

~l think people are remem-
bervd for the fiood things they do
wf>en they're gone." said Larkin.

who has pbyed for the Reds since

1986. "Now that she's gone they

will remember the parties she had

to raise mone> for kids, her

involvciTKnt with the zoo. her giv-

ing to minority prugranis She gave

to miiMrity progranit before her

C in 6 1| Appearamie!
CONNECTION
HUKELAU
41 3»593»5222
705 Memorial Dnv«. Chicopee

From Showtime, CBS'

"Late Show with

David Letterman" and

NBC's "Late Night with

Conan O'Brien"

f*ARCH2iTH APRIL iRD APRH lOJH APRIL ITTH APRIL ISTH

BILL BELLAMY JOWWIDEISPOON GREGPROOPS MIKE EPPS DAVEATTELL

Hair Skin & ^aiI« ^ <nt'i

!Vla»(8age Therapy m<:

Koiile 116, Suniifrland

(I^M-aled on bus route)

665-2629

Opvn Tuesday - h'riilny 'f tn ft:'M>. and Snturdny to 4

SPRING FLING!

One hour massages or Aveda facials

regularly $50
NOW $45

Sunkiss your hair before you even leave!

Highlighting starting at $40

$5 off with this ad!

Tips and Toes Package

Spa Manicure & Pedicure

Regularly $52

NOW $45

We use Aveda and Paul Mitchell products

Expires 3/31/04

racist comments came out.

'Peopkr ask me all the time

about her racist comments. They
ask me how I coukl talk to her."

said Larkin. who L« black "But I

had a good relationship with her 1

ji»l go on pentonal experience

She was aKvays respectful to me
and my family.'

Schott s outspokennew at

owner became her legacy and her

downfall.

Schott had inhented and
expanded her husbaixl's busirKss

empire after he died in 1 968. Until

she took over the Reds in the mid-

1980s, she w&s ktx)wn as a car

dcakrr who made campy television

commercials leaturitig her kloved
St. Bernards.

OiKe she got control ol the

front office, she became one of the

most promir>ent figun> in the his-

tory of baseball's first professional

team.

TiM Reds won the 1*490 Wertd
Series, sweeping the Oaklaixj A's

while Schott rubbed dog hair on
marugcr Lou Piniella and his play-

ers.

Two years hter, her use of

racial slurs created a lutional con-

troversy that overshadowed the

club for tiearly a decade. Baseball

officials ordered her to watch her

comments, but she continued to

publicly praise ffitler — sayiiig he

was "good at the beginning" but

then "went too far" — and make
disparaging remarks about ethnk

groups.

In May 1996. after hours of

consultatkxis with ba.seball oTTt-

cials, Schott released a statement

saying she was sorry her remarks
offended peopk'.

"This was not my intcmt at all."

she sakl. "Let me take this oppor-

tunity to set the itxord straight. I

do not and have never condoned
Adolf Hitkr's polkk-s of hatred,

militarism and genocide. Hitler

was unquestionably one of histo-

ry's most despicable tyrants."

\Mth the team's limited owners
ready to vote her out as the con-

trolling partner, she sold all but

one of her shares to Lindner in

1999 for $67 million.

As she left the spotlight. Schott

blamed the otfier owners for her

fate.

"I don't know what I woukl
have done differently, except for

stood up and fought with the boys

a little more." she said, shortly

after the sale was complete.

Growing up in Cincinnati.

Schott attended a Catholic girls'

schtxjl and the University of

Cincinnati.

She married Charles |. Schott

in 1952 at age 25 . When her hus-

band died in 1 968 at age 4 1 , she

was left with a car dealership, real

estate and companies that made
bricks and concrete.
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COLD CREEK MANOR
DUPLEX

GOOD BOY!
LOONEY TUNES

SCHOOL OF ROCK

^^^^
15COWLESLANE
Behind Brueggers
Downtown Amherst
19 MONTAGUE RO.

North Amherst ^
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|www theharp.net|

163 Sunderland Rd. N. Amherst
lust north of the apurtments

Great new deck!

WED. -Reggae Night dunce party

JHV. Special Brew

FRL -Open Irish Seisiun

SAT. All Butter Pound Cakef

February Special!
Molson:

$2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher

"Start your own tradition."
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

VVEDNESDWV
• High: 54

• Low: 30

THURSDAY
. High: 50

• Low: ^7

FRIDAY
• High: 47

• Low: 41

'ih't'

Dining Commons Menu
DC. contact: 413545-2626

LUNCH
• Meat Lasagna

• ( hitken Nuggets

• Sweet Potato Quesadilla

u'gan)

DINNER
• Roast Turkey

• Fried Scallops

• Thai Seitan

(vegan)
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Things fall apart, especially all the neat order

of rules and laws. The way we look at the world is

the way we really are. See it from a fair garden

and everything looks cheerful. Climb to a higher

plateau and you'll see plunder and murder. Truth

and beauty are in the eye of the beholder.

-lack Fate, "Masked and Anonymous.

aquarius • ian. 2o-Ft». is

Wear boots. Ifs getting really muddy (XJt

there.

pisCeS • Fta. 19-MAit. 20

Hold onto what's vours, it might run

away with the spoon.

aries • mar. 2i-apr 19

Use pennies and super glue to hang tapes-

tries. But be carrtul, pennies get stu ky.

taurus • APS. 20-mav 20

Don't hype things up it you think it will

lead to a let down.

gemini • mav2i-iun. 21

Administrative jobs are annoying.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

You will have a mullet sighting today.

leo • |i I 23-Au.. 22

You need to encourage others to improve

their chill factor.

virgO • Al«:. 23-Stn. 22

Orange shag rugs are the essence erf 705

crx)l.

libra • stpt 23-o«t 22

The bigger the Ix-if the Ix'fter habv!

Scorpio • <)< .'i-Nov. 21

A hottie on a bike will say hello.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22CKr. 21

You're the biggest thing to hit town.

Capricorn • Dtr. 22-iam. 19

VVh\ don t \()u tr\ carr\ ing vour own
weight st)metime^ My back is tired.
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Brandywine 1

Bedrcx)m. On bus

line, gas water

included. Immediate

occupancy 978-835-

4571

N. Amherst, 1 IVlrni

1 1/2 mi UMass

deck $625 Pets OK
Hdwd flcxirs Avlh

4/1 maybe stK)ncr

549-2062

Center of town 1,2,

3 bedr(X)ms; hard-

wood fl(H)rs. NOW
SHOWiNc:; for

JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO
FEES, www.amhcr-

stlmct)lnrealtv.com

253-7879

Brandywine Apts.

Now lea.sinK, 1 <Si2

bedroom apts.

Leases K-j^in June,

July, Aug or Sep.

First come, first

serve. Get them

while they last.

www.brandywinc-

apts.com Stop hy or

Call 549-0600.

Hobart Condos 3

bedrcH)m, hardwix>d

floors, study area in

basement. Cable,

telephone (internet

access) in all bed-

rooms and study.

NOW SHOWING
for JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO
FEES, www.amher-

stlincolnrealtv.com

253-7879

MM) tOK

1998 Honda Civic

Ex Coupe 69,000

miles. Very Good

Condition $8500.00

alvarob@cs.umass.

tilu 41 3-22 1-8835

1996 Jeep (.irand

Cherokee, Mannm,
8 Cyl., AT, Fully

Loaded, CD/C:ass

75K. Tinted,

Fabulous condition

$96a\00 or P>IO

413-256-3478 Ask

for Justin

1993 Mercury

Tracer 147K, 5Shift

Manual G(H)d

Condition, $990

Call 41 3-627-1432

96 Accord Runs

great Excellent CD
$4300 256-1505 or

896-0017

IMPIOYMENT

"Bartending"

$250/nay Potential

No Experience

Nesc. Training pro-

vided. 1-8l\^965-

6520 Ext. 162

tMPIOYMFNT

Live in h.ihysittcr

needed for two ^irls

this summer in

Wellfleet, Cape

C\k1. Salar\-, r«H)m,

board. Please call

508-349-6392

Marketing Director

Grovvinji Ca^

Looking for cner-

getic, motivated

personable phone

supervisor to assist

in mana>,'injj sales

staff Mon-Fri 5:00-

8:30p.m. Must be

proficient on phones

to do CAistomer care

Apt. setting No
Telemarketing.

$l'i0.00 a wk. to

start. Plus bonuses

Call 41 3-25^-6652

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. Local

positions. 1-800-

293-3985 fxt 516

tMPIOVMFNT

SUMMER
INTERNSHIP
Excellent

Advertising, Sales,

and Marketing

opportunity. Earn

$3000 to $7000+

and gain valuable

business experience

working for the

UMass Official

Campus Telephone

Directory. GREAT
RESUME BCX^ST-

ERI Call Kiersten at

Art)und Campus,

Inc. 1-800-466-2221

ext.272.

www.arouiidc.inipus.

com

Marketing Agency

Seeks Outgoing

High Energy

Individuals for pro-

motions $15/hour

888-477-6668

www.hauspromo-

tions.com

FOR RFM

Spring break Rental

l)ayti>n Beach

Res«irt Studio Sleeps

4 1 Wk March

14th,2istpr,teneg.

1321-724-5965

alwilson01@aol.com

SFRVK FS

Pregnant .' Need

help.' Call

Birthright of

Amherst area for

free testing and

assi.stance 54*^-1906

PREGNANCY
TESTlN(~i, HIV
Testing, Birth

Control, .ind

Emergency

Contraception.

Affordable ,ind con-

fidential. Tapestrv

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst.

548-9992

SFRVICFS

We do laptop .ind

desktop computer

repair starting at

$39.00.413-584-

8857,

Math/Physics tutor

.ivailable; $30/bour;

$20/hour (travel);

Call IV Kline (4

M

552-3805)

Philosophical

CAiunseling;

Amherst philoso-

pbydialot;iK.net

TRAVEL

«1 Spring Break

Vacations! ("ancun,

Jamaica, Acapulco,

Bahamas, Florida.

IVst Prices! Book

Now!!! 1-800-234-

7007 w-ww-endk"--

suminertours.coin

TRAVFl

>pring Break 2004.

Travel with STS,

America's »I Stu-

dent Tour Operator

to Jamaica, Cancun,

.\capulct>, Bahamas

.ind Florida. Now
hiring campus reps.

( -all for group dis-

(.ounts. Information/

Reservations 1-800-

648-4849 or

www.ststravel.com

For more intorma-

tii>n contact STA
Tr.ivei.it 413-256-

i:oi

887-4-CANCUN
Best price, UMASS
VHNlXm selling

spring break pack-

ages. l\) not get

scammed. C'ancun,

Negril Acapulco,

l^.ihamas, Florida.

SS> i.,impus reps

earn $$$.

Flipnation.com 877-

4-cancun.
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Back on track
Minutemen down Hartford for season's ftrst win

By ANaiRtw Merritt

Q»tUM;IAN StAFF

With two oi its oAenaive

out uf the liiwup. the Massachusett*

iiien's likin*!* icain needed a scor-

er >esierda>. It got o<* '" '*™"'

KeNin Glenz.

The Minutemen (1-1) dosniei:

the Hartford Hawks 1 3-7 >«terda>

at Garber hieid. thanks to a sizzling

six-goal, tuoassist performance

fiuin Gknz. The attackman ftum

Merrick. N /^ pikxl on live goals in

the scvond hall. juIllp^urting a

Minuieman offense that took 52

shots, but didni begin to separate

frvni the Hawks (0-2) until late in

the thin.1 quarter

Included in GWnzs six-ffoal da>

was the gMne winner ^et up b\

defens«rinan Stephen Byrne?

charge

UMass 13
•''"'."ff.-^-^^—^——^ riudliefcl.

Hartford 7 , n d

fresh

nwn attacker Matt Tundu's feed in

front of the net Gkmz took Tundo >

p«s». and -ilipped a shut past ^jal-

lender Jordan kanrm as he fell to

the giuund. nuking it H-^ UMass.

The Nhnutemen never kwked

hack, running awa> with livi: more

goals before the Hawks could

answer

'Ever> game I'm going to tr> to

1COIV six goals if I caa* said (ilenz.

who doubkxl hb previous game-

high for guais. nuda> it just hap-

perted to work With our two stars

out. its hard -onetimes to keep or

^wxking. guys get down on them-

seWes. h was nice to be able to

score six goals today and help my

team out

"

Gkmz stepped up for an attack

that was missing last yew's leading

scorer, senior |eff Zywicki. who was

out with a naning back injury

UMass was aln without one of its

top midfieklefs. Sean Morris. stiH

sidelined with mononucleosis.

"It s important, if you a- going to

he a good team, you need your

atuick lo score a kx uf guab."

UMass coach Gt>eg Canneiia said.

"We've had that here over the last

few yeara. Those guys have to wore,

and they've been snuggling to fmd

somebody that's gonna score some

goals. Fonunateh. Kevin had six.

and Matt Tundo had two

See MEN'S LAX on paga 8

Skiing enioys

great soccess
By Mike Marctlli

Cx«-u=i.iAN Staff

Senior midfielder Neil Lundberg helped the Manwn and White win its ht>m« opener to even its record at M i>n

I * r UW V * NA 1 1 11« 'lAli

the season.

Rying under the proverbial

radar — noi to mention down

snow-covefwl mountains through

out New England's great white

north — the Massachusetts men's

and women's ski teams and its

members have thrived both indi-

vidually aixl as a team under lirsi-

y«Mr head coach Ken Thonuin in

2005-04

Led by former UMass/Dinn

Bnjthers Athlete of the Week

Ashkfv MaxfieW. who has won six

ul itie 10 races she has competed

in and is ranked No. "i in the

Eastern Collegiate Ski Conference

with bb points, the Minutewomen

currently sit in first place out of 10

teams in the Fitstem Collegiate Ski

Conference with 22 points.

On the men's side, freshman

Rush Hawkins, a six-tinw winner

on the season that leads the

MacConnell Division's mens indi-

vidual standing> with 1*17 net

points, has helped the Minutetivn

to fifth out of 10 teams in the

ECAC with 44 points.

At the USCSA Eastern

Regionals hekl at Waterville Valkry.

the Minutcwo»TK-n finished se\

enth in the SlakMii and third in the

Giant Slakjm to come in lifth over-

all in the event.

Barranger kxl m the slalom

with a two-run time of l:5*i.67,

good for 2l>th overall, while

Maxtield saw her undefeated

record in the event receive it* lirst

blemish, as she placed 25th overall

with a twivrun time of 1:41.77.

In the GS. MaxfieW placed

third overall with a two-run tiiiK

of 2:00 7t). while IXnighty placed

eighth with a two-run time of

2«5.7I Collins also contributed,

placing 15th overall with a two-

run time of 2:05 14

At the St. Anselin Camival held

at Pal's Peak. MaxtiekJ continued

her undefeated season in the

Slalom, winning for the fifth con-

secutive time after posting a two-

run score of 1 :44.84.

The Minutewomen. who
placed third overall as a team,

received solU contributions from

Collias. who plac-ed I Ith with a

lwrt>run time of I 49. M. and soph-

omorv captain Erica Maiiu. wlw
finished 21st with a rwo-run time

of 1:55 bO
Sophomore l.isbei Rauh placed

25th with a two- run time of

1:58.44.

The Minutertien. meanwrhile.

Se« SKIING on pagt 8

UMass to host rivalT i\ f 1 1 'T^ 1 UMass to nost rivai

UMass to battle lemple BU in home opener
Bv Mike Marzelli

t^oi IK. IAN Staff

With just two regular season

games remaining in what has

been a disappointing season for

the Massachusetts men's basket-

ball team (10-16 4-10 Atlantic

10). third-year UMass coach

Steve Lappas is surely finding it

difHcult to keep his young squad

motivated despite playing for

nothing more than pride.

However tonight, the motiva-

tion takes care of itself, as the

Minutemen renew acquaintanc-

I :(H;RTESY GERALli H LINC.

Freshman guard Maurice Maxwell averages 7.7 points per game.

es with eternal conference

enemy Temple Owls (14-11 8-6

A-10).

With tip-off set for 7 p.m. at

the Liacouras Center in

Philadelphia. Pa., the contest

serves as the latest chapter of

what was once one of college

basketball's fiercest rivalries.

"There's no question, it's

tougher to play games like this

down the stretch when you're

out of it then it is when you're

right in the thick of things."

Lappas said. "But it's Temple,

and the rivalry speaks for itself.

These kids know the history

between these two teams, and

you only need to look back at

the last time we played to see

how competitive the series is."

In that earlier meeting,

played |an. 24 at the Mullins

Center before a national televi-

sion audience on ESPN, the

Maroon and White squandered a

23-point second half lead and

needed a clutch 5-pointer from

freshman guard Art Bowers with

just 31 seconds remaining to

grab a hard-fought 66-65 victo-

The win snapped a seven-

game losing streak for UMass,

and was its first conference vic-

tory of the season while it also

deprived legendary Owl coach

lohn Chaney of his 700lh career

victory.

Bowers led UMass with H
points, while Temple star David

Hawkins rebounded from a poor

first half that saw him score just

three points to notch a game-

high 22 points.

"It was a quality win for us.

to go out and beat a quality team

like that." Lappas said. "We
showed we knew how to win by

coming back after blowing the

big lead, and we think that suc-

cess can carry over for us into

I
tonight's I

game."

For the Minutemen. the onus

will be on stopping Hawkins and

his 25.7 points per game. One of

the nation's top scorers, the

oversized guard also averages

5.2 rebounds, 2.7 assists and 2.6

steals per contest, and has

helped the Owls to eight wins in

ten games since the loss to

UMass, with both losses over

that period coming to undefeat-

ed No. 2 St. loes.

"Hawkins is a great player."

sophomore forward leff

Viggiano said. "He's bigger than

most defenders, and does a lot

of things well. He's a big-time

scorer and we're going to need

to be able to contain him."

Other weapons in Chaney s

arsenal is sophomore guard

Mardy Collins, who ranks sec-

ond on the team in .scoring at

1 5. 1 points per game, as well as

sophomore forward Michael

Blackshear. who averages a

team-best 6.5 rebounds per con-

test.

"They're guards are big and

they have guys who can really go

get the ball off the glass,"

Lappas said. "We need to be

able to box out and not give

them second-chance opportuni-

ties."

The Minutemen are hoping

for another solid performance

from sophomore forward

Rashaun Freeman, who is com-

ing off of a 51 -point, 18-

rebound effort in a win over St.

Bonaventure that earned him his

sixth Atlantic 10 Rookie of the

Week award on the .season.

UMass also hopes to receive

a solid effort from junior captain

Anthony Anderson, who is aver-

aging 15.1 points and 5.5 assists

per game, but scored just six

points on l-of-5 shooting in the

win over the Bonnies.

By Matt Barstow
Cx)i.i>;i.iAN Staff

The Massachusetts women's

lacrosse team will host Boston

University in its home opener

today, as they face the three-time

defending America East

Champions.

UMa.ss is coming off Saturday s

9-6 victory over Holy Cross, a

game that increased UMass'

record to 8-0 all-time against the

Crusaders. After falling behind 2-1

early, the Maroon and White

scored six unanswered goals,

cruising to victory in its season

opener

For the third consecutive year,

senior attacker Hope Zelinger

scored the season s first goal. Her

opportunity came early: when

UMass was awarded a free posi-

tion shot 1:13 into the game.

Zelinger capitalized on the Holy

Cross penalty, bt)uncing home the

iirst of her four goals.

"We expect Hope to have

another good game against BU,

she's rcally taken on role as the

team leader," UMass coach Carrie

Bolduc said.

Also guiding the Maroon and

White lo victory was senior cap-

tain Tracy Drown, who made her

comeback debut in stunning fash-

ion, after being sidelined with a

season ending injury four games

into the 2005 season. The mid-

lielder dished out four assists on

the day, including two to Zelinger

"I^si game some of the fresh-

men and sophomores weren't

ready for the game's pace, hopeful-

ly that will change soon becau.se

we need them to come up with

goals. Bolduc said. "The seniors

carried us against Holy Cross, but

we'll need more contributions

against BU."

Sophomore attacker Lindsay

Cassell helped the Maroon and

White with three goals, while jun

ior captain Maura McGarrity

added oik" of her own. Scoring

was capped-off by Kerri

Connerty's unassisted goal, which

came with 2: 19 left in the game.

Playing between the pipes for

UMass was redshirt freshman

Lauren McCarthy, who allowed six

goals on 15 shots during the con-

test. McCarthy was impressive in

her first collegiate appearance, but

has not solidified a spot as the

team's starting goallender

"We're still juggling goalies.

l.auren did a very good job for us

but were still trying out different

things and trying to find the goalie

that meshes well with the team."

Ek)lduc said.

l^st year UMass bested the

Universities of Albany and New
Hampshire, defeating the two

America F^st teams that finished

second and third respectively,

behind [k)sion University in the

division. The Atlantic 10 is consid-

ered a stronger conference, but

with 17 returning letter winners

and an Inside Lacrosse Magazine

Prc-Season 1 0th place national fin-

ish, the Terriers may prove to be a

formidable opponent.

Aside from boasting ten players

from the All-Conference team, the

Terriers return the 2005 America

Last: Player of the Year (Alyssa

Trudel), Rixjkie of the Year (Mary

Beth Miller), and Defender of the

Year (Sasha Lang).

"We're excited to play BU.

they're an unfamiliar opponent

that demands a lot of respect,"

Bolduc said. "I think home field

will play to our advantage, but BU
is known as a fast team, so we'll

have to be on our game."

UMass had not faced Boston

University during Bolduc's two-

year tenure as head coach ol the

women's lacrosse team. The game

will start at 4 p.m. at Garber Field.

Billy Joel and Twayla Tharp's

musical 'Movin' In' to Boston

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 5

UMass baseball has championship

aspirations in 2004

SPORTS, PAGE 10
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MassPIRG event

to help the hyngry

By Brendan Hbck
C'^H.LE0IAN Ci*IWSJ>l>NI*NT

This weekend tfie Massachusetts Publk;

Interest Research Group will sponsor

"Hoops for Hunger," a three-on-three bas-

ketball tournament desigiwd to colkxt

funds to combat poverty and open a

Northampton soup kitchen.

The tournament will take place

Saturday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the

Totman gym. It is open to everyone arul

costs $50 per team To sign up for the lour-

lument. students must go to the

MassFMRG office in the Student Union.

Signing up the day of the tournament will

cost S55 per team.

"There is a need to address poverty and

homekssivss in Hampshire County, and

our response is a soup kitchen." MassPIRG

representttive Megan Cunningfiam sakl.

Finding food to provide for hungry peo-

ple is not a problem according to

Cunningham; "finding a place lo serve the

food IS tfvc prubWin." she said

In order to start a soup kitchen.

MassPIRG woukJ need to find a building

to rent out. and find a knowkrdgcabfc: jier

sun to run the soup kitchen

"All of thus takes funding." Cunningham

said.

MassPIRG branches ai UMass.

\mherst Colkrge and Smith College aa-

collaboratively working to establish the

soup kitchen.

"We want to •start by having ihi- soup

kitchen op^-n o«r* day a week, whik- pmvkl-

ing free transportation to the kitchen."

Cunningham said.

Howwer, she sakl MassPIRG is c>pii-

mfcttk. that the soup kitchen will grow into

a contmunity run organization open seven

days a week.

MassPIRG plans to raiae around

$50,000 for the soup kitchen thniugh a

variety of fundraisers: 'Hoops for Hunger'

is the first of the aemesier mward this cam-

paign.

The soup kitchen in Northampton b

what Cunningfiam calk-d a. "short tenn."

goal.

MassPIRG also hopes to establish a

hunger ptatform. According to Cunn-ing-

ham. a MassPIRG student ivprvM.>ntative.

28 pen:ent of I lampshire county nesident«

live bekjw the poverty line. Cunningham

also said that 20 percent of familii-^ in

western Massachusetts have. a«.cesst.\l the

food bank in the past year

She feels the only way to solve the

hunger problem is through legislative

action.

"IMassPIRG's king temi goal is tol hire

someone to go to the Staiehouse and actu-

ally k>bby for homekrss and poverty strick-

en peopk:." she said

This is the secimd >ear MassPIRG will

host "Hoops for Hunger" l.ast year 55

teams competed in the tournament,

Cunningham said they hope that the

turnout will be the same or slightly heller

Spectators will be asked to give a S2 dona-

tion at the door.

Community gathers in support of gay rights

UMass Coalition for Marriage Equality hosts first panel discussion

ByMATTHEW CONSOLINI
CoLLSiaAN StArr

The differences between a civil

marriage and a civil union are more

than just legal: a civil union implies

that homosexuals are second-class

citizens with second-class feelings,

said speakers on Tuesday night's

University of Massachusetts

Coalition for Marriage Equality's

panel discussion

The panelists spoke to over M)

attendees about the efforts to obtain

equal marriage rights and why

they're important, especially with

the Massachusetts constitutional

convention convening on March 1

1

"You hear people say. "civil

unions yes. marriage no.' Every time

you hear that, you think this person

is saying there's something wrong

with my love, that there's something

wrong with the person I love." said

Gina M. Smith, one of the plaintiffs

in the case Good ridge vs. the

Department of Public Health

'When you hear that, think thai in

your mind because that's what's

really going on.'

Smith and her partner. Heidi

Norton, said their involvement with

the lawsuit started when Smith and

Norton were working with lawyers

lo draft up wills and emergency

guardianships for iheir two sons.

Avery. 7. and Uuinn. 4.

""There arc certain rights we had

no control over. Marriage would

take care of all of them." said

Norton. "There's over a 1 .000 legal

benefits that come with marriage

The ability to say you're married

opens a lot of doors thai otherwise

wouldn't be opened."

Norton recounted how after

Avery was born, she began hemor-

rhaging and had lo go to the hospi-

tal. Because they did not have rights

like a married couple, Norton wor-

ried about the future of her partner

and son. since Norton had to wail a

year to adopt Avery.

"As I slipped in and out of con-

sciousness. I wondered, am I going

lo see my son or my partner again?

Will they be able to see each other

again'" she said.

These concerns moved the couple

to join in the case, which ruled that

denying same sex marriage violated

Massachusetts' consiiluiional law.

"Why marriage?" asked Norton.

"Because we love each other. Love is

at the center of what we're doing.

Were motivated by love. That really

contrasts us with our opponents.

They're motivated by hate and fear."

That hate and fear stems in part

Gina M. Smith. i«e iW the plaintiffs in ihr case i4 (H«i«irich v». the IVpartmeni M Public Health »pcak» to over 50

pniple lor the UMa»» Coaliliiwi for Marriaicr E^jujliiv's fin.1 panel diM:u»kit>n.

from what Reverend lay Deacon of

the Unitarian University Society of

Florence and Northampton calls

"the marriage of church and stale"

and the confusion between civil

marriage and religions ntarriage

"This church-slaie cntanglemeni

hat been with us so lonp we seldom

gious leaders fiercely protecting

marriage rites and doctrine, he said

'Bui those are not endangered:

no religious btniv will be compelled

U) open its sacranieni of marriage lo

.my couple whose relationship they

don't approve." Deacon said "They

can exclude anvbodv they want to

(( Love is at the center of wtiat we're doing.

WeVe motivated tjy love. That really contrasts with

our opponents. They're motivated by hate and fear. 1

7

- Heidi Norton

notice ihe incongruity." he said.

Deacon said marriage became a

sacred institution afler the fall of the

Roman Empire. People looked to the

Church for stability and eventually

marriage became a sacrament, vali-

dated only by the clergy.

"The distinction between civil

and sacramental has remained

blurred, with the result that reli

gious institutions think that they

hold far too much of a slake in the

definition of civil marriage. They

don't: yet the confusion persists." he

said.

This confusion has led to reli-

.md the law <<in't do anything abviut

It ... but it's wrong to shut out all

same-sex couples from civil mar-

riage
'

Stacv Roth. ^.' Ji.iii ut iIk

Executive Committee lor

MassEqualiiy. said the best w.iv ti>

combat their opponents i- ii Ix

brave and take action.

"We've been sp^iken lo from pul-

pits and from sermons on high bv

not only Catholics, but all those who
would preach bigotry, discrimina-

tion, and hate." Roth said. "What I

often answer i* thai hale is easy. But

love lakes courage
"

She urged the audience lo have

courage because .some political

actions may be uncomfortable, like

going door lo-door to talk about

marriage equality.

"11 we don'i take the difficult

steps and try it just once, we won't

win Yc»u have lo do some of Ihe

things thai you don"i wani to do."

Roth said

She also urged people not to be

^.iMsfied with civil unions because

they are far from being the same as

it civil marriage:

"Civil unions and marriage are

not the same thing Every piece of a

civil union has to be- defined individ-

ually. I egis lalors tan pick and

choose what's there And step over

the stale line into Connecticut and

your civil union does not exist any-

more It's not portable A marriage

is p<.>riablc." Roth said

Felice ^eskel. direcivi vl the

Stonewall Center, ended the discus-

sion urging siuiK'^'- '• K- motivated

to act.

"There's a lot ul well meaning

people out there thai do nothing

while injustice happens." she said. "I

ask you not to be one of those well-

meaning people The time to put

action behind vou is now
"

International student fee motion withdrawn
By MEt ISSA BLANKSTfcE.N

( JMIH.IAN StaI-F

Members in the Student Government

Association Senate last night proposed a motion to

distribute the cost of the New International Student

Fee imposed on University of Massachusetts inter

national students to the entire student body.

The Senate also discussed a new Office of

ALANA Affairs charter, and passed a motion to

recite the U.S. Pledge of Allegiance and sing the

Puerto Rican National Anthem at the beginning of

each meeting.

SGA President Dave Carr and Sen. Dan

RMII.IF IHX .< .SN/CXIIFf IIAN

SGA President L>avid Carr proposed a motion

regarding the New International Student Fee dur-

ing last night's meeting, hut later withdrew it.

Pozmanter brought the motion lo the Senate on the

proposed $65 fee for international students,

although Cart later withdrew.

l.asi December, the University decided to impose

a $65 fee on international students to help pay for

budget cuts in the Iniemational Programs Office

I IPO) and to pay for the federally mandated Student

and Exchange Visitor Information System (SEVIS).

On Feb. 14. about 120 students marched in

protest against the fee.

Russell Plato, secretary of diversity issues, said

that only eight percent of the fee is going towards

paying for SEVIS. and the rest is going towards the

IPO's budget cuts.

"Its about having a small group of students pay-

ing for budget cuts." said Plato, during his presenta-

tion. "1 think its really important for us to stand

together and say we'll pay for the fees together."

The motion asked for the fee to be spread out

equally among the student body, costing $1.08 per

student.

"You nc-ed to eliminate the fee." Plato said. "But

if you cant find the money somewhere else, then

everyone should share the burden of funding an

office everyone uses."

The Senate proposed an amendment lo ask for

only the IPO budget cut portion of the fee to be paid

by all students, leaving the University to find anoth-

er source of funding for the cost of SEVIS, a pro-

gram that many Senators believe is unjust.

After the amendment failed, an attempt was

made lo have it become a waiveable fee.

"It kind of makes sen.se lo me." said Speaker |ared

Nokes in favor of the change.

Nokes said there is a 40 percent return on waive-

able fees, and to cover the other 60 percent, the

Senate should raise its recommended lee to $2.70.

The Senate approved of this, but before they

could vote. Carr withdrew the motion.

The Senate also discussed the new Office of

ALANA Affairs charter The motion, which pre-

sented a new charter, was sent back to the

Same-sex couples

line up for marriage

licenses in Oregon
By Ri KMIM Callimachi

Ass.* I All i> Pki-s"-

It IK w;\n;;omih.i \v

SGA Senator Alicia Cixiper pn>pt>sed a motion

to recite the African- American pledjje during last

night's meeting in the Campus Center.

Administrative Affairs committee over a debate on

who apptiints seats and who will sit on ilic advisory

board lor the new charter ITic committee has

already debated the charter lor a inonlli. hut Sen.

Craig Cioldschniidt hopes Michael Caigano. vice

chancellor ol student affairs and campus life, will

come lo their Sunday meeting lo help iron out issues

that still persist.

Cioldschinidt also hopes that the Senate will look

over the proposal and bring sugjiostions either to the

committee meeting or next week's Senate meeting.

Another motion was piop*.)sed b\ Sen. David

PORTLAND. Ore. (AP) — Gay and lesbian cou-

ples started tying the knot in Portland yesterday after

ihe ciuintv issued same-sex marriage licenses, joining

the rapidlv spreading national movement in San

Fiancisco and upstate New >brk.

.Nboul '"lO jx'opic lined up lor a sudden chance to

wed after a Multnomah County commissioner said

she would K'gin is-uing the licenses to same-se\ cou-

ples.

An ebullient Marx I ' hold up the very tirsi ^eitili-

cate.

"I can't dcscrilv how great it leels." Li said. She

and her partner Rebecca Kennedy were also the first

to K." married, by a county judge.

C'.av bar owners handed out free glasses of cham-

pagne and main couples eairied bouquets ol roses.

New fork's atioincv general joined the national

debate, saying >.urivnt law prohibits samc-sev wed-

dings and that mayors should not preside over them.

But he said he wiuild leave it to the courts to decide

il the law is constitutional.

1 perMinalK would like to see the law changed,

but must lespeci ilic law as it now stands." Attorney

General Lliot Spii/er said in a statement obtained by

Hie AsscH-iated Press.

Bi>th sides of the polarizing issue have been wait-

ing lor Spit/ci's opinion since Friday, when the

niavor ol New Paltz. a college town 75 miles north of

Manhattan, inanied 2i samcscx couples without

licenses. Village Mayor lason West now laces 19

criminal counts and could face jail time.

"Tlie local district aili>rne\ has the authority and

See SGA on page 2
See OREGON on page 3
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Haitian rebel leader vows to disarm forces
B\ Mark SrivtNsiiN

.-VssiK lATtn I'KtSS

PORTAU PRINCE. Haiti (AP) —
Rebel leader Gu> Philippe said yesterda>

his forces would disami as U.S. Marines

fanned out in the capital — rifles at the

ready — to help bring order amid Haiti's

bloody uprising.

Karlier. Washington warned the rebels,

who overthrew President Jean-Bertrand

Aristide alter seizing the northern half of

the country, to disami and disband.

"Now that there are foreign troops

promising to protect the Haitian people

and the\ have given the guarantee to pro-

tect the Haitian people ... we will lay down

our anus," Philippe told a new> conference

In their first reconnaissance •"Weep since

arriving Sunday, a convoy of Marines in

Humvees and amwred vehicles rumbled

out of the presidential National Palace as

troops on foot moved onto surrounding

streets.

Thc\ patrolled an area stretching M)

blocks, pushing old fjumed-out cars from

the road. The Marines met no resistance

arxl then returned to the palace.

I>»piic the rebel vow to disarm, a gunbat

tie erupted yesterday between rebels and

militant Aristide loyalists in their strong

hold, the seaside La Salines slum. The

shooting started when rebels. wf»o staned

patroling the city Tuesday, tried to disarm

the militants.

There was rto sign at the scene of the

.American and French tivx>p$. the vanguard

of an expected U.N. backed peacekeeping

force. Marine commanders told a press

conference they had 1.000 troops on the

ground in Haiti. In addition. Chile said it

was sending 1 20 special forces to Haiti, the

first of about 300. France said it would

have some 420 soldiers and police here by

the end of the week.

Also yesterday, U.S. Marines guarding

the airport said they blocked rebels from

chasing ex-Aristide officials into the main

terminal. The incident started Tuesday

afternoon when rebels drove up said they

were looking for Prime Minister ^von

Neptune and other Haitian officials.

When the Marines drove out of the

facility in two Humvees mounted with .50-

caliber machine-guns, the rebels quickly

left. "As soon as we rolled up. ihey beat it

out of there." Staff Sgt. Christoperh Smith

said. "They got out of there as fast as they

could."

Staff Sgi Timothy Edwards, also speak-

ing at the airport, said protecting Haitians

had become part of the Marines job.

"Part of our mission is to step in if we

think there is a threat of bodily hann or

deadly foree to a (Haitian) citizen." he said

.According to the Pentagon, the Marines'

mission is to contribute to a scxure environ-

ment in Port-Au-Pnnce and promote a con

stitutional political process after Aristide s

resignation.

They also must help with the delivery of

humanitarian aid. as needed, and protect

L S. citizens in Haiti "as ma> be required."

according to a Pentagon statement released

Sunday as the Marines were deployed.

The Marines are not mandated to seek

out rebel forces to disarm or otherwise

engage them, and there was no intent to get

involved in stopping looting or other

crimes. U.S. officials said. But if fired upon

by rebels or others, the Marines could fire

back.

Haiti's political opposition, meanwhile,

met with interim President Boniface

Alexandre, demanding that he name a new

prime minister and that Neptune — a top

member of Aristide's Lavalas party atwl his

fonner spokesman — be dismissed and

possibly arrested.

Also, the 15-nation Caribbean

Community, or Caricom. concluded an

emergency meeting yesterday in famaica

over the Haiti crisis, calling for an interna-

tional inquiry into Sunday's abrupt depar-

ture of Aristide.

In Washington. State Department
spokesman Richard Boucher said the

American and French troops were working

with flaitian police to restore order. "The

rebels need to disband and go back to their

homes," Boucher said. "And I want to be

quite clear that that's our position."

He alsc) said U.S. Ambassador lames

Foley was in touch with members of the

Aristide government and members of the

political opposition in an attempt to set up

a "council of eminent persons" to name a

prime minister and new government.

Boucher said the "rebels do not have a

role in this process. All illegal and armed

groups should lay down their arms."

Philippe on Tuesday declared himself

Haiti's new military chief. "The country is

in my hands!" he announced by radio dur-

ing a break in a tour of the capital in the

back of a pickup truck.

He also incited a group of 300 support-

ers to rally outside the office of the pnii.e

minUier, urging that Neptune be arrested.

Yesterday, Philippe was seen entering

the US. ambassadors residence. The

rebels, who appeared unarmed, spoke

briefly with Marine guards who allowed the

five to enter the compound.

It was not immediately clear if Philippe met

with Foley. After about 20 minutes the

rebels emerged and left without comment.

The U.S. Embassy also wouki not com-

Haiti's most recent round of bloodshed

and killings started Feb. 5. The death toll

has continued to rise, despite Anstide's

departure, reaching at least 1 30 yesterday.

Workers at the Port -au Prince hospital said

an additional 30 bodies had been brought

to the morgue since Sunday.

Philippe apparently wanted to trans-

form his fighters into a reconstituted

Haitian army, which Aristide disbanded in

l'W5.

The rebel leader has said he was ready

to folk)w the orders of interim President

Boniface Alexandre, insulted Sunday, but

two days later he demanded Nepmne's

arrest and trial.

Associated Presi. wriien Paisley Dodos

and Ian lames in Portau-Prince con

tributed to this report.

SGA withdraws motion concerning new student fee

SSAtrom page 1

Bcttencourt would change the

Senate's bylaws to irwiude a vol-

untary aiKl predicuble lime for

scftators to say the Pledge of

Allegiance before announce-

ments, but after the call to order

during each meeting.

"What I hope to do is pc^sibly

make you think about it."

Bettenci>un said "Hopefully you

can see this is not to judge or i<-si

people's patriotism."

After he spoke. Patrn-K

Higgins. chair of \Sa\s and

Means and co-sponsor to the

proposal, noted the tension in

the room and wanted to stress

that this motion made reciting

the Pledge optional.

"If you do have a problem

with it." Higgins said "It is

strictly volunury. This motion is

as large a compromi^o -^ iv.'vsi

bic"

Sen Tnstan Brown ten ii ^^as

excessive.

"I don't think it should be in

our by-laws if wc ^jii Jh thi^.

anvAi^ay,' he said

He noted Betu-in-uuii would

sav the Pledge during the

announcement phase of the

S<.'nate meetings already.

Sen Aishya Cooper attempt

cd to amend the motion to

include the African-American

pledge. This failed

TTie moticm overall failetl ii'

pass in the Senate with the need-

A two-thirds majority. They

med to re»;onsider it. but that

also failed.

Before the meeting ended.

Higgins brought up a second

motion that passed allowing for

time to be set a side during the

announcement phase for the

Pledge

"It it basically to allow a

group of stiKients to startd up in

front of Senate to recite the

i 'ledge of Alk^giance in front of

this body." he said.

Cooper tried to amend this

motion to include the African-

American Pledge again. This

1.11 led

Sen Gladys Franco then tried

to amend the motion to include

the Puerto Rican national

anthem The amendment passed

along with Higgins motion

In dcfeiue of this amendment.

Chris Eckel, associate speaker of

the Senate, said that evci>one's

de»ires should be irKluded and

no one shouW be singled out.

"If you arc going to say that one

person can say his Pledge of

Allegiance and that another per-

son cannot, that's hypocritical."

he said

Next week, the Senate will

voluntarily recite both the Pledge

of Allegiance and sing the Puerto

Rican National Anthem.

Overall, the Serute heard 1

1

motions, passing seven.

Earlier, during the annouiwe-

meni phase of the meeting.

Attorney General Mark Momson
announced his candidacy for

President. Carr announc«l hi»

candidacy for Student Trustee

In his chair report, James

Brennon. chair of Administrative

Affairs, announced the pMSing of

the March I deadline to beconM

a new senator.

"If they want to fill a vacant

Senate seat, they need a written

statement why they couldn't join

before March I." he said "It will

be very hard."
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Battle for White House boils down to select states
2004 DEMOCRATIC ROUNDUP

Members from both parties prepare for eight-month contest Kernr.wi_"i?..°'.,i?:.^-'!'!l.!r*

By Ron Fournier

,Ass»xiATEi) Press

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush ver-

sus lohn Kerry. What promises to be • con-

tentious eight-month battle for the White House

opened yesterday with the incumbent buffeted

by dangers in postwar Iraq and the loss of jobs

at home, yet holding the upper hand on money

and Electoral College math.

Partisans from both parties arc already fret-

ting over their candidate's chances.

"President Bush has the best odds, but

incumbency has its disadvanuges. too." said

Tom Slade. former chainnan of the Florida

Republican Party. "There's four years of record

to throw rocks at. and I've often debated with

myself over which I would rather be — the

iiKumbeni or challenger"

"This election might settle that question,"

Slade said with a sigh, "for better or worse."

If so. it may be settled in Florida and 1 5 states

that Bush won or lost by 5 percentage points or

fewer in 2000 - the Midwest sutes of Iowa.

Minnesota. Missouri. Ohio. Michigan and

Wisconsin; the Northwest's Washington and

Oregon; Pennsylvania. Maine and New
Hampshire in the Northeast; Western states

Nevada and New Mexico, and the South's

Tennessee and Arkansas.

Tennessee may be the only 2000 battleground

that doesn't qualify. If Al Gore coukJnt win his

Republican-leaning home sutc. Kerry probably

wont. Democratic and GOP strategists said.

Two states Bush won by just 6 percentage

points — Arizona and West \ irginia — couU be

more competitive this year.

"The Hispanic influence, as well as massive

immigration from California, has moderated the

politkrs of this state." said state Sen. Ken

CheuvTont. an Arizona Democrat.

In his first ad blitz. Bush is targeting the 16

battleground sUtes from 2000 — minus

Tennessee but plus West Virginia and Arizona.

"We know this election is going to be decided in

a limited number of states in the Electoral

College and we've made decisions based on

that." said Matthew Dowd, the campaign's chief

strategist.

Changes in the Ekxtoral Map favor Bush.

The president won 50 sutes four years ago.

worth 271 electoral votes in 2000.

Reapportionment has increased their value to

278. without a vote being cast.

Kerry's base consists oif 11 states plus the

District of Columbia won most easily by Gore in

2000. worth lb« electoral votes Nov. 2.

In addition to those Democratic strongholds.

Kerry's strategists believe he can add Michigan.

Washington suite and Maine to pass the 200-vote

threshold. Claimed by Gore in 2000. they may be

the ripest Democratic targets anx)ng all tossup

states, but Bush is competing hard lor them.

The next tier of Kerry targets are even

tougher: Minnesota. Pennsylvania. Iowa.

Oregon, Wisctxisin and New Mexico, Winning

all six. no easy usk. would put Kerry within

striking disumcc of the coveted 270 electoral

votes.

He woukl still need to win at least one of the

most contpetitive states — Nevada. New

HamfKhire, West Virginia. Mis.souri. .Arizona.

Ohio and Florida are among the targets.

Other Southern tossup states may come into

play for Kerry, but only if he's doing unexpected-

ly well every^vhcre ei.«>c Manha Duxon of the

Democratic National Committee gave Bush a

good shot in Arkansas.

"With all his problems, he's still tin; president

— and that counts for something." I")ixon said.

"He gets to lly around the country on his big

plane and talk big talk
"

Money may be Bush's biggest edge. He has

raised more than $150 million, shattering his

own ircord and giving him easy cash to try to

(kline Kerry as a soft-on-terrorism, uix-raising.

flip-flopping liberal.

The president's campaign laid the ground-

work yesterday for TV attack ads. accusing the

Democrat of waging "a relentlessly negative

campaign " against Bush this year The presi-

dent's initial TV ads portray Bush as the

nation's careuker in troubled times.

Kerry, who raised $1 million since wrap-

ping up the nomination, is still far behind Bush

in the dollar dash. He must count on the

Democratic National Committee and inde-

pendent interest groups to help him compete

The presumptive nomiiKX also must retool

his message for the general election, perhaps

soften the rough edges of his criticism of Bush

Aides are planning a series of policy spetvhes

for Kerry, who may travel overseas to burnish

his image.

Most national polls show Kerry ahead or

tied with Bush. In a race detemiined state b\

state, polls in the individual battlegrounds

reflect a tight race

Surveys also reveal lingering concern over the

economy and Iraq, no surprise to Republican

state lawmaker Tom Murphy of Kennebunk.

Maine. "If things happen in a positive way.

Kerry's campaign is over If they (kxi't ..." he

said, his voice trailing off.

Slade argued that Kerry will be easy to cast as

a liberal, but. "He has a very impressive war

record. He speaks with authority and is going

to be a very competitive challenger"

Democratic Mayor Michael Cokrman of

Columbus. Ohio, said he N^ornes that Kerry

may took too much like a creature of

Washington "The more time he spends in the

heartland, in Ohio, the better off he's going to

be." CoWman said.

|. l.owell Stoltzfus. a Republkan state sen-

ator in Maryland, gave Bush the luxl on leader-

ship and appeal, but said of Kerry. "He vtvms

like a personable gu\ ^ou kno\*. this couUl ix

ckjse.'

Three killed in

Israeli air strike

Couples get licenses

By Ibrahim Bar/ak
Ahucmtbd Pm«k

GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip t AP)

— An Israeli helicopter strike

killed three Hamas militants rid-

ing in a car yesterday, the second

such targeted attack in live days

and a possible sign that Israel is

stepping up its campaign against

militants ahead of a planned

withdrawal from the Gaza Strip.

Two missiles slammed into

the car. triegering a fire that

byltander* tWfd to put o«t whK
nrtd and their jackets One man.

using a blanket, lifted a charred

body out of the car and heaved it

onto a stretcher.

The Israeli military said one of

those killed. 24-year-old Tarad

lamal. was behind several road-

side bombings and rocket attacks

on Israelis. "The other two were

identified as Ibrahim Deri. M.
and Amar Hassan. 21

.

On its Web site. Hamas indi-

cated that the three were about to

carry out an attack. "The three

martyrs were on a holy mission

wheii the Zionist U.S. -made heli-

copters fired two missiles toward

their vehicle." the statement said.

Hamas leader Sheik Ahmed

^assin said the Islamic militant

group woukl keep up attacks

against Israel "The Palestinian

people will continue their resist-

ance despite this aggression."

Yassin said.

Yesterday's strike, near the

lewish settlement of Netzarim.

came just live days after Israeli

helicopters fired missiles at a car

in the same area, killing three

militants of the Islamic lihad

group
There has been some expecta-

tion that Israel woukl step up its

strikes against militants in Gaza

ahead of a proposed withdrawal

Israeli Prime Minister .Ariel

Sharon has said he would dis

mantle most Israeli settlements in

the strip and impose a boundar.

on the Palestinians if peace talk^

remain frozen in coming months

Avi Pazner. an Israeli govern

ment spokesman, said Israel

would continue its campaign

against militant groups even after

a pulkxit.

The prospect of an Israeli

withdrawal has also fueled inter

nal Palestinian strife in Gaza,

with armed gangs and corrupt

members of the security forces

jockeying for power

trtmpagtl

responsibility to enforce the

law," Spitzer sakl.

Yesterday. Nyack. N.Y..

Mayor John Shields said he

woukl also start marrying gay

couples and planned to seek a

license himself to marry his

same-sex partner

Spitzer saW New fork's law

contains references to "bride

and groom" and "husband and

wife" and does not authorize

same-sex marriage Gov George

Pataki has also said that per-

forming gay marriages is ilkgal.

a position he affirmed yesterday

"Marriage under New ^brk

State law is and has been for

over 200 years between a man
and a woman. And we have to

uphokJ that law." he said

Shields and West said the\

should go ahead with their

plans.

"What do you dc **hen

you're faced with injustice'"

ShicWs said. "What did

the women do in the suffrage

movement? They marched

They were arrested They did

what they had to do to get their

rights.

'
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EditorialOpinion
Thursday. March 4. 2004 Editorial@dailycollegian.com

Kerry is worthy of

the White House
Sen lohn kern strut-l ihc d«xiMve blow in

ye$terda>'«. Super Tuesda> pnniaries. B> winning

nine of the 10 states in pia>. Kern all but locked

up the Denxxratic nomination lor presklcnt in

2tX>4. e5.pei.iall> after Senator lohn Edwaitk"

cbcision to drop out of the race.

The next step>. in the 2004 presidential cam-

paign have alreaidx begun, as Kern is ik>w identi-

tiabk as the Deii»otrai»c opponent to President

Bush Aimmg Kern's supporters »k the men who

he has surpass<xi during his dramatic tumaruutxl

in the priman season. Former \ermont Gov

Hovkani Dean has said he will support the

Democratic nominee, and retired Gen \Vesle>

Clark threw his weight behind Kern after bowing

out ol the race on Feb II But perhaps the most

po\»erlul -uppon came today, as Edwards spoke

inspired vkords about Kerrs after announcing he

would no longer run lor the txjminatior

"|Kerr>| showed the strength, the resilience,

the courage he has shown hts entire life when he

fought for us and for our counir> in Vletram —
he's done it all thixxjghout this campaign.*

Edwards said, according to an article on

CNN com Uwards said Kern "has what matters

right here to be presideni ol the Lnitcd States."

pointing to his chest.

"I. for one. intend to do e%er>ihing in m>

power to make him the next president of the

United Suie* And I ask you lo join me in this

cause
'

F.dwardi' wocds represent the current leeling

about Kerry. w4k) just nine months ago was hav-

ii^ trouble gettir^ his campaign off the ground.

Thanks to his slight but necessary image rttxna-

lion, Kerry is not only the party's choice by num-

ber, but indeed by spirit. Democrats shouki be

enihralled that such a stnjng figure has ctnerged

from what was once a muddled pool of too many

candidates.

With overwhelming support from his former

opponents, and a full head of steam gained off of

his incredible string of primary vktories. Kerry is

no longer the akwf. sutk; candidate he once

appeared to be. but instead is a dynamk. popular

leader with enough drive and experience to earn

the Democratic nomination in July His temperate

ideas on the War in Iraq arc refreshing His grasp

of foreign policy is impressive and vital to the

improvement of American relations around the

gk)fae. And his domestic policy is a drastk

improvement over that of President George W.

Bush.

Kerry's forceful indictments of President

Bush's upkeep of the No ChiU Left Behind Act.

as well as his staunch dissent of the USA Patriot

Act display a leadership ability that is lacking in

the United Sutes WTiile Kerry did vote to enter

the War in Iraq, he has since strongly opposed

Bush's policies and decisions, and other than hi«

period of unfortunate indecision about the vote,

Kern has been one of the I'lervesi and most visi-

ble opponents of the war effon.

Novk Kern is in the process of choosing a run-

ning mate Edwards is a popular option, but there

are other names being tossed around thai are all

very attractive. No matter who Kern sekxts. it

ha.s become obvious that the Democrats now

have a strong, willing candidate with the ability to

win back the Wliite House in November.

For these reasons. The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian Editorial Board is endorsing lohn Kerry

for president in 2004

Lnugned editonals rrpmeni the majority

optntun of iht tiasiachusem Daily CoUepan

tuiuonal Board.

Land of democracy?

Aaiiiii

WodinSctmafU

hi.s tight against

Gavin New-
som. }6. is a

rather average,

young democ-

rat by national

standards. A
well off, fourth

generation San

Franciscan,
whose career

has been large-

ly defined by

the iiK'reasingh

problematic issues of urban

squak)r and homelessness.

After graduating from SanU
Clara University with u Bachelor of

Arts in Political Science in 1989,

he began making a name for him-

self as a successful kxal wine mer-

chant, before eventually taking a

job in the kxal civil senxe a*

President of the Parking and Traflic

Commission in 1996.

After serving on the San

Francisco Board of Supervisors

between 1 996 and this year he was

.sworn in as the 42nd Mayor of the

City and County of San Frarvisco

The win folk>wed a tnumpfiant

campaign that culminated in

December and focused primarily

on the work he has done for the

city's neighborfKJod parks, raihvays

and homekrss population

Despite such a routine and

somewhat mundane political

career, just 42 days into his new

job. Mayor Newsom has found

himself at the center of wtwt will

ultimately prove to be a controver-

sy of naikxial electoral propor-

tions.

It was during Pieskknt Bush's

Slate of the Union address that Mr
Newsom realized that "this was not

the world thai I grew up aspiring to

live in," The New York Times

reported. "I just found some of

(Bush's) words quite divisive*

After reviewing the

Massachusetts Supreme Court

dccisKin fnjm November o( last

year, in which a ban on same-sex

marrii^ was ruled as unlawful

and the state legislature order to

alkAk for gay weddings by May of

this year, and the civil union

arrangements in a variety of other

US stales, nK>^t f|M|f)lv \ennont.

Hawaii and Ma^. the newly

appointed mayor^P^Kd city hall

for business to homosexual couples

seeking legal marriage.

Naturally, several consenative

groups quickly barxled toprther to

protest the legality of such a move,

since California s constitution spec-

ifies marriage as the union of a man

and a woman. Yet three successive

judges have so far rejected any

immediate injunctions, opting

instead lo await a fair hearing

toward the end of March in whkh
the mayor's office will be given the

chance to back up its actkxis. The

[egai justilicatkxi for such a move

is. of course, that the California

constitutkm also grants equality

and freedom under rule of law

regardk^ of all else. Thus, any law

that limits the financial and psy-

chok)gk:al benefits associated with

marriage to a c-ertain ponkxi of tfie

demographic is inherently discrim-

inatory and uiKonstitutional.

Nevertheless, folkjwing a sute-

meni last week by Gov AmoU
Schwarzenegger, the state attorney

general Bill Lockyer has ordered

San Francisco to desist in the

issuance of such nurriage lk:enses

until the courts are able to rule on

the issue in late March.

Meanwhile, the rest of the

industrialized world has been far

less shocked by the recent devekjp-

ments in California and

Mas.sachu.setts than they have by

the morally motivated political

counter reactkxi by con.senativc

groups nationwide and even by tfie

president himself, who on Feb. 24

gave his unconditional endorse-

ment for any federal bill illegalizing

same-sex inamage.

In Europe, for example, there

exists more or less a consensus that

the legal ability of gays and lesbians

lo wed represents a basic and

iiuilienablc human nght The

European Court of justice has

ruled that denying mamagc lk»»-

es lo humosexuab is discnmiiuto-

ry and theoretically ilkrgal by EU
siaixlards FVrhap» more signifi-

cantly, and in lij^t of the largeM

ever enlargement of the European

Union schedufcd for May I. the

European Parliament has recently

passed a resolution "stiurtgly rec-

ommending that current and

potential member nations grant

same-sex couples nghts that are

equivaWnt to those of opposite sex

couples, and to casure equal rights

to GLBTs |Gay. Lesbian. Bisexual,

artd Transsexual Community | in

general.

Yet such a resoiuliun may not

even be netes-sary in many cases In

April 2001 the Netherlands

became the first country in Europe

to offer full civil marriage to same-

sex coupks. inuimage licenses have

been offered since IXxember 19.

2000) Belgium and the Canadian

provinces of Ontario and British

Columbia quickly folkjwed suit

with similar k-gislation Denmark.

Finland. Germany. GreenlatKl

t autonomous region of I>nimark).

Iceland. Norway and Swc-den all

offer regkslercd partT»erships pro-

viding many of the benefits and

respon-sibilitics of marriage, though

the area of chiki adoption in partic-

ular still lags in inany cases.

Yet even in Europe these deci-

swns have not gone unopposed.

With the possibk exceptkMi of reg-

istered domestic partnerships,

whkh are largely symbolk; and also

apply to cc^bitating heten.)sexual

couples, most of this k-gislation has

been p^*d only after standing up

to conservative oppositkin similar

to that now being applied in the

United States However, the neces-

sity of adjusting to the civil needs

and social evolution within many

European nations has ultimately

led them to pass such equitabk: and

progressive legislatkxt.

As far as the opiruon of the uni-

versity community goes, there

seems to be quite a bit of support

for egalitarian marriage laws. Even

those acquainunces that are self-

described homophobes' realize

that alkjwing same-sex marriage in

no way threatens the manner in

whk.-h they live their lives It does

indeed seem more than a little iron-

ic that many of the very same peo-

ple who complain of tfie break-

down of the family unit in the

United Siaiw alio support a ban on

marriage Hoemes.

The structure of the institution

of the family has morphed from

that ol the 1950s, "l>cave it lo

Beaver" type ideal - an ideal

which actually only existed for a

brief period of about 20 years any-

way — and a variety of civil institu-

tioiw have arisen to accommodate

these changing social patterns A

ban on same-sex marriages, how-

ever would effectively serve a

tremendous bkjw to the entire cxm-

cept of "family" by establishing the

norm of non-marriage as a basis for

committed coupleship.

Furthermore, as eloquently

related by a recent UMass snjdy

conducted by the Institute for Gay

and Lesbian Strategic Studies

(IGLSS), alk>wing same-sex wed-

dings woukl save the institution of

the family for tho(* chiklren ratsed

by homosexual parents tan esti-

mated 8.000 in Massachusetts)

and grant them the same httancial

benefits awarded lo chiklren of

mamcd heterosexual couples.

A final thought on the entire

matter is best summed up by my
Polah friend Pietcr "If America is

the land of democracy, freedam

and equality under law. then how

can these peupk- possibly justify,

particularly in these modem times,

discnminaiing significant portions

of the U.S. demography be.sed sok-

ly on their individual sexual orien-

tation?"

The answer is. of course, thai

there IS no k-gal valklation for such

polky There exist only kxighekl

moral convictions that will erode

by the day at hands of polilkal pio-

neers in San Frarwisco and the

Massachusetts Supreme Court.

Aurun \U>dmSt.hwartz is a

Collegian ivlummsl studying

abroad in Belgium

Showing your pride Value of a clean break

Gilad

Skolnicic

——^"
1

l.'i .i^er a

^^^fe^ The

^^^^^ Massachusetts

Bpk ^T Daily Collegian

^kV >
^<''' <* virtual

monopoly on

campus. the

main and only

souree of news,

other than the

Ntruggling Soc-

ialist Worker,

and the unpredictabk- Minuteman.

Times were good, with nx>st stu-

dents relying on the rich contcTit ol

the dependable Collegian to

quench their thirst lor news.

The tougtKst competition, the

Campus Chronicle, disappeared

last spring due to Romney's budg

et cuts. The Socialist Worker

newspaper continues to chug out

news about "Amerika's evil capi-

talist ways," remaining an anom-

alv, as they give out copies for free,

yet lake no ads. Maybe someone

should break it tu them that if

socialism failcxl in Russia, China,

Vietnam, North Korea and Cuba,

perhaps they should give it up and

get a job.

Thus this era of peace and tran-

quility for The Collegian was

brought to a painful end when the

Student senate, elected by over five

percent of the student body, decid-

ed to introduce daily free copies of

some major nationally known

newspapers.

Weak-minded people such as

your peers are taking these news-

papers, owned by large corpora-

tions. FVeving on the kleptomaniac

nature of the average college stu-

dent, they have slowly succeeded

in infiltrating just about all of cam-

pus. Do not read such foul trash 1

warn all. for The Collegian is a far

superior paper.

Unlike other well-known news-

papers, the columns in The

Collegian, such as this very article.

don't go on and on about ridicu-

k)us and meaningless topk;s that

don't seem to go anywhere.

Columnists in the paper are

foreed to undergo a grueling set of

tt-sts that analyze their wit, speed

and physical endurances. After

this a year kxig initiatkin process is

set forth where writers have to do

ridiculous tasks in order to be

accepted as a fellow Collegian

columnist, such as wrestling with

the vicious campus swans or eat-

ing IK" food. Once hired, these

Unlike ottier well-

known newspa-

pers, the columns

in the Collegian,

such as this very

article, don't go on

and on about

ridKulous and

meaningless toptes

that doni seem to

goanywtiere.

dedicated writers volunteer their

time for free and spend countless

hours working on their articles.

Those free nationally recog-

nized papers are bad influences on

us all, with lingerie ads that objec-

tify beautiful with stunning

women, and ads for cell pfiones

that may be found one day to

cause radiation. As an employee of

The Collegian, I don't know this

first hand, as I must follow the

unwritten rule not to read any of

my paper's competition, but have

heard of these misdeeds from my
peers.

The Collegian is also made of a

finer material, one that reduces the

amount of paper cuts received. A
sute of the art carefully refined

smooiher manufacturing process

of the paper ensures minimal

blood loss when reading

With a fresher scent and the

ability to be rec-ycled, the paper is

also great for origami. In fact,

some die-hard silly putty fans have

stated that they felt silly putty

made better imprints on The

Collegian than any other paper

The nationally recognized

papers being given out in our

Campus Center and DCs are not

entirely useless, however An
informal unscientific survey con-

ducted last November yielded

some interesting results. About

seven out of 10 students polled

said they found no differerKC in

taste between IX" food and a fried

and salted USA Today, and two

out of 10 said they actually pre-

ferred eating a USA Today. In

another poll, about 60 percent of

UMass students said they pre-

ferred using these newspapers to

the toilet paper provided by

UMass. which is so thin that it's

literally see through.

Thus 1 urge and plead that all

those who support "The Collegian

and those that care for quality

news coverage and editorials to

show their support by taking out

their favorite ed/op. possibly this

one. and sticking it to their dix)r

Show all who pass by what you

stand for, that you are not some

apathetic, self-centered college

student but truly have morals that

you deeply believe in. Whenever

you have a chance cut out another

Collegian article and stick it to

someone else's door, bathroom

stall, the campus swans, and yes.

even on trees.

Show your UMass pride. Read

The Collegian.

Gilad Skolnick is a Collegian

columnist

^ka
Feder

Countless numbers of writ-

ers, poets, theologians, sociolo-

gist and porn-stars much
brighter than I have dictated the

idea and act of love ..so why

even bother? What I'm interest-

ed in conveying to you is the art

of the break-up.

Heartbreak is a curious phe-

nomenon because its the only

thing that afflicts emotional,

mental and physical damage to

both parties — the breaker and the breakee —
involved in the break-up. Not any other weapon is

more damaging to someone's ego as telling them,

"You are no longer wanted or desired."

It's also detrimental to the person doing the

break-up. You feel terrible and horrible as you

plunge this double-edge sword into a once loved-

ones heart. It's like you pick up a cute baby animal

and started strangling it just to watch the last of its

breath escape its body Now that's an image.

OK. So now that I've gotten all of you feeling

like absolute dirt about any past break-ups. even

the one when you were 14 leaving for summer

camp and you weren't going to the campfire social

feeling "tied-down," let's examine it.

The break-up was a simple relationship device.

You fall in love, have some fun times, some bad

times, and you fall out of it. so you break up. Easy

as can be. Well the break-up has evolved into

something else that isn't as easy to manage, handle

or even detect. This is the new founded "taking a

break" complex.

How this works is that a couple, usually one

that is past the one-year mark, hits some rough

times. The two individuals try and work it out.

They pretend they aren't having troubles, maybe

get naked a few more times to see if they just need

to sweat it out, but it's to no avail. So with the end

in sight, they decide it's not working out. In the

olden days, anything predating 1999, these two

would be riding the 7:30 p.m, train to Splitsville,

But now. they decide they need a break.

What taking a break means is that a couple is

not completely broken up. but in the event that one

needs a shoulder to cry on. a mouth to kiss, or a

warm body next to him/her. the other can always

find them. It's putting off the inevitability that cou-

ples will have to face the cold, bitter harshness of

reality in the single life. Afraid of this change in

lifestyle and mating habits, couples lean toward the

false comfort of the "taking a break" mantra.

Within the break, you have a lifeline connected

to the other person. This thin strand could be an

emotional connection, physical connection, or

maybe you just like to talk to each other You can't

have them all. however, or else you'd be a couple

again, so it's a gamble. There arc problems with

these lifelines though.

If you have an emotional connection, you aren't

getting any. You will have to deal with your ex's

problems, help them out, let them vent to you ,..

but you will forever be looking at their underwear

drawer with a reminiscing glint in your eye. You'll

also have to deal with the jealousy of watching

your ex with their new dates and then have to lis-

ten to any of the complaints about your new

replacements.

Some people may think of this as being nice and

helping someone out in need, and it's always good

to be nice, but in moderation. Otherwise you have

become a doormat. A potted plant can do just as

good a job listening, and the plant is probably

more interesting in your ex's new sexual encoun-

ters than you anyway Eventually you realize the

break is over, you are officially dumped, and you

could have saved yourself the trouble three months

prior and enjoyed yourself.

The physical connection, while fun. is shallow.

You don't talk to your ex; you don't share that

same exhilarating emotionally bond: you just can't

keep your hands off each other Three months later,

you either will become sick of each other or very

aware of how you're taking advantage of your past

relationship just to get a little nookie. Don't fall

into this trap. It'll only cause trouble in the end and

make it extremely difficult to start a new relation-

ship.

If you just like to talk to the other person, then

you are broken up. There is no need to keep the

taking a break charade going. This is actually the

best possible option, for it means that you and your

ex can get on with your lives and keep the friend-

ship intact, built upon the foundation of your past

love.

Whenever I overhear a person commenting on

their significant other and with a downward glance

they utter. "Oh we're just taking a break." I feel the

dignity quickly sucked out of the room. So cut the

cord, cut off your air supply, and be happy to just

be floating free. You may even find you can breathe

out their in the cold, bleak darkness anyway.

Ben Feder is a Collegian columnist.
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Numbers trying to

get in listeners' minds

witli new recorJ
By Timothy Gabriele

C^OLLIOIAN StAPF

Numbers

In My Mind

All "me

Time'

rmfMl

Odd that San Francisco's Numbers would title

their second album of minimalist jump-ups "In My !

Mind All the Time," since the mind seems to be the

last place that Numbers would invite their listen

ers. Numbers' lyrics tend to border on the childish-

ly minimalist. Upon first listen, one may get the

urge to scream out in a likeminded chanting

method "who/ who do you/ who/
who do you think you're kid-

ding?"

It's only after repeated hsiertt

that one realizes the repetition of

their choice phrases, mostly

culled from the dull, plastic

world of vapid consumerism and

sterile mechanistic society, gives

new meaning to the phrases each

time that they are uttered.

Clearly enunciating the words,

spacing iheir linguistic points of

emphasis and stressing their emotional detachment

may reproduce the collectively dehumanized ori-

gins of the lyrics, but it is the placing of said

idioms atop the axiom of jittery dance-punk thai

recontextualizes them for a completely new effect.

This postmodern rcappropriation of phrases

like "If you know your extension/ please dial it

now" for the dance floor strategically set the

Teutonic funk of their debut "Life" outside the

scowling goihic ballpark of their much praised

peers. Brooklyniles dodged ihe vaguely

Mcl.uhanesquc affirmations of songs like "We Like

Having These Things." Yel critics cringed over

whether restrained lines like '1 am consumer/ My
needs manufactured/ I am the product/ Chooser'

could be construed as valid protest. Numbers cer-

tainly seem to be having too much fun to be that

bitter, with their yelps at>d ride cymtials coming off

more as a call to dance to the bells in the crosswalk

than to bum effigies outside of IMF rallies

Or perhaps all the chanting could )ust simply

denote a cultural nausea of all the didactic proac-

tive posturing that goes on in hometown of San

Francisco.

"In My Mind All the Time" explores different

territory than its predecessor (though it's not as far

removed the cleclo-tinged remix EP "Death"! The

guitar, drum, and Moog liiKrup remains the same

Dave. Indra. and Eric Landmark all greet Iheir

audience halfway through "Ih My Mind" in a cute

Kttle track called "We're Numbers" that enacts a

Casio driven clap-along version of Faith No More's

"Intrcxlucc Yourself" for the Indie rock set.

Their approach has been toned up a notch

though. Low-end Moog chums out angular rum-

bles of guttural bass while epileptic guitars shutter

and shake. Indra and Dave obaessively spout three

letter words in repetitive, monotonous chorus. All

of the above wind up taking a back seat to Indra 's

relentless disco drumming Each instrument is a

slave to the beat, which has grown significantly

terser this time around. Perhaps upping the ante lo

compete in the posiRaplure environment. "In My
Mind All the Time" runs manically for 19 minutes

before eventually cooling into the gestating Neu

inspired "Feelings." which nearly clocks in at five

whole minutes — epic by Numbers standards.

Those 19 minutes are mostly re-tweaked and

finer-tuned regurgitations of the songs on their

debut, with lyrics of simplistic, agitated, reac-

tionary statements to the corporate hegemony

replacing mechanical rhetoric. By "reactionary." I

do not mean to say Numbers have replaced their

cloak of semi-objeclivity with devoted cries to lake

back the streets. Instead, the quirky threesome

cuts down the extended dialogue to the simplest,

most frustrated, and perhaps most selfish motiva-

lions in lyrics like "It's hard to wait" and "I can't

slop thinking," Whatever the incentive for the

reductive recitations, don't expect to many adjec-

tives on "In My Mind All the 'Time."

Sparse, garagey no wave guitars and filthy

Moog seem an odd choice to conduct numerical

exercises in obsessive dance music. It is a far cry

from the pristine synthscapes that their closest kin

See NUMKRS on page 6
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Movin'

Out

CglMiil Iheaiei

BOSIH

iHlkriAirilll

BiLi-Y Joel

TVyLA TVlARP

BOSTON — What do you get when you

take the modem and innovative dance of

the legendary choreographer Twyla Tharp

and combine it with the (.lassie music ol

piano man Billy loel'

You get the sensairoii ol ilic 2002 theater

season, "Movin' Out." Time Magazine

declared it the "»l Show of the year'" Ben

Brantley of The New York Times called it "a

shimmering portrait of an American genera-

tion." and Richard Zolgin declared "Twyla

Tharp and Billy loel make Broadway rock!"

It seems sort of ircmic, considering it was

deemed a turkey during its pre Broadway

try out in Chicago during the summer of

2002
"Movin' Out" was greeted with unani

mous acclaim upon its fall opening. In May

2005, it was nominated for 10 Tony

Awards, including Best Musical It walked

away with two. including Hesi

Choreography for Twyla Tharps innovative

dance and Billy loel and Stuart Malina for

Best Orchestrations "Movin' Out" lost the

Best Musical race to the other run.iA.

smash of the 2002/03 season. "Hairsj

which took home eight trophies

Many of loel's characters from his songs

.ome to life in this brand new musical

well, danceacle. The characters in the show

are references to many of the names that

have pv^ipped up in loci'* work as a musi

cian Hrenda and Eddie (from 'Scenes Irom

an Italian Restaurant"), lames (from

"lames't. Tony (of the "Movin Out") and

ludy (of "Why. My. Why") all come togeth-

er to tell a tale of five friends living togeih

er intertwining with major events of the t>Os

and 70s — drugs, sex. rock n' roll and

Vietnam

Act I begins in 19608 Long Island, NY,
where Brcnda and Eddie's marriage is

falling apart while lames and ludy's marital

Eve' experiences a strangely odd and heated blind date
Advice from Eve:

Q: I've been dating this gay for

a few months, but I'm reluctant

to commit. His frtontfs are com-

plete ierks and have no respect

for the girls they date. So fsr,

he has proven to be a daeont

guy, but I'm afraid to trust

him. I know they are all

similar In every other

way, so arhy would that

make him any different

from his friends? Do

you think ho^ putthig

on an act, or Is he for

real?

A: The apple does not fall

far from the tree. One

thing I've learned is you can

tell a lot about a person by

their friends. Men are attracted to

men of their own Kind; the same

goes for women. It is rare a guy

will have a close group of friends

that are entirely opposite to him-

self. Don't jump to conciueione

..««•»••

yet, but live by your instincts and

Keep your eyes open to unseen

realities.

Q: I go out every weekend with

my girtfrleiida, and we can

ttvnr find good guys. They are

aN siMzy and are tntertstad m
one thing. Where do you recom-

mand a girl to go to And

I worthwhile?

Original Sin

[ve

A. I was afraid of this

question, and 1 wish I

Knew All I can say is it

Is very dtfticult to meet

a decent guy in a club,

bar or any other place

where people go just to

have fun. If you want to

And something serious and

worthwhile, you should go to

a coffee shop, look around in your

classes, or even at the library.

Somewhere that shares the same

Interests as you. Honestly stop

k)oking so hard. He will find you

when he's ready.

My best girlfriend and I

have simultaneously

reached a breaking point.

We just don't know what

to say anymore.

The guys we'\e bcvn

mceling recently just don't

seem to measure up to our

standards. However, we
always end up sacrificing

our integrity to give them

the benefit of ilie doubt.

And since we consider oui-scKes e\tremc

ly high niainlcnancc and slightly deiiiiinding.

we are aware that the possibilities of meeting

a decent guy seems slim. But still we iiiiiiiage

to keep our radars on.

Personality wise, she is like a black cat

and 1, a golden retreiver. It sounds liiiiin. but

it is the only way I see her. She is inereilibly

beautiful, mysterious and exciting, hut she

will not give guys the time of day. .\ lew bad

experiences in her life has Icil her to mistmst

and deny men constantly.

However, this is where we differ No inal-

ter how many bad experiences I've had, I

can't help loving guys, I still have that hope

somewhere.

Recently her cynicism began to bother

me, and I (eh I needed li> take action. 1 calleil

up a male friend of mine, whom she di)esii'i

know, and askc-d him if he would like to dou-

ble date for just one night. Within an hour,

the night was organized that the four ol us

were to mc-et up in the city. 1 was fully aware

the only way my girlfriend would agree to do

this is if 1 told her they were both my good

male friends. I lied. But she did agree. So I

was happy

And there they stood, one 1 barely knew

and his friend who I never knew. Two very

gCKxJ looking Italians, dressed to kill and

ready to sweep us off our feet. But she wasn't

inipressc-d. Only until the new guy bought u>

a hcitile of Crista! and told her how beautiful

she was.

And then the night began, lour pc-ople

became two pairs after a few drinks. Most

importantly, I was able to make her happy for

just a lew iiours. I low refreshing.

Bui she has one character flaw — if she

gets a bad vibe lor one second, or it some-

thing negctive were to happen after a few

drinks, she turns into one of those scary girls

with an adiiude problem that no one wants

to mess with. And she did.

He pissed her off somehow, and I knew

the night was over. He tried everything to

calm her down while 1 watched. Of course it

didn't work, .so he started giving her attitude

back. Non-stop. It was amusing to see two

people bicker back and foilh as if they had

known each other tor years It >uddeiil> ^lew

into a battle of wits and much stupidity on

the car ride home - and then he won.

Apparently, she didn t iiitimadaie him at

all. He was so heated, literally and ligurative

ly. that he started taking off all of his cloth

ing while driving the car -- one hand on the

steering wheel, and one hand lo do the >-irip.

But he was angry. It was like he had to prove

to her how irresistable he was. Mavhe

bcxause he knew .she didn't think so. Tlierc

he was. yes. completely naked plus boxei>

v.hiic the three of ii.^ v.atchjJ ;i!!'i

cringed. And there was absolutely nothing

we could do about it. W hat was he thinking'.'

He started Hexing, pointing to hi^ lialian Hag

tattoo, and so on. Tliat shi>eked her out ol

screaming. That shcvked me into laughing.

And that shocked hiv friend into keeping his

head down and eyes closed She gave me one

look, and 1 knew it was out cue As ihe car

slowed lo a red light, she said her la-i words,

"^ou know what, I'm done. Goodnight
"

And we exited.

f.Vc is pen name tor <; low fiiiru altciulitifi

i'Mass who knows ihe ins unJ luits ol crcry

relaliotisliip ><»// can ask Iac for advice h\

e-mailing her at ircj>rginalsin(P yahoo. com.

"Original Sin with Eve" runs every

Thursday in The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian
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LOSAR
Tibetan New Year Celebration

m
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Campus Center Auditorium

University of Massachusetts

SATURDAY, MARCH 6TH @ 6:30 PM

FREE ADMISSION
Special Appearances by:

Nawang Khechog, Grammy Nominated Tibetan Musician

Lhadon Tethong. Executive Director, Students for a Free Tit>et

Tibetan Dance Troupe (TAWMA)

For Information, contact Students for a Free Tibet at

617.429.6346

As an engineer in

the U.S. Air Force,

there's no telling what

you'll work on.

(Seriously, we can't tell j/ou.)

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead

of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new

engineer you'll likely be involved at the ground level of new

and sometinnes classified developments. You'll begin leading

and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out what's waiting behind the scenes for you in

the Air Force today. To request more information, call

1-800-423-U5AF or log on to airforce.com.

U.S. AIR FORCE
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

'Movin' out' in Boston
MOVIN' OUT from page 5

bliss is just at ils beginning. The horrors of

Vietnam send the men overseas and leave the girls

to pick up the pieces of their shattered lives.

Act II opens after the war, with Tony and Eddie

struggling to get their lives back together. Slipping

into a dismal abyss of drugs and alcohol. Eddie

takes a nightmarish jouniey through his past, and

realizes that forgiveness allows him to get his lile

back on track. Brcnda and Tony realize the love

they need to heal their wounds, and the lifelong

friends reunite and discover ihes have found their

way home.

The only actual dialogue in the show comes

from the. bandleader, who plays the piano and

belts out classic Joel tunes while overseeing the

action on stage. Included in the "Movin" Out"

repertoire are the signature |oel tunes "Scenes

from an Italian Restaurant," "lust the Way You

Arc," "We Didn't Start the Eire," "Goodnight

Saigon" and of course the title song, and that's

only part of the 24-song set list. .Also thrown into

the mix are some of fuel's lesser-known songs.

"Waltz (No. 1 >." "Air (Dublinesque)" and "Elegy."

All of the action of the show comes from the

white-hot dance talent of the six leads and the

ensemble of 20 magnificent dancers, w ho generate

; lesion and intensity from the stage for the better

(Mil of two hours.

On this, the first national tour, which launched

in lanuary at Detroit's Eisher Theater, the tireless

and energetic cast is lead b> Holly Cruikshank.

Matthew Dibble, David Gomez and julieta Gro$

as Brenda, James, Tony and Judy, respectively.

Darren Holden plays the piano man on tour, belt

ing out loel's tunes night after night. Dunng the

matinee performances, Laurie Kanyok, Brendan

King, Corbin Popp and Ron Todorowski play the

four leads while Matt Wilson tickles the ivories.

Tharp has recreated her steps and her Tony

nominated direction for the road. The creative

team has returned as well. Santo Loquasto's

sparse, industrial set. with the band above the

action, Suzy Benzinger's sexy and sensual cos-

tumes and Donald Holder's imaginative lightmg

are all present on tour, identical to the show that

has been thrilling sold out audiences at the

Richard Rodgers Theatre on Broadway night after

night.

Tickets to the limited ftve-week Boston

engagement range from $28-$85 and can be pur-

chased at www.ticketmaster.com. or by calling

Broadway in Boston at 617-931-2787. "Movin'

Out" will also participate in Broadway in Boston's

$25 student rush ticket program, check out

www.broadwayinboston.com for more informa-

tion.

If you like Billy |oel. appreciate modem dance,

or are curious to see some of the hottest dancing

north of the border, check out "Movin' Out." The

show> promotional phrase is true: "Eive life long

friends. Two turbulent decades. Twenty-four clas-

sic Billy loci songs. One unforgettable musical."

Information from www mo%inaulonbroaJ\ta\

com was used for this article.

Numbers' second 'time' around
MIMKIIS trom page 5

in Kraftwerk draped their

robotic decor in. Regardlcs>,

Numbers do well to simultane

ously start the party and pres

ent themselves as paranoid

android overwhelmed by the

immeasurably bureaucratic

input Though their detuned,

non-chord based makeshift

funk sometimes does not work,

it's usually over within a

minute or two and Numbers,

mechanized a^ they are. still

have a few surprises in store.

On "Hoi Fire." each instru

ment carefully goes asynchro-

nous for a well-timed two min-

utes that catches the group

itself on fire Persistent drum*

and unpredictable Moog make

for a satisfying humorous mid

album break

Then, toward the end of

track II, Numbers pull off

their most shocking feat yet

It's the kind of stunt that drives

people to li>ien to minimalist

anything! in the first place On
"ObscNsed." Numbers actually

sing Their breakdown into

recitations of the album's title

pa^c^ way for the blissfully

gorgeou*- closing track,

"I ceiing'..*

It "feelings' i« a step into a

new direction, it will dennitcly

be welcomed, if not warranted

Though 'In My Mind All the

Time" is a more appropriate

debut than "Life" was. their

shtick is growing a little weary

already. Sure, the kids love

their skittery, vaguely political

dance punk, but Devo this

isn't.

Not to say that with dedica-

tion and a slightly new

approach. Numbers couldn't be

the underground sensation of

the new millennium There's

dennitcly no other band quite

like them However. "In My
Mind All the Time's' sonic

improvements cannot always

compensate for the more of the

sameneu that this album has in

spades.

If it comes down to it

though, don't choose 'Life."

Keep it "In the Mind ' At leaM

some of the time.

•> ^

Teach-In On War
and Occupation
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS include RANIA MASRI of United for Peace and Jus-

tice, on Iraq; BILL FLETCHER of the TransAfnca Forum on U.S. Imperialism and Global

Justice ; PETA LINDSAY of International ANSWER on youth/student anti-war moveiTient:

and 8UT JHALLY of the Media Education Foundation will show new films on Palestine

and 9/11.

WORKSHOP TOPICS INCLUDE: War and the Economy. Palestine. U.S.

Imperialism. Racism at Home and Patriot Act. Veterans and Military Families Speak Out.

HERTER HALL • UMASS AMHERST,
SATURDAY, MARCH Gth AT 9:30 AM

Arab Cultural Festival
EAHi, MNnwrtionil booths, cnfb and more, km IftM Ai li 3bN III « «n Caniwt Center

CanoHii* JMovemerit in IHotion, a g^M» roots «t and MBricf^

iMts, ^sce and poetiy slam, from 7:00 PM to WMplillt SMmI OiIm BaNroom.

For ttwre information please contact: the Arab Student Club at mit)^h,mmJbilkt or ALANA at 413-545-2517

UIMAS8 AMHERST • FilMfllittr, jJIMiCH gth

International Day of Protest
ON THE ONE-YEAR ANNIVERSARY OF THE WAR AOAINST IRAQ!

• END COLONIAL OCCUPATION ROM IRAQ TO PALESTINE AND EVERYWHERE!

• BRING THE TROOPS HOME NOW!

COURT SQUARE • SPRINGFIELD, SATURDAY, MARCH 20, 1:00 PM

For More Information, Call Western Mass ANSWER at 413-53&S537 • email:wmassiac@hotmail.com

All Events are FREE and Open to the Public

This ad sponsored by Western Mass ANSWER (Act Now to Stop War and End Racism) to support these events

WWW.I)/MLVCl}UH.jlAN.( ()M Jlhe itlaggachugettg aBailp CoUegian Thuksoay, Mar( h 4, 2004

Veteran MinutemenlooktodelenilA-lO East title Embree: Sox need

another lefthander
BASEBAU from pag« 10

up Reynolds at first, while class-

mates Anthony Santos and

Devin Barnett will add depth up

the middle

Outfield

hresh off a tour of duty with

the Cape leagues Brewster

Whitecaps, junior outfielder

jason Twoniley is poised for big

things in 2004. Stone will move
him to right field to take advan-

tage of his strong arm. and will

utilize his piotent left-handed bat

seventh in the order after watch-

ing him hit .319 with 37 hits. 21

RBI and a team-high 1 1 stolen

bases last year.

"jason has the ability to have

a big season." Stone said "He

has a strong arm and showed a

lot of punch with the bat. and

we're counting on him to con-

tinue to work hard and pro-

duce."

lunior Derek Durepo will be

penciled in center field after

missing all of 2003 due to injury.

As a freshman in 2U02. Durepo

started 30 games and hit .2^
with 22 runs scored, but will

have to prove he is fully healthy

and can play every day.

Stone will use Curt Szado in

left Held after the junior »iarted

18 games and hit 254 with 1

1

RBI last season.

"Our outfield is anything but

set at this point." Sione said.

"We know what jason can do

and hell be out there, but other

than that we have a lot of capa-

ble guys who we feel we can put

out there and have them con-

tribute."

Sophomore Bill Rankin could

factor into the equation as well

alter playing four early games

last year before bowing out to

injury. Stone also believes

skilled freshman Travis Munsey

could pla> a large role in the

outfield rotation.

PiTCMMS Staff

While the lineup certainly

poses some question marks for

Stone, the Maroon and White's

pitching staff will do no such

thing.

Returning its entire staff

from 2005. UMass has depend-

able veteran arms up and down
its rosier, thus allowing Stone to

be creative yet efficient with his

up and coming young hurlers

and nil out what will be a verv

well rounded arsenal

Leading the way lor the start

ing staff will be Senior All- A- 10

right bander trie Chown.

Returning to Amherst for his

final season despite being draft-

ed by the Atlanta Braves.

Chown looks to carry over the

success that helped him go 7-4 I

with a 4.25 earned run average

and 49 strikeouts as Stone's ace

in 2005.

Following Chown in the rota-

tion will be fellow right-handers

Matt Torra and Mike Crane, as

well as southpaw Keith Doherty.

Torra was 5-4 with a 4.61 ERA
last season, while ranking sec-

ond on the team in innings

pitched with 70.1. The sopho-

more hurled complete games in

nv; of his nine starts last year,

and was also named National

Pitcher of the Week by the

National Collegiate Baseball

Writers Association.

Crane came on strong as a

workhorse last year, compiling a

5.08 ERA and perfect 4-0

record in 10 appearances while

ranking second on the squad

with 48 strikeouts.

Doherty will begin the 2004

season on the shelf with an

undisclosed injury, but when
healthy will serve as the lone

left-handed starter for UMass
after a 4-4 campaign that includ-

ed an impressive effort in a win

over Xavier in the A- 10 tourna-

ment.

The back end of Stone's rota-

tion will be solid as well, as jun-

ior lefthander Scott Ratliff will

return as the Minutemen's clos-

er after leading the conference

with seven saves and being

named a first team AllA-IO per-

tormer Ratliff. who is also plays

lootball at UMass. posted a 2-2

record with a 5.70 ERA last year

in 24.1 innings pitched

Filling out the bullpen will be

junior right-hander Anthony

Gallo (2-0 560 ERA), along

with sophomore right banders

|erem> Demers. jason Hickey.

David Sullivan. Chris LIuyd and

lohn Toffey.

Freshman hoping to chip in

mcludc right-handers Devin

Barneii. Tom Cummmgs.
Anthony Santos and Chris

Sargoy. as well as lefty Daniel

l.arro\*

"We think pitching is going

to be a real strength for us."

Stone said "We have a lot of

good arms and guys who can

win ballgames, and wc think

Iront to back our rotation

should be able to win us a lot of

games.*

FORT MYERS, Fla. — Even

with two key off-season pitch-

ing acquisitions in starter Curt

Schilling and closer Keith

Foulke. the Boston Red Sox

still are in search of another

arm. If Alan Embree has his

way. it will be another lefty.

As of now, Embree is the

only left-hander guaranteed a

spot on the roster when the

season starts April 4 in

Baltimore. Embree says if the

Red Sox are going to finally

win a World Series, having

another southpaw would help.

"You look at most champi-

onship teams, they have more

than one lefty." Embree said. "I

would really appreciate anoth-

er lefty but I'm ready to pitch

whenever I'm called upon."

Last season. Embree
appeared in 65 games for the

Sox and posted a 41 record.

But he also had the luxury of

fellow lefties Kevin Tolar.

Casey Possum and Scott

Sauerbeck sharing the load.

None of those pitchers are still

with the team.

With an all right-handed

starting staff slated to start the

season. Embree sees a greater

need to get a situational left-

hander for the bullpen

"We need a one-out lefty."

Embree said. "Someone who
could come in early in a game

and get a crucial out against a

left-handed hitter."

Red Sox manager Terry

Francona understands

Embree s plead. But he doesn't

know if one of the five left-han-

ders in camp will be ready to

assume that role

"He has a valid point."

Francona said. "Because with

only one lefty you start second

guessing yourself, when is the

best time to use him and then

you take the risk of getting him

up too many time3 and then

you can't even use him
"

Currently, left-hander Mike

Malaska is the leading con-

tender to grab the final spot on

the pitching staff. He appeared

in 22 games last season with

Tampa Bay. posting an impres-

sive 2.81 ERA for the Devil

Rays in 16 innings. His strike-

outs-per-inning ratio (I.I)

makes him a likely candidate to

fill the one-out role.

Another former Devil Ray,

Nick Bierdrodt, is the only

other lefiy in camp with any big

league experience; Lenny

Dinardo. Tim Hamulack and

Phil Seibel are seen as long

shots to make the final roster.

"While Id like to take

another lefty we may have to

just go with the best arm avail-

able," Francona said.

But Embree said his con-

cerns are eased when he con-

siders Foulke. who had 42

saves last season in Oakland,

and Scott Williamson, who
joined the Red Sox late in the

pennant race from Cincinnati.

are righthanders who have

faired well against left-handed

hitters.

"Those two guys have the

pitches and have the what it

takes mentall) to get a tough

left handed hitter out." Embree

said. "So that takes a little of

the burden off me."

If Embree is the only south

paw on the staff, it won't be

the first lime. He"s been in that

role before with San Diego and

San Francisco.

"Hey. I'm alwa>s the onl>

lefty." Embree said "Right now

left-handed pitching is a com-

modity. Look, the Yankees

won't have a left-handed

starter, either So I guess we II

be even as far as that goes."

Notes: Francona said Pedro

Martinez will make his first

game appearance of the spring

on March 9 against Cincinnati

at City of Palms Park in Fort

Myers. Martinez, who was 14-4

last season, will pitch in the

same game as Curt Schilling. It

hasn't been determined who
will start. ... Francona said out-

fielders johnny Damon and

Trot Nixon will not be in the

lineup for the first three games

of the spring training season,

which started Wednesday night

against Minnesota. . General

manager Theo Epstein said the

team has no interest in signing

former New York Yankees

pitcher Orlando "El Duque"
Hernandez, vvho worked out

lor the Red Sox last week.
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ICOLD CREEK MANOR
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DUPLEX
GOOD BOY!

LOONEY TUNES
SCHOOL OF ROCK

15C0WLESLANE
Behind Brueggers
Downtown Amherst
19 MONTAGUE RD

North Amherst

Senii>r nghtlwnd*r tri*. Chtmn rrium« a> act- ol the Minutcman

tatf after bdiW-draibrd by the Arianu Brave* in June.

>looking for a
good time?

>8 day berlin/prague getaway
•xptofB the Czech republic and germanyl

>iodaylondon/paris getaway
experience the hesx of england and trance!

>13 day simply Italy

(lorence. venice. rotne. pisa and mofe'

>i4dayeuropean discovery
expkxe eight european countires!

tar twa ton««
.r» It 'in*

conrild

for a free txDchure or to txx>»

see your travel agent

call 1-888-CONTIKI

visit www.contiki.com
v*CArM>«r^

.iii<il-nh.T -• rtcvt 7p;il(irw1 - nrnunc* > can

We atxept the Ucard for all purchases

BerryBerry

& Blueberry

Bagels

are back!

Come visit us at the MuHms Center an(j receive a

FREE
BAGEL

Cftwn chnit lot K>dud«l m (i*»e'

HM v^ rmm DurAm Oonuls Not to be imt"*i «"- «•» oiHe'

oflir CoupiKi nquii-eJ br r^driiptmJWtr eym2/_3y_0«_ J

DUNKIN'
DONUTS
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B's snag Gonchar
GONCHAR from page 10

oppurtunities ( 16.1 pertwil).

Prior to the addition of

Gonchar. Bostons top scoring

defenscnien was Nick Boynlon

with 20 points.

Bruins general manager Mike

O'Connoll said he was conilortable

dealing Morrisonn, 21. and dratt

picks bcxause Boston has an abun-

dance of good >oui\g players, par-

licularK dcfetvsemen.

OConncll addc-d the dealing might

not bi' done, saving he's looking to

pick up a forward to boost scoring

"We feel we hase a good team

that is in the right place at the right

time with our goaltending and our

solid pla\ throughout the lineup."

he said "Adding tGonchar) and

hopefulK others will hopefully give

us a better chance to advance in

iIh' playofls."

iW trade continues a move by

the last-place. money-losing

Capitals to slash payroll ahead ot

\pected lockout next season.

^ . iichai. the leading storer among

NHl- defensemen this season, fol-

k>ws Steve Konowakhuk, laromir

lagr. Peter Bondra and Robert

Lang iiui the door

General manager George

McRiee sakl the track nwket for

Gunt.har was limited because he

onb considered deals in whk.h the

Capitals woukl gel a young

dc-fenseman in a-ium.

Morri-Mjnn had one goal and six

assists for Boston in 27 games this

seiKon.

McPhee described Morrisonn

as a ">ale" player with good niobil-

Trade for Gonchar shows Bruins are

ready to take place among NHL eUte

WWW.OAILYCOllK.IAN.COM tghe itlaggachugettg Bailp CoUegian Thuksdav, Maki h 4, 2004

it> and intelligence who can devel-

op into a reliabk defender and

penalty killei, if not an "elite offen-

sive defeaseman. an elite power

play guy." as he described

Gonchar
The trade leaves Washington

without u player with more than

27 points this season. McPhee said

the moves are tough to uke now,

but will give the Capitals a founda-

tion of young, takfnted players.

"Its been difficult, but ... we're

trying to do what we think is best

for the hockey club in the near

future." he said.

Gonchar, who turns 50 next

month, is in the final year of a con-

tract this pays him $5 65 million

thi> season. He becontes eligible

for arbitratkjn this summer and

will become an unrestricted free

agent the folk)wing year

OConnell said the team woukl

likeK trv to a-sign Gonchar after

the "season, adding. "Well krt the

season play, we'll Wt the games go.

He is a restricted free agent, which

nteans we do own his rights.

The b-foot 2 inch, 215 pound

native of Chelyabinsk. Russia, had

spent his entire career with

Washington after the Capiwis

sekxted him with the 1 4th overall

pkkmthe I ^2 draft.

Since the sian of the l^W8-99

season, he's been the Wading gual

scorer among NHL defensemen

with 10^ goals He's second among

defensemen in points with 5 1 7 and

has been named an NHL Second

Team All-Star on defeiisc in each

of the last two

MBHUn from page 10

That may have all changed

yesterday, because of one man
from Chelyabinsk, Russia. The

Bruins acquired hotshot

defenseman Sergei Gonchar
from the Washington Capitals

yesterday, and that alone might

be just enough to signal a para-

digm shift in the way the club is

run.

Sure, there have been big

trades in the past few years.

Bringing lason Allison in

worked for a while, although it

seems now that Glen .Murray

was the best addition from that

move. And the blockbuster that

sent Ray Bourque to Colorado

was one of the biggest moves of

the 2000 season, but it had lit-

tle to do with improving the

Bruins, and more to do with

giving an aging superstar a shot

at Lord Stanley s chalice.

This trade, however, !.•» all

about shoring up the Bs as they

prepare for the Cup playoffs

Though the loss of Shaone

Morrisson — not to mention

the pair of high draft picks —
could be a stinger in the future.

It's long overdue that the club

starts thinking about making a

real run, now. The move was

clearly designed to ensure that

the mess of 2002 or 2005 does

n't happen once again.

Gonchar has been one of the

only bright spots for a Capitals

team that found a way to sink

further into mediocniv thi>

year. Now, he's just the latest

Washington star to head out of

town on a train bound for the

postseason.

He is the mosi recent victim

— using that term very lightly

— of a fire sale being put on by

a club that just can't figure out

how to get out of its own way.

Now. Boston is the benefactor

of one of the game's best

defenseman.

The trade represents a new
willingness by the usually con-

servative Bruins management to

go out and make something

happen in order to improve the

quality of play, and not just the

bottom line.

In fact, it's almost so unchar-

acteristic that you'd wonder if

rookie coach Mike Sullivan

slipped this one to the NHL
while Scrooge Jacobs and Harry

Sinden II weren't looking. This

is the kind of trade that con

lenders make, the kind of move
that previously was only

reserved for the Colorados,

Detroits, and Torontos of the

NHL's universe.

And in the end, it makes

sense. That might be the most

mind-blowing part of this

whole ihing. Once Montreal

picked up Alexei Kovalev. the

Habs were clearly out of the

superstar sweepstakes. That left

only a few other options,

because there isn't exactly a

throng of strong teams in the

Kast.

The Bruins, who have done

very well without a scoring

defenseman all year, saw the

need for an extra push heading

into the spring, and rather than

picking up an aging veteran at

the end of his career (see:

Coffey. Paul), they actually

made the move that anyone

who's been following the

spoked B" this year wanted.

It also represents a tremen-

dous improvement on the ice.

For the first half of 2005-04,

the Bruins were simply trying to

put up an average defensive

unit.

The defensive pairs began to

bear a striking resemblance to

the doomed "closer by commit-

tee" crew of Red Sox pitchers

early last summer But for the

spectacular work of "rookie"

Andrew Raycroft in net, the

defense was by far the biggest

liability.

Through patience and quali-

ty moves like the one that

brought the season's biggest

surprise, jiri Slegr. the defense

is better than average, and now

it has a sharpshooter among the

ranks.

The players like the move

too. Not that they would likely

say otherwise, but the enthusi

asm is clear.

"It's a good sign when a lot of

the other teams are starting to

make deals and we get

involved." Raycroft said on the

team's Web site. "You know, as

a player, it's nice to see that

happen and to see us improve.

Now its up to us, management

did and good job and now its

up to us."

Is another early-round bow

out in the future'.' Possibly. But

if nothing else can be taken

from the Gonchar move, this

team is not the same stubborn,

overly cautious club that

showed signs of brilliance but

fell hard.

Couple that with the fact

that OConnell still looking for

a forward who can bring some

more goals, and this should be a

very entertaining spring on

Causeway Street.

Andrew Merrill is a

Collegian i-olumnisi. He can

be reached at merrilt ^colle-

gian<iyahou. com.

ooun«Y WASWNcrroN CAHTAU

New Bokton Bruin* <Mcn*e-

man Sen{ri Gonchar.

\
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UMASS AMHERST
STUDENT LEGAL
SERVICES OFFICE

HELPING STUDENTS PROTECT THEIR

RIGHTS FOR 30 YEARS

Free Legal Advice, Referials,

Representation and Counseling

lot UMASS Students

Student & Workers Rights, Family &
Criminal Law, Landlord/Tenant &
Consumer Disputes

CALL 545-1995
or stop in at 922
Campus Center

On the Rocks School

of Bartending ^H
• B«come a certified bartender in a weekend

• The course is held on campus

• Anyone 18-*- may bartend in New England

• Bartending is a great summer Job

Call us toll free at 866-MIX-5600 for

more information or to register.

www.otrbartending.com

DO YOU WANT A GREAT

SUMMER JOB^

BECOME A PEER ADVISOR

FOR PRE-MAJOR ADVISING

SERVICES DURING SUA^ER
ORIENTATION

Pick up on application at 615 Goodell

Pre-Major Advising Services.

Application Deadline is April 16. 2004

<m \4

ptocon
ie««o**

Jih Annual
i McMurphy*s Blarney

S Blowout

Saturday, March 6th

Doors Open at Noon

Live Irish Music at 4

FREE CORNED BEEF BUFFET

Wk lAVk (OL^Be-. '^^m.1

\A/f MAKF

• l^.iniHT s • (Uismi'ss C .i'
' •

And othi'i layout ptjitoitiis

ni C.inipu'i tt-nlt't UiiiviTsity ol

Miissdihust-tts Afiihtfsl MA oioo}

Dining Commons Menu
l)( >iintatt. 4U-545-2626

LUNCH
• Shf(>ln*rcls Pie

• ( aptain's Cdtt h Sandwich

• Lentil Chili

i\e^;an'

DINNER
• I lank Steali

• tleneral Tso's Chicken

• Penne with Spiriat h &

Rmiatd

Production Crew
On stall todav

NIGHT EDITOR
/)dn tarmrf/H'

PHOTO TfCHSli IA\

I milif Dufi^jn

COPY EDITOR

rRODLICTIO\ Si nK\IH)R
Slim hhl

PRODUCTION STAFF
Mc-^han Hea/v' Sonwnlhj Nielsen

HOROSCOPES
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• when the returns came in, and I

stood up there last nicht, I knew I

was coming to Orlando, my first

instinct was to say to everybody,

'Guess where I'm going tomorrow.

I'm going to Disney World.' But I

resisted the temptation. ^ ^
Inhn Kerry, dunnf* d speech yeitertby in

Orlando. Fb. on his Super Tuesday sweep

aquarius • ias. 2o-fhi. is

It ycMj (ivefreact. it's OK. lust afXjU^ize

when necessary.

pisceS • fa. 19-Mai(. 20

Make some veggie <k nacht) dip.

Di[J()ing any trxxl is mm h more tun

aries • mak. 21 -aw. 19

Pv*^i\v often tlip out tor no reason. Don t

lx» atraid: just laugh at the loser.

taurUS • A)>t( 20-Ma> 20

Travel. Seeing more ot the world will

t hange the way ycxj look at it.

gemini • mav21-|un. 21

forget alx)ut the shcx's. Someone else

already Ixxjght them.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Buy a new pet. Get an elejjhant. Name it

Glen.

leo • \' I .M-Aiic. 22

Go somewhere really cold. It will make

you ap|)rtx late Massachusetts mtjce.

virgo .

You had Uttir Ix' st'tuiub .itxwt \our m-\\

nroje* t Pciinlr .im' < (luntin^ on you.

libra . mii / »-«»
< 22

Nour plx»ne is ringing like crazy. Answer

It Your rcxxTtrruite is skk a» hearing it.

Scorpio • <> i
'

'
N<i\ ji

That new holil>v makes people question

ycxjr sexualiU.

Sagittarius . nr m

StofJ c^)sessively chec king the away mes-

s,ige ol vcxir crush.

Capricorn • dic 22-ian. 19

Kenienilxf ihoM- great toys Irom the

IMHOs^ Don't vtM miss Pojjples''

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
M>\RTV«NT FOR RI\tH AUTO FOR SAIF

$1 off previewed

movies at campus

ministorc and

Worcester munchic

store with this

cxHipon 1 per cus-

tomer GixkJ until

March 31st

\I'\RIMIM M)R KIM

Center of town 1, 2,

3 bcdrixims; hard-

wcxxl fltx)rs. New
SHOWING for

JUNE and SEPTEM-

BER. NC^ FEES.

www.amlH-rstlincol-

nrcaltv.com 2S3-7H79

Brandywine 1

IVdriKMii. 0\ bus

lino, ^Ms water

included. Immediate

iKCupancy 978-835-

4571

Cyl., AT. hilly

L)adcxU:n/e:ass

75K. Tintev-l,

Fabulous condition

$9600.lV or BA.^

41 3-256-3478 Ask

— tor Justin

Brandywii-ic Apts.

Now Icasini.;, l<Si2

bedrcx)m apts. Ixases

begin Juno, July, Aug

or Sep. First come,

first servo. Get them

while they last.

www.brandvAvinc-

apts.com Stop by or

Call 549-0600.

N. Amhorst, 1 Bdmi

1 |/2miUMassdock

$625PetsOKHdwd

flixirs Avib 4/1 maylx-

s(x>nor 549-2062

Hobart Omdcjs 3

bedrcx)m, hardwcxxl

tl(X)rs, study area in

basement. C^ablo,

tolophonc (internet

access) in all bed-

rixmis and study.

NOW SHOWING
torJUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO FEES.

www.ainhcrstlinci )l-

nrealtv.com 253-7879

AUTO FOR SAIF

1996 Jeep tjrand

Cherokee, ManxHi, 8

96 Accord Runs

groat Excollont C'P

$4W 256-1505 or

896-00 1

7

IMPIOYMENI

\a\x 111 babysitter

needed (or two girK

this summer in

Wolltloot, Qipe Qxl.

Salary, nxMii. K>ard.

Please c.ill 508- 349-

6392

EMPLOYMENT

Marketing Diro^tor

Growing Ca> Lix)king

for energetic, moti-

vatcvl perM>nablo

phone supervisor to

assist in managing

siilos start Mon-Fri

5:00-8: 30p.m. Must

be proficient on

plmnos to do

C -listomor care Apt.

sotting No
Telemarketing.

$250.00 a wk. to

start. PlusKmuses

Call4n-253-6652

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

d.iy [x>tontial. Lcxal

|X)sitions. 1-800-293-

3985 ext 516

EMPLOYMENT

SUMMbK
INTERNSHIP
Excellent

Advertising, Sales,

and Marketing

opp«)rt unity. E;im

$3a\^ti)$7CW+and

gain valuable busi-

ness experience

working for the

UMass Official

Campus Telephone

Directory. CiREAT

RESUME BCXYST-

ER! Gill Kiorston at

Around C "ainpus. Inc.

1-800-466-2221

oxt.272.

www.an>undcampus.

com

K)R RENT

Marketing Agency

Seeks Oitgoing High

Energv liuliyiduals

ti)r promotions

$15/liour 888-477-

6668 www.hauspro-

motions.com

"Bartending"

$250/Oay Potential.

No Experience Nesc.

Training provided. I
-

a\^-965-6520

Ext. 162

ll.idley 5 beduxmi

Newer homo close to

UMass big yard 2 full

bathnxniis, sunny liv-

ing rtxim. ("all 549-

4270

K)R RfM

Spring Break Rental

l>.iyton Beach RoMtn

Studio Sleeps 4 1 Wk

March 1
4^*^-2 1***

Price nog. 1321-724-

5%5
alwiUin01@aol.com

SERVICES

Pregnant .'Need help.'

e:all Birthright ot

Amherst area for frtx*

testing and assistance

549-1906

PREt^.NANCY

TESTINC J, HIV

Testing, Birth C^m-

trol, ,ind Emergency

C'ontracoption.

Artordablo and confi-

dential. Ta|X'str\

Health, 27 Pray

Street, .Amhorst. 548-

9992

Philosophical C Coun-

seling, Amhorst; phi-

losophvdialoguo.nol

SERVICES

\X'o dii l.iptop aHil

desktop computer

repair starting at

$39.L\\ 41 3-584-

8857.

Spring Break 2004.

Tnnol with STS,

Americas*! Student

Tour l\>orator to

Jamaica, C'ancun,

Acapulco, Bahamas

and Florida. Now hir-

ing campus reps. C Call

for group discounts.

Infonnation/Roservat

ions 1 -800-MS-4849

or w^^w.ststras el.com

For more infoniiation

contact STA Travel

at 413-256-1261

887-4-t:.ANGUN

IVst price. UMASS
X'ENIX^R sollini:

spring bro.ik pack-

ages. l\i not got

scammed. CCiincun,

TRAVEI

Nogril A».,ipulci',

Bah.imas, Florid.i.

$$$ c.unpus rej-^ earn

$$$. Flipn.ition.com

*^77-4 canciin

WANTED

Your 10 year old

BMX bike $75. Will

pay more tor

Mi>ng»xise or GT,

Patruk, =^0^ ">4

9274

EGG IX^NORS
NEEPEIV, Extremely

generous ct>m|X'nsa-

tion paid. Non-smok-

ers ages 21 -32. For

more infoniiation

plo.iso contact

C Christino or l.i: at

78 1-769-6900 or yisit

www.rolvrtni-

cholsesq.com

Collegian

ClassifieJsI

545-3500
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A near miss
Minutewomen fall just short

in furious comeback attempt
B\ BKhM>AN Hah

(. mm. IAS >t*n-

UMa^b

Despite attempting a great comeback, the

Massachusett> women's lacrosse team leli short

of an upset win >esterda> in their 12^ loss to

No 10 Huston L'nivcrsii) at Richard I. Garber

Field

"\Sc iiuiJc a lot of good changes.' Coach

Carrie Bolduc said. "Honesih. this was proba-

bl> the best game I have • en our team

pla\

BL 12 Tiavc> Drown v^as~ almost nowhere to be

!uund in the first half,

but vkhcii ->h«. luund her stride, the

Minuteuomen began to fire on all cylinders.

Drowns three goals all came during a late

Maroon and White campaign of four unan

swercd goals

"Even though Maura |McGarrity| was shut

down, we siill had two or three more people to

•«• on offense." Bolduc said. "Il just shows

when all of u» are on its kind of scarv.

p ten at!

The Minutevkomen struck the first blow in

this duel after Kerri Conncri> converted on a

free p*isition shot at 5:1b, Coiuwrl> struck

' her second just four n!> iter.

,d, to give them a 2-0 ad\. -irU

•ic game
tiut the Maroon and White v^ould cncoun

some turbulence in the final I ^ minutes ol

first half

Lindsay Lewis kicked off a streak of six

unanswered Terrier goals at I5:lt< with her

first gc>»' ''' 'hf v'.iiiiL- .I'^i^icJ b\ \nk!ic

Martin

KailKn C uncu incn iiicu imi ji»i»i iuuiiii

McC atihv on a free position shot two minutes

lalc! ihin>;> up quickh Mwu Trudcl

knocked in another Martin pass to give BU its

first lead at 22;00.

Mary Beth Miller tallied her first of the

game on yet another Martin pass with just 90

seconds to go to give the Terriers a two-goal

lead heading into the break.

The bombardment did not end there.

Cuneo sent home her second goal of the

game on a free position shot just 45 seconds

into the first half, and Lewis sprinted straight

through the Minutewomen defense 25 seconds

later for another score to extend the Terriers'

lead to four.

fiope Zelinger cut the lead to three with an

unassisted goal at 4:51. but she could only tem-

porarily stop the bleeding.

Miller tallied her second on a free position

shot at b:05. Danica Struti weaved through the

heart of the Minutewomen defense for her first

and only at 8:27. and Miller tapped in a Lewis

pa-.^ 'in .1 free positiim -hoi di "4 I
> to make it

«» >

Hui iiK' game v%a^ lui tiom out ol ic<at.h

Zelinger netted a free position shot and a

Conneriy pass to close the lead to four once

again. Lewis connected with Martin again for

her third of the game, but the momentum was

clearly on UMass' side.

Dro^n finally found the back of the net for

her first of ,i|s at 1420. off a free posi-

tion shot. 11 tapped in a rebound less

.m t\ko minutes later.

After another Zelinger goal from a Connerty
>s at 22:) I. Drown cut the lead to one for

ner third of the game, assisted by Lindsay

Cassell.

Kur the next minute or so, il was once again

a game That was until Cuneo connected with

Martin again to extend their lead back to two.

Miller add^ on an exclamation point with her

fourth, with just four seconds remaining on the

clock.

Not quite enough
Anthonv AnJrrtioo and the Massachusetts men's haskrthall team fell jurt short at rival Temple

laMnixhl, falling 9M.92 in dtniWr overtime. David H.iwkin« led all s<orers with 41 points for Temple,

while Jeti Viopanu had 2 J points for the Minutcmrn and Art B«<»rr» added IM potnis.

UMass well-armed in 2004
Strong staff to help Minutemen defend A- 10 East title

Bruins

acquire

Gonchar
By MiKt Mar/elli

I llllll.lAN SlAff

As the snow that once domi-

nated the Pioneer Valley sub-

sides and the bitter Amherst

chill gives way to manageable

serenity, the sight of veteran

UMass baseball coach Mike

Stone wrapping fungoes to hi-

infielders and vi.>ordinating cui

offs with his outfielders is a

familiar one

An indelible image of hope

offering an assuring level of

comfort to those sauntering by

Garber f-'icld's artificial turf on

their way to and from class, it

serves as a subtle reminder that

the light at the end of winters

long, dark tunnel is indeed

approaching.

The high sun. the ping of the

aluminum bat. the continuous

popping of leather mitts and

vocal commands in a language

only some can comprehend arc

nothing new to Stone. They arc

signs of spring, signs that go-

time is approaching for the job

he has K- fully

for 22 se.i- -iiich

preclude Stones iranstormation

from caring father of three

teenage children to rock-solid

"D collegiate hard-

However the onus is on

StoiH* this spring, and for the

right reasons. A season-ending

sweep at the hands of Richmond
in last year's Atlantic 10

Champion>:hip Series left him

stuck on 499 career victories,

and his squad at least two wins

short of where il had aspired to

be after capturing the Atlantic

10 Fast Division title in 2001.

Now. the core of the squad

that won 1 2 of its final lb games

in 2003 is primed for another go

at A- 10 supremacy, as well as

\
Senior tri-captain Mike Athas will move out of the leadoff spot

after hittinK •539 with a .401 on-base percentage last season.

UMass' first trip to the College

Worid Series since 199b The

position thai leaves Stone and

his 499 career victories in is a

curious one: that of the favorite.

The talented, arm-laden

201)3-04 Minutemen have as

much cftance to sneak up on

opponents as Stone does of

sneaking up on 500 wins after

nine months on the cusp The

secret is out; the Mar<x»n and

White have the horses to think

bigger than they have in eight

years, and Stone hopes 500 is

merely the beginning.

Catcmbi

With the graduation of reli-

able captain Tom Ellerbrtwk and

power hitting Chris Morgan,

sophomore Frank Curreri is

poised to step in capably behind

the dish after a breakthrough

2003 campaign. Curreri saw the

majority of his time in the out-

field last season, but was a

catcher at Boston College High

School and proved potent at the

plate with a .339 batting aver-

age. 1 3 extra base hits and 27

runs batted in during his fresh-

man campaign.

It remains to be seen whether

Curreri can handle the every-day

rigors of catching at the college

level, but Stone feels comfort-

able that what Curreri learned

as a freshman will help him

carry the load both offensively

and defensively.

"Frank made the transition

from high school pretty well last

year." Stone said. "He works

hard and learned what he need-

ed to from Tommy lEIlerbrookj,

so that I think he'll be ready to

be our primary guy handling the

staff.

"Offensively he has good

patience at the plate and is a guy

we're counting on to produce."

Freshmen David Bettencourt

and Michael Weiner will com-

pete for backup duties.

Infield

Tri-captain Mike Athas — a

temporary player with the

Orleans Cardinals in the presti-

i'ious Cape Cod League this past

-ummer — returns to his short-

stop position as the catalyst of

what will be a half-revamped

infield in 2004. "Skip" will slide

out of the leadoff spot and into

the third hole in Stone's new-

look lineup, and is being count-

ed on to reproduce what was a

By JA^ LiNlRAY

.AlKKIATU) PMSK

I lX«Tt>V I
AMES M :HAFrtR

Senior Mike Crane will help anchor a veteran starting rotation.

very successful junior season

that saw him hit .339 with a

.401 on-base percentage and a

team-leading 57 hits.

Gone is first baseman and

cleanup hitter |eff Altieri, to be

replaced by Senior tri-captain

Matt Reynolds who is making

the shift across the infield after

hitting .259 with I 2 doubles as a

third ba.seman last season.

Penciled in to replace the

South Boston. Mass. native at

the hot corner will be senior

Adam Slojanowski. who started

15 games at third base, second

base and shortstop for UMass

but struggled at the plate, hit-

ting just .189 — over 100

points lower than his career

average.

Steady Senior Cullan

Mauinus rounds out the veteran

infield, as he will be returning to

second base and the two slot in

the order after a .294 average

and a school-record 14 sacrifices

in 2003.

"You look around our infield

and it's all seniors." Stone said.

"You can never have too much
experience like that, and it

should be a strength for us

because we feel like we have

some guys who can do some

good things there."

Senior tri-captain and infield-

er Sean Sarno takes over for

Athas at the top of the order,

and will do so out of the desig-

nated hitter slot rather than in

the field. Capable of backing up

Maumus at second, Samo's blaz-

ing speed is evident by his per-

fect l8-for-l8 in career stolen

bases.

Bettencourt, as well as fellow

freshmen Frank McPhearson

and Michael Weiner will back

See BASEBALL on page 7

BOSTON lAP) - The Boston

Brums ,Ki|uired high-scoring

defenseman Si-rgei G(.>rk.har from

the Washington Capitals on

Wednesday in a bid to add punch

to their power pby as the team

prepares for the playoffs.

The Bruins dealt Shaone

Morrisonn and their first and set

ofxJ rourKl selcctioas in the 2004

draft for Gonchar. 29, said general

manager Mike O'Connell.

Gonchar is the top-scoring

dcfcaseman in the league, with 42

assists and 49 points in 5b games

Bruins forward aixl team captain

kx- Thornton called the trade "a

huge move for this organization."

"The power play is going to be

much better." he said "We've got

a serious contender here now."

The Bruins are in fifth in the

Fastem Conference, two points

out of the top spot as the season

enters its final month. They rank

14th in the league in power-play

^coring with 39 goals in 242

See SONCNAR on page 8

Ready to

compete ?

~^^~ It's about
jt^fi^ time.

1,'
. J Year after

JHMML the

K^^^ script has

^^^^^ been mostly

^^^^^^^^ the

^^^^^^^H Save for the

really lean

years in the

mid-90s, the
^^~^^^^*" Boston
Bruins have built a 32-year-old

tradition of coming up short

when it counts.

There were the epic battles

with the Canadians in the late

80's and early 90's. and the

surprising run to first place in

2002 that eventually ended up

in shambles afier a first-round

whooping by those hated Habs.

Last year. Bruins fans came to

understand that yes. it was a

good enough team to make the

playoffs, but no. it wasn't near-

ly good enough to advance.

See MERRrrr on page 8

Andrew

Merritt

UMass Theater brings

Shakespeare to the stage

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 4

UMass hockey concludes regular

season this weekend

SPORTS, PAGE 8
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Librarians gather to talk Health Care CUtS protested
about choosing career path -

By AllAMMA UlXUCWl

»^X>LLtt.lAN t. i)IUUiSPONI>tNl

Librariffiis from New England gathered

yesterday to discuss the changing atmcsphere

of technology and ethnic disersity in

American and career choices in librarianship.

The ALANA Library Career Reception.

heU in the main floor of the W.E.B DuBois

Library, was an information sesskxt that was

aimed at informing minority students of the

opportunitie* available to them in the field of

librarianship.

,\mong those 80 or some attendants were

students from the AlANA cwnmunity. the

Committee for the Colk^te Education of

Black and Minority Students as well as librar-

ians of neighboring schools and other stu-

dents frxxn the area.

The goal of the session was to inform stu-

dents thiat there may be more to a carver in

librarianship than stereotypes woukl suggest.

'Librarianship is a IWld where you can go

where ytju w«M to go and be what you \^ant

to be.' Mid Mike H««na-. Ph D. who is the

director aivl professw of the Graduate

Sdiool of Library atvl Informatk^n Studies at

the University of Rhode Island.

The keyiKrte speaker for the evening was

Ms Sherelk: Harris who works in the chil-

dren's library branch at \on*alk Public

Library in Connecticut. Ms Harris wtK)

hoMs a bachek)rs in ioumalism from

Cokimbie CoBcfe. spoke of the need a mure

diverse lace in the tield and explained how

her presence in her c^xnmunity has made

more people of minority background (eel

more comfortabk; vkith coming to the library

and utilizing tfie resources available.

Ms. Harris also explained that akjng with

planning for programs for children ol all

races, her job also consists of programming

arxi working a kjt with computers and graph-

ics.

"Initially I v^as not interested in being a

librarian." she said. "I gradually began to see

a different skk of it arid considered giving it

a try
'"

"There are many different sides to librar-

ianship. such as corporate which is more

task oriented, as opposed to public, whk.h is

more person to person interactkjn." she

sakl.

The speakers discussed the scholarship

opportunities that arc available to aid stu-

dents in pursuing their career in librarian-

ship. For the past five y«ars, the Spectrum

Scholarship and the Institute of Museum
and Library Services have been in place in

order to bring in more miiKirities The

speakers stated that these scholarships have

been put in place to attract students and

offer them some aid

"This profession is not as diverse as it

shouU be," Mr Havener said at the end of

his speech. "We need to bring dvnamic peo-

pk like .you to f»elp bring information to

everyone.'

Student* interested in library careers meet with representatives from Librarv degree

pruxrams in the W.E.B. DuBois librarv vesterdav.

CllLLElilAN CuiUUISrUNI>eNT

.Approximately 50 health care

activists, including several students, gath

ered outside of Wal-Mart and surruund

ing stores yesterday to distribute flyers tv

castomers until police sent them home.

The k>bs wth lustice Coalition held

about 50 demonstrations across the

country during Health Care Action Day

yesterday In Hadky. outskie of the

Mountain Farms Mall, there was a cam-

paign to inform customers of the "Wal-

Martization of health care." and to vocal-

ize the need for a natkmal health insur

ance plan."

Event Coordinator jon Weissman

called this "a nationwide day of action."

saying, the mam aim for the event was to

"educate the troops
"

"The health care system is broken aiKi

Wal-man has come up with a new way to

break it." Weissman said. "Wal-mart

ofTers a meager health plan and then

finds ways to make sure its empK^ves

don't qualify for it.'

Weissman also accused Wal-Mart ^

setting a precedent that other stores a-

.

novk fdbwing, saying that he fears that

"Wal-martization mi^l spread.*

Rick Brown, the preskJent of thi-

Pkmeer Valley American Federation of

Labor and Congress of Industrial Lnk)as

agreed with this fear, using the exampk-

of the threatened Stop & Shop strikes

over health care issues.

"WK-n we were negotiating a con-

tract: Nve heard again and again: We can't

compete with WaLMan' as an excuse for

fewer empkjyee benefits like health care."

he sakl.

Weismann said that thi- prutcstors

were asing Wal-Mart to highlight a prob-

lem that Ls overtaking other businesses.

"Wal-Mart is actively leading the

charge to say you're on your own.'

Weismann sakl. "(Wal-Mart 1 leads the

industn on so many issues."

Protestor Shirley McCready, an

Amhetst reskkmt. said that she came to

pass out kaflets because "Congrvss just

passed a hcnrendous Medkare Bill that

phamucists wrote to get themselves

money"
"We have to light this." she sakl.

Demivrath. candklate for (kwemor

Council, Peter \ ickery. also attended this

event, passing out k»l1ets and holding a

sign. "I'm pattesting to suppon xhc right

to organize and bcxau.se I'm a unkjn

nKmber."

UMa.ss Graduate student and unkxt

Vi>luntecrs distribute flyer» about healthcare to »hoppcr> at the Mounuin

Farms Mall in Hadlcy.

member. Leo Maley says that he and

other UMass empbyees are all member?

of the unwn and that he want* to prv>te*t

Wal-Mart's "continual haravsmcnt >

'

right to unionize."

Customers had varied reactkins to the

actKists.

"I'm bitterly against Wal-mart." sakl

one man wfio stvipped to ei^ap a protes-

tor in ctHivervaticHV

ArKither shopper was emharrassetl to

be shopping at Wal-Mart, whkh she nor

mally tries to avokl. SonK custonwrs.

however, were not happy at being

"hara.ssed," as they sakl. by the activists.

"Get a job," one woman yelkrd. while

another repeated "I'm not interested. Im

not interested." as she went through Wal-

Mart's eninuKe.

Apparenth. the at^rner customer-

'laiix*cl t.' -u>n- managers. prxKUpt

noiii tu v.il! the p»)lice. Altlv>ugh

\^ >i said that Rick Cialameau. a

L.iiii.-ui> l^ocal -KM iiKmber had spo-

ken to the police chief to warn him of the

ksfWting campaijm. some officers said

that they had m'l Ixvn informed of the

e\ ent

Police saki that pn^estors were stop-

ping custLHix'rs from entering stores,

bkicking store entrance* and generally

annoy mg tfte cusioitkts. Every store in

Sm health care on page 2

Lecture on Internet
| Gay marriage licenses rejected ' Teach- in

security set for Monday
By Gabriel Leiner

(;(>Ll.l<.IAN SlAfr

A senwr-lcvcl empkjyee cf a

telecommunications company is

scheduk-d to speak Monday about

securing the Intcnx't.

Patrick D. McDaniel. senior

technical staff member of the

Secure Systems Group at AT&T
Labs-Research will give a talk

titled, "Origin Authentication in

Interdomain Routing," in the

Computer Science building in

room 151

McDaniel. whose most recent

research efforts have focused on

security management of network

systems and public policy and icxh-

nical issues in digital media, will

discu.ss the limiting of Internet

attacks by validating Internet

addres,ses.

McDaniel will also present pos-

sible methods of formalization of

address usage and delegation, as

well as types of cryptographic

proof systems appropriate for ori-

gin authentication.

Two notable observations that

have been made by McDaniel in

his research, are that as few as 16

entities arc the source of Wo of

the delegation on the Internet, and

that this system may be able to pro-

vide the capability to efficiently

implement Internet-wide origin

authentication.

Currently there is no way to val-

idate if a computer using an

Internet address has the right to do

so. When an illegal entity is able to

exploit Internet .security, the poten-

tial exists for a disruption of the

Net, which is whv McDaniel is

working to develop a collection of

interdomain routing data.

Prior to the sudden increase of

computer networks in the late

1980s, most computer networks

were isolated collections of com-

puters, and the methixls u.sed to

connect those computers did not

require much stvurity. As comput

cr networking has grown to a

much latter scale, scvurity attacks

against Internet routing have

become a concern. Until recently,

little information was known about

some important characteristics of

address use on the Internet.

McDaniel has had works pub-

lished for information and network

security conferences, as well as

papers for the Institute of Electrical

and Electronic Engineers and the

Internet Enginc-ering Task Force.

McDaniel has been pan of IEEE

committees for several of the major

systems and security conferetKes

including the USENIX Annual

Technical Conference and the

USENIX Security Symposium.

McDaniel has been mentioned in

the New York Times and the

International Herald Tribute. He
has been interviewed on CNN
Financial News.

McDaniel attained his Ph.D.

from the University of Michigan in

2001 where he studied algorithmic

limits and enforcement of security

policy. He has a M.S. in Computer

Science from Ball State University

and a B.S. in Computer Science

from Ohio University

Mc Daniel's professional experi-

ence includes time at the Kennedy

Space Center and Primary Access

Corporation as lead engineer

before 3Come acquired the compa-

ny McDaniel was also the architect

and developer of the Lightweight

Secure Group Communication

middleware layer, which is current-

ly used to suppoil reliable and

secure key distribution within

"Internet 2" type test applications.

McDaniel is a past recipient of

the NASA Kennedy Space Center

fellowship, a frequent contributor

to the IETF security standards, and

is member of the Internet Research

Task Force working group, which

develops standards for Internet

security

Bv TIVK1THY Wll tIAMS

AsStKlATtP PrE-SS

Pe<iple supporting gav marriage line up outside the Municipal Building in New York vcsterday. DiKens

of same-sex couples lined up outside the cit> clerk's offke to obuin marriage licenses in the morning.

in line v^ere Mara Gottlieb, 5). and Caniille

Gonzalez. 38. accompanied by Gottlieb's mother

and their rabbi.

They, like those who followed, were handed a

50-page rejection letter that included the state and

city's legal opinions and offered information about

domestic partnership options.

"We're disappointed, but we think it's impor-

tant for people to come here," said Gottlieb, who

wore a tiara-like white band in her hair "We want

the politicians to know that this isn't going away"

About 300 gay and lesbian demonstrators held

signs and chanted: "It's about equality!"

About 30 miles to the north, N>ack Mayor lohn

Shields met on Thursday with same-sex couples

and then accompanied them to the Orangetown

clerk's office to apply for marriage licenses. The

mayor and his partner. Bob Streams, went first,

and the town clerk handed them a statement say-

ing she is not authorized to issue licenses to same-

sex couples. Eight other couples were al.so denied.

Shields. 60. was not surprised. "I think it's won-

derful that il group came together to fight for the

rights we deserve, " he said.

Shields had originally planned to hold a wed-

ding ceremony for same-sex couples like one held

last week in the college town of New Paltz, but

changed his mind after the Spitzer opinion.

"I want to be a plaintiff, not a defendant,"

Shields said.

NEW YORK (AP) — The fight over gay mar-

riages reached the nation's largest city Thursday as

about three dozen same-sex couples asked for

licenses and were turned down. One applicant

warned. "This isn't going away"

Couples in a New York suburb were also reject-

ed, but across the country in Portland, Ore., a line

of at least 100 hopefuls snaked around a building

as Multnomah County handed out licenses to gay

couples for a second day

"This isn't a matter of sacred and religious

is.sues. It's a civil is.sue." said Nelson |ones. 74, who

came out to support the Oregon couples and

hoped to .seek his own license there next week.

It is not clear how long the licenses will be

available. Democratic Gov Ted Kulongoski has

warned the marriages may not be legal and

requested a legal opinion from Oregon's attorney

general.

New York's attorney general, Eliot Spitzei. said

in an opinion Wednesday that his state's laws pro-

hibit same-sex marriages, and New York City's top

lawyer said the same about city law. Mayor

Michael Bloomberg has also promised to enforce

the law.

Still, gay couples began lining up outside the

city clerk's office two hours before it opened. First

on war

planned
\ Teach-in on War antl

Occupation", organized b\ the

Arab Student Club and the Office

of AL.XNA Affairs is scheduled i

lake place tomorrow in Hcrici

Hall.

The tcjehin will begin at 4:30

a.m. in room 227 with free bagels

and coffee for the attendee-

Planned events for the dav include

plenary presentations, workshops

and a variety of cultural activities.

|o Comerford. director of the

.American Friends Service

Commitic-e. said there will be six

specific workshops, including: the

economic cost of war; imperial-

ism: civil liberties; veteran's per

spectivcs; Palestine; and the

human cost ol war

The teach-in w.i- specifically

See Arts &
Living p.

5

for more

coverage.

arranged to be

two weeks

before the one-

year anniver-

sary of the

U.S. invasion

of Iraq. In

part, this is to highlight and pro-

mote the global day of action

being planned for March 20.

Comerford ^aid this is a great

opportunity for students, faculty

and members of the community

to come together and comfortably

talk about any issues at hand.

Mark Brenner. assistant

research professor at the Political

Economy Research Institute said

anywhere from 200 to 400 peo-

ple ate expected to attend the

teach-in over the course of the

day
"It's really important for peo-

ple at UMass to have a chance to

start talking from more of a grass-

roots perspective." said Brenner.

See TEACH-IN on page 2
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Health care

protested
HEALTH CARE from page 1

ihe mall Kad pUced a call in com-

planit oi the prunst. the> ^aid.

Mountain Farai Mali's

Propert) Maintenance Manager

arrived soon after poike with d

tre*pMS order to fon.e the

acdvtas to disperse Pruiestors

complied without complaint <iive

the> were only planning to ciwtin-

uc picketing for aiK>ther five min-

utes.

Ben Armstrong. \Kal-Mart's

store manager refused to com-

ment, sa>iT^ only: "Wal-Mart is

not anti-union; were pro-associ-

ate
"

XMien asked if he thcHight that

toda> s event woukl make a dtfTer-

ence he said: 'Based on the fatt

thai this is lutionwide. . .we are

optimistic
"

OampHS Perspecti^jBiL

What are you doing for

spring breaks

* Going home, hang-

ing out with some

friends, yy
Collin Brigm

i'^' Relaxing, taking

some time off.

Probably going snow-

boarding.^^

Josh Sillup

Middle East chemistry majof

talkplanr^ed

Communications major

I wmv,

I
daily

I
collegian

'f0m foM.

TCACN-MlraiNpatil

Brenner also said with the

2U>4 dectioM coming later this

vear. the teach-in will give people

in the communitv an opportunity

to talk about coverafc o(f the sol-

dien sutioned in Iraq and fami-

lie«. in the L.S left behirul.

"This is a wa> for people at

UMass. the community and

bevond to ^onK tofcdier and tee

about war and militafy iMcrven-

tion.* he said "We're providing

fctourcc* who are experts on

Going to New

YorK. ^^
Margaret Frempong

^* Just going home

and working, y y

Ptricio Valadivieso

f r e ii

Nursing major

t It n t () r

Civil Engineering major

The event if scheduled to run

until 6 p.m.

— KimheHy Seymour

C^m0 »fj 444 1*4

0ij «V Mid 4i40l

• * I'm going home to

Pennsylvania with a

friendof mine. ««

Sarah Diehl

^ ^ Shopping and just

having fun. y y

Rose Mintor

' ' r

Undeclared major

f r e < h trt ii n
Nursing major

Sth Annual
McMurphy*s Blarney

Blowout

Saturday, March 6th

Doors Open at Noon
Live Irish Music at 4

FREE CORNED BEEF BUFFET
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. . University of

liiiEl^ Massachusetts

UNIVERSITY STORE
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www.tunass.bkstr.com
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EditorialOpinion
Friday. March 5. 2004

Editorial@dailycollegian.com

JIWWIL'W

Bushes new advertisement

campaign disrespectful
President George W. Bush and the B»uh-

Owney re-election campaign began airing political

advertisements on Wednesday. The ads have come

under a great deal of scrutiny for featuring images

of the World Trade Center wreckage. The ads.

which featui* a voice-over from Bush promoting

his campaign, also feature firefighters working at

the Kcne of the disaster.

The firestorm of controversy serves as a double-

edged sword for Ptirsident Bush On the one hand,

it stirs up emotion aivl brings attention to his cam-

paign. However, it has also managed to offend sev-

eral people vkfho Vm relatives and kived ones on

Sept. II

It appears that President Bush, who has a S 100

million campaign advanuge over his opponent.

Sen. John Kerry, seems to think the benefits of the

exposiire outweigh the backlash it has produced.

The ads have drawn criticisms that the Bush

an^jiwgn is using the tragedy as a political tool.

The pttriotic rhetoric and sentimental music albw

Bush to remind every American that while the

attacks occ-urred during his tinw in office, he dkl

everything in his power to reacue the country in its

yeatest time of need.

Some do not sec it the way that President Bush

does.

TTic ads make me skk." sakl Colleen Kelly,

w^ k»i her brother Bill Kelly |r. in the attacks

"WouU you ever go to someone's grave site and

use that as an iiv>trumenl of politics? That truly is

what Ground Zero represents to me."

Nevk York City lircfightcr HamU Schaitberger.

sakl: 'We're not going to stand for him to put his

arm around one of our members on top of a pile of

lubbie at Givund Zero during a tragedy and then

stand by and watch him cut ntoney for first tespon-

ders.-

Tlie V^'hitc Hou.se has defended the advertise-

, w^ich are ainng nationally on cabk televi-

skm and on broadcMt (latians in about 80 media

markeu in 18 statot. Former New York Mayor

Rudy Giuliani has already been signed up to pub-

lk:ly defend the ads an ak
Several relativoa of Sept. 1 1 victims have also

expressed their appwwd of the ads. Bernard Kerik.

the former New Vjlt poIke comirassioner who
saw 23 of his officers die on Sept. 11. said Bush is

perfectly justified in twing the mu«Bt of the WTC
to support his campaign, comparlr^ it to Sen.

Kerry using scenes of Vietnam in his advertiae-

ments.

"Its comparable. It's about the presklent's hto-

toiy. It's about his leadership abOityt* sakl Kerik.

Regardless of whether ornot you arc for or against

the ads, the fact stBI remains that they are being

dLscusscd in the first place. TMs in and of itself

makes the point that the ads do not have a rightful

place in Bush's campaign push. It is a clear indka-

tkxi that the PreskkM's plans on nigging at every

voting American's emoikxial heartstrings, rather

than take on the bigger issues.

The ads running to far have not taken a firm

stand on any of the iflijor issues expected to deckle

the November election. Instead, they have stirrwl

up painful memories of this country that may hap-

pen to be patriotk. but are also sacred in many

ways. He is blatantly cxpk>iting otk of the moat

sensitive moments in our nation s history.

If PtesKlent Bush plaivied on using the ads to

draw attention to his campaign, and get a reaction

frxxn the voting pubBc. he has already succeeded

v^th great success. It's just too bad it had to come

at the expense of the thousands who knt their Kves

on Sept. II

Infunrution from CNN com was used in thu

editonal.

Unstgrud editorUb npment the mt^ority

opimon of the Massachtuetts Daily CoUepan

Editorial Board

America's unlikely ^IdoP

g'he 413 bv Zachary Denver

When it

comes to mem-
orable auditions

from this sea-

son's American

Idol, one name
comes to mind;

William Hung.

If you haven't

heard about

this most talked

about contest-

ant yet then you've been living

under a rock for the past month.

After his television appearance

on the Ian. 27 episode of American

Idol on Fox Television Network.

Hung managed to win over the

hearts of viewers from all across

the country. By singing an off-key

and ultimately failed rendition of

Ricky Martin's "She Bangs." Hung

left a lasting impression (hat woukl

have people talking about him for

weeks to come.

Despite being laughed at and

not chosen by the judges. Hung's

response was sweet and sincere

and pertuips is wtiat caupulied

him into stardom in the first place

'I have no professkxial training. I

already gave my best. I have ix)

regrets at all." he remarked.

After the show. Hung had no

furtfier expectations but to return

back to his normal student life at

University of California - Berkeley

where he is pursuing a degree in

civil engineering Little did he

know that his dream of landing a

music career was far from over.

SiiKe the show. Hung has

become a nationv^ide celebrity.

Known as American Idol's favorite

contestant, he began receiving invi-

Utioru to perform in other settings

as well He even sings and darve*

with the UC -Berkeley cheeriead

en at the University's volleyball

And How.--^ P«*^^

W.J ho^ s+*^* *

But Mrhat happened next came

as a shock to eNcrybudy After a

performance at a volleyball game.

Fuse V| Marianela Pereyra, Fuse

President Marc |uris and Koch

Enteruinment Executive Vice

President Allan Grunblatt sur-

prised Hung with the deal of a life-

time. What was it you ask? A
record contract and musk: video

production deal from Koch

Entertainment, the largest inde-

perxlent record company in the

country. This would go ak^ng with

a check for $25,000 if he decides to

accept the offer, which he hasn't

yet. believe it or not.

Dsspito b6in9

laughed at and not

chosen by the

judges, Hung's

response was

sweet and sincere

and pertiaps is

what catapulted

him into stardom in

the first place.

When asked wtiat his plans

vwre for the future, Hung said that

he was considering the offer, but

needed to kx>k over the details

more ckjsely. He believes that con-

tractt are a serious matter and take

time.

Askle fivm musk deals and

perfomiances, Hung's fan base has

iiKteased on a large scak and is

currently still growing. He has

received bulks of fan mail where

people have written in saying

thaiiks aiKl wishing him the best of

luck Despite his song aixl daiKe

routine, svhk;h many find comical,

it's his attitude that has attracted so

many viewers People were

inspired mostly by his confidetKe

and honesty akxig with accepting

rejectk)n so grack)usly... uiilike

other American Idd contestantt.

Ouch!

His popularity has skyrocketed

to the point at whk;h he has been

invited to guest star on such shows

like Ellen Degeneres, Dateline

NBC, and Entertainment Tonight.

Even limmy FaUon of Satunlay

Night Live joined iii on the fun by

performing a skit that parodied

Hung's memorable song and dance

routine. Like television, the press

has covered him to a large extent.

Newspapers atxl magazines that

have featured stories involving

Hung's involvement within the

musk industry iiKlude US Weekly,

USA Today. The Los Angeles

Times and The Houston Chrotucle.

Williamhung.net. a website that

was created to honor the former

contestant includes all existing

information that anyone would

want to know about him. It even

includes a section titled "Marry

Me, Will", whkh is dedkated to

him by his female fan base, in this

section, women from around the

country have sent in proposals and

pktures asking for Hung's hand in

marriage

Many may have thought that

Hung's performaiKe was just

another bad audition gone wrong.

However this coukln't be farther

from the truth It seems that

William Hung has made a lasting

impression that has allowed to him

outlive his 19 minutes of fame,

whether people like it or not. With

a musK contract in the works aiKl

national press exposure, it's obvi-

ous that Hung isn't going to be

ducking out of the pubik eye any-

time soon What lies ahead for this

musk hopeful is unknown but orte

thing IS ceruin. Hung is one of a

kind

Information from ^/^-wMrazre-

pofter.com uus used in thu article,

len Hodson is a Collegian

columnitL

Nice guys finish last

The DosandDon'tsof21
This weekend. I went home to

meet up with a bunch of my friends

for someone's big 21st birthday.

Like any night on the town in

Boston - which included 15 half-

drunk colkjgc kids - this night had

its good and bad times

This was the first time yg((
I really went out for some- ,i_^___
one's "big night " Yeah, I know, my
friends are young. As I sit back and

reminisce about what happened

that night. I think about what went

right and what went terribly wrong.

The whole game plan for the

night was to go to Avalon in

Boston, hang out with everyone,

dance, those who were old enough

to drink, and we were all supposed

to just have a good time together.

Good plan - in theory.

However, right from the begin-

ning things quickly spun out of con-

trol.

Let me start out by saying that

the kkl who turned 2 1 cannot drink

large amounts of alcohol, but

nonetheless, he wanted to be a

champ that night (foreshadowing,

anyone?). He decided all 145

pounds of him would take 21 shots

by the end of the night, and he

marked each one on his arm every

time he took one.

He went from zero to hero in

about a half-hour with four checks

on his left arm.

So, v^ith that being said, here

are some dos and don'ts for your

21st birthday, judging by what 1

saw this weekend:

Do go and have a good time.

Hell, it's one of your best friends

21st birthday Drink with buddies,

play games, whatever floats your

boat. However, don't have such a

good time that you spend more

time sitting on the toilet than you

do at the club.

Yes. sitting on the toilet for

about 35 minutes. We'll get to that

later.

Do go to a chib or bar with a

group of people. Its a good atmos

phere. anil everyocK shouW have a

good time. Do not bring nine white

kkls to a dance club in Boston on

Asian night. If you do, you will stkk

out like a .. well, you'll

[lljgl
stkk out like nine white

^.^_^ kkls at a club in fkiston on

Asian night.

Whoops. I wish I had known

that a little before 10 minutes

before departing from his house.

Do get a designated driver in

case people plan on drinking.

Unfortunately, it's not such a good

idea to waste $65 a person on a

stretch Hummer that you're in for

45 minutes whik: you pretend that

you're P. Diddy.

However, those people who dkl

ride in the stretch Hummer were

kicking themselves as the car of

level headed people who refused to

shell out that money actually got a

better parking space than the

Hummer, who pulled up right in

front of the club.

Now back to this whole have a

good time fiasco.

Do have a good time, but don't

have three people puking side-by-

side-by-side in the bathroom while

bouncers do their best to politely

tell you to get the hell out of the

club.

Yeah, that was us that night. We
were the group of idiots who were

hogging one-half of the bathroom

stalls while three of us puked. And

no, I was not one of them. The

weird part is that all the people

who were puking were 2 1 -year

olds who were unfortunate enough

to shell out $8 a shot and $10 a

drink.

Unless this drink comes with

the full length Paris Hilton video-

tape, I don't think they got their

moneys worth.

You should dress up nicely.

After all, we did go to a nice club.

so no one coukl wear jeans or

sneakers However, do not dress up

thai nkely in a shirt you were going

to return tomorrow if your

boyfriend is going to pass out on

your lap and get chuiiks of lunch

all over you.

So the 21-year-okl didn't make

it throu^ the night without throw-

ing up No surprise for someone's

birthday However, the worst part

for me is that I spent a large major-

ity of my night guarding the

entrance to the stall while my
friend swore he had to piss, than

when we finally get him to stand up

(40 minutes later) he lets it rip in

the sink, and the bouncers say we

have to clean it up.

I spent more time in the bath-

room than on the dance floor, and

I touched a puke-covered sink

more than I touched my girlfriend

that night.

A good idea would be to go get

some late night food to absorb all

the toxins you ingested throughout

the night. However, it isn't such a

good idea if this food is

McDonalds, and if one of the "vic-

tims" of the night goes in with you

and proceeds to pass out on the

table.

So lets piece this night back

together. People drink a ton of Red

Bulls and vodka at my friend's

house, we take our desired mode of

transportation to the club, we go to

the club (on Asian night), three

people from our group of 15 are

puking, five different bouncers

come in and kkk us out, we drive

back to Framhigham and to

McDonalds where we all go in and

eat and one of the pukers passes

out on the table. Then we get up

and leave, and go back to my
friend's house where it all began.

And THAT is what friends are

Matt Elder is a CoHepem colu-

nimist.

M%Wk>

Nke guys really do finish last. I

never put much thought into this

oW saying, but thanks to NBC's less

than average show, "Average \ix.~

It has been constantly reverberat-

ing in my mind ever since the finale

aired. This phrase is definitely

worth thinking about.

.,0" •^. »i^ Uichelle
Average Joe, NBC ^_____

introduces a high-mainie-

natKe female to a group of men

who are (go figure) average.

Appearance wise, these men

aren't just average, they are less

than average. In a method similar

to an ABC show, "The

Bachelorette," this high-mainte-

nance female knocks off a few

"Iocs" each week, narrowing down

her choices Three fourths into the

episodes, with only a few left. NBC
adds a ridkulous twist! A handful

of muscular, cheesy hunks get

thrown into the mix to join the

average \oes. I wouldn't care about

this part if one of these so-called

hunks dkln't aKvays make it in the

final two.

So yes. dramatically enough,

the first and second Average |oe'

have come down to the wire

between the Rx- and the hunk.

Choosing Time. Now this is a

time that makes us all move to the

edges of our seats. In the first

Avenigc ]oe.' the giH picks the

hunk Okay, so its a little bit

unfair, but by this time they arc

already heavily advertising for the

second Average |oe.' so I'm think-

ing that there will be hope for the

second show. Now we are down to

the final two in the second

Average foe.' and the girl picks the

hunk (again)! Average |oe' vkrw-

ers are so deceived because both

times, the editing of the show

makes it seem like the girl is more

interested in the '[oe." and makes

the hunk seem like a shal-

Rivpra ^^ muscle-hrad.
"'"''

This show sends out a"""^
horrible message. The

message: looks are practically

everything. Personality is nothing

Come on, now. The hunk got cho-

sen twke! The show is calk?d

Average k* '

I is funny because

one out of two times, one wouW
figure that the name woukl actual-

ly go with the premise of the show.

What does this say about society^

What does this say about female

preference?

Women are more sensitive and

dramatic, which makes things

seem, well, complicated. Yes. I

admit that I'd rather hang out with

a guy than a giH Guys are just lakl

back and easier to deal with lout-

side of a boyfriend-girifricnd rela-

tkmship, of course).

Most women like to subcOTi-

sciously think and plan ahead,

whether they choose to admit it or

not In fact, they can't admit it

because they don't know that they

do it. They go out and they have

their minds already made up for

what will happen that night In

most instances, a girl will know in

the back of her mind whether or

not she will end up meeting a hot

guy and be in the mood to hook up

with him. That's why most women

shave their legs before going out.

They are subconsckxisly ar¥l

unknowingly setting the nif^t up.

I can guarantee that most

women don't go out thinking

they'll have a nke convcrsatkm

with an ugly but nke guy Women
are like hawks. Our eyes will fkiat

to the hottest guys in the room

first. But should the "|oe" be shaft-

ed and ousted by a hunky. muscu-

lar, overiy self tanned guy who
likes a different giri a night"' What

about a guy v^th depth, and who
isn't a perfect 10 out carries a great

personality
"^

Guys make this mistake aln>ost

as often as women. I'm certainly

not saying that there are not good-

kx>king nke guys. Obvkxisly, per-

sonality doesn't matter much to

men these days. Britney Spears'

head is completely hollow yet most

guy^ wouW do pretty much any-

thing to get ckwe enough to smell

her

Maybe I am just biased, but I

would have chosen any one of the

average ke's in both instaiKes. I

am part of that small bunch left in

society that woukl choose person-

ality over looks. In fact, my kleal

man can kxik however he wants to

look just as long as he has a good

sense of humor and is a Red Sox

fan.

Now back to my main question.

Do nice guys finish last?

Unfortunately and in most

instances they do. but definitely not

with me.

Michelle Ri\-era is a Collegian

staff writer.

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR
REASONS FOR BARING

UALL
As one of the "naked" protesters

taking part in PETA's anti-tur demon-

stration outside Harvard University,

please allow me to respond to the

March 2 editorial entitled, "PETA

protests crosses the txxjndary."

People for the Ethical Treatment of

Animals (PETA) strives to do all it can.

legally and peacefully, to make sure that

the animals' side of the story makes the

news. We, too, wouW prefer to raise

awareness alxxjt cruelty to animals

without taking our clothes off or

employing other provocative tactks, II

only it woived.

We'd like nothing better than i1 the

media consWered tacts alone newswor-

thy enough to cover Unfortu-nately,

while evidence of fur-twaring ani-

mals—including foxes, raccoons,

minks, coyotes, tx)bcats, lynxes, opos-

sums, nutna, leavers, muskrats, otters,

«id others—being kMled on fur farms

by anal and vaginal electrocutton and in

the wiW by drowning, trapping, or beat-

ing IS depressing, evidence alone does

not make headlines That's why we

need to think of more effective ways to

draw attention to the animals' plight.

PETA's imaginative efforts, such as

our naked piltow fight, make the differ-

ence between keeping important yet

depressing subjects invisible, or having

them revealed to the world I invited

readers to visit FurlsDead com to team

more.

KartoWaptes

PETA member

A PLEA FOR A 'NO' VOTE

(College students are harassed In

any town. Who hasn't been to a party

that was raided by the polce'' Who

would want to be at a party that would-

n't catch the eye of the tocal watch-

dogs? The cops go after marijuana

smokers with a special vengeance

Many are an^sted every semester This

should be a concern to more than just

the folks at the Cannabis Reform

Coalition

People bitch and complain atxxit the

srtuatwn This month we have a choice

opportunity to actually do something

about It The police chief is engaged in

an ongoing effort to expand the size of

his force, and needs money to hire

more officers There is a tax increase on

the baltot in the local election of March

30 to raise more money Coincidence''

So . get registered to vote, it you

aren't already Do it today Register at

your local. Amherst, dorni or off-cam-

pus address If you're registered in

some other tovwi. change your registra-

tion Come by the CRC office to till out a

voter registration card, or do it at the

Town Cterk's office at Town Hall (on the

east side of the Common) The deadline

to register to vote in this election is Mar.

10 Don't miss it. And put Electkxi Day,

Mar. 30, on your catendar now Circle it

in red, so you won't forget to vote.

Remember, if you vote tor higher

taxes, you are voting for more cops —
who vwxi't leave you alone. You just

want to be teft alone, don't you? Vote

no!

EmiyRusaeH

CRC Vte« Presidant
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BOSTON — Evmwccncc

rocked Botton with a ahow at dte

Avakm on Sunday n^t. As the last

nop on what hM been hectk . exion-

we 14-inanth wortd tour, the dark

mckers playad to a ioU-oui crowd.

The show was • declaration on

ihe part of Evanescence, whoae fans

haw watched (he band evoh« in

both public image and line up —
laad mmtm, aongwiiter and oo-

foundBrBnMoody abnipUy Idt

the band inOciobet

In the i/lannaih. tea wwe left

with doubts and qucstkni about

the tee of the group; tour dMe*

wen pottponed and (he aeaKh for a

repiaceorMmi went full tor^c

GuitarwTcrrv Balsamo — loniwrK

u( Cold — wu found and suh^^

qucr'' ' '' "^Ks
1

'I

Evsi.. .

li'^-ii'

ber.

SiiivLiv's shciM in Button 0t>^

(he I ntuition that the

goih ixxK iwiiu > not down and

out. but rather better than oi

EvMHoence put on a aoiid shoM.

with knprassive musical sound and

a nK>«ng peifc>m»ar»oe

Opening their set with a chillinf

lemtttion of "Haunted.' vocaBst

Alt"
' '

'^)

piiik '

istic ctv

account u -^. -

s. She later fvpUinesd that

*hc IvkI lofti a bet. The btmd then

pLivcd its second single of! of

1 "Cioing Under' lo an aithu-

-„.MK crowd. The snail size of the

uiHic made tlte aimosphcrc at the

Hid the concert

,
«U present

ticenied to understand ihii was an
.....iirig to one chapter of the band'^

I Next tour the band will prob-

abi) be playing at much latfer ven-

ues.

Thfoughuui the maioriQr of the

show the band seemed to be piaytag

tncks on each other, lightening up

and twving a good time. After hard-

er Mngs like 'Going Lnder" and

' Ker Me." they bnjught out

txMtrd lor the few lighler

hits. Alter lousing the pink drees (or

a blank uink lop In i'

Lee needed .) drink

brought exit a gia^ ol whk

and with the crowd .

-Chug! Chug! Chug!' She downed

the wiwic thing.

Afiei M.tnte comkal keyboard

malfunctk.ni>

leniiunai playn
,.

dance music on it
- got

it working though, k. f.
!>eri-

ouB band riKide. lee jnd co<npany

|)Ufll^! .iihcNtjMtHv,"

PoBov> '•^ pUlNcd us

current sn^. a'»J ^'erhaps the niusi

beauti^ Evanescence iong. "My

Immortal.' The live vrrskm of the

suf^ wwjust as touching m the one

See CWNeiCaiCE on page 5

'X

Evanescence

A«llH

Bisiti

Fil7S

rr/{ ^ i>ai

By PntR McDowm
C^)LLS<.IAN t:oHmS»H>NnlNT

We all love the hard language of

Shakespeare Right? Of course not! Bui

why let that keep you from a show that

is full of comedy and interesting stuff

"All's Well That Ends Well," a pruduc-

tion by the University of Massachusetts

Theater Department, is just that, with

skilled acting and an intriguing take on

the Shakespearian classic. You never

know, it could be monumental in your

development as a college stu-

dent, an intellectual.

Well maybe that is a bit over

the top. But honestly it is simply

a great show.

It is advisable that all UMass

students check out one of the

last performances of

Shakespeare's "All's Well That

Ends Well" in the Curtain

Theater. Director Alec Wild's

stage movement is absolutely

tight. Like a slide show, each

scene appears in a flash as another ends

The non-stop pace helps to keep the

movie-oriented person mesmerized, but

not so much that s/he forgets the play-

ers are real.

The production is in-your-face per-

sonal. The top-notch cast dares the

audience to get to know each actor's

character. Nicholas Hernon and Adam
Sanders contribute their comedic energy

to the show. Hernon plays the liar/cow-

ard Parolles and Sanders plays the fiery-

eyed fool Lavatch. Both are bold and

help guide the audience through the

oddly twisted plot of "All's."

The lovely Kate Mettam plays a

thoughtful, yet cunning Helena. The

audience follows her through the play

cautiously and loves her by the end. In

her strongest moments, she looks into

the eyes of the audience with captivat-

ing prose.

Chamaio Cheyenne-Rindge plays the

reluctant husband. Bertram. Together

he and Helena are not your typical star-

•AH's Well
I

That Ends

Weir

Curtiiiilliciter

ijjs

$5. $10

struck lovers. They play out the more

delicate parts of the show The Countess

played by Shannon Stillings is very

empathetic. George Bernard Shaw
called her role "the most beautiful old

woman's part ever written" and Stillings

does her best to prove him right.

From the beginning. " All's" takes the

audience by surprise with an unscripted

scene and some especially little actors.

Costumes are great and the soundtrack

is smooth. The intimate set includes an

impressive wooden framework that adds

dimension. .And some actors gel

to climb it. The arena stage

it.self is unlike any other on cam-

pus. The players become like

sports figures on a small court

in the middle of the audience.

The intimate space means there

is not a bad seal in the house.

If you are uncomfortable

with Shakespearean language,

check it out anyway. Wild's

stage movement keeps those

extra-long monologues to a

bearable limit. The action does not cen-

ter solely on the speaker. Rather the

monologues invoke and reflect action

around the stage. This is a difficult chal-

lenge for the cast, but it pays off for the

audience.

Director Wild and the cast have

pulled off a great show since they began

rehearsing at the beginning of this

spring semester. Wild is an adjunct pro-

fessor in the Theater Department aiul

has specialized in Shakespearean the-

ater. Some may remember him as the

character lago in the Theater

Department's production of Othello.

"All's Well" has three performances

remaining. Tonight 8 p.m. and tomor

row 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. Tickets are $10

for the general public and $5 for stu

dents and seniors. The Curtain Theater

scats 93. with standing room for I 5 peo-

ple. The show has attracted a lot of early

ticket buyers. However, most people

who show up and put their names on

the waiting list will be able lo get in.

Press Start

to Play

fleiil Davenpoii

'All's Weir with the UMass Theater department

Shakespearian classic ends run witii sliows tonight and tomorrow

>rRn;sYi'MAS'-Eix'

Two students in

Shakespearian classic

the UMass Theater department

"All's Well That Ends Well."

act t>ut a .scene from the

An old

favorite

revisited
Put down the

o I d - s c h o o I

Nintendo con-

trollers and

pkk up an X-

Box controlfer

One of the

most popular

classics has

been revamped

and altered to

lit into today's

video game
world. The

>killed ninja Ryu is hack in the nevv

and mipmved "Ninja Gulden."

The game packs a powerful punch

with sn»ooth graphics and inllu-

erwes from popular games such as

-fX-vil May Cry" and "Prince of

Persia; Saiids of Trnje," both of

which have revolutionized the

gaming workJ.

The new version utilizes abili-

tie> fivMi) the lirst "Ninja Guklen"

t.Hi the NLS such as k»ping fmm
wall to wall in order to reach high

er places. It take* a noticeable

influence from the reoaiily pi^Hi-

lar "Prince ol

Persia" game,

ail you have the-

ability to run

along walls lor

cotnbat aiui a.s

another way to

reach high

areas

This new

\erMon ol a

classic also

involves quit a

bit of button

nui^'hing lo take

out the opposition. Being abk tu

hone in your skilb to bkxk. kick,

and slash your sword will conw m
handy when you find yourself sur

nxinded by bkxjdlhirsty ninja>. all

aiming to take you out of commis-

-K-n. Akjng with the ninja* and ^>l

JiiTs. you will occasionalty hulik;

hi ad to head with a few demons

thiit gobWe up a few soWiers If

ihcN get in their way.

"Ninja Guiden" is also veiy

bloody, like most combat ganxrs on

the niarkcM as of late With evety

slash ol your sword, bkwd spurts

uut of your enemies and they

expkxle into a bkiody mes.s wfien

defeated. The battle bkwd is a

semi-realistic graphic, whik; the

expkjsions created by a downed

enemy seem like a bit loo much

TECMO and Team Ninja dkl

an excelk-nt )ob in bringing back

this classic as they made sure even

the most avid ganwr wouki have a

tougher tinw through this "Ninja

Guiden" than the NES cla.s.sic. The

okler versions woukl have parts

where one c-nemy kept managing

lo knock you off a clifl, thus prc-

\enling you fmm nwving on In

this version, you mast deal with

multiple eiKmics all aiming their

guns, swords, aixl other weapons

at your head.

While defense is usually the key

towards preserving your health, in

this game hokling the bkxk button

can alkjw an etKmy lo perform an

even more deadly attack. Some
soldiers will grab you and slit your

throat open, taking a good amount

of health away. The only way to

avoid getting into these situatkxis

is to get practkre in using your

weapons and combine those skills

with kick-s and blocking. The but-

ton mashing will not save you from

in this game.

"Ninja Guiden" al.so brings

back powers found in the older

incarnation and gives your charac-

ter an additional aid when you feel

surrounded and low on health,

^ou get "soul points." which are

yellow orbs, when you kill most

enemies. Saving those up will

allow you lo improve your charac-

ters abilities in order to make some

situations a bit easier for you.

Much like "Devil May Cry" you

can keep slashing away c-nemies to

gain points. The player can use

those points to upgrade, and save

frustration from the next mission.

The online feature available on

the games main title .section can be

used in the future to download

updates and emulated versions of

the classic "Ninja Guiden" games.

It can be used to conduct touma-

ments as more people purchase the

game.

Overall. "Ninja Guiden" is an

extremely gcxxl looking and chal-

lenging game. It is easily one of the

belter XBox exclusive games lo be

released recently. The secrets will

keep gamers hunting to unlock

more abilities and others will find

themselves trapped playing the

game for weeks on end in order to

finally complete it.

Ki'id Davenport is a Collegian

columnist.

Dance party 'Burns

Down' Pearl Street
By Caitlin Ott
(auui.ian Staff

'Bum Down

the Disco'

SatHiaf 6

tartSnii

kniMiM

T
\

This Saturday night starting at

9 p.m. "Bum l^wn the Disco." a

Western Massachusetts dance

party, will bring its second night

of brit-pop. indie-rock, punk

dance-party mania, to the area in

its new venue. Pearl Street night-

club. Kor only $b. a night of

sweat-pouring, fun-inducing

dancing can be had by all.

With music subscribing to

what founder Jonathan Doyle

describes as a "smart and stylish"

audience, for the past three years

"Bum Down" has offered a safe

space for music lovers

to dance their cares

away. Whether they are

regular attendees or

new faces, local resi

dents and live college

students keep packing

into what has proven to

be one of Western

Massachusetts' best

dance party.

It was on an indis-

cernible date in the fall

of 2001 that the fat, howling, bit-

ing babe of "Bum lX)wn the

Di.sco" was bom. At least this is

what [Xjyic recalls as ihe day the

greatest dance party to hit west-

ern Massachusetts was bom.

UMass students and alumni D|s

fonathan Doyle. Justin Hirons.

BreiKlan Gough. Dave Hadden

artd Tore Olsson can feel proud to

hold the title of ear sphtting. skie

aching, rowdy party enabkrs.

Reflecting on the area's lack of

nightclub diversity. Dave Hadden

and Brendan Gough conceptual-

ized the idea of "Bum lX)wn."

Originally a dance party at their

home, the idea grew as the enthu

tiasm of friends made the idea of

opening 'Bum Down" to the

public seem plausible While still

in the planning stages the prob

lem of where to host the event

aruse.

Until recently the solution

came in the glimmer and thor

oughly iced-down drinks of

Hadley's Peking tlarden In the

back rooms of what appears an

innocent Chinese restaurant, a

dance floor with a capacity of

100 people lay in wait for

Jonathan, lustin. Brendan, Dave

and Tore to bring on the party,

l-ondly remembered by Dj's Tore

and Jonathan for its spinning

disco ball and scorpion bowl

drinks. "Bum Down" found its

home in the cozy back room of

this tiny restaurant. Unfor-

tunately for the guys, Peking

Garden was lined for breaking

fire codes with a reported several

hundred guests in attendance at

an event. After police interven-

tion forced the restaurant to

rethink their policies. "Bum
Down" was forced to find a new

___ home.
This Saturday marks

the second night Pearl

Street nightclub will host

"Bum Down." Reflecting

on the change of venues

in a realistic fashion. Tore

and lonathan discussed

the one drawback being

the increase in price.

Keeling an increased

responsibility to put on
"

a good show," due to the

higher prestige of the venue, set

lists are thought out and

reviewed ahead of time while

new ideas are experimented with.

With Tore. Dave and Ion mov-

ing to Boston at the semesters

end. "Bum Down"'s loyal atten-

dees needn't worry, for the party

isn't ending just yet. Plans of

future "Bum Downs" are in the

works. It's either party till it gets

old or. as lonathan quips. MTV
buys them out, sending in "Eric

Nice to teach the audience how

to dance properly' and play

Black Box and 2 Unlimited
"

Festival celebrates Arab culture
In light of much media attention over the on-

going war in the Middle East, as well as tunnoil in

America hitting as close as this very campus, it is

becoming rare that Americans are exposed to what

the true Arab culture actually is. Today various on-

campus and community agencies will attempt to

covey the aspects of the culture and people that are

often not shown in the media.

"Arab Cultural Festival: Not |usl the War" is an

all-day event being heW in the Campus Center and

the Student Union Ballroom. Hosted by the office

of ALANA affairs, the Arab Students Club, the

Social Thought and Political Economy program

and the Western Mass ANSWER, the festival

will consist of exhibits, information, games, and

prize booths that will educate and show the com-

munity what thev don't know about the Arab

WorW.
The event, which takes place as the anniversary

of the war on Iraq is marked, will take place in the

campus center concourse, and will attempt to

expose students to theiiKs such as Arab history,

geography, religion, cultural foods, custom and lan-

guage.

The evening portion of the event will consist of

live perfonnances in the form of skits, traditional

Arab music and dance, poetry slam and a perform-

ance fnjm political hip-hop group Movement in

Motion. Other activities will include, raffles, Arab

Arts and Crafts and an opportunity for students to

voice their opinions on the themes presented

thnjughout the day including the political themes

of the war on Iraq, as well as the Patriot Act

"Partk-ipants can be interactive, fun and leant

something new about the Middk; East in both day

and evening events" said Nelson Accosta. direcior

of the office of ALANA affairs, in a press release.

"The Arab student club and the OAA have been

anticipating this event for quite sometime now."

added Ryan Mudawar. president of the Arab

Student Club. Both believe that it will be an enter-

taining and educational experience for students as

well as community. All events are free and open to

the public, and interested students are eiKouraged

to sign up for the poetry slam on the Campus

Center concourse from 10 a.m. to ^ p.m.

— Munique femmott

Evanescence rocks Beantown
EVANESCENCE from page 4

on radio In ccHwert the ethereal

chart-topper was immensely nwv-

ing. The crowd k>ved the emotwnal

and serkxis beginning along with

the rocking ending irwluding the

whole band. Confetti streamed

down from the rafters ot the club at

the concluswn of the song, some-

what to the bewiklemient of Lee

who responded. "Happy New
Year's everybody

!"

The highlight of the evening,

however, was what came next

"Bring Me To Life." the band's first

single and a feature on the

Daredevil soundtrack, electrified

the crowd Evervbodv in the room

sang ak)ng and cheered Guitanst

kihn LeCompt provkled the inak

vocals (originally done by Paul

McCoy of the 1 2 Stones ) and dkln't

sound too bad.

They ended with the profound

"Tourniquet" and then right into

"Imaginary" - rumorixl to be the

next single The band's c-ncore was

"Whisper," during which the crew

shot silly string all over the hand

aixl the crowd.

The band sakl its goodbyes, but

Rocky Gray refased to kjave his

drunus aivJ kept hanging away He

eventually started in with "One" by

and Lee rtHumed and

first verse. She dkln't

kiujw the rest, but it dkln't matter.

Will Boyd sang the rest —akxig

with the entire audience It was an

awescHiK- end to an incredibk; show

for a band that had one hell of a

year.

The band will now utke some

much needed and well-deserved

R&R. and also will work on its

sophomore album. However, as

Lee eiwrgetically exclaimed during

the show. "This band will be back!"

RAINN benefit

show tonight

in Van Meter
The Van Meter dormitory in

the Central residential area of

the University of Mass-

achusetts will play host to a

benefit concert for the Rape

Abuse Incest National Net-

work tonight.

RAINN. which operates the

National Sex Hotline, is the

nation's largest anti-sexual

assault organization

The concert starts at 8 p.m.

and will be held in Van Meter'i

basement — for many years a

popular venue for up-and-com-

ing U Mass-bred bands. And in

keeping the tradition a number

of musicians who have called

the .Amherst campus home will

be playing to raise money.

Student A Cappella group

Vocal Suspects — who just

returned from a trip to Albany

after making it to semi-finals of

an A Capella group competi-

tion — and hip-hop jazz-funk

band Cold Duck Complex are

scheduled to perform Others

expected to entertain are

Busted Vaccuum, Rebecca

Correia, Mindy Grant. |a»on

Gross and Kevin Connelly.

Along with the music a bake

Nale and raffle will be going on

throughout the night. It is $5

to see the show and donations

are encouraged. All proceeds

go to help RAINN.

— Glen Siraub

Metallica

sang the

puBiN\ PttBiM pam pum pubim pubim pubim pukim

nfiv THIS weeK!
ICOLDCREEKMMQBj

DUPLEX
GOOD BOY!

LOONEY TUNES
SCHOOL OF ROCK

15COWLESLANE
Behind Brueggers

Downtown Amherst
19 MONTAGUE RD

North Amherst

SCoNege HilM PtiSlM

eXrTBAVAGAAlZA
Saturday. March 6

Amherst College Alumni HouM
7:30pm MegAah Reading

(egaMahan and orthodox)

8:30pm Purim Party

I DJ, food, costume contest and pnzas

Bnng a canned good or doaed food item

to donate for the Purim Food Drive

LATKE vs. HAMANTASH
DEBATE

"^

Sunday, March 7,12noon, HWel House

Hear detinguished faculty detate which

is better, the latke or the hanoantash.

You choose the wimeri

The Debaters for the Latfce:

FredCoherVMustc
The Rvote/ Rote o^ /he Latfce r HetofK"

David Samueis/Anthropoiogy

1UW»^hclnically. MManoia. and MatapefoT:

fVwtho (he CtiTiiW f/Ihe PoTato'

The Debalws for the Hamantash:

Debbie FettorVCIassiCS

•Hem ttm Hamantash Caused tw
F^ o/Iha Roman Emfika'

DoronGoWman/SOl^
The Hamantash Perception vs. ResMtfT

,fumBitai)rUa»mHmiwmMt>^i»l*itS Brngm

comedii
CONNECTION
HUKELAU
413-593«5222
705 Memorial Drive, Chicopee

From Showtime, CBS'

"late Show with

David Letterman" and

NBC's "Late Night with

Conan O'Brien"

1st Time
Appearance!

BILLBaiAMY JWWITIIIBPW GKEGPHOOff MIKE EPPS DAVEATTai

Hair Skin & Naili*

Ma!*»*a|ie Therapy
Kontt- I Hi. Sund<rlan«l

(I^M-ated on Iium ruute)

M<

665-2629

(tften Tifulay tridny V to <>:MK <nnl SntnrtliiY 9 In 4

SPRING FLING!

One hour massages or Aveda facials

regularly $50
NOW $45

Sunkiss your hair before you even leave!

Highlighting starting at $40

$5 off with this ad!

Tips and Toes Package

Spa Manicure & Pedicure

Regularly $52

NOW $45

We use Aveda and Paul Mitchell products

Expires 3/31/04

On the Rocks School

of Bartending ^
• Become a certified bartender in a weekend

• The course is held on campus

• Anyone18-^may bartend in New England

• Bartending is a great summer job

Call us toll free at 866-MIX-5600 for

more information or to register.

www.otrbartending.com

Rent one

of our
J

kC *1(*(IITO' Iff fr'

• Cars

• Passenger Vans

• Trucks

POHERS

G POWER
THE
ONE
YOU
WANT

THE
WAY
YOU
WANT
IT.

\

• Direcl Billing to

Insurance Companies

• Free Local Pick Up

• Locally Owned and Operated

549-REHT '=^'>

at North Amherst Motors
Collision Repair Center

WW* ntrtlitfflliirtliiiitiri c«m

On Bus Route- One MUeNotftiollMss

downtown Amherst

Tired of the Dorms?

ill's NEVER TOO EARLY TO

OK FOR AN APARTMENT
LINCOLN REAL ESTATE*

coin Real E«t^te

DO YOU WANT A GREAT

SUMMER JOB?

BECOME A PEER ADVISOR

FOR PRE-MAJOR ADVISING

SERVICES DURING SUMMER
ORIENTATION

Pick up an application at 615 Goodcll

Pre-Major Advising Services.

Application Deadline is April 16. 2004

THE CROSS
OF CHRIST

Interested In Tlie Tass/on^

Intrigued by The CrossI

'Wonder Why! -,

Lxpluidtlon. Discussion. Q dA
Thf^MMavimrM>mnM

'^ iCfE]f?'CYhouse (www knowm«rcy.orgy-
—^r7
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Women's lax faces Crimson '

^^^ ^^^^'
?F^^:

By Brendan Hau
Cx)LLJ:CaAN StAFF

The Massachusetts women's

lacrosse team ( I - 1 ) will be playing

against a Harvard team with a

familiar tace. That being of former

Mnstant coach Tegan Leonard.

"For players, I think, yeah

they're going to be tired up," coach

Carrie Bolduc said ol this week-

end's game. "They're going to show

1 Harvard assistant and former

UMass assistant Tegan Leonard]

what the> got this year, atxl it's

going to be a kx of fun."

As for tirst-year head coach

Sarah Nelson, she will be kx>king

for career win No. I when she

brings her Harvard CrimjAXi Tide

to Richard F Garber FieU this

Saturday for their season-opener

against the Bolduc-led Minute-

womoi.
"n^e Minutewomen are coming

off a tough k)ss to the Ek^ton

Universit) Terriers la.st Wednesday

at Garber FieW The Maruon atxl

White were down by as many as six

goals midway through the second

half. A series of goals by Flope

Zelinger and Trace> Drown cut the

Temers lead to one before giving

up two more goals in the final three

minutes.

With sctuor tri^apuin Kristin

St. Hilaire just coming dd an ankle

iniur>, the defense ha.s been reliant

upon several underclassmen, as

well as senior Arxlrca \alachovic,

to step things up.

"Erica Shapirx). a freshman, has

definitelv stepped it up Overall,

our deten.se has doi>e a nice job

defending, although we're for some

reason a littk reserved coming out

in the first half," Bolduc said.

The t -2 punch of 2^linger and

Drosvn has been the key on attack

thus far for the Minutewomen.

With Drown creating the plays and

Zelinger executing them, the

dynamic duo can be a pest for

defenders.

And as Wednesday's game
proved, it's difficult to contain

them when both are on the same

page. Zelinger has accounted for

nearly half of all the goals scored by

the Minutewomen so far (eight of

the team's 18), many of them com-

ing from assists by Drown and

Kerri Contwrty.

"(Kerri) had a tough first game.

Physically she was feeling sick, but

now she's back," Bolduc said. "We
are expecting really good things

from her Everyday in practice she's

become more and more consistent,

so I think we're going to see a bi of

good out of her this season."

The Crimson are coming off a

^- 1 1 campaign ( I -6 Ivy League) in

which they also Uxt head coach

Carole Kleinfelder to retirement

after 24 seasons. In her tenure at

HU. the Crimson had 12 Ivy titles.

1 1 NCAA Tournament appear-

ances and the 1940 National

Championship, the first in any

sport for an Ivy women's team. She

won National Coach of the Year

twice in 1990 and 1992, and ends

her reign with a career record of

252125-3
Nelson will have a kx to live up

to. but she may have the right loob

to get the job done.

The Crimson return two All-Ivy

Hcmorable Mentions in juniors

Elairw Bellitsos and Kelly Noon.

Bellitsos is the team's returning

leading scorer, with 16 goals and

live assists for 2 1 points. Noon was

ubiquitous on defense, leading the

team in ground balls (30) and

caused turnovers (18).

joining Bellistos on the attack

v^l be senior |en Brooks, as well as

juniors Bessie Clark and Catlierine

Sproui. Last season. Brooks is

Harvard's second-leading return

scorer with 12 goals aiKl three

assists for 15 points. Clark was
fourth on the team last year with

live goals and seven assists for 12

points, and Sproui was fifth with

live goals and three assists for eight

points.

"We're not really playing our

defensive game like we do in prac-

tice. Hopefully we can make that

change and play more of our game.

Part of that is being more persist-

ent," Bolduc said in attacking

Harvard's defense.

to face nation's best

Senior Hope Zelinger leads the Minutewomen with eight goal» on

the icason. UMa** coine» home this weekend to take on Harvard fur

a 1 p.m. face-off.

PudtEast
f5i
™

# %

'We bring C^italown

lo ^ouf

''Voted best Chinese food

by UMass studeirttr

*^SHi bam!

•OCif^f^ ACCEPTED
*^DELivBRr available!

fam Ciwaw A Jammmw Cw

Location: 103 N Pleasant St

Amherst, M.A. 01002

Open Hours:

Fri. a Sat.: 11:30 a.m.- 11 00 pm

OeMvery:

(413)540'O077
\

Telephena:

(413)256-8923
(413)256-8924 :

rtx:

Sun. - Thurs : 11:30 a.m. - 10 00 p m (413)253-1173 \

By BK.KY HOROWITZ
CoLLEciAN Statf

The Massachusetts Softball

team will travel to Boca Raton, hla.

this weekeixl to take on NCAA
Tournament caliber teams in the

FAU Worth Invitational.

The Minutewomen are 4-7 with

three of their four wins coming via

shutouts. Coach Elaine Sortinos'

squad is currently riding a two-

game win streak that they picked

up at last weekends NFCA Leadoff

Classic. UMass was on a six gaiiK

losing streak through day one of

the touman^icnt and Sortiixj thinks

that overall the 3-3 finish was a

positive outcome for her young

team.

"I thought last weekend was a

real good step in the right direction

for us," Sortiix) said. "We're a

young team. If we coukl come up
300 or better considering who
we're playing this weeketxl that

wouW be good. We're finally set-

tling into an offensive lineup that

works better in lenns ol run pro-

duction."

A major part of that run pro-

ducing lineup is Atlantic 1 rookie

of the week Carvlice Molinari

Molinari batted 375 last weekerxi.

scored three runs, drew two walks

and was 3-5 on stolen ba.se

attempts. She is currently bading

her team, hitting .333 on the sea-

son.

Sortino is hoping that her fresh-

mtn startdout will do "everything

she did last weekend."

"She played primarily in the

outt'iekj. she's ver> fast and she

STSTRAVELCOM

JAMAICA

LAST MINUTE DISCOUNTS

I SOO 64S 4a4« www.lHlrovcl.coin

stole some bases. I think it's a

name that's going to be syixMiy-

mous with our progi^n for the

next few years," she saki.

Katie |o Kelley is also swinging

a heavy bat for the Minutewomen

thus far Kelley is hitting .214 with

three homerun's and nine RBI's.

She hit a grand slam in the Classic

against Army leading UMass to an

8-0 mercy-ruksl win.

Sortinos knowledge of the

weekerKl's opponents is limited but

she's confident that her young

pitching stafi will step up in what-

ever situation they are put into.

"All three will see time, they all

do good things," Sortino said.

"They're very, very differwit, very,

very .strong... each one ol them.

tWho pitches! depends on what

we know about the other teams

and which pitcher based on style

will k)ok best against that team."

The Minutewomen will take on

both Notre Dame and Florida

Atlantk: tomorrow at 10 a.m. and

5 p.m.. respectively.

Ranked No. 23, the Fighting

Irish are 10-4 on the season and

finished the Classic 5-1 and cham-

pions of the Silver Bracket. The

20t>4 squad has mustered the sec-

ond best start in school history

behind the 2001 team.

Fk)rida Atlantic ( 1 7-9> went 2-

4 in the Clas.sk; with one of their

wins coming at the expense of

UMass
Kmn Piazza hit a thi«c run

homer in the sixth to give the Owls

a 4- 1 advantage. Piazza has been a

steady source of offense for FAU as

she went 4-9 on Tuesday when her

team swept the double-header

against St. kjhns.

Sunday's conieMs cowia of a

10 a.m game vermis North

Carolina aixl a 1 2 p.m. match with

Fkxida International.

The Tar Heeb (11-7) swept

UNC Wilmington in Tuesday's

double-header winning 9-0 and 8-

0. Freshman Anna Evans went 4-7,

scoring four runs, registering three

RBI's aixi one hoinerun on the day

Florida International (4-13)

went 2-3 at the Goklen Panther

Adkias Invitational last weekend.

RU k>st the championship game 3-

2 to Michigan State in extra

innings The Cn.>klen Panthers, a

participant in the 2003 NCAA
tournament was on a fnc game
k»it>g streak prior to the week-

eixis' play

TEACH-IN ON WAR
AND OCCUPATION
Saturday March 6th

Herter Hail, UMass
930 Coffeeand Bagels

1CMXM 1 30Warand Resistanc]e,Herter227

M HeldMr, TrarrsAfrica forum

PtHMlinhtf.lntemationalANSWER

Fcmado Suarezdd Solar, fether(/UiisoMerslain in toq

1 1:45-1 iOOWoricshops

VeceransandMMary FamKes SpeakOut Herter 227

The Human Cost ofWarVokcs from the Frondhes,Hertcr60I

Radnn atHomeand the Patriot Act Hurler307

1O0-2O0 Lunch

2:00-330 Internal and External Occupations:

America, Iraq and Palestine

Rania Masri ilroqAction CooAbn

SkAJMtfrMediaEducationFcMxiabon

a iJBMBfgjBJBiaJBIBJBiafBJBJBMBJgiBJBlBJBfafBIBfBJBf^^

3:45-5.-00Workshops

knptiMkm, Herter301

Mterand die Eoonomyi Herter60/

Palestine Herter227

5:1 5-6.00 Oosing Session

Workshop iptoktn iKlude Viiay Prasharf

(TrMty Cofeqe), OaudU LtAio (Northamptoc

Committee to Uft the SarKtraos and Stop the

Bombing In Iraq) , Nancy TalMilan (Bill a( Rights

Defense Committee), Adam Shapiro

(imemational Solidarity Movement), Aliu KMfl

(hrwli-American anti-Zionist Palestine solkiarity

activist), Maxin QtMmiyali (Al-Awda, The

Palestine Right to Return CoaKtion), Kavln

Noonan (Western Mass Open Pantry), (Man*

Sdwrrar (Veterans for PeKe), Kata Harris

(Soiidaridad Colombia), Pmton Smith (Labor

Party), and many others.

Freeand open tothe pubfic
for moie irinmatian ooniactMvk Nelscrx

neton9lncumaB<duorMart(BRnner413-577-0241

Join Us March 5th, to say

Not Just War! Arab Cultural

Celebration, UMass SUB

10am-3pm:txhibitions and udfts

Traditional Handicrafts

Regional Foods

Henna Body Art

Informational Exhibitions

7pm-midnight: Music and Dance

open Mike Poetry Slam

Regional Dance and Music

Hip Hop Artists Movement in Motion

Performances, and More

Fbrfraelrfan«ionaMaclM>milAK413-54S^2S17ar

the Arab Studert Out) arab^hCuinassedu
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LOSAR
Tibetan New Year Celebration

Campus Center Auditorium

University of Massachusetts

SATURDAY, MARCH 6TH @ 6:30 PM

ADMISSION
Special Appearances by:

Nawang Khechog, Grammy Nominated Tibetan Musician

Lhadon Tethong, Executive Director, Students for a Free Tibet

Tibetan Dance Troupe (TAWI\/IA)

Sponsored by : SACEF, Five College Inc., SFT Chapters of Umass,

Hampshire College, & Mt Holyoke, Umass Arts Council, Student

Affairs and Campus Life, ALANA Affairs, Graduate Student Senate &

Tibetan Students Association, SFTARMS SFT A/HS, Yuri Kochiyama

Cultural Center

For Information, contact Students for a Free Tibet at

617.429.6346

laBfBMBJBJagfBJagfaBJBJBJBIBJaaBJaBMBMBlBJBMBM^
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 fitxi u«t-i«

A Horn* afi()li»njm»

It Tocuwl
14 Janaor Mvrvy
1» WWMpiMd

dwnogt
le Cm*artol
17 Oigafidc bang
1* HtMonc ahrm*
I* OuilanM - Wood
aO LonoMO
22 HH^tduQMo
M SlwMWi
M VMd
30 NMuaion
31 FtaiMlwal
32 Had9*pod9M
33 Arriwa (2 wda 1

3( S Oak fioghbu
37 Put oui a ftr*

3a fdo,
40 Bofcin
43 Touqlvi

coMh
46 — hMnch*

PDEVIOUa >>VU2Lt tOLVfO

47 Oavoton
so Lai go
SI Ptwea A>ni

I 1.03 A itxa ^1

i Mfaalain

e liMiiilll aiipurt

7 Ooodtva to

S3 Hitfpan
53 Favafwh
54 Likaaonw

67 juaintaoJoua
ft2 Topptaovaf
ft3 Atwaana nw«fal
M CMwutornikm
•ft Sufvay cfMMca

•7 Traaa mMda 4

2 Tan(*«i
] Hi|^ aiploaav*

( ii«a l>aran
9 Nama to Piacra
10 cma pooch
11 iiakaraal

nana
I? PC manu nama
tSFMgaty
21 Qua naigMxii
23 Eiactiic Ah
24 Uw o<

bncka
25 Pacaad conun
2<l F«uaa
'/ Stgnbafota

Vtrao
21 NoCaOama
29 ftaa*raa»»a
31 Caaaa-tra
33 EooanMc
94 PrahAin Moial

M h^ k aim **

35 Toaioaoa
37 Tapafad aaam
34 Sq^afaolglMa
4t Vamooaa
42 Taawa
43FlHti

44 PoNa«i apraadaf
47 Congragaten
4* KiAia • pal
49 Kaimal aounda
50 Clianga cotofs

S2 Acttaaa
Dabwati —

S& UHaiaacal
SA Paatotai spot
sa Eaoania

sa TfwnpnaiM
I

•o<

•t I

lMndba)(fr*«jnrA

^rUti<Mfll,qou doftV Wa "to

SAotoar. Uoi) ^wd^ A'\V\ cxn

.^^ goo;-To fftvjel i^ H-. ^

\W-Vci^ wxW-"^
^ car^ XOE«, j

IwMoo \M> |\\\Hoo • H> \\\kK Vii \kii

P«fTP»i(l>»>(f«lt4««,TH«< /^fvf/ksfo\

0*i

Vau

Z LOVED foottoall m «l«m«fitary acMo**)

cauM tacid* and raatty ye nut* i
Ulia. lort waafcand I mtitf danan to t««a ^aytroxtd ar>d rota»y

O0LITCOATEO T*t«ir ortira dafana«va bna ']

'n»»»»r!4rrnr-"

»

y^i^<^

Daily Weather Forecast
For A fi ^> • " •.

!

FRIDAY
a High: 49

a Low: 45

SATURDAY
a High: 63

a Low: 28

SUNDAY
a High: 49

a Low: 30

Dining Commons Menu
15 C <ontj<.l 41 J-545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Quesadilla

a lemon PepfXT Fish

• Vegjn ( utk'l

I vegan I

DISNER
a shrimp \ S( allop Oeole

• BtH?t Strudt'l

• Seitan B()urguii;n<Mi

\et»anj

Production Crew
On stji! Kiil.ii

SIGHT EDITOR
( ./en Strjub

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
•k riff fidndfic II

COPY IDITOR
le,ih VVvfMf

PRODL CTION S L PtRVISOR
lii'iH' KeJ*

PRODUCTION STAFF
( }livtt Charts' Fmiliv Duggtin

HOROSCOPES

>
<
Q
Ul

X

a

How many points

does a three point field

goal account for in a
j| g|

basketball game? ^^
Question on Fall 21X)1 basketball course final exam al University of

Georgia. The class included members of the UC men's basketball team.

aquarius • ian. 2o-Ft8 i»

Sometimes it's better just to keep vfjur

rmxjth shut. Tcxlay is one (rf those days.

pisCeS a FrB. 19MAit. 20

Don't let anyone rain on your p.irade.

arles • mar. 21-ahh. 19

Nou should dress up t<xia\ You've been

Icxjking kind <>t sku//\ l,iff'l\

taUrUS a Ai>K i()-MA> 20

Something vers embarrassing \mII ha()

pen to ytxj today. Sorry.

gemini a may2i iln. 21

Tcxlay is your lucky day. Take advantage

of whatever ofjfXMlunities come your way.

cancer a iun. 22-M. 22

All of your hard work will pay off s(X)n.

leO a lui. 13-lk^fi. 2?

Today is a gcxKl day to do 100 crunches.

Push yourself, your abs will th*ink vou

virgo a \: ' .'i s,

IXMi't keep humming that stmg thats stu< k

in your head. Peojile are getting anrx»ye«l.

libra . ^ ;
(

•

bt)m<x)ne \(kj knou likes \(»u \cr\ mu« h.

Make sure xou'ri' not Ic.irlini' th«'ni on

Scorpio at).. J I No 21

\<ni .irc ItHikint; mi'^HtN tin«> fnfl.tv I l.tnnl

it

Sagittarius • Nov. 22 n

Your IX: ( rush will smile at you today.

Try rK)t to Icxik gtMrts.

Capricorn . n •

Sto|) prrKraslinating. >(ki and tin* lil)rar\

need to s|X'nd M)me qu.iliK fim< ''<"
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N. Amherst, 1 Fklmi 1

l/2miUM.issdfck

$62SPetsOKHJwd
tlix)rs Avih 4/1 mayK'

sxmer 549-2062

Br.inJywinc 1

Bfdnxwn. On bus line,

jjas water included.

Immediate ixcupancy

978-835-4571

Hobart C^mJiis i lx\i-

rix>m, harJwixKJ tl4X)r>,

study area in Kisement.

Cable, telephone

(internet acces.s) in all

lx\lr(X)m.s and study.

NOW SHOWING for

JUNE and SEITEM-

BER. NO FEES.

www.amberstlincolnrc-

alt\xum 253-7879

Center of town 1, 2, 3

Kxir(X)ms; hardwixxi

fltx>rs. NOW SHOW-
ING for JUNE and

SEITEMBER. NO
FEES, www.amher-

stlinculnrealtv.com

253-7879

BniiuK'wine Aprs.

Nt>w leasing, l>Si2 bc\l-

rtK>m apts. Ia.'a.ses

liegin June, July, Aujj

or Sep. First come, tirst

serve. Get them while

they last, www.brandv-

wine-apts.com Stop by

or Call 549-0600.

AUTO FOR SAIf

1 996 Jeep Grand

Cherokee, Manxin, 8

Cyl., AT, Fully Leaded,

C:D/Cass 75K, Tinted,

Fabulous condition

$9600.00 or B/O 41 3-

256-3478A.sk for

Justin

96 Acci>rd Runs great

Excellent CD $4300

2 56- 1505 or 896-00 17

"Bartending"

$250/L>ay Potential.

No Experience Nesc.

Training provided. 1-

800-965-6520 Ext.162

Gymnastics Instnictor

Pre-schix)l, Kr.h.k"-

schjxil, team ptisitions

open. Aftemixin,

eveninK &i weekend

hcxirs available. 3-20

hrs/wk, flexible work

environment.

Gymnastics center w/

IcKise foam & resi pit

system. Greenfield

YMCA451 Mam St.

Greenfield, MA 01 301

(413)773-3646x423

SUMMER INTERN-

SHIP Excellent

Advertising, Sales, and

Marketing oppt)rtunirv.

Fuim$3000to$7aX)+

and Kain valuable busi-

ness experience work-

ing for the UMass

Official Campus

Telephone Directory.

GREAT RESUME
BCX^STER! Call

Kiersten at Around

Campus, Inc. 1-800-

466-2221 ext.272.

www.aroundcampus.

com

f MPioy vn\T

Live in Kib>'sitter

needled for two girls

this summer in

Wellfleet, Cape Ctxi.

Salar>', nxim, Kiard.

Plea.se call 508- 549-

6392

Marketing L^rector

Growing Co Lcx>king

for energetic, motivat-

ed perst>nable phi>ne

supervisor to assist in

managing siiles staff

Mon-Fri 5:00-8:30p.m.

Must be proficient on

pht mes to d<i Custoiner

care Apt. setting No
Telemarketing.

$250.a^a wk. to start.

Plus K)nii.sesC:all 413-

253-6652

Marketing .Agency

Seeks Outgoing High

Energy Individuals for

promotit ms $ 1 5/hour

888-477-6668

www.hauspromotions.

com

FMPIOYMEM

ATTENTION LAX
PLAYERS Play 61

Ctxich - Ha\e fiin -

Make $$$ Top Btiys

Sports Ciimp in M.iine

Kxiking for staff to

instruct & coach LAX.

AweM>me Summerl

Work with kidsl Top

Siilaries, FREE

rm/bd/trvl allow. Apply

online ASAP:
www.campcubKissee

Bartender Trainees

Nee..led. $250.a\i day

porential. Ltxal pt'si-

tioas. 1-800-293-3985

ext 516

FOR RFNT

Spring Break Rent.il

l>ayton Beacii Re.s*)rt

Studio Sleeps 4 1 Wk

March 14f'^-2pf Price

neg. 1321-724-5965

aiwil.son01@aol.com

Had ley 5 bednxjm

Newer home cUwe to

UMass big yard 2 full

FOR RENT

b.itliriHims, Miiiin liv

ing nxim. t-all 549-

4270

iost and found

Glasses touixl,

Tlmmpson 102,

WeJnes.i,n 3/3

mar>l^.inthro.uiuass.

edu

Bnicelel tmind,

Tliomps»ni 102,

Monday M.irch 1st

mar\ I'??anthn i.um.iss.

SERVICES

Wc i.K> i.iptop inti

desktop computer

repair starting at

$39,00.413-584-8857.

Pregnant.' Need help'

C^all Birthright oi

.Amherst area for free

testing and a.ssisrance

549-1906

SERVICES

i'hilo-H>phit.<ii

l Jninsc-iing, ,Amher«t,

niilos>>phvl^alot.'ue.net

PREGNANCY TEST-

ING. HIV Testing,

Birtb t Control. ,inii

Emergency

C^ontr.iceprion.

.Attordable and confi-

dential. T.ipesfr\

Health, 27 Pray Street.

Ainhersi 54.s^>w:

Spnng Bre.ik 2004.

Tr.iv el with STS,

.Amencis *1 Student

Tour C>ix'r.itor to

Jamaic.i, t^ancun,

Acapulco, Bahamas

and Fiiind,!. Now liir

ing c.impuv rei^^s. c!all

fi>r group discounts.

lntomi,ition/Rosi-r\atio

ns 1 -800-648-4849 or

w\vw.ststra\el.com For

more infonnatu>n ct>n-

t.Kt STA Tra\ el at

413-256-1261

TRAVEl

-\ ."^pnui: t*ifc.ik

Vacations! C.incun,

Jamaica. Acapulco,

Bah.im.is, iSi Fluridi'

K-st P.mies, K-Ni

Holds, P.-st Pruesl

SpiKe IS limitcH.1! Btx>k

N.w iSiS.ive' 1-800

2 34-7007 \v^vw.en>.lless

summertourv.com

>87-4-t. .AN(.l N lV»r

pnce. I MA>S VEN-

1 X "tR selling spring

break pack.iges. l\> not

get s*..iiiinic\l. I'incun.

Negri! .Acipuico,

Bah.imas, Florid.i. $$.>

campux reps e im 'i'55.

Flipnation.com 877-4-

cancun.

WANTED

Your 10 year old BMX
bike $75. Will p.n

more tor MongtHwe or

GT Patrick, 508 ^'34-

9274

Collegian Classifieds:

Call 545-3500.
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Minutemen set to face Huskies
By Andrew Merritt

Cl>LLE01AN StaPF

Throw out the calendar, the

pocket schedules and promorional

posters For the Massachusetts

hockev team, the playoffs begin

tonight

The Minutemen travel to

Boston this evening to pla> the first

of a two-game home-and-home

series with Northeastern The

Huskies (** lb-7. 5 l5-t> Ho^^^ke>

East) are two points out of the

playoff picture behind Boston

University (**-l5 8. 5-15-4 HKA»

in the Hockey East standings, and

with the Temers playing a ueek-

eiKl set with fourth- place New

Hampshire, this weekend is SUs
last chance to awak past BL for

tlie eighth and final playofT spot

As for the Minutemen. whik;

their spot in the playoffs is

clinched, their final position isn't

UMass coukJ finish either thinJ or

fourth, and while the Mullins

Center is guaranteed to be hosting

a playoff series next Thursday, the

visitor couU be any of four teams.

as BU. NU. UMass Ixwell and

Merrimack have >ei to finalize

dwir travel plans.

"hi one rung up the ladder.'

UMacs coach Dun Cahoon said,

"probably doesn't matter in terms

of an opponent, because you're

going to get an opponent that's

fitting for their We. Everyone

wants to go to the FfeeiCenter But

we want to be third, it obviously

puts us in a better position in the

national ptctuie."

In addition. UMa« has the eye

of the nation on it. with the NCAA
Tournament picture skiwlv starting

to gain focu* The MinutetixTi are

currently ranked Ibth in L S

Cdkge Hockey Online" Pair-Wise

Rankk^ While the PWR is not

the official method of NCAA tour-

nament selectKKi. it mimks the

process used by the NCAA, and

hat predk-ted the exact tounuunent

fiekl in each of the laH four yean.

The Minutemen are tied with

Cokxado College, but the Iti-I Vl
Tlpera have a slight edge on the 16-

9-b Minutemen (12-7-3 Hockev

East).

"We're really on the bubble

r^t now. and without these wins

coming up. I think our chMKCs

wouki be pretty slim." UMass sen-

kx forward Mike Warner sakl

'We re defmitely working towards

that, its been a major goal this sea-

son. It would detinitelv make our

chances stronger with a couple of

wins this weeketKl."

So while the Huskies need to

grab at least three points to have a

shot at the Hockev East

Tournament, the Minutemen need

this weekend '>. s<;ries ncaiiv as

much.

"From our >titiidpoiiii. txxdusc

of the NC,\As, the implication's

there," Cahoon sakl "They're very

important games. They're not

must-win games, but they're very

close to it."

The Minutemen will be playing

their first game in 1 3 days, after

taking last weekerxl off from com-

petition.

"It's going to be tough, especial-

ly on Friday night, to come out fly-

ing, but It's something we need to

do, to finish strong Fridav and

Saturdav night." sakl Wamer, one

of the three captains who Cahoon

entrusted with the responsibility of

prcpanng the squad mentally "1

think we just have to kft |the team)

know what it was like last year,

when we made that run. and how

important the weekend before the

playoffs is. as we figured out last

year"

The Minutemen finished the

2002-03 regular season with a 5-1

record in the final four games.

iiKluding a 4-2 win over Maine at

home on Feb 21. 2005. The end-

of-«ea$on spun put the Minutemen

in sixth place heading into the

Hockev Fast quarterfinals, where

thcv upM.-t ihe Black Bears in

Oruno.

Whikr the Minutemen coukl get

awav with a bad weekend, contin-

uing their five-game winieK streak

— dating back to the 5-2 km at

New Hampshire on Feb. 7 —
woukln t exactly bolster hopes for

the playoffs.

"They're really feeling the pres-

sure, and maybe it's not so heavy

on us. but it's something that even

guy here wants." Warner sakl, "we

have to play as hard as them, the

way they're fighting.

"

NO'TES Tickets are on sale

for the first-ever playoff series at

the Mullins Center, scheduled for

March 1115 Fans can buv tkrk-

ets at the Mullinx Center box

office, or bv calling 1-866-

UMASS-TIX.

Frt-shman forward K.vin Jitrman has. lour |pw»l> jnd i». .«^M^I^ ihi- s, ason. The Minutemen ukc on Northeastern in a

series lhi» w«-ekenJ f«'r their final game* v4 the rej^ular seaM-n.

iin.svt.u.su

home-and

H LISK,

hone

T TX/facc KifQ A J Oq Hoops travel to RU
V_y JiV i Cl^^ JLLLL^ JL JL X V/O » ^iKt Mar/elli

atPhogAllenneldhouseonlan. during his senk>r season. droppin

By Tooo FbSTER

C>)ILE<.IAS StaP»

The Massachusetts women's

basketball team will travel to the

City of Brotherly Ixive for the

AtUntk 10 tournament a.s the sixth

seed out of the Fa.st.

The Minutewomen (6-21. 2-12

A- 10) face Duquesne. the third

seed in the West, today at 2 p.m. in

the first round. All the A- 10 aciwn

will be hosted at the Alumni

Memorial Fieklhouse on the St.

kx«ph's campus.

In their last meeting, it was a

defensive battle between UMass
and the I>ikes (15-12, 10-6 A-IO»

erxling in a Duquesne vktory. 46-

42 on Feb. 8 in Pittsburgh. Pa.

Bodies hitting the floor atxl pres-

sure defense ruflcxted the intensity

mmm
WllKlKlSJKSm ^(SISIISCDllIJLIS

Friday, Mar. 5

Sport Opp./Event

Women's Basketball vs. Duquesne
Women's Ski at USCSA's

Men's Ice Hockey at Northeastern

Saturday, Mar. 6

Sport Opp./Event

Men's Basketball

Baseball

Softball

Women's Track

Men's Ski

Men's Track

Women's Lacrosse

Men's Lacrosse

Men's Ice Hockey

at Richmond
at Rider

vs. Notre Dame
at ECAC's

at USCSAs
at IC4AS

vs. Harvard

at Stony Brook

vs. Northeastern

Sunday, Nov. 23

Sport

Baseball

Softball

Men's Track

Women's Track

Opp./Event

at Rider

vs. North Carolina

at IC4AS

at ECACs

Time

2:00 p.m.

9:30 a.m.

7:00 p.m.

Time

4:00 p.m.

12:00 p.m.

12:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m.

9:30 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

1:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Time

12:00 p.m.

10:00 a.m.

10.00 a.m.

12:00 p.m.

of the game. Both teams had poor

shooting perfonnances with

UMass at 50 percent (20-66) and

Duquesne at 52 percent ( 1 7-54)

The differcTKC in the game was

the Dukes perfect performance

from the foul line (5-for-5) and hit-

ting st*ven 3-pointcrs.

"I'm not trying to make excas-

es, but we were tired that game."

head coach Mamie Oacko said.

"Fdris jBailevI had u huge game

with 16 points and 18 abounds.

After Edris. there was no other

scoring except for judit IZsedenyij.

We need several people step up

and score in double figures."

Duquesne is an offensive-mind-

ed team, averaging 67.8 points per

game (third in the confcience)

while giving up 69.4 ppg ( 1 2th in

A- 10). With a highly energized

transition offense, the Dukes are

deadly behind the are averaging

nearly seven 3-pointcrs per game.

"We worked on | defending the

tha*e| yesterday morning," Dacko

said. "I'm aware their three point

ability is a concern, but I'm also

concerned with their transition

offense. They can really push the

tempo and we need to try to dis-

rupt that by switching up our

defense between a trap, man-to-

man, and zone. We also need to

box out, because we haven't done

that over the last few games."

Duke's guard Candace Futrell

is an inside-ouiside player - lead-

ing the A- 10 in storing with 21.8

ppg. The 5-foot- 10 senior is a

solid rcboundcr, averaging 6.9

rebounds per game. Yesterday,

Futrell was named Co-Atlantic 10

Player of the Year, along with

George Washington's Cathy [ones.

"Candace is a major concern

for us." Dacko said. "I feel she is

the best player in the confer-

ence. Cleo Foster will play her.

but we know she can't gel isolat-

ed in the post. She is a great

player who I have great respect

for. She can't leave her open."

The winner of the

UMass/Duquesne game will play

Saint Joseph's in the quarterfinal

round on Saturday. March 6. also

at 2 p.m.

By Mike Mar/elli

C!<>lIi'(,IAS Stai-f

Fresh off a heartbreaking 98-

92 double overtime loss at the

hands of archrival Temple

Wednesday night, there will be no

rest for the weary Massachusetts

men's basketball team as jt will fly

further south to conclude what

has been a disappointing season

at Atlantic 10 rival Richmond on

Saturdav.

Tip-off is slated for 4 p.m. at

the Robins Center in Richmond.

\a. and will be broadcast locally

on New Ungland Sports Network.

The Minutemen (10-17. 4-11

A- 10) will look to build off a

solid effort against the Owls that

saw all five starters in double

figures, including 23 points

from sophomore forward jcff

\iggiano. 18 points and eight

assists from freshman guard Art

Bowers and 1 7 points, and five

assists from junior captain

Anthony Anderson.

UMass also hopes to repro-

duce what was its finest shoot-

ing night of the season from

behind the arc, as six players

cotnbined to shoot l8-of-40 on

3-pointers. Among them were

Anderson (5-of-9), Bowers (4-

of-9) and V'iggiano (4-of-8). For

the game, UMass shot better

from three (45%) than it did

from inside the 5-point line

(44.4''(.).

Despite having a relatively

quiet night offensively on

Wednesda> with just 10 points,

sophomore forward Rashaun

Freeman also managed 12

rebounds against the Owls as he

continues to make a strong push

for A- 10 Rookie of the Year. On
the season. No. I averages 15.0

points and 8,3 rebounds per

contest.

The Spiders (17-11 9-6 A-

10). who joined the A- 10 prior

to the 2001-02 season and own
a 2-1 record all time against

UMass, will be facing the

Maroon and White for the only

time in what has been a solid

campaign under first-year head

coach jerry Wainwright.

Highlighted by a stunning

69-98 win over No. 12 Kansas

at Phog Allen Fieldhouse on Ian.

22 that snapped the layhawks 52-

game home winning streak,

Wainwright's first season after

arriving from UNC-Wilmington

has the Spiders currently tied with

Xavier for third place in the A- 1

West Diviskm.

Forward Mike Skrocki has

emerged as one of the top offen-

sive players in the A- 10 in 2004.

as his 16.3 points per game aver-

age is good for ninth in the confer-

etKc and his 1.356 career points

place him 15th all-time in pro-

gram history. Boasting a career

scoring average of 1 1 .0 points per

game, Skrocki has come on strong

during his senkw season, dropping

double-figure scoring outputs in

all 28 games to date.

Dobbins, meanwhile, is just 1

5

steals shy of Greg Beckwith's

school record and continues to be

regarded as one of the confer-

ence's - as well as the nation's -

premier defen-sive players

A former Virginia Techtrana-

fcr, Dobbins has also had success

on the offensive eixl. as he needs

just 24 points to reach 1 ,000 in his

UR career and has scored 1,101

total for his college career - none

bigger than his game - winning

fade away jumper with one second

remaining that downed Kansas.

EMILIE l1UCiOANXX1lXE()IAN

Face to face

Sophomore Done Collins has won I9-of-39 face-offs for the

Minutemen. Today UMass travels to Stony Brook for a 1 p.m.

face-off.

The Cooper Temple Clause brings

new Brit rock to the States
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Columnists remember

•Coach'
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Activists

learn Tools

for Change
By Amanda Koeck

Q)LU:«.IAN CxHWiSPUNlM-NT

College students from across the

Commonwealth gathered at the

University of Massachusetts Campus
Center on Saturday for a conference

focusing on the concrete skills that

activists need to organize for social and

politkal change in the workl.

The second annual Tools for Change

confererKe was hekl to provide a forum

for student activists to get together and

work on five different skills: public

speaking, maruging volunteers, nc'gutiat-

ing. grant writing, arxl strategic campaign

planning.

Over 1 50 peopkr attended the confer-

ence Most of the stiMlents were from

Mount HolytAe and UMass. and some

traveled frvxn Tufts University in Boston.

"There is an unkrashed power in

youi^ people.' sakl social activist loan

Mandk in her keynote address. She also

said social change is pussibk; when coali-

tions focus on specific areas arxi the root

of ilk: probkrm.

Students learned many practkal toob

for fighting for social change and eco-

nomic justke

Ai the effective rx'gi>tiatton workshop,

students kamc-d about the framework for

understanding the core ck-rrKTits of nego-

tiatwn and about getting contributions to

cover a budget. convirKing staff to lake

on a project, and soliciting support from

the communitv The workshop was lead

by Davkl G Seibel, co-lounder and prcs

idem of Insight Partners Inc and Ashley

Kalus. the owrdinaior of the conference.

At the strategic planning workshop,

students learned about the ekrments of

campaign planning ar>d what happens if a

gRMp lacks Ivxus The workshop was

lead by Mtftdle. also the excvuttvc direc

tor of Democracy Matters She focuscxl

on seven es!>entiab> c»f campaign planning

At the public speaking workslH)p. stu

dents kramed about paying attc-ntion to

bodv language and context of a speech to

find the real meaage of the person speak-

ing. The workshop was lead by Razvan

Sibii. a UMass graduate sttKlent.

"The public speaking workshop is not

about honing skills but to get the students

interested in the corKept." Sibii said.

Students kamed lechnk^ues on how

to set up a volunteer for success arxl deal-

ing with motivaiHjn and dek'gation prob-

lems and the importance of krxjwing

one's leadership stvie and volunteers'

development kvcis The managing volun-

teers workshop was lead bv Bob Mam.
who teaches management courses at

UMa.ss.

At the grant writing and research

workshop, students learned about the

fears of grant writing, the elements of the

grant application and planning programs

before they happen from Karen

Chisholm. director of the Massachusetts

Campus Compact AmeriCorps'VlSTA

Program and Ion Parise. a leader in the

same organization.

Ashley Kalus. a UMass Civic

SmACtTvISTS on page 2

Former coach Leaman dies at 7

1

By MiKL Marzelli
C^llUl.lAN SlAff

Fonnrr UMaM basketball coach Jack Lraman. »cen here during the ceremonies

for former pUver AI SkinnerV number retirement, died of * heart attack Saturdav.

lack Leaman. the winningest

coach in the history of Massachusett,s

men's basketball and one of the more

beloved figures ever to grace the

University of Massachusetts Amherst

and Stockbridge Agricultural

schools, died Saturdav evening of a

heart attack He was 71

Leaman. a color commentator

covering the Minutemen for radio

statk>n 100.9 WRNX. was traveling

home from the team s regular season

finale in Richmond. Va when he suf-

fered the attack while changing

planes at Dulles International

Airport in SSashington. DC
"I sat with jack on the tlight to

Dulles." third-year UMass coach

Steve Lappas said. "We had to get

out and switch planes, and just a> we
were about to take ot! a llight atton

dant notified me thai something was

wrong "It was then that I noticed

lack wasn't there."

While Ijippas returned with the

team to Bradley International Airport

in Hartford, Conn., assistant coaches

Andrew Theokas and Patrick Selkrs

remained in the Washington DC
area, where l^anuin was taken to a

local hospital and pronourKed dead

A Boston native and a long lime

resident of Amhc-rst. lj;aman is sur

vived by a wife. Rita and a daughter,

l^ura. as well as large contingent of

friends, confidants and admirer*

both locally and natkinwide.

Associate athletic director Bill

Strickland said the familv will hold

private funeral services. The univer-

sity is planning a memorial servke as

well for a later date

"OhvicHwIv lack I eaman is an

icon in UMass sports, and one of the

classiest, most genuine people I've

ever mei." associate athletic director

Thorr Bjorn told the Associated

Press. "It's a terrible loss to the

Universitv."

"Coach Leaman was and is one ol

the single most infiuential people in

my lite, and I know I'm not alone in

making that claim." Boston College

head coach Al Skinner said of his

mentor and coach before a Feb. 18

ceremony to retire the lonner UMass
greats number. "I learned a loi of

what I know now from lack, and that

goes far beyond basketball

"He cares about >ou as a person

above and bevond anything else, and

because o( that, he's had a profound

etfevi on a lot ol lives."

The unofficial father of UMass
athletics who was referred to by

those who knew him simply as "lack"

or 'Coach." Leaman began his tenure

in Amherst in 1^1 as an assistant

under men's basketball coaches Matt

Zunu and k>hnny Orr His legacy,

however, was bom prior to the I9b6-

67 season, when he was named
UMass head coach — a position he

held for I 5 seasons.

A two-time New Lngkind Coach

of the Near. Leaman cc»mpilcd a

career rcxord ol 217 12b and won
eighi ^ankee Conlerence titks in a

nine V ear span, while guiding what

were then knc>wn as the Redmen to

six National Invitation Tournament

appearances.

Inducted into the UMass -Nihletic

Hall i>( fame in 1^8 and the New
England Basketball Hall ol Lame in

2O0>. leamai) 22 All-

Vankcx Conlercni- 'Hs whik

behind the bench at Curry Hkks

SMLEMMNonpao**

Interest group raises money

for community project
By Amanda Bossi

( oiirt.iAN l!<>m«t.>ir«»Ni)tNr

The Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group raised $555 on

Saturday through "Hoops for Hunger,"

a three-on-three basketball tourna-

ment held in Totman Gymnasium to

further its goal of opening a soup

kitchen in Northampton.

Ten teams signed up to play in the

tournament, which was held from 10

a.m. to 4 p.m. MassPIRG Represen

tative Meaghan Cunningham said that

she had expected at least 16 teams to

sign up. but was not disappointed with

the turnout. Last year. 55 teams played

in the tournament.

Teresa Soracco, a UMass student

and tournament participant, didn't

plan on going to the event, but was

standing in for a friend who had

planned to play but hurt her knee.

"We basically got together today for

the basketball." she said. "It's worth

being here because its for a really

good cause."

Many prizes for the event were

donated from on campus or local busi-

nesses. Campus businesses donated

prizes, such as mugs from Peoples

Market, and UMass T shirts from the

University Store. Other prizes includ-

ed passes to Ultimate fitness, movie

passes from Cinemark, and gift certifi-

cates to Dave's Soda and Pet City, all

of which arc IcKated in fladley. Local

eateries like the Bluebonnet Diner and

Brasserie, both in Northampton,

donated gift certificates.

"It was good to see that so many

local businesses supported our cau"ie

and were willing to donate prizes \v

our event." Cunningham said

According to the Kood Research

and Act'on Center, more than 55 mil-

lion Americans suffer from hunger.

MassPIRG is working toward their

See MASSPIRG on page 2

Students take a breather

Hm>ps for Hunger fundraiser.

after plaving a round of baskethall at M
Saturdav. The pr»i>;rani r.ii^tJ "sI^t.

..svPIRG's

War teach' in brings Mayor to recognize civil unions

viewpoints on Iraq
By EiiZABETH M. Gillespie

.'VsSOi lAtkll pRtSS

By KiMBERLV SEYMOLW
C3ol IX.IAN ( i>RMSI>l)Nr>ENT

University of Massachusetts

students and members of the com-

munity gathered for a Teach-in on

War and Occupation Saturday in

Herter Hall.

"The event began at 10 a.m.

with three guest panelists and

about 100 attendees.

Peta Lindsey. an international

student activist and student at

Howard University, began the

teach-in with a speech on the

upcoming one-year anniversary of

the U.S. invasion of Iraq. She said

across the world people will gath-

er on March 20 in peaceful

demonstrations to protest U.S.

occupation of Iraq.

"This is not our war and we

stand against it." said Lindsey.

Bill Fletcher, member of the

TransAfrica forum and co-chair of

United for Peace and lustice. the

second speaker on the panel, took

his place speaking about the polit-

ical reasons the U.S. went to war

with Iraq.

"There will never be another

country who can threaten us,"

said Fletcher. "If you disagree, the

U.S. can take you out."

The third speaker. Fernando

Suarez del Solar, is a member ol

the Global Exchange and Military

Families Speak Out. He lost his

son, jesus A. Suarez del Solar

Navarro, while he was serving for

the Marines in Iraq on March 27.

2005. Suarez said the government

told him his son died from enemy

fire, but when he talked to the

members of the troop, thev said

jesus had stepped on a cluster

bomb that the unit was not made

aware oL

Suarez visited Iraq some lime

after the death of his son. While

there, he said he saw many dis-

turbing things.

"The children'.-; hospitals in

Iraq are completely annihilated,"

he said. "Children arc dying every-

day because of lack of medicine . .

.

that would cost $5 in the U.S."

Suarez said many of the sol-

diers are suffering from psycho-

logical damage as well as the phys-

ical effects of war He told a story

of a young soldier riding through

Baghdad in a tank who shot a

See TEACH-IN on page 2

SEATTLE ( AP) — Mayor Greg Nkkels announced

Sunday that the city will begin recognizing the mar

liages of gay employees who get their unions licensed

elsewhere — a privilege he'll ask the City Council to

extend to all Seattle residents.

"Beginning tomormw, we're going to give everyone

who works for the City who has been married equal

rights re'gardless of whether they are straight or gay,"

the mayor said in a statement provided to The

Asscx;iaied Press.

An executive Nickels said he would sign on

Monday will require- all city departments to grant city

employees in same-sex marriages the same rights het-

erosexual marritxl couples get.

An ordinance Nickels is sending to the City Council

would extend that rt\.ognition to Seattle residents with

marriage licenses, regardless of their sexual orienta-

tion.

"The basic message is one of faimess, and that is

that people who are willing to make a commitment to

one another, who love one another, and who are* will-

ing to take on the a-sponsibilities of marriage ought to

be abk to, regardless of their gender," Nickels told the

AP on Sunday

Nickels supports gay marriage, but becau.se coun-

ties — not cities — issue marriage licenses in

Washington state, he has said he lacks the legal author-

ity to issue same-sex marriage licenses like mayors in

San Francisco and New Paltz, N.Y., have done.

King County Executive Ron Sims, a Democratic

gubernatorial candidate, favors gay marriage but has

said his hands are lied by a state law and would not fol-

low the lead of Multnomah County in Oregon, which

began issuing marriage licensi-s u. imn couples uisi

week.

Washington state lavcmaker^ ixtssed <i IKlcn^e ol

Mamage .Ad "

in l"W8. making Washington one of 58

states defining mamage as the union ot a man and .i

woman. Gov. Gary Locke vetoed the law. but lawniak

ers overrode the veto.

Seattle has offered domestic piirtnership benefits \o

its employees since 198*^, but that process require^

workers to (ill out extensive paperwork — a step same

sex couples will be able In skip under ihe exixuiive

order Nickels was to sign Momlay.

The ordinance Nickels said he would send lo ihe

City Council on Monday defines "spouse." as a hus-

band or wife in a same-sex or opposite-sex mamage.

If the council appmves the ordinance, it would pro

Icvt gay married couples ihrouphoui the city Irom dis-

crimination in employinent. housing or the use ot

parks or other city facilities. It would also bar contrac-

tors doing business with the city to from discriminat-

ing against people based on their marital status.

Nickels said he's hopeful the council will pass the

ordinance.

"Seattle. I believe, has always been a very tolerant

city, one that believes in basic faimess and defending

the rights of people." Nickels said, "and I think there

will be strong support for this action."

Rick Foreier. head of the state Christian Coalition,

called Nickels' plan a clear violation of state law.

"What he's about to do is anarchy — taking the law

into his own hands," Foreier said.

"We have to have unifomi laws." he added

"People cannot be recognized as married in one

jurisdiction and not in another ... He's pretending

lo recognize counterfeit licenses thai will have no

value."

Hatians

celebrate

victory
Bv Ian Jamis

PORT AU PRINCE. Haiti

\ \Pi Thousands of Haitians

marched on the presidential

National Palace on Sunday,

burning a billboard of exiled

leader lean-Bertiand ,\ristide

and demanding he face trial for

corruption.

Shots were (ireJ during the

protest, wounding al least five

people. It was not immediately

clear who fired. Afterward, U.S.

Marines who had been watching

the march began patrols around

the palace.

Pro-Aristide militants can-

celed a countermarch, saying

thev feared reprisal attacks and

thai peacekeepers offered them

no protection Their protest was

rescheduled lor Monday

"The Americans are only here

to protect those who helped oust

Aristide," said Ednar Ducoste.

See HAITI on page 2
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Students gather to learn Tools for Change Interest
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Stuticni activuis diM:u>» wriiinj p«nt» at S*turda\'» Tool* for Change conlerencc.

year of the annual program.

ACTIVISTS from page 1

Engagement Fellow, organized

the event with help from the

Office of Community Service

Learning. Kalus is a junior at

UMass and is niajoring in finance

and legal studies.

"I'm very political." Kalus

said. "I want to create ways to

support other activists. 1 believe

that all voice* should be heard."

Kalus also organized the Tools

for Change conference last year

and hopes that someone else can

organize the conference in the

future.

Each workshop met in differ-

ent rooms and students were

allowed to attend two workshops,

one during the day and one in the

afternoon.

All students were treated to a

continental brtakfast and lunch

on the 1 1 th fluor of the Campus
Center.

"(The confererwe) is the most

organized event at UMass that

I've seen so far," said Uuren
Kapalka. a music education major

arxi junior.

The Tools for Change

Confererwe was funded by the

University of Massachusetts

Alumni Association. Common-
wealth College at UMass. the

UMass Nice Chancellor of

Student .Affairs, the Isenberg

School of Management, the

Manachusetu Campus Compact,

the Office of Community Service

Learning, and the Pew Raise Your

\bice Campaign.

For the Record

t omxtton. In a ?tt)t One siorv

un Feb 26. The Mastachusetts

Daily Collegian incorrectly

repurted that ienrufer Pahueo

was heki on $25.UOU hail after

pteadir^ guilty to mwislaugh-

ler charfc*. Muaeo was

relessed on ban.

Otmaun In a Feb 2** story

un the (une kirdan conference

that appeared in the Arts it

Living section. The Collegian

inconcctly identified the diroc-

lor of women's studies The

Mory shuukl have identified

her as Arknc Avakian.

ConKnon. In a Page One story

bet Thursday. The Collegian

inuNTcctly reported that the

SCA Senate pavtcd a motion

to sing the Puerto Rican

national anthem at the begin-

«ia(! of each meeting. The

motion failed

Haitian rebels march on national palace

Oppttnrnlk i>f tornur I'riMdcnl Jian-bkrtrand Arisiidt- Jrink

cham(vtxnr before marching thriHigh Pi.rt-au-Prmcf. Hull \c»tcrJav.

NMTI frtm paga 1

25 "It vwe had guns, we would

be lighiing against them right

now."

Two leaders of the monthlong

rebellion that ousted Aristide

joined the jubilant crowd, sign-

ing autographs for demonstra-

tors Guy Philippe, a former

Aristide police » hiet accused of

coup-plotting, was hoisted onto

supporters' shoulders as they

chanted "Guy Philippe — hero!

Aristide — zero!"

During the march in Pon-au-

Prince. protesters tore dowrn a

billboard that displayed

Aristide s picture and the sk>gan:

'Haiti is the mother of freedom."

They carried it to the palace and

set it on lire, a* military helico^

<ers circled o«crhead and black

smoke billowed from the front

gale

The protesters also cheered

for Louis-lodel Chamblain. an

ex-soldier convicted in the

killings of Aristide supporters.

He was among the most promi-

nent leaders of the rebels, who
began their upnsing Feb. 5 in

Haiti's north.

Near the state hospiul, the

stench rose from more than 200

bodies rotting in the morgue,

most from the rebel insurgeiKy

that drove Aristide to flee exact-

ly a week ago.

A morgue worker said the lat-

est bodies — two men with gun

sh«.>t wounds — were brought in

Friday, more esideiKC that the

latest round of bkxxlshed is not

over in the Caribbean nation

with a 200-year history of vio-

lent politics.

Associated Press writer

loseph B Frazier contnbuied to

ihi^ ri-p»)rt from CapHaitien.

Teach-in on war, occupation protests Iraq involvement
TEMN-W from p^ie 1

civilian boy because he thought he

was a threat The soklier then shot

himself because of the horror of

killing a chikl. he said

"Thats what Bush i< doing

with our chiWrcn.' Suarcz said.

"Either he sends them back crazy

or he sends them back in body

bags."

Throughout the course of the

day six workshops were offered:

"Veterans and Military Families

Speak Out." "\bices from the

Front Lines: The Human Cost of

War." "Racism at Home and the

Patriot Act." "Incurious George

and Hi* Magnificent Empire:

Imperialism Today." "War and

Economy." and "Palestine."

Eric Wasileski and Suarez

spoke at the Veteran s workshop.

Wasileski is a former UMass stu-

dent and a Persian Gulf veteran.

Wasileski said the war against

Iraq began when the Berlin Wall

fell. He said this has been one

ongoing war that has lasted for

1 3 years now He was part of

Operation Desert Fox in 1998

and said not a day goes by that he

doesn't think of the Iraqi people

he helped to kill.

"The U.S. didn't actually use

germ warfare," he said, "but they

sat aside and did nothing when

germ warfare was killing 2.5 mil-

lion people in Iraq."

He also talked of the

Universal Service Act; a draft bill

that would make men and

women ages 18 to 24 able to be

drafted without student defer-

ment.

Suarez focused on his opinion

about the U.S. military

recruiters. He thinks they should

no longer be allowed in schools,

where young people are not able

to get all of the facts before sign-

ing their lives over to the military.

He also said he believes the

recruiters target young members

of the latino community who do

not fully understand the laws and

the fact that they have a choice

about sersing in the army.

Adam Shapiro and Sut Ihally

spoke during the forum on

"Internal and External

Occupations; America. Iraq and

Palestine."

Shapiro is a filmmaker and

member of the International

Solidarity Movement who is

working on a film titled "About

Baghdad." He traveled to the city

in the summer of 2003 to talk to

everyday people about the U.S.

insolvemeni in the country.

Overall, he said, he found a pos-

itive attitude about Saddam
Hussein no longer being in

power, but a negative one about

the .American troops occupying

their country.

jhalK. profe<st.)r of communi-

cation and director of the Media

Education Foundation, spoke

about the delicate relationship

between Hussein and the U.S.

"Saddam is not going away."

he said "Wc were running a

propaganda coser for Saddam.

We loved him. He killed over

b.OOO civilians with poisonous

gas in 1988 — with who<iC chem-

icals'.' And dcliNcrcd by what hel-

icopters
'"

He said it was not until the

1991 invasion of Kuwait that the

U.S. decided to step in.

"Suddenly Saddam goes from

being our own personal butcher

tu Hitler ovemiphi." he said.

oiTUN tTrrrxxuoiAN

Fernando Suarei del Solar speaks at the Teach-in on War and

Occupation, Saturdav. The program was sponsored bv the Political

Economy Research Institute and the Office of ALANA Affairs.
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group raises

funding
MASSTNIG front paga 1

goal of addressing the issues of

hunger and homelessness with

their efforts.

"Hoops for Hunger" was the

first of many events planned in

hopes of raising $50,000 to

open the soup kitchen. The

next fundraising event planned

by MassPIRG is "Hunger

Cleanup Day," which will take

place on April 3.

"Hunger Cleanup Day" will

involve students who arc spon-

sored to work in the communi-

ty for a three-hour period.

Participants collect pledges

from sponsors and then volun-

teer within the community on

projects such as painting local

shelters, planting community

gardens, preparing and clean-

ing food banks, and construc-

tion. Each student involved has

to raise a minimum of $25 to

participate.

"It's not a huge commit

ment, but with a lot of people

the event will be successful,"

Cunningham said.

"This is going to be one of

our really big events that we're

hoping will bring in a lot of

money for our soup kitchen

campaign," Cunningham said

"Hunger Cleanup Day" was

created by the National

Student Campaign Against

Hunger and Homelessness. It

is one of the largest national

one-day community service

fundraising events The aim of

the campaign is to educate par-

ticipants about problems of

hunger and homelessness and

encouraging continued com
munity service participation by

volunteers.

The National Student

Campaign Against Hunger and

Homelessness was created in

1985 by the Student Public

Interest Research Groups and

USA. for Africa

The campaign works to

increase student community
service and to sustain a coali-

tion of students and communi-

ty members working to end

hunger and homelessness

through service, education,

and action, according to one of

their publications.

Their "Hunger Cleanup

Day' is now in its 20th year.

The kickoff of the csent will

take place on Amherst com-

mon, and will involve students

from UMass. Amherst College

and Smith College.

The MassPIRG branches at

each school are working col-

laboratively to establish the

soup kitchen.

Bush 941
intelligence

questioned
lACKSON. Miss. (AP) —

lohn Kerry on Sunday accused

President Bush of "stone

walling" separate inquiries into

the events leading up to the

Sept. II. 2001 terrorists

attacks, as well as into the intel-

ligence that suggested Saddam
Hussein was hiding weapons of

mass desiruction in Iraq.

Kerry. the presumptive

Democratic presidential nomi-

nee, endorsed complaints by

some members of a federal com-

mission investigating the

attacks that Bush was resisting

their efforts to get documents

and question witnesses.

"Why is this administration

stonewalling and resisting the

investigation into what hap-

pened and why we had the

greatest security failure in the

history of our country?" Kerry

said at a hastily arranged news

conference.

"The American people

deserve an answer now," Kerry

said. "The immediate instinct of

the Republicans and this

administration was to shut it

down."
— Associated Press
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Romney's scholarship

proposal ineffective
In lanuary. Gov. Mitt Romney annouiwed at the

State of the State address his plan for a higher edu-

cation scholarship program. The |ohn and Abigail

Adams scholarship is designed to provide free

tuition for the top quarter of MCAS scorers in the

state to attend Massachusetts public institutions.

The program also iivludes the opponunity for the

highe%t scorers to receive an additional S2,0tX)

toward room, board and fees.

This may seem like a step in the right direction,

especially to many wtw think that Romney has

negkxted to support the public colleges and uni-

versities. However, his proposal has come under

strict scrutiny.

According to research done by The Boston

Gk)be, the people most likely to benefit from these

scholarships are also the peopk least likely to need

or take advantage of them Becau.se the program

awards the top quarter of stores in the state, and

not in each distri<.i. the percentage ol recipients is

much higher in wealthier neighborhoods such as

Sharon and Welkrskry rather tfian where the money

is really needed.

When asked about this possibility, the governor

said that it was "silly" to focus on the students who

woukJ not need the scholarship The focus shoukl

be on the students that it does help, regardkrss of

how small that number might be. He is convirwed

that his design will encourage kiwer-class students

to excel, knowing thai ihe> have stilT competition

all over the state

Also, because the (Mugram is based on MCAS
scores alone and does not take into account grades

or ctMS standing, the distribution peaentagc of the

propoaed scholarship is even more skewed While

68 percent of the students in Doser-Shcrbom

wouM be eligible for free tuition, not even the pre-

dicted valedictorian at Hyde Park High School in

Boston would qualify

Romney claims that his plan is meant to help

the middle-class families who are struggling to pay

for rising college costs, but it has many design

tlaws that prevent it from doing just that. For one

thing, Romney acknowledges the fact that many of

the upper-class students who qualify for the schol-

arship will most likely reject it to attend private or

out-of-state schools. Instead of albwing that dis-

carded money to nickle down to more needy stu-

dents, Romney compensated by only requesting

enough funding from the legislature to cover 40

peaent of the scholarships

Still he stkks by his proposal. And although he

says he is open to improvements in the plan, he is

determined thai the program remain sokriy based

on merit, and not take any other qualil'icatkms into

account.

"When you're getting ready to go to medical

school or law school." Romney said, "or you're

thinking about that job. someone say^: Oh. boy.

you went to a school that gave you a kiusy educa-

tion Were going to hire you any>va\,' That's not

how it works."

It may be a good sign that Gov Romney is final-

ly paying some attention to the needs of higher

edi«:atkxi. but the k^hn and .Abigail Adams schol-

arship proposal is not the way to do it The money

appropriated in the budget for this program shoukl

be u.s«d for a scholarship that will benefit those

that really need it

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opin-

ion of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

fJitorial Board.

Celebrating Women

Unfair blacklisting in Texas
A new wtrb-

sito staned on

Ian 50. 2003

by Dr k>hn S

lones has re-

cently been cre-

ating contro-

versy between

the medical

and the legal

industries. Tlw

wvbsile. www.
DoctorsKnowUs.com iformally

known as DoctorsKnow.Ust. is "a

Texas l.imitcxl 1. lability Company

profiling litigious conduct ol plain

tifls. plaintiff attomc-ys. and plain

tiff expert witnesses." according to

the wel»ite The list found on the

wx'bsite includes nanK-s of patients

and litigaiorv in Texas who have

filed malpractke lawsuits agaiast

doctors, hospitals, clinkrs. etc. The

list serves as a warning to practk-

ing doctors of a patient's k:gal his-

tory and can impact a doctor s deci-

sion to provide treatment to a

patient or not. The list containing

the names of plaintiffs and attor-

neys who have taken legal actkxi in

the form of malpractice suits is a

step back for the people of Texas; it

is comparable to the blacklisting of

people who were- thought to be

associated with the Communist

Party during the I '»50s.

According to the website. "You

may use the service to assess the

risk of offering your services to

clients or potential clients."

Doctors who have previously been

sued for malpractkc or negligence

are constantly worrying that the

same cireumslance may happen

again. This allows the doctors

themselves to evaluate the patient

and decide for themselves whether

providing treatment is a procedure

that they are- willing to perform

given their past kgal actkms It can

be argued that a doctor, kixiwing in

udvarKc that a patient has previ-

ously taken legal actions agaiast

physKians. may not want to treat

the patient if they know that they

may very wdl be sued themselves.

Under their guidehnes of their

niedk:al license*, physicians and

surgeons are- expcvtc-d and re-quircd

to pctform and provide their ^tv-

icts to the best ol their abilities.

Only when performaiKe is betow

par shoukl krgal action be coaski-

cTed. if the outcomes are detrimen-

tal to the patient In compliatKe

with the expcxted guidelines of

doctors, the website shoukln't be

necessary becaase malpractke isn't

sonK*thing that shoukl continually

be occurring, especially enough to

cause doctors feir of being sued

The service provided by the

website brings into questkxi priva-

cy laws concerning the

doctor/patient relationships be-

tween the peopk- listed. When the

issue of how the wvbsite gained

access to patknts" legal iwords

arose, the website stated that "pro-

files arc derived from oflicial and

unofficial public records. Public

records are- open to inspection

without legal re-striction " For a

patient that suffcre-d from a doc

tors malpractke. it is emotwnally

disturbing to .see their "dirty laun-

dry" aired on the Internet for the

entire work! to sec. for making a

legitimate attempt to have some

good come out of the situation.

The owners of the website are

adding insult to injury to the

patients and the lawyers men-

tioned on the list.

The Dcx.torsKnowUs.com

service is not provided fre-e of

charge. According to the site,

"plaintiff seareh is $4.95/Month

for 250 searches and $.02 for each

additkmal seareh Group monitor

$7.50/Month for 250 Monitored

Persons and $ 05 for each addi

tkmal person monitored." Behind

the fee charged to doctors for

using tfie server, the website is

backed by a slogan that reads

-They can sue. but they cant

hide." a sort of inspirational

phrase that lends physicians a

sense of comfon after being sued

for malpractH.-e.

Having a modem-day blacklist

for the pi-opk- of Texas discour-

ages those in iK-c-d of medical care-

from seeking it. It a surge-on does

nc»i perfomi up to the standards of

his/her mirdical license, the

patient that is hindere-d by their

care-lessncss shoukl try and stx-k

some sort of compensation As a

physkian. it is not ilk^gal to turn a

patient away because of their pre

vious legal history. However, to

many of the patients whose names

appear on the list, it is certainly

unethical. Granted, a doctor can

refuse to treat a patie-nt if they levl

that the patient will pose- a risk.

However, for all the pe-opk- that

appear on that list, medical assis-

tance has bexome more difficult to

obiiiin. and quite often those

patients re-quire more treatment

than they did before their mal-

practkc suits. This Texas liability

service has essentially blacklisted

many people in ne-e-d of me-dical

aile-ntion. pe-ople who only trie-d to

remedy an already horrific situa-

tion. To publicize their legal

actions taken is disgraceful to the

medical community and only

serves to further humiliate the

physicians and surgeons that were-

previously sued.

Allison Edles is a Collegian

columnist.
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MERCURY
POLLUTION EXTREMELY

DANGEROUS

Mercury pollution from coal-fired power plants is one of

the most persistent, toxic, and hamntui chemicals in exis-

tence Ttiis invisible poison ends up in our waterways and

accumulates in ttie fish we catch and eat. ttireatening pub-

lic healtti and Massachusetts outdoor recreation Despite

this threat to our health and way of life, the Busti

Administration announced on Tuesday ttiat It will push to

overturn Clean Air Act protections and allow as much as five

to six times the toxic mercury pollution ttiat is allowed under

ciirrent law. To do this, it is declaring mercury a non-toxic

pollutant — when every child knows that mercury is a

deadly poison

This is bad news for America's $35 billion-a-year sport

fishing industry, and tor ttiose of us who make fishing part

of our lifestyle. It is temble nevre for anyone who eats fish

The risk of mercury poisoning takes away much of the

simple enjoyment of eating freshly caught fish Exposure to

mercury can damage the brain, kidneys and cardiovascular

system It Is especially harmful to children whose brains are

still developing, and to children still in the womb who are

exposed when their mothers eat contaminated fish Roughly

300,000 nevirtxxns each year are already exposed to dan-

gerous mercury levels, according to the Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention,

To protect against the health risks of mercury, 43 states

issued mercury advisones last year warning people to limit

consumption of fish from 12 million acres of lakes and

450,000 miles of nver.

The good news is that we don't have to choose betvreen

fish and public health There is a common sense way to

make fish fit to eat keep toxic mercury out of the environ-

ment and out of the food chain by cutting mercury from

power plants, the largest unregulated source of mercury

emissions in the United States The bad news is that

President Bush and his campaign contributors from pollut-

ing industries seem unwilling to take this easy step.

More than 500 coal-burning power plants emit about

100,000 pounds of mercury into the air each year more

than any other industry While other sources of mercury, like

garbage incinerators, are already subject to stringent emis-

sion control requirements, mercury emissions from power

plants are completely uncontrolled If we are to address the

problem of mercury contamination in fish, we must close

this gap We know that we can— the Bush administration s

own scientists have found that by using current technology,

we can reduce mercury emissions from power plants by 90

percent over the next five years

Doing so would result in rapid reduction In the incidence

of mercury poisoning. A recent EPA study done in Flonda

shows that when tough mercury emission standards are

enacted, mercury begins to leave the food chain almost

immediately

Massachusetts fishermen and anyone who eats fish

urgently need that improvement to protect against the debil-

itating impact of mercury poisoning It is appalling that

President Bush would put the wishes of campaign contnbu-

tors in the utility Industry before the health of citizens and

the environment.

Jenifer Yang

UMass student

Ian Irefeilien

Attention guys: Did you

know that March 8 is

International Women's Day'.'

Many men I've talked to on cam-

pus had no idea. If you did

know, have you thought about

what you might do? The chance

to celebrate women is

not just for women, it's

for everyone. As men. ^____
women are our moth-

ers, our sisters, our friends, our

daughters, our partners, our

lovers. They are extremely

important to us. Because we
care about them, we must sup-

port them. We have to be proac-

tive in the struggles that women
face. One important concern is

women and violence.

The simple fact is. men
engage in most of the violence in

the world, and most of the vio

lence women experience is at the

hands of men. When violence

happens, it's inappropriate to

blame the victim. Blaming the

victim often happens in cases of

date rape and sexual assault

Men. and sometimes women,

place responsibility on victims

with statements like. "She

shouldn't have been walking

alone at that time of night." or.

"She shouldn't have been drink

ing so much." Ol course, vio

lence against women land men)

is a reality, so there are behav-

iors that can help protect us.

However, women should be

able to walk when and where

they want, and should be able to

drink however much they want

without having to worry abenit

being assaulted It's not the

behaviors of victims that will

ultimately stop violence from

happening When the perpetua-

tors of violence stop creating it.

then it will stop. In most cases.

this means men
This is not to sav that every

man is violent; many of us do

not commit specific acts of vio-

lence. We do. however, live in a

culture of violence. As men. we
often learn to address our prob-

lems with violence, whether it

be the classic schoolyard fight

scene, relationship violence, or

violence between

groups of men concern-

ing drugs or "owner-
"""^^

ship" of women. Our
foreign polics is based around a

doctrine of violence: "Do what

we want or we'll drop bombs on

you." Movies, video games, and

advertising frequently present

images of violence, including

explicit violence against women.

Poverty and hunger, often over-

looked forms ol violence, dispro-

portionately affect women We
are all part of the economic and

political systems thai allow sut-

Because we care

about them, we

must support

ttiem. We have to

be proactive in ttie

struggles that

women face.

fering to exist in a world that has

enough resources to take care ol

everyone. Whatever our individ

ual actions, we all are surround

ed by acts of violence against

women
Men iH>t only have the

responsibility to stop violence,

but they have more- resources to

do It Men have the majority of

power, whether you measure it

by income, career status, gov-

ernment positions, or otherwise-.

One small example: War. an

extremelv violent activity, kills

men. women, boys and girls. In

the U.S. Federal budget request

lor 2004. $599.1 billion is

requested for the military. The

people who decide on this budg-

et are mostly men. If every one

of those men decided that we
should spend several billion on

programs to support victims of

violence, promote awareness of

violence, teach non-violence,

and help people who are violent

to change, instead of on

weapons, that would be a good

start Men have the power to

make that change.

As a man. I pay special atten-

tion to the issues the women in

mv life are dealing with. I also

try to make change on a larger

level. Last year. I became an

advc>caie for victims of domestic

violence. After a 40-hour train-

ing. I volunteered at an agency

providing support to victims of

domestic violence by answering

hotline calls and helping at a

shelter My interest in issues par-

ticularly affecting women, like

violence, have lead me recently

to an internship at the Men's

Resource Center in Amherst I

am currently working on a cam-

paign lor men to show support

lor women on International

Women's Day. Monday. March

8.

I encourage all men to not

only take a stand against vio-

lence against women, but to

become actively involved in the

issues facing women today. This

includes women's control of

their bodies, economic equality,

reproductive rights, access to

women-friendly health care,

accommodations for mothers,

affordable child care, and much
more What better way to start

than to show support on

International Women's Day?
lun Irefethcn n a i Mass stu-

dent

Bush shows no shame

Bush bends to the Hooverist anti-union

ideology of his corporate tennis partners

and actually refuses funding for first-

response rescue workers.

It was hcMK-stly J coincidence

that Bush's ad^ canK undc-r lia- last

week as I diseuss<.-d that ie>kc of a

cixnmission that he put toge-ther

for the Sept, 1 1 attacks For a

whik. I just took it as ;i matter of

fact that Bush. Mr PR Stunt him-

se-lf. wcHikl make the- siuiK- kind of

cheap tear jerking sick-show out ol

q-ll that one coukl find on the

late-night lineup of The Bible

Network.

And right on cue. Bush plave-d what he thought

would be the trump card ol his holk>w prc-sidcncv —
his "kadership" alter that day ol infamy. September

1 1 . The ads that Bush put out tk-picte-d sce-nes of lire

lighters. Hags, and the rubbk in which thousands iiK-t

an early grave — symbols to surely lug on patriotk

iK-artstrings. What they didni show vou. and what

thev never will, was Bush s real rcvord ol "leadership
"

Bush crilks were generally right in de-scribing those

ads as inappropriate. What bothers nn* is that many

dkl not go into detail

as to why His ads

exploited the Sept.

1 1 attacks, not be

cause he was simpiv

depicting American

iragedv. hut be-causc

his a-pa-sentation ol

it was not only a lie.

but also a blutuni

hypocrisy, given how he really handled 9-11. He was

expecting you. the typical Anvrican. to be loo stupid

to se-e through his melodrania and ask the real ques-

tions.

First of all. what Bush s pittriotic appeal won 1 show

you is that alter the attacks happe-ned. he couldn't even

get his own story straight. According to a CNN tran-

script. Bush actually claimed to have sevn live cover-

age of the lirst plane hitting the tower! Initially he said

that he dismissc-d this as a "terrible pilot." and was

c-veniually notified that a sevond plane had hit the

lower

Bush, however, didn't rcali/c that he was scvn on

videotape in a Florida classroom reading a book about

sheep, while those "loiriblc pilots" weiv committing

the alriKities that he claimed (o have witnessed first-

hand. And he accuses |olin Kern of "uncertainty"?

What other (Xiints of pride diK-s Bush flaunt lor his

leadership in times of change" in his shaincless ads,'

He has no problem getting in front ol a caineia and

putting his ann around a bunch of (irclighlers. But

what did Bush do to support all those "heroes"?

According to one firelighter. Michael Mohler. "The

president has merely been using firefighters and their

families for one big photo opportunity"

\'ou see. widows are made in New \brk. while

heroes are made in Washington. Instead of our "heio-

in-chief" giving the liivfighters of New \ork better

funding to do the job that he pats them on the back lor.

they get a slap in the lace. Bush bends to the Hooverist

anti-union ideology of his corporate tennis partners

and actually refuses funding for first-response rescue

wc>rkeTs.

The bill, already passed in Congress both by

IX-nxxrats and Republicans, woukJ have give-n $5.1

billion in much iKe-ded funding lo a-scuc workers

nationwiek-. according lo Re-uters

The-se- "lir^i responders." not only w^•nt into the

crumbling WTC to save- live-s. but oveT MM died as a

result The a-jevted Nil appropriated $100 millkm to

e-nsure better nidk>s for lirclighicrs all ove*r the coun-

irv. but all they got was a knisv ceremony hononng

the>se who dii-d imniL.illv ,iv a result ol poor radio

equipuK-nt

As if that wasii i .i in^' cm-ugh sUp in the lace, they

came under lia- trom conservatives wtv) baskalN

ailk-d ihe-m a bunch ol sniveling babk-s for demanding

unions and better c-quipmenti According to the

Nc-wsmax. an overbeannglv ccmservative news source.

"k-ft-winger> are cleverly using the kmg term crisis to

con politkians into helk-ving now is the time to act on

le-gislaikm that woukl foae kxally controlkxl hremen

arid poike into colkvtive-s."

\ou sec. it's perfevtiy i>kay to use 9- 1 1 lor politkal

gain, but when
those who risked

their lives go and

invoke 9- 1 1 for

better working

conditions. it's

tacky, tasteless,

and shot down
with some good

ol' fashioned red-

baiting, left over from the McCarthy era

According to the International Assc>ciaiion of

Firelighters. "Two-thirds of .Xmericas fja- departments

remain under-stalfe-d bexau.se Bush is failing to enforce

a new law that was passe-d with bipartisan support in

Congress thai would put more tire fighters in c)ur com-

muniiies."

If and when there is anothe-r terror attack, do you

think that Bush and Karl Rove arc going to be there

with hoses and helmets? IXi you think that Homeland

Sevurilv will show up to carry people down all those

llighis of steps'.'

llie onlv people who will be up to the job arc the

kind of blue-collar Nniericans that Bush has used only

as a photo opportunity. Fven that little appearance at

the NASCAR race was done to coddle blue-collar

Americans at taxpayer expense, diverting from the fact

that he ultimateK leaves iheni in the dust.

Alongside the issue with firefighters, there are

countless other reascms why Bush"s classless ads are a

joke. The only problem is that describing iheiii would

take the space of a whole book. Oil interests in

Afghanistan, the puppe-l -president Hamid Karzai. our

militiin adventure in Iraq. Halliburton "s erony capital-

ism, CIA leaks, the Patriot .Vet, a 911 commission

ihat had less priority than lanet lackson's right breast

- the list gcx.-s on!

Sorry. Mr. President. It looks like youll have to do

a lot betlei than a bunch of pseudo-patriotic ads about

9- 1 1 it vou want to get the chance lo screw us over for

another tour vears.

Mark Ostroffis a Collegian Columnist.
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Rockine their way over the pond
CTP

Bv Nick Romano

w

C'dllll.lAN StaI-F

The siigina of being the "ne.xt big thing" is

^olnelhing that haunts many bands. Bands from

the medioeic to the deserving are. it seems ran-

domls. singled out b> the press and crowned to

be- the new. hip thing to listen to. That makes it

difficuh to award an innovative, interesting, and

above all. talented group such as The Cooper

Temple Clause, with such a title Whether or not

the band will get the massive hsperbolic acclaim

like The Strokes or The Vines have, there is no

doubt that CTC is one of the most exciting and

innovative bands in recent memory.

The band's second LP. and the British band's

first United Slates release, "Kick Up The Fire

And I el The Hames Break Loose" showcases

the young group's mixture of American alt-rock,

Brit-pop. and electronica that makes for an

eclectic and ambitious sound "Kick Up The

Kire.
" with its driving riffs, electro Ircak-outs,

and the best sound dynamic in ten years, is

something along the lines of ethereal space

grunge The dreamy yet disturbed 'The Same

Mistakes" opens the disc and comes across as

twisted lullabies by future generations raised on

"Kid A"era Radiohead with vocalist Ben

Cautrey quietly warning and instructing "Can't

jump ship just yet/There's no one at the

wheel/Someone has to steer/Get a hold of your

self " The Coopers' schizophrenia is immediate-

ly rccogniMble as the second track. "Promises,

Promises" begins with a chug-chug riff that

wouldn't be that out of place in a Stone Temple

Pilots song

In fact the occurrence of "Temple" in both

STP and CTC's name seems like it might not be

much of a coincidence. Gautreys voice bears a

resemblance to Scott Weilands and the band's

collision of almost-stadium-ready alt-rock and

electronic experimentation is not unlike what

the result of melding STP and "12 Bar Blues",

Weiland's solo album, would be

Dan Kishcr, the band's lead guitarist and lyri-

cist explained to the Daily Collegian that CTC's

distinct style comes from their very varied influ-

ences "All SIX of us listen to completely differ-

ent music. I think that's the big influence on our

sound." he said. "like. Tom {Bellamy, who plays

guitars and synthesizers | and Kieran (Mahon.

the band's keyboardist) are into electronic

music whereas I'm pretty much strictly into gut-

tar
I
rock I

'

Kisher continues. "I think that really con-

tnbutcs to our sound and our sense of ambi

tion." Ambition is definitely an appropriate

word to use when talking about CTC "lalking

To A Brick Wall" starts out like a funeral march,

complete with chanted vocals, before launching

into anathematic, crunching rock.

Part of the reason that the songs on "Kick Up

The Fire..." work while many other electro-rock

bands fail, is that the band knows how to bal-

ance the genres. Nothing on the album

sounds oversiacked, nor does anything

feel lazy.

Fisher chalks that up to the band

being unafraid to try anything and

everything, and being egoless enough to

subtract their own parts.

"We'll try everything, we can alwavs

take things off," he explains, "that s

kind of the difficult thing . .
when we

load the things on the track than the art

is. I guess, to know which bits to leave

off. even if it's got a really nice sound,

if it muddies up the overall picture, it's

important to keep that in sight ..a lit-

tle individual moment can be sacrificed

for the greater gocxl of the whole track."

CTC is capable of both wearing their influ-

ences on their sleeve and also creating some-

thing brand new, rather than relying on the past.

Critics ofien focuses on the band's unique use of

electronics and fearless experimentation, which

often connects them to Radiohe«d. a logical but

The Cooper

Temple

Clause

Kick Up
Tt>eFtre

And Let

TtieRarnes

Break

Loose*

lltA~

not totally accurate comparison.

"We've had favorable comparisons to stuff

like Radiohead and Primal Scream, those are

ones we get compared to a lot and they're great,

but [we've heard) Charlatans, Hanson. Robbie

Williams, Simon &. Garfunkel ... stuff that does-

n't make sense ... we've stopped listen-

ing...any band that comes from Britain

gets compared to Radiohead, especially

cause there's various different kinds of

Radiohead. There's the Radiohead that

Coldplay and Travis get compared to ...

and there's the more progressive and

experimental Radiohead that is. what I

think, we get compared to ... at the end

of the day you can sit and stew in it but

there's not a lot you can do about it ...

Radiohead's a great band to be com-

pared to ... the thing that I worry about

is people see Radiohead' (in the arti-

cles) and they think we're gonna sound

like Coldplay or Travis ... it's not in

your control, really, and it's not worth

making too much time to worry about."

Indeed, the focus on "Kick Up The Fire .

"

isn't on image or attitude, like so many up-and-

coming bands, but on music, which is certainly

a big part of the reason that the band sticks out

from the pack CTC have no problems transi-

The Cooper Temple CUum i» a product of the influence of former electronic artist*. ju»t a* much

M it i» a band of it» own creation.

tioning from the pseudo-dirge/ballad "Into My

Arms" to the almost-radio-ready rock fury of

"Blind Pilots", which again recalls the STP com-

parisons. "New Toys" and the epic. 10-minute

finale "Written Apology" have no shame and no

awkwardness mutating into electronic experi-

ments that drown out all the traditional rock

elements of the music.

The band often also forgoes the more tr«ii-

tional pop/rock song format, in exchange for

experiments in soundscapes, atmospheres, and

dynamics. The band does seem to have a thing

for, and a talent towards, the sofi/loud dynam-

ic. The concept, which has been around practi-

cally as long as music itself, was practically

beaten in the ground by Nirvana-wannabes in

the mid-»JOs, but CTC is talented enough to res-

urrect it and use it properly, instead of overus-

ing the effect.

"The Pixies and Nirvana were the first ones

to do that kind of quiet-verse/loud-chorus thing

and virtually every band since than has done a

similar thing Also, we get bored easily. We
don't like the verse, chorus, verse, chorus, mid-

dle 8, chorus structure: we have very few songs

like that. We like to have as much fun within a

song in as many places as possible ... I think

"Dirge" by Death In Vegas was another [influ-

ence j I remember seeing an interview with

Richard Fearless where he said the idea of that

track was two chords and every eighth bar. add

another instrument .. You also have to avoid

overdoing it, if every track starts of low-key and

than get> bigger and bigger than you're just

doing the same thing .. it's just kinda mucking

about with the tracks, it's just our experimental

nature."

It's the fact that CTC isn't doing the ume
thing over and over, or doing anything too sim-

ilar to what IS happening in rock music today,

that makes them such an exciting band "Kick

Up The Flames..." is. even in it's most incon-

spicuous moments, so completely different from

today's "ncxi-big-things" that it seems CTC is no

doubt destined for great things.

"I guess if there's any mission at all." Fisher

concludes, "it's to keep reinventing ourselves,

the way ) David) Bowie did . and always be

mtercsting. always be different, always try and

push what we do. and take on new influences,

and make sure we never gel stale standing

out in the crowd is what we're all about."

CleaHv the band knows what they want to do

and "Kick Up The Flames." shows that it

knows how to do it too.

On lour supporting "Kick Up The Flames .

."

The Cooper Temple Clause will be in Boston at

The Paradise Wednesday night. Tickets are $10

'Bloody lovely' music
New band worth a little money

NAACP Image Awards honor

African American performers

Bv CaMJRON J. W(H)l)s

t-Otltt.lAN >TAKf

Can you name a band that was played on near-

ly 50 leading radio stations in the U.S.. had its

bassist featured on the Tonight Show, and had

over I lO-thousand downloads from a single web-

site, all before being signed to any record

label? No'.' How about The Bloody

Lovelies'.' With their refreshing retro pop

rock >ound and enormous musical talent

the Lovelies have breathed life into their

first album. "Some Truth and a Little

Money."
Originally formed as a college band on

the University of Tennessee- Nashville bv

vocalist Randy Wooten. the Lovelies have

come a long way in solidifying their pres-

ence as something to take note of. The quar-

tet consists of songwriter/vocalist Woolen

Holden on bass, Craig Macintyre supplying per-

cussion and Lance Konerth on guitar. Besides the

musical instruments the Lovelies list wit. charm,

and machismo as contributing factors that they

each bring to the music, which though may he in

jest, are some attributes some contemporary

artists lack.

With a sound comparable to a synthesis of Pink

rhe Bloody

Lovelies

'SofiieMi

andalittle

money"

QteaTuilalT

Rric

(THJRTtSY Tl lEBLi » M 'Yl i >VT:I IF'- < l 'V

Vocalist Randy Wooten doubles as The Bloody

Lovelies' keyboardest as well as their frontman.

Floyd with a little bit of Cake, the Lovelies suc-

cessfully combine the old and the new into some-

thing wholly their own.

The tracks on "Some Truth..." run the gamut

frcMP boisterous and energetic to moody and mel-

low. From their opening track "Hologram" with its

classic rock sound, vocal fading techniques, and

its sunshine sound to "You Could Die'

which hits the heart somewhere close to

Floyd's "Wish You Were Here" with its

weeping guitar holds and emotionally

heavy lyrics.

Their one radio hit. as of yet, is the sec-

ond track on the disc. "You Don't Love

Me " The song's beat is set by a light piano

that sets a simplistic tone to the song eas-

ing the listener into the sweeping up-beat

refrains With the slightly nasal, melodic

whine of Woolen's crystal clear vocals this

song has a catchy sound to it that guarantees that

it has potential to be an ear-bug.

"Star" leads in with Holden laying down a jazzy

backbcat, which Wooten overlays with breathy

tones. The song soars at points as Wooten hollers

about the effects, good and bad, of being a star.

Coming off of the egomaniacal rant of "Star,"

their next track "Lonely Town" is a heart-crushing

ballad sung with a depth and range of voice yet to

be heard on this disc. Its sound flows like ink, suf-

fusing the air with a sad sort of audio mist. The

lyrics tell a story that is commonly enough tried by

musicians, but the Lovelies supply, the breakup

song with a sort of self-indulgent anguish that

hurts to hear but feels all too familiar.

True to form the Lovelies change things up yet

again, with a short track entitled. "3-days." "The

track seems to be the manic stage after a particu-

larly low depression; it is loaded with high-note

guitar riffs and jiving rock bass solos, with vocals

too match.

To "cloud nine" and back again in less than a

heartbeat, "Square" pours out as a neutral track

with soothing lyrical tones and placid guitar

accompaniment. Though the track is about being

lame and dreams that stem from being socially

marginalized, the a.scending hold lyrics drag the

song into a slightly happier place than neutral

despite the semantics pessimism of its words.

Enough emotional jostling was enough and the

Lovelies give listeners a rest with the mellow track

"Dreams." With a somewhat jolly piano and heavy

bass beats this song is a breath of mellow tones

that gives a needed break before more serious top-

ics are to be confronted.

By far the best guitar solos of the entire track

appear in "The Money Song," which aptly refrains

See LOVELIES on page 5

Bv Bkio Harini;
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LOS ANCF.LES (AP) —
Comedian Bernie Mac paid

tribute Saturday night to his

early fans for making it possi-

ble for him to take home two

NAACP Image Awards, which

honor works by and about peo-

ple of color.

The usually boisterous Mac.

who won outstanding actor in a

comedy series and outstanding

comedy series for Fox's "The

Bernie Mac Show." thanked

those who supported him when

he was making the rounds of

comedy clubs.

"For 43 weeks a year, for 18

years, you came to see me. So

when I came to television I was

ready, and I thank you so

much." he told the audience.

Hip-hop group OutKast won
for outstanding duo or group,

and was nominated for five

other awards including best

album for "Speakerboxxx/The

Love Below."

Ray Charles turned the

tables as he was inducted into

the NAACP Hall of Fame fol-

lowing a tribute performance

by B.B. King. Stevie Wonder
and Bonnie Raitt.

"They do so much to help so

Ray Charles was inducted

into the NAACP Hall of Fame.

< jxiRTtyy mxiiNiivTiiNti > m

Beyonce took home best

female artist for "Crary in Love."

many." Charles said of the

NAACP. "I want you to know
this is truly an honor and I

thank you from the bottom of

my heart."

The ceremony was at the

Universal Amphitheatre and

will be broadcast Thursday on

Fox. The awards by the

National Association for the

Advancement of Colored

People are determined by show
business professionals and

NAACP officials nationwide.

Five Image Award nomina-

tions went to singer Beyonce,

including best female artist and

outstanding song and video for

"Crazy in Love." She was also

named Entertainer of the Year.

Special awards were going to

the Dave Matthews Band and

T.D. lakes, a nationally known
evangelist and pastor of Dallas-

based The Potter's House, one

of the nation's fastest-growing

churches with 59 ministries.

OutKast won three Grammy
Awards last month but a per-

formance during the telecast

angered some American

Indians. For a version of "Hey

Ya," OutKasl's Andre "5000"

Benjamin and several dancers

wore feathers and war paint

and swirled wildly around a

teepee. CBS apologized to any-

one who was offended.

Luther Vandross. the soul

singer who is recovering from a

stroke, had four Image Award
nominations for male artist and

the song, album and video

titled "Dance With My Father."

He won four Grammys last

month.

Up for best movie was

"Whale Rider." whose 15-year-

old star. Keisha Castle-Hughes,

lost to Charlize Theron for the

best actress Academy Award.

She played a Maori girl who
challenges tradition and her

disbelieving grandfather to

seek leadership of her tribe.

Other contenders were "Bad

Boys II," a critically panned

and violent sequel to the Will

Smith-Martin Lawrence action

film: "Bend It Like Beckham,"

about the culture clash

between a British-born girl who
wants to play soccer and her

Indian parents; the romantic

comedy "Deliver Us from Eva,"

and the Gospel music comedy
"The Fighting Temptations."

<n(IRTE.SY'»^'AH(X1M

Bernie Mac took home sever-

al awards, including Best Actor

in a comedy scries.

MondayMarchS

BOOKS
^^ The Odyssey Mystery Book Group will discuss

^P Bwry Eistefs John Rain mystafy, "Ram Fa«" as^ their MMCh 2004 selection The group meals

awary second Monday to diKins a selected piece of Mer-

iftn: they vi^yze what vwrfced in the book and what did

not This avert baglnB at 7 p.m ami is free and open to

ttw (Mblc. «id al are welcome to connwle to the dk-

TuesdayMarchS

MUSIC
^^ The UMassDepertmertof Musk and Dance it aat

^r to Piaaart to 22nd /^muai Jazz ShOMcaaa TNb^ ya»^ partormma ii artMMi -^prtMit on tw
Saxophonft" The show ia to t*e plaoe at the Fine Ms
Centar Concert Hal atailing at 8 p.m. TteMs are on sale

throui^ FAC tx» o«nce wtd are SS-SIO. For ticfcat inlor-

malianai 41 3-545-251

L

DISCUSSION
^ Asp^o(toannuailunddriM,t«MdiMByear

^r w« benefit tocHagancieaMialaMlatpenpiai^
^^

Ing wMi HM//MOS, Sarvtoa OrgMiaianB of

SmNh wl piaaart a panai dtoouaatan. tMbrtng

experts on the gtobal pandemic from k)cal colleges. The

panel will take place at 7:30 p.m. in Neilson Browsing

Room.

The following panelists wilt be featured at the event:

Kkran Honderich, guest lecturer in economics at Smith,

RKhard GoMsby. professor of biotogy. Amherst College, Jill

Lewis, professor of gender studies and literature,

Hampshire CoOege, Ellen Miller-Mack, nurse practitk)ner,

Bhgtitwood Health Center. SpnngtieM.

MUSIC
^^ The Iron Horse Musk Hail set to hoat Coco

p^ Montoya. Montoya learned is musKal trade as a

member of John Mayall's "Bluesbreakers" and

Albert Collin's "Icetveakers." His pailKular flair for blues

rock dMnguiahaB Itantoya from ottiar ailisls. The per-

toimanoe bagkia at 7 p.m. and tickali an on sate tor $15.

WednesdayMarchIO

BOOKS^ The Odyssey Boot(shop w« host editor Uida

^P Roghav. Tfte ntghTs events wi include reailings^ from "KnitUt, Too: Stories from Sheep to Shawl...

and More Wnbng atxxjt Knitting, " the loltow up book to

"KniOJt" Raadan wl inckide Laataa Newman, Jay EHnt,

MalieStolholt and more.

TNb oolaaa of ahoft stories and diverse reader is sub-

ject to chmge. The readings w« begin at 7 p.m. at the

Odyaaey Bookshop m South Hadley. The event Is tree and

open to the piMc, tor more ntormatnn, caN 413-534-

7370.

BOOKS
^ Peter Manseau and Jeff Shariet to discuss,

^P "Killing the Buddha: A Heretic's BiWe," an exam- •m^^
ination of spiritual exptoratkxi in America.

Manseau and Shariet began worldng together eady on in

their careers at the NatkNial YkMish Book Cento^ at

Hampshire College. The discussKxi will be heW at the

Odyssey Bookshop in South Hadley at 7 p.m. and is free

and open to the pubiK.

kiypinup

SaturdayMarch13

ThursdayMarch11

BOOKS

V starting at 10:30 a.m. the Odyaaey BoMiop will

continue its "Chiklren's Saturday Fun" series with

a daytong event entitled "Saint Patick's Day FtNi"

tar chiklren ages 4-8. Events will inckide readings of tra-

ditnray Irish taMales and other activities For more

informatMO on this event contact the Odyssey Bookshop

at 413-534-7307

PERFORMANCE
^ Dad Come Home! is set to play the Amherst

^IL Brewing Company. The group of Pioneer VaNey

ratives consi^ of IVck CahtUane on bass and

vocals, John Hayman on guitars and vocals, Bob GouW on

keyboard uv\ Alan Kurtz, dnims and vocals. Dad. Come

Homet's style is a mu of rock' n' roll, Texas kxinge bkiea

and swwiB surt.

VMh ttirae contact decs under their bett the guys of

"Dad " are a wet-poiahed group of pertormers. The

show w« be heM In the ABC and is kae and open to the

publK.

PERFORMANCE
XThe CaJvm Theater of ^k)r1hampton wi hoat Las

Britol Mricm. Haling term ttw RapiMc of

Guinaa, Laa BaM Africans pertorms tndNtanal

dmce, muBic acrobatKS and storytaHng. The incorpora-

ttonotwciert tribal Hieliumento adds to toe aulwrtkaty

of their pertonnanoaCurtain cal la at 7 pm and lickels

«eon8atotar$17 50-S35

SundayMarch14

BOOKS
^ Best-selling author Unda Bamea wl apeak at tw

JP Odyasey BoGkahop Mnil her latoal Cariyle munler

myatary "Deep PockalB.' Bames has autooied nine

prevtauB novelt in her Carlyto aariea, inciuding -The Big

Dig" aid "Goto Caae" and ia a winner of tw Antocny and

Amencw Myatoiy AMarda. The readtog wM begin at 3 p.m.

and IB fcae and open to the publkx

THURSDAY MARCH 1

1

The world-renowned New

Shanghai Circus will perform,

their own style of ancient acro-

batics at the Calvin Theater of

Northampton. The show begins

at 7 p.m. and tickets are on

sale now for. S17.50-S35.

'Ovaries* finally

given their due
CASt\ Novak

(.xaui.iAN C'.<l•ti^sp<l^»l>tNT

In honor of International

Women's Da>. the

Everywumans Center is

sponsoring a 'That Takes

Ovaries!" open mic from 4 to

6 p.m. this evening in the

Cape Cod Lounge of the

Student Union
"This is a great opponuni

ty for girls and women,

boys and men to come
celebrate the everyday

and the extraordinary

bravery and courage

shown by girls and

wonurn everyday." said

Sandy Mandel. associ-

ate director of special

events for the

Everywoman's Center.

"That Takes

Ovaries!" is an interna-

tional open mic movement, as

well as a play and a best sell-

ing book. Rivka Solomon,

editor of "That Takes

Ovaries!: Bold Females and

Their Brazen Acts." activist,

and University of Mass-

achusetts alumnus will be on

hand for this Western

Massachusetts premiere The

open mic. play, and book all

focus on real-life stories from

women and girls and the

courageous things thev have

done.

Solomon specializes in

first-person narratives focus-

ing on women's issues. In

addition to her book.

Solomon's work has appeared

in newspapers, magazines

and radio broadcasts.

"I wrote the book in order

to encourage women and

girls to be bold risk-takers in

their lives." she said.

"Courage is infectious, risk- accessible.

taking is contagious, and I

wanted to make sure that

•omc of those ripples in the

pond happen.'

"It's scary to be a risk-

taker." she said, "but we need

to be risk-takers in order to

live our lives fully"

In one and a half years,

more than W "That Takes

Ovaries!" open mics have

been held around the U.S.

and India, organ-

ized locally by

women in the com-
munity.

"We would like

to see people who
have never Jed

anything before to

get their feet wet

b> organizing a

that Takes

Ovaries!' open mic

or play as a way of

learning how to become an

activist and a leader."

Solomon said.

Men are encouraged to

attend and proudly brag

about the women in their

lives — their mothers, sis-

ters, and daughters.

Everyone who shares a story

will receive a chiKolate egg

wrapped in gold foil — a

Ciolden Ovary award.

"It takes ovaries even to

just get up and share stories

about times that you have

had ovaries," Solomon said.

"It is my way to encourage

girls and women to notice

their fears and step through

them and to act boldlv. I love

seeing them take charge of

their lives."

Everyone is welcome at

the open mic, it is free,

(donations welcome), is open

to the public and wheelchair

Cheap Fanes? Budged Hotels?

Advisors Who Get Id?

This ain'C your parencs cravel agency iC's yours

London $245

Amsterdam $245

Rome $245

Brussels $245

rniOmi prom $740
- 6 nighcs

VegO/ From $646
" 6 nighcs

^
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Talk about sex
Kosher Sex revealed

Arabian Nights

Artist* perform as part of the i>ffKe of ALANA affairs'

"Arab Cultural Festival: Not JuM the War".

Bv C AMiKi'N J.
\VmM»s

V <llll-<.l*"« "S|*M

IMaking for sonKthinp

exciting to do thi^

WedrKsda)'' lk»v» aKnii

s».Mi»e kosfwr sc\ '

Schmuk-\ Bolea».h. rabbi

and w orld renow ncd

author, will speak in the

Student Union BallroiHi)

.iK>ui his newest book.

"Ki.>sher Sex
"

Hilk-I House and the

I Mjss Jewish Student

L nii>n are presenting

Rabbi Boieach as a pari of

the Uni\ersit> irf Massac hu.setts

"lleahhv Relatk)nships Month

Rabbi Botea«.h has rcih.ht.-d inter-

national acclaim through his

provocative writings live debates

and extensive nK-dia appearances.

He is the author of 14 books

including "Kosher Sex." "I>ating

Sc-crets of the Ten Command
menis" and "\\h> Cant I fall in

Uive " In l»»«W Boteach was the

first ever non-Christian to win the

"Umdon Tinxs Pa-iither of the

Year Compciition." Boteach is a

nationalK ^vniliv.itcJ i.idii' uilk

show hosi iKi ilh. lalk \nk.-rK.a

\ciwx>rk lie hi^^ ap(xared ».in

TIk T*.Li\ Show, liirrs

Kiii^ live. PoliticalK

lni.omxi.CBSandNBC
Ik- has Kvn fciiiuivd in

nuniei\>us public.

iiKludin^' Time. ^
wtvk Wk Sew York

,1 ,K. I A

nm
i

B..U

luml and (Vfsoiuil *kw-

on wliai il means k> have

a healthy. prv)dut.tivc, and

k>ving relationship Wc has lxx"n an

inspiruiKin U' counik-ss readers, in

the thixies of roni

Not iinlv an a«.x»'i

Botcvh is alni an iKcUiinvd oraior.

and his talk Wedncsdav sbouki

prxive ti> be just as enienaining as it

is infoniiiiliotui

This ovt.ni is ticc arkl i>pcn to

the puNk. So add a link- bit of

spke ti> your week, and lake a

brvak from the hunxlrum grinti ol

midtenns aixl cnjov a little bit of

"Kosher Sex
"

Some 'bloody' brilliant music
LOVELIES from page 4

in the cliche. "Monev makes the

world go round " W ith its cultur

ally charged lyrics the song is sur

prisingly calm as opposed to the

one that follows. "Bab> tells me
(it's all right 1." lor this track the

piano is put in lo lull sump yet

again, as thev belt out a slightlv

more aick tune about a woman
who is less than a model ladv.

The final track of the album

sounds a bit Ion Amos inspiieil

with a lilting and bit erralic

sounding pianci and \iK.als, which

shift volume levels without

emphasizing on an> particular

Urics "A Million Years From

Now." emphasizes with a melan

choK sound the immortality ot

music and the human spirit with a

refrain ol "well siill K- shining, a

million scars Irom now. like all

the star light ihat'^ ius| rcathinii:

us now."

VVc will juM Iwsc to vsail and

see if that is so for The BUiocIv

lovelies as well, or il the\ arc just

a distant star that is not to shiiu- lor

u^

Inloiiiiaiiun Irom thcblood-

ylovelies.tom was used in the arti-

cle.

SPRING BREAK
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Twin killing bv NU i

Former UMass coach dies
-*- ^^ L1.L MJ\^ M, M. M. M.

^^ J j UEAMAIHrom page 1 spent three seasons as an assis- "He's just a wealth ot kno

HOCKEY from page 8

alter a handful of stick dekcs.

slipped it past on the backhand,

under ihe stick of a diving

defenscinan.

"Oh my lord, it looked like the

^^.a^ palled," Cahoon said of the

pla\

Mauidin then stepped in lor

the Minutemen, and scored goals

on two consecutive power plays

midwu) through the third. The

lirst came off of good puck move-

tneni. with Stephen Werner giv-

ing Mauidin the feed down low.

Ihe >econd was u blistering

lap shot from the point off of a

kiceoff. with the assist given to

Slauldin's powcr-plav blueline

male, defenseman Marvin IX'gon.

\i a le^ui^. the Minute-men were

only down V2 with 12: 50 to go

Friday night at Matthews

Arena in Boston, the two squads

played evt-n for the lirst 10 min-

utes of the gante. After that, how-

ever, the Huskies completely took

over, and the Minutemen were

unable to generate any sustained

attack in a 4-0 loss. Gibson made

38 saves to earn his sixth career

shutout, and his fifth this season.

"|NU| played with a sense of

urgency, and a stronger convic

tion than we did," Cahoon said.

They scored some goals in tight

areas, got some bloody noses try-

ing to put pucks in cages I didn't

think we played so bad. just not

hard enough to win in this league.

We made some nice plays, we had

sconng chances, but we're not

bearing down. We've got to play

with greater conviction."

The Minutemen had a number

of good chances early, but

Thomas P6ck"s stick broke as the

senior defenseman tried to clear

the puck, and NU's Mike Morris

quickly sent the loose puck to

jason Guerriero, who put it

through Winer's legs to take the

early 1-0 lead at 12:52 of the first.

Guerreiro followed with another

feed from Morris just 2:19 later,

and the Huskies were off and run-

ning.

Gibson was tested with a

number of long-range shots, but

showed his finest moves on the

handful of occasions when the

Minutemen were able to pene-

trate. One of his finest stops came

at 4:59 of the second, when Pock

ended up on the doorstep. Gibson

made a spectacular split to stop

Pock's attempt with his right leg,

stifling one of the Minutemen s

best chances of the evening.

Leaman was friend to all
MEmUTT from page 8

how much he nwant to Mamie and her team. And

with no diNrespcvt intended to lack's daughter, l^ura,

the alatio«\ship that lack had with .Mamie certainly

Ixfwcxf shade* erf a proud father watching his daugh-

ter at work

While lack woukJ never have been mistaken for a

hockex guv. k- was still at every game that didn't con-

tlici with men > hoops, >hanng a few laughs, watching

me trom hi^ seat in section \. right em the aisle

! though the conversation usually tunkrd to bas-

ketball, lack was a presence before hockey games.

( - (he lowiii-st beat writer, to the highest-ranking

lis. Uk treated everyone with the same great

respect.

Hvcryonc who was able to experience even a

iixjUKTit with lack has been bk-ssed And there are

moa- of vou than you think. From the lolLs that lis-

tened to him oMchi and analyxe on the radio, to those

were around when he was officially the

.lenK-n's ^oach. to the 4,650 who got to see lack

iKJp caise Al Skinner's No. 50 to the South Wall a few

Ari ks ago. if you were a UMass >tudent. supporter, or

IS memlKr with any interest in sports, you knew

|J«.K

lack Leaman is ufw of those people who define ihb

In a time when athktics is stmgglii^ to

when budget woi-s and campus division

makes UMau ku than the bright, shining institution

we'd all like it to be. lack has always been a source of

irtspiration.

lack was the biggest presence in UMass sports,

w hether you knew it or not If you didn't recognize the

fa>.e in the picture today, then you didn't follow the

Maroon and White.

Yes, lack coached Dr. |. Skinner, Pitino, and many

other greats. Yes, he is UMass basketball's all-time

winningcst coach But that's not why lack is so impor-

tant lack l>eanian was one of the best and kjudest

voices for this university. He made sure to uphokl the

traditions and pride of UMass in everything he did He

made everyone who entered this school feel wekomc.

He was UMass' greatest ambassador, its biggest

fan, and its most visible icon He will be missed by

HKjre people than can be counted, from all over the

gk)be lack Lxaman was UMass. and it is the hope of

this vwiter that this school will alMvays remain a sourue

of pride.

That is Leaman's legacyi and I know that he will

always kxjk down on this tiny little comer of the world

with that big gnn, the one that never left his face, the

one that made coming to games at the Mullins Center,

or any other athletic event, absohiteiy ymxxh it. We're

all blessed to be touched by lack, and I. for one. am
eternally grateful that I could call him friend.

I hope you are too

AmUrt*- Memit is a Cullegtun ix>lumnisi He can be

nai-hed at nwrntt^cuUegftindyiihoo com

Cage. including Skinner,

Basketball Hall of Famer lulius

Erving. Louisville coach Rick

Pitino and UMass Athletic Hall

of Famers Bill Tindall and |oe

DiSarcina.

"lack Leaman did a remark-

able job with this basketball

program," l.appas said after an

early season practice. "If it was-

n't for lack, this program

wouldn't have ever been put in

a position to succeed like it

has."

"Coach Leaman is someone I

always know I can confide in,"

Skinner said. "I always felt like

1 could go to him for anything,

whether it be about life or bas-

ketball.

"He had a tremendous
impact on how I coach, and

even more so on who I was as a

person."

Following his stint as men's

basketball coach, Leaman
remained heavily involved with

the UMass athletic department

in a variety of capacities.

He served as head women's
basketball coach during the

1986-87 season, guiding the

Minutewomen to a 14-12

record — the team's only win

ning season between 1980 and

1995. Additionally, he also

spent three seasons as an assis-

tant for the Minutewomen,
beginning in 1991.

From 1994 until the day of

his passing, leaman served as a

radio color commentator for

UMass Sports Radio covering

all men's basketball games.

Known for his unparalleled

capacity for basketball knowl-

edge and brutally honest

approach to analysis, Leaman
teamed with partners Mark
Vandermeer and Bob Behler to

earn Best Play-By-Play honors

from the Associated Press three

times.

Leaman's efforts also spread

to UMass' Stockbridge School

of Agriculture, where he has

served as athletic director,

men's basketball coach and,

most recently, men's golf coach.

Despite having retired from

the UMass athletic department,

Leaman remained a permanent

fixture around the UMass cam-

pus and at university athletic

events year-round. Known to

have been a close friend and

advisor of former men's basket-

ball coaches lohn Calipari and

Bruiser Flint in addition to

Lappas, Leaman's fatherly

insight also helped guide cur-

rent woitiens basketball coach

Marnie Dacko, as well as for-

mer coach loanie O'Brien

"He's just a wealth of knowl-

edge," Lappas said prior to the

2005-04 season. "I know any-

time I need to help with basket-

ball, or with anything else for

that matter, all I have to do is

call lack."

A 1951 graduate of

Cambridge Rindge & Latin

High School, Leainan was hon-

orably discharged from the

United States Army in 1955,

and from there went on to earn

a bachelor's degree and a mas-

ter's degree while playing bas-

ketball for Boston University.

On the court, Leaman led

the Terriers in scoring and

assists over each of his first

three seasons. During his senior

campaign in 1959, he captained

BU to a 20-7 overall record and

an appearance in the NCAA
East Regional final. He was

inducted into the Boston

University Hall of Fame in

1977.

With UMass set to play an

opening round game of the

Atlantic 10 Tournament

Wednesdav night in Dayton,

Ohio, WRNX FM and the uni

versity's athletic department

have yet to make a decision on

or about a potential replace-

ment for Leaman on radio

broadcasts for the remainder of

the season.

A reporter remembers 'Coach'
MMZEUI from page 8

couki almost always tiixl U-aman

al the Mullins Center, perched

behind the stUith goal watching

c>vc"r the Vlass Attack or on press

row examining ihc Minutewomen.

or spending his Saturday after-

noons in the Mc<juirk Alumni

Stadium press box watching the

Intentiv whik' Hiking up

-phere hi' k)Vc"d

Even for those outside the

UMass athk-tic family. Ixaman's

refreshing personable nature

c'ngulfed him. A commanding fig-

ua- with a reverfvrating smik.

those who made a point to sav "Hi

toach" when he passed were guar

anteed a "helk)" and a pat on the

back if he was in a hurT> —
whether he recognized yxjur face

or not — and a fully engrossed

convcTsation about anything Irom

hoops to your academic workload

if he wasn't.

As an aspiring journalist, 1

kived talking to Coach lxaman

bccaase he always viewed me as a

legitimate writer, yet recognized

that I was still just learning.

The first time I ever asked him for

his general thoughts wn a matter,

he kx)ked at im-. tokl me to shut

off my tape recorder, smikd and

said:

"You're going to have to ask me
a more specifk question than that,

son. I've got a lot of thoughts and

a kM of time, aixJ it's your job to

avoid having to sit here vMth ine all

night, because I don't mind."

In a nutshell, that was lack

Leaman He accomplished enough

in his 7 1 years on this earth to earn

legend's status, and it he chose to

he couW have easily gotten away

with being arrogant and distant.

I

U^lpt^yout nfttk£ it^(^ Choices

For non prescription

instead, he was grackxis. forth-

comii^ and personable — ah»ray»

willing to go the extra minute or

the extra mik to make sure what-

ever you cante to do that involved

him was done right and done well

Coach Leaman will never truly

be recognized for all that he

brought to UMass athletks.

because it is immeasurable. A
father and grandfather figure to so

ntany men bikI women over the

years, his absence will sting

painfully for those, including

myself, who were so used to seeing

him arrive at Mullins t)r McGuirk

or the Cage with his usual stroll

aixi overfkjwing brov^ briefcase.

So as UMa.ss NatkKi mourns its

patriarch, it is time to horx>r lack

Leaman in a way that woukl have

made him smile from eario-ear.

and burst from his sweater vest

with pride. It is lime to make ol'

coach's name ring true for genera-

tions of UMass fans that will never

be able to truly appreciate how

influential he truly was to a pro-

gram he dedicated a lifetime's

worth of hard work.

It's time to name the Mullins

Center hardwood "lack lxaman

Court."

Mike Marzelli is a Cullegian

columnist He can he reached al

Marzelli_ix>Uegian<^vhoo.com.

Tourney time

Junii>r Kujrd Anih».nv Andervm ictwcd nine pcint* ami Sihei four a**!*!* in UMmm'* M-tt'i U»»

to Rkhmond on Saturday. Thr Mmutemrn head to the A- 10 t.Himammt in Davton on Wedneidav.

Harvard brings a heartbreaker
B>- Matt Barstow

ClIlLK.IAN StAff

The Massachusetts women's

lacrosse team could not maintain

a five-goal halftime lead on

Saturday, and it fell to Harvard

9-8 in overtime. UMass (1-2)

entered the game heavily

favored, against a Harvard team

that went 5- 1 1 last season.

A second-half barrage by the

Crimson turned a five-goal

J _ deficit into 8-8
Harvard 9 ,4^ before

UMass 8 Harvard fresh

man Liz

Gamble capped off the game

winner. 56 seconds into over

time. Gamble came off the

bench to tally three goals and

one assist in the second half.

For the Minutewomen, the

turning point of the game was a

non-call that took place in the

Birth Control Needs
j

visit:

L

.Amherst Laser ® Skin Care Center

"Because you ai^ worth it"

Lasar Hair Removal

Botfi Men and Women
Any Area of the Body

BiKJni • Face ' Chm * Lip * Underarm * Leg * Back

Facials. Massages. & Microdermabrasion

Lamt irrAtmrni A\c\ilal)l<' loi Mt\v ami faiia! M'lns

Call Now for a tiflfl initial physician consultation.

'Siisdiani Oimcouni^^
wHh m valid atudant I.D.

Amherst Laser and SKin Care Center

Bob Weitzman MD- Medical Director

196 NORTH PLEASANT STREET • SUITE 1

1

AMHERST MA 01002 413-253-2214 - FAX 413-253-2216

www amherstlaser com

linai ••ei.i.>iid> ol rej;uldlii.'n Moj.k

Zc-linger of UMass was knockc-d

to the turf amidst a breakaway

attempt, as lime expired

Referring to the play in ques-

tion. UMass coach Carrie Bolduc

said. "I obviously thought it

should have been a penalty, but

there's nothing we can do. the

game wasn't videotaped."

UMass wasted no time get

ting on the board early, as senior

captain Tracy Drown scored 55

seconds into the game lunior

midfielder Maura McGarritv

added to the lead with a goal al

1:57. Attacker Lindsay Cassell

expanded the lead to four, with

back-to-back goals coming off

dodges in front of the cage.

Harvard stopped the bleeding

with a goal from Catherine

Sprout at 18:11, but

Massachusetts replied with a

series of goals, including

New ON TvesDAy*

MONA LISA SMLLE
SCHOOL OF ROCK

15C0WLESLANE
Behind Brueggers

Downtown Amherst

19 WONTAGUE RD.

North Amherst

McGariitv > second, arul freah-

man Brianna Bubeck's first two

career goals Harvard got a goal

from Flainc Bclitso<. to end the

half, closing the gap to five.

Harvard went on a 7-1 run

after the break, earning coach

Sarah Nelson a victory in her

lirst game behind the Crimson

bench.

Kern Connerty of UMass
made what was arguably the

nicest play of the game, for tl>e

lone Minutewomen goal of the

second half With 19 45 left in

regulation, Connerty split a dou-

ble team at the eight meter hash

mark in front of the Harvard

goal, and bounced home a shot

between goalie Kathryn

Ty lander's legs.

During overtime, UMass had

a golden opportunity when soph-

omore Lindsay Cassell found

herself receiving a pass within

arms reach of the goal.

Unfortunately for the

Minutewomen, Cassells shot

found its self being absorbed by

Tylander's chest protector,

instead of the nylon net.

The Minutewomen will look

10 get back on the winning track

when they travel to Hofstra on

Tuesday for a 4 p.m. match

against a Pride team that went 8-

8, 4-5 in the Colonial conference

in 2005.

Hofstra is coming off a sea-

son-opening loss to Rutgers 12-

7, and are picked to finish third

in the conference. The Pride

return 20 letterwinners after los-

ing only five to graduation last

season, but must find a way to

replace Kathleen Mikowski. an

All-American attacker who grad-

uated last spring.

<^.
\0^ GET A JOB!

Get "The Edge" for your career transition:

• Th« Edge - The inside scoop from hiring managers

• Tha Edge Workbook - Your Quick Start Guide

• Intarnat Raaourca CD - Save surfing time for fun

Get The Edge - It's your future!

The Deal: All 3 for $24.95
Save 15 bucks go buy a pizza'

Order: www.transltlonstrategy.com

On the Rocks School

of Bartending ^i
• Become a certified bartender in a weekend

• The course is held on campus

• Anyone IS-*- may bartend in New England

• Bartending is a great summer Job

Call us toll free at 866-MIX-5600 for

more Information or to register.

www.otrbartendlng.com

Absolute Nutrition Center

Weight Loss and Body Building Specialists
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My philosophy has

always been a doer. If

there was nothing for

me to do, I think I'd be

lost. I really do.
-/.k A, l(\inhin
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Dining Commons Menu
DC lontdcl 41J-545-26^6

LUNCH
• Pi//c« Casserole

• Santa Fe Chicken

• ( uban Red Beans

(vegani

DINNER
, I ru'tl Shrimp

• S/e< huan Bci'l *. Brtxcoli

• S/echuan Tutu & Brrxcoli

(vegan

I

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

MONDAY
• High: 38

• Low: 22

TUESDAY
• High: 40

• I ()w: 26

WEDNESDAY
• High: 39

• Low: 27

Production Crew
On Haii today

NIGHT EDITOR
Andrew Mttritl

PHOTO Tt( HSiriAN
Cjitlin Of

COPY IDITOR
Anih \iifH

PRODUCTION 'si PFRVPiOR
KjtH' D%\Ji>

PRODUCTION STAFF
Ihjnj M*jj{i7ev*l(»/ Rmu^ll .Si/va

HOROSCOPES
aquarius • kn. lo-ua. is

Lkm I hantJ in Ltappy work. You're not

fVH)liny .in\t>n<'

pisces • hb \^MMt 20

Cio fxplore ( am|MJs. V(kj may find a new

randiKii building you tiever knew alx)ut.

aries • mak. 2i-apr. i9

Where will vou go frtxn here? It Ix^er

not be near that smelly kid.

taurUS • Apr. 20-Mav 20

People notice when your clothes are

dirty.

gemini • mav2i-)un. 21

Help out your cousins, they are family.

cancer • ii n. 22-iui. 22

C".() h.inn out in the Wal-mart parking; lot

at night. Being shady is really ccxil.

leo . I n
\\m' NUjhauk IS J vfr\ tough hairtk) ti>

|Kjll off Be t .lutious u ith the s« iss<ks

virgO • An,. ^ ib\>-> l^

Nou re ugly ami viKin- mc »>m|X"fent.

Work on that

libra • stpt. 23-0

Bf'fore ycHJ reach fcK the stars, i het k kk

pit stains. They are really unattractive.

Scorpio • Oct. II-Hcn. 21

Pick a nickname fcK a friend, everyone

likes ni< kn.tnx's.

Sagittarius • Ntiv. ii-ou i\

Who really knuyvs what manual lalxK

learK to'

Capricorn • i)t- jj hs m
Don t yiRj hate yvhen McDonald's doesn't

stir your McFlurr\ ?

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
M'VKlytfM fOR RtSlHAPARTMfNT FOR RiStH FMPIOYVIFM

BratiJywinc Apts.

Now ieasint;, l&iZ

KxirixnTi apts. Leases

begin June, July, Au«

or Sep. Fi^^t come,

first serve, tk-t them

while they last.

wwyy.br.tttJvvsine-

apts.cum Stop by or

Qill 549-0600.

Hobart C^mdos ^ bc-J-

riKim, hardwixKJ

floors, study area in

basement. C^able, tele-

phone (internet

access) in all beJ-

nxims and sniJy.

NOW SHCWINCJ
for JUNE atid SEP-

TEMBER. NO FEES.

www.atnherstlinct>l-

nrealty.ct)nt 25V7879

Center of town 1,2,^

bedriKims; hardwixxl

flcxirs. NOW SHOW-
ING for JUNE and

SEPTEMBER. NO
FPFS vyvAv.amher-

253-7879

HraniluMiic I

IVdrootii. On bii>

litie, gas water inclik.1-

ed. Immetliate occu-

pancy 978-8 J5-457

1

AUTO FOR SMf

19%Jeep(.iratHl

Ohert)kee, ManxHi, 8

C:vl., AX Fully

Lwded. t:n/c:ass

75K, Tinted, Fabulous

condition $9a\\00 or

B/O 413-256-5478

Ask for Justin

96 Accord Runs great

Excellent C:D $4 300

256-1505 or 896-0017

fMPIOYMFNT

Live in babysitter

needed for two girls

this sumtner in

Wellfleet, Cape C:od.

Salary, r(X)m, Kiard.

Please call 508- 349-

6392

Liyiiint^tn.^ luNinKtor

Pa'-sclnx»l, grade-

schtx)l, team positions

open. Aftemix>n,

cN eniny ik wc-ekend

hours available. 3-20

lir\'wk, flexible work

environment,

Oymnastics center w/

Ux)se foam *Si resi pit

system. Greenfield

YMCA451 Main St,

Greenfield, MA
01301 (413)773-

3646X.423

• .^TTENTIC^N LAX
PLAYERS Play ik

Q»ach - Have fun -

Make $$$ Top Boys

Sports C^imp in

Maine Kxikingfor

stafit ti ) instruct ik

coach LAX. Awesome

Summer! Work with

kids! Top s;tlaries,

FREE mi/bd/rrvl

allow. Apply online

ASAP: www.camp-

ci )bb< >s,see

IMPIOYMFNT

SUMMER INTERN-

SHIP Excellent

Advertising. Sales,

and Marketinu oppor-

tunity. Earn $3CW to

$7000+ and ^ain val-

uable business experi-

ence working tor the

UMass Official

Campus Telephone

Directory. GREAT
RESUME BOL^ST-

ER! Call Kiersten at

Around C'ampus, Inc.

1 -80^-466-2221

ext.272. www.ariHind-

campus.com

Marketing Agency

Seeks Oitgoing Hiyh

Energy Individuals for

promotions $ 1 5/hour

888-477-6668

www.hauspromo-

tions.com

Bitrtender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. Lix:al

pt>sitions. 1-800-293-

3985 ext 516

FMPIOYMENT

"Binendinn"

$250/l>ay Potential.

No Experience Nesc.

Traininn pros ided. 1
-

Ha"»-965-6520Ext.l62

FOR RtNF

Hadlcv 5 beduxiin

Newer hi>me cK'sc- to

UMa.ss big yard 2 full

bathrtxims, sunnv liv-

in« riKim. CJall 549-

4270

LOST AND FOUND

Glasses found,

Thompson 102,

Wednesday 3/3

marvl@anthn).umttes.

edu

Bracelet found,

ThompM)n 102,

Monday March \^

mar>l@apthro.uin.tss.

cdu

SFRVIfFS

Philosophical

I ;(Hins«.linK. .AmheiM,

WwV is> yhyl \il' tLiic' lu-t

We do l.iptop and

desktop computer

repair starting at

$39.c\\ 41 3-584-

SS57.

PREGNANCY
TESTING. HIV

Testing, Birtli

C^yntrol, and

Emergency

(.Contraception.

.Affordable iiid conti

dential. Tapesti>

Health, 27 Pray

Sta-et, Amherst. 548-

9992

• Resumes and Cxner

Letters Professional

And Customired

Offennjj to marketing

yi>ur skills. Affordable

prices. Timely Sctmcc

By Email, phone, or

in person CCall 41 3-

467-7440

SFRVKES

Pregn.tnt.' Nc-ed help.'

Call Binhriizht ot

Amherst irv.i tor free

TestiiiK .ind .issistance

M9-l'^06

TRAVEl

«1 Spring Bre.ik

Vacations! CCancun,

Jam.iica, .Ac.ipiilco,

Baham.is, 6i Florul.i!

Best Parties, Rst

Hotels, Best Prices!

Space is limited! Bix)k

Now tSi Save! 1-SOO-

2 34-7007 wwyvend-

less.suminertours.com

s87-4-c:ancun

Best price, UMASS
\T,NIX^R selling

sprinjj break packages.

I>i not yet scammed.

C',incun. Nei,Til

Acapuico, Bahamas,

Florida. $$$ campus

reps e.tm $$$.

Flipnation.com 877-4-

cancun.

TRAVEl

Spnni: Bre.ik 2004

Travel w ith STS,

.Americ.i's«l Student

TiHir Op^'rator to

Jamaica, Ciiixun,

\v.ipulco, Biihamas

.ind Florida. Now hir-

mu campus reps. (. .all

for uroup disc* Hints.

lntomiation/Resi'r\ ati

onsl-SCV-64S-4S49

or vvww.ststra\ el.com

lor more intonnation

cont.Kt STA Tra\el .U

413-256-1261

WANTED

Your lOyeiroldBMX

bike $75, Will pay

more tor Mong»x)se or

GT Patrick. 508-934-

9274

Want to wish your

friend a Happv Birth-

day.' IXi it in the

Ct>llcgian Market-

place! Call 545-3500

or visit the Campus

Center Basement.
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Remembering Jack
Coach to some,

friend to all

®
v..-^

Andiew

Merntt

l( was incrediMy easy tu like |a».k

Leanian

He was everyA^here: nien's basket

hall, women's baskclball, hockev

anyuhere a L'Mass athlete wa>

competing. II the Mullins Cenici

was nxking. and men's hoop wa>

n'l Noiiifwhere on the a>ikJ. lack

wa-o there, with a smile, a convorxa

iKxi. and his wann presence

Evei-yone knew jack And in hi^

own way. he kiww cvei^body. lack

probably iiovei kiK-w my name .And that doesn i mat

ter. because every tinve I came up to him. he put hi- '\vu

big hanis around mirte, in that huge. envck>pin^ h.nkl

ilttke of his. He'd pat you on the shuukier. ask you

how vou werv doing, and then launch into a conversa

tion about UMass »pons And. lor practical reasons,

vou didn't even luivc to be there lack coukl carry on

convepiaiion all by himsell But >oo wanted to K
therv. and he wanted you to be there, and ywu knew ii

even second.

lack k.ved people. He kned talkii^ to people, he

kned being arc^nd people, he kjved ntaking people

feel good He wa> the kH»deM voice in the Mullins

CenicT N grcrn rvuxn. where the media types inert and

cat before gantes. but it wasn't because he was brash

It was becatee he heU court. He nK>ved around like a

politkian. talking lo everwne and anyone. Ik paced

the floors at women's basketball game, stopping to say

hi to all the people he kncu

For sonw. that wouki only lake a few minutes. Fci

lack. wdl. it's amazing he saw the pane at all

The first time you met lack, he seetned like oik of

those gentk- giant types, the kind that rcallv don't

uiKlerstafxi what's goti' ' n jnv-

way. But that wasn't \s^- ^xjuse

he enjoyvd every minute of life He drank hie up. in

ways v*€ all wish we couU. Meanwhik;. he was as

sharp as a tack. Qukk-wiiicd. always good for a ioki

and able lo nealK understand what was going on ix>

matter what the sport vm^s. lack might have seemed

simpk-. but there was pk-nty going on up it

My lirvt cxpmence with lack Leaman \^

hmi on the radio. Arid my first thought. I'm cmbui

r»aed to admit, was "wvw. this guys such a hooKi,

why cant he just analyze the gatiK''" .And thc-n I real-

isd. thanks to nK>re tinx* and c\pcrierKc here, that

lack spoke on the radio like the SlinutcnK-n's coach.

bKause in many way^. he still was. He ^till helped out

the learn, he still offered mhi--- -n.! ii u.,mii Iimiu-Ll

lo the inCT). either.

lack w» Mamie lltacku- ngtu rwmi iiwn ifuliuj?)!

thk-k and thin, and as one of the re-porter^ assigned to

he Minutewonvn la-si year, it was ea$) to »ee

Sm MEMNTT on pagt 6

Mai/elii

UMasH haskrtball commentator and former head coach Jack Leaman passed away on Saturdav- Leaman

had been involved wilh UMass »incc brcomintt a Minutcman askiklant coach in 1961.

Reluming from New
Hampshire wilh friends on

Saturday evening, I listened

lu lack Leaman call his final

^ame
Speaking in his trademark

gravely voice with that sea-

soned tone that always

made you think he had mar-

bles in his mouth, the ol'

coach was in his ekrment in

the hours prior to his pass-

ing.

Leaman was cursing Richmond star Mike

Sknxki's shooting ability, praising UMass coach

Steve Ijippas for protecting young Rashaun

Freeman from pk.king up his fifth foul and light

heanedly commenting on how the Minutemcn

were lucky to have Spider guard Reggie Brovim

kave the game with an injury after playing well

all afternoon He maintained the on-air combi-

nation that has alkjwed him to become a top-

notch cokjr analvM in his lO-plas years on the

)ob; that of unparalk;led basketball insight and a

burning \ove for everything UMass.

The Minuiemen eventually fell lo the Spkiers

b*»-65, to conclude what has been an enircmel)

disappi'iniing season Nonethek»s, Ixaman.

always the optimist when it came to hLs bek>ved

Mmutemen. preached about what a great time

he had watching this young team grow during

the season and. thai whik fans wm calling for

L.appas' head, he wouUn't be surprised if it

snuck up on the rest of the Atlantic 10 in the

post-season tournament and won a few gaiiKS.

It was. wiihcAJt a doubt, clavsi*. tx»man.

In 40-plus years of involvement wilh the

University of Mas-sachusetts. there has never

been an individual more dedkated and passkm-

ate about the school's athletic department than

lack Leanum. The university's all-tinK win

ningest basketball coach. Leaman s devoikm lo

UMass extends well past his day^ behind the

beixh and well into what he calkd his "retire-

miTlt
"

UMass athkfiks exisM a* it does today

.luse of lack Lc-aman He lifted the men'»

. ^>ketball program fnxn the doklrums of iiwp-

titude to eight Yankee ConfereiKe titles in nine

yvars while making lulius Frving "Dr. I" and

helping both Al Skinner and Rick Pitino become

award winning plavcrv, arxl then coaches.

Since then, his rock-'olid Nupporl of Minuteman

athletks as a whoW never waned. When he was-

n't broackasting games or on the road, you

Sm MMIBU on page 6

Minutewomen ousted by Duquesne
By B*« McOairn

l'i>H*<.IAS SlAff

PHILADELPHIA — After a season that had all the

makings of a rcbuikling year, the Massachusetts

women'* basketball team didn't convert any skcptks

on Friday UMass was elimi-

^^ nated fwm the first rouixJ of

73 the Atlantic 10 toumamc*nt

for the second straight season

at the hands of Duquesne. 7^-44

The only positive for the MinulewomcTi. who fin-

ish the season t>-22 was the plav of junior forward

F^ris Bailey. Bailey scored lt< points, grabbed seven

UMcISS

Duquesne

rebounds, and recorded six steals

Bailey has been the moel consistent player for

UViass this season and finished the year lc*ading the

team in steals (45). total rebounds (171 >. and points

per game (1 1.4).

"We didn't get any scoring outsWe of Fldris Baikry

and we had 20 points at the half, we held them to ^ I

."

L'M.. ,; n
,

;,- said. "Vou would think

with . ;ig in a /.one we would be

abU: lo shoot from the outside. So 1 think that whc-n

you kjok at it. Fdri* ^icppc-d it up and no otk helpcxi

her"

The Minutewomen shut down co-A-IO player of

the year Candicc Futrell in the lirst half. Futrell. who

has averaged 2 1 >< points per game this year, was hekl

scoreless in the hall by UMass point guard Cleo

Fosici

But Futrell came alive in die scxcxid half and

sparked a scven-poini scoring run lor the l.ady IXikes

with her first tha-c-pointer Futrell finished the game

writh 1 1 points, but dished five assists and kept the

MinulewonK-n off-balance for most of the second half.

The MinutewcHTien gave one of iheir finest defen-

sive performarKes of the season. The Maroon and

White caused an array of poor shooting from the l^dy

IXikes, but were" urwble to capitalize on t)ffense

UMass caused 1 5 turnovers in the game, but gave

the ball up 22 times. The l.ady Dukes look advantage

of the MinulewonKn's miscues with a transition

offense which causc-d two 6-0 scoring runs in the scx-

ond half.

"Their transition dkl hurt us — our turnovers cost

us and their turnovers dkln't cost them." Dacko sakl.

"We didn't capitalize on their turnovers and they cap-

italized on all of ours."

For UMass. Friday s game was the last collegiate

game for three seniors: Foster, ludit Zsedenyi, and

Cilamora Maeweather Dacko was pk»sed with the

cxpcrieTKC the seniors provided for the team this year,

and hopes her squad can turn the comer rwxt year

"I don't think their effort disappoints me. 1 think

that what 1 have to look for right now is change and lor

the peopk' that are returning to get on board " Dacko

sakl. "Twenly-iwo k«sc*s is unacceptable, but I knew

this was going to be a challenging year I think that

UMass' program is going to go in a nc"w direction."

Minutemen swept by Huskies

in last series of the HE season
By Andrfu Mfrrifi

t j>l l.H.IAN ^TAIh

Of the many trends that have

developed during the Massa-

chusetts hockey team's 200>-04

season, the most distressing one

of late is

UMass the Minute-

men's pen-N 'eastern

N 'eastern

4

3

UMass

chant for

coming up
just a little

short.

Just warming up
Neil Lundberg tallied two goals in the Minutemen's 10-3 victory over Stony BrcKik on Saturday.

UMass (2-1) takes on Harvard this Saturday at Garher Field for a 1 p.m. face-off.

After being skated out of the

building to the tune of a 4-0

shutout Friday night by a

Northeastern squad that was

fighting for its playoff life all

weekend, the Minutemen man-

aged to make things much more

interesting Saturday. However,

despite the work of junior Greg

Mauldin (two power play goals)

and a defen.se that allowed 1

5

shots on Gabe Winer's net.

UMass was unable to rally past

the Huskies (11-16-7. 5-13-6

Hockey East), surrendering a 3-2

victory at the Mullins Center. It

was the third/second one-goal

loss of the season for the

Minutemen — including a 1-0

loss to UMass l^well on |an. 4

that was later forfeited by the

River Hawks.

UMass falls to 16-11-6, and

12-4-3 in Hockey Fast.

It ended up ;i bittersweet night

for everyone. The Huskies, who
swept the Minutemen in the final

weekend of the regular season,

were knocked out of the Hockey

FlasI playoffs by virtue of Boston

University's 4-3 overtime win at

New Hampshire. The Terriers

will play first-place Boston

College as the eight seed next

weekend.

Meanwhile, the Minutemen

haven't won since Feb. 6, going 0-

6-1 in seven games during that

stretch. However, thanks to BU's

defeat of UNH. UMass retains the

third-place spot over New
Hampshire, and will take on

UMass Lowell in the Hockey East

quarterfinals, starting Thursday

at the Mullins Center

Northeastern goaltender Keni

Gibson was the first star

Saturday, in a game that saw the

Huskies do everything they could

to sneak past BU for the eighth

and final spot. A handful of his 37

stops were the kind of quick-wit-

ted, physical saves he made in

NU's 4-0 shutout of the

Minutemen the night before in

Boston.

"Six words," said NU coach

Bmce Crowder. referring to the

reason his squad was victorious.

"Keni Gibson. Keni Gibson, and

Keni Gibson
"

For the Minutemen, who had

stmggled through a 0-5-1 stretch

over the past six games, a third-

period comeback that fell short

was a start, if not good enough to

topple the visitors.

"The proper word is encourag-

ing," UMass coach Don Cahoon

said. "It was interesting to try

some things in the end. I think

these games will serve us well

going into the weekend. There

were a lot of positives tonight, but

we still weren't good enough."

The Minutemen will host

Massachusettts-Lowell starting

Thursday in the Hockey East

quarterfinals.

Northeastern jumped out to a

2-0 lead after the second, despite

being outshot 24-8 in the first two

periods. Ray Ortiz ended up with

the puck after it got loose in the

UMass zone, and put it home
from close range to give the visi-

tors the two-goal advantage.

Steve Bimstill added to the

total, scoring the eventual game
winner on one of UMass' worst

defensive breakdowns of the

night early in the third. Bimstill

ended up on the right-wing side

of Winer's net with open space in

front. He drew Winer out, and

See HOCKEY on page 6

•That Takes Ovaries' comes to

the Student Union
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Men's lacrosse surges

past Stony Brook
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living legacy I Alcohol policies reexamined by task force
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'—I Retumintf from New i
UMass faces possible controversial changes

By MtLlSSA Bl ANKSTEEN AND

Dan O'Brien
CxULEC.IAN ^>TAfF

The days of "ZooMass" may

be over

Nkknamed for its notoriety as

a hard partying school, the

University of Massachusetts is

facing major changes to its alco-

hol policies both on campus atul

off.

The University of

Massachusetts Alcohol Task

Force, put into place in

September of 2001 b\ then-

Interim Chancellor Marcelletle

Williams and the University

Health Council, has made drastk

and controversial suggestions to

curb alcohol usage b> students

Recommendations cmi the table

include notifying parents when

students are charged with alcohol

violations and establishing icpa-

rate freshnwn housing

Student use of akohol is a cen-

tral issue of concern for the

UMass communii> this spring,

especially communil) members

involved in the Student

Government Association and

Faculty Senate - the two major

legislative bodies in discussion

with Chancelkir k>hn V lA^mbardi

and Michael C»argano, vice chan-

cellor of Student Affairs and

aiiM Wall

•quippad

Ban on atooltal •!

Campus Life.

The task force presented a

report to l.ombardi last fall.

Meeting every other week, the 22-

member group included three stu

dent representatives, with Brian

Long. SGA secretary for

University policy, as the sole SGA
representative The report includ

c-d a list of changes that the Task

Force would like to implement at

the University, and a list cif statis-

tics regarding student alcohol use.

A CAU FOR * CHAN6C IN CULTURE

An alcohol surve\ conducted

by "Project Pulse." a polling sys

lem set up by the Student

Assessment, Research. and

Evaluation Office, was irwluded

in the task forte's report and pre-

sented to the Facults Senate This

report, released this past tall.

shows several statistics important

to understanding student akohol

use on campus.

One question students taking

the survey were asked was. "In

your view, to what extent is ako-

hol use a problem here at

UMass?-
A plurality of students. 46 per-

cent, answered "lo sonK extent."

22.4 percent said "to a little

extent." and l'*.6 percent said "to

a great extent."

The task force released an

eleven page linal report last fall

for the consideration of the

administration and faculty SGA
received an abbreviated report

through Task Force representative

Long, who made complete copies

available in the SGA office.

The report had both short

temi and long-temi recommenda-

tions focused on reducing the

amount of alcohol on campus.

"Its all about education, and

trying to change the atnu^phere

of this campus." Long said of the

long-term recommendations

"They look to try and change the

culture. If you change the culture

to a non-alcohol culture, it's going

to be easier to deal with the rec-

ommendations
"

The task force laid out seven

ideas for changing the campus

long-term. One plan asks for

administratkin to organize groups

of parents, religious kaders. stu-

dents, and staff to help design a

"comprehensive plan to alter the

alcohol culture
"

Others iiKlude having akohol

prevention added lo academic

courses, preparing a yearly rcpuit

on the University's progress, and

adding a rtew oric*ntaiion program

for new students to infonn them

irf the University's policies.

"Thai's huge." lA>ng said irf the

new oricntaikm program. 'It's not

about drinking. This campus has a

lot to offer that's |nol akohol

related!"

It is the 1 1 short-term recom-

mendations that have stirred up

the most debate, with one recom

mendation already close to imple-

mentation next fall. The report

recommends for parents lo be

notified if their son or daughter is

"subject to disciplinary action due

to a violation of the Universitv

Massachu.setts Amherst Alcoholic

Beverage Policv
'^

Letters would onlv be ^enl

home to parents for certain

offenses, according to the report

A lirst letter would be sent home
when a student commits a second

offense for having an open con

tainer in a public space or under-

age fx.)sscssion of alcohol. \ letter

vvcHjId al.so be sent home when a

student commits a first otfen>e for

having a large volume ot alcohol.

or providing to underage

drinkers

"I don't think there should be

any parental notification at all."

Long said. "Soo»e students have

issues with akohol and you don't

see it

"

Long said the recomnK-nda

lion for parental notification is

mil a good policv. rtoting tfiai

undei current rules, parents an."

not even notified when a students

gets kicked out of housing or fails

school.

Gargano sees it differentlv.

"|Students| should act like

adults if they want to be inde-

pendent." Gargano sakl. "More

than the majority |of parenis|

want to be notilic'd v^hen their

sons and daughters get in trou

bk."

POUCV HAS MBoan
I'hc Iciici -ending policy is

based on one alreadv in place at

the University of Delaware, one ol

the first schools in the country to

send ktters home to parents. At

UD when a student is tric*d aivi

convictc-d uf vicilating an> univer-

sitv ptolicv. not just those conccm-

ing alcohol. Universiiv officials

serui a nonspecifk letter home
wilh a number for jiarents to call

lor nKirc infomiation

UMass. like all universities.

caniKit send infonnation honK lo

parents based on a federal law

passed in 1*476 called Family

Educatkmal Rights arxl Privacy

Act (FFRPAl Thi> act protects

academic records, including

linaiKial aid records, ol students

unkss the> releaM." the infomia

tion through wnitcn permission.

Morgan Long, prcsideni of

Delaware undergraduate student

congress. toUl The \laNsachu>ells

Dailv Collegian in an email that

an amendment was made to

FFRPA giving institutions the

right to infcirm parent* when a

student is found guilty of violating

university policy UD has had this

policv in place since 1^7. and

has received little resistance,

Morgan Long said.

"It is important to recognize,

however thin not every student

that goe* through the judicial

process has a lettei ».ent home to

their parents." Morgan Long .said.

"Instead, this sanction is only

imposed when that student has

been found guilty and the appeal

process has been exhausted,"

"I personally am not sure what

the letter home will say." Brian

Long sakl. "I do not believe that

OIK- has bc-cn dratted a>' ot yet. I

would imagine that it will say

something ak>ng the line* of your

son/daughler violated our alcohol

beverage policy' without saying

which charge it was or the exact

itwident."

A second rcxommendalion

that the University is closely look

ing into asks for a "protesskMial

security staff be placc-d in all i«si-

dcnce halls."

Long says UMas> F\>lke Chief

Barbara O'Connor told him to

stall iIk dorms prot>.>-ionally

Irom 7 p.m. to S a.m. woukl coat

$1.2 millk)n a year

"It'o not practical. Thai's what

it comes lo." Long said.

Although (iargano said if

See TASK FORCE on page 3
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GEO rallies against increased costs^ FleetBoston and Bank
of America to merge

By MaKc^ tiDKlxiN

.As-KH lArH' PRI-S>

n 111 I'Hii.l UN 11 ln•l^•^

About 200 graduate students marched from the VVhitmorc Administration BuildinR to the Campus Center vesterdav

morning. The rallv aimed to raise awareness on several financial issues facing uraduate student emplovees.

By Morris Singer

(. A)iifci.iAN SrA^^

About 200 graduate student

employees told the University of

Massachusetts administration yester-

day they intend to "fight back" in a

half-hour long march across campus

to raise complaints about several addi-

tional financial responsibilities they

may feel as early as next semester

The march took place pr.or to the

beginning of bargaining talks between

the Graduate Fmployees

Organization, a unit of United Auto

Workers (UAW) Local 2322 and the

University The talks are expected to

last until June.

The march began at 1 1 a.ni at

Whitmore Administration Building,

where people giithcred and began

chanting before making their way as a

group to the Campus Center by way of

the Campus Pond.

During the march, participants

chanted: "They say take back, we say

fight back"; and "Who's got the

power? Student power."

Before going into the Campus
Center to participate in the talks,

lames Shaw of UAW 2322 addres.sed

the crowd.

Shaw summarized the main issues

he intends to bring to the talks and

then led the two chants again before

going inside.

"It's going to take more than the

nine or 10 people in there at the bar-

gaining tabic." he said. To encourage

the chanting, he added: "They can

hear you."

Graduate employees came to the

talks looking for increased salaries,

retroactive payment of previously

unfunded employment contracts, and

a waiver of fees for graduate employ-

ees. They are also concerned with

healthcare coverage, a guarantee of a

minimum of 20 work hours per week,

the Office of A I ANA Affairs, sexual

harassment and other employee bene-

fits.

Some of the most important con-

cerns to members of the GFO arc

healthcare and childcare. UAW infor-

mation handed out at the rally stales

that the University is interested in

increasing the cost of healthcare and

dental care for graduate student

employees by 20 percent. Individuals

would have to pay $140 more per

semester lo enroll in the healthcare

plan and families would have to pay

an additional $70 per semester, the

information .said.

The University is also interested in

the ability to privatize the childcare

they currently provide to graduate stu-

dent families (the UAW information

said). The University wants to replace

the current voucher system with one

for which parents would pay $3.50

per hour for preschool-aged children

and $4.25 per hour lor toddlers, it

said.

Tabitha A. Morgan, a doctoral stu-

dent concentrating in language, litera-

ture and culture, said this would

result in all of graduate student earn-

ings made by parents who require

childcare to be spent on the program,

assuming they work the 20-hour week

the UAW is lighting for

Anthony |. Ratcliff, vice president

of GFO, expressed his concern for the

image he feels the administration may

have lor graduate student employees.

The University sees their concerns as a

special interest, he said.

"We feel that we are the only inter-

est of the University." the doctoral stu-

dent of Afro-American studies said

after the march ended. "If the

University isn't for students, who is il

for?"

Among the items set for discussion

in the talks is the New International

Student Fee that will cost students

See RALLY on page 3

WASHINGTON (AP> - Bank of

America and FleetBoston Financial

Corporation won approval from the

Federal Reserve yesterday for a merger

creating the third-largest US bank, a

behemoth holding nearly $1 trillion in

assets and stretching from California

through the South and up to Nev^

Fngland

The Fed's board of governors voted 6-

to clear the merger, dctemiining that

Bank of America's acquisition of

1 leetBoston would not threaten competi-

tion or unduly concentrate banking

resources. The new insiiiution. with

about 5.700 branches, would have assets

trailing only Citigroup and another

planned hank meg.imerger between

Chicago-based Bank One and Wall

Street powerhouse |.P Morgan Chase

The proposed purchase ot

FleetBoston — a deal estimated at $47

billion when announced last October —
has been met with much anxiety in

Boston, which would lose its last major

hometown bank, and to a lesser extent in

olher communities across the country

worried about diminished competition

and local control.

The central bank's approval removed

the last major regulatory hurdle for the

combination, which already had been

blessed by the lustice Department and

the Federal Trade Commission The

merger also must be- approved by share-

holders of both banks, allowing it to be

completed early next month. Both banks

have scheduled special shareholders

meetings tor March 17 fc)r the vciles.

At public hearings held bv the Fed in

lanuarv in Bosic>n and San Francisco,

witnesses expressed concerns about

predatory lending, possible closing of

rural bank branches and the trend

toward big banks c'citinj; bigger

Last month .i lederal judge in

Honolulu -saying he lacked jurisdiction

dismissed a lawsuit against the central

bank brought by Native Hawaiians seck-

See FLEET on page 3
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All our desks come with a view.

Join us, and we'll put some of the most exciting challenges in
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biggest, most prestigious brands in the global market. And we'll

put the knowledge, experience and support of the best talent In

the industry behind you. Get the big picture.

Project Pulse:

Alcohol Survey (so3-B)

March 4, 2003
By SAREO - UMass Amherst

Which of the following terms best de8Ciit)es your

drinking at the present time?

(If on average dranit less than once a month or

more often)

Ybu are a non-drinker 8.8%

A light drinker: 47.1%

A moderate drinker 36.6%

A heavy drinker 7.3%

A problem drinker: .3%

Next I'd like you to think back over this past

week. On how many days dkJ you consume five

or more drinks? (asked of drinkers only)

- 48.3%
- 19.2%

- 17.5%

- 8.3%
- 4.6%
- 1.7%

Most students I know are responsible drinkers.

Agree Strongly: 15.3%

Agree somewhat: 50.8%

Disagree somewhat: 28.6%

Disagree strongly: 5.3%

Alcohol helps students make connections with

their peers.

Agree Strongly: 16.8%

Agree somewhat: 46.5%

Disagree somewhat: 22.6%

Disagree strongly: 13.8%

Too many students on this campus abuse alcohol.

Agree Strongly: 29.4%

Agree somewhat: 44.7%

Disagree somewhat 18.8%

Disagree strongly: 5.5%

MUT from page 1

from other tuuntrii.^ an addi-

tional $65 per Mrmester. part of

which will fund the operational

cost!< of the Student and

Exchange Visitor information

System at UMass.

Morgan, who works for the

LAW Local 2^22. described the

fee as "racist" and "anti-educa

tk>n."

"I think that its symbolic

more than anything," she said.

"I believe that one of the things

about UMass ... is the diversity

here." »he said. She feels the fee

limits diversity on campus.

To Ratcliff. the march is an

important part of the bargain-

ing process. It shows the

University that graduate stu-

dent employees will protest the

recent proposals.

"It shows the University ...

that these students aren't in

support of this." Ratcliff said.

"I If the administration getsl the

sense that this is somehow what

the people are going to accept,

then they'll do it."

"We as workers on this cam-

pus deserve everything that we
have." he said.

Banks merge; Form
third largest U.S. bank

Recommendations discussed

by SGA and administration

GEO members march

TASK FORCE from page 1

O'Connor's estimate is accurate,

the University would not be able

to afford professional security, he

remains worried about the num-

ber of crimes in residence halls.

"The number of crimes in the

residence halls is far too high for

my comfort level," he said.

This relates to yet another rec-

ommendation in the report, a

request for community billing.

With community billing, all resi-

dents on a floor would be held

accountable for any kind of van-

dalism. Brian Long said that

would not be fair because it

would force students to pay for

crimes that they did not necessar-

ily commit. Even if an outside vis-

itor were to cause vandalism, the

residents would still have to pay.

"Community billing is a

method to get people to rat on

other people," Brian Long said.

"Why should 1 pay for something

I didn't do''"

The task force also recom-

mended that freshmen and stu-

dents over the age of 2 1 live sep-

arately from the rest ot the cam-

pus.

Patrick Higgins, SGA chair of

Ways and Means, and Adrietme

Girard, chair of F\jblic Policy and

Relations, both note that Cornell

University is one example of a

campus thai separates freshman

from the rest of campus.

As a consequetKC of ConHrll's

freshman-only living area.

Higgins and Girard noted in their

motion on the Alcohol Task Forve

presented two weeks ago to the

SGA Senate that Cornell has

"noticed an increase in vandalism

and excessive drinking."

Long has his own spin on

breaking up dorm life as it exists

at UMass
"This University is already iso-

lat«l in too many spots," lAjng

said. *l have my own ciale of

friends. If I was in a freshman

dorm. I woukl be friei>ds with the

same people all four years."

Tm "ort oom" omm
Phis ycjr ilw Liiiversiiy began

to experiment with substance-free

dormitories, with Brooks tiall in

the Central living area designated

as a "dry dorm" starting at the

beginning of last semester The

creation of a "dry donn" comes in

addition to other domiitoria thai

FLST from page 1

ing to halt the merger The Fed

noted that Bank of America had

recently affirmed its intention

to complete its goal for mort-

gage lending to Native

Hawaiians.

The banks maintain that the

merger will benefit consumers

by giving them an expanded

choice of ATMs, branches and

banking products.

In its merger review, the

Federal Reserve also deter-

mined that the new bank — to

be called Bank of America

Corp. — would fulfill obliga-

tions under the Community
Reinvestment Act. which

requires banks to make loans in

low-income and minority areas

as a condition for opening new
branches.

Hair Skin & Nails

Massage Therapy
Route 116, .Sunderland

(l^porated on bun route)

\rrr|il»-lt:

Visa
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665-2629

Ofwn Tiipsdiiv Frifhty 9 to (ti'M, and Saturday 9 to 4

SPRING FUNG!
One hour massages or Aveda facials
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NOW $45

Sunkiss your hair before you even leave!

Highlighting starting at $40

$5 off with this ad!

Tips and Toes Package

Spa Manicure & Pedicure

Regularly $52

NOW $45

We use Aveda and Paul Mitchell products

Expires 3/31 A)4

already had wellness and sub-

sunce-free floors.

Residents of Brooks Hall are

split on the issue. While some stu-

dents willingly chose to live in the

alcohol-free dorm, several stu-

dents said they were placed in the

dorm against their will.

"Some people who live here

tried to move out, and those kids

got placed right back in here,"

said |en Leimert, a freshman

Brooks resident.

A few other sttidents said resi-

dents are frequently receiving

write-ups from Residential

Assistants. The students said it is

unfair because most of the stu-

dents being written up for alcohol

violations did not want to live in

Brooks in the first place.

"I don't know what they were

expecting, but most people on the

first door have been written up,"

said Leimert.

"My friends and I all requested

I to live in
I

in Central, but Id

rather live in Orchard Hill than

live here. . . . We're not even hard-

core alcoholics. If you put your

stereo volume above 5, you'll hear

someone knocking at your door

asking you to turn it down." said

Megan Coss. another freshman

Brooks resident.

SonK- students did choose to

live in Brooks for the alcohol-free

environment, however
"It's a personal decision for me

not to drink I kind of wanted |to

live in I
Central, and I figured this

was an easy way lu get in." said

freshman Will fHolland.

TO TOP
IT OFF

I

downto\A/n Amherst

Onei
ViuiIki Mitkin^' point for

Brian I ong and many other stu-

dents relates to Iralemity and

sorority housing The Task Forvc

recommends that the "housing

units be required to have a facul-

i\ advisor who helps members

ensure legal and "sponsible use

of akohol."

l.ong had one word for this

idea, "stupid*

"The faculty shoukJ look at

grades," he said. "Faculty already

have too much on their plate
"

Keri Davis, President ol Mpha
Chi Omega Sorority, said the klea

woukl be beneficial to students

who are willing to attend meet-

ings, hut she thinks addressing

the issue to the entia* siudmi

body woukl be more advanta-

geuut>.

"I think it s a good idea, but

we already take a lot of measures

|to educate sorority mcmbersi,"

she said. " If they want to work

with me, I'd be more than happy

to work with them, but I'm not

sure that (singling out) fraterni-

ties and sororities is the best way

to go, because there are other

groups too."

Davis pointed out that there

are houses thai belong to sports

teams and off-campus apartments

that are consistently the source of

student alcohol use.

As for the rest of the Task

Force's recommendations. Long

approved of live of the short-term

plans.

The first of the five is a recom-

mendation that the "number arul

quality of alcohol free exira-cur-

ricular activities for all students at

I UMass) be increased."

"The Project Pulse Alcohol sur-

vey results reported the limited

number of alcohol-lree extra-cur-

ricular activities as a coiwem.

They found that 2*1 percent of stu-

dents surveyed strongly agree

ak:ohol-free activities should be

increased, and )7 percent some

what agree "the social life here at

UMass is too loi.uscd on alcolwl."

The task force in its report

asked for both an extenul and

internal yearly evaluation of any

change in the alcohol cultua- at

the University.

Long also approves of a rec-

ommendation from the task force

that asks for 25 percent of rev-

enues from the sale of alcohol on
campus be used to help fund akx>-

hol free programming The rev-

enue would come from the Blue

Wall Bar and the faculty Club,

among otfier places

The last short-term recom-

mendation woukl "devebp and

fiekl test an onlitK one credit

cour>c lor entering students that

centers on the current Icval, stale,

and federal akohol policies and

laws, and the consequences of

binge drinking, akohol misuse,

aixl ilkrgal utvierage drinking."

Long agrees sotnewftat with

the final rccommi-ndatiim

"Not a bad idea, but why do it

on top of a new freshman

Lourse'.'" he said. "FrcshnK-n have

ciKxigh on their plate already It

«hould be dotK' during the New
Siudc"nt IVogram."

The SGA is currc-ntly planning

a new I Mass loi class for fresh-
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For the Record:

Cwwilum: An event listed in

yesterday's Arts & Living

Section iiKonxxtly reported

the day lor "Kosher Sex"

author Shmuley Boieach's

appearaiKe in the Student

Unkjn Ballroom Boteach will

be appearir^ at 7:50 p m. on

Wednesday. Maivh 10.

man. The online course recom-

mendc*d by the .Mcohol Task

Force would be in addition to

the SGA course.

How many of the recommen-
dations in addition to parental

notification that are put into

effect is up to the administra-

tion.

"We're going skm with this."

Gargano said. "It was given lu

us as guide*

S / Port cimtrihuteJ tu l/iis

siory

A Lecture and Discussion with

Shmuley Boteach
An opporturut)' to gain new

ptTspean'cs on love, sex. inn-

iTao' and rdLarionships witli

world wide rrncwned author,

lecturer and acuvist,

Rabh Shmule)- Boteach.

Boteach served as Rabbi for

eleven years at Oxford Uni-

versit)' where he .spearheaded

the ftxinding ofthe second

largest student organization

in the University's histor)'. He

IS the author of fourteen

books including

"Kosher Sex; A Recipe for

Passion and Inomacy." and

"Dating 5>ecrets of theTen

Commandments." He ls also a

naQonall)' syndicated radio

host on theTalk-Amenca net-

work and has appeared on

TheToday Show, Larry King

Live, Politically Incorrca,

CBS.andNBc:

Wednesday, March 10

7:30pm

Student Union Ballroom

UMass/Amherst

Free and open to all.

Tills pcngnnt nudr possible

through i\\e grnnxxis siippon

of Dfbra Abrahams Wnr>«-

(chsA of '8
!
), the UMms Jew-

ish Stiident Union, UMass

HUlfl House, theVMtsrern

Mass jewLsh l.^ger, and a

grant from (i\t UMasa

Amlirrst Alumiu Asstxiatioo.
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DNA database a

good move for FBI

RA'

Having a criminal on the loose can put a

community in fear. It can prevent the number

of times people want to leave their homes,

have people walk around in fear and make

parents force their children to play inside

Thanks to the FBI's DNA database, which

IS filled with genetic samples from prison

inmates nationwide, such cases are being lim-

ited The DNA database has helped local

authorities identify suspects in more than

1 1.000 cases since first being used.

The database, known as the Combined

DNA Indexmg System or CODIS. has proven

to be extreme!) successful in solving many

cases and even those that have baffled experts.

Hitting close to home, authorities in

Massachusetts were able to charge a convict-

ed murderer last summer in the 1998 death

vf an elderly Foxboro woman who was

>tabbed 29 times.

The database has also proven to be effec-

tive in nabbing the right suspects It has quick-

ly elimmaied the capture of wrong suspects,

preventing authorities from chasing after

innocent people in false leads Police and

lawyers say it has freed prisoner^ wrongly con

victed of crimes. In fact, more than 100 pris-

oners have been freed because of the daubase.

More than 8.000 samples of genetic evi-

dence from unsolved cases have been

matched to past or current convicts in the

databa^. helping to solve crimes, the FBI

says.

In the 1990s, scientists of the FBI were

criticized for falsely identifying suspects. But

its current director. Dwight Adams, has

addressed those concerns and has expanded

the DNA database minimizing the number of

errors.

The FBI's efforts should be applauded m
nabbing criminals and making America safer

Although the FBI has seen much success with

the database so far. it should not become

complacent The DNA science can become

even more accurate by increasing the current

I 5 markers used to make matches.

The DNA database has increased commu-

nication and cooperation between law

enforcement agencies It has increased relia-

bility in matching the right suspects with

criminal activity over traditional and less reli-

able forms of proof such as fingerprinting.

The criminal justice system is much

improved by the DNA database The contin

ued use and improvement of the DNA data-

base should be a priority for the FBI and their

scientists Enhancements in the system can

lead to more efficient targeting of suspects,

leading to quicker capture of suspects.

Information from the Aisocialed Presi

wai uitd in this editorial

Unsigned edilonaU represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian Lditonal Board

I have been a student at the

University of Massachusetts for

lour years and a resident assis-

tant for a year and a half. I will

be graduating in May. but before

I leave I request

that everyone help

build a better

UMass rather than

tear it apart. All

Uaithew Siulibletielil

,ky

Jelfrev

liBOliiaiiB

After hearmg
Noam Chom-
sky's talk

almost two

weeks ago. my
initial reaction

tu reading

ommentary a

Jay later, des

cribing Chom-
sky as a -neo-

Nazi' and

comparing him to Saddam
Hussem. was amusement.

lo those familiar with

c hcmsky's writings, speeches,

and activism, the idea of calling

Chomsky a neo-Nazi is about

on par with calling Drew Barry-

more a genocidal warlord.

What has since been eating

away at me is the possibility of

those who are not aware of his

views actually believing the

ridiculous accusation. Finally,

this concern was realized when

overhearing someone say.

-Chomsky? Isn't he the anti-

Semite?"
While Chomsky, in a recent

email correspondence with The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian,

refused to spend the time "to

respond publicly to transparent

absurdities.- 1 am less busy

than he. Beginning with the

charge that he's a capitalist mil-

lionaire who needs thousands

of dollars to bother to show up

for a talk, it should be pointed

out that Chomsky insisted that

the honorarium designated for

him by the Political F.conomv

Research Institute be donated

to charity, which it was.

The charge of neo-Nazism

was supposedly backed up by a

book entitled "Chomsky and

the Neo-Nazis." No such book

exists. An article of the same

name exists, written by a right-

wing professor in an Australia

magazine. The first part of the

quote taken from the article

appears to be accurate, but

uncontroversial.

Chomsky was quoted as say-

ing "I see no anti-Semitic impli-

cations in denial of the exis-

tence of gas chambers, or even

denial of the Holocaust."

which, taken without context,

might seem to be an infiamma-

tory statement

However, when I asked him

to elaborate on this statement.

Chomsky said. "It is not by def-

inition a racist act to be igno-

rant. Nor does anyone think so,

as in these cases. Have you seen

a condemnation of the

American Jewish Congress for

Holocaust denial and anti-

Gypsy racism, even though they

are the only respectable source

for Holocaust denial in the

U.S.. maybe the world? Of

woursc not. because the truisms

are understood to be truisms.

"

To put forth another exam-

ple, would someone who
claimed the U.S. infiicted casu-

alties in the Vietnam War only

totaled 100.000 be considered

racist, when in fact the number

was about I *iillion or nwre?

Would someone who denied

that a single Iraqi has died by

U.S. violence be considered a

Nazi? No. such a person would

be considered wildly ignorant

of the facta or compl««ely irra

tional.

If someone were to claim

that the deaths of those in the

Holocaust, or the Vietnamese

killed 35 years ago. were unim-

portant, that would clearly be

racist But any informed critic

of Chomsky's work must have

come across his oft-repeated

stance about those who deny

the Holocaust "We lose our

humanity even by entering into

debate with those who deny

Nazi crimes.-

Such a position is quite

clearly not only unsympathetic

to Nazism, but a passionate

denunciation of anyone who
would defend such doctrines.

Why this stance, or any similar

position of Chomsky's, was not

quoted in an incrimination of

neo-Nazism is rather dubious.

Chomsky was also charged

with helping Robert Faurisson.

a French academic, write a

book which questioned the

authenticity of the Holocaust,

This is misinformation that

leaves out the totality of

Chomsky's role: Faurisson was

threatened with being jailed for

denying the Holocaust, due to

the lack of free speech laws in

France.

Chomsky, along with numer

ous other academics, signed a

petition which pointed out that

Faurisson did not deserve to be

physically threatened or jailed

for simply expressing his views,

however odious they might be.

Chomsky was asked to write

some basic comments on the

principles of free speech, which

appear on his official website

www.chomsky.info.

"I have nothing to say here

about the work of Robert

Faurisson or his critics, of

which I know very little, or

about the topics they address,

concerning which I have no

special knowledge." he said.

The point, Chomsky wrote,

was that "the defense of the

right of free expression is not

restricted to ideas one approves

of. and that it is precisely in the

case of ideas found most offen-

sive that these rights must be

most vigorously defended."

This statement, entitled "Some

Elementary Comments on the

Rights of Freedom of

Expression.- was used by

Faurisson s publisher as a pref-

ace to his book.

For over 20 years now. fran-

tic extremists with no concept

of the very basic right to free

peech have been trying to use

Chomsky's defense of such

speech as an excuse to call him

an anti-Semite.

Yet another easily dismissed

charge against Chomsky was

that he denied any Cambodians

died at the hands of the Khmer

Rouge, and thai the New Nbrk

Times distorted the atrocities in

that country. As for the first

part of the claim, in one of the

speeches he gave at this very

campus two weeks ago.

Chomsky directly referred to

the atrocities of the Khmer

Rouge — which was a rather

contrary thing to do for a denier

of those same atrocities.

The other controversy about

his stance on 1970s Cambodia

was that he insisted thai the

U.S. share the blame for the

number who died, given its mas-

sive bombing of the country

leading up to the overthrow of

the government by the Khmer

Rouge. As for distortions of

facts about Cambodia at that

time. Chomsky clearly outlines

cases of media fabrication in his

acclaimed book, "Manufactur-

ing Consent."

In it. he demonstrates, with

sources, how journals such as

Reader's Digest, the New York

Review of Books, and others did

indeed engage in distortions of

facts about the situation. The

New York Times has referred to

Chomsky as "arguably the most

important intellectual alive." This

past month they asked him to

write and then published a critical

essay by him on Israel's so-called

-security fence." Either those at

the newspaper have short memo-

ries, or Chomsky might have actu-

ally been onto something.

However unimpressed you

may be with Chomsky, a

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology professor of linguis-

tics best known for his opposi-

tion to the Vietnam War. an

analogy comparing him to

Saddam Hussein is beyond ludi-

crous. An analogy between

Chomsky and Betrand Russell

would be more in order On
behalf of those who are

impressed by Chomsky, who
consider him to be the con-

science of our country. 1 thank

PERI for bringing such a distin-

guished figure to our campus.

Jeffrey Napolitano is a

Collegian columnist.

thoughts

expressed in this article are my
own and do not necessarily

refiect on Residence Life.

In my time here at UMass I

have seen people complain

about different groups of

authority on campus without

offering any solutions. People

most frequently attack UMass

police and Res Life. This only

exacerbates the problems.

The rifi between UMPD and

UMass residents is one of the

worst results of this mud sling-

ing. 1 don't blame anyone for

this. The chasm is a result of

many factors. I will not say that

UMPD is perfect, jusi like any

organization, they have their

flaws. Nonetheless, we should

be glad that we have them

because when push comes to

shove I have seen them act with

great integrity time and again.

Despite UMPD s best efforts

to keep UMass a safe living

place for all of us. they are

almost always portrayed as an

evil entity out to get the stu-

dents. UMPD does not make

the rules; we as a society make

them. UMPD officers dedicate

their lives to helping enforce

these rules. We should thank

ihem for this, not ostracize

them. This ostracizing looks

even worse when you realize

that in addition to enforcing

the law, they run several educa-

tional and community outreach

programs, most notably Rape

Aggression Defense training

UMPD's disconi>ection from

the student body is partially a

result of how we have treated

them This disconnection hurts

both them and us.

UMPD is working to remedy

this. They have coinmuniiy offi-

cers creating personal relation-

ships between UMPD and RAs

Their connection with the stu-

dent body is. however, harder

to bridge than with the RAs. In

order lo help bridge this gap.

they now have students in uni-

form helping to patrol campus.

UMPD is learning and growing.

We should praise their efforts.

not belittle them. If you have a

problem with them, go tell

thera. They will lis-

ten, and if they can,

they will help you

and ihey will imple-

ment your suggestions.

When people are not bash-

ing UMPD, they are attacking

Res. Life. This animosity makes

no sense to me because I think

Res. Life is the one organiza-

tion on campus whose sole pur-

pose has always been to help

the students.

As UMass has repeatedly

been hit by budget cuts many
departments have started to

concentrate more on campus

politics, rather than just stu-

dents. These departments see

this change of focus as the only

Res. Life and UMPD

have one major

thing in common;

they are both

thankless jobs.

way they can survive. Res. Life.

on the other hand, has always

worked for the students.

This is partly because Res

Life has the highest ratio of

student employees to full time

employees of any department

on campus As RAs. students

are what make Res Life work

For those of >ou who have

never been or known an RA. you

might be surprised at the two

hardest parts of the job. RAs

have to get past the persona of

being an evil rule enforcer You

cannot do anything with your

residents until they no longer

view you this way. I know a lot

of people who have quit as a

result of never being able to

overcome this stigma.

The ironic part is this stigma

impairs the best part of the job:

helping residents. The primary

role of RAs is not policy

enforcement. If it were, RAs
would have a lot more power

RAs mainly assist residents.

They let you in when you lock

yourself out. have socials and

cducationals, listen to your

problems, and even go and ask

others to respect you and your

rights when you don't feel com-

fortable doing it yourself RAs

may not be able to do every-

thing, but they know where to

direct you if they can't.

The second hardest thing is

documenting residents' policy

violations.

I do not know any RA who

enjoys this. Who actually

enjoys getting other people in

trouble? Do you? If that is not

a good enough reason to not

want to document a situation,

it also means hours of work for

Res. Life. In addition, you have

probably just created an enemy.

The more mature residents get

over it and understand, but

there are always those who

never will.

Res. Life and UMPD have

one major thing in common;

(hey are both thankless jobs.

They need people who want to

work for the betterment of

UMass. not for personal gain

Neither job grants much free

time or money.

Yes. both organizations have

problems, but both are working

to solve them %vith the help of

students.

The next time you feel the

need to lash out, please think

about what you are doing. Are

you helping to fix the problem,

or are you just making a worse

UMass for all of us? Please also

consider why you are mad Did

they do something wrong, or

did you? If you were wrong,

have the self respect and

integrity to take responsibility

for your own actions Making

mistakes is part of life and no

one will blame you for that.

However, they will not respect

you if cannot admit to your

own mistakes

Finally. I ask you lo help

out. UMass is only as good as

we make it.

Become an RA. join an

RSO. vote, or do something

Every little bit helps. This

school could be so much more.

However, we can only realize

this dream by working together

to build a better UMass
Matthew Stubblefield is a

LMass student.
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The Passion of Christ has just

dominated the box office for the

second weekend in a row and is

on track to possibly becoming

the highest grossing film of all

time. Surprisingly, it is one of

the oldest stories we know.

The film has been surround-

ed with controversy for months

TOOSBl Mel Gibson, the director of the

MunSKYBf *'''"• ''* ^^" working on it for

" 12 years, with his masterpiece

attacked for the way it portrayed certain charac-

ters.

Before I get into that though, its important to

note this: the story that is being retold in "The

Passion" is based on both scripture and history. If

you attempt to criticize this film without reading

the scripture or the history, you will simply look

and sound like a fool. You don't have to be a

Christian to watch The Passion. You should, how-

ever, read the scripture to further understand all

that is occurring.

When I watched the film I tried to put myself

in the position of a person who has little or no

familiarity with the New Testament, and 1 realized

that many things could

be unclear. Reading the

New Testament doesn't

make you Christian:

however, it can make

you more educated, the

same way reading scrip-

ture from other reli-

gions can educate you.

It is imperative that we

become familiar with the scriptures of other reli-

gions so that we understand them. The greatest

enemy of tolerance is ignorance, and in a world

divided by religion, ignorance is abundant.

I became very annoyed watching people criti-

cize the film on television even before 1 saw it.

What bothered me was their willingness to criti-

cize a film based on scripture even though they

admit they have never read it before. 1 watched at

least three different. critics on different programs

criticize the film for its lack of accuracy and then

admit that they themselves have no knowledge of

the scripture. 1 will be the first to admit that 1

have never read the "Lord of the Rings" books

and therefore 1 will not criticize the movies in

regards to how they relate to the Tolkien novels.

Also, I watched a few Rabbis criticize the way

the Sanhedrin was portrayed. On an MSNBC pro-

gram hosted by Pat Buchanan, I heard a lady call

"The Passion" the most anti-Semitic film since

War World II Nazi propaganda. One critic said

Gibson intentionally portrayed the lewish leaders

in the film as sinister When 1 saw the film I

noticed that the Jewish leaders were depicted as

dark featured, sinister, bearded, and their heads

were covered in several layers of cloth. 1 found

that to be strikingly similar to the way Arabs are

portrayed negatively in film However. I haven't

heard Rabbis complaining about that.

The debate disintegrates into claims of anti-

Semitism, which I still don't really understand It

is not a movie about laying blame. It is not about

jews verse Christians. This is the retelling of the

story of lesus Christ. Yes. according to the scrip-

ture, leaders of the lewish community actively

perused the Crucifixion of jesus Christ. That does

not mean that every lew did. In fact the 12 disci-

ples and lesus himself were lews. The Virgin Mary

was also a lew. loseph of Aremeah. whom Gibson

neglects to include, asked for lesus' body; he too

was lewish.

Still to look at "The Passion" as an anti-

Semitic film is to apply a modem day misunder-

stood phenomenon to a retelling of an ancient

story.

However, the controversy that surrounded this

film was very much fueled by such ridiculous

claims. I believe that Gibson not only knew this,

but he perpetuated it. He used the media to blow

this way out of proportion, making his film one of

the most anticipated films ever.

If this were just anoth-

er jesus movie no one

would see it. Let's not

forget, there's not going

to be many surprises in

a movie like this: we all

know how it's going to

end. This is why Gibson

hyped it up the way he

did. He used every

media outlet he could. In fact, with all the noise

about anti-Semitism, he got many leaders in the

lewish community to be vocal about his film.

Gibson, though indirectly, got leaders of the

lewish community to promote his movie about

jesus.

Mel Gibson wanted to deliver a message. If

you watch his film and see |ew verse Christian

you are missing the message. Christian scripture

teaches that Christ knew he would die and pre-

dicted his death. lesus dying was part of the plan

so all of this finger pointing is just nonsense.

What was Gibson trying to get across? He

wanted to produce a graphic, realistic portrayal of

the death of lesus Christ. I'm sure many people,

like myself, had difficulty watching the lifelike

onslaught. The images will surely be engraved in

our minds. That is the message Mel Gibson is

sending. He wants those who believe in lesus

Christ to remember that agony when they are con-

fronted with decisions in life.

Scarier than these images though, is that many

people, when confronted with such decisions, will

still call out for Barabas.

Yousef Munayyer is a Collegian columnist.

Tlie greatest enemy of tolerance

is ignorance, and in a world

divided tiy religion, ignorance is

atNNidant
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'Ovaries' their 15 minutes of fame
By Casey Novak
Collegian Staff

MeluM Goodman. »*nior women '» »iudie» and

iLv» "That Taken Ovaries" opeo-mfc nijcht in the

IMILlE I " » » -**^ ' » LK.IAS

BDIC maji*. rr»d« a pt-em at yerter-

Cape Cod Uninjce.

A group of about 55 women and

men of all ages gathered at the Cape

Cod lounge yesterday to celebrate

International Women's Day. sharing

bold and courageous stories about

themselves or other women in their

lives at the first western Massachusetts

"That Takes Ovaries!" open mic.

"Move over gentlemen, it's time for

the ladies!" Rivka Solomon, editor of

"Thai Takes Ovaries!: Bold Females

and Their Brazen Acts." said to the

crowd. -It's time to reject all that keeps

women unsure or quiet."

Stories ranged from the silly and

funny to the deep and meaningful

One woman spoke about being sus-

pended in the sixth grade for punching

a boy in the arm afier he told a sexist

joke, while another woman told of her

experience growing up in Palestine and

being imprisoned while in college for

participating in a pretend wedding put

on as a celebration of Palestine culture

without the consent of her parents.

Some stories were read directly from

Solomon's book.

One story in particular called

"Educating Bill Clinton- told of a

teacher who attended a George

\\ashington University basketball pme
where Bill Clinton was in attendance

with his daughter Chelsea. When she

savk the president get up to leave after

the men were done playing, the teacher

asked him to sho* support for women

athktes also and to suy for their jame

Her attempt was successful and

Clinton stayed to root the women's

team on.

Sandy Mandel. associate director of

special events lor the Everywoman's

Center, participated in the open mic

herself, sharing a story of how she

avoided using road rage when threat-

ened by a car full of young boys at 2

a.m. one night. By going to the police

station with the cars license plate.

Mandel said she was able to "uke

action without putting herself in dan-

ger"

Katina, a local artist and teacher at

Amherst High School, spoke of the

controversy surrounding the idea of

young women talking about their vagi-

nas.

"I am rcalU happv |the production)

went up, the >tudents have learned so

much," Katina, the co-director of the

"Vagina Monologues' production at

the school, said. "I'm so incredibly

proud of them."

One man took the opportunity tu

tell a story about his mother, who in the

m50s was nol allowed lo lake

advanced cour>es at her high whool

He said women being forced to take

courses such as home economics rather

than scientific courses were the "reali-

ties of people's (.onsciousrKss" and his

mother was prepared to light hack She

eventually convinced her principal to

allow her take the advanced courses,

the man said, and was the first women

of many to studv science at the school

"Women shouldn i let fear get in the

way of anything.' Thalw. one of the

women who shared a story said, after

telling about how she got the courage

to travel aba>ad on her own lor ihe first

time.

Some women said they would not

normally get up and speak in Iront of a

crowd, but took the nsk of telling a

storv themselves btxause they had been

inspired by the other women participat-

ing in the event.

Phoebe, a Daily Hampshire Gazette

reporter said, "I don't usually speak at

the events I cover, but 1 thought — why

not?"

She proceeded to talk about how

she protested a Miss America pageant

from being held in Springlield and con-

vinced Sammy Davis |r. head of the

event to get back on his bus, turn

around and go home
"Beauty pageants aren i a good

thing for women in general." Phoebe

said.

Sokjmon talked about how she has

been leading this open mic movement

with a disability called "chronic fatigue

syiKlronte " which she said has kept her

bedridden for almost »H) percent of her

life

"It takes ovaries for me to be able to

wnie the book and participate in tbe

movement with mv invisible disabilitjfc"

Solomon said.

SolonK)n said she decided to start

the open mic nwvement because her

book was only able to share 64

women's stories, but wanted all women

to have the opportunity to share stories

of iheir gulsv. outrageous and coura-

geous acts.

"It's a delight to be here for Inter-

national Women's Day." she said.

"It's important to recognize all

women's strengths and accomplish-

iiK'nis and be part of the global inove-

meni that is currently happening."

N estcrday s event was sponsored by

the Everywoman s Center Any women

interested in organizing a "That Takes

Ovaries!' open mic can get the guid&'

lines from the back of the book or on

www.thaitakesovarics.org

NOT QUITE 'TWISTED' ENOUGH
)UDD. JACKSON AND GARCIA STAR IN LATEST THRILLER. MINUS THE THRILLS

I

Bv Lai RtN C Fruman
('nlFi-I'VN 'STAIf

In this day and a^e. pretty decent

crime shows are on television 24-7. and

thus any movie thai claims to be a sus-

pense/murder mystery mu*t live up to

the audience's heightened expectations.

The audience is well trained to watch

this genre of film and/or television, and

it is therefore a difficult task to create

something new and original. It is truly

disturbing that movie pr».>ducers and

makers believe thai I he unintelligenl.

formulaic excuse lor a mystery

that "Twisted" is should be

made.
"Twisted IS by far unwor

thy of the all star cast it har

bors. or more correctly.

exploits. It's a thriller without

thrills, a suspense drama with

a weak resolution, and u

shameful reminder ihai

Holl\wtH.>d foots the bill of

such pathetic films. Maybe it

should have been named

"Disturbing." not because ii

evokes this emotion in the

audience but simplv because of

the almost unbelievable stupid

ity of everything it attempts

The premise places lessiea Shepard,

(Ashley ludd) in a potentially interesting

situation. Recently promoted to the

homicide division. Shepard. a former

cop. investigates a serial murderer only

to find that the only cunneciion between

the corpses is the fact that she has slept

with them.

This is more than a coincidence:

someone is out to prove a point, or

worse ... Shepard. in a state of uncon-

sciousness, is killing these men herself.

The plot progresses with knowledge

that Shepard's father, also a police offi-

cer, was a serial killer himself. When

lessiea was young, her father killed sev-

eral men then look his and Jessica's

mother's lives, lessiea was then raised by

her father's partner |ohn Mills (Samuel

L. lackson).

The chance that lessiea could in tact

be the very serial killer she seeks, killing

in a somnambulant slate is rather inter-

esting. However, the interest dwindles

soon after the possibility is entertained

for a few scenes of Shepard passing out

drunk.

One thing that the audience knows

after watching night after night of

-NYPD Blue- or "Murder She Wrote" is

that the most obvious possibility of the

killer can almost automatically be ruled

out The writer will tr> to deceive the

audience by sloppily pointing a finger at

a likely source, but this likely source is

usually too likely to be true.

The difficulty in writing a "who-

dunit" thriller resides in the fact that the

audience has lo be surprised by the iden-

tity of the killer Surprising an audience

while maintaining a degree of plausibili-

ty is a more difficult task than one might

imagine. .

Unfortunately for "Twisted

the revelatory ending is weak-

ened by a huge surprise degrad-

ed by its lack of plausibility

What constitutes plausibility?

With some rare exceptions, the

outcome of a thriller is depend-

ent on the screenwriter's choic-

es. The director will only on

occasion develop an ending

entirely separate from that

which the screenwriter creates

How can a writer be sure that

the audience will entrust

him/her to reveal the "correct

killer's identity? How can there

be a "correct" choice of a killer

in a fictional tale?

There are definitely certain rules that

writer can be held accountable for

when choosing his or her killer. These

rules have and can be broken, but when

Ihe writer or director is a newcomer to

the Hollvwood scene (as is screenwriter

Sarah Thorp) these rules might be abid

ed by, or broken with care.

Perhaps the most important rule

when choosing a killer is balancing the

obvious with the got so obvious. In

other words, the killer should be some

one who the audience knows well

enough to determine that this person

couldn't be the killer. Then when this

person indeed turns out to be ihe killer,

the audience is surprised.

Simply put. the killer in "Twi.sted" is

someone who doesn't receive enough

screen time, and the audience won't

care that he is the killer because they

don't feel like they knew him through-

out the two hours they spent with

Ashley judd and Andy Garcia. The char-

acter's lack of involvement in the main

series of events that occur up until the

final blow out — where his/her charac-

ter finally gets the screen time he

deserves — is minimal and forced.

mi">Ti.>-i I X 'RTrsI r^RAMi HINT (41
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Mortensen saves 'Hidalgo' from losing race
Bv Ryan Auberi
lULltl.lAN M Aft-

'Hidalgo"

Dirttiedlf

JoeJthistoii

Sliniil

"Hidalgo" is the kind of film that

is hit or miss. Fortunatclv, il hits

more than it misses.

lust lil^e director joe Johnston's

other flicks (namely "jumanji" and

-Jurassic Park III") the film does

certain things right, and those

things are actually done rather mag-

nificently. However, the things it

does wrong cannot be overlooked,

as the viewer is painfully aware that

il could have been a better movie

"Hidalgo" is based on a true

story about an .American cowboy

named Frank Hopkins and his mus

tang horse. Hidalgo

Hopkins is insited to enter

a grtjeling 3.tX)0-mile horse

race across the Middle East

for a SI 0.000 dollar prize

The movie barkens back to

old lime action/adventure

flicks, or at least that <•

what it should be through

out

Elongated forays intu

drama and romance que>

lion the film s allegiance lo

the adventure genre. The

movie trie* to have an epic

quality, but this aspiration

is out of lis league

\iggo Morlenson. best

known as Aragorn from the

almighty "lord of the Rings" irilo

gy. stars terrifically as Hopkins

With "Hidalgo." he is lakes his first

shot at breaking out of his famous

role, an interesting phenomena lu

track as his "Rings" costars do the

same, now that the trilogy has

eiuied

Morlenson has definitely broken

out of the mold, and is a wondcrtui

actor to behold in "Hidalgo " He

can be believably serious one

minuie and humorously adveniur

ous the next. Even wtihoui speak-

ing. Mortcnson is emoiionally mov-

ing He unquestionably has superb

acting ability, and is poised to

become an Alist actor.

Spevial acknowlcdgmeni has lo

go to T.| . the stunning horse who

plays flidalgo. T.l.s personality and

expressions throughout the film are

poignant. One look into his eyes

and a world of life opens up. T.j.

»

emotional performance would

hands-down win an Academy award

for best animal actor in a feature

film, if there ever were one.

The movie's supporting cast just

cant compare to the two stars,

though. These actors are cookie-

cutter, bowing down to pre-estab-

lished stereotypes There is the

powerful, and ultimately wise.

Sheikh, the British femme fatale.

and the group of ruthless Muslims

gallix anting about. These ridiculous

stereotypes hold "Hidalgo' back

from reaching epic' status, and

instead just reinforce the

predictable Hollywood

movie i turns out to be.

The cinematography in

"Hidalgo" is a sight to

behold A Native American

massacre sequence during

the beginning of the film

has a dark blue quality,

invoking cold and death.

I ikewise. towards the end

of the flick the color and

light is very bright and

blinding, establishing that

Hopkins is going crazy from

the desert heal And. while

wide shots of Hopkins on

Hidalgo trudging through

ihe sand with magnificent clouds

behind them is beautiful, too much

of a good thing spoils it The shots

LKcur way too ofien and become

predictable Five minutes of travel

ing here, then stop for something

exciting, then again five minutes of

traveling, and on and on until the

end
Granted, this is ihe way mosi

directors would show the long jour

ney — but spare the audience the

yawning, and don't make it that

long

The end result of "Hidalgo" is a

nice, fun jaunt through the Arabian

Peninsula, albeit predictable, and

slow in some spots It is worth view

ing at least once, since Mortenson

and hi* horse truly shine. It's only

loo bad the rcsi of the movie doesni

live up to what it could have been.

t»Y lOOlitelllM

V«o Morten«rn. above, is thr highlight of HidalB.,.' but the "Urd of the Rings' s.»r cannot save the film from it

tedioTpIo*. Omar Sharif and Zuleikha R.*mson. below. tr> their best a. the film s meduxore supporting cast.

NoHo-based record company honors band
B\ Mark PraTI

.A, ''«»»»

(0< ''S'

The members of NRBQ have been making music together for 35 years. Spirithouse Records, based in

Northampton, will release a tribute album for the band, scheduled to play the Calvin in late ApnI.

V

2-5 player
teams
MediiuTi

pitch

speed C3

o

BOSTON (API I ., .uHigh any serious rock

!) rxtll fan's record colkxiion and you're almost

bound to find .i picxe of vinyl b> SRBO Talk lo any-

onc who went lo cclkrgc in ihe i>asi Ml sears, and ihcy

pn.>hiibK base a few har) incnwnes of attending an

NRBO show or ihav

The band is one ol the mosi enduring, most

rcspixied. most appreciated yel least well knowTi t>n

the AitxrrKan music s<.ctK.

Rivk. l>Kics. country, ja// the O. as ihey are

known lo -heir fans, have done ii all And pulk-d it off,

mixing in a quirky sense of hunwr The band once

de<iia>yed Cabbage Patch dolls on siaf^-.

The band is still touring and still making records

,trs after il was foundc-d. an anniversary being

. Ltl by the reWase on Tuesda> ol a tribute album

featuring some of its grealesi admiicrs jn the music

industry. Two anniversary concerts also are planned at

the historic Calvin Theater in Northampton in late

April and early Mas

"We realls mean ii. founding member and key-

kwrd player Tom Adams said, explaining the band's

longevity. "We wanl lo play music no mailer what

happens, no matter what peopk; think. Its not about

plasing it safe."

NRBO has recorded nearly 30 albums. devek>ped

Icpons of fans, and canu-d s»>meihing thiil mo.M song

svriters and musicians would rather have than lop 10

rtxords — the respect ol peers, including ihe likes of

Paul McCartney and Keith Richards

"To me. ihcy were always one of the most impor-

tani and significant American bands." said Steve

BeHin of l.os l.obos. which cut a track for ihe tribute

album "The O People."

"To this day. 1 think il is one of the true crimes of

our age that they are so underappreciated.' Berlin

said.

The album includes Bonnie Rain. Yo La Tengo.

Widespread Panic and Mike Mills of REM. Il alsci fea-

tures a nearly 1 7-minuic "audio cartoon'" by

SpongeBob Square-Panls. soiced by siandup comedi-

an Tom Kenny, who has openc-d shows lor NRBO.

Raitts association with NRBO goes back to the

band's formative years in the laie l%0s when she was

still a Harvard undergraduate and before her own

recording career took ofl

"There^ was a gig at BU with Kale Taylor, a guy

named Eric Mercury, CaH Perkins and NRBO. and I

was going to see Kate anyways because she was a

friend of mine, and 1 was just knocked out by NRBO."

said Raitt.

She went on to tour with the band, and even cover

a couple of its songs, including "Me and the Boy*.""

included on the tribute alfniin.

"There svere- these guys who couW play Chu^k

Bern as aulhenik:ally as Chuck Berry, as opposed lo

some white verskxis of Chuck Berry." Raitt said.

"They were one of the funkier bunch of svhiie people

Id seen «id to this day thai hoWs true."

NRBQ's versatility, musicianship, and ability lo

appeal to so many people — the band once released

an album of chiWren's songs — us at the same lime

blessing and a curse. The group is impossible to

pigeon-hok.

"That's held them back." Raitt said. "In many ways

I sympathize with that. All dunng my 20* and 30s

everybody was trying to put me in a box and viying I

had to stick with one style, but that would be bonng.

If you like all kinds of musk, you've got to just play

"

The NRBQ tribute album is the first release lor

Spirithouse Records, a startup label based in

Northampton and founded by music industry veter

ans and western Massachuseti natives Paul

McNamara and Danny Bernini.

Bernini. 57. estimates he has seen NRBQ live "at

fcasi 75 to 100 times." the first lime when he was nine

years old and his older brother dragged him lo a show

He couldn't think of a better way for the label to make

an initial splash.

"They were as big to me as Aerosmith. L.ed Zep

and I. Geils and all the bands that we were into as

kkls." he said.

Bui Spirithouse still needed the consent of the

band and cooperation from other musiciaas for the

album.

"We weren't interested in doing it without their

endorsement, and when we asked them about it they

were immediately excited," he said. "1 had worked

with them in the past and they knew that I understood

the band."

Ctozens of artists have recorded songs written by

NRBO over the years, but band member Adams can't

remember an entire tribute album. The people at

Spirithouse just had the desire lo put it all together,

and we were touched by that." he said.

Celling artists lo contribute was even easier.

"The level of enthusiasm we got back from the

bands kind of justified the whole idea." McNamara

said. "It proved there was a lot of love for NRBO
"

"It took me about a second." lo agree to be on the

album, Raitt said.

Los Lobos jumped at the chance too. "It was a

pleasure." Berlin said. "This one was way fun.

"
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Kenseth wins Vegas John Henry Williams, son of

Ted, dies of leukemia at 35
By Greg Sukiennik

AsSX-lATtDl'RtSS

BOSTON (/tf) —The last two years of k>hn Henry

Williams' life were spent lighting.

Me struggled to make it in baseball, the sport his

father and Hall of Famei Ted Williams excelled in. He

battled family members when he arranged to have his

father frozen at a cryonics lab after his death. And he

fought cancer.

On Saturday, that final fight ended in a l^os Angetes

hospital room.

Williams died of leukemia at UCLA Medical

Center with family members at his bedside, said Peter

Sutton, an attorney for Ted Williams' family. Williams

was 55.

According to published reports citing lamily

sources. k)hn Henry Williams' remains were delivered

to the Alcor Life Extension Foundation in ScottsdaW.

Ariz., where his famous father's body has been stored

since his death.

Williams, had been battling the disease for

months. In December, he had a bone marrow trans

plant, using a donation from Claudia, his youngest sis-

ter.

"On behalf of all of us with the Boston Red Sox, vi«

extend t>ur condolences to the |ohn Henry Williams

family, " Red Sox principal owner |ohn W. Henr> said

in a statement. "Perhaps no person n»eani more to the

history of the Boston Red Sox than did his father, and

il was ck;ar that his father's life and legacy were the

local point of |ohn Henry Williams' life."

\dt\n Henry Williams, Ted Williams' only !»on, was

four when his parents divorced Alter that, he saw lit-

tle of his larger-than lile father, a war hero and noted

ouldoorsman. as well a> one of baseball's gieaiesl hit-

ters of all-time.

Bui kjhn Heim Williams became part of Ted

Williams' life in the earls I^WOs after the slugger's

romantic companwn. Louise Kauffinan. dic-d.

"He look over led's business affairs, his househoW

affairs and he just bcvame the boss." Kay Munday,

who managed Williams' household from l^9-»J5.

told The Associated Pre-ss in 2002. "I woukl ask Ted

something and he uoukl say. U-i lohii Henry handle

it.' and I wouki have lo go ihivugh kjhn Henry
"

Rejuvenated Odom leading

the Heat back into contention

2003 points champ

wins second straight

Man Ken^h take* the checkered flag to win the UAW-DaimlerChrvUrr 400 Sundav at the Us Vegas

Motor Speedwav. Kenneth, who won the 2005 Winston Cup Champiimship dc^p.tc .mlv wmnmu ^'~ "^'•

has already doubled hU victory total from Ut yfi with Sundav'* »m. Hr aU. uon the Sub^^v 400 m

North Carolina i»n Feb. 22.

Once the green Hag lle».

kenseth moM-d steadily toward

the front, finally taking the knd

frmn Harvick on lap 250.

The victory vaulted Kenseth

inlo the series lead one race earli-

er than he look the top spot for

good last year. He leads Slewan

bv 88 points going into next

Sunday's race at Atlanta Motor

Spec I

Sti ice was disastrous

lor Dale I amhardi |r . who came

in leading the points after winning

the [)jiytona 500 and finishing

fifth ai Rockingham.

F^mhardi. who said the team

didn't know why the car was so

bad, strugglc"d ihroughiHii He

spent consklerabk lime m the

garage area before coming back

tHJt to salvage 55th place

hardi fell to seventh. 125

!iv behind Kenseth.

Bv MiK> Harris

.\v«« lAIVl' Triej*

LAS VEGAS lAP) — Malt

Kenaeth has a lunpie sohiikm to

mastering NASCAR "s new rules;

Win every tinK

Kenseth is on top of the

NASCAR Nexlel Cup standings

again after his second straight vic-

tory, this lime dominating

Sunday's UAWf^aimlerChrysler

400 at Us \ egas Motor Speedway

The eighth win of his career

canK- on the hcvis of a vKtory two

weeks earlier at Rockingham, giv-

ing him OTK- more' win th«i he

accumulated all of last season oa

the way to the Cup championship.

"This a race car driver's dream

come true to come out and win

two in a row," Kenseth said. "It's

unbelievable lo base this good of a

car and lo be able to lead all those

laps and kind of dominate the way

we did the last two races. It's pret-

ty cool and I just can't wail to keep

racing."

Kenseth led 125 of 267 laps

Sunday in winning the Vegas race

for the second straight year and

moving lo the points lead, the .spot

he occupic-d for the final 55 races

of 2005.

Criticized last season for win-

ning the series title with boring

consistency and only the one victo-

ry, Kenseth is answering his critics

by getting off to a great start in

2004. also winning Feb. 22 at

Rockingham after finishing ninth

in Ihe season-opening Daytona

500.

"I've learned it's always some-

thing," Kenseth said, shaking his

head. "It would be hard for any-

body lo argue that we didn't have

a dominant car at Rcx.kingham

and all you saw in the headlines

was that the caution didn't fall

going to win sometime

Tony Stewart finished third.

foik>wed by lamie McMurray.

Mark Martin, tllioii Sadler, Casey

Meant, Kurt Busch and Rusty

Wallace

The race was suppoaed to be

the first true test of the new com-

bination of a shorter rear spoik-r

and softer tires, intended by

NASCAR to make the racing more

eicitir^ by alk>wing nK>re passing.

This race dkin't k)ok tnuch dif-

feteni than the previ«.ius six on the

I l/2-mik- Vegas oval, with mosiK

single lik- racing. There were !

lead changes among 10 driver

v

but many of them came during pit

slop sequeiKes and had nothing lo

do with passing on the racetrack

Still, most of the drivers liked

the changes

"The tire that Goodyear

brought has made this racing fun

again." Stewart sakl. "M>u can t go

out and just run real hard. That's

how we lost second lo Kasey

Kahne. I busted the tires trying to

gel by Harvick
"

Kenseth appeared lo have the

fastest car all day, building leads o\

up lo 4 seconds several times

He was leading Stewart by about

20 car lengths when Kevin

Lepage's blown engine dumpcxl oil

on the track on lap 185 The lead-

ers made their final pit •*tops on lap

184 and an uncharacteristic slow

slop by his Roush Racing crew left

Kenseth seventh for the restart on

lap 1^5 with Harvick in the lead.

"If there was ever a lime to

have a bad one. that was the time

to gel a little behind." Kenseth said

of the slow Slop. "We actually

adjusted the car a little bit and

made it better"

By SiiAtN WI.NJ

.AssmlATtllPHIUili

MIAMI (AP) — Umar Odom
sheepishly eyes a messy pile in

fnjnt of his kicker that includes

dirty socks and seven size- lb

shoes.

"Sorry about thai." he says,

pushing the clutter aside lo ckar a

path for visitors and teaminalea.

Odom heard pkmty of critKism

dunng his tii>.t four NBA seasons,

when he pla\cd for the Vx^

.\ngek.'> c lippers and was labekd

an uiulisciplined. unreliabkr under-

achiever The worst the Miami

Heat u«n say about their versaiik

power forward is that he > unlkiy.

Miami is Loniending lor its first

plavoff berth sintr 2001 . and the b-

looi- 10 Odom is a big reason. The

latest evklence: a 50-po<ni. 1^

reboufkl. Il-dssisi performance

Saturday againM Sacramento.

It was the Ikai's first tripk--

double in nine years.

"He has a kjt more in him,"

teammate Rafer Alston sa» "He-

a pfienoiTK-njI player

Still only 24, Odom is bk>sscHn-

ing in his fifth pr\) >eason, and on

Mikiuy he was choM.*n F«.stem

Cv»nlervnce playvr of the week.

Hes averaging 17 4 points md 9.8

rebounds, both career highs, and

4.5 assets,

"lis a maturing pn.Ke>s."

Odom says. "Ii has nc-ver been a

big deal whether I coukl play or

not. Staying healthy and doing the

nghi things to protect my career olf

the court _ that was mostly every

one '.> concern No one ever really

sakl. I don't knew if he can play. I

don't think he's a good player
"

Odom came to the NBA with a

reputation for beir^ llaky and inde

cisive He played at ihive high

schools as a senwr, then drew the

attention of NCAA investigaior>

when recruited by UNLV and

never played there

He spent one season at Rhode

Island, changed his mind iwxe

about entering the drah aivJ final

ly decided lo leave colkrge He

skipped pre-dnifi workouts with

several teams and faikd to show

for a scouting combine

The Clippers nunethekss u^'k

him with the fourth pick in I^^W.

but he wa« hampere-d by injunes

and lwk;e saspetidc-d tor violating

the Wague drug policy He plaved a

total of just 78 out of Itv4 game^

the past two seasons, and after he

signed a freeagc-ni c\>niraci with

Miami. Clippers vice president

FIgin Baykjr questioned hi* char

acter.

Bui Pal Riley saw a player with

the poic-ntial to re-verse ihe Heat's

fortunes, and he drew Odom with

a six year. $to5 millkxi deal.

"I knc-w a k>t was going lo be

askcxl of nn- here." Odom >ayv

"lis a position I wanted lo be in
"

Il s a position that has Odom
all over ihe court. He runs the

olTense from the point, slashes or

shoots from the w ing and provkfcs

a vital insule prescfKC loi a l«a»m

w iih an undersized center in Brian

Grant.

"Ulnar's a great player."

Sw-ranK-nios V'lade Divac says.

"He does everything, and he

makes ihe other playei> belter"

CXloni has s^oied in doubk fl-

utes in all but five game*, but he

takes partkulai pride i" 'ilv.mvls

and assists

"Thai means you re getting

vour ii-ammaic-s involved." he says.

Bui IXlotn has been forced to

^arry the Heat at times. Leading

Scorer Kxklkr kxie* is stni0iinc

thn>ugh the wont shooting se«"«on

ol his tareei. and tak-ntc-d rookie

guanJ l>wvjiH Wade has missc-d

21 games sMih in|urK-s

"Utiuir can do so iikinv diller

eni things.' coach Stan \an

Gundy says. "We have asked him

to do everything, and he has

respcHKk%l.'

The Heal started 7 but have

played ncariy 500 ball since then,

and they're one of six teams bat-

tling iof the final three playv>(T

spots in the Fastem Conference.

Miami. Ck-vcland and Torunio all

were 11 "•*> ihaiugh Siimfm ti«^^l

tor eighth place in the I .>

A postseason a| ,

woukl be Odom s lirs.i

Contrasts make Sox staff strong
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expcvts to start lile ^iaiiic dher Martincv ami Mon
Schilling.

"I think ilvits tiK best place for iik and the ivsi

place for the- team." Wakeliekl sakl alter pitching the

fourth aixl fifth innings of Bostons ^4 win over

Minnesota, "lust the contrast betwcvn Pedn.) aixl nw

and Schill. I think it's a huge advantage."

General manager ThcM Fpsiein dcvsnl think it

makes a big diflerence. although opposing bailers may

have a different pc-iveplion

"If guys ton other teams) think it docs, that's

CTXHigh," Fpsiein sakl. "I ihink if you have two guys

who look exactly alike, you probabiv ikni t wanl ihem

folkiwing i>ne other"

Martinez is schc-duk-d to pilch the regular seascm

opener at BaltinK.re on April 4. After a day oil.

Schilling. Lowe and Kim are expcxtc-d to face the

Orioles before- VSaketieW pitches itx- home opener

April ^ against "Foronto

No mailer how iIk rotation is set up. opposing hai

teni will have to adjust lo difterent styk-s.

"Pixlro and Schilling are- the closc-st things to being

the same look." Fpsiein said, "and they re- different

because Schilling has a tour-seam straight (fastball)

and a split and a slider and Ptxlnj's got the cuncKill

and his fastball."

lAJWe's sinkcrball woiked well for his second

straight start, although he lasted just two innings in

whkh he threw 57 pitches. I le threw 56 pitches in

three innings in his first exhibition start last TliursJav.

a 5 5 win over Vlinix-sota

Bui he coukln'l deeply analyze his periormance

aftct ju»i two innings

"It's so hanl to try to say how good your uutii^

couW be." Iaahv said. ~bc-cau»<- if this was during the

regular season, vou coukl turn il arvJund in the third or

it coukl be a disiisic-r in the third Nou never kiK>w
"

Lowe was expcvied lo go threx- innings Monday but

dklni make it bcxause of his high pitch count. Non-

roster pitcher Carlos M»>rla wi.rki-d the third and

Wakefield pilchc-d thc> iK-xt two innings

"I don't have any idea" about his ^pot in the- n.>ia^

\.%x\. Lowe sakl "I don i know if they've told anybcxly"

Lowe and Wakeliekl each alknved one run in two

innings. _

"Mechankally. I still necxl a littk bit ol work.

Wakeliekl said. "My timing s a link off right now, but

I'll take those results Icvling that way."

On Tuesdav. ManiiK/ nwkes his tirsi appearaiKC of

spring training. He will be followvd by Schilling, who

allowetl ihav hits in three scorek-s* innings last Fri»,liiy

night against Northeastern Lniversiiy.

Its all part of the piepanition fi>r the a-gular sea

son.

"Vour sequence in April is very rarely >oui

scxjuence throughout the year." Fpsiein said. "The

scxjuencing of our starting pitcher- is not a big con-

cern We don "I hiive guvs who would suffer fri.>m tol-

lowing anyone else on the staff because we liave live

unique sivk-s
"

right, that we werent on the lead

lap and we shouldn"t have won.

"Bui I'd rather have 'em talking

about me because we're doing so

good than something else. I

guess." Kenseth added, grinning.

In his win at Rockingham.

Ken.seth had to hold off a chal-

lenge from rookie Kasey Kahne.

winning by only inches. This time,

there was no one to challenge

Kenseth alter he moved past Kevin

Harvick on lap 250 to regain the

lead for the fourth and final time in

the 267-lap event.

The 25-year-old Kahne. in only

his third ciip start since replacing

longtime NASCAR star Bill Flliott

in the No. 9 Dodge at Fvemham

Motorsports. wound up second

again Sunday. He inherited the

runner-up spot five laps from the

end when Harvick ran out of gas

and coasted to the pits. Harvick

was 21st.

Kahne, who started from the

pofe, crossed the finish line 5.426

seconds — about half a straight-

away — behind Kenseth's No. 1

7

Ford.

"To nin second in these races is

fine with me right now," Kahne

said. "We want to win and we're
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Doubles does Minutewomen in

EMaif oixxiAkULnuaotAN

Ready for the River Hawks
Junior JctcnM-nun JcM Ung ( I gtial. 4 i«»i.ii(!., plu!.-4) and the Minutemen will ho*t the

VKUs» Lowell Ri\cr hUwks ( 10-21-7, 712-S Hockcv E-ut) in the quarteHmaU of the Hixkev

Eakl Tournament , starimK Thur!.Jii> night M 7 p.m. at the Mullino Center.

TEMUS from page 10

matches cuuld ea.sily have gune the other way.

"We lost two 3-set matches, and if we had

been able to get both of those matches to fail for

us we would have beaten a very good team ... and

so instead of beating them 5-2 we lost 5-2- I'd say

we had good results," Dixon said.

Dixon also noted the performance of No. 4

singles player Iwanowicz. who currently has an

overall Spring season record of 7-2 in singles.

"The whole entire weekend Dorothy

I Iwanowicz I
played spectacular singles and con-

tinues to be on fire." Dixon said. She has high

hopes for Iwanowicz, who was undefeated in No.

5 singles last year at the Atlantic 10

Championships.

Also looking to help get the Maroon and

White back on track is returning Minutewomen
jafra Depontes, fresh off a semester abroad in

Barcelona. Dixon is confident that Depontes'

return will help cement the Minutewomen's posi-

tion as at least one of the top two schools in the

conference. Richmond currently holds the lop

spot, and Massachusetts and Xavier are vying for

the second position. Depontes is seventh in all-

time career doubles wins for UMass, and went 7-

t> in singles, and 1 1-5 in doubles last spring

Depontes' return is also good news for the

struggling doubles.

"With jafra back on the team, it means that

our doubles combos are once again strong. She'll

Flying high now
Saint Joseph's is No.

1 team in country
B\ JiMO'CtiNsm

.^I><MIL UT1I> pHa»»

oci , , i- Hawk have - <

to the top of the basketball

world

The Philadelphia school with

an enrollment of 'S.400 and not

much recent spun* history to

brag about wa^ No. I in the AP
"H-n'« college bd-sketball pull vee-

jay lor the lint time.

"ll'^ ji dream come true*

Hawks »eniur guard lainecr

Nelson said "At the sariK- iiiiH-.

wc have to take care of business

these b>t lew games. Well still

approach each gariK and practice

the same way."

The Hawks (27-0) are the

only unbeaten team in Division I.

iH>w that previously top-ranked

Stanford hn- ^•v upset b\

Washington

Saint loscpn > needs three vic-

tories in the Atlantic 10 touma-

nu-nt to become the first team

since LNl.V in l***ll to enter the

NCAA tournament without a

loss

~.'\ll along, we have discussed

the idea of having a great pro-

gram." Saint Joseph's coach Phil

"'
-lelli said. "Obviously, we

a great team, and now we

can talk about a great program,

and this can be a springboard."

With help from the Hawk, of

course The mascot never stops

{tapping its wings during games.

A national basketball power

in the 1960s, the Hawks were

ranked in the Top 10 consistent

I)'. Thev tiade their only Final

Fnur appearance in l%l. then

reached No. 2 in the rankings

twice in [X*cember 1965.

"It's a significant feat for the

longtime followers of this pro-

gram." Martelli said. "Schools

like ours have been overlooked

for years by things like the BCS
and the football powers

"

The coach doesn't think he

has to worry about his team look-

ing past the confereiKe tounta-

mcni and thinking ahead to a

probable No. I seeding in the

NCAA tournament field

The A- 10 tournament stans

Wednesdav in Davion. Ohio.
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I
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"We're going iheu U( fight."

Martelli said

The Hawks fTK>ved up from

No 2 thanks to the loss by

Stanford (26-11 Saturday. That

ended the Cardinal's three-week

run atop the AP poll.

Saint Joseph's received 67

first-ptace votes aitd U795 points

from the itational media panel.

Second-ranked Stanford was No.

I on two ballots and had 1,648

points.

Gonzaga (26-2) moved up

one sput to No. 3. the highest

ranking in school history, and

received one first place vote

Mississippi Slate (25-2) moved

up one place to fourth, switching

positions with Duke (25-4).

which was No. I on two ballots

after losing to Ocorgia Tech and

beating North Carolina.

Air Force moved into the Top

25 for the first time in school his-

tory. The Falcons (22-5i. the No.

I defensive team in the country,

won the Mountain West regular

seaaon title.

Pittsburgh. Oklahoma Stale.

Kentucky and Connecticut held

sixth through ninth from last

week, while Wisconsin moved up

seven places to No. 10, its high-

est ranking of the season.

Texas was No. 1 1 , folkjwed by

Illinois. Cincinnati. Georgia

Tech. Wake Forest. North

Carolina, North Carolina State.

Kansas. Syracuse and

ProvidetKe.

The last five ranked teams

were Arizona. Utah State,

Memphis, Southern Illinois and

Air Force.

Louisville (19-8) fell out from

25th after being ranked for the

last 12 weeks, reaching No. 4

The Cardinals lost 81-80 at

Marquette on Saturday, their sev-

enth loss in 10 games.

Saint Joseph's is the sixth

team to reach No. 1 this season,

joining Connecticut. Kansas,

Florida, Duke and Stanford.

"Being rankc"d No. I is a sign

of steady improvement and the

hard work we've put in all sea-

son." Saint losephs junior for-

ward Pat Carroll said. The

NCAA "tournament will prove

who really is the No. 1 team in

the nation, but right now, it's a

good feeling to have that ranking

in front of us."
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play No. 1 doubles with Price." Dixon said. "I

would say you'd have to give us the nod over

Xavier to be No. 2 in the conference right now,

because she's going to make that much of a dif-

ference."

Another advantage of Depontes' return is the

surprise factor.

"Its going to be wonderful that she's stepping

in because no one in the conference expects for

her to be in the roster, and all of a sudden in the

last three weeks she's going to be on the team. It's

going to be meaningful for us as we come to the

end of the season," Dixon said.

The Minutewomen travel to Florida for their

next three matches against nationally-ranked

Florida Atlantic, Barry, and Lynn University.

Aside from playing against some of the best com-

petition in the country. Dixon hopes the team will

adjust to the sudden departure of Munroe and

the arrival of Despontes.

"I would like to be ready to play outdoors a*

much as I can. Right now what I have is a solid

team who is feeling the loss of one of the players.

jenny Munroe ... the results are a team that is

still solid, still competing well, but really has

been struggling with their doubles, and with

(Depontes) coming back in. that difficulty with

the team is going to be fixed." Dixon said.

Dixon remains extremely optimistic about the

rest of the season.

"I expect big things from this team between

now and the end of the year, particularly at the A-

Sato choosing his fate

XU star weighs

NBA, options
By Joe Kav

A»»i>ciATH< Puis*

CINCINNATI (AP) — The choices get tough

now for Romain Sato.

Xavier's versatile guard is finishing his under-

graduate degree arul thinking he might get a

master's in international business. Or. he might

put school on hold and wind up in the NBA as a

draft pick — the second round is a possibility.

There's also a chance he could play in Furope

if the NBA doesn't want him. perhaps studying

in his spare time.

So ntany choices, so much uncertainty. None

of it rattles the college senior's calm demeanor.

He doesn't change his facial expression or voice

infiection as he matter-ol faclly lists the options,

until he gets to ihe last one.

Then, the smile Hashes and the eyes beam.

"I want to go visit trw p.ir<'nts " Satii said.

"That would be nice."

Sato hasn't seen them Miue ne leii ine ceniial

African Republic in January 19^*9. a terrified 17-

year old who didn't speak Knglish but was

expected to surt clasps in his new hoiiK- of

Dayton, Ohio, only a lew days later.

The remarkable journey is nearly womplcis

Xavier is 19 10 heading into the Atlantic 10

tournament in Duyton The Musketeers play St.

Bonaventure in the first round im Wednesday,

As expected. Sato has been their best player.

Little else has gone according to expectations.

Xavier has struggled this season without

David West, the national player of the year in

200 > who weni to the NBA as a first-round pick

Sato and senior guard Lionel Chalmers found

themselves trying to fill West's void while teach-

ing a young lineup how to win.

The record isn't what they expected, although

a 9-1 finish lu the regular season showed it

might not be icm) late to accomplish a lew things.

And Sato's numbers haven't been up to par. end-

ing any thought of getting picked eariy in the

first round of the NBA drafi.

Given how much he has matured a half-world

away from home. Sato dcK-sni lei any of it both-

er him. In his perspective, life is good and there's

no reason to fret.

"He's been about as good as anybody I've ever

seen, especially the last month or two months,

on just enjoying the process, enjoying his team-

mates, enjoying going to class, enjoying joking

with the coaches," assistant coach |ohn Groce

said 'He has really developed a big-picture per-

spective this year. I think that's been the biggest

change."

Xavier was hoping he would develop into a

big-time player as well. The university sent out

nesting dolls that depict him in a Xavier uni-

form, a graduation gown and his native garb He

also has a Web site with information about his

six languages and his native land.

For the first time in his four-year career.

Sato's scoring average is down — 16 points per

game, after he averaged 18 1 last year with West

getting most of the attention from opposing

defenses.

Now. defenses concentrate on Sato, who's had

to find different ways to make an impact.

The 6-foot-5 shooting guard has concentrated

on rebounding and is fifth m the conference with

7.9 per game — a remarkable statistic for some-

oiw who spends so much time behind the 5-point

arc.

Sato's defense also is so good that coach Thad

Malta uses him to cover everyone on the oppos-

ing team except the center. He might cover the

point guard for part of a game, then slide down
and deny the ball to a much bulkier power for-

ward later on.

"I've been doing this for 10 years, and I

ru \er seen a guard rebound like he doS.**"

.iul "And I've never been around a guard who
has guarded so many different types ol playen

and positions. It's really odd
"

Sato also has learned what it's like to be a

leader in a foreign land.

"We're kind of coming into our own as lead-

ers." said Chalmers, the team's most vocal

leader. "We handle things differently. That's

where we need to be with it. Early on. we didn't

know which way to go with things and nobody

wanted to stop over anybody else. It was kind of

up in the air."

So are the next few months.

Sato is still close with his legal guardians in

Dayton, who taught him the language and helped

hiin through the tough transition to a new cul-

ture and a new sport — he didn't start playing

basketball until he was 14 years old.

When he thinks about the choices immediate-

ly ahead, he remembers their best advice.

"They always tell me: You can never worry

about anything else because you've been through

a lot." Sato said.

Frimpong'Boateng sets record
Bv BRtM>AN HaI I

OHIX.IAN StAI-f

The Massachusetts men's

indoor track squad finished 50th

out of 50 teams last weekend at

the IC4A Championships at

Boston University.

Senior Kwesi Frimpong

Boateng's streak of first-place tin

ishes in the 55-mcter dash ended,

as Frimpong- Boateng came up

just short in second place with a

time of 6.28. The time sets a per-

sonal best for the Atlantic 10

Indoor Track and Field Student

Athlete of the Year, as well as a

new school record in the event.

In a pattern that has been typ-

ical of the Minutemen all season

long. Frimpong-Boaieng was

once again UMass' leading point

scorer with eight points, account-

ing for all but one of the

Minutemen's points on the day.
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The Deal: All 3 for $24.95
Save 15 bucks go buy a pizza!

Order, www.transitlonstrategy.com

Bartenders Have More Spirit!

Why not be a bartender?

The tandem of senior |ohn

O'Neii and junior lames

Godinho proved its worth in the

500. where they finished one

behind the other in 1 5th and

14th place, respectively. Both

clocked in at 1:04.16. but the

time qualified neither party for

the final round.

The 1600 relay squad of sen-

ior Dave Falvey. junior Joseph

McCormack. O'Neii and

Godinho finished dead last out of

the 26 competing teams, clock-

ing in at 3:35.81.

Despite taking a top five fin-

ish in the preliminary rounds

with <):58.27, the distance med-

ley relay team of junior Matt

Ciark. junior |on Korhonen. jun-

ior Dave McMenamy and fresh-

man Tyler Simpson could not

repeat that performance, settling

for eighth in the final round of

the event with a finish of

10:10.45. The run was good

enough for one point.

All in all. the Minutemen tal-

lied nine points on the day. tied

tor 30th in the meet with lona

College.

Manhattan College had the

most success on the day. amass-

ing 60 points to take home first

place in the meet for the first

time since 1992. Tyler Raymond
and Adeniyi Omisore were the

jaspers' best finishers on the day.

both taking second in their

respective events. Raymond ran

the 1000 in 2:24.14. while

Omisore leaped 15.57 meters in

the triple junip.

Omisore finished in the triple

jump just ahead of teammate

lanek Augustynowicz. who took

third with a leap of 14.91.

Rounding out the top five in

the meet were Connecticut (55

points). Seton Hall (47). Penn

State (42). and Army (34).

junior Joel l.egare had the

most success for the Huskies,

taking first in the 1000 in

2:22.58. Senior joe DiCola had

another strong performance, tak-

ing second in the Heptathlon

with 5,102 points. Senior Chris

Mazza was UConn's other sec-

ond-place finisher with a mark of

5.10 meters in the pole vault.

The Huskies' distance medley

relay team took third in their

event, clocking in at 9:47.30.
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I 413-548 6900 |
|www thehorp net|

163 Sunderland Rd. N. Amherst

lust north of the apartments

Great new deck!

WES. Team Pub Trivia!

Win Money and Prizes

WED. Horp Reggoe Night

March Special!

Molson:
$2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher

"start your own tradition"

t

Dining Commons Menu
DC contact: 41 J-S45-2626

IVNCH
• Chic Wen Nuggets

• Sloppy Joes

• Curried Vegetables

(vegan)

DINNER
• Grilled Boneless PoHc

Chops
• Turkey Divan

• Grilled Portabella

Mushroom Steaiis

1 vegan)
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a

(b w People hate me because I

am a multifaceted, talented,

wealthy, internationally

famous genius. ^ ^
-ierry Lewis

aquarius • Ian 2o-fi8. is

That's .1 stretch you can't make.

pisceS • Frfi. 19-Ma*. 20

Drink more ixange juice. It's really gtxxi

tor you.

aries • mar. 21-Ara. 19

( rav>l umler your desk and hide.

Something very scary is after you.

taurUS • Apr. 20-Ma> 20

l>)n'l dry over spilled milk. Cry over

spilled beer.

gemini • mav2i-)un. 21

Make friends and improve your network-

ing skills.

cancer • iun. 22-K1.22

Yoga IS gixKi for the mind and s})irit.

leO • tut.. 23-A(X.. 22

Get some sleej). You've been burning the

candle frtjm lx)th ends

virgO • Aug. 23-StM. 22

You are a cra/y, kite flying psycho.

libra • S(^t ji-o •• 22

Develop your interjx'rsonal skills some

more. You «ink at talking to people.

Scorpio • Or-t. 23-Nov. 21

Keep your place well stocked with food.

Sagittarius • nov. 22-dk. 21

Don t be a sketchy stalker.

Capricorn • dh. 22-|an 19

n<jn t blast vt)ur Spanish Christmas

music at three in the morning.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\I'\R1MISI K)K RIM

B^andy^vinc Apt.s.

Now leasing. 1*^-

bedrtx)m apts.

Leases he^in June,

July, Auk or Sep.

First come, tirsr

serve. Get them

while they last.

www.hrandvvvine'

apts.com Stop hy or

Call 549-0600.

Hohart Qindos 3

hednxmi, han.iw(xxl

flcxirs, study area in

hasement. Cable,

telephone (internet

access) in all bed-

rooms and study.

NOW SHOWING
for JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO
FFRS. www.amher-

stlincolnrcaltv.cc)m

253-7879

\P\RIMfNT K)R RfM

CJenter ot town 1,

2, 3 hednxims;

hardwixxl tlixirs.

NOW SHC^WING
tor JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO
FEES, www.amher-

stlincolnrcaltv.coin

253-7879

FMPIOYMENT

Marketing Agency

Seeks Ovityoinn

High Encrj^'v

Individuals tor pro-

motioits $15/l-iour

888-477-6668

www.hausprotTKv

tions.coni

wmi,v\s.j\o.
25 N Plea^iam .Si Amhrni 2S60"'.V<

145 Main St. Northampton SR6.0ISS

"Bartcndinji"

$250/l>ay Potential.

No Ex{"ierience

Nesc. Train injj pro-

vided. 1-800-965-

6520 Ext. 162

fMPlOYMEM

Bartender Traintx's

Nec^^c^l. $250.0) a

day potential. Lxal

positions. 1-800-

293-3985 ext 516

SUMMER
INTERNSHIP
Excellent

Advertising, Sales,

and Marketin).!;

t)pportunity. Eijm

$3000 to $7000+

and gain valuable

business exjxTience

workiiig for the

UMass Official

Campus Telephone

Directory. GREAT
RESUME BCX^ST-

ER! C:all Kier^ten

at Around Campus,

Inc. 1-800-466-

2221 ext.272.

www.aroundcam-

piis.com

tMPlOVMFM

Native speakers ot

any IV.ividian lan-

guage sought E.G.

Tamil, Rannada,

Malayalam, Telugu

Contact John

Kingston 545-6837

vt>ice mail

JKingston@lin-

gui.st.uiiiass.edu

Gymnastics In-

stnictor Pre-schixil,

grade-sch(Kil, team

ptisitions open.

AftennxMi, evening

(Si weekend hours

available. 3-20

hrs/wk, flexible

work environment,

Clymnastics center

w/ Kx»sc toam 61

resi pit sysfein.

Greenfield YMCA
I

451 Main St.

Greenfield, MA
01301 (413)773-

3646X.423

FMPIOYMENT

>uinnKT hun at

Lite-Tech Ventures

live-in cminselors

and instnictors at

Presidential

SuiTiiTier CJamp in

Charlum, MA
Available tt) any-

one who ln)nestly

likes being with

children C:all 800-

433-8375 natures-

classrixim.org

HOUSE FOR RENT

H.idley 5 bednxim

Newer home close

til UMass big yard 2

full bathnxMiis,

.sunny living nxmi.

Call 549-4270

SFRVICFS

Philosophical C^xnin-

seling, Amherst,

SFRVK FS

We do l.iptop .ind

desktop computer

repair starting at

$39.00.413-584-

8857.

Pregnant .'Need

help.' Call

Birthright of

Amherst area for

firee testing and

assistance 549-1906

PREGNANCY
TESTINCj, HIV

Testing. Birth

C^mtrol, and

Emergency

CAUitraceptiiMi.

Affordable and

ctmhdenrial.

Tapestry Health, 27

Pray Street,

Amherst. 548-9992

TRANFl

Spring Break 2004.

Travel with STS,

Americas *1

Student Tour

C\>er.itor to

Jamaica, C^ancun.

Acapulci\ Bah.iinas

and Florida. Now
hiring campus reps.

C'all ft>r gnnip dis-

counts.

lntomi<irion/Reser\'

arions l-8cV-648-

4849 or

\\-wu -stst ravel ct >iii

For more ififonna-

tion contact STA
Travel at 41 3-2 56-

1261

887-4-C:ANCUN

Best price, UMASS
VENIX^R selling

spring break pack-

ages. 1^1 not get

scamined. Cancun,

Negril Acapuico,

Bahamas, Florida.

iSi> campus reps

earn $$$.

Flipnation.com

877-4-cancun.

WANTED

YiHir 10 year old

BMX bike $75,

Will pay more for

M»ingtx>se or GT,

Patrick. 508-934-

9274

EGG IX^NC^RS

NEEnEP;
Extremely generous

conijxMisation paid.

Non-smokers .iges

21-32. For more

information please

contact C^hristine

or Li: at 78 1-769-

6900 or visit

wwu.robeniii-

cholsesq.com
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Power surge
Minutemen
create sparks

at Stony Brook
By Andrew Merritt

CxiLLEl.lAN StaKF

Junitv Chm IVvIr (Putnam V'allrv. N.Y.) Mrnrrd ihrrr |^«lU to lead thr Minuti iiu fi pttHt ihr Sttmy Brtntk

S<-dwol>n> t«n Situniai%. IXnlc ii> in'tinJ tw tht- tt-am uith s«r\i-n |^Mls thin >t-<ir. i*iu txrhind Krvin (>lm:.

The power went out at Stony Brook University

Saturday tnoming, creating a confusing situation on

the field and in the stands that was augmented by

poor weather conditions.

The Mas>achusetts men's lacrosse team provided

iiN ov,r\ elecincity. though, as it romped past Sion>

Bixjok. W-l
The Minutemen. who have been a classically high-

octane offensive team during coach Greg Cannellas

tenure, had struggled lo pro-

UMasS TO duce the kind of olTense

Stony Brook 3 "^*"> ^^ come to expect in

the first two games this sea-

son. Those struggles may have ended with Saturday's

outburst

The Minutemen (2-1) scored three goals in the

lin>t quarter including two from Neil l.undberg and

an extraman goal from Chris Doyle. of»e of three tal-

lies for the junior on the day They finished the open-

ing stanza with a V I lead, and never kx)ked back.

The Seawolves (0-2 > countered at the end of the

first \*ith oix' goal, but then were held at ba> b> tfie

MinutcniL'n. wh«.> ran awa> to an 8-1 lead with le^

than lU minutes lo go in the third quarter. Stony

Brook managed to score two more late, but UMass
matched the total to purKluale its second victory of

the season.

The Minutemen are now averaging 10 goals a

game, but coach Greg Cannella said that the

defense was the group that ha^ made iIk' biggest

impact thus far.

"We got up 3-0 pretty quick!) in the game, but the

defense alk>wed us to be patient on offense, and

(sophomore) Dane |Collins| did pretty well on face-

offs. " he said. "That meant we could kind of play the

way we wanted lo pla)

"

The Minutemen took 47 shots, the second straight

game they have uiken more than 40. They pepperwl

Hartford with 55 shots in a 1 5-7 win on March 2. and

took 58 in their 1 2-7 k)ss to North Carolina on Feb.

28.

"That may say something about our team on

offense, that we ina) be a littk- bit different than we

have been in the past," Cannella said. "That's a touf^

thing for this group right now. Everybody expects us

to blow everybody out, score 1 5 a gaiiK". It may not

happen. We may not be able to score 15 a game.

We're gonna try. but it may not be there, so we're

going to have to win sotne tighter games, possibly
"

UMass also benefited Irom 1 1 different shooters,

and live different goal scorers. In addition to

l.undberg's pair and Doyle's hat trick, Kevin Gleru

and Ryan Connolly each scored iwo. and Matt Tundo

notched one goal

"A lot of guys got shots. " Carmella said "The guys

that got them on cage scored, but that's the way it

ahvays has been, ^'ou k>ok at the older guys. Lundberg

scores two out of the first three, IX)yle scores one out

dS the first three, Kevin Glenz >cored some big goak

for us, those are the guys we iKx*d lo step up."

lunior goaltender Biil Schcll made 1 1 saves behind

the stani^ wDrk of the defooM.- which alkjwed just 21

shots.

The quK-k tno ot goals was also a cc«itrast to the

Minuiemens game against Hartford, in which the

team ttadsd foals until UMass began to pull away in

the laMr Hages. Alter that game. Cannella expressed

his displeasure with how the team came out of the

blocks. N(M so on Saturday

'It's not our best, but we did play the best we've

played." Cannella said "We came out enthusiastk,

and we came out hungry, which was great to sec
"

The Minutemen will host Harvard (l-l> on

Saturday at I p.m. on Garber Fiekl.

Minutewomen upset No, 23 Fighting Irish
By Ti)«>i) FusTtK

(.'^•lUa.lAN Sta»»

Ihe Massachusetts softball team scored four

runs on only lour hits in an upset over 4-2 upset

over No. 25 Notre Dame Saturday, part of a 2-2

' for the Minutewomen at the FAU Worth

Ull

the Minutewomen split each day during the

Boca Raton. Fla tournament, winning each day s

first game and k>sing the second. Folbwing the

upset over the Irish on Saturday Kelli Arnold'*

gut»y pitching performance was not enough to over-

IK the lack of run support. k>sing I -0 to toumey-

huM f lorida Atlantic.

The second UMass victory. 4-2 over North

Carolina Sunday, came off sophomore K.|. Kcllcys

three run walk off homerun The nightcap wasn't as

!' 'n.iiic. v^ith Florida International blanking the

M Kiion and White, 5-0

"This is a invaluable experierKc for a young team

trying to find out where they are," UMass coach

Elaine Sortino said. "Day after day. tftey are facing

the best teams in the nation. That's what experience

1^ pitchers and looking at those hard

pii .ii you."

In the third inning afMiM Nolir Dame, senior

Aisha Franke led off with a single down if»e first

baseline. Two batters later, freshman Candace
Molinari laid dov^-n a sacrifice bunt and reached first

on an error by Irish pitcher Steffany Stenglein With

runneri on (irst and second, Stenglein walked three

straight batters, including a beaning of senior lamie

Cahalan. resulting in two runs on only one hit.

The Irish had a chance to cut into the lead with

Megan Ruthrauff on second Mallorie Lenn singled

to center, as Ruthrauff roundetl the coriKT Franke

firc"d a strike home to Cahalan. who blocked the

plate and never allowed Ruthrauff to score, eixling

the inning. This was the second time in the season

Franke fias thrown out a runner at the plate from

center.

"She is absolutely a big insurance in center."

Sortino said "IXfensc wins championships We
have seven double plays on the year, so our defense

has been solid. As we are still trying firKl ourselves

on offense and the mound, the reliable defense will

help us.'

UMass added two insuraiKe runs on no hits in

the fourth. Sophomore Kristen Stefanoni was the

reason, stealing second and third folkiwing her

walk. After Franke walked and advanced to second

on a Mvild pitch. Stefanoni scored on an error by the

catcher Franke also scored on the next at-bat off

Hilary Puglia's fielder's choice.

Sophomore lenna Busa finished with a complete

game while scattering eight hits, walking rwo and

striking out one Stenglein had a rough outing with

four walks aiuJ four runs, though she alkiwed only

two hits. Carrie Wise finished strong for the Irish

with five strikeouts and sacrificed a couple hits.

"I think (our runsj were a combination of

things." Sortino said. "When the fjall was in play, we
had runners in scoring position and they forvc"d a lot

of balls. They also seemed sluggish that day I just

don't know what exactly it was Their pitcher was

good, not great. Though, lenria did do a great job

shutting down the offense."

There was no lack of offense the next day against

UNC. a- ihc teams combiiKd for 18 hits.

UNC jumped out to an early 2-0 lead in the first,

kssica Robinscm gave UNC the lead with a two-out.

two-run double lo the left center gap. The
Minutewomen were able to get one run back in the

bottom of the frame, but left the bases loaded.

The Tar Heels exterxied their leau in the top of

the seventh before the Maroon and White s firuil at-

bat Puglia and Molinari led off the inning with

back-to-back singles to start the rally Kelley worked

the count to 2-2 before blasting a three-run shot to

left, ending the game in dramatic fashion

"Amazing." Sortino said of Kelley 's periormarKe.

"The thing we have got to do is get someone behind,

because a lot of teams are going lo stop pitching to

her. We need a strong supporting cast around her."

Arnold hurled 105 pitches against North

Carolina, giving up 10 hits, walking three ar>d strik-

ing out three The junior pitcher did not get the

same run support against Florida Atlantic. Arrujld

only allowed one run on seven hits, but the

Minutewomc-n left live runners on base in the

shutout.

No scrubs for Sox
in win over Twins

By HHWARII UUMA-N

\.s.N<]« iatcoPms

FORT MVERS. Ha. (AP) —
Bostons backups scored seven

runs in the eighth inning with the

help of three walks atxl a wild

pilch, and the Red Sox beat the

Minnesota Twins 4-4 in a split-

squad game yesterday

The Red Sox batted around in

the inning, and none of those hit-

lers has playc-d for thcnn in a rc-gu-

lar-season game. Minnesota's

Kevin Tolar did pitch in six games

for Boston last year aiKl was wild

in allowing live runs in one-third of

an inning.

One day after their much-antic-

ipated game against the Yankees,

an 11-7

Red Sox (SSI 9

Twins (ss)

loss, the

Red Sox

went
ahead 6-4 on a two-run single by

leremy Owens, then added one run

on a single by Hanley Ramirez and

two more on a single by Matt

Murton.

They didn't give in to the urge

nenous youngsters often have to

swing at whatever pilch is thrown.

Red Sox bench coach Brad Mills

said.

"Those guys really did a good

job of getting some pitches to hit

and getting ahead in the count."

said Mills, who managed the team.

Red Sox manager Terry

Francona was with another squad

that beat the Philadelphia Phillies

5-5 in Clearwater.

Against Minnesota, Derek

Lowe and Tim Wakefield each

allowed a run in two innings.

Twins starter Kyle I .oh.sc gave up a

run on three hits in three innings.

The Twins scored an uneamcxJ

run in the first on Justin Momeau's

RHI single. They made it 5-0 on a

two-run homer by fonner Boston

infielder k)se Offerman in the third

against Carlos Morla.

Offemian alst) doubkxl in the

first but didn't score.

"I'm trying to help him out."

Iajwc jokcid about Offerman. try-

ing to make the Twins Km a minor

league contract. "I'm a nice guy. 5-

1 fastball down the middle, double.

I thought mayfx: he was even going

to get an RBJ. but he didn't
"

Terry Shumpeil. whose error at

shortstop contributed to

Minnesota's first run. homered in

the third. But the Twins made it 4-

I in the fourth on a triple by B.j

Garbe and a run-scoring ground-

out by Cristian Guzman.
Boston's lohnny Damon dou-

bled in u run in the fourth before

the Red Sox scored seven runs on

four hits.

Scan McGowan singled. Tony

Womack walked and both

advanced on a wild pitch. Michael

Hernandez grounded to third and

McGowan beat the throw home.

Kevin Youkiiis walked, loading the

bases, before a walk to Carlos

Kebles made it 4-4.

Owens, Ramirez and Murton

then followed with run-scoring

hits.

Edwin Almonte wrapped up

the game for Boston with two

scoreless innings.

Notes: Boston SS Nomar
Garciaparra missed his .second

straight game with a sore right

Achilles' tendon. He's expected to

be ready for Tuesday night's home
game against Cincinnati. ... At

Clearwater, former Phillies ace

Curt Schilling took Boston's lineup

card to home plate before the game
but didn't pitch. ... Pedro Martinez

makes his exhibition debut for

Boston against Cincinnati on

Tuesday night.

n H IRTESV ( iElt ALI ) H 1. 1 N(

.

Winding down
Junior Anthony Anderson and the Massachusetts men's bas-

ketball team head to Dayton. Ohio to play Duquesne in the

Atlantic 10 Tournament at 7 p.m. tomorrow.

Tennis gets

doubled up
By Leah Wyner
("olLtl.lAN SlAff

Any tennis player will agree

that the doubles point is an

incredibly important part of any

match. Because it's the first

point, it plays a role in setting

the stage for the rest of the

match. The point that can put a

team in the lead can just as eas-

ily set one behind, and all

before the first singles match is

played.

Although its importance is

not always emphasized, the

doubles point puts pressure on

the singles players, especially

the ones on the team that's

already a point behind. Many
matches

UMass 3

UMBC
UMass

4

2

Cornell .S

come down
lo a single

point, and if

a team wins

many but not

all of the sin-

Variety gives the

rotation some bite
By Howard Uiman

A-iSlx lATKIl PrKSS

FORT MYERS. Fla. (AP) —
Minnesota had to deal with l>;rek

lA)we's sinker and Tim Wakefield's

knuckler yesterday

The Twins are lucky that Pedro

Martinez's curveball and Curt

Schilling's split-finger fastball

won't be on display until Tuesday

night when the Boston Red Sox

face Cincinnati.

Add Byung-Hyun Kim and his

extreme sidearm style to the mix.

and the Red Sox have a rotation

that should force teams to adjust

from game to game.

They have two days off in the

first nine days of the regular sea-

son. But once the Red Sox settle

into a regular rotation, Wakefield

See PfTCHING on page 7

gles points, that doubles point

can make the score extremely

close, and the match intense

until the very end.

So naturally, when the

Massachusetts tennis team lost

No. 1 doubles player jenny

Munroe soon after going

against Temple, the next few

matches were quite a struggle.

This past weekend was no

exception, as the Minutewomen
fell to the University of

Maryland Baltimore County 4-5

Saturday, and Cornell the next

day. 5-2.

After Munroe's withdrawal

from school for personal rea-

sons, the team has had a signif-

icant amount of trouble bounc-

ing back, and filling her spot in

the No I. doubles position.

"Our doubles have been

incredibly affected |by

Munroe's departure). Even
though we have combinations

on paper that should play well,

they just haven't been playing

well." UMass coach Judy Dixon

said.

According to Dixon, it was
the loss of the doubles point

that caused the Minutewomen
to lose the UMBC match 4-5, a

drastic change from last fall's

undefeated doubles season.

"It's difficult because in the

fall we won all the doubles

points that we played, and now
we're sort of in the hole before

we even get our hands into the

match." Dixon said.

The Minutewomen struggled

with doubles in the Cornell

match as well. Stephanie Price

and Dorothy Iwanowicz fell at

the No. 1 doubles position. 9-8.

and Christine Liehr and jana

Bartoloni fell in No. 2 doubles

with a score of 8-5. Cornell

proceeded to sweep the doubles

matches, defeating co-captains

Susan Hyams and Sasha
Edelstein 8-4 at the No. 5 spot.

The sole point-scorers for

the team in singles were
Edelstein in the No. 5 position.

b-2. 6-5. and Iwanowicz at No.

4, 6-4, 6-4. And even though

Hyams and Bartoloni were
defeated in the No, 5 and 6

positions, respectively, they tied

their opponents after the first

two sets and lost only in the

third round. According to

Dixon, it's just as important to

note that the 5-set singles

See TENNIS on page 8

Theron saves 'Monster'

as film

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 6
Mm
CONFERINCt

Minutemen set to Duke it out in

first round of A-10 tourney
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Convicted D.C.^area sniper

receives the death penalty

UMass campus loses reception

as server drops Viacom stations
By Morris Singer

(.'ill 1.11, IAN SlAff

• '^ItVI htflMK

Cunvktrd sniper John Allen Muhammad ktands a* he i» »rntencrd to death for the thooting of

Dran Meyer* at the Prince William Ctninty Circuit Ciiurt in Manjiswis. V'a., vntirrday.

By Mm rnjw B,^K.^K.^T

.Amui lathi I'mm.

MANASSAS. Va (AP» -
Sniper mastermind lohn Allen

Muhammad was sentenced to

death yestetxlay by a judge who
called the Washington-area

shootings that left 10 people

dead *so vile that the> were

almost beyond comprehen
sion."

Muhammad denied any

involvement m the October

2002 rampage, echoing a claim

of innocence he made in his

opening statement to the jury

when he briefly served as his

own attorney

'lust like I said at the begin-

ning. I had nothing to do with

this, and I'll say again. I had

nothing to do with this."

Muhammad said Tuesday

He told the judge he plans to

appeal, and urged. "IXin't nuke
a fool of the Constitution of the

United States of America.'"

A jury recommended a death

sentence for Muhammad last

year, but Circuit Court ludge

LeRo> E Millette |r had the

option lo reduce it to life in

prison without parole. Millette

said the evidence of

Muhammad's guilt was "over-

whelming.'

'These olTcnaes are to vile

that they were almost be>ond

comprehension." Millette said.

Muhammad appeared in an

orange jail jumpsuit with a

slightly graying. unkempt
beard, in sharp contrast to his

clean-shaven. well-dressed

appearaiKC at trial. His teeruge

accomplice. Lee Eioyd Malvo, is

to be sentenced Wednesday lo

life in prison.

About 50 family members of

sniper victims were in the

courtroom. One sileniK shook

his fist as Millette announced

the sentence.

"justice has been served

today." said Sonia Wills, mother

of sniper victim Conrad
lohnson. who \*ould have been

57 this Sunday "I can go to my
son's grave and wish him a

happy birthday
"

The sister of Hong Im

Ballenger. allcgcdK killed by

Muhammad and Malvo m Baton

Rouge. La., in the weeks before

the DC attacks. said

Muhammad deserved to die.

"He killed so many iniHxeni

people." said a tearful Kwang
im Szuszka. "My nephew is 12

years old af>d he needs his

mommy. ... Ii breaks my heart.*

Muhammad. 45. was convicted

of capital murder on Nov. 1 7 for

the Oct "i. 2002. murder of

Dean Harold Meyers at a gas

station near Manassas.

The capital-area killings

began on Oct. 2. 2002. when
the pair shot a 55 year-old man
to death outside a Wheaton.

Md.. supermarket. The follow-

ing day. five people were killed

in the Washington area _ four

within a span of about two

hours.

Muhammad and Malvo were

captured 0\.t 24 at a highway

rest stop near Myersville. Md..

in a car that had been altered to

allow someone to fire a high-

powered rifle from inside the

trunk.

In the aftermath of repeated stalling of con-

tract negotiations between the fourth largest tele

vision distributor in the country and one of the

world's leading media companies, the University

of Massachusetts Housing Services Cable

Network found itself unable to broadcast some ol

the most-watched television channels on campus
yesterday.

EchoSiar/DISH Network, the satellite televi-

sion distributor that provides HSCN's cable con

tent, dropped its broadcast of Viacom
Corporation-owned television stations at mid-

night to comply with the expiration of its con-

tract.

Students watching MTV. MTV2. VH-I.
Nickelodeon. Comedy Central and BET lost

reception of the content.

EchoStar also dropped its broadcast of CBS.
which is owned by Viacom. This did rtot affect the

University, as HSCN broadcasts a local CBS sig-

rul on its network.

In place of the normal cable signal came mes-

sages from EchoStar CEO Charlie Ergen, chastis-

ing Viacom for the difficulties the two parties

reached in negotiations.

"\'iacom Corporation, the owner of these

channels, has made unreasonable demands to

renew our agreement." he said.

Viacom executives responded >c>icrdj> in a

conference call, expressing their disappointment

in EchoStar and affirming their confidence that

viewers will find ways lo viev« the content of their

channels, with or without EchoStar.

'We are broadcasters and programmers and

the most important relaticmship we have is with

our viewers," said Mark Rosenthal, president and

Grant awarded

UMass courses'
Bv MiCHELLfc RiVEKA

toLIH.IAN STAfF

A S245.000 teaching grant was awarded to the

Provosts Office at the University of

Massachusetts last week, and will be used to fund

the redesigning of .selected courses in six UMass
dcpanmcnis

The Creating Active Learning Through
Technology grant, given by the Davis Educational

Foundation, will create both active learning inside

the classroom by using a Personal Response

System (PRS). as well as outside the classroom by

using Online Web-based Learning assignments, or

OWL.
The six departments involved in the redesign-

ing are chemistry, classics, economics. English,

music and dance and resource economics

"With these new Davis funds, we can continue

to expand and improve OWL to make course

materials more interactive, more visual, and avail-

able anytime and anywhere you have an Internet

connection," said Richard Rogers, the Faculty

C'hariek Er>:en , CEO ol Eco*Ur/Di»h .Networks .

chief operating officer of MT\' Networks. "The
idea that something or someone would disrupt

that relationship, particularly in an effort to

extort a better deal for themselves is to us really

reprehensible."

"The ball i'- firmly in EchoStar's court."

Rosenthal said. 'Unless ... they pick it up. all we
can do is inform their unhappy customers, who
are now calling us by the lens of thousands, about

all ihe excellent aliernaiive T\ distribution serv-

ices available to them with cable and with Direct

T\
"

Although EchoStar no longer has the right to

broadcast the Viacom stations without violating

SeeVIACOM on page 3

to reconstmct

PRS and OWL
Advi»ui lu the Provu^l Km I ikU i

f ; .i.iu.iic

Education.

Rogers is also the principal inveMigdtur ol the

new Davis grant, and is joined bv live lO-princi-

pal investigators: Professor Norman D Aitken

from the economics department and in>tructional

technology department: Glenn Richard Caffery,

director of the statistical lab in the resource eco-

nomics department; Professor Daniel A. Lass

from the resource economic^ department:

Executive Director David M. Hart ol the Center

for Computer-Based Instruction: and Mei-Yau

Shih. coordinator of teaching technologiev at the

Center for Teaching.

The investigators will work with designated

UMass faculty members in redesigning velecied

departmental courses.

In the chemistry department, several L Mass lac-

ulty members will work with general chemistry

instructors to extend the redesign to the large lec-

ture courses in general chemistry. Classics profes-

sors will redesign their large lecture courses on

Jewish poet captures

memories from Chile

AMtLIAI' lINiXH.N/H'HLHil*

Majoric

last night.

Agosin speaks about her life as a poet and Latin American Jew in her lecture

Agosin is a professor at Wellesley Ct>llegc.

Bv MicHELU Rivera
I JMIK.IAN SlAff

"Poetry is the most fun-

damental thread to give a

voice to what is so forbid-

den." said Marjorie Agosin.

award-winning writer and

advocator for human
rights.

Agosin spoke last night

before a crowded rcKim of

University of

Massachusetts students

and faculty members about

her life as a f^tin-American

jew.

Agosin spoke of ideas

about conceptualiziition in

her book, "Angel of

Memory", and focused on

human rights, memory,

ludaism. and being a Latin

.American lewish woman.
Agosin writes p«.x.'lr\ in

Spanish, and says the lan-

guage is very important to

her, calling it the language

of her spirit and memory
Agosin f'tx'ls that there are

connections between the

Spanish language and

ludaism.

"Jewish writers who arc

writing in Spanish ttxiay

are the new generation of

writers that reclaim their

ancient language," she said.

Agosin's connection

with the Spanish language

began with her displace

meni tiom the Chilean

world through dictator-

ship, which conncxted her

to the lewish world. She

was raised and lived in

Santiago. Chile for 16 years

where, in the early 20th

century, her Jewish paternal

and maternal grandparents

had emigrated from

Europe in the early 20th

ccMitury.

It was then that .Agosin

said she began to under-

stand what had happened

to minorities living in a

nation such as Chile, mak-

ing her an observer of her

own country.

In her book. "Angel of

Memory". Agosin "con-

nects the holocaust to fas-

cism in Chile." and wants

her book lo be seen as a

voyage.

Agosin read excerpts

from her book, as well as

from a new collection of

poems she is currently

working on that is dedicat-

ed in memon of her grand-

mother Agosin said that

everyone has a res(X)nsibili-

ty lo memory. " A
world without memory is a

world depriveil of human
rights." she said.

Visiting Professor ol

ludaic and Near Eastern

Studies, lyl I.. I clman. gave

the intrtKluclion for

Marjorie Agosin

"Now. I speak from the

heart and passion of anoth

er lewish woman writer,

myself." said Felman. "The

magnanimity lot your

vision relea.sed a joy in me
that I have not fell for

years."

"It is not often that a

writer gets the privilege to

be introduced by another

writer." said Agosin. as she

tcK)k the pcxiium.

Ihe readings ended

with a discussion, and

Agosin took several ques-

tions from UMass students

and faculty

"I very much enjoyetl

ihe students and being with

the people and I found

there was a lot of spirit

here." .\gosin said at the

end of her address.

Agosin is currently ii

professor and chair iil the

Spanish department at

Wellesley College.

The sponsors of the

event last nighl included

ludaic and Near luisioin

Studies, the Center (or

Latin American and

Caribbean Studies. Hillcl

House, the departments ol

Inglish. women's siiulies.

communiciilion anil media

studies and Dean o\ the

College of I lumanities and

I ine Arts. Lee R. Edwards.

Se« GRANT on page 3

Debate

team

triumphs
Bv Amanita Koec k

( ,'ol I l(.l AS I imRl-slllMltN I

The University of

Massachusetts Policy Debate

Team paiticipatcd in the Cro.ss

Examinaiiiin Debate Assoc-

iation's last Regional Champ-
ionships. The team was also

named The Cross Examination

Debate .Association's East

Debate Program of ihc \car by

secret debate society SAMB.A
(Society AdviKaiing More and

Better Argumentation.).

"The only thing thai makes

them secret is the handshake,

everyone knows who ihcy are."

said David Cove, the co chair of

the debate team and ^ophoinore

computer science major.

The novice and junior varsity

teams were sent to represent

L'Mass to debate on the United

States and European relations.

,Alev Ambroz. a junior and

tinance and operations manage-

ment major, received Top
Speaker Overall in the novice

division and Randv Brueckncr. a

freshman and Icj^'al studies

major, succeeded to the quarter-

finals of the ni>vicc division

before losing.

Cailin Campbell, a sophomore

DEBATE from page 3
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Today

Mount Holyoke College — Teresa Lean, co-chair of (he

Southwest Network of Environmental and Economic

justice and |oni Adamson. professor of English and

Folklore Students at the University of Arizona, will gix-.-

a lecture entitled. "Environmental justice Networking on

the US-Mc\ico Border." at 7 p.m. in Gamble Auditorium.

tnivcniiy of Mas&achuKiu — Rabbi Shmuley Boteach.

world renowned author of "Kosher Sex. Dating Secrets

of the Ten Commandments." will be speaking about

Kosher sex at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Smith College — At 8 p.m.. the annual "Word! Five

College Student Festival of Staged Readmgs" will be held

in Hallie Flanagan Studio in Mendenhall Center This fe>

tival highlights original works by students from all five

campuses This \ear's presentations will be: "Nothing But

the Truth" b> Bryan DeGuire. "Re; MISSION" by Nissa

Perrott. "Spilling N'enus" by Lenelle N Moise. "The Last

Laugh" by Nikki Tai, "The Meritocracy: A Fable" by

lustin Mitchell, and "Untitled" by Anoush Froundjian.

and Morality," at 4:30 p.m. in Cole Assembly Room in

Converse Hall. This lecture is part of the Lecture Series

on "Ethics. Metaphysics, and Psychology of Belief."

Mount Holyoke College — At 7 p.m., there will be a

panel discussion entitled, "Are all Mothers Created

Equal?" in Gamble Auditorium. Panelists include: Asha

Bandele. features editor of Essence magazine; Professor

Sali\a Bandele. Director of the Center for Women's

Development at Medgar Evers College; loan Morgan,

and Rebecca Walker.

March lo - March 15 2004

Mount Holyoke — The annual Spring Flower Show at

the botanic garden will show until March 21 in Talcot

Greenhouse. The show features many different kinds of

blossoming spring bulbs and plants. The show is free and

open to the public. Groups are welcome with advance

notice. Please call 41 3-538-21 lb for more information.

Smith College — John Putnam Demos, member of the

Sunday 14

F r / day 12

YOU THINK IT,

WE MAKE IT

MOESio rsi

Tomorrow
Amhem College — Ann Maggs, vocalist, accompanied

by guitarist Freddie Bryant , will perform "Heartstrings

Love Songs with Guitar" at 12 p.m. in Buckley Recital

Hall of the AmiN Mustc Center The PerformaiKe will

feature music by Asior Pia/zola. Django Reinhardi

Antonio Carlos lobim. Fats Waller and others

Amherst Collefc — Gideon Rosen, professor of pMloao-

ph> at Princeton University, will give a talk titled "You

Should Have Known Better: Culpable Ignorance in Law

Lniverslly of Massachusciu — Early Registration for the

iwo-da> workshop "Cultivating the Wisdom of Our

Intuitive Minds" on March 27 and March 28 with Ron

W jue PhD is due b> March 12. For further information

contact Phvllis Robiiison at (413) 659-5081.

Amherst College — From 6 p.m. to 750 p.m., Dr

Phuntsog Wangmo, under the sponsorship of the Shang

Shung Institute, will teach a workshop on Traditioiul

Tibetan Medicine entitled, "Healing Points on the

Human Bodv iHPHB)" at Webster 217 This workshop

will also meet on March 15 and 14 from '»:50 a.m. to

12:50 p.m and from 2:50 to 4:50 p.m. The fee for the

full weekend workshop is $75 for students writh a valid

ID, $150 for all others. Individual sessions are $15 for

students and $50 for others Discounts are possible. To

sign up, call 4l3/3b9-4928 or contact the Asian

I anguages arxl Civilizations Department

history department of Yale University and author of

-Entertaining Satan: Witchcraft and the Culture of Early

New England", will give a lecture entitled, "Hard

Thoughts and lealousies: The Goody Parsons Witchcraft

Case" at 2 p.m. in Wright auditorium.

Smith College — Luiz de Moura Castro, world

renowned pianist, will perform in concert in Sweeney

Concert Hall at 4 p.m. Castro made his debut reciul in

the Teatro Municipal in Rio de Janeiro, at the age of nine.

He has appeared with orchestras throughout the world

and currently teaches at the Hartt School of Musk,

Hartford

M o n day 15

Saturday 13

Mo-Hampthirc College — At 6 p.m . a planning meeting

will be held tor the annual conference, "From abortion

rights to social justice Building the movement for

Reproductive Freedom, in room 105 of Franklin Peterson

Hall. The conference will be held from Apnl 2 to April 4.

Dinner will be served (with vegan-friendly options).

Attorney general halts gay marriage licenses
Bv John Ci rran
Aiw«.iATf i> Pmm

ASBURY PARK. N | (AP) - The da> after New

lersev s tirsi gay marriage was performed, the state attor-

ney general Tuesday ordered citv officials to stop issuing

mamage lk.ense$ to same-sex couples and performing gay

marriages — or face criminal charges.

Attorney General Peter C. Harvey also warned officials

mamage licenses issued to same-sex couples are invalid.

Letters were sent Tuesday to the city clerk, mayor and

deputv mayor, who married two gay men Monday Harvey

toU Deputy Mavor lames Bruno he was wrong to do so.

'Wc urjtc vou to carry out vour olticiat duties in a man-

ner consistent with the well established court decisions

and advice set forth in the accompanying letter to avoid

the initiation of legal action by our office." Harvey wrote

More marriages could niean "pKJtential criminal prosecu-

tion." A conviction could result in a firw up to $IO.OtK)

arKl possible jail lime, a spokesman for the attorney gen

eral's office said.

Frederick C Raffetto, an attorriey for Asbury Park,

said a decision would be annouiKcd Wednesdav about

whether the citv intended to abide by the order

Meanwhile, same-sex couples continued to hie for licens-

es through Tuesday aflemuun: 10 of 1 8 applii

been completed, officials said

Gay marriage has so far been rejected by state couns.

Last Nov. 5. a judge ruled nothing in the state constitu-

tion guarantees same-sex unions as a right, and that the

appropriate forum to change marriage laws is the

legislature The ruling is being appealed by gay

activists.

"The state is bound by the court, and the court has

held that it is not legal." Gov. lames E. McGreevey said

"Ultimately we're a nation of laws and we need to abide

by the laws."

SwMronpifta

Dont Put

Discrimination
into Our Constitution

We, the undersigned members ofthe Uni\ ersity ofMassachusetts community,

believe in equality for all people, and oppose any constitutional amendment that would

write discrimination into the Massachusetts Constitution creating second-class citizens

by defining marriage as a union between a man and a woman.

Because the Constitutional Convention will reconvene on March 1 1th...

Wtt urge all |ustlce-lovlnfl people to Immediately
contact their elected representatives at (617) 722-1455

to make their feelings clear.
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EchoStar blamed for Debate team named program of year

dropping channels
VIACOM trtNn page 1

copyright laws, the media com-

pany is blaming EchoStar for

dropping the channels.

'I think its safe to say had

there been any progress in nego-

tiations, had there been any sug-

gestion from EchoStar right up

until the last minute that they

were remotely prepared to still

make an offer, that we'd still be

on the air," said Marty Franks,

executive vice president of CBS.

To support this, Franks

noted that EchoStar's contract

with Viacom expired on Dec.

^1 . and that the media company
had nevertheless allowed con-

tinued retransmission of its con-

tent to EchoStar's customers.

"We extended, we extended,

we extended and then

[EchoStarl ran to court."

Franks said. "We extended

again after court. It's hard for

me to see how |Ergen| could

suggest that we pulled them
down."

Ergen claimed in his mes-

sage, repeatedly broadcasted

yesterday in place of MTV2,
that Viacom had attempted to

increase the cost of retransmis-

sion of its content by 40 per-

cent Rosenthal claimed that

Viacom had requested a total

increase of b cents per month
per customer in order to pro-

vide the service, amounting to

less than a 10 percent increase

in total cost to EchoStar

"Their 40 percent number, to

the best we can determine, is

just a lot of malarkey.*

Rosenthal said.

Rosenthal argued thai the

less-than-IO percent increase in

total cost Viacom says it

requested is not unusual or

unreasonable.

"To put this in perspective.

I'd also point out that EchoStar

recently raised its rates to sub-

scribers by as much as $^ per

month." Rosenthal said "I'd

also point out that what we
were seeking for all our chan-

nels together .. was substan-

tially less than $2 a month per

subscriber that distributors paid

for ESPN alone

According to Franks,

EchoStar proposed paying 40

percent less for retransmission

rights of Viacom chaniiels to its

customers in the new contract

negotiations, which was unac-

ceptable to Viacom.

"I guess we didn't feel that

the quality of our offering had

declined quite that much." he

said.

In the message in place of

MTV2, Ergen said another

source of contention is

Viacom's requirement that

EchoStar pay to carry channels

it has no interest in. Viacom

executives claim that this is now
an issue for Ergen, but that the

main issue is the cost of the

channels.

"This is a price negotiation,

pure and simple." Rosenthal

said.

"This is about price." Franks

said.

Ergen has also complained

that the cost of Viacom's chan-

nels to EchoStar exceeds the

cost of the channels to other

television distributors. A varia-

tion in prices of content to dif-

ferent distributors is standard

practice between media compa
nies and distributors, Franks

said.

"( Ergen 's complaint) would

suggest that every deal is

roughly the same, and that

every multi-channel distributor

brings the same attributes to

the (negotiating) table." he

said. "He brings different

plusses and ininuses to the

table, and that results in a dif-

ferent negotiation that leads to

a different deal.*

Sm debate on page 1

history major, and David Ryan, a senior

physics major, made it to the finals in the jun-

ior varsity division and finished second place

overall. Ryan received an award for being the

eight Speaker Overall in the division.

The competition was held at Marist

College in Poughkeepsie. NY on Feb. 27-29.

Besides UMass. approximately 50 other

schools competed in the East Regional

Championship.

During the debates, six teams of two debate

in a preliminary round. The winners go to

"out-rounds." which are like play-offs,

according to Cove.

The current policy debate team at UMass
is three years old. In the past. UMass has had

successful debate teams but the popularity

dwindled in the 14Ws and then the team

became nonexistent, according to a press

release written by the debate team.

In 2000, four people formed a new debate

team at UMass. but they weren't recognized

as a Registered Student Organization by the

Student Government Association until the

end of the spring semester. 2001. according

to the press release

There are now 1 2 people on the student-

run debate team and they are always

accepting new members.

According to the press release, "debate

isn't merely some student activity, it is a

major part of their institution's competition

with other schools. No school we have

debated against or heard about is entirely

student-run like wc are."

The debate team aspires to compete in

more debates and belong to more debate

associations, such as the Cross-

Examination Debate Association, for which

they pay a member fee of $50. according to

Gove. Most funding comes from alumni.

The UMass Policy Debate Team meets

every Monday night at 7:50 p.m. in the

Campus Center Students interested are

encouraged to check out the website

www.debaie.vze.com or email at

debateCe'stuas. umass.edu.

The UMass Policy Debate Team is hold-

ing a mock tournament on Apr. 24 and 25.

Flyers will be posted when the location is

decided.

Grant to revamp UMass classes Gays get
See GRANT on page 1

Greek Mythology and Greek Civilization cours-

es.

From the economics department, chosen fac-

ulty will redesign the introductory macroeco-

nomics course. English professors will address

issues of participation and democracy in the

English course "American Identities." Faculty in

the music and dance and the Fine Arts Center

department will redesign "The Lively Arts' and

"American Popular Music".

Lastly, the resource economics department

will integrate PRS and OWL activities in and out

of the classroom for introductory statistics.

"These changes will continue to demonstrate

that UMass Amherst is out in front in leveraging

teaching technology to improve student learn

ing." said Rogers.

This grant is an extension from two previous

grants, the first being from the Pew Center that

allowed the departments of biology and microbi

ology to redesign their large lecture course,

"Introductory Biology", and the second being

part of the newly completed Davis F^ducational

grant which has funded course redesigns in six

departments to use technology to bring active

learning to their courses.

In a continuation to the previous grants, the

new grant will assist in personalizing any large

lecture experience for UMass students. This

integration will heavily rely on OWL for pre-lec-

ture activity, homework assignments and post-

lecture quizzes.

"The second Davis grant allows us to contin-

ue those efforts to perfect the Personal Response

System, known as PRS. using the handheld

infrared transmitters, or just clickers.' to allow

all students to participate in a lecture rather than

only the extroverts and those eager to raise their

hands every time the professor asks a question."

Rogers said.

The Davis grant was initiated March I. and

will run for two years

The Davis Educational Foundation was estab

lished by Stanton and Elisabeth Davis after hi^

retirement as chairman of Shaw's Supermarkets

Inc.

Ahsoliite Nutrition Center

Weight Lo^s and Bod\ Building Specialists
Tired of the Dorms?
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McGreevey urged gay cou-

ples to take advantage of New
jersey's recently pas.sed domes-

tic partnership measure.

"I'm very disappointed." said

Kara Snow. 4 5 Snow, who
arrived at 4 a.m to make sure

she was first in line when the

city clerk's office opened. She

said she hoped to wed Friday —
though the stale might inter-

vene first.
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Need A SUMMERJOB

IN AMHERST?

University Conference Services

is currently accepting applications for

FULL and PART TIME SUMMER

EMPLOYMENT

for

Summer Conference Housing

Picfe up an application package at

Conference Services Office, 918 Campus Center,

or online

www.aux.umass.edu/conferenceservices

Completed applications are due by 5pm, April 9, 2004
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UMass right to pursue

alcohol changes slowly
As the Lniversity of Massachusetts contin-

ues lo debate the merits ol multiple rccom-

mcmlaiions made by the UMass Alcohol Task

Force to curb excessive alcohol use.

University administration needs to always

keep one very obvious campus group in inind:

the students.

The task force's report includes many new

and potentially controversial changes for the

campus, including sending letters home to

parents when their children break liquor laws,

instituting community billing as a part of dor-

mitory life, and putting professional security

staff in all residential buildings

Some ol the proposals are good. The

report calls for a number of changes that

could be helpful and positive in changing a

perceived cultural problem centering on alco-

hol at UMass. things that could benefit the

student body regardless whether or not there

is a problem now. especially increased pro-

gramming for students.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian, how-

ever, stands in agreement with the Student

Government Association in denouncing sever-

al key parts of the task forces report. While

we do believe alcohol abuse and alcohol-relat-

ed events like vandalism and riots and distur-

bances following Red Sox games in the fall

are problematic, we also recognize that for

any changes to be effective, the student body

as a whole is going have lo accept changes

that are made
That means the recommendations need to

have palatability — something that a number

of the task force s suggestions fall short of

A number of the proposed changes have

drawn the ire of students for a perceived lack

of understanding of the University's student

body by the task force. Community billing

means innocent students could be charged

with destruction caused by others, the theory

goes. Segregating the student body by age

means a lack of community, they say.

Administration needs to remember such

reser\ation5 as they move forward with new

alcohol policy plans, or implementation could

be severely undermined.

Thus far. the University has proceeded

wisely by floating ideas slowly without mak-

ing them appear threatening or imminent.

This is a good start It stirs debate and gives

administrators a chance to determine what

public perception will be — something vital.

if changing policy is going to have a pocilive

impact at UMass.
We encourage administrators and the stu-

dent body to continue the stream of communi-

cation regarding alcohol policies that has been

central to public policy debates on campus all

year. If the student body point of view is kept

in mind as administrators plan changes, there

are several positive changes that could be put

in place based on the task force's recommen-

dations If student input is disregarded, how-

ever, the entire point of the process — improv-

ing campus life — will be undermined. It'll be

a shame if all of the hard work that went into

the report goes lor naught.

Ltthigned editorials represent the maionty

opinion uf the Massuchuarlti Daily Collegian

Lditorial Board.

A lack of academic potency

u

It's Saturday night at 11:30

p.m. The DuBois library closed

an hour and a half ago; the

Amherst College library closed

half an hour ago; and Rao's has

finally, kindly, ushered me out in

order to close shop. I have two

political science exams and three

pap>ers due in the upcoming
week, and I live in the

dorms.

Most of the weekend ^__^__
has been sacrificed to

studying, re-reading, and writ-

ing. I say sacrificed' only

because it would have been fun

to see the final hockey game of

the season, taken time out for a

movie, or had a beer with a

friend. But, alas, the work to

hour ratio is disturbingly dis

jointed this week, and the les-

sons I truly enjoy are now anxi-

ety-producing.

Since I live in the dorms,

most of this work has taken

place outside of my dorm room

-a single in Van Meter Hall

Lugging books and a laptop. I've

nestled into coves in every

library, coffee house and book-

shop this side of the Connecticut

River just to get some peace and

quiet.

"Stop." you say. "Did you just

admit to having a single?"

Why, yes. I did, however a

single with sophomores blasting

music to the wxne of beirut on

either side of me and across the

hallway does little -even with ear

plugs—to promote focus.

Furthermore, a single dorm
room is fantastic in the interest

of privacy, personal pursuits, and

one's sanity, but there is nothing

more compelling than a room

full of other scholars undertak-

ing studious pursuits to motivate

oneself. This is not to say the sin-

gle is not a beautiful thing, cause

it is My single has allowed me
on most weeknights to study

uninterrupted whenever I like.

for however long I like, in com-

fort Ixing gone are the nights

spent yawning under fluorescent

lighting in the hallway so as not

to wake my sleeping roommate.

However, come weckcftds, or

times like the wee hours of the

morning, when focus seems

futile and only the collective

resilience of a group hard at

work can keep me going on my
own path, a single doesn't cut it.

Van Meter, like many other

dorms, has no available quiet

space for residents to study in.

The singular "lounge" is in fact

the entryway lobby where the

communal television and vend-

ing machines are also found. The

basement area is used as a stage

for concerts, shows, meetings,

yoga . . you name it,

p... four ol seven days a
"''

week. There is no space
""""^

designated as a study

zone, and no computer lab (an

amenity several dormitories

boast). There is a single class-

room, located in the southern

wing, accessed by a key signed

out with the cluster office. The

classroom has old. decrepit

couches, and few if any tables: it

looks more like a basement stor-

age area than a welcoming study

space. If the cluster office is not

open, this room is not available

for students to study in; the

hours that the classroom is

available coincide with library

hours and thus does not extend

a students possible study

timetable.

On either side of Van Meter

sits Commonwealth College

honors living areas Buitertieid

and Orchard Hill Butierfield,

once a rogue abode for anarchist

heathens, has been renovated

and redesigned as

Meter residents do not have

access to Butterfield. Even those

of us who are honors students

residing in Van Meter cannot

access the tranquility of

Butterfield's lounges. Nor do

Van Meter residents have access

to study areas in Orchard Hill or

in any other dormitory on cam-

pus. Students who live in dormi-

tory halls without designated

academic lounges or labs should

be encouraged academically

with the opportunity to use

facilities in other residence

halls.

All students should be

encouraged to pursue their edu-

cation to the fullest possible

extent. We are an educational

institution, and that means put-

ting Slock in study areas, books,

classrooms, language labs, com-

puter labs, and quiet motivating

spaces to create a campus

atmosphere that makes studying

attractive. Anybody who says a

dingy cubicle in the basement is

as motivating as an invitingly

clean wood table and comfort-

able chair under warm lighting

is either lying, the person who

will be asked to pay for this

wood table, or more driven and

less shallow than me
The atmosphere at the

University of Massachusetts is

iKrt conducive to academic rigor.

Residence halls without study areas lack

what makes a university academically

potent: promotion of a mission of erudi-

tion in academia.

Commonwealth College's fresh-

man living program Non-fresh-

man honors students, however,

reside in the hall in singles as

academic peer advisors or as

resident assistants. Butterfield is

quieter than Van Meter, has no

influx of loud performances, and

is equipped with several study

lounges

lite two sibling buildings

share a cluster office. Due to

this fact, Butterfield students

can access Van Meter with their

UCards during most of the day

and late into the night -whenev-

er the cluster office is open. Van

Undergraduate students on cam-

pus struggle to find quiet, com-

fortable areas in which to study,

write and conference. Residence

halls without study areas lack

what makes a university aca-

demically potent: promotion of a

mission of erudition in acade-

mia. The establishment of

respectable academic lounges by

the University, both in the

dorms and on campus, as well as

extended library hours would

promote self-edification to stu-

dents.

5/ Port IS a Collegian

Columnist.

Getting the spring break fever

University walking a tightrope

Scott

flilnilfle"

With the

tK)tion of send-

ing parents let-

ters about their

child's alco-

holic transgres-

sions, the

University of

Massachusetts

administration

has proposed"
to blur a line

ludcni and parentbetween

responsibility.

As members of a large bureau-

cratic school. UMass students are

forever reminded that they are

responsible for their actions.

Signing into residence halls, sign-

ing for transcripts, enduring lines

at any of a large number of offices,

seeing advisors and managing

money, schedules, jobs and health

are persistent reminders that from

freshman year till final graduation

(or whatever other end is found 1.

we are in charge of our own fates

at UMass
But for as many students as

there are on campus, there are as

many balances between parental

contribution and student control.

feels differently as to how their

lives here should intertwine with

their parents' world, if at all. But

with a proposed letter home for

when students slip up these dis-

tinctions are ignore-d.

There are students here who
will incur the whole weight of

UMass when they graduate - debt

from loans, the quality of their

transcript etc. .
- whose parents

are efftxtively not involved in their

UMass experience Should these

parents be informed that their son

or daughter drank too much or

partied too loudly?

Lqually there arc students who
will have all their bills paid out of

a parent's checkbook. While it

seems that these students are

more obligated to answer to their

parents for their actions based on

financial responsibility, it can't be

assumed that there isn't a relation-

ship where these students are on

their own.

What if a student were to be

arrcsicxJ at UMass. by the UMass

police department, charged and

convicted for some crime (for

argument's sake we'll assume they

really did do it). The parent who

Students should bear the brunt of the

responsibility for making sure ttieir aca-

demic success is paid for, and likewise

take the responsibility for all other UMass-

related successes, obstacles or easements.

The financial scenarios run the

gamut from wholly independent

and self-supported students who

pay their own way to entirely sub-

sidized scholars who have their

financial freedom from one place

or another. Equally, parents are as

involved as imaginable (daily

phone calls, checkups on the

weekend or in some cases the

homes students live in) to entirely

distant (void of contact, depend-

ence or even interest.)

Safely, it can be assumed that

ever^ student acts differently and

signed the check to the Bursar's

Office would not likely serve time

or be responsible to pay any fines

from this, so why are they invited

into other aspects of their chil-

dren's adult world?

It's safe to assume that all the

students here are legally adults

and those who arc not are in a cer-

tain minority. Bearing the weight

of their legal and illegal actions,

students should also be treated

like adults Again, a letter home to

their financiers doesn't treat them

justly.

There might be soitk: bgic to

this cofKept as a whole - putting

added pressure on the student

from those who pay the bills, but

then wouldn't it make sense to

send a letter home tc every

Massachu.setts taxpayer? Maybe a

monthly newsletter letting all the

taxpayers know who broke policy

on their dime shouW go out.

This borders on absurdity, and

with good reason. We can't

assume that every parent or tax-

payer has a vested or even passing

interest in a college student's

drinking habits.

And. while we're on the

thought of linatKial and therefore

behavioral responsibility of par-

ents, should the burden of sorting

out bill-paying woes fall on the

student and check signee?

Wouldn't it follow that if a parent

should be involved in their child's

alcohol consumption because they

pay the bill, they should be able to

take a hand in dealing with the

Bursar's office?

But such a parity doesn't exist,

and probably for good reason.

Students should bear the brunt of

the responsibility for making sure

their academic success is paid for.

and likewise take the responsibili-

ty for all other UMass-related suc-

cesses, obstacles or easements.

It gets blurry when someone

tries to draw a line between where

parental responsibility ends and

student responsibility starts and it

is, to say the least, dangerous to

pick middle ground and carve it in

stone. As much as it is a pain to

stand in line, or stay on the phone

waiting for answers to our

queries, the University would be

wise to leave parents out and let

students remain in control.

Otherwise, the administration

is putting responsibility where it

might not exist and taking it away

from the very students it should be

modeling as responsible adults

and civic participants not keeping

students in limbo between adult-

hood and childhood.

Scott nidridge II is a Collegian

columnist.

WTwt do a tanning sakjn, a fitness center, airiines.

and a tropical island all have in cximmon? Simpte.

They k)ve spring breakers.

People have been getting membenhips

arKi going to the gym religiously in order to

look their best while wearing their least, ^^__
making it alnx»t iinpos.sible to get onto the

good cardio' machines without calling two weeks in

advance to reserve a half hour iimesk>t. And I'm seri-

ous when I say people get ferocious over these pre-

cious workouts.

They start out nk;e enough: "Excnise me. but I

signed up for this machine at 5:'S0 p.m.. and someone

else signed up for that one." They tell you. and you

kx)k at the clock and see it's 5:55 p.m.

You give them your apologies aixi

hop off like it's no big deal, which

really, it shouldn't be. Personally. I

rebelled against the sign-up system

for a while. I like the freedom of see-

ing an empty elliptical glider and hop-

ping on. It's welcoming.

But I gave in on my most recent

trip to the gym mostly because I want-

cxJ to be able to bug someone if tfiey

were on my machine, just as 1 had

been bugged several times before.

And I wanted to be sure that peopk

would leave me alone while I furious-

ly burned off calories during the all-

too-short timeslot of a half hour

The competition over titne at tan-

ning salons is similar. You have to

make appointments well in advance,

whereas any other time of year you

can just stroll right in and lie or stand while your skin

is being aimed a delicious golden brown. Some places

even have cool themes to their tanning rooms to make

you feel like you're at an amusement park. Who cares

that you're also inviting wrinkles to decorate your

body earlier in life than they previously would have?

Who cares that you're upping your chances of skin

cancer? That doesn't matter right now. You're going to

Cancun, and vou don't want to bum when you get

Hannali Drake

Spring break is a

good system: tan-

ning salons, fit-

ness centers, air-

lines, tropical

islands and vari-

ous businesses are

more than willing

to take our money

for that precious

week in March.

there.

Sunscreen? Forget it. Nope, you're sure that the

best way to prevent burning is to make sure you have

already acquired a base tan. which is techni-

cally almost-bumt skin. Thus, business in the

tanning work! is booming nght rx)w. Owners

are tfvanking the tanning gods for their

bekjved spring breakers: guys suddenly don't care

about whetfKr or not going tanning is "metru," the

girls who nocmally will tell yxxi they don't go tanning

because it's bad for you are going txjw because they

need that base tan. and they still have their perma-

tanrK-d regular customers.

And the airlines! Do I even need to put in writing

how psyched they are to have a thing

called "spring break?" If you chcxk

out prices ixjw for last minute trips,

your t^es will pop. Even getting a

flight is almost impossible. Same

thing goes for tropical islands. I could

have sakl hotels, or motels, or bars, or

shops, but all of these businesses will

be infinitely grateful for the spring

breakers Hotels and motels are

booked, plus bars, nightclubs, and

tourist shops know they will be mak
ing ridkulous amounts of nwiKy dur-

ing spring break.

I'm no different. I have the spring

break fever, too. I would go tanning if

I could; I can't because I got laser sur-

gery. But I still got my tan. except it's

from a bottle. You'll see me at the

gym; I'm definitely in the population

of new-found gym-rats. I'm going to

be on a flight, spending money, and basking in the sun.

So all in all, I think spring break is a good system:

tanning salons, fitness centers, airlines, tropical islands

and various businesses are more than willing to take

our money for that precious week in March. And we're

more than happy to spend it. We are content because,

as college students, we're just happy to be on spring

break.

Hannah Drake is a UMass student.
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Catter

Things have been building up

lately, piling on top of each other so

much so I can barely see beneath

the pik;. Yet somewhere beneath

the mire, 1 pulled myself back, took

a deep bn^th and caught view of

some insight. This sudden insight

made me wonder if maybe amkl all

the hustle and bustle of our tightly

packed schedules, overworked

days, and scant sleep schedules we^^^^^
have begun to miss the point of so

many things.

Life seemingly is becoming so "in your face" and

rushed for all of us that it seems that all we can see

anymore is what's on the surface After all. the surface

is what's ckjsest. For accepting things at face value

sure is easier than delving into their

greater implications; who has time for

that anyways? This "surface accept-

aiKe problem" seems to have imbed-

ded itself in all areas and social strata's

of society. It appears that so many

people are no k>nger able to rise above

the quagmire of everyday living to see

deeper and beyond the facades. So

many aspcvts of life are veikd

So what is it I'm talking about?

Well last week I went to see a movie.

I theiught this nwvie was excelWntly

made It was that type of nK)vie that

you walk out of the theater feeling as

if youve gained something you didn't

flaw when you came in. and it was

calkxl The Passkjn of tfve Christ."

Now kt nw state Hat out. I'm in no way ChrBtian. I've

iKver been baptized (and I'm ixjt afrakl of burning in

hell lor it.) and in spite of being well versed in the bible

and considering it a worthwhile read. I don't agree

with the doctrine on a whole.

So why is it that I wouU think "The Passkxi of the

Christ" is a good movie? Well for a number of reasoas.

The first being that even if you watched that movie and

had rto concept of what religion it was referring to. or

th«l it was even about religion you wouki still receive

a very ptxifound riK-sMige from the movie as a whole

That message being that once a man lived who k)ved

huntanity so much that in spite of the fact that much

of humanit> hated him. tortured him and made him

suflei what seemed a thcHisarkl deaths, and dopite the

fact that he coukJ have Mopped all this personal Nufler

ii^. he dkl not. W^y ' Because he knew that there was

a dire krsson hekl in his seff-sacrificr People needed to

learn from him that no matter how great your suffer-

ing is, never grow hard and unforgiving, never stop

loving. For though it's easy to hate, the true strength of

man lies in his/her ability to love and to forgive. And

what a nice world we wouki live in if everyone felt tfiat

way.

That was the true message of the movie, "The

Passion of the Christ," as to whether or not that's what

God's been saying I couldn't tell you. Yet for many peo-

ple, the deeper meaning of this movie has been

bypassed, and entirely missed. An outcry is occurring

from both camps over the misinterpreted messages of

this movie. Christians of all kinds are sending hate

mails to Rabbis and lewish people proclaiming their

hatred of lews because of what they did to lesus (in the

movie tfiat is). On the other side of the argument the

lewish community is outraged with the movie claiming

it promotes anti-Semitism due to the

harsh manner in which the Pharisees

(kfwish eUersi were portrayed.

So who is right? ciuite frankly nei-

ther! The reasons for this being that

both sides are only focusing on what

is apparent at the surface kvel. Yes

on the surface the Pharisees were

very cruel to jesus. and they showed

tfiat very clearly in the movie.

However if they had been nice to him

and maybe just sent him honK- with a

slap on the wrist for all his blasphe-

mous pivaching. I somehow doubt

we'd have modem Christianity like

we do today land what a shaiiK' that

would be). If it wasn't for the

Pharisee's cruelty lesus message

woukJ never have been dispelkd — he even explained

in the movie that everything that must happen will

happen (or something similar to that)

So it seems that the Christians who are running out

of "The Passion of the Christ" with newly inspired

anti-Semitism are the Christians who bring shame to

the religion, because by hating krws they're* doing

exactly the opposite of the movie's (and possibly the

religion's) greater nK^sage And similaHv the hrwish

communit) needs to understand that if a person is so

small minded as to hate all kws over a Mel Gibson

movie, they're not Christians, they're- imbecik"s All in

all if everyone wouki just take a step back and stop

interpreting everything for face value they might cxjn»e

lo re-alize that both nwvies as well life have far greater

impkations to them, but only if your eyes are opm
wide enough to see them.

Ebzaheth Caner is a Collegian ix)Uunnist.

Though It^ easy to

hate, the true

shwigth of man lies

In his/her ability to

tove and to forgive.

AndwhatankM
world we wouM
Ihre in if everyone

felt that way.

I want my l\/ITV...back
This past

Tuesday I was

flipping
through the

chaniK"ls from

bed in my
dorm room.

I've had a bad

case of the flu

this week ^o

television has

been a very

miportant part of passing my

time leaving my room has been

difficult because I've been ^o

skk. and I have spent hours in

bed watching TV. As I flipped to

my favorite channels I found that

none of them were on. I had seen

the warnings scrolling across the

MollY

[golesion

the best to watch to find a video

or a show that's funny.

The r>ish network, which

provides cable television to the

dorms on campus, is having

issues with the contract renewal

for these channels. According to

The Dish Network. Viacom, the

company that provides the miss-

ing channels has been making

unreasonable demands in their

contract renewal Thev want to

increase the cost 40 percent and

are foreing other channels that

many viewers don't want into

the contract.

According to Charlie Krgen.

the CF.O of the Dish network,

other alternative channels are

being offered. Channels like

I am very frustrated by these passing

events, and believe ttiat many other stu-

dents will be too. A large portkNi of college

students' favorite channels are missing.

bottom of the screen for the past

few days but I didn't expect the

channels to really be taken off

the air.

It was really upsetting. The

missing channels are MTV.

MTV2. VHI. BET. Comedy
Central, and Nickelodeon. That's

a great deal of channels to sud-

denly have to go with out.

I loved watching "Nick at

Night" every evening. During the

davtime. the music channels are

Disney. Fuse. and Great

American Country are being

advertised as being offered as

free alternatives until this dis-

pute is over I went to watch

Disney and Fuse, but of course,

they arc not being offered on

campus. Not only are we missing

the majority of our music chan-

nels but. we arc not getting the

bonus channels that were- intro-

duced to help ease the problem

The Dish network is also

offering a one-dollar credit to all

Dish network subscribers. We.

as college students who live on

campus, have the cost of o«ir

cable included in our housing

fees. We arc missing out on our

channels but not getting our dot

lar back. I know it's just a dollar,

but it's a dollar that we deserve

VV ill we ever get to see it?

Probably not

1 am very frustrated by the"«e

passing events, and believe that

many other students will be too.

A large portion of college stu-

dents' favorite channels are

missing. How can we go about

fixing this problem? Complain

about it. Contact Viacom, the

MT\ networks. Housing servic-

es and the Dish network with

your complaints. \ iacom can be

reached at 212 258 bOOO. MT\'

network is available at 212-258-

8000 The Housing services can

be reached at 545 4803.

Charlie Ergen's email is

ceoofdishnetworkCfdishnet-
work.com. You can check out

the website at www.dishnet-

work.com.
This is a problem that affects

a great deal of people and can-

not continue. The only way to

solve it is to apply pressure to

those making decisions. Viacom

should not be allowed to contin-

ue withholding our favorite

channels. I may have to work

for it. but 1 want my MTV'.

.\/<)//y Eggleslon

Collegian Columnist

Elcvtion day

^1^^ is approaching.

^^^^^ We have nar-

^HjMra rowed down
^^^Hr the pig pile of

^^^B Democratic
^^^^^B^H candidates

^^^^^^^1 Massachusetts
^^^^^^^ Sen. John Ke-
JOnniiy rry, who looks

Donalilsoii n»'^''<^ ^^^^^ •*

""^^"""^^ melted candle

than any other previous presiden-

tial hopeful. We are lacing the

moment of truth: the moment

where we decide to either A) take

a look at the state of the country

and decide to fix it or B) let the fat-

cat incumbent have office for

another four long years.

Yep, 2004 is the year when

we'll know whether America is

sick of George W Bush's inept,

dangerous idea of presidential

duty, or whether we are gullibW

etwugh to buy even more of his

creative lies and allow him to mie

for anotfier tenn.

Me? \ou may not have guessed

yet. but I'm willing to do without

Bush and his cronies for the a-st of

my life. Who needs to be led down
- yet again the weedy path to

war, to ecoruxnic instability, to

environmental destruction and to

Bush's special brand ol fundamen-

talist Christian, narrow minded

moralizing''

We all know by now that the

war in Iraq was a sham, that Bush

wasted the lives of countless

American servicenten and women
and even more iniKxcnt Iraqi's to

cement his own bullheaded. short-

sighted machisHKi His now-

known-io-be-falsc declarations of

W Ml>s in Iraq were just the work

of an angry. overgrowTi fral boy

sec-king lo correct an insult on him

and his property Since that

'insult" was a> catastrophic as

Sept. 1 1 that require-d the nan
with the itchy trigger linger to send

over military action to a desert

country, while hostile, had nothing

to do with iht- attacks But boy did

Bush's warmongenng bnefly

make him - and. by exteasion.

America kwk strong and tough.

(No. it just made us k)ok more stu

pid and egotistical than we ala-ady

are perceived to be.

)

So we know all that now. Now
Bush wants to move away from

the controversy of the war to some

new controversies that will - in his

mind at least - make him look like

the ideal candidate for the 2004

presidency. I le wants to exploit the

tragedy of Sept. 1 1 for his own

gaining, using horrifying images of

death and destruction from that

day to further his own end. He's

using the grief and pain of the fam-

ilies of victims to help promote

himself as some son of modem
American hero, bravely leading the

country after the worst man-made

tragedy since Peari Harbor All

hail, the self-made deity George W.

Bush and his use of emotional

manipulation to fraud a public still

hurting - almost three >eai> later -

from one of the biggest mass mur-

ders in American history! Forget

that he has. is. and probably will

continue to u>e the terrorist

attacks as his own personal "hero-

ic" photo opportunity.

When he's not busy riding on

the coattails of suffering to score

himself a political victory. Bush is

busy suriing the waves of igrH>-

rance and discrimination - all in

the name of preserving the "sancti-

ty" of marriage. Bush has been vig-

are basically saying that we are

nation of people who are separate

but equal, where only certain folks

receive freedoms. Another person

has no right to tell another person

what to do, unless the person's

activities negatively affect others.)

lA)ving a person, regardless of hisj

or her gender, shoukl not come{

under any legal jurisdiction. No'

one has the right to put limits on

who anyone can love, even if they

don't personally find it "moral."

Bush's nefarious recent activi-

ties also extend to include out-

sourcing jobs to foreign countries

despite the fact that our economy

has been ailing since Bush's 2001

inauguration. According to the

AFL-CIO website, the economy

has lost 2.9 million private stvtor

and 2.8 million manufacturing

jobs, leading to a unemployment

rate that's been at it's highest since

1485 Bush's Council of Economic

Advisors has said it would have

established 5.*) million new jobs

(upwards of almost 525.(X)0 a

month), but is curtently 1.8 mil-

Iwn shy ol its goal. Bush ignores

the workers he courts with his

tasteless, but manipulative ad

campaign designed to prey on

their patriotic. full blooded-

American beliefs. He ^ends need-

Now Bush wants to move away from the

controversy of the war to some new con-

troversies that will - in his mind at least

- make him look like the ideal candidate

for the 2004 presidency.

orou.sly pushing for an ametidment

to the Constitution to ban gay nwr-

riage Bush wants to lake the living

will of the peopk.-. the docuiiK-ni

that has. for over 200 years, pro-

tected our rights as citizt-ns in this

country of our*. i|nd use it to for-

bki a pcreentap; of those citizens

from having equal rights And this

i> the inan that repre-sents the

American people'' If he repre-

sents us. than all the stridc-s wc. as

a pcopkr. have made in favor of

equality the yeai^ will be rendered

moot. With Bush at the helm, we

ed jobs ovefSOH to. as he mfs:
boost our economy and forgets

the millions of struggling

XiiKHcans lost with vourees of

iiKome How does this help? ^es.

iHJtsourcing costs less m taxpayer

money thiin hiring within, but;

vkithout jobs those Americans;

can't even pay their taxes. Bush

serves his own special interests,

not the people. Hopefully, we
won't lose sight of that a>

November draws near

lohnny Donaldson is a

Collegian a>lumniM
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LEHERS TO THE EDITOR

6RAD STUDENT SPEAKS
OUT AGAINST FEE

The University has. tfirougfi the

Intemallonal Programs Office (IPO), stepped

up Its campaign against those opposed to

the International Student Fee. as reported in

The Collegian last week This demonstrates

just how worried the University is by what

we're doing and shows how successful our

rally was. They are speaking through IPO to

try and play us off against them, when our

gripe is with the University. This is shame-

ful, sending out IPO cap in hand to try and

collect from us so that the University does

not tell them off

What's even more insulting is that the

University is tacitly threatening us all, even

while they have proposed an unjust fee,

which violates various stipulations of our

graduate contracts, and the basic rights of

our undergraduate colleagues. They are

speaking as the high and mighty while we

are grieving the fee through the proper legal

channels.

In attempting to use the mechanisms

which we are protesting against as a way to

leverage our paying of the fee, the

University realizes just how calamitous it

would be if we don't pay; not financially, not

for us as individuals, but because the

University would have to work out an appro-

priate, respectful and non-discriminatory

way to pay for this fee.

The campus and the community are on

our side, as shown by the nearly 1000 peo-

ple who have signed our petition

(http://www.petltiononline.com/surv1ee/peti

tion.html) and support from resolutions by

the Massachusetts Society of Professors,

the Graduate Employee Organization and

proposals under debate by the Student

Government Association

Please consider the establishment prop-

aganda being disseminated when judging

what we do. and thank you all for your sup-

port.

Craig Sinclair

Department of Comparative Literature

THE REAL CONTRADICTION
OF RELIGION AND POLITICS

Although I am writing to address the

entire student population, these words

come in direct response to Ben Duffy's

"Religion and politics: the contradiction,"

printed in the March 2 issue of The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

Duffy argues that the separation of

church and state is unnecessary and that

"society has the right to hold individuals to

moral standards, even those grounded in

religion." Specifically, Duffy's argument

centers on the debate surrounding gay mar-

riage. Duffy does not hide the fact that the

standards he speaks of are founded in

"Judeo-Christian ethic." I must question,

then, why Christianity should be the basis

behind state law''

It is true that Christians make up a large

portion of our population, but to be

American does not necessarily mean to be

Christian. Our citizens are Islamic.

Buddhist, Agnostic, Atheist, Hindu. Unitarian

Universalist, Wiccan, Pagan, Druid,

Mormon, and the list continues ad-nause-

um It is pretentious and Ignorant to assume

that one set of beliefs should be the stan-

dard by which all are judged

Duffy sites the Civil Rights and

Abolitionist Movements as examples of the

necessary link between Church and State

He is right when he says that both of these

movements Invoked beliefs from the Bible

as defense for their causes. It is ridiculous,

however, to conclude; "What exactly makes

murder immoral. If not because the Bible

says so''" I believe it was Athena who

established a justice system to prevent

murderous revenge, and this had nothing to

do with Christianity.

I often hear that gay marriage is

Immoral and does not coincide with the

Christian sacrament Were marriage simply

a matter of religion, this argument would be

valid. Unfortunately, marriage is not |ust a

religious Institution: it carries with it 1,049

rights, including the right to make decisions

on a partner's behalf in a medical emer-

gency; the right to petition for same-sex

partners to immigrate; the right to assume

parenting rights and responsibilities when

children are brought Into a family through

birth; adoption; surrogacy or other means,

the right to share equitably all lointly held

property and debt In the event of a breakup

and since there are no laws that cover the

dissolution of domestic partnerships; fami-

ly-related Social security benefits, income

and estate tax benefits, disability benefits,

family-related military and veterans bene-

fits, the right to inherit property from a part-

ner in the absence of a will .

Are you getting sick of this list yet? I

have mentioned 13 different rights denied

to homosexuals There are still over a thou-

sand more The Civil Rights and Abolitionist

Movements did not succeed merely

because they mentioned religious belief,

they succeeded because they were con-

cerned with the basic rights of human

beings I thank Ben Duffy for comparing

these movements to the fight for same-sex

marriage; indeed, they are quite the same

Heather Comtois

UMass student

ANGRY STUDENT AGREES
THAT RESLIFE IS UNFAIR
I'm so glad Morris Singer wrote that

article In the Collegian on Monday. March 1

It was the article entitled. "The questionable

duties of RAs" I agree with him 100 per-

cent I think he could have expanded upon it

even further to include the questionable

duties of Residence Directors I have been

through the judicial process three times

now, and all I've gotten out of il was the

realization that, contrary to the real world,

you are guilty until proven innocent Being

that administration always backs up admin-

istration, you will never win The verdict is

always the same GUILTY

I just recently found out that the Resident

Assistants and the RO are not required to

show you your write-up or even read it to

you The RD can charge with as many

charges as he/she feels fits the "crime"

even if a lot of them fit only by a very long

stretch of the imagination Basically, once

you are charged, you can only drop charges

not add any. so they have to be sure they

didnt miss any charges to put on you The

RA can write you up for anything that he/she

wants to. with no eyewitnesses to say other-

wise, and Its his/her word against yours

You know what that means you lose

I find It so interesting that Singer actual-

ly got a Resident Director to admit that the

judicial process isn't one based on truth If

that's the case, why do they call it the judi-

cial process'' Now that the RAs have their

own union, it's even harder They have been

given even more power to abuse My sister's

an RA in one of the towers, and she is con-

stantly telling me about how certain RAs

love to write-up people they don't like, and

people from everyone else's floor but their

own While the RAs are constantly babysit-

ting us. who's babysitting them'' Same thing

goes for the RDs What is their mam pur-

pose'' They obviously don't do too much

checking up on the RAs.

I would love for someone to do an artlcfe

on the duties of RAs and RDs What does

tneir job entalP We get a Code of Student

Conduct, which tells us the rules we must

follow Why aren't we given a list of rules

that they are required to follow also'' Why do

we have to go to the RD or another RA to

write-up RAs'' There should be write-up

sheets available to residents, just like there

are for RAs All residents should be given a

Code of Administrative Conduct for the

Dorms I think that would balance things out

significantly.

Lynn Budd
UMass student
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Classic Dylan show _, tt ^ «

on CD after 30 years ITotally mOIlSter '-OUS

Oscar award winning actress saves film
By ScuiT ELi>RiiK.k II

tOLUl.lAN StaH-

HalluVM-c-n l^t)4 has long

been an unpurtant iJa> for Bob

Dylan tans But for those who

Lould never la> their paws on a

bootleg i.op\ of the concert that

night al Nev^ York's Philhamion

ic Hall. II has been 40

vear» of "not sure why-

fanaticism.

Now, the Oct 31

concert has earned it>.

listing in the Dylan cata

logue as 'The Bootleg

Series Volume t>" and

when released (Maah 21 » fans

will be able to replace their blind

fanatici>m with viud reality .\s

another chapter in Dylans book

of live releases. 'Live \*ib4~ con-

tinue* in the tradition of captur-

ing the artist al his best.

At the age of 25 and just

under two years after truly break

ing oniu the music scene. "Live

mfe4" shows a Dylan who is

enthralled with political speak,

folk sound, and the joking char-

u*.icr thai peppered his early

(.arc-er

A iremendous album, the two

didcs include such social justice

stmgs ft* "The lA»nesome Death

of Hatlie Carroll" and "Who
Killed Davey Moore" that made

Dylan a synonsm to political

artist -Talking World War ill

Blue*' aixl "John Birth Society

Blues" shov* a humoriM wht'

quips very heavy jokes.

The album is a mix of Dylan s

variety of song as much as he is a

mix of politics, humanity and

musicianship, love songs and

lost songs alike ring out from the

Philharmonic stage and appropri-

ately do so from the feeling of ihe

moment.
Needless to mention

to anyone who has seen

a Slop on Dylan's never-

ending tour, the lyrics

have stayed but the

sound and the feeling

has changed With "Live

1964" the Nound and the

feeling alike are set in their time

and place and bring you there.

On more than amicable temu
with loan Baez. Dylan shares the

^tage with the songstress wfM)se

sweetness emerges to soften

«.ome of the harsh Dylan edge.

Baez joins ihe troubadour in his

u! set, as the two trip over a

:i of "Mama. Vou Been On
My Mind" and struggle to agree

on the lyncs.

But the satin strength of Baez

shows more beautifully on "Silver

Dagger." with Dvlan's sigruiiure

hannonic4< ' melody.

SiWer Dag^ twl «ong

reworked by the two. is a sad

song of ill htted men for lovely

brides Perhaps a subtle foreshad-

owing, but mure importantly

Bacz's voice is a plewant inter-

Sm OVLM an |Mi0a 7
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It's all 'Roses'
New teen rocker emerges

By Johnny Ddnauihin
(XH.LEI.IAN St Aft

Remember how wfien Britney

Speart shodc and shimmied her

wa\ up the "Total Request Live"

coualdofwn. we wx-a- inundated

with a horde of blonde-haired,

hip-swiveling clones?

Remember W ilia Foitl? No'' Well

get ready, because anoth-

er young, blonde teen

pop starlet has

unleashed a legion of

MTV giri zombies.

Tlie unexpected

sucesc of Avril l>avignc

at first seemed like an

antidote to the plastic bubleguni

image-making of the Britneys and

Christinas who ruled the world

just a few years earlier.

Her earthier, skaie-punk girl

image and pop s<.ings, not built

from whirligig dance beats,

offered a fresh alternative for the

little sisters who failed to appreci-

ate, the superficial pkasurcs at

Oueen Brit. Unfortunately, wftai

seenu,"d like new and different

quickly turned as stale and flM as

the previous pop empire.

Lavigne's ubiquitous singles

(when were they not plastered all

over the radio?), the giris trendy

new fashion sense and even the

girl herself were evcry-*here. She

became as haled and as

overexposed as the jig-

gling princesses that

came before fier

Only adding fuel to

the lire are the record

companies shamelessly

chipping away tfw

l^vigne mortolith by developing

their own faux-punk. rcbel-grrl

upstarts. First we had Fefe

l3obson, asking us to lake her

away. Now we fiave Katy Rose,

panting about being in

"Overdrive."

"Because I Can" is the debut

album for Rose, the 17-year-old

daughter of a 1 'i70s session play-

er who has worked with acts like

Crosby, Stills and Nash. The

album certainly reflects that a

teenager made it; there's none of

the precociously coy sexuality

thai marked the previous genera-

tions of pop giris. Rose's lyricism

and voice show off the kind of

brattiness that are the hallmarks

of a true tc"enager.

Not surprisingly. Rose's the-

matic concerns aren't of a variety

any more complex than young

love. Considering the girl's age.

that's not a problem. And her wry

lyrics offer a convincing balance

between attitude, edge and vul-

nerability It's pos.sible that only a

musician this young, one still

touched by the naivete and raw,

the overwhelming emotion of

youth, could capture Rose's sense

of heartbreak and ardor - the first

flush of a new crush

("Overdrive," "I Like") to the

pain of having your heart

The youthful Kat\ Rose's <ir»t

cd shows both talent and flaws.
See ROSE on page 7
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tiM-LEtiiAN Staff

Monster'

Oiitcied by

ftitfMw

It's a strange reverse form of nar-

cissism — the actor who gets i^y

for their art. In Hollywood, mwe
than anywfiere, a person's primary

in-strumenl is tfieir kxiks. and ii can

be both a boon and a limitation to

the wannabe serioiM actor. Tom
Cruise disfigured his face

with latex scars and a

Phantom of the Opera

mask in "Vanilla Sky,"

Brad Pitt weni all gnarly

wnd snaggle-toothed in

'Fight Club " The perverse

biickfire, though. o4 such

stunts is thai by erasing

their looks. lfK*se aslor>

aaem even more vain than

usual. It's as if they're say

ing. "Hey. this is wfiai I'm

williof to do for vour

enwrtHnRMii.
Nicole Kidman, with

her pristine elegant beauty. 1 !!

gave sharper, more com-

manding performances kxiking like

berscK in "The Others" and "Moulin

Rouge" than she did by playing

Virginia Woolf in that didactic bit c^

feminist ^hitk In, "The Hours."

There, her pertormance seemed to

be centered on that blobby prosthet-

ic nose.

Charlize Thenm hm a itmiar
Ipse to Kidman "

Mnazunian bk>iu: ^

.^e of a guod-giri supennodet. but

k.r the true-to- life senal killer drwna

"Monster," Therxxi gainc*d H)

pLiunds. let her complexion mottle

into the ruddy skin of a lifelong

akoholic and grew hair so straw-

like it cotiM have been plucked fium

B scarecfxnv. It's a startling physical

transformation, nice we can barely

see Thcrun, but for her e>es. yel the

magic is that the traratfonnation

isn't just physical. Theron dip deep

into the wounded psyche of Aiken

. Wuomos, the woman to be declared

,\mcrica's fir^t female serial kilWr bv

a typically hyperbolic media in the

late 80s tshe was evxuicxl in 2002 1.

so much so thai her performance

transcertds the gimmickry of her

appearance. Her transformation

isn't just physical, but nK-nial too.

Wuorrxjs was a destitute, some-

times homeless proMiiuie thumbing

her way along Florida* highways

thrvughoui the 1980s. A victim of

childhood abuse and incest, she

made her way through life beaten

and baiteral bv ucumstance, until

she met Selby \\.\\\. a k-sbian who

offered her the hope of kjve. adora-

tion and redemption in her life. But

when she's raped by a lohn and

forced to kill him in self-defense, it's

as if a lifetime of resenimeni has

come bursting to the surface

Wuomos begins to kill her Johns,

but its not out of simple bloodlusi

It's out of the desire to feel alive, to

feel as if though she has control of

her own life Wuonx)* kills out of

the desire to be important.

" Monster" is a good movie posing

a> a great one. but it has a feral emo-

tional pull. Some will accuse the

movie of humanizing Wuomos -

and that il does, deftly — but will

any of those critics see the sense of

desperation al the film's core, the

way Wuonws was hurtling toward

thi- abvss?

Watching "Monster may

remiitded one of "Boys fXm'l Cry"

the lernfic 19*W drama

about Brandon Teena, a

iransgender man (bom

Teena Brandon) who was

raped and murdered by

fonner Ineixis when they

found out he was really a

she. Tfui was a better film

than this, uriih a galvaniz-

ing huittanity that lingered

far more than il dues here,

but K>th ttlms share the

sani rvo«.aiions ol

geiKJ,.. ...uiiiiy. In both

films, the central charac-

ters are women betrayed

by the men in their lives

1 Wuomos is hurt early on

bi an abusive lather) and both pay

the price for that b^rayal: Teena is

brutally killed by her soH^lled

friends: Wuomos finds something

akin to empoweniK'nt. bui only by

slipping down ihe rabbti hole ol

seir-decepliun and dehtmaniBBMiun

Tlte movie would have held

more of a grip had the director.

PBit> knkina. given ihc movie Wss

of a schcmaik feel At neariy twv

hours. 'Momner feds a bit repeii-

livc. w a loof> of an^ly drMnalk

scenes of a t&nolute Wuomoi rag-

ii^ at the injustice of the world,

lenkim knows how to craft a scenes

in a way that makes it so that each

OIK ewka the makimum ladncas

posaible. but what she dae«i1l quite

do is string ihem together mio a

cohesive whole. Il hardly helps mat

ters ihat l«Mp has the winking

hipster iM^ttandedness that

pl^jue* loo many indepL-ivleni lilm

makcTt. Scoring the first ronwntic

kiss between Wuomos and Wall

(played, with a wideryed girlish

iratoccnce. by Christina Ricd> lo

kNjmc*y's "Don't Stop Behevr
smacks, not of poignancy, but ii ..

leaden, smirking irony out of place

in the context of the film. Nor does

Jenkins stop lo lake the time to

delve into Wuomos' past; her chikl-

hood is gkxwd over in order lo fjrt

lo the romance and path to murder.

But the real talking piece of

"Monster" isn't lenkins' indie-

school direction, but Theron s mes-

meric perfonnance The actress

throws her body around as though

il were a sack of potatoes, talks m a

jutting, angry drawl aixl stares out

through accusatory eyes that con-

vey a mixture of despair, fearful-

ness and weariness. Theron doesn't

jusi look like Wuomos. but

becomes her and it's a display of

acting as bravura as any. It lums

"Monsler" into more than a

halfway decent bit of cinematic

dramatization. Theron rivets vour

attention to the screen.

CiiL'RILM Sl;'iM.\Kk;LI li)j

, Charlize Theron. winner of the 2004 Academy Award for best Actress!

lof the Year, for her role as mass murder Aileen Wuomos and Christinal

iRicci as Selby Wall team up to lend a humanizing touch to this otherwise|

|horrific story of pain, rage, and revenge.

People in the news
Compiled by Associated Press

Don Johnson
iVUcSUH VSUt; JiUii iU.}'Ju I'

A California bank has tiled legal papers to force

actor [>on Minson to put his Aspen-area property up

for sale at auction to pay a nearly $1 million debt.

City National

Bank of Los Angeles

asked a court to put

liens on the property

and suggested a

public auction as an

option for collecting

$950,000 from the

fomier "Miami

Vk:e" sur
The bank said

lohnson lias refused to make payments on a loan he

look out in October 2002

Johnson's publicist said, however, that the actors

are in the process of refinancing the loan and the issue

will become moot.

Johnson has been a familiar face in Aspen for years

and was one of the founders of the now-defunct Planet

Hollywood in Aspen. He has starred in the television

show "Nash Bridges" and had a ix>le in the movie "Tin

Cup," which stamxl afk>ther Aspen resident. Kevin

Costna^

LaM Sepicnnber a judge in Los .Angeles County said

kihnson owed the bank $921,891 and $21,891 in

attorney fees.

B a r b r a Streisand
} the bas

A man sued by singer Barbra Streisand for posting

phoKM of her Mdibu numsion on the Internet claims

Stieisand has refused ••> !vv his S22U.OOO legal bill

after he won the casi

A judge in Deceinnci diMnissed SireLsand's $10

million invasion ol privacy lawsuit again>tl Kenneth

Addman. his Iniemet service provider and a photo

i^ency that distributes his work Streisand was

ordeted to pay Adelman >i legal fees and costs.

Addman. a retired software engineer fifed court

papen Thwaday seeking to fon.e Streisand to pay the

hpl fees I' nginal cas^- plas $1 5.000 spent lo

enfanx ilx ><. < \ call to Streisand's lawyer. k>hn

M. Galti. was not immediaieiy returned.

Streisand said Adelman's photos could contribute

to a problem with stalkers. Adelman said he posted the

photos - wken from his private helkxjpter - for scien-

tific research on the coastline.

Superior Court judge Allan Goodman ruled that

pictures taken of California's coastline are part of

everyday life and StreisatKl has permitted magazines to

publish photos of the interior of her home in the past.

Peter Jackson
Epic move rites battle

Peter Jackson won't be retuming to the Shire any

time soon.

The Oscar-winning director is planning lo film

"The Hobbit," the prequel lo "The Lord of the Rings,"

trilogy by I.R.R. Tolkien, but two studios must first

tight over legal rights to the film.

lackson said New Line Cinema has the rights to

make the movie, but MGM has the rights to distribute

it.

"I guess MGM's lawyers and New Line's lawyers

are going to have a huge amount of fun over the next

few years trying lo work it all out." he toW reporters

recently in l-os Angeles, according to AP Radio "I'm

obviously busy for a couple of years on King Kong' so

those lawyers can

just go at it for a

long liiTve."

"The Hobbit"

tells the story of

Bilbo Baggins, who
found the ring and

eventually passes it

on to his nephew,

Frodo Baggins.

Frodos joumcy to

Mount Doom to

destroy the nng is ilw basis for the "Rings" books and

films.

lackson said if he were going to direct the ntovie.

he'd want it to feel like the rest of the irikjgy On
Sunday, lackson won an Academy Award for best

director shared the adapied-screenplay award with his

two co-writers for the final "Rings" dim, "Tfie Reium

of the King."

"Id want Ian McKellen to be back as GandalL I'd

want il lo fed like il wjb part of the same myihology

that we've dune with Lord of the Rings," lackson

sakJ

"The Retum of the King' swept this year's

Academy Awards, winning all 1 1 categories in which

it was nominated.

lackson is in the middle of remaking "King Kong,"

due out next year, starring Naomi Walts.

Tom Ford

Tom Ford wants to go from designing clothes to

directing movies.

Ford, who simultaneously designed the Gucci and

Yves Saint Laurent lines, will show his last collection

at Paris fashion shows on Sunday, but he's already

making other plans.

"I am very serious about wanting to make a movie

As a director It's true that I've signed with CAA
(Creative Artists Agency)." he told Women's Wear

Daily for Friday's editions. "I am actively looking for a

project. Whether I'll ever find il. I don't know. I know

it sounds kind of silly."

Ten years after fie reinvigorated Gucci, Ford says he

didn't leave the company because of money: "It really

was a question of control."

One of Ford's most recent high-profile creations

was Chariize Themn's nude, beaded Oscar dress Now.

the 42~year-old says he probably won't design any

nxjre

But he added. "I bve fashwn. I mean, fashion has

been very good lo me and I can't put fashion down and

I love what I do. so who knows'' . All I know is that

I rwed to get to my rarwh in New Mexico and spend

thrc*e or four months riding my horses arxl just being

alone
"

Patrick Stewart

Hollywood is guilty of "extremely irrespoasibfc"

depictions ot violcnwv against won»en. "Star Trek"

actor Patrick Stewart said.

Stewart, who played Capt. |eai>-Luc Picard in the

television series "Sur Trek: The Next Generation" and

several iix)vic-s. singled out director Oueniin Taraniino

for criticism.

"Tfx- entenainnwni industry has been exiretiK-lv

inesponsibk* in perpetuating and stereotyping ifie vio-

kfnt altitudes ol riK-n lo women." Stewart said Friday

as he helped launch an Amnesty Iniemational cam-

paign lo Slop viok-nce against women. "It's a lazy and

sensationalist approach. I condemn it entirely"

The 61-year-old British actor said he found

Tarantino's "Kill Bill - Vol. I
," starring Unia Thurman

as an avenging assassin, "a deeply offensive film."

Stewart, who said he

witnessed his father hit-

ting his inother as a

child, said he now
regrets some of his own
film appearaiKcs.

"I don't want to be

specific, bul I fiave been

involved in sequences

both in the theater and

in film which, with

hindsight. I realize were

offensive because they

were perpetuating a

stereotype," Stewart said.

"Vioknce against wxMnen diminishes us all," he

added.

"If you fail to raise your hand in protest you are part

of the pa)biem."

M i ri d y C o h n
re

Mindy Cohn, who played plucky Nauilie on the

1980s sitcom "The Facts of Life," is on TV again.

She co-stars as a Maggie the Cook in the new WB sit-

com "The Help." about a rich family atxl their hit«l

help, which premiercxi Friday.

Cohn, ^7, said >lv''> never had a inaki or a cook.

"I'm very private and I'm also persnickety about how

things should be." -he tokl AP radio recently. "I have a

mother who trained her

?
daughters to make their

vvn bed. and clean their

uwn house. I enjoy keeping

house, it's never been a Uisk

for nK' so I've never had

help " Bul she does like the

idea of cooking for peupW.

espcx'ially her family.

"There is something very

organic alxiui going lo the

market every evening and

gelling fresh food and hav-

ing peopkf over and cook

ing il just to have family

and Irienu^ o\ci v\cry nighi," slw sakl "There's noth-

ing belter than having pcvpk- sit around a tabk; and

talk"

Cohn has been busy since graduaiii^ frum college

after "The Facts of Life." She voices die character

Velma on the WB animaic-d seriw "What's New.

Scooby Doo?" and has been in several independent

films.

'Tambourine Man' back in the lime-light New pop rocl^er still too young
OVLM (rtm page 6

lude and. an honest repose to

Dylan's s*.>meiimes harsh soutkI.

Standing alone. Dylan can

hold his own ground His abili-

'V to joke about whether or noi

Mary had a little lamb' is a

-I song one instant, and

IS naysayers ihe next

shino through It is work like

this that carried Dylans musi-

cal evolution through to his

next release and later served as

his entrance into the electrified

music thai would mark Dylan ^

revolutionary role in music.

This might be the true reso-

nance of ihi^ album: one of ihe

last of the young artist, one of

the first of a changing musi-

cian. While Dylan-historians

and over-fans will tell you that

the artist had electricity on the

mind starting in high school,

his change came as a shock to

most and the fad that il started

in the studio days after this

Halloween coiKert Is an impor-

tant footnote.

Rose s first album heavy with juvenile tunes
pagee

destiuycd ( " Ixinoo" i

Rose sets henelf apart from the Lav^gnes and

IXibsons of the work! via the ncv-ncw -wave sounds of

the pniduclion. Wfiereas thi- poppic-st of pofvpunk

infusc-s the albums by her two rivals. Rose adopts a

sonic texture tfui while hardly an original - is decki-

edly unkfue lo the demands of the mainstream pop

world. Tlic mask establishc"s a maturity ctbei by

Rose's youthful vvice and lyrics.

The weakest element ol "Because I Can* is Roae

herself She sings well enough, bul her giriish, plain-

spoken vcHce lack> the verve and range trf Lavigne's.

She's got attitude to spare- in her own v^rords. but

there's littk- enx»iional conncvikin in her vofce. In

effect. Ihc- imjiasl of her songs is mulc*d.

There's a bu>hel k>ad ol hooks swiriing throughout

"Bevau>e I Can." ovpivuilK in the lirsi half, which is

markcxl by rocker tune^ like "Catch Mv Fall." "I Like"

(whkh rips off the guitar riff of l^ Zeppelin's

"Kah-smir") and "Watching the Rain." With "Because

I Can" Katy Rose shows sonte promise. Let's see if

she'll capitalize on that prximise. as she giuws okler.

Legcndarv l">M concert b
finally available for younger

Dylan ians.
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Stone wins No* 500
MSOMl from page 10

thing fur him."

Several members uf the team congratulated
^uach between games, but put their game-faces
on for the ^el.ond contest of the double header.

.After the game assistant coach trnie May
along with senior captains Sean Sarno and Mike
Athas presented Stone with a plaque noting the

victor).

'A lot of them knew about it and a few of
them came and congratulated me after the game
and that was it," Stone said, ".At the end of the

second game the> gave me a plaque with the

number on it. but it didn't ha\e the date because
s*e didn't know when it was going to happen."

May, who has been an assistant for Stone over
the last six >ears. knew the team had been dis-

cussing the mark prior to the game, but retained

their kvus. He understood that Stone was look-

ing to get the win, but didn't want it alter the

focus of his squad.
"I think it's good that we got it out of the way

and moved forward." May said, "The players
have been talking about it among themselves and
obviously coach knew about it. He stayed focus
and made sure that everyone was focused at the
game at hand."

May believes that part of Stone's success has
derived from his unaltered approach to every
season. Regardless of the team or circumstances.
Stone has pressed that fundamentals are the key
to success.

"Consistency is a big thing for him, every year
he introduces the same philosophies." May said.

"He never really strays away from his plan it's his

consistence that helps him maintain is winning
ways.

"He is definitely deserving of all the recogni-
tion and he was definitely excited, but he was
obviously more excited to get the win He's
always going to say team first."

No. 1 St. Joseph's anything but ordinary
ST. JO€'S from page 10

\ cheerleader lor his first

twn,' NCdMins, Hartshorn was
working three jobs - at the US
l'"»tal Service, as a beer vendor

\elerans Stadium and in

construction - when he decided
to try to fulfill his late grand
mother's vush of seeing him
pta> college bail.

After iryouts. Marielli called

Hartshorn into his cluttered

office. The coach made it

sound as if Hartshorn would be
cut. then told hmi. "You're
going to be with us."

"I'll never forget that feeling

I what he did for me,"
I l.irtshom said.

Picked No. 17 in the presea-

son poll, the Hawks beat

Gonzaga in their opener and
kept winning. Their next game
is Thursday night in the quar-

terfinals of the Atlantic 10
tournament, against the St.

Bonaventure-Xavier winner
With a team that sometimes

plays fuur guards and was out-

relKJunded »)84-904 this sea-

son, the fiawks have plenty of

doubters.

How far they go depends on
Nelson and West, along with
their opponents' potential
inside game.

A half-mile from campus, a

KFC restaurant urges them on
with a sign thai reads: 'Go

Hawks. 27-0.

A few blocks closer, a

McDonald's runs an Allen
Iverson promotion.

This is a city driven by pro
sports and filled with fans
accustomed to failure. Interest

in these Hawks didn't really

pick up until the Eagles lost the

NFC championship game.
Phillies outfielder Doug

Glanville went to Penn. a rival

school. He's switching his alle-

giance this month.
"If we aren't in it. we kind of

root for the other teams to rep-

resent Philly well So every-

body is supporting Saint loe's."

he said.

'It's an amazing story."

A request from the family of the late

Jack Leaman
The Leaman family has requested that in lieu

of flowers, donations be made on Jack's behalf

to the UMass Athletic Association, 308 Mullins

Center, Amherst, MA 01003.
Rita and Laurie thank you for honoring th

is request.

\*«l lA r I
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J«ff VIkuik.. )«en herr Uluudng uvrr RhtJc UUnd \ Ji« CUrk, uill UA. lo team with ILi»h-un hrccman.
ri^. in Ur^n^ the .MinuleaMa fiM Duquci.ne in the tir»t round o< the AtUnik 10 TiHinwmcni.

Minutemen to face Duquesne
MEN'S NOOf from pipe 10

to do ilkai Irom here on out."

In a 98- '<2 doubW ovvrtime kiu
to the Owls, the Maroun and
White benefited from a soMon-
high 18 ^-pointers made. M wdl as

having all live starters scorii^ in

double figua-s. including 23 points

from sophomore (or>^ard |eff

Viggianoand 18 points faim frvsh-

man guard An Bowers.

In tailing b9-fc5 to the Spiders,

however. UMass relied almost sole-

ly on a gargantuan effort from six-

time A 10 RiHjkie of the Week
Rashaun Ireentan Tbe fuphomofr
forward poured in his Mcond-hlgh-
est point toul of the aeaaon with 27

fwims on «i-ot-ll shooting Irom
the fwid and a 9-of 1 2 effort from
the free throw line, and also

chipped in with seven rcbounds.

However now entering the post

season, when: a k»s woukl send
the Minutemen home, l^ppas
krxjiws ihai the winning formula

lies Mjinewhen.- in the middk* of

these iw»o va«h differmt efforts.

"VWe have to have some sort of

balance." Lappas said. "We want to

be able to get the ball to Ray on the

bkick and have him cany some of

the oAieraivc load, so we don't nec-

eaaarRy have to rely on our perime-

ter players making a ton of shots.

"But at the sarxK* time, we have
to have some disparity in our offen-

I

I

I

I

For non prescription
\

I

I

I

Birth Control Needs i

visit:

sive game that will take some of the

pressure off of Ray.'

The Oukec meanwhile, ended
their season on a wur note with

kxses in eight of their last 1 1 con-

tests - all league games - after

begiiming oonlerence play 3-2.

Head coach Danny Nee, a

a-cent beneficiary of a two-year

contract extension, will kiok to

powerful forward Elijiah Palmer,

abitg with guards Hmmy THcco
and Bryant McAllister to i^ny the

k>ad agamt UMass
A &-foot-7 senior. Palmer leads

the team in both scoring (14.1

puinu^ psr game* and rebounding

(6.1 nsbounds per pme). while

also shooting an efficient 55 4 per

cent from the fieW.

Trkco. a perimeter player who
stands 6-foot-8. poaes a match up
probkrm for the MinuimiK'n and
has been impressive in his last four

contesu, recording doubk- figures

in each and aven^n^ 1 *> 5 pp^;

'\or the stretch.

McAllister check.^ m a>

DuquenK's second k-ading scorer

with an 112 ppg average. aixJ ha*.

scored in double figures in 2t) oi

his 27 games on the season
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

( 007
S QMh*f )MIV«<
13 Snafxho)
14 E«yO(«'s (Ml

le Moum- olSKily
1/ BMH
1( NMUfMrmpulM
19 Bocd*r on
20 AMatw-
21 Oocunvnl
i* Lighl •nMHig

pfOf*cM«a
M QM raggM
21 Varxdc
2t BfoadinalM

f>RCVIOO« pu/zie HUlvtO

HiauH wnniair

(OdionM Li

fItuM
30 Qicouil
33 Skdn Itu

t4 Hacniid Ue oMan
3' ftmlTtlWwt
3« HarvMI mactan*
39 Qardan ||rf«n
40 Cwntc -uaw
41 SkulpanaU
42 Slogan
43 Aull ano Lamw
44 cnaai
*i CMy now PompMI
49 Sow t young
S2 FamHianiaiJon
M Edga
6« WMdingcalui

S7
M
90Ci«
91 Caa9a.
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«4 H^hMt

"^aaTlaMa »anU cum
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1 SfuggM
2 Sacral romanca
3 Lafya (Moaiom
4 BiaaMaaa Kant

9 Shearatufpnaa
to U>. n aaaabal

g«aa)
11 Rocknaol

NoaaOama
12 Cata cuakinw
IS Baitir
22 Soonacatan

anon
23 Mya«anand

29 BfoniacoMi
MHuh»nla
29 Tmnpfcai

laMK)
30 u«anbanaport
31 Shada
32 Nuraaa on
S3

39 Eyamakaup
41 Sadudad vaiiay

42 Iron aaiadota
43 Pulft on 9uaf0
44 0>anaaa>

•>avo
*i Unaua (2 oMa I

47 89ca
49 CuManoKHaO

4«!3aioyM
50 Kind a) wava
51 PaUom
53 Cydoaon larval

54 Honk
MtntMWavn
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IVED. •Reggae Night dance party

IHV. Special Brew

fRl. -Open Irish Seisiun

SAI. -The Lonesome Brothers^

March Special!
Molson:

$2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher
"Start your own tradition

"

I KMC«1 I'VE SMP TMK: BEFCJtt Y 1^WT iH«r FWiiT (»an wwt \-

Oo AMrmiN6 t) too woocp

AIWTKM10K -TO strru
XOO* Ptf^nwcES.?
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WCAPlT^TiOi,

ITS Ncrr UKE "rH^T.

CXipf. HOM 'BDOT A
Ft^ COMMIT

'

Mk. Six k K()K( II s

Dining Commons Menu
DC tontait 413 545-2626

IVNCH
• Chicken Burrito

• Hungarian NcxxJIe Bake

I vegetarian I

• Garden Vegetable Chili

(vegan)

DINNER
• I \tra Crispy Fried Chicken

• Italian Meatloaf

• Native American Stew
I vegan)

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

WEDNESDAY
• High: 47

• Low: 38

THURSDAY
• High: 44

• Low: 28

FRIDAY
. High: 40

• Low: 18 9

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
S^ off Eldndgf II

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Ami'lut P. Lincoln

COPY EDITOR
Glen Sirauh

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
C(jfv Ritsenber^

PRODUCTION STAFF
It-nnilvr niKU-i^liiv IXive Pf**,ih
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In a nation ruled

by swine^ all pigs are

upward mobile, yy
•Hunter S. Thompson

aquarius • ian. 2o-F(ii. is

lust deal with your problems, other peo-

ple have if so much worse.

pisces • Fra. 19-Mar. 20

Grab some extra fruit from the DC. It

comes in harxiy.

aries • ma«. 21-Ara. 19

Always cover your mouth when cough-

ing.

taurus • apk. 2o-mav 20

It's chillier than normal today. Wear a

hoodie under vour coat.

gemini • may 2Mun. 21

Don t make others pity you.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Go ahead and do what you need to do.

ieO • lui.. 23-Auc. 22

Reveal something new and interesting

about vour self to an acquaintance.

virgO • Aw. 23-SlFT. 22

Getting out of the rut you are in is quite

important.

libra • SfPt. 230ct. 22

Don't step on mouse traps, they really

hurt.

Scorpio • On. 23-Nov. 21

It's always either too hcrt or too cold for

VOll

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Know all the facts Ix-fore vou jump into

anything.

Capricorn • ott. 22-|an. 19

Eat more raisins. They are yummy, and

good for you.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
DDDD3BI
N. Amherst, 1

Bedmi, 1 1/2 mi.

UMass Deck. $625,

Pets OK. Hdwd
floors Avlh. 4/1

maybe sooner. 549-

2062

Hobart G>nJos ^

bedrcH)m, hardwixKl

flix)rs, study area in

basement. Cable,

telephone (internet

access) in all bed-

rcxims and study.

NOW SHC^WING
for JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO
FEES, www.amher-

stlinculnrealtv.cum

253-7879

Center of town 1,2,

3 bedrooms; hard-

wood fltKirs. NOW
SHe:)WlNG for

JUNE and SEPTEM-
BER. NO FEES.

www.amherstlincul-

nrealty.com 25^

7879

M'AKIMIM tOK KISI ^M f \U'l()> Mi \ I

Brandywme Apts.

Now Iciising, l&i2

K'driH)m apts. Leases

begin June, July, Aug
or Sep. First come,

first serve. Get them

while they last.

www.brandywme-

apts.com Stop by or

Call 549-0600.

tVII'IOVMI \T

Gymnastics

Instructor Pre-

sch(xil, grade-schcxil,

team positions open.

Afternoon, evening

(Si weekend hours

available. 3-20

hrs/wk, flexible work

environment.

Gymnastics center

w/ lotise foam (Si resi

pit system.

Greenfield YMCA
451 Main St.

Greenfield, MA
01301 (413)773-

3646X.423

Get hands-on legal

experience with a

legal assistant intern-

ship this fall. Work
directly with attor-

neys and clients and

earn 9 to 15 credits.

No experience

required. Training

provided. Contact

the Student Legal

Services Office for

,in application, due

4/2. 922 Campus

Center, 545-1995

Two job opportuni-

ties on Nantucket

Island beginning in

May. Office assistants

with decent typing,

computer and tele-

phone skills. Some
errand running.

Salary + housing.

Tele. 508-228-3942

or send resume t( >

PO Box 2607

Nantucket, MA
02584 or fax resume

to 508-228-8778

FMPlOYMtM

Native speakers of

any nniviJi.in lan-

guage .sDught E.G.

Tamil, Rannada,

Malayalam, Telugu

Contact John

Kingstim 545-6837

voice mail

JKingston@lingiiist.u

mass.edu

SUMMER
INTERNSHIP
Excellent

Advertising, Sales,

and Marketing

opportunity. Earn

$3WOto$7000+
and gain valuable

business experience

working tor the

UMass Official

Campus Telephone

Directory. GREAT
RESUME RCX-)ST-

ER! Call Kierstenat

Around C'ainpus,

Inc. 1-800-466-2221

ext.272.

www.aroundcampus.

com

IMIMOVMEM

Summer Fun at Life-

Tech Ventures live-

in counselors and

instructors at

Presidential Summer
C'amp in Charlton,

MA Available to

anyone who honestly

likes being with chil-

dren Call 800-433-

8375 naturesclass-

room.org

Marketing Agency

Seeks C^utgoing

High Energy

Individuals for pro-

mi)tions $1 5/hour

888-477-6668

www.hauspromo-

tions.com

"Bartending"

$250/nay Potential.

No Experience Ncsc.

Training provided. 1-

800-965-6520

Ext. 162

(MPIOVMEM

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. Local

p«)sitions. 1-800-293-

3985 ext 516

HOUSF FOR RENT

Hadley 5 bedroom

Newer home close to

UMass big yard 2 full

bathr(x>ms, sunny

living rixim. Call

549-4270

SFRVK FS

Math/Physics tutor

available; $k^/liour;

$20/hour (travel);

Call I>. Kline (413-

552-3805)

Philosophical Coun-

seling, Amherst,

Pliik ISC >phNT>ial( >Laie.net

We do laptop and

desktop computer

repair starting at $W
413-584-8857.

SERVK ES

Pregnant.' Need

belp.'C'all Birthright

of Amherst area for

free testing and assis-

tance 549-1906

rRECJNANC:Y
TESTING, HIV
Testing, Birth

( Aintrol, and

Emergency

Contraception.

Affordable and con-

fidential. Tipestr\'

Health, 27 Pray

Street, .Amherst.

548-9992

887-4-CANCUN
Best price, I'MASS
VENlXtR selling

spring break pack-

ages. Ho not get

sciunined. (.'ancun,

Negril .Acapulco,

Bahamas, Florida.

$$$ campus reps

earn $$$. Flipnation.

com 877-4-cancun.

Spring Break 2004.

Travel with STS,

America's «1

Student Tour

Operator to Jamaica,

C'ancun, Acapulci*,

Bahamas and

Florid.i. Now hiring

campus reps. Call for

group discounts.

Information/Reservat

ions 1 -800-648-4849

or \\ww.ststra\cl.c>-'m

For more mforma-

tum contact STA
Travel at 41 3-2 56-

1261

WANTED

Your 10 year old

BMX bike $75, Will

pay more tor

Mongixise or GT,

Patrick, 508-934-

9274

f^liice your owii classified

ad! Visit the C^ampus

C \'iiter Biisement

or call 545-^50?
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Puttin^ their Dukes up
Minutemen to face Duquesne in first round ofA-10 Tournament

By Miki VlAKyuLi

I JaUf.lAN Si \H

With a scat next lo pla>-b)-play

\i)kc Bob Behk-r left open in

txHKir vi the late lack Uanuin.

imtighi the Maiwchusetts mm's

basketball team w« begin its quest

to attempt to Jo what its tontier

coach. Lonimentator and most

dedicaieil Nupporter pa-achcd that

It voiikl make a mn in the Atlantic

U> loum.iMK'nt.

11w A III Kas! DivisKHi's louiih

seed, the Minuieiiien (10-18 4-12

A 101 will lace Ue^i Division No.

5 s««l Du II lb b-IO A
10» at tiK ii> o* liavlon

Arena, vciih tip-oll m.-! for 7 p.m.

The winner n( the content will

move on to meet tournament host

and Wesi nivtsmn lup >eetl

Dayton

UM««* I* hoping to avenge jii

8K-(>2 ruad k»s to the l>uke-> in

Pittsburgh. Pa on Ian !». in

which lack Hig}nns stored a

carwr-high 24 points to hdp send

the MinutenK-n to what wa» their

sixth ainMMitive !»•«

II ini*

ifW pi ' ;:__ ' i>»»e>

to A- 10 rivals Temple and

Ric-hmund. Matcathuwtts coach

Ste>e l^ppas forif his team b on

the right cuumc heading into the

poMscMun.

-There* no questwn. we're

learning aid impniving.'' Lappas

said. This is what hi^ipem when

yuu fUHi three tint year players;

they're going (u have their growing

pains, but they're alto going lo

learn from thc-m and get better

"We played a couple good

^ne» over the pact week, wv just

wcrenl able lu keep it together

unt il the linal buoer and we need

SMMBTSNeePonpaOBB

2004 ATLANTIC 10
MEN'S BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP

UD Ar«na - March 10-13

CONFERENCE

Mario Mar. 11

El -Saint Joseph's

Mar. 12 Mar. 13 Mar. 12 Mar. 11 Mar. 10

W4-Xayler
O«n.#5-i2:05

Game 91 - I2:00r)m

ES - St. Bona.

W6-LaSalie

Game #2 -^0

E3 - Rhode Islarxl

GMim ffl - 7:05

Game*2 -^OOpm*

Gam* M • 2:00*

W2 - GL Washington

Qamat11-6:05

Game tlO - 9:00*

W1 • Dayton

Gama #7 - 7:06
e4 • Massachusetts

Qama 93 - 7:00pm

W5 - Duquesne _
E6 - Fordham

Champion

Gama 94 - 9:00pnl*

W3- Richmond

Gama #8 • 9:00*

E2 - Temple

ippfMimmH, §mm* wiU thai 23 siiMrtM after caMleaiea ef •«•• t •! MMrt seaaiee

Stone records 500th win as Minutemen
I^Qftl'my Ordlliailf SllOllt

complete sweep of doubleheader at Rider
Bob McGovern
< oil H.IAN StA»F

On Sunday Mike Stone,

head coach of the

Massachusetts baseball team,

did something that no other

toach has done in the history of

New England collegiate base-

ball.

He won is 500th game.

The Minutemen opened

their season b> sweeping non-

conference opponent Rider in a

double header at Richard F.

Daly Field, winning the first

game 6-5 and the second game
15-2.

In classic Stone style, he was

pleased with reaching this

coaching milestone, but was

\ V <

aiURTtSY LIMANS MEI1IA RF.LATK1NS

New England's winningest college baseball cc«ch. UMass manager Mike Stone recorded the 500th and

SOI St wins of his coaching career when the Minutemen swept a doubleheader at Rider on Sunday.

reluctant to show any emotion.

He was more excited about

starting off the season on a

high note.

"Honestly year to year you

want to focus on a good season

and the number of wins that

you have. It was more impor-

tant that we got off to the sea-

son on the right foot." Stone

said. "It was nice to get to that

point I guess, but the most

important thing is were getting

ready for a successful season.

'I guess if you hang around

long enough its going lo hap-

pen, but I feel good about the

fact that we got off on the right

foot"

Stone arrived at UMass after

coaching the University of

Vermont for five years, accu-

mulating a record of 54-90-2.

Stone left UVM to coach

UMass in 1988 and hasn't

looked back since.

"We just have better players

and more people that are inter-

ested in having a good bail

club." Stone said. "When I first

came here we had some pretty

hungry guys and we practiced

hard. The kids here are hungry

they want to be good players."

Since his hiring as head

coach at UMass. Stone has led

the Minutemen to an array of

success in the Atlantic 10.

During his tenure the

Minutemen have won seven A-

10 regular season titles, two A-

10 Tournament crowns coin-

ciding with two NCAA
Tournament appearances.

He has also brought UMass

to the championship of the

Heanpot Baseball Classic,

(including Boston College,

Northeastern, and Harvard).

lour times in the last seven sea-

sons.

Senior second basemen

Cullan Maumus has seen the

work ethic that Stone has

instilled in his players. He was

pleased that the team could

help Stone achieve this mile-

stone, but understands that to

coach it's just another number.

"We work hard every year.

I've been here for four years so

I feel good for him, Maumus
said, "1 don't think he thinks of

It as anything too big. but the

players feel good to do some-

See BASEBALL on page 8

unbeaten St. Joseph's
By Ben Walker
AssfM lAif I' Prks

PHILADELPHIA - Practice

was in full swing, jameer

Nelson leading a three-on-one

fastbreak with Delonte West

charging up the wing. A perfect

picture of what makes Saint

Joseph's run so well.

lust beyond the baseline,

three little girls in frilly dresses

crayoned their coloring books.

Near mid court, two dads

parked baby strollers.

Over in a corner, some tots

tossed a tennis ball off the wall,

occasionally dodging loose

rebounds.

Hey, is this any way for a

top-ranked team to hold a

scrimmage? Piling players into

a van, taking them to a high

school gym and letting anyone

wander in?

"I like to think we're a little

unique, a little unusual." coach

Phil Martclli said. "We do

things a bit differently"

Sure would be hard to imag-

ine Bob Knight, |im Calhoun or

Coach K doing it like this.

Then again, it's hard to

argue with the results on Hawk
Hill: a 27-0 record, the first

No. 1 ranking in school history

and a chance to become the

first team to enter the NCAA
tournament unbeaten since

UNLV in 1991.

Pretty nifty for the lesuit

university with only 5,400

undergrads, no athletic dorms

and a cramped, cinderblock

home court that looks more

like an intramural gym.

Tucked in west Philadelphia,

the campus sits across the

street from a Dollarland store

and is bounded by Overbrook

Avenue - as in Overbrook

High, where Wilt Chamberlain

rose to fame.

The NBA, however, has not

drafted anyone from Saint

loseph's since 1987.

"It's not a big school.

There's not a lot going on. It's

mainly known for academics,"

said Nelson, considered by

many the best college player in

the country.

"I'm getting all I deserve

here. 1 can't ask for more. I'm

not greedy." he said. "I would

love to play in a 15.000-seat

gym. but that doesn't matter to

me. That 3,500 seems like

55.000"
And when the Atlantic 10

needed Alumni Memorial

Fieldhouse for its women's

tournament. Martelli gladly

moved his workout.

"The whole thing, it's like a

movie," athletic director Don
Dilulia said.

But which movie

"Hoosicrs," where the tiny

school overcomes all odds to

win, or that Philly classic

"Rocky." where the sentimental

favorite loses in the end?

What it lacks in size, on and

off the court. Saint Joseph's

makes up for with unbridled

passion.

Then there's the Hawk, of

course.

The mascot starts flapping

its wings in warmups and does

not stop - even for the national

anthem - until the final buzzer,

about 5,700 times a game.

Three years ago, Sarah

Brennan was inside the cos-

tume when a Drexel cheer-

leader deliberately knocked her

down. Bruised and lying on her

side, she kept flapping one

arm.

"My beak hit the floor and

cracked. But we're just relent-

less." she said last week. And
then she repeated the battle cry

of all Saint loseph's fans: "The

Hawk will never die!"

Still, this is no Duke or

Stanford. No Dean Dome,
Rupp Arena or Pauley Pavilion

is in sight.

"We don't have everything

they have," Martelli said. "But

the locker room doesn't play

the game. The coach's office

doesn't play the game. We are

what we are."

Usually, that's unflappable.

In lanuary, though, Martelli

snapped and called a St.

Bonaventure fan a "nitwit."

When he got home, the coach

wrote her an apology.

Martelli has a soft side, too.

Robert Hartshorn found out

firsthand.

See ST. JOE'S on page 8

cLOUDDEAD balances hip-hop and

electronic music on 'Ten'

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 4

Minutemen set to host first

playoff series at Mullins

SPORTS, PAGE 10
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Viacom, EchoStar Senators debate election process changes

Hearing agreement
By Jonathan D. Sai^nt

AsaoLiATED Press

WASHINGTON (AP) —
DISH Network owner EchoStar

and CBS parent Viacom

expressed optimism yesterday

that they soon would settle a dis-

pute that has left millions of

satellite television customers

without popular channels.

Martin D Franks, executive

vice pr^ident of CBS Television,

toW lawmakers at a hearing that

he expected a solution in a "very

timely fashion."

"I can give great assurance

that we are making progress,"

Franks said.

David Moskowitz, EchoStar's

senior vke president and general

counsel, said after the hearmg

that he is hopeful "we'll reach an

agreement very soon
"

EchoStar Communications

Corp. pulled the plug on CBS
profTsms in more than a dozen

cities Tuesday and also dropped

Viacom Inc.'* cable channels —
including MTV, Nickelodeon and

BET — from its satellite network.

As many as 9 million customers

in all 50 sutes were affected.

Members of the House Energy

aiKl Commerce subcommittee on

telecommunications and the

Internet urged both sides to settle

before the NCAA mens college

basketball tournament gets under

way r»cxt week. CBS will broad-

cast the games

'Let's cut to the chase and see

if we can't coitk to an agreement,

especially as March Madness

begins." said the suKommittee

chaimum. Rep. Fred Upton. R
TV1ICI1.

The dispute mirrors hghts that

have occurred between broadcast

networks and cable companies.

In 2000, Time Warner

removed ABC from its cable sys-

tems in New Nbrk and six other

cities while haggling with the

Walt Disney Co. over how much

to pay for its cable chanrxls. In

lanuary 2005. some 400.000 Cox

Communications customers in

Washington. Cleveland. Dallas

and Houston lost the Fox net-

work for a week in a dispute over

whether the cable company

should also carry two Fox cable

channels.

The chairman of the Federal

Communications Commission

Chairman said such disputes ben

efit no one

"That's what sometimes hap-

pens in the market," Michael

Powell said. "Consumers usually

lose and so do both parties It

usually doesn't happen very

long."

EchoStar says it is being

required to carr> several Viacom-

owned cable channels in

exchange for the right to also

carry 18 CBS-ovmed stations in

lb markets.

The company also charged

that Viacom with seeking rate

increases of up to 40 percent over

the length of the contract. whk;h

wouki loul potentially hundreds

of millions of dollars.

Viacom officials disputed that,

saying EchoStar was lighting over

what amounted to 6 cents more

per customer per n>onth.

The dispute overshadowed

the original purpose of the con

gressional heanng: renewing the

bw designed to eiwourage the

de%elopment of satellite TV sys-

tems as a competitor to cable tel-

evision. The law expires Dec. 51.

The FCC reported in lanuary

that the satellite providers. whk.h

did not exist 10 years ago, have

captured almost one-quarter of

all households that pay for TV
Satellite company representa-

tives said the law need* to he

changed to make their servkcs

more competitive with cable's.

For example, cable customers in

Columbia. Md . midway between

Washington and Baltinwre. get

both cities television stations,

but satellite customers onl> get

Baltimore channels because

Columbia is considered part of

that viewing area.

New staircase to be added

in Orchard Hill parking lot

By Melissa Blanksteen
COLLEOIAN SXAff

Vmo separate injunctions

filed by Speaker lared Nokes

and Attorney General Mark
Morrison against Steve

Hoeschele's decisions were

announced at last night's

Student Government .Associa-

tion meeting.

"An injunction is an immedi-

ate stoppage to an act,"

Morrison explained to the

Senators

For this springs elections,

Hoeschele, chancellor of elec-

tions, and his elections commis-

sioners have decided to use

Instant Run-off Voting IR\

would change the ballot to ha%c

a ranking lor each candidate.

and voters would rank their

choices.

When Hoeschele was up for

approval by the Senate last

semester, he made ii known to

the Senators that he was in

favor of IRV, but he would con-

sider the opinions of the

Senators if he were to change

the procedure. Morrison

reminded the Senate of this last

night.

The chancellor of elections

has the option of changing the

wa> the votes are counted as

long as the method fits under

the SGA's Constitution.

To educate the students.

Hoeschele has readied posters

to explain the change belore

they cast their ballots on March

24 and March 25.

Morrison docs not believe

ihat this change is constitution-

al because of the definition of

pluralitv

"I think the plurality clauses

in the bi-laws and the constitu-

tion cannot be overlooked.'

Morrison said. "Its either

Senator DjvmI Btttcnvnurt aJdre*>M-d Senator*' responsibility to

wt»rk K>r students at last night's St.',\ mcciint: in the Campuft Center.

Senator Dan Pormantcr speaks heatedly over a motion durini; last

night's SGA meetintc.

chicken m K-cl. iIkmc i- ik>

ciiher-or."

Because of the timing

injunctions, the |udiciar>

branch would not be able to

hear the case until after the

elections are held.

"As attorney general.

Morris«.in should know that this

would be an ex post facto ruling

which would require the elec-

tion to be thrown out, wasting

the time o( all the candidates

and appro\imaiel> $5.1H.H.> ol

student lee nionev. " Hoeschele

said in his announcement to the

Senate.

He continued lo note that it

the electii>ns vi^ere to be thrown

out. Nv>kes would be ncM in

hne to finish out the term

"Im sure Speaker Nokes is

.iware of this." Hoeschele said

M -on was hopeful that the

ns would ntit he over-

turned.

"The reason I asked for an

injunction along vMth the ruling

pi-tition IS so that IR\ ma> be

ilied and the elections aren't

ihrovyn out and the money is

not wasted that wu>."

Nokes explained his concern

that the luditiarv branch could

force the injunction before the

elections, stopping the election

pio^ - Me was concerned

ihai this would be a breach of

^i.'parution of powers.

'I firmly believe that they're

not allowed to do that thev

can only issue a ruling using the

tacts from the hearing I don't

think that would be within their

p<.»wer. If the> are overstepping

their pi>wer. we need to have

some reaction from the Senate

to make sure we have the bal-

ance that we're supposed lo

have"
Morrison disagreed

"They have the right to say

that we won t allow something

damaging to continue With

something this timeU. it would

be impt>ssible lor them to rule

b> I Mine
"

h it. also announced

the SGA Debates will be tomor

row night shown live on UVC-
T\ 1^ at « p.m. WMUA will re-

air it March 22 at 8 p.ni

During the rest of the night,

the Senate heard lb motions,

passing 12.

In a first of a series of space

alkvation motions, the Regis-

tered Student Organization Ad-

vocacy Committee brought and

passed two motions to the

S«etMonpige2

New Haitian prime

minister arrives to

build new government

MBTA makes environmental efforts

By Paisley Dt)ni>s

AsstxiATEH Press

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) -
Gerard Latortue, a former U.N. official

chosen to lead Haiti out of political tur-

moil, returned from the United States

yesterday to begin the arduous task of

building a government. Loyalists of the

former president said they wouldn't

accept him.

His arrival came as the U.S. military

announced an escalation in its mission

in the Caribbean nation, promising

Marines will move quickly to stop

Haitian-against-Haitian violence.

"They will intervene to protect life,"

Gen. lames T. Hill, commander of U.S.

Southern Command, told reporters at

the Pentagon.

Since Sunday, Marines have killed at

least four Haitians, including a driver

who sped toward a checkpoint and a

gunman who fired on an anti-Aristide

demonstration. On Tuesday the

American troops shot to death two

Haitians who opened fire near the out-

going prime minister's private resi-

dence.

After walking off a plane that

brought him from Florida, Latortue

shook hands with police officers and

embraced relatives and friends. He was

also greeted by members of a council

that chose him to be the new prime

minister.

Once critical of ousted President

lean-Bertrand Aristide, he has said his

first priority will be to unite a popula-

tion divided between those who oppose

the former leader and supporters who
want to see him returned to power.

Aristide fied Feb. 29 amid interna-

tional pressure to step down and a

bloody rebellion that lefi more than

500 dead. The once popular slum

priest, elected on promises to champi-

on the poor, lost support as Haitians

accu.sed his government of corruption

and attacks against his political oppo-

nents.

In the Central African Republic.

Aristide still maintained he is the legit-

imate leader of Haiti and that U.S. offi-

cials forced him*ifrom office. Yesterday,

his lawyers said they were preparing

cases accusing authorities in the United

States and France of abducting him and

forcing him into exile.

U.S. officials have denied they

forced Aristide from office, saying they

helped him escape Haiti with his life as

rebels advanced on the capital.

Staff Sgt. Timothy Edwards said

Marines were patrolling near the pri-

vate residence of outgoing Prime

Minister Yvon Neptune on Tuesday

when they were shot at. The Marines

fired back and killed at least two gun-

men, he said. No peacekeepers were

wounded.
The gunmen's bodies were not

recovered but that is common.

Peacekeepers must call health authori-

ties to collect the remains, and family

members sometimes take bodies away

before they can be reported.

In a separate incident, several peo-

ple got out of a car late Tuesday and

opened fire on Marines, who shot back.

U.S. Maj. Richard Crusan said. Three

people then fled on foot, he said.

A body was still on the sidewalk

early yesterday near where the shooting

occurred. Crusan and others refused to

say whether the victim, who had been

shot in the head, was involved.

"We found him this morning." resi-

dent Savoy Toussaint said of the body

"He doesn't have a face so we can't

identify him."

Many Aristide supporters were

angry over Tuesday's decision by the

U.S. -backed advisory council to name

Latortue prime minister.

"He doesn't understand the reality

of the country." said lacques Pierre, 49.

"He doesn't understand our hunger."

The b9-year-old Latortue is a former

foreign minister and spent part of his

career with the U.N. Industrial

See HAITI on page 2

BOSTON (AP) — The Mass

achusetts Bay Transportation Auth-

oritv will reduce bus idling, use clean-

er-burning fuel on commuter trains,

and donate land for a bike path under

a $1 .5 million settlement with the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency

agreement announced yesterday.

The agreement stems from the

EPAs enforcement action against the

MBTA for numerous pollution viola

lions, including excessive idling ol

diesel buses and illegal discharges for

many years into Boston-area rivers

Under the agreement, the T will

pay a fine of $528,274. and undertake

environmental projects estimated to

cost $1 million.

"This settlement will improve air

quality for all Boston-area residents.

especially for the region's children

who are particularly vulnerable to

asthma and the ill effects uf diesel

exhaust in their indoor and outdoor

environments." Robert W. Varney.

LP.A regional administrator, said in a

prepared statement.

The MBTA agreed to ineci ihc

state's five-minute idling law for all ol

its 995 buses. And its 55 coininuier

trains based at Boston s South Station

will operate on lower-polluting low

sulfur diesel fuel for at least three

\c.ir^

The settlement represents the cikI

of an era when bus operations were

neglected at the T." said MBT\
spokesman loe Pesaturo.

In 2002. the KPA cited the MBTA
for busi-s that idled for more than one

hour, and in one instance in Roxbury

lor 2 1/2 hours.

Diesel exhaust contains fine parti-

cles which can cause lung damage and

aggravate respiratory conditions, such

as asthma and bronchitis. Roxbury has

an asthma hospitalixation rate 178

percent above the state average, the

¥P\ said

The MBTA also will dcmate an ease-

ment on a one-acre strip of land so an

existing bike path along the Mystic

River can be extended, the \V\ said.

Separately Pesaturo said the MBTA
is investing $550 million to upgrade

maintenance lacililies and bus opera-

tions. Two-thirds of the fleet is sched-

uled to be replaced this year.

— Associated Press
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Student injures head after running into door
WednesdayMarch3

3:28 p.m. A party reported a bicycle theft from

outskte of Cance Hall sometime MorKlay

Rif^ The value of the stolen item was esti-

I at $1 50. A report was taken.
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ThursdayMarch4

5:47 p.m. A person reported that a hawk had

flown into the window of the lounge in

MacKimmie Hall. Emergency Health Services

WM notified and contacted the environmen-

M poik» who took the hawk, which was an

andMiQarad species, to a local veterinarian

for liubiwnt.

6:53 p.m. A person reported that her delMt

wtd credit cards were stolen t>etween 11 a.m.

and noon from her unlocked room in John

Quincy Adams Hall

FridayMarch5

1:39 *.m Michael Garraooi. 23, of 374 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, was anested dunng a

traffk: stop on Massachusetts Ave. He was

charged with operating a motor vehicle under

the Influenca of ateohol, marked lanes viola-

tions, negligent operation, speeding and fail-

ure to use a turn signal.

12:23 p.m. Officers responded to a call in

North Village In an effort to resolve an ongo-

ing domestic dispute. The officers took one

party to Pittsfield.

12:43 p.m. A medical emergency was report-

ed at the School of Management. One person

suffered a seizure and was transported to

Cooley DKkinson Hospital.

8:38 p.m. Robert O'Brian, 20, of 4(» Prospect

St., Norwood, was arrested for violating

liquor laws in k)t 33. He was charged with

being a minor In possession of alcohol and

possession of a class D controlled substance

10:53 p.m. A witness reported ttwt tm SUVs

were involved in a chase, one crashad Mo the

other at the intersection of North Pleasant St

and Eastman Lane. An area check was unable

to k>cate the vehk:ies and a report was taken.

SaturdayMarche

3:14 a.m. Brian Smith, 23. of 19 Woodlawn

St., Chicopee, was arrested during a traffic

stop. He was charged with operating a motor

vehicle under the influence of alcohol, a

marked lanes violation, failure to stop/yield

and obstructing an emergency vehicle.

4:33 a.m. Police responded to a report of a

domestic disturbance in John Adams Hall

and arrested Victor Foh, 20, of 1 75 Willard St.

#12 Lowell He was charged with assault

and battery.

6:48 p.m. A party reported breaking and

entering on a vehicle in lot 21 .
The faceplate

for the stereo of the vehicle was stolen. A

report was taken.

10:19 p.m A medical emergency was

reported in Kennedy Hall. The responding

officer reported that one subject had cut his

head open running into a door. The subject

was transported to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital.

SundayMarch?

2:58 p.m. Officers responded to a report of

annoying telephone calls in Washington Hall.

The officers reported that the caller had called

several times and made unwanted sexually

suggestive comments. The party was advised

of her rights regarding phone service

10:42 a.m. A maintainor reported soot and

burn marks in McNamara Hall. According to

University of Massachusetts Police

Department this damage was constant with

the Durn marXs found eartier this year in

McNamara Hall.

7:25 p.m. A party reported that her X-box

video game system had been stolen from a

public kNmge somettme during the previoiM

night at McNMnva Hii. A report VMS taken.

CompUed by Tom Coyte

New Haitian prime minister arrives in Haiti

YOU THINK IT,

WE MAKE IT

For the Record

Com\iii>n BccauM el »

rcpurttng error in WMerday's

Page One Mor>. ii wa* »ialed

that Vutconi had atttrmptol to

tiKTea.v the cost ol retransmis-

siun dt I b> 40 per-

cent Tb jieaenttige is

60.

NAtn from page 1

Development Organization in

Africa He had also worked as

an iniernaiional business con

sultant in Miami.

It was unclear whether

Neptune, who was appointed b>

Aristidc. would remain in Haiti

Laturiuc said his first priori-

ty is to unite the nation, a diffi-

>.ult task as both rebels and

istide militants threaten more

^i-nflict i( improvements do not

happen quickU enough lor

them.

Anne-Marie Issa. a member

of the council that picked

l^tortue. said the new leader

likely will choose retired army

chief-of staff Gen Herard

Abraham as minister of security

or defense and businessman

Smarck Michel as minister of

planning Both were finalists for

the prime minister post.

"Its for sure the priority is

security." she said

Latortue told the council he

would either restructure the

police or reconstitute the army

to improve security. Issa said.

Hani's army, which ousted

Aristide months after he became

the nation s first freely elected

president in I'J'H). was disband

ed in l')95 after a U.S. invasion

restored Aristide to power.

Issa said the seven-member

council will continue advising

Latortue.

"We are the eyes of the pei'

pie until they have a parli.i

ment." she said.

latortue and interim

President Boniface Alexandre

will begin organizing elections

and building a new govemmeni

for Haiti. Under Aristide. the

prime minister's position was

largely ceremonial.

Aristide has been staying in

the presidential palace in the

Central African Republic since

March I. Yesterday, a South

African delegation visited him

there to discuss his long-lerin

asylum plans. Foreign Minister

Charles Wenezoui told The

Associated Press.

Assoi-ialed Prea reporters

Ian lames and Peter Prertgaman

in PortauPnnie contributed in

thii itory.
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It's easy to upload

your resume and

search for new job

postings from

any computer!

New Haitian Prime Minister Gerard Utortue, of B»Ka Raton. Ra.. i» .umHinded b> media a* Ke read-

ies to board a plane to Haiti at Miami International Airport ve»lerdav.

SGA supports hiring of Student

Activites Center director

^r 1

When you're searching

for the sun on spring break,

you can search

for a job too!
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Senate.

The first motion, co-spon-

sored b) Dan Pomeroy. chair of

the RSO Advocacy committee,

and Senator Meredith Rice,

asked for a permanent director

for the Student Activities

Center to be hired, under the

vice chancellor for student

affairs and campus life's new

"student first initiative."

"You need one person at

least who is going to stay."

Pomeroy said.

Currently, the office is run

without a director, but staffed

by graduate students who have

been trained to help advise stu

dents.

"The students need to stand

up and say what we want it to

be." Rice said.

The second motion asked for

the secretary of the registry to

have the power for emergency

space allocation.

Last year, the Senate

removed the agency, which han-

dled space allocation and did

not replace it. The RSO
Advocacy committee has been

working on creating a new sys-

tem, but offered to put this one

temporarily in place in order to

deal with any emergencies that

may come up.
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Another heated debate was

over adding a staircase behind

the Cirayson/Kield buildings in

the Orchard Hill Residential

Area connecting to the purple

parking lot. This motion ended

in the sponsor of the motion.

Zsuzsu Cook, chair of the

Finance Committee, drawing

maps with chalk on the black

board behind the Speaker about

where the proposed staircase

would be in relation to the

staircase the Senate approved

of last week behind Van Meter

to the same parking lot.

"I am opposed to unneces-

sary convenience." Senator Olaf

Aprans said. He complained

that this would impede the

Frisbee games that students

often play on the hill.

Overall, the mood at the

nieeiing was light in compari-

Non to last weeks heated

debates over the Pledge of

Allegiance. With some serious

moments, a lot of laughter was

heard consistently.

Nokes also noted this change

of atmosphere.

"It's a productive atmos-

phere, and helps us get things

done." he said.
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NYU falls lead to

appalling journalism
For the fourth time this school year, a student at

New York University has oommittcd suicide by

leipii^ from a tall structure.

Diana Chien, 19. leapt to her death on

Saturday. ar*d pdice arc alluding to problems with

her boyfriend as a possible cause for her suicide

The tragedy of Chien 's death was only the bcgin-

nii« thanks to the work of tanekM. shoddy jour-

nalian.

On Simday; the New York Fost publtebed a

dulling pho«)gi«ph apparently token seconds after

Chien jumped from her boyfriend's 24-story apart-

meit building in Manhattan. According to the

Anociated Pren. the Poat oc^in^ ran the photo

on the inside of its Sunday edition; but today, upon

learning the girl's identity, the Post re-ran the pho-

tograph on the front page, with the headline

"Death plunge No. 4: NYU's grief." The picture is

in full cotor. and takes up the entire front pa^,

with the girl's limp figuie accompanied by the

headline and the first few paragraph s ol the story.

The Port's treatment of the story is an appalling

d^>lay of dwap. irresponsible journalism. After

the sipi. n terroiiat anadu. newspapers all

arouitd the oountiy were forced to contemplate

nimii^ pictures of peopte who jumped from the

inferno inside the Worid TVade Center towers,

making the ultimate choice to end their lives by

their awn accord, and not suffer a kxig. painful

death inside. Some newspapers refused to run the

pictuivs. and some. iiKludii^ the Post, choae to

mcludc them as part of the story That debate had

ntterit. because the pictures of the vKtuns put in the

moM in^XMnbte of cirvumstarKes were, in some

part, a part of the story on the whole. The

Manarhiiirr- Daily CoUe^ never displayed any

of thoae pholoa. but we understand the views of

thow pubfcadons that felt it was important to

include titem

This IS a different story, and shouU have been

handled much differently by a newspaper as popu-

lar as the Post. The fact that the photo ever ran in

the first place is subject to argun»ent. and the fur-

ther exploitation of a conwiunity's tragedy in order

to sell more newspapers shows a horrendous lack

of joumaiistic integrity. The story could have been

toU just as well without the photi^raph to accom-

pany it, and running the photo a second time, this

time in large, full-color format, shows that the Post

has conipkrtely disavowed its responsibility to

inform in favor of sensationalizing a poor young

wontan's plight, as well as that of the peopk; who

knew her.

The story isn't much better, though it wa-s more

competently written than the frora page was

designed. It references the three previous student

suicides at N^'U, and although it reports that one

of the students "jumped from the sixth floor ol a

Gitenwich Village apanmeni building after snxjk-

ing a joint and declaring. I can t take it anymore.

'
it was otherwise professional and respoivsible in

its handling of this tragedy. It can be assumed that.

as at most papers, the writers had nothing to do

with the layout of the front page, so the onus falls

on whkhever editor was in charge of that job That

person, or tho«e pensons, has shown an iiKredible

lack of character and compassion for the subjects

they cover

Newspapers exist to report facts. They also

exist as businesses, and the Post must compete in

a tctvictous market. So it is understandabk that the

Poet's large, crass headlines and sometimes Huffy

news coverage is viuil to securing the paper's niche

in the New 'lork news landscape However, a per-

son's death shoukl never be treated simpK as fod-

der for the Post's brand of attention hounding jour-

rwlism The CoUegian will make every effort to

insure to its readers that no such mishandling of a

tragedy such as this will occur within its pages.

Urisiffted editorials represent the mufority opin-

ion of The MasMchuietti Daily Collegian

Editorial Board

A plea for bathroom reform

Gilad

Skolnick

a
About a week

ago at around

3 a.m., 1 en-

tered my
empty bath-

room to brush

my teeth and

perhaps even

go all out and

floss, when I

saw a female

from my floor

enter the bathroom and go into

one of the stalls. She came out of

the stall and we both exited the

bathroom. It was strange. She

was well aware that she was in

the wrong restroom and it didn't

bother her For some odd reason,

I was not ashamed, embarrassed

or uncomfortable to have a

female in my presence when I

brushed my teeth.

The bathroom is one of the

more touchy subjects in our soci-

ety. So touchy that people are

always looking for a different

word to call it. It's been called

the restroom. powder room,

lavatory, the loo, water ck>set,

the John, and. apparently in

Montreal, they simply call it the

toilet.

Still segregating the sexes in

this day and age. the bathrooms

use a separate but equal philoso-

phy. Many would argue though

that a great injustice in the bath-

room structure lies in our society.

aiKi thus, 1 call for a bathroom

reform.

I do not ask for the soap dis-

penser to be filled regularly or for

toilet paper that is thick enough

so that 1 can't see through it. as

that would be too much to ask of

the cash strapped iiuiitution of

the University of Massachusetts.

What I ask for is something thai

requires a r»ew way of thinking

— perhaps as otw would say —
outside the box. What 1 ask for is

a relaxation on the rules regard-

mg bathroom usage.

Several semesters ago. trans

gender students began to protest

the bathroom situation at

UMass. demanding gender-neu-

tral bathrooms in many dorms

This was so students who do not

identify with their assigned gen-

der at birth or with cither gender

could feel comfortable entenng

the bathrooms without going

into the "wrong" bathroom. This

movement filled The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian

with many columns for and

against doing so. akxig with a

table that was always manned by

someone in the Campus Center

Since then, the movement for a

"restroom revolution" to trans-

form the way we think about

bathrooms has died down, either

due to the UMass administra-

tion's unwillingness to bend or

lack of energy and time.

Often 1 find male bathrooms

to be empty while a long line

stretched out the door from

female bathrooms. This is due to

the evident fact that males arc

quicker than females at relieving

themselves; yet, whenever bath-

rooms are built, both the female

and male bathrooms are built of

an equal size.

Not only would gender-neu-

tral bathrooms help students

make it to the bathroom in

urgent times when the capacity

of their bladder was poorly

judged, it would result in shorter

lines for girls in small bathrooms

and make brushing the teeth a

more friendly environment.

Maybe it would even end the

smell of urine in some halls and

globs of toothpaste in water

fountains by those who are des-

perate for CO ed teeth brushing

Currently, if you walk into the

"wrong" bathroom to brush your

teeth, you could be subjected to

being "written up." which can

had to stay open and three feet

had to be on the ground at all

time. Today's co-ed dorms are an

idea that was unheard of at that

time, an idea as strange as co-ed

bathrooms are today. Today,

schools such as Harvard

University and the University of

New Hampshire, as well as many
others, have co-ed bathrooms

with no problems.

At UMass. sexual assault docs

remain a problem and an issue

that needs to be dealt with. The

fact is that gender-specific bath-

rooms have not shown in the

past to prevent sexual assaults

and a perpetrator is not prevent-

ed from entering such a bath-

room simply by a 'no men
allowed" sign. Statistically, most

assaults on women are not done

by complete strangers, but rather

by someone that the victim

already knew. By creating gen-

der-neutral bathrooms, a greater

number of people would be

allowed to enter these facilities,

making them less empty and iso-

lated.

Residence halls should be

able to vote in a fair and demo-

cratic system if they want to have

gender-neutral restroom facili-

ties. Women and men should

each be able to vote if they want

to make their own bathrooms

IWiat I ask for is something Itiat requlret a

new way of thinking — perhaps as one

wouM say — outside ttie tiox. What I aA
for is a relaxatkNi on the rules reganHng

bathroom usage.

lead to being kicked out of the

dorms I am not suggesting for

co-ed group showers or a nudist

dorm, but rather relaxing some

of the more archaic rule* Many

times I have witnessed people

experieiKing difficulty in nuking

it to "their" bathrooms on time,

often due to alcohol or other rea-

sons Should they risk the explo-

sion of their bladder rather than

go into the "wrong" bathroom**

Should they relieve themselves in

public rather than go to the ckjs-

est bathroom''

lust several decades ago.

UMass dorms were either all-

femah; or all-male, and females

could dtteruJ a male dorm only

one Sunday a month, in which

case the dormitory room door

gender-neutral, with a minimum
number of gender-specific bath-

rooms in each building

Fifty years ago. women wear-

ing mens clothing, such as pants,

was taboo and unthinkable, and

co-ed gym classes was an incon-

ceivable concept. Imagine how
ndicukxis a notion those ideas

must have been then I don't

think society will crumble now if

we allow all genders to use the

same bathrooms in college.

Gender segregated bathrooms

are an example of an attempt to

hold onto the past, but we are in

a new age of equality Why rwt

create some equally accessible

bathrooms?

Gilad Skolnick is a CoUtpm
columnist.

A couple quotent quotables

A longing for homemade food

a
When I was

in secotxi grade,

my nxMher was

deemed Mrs.

Entenmanns
WhcTKver we
had class parties

and all the kids

, would bring

otlCY homemade coo-

KjJlJiO kies or brown-
^~^~^~"""^

ies. my mother

woukl serxl me in with a box of

Stop and Shop's finest, and my

teacher would say. "Mrs.

Entenmanns was up all night bak-

ing again!"

For my birthday, my mother

woukl Uke me to the grocery store

and let me pick out what kind of

c-upcakes 1 wanted to bring in for

the class. 1 ahvays picked the ones

with pink icing and sprinkles,

because I figured if 1 wasn't getting

home baked, at least 1 could be

unique and not have plain old

chocolate and vanilla like everyone

else.

The lack of home cooking in my

house never really bothered me.

but it caused me to become fasci-

nated with the concept of home

cooking in general, and particular-

ly the concept of leftovers.

Continuing on through elementary

school. 1 was always incredibly jeal-

ous of the kids who brought last

night's meatloaf in for lunch. 1

recall offering to trade my bag of

chips and my cookies for a piece of

Jessica M.'s mom's home-baked

pound cake, which was always

wrapped in tinfoil. Not in a plastic

Ziploc baggie, but in tinfoil. As is

obvious, the tinfoil fascinated me

as well, since my lunch was always

in baggies.

More than 1 was jealous of the

meatloaf, I was downright resent-

ful of the kids who brought ther-

moses of soup and spaghetti-o's for

lunch. Mind you, I didn't like

spagt)etti-o's, and wasn't a particnj-

larly big fan of soup, but 1 thought

it was the greatest thintj that they

had this hot, dinner-esque lunch in

their lunchbox. Now don't get me

wrong. 1 did occasionally get left-

overs in my lunchbox. Every Saint

Patricks Day. my mother, who

teaches second grade, would bring

in green bagels and cream cheese

for her class. Thus. 1 got leftover

green bagels for a week or two.

Sure, 1 got made fun of for bringing

"moldy" bagels in for lunch, but

hey, it was leftovers.

However, there was always the

sacred once a month or so when

my mother would break out the

fryalator and make fried chicken

cutlets. Home cooked, from

scratch and everything. Then 1

would get cold fried chicken cutlet

sandwiches in my lunchbox and

feel like the luckiest kid in the

gym/cafeteria. It was extremely

detrimental to my well-being when

the Italian market opened up down

the street from my mom's school.

They sold pre-made fried chicken

cutlets, which ousted the fryalator

I still got cold chicken cutlet sand-

wiches for lunch, but it just wasn't

the same.

For me, home cooked food was-

n't an everyday thing, but a treat,

which 1 only got on special occa-

sions when we would all go to my

maternal grandmother's house.

She was the master at cooking

Jewish soul food. She made brisket,

baked chicken, some kind of pota-

toes with breadcrumbs on them

which my family called. "New

Brunswick potatoes" (a name my
mother's cousin came up with,

because my mother and her family

used to live in New Brunswick),

which 1 later adapted to, "North

Brunswick potatoes, " (because we

lived closer to North Brunswick

than New Brun.swick, and I kept

forgetting it was New Brunswick).

and my favorite, noodle kugel.

Every holiday I ate like 1 was stock-

ing up lor hibernation.

To this day. 1 have no idea how

Nana made those things, but 1 do

know that they were amazing. In

my later years of high school, she

began to get sick and could no

longer cook for and host the holi-

days, so we began to have the holi-

days at our house Wc would order

the majority of the food from a

local catering ser\icc. but Nana

would always make brisket and

bring it along It was her specialty,

and m\ cousin refused to eat any-

thing else. It's a gcKxJ thing the

caterers weren't attending our din-

ner, because throughout, all anyone

could say was how Nana's food

was indescribably superior When

she passed away, we were left with

catered locxl and an assortment of

in.satiable cravings. ITic food is cer-

tainl\ no comparison, but we have

been making do as best we can.

Although I've come to accept

the lack of home cooking in my

own home. I have never lost the

fascination with it in general. This

past summer I went to a friend's

house for his birthday and his

mother proccxxled to stuff us silly

with food. Every lime 1 turned

around there was a plate of fresh

baked brownies on the table, a sim-

mering pot on the stove and smoke

wafting up from the barbeque.

Every night 1 was there we ate a

home cooked mail, which, to my

further amazement, consisted of

products from each fcxxl group,

and was then followed by dessert

(home cooktxi. of course). Since

then 1 have been begging him to

ask his mother to send a strawber-

ry pie up to school. I fully intend on

moving into their house this sum-

mer ... or at the very least, stealing

his mother

Slaiy Kasdin is a Collegian

columnist.

1 make a reference to AOl
Instant Messenger at least once

per column, so 1 figured it was

about time to address a few

issues, and 111 get right to the

point.

There are three things I hate

about AIM.
1

)

Smiley faces

2) Chain messages — just

because its finals week, there's

no need to send me that IM

with those two retarded-cow-snowmenihings

humping, one labeled "finals" and the other

labeled "me." Here's the deal. Ill re-label one

with "you" and the other with "your computer'

because you need to realize that it's a problem

when forensics experts could identify your rear

end in a rear end line-up from one glance at the

imprint in your computer chair

3) People who have no control over their AIM

profiles. For those of you thinking

to yourselves. "Is he talking about

me?" have you ever seen "Dumb
and Dumber"? Well, take a look

at Lloyd's toilet scene. In the AIM
world, that would be you. except

you're explosively number-two-

ing unnecessary quizzes, links and

pathetic quotes ... and there isn't

enough psychological Imodium in

Western Massachusetts to help

you out.

Let's be honest, other than

your cell phone number and your

stupid Spring Break countdown

(2 DAYS!!), you have absolutely

nothing worthwhile to say in that

little AIM profile space. So when

a problem arises that you're not

mature enough to deal with

directly, yet at the same time you

want to cry out for pity, what are you going to

do? Find a sad. overused quote, slap it in there

(maybe in — oh. I don't know — lavender font),

and wait for a reaction. And if you've done that,

well, congratulations ... I hate you. Here are a

few quotes that shouldn't be used under any cir-

cumstance, because, well, they suck.

"Don't cry because it's over Smile because it

happened." — Unknown
All right, so you just broke up. I'm .sorry. Really.

1 am. But honestly, your life really is as bad as

it seems right now. and it's pretty much all your

fault. Chances are you got cocky, let yourself go.

gained a few pounds, started getting jealous

whenever he went out with his friends, and now

he's gone. You're pretty similar to Maria Hooch

from "A League of Their Own " (ya know, the

ugly one) at this point. You have no options, and

you can't walk while balancing a book on your

head to save your life. So yeah, it happened, but

Let's be honest,

other than your

cell phone number

and your stupid

Spring Break

countdown (2

DAYS!!) you have

absolutely nothing

worthwhile to say

in that little AIM

profile space.

you have no reason to smile. It's dennitely over.

so you might as well cry me a river Baby go on

and just ..

"Wear cute pajamas to bed, because you iiever

know who you'll meet in your dreams." —
Unknown

This quote may be the reason I wear my

matching lank top and panties set to bed each

night, but there's a University of Massachusetts

translation too. Screw cute pajamas, wear warm

pajamas to bed because you never know when

some moron is going to pull the fire alarm at 4

a.m. forcing you to wait outside until the fire-

fighters arrive.

"Pain is weakness leaving the body." —
Marines Billboard

Who looks at a billboard while driving and

thinks, "Oh, that one's going in my profile as

soon as I get home." I mean, if it was, "Pain is a

baby leaving the body." then maybe I'd under-

stand,

"Smile, it makes people won-

der what you're thinking." —
Unknown
OK, so if we're at a party and you

smile at me. I'm thinking one of

two things: I ) You're checking me
out. and if you could talk to me
without throwing up all over my
shoes, then you'd be all over me
right now. or 2) You just farted,

and you think that everyone else

is clueless. So 1 smile back,

because I'm pretty sure you're

about to stand up and crop-dust

the room with it. which you sub-

sequently do. So take your obliga-

tory lap around the room, but I

know exactly what you're think-

ing. Yes. someone did notice, and

yes. it smells like eggs.

"You know you're in love when

every time you meet is like the first time you fell

in love." — My friend Lukasz

Then 1 guess I've never been in love, because

I don't really remember the exact moment when I

fell in love. 1 do remember the first time I said, 'I

love you," to someone other than my mom or my
guinea pig. What did 1 get back? One of those,

"And 1 love spending time with you!" cop-outs,

Happy memories. Luke. Good stuff. If you need

me. lil be getting hammered and playing freeze

tag on the crosswalks by Southwest.

So just stay away from these quotes and you'll

be OK in my book. And if any of your friends

cross the line, warn the (expletive) out of them.

Needless to say. this is probably part I of a 7 part

series; so if there's a quote that you think I

missed, feel free to hit me up at mjbrochu@stu-

dent.umass.edu. I'll be sure to include the one

response I get in my next column.

Mall Brochu is a Collegian columnist.
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St. Patty's Day
approaches

Bv CAMtRON J. WOOIW

It's thai lime again. The

1 ,,., „„^ uf this vcr

dant holiday is British born

Maewvn Succai in 187 A.D

The son of Roman dignitary

grata. iHiahinf tender grea«^|^phurnius. Sutcat was
• cy^lH^Mnapped at the age of \b

<hocMt through the

thinning snow and the green

b«CT is set to soon flow

again in the annual celcbra

lion of Saint Patricks Day

Besides being a good day to

break out your best green

garb and gorge yourself on

boiled meals. March 17 is a

holiday dating back cen-

turies, with its roots found-

ed firmly in the Emerald

Isle.

and sold into slavery in

Ireland. Raised by Pagans

and lenamed Patrick, he

was trained in sheep herding

as well as the practices and

language of ihc ancient

Cells.

According to legend, at

the age of 20. Patrick expe-

rienced visions from God.

telling him to go to the

coast. There he lagged along

with a troop of sailors and

made it back to England.

Though he had achieved his

freedom Patrick was unable

to shake the .spirit of Ireland

from his heart.

in March of 453 A.D.

Patrick returned to Ireland

and was ordained as a bish-

op. Reunited with the land

thai he loved Patrick set

about his task of converting

the native Pagans into

Christians.

From his works on the

island, one of the most

SMST.MTSonpi«i6

TViE
NOT'SO'KNOWN

HOLIDAY
Bv Camerdn ]. WiHins

C"oLLE(.iAN Staff

There arc holidays and then there are

Holidays, and March 20 is most deHnite-

iy a Holiday. Not exactly clear on what

the special occasion is?

How does the Vernal Equinox sound?

Thai is right: it is the first day of spring

— absolutely no more winter — it is a

double-threat Holiday. On lop of it being

the first official day of spring next

Saturday, it is also Ostara.

This Pagan holiday is a celebration of

a day thai symbolizes new life as well as

awakening. In many ways it is consid-

ered the mid-way point between the

extremes of light and darkness (i.e. sum-

mer and winter).

Closely linked to the Christian holi-

day of Easter, which is in fact a permuta-

tion of the equinox celebration, Ostara

and its descendant holiday get their

names from the Teutonic goddess of

Spring and the dawn, whose name is

Oestre or Eastre.

Unlike most holidays. Ostara is not

fixed to a specific day of the year. It falls

somewhere between March 19-22,

depending on when the first full moon

occurs or after the Equinox happens to

be.

The irony behind most ol the imagery

that many Christians associate with

V' -i

See OSTARA on page 6

Electronic and Kip-hop

music come together on Ten'
By Timothy Gabrieli

CoLUicJiAN Staff

"Elvis, What Happened?"

cLOUDDEAD poses this rhetorical question m
their opening "Pop Song," off their inspired, ambi-

tious, and devastaiingly gorgeous second alburn

"Ten." We might want to ask MCs Why?. Odd

Nosam and Doseone the same question.

This album flies so far off the radar

that it often times gives the impression

that it was sent as an alien signal to sho\v

we humans how it was done. Hopefully,

like other great artists who have estab-

lished the otherworldly mothership con-

nection, this bold piece will send sparks

up and down the music community to get

those creative juices flowing.

When D| Shadow set out to prove "Why Hip-

hop Sucks in %" on l-Wbs "Endlroducing." he

created a hallmark (albeit a bit overrated) hodge-

podge that spoke volumes without uttering a word.

While Shadow himself retreated to the shadows,

often popping up in less successful collaborations,

something amazing happenwl to hip-hop; It

stopped sucking as much.

Sure, MTV was busy gorging itself on bombas

tic displays of opulence, violence and misogyny, but

the underground was going through something of

a second renaissance with astute, inventive and lit-

erate artists paving the path for the diverse array of

output currently coming out of labels like l^t lux,

75 Ark. Priority. Anticon. Warp and Mush

Hip-hop stars began taking compositional cues

from electronic musicians. The discovery — still

lost on most rock musicians — that hip-hop could

be equally progressive and far less alienating than

the dance floor fetishists drooling over the latest

technology was a revolutionary step forward.

Thanks in part to the mainstream media's

diverted attention lo thugs and pimps, hip-hop

stars were allowed to embrace challenging new

music. Examples range from Outkasts

enchantment with Aphex Twin to

cLOUDDEADs enchantment with

Boards of Canada (downloaders alert:

Boards of Canada recently remixed

cLOUDDEADs "Dead Dogs Two"). The

experimental trio's first album as a col-

lection of six 10" records that focused on

the pastoral soundscapes whose synth washes

brought a much- needed Utopian aesthetic to the

often overly gritty terrain 6f modem hip-hop

With Doseone's nasal voice, the scattershot

slam verses, unusual samples, and abstract tonal

expressionism. cLOUDDEAD had allowed hip-

hop to not only permanently come oft the streets

and into a floating dreamworld, but removed the

literal interpretation of "hip" as a prerequisite to

maintaining a superficial cool at all nines.

cLOUDDEADs is too smart to be only touted as

cool. ,

After a hiatus doing a barra^ of lounng. solo

work and appearing alongside Themselves,

Reaching Ouiet, Aesop Rock, Boom Bip and vari-

ous others. cLOUDDEAD are back with all the

'luHii the

.iig>

cLOUDDEAD'. mu.k.l MvU of hip-h.^ mixed in with ele..r««K muM. b.-l. is -» unique a. A*ir

aitthetk appearance.

essential stated elements in place. Opening with a

fake accent and ending with a secret irack ol Why?

Intentionally elc-cirocuiing himself under a running

faucet, cLOUDDEADs much-awaited lolbw up

does throw in everything, even the kitchen sink.

It's hardly a disjointed, unlistenable affair

though. The guiding principle of the album is a

keen, almost Beatles-csquc grasp of nielod> that

makes the aptly named ten-track album "Ten" such

a rare and enjoyable feast for the cars. Grating gui

tars collide with wami pads so vivacious and leath-

ery that thes make one s^onder about the iiuny

lying behind the band's niime Ihese little Ilul1\

cbuds are tar from dead, though ihc i--ui ol nior

taliiy does arise at various (xMni>- ihi

album.

It's hard to kiiovi. v.luii u s-^ . i

theniaticalU outside of the unilymg concept that

there are 10 of them Certain words and concepts

reappear throughout "Ten" like ihe swarnimg of

ants, Ihe prevalence of guns, and ihc Kiiuin vI u^-Ii

ness of dead dogs, but it's hard to e^iahlivli >i ^.-in

munkaiive coalescence in the wryly cynical, vague

l\ political verM».

While the liner notes admit that some s«^«

verses were written without c\p' e ol

the other stanzas, cl OLDIM Al

'

•
be

workii^ in the realm of dada and sunciliMn w itlv

out the obligatory nihilism and Freudian uscriono

What else are we lo make of \eri*o like "I'm sick

of kcx-n eyed teens kcx
'

' ' hWIc

of the night/ The won '*»"

gling carrot vaiiis?"

There s a sense that the hyperbolic realism mi^i

be gearing the listener in some kind of direction on

songs like "Son of a Gun" white the three mkuUm-

chant "The maker* of ^ns will never go hungry/

nuiy their children .i'

since stick." Reganllt

ccnirating a rescarehed ihesi-* on the lyrnv ii ^iH

take a fiereely focused listen to decode the multi

tudc of cnpik; messago that ,.1 OUDDEAD litter

The leasun then that cLOUDDEAD's drip-hop

should he dcMgnated as music for the advancement

uf hip hop (as an Anticon comp recently boister-

ously Ixwsiedl lies in the fact ihat their mini indie

symphonies transfonn the preposterously long

legacy of genrilied 4/4 beats into a schizophrenic

gaiiuf of Candyland and bring Four Tel to a brand

new audience

The second track begins with an absurdly

>hort loop of a skipping record, which instantly

sounds like there's no way that doseone and com-

pany couU ever rap iheir way out of this one.

When they do. a burst of analogue synth seems to

break the tension, only to lead the track into even

iiH-re elliptical patierns tilled with psychedelic

flute hiidgcN straight off of Manitoba's "Up in

I lames." Vou knovk you are in for a challenging

album The M.>ng proceeds to cnipi into child like

sing along and blissful cooing with vocal nffs on

.nipiv *pai.c grafted to a Casio tone line and won-

JcilulU niclds into the next track by funkdafying

the skipping turntable needle into a Mid-eastem-

linged groove.

"Ritle Eyes" opens with a clever play on the

British sensation of Hi-NRG and then proceeds to

pop> off caps a.> dramatic hits, but never lets them

u\ir]x>wer the inournlul acoustic guitars and

whmiMcal backwards-masked strings "3 Twenty"

mav be the tirst hip-hop track to ever acknowl-

alge the influence of Hying Saucer Attack "Dead

IX>g> Two" laments with funereal organ about the

difliculiy in seeing decaying road kill "under a sky

so blue
"

There's a myriad of other surprising elements

thai cLOLDDEAD pull Irom their bag of tricks

on "Ten." To list them here would detract from

the deranged magic that a first listen will surely

bring to new fans ltd be redundant to pun on

how the album ranks, but rarely do I get enthusi-

asiic enough to disregard my own urge to keep a

hipster cod. This is album is truly a ten.

AnaiUmiv n( Couimv Music nowalions anmuficeil
www.dailycollegian.com

I OS ANGELES (API \!"

Jackson, ssho received a leading

ci>!i! \caitiiny of Country Masic

fv - Wednesday, can justi

fv v...vi ...ling as early as he wants

because "lis Five OCkxk
Sotix-where."

The ode Jo leavk^ work eaih

(or the bu, a duet with limmy

Buffeit. was recognized in four cat-

egories: single, vkko. vocal event

and song of the year: it was com-

posed bv lim Brown and DonaU

Rdlins.

|iK.k.son was also nominated for

entertainer of the year, lop maW

vocalisl. and best single and song-

wriiing nK-ntioas for "Remember

When."
The duo Brooks & Dunn and

Tob\ Keith had live nominations

each, including c-nterlainer of the

year 0;her nominees in that caie

gory besides |ack.son were Tim

McGraw and Kenny Chesney.

Nominees are delcnnined by

the >.000-nKmbcr academy based

in Burbank Winner, will be

announced May 2b in a live tele-

cast frcHn l.as Vegas, with Reba

McEniire as hcn.t of the CBS show

Martina McBride was the bni

female in the best album class for

"Martina."

Other album nominees were

C«x)rge Straits "Honkyionkville.^

Brad Paisley's "Mud on the Tires."

Brooks & [Dunn's "Rcxl Dirt Road"

and Keith's "Shock N Y'all."

rhc best r»ew artist nominees

were Dierks Bentley. Pat Giten.

Buddy Jewell. Mb Turner and

limmy Wayrw.

Alabama. Diamond Rio.

Lonesur. Rascal ITatis and Tnek

f\)ny will compete for best count r\

vocal group, whik- Blue Count\

Brooks & Dunn. Montgomery

(Jentrv. The Bellamy Brothera Mid

The Warren Bmther' were up for

best vocal duo

The nominees were announced

at a newTi conference at the St.

Regis Hotel in Iajs Angckrs.

— Amhony Bnznicun.

Aaociattd Press

Alfn Jackson » muninated for

eiRht ACM awards.

Absolute Nutrition Center

Weight Loss and Body Building Specialists
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Free A(Jnnission

Wednesday, March 24th

7:30^:00 p.m.

UMass Amherst

One Arts Center Concert Hall

(413) 454-2511

http://students.tyown.edu/bts/cdt/opening.htm

Clouds Dance Theatre is a wonderlul and professional lolk dance troupe

from Taiwan, and they have performed extensively outside of Taiwan,

including international dance lours in Holland, Germany, and Isreal.

They have heen extremely well received by international audiences.

The alms of the dance troupe founders are to inherit and to carry on the

art ol Taiwanese folk dance, to help foster professional artists within

Taiwan, and lo offer audiences a chance to understand and appreciate

Taiwanese folk dance through performances.

Thursday, March 25tti

8:00-9:30 p.m.

Smith College

Sage Svi^eny Concert Hal

(413) 585-3150

j^UOtr^ lorn f(W Motm NortKrWX) <.r5 • "^
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Eve' finds the winner, wliile playing a balancing act

Advice from Eve:

Q: TlMT* It tkls rMlly cut* girl

In OM of my claMM ttat I Uk*.

I don't know hor, but I want to

ak hor out Mmotime. I have no

Mm If •iM't atngia, or if I'm

o«o« Mr typo. I liavo roloctlen

laawat, ao how con I go about

gotting bor on a dato without

oiidhig up aa a falluroT

Q: I have a huge cruah on my
boat girlfriend's brother. I

know he likes me too, but it's

so awkward when the three of

us are togothor. We've gone

out alone a couple times, and I

believe the drama this may

cause Is worth It. I'm tired of

sneaking around, what do I

do7 -K.R.

A: I am a firm believer In

taking nstis Just go and

ask her out. But first,

you need to act as

ttiough you have confi-

doTKO. I'm sure some

gtrts wouM disagree and

prefer passive guys, who

are all nervous and such.

But I'm almost positive a

girt would at least consider

you if you just tool( that extra leap

of courage and went for It. Just

know that tiie worst possible

thing that could iiappen is that

she isn't Interested Expect that

and maytM you'll be pleasantly

surprised.

,1.tiaik

A: You really should have

confronted her about

this before anything

happened. But now alt

I can say is if you truly

like this guy, then go

for It. You have to tali(

to your girl though

Tell her about what

you have already done,

and what you want to

keep doing with her

brother, but do It carefully.

If she's your good triend she

will know what's best and may

OK the whole Idea Please get her

consent though. Never ruin a

friendship over a guy — espe-

cially if she's a good triend to

you.

Original

[ve

I somehow managed to

lose my voice this weelt-

end. I don't Iciiow if it's

because 1 tall^ too much
or I tried to speak over

ray instincts, but my
throat is suffering.

Whatever I had said

has now led two very dif-

ferent guys to switch

personalities and neither

one of them has any idea

about the other. A little scandalous. I

know, but I promise it was unintentional.

I bumped into the first guy a few weeks

baci*., and I was surprised to find he would

like to bump into me again if he could.

Well, of course he could! He is attractive,

smart, interesting ... why not'.' However, I

happen to know this guy quite well. Well

enough to remember he was the hottest

thing on our high school market, and any

girl in her right mind would happily bow at

his feet ... maybe even touch ihem if they

could. And I know he knew it.

But I was never the type to fall for guys like

that I needed to be the center of attention.

And two dominating personalities would

neser work — at least back then.

That was four years ago, and apparent-

ly people change. No one would recognize

him now. And I assume no one really did

when all of our old friends met up on

Friday and saw his utmost interest in woo-

ing me.

Of course, I am very skeptical in these

situations. I had to see if he was serious

and so I tested him. He passed. Instead of

asking me over at the end of the night, he

asked me to lunch the next day. Since

lunch, he has called me consistently just to

see how I am.

Congratulations. We have a winner. If

only this article could be published at our

reunion! Ironically, quite the opposite

happened the next night with another guy.

But 1 must admit 1 feel badly about the

incident because I pushed it to happen.

One of nty closest male friends is my ex-

boyfriend's good friend and maintains

loyalty to the both of us. He has been

through almost, if not all. of our drama

and has surely seen me at my worst of

times. I lore the guy. He always seems to

see only the good in anything that is bad,

and could never dream of hurting those

who may deserve it. A pure soul.

My ex ended up cheating on me with a

girl he knew our friend was in love with.

Not a pure soul.

And even though that broke the two of

us. he stood by his side. I. on the other

hand, spent months convincing our friend

to open his eyes and see the disrespect. As

time passed by, I realized maybe two hurt

people could come together and find hap-

piness with each other. But he wouldn't

have it. He admitted it was a hard oiler to

refuse, but it would be unacceptable. I

knew this already, and 1 didn't care. 1

insisted that he thought about the possi-

bility, and came to my own conclusion

that this pursuit was worthless. He stood

strong, and I had to respect that.

However, last weekend we forgot about

the wrong and felt what seemed right

well, at least 1 did. It was all so innocent

in the beginning, but he couldn't contin-

ue. And then it was over.

Too dangerous to explore and too late

to take it back. 1 realized the ironic turn

of events for both of the guys, and how

unconventional their actions were. But

then I question; were any of these char

acter slip-ups for real? Maybe. Maybe

not. And whatever may be. it was worth

it.

£i« is pen name for a low guru attending

VMass who krwws the ins and outs of exvn

relationship. You can ask Eivfor ad\ice hy e-

mailing her at e\e_origtnalsin<eyahooxxutt

'OnginalSin with Eiv' runs ewn,- Vnirsday

in The Massachusetts Daih Collegian.

RaDOerS promote education The history of the Ostara holiday
r^ r^ *_ _^___^^_^^ beneath fences and other spots. icals. they attempt not only t

By WlU-lAM KATtS
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SYRACUSE. N.Y. (AP) — Five of hip-hops

biggest rap surs heU class Wednesday for newly

2,7tX) Syracuse high school students in an unprece-

denuxl session to promote the importance of educa-

tkm and civK responsibility

THe cbasroom wa« the Carrier Dome, where rap-

pers Fabobus. Reverend Run. [Xxig E Fresh and Raz

B joBied rap mogul Russell Simmons for two hours to

wwcr questwns from siudenu from the city's five

high schools

"If you don't start somewhere, you donl go

nowhrrv. Its about creating awarerv.'>s Hip-hop has

tremendous power and we can use it to make positive

chv^.' said Do«^ E. Fresh, a pkjoeering rapper who

now writes chiWrcn's books which mix rhyming and

rap

The summit was put on by Simmons Hip-Hop

Summit Action l^etwork. whk;h has staged similar ral-

lies in 1 7 maior cities m a drive to register two million

yow^ voters However. Wednesdays gatheiing was

the lint time a summit has been heW in partriership

with a school distrvt as part of a school day.

-EvctythiiV the artists had to say was phenome-

mL* sakl Natasha Alford, a senkv at Nottingham

High School who will pkk between Vlllanova and

Sprilman College to study broadcast journalism.

Todav showed that we can come together, we can

be pusitivr Wc can leam something fwm these artists.

thai d%cy have something » offer other than what s in

their viitooa or on their reoords." Alford sakl

It was very inotivnting and uplifting." sakl Enany

Thatvihane, a juraor at Fowler High School "Its good

faruBioseetfMtlheyarereal peopk. That they had

otaadcs aid cMfef^es. If they can make it. then we

can make it. too.'

The summit started with a shon documentary on

np aid performances by two local groups The

remainder of the event — with a few interludes of

musk and spontaneous dmcing — was devoted to

questwns ar>d answers

Several students asked about hip-hops place m
school and its educatwnal value, but other questwns

deah with topics ranging from racism in the rap indus-

try to whether the hip-hop voting bkx:k couW be a fac

lor in the upcoming preskiential electkm.

FjKiIouo an^^«t^t^i qutotk^N »r\>ni hitch ^hoL^ >lu-

dents at a hip-hiip summil in SvniiU!«r. N.N. ve»lcrdav-

Two femak- students askixl about the vkJcni and

sexually explicit Krics contained in some rap songs.

The rappers defended their lyncs saymg they were

doing nothing more than reflecting the reality of the

world they came from.

'I try to talk to my generation in a langtiafr they

understand.' said Fabokxis "Where Im from, where

they c<imc fnjm, they unH.T^« rd w^wi 1 m trying to

sav. Sometimc-s it comes out a little harsh, a link-

strong, but its real talk, and they understand it thai

way."

Despite some public critfcism. Syracuse

Superintendent Stephen C. loncs decided to host a

hip-hop summit as a tool to reach Mudtiils the disirKt

traditionally has had trvubk connecting wth kkls

who are at risk.

About bO percent of the district" high school stu-

dents attended the summit. The remaining 2.000 stu-

dents had a half-day of class.

In prepuratwn. many teachers provkfcd special cur-

rkulum using rap in their classrooms over the past

month. Jones sakl.

"It shows our yvuth that we cekrbraie them. That

we respect them That we believe in them and they

have a message that they can give to us This was

school for us. even the adults." sakl lones. adding he is

already pbnning to host another summit ncfl year

OSTAM from page 4

Faster actually stems from the

ancient foundation of Ostara in

rebirth and life. For example

eggs, bunnies, candy. Easter

baskets, new clothes — all these

traditions have their origin in

the Pagan holiday.

.As such a blatant and power-

ful symbol of life, the egg has

become one of. if not the most

recognizable symbols of the

spring holiday. According to

Pagan lore, the traditional

Easier egg hunt has quite a hor-

rible history.

In an article on

www.witchvox.com entitled

"You call il Easier, we call it

Ostara.' il says:

"Eggs were decorated and

offered as gifts and to bring

blessings of prosperity and

abundance in the coming year;

this was common in Old

Europe. As Christianity rose

and the ways of the "Old

Religion' were shunned, people

look to hiding the eggs and hav-

mg children make a game out of

finding them this would take

place with all the children of the

village looking at the same time

in cveryone'>i gardens and

beneath fences and other spots

It is said, however, that those

people who sought to seek out

heathens and heretics would

bribe children with coins or

threats, and once those children

uncovered eggs on someone's

property, that person was then

accused of practicing the old
'

ways.'

Though she goes on to stale

that there are no documented

cases of this happening, it is still

a pervasive piece of Pagan lore.

A traditional Ostara feast

would consist of ham and

numerous other meals, this

stemming back from the aiKient

days of its celebration. Animals

weren't slaughtered during win-

ter so people had to eat sparing-

ly and the meat they had was

cured with excessive salt. Thus

when spring came around and

fresh meat as well as greens,

like dandelion greens, nettles

and asparagus, were easily

obtainable, people would eat

with great zeal.

Many modem day Pagans

will eat sparingly during differ-

ent parts of the year, but by

choice more so than necessity.

By eating a pure diet devoid of

toxins and manufactured chem-

icals, they attempt not only lo

purify their bodies but also to

improve their health and

appearance in the long run

Finally a tradition universal

in spring holidays that is a

favorite for children of all ago
— the giving of candy. Most

Pagans do not embrace the

notion of a rabbit that drop> a

basket of candy for children

Many of them promote ancieni

fairy lore thai diciaies that on

holidays one is lo leave offer

ings to the spirits in order to

stay in their favor. It just »o hap-

pens that the traditional gi(' '

Ostara is sweets. suppv-<-

ihough if the fairies are not hon-

ored with your gift they will

bring mischief to your holidav

celebration.

Either way you look at it as

Easier or Obstara it is a very

sweet holiday. If you are inter

ested in learning more about

Obstara or anv other Pagan hoi

iday contact SPIRALS located

on the second floor of ih«.

Student Union cr check iheiii

out online at umassedu/rso/^pi

rals

Information ffOnT

witchx-ox-com was U9»d in r/ii>

article

Time for another St. Patrick's Day
tl PAIS from page 4

indelible symbols of Si.

Patricks Day emerged, the

shamrock. He utilized the

native shamrock as a visual aid

in explaining the Holy Tripity.

to the nature oriented Pagans.
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Christian lore holds that one

day. Patrick stood on a cliff

and. with his staff, banished all

the serpents from Ireland for-

ever. The term serpents, being a

thinly-veiled metaphor for the

Pagans, which he had set out to

convert.

Unfortunately for Patrick

returning to his beloved island

was not to be a terribly long-

lived achievement. Less than

50 years after returning to

Ireland Patrick passed away on

what is now celebrated as St.

Patrick's Day March 17. 461.

St. Patty's Day is more than

just the celebration of the life

of a man and has many more

symbols than the type of clover

he used to teach people about

his religion. Some of these date

back from traditions before

even the rise of Christianity.

One such figure is that of

the Leprechaun — the tradi-

tional wee people who are

noted for their love of gold and

trickery. The word leprechaun

is Gaelic for shoemaker. Which

is fitting because according to

o
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Celtic mythos they worked as

the shoemakers of the Fairies.

The allure of these creatures

lies in their crocks of gold

Legend holds that if you ever

encounter a Leprechaun and

manage to capture it. it must

pay you with its gold in

exchange for freedom.

What a reward. Though

there have been many through-

out history that have claimed to

have captured one of these sly

critters, none have as of yet

managed to obtain the grand

prize.

If hunting for a Leprechaun

this St. Patricks Day is your

idea of fun. then the best of

luck to you. Firstly, all legends

hold that they only reside in

Ireland, but beyond that there

is much dissension as to the

Leprechauns favored habitat.

Some believe they live in the

roots of trees, others say tun-

nels under dales and still

another rumor insists they live

in hedgerows along the country

lanes of Ireland.

Whatever you choose to do

in celebration of St. Patrick's

Day. be it a green beer-drinking

contest, hunting for four-leaved

clovers, or turning over stones

in hopes of finding a

Leprechaun's hold, you can do

it with proper knowledge of the

holiday's history,

Information from
www. patricksunix erse.com was

used in this article.
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Minutewomen fall to Hofstra
By Brendan Hah

CxiLLEiiiAN Staff

Hofstra

UMass

10

8

Three straight losses is not exactly the best way

to start off a season, especially when you have high

expectations like the Massachusetts women's

JHcrosse team.

But that's how the Minutewomen (1-5) have

tared thus far, coming up on the short end of a 10-

8 loss to the Hofstra Pride

(1-1), Tuesday at Shuart

Stadium.

Senior attacker Hope

Zclinger led the Maroon

and White in scoring again, netting her third hat

trick of the year with three goals on the day.

Freshman Brianna Bubcck had her second straight

two-goal game, while Tracey Drown, Lindsay

Cassell and Samantha Sepulveda all tallied one

apiece. Drown and Cassell also marked two assists

in the game.

Becky Thorne and |ill Wienecke also had three-

goal games lor the Pride, making what resulted in a

heavy contribution to their win. Kimberly Hillier,

Catherine Cuerriere, Mary Romano and |en Maget

also lit the scoreboard with one each.

The Minutewomen encountered some turbu-

lence very early when Thorn lired a laser past goal-

keeper loey Rubin, unassisted, just 40 >cconds into

the game. Weincxke added to the troubles less than

20 seconds later with another unassisted goal, giv-

ing the Pride a 2-0 lead after just one minute of

play.

The Maroon and While slowly clawed their way

back after Bubeck knocked in a feed from Drown

at 5;0*1, lolluwed b> a Drown goal off a free posi-

tk>n shot three minutes later. But the Pride swiftly

regained the lead with two quick goals off tree posi-

tions shots by Magct and Cuerriere to push the lead

back up to two.

Cassell closed the lead to one once again at

14:44, but the rally was extremely short-lived.

Weinecke look a pass from Bridget Eder less than

ten seconds later to net her second goal of the

game, and Thorn got her second half a minute later

to keep the Pride out of striking distance.

Zelinger linallv marked her first of three at

19:40, but the Blue and Yellow responded again

with two more quick goals from Hillier and

Romano, giving them an 8-4 lead going into the

break.

The second hall kicked off with Weinecke s

third goal eight minutes into the game. However,

the Pride would be held scoreless for the next 20

minutes of play while the Minutewomen were

mounting a comeback.

Zelinger started another rally for the Maroon

and White at 40:24 when she pushed a Cassell pass

through the back of the net for her second goal of

the game. Bubeck followed up 30 seconds later

with her second as well, and Sepulveda closed the

lead lo one with 15 minutes to play and momen-

tum on their side Or so il seemed.

The Pride defense quickly put the clamps on the

UMass rally, and Thorn put the nail in the coffin

with three minutes to go, unassisted, to seal the

doom on the late rally.

The Minutewomen will he spending next week's

spring break in upstate New York, as their road

trip will lead them to Albany and Syracuse.

The Albany Great Danes (1-41 will be led by

Senior Alexis l>il')omenico and freshman Kate

Fontana, who both lead the team in goals (seven).

The Syracuse Orangewomen (lit are coming

off a tough loss to No. 3 Maryland in which they

too were unable to convert a late rally They will be

led by SLJ's all-time leading scorer Uigh-Ann

Zimmer.

McCain lashes out at MLB
B> FRH>tKh. j. FmwMtK

AnuLiATiu httaii

rr»jitTWYfa»Air«M ii>*'

Sophi«iore (coward Ra»lwun Freeman became ihr hr»t Minulcman to ijirner AtUnlic 10 Roi>kie

of the Year htMwm. since teammate Anth»»nv Anden*m received the award m 2002.

UMass falls to Duquesne to season

10

backcxjun b\ \iggiaiK> and was

skM to get up

Helped to the bench with

Ml apparent injury, McAllister

was replaci-d at the frcx throw

line by seldom used reserve

guard Tyler Bluemling, who
procc-edcil ii> ">ink K>th free

throws to push the IXikes' lead

to 75 71 with M.2 stxonds to

play.

LJMa«> coiKludcN v^hal was

its third cunM.xutive losing aea-

Mjn under coach Steve Ijippas,

but vkith a talented core of

promising young players, will

k>ok to the future in hopes of

funhering what has been a

painlul rebuilding: process.

The Minutcinci) wfll ^nduMc

onK walk^jn Polv Koiaridis. and

shouU benefit ftvnn the return o(

(.vnter Gabe Uv In additkm.

2005 top- 100 recruit Uwrvnce

Carrier will join the n^uad after

sitting out a season under

l*roposition 48

Ik- will be joined by b^ men

k-fl Sak>v>ki of Bristol. Conn, and

Oliver l^amaieaux. a ntiive ol

Canada.

WASHINGTON - Major

lei^^ baseball has a "legitimacy

probkm' due to suspkwns con-

cerning steroid use anxjng players.

Senator K>hn McCain said

Wednesday, urging the sport to

uvstituie a stronger drug-tesimg pro-

grant

"Sports or^nizaikjns that alki>A

iMeies lo cheat thnxigh weak drug

lestir^ regimes are akling and atxi-

ling cheaters," McCain. RAriz..

sakl at the stan of a hearing ot the

Scruie Ccwnnierve Committee.

"Fjich of yxxi. and pank-ularK

major lei«ue baseball, has a kgiti-

macA probkrm." he sakl. addressing

lop bwebttlt and football officials in

altendaiKe. "As voui athk-tes prt

biggH' and stronger, the credibiKiy

ol your pmduct in the eyes ol iIk

public gets weaker.'

Baseball commissk>ner Bud

Selig and union head DonaW Fehr

were schc-duk^i to testify, akmg

with NFL commissioner Paul

Tagliabue aivl unwrn chkrf Gene

Upshaw.

In his pivtwivii icnurk.>. Sclig

sakl major feague baseball woukl

like to have stronger testing Ixit

coukln't get the union lo agroc.

"I realize that we have work lo

do." he sakl "We need more fre-

quent and year-round testing uf

pliiyvrs. We need inunediatc penal-

tics for those caught uMng ilkgal

substances*

The commiiiee also is examin-

ing legisiatkm sponsored by Sen.

|oe Bklcn that wxjuW ban over-the-

counter >ak.-s ol androstc-nedkine. a

sietukl-like suppkntHmi that Mark

McCiwire a><xl the vear he broke

the singk; season home run mark.

arxl the newlv (kiected steroid

THG
Biden cnticized the players

union tor rMiting stronger testing

for sieroidR.

"The unwn's wrong, here." sakl

Biden, D-Del. "Baseball is the

natkmal pasiinK. but it's the repoa-

iiory ol the value* of this country.

"There's son>eihing simply un-

American about this This is about

values, about culture, it's about

wK) we det'me ourselves to be
"

liist year, five to seven percent

111 the- tesus on players came back

positive, even though ihev knew

when the tests were coming Thai

Wvel trig^iercd more tests \am diii

year, although a player vrant face a

year's suspension until a lifth

ofTcnse.

i
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Mass Attack to open first-ever

home playott series tonight
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UMass fans must show class
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HOCKEY from pag« 10

"They're ver> cognizant of

the fact, and iheir teammates

ai^ very cognizant of the fact

that they've only got a few

games left." Cahoon said.

"Their leadership has been a

constant since the beginning ot

ihe year right through the end.

They've represented themselves

in a realU positive way, they're

classy kids, and hopefully we

can support that by playing real-

ly well and extending the season

well into the future."

There are scores to be settled

on both sides of the ice tonight.

The River Hawks (10-21-7. 7-

12-5 Hockey East) cotne in as

the sixth seed, after their sea-

son went into a minor lailspin

following the forfeit of five

wins, three in conference.

The Minutemen, who were

swept by Lowell in a home-

and home set in early January,

were the biggest benefactors of

those forfeits, gaining two wins

that give them a one-point edge

over fourth-place New
Hampshire

On the flip side. UMass jun-

ior forward Greg Mauldin was

severely injured during the

teams' meeting on Jan. 5, when

River Hawk lerramie Domish

put a hard hit on Mauldin that

required him to be hospitalized

overnight. While no animosity

was expressed by the

Minutemen, the subplot is clear.

HOCKEY FANS from page 10

Capraro's galvanizing overtime goal

against Boston University on Dec.

6, 2002, and the unthinkable sweep

of the vaunted Maine Black Bears

in Orono, Maine last spring.

However, just as the program

has turned around under the guki-

ante of coach Don Cahoon. now

the culture around the club must

evolve. It is time for the atmosphere

around the team to folbw.

It's duly noted that the

Minutemen play on a campus of

more than 20.000, in what is

almost a city setting in the middle of

the quiet Pioneer Valk^. This is not

a small-town team, nor is it a small

school. Large, fervent crowds

shouW be expected for a team that

has become one of the biggest

draws on campus. The players have

said that a large, kjud assembly of

UMass supporters makes it a whole

tot easier to play well.

But a line needs to be drawn,

and tonight is the perfect opportu-

nity to do it. I have watched ciowds

swell to wall-stietching proportions

this year, marveling at the fact that

I've had to stand up from my press

box seat just to see over the thou-

sands of standing, chanting,

screaming fans. Us truly wonderful

to see the campus get behind a

team the way it has this year.

But it is time to recogruze that

everyone who calls the Mullins

Center home for a few hours every

weekend (myself included) repre-

sents the University of

Massachusetts, not just the athletes

on the ue. It's preposterous to think

that a throng of 6.000-plus people

will always be civil, with no vul^r

words spoken. Beskles. it's hockey,

not opera, and more than a little

zeal is expected. But there are lim-

its. The Minutemen have become

an attraction not only for students,

but also for the community at large.

last as massive crowds came to

see the men's basketball team dur-

ing its all-too-brief time in the

national spotlight, there are many

people from all around the regkxi

who attend UMass hockey games.

That includes families, wtuch of

course include children.

As someone who is as big of a

fan of free speech as the next guy. 1

woukln't begin to denounce some-

one for speaking his mind at a

hockey game — of all places. This

isn't about making UMass kx)k like

a ridicuknisly clean place, full of vir-

gin ears and penitent tongues.

Among this University's greatest

attributes is its diversity and work-

ing-class nature. Everyone shoukl

be able to enjoy themselves at the

hockey game, from the family of

four over in secikxi F, to the rowdi-

est student pounding the glass in

sectkm U. But there is a place for

temperance and respect, and

tonight is a perfect place to start.

As important as the

Minutemen's successful execution

of the power play is to the pro-

gram's progress. » is the environ-

ment that wekxmes the outskle

worW to UMass hockey. With more

and more televiswn coverage, col-

lege hockey is becoming a national

sport, and if the Minutemen man

age to put it together this year, you

can bet that there will be more than

a handful of cameras folkwing

them next year. It's important to

remember that even as this campus

celebrates the program's success, it

must also foster the culture of the

team, so that newcomers feel wel-

come, and the regkxi-wide expo-

sure that seems inevitable at this

poini won't set the university up for

an embarrassing intident.

Please, come to the game

tonight, and have a blast. But

remember that everyone in the

building repiesents this school, and

it will be much sweeter to watch the

Minutemen advance, knowing that

the campus community is progiess-

ing right aking with them.

fiincbrw Merritt is a CoUegian

columnist He can be reached at

memttjx>Uegian»yahoo.cvm

www. D Alive (M I K.I AN. ( DM Che iilaggachugettg Bailp CoUegian Thuksday, Makch 11, 2004

lacobs quick to put teammates first
^ . .^^^^^i^^ I I ^.:^. .^ ~..k .>/<k ntk*r aonal level. You lust can't let

about making space for people

and not letting people come in

and run you out of the rink.

^ .ihcwn savs "He's able to back

viov^n the enforcers' so-to-say.

The guvs who go out and try to

physicallv intimidate players. He

backs then* down and keeps

them ui ba> and he's been terrif-

ic in that role."

-As a fwckey player. Im just a

' ird worker who will do any-

ing lor my teammates and to

liL-lp ni\ Kdni." lacobs says.

I Jv.n I ihink I'm as much an

r. but more of just a hard

.,v.,h.i and a guy who will

enforce whenever I need to pro-

(cct anv teammate because I

know they d do the same for

me."

The bond lacobs has formed

with his tean»mates in his two

year* since arriving from

Gushing is an important one.

Oftentimes, he is their eyes and

ears on the h-e. watchmg intently

.\er their every move and

icinaining eve ready to instanta-

neously arrive at their side.

\ er> simply, it is a matter of

loyalty and reciprocation lacobs

gk)ws when he speaks of the fra-

ternal like K«nd he shares with

his Maruon and White brethren,

for he knows that as quick as he

explodes onto the scene of a

vicious slash or wayward fore-

arm in support of a teammate.

tho.se he so often protects woukl

arrive that much quicker in

defense of him.

-My teammates, by far are the

nKJst satisfying thing about play-

ing hockey." lacobs says. "I'm

always trying to help my team-

mates out in any way, and just do

whatever I need to do to protect

them, because I know they

would do the same for me.

-The guys on this team are

unbelievable, and getting to play

with them has been the biggest

opportunity of my life.'

lacobs' impact on his team-

inaies cannot be measured by the

pain he inflicts on the ice on their

behalf, or the bumps, bruises

and references to his maternal

heritage be njutinely enjoys as a

result of such scrappiness.

He is a locker room presence:

the guy everybody loves when it's

lime to have fun. and whom
everybody listens to when it's

time to get down to business

Climbing on top of the net.

ceremoniously tossing the puck

into the empty Mullins Center

Practice Rink stands and flailing

around like he just won Olympic

Cold, watching lacobs celebrate

a goal in practice reminds you

not that he has a mere two career

tallies, but rather that he is a

i4.«T1SYaBU«U>HLM('

Jacobs M wkieK coowdered the hoirt and loul ci a team that reccndy

concluded the n»o»l »ucce»»ful regular season in program hUtiirv.

Kaplan rebate offer:

Enroll today
and get

$100 back!
Receive »100 back through Kaplan's Rebate' when you

enroll in an LSAT, MCAT, GMAT. ORE. DAT or TOEFL

course between March r'-March 31*'.

source of energy amongst his

teammates who often provides

much needed loosening-up

throughout a bitterly long and

punishing season.

"In the locker room, there

might not be a bigger presence."

Cahoon says. "He's a really

entertaining guy. and he's well-

respected and wril-liked by his

teammates, and he's appreciat-

ed.'"

"Anyone out there watching

the game or reading the newspa-

per doesn't knows how valuable

that kid is to us." says Pock, a

Hobey Baker Award finalist.

"From his personality to his

character, he's just huge and

we're glad to have him on our

team."

Yet again, for lacobs. his

character is just one half of a

two-way street.

"The other guys look to me to

keep them up and keep them

going." he says "But at the same

time, they've helped me a ton

with my game along the way.

"No matter what, my team-

mates keep pushing me Even

when we're losing or having a

Call or visit us online for more

information or to enroll.

-A..

KAPLAN 1-80Q"KAP"TEST
kaptest.com/rebate

Test Prep and Admlsslona

Launch Your Career

Apply now for a ^^^K
Legal Assistant Intemshi^^^^

at the Student Legal Services Office

•Serve the campus community while enhancing your resume

•Earn up to 15 credits working 36 hours a week

or 6 to 9 credits working 26 hours a week

Student Legal Services Office

922 Campus Center

(4U) 545-1995

H8^)J\^yout inakAthef^ choice

For non prescription

Birth Control Needs

visit:

D

NOW Open!
Bring in this coupon and receive:

$190 OR ^,11

bad practice, we push each other

and push ourselves."

While lacobs is a lightning

rod for team chemistry amongst

the Minutemen. he is clearly a

marked man around Hockey East

and throughout UNiass' non-

conference schedule.

Havmg ruffled a full season's

worth of feather* this year after

injunes kept him out of much of

2002-03. lacobs has cast himself

in the role of the villain.

A rokr he very much enjoys.

"For sure, that's my game to

go out there and piss people off

and get them frustrated and all

kinds of things like that.' lacobs

says. "1 just k)ve it. I really k>ve

it."

"I'm sure that other teams we

play recognize that at this point

in time, his presence will be felt

out there." Cahoon adds "I don't

think Stephen's too worried

about it. and I hope they recog-

nize what he can do if given the

chance."

Regardless of team s growing

awareness of him. the large bull's

eye between the two and the

seven on lacobs back is hardly a

hindrance In fact. Cahoon

believes it helps nullify the intim-

idation factor when facing some

of Hockey Easts biggest bullies

"We've had success going in

to places like Maine, as well as

other schools who play a more

physical brand of hockey like BU
and New Hampshire, in part

because of Stephen's ability to

inflict his will on people," he

says "That means a lot to us. and

we need him to do that in big

games."

"We need a guy like him in

the lineup. There are guys like

(Patrick) Foley at New
Hampshire and |Dustin| Pcnner

at Maine, and we needed one

too. We needed that guy who

wouldn't back down from any-

one and who would be the equal-

izer"

For the 6-foot 1 213-pound

forward, that means establish-

ing, and often renewing,

acquaintances with some of col-

lege hockey's foremost goons,

mcluding a certain infatuation

with Foley — the Wildcats sen-

ior captain — that came to a

head with the two exchanging

multiple pleasantries in the

Minutemen's 4-1 victory over

UNH on Feb. 6.

"I love talking trash." lacobs

says. "1 always look to get to the

stars to try and get them off

their game, but I'll go after any-

one I can try and draw a penal-

ty from.
"1 love talking with Foley

because he's supposedly a real

smart kid academically but he's

really bad at talking (trash). It's

pretty funny."

Amidst the Information Age

and the era of the Internet, and

with opposing Hockey East

school's scheduled to face each

other on three separate occa-

sions over the course of a sea-

son, it becomes quite easy to

drag such encounters down to a

personal level. Something

lacobs says does not happen

until the time is right.

"It should never get to a per-

sonal level. You just can't let it

affect you because it's all part of

the game." he says. "But come

summer time I'm sure we'll

have our change to drop 'em

and fight, because well see

each other"

Heading into the best-of-

three first round of the Hockey

East playoffs tonight at the

Mullins Center, lacobs knows

the time for complacency has

long-since passed him and his

teammates by.

The UMass-Lowell River

Hawks represent the first step

in a quest for the Minutemen's

first Hockey East champi-

onship, an elusive goal that they

narrowly missed last season

For lacobs. it begins with

memories of Hawks forward

lerramie Domish's vicious hit-

from-behind on Mauldin that

resulted in a five-minute major

and a game disqualification dur-

ing UMLs 5-0 win over UMass

on tan 3.

While the team has down-

played the situation, the onus

silently but surely falls on the

shoulders of lacobs to continue

to uphold the duties of the role

he has played so well all season

long

"|My teammates) don t have

to say anything, they know it's

going to come." lacobs says.

"Whenever you see a guy get

hurt like that, everyone, includ- .

ing myself, wants to get right

out there and do something

about it."

"There's no question garnet

like (this Thursday) get you

fired up to go out and t>e aggres-

sive Its the playoffs — a whole

different season — and it's time

to come with it."

Nonetheless, Cahoon coach-

es lacobs to be reactionary, in

order to make sure he takes an

eye for an eye rather than set-

ting his teammates back.

"We usually don't try to ini-

tiate that sort of physical play,

but we know that if other teams

do. we can respond to that." he

says. "Without Stephen in the

lineup 1 don't know how effec-

tive we'd be

"If people arc going to take

runs at Greg Mauldin or

Thomas Pock or Stephen

Werner, then (lacobs) is going

to neutralize that. "I just tell

him to be smart and don't put

your team at a disadvantage. If

you're going to be taken offthe

ice. make sure someone's com-

ing with you. If you're going to

put your body on someone,

make it worth it.

"Don't be slashing people,

don't be high sticking people,

just level someone. If you level

someone. 50 percent of the

time you're not going to get

called because maybe it's a

good check, and the other 50

percent you might get two min-

utes in the box but you'll have

everyone on the other side

thinking before they touch the

puck.

Because as Cahoon will

attest to:

"Aggression has to be

thoughtful, it can't be uncon-

trolled."

Competition, PLEASE!
THERE'SA REASON WHY WE'RE^f

BEST Equipment, Best Results

Come Check Us Out!

D^

Campus
Recreation

1 o university dr.

(4 1 3) 549-6565

Still limr

Softball (M/W/C) A.S.A.P.

Co-rec Soccer .A.S.A.P.

Volleyball Specisl A.SA.P.

OlIlii.ilsNcctlctI:

Softball Clinic. 3/22. 3/24. 3/25

Co rcc Soccer Clinic. 3/23, 3/24, 3/25

Volleyball Special 3f23

Call for clinic attendance requirements, times and locations.

More Info: 215 Boyden, 5-2693

On The Web: wvvw.umass.edu/umini
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

THURSDAY
• High: 48

• Low: n

FRIDAY
• High: 40

• Low: 26

SATURDAY
• High: 48

• Low: 24

«
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Dining Commons Menu
DC tunuil. 41,i-545 2626

LUNCH
• OritiTtdl Beet & Vegetables

• Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

• Spi< \ Bla< k Bean Burger

DINNER
• Kuast lurkev

• Stufled Shells

vegetarian I

• C.inger Bla< k Hr.m

ivc»gan)

Production Crew
On stall today
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Scott Pihl
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The world is round;

it has no point. ^ «

-Adrienne f . Custyfi

aquarius • ian. 20-hH. la

Cel starteil as mjoo as y«)u m'f the i>j)fxx-

tuni^

pisCeS • f IB 19-MA8. 20

Pav attention to thc»e virus warnings

from Oil.

aries • mas 21-aw. 19

Share your cough drofjs, not your ccxjgh.

taurus • ap« 2o-ma> 20

Be m«Ke accepting ot others, and their

ditterent hahifs

gemini • mav 2Mi)n. 21

Wear xMiH-thmg bright: it will put ever>'-

nne around vou in a gcKxl okkxI.

cancer • lus. 22-iui. 22

Don I iiKget to lake the lens cap oft.

leO • k'l.. 2i-Act.. 22

kcHi) duct tafie and nail |K>iish reinover

handv The\ are the only lools v<xi m-ed.

virgo • V -'vstpi. 22

Co get scwne ice cream. Enjcn the weath-

er with a frosty treat.

libra . sn^. 23-OrT. 22

Measure tun <• < n' '"i" •'

scorpio • <>- .M N(A, i\

Don t Ixither watching televisitin Vou

< ,in t w.ilt h NeuKweds" anws.iv

Sagittarius • n<-v 221)1. .1

Take vour tinH* and lie fwtic-nt. Ckxxl

thinj«. will ccMTKv

Capricorn • n. . .• ian. 19

Listen to the Oro^ikick Murj)hies. It will

put you in the mcxKl tor grecni Ix-er

MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN MARKETPLACE
M.NHlM(MK)RKfM«XPAR'^'f^TFORRrNTB FMPIOYMfST

Center ot town 1, -. ^

bedrtxims; harJwtxKJ

fltx)n,. NOW SHCW-
INU ft)r JUNE and

SEPTEMBER. NC^

FEES, www.ainhcr-

>tliml'>l"'•'•'^ltv'^"'"

253-7879

1 lxdri>oin IV.iikIn

wine apart im-nt >tart-

ingjunc I. $755/

m<mth nct.'ofiaNc -

incliKles heat, water,

ctxtkiny «a.s. SpiU-UH^,

(.)iiiet with halcony

,«ui p^.rkmi:. 54^-^4^

Brandv'^'ic- Apts.

Now leasinK, 1 &i2

hednx)m apt.s. LcaH>>

he^in June, July, Aiw

or Sep. First come, hrst

serve. Get them while

they last. www.hr.mJv-

wine-apts.cotn Sti>p Hy

or C:h1I 54^-06a\

Hohart CJ»)ndos \ hc^

rcxim, hardwiKKl

fl(K)rs, study area in

basement. Cable, tele-

phone (internet

access) in all betlrooms

and study NOW
SHOWING for JUNE

and SEPTEMBER.

NO FEES.

www.amberstlinct'l

nrealtv.com 25^7879

N. Amherst, 1 Bednn.

1 1/2 mi. UMavs l\i.k.

$625, Pets OK. Hdwd

tlixirs Avib. 4/1 inaylv

s(x>ner S49-2062

EMPIOVMENT

Get hands* >n lesal

experience with a le«al

.issistant intenisbip

this fall. Work directly

with attorneys and

clients and earn 9 to

1 5 credits. No expen-

ence required. Train-

ing provided. C^mtacf

the Student Le^al

Ser\icesOfhteforan

application, due 4/2.

y22C;ampiisC>ntcT,

545-1995

Lot.il Business IS bir-

inu marketers Parr

Time$10-15/brCitll

Alis.>n @41 3-627-

904 <

ATTENTION LAX
PL.AYERS Plav 61

c:oach - Mavehin -

Make $$$ T.p B«)ys

Sp*)rts C^amp in Maine

liHikini; tor staft to

instnict &. coach

LAX. Awesome

Summer! Work with

kids! Top salaries,

FREE nii/lxl/tr\l allow.

Apply online ASAP:

www.campcobKissee.

com

Native speakers of any

l>avidian lanj^uane

soii^jht E.t^ Tamil,

Rannada, Malayalam,

TeluKU C^nitact John

Kingston 545-68 U
voice mail

JKinjpitonfSlinjjuisf.

iima.ss.edu

tMPIOYMFNT

Two n>b opjxirtunitio

on NannK-ket IslanJ

K'Kinniny m May.

(.>hce assistants with

detent typing, com-

puter and telephone

skills. Some errand

ninninK Salar> +

bousinjj. Tele. 508-

228-3942 or send

resume to R"> Box

2607 Nantucket, MA
02584 or fax resume to

508-228-8778

C iymn.istics Instructor

Pre-scb(H>l, fjrade-

schix)!, team positions

o|x*n. Aftenvxm,

evening 61 weekend

hours available. 3-20

hrs/wk, flexible work

environment,

CJymnastics center w/

Kx)se foam &. resi pit

system. Greenfield

YMC:A45I Mam St.

Greenfield, MA 01 301

(41 3) 773-3646 X.423

EMPIOVMtM

SUMMER INTERN

-

<H1P Excellent

Advertisini;, Sales, an*.!

M.irketiny t>pportuni-

tyF:,tm$ 3000 to

$7000+ and nam valu-

,ible busiiu>s experi-

ence working for the

UMass Official

Campus Telephone

Directory ( >REAT

RFISUME BCX-»ST-

ER! C:all Kiersten at

Around Campus, Inc

1-81X^-466-2221

ext.272. www.around-

campus.com

Marketing A^zency

Seeks t\itKoin>z Hi«b

Energy Individuals for

promoti(ins $1 5/liour

888-477-6668

WWw .bauspromo-

tions.ct>m

EMPIOVMfM
"Banendini;"

$250A>ay Potential.

No ExjXTience Ni-sc.

Training providc\l. 1-

800-%5-6520Ext.l62

HOUSE FOR RENT

Hadley 5 bcxlnxim

Newer home clos*.- to

UMass big yard 2 hill

bathnxims, sunny li\ -

ingrix>m. Qtll 549-

4270

SERVICES

rbilosopiucal

C^ounsi-ling, Amherst,

lliikiKybyl^aK iiaie.net

We do laptop ,ind

desktop computer

repair starting at

$39.00.413-584-8857.

Bartentler Trainees

Needed. %1'^O.QQ a day

potential, bxal posi-

tions. l-a\^-293-3985

ext 516

Pregnant ? Necxl help.'

C:all Birthright oi

Amherst area for hee

testing and assistance

549-190^1

SERVICES

PREGNANt.Y
TF-ST1NG,HIV

Testinu. Birth ( '.mtrol.

•invl EmerueiK \

C"«intraception

.Afford.ible and conh

dential Tip«.-strs

Health, 27 Pray Street.

Amherst. 548 99Q2

TRAVEl

Spnnu Break 2004

Tr.ncl with STS,

Americi's *1 StiKlent

Tour Operator t(5

Jamaica, C "ancun,

,^^.lpulco. B,ih,imas

and llonda. Now
hiring campus reps.

C :.\\\ lor gioup dis-

counts. lntonu.itu>n/

Reservations 1-800-

648-4849 or

www.ststr.n el.com

For more infonnatioii

contact STA Tnivei at

413-256-1261

TRANEI

Ns7-4-i.;ANc:LiN Best

price, UMASS \'EN-

IX'tR selling spring

break pikkages I \

>

not get scimnuvl.

Caixun, Neu'ril

.Xi.ipuko, B.ibam,is,

Florida. $$$ campus

reps (.-am $$$

Flipnation loni '^7( 4-

c.incun

WANTEI5

YtHir lOyeariild BMX
bike $75. Will pay

more tor Mongix>se *>r

CiT Patrick, 508-9 34-

^)274

HlX;i\>NORS
NFEnEP; Extremely

generous c<impensa-

tion paid. Non-smok-

ers ages 21-^2. For

more intomiation

please contact

(.Christine or la: at

781 -76^-6'-)00 or visit

\^wvv.rolxTtni-

cl-n)lsesa.com
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Game on!
UMass to open first-ever home playoff series tonight

fflllQ milQt
.^__,^—— I ,• . 1 1 .!_ . 11 - .1 c... .u^ t^.L^-ii^ n..in<T into iK- niiar. Ii>r ii<^ Saiiirrliiv ni u>nir>r niohi Thf trio has nriivided senior ^^ ' ' '^ •* ** *

By Andrew Merritt

Saturday. March 6 was a

night that Mike Warner, Thomas
PiK-k. and Nick Kuiper will

always renieinbcr.

A* the lone seniors on the

Massachusetts hocke> team,

they were honored in a brief pre-

game ceremony, and their jersey

numbers were painted on the

boards, as well u> put up in

lights on the Mullins Center's

south wall. It %^as a night dedi-

cated to the three senior cap-

tains for the dedication and hard

work they've put in during their

four years at L'Mass, celebrated

on their final regular season

game in fruni of the Amherst

faithfij

Bui .-irtiuiiitu, March t) is a

thing of the past, and those

three men have one more shot at

going out with a bang Tonight,

they'll lead the Minutemen into

the Hockey Kast Quarterfinals

against UMass Lowell (7 p.m..

Mullins Center), and while last

Saturday was "Senior Night" at

the arena, this weekend holds a

little more weight for the trio

"This means a lot fur us

three." Kuiper said. "The first

ivko years we didn't even make

the playoffs, and last year we
had a good run at it. I really

hope this year we go further. It's

Ihe best part of the year, and I'd

like to play here as long as pwi-

sible. so hopefully we can play in

the National Tournament, and

delinitelv make the Hockey Fast

final."

The trio has come a long way

since walking into Amherst as

doe-eyed freshmen in 2000. In

their time in .Amherst, the team

has gone 5 1 -74- 1 5 overall

(.^40). with a 32 57-7 I 355)

Hockey East mark. But that

belies the growth that has fos-

tered during those four years,

culminating in this weekend's

historic series. It is the first time

that UMass has ever hosted a

Hockey East playoff series,

something that means a lot to

the players who have seen the

highs of last year's improbable

run to the conference semifinals,

and the lows of missing the pla\

offs the first two years they were

here.

"Afier two years of missing

the playoffs, it was hard to imag-

ine
I
a home playoff series |."

Warner said '"Going into last

year's playoffs, we hadn't played

a playoff game yet. and if you'd

asked me at the end of my soph-

omore year if we could be in the

FleetCenter the next year, and

the next vear playing for home
ice. it would have been hard to

imagine.

While the achievement ^ ol

last year's team — the highest

victory total in the program's

history (14). and a <^tunning

upset of third-place Maine in

hostile .Mfond Arena - are

glowing memories for the three

captains, this year is different.

This vear. the Minutemen are

the favorite going into the quar

terfinals, as owners of the third

seed.

"Last year was good, it was

what we needed, so this year we
came in with different expecta-

tions." Puck said. "Expectations

of winning, of going back to the

FleetCenter. and then maybe

taking it a step further and going

to the final game What we did

last year was great, but now we
have a better chance, a better

team, and I'm pretty sure we
could do more if everything's

right."

The Minutemen (lb- lib.

l2-'J-5 Hockey East) didn't

exactly charge into the playoffs

as they did last year, when they

won three ol their last four

games to secure the sixth seed in

the Hockey East tournament.

UMass hasn't won a game since

Feb. 6. a 4-1 decision over New
Hampshire at the Mullins

Center Finishing 0-6-1 wasn't

exactly the way the seniors

wanted to go out, especially

after last weekend's sweep at the

hands of the Northeastern

Huskies, who missed the play-

offs by one point Still, there's

room for optimism.

"It definitely would have

helped our confideiKe if we had

a better weekend against

Northeastern, but what's done is

done." Kuiper said 'It's the

start of a new season really, and

we're going to come out hungry

arul ready to win every night
"

Said Warner, "what the\ did

for us Saturday at senior night

was a really nice thing. We did-

n't get to do what we wanted to

do. so we want to go out with a

bang at the Mullins Center, not

to mention the fact that it's the

first playoff series at home ever

for UMass."

The trio has provided senior

leadership through the trials and

tribulations of what has been an

up-and-down season; something

for which UMass coach Don
Cahoon showed plenty of appre-

See HOCKiV on page 8
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Senior defcn'kcman Thoma* P«xk. a Hi*cv Rakrr Award finalut.

will lead UMa»« inl.> the Hmkry E*»l plavt.»l% again»l l^Makft-Lowcll.

B
Tonight will

be one of the

most historic

nights in the

history of the

Massachusetts

hockey pro-

gram For tfie

. first time since

And few joining Hockey

^~"~""""""~" the Minutemen

will play a conference playoff game

in fnjnt of their own fans. A large

turrxjut is obviously expected, and

the bu/2 around the game is that a

repeal of the pivgram's first-ever

seHout on Feb. 1 5 is a distant but

Wgitintate possibility

Snukntt shouU plan to get

rkJMM earijt and arrive at the

MulKas Center well before the 7

p.m. opening face-off

But showing up is onlv half the

battle

Throughout Its hittory in

Hockey F.«8t. the burgeoning

UMass prugram has had enough

ufK. downs, and in betweens to

bH a few moiv decades. There

were the rough years. v»rhen the

team <icrambled to post double-

digit victories period, kt akme in

..'iifon-nce play There were also

^icji mottK-nts. like Chris

See HOCKEYMM on pagTT

The ultimate teammate
Jacobs an enforcer on and off the ice

Hv MiKt MAR/flll

(..'OLLCOIAN SlAFf

Controlled aggression.

It is an intense discipline, och;

that is derived not from God-

given prowess, but from a life-

time of focused mental and phys-

Kal chiseling

To conquer the uncontrollable

urge to release one's anger means

a lifetime of hardening not for

the sofi of heart, for aggression is

a relentless force, one that few

can harness, let aloTK* master.

When a hockey player exudes

this, he is of a special breed. He
is a throwback: a remirvJer of the

davs when there were no helmets

and no holds-barred, and an

elbow to the mouth or a puck in

the eye meant a few stitches or a

bag of ice and a keen ear for your

line to be called.

Gone, however, are the days

when rosters at every snow-cov-

ered State U. from Portland.

Maine to Portland. Ore. were

chock-full of such unbreakables.

replaced instead by sleek skaters

and cerebral forecheckers needed

to comply with the now-fully

entrenched era of dump-and-

chase and the neutral zone trap.

Needless to say. Stephen

lacobs is arguably more appreci-

ated within the Massachusetts ice

hockey program than any of its

MPH UN<i

Jacf)l>s' first career goal was the j^me-winning tally in a 5-3 win over

Maine in the first game of the 2002-03 Hockey East playoffs.

marqutr names.

While Thomas Pock is

redefining how a dcfenscman

plays at the University of

Massachusetts. Gabc Winer is

climbing toward the elite level of

Hockey East netminders and

Greg Mauldin and Stephen

Werner have established them-

selves nationally as premier

offensive dynamos, lacobs is the

life force of a team that has revo

lutionizcd the sport of hockey in

the Pioneer Valley.

"It's hard to say how impor-

tant he is if you're the average

fan." senior tri-capiain Mike

Warner says of lacobs. "In the

locker room, he's more impor-

tant to the team than anyone —
from the leading scorer to the

goalie. The kid just brings 100

percent complete heart to every

game, and cares more about his

teammates than about any stat.

"Every team should be fortu-

nate enough to have someone

like that kid
"

In watching the Minutemen.

it's hardly difficult to notice what

makes lacobs such a catalyst

amongst his teammates. His style

of play exemplifies that of his

favorite National Hockey

Leaguer. Tie Domi. The guy you

resfject and love when he's on

your side, but wouldn't mind

driving through the Plexiglas if

caught him donning another

sweater.

Yet as reigning Hockey East

Coach of the Year Don "Toot"

Cahoon attests, Jacobs' game
goes well beyond pure frimai

instincts.

"From a coaching standpoint,

we recognize what he means to

us, because he's a big part of who
we are and what we do," the

fourth-year UMass coach says.

"Stephen is a power forward for

us who is a mainstay in the line-

up simply because when wc play

our most important games, and

we need his physical presence,

we can depend on him to be in a

mindset so that he can fulfill that

role.

"He creates a lot of distur-

bances out there, and can take

people off their game to open

things up for his line mates to get

scoring chances."

Regardless of how it's labeled,

lacobs style of play is undeniably

one festered through hockey

bloodlines that lakes shape on

the ice night-in and night-out

through nothing more than hard

work and determination.

Hockey's always been a part

of my family." the Westminster.

Mass. native says. "My dad

coaches at Cushing Academy. I

went there to play fcnir years for

him and its just been something

that's always been in my life since

I was little.

"I just always try to be myself

arMl work hard out there. My
father always told me to just keep

m> head down and keep working

no matter what. ar>d that's all I

try to do."

What big No. 27 is. is the

Mass Attack's resident tough-guy.

The wacko whose first inclina-

tion after being force-fed the top

of the opposing teams bench

door is not to locate who did it.

but who can pay for it.

There's no question he is on

the ice to enforce, and while such

a role is relative in college hock-

ey with the mandatory cage nulli-

fying the melees that break out

almost nightly around the NHL.
the task nonetheless remains a

vital one that requires guts and

produces little glory.

"It's not about fighting, it's

See JACOM pages

( \H «1TSY tiERAUl H LINfi

A Westminster native, Stephen Jacobs came to UMass after play-

ing four years for his father at Cushing Academy.

Minutemen fall just short to

Dukes in A' 10 Tournament
By Mike Mar/eli i

(xiLLEf.iAN Staff

And that's your season.

Playing its first game following

the death of fonner coach, color

commentator and longtime sup-

porter lack Lcaman. the

Massachusetts men's basketball

Duquesne 79

UMass 76

team
played
inspired

basket-

ball. hut couldn't hold a nine-point

.second half lead in falling 79-76 to

CXiquesne in the opening n.>und of

the Atlantic 10 Tournament in

Dayton. Ohio.

The Minutemen (10-l<^ 4-13

A- 10) conclude the season losers

of three in a row and eight of nine,

while the Dukes (12-16 7-10 A-

10) have now won three in a row

afier losing five straight, and move

on to face host Dayton tonight in

the quarterfinal round.

Sophomore forward Rashaun

Freeman's in.side basket with 10

seconds to play baiughl UMa.ss to

within two at 75-73. but a pair of

Martin Osimani free throws

pushed the Dukes lead back to

lour with 8.6 a-maining in the

contest.

lunior Brcnnan Martin then

pulled the Minutemen to within a

point at 77-76 with a deep a 3-

pointer from the corner, and

UMass again was able to foul

Osimani on the inbounds pass.

The junior guard, having

scored just two p(.)ints in 3 1 min-

utes of play on the night, sank

both frcv throws to give l>iquesne

a Ti-7b lead with 1 .8 lefi on the

game ckx;k. |immy Tricco then

stole the ensuing inbounds pass to

seal the win for co«ich Danny

Nee's squad.

Freeman, who was rcvently

namcxi Atlantic 10 Rookie of the

'tear, tied a game-high with 18

points and giabbc-d 12 rebounds

for UMass. while fellow A- 10 All-

Rookie Team selcxtion Art Bowers

matched Freeman's output with

18 points of his own.

The Minutemen also received

solid contributions from freshman

guard Maurice Maxwell (16

points), as well as sophomore for-

ward lefT Viggiano (10 points).

Tricco. Klijiah Paliner and lack

Fliggins all tossed in 14 points for

Duquesne. and Kieron Achara

and Bryant McAllister chipped in

with I
'5 and 1 2 points, respective-

ly

The Maroon and White scored

six points in a row to take a 7 1 -67

lead at the 2;32 mark of the sec-

ond half, but the Dukes evened

the score on pair of free throws

from McAllister and a Higgins

ba.seline jumper.

McAllister then capitalized on

a Minuteman miss when he con-

verted a lumamund jumper in the

paint ill the 1:10 mark, giving

Duquesne a 73-7 1 edge.

Afier the Maroon and White

missed a 3-point attempt,

McAllister was fouled hard in the

See NOOPS on page 7

Neil Young will preform at Mullins

on Sunday, March 21

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 5

. J^f

UMass wins game one of playoff

series against UMass-Lowell
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SGA election

causes legal

controversies
By MtLissA Blanksteen

New England's Largest College Daily • Est. 1890 Volume CXIV Issue 101

Candidates debate key issues
Southwest gatherings

a major concern

CV)LU:l.lAN StAFf

By Ikaika C. Arnado
CULLEUIAN STAFf

The Student Government Association judu^iary

fikrd an injunction against the use of Instant Run-off

Noting Wednesday, but the chancelbr of elections

still plans on going ahead with his plans The injunc-

tion couki jeopardize the \alidii\ of this spring's ekx-

tions.

"I didn't expect the |udn.i4i> lo issue an injurKtion

without a hearing before hatKl." ChatKellor Steve

Hoeschekf said.

Associate Chief lustke Keith Kelky issued the

injuTKtion. or stoppage, of the use of IRV on this

spring's balkjt IRV is a voting method currently used

in Ireland and Australia. It uses a ballot that asks the

voters to list the candidates in order of preference,

not just one choice

"The Chancelkjr of Elections of the SGA, Steve

Hoeschele. is hereby ordered to halt the use ol the

IRV Formal of election until we are able to ascertain

its constitutionality," Kelkn wTote

Kelley also scheduk^i a hearing for Mareh 31. The

elecnkms are Match 24 and Mareh 25

Floeschekr advvicated for IR\ and still plans on

implementing it bccaase he feels that the ludiciary

branch dkl mH folkjw the proper proceedings to file

the injunction becau.**.- they issued it before they had

a hearing

"Therefore, being that the writs of injunctkm

are not valkl by the by laws of the SGA. the Ekxtions

Commission will continue with it> unaninxjus plans

... for an instant niniJf balkx." Hoeschele wrote in a

memo to the Student ludkiary

lared Nokes. speaker of the senate, and Attorney

General Mark Moms4.)n filed two separate pelitioas

for an injunction against the IRV

Nokes lik.>d his injunction last Friday at 3 p.m. in

hopes of having a hearing in time before the ekxtwns.

After a request for a hearing has been made, the by-

laws slate that the ludiciary niu«i wait <<\en cakmdar

days before- thc-> can hold a heanng However, the

ludkiary dki ix>i react until Monday, making a hear

ing before- the electknts impos,sibk: in Nokes re-ading

of the by-laws, he says thai the ludkiary can only

make a ruling after a hearing.

"They have i.vsucd. without a hearing, an injunc

lion . . . lo halt the use of the IR\' (ormai and conduct

See S6A on page 3

Candidates running for the positions of

Student Government Association president and

Trustees last night, debated on various issues

concerning the future of the University of

Massachusetts. The debate was televised live on

UVC-TV
Recurring themes of the debate were budget

cuts, fee increases, high-priced textbooks and

student confidence at the University The candi-

dates also addressed the issues of the Registered

Student Organization space allocations, African,

Latino, Asian and Native American appointed

seats, and the Southwest Residential Area cele-

bratory gatherings

The presidential candidates who attended the

debate were Eduardo E Bustamante, Mark E.

Morrison, Patrick G. Higgins and Eoin A. Moore.

Moore made a spectacle of the debate, reminis-

cent of last year's Cornelius Nuggent who was

banned from the event because of profane lan-

guage and content he used in the debate It was

also reported that presidential candidate Brian

Long missed the debate and attended the hockey

game
The candidates for Trustee were David Carr.

Matthew Murphy and Timothy Daly.

The candidates introduced alternative ideas

that would save student money. Many of the can-

didates, both for president and trustee, brought

up issue of enormous fees charged to students.

"I think we need to consider an alternative for

(high text book prices) I spent $600 for four

classes last semester." Bustamante said. "I would

like to implement the system u.scd in all Illinois

State University and have a system were student

pay a flat $100 fee for all their text books, to rent

ihem."

On the issue of the AI.ANA Caucus, most of

the candidate* supported the recognizing of

appointed seats. Candidates who where once

against the issue have now changed their stance

and support recognizing non-white students

'It is completely unbelievable that as support

service across this campus are cut. that we're

standing by and doing noting." said Higgins "As

president. yc>u need to be on the forefront of that;

you need lo show ALANA students on this cam-

Candidalr« for the student i^)\crnmfnl lru>ti*t- position Kalhrr la.sl niuht tor the live UVC drWlrs. fhe

truster drhatr wa» MIoui-d hv the sludi-ni Kovtrmmrnt prc»idrnt Jc-bato.

pus that SGA isn't simply (or while people
"

All of the candidates supported ypinx- iilK'> .iiion

Campus Center Student Union i.\ i ih^

organization that jumpstarts new i.^ I «iu

dent organizations, was cut last spring

"We passed a motion that allowed for nidiKlaioiv

emergency space allocation." Higgins said "Ihe

fact is that wc lorgoi about RSOs; we left them

out in the cold. I think Sli\ nccJs lo recommit to

them."

On the issue ol the Southwest vcicbrjum

gatherings, some of the candidate* felt the disiui

banccs are a product of students' low confidence

.ind t-fidc in the University.

All of the presidential candidates were a^';im«i

the issue of notifying parents when a studciii i^

caught with alcohol on campus. They agreed that

the majoritv of students are responsible enough

to manage themselves on the issues of alcohol.

"I was the first student representative to stand

up and siiv that I eompletelv led against any form

of parental notification lor anything, with the

exception of when a student is directly endanger-

ing ihcmselves," Morrison said. "The University

has the ctbligation and a responsibility to protect

students, to educate students and allow to stu-

dents to understand that they can right the

wrongs themselves."

Many of the candidates felt that students feel

powerless and are apathetic to the issues con-

cerning the University.

Morrison said creating a campus culture that

makes students proud lo go to UMass is a priori-

ty res))oiisibiliiy he would like lo engage in This

would alleviate tension between the adminisira-

iiim and ihe students, he said.

Right now. student rights are a big issue for

Morrison He cited examples of police walking

into dorm rooms and students who are suspend-

oJ vvithout due process.

EchoStar brings back Viacom Terror blast kills 192 people
By Morris Sin<;fr

CoCCK-IAN SlAf F

Shidents lamenting the Uxs of

some of their favonte televiswn

programming in reeeni days were

rewarded fot their patienee when

the EchoStar Communications

Corporation and Viacom. Inc.

reached a deal yesterday, bringing

missing cabk- channels back into

University of Massachusetts

dorms.

The agreement between the

two companies ended nearly 48

hours of downtime for transmis-

sion of MTV. MTV 2. VH 1.

Nkkelodeon, Comedy Central and

BET on the Housing Services

Cable Network, the cable televi-

sion service that provides content

to all of the domiitories. The chan-

nels are among a host of networks

EchoStar was forecxl to pull early

Tuesday morning when Viacom

refused to extend a*transmission

consent over two months since its

contract with the satellite televi-

sion distributor expired.

"It's great lo have our networks

back in frexit of all our viewers,

and to bring a new service.

Nicktoons, to DISH Netw\)rk sub-

scribers," said Mel Karmazin.

president and chief operating offi-

cer of Viacom.

"We understand that this has

been a difficult few days for our

customers, and we thank thc"m for

all the etKouragemeni thev have

given us throughout." said Charles

W. Ergen, chairman and chief

executive officer of EchoStar

The deal between EchoStar and

Viacom suffea-d delays as Ergen

balked at negotiating channel tying

— the bundling of channels for

distribution — and reMransmission

consent in a single discussion

Ergen also complained of what he

called an "exorbitant" cost

increase to EchoStar to continue

carrying Viacom content on his

DISH Network.

No executive from either com-

pany would give details about the

length of the new contract, but

Ergen noted that it does fall

between the typical three- and

seven-year duration.

Although Ergen had claimed

Viacom had requested a fee

increase of 40 pcreent. he conced-

ed in a teleconference yesterday

that, as Viacom excxutives main-

tained over the course of the chan-

nel blackout, the increase was six

cents per customer per month. The

total cost to EchoStar for the

V iacom channels is under $2 per

month, which would put a six-cent

increase at far less than 40 pereent.

Ergen remained confident yes-

terday that EchoStar has not suf-

fered any long-term damage as a

result of the service gap. Ergen

said subscriber defection has not

been an issue for the distributor,

and that pulling the channels may

have built loyalty among his 9.425

million-subscriber base.

The channel downtime has

made customers say: "That compa-

ny really fights for me ... arxl I'm

really proud to have DISH net-

See TV on page 2

Gargano relates high hopes \sVK IMM> IHFS^

SClTTT F.l IWIIXIF ll/CX")LLt(llAN

Michael (wirpino, vice chancellor for student affairs, addresses the fac-

ulty senate on the status of university admissions for the fall semester.

By Julie O'Donnell
C'oLLKi.iAN Staff

Incoming freshmen will

experience an array of new and

updated programs this summer,

according to Michael Gargano,

vice chancellor of student

affairs, during his address to

the faculty senate yesterday.

Gargano is pleased at the

evolution of student activities

and the development of new
programs for freshmen. He al.so

expressed his satisfaction with

the rapid communication to

accepted students.

"We have now admitted the

entire freshman class and all

students will receive financial

aid packages by March 21." he

said

This year, the University

received 18,200 applications

which is up from last year's

16,500.

About 1.000 more out-of-

See GARGANO on page 3

A damaged train car is stopped in the Atcnha train station in Madrid vesterdav after bombs riKkcd

trains in three stations, killing at least l^^2 rush hour commuters and injurinn more than \ .200.

Explosion on tracks three

days before general election
By Mar Rdman
Ass<X lATFIl PrFSS

MADRID (AP) — A series of

bombs hidden in backpacks

exploded in quick succession

Thursday, blowing apart four

commuter trains und killing at

least 192 people iind wounding

more than 1 .400. Spain ai lirsl

blamed Basque separatists but <i

shadowy group claimed responsi-

bilitv in the name of al-Oaidii for

the worst terrorist attack in

Spanish history.

Panickeil rush-hour com-

muters trampled on each other,

abandoning their hags and shoes,

after two ol the lx)mlis went otT

in one train in the Atocha sialitm

in the heart of Madrid. Train cars

were turned into twisted wrecks

and platforms were strewn with

corpses. Cell phones rang unan

swered on the hoJie.' ol the de.id

as frantic relatives iiied to call

them.

"March II. 2lH)4. now holds

its place in the history of inlann."

Prime Minister lose Maria A/nar

said.

The hoMihing came three days

ahead of Spain's general election

on Sunday. A major campaign

issue was how lo deal with \'.J.\.

the Basque niililanl group ihal is

seeking greater ;aitt)nomy.

Campaigning lor ihe election

was called off and three days of

mourning were declared.

The bombings i.x.currcd exact-

1\
.''

1 2 veins niter the Sept I I,

2001. terrorist attacks in the

L nited Slates, and was Europe's

worst since the 1988 bombing of

,1 Pan Air. jeilinerover l.iK'kerbie.

Scotland, that killed 270 fx-ople.

The 10 backpack bombs
e\pleH.led in a 1 5-minute span,

siariing about 7.'i9 a.m.. on

II. lips along nine miles of com-

muter line from Santa liugenia to

the Atocha terminal, a bustling

hub for subway, commuter and

long-distance trains just south of

the famed Piado Museum. Police

also loiind and detonated three

other bombs.

"\n act of barbaric tciiorism

has engulfed Spain with pro-

found pain, lepulsion and anger,"

King luan Carlos said on national

television.

Worst hit was a double-decker

train at El Pozo station, where

two bombs killed 70 people, fire

See BLAST on page 3
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Wfjat is your favorite

UMass sportf

Scott Eldridge II

;^.t > f W' * VI 4-.1 \ V »**

^^ Men's Lacrosse

because they win a

Kirsten Mallett

^ ^Basketball. I've

always been a big fan

of basketball. ^^
Cat Meier

I u n I o r I ;

Exercise Science major Undeclared major

Theater major Undeclared major
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Haitian protest turns violent EchoStar, Viacom reach agreement

^ * Biking. It's just a

fun sport. « ^

Adam King

* * Lacrosse and

Hockey. They're the

only two teams that

are getting any suc-

cess right now. ^^

Mechanical Engineering major Exercise Science major

Corey Mossop

New staff

for press

relations
The University of

Massachusetts Amherst has

recently named Edward

Blaguszewski the new director

of news and information for

ihe News Office. Blaguszewski

follows former director

Barbara Pitoniak. who retired

from the position in December.

As director of News and

Information. Blaguszewski will

be responsible for planning

and developing media and

information policies lor

UMass. and serving as the

University's spokesperson for

the press.

"UMass Amherst has an

outstanding story to tell, and I

look forward to working with

my colleagues to promote the

University's achievements to

many audiences."

Blaguszewski said.

During the past 25 years.

Blaguszewski has worked as a

journalist, a campus communi-

cator, and a national media

relations consultant. Since

!<»»*»}, he has served as the

director of university relations

at Pennsylvania State

University.

Blaguszewski says that he is

looking forward to working in

a new envirunmeni. and in a

new position, that he believes

will be lull of challenges.

"Clearly. UMass has suf-

lered through a difficult peri-

od, but it is a resilient place

with many outstanding facul-

ty." he said. "The future of the

Commonwealth and its young

people is very much tied to the

success of UMass. and i view

this job as an opportunity to

spread the word about the

University and to contribute to

its success
"

Blaguszewski returns to

Massachusetts after spending

1 1 years in Pennsylvania. As

Cambridge native, he earned

his B.S in journalism from

Boston University in 1«J77. He
worked as a journalist until

1490. in positions such as copy

desk chief ut The Recorder in

Greenfield, the local news edi-

tor at The Morning Union in

See IKM on page 3

f'ORTAL PRINCE. Haiti

(APt — A shootout between

police and protesters killed two

men and injured seven during a

nsiration in support of

Bcrirand Aristide Thur-

day as the exiled Haitian pres-

ident planned a return to the

Caribbean.

The violence erupted as hun-

dred* of proie»ier< marched

through the Ekiair neighbor

hood of Port-au-Prince yelling

"Aristide has to come back! We
don't want Bush as president!"

Shots were fired and some
protesters pulled out pistols.

Police fired tear gas. and a

shootout between protesters

and police ensued, witnesses

said.

Two young men were killed.
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and seven others were being

treated for shotgun wounds,

hospital officials said

US. Marines, who are in

Haiti to try to restore order,

said they were patrolling near

the protest but had nothing to

do with the shootout.

Marines raided a house near

the presidential palace before

dawn Thursday in their first

action of a new mission to dis

arm Haiti's many factions.

The search produced no
weapons, but "The message out

of this is. we arc looking, and

we will continue to do so." Col.

Charles Gurganus said.

Aristide is in the Central

African Republic, but he and

his wife will Hy to Jamaica, just

I 50 miles from Haiti, for a tem-

porary stay early next week,

lamaican Prime Minister P.|.

Patterson said Thursday. There

they will be reunited with their

two young daughters, who were

sent to New York before

Aristide left Haiti on Feb. 29.

Aristide has said the United

States forced him out of office

and claims he is still Haiti's

democratically elected leader.

— Associated Press

TV from p(Qe 1

work." Ergen sakl.

According to Christian M
TctKzar. a spokesman for HSCN.
the Universit> was in the process

of competing a deal with DiavTV'

to alleviate the chanrK"! downtinK

through its service agreements

with EchoStar The deal was

expected to be completed by

Monday, he said. A service switch

would not have brought any

change in HSCN'-- channel lineup

Now that EchoStar and

Viacom have completed a deal, the

University has backed away from

pursuing other options of attaining

the Viacom content. TetKzar said

yesterday

Ergen will now be obliged to

carry Viacom's new Nicktoons on

his DISH Network, as a result of

the agreement In tlx' negotiations

with Viacom, the media company

told EchoStar negotiators ihat if

they did not carry Nicktoons, they

would not be able to broadcast the

Super Bowl next winter on their

retransmission of CBS, Krgen said.

The new agavnKTtt is bitter-

sweet for EchoStar, as the cost of

continuing to carry Viacom con-

tent has increased by the requested

t cents, aivl with the obligation of

earning Nicktoons, which Viacom

has pushed other ma)or lek-vision

distributors to carry as well.

"It wasn't the best deal that we
wanted, but it was good enough."

said Maa- l^mpkin. a spokesman

for EchoStar

"This agreement with Viacom

alkjws DISH Network to rvmain

the lowest-cost, all digital TV
provider in the country." Ergen

said.

As a result of the deal v^th

Viacom. ELchoStar has agreed to

drop all litigation against the

media company. EchoStar had

recently engaged Viacom in a law-

suit over the packaging practices it

has deinonstraied in negotiations

with television distributors work-

ing on both cable and satellite

infrastriKtures.

Speculation has been brewing

that EchoStar has desired to use

this opporiunitv to put an end to

channel-tying practices, but Ergen

denied this in his teleconference.

'We believe we should be

offered the chance to buy CBS by

itself." he said. "Ibutl our dispute

really wasn't about tying."

Investors raised concerns in

yesterday's teleconference that
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upcoming negotiations between

EchoStar and other media compa-

nies may lead to similar i.ssues with

other channels. According to

Ergen. EchoStar's next major

negotiation is with FOX.
"l don't anticipate big problems

there." he said.

EchoStar's stock closed up 1 .23

points yesterday. Viacom closed

down 0.5f) points.
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SGA election Same-sex weddings stopped News Office finds

new staff membercontroversy
SGA from page 1

the elections in a different fomuit that has not been

questioned to the judiciary." Nokes wrote in a memo
to the Senate. "Less than one month after President

Carr called the judiciary into their session, they have

abused their power"

He continued saying that the ludiciary did not

"include any description of damages or any ration-

ale " to keep Hoeschele from using the IRV method.

"The ludiciary has exceeded its authority and the

Senate must now act to defend the balance of pow-

ers and ensure this type of action does not continue,"

he wrote.

Morrison, in contrast, does not believe that the

ludiciary has stepped out of its bounds.

"1 was expecting [the ruling before the hearing)

because I don't think the judiciary would allow

something that could potentially damage the elec-

tions aiKi take away the ability for the students to

vote fairiy." Morrison said.

He believes the ludiciary was thinking of stopping

it this year because "the timing is bad."

"It's not that they are violating due process,' he said.

"It's not that they're just going to say no you can't do

it' and disregard it. They're addressing the issue in

the best means that they have."

In Morrison's estimation, if Hoeschele does go

through with the IRV as he has planned, this would

cause the elections to be called invalid

"If Steve goes ahead with this, he is violating

something that the ludkiary did, and the elections

will be thrown out," he said.

By David Kravets
Asstx lATtl) 1'ress

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — The
California Supreme Court ordered an

immediate halt to same-sex weddings in

San Francisco on Thursday, as

Massachusetts lawmakers gave prelimi-

nary approval to a constitutional amend-

ment to ban gay marriages in the only

state where they have been ruled legal.

Teary-eyed couples were quickly

turned away at San Francisco's City Hall,

where 4,lbl gay couples have tied the

knot in the last month.

"We were filling out the application,

and they told us to stop." said Art Adams,

who was the first to be denied as he and

partner Devin Baker sought a license. "It's

heartbreaking. I don't understand why
two people in love should be prevented

from expressing it."

The high court moved to block any

more marriages, at least for now, until

they decide whether San Francisco Mayor
Gavin Newsom had the power to author-

ize such unions. The court said ii would

hear arguments in May or |une on
whether Newsom had that authority.

On the other side of the country.

Massachusetts legislators returned to the

Capitol to consider a constitutional

amendment that would strip gay couples

of tbeir court-granted right to marriage

but allow civil unions.

The amendment won approval during

three preliminary votes, before the

Legislature recessed just before midnight

Thursday Lawmakers planned to return

March 2*) to resume deliberations.

Massachusetts took center stage in the

national debate over gay marriage follow-

ing a landmark decision by its highest

court in November that was reaffirmed

last month. The rulings set the stage for

the nation's first legally sanctioned gay

marriages on May 17.

Lawmakers seeking to put a gay mar-

riage ban before Massachusetts voters

were unsuccessful during a joint House-

Senate session last month.

San Francisco's mayor waded into the

debate at about the same time, ordering

his administration on Feb. 12 to issue

same-sex marriage licenses.

Newsom 's defiance of California law

prompted officials in several other cities

and counties across the nation to follow

suit, and President Bush last month cited

the San Francisco weddings when he

announced that he supports changing the

U.S. Constitution to ban same-sex mar-

riages. l.awmakers in dozens of stales

have also taken up the issue.

The high court's unanimous decision

Thursday marked a victory for conserva-

tives who have been fighting for a month
to block the rush to the altar by gav cou-

ples.

Had the court declined to intervene,

the legal battle over gay marriage in

California would have taken \ears as gas

marriage lawsuits traveled through the

state's lower courts.

NEWS from page 2

Springfield, and editor-in-chief

of the Monadnock Ledger in

Peterborough, N.H.

When Blaguszewski found

the opportunity to work at a

university in his home state he

was pleased, he said. His wife,

lane, a children's book author.

is also a Massachusetts native,

and Blaguszewski said she is

happy to be returning to the

large community of writers liv-

ing in western Massachusetts.

Blaguszewski officially

assumes the position as direc-

tor of News and Information

on March 22.
— Kate Walsh

Possible al'Qaeda

involvement in blast

Increase in student communication announced
1

state applicants applied and

around 1 .000 more instate stu-

dents applied. Gargano said.

He expects a freshman class

of 4.250. which is also up from

last year's class. He said the

University does plan on accom-

modating all of these new stu-

dents despite the current hous-

ing crunch.

"Our next big step is conver-

sion," Gargano said. "We are

going to convert them to posi-

tive students."

Because the number of out-

of-state students has grown, he

plans to hold numerous recep-

tions at unique and exclusive

places around the country.

For instance, he said a recep-

tion in New York City might be

held at a prestigious place like

the NBC studios, somewhere
families normally would not

visit.

"We want to send a message

to the students about the

University." he said, "so they

can say, 'look at the doors open
for me.'

"

A new marketing plan is

underway for out-of-state stu-

dents that will allow alumni to

branch off to other parts of the

country hke California and
Colorado to begin recruiting

more students.

"A lot of students can't get in

to state schools in California,"

he said, "so they all go to

Colorado
"

Gargano plans to promote
the University and use the

weather to its advantage.

"Instead of hiding the bad

weather, we're going to promote
it," he said. *We are going to

use the four seasons as a strate-

g>"
Currently, there are 1,200

alumni around the country

working on recruiting students

from states like Texas. Georgia

and Virginia

In addition to the recruiting

program, the University is start-

ing a new office that involves

parents of new students.

"I found thai the number one

question from parents is, how
will my relationship with my
son/daughter be?'

"

This new Office of Parent

Services will allow for much
more communication between

parents and students. It will also

give parents much easier access

to billing inquiries and general

questions about student servic-

es.

New students will also be

welcomed this summer with

new programs at orientation

where parents are now being

strongly encouraged to attend.

"We'll be having parent and

student skits iliat address

important issues on campus like

eating disorders, roommate con-

flict academic integrity and

diversity." he said. "We are

going to set the stage for our

expectation for student behav-

ior"

Gargano also talked about

the progress of the Alcohol Task

Force.

"We are evaluating the pro-

posals now." he said "It's a

global issue. We are changing

the culture of the institution and
changing the student behavior"

He said thai a variety of serv-

ices have to change on campus
to have an affect on the alcohol

problem.

"It is like \0 years ago when
they told us that tobacco was
bad, the> were only tackling

that one i!>sue.~ Gargano said.

"aiKl today, the problem is just

as bad. We can't come close u>

changing alcohol when we don't

tackle everything else.

The alcohol problem must be

looked at as lunilv for

cultural and 1 il change.

Gargano said, and if the

momentum is repositioned

change may be seen on campus

lAST from page 1

department inspector juan

Redotxlo said OtK corpse was
blown onto the rooL

.At the Santa Eugenia station,

"there was one carriage totally

blown apart People were scat-

tered all over the platforms. I saw

legs and anns. 1 won't forget this

ever. I've seen horror,' said

Enrique Sanchez, an ambulance

worker

Fort> coroners worked 10

identify remains, the national

news agenc) Efe said, and a

steady stream of taxis carried rel-

atives to a sprawling convention

center ihal was turned into a

makeshift morgue.

Three days of national mourn
ing were declared and thousands

of people took part in sponta-

neous anti-terror rallies across

the country Thursday. The gov-

ernmeni called lor nationwide

ami ET.\ demonstrations on

Friday evening, and millions were

expcvted

Who carried out the highly

I . il attack was a mystery.

I iiment put the Basque

separatist group ElA at the top

of its list of suspects, although a

shadowy group claimed responsi-

bilitv in the name of al-Oaida.

The -Xrabi*. newspaper Al-

(.}uJs al-.Arabi said it had
rci.cived a claim of responsibility

issued in the name of al-Qaida.

1he e-mail claim, signed by the

shadowy Brigade ol .Abu Hafs al-

Masri, was received at the news-

paper's London offices and said

ihe brigade's "death squjd" had

penetrated "oik* of the pillars i>f

the cru.sade alliaiKC, Spain."

"This is part of settling old

accounts with Spain, the crusad-

er, and America's ally in its war

against Islam." the claim said.

Spain had backed the U.S. -led

war on Iraq despite domestic

opposition, and many al-Qaida-

linked terrorists have been cap-

tured in Spain or were believed to

have ojjerated from there.

Spain's government is study

ing the reported al-Oaida claim

but still believes ETA is more
likely responsible, a senior offi-

cial in Aznar's office said.

Spain's security forces were

not ruling out "any line of inves-

tigation." Interior Minister Angel

Acebes said.

The United States believes Al-

Masri sometimes falselv claims to

f>e acting on behalf of al-Oaida.

The group took credit for black-

outs in the United States and

London last year

The purported al-Oaida state-

ment also claimed the terror

group would soon hit the United

States with a major attack. "The

expected strike against America,

is now at its final stage — W per-

cent ready." it said.

If the attack was carried out

by ETA. it could signal a radical

and lethal change of strategy for

the group that has largely target-

ed police and politicians in its

decades-long fight for a separate

Basque homeland

But after police found a stolen

van with seven detonators and

the Arabic -langxiage tape parked

in a suburb tKar where the strick-

en trains originated, Acebes said:

"I have just given instructions to

the security forces not to rsiVe out

nv line of investigation.'
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Voting for SGA
elections a necessity
The Student Goventment Association's

debate for the positions of President and

Trustees took place last night. Voting for the

pi^itions will begin on Thursday. March 25.

Voting in these elections, as well as other

elections held on for campus for similar student

positions, is an important and necessary

process that must be taken seriously by the stu-

dent body. Far too often we hear the cry that

the student's voice is not heard. Voting in these

elections is a student's chance to make this

voice heard loud and clear. It will ensure that

the demo».ralic process is carried out. and that

the bcM choice for the position will be elected

It i> a tumultuous time for students around

the country, especially at the University of

Ma»achusetts The nation as a whole is faced

with political controvers> and frustration that

ha>ni been seen in decades. If this wasn't

enough, those attending higher education in the

contmonwealth of Massachusetts must deal

with recurring budget cuts and persistent fund-

ing <.hortcomings. Undoubtedly, being a college

Miukiii in this day and age can be frustrating.

II. s^i.Acr. small steps can be taken to ensure

ihat the student body has the opportunity to see

that i.hange> are made.

Hevoming an active participant in the world

.iiMuiiJ sou starts at home This includes keep-

ing up lo date with the events on campus. SGA
elections are i?ii|v>rtani events that greatly

affect the way the wampus as a whole functions,

fiot-button issues on this campus, which are

sure to not only come up but also be deciding

factors in the SGA elections, include political

turmoil within the SGA. minority representa-

tion on campus controversies regarding the

Alcohol Task Force's recommendations for

cracking down on alcohol consumption on
campus.

Keeping up-to-date and evaluating the posi-

tions of the candidates running for SGA offices

will allow students to make smart, inforn>ed

decisions. It will ensure that the chosen officials

reflect the majority opinion of the student body.

There are a variety of ways to stay informed on

the elections. Besides reading the coverage in

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the debate

will be aired on UVC-7\' H UMass television

during the week of voting. Students can also

quickly reference issues that are important to

candidates on a variety of flyers and posters up

around campus, and The Collegian will be run-

ning profiles on the candidates after spring

break.

The Collegian encourages all students to

become active and participate in the voting

process. The voice of the student body cannot

be heard unless the voter turrK>ut in elections

such as these is high The officials elected to the

SGA speak for all students on campus. In these

turbulent times, getting students involved in

the upcoming election is essential to fostering

intelligent, informed discussion and decision on

campus.

imtgned ediloriah represtrni the majority

opinion of The Mauachuaetts f)ai7y' Collegian

Editorial Board.

Enjoy it while it lasts

BeckY Uifliis

In life, nothing lasts forever

College is no different.

We can all attest to the fact that time Hies

C>o*.)d things never seem to remain for

long. Many limes, once we get accus-

tomed to something, it changes This is

a common pattern that occurs through-

out life, including during our undergraduate

years in college. As freshmen, we are thrown

into an entirely new situation, in which for the

first time, wc are alone and responsible for our-

selves. Fveryone we grew up with is now miles

away, either starling over or continuing on with

out us. For some, this year does not lack a few

homesick days and nights.

By the time we arc upperclassmen, though,

college is a way of life. Independence is the

norm. We lake care of ourselves. We even adopt

the label, "adult." Essentially, adolescence seems

like a distant

memory.
But as soon a^

we become
adjusted lo our

university exis-

tence, graduation

comes and we are

left floundering.

Until this point,

our lives were always defined by school. Now,

aside from attending graduate school, there is no

more left to attend. We grow older and are

forced to leave our years of carefree living

behind.

Life no longer consists of doing homework,
partying and working minimum-wage jobs.

Instead, the time comes to get a career, have a

family and live in the real world. The bills our

parenis once paid for us become our responsibil-

ity. We eventually turn into authority figures,

reprimanding our children over things we once

did ourselves. We leave our fun, lighthearted col-

lege days behind, never to return to them again.

I am only a freshman. Constantly, 1 am
reminded I have plenty of time left to enjoy these

four years, decide on a major, etc. But while this

is true, 1 can still see how fast the experience will

go. It is already halfway through second semes-

ter In a couple of months, summer will come
and school will let out. Old friends and I will

reunite for the first time in months. I will see

how people have changed and how different life

is. But this is no longer a tough concept to deal

Advice spoken from experience

After college, our lives are not over. Diey

just change. TTiere will be other times of

happiness in our Ihres ... but nothing will

ever compare to these crazy years.

When phrases

like "alcoholic"

and "problem

drinker" come
up in conversa-

tion, certain

images come to

my mind. First.

I picture a per-

son passed out

on a couch in

front of a blar-

ing TV next to an empty bottle of

whiskey Then my mind drifts lo a

guy in a bar drinking scotch on the

rocks spending money that his

family desperately needs. Then I

see police barreling through a

door to break up a bar tight thai

iitevitably started with, "I'm sorry,

bui did you just look at nK-.'" I

consider all of the peopk I know
that become compktely different

when they're drunk, atKl I think of

how aL'ohol is used as a method

of "loodcning up," a way for peo

pk: to say and do things they don t

have the guts to say and do while

sober

But one thing thai never comes

to mind is myself Fhinking was

rarely a huge problem for ine: I

woukJ just go out and have a few

and that would be it for the most

part. Occasionally though, souk.

thing strange woukl happen After

lullilling ni> "few drinks' quota, I

woukJ feel the need to have just

"one more shot." Predictably

eiKNi^, one more shot turned

into two. two turned into three,

and sometimes three tunxxl into

more. So every few months I

woukJ have a very blurry, awlul

night It didn't happen a huge

amount of times, but it happened.

However, what I experienced

earlier this semester brought

awiul to the nexi level. It made
any "had" nights in my past seem

like occasional visits to worship

Ihe potvelain goddess With the

help of Bacardi. Vodka,

laggermeister. and God knows
what else. I managed to put myself

in great danger, scare my parents

nearh to death, and place a tern

fying, unrKxevsary burden on the

shoulders of my best fnends

I don't care to discuss the nighi

in greai detail, but what I will Mik

abiHJt is what I learned frotn it

First of all. I figua-d out that I

li.ivi issues with alcohol.

Although I may not be sitting

alone in a bar spending my fami-

ly's rent money on scotch, or pass-

ing out in front of the Spanish

Channel cradling an empty bottle

of lack, my problem is just as

important. My issue is the occa-

sional k)ss of control, that little

voice that says, "Oh, just one

more."

I'm not implying that the

stereotypes of problem drinkers

lie. However, thev don't represent

a good amount of problem

drinkers, arvi so people tend to

believe thai if they aren't guzzUng

the rent money or lying uiKon-

scious in front of the latest

Spanish soap opera, then they

don't have a problem. And that's

where the danger begins.

With that in mind, I did some

There were some

stretches this sum-

mer when an

American soldier

would be killed

every day, on some

days two or ttiree.

Soldiers even

began to ask wtiy,

publicly criticizing

their superiors.

reseaa-h. and I learned that there

are a k>t of things about drinking

that I don't know, and I figured

that if even a sdf-prociaimed pany

guru doesn't know everything

there is to know about drinking,

it's a pretty safe bet that a lot of

other peopkr don t either

Interestingly enough, hang-

overs aren't necessarily a bad

thing If you're one of those peo-

ple who have a few beers and

wakes up the next morning with a

splitting headache, coasider your-

self lucky The ability to gel

smashed and never spend the next

day dry heaving and popping

TvlerK>l is a<.iually a warning sign

It mean< thai either vour body has

buih up its toJerarKC and ability to

process ak»hol faster, or that due

to any number of reasons, you are

genetically predisposed to handle

alcohol better, and more likely to

become dependent on it.

Black-outs are another warn-

ing sign, especially if you experi-

ence them when you're not com-

pletely inebriated, or early on in

your drinking career Even if you

only forget short anKHjnts of time,

it's still something to be worried

about.

Something else colleges cani

stress enough is that the weekend

drinker is at more urgent risk than

the person who drinks moderately

every day. Of course the nnxierate

everyday drinker is at a higher risk

for debilitating diseases later in

life, but when it comes to immedi-

ate danger, the weekend party ani-

mals are the ones at risk, and the

ones wtio constitute most of the

alcohol fatality statistics.

I'm fully aware of the fact that

I'm writing this for a newspaper at

a college referred to affectionately

as "the zoo." What I hope is that

maybe hearing all this will help.

My advice is just to be careful.

I'm lucky For one, I have par-

ents who went out of their way to

support me. never missing a beat

I also have these incredibk: friends

that ar« strong, supponive, aixl

smart, the type of friends you

wouki gladly wait a lifetime to

find. My horribk- nighi couU have

easily been much worse without

them by my side, and I will never

be able to express how grateful I

am to them. But not eveiyone is as

fortunate as me, with friends and

family that will do everything in

their power and anything it takes

to help

If you can be a sman drinker,

by all meaiu go for it But if you

liixi yourself exhibiting any warn-

ing signs, or even if you just have

an inklmg that drinking is becom-

ing too big a pan of your life, just

take a step back. Take it easy for a

whik. Go home next weekend,

order takeout Chinese food, and

spend Saturday night watching

"Law & Order" with your family

Trust me. it's actually a really good

time.

Information from ilMass

Health Center was used in this

ixilumn

Ijrah Wyner i$ a CoUepan
Columnist.

ACLU not ail it claims to be

Ben Dullv

with. We all live separate lives now: ones in

which we have new friends, different manners of

living, and other places we call "home." Upon
first glance, one would think we have

made the first and last major transition

in our lives But things will only keep

changing. By next semester, we will be

sophomores. College will pass as quickly as high

school did. In a few years, when our undergrad

uate work is over, we will simply scatter again.

There will just be more goodbyes to say this

time.

As graduation looms nearer, college students

cannot help but think about what comes next.

For some, these four years will be the best times

of their lives. Where else will we be able to clear

our schedule for the day just because the weath-

er is nice? At what other point before retirement

will we have the option of beginning our day at

noon? When
else will we
have over a

month of vaca-

tion in the win-

ter?

For others,

leaving college

marks the

beginning of

the rest of their lives. We finally become fully

responsible for ourselves and our actions. We no
longer have parents to answer to. We can deter-

mine which direction our lives take.

Hopefully, though, we are ready for such a

change.

In a perfect world, good things would last for-

ever We would never be forced to end our

favorite experiences. Instead, we would be able

to relive the good times again and again. But

obviously, we have little control of what happens

in life. Our only option is to appreciate what we
have and enjoy what comes our way.

After college, our lives are not over They just

change. There will be other times of happiness in

our lives: happiness with more depth than the

minor thrills of college. But nothing will ever

compare to these crazy years. Sure, we complain

about stress, bad professors, and a lack of sleep.

But when it comes down to it. it was all worth it.

So enjoy these years while they last, and make
the most of them. Once they are gone, all we will

have left are our memories.

Becky Marlins is a Collegian columnist.

It's no secret to mc. and

indeed to mainstream America,

that the American Civil

Liberties Union is out of con-

trol. Nothing demon-
strated this quite so

clearly as the recent

California Supreme
'^^~'

Court decision that ordered

Catholic Charities within the

Slate to provide contraception

to its employees within its pack-

age of health benefits.

The ACLU "crafted the

statutory exemption" in this

particular case. Catholic

Charities v. Superior Court. It

commended the decision, say-

ing on its website.

www.aclu.org. "We're delighted

thai the court understotxl that

this law promotes women's

health and ends gender discrim-

ination in insurance coverage

without violating religious lib-

erty." said Louise Melling.

director of the ACLU
Reproductive Freedom Project.

The ACLU may plan to pro-

vide pro-bono services to chal-

lenge a similar law in Nevada.

Richard Siegel. president of the

Nevada chapter of the ACLU.
says it is "very likely" that a

court challenge of Nevada's law

will be on the agenda at the

next meeting of the Nevada

ACLU.
The ACLU was founded in

1920, as a "non-profit and non-

partisan" organization dedicat-

ed "to defend and preserve the

individual rights and liberties

guaranteed to every person in

this country by the Constitution

and laws of the United States."

Gee whiz, that sure sounds

nice, doesn't it? It sounds like

something that all patriotic,

freedom-loving Americans

could get behind. You'd have to

be some sort of fascist monster

not to embrace such an organi-

zation.

The problem is that the

ACLU is full of crap. First of

all. they are anything but non-

partisan. They claim that they

have no political leanings, and

no agenda beyond preserving

the constitution. They usually

poitit to two facts to demon-

strate their supposed "non-par-

tisanship." The first is the fact

that they arc currently repre-

senting Rush Limbaugh in

coun in his struggle to keep his

medical records out of the

state's hands, and the second is

lhat they once defended a group

of Nazis who were pro-

hibited from organiz-

ing a march through—— Skokie. III. in 1978.

Well, congratulations! In the

84-year history of the organiza-

tion, they've come to the aid of

right-wingers two whole times.

No, the ACLU has a distinctly

hard leftist agenda, and they've

become experts at twisting the

Constitution to suit thai p>oliti-

cal agenda. Whenever anyone
stands up to them, they wrap
themselves in the American flag

and claim that anyone who isn't

with them is just un-American.

The idea that

Catholic Charities is

not a religMMis

organizatkMi is

laugtiable. I've got

one question for ttie

ACLU and the

Supreme Court of

California: How is

the organization

funded?

Catholic Charities v,

Superior Court is a great exam-
ple. California law slates that

all employers that provide med-
ical coverage for their employ-

ees must include in it coverage

for contraception. The state

makes an exception for reli-

gious organizations that choose

to exempt themselves on the

grounds that it violates their

religion to do so. California did

not overturn this law, but only

determined that Catholic

Charities is not a religious insti-

tution. The ACLU agrees, and
hasn't made it clear yet how
they will attack Nevada's

almost identical law.

The idea that Catholic

Charities is not a religious

organization is laughable. I've

got one question for the ACLU
and the Supreme Court of

California: How is the organiza-

tion funded? That's a no-brain-

er It's funded by the Catholic

Church, which is in turn funded

by the Sunday collection bas-

ket, and essentially by individ-

ual Catholics.

Most of these people, I

would assume, wouldn't want

their money to be used for such

purposes. At the very least,

they're voluntarily giving their

money to an organization that

opposes birth control. But in

California today, these people

will be forced to fund a behav-

ior that they find incompatible

with their consciences.

According the ACLU. this is

exactly the kind of "freedom-

thai they stand for

Seventy-four percent of the

employees of Catholic Charities

in the state are not Catholic.

Any card-carrying ACLU mem-
ber would tell you that their

intention was to insure the

rights of those employees. But

since when are contraceptives a

"right?" And for that matter,

since when is it an employer's

"responsibility" to provide such

rights? Give me a break, if you

can't see the innate agenda

behind this one. you need to

open your eyes. No one is

telling these employees that

they can't have contraceptives,

only that they have to pay for

them out of pocket.

The ACLU has no concern

for the millions of Catholic

Californians who will now be

funding an industry, through

their weekly donations, that

they find objectionable. What
about their rights? What right

does anyone have to tell them

that they have to purchase con-

traceptives for someone regard-

less of their personal beliefs?

Don't be fooled by their

rhetoric — the ACLU is no

friend of the Constitution, the

American Way, or the average

American. They're also any-

thing but non-partisan.

They have an agenda to

advance, and they've got a by-

any-means-necessary approach

to accomplishing it. They're a

dangerous organization, and
the people need to be recog-

nized as such.

Ben Duffy is a UMass stu-

dent.
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TV and movie lunch

still 'Rockin- in the Free World' ^SSSH
Lexington museum

Musician Neil Young i» shown here durini; an interview at the Pfisicr HiHel TuriHiiv. March 2 in Milwaukee while on iiHir with hi» hand Craiy Hor»e.

He is louring around the L'niied State* in »upp»>rt of hi» new rtJtk 'n' him. "Cirrendale," due out thi* *ummrr. Sunday, Ktarch 21 the Canadian rvickcr

has a stt»p on the lour at the Mullins Center on the LJniver»ily of Ma»Mk.hu!Mrtt» lampusi in Arohrr»i.

U.N. opens its doors to filming

Penn and Kidman will star in The Interpreter'

By buiTH M. LtDtKfcK

.Aasot. lATf i> Preu

UNITED NATIONS lAP) - Director Sydney

Pollack had been all over New York City, but

never inside the United Nations until he K'outc*d

locations for "The Interpreter"

Over the next 14 weeks. Pollack will spend

nights, weekends and holidays here filming his

thriller aboui a U.N. interpreter (played by Nicole

Kidman) who overhears a conversation that could

cost her life Sean Penn is the co-star

Pollack signed a contract with the United

Nations last Friday giving a green light for the

first feature film to be shot inside the 39-story

Manhattan landmark, said U.N. Undersecretary-

General Shashi Tharoor To avoid disruption to

U.N. activities, there will be no filming during

working hours.

Pollack, who won producing and directing

Oscars for "Out of Africa" in 1985, said most

Americans "don't know what the U.N, looks like

and don't understand how the U.N. works, and

don't know what its day-to-day business is, so

we're terrifically excited to be able to do all of

that."

"I am ashamed to admit lhat I went to school

here in New York. I got married here. I worked

here. I walked by this building a thousand limes,"

he said. "I had nc\cr been inside it until the firsi

location scouting trip, and 1 was awed by it. And
I wa> also embarrassed that I hadn't ever been in

and that's also true of both Sean and Nicole

Secretary General Kofi Annan decidtu lu

allow the filming because the United Nations \»a»

intrinsic to the story. Tharoor said, and the sctipi

"in many ways was faithful to the values this

organization stands for"

"We felt it was going to get a lot of people into

the movie theaters to see things of the U.N.. and

learn things about the U.N., who would not oth

erwise have paid much attention to this organiza-

tion," he told a news conference.

While the United Nations is an integral part of

the movie. Pollack stressed that "The Interpreter"

is first and foremost a thriller and a love story

with chases and people in jeopardy

Kidman's character comes from a fictional

African country called Matobo "with a lot of civil

strife, ethnic cleansing, a country whose leader-

ship has changed fairly radically," Pollack said

Penn plays a secret service agent trying to prevent

the leader of a country from being killed.

The two sec the world through different eyes:

the interpreter "believes very much in the power

and sanctity of words, and . believes that if

they're used properly they can be as poweHul as

bullets or weapons; the agent ha^ "ibc mentality

ul a co^ who oiity fgadw people ihroegh behavior

.md has contempt for words. Pollack said

In addition to cnicrtammeni. he ^inJ ^wi\

film has an underlying theme

"It's a film thai \ery much is anii the u-c ol vio-

lence for settling problems between people and

between countries." Pollack said.

Asked whether Penn's strong stand against the

US -led war in Iraq could taint the movie. Pollack

said. "He's taken very strong positions about the

Bush administration and ab«.>ut the war in Iraq.

Whether that will have anything to do \sith an

audience reaction to the film or not, that remains

to be seen I don't know."

""The Interpreter" has a budget of about $80

million. Pollack hopes it will open around

Thanksgiving. The United Nations wim't have

script control, but ii will be shown the footage, he

said.

Pollack and Tharoor have been negotiating

about U.N. officials and ambassadors possibly

playing themselves — but Tharoor said Annan

will not be in the movie.

By Nancy Rabinowit/
.Asm k lATH) Vut^

LEXINGTON — Remember that Star Wars

metal lunch box that was the envy of your third-

grade classmates — or how your child insisted he or

she simply could not venture into the cafeteria with-

out one?

That essential lunchtime accessory is now a muse-

um piece showing where popular culture, personal

expression and old fashioned Anterican marketing

meet - all tor a place to put oik's peanut butter and

jelly sandwich until the lunch bell rings

The cok)rtul dass of movie and lA heroes and

heroines adorning metal lunch boxes are on display

in a new exhibit at the National Heritage Museum,

offering visitors a nostalgic look at a bygoiK* era.

The b4 iiK-tal lunch boxes, a traveling exhibit

from the Sniithsonian Institution in WashingicMV

DC were arranged lo impart the ntessage o( "\*hai

a powertui force children as consunters bcxaiiK over

the course of the 20th century." said Hilary

Anderson, director of the museum's collections aivi

exhibitions

The exhibit, which dates from the late IMOOs to

the mid 1980s, further examines "Ik>w popular cul

turc in the 2Uth century has becoiiK a nuxie ol per

sonal expression, how we interact with popular cul

ture. how objects give us access to rtwmory. It does-

n't take a lot of prompting to get someone's lunch

box story." Anderson said.

The Smithsonian has 250 lunch boxes in iis ^ul

lection .An exhibit of 120 lunch boxes and ihentKu.

bottles is s«.hcduled to open at one of its museums,

the National Museum i^ AnK-rican Histon. on April

n
Officials at the Smith.sonian hope- to bring the

exhibit, which has already tourc-d museums in

California. Washington. Kentucky and Georgia, to

public venues like shopping malls, airports aixl

libraries ihrcKigh 200b

Film director Sydney Pollack gives a news conference Tuesday, Mar. h 9 at the United Nations to announce that he will begin hlming "The Interpreter" at

the U.N. Sean Penn and Nicole Kidman will star in the diplomatic thriller.

^.^ i\*icliA.s««.x:lATU'-rni^s

Bruce Coates and his wife Isobel Ct>ates, of

Edinburgh, Scotland. Iix>k at lunch Kixes Jisplaved

in the "Lunch IVix Memories" exhibit at the

National Heritage Museum, MonJav, March M. in

Lexington. The lunch Kix at top is called \ W Bus,

1960. center is Mod Tulips, 1962 and hottom is

The Beatles, I96S.

".A typical reaction to this exhibit is oh m> God.'

and then quickly followed by 'oh. look ai this.' and

then stories of ownership and schcK>l and lunch

unfold," says David Shayt, the Smithscniairs cultur-

al historian in the division of cultural history

"Thai. too. is pail of history, raiher than telling

the audience what to think and what to believe. It is

a reminder of the pervasive inlluencc ol mass cul-

lure."

The exhibit, on display thrc»ugh |iil\ \i<. begins

with a kiosk titled. "Tcxj lar Iroin Home " which

locuscs on the idea that people weie away from

home when the noon bell rang and hunger set in.

leatured are a tobacco tin fami the 1x80s, a cchiI

miner's lunch pail Irom the 1890s. a laid pail from

l9tK) and a collapsible lunch box liom the 1880s.

"I kind ol like this one here, the hometown air

(xirt. even though I'm not interested in planes," said

Regina Sutton, bO, of Lincoln, a retired infomiation

design analyst for Neiizon.

"I remember Roy Rogers and Hopalong Cassidy

because the\ were television shows when I was a

child," she recalled.

The rising jxipularity of television in the 1950s

gave ri.se to lunch boxes with images ol Hopalong

Cassidy, "The Man from U.N.C.L.E.," Roy Rogers,

"The lone Ranger.' "Howdy DckhK," "laugh-In"

and other cultuial icons.

"I never carried a lunch box, hut going through all

of the images from all ot the teknision shows, that

brought back a lot of memories," said Nancy Hicks,

61, a retired secretary from Leominster. "When I

went to school I went home lor lunch even da>. In

high .schix)! 1 cairied a pajx-r haj;. I probably tucked

it in my handbag. It wasn't clk)I in high school to

carry a hinch box."
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Minutemen face Crimson
By Andrew Mekriti

(iHLU.lAN SlAhh

Three wins in a ruw dun't mtran a whole k>l dur-

ing nwst regular seasons. A three-game win streak in

baseball is just a nice weekend, in hockey only good

tor a half njonth of prosperity. In a 14-game season,

however, three games can make or break tournament

hopes, as ^c\\ as the chaiKe at a winning year.

Not that the Massachusetts men's lacros.se team

needs extra rea>on to play well Saturday, when It

takes on Har\ard at 1 p.m. on Garber Field. The

Crimson i II i oome to Antherst oil a 1 5-4 trouncing

at the hands of Bucknell last Friday, thanks to the

impeccable goaltending of Bison netminder Matt

Baran, v^ho didn't allow a goal until the third quar-

ter in a 17-save effort.

The Minutemen (2-1) will have a chance lo all

but erase the memory of a 12-7 loss to North

Carolina on the opening \^eekend of the season, and

begin a five-game in 1 5-da\ odyssey on a high note.

It is the first of three games over spring break for

L'Mas*. a iin>e that coach Greg Cannella relishes.

"I think it's a good thing. I look forward to it

every year." he said "The younger guys stay with the

older guvs off-campus ... it's like going on the road

and sharing hotel rooms with each other. Their focus

is evcellent over spring break, there's nothing else

gomg on. it's all lacrosse."

The last tmte the two teams met. on April lb.

2U05, the Minutemen (2 1) escaped with an ll-b

victon desptie being routed on faceoffs. 18- >. The

dra\»> have been a foe us all year for the Minutemen.

aiKl u^- luceoff specialist Dane Collins will

be i..^ i lo impro'.e upon last ye»r's total It

wont be an easy task, though, as Harvard's Ale\

Nap 17 uf ihf ilraws returns as a senior

this year.

Preparation has been a key this week for Collins.

"We worked hard at it." Cannella said. "We're

still working hard at it this week. Dane's watching

tape. We've challenged the faceoff guys, we've chal-

lenged the wings. So we've addressed it. we have

confidence in Dane and the wings to scrap it up."

UMass enters the game without four vital cogs in

its machine. Attackman |eff Zywicki will sit out with

a recurring back injury, midfielders Sean Morris

(mononucleosis) and Greg Scott will both be inac

tive due to injury, as well as junior defensive stalwart

Matt Garcia, who is nursing the ankle he sprained

against UNC on Feb. 28.

"Because of a couple of guys that are hurt, we
have some young guys out there, so we are inexperi-

enced, we're young," Cannella said. "We do have

some good senior leadership, and upperclassman

leadership."

The absence of Zywicki and Morris, who com-

bined for 55 of the Minutemen s 195 goals in 2003,

has put the onus on other offensive threats to bring

the scoring Senior Kevin Glenz has answered the

call, with eight goals and two assists this season.

Glenz was named ECAC Player of the Week on

Tuesday, after scoring six goals and two assists

against Hartford — including five goals in the sec-

ond half.

Cannella said he woukl continue to call upon Glenz.

and a few others, to till in where Zywicki and Morris

are missing.

"I think the (Neil) Lundbergs and |Chris| Doyles

and I
Ryan

I
Connollys and Glenzes and (Matt and

Gene) Tundos. jack Reid. Aaron Paskalis, ... as peo-

ple that have experience, we need them to go out

there and play as hard as they can. make the plays we
ntx'd them to make." he said.

Senior dcfentemcn Bo Pritchard Ivu been a vital cog in the Minutemcn's defense this

takes on the Crimiton of Harvard tomorrow at Garber Field for a 1 p.m. faec'off.

Softball heads down south St. Joe s falls to Xavier
tiM.tH.IAN Sta»»

S >und.

1i .ichusells Softball

team heads to Miami this week-

end to compete in the Bl«f aiKi

Gold Clas^ic.

Ihe Minuic*omen (b-9)

enter this weekend'* competition

with a week off and a wi*ekend

split behtiHl them. The voung

squad has managed a combined
5-5 reconJ for its last two tourna-

ments.

Fre«hman utility player

CaiHlice Vlulinan is leading the

learn in batting average (.3431

and has earned herself a place in

^Q^jyRPfnBPysr

up to S qu«r1s o> pr«mtum oM

KIA Ol Finar

'Check all Nuid

levels
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h. -i.irting line-up. The Atlantic

iu tuokie of the week is 3-5 on
stolen ba.se attempts and has

been perfect on the field.

Sophomore Katie |oe Kelky is

balling .205 and has a team-high

four homeruns. including her

first career grand slam and two

game winners.

After a slow start, junior

right bander Kelli Arnold has

settled do\^n. Arnold holds a 31
mark on her last four starts with

a 0.83 ERA and a save She has

struck out 19 and allowed three

earned runs in 25 I innings

UMass is scheduled to tee off

agaiiui Virginia Tech ( 14-6) and

Miami of Ohio (3-b) today at 10

am and 1:30 p.m. respectively.

The Hokies are riding a six

game win streak and have mus-

cled 1 5 homeruns and a cumula
live .321 balling average. Kelly

Brown leads the team in hilling

with 441 and has scored 21

ffiW WIS WeiH!
MONA LISA SMILE
SCHOOL OF ROCK

15C0WLESLANE
Behind Brueggers

Downtown Amherst
19 MONTAGUE RD.

North Amherst
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• Trucks
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«Tf Imalonu^

• Direct Billing to

Insurance Companies

• Free Local Pick Up
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549-RENT^^«

at North Amherst Motors
CoHitm Repur Center
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On Bus Route 'One Me North OfUU3SS

rui».

Along with consistent run

support. Virginia Tech has two
starting pitchers at 4-1. Rachel

Pacheo has a 1.28 ERA and 34

strikeouts in 38. 1 innings. Karie

.Morison has a 1 .53 ERA and has

mustered 29 strikeouts in 32

innings. Although the Hokies arc

off to a strong start. UMass holds

a 151 lead in the series.

The Red Hawks, on a four

game losing sireak. have not

played siiwe Feb. 22 due to the

cancellation of the first Pitch

Classic. The team is hitting 217.

has a combined ERA of I M2 and
is I 3-18 in stolen base attempts

Bianca Paz leads Miami baiting

421 and has reached on five nl

her seven stolen base attempts.

The Red Hawks hold a 3-2

lead in the senes with UMass
Saturdays match with Florida

International (7-14) is scheduled

for 1:30 p.m The Classic will be

the fourth and final time FlU will

host a tournament this season.

The Golden Panthers arc hit-

ting .219 with only two home-
runs and are 25-31 in stolen base

attempts, lacque Veiicrs is hit-

ting 262. has both of her teams'

homeruns and has stolen a team

high seven bases

The Minutewumen faced RU
in last weekends FAU Worth
Invitational falling to them 5-0.

The series between the squads is

even at 2-2.

Bracket play will take place

Saturday at 4 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.

and continue on Sunday with the

consolation game at 10:30 a.m.

and the championship game at I

p.m.

In its 30th year. UMass soft-

ball is just four away from 900
total wins and currently has an

overall record of 896-391-4.

The Maroon and White will

remain in Miami to practice

through Tuesday and do not have

another game scheduled until

they take on Boston University

on March 24 at 3:30 p.m.

NMNKS from |»ot 8

confereiKe tournament.

'Going 3- 1 against the Top 25,

not a lot of teams can say that.*

coach Thad Matta said. ~l believe

we are one of the lop 64 leuns in

the country.'

Xavier. ahead 74-37 with 7:56

remaining, has won 11 of its last

1 2 games.

"I ihink we're pretty good.*

Chalmers said. 'We've come a

long vkay sitve early on. Right

now, we're clearly one of the

hottest teams in the country*

Nelson was booed kMidly after

confronting Xavier's (ustin

Doellman in the final minutes.

Nelson hit the floor hard on an

attempted dunk with Doellman in

his face and took s<rveral seconds

lo get up. W hen the senior guard

rose, he ran to the other end and

glared ai Doellman while fans

called for a technical

Martelli put an arm around

Nelsun «. neck as he spoke to him.

then replaced him in the lineup

'We tried to make it lough for

jameer and West.' Sato said. The

last tiiiK we played than, ihey

made everything*

The Musketeer? - who kxt at

home to the Hawks 81-73 in

lanuary with Nelson and W«t
combining for 61 points - scored

nearly at will from the start, with

Sato arxJ Chalmers slashing to the

basket.

Already afiead 25- 16 with just

over six minutes left in the first

half, the Musketeers went on an

18-5 run until the intermission,

wiih Sato and Chalmers combin-

ing for 1 1 points.

Warner brothers shine
mOSY from pege 8

goal at 1 1:03 of the second, a power play tally

assisted by larman The two took off on a 2-on-

I . and larman slipped the puck over to the

Austrian at the hashmarks. where Pock had an

open shot at the near side of the net. and buried

it lo send the teams to the locker rooms with a 5-

I UMass lead at the end of the second.

Despite scoring first. Lowell could never sus-

tain pressure, and although the River Hawks
peppered Warner's goal with 42 shots, they did-

n't show any signs of life until midway through

the third, when they scored two goals to cut the

deficit.

Ben Walter snuck in to the left wing post, and

chipped the puck over Warner's right shoulder. It

trickled in to make the score 5-2 with 8:30 to go
in the final period. Bobby Robins put back a

rebound with 3 25 remaining, but the Rivei

Hawks got no closer.

The Minutemen came back from an early 1-0

deficit quickly, when Dusty Demianiuk broke up
a play at center ice, and the ensuing loose puck
got to Tim Vitck's stick, who took off on a break-

away. \'itck faked once in front of Dasidson. and
backhanded the shot over the goaltender's left

shoulder at 1054.
Greg Mauldin gave UMass the lead six and a

half minutes later, when he blistered a slap shot

off a Thomas Pock feed, and the Minutemen car-

ried the lead into the first intermission.

The two teams face off again tonight at the

Mullins Center at 7 p.m.

Baker eligible for free-agency
By Chris Shfridas

ASSIK lATlD PmsS

NEW YORK (AP) — Vin

Baker won his arbitration case

against the NBA on Thursday,

freeing him to sign with the

team of his choice: New York or

Miami.

"He'll make a decision in the

next 24 hours, not sooner."

agent Aaron Goodwin said
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Thursday night. 'He's trying to

figure out which one is a better

fit for him."

In Baker's grievance against

the NBA, which was argued

Monday, arbitrator Roger

Kaplan invalidated a league

memo barring all 29 teams from

signing Baker until his other

grievance — against the Boston

Celtics — is settled.

After being notified of

Kaplan's decision. Goodwin
spent the latter part of the day

speaking with the Knicks and

Heat when Baker decided he did

not want to play for the Toronto

Raptors — the third team that

was pursuing him until the NBA
sent out its March I memo bar-

ring any team from signing

Baker

Kaplan set an initial hearing

dale of April 12 for Baker's case

against the Celtics, who termi-

nated the remaining two and a

half years of Baker's contract —
worth $55 million — after he

missed 10 games while on sus-

pension for violating terms of

his alcohol treatment program.

The NBA argued if Baker

were to win his case against

Boston, he'd have to return lo

the Celtics because his contract

would be reinstated. The play-

ers' union argued Baker should

have a right to seek employment
elsewhere while his case against

the Celtics is pending.
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^We bring Chinatown

to youf

"Voted best Chinese food

by UMass students!"

*fgusHi bar!

*0(X^PP ACCEPTED
*<J)ELtvERr available!

F)NC Chimisi a Jamimm Cuwimi

• Location: 103 N. Pleasant St.

: Amherst, M.A. 01002

: Open Hours:

: Fri. & Sat.: 11:30 a.m.-l 1:00 p.m.

D«l!vi»iry:

(413)549-0077
T»l®53)ih©infi:

(413)256-8923
(413)256-8924

Ffiijc:

I
Sun. - Thurs.: 11:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. (413)2S3~1173

f<
I [^. ^i r•

SNOWBOARDS • MNX • SKATIBOAROS

40% OFF All V3 - V4
Pants & Jackets

30% OFF the Purchase of 03 - 04

Board, Boots, or Binding

15% OFF the Combo of Any of the 2

20% OFF the Combo of All 3

2 Locations!!!

19 North Street (Rt. 5)

Easthampton, MA
413-586-8766

612 North Main Street (Rt. 83)

East LongmeatJow. MA
413-781-5142
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Daily Weather Forecast

Fof Amh«>r>.t

IRIDAY
• Hi^h: 40

SSTURDA)
. High: 44

• Low: 21

SUNDAY
. High: 49

**

^A<iss<1^^U)set^s AniluTst MA ijioo?

Dining Commons Menu
1)1 I,.ni.nl 41 t. 545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Ques.idilla

• Sweet & Sour Kish

• Fiesta Rice \ f htMse

I vegetarian I

• ( urried Chick Peas

vegan)

DINNER
• Veal Cutlets vMth Tomato

Sauce

• Salmon Mist) ^sith

Teriyaki Sauce

• I hai Seitan

\ci!,in

Production Crew
On itall t<idav

SIGHT tni TOR

PHOTO TICHNKIAN
S<itff HdndfH' II

COF\ tOITOR
Lojh U'vfMf

PRODUi TIO\ SUP[R\, ISOR

PRODUCTION STATf

tmilic Ouggjn Shannon farnn^UMV
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Famous remarks are

very seldom quoted
correctlya
-Simeon Strunsky

aquarius • l^M. 2o-fm. is

The we«>k is almost over. DcKi't worry.

You'll make it.

pisceS • tin 19-Maii. 20

tXm't lielieve evenlhing you here tx set-

Doubt everything

arles • mar. 2i-ai>«. i9

Never luck your shirt in anything Ixit your

pants, esfXH lallv rnrt v^r Mnrlcrwf.u.

taurUS • ^^^ 20-M\^ 20

S<»nM' jH-oijIe are |ust picky. Oon t worry

.ilHHit tr\ ing fo please them. You can't.

gemini • .mn> 21 un. ji

Its electri( ! Bcxigie oogie (X)gie.

cancer • kn. 22-iLi. 22

Don't let the weather l(x>l you. Tcxlay

sucks like every other day.

leO • I 1 .-23-Auc. 2i

You're never around anymore. Peof)le

miss \()u

virgo • \ 23-stpf. 22

Why did vou just M th.it hajij^'n?

libra • SrFt. 2T-OrT. 2
•

Cjel \our stuff done and grt <>ui >ii iIm'

way

Scorpio • (>i I 2 1 Nov 21

Keep Ir\in^ fvcntii.ilK Ihinns will hap-

f)en tor you

Sagittarius . \ » 1

Ycxjr favorite fierson is moving tar away.

Show them how much ytni II miss thcnn.

Capricorn • r^c.22-1^. 19

Don t l)ite oft more than vixj tan ccxn-

(orlal>l\ swallow or i lnw

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
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1 hednxim

Brandy\\'ine apart-

ment starting June

l.$755/month

negotiable -

includes heat, water,

ccxiking gas.

Spacious, quiet with

balcony and park-

ing. 549-9489

N. Amherst, 1

Bedmi, 1 1/2 mi.

UMass L)eck. $625,

Pets OK. Hdwd

floors Avlb. 4/1

maybe stxmer. 549-

2062

Center of town 1, 2,

3 bedrtxims; hard-

wcxxi fl(xirs. NOW
SHOWINO tor

JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO
FEES. www.amhcT-

stlincolnrealtv.ct)m

253-7879

Brandywine Apts.

Now leasing, liSi2

bedrix>m apts.

Lea.scs Ix'gin June,

July, Aug or Sep.

First ct)me, first

serve. Get them

while they last.

www.br.indvwinc-

apts.com Stc ip by or

Call 549-06a\

Hobart C^ondtw 3

bedn xim , hardwi x k1

tl(xirs, .study area in

basement. C^ablo,

telephone (internet

access) in all bed-

nxims and study.

NOW SHOWING
tor JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NC^

FEES, www.amhcr-

stlincolnrealtv.ctmi

253-7879

Ltxral BiLsiness is

hiring marketers

Part Time $10-15/lir

aillAlis(.n@4n-

627-9043

Cjet hands-on legal

experience with a

legal assistant

internship this fall.

Work directly with

attorneys and

clients and earn 9

ro 1 5 credits. No
experience reciiiired.

Training provided.

C't intact the

Student Legiil

Services Ofifice for

an application, due

4/2. 922 C:imipus

Center. 545-1995

Bartender Trainees

Needed. $250.00 a

day potential. Uxzal

positions. 1-800-

293-3985 ext 516

EMPLOYMENT

Two job opptirtuni-

ties on Nantucket

Island K'ginning m
May. C>fice .i.ssis-

tants with decent

typing, computer

and telephone skills.

Some err.ind nin-

ning. Salar>' + hous-

ing. Tele. 508-228-

3942 or send

resume xo VO Box

2607 Nantucket.

MA 02 584 or fax

resume to 508-228-

8778

Marketing Agency

Seeks Outgoing

High Energy

Individuals for pro-

minions $15/liour

- 888-477-6668

www.hausproiiio-

tions.com

IMPLOYMENT HOUSE FOR RENT

SUMMER
INTERNSHIP
Excellent

Advertising, Sales,

and Marketing

opportunity. E.im

$3aX»to$7a\H

and gain valuable

business cxjxTiencc

working tor the

UMass Official

Campus Telephone

Directorv. C^iREAT

RF^SUME BCWST-
ER!C:allKierstenat

Around Campus,

Inc. l-8a)-466-

2221 ext.272.

www.aroundcam-

pus.com

H. id ley 5 k-driKim

Newer home close

to UMass big yard 2

full bathnxmis,

sunny living nxMTi.

Call 549-4270

SERVICES

Philostiphical

C 'ounseling.

Amherst.

Philosiiphvnialotiue

.net

We do laptop and

desktiip computer

repair starting at

$39.a\ 41 3-584-

8857.

"Bartending"

$250/l>.iy Potential.

No Experience

Nesc. Tniining pro-

vided. 1-8CU965-

6520 Ext. 162

Pregnant .'Need

help.'C:all

Birthnght of

Amherst area for

free testing and

.issist.ince 549-1906

SERVICES

PREGNANi..^

TFJ^TlNC^HlV

Testing. Binh

C^ontnil. and

Emergency

0>ntraception.

Affordable and con-

fidential. Tajx-stry

Health. 27 Pray

Street, Amherst.

548-9992

TRAVEL

887-4-c:anc:un

IVst price, UMASS
VENIX^R sc-lling

spring break pack-

ages. 1^1 not get

scammed. C^ancun.

Negnl Ac.ipulco,

Bah.imas. Florida.

$$$ c.mipus reps

earn $$$.

Flipnation.com 877-

4-cancun.

TRAVFI

>prini: hrcik 2004.

Travel with STS,

America's =1

Student Tour

Operator to

Jamaica, C].uuun,

.Acapulco. Baham.is

and Florida. Now
hiring c.impus reps.

Call for group dis-

counts.

lnformation/Reser\-

itions 1-800-648-

4849 or

www.ststnivel.com

For more informa-

tion contact STA
Travel at 41 3-2 56-

1261

VyANTFI)

Your 10 year old

BMX bike $75. Will

pay more for

Mi>ng*x>se or GT,

P.itnck. 508-934-

9274
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Minutemen tame Kiver Hawks ^^ Brown

Warner comes up

big in the clutch

UMass Lowell 3

UMdss 6

By Andrew Merritt

So, your starting gualtender

suffers an injury the morning

before your team's first ever

h o nt e

playoff
game
Cause
for con-

cern'

If you're the Massachusetts

hockey team, hardly

junior Tim Warrier, \*hu ha»

been relegated to a seldom-

used backup role all season,

made 14 Mops. i\ing a career

best, and brother Mike scored

twice to lead UMass past sister

ftchool Massachusetts-Lowell

6-5 at the Mullins Center The
Minutemen take a 1-0 lead in

the Hockey East quarterOnal

series

Warner
replacement

Gabe Winer,

regular sea.son

was a midday
for sophomore

who started all 3

1

games for the

Minutemen. playing all but 72

minutes this season. Winer was

injured during a morning prac-

tice Thursday, giving Warner,

who had only appeared for M
minutes over four games all

year, a shot at stardom.

He didn t disappoint.

Despite the three goals

allowed. Warner was on top of

itearly every Lowell rush, and

made a number of dandy saves,

with a little help from a defen-

sive corps that played one of its

best games of the season.

'Our 'D' did a good job

tonight." said Warner in the

post-game press conference,

flanked by brother Mike and

UMass coach Don Cahoon.

"They kept most of the shots to

the outside
'

For Mike Warner, ihe senior

tri-captain who will soon play

his last game in a UMass uni-

form. Thursday nighi was a

source of pride and redemp-

tion.

"It's been hard the last few-

years, having Tim work so hard

and not have many chances to

play." Warner said.

Warner went so far as lo

help brother Tim. potting two

crucial goals, and coming one

empty-netter short of a hai

trick. Warner had an open look

from center ice at Lowells

empty cage with 40 seconds to

go. but was hauled down by the

stick of a Lowell defender with

no penalty called.

The Minutemen broke the

game open with three goals in

the second period, and added

one more to finish the River

Hawks off in the third. Stephen

Werner started the outburst

with one of the prettiest goal.-

of UMass' season. Sitting in the

bo» for tripping. Werner was
released just as Senior defense-

man
Thomas Pock gained posses-

sion in the UMass zone. He
flipped the puck to Werner,

landing it at his feet just before

it crossed the blue line Werner
quickly covered the distance to

David.«on with no defensemen

in front of him. and slipped a

backhand past the sprawling

goaltender's left foot at 1:03 of

the middle frame.

Mike Warner added to the

total under three minutes later,

when he and linemates Werner

and Kevin larman crashed

Davidsons net The trio got a

couple of shots c>ff. before

Warner managed to stuff it

under Davidsons pads Pock

added the Minutemen's fifth

Sm NOCKEY on page 6
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Forward Cirrv Mauldin v.'orrd

Hawks. L^Mas* pidvs thr M-ki>nd

L'Maik»-Umcll en n»ulr to a 6- ) vkliirv 4*vrr the River

of itt icriea tonight at the Muilin« Lrnter Kk .i 7 p.m. f<Kr-^«(i.

BOSTON (AP) — A Boston

judge on Thursday blocked for-

mer Northeastern University head

football coach Don Brown from

taking his new job at the

University of Massachusetts, find-

ing that Brown "willfully and

intentionally" breached his con-

tract with Northeastern when he

look the UMass job.

Northeastern sought the

injunction to make a point about

ethics in school athletics, and to

prevent Brown from coaching its

conference rival UMass. said

Northeastern spokeswoman

Emily Donahue. She said

Northeastern does not want

Brown back.

"Were very pleased that the

court saw things our way. I think

thai we went in to really make a

statement about fair business

practices within intercollegiate

dthleiics. and we feel that the

judge understood that mcMage.*

she said.

Brown said he was "extreme-

Iv disappointed with the rul-

ing."

"Obviously. I need to respect

judge's decision and abide by

his ruling.' he said.

Brown said he planned to

appeal.

Brown, 4«. >peni two ytrars w
an assistant with the Minutemen

before leaving to beconK the head

coach at Northrasiem in 2000. He
went 27-20 in four years at

Northeaslem. including 10-3 in

2002, when the Huskies v^xm the

Atlantic 10 championship and

qualified for the Division l-AA

piayufTs.

In ianuary. Northeastern gave

Brovkn aixl his staff pay raises and

a contract extension That month.

UMass had asked for permisaian

to talk to Brown, and

Northeastern denied the request,

according to Northeaslem. UMass
clainH the request was not doiied.

l.ast month. Brown resigned

from Northeastern to take the

UMass job. prompting strong

objections from Northeaslem.

which alleged that Brown illegally

broke his contract with the

school.

•Amocialed Press

UMass heads southNr ^ . UMass neaas soutn

Ot quite perteCtlOn to face raging Bulls

By RL.srt Miller

.Assill lATHl Pmm

DAYTON. Ohio ( AP) — From
perfect to pommeled

Saint |oseph<> lirsi game as the

„_ nation's
Xavier 87 no i

team also

was its

first loss of the season, a shocking

87-67 collapse against unranked

St. Joseph's 67

Xavier in the Atlantic- 10 quaner-

finals Thursday

The Hawks caiiK in with a 27-

record, three victories from

becoming the first team sirKe

1991 to enter the NCAA tourna-

ment undefeated Bui ilicy trailed

Xavier by as many as 37 points,

and the upset raises questions

about how serious a contetxler the

tiny Philadelphia school will be for

the national championship.

The rout also tarnishes a magi-

cal run by a team that was oik of

the biggest surprises in sports this

year, and it could cost Saint

loseph's a top seeding in the

NCAAs
"I'm assuming tliai iIh: televi-

sions whcTcver that committee is

meeting didn't work," Hawks
ct.>ach Phil Martelli said

"This was our 20th game away

trom our own fieldhouse. We're

MARK IHNIAN/ASSIXlATEn PRESS

St. Joseph's Jameer Nelson, left, puts his arm around teammate Delonte West near the end of No. 1

St. Joseph's 87-67 loss to Xavier in the quarterfinals of the Atlantic- 10 tournament.

19-1 in those games. They (the

committee) will understaiKl that

The committtx" will do us right

because of our body of work. Not

40 minutes."

It's the worst k»s ever by a No.

I team against an unranked team

and equals the seventh biggest

loss by a top-ranked team against

anyone. A partisan crowd began

rubbing it in midway through the

second half, chanting "Sloppy

loe's!"

Romain Sato led Xavier with

24 points and 1 1 rebounds. Lionel

Chalmers scored 23. and Anthony

Myleshad 19.

Saint loseph's backcourt stars

lamccr Nelson and Delonte West

were held to a combined 1 1 -for-

35 shooting, and scored 16 points

each. Xavier (21-10) made 71.1

percent of its shots, while holding

Saint loseph's to 35.4 percent - its

worst showing all season.

"Any loss is devastating, espe-

cially when you work so hard."

Nelson said. "We take pride in our

defen.se and we let ourselves down
with our defense today."

Saint loseph's. which took the

No, I spot Monday alter

Stanford's loss to Washington,

was limited to one field goal dur-

ing a stretch of more than 10 min-

utes. And the Hawks' biggest

weakness, their inside game, was

exposed by the Musketeers, who
outrebounded Saint loseph's 45-

18.

"They're a great team. They

didn't go 27-0 for no reason. They

made history." Chalmers said.

They're one of the great teams in

the country. They deserve a No, I

seed."

Chalmers added that he

thought the Musketeers actually

might have done the Hawks a

favor.

"It might be better for thcni to

lose early on." he said. "It might

help them in the tournament."

Playing less than an hour from

Its campus. Xavier will face

( -eorge Washington - a 79-50 win-

tut over Rhode Island - in the

sciTiifinals Friday night. The

Musketeers all but claimed an

NCAA berth, regardless of what

happens in the remainder of the

See HAWKS on page 6
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After sweeping Rider last

weekctxJ. the Massachusetts base

ball team is heading down south to

play a ihavgame scries against

the University of South Florida. A
foe as formidable as the

Minutcnnen (20) will meet this

season.

The Maroon and White will

play its first game tonight at 7 p.m.

The Bulls (10-5). who have had

the convenience of Florida weath-

er have already delved dcH?p into

their season and are a poised

squad with a heap of talent up and

down their roster

UMass head coach Mike Stone,

who earned his 500th win in the

Minutemen's 6-5 victory over

Rider in the first game of the dou-

bleheadcr. is u.sed to seeing talent-

ed squads this early in the season.

"Wc always play a good team

early, so we always have a series

every year where we're playing a

top team." Stone said, "They're

ready; they've been playing their

inter-squad scrimmages before

they even play other teams, I was

just really pleased the way wc

looked Sunday It didn't look like it

was our first time on the field."

USF has taken care of the two

Northeast teams that they've faced

this year with a 4-1 win over

Northeastern on March 2nd. and a

1 1-5 dismantling of Pennsylvania

on March 9, Both victories came in

the friendly confines of Red

McEwen field, where the Bulls are

currently 8-1,

Ix-ading the way offensively for

South Florida has been Matt

McHargue. who is batting ,361

with three home runs and I 3 runs

batted in, and Brian Baisley who is

batting .286 but in 1 5 games has

knocked in 16 RBIs.

Aside from their offense the

Bulls have a solid pitching staff led

by Kyle Schmitt and Chase I.irette

who have 49 strikeouts between

them.

They have good pitching, they

are going to be a solid team."

Stone said. "I try not to focus on

the other team and what their

strengths arc, I've go( to focus on

what our strengths are and how
we're going to beat them,"

Part ol the strategy lays in the

hands of starting pitchers Matt

Torra and Eric Chown. EJoth

earned victories in last weekend's

doubk-header against Rider and

have kx>kc\l battk-tesied in the

early goings of this sea.son.

Torra had a career-best 12

strikc"outs in his first appeararKe

for the Minutemen. The sopho-

more acquired the career mark in

t>nl> six innings of work against

Rider

Pacing the offense for the

Maroon and White has been

Derrick Durepo. who has gone 5-

for-8 with four RBIs and third

basemen Adam Stojanowski who
had five hits on the season, all of

which were doubles. Stojan-owski

has also scored four runs for the

Minutemen. leading the team.

UMass has been working out

some physical kinks over the past

week. In their first series the

Minutemen had some sore mus-

cles after getting adjusted to play-

ing on a real (ield. Stone is hoping

that after a week of practice his

squad will be able to go the dis-

tance this weekend.

"Physically we have some
issues to deal with but I think by

the end of the week we'll be ready

and we'll be focused. Stone said.

"They'll be excited about going

down to Florida and playing a

good ball club in a good ballpark."

Senior second basemen

Cullcn Maumus. who went 2-for-

9 with two runs and a double in

the Minutemen's series against

Rider, knows that South Florida

is a step up from their first oppo-

nent,

"I think we'll anticipate a little

higher level of play but we can't

really change our game," said

Maumus. "Every game we play we
have to go into the same way. we
play aggressive and fundamentally

sound, we've just got to play our

game,"

Over spring break. UMass will

remain in Florida and will play

live games against a slew of talent

from around the country, in

Bradenton,

The Minutemen will face:

Northern Iowa March 16. Iowa

March 17. Wright State March

18. Wisconsin-Milwaukee March
1 9, and Miami of Ohio March 20,

Band blends old Southern soul

and new music style

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 5

Maine outlasts UMass into third

overtime, wins HEA championship
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Presidential

candidates

share light

exchange

in Boston
By Mark Pratt
AsWX IATtl> VnktiS

BOSTON (AP) — President

Bush and Sen. |ohn Kerry

engaged in some lighthearted,

long-distance one-upmanship
Sunday, exhorting a Roman
Catholic priest to save the

souls of Republicans and
Democrats alike,

'I presume he's got quite a

few souls to save in thai

crowd." the Republican presi-

dent joked.

The Rev. Robert E. Casey,

pastor of St. Brigid church, led

the prayer to open the annual

St. Patrick's Day breakfast.

"Father. I got a few

Republican ones I want to add

to the list if I can." quipped

Kerry,

The breakfast, a tradition

for more than 50 years, is a

prelude to the annual South

Boston St, Patrick's Day
Parade, which draws hundreds

of thousands. The gathering

was attended by more than 400
people, including Gov. Mitt

Romney. Attorney General

Thomas Reilly. House Speaker

See BUSH. KERRY on page 3

Maine beats UMass in third over-

time of stunning Hockey East final

Lesbian minister

acquitted from
church charges

By Shanndn Dininny
A>WH lAtm Pwss

ELLENSBURG. Wash. (AP)
— Congregants in the

Methodist church where the

Rev Karen Dammann used to

preach celebrated her acquittal

Sunday, a day after she was

cleared of violating church

doctrine by living m a lesbian

relationship

"I'm very pleased," laid

Dodie Haight. a member of the

congregation who sat through

Dammann's trial about 95

miles away in the Seattle sub-

urb of Boihell. *l don't think

the jury had an easy task, but I

think they gave it long,

thoughtful, prayerful consider

ation."

Dammann. 47. was acquit-

ted Saturday by a jury of M
pastors of violating a church

ban on ordaining ">iell-avowed.

practicing honio*c\ual> "
It

town was warm.
Haight said she arrived at

church early expecting protest-

ers, but there were none.

"The people of the congre-

gation have been incredible to

us." Dammann said Saturday.

But there was concern about

the fallout for the United

Methodist Church, the nation's

third-largest denomination
with 8.5 million U.S. members.

"I believe the vast majority

ol Lnited Methodist* are in

grief and shock today. I'm per-

sonally heartbroken," said

Patricia Miller, executive direc-

tor of the Confessing Move-
ment, a conservative movement
within the lnited Methodist

Church
"I think the issue is. a part

of the jurisdiction has broken

covenant with the rest of the

church and has decided to go

the way of the world, as

opposed III being laithful to

Maine's FKistin Penner %corcd Maine'* fir»t ipvil in the Black Bear*' 2-1 triple-overtiim- win

oxvT l!Mass Sdiurdav nijsht. The victory jjave Maine iti> tilth Hiickev Ea»t title, and ended the

Minutemen's M-jM>n at IM-12-6.

Ballot boxes sealed in Presidential reelection

By STtPHAS GRAI'WELS
.AssiH lATH) Vnf'>

TAIPEI. Taiwan (AP) - Taiwan's High

Court ordered all ballot boxes sealed

Sunday as thousands of protesters

demanded a recount of President Chen
Shui-bian's re-election, saying it was
marred by voting irregularities and an

apparent assassination attempt that

wounded the incumbent

The court said it was sealing the boxes

to preserve evidence, but it did not order

a recount of Saturday's vote as requested

by challenger Lien Chan. The opposition

also said it would seek to nullify

Chen's narrow victory Saturday, argu-

ing he unfairly received sympathy votes

because ol the election-eve shooting,

which remained unexplained

Chen, who campaigned on a China-

bashing platform, and Vice President

Annette l.u were shot and slightly wound-

ed while riding in an open |eep on Friday

in Chen's hometown of Tainan.

Nobody has been arrested, and police

have not identified any suspects. A
57 1 8.750 reward was offered for infor

mation leading to an arrest.

Chen won Saturday's election with

50.1 percent of the vote compared to

4^M percent for Lien - a margin of just

30.000 voles.

But Taiwan's first-ever island-wide ref-

erendum, also held Saturday and champi-

oned bv Chen, failed because many voters

decided to boycott it. The ballot question

was fiercely opposed by China, which saw

it as a rehearsal ' ' ' 'Hie on Taiwan

independence

China and Taiwan >plii amid civil war

in 194'^. and China wants the island to

rejoin the mainland.

Lien has pushed for a more conciliato-

ry approach toward China His party

argued that Chen did not have the legal

authority to call the referendum and suc-

cessfully rallied Taiwanese to skip the

vote.

About 10.000 demonstrators gathered

in Taipei clamoring for an immediate

recount, police said.

See TAIWAN on page 3

The Rev. Kan-n IXimmann. left, and her partner Mcrrdith Savaij-

resKl to the verdict after a jurv nf I 3 pa.sti>rs finirvJ her n«>« Kiiilrv nf prac-

tice* imumpatible with Christun teaching." <>n Satiirdnv.

nine jurors had voted to con-

vict. Dammann could have lost

her ministry.

The United Methodist

Church has repeatedly voted

against loosening policies on

homosexuality. but the

response to the verdict in this

small, central Washington

and abiding by church law
'

The conservative renewal

movement, which claims more
than bOO.OOO members, was

formed 10 years ago. Miller

said she could not predict how
the tensions within the denom

~Se« MINISTER on page 3

Donuts Spanish search for bombs' origin from train attacks

not "just

the thing
iy

BRISTOL. R.I. (AP) - A citizens'

coalition is leading the charge against a

New England institution: Dunkin"

Donuts.

For weeks. Linda Arnida and as

many as a dozen others have been

meeting to stop the donut and coffee

chain from building a store in the his-

toric district of this quaint bayside

town that's home to the nation's

longest running Fourth of luly parade,

"I want to help the downtown
Dunkin' Donuts fail," Arruda told The

Providence loumal, a button reading

"Do Not Donut" pinned to her. "I will

do my best to make it go out of busi-

ness."

Some are pleased that there may be

an occupant at the storefront at the

corner of Hope and State streets that's

been vacant for months. But the

Preserve Historic Bristol, formed in

January alter townspeople learned of

the Dunkin' Donuts plan, see it as a

threat. The group wants Bristol to ban

or at least restrict so-called formula

businesses.

The Town Council is researching

the legality of such a restriction,

which, if adopted, would make Bristol

the first in New England to have .such

a law,

"Bristol could lead the way." Town
Solicitor Michael Ursillo said.

loseph Prazcies. who owns five

t)unkin' Donuts franchises in the Fast

Bay. plans to open the shop in May.

He'll apply for a remodeling permit

this month, his attorney said.

Local shop owners complain that

nNi^nMir.'A^-*X l\1W>l"Rlss

Members of Madrid's Kurdish community, left, ht>ld up their flag to express their

in the Spanish capital, yesterday.

solidarity with the 202 victims of the Madrid train bombings iit Attx-ha train station

By Anhrkw Sfi.sky

.'\sSOt I ATM) PrKSS

See DONUTS on page 3

MADRID. Spain (AP) —
Investigators searched Sunday for the

place used to assemble the backpack

bombs that blew apart four train cars

during morning rush hour earlier this

month, killing 202 people and wound-
ing more than 1 .400.

Spain still grieves after the March
I I attacks. Thousands of people,

including Madrid Mayor Alberto

Ruizdallardon. crowded the plat-

form of El Pozo train station — where

one train was bombed — for a funeral

mass.

The Rev, lose Manuel Peco urged

mourners lo "reflect upon what wc
are going through, and reflect upon

our capacity for forgiveness and rec-

onciliation," the news agency Efe

reported.

With seven Moroccans, two

Indians and a Spaniard in custody,

investigators focused on where the

bombs were assembled. An estimated

220 pounds of explosives were used

\

for the honihs. which were stutlcd

into bags and detonated by cell

phones.

Ten bombs exploded, and four oth

ers failed lo detonate. One was taken

apart and provided clues that led

police to suspects.

"We're now looking lor the place

where the bombs were put together,"

an Interior Ministry spokesman, who
identified himself only as lose

Antonio, told The Associated Press,

The attacks, three days lor nation-

al elections, also shcwk Europe, Spy

chiefs from I rancc. Briiain. C.eimany.

Italy and Spain planned lo meet in

Madrid on Monday lo review the

attacks and discuss improving cross-

border coopernlion.

Spanish Prime Minister-designate

lose Luis Rodriguez Zapatero called

for "much greater cooponiiion

between intelligence services.

'

In an interview published .Sunday

in ihe daily newspaper Fl Pais,

Zapatero also said "the focal points

See EXPLOSIVES on page 3
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ou were out late with your friends, you sleep through your alarm, your boss

sks why you are late, what do yoi fc" answer tne question, compare

youropwtons wltn Otners. exprore what matters at pwc.com/lookhere.

PricwaTerhous^pers d

Taiwan court orders ballots

sealed in Presidential election

Natumalisl Pam »uppurter>i hi)U up a piacanl w ten* vi thouaamk iW

pcuplr ^3^ a »it-in pruirM near Taipei''. Pre»idcntial Oftwe ycstcnky.

TAMMN from page 1

Speaking to the protesters.

Lien said he was demanding
that the government form a

special task force with med-

ical and criminal experts to

investigate the attack on
Chen and its influence on
the election.

Late Sunday night, popu-

lar Taipei Mayor Ma Ying-

jeou. who is also a high-

ranking Nationalist official,

addressed the protesters and
suggested they should head

home. He said police would
avoid using force to clear

out the area.

"We'll be extremely soft

and just let people leave on
their own. go home and
rest." Ma told reporters.

Hours later, the crowd dwin-

dled to just a few hundred

people.

Politicians on both sides

appealed for calm after

mobs scuffled with police

and pushed down barriers in

the cities of Taichung and
Kaohsiung. No serious

injuries were reported.

Bush, Kerry trade

barbs over breakfast

r

I K(r'»* SI A*l/.*>(s» 1

Gov. Mitt Riimney. right, jtikes aKtut a ruimir that DennKratit presi-

dential candidate S«-n. Jiihn Ker^^ had a plastic .ur^strv durint; ihf annu-

al St. PatriikS l>av hreakta»l in Btmliwi, >«?!»terda\.

Explosives yield clues for Spain
EXPU»IVCSfrom|M0t1

that produce fanaticism and violence" must be

addressed, and ending the Israeli- Palestinian con-

flict was "absolutely necessary."

He repeated thai Spain's I.SOO troops in Irw)

would be withdrawn by |une 50 unless the I'nited

Nations lakes control of Iraq's occupation

Asked if he thought whether the UN could

meet Spain's deadline. Zapateru respuiMled. "My

impression is yes."

Suspicion for the Madrid bombinfs ha* cen-

tered Ml a Moroccan extremist group said to be

linked to al-Oaida. which carried out the Sept

M. 2001. attacks on the United Stales.

In a videotape, a man claiming to speak on

behalf of al Uaida said the group carried out the

allack in reprisal for Spain's backing of the U.S.-

led war in Iraq.

Five suspects — three Moroccans and two

Indians arrested March l^ are in prison fol-

lowing court appearances last week.

They can be kept jailed for up to two years

while investigators gather evidence.

Valencia (in while) and Mall«<rva MKter player* pauvr fi* a minute 4i< silence m meimirv erf the March 1

1

Madrid train KwnWnK vii tim.«, pritw to a Spani.oh lra|{ue soccer match in ValeiKia, Spain, vestenfay.

USH, KEMIY from pag« 1

Thomas I inncran. Boston

Mayor Thomas Menino and
many other lop city and state

politicians.

Bush placed his call from

the While House. Kerry

checked in from his skiing

vacation in Idaho.

Kerry drew a big round of

applause when he identified

himself by saying. 'This is the

next president ol the United

States."

Ek>th Rush and Kerry had

some fun at the expense of

Romney. a Republican.

"Here's the way I like to put

it about Massachusetts.' Bush

said. "1 know there's a lot ol

talk about a Massachusetts

politician who has his eye on

the presidency, but tell Mitt ii's

not open till 2008."

Kerry, noting that the

Democratic convention is bead

ed to Boston this summer,
addressed Romney directly,

saying. "Hey. Mill, by the way. I

understand you're interested in

our convention and I just want-

ed to give you a heads up We
do not want you to steer the

concessions iimiiiici to

Halliburton

Then to LKmikkiihh. HosIoh

Mayor Thomas Menino. Kerry

said. "Mr. Mayor, just say no.

we refuse to pay $165 for a bag

of popcorn."

The Pentagon is withholding

about $300 million in pay

mcnts to Vice President Dick

Cheney's former company
because of possible overcharg-

ing for meals served to irintps

in Iraq and Kuwait.

Kerry also joked alxmi lu'»

badly he seemed to be doing

late last year.

"I woke up in Iowa and my
staff walked in and they said it

was down to five the night

before and I thought ihc>

meant the temperature and it

turns out it was my poll nuni

bers." Kerry said.

He also poked fun at himself

over the controversy about his

talks with other leaders.

"I've been told by a lot of

foreign leprechauns thcv want

me lo win
"

"Can vou name them'"
asked stale Sen lack Hart. O
Boston, the host of the event

"Not on SKiir life." Kerry

replied

Keiry was not the only per

son Niho look swipes at Bush

Menino broke in with the news

ol a fire at the presidential

library in Crawford. Texas

"Both books were lost."

Menino said. "The president

was extremely disappointed

because he hadn t finished col

oring one ol them."

Romney and Ll. Gov. Kerry

Healey. two of the few
Republicans in the Democrat
heavv room, also came under

lire

"We have two rules." Hart

said, turning lo Romney. "The

first rule is say nothing bad

about the Irish The second

rule is say nothing good about

vou."

Finneran, poking fun at

Healey s low profile in stale

politics, told her she should

have stayed >>n vseation in

Florida 'Nob. .h bn«w you

were missing .in ymnyt," he

said

The breakfast featured live

Irish music; a stirring rendition

ol "Danny Boy" by Rep Mane
St. 1 leur. D Boston; and a cho-

rus ol "When Irish Fyes are

Smiling" featuring 10 members
of the Bi>"-ion Bniins IfJ h\
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defenseman Hal Gill

"Some people say kens is a

left winger." Gill saidV But I

have played with him and he

also plays right wing and some
center."

The Bruins wore their tradi-

tional black and gold jerseys

with green shamrocks on the

sleeves.

lust alter Bush s call, and

before Romney look the micro-

phone, a peace protester rang a

bell for about 10 seconds

before someone grabbed it

from her Police escorted her

from the ironworkers' union

hall where the event was held

Kate Flaherty. b4. a retired

woman from the iK-ighborhood,

said she was a member of

Veterans for Peace.

About a dozen members of

the group protested outside the

hall, banging a small gong and
holding signs with the n«iitei> of

\merican servicemen and
vvomen who have died in Iraq.

The group drew the ire of

parade organizers last year

when they walked at the ci*d of

the march A judge's order pre

vented them from doing so this

year, but they held a vigil out-

side of a neighbtirhood church

instead

Congregation pleased
locals protest store

*—' *—' ^ 7~. . Doliani'>> uiirl l<»ino on«> liit'iil

MINISTER from page 1

ination will play out.

"We're just praying about

what is the proper response to

what has occurred." she said.

Church law prohibits the

ordination of open homosexu-

als 3nd the church's Book of

Discipline declares homosexu

ality to be "incompatible to

Christian teachings."

However, the denomina-

tion's social principles support

gay rights and liberties.

Dammann declared her sex

ual preference in February

2001. when she sought a new
church appointment.

She and her partner of nine

years. Meredith Savage, mar-

ried earlier this month in

Oregon. They have a five-year-

old son.

Dammann said she and
Savage planned to stay out of

the public eye for a few days

rather than join her congrega-

tion, but said she hopes to

return to Ellensburg as pastor.

She's been on family leave

for more than two years, caring

for her scm. who has a respira-

tory illness.

DOMtfTS from pagt 1

the store will drive up rents.

Preserve Historic Bristol collect-

ed 2.200 signatures in a petition

opposing a Dunkin' Donuts. and

mailed it to the company's head

quarters in Randolph. Mass.

Since then, the group has

sought to bar any business that's

required to have a standardized

method of operation, such as

decor or uniforms. Nationwide.

nine towns in California.

Florida. New York and

Washington slate, have barred

such businesses.

Stacy Mitchell, a researcher

with the Institute for Local Self-

Reliance. .said losing one kxally

owned store can have repcrcus

sions.

"Nou lose the distinctive

character of your town." she

said. "You lose your sense of

place."

The East Bay Chamber ot

Commerce said the town need*

lo look at btjth sjdes nl the

issue.

l.s.MX mtvJ /VcsN
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what is your next step?

I Hove you thought about graduate school at Northeastern?

J

Otir Advantage*:

• Noftheoilern Umvefjity hos be«n lop ronked by US
Ne^/s A World R»porfiot universitie* 'Hal integrate

classroom learning with real-world experience

• Innovative and expanded scholorship and finonciol

oid opportunities for loll ond part-time programs

Industry focused loculty with strong professional

connections

• Ground bfevikmg programs that access Boston s lop

businesses and cultural orgonizotions

NU offer i a range of innovativ fvll and po't-tirnm moJterj ond doctoral program in ormas such a$

^ Bioinformatict, Biotechnology

^ Businett, Accounting

^ Computer Science

^ Criminal Justice

^ Engineering, Information

Systems, Telecommunication

Systems Management

^ Health Sciences, Pharmacy, Nursing,

School Counseling

^ Humonities A Social Sciences

^ Education, Journalism

^ Public Administration, Political Science ^
^ Physics, Chemistry

Aiosf parf-time masters programs are rolling admissions, so apply earlyl

Register to attend one of our groduote information sessions ot our Boston campus Learn about

our programs, how to opply, scf>olor$hip and fmoncial aid information, meet Groduote Scf>ool

Representatives and toke o lour of the campus

March 23, 2004: 6KX>pm • 7:30pm

For more information, a list of online

that events, or to RSVP for an event:

Visit • www.grad.ncu.edu
Call 1.61 7.373.5899

April 21, 2004: 6K)0pm - 7:30pm

Northeastern

Ni|lii-i ifgriini Ri(hti tip"
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Kerry wisely keeps Spain

bombings bipartisan
1\vo w»;ks ago, the worid witnessed aigiuibl)

the worst terrorist act siiwe Sept. II The train

bombings dt Maah 1 1 in Madrid, Spain atv

alrcady bcir^ compared to the atta».ks on the

World Trstde Center, h is estimated that 202 people

have died, and over a thousand have been injured

The political and economical implications i^

this moet tvcent tragedy, like its .\merican counter-

part, will suixHy be felt worldwide. The Maivh 22

edition of Newsweek featua-s a bkiLidied Spaniard

on the cover, with the headline, "huropes *>/ll ; A

new threat to America*"

The events ot Man.h 1 1 will und«.>ubtedly haw an

impact on the upcoming presidentul ek-ciivMis in

the United States; ho\^ever the pers«>n making the

biggest ne%»s is not even in the runnmg anymore.

One-time presidential hopeful Howard Dean

nx-ently commented on the is*ue. saying that he

feels Presklent Bush's decision to setxl troops to

Iraq was a factor in the Spanish bombing. 0»in

said: "The president was the one who dragged our

truopo to lr»q. whk.h apparently has bivn a factor

in the death of 2tX) Spaniards over the weekend
"

The Bush campaign immediately set up a con-

ference call with k>hn Kerry s campaign, asking the

Massachusetts senator to ivpudiaic IV-an's remark

When asked ab«.iut the issue oti hi> campaign plane

la.»t Wednesday. Kerry simply said. "It's rK>t our

position."

Partisan polilics, which especially aa- brought

to the forefront in an election yvar. took a backseat

in the weeks and months that folk.)wed Sept. 1

1

The best interests of each pany became secondary

t.i the best interests d the counti> and the workl.

which !* exactK what fvf<li>! in Iv iloiie The reac

lion to the Spanish bombing tragedy was unfortu-

nately not along these lines. Dean's remarks ikm

only avoid the larger issues, but actually may hurt

the campaign he was trying to help.

A scattering of reports from major rx;wspapen>

aiuutxl the country cnticized Kerry for not taking

a firmer stand on Dean's remarks. Some sakl that

it couW have been an opportunity for Kerry to take

the upper hand on Bush. Kerry has instead focused

his attention on the broader issues of Spain's recov-

ery, and the possibility of the 1 ,300 Spanish truope

in Iraq withdrawing from the country.

Kerry s lack of an in-deplh response to Dean's

remarks is a smart nxjve by a candidate who under-

staixls the iniportatwe of bipartisan treatment of

such a large scale intematiurul tragedy Dean's

haste to turn the tragedy into a Bush vs. Keny iaaue

is not in the best interest ot the upcoming election,

the country as a whok:, or the wurid as a whole. It

was rushed and ill conceived, and dkl nothing to

help the campaign of his Democratic candidate.

Only lime will tell what effect the Spain bomb-

ing will have on the international community, and

more specifically the U.S. presidential election.

Howexer. Kerry choosing to keep the matter as an

international issue, and not use it to his advan-

tage. IS a refreshing decision, especially in light of

the recent advcrti.sement campaign of President

Bush The work! as a whole rrKximed on March

1 1 . and thankfully. Kerry refrained from turning

an interruiiional tragedy into a campaign spring-

board

L nsipieJ edihmuL represent the majority opin-

ion ufifie Maxsin-husetti />ai7>' Collepan Editorial

Board
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A few dangerous minds
^^^ ".America has

^^Mk no king but

MC| 1 e s u s !
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Gi.ncral lohn
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Mark
when "*mall-

government"
Ostroll conservative-*

are not out

preaching aboijt the beauty of

"small-government." they're out

finding better ways of expanding it.

In fact, a new bill in Congress has

been specifically written to do just

thai. And, as cxpcxied. conserva-

tives are using Ctod as their excuse

for considering a bill that specifi

cally "promotes federalism."

And right on queue, we see that

they give it a benign, yet catchy

title; the "Constitution Restoration

Act of 2004." the newest if you-

say-no-you're-unpatriotic bill on

the floor of Congress these days.

Hey. what kind of patriot are you if

you don't want to "restore the

Constitution ..." right?

If passed, the bill (HR3799)

will restrict the Supreme Couri

from reviewing any ca.se where any

level government or officer had

acted on the "acknowledgement of

God as the sovereign source of law,

liberty or govemment."

According to Rep. Robert

Aderholt. who introduced the bill,

it "would preserve and restore t Ik-

acknowledgment of God to our

law and govemment. " Don't for-

get, everyone, only Communists

hate God.

This poor excuse for a bill is

actually a bi-product of the Roy

Moore fiasco some months back,

involving a judge who erected a

monument of the Ten

Commandments outside of a

courthouse, refused to take it

down, and lost his job along the

way. Although it was something

that every radio-crackpot in the

country bought into for a while, it

soon became old news.

Apparently, not for everyone.

With the help of groups like ihc

Christian Coalition, Roy Moore

penned the bill for Aderholt to put

on the House floor. The claim is

that this law v^ll simply settk-

probknns without the jurisdictwn

of "activist judges"— Bush's

domestK "axis of evil." But is there

ever a sok- ulterior motive'' r.ven

just IcKiking at the people behiixl

this shoukl give >ou an idea.

Moore aixl Aderholt are work-

ing alongside the Christian

Coalition. Ii.)unded by America's

redbiiiting fanatic, Pat Robertson.

Robertson in probably known best

by his claim that he's been abk to

control sioniis. Rtvenily, he even

claimed that Hurricane Isabel was

the wrath ol God, angry at U.S.

The scary part in all

of this is not that

Jesus would set the

basis of rule of law,

it's that people wtio

fetishize about

Jesus would set

this basis.

policy toward Israel. He otKe pro-

claimed, "The Antichrist is proba-

bly a lew alive in Israel today,"

These days, he's been working

for the Council on National Polky,

a group highly financed by Sun

Myung Moon. You may remember

him as the leader of a cult called

the Unification Church, or

"Moonies." Moon believes that

"we must have an autocratic theoc-

racy to rule the world," adding,

"the separation between religion

and politics is what Satan likes

most.

"

In fact, if there is anything that

the CNP is best known for, it's thai

many of its top members are

known "Dominionists," strongly

advocating for American totalitari-

an iheocracy They believe that only

when America has turned into a

"New Jerusalem," jesus will come

back to earth.

According to "Institutes of

Biblical Uw," written by the move-

ments founder R.|. Rushdoony,

"The fulfillment of that covenant is

Night shuttle overlooked again
On a recent Saturday night,

after being wicked awesome and

kicking ass at beirut and Super

Mario Bros. 3. I left my frieiid's

Puffton Village apartment at

l;25 a.m.. only to real-

ize that I had missed the Qgn |

last PVTA bus back to -^—
campus. I stood at the bus stop

for a few agonizing minutes, con-

templating my fate. I decided to

take my inconvenience in stride

and make an adventure out of my
mile-and-a-half walk back to my
dorm.

"What new and exciting dis-

coveries can I make in the myste-

rious town of Amherst?" I

.thought

(All I found was a small

stream that runs urulemeath N
Pleasant St.)

Anyone who has ever walked

up N Pleasant St. on a Friday or

Saturday night knows how many
students rely on publk trans-

portation to take them to the

Puffton Village/Hobart Lane

area. Yet, with all the proposed

changes the University of

Massachusetts administration

woukJ like to make its alcohol

policy, the idea of a freeof-

charge late night shuttle for stu-

dents, also referred to as the

'drunk bus" idea, has nut been a

topic of debate. Neither has

extending the hours for PVTA
bus routes.

Right r>ow. too many students

are faced with kx>king uncool by

leaving a frietyd's apanment or a

party by I a.m. just because they

have to catch the last bus out of

Puffton by l;20a.m. A late-night

shuttle would ensure these stu-

dents would arrive home without

having to walk for two miles.

Aside from the fact that walk-

ing so far late at night just plain

sucks, the primary reason this

shuttle should exist is in the

name of safety. Students should

not be attacked or raped simply

because they missed the bus

l-ortunately, crimes like these

have not been happening loo

often around .Amherst, but they

have happened in the ncK-ao-dis-

tant past.

Tbe shuttle shoukl tw iftpbwY

lo help individuals who are

extremely intoxicated and might

need hospitalization. Too often.

people drink excessively and con-

Ncquently. suffer alcohol poison-

ing. What if the person who is

extremely intoxkated misses the

bus? If there were a late night

shuttle, the driver could call for

medical attention.

There are many controversial

recommendations being made by

the UMass Alcohol Task

EfiBO
F^Jri-'c 'o the University's

alcohol policy Some of

their great commission; to subdue

all things and all tyations to Christ

afxl His law-wofd."

"krsus." according to

Rushdoony. "is head of the New
Race." Rushdoony. along with

politkians and convicted traitors

like Oliver North fill the seats of

the Council on National Polky.

Akmgskle stoning homosexu-

als, enslavement arxl the establish-

ment of a Christian vanguard lead

crship. Rushdoony 's book also pro-

claims that women are generally

unhappy because they have

assumed the dominating rok of

men Wonnrn will be liberated only

when they are "permanently in

-"ubjtxtion."

Dominionist influence in

Washington is overwhelming and

1 guarantee that this is not the

first or the last time that any of

these "patriots" have worked for

"arbitrary rule" in this country. In

fact, one of the largest investors

in the "electronic voting" craze

that has gripped the White House

is Howard Ahmanson, a promi-

nent Dorninionisi who openly

admits his goal of "total integra-

tion of bilslical law into our

lives."

If this bill is passed, John

Ashcroft could finally be getting

what he wants; the green light to

federally "legislate morality."

(Whatever that could turn out to

mean!) And no pesky Supreme

Court "activist" could stop it.

The scary part in all of this is not

that lesus would set the basis of

rule of law, it's that people who
fetishize about |esus would set

this basis.

From simply looking at how
deep-rooted a bill like this is. it's

bound to stretch far beyond its little

purpose of ktting fanatical govem-

ment officials put up biblical monu-

ments on a whim. In fact.

Rushdoony himself advocates that

lying about your intentions is not

.sinful when you are "fighting a spir-

itual battk against the Covenant

breakers, the enemies of God." That

just about lets everyone in

Washington off the hook, doesn't it?

Mark Ostroff is a CoUegian

Columnist.

these changes include sending

letters home to parents of stu-

dents who have been found in

violation of the policy, having

faculty members speak to frater-

nities and sororities about the

dangers of alcohol use, billing

dorm residents for vandalism

done to their buildings, imple-

menting a new "professional"

security task force (which may

include searching students'

bags.) and restructuring living

Askte from the fact

ttiat walking so far

late at night just

plain sucks, ttie pri-

mary reason that

this shuttle shoukl

exist is in the name

of safety.

areas, which would separate

freshmen students and students

ov«r 2 1 years oki from the rest of

the campus.

There are many flaws with

these recommendations First,

sending a letter home to parents

should be considered a civil

rights violation. The act of a

college or university sending a

letter home to parents of a stu-

dent who faced disciplinary

action was illegal from 1476

until 1997. when an amend-

ment was made to the Family

Educational Rights and Privacy

Act. If a student is legally an

adult, then any consequences

should be subject to him/her.

Isn't the point of college to try

to gel students ready for the real

world?

Second, the faculty members
speaking to frats and sororities

on the dangers of drinking seems

unnecessary because members of

frats and sororities already have

to attend alcohol education

events.

Third, billing dorm residents

for damage caused to their build-

ing seems unfair, but there prob-

ably is not any real fair way to

pay for the damage unless the

vandals are caught. It seems

dumb, but students are already

paying for it through their stu-

dent fees. A fair way to imple-

ment community billing would

be to decrease student fees that

arc already used to make repairs

to vandalism damage. Either way.

students are already paying.

Forth, a the professkjnal secu-

rity task force has real benefits

and downfalls. It's probably a

good idea to have real security,

and not a five-foot one-inch. 100

pound girl working the security

desk, especially in the wake of

the rapes in the dorms last year

However. I think students, (the

vast majority of whom are okler

than 18) should have the right to

make their own decisions

Searching a student's bag in his

own building seems like a civil

rights violation.

Finally, the restructuring of

campus living areas leads to

many pros and cons. It might

lead to making it easier for fresh-

men to meet other students and

for students over 21 to drink.

However, it could also lead to

more isolationism on campus

Some of the ideas that the

administration might implement

seem to only be good for curving

the activities of problem

drinkers, whik punishing those

who are just looking to responsi-

bly enjoy a couple of brews with

friends If the University is com-

mitted to stopping problem

drinkers. I don't understaiul how

sending a letter home to lohnny's

parents is going to get him lo

stop drinking. All of the Task

Force recommerulaiions are cer-

tainly lyot going to help bring

johnny to the hospital when he is

passed out on the pavement of

Hobart Lane because he has

alcohol poisoning.

I applaud the Alcohol Task

Force for trying to improve the

quality of life on campas and for

publkly dlK'ussing their kieas.

leaving them open for debate.

However. I do belkrve that walking

akwK- at night does not kave many

students feeling safe A late night

shuttk is a practkal soiutkxi to a

pfublem that scores of students

have to deal with every weckerxl

Dan O'Brien is a Collegian

coiumniil.

A Student's perspective on
the recent college trage(dies

No student should feel so pressured that

death is more appealing ttian schoolworic,

and no one shoukl have to deal with ttie

worry of being raped in their own apart-

ment at 3 a.m.

In the pa.st couple of months,

many tragedies have been occur-

ring on colkge campuses. Between

the suicides at New York

University, the rapes at Rutgers

University and the student from

the University of Massachusetts

reported missing, parents scixling

their children off to college have

more to worry about than ever.

These horrible ixxurrences have

affected colkge students in many

ways and affect each student differently. There are

some students who have the mind set that it will never

happen to them and others who take many safety pre-

cautions such as not walking alone at night or rK)t

going into bad neighborhoods. The recent ix;currcnces

have much advice to offer current and future students.

And while all of these tragedies seem far away from

students indi-

vidually, they

are real and

their common-
place happen-

ings should

make students

more aware.

At Rutgers

University in

New krsey, the

flagship New
Brunswick campus alone has experienced many rapes

and sexual assaults, including one suicide. On March

1 0, according to the Associated Press, a group of men

burst into the ground floor apartment of a two-story

house near the Rutgers campus occupied by several

students at 3 a.m. There were three women and one

man in the residence and the lime. The three women
were raped and the man was beaten. In addition, there

had been prior incidences of rape and sexual a.s.sault

before this one.

The University's response to the attacks was notifi-

cation of its students via the campus e-mail network

and bolstered police patrols. In situations involving

rape and attacks, there is only so much prc-vention that

can be done. The most important fomi is locking your

doors and staying oufof bad neighborhoods, which is

something that is instilled in people since they are

young. However, when it comes to a university cam-

pus, no one expects anything to happen and may, per-

haps, rely loo heavily on campus security to take care

of any threats or offenders.

In addition, on March 15, a similar situation

occurred involving the forced entry and rape of

women, some of whom wcrc' said to be students, and

the assault of a man in an apartment one block away

from the Rutgers campus, according to the Associated

Press. This occurred in the .same situation as the previ-

ous offenses and yet, the students of the university

were still shocked, as well as the general publk. In ele-

mentary school, students were often uiught the impor-

tance of safety.

And, now that ihosc ekmentary school students

are in colk*^, the dangers arc- greater because of the

lack of supervision. There is a rea,son why all these

rapt"s arxl a.s.saults arc* occurring, and specifically

recently. But, until that reason can be accountcxl for

and the assaults preventcxi, students will have to revert

back to those days of putting into action the simple

cofKepts of publk safety.

Beskles rape and assault, the issue of suicide has

been another topic that has unfortunately been in the

news recently. At New York University a current total

of four students have jumped to their death fa>m high

rise buildings on the NYU campus. On March 10,

Diana Chkn, a student at the University, jumped from

a high-rise witkIow, according to the Associated Prc-ss

Her death was ruled

a suicide by the med-

kal examiner

According to

Dana Delgar. a

freshman at the

University, "No one

understands why
this keeps happen-

ing." Out of the four

deaths that occurred

on the NYU campus
during this academic year, only two were ruled as

confirmed suickles. The issue of suicide is hard for

many students to accept. However, with students'

work loads piling up and living away from close

friends and family, stress and exhaustion can be

understandable and relatable. Perhaps one way to

minimize suicide occurrences is a shift in focus.

Rather than facing papers and a.ssignments night

after night, break it up and set aside time sptvificalK

for yourself and not school. It's hard lo say exactly

why it is people feel that there arc no other options

than taking their life, but if their concentration is

shifted just slightly over to something that they enjoy,

maybe it's a start.

College is when students, for the first time, experi

ence a form of independence that they never had

before. However, with independence comes responsi-

bility, as it is often said. No student should feel so

prc-ssured that death is more appealing than school

work, and no one should have to deal yviih the worry

of being raped in their oyvn apartment at 3 a.m. All

campuses have their oyvn tragedies and all campuses
have their oyvn ghosts. To ignore them is foolish, but

to hold them as examples is dangerous. Students

should be aware of the situations and leam from the

outcomes.

Allison Edles is a Collegian columnist.
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New age band's

album a bit weak
By Timothy Gabriele

t \>i LEtiiAN Staff

It is hard to say exactly

what the most disconcert-

ing thing about Thomas
Morr's fancifully cool

record label is. Is it that

much of the music could

be construed as new age,

or that music that might be

construed as new age
'

could be enjoyabk?

Brian Eno and his ambient

contemporaries have always

straddled the line between Erik

Satie delicacy and Tolkienian

Enya wankery. ISAN. or

Integrated Services Analogue

Network (a pun on the ISDN
modem tcxhrwlogy ), have been

one of the signature acts on Morr

Music since their signature

"Salamander" LP debuted in

I9»W Primarily having dealt in

muted, minimalist synths of the

aiulogue variety (as their name
mighi suggest), ISAN now radi-

cally bcxonyes the one-millk)nth

indic hand to throw a gkxken
spiel and acoustic guitar into the

mix.

ISAN have ahvays aimed their

synthucidal musings more toward

adjusting the recliner than tug-

ging the heartstrings The album

"aniichair tixhno" redefined what

Satic meant by "furniture music."

that aging hipster on the cover of

Warp Magazine's 'Artincial

IntelligcfKC." with his token joint

and Pink Floyd jacket cover, got

out of his chair and got maniacal-

ly abstract with his music

Reactionaries like ISAN toned it

way down and began to once

again pursue warm new wave and

delicately precocious melodic

minimalism in place of the grow

\T\i trcHifv in logic -defying drill n'

i ; Autechre obscurism

l,.v.. i-..athtaking nu.-dilation on

Sedcel's "When Face Was Face."

derinitely a low -end trophy

aitULssed by periorming atop the

original vinyl, put them in the

kague of the gigantic aesthetes

ihev had kmged to become a part

ol.

"Meet Next Life" does not

gue so high, though its head

seems to be constantly in the

stars. As any pontificating mid-

night strolkr can tell you. this

often results in a fc*w missteps.

The glistening sweetness on

"Mcvl Next Life" can at times suf-

focate the listcTK-r with its saccha-

riiK dew The very titk suggests

"Somewherc' Over the Rainbow"

extended to its 63-minute totality

for the Martian gardens. Some
tracks like the "TTk- Race to Be

First Home" arc- so clout with pre-

ciousness that can detract one's

attention from the better material

thais found here. Not surprising-

ly, it s the tracks in which acoustic

instruments dominate that refo-

ISAN

'Meet Next

JJe'

Hirr

cus attention from blissful syn-

thetic escapism to new age paiv I

dering.

ISAN does handle the

sugary sentimentality

better than, say, Moby
for example. Close syn-

thpop peer Skanfrom's

recent album title

"Soothing Sounds for

Robot" riffed off

Raymond Scott's

"Soothing Sounds for Baby." but

ISAN's latest may be more
deserving of the title. The entire

album reads like Scott's "Sleepy

Time" for insomniac machinery.

"Lost in Translation" for skipping

aiHlroids.

There's "Iron Eyes." the oblig-

atory vocoder track, a lighter-than

air tin-soldier glitch-march

behind the child-like chimes of

"One Man Abandon." And whik
the album may often times more

closely resemble Ian Hammer
than Harold Budd (not that

there's anything yvrong w^th that).

"Meet Next Life" is filled with

such cozy and encapsulating tex-

tures that, as is the case on most

of the 4 a.m. Morr albums, it

hardly seems to matter

"liunnera" floats in with rising

strings and shuffling cymbals like

Eiio's "The Big Ship" before sift-

ing ashore with tides of astral sine

waves and idyllic, atmospheric

motorized hums. Like each of the

12 tracks included on ISAN's

eighth full kngth. there's a hazy:

blunted softness shielding on

"Gunnera" that grants the song a

buoyant dreaminess Call it smart

production on the part of ISAN
duo Robin Savilk and Antony

Ryan if you will, but the ethereal

wall of rcverberatkm may also be

what accounts for the superfkial

ity one sc-nses in the too-tender

rM.*w agey riKMnents.

Maybe it's unfair to pin the

bank of orks versus robots

entirely on ISAN As stated

above, there are pknty of patches

of wonderfully iridescent sonk

embroklery to lose oneself in. It's

a matter of entrancing oneself in

the hamK>nic singularity of each

glistening pattern withcxit allow-

ing the traumatic distance

between the presently compro-

mised self and that haunting

memory of inruxence to become

too distracting.

ISAN's "Meet Next Life" is not

their best work, nor their most

original. Instead, it simply exists

out in the nebulous region of the

atidio space time continuum, able

to be properly cxperietKed at the

post-midnight hours of a ckiud-

less evening while walking head-

phoned, neck-bent upward,

enrapturcxl with the joy of being

between punctuated points of cat-

aclysm, and assured that, if noth-

ing else, there will always be next

life.

Uncaged Cajun sound
Classic Louisianan music remixed

By Cameron J. Woods
I Ol iFciAN Staff

If you are one of the

masses who bought into

the Coldplay phenomenon.

ha\e a passion lor old-

skcxjl reggae or

dub or arc just

searching foi

something thai

will hit a bit more

of your soul than

what is on the

radio. Louque
(pronounce Luke)

may In the bill.

Fronted by Louisiana

native Dustan Louque and

his raspy, emotionally satu-

rated voice, l.ouque's

debut album, "So Long" is

as eclectic an album as the

ingredients in a great

homemade gumbo
The album kicks off

with "perique" a slow

tempo ballad laden with

breathy vcxals, heavy with

Cajun accent to the point

of irh.i>heivncc hi* not at

all indicative ul the experi

ence to come but it is a

strong track that cases the

listener into the more
obscure tracks that lie

deeper wiihir

-Whoa in ! IW)

nJirection ot emotional

inlluence \\ith a jolly and

light piano and slightly

poppy sounding bass this

track has a happy vibe,

dkin to an auditory version

of a summer sunset lilting

this toTK* Louque sighs out

a siory of selfless love.

With a Train like piano

iniro. "art" sets a moder-

ate-quite pace, which is a

balancing bland to

l.ouque's use of vocal

range in both toiK aiKi vol-

ume.
If one track on this

album needed to be jetti

scjned based on which

would damage the album's

flow the least it would be

"kcnny the jet." Definitely

a reggae inspired peace

with a solid groove and

perhaps some radio poten-

tial, the song seems a bit

out of place on the album
as a whole This awkward-

ness is highlighted

with the rap dia

tribe that domi
nates 3U-seconds

of its core.

"Still in waiting"

and "lifeline" both

show the band's

ability to meld together

their bayou bar sound and

their light spiritually uplift

ing tnelodies They manual,

this with moments of deci

swamp-water jazzy rift-

and equal amounts of ethc

real piano refrains.

Their one cover song t

done masterfully; Ma^/s

Star's "cry. cry" is given j

deep soul soaked relinish-

ing. With a nu'llow sound

and smoky vocals Louque
give the storv a bit c>l .1

kkk.

Rounding out the 1

album are two ol the bands

greatest heart wrenching

work*. "I did" and "time

will take" both have the

tell-tak sound of tracks at

the end ol an album, thc

s«.>rt ot Mjftening and fading

out that trie-' to seamlessly

reinsert the lisierK'r into

reality Most definitely the

most radio friendly track ol

the disk, 'tinw will take"

puts forth the bands he^i

the nn-lting sound of their

eclectic background and
vocals flavored with that

sultry acceni \ei »lill dis-

cemable

Rockers honored with the ultimate award
Rock an(d Roll Hall of Fame a<dds new legencJs to the list

Bv DAvm Baioer
,Asso» lATtn Pkjss

NEW YORK (AP) ^ With nimhk

dance steps, blistering guitar and a irio

of I980s-era hits. Prince extended his

purple reign to the Rock and Roll Hall

of Fame last Monday
Detroit rocker Bob Seger. California

singer-songwriter lackson Browne and

ex-Beatle George Harrison also joined

the hall at its annual induction ceremo-

ny, along with ZZ Top, Traffic and the

Dells.

Dressed in a white suit Prince

brought the normally staid crowd to its

feet with some vintage funk rock. He

played three of his hits: "Let's Go
Crazy." "Sign O' the Times" and "Kiss."

„ I \ restless perfectionist. the
AK.ve Jackson Browne poses for a

Mjnneapolis-based singer often played
photo after being inducted

Below Jim Capaldi, left and Steve

WinwiHHi, both of Traffic, pose for a

photo after being inducted.

every instrument on his discs. He said

he was preoccupied early in his career

with maintaining his freedom.

"I embarked on a journey more fas-

cinating than 1 could ever imagine, but

a word to the wise to the young artists

without spiritual guidance loo much
freedom can lead lo spiritual decline,"

he said.

He also wamed youthful musicians.

"A real friend and mentor is not on

your payroll."

Prince was inducted by outrageous

rappers OutKast and soulful singer

Alicia Keys, who said Prince influ-

enced them as they grew up.

"There are many kings." Keys said.

"King Henry Vlll. King Solomon.

King Tut. King lames. King Kong and

the three kings. But there is only one

Prince."

Browne co-wrote "Take it Easy" for

the Eagles, then was successful on his

own with "Doctor Mv Eyes." "The

Pretender" and "Running on 1 mpu
'

The "No Nukes" concert organizer ha*

mixed the political with the personal

throughout his career

"I want lo thank you for allowing nic

to put my personal politics in my
songs," he said. "Music is a ven

empowering thing. I'm ihanklul lor

having had a lifetime doing it. Hiank

you for (his job."

Bruce Springsteen induded Krown.

noting with some jealousy that while he

and his E Slieei Band usualls drew an

audience filled with men. Browne was a

magnet for women. Springsieen called

Browne a "bona tide rock n' roll sex

star"

"lacksiin was (.hawing more wunien

than an Indigo C.irls show " Springsteen

said.

Browne perlormed "The Pretender,"

paused to thank his manager, then sang

"Running on l-inpi>."

Seger, who still lives in (lie Deliuil

area, burst Iroin regional lo national

fame with the hits "Nighi Moves," "Old

Time Rock &. Roll" and "Like a RcKk,"

the latter a longtime Chevv conimeiviiil

theme.

Fellow Michigan >>in>,'ei' Kid Rock

inducted Seger, calling him one of

music's most overlooked performers.

"In the Detroit iirca, Seger is God."

Rock said.

"Bob Segcr's music not only intUi

Prime pirturms .il the Wth annual Rivk .ind Roll Hall of Fame induction

cereoiin on March IS at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York. Prince was

anionn seven artists inducted into the hall Mondav.

enced me. il laughl me to he proud ot

where 1 come from. I siill am." he ^aid.

"He set the bar lot all of us who came
liitm the Midwest."

Segei brought up his Silver Bullet

Biiiul for their lirst public performance

in nine veaix. They sang "Turn the Page"

and the wedding staple. "Old Time

Rock 'n' Roll,"

Michigan'-^ governor declared

Monday "Hob Seger \\\\" in the state.

Tom Peiiv and lell I vnne. two fellow

members of the Traveling Wilbuiys,

were on hand lo salute Harrison. The

guitarist joins lohn 1 ennon and Paul

MeCaiincv ;is Beatles also honored by

the Rock Hall as solo aitisis.

Harrisons biggest hit. "\1v Sweei

Lord." came in a hursi of pent -up cre-

ativity following ihc Beatles' breakup.

He recorded infrequently in ihe decade

before his November 2l)OI cancer

death, but a well received posthumous

disc ciime out in 2002.

Hirsute blue>-iiKkcrs ZZ Top were

an early MT\ staple with the IxMgie

hits, "legs" and "Sharp-Diessed Man."

helped by the presence of little-dressed

women in their videos.

And ihcy were a ready-made trivia

question: the one member of the t rio

See ROCK AND ROLL on page 6
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MondayMarch22

BOOKS
VThe Odyssey Bookshop will launch its

'Science Fiction/Fantasy Book Group," a

new group that will discuss works of sci-fi

and fantasy on the third Monday of every

iTtonth. This introductory meeting will begin at 7

pm in the Bookshop, located at 9 College St. in

South Hadley

Discussion this month will t>e on Philip K. Dick's

classic. "Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?"

which was the original inspiration for the film

"Blade Runner

"

TuesdayMarch23

MUSIC
VThe "Music at Noon Hour" series will have

the cello styling of both Arthur Cook and

Zoltan Kodaly as part of their first spring

perlormance The show will begin at 1230

p.m. m the Sweeny Music Hall located in the Sage

Hall of Smith Coltege. As with all of the series'

shows this performance is free and open to the

public

Kodaly will be performing his masterpiece.

-SonaU for Cello Alone" which is herakleO as one

of the best works of ttie 2l5t Century. Cook is a

heavily decorated musician who has received

awards from several universities Together they

stMMiM provide an interesting bridge across a

Tuesday aftcrrMon

BOOKS
^^ Novelist Ernesto MMtrfllatd auttrar of the

V^ acclaimed. "The Lazarus Rumba." will be at

the Odyssey Bookshop of South Hadley to

discuss his new novel. "The Second Death ot Unica

AMtano*
The new work focuses on the life of an

indomitable Cuban woman The discussion is

sdieduled to begin at 7 p m in the bookshop.

WednesdayMarch24

BOOKS

V Master ot mystery Robert B. Parker, creator

of several best-selling mystery novels,

returns to South Hadley to read from his

31st novel, "Bad Business " The rsading will

be held at 7 p m in the Odyssey Bookshop. Seating

is limited and it is advised that those Interested

call in advance to secure a space. The bookshop

can be reached at 413-534-7307.

ThursdayMarch25

LECTURE

V William Ryerson, President of the

Population Media Center will present his

public lecture entitled, "Empowerment of

Women Through Soap Operas " His speech

will look at how the exciting soap operas of televi-

sion and radio influence the life decisions that

women around the world make.

The open lecture begins at 8 p.m and will be

held in the Browsing Room of the Neilson Library

of Smith College

PERFORMANCE
X'Body of Work." a thesis concert with chore-

ography by Division 3 students Kaitlin Hines

and C J Holm will run through Saturday at

Hampshire College's Main Dance Studio

Hines' perlormance will consist of a danced inter-

pretation of the classic fairytale of "Bluebeard " In

a debut work Holm will present "Your Epidermis is

Showing," a dark comedic dance performance that

defines the. "In Crowd."

General admission is $6 and student and senior

admission Is $3. To order tickets or for more infor-

mation, call 413-559-5889

BOOKS
^ Smith College alum and Leverett resident

^^ Elizabeth Carlisle will discuss her work,

"Earthbound and Heavenbent: Elizabeth

Porter Phelps and Life at Forty Acres (1747-

1817.)" The book is the true-life story of

Phelps and the extraordinary times in

which she lived.

The discussion will be held at 7 p.m.

in the Odyssey Bookshop of South

Hadley.

MUSIC
^ The "Magic Triangle Jazz* series

^f and the Residential Arts Program

continue their 15 season with a

performance by the Sun Ra

Arkestra, under the direction of Marshall

Allen and featuring Michael Ray, Fred

Adams and other acclaimed musicians.

The Concert will be held in the

Besanson Recital Hall at 8 p.m., and tick-

ets for this event are on sale through the

Fine Arts Center Box Office for $7-$12

and are available by calling, 1-800-999-

UMAS or via the internet at

www.resarts.com.

FridayMarch26

MUSIC
^^ In support of her second compact

p^ disk, "Fire," recording artist

Magdaken Hsu-LI will perform at

Hampshire College's Upper Robert

Crown Center A very versatile vocalist

with a dedicated following, Hsu-LI Is set

to become a cross-cultural for of Tori

Amos
Her ability to fuse her Asian and

American influences In her music sets

her into a very high niche as a performer

The performance will begin at 7 p.m and

ticket information is available by calling

413-559-5652

DISCUSSION
^ "New Ideas in German and

p^ European Studies." an

Interdisciplinary graduate student

conference, will take place at the

University of Massachusetts on Friday

and Saturday Professors Sara Lennox.

Banu Subramaniam and Robert Sullivan

will participate In the keynote panel dis-

cussion on interdisciplinarity on Friday

evening at 7 p.m. in Herter Hall room

601

Panels wilt include "Instttuttonalizing

the Colonial Fantasy," "Fixed and

Fluctuating: Gender, Sexuality and

Queerness in Twentieth-Century

Germany,' "Fi-de-siecle Germany,"

"Searching for the Nation, Searching for

the Self," and "(Re) Negotiations of

History, Gender Subjectivity *. For

detailed information about the panels,

times and locations, pleose visit the con-

ference Web site al wwrw.umass edu/ger-

manic/conference.

weeklypiXlUp

TUESDAY MARCH 23

Dennis Haskins, a.k.a. Mr. Belding

from the classic TV show "Saved By

the Bell" will appear in the

University of Massachusetts Campus

Center Auditorium at 8 p.m.

Admission is $1, but seating is limit-

ed to roughly 660 persons. Haskin

will discuss the experiences he had

while involved in the making of both

"Saved By the Bell" and "Saved By

the Bell: the New Cllass."

lhi= ik:Mh»n,\ti t:
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Kelsey does ii

Greg does
twice a day.

SCOtti Even more often!

Have no idea what we're talking about? Stop by and see.

Join fellow bloggers for a weblogger mectup at 7:30 p.m.

on Thursday, March 25, at the Woodatar Cofie in

Northampton. Don't mis.s this chance to di.scuss the blog

life with local bloggers and learn more alwut this online

phenomenon, while indulging in some cafFeinated beverages.

Check out local web blogs at: masslive.com/weblogs

Thanks to thf Woodstar Cafr, 60 Masonn Street for hasriiig this event.

AUTOS SPORTS NEWS WEBLOGS REAL ESTATE FORUMS

.\mherst Laser 'd? Skin Care Center

"BetAuse you are worth it

Laser Hair Removal

Bo1^ Men and Women
Any Area of tf>e Body

B*ini • Feoe ' Chin ' Lip ' Underarm * Leg * Back

Facials. Massages. & Microdermabrasion

I AMT irvAimiiii .,\,,il.,l)l<' li>r .m n<- ,»n<J (ai iaI \elM

Call Now for a tififi '"'tial physician consultation

BtudMt bi»couni» availaMa
wHh a valid Studant I.O.

Amherst Laser and Skin Care Center

Bob Weitzman MD Medical Director

196 NORTH PLEASANT STREET - SlUTE 1

1

AMHERST MA 01002 413-253-2214 • FAX 413-253-2216

www amhersttaser com

Rock 'n Roll's

finest honored
ROCK AM ROU from page 5

who didn't wear a beard duwn lu

his chest was named ( Frank i

Heard.

TraffK featured teen pniilij,'\

organist Steve W'inwtxKl. who
later went on to solo success The

pastoral, jazzv Traflk. had hits with

"Clad" and "Low Spark of High

Heeled Bo>-s."

The CVHIs. a vocal harmon>

quintet thai hit with "Oh What a

Night" in N55, were the inspira-

tion for the film "The Five

Heartbeats." With onK one per-

sonnel change, a group formed in

high school is siill performing

together more than 50 years later.

Rolling Stone magazine-

founder lann Wenner was lo

receive a lifetime achievemeni

award

Excitement. Adventure.

Surprise. Thrills.

This ainc your parenCs cravel agency

a s s
live.com

iC's yours.
|

London $316
Paris $377
Guatemala $429
A r acrommoflalions S transfp'

Hotel

Lonpon
5 nlghtt, Beevei

From

^"^^^
JflfTlfllCfl

Point Village in Negrfl, twin occup.

Frxjm:

$782
la rwrfid ir.p }nr\ tOS end pneee are per FPOfH;

i|ipiv fam ere vena

eludante. tei^ and yowtb u<«tle' M

Bob Se^r was among the ranks

of the recently inducted members

of the Rock and Ri>ll Hall of Fame.

N£W ON W£SDAy»
CHEAPER

BY THE DOZEN
HOPE SPRINGS

MATRIX
JTIONi

In jclvmiic on MonUvtxom contact « u 4 1.1-7W 2000 or admtn««»in«!(iw.com Affiliaitd wiih The RepmUictn.

Room 224 Campus Cent;er Way
1 Campus Centner Way
Univer^t;y oP Massochusect^

(413) 256.1261

I
www.statravel.conT"

STUDENT TRAVEL & BEYOND
1 : If pMOftf

15COWLESLANE
Behind Bruegger's

ppwntpwn Amh^rft
19 MONTAGUE RD.
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This one ranks with the best

Andrew

Meffitt

Junior Peter Trovatu celebrate* after (coring liic tYUtg goal against New Hampshire in the H«k kr\ EaM
temiftnal Friday night at the FIcctCenter in Boston. The Minuirmen went on to win, S-2.

UMass falls in final
10

He then stepped in, pumped
otKC. and iired a blistering slap

shut that enpluded in the top cor-

ner over Howards glove, li was
the fifth straight game with a

goal for Mauldin. selling a new
school record

In the first overtime, the

Minutemen clearly held an

advantage, aitd oiitshoi the Black

Bears 14-8 Howard was at his

best in ihc lirsi extra period,

though, making save after save,

including arguably the finest of

the game. With five minutes to

go. Pock fired a lung wrist shot

that Howard stopped, but he

allowed Piick another shot on the

rebound. In the middle of recov-

ering fr\>m the firsi save. Howard
went into windmill mode, and
stuck his glove arm up. stopping

a sure game-winner
In the scxond overtime. Maine

held the offensive advantage,

outshooiing the Minutemen 1
3-

4. but both teams had a number
of stellar chances. At 5:W.
UMaas' lames Solon zinged a

wrist shot from the goal line

extended on the left wing.

Howard made the initial save,

but the puck popped up and over

the (oaltender. coming just inch-

es away from ending the game
before Howard reached back to

grab it. Seconds later, Maine's

Dustin Penncr took off on a

breakaway towards Winer's net.

but the .sophomore from

Stoughton was up to the task, sti-

fling the challenge

The closest the Black Bears

got to winning it in the second

OT came from a Minuteman

skate. I.yall took the puck around

the net. and broke free of a pur-

suer just long enough to send the

puck out front. However |eff

Lang was backing towards the

Minuteman goal to prevent a

Maine trailer from connecting

with the pass, and accidentally

kicked the puck back towards

the net. where it hit the po«i

before Winer covered it up.

The Black Bears took a t-0

lead in the second period, after

being thoroughly outshoi by the

Minutemen throughout Penncr

sent a feed from the goal line

exteiKled to Michel Leveille on

the point. Leveilles stick

snapped on the shot, and the

puck trickled precariously

towards the net Penner then fin-

ished off the play, getting enough
of his body loose from a UMass
defoider to whip the loose puck

underneath Winer The Black

Bears carried the lead into the

secoTKl intermission.

UMass appeared to have the

game's first goal at 9:28 of the

first, when Mauldin. stationed in

the left wing faccoff circle,

snapped a nice pass from Pock in

the right wing comer past

Howard. However, after a pro-

longed call lo the video replay

booth, video goal judge Tom
Quinn ruled that Kevin {arman

had a skate in the crease before

Mauldin fired the shot, nullifying

the goal.

Friday night's semifinal was a

rematch of the teams that met in

last year's semis, except this time.

UMass was the higher seed, host

ing New Hampshire.

The story of the game came
from the Warner family, as junior

goaltender Tim made his third

straight start and played compe

UNH 2 stifle the Wildcat

UMass 5 """ck on numcr
ous occasions,

and older brother Mike scored

the game-winner late in the third

period, as part of a five goal

explosion by the Minutemen

UNH took an early 2-U bad. but

UMass battled back, and junior

Peter Iroxato tied the game off a

shot Irom Sean Regan. Regan's

shot was deflected into the slot,

and Trovato tumc*d and wrisied

it past UNH goaltender Mike
Ayers to tic the game at two

Then. Warner gave the

Minutemen the lead, and they

never kx>ked back. Sophomore
Stephen Werner worked the

puck out from behind the net to

lanium. whi> vvas held up K'fore

he tould take the nIioI Wanwr
then darted in and chipped it

over the leg of Ayers. giving

UMa.ss the eventual clincher, and

its first entr* in ihc conference

final Warner and Pock added

ivw) more in the final three min-

utes In puiKiUJie ihe \ii.tor>

There are a number of important

moments in the history of the

Massachusetts hockey program.

Many of those dates are recent,

such as Dec. b, 2002. when Chris

Capraro's goal with just 51 sec-

onds left in overtime lifted the

Minutemen to a 5 4 win over

Boston University, galvanizing the

team aixl its burgeoning fan base.

There was the amazing victory on

March 7. 2003 that swept the

Maine Black Bears out of their own building for the

lirst time in the playoffs, and the nail-biting defeat in

the semifinals to New Hampshire a week later

There is ik) question, no shadow of a doubt, that

Saturday. March 20, 2004 will rank as one of the

greatest days in the history of UMass hockey Right

now, there's gotxi reason to think that this weekend

was the most important, finest example of the evolu-

tion of the program It was truly one lor the ages

No one could have expecttxl. after a promising

sea.son that eventually fizzled into a lackluster finish,

that the Minuteirten coukl have made it this far

There were some very smart people who thought that

UMass Lowell had a shot at beating the Minutemen

in their own buikling last weekend. Even then,

despite being the higher seed. UMa.ss was clearly the

underdog against UNH. the team that dispatched it

last year live Wiklcats have a tine goaltender a solid

overall system, and they've become a mainstay at the

FleetCenter in the last lew years.

Conversely, the Minutemen backed into the play

offs. and one of their top offensive threats, delense

man Thomas Pock. had such a quiet February that

lumping him in with other Hobey Baker candidates

was no k>nger as serious a consideration as it had

been when he was scoring almost at will

\s has become a trend for the Minutemen. it svii-

an unlikely pair that scored two of the most impor

tant goals in team history. Peter Trovato. a hard

working junior who never produced miKh offense,

tied the Wiklcats with a pretty shot that beat goalie

Mike Ayers over his left shoukkr Then senior Mike

WarrKT. vifH>se leadership was just as important to

this year's squad as the goal-scoring abilitv ot Pock or

Columbus draftee Greg Mauldin. scored the ultimaie

grinder's goal, chipping a loose puck over a kg pad to

give UMass the 5-2 viin.

All ol that was just a prelude to Saturday night

There will be more epic games in hockey's future

There are more talented hockey players than the «-ioe»

who donned the maroon jerseys Saturday night.

There are goaltenders who wouki have found the

superhuman strength to reach down and stop the

puck that trickled through Gabe Winer's legs, aivi

there are forwards who would have finished more of

the breakaways and one-timers that the Minutemen

threw al jimmy Howard Saturday night. There have

been, and will be. better coaches than Don Cahoon
- and that's coming more from him than from this

writer Right now, this UMass team is hardly a blip on

the national radar screen, simply "the other team" in

the Sportscenter highlight that showed Maine's

thrilling title win.

However, there may never, ever be a game at

amazing, as draining, as uplifting and discouraging.

as breathtaking as the one that was played Saturday

night on that FleetCenter ice. It was a title fight at its

best, going all 12 rounds, with quality punches from

both contenders. It was a horse race with a photo fin-

ish, between two thoroughbreds — one of them more

Seabiscuit than Secretarial, but still It was the extra-

inning, triple-overtime, dov^-to-the-wire extravagan-

za that we all secretly hope might break out when we
buy that ticket for admittance.

Those tiaysayers who think that bts of scoring is

the key to exciting hockey should take a look at the

tape of the game — although it's probably a couple of

tapes, this one went so long. TWo sophomore goal-

lenders who represent some of the best and brightest

in college hockey, standing on their heads, making so

many saves that the other team's fans staned cheer-

ing lor each of them So much plutk by the underdog

Minutemen that the BU and UNH fans who held on

to their linals tickets and stuck around for all six peri-

ods became UMass converts, matching the over-

whelming Ntaine contingent chant-for-chanl.

Saturday night was what sport is all about.

.Athletes stretched to the limits, jumping from tired

legs in the sixth overtime just lo avoid taking a cost-

ly too-many -men penalty, as UMass' Kevin larman

did in one of the night's many itxlelibkr images.

There will be nwre games. There will be better

players and teams, aivl in a few years, according to

Pock, a title on the Minutemen's mantel But if

UMass hockey is a religion, the faithful are reaping

the rewards starting now.

No matter what comes in the next exciting yean.

orK- thing is for sure, without any doubt. Saturday

night was an epic in every sense of the word, attd the

greatest hockey game I have ever seen

\ndrrw Merrill is a CoUepan folumnni He can

he reaiiied ui memitj.'oUepaH^yah.toxitm

Winer makes return to cage
60AUES from page 10

WartK-r hadn't played in back-to-

back games ever in his career

before the Lowell series, so a

rest wasn't an unreasonable con

sideration.

On the flip side. Warner had

the hot hand. He didn't just play

in the Lowell series, he shined.

iKver giving up a truly bad goal.

He has also been an important

part of the Minutemen's prepara-

tion all year and while no one

pays to tec a practice, iboitf who

sp(^rts@tkMly<^iiU>y!4*in.t.(Mri

sp()rrs@Jailyci)llc^iiin.LiMn

sp()rr.s@Jiiilyci>llc.L;i;in.ct>in

managed to attend a session in

the Mullins Center practice rink

might have had a hard time iden

lifying the team's top goaltender.

as Warner often showed the

moves and the fundamental

awareness to earn playing lime

Winer initially didn't think he

was getting the tKxl. either

"There's no way I thought I

was going to play after vesterday.

but coach had a lot of contidence

in me. atKl I'm glad I got to par-

ticipate."

^tfm foM. '

o.m. 4f,^i>

While Warner was relegated

to the baseball cap seat at the

end of the Minutemen's beiKh.

he might take some solace in the

fact that, despite Cahoon s deci-

sion to go with Winer for the

biggest game in the program's

history, there are many on the

team — including Winer — who
agree that the Minutemen got

where they did because of him

"Timmy did a really great

job." Winer said. "He's the rea-

son we got here."

H0y laai^ f**i If

aJ m0 Mid *f<^iv

fl /»»r4 Ha*^H^^ tosJ

iiAiRcurs.,-iio. lis m«in i- l:-^^.-^;!^r =35 IS
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m\ Campus
Recreation

Still 1*11110 It) I'nter:

Sottb«lI(.M'U C t jVN.A.P

Co-rcc Soccer .A.S.A.P.

VolloWl Spccinl \SAP

Orfitials Needed:

Softball Clinic* 3/2i, V24. .V2S

Co rtc S<Kvct CRnks 3.23. V24. .V2S

Volleyball Special V23

Call for clinic ^tteiuiance requirements, times and locations.

More Info: 215 Boyden, 5-2693

On The Web: wwAv.uniiiss.edu/iimiin

Change

your
mind

this summer:

• Get the Gen Ed courses

you need

• Enjoy smaller class sizes

• Keep on track for graduation

• Choose from over 200 courses

and degree programs

> AND take 6 credits or more and
we'll waive the registration fee!

Watch for our
money-saving coupon

in your mailbox.

umass.edu/contined
413-545-2414

^ppORT YO(/
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Krniuikv's Hrik OanicU (I4> and thr Kentucky team watch UAB crtcbrate after Kentucky lout the

M-iotiil riuind of thf NCAA fournjmcnt 76-7S SunJav in (."olumbuii, Ohiu.

A Blaze of glory
UAB gets first big

upset over Kentucky

The Nt'AA iiHimiHiK'ni'i top »«ti

giK M:t» l^iiK^ ' Ketuuck)

Nki I iMk-> iiuidc a IT-foui
^.. ,, .il, 1 > > ,.k L.ii .i^i

Konlin k\ 7'') Hi

hung on tu

stun the litf«nil> liivoml WikJcaio

7^75 Sitn(Ui\ ill the wixind rounil

' •"
• '

I' nal.

I iich mtucd

,m.l t li.i. t l,i\ ^ \i\^ \ '

rmt (tiM heliitv the final Hon

IK- BlazcTi (22**) advaixcU i

the nmnd <jf lb fur the hist tin:

Mtve l»»82 with their ^

I'l-'.-) Ill kctiitkk) in . .. \\

cnl
'

' X v\. ttt . .Iltt4> :itl1h i^t 4>\,u'tK

2 > veii^ lo the dav thai the Bla/er^

beat Kentuck) in the second ruund

III the I »W I tuumament — a victo-

rs the schuul had claimed as the

turning point in ns basketball pru-

fnHn. whkh b cdebraimg iu 2)th

wniwBrMty thin season.

TMs one might ju»i top it.

Uinng a "40 minute* of Hell'

.iituck that their coach Mike
\'- iorson lcarTK"d utulcr Nolan

Ki.iutrdMjn at Arkansas, the

Blazen took it lo the Wikkats
fnmi the outset

Kichardsoii >ce ever>

second of it. tm.j. cficc-rin^' and

wiving his anas in the ^i.indv Ki
'' Kloen l&e he vkii-- ><imIu side-

Ill I'.' MtMng the Ra/t.>tKj..Ls.

Forty minutc*» of Hdl: Pan Two.'

I^i. hardson scrcained in the mid-

it LiAB's chivring section that

IukI iunx\l inti) a niosh pit. 'I

knew (hey had a chance."

For the scvond straight >ear.

Kentucky came up shun in its

quest lor an eighth NCAA title at

the tourney's favorite. The
NMkkats were the second No. I

^x*d to be dispatched this week-

end, folkjwing Si^ ^hichgol

beat by Alabaiiw day.

So in the sfMHt of 24 hours,

Alabama, a stale best known for

its football, has rucked college

hoops with two heart-stoppii^

upsets.

Kentucky rallied all the vray

back from a lO-point deficit in the

second half and took a 75-74 lead

with 29.5 seconds left when
Keknna Azubuike dunked in a

miss.

UAB called its last timeout

before Hniey made the shot that

wtti go down in Blazers' hi^itory.

Dribbling on the right side, the 6-

fuol-1 senior a<«ed a pump lake to

^et ffayes in the air. and then

stepped inside the Vpoint arc lo

drain his |uni|vr.

Kentucky calkxJ time to set up

a play thai ended with Fitch ^-
ling a clean kwk from the left

wing. It went off the mark a.s did

Ffaqws' attempt and the Blazers

bouiKed o(T their bench in celefora-

litm

CCouds (Dance^tieatre

^
? 1

Free Admission
Wednesday, March 24th

7:30-9:00 p.m.

UMass Amherst

Fine Arts Center Concert Hail

(413) 454-25H

Thursday, March 2Sth

8:00^:30 p.m.

Smith College

Sage Sweeny CorKert hiait

(413) 585-3150

http://students.brown.edu/b(s/cdt/operting.htm

Clouds Dance Theatre is a wonderful and professional folk dance troupe

from Taiwan, and ttiey fiave performed extensively outside of Taiwan,

including international dance tours In Holland, Germany, and Isreal.

They have been extremely well received by international audiences.

The aims of the dance troupe founders are to inherit and to carry on the

art of Taiwanese folk dance, to help foster professional artists within

Taiwan, and to offer audiences a chance to understand and appreciate

Taiwanese folk dance through performances.

A.1-
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Doubled up
Sophomore midfielder Dane Collins and the MasMchusetts lacrosse team lost a 10-S decision

to Brown Saturday in Cambridge. The Minutemen will host Sacred Heart at 3 p.m. tomorrow.

Gentle, elective, natural treatment tor neck pain, back pain,

headaches, sports injuries, auto injuries, work injuries.

ResJtstou. can(^l

Or Lee Kane
Chiropractic PfiysicUm

H/ltmber.

• American Chiropractic Association

• Massachusetts Chiropractic Society

Participating provider with most insurance,

Including student insurance & GIC

Amherst Family Chiropradk

Center for Natvral Health

228 friong^ Sfrtef, Amhenf /nexf to 8«rtvcci'ii 549-1500

'H^
( id tiiDse forms in l>\

:

Campus

Recreation

Weekend FUg footbafl (M/C). 3/24

Weekend L«cro»»e (W) 3/24

Swim Meet (M/W) 4/5

Tennii Doubles (M/W/C) 4/20

Quickball, Diamond Derby (M/W)....4/20

World Cup Soccer (M/W) 4/20

Mot« Info: 215 Boyden, 5-2693

On the Web: www.umass.edu/umim

Sticking

around for

2004-05?

Interested in

writing about

UMass

sports? Email

the Collegian

Sports desk a^

sports@daily-

coDegianxomJ

or call 5-0719'

WWW.OAIlVCOllfCIAN.COM Zhe jtlaggacbugettfl? Bailp Collegian McjNiJAv, March 22, 2004
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TODAY'S
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Daily Weather Forecast

For Amherst

MONDAY
• Higii: 35

• Low: 15

TUESDAY
. High: 43

• Low: 25

WEDNESDAY
• High: 50

• Low: 33

^̂pN

Dining Coma^ons M£nu
l)( .iint.«i 4H-545-2626

LUNCH
• Meatball SuIj

• Chili Nacho Btiat

• Vegetable ( hili Nat hos

ivegetariani

• Gardenbucger C Hh k'n Cirill

(vegan)

DINNER
• Savory Baked Chi( ken

• Crunchy Bake<i ( txJ

• Roast Vegetal)le Wrap
(vegan)

Production Crew
On stall lotl.iv

NICH1 EDITOR
ffnniter fasrtttwd

fHOTO TECHNICIAN
( jtiin cm

COPY EDITOR
Andy Vt^t

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
K.itir IJw.in

PRODUITION STATE
Kussell Silva/ Dijiw M«jgi7ev$*y

HOROSCOPES

Q

Z
H

u.
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Imagination is

more important than

knowledge. m m
-Albert Einstein

aquarius • Ian. 2o-feii. is

Keej) your head up; you fixjght long arxl

hard.

pisceS • Frs. 19-Mar. 20

Pleav^ excuse vtxirM'lf after ycxj do that.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9

Now that you've had a < han< e to relax,

it'"» tinw to i^et bai k Iu work.

taurus • Ara io-MM 20

fat more ite cream! Yummy and relresh-

in^: what ccxild be better?

gemini • mav2i-|un. 21

Never trust the weather trom the day

liefore. It tends to < hange daily.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

You don't n<>e<J a reason like St. Patrick's

Day to wear gre<>n. Wear it ev«T\ flav

leo • ii I. -M-Ai .
..'

'

Take this of^fortunity to recoonecl with

lost trieiKk.

virgo • \ <,. 23-stn. 22

CiO all rait. I eave evef\'thing you have.

W.^w no r»*Rrets.

libra • s»pt. 2ior-t ,'•

Listen to The Beach Bo\s Wws are

dreann

Scorpio • ()< I 2i'N(iv. 21

Kinkf-ni \our diijnils l)\ ac inn this next

pr<»|itt.

Sagittarius • n v 22-Dtc. 21

Buy a whole pinea|)|)le, and slice il up.

It's a delic ious treat.

Capricorn • Dt« 22 |as i**

Ciet inlormeil anfl vote.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
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1 bednxim

Brandywine apstrt-

ment starting June I.

$755/month neyo-

tiahle - includes

heat, water, C(X)kinji

^s. Spacious, quiet

with balcony and

irarkinjj. 549-9489

Center of town 1,2,

3 bednx)ms; haal-

wotxl fl(X)rs. NOW
SHOWINC} for

JUNE and SEPTEM-
BER. NO FEES.

www.amherstlinct>l-

nrealty.com 253-

7879

Brandywine Apts.

Now lea.sinfi, I &.2

hedrcx)m apts. Leases

begin June, July, Auk

or Sep. First come,

first .serve. Get them

while they last.

www.hrandvwine-

aBiifiSan Stop hy or

Call 549-0600.

N. Amherst, I

Bcdrm, I 1/2 mi.

UMass I\«ck, $625,

PetsOK. Hdwd

flcx.rsAvlk4/l

maybe s»x)ner. 549-

2062

Hobart Qind«is 3

bednxim, hardwixxl

flixirs, study area in

basement, (^able,

telephone (internet

access) in all bed-

r(X)nvs and study.

NOWsnowiN(~;
for JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO
FEES, www.amher-

stlinct)lnrealtv.com

253-7879

IMPIOVVttNT

Lxal Business is hir-

ing marketers Part

Time $10-1 5/hr Call

Alison ©413-627-

9043

Summer Fun at Lite-

Tech Venturer live-

in ciHinselors and

instructors at

Presidential Summer

C^imp in Charlton,

MA Available to

anyone who honestly

likes beinK with chil-

dren Call 800-4 33-

8375 naturesclas.s-

nxmi.onr

Two job opportuni-

ties on Nantucket

Island Ix'^innin^ in

May. Ofhce a.ssistants

with decent typing,

computer and tele-

phone skills. Some

errand ninnin^.

Salary + housing-

Tele. 508-228-3942

or send resume to VO
Box 2607 Nannicket,

MA 02584 or fax

resume to 508-228-

8778

FMPIOVVtFNT

Cjet hands-on leyal

ex|XTience with a

le^al assistant intern-

ship this fall. Work

directly with attor-

neys and clients ami

earn 9 to 15 crc\lit.s.

Nt> experience

required. Tnuninj;

provided. Qintacl

the Student Lejjal

Ser\'ices C")ffice tor an

application, due 4/2.

922 Campus Onter,

545-1995

ATTENTION LAX
PLAYERS Play &
G>ach - Have fun -

Make $$$ Top Boys

S|X)rtsC;amp in

Maine l(X)kinK for

staff to instnict iSi

ctwch I^X Awe-some

Summer! Work with

kids! Top salaries,

FREE nn/lxl/rrvl

aHow. Apply online

ASAP: www.camp-

cobK)s.see.com

EMPIOYMFNT

SUMMER
INTERNSHIP
Excellent

Advertising, Sales,

and Marketing

opportunity. Euim

$30Wto$7a\i+

and jjain \'aluable

business experience

working for the

UMass Official

Campus Telephone

l)irector>'. CREAT
RESUME BCX^ST-

ERiCallKierstenat

Around C^impus,

Inc. l-a\M66-2221

ext.272.

www.annindcampus.

com

Marketing Agency

Seeks C^itjjoinK I li^h

Energy Individuals

tor promotions

$ 15/liour 888-47 7-

6668 www.hauspro-

motions.ct)m

FMPIOYVUM

IVirtender Irainces

NcxxIcxI. $250.l\^a

day p»)tential. Lx;al

jxwitions. l-aX^-293-

3985 ext 516

"B,inendinK"

$250/I>ay Potential.

No Experience Nesc.

Training provided. 1
-

800-965-6520

Ext. 162

SFRVK IS

Philosophical

Cxninsc-linK Amherst,

n^ikis>yhyL')iak<LaH.'.net

Wc i.\o l.iptop ,ind

desktop computer

repair starting at

$39.00.413-584-

8857.

ProKiiint •' Need

help.' ('all BirthriKlit

of Amherst area for

free testing and assis-

tance 549-1906

SFRVIf FS

PREONAM V

TESTINC.. 1 ll\

Testing, Binh

C^mtrol, .ind

Emernencv

C^mtniception

Aftordable and confi-

dential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst.

548-9992

IRAVFl

Spring: Bre.ik 2004.

Travel with STS.

Americas «1 Sui-

dent Tour t^x-rator

to Jamaica, t'ancun,

AcapuLo. Bah.imas

and Florida. Now hi-

ring campus reps C>all

for uroup discounts.

lnformation/Resc>r\ ai

ions 1-800-M8-4849

or www.ststravel.com

For nu>re intoniia-

tion cimtact STA
Travel at 41 3-256-

1261

TRAVEL

Florida oni\ ?(>'^' one

way all t.ixes includ-

ed. Mexico/

C !.irriK'an $ 1 25 e;K:h

way all taxes includ-

ed. Europe $169 one

w.iy. B*x)k on-line

sv'u iirtvch .com or

(212)219-7a\^

S87-4'C:ANt:UN

Best price. UMASS
\ ENIX^R selling

spring break pack-

ayes. I\> not yet

.scammed. Ciincun,

Nevrril Acapuico,

Bahamas, Flt>rida.

$$$ campus reps earn

$$$. Flipnation.com

877-4-eaiuiin.

Noi\l to sublet v>'*'r

ip.irtiiu'iit tor tin- sum-

inor.' l.iK'kinj; tor ^n

extra riHimniaie tor next

year' AJvoniM- in the

(.<illcKi.m Murkft -place!

I ">iscixintcil stiklent

rates. C -.all 54^-^500.
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Boston marathon

Maine'* Ben Murphv (17) waicheo a* hi* artlciiion ..» Marhiw Dc'Khampi" *lar »hi.« ««•«- jvi^i Ma»%aihu*fft» fcnaltrftdrr GaSe Winer, with I>u»u Drmianiuk (24) and tenter Tim Vifek (20) lookinfE o« during

overtime The gwal ipive M«ine a 2-1 »in in the HiKki\ East championohip tjatne at B«»»t«>n\ FleetCenter on Saturday. It i» Maine'* fifth HiKkey East title, and the lonite^t game in Hixkev Ea»t hUtorv.

Maine outlasts

Minutemen in

thrilling triple^

overtime final
By Andrew MFRRirt

Col.Lei.IAN SfMt

BOSTON — Four hours. 36 minutes. A cotn-

bined 122 saves by two sopho-

UMaSS 1 more goaltenders! 109:27 of

Maine 2 P'^'y-
*'''^ '^"^ ""'^ ^ ^^"^ over-

times. Three goals, including a

winning tip-in by a fourth-line center.

In the longest Hockey East game in history, and

the fourth longest ever in Division I. the Maine

Black Bears beat the Massachusetts hockey team 2-

I at the HectCentcr in ihc third overtmie ol the

conlorencc title game, on a goal from junior Ben

Murphy at 9:27. It is the Black Bears" fifth Hockey

F^.st title, tying them with Boston College and

Boston University for the most Hockey F^st titles in

the conferetKes history.

Murphy slid into the sk)t in front of UMass goal-

icnder Gabe \V iner. Maine's Catrfrron ! yall sent the

puck from the right wing comer behind the goal

line out to Mathew Dcschamps just inside the right

wing faceoff circle. De.schamps one-timed the feed

toward the net. and Murphy redirected it through

three UMass defenders, sliding it along the ice

between \Mners legs. With an exhausted, defeated

Minuteman squad slowly trudging back to its

bench, the Black Bears all jumped to the ice, joining

Murphy at the opposite end in a celebration among
piles of discarded equipment.

-Definitely this is the biggest goal |of my
career]." Murphy said "And the sweetest. We have

about 1 5 minutes to enjoy it. then we've got to get

ready for next weekend."

The Black Bears (30-7-3) move on to the NCAA
tournament as the No. 1 seed in the Albany brack-

et, where they will play Harvard on Friday at 5 p.m.

The Minuiemens season ofticially ended, as they

were not selected to be In the 16-ieam tournament

Held.

UMan coach Don Cahoon. his voice broken and

raspy after over four hours of hockey, asked the

media at the post game press conference, "do you

think I have words to describe that'.'

"It was an iiKredible exhibition of intestinal forti

tude by both sides. Both teams rope-a-doped each

other all night long That game had a little bit of

everything in it The goallending was immen.se at

both ciids, the game could have been over 10

times."

Maine's jimmy Howard came just three saves

short of breaking the all-time Hockey East tourna-

ment record of 65 stops, set by Chris Terreri in

1985. Howard made 63 saves, including 19 in the

first overtime, and 27 in the three extra sessions

combined, earning tournament MVP honors, as

well as a spot on the all-tournament team.

Howard said his hardest save of the night was

"all of them In OT. I'm just glad its over. I'm so

tired."

That echoed the sentiments of just about every-

one involved in the epic final, from the 38 players

and three officials on the ice. to the 16.743 in atten-

dance, to even the New England Sports Network

camera crew that spent over 1 2 hours in the

FleetCenter. pulling double duty after covering the

nooniinv: Bruins game that day.

For UMass. despite the ending of an up-and-

down season, simply reaching the final was a land

mark moment in the program s history. It was the

lirst-ever Hockey East (inal appearance for the

Minutemen. who clobbered New Hampshire 5-2

Friday night to earn the bid

It is also the last collegiate game for UMass sen-

iors Thomas Pock. Nick Kuiper. and Mike Warner.

"I would be remiss if I didn't say that these three

seniors are some of the greatest leaders that I have

ever come across. They all played their hearts out

tonight," Cahoon said.

For the second lime in the playoffs, junior Greg

Mauldin played the hero for the Minutemen. scor-

ing \^ ith just 6: 1 3 to go in the third period to tie the

game at one. With Deschamps in the penalty box

for an interference call stemming from a play where

he sent Mauldin into Howard, the Minutemen
worked the puck around the perimeter on the

power play.

Mauldin had the puck briefly on the left wing

point, and considered a shot before sending it over

to sophomore Marvin Degon. who exchanged it

with Pock before sliding it back across to Mauldin.

Sae HOCKEY on page 7

Winer gets the call

Soph makes a

return to net
By Andrew Mkrritt

(:ol,l.K(.IAN StAH-

MM HAMHFRli/ASS0C3ATH)niESS

Helmets fly as Maine goalie and championship MVP Jimmv Ht.ward joins his team celebrating its 2-1

triple-overtime Hockey East championship win over Massachusetts on Saturday.

BOSTON — If this weekend showed nothing

else about Don Cahoon, it showed thai he is a gam-

bling man.

First, he went with junior Tim Warner in net. a

goaliender who had played just over 70 minutes

during the regular season, without a start until the

quarterfinal series against UMass Lowell in which

Warner became the improbable star and de facto

starter. Warner continued to play well into the

.semifinal game Friday night against New
Hampshire, making 27 slops in the Minulemen's 5-

2 win.

Then, Saturday night, the Minutemen had their

first real goallending controversy, as Cahoon elect-

ed to go with sophomore Gabe Winer, who started

every game this season before going down with a

back injury prior to the Lowell series. Winer

earned his spot as the team's No. 1 netminder

through his play last year, when he shone as a

freshman, leading the Minutemen to a team-record

19 wins. Winer's play had dropped off this year.

however, and there was plenty of reason to believe

thai even though Winer was healthy — has been

for a week now — Tim Warner would have earned

the starling nod.

Still, it was the sophomore from Stoughton

whose name was on top of the goaliender slot on

the Minulemen's line chart.

"Gabe has played 60-somc odd games for us

over two years, and has been a terrific player for

us." UMass coach Don Cahoon said. "He had the

advantage of beating Maine more than any other

goalie but maybe the BC goalie in the last two

years, and shut ihem out the last time we played

them.

"I thought Timmy had played brilliantly for two

consecutive weekends, and I was just thinking

through it, and the logic of him being able to come
back after not playing all year, two consecutive

weekends, back-to-back, and be as good as 1

thought he'd need to be, it just seemed like Gabe
was the logical choice."

There were plenty of reasons for arguing the

merits of both players. Winer was the No. 1 goalie

all year for the Minutemen. and although he wasn't

quite as brilliant as he was last .season, his stability

came in handy a number of times for UMass. Not

to mention, even though he hadn't played a game

for two weeks, he still had more work, more expe-

rience this year. Not to mention the fact that

See GOALIES on page 7
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And the nominees for SGA are
Looking at the presidential and tmstee candidates in this week s elections

#•#

By MtLISSA BlANKSTEEN ANl>

Perron Sal-niker

With Student Government

^sociatkm ekxtkxis lor preskknt and

trustee and area government elections all

slated to take place on Wednesday and

Thursday, The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian ha-s compik.-d profiles of ail of

the candidates for SG.A prvsklent and

trustee bek)w. See tomorrow's CoUegian

for additional SGA ekxtion coverage.

HmwCam

Brian Long, a founh year history stu-

dent, has worked v^ithin the Student

Govemnkffil Association lor all four of

his yean at the University of

MasMchuaetts.

"I've served in almost every position

. from kxal' gowmmeni. the Wgisla-

ii%e braiKh and the executive." Long

said.

As a freshman. Lung said he was his

floor's repa*scntati\e to the house coun-

cil for Coolkjge Tower HLs sophomore

year, he advanced to the vice premkni of

the house council. He became a coin-

muler smiaior his junior y<ar. and the

folbwing Npring SCIA Preskkmi l>ave

Carr appoinied him to his cabinet as the

University policy secretary. He continued

in this position this yc*ar

"Ivc sencd on multipk- tiHiimittees,

I ask Forci-s and boards ihnxigh this

position." he saki. Ik- has abio been the

liaison to the Faculty Senate for the

Student Senate.

Thrviugh this experience. Long

he wants lo chaiipr school spirit most as

presklenl.

"There is none here on campus. I

want lo change that .1 want people to

be proud." he said.

He plans on changing school spirit

through reexamining athWlics. Greek life

and tine arts. Long would change aihlei-

k;s and fine arts by advertising the events

more.

As lor Greek life. "Greek life is

kioked on very pooriy Nobody wants to

go and nobody wants to pkxige We need

a better Greek community." Long said.

IxMig has kmg been outspoken about

the Akx>hol Task Foae.

"I need to continue to be the most

vocal person against the Akohcil Task

Force. We don't v^ani our rights violat-

ed.' he said.

l>ong bclkrves that the Office of

AlANA Affairs (OAA) is moving in the-

right direction.

"The offke is great. It's moving in the

right dircctwn." he sakl "Its rough right

tvjM because of the director (needing a

fcsive of absetKel ... w« need the oflke

to do a good job."

The international student fee is also

on Long s agenda He plaas on working

with the graduate senate lo "either

remove it or have it spttaid out ihmugh-

oui the student body"

EOIMMW BusniMNTC MS
NUmcwMuNnn

Creating a stronger student voiceMd
making UMass a more alTordable pine

for students are the top foc-usa of

Eduardo Bustamanic. candidate for

SGA preskk-ni and Matthc^» Murphy.

See PROfILES on page 3
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Presidential

search may be

down to two
Bv Da-n Lamkihj

I illU'.t.lAN >rAH^

Tmmtny Daly
CONMCUttS Nu6fNT

Not pictured: presidential «..inJidate Brian L«.>ng.

The University of Massachusetts presi-

dential seareh committee may have nar-

rowed its search down to two final candi-

dates.

I"hc Boston Herald and The Boston

C.lube rcportc-d Sunday that the 24-pcrson

search committee deiennining the replace-

nK-ni for fonner LVlass Presklenl William

M Hulger i- cenienxl on just luo candklates:

current interim president Dr kick M Wilson

and Alan D Solomoni. a Democratic

fuivlraiser and former University trustee.

The Gk)be attributed the report to anony-

mous search committee members and "oth-

ers close lo the pnjcc-ss." aixl said the com-

mittcx- will meet on Maah W They codd

recomntcTKl one or both candidates for fur-

ther evaluation at that time by the

University's board of trustees

LMas> Amherst spokesman Patrick

Callahan luld The Massachusetts Daily

ColWgian last night he had no new informa-

tion on the seareh

"It's being handWd by the Boston pec^."

he sakl

Callahan sakl he wasn't sure how much to

trust the- accuHKV of the HeraU story in par-

ticular, noting ihey referred to Chancellor

k>hn V. Lunifaardi as "Frank Lumbardi' m
iheir story.

Robert Connolly, a University spokesnum

lor the <<"arch commiltcv. declined to com-

ment to The l>aily Hampshire Gazette yes-

terday on The Cilobe's story, but W. Brian

OConixK. a LMass Amherst biokjgy profes-

sor aiKl seareh committee member, con-

limx-d that Wilson and Sohxnunt are indeed

still candidates.

"Where the committee is on them. I can't

say." O'Connor lokl The C^izeite "There are

other candklates who were not nKmtbned
"

Connolly lokl The Colkrgian in lanuary

that the plan is to name a preskk-nt by the

first quarter of the year, and to have the new
presklenl in irffke by luK I

"The aim is to have ihe new president in

oflice by then so he or she can get acquaint-

ed with the UMass system and fully up to

speed. basH:ally so he or she can be ready^'

Connolly sakl.

U ilson has served lime for the University

in the- past as vice presklenl of academk

aflairs A former physks professor, he canK

to UMass to found UMassOnline. the

University's Web-based kaming initiative.

Sokimoni. a UMass Lowell graduate, was

the chair ol the Lowell trustees in 19^3 when

the five campus Univc'rsit> system was creat-

ed.

Reinstate the draft?
Federal legislation proix)Scs unilateral senice reciiiirenicnt

By SciTTT ELl«lIx;t II

I'iU.ii'c.iA.N Staff

Even a whispered sentence that

contains the notion of reinstating "the

drali" is likely to send a shiver

through a whole group of young

Americans. The stigma attached lo a

lottery of numbers sending men off to

v^di crcatc-d during the Vietnam era

persists in the United States, and few

arc in a rush lo return lo that lime of

compelled military duly.

>cl. iheic arc two bills, one in the

U.S. House of Representatives and

one in the U.S. Senate, that propose

to revive the long-dormant Selective

Service system — and with features

previously unseen. If it passc-s. the

revised system for those between the

ages of 1 8 and 26 would be in place

and functioning by June 2005

SX4 and HRIt)3 first appeared in

the legislative branch on Ian. 1 . 2tX)3.

Al.so known as the " Reinstate the

draft" bills, the new legislation is

sponsored by Senator Fmesi "Fritz"

U.S. Army Reserve soldiers carry

center in Attleboro, Mass. March 1 S

rr\TN ^ifNNF./A'lSlK lATH ' fRI'i^

racks of assault rifles as they arc unloaded from buses at the Army Reserve

Hollings of South

Carolina, a IX-mocrai who
goes back to the lohn K

Kennedy era. and Charles Rangel. a

dcxoraied veteran who hii< champi-

oned ihc bill to the House troni his

position as a New 'I'ork representa-

tive. Hollings and Range! arc joinc-d

by a number of other rcpresc-ntatives

who signed the House bill.

But even with a bevy ol 1 3 co-

sponsors, the rcinsialeincnt ol ihe

draft has not surfaced on front pages

of many newspapers. A search by Tlic

Massachusclis Daily Collegian for

recent news sit)rics produccxl only six

items containing Hollings' draft pa>-

pos<il in US media outlets and one

Australian Moia. A hot issue in the

1960s and 70s. when another contro-

versial war doited newspaper front

pages and nightly newscasts.

Hollings' and Rangel's legislaiioii hn"

not hiid the same impact.

One perception is that Hollings'

and Rangel's hills will not hold up

and thai reluming lo a dral'l. even

while ill a lime of wai, is not likely.

Accoiding U> the Center lor Military

Readiness, a non-parlisan organi/xi

lion that siiulics trcmls iiiul issues

concerning ihc military, the bill can be

considered a deterrent lor Congress

and ii wav ol discouraging miliUiry

aulhonzalion.

"Rangel suggests that all

Americans should share the burden

of defending America, and that such a

requirement would losicr more

^-^^"^^

understand-

ing of the anned

forces and concern for

those who serve, a CMR statement

re'ads. in pjirt. "He further claims that

members of Congress would be more*

reluctant lo authorize military actions

if their own sons and daughters were

subject to the drali."

Tlic CMR al»o su^esis that a mil-

itary drali is more likely to draw on

service men and women who are

unwilling and unhappy to serve,

which Defense Secretary Donald

Rumsfeld has said is a more costly

and time-consuming alternative to

volunteer recruiting.

,And Rums leld has a lot of sway in

whether there will ever be another

drali. Currentlv. bcnh S8>^ and

llRlCi^ lie tloniiunl in c4>ngressional

subconimiliees awaiting opinions

from the IVpjirtment of Defense he

heads.

"II Secretary of IX-lense Donald

Runistcld has anything to do with it.

the drali will never see the light of

day." wrote lames Ridgcway wrote in

Ihe Nov. 20. 200'; Village N'oice.

Rumsfeld has been quoted as say-

ing ihai draftees served "no value, no

udvaniiige rcallv. lo the U.S. anned

See DRAFT on page 2
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Oklahoma City bomber goes to trial
. . . . 1- _i .u... ...no ont "(Ivina likt> hull.

Nine candidates address tough issues before election

EnUtc PiiBpn
MikrMar»Ui
Rutcft Mciiuvcrn

Trrrv Nkhok i» etcurtcd intu

thf Pitt!>burK Ct.>ont> C«.>urth«>UMr

in Ml .Mci.ltT, C)kk., yefclenlav.

By Tim Taixev
AsSCX lAlTill IW-SS

McAl.ESTER. Okla. (AP) —Terr> Nichols

went on trial for his life yesterda> in the

Oklahoma City bombing and was alternately

portrayed as an eager panieipant in the attack

and a fall guy in a conspiracy wider than the

government has ackiMwIedged.

Nicht'ls hated the U.S. go\emment and

worked haiKl-in-hand with Timothy McVeigh

in a.s.seii(Hling and detonating the "huge, mon-

strous bi'inb." proticcutor Lou Keel said during

opening statements in the state murder trial.

"These two were partners, and their busi-

ness was terrorism." Keel said.

l>;fen>c attorney Brian Hermanson coun-

tered thill McVeigh and other conspirators

v^ere responsible for the bombing and Nichols

^as manipulated b\ McVeigh to lake the

blame.

"Timothy McVeigh set him up >o McVeigh

Lould cover up the otiwrs who acted in this

.ons|»racy." f^emiHiton taid.

Nichols, 48. is alrewiy lervii^ a life sentence

on federal changes for the deaths of eight fed-

eral law oflicerr* in the April H. 19^5 blast that

killed lt>8 peopkr. The slate charges are for the

IbO other victims and one victim's fetus.

Prosecutors brought the state charges in

hopes of sending Nichols to the death chamber

for his role in the bombing— the deadliest act

of terrorism on U.S. soil at the time. McVeigh

was executed in 200 1

.

Prosecutors allege that Nichols conspired

with McVeigh lo build the bomb in a plot to

avenge the FBI siege against the Branch

Davidian sect at Waco. Texas, exactly two years

earlier.

Keel said Nichols bought 4,000 pounds of

ammonium nitrate fertilizer for the bomb in

l*W4 and stok; blasting caps to set it off.

Nichols, who met McVeigh in the Army, also

robbed an Arkansas gun dealer of weapons and

gokl and silver coins to help finance the pbt,

Keel said.

The blasting caps were stolen from a Kansas

rock quan-y and drill marks on a padkxk at the

quarry matched a drill bit fouiid in Nkhols'

basement, he said.

The bomb was delivered in a Ryder truck

that exploded outside the Alfred P Murrah

Federal Building

"This hu^. monstrous bomb was detonated

right in front of that buikling." Keel said. He

said those not kilkxl in the initial blast died

because of glass that was sent "flying like bul-

lets." ^ ^
Keel sakl Nichols "had long been mad at the

federal government" and was outraged by siege

in Waco that killed about 80 people.

Hermanson sakl prosecutors are relying

heavily on "assumptions and circumstantial evi-

dence." He said the state is going to "leave

things blank" in its evidence against Nichols,

who was home in Kansas when the bomb went

off.

The defense plans to show that Nichols was

a patsy for a shadowy group of conspirators,

possibly including members of the white

supremacist and anti-government group Aryan

Republican Army
Before opening arguments began, two

jurors and an alternate were excused because

they are distant cousins of an attorney in the

prosecutors office, George Burnett, judge

Steven Tayk)r critkized prostvutors tor "inex-

cusable conduct" in not revealing the links

sooner.

Except for consulting on jury selection,

Burnett is not prosecuting Nichob. But he is an

assistant district attorney with the Oklahoma

County district attorney s office, which is pros-

ecuting the I

Rumsfeld's opposition suppresses draft legislation
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services over my su&uined period

of time." ri-ferring to the shorter

service link's served — in this bill,

mo years — specifically in

Vietnam

In (act. RuimfeU opposed the

idea \*h<.-n Rangel introduted his

bill, saying the country was fortu-

Mie lu hav« a vuluDMer iofce.

They IsoUfenI w«ni to be

doing what it is they're doing. And

we're jusi kicky as a country that

there are so many wonderfully tal-

ented young men and young

wmtK-n who each year step up and

s.i\. Iin rtaKiyilet meduthat."'he

sakl

fkillings. on his <iCfiatorial Web
site, said the UH is imcnded to

spread the mpcmMky of aiiin-

taining the armed (ofcea to more

Americans. As it stands now. mHi-

tai> service it votuntary as either

enlisted, r^srve or guard duty per-

st.ini>el sign-on of their volition

Vnd x^hik abnoit every male in

iIk- L nited Stales it sent his aelec-

tivv service card around year 18.

none of llvrm have ever ts--" • ••"

peik-d to active duty.

"We all share the bendiis oi uic

in America, and under iMt plan.

we all help shoukler the burden of

defending our freedoms." said

Floilings on the introduction of the

bill.

"As we fight this war tm terror

ism and prucect our way of lite, we

must oiwe again listen to the

words of President |ohn F.

Kennedy. wl» impbred us lo. "Ask

not wfiat your country can do for

vou: ask wttal you can do tc>r your

country." he added.

Hoilings said the Universal

National Service Act ol 200^ (the

proposed nantc o( the bill) Ls not a

return lo the draft of the Vietnam

era. when according to the

Veterans of Foreign Wars.

64«.500 draftee soldiers served in

Vietnam, and 1.7 million soldiers

were drafted in loul (between

t%5 anl '7yi The draft ha-s not

been uaed since l*»71 when it was

reptaced with the All \olunttvr

Fonx But the Hoilings and Rangel

tells wuuU bring back mmdMed
military service, with some

changes.

One difference is gender c^ual

ity in military drafting. Hoilings

and Raid's bills proposed mak-

and female draftir^. For many,

when the issue of ihc draft

emerged at the onset of the war in

Iraq — now one year old — male

and female drifting was consid-

ered the only equitable way ol

returning lo the system.

According to a lanuary 2002

Gallup Poll, .\mencans we're split

on the is.sue of drafting women
However, more than half of

Americaas fed it is fair for wvimen

to chooie lo serve, even in high-risk

capacities (something thai women
have been restrkled from in the

anned forces.)

S89 and MR 16^ also pnipuK an

end to student waiwrs. with a ckar

stipulaikjn that limns miliuiry defer

moM lo students in high school and

no defermeni for ciMege students.

The presklent a*iU c-fKwse how

manv servk-vmen and wuhkti were

needed, and the k-rwth v>l their duty

"High scfKJoJ students imM be

defemxl until they graduate, but in

no case will that deferment extend

beyond tfie i^ of 20." HoUings said

This b radically difTetent than

past versions of Selective Service,

wlien culfege students appixjat-hinj;

a degree cuuU be exempt.

The bill is not designcxl )u.si loi

drafting militar\ scr\K.e people

eithiT I killings pn.>pi.«sal adds a

civilian aspcvi tor those who are not

picked lo serve within the armed

services. These "civihans acting m
support of the military" vmjuU abo

serve a two-year stim.
i.-ji/

'

The bill also proposes that resi-

dents, arvl ncH just US ciiizc-ns. be

awdable for sekxiive service The

klea of reskknts being treated as cit-

izeiv has come under tire in recent

iiK«iths. specifically when former

Calilomian govenxjr Gray Davis

signed a bw allowing nutt-citizens lo

get dnvw^'s licenses.

fluUii^ and Rangel are both

veterans and both democrats.

Hoilings served in Work! War 11 and

Rangel in d*r Korean War In its

wniing. the bill is sakl to be a meas-

ure of insurance, to guarantee

enough mibuiry pcrsonriel tn the

insuuKe of "prokmged eng^gt-

ntenis." Hollmgs has exprrs-sed con-

cern over the military s ability to

tight two wars at once, despite

Ueparmient of Defense assurances

that this is poaribk with cuncni per-

sonnel Icveb. whk-h are around 1 .4

million in all branches.

"I think Rangel is modeling the

idea after other countries with

a'quired periods of tetvkx.* said

one staffer for MaMachusetts repre-

sentative |ohn OKcr.

'Still. I.swe don't want lo be

drafted." the OKer suffer, who
wished to remain anonymous, fur-

ther opined.

Unlikely to^ much steam in

tubcuntmittees. the issue that has

surtaced from time to time will like-

ly go tu rest again with Rumsfekl's

oppocilion to the idea. Still, the kfea

of (otved sekxtive service doetn^

real eu^ even with this understand

ii^. CompeiUng any miliuiry or civil

ian servke has triggered a negative

response since Vietnam, and

woukl likely provoke a public out

cry of resistance.

tlss

U.S. Sccreurv oi Defense

OooaU Rumsfeld.
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Clouds Dance Theatre is a wonderful and professional folk dance troupe

from Taiwan, and ttiey have performed extensively outside of Taiwan,

Including international dance tours In Holland, Germany, and Isreai.

They have been extremely well received by imemationai audiences.

The alms of the dance troupe founders are to inherit and to carry on the

art of Taiwanese folk dance, to help foster professional artists within

Taiwan, and to offer audiences a chance to understand and appreciate

Taiwanese folk dance through performances.
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candklate for student trustee.

Bustamante has been a Senator

this year, a member of the ALANA
Caucus. He also works in the

Office of ALANA Affairs. In this

year's Senate elections, he won the

commuter district with more than

twice as many votes as any other

candidate in the district.

Murphy, a freshman, has been a

senator for the past year. He is also

a member of the ALANA Caucus

and involved in the Registered

Student Organization Advocacy

committee. In addition, has gained

experience working with students,

while working at Earthfoods Cafe.

This year, he worked with adminis-

trators to extend campus gym
hours, he said.

Bustamante said holding

monthly community meetings

while encouraging students lo

defend their rights is part of creat-

ing a "real democracy" within the

SOA.
"I think UMass students gel a

raw deal, we get terribk funding

from the sutc ... I think the SGA
has been terrible at combating

thai," sakl Bustamante. "We have

to have a fundamental change

we need to use the SGA as a way to

show that students have a voice."

The pair hopes to reach out to

all studcnu to encourage them to

become more acrive and devckjp

grassroots movements lo increase

the student vokx on issues regard

ing fee increases and budget cuts

Keeping with the theme of

decreasing costs of being a student,

the team is proposing the forma-

tk)n of a textbook renttl system.

"The contracts are up for rene-

gotiation, and we need to reexam-

ine how we pay for text books,"

said Bustamante.

Murphy sakl there are a number

of possibilities of revising ihe way

lawbooks are sokl on campus,

it be creating the textbook

I tysiem, finding different ven-

dors, or giving more support lo

programs like MassPlRG's Books

for Books.

The candklates are also advo-

cating itKreasing the amount of

acadenuc credits received for class-

es.

'Another important chmge is

having four credits for a class

instead of three." Bustamante sakl.

"We have trouble getting into class-

es, studenu are ahvays scrambling

for classes, we get in to the ones we

dont want md don't get into the

OTKS wc want We've changed the

grading system to minxx the rest of

Ihe universities Li the natran, it

seems ratk>nal to make this

clwife.'

Murphy sakl revising the credit

system wuukl reduce class size.

(^)cn up more classes and alk)w

students to not have to take extra

to get needed credits.

Both Murphy and Bustamante

to help students at the

University cope with budget cuts

by organizing students from all

slate education instituikxis to put

pressure on the statehousc. and

increasing support for ptvigrams

like English as a Second Language

Murphy sakl that by hiring one full

time fatuity member to the ESL

program, the University couW hoU
60 more ESL students.

In their 10-poinl platform.

Bustamante and Murphy also

advocate their support for diversity,

vowing to tight for ALANA sup-

port programs and the Office of

ALANA Affairs.

Bustamante and Murphy are

also advocating bringing back

physkal education, which was cut

over the summer as a part of to

budget cuts.

MDTMnHTDMUr
•Tim and Pat, it's as simple as

that."

So runs the slogan that Timothy

Daly and Patrick Higgins are run-

ning together as trustee and presi-

dent.

Daly, a sophomore, has worked

in the Southwest Area

Government. He also worked as

the student coordinator for the

Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERA).

In this position, he met with OfFice

of ALANA Affairs directors, the

student body president, communi-

catkHi services, legal services and

the student trustee. Through this

experience, he believes he has

gained a "really strong" advocacy

background.

Daly believes that the most

important change, from a trustee

candklate 's point of view, is that all

five representatives from the

UMass campuses need a vote

Currently, two student trustees

from the five campuses gel a roiat

ing vote, with the other three serv

ing as more in the roll of advocates.

Higgins has been a member of

the SGA Senate for two years. Last

year, he chaired the Finance

Committee, supplying Registered

Student Organizations with sup

plemenial fimding

This year. Higgins is the chair of

the Ways and Means Committee,

which budgets the Student

Government's money.

Higgins sees problems with

how student government has been

running this year

"We're not telling you wtiat's

happening." he sakl. "We've kwi

conncciion.'

Higgins notes that he loki many

students on campus about the

Akohd Task Force's letommenda

lion and was dismayed thai they

had not heard about it before-.

"It took us (the SGA| until sec

oJid semester to respond to it," he

sakl. "We need to he more pro-

active."

hie was also disappointed that

there was only one SGA represcn

lative on the Akohol Task Force

He believes the Task Fore "dkin't

get to the heart of the problem.'

Daly believes that students need

to be rcsponsibk' for their own
actions, he believes that making the

campus dry is "ludkrous
"

"It's going to turn into an ugK

siniaikxi." Daly sakl on the possi

bility of the administration going

ahead with the Alcohol Task

Force's recommendations.

The Office AlANA Affair? b
representative of the advising prob-

lem UMass has. Daly sakl..

"Things go abng with other

things We need to kx)k at our advi-

sors programs." he sakl. 'They

need more funding."

Higgins said there is a huge discon-

nection between the Oflice and

SGA. noting there has only been

tvw) motkms in his two years sup-

porting the Office.

He believes it is important that

students fund the office, but he

would like lo see the University

also take on some of the cost.

On the International Student

Fee, Higgins believes that the

International Student Fee was the

"total wrong approach."

"I can't starkl up and justify a

fee for undergraduates. I'd be

pushing Tim to remove this fee."

"In the meantime, we have to be

realistic," Daly sakl. "It should be

split out for all graduate and under

graduate students."

pliance v^ih its own rules." sakl

Morrison. "I've learned about

myself and other peopk; .1 know

what needs to be done in the exec-

utive cabinet."

"Our major focuses are driven

by experience," said Carr. "It

makes it easier lo step into the

role."

Carr served one term as a sena-

tor before he became the lieutenant

governor of Orchard Hill. He later

stepped up to become governor ot

the area, and is now in his .second

lemi as SGA president. Carr said

that while working in Orehard Hill

area government he was abk: to

connect ck>sely with students, and

as president he has been abk* to

fomi important relationships that

Student Government Askuciatitw presidential candidates (from

left) Patrick Hitxins, Mark Morristm. Eoin MiK>re and Eduardu

Busumantr answer questions at the March 1 I debdtr held in the

UVC-TV studio.

Overall. Higgins and Daly

belkve that the student experience

at UMass needs to be changed

most.

"For a kn of peopk. UMass was

not their first choke," DtAy sakl.

"We need to make students Icel

proud ... at the state-wide k"vel. we

need to focus on the positives."

''Tliis is going to sound comy,

but we are the leaders of tomorrow.

The Slate needs to put more money

into schools." Dab sakl

Building their campaign on

years of administrative experience.

Mati Morrison aixl David Carr arc

advocating for student rights and

are proposing to create a stronger

campus culture

Morrison, running for presi-

dent, began as a volunteer for the

Orehard I lill Area Government. He

bter becanK- treasurer, then gover-

nor of OH.AC.. and this year has

been attorney general for the SGA
"It's been great from just getting

involved as a volunteer aixl to be

actively advocating for student

rights, to getting SGA back to corn-

will benefit his work as student

trustee.

Monison sakl student rights are

one of his main focuses.

"Student rights is an impon«it

focus, from having professional

secunty being able to check stu-

dent bags, up to parental notilka-

tk)n. it needs to stop." said

Morrison. "We need to get m the

way"
He also sakl poKce entering student

rooms is a big issue, and iiK-ntio«ied

taking legal actwn as a w«y to com
bat the issue.

Monison aLso mcntkmed aca-

demk planning as a major focus

Having cLtss syllabases availabk:

online and teacher evaluatkms on

Web sites not affiliated with the

University woukl be cs.sential to

student success, he said.

Creating a stixjnger campus cul-

ture* is also on Morrison's agenda

"Having all students connected

at some point is important, the only

time an entire class interacts is dur-

ing graduatkm aiul orientation." he

sakl, "Creating something that

would allow students to come

together arxl identify with each

other"

Morrison mentioned using alumni

to help encourage this initiative.

Both Carr and Morrison agreed

the SEVIS fee shouU be distrib-

uted among the student body

"It's pretiy violating, with the

amount of international students,

particularly graduate, we coukln'l

operate without them," said

Morrison.

I le arguc-d that by targeting a small

population, the success of the

school is being hurt.

"In the long lun we should change

it, 1 woukl rather sc-e the SEVIS fee

dokd out, if we dok-d it cnit it

woukl be $1.08 per student." sakl

Carr.

Carr and Morrison were also

vocal on the recent rexomnienda-

tkjns made by the Alci>h«.)l Jasi.

Force.

"I believe that aiiylx.>dy tliai^

not a student should not tell siu

dents how to live," said Morrison.

"I think it's all crap." sakl Carr.

"The focus for a kit of administra-

tive drawn groups never seems lo

be the >iudent interest."

Carr said the group met on

Wednesday afternoons, which

made it ditTicull for students to

attc*nd.

"The recommendations were

driven more by anti-akohol belk-fs

than by prevention efforts." said

Carr.

Carr admitted that the relation-

>hip between the executive cabinet

and the OfFice of ALANA Affaip.

has "been a tough one" in the past,

but sakl It Ls improving, and will

benefit the student body as a

wtiole.

Morrison sakl supporting

ALANA students begins with out-

reach. He said that in additkm to

making a connection between the

SCiA and O.A\. it Ls important to

put pres-sure* on the admimstraiKXi

to kcvp the ALANA community in

mind when making dccisioas

"We need to say kx»k you re-

making deciswns. what are you

going lo do to help these commu-

nitKS." s«d Morrison. "We need to

make AlANA students a priority,

and keep the servkc-s maintained
"

EoiH MooNC AND Comejus NuixirT

Cornelius Nugent, candidate

for SGA trustee, and Eoin Moore,

candklate for student body presi

dent, have an agenda of their own

Nugent was banned from the

debates after UVC-TV voted to

keep him off with behavk)r they

deenved as inappropriate last year

debate's, including nonsensical

answers and vulgarity.

"They said that they voted to

keep me out because I used pro-

lanity. but I didn't," he sakl. "h

should be known that they can't

discriminate against me without a

hearing ... it's illegal

"

Although he has not had any

SGA experk'nce. Moore sakl he

worked over the summer for

Burger King for a week and

Mcl\)nald's for a month, "whkh
should count for experience."

Nugent listed budget cuts as one of

the issues he plans to focus on.

"I think it's time the University

tighten its belt with the budget

deficit," he said. "I think students

should take up causes to remedy

the situation themselves, like cap-

ping coupons."

On the new intematkmal stu-

dent fee. Nugent said the

University should only attract

wealthy international students in

order to pay for the fee. Moore

>aid he is keenly aware of the

unfairness of life, and in response

to the international student fee, he

believes that any polky that will

help make life unfair shoukl be fol-

kjwed

In regards to the recent recom-

mendations made by the Alcohol

Task Force. Nugent said he

believes rioters shoukl be alkjwed

to riot them.selves into extinctwn.

Moore, although he was not aware

ol what the task foree was. sakl

making UMass a dry campus is "•

wonderful klea."

"Ever since prohibition, this

country has been going down the

toikrt." Moore said.

One change Nugent sakl he

woukl like to implement is the

wnding of marijuana in the Blue

Wall Pub. He said that it shoukl be

taxed heavily, and that the revenue

shoukl go to books for UMass stu-

dents The biggest change Moore

woukl like to see is a decrease in

ihi- number of nerds on campus by

SO percent o\<r the next 10 years.

"UMass woukl be a k)t hipper."

he sakl.

Nugent said the Office of

ALANA Aflairs shoukl change its

acronym to "Alfcgro," which he

sakl means "fast" m maskal temis.

•They are getting a kx of heat,

and no one likes an uncatchy

acronym." he sakl.

If he is not eUxtcd to be presi-

dc-nt. Moore offered himself as

candidate to be the next director

for the OA A

aim
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Get "The Edge" for your career transition:

• Th« Ed9« -The inside scoop from hiring managers

• Tha Edga Workbook - Your Quick Start Guide

• Intarnat Rasourca CD - Save sutiing time for fun

Get The Edge - It's your futurel

The Deal: All 3 for $24.95
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Order: www.transJtJonstrategy.com

U N I V ERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON

Make Nantucket Your Campus
Fall 2004

r/i
UMASS.BOSTON

This fall, if you're ready for an adventure that

goes tjeyond the classroom, surround yourself

with the history, literature, and biogeography

of Nantucket's unique island environment m

UMass Bostons 'Semester on Nantucket"

program.

Offering twelve undergraduate credits, the

Semester on Nantucket will be an unforget-

table one, combining academic excellence

with enriching personal expenences, as

you explore one of New England's most

distinctive places.

Multidisciplinary curriculum team-taught by UMass Boston faculty

Field station serves as an island laboratory, with dunes, ponds, beach, salt

marsh, and well-equipped classrooms and labs

Stay in furnished hwo-bedroom apartments near the center of historic

Nanti icket town

Program runs on Nantucket mid-September to mid-November, then

concludes with two weeks online

For information, contact Kathy FitzPatricIc:

617.287.7913

kathleen.fitzpatrickOumb.edu

www.ccde.umb.edu

Most nurses bpend their entire careers in the same hospital. In the United States Air Force,

its unlikely you tl even spend it in the same state or country You II have the opportunity to

practice nursing in as many as ?0 different fields m a variety of nursing environments And you U

feel a greater sense of shared responsibility when you have the opportunity to actually

lead vour team Sound like the kind of r.irpfn you d likp to h.ive'' Then r.ill I -800-'l23-USAF

AIRF0RCE.COM • 1- 800- «i23- USAF
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Antidepressants need

more regulation
Ihe irKtcaMii^ usi- and dcpcixleiKC uf drugs to

coiiibai uikI twlp alleviate ailiiientN oltentiim» cre-

ates cmxeni aiiKm^ (amil> and friends as to

wlwtK-r loved one s are a«.nuilK Kins bettered b\

the prev-iiK-d iiKdication

y^-^i ' '

, i;i.)venMiK"iii ^im utn-tvi^ wiM i^Mf

SiTiK. i>i> >oiiie fvvpulai antidepressants

>fK>uld inuiiiiot their palieni- clo>elv kn warning

>ign> ol NUkide I^ government eiiip^ha-sized that

kniors sl%iiukl evrvise eve-n more caution when

IviiK-ni^ Mart taking pills or chan^ a dose.

IIk I.khI and Drug Adniinistrslion has appro-

I \0 drugs to add or

warnings on their labels.

It K- not cleat v%hether drugs actualK cause sui-

. ide i«r whether the- iiviilal illness is to blame. But.

.IN tl»c eJd adage goes, it Is better to be safe than

'
I it comes to savir^ a per-

. drugs whi> «.uffer from

i! w Nupervisie*!. treatment

jj;..,..: . , __
uetit'saLtions should help

safeguard against poteniuil deaths in the futiue.

Since depri-vsie>n itself can lead to suicide, it is

ditlktili u> ikienninc whether it is the illnew or the

laths Studies have

ssanis have helped

rcxwcf IrvHii depre^'iiti

Nevertheless, last numth. anguistwd fitfnilies

(lameil the piNs lor ihiMi loved ones' suicides and

,

'
. i'k nVV Indeed.

itatioii. an\iet>

.MO are prone to

The drugs in question are newer antidepres-

sants: Prozac. Paxil, Zoloft. Effexor, Celexa.

Lexapro, Luvox, which are called SSRls or SSRI-

like drxigs, and Remeron. Serzonc and Wellbuirin.

Manufacturers of these drugs should comply

with the FDA to uunduct necessary studies to

determine wtwther they may lead patienu to conv

mit suicide. All of the drugs apptuved by the FDA
UTKiergo stringent tests, but exercising extreme

caution in this case can help save lives.

The suicide complaints were first raised several

years ago. and the govrmment and the FDA
should have uken bi^er steps in researching the

problem back then

At the sanx- tiine. the headline* about antide-

piessant medication shoukl not acne familv mem-

bers aixi peopkr who are advised to uke the drugs.

While ttiere may be a small number of peopk* wfio

suffer rare side effects, the majority of the popula-

tkin can benelit from tliese medicationf when

uken properfy

W hether the cause of suicides in patients is due

to antidepressants or tfie menul illnesses, it is still

excellent advice for doctors to keep a ck*e eye on

those patients. This includes running thorough

exams to see if the medication is right tor the

patient and propeHv educating parents about what

risks to watch out for

Infitmujnon from the Asmxiaud ftw» was

UM^ in this ediiorial

(. mijptni ediiunal rrpment the mujimfy itptn

ion uf The Massachusells Duity Cullfgiun

fJuuhat Board.

Aviva Espana

Munayyer

This past

week I saw a

picture that

invoked much
thought in me.

The picture

was of a young,

leary-eyed lady

carrying a sign

above her

head. On this

sign was a

black and white photo of Great

Britain Prime Minister Tony Blair,

and U.S. President George W.

Bush with his hand around for-

mer Prime Minister lose Maria

Aznar of Spain.

The captkxi above the photo

was written in Spanish. In

English it would translate to.

"This Photo Cost Us 200 Lives."

The train bombing that hap-

pened in Madrid on March 1

1

came only a few days before the

election and surely had an effect

on its outcome However, it is not

nght to think that these bomb-

ings were the sole reason for the

outcome of the election. Also, the

outcome of the election is not a

bad thing

The people in Spain voted into

power a left leaning Socialist

pan> that had been against the

war on Iraq from the beginning

Aznar had come to power on a

platform of coming down hard on

terror, domestic terror that is.

When the bombing in Madrid

first happencxi, initial reports by

the govemntent ii>du.ated that it

was a domestic terror group even

though they had ix> evjdetKe This

willingness to lie to their people

lunher allied the then Spanish

guvemnjeni with Bush and Co
The ETA. a resistarKe group

that uses terrorist tactics from the

Kasque-speaking areas of Spain,

would be Aznar's main enemy in

this light against dotnestic terror.

He had done a pretty good job

However, he led his country in

the wrung direction, sending sol-

diers and support into Iraq. The

majority of Spain's people did not

want this We have to remember

that the people of Spain have

teen terror, they h«ve bixn affect

cd by it, and they tee it as their

enemy. The election results after

the bombings suggest that they

are going to fight terror in a dif-

ferent way. maybe even a way

that works.

Casablanca. Bali, Istanbul,

Riyad. Madrid, these are all

major cities around the world

where Al- Oaeda has stuck and

struck hard. How can we claim

we are winning the war on ter-

ror? Do we think that just

because we are rounding up some

members of Al- Uaeda that terror

will no longer be used in the

world?

We have to understand that

terror is unlike any enemy we

have ever faced. And since it is

not a conventional erwmy we can-

not fight it with conventional

means We need to urnierstand

Our actions against

tlw Middle East

liavB lioen tlw

ammo used against

us in ttie preaching

of terror leaders.

Every time vve do

something like this

vve create more and

more young terror

racruits.

that terror is an enemy that grows

every time we attack it. Every

time we kill a terror leader, two

are created. Every time we lauiwh

an unfounded war against a

Muslim country, the 'madtans'

and Moaques of the mo«i radical

preachers fill up Our actions

against the Middle East have

been the amnu) used against us in

the preaching of terror leaders

Every time we do something like

this we create rr»ore and more

young terror recruits.

lust two days ago, Israel

launched an air attack against a

car that killed flm«Bs' founder

The killing ol the v«fy old. par

plegic religious leader will cause a

very violent backlash. Can any-

one explain how this action

serves Israel's interest? This is

beyond illogical — it's self-

destructive.

After Sept. II. Osama Bin

Laden said the United States

would retaliate by attacking an

oil-rich Arab country. LX) we real-

ly enjoy making this guy look like

a fortuneteller' The war on Iraq

has been the most counterproduc-

tive effort in the "War on Terror."

No weapons, no link to terror.

No wonder the Spanish, like so

many other countries never want-

ed in. Sure, now all the leaders

will tell you they fell victim to

faulty intelligence. The Intell-

igence officials say that they pro-

vided good intelligence but the

leaders manipulated it. Someone

is lying.

Today. Richard Clarke, a for-

mer White House counlerterror-

ism coordinator who left in 2005.

will testify before a federal panel

and tell them that Bush and Co.

are doing a terrible job. With our

attention in Iraq the worst prolif

eration in the world was going

on, coming out of Pakistan. What

has been done to secure our ports

from bombs that could come in

through freight' After Madrid,

many have been asking what ha*

been doiK to protect our trains

All this tinK in Iraq ai>d Al

C^Kda has been on the loose-

Even when we run them down,

there will be other*. We need to

realize that terrorism is a direct

creatHNi of our foreign policy

Spain did. but like the sign said, it

cost them 200 lives 1 hope we

figure this out before it coats us

any more.

We cannot fall for this non-

sense about Europe not being

able to handle the heat. They

chose to light the war on terror a

different way. one that may just

work. Spam made that decisH>n

by casting ballots They rerrtovcd

a government that acted against

their will. That's not appease

ment. that's democracy The

question is: can we handk that?

History revisited

fr-^r-

Having a right to racism

Zach

Oelsclileoel

I am not

racist Rut al

least I have the

rii/ht to be.

This M>

(.ailed "right to

racism" that I

have is the

same reason

why I can

write about

any topic I

want to on mv Mog. it's the same

reason I can mouth off to my

friends, and it's why I wont go to

jail for dropping the- f Kinlv if I

chixjse.

This tight comes (loin rtlial

many consider to be the most

importani •.enlence ever uttered

in the English language:

Congress shall make no law

- ting an establishment of

1. or prohibiting the free

c\cn.ise thereof, or abridging the

freedom of speech, or of the

press, or the right of the people

peaceably to assemble, and to

petition the Ck>vemment for a

•dress uf grievances."

This sentence has also fueled

ne of the greatest cliches in all

.;i writing: the topic of censor-

ship. "We need to protect our

first amendment rights!" say the

liberals.

"But what about our country's

morality'" answer the conserva-

tives.

In truth. I'm fairly happy with

the system we have today. I'm

glad that it's illegal for CBS to

broadcast the breast of lanct

lackson or for profanity to be

aired on television, but I'm

happy that I have the right to free

speech in the privacy of my
house, my friends and my web

log. To go iiK) far on either sjdc

of the issue is where people's

rights arc infringed, or where you

disrupt someone else's right to

life, liberty and the pursuit of

happiness

Where it gets tricky, however.

is when it comes to the free

speech that people don't want to

hear. One of the greatest

hypocrisies in America today is

the urge to scream "Censorship!"

when line finds out tfieir favorite

Cometly Central comedian isn't

allowed to "express" himself in

the exact way he would want to:

yet many of these same people

arc often quick to praise govern-

ments like Germany for making

things such as hate speech and

Nazism illegal.

The term "censorship" today

isn't so much about ensuring our

coinplete and utter freedom of

speech, but rather ensuring the

freedom to say what we want to

be heard. Such people will com-

plain about things like the USA
Patriot Act. or how they retain

the right not support what

America did in Iraq (a discussion

where many basically told others

to "shut up and support the

troops." with complete disregard

to one's 1st Amendment rights).

Regardless of these argu-

ments, no one is willing to take a

stand and respect the Ku Klux

Klan's right to tell others how
much they arc hated, or allow

Nazis to gloat over the Aryan

race, because it wouldn't be

politically correct, and because

the vast majority of humans com-

pletely disagree with the Nazis

and the Klan. Voltaire made this

point perfectly when he said. "I

disapprove of what you say. but I

will defend to the death your

right to say it."

When a government outlaws

certain speech, in essence what it

is doing is telling its citizens how

to think by adversely telling them

what they can't think. In terms of

free speech, the Nazi government

of I 'J'SS and the German govern-

ment of today are not all too dis-

similar. Where in Germany in

1938 if you were a dissident

against the Nazis you were likely

to be killed, the opposite today is

true. If you parade around

Munich preaching that all blacks

and lews are the scum of the

earth, you might be thrown in

jail. However, if you look at the

core of the two issues, are they

not alike? Isn't it the same issue

with different content?

Europeans don't always

understand why Americans

haven't banned hate speech.

They see the world as a team,

and we are just ruining the game

plan. By allowing hate mongers

to spread their filth across our

Internet, we aren't acting as team

players. Europeans don't under

stand the fact that our constitu-

tion will always allov* these men

to spread whatever ideas they

like on whatever medium possi-

ble. It gives them another reason

to hate GeOrge Bush, knowing

that he has sworn to uphold this

right to hate.

Ideally, there would never be

the need to talk about this,

because there wouldn't be any

hate in the world. Despite my
thinking that hate speech is

wrong, it is still not my right to

force others to think a certain

way. I too was given a guarantee

of free speech, and 1 am able to

use that free speech to debate or

persuade or notify that person

that I think he or she is a

schmuck.

The fact remains that they are

guaranteed that right to be a

schmuck, and unless they take

away some of my lileor liberty by

what they say, 1 have no right to

stop them. I'm writing this to

reinforce the idea that fighting

cen.sorship isn't really just being

allowed to say what we want to

be heard. We aren't free to pick

and choose what others might

say with the same right we have.

We need to be willing to give oth-

ers the right to free speech

because it means we too contain

the ability to tell them that they

might be wrong. Free speech

comes with the price of hatred,

hurt feelings anti utter contenipt.

We need to respect the rights of

the mealheads in this woHd if we
ourselves are to gel anywhere in

the pursuit of life, liberty and the

pursuit of happiness.

Zach Oelschlegel is a

Collegian columnist.

Over the past months many articles have been

printed in "The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

regarding the state of Israel. As some have miscon-

strued the facts regarding the history of Israel aivi

Palestine, this article is being written to clarify the

reasons for Israel's right to exist and

absolve Israel from some of the charges it
Qjyg f IDBCr

has been accused of ^_^_^_^^
It has been said that the partition of

Palestine by the United Nations in 1947 was unfair

to the Palestinian people and that the U.N. institut-

ed a colonized state of Israel. Some claim the U.N.

should have left Palestine as it was controlled

under the Ottoman Empire in its entirety. It is

assumed that the lews and Arabs twhose popula-

tions by the U.N. were estimated at fc5(.'.c.0<^' «'•''

1 .200.0tX) respectively) would then con»e to a plan

of their own. The history of the region, as the U.N

recognized, proved that this accommodation

would result in bloodshed and possibly the

destruction of the lews in these lands, jews in

Israel had either inhabited land for centuries in

places such as Safed. lerusalem and Hebron, or

had purchased land from absentee European and

Arab landlords including the desert area of Tel

Aviv and the swamps of Hulah. both previously

deemed uninhabitable.

In the 1920s, waves of violence against jews by

some Palestinians look place culminating in the

Massacre of Hebron in 1929. Led by the grand

mufti of lerusalem. Haj Amin al-Husseini, almost

500 jews were murdered or injured in the riot of

August 1929.

As an official leader of the Palestinians.

Husseini formed an alliance with the Nazis during

WWII and led Palestinians fighting against the

Allies and was later sought as a war criminal at the

Nuremberg trials. Husseini's desires are described

in his memoirs when he wrote. "Our fundamental

condition for cooperating with Germany was a free

hand to eradicate every last |ew from Palestine and

the Arab world. I asked Hitler for an explicit

undertaking to allow us to solve the lewish prob-

lem in a manner befitting our national and racial

aspirations ... The answer 1 got was: The lews are

yours.'"

While the Mufti's views did not represent all

Palestinians, his efforts represent an organized

movement that continues to exist, which believes

lews should not be permitted to live freely in any

part of the area.

Examples of lewish minorities being treated as

second-class citizens in other Middle Eastern coun-

tries were also apparent to the U.N. In countries

like Yemen. Syria and Iraq, lews were banned from

public office, forced to pay a tax to practice reli-

gion, and faced continuous violence. All of this

was evident to the U.N.. which recognized that the

lewish and Arab Palestinians could not coexist.

The area that became Israel in 1 947 was com-

posed of a lewish majority with the official U.N.

population estimate approximating 538.000 lews

and 397,000 Arabs living in the area. That area

composed about 1 5 percent of Palestine as it stood

under the Ottoman Turks, the last rulers of

Palestine The largest section of Palestine bivamc

Trans-lordan in 1923. now known as lordan

Those Arabs living within Israel were not expelled

and as anyone visiting Israel today can see. many

non-lews still live there. While some may argue

that Israel should not iiccupy all of its cur-

rent land. Israel is justified in existing as

an independent stale

Others charge that the suffering of the

Palestinian people is the fault of Israel First, it

should be noted that the average Palestinian is liv-

ing an existetKe that is horrible at best. Tlicir Econ-

omy is in ruin, and most live in poverty. It may sur

prise critics of Israel to learn that Israelis and their

supporters also mourn the loss of Palestinian life

^rvt «r- troubled by their hardship

While the Palestinians undeniably suffer, as

many Palestinian intellectuals have learned includ

ing fonner Palestinian Prime Minister Mahmoud
Abbas, the first group to blame should be the sur

rounding Arab countries who have done little to

help the Palestinians. In March of 1976, Abbas

was quoted in Falastin al-Thawra, the official jour

nal of the Palestine Liberation Organiz.ation in

Beirut, accusing the Arab armies of having aban

doned the Palestinians after they "forced them to

emigrate and to leave their homeland, imposed

upon them a political and ideological blockade and

threw them into prisons similar to the ghettos in

which the lews used to live in Eastern Europe."

While countries such as Iraq. Syria and Saudi

Arabia have supplied millions of dollars to terror

ist groups, they have done very little in relief sup-

port for the Palestinians.

One should look no further than Kuwait to rec-

ognize how the Palestinian Authority shows its

gratitude to countries that make efforts to help

Palestinians. During the late 1980s the Kuwaitis

made an effort to hire Palestinian laborers. How
did the Palestinian Authority thank Kuwait for

supporting them? After Iraq invaded Kuwait. Yasir

Arafat traveled to Baghdad to personally congratu-

late Saddam Hussein on his conquest, a slap in the

face to the Kuwaitis.

The Kuwaiti example was not the last time that

Arafat acted contrary to the interests of the

Palestinian people. Walking away from the Camp
David negotiations in 2000 was one of the saddest

events in recent history. After watching Arafat

being offered 95 percent of what was desired,

including part of lerusalem and The Temple
Mount. Prince Bandar of Saudi Arabia who took

part in the negotiations called Arafat's actions "a

crime against the Palestinians- in fact against the

entire region." Without a Palestinian leader who
can be trusted by the Israelis or fellow Arab states,

it is certain that this conflict will continue.

In time, maybe we'll look back at this as a dark

period in relations between friendly countries.

With a complete understanding of this conflict and

its history, peace is possible, flopefully. a proper

Palestinian state will be founded in the near future

with Israeli neighbors. No matter what occurs.

Israel is entitled to exist.

Dave Finger is a UMass graduate student.
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Mulllns gets crazy with Neil Young
Veteran rocker brings 'Greendale' to Pioneer Valley

By John Ciampa
CoLLCuiAN Staff

Neil Young is nothing if not a loner. Like

the subject of a song he penned on his l%9
self-titled debut, he has remained steadfast in

his own mythical pursuit.

So when the rocker turned singer-song-

writer, auteur, punk, post-punk (and back

again) decided to try something new, he opted

for a theatrical approach. Thankfully, Young

brought along his crack outfit Crazy Horse

instead of the Philharmonic.

"Greendale" is the title of Young's latest

opus, and like most rock operas, its story is at

times ponderous and obtuse. But then again,

we still enjoy the Who's "Tommy" for its

musk, not its literary quality The same hokis

true for "Greendale " Young raises iaauei of

importance to be sure — there are stfUggkc

over class, frre speech, corporate dominance

and the environment — but tfie ability for this

concept to work rests solely on its muskal

expressiveness aiKl drive. For this reason.

Young waa wise to instill the support of his

long-time collaborators. In "Greendale." Crazy

Horse delivers.

Playing a judicious two and a half hour set

Sunday night at the Mullins Center, 't'oung and

the Horse fired on all cylinders. For an arena

show, the sound was remarkably crisp and

true. Young was in fiiw voice and his meaty

and distorted guitar Ikks were clearly audible

through the wall of sound mix. The rhyihm

section of bassist Billy Talbot and

drummer Ralph Molina rollicked with

ferocity, while Young's sidekick, Frank

"Poncho" Sampedro, witfidrew from

his customary role of guitar to provide

keyboard and occaskjnal peaussion

suppon
The "Greendak" stage set is both

simple and effective lor complement-

ing Youngs story. The pnniiiive props

mirror Young's perKhant for efface-

ment. And a cast of upwards of forty

crew members and locally recruited extras (as

they are for each tour stop) follow suit with

dramatized periomiaiKes that simultaneously

express and poke fun at tfte shows intended

targets.

If all of this production hullabaloo niunds

scary to Young diehards hoping for razor

Above," was a welcome sonic aiKhor. A prod-

ding mkl-tempo number that effectively set the

opening scene, it benefited from a video screen

backdrop which displayed the actors lip-synch-

ing Young's lyrics From this point, a kxjse

story begins to unfold where a typical

Califomian family in a typkal California town

moves through the post-Vietnam era

with each member seeking to find

their place in society

In "tXnible E," a song in which the

plays protagonist Sun Green comes

of age, the band sounds especially

fine, swaggering with grunge-laced

bravado in a fiftkrs style swing num-

ber The shows turning point occurs

during the double-shot of "Leave the

Driving," and "Camikhael." where

the family black sheep, led. gets m
tnjuble with the law after coming home from

Vietnam The latter was especially evocative,

featuring an extended atmospherK sok> by

Young and lyrics that eulogized led's victim —
a decorated GreetKlak police ollicer

Irony is often at heart of Young's sociok>gi-

cal work, the best of which critiques the

edged minimalisiii. the opening "Falling From American mythos as acutely as anyone, and

iiea>^)iing&

"Greendale"'s final numbers encapsulate his

continuing work in this vein Phc solo-acoustk;

"Bandit," universally searehes for answers that

don't exist, and "Grandpa's Interview." traces

the inevitable loss of privacy and respect thai

are byproducts of a iiKxlem society.

Both "Sun Green." and "Bring the Rain."

dehvered "Greendale"'s weighty conclusions.

The former is the protagonist's call to actkin

and an ^ictment of the powers that be. whik

the latter is Young's most oven statemeni on

environmentalism since "Natural Beauty,"

frxjm I992's "Harvest Moon." In the final song,

N'oung and his band upped ihe muskal ante

and propped the crowd to its feet. With

Sampedro dueling with Young on guitar and

the entire cast surrounding the band,

"Greendale" ended in a caterwaul of feedback

and vocal chaoci.

Before the first erwore. stage hands rolled

out some oversized amps that barkened back

to Young's legendary "Rust Never Sleeps" tour

The crowd rumbled with restless antkipation

as the tour's film dcx.umeni Hashed up on the

video screen and showed a skinny, thirty -some-

Sm IKM. on p*oe S

Neil Young (pictured here in previous performance.) and Crazv Horse pUved -, the Mullin. Center .m Sunday. The le^endan grc^P Performed -Greendale." a nxk opera penned bv Voun^. •Gre.nd-U

tells the story of a »mall. fictional town and the tragedies that befall » family living in that town.

Dating service makes UMass a little more 'personar
^ ,- .._ Tu:, u„. ...VI ..I I „>w.rK,iw,f findine UMassDersonals.com to only be referred to by his ini- name lu. tlu \S.i- -it. nsHk

Bv Amirka L. Gross
C,'t)l lf«.!AS I ORUfsPONDSNT

After Marc Sylvestre heard

his engineering peers at the

University of Rhode Island

complaining about a lack of

lime to meet other students on

campus, he got an idea.

He conducted a search of the

Internet, only to find that there

was no personals Web site ded-

icated to students only.

Sylvestre. a 2003 electrical

engineering graduate, used his

technical savvy to fix this prob-

lem, and created

URIpersonals.com. This has

since given birth to a

UMasspersonals.com, a free site

for students on the Amherst

campus.
Started in 2002. URIperson

als.com was an instant hit and

people were even organizing

parties in which the users could

meet one another. After awhile

the buzz died down. Sylvestre

and his URIpersonals team

decided to give their website an

exciting new twist in 2003 and

created branches of their web-

site for the other five New
England universities: University

ol Mass-achusclls. Lnivcrsity of

Conn-ecticut. University of

Vermont. University of New
Hampshire and the University

of Maine.

So far Sylvestre finds the

turnout of his Web site, which

requires a valid student e-mail

address to create an account, to

be giKxl. He hopes he has treat-

ed a digital medium that will

really help students meet one

another. "It's the beginning of

something and we'd like to

modify it to fit the needs of stu-

dents." he remarked.

Some students at UMass are

finding UMasspersonals.com to

be a great way to meet others

on campus.
This is the case for sopho-

more. AC. a female who wish-

es to be referred to by her ini-

tials. A.C. has managed to meet

up with three men from the site

to see three different movies,

three nights in a row.

"It is a great opportunity for

students ... it is a way for you to

go out and meet people and go

on some free dates." said A.C.

with a laugh.

I.T, a male sophomore at the

university who also preferred to

only be referred to by his ini-

tials, had a similar response.

"UMasspersonals is a good way

to meet people on campus, but

would be a lot more efleclive if

more people joined." he said.

IT.'s statement defines

Sylvestre's itmbiiions for his

Web site.

Sylvestre s Web sue has

about 1.200 users right now.

and he hopes that number will

increase to 10.000 by the end of

May with a huge reformation he

wili be making on the website

on April 15. 2004
"We have agreed on a new

ji nie Edit View Go Favorttts TooH Wtwdaw Help
SflSPM

Q Welcome to UMass Personals

fi Internet Explorer

a
M*(l

|@ Mlp //www KT>Mfp»«-<o«>»l» cam/

I
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i
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MMC* lod*^ It is-TOTALLY f REf '"

Uvf"
DC

iLcxiwi

ICfeate New Account 1
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Cu. .iTlt ffn TIT--"—'' '• mn^ff't* Dm •t..»u««-«r«««'*-*»«^«*»)' •*»«•*<>"'•»•*'•»*"'•»«*«
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Created by Marc Sylvestre in 2003. Umasspersonals.com provides students a. the University with a non-threatening way to get in contact with their peers. Similar dating sites

have been surted by Sylvestre at the Universities of Rhode Island, New Hampshire. Connecticut. Vermont and Maine.

name lui ilu \Si.i- iiv- whuli

will allow us to include all

schools in New England The

new name will be M
Collcgechat.com." said SnI-

vestre. "With this new name in

mind, we are going to take a

turn awav from the dating/per-

sonals concept The idea fK'hind

NECollegechat will be to pro-

vide students with a place to

discuss common interests and

meet like-minded individuals,"

he said.

,'\ new feature SyUcstrc >.alls

double matching" will be

added onto the site, allowing

students to find others who
share similar interests .iiul hob-

bies as they do. To support this.

they will be installing ihcii own
instant messaging system

Sylvestre is also putting an

advanced tiller system, which

will help suidents find others

.nl\ tioni the schools thc> pre-

Icr to.

"for example, a UMa.ss stu-

dent may want Massachusetts

schools only or just Boston

schools. Xiu'ther example, a

Harvard student may want to

meet students from >ak >'iiK

Sylvestre said

Some personal sites charge

around $1** a month and

Sylvestre feels the pages of

these sites arc "lull of psychos."

Since users of UMassperson-

als.com are required to show

proof that they arc actually a

student, ho said it is a very safe

place to find others.

Sylvestre is trying lo jmo

vide a quality service." and

assures students that if some-

one is bothering them too much
on the sysieni they can block

the user. He also keeps track of

how many blocks a user gets. If

one pels an excessive amount in

a short period of time, they get

booted off the system.

Students who wish to create

a free account should log on to

UMasspersonals.com. Nou never

know, the person you have been

looking for might just be a tew

clicks awa\.
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Jolie, Hawke expertly cast in predictable flick

By Ryan Aumrt
CoLiEoiAN Staff

tthan HawLe and Angelina jolie are pcHecUy ta»t in the lat-

e*t »u»pen»c thriller from Warner Bri>».

Kcilcr Sutherland appears hrieflv in "Takmn Lm*. tivinu a

kUndiHit pcrfi»rTnante.

A typical requirement for a

film categorized in the

thriller/suspense genre is a

surprising revelation — both

to the characters and to the

audience. With "Taking Lives"

there arc numerous twists and

turns but the major, intended

shocker is so ridiculously pre-

dictable that the movie loses

its punch
Based on the Michael Pye

novel of the same name,

"Taking Lives" is about

the search for a serial

killer in Montreal who
murders his victims

and then takes their

identity afterwards,

essentially living their

lives.

Angelina lolie stars

as Federal Bureau of

Investigation Agent

llleana Scott, a creepy,

vet masterful detective,

who is hot on the heels

of this killer. Agent

Scott sleeps and eats

with gruesome pictures

of the killer's victims

The strikingly beautiful

lolie is believable as the freaky

agent, perhaps because in real

life she is a little freaky her-

self She displays great acting

ability, and adds to the eerie

atmosphere.

The serial killer eventually

gets sloppy and ends up with

a witness (Ethan Hawke) to

one of his murders. Hawke.
as artist lames Costa, plays a

quirky man who seems inno-

cent Costa is a perfect char

actcr for Hawke, who can be

the "nice guy" and yet simul-

taneously have that one edgy

peculiarity in his personality

Hawke and lolie 's charac-

ters soon fall in love and end

up in a serious relationship.

This seems to be a match

made in heaven since both are

tipped towards the weird end

Close-up

of the scale. However, all does

not turn out well.

Kiefer Sutherland makes
fleeting appearances in the

movie, with his screen time

being ominous yet enjoyable

all the satne. Film veteran

Gena Rowlands turns up as

the serial killer's mother but

her character is odd and
Rowland's performance

makes the audience uneasy

The movie succeeds in pro-

viding some suspenseful

moments here and there,

shots of various

objects question the

validity of certain

clues. Some charac-

ters motives seem
suspicious within

the dark quality of

the film. There is a

constant feeling that

something isn't

quite right.

The film's pleas-

ingly creepy and
scary quality can-

not overlook its

most glaring flaw.

The "big" surprise

in the later half of

the movie can total-

ly be deciphered

within the first hour Perhaps

audiences have become too

accustomed to Hollywood
suspense films and can tell

what is going to happen Or
perhaps the filmmakers could

have made a better effort to

not make the surprise so

obvious. Either way. the

impact of the revelation is

minimal, and the movie is a

letdown.

The great acting of Hawke
and lolie cannot save this

movie from predictability, a

tragedy for a film operating in

a genre that demands unpn-

dictability. By the end. the

audience asks itself. 'That >

it?" Yes. folks — that's all

there is and congratulate your

self for figuring out yet anoth-

er Hollywood endingi

Bayside's best

comes to Campus
Center tonight

tlTbe jllaggacbufliettg Bailp Collegian TutSDAY, March 23, 2004

We laughed with him when

he espoused the clever pun "a

principal is a pal." We cried tears

of joy right alongside him when
Mrs. B. gave birth to their son in

the Bayside elevator We felt his

pain when little brother Rod
came in and ruined his class trip

to Yosemite. And tonight at 8

p.m.. "Saved By the Bell" fans

across the Pioneer Valley v^^ll get

the chance to hear him tell his

story.

Dennis Haskins. better

known to the world as bumbling

principal Mr, Belding. will lec-

ture at the Campus Center

Auditorium tonight, discussing

his work on "Saved By The Bell"

and the ill-fated "Saved Bv the

Bell: The New Class."

The 53-year-old Haskins has

been in the acting scene for

decades, but it is his work as

Principal Richard Belding that

has earned him a permanent

place on the B-list of celebrities.

In his 1 1 seasons as Mr Belding,

Haskins has been part of a #1

television sitcom cast, and a rev-

olution in entertainment for

young adults.

The knowledge he accrued

working in the sitcom is vast,

and Haskins, according to

speakersintemational.com. cov-

ers a broad variety of topics in

his speeches, including "the

importance of education, follow-

ing your dreams, T\^ production

and getting work in L..A. as an

actor"

After retiring from the

Bayside legacy, Haskins

appeared on a string of promi-

nent television dramas, includ-

ing "The Practice" and "The

West Wing."

Tickets for the lecture are $ I

.

— Meghan Healy

IVnnik Hakkino. ot "Saved Bv the Bell Fame.' will speak abi.ut

hi« time on the the »tK>w tonight at H p.m.

Young transports concertgoers from Amherst to 'Greendale'
i^fc^n^c Beginning with "Doni Cry 1^ "Country Home." and 'ItPft dccidedb different reasons. ^^^^^_-^^__^^^^^^^^gg«KH.mxn PI9B 3

^^ ^ 1^ 1^^^ ^^. ^^ Q^,^ ^^^_. ^„ nMMdng. In a recent mtervtrw. Youh^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H
thing Young.

When the band rcrumed they

did ixM disappoint. An hour-kmg

encore of Springsiecn-like pcopor

lioo dropped bt-'- '• - ^ -bon

Beginning with "Doni Cry No
Tears." off of the I 'iTS song cyck

"Zuma." the band rattled off

seven extended monbers of gkxi-

cxis noise By this point. Sampedro

had ditched the bciKh for good

and stood side by side with '^

rlick far lick.

CUNIQUE Bonus is here!
With your Clinique purchose of M9 50^

get this 7 -piece gift, FrM Quontitiesy

are limited. Now thru Sun, April 4th

Spring Gift

7-piece Gift

"Country Fiome." and

Kid Only Love.' were

as was the classk "PowdeffMifBr."

a tale of lost iniKx;ence that con-

deiued some of "Greendale's

points into a terse, eight-minute

> '. ;• Then there was

i !. in the Free llbriiL«J

^uungs talc 80s sub at the lirst

Bush administration, recycled

with a skjwer. more troubling

cadence, and redirected at the

current White House

With its raging guitars and bit-

ter lyrics bouncing off of a giant

backdrvp of OW Gkiry. it was

hard to imagine that less than a

month earlier. Toby Keith was

performing his jingoistic

"Courtesy of the Red. White and

Blue." on the same stage for

decidedly different reasons.

In a recent interview. Youh^

confessed that most stations

would not touch the material

fourxl on the "Grecixlale' album

Perhaps it is botautt; its sound

does not fit neaflv enough into

their stringent furatats. or that

much of the album's material

seeks to subvert the very basis for

their existence

More likely, it is becausc

Vbung is now regarded as an

aging artist. uruiMe to connect

older listeners to his newer

niaierial and younger ones with

his "classics", which isn't so

much unfair as it is unfortunate

Neil Young still has plenty of

points to make, and we would

all be wise to listen.
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Bartenders Have More Spirit!

Why not be a bartender?
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Shaq ready for playoffs
By John NAOti
.AaSIK-IATHI I'RtSs

MAM [ Lauw<ASKicMm> rM.>>>

Tiiter Wood* line* up hi* »ho« on the first green ftw par durin|> the fir»t nmnil oi the Bay Hill Inviutiunitl

in OrUndt>, FU.. Thursdnv- Wood* will train with the I'.S. Army in preparation for the Masters.

LOS ANGELES lAP) — His eyes narrowed and

his brow furrowed. Shaquille O'Neal has that look

about him tliese day^, the one that lells opponents to

get out of his way.

The one that says it's almost playoff time.

The selfproclainied "MOE" - Most Dominant

Ever — is contnjiling the laiw the way he did in lead-

ing the Lot> Angeles liikers tu three NBA champi-

onships from 2000-02

Now O'Neal is kwkmg loi ihe oiher parts to fall

into place for aitother title run

"We're winning games, but we'a- not winning them

pretty." he said. "We're still learning each other —
we're going to be tine. The last few games, we've had

I5-point. 17-point leads aivi let teams get back in it

"

O'Neal put forth one of the most impressive indi-

vidual pcrlormances of the season Sunda\ night, lead-

ing the L.akers to a 104-105 overtinR- victory over the

Milwaukee Bucks.

The Bucks rallied from a 15point third-quarter

ddkit and nearly won despite O'Neal's 51 points,

NBA season-high 26 rebounds and seven blocked

shots in 47 minutes.

The Lakers are as health> as they've been since

winning 20 of their first 25 gameN before karl MaloiK

lofe knee ligament that sidelined him for nearly three

inonths.

That began a string of nagging injuries to O'Neal

and Kobe Brsant, anKHig otlwrs

Whik.' they bring a live-game winning streak into

Wednesda> nights game against the Sacramento

Kings, the Lakers have been winning ugl>. Aixl they've

been doing so despite having all their key player> avail-

abk except backup forward-center Horace Grant, who

they hope will be able to play in the postseason

The [.akers, 47 25 and in third place in the Western

Confervnce, have put together their latest vi^nning

•treak against non-playolf teams, with the exception of

Milwaukee, which has lost five straight and eight of

nine to drop bek^w .500.

And they were extended to the limit in all five

games, perhaps an expianatkin for coach Phil Jackson

deciding to give them Monday off rather tfian get in

an extra day of practice to prepare for the Kings.

"We're fighting; we have a lot of fight," O'Neal

said. "We can't do this against the more better, expe-

rierwed teams."

He referred to the Kings (51-19) and the

Minnesota Timberwolves (48-22). who visit Friday

night, along with the majority of teams the Lakers

face before the playoffs be^n in mid-April.

Despite their recent struggle and all the other

wacky things that have gone on. lackson believes the

Ukers can Imish like they did three years ago. when

they won eight straight to compkrte the regular season

before going 15-1 in the playoffs.

"I think it's possible," lackson said. "We're going

to have to have that rejuvenation at some point, wtiere

you can get that energy shot It's going to come from

Shaq rebounding, defensively. That's where we get

our strength as a basketball team is from his turn at

the end of the season to a defensive, rebounding play-

er."

O'Neal has averaged 15.6 rebounds in the last

eight ganjes to raise his season average to 1 1.4. He

had 27 points, 25 rebounds and live bkxks in a 115-

1 10 overtime victory over Orlaitdo on March 1 5.

Then canKr Sundav night's effort, wfien he sur-

passed the previous single-game high of 25 set by

Minnesota's Kevin Ciamett in an overtime game at

Sacramento in IXxember
O'Neal fell twci rebounds shon of his career high,

set in 19^5 while he was playing for Orlando

"He was a monster on tiie boards. It was just a

huge night lor him." Bryant said.

O'Neal was aLso a monster offensively, making 14

of 16 shots despite not attempting a shot until the

opening minute of the second quarter He had 10

rebounds by that time.

Boot camp for Tiger Hoop hype in Alabama
By DiKiG Ferchison

.AswMATHi pRtw.

ORLANDO, FU. (AP) —
Tiger Woods sometitnes adds

green to his wardrobe m April,

but that usually means a jacket

from Augusta National — not

fatigues from fort Bragg,

The day after the Masters, the

worki's No. I golfer v^ll swap his

spikes for Army boots.

Instead of retreating to his lav-

W) home in Isleworth. Woods
will stay in the barracks at Army
Special Forces headquarters aixl

spend a week in militarv training

"If I was t>ever introduced to

golf. I woukl be doing something

like that," Woods said.

"Hopefully, something in the

Spcxial Ops arena It's the physi-

cal aiKl miaiul challenge of it all

We II *9jtK0KV^^'
No wB^Tiore curious than

his father, an ex-Green Berrt who
trained at Fon Bragg, N.C.. dur

ing the Vietnam War. and then

Uught his son to take no prison-

ers on the gulf course.

"He's a ven indepeiKlent iixli-

vklual. and he piav^ an individual

sport." Earl Woods told The

Associated Press "Ouite frankly,

he's not in the business of people

telling him what to do. This will

be a broadening experieiKe for

him
"

This is clearly a case where

father knows best.

Eari Woods first trained at

Fort Bragg in 1%5 folkiwing a

tour in Vietnam, and he was

assigned to a Special Forces unit

at Fort Bragg before leaving for

another tour in 1470.

He did not remember the

years he was there, only the

schedule he had to keep.

He was up every morning at

5:50 for inspection, where a sin-

gle thread out of place on the uni-

form meant push-ups. That was

followed by physical training,

including a run in boots he had

spent the night spit-shining for

inspection. Then it was time to

change clothes, work all day until

dinner at 7:50 p.m.. and start

over in the morning.

"He'll learn a lot more respect.

Hell learn a little bit about dedi-

cation." Earl Woods said. "And

he'll learn an awful lot about him

self, and how he can handle it

Hell come out a lot stronger than

he went in."

Why would the world's best

golfer, who earns close to $90

million a year, sign up for this

working vacation?

Earl Woods only wonders

what look him so long.

"He probably wants, in the

reces.ses of his mind, to walk the

steps I walked," the father said.

New Wis W€£H!
BEYOND BORDERS
DlfilY PRErLY THINGS

GQTHIKA
MAGDALENEJJSIESS
THE RUNDOWN

8HATTEREP QiA83
aiNQINQ DETECTlVe

'He was always inquisitive

about the training I put him

through, the mental-toughness

training. He wanted to know

where that came from I equated

it to expenctKes I've had in the

military, esptx'ially in Special Ops
"Now, he wants to experietKc

II

"

Woods is to arrive at Fort

Bragg on April 12, spend four

days ot training aixl coiKlude his

week by conducting a junior golf

clinic for families at Fon Bragg

Soldiers will train him in

weapons and militar> tactics

before sending him on a mission

as part of a Spcvial Forces team.

Bragg spokesman Li. Col. Billy

Buckner said. .Mso in the works is

a ksson in skydiving aiKJ a tan

dem jump wiilt the Army's para-

chute team.

"I don't think the\ to

put me through the .. ^...^^ : as

what thev would do." WckxIs

15COWLES LANE
Behind Brueggers
Poy^titewtLAmhflisl
19 MONTAGUE RD.

North Amhar»t

said. 'But hopefully, it will be

clc«>i

Bc^iut^ tving the nKisi physi-

cally fit among golfers. Woods'

mental strength is what lepfllBS
him from the others.

Fie has a knack for playing his

best under severe pressuiv. such

as winning the Masters in 2001

for an unprecedented fourth con-

sovutive ma)or His record is 50-2

when he kads going into the final

riuind.

Itut this menul toughness did

iKH COOK frtmi any boot camp
Earl Woods never put his son

through sleep deprivation He did

not scream 2 inches from his face.

He did not make his son take 5-

mik runs before goir^ to kinder-

gartc"n

The training k.ame in the form

of gaiiK'sntanship

*l tried to bocak him down
mentally." Earl Woods said "I

tried to intimidate him verbally"

10

teams seeded 12th — Pacific and Manhattan —
each won a game.

There is a bit of hoops history in AiatMna.

ahhough basketball is geiKrally an afterthought

here, with (lashes of fan interest sprinkUal through

the years.

Coach Ciene Banow took UAB — based on an

urban campus in Bimiingham — as far as the round

of eight after kavii« UCLA in H77 to start the

Blazers' program. And plaid wearing Wimp
Sanderson led Alabama - which has a quiet, tree-

lined campus in Tuscaloosa — to nIx appearances in

the round of 16. just last season. Auburn made it to

the round of 16

But in a state where Alabama has won six

Associated Press national football championships

and Auburn one. basketball is still that "other"

sport.

Crimson Tide coach Mark CK>ttlned reached the

round of 16 three straight time-* while playing for

Sanderson. So, he dismissed the idea that this is the

best season ever for basketball in Alabama

"We've had great teams in our sute for a k>t of

years at Alabama, UAB. Auburn, even South

AkbMi*.' he said.

SM. Moor sports are a lough sell in a state

where winter is for hunting. March temperatures

can reach 80, and late Alabama football coach Bear

Bryant is a gridiron god.

For Dean, a former basketball coach who has

spent much of his career talking up his sport in a

football state, heaven coukl be around the comer.

"What I believe has to happen to really promote

basketball in Alabama is for one of our teams to get

to the Final Four." he said. "Whether Alabanta and

UAB can both do it. I don't know But woukln't it be

great?"

Sure, but even the idea takes getting used to in

Alabama. Sanderson made that perfevily clear

Monday on his daily radio talk show, which he hosts

in Birmingfuim with former Auburn basketball

coach Sonny Smith

"I'm tired of talking about basketball,"

Sanderson said 40 minutes into the program. "How
about NASCAR''"
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Kaplan rebate offer:

Enroll today
and get

$100 back!
Receive 100 back through Kaplan's Rebate' when you

enroll in an LSAT, MCAT, GMAT, GRE, DAT or TOEFL

course between March 1»«-March 3r'.
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Stumbling at Garber
LACROSSI from page 10

to add a >purk u^ain»t Albany, but

it proved to be too little, too late.

Morris took 10 shots against

Brown, and connected for one

goal, but the Minutemen have

clearl> been hampered by the

absence of Zywicki. their go-to

attacker.

Today's game marks the mid-

way point of the UMass season,

and with no sure end to

Zywicki s stint on the rehab

table, the thought of giving him a

medical redshirt to retain his

services for the lull 2005 season

is beginning to gain credibility.

"I've discussed it with him,"

Cannellu said. "I'm not sure at

this point that's something he

wants to do. Certainly we'll

revisit it if he can't come back.

After this weekend. Sacred

Hurt's our seventh game, and

Hofstra (on Saturday) is our

eighth, so would you rather play

six, or would you rather play 14

next year'.' There's financial con-

siderations there, and he's a

Canadian citizen. So. well revis-

it that, but if he can come back

strong, then wed like to have

him out there."

for now, Cannella wants his

team to focus on working with

the names that are on the field

tomorrow.

"We have to concentrate on

who we have right now. | Morris)

is back playing, and probably not

at 100 percent because of his

conditioning, but he gave us a lift

the other day. and played a great

game for us. Ryan Connolly

played a great game the other

day, hopefully the other guys

around him start feeling it. and

everybody plays well at once."

If there's an intangible that's

lacking in the Minutemen s arse-

nal. Cannella said its confidence.

"Kspecially on the offensive

end." he said. "We haven't shot

that well, and maybe there's

some guys out there that lack the

confidence in themselves to beat

>oincbod> and get the ball on the

cage We tell them to keep shoot

ing. keep going hard at the cage.

Anytime you lose, it shakes your

confidence, especially in our

sport."

Zimmer leads •

'Cuse past UM

WWW.DAILYCOLLECIAN.CUM tlThe itlaggacbugettg Bailp CoUegian Tuesday, Makch 23, 2004

By Matt Barstow
CoLLBOLAN StAFF

UMass 11

Freithman Pat Larmon (8) turn* away from Hartford's Tun Chitholm during the

Minutemen '» I J-7 win over the Hawk* at Garber Field on March 2.

Three strikes for Tennis
By Tim Rvan

C^HIit-lAN L ii»tJU>H>NI>tNT

For the Massachusetts tennis

team, spring break was anything

but

The Minuiewonjen

Atlantic lOi went ona tnrcx- game

rxjud trip to the spring break hoi

spot with hopes of bringing their

record above .500. This hope

proved to be out of reach for the

squad Thev went 0-for-^ against

their Mjuihem competition

The Minuiewomen started

their trip \Mth a 7-0 Uxs to the

l^y Owls of Florida Atlantic

Universttv on March 1 5 FAL' eas-

il\ wn^'k >.<iu ol tlic Minutewomen
v^ith a swcvp in doubles to start

the match. Then the l-ady Owls

followed it up by winning the first

three singles matches. After the

third singkrs match was won by

I AU. the rest of the matches were

stopped, and the Ijkly Owls wen
given the 7-0 clean sweep.

The UMass squad tried to

rebound against I2th-seeded

Barry University last "nieaday. but

the ButcaiKers were loo much to

handk. Barry began the meet win

ning two of the three double-*

matches, and eamutg the doubles

point. The UMau win came from

freshman Christine Liehr

'0m foM.

0t mJsi Hffti^ AW^.

M0^ ttJl4* pit01 llf

^1* 0(J. f^ft

C^mt »ij 44* y*

0fj M0 mid *ht¥
' ftmtkstkt

(Stuttgan, Cjcmiany) and sopho-

more jana Bartoloni (Charles-

town. Massachusetts) dite to for

feit. In singles, junior co-captain

Sasha Exklslein took the No. \

match because of a mid-maich

injury to her opporwnt. Senior co

capuin Susan Hyams also won by

default in the No. b match. The

reM of the matches went in favor

of the powerful Buccaneers, giv-

ing them the 5-2 victory.

The final stop on the road trip

was at Lynn University on

Weditesday, where the Florida

team once again prevailed In the

loss. Susan Myams was the high

light for the Minuiewomen
Hyams. with partner Sasha

Kdelsiein. won the No. 1 doubles

match 8-5. She then went on to

defeat Monse Palacios at No. t>

smgles. Her efforts were not

enough to turpaas the strong

l.ynn Univewity team, though

The Lynn team dominated play

from f>ere. giving them the 7-2

win in the meet.

The young UMass squad will

have an extended break to

recoup from the k»$ Next up is

Rhode Island in Kingston, Rl on

March 51

19
th Annual

MATHEMATICS
COMPETITION

March 31, 2004 @ 7:15 in rooms 10M03 LGRT

Corporate Sponsers: Individual Sponsors:

Microsoft Research James Francis *86

Nukove Scientific Consulting Roy Perdue 73

Solutions by Computer

State Street Global Advisors

FIRST PRIZE=$1600 cash

SECOND PRIZE=$1000 cash

THIRD PRIZE=$400 cash

2004
• Si^n up in room 16230 LC.KT by noon March 31 and brinj^ ID to

competition

• The competion is open to all treshmeti and sophomore dej^ree

students on the Amherst Campus

• C'ontlnuinii education students and students who ai\' closely

related to iTiembers of" the Math Stat department ,ire not eliuible

• For additional information and samjMe problems uo to

wvvw.math.umass.edu

Sulick and Busa

star for UMass
SOFTBALL trtxn paga 10

Sophomore Lesley I errura ktliowtxl suit, ripping one

down the left field Hne. Senior Nicole Wilson pinch

ran for Ferrara and imnwdiale^ ttole secxjnd to move

the go-ahead run into sconng positian. Sulick then fol-

lowed with a w^ up the middle FlU centerfield

lacque Setters nyshandled the hit. letting Wilson and

Cahaian cium the plale to give UMais a 4- 3 lead Busa

retired FTohda International in their final at-bai to

claim the title.

"She barely missed a honn-run in the \ irginia Tech

gMTie and didn't receive much credit m the win, but

she came up real big in the FlU win,* said Sottino of

Sulick. *We put Wme (Cahalanl in mofion and Sulick

just smarted it

'

The Golden Pwthetf had pnrviousiy beat \Mm
twice this season, including a 2 I victory on March 1 5.

With the Minutewomen clinijnc » a 1-0 lead. FIU

thini basetncn (etmifer Owem diNibled to left center

before being thiown out at third by UMass centerfieU-

er Aisha Franke. The damage had alrwdv h,<-'i It-oe

as two crossed the plate

Amoki sufTeml a combiiution of tough comp^i-

tion. a* Sonino has calk-d this "her tou^wM sched-

ule," and didn't get much tun support. Amokl k»t two

2 I decisions at the Blue and GoM, the first to Virginia

Tech on Mar. 12, and then to FIL on Mar. 1 5.

After the low <icoring ciutput against the Hotdes.

sophomore K I Kelley kick started the offense with

her fifth hot • Jison. a deep sok) sho« to cento-.

UMaMQirvi.! i back, racking up nine nms on 1

1

hits agaiiui Mtaini<i)hio in a 4-2 win and finished the

dav with all oplit

An All-American is an AU-American.

The Massachusetts women's lacrosse team learned

this simple truth the hard way. when it watched a shot

by Leigh-Ann ammer of Syracuse sail past UMass

goalkeeper k)ey Rubin with five seconds left in regu-

lation, lifting the Orangewoinen to a 12-11 win over

UMass on March 19 at the Carrier Dome.

Zimmer. a Division I North Region lirst-team All- •

American, led the ninth-

ranked Orangewoinen (2-2);

Syracuse 12 P^' UMass (1-4) with her
^

fourth goal of the game

Combined with her two assists. Zimmer i.s seven

points shy of the all-time Syracuse scoring record.

The Minutewonwn entered the game O-b all-time

against Syracuse, and had it not been for two SU goals

in the final % seconds of the game, the losing streak

may have ended.

Alter falling behind 4-0 to start the game.

Massachusetts made a valiant effort to rebound from

a 7-4 halftime deficit, scoring six unanswered goals to

start the second frame.

lunior captain Maura McGarrity initialed the sec-

ond half flurry with an unassisted goal at 18:31..

Thirty-nine seconds later, felkjw tri-captain Tracey

Diown put home a pass from senior attacker I lope

Zelinger The trio shouklered the Massachusetts

effort, with Zelinger and Mc^larrity combining for all

UMass points in the first half, and Drown adding

three goals in the second.

"Wc really put it together in the second half.

Maura had a great game and she wasn't even sup-

poaed to playi* coach Carrie Bolduc said. "She hadn't

played since goirtg down in the Hofstra game- with a

high ankle sprain, but she practiced on Thursday and

fell ready."

UMass concluded the b-0 run with back-to-back

goab coming from Drovm. one of which was assisted

by sophomoie midfiekler Keri Conneriy. Connerty

then netted a goal of her own. at 9:45. The UMass

oaslaughi ate up 19 28. and Wft the Maroon and

While with a 10-7 lead v^th time winding down.

The final minutes concluded in nail biting fashion.

as Zimmer scored at 51:21 and junior Monica loines

of Syracuw c^sped off a hat-tiick 2:55 later. After

wakiiiiv to laid shrutk to a single gual. UMass

cuended its edge back to two on a McGanity goal at

5506.
UnfcjTtunately for UMass. there was no answer for

Zimmer, who scored 1 : 30 after McGarrity, nanvwing

the gap to 1 1-10. Widi 36 seconds left to go, senior

Cristine Doran of Syracuse scored her lirM gual of the

•CMon. SieptMnie Walker won the ensuing faceoff for

Syracute and pasted iht ball up to Zimmer with 10

seconds rematnn^. At S9 55. ZimnK-rs bourwe shot

struck nyton, snashmg the Massachusetts hope for an

upset.

Rubin taiKed 1 1 saves in her secorxJ game between

the pipes for UMass. while her counterpart fiom

Syracuse, lermifer Kaad. made nine.

"(Rubinl » doing a good job. she's poised and

cahn under pressure,' Bolduc said. "The most impoi

tant thing has been that our defense w jelling well with

her, which is key to the team's chemistry."

UMats came in oflf a lOday layoff, after the pc*t

ponement of March I T% game against Albany.

Pubs in London. Clubs in Spain.
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lust north of the apartments

Great new deck!

7I/ES. Team Pub Trivia!

Win Money and Prizes

yNlD. Harp Reggae Night

March Special!

Molson:
$2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher

^tart your own tradition"

Dining Commons Menu
D.C lontatt: 4I1S45-2626

IVNCH
• BBQ Pulltti Pork Sandwich

• c:hicken Peslo Pasta with

VV.ilnuts

• falalel Pt* ktH SarxKvich

(vegan I

DINNER
• Parmi'san Chicken

• Blackened Catfish

• Harvest Stew

(vegan)
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And I'm gone, I know right where I'm goin

Sorry momma I'm grown, I must travel alone

Ain't gonna follow the footsteps I'm making my own

Only way that I know how to escape from this 8

Mile Road -Emmcm ^ ^

aquarius • kn. io-hH m
VValth I ll1^()'' (»n Ganx- Show Si>K\i»fk.

It's pmM vcKir average word gann

pisceS • Hb 19-M/ui 20

Being organized is the easiest way to stay

on top of your homework.

aries • mar 2i-apii. i9

Worms are gross and squirmy. Don't he a

worm.

taurUS • Ant 20-MAy 20

Be forever voung even as you get old.

gemini • mm 2i-ii)n. 21

You >< KM king that new hairt ut ot yours.

cancer • iun. 22-Kii. 22

Drink more. You've been neglecting the

bottle lately.

leO • ki.. 2J-AH.. 22

Ytxj will sotMi be forced to choose

between monev arxl haf)f)iness.

virgO • Au.. 2}-StrT. 22

The lime is right to take that leap and

take a risk!

libra • sm. 21-Orr. 22

lump on top ot your desk and get craA.

You're much too stressed.

Scorpio • Ot 23-ISUtv. 21

Don t w.iste vour time plaving video

vj.imi's Y(Hi have to worrv alxiut grades.

Sagittarius • n<»\. J2-Df< 21

It's ama/ing how small the world really

is.

Capricorn • dm 22-iAs. 19

Work hard for the next few years. You

don't have time to slack off.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

$450 Gn>up

FundraLser

Scheduling Bonu.s 4

hours ot ytHir ),T<MipV

time PLUS our frt'c

(yes, free) frindraisin^

solutions EQUALS
$1,000-$2,IX)0 in tim-

ings for your group.

tall TODAY for a

$450 Kinus when v<hi

schedule your non-

sales fundraiser with

CampusFiindraiser.

Gmtact

C^mpusFunJniiser,

(88H) 92 V 32 38. or

visit www.campus-

fiinJrai.ser.com

\l'\RIMf\T (OR KIM

Center of town 1, 2. 3

bedrcxinis; harJwiKKl

flixirs. New SHOW-
ING for JUNE and

SEITEMRER. NO
FEES, www'.amhcr-

ytlinmlnretiltv.com

253-7879

\P\Rt\ttM FOR RIM

N. Amherst. 1 I3eJmi,

1 l/2mi. UMa.ssl>eck.

$625. Pct^C^K. HJwJ

fl»>i)rs Avlb. 4/1 mayk-

s(H.ner. 549-2062

BninJywine Apts.

Now leasing, liSi2

hedrootii apts. Le;tses

begin June. July. Aug

or Sep. First coine, first

serve. Oet them while

they last. www.branJv-

wlne-a^ts.c^)m Stop hy

or C:all 549-0600.

Hohart C^ondt)s 3 hed-

rix>tn, hardwiHx.1

flixirs, study area in

basement, ('able, tele-

phone (internet

access) in all bed-

nx>ms and study.

NOW SHOW1NC3 for

JUNE and SEITEM-

BER.NC^FEFIS.

yvuAv.ainherstlincol-

nrealtv.con^ 25 3-7879

MITO FOR SMF

1992 Nissiin Sentra

87,000 miles manual.

Ver> gixxl condition

$900.a^54t)-3752

fMPI()>MlM

Universit>' Biirtending

Classes start s(xin! !

!

t^U for information 1-

800-U-CAN-MIX

www.universitybar-

teiuling.com

SumiTier Fun at Lifc-

Tech Ventures live-in

coun.selors and

instructors at

Presidential Summer

C'amp in C'harlton,

MA Available to any-

one who hi>nestly likes

being with children

Call 800-43 3-8375

naturesclassrix>m.org

Lixal Business is hir-

ing marketers Part

Time $10-1 5/hr Call

AliM>n ©413-627-

9043

FMIMONMFM

Ciet hands-on legal

experience with a

le^al assistant intern-

ship this tall. Work

directly with attorneys

and clients and cam 9

to 15 credits. N<' expe-

rience requireil.

Training provided.

C^ intact the Student

Legal Services C^ce

for an application, due

4/2. 922 Gtmpus

Cx-nter, 545-1995

Two job oppt>rtunities

on Nantucket Island

beyinnint; in May
Office assistants with

decent typing, com-

puter and telephiine

skills. S<>me errand

ninning. Salary +

housing. Tele. 508-

228- 3942 or send

resume to PO Box

2607 Nantucket, MA
02584 or fax resume to

508-228-8778

f MIMOVMENT

SUMMER INTERN
SHIP Excellent

.VlvertisiiiK. Sales,

ami Marketing opt>>r-

tunity. Eiim $3000 to

$7000+ and >;ain \ alu-

able business experi-

ence workiim for the

UMass Official

Campus Telephone

Dircx-tory. ( .RE,^T

RFISUME BCX^ST-

ER!C:allKter>tenat

Around Campus. Inc.

1-8CV-466-2221

ext.272. www.around-

caiiipus.com

Marketing Akcikv

Seeks Oitgoinfj High

Energy Individuals tor

promotions $15/liour

888-477-6668

www.hauspromo-

tions.coin

FOR SAIF

lake New: 4 Fllge,

crome nnis 18" 5 Lu>:

nut.s.4VentusHRll.

Low -Pro tires- Asking

$1 ll\^ Tom 41 3-527-

2886

SFRVKFS

Pregnant.' Need help.'

C^all Birthright oil

.Amherst area for free

testing and assistance

549-190^^

PRECNANt:Y
TF.ST1NC^ HIV

Testing, Birth ( Control,

,ind Emergency

C^mtraception.

.Atifordable .ind confi-

dential. Tap«.-str>

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst. 548-

WQ2

"Banending"

$250A>ay Potential.

Ni> Experience Nest

.

Training provided. 1-

800-965-6520 Ext. 162

We do laptop and

desktop computer

repair staninjj at

$39.00.413-584-8857.

SERVICES

Philosi>phical

C^ninM.'lini:, .XnilHrsf.

Hiilosophvl >ialoLiK.net

SUMMER SUBLET

1 K-JrixMii

Brandywine apartment

startini; June 1.

$755/month nego-

tiable - iiiciuvies he.it,

water, c«x)kinK gas.

Spacious, quiet with

balcony and parking.

TRAVEI

887-4-C:ANc:UN Bc-st

price, UMASS VEN-

IX">R Nclliny ^pymti

break p,ick.i).;es. l^i

not get scammed.

C^incun, Ne«ril

Acapulco. Biihamas,

Florid,!. $$$ ciiiipus

reps earn $$$.

Flipnation.com 877-4-

cancun.

Sprinj: Bre.ik Z004.

Tr.ivel with STS,

.'\nienc,rs»l Stikient

T(Hir C\ienitor to

Jamaic.i, t^tncun,

Acipulcii, Biihaniiis

and Rorid.i. Now hir-

inj; campus reps. Call

for tn'oup discounts.

1 nfonn.it H in/Reservati

ons 1-800-648-4849 or

www.ststr.i\el.c<.>m For

more intoniiatum con-

t.Kt ST.^ Travel at

41 3-256.1261

WANTEO

ECKl IVNORS
NEEDED; Extremely

^;enerou^ com|X'nsi-

tion paid. Non-smok-

ers ages 21-32. For

moa* information

please ci mt.K t

Chnstine or l.i: at

781 -769-6900 or visit

ww-wrobertni-

cholsesq.ccm)
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Busa hurls no-no at Blue & Gold
First UM no-

hitter since '03

By TUM» Hm\H
Cahuh.ian Siah-

leiina Busa's first career no-hilter caiiic at the

appropriate tiuK" during the BIik' and Ciokl Coca Ci>la

Classic in Miami. Ha.

The st>phonx>re hurk-rs no-hitter against \ irginia

Tech on March t 5 iuhaiKcd the Massachusetts stift-

biill team to the tournament championship on March

14. Busii combined with junior Keili Arnold to beat

host-team Tlorida International in a 4-3 come-from-

hehind win to captua- the Blue and Gold title for the

slvoikI time in three >ears.

Altei already lusing to Virginia Tech the day

before. Busa nuinaged to strike out lour, and her only

bkmish on ih: Jay was a walk. Busa's no-hitter was

the 5^th in UMavs history and first sin«.e current

UMass assi>tant Kaila Holtz's threw a periev.! gante

against George Washington on May 4. 2005.

Tlie inikstoiw was not the only notable achieve-

meni by Busa on the weekend The Ix'xington native

tallied thrcx wins includir^$ otK- in relief for the title

and a U'ipitch \ictory against Miami-Ohk) on March

1 2. Her performiiiKe was strong enough to earn her

the Atlantic 10 f'itcher of the Week award.

"If they take just each trip at time, they start get

better with experience." UMass head coach Elaine

Sortino said "(The pitching staff! just need some time

to figuie things out and get son»e ganw experience.

I
Arnold. Busa and junwr Barbara l.aFogg| are all

starting to gel it and that's simply from experience.

Hopefully, our pitching staff will be great ccHne April."

The Minutcwomen were down by one in the top of

the seventh during the champwnship when junior

Pam Sulick had the biggest hit of her colbgiate career

in just her third carcvr start.

Senior catcher lamie Cahalan lipped the first pitch

to kHt. then advanced to scxond on a wild pitch.

See SOFTBALL on page 8

Sweet hoops, Alabama

AUh-nw'» Evan Brxxk. left, exults after AUbanw's 70-67 up^ win .wcr Sunf.ml in the ^.hvJ r>~nd .>f «bc NCAA -"""-"«*" ^""''^ '«
'^["i^t'stUt''

with t«r» in hi. eve,. AL.ham-ninnm«h.m's Mo Hnio is hu««rd K t«mn«te T.mv J»*n«w, after LAB defeated Kentucky 76-79 .n C.^umbus t^hn,. Sund-v.

'If we won against Alabama, that wouU really put

them to shame." Blazc-r-* fan Renita Strickland said

Monday while shopping li>r UAB T-shirts and sweat

shirts for friends in New >brk.

First things first, though. Alabama plays defend

ing national champion Syracuse in Phoenix on

Thursday, and UAB mcvts Kansas in St. Ixiuis on

I lidav

•I may be dreaming." UAB coach Mike Anderson

said, "but Im going to keep dreaming."

The Crimson Tide will be trying to get to the NCAA
tournament s round of eight for the lirst time: UAB

reached that stage once.

Syracuse coach |im Boehcim said the victorie.s by

Alabama and UAB - about 50 miles apart in adjoin-

ing counties - weren't flukes.

•This tournament is wide open." Bocheim said.

Alabama and UAB aren't the only surprises so far

Tenth-seeded Nevada beat No 7 Michigan State and

No. 2 Cion/aga. while No 7 Xavier eliminated No. 2

Mississippi State to reach the third round. AJso. two

Tide, UAB
upsets giving

football state

new passion
Bv Ja> Rk>a>s

,\>M» IAIH> TkIss

BIRMINGHAM. Ala. (AP) — Ah. its March in

Alabama: Time for spring football practice, right?

Well, the tide is turning in this state, with two of its

college baskctbiill teams Alabama and Alabama-

Birmingham — poividing the biggest upsets of the

NCAA tournament, knockmg off No 1 •ceded

Stanford and Kentucky.

Nevada and Xavier. among others, also ha\e given

ihc NCAAs a jv)lt by beating favored teams. But it's in

the self proclaimed -Football Capital of the South"

whea- the siKcess of two schools on the hardwoLxl

has fans glancing away from the gridiron.

"It's so enjoyable to pivk up The Binninghani

News and sex- basketfwil on the front page." said |oe

IXan |r. athk-tic dircxtor at Birmingham-Southern

College and son of the former lA>uisiana State basket-

full gR-at.

Alabama and Auburn da-w a total ot afx)ut

b5.000 fans to their spring fcwtball games Saturday,

vihen hoops fans around the rest of the country were

tuning in to second-round NCAA action.

Fighth seeded Mahama stunned Stanford 70-67

in Seattle thai day. and ninth-scvded UAB shocked

Kentucky 76-75 in Columbus. C^hio. on Sunday

Suddenly, basketball was big in Bama.

So much so. that some even dared to dream of a

UAB-Alabama matchup for the national champi-

onship on April 5th in San Antonio.
See ALABAMA on page 7

Struggling foes meet
By Andrew MhRRiiT

( :nE LK.IAN Si AIH

The Sacred Heart men's lacrosse team hasn't won

a game in 2004. The Pioneers have taken two teams

into overtime, including a 15-12 double-overtime

loss to Butler on March 1 5. but that's as close as

they've come to their victory in their first live games.

While Massachusetts (2-4) isn't in quite the same

boat, the Minutemen might share some of the same

frustration as the team they'll host tcnlay (Garber

Field. 5 p.m.). UMass is winless since March 6. when

their last victory came against Stony Brook. Since

then, the Minutemen have lost a close game (1 l-IO

to Albany last Tuesday), and a drubbing (10-5 to

Brown on Saturday), as well as an 11-7 loss to

Harvard on March 1 5.

The Brown defeat, played at Harvard's lordan

Field due to snow accumulation at Brown Stadium

and the Bears' alternate facility. Stevenson f'ield. was

particularly disappointing, but served to reinforce

the mantra that UMass coach Greg Cannella has

repealed all reason long: anyone on ihc Minuicmcn's

schedule can beat them.

Brown's Charles Towers provided almoM all ihc

offense the Bears needed, scoring as many goals in

the game as the entire Minutemen team combined.

Ryan Connolly was the only Minuteman to score

multiple goals (two), and junior Bill Schell made 1

1

sa\cs. The Minutemen started off on a 2-0 lead, but

the Bears scored live unanswered goals, and finished

oil with three more unanswered tallies to hand the

Minutemen their third straight defeat.

Today, they'll play a team thai hasn't won a game

since April 26. 2005". and while the Minutemen have

struggled of late, especially on offense. Cannella said

the team still gets the message.

"The guys are working hard, the guys are prepar-

ing themselves the right way, we just haven't been

able to put it together yet, unfortunately." he said.

"Kspccially in ihe last three games. Hopefully tomor-

row's a step in the right direction."

As for what the Minutemen are lacking, there are

a few key components. One is personnel. UMass has

been without the services of 2005's top scorer, sen-

ior Jeff Zywicki, since the lirst game of the season. In

addition, sophomore midfielder Sean Morris was out

of action for ihe first four games, before coming in

See LACROSSE on page 8

AMEI lA I INI OI.NA X1LlFl.I.^S

Senior Kevin Glenr fires a pass during the

Minuteinen's I 5-7 win over Hartford on March 2.

Law's greed

isn't worth
superstar's

greatness
Ty Law is an outstanding football player. Ty

Law is arguably the best cornerback in the NFL.

Ty Law has played an integral role in both of the

Patriots Super Bowl wins.

Ty Law needs to keep his mouth shut.

Law is probably the best player on the

Patriots. Sure. Tom Brady is

nan dlinnan •'^^ '"'»'" important, but Law
"''" ""''''''"

,. a far better defensive back

than Brad) is a quarterback. Law has been a

Patriot for nine years and has served the team

that drafted him well in that time. Law has been

one of the llashier Patriots in his time, with his

orchestrated touchdown and interception cele-

brations, but he has never been one to cause

problems within the team That has all changed

now.

Law has been doing interviews with any and

every reporter willing to listen to him in the past

week. He has made it his personal mission in

these interviews to convey his feeling that Bill

Belichick is a liar Law accuses Belichick of lying

about just about anything one can imagine:

including his own contract, the contracts of oth-

ers, and even says Belichick was hoping he didn't

perform as well as he did last year so he could be

released after the season.

In the interviews. Law cited the number of

uther players Belichick signed to long term deals

only to restructure their contracts or release

them when their cap numbers got too high.

These are valid points, but Laws biggest prob-

lem is that he is letting his mouth run too much,

and the only sound bites anyone will remember is

that he flat out called Belichick a liar.

Regardless of the validity of his arguments,

most Patriots fans will consider Law greedy and

side with Belichick. the mastermind of the Pats

two championships Law is not going to win

many supporters in New England for taking on

the man that is the most respected coach/talent

evaluator in Boston since Red Auerbach.

I aw knows that his contract will take up too

much of the salary cap in the next two seasons

t$7.l5 million this year and $9 75 million next)

and wanted to work out a restructured extension.

Belichick also wanted to restructure and extend

Laws deal The problem lies in one area: money.

Not the first dispute in professional sports based

on the green stuff, and certainly not the last.

Now Law is saying that he can never see himself

plaving for the Pats again.

Law's main handicap is that he does not have

much leverage. He understands that his value has

never been higher after finishing the best season

of his career His only chance is to make the fans

buy his contention that Belichick is a liar and

that he is being treated unfairly. The pressure

from the fans would most likely force Belichick

to do one of two things: he could either meet

Law's contract demands or release the All-Pro

now and have him sign somewhere else.

The problem for Law is that Pals fans saw

what happened last year with the Lawyer Milloy

situation. Belichick released a veteran leader

who many considered to be irreplaceable because

he refused to take a pay cut The result: the Pats

went on to have one of the greatest seasons in

NFL history and Milloy spent January counting

his money at home. Fans have seen Belichick and

Scott Pioli. vice president of player personnel,

make so many shrewd roster moves that it seems

they are never wrong.

So if they decide not to meet Law's demands,

the majority of Patriots Nation will support their

decision. Law has come off looking like the typi-

cal money-driven professional athlete. During

the season he said all the right things about his

looming contract issues. He said all that mat-

tered was winning and he wasn't concerned with

the contract. Now that it's the off-season. Law's

focus has clearly shifted. Now it's all about mak-

ing more money than he could ever spend in a

lifetime.

Although Law's case against the organization

has some major flaws, he has made public some

issues that could become a problem down the

road. The organization has made a habit of cut-

ting high salary players (Milloy. Drew Bledsoe)

and restructuring the contracts of veterans (Ted

lohnson) and so far things have worked out, but

it should be noted that everyone is happy when

they are winning. The real problems come when

you hit a bump in the road. If you haven't been

ioyal to your employees, you can't expect them to

be faithful to you when things go south.

But this individual case appears to be one that

Law cannot win. He has stressed that it's "not

about the money" and he doesn't want to be per-

ceived as greedy, but it's a hard sell. If it isn't

about the money, then what exactly is his prob-

lem? The Patriots are already considered

favorites to repeat as champs next year as they

have almost their entire roster returning, a

stacked draft, and Roosevelt Colvin back in the

fold, and this guy wants no part of it? Sorry Ty.

but it seems that this is only about the money.

There is no easy solution to this mess, and

Law may have said too much for a peaceful reso-

lution to be reached. But if somehow cooler

heads prevail the final decision should be for

both sides to honor the contract they signed. Law

is signed for two more years, and he should play

his best for the organization The Patriots should

bite the bullet and pay him the huge amount he

is owed, because they signed him to the deal and

his performance has not merited a pay cut. This

dispute comes down to a very simple principle: if

you sign a contract, you should honor it.

Dan Duggan is a Collegian columnist.

Horror films dominate weekend

box office

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 6

Minutemen Mauldin, Pock and

Kuiper all join NML teams

SPORTS, PAGE 10
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New ballots for voters
SGA presidential election set for today

Wilson may become

new UMass President
Bv FtKHUN SAIMKtR

Ca»il«.ian Stah^

Doug Amy. expert iw potrwrtional vevrr*eM»tion. »prak» on the umt u< liutani Run-oH Voting. Amy i» a profcMor «rf

politic* at Mount Ht>lvi»ke CtJIeice.

By Melissa BtANKSTttN
l"l>ll«l.lAN >TA»>

Todav at the polls, Universitv of

Massachusetts students will use a

new ballot to cast their vote for neM
year's Student Government

Association president and student

inulee.

Steven Hocschek-. chancellor of

decHons. is initiating the lirst use of

Instant Run-off Voting (IRVl at

UMass.
"It's a big picture kind of thing."

Hoeschele said.

The new ballot is simple for vot-

ers. It asks for the electorate to rank

their candidates first, second, and so

on.

"It's as simple as that — one. two.

three." said Peter V ickcry to a small

audience at UMass last night

Vickery. a native of Wales now resid-

ing in Amherst, is the president of

Fair Vote Mass. an organization ded-

icated to using IRV in Massachusetts

Because of the controversy sur-

rounding the use of the IRV in the

Student Government. Hoeschele

asked Vickery and Doug Amy. a pro-

fessor of politics at Mount Holyoke

College, to explain the importance of

voting reform.

"IRV is designed to cure the wast-

ed vote." Vickery said. He explained

that because voters may rank their

candidate choice in their vole, more

voters have a higher probabilii> of

having a candidate reprevmt them

.An IR\ ballot works in this way
— a voter ranks the candidates b>

preference. When the ballot is count-

ed, all the first choice votes arc

counted first. If no one candidate

achieves a maioriiy, then the candi-

date with the lowest amount of first

choice voles is taken awa> Those

eliminated ballots' >t>.ond choices

arc then counted as first choice votes

and the totals are recalculated. This

proces*^ continues until a candidate

gets the majority.

"People tend to vole out of fear

than hope," Vickery said. "This will

encourage people to vote their con-

Ncicnces."

Vickery used the 2(XX) National

Presidential elections as an example

He explained that manv democrats

complained that Green Party candi-

date Ralph Nader look away votes

from Ihe IX-mocrals. allowing the

Republicans to win If IR\ was used,

voters could have still voted for

Nader, but their second-choice candi-

date might have been Gore, allowing

the Democrats to win.

Vickery also explained that in the

United States. IR\ is used in Utah.

Louisiana, the city of San Francisco.

and for town meetings in Vermont.

Manv L'Ma*s Student

Covemmcnt officials are concerned

that the use of IRV is unconstitution-

al, violating the clause that says if no

candidate achieves a ma)ority, then a

pluralilv will allow ihe candidate to

win The IR\ prevents a pluralitv

from occurring by allowing voters to

make mt>'i- than one choice with one

vote.

The SGA )uoiv.iaiy whi».h issued a

stoppage, against the use of IRV. has

. 'I:d back the injunction, but is

planning a hearing on March 50 to

determine if IRV works within the

SG.\ Constitution

If the judiciary determines that

IRV is unconstitutional, then the

elections will be thrown out The

Speaker of the Senate would bc-come

interim president on April I. when

the current term ends, until a new

election could be held.

However, both Hoeschele and

Vickery are confidant that IRV is

constitutional. Vickery explained that

the plurality section of the law only

comes into affect if a majority does

not occur IRV allows for a majority

winner, never getting to the plurality

clause.

"The only difficult part is the tab-

ulation." Vickery said. "But. the vot-

ers don't have to worry about it."

Hoeschele does not expect to have

the election results until early Friday

SMS6Aonpage2

Dr jack M. Wilson, interim

University of Massachusetts president,

may be recommended as William M.

Bulger's replacement during today's

search committee meeting, reported bv

the .Associated Press, although sources

are conllicting.

A source close to the search commit-

tee, who spoke on the condition ot

anonymity. toW the AP that the sean.h

committee, which will meet at the Omni

Parker House hotel in Biwton. will rec-

ommend \Mlson as the iww president to

the board of trustees TIk- board is

expected to vote on the rccoinmendatwn

later today

Only yesterday it was reported that

the 24-member committee itiav have set-

tled on two linal candidates. NMIson and

.Man D. Solomont. a Democratic

fundraiser and lonner Lniversitv trustee

Brian O'Connor, a UMass- Amherst

professor and a member of the search

committee, tokl The Massachusetts I^ailv

Collegian >e*terda> that Wilson and

Sok>mont were not the onlv hnal candi

dates.

"I can verif) that those are two

names. I'm not prepared to sav that thev

are the onlv two candklales. bevause they

are not." he sakJ "We are meeting later

this week, whether \»e are in a position

to forward those tianK*' to the trustees.

I'm not sure." O'Connor sakJ that the

recent article in the Boston Globe,

reporting Wilson and SokjiiK>nt as the

final c! made it - liv>ugh

the (k\ I- a done «..

"M> leelmg is >es. we are going to

meet, and we could possiblv meet some

more." he said. " I'm not prepared to

nil isii>n at thi* point that Joes

ni aat I wont be .ilier the next

meeting

Trustees were scheduled to mwt next

week, but de.ided instead to meet today,

as reported b\ the AP According to the

AP's source. Wilson edged out Solomont

with his exceptional academic back-

ground and proven abilit> to work with

state pohticians.

"Kn acting president could've just sat

there and made sure the place didn't

bum down." O'Connor told the AP "But

he's made excellent contacts with the

governor artd legislators. And he can sit

down and talk to a tacult) member as

vwrll as a CFO He's pretty ckjsc to being

a perfect president
"

Wilson. pieviousK the vk;e president

for academic affairs of UMass. has

served as interim president for the past

semester Dr. Wilson is the founding

chief executive officer ol UMassOnline:

the University's web-based learning ini

tiative

Wilson came to UMass after 1 1 years

at Rensselaer Polvtechnit. Institute tRPli

where he was the |. Erik lonsson 22 dis

tinguished professor of physics, engi

ncx-ring scioiGe. information technology,

and inampHmeni He also served as a

dean and interim provost at RPI. In

addition, he was the founding dircxtor of

the Anderson Center for Innovation in

Lixlergraduate Flducation aivi co-direc-

tor of the Severino Center for

TechiHik>gh.al Fntrepreneurship at RPI

Trustee Diane Bissonnette Moes. co

chair of the ».omntitic"e. revomnK-nded

Wilson to the board biick in Septentber

Robert Connolly, a University spokesnuin

for the search committee, told The

Collegian in January that the plan is to

name a president b> the lirst quarter of

the >ear. and to have the nc*w president in

ofhce by Hily I

tc>niH>lly was unavailable for com-

ment at pa-s.s lime

Israelies threaten Hamas
Arafat could be militant group s next assasination target

By Ibrahim Barzak
.\.NSililA1H> PrT-V.

I EFTF.RIS riTARAKIS/ ,AS>;»ii
I MFI' I'Kk-

Israeli Arabs carry an empty coffin during a mock funeral procession demonstra-

timg against the killing of Hamas group leader Sheikh Ahmed Yassin. Monday.

GAZA CITY. Gaza Strip (AP) - Israel

threatencxl to kill the entire leadership ol

the Islamic militant group llamas alter

assassinating its founder and hinted \ester-

day that Nasser Arafat could wind up on

the hit list in the future.

The- accelerated strikes at Hamas are

part of an attempt to score a decisive victi>

rv ahead of an Israeli withdrav^al from the

Gazi) Strip. Israel does not want to be scvn

as being driven out of the strip by militants,

who already are claiming victory.

The tough talk came on the same da>

Hamas hard-liner Abdel Aziz Rantisi was

electeti as the new leader of the Islamic

militant group in Gazii. The 54-year-old

pediatrician replaces Sheik Ahmed Yassin.

who was killed in an Israeli airstrikc eariy

Monday.

Israeli gunboats fired machine guns

toward Gaza's coast late Tuesday, witness-

es said. There were- no reports ol damage

or casualties, and the Israeli military had

no immediate comment. Palestinians said

the gunboats were firing at Palestinian fish-

ing boats and piers.

Rantisi. who has pushed for accelerating

attacks on Israel and mics out all compro-

iiii.sc. told tens of thousands of cheering

Hamas suppoHers at a soccer stadium that

he was chosen in scxre-t elections. One by

one. .senior Hamas officials got up and

swore loyalty to him.

In his acceptance speech. Rantisi made

his priorities clear "My people, we must

unify under the umbrella of resistance," he

See ISRAEL on page 2

L'nlversitv of Massachusetts interim president Jaik Wils..n is seen during .m

interview in at the L'Mass »>ttiiis in Boston.

Fair showcases regional

schools' science talents
By Mat i EinhR

('oLlEt.lAN STAFf

The Student LUiion Ballroom was

filled with activity yesterday as both mid-

dle and high school students showcased

their science projects al ihc Regional

Science Fair

Hundreds of people came in and out

throughout the day to enjoy the projects

made by the students, who were comjxjt-

ing to go on to the state science fair at

the end of April.

"It's been going on here for over 2i.)

years." said tioidon Wyse. the assislani

dean al the College of Natural Sciences

and Mathematics.

The science fair is held for students in

western Massachusetts, and the top 40

linishcrs in each group will be eligihic to

move on to the state science fair at

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

on April 30.

Students who do well at MIT can

then go on to the International Science

Fair in Portland. Ore on |une i.

There were more than 50 judges

including graduate students and profes-

sors from UMass. js well as other col-

leges and groups imin across western

Massachusetts. Ihc judges went from

exhibit to exhibit, grading the students

on five different categories.

"They are scored on the theory of

their project among other things." Wyse

said. Tlte group had I 55 entrants.

The exhibit that got the most atten-

tion was l.anay Tierney. a senior at

Springfield High SchiKil of Science and

Technology. Her project was a bipedal

design that vsalkcil when a lever was

pressed. She s;iiil that she called it the

duck.

"I tried W< uv.iic a machine thai

walks with unconventional materials,"

lierney said.

Those unconventional materials

included an eggbeatei. electrical screw-

drivers and PCV pipe, which was a pop-

See SCIENCE on page 2
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News
Meetings

Mondays at

6 p.ni.

Today
Amherst College — At 5 p.m.. Artist and Musician

Chief Muraina Oyelami will drum at the Mead Art

Museum, accompanied by local percussionists Joseph

Platz and An-Jrevs Kaknes. The performance is part of

the "Cloth Only Wears to Shreds. Textiles and

Photographs from the Beier Collection," an exhibition

at the Mead Art Museum through May lb. He will also

perform at 4:30 p.m. on Friday, and 5 p.m. on

Saturday.

tMass — Mike Pincombe, from the University of

Ncvkcastle, will speak on "Satire and the Sacred" in "A

Mirror for Magistrates: New Light on a Tudor Classic"

at 4 p m. in The Massachusetts Center for Renaissance

Studies located at 650 East Pleasant Street in

LMsks There will be a celebration of the release of

the book "Pinned Down by Pronouns," edited by Toni

Amato, at 7:30 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge of the

Student Union There will performances by local con-

tributors and students.

Tomorrow
tMass — Eugene Hill, of Mount Holyoke College, will

gi\e a lecture entitled, " Some Miltonic Turns: A
Lecture on Paradise Lost" at 4:50 p.m. at The

Massachusetts Center for Renaissance Studies The

center is located at 650 East Pleasant Street in

\mherst.

Smith College — Ellen lacobs of Milliken Unr\ersity

will speak on "The Lot of Gifted Ladies is Hard:

Marnei Taylor Mill and the History of Philosophy" at

S 3t' p m in the Dewey Common Roi)iii

Mount Holyoke — At 6 p.m ,
Rc^crtno Bert Marshall

will share The Gospel according to Mark from begin-

nmg to end by memory at Abbey Chapel There will be

a light dinner in the Narthex and the program tn the

Interfaith Sanctuary

LMau — The Newman Catholic Center will have a

disvussion on Mel Gibson's film, "The Passion of

Christ" at 8 p.m. People of all faiths are welcome to

come and share their ideas The Newman Center is

located at 472 N. Pleasant Street.

Smith College The Cloud Dance Troupe from

Taiwan will perform a program of Chinese folk dance

in the Sweeney Concert Hall of Sage at 8 p.m. S U K d U V 28
Admission is free.

^

Friday 26
Smith College — Vermont Congressman Bernie

Sanders will deliver the keynote address of the Smith

Democrats conference at 4 p.m. in the Carroll Room

of Campus Center. A tea reception will follow the

speech.

Amheni College — Dr. Phuntsog Wangmo will teach

an "Introduction to Tibetan Medicine" workshop from

6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in Webster 127. This workshop

will also meet on March 27 and 28 from '):30 a.m. to

12:30 p.m. and from 250 p.m. to 4:50 p.m. The fee

for the workshop is $15 per session for students; $30

in general or $75 for the full weekend for students:

$150 general. Sign-up in advance by calling 56*1-

4928

Smith College -- The Miiu Uuariei with cellist Matt

Haimu\iiz will perform at 8 p.m. in Sweeney CoiKcrt

Hall in Sage. The concert will include the piece

Schubert's "Two Cello Quintet in C Major". Call the

Music in Deerfield at 4 1 5-625 »J5 1 1 for information

regarding ticket prices and reservations

Hampshire College - From 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.. the

Umelson Assistive Technology Development Center spon-

sors a one-day Blacksmithing Meet, "Artistry in Iron:

Annual Blacksmithing Conference", in the Lemelson

Center for Design. The keynote speaker will be Susan

Madacsi. an accomplished blacksmith whose work ranges

from sculpture to architectural decoration.

Monday 29

Anihent Colfege — Poet Laureate Louise Gluck. author of

-Wild Ins and The Seven Ages", will read from her own

poetry as part of "A little Madness in the Spnng;

Celebrating History and Poetry at the Emily Dic^nson

Museum" at 4p.m. in lohnson Chapel.

Hampshire College — The planning meeting for the annu-

al conference, "From Abortion Rights to Social lustice:

Building the Movement lor Reproductive Freedom" will be

heW fmm 6 p.m to 7 p.m. in Franklin Patterson Hall. The

conference will be held from April 2 to 4 Dinner will be

served with vegan-friendly options

Satu r day
Tu e s day 30

UMass — The Annual Perspectives in Children's

Literature Conference will be held in the Isenberg

School of Management from 8:00 a.m. to 4:50 p.m.

The conference will feature writers, illustrators and

editors of children's literature featuring lerry Pinkney

and lacqueline Woodson as keynote speakers.

Registration is $60 for students. $65 general and reg

istration forms are available at

ww^ umass.edu/childlii.

UMass — Ron W |ue. PhD will run the workshop

"Cultivating the Wisdom of Our Intuitive Minds*,

based on his work with the Dalai Ijima and experience

as a mentor, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Hadley Farm

house at 1 1 North Maple Street. He will discuss ways

we leach, learn and live our lives to include not just

the cognitive, but the intuitive, emotional and spiritu-

al aspects of intelligence Registration i* $220 and

some student scholarships maybe available For infor-

mation call Ph>llis Robinson at 415-659 3081.

Amhcral CoUcge — Anthony D Romber. American Civil

Liberties Union director will speak at 8 p.m. in the Cole

AMcmbly Room of Converse Hall Romero is the first

Latino and openly gay man lo lead the ACLU organization.

Hampshire College —Francis Bok. author of "Escape from

Slavery." will present a lecture on Modem-day slavery in

Sudan as pan of the symposium. "Liberated Voices:

Looking Beyond the Chains of Oppression" in Franklin

Patterson Hall From 4 p m to 6 p.m. A book signing will

follow the lecture and discussion.

Mount Holyoke Collcfle — Gilbeno Flores. a community

development activist from Honduras, will speak on

"Gkjbalization and the Honduran Struggle" at 6 p m. in

Hooker Auditorium of the Clapp Laboratory.

UMwa — The Ncwmm Catholic Center will host a

"Lenten Prayer Service and Confession", a prayer service

telling the story of the last days of lesus. with the opportu-

nity for the Sacrament of Reconciliation afterwards at 7

p.m.

Chancellor hopes to create IRV friendly voters
SMIrompagtl

morning. Students may call the Student Government

\s:.ocialion office at 545-0341 for the results

Ht>e*chelc first heard about IR\' in a clas^ he ic«k

He got involved with Fair Vote Mass and hopes most to

get the message out about IRVs possibilities.

"If it happens at UMa.ss. then that means a whole

cohort of students will graduate without being scared of

chanpc to the voting process. V ickery said

C)n a sialewidc level, \ickcrv said

•hai there arc <«iiumK lifcu nuitiuiu in the

ED BULL GIVES YOU WIIINGS.

AND A GREAT OPPORTUNITY.

Red Bull is on the lookout for a Student Brand

Manager (SBM). An SBM is a reliable and moti-

vated student whose responsibilities include brand

development on campus, market analysis and

having a great time.

Our expectations from you are the following:

• You're going into your second

year or higher at this school.

• You have a good knowledge of

when'whcre things are happening.

• You're interested in marketing

and have good communication skills.

You have an entrepreneurial

spirit and are outgoing.

Does this sound like

you?

If so, go to:

www.redbullu.com

Free Admission
Wednesday, March 2^

7:30-9:00 p.nrt.

UMass Amherst

Rne Aits Center Concert Halt

(413) 454-2511

-RHjrsday, March 25th

8:00^:30 p.m.

Smith College

Sage Svweeny Concert Hal

(413) 585-3150

CLINIQUE Bonus is here!
With your Clinique purchose of '19.50

gel this 7 -piece gift, Free. Quantities,

are limited. Now thru Sun., April 4t

hltp://students.bnMvn.ediVbts/odt/opening.htm

Clouds Dance Theatre is a wonderful and professional folk dance troupe

from Taiwan, and they have performed extensively outside of Taiwan,

including international dance tours in Holland, Germany, and Isreal.

They have been extremely well received by intemalional audiences.

The aims of the dance troupe founders are to inherit and to carry on the

art of Taiwanese folk dance, to help foster professional artists within

Taiwan, and to offer audiences a chance to understand and appreciate

Taiwanese folk dance through performances.

C«aOllnMn«DMi«y.Sn»C<Mg>Se|ilMr MaCAfi'fiMBDwMwt JMhMComii UUwOPtMVMwOfci UMwf>»WiC«iWr UMttSMl**;
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Spring Gift

7-piece Gift
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' DranutialtT DiHtfuii Hanwiiim lotm

House of RcpreseniativcN m BoMun. which ask for IRV

to be used for the »i» statewide posiiion.s. such as

Governor, and in the primaries.

"It works for the encvutive." Vicker) said. "It is fair-

er because it takes us back to a majority vole.'

However \icker) di.x:s not recommend the system

for voting (or the lagislative branch.

Doug Amy. professor of politics

at Mount Holyoke College, advo-

cates for the use of proportional

representation (PR) He has a

plan that would completely over-

haul the current system in

Massachusetts.

Currently. Massachusetts

has 160 Representatives in the

State House. To use PR. he pro-

poses that the districts be redis-

tricted into 80 "local' districts.

The other 80 representatives

would be voted in through four

larger "multi-member" districts.

To do this, the political parties

could list, for example, 20 candi-

dates they would send to the

House. If that party wins 50

percent of the vote, they could

send 10 candidates to the House.

"The purpose behind this is

to have the fewest wasted votes,"

Amy said.

This system is used interna

tionally. including New Zealand.

Amy said that PR would solve

many of the problems of the cur-

rent "winner-take-air voting sys-

tem. It would allow more
minorities into the legislature,

eliminates "spoiler" candidates

(like Nadar in the 2000 election

example), third party candidates

could win seats, and it would

increase voter turn out.

Both systems are far from

being used on the national scene.

"There's a lot going on
everywhere but here." Amy said.

"The need for reform in

American Politics is great ...75

percent of people don't feel rep-

resented by public officials."

Voting for the SGA elec-

tions is today and tomorrow in

the Dining Commons and the

Campus Center, from 10-2 and
4-7. Trained Elections

Commissioners will be present

to help any voter who might be

confused by the new system.
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Clergy rallies against gay marriage
By Mark Niesse

AsStX-IATEl) PrBM

ATLANTA (AP) — More than two

dozen black pastors added their voice to

the critics of same-sex marriage, attempt-

ing to distance the civil rights struggle

from the gay rights movement and

defending marriage as a union between a

man and a woman.
"When the homosexual compares him-

self to the black community, he doesn't

know what suffering is." said the Rev.

Clarence James, an African-American

studies professor at Temple University.

lames and 29 pastors rallied late

Monday with their supporters at an

Atlanta-area church where they signed a

declaration outlining their beliefs on mar-

riage and religion.

The declaration is meant to pressure

state representatives to approve a consti-

tutional ban on gay marriages, which will

be considered again by the Georgia House

as soon as this week.

The declaration, to be presented to

sute leaders Wednesday or Thursday, says

same-sex marriage is not a civil right, and

marriage between a man arui a woman is

important because it's necessary for the

upbringing of children.

"To equate a lifestyle choice to racism

demeans the work of the entire civil rights

movement." the statement said. "People

are free in our nation to pursue relation-

ships as they choose. To redefine mar-

riage, however, to suit the preference of

those choosing alternative lifestyles is

wrong."

Same-sex marriage is already illegal in

Georgia, but supporters of the ban say the

constitution needs to be changed to make

sure a judge does not direct Georgia to

recognize gay marriages performed in

other states.

"It is a threat to who we are and what

we stand for," said Bishop William

Shields of Hopewell Baptist Chun-h. "If

nothing else gets us out of the pews, this

ought to."

But the Rev. Paul Turner, a gay pastor

from Atlanta who helped organize a pro-

gay marriage rally last month outside the

Georgia Capitol, disagreed; "How do they

figure that its not a civil rights issue?"

"This is just a way for those conserva-

tive leadership in the black community to

say. 'Look, this isn't a matter of civil rights

b^use we're black and we didn't have a

choice in being black.' And they think

gays do, and that's not true." Turner said.

Elsewhere Monday:

In Oregon, the county that was poised

to become the state's second to allow gay

marriage backed off until courts inter-

vene. Commissioners in Benton County,

home to Oregon State University and the

liberal city of Corvallis, decided to stop

issuing all marriage licenses until there is

a court ruling on whether gay marriage is

legal in Oregon. Commissioner Linda

Modrell said Tuesday that panel members

were assured that the issue would be

decided as quickly as possible and feared

the high cost of litigation and the possibil-

ity that count) employees could be arrest-

ed.

In St. Paul, Minn., supporters of a

constitutional amendment to ban gay

marriage gathered by the thousands in

one of the largest Capitol rallies in mem-
ory, waving hundreds of signs on the

Capitol steps and spilling over onto the

lawn and parking lot. The House is

expected to pass the bill Wednesday, with

a Senate committee planning to take up

the measure later in the week.

In New York, two Unitarian

Universalist ministers facing criminal

counts for officiating at same-sex wed-

dings pleaded innocent. Kay Greenleal

and Dawn Sangrey were charged alter

marrying 1 5 gay couples during a public

ceremony in New Paltz. but the district

attorney has said he does not expect to

seek jail time

Bi»hop Donn Thomas reads a declaration a« fellow pattor* behind him,

SheaU left, and Woody Walker, listen on Monday.

Williaa

Rover finds signs of water Rantisi takes Yassin's post
By Aniwew Briixjes

.A«HA tAni> Pun

PASADENA, Calif. (AP) — Mars had a shalk)w

pool of briny water on its surface long ago. NASA said

yesterday in annouiKing what couki be the strxwigest

evidence yet that the now-dry Red Planet was once

hospiuble to life.

The space agetwy's scientisu annouiwed carKcr this

month that the Opportunity rover found evidence of

water in Mars dlsunt past. But it was uncWar whether

the water was m the soil or on the surface The new

findingB suggest there was a pool of saltwater at least

two inches deep.

A nxky outcropping examined by the rover had

ripple patterns and concentratioas of salt — con,sid-

eitd telltale signs that the rock foniK^ in standing

MVfe think Opportunity is now parked on what was

once the shoreline of a salty sea on Mars." said Cornell

University astronomer Steve Squyres. the mission's

main scientist

The findings add to the growing body of evidence

The imaitr of the nKk,"L»»t Chame," ukcn by

the Mar* t>pportuniiy Ro\cr. MimwUv.

that the Red Planet wbn ont.e was a wetter aixl poN>.i

biy waniK-r place that may have btx-n dHxlucue lu iilc

"This is a prxjfound discovery, it has prolound

implications for astrobiokigy. and I'd like to say if you

have an mtea-st in searching for fossils on Mars, this is

the first placx- yvud want to go." said td Wciler.

Students vie for state finals
from 1

ular material u.scd in other pruj-

ects. Tiemey said that the six-

month prujctt taught her how to

do a protect frum scratch.

Some entrants decided not to

do the most scientific prujects. but

ones that they thought wouki be

fun.

Steve Gibbons and Chris Hess,

both seniors at WestfieU High

School, did a project on corking

baseball bats.

"I wanted to do a ptvjject I can

have fun with." Gibbons said. The

two students have been fnctxls for

years and both k)ve playing base-

ball.

Other groups did projects

baaed on their favorite hobbies.

knna Kuklinski and Barbara

Dew's project tested the effcxi thai

diffeient types of musk have on

heart rate.

"Music amplifies your emo-

tioivs." said Kuklinski

The freshman from Mohawk
Regional High School said that

they were surprised to see that peo-

ple's heart rates rose to both kxid

music, such as alternative rock,

and more melkjw music.

"It's an interesting topic to learn

about." she said.

Ananda l^ennox. the assistant

to the dean at the College of

Natural Sciences and

Mathematics, was enthusiastic

about how the day went.

Lennox said that the fair had a

high volunteer turn out. and all the

judges showed up. She said that

different organizations donated

varioas prizes, including book^

SAT preparation courses and

money for the top finisher> in each

group. Usually the top two-thirds

from each group go on to the

M.ivsachusetts firul

Ten schools in tix- Hcrksliia-.

Franklin. Hampden and

llanipshire counties were lepre-

st-nkxl in the stictKe fair..

tmJ m4 mid *f>0iv

ISRAEL from page 1

,iid, aijd exhorted the Hamas military wing to "teach

iliis Zionist occupation a les.son."

Rantisi has rejcvied even a temporary Iruc-e «nth

Israel and any compromise with Arafat's Palestinian

Auihorits Mis aggressive style is particularly popular

with younger Hamas activists.

With his new post. Rantisi will likely ba»me an

even nwtx- ttinpting target for Israels military, which

wounded him in a missikr attack on his car last year.

(Jn Monda>. Israeli Defense Minister Shaul Mofaz

arxl vaixHis security agency chiefs d^ided k> po alter

all the llamas loiders. a security ulticial said Tuesday,

speaking on condition of aivjnymity.

The Israeli army chief. It Gen. Moshe Yaalon.

hinted that Arafat might eventually be urgeted as wdl.

TTxr killing ol 'tassin should be sec-n as a signal 'to all

those who choose lo harm us that this will be their

cixl." Naakjn said.

"It is our view that decapiution ol the wrroriit

inlrastructurc is one means amortg the strategies in the

war against lerrvir." the general said. "The strike on

Yavsin is a signilicant bk>w to the Hamas terror organ-

i/iilion."

After \assin's killing. Hamu threatened revenge

attacks of unprecedented scope, and Israel beefed up

Mvurity thruuglHHit the country atxl at missions

•ihroad. Shopping malls, markets and buses were rela-

tively empty as jitter> Israelis hunkea-vl dowiv

Opinion polls publishc-d in iK'wspapci> Tuesday

suggested a majority of Israelis support Yassin's k^t^.

Despite the Israeli threats, the Hamas kwlet^

appaientiv in Israel s crosshair) - Rantisi, Mahmoud
Zahar and Ismail Hanieh - made rare public appear-

urk.\ ! il b> a shield of civilians

s li. iIk three have spent tong

hours at Gaza City s Nannouk Stadium, where Hanuu

set up an official nwuniing tc-nt. (Jn Tuesday, tens erf

thousaixls of peopk' cranuned into the stadium.

Armed men Irotn various militias stood as honor

guards near the entrance

Zahw bruslK-d off Israels threats "They tried to

OTftHrmi" mc twkv and Dr Rantisi once." he said.

"We arc still working ar>d will continue arxi they

(Israelis) will fail and thev v*ill kaive this land
"

Palestinian IVime Minister Ahmed Ourcia briefly

paid his lim The Palestinian Authority

dtxlared thrxx touming for Yas.sin. arxJ stores

ckjscd ihnjughoui the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

Hamas is the biggest rival to the authority, but

Pak-stinian kadcrs treat the movement with can

because of its popularity:

Hamas, founded by Yasain in 1487. wanu to

destroy Israel and reptaue it with an Islamic state

Israel says Hamas killed 377 hracHs in hundreds of

attacks, including S2 sukide bombings, over the years.

The Hamas Web site on Tuesday published a met-

Mge it said \assin had sent to the upcoming Arab sum-

mit in Tunisia. Navsm reiterated that violence was the

only way lo drive oui the Israelis, and deiiunded Arab

countnc-s cut all tk-s with Israel, was seen as a veiled

threat against Washington. Howevet at Tliesday's

receptkm for moufTkrrs at the Gaza soccer stadium,

speakers dki not make any threats against the United

States, only against l.<rael.

Now is the time for
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Panel reveals lack of

foreign policy focus
With the memory uf Sept. 1 1 still fresh in their

OMBiben of a Cederal panel In Waahingujn

DlC. ywieiday continued their protw^ of U^.
poHciea with terruhsm befuir 9/11.

The dialogue the paitd has produced so far is

interesting, but scary and casts both the Bush and

Clinian administnttioQt in a critical light for not

acting more pixjoctivdy when it came to the threat

Ombw bin Laden poaed to American security

Iteimony aivl rhcfairic frum oflicials in bodi

dniMHTVtions are alarming in how much staie-

nwnU made contradict both one another and

«n actions the United States has taken both pre and

post-**/ 1

1

Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, tor exam-

ple, tuld the federal commission yesterday that

even if the Unitod Sutes had killed bin Laden in a

military strike before »)/ll. ii is entirel) likely the

v^^MKIu on (he Work! Trade Center wouU have

ttlm place anyway becausie the men who carried

the act out were alreadv living in the United Sutes.

"The sleeper cells that flew the aircraft into the

World IVade towers and the Pentagon were

already in the United States a few months before

I- the attack." Rumslcki said

William Cohen. Kumstcki's predectaioc also

• admitted thai the Clinton adnunistiation had at

least thtw opportimities to strike and kill Osama

bai Laden during the 1990s, but hekJ off due to

uncertainties with the intelligence they received

and with wiuii the number of civilian casualties

coukl have been

"There were throe occaswrw," Cohen nid.

"Each time, the munitions and people were cpun

up The> were called off because the word came
'' laKk. 'We're not sure."

With comments like that coming from the

present and former presidential administrations, it

is difficult to not critkrue both cainpe. but that will

get the United Sutes nowhere if the cTitknsni is

not used constructively to prepare a comprehen-

sive and flexible plan to defend our country better

now.

The War on Terror remains forever in the

badtground of everything our cxiuntr> does, and

when nations like Spain gets punished by terror-

ists for aiding any aggressive move the United

Sutes makes, it only becomes more difTicxili to

thwart terrorism because it leaves us on our own

in that effort

Of%e of the main thir^ that shoukl be focused

on in the report the coonmssiun has released is

that the United Sutes attempted to utilize dipk>

mac> to combat terrorism during the 1 990s, and

the effort failed repeatedly.

That leaves little options now other than to

minimise Stmr pointing and wori lofedwr at

home lo oomnt terrorism both here and afatoad.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian hopes the find-

ings of the federal commission will help our gov-

ernment gain a better understanding of s»rhere

things went wrong in the past su that they can be

prevented in the future. The United States govenv

ment needs a dearer focus of what they are facing,

and better organization and clarit> with how to

face it. It's a challenge that v^ll nx|uire cunstant

reevahiation If there's one thing that 9/1 1 uught

us, it's to tiever let our guards down with terror-

ism agirin.

Umif/tti editorials rtpmtiH Ikt majority

optmun of The MassacHusfits Daily CdUtgtan

Editorial Board

Tweedle-dee and Tweedle-dum

Ignorance: The new disease
More inskli-

ous than e.

boU, SARS and

bind flu is a rap-

idly spreading

calamity infect-

ing all Amer-

icans from

homeless shel-

ters to the

White House.

This illness is a

wave of Ignorance that's spreading

faster than any sickness previouslv

identified.

Increasingly, nobody knows

what the hell is going on.

For example, who watched for-

mer White House staff terrorism

advi.sor Richard Clarke on CBS'

"60 Minutes" this week? Here's

what you missed. Nobody in the

White House knows what the hell

is going on in the world. Either that

or nobody on Capiul Hill cares; 1

prefer to give George W. Bush's

administration the marginal benefit

of the doubt than go with the latter.

Clarke, who was appointed to

Clarke didn't stop with the

memos, though. He claims he also

requested meetings with top mem-
bers of the Cabinet; his first meet-

ing he had with the officials he

requested was Sept. 24, Clarke told

Stahl on "60 Minutes."

I'm also disgu-sted because the

President and Cabinet don't know
what the hell is going on, if Clarke's

allegations are true. Clarke told

Stahl on "60 Minutes" that he

doesn't think Bush's advisors tell

him anything but what the

President wants to hear "1 don't

think I
President Bush| sees memos

that he doesn't — wouWn't like the

answer." Clarke said on "60

Minutes."

Beskles. if President Bush and

his advisors knew that Clarke's

wamings foretold the tragedies of

Sept. 11. they wouldn't have

ignored his memos or his requests

for meetings with top-level Cabinet

officials.

Some member! of the extreme

left and paranoid G. Gordon
Liddy-ites have accused President

Dan

laioihe

I

'

Ignorance hasnl just infected our leaders;

we Americans are doing our l)est to spread

the stupidity as well.

the White House by president

Ronald Reagan and continuously

served under presidents George

Bush Sr and Bill Clinton, alleges

that he forwarded a memo to the

Oval Office about suspicious

"chatter" among known terrorists

in Ian. 2001 , according to his inter-

view with "60 Minutes" co^ditor

Lesley Stahl. The White House

ignot«l his memo.

My first reaction to the memo
debacle was of disbelief across

hiany platforms. The so-called ter-

rorism czar suspects a massive ter-

rorist strike on U.S. soil, so he

wro^e a memo about it? So much

for Harrison Ford-type super-

heroes who barge into the Oval

Of&e just in time to save the coun-

try.JLook out for Tom ClaiKy's next

vri^"CkaT and Present Memo."

Bush of kiK>wing about al-Oaeda's

plans to attack the World Trade

Center and Pentagon, but purpose-

ly did nothing in order to further

geopolitical goals. The truth is

more frightening. If the White

House had known about Sept. 1 1

,

1 could at least have some assur-

ance that this nation's leaders

understand the terrorist threat and

future attacks could be prevented.

Instead, Clarke has exposed an

abyss of ignorance and incompe-

tence culminating in a very real,

terrifying cerUinty: the people who

we entrust with our safety have no

idea ht.w lo protect as.

Ignorance hasn't just infected

our leaders; we Americans are

doing our best to spread the stupid-

ity as well.

According to the latest Zogby

Alrighty It's

time to tell you

all a story.

Once upon a

time at the

great, big

University of

Massachusetts

(say, last year).

there was a

boy His name
was Cornelius

Nugent, but we'll call him Corny

for short.

Corny was an odd boy With

his wild flame-cobred hair and

his goofy cackle, he had a hard

time fitting in sometimes. He
needed attention. He craved

attention. Then, at last, he had it.

Corny knew what he needed lo

do: Corny wouki run for Student

Government Association presi-

dent. He'd stick it to those

squares once and for all!

There were a few problems

though Corny didn't quite krtow

or undersund many of the issues.

for surter* You see, he didn't

want to kx>k like the rest of all the

boys and girls running for student

government So he took a clumce,

doing his best to make » complete

spectacle of the SGA elections.

He surted by putting up posters

vi^th skigans like "Pull My Finger'

on them, but it did not get him as

much attention as he was hopii^.

So at the SGA debates. Comy
did dK only thing he knew how to

do; he told the campus on live

UVC- 19 television that the reason

they should vote for him was

because of his abiKty to fellate

himself He also made fun of the

disabled Stephen Hawking and

refused to answer nearlv anv

question directly, frequently using

vulgarity to respond instead

"Elvis is my hero," he told

members of The Massachusetts

Dail> Collegian and others in

attetidance at the debate

Poor Comy just didn't get it —
regMtiless of however screwed up

poll. Bush's positive approval rat-

ing has dropped a mere five points

from 51 pea^nt to 46 percent

since the Clarke story broke.

Meanwhile, the percenugc of

those polled who have a negative

opinion of the President has

increased b\ the same margin.

This means 95 out of every 100

people polled think our faulty

incompetent administration is

doing a fantastic job. Do we really

k)ve the administration which

Clarke described on "60 Minutes"

as "preserved in amber" and still

working on CoW War problems

while completely ignoring new,

lethal terrorist threats? Remember,

Clarke isn't some proxy the

rvemocrats put out there; he's a

.seasoned warrior in the fight

against terrorism and a former

Reagan appointee. Clarke is also

testifying before the federal Sept.

1 1 panel this week, whk:h will

remain closed until after the 2004

election.

Unfortunately, the rare escape

from ignorance that Clarke is offer-

ing us will fade quickly becau.se he

put his story in a book instead of a

music video. Maybe if he pulled his

pants down during a NCAA Final

Four half-time show with copies of

the controversial memos stapled to

his backside we would listen to

him.

Come on, folks. Richard M.

Nixon hired people to break info a

hotel and the resulting scandal

brought his resignation. The Bush

administration shuffled memos
when they could have saved thou-

sands of lives and all the average

American cares about is the next

American Idol. Thirty years ago, a

story like this would kill an admin-

istration. Now, it's just filler

between |anet |ack.son's breasts

and Martha Stewart's stock broker.

Ignorance is spreading and it's

just as lethal as mad cow disease or

any other sickness. The only

known inoculation is truth, but you

can only be cured if you're willing

to accept the stinging prick of real-

ity.

Rachel Smith is a Collegian

columnist.

the University or the student gov-

ernment was, the people at the

debate and many others around

campus actually cared about what

was going on at their school.

Comy lost the presidential elec-

tion 946-48 to incumbent presi-

dent David Carr. not that he prob-

ably cared. The lack of attention

he thought he got in the campaign

bothered him a lot more Poor

This year, Comy decided he

shoukl run for SGA office again.

Any student with enough signa-

tures can run, right? So why not?

SoatttieSGA

debates, Comy (Rd

Uw only thing he

knew how to do: he

toM ttie campus on

Nve UVC-1 9 televi-

sion that the reason

they should vote for

Mm was because of

his ability to fellate

himself.

He and a new sidekick, freshman

Eoin Moore, teamed up, securing

enough signatures to get on the

ballot

Then tragedy struck. UVC
wouldn't let Comy into the

debate! After all of the hullabakw

the year before, they said they had

had enough How in the world

was Com> going lo get all thai

attention thai he craved?

There was only one hope.

Moore, as someone new to the

election process, coukln'i justifi-

ably be losaed out of ihe debates

for his association Comy akxie. so

it wouki be up to him to further

the traditwn of having a supreme

idk)t at the debates. With no other

option, TWcedle-Dum stood in for

TVeedle-Dee.

And he almost pulled it off.

From my spot on the debate's

journalist panel, I watched the

gangly, scraggly freshman shared

his views on "man-animal civiliza-

tion* and a whole host of other

idiotic visions for an over an hour

It distracted other candidates,

cameramen and the debate's mod-

erator from time to time, but at

the very least, at times it was

amusing, and he dkl keep it clean.

Then he showed his true col-

ors. Near the end of the preskien-

tial debate. Moore grew visibly

insulted that Comy, the Dumb to

his Dumber, was not mentioned

in any shape or form at the

debate. When it came time to

wrap up, he interrupted the mod-

erator repeated!), trying to get the

word out that Comy had not been

allowed in and was actually out in

the hall watching. The temper

tantmm was reminiscent of some-

thing you would expect to see in

uh. say, the second grade

Don't worry folks. Eoin Moore

pouted, but he stayed strong. Well

— at \e»»t he didn't cry.

To get back to my ule, the

moral is simple: if you act like a

jackass, you're probably going to

be treated like one. After

Cornelius Nugent $ bawdy, obnox-

ious and obscene appearance at

the 2003 debates, what dkl UVC
really owe him? Another chaiKe?

Nugent earned the right to have

his name on the balbt this year

with the signatures he collected,

and that is it. There's no sense of

remorse to the campaign Nugent

ran in 2(X)3. just an arrogant

sense of iiMJllwiWt They're not

getting etKNigh attention to make

them happy? Too bad

Such is the sad. sad life of

Twecdie-Dec and Twecdie-Dum

on the SGA campaign trail.

Dan Lamoihe m a CoUepun
columnist

A new level of vanity
MTV has surfriaed us all ag«in with the release of ^lil have any fun" ThapJtfully. now that they are

their iiew show *l Want a (Wtodk face " ;Vktng its aitractivt. ths» akw ha^* fun

viewcpk, "How far wouU you go for a famous face**." Is that not the sickest thing you've ever heard?

the program documents its subjects going through The basts of life enjoyment is derived ffwn how

varkxis levels of plastk surgery attractive you believe you are That's really

MTV does not pay for the money need kinmut ||tti «*«*? ''" «*** •" ""^^^ •*'*^ '^^ ***^

ed for surgery The people in the show have
WIIIWW H»l

decided on their own to get surgery in the

first place

People featured on "I Want a Famous Face' seem

to have two things in common: they are desperately

insecure and they are superficial.

If the point of going through a multi-thousand

dollar surgery is to enhance your abilities to get girls,

maybe you ought to save your money and just get

some counseling. Why wouki a person's aim to be to

attract people who only care about outward things

like looks? And why are you so focused on kx>k5 that

its all you can see in yourselP

Some may say that only a person who has never

been ugly can argue against this, but 1 have a hard

time believing that. I am sup-

ported by an un -official poll con-

ducted on the MTV website that

found 7 1 percent of web surfers

that clicked on the poll would

never get plastic surgery to kx>k

like a celebrity, while 1 1 percent

said "Hell yeah," and 18 percent

said maybe.

The premiere episode docu-

mented a pair of twins' journey

through plastic surgery hoping

to look like Brad Pitt. Not only

did neither of the boys kx)k any-

thing like Brad Pitt in the end,

they also didn't really look much
different than they began vMth.

Their acne scars cleared up and

their hair got cooler. That's

about it. Other than that, they might as well have lit

their money on fire. You don't need plastic surgery to

get rid of acne and get a good hair cut.

The worst part of the show was when one of the

boys was hoping his drastic surgery would attract a

girl he has been cmshing on. Thankfully, she admit-

ted his looks improved but maintained her position

as just interested in him as a friend. She'll change her

mind eventually, wamed the twin.

In their post-surgery interview, the boys also

excitingly noted the changes in their lives since they

went under the knife. "Before when I was ugly, 1 did-

The people on MTV

doni want to Improve

their unique natural

appearances, ttiey

want to adopt those

of others. They want

to ride on ttie success

of oltiers in the sim-

plest of ways—steal-

ing their looks.

^^^ their life priorities straight
"""""

Where were these boys' parents? Why
didn't they teach them that self-worth isn't derived

from whet a mirror reflects'' 1 prcdkt these boys will

become just as unhappy again in their lives once the

novelty of their surgery wears off. Their problem has

nothing to do with their \ooks. They are just pegging

it on the obvious culprit instead of the likely culprit.

It makes me sad how much our society focuses on

looks. I don't blame these two boys for feeling the

root of all their social and personal problems results

from their appearaiKe. The only people having fun

on television and making money and getting dates

are attractive And high school-aged kids are very

judgmental about this.

lronk;ally, I believe what makes

them more of an outcast than an ugly

appearance, is not being unattractive

twins, but being the average looking

twins that dropped thousands of dol-

lars in a vain attempt to enhance

their lives through nose jobs and

chin implants. That will make any-

one more of a social outcast than

being naturally unattractive.

Although many subjects on the

future shows are undergoing plastic

surgery to advance modeling

careers, it seems like cheating to me
to enhance their appearance in

unnatural ways. I always believed

true models are people who are nat-

urally beautiful. And the really suc-

cessful ones are those who are

beautiful on the inside as well. Yet, the people on

MTV don't want to improve their unique natural

appearances, they want to adopt those of others.

They want to ride on the success of others in the

simplest of ways—stealing their looks. It is so vain.

The lesson learned from this program, not only

does it not matter who you are or what attributes

you are bom with anymore because big enough

wallets can get you any outward appearance you

want you are also going to be happier once you go

under the knife.

Adrienne Bossi is a Collegian columnist.
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Students: Make Bush in 2004?

your vote count

[liiabeifi Jenninos

It's that time of year again, the faces of future

politicians can be found in bathroom stalls serv-

ing as not only reading material but also as a

source for who's running for student office.

Millions of trees have been sacrificed in an

effort to plaster every square inch of the
|

University of Massachusetts campus with these

colorful flyers. Candidates have been working

tirelessly to get there name out there pledging

their allegiance to UMass stu-

dents, and fighting for causes

on their behalf. They come
^~^~~"^"""~"

to our doors looking for sig-

natures and as not to be rude we put our names
down figuring that we are doing a good deed.

However, when Election Day arrives, how
many students will actually make it to the dining

halls to vote? Will all this campaigning pay off

for the student government hopefuls? The truth

of the matter is while most students can proba-

bly acknowledge that the election is occurring, it

is not on the top of their agenda for the week.

They are busy with the stresses of schoolwork,

jobs, and a social life, it is the rare student who
has actually paid attention to who is who and

^hai they stand for The importance of voting

has been lost and viewed as irrelevant or unim-

portant.

While candidates are taking this seriously,

putting time and effort into their cause, their

efforts are often times wasted on a careless group

of individuals who write the election off as triv-

ial. Voting is extremely important, however. It is

a right that many people around the world are

not afforded. Practicing our right to vote on a

>mall scale in a college election can have an

effect on whether or not we vote as adults. If the

political issues of our University do not interest

us then the same could hold true in our future on

d much larger scale.

What we learn now will aid us in getting

involved in what is going on in our country and

how particular legislation is affecting our lives. It

IS no secret that politics can be corrupt and will

not govem the people with their best interest in

mind It is the public's responsibility to represent

themselves and make sure their voice is heard. If

this privilege is voluntarily given up then some

day the public opinion will hold no weight at all.

H> not voting we are allowing individuals to

make decisions that do not reflect the will of the

people If everyone voted and gave their input

then students would have more control over the

issues that arc affecting their school.

It is easy enough to complain about how
UMass is functioning, but when given the

chance to do something about it we for fit any

power we had. We have the freedom to voice

how we feel and we should not only cherish that

right but make sure we put in our own two

cents. So when you're on your way to dinner or

pass by the dining hall on your way back from

class take a second to vole and make your opin-

ion matter!

Elizabeth Jennings is a UMass student.
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I have been hiding from this

presidential election in my writing

and general conversation for a

couple of weeks, partly because

most of the articles 1 read concem-

ing the race include phrases like

"stupid Bush," "Bush lied," or

even include played out "Bush-

isms." While 1 am aligned with the

idea that George W. Bush is the

most repugnant character to rest

his buns in the oval office, all this

politic-talk is really boring. I know you, the readers,

have had quite enough of all of this crap. November

could not come soon enough for many of us and we
just want to know who the man on top is going to be.

Unfortunately, 1 know who this man is, not because 1

hang out with Miss Cleo Jones, the famous psychic,

but because its pretty clear who our president is

going to be. Why do I say "Unfortunately?" CXj you

want to know who our president is going to be? Keep

reading.

After going on the CBS Early Show in February, I

was able to meet and come in contact with many

celebrities whom 1 interviewed on the subject of the

election. 1 asked them who they wouki vole for and

why Their answers were enthralling, engaging, and

inspiring. Many interviews 1 was able to do over

Spring Break. After interviewing the rich and

famous, I wanted to get the view of the common man
and fouiKi an equally inspiring crop of answers whkh
1 am happy to share with you, the voting (hopefully)

populatwn of our great University

Diane Sawyer

TN: Hi, Diane Sawyer.

DS: Helk).

TN: CH, can I call you Di?

DS:No.
TN: Great, Di, you are at the center of the politkal

arena being a news anchor, whom do you see yourself

supporting in November?

DS: George W Bush, of course

Jose THE-

-»«Mrc.V*i?-'-
- zo

(tu''

I'm not stupkl. I

make a k^t of money 1 want to keep it.

Courtney Love

TN: Hey, Courtney.

CL: What's up man?!

TN: Wow, its 4:50 a.m. You're drunk already, huh?

CL: Yeah, whatever, man.

TN; Your breath is gross. So who will you vote for?

CL Kurt Cobain, man. my dead husband, man! Hey,

ntan, do you kix>w where 1 can fiivJ a dealer?

George W Bush

TN: Hi How arc you doing''

GB: Well you know, with Sept. 1 1 and e>er>ihing. my
faith has really been tested

TN: Well. Sept. 1 1 was a horribkr event in our histo-

ry, but it was also three years ago. I think we can safe-

ly say that the guys with box-c-utters aren't going to

take over our country

GB: 1 am the Preskkrnt of these United State*.

TN: I know.

GB: Well wtien you vote in November, you should

vote for the president that led us through the dark of

night on that day of infamy, you shoukl rK>t vote for

an adulterer who lied to the itatkm and took advan-

tage of a ytxing intern

TN: George, Bill Clinton is not running for preskkmt.

CB:9/n!
TN: Great. Who will you vote for?

GB: Well, 1 think that the best man should win and if

there are enough votes for the man who won, he will

be the winner of the electwn and in doing so will be

the symbol of winning with regard to this year's elec-

tion, which he won.

Bevonce Knowles

TN: Oh my GOD! You're BEYONCE.
BK: Yes, I am. How are you?

TN: OH MY GOD
BK: Dkln't you want to ask me about the electk>n?

TN: I. ..can't. ..talk.

Ann Coulter

TN: Hey. Ann. You're a pretty crary beast, but 1 fig-

ured 1 shoukl be fair and balanced so I decided to

interview you. Who are you going to vote for?

AC: Adolf Hitler

TN: Anne, he's dead and a Nazi.

AC: lust like a liberal to say such preposterous

things.

Paris Hilton

TN: Hey. Paris.

PH: Can we make this qukk? 1 was going to spend

some money on coke and then go shoot a qukk
home movie.

TN: Sure, who are you voting for?

PH: The guy wtw had botox, definitely, it's important

to look your best

lesus Christ

TH: Hey, I have been meaning to see your nxwie and

everything, but v^rith midterms and Spring Break and

just not wanting to see it. I haven't managed to fit it

in.

|C: Hey. what are you gtxina do?

TN: Right? So. lesus. who wouki you vote for if you

weren't busy being in movies and being dead?

K: And...

TN: Ok. ok and being the savior of the human race.

|C: Well, 1 wouki probably vote for the man whom 1

believed was the most exemplary of a peaceful and

righteous leader.

TN: Ok, so not George W. Bush.

k::No.

TN: See. he thinks you guys are buddies.

|C: I know. I hate that All these people talk about

what 1 like and what I don't aivl its really getting me
angry.

TN: Amen.
jared Nokes, SGA speaker

TN: lared, you're in some hot water lately with the

SGA, huh?

IN: I have no klea what you're talking abotM.

TN: OK. Who are you votittg for?

|N: The white guy

TN: They're both white, lared.

jN: Did 1 say the white guy'? 1 meant the bkindc-

haired, blue-eyed. Christian, heterosexual male.

TN: 1 have to go.

My mom:
TN: Hey. Patty, who are you voting for?

Mom: That's a stupkl question.

TN: 1 know, 1 know, but I'm doing this column and

so 1 need your answer.

Mom: You know 1 would rather suck a chainsaw

than vote for George W Bush. Anyone bui Bush. I

would vote for dead Eudora Welty before Bush.

TN: Is she dead"*

Mom: 1 don't remember, but I wouki vote for her. I

k)ve her. Now clean out your car or we're fotng to

war and I'll win.

Obviously 1 took many libartka with these inter-

views, so try not to get upaai about who your

favorite celebrity is voting for Although many polls

suggest lohn Kerry will win the election in

November, it has become unfortunately clear to me
that George W. Bush is going to be spending anoth-

er four years in the white house. He vrill no doubt

play the Sept. 1 1 card until we are lulled into sub-

misskm and vote in his favor. Or perhaps he will

plant some WMD's in the Mkldle East or in Franca

and be the hero of the day once again.

What will we enjoy during another four years of

George W Bush? Unemployment, tax cuts for the

ultra rich, wasted money on defeitse. sikI many ntore

questions that vrill never be answered, whkh wW be

gk>ssed over with images of Sept. i I and all of the

'good things" that our ill-seated preskleni has

ImHight down upon us

Thomas Saughton is a Collegian columnist.

Bruce Springsteen was *Bom in the U.SA./ and so was 1

Ben

V^e all kiH>w Bruce Springsteen's "Bom in the

USA." Released in 1984. the song virtually became

the soundtrack for the year and catapulted

Springsic*en to intematkinal superstardom.

Recently, in Professor Sut Ihally's Media

and Culture class, we explored the lyrics of

the H»ng Professor jhally estimated that

probably 90 percent of the class had never

actually listeiicd to the lyrics and knew only the cho-

rus, the incessant "I was bom in the U.S.A." And
Professor IhalK was probably right too; but I belong

to the 10 percent of the class who had listened to the

hrics In fact. I own the album, and have gone

through the lyrics sheet on more than one occasion

to see just what Springsteen was saying.

The gist of Professor Ihally's lecture was this:

Springsteen s intended meaning of the song was k)st

on most of its listeners, because they confused it for

an ultra-patriotic song about how great it is to be

"bom in the USA." Actually. Springsteen intended it

to be a song about a shameful chapter of American

history not so long buried in the past — the betray-

al and ncgltvt of Vietnam vets, our native sons who
took up arms and fought for their country, for better

or for worse. Springsteen even said that Vietnam

vets were "screwed" by America.

As I sal there listening to Professor Ihally's lec-

ture. 1 couldn't help but think that not much has

changed. Vets are still getting screwed in this coun-

try. I shoukl know, because 1 am one. I'm

n II not a Vietnam vet. but 1 did fight in the

"""' unpopular war of my generation — Iraq.
'^"""

1 really don't care what anyorn.- has to say

about it either. I'm proud of what I did. I'm no war

hero, but 1 did my time In fact. I did more than my

lime — I was involuntarily kept in the Army for an

extra four months and two days because of the war.

lust this December. I linished my contract with

Uncle Sam. After four years. 1 thought that 1 was

going to enter college a few steps ahead of the game,

in the financial sen.sc. After all. 1 had my Gl Bill

money UMass was going to wave my tuitkin as a

veteran, and I was going to be able to file for finan-

cial aid independently of my parents.

1 was naive.

>es. 1 do have a significant scholarship coming

from the govemmcnt. but its being uschJ against me
while filing for my FAFSA. I can't say exactly how

much money is being withheld from me. but 1 do

know that the govemmeni just doesn't understand

why I would need financial akl when 1 already have

a scholarship

The tuition waiver ended up being an even big-

ger lie. Yes. my yeariy tuition of $1,714 was simck

from my original bill. Several weeks later. 1 received

a bill in the mail... for $1,714. Turns out that by

receiving a tuition waiver worth of $1,714, I dis-

qualified myself from $,1714 of a certain parking

fines s<.holarship So the tuition waiver was just a

figment of my imagination. I guess that the only

advantage 1 have over my fellow students is that 1

can file my FAFSA independently of my parents

because my veteran status makes me independent

of them But there's a good reason why my par-

ents' income isn't on my FAFSA — because they

aren't giving me anything. I'm funding my own

education, thank you very much.

1 talked to financial aid, and the lady informed

me that it was out of her hands. UMass isn't to

blame at all — they're just following federal

guidelines. That's just the way the system works,

son.

It's a well-intentioned system too. There was a

time in America when only the wealthiest

Americans could afford higher education, thus

insuring that people who couM afford it would

remain on top. IIk problem is that the system

punishes anyone who earns anything. The "disad-

vantaged" will be handed something for nothing.

Those who come to school with their hard-earned

money will just have it npped away from. Thai's

"social justice.'

I feel pretty helpless about the whole situation.

The system is bigger than 1 am. 1 guess maybe I'll

write a letter to my congressman, but somcthiitg

tells me that John Olvcr won't care.

My government betrayed me. Hello America,

I'm your native son! I wore your uniform and i

drove your Humvce through the streets of

Baghdad. Four years, four months, and two days

later I find myself barely a smidgen ahead of

where I would have been if I had gone lo college

straight out of high school. Thanks.

Springsteen's song has new meaning to me.

Not much has changed since 1984, I can attest to

that. 1 was "bom in the USA.," just like the

betrayed vets in the song, and I guess 1 feel the

same way they do. Next time 111 try not to be so

naive as to believe that my country will thank me.

Ben Duffy is a UMass student.

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR

IN DEFENSE OF THE AaU
In his cotumn titled. "ACLU not all it daims to

be,' Ben Duffy accuses the American Civil

Litjerties Union of being a "dangefous organiza-

tion
" Mr Duffy, the only thing "dangerous" for

Americans is people like you who are allowed to

pnnt sucti gartjage in a widely-read newspaper.

Catholic Chanties is not funded by the

Sunday collections, as Mr Duffy foolishly

claims. According to its website, about two-

ttiirds of Its funding comes from local, state, and

federal grants and contracts. Only 14 percent of

its funding comes from private donors. Most tax-

payers, including myself, do not want our

money gwng to an organization that forces Its

religious beliefs on employees Considering this,

and ttie fact that most employees and service

recipients are not Catholic, the Calitomla

Supreme Court was correct In naming Catholic

Charities a "nonrellglous Institution.

"

Mr. Duffy asks, "since when are contra-

ceptives a rlghf'" Well, since their existence

Women are ultimately the ones who have to face

the consequences of an unexpected pregnancy,

and therefore, deserve the right to have easy

and affordable access to contraceptives Birth

control methods are not cheap, so it is difficult

for many women to pay out of their pockets,

especially those employed by a non-profit

organization Until men are required to share

the responsibility when an unwanted pregnancy

happens, contraceptives will always be a right

for women.

Employers have a responsibility to provide

health care coverage to their employees, and

contraceptives are a key component to women's

health Furthermore, its much cheaper for

employers to pay tor birth control than It Is to pay

for pre-natal care. This concept is known as pre-

ventive healthcare, and the American healthcare

system is based on it

Next time Mr Duffy wants to accuse the

ACLU of fooling the American public, consider

how he continuously tnes to fool UMass stu-

dents in his weekly column

Meaghan Cunningham

UMass student

MORE BALANCED
REPORTING NEEDED

I would like to see more balanced reporting

in The Dally Collegian concerning the "contro-

versy" surrounding the $65 IPO (Intemational

Programs Office) fee. The article was a step in

the right direction to coned the blatant inaau-

racies "reported" In the Feb 20 issue of The

Collegian

The Feb. 20 article states (inaccurately) that

the $65 IPO fee funds the Student Exchange

Visitor Information System. Later the author

states (inaccurately) that SEVIS is 'a part of the

USA PATRIOT Act " The rest of the article pro-

vides a soapbox for those who argue against

the fee. but provides no balanced reporting of

facts regarding the IPO fee.

Such facts could have been uncovered by

interviewing Frank Hugus, Director of the IPO, or

Chancellor Lombardi. or by simply typing "SEVIS

+ Intemational + student" into Google

Fortunately, a forum is given to Mr Frank

Hugus In the March 2. Issue. Mr. Hugus gives a

much more accurate description of the fee; it Is

used "to pay for services rendered by the IPO

[Intemational Programs Office] to intemational

students." Mr Hugus states that most (90 per-

cent) of the fee will be applied to the IPO. and

that only 10 percent will go towards the SEVIS

requirements. Mr Hugus also states that the

information gathered* by SEVIS has been

required for quite some time now, and the only

change is that It Is going on-line What's more,

the article makes it clear that budget cuts

across the university caused the IPO to levy the

fee, this was not a fiat from Mr Lombardi's

office

However, it is much more catchy to say. "We

shouldn't have to pay to survell ourselves " It is

not quite so catchy to say. "International stu-

dents should not have to pay for the programs

they enjoy

There are reasoned arguments for and

against the IPO fee, such as possible conflicts

with the GEO contract or by making compar-

isons to out-of-state student fees Instead, the

"complex controversy" cited has been largely

one-sided, fueled in large part by The Daily

Collegian itself.

KelanLowney

UMass graduate student

In today's society, not many things are free

Some would argue that not even freedom is free

I recently read the article about international stu-

dents paying a $65 dollar fee for basically gov-

ernment use. I am reluctant to say that I am quite

disappointed in the people that protest the fee I

am a United States citizen I pay taxes like every

other American. I even pay lor college tuition It is

to my understanding that some of the people

protesting have to do research assistance or

teach classes, and In exchange their courses are

paid for Please' Tell me where I can sign up for

such a deal I will gladly teach a couple of cours-

es and in exchange have my course load paid for

I also will gladly pay $65 dollars so that I can

enjoy the safety and privilege.': that our freedom

allows

I wont have to fight on a battlefield and or

lose my life, but I will have to pay $65, It seems

like a small pnce to pay if you ask me

Some may say I have a nanow perspective

about this, but I say what aixxjt people who are

from out ot state that go here' They pay a lot

more than people in state, but you don't see them

protestng to acquire instate tuition What about

the kid whose mom or dad has two pbs just to

put food on the table, never mind providing col-

lege tuition for his or her kid' I couW go on and on

about the different scenarios people have to

endure but I won't, because in the end we all do

the same We worV hard so that we can take

advantage of the freedoms that we work tor

I have also failed to mention what happened

less then three years ago Maybe It's just me. or

maybe the international students weren't affected

or just don't care about the events of Sept. 1 1 . but

I certainly do The tact is that we basically trained

terronsts who we didn t know were ten-onsts. to

fly an aircraft. In no way shape or form am I say-

ing that every intemational student is a temxist.

that is absolutely not what I am saying, but what I

am saying is, some people do not like our way of

life, and try to ham us So If the safest and easiest

way to prevent another Sept. 1 1 from happening is

to store some general infonnation In a computer

about you, so be it. 'Vbu may think it is unfair, but the

truth IS, all Americans have tiles with general Infor-

mation in it that the government uses Do not think

that you are being singled out

I'd like to conclude by saying, "Thank you" to all

that serve and are still serving this great country

Freedom is not free; some fight, some die, and oth-

ers sacrifice one way or another. Anyway you look

at it. there is always a pnce to pay when it comes

to freedom.

JarodLaVamway

UMass student

A NEED TO RIGHT

JUDICIAL ABUSES
Regarding family law and the court most

judges and some lawyers must be rened in

before they further damage our families It is

clear they are using our chiWren by way of gen-

der politics and power so they can transfer

wealth to themselves, the institutkxi of fatnity

law, and to persons of the right gender

Their conduct under the "color of law," and

with the protections given to them in tf>eir offi-

cial capacities is hamiful and abusive to our

children The only true way to prevent this

abuse is by limiting the discretion of judges by

law while concurrently making them account-

able to the people

This may be achieved peacefully with the

enactment of new and reformed law into our

general laws and state constitutwn, whteh will

promote the presumption of shared parenting

and call for the periodic certlficatwn of judges

Many judicial abuses are subtle, and as

such, Insidiously creep into our lives. In one

local judge's recent decision, she ruled In a way

that IS likely to empower the esteem and

behavior of a minor child on the basis of the

child's "desire" not to see her father VW, we

must ask ourselves if this type of state impoaed

empowerment is appropriate for our children.

Furthermore, will our chiWren truly feel

empowered by these statist-elitist impositions

and those who take advantage of the systemic

failure of our governmental processes and

laws, or will our children with maturity and

acquired wisdom realize that these people

have used them simply to benefit themselves?

Let us right the wrongs now; enact shared

parenting and constitutionally require the

certification of judges by the people Call

your legislators today.

Mlkal

State ChalriMM

The Fatherhood CoaNtkNi
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VHl wins with non-

Picture Box

iiyii Aiktii

musical lineup
The Mugic Picture Box is a column about

thai invention we all have and some us

actually watch - the television.

Who knew thai VHl stands tor Video

Hits 1. considering hardly any music vidci

are aired on the channel anymore? lust d-

MTV has decidedly found its niche airing

shows about sex. plastic surgery (have ya

seen that show yet'.' -crazy stuff), and 'The

Real World," VHl has become the place to

reminisce about your

childhood with shows like

"I Love the 80's." It is the

current nostalgia channel

for the X. Y. and Z genera-

tion.

VHl gained viewers and
popularity in the late 90's

with shows like "Pop Up
tiofiip Video" (who else misses
rvwyn.

,j,jg show?) and the juicy

"Eiehind the Music" (which

is siill alive, although not

what it used to be in it's

glory days.)

Shifting its focus. VHl soon started air-

ing "I Love the 80's.* This show has

become a modern day pop culture phenom-
enon about curiously enough — 80s pop

culture, bach episode is devoted to one

year in the decade of big hair. 'The Cosby
Show.' and Michael lackson — before he

became while A panelist of B. C. and D list

celebrities discuss, praise, and dis the fads,

movies, music, shows, commercials, and

everything else pop It is a memory jogger

for sure, and nothing beats remembering

that cartoon or movie you had long since

forgotten.

These shows are often played together in

a marathon, which sucks viewers in through

a straw because "once you pop. you can't

stop!' Many procrastinating hours have

been given over to these shows.

Since most college students today were

bom in the early to mid 80's. it is a thrill to

watch the epiM>de of the year you were

bom. However, it is much better to watch

the latter half of the decade's episodes since

you are more apt to remember the subjects.

The success of "I Love the 80's" has

given way to a deluge of spin-offs. First,

there is 'I Love the 70's". which is exactly

the same as its sister but for the disco

decade. Then there is "i Love the 80's

Strikes Back" For those who just can't get

enough of the 80's. this is a second pop cuf-

lure tour, mentioning bits and pieces previ-

ously missed Finally. "I Love the Ws" is in

the works, slated to debut later this year.

The madness does not slop there.

Looking for instant nostalgia? According

to VH I com. 'if 'I Love the 80's had a baby.

Best Week Ever' would be the child." This

show is VHls latest creation, and like its

parent, features little known celebrities

poking fun at the week's pop culture devel-

opments and major news items. Take pride

in that every subsequent week is the "Best

Week Ever." so really, who can complain if

every week is the best? It makes the news
fun for our feeble American minds.

New episodes of the "Best Week Ever"

premiere Friday nights at 1 1 p.m.. and sub-

sequently rerun constantly "I Love the

80's" and all the other various incarnations

repeal all the time too. so check VHl.com
for actual times.

Ryan Auberi is a Collegian Colamnisl.

RETU RN
Depp and *the

Dead* revive

vintage horror

By JOHNNV DONAID-H'S

C^014M>tAI> Sl<^i>

It's no secret that maimttieain

horror movies have long aoo lost

tjieir ability «o chilL Ibcy've

bean wamad down ID

for the teen mailM
ket so much that wImi
vou see a huUdof mad
tlaaher like Michael

Myers, he's rendered

a* scary as a third-

grader ia a HaHowaoi
iqaak (and a cheap

one at that.) Even
Freddy Knttfm. the

nifltniine

ilA»>. 1 » IMS UAO n«TTt>i ( VI

«CXIT WMOKM' nCTV R F I < Hf^i u \i M!^l.^

Oualin honor ttw. "Vmm of dtt Dea^ and "Secret

Wt^d(>^%^" (fmed So (li^naJ diaalan this wwtkead.

a iocio-

pathic ootnadian:
' .ddy vs. lason* —
m wMch Kniatar
squared off afriaat

lason Voorhees. the

ultimate stune-faoed

madman — wm leae *

scary film than a hoot-

mg. hollering theme park

ride.

'Secret Window.- in «l*li

Mnay Depp battlM a nanaor in

the wfldenaaaa. and 'Dawn of

the Dead." a remake of the 1 978
zomlMe classic, have both
attempted to prove that evasi a

FioUywood studio can make a

horror film right. Tbaic films

couJdnt be more dMtaaiM —
one is a PC-H frknifly back-

woods psycho-thriller and the

otiKr is a Mood-apatlerail. bif-

budprt gut-immdMr^ but itmf

both have their momeatf (rf

shuddery terror.

"Secret Window" la baaed on
a iHwdla by Stephen King and
it's one of thoae pulp wiipema
melodramas — like "Misery"

and The Dark Hair — that

revisits the autlwr's pet theme c^

writers in trouttte. The writer

here is Mort Rainey (played by

Depp in toutkd, dirTy-bbndc,

Cobahtcaque hair) a suoccMful

rMvelist wiriiowmg awov if. ^v''l

pity after caMdrii^ l>i> a,;c

(Maria Betto) in bed with anoth-

er man (Tunoih^ Hutton.)

Rainey spen^ <vs sleeping

in a ratty batnrooc on the ratty

cxMch in his wooded, lake-

akla vacation cabin, sub-

•tettng on a diet of

Motmtain Dew
Doritos. His favorite

activity is in having

my

is

ottt of Ma
by the

arrival of lohn

Shooter (lohn

Turturro) a South

em-tiiad fakk In an

Amith cap with an

aoociu as ripe as a

yeOow batiana.

ShoMMcr stands on
dobrttep

the author of

"You stole

TUrturro

to convey

(h wocfcs) and

hands llahiey a manu-
script aB-«Ofihalmilar to

one of Rafasqr't thort

fictions. Did «»•''"

sImI flkooter's

Or is Shooter a nutuuM:

MiliMrT The questions

pAc up— they're pretty

eaay to anawur — but

it's obvioua that this

won't be the last w« see

of Shooter.

"Secret Window"
has hs share of dead

bodies and bst minute

twiats, but it's safe to

say that it's not a (ihn

that breaks new thriller

ground (I wouldn't read the

story before ihe movie.) The
writer-director, David Koepp.

has written a couple of decent

thrillers in the past ("The

TVigger Effect' and die great

suptnutui.ii i\ K'ry i>lir i.>i

icti^>f^' ' .iiui 'u KrK»ws h«.)w to

gi''!.' .1 I". M. !p: 'i^e.

Men-, he Ji-^ in "Ig

lohnny Depp free Ihe

movie may have ii'> ih^incnts.

but It's al>o not a very scai^ one:

there's no real sense of buihiing

dread here.

it is a consistently watchabie

lightweight horror v=im stjAsMy

inade (Jig thai . PhiUto

Class Score) ano ti s given a joa

whenever Depp is on screeti. As

in "Pirates of the Caribbean: The
Curse of the Black PiearT and
-Once Upon A Time bi Modm,"
Depp's perionnarKC — a bravi^

ra. symphonic scries of tics and

twitches and deadpan
— elevates the n..

Turturro. as the rediwck Mulker.

plays off Depp's opera bcauiilul

ty (Bello and Hunon arvn i t;iven

nearhr enough to ' ret

Window" may not ' 'ht

better King tilms i>

in awhile, but it> ..

owned by Depp and his offbeat

charisma.

Zombies, with thair

roiling limbs and sin-

gK*IMMMI igsieuiicy.

sters whh the knoitv

blundering frace of a

sever li'» oik

of iht ^_ j: appeal-

ing things about zom-

bies that their pursuit

of human prey was

done with an awkward,

stop-and-go .shuffle

Today, in the pumped-

up environs of block-

buster HolK-wood.

such .! nure

of hell would )cm
aombies run. jump, chase and

even swim with the rabid, hyper

velocity of a steroklal athlete. In

Sae NOMKNI on paga 7

McKay can not keep listeners away
New singer's first album scores with an eclectic sound

FMILIA F LIN(IM,N XlXXEfJIAN

'Hey, hey what's going on here?'

Dennis Fiaskins, a.k.a Mr. Beldinj{ from the televisi<in sh<iw 'Saved

By the Bell' spoke last night at the Campus Center Auditorium. The

event was put on hy the Student Activitities Leadership Center.

By Johnny Donaidson
C'oLlElilAN StaFI

"Get Away From Me" is the

most assured, confident album

from a veteran whose varied

inspirations and eclectic musi-

cal interests have coalesced

into a fascinating, entertaining

and often wondrous whole.

After a long and fruitful

career, here's an album in

which the artists musical

maturity and quirky

inventiveness have

come together to real-

ize every ambition

that has been strived

for. It's quite possibly

the most striking

effort put out by said

artist to date.

At least, that's

what it sounds like.

"Get Away From Me" is

actually the ambitious, eccen-

tric and jaw-dropping debut of

Nellie McKay, a 19-year-old

musical whiz whose startling

.scope and bravura belie the

girl's adolescence. This teenag-

er whose sheer verve, charm,
wit and adventurousness
should shame every plastic

teen-pop wannabe who's wan-
dered onto MTV in the past

five years has put out an

album.

Inevitable comparisons will

try to match McKay with

Norah Jones, the smoky voiced

chanteusc whose lounge-bar

jazz has unexpectedly found
suit with Top 40 listeners. It's

a comparison that's both apt

and devastatingly myopic in its

flat, dubious, shorthand asser-

tions. On the surface, McKay
can come off like a lones

redux: all sultry, midnight-at-

the-jazz-bar crooning and tin-

kling, easy-does-it piano. But

there's none of the dull, claus-

trophobic tastefulness of [ones

for McKay. Instead, this free-

wheeling gal has fun spinning

off on broad, bracing musical

tangents that plumbs the

depth of numerous
disparate genres: pop.

rock, hip-hop,

cabaret, showtunes,

you name it. There

isn't a musical

tchotchkie that McKay
doesn't want to lay her

hands on.

And wonder of all

wonders, it all works. McKay
lays waste to Jones' boringly

classy music with a vibrant,

satirical glee, but that doesn't

mean she sinks to juvenile,

parodic pandering; just

because you're "maturing" pop

doesn't mean you have to stifle

your sense of humor. "Get

Away From Me" (the title is a

delightfully sardonic dig at

Jones' debut) has a spirit of

playful creativity coursing

through its veins, even when
it's at its most "traditional."

McKay has a knack for

witty, innovative satire and

off-the-cuff humor that one

wishes more of the overly

earnest modern pop pack

would be able to coax out of

itself. But since most popsters

and rock stars seem more at

ease with simplistic, heavy-

handed "sincerity," McKay's
delightfully droll humor
stands out even more.

But just because McKay is

wacky does not mean that

she's surrendered to irony or

post-modernism. No matter

what style the girl finds herself

reveling in. she displays a gen-

uine respect and affection for

it. She stumbles through gen-

res with child-like abandon,

picking up bits and pieces that

she admires along the way. but

she mish-mashes her influ-

ences together in a way that

sounds natural rather than

schizophrenic.

McKay hops from bouncy
showtune-pop that wouldn't

sound out of place on the

Broadway stage to lush cool-

jazz even on to a fairly con-

vincing rap on the clever,

wordy "Sari." Not for nothing

have other sources compared
her to Eminem, whose way
with a barb has lead him to

become the most popular and

influential of current hip-hop

artists. McKay may just be the

point where Marshall Mathers,

Norah Jones and Randy
Newman meet.

McKay uses her tongue-

firmly-in-cheek humor to

address a raft of social issues

over the course of her double-

disc set (don't worry folks,

there's only eighteen tracks

spread over both discs, with a

cumulative running time of

about an hour.) A typical

refrain goes .something like

this: "Mister Bushie says/ I'm

your presidenl/l have lots lo

say/hey hey hey/and click g«.)es

the remote/ there you have my
vote."

"Sari." the albums best

track, addresses the issue of

self-image and how it's per-

ceived, both as a woman and
as someone following for a

personal muse. Phen-phen.

and the Oxygen Network are

among McKay's targets in a

tongue-twister of a song that

CCHIRTCSY NFJ.I lltMl K.Wi . iM

New horror films filled with real scares
IKMiMm from page 6

movies like Danny Boyle's vivid, grainy,

apocalypse-in-London thriller "28 Days

Later" or the forceful new update of

"Dawn of the Dead," the zombies don't

stumble after you — they come at you

with brutalizing force.

The new director of this "Dawn,"

Zack Snyder, is one of those young gun

filmmakers who worship at the altars of

Craven, Carpenter and Romero. They
know all too well the grammar of mod-
em horror cliche, the formula pieces

that no longer really goose the audi-

ence. There's the false scare, followed

by the real one: the shooting gallery of

eclectic victims-to-be; the jittery, slash-

ing Bernard Hermann-esque score.

Snyder, however, can shuffle and rejig-

ger these pieces with uncanny preci-

sion. This "Dawn of the Dead" is a gen-

uinely jaw-dropping, nerve-frying mer-

cenary thriller

The movie comes thrashing at you

even before the opening credits rokr.

The pretty, wide-eyed young nurse

Anna (Sarah Policy) goes home to her

husband and wakes to a suburban

Armageddon. After she flees her raging

husband (he was bit by the little xombie

giri next door,) we see the streets of

Milwaukee through Anna's eyes: the

blistering fires, careening cars and flesh-

eating horrors. It's a jolting opening

gambit and the movie, to its credit,

never lets up on the jolts. "Dawn of the

Dead" is a movie that is almost top-

heavy with suspense. Snyder wrenches

the audience through one tense

sequence, and before we've even had a

chance to catch our breath he plops us

right into the middle of another one.

Here's a filmmaker who knows how to

set his audience on edge.

Anna meets up with a group of sur-

vivors, who proceed to take refuge in a

glittering, luxurious shopping mall.

Snyder isn't as pre-occupied with sati-

rizing consumerism as George Romero
was in the original, but that hardly mat-

ters. The movie is stocked with actors

like Polley who brings a winning angel-

k sympathy to Anna, and Ving Rhames.

who knows how to use his slow-bum

glare to optimum effect. The fantastic

lake Weber, as family man turned hero,

gives his character an edge of romantic

stoicism, while Mekhi Pfei*^*^.. gets at

the conflicting torments of a troubled

young man attempting to do right by his

unborn daughter Kven smaller roles -

the jerky millionaire Steve (Ty Burrell.

with unctuous, dripping sarcasm) and

tough security guard C.|. (Michael

Kelly, who gives his character a believ-

able arc) - are ideally cast.

The movie, at times plays like a

videogame - a sort of kin to soulless

junkers like "Resident Evil" and

"House of the Dead" - but it's a

videogame-movie made with skill and

care. There's a streak of delightfully

morbid dark humor here - the sur-

vivors pick off celebrity look-alike

zombies in the street to stave off

boredom - and Snyder displays a

knack for the kind of hip, offhand

musical taste usually seen by your

Andersons and Tarantinos (the plain-

tive drawl of johnny Cash is heard

over the opening credits and who
could resist the cheeky, lounge-bar

cover of Disturbed's barrel-chested

metal anthem "Down with the

Sickness"?) He also knows a thing or

two about crafting a shot; there's a

spectacular overhead view of a bland,

faceless suburbia and another of a sea

of undead converging on an escaping

van. There's even a fun, witty homage

to another classic horror flick over

the end credits - it may be the first

time its worth staying all the way to

the bitter end.

Snyder and his inventive screen-

writer, lames Gunn ("Scooby-Doo" -

who would have thought he had this

in him?), were smart enough to keep

exposition to a minimum; it works to

keep the audience in a perpetual

state of shock. Like "The Fly" or

'The Thing," this "Dawn" is the rare

genre remake to actually honor it's

original. It's also the rare horror

movie that can weave a shivery spell

on the audience.

.^.«_RrtS\ LrNIVWSAi

The token crew of survivor* in 'Dawn of the Dead' uke refuge in a shopping

mall, while hordesi of undead wait i>ut»ide for a UKtr of living human flesh.

McKay raises the bar

by mixing up pop music
MGRJnr from page 6

would probably leave Em gasp-

ing for breathing

From attacking the

hypocrisy of image. McKay
launches into a song like the

jubilant "Ding Dong.* which
wouldn I sound out of place in a

Debbie Boone album. And on

and on it goes, with McKay

appropriating a funky blax-

ploilation groove on "Baby

Watch Your Back," skewering

preening male insincerity on

"It's A Pose." or tossing off a

couplet like "yeah. I'll have my
coffee black/ oh look, were
bombing Iraq" on "Toto Dies."

A thriving techno beat

underscores "Waiter." while a

staccato march kicks off

"Change the World' before the

song lapses into a poppy
Caribbean beat and then into a

piano driven chorus and back

into a march. All the while

McKay sings about self-discov-

ery

Players, marriage, the Iraq

war. even cloning all come out

of McKay's tumultuous inner

world, rendering her lyrical and

thenutic ambitions as large and

all-encompassing as her musical

ones. Remarkably. McKay has

the talent to keep "Get Away
From Me" from falling apart in

the ash-heap of failed preten-

sions. That's because McKay
uses her quirky, bold, wide-

ranging, gorgeous voice as glue

to hold it all together

In an age in which plastic,

airbrushed pop stars rule the

radio, when more talk is spent

on lanet lacksons breast or

Britney Spears' image than on

the music they make, its more

than refreshing to find a young

singer with has much skill and a

willing to experiment such as

McKay. By visiting a long-for-

gotten past and bringing it into

the 21 century. Nellie McKay
has returned pop music to its

long-lost glory. That's more
than exciting "rhars a miracle
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UMass Boston

McKay blends genres rang-

ing from rap to pop.

Building Success
SUMMER 2004 AT UMASS BOSTON

If you're thinking of taking college courses this

summer, UMass B<}ston should be at the top of

your list. We offer outstanding instructors,

small classes, a large selection of courses and

scheduling options, and a pleasant harborside

location featuring our new C:ampus Center (pic-

tured above). If you want to take your. learning

experience beyond the classroom, check out our

international programs, field study opportuni-

ties, and courses on Nantucket.

Over 500 undar-

graduata and
graduate course

sections in over
70 subjects

International

programs in China,

Ireland, Mexico,
Belize, and Cut>a

Art and science

courses on
Nantucltet

Courses scheduled
mornings, after-

noons, evenings,

and onlir>e

Summer sessions

start in eariy June

and mid-July

Campus is easily

accessible by car

orT

UMASS

Registration starts April 5

To IfMrn rnf)rr, visit vuwiAf.umb.edu
oi < ,\\\ 617.287.6000

V Taught by Working BmrfnaTt

V Cr«dlt Cards Accaiptadlll

V' Professional Bartending Training
witti Tiands On' Pouring %9%%\or\s

y/ Ovar 10 Years In Buslnesslll

^ Access to Job Placement Oatalsaselll

^ Great Part^me or SummerJob

CfMlIt CardsSSV'JJ'^^raBPi
Laam ft

In
Icandl

Call nowl Space Is limited I

l-SOO-U-CAN-MIX
yy^fvy.miivrsltybartending.com

J

Need a summerjob

in amherst?

University Conference Services

is currently accepting applications for

FULL and PART TIME SUMMER

EMPLOYMENT

for

Summer Conference Housing

Pick uf an application pachi%i at

Conference Services Office, 918 Campus Center,

or online

www.aux.umass.edu/conferencesen-ices

Completed applications are due by 5pm, April 9, 2004
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with 30 tc«:unil» rrnuinin^ in ihc tir»i half.

UMass crushes Sacred Heart

to snap three-game losing skid
I UU from page 10

It was Carber's firat goal on the field named fur his

grandfather, legendary UMass cuach [)ick Garber. The

freshman fixim Avon, Conn, scured his (ir>t cullegutc

goai gainst North Carulina in Baltiniorv un Feb. 28.

Other than the four-goal *pun fnjm the ISoneen.

the game was a strong contrast tu the uther six gvnes

the Minutemen have played this season. There was very

little lime when UMasK didn't have full cuntrul of the

and the attack hi particular was much mufv

compoaed. The Minutc-mcn erMered the gariK aveng-

u^ nearly 42 shuts, but took ^8 agunst the Pkmeers.

Most of those shots were on or near the net.

"We asked our guvs to cunccntraie on getting the

balls on gual. and tho went in." Canned said. When

bili gD in. you're nut taking four or five shcts ^m cnvrv

HMwaikin Fotunaldy for us. wc hmsk-d f.iirK u ell m
the fint half

"I dont care ho*' many shots we i*k^. .; "^ ^....

store 10 or more goal*, we're going to be in preit> good

shape."

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON

Make Nantucket Your Campus

UMASS.BOSTON

Pall 2004
^ll^ \a». \< you 19 t9t<t( (<x an adMOtUf* that

flow tjeyond the d^Mfoom. ujrround yc»««W

v*ilh the hntory. trteratuf*. ancj tjwgeogrjphy

o< Nantucket^ un>qu« nJand eovwoonwrit in

UMMsBoitons 'SefnMter on Naotuckct'

pfO0ram

OWerinq tw«»v« ufxJefpraduWe cwdits. th*

S«mMtef on Nantucket wnM tie an unforget-

tatiie one. combtninq acadenvc enceSence

with enrKhmg pervxial MparwncM, •»

you es|]tcxe one of I4cw EngUrxft moM
dntmrtive places.

I Multidnciptinary cumcutum team-taught by UMass Boston lacuity

I FieW station serves as an island labofatory, with (Kmes. ponds, beach, sah

marsh, and well-«Kjuioppd claswooms arxJ labs

I Stay in furnished two-t)edroom apartments near the ctrttar of tustonc

Nantucket town

I Program omt oo Nantucket mid-Septeml)er to mid-No<«mtjer, then

concludes wrth two weeks online

For information, contact Kathy FitzPatrick:

617.287.7913
kathlacn.fitzpatrkkOumb.adu
^rw^.ccdc.umb.edu

UM posts 3-5 record in Florida
BASEBALL from page 10

lunized by clutch laic ganic hitting by the oppositkin

on Saturday as well, as the University of Northern

Iowa broke a five-all tic in the top of the last inning of

an abbreviated seven-inning game when John Winter's

single to center drove in Sean LaCoste and .Armando

Lara to give the Panthers a 7-5 victory m Bradentcn.

junior closer Scott Ralliff took the lo«>s after

coughing up five hits and two runs in an inning of

work, while junior right-hander Mike Crane started

and was also roughed up for nine hits and five runs

over three and 2/3

Senior tri<aptain Mike Athas paced UMass offen-

sively with three hits and a run batted in.

On Friday, UMass relied on its own offensive arse-

nal to put thw game away early, as sophomore catcher

Frank Cuntri's first inning grand slam helped pace

the Minutemen to an 1 1 -5 win over Wisconsin-

Milwaukee.

junior lettfieklcr Curt Szado added two hits of his

own as well, while sophomore righty Matt Torra

threw seven strong innings, scattering nine hits and

striking out six for his second win of the season.

Thursday saw the Manxm and White bats present

early and trften, as ReynoWs cbuted a pair of homers

and had three RBI in a 1 5-3 pasting of Wright State.

junior rightfiekler jason Twoml^ and senior third

baseman Adam Stojanowski both chipped in with

three hits, v^lh the latter also collecting an RBI. to

lead an offensive arsenal that included six players col-

lecting multiple hits.

Sophomore right-hander Jeremy Demers started

and earned the win, tossing seven innings of seven-hit,

three-run bail while striking out sa and retiring 27 of

the 30 batters he faced.

In perhaps their most impressive victory of the

trip, the Minutemen rode a 10-inning, complete game

performance from senior right-hander Eric Chown to

outlast the University of Iowa 4-2 on Wednesday.

In earning his second win of the season, Chown

scattered eight Hawkcye hits and surrendered just one

earned run while striking out three. The Atlanta

Braves draftee was named Atlantic 10 Pitcher of the

Week for his efforts

Curreri posted two hits, including the eventual

game-winiung RBI double with two outs in the 10th

Things dki not begin well down south for UMass,

however, as South Florida swept a three-game series

by scoits of 8-5, 1 1 -4 and 7-5 in Tampa.

Minutewomen to face intranstate rival BU
SOfTBAU from page 10

plavei to watch for USA Softball

Player of the Year.

Thus far. she has falk-n into a bit

xA a slump. Her 218 average in 04

is more than 1 30 points bekjw her

carwr average o< .547, and has just

threi- stolen bases and one RBI on

the season. Things coukl be kxikii^

up for the senior, as A\t ranks fourth

on the team in hits (12).

loinit^ Mdinari and Ftanke on

the olfensive will be junior Hilary

Pu^ia (.274, 17 hits, five doubles,

five RBI), sophomore Katie \o

Kelley (.2b4. five home runs, 16

RBI, .604 slugging pet. ) senior Jamie

Cahalan (240, 12 hits, eight RBI),

and freshman Amanda Morin (.208,

three stolen bases).

They will be up against a tough

Terrier pitching squad. They will be

led by fresiunan ace Ashke

Freeman. Earlier in the wsek. she

was named the America East

Conferences first Rookie of the

Week tor the 2004 season. Over 14

complete games and %.2 innings

pitched, she has compiled a 2.61

ERA to go svith her (>-9 recoid and

one save.

In 2005. the Minutewomen

edged by the Terriers 5-2 Brandi

Cross hit a sacrifice tly to bring

home the wvming run in the bottom

of the seventh for the

Minutevwmen. their 51st consecu-

tive home victory at the time.

Nelson, Okator headline All-America teams
ByjMO%."SNHi

Theres no debate when it comes

to Emeka Okafor and lameer Nelson.

They're urtanimous AU-Americarts.

The su»n> at Connecivut and

Saint luKcph's led The Avstoated

Presi. men's culknge basketball All

America team ycMadaji the fim time

sBiL« 1»W5 more than one player was

chunen by every voter.

'It b hard lo exprevs just what it

means to be lecogninxl as one <A tlv

best player^ in the country" Okafor

said "Iridividual nxognition like this

is really a leflectwn uf the great leanv

) and coaches that 1 am fortu-

; K) work with e\er\ day"

Okafor. a 6-foo(- 10 junior uemei:

and NeiKxt. a 5-11 wnior guaid.

esmxd a petfeci 360 poin» by being

picktxl on ail 72 tirst-icam balkis by

the same media panel that voees on

thewcekh poll

Each metnhcT -elected three Al-

America teams, with players leoeiv-

ing points on a 5-3-1 basis.

I^awrerwe Roberts of Mumssippi

State was thinl with 308 points,

wide k»h OaUrew of Stanford had

235. and Rvan Cmme* of Piuvidence

completed the first team with 208.

In 1985. (our piayen were unani-

mous choices: Patrkk Ewing of

Gen^^town. Chri* Mullin of St.

John's, Wayman Ttsdak: of

Oklahoma, and Keith l.ce of

Memphis State. But only 10 people

vuiod then.

Thb is obvk)usly a testament to

both playiTs to be unanimous sekx.

tioiK.' Saint K*eph's coach Phil

MMil said That lv a kx u< respect

10 be rfvwiv and in neither case was

it about hype. These tMW deserved it."

Neinv the Atlantk: 10 player of

the ycK kid the Hawks to a 27-0

ivixinJ and No. 1 rankinii! before they

k«it ti.1 Xavier in the quarted'inak of

the ^.t^nference tournament . It was

the kx^esi such nil since UNLV
entered the IWI NCAA tournament

indefaMBd.

'M m muii about my team-

mates and the coaches as it is about

me." Nelson said. "I share the award

M^ith them and appreciMe everyone

who watched Saint Vx'i aO year."

Nebun is the f'tt^i AB-Amerkan

for Saint Inephi and he \aNa as

the schools caner souring leader

with mure than ISXXi poinis. He

averagtxl 20 6 points. 5X) aMts and

4.6 rebounds, while shooting 49 per-

oeni fnjm the fickl. 39 percent on 3-

pointiTs. and 80 petvent on free

ihnMvs.

fte and Dekjnte West were corv

sidcied the beat backoourt in the

natkm: their defense was pittHd as

much as their offense.

Ndion is "the greaieit piqcr to

ever wear a Saint \ae'% wiifann.'

Mandli saki.

Okafor odkxted a hat tiick of

awards in the Big East. He waa the

player of the yeat defensive player of

the year, and the league's schoiar-alh-

letc for the secorKi year m a row.

He averaged 18 1 points. 117

leboiaids and a nation-leading 4.5

^F

Einpi0yilivil«

;ier Natlofial Park
Montana

.Apply TodavJ-;

I he KistMl at CMaiior, St. Mai> I odj^i-
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You have options!
Everyone asking what your plans are after

graduation?

Massachusetts Sctiool of Law graduates ACHIEVE!

Get the same edge that MSL graduates enjoy in aintost every

professional realm.

Lavif

Business

Government

Education

Healthcare

Law Enforcement

A Juris Doctor degree puts you ahead of the competition.

A Juris Doctor from tvtSL affords you the freedom of that

competative advantage without the worries others suffer behind

a mountain of debt.

Interested? Come check us out

MSL
Massachus»Hs SchoolciUm
VMxxtmctABftt

900 Hiki^Stmot
AntkmnmOlfO

bkxked shots whik shooting 60 per-

cent from the ficki. Okaloc wtw will

graduate in May^ mis.<ied thive games,

including two in the Big l^asi touma

mcnt, with bk.k spasms relMed to a

small stress (tactwe.

'He's does so many thin^ that

don^ appearen a sat sheet.' Huskies

aach Ian Cahoun sakl. "Wtth his

defcnsKe presence, he chanj^ the

grnie mure than aiy plajcr in coik:ge

basketball

'Both lameer^ and Emeka's

teams are in ilie 'Sweet 16.' and they

Iwve won 59 ^mes between dwm
dreadv Ob>io^ Imeer^ the best

guard ifi America, and Fjneka's tiie

best big guy in America. They are the

two best players in Amerka. and this

is a terrific honor for both kkis.'

Frum l'*«>05, there was a lol^

of unK seven unanimous selej-iiuns:

Walter Berry of St k>hns (19»b».

Dmid Robiraon of Navy (1987).

Christkn Laettner of Duke ( 1992).

Glenn Rofaimin at Ptjnkie (1994).

Hm Diaui of Wake Forest ( 1997).

Elton Bnaid of Duke (1999). and

iMon Williams of Duke t2002)

Okafor. Connectkut's first AH-

American since iUchaid flamiiton in

1 999, and Nelson are the only players

on the first team still in the NCAA
toumanxnt MLvsivsippi State and

Stanloni lost m the second round;

ProvkletKe was upset in the first

round.

Roberts, a 6-9 junior who
received 49 first-team votes, was the

Southeastern Conference's player

and newcomer of the year He iraas-

fened this fall from Baykx after that

program's problems, whkh included

the munfer of a teammate.

"From Day 1. he was never ocn-

ocmed about l^awrencc Roberts."

Bulkki^ coach Rick Stansbury saki

recently 'He dklnt ask me about

playing time. The most important

thing to him was winning a champi-

onship That tt>kl me a bt about him

and about this team That's what

we're all about. He fit in perfectly"

Mississippi State won its first SEC
regular-season title since 1991. and

Roberts averaged 17.1 points and

10.2 rebounds. He is Mississippi

State's fir« Ail-American since Bailey

Howell in 1959

ChiUress. the Pac- 1 player of the

vear and Stanford's first Ail-American

since Casey lacohson in 2001 . missed

the first nine games of tiie season

while rea>vCTing from a stress frac-

ture in his left foot. The 6-8 junwr

swingman averaged 1 5.8 points and

7.5 rebounds, helping the Cardinal

get to 26-0 before k»ing their last

game before the conference tourna-

ment. He had 54 first-team votes.

Gomes, a 6-7 junwr forward,

joined Okafor as a unanimous all-Big

East selectkjn after averaging 18.6

points and 9.5 rebounds. He is the

Friars' first All-American since

Marvin Bames in 1974. He had 24

first-team votes.

This is the fifth straight year at

least two players from the same con-

ference were selected to tiie first

team.

Devin Harris, the Big Ten player

of the year from Wisconsin, received

180 points and was joined on the sec-

ond team by Julias Hodge of North

Carolina State, L.uke Jackson of

Oregon, Andre Emmctt of Texas

Tech, and Blake Stepp of Gonzaga.

The third team was Chris Duhon

of Duke, John Lucas of Oklahoma

State, Hakim Warrick of Syracuse,

Rashad McCants of North Carolina,

arxi Wayne Siniien of Kan.sas.

Okafor aixi Nelson were on the

preseason AP All-America team,

along with Ike Dk)gu of Arizona

State (an honorable mentkjn pk;k

Tuesday), Rickey Paulding of

Mis.souri. and Raymond Felton of

North Carolina.
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163 Sunderland Rd. N. Amherst

lust north of the apartments

Great new deck!

' Reggae Night

Special Brew

Open Irish Seisiun

Equalites

March Special!

Molson:
$2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher

"Start your own tradition."
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Daily Weather Forecast

For Amherst

• High: 52

• Low: 3S

THURSDAY
• High: 5J

• Low: }9

FRIDAY
• High: (>4

• Low: 4 J

Dining Commons Menu
DC conuct; 413 S45-262fc

LUNCH
• Meat Lasagna

• C hicken Nuggets

• Sweet Potato Quesadilla

(vegan)

• Sweet Potato Quesadilla

(vegetariani

DINNER
• Roast Turkey

• Hsh & Chips

• Thai Seitan

I vegan

I

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Gk'n Sirjuh *

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
\molij P. I incoln

COPY EDITOR
Snin Hdndfte II

PRODUCTION SUPfRVISOR
Cory Rosenhi-qi

PRODUCTION STAFF

len Dil^fflitV Mitllv tgglefOon

HOROSCOPES
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That's funny. 1

don't remember
losing my memory.
-Mr. Bclding -"^ "* —JJ

aquarius • ian. 20-fts. is

N. )U ckKi't need big wcxds to express your-

self. Four letter words will do the trie k.

pistes • FfB. 19-ma«. 20

Stof) trying vtxj'll never siKceed so don't

waste evrr\«>nes time

aries . vuk. ji-apk is

Sav h.if)|)\ hinhday, especially to people

narmxl Kelly.

taurus • apk 2()-mav 20

Travel tar and wide. Who would travel

short and narrow anyway?

gemini • vuv2i-|un. 21

Lower your head and charge!

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Spring will only tome by your wishing

winter would stay.

leO • Int.. 23-AiK.. 22

The Forte is strong with you ttxiay,

virgO • Aiic. 21-Stft. 22

KtKKk yourself out

libra • so>i. .mo. : jj

Ready made tookie (kxigh isn't just for

baking. It makes a great snack raw too.

Scorpio • ( ) ' -• »-Nov. 21

Renx^mlier the sun block, you don't

want to roast txjtside.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-DK.21

Go home. Now.

Capricorn • dh. 22 ian. iq

UkkI things are in your near future.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\\\()lJN(FMlMS^\PMlTMEMK)RRfNTM EMPlOVMtNT

Spank Me SprintJ Break

Style WmikWiiKJiiMkc

histiirv it viHir sprinu hrc.ik

story \s chiwen .i* one of

the 50 wiUest for rhe

book "Spunk Mc Spring

Brtrak Style" Tell vinir

story . . . www.spiinkme-

spnngtxvak style.coin

$450 Group Fundraiser

Scheduling Bi>nu.s 4

hours of your p-oup's f iinf

PLUS iHir free (yes, tree)

fundr.tiMnj; solutinivs

EQUALS $l,0tV-$2,LW

in earnings tor your grtxip.

Call TOPAY for ,. $450

bonus when yiKi silicluic

your non-sales (iindralscr

with CampiisFunilraiscr.

Qmtact ( 'ainpiis

Fundrai.scr. (888) 923-

3238, or visit www.cam-

pusfiindr.iiscr.i'( mi

\I'\KIMIM H)R KtNT

HoKin I oikIos 5 lx\l-

ri«iin, h.irJwooJ tli«ir..

sHKly area in Kiscment.

C'ablc, telephone (inter-

net iictexs) in all hed-

nxtms and study. NOW
SHOWlNt; for JUNE
aiul SEPTEMBER. NO
FEES. ^A^•^vamhcr^tlllUol-

Qcaltoaim 253-7879

C\nterot town 1, 2, 3

K'dnxmis; hardwiHid

n.Hip. NOWSlKWlNtl
tor JUNE .indSEITEM

RER. NC^ FEES.

www.amherstlinct ilnrcal-

Iiw.w25V7K7^

M)TO FOR ')AIF

1992 Nis-siin Si'iitra

87,000 miles manual. Very

gixxl condition $900.00

549-3752

|V,irti'i)diiiK Ir.iiliecs

Neeikd $250 .1 day poten-

tial. LK.ilpMtioas 1-

800-293-3985 Ext5 1

6

Life fmards and Swim

InstnMors Tiie Town ot

.Amherst >i-eks ijiialihed

liteyuards ami swim

insfnictors. Lifeguards

must hold current ccrtifi-

c.itions inclikliny: Life

t iiiard Training; First Aid,

..ndCTR. $8.16-9.48 hr;

35-40 lirsjx-r week.

Applications available

from Amherst Leisure

Servici-s, 13;inKs

( ^Mnmnniry Center, 70

IViJtw.Hxl Walk, Amherst.

Lj.|ual Employment

(.Yp"^""if^ / .Mhniiative

Action Emplover

Brandywine Apts. N> 'W

leasinj!, 1&2 bednxmi

apts. Leases begin June,

July, Aug or Sep First

come, first serve. ( let

them while they last seKttk

brandvwJpe-apLs.cotn

Stop by or C:all 549-0600.

2000 Toyot. I Corolla

Great Cjindition 41">oor

AC Automatic StertN>

C:a.s.sctte 83K $6,900 549-

1150

SUMMER JOBS! Help

new students get oft to a

K(xkI start. Peer .ulvisors

needed for Summer

Orientation. C^impefitive

siilar>'. 20hrs/weck. Mid-

May to mill-July.

Applications in Pre-Ma|or

Advising 61 5 OixkIcH.

Deadline April 16

EMPIOVMFNI

t^.iinp ». •iinstiofv ,11 KJ

Spec i.il Ncvils t iimp

( ^>un.selors- Town of

Amherst l>.iy I'amps. The

Town of Amherst sivks

Ciimp C^Hinselors tor its

day camps opcratevl by the

Ixisure Scr^-ices and

Supplemental Education

lX-p.mment (LSSE). P;Kt

camp counselinR expen-

ence, other exix-riences

working with sihixil .ige

children, and/or rel.ited

course-work in elementary

cdutation bigbly ik-sir-

able. Also sc-ekinj; c.imp

ciHin.selors to work i>ne-

on-one with special needs

campers, exp. working

with special nec\ls popula-

tion pa'terred. Must K- 18

yrs. t~)ld. $ niiige for both

p<«Mtioas:$8.19 -9.48hr;

?5-40 brs per week, June

21 to Aug. 20.

.Applications available

from Town I fall. Human

Resource IV-pt., 13oltwixxi

Walk, Amhct>.t. (413)

256-4065 Fxiual

Employment

CYP" irtunity/Afilirmati\e

Action Employer

FVtPIOYMFNT

(.iet h.mds-oii Icg.il ix|x-

rience with ,i legal .is»i>

tant internship this t.ill

Work diactly with .ittor

neys ,irkl clients arul earn

9 to 1 5 crc-dits. No ex(X'ri-

ence rec|uirc%l. Tniining

provided. Cimtact the

Stikknt Ixgal Servico

Oftice for .HI .ipplication,

duc4/2.922c:ampus

Center, 545-1995

Two |ob op(>>minilies on

Nantucket Isl.ind k-gin-

ning in M.iy. l'>tihce .issi^

tants wirb decent r\T'ing.

computer and telephone

skills. Sime errand nin-

ning. Salary + bousing.

Tele. 508- 228-5942 or

send ri-sume to PO Box

2607 N.innicket, MA
02584 or fax a-sume to

508-228-8778

"Bartending" $250/I>ay

Potential. No Experience

Nesc. Training provided.

1-800-965-6520 Ext. 162

Lix.ii f^isiness IS hiring

marketers Part Time $10-

15/lut:all Alison ®4n-
627-9043

FMRIOYMFNT

SUMMER INTERNSHIP

Excellent Advertising,

S.iles, ami Marketing

iipportunity. Erim $3c\X)

to $7000+ and gain valu-

•ible Uismess experience

working for the UMass

Official Campus

Telephone l>irectory.

ORE.AT RESUME
BCX>STER: C:.ill Kiervren

,it .Around Cimpus. Inc.

l-8cV-466-2221ext.272.

www.ariHintlcampus.com

M.irketing .Agency S-ek>

C">iitgoing High Energ\

Individuals for promotions

$15/lvHir 888-477-6668

www.bausproinotions.coni

FOR SAIF

Like New. 4 LAlgc, <. roiiu

rims 18" 5 Lug nuts, 4

VentusHRlLbm-Pro
tires- Asking $1 100 Tom

413 527-2886

INSTRUCTION

UniveiMty Barteivling

Classes start soon!! 1 1.^11

for mfonn.ition l-SkX'-U

i'AN-MlX www.universi

ryKmending.com

SFRVIC FS

Philosophk.il l 'ouiiselini;.

.Amhet>t,

PlnKisophvUi-ilot-iiciKi

We do laptop anil desktop

computer rep.iir Ntcining at

$59.00. 4n-584-8857.

HODSF FOR RENT

Hadlev Newer bive

Beiinxim Home 549-4270

Pregnant 'Neevl help.'

C ,ill Birthright of .Am-

herst .irea for tree testing

,ind .issist.mce S49-1906

PREC^-NANcYTEST-

lN(.i, HIV Testing, Birth

C^introL and Emergency

( A intracept ion . A tfi irdable

,ind ci>nfidenti.il T.iix-str\

Health, 27 Pray Street,

Amherst. 548.^W2

SUMMEtl SlIBlFl

1 Ivdrixim Bniiulywine

•ipartment st.irting June

$755/montb negotiable

includes heat, water,

cixiking gas. SpiKiinis,

SI MMFR SCBIH

,|uiet with Kilconv and

p.irking 549.9489

Spring IVe.ik 2004. Travel

« ith STS, America's «1

Stikk-nt TiMir tlpcT.itiV to

l.im.iua, C".incun,

Ai.ipulco, Biihamiis and

I'loriil.i. Niiw hiring cam-

|xis reps. (. hiII for grixip

disct Hints.

Intorm.wioii/Reserv .It ions

1 -8CV-648-4849 or

wAyw.ststra\el.coin For

more inform.ition contiKt

STATr.ivelat413-256-

1261

' 887-4-C:ANC1!N IVsi

price, UMASS VENIX^R

selling spring ba-ak pK'k-

ages. l\i not get

sc.immtxl. C.«ncuii, Negril

Acapiilco, Babam.is,

Florid.1, $$$ I .impus reps

earn $$$. FlipnatuMi.com

877-4-cancun.

WANTFn

M.itli/Plnsic^ tutor .ivail-

.ibie; $ 50/liour; $20/hour

(tr,ivel);(:alil>. Kline

(413-552-3805)

I
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Three headed for NHL
Mauldin, Pock and Kuiper are bound for pros; Pock scores first goal in first game as N.Y. Ranger

. I •„! »:l I l;_,.J

By ANPRtW MeRRITT

Three members of ihe

Massachusetts huckey are offi-

ciallv NHL-bound. Seniors

Thomas Po«.k. (New York

Rangcr^l and Nick Kuiper

(Chicago Blackhawks) each

signed contracts with their

respective teams yesterda>. and

junior Greg Mauldin is expect-

ed to sign with the Columbus
Blue jackets todav

It didn't take long for Pock

to make his first mark, either.

Wearing No. 22. Pock scored

his first NHL goal at 15:23 of

the third period on a feed from

Jamie Lundmark. in a 5-2

Ranger loss to the Pittsburgh

Penguins at Madison Square

Garden. Pock v^as on the ice

for 14:25. and took three

shots, finishing the night at

plus-one

Mauldin. who was drafted

by the Blue lackets in 2002.

hits been told by the team that

he will join the club Friday

night for its game against the

Anaheim Mights Ducks at the

Nationwide Arena in

c olumbus. Ohio
"I've been anticipating this.

and Greg and I have been talk-

ing.* UMass head coach Dun
Cahoon <aid. "I told him that

this could be the case when
season's over. Columbus had

indicated to me that they'd try

to entice him to move in that

direction

Thttiius PiKk scored his first

NHL |p>al in his pro debut.

'Obviously I'm tremendously

pleased for Nick and Greg and

Tommy. This really speaks vol-

umes about Ihe development ol

the kids in this program."

Pock, a Hobey Baker Award
finalist, joins a Ranger team

that is six spots out of the last

playoff spot in the Eastern

Conference. They are 25-57-7-

(t after last night's loss to

Pittsburgh, and will not make
the playoffs this year.

While it's unusual for a col-

lege player to be signed before

the end of his senior year, it's

not unprecedented, last year's

Hobey Baker winner. Colorado

Colleges Peter Sejna. signed

with the St. Louis Blues at the

end ol the college season, and

played one game for St. Louis

before the end of 'l" NHI mj
son.

Mauldin will hjvc oic iksi

few days to prepare for his first

game as an NHL player, but

Pock was thrown into the (ire

just four days after the

Minuiemen's stunning triple-

overtime loss to Maine in the

Ho«.kv\ I .i»t title game on

Saiui J.is

"That s a tall order

Cahoon said. "But it's one »a,

of assessing his mettle, seeing

how he can adjust to that

stress, the hectic, crazy place

where you could be going from

club to club, minor to pro team

in a day. it's about making the

mental adjustment in addition

to being ph\sn.all> prepared

"I think Greg- got a more

reasonable proposition in that

he's got until Friday night to

prepare. Tommy has a. become

a professional, b traveled, and

then be in a game, all in one

day-
Mauldin is traveling to Ohio

today to finali/e the "player

iryout' contract he will sign

with the Blue lackets. He was

promised to play at least two

games for Columbus, and no

more than five.

However, the Blue lackets

have use for him beyond the

NHL team, which also won't

make the playoffs. Mauldin

expects to be sent to

Columbus's American Hotkey

League team, the Syracuse

Crunch, sometime in the ne\i

week. The Crunch is preparing

for a playoff run.

Mauldin will also rejoin

Kick Nash, the former London

Knight (Ontario Hockey

League) who he joined on a

line during Blue jackets rookie

camp after the 2002 NHI
Draft.

"I played two years with

Rick Nash." Mauldin said. 'I

know how good a player he is.

and I know how hard he

works, so I know what it lakes

to do well at that level."

Mauldin said he will finish

classes at UMass over the sum-

mer, but wanted to get started

on his dream right away. The

NHL's Collective Bargaining

Agreement with its players

association runs out in

September, and the expectation

is that a lockout will be the

likely response.

'I think the CB.A is kind of

forcing his hand," Cahoon
^aid. "because during the

process jof renegotiating the

new CBAj the NHLPA decides

to protect the established play-

er, and take trom the rookie in

terms of what the (salary | cap

is. I think that plays factor in

IMauldin's) thinking.

The junior from Holli>iun

««id that while he has some
rience playing with profes

.lis. the nerves will -till be

there when he take-

Kriday night.

"Nervous? Yeah. I guess

-omething might be wrong
vkith me if I wasn't a little nerv-

ous. Still, it's just playing hock-

ey. I've played with profession-

al players in the summer, and

I've been in Columbus's rookie

camp. I have confidence that

I'll do well."

UMass loses one of its

brightest stars in Mauldin. who
officially finishes his career at

UMass with 48 goals and 46

assists for *i4 points in 'Jh

games.
"Clearly we're losing out

best goal scorer." Cahoon said

"He might not have led this

year, but had injuries and cir

cumsiancc that were a factor

but he's a pure goal scorer

That's going to be a void next

year, one which we won't

instantly replace. It also speak-

to fact that we've taken thi-

young guy and he's turned him

-(.If into an NHL caliber play

lb d little different, given the

nature of their minor league

team and the NHL club."

Cahoon said. "I think they'd

like to have him stay put. get

involved in their rookie camps.

and then look forward in the

fall.

It's likely he would spend

some time between the

American League level, and

hopefully the National Hockey

League club
"

For Kuiper. who was court-

ed by at least two other NHL
teams, it came down to a gut

decision.

"They're changing things

around, they told me that

they're getting a lot of young

guys, character players, so I

thought I'd really fit in."

Kuiper said of his new club "1

went with my gut feeling. I just

go with what I feel is best.

That's what I did with UMass.

and that turned out pretty

well."

Kuiper was the Minutemen's

lop defensive detenseman in

his senior year with UMass.

finishing with five goals and

five assists, as well as a plus-

one rating in all 37 games this

year.

He said he vkill finish his

degree at UMass this spring,

before heading to Blackhawlu

rookie camp in luly. and possi-

bly trying out for the Hawks
NHL team in their regular

camp in September.

'It's been a dream come
true," Kuiper said. "Since I was

real young playing hockey, ihis

is what I've dreamed of doing.

I was skeptical until I realized

it was final. It's still hard to

believe. I'm .so fortunate to

have the opportunity to play

beyond UMass.
I want to point out that the

team going that far is what

gave me the opportunity to get

this far personally. I really

thank the other guys thai

pushed as hard as I did. I wa-

so proud of what UMass did.

I'm really thankful to them for

getting the opportunity."

The three players join cur-

rent Washington Capital, and

former Minuteman Brad

Norton as UMass' representa-

tives in the NHL Norton

played for UMass from l'»«»4-

l«»<*g. scoring three goals and

three assists in 51 games in the

maroon and white.

Greg Mauldin hope* to suit

up for Columbus this weekend.

Minutewomen head

to Boston University

By Bmeniian Hall

^ not expected to

Blackhawks rightjoin the

away.

'i think their stale of affair

Nick Kuipt-r in-tapidincJ the

Minutemen in 2(X>i-04.

Currently riding a two^me
win nncak. the Massachusetts

aoAhal mm (*>-l I > will head lo

BoMon this aftcfnuun in hopes of

ejomdant (hal *tntd\ agunsi ihe

Terriers of Boston UniveTsity ( 10-

I7».

The Minutewomen are return-

ing KiriK- from a aicooihil oudng

in Miaiiii. Ila . where they aip-

turvd thi- Blue and Gokl CTavsic

Champicxtship on Maah 14 in an

exciting. come-from-behind

downo^ of Florida International.

Down one run going into

tkir tmal at bat. tan SuKck

drove home iwx) tuns after a sin-

gle lo center was mishandled by

the ccnterficUcr and k.-nna Busa

retired the side k> cliiKh the 4-3

win.

Bumwm abo named Atkvitk:

10 Pilcfw ol the Week earlier

this wrck. In ihi- pa-st two weeks,

the stiphonxKv ha- goiK 4- 1 with

an amaiBlg 2.05 ERA in five

appearances on the mound,

including her lirM career rKvhitter

in a victory over \ irginia Tcxh on

Maivh 1 3. She abnoKi tallied a

perftxt game in that outing,

allowing only a walk lo the

Flokks. She has gone 6-5 in

2004. aid wiU be going for her

seventh win a^uittl several

siivr^ Terrier bttters.

For the Terriers, ail eye« will

be on jimior shortstop lamie

Haas, The tovn's only hitter bat-

ting above 300 this season

(3031. sIk ka«ds the TerritTs in

runs (171. hits t23». doubles

(three), siokn bases (live) and

on-base pen.vniaee (.376). She

also fwiks Mcond on itK squad in

walks (seven) and at bats ( 76).

The TiTm-r- will kiok to first

bvieman Liz .\lkry (27b. 13 RBI.

.534 slugging Pet), outliekler

Chiym Louie (2.50. hve HR. 20

RBI), and piichcr/outfiekkr

DeKenva Wdliaim (.221. 12

RBI)

For UMass the hitting of

fmhman Candke Molinan is just

one of the many ingredients in

the Maroon and While's success.

Presents hatting 370. the former

A 10 Rookie of the Week is the

only .Minuiewoman currently

above 300 She also k»ds the

Minutewxjmen in hits (20) and

runs (nine). Molinari has also

retained a peHcxi I 1)00 IWkling

pcrccnlage though 2004.

Before the start of the seaaoa

senk>r Aisha Franke was named a

S«e SOniMJ. on faqt
10~

Off the schnide
UMass halts losing

Streak at three games

Sacred Heart 4

By Asimtw MhRRiri

(^HxeciiAN STAPr

There's nothing like a 12-goal

game to snap out of a bsing streak.

That's exactly what the

Massachasetts men's lacrosse team

got yesterday, using three goals

from freshman Matt Tundo to beat

Sacred Heart. 12-4. at Garber

Field.

It was the Minuttnncn's first win

in four

UMass 12 games.
Their
last vic-

tory came on March 6 at Stony

Brook, and they improve to 3-4 on

the season. Sacred Heart drops to

0-6.

The win came at just the right

time for the Minutemen. who were

reeling after a trio of losses, includ-

ing a 10-5 defeat at the hands of

Brown Saturday. It wa.s also the

first time the Minutemen scored

more than 1 1 goals since their 1 3-7

win over Hartford on March 2

"It's a big win. right now any

win is big for us confidence-wise."

UMass coach Greg Cannclla said.

"We talked a lot the last few days

about playing together as a team,

doing this as a team, having the

same want and the same heart. The

guys did a good job today."

Matt Tundo's three goals led the

Minutemen. who were also helped

by four assists from junior Gene

Tundo. The Tundo brothers com-

bined for seven points on the day.

and connected for UMass' fourth

goal, with 1:39 to go in the first

quarter. Gene Tundo worked

behind the net. with Matt trying lo

get free in front. He finally did. aixl

Ctcnc fixind him lor a quick-stick

shot that beat SHU goaltcnder

rhomas Hind for the fourth of five

unanswered goals the Minutcnnen

scored to start the game,

"If we're going to be succes,sful.

our attack has to be succe^-sful."

Cannclla said "Gene and Matt

liave been playing together all their

lives, and it's great to see those guys

connect in the ganx\ Gene has

been solid for us, and Matt as a

freshman has scored a lot of goals

for us, he's been very cxwisistent."

UMass took off on a six-goal

tear to begin the contest, and didn't

allow a Pioneer goal until just past

the six-minute mark in the second

quarter Ben Giamichael's sixth

goal of the season started a 4-0 run

by the Pioneers, but it was quickly

snuffed out by the Minutemen.

Included in UMass' initial run

was the game-winner, a hard shot

from Neil Lundberg that was set up

by a strong p)ossession fa)m Gene

Tundo. w^o took the Sacred Heart

defense for a ride behind the net

before' feeding Lundberg in front.

Freshman Brett Garber scored

his second goal of the season with

just 30 seconds left to swing

momentum back toward UMass.

"I said that at halftime. that was

a big goal for us," Cannella said.

"That was huge, and (hat's some-

thing that helped us carry momen-

tum into the third quarter."

See MCN'S LAX on page 8

Baseball wins

three over

spring break
By MlKT MaRZEU-1

( 'ol Itt.lAN SrAKF

AMELIA 1- LINCOI.N/l OIlKilAN

Freshman Matt Tundo paced the Maroon and White attack with three goals, while older broth-

er Gene chipped in with four assists to help the Minutemen earn their first win in four games.

Having swept a season-opening doubk-

hcadcr from Rider in frigid lawrenceville.

N.j. on March 7 - victories No. 500 and

501 of head coach Mike Stone's carc-er -

the Ma.ssachusctts baseball team headed

-outh to Florida during the university's

spring brc'ak peritxJ last wcvk to compete in

eight non-confcrcTice games prior to its

home opener at Earl Ixirden Field on

Thursday.

Playing three games in thrc-e days in

Tampa. Fla. before heading further south

lor the remaining five contests in

BradcTiton, Ra.. the Minutemen werc' able

to post a 3-5 record on the trip against stiff

national competition, and even its overall

record at 5-5 on the young sca.son.

At IMG Baseball Academy in

Kradenton on Sunday, the University of

Miami-Ohio strung together six runs over

the final thrcx- innings to erase a 5-2 deficit

and hand UMass an 8-6 loss.

lunior first baseman Mike Ferris paivid-

ed the biggest hit of the game for the Rc\J

Hawks, blasting a three-run homerun off of

sophomore right-hander lason Hickey in

the seventh that game Miami a 6-5 lead,

one they would not relinquish.

Senior second basemen C'ullan Maumus
and first baseman Matt Reynolds, along

with sophomore ccntcrfielder Doug
Durc'po all collected a pair of hits for the

Minutemen, while sophomore' right-hander

Oevin Bamctt surrendered four runs on

nine hits while striking out five in six- 1/3

innings pitched.

The Maroon and White werc also vic-

See BASEBALL on page 8

Jazz from another universe

lands in Amherst

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 5

Minutemen to face Hartford in

home opener

SPORTS, PAGE 10
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Jack Wilson named UMass president
Board of Trustees votes 1 1 -0 in favor

By Thk) Emer^

AwociATcn Pm»

BOSTON (AP) - University of MaMachuseits

trustees appointed lack M Wilson as unhwnity presi

dent today, seven nxjnths after he look the job on an

interim basis.

The board voted 1 1-0. with three abstentioas. to

appoint Wilson to the post vacated when William

Bulger resigned amid controversy surrounding a con-

peanonal investig^tkxi into the FHIs ties to his fugitive

mobster bivther

-|t feels wonderful to have this job." Wilson said.

-This job is so important to ,Mas.sachu.setls I'm kind of

hoixned. a link bit overwhelmed, by having the oppor

tunhy to do it."

TTk appointment was not seamk-ss. Trustee Robert

Mc-Carthy. who kxlged one of the abstaining voles,

objected strongly to the board not being alkjwed to

interview Wilson and the other finalist, Newton busi-

nessman Alan [") Sokimont lusi beforc the board met.

search committee forwarded boih names to the

trustees for conskkration

McCarthy asked, shortly before the final vote on

Wilson, lo be able to interview both men. That moikxi

was Injected 8-5. and the board went on to approve

Wilson Another trusiee. lames Mahoney. saki he

woukl have liked the search process to be extended a

year, but the board dkl not vote on that prcposal.

McCarthy saki he was "astounded" thai he was not

alkjwed to talk to the two men before tfie vote.

"I'm very disappointed in the process. I was assured

that (interviews) wouU be part of the process." he saki.

Board Chairwoman Grace K. Fey. who praised

Wilson in the earlkr search committee meeting and

during the trusteis' meeting, saki the search lolkjwed

standard procedures, and that trustees who wanted

informalkxi about the caivlkiates coukl easily have got-

ten it.

-|f they wanted to know additk)nal informatkxi

toward the end about these candklates. it was avail-

able." she saki

UMass dkl not rek»se Wilson's salary. Spokesman

kihn Hoey that it woukl be negotiated at a later date

Since succeeding Bulger as head of the five-campus

UMass system. Wilson has been wkJely praised as an

academk: with a krvk-k for politicking

"lack Wilson has shcnvn he is a terrific pieskJent."

saki committee member k's> Kane "Every nwnih

S«e WIISON on page 3

SGA applauds President Wilson;

leadership expresses excitement
By Meussa Blanksteen

CxHUt.lAN SlAft

The Student Government leadership exalted the

University ol Massachusetts Board of Trustee's naming

of Interim Prcstdeni lack Wilson as the new prc-sideni

of the UMa-vs system at last night s Senate mevting.

"I'm pretty happy with lack Wilson." SGA
Preskient Dave Carr saki. 'ffc's more down lo earth

than Billy Bulger was I'm hicky he dkl not stk;k

Whitev on nw
'

Buiger. the fonner preskient of LMass. was forced

lo resign in the fall due to political pressure concern-

ing his brother. Whilcy. v^tw is a suspected mob c-rim-

irul.

larod Nokes. speaker of the Senate, explained that

Wilson was also applying for a similar pi>sition at

Wonxster Polytechnic Institute. The trustees wanicxl

to offer WUvjo the job before WPI dkl He saki he

thinks the Senate vknil endorse the new prc-skient

"I like him a k»t. he was extremely intelligent, and

his resiume is outstanding. There's no questkm that the

past seven months have been a series of successes

straight out of the prc-skient s office."

Nokes mned that Commonwealth Coikrge has a

Senator Brian Roberts was one of the writers of the

OAA charter proposed at last night's SCJA meeting.

bigger budget, as well as the University as a whole.

"He came out to Boston only lo come to our SGA
meeting, and before the meeting he sat down with

Preskleni Cair. (Associate Speaker | Chris Eckel, and

mvself for fony-live minutes just to talk. Then he came

here* and gave us an hour"

Studi*nt Trustee Hannah Fatemi is alM> excited

about Wilson. She came into the Senate nK-eting

straight from Boston at ^:'50 p.m. lo ^rc- ihe news

with the Senate.

'You c-oukl feel the excitement in the room." she

saki of the trustee's meeting "They are excited because

Preskient Wilson brings a kA to the tabk: All of his

experiences, all of his conneciwns. he's built a great

rapport with the Govenx)r and with the suic and we

need that."

"We have high exptxtatwas and he's been succ-ess

ful in the past." Fatemi saki "Now that he's oflkially

in this position, we think he s jusi going to soar"

The first half of last night'- senate meeting was very

light, Nokes explained thai ihi- was due lo everyone's

commitment lo the eleclkms.

"We have a bt of tired individuals who are running

campaigns We have a kji of pet^k who are extreme-

ly tircxl." Nokes saki.

In fact. Nokes had to quiet the room with his gavel

over 1 7 times during the first two hours of the mect-

As the ekvtkjns continue, there was some discus-

skjn of the ludkiarv branch's actkms before- spring

break. Nokes wvukj comment no morc- than to say

that "then I'm prc-skient." if the ekvtions prove to be

invalid.

Two weeks ago. the |udiciar\ ollcicJ and thai

retracted an injunction against the use of Instant Run-

off voting (IR\ >. They will be holding a hearing to

detemiine of the use of IRV is constitutional on March

M).

Attorney General Mark Morrison discussed the

current SGA elections, as well. He fik-d an objecibn to

the clcxiKjns and is debating whether or not to with

draw it.

"L>et's weigh the scales. A person who was ekcted

or (Nokesl." Morrison said gesturing to show that stu-

dent voice may be morc- important. "Rules arc- only

rules sometimes, and running elections is one of the

liaixiest things SGA docs."

Ek-ctions for student body prc-sident and student

irustc-e continue today. The voting stations are open

from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and again from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

See SGA on page 3

Jack Wilson. nrwK naimJ r'^ 'J''"' »• '>»»" L'nivcr*il\ .•» *^l

truilces (>ianc Moe». left, and Ned Duhdo in Rtwion. vc»tcrJav.

UMass

Amherst elections open town

representative seats to students
By CjABHKI Du

t 4H.ltl.IAN ( UllllWStPI>NI*MT

UMass orgaizations prepare

for reproductive rights march

The town of Amherst's repiescntative town

mc-eting has 22 seats available to students living in

the Southwest rc-sidential area of the University ol

Massachusetts, which comprises it< own t^>wn

precinct

Any registercxl voter in Amherst is eligible to lun

for a pcisition in one of his respective prc-v.inct s 24

seals in the 240-seat legislative body Fkxtions lor

membership, which ranges from one lo three years

in the Towti Meeting will lake place on Tuesday.

March K).

While the majority of the seals are currently full.

Prcxinct 10. or Southwest, has 22 vacant seats:

eight thrc-e-year term seats, eighi iwo-year term

seals and four one-year term seats. The term length

does not affect the status or the duties of the mem
her occupying the seal The positions are uncoiti

pensated.

Anna Nacias/ek. Amherst town clerk, admits

thai holding such a position for students "is a very

large commitment." She said that if students can

commit she encourages them to do so.

The town meeting will meet 10 to 15 times over

the course of the spring, beginning April 28. The

meeting rcxesses for the summer, and then recon

venes in the fall for another five to eight meetings.

The meetings, held Mondays. Wednesdays and

Thursdays, start at 7: 50 p ni. and typically last three

hours, possibly running later if business mailers

have not been settled.

During mandatoi-> meetings, members of the

Representative Town Meeting vote on the tov^n s

legislative issues, including town by-laws, funding

of the Pioneer V'allex Transit Authority, police regu-

lations, town conservation, civil rights, public safe-

ty and budget issues. Candidates must be w illing to

research and remain up-to-date on the town's

administrative issues in order to properly vote.

Once elected, candidates have two chances to

petition for either laws or changes in laws. Members

may also propose amendiiK-nis u iiiions

All aspects of the petitions will be Ji -_ ..; by both

ihe ekxted iiK-mbers of the mcx-ting as well as by the

public, as the mtxlings arc- open lo the community.

However, only members may vote.

If a member of the Town Meeting leaves

Amherst, his seal will K' revoked If a member

moves from the precinct, he mav rc'tain his posiikm

until the next annual election

There is still time for students interested in run-

ning for a seat IV' o date for nomination

papers, which plat.*. uiie s name on the bal-

lot, has elapsed. Therelore. those planning to run

must do so as write-in candidates So far. the ballot

for Prcxinct 10 does n«.»i contain a singk candkiate

for the town mcx-ting. which means that anvtmc who
chi.x)ses to run wiil be virtually unopp».iscd In fact.

It is possible lo secure a coveted seal with as little as

a single write-in vole.

Wiih only live days kft before election day.

speedv campaigning is recommended. While it may

lake place anywhere, it is advised ihat campaigning

K- limited to the Southwest area, as the write ins of

Amherst residents living outside of Precinct fO will

not count towards Prcxinct 10 voles.

On Flection Day it is prohibited by

Massachusetts' slate law to display political para-

phernalia within 150 fcx-t of a polling kxation

entrance This includes lapel buttons, stickers and

signs. Political solicitation is iiKo forbidden.

Voting for residents of the St>uthwesi area will

take place in the Hampden Convenience Store lobby

on Tuesday. March 50. bc-tween nix)n and 8 p.m.

Sludcnis living in one of the other four sections of

LMass may also campaign as write-in candidates in

their respective precincts. Precinct thrcx- has one

vacant seat: precinct nine has two seats; prcxinct

two has two seats: precinct four has one seat.

Suidcnis concerned or curious about the condi-

tion ;ind future of .Amherst are encouraged to run

for the Representative Town Meeting ol Amherst.

For further information, visit http://www.lown.

amherst.ma.us/

By Casey Novak
(x)LI.E(ilAN StaFI-

"Women's rights are human rights." comedian

and actress laneane Garofalo said last Tuesday, dur-

ing a conference briefing on the March for Women's

Lives, taking place on April 25 in Washington DC,
More than 1 .000 organizations including some of

the most influential civil rights and women's rights

groups will participate in the March for Women's

Lives to protest what they believe is the government's

intrusion on women's reproductive health and rights.

College and university students across the country

as well as students from the University of

Massachu.setts will attend the march and speak out

on current issues effecting women around the world.

"A key part of the march will be college participa-

tion," said lleanor Smeal. president of the Feminist

Majority Foundation, at the briefing. "We want to

make this a historic march that makes it very clear

that the overwhelming majority of this country sup-

ports women's health and reproductive rights."

The Everywoman's Center has been colkxting

information about the march and making that infor-

mation available to the public, said Carol Wallace,

director of the Everywoman's Center

"We have been encouraging as many students and

community people as possible to get involved."

Wallace said. "It is an opportunity of a lifetime to be

part of this rc-ally important and significant event."

lulia Segal, a senior at UMass. said she would be

attending the march as a member of Civil Liberties

and Public Policy program ai Hampshirc- College.

Segal is also involved with VOX: Students for

Choice.

"I think it's very important to show that young

people do care about women's issues," Segal said.

"We can't just let women's lives be violated by taking

away their lepaKluctive rights."

Participants will march to ensure that women

worldwide of all incomes, races and ethnicities can

exercise their reproductive rights through access to

.safe abortions, birth control (including emergency

contraception), reprtxluctive and pre-natal health

care, safe delivery and accurate sex education.

"This is about enlightened, progressive, intelligent

forward motion as a people as a twenty-first century

See MARCH on page 2
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Every vote counts

Students line up to cast their ballots tor the S(.A pnsideiil, Iri.sUe. ,uh1 .ire., government elec-

tions yesterday aftermnm in the Campus Center.
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William Ryerson, president

of Population Media Center,

will present the lecture

'Kinpowerincnt of Women
Through Soap Operas" tonight

at 8 p.m. at Smith College.

The lecture will take place in

the Browsing Room in Nielson

I ibrary and is Iree and open to

ihe public.

Ryerson has been producing

soap operas to promote family

planning and prevention of HIV

in developing nations, with the

soap operas used as a way to

educate people on the positive

ctlccis of family planning in a

non confrontational way.

"The method of encouraging

people on the use of family

planning and HIV prevention

has proven to be enormously

successful and has helped to

promote equal status for

women." said Anita King, the

population chair for the Sierra

C lub. an environmental organi-

/ijtion with 750.000 members

connected with the Smith

College project Women and

Social Change.

Kini; said the population of

the world is growing at a rate of

15 million people per week and

80 million per year, with a

world population today of 6.2

billion.

Population growth and con-

sunipiKin are directly correlat-

ed, meaning that more people

equals more cars and more pol-

lution, which is detrimental to

our health even more so to our

future children's health." she

!

— Rachel Gordon

ByHore Yen

AssuciATep Press

WASHINGTON (AP) — The

Bush White House scaled back the

struggle against al-Qaida after tak-

ing oflke in 200 1 and spumed sug-

gestions that it retaliate for the

bombing of a U.S. warship because

"it happened on the Clinton admin-

istration's watch." a former top ter-

rorism adviser testified yesterday

The Clinton administration had

"no higher priority" than combat-

ting terrorists while the Bush

administration made it "an impor-

tant issue but not an urgent issue"

in the months before Sept 11,

2001. said Richard Clarke, who

advised both presidents. He testi-

fied before the commission investi-

gating the worst terrorist attacks in

U.S. history

Clarke's turn in the witness

chair transfonned what has been a

painsuking. bipartisan probe of

pre-Sept. 1 1 inteihgence failures

and buieaucratk; missteps into a

nationally televised criticism of

President Bush on the terrorism

Lssue at the core of hi» campaign

for re-election.

The White House redoubled

efforts to undermine Clarke, the

author of a recent book critical ol

the president.

Officials also took the unusual

step of identifying him as the sen-

ior official who had praised the

president's anti-terrorism efforts in

an anonymous briefing tor

reporters the year folbwing the

attacks.

"He needs to get his story

straight." said Condoleezza Rkre.

Bush's national security adviser

and Clarke's boss while he served

in the administration.

Former Illinois Gov. |im

Thompson, a Republkan. took up

the president's cause inside the

commission hearing. "We have

your book and we have your press

briefing of August 2002. Which is

true.'" he challenged the witness.

Despite the llare-up. commis-

sion iTKmber^ worked later to dis-

tance themselves from ihe sort ol

partisanship that could undennine

the credibility of the tinal report

they are expected to release this

summer.

Richard Clarke, shaking hand, with a Sept. 1 1
victuns wife, cojwlud-

ed testifving to the federal panel reviev^ing the attack., yesterday, m

W'a.shington.

"Nobody has cWan hands in

this one." said former New lersey

Gov. Thomas Kean. a Republkan

and the commission chaimian.

referring to the Bush and Clinton

administrations. "It was a failure

of individuals. The question now is

whether or not we learned fr«m

our mistakes."

Clarke began his appearance

with an apology to "the loved ones

of the victims of *»- 1 1 • Your gov-

ernment failed you. Those entrust-

ed with prvtecting you failed you

and I failed you." he added, as

some relatives of those kilkxl in the

attacks dabbed at their eyes with

handkerehieves.

Amherst College students visit

Mexico city plagued by murder

March set for

next month

By iKAIKA C. ARNAIX)

CulUl>IAN StAFf

Launch Your Career

Apply now for a

Legal Assistant Internships

at the Student Legal Services Oflfice

•Srrve the campus community while enhancing your r«ume

•Earn up to 15 credits working 36 hours a w«rk

or 6 to 9 credits working 26 hours a week

Studrnt Lejsal SeiATces Office

922 Campus Center

(413) S4S 1995

Earlier this month. Mrez
Activism, an Amherst College

student group, went on a fact-

finding delegation to Ciudad

luarei. Mexico, a city where over

580 women have been murdered

in tfie past 10 years

The delegatkm focused on the

Mexican authorities' neglect of

the murders of the 5»0 young

women, and the way globaliza-

tion has an impact on these mur

deis.

"There ... luw been no oik

convicted |of the murders).

"

F.mily Silverstein. co-chair of

Juarez Activism, said. "There has

been over 370 murders and over

400 more women have gone

missing
"

The Activism group, while on

the trip, spoke with victims'

mothers, visited sites where the

Women's bodies were dumped,

and attended a tribunal that

The Guthrie Theater

mcluded testimonies on the mur

dered and missing women.

Juarez Activism is working

with Amnesty International and

is planning on informing colleges

around AnKrica about the "femi-

cides" going on in Ciudad luarez.

"What we're trying to do is

set out on a national campaign

so that nwrc people will be able

to ask questions of other colleges

and see how other colleges have

been organizing were also hop-

ing to put together kits with dif-

ferent materials as to how to

organize," Kpiphany Marquez.

co-chair of luarez Activism, said.

"We're also working with

amnesty on a conference t'hat

they're holding for the Western

Massachusetts chapters, and

were hoping to get more stu-

dents involved in this issue.

Where also going to present, at

the Five College Women's

Center, what we did on the dele-

Kne murdersjifi Ciudad luarez

have gone unsolved, but lher«f

are theories that drug cartels.

m -^

^April2&3
America's flagship regional

theater illuminates the dynam-

ic, sensual text and themes of

Shakespeare's masterpiece

Othello. Join Minnesota's

Guthrie Theater for this revet-

ing story of passion, manipu-

lation and betrayal and the

company's first national tour in

20 years.

Wednesday, April 7

Rockapella
Tuesday, April 20

Miami City Ballet

Balanchine
Centennial

Concert

Hall at

8p.m.

iTIII'FIN1'AHTS(™R

II Wlllll' I

For tickets: 545-251 1 or

1-800-999-UMAS

www.fineartscenter.com

>e\ slavery, young rich men seek

ing adventure, and/or corrupt

police may be involved.

According to Juarez Activism the

Mexican police did not do an

adequate job in preventing arul

solving these murders

"The real big problem is the

corruption and apathy of the

I
Mexican I

police right now."

Silberstein said "The general

prosecutor, kind of like the state

general attorney, resigned while

we where down there and he was

the one that was considered to

be the most corrupt, they found

out he was involved with one of

the drug cartels."

According to the group, mur

ders arc expanding to other parts

of Mexico.

"Tlic problem has actually

spread." Marques said, "luarez is

the boarder town to El Paso, a

city of Texas, now the murders

have spread to Chihuahua City.

the capital of the state

I
Chihuahua!"

See CniDAO JUAREZ on |M9t 3
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culture, as opposed to the great

leap backwards which brings with

it lU.S. ,^tlome^ CKrnerall lohn

Ashcrolts subp«.ienaing of med-

ical records, and gag rules, and

antiquated, illegal back alley

abortion that disproportionately

poor women and women of cokjr

arc forved to seek out because

they don't have the choice and

privac-y to makc decisions about

their own bodies." Garofalo said,

lohn Ashcroft has recently

been demanding confidential

medical recvrds of hundreds of

women from major cities around

the country after lawsuits chal-

lenged the "f»Brtial Birth Abortion

Act" that President George W
Bush sigiK"d in 200^

"It is betwc-en a woman and a

doctor to decide wtwt goea on

with her body." Garofak) said.

"And for lohn Ashcroft to start

subpoetuiing private medical

records to further criminalize

abortion is really something for all

of us - men arxl women fixjm all

walks of life to be very concerned

about."

The government is abo cur-

rently reviewing a proposal that

would alk.»w emergerKV contra-

ceptives to be soU without a doc-

tor's opinion.

"If lemergeiKy contraception)

was availabk over \\vi counter. I

think over half the abortions in

this country wouWn't be ntxes-

sary." Smeal said "'^oung peopk

shouk) be demanding that it be

available."

Voting will also be stressed at

the march. Smeal said, in order to

get more young people registered

to vote so their opinions can be

heard.

"The fight is constant, it doea-

n't end with a million-man

march." Garofak) said. "It's every-

day and in every way that you arc

fighting the political machine and

the white male patriarchy."

There has not been a march of

this kind since W42. when over

750.000 pro-choice activists

assembled to protect abortion

rights at what was the largest

march and rally ever held in the

nation s capital.

For more information about

the march and to learn how to get

involved, go to www.marchfor-

choice.org. Bus tickets to

Washington D.C. for the march

can be bought for $75 at

www.ChoiceUSA.org/tix.
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Wilson elected to QAA
permanent position

VMJON from |»oa 1

that goes by, his stature increases

because he continues to do such a

good job. He has what it takes to

interact with politicians, academics

anddoiK>rs.*

Wilson was also named as one

of three finalists for the presidency

of Worcester Polytethnk Institute.

Wilson refused to discuss wtiethcr

he was a candidate for that posi-

tion. But he saki he had indkated to

the trustees, without asking them

to speed up tfie process, that he was

"kDoking at some other opportuni-

ties, atxi it was very important to

me so I couU get on my life."

At the university's flagship cam-

pus in Amherst, students and fac-

ulty members were excited, but not

surprised, that Wilson was pkked.

"lust about everyone feels very

positive about lack Wilson." said

Ernest May. secretary of the

Faculty Senate He has kjamed to

walk the hallways of the

Statehouse. but he akw leenu Uke

one of us FIc's very collegial with

the faculty, and that is a vet> wel-

conw trait."

Wilson has a doctorate in

pl^riis and a backgrcxmd as an

ediK-ator. administrator and former

president of a corporate training

software company.

He was hired by Bulger in 2001

to create UMassOnline. wtuch has

reaped the university more than

$21 million by alkiwing students

about 11.000 studenu to uke

courses on the Internet.

Bulger resigned after months of

criticism and a continuing congres-

sional investigation into the FBI's

ties to his brother.

Gov. Mitt Romney and

Attorney General Tom Reilly were

among his harshest critics. They

said he dkln't cooperate enough

with the investigation ui his broth-

er and called him unfit to lead

UMass.
-Whitey" Bulger v«k a prized

informant for the FBI. He's been

on the run since 1995 and current-

ly is on the FBI's Ten Most Wanted

List for his alleged n>le in racket-

eering, extortion, drug traflicking

aixl 2 1 murders.

Sokjmont rekjased a statement

after the vote, congratulating

Wilson.

"I vrtsh President lack WUson

success and I will continue to sup-

port UMass in every way 1 can," he

said.

Three members of the 22-mem-

bcr board were nonvoting, and five

were not present.

Gov. Mitt Romney praised the

trustee's deciskxi. saying that he

has great respect for "the quality of

his character, his intellectual capac-

ity and his dedication to xhe

University."

"I k)ok forward to working

ckjsely with lack and with the

chancelkxs of the five campuse> to

take the University of

Ma-ssachusetts to the next level."

Romney said.

Amherst students

investigate Ciudad

Juarez murders

S8A from page 1

Students may vote at the dining

commons and the Campus Center

for the six presidential candidates

and the three trustee candidates

along v/ith area government. The

new term for the president and

trustee starts April I

The Senate passed two motions

that were variation of motions that

Carr vetoed. The Senate dki not

pass any other motions.

The mood changed dramatk:al-

ly at the surt of the debate on the

new charter of the Office of

AL.ANA Affairs (OAA).

Two amendments to the char-

ter were brought up in the meet-

ing. The first was to ask for the

ALANA Caucus to appoint the

faculty advisors to the advisory

board instead of the vice chancel-

lor of student affairs.

"The caucus has to recom-

mend people." Senator Brian

Roberts said against the amend-

ment. He was one of the authors

of the charter.

"What I foresee, what will

happen is that if there are three

spots on the board, they'll recom

mend five people to the vice

chancellor. Do you think that the

vice chancelkir would say he did-

n't like those people and appoint

his own? The Senate would be

outraged... I sec no downskie at

all."

"Every student I've talked to is

uncomfortable having the vice

ch«ncelk>r appoint members to

this board." said Senator

Eduardo Bustamante as he

argued for the amendinent.

Dircxior Nelson Acocu was at

the meeting He also spoke for

the amerulment.

"I've been at UMass for too

long, for 25 years. 1 would like to

tell you that in the history of the

OAA there hasn't been any seri-

ous funding by the administra-

tion," he said.

He advocated that students

did have a right to appoint facul-

ty, unlike what some senators and

Cart was saying.

This amendment passed.

However, the debate over the sec

ond amendment quieted the

Senators in disbelief and then

-nger

It changed the charter to keep

the student body president from

appointing a student representa-

tive to the board from SGA.

During Senator Ayotunde

Onikoro's debate, he discrc'dited

the Administrative Affairs

Committee, the sponsor of the

charter

"I think the AA committee is

pretty inefficient as it stands," he

said. He cited that there are only

live students on the committee —
none o( which are in ALANA —
who rushed through the motion

before all the members n.>uld be

there.

Senator David Bettencourt

shouted at Onikoro and his accu-

sations that Administrative

Affairs does not work hard.

"That's ridiculous, absolutely

ridicukxis I have never allowed

anything on my committee to be

rushed. Absolutely not. I take

that as a personal insult. Ever>

isstie. ever> bill that comes before

my committee gets a lair shake."

he said.

Nokes calkxi for recess to cool

down the room
"If we don't consider it this

week, we 11 consider it next it. It

may be good to take a week off

coTOiidenng the nec-dless aoctna-

SGA Pre>kknt l>avid Carr Mx-akx aKnjt Proidml W ilv.ii , aj>fx>mt

ment at U»t nit;ht'!> ntei-ting.

Noke> >aid during thetions.

recess.

l\ve Senate lost quorum ji

10:51 p.m. when the session

resumed.

The Ways and Means

Committee will begin creating the

budget for next year on Friday.

On Monday, the SGA will

hulJ the next Diversity

Kwuiidtable at I p.m. in room

Ibi o! the Campus Center.

Pubs in London. Clubs in Spain.

Sleep ic oPP on dhe drain.

This ain'c your porencs crovel agency

www.unlygrsitybartendlng.com
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According to the Activism

group. American businesses are

in part responsible for the mur-

ders The group feels that the

"maquiladoras." corporations

foragn to Mexico, force rural

inhabitants to move into urban

neighborhoods where the

"maquiladora" workers live.

According to Cristina Morales.

Ciudad Mirez has seen a high

population increase due to free

trade.

"One of the speakers that we

heard from was talking about

how free trade has had an

impact." Morales said "So many

of the people who used to live in

the country are moving into the

city, and that's part of the reason

that Ciudad luarez has gotten so

overpopulated. and overpopula-

tion is one of their big prob-

lems."

According to Silberstein

there was a connection between

the murders and the

'maquiladora' workers.

"A lot of the women did work

in the maquilas but iK)t all of

them." Silberstein said.

According to Silberstein.

American businesses in Ciudad

luarez avoided the city's request

to provide security to their work-

ers.

"They recently sued the city

government under NAFTA
(North American Free Trade

Agreement) provision II. which

states that the city can't do any-

thing that would harm their

trade, because the city asked

them to put up street lights,"

Silberstein said. "The maquila

owners sued the city because

they didn't want to have to pay

for street lights. So it's a really

touchy area, but they are not at

all invested into the city or into

the lives of the workers."

American citizens familiar

with the murders are trying to

pressure congress to enact a bill

to aid in cross boarder commu-

nication between Mexican and

American authorities.

"The biggest thing that peo-

ple in America are trying to push

through is house resolution

466." Silberstein said. "|lt aids

in I
getting communication

across the border about missing

persons and things like that. It's

a very simple resolution, but

purpose of it is to pressure the

Mexican authorities and put

some international heat on to the

Mexican government."

The residents of El Paso are

concerned about the murders.

Marquez, a native of El Paso,

says that there is a lot of anx-

jousness in the border city.

"A lot of people in El Paso

actually have family in Mexico

and mostly in luarez." Marquez

said. "Basically El Paso and

luarez are really dependent on

each other socio-economically

and so it does have an affect on

El Paso. ... Family members over

there and they worry about

them."

The trip was an eye-opening

experience that gave the group

insight into the conditions of

"maquiladora" workers. For

Morales, the trip was much more

than a fact finding delegation, it

was about mourning for a family

ripped apart

"To me that was the most

moving part of the trip, because

again it was just one family, one

daughter." Morales said "It was

not about the statistics, its not

about anything like that, it was

about the about the one family,

the one mother, really, that lost

her daughter that was 20 yea i-

okl at the time."
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Criticisms exemplify

our most sacred right
...- . . „ . . . . • : t... ; .-™ ki.

Some pre and post-election advice
*

. .. ^ ri^oA^ arul encuuraiK them
As the election fur a new

Student Government Assoc-iation

President enters its final stage, I

feel compelled to offer

some advice and criticism
Jgfgjj |g|(gj

based on my experiences __._^_
outside of my position.

Ow of the primai> freedoms Americans enjoy

b the freedom of speech. U is a freedom that is

intrinsic to the Aitierican culture, and oiic of the

most important aspects that sets America apart aa

a unique democTatic republic. Free speech is one of

the f^HiivJinu tenets of America, and its roots in

American history run as deep as any other current

institution

The iiimy ol free speech in America is that,

white it is arguably the most important law of the

land, it is also the most heavily debated. Free

speech opens up avenues for news media, artists,

and citizens all over the country to e.x.press their

opa^ons. report facu. and add to our culture

tiwxxjgh that expression. At times, however, free

speech also allows for extremist views to enter the

iMMWrawn. to dimipi our daily lives, and to spark

lonwlinMS iMumtmuty defeale. It is when the lat

ler occur? that free speech no longer becomes an

American right worthy of general pride, but

bwicad a battle line to be fou^t over in a never-

endii« debate of just how "free" speech should be

TSeie is dso an intermediate example of the

wonders of free speixh. one that ukes the benefits

of news leportit^. and the controversy of individ

uals who go against the grain, and combines them

into the revealing look at what Americans often

dunl see — the inner woiUnfs of the U.S. govern-

ment.

That » the case v^th former Bush counter ter

nxtem chH.4 Rwhanl Clarke, the latest in a series of

fanner Bush Administration oflicials who have

come forward and testified about the goings on

behind ckjscd doors at the White House CTariies

new hook. 'Against All Enemies; Inside AmeiKa s

Vkar on Tem»r.' outlines the maneuvering done by

the adininiM ration in the pre- and post •'i/ 1 1
world

of lerioriwn. The books claims were exiKerhated

by Clarke's apfxarance on bU Minutes, in which he

vilified the Bush Administration for ignonng his

warnings, and specifically President Bush's intense

focus on angling the Wame on former Iraqi presi-

dent Saddam Hussein.

Clarke testified before the National

Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the

United States yeterday, not only continued to out-

line the deficiencies Clarke saw in the administra-

tion's handling of terrorist threats, but also

biuught the ire of the administration, which has

attacked Clarke for using his position and his

knowledge of the situation simply to promote his

book.

The attacks fmm the White House aside.

Clarke's testimony, interview, and book are a rep-

resentation of all that is good and vital about the

First Amendment The book cspecialK highlights

the health of free speech in America, and it serves

as a boW reminder of just what free speech is. The

First Amendment isn't simply a tool for large news,

media ocpnixations to wave as a banner of safety.

It Isnl soJdy for contiwersial artists to wrap

themselves in as a security blanket from the moral

judgment of others.

Finally, it isn't temporary, it isnl selective, and

it isn't prejudiced The First Amendment stretches

to cover everyoiH:. including those who dare to

dissent from the wool-pulling pulitii^^s of the cur-

rent inhabiUWS of IbOO Pt-nns)lvania Ave.

Richard Clarke's book, and his willingness to

speak out against the administration in the wake

of the worst tragedy to strike America in over a

half-century, is worthy of applause and support,

and is also definitive proof that the First

Amendment still hoWs signilicani vahie in the

country that founded itsdf upon it

Unsipted ediionab represent the nui/oriiy

iipmion of the MasMi-husetts [iaily Cotleptin

tdnonal Buani

Since 1 became the Speaker of the

Senate last May. I have more clear-

ly uixlerstood the role of the SCA
in the University and the impor-

tance of having strung students in

its leadership.

In an effort to infomi the stu-

dent body. if»e various media out-

lets on campus have primarily con-

centrated on two issues. These

have been the akohol task force

recommendations aiui all things

related to the ALANA contmver-

sies over the past year. Many of you

may have noticed the similar

responses by the candidates, which

pruvide most voters without any

knowledge of their differences.

More importantly, they are not the

primary focus of the job they are all

competing for

The SGA is responsibk? for

annually distributing $17 million

and overseeing the use of the

money In its ten agencies and regis-

tered student organizations. "This

includes the office of ALANA
affairs, student krgal servk:e$. and

commuter services whk;h. among

others, all employ professional

staff. The President needs to be

involved in these agen-

cies. The President also

needs to be the chief

advocate of the entire

body to all levels of thestudent

administration including housing,

parking, and academics. What is

most important is that the

President is available, effective,

experienced, and proven to handle

acting as the CEO of the student

body.

I know Senator Bustamante.

Chair Higgins, Secretary lx)ng. and

AttunHfy General Morrison all per-

sonally and professionally. With my

knowledge of the individuals that

are rxmning, I have refused to sup-

port any candklate. From the inex-

perietKed to the unorganized, from

the arrogant to tfK anal-retentive. 1

am not convinced any oLthese can-

didates will be availabkr to its staff

aiKl campus administration as well

as be effective in its advocacy.

I suggest to the student body,

that upon hearing the news of your

new President, vou write him with

your concerns and complaints

Inform him of why you couW pos

siWy feel any hesitation in declaring

our University the best choice you

ever made, and encourage them on

a path to make change.

Currently, all four of our advo-

cacy agencies are missing profes-

sional staff, prices for housing and

dining are increasing, programs are

being considered and will likely be

implemented against the wishes of

students and the SGA is not keep-

ing up. We need a quality President

to turn this around right now, but 1

do not see any of them on the bal-

k)t. Fur all of you who think you

can do the job. 1 encourage you to

mn for a Senate seat next year and

help increase the authority irf the

SGA as a group whose approval

shall be requited for all fee increas-

es, program changes, and major

initiatives that affect undergradu-

ate students.

Wtien you do vote. shouW you

decide to, I encourage you to look

for a candidate with broad knowl-

edge of the University, an extreme

and alnxjst sick allegiance to the

SGA. a history of being effective,

and a person who ^i\\ stand by

iheir beliefs Barring anyone nnsn-

ing that description ... I guess you

shouW probably vote for whoever

IS the closest 1 wish you all the best

of luck for this year and the next.

land \oket is a VMaa stu-

dent

When idolatry goes too far
„ . vi_.. » tit nnt\ :. . i<^ .J nwwv iiMi fur some ohasi
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Embracing a love of Israel

Gjlad

Skolnick

"The United

Slates of Am-
erica is a racist,

cruel, evil dicta-

torship, which

is oppressive

and illeigal and

has murdered

millions."

1 don't really

believe this, aixl

if someone ever

this country. I'd

If I wa.s in

said that about

have to sund up for it

Europe or Canada and there were

people calling the U.S. a cruel evil

dictatorship, I'd have no choice but

to correct them. Now I don't

believe the U.S. is perfect: the

country has a long way to go to be

perfect. In fact. I have many prob-

lems v^^th domestic and interna-

tional aspects of U.S. policy, but

that does not make the natk>n an

evil, oppressive, illegal nation.

Thus. 1 have such a big probleni

when someone dcxides to start call-

ing Israel a cruel, racist, evil dicta-

torship. Israel is far from perfect

and there are many issues that I

disagree with. But last time 1

checked, we have yet to have a

country on this planet that has

leached perfection — not even

Liechtenstein or Luxemburg can

claim this. When Israel is critk:ized

more harshly than any other coun-

try due to hatred rather than logic,

something has gone amiss. When

people who have never even set

foot in Israel claim that it's an

awful country and expect it to be a

Utopia, then something has gone

wrong.

Ishmael Kalidi. who can be con-

tacted through ishmaelkhaldi.com,

is a Muslim and an Arab: his home

is in Israel and he loves it. He bves

it to such an extent that he joined

the Israeli army so he could defend

his country. He's definitely not

alone. Tens of thousands of

Bedouin — once nomadic Arabs

but now living in permanent

homes — k)ve Israel and volunteer

to join its army. They're not alone.

The Pruze. another Arab

minority in Israel numbering at

over 70,000, love Israel too. They

actively work in Israeli companies.

universities, and about "X) percent

of eligible Druze volunteer for the

Israeli army according to

www.idf.il. to defend the country

that they k>ve. risking their lives for

it.

In fact, guy R^estinians \ove

Israel, secretly escaping the

Palestinian territories to Israel,

where they are frte to be them-

selves without fear of death. The

New Republic, in its August 19,

2002 issue, exposed hideous

human rights violations by the

Palestinian Authority, which hires

police squads to capture men who

have sex with each other and exe-

cute them. The lucky ones have to

Israel is far from

perfect and I have

many issues that I

disagree with, but

last time I checked

we have yet to have

a country on this

planet that has

reached perfection.

stand in sewage water up to their

necks or lie in dark cells infested

with insects; many others are

starved to death. On the other

hand, in Israel there are members

of parliament who are openly gay,

and huge gay pride parades take

place in the nation's capital of

Jerusalem and neighboring Tel

Aviv annually.

Thousands of Lebanese

Christian Arabs who were granted

asylum in Israel after fear from the

U.S.-designated terrorist organiza-

tion Hezbolla. love Israel as well.

Israel has given them homes and is

now in the process of making them

citizens as shown in www.haaretz-

daily.com.

Over 30.000 Ethiopians, who

were rescued by Israel from a dev-

astating drought, love Israel, and

nearly eight hundred thousand

lewish Arabs who found refuge in

Israel after being expelled from

their native countries k)ve Israel as

vwll.

Organizations headed by the

International Christian Fjnbassy in

lerusalem. i.vsued a statement say-

ing in part, "We cannot ignore the

terrible atrocities committed by the

PLO against the Lebanese

Christians during their reign of ter-

ror in Lebanon, as well as general

Moslem oppression of Christian

minorities in the Middle East."

The statement called on

Christians to visit lewish villages

near Bethlehem, such as Efrat.

Other groups that signed the state-

ment include Bridges of Peace, the

WorW Ubancse Organization, the

American Coptic Association, and

many other groups as well.

Unfortunately, there is job dis-

crimination for Arabs in Israel.

This is a problem that Israel has to

work on. but at the same lime, this

isn't the only country where dis-

crimination is occurring. In just

about every country with a minori-

ty population, there is discrimina-

tion — even in this very country —
and it's a challenge that each nation

has to cope with.

On the other hand, many televi-

sion shows in Israel have Arabic

subtitles: each and every road and

city sign has the name also written

in Arabic, in addition to Hebrew.

In no country are Arabs better

democratically represented in the

Middle F^st than in Israel. In fact.

Arab members of parliament have

been allowed to remain in parlia-

ment, even though they've

preached the destruction of Israel

in neighboring enemy countries,

according to www.zoa.org. What

would happen if Senator X went to

North Korea and preached for ter-

rorism against the USA?
That's why thousands of UMa.ss

students signed a petition last year

in support of Israel. Thai's why

every year, the Republicans and

Democrats in Washington, D.C.

don't seem to agree on a single

issue, but when it comes to Israel,

they are in overwhelmingly sup-

portive. They understand why so

many love Israel.

Gilad Skolnick is a CoUegian

columnist.

Music Television, please hand me

a hieapmg plate of vwtity. MTV has

released a new shoN» called "1 Want

a Famous Face " The gist i> that

people who want to emulate their

idols go as tar as getting plastic sur-

gny to acnially personify these pop

icons.

Now I'm usually «i optimist I

feel that our generation will fix the

probkmvs set in motion by the past.

such as boy bands or japanimation.

lor instance Bui when peopJc are getting breas t

implants to have tfte same bust line as Britney Speais.

I get nauseous Literally, they showed the surgery. I

thought I was going to thruw up When MTV said she

paid $ 1 0.000 for the surgery so she couU be "famous"

as a professional Bntney Spears impersonator. I got

People can have klob — people they w»h and

aspire to I im/fttfiim] even take their idolatry far

beyond phstertmSrir walls with their hero's pictures.

I» actittlly modnPr their enure life an.«und this one

person "nteae are all fine and hcahhy way^ to grow

and mature into the real you. Taking medical measures

to physically become your idol is not. It erases your

identirv and replace* it with a false, ilkigicai. and com-

pletely delusional depiction and denies you a sense of

realitv.

Thcv shouU have titled this show "Denial" because

that's exactly what these people arc going through.

Except it's denial of a severe nawre. causing these peo-

ple to go under the knife. IXm'i believe it? Let's ana

lyze.

The yvoman involved def'milely resembled Bntney

Spears. However, so do countless other 20-year-oW

bk)odes and bnmettes. But unlike the rest of these

wannabes, she felt that her connection was special,

seeing as her and Spears shared the same favorite

cok.)r. blue, and that they both enjoyed going to

Starbucks. Astounding!

What's the next step to take? First you'll need

breast implants to fix those hideous things you call a

chest and gain a bosom more becoming of a pop diva.

Now $10,000 is a kit of money just for some phase

ywi'ftr going through while trying to figure out your

teal kientity. So what prompted our hero to kjb off her

dirty pilkms'' Well her agent toW her it vwukl help fur

ther her career as a professional celebrity imperson-

ator.

That's nght. she hired an agent Further more they

booked her at a club where she and a Madonna imper

toiMtor wouU reenact their famous kiss scetK at the

MTV Video Musk Awards Fim of all. there is no such

career as a professional cekrbrity impersonator, at least

nothing that deserves this kind of airtime. Secondly,

she gut breast implants just so she couU lip sync for 5

minutes and then make out with another woman

much to the delight of a thtung ol young n>en who

obyioush didn t care who she wanted to be.

This scene made me seriously doubt her aspiratioas

of emulatii^ Spears. Her agent was definitely not tak

ing this young woman's commitment seriously, aryd 1

suspect that the canvras they used were void of film.

The agtnt even proposed the ase of lake paparazzi out

side to make people bck ve someone famous was per

forminf at the cktf« fh.ti night

What caUM.-d my anger to spark was when she

admitted that the larger and perkier breasts made her

fed better and more confident that now she has truly

risen to Britney Spearsdom. Also that this was the only

way for her to tmly sucxeed in Hfe and yvouU certain-

ly boost her career "People yvill now take me serious-

ly as Britney Spears." she said Well get ready guys,

becau-se she works birthday parties, bar mitzvahs, and

bachck>r parties.

This woman's klea of a cekrbrity impersonator is

very differe-nt from mine. To me, a woman who gets

bnMst implants to dance on stage and kiss another giri

in a smoky club in front of syveaty. T-shirt clad men is

a different variety of fame She's a stripper.

At the end of the show, they showed her and the

agent getting into a limo where she drove off to discov-

er her newfound gkiry and fame in the land of silkon

opportunity. Most likely to the agent's pom studk)

where she vkill spend her days singing. "Hit me baby

one more time."

Ben heder is a CoUegian columnist.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Adding fuel to the fire

As a freshman student at the

Univefsity of Massachusetts. I wtxM ike

to personally congratulate Eduardo

Bustamanle tor matdng me feel com-

pleMy llenated from the rest of the

UntveraHy community Perhaps sotne

readers wiB remember fnxn a while

back. Bustamante s column entitled

"ExposMig the multicultural tagade," m

whicfi he poMed out the major prob-

tems with ihe pdcy of the unhwrsily

relating to minority students. I, ftowever,

hawe a problem with what "Eddie" had

to say.

ki his column, fie made a general-

ization about white, 18-year-old males,

which I just happen to be Previous to

your column. Mr Bustamante. I found

myself advocatjng your causes, but after

accusing myself and the rest of the 18-

yev-old males of being threatened tiy

the idea of an office of ALANA affairs, I

am sorry to say you have lost a support-

er.

>hu daim that these eighteen-year-

oM white males have no place on this

committee regarding an office of ALANA

affairs because they do not advocate for

the office. I ask you, with all due respect,

isn't that the idea of the govemment?

Perhaps some of the people on campus

are against the proposal for an office of

ALANA affairs. Don't these people

desen^e as much representation as

those who will benefit from the office of

ALANA affairs?

Vbu say that a more in depth look

needs to be given into the matter of the

ALANA caucus seats, but I ask you, why

would you need these seats'' It is dear

from the last election that ALANA stu-

dents are perfectly capable of gaining

quite a bit of representation. So, If they

then gain more representation, wouldn't

that be ufTi* to the rest of the students''

The idea of a voting election is that those

who vote will be represented, and it

seems that is exactly what happened

Rrelly, you speak agin of Ihe office

of ALANA affairs »id «« necessity for an

interim full-time staff member m the

office, and state that It must dose if

there is not one, and that all of the

ALANA events will be canceled If Vtare IB

not a full time staff person. ftoaMfciiy,

I^e8e statements seem a little harsh

Why c»i't the members of the organiza-

tion all dm m to keep the ofhce open

most of Ihe time' Can the members

assist In mnnlng the functions'' I

assume they could

I wish you the best of luck m your bid

for election, Mr. Bustamante, but this is

one 18-year-oW white male vote that

you will not be receiving Perhaps It is

not in the best interest of ALANA for you

to wnte columns cntcizing those around

you. I |ust wonder if you realize that you

are only adding fuel to the fire

Ryan White

UMass student

Defense of ttie

Greek community

I am writing on behalf of members of

the Greek Community here at UMass I

would hke to address one comment that

Candidate Brian Long slated: "As for

Greek life, Greek life is looked at very

poorty. Nobody wants to go and nobody

wants to pledge. We need a better Greek

community."

I just want to have something said on

our own behalf Most of this campus

knows very litHe about the Greeks, some

even nothing at all We are looked upon

by the conditions of our chapter facilities

rather than the character of the great

brothers and sisters apart of these chap-

ters. Maybe the Greek Community of five

years ago was poor, but not the Greek

community of today We have been mak-

ing countless stndes to improve and

grow together. The four councMs that

govem the chapters now work together

in phUarthropies, community service

projects, and academics.

Being a part of the Panhellenic

Coundl myselt, and having served as an

Executive Board member last yea*. I can

iBl you mat the eight sororities here on

campus had an overall GPA higher than

the average female on campus last

semester. We are contmung with this

effort by taking the challenge to improve

as a whole by another tenth of a point

the semester

As for philanthropies and commu-

nity service, we as a whole have raised

money for countless organizations

Right now the chapters are raising

money and getting ready for the Big

Brother Big Sister Bowl-A-Thon as well

as the American Cancer Society's

Relay for Life

As for the fact that nobody wants

to join — they do. How else would our

chapters continue to grow'' Say that to

one of the many new members of this

semester, who just had a wetootrte

reception last night with Dennis

Haskins, a.k.a. Mr Belding, who made

an appearance to give us support.

Speaking of support the administration

of this school has seen us put forth our

efforts and they are on our side.

Michael Gargano, vice chancellor of

student affairs, even said that one of

his goals is to see us at 1 5 percent of

this school eventually One major step

this semester is that one fraternity Is

about to gain their charter and be a

recognized chapter by their nationals.

So, before such comments are

made about something that was obvi-

ously not looked into, maybe talk to a

member of the Greek community and

ask them what their chapter does and

what they have done In their time here

at UMass.

Lauren Smyth

tota Gamma Upsilon

tKIje Jllasfssacbugettg Bailp Collegian
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Guitarist Little Steven

tiying to elevate college

bands above ground
University of Massachusetts-bred rock n' roll

baiyds are being given the chaiKe achieve their musical

diieams by conteivding in a battle of the bands competi-

tkxi presented by Bruce Springsteen and the EStreet

Band guitarist Little Stevie Van Zandt.

The charismatk; rocker and songwriter, yvtw is also

kiH)vm for playing Silvk) Dante on the HBO smash hit

"The Sopranos," is searching for America's best col-

lege-band acts arvj ensembles from UMass and neigh-

boring scfiools are being calkxl out.

The deadliiye is neanng and the last charKe to sub-

mit demo Utpes is Wednesday. March 31

.

Bands interested tf>e competition can k)g on to

yvww.rockingarage.com to doyvtdoad an official fonn to

enter the "Underground Garage Battle of the Bands

contest. Submission of a demo is required and a panel

of musk experts at Renegade Nation — Van Zandt s

productkxi company — vrill irview the liekl ol com-

petitors.

The contest has three levels, all fcading up to a

chance to play along skie Van Zandt and other top ixxk

acts this summer at "Little Steven's Underground

Garage Rock Festival" presented by IXmkin' IXwiuts

Those lucky erKiugh to be asked to compete by

Renegade Natkxi will begin to battle against each other

in mid-Apil in one of mne American cities (Boston.

Washington, Providence. Philadelphia, Miami.

Chicago. Clevelaiyd. Fanningdalc. N /^ or Asbury Park.

N.j.). The finalists will then travel to New York City to

decide the best of tlie contesunts for one last amtesi on

luly 22.

The yvirming bands from each market will receiye a

suite of new, high-eryd music equipment ft\»n Gibson,

speakeif from Klipsch as well as the chance to compete

in New York.
— (Jlen StnuA

cosmusical lazzphonic

set for landing on planet UMass
By JiHtN ClAMPA
C^HUl.lAN StaK-

For the better part of the 2t)th Century. Sun

Ra was on a mission to extend the scope of

musical expression beyond the bounds of eanh-

ly comprehension

Fju-ly in his adulthood, he professed to be on

a mission from alar — Saturn, to be exatt —
and had been sent to Earth to spread peace and

tranquility NVhat he accomplisfved over his

remarkable career is a feat that is still as amaz-

ing as it is impossibk: to recur — the bridging

of the vaudc^illian style of pre-war jazz with

the musical avant-garde of postmodernism

His txIccticiMn was cxtrciiK- even lor the

free jazz genre that he x»as often cast into,

a categorization that he despised siiwe he

felt his compositkxw yvere purposefully

sculpted. Ra's experiments with instru-

mentatktn and mtisk:al texwre outdid even the

nK)st lomiidabk of his contemporanes, includ-

ing Omette Coleman. Furthermore, his aural

montages were often impossible to classify in

terms of standard musical nomenclature

Consequently, he woukl remain outside of the

mainstream.

Ra underwent a period of incredible creativ-

ity in the H5t)s. iraasfonning his usage of

swing aivi beKjp by infusing ekrments of expcr-

in>entali.sni into jazz in the manner of how com-

posers such as k>hn Cage and Karleheinz

Stockftausen stretched the classical kliom It

wa» here. loo. that Ra formed tfve Arkeftra, a

continually evolving group of musicians that

accentuated his ideas in a workshop like fash

kjn akin to Charles Mingus' band at the time.

With the Arkcstra in tow. Sun Ra continued

to push the musical envekjpe for the remainder

See SUN RA on page 6
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Kate Winslet. left, and Jim Carnv. rij-ht. star in Michel Gondry's

"Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind."

If you had the chance to go back and

erase the memories of a painful relatkjn-

ship friHii your mind, woukl you^ Thai's

the question postxl by "htemal Sunshine

of the Spotk:ss Mind." the tetxler, funny,

exquisite new romance from Charlie

Kaufman, the idiosyncratic screwball

writer of "Being Rjhn Malkovich" and
" \daptation," Kaufman may be th*.' first

M. reenwriier who can be accused of being

to<.> cleyer his films, notably the wob-

bly hou.se-of-cards that was "Malkovich,"

seem just a tad loo smug and self-congrat-

ulatory - but here he finds a newfound

maturity and assuredness that meshes

well Nyith his quirky oddball style.

Kiel Barish ( |im Carrey, in a periomi-

ance more soulful than anyihing he's ever

clone) is a shy. forlom, regimented office

drone who finds himself making an

uncharacteristically impulsive decision to

call in sick fa)m work and hop on tin-

train to Montauk. Long Island.

Something has drayvn him there As he

wanders the beach underneath the chilly,

gray \»inter skies on a \ aknitine's Day. he

find* himself drawn to ncnirotK, pushy,

cerulean hairixl Clementine (Kate

Wlnsk't I who prucivds to jabber, flirt and

worm her way into kx'l's life

To say imtre \M>ukl spoil the surprise,

so stop reading until after you've seen the

moNKv I el's just say that the movie shifts

to the- bitter end of the coupk; s relatkxi-

ship. k>el. a ck>sed-off emotkinal sadsack

whi> can'i even bring himself to make eye

ccwta<.t with wiMiK-n he docsn i know, is

shiKked to learn that Ck-mentine has

used the seryk.es of liKuna. Iik. to erase

all memork"s of him from her mind.

Angry and spiteful, kwl visits the ofiices

of the kintlK Dr Mier>zwya».k (Tom

Wilkinson! to have the procedure done

on himself.

As he sleeps in his apartment.

liKuna's two slacker technicians Stan

(Mark Ruffalo) and Patrick (Elijah

WckkI t - y* ho is using Clementines for

gotten memories ol loel in vscx.> her —

See SPOTLESS on page 6

Queens singer uses side-project

to explore vintage rock 'n' roll

By Nick RoMANoyv
CoLLEtiiAN Staff

losh Homme, the founding member and

singer/guitarist for Queens Of The

Stone Age. continues to prove himself

to be one of the hardest working men in

rock today with the release of his new

side project. Eagles Of Death Metal.

Rather than fronting the act,

Homme — under the pseudonym of

Carlo Von Sexron (who goes under the

sub-pseudonym of Baby Duck) — bangs

away on the drums in this group. His

childhood friend |esse 'the devil'

Hughes sings and plays guitar. Tim

VanHamel of the band Millionaire is the

official third member even though he

barely appears on the studio record.

While QOTSA fans will probably enjoy

Eagles, the band is more than just a side project;

Eagles of

Death

Metal

'Peace,

Love, Death

Metal'

AntAcidAudio/

Rekords Rekords

it is a whole different kind of band for Homme.

Rather than the hard-hitting stoner-rock of

QOTSA. Eagles gives the listener early rock 'n'

roll-styled songs. Hughes sings in a falsetto that

doesn't sound completely unlike Homme's

own voice, but also revels in an amalgama-

tion of Little Richard. Prince, and even

Elvis. The music and lyrical content does-

n't stray too far from traditional rock 'n'

roll influences and therein lies the concept

of the band's debut album. "Peace. Love.

Death Metal."

Hughes and Homme use the band as

part time-machine and part experiment to

see what would happen if 1^50s rock was

still alive in 201)4. Hughes longs for a lime

when love could he conveyed as simply as

singing "1 got this feeling and it's deep in

my body/ It gives me wiggles and it makes my

rump shake" as he does on "Speaking In

See EAGLES on page 6

MH;H.i illT'ANTAl IP.

Singer/guitarist of Queens of The Stone Age Josh Homme, center, collaberates with his two friends

Tim VanHamel, left, and Jesse 'the devil' Hiij>hes. riKht, on "Peace. Love. Death Metal."
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'Eve' questions fate and her newfound life of singlehood

(Ehe itlaggacbugettg Baiip Collegian Thursday, March 2 5, 2004

Advice from Eve:

Q: My boyfrimd and i have bMn togetlMr

tor tour years now. Recently, I've had

this Incredible desire to travel for a

yMr. However, he cannot Join me. He

said we would have to break up H I

go tor longer than six months. I

feel as though I haven't firily

experienced lite yet, and I am
confused of what to do. Should I

go and risli this relationship? -

H.S.

A: Go. It he breaks up with ymj, I'm

sure you will both rekindle once you

return. It you don't pursue your pas-

sions and do what's best tor you

now, you will look back and regret not

doing this. And if you do marry this

guy I am sure you will always slightly

resent him tor holding you back. You are

too young to sacrifice so much of yourself

It you are confused, tt«t HMMS you are not

ready to know it you want to be with this guy in

the future. Gam new expenences, and once you

retairn it will all work out.

Q: I met (Ms guy on a study abroad pro-

IN London and I have recently

M SUM NVW WtmW

ani aw ara baMi Iryliifl to kaap a

laRi Hitaaei ralationshlp. I don't

avwi know wtian I will be able to

sae him again. I care about liim

ItfantlUMil

laal N «*a ara so

tar a«My. What do I do? -J.M.

A: Usually I wouM say kxig dis-

tance doesn't work. And for the

moat part, it ck)esn't However,

king diatance friendship woilu It

you can writo e-maits and dial a

phone nurabar. It is not raaNy fair

to aNhor of you to expect such a

dadtoated commitment to one

another so tar away. Maybe if you

wera angagad, or had been togethar

for yeare. it wouM ba accaptaUa. But

why stop him or yourself from meeting

other potanliite ckner to home? Also, if you

may think he's the one, than have a Mda faitti and I'm

sure you will find a way to keep him.

Original Sin

[ye

Faic. A word I use to love;

ivow I ve learned to question. I

iind it easy to justify occur-

rences as an act of fate. Maybe

iivstances happen just because.

Or maybe somewhere, wc
secretly hold onto the word, the

belief, the excuse, for hope that

lite will one day beautifully

unravel. Whatever the true

aruiwer may be. I have just seen

fate at its worst of limes. And

so I question;

Was my oki flame meant to call and insist on

meeting to prevent a potentially harmful situation?

One miniscule day at one very late hour, he phones

after three months. This is while I'm on tlie otfier

line making plans with last week's winner Both are

offering their company, and both arv anxiously

waiting for an answer Sonw would say my ded-

sion to meet m\ okJ beau swayed me faun con-

tributing to a small disaster Only later did 1 hear

this winner has a girlfriend all thixnighout our flir-

tatious ciHiversations.

Is there a reason why I end up seeing the same

jiiractive guy the day before our every exam for

the pest y«ar? I never see him in class. At review

sesstMU. In my phonebook. But yet, the

Wednesday betoK the exam I have learned not to

be sivprised wtvm I do see him Nor is he surprised

to see me. 1 choose a different place each time on

or even off campus, and somehow there he is. And

somehow, we find this normal. Or maybe W? just

doesn't believe in fate.

Is it wrong that 1 still ulk to the luilian alter

what his friend did.' My girlfriend thinks so. Is

there a tegitixnatc reason for our contact'.' 1 think

so. I am fully willing to give him the benetii of the

doubt, lust as long as he keeps his clothes on

Maybe that night shocked me into a new Iriend-

ship. Maybe the Italian has yet to teach me souk

thing I don't already know. Or more likely, he aiid

his friends may learn what respectable girls really

want. .

Should 1 reallv enjoy this newfound lile of sin-

glehood and all the jerks that come along with it?

I have spent nearly half of my life in exceUent rela-

twnships that I took for granted And one bad

choice in one bad guy had turned my fate in oou-

pkxkwn for the worse Only now can 1 see that. A

fnend had recently toki me this is a period of time

in whkh we all must wash the bad out ol our sys-

tems. But 1 have yet to redlK understand why we

must.

Eve u ptfn name fot u .i- . ij^uru attendtng

UMass u-Zw knows the ins and outs ufeivry rela-

tionship You can ask Ext for advice by e-mailing

her at e\'e_onginalsin9yahoo.com -Qnginal Sin

with £»*" runs every Thursday in The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

Free Tutoring is Available!

. OJtSIS
OpportyiutieiforJlciidintieStucesi wui liuttvtdu^tzfdSupport

Pre-AAojor Advising Services mtrodaces o ur\i<|ue support

service for students who have not yet &cMa^A ^jvajfir Our

tutor? ore experienced groduate students who wil^ pr^BMidc

weekly or«-on-one support in the following areas

Course Content

Note-toking Strategics

Test-toking Strategics

• Study Skills

• Time AAonagcincnt

• Writing

'Death Metal' lacks longevity

Call or stop by for an appointment

ACT NOW AND 6€T TVe E0« VOU NEED TO SUCCEED*

Tongues" — which comes complete with a what-

if-the-Ramones-were-around-in-the-'50» intra-

verse cry of "I said ho!"

In 'Peace. Love, Death Metal" Hughes and

Homme succeed in resurrecting the soul ol the

long dead pure rock 'n' roll. "Flames Go Higher"

features both country and blues innucni.e<> in

what plays as a son of Rolling Stones tribute and

is one of the album's standout tracks. 'Bad

Dream Mama' is another otK of the album's best

— a danceabic sexy rock track in the vein that

would make Little Richard proud. "Kiss The

Devil." a slightly country tinged track las are a

few others on the album) pays tribute to — who
else? — the devil who has. after a very strong

honeymoon period with rockers, not been given

as much love as of late from the rock "n" roll

community. In fact the old-school tribute to the

devil that runs much like a thread through

"Peace. Love ..
"

is yet another component of the

album that makes the record leel like some ^ori

of stoned trip in the Wayback machine.

There are a few modem twists on the album

that are somewhat welcoming but they do take a

bit away Iroin the mood "Already Died." which

features now-ex-Oue«n Nick Oliveri. would led

more at home amongst the tracks from OOTbAs
1998 self-titled debut album (which, ironicalfy,

Oliveri did not play on) The album's sole cover

is the Stealer Wheels' classic "Stuck in the

Middle with You." Although the band's label has

it as "Stuck in the Metal." it is a well-done cover

of a great song but still is one of the biggest

faults on the album. Not by the Eagles' fault, nor

by the Wheels' fault but by Quentin Tarintino's

fault. It's hard to listen to the song without asso-

ciating it with the infamous ear-chopping scene

in "Reservoir Dt^s".

"Peace. Love. Death Metal' is a very well exe-

cuted album with a very cool concept. Even

though the band is very faithful to its idea of

bringing back old-time rock 'n' roll none of the

songs feel trapped in the design. They all just fit

very well in the genre Eagles Of Death Metal fill

a very specific void in modern rock music and

although they have made a very good album it is

not a disc that is benericial for every CD collec-

tion, unlike most albums from the band's influ-

ences Nor does it even approach the importance

of a band like Queens Of The Stone Age.

Granted. Eagles is not meant to be much more

than a fun listen, but at the same time it is hard

to be as excited about this work as Hughes and

Homme are.

'Peace. Love. Death Metal' is a well-written

and well-performed album that certainly is

worth checking out But probably it won't gener-

ate an itch for multiple listens within the listen-

er the way that it has for the band members

themselves.

Marshall Allen to lead Arkestra

Please join its for the 6th annual

Freedom Seder

of his life By the 1970s. Ra had

loped a spectacular stage

A sponing outrageous cos-

tumes and uking existing live

performance to ii* spiritual

limit.

lust before his death in 199'S.

Ra was cnihrin-cd h> ihc alterna-

tive scene and jamnR-d with the

likes of Sonic Youth Since then

he has been cited as a major influ

encc on the ti~. '
:

' t' iml

C^wtl'

Since 1995. the Sun Ra

Arkestra has been under the able

stewardship of longtime member
aixl multi instrumentalist extraor-

dinaire Marshall Allen. In addi-

tk>n to performing Ra's dizzying

output with new. organic arrange-

ments. Marshall has continued to

compose origiiul material that

seeks to thrust the Arkestra

toward iww workls.

Tonight's concert Is pert of the

I 'ith anniversary celebratkins for

the Magic Triangle jazz Scries.

^aar4 0lei ^/i

I Li L / Li .

01 ftJot /-h0tiJ> t^r^k frroKOtnoOtyr bwiin*}^

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS

90 Gatehouse Road

Off Rt. 9 TVvo miles East of Amherst Center • On the Bus Route

Hampshire Fitness Club has it all for you

(win/v.hampfitcom

Sunday, March 28th at 6:oopm

Campus Center 1009

UMass Amherst

Sponsored by Black Student Union, Delta Xi Phi Sorority,

Office of Jewish Affairs, Student Affairs andCampus Life

The University of Massachusetts Amherst

> Full size Indoor

Pool

•Aerobics

• Aqua Aerobics

• Cybex Nautilus

Circuit

• Indoor Tennis

•Jacuzzi/Saunas

• Yoga/Pilates

Open

Spring
Special

6 Weeks $109
Student
Members

Free H.F.C
T-Shirt

6am to 10pm Mon-Fri
Sam to 9pm Sat-Sun

• Cybex Free

Weight

• Full Court

Basketball

• Volleyball

•Step Aerobics

/Bosu

• Cardio-Vascular

Equipment

Tel 256-6446

PS

'Sunshine'

is one of the

year's best
»Onitt fnm peg* 5

begin the methodical practice of

erasing loci's nwrnories of

Clementine from the most wxm
going backwards. But as |oei dis-

covers that it's not just the pain

that is wiped from hi> memory; it's

the pleasure As hi>. iiK-mories

begin to slowly dcterioraie aaxind

him. loel fights to nhnge a fsrw

fond thoughts of Clementine, rush-

ir^ her into the deepest absceuea

of his mind to hide

"Eternal Sunshine' has the

jumbled, mad t>eaut> of an M.C

Etcher painting, but the movie - -

to Kaufman's credit — has the

courage of its own logic going for

it. Kaufman and the director, artful

FreiKh music video director

Michel Gondry ihc did that car-

toon-Lego video (or The White

Stripes), keep the movie from

falling into iiKonswtefWV and con

fiiiion. "Eternal Sunshine" flips

around in time, between tite real

world and Kiel's fantasv M\>rkl. but

there isn't an) of the headache >.

hipster arrugaiKc ttiat >*c have

come to except from ><uung film

makers "Ktemal SunshiiK'' bend*

the mind without giving n .1

migraiiK

Working with the lowly livcxl-

in cii^ematography of Ellen Kura.s.

the filmmakers give the movie an

aura of stylized reality. The memtv

rics are nifty imaginative detours

— faces eerily lack fcaturv-s; car*

evaporate in a puff ud digital bkvps

— and they let Kaufman indulge in

his patented bkmd of antic, post-

modeni gimmickry in the frame of

a romantic-<lramad> But the

movie is more tfian the sum of

Kaufman's arauchk mind's eye It

jnay be the first time that a heart

beats akjng with tin; venter's whiz-

bang imagery

Kaufman and Gondry have a

kn of questions they want to ask.

aitd they do so without drux^Tiing

the movie in heavy-handed sym-

bolism The enduring tug of love,

the way our past nuikc's up identi-

ty, tfv fragility of our riKinories.

Ae necessity of letting go of the

past to move into the future —
these are the big themes that

Kaufman and Gondry deftly

address without falling into the

swamp of pretentious philosophiz-

ing.

Carrey has doTK serious wurk

before, but notK that have had the

singular impact of his |ocl Banish

incarnation. Carrey burrows deep

into the character's center, beyond

the forlom, nervous, shell of the

exterior to find Kiel's pain and

inner conflict. He strikes sparks

with Winslet, who's equally adept

at going beyond Clementine's exte-

rior free-spiritedness to find the

scared, vulnerable, searching little

girl underneath: Winslet. whose

hair never stays one color in the

movie, makes the audience under-

stand why Clementine indulges in

such aggressively childish, irra-

tional behavior.

Beside Carrey and Winslet, the

movie is stocked with a wealth of

able supporting talent. Wilkinson

imbues his doctor with a deep

melancholy and Kirsten Dunst, as

the doctor's dimpled blonde recep-

tionist, gives her character a

believable giriishness tempered by

the right notes of betrayal. Ruffalo

is once again terrific, while Wood,

miles away from Frodo, gives

creepiness an underlying note of

pathos.

"Eternal Sunshine of the

Spotless Mind" finds Kaufman
moving onto an entirely new level

— he's no longer just the witty,

self-satisfied jester of Hollywood

iconoclasm. "Eternal Sunshine" is

a movie as liable as to make you

laugh as break your heart. CXiietly

beautiful, it's the first genuinely

moving film of the year.

UMass will battle

Hartford at Lorden
Yanks ink Bivera

(nOirTfSYI»4A.<»MtH* Rl.

Sophomore Frank Curreri begins his first full season behind the

pbtc for the Minutrmen after also playing the outfieUl in 2005.

10

cdM its last three games due to

a death on the team during a

tournament in Man land.

Kyk: Nakmiiiw. a scnkjr pitchei.

died of an apparent brain

aneurism Thursday morning

after the I'M) Wjm to Delaware.

Hanfofd omoeiled the remain-

ing thne gmes scheduk-d artd

returiKd to Hartford tfiat

evening.

The Hawks have mustered

five runs only twice thb season

and have had their share of truu

bict putting runs on the board.

Pacing the offense ha.s been Ron

Vabbo and Ryan Crowley

Acabbo and Crowley are two ol

tfie three Hartford players who
arc currently hitting above 50U

for ttw seaaon.

Although Hartford has been

struggling on paper, Stotte

knows his team can't kx>k past

this team to the weekend He
believes that this game is going

to be another test for hl^ team

eariy in the season.

"I try not to focus on the

team so much, in baseball you

can never sit back and let the

soofca dictate how the game is

going tt> go prior to the game.'

Storte said "In baseball any-

body can beat anybcxly any

given day and that's been

proven in tfie past, so were just

focused i«i pla\ify v^ell.'

MESA, Ariz. — Mark Prior will

start the season on the 1 5-<lay dis-

abkxl list because of inllammatk>n

in his right Achilles' tendon.

The Chicago CuIm star has been

throwing off the nwund in spring

training, but has not pitched in a

Cactus League game because of the

injury. He was originally scheduk;d

to suirt the teams third game of the

season on April 8 at Cinciiviati.

If Prior doesn't pitch in any

major k:ague exhibitkin games, he

would be eligible to come off the

disabled list on April 10. The Cubs

hope to have him for tfteir first

homestand April 12-19.

TAMPA. Fla. — Mariano

Rivera and the New York Yankees

agreed to a $21 millkHi, two-year

contract extensbn through 2006.

Rivera's extension iiKludes a

$ 1 0.5 miilwn team optkm for 2007

tftat could become guaranteed

based on games finisfied tin; previ-

ous two seasons.

He will make $8.89 million in

2004, tfie final season of a four-

year contract.

Neither skle wanted to negoti-

ate during the season, and Rivera

dkin't want to becoiiK' a free agent

He was 5-2 with a career-low

l.t)6 ERA last year and had 40

saves in Ab chaiwes. increasing his

career total to 283.

NEW '^ ORK — Umpire Gai>

Dariing was promoted to a crew

chief after 18 years as a major

league umpire.

Darling. 4b. worked last year's

Worid Scnes. the I 'W 5 and 2005

Alt-Star games, the 1992 kague

champiomhip series and five divi-

sion series. He replaces Mark

Hirschbeck, who has been side-

lined by injuries.

COli£GE BASKETBALL
HOUSTON — Tom Pcnders

was hired to coach at Houston, the

once-powerful program that hasn't

won an NCAA tournament game

in 20 yoan.

Fenders and the university

^reed to a five-year contract, but

terms weren't finalized, officials

sakJ. FVnders. a coach at Texas for

10 years, replaces Ray Mc<'alhMn.

who was reassigTKd March 8 after

going 44-72 in four seasons.

Penders, 58, is best known for

resuscitating Texas after his arrival

in 1988 after successful stints at

Tufts. Columbia, Fordham and

Rhode Island. He led Texas to a

208-1 10 record and eight NCAA
tournaments, including a regional

final in 1990.

ATLANTA — St. loseph's

lameer Nelson and Connecticut's

Diana Taurasi were selected as

the 2004 Naismith college basket

ball players of the year.

Nelson, a 5-foot- 1 1 senior

guard, was the Atlantic 10 Player

of the Year. Nelson led St.

loseph's to an undefeated record

in the regular season and a No. I

seed in the NCAA tournament.

Taurasi, a 6-foot senior guard.

already has led Connecticut to

two NCAA championships -

2002 and 2005 - and a Final Four

appearance in 2001.

FOOTBALL
NEW YORK — The New

York lets are ck)se to a deal for a

SI 4 billion stadium on

Manhattan's West Side.

A source close to the negotia

tions, who spoke on condition ol

ancmymity. said the deal, which

faces opposition from many

twighborhood residents, could be

announced within a week.

The proposal also would

expand the nearby lacob K. lavits

Convention Center.

The kts wouW spend $800

million on the stadium. The city

and state would sperul $600 mil-

lk>n on a deck over the existing

rail yards and a roof that would

alKiw the stadium to be used as

misrepresentation and asks for a

jury to decide on a moneta;>

award, said Price's attorney,

Stephen Heninger.

GAINESVILLE, Fla. —
Miami's top football recrait

turned himself in to police on a

felony charge of illegally setting

off tire extinguishers and was

released on $5,000 bond, his

lawyer said.

Willie Williams, a high school

All-American linebacker, was in

custody for several hours before

bonding out.

Associated Press
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40-A
FEED YOUR HEAD.

BRING YOUR l.D. & DINK FROM OUR SPEQAL

STL'DENT MENU EVERY lUESIMY & WEDNESDAY

MUSIC 7 NIGHTS A WLtiC IN THE LOUNGt

41 STRONG AVENUE, NORTHAMPTON
BRASSERIB 40-A RFStaVATIONS 4H.siyg2.00

MULINO'S TRATTOIIIA RlSfcRVAllONS 4IV^86.8900

HOR MI:M'S ft INFORMATION VISIT WW W.MULINOS.COM

convention space.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
U sc \l (.)*.)SA. Ala. —

Former Alabama coach Mike

Price is suing the university s pres-

klent over actkins that led lo his

dismissal folk>wing a visit to a

strip club

The suit, fik-d in state ciauii

court in Tuscakx>sa. accuses pros

kknt Robert Witt of fraud and

Minutewomen to host UNH

^ .̂t«*lf

WOM£ll*S LAX from pagt 10

off Satuniays 12-11 kiss to ninth-

ranked Syracuse, a game that was

decided in the final five seconds by

an unaarirtcd goal from I^eh-.Ann

Zimmer of SU
After falling behind 4-0 to start

the game. UMaNS manned to pull

within three at the- break. »7-4l.

The Maroon an*l White charged

out of the gate to start the seojrKi

half, scoring six unanswvirxl goals

With the score standing at 10-7

with 9:45 k'ft. Zimmer went on a

tear, scoring three gcaLs to pull

within seven points of the All-time

Syracuse scoring record. UMass

surrendered livt: of the game's last

six goals, but outscored Syracuse 7-

4 in the second half

Three second-half goals by tri-

captain Tracy Dwwn helped

UMass come to within two goals of

beating the SU for the first time in

program history. Senujr attacker

Hope Zdinger and junkjr captain

Maura McGarrity helped the cause

for Massachusetts, combining for

all goals in the first half.

After being sidelintxl with a

high-ankle sprain during a meeting

with Hofstra on March 9,

McGarrity hadn't practiced until

before suiting up against Syracuse.

For the Minutewomen. the

game was a tale of two halves. SU

managed to outshoot UMass 19-9

and retain possession on 1 of 12

draws during the first frame,

before UMass turned things

around to win lO-of-15 draw con-

trols after the break. Unfortunately

for UMaaa. a defensive lapse in the

final 56 sec-oixls alkuwc-d SNRKUse

lo score two goals on con-sccutivc

faccofU- ,..- i^ «. -^ -

In itr KUmi mn cf ^ "»-

sun. goalie kx-> Rubin tallied 1

1

^.r. I > tor the Maroon and While.

"If we go out and play against

UNH the way wv played against

Svracuse in ih«' second half, we
shoukJ be ftnclMolduc aai- *So

far we've been Moces.<ful in differ-

ent aspects of the game, but we're

yet to bring it all together at the

same time
"

FREE DELIVERY!
',4't t.O' t Lcx.iljxl on llw i;0"M>f ol Fo.viixj St

\/V.-<) "AM 'AM irwl Suns«?t AvM
,.,( iiAM (AM lSOfe.VioqSl

We accept all major credit cards and OCMP'

Kaplan rebate offer:

Enroll today
and get

$100 back!
Receive »100 back ifirough Kaplan's Rebate' when you

enroll in an LSAT, MCAT, GMAT. ORE, DAT or TOEFt

course between March r'-March 31".

Call or visit us online for more

Information or to enroll.

KAPLAN
Test Prep and AdmlaakMia

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/rebate

I courU«'m is' J5'»5'»i«« «•» -« cr*.«>.-> »' > ^.... :t -. - -'^ *tr ^ cfr olT- To - H.^*.

TO) <nu< •HOI' »«>—w M«W l^lKt* •»! ^XK rr.u,.- ,.-»"»,. wply V».«.*mv<«''D'm»io.
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Four Seasons Wine & Liquors
Wine: Liquon

Coor, at Coor. light CasaUpostoUe
Bailey'. IriA Ci«m

w pk cam $18.49* Cuvee Alexandre ChanJ^^na^
$12 99 • It. $12.99

\n,v Ni $1 5.99- BeauBeu Vineyard Napa Valley Crown Royal

7^0 mi...aio.99
Keystone

-~.
• ^ ^

Beer:
ors&Coor

RoUngRock

. . $13 49-
^^'^'^^"""y' ^^"^"^'SWCUl 1.99 Romana Sambuc.

Wlpk cans. .»IJ.*» "^ ^
-en ml $l8 04

Bud & Bud light Sterling Vmeryards
jo« Cuervo Tequik

zopk-n. $12.99 Sauvignon Blanc
.^^^ ^, j,^ 750 ml... $16.99

MUlwaukee'f Beat
Capt. Morgan Spiced Rum

30 pk can. $10.99* Bcaulleu Vineyards Coastal ^ *^^
, «

n -1.^11 uuMrf Chardonnay. Cabernet, Mtrlot
^o mi...»ii.yv

Buach ft Busch light ^n**^
>• 750 ml. ..$8.99 Malibu Coconut Rum

24 pkhii $10.99* 750 ml... $11.99

Rrd Strioe Barton & Guestier Reserve ^ o.k«o««.Red Stripe
Chaixionnay. Cabernet, Merlot 99 Schnapps

12 pkbti $10.99 •"
750 ml.. .$7.99 -^o ml. $11.99

Corona Buckeley's SmimofifVodka all flavors

12 pk bti...$10.99*
Cabemet/Shiraz

^^^ ml...$9.99

Dogfish Head select varieties 750 ml... $7.99

.pk... $6.99* Goatt_dp Roam

p-#

Take Part in an

^citing Opportunity

This Summer!

Come to a Welcome Session

to find out about an internship 1^

or co-op that is right for you

Monday, March 29

^ 3 pm - 1 04 Career Services

Tuesday, March 30 ^
1 0:30 am - 1 04 Career Services

^wk

Thursday, April 1

3 pm - 104 Career Services

•all beer prices plus deposit
Red and White 750ml.. .$6.99

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

jij Rustell St.. Rte 9, Hadley, MA 0103$

§84-9i74 • Motu- Smt. 9mm- iipm

SALE 3/25 THROUGH 3/31

Now Open Sundays Noon to iiptn

^
Reminder for Education Majors:

If you are planning on attending

MERC don't forget to go to the ORIENTATION

TODAY at 4pnn in Room 104 Career Services

Caree
For more information,

go to www.umass.edu/carMirs

or call us at 545-2224

i
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Bench will be key for Red Sox
RED SOX from page 10

already sewn up his gig as Tim

Wakefield's personal backstop

again in 2004, aiKl also that Kpsiein

and Franoona will cairy eleven

pitchers despite a shoukler injury to

itarter By\jng-Hyiin Kim and the

current lack of a left-handed spe-

cialist, that leaves a mere four spots

to be filk^. v^ith the possibility of

Nixon landing on the disabfcd list

potentially increasing that number

to five.

Outfielder Gabe Kapler is all

but assured a return to Beanttwn

after an impressive showing tolk)\*

ing his mid-summer acquisition,

and will likely see the bulk of the

time in right tiekl in place of Nixon,

He is a relcnitk-ss vkorker svith good

speed, a stnjng ami and good pop

in htt bat, and now has supposedly

pniven he can iilv> pla\ some third

base.

Former bo\ drali pi>.k HI's

Burks will likely also be gvianinteed

a spot aher Epstein signed him

away frnin Cleveland after an injury

plagUHl 2005. Burks is a tremen-

dous power hitter when healthy,

and says his oft-troublesome

knees are better than ever He

shouki serve as FrarKona's num

her one pinch-hitting option, and

could return to the Fenway out-

field to help till in for Nixon,

From there, it gets trickier in

attempting to fill the remaining

two lor three) spots. Second base-

man Mark Bellhom is the \one

.switch hitter who once clouted 27

homeruns in a season, while each

of the trio of Brian Daubach,

Terry Shumpert and David

McCarty can play both infield and

outfield, with the latter also pos-

sessing the ability to pitch.

Daubach, a Fenway fan

favorite, could get the nod

because be hits front the left side,

and has also proven he can harxlk;

the East Coast, pressure cooker

over multiple seasons. Bellhom

also appears to have an edge as

new second baseman Pokey

Reese's insurance policy, along

with his alleged tendency to crush

the inside fastball frcxn the left

side.

Shumpert, meanwhile, shouki

be a prime catKlidate to offer rein-

forcement from Pawtucket, white

McCany still has a chaiwe to

make the club if Nixon indeed

lands on the DL.

Mike MarzelU is a Collegtan

ivlumnist He can be reached at

\tarzeHiSottepan(^hoL)ci>m

c n m e d U THIS FRIDAY!
CONNECTION
HUKELAU
41 3«593*5222
70S Mwnonal Dnv« in ChicopM

Former MTV VJ; Star

olFOX.TY's'fastlane"

and co-star in the movies

"Any Given Sunday"

and "The Brothers"

BILL BELLAMY
APRIL ZRO APRIL 10TH

Fenway facelift

New seating is »een being built in the uppcr^lecks of right field at Bcton's hi»tt>ric Fenway Park, at the Red Sox are adding new

•cats on the right-field roof complete with ubie »er\icc, a full menu and Mime food/beverage offering* built into the priie of a ticket.

Braves' Nitkowski has new outlook on

pitching, life after son's near-fatal accident

APRIL 1STH APRIL 24TH

mmam ghegpiuops OAVlATTaL MOEY SMILEY

By Keith Parsons
.\s»OtlATII> I'RtSS

KISSIMMEE, Fla. — C.|.

Nitkowski was sitting in his liv-

ing room watching TV two

years ago when he heard a

noise outside the sliding door
His son was in the middle of

the pool, and slowly sinking

"At 2 years old. it doesn't

take you very long to drown,"

said Nitkowski, a reliever try-

ing to make the Atlanta Braves'

roster.

The pitcher got to his son in

time and pulled him out After

a few frantic moments, the boy

was OK.
"We were very lucky."

Nitkowski said

Matthew has no lasting

effects from the ordeal. Not so

the father His life has thor-

oughly changed

liourt before bis son wan-

dered into the pool. Nitkowski

was released by the Houston

Astros.

He had been frustrated and

angry, although not entirely

surprised about being cut dur-

ing spring training.

At first, he thought the

sound he heard was his son

playing in the kitchen sink. A
few seconds later, when he

heard it again. Nitkowski

noticed the open door to the

pool.

He knew instantly he was

hearing the water filter from

the pool. He then found

Matthew.

The timing was eerie. If he

hadn't been released that day,

he wouldn't have been home,

since the Astros were playing a

game.
Also, although he was one of

three adults in the house,

Nitkowski wa<if|^ only one

who heard thcJOM. the only

one there to sav?llatthew,

To me. it's not just a coinci-

dence." Nitkowski said. "1

refuse to believe it was a coin-

cidence
"

Now he looks at his life and

his goals differently, and has a

new outlook Returning to the

major leagues is extremely

important but it is iwt his sole

focus.

"Up lo that point, it seemed

like his life really had lost pur-

pose." said the Rev. Patrick

Kelley. the pastor at

Nitkowski's church in Sitgar

Land. Texas, and a close friend

the past couple of years.

"His family life wasn't what

he hoped it would be. and there

seemed to be a lot of emptiness

in his life. He was restless."

Not anymore.
"There's just a peace about

him," said Arizona Diamond
backs pitcher Steve Sparks,

another close friend. "He has

hU priorities right I can feel ii

from him
'

^^.

Kelsey does

.Amherst Laser c<? Skin Care Center

"Because you are wt>rth it"

Hair Ramoval

Any Area of tti« Body

BiKini • ftcm ' Chin ' Up * Underarm * Leg * Bach

Fadato, Mmipaa. & Mcrodermabraaion

lM!trT trf«imrnl UMiiUhlr (>« tunr ami f«(i«l \-rU»

Call Now for a Iem mitiai physiaan cx>osultatk>n.

atudimnt bimcounim mvmiimbim""
y^tth m vmlld 8tud«nt I.O.

Scott

does
twice a day.

Even more often!

Amherst Laser and Skin Care Center

Bob Wertzman MD Medical Director

196 NORTH PLEASANT STflEH - SUTTt 1

1

AMHERST. MA 01002 - 413-283-2214 - FAX 413-253-2216

www.aintwrstlas^ com

Have no idea what were talking about? Stop by and see.

Join fellow bloggers for a webloggcr meetup at 7:30 p.m.

on Hiursday, March 25> at the Woodstar Cafie in

Northampton. I^n't miss this chance to discuss the blog

life with local bioggers and learn more about this online

phenomenon, while indulging in some cafFcinatcd beverages.

Check oat local web blogs at: masslive.com/weblogf

Thankf l« thr Woo/Ltar O^. 60 Masomc Street for hosting this event.

^t^^.
University of

Hartfora

AUTOS SPORTS NEWS WEBLOGS REAL ESTATE FORUMS

Summerterm

2004

Earn3c!editsin3weeks

a s s
live.com

call today

800 234 4412

lo »dvtni*t on MannUvt-com contact us » 413-733-2000 or »dvCTnK«fmM«liw,c<>m Affiliauxl »iih /Af RrpuUkm.

0\wn to student!* attending

liny rolU'ije or univorsily

Get ahfati and jrrttdualp earlier

• Twf) ixMiveiuent sesKions

• Small, foriise«l riasws

• Choosi- from 400+ ioiir»»'<«

HoflHinnn brgin...

VIcdiK-sdfly. M«iy 1<)

Moiiiln). July 5

{tinu tiaii ami vml <Uil>* iiinj

Regittter Onlinr

\vww.liiirrft»i(l.odu/suiiuui'ili'rtiJ

There were other change*,

too. Fans used to visit his Web
site for baseball talk dnd stories

from the road

In 2000, he ui^-ci the

Detroit Tigers when he com
plained online about going to

salary arbitration with the

teun.

He wrote that the Tigers

have "treated me like one of

those clumps you find in a cat

litter box"
Now. the Web site i« a

source of information about his

faith. The baseball news has

been replaced by scripture* and

other religious teachings

"At the time, since I wasn't

in the big leagues. I didn't have

anything new to add."

Nitkowski said.

"I expected to lose some of

m> readers, but I've really

found that a lot people have

questional and a thirst {or >i^(of|

matlpn, just like iik: " " '

He still tries

mail and keep up »iui im» iuiis

Soon he might have the chance

to add more stories from the

majors.

He signed a minor league

deal with the Braves in

November, and in five appear-

ances this spring, Nitkowski

has a 14) ERA and 12 strike-

outs in *> 1-5 innings.

"Our reports on him all

^cre still positive," Atlanta

general manager |ohn

Schuerholz said. "He's certain-

ly got the talent. The key for

him is consistency."

In parts of nine seasons with

Detroit. Houston, the New
York Mets and Texas.

Nitkowski is 16-31 with a 5.33

ERA.
Last week he came in during

the middle of an inning, taking

over after the pitch count got

too high for starter John

Thomson. Nitkowski struck out

Shane Spencer with a runner

on third.

"I was happy about that." he

said. "That's where I feel like I

can help out the team, coming

in to gel that one hitter with

runners on base. Id been hop-

ing for a chance like that."

Atlanta most likely will keep

12 pitchers. And with relievers

Kevin Gryboski and Armando
Almanza fighting injuries, the

bullpen might include

Nitkowski.

"He's got tremendous move-

ment on the ball," Braves man-

ager Bobby Cox said. "With

that kind of movement and

experience, he should settle in

with somebody."
! ither way, Nitkowski is happy

about where his life is headed.

"I feel like 1 can handle any-

thing now," he said. "Hopefully,

everything will work out on the

field."
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UPSTAIRS at the ABC

NO COVER CHARGE

rrank Ulanii

filenlos & (he Hem Honiiin

JonUleeks

Dining Commons Menu
DC contact: 4U-545 2M6

LUNCH
• Shepht^rds Pie

• C dptain's Catt h Sandwich

• Lentil C hill

(vegan)

DINNER
• Flank Steak

• General Tso's Chicken

• Pi»nne with Sjiinat h &

ToniattJ

(vegan)

Production Crew
On stall today

s/(,/// iDirok
Anttrew XUtntt
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Education is not

filling a bucket^ but

lighting a fire. 7^
-W. B. Yeats

aquarius • i\s. 20-Ffa. is

( hange the water in your tiihbtjwl: it's

looking brown. And the fish is fbating

pisCeS • F(B. 19-Mar. 20

Resist the urge to stay up all night watch-

ing Star Trek reruns.

aries • mak. 2i-ah« 19

It It's your birthittv, celetwatc by going to

Appleliee's. Eat dessert at Chili's,

taUrUS • Apr 20-Mav 20

KUkv the Ix-st ot what's around. Like

chasing those geese by the pond.

gemini • may2i-iun. >i

All thai anime is distorting your percep-

tion of reality. Cartcmn men are hot!

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Buy your roommate a pizza tor dinner. A

really gross greasy one.

leO • Ki J3-Atx,. 22

Go to 7-1 1 and get a Mountain Dew
slurjxH' Brain freezes are invigorating.

virgO • Aug. 23-Siin. 22

Be sua» to wear thick «xks all summer

long, so your feet don't t^et t old

libra • stn. 2i-o« t 22

Be- atKcnturous: tr\ ham ami pint-.i^ifjle

on vtKir piz/a. Think H.nv.in

Scorpio • ()< 1 ji s«)\ _'i

shave oti that big red Ix-ard, vou're start-

ing to look like a Viking.

Sagittarius . i>i m

Sto|} poisoning your brain bv reading all

tlxise trashv romance novels.

Capricorn . n hs i'»

Vtake It vour infention to ()lav Mtk-o games

lor sfv«'r.il hiHirs Wikt- sure \«Ri win.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\SS()t N( lUIMS \l'\KI\tlM I OK KIM I MPlOVMfM

$450 Gnxip Fundraiser

Schcdulini; B»miu.s 4 h.iurs

of your (.TiHip's time PLUS

our free (yes, free) fundrais-

ing solutioas EQUALS
$1 .lX)0-$2,000 m camin«s

for your griHip (^H

TODAY tor a $450 Kwius

when you schedule yotir

non-sales fumlniLser with

CEgnpusFundr.ii.'ser

Gxitact

CampiisRindraiser, (888)

92}-32i8, or visit

www.campiisfundraiser.coin

M'VRIMIM lOK KIM

BraruJywine Aprs. Now
jewing, liSi2 hedr«x)m ipts.

Leases begin June, July,

Aug iw Sep. First come,

first serve. Get them while

they last, www.hrandv-

wine-apts.com Stop hy or

(^11 549-OaX).

Mohan Cx>ndos 1 hed-

riK)m, hardwiKxJ flix)r>,

study area in hascment.

Cable, telephone (internet

access) m all bedrooms and

sukly. NOW SHOWING
forJUNE and SEPTEM-

BER. NO FEFii.

www.amlicrst 1 inc( )lnreal-

aium25V7879

Center of t«>wn 1, 2, 3 bed-

nioins; hardwixxl flixtrs.

NOW SHOWING t..r

JUNE and SEPTEMBER
NO FEES. www.ainhcr-

stlincolnrcaltv,cum 253-

7879

Alio FOR SMF

2000 Toyota ConJla tlrcar

G>ndition 41'V«)r AC^

Automatic Stereo Cassette

83K $6,900 549-1150

rMPlOYMFM

ATTENTION LAX
PLAYERS Play & Qwch -

Ha\'e fun - Make $$$ Top

Fi»)ys Sports Ciimp in

Maine l(X)kinR for staff to

iastnict iSi coach LAX.

Awesome Summer! Work

with kids! Top siilaries,

FUEE nWbd/trv-l allow.

.Apply online ASAP:

www.campcoliKissec.com

Bartending Trair^ees

Needed $250 a day poten-

tial, bical poMliotis I-8CV-

293-3985 Ext5l6

Camp Ciiunselors and

SpecMJ Needs C^-imp

(^Hinselors- Ti>wn i<

Amherst l>.iy Crimps. The

Town of Amherst seeks

Ciimp Giureselors for ii>-

day camps operated by the

l^-isure Services and

Supplemental Education

IVpsirtment (LSSE). Past

camp OHiascling experi-

ence, other experiences

working with schiol iigc

children, i»nd/or related

c(Hirse-work in elcmcntan,

education highly dcsiniWe.

Also seeking camp coun-

selors to work one-on-i:ne

with special rwcds

cimix-rs, exp. working

with special needs popula-

tion preferted. Must be 18

yrs. Old. $ r.inge for both

positions: $8.19- 9.48 hr;

35-40 hrs per week, June

2 1 to Aug. 10. Applica-

tions available from Town

Hall, Human RescHirce

• l\-pt., Bi.ltw.H)d Walk,

Amherst. (41 3) 256-4065

Equal Employment

CVn '"iiriity/Aftinnative

Action Employer

"Bartending" $250/l'Hiy

Potential. No Ex(XTience

Nesc. Training proviikxl. I

800-%5-6520Ext.l62

Lical Businesi is hiring

m.irketers Part Time $10-

15/lirCi.ll Alison @4 13-

627-9043

IMIMOVMFM

Ik't harkls-on Ic-gal expcn-

ence with a leg.il .lv.|^tant

ir..em.ship this fall. Work

din-ctly with attorneys and

client-- and earn 9 to 15

credits. No experience

requia-d. Tr.iining provid-

c\l. Ci)ntacl the Student

l^-g-il Services Office for iin

applicatu>n, due 4/2. 922

C:impiis Center. 545-1995

Two )ob opfx>rtunitie> on

N.inrucket Isl.ind K-gin-

ning in May C'Hfice .i.v.i>-

t.int.v with ik-ccnt typing,

computer .ind relephtine

skills. S)me enand nin-

nir\g. Salary + housing.

Tele. 508-228- 3942 or send

resume to Pt.") Box 2607

Nantucket, MA 02584 or

fax resume to 508-228-

877H

SUMMER INTERNSHIP

Excellent Advertising,

Sales, and Marketing

ojiportunity. Eiim $3(X0 to

$7000+ and gain valuable

Uisiness experience work-

ing for the UMass Official

Campus Tcleph»wie Dire-

cfory ( iREAT RESUME
RXX'^TER! Gall Kicrstcn

at AriHind Campus, Inc. 1-

800-466-2221 ext.272.

www.an>undcampus.com

fMPIOVMFNT

Markeliiig .Agen>.> >eek-

C>itgoing High Energy

IndivkKials for promotions

$15/h.xir 888-477-6668

www.haiispri imi >i h ii-- c< im

Plav spc'irtsl Have funi

Save Money! Sport-
(
"imp

in M.iine. t. 'oache>. ncvvk-d:

TenniN Basketball,

Biiseball, Water-spirls,

Rojx-s Qivirse, Golf,

.Archery, and more. Work

t'Hitikxtrs ,ind H.ive .i

Cire.ii Summerl C;iill Fnv

(888) 844-80a^ fr AppK

wWW I inipccil.tri < >ni

Life Guards and Swim

lii>tnictors The Town ot

AmbetM sc-eks >.|ualihed

litegiLirds .iiul swim

instmctors. Lifeguards must

hold current certifications

inchkling: Life Guard

Training First .Aid. .ind

C:PR.$8.16-9.4«br; 35-40

hrs [vr week, .Applications

,iv,iilable from .Amherst

Leisure St-rvices, Bangs

Gommunity Cx-nter, 70

Boltwixid Walk, Amhen-t

Fa)u.iI Employment

OinKirtunity / ,Atfinii.ili\e

Action Empkiycr

FOR SMF

Like New; 4 F-^lge. crome

nms 18" 5 Lig nuts, 4

VentusHRIl,L.w-Pro

tires- .A-Aing $1 kV Tom
413-527-.'8H6

FOR RFM

Moving off campti>' Meet

area rent.il agent> .it ap.iri

mem complex lair. Tliiirs

April I 10-3.m the (X:

QirKoursc. Sponsored K
( jimmuter Services

HOIISF FOR RENT

H.idles Newer Fi\e

B<xlr.«.mM s40-4^7>>

INSTRUCTION

Univentity l\irtending

('las-*-s start soon! I! G^ll

for intonuation 1-800-U-

CANMIX www.univer-i-

tybartendmuioin

List- Oiamond Tennis

briRelet on campus Mon
3/21 Rew.mK 240)426-

0308

SERVICFS

lluli-v-plik u > .•iin^iiinL-,

.AmheiNi

.

lliiK'-'ylnl 'lalo^.T^K- "cl

We do hiprop inil wkskrof^

computer repair sr.irting .it

$3'J0v"' 413-5^4-8857.

rriTU 1111 "^ecd help.' I :,iii

Birthrigbi lit .Amherst .tre.i

tor tree testing .ind .ism-.

t.iiHeS4^1906

PREGNANCYTEST
ING. Hl\ Testing, Birth

(.^inirol, and Emergency

C A intnii epi ii m. AHi ird.ible

ind coiitulenli.il. T.ipesm

Heiltb, 27 Pr.iv Street,

AnlllctM s4S iXW:

SUMMER SUBLET

1 Ix-droom Br.inJvwinc

a(\inmenl sl.irting lime I

$755/miinth negoti.ible

include-, lu-.it, water, cixik

iiig g,is ."sp-iciiHis, i|iiiei

with Kilconv .ind (Mrking

S4c).<)48')

887-4-CANc:UNBest

price, UMASS VENIX-^R

si-lling spring bre.ik pack-

ages. l\i not get scimmed.

G.mcuii. Negril Aciptilco,

Blll.llll.ls, Hi.llJ.i J5>J

1 .im|iiis reps cirn $$$.

Ilipiation.com H77-4-can-

, IIIV

>print: IVe;ik JcVM Tr.ivel

« itb STS. .Anienc.rs «

1

^Hkk-nt Tour l.\ieralor to

l.im.iic.i,
( '.incun.

Acipilio. IVih.im.is .ind

Horid.i N.>w liinnm..im-

pus rcp^ t ill t.it L'TiHipdlS-

l.'llll!-

Inloriii.ition.'KiM i\ iii. ||\-

l
-,'s00-l>4S-4M'J . «i

vvw3y.slstr.JveLciJUJ For

more intoriiLition cont.ict

STA Travel .it 41 3-256-

;2M

WANTED

UiiilXlNORSNEEP-
\-\\ lixtreiiieK uetierous

komix-iiNition paid. Non-

sm.ikers ,iges 21-32. Rir

more intonu.it ion please

loni.ici C'hrisiine or Li: at

7.S1769-6^>00 or visit

WW \\ r. >lx-ri nic h> 'Iscsq.ciim

YOUR AD
COULD GO

HERE!
Call 545-3500.
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Home, sweet home
Stone, Minutemen set for opener against Hartford

By Bi« Mc-GovERN
CoUJ»'iAN StAH'

After a respectable spring

break trip to Florida that saw the

Massachusetts baseball team

face off against some of the finest

talent in the country, the

Minutemen have their first home
gaiiK ol the season toda> against

the University of Hartford.

UMass will look to snap a

two-^une bsing streak today in

the fricndh confines of Earl

Lorden Field. This is the first

time the Marowi aixl White will

play in Amherst since it fell to St

k^eph's l4-«last May
UMass coach Mike Stone

said his team is anxious to play

on their own lieW

'They're definitely excil^

and I'm sure they're ready to go."

Stone said "We need to play too.

we haven't played since Sattirday

so wc need to get a game in

befoa- this weekend."

The MinuteiiK-n have had no

ttuuMc scoring this season and

have onh been hekl under four

runs once, in an JM k»» to

Conference USA powerhouse

South Florida. UMass has

outscoird itt opponents 76-58

this season with run support

cumini up and down the lineup.

"I think we do have a veteran

hitting team, all of our inltekkrs

are veteran hitters, we've got a

catcher that can swir^ the bat.'

Slone said. "I think its a matter

of experience arvJ they've been

pretty good hitters so far-

One of the finest performanc-

ea has oome from the bat of sen-

ior tranrfer Matt ReynoUls. who
ha.s three home r\nvs and 1 4 RBIs

on the season while batting /ilb.

The effort he gives all the

time is probably why lies suc-

cessful. He's a tremendous play-

er, he's got great altitutk. he

works his butt off in practice,"

Stone said. "He is always ready

to play, ho s the kind of guy >ou

want to coine up in situations

and make something happen. I'd

love to have about 1 5 guys jusi

like him"

ReyrH>kls. wfw i^ affection

ately known as "Ballgame.' for

to his desire to pla>. transferred

to UMass after playing for the

University of Maine where fie hit

only two home runs in his entire

career

Erk Chown will get the start

ing iHxl against the I lawks today,

but Stone will be using his whole

staff throughout the game to

warm up for this weekends

matchup with conference rival

George Washington. Chi.iwTi was

recently tvinvxl A lOarkl ECAC
pitcher of the week for his 10-

inning 4-2 victory over Iowa on

March 17.

-ffe dkl a great job bimJ con

served his pilches and ended up

putting in a good 10 innings

lyainst Iowa. Stone said. "Ikll

start, but we need to focus main-

ly on getting our pitchers ready

for the weekend bo-ause rh.>< -

our bread and butter, but Ih im-

n"l pitched since Wednesday so

we have to get him in thcTC."

Hartford has had its share of

trouble this season aixJ arx- i m
rently on a live-game U n,

streak. Two of the live were k>p-

sided defeats at the hands of

Coiiral Connectk^t (221) md
Delaware — a H-O no-hitter.

The Red and \V hiic also can

SMMSEMU.onpi«e7~

Minutewomen will open

home slate against UVM
By Ti)l)i> FosTKR

tJjLLeoiAN Staff

After 1 1 days in sunny

Florida, the Massachusetts soft-

ball team will return to the

friendly surroundings of

Amherst, as the Minutewomen

l9-in host Vermont in their

home opener today, an aftentoon

doubleheader slated to begin at

2 p m LMass' first 2004 home
gaiiK- will challenge the nation's

longest home winning streak ol

58 straight games won at the

UMass Softball Complex.

The last lime UMass lost at

home was a 3 I loss to Da>ton

on April 10. 2000 fhe Maroon

and White only managed three

hits in the UiU to the Flyers.

Former UMass pitcher Icn

Had! ' he loss, as she

blan. 2-0. Hadleys

win came on the same day in a

doubleheader as the loss, mark-

ing the start of the streak. Since

(he Complex opened in 2000.

LMass has auMaaed a 70-3

record with all three loMcs in the

S«nii>r shi>rt»ti>f> and tri-capuin Mike Albas will lead UMa»«

into a«.tH>n apuflM the Hawks al Earl Li'rilr" V'. If

opening year

In her Wth season with th^

Minutewomen. head coacl.

Elaine Sortino is only one win

r 400th with a record of

4 (.b45) A win agairttt

the Catamounts seems to be a

safe bet. as the Maroon and

White have never lost to UVM.
UMass has a commanding lead

in the alMkne «eriM. 41-0 with

J5undt
The t^. nis have strug-

gled early this season, compiling

8^-12 record and are coming off

four kMses at the Rebel Spring

Games in Orlando. Fla.

Vennont's offensive output is a

maior concern. as the

Catamounts have given up 78

runs and scored only 27. withcmi

a home run on the season

The one statistic both teams

have in common is each has a

freshman leading the team in

batting average. Vermont freah-

man Kate DeForge has had no

trouble with the bat. boasted by

her .512 batting average, but has

still not scored in 1 5 games. The

only other Caumiount batting

over .300 is also a freshman,

Kate Ramsey at .310.

UMas; freshman Candice

Molinari and her 370 batting

average has been a major boost

this season after the

Minutewomen lost three .300

hitters to graduation in 2003.

Molinari is the only player bat-

ling over .500. but the

Minutewomen have made up for

slow start to the offense in other

areas.

The UMass infield has turned

10 double plays this season,

which 18 three more than it did

in 49 games a year ago They

have abo stolen 30 bases out of

38 attempts after setting the

sthoi' ' • *ith 103 last year.

Si K |. Kelley is

i> > M Ajy up the all-time

I \l.i.^ hoinciun very quickly.

After smashing eight homers last

season. Kelley has picked up

where she left off with five

homeruM. including two game-

winner* and a grand slam. She

also leads the club with 16 RBIs

The imperuling weather could

cancel the Thursday doublehead-

er. as field conditions have

already changed the schedule

this week for UMass. Yesterday's

game at Boston University,

their first contest scheduled

within the Northeastern region,

was postponed until due to

poor field conditions. The BU
game is rescheduled for April

12 at 3 p.m.

^(^Omen's lax Crew begins season in quest for ninth

1 T TXTT T consecutive Atlantic 10 championship
to host UNri By MArr BARjrrim

Ohlm.ian Staff

By Mati Barstxtw

(.^HXta.iAN Staff

The Massachusetts women's

tecrosse team (1-4) will host New
Hampshire (3-4> Saturday at 1

p.m . with hopes of ending a four

game k)sing streak.

It has been an uphill battk for a

Mas.sachusetis team that hasn't

won a gaiTK since opening day at

Hdy Cross (9-6), February 28

Pli^ued by ckMe \omes. one com-

ir^ in overtime against Harvard (9-

8) and one coming at the hands of

Hofstra (10-8). UMass will kwk to

stop the bk-eding against a UNH

team that siruggksd to a 5-11

record in 2003 Last season. UNH
finished second in the America

East (4-1 ). but managed only one

victory outside the conference.

"Wc arc entering Saturdays

game having lost four straighl, but

we had a good chaiKe of winning

the Albany game that was can-

celed," coach Came Hokluc said.

The Alban> game thai was slat-

ed for Marvh 1 7 in New V'i>rk was

postponed until April due to heavy

snow.

The Minutewomen are coming

S«e wdmEN'S LAX on pageT

Bench should play key role

for Francona, Red Sox in 2004
]

Sunday's trade

^^fc^ of non- roster

^^^1 inftclder Tony
Mi^l Wbmack to the

^*|^ Cardinals for

.^^^^m ^^ right-hander

m^^^^L Matt Duff t1ew

^^^^^^^^ largely under

MiKe Red Sox Na-

^g[2g||i
lion's proverbial

^—^"^~^"" radar, but it is

clearly an important sign of the

times for the Olde Towne Team

camp winds down at City of Palms

Park in Fort Myers, Fla.

Despite the loss of right fieWer

TYol Nixon for at least the sea.son's

first month, and with star shortstop

Nomar Garciaparra hobbling

around in an inflatable cast while

recovering from Achilles ten-

donitis, there is no sense of panic

around new manager Terry

Francona's first camp as Sox skip-

per, and for two good reasons:

depth and flexibility.

Womack is a former starter and

World Series hero who has played

both infield and outfield for

Pittsburgh and Arizona, and is cur-

rently rehabbing a shoulder injury

that kept him out of much of 2005.

A left-handed hitter, a hole in his

swing kept Womack from ever

becoming a consistent leadoff hit

tcr. but his blazing speed certainly

put him over the top as a valuable

contributor when healthy

He is also the type of player tliat

both former general manager Dan

Duquette and current second-year

GM Theo Epstein have been will-

ing to take ri.sks on during their

respective tenure's tm Yawkey Way
Players like Bret Saberhagen. David

Cone and Robert Perstm. who were'

signed as injured, known com-

modities, rchabbcxl and went on to

achieve varying levels of .success.

So without an everyday player

perKilcxl in for the daunting task of

patrolling I enway Park's cavernous

right field, and with the thought of

again losing Garciaparra for an

extended period of time frightening

the hell out of those within the

Nation that even chose to think

about it, how can Lpsiein pass on

the value a versatile player like

Womack could poientially add to

Francona's bench'.'

Again, depth and tlcxibility.

Among the seven serious candi-

dates hoping to break camp with

New Kngland's favorite sons as

reserves, five bat right-handed, one

swings lefty and another switch

hits.

Defensively, there is only one

true infielder and one true outfield-

er in the group, while four out of

the remaining five can claim to play

either-or, with the lone exception

being backup catcher Doug

Mira belli.

In other words, it is quite obvi-

ously a diverse group, and one that

will allow Francona the ability to

mix and match and double-switch

to his heart's content. Therefore,

the question is quite simple: who

sticks?

Assuming that Mirabelli has

See RED SOX on page 8

As the la«t layer of kx recedes to

the banks of the Conncctk.-ut River,

the Massachusetts crew team is

ready to kwve behind the winter

monotony ol luwing machim-s for a

^inn^ on the water.

Entering the season as the eight-

time defending Atlantic 10

Conference champion, the UMass

squad is eager to defend its titk.

The 2004 season begins

Saturday, when the Minutewomen

travel to Kingston, R.I. where they

will be favoaxl to win the Yankee

Cup Regatta. The >ankee C\ip will

feature all the state universiries

from New England, including

Connc-ctkut and Rhode Island

In the 2004 natwnal rankings

released last week. UMass was list-

ed as a bubble team, placed just

outskle the top 20.

"I think that ihis years team will

be the best we've had." coach |im

Dietz said. "We have an incredibk

ainount e>f returning taknt and the

experience to do some impressive

things."

Ijist year's squad captured vic-

tories at the A- 1 and ECAC cham-

pionships, and finished the season

ranked 25rd in the final NCAA
coaches poll. The Ma.ssachu-setts

varsity eight capped off a successful

season with a gold medal perform-

ance at the summer's Henley

Women's Regatta in England.

As one of the largest spc^rts at

UMavs, the crew team will return

60 rowers, including seven new

recruits. Stephanie Hoph, the 2(305

Maroon and White Rookie of the

Year, will be called upon to power

the first varsity- eight Kiat this

spring.

loining Hoph will be senior

Katie O'Brien at stroke, junior Lea

lakobsen in the sixth scat, senior

Lizzy Boyle in the seventh scat, and

sophomore Catherine Gariepy in

the bow.

Recently appointed captains

Kate Bonner and Carrie

Champigny rowed in the second

varsity boat last spring, and will be

looked upon to lead a group of

experienccxl rowers to the NCAA
tournament. Champigny, the boat's

coxswain, guided her squad to a

semifinal birth at the Henley

Regatta. After a summer of training

on the Connecticut, Bonner will

a'tum as the team's veteran stroke.

"We lost eight senkirs from last

year's team, but we're senior heavy

this year su wc will unfortunately be

graduating twelve after this sea-

son." coKh lim Dietz saU. "With

the talent we Iwve, wc shouU be as

strong or stratify than wc were last

year."

UMass placed 19 out of at least

60 squads in the Open Division at

the Head of the Charies eariicr in

the fall, its best iintsh ever. The

Head of the Charks is one of the

worWs largest rowing competi-

tions, which featuird rowers on

coUeginc. Olympic, and national

team. Of the ten coliegiaie squads

to fini^ ahead of UMass. USC.

Duke. Texas and Iowa finished

within secoiKls of Marvion and

While— all teams that qualified fur

the NCAA's in 2005

ANd I H uKi .iAN

Date set for tribute to late Jack Leaman

The University of Massachu.setts has announced that "A Celebration of Jack Uaman" will be

held on Sunday, April 18, 2004, at Curry Hicks Cage on the UMass campus. The memorial service

will begin at 1 :00 p.m.. and will be followed by a reception to be held outside of Curry Hicks Cage.

John Mayer shows Providence

some 'Heavier Things'

ARTS & LIVING. PAGE i

Former UMass star Greg Mauldin

has NHL debut tonight
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Democrats hail

Kerry to oust I

incumbent
By NEOHA PlCKLER

AnociAno Press

New England's Largest College Daily » Est. 1890 Volume CXIV Issue 106

WASHINGTON (AP) — Democrats

embraced |ohn Kerrv as their new chief

with a show of solidarity from Presidents

Clinton and Caner. and former foes who

are mending fences in an effon to oust

President Bush

"We now have a sundard bearer of the

Democratic Party." Democratic National

Committee Chairman Terry McAuliffc said

Thursday, which the

party tilled "Unity

Day" following a frac-

tious primary race.

Carter.
Clinton. 2000
Democratic nominee

Al Gore and all of

Kerry's primary rivals

except Dennis

Kucinich and Carol

Moseley Braun were

attendii^ a celebratory dinner ihai was to

raise more than $1 1 million for the DNC
Kerry loW Wack-newspaper publishers

that his campaign will reach out in an

•unprecedented fashion" ainl asked them

to join him "We net\l to build the greatest

•-roots movement in the history of this

Economy
may be

improving
By Jeannine Aversa

AsiKXIATfl) PkCSS

Abortion battle reexamined
By Casey Novak
CouaciAN Staff

John Kerry

Sae KEMIY on page 3

Palestinians:

violence

won't work
By MottAMMH> Dara(;hmeh

AaamiATtP Pnaas

RAMALLAH. West Bank ( AP) - Sixty

prominent Palestiniaas urged their people

Thursday not to reuliate for Israel's killing

of the Hamas founder, but instead to trans-

form the 3 l/2-ycar-oW violent uprising

into a peaceful protest for statehood.

A call for restraint came from a second

direction Thursday — relatives of a

Palestinian youth caught with a sukide

bomber's vest at an Israeli roadblock

demanded that militants stop recruiting

chiUren.

Despite the appeals, the Hamas military

wing on Thursday issued a rare videotaped

sttlcment. threatening retaliation against

Israelis in graphic terms, after marking

Israeli Prime Minster Ariel Sharon as a tar

get.

The statement pledged "a strong. Mrth

shaking response to make the sons of mon-

keys and pigs taste a painful death."

In the videotape, given to the Dubai-

based Al Arabiya TV channel, a masked

man declared. "We say to the pig Sharon

that we will pound your fortresses and

make you curse yourself 1.000 times for

See PALESnmANS on page 2

WASHINGTON (AP) — America's

economic recovery ended 2005 on a

good note, growing at a solid 4.1 per-

cent annual rate, and is expected to do

even better in the opening quarter of

this year.

The latest reading on gross domestic

product for the Octoberto-Decamber

quarter was the same as a previous esti-

mate made a month ago. the Commerce

Department reported yesterday. That

was consistent with economists' fore-

casts.

GDP measures that value of all

goods and services produced within the

United States and is considered the

most important barometer of the econo-

my's health.

Economic growth in the current

lanuary-to-March quarter is expected to

clock in at a rate of 4.5 percent, accord-

ing to some analysis' forecasts. Growth

in the April-io-|une quarter also should

be around that pace, they said.

Tax refunds and other tax incentives

should motivate consumers and busi-

nesses to spend and invest more —
energizing the economy in the first half

of ihis year, economists said.

"I think we should have another cou-

ple of good quarters." said Mark Zandi.

chief economist at Economy.com. an

analysis firm. "The only thing we caii be

hoping for now is some job growth."

On Wall Street, the GDP report

helped propel stock"; upward The Dow
loncs indusiriaU gained ITO.S** points

to close at 10.218.82.

Its the second half of the year,

though, that some economists are a bit

concerned about.

If the lackluster job climate persists,

some worry that consumers might turn

cautious, thus raising the risk of an eco-

nomic slowdown in the final two quar-

ters of this year

The economy added just 21.000 jobs

in February — all of them in govern-

ment — a Labor Department survey of

payrolls showed. |ob growth has been

painfully slow despite better economic

activity.

Since President Bush took office in

lanuary 2001. the economy has lost 2.2

million jobs.

Presumptive Democratic presidential

nominee John Kerry has pointed to this

as evidence that Bush's economic poli-

cies aren't working. Bush, who has

defended his policies, wants Congress

to make his tax cuts permanent, con-

tending it would make the economy

stronger and spur job growth.

In other economic news, new claims

for unemployment benefits rose last

week by a seasonally adjusted 1 .000 to

339.000. the Labor Department said.

And. the National Association of

""flllnr'' rpporied that salcs of previQUS-

j
See ECONOMY on page 3

"IWomen 1 shouWn't be hesitant or

apologetk for demanding the right for an

abortkJn." said Sue Fitzgerald, a member

of the International Socialist Organiz-

atkxi to a small group of men and

women who assembled at the Campus

Center yesterday to defend abortion

rights.

Abonion rights are currently being

eroded away, Fitzgerald said Since the

Roe vs. Waide verdki g^ve women the

right to a safe and legal abortion.

Rtzgerakl said that anti-abortkxi fanatic

have mobilized to uke that right away.

In lanuary of 1973 a pregnant, singk

woman. Norma McCorvey known as

"lane Roe" brought a cla.ss action Lawsuit

challenging the constitutkxulity of the

Texas criminal abortion laws, whkh only

alk>wed abortions for the purpose of sav-

ing the mother's life The plainiifTs asser-

tion was that prohibiting abonion at any

nme before birth violated a women's

constitutional right to privacy. The

Supreme Court later agreed with

Mc-Corvey, justifying the legality of abor-

tkxi under the fourteenth Aniervlment.

"A bill in South Ctekota thai wouki

have outlawed all abortions in the sute.

even in cates of rape or incest, was only

defeated by a oite vote margin."

FitzgeraU sawi "This whole bill was

designed to chalknge the case of Roe vs.

Wade."
"We need to utKlerstand that 31

years after abortioiu have been legal-

ized, they are still under attack."

Rtzgerakl said.

Kate Farrcll. a University of

Maasachusctts senior, and Wayne

StatMlley. both members of the ISO,

took the opportunity of the discussion to

encourage students to attend the March

for Women's Lives. whk.h will take

place on April 25 in Washington. DC.
'It's important that everyone who

can get [to the district |
get there."

Sundley saki "We need to overpower

I the conservatives) with numbers."

The March for Women's Lives will be

SI XTTT KLIWIIXIE IWXH I Ef.lAN

Beautiful day in the neighborhood

Karen Olsted. a sophomore Schotil of Management student from West

Newbury, plays "4Ss" with Joe Riedel, a senior operations management major

from Methuen. Th. two were taking advantage of Wednesday's sunny weather

outside the Campus Center.

Member* of the International Socialut Orsanization discus* the difficulties

abortion-seeking winnen mav face yesterday.

a public dettHjnsiration organized b>

several leading national women's rights

gnxips. Pro-choice activists will assem-

ble in the nation's capiul to support

reproductive freedom and justke for all

women.
"Since IPresklent George W.j Bush

has been in office he has insulled ultra

right winged. fanatic anti-choice

judges." FitzgeraU sakl.

Fitzgerald also said that last year the

Bush administration withdrew US sup-

port for the United Nation s convention

on the eliminatk)n all forms of discrimi-

nation against women, as well as block-

ing $34 million of US. funding, which

Congress had already approved, for the

United Natkxt Population Fund

"This is an agetKy that doesn't even

offer abortion." Rtzgerakl said, "but

provides health and maternity care to

poor women all around the world
"

"Abortion isn't a moral issue, it is a

politkal issue about whether or not

women have reproductive rights."

Fitzgerald said. "Women shoukin't be

forced to bear unwanted children
"

Fitzgerakl also commented on the

bkxkading of abortkm clink.-s. and the

harassment and abu.se women going in

to get health carv sometimes receive.

"Ami abortion crusaders want us to

ihink that abortion is something for peo-

pk to be ashanwd of." Fitzgc-raW sakl.

"We have to be prepared to defend abor-

twn clinks if the conservatives are trying

to shut them down
"

Fitzgerald said that until recently

abortions were, for the most part, sup-

ported around the countr> Now <.he said

that they ai^e seen as a horribk thing to

do. instead irf kjoked at as health care.

"A wonvin's right to control her own

body is absolutely a prerequisite of

women's liberation -• yxxi cant have

women's liberation without abortion

rights, it's as simple as that." Rtzgerakl

sakl "Unles* women have control over

their bodies, they will never be equal to

nten."

March will strive to fight poverty
The Maah to Abolish Poverty will be

passtitg through downtown Amherst this

Sunday in a campaign that vows to unify

the worid and defeat the forces of mili-

tarism, racism and economk: expkiiw-

tkxi.

The March will tiavel through 25 of

the bwest-income and hardest-hit cities

and towns in all parts of Massachusetts.

The gathering is part of a 16-day

statewide poverty march that began

March 20 in Hyannis and will finish April

4 in Boston at the Beacon Hill's State

Hou.se.

April 4 also marks the 36th anniver-

sary of the assas.sinatk)n of Reverend

Martin Luther King |r

The march will continue in the foot-

steps of Martin Luther King |r. and assist

in bringing attention to economic injus-

tk:e in a campaign documenting ongoing

Economic Human Rights violations

On April 4, King's organization was

in the mkist of buikling a "Poor Peopk's

March " This march and campaign was

attempting to organize kjw-income peo-

ple of all races and their supporters to

come to their nation's capital and make

just demands on their govemment to do

something to overcome the terribk- prob-

lems and injustke of those who lived in

poverty.

In the 1800's. those who wanted to

abolish slavery were called abolitionists.

The marchers in this event, now calling

themselves the "New Abolitionists."

hope that with the start of this march

being in Ma-ssachu-setts. the campaign

will spread across the country and

throughout the world.

They urge like-minded activists

throughout the United States to join the

campaign to abolish the slavery of

poverty.

According to the March's official

Web site, the New Abolitionists hope to

"create a worid we all can live in togeth-

er, as sisters and brothers, and live in

peace with economic and social justice."

The gathering will start at the first

Congregational Church on Main Street

at 1 30 p.m. in downtown .Amherst. The

March will finish at 4;25 p.m. at the

Amherst Common or Grace Church,

depending on the weather

All families, individuals and organi-

zatkxis arc- welcome and encouraged to

participate in the march

The founding sponsors for the event

are the Economic Human Rights

Project, the Sifters Together Ending

Povenv and the Green-Rainbow Parly,

as well as other variou". •iiaiewide spon-

sors.

To learn morc* about Amherst •» plans

for the March to Abolish Poverty, visit

the March's Web site at h^p./Zabolish-

povertv.org/liKal/aiTihcrsi

.

Michelle Rhrra

Senate moves to protect Expert on

unborn in criminal acts soace shuttl(

By Jim Abrams
AssiKiATEn Press

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate

voted Thursday to make it a separate

crime to harm a fetus during commis-

sion of a violent federal crime, a victory

for those seeking to expand the legal

rights of the unborn.

The 61-38 vote on the Unborn

Victims of Violence Act sends the legis-

lation, after a five-year battle in

Congress, to President Bush for his sig-

nature. The White House said in a state-

ment that it "strongly supports protec-

tion for unborn children." "The House

passed the bill last month.

Senate Majority l.eader Bill Frist. R-

Tenn.. said the bill was "powerful

because this act is about simple human-

ity, about simple reality."

But abortion rights lawmakers con-

tended that giving a fetus, from the

point of conception, the same legal

rights as its mother sets a precedent that

could be used in future legal challenges

to abortion rights.

It was the second big win for social

conservatives pushing protections for

the unborn following enactment of the

so-called partial birth abortion ban last

year. That ban is now tied up in the

courts.

The Senate cleared the way for pas-

sage with a 50-49 vote to defeat an

amendmem. backed by opponents of the

bill, that would have increastxl penalties

but maintained that an attack on a preg-

nant woman was a single-victim crime.

Sen. lohn Kerry. D-Mass.. President

Bush's opp«.)ncnt tfiis fall, interrupted his

campaign schedule to vote yes on the

one-victim amendment. He voted no on

final passage.

The bill states that an a.ssailani who

attacks a pregnant woman while com-

mitting a violent federal crime can be

prosecuted for separate offenses against

both the wonuin and her unborn child.

The legislation defines an "unborn

child" as a child in ulero, which it says

•"means a member of the species homo

sapiens, at any stage of development,

who is carried in the womb."

"This bill recognizes that there are

two victims." said Sen. Mike DcWine,

R-Ohio. a chief sponsor Americans, he

said, "intuitively know that there is a vic-

tim besides the mother."

The key obstacle was an amendment

by Sen. Diannc Feinstein, D-Calil.. that

would have imposed the same tougher

penalties outlined in the DeWine bill but

classified any attack on a pregnant

woman as a single-victim crime, avoid-

ing the issue of fetal rights and the ques-

tion of when a person attains person-

hood.

Space

will speak
A member of the Columbia Accident

Investigation Board will be at the

University of Massachusetts this after-

noon to discuss last year's space shuttle

crash and the investigation team's

research into the cause.

Stanford professor Douglas

OsherolTs lecturc\ "Understanding the

Columbia Space .Vcidenl." will be held

at Mahar Auditorium at 3:45 p.m. and is

free and open to the public.

The Columbia space shuttle came

apart during rcx-ntry last February, killing

all seven of the crc'v^ members on board,

biter that day, NASA set up an investiga-

tion board to detemiine the cause of the

accident. The boiird was able to come to

a conclusion as to the cause of the acci-

dent and issued ihcii report last August.

According to the repon. the accident was

caused by a piece of insulating foam that

struck the edge of the left wing during the

launch. Oshcroff will discuss this cause

and the organizalional problems that the

team also believed contributed to the

accident.

Osheroff was a rcxipient of the 1996

Nobel Prize in Physics for his discovery of

the supcriluidity of helium 3. The profes-

See SHUTTLE on page 2
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Bringing funds

back into the school

and making sure it's

distributed property. ^^
Adam Meringolo

There is not

enough attention paid

to the student. They

should do everything

to maximize the oppor-

tunity tor students.^^

CllffonI Schochat

r u I a r

STPEC major

f r e s h m a n

Journalism major

Shuttle talk

to take place
SHUTTU from pagt 1

sor h» W'.'ii Ok niiiich) Mcinunal

Prue w a member uf the National

AcackiTiN of ScicrKTS. the Ofcver

Bu.kle> Prize, and the Walter I

Gore» Award for Excellence in

Teaching. He was abo named a

Mac,\nhur VtStam.

Ushcruin prcaenlMion m (tit

<ichoul b part uf the Distinguiihed

Speaken propam put un by the

Commonweahh Collep: The pro-

gr»n brinp notable speaken lo

the achuoi lo interact whh honon

students and to gne ipecxhe» un

topic* of interest. In addition to his

pi^jKc kxturc. OsheruO will also

ineci with hooorv <>iuJcnis and

nhssKv dcpitnmcm (acult>..

— lAefmDeir),

^^1 think the biggest

focus should be why

are we paying more

and getting less.^^

Dave Brown

*They should reform

the policies of the RAs

so that students have

more rights, yy
Ellssa Dunn

Music major

s u p h i> ni u r c

PtydiologyAiomant Studios major

More diversity In

the leadership ... it

would be nice to see

more women and more

minorities.^^

Myles Sullivan

in relation to class

size ... budget cuts are

one of the most impor-

tant issues. «^

Rachel Rabinovich

Communication major

f u n t o r

Sociology/Education major

T

T O M HANKS
The greatest criminal minds of all time have finally nr>«t their match.

Ring Day

Monday, March 29th 10AM to 4PM
Tuesday, March 30th 10AM to 4PM

UniversityStore CampusCenter

TH€ Choice For your doss ring

If you can't make the Ring Day Sale

Call Jostens at: 800-854-7464

WWW.jostens . confi
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CLINIQUE Bonus is here!
With your Clinique purchase of '19.50^

get this 7 -piece gift. Fnm. Quantities

are limited. Now thru Sun., April 4th

JL
Soundtrack Includes The New Single "Trouble Of This Worid (Coming Home)' Performed By Imll!

In Tlieatres March 26

Spring Gift

7-piece Gift
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Palestinians

push for no'

violence ,

MLESTINtANS from page 1

merely thinking ol assassinating

our kaders and symbols."

However, some Palestinians

are questioning whether violent

resistance has done them mora

hann then good. Their economy

has been decimated. Israelj

checkpoints, closures and othee;

restrictions, whi.h Israel says an?

necessary to stop attackers, have

made their lives miserable.
j

Since violence erupted in

September 2000. 2,7b2 people

have been killed on the

Palestinian side and 942 on thq

Israeli side — but Palestinians are

hard pressed lo show an) accom^

plishinents.

On Thursday, a group of

respected Palestinians put a half-

page advertisement in the PLX)'s

Al-Ayyam newspaper calling on

Palestinians to lay down their

anns and turn to peaceful means

of protest toward ending Israel's!

occupation of the West Bank and

Gaza Strip

Similar calls in the past have

had little impact on public opin-

ion, and Thursday's ad was greet-j

cd with little enthusiasm by many

Palestinians

The intellectuals who signed

the ad — including peace advo-

cate Sari Nusseibeh, lawmaker

Hanan Ashrawi and Abbas Zaki.

a leading member of Yasser

Aiafat's Fatah movement — said

j rawangc attacks over Yassin'9

' MMNiination would lead to

ctrong Israeli retaliation and fur-

ther hurt the Palestinian cause.

The group called on the public

to "rise again in a peaceful, wtoe

Imrfadch lupnMngl
'

Some Palestinians doubted

I

the ad wouU be greeted with a

fimilar call for restraint by

Israelis, noting Israel has

announced pim to kill all HamM
leaders.

"We had many previous expe-

riences with the

Ahmed Radi. 32.

truce with Israel,

not stopped its aggression."

For ita pen. Israel has said it

pliM lo UB the entire Hamas
leMknhip.

Israeli truops have engaged

Meatinian militants in isolated

gunfights since Yassin's tulKng.

but there has been no maior esca-

lation in violence Still. Israelis

are jittery, and security has been

beefed up througfiout the coun-

try

Stepped up security mea.«ures

paid off for the Israelis on

Wednesday when soldiers

stopped 16-year-old Hus.sam

Abdo. who had a suicide bomb
vest strapped to his body, at a

West Bank checkpoint, setting off

a tense encounter with soldiers.

The teeriagcr's family said he

was gullible and easily manipulat-

c-d. and demanded that militants

stop using children for attacks.

"It is forbidden to send him to

tight He is young, he is small, he

shciuld be in school. Somecmc
pressured him, maybe because

they killed Ahmed Yassin,"

Abdo's mother. Tamam, said.

The aftermath of Yassin's

Hsassination has been felt in

Israel. The president of Romania

called off a trip set for Monday,

tour operators report that many
tourists have canceled their trips,

and a leading European basket-

ball team refused to fly to Israel

for a league game on Thursday

The Yassin killing was part of

Sharon's effort to crush Hamas
ahead of a possible Israeli with-

drawal from Gaza.

Sharon has suggested the

Gaza pullout as part of a plan to

unilaterally separate from the

Palestinians in the absetKC of a

jjeacc agreement. The plan is

expected to include a limited

pullback from the West Bank,

where Israel would impose a

boundary.

An Israeli delegation —
including Sharon's top aide Dov
Weisglass and national security

adviser Giora Eiland — is in

Washington this week to discuss

the plan. U.S. envoys are expect-

ed in Israel next week for anoth-

er round of talks.
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Boston visit a

Bush fundraiser
By STEVt LeBlanc

.^ssix lArtn Press

Prc»idcni Bush, right, shakes hand* M«»»*.hu»etts Gov. Min Rirniney "« » Bu»h-Chencv 2004 cain|Mij{n tundra.>ii.K t 'mi »« Bi>»«on u»-

lerday.

BOSTON (AP) — President

Bush's campaign fund-raising tour

targeted Boston on Thursday, with

about 1,000 people attending a

$2,000-per-person event at the

Park Plaza Hotel.

"Some people might think we

would rK)t have a lot of support

here. They're wrong," he said.

"Nobody should take any state for

granted in 2004."

One name not on the guest list

was -Democratic rival John Kerry,

who lives less than a mile from the

hotel.

Despite Kerry's obvious politi-

cal advantages in his home state.

Bush, who has already raised

about $170 million for his re-elec-

tion bid, has a strong base of sup-

port from a small but dedicated

band of among Mas.sachusetts

Republicans.

Bush's jabs at Kerry got some

of the biggcsi applause. He also

made a veiled reference to the gay

marriage debate in Massachusetts,

decrying activist jiidges who "try

to remake the values of America

by court order"

David "Mugsy" McGinnis, 48,

of Westwocxl, the owt>er of a tick-

et agency, describes himself as a

conservative Republican, and a

big fan of President Bush

"I'm raising my kids as very

conservative Republicans I agree

with everything (Bush) does He
ant make a mistake in my eyes."

Last lune. Vice President Dick

(.henev brought in $1.2 million

during a fund raising stop in

Hopkinton that was hosted by

businessman and former U.S.

ambassador to Ireland Richard

E^n.
Organizers of the event said

the Boston event, which followed

another Bush fund-raising stop in

Nashua. N.H., raised about $1.5

million for the candidate.

Kerry was also on the money

hunt Thursday. The

Massachusetts senator and pre-

sumptive Democratic presidential

nominee was planning to attend a

fund-raising event for the

Democratic National Committ«»

in Washington, D.C. with former

presidents Bill Clinton and limmy

Carter.

The $1 .000-a-plate dinner will

raise $1 1 million — about $1 mil-

lion from Massachusetts —
according to state Democratic

Part> Chairman Phil lohnston.

"He I Bush I
may receive

money Ironi his wealthy, limou-

sine-riding GOP friends, but he

wont get many votes from real

Massachusetts voters in

November." k>hnston said.

Protesters and supporters

lined the sidewalks Thursday

afternoon as Bush arrived at the

Boston Park Plaza Hotel for the

event

About 500 Bush opponcntt

gathered near the intersection of

Arlington aiKl Buylston Streets,

sonw holding signs that read "Get

the terrorists out of the White

House " The bells of the nearby

Ariington Street Church tolled

the strains of "We Shall

Overcome" and "Give F»eace a

Chance." Protesters included

union members, environmental-

ists, antiwar protesters and AIDS
activists. The crowd began dissi-

pating at about 7 p.m.

4/* reporter lennifer Peter txM-

tnhuied to ihii report.

Kerry Recent report suggests recent economic improvement

wins new
support

KBWV from page 1

country," he said.

Kerry was endorsed by Ms
harshest primary rival, fonncr

Vermunt Gov Howard Dean,

who put aside objections to the

Massachusetts senator's position

on tax cuts and ihe war in Iraq in

the common cause of beating

Bush.

"We had a tough campaign

here." Dean said in endorsing

Kerry at a George Washington

University rally, noting that they

once focused "on things that

divide us. Now we are going to

talk about the things that we
have in common."

The American Federation of

State. County and Municipal

Employees, which had backed

Dean, also endorsed Kerry after a

unanimous vote of the union's

executive council. With 1.3 mil-

lion members. AFSCMK is the

second-largest union in the .\FL-

CIO and boasts one of organized

labor's largest and most savvy

political operations. The United

Auto Workers' executive board

followed suit, one day before

Kerry campaigns in Michigan.

Kucinich is the only candidate

still campaigning, even though

Kerry has enough delegates for

the nomination. The Ohio con-

gressman pledged in a statement

to support the eventual nominee,

but said he will continue to cam-

paign for peace, universal health

care and fair trade. Braun sent

Kerry a letter with her regrets,

citing a prior commitment.

Other candidates who chal-

lenged Kerry in the primary,

including Dean, former Gen.

Wesley Clark and North Carolina

Sen. John Edwards, have sent e-

mail solicitations asking for

donations to Kerry's campaign.

McAuliffe said the party, with

$25 million and no debt, was bet-

ter prepared than ever to chal-

lenge the GOP
"The tools are in place,"

McAuliffe told the National

Newspaper Publishers

Association. "Now wc need to

make sure to use these tools to

make sure that |ohn Kerry is

elected president."

Still, Kerry and his party are

fit a disadvantage. The
Republican National

Committee reported $45 mil-

lion on hand at the beginning of

the month and has raised more

since then. Kerry reported $2.4

million and has raised roughly

$20 million over the Internet

since then. But Bush dwarfed

him with $110 million and took

in millions more at fund-raisers

in recent weeks, including one

Thursday in Kerry's hometown

of Boston.

Democratic-leaning groups

are spending millions in sup-

port of Kerry, which could help

even the gap.

ECONOMY from page 1

ly owned homes grew by 2 per-

cent in February to a seasonally

adjusted annual rate of 6.12

million

Low interest rates beckoned

buyers and pushed home sales

to record levels in 2003 Sales

are expected to be brisk this

year. too.

'With a strong underlying

demand for housing from a

growing population in a recov-

ering economy, we could be

flirting with another record this

year." said David Lereah, the

association's chief economist.

Although the fourth quar

ler's GDP growth rate was

slower than the red-hot 8.2 per-

cent pace of the third quarter,

the economy's performance in

the second half of 2005 marked

the fastest back-lo-back quar-

terly increases since the first

two quarters of 1^84.

Until the second half of last

year, the economy was strug-

gling mightily to get back on

firm fooling after being

knocked asurider by the 2001

recession, terror attacks and

fallout from a wave of corpo-

rate accounting scandals.

A noteworthy factor in the

pickup in the second half of

last year was brisk spending by

businesses. Businesses finally

cast off some of the caution

that had previously restrained

capital investment.

It was big cutbacks in capi-

tal spending that helped to

thrust the economy into reces-

sion. Economists said a sus-

tained turnaround in capital

spending is a crucial ingredient

for the recovery lo be lasting.

Businesses boosted spending

on equipment and software at a

14.9 percent rate in the fourth

quarter That was a tad slower

than the I 5. 1 percent pace esti-

mated a month ago and came

after a 17.6 percent growth

rate in the third quarter.

Still, businesses cut spend-

ing on new plants and ouildings

in both the third and fourth

quarters. That's been an area

that has remained weak.

A measure of aftertax cor-

porate profits, adjusted for

changes in inventories and cap-

ital depreciation, rose by 7.6

percent in the fourth quarter,

following a 10.1 percent

increase in the prior quarter.

Economists hope that contin-

ued good profit growth will be

an incentive for businesses to

step up hiring

Consumers, whose spending

accounts for roughly two-thirds

of all economic activity, also

helped the economy. Consumer
spending rose at a respectable

5.2 percent pace in the fourth

quarter. That was better than

the last estimate of a 2.7 per-

cent pace and followed a 6.9

percent growth rate in the third

quarter
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Wilson appointment a

step in right direction
Seven months after taking over as interim

president, lack Wilson has otTicially betrn named

aa William Bulger's replacement as the next pres-

ideni of the University of Massachusetts.

Wilson has received praise from all skks. For

one, he has proven himself to have a strong rap-

port witii 'he student bod). Several officials in the

Student Government Asaodstton have already

voiced their approval of Wilson, citing both his

exemplary credentials as well as his skillful abili-

ty to communicate with students on a personal

level. In a tinte when students feel alienated and

cut olT frucn university ofiicials, and students

acruss the state argue that they have no say in

campus-vvide deciskms. having a president w^
will uke time to interact with the student body is

essential Wil-nxi >eems to fit this description.

Gov. Milt RomiH-y. the man who spearheaded

the effort leading to Bulger's eventual r^gnation

ImI September, has also expressed his endorse-

ment. Romney pointed to the character, intellec-

tual capacity and commitment of Wilson as rea-

sons why he approves of the decision.

Character ianies. stemmmg from Bulgers

inability to cooperate in the federal investigation

of his broiher. Whitey. were the key reasons

Rumney opposed Bulger as president. It will be a

wekomed change of pace to have a president

thai can work side-by-side with the governors

office

Finally. Wiban has reoehwd approval from

the Bu^ camp Bulger hinndf praiMd Wllwn

earlier this month for his tine job as internn pres-

ident Wilson has also received the backing of

several trustees who supponed Bulger during the

last few months of his tenure, incliximg Hoard of

Tr\istees chainnan Grace Fey.

Clearly. W ilson has been able to draw support

from a wide varietv of sources, something that

will prove invaluable to him as he attempts to

take UMass, in tlw words of Gov. Romney, "to

the next level."

The trustees' decision to name Wilson as the

universities twenty-fifth president did not come

without amtroversy. however Board member

Robert B. McCarthy, for exampkr, criticized the

process, saying it was done prematurely.

McCarthy said he did not have a chance to meet

the other candidate in the race for the presiden-

cy. Democratic fund-raiser Alan D. Sok>mont

The haste was due. in part, to an offer Wilson

received from Worcester Polytechnic Institute, to

be the university's new president.

Whikr some imght argue that the "rushed"

nature of the appointment led to an uneducated,

even incorrect choice, it does indicate just how

sought after a candidate Wilson was. The board,

pcissibly fcanng Wilson woukl accept the posi-

tion at WPI, took the necessary steps to ensure

that their top ch«.>tce woukJ be selected. Such a

high level of commitment in a newly elected pres-

ident speaks volumes to the confidence universi-

ty officials have in Wilson.

If UMass is truly ready to be taken to "the

next level." they vmII need a president who can

speak to both tlie student body and the state offi-

cials. He must be committed to shaping UMau
into an able flagship university, equipped to han-

dle the challeTi«Bi it will surely to face in the

months and yean to come The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian agrees with the Board of Trustees

that jack Wilson is the prc>p«.-r candidate for sudi

a job.

Information jnun the Hosum Globe was used

in ihii edilorial.
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LEHER TO THE EDITOR
GRAD STUDENT SAYS
RACISM SHOULD BE

TAKEN
MORE SERIOUSLY

On March 25 Zach Oelschlegel

vwote about two of my favorite

subjects free speech and racism

For starters I'd like to clarify for

Oelschlegel that the first amend-

ment Isn't |ust about protecting

ttie speech that takes place in his

living room amongst hjs friends or

the writings In his web log. And

It's sure as hell not restricted to

protectir\g the rights of his

favorite comedians on Comedy

Central when they say the 'f

word

Furthermore, it's not entirely

about protecting Janet Jackson's

exposed breast. The first amend-

ment Is about protecting undesir-

able speech It wasn't written to

protect conservative pundits like

Bill O'Reilly when they give

George W. Bush a pat on the back

for bringing democracy to Iraq

and Afghanistan The first amend-

ment is about protecting the

rights of those who criticize the

war and point out how this admin-

istration Is in the Middle East

working in the interest of the

Halliburtons and Exxon-Mobiles.

The very concept of free

speech was also meant to protect

those who questioned the dispari-

ties of wealth within the richest

country on earth

Notice the contradiction, how-

ever, when Dr. Martin Luther King,

Jr spoke out against war and

poverty versus when Bill Maher

referred to ttie U.S. military oper-

ations as being 'cowardly ' King

paid the price with constant

harassment by the FBI and even-

tually, his life Maher on the other

hand, got his favorite toy taken

away from him

Apparently you're correct

Oelschlegel "To go too far on

either side of the issue is where

people's rights are infringed, or

where you disrupt someone else's

right to life, liberty and the pursuit

of happiness.'

You did. however, leave out

someone's right to make a profit

Perhaps Or King should've

remained in his living room talk-

ing about war and economic

injustices with his buddies.

I always find myself speech-

less when white folks say things

like "I'm not a racist but ... "or

more specifically in Oelschlegel's

case. "I am not a racist. But at

least I have the right to be one."

Do you have any understanding of

what you're saying? When you

legitimize the right to be a racist,

you're trivializing 512 years of

race relations As long as white

people think that having black

friends or not saying the 'n" word

protects them from being a racist,

you're never going to understand

white supremacy and therefore

will never establish peace with

people of color.

White supremacy isn't limited

to conversations concerning the

Ku Klux Klan. It's the very mental-

ity under which this country's

wealth and democracy was

founded via the enslavement of

blacks, the genocide of native

people and the territorial con-

quest of Mexicans White

supremacy is now deeply embed-

ded in our laws disguised as anti-

immigrant legislation, the Patriot

Act and. of course. UMass Sevis

fees These laws target People of

Color If you fail to recognize this,

you're living on that big white

moon in the sky Giving your gov-

ernment a friendly wink and a

nudge for guaranteeing your right

to be a racist takes us back five

centuries!

Oelschlegel, I have a proposi-

tion for you For the past three

years I've lived In Detroit, a city

where African Americans consti-

tute 82 percent of the population.

I'm going back there this summer.

I'll be living in the predomi-

nantly Latino community within

the city I invite you to come along

with me I have ties to the com-

munity as well as media connec-

tions that'll let you reprint that

same column you wrote for the

The Massachusetts Dally

Collegian The only condition

being that you have to allow for

the Detroit readers to see the

same mug shot of you that's print-

ed in the Collegian. As a courtesy

to you, I'll even reprint the article

In Spanish for the Latino commu-

nity to enjoy Much like the issue

of racism Oelschlegel, this isn't a

joke

Your audience won't be the

same tofu-eating, Birkenstock-

wearing white hippie liberals of

Amherst.

Hector "Ric" Urrutia

UMass graduate student

Deterring democracy in Haiti
Media coverage of Haiti in

recent weeks might lead one to

believe the Haitian people have

been saved from a corrupt dicta-

tor after the overthrow of

President lean Bertrand Aristide.

Reality is quite different.

In 1490 Haiti held its first free

election following a long history

of U.S. supported dictatorship.

Former World Bank

official Marc Bazin was , .

expected to win the ^'"»''

election having the sup-
^—"

port of the United States and the

elite owTied ffaitian media Bazin

lost in a wave of popular support

for the priest of the slums — jean

Bertrand Aristide. Aristide won
the elections with two thirds of

the vote.

The first Bush Administration

met this massive display of partic-

ipatory democracy with disdain.

Seven nrvjnths after the election.

Aristide was overthrovtm by a

CIA-backed military coup. The

CIA contmued funding the para-

military death squad as it beat,

tortured, raped, mutilated and

massacred the Haitian population

during its three-year reign of ter-

ror, where an estimated 5.000 to

5.000 Haitian civilians were

killed. Today former death squad

leader, Emmanuel Constant, lives

in Queens being given asyhim by

the United Sutes despite Haitian

extradition requests.

With growing political pres-

sure. President Clinton acted to

invade Haiti in September of

1994 to restore Aristide to the

presidency. However, his power

was greatly reduced and he wa«

made to adopt neo-liberal 'struc-

tural adjustment programs'

wtuch essentially handed flaiti's

economy over to multiiuitional

corporations. Aristide was forced

to undcmiii>e his initial platform

to help the poor iBMaes and

instead adopt poHcks to attract

foreign investment and help busi-

ness.

Though Aristide clearly won

the 2000 presidential election.

the media has calk.*d his election a

fraud. The electoral dispute actu-

ally concerned parliamentary

• elections wfjcre Aristide'* l^valas

party took the great nutjority of

seats. The opposition protested

the election of nine senators of

Lavalas who won with a plurality

rather than a majority, l-ater.

upon the request of Aristide wfw
sought to dispel all accusations of

illegitimacy, eight out of nine sen-

ators resigned. Afterward the

Bufke

Organization of American States

criticized the calculation methods

as being Hawed and international

aid was cut off. The International

Coalition of Independent Ob-

servers concluded that the elec-

tions were "free and fair" The

United States irwidentally denied

requests from the Haitian govem-

nieni for international observers

to validate the elections.

It is painfully ironic lis-

tening to pundits try to

™~" justify the removal of

Aristide on the grounds that he

was not democratically elected

given the Florida 2000 debacle

which brought Georye W. Bush

to the White House.

Jeffrey Sachs wrote in the

Financial Times. "Mr Aristide

won the presidential election, but

most of the US media reported

the election was hpycotted by the

opposition' and hertce. not legiti-

mate. This is a cruel joke to those

who know Haiti, where Mr
Aristide was swept in with an

overwhelming mMdtc and the

opposition, such as it was.

ducked the elections.

'

Upon his election Aristide

acted on his campaign pledge to

help the poor by doubling mini-

mum wage and refusing to priva-

tize sute industry This is oppo-

site of U.S. neo-Uberal plans for

Haiti which call for a government

frieitdly to investors, not the

Haitian population. Doubling

labor costs and denying corporate

ukeover of Haiti s industries goes

against U.S. aims of hc*gemony in

the region by challenging the neo-

liberai afenda and also setting the

dangerous example of 'taking

matters into one's own hands' as

President Kennedy advisor

Arthur Schlesinger aptly pointed

out decades ago

It is apparent from statements

made by the Bush Administration

that they are pleased with regtnK

change in Haiti. Absent frum the

media is the fact that the same

CIA trained and funded terrorist

group (FRAPH) from the 1991

coup and an attempted coup in

2001 ts i«spon»ible tor tK

'£^iei$6%t;!££'^''£
same I Louis iodel ChamUain.

Guy Philippe, lean Tatoune.

Andre Apaid).

fiaitian government attorney

Ira Kurzban said. "These people

came through the Dominican

border after the United Sutes

had provided 20.000 M lbs to

the [X>minican army. I believe

that the United States clearly

knew about it before, and that

given the fact of the history of

these people, (Washington is)

probably very, very deeply

involved, and I think Congress

needs to seriously kwk at what

the involvement of the Defense

Intelligence Agency and the

Central Intelligence Agency has

been in this operation. Because it

is a military operation. It's not a

ragtag group of liberators, as has

often been put in the press in the

last week or two."

President Aristide has charged

the United States with kidnap-

ping him, his wife, and many oth

ers close to him early in the

morning Feb. 29. The Bush

Administration denies these

claims calling them "absurd."

U.S. Congressvwjmen Maxine

Waters told the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee on May 10.

'The President tokl me be was

forced to leave Haiti on Feb. 29,

2004. after U.S. offwials told him

that he and many other Haitians

would be killed if he refused [to

leave I'

The Bush Administration

reveals its sincerity in "bringing

democrat7" and "fighting terror-

ism" as it supports terrorists

while they overthrow a denxicrat-

ically elected government just off

our coast.

U.S. media attacks on Aristide

are based on unsubstantiated

rumors spewed by wealthy oppo-

nents of Aristide wtw control the

Haitian media. The Bush

Administration brands Aristide a

"failed leader" He is a "failed

leader" in the sense that he failed

to be the obedient puppet that

igiK»res his population and takes

orders from Washington

If history tells us anything,

there will be a bloodbath in Haiti

as the new govemtnent brutally

suppresses the impoverished

Haitian population that has been

tormented by two centuries of

terrorism and economic warfare

through imperial intervention,

embargoes and neo-liberal

relonn Haitians will fall deeper

into poverty as Aristides pro

grams are abandoned in favor of

paying off debt and attracting for-

eign investment. As the Bush

Administration touts its plan for

"bringing democracy" to the

Middle Fast Americans must

address the hypocrisy of deterring

democracy in Haiti.

Ethan Burke is a LMass stu-

dent.

I want, I want, I want
Think for a moment about what it is that you real-

ly want. Then think about what it is that vou want,

jiist because you cant have it IX) you kix>w the dif-

ference?

It's not easy. What we think vwr want, and then

what we actually do want, are two separate entities,

sometimes indistinguishable from one another That's

because inherent to human nature is the desire to

want something just because we can't get to it.

We all have needs, wants, desires and fantasies.

Yet those desires and fantasies — the

things that we think we want — have to

remain unrealistic. Philosopher Jacques

Lacan sakl that desire must have its objects

absent to continue, because if we do ever achieve

what it is that we want, the desire for it will vanish.

This isn't to say that when we obtain something

that we desire or fantasize about we later reject. We
tend to accept it. perhaps even embrace it. but once

we have "it." we don't necessarily want "it" any-

more. When fantasy becomes reality, desire can't

support it any longer

The way I see it. our minds

constantly rotate among three

realms, which I'll call Reality,

Fantasy, and Extre*me Fantasy.

In the realm of Reality, almost

all things are tangible possibili-

ties, and therefore, desire and

fantasy don't exist. You either

already have what you want, or

you know you can have it, so

you don't truly desire it.

In the realm of Extreme

Fantasy, desire exists in the form

of pleasant thoughts that enter

freely in and out of the mind.

Desire is present in Extreme Fantasy, but the possibil-

ity of "it" becoming reality is so remote that you're not

going to lose sleep over waiting for it to happen.

For example, when I was 1 2 years old I was con-

vinced 1 would someday marry lonathan Taybr

Thomas. I taped episodes of "Home Improvement"; I

plastered my walls with his pictures cut neatly from

the pages of Teen Beat Magazine. I even spent four

hours in line at a car show that he was attending so I

could have his signature forever etched onto one of

his pictures that had previously been part of my inno-

vative new wallpaper. But 1 knew deep down that

even though we .shared the same zodiac sign, had the

same favorite ice cream flavor, and owned the same

type of dog, it was just not in the cards that I would

aspire to be Ms. Katherine Thomas one day. This type

of fantasy is too far from reality for the desire to con-

sume you.

The Fantasy realm is where the trouble lies. This

is a realm that is one step beyond Reality, containing

the almost-but-not-quite fantasy. It is the thing that

you kixjw you can't have. However, the object of

desire, the fantasy, is right in front of you. Its there,

and you can't have it.

It's that guy that you think is out of your league

It's that shirt which is far beyond your price range.

It's that competitive internship that you have the

perfect qualifications for. if wily you weren't one out

of a hundred applicants.

You drive yourself crazy wanting and wanting

and wanting this thing that you can't have. You tor-

ture yourself, exhaust yourself thinking of

r.ip \Ma\th what you can do to get it. and still to no

Surprisingly enough, sometimes, you actu

The Fantasy realm

is where the trouble

lies. This Is the

realm that Is one

step beyond Reality,

containing the

almost-but-not-

qulte fcintasy.

ally do get the object of your desire. And then, in an

instant, fantasy becomes reality, desire is lost, and

whatever it is that you wanted you don't want any

more, because you've gotten it, and it doesn't live up

to your expectations. Why? Because these real life

fantasies just don't exist.

You're the one chosen for that the internship out

of the hundreds of other candidates.

And despite your 3.8 grade point

average, extracurricular activities, and

myriad of accomplishments, you are

seen, not as an empkjyee. but an

intern, in the most dreaded sense of

the word. As far as anybody is con-

cerned, you are barely capable of

making copies, answering phones and

running to Starbucks, let alone com-

petent enough to handle actual work.

That guy who you thought you

could never have; he finally asks you

out. And guess what? He's boring,

unbelievably full of himself, and his

definition of "getting to know" you on

dates includes hardly anything beyond "getting to

know" how many more dates he has to take you on

before you'll have sex with him.

So how, then, do we know what we actually do

want? Despite my belief that we all want things we

can't have, I'm convinced that there are some things

we want in life that are achievable. Those things are

real; they are the things that we will continue to want

long after we get them. They are lifelong goals and

intrinsic human needs, like security, happiness and

love. I think it's safe to say that those are things that

most, if not all. of us want in life. And they are all real

and possible.

That being said, maybe fantasies are best left

alone. What we truly want in life we'll get as long as

we work for it. and what we desire, we can continue

to fantasize about. After all. we know that fanta.sy

turned reality never works out the way we want, and

for that reason, maybe it's better to keep the fantasy in

our heads than to put it into our hands.

Kate Walsh is a Collegian columnist.
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A piece of Brazil

comes to UMass

1 Dickinson^s legacy lives on
Poet to be honored with reading in famed Amherst homestead

By JovAN Smith
(2l>tU<ilAN SXAff

five

The
of

will

The University of Mass-

achusetts Amherst's first

Brazilian organization, the

Student Association For the

Multicultural Brazilian Alli-

ance, will be celebrating their

second annual Camava! "Out of

Season" party tomorrow in the

Campus Center Auditorium

from 7 p.m. to I a.m.

Usually hekl during

the summer in all parts

of Brazil, but most

popular in Rio De
Janeiro. "Camaval" is

Imown as the biggest

celebration in the

world, held for

days straight.

Camaval "Out

Season" party

attempt to carry on the

Brazilian tradition at

UMass.

"It's a carnival, but we also

want to add an educational

aspect to the event." said Talia

Yagudin a junior at UMa.ss and

a fellow member of SAMBA. In

order to understand the carnival

it is important to understand the

Brazilian culture."

The festivities will begin

with a traditional Brazilian dish

called Fcijoada, a bean stew that

consists of vegetables and meat

— usually pork. Dinner will be

served between the hours of 7

p.m. and 8 p.m. After dinner,

Alan R Mareus, a University of

Massachusetts profes.sor in the

department of Geosciences and

Geography, will give a lecture

titled "Brazilians in

Massachusetts: The Complex

itics of a non-Spanish-speaking

Latin Ameri-can population."

A wave of traditional

Brazilian performarKes will fol-

low the lecture. A professional

dance instructor, Thais. original-

ly from Brazil, teaches Brazilian

dance in Cambridge.

Massachusetts, and will per-

form the exhibition daiKes of

Forro and Samba.

Talia Yagudin and other

UMass junior students luliana

Leal and Helenice

Valentim. "Garota Do
Samba" or in English

The Girls of Samba
will dance to a mixture

of music including

Brazilian Funk which

derives from Rio De

Janeiro, and Pagode. a

type of Samba which is

most common in

northeastern Brazil.

The dance will be

followed by a live

Brazilian band called Terra

Treme who will play a type of

music called Axe (pronounced

Ash-ey). Accompanying the

band will be three Brazilian

dancers who will wear tradition-

al costumes derived from both

Bahia and Rio de laneiro.

After the performances D|

Boquinha from Boston will play

a mixture of Brazilian beats,

hip-hop. reggae and techno

mu.sic.

Tickets for "Camaval" are

$4 for UMa.ss students and $5

for the general public. The first

40 people to attend the party

vrill receive complementary

masks in light of the Brazilian

Camaval spirit.

For more information:

http://www.uma.ss.edu/rso/sam

ba.

By Tri'hy Tynan
AsstK lATtK Press

AMHERST — "March is the month of

expectation," poet Emily Dickinson wrote.

And to celebrate the season and usher in

April and National Poetry Month, this col-

lege town is paying tribute to its most

famous daughter next week with a

marathon reading of all 1.789 of

Dickinson's poems at the graceful home

where she shut herself off from the world.

Hundreds of people - from a class of

fourth-graders to retirees and delegations

from all of the surrounding colleges — have

already signed up to read. "And we have left

time for walk-ins." said Cindy Dickinson,

the museum director, who is no relation to

the poet.

The readings will stretch across four

days, from Wednesday through Saturday,

during mu.seum hours.

"We wanted to otter the public a new

experience." said Cindy l^ickinson. This is

also the first season that the museum is

offering joint tours of the Dickinson

Homestead and the adjacent home, called

the Evergreens, built for the poet's brother.

Austin Dickinson, and his wife. Susan,

when they married in 1856

Both homes are now owned by Amherst

College. For years, the college had used the

Homestead as faculty housing until finally it

bowed to the would-be literary pilgrims thai

kept leaning on the doorbell and tramping

over the lasKn. and opened it for tours and

classes

Legend h.ts it thai alter she was in her

30s the piK't rarely left the Homestead,

except to go next door.

The brick house with white columns,

which sits inconspicuously off Main Strcoi.

was built by Dickin.sons grandfather, a

founder of Amherst College, in 1813. This

iJXIRTrsY WliBY(\iM

Poet Emily Dickinson lived in this Amherst home for most of her lifi-. ITie homestead will play

host to a marBth(Hi reading of mme than 1,700 of her works Wcdnosda\ thnnigh Saturday.

summer, the college plans to repaint it nius

tard yellow like it was in the pc>et's day.

Here visitors can climb a curving stair

case to the small, plain bedroom in the west

comer where the woman in the white dress

wrote the poems she called "my letter to a

world that never wrote to me."

It was not until after Dickinson died at

age 55. on May 15. 188b. that her sister

Lavinia. found the handwritten poems,

loosely tied together viith ihri-.id imd luckci'

into a bureau draw

The bedroom vsinuow, uiiipcd wiih while

gauze curtains, kx>ks o\er the rooftops of

Amherst to the mountains beyond. In sum-

mer, local historians and Dickinson fans

tend to the perennial garden she loved.

Next door, the Evergreens, which

remained in the Dickinson family until ihc

1980s, is a time warp of 19th-century fami-

ly treasures and furniture.

"It's a totally different experience.

Everything is just as the Dickinsons left it."

the curator said. "The pictures are hung

where they placed them. The wallpaper is

the same.

"Together the two houses give a better

understanding of her world." Dickinson

>aid. "They open it up. There was a lot of

going back and forth between the two

homes. I'mily sent poems lo her sister-in-

law. .And she loved ihc children."

The poet was particularh close to her

youngest nephew. Gilbert, who died at age

8. the curator said. Among the new areas

opened to visitors this spring, she said, is

ihc children's nursery, left virtually

unchanged by the family since Gilbert's

death more than a century ago

And in May, on the Saturday closest to

the anniversary of her death, ihe communi-

ty will pay a more informal tribute lo its

reclusive poet.

For years Dickinson scholars and fans

have gathered at the home, each with a

flower, to walk to some of her favorite

places in .Amherst, pausing here and there

to read her poetry.

At her grave in the West Cemetery on

Triangle Stieei they toast her life and art

with elderberry wine and recite their

favorite poems.
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Stiller and Wilson expertly take ^Banks' isn't better with age

on 70s with 'StarSkV & Hutch' Munlz repnses his role in this second-rate sequel
^

u. ,„.„ ._;.r.„., ...J .;.K„, ^;.,. ..K...l.,H.r. .. ... „ ^ TT^e -ctor no longer looks like an awkward pubes-

Bv jENNlFtR MaECOLILLIER

l.X>Ll.ll.lAN C'uRm:SK»NI>eNT

The new movie version of

viniage TV show 'Star»ky &
Hutch" iclls the talc uf how

ihese two mismatched

cops became partners.

In the process, this

movie hilariously turns

most buddy movie

cliches inside out. The

19708 setting also pro-

vides material for the

kind of Ben

Stiller/Owen Wilson

antics last seen in

"Zoolander."

David Starsky and

Ken -Hutch" Hutch

inson are the classic odd

couple of police officers

The movie unfortunately

takes loo long to set this

up. so the fir*! half hour

drags on.

Ben Stiller a>. i>d>iu 6iarsky

s (he good cop. He loves being

. cop. followmg in the foot-

ueps of his legendary mother

— a nice iwl$t on the typical

father-son cop legacy. He fol-

lows the rules so sirktiy he

doe>n'i even stop for a coffee

dnd doughnut while on duty.

Ben Stillers characteristic neu-

rotics are also thrown in forare also tnrown m
good measure. Surksy is going

through partners faster than

\ou can iay "fondue party"

smcc no one meets his exacting

standards.

Owen Wilson, as officer Ken
hinson. is of course

ky's polar opposite, the

b«d cop. He's sloppy, he's tardy,

he pilfers from crime scenes

and he's been openly robbmg

bookies for several months

under the guise — thai no one

believes — of working under-

cover But we're led to believe

that underneath all that, he ha^

the potential to be a good cop.

Following the inevitable buddy-

movie logic. Iheir captain pairs

these two officers in the hope

that together they'll each rub

out the other* worst character-

istics.

Soon the pair find ihem-

•tclves investigating a murder

that tips them off to a cocaine

ring headed by Reese Feldman

ta mustache-clad Vince

Vaughn) who's peddling 'new

coke* — cocaine that is unde-

tectable to drug-snifPing dogs

and the usual lab tests. This is

the thin thread of a plot line

but it's not really important

and stays in the background for

most of the film as the actors

use each scene to

poke fun at the '70s

and at buddy movies.

After the slow set-

up, "Starsky &
Hutch' hits its stride

from the first scene

with Big Earl (Will

Ferrell), a convict

with bizarre sexual

fetishes who'll snitch

only if Starsky and
Hutch show off belly

buttons or "pose like

dragons." The homo-
erotic currents

between partners

Starsky and Hutch
continue as a running

gag through the

movie The filmmakers also

seemed to delight in finding as

many obnoxious '70s suits as

possible to show off through

the movie, so the clothes —
and the man perms — become

a joke in themselves. Car chas-

es and impossible gun feats —
staples of the cop movie genre

— have unexpected and quite

funny outcomes here.

The only material the movie

fails to use to good effect is the

female stereotyping of the '708.

Although having Starsky follow

in his mother's (rather than his

father's) footsteps is a nice

touch, it's the only one where a

woman is allowed to break out

of a secofidary role. The rest of

the women in the movie are

either ditzy cheerleaders or tru

phy wives and mistresses. 11

Snoop Dogg (playing Huggy
Bear, the friendly neighborhood

drug lord who's more than

happy to help the cops) can

have henchman with entertain-

ingly encyclopedic knowledge

of lizards and terrariums, the

writers could surely have

thought of something funnier

for the female characters than

bland sexual stereotypes.

That aside, this movie is

very entertaining if you're a fan

of this type of film. Movies like

"Starsky & Hutch" are not

about the plot or the charac-

ters. Like the "Austin Powers-

series, these movies are almc

a genre unto themselves —
extended comedy skits in the

vein of "Saturday Night Live"

and "Mad TV* where many of

these actors happened to gel

their start.

The punch lines are about

other, similar movies and about

the era in which the movie i*

set. That's it — if you don't bu>

into that brand of humor, you'll

hate the movie. If you do buy

into it, you'll enjoy the movie.

"Starsky & Hutch" is just a

vehicle for Stiller. Wilson.

Vaughn and Snoop T'

engage in a series ol

scenes about cop movie cliches.

the '70s and drug lord^ trying

to balance work and family life

"Starsky & Hutch" does very

well with the straightlurward

comedy it sets out to do.

Please join us for the 6fli annual

Freedom Seder

' $^

Ce/ebratini^ I nify Sl lAhcrution throui^h rituals,

stories, music, auil delicious /o(nls from the

Africa tt imericau aud Jewish traditions

Sunday, March 28th at 6:oopm

Campus Center 1009

UMass Amherst

Sponsored by Black Student Union, Delta XI Phi Sorority,

Office of Jewish Affairs, Student Affairs andCampus Life

The University of Massachusetts Amherst

By J(.)HNNY I>)NALl>St)N

CxiLLtl.lAN StAKF

There are two kinds of child actors. There are

those, like the terrific Evan Rachel Wood, who act

with a flair and fury that make them seem like jun-

ior versions of our revered serious actors (she's

our youthquake lodie Foster). Then there

are the young stars, like Frankie Muniz

and Hilary Duff, who seemed to have

learned everything there is about acting

from MTV's "Cribs." They're not bad

actors, per se, it's just that all they see to

acting is the stardom; they're the next

generations of walking consumer bill-

boards. I would have a lot more respect

for them if they botherwl to star in a

movie as forceful as. say. the galvanizing

teen nightmare "Thirteen." but all they

ever make are Happy Meal movies.

It's an amazing feat, but "Agent Co^y

Banks 2: Destination London" is an even

thinner bit of plastic than the first one

was. It's a joylessly pandering sop to the

family audience that manages to eliminate

what little vestiges of wit and humor the

original had (and that wasn't much to

begin with). You could call them both

junior variations on lames Bond films.

'-•:'. that would be a disservice to both

007 and the fanciful whimsy of the first

"Spy Kids- movie, which did the whole

kiddie Bond plot with more imagination and

panache than both "Banks" films combined.

Besides, isn't the 18-year-old Muniz getting a

little too old for these dress-up games anyway'/

The actor no longer looks like an awkward pubes-

cent kid anymore: he's growing into the confi-

dence of adulthood. That may explam why Muniz

looks bored running around playing secret agent

man here. "ACB 2" is as cheap-looking and as per-

functory as any quickie sequel is expected to be

and Muniz looks like he wishes he were elsewhere

— like getting punk'd again by Ashton

Kutcher.

The nominal plot has Muniz's Cody

Banks going undercover as a brilliant

clarinetist at a prestigious music school in

London. He's there to stop his growling,

gruff former CIA instructor Diaz (Keith

Allen), v^o has gone rogue and stolen a

mind-control device, and is now working

with the sophisticate husband of the

school's headmistress.

In lA»ndon. Cody is given a new han-

dler (Anthony Aiwierson. replacing Angie

Harmon), a screw up banished to nothing

missions in England until Cody came

along. How funny is Anderson here?

Well, let's just say he creates about as

many laughs here as he did in "Kangaroo

lack." Anyone who's seen that movie will

know how rough going these waters are.^

Cody's also given a female "love interest-

to play off (she's played by Hannah

Spearritt. from the Brit pop septet S Club

7. who looks like her age of 25) but

there's no chemistry there: it's another

tossed off clement in a tossed together movie.

"ACB 2" is as humortess and unadventurous as

knock-offs come: its entertainment value is akin to

being forced to go the dentist.

Frankie Munii seems to Kav« ou«fown his role a* toC-Mzcd Jame» Btwd. Cod> Banks. "Dertinatii*

LonJtwi" bcks wh and plot, and Munk cannot irter Ae eairtiwrni to wake a dm i

Mayer turns Providence in to a londerlanJ
'

l\n'«TtS» HXUSTAUlTNtWtCJlM

Ji*n Mavcr. pictured in 2005. rocked the Dunkin* Donuts Center

in Providence, R.l. on Saturday. Mayer pbyed an aMortment of old

and new favorite*.
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What Is a p»rate"s favorite kind of ptzza?

Hot Chicaso PizzARRRia with ARRRticholces!

Larsc Chccae Pixza $3 Thurvrri/SatSun

FREE DELIVERY!

We ,ir.cept all m.i|or credit cirrts .iiifl OCMP'

MIIIK) St

PaodaEast

# %

(We bring Cf''"<'^<'"^^"

to youf

"Voted best Chinese food

by UMass studentsl"

*^sHi bar!

•OO^M^ ACCEPTED

*<J)ELiVERY available!

Fmi Chhmm ft jAmMWSi CuwMa

i Location: 103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, M.A. 01002

; Open Hours:
: Fri. & Sat.: 11.30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

i Sun. - Thurs.: 11:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m

(413)549-0077

(413)256-8923
(413)256-8924

F«c:

(413)253-1173

lohn has been hitting American

stages with a deeper set list and

larger crowtb. The new material

and a few years in the business

seems lent an air of maturity to

Mayer, adding another dimension

to the musician's live perform-

aiKe. An impressive addition to

the on tour liiK-up has been a

brass section, which accent> the

hom-rilled tunes of "Heavier

Things.'

Saturday's show in ProviderKe

brought the talent of Mayer and

company into the Dunkin'

Donuts Center full force. He
wasted no time introducing the

packed house to his new sounds,

opening off with a bouncy ver-

sion of his latest radio single.

"Clarity."

Though the set included other

tracks off "Heavier Things." such

as "Something's Missing" —
which had been creeping into set

lists as far back as two years ago

— the show wasn't merely a plo\

to hock copies of the new LP;

lohn also satiated the thirst of

diehard fans with "Room For

Squares" classics such as "My
Stupid Mouth." "No Such Thing"

and "Why Georgia."

Those diehards expected more

than a varied set list: humor has

also become a stapk of the lohn

Mayer experience. Mayer seems

to have upped the laughs for the

current tour, letting fans into his

sometimes twisted, but always

comical, head.

With a relaxed nature that

likely comes from already achiev-

ing much success. Mayer gives

the impression that he is more

lax than ever on stage. On
Saturday he joked with his fans

about everything from his sex life

to the art of entering digits in a

calculator to resemble dirty

words. For those with any

doubts, a cover of Prince's "The

Most Beautiful Girl in the

World," made it clear that Mayer

has learned it isn't just his music

that is catching the world's atten-

tion.

While Mayer's American tour

dates are due to end on March

28. there is no sign of slowing

down for the 26-year-old musi-

cian. He is set to tour next in

New Zealand and Australia fol-

lowing this American tour. He
has also scheduled to appear on

the "Late Show with David

Letterman" on March 29 and

;
"Late Night with Conan

; O'Brien" on April 2»i. He is even

I
going to perform with country

: music star Brad Paisley for an

• episode of "CMT Crossroads."

: But. as the first single of

\ "Heavier Things" suggests, and

: Saturday night's performance

;
proves, it appears Mayer is truly

: bigger than his body gives him

: credit for.

Schilling and the Red Sox

ready to battle with the Yanks
SCHIUJII6 from page 10

before a pitch is thrown.

Already, the home opener on

April 9 and the 10 Fenway
games against the Yankees are

sellouts, according to the Red
Sox's Web site.

At Yankee Stadium, New
York has sold 2.8 million tickets

— 400.(X)0 ahead of last year's

pace, at an average price of

$4 1 .25, according to chief oper-

ating officer Loiut Trost.

New York's acquisition of A-

Rod added even more sparks to

the feud. Boston nearly obtained

the AL MVP from Texas in

December for Manny Ramirez,

but that deal fell through. The
Yankees then got him just before

spring training, persuading

Rodriguez to switch to third.

That led to Boston owner

lohn Henry calling for a salary

cap. Steinbrenner shot back that

the Red Sox had "sour grapes"

and that Henry resembled the

Scarecrow in "The Wizard of

Oz."

When the teams meet for

the first time on April 16 at

Fenway Park — the first regu-

lar-season night game on

national network TV in six years

— Rodriguez will hear an off-

season of rage, perhaps a few

decades worth.

"The Boston fans, they boo

you great. I share that same

passion with them." Rodriguez

said. "The East Coast fan is the

best in baseball. The passion is

second to none."

Lucchino. who labeled the

Yankees the "Evil Empire" after

the 2002 season, doesn't regret

that the Red Sox failed to offer

more money to seal a deal for A-

Rod in December. Even without

him. Boston is favored by some
to win the AL East after finish-

ing second to the Yankees for

six straight seasons. And the

Red Sox figure to set an atten-

dance record in Fenway, whose

capacity of about 54.000 is the

smallest in the major leagues

"We didn't start this rivalry,

we inherited it." he said. "But

we don't mind stoking the

names from time to time to

t>ecause it is a part of the mar-

keting."

He knows the pressure

Steinbrenner has put on gener-

al manager Brian Cashman to

beat Boston once again.

"Brian Cashman. I hope this

doesn't hurt his career, we
bumped into each other and

had a civil conversation."

Lucchino said during the first

spring training meeting. "I

joked that if someone snapped

a picture of us. a civil conversa-

tion could be a bad career

move."
Only if the Yankees fail to

get off to a good start.

In the Bronx, it's always

"win now."

In Boston, it's always "beat

the Yankees" and "end the

curse."

leter. Rodriguez's partner on

the left side of the Yankees'

infield, is looking forward to

another battle. For him. beat-

ing the Red Sox is just part of

the equation. With the

Yankees, anything less than

World Series title No. 27 would

t>e a failure.

"Hopefully." leter said,

"we'll have another Game 7."
Wearing a green jersey in celebration of St. Patrick's Day. Boston Red Sox pitcher Curt Schillir^c deliv-

ers a throw during the »eci»nd inning againM the Cleveland Indians in Fort Myers, Fla., March 17.

Scott gains respect with stellar UMass aiming for the Pride

showing at Players Championship
By Di)uu Ferguson

AmoL'iATio PuM

PONTE VEDRA BEACH.
Fla. (AP) — At this rate, it

might not be long before people

start saying Tiger Woods swings

like Adam Scott.

Two guys with similar tech-

niques turned in vastly different

performances Thursday in The

Players Championship, which

ended with Scott in the lead

and Woods in jeopardy of miss-

ing the cut.

The 25-year-old Aussie was

all smiles.

The world's No. 1 player

wore a scowl.

Scott hit his tee shot safely

on the island-green 17th and

reached for his putter.

Woods disgustedly put his

hands on his hips and went to

the drop area.

The biggest difference was

on the scorecard. Scott signed

for a 7-under 65 that gave him

a one-shot lead, a superb round

in which he routinely knocked

down Hags and was rarely in

trouble.

Woods had a 75. his fourth

consecutive round over par.

leaving him in i08th place in

the 147-man field.

"I just need to get myself

going." Woods said.

Scott made six birdies from

inside 6 feet, closing out his 65

with a 9-iron into 1 feet on the

18th hole for a one-shot lead

over Kevin Sutherland and

Duffy Waldorf

Waldorf survived a wild fin-

ish to his round of 66 by mak-

ing a 1 5-foot eagle on the 16th.

dunking one in the water on the

island-green 17th for double

bogey, and closing out with a

birdie from 10 feet.

Sutherland also had a 66

with a long putter he planned to

ditch. He only brought it to

keep his clubs stable during his

flight from Sacramento. CaliL.

gave it one last chance after his

practice round Wednesday and

made just about everything he

looked at inside 12 feet.

There were plenty of crazy

tales on a course that brings out

the best and worst in everyone's

game, from Phil Mickelson

chipping in for birdie on No. 1

7

with his left foot nearly hanging

over the edge, to David Peoples

ntaking a triple bogey on No. 10

despite taking only two putts

and not hitting in any hazard.

"If you play well, you can

shoot well under par. And if

you don't, it eats you up." said

Mickelson. who was some-

where in t)etween with a 70.

Relief Goosen. a steady per-

former and former U.S. Open
champion, had three double

bogeys in a 77.

lohn Daly never made worse

than par in a round of 69.

"Bogey-free, that's not hap-

pened too many times to me out

here." said Daly, who has had

five rounds in the 80s on the

TPC ar Sawgrass. "I didn't

shoot myself in the foot, any-

way."

Thomas Bjom was among
those at 67. while Ernie Els

returned to good form after

m>»4MJ>^« ^ui at ^ HiU Mm
week ar

68
and led a large group at

Scott is one of the rising

young stars in golf at No. 18 in

the world. He won his first

PGA Tour event last year at the

Deutsche Bank Championship

south of Boston, the tourna-

ment that benefits the Tiger

Woods Foundation.

"You want to become a

major champion and No. I in

the world." Scott said. "I think

Tiger has got that No. I spot

locked down right now. I'm

climbing up there*

Woods is making the target

seem more attainable.

Coming off his worst finish

in five years at the Bay Hill

Invitational — a tie for 46th —
Woods had his highest score

since he shot 75 in the third

round of the U.S. Open.

That figures to raise more

questions about his game, espe

cially with the Masters only two

weeks away — and especialU

Igkj^"" in the k«d.
"TTtey are good friends, anil

often practice together

Free Tutoring is Avoiloblel

ojtsis
OppoftumttesJ6r,McadtmK Stuctss wttfi Itufntdm£ztdSiqfport

Pp€-A/Uijor Advising Services introduces a unique support

service for students who hove not yet deckired o major Our

tutors are experienced graduate students who will provide

weekly one-on-one support in the following areas:

• Course Content

• Note-taking Strategies

• Test-toking Strategics

• Study Skills

• Time AAonogement

• Wnting

Call or Stop by for an appointment.

ACT NOW AND GET THE EDGC VOU NEED TO SVCC£^^

v^i ••

ctuu^-:DO IV.' I I

.rison issues SGlX I

youth liberaTOn
immigrant and refuc
econpmicju!

from
abortion

^a rights

refuaeeriqht' *®

sex eCT youtH'nberation*®^'^
ral just' -^"Justice

Building the Movement for

Reproductive Freedom
18th Annual Conference

for student and community activists

April 2 - 4, 2004
Hampshire College

Amherst,MA
free and open to the public

(advance registration is preferred)

This event is wheelchair accessible. Housing

and childcare available with advanced registration.

For Information and Registration Contact:

The Civil Liberties and Public Policy Program

413.559.5416 or clpp@hamp«hlr«.edu
http://clpp.hampshir«.«du

LACROSSE from pace 10

Garcia. Morris missed the first

four ganK*«> of the season with

mononucleosis, and Garcia missed

three games with a sprained ankle

he suffered against North Carolina

in the Minutemen's season-open-

ing 12-7 loss Morris scored rwo

goals against Sacred Heart, and

Gercia was a strung preserwe on

defense, picking up two grouivJ

balls.

"It hel(» a kN. those are two

very good players. Malt's a relum-

ing All-.'Vmerican player and Sain

is that caliber of player It jim fives

you another pervxi that has a kx

of experience, that other guys have

confidence in. It changes you on

offense and it changes you on

defense because youre deeper.

And youre nwre dangerous

because you're deeper.'

The Pride has lost three

straight, its must recent defeat a

19-11 drubbing at the hands of

Notre Dame on Wednesday.

Hofstra is led by junior micUiekkr

Ryan Vibr. who hes nine goek and

sixasstsu in three (Mnes this sea-

son, as well M sophomore Tim

Treubig. who has 10

1

Mauldin suits up for Jackets
MMNJNN from page 10

type ot p'ii\. M.im<.\'iH.- v«t.iukl shoot

it. and it'd go off the back of my leg

and in. Hopefully if I get my
chance, can bury it." he sakl.

The adjustment period haai't

btvn loo difficult lor Mauldin.

"It's not so much advanced,

some of the stuff is the same, it's

jast learning it in a short period of

tinK-. They lokl me not to worry so

much about thai, just go out and

play

"Practkes are only a half hour,

but they're redly high tempo. You

step on the ke. arid vou'rc right

off-

Mauklin sakl that his wori in

the Hockey Kast tournament was a

catalyst for the move.

"(The coaching staff was)

happy to have me. I guess a kx of

them watched the Maine game

while they had down time in

Vancouver. They wfcrc pretty

pumped, they know that I can

score. They gave me crap about my

cekrbnition. but they ur»dci^i<»J

the emotion."

MauUin saki he ha> a lkmimic

spol in the lineup tonight and

tomorruw at Nashville, wearing

No. 14. He hopes to sikk around

kx^ CTKH^ to play in the Bhic

lackeu' gane at Buffaki Monday

night, when he'd have the chance

to meet up with another Holliston

native. Bdlab^ Mike Grier.

Need a summerjob

in amherst?

University Conference Services

is currently accepting applications for

FULL and PART TIME SUMMER

EMPLOYMENT

for

Summer Conference Housing

Pick up an application ^aj:h.it aX

Conference Services Office, 918 Campus Center,

or online

www.aux.umass.edu/coiiferenceservices

Completed applications are due by 5pm, April 9, 2004
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Some of NFUs top free agents

will make immediate impact
i_ I .- r . ... I, A « ^A a^.>...« ..,o.>,.,4 r>rA tima ,<r>in. i-an't Hi*nv this Dairinfi of beasts

Formrr Tamptt Bay Buccaneen defcntivc lineman Warren Sapp addreMek the media at the Oakland

Raider.' headquarter* in AUmeda, Calif.. t» March 22. Smpp aicned a •even-year. $)6.6 million contract.

In order for a team to land a

high proHle free agent, the high-

est bidder usually wins. This is

not the case for the current NFL
offseason, as a variety

of players opted for , . j r ,

reunions with old HHO ''l*'Bf

coaches.

After Tampa Bay head coach

|on Gruden deactivated his No.

1 receiver, Keyshawn Johnson,

for the last six games of the sea-

son, everyone had a feeling

Johnson would reunite with Bill

Paracells in Dallas. The only

reason it took so long was for-

mer Cowboys receiver joey

Galloway needed to figure out

the particulars of his corttract.

Another receiver who had

one destination in mind was

David Boston, who went imme-

diately traded to Miami.

Boston's personality as a silent

workhorse clashed with other

personalities within the

Chargers organization. Once he

was given the chance to be trad-

ed, Boston wasted no time com
ing back to his old receiving

coach in Arizona, lerry Sullivan.

Sullivan is regarded as a master-

mind with receivers

having worked with

___^ Herman Moore. Bost-

on, and recently had

developed Anquan Boldin into a

big-time NFL receiver.

But let's get real, sometimes

money is all that matters. Then

again, some veteran players like

former Buccaneer defensive

stars, John Lych and Warren

Sapp, decided to go to a team

they felt would be a contender.

No matter the reason why they

went here or there, let's break-

down the best and worst moves

t>'!s offseason.

Sett D0t«n«ive Move: Raiders

Defensive Tackles Ted Washington

and Warren Sapp

lervon Kearse will have a

huge impact on Philly, but you

cant deny this pairing of beasts

as possibly best defensive tackle

duo ever.

AFC teams will have a lot of

trouble getting yards up middle

in Oakland against this 675-

pound tandem. Washington is a

modest 575 pounds who knows

his job is to plug the inside lanes

and Sapp is still the most intim-

idating player to face down in

the trenches. The question is,

who do you double team?

Washington is too powerful

for one man to hold up. Sapp

has some of best moves and is

too fierce to assign anyone to

play an entire game. Each of the

talented linemen has a

Superbowl ring and know how
to lead a team. Add Dwayne

Rudd at linebacker into the

equation and this defen.<ie looks

terrifying.

Best Offensive Move: Redskins

running back Clinton Portis

Terrell Owens will put points

on the board for the Eagles,

lohnson and Boston are missing

links in their respected team's

offense. But no one is more

needed within the team system

as Clinton Portis is to |oe Gibbs"

old school running game.

Portis' running ability gives

Gibbs everything he could

dream about in a young back.

The Miami product is a game-

breaker with the speed to out-

run defensive backs, the agilit>

to freeze the backers and the

power to bounce off bigger line-

men in his path. This rare blend

of skills and talent has got the

22-year-old running back a pair

of 1.500-yard seasons and 29

total touchdowns in his first

two years.

If |ohn Riggins could domi

nate Gibbs' mastered running

during the 1980s. Portis will

only expand upon it in this new

era of football.

Most Underrated Offensive Move:

Dolphins wideout David Boston

On March I7ih. all the news

revolved around Eagles coach

Andy Reid finally working out a

deal for Terrell Owens, the best

receiver in the NFL not named
Marvin Harrison With the hype

around Owens and his Sharpie

coming to Philly. another talent-

ed receiver. Boston, was starting

his career over somewhere he

could make a bigger impact

than Philadelphia's newest tar

The Eagles did need an

improved passing game, though

the Dolphins' 26th-ranked air

attack was in shambles. Boston

had disappointing season in

San Diego with a mere 80

catches. 880 yards and seven

touchdowns. Those are still

solid numbers, but Boston is

capable of so much more. He
had 98 catches. 1.598 yards

and eight scores in 2001. Also,

he was playing for Arizoiui.

Enough said.

Owens is still the only All-

Pro caliber receiver in Green

and White, unlike Miami who
has two young stars running

routes. The 25-year-old Boston

will line up opposite another

25 year-old in Chris Chambers,

who scored 1 1 touchdowns last

season.

Now featuring two big, ath-

letic targets, teams are forced

to adjust and not focus solely

on star back Rickey Williams.

Deadly through the air and on

the ground is the classic combi-

nation needed to dominate on

offense.

Most Underrated Defensive Move:

Carolina linebacker Brandon Short

This is a scenario that is too

perfect not to turn out right.

Short attended Penn State, bet-

ter known as Linebacker

University. The former Giants

linebacker has been a solid

three-year starter under jim

Fassel and still is one of the

most underrated linebackers in

the NFL.
Entering his fifth season,

Short can learn a lot from a

great defensive mind like

Carolina head coach Ion Fox.

The 6-foot- 3 linebacker is a

great run stopper with ability

to blitz quickly. If he works on

his pass coverage. Short could

become an All-Pro under Fox.

Todd Foster is a Collegian

columnist.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
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Now is the time for

YOGA
Classes in Boyden 10

Mid-Semester Packages*!
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Dining Commons Menu
D.C. cont«:t; 413-S45-2626

lUNCH
• Chicken Cacciatore

• Lernon Pepper Fish

• Vegan Cutlets

I vegan)

DINNER
• Shrimp & Stallop Creole

• Beef Bourguignon

• Southern 6-Bean Stew

ivegani
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It is even harder for the

average ape to believe

that he has descended ^
from man. yy

-H.L Mencken

H O R O S
aquarius • ian 2o-feb. 10

It s tinx' you go see "Dirtv Dant ing:

Havana Nights" and get your salsa on.

pisCeS • FtB. 19-Mar. 20

If you do a good deed today, it v%'ill be

repaid to you 10 times over.

aries • mar. 21-apk. 19

Don't ask anyone out today. You can't

deal with rejection.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Take care of that in|urv ot ytxjrs, even if it

means strutting around with an ice pack.

gemini • may2i-k.n. 21

Be a good listener tixiay. It will mean a

lot fo cwie of your friends.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Watch out for rabid squirrels.

E S
leO • III.. J.1 .All

The stars say nothing alxxjt you. Go
back to bed.

virgO • Aug. 23-SiPT 22

Be sure to recycle your paper. You'll

have gtKxl karma all day long.

libra . Sfn 23-orT. 22

Don't go spreading rumors. Thev 11 only

come back to bite you in the butt.

Scorpio • 0<T 23-Nov. 21

The South Beat h diet is really starting to

p.\\ off Ki-e^) it up.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-occ. 21

Those voices you hear in your head DO
NOT EXIST.

Capricorn • Dtr. 22-|an. 19

Make sure you look Ixnh ways before you

cross the road. Look twice, if necessary.
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$450 Group Fundraiser

Scheduling Bonus 4

htxjR lit yiHir gHHip's time

PLUS our tree (}vs. tree)

iundraisinK solutions

EQUALS $1.000-$2.000

in earnings fi>r yiHir

gitx4). Call TODAY for a

$450 honus when yiHi

schedule V(Hir non -sales

fundraiser with

C^mpusFundraiser.

Contact Campus-

Fundrai.ser,(888)92V

^2^8, or visit www.cam-

piisfiirK.lraiser.com

\I'\KIMIM lOK KIM

Brandywine Apts. New

leasing. I&i2 Kxiroom

apts. Leases hegin June,

July, Aug or Sep. First

come, first serve. Cet

them while they last.

www.Wdndvwine-

apts.com Stop hy or Call

549.0600.

(inter of town 1 , 2, ^

hedrcxims; hanlwixxJ

floors. NOW SHOW-
ING for JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. hiO FEES.

www.amheptlincolnrcal-

a.iian 25V7879

Hohart Qmdiw ^ hed-

room, hardwoxl fltxirs,

study area in hasemcnt.

C^hle. telephone (inter-

m-t access) in all hed-

nxMus and study. NOW
SHOWING for JUNE
and SEPTEMBER. NO
FF.F-S. www.amher!»tlin-

colnti'altv.com 25V7879

ADU) K)R SMI

2000 Toyota Qirolla

Great Oindition 4I^»r

.ACr Automatic Stereo

C:a,s.sette83K$6,900 549-

1150

JMIMOYMrM

Play spi>rts! Have fun!

Save Money! Sports

Camp in Maine. Qwches

nt"edetl; Tennis,

R,iskcrha!l, BaseKill.

!
Water-sports, Ropes

-i Gmrse, t lolf, Archery,

and moa-. Work

("Hitdoors and Have a

Great Summer! Call

Free: (888) 844-8080..

r

Ai^ly:

www.campceilar.com

Camp Gxjnselors aixl

Special Neetls Camp
Couasekirs- Town ot

Amherst Day Camps.

The Town of Amherst

seeks C^mp GHiasclors

iar its day camps operated

by the Leisure Sen'iccs

and Supplemental

Educati<Tn Department

(LSSE). Past camp coun-

seling experience, i>ther

experiences working with

schixil age children,

and/or rclateil c.nirse-

work in elementary txlu-

cation highly desirable.

Als«) seeking camp coun-

selors to work one-on-

one with special needs

t.inipc-rs, exp. working

with special needs popu-

lation preferred. Must he

l8yTs. Old. $ range for

Kith positions; $8.19 -

I
9.48 hr, ^5-40 ht^ per

I

week, June 21 to Aug.

20. Applications avail-

able from Town Hall,

Human Resource l>;pt.,

Boltw(KKl Walk,

: Amherst. (4n) 256-4065

Eiiual Employment

C\iportunity/Affirmative

Action Employer

I NtIM ONNUM

Lite Guards and Swim

Insrnictors The Town ot

Amherst seeks qualified

lifeguartk and .swim

instnRtors. Lifeguards

must hold current certifi-

cations including: Life

Guard Training First .^id,

and CPR. $8.16-9.48 hr;

35-40 hrs per week.

.Applications a\ailahlc

fnim Amherst Leisure

Services, Bangs

G>mmunitv Center, 70

Bolrw(xxl Walk,

Amherst. Equal

Employment

Opportunity /

Afihrmative Action

Employer

SUMMER INTERN-

SHIP Excellent

Advertising, Sales, and

Marketing opportunity.

F^im$3aX)to$7000-^

and gain \aluahle Kisi-

ness experience working

i for the UMass C^cial

Campu.s Telephone

Directory GREAT

I

RESUME BCX')STER!

C^all Kiersten at Around

Campus, Inc. I -800-466-

2221 ext.272.

www.an>undcampus.Com

Get hands-on legiil expe-

rience with a legal assis-

tant internship this fall.

Work directly with attor-

neys and clients and earn

9 to 1 5 cnxlit.s. No expe-

rience required. Training

prtivided. C^mt.ict the

Student Legal Ser\ices

Office for an application,

due 4/2. 922 Campus

Center, 545-1995

Two )oh opp>rtunitii-s on

Nantucket Island begin-

ning in May. (."Hficc assis-

tants with decent tVT"iy.

computer .ind telephone

skills. Sime errand nin-

ning. Salary + housing.

Tele. 508-228-W2 or

send resume to PC"* Box

2607 Nantucket, MA
02584 or fax resume to

S08-228-8778

"Bartending" $2 50/l>ay

Potential. No Experience

Nesc. Training provided.

I

1-800-965-6520 Ext.162

bx:al Business is hinng

marketers Part Time $10

l5/hrCallAlis)n@4H-

627-904i

tMPIOVMIM

Marketing Agency Seek.s

Ongoing High Energy

Individuals for promo-

tioas $1 5/ht)ur 888-477-

6668 www.hauspronv <-

tioas.com

Biirtendmg Tramtx-s

Neevled$250aday

potential Lxal positii>ns

1-800- 29V 3985 Ext 5 16

lOR KIM

Moving olit campus.' Meet

.la'.i a'lit.il agents at

ipartnient complex fair.

Thur> April I 10-3 on

theCX'(^.onciHirse.

SponsoR\l by C!!ommuter

Services www.cshrg.org

FOR SAIf

Like New: 4 Edge, cronu-

nms IS" S Lug nuts, 4

VennisHRIl,Liw-Pm
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cancun.
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Mauldin ready to skate with Blue Jackets

UMass star is the

third to make NHL
Bv ANimtw MtKKin

IJHUI.IAN STAI^f

Six days ago. Greg Mauldin was

locked in battle v^iih his

MMndttiiieits leaintnates in the

Iriple-overtiiiie Mock«r> Last tinal

at the FIctftCenter in Boston.

Toiiijjhi. at 7 p.m., he will make his

Mil dclHit. when the Columbus

Blue U-kcts hoM Anaheim at the

Nationwide Aa-na in Columbus.

Ohio
It Iws been u whirlwind trip fw

the junior from Holliston. who

llew to Columbus ye<terda\ to sign

a player tr>out deal, giving him the

chance to try and make the team

before the end of the season In

fac^. Mauklin almost made his

debut Ust i^ghl agwnst Minnesota

*l got off a plane, and had just

gotten to my hold." Mauklin said.

•|A Columbus oflkial) called, and

aai '9rt down here in twv min-

utes.' I had my physkod iust in tone

for the wanij-up skate."

Mauldin was to play in place of

'du^cd i^>" «ar forward Andrew

CwTln but becauK Maukiin hard

iy had time to eat a meal before the

pane, fct akme fully prepare, the

Blue |at.kets >.>ptfd to play Casseis.

who notched an assist in the 2-0

Cokimbus victory

They thought it d be better if I

got a skate under my belt."

Maiililiii taid. He got more than a

llMe under hit beh yesterday, par

Ikipating in a full pr»ctk;e in the

muming. Mauklin will play left

wkig on a line with Alexander

Svtov and Tykrr Wright

Right off the bat. he saki he

notk.-ed the diffeivnce between the

pro ganK and the one he's flayed

for six months at UMaaa.

Speed, there's }u« a oonaii-

lently higher speed." he said. "TV
are crteper, and the gaal-

teivling all amund is just that much

better, scoring goals isn't as easy

That's for everyone, too. There

weren't many goak scored in prac-

tice today"

Man Denis has done most of

the gottltending for Columbus this

season, but Mauklin sakJ it was

backup Fred Brathwaite who

became a fast friend.

"Brathwaitc's been ripping on

me like an okler brother." Mauklin

•akl.

In just two days with the team.

Mauklin sakl he's already been wel-

comed to the team, including third-

year foi^ard Rick Nash, who

Mauklin played with the last two

summers in Columbus' rookie

camps The two played on a line

together in two years ago. when

they were both newly-drafted

prospects.

Thcv've all been pretty friend-

ly. IThini year forward Rkk) Nash.

I've known him for the last few

nanmers. He tokl me. 'juat like we

played hockey in summer, play as

hard as I dkl there, be alright
."*

Mauklin s debut comes three

n^ts after that of senior defense-

man Thomas Pbdt, who scored a

goal in hb first game with the New

York Rangers The two have

exchanged phone calls, and

Mauldin said he heard about

Pbck'igoal.

-I heanl it was just a typical

Tommy goal, take the puck up the

KC.' MauUin said The shot was a

hard wnster from the blue line that

aeeroed lo catch Pittsburgh goal

tender lean Sebastien Aubin by

surprise. Maukiin aakl he's thought

about the kka of scoring in his first

game, too

"I had a couple dreams last

night. I ligured it'd be a phantom

SMllAMMIonpaga7~
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Greg Mauldin. who .cored 1 5 goals and dished out M aasist. in 29 gnnes for the Minutemen wnH ma*.

ihTcolumbu. Blue Jacket.. Mauldin i. one of three UMaM pUyers to make hu professional JcKit th»
for the Minutemen will make his NHL debut tonii^t at 7 p.m.

lor the Columbus
year.

Minutemen set for home matcho 1 .11' ^ r ^^A Mmutemen sei Tor noiue luaLt^ii

Schilling stays focused
.o^erence rival Hofstra

— SiaHium its verv clear where They tracked each others ©
. . ^ f„ .k- M;.,„.^^r

Bv Ronald Blum
Anvn 1AT»I> PrM*

Curt Schilling is ready.

He feels the fervor, compre-

hends the curse, watched from

afar last year and. like much of

baseball, was transfixed

The cities challenge him.

The fans don't fluster him.

Yankees vs. Red Sox.

There's nothing else Hke it in

baseball these days.

"Theres nothing like walk-

ing into a stadium where peo-

ple call you things you've never

heard before." he said. "As an

opposing player at Yankee

Stadium, it's very clear where

you stand immediately. I would

imagine its even more so when

you play for this team."

You got that right. Curt.

After playing a record 26

times last year, pushing each

other to the 11th inning of

Game 7 of the AL champi-

onship series. New York and

Boston are ready to go at each

other again 1 9 more times dur-

ing the 2004 regular season.

They pushed their payrolls

to record highs — about $184

million for the Yankees and

$125 million for the Red Sox.

easily the top two in baseball.

Friday, March 26

Sport

Softball

Men's Track

Opp./Event

vs. Vermont
at Raleigh Relays

Saturday, March 27

Sport

Baseball

Softball

Men's Track

Women's Lacrosse

Opp./Event

at George Wash.
at La Salle

at Raleigh Relays

vs.lJNH

Sunday, March 28

Sport Opp./Event

Baseball

Men's Lacrosse

Women's Rowing

at George Wash.
vs. Hofstra

at Yankee Cup

Time

1:30 p.m.

10:00 a.m.

Time

12:00 p.m.

12:00 p.m.

10:00 a.m.

1:00 p.m.

Time

12:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

They tracked each other's

trade talks, competed for Alex

Rodriguez and called each

other names.

When the Yankees met the

Red Sox for the first time since

last October's playoffs, a Red

Sox fan walked around City of

Palms Park holding a photo-

graph of Rodriguez's wife.

Cynthia, in a swimsuit with

Derek leter's face superim

posed on her body. On the sign

were the words: " 'A-Rod has

such soft hands' - Derek."

"I was hiding m head." she

said, "but 1 thought it was

hilarious."

When the Red Sox meet the

Yankees these days, even in

spring training, emotions are

high.
.

Boston, of course, hasn t

won the World Series title since

1918. since before the Red Sox

dealt Babe Ruth to the

Yankees.

New York has had 26 since

then — 26 too many for fans in

Fenway and 68 too few for

Yankees' boosters in the Bronx.

When the Yankees lost to

Florida in the World Series last

October. New York owner

George Steinbrcnner fumed,

causing one-third of his roster

to turn over

Boston would just love the

chance to get to the Series for

the first time since 1986. On
Thanksgiving weekend, they

made a deal with Arizona to

acquire Schilling, one of the

pitchers who helped slay the

Yankees in the 2001 World

Series.

"Everybody is enamored

with the curse and all of that

stuff," Schilling said. "I'm not

saying that that's a bad theory,

but the fact of the matter is

that it just hasn't gotten done

in recent history here and they

brought me in to help get it

done."

Boston fans are excited

about their team's chances

after the additions of Schilling

and closer Keith Foulke. Two
weeks before the start of the

season, the Red Sox had sold

2.3 million tickets at an aver-

age price of about $40, accord-

ing to team president Larry

Lucchino. That translates to

$92 million in ticket money

See SCHILUN6 on page 7

By Andrew Merritt

CxMXBOIAN StAr?

The Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team officially begins the

second half of its season Sunday

when it hosts Hofstra (2-4) at I

p.m. on Garber FieW. While their

season luwn't gotten off to the start

that most expected. the

Minutemen are coming off a con-

vincing 12-4 win over Sacred

Heart, giving them some momen-

tum heading into Sunday's meet-

ing of the rivals.

In Tuesday's game, the

Minutemen were spurred by

strong performances from a num-

ber of young players, especially on

attack, where the Minutemen have

been hampered by the absence of

senior |eff Zywicki.

Fieshman Matt "Rindo scored a

hat trick, joined by classmates

Brett Garber, Andrew Recchione,

and Sam Moody, who each tallied

one goal in the victory. Garber's

goal, which came with just V) sec-

onds to go in the first half,

staunched a four-goal run by

Sacred Heart, and sent the

Minutemen into the locker room

with a 7-4 lead, from which they

never looked back. UMass coach

Greg Cannella said it's safe to

assume that Zywncki won't be in

the lineup again Sunday, putting

more emphasis on the young

blood.

"The boost that we need, is the

freshman that scored the other day

to contribute on a consistent

basis." Cannella said. "The other

guys, (sophomore midfielder)

Sean tMorrisj. and (junior mid-

fielder] Chris IDoylei, and (junior

attack) Ryan (Connolly), and

Gene (Tundo), and (senior attack

Kevin) Glenz, and [senior mid-

fielder) Neil (Lundberg). those

guys are marked guys, everyone

knows they've been around a

while and can do a lot of damage.

Everyone else's best people are

going to be on those guys, so it's on

Brett, (Recchione), Matt Tundo.

Clay Stabert, Brian jacovina, |amie

Yaman, Tony Ventiquattro, those

guys have to contribute consistent-

ly, and they've contributed a lot so

far. That's going to be a key to the

offense."

The team's reliance on under-

classmen is something of a new

development. Last year. Kevin

Leveille and Chris Fiore were the

top scorers, and neither one

missed a game, combining for 69

goals and 28 assists.

-We relied on those guys, but if

you k»ked at the games where we

were successful, it was other guys

who stepped up along with thetn,"

Cannella sakl. "Chris Doyle as a

sophomore, after not doing any-

thing as a freshman, steps up and

has a great year. We have depth,

but our younger guys will always

get an opportunity to play here at

UMass."

After falling in three straight

games, the win over Sacred Heart

was a boost for the Minutemen.

who are 3-4 on the season with the

gut of their slate coming up.

" Anytime you're able to do that

in a game, it's good for the confi-

dence of the team. We were able to

play at the end some guys who

have contributed a lot to the team

but haven't gotten much playing

time."

UMass was also akled by the

heightened exposure of sopho-

more midfieWer Sean Morris ar>d

sophomore defenseman Matt

See LAGMOSSC on page 7
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Freshman Matt Tundo has nine goats this year for the Minutemen.

UMass takes on Hofstra today at Garber Field for a 1 p.m. face-off.

Rachel Ray rises to the challenge

of the Valley's Iron Chefs

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 9

Minutemen double up Hofstra,

finish first half at .500

SPORTS, PAGE 8
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Bustamante, Murphy win
Election goes on, amid

new ballot controversy
By Melissa Blanksteen

CoiLtCIAN Stah-

The votes are in and have been

counted. and Eduardo

Bustamante and Matthew Murphy

have won the Student

Government Elections for presi-

dent and trustee.

"I'm thrilled. It's incredible."

Murphy said.

L
I

'n aiMiGuc tt>JOU*Lj<AN

Eduardo Bustaaante i

Matthew Murpby

"I think that the elections show

that the students can do really big

things." Bustamante said.

Bustamante won with 295

votes, while Patrick Higgins came

in second

Murphy, on the other hand,

won after a recount During the

initial round of Instant Run-off

Voting. Murphy won. while Daly

came in last and thus votes for

him were tossed out. Those sec-

ond choice votes were then count-

ed. Current president Dave Carr

won by 10 votes after those votes

were counted. A recount was

called, and the results showed

Murphy winning by 17.

-| thought the day of the elec-

tion it came down to a coin toss. 1

was very surprised when I got the

initial call about being ahead in

the first round.' Murphy said.

All throughout the Campus
Center, shouts could be heard by

happy supporters.
"1 was outside the Student

Union when (two people) came

out and said I won both (rounds).

I said, "Are you serious?'" Murphy

said. "One word, shocked."

Bustamante knew that he and

Murphy were going to win.

"I feel like we brought some-

thing new. something fresh," he

said.

Both president- and trustee-

elect thanked the students who
came out and supported their

campaign.

"When people see something

as just and righteous, they're will-

ing to fight for it." Bustamante

said. "It gave a lot of energy (to

our campaign).*

The ludiciary branch has a

hearing scheduled for Tuesday to

discuss the constitutionality of the

use of the new voting method.

IRV was used for the first time at

the University, and two com-

plaints have been filed against its

use by jared Nokes. speaker of the

s;nate. and Attorney Gerlcral

Mark Morrison, who was a presi-

dential candidate. Morrison has

recalled his complaint, but Nokes

has kept his.

If the ludiciary branch finds it

unconstitutional, the elections

would be thrown out and Nokes

would become the interim presi-

dent.

Fifteen percent, or 2,756 stu-

dents, of the student body voted.

Five percent was needed.

In other results, the new gover-

nors are Bill Surran for

Commuter. Sanam Hakim for

Orchard Hill. Staccy Bcmadeau

for Central, Matthew Pcarlson for

Northeast, and Aimee Falardeau

for Southwest. In the Sylvan area,

no candidate ran. but there were a

few write in votes.

The election results will be

presented to the Senate on

Wednesday to be ratified

On Monday, the SGA will hold

it second Diversity Roundtable of

the spring semester It will be at 1

p.m. in Room Ib^C of the

Campus Center.
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Marchers
fight poverty

By Mkhelu RiNiaiA

(JULU^IAN STAff

An estimated crowd of 200 peopkr gathered in

Amherst yesterday afternoon to participate in the

March to Abolish Poverty, a state wide campaign that

vows to liberate the world of social in|usiice

The March to Abolish Poverty is part of a 16-day

man.h that suirted Maah 20 in Hyannis. and ends

Apnl 4 in Boston Amherst is the ninth stop.

The gatherers marched through downtown

Amherst, making frequent stops accompanied with

song and speeches at the Clark House area, the

Uniurian Society^ Grace Hou>e and at Amherst

Common.
The marchers were accompanied with self-made

signs. banner> and ttyers A few nwrchers brought

nwgaphones and pen.uvsk)n instruments to beat with

the rhythm of the songs

At the firtt gathering, which took place at the First

Congregatwrxal Chun.h. the partKipants listened to

variou> speeches, and took pan in song and prayer

kjhn H Bracey |r.. a University of Massachusetts

,\mherst professor of Afro-American studies, was one

of the mareh participants that presented a speech at

die first gathering.

Brmxy, an activist once marched with Martin

Luther King |r in Cicero. Ill and in Alabama.

SMMMKNonpagia

Columbia accident University

expert speaks out "^^^^ ^"^^'"^

^ ^ competition
ByNasALufWEv

Cites problems with

NASA's structure

By Megan Daley
CoLLEtiiAN Staff

(^miN M crrrArexiEOiAN

Douglas Oshcroff. a mamber of the Columbia Accident Investigation Board,

speaks Friday about the cause of the Columbia disaster.

There were gasps from the audience

as the tape of the test showed a piece

of foam shooting through the RSB
panels that lined Columbia's wing.

"NASA employees gasped too."

said Osheroff.

Osheroff went on to explain what

he and CAIB thought to be one of the

biggest problems behind Columbia's

crash: NASA's management and

organization.

"NASA is not stupid," he said.

"The people who work there are

incredibly talented, but there are

problems in its organizational struc-

ture."

Osheroff believes that NASA did

not pay enough attention to the con-

cerns expressed by engineers and the

shuttle's constructors and that NASA
was too concerned with not aborting

the mission because it would be "too

A member of the Columbia Acc-

ident Investigation Board spoke

Friday about the reason for the NASA
tragedy that took place over a year

ago.

About 300 people attended the lec-

ture to hear Douglas Osheroff. a co-

recipient of the 1996 Nobel Prize in

Physics, speak about his experience

serving on the board.

Osheroff started out by giving the

crowd background information about

the Columbia, its crew and the crash.

He then reviewed what CAIB consid-

ered as the physical cause of the acci-

dent.

A piece of foam had fallen from the

external fuel tank during the launch

and struck the leading edge of the left

wing as it fell, he said.

"NASA saw that this happened,

but dismissed it." Osheroff said. "The

engineers were gravely concerned

over this, but the management dis-

missed the risk."

According to Osheroff, even after

Columbia broke apart during reentry,

NASA management refused to believe

that a piece of foam had caused

enough damage to cause the accident,

Osheroff had brought video

footage of the tests that CAIB had

used to prove that the foam could

have caused damage to the wing.

TV Univeftity of Massachuaetts Rgure

Skating Team recently hoiH iJ the 2004

National Intervollegiate RfUft Skating

Team Owmpionahip — a nine-team com-

petition featuring teams frtjm as far away

as California and as ckiae as Boston.

Nine teams from Dartmouth College.

IMvcrshy of Delaware, Boston University

Cornell University. University of California

at Berkley. Sunfonl. Caltech, Mkhigan

Sute, and Miami University at Ohk) com-

peted for the national championship for

collegiate figure skating. Dartmouth won

the event, with Miami finishing second.

Delaware placing third, and BL coming in

fourth. Although UMass did not compete

this year, even though they placed highly —
sixth out of 24 teams at this year's East

Coast Conference — they played an essen-

tial rule in hosting the event

The UMass Figure Skating Team w^s

resurted in 2002. It has grown from six

skaters to 25 during its t^ebirth. The United

Sutes Figure Skating Association

Collegiate Committee chose UMass to host

the championship because of its latest date

for ice availability, proximity to the campus

hotel, and Bradley International Airport.

The championship is the largest event the

UMass Figure Skating Team has hosted so

far

The nine teams competed in a variety of

events, including long program, short pro-

gram, ice dancing, and team maneuvers.

From the loob on the faces of the competi-

tors, anticipation and excitement were in

the air- and on the ice.

"It's been a pretty good season, but with

a different dynamic having seven new

freshmen on the team, and moved out

seven who graduated," BU captain l.auren

Colizza said. "Obviously we'd like to win

AmiNM .Trr»\*at«.i^x

I>wtmouth UnivCT»it>'» Taylor Grant c.>mpeted in the free Uoite section of the 2004

Natkmal Intercollegiate Figure Skating Team CTiamptomhip*. Satuidav.

but wed be happy with second place

because the year before we won."

Dartmouth captain Ariel Stem-

Marko>itz was also optimistk.

"We're hoping to do very well." she

sakl. "We won at the East Coast confer-

ence. I think we have a chance of winning

Other teams are the stnxigest I've seen in

the past three years, and there arc more

skaters who arc better now than I've seen

before
"

When askcxl what it was like to skate in

front of competing universities, she said:

"The adrenaline gets you through it. A Un

of skaters are tired because they've skated

up to three other events. This has been the

smoothest running natwnals ever"

"We're the driving force behind the

competition," sakl Michael Kudravetz, the

accountant of the e\fnt, w^) was a*sponsi-

ble for calculating the judges' marks and

votc-s. "We run the competition behind the

scenes. When judges marks come in we go

to the computer program tally the rc^sults
"

This method is newer becau.'H.' prc-vknis-

ly the calculating was done by hand.

"UMass has been excellent. It's been a

wonderful competition. lAe been an

accoununt for 10 ytMn and you know a

good job v^hen you see it," Kudravetz sakl.

The UMass Figure Skating Team

received a $10,000 grant from the United

States Figurc- Skating Association to host

the champwnship. The money went direct-

U to reimbursing the judges' travel,

inedals. trophies. UMass Auxiliary

Serviced, gifts for judges. prc>grams, and

hotel accommodations

Some team member* v*ho organized

the event did so through an independent

study about sporting esent management,

and arc- earning six credits for their partki-

pation.

Women in Sptirt Management found

voluntcx-rs to help with the event as well.

The team's next project is organizing a

leam-to-skate program, which will be hekl

at the Mullins Center practice rink on

Sundays. They will be teaching college stu-

dents as weli as other interc-stcxl people

from the area how to skate Those interest-

ed in more" infomiation about joining the

team or skating lessons can contact Katy

Counihan at umfsc@stuaf.UMass.edu.

Rice refusal to offer testimony on

Sept. 1 1 called 'political blunder'

By Scott Linplaw

AssociATEP Press

expensive.

Even now. though NASA is work-

ing hard to make sure that an accident

such as this does not occur again.

Osheroff believes that they should be

focusing on the problems with the

organization, to achieve prevention.

Osheroff ended his speech by quot-

ing from President George W. Bush's

reaction to the Columbia accident.

"'We find the best among us and

send them forth into unmapped dark-

ness and pray they will return.' 1 think

we need to do more than pray."

After the speech several professors

and students had questions about the

shuttle's crash and NASA's organiza-

Sm smiTTLE on page 3

CRAWFORD. Texas (AP) — White

House allies and Republicans investigat-

ing the Sept. 1 1 attacks pressed Sunday to

hear open testimony from national securi-

ty adviser Condoleezza Rice, with one

commissioner calling her refusal a "politi-

cal blunder of the first order"

Rice said in a TV interview that she

wants to meet with the families of the

Sept. 1 1 victims because she knows they

are disappointed she cannot testify pub-

licly.

"Nothing would be better, from my

point of view, than to be able to testify,"

Rice told CBS's "60 Minutes." "I would

really like to do that. But there is an

important principle involved here: It is a

long-standing principle that sitting nation-

al security advisers do not testify before

the Congress."

President Bush, spending a long week-

end on his Texas ranch, gave no ground,

and several aides said he will not change

his mind on letting Rice testify But Bush

sent her and other top administration offi-

cials out for tcleyision intcryiews to rebut

fresh attacks on the was his administra-

tion has handlc-d the threat of terrorism.

Sharpening his criticism, former coun-

terterrorism chief Richard Clarke said

President Clinton was more aggressive

than Bush in trying lo confront ai-Qaida.

Osama bin Laden s oiganiwition,

"He did something, and President

Bush did nothing prior to September 1 1

,"

Clarke told NBC's 'Meet the Press
"

"I think they deserve a failing grade for

what they did Ix-forc" Sept. 11, Clarke

said of the Bush administration. "They

never got around to doing anything."

Rut Rice said the Bush administration

regarded terrorism as "an urgent prob-

lem."

Clarke said a sweeping declassification

of documents would prove that the Bush

administration neglcxted the threat of ter-

rorism in the eight months leading up to

the attacks.

He said he sought declassification of

all six hours of his testimony before a con-

gressional committee two years ago. Some

Republicans have said that testimony

about Sept. 1 1 contradicts Clarke's cur-

rent criticism.

Clarke said he also wanted Rice's pre-

vious interxiew before the independent

Sept. 1 1 commission declassified, along

with e-mails betwcx-n him and Rice, and

other documents, including a memo he

sent on Ian. 25, 2001 offering a road map

to the new Bush administration on how to

confront al-Oaida. and a directive that the

National Security Council adopted on

Sept. 4. 2001.

AssiK-iated Press Writer Hope Yen irt

Washhtf^on contributed to this report.
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you accidentally knock

your roommate s

toothbrush into the toilet,

he's not home, what do

you do?

PRKlWATfWOUsf^miS @

-.m^^

Marchers Iraq sees new wave of violence

battle

poverty
MARCN from page 1

"We won't get a victory tomor-

row, but we will get victories day

by day," Bracey said.

"It will be a long haul, but it's

the journey we are committed to,"

he said.

Several UMass studenu were

also present at the march to

demonstrate their support.

"I know that we live in a bubble

at UMass, being in a college and

university setting. I recognize thai

\'m privileged in this world, and 1

think it's important lor people in

any way they can, to do something

to better our country for every-

one," said Kimberly K.

McNamara, a UMass senkx and

bnglish major.

Peter Vickery. Amher>t resident

and candidate for the Denwcratn.

nomination for Governor's

Councikw in the Sept. 14 primary,

was also in attendance at the

march.

"I'm here as a union member

and a> a Denxxrat to show soli-

darity to peopW who »K not fortu-

nate enough to have health care

and who are not fortunate enough

to be in work, and if they rv in

work, they're in kjw paying jobs.

So that's why I'm here ... as a show

o( solidarity.' Vkka> ««d.

Amherst resident Lisa

Gaughran led the marchers in

song with her voice and her guitar

"I'm here because it's lime lor a

dtangc." Gaughran nid.

Founding sparaors of the

March omtiMed cf the Siden

Tofcther Ending Poverty, the

Economic Hunwin Rights Project

aixl tfie Green-Rainbow Party oJ

Amttersi.

'We just want to reach out to

people who are not being rcpi>e-

sentod in the legislature, and not

bdi^ repfCKnted in any pan of

the foventmeni. NVe want to show

sdidarily to everyone." said

Robert Crowncr, an Amherst resi-

dent and niembcr of the Green-

Rainbow Party

"\Vc are here because we want

to make sure that the most needs

m our community have someone

k»king out for them.' said Hwei-

Ik^ CrDcnc). an Amherst Hct

Bread Mane icprMciwativv attend-

ing the imidi.

The MikJi ended aiuund 4

p.m. at Amherst Convnon.

Kerry claims

character

assassination
KANSAS CITY. Mo. (AP)

— John Kerry said the White

House is committing character

assassination with its treat-

ment of former counlerterror

chief Richard Clarke to avoid

responding to questions about

national security that Clarke

raised.

"I don't think people want

questions about character; I

think they want questions

about our security to be

answered." Kerry said

Saturday. "That's what this is

about."

Kerry also said Condoleezza

Rice. President Bush's national

security adviser, should testify

in public before the commis-

sion investigating the Sept. 1 1.

2001 terror attacks.

— Sedra Pickler

v^ww dailycollegion.com

Rocket misses target, lands

at nearby school in Mosul

SthouUhildren stand in the courtyard ot a primary school after it was hit by a rtxket in Mosul yester-

day. A Katyusha rocket, apparently aimed at the city hall, missed and hit the nearby scImoI.

say insurgents are shifting fa>m

attacks on American trvxjps to tar

geting Iraqi security forces, arxJ

most rec-ently civilians. The shift

could be partly because there are

fewer American soldiers in the

area, and amseqiR-ntly fewer US
target

>

The US military, however, say^

rebels are choosii^ civilians targets

because they are frustrated at a

lack of success in attacking sd-

diere.

Ijite li»t ytat. tome 20.000 sol-

dier, with the US. Army's lOlst

Airborne Divfeion occupied Mosul

and surrounding Mess. Since the

10 1st pulkxJ out in February, the

regton around Mosul has been

occupied by 8,000 US tivops

under Task Force Olympia. whkh
lacks the lOIst's fket of helkx^

By CHKI!aOPHEH TllROlU
AMK«.°iATti< Press

BAGHDAD. Iraq (API -
Gunmen opened lire Sunday on a

convoy carrying Iraq's minister of

publk: wurk-s, killing a drivrr and a

bodyguard and injuring two others,

the US-k-d coalition saki. The

minister, Nisreen Berwari, was

unharmed.

In another attack in the same

city, Mosul, guimien kilfcd a Briton

and a Canadian wiio were working

as security guards for forc-ign elec-

trical engineers at a power station

The ambush appeared to be pan ol

a cainpaigyt lo undermine U.S.-fed

neconstructkm effons in Iraq.

The attacks highlighied the leiv

uoas security situation in Iraq's

third-largest city, once a prime

recruitii^ gruuiKi for the oflicer

corps of Saddam Hussein's mili-

ury.

Berwari was returning to Mosul

from a meeting in the city ol

[X>huk when her convoy was

attacked, sakl Kristi ClcnKns. a

coalition spokeswoman in

Bi«hdad.

Saro Qtdft. an oflicial wiiM the

Kurdi#t*n IVmocraiic Party

de^bbd the attack a» an "J^Ibw^i

nadun attempt.' Berwari ia a nwin

her of the Kurdish party.

Iraqi police said the attack

occurred around 1 1 a.m in the al-

Kwama neighbortKxxJ of Mosul.

They said the two men who were

kilk"d were- both bodyguards, and

that Berwari was in another car

that was not hit by gunfire.

Berwrari, who earned a degree

at Harvard University'* k>hn K

Kennedy School of Government in

l<W9. is one of five Kurdish minis-

ters in the coalition -appointed

interim government There arc 20

trther ministers.

Previously, Berwari was devel-

opntent minister in the Kurdistan

regional govemiiK-ni. aivJ she also

•lerved with United Nations organi-

zatioas in Iraq

Another femak- political k-ader,

Aqila al-Hashimi. was assassinated

in September She was a Shiile

member of tlie U.S. -appointed

Iraqi Governing CouiKtl.

The slain Briton and Canadian

had been as^ted to protect for

e^ ef^jneers working for General

Electrk Co . a coaliikin spokesman

said on conditk^n of anonymity. GE
is helping rebuikl Iraq's decrepit

ekxincal infrastructure, which has

suffered from war. negkvt and

year* of sarKtions. Power black-

outs are frequent

US sokliere and Iraqi pdice

scafed ofT the area after the shoot-

ing. Witnesses saw two partly

bwned bodies, clad in llak jackets,

lying beskle a four-wheel drive

\ehick that w«s on lire. One man
tuid hcx-n shot in the head.

In London, the Foreign Office

said one Briton was killed. In

Ottawa, the Canadian Foreign

Ministry sakl a Catwdian diet!

Their names were not rekased

An Iraqi oflkial at the powCT

^latkm in F^si Mosul said the slain

men were prv>«ecting experts work-

ing at the statwn. Private security

firms provide guards to many for

eign cxjmpank-s operating in Iraq.

This month, ^sailwits have

kilk-d other Western civilians

linkc*d lo reconstruction efforts

four American mKskjnaries work-

ing on a water project in Mosul,

two Finnish businessmen in

Ba^idad. it Ck-mian and a IXitch

natkmal working on a water pruj-

cxt sciuth of Baghdad, and two

American staffers with the coali

tion shot south of the capital.

U.S. military officials in Mosul

Expert

explains

shuttle

accident
SNUmJ from page 1

tionai problems in general.

Osheroff also spoke private-

ly to a small group of physics

students.

Christopher Serino, a

physics major participated in

Osherofrs small group discus-

sion and attended the public

speech.

"|The group discussion) was

really interesting." he said, "I

decided to come to this speech

to see if he had anything else to

say and because 1 have a gener-

al interest in the topic."

.Alex Barbati. a mechanical

engineering major, agreed that

the talk was interesting and

was "surprised to hear what lit-

tle faith NASA puts in its engi-

neers and discouraged that the

astronaut> aboard Columbia

had not been allowed to go

check the extent of the damage

to their shuttle before reentry."

Osheroff was brought to

UMass by a conjunction of the

physics department and the

Commonwealth College Dis-

tinguished Speakers program.
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The new forces ki the north

have cnit back on the number of

economk devekjpment and infra-

structure projects urKkmaken b>

the lOtst.

In other violence in Mosul on

SiBiday:

— Iraqi polkx said twi. I s

soldiers were wounded after gun-

men in a car opened lire on their

military vehkle. The U.S. military

saki troops returned fire, killing all

four "enemy forces" in the car

— A US military Strvker vehi

cle caught lire after being struck by

a nxket-propelled grenade, but

there were no injuries, ifw US mil-

itary sakl

tfiW OH WiSP4)fi
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Disclosing 9/1 1 truth

should be civic duty
The panel of investigalore looking into the

evenU leading up to the Sept. 1 1 terrorist attacks

have uiged national !>ecurity adviser Condoleczza

Rke to rwconsider her refusal to publicl> refute tes-

timony by fomwr \\hiie House aide Richard

Clarke.

Clarke's now besi>clling book. "Against All

Enemies." claims thai Bush did not do enough to

pruteci the country fnjm terrorist attacks and that

in several inswntes he ignored warnings that a

OHMcive lenurist strike was imminent.

-We do feel unanimously that |Rk:e| shoukl tes-

tify in public." said former New lersey gowmor

Thomas Kean. who was appointed by President

Bush to k^ the coniniisskjn. "We fc-el it's impor-

tant to get her cMe out iherv. We recognize there

are arguments having to do with separatkjn of

powers We think in a tragedy of this magnitude

that iho«e kind at leg>l arvwments arc probably

overridden.* added Kean

Rice is just one of many officials in the Bush

adminustration wtio is being urged to appear in

puWk. in front of the 9/11 panel Rice has

'icfuaed" to do so. citing issues ol separation of

fomm, although she has appealed in private in

front of the paiKl.

According to panel members. Rice's private te»-

nmonv has been "very helpful."

The refusal to publicly testify in publk under

the blanket of "separation of powers" does have

precedent ffowever. at hat been said before, the

mi^tude of 4/ 1 1 doa oeaie a need for truth that

a ppeaier than moat caaes.

According to a twement by the *)/! i panel.

"I Rkr I
voluntarily cximing forward to tettify ui»der

oath during a publk hearing without the use ol a

subpoena sM>uki simply set a rare, rrfnwhing. and

appnjpriate moral precedent for all of history to

judge."

A key wottl in that statement is the word

judge." The Bush administration will be forever

linked to the 9/ 1 1 disaster, and how the findings of

this panel are handled will go a kx^ way into

determining the legacy of Bush's tenure. Bush svill

either be remembered as the preskknt who helped

America oui of its greatest natwnal tragedy, or the

preskknt who caused America's greatest natkmal

tn^edy.

Since his book was published. Clarke has been

deemed by some as a "disgruniled fonr^er employ-

ee of the White House with nothing iixxx: than a

book to write." While this may or may not be the

case, the fact still remains that 9/1 1 happened, and

there is much to learn about the events leading up

to it. It i: imperative that America is made aware

of what happened, regardless of whether or not it

hurts the rwlection campaign d Ptcskknt Bush.

We all. as Americans, have civk duties that we

must cany out. For example, attending jury duty is

one of the nwst baak: and wklesprcad "civk

duties" of any citizen Likewise, high-ranking gov-

ernmental oflkiab have duties they must perform.

Often times a degrve of "privac-y" is given lo these

ofiicials to allow them to best execute their dutks.

assuming that they are acting in good faith. In

order for this faith to be questioned, an event large

enough to caase severe nationwide security con-

cerns must otx-xir. Undoubtedly, the events of 9/1

1

count as such an event, and every American who

lullils his or her civk duty has a right to know the

truth.

tnfufnuiUun front cnn.txtm uw used in this edi-

loriaL

Unsifited editorials represent the majonty oput-

ion of the Massachusetts Daily CaUepan Editorial

Board.

ESI: Not a dead language

Trippiti' on the suip: A Gaza experience
1

.,-' v^i.A. I

went to a gor-

gevjus place.

ore I fdt my
ci melt into

the wading

water of the

breathtaking
beach as the

sand otercamc

me. I smcllcd"""^""~"
the bloom of

tkiwers growing wikJ all aiuuixl.

I sunk my teeth into a juky mango

picked from a tree miracuk»usly

growing out of the .sand like a rose

bursting out of concrvte. I heard

constant gunshots behind the enor-

mous flowing dunes of sand juxta-

posed by the laughter of littk- chil-

dren playing in the street There, 1

feasted my eyes on paradise.

My weekend at the C>aza Strip

was c-ertainly heavy-hearied Being

in Israel is quite a risk as it is. but

Gaza, a plaoc that makes headlines

practkallN every other day. gener-

ates a different caliber of trepkla-

tjon. Despite my mothers appre-

My frietxl and 1 were placed

vrith a warm family lor lunch to

h»r their stories, fears, hardships.

aspiratKNis. aiKl ideals. Their ttles

neariy brought tears to my eyes at

accounts such as theirs go crimirtal

ly underre-presented. TV father of

the househoU toM us of the first

>ccds he planted axMind his new

home 20 yrars aga As a result of

the mandaic of a return of the Sinai

Peninsula to F.gypt. he was trans-

ported from his prwious house in

1979 as pan of the Camp Davkl

Accords. Already having been a

refugee, he refuses this su^ectkxt

neither upon himself nor upon his

growing family yet again; especial-

ly, not by his own government.

Unfortunately, due lo Prime

Minister Ariel Sharon's new plan,

my frietxls might have no choke

The Israeli prinn- minister, without

basing yet consulted his own cabi-

net, is proposing a mass traivsfer of

over 7.800 lews from Gaza as part

of the plans for the new security

fence between Israel and the

Palestinians. Their settlement.

Their tales nearly brougM tears to my eyes

as accounts such as theirs go criminally

underrepresented.

hcnskin. I joined about V) other

Amerkans and Canadians to the

infamous spot to see for myself

exactly why there is so much hulla-

bakx) over such a supposed

"ces-spool." Much to my surprise,

a cesspool it was not. but full of

fear arid angst as well as immense

pride and love, it most definitely

was.

Neve [X'kalim. was initially created

mostly by refugees of the 1979

Acct>rds who sought sanctuary in

what they consWered to be safe

and clearly part of the Jewish state

Now, once again, they might be

tom from the land they grew to

love aixl nourish all this time.

Not only is the transfer of these

people abhorrent, it is a display of

a blatant double standard.

Despite the fact that the swnis of

the territories that the Israeli army

has been accused of "occupying" is

more akmg the lim-s of disputed,

the Israel IVfense Forces b inoet

certainly is rxH kicking Palestinians

out of their homes. Now. however,

when such actHxt might actually

he taking placB. againM iigiiHinl

Israeli citizens for that matter, the

vkorkl sits silently IrunKallv. wiien

the Israeli army finally rightly

claimed the life of "spiritual

leader' Sheikh Yassin last week.

a.k.a. a well known terrorist and

co-founder of the militant terrorist

organization Hamas, sitting silent-

ly was the last thing on the workls

agerxla. lis quite interesting how

evacuating innocent women and

children from their well-estab-

lished homes doesn't evoke even a

fraction of such a reaction.

Israel promises compensation

or aid in the traasfcr. but how

many times must one be uprooted

entirely in his/her lifetime? The

land and the homes where these

families dwell has been nurtured

and built by their bare hands It is

not so simpW to just get up and

move.

How do these communities

plan to fight? Not with guns or

violetKe. but with bve Families

such as the otie 1 met plan on con-

tinuing their lives rcgulariy. pray-

ing, planting, and going about

their business. No uprising. No
true defense. They plan to fight

with their souls; ju.st a claim to

their home and an undying dcter-

minatkin, resilience and belkrf in

G-d.

l^ah Vilale is a Collegian

columnist on exchange in Israel.

English as a Second Language

(ESL) has been discredited by its

critics, who suggest that it is.

along with bilingual education,

outdated. However, ESL is a sys-

temic and comprehensive

approach to teaching

English to students for
hitljl

whom it Ls not a native ^____^_
language. ESL students

are people who are bom in a for-

eign country and are striving to

master English as a second, third

or even fourth language, ntaking

them bilingual or multilingual

Recognizing the importance of

English, both in the U.S. and

around the worU, F^SL students

study the language with the inten-

tion of achieving a high of profi-

ciency that is ck»e to thai of peo-

ple who have spoken the language

iheir v^hole lives.

Some claim ESL is not a uni-

versity-level subject. However,

these peopk; nvay not realize that

ESL instruction has been accepted

by the work! of academia for over

sixty years. The discipline was

devek>ped in universities with the

influx of foreign students in the

1 9bOs. The intematkxial organiza-

ikm. TtSOL (Teachers of English

to Speakers of Other Languages),

was created to support its estab-

lishment as an academk disci-

pline. An extensive body of

research to support second-lan-

guage learning has been devd-

oped and continues to develop as

the number of language kamers ii

rapidly mcrMsing. At UMass-

Amherst. the English as a Second

Language Program was created by

faculty in 1975 aikl was endorsed

by the Fac-ully Senate Today, all

the tup H) U.S. publk ncscareh

universities offer ESL instructkin.

Some even make the claim that

FiiL students do not bekjng at

UMass-Amherst because "they arc

rK>t good enough" if they arc

studyiftg English as a sccxxid lan-

guage. The assumption that FISL is

compensatory, or even remedial,

instruction beW)w the level of

Freshman Writing is incorrect

because \rM promotes overall Ian

guage instruction, rtot just writing

sUlls Misinformed people tugfest

that ESL students are deficient

compared lo native-speakers and

arc not prepared for colkge. an

example of the claanc case of

blaming the vktim. Fkjwcver. ESL

LEHER TO THE EDITOR
NEWLY ELECTED OFFICERS THANK

STUDENTS FOR THEIR SUPPORT

Last week 2,400 students exercised tfieir oft-neglected

right to vote In the student elections. We have one Oimg to say

Thank you

To the 1 ,200 students that wrote our names on the tHilot;

Thank you

To the dozens of dedicated UMass students who last week

stood out in the coW ram, yelled, hollered, pleaded, honked,

knocked aid embarrassed themselves time and time again in

hopes of helping this university Thank you

We want to stress that our gratitude and appreciation

extends beyond the incredible students that worked on our

campaign to every student that worked on every campaign

Ybu have shown your willingness to fight for this school

Together you put up 10.000 flyers and handed out 50.000

chop-chops You all ran dignified campaigns Be proud of one

another

The caix of our campaign is to create a fundamental shift

in where the SGA derives its power Wfe do not seek power

over students: rather we seek power with students. We hope

to make the SGA a progressive civic democracy, and by doing

so hope to educate and niotMlize the student txxly through its

existing stnjctures (The Collegian, SCERA, IWASSP1RG, GSS,

RSO's, Fraternities, Sororities, RA's, and so on), tOMvard achiev-

ing specific goals

These goals have come from knocking on many doors

and listening to the concerns of many students Wost of them

Iwil down to restoring the Universities land grant mission, to

making excellent public IJtieral arts higher education availat3le

to and affordable for the people of Wassachusetts, and to put-

ting education t)efore profit.

students compete for admisskjn to

the University with their native-

speaker counterparts. Through

btrong academic achievements,

high cumulative averages, partici-

pation in honors and advanced

classes, these non-native

B,..^ speakers are accepted to
''°''*

the University, even edg-
'^''^"'

ing out some native

speakers of English lor spots in

the incoming freshmen classes.

Clearly, they werc able to futw-

tk)n in an acactemk: setting in high

school. Why do they not deserve

to go to college? As one ESL stu-

dent at UMass wrote in an essay,

"lust because we are still learning

English doesn't mean we are bad

learners " Additionally, upon their

arrival at the University, some ESL

students become members of

Commonwealth College, chalkrng-

ing themselves by taking advanced

courses in their majors They will

become working professionals in

Massachusetts in areas such as

engineering, nursing, business,

mathematics, economics, and

biology after receiving UMass

degrees.

The ESL Program at UMass-

Amherst has experienced signifi-

cant reductions within the past

few years Between the years

1990 and 2000. the Program's

board. The University appears to

be in great danger of bsing lU

ESL Program.

If the University's administra-

tion was to deem ESL inappropri-

ate in the higher learning setting,

it would not only ignore research

and statistics of the discipline,

but also would belittle the accom-

plishments of the ESL students.

They are great assets, not only in

the contributkjns they make to

ethnic diversity, but in iheir

involvement in campus life and

organizations. They have gained

admission to the University fair

and square Not allowing immi-

grants and refugees who excelled

in high school the opportunity to

attend a publk university wouW
not support the President's "No

Child l-elt Behind" agenda and

could potentially perpetuate

social inequality and deny profes

sional advancement to immi-

grants and refugees. It %vould be

discriminalH)n,

ESL shouW not be treated as a

dead language because the need

for such instruction continues to

exist in the United States today

more than ever, according to

demographks that demonstrate

the rapkl and continued increase

in the linguistic minority popub-

tkm between the ages of 1 5 and

The ESL Program at UMass-Amherst has

experienced significant reductions within

the past few years.

positkms for Program Director

and Program Secretary were

eliminated Two courses. ESL
Pronunciation and ESL
Vocabulary, have not been

offered for several years due to

budget cuts In April 2003. the

Prvigram k)si three intermediate

courses. FISL Intermediate

Grammar. ESL Intermediate

Writing, and ESL Intermediate

Readmg. Last semester, only two

courses were offered: ESL
AdvaiKed Grammar and ESL
Advanced Coniposiiion, the latter

of whkh IS the only course being

offered this semester The

Program Coordinalor. after not

being offered a multi-year con-

tract, took early retirement at the

end of last semester, leaving one

faculty member currently on

24 It shoukl be supported on

campus as a serious acaidemk dis-

cipline for non-native University

students. If not. the implications

will be grave Students who have

immigrated to the United States

after sixth grade may not be eligi

ble for acceptance to the

University. This means that only

people who were bom here or

came to this country as chiklren

woukl have a fighting chance lo

gain admission to UMms-
Amherst The University wouU
miss out on ethnkally. not lo

mention linguistically, diverse

groups of immigrants and

rvfi^ecs from countries around

the worW. who are bright, capa-

ble university students.

Kailhn Barry is a UMass stu-

dent.

Ego is Nader's copilot
"/ think this is a monstrous

ego running unchecked. '
—

Carl Pope. Execulixe Director.

Sierra Club.

Once again, the primaries

draw to a close and its now
time for Americans to snap out

of their quadrennial daydreams

of popular demcKracy and

choose the candidate that walks

the tightest rope between big
~""^ money and public interest.

race for the White House has officially

Of the goals we created, one Is more time-sensitive than

the others: this year the University is due to renegotiate its

contract with F^jHett, the pnvate corporatxxi that mns the text-

book annex Rve years ago, Follett was awarded a contract

with the university. If this contract is renevred. students wi

have five more years of paying a privatised bookstore more for

their textbooks than is necessary at a public university

On behalf of the 2.000-pkJS students, v»(hose families pay

the taxes, fees, and tuition UMass is built on, that voted in

favor of an alternative textbook system, we request of the

administration that any and all negotiations twtween Follett

and UMass be halted, and that the student body be actively

involved with the administiation in the creation of an alterna-

tive textbook system in whKh the main priority is education,

not profit.

Last week's election proved that students can do big

things We vwint to make sure that we continue to receive the

input of the students. We will be hoWing our first "Back to the

People Community Meeting' on Tuesday, April 6, at 6 p.m. in

Worcester Dining Common These meetings will be hek) every

other week in rotating dining commons Their purpose is to

allow us to listen to you, make progress visible, and keep stij-

dents infonned on what is going on and what they can do to

help.

Thank you, and please do not hesitate to contact us for

any reason.

Eduardo Bustamante

SGA PresWent-Elect

Eduardoebustamante@hotmail com

Matttiew Murphy

Student Tmstee-Elect

Mvmurphy@student.umass.edu

The
begun.

And as if almo.st a fixture to contemporary

presidential elections, at Ralph Nader is back in

a bid for the White House — or at least for the

shot at bidding in another four years. His rallying

cry of "more voices and more choices" appeals to

voters who are tired of a stagnant "duopoly" of

American politics. And just like the 2000 elec-

tions. Nader is once again portraying himself as

the faint echo of democratic integrity — an ideal-

istic taboo that America is afraid lo reach out to.

It goes without saying that Nader is noted for

many landmark developments in Washington

over the past few decades. His

1965 book, "Unsafe at Any
Speed," sparked enough contro-

versy to make General Motors

hire prostitutes to ambush Nader

in a grocery store. His resulting

lawsuit in this blackmail attempt

won him the money that founded

Public Interest Research Groups

(PlRGs) all across America,

Overall, there is no doubt that

this man has done a lot to keep

this country clean, both politically

and environmentally.

But that was all then and this is now.

Voters will now have to realize that the visions

of "Saint Ralph" are over. We no longer have the

"white horse" hero of the American people that

many on the left look up to. We no longer see a

man who is determined to expose the sick con-

sumerist facade that tells us to trust anything

with a catchy label. It's been over for quite some

lime now.

In his place, we see a man who was about as

rebellious as Kurt Cobain - loud, yet control-

lable. Nader has become yet another teacher's

pet. still trying to wrap himself in his 1960s creed

of integrity-through-nonconformily, but to no

avail. He's part of the system he claims to fight

against and when it's all said and done, he's just

another ego, hell-bent on the Oval Office.

Nader's aspirations have, in fact, become so

flagrantly reckless, that even Bush donors have

contributed to the Nader campaign, reports the

Dallas Morning News. (Of course, many of these

donors came up with the excuse of trying to "pro-

mote diverse views" in politics, but who are they

kidding?) It's a sure sign that Nader no longer

cares about the nearly fifty-year-old agenda that

he's been promoting.

The same article reports (hat over lu percent

of Nader's donors of $250 dollars or more are

"reliable GOP donors." The list includes

Terrence Jacobs (executive, Penneco Oil), |eno

Paulucci. (leno's Pizza Rolls), and even Ben

Stein.

It's entirely understandable now why both

Democrats and Republicans repute the former

Green candidate with stonewalling and secrecy.

Nader is actually a substantial investor in compa-

nies that he's known to publicly "expose."

According to Salon. Nader's then-running mate

Patty LaDuke. had "exposed" Al Gore for owning

stocks in Occidental Oil Co. What she left out

was that even Nader himself had shares of this

stock through his estimated $IOO,000-$250.000

mutual fund with Fidelity Investment.

In fact, a 2000 article from Salon reads, "The

Rainforest Action Network — whose members

no doubt include myriad Nader Raiders — has

slammed Fidelity for investing in genocide."

That same year, Nader told the Washington

Post that the profits of these mutual funds, which

sometimes trickle down to his PIRGs. are from

"the most neutral-lype companies." claiming,

"No. I. they're not monopolists

and No. 2. they don't produce

land mines, napalm, weapons."

What he didn't tell the Post was
that his mutual funds included

shares of Raytheon. Boeing,

and even Chevron, which actu-

ally has a tanker named after

the "poorest" member of Bush's

staff, Condoleezza Rice.

Nor should we assume that

Nader's name is synonymous
with the Green Party with

which he ran in 2000. In fact,

an editorial in the "Green Horizon Quarterly"

accuses Nader of running "with his coterie rather

than party organizers." adding, "he doesn't

involve local Green leaders." Basically, it was a

polite way of saying that Nader had simply

hijacked Green Party politics in 2000.

And it looks like he's not so eager to bring the

Greens under the political umbrella this year

either. Hell be running independently of the

Greens, under the shoddily spun catchphrase,

"Declare your Independence," instead.

But what does all of this show? It shows that

Nader could care less about the plurality of

American democracy and more about his own
ego. When he spoils this year's election, he'll no

longer be able to shrug and say he did it for the

.sake of Green recognition in mainstream politics.

His actions show that he couldn't care less,

Nader knew in 2000 that he became the

"spoiler." He also knows that the GOP is encour-

aging him to spoil the election once again, and

he's totally fine with it. It just goes to show that,

like every other candidate running, we all know
whose side Nader takes — his own.

Mark Ostroff is a Collegian columnist.

He's part of the sys-

tem he claims to hght

against and wtien Ws

all said and done, he^

just another ego, hell-

bent on the Oval

Office.
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Food Network star dices it up with the Valley's culinary finest

Bv Brendan O'Meara
«.J>lU;lMAN (.XWIUSKJNIWNT

"RachacI! Rachael!NORTHAMPTON
Rachael!"

Those were the chants at the sold

out Calvin Theater in Northampton

this past Saturday night when Rachael

Ray. author of the "50 Minute Meals'

cookbooks and star of the Food

Network's "30 Minute Meals," tore

onto the stage.

The Iron Cook competition lea

lured Ray, the challenger, pitted

against three local Iron Chefs; Rob

Watson from the Black Sheep Cafe. Martin

Carr«ra from La Veracruzana, and Margaret

Fiizpatrick from the Tusk n' Rattle Cafe

Money raised from this event went to support

Friends of Children, a non-profit organization

that provide"* adv».H.«c\ services to chiklren and

iheii families

laiK Lyons, executive Jin-ciui ol Fnends of

Chiklren, expressed her excitement

"Were really pumped. This was a very big

community, volunteer effort It took five

months of preparatkMi with a committee of 10-

1 5 people and 40 more behind the scenes

Rachaet

Ray

il«l27

better this lime around. We did fill more seats

this year," she said.

If the opening auction for the fourth and

6nal judging post were any indication ol how

much money they would raise, then Lyons will

be very happy. Lou and Leslie Ekus, director

and stage manager respectively, kkked off the

evening by starting the bidding for the fourth

seat at $200 dollars. Ten minutes later the scat

vvas sold for $1,050 to Lindsey OlXjnnell, 19,

of Easthampton. She joined fellow

judges, Northampton mayor Clare

Higgins, Michael T Kusek, and State

Representative Peter Kocot.

Participants had one hour to create

meals of their choice focusing on orig-

inality, presentation, taste, and how the

secret ingredient was showcased. The

secret ingredient, of whkh individual

Americans consume nearly 18 pounds

per year, was the tear jerking onions

The gong was struck and they were off to

the races for ihc one-hour competition Ray

and her team of three helpers were complacent

and calm, using the lime to be organized and

thorough The Iron Cook team of Watson.

Carrera. and Fiizpatrick were (he antithesis ol

team Ray. frantic and seemingly out of control

Within minutes the audience was grc-cied

with the fresh aromas of caramelized onions

and sizzling nuts and seeds. Each team

searched for what they fell \*ould give them

the edge The Iron Cooks suggested a dessert
1 5 DeoDle ana »« more oenina inc scenes. ... r.x .k.. c. <.;,<

\iS«d $20,000 Usi year and we hope to do that h«i onK,ns as a part of it. To that Ray said

"What? Onion dessert? That's a challenge I

won't take you up on."

Watson sliced up red onions with speed and

finesse; Carrera worked on tortilla chips, and

some scallops with a curry sauce thai was

whipped up by Fiizpatrick. With both teams

sweating and pressing it was tough to decide

who may end up on top when the gong sound-

ed at the end.

"Absolutely Rachael," said Shannon

Shumway. 42. nurse practitioner at Smith

College. Robert Dcmerski, 59, business man

ager of a car dealership, begged to differ saying

of Carrera, "He's fiery and competitive. We
expect a good competition."

The pressure was getting to the cooks when

it was discovered that one of the ovens was

faulty and Watson's rack of lamb was a bit too

rare. He sliced the individual ribs and put ihem

back averting a potential miscue that may hasc

cost them the competition.

Ray also had problems with her siulk-ii

onions The top portion of them burnt and

lime was winding down Her team remained

composed, scraped off the burnt crumbs,

added the iwcessary ingredients and moved on

Ray said, "My n>om would scrape- it off and

kiss it off to God."

Team Ray was pulling together the loose

ends and wrapping up their meals v^hile ihe

Iron Cooks were still hustling, hoping to make

the deadline Commeniaior Christopher

Prospen strolled over lo Rays table and asked.

"Nou have live minutes left. What do you think

you're going

againsi the

answered. "I'

The gong

were up and

were made.

penne pasta

onion tarts.

to do?" With her palms llattened

table, clearly exhausted, Ray

m gonna drink."

sounded again, the 60 minutes

the presentations to the judges

Ray presented stuffed onion*,

with onion sauce, salad with

and a Irittata with, of course,

onions.

The Iron Cooks countered with a rack of

lamb, filel mignon, scallops resting on an

onion nest, and a curious onion dessert that

was composed of mango, chocolate, diced

papayas and jalapenos.

The salivating judges dug in and their zeal

lor the food was apparent by their lack of

words. They nodded and savored their bites as

they made notes and jotted down the score*.

City Councilor Bill Dwighi look the tabula-

lions and stood before the crowd. "It was an

opic battle," he said. "And the winner is, by a

score of 77-75, the Iron Cooks.

'

The Calvin Theater erupted and when it all

settled down Watson said, "This was a good

eseni I was grateful to be a part of it
" Also

expressing her lake on the night Ray said,

"Food is about fun and sharing."

Though some may be disappointed thai Ray

was defeated she still left a great impression on

her fans Shum\*a\ added. "For women who

cook and vkork she s a hero She's so much like

us with the same coru.ems. We want lo meet

her and say 'You wouW k)ve us. Can we lake

you out for a drink?"

(»|.|M \S 'Vn SK \* l^ I »» -ISS ,4'

New film a real crowdAiUer' |\|eVer 'OUt Of 8638011'
Bs Tammi Minn
( :<)I1I(.IAN >1Aft

"The l.adykilkrrs." directed and

written by k>el and Ethan Coen

("O Broihcr. Where An Thou?"

and "Iniok-rabk- Cruelty"!, is a

willy and satirical cotiwdy that

shows what can happen when an

honest, old woman stands in the

wa> of a group of dishonest men

\*ho arc involved in a grand rob-

bery schenKv

The group includes

experts in explosivt-s and

tunneling, a muscW man

and the critical "inskle

man," and ihey have

gathered lo pull off a

great casino robbery via a

tunnel dug from an

unsuspecting gospel

women's root cellar

The group is made up

of a wordy professor

(Tom Hanks), a general

(Tzi Ma), a nol-so

mechanically inclined

props designer (|.K.

Simmons), who says that

every trying project is the

"easiest thing in the

woHd." a foul-mouth hoodlum

(Marion Wayans) and a dumb

football player. (Ryan Hurst). They

basically follow the negative

stereotypical characteristics that

come with their titles.

The professor. Goldthwait

The

MEUNnASim(X»|10N/AS.SH:1A-n-n PRESS a>

Tom Hanks plays the role of

Goldthwait Higginson Dorr, Ph.D.

Iligginson Don III. Ph.D., devises

the creative plan to construct a

tunnel to the casino vault to

acquire all the monetary treasure-

thai it houses. He has a pcrfeii

oldc English diakxl and a gasping

laugh akin to an obnoxious snort

ing. that he uses to charm the okl

ladies including the important

Mrs. Munson drma R Hall) whose

house is the key to the entire rob-

bery.

plan is covered by the

clever ruse that the men

are renaissance musi-

cians, church musicians

at thai, lo satisfy Mrs.

Munson, and they arc in

dire need of a space to

practice in, Mrs.

Munson's root cellar is

tested with a series of odd

vocal calls, done by the

professor, to ensure thai

it has the best acoustics,

but what ho really wants

to find out is if the walls

arc sufficient eix>ugh for

the tunnel.

Mrs. Munson knits,

attends church regularly,

enjoys gospel music, bak-

ing and talking to her dead hus-

bands portrait. She nags the sher-

iff with minor complaints and asks

that he conduct the mundane tasks

of telling her neighbor to quit play-

ing his "hippity hop" music so loud

because it does not have the

wholesome quality of church

music and regularly getting her

cat. Pickles, who steals every scene

he is in, out of a tree.

The men underestimate the

curiosity of this woman. She frc--

quently intrudes on their "practic-

ing" to indulge them with some of

her cinnamon cookies. As she

walks down the stairs, the men

qukkly cover their work on the

tunnel and grab up their instru-

ments as if they were children

quickly hiding their wrongdoing to

avoid getting in trouble.

They begin to run into a pletho-

ra of problems as it is slowly real-

ized that the men lack the mental

capacity to complete the tasks they

were assigned and Mrs. Mun.son

becomes suspicious of the activi-

lies in her root cellar She ultimate-

ly finds out wtiat they are up to

Brazilian fesitval brings out the Carnaval spirit

By JovAN Smiih

( ^OIIK.IAN t'<lRRt>Is>M'INT

Irma P. Hall plays the part of

sweet church ladv Mrs. Munson.

after a series of explosions occur in

her home and the professor can no

longer convince her that nothing is

going on. He tries to convince her

that stealing the money was a good

thing to do and that a portion of it

is intendcxl for donalitm lo her

favorite bible school. Ikib lones

University. He makes it seem like a

minuscule amount that ihcy have

taken and she e%entually agrees

that it was a good idea, that is until

her husband's portrait reveals a

disapproving glare and she quickly

tells the professor to relum the

money and thai group will have to

attend church with her or else she

will turn them in.

The professor, unwilling to give

up. decides that the busybcKly

woman has to be killed. They are

wrong once again as Mrs. Munson

seems to crimp their plans again.

At first the film seems lo be

scattered, as there are all these

choppy introductions of each of

the characters without any connec-

tions made between them until

quite far into the film. By the time

the group finally gathers lor their

first meeting, it is difficult lo asso-

ciate which character came fmm
what situation. It is hard lo stay

interested at first, but the film

quickly recovers with the stunning

performance of Tom Hanks and

the amazing dark humor of the

Coen Brothers.

With over four months of preparation the

Carnaval "Out of Season" proved to be an alien

lion-grabbing evenl/party that moved its audi

ence. Saturday night, the Student Association

for the Multicultural Brazilian .Alliance

and its sponsors followed through with

their goal of preserving the Briuilian cul-

ture by effectively educ;iiin>: and enter-

taining its audience.

The event provided JcIkiuus food

ranging from feijoada (a bean slew con-

taining pork, sausage, and chicken), to

white rice, and two types of salad (one

with vegetables and mayonnaise, the

other with lettuce, a variety of vegetables

and salad dressing). The beverages con-

sisted of a fruit juice called caju. ihc Brazilian

word for "cashew fruit" and gurana. a Brazilian

soda.

Geography professor

Alan P. Marcus began the

event with a lecture on

issues facing Brazilians in

Massachusetts. Following

the lecture was a presen-

tation by Thais, a profes-

sional dance instructor

originally from Brazil

who teaches Brazilian

dance in Cambridge.

Performing a dance called

"Forro Thais" with her

partner, the crowd

cheered as ihey twirled

and shook their hips to

the music. Next were the

Garota Do Samba (the

girls of Samba), a group

composed of University

of Massachusetts stu-

dents Talia Yagudin,

luliana Leal. and

Helenicc V'alentim. They

danced to the music of

Brazilian funk and

pagode, a type of Samba

most common in north-

eastern Brazil.

Shortly following that.

the band Terra Treme

played a Ivpc of music

called Axe (pronounced Ash-ey). As they played

ihe bandleader selecled random people from the

audience to dance and slowly the majority of the

crowd began to follow suit. Accompanying the

band were two women wearing clothing typical

of Bahia; short while lops, long white dresses

and white headbands. The same women came

out again later wearing clothing indicative of Rio

De laneiro — bikini-like sequenced articles in

the colors of green, gold and red with matching

feathered headpieces.

As the sounds of the music from the

performers became louder and the

dancers performed, the audience mem-

bers began to sing along while others

clapped iheir hands to the rhythmic

beai Some took to waving their hands

in the air and stomping their feet to the

powerful performances, which captured

the essence of the Brazilian spirit.

1 asi but not least, the popular Dj

Boquinha had the crowd dancing lo a

mixture of Brazilian beats hip hop. reg-

gae, and techno. UMass students as well as the

general public seemed lo enjoy what the event

had to offer

Whether you were

Brazilian, lamiliar with

its culture or of a differ-

ent eihniciiy all together,

the Brazilian spirit

seemed universal to

everyone. The audience

showed their apprecia-

tion by standing up and

participating along with

the performers, and also

added to the Brazilian

theme by wearing color-

ful masks during the fes-

tivities.

"I was really pleased

with the turn-out of the

Carnaval. 1 felt thai there

was a lot of energy from

the crowd and overall it

was a great atmosphere,"

said Yagudin. a junior at

UMass and SAMBA
member. "It started out

more formal and slow

towards the beginning

but things picked up
towards the end of the

night. I felt that the

Carnaval spirit con-

sumed the crowd"
With a diverse crowd

ranging from all ages and different backgrounds

Ihe Brazilian Carnaval "Out of Season" was

more than just an event — it truly was a cultur-

al and invigorating experience.

I AITllNinT/(l>lIB;lAN

Thais Carvalho, the president of SAMBA
demonstrates a Brazilian dance with her partner.
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IMNiEN'S lAX from page 8

responded by scoring a pair of

goals each from junior liil Albee

and sophomore Katie Leland. A
goal fronj each c«n»e off free posi-

tion shots, which triggered an

UMass timeout.

When play resumed. UMass
fourul a spark in Hope Zelinger

who scored her first of five goals

at 14:21. Alter a subsequent goal

from UNH. Zelinger started a 5-0

Massachusetts run that would

send UMass into the locker room
with a 7-5 lead at the half.

During the Massachusetts run.

Bubeck recorded her second unas-

sisted goal, while Zelinger scored

two and Drown notched the first

of six points, with a free position

goal. Drown led the Minute-

women with six points, and the

trio combin«i for all 1 1 Massa-

chusetts goals.

"Its never part of our game

plan to designate one person to

get the ball all the time, but today

IZelingerl showed up." UMass
coach Carrie Boiduc said. "All our

attackers are threats and they

made some nice plays for us, but

(Zelinger]. Bubeck and Drown

did all the damage."

The Wildcats opened the sec-

ond half with a pair of goals at

26:39 and 25:37 by Kelly Blaney

and Katie Leland. respectively, but

Drown extended the lead back to

two with an unassisted goal and a

free-position goal to make the lead

9-7 UMass.

UNH proceeded to capitalize

on two free position shots and an

unassisted goal by junior Sarah

Hutchinson. A goal by Zlelinger

was not enough to maintain a half-

time lead that disappeared into a

10-10 tie at the end of regulation.

By Nancy Armour
Aswx'iATiiD Press

Bearing it all

Maine pU%cr» celebrate a 2-1 overtimr win afalnM Wucoiwin in the NCAA Ea»t Rcgiunal

final in AlKiny, N.Y. on Saturday. Maine move* on to the Froien Four, where it will take on

Bokton Collrtce i<n April 8.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Even if it takes a little some-

thing extra, Georgia Tech fitxis a way to get it done.

And the Yelkw jackets got a sweet tvward for

their perseverance; their seomd trip to the Final Four

and their first sirKe 1990.

With leading scorer B.j. EUer hobbled by a badly

sprained ankle, jarrett lack scored a career-high 29

points to lift the Yelk)w lackets to a 79-7 1 victory over

Kansas in overtime of the St. Louis Regional champi-

onship Sunday.

No team has had more tight games on its road to

the Final Four than the third-seeded Yellow jackets.

Georgia Tech's first three games were decided by a

total of 1 3 points.

SoHd all day. jack was unstoppable in overtime.

After little Will Bynum hit a 3-pointer to break a 71-

all tie. jack went 4-for-4 from the line in the last 47

seconds to seal the win.

lack finished 8-of- 1 2 from the floor, and also had

nine rebounds arwl six assists. Luke Schenscher added

15 points and ClareiKe Moore had 14 for the Yelk>w

jackets (27-9».

As the final seconds ticked off the ckxk. coach

Paul Hewitt threw his hands in the air in triumph and

a wide grin spread across his face. The Yellow jackets

ran onto the court when the buzzer sounded and piled

tot$ether for a group hug. Elder's teammates tried to

lift him up. but they couWn't get him off the ground

as the impromptu mosh pit bopped arour)d.

The Yelk>w jackets will now face second-seeded

Oklahoma State on Saturday in San Antonio.

Kansas (24-9) couki do nothing but watch the cele-

bration with disappointment, dented a third straight

trip to the Final Rxir

But these jayhawks didn't play like a Final Four

team. They shot 40 percent from the floor and turned

the ball over 15 tinws Wayne Simien. who'd been

averaging 20 points in the tourruunent, was hekl to 1

1

on 4-of 14 shooting. Keith Langford scored 15 on 4-

of-l I before fouling out in overtime.

It was the jayhawks' first kws in a regnnal final

since March 26, 1996. when they Vxi to Syracuse.

Though Georgia Tech was seeded one spot better, it

came into the game as an underdog. The layhawks

had the experience and the momentum, having won

their first three tournament games by 22 points.

They even had a domeful of fans, playing just five

hours away from their campus in Lawrence, Kan

As if that wasn't enough, the Yellow jackets were

playing with a gimpy Ekler. Elder, who averaged a

team-high 15.8 points, suffered a severely sprained

ankle in Friday night's regional when Nevada's Kirk

Snyder fell on him.

He started, but was visibly limping and couldn't

run ck)se to full speed. He played 12 minutes, going

O-for-2 with an assist.

But the Yellow jackets have bragged all year about

their depth, always finding someone to step up and

get the job done. Sunday was no different.

The Yelbw jackets had their away with the

Jayhawks early, smothering them defensively and

hoUing Simien and Langford to a combined four

pointt on 0-for- 10 shooting. The Yellow jackets led by

as much as 1 1 in the first half and were up 40-33 with

16:39 left in regulation.

But Simien and Unglbrd finally broke kxwe. and

Kansas came roaring bock.

Langford scored on a driving layup ~ his first field

goal of the day— and Simien ran ofl five quick points

to give Kansas a 43-42 lead, its first, with 13:04 to

play The pro-Kansas crowd went wiU. and the

jayhawks' bench sprinted onto the floor when a tiino-

out was calkxl seconds later

jack was fouled by Langford on a driving layup.

and he converted the three-point play to start a 7-0

run that ^ve Georgia Tech a 65-58 lead with 3:56 to

play

But the layhawks weren't done — not by a long

shot. Langford convened his own three-p«.>ini play to

pull Kmsas within 65-61 with 303 Idi in regulation

After Miles and jack traded steals. Mikrs foukd

lack with 39 seconds left.

lack made the front end of a onc-and-one. putting

the Yelkjvk lackets up 66-63 But he mis,sed the second

and Simien grabbed the rebound. Simien missed a

ahott book at the other end. but leff Graves came up

with the ball in ttte scrambkr and kicked it out to the

freshman |.R Giddens. who calmly drilled a 3-point-

er to tie the game at 66 with 16 sounds left.

.\mherst Laser ® Skin Care Center

"Because you are wt>rth it"

tMar Hair Removal
*"

Both Man and Woman
Any Area of tha Body

BUM * Faoa ' Chm ' Up ' Untfvarm * Lag ' Back

FaoA. Maaaagaa. A Mcrodamtabraaion
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Lundburg, Schell lead UM past Pride
LAX from pagaS

was ruled to have scored while in

the crease. That didn't deter the

Minuteman offense, however, as

junkjr Chris Doyle scored his

13th goal of the season on an

extra-man opportunity with 758
to go in the third. Sophomore

Tony Ventiquattro netted his sec-

ond of the year with a nice move
from behind the net to make it 6-

2 UMass with 5:41 left in the

third quarter

Hofslra's Don Scott scored

off a drive tofwand Schclft net

with five minutes left in the

third, but that's as ck>se as the

Pride woukl get.

Schell made one of his rmesi

saves with 4:27 to go in the

fourth, when the Pride's Athan

lanucci got a feed in close, but

was stifled by Schell's quick

stick, lanucci was stoned again

20 seconds later off a fast break,

before the Minutemcn went into

shutdown mode, content to give

the towering Lundburg the ball

in the offensive zone, where he

held off defettder after defetxler

to reuin the three-goal lead

The win. combined with their

1 2-4 defeat of Sacred Heart on

Tuesday, gives the Minutemen a

little momentum heading into

the second — and toughest —
half of the season. Their next

three games are against

unranked Penn State (4-3)

Manhattan (2 3) and Yale (4-1 ).

before they Finish up agahut No.

6 Georgetown (4-1). No. 5

Syracuse (4-1). and No. 8

Rutgers (4-1).

"It was a very big win."

Canitella said. 'Coming out of

last weekend into IXiesday. we
had sotne confideiKe. and today

we were able to go out there and

play 60 mtautes of lacrosse

"We talked aboi;t [turning it

around! a lot this week. You get

to .500. and then it's 0-0. it's a

new season.*

The Minuteman defense,

backed by Schell. was particu-

larly solid, highlighted by the

play of sophomore Steven

Byrnes, who on at least four

occasions stuck his longpole

into a passing lane to make a

steal that sent the Minutemen

back on attack

"Our defense was realty out-

standing.' Canrwila said "We
cleared the ball very well in the

founh quarter That's aomethif^

we rcallv concentrated on."

Hot Nights? Cool Trips?

Killer Deals?
This am c your porencs' crovel agency, it's yours

London

Amsterdam

Rome
Brussels

fnioml
6 nigric 5

f, piqhLs

S245

S245

S245

S245

$740

$646

Now Open!
Bring in this coupon and receive:

$joo OR r/u
Competition, PLEASE!

THERE'SA REASON WHY WE'RE^f

BEST Equipment. Best Results

Come Check Us Out!

Busa throws one

hitter in trifecta

BOOK IT BEFORE
THE THRILL IS GONE TRAVEL

Room 224
Campus Cencer

(413) 256.1261

jwww.statravel com"

oniint .» on thi FMoni »> on tnmm/ >• on rat /tscit

1 O Universpty DR,

(4 1 3) 549-6565
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Two runs were all the

Minuiewomen would need in the

first game, as Busa took care of

the rest. Busa walked four,

struck out two. and has now
pitched 19-1/3 innings without

allowing an earned run.

L'Mass completed the sweep

of the Explorers in game two.

routing the Blue and Gold 8-

1

Kelley and Cahalan hit two

home runs each in the affair, set-

ting a new school record for

most team home runs in a game
with four. It was Cahalan s first

career multi-homer game, and

Kelley s second.

"They did very well, they

stepped up in some tough situa-

tions." Sortino said. "They wait-

ed for the right pitch to come,

and [the home runs] was the

result."

The Minutewomcn again got

on the board quickly. Kelley led

off the game with a monster

shot into the wind and over the

right-center feiKe. to make it I-

0.

UMass would not strike

again, however, until the top of

the fourth, when Cahalan hit her

first dinger of the game. It was

another solo shot, this lime to

left, to broaden the lead to two.

The Explorers cut the led

back to one on an unearned run.

and threatened to take the lead

with runners on the corners and

two outs. Arnold was cool as

ice. however, easily retiring

Amanda Clark to retain the lead.

The Minutcwomen then blew

the game wide open in the top of

the sixth with six runs. Kelley

led off the inning with yet

another solo shot, this lime to

left-center.

Cahalan then drove in two

runs with a homer to center.

Puglia rounded out the scoring

with a two-run triple off the right

field fence, before eventually

coming home on a wild pitch.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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KARAOKE/Singintf Rooms

IndlvldiMil

KARAOICe rooms
•quipped with TV,

KARAOKE
machine, speakers,

microphone, end
sofas.

.Choice of English, CMiMse,

Japanese, and Korean songs

Business Hours:

Sun.-Thurs 6PMte 12 AM
Fri. ftSat 3 Pllto 2 AM

n 6 Fiu6»«« Si (Rt 9). Hadlay

(Noil to Go Hyang KwMn RMtaurant and

ohanUH grocAiy)

413 587 7976 (X 413-218 4906

maett
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

MONDAY
• High: 55

• Low: 28

TUESDAY
• Higii: 53

• Low: 35

WEDNESDAY
• High: 50

• Low: 36

Dining Commons Menu
DC. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Pizza Casserole

• Santa Fe Chiclien

• Cuban Rt?d Beans

(vegan)

DINNER
• Fried Shrimp

• Szec huan Beef &
Brtxcoli

• Madras Tofu Curry

(vegani
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Constantly talking

is not necessarily

communicating. ^^
•Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind

aquarius • ian. 2o-ffb. \b

Spend your weekends watching old

romantic comedies.

pisces • Fn. 19-Mar. 20

Don't cut your onions if you're not ready

to cry.

arics • mm. 2i-api. 19

Why don't you just call him?

taiirUS • Ap«. 20-May 20

Sp>eak loudly and don't mumble.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Sometimes the positives are less than the

negatives.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Skate across campus, but watch out for

the cracked pavement and loose gravel.

leO • K'l. 2)-Aur.. 22

Give it a shot you may actually be suc-

cessful.

virgO • Aug. 23-SiFT. 22

Go see Hidalgo" Viggo Mortensen is a

hottie

libra • scpt. 23-ort. 22

Pet)pie gel so excited, only to be let

down lust be numb to it all.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

When Scott's glasses con* crff, you better

run.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Ofc.21

Did you lose your cat? You better go find

Capricorn • otc. 22-|an. 19

You look like a charcoal leopard.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
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$450 Group Fundniaer

Scheduliiw Bcmu* Fmiemitie.

-S»»xiniievStiiJ«it (innjp*: 4

hmm erf VIwr gn n^^'s time PLUS

<iur tree (>«, tree) hnvkatsinK

MitutHinsECJUALS $1,000-

$2,000 in f.imings hif v«ur

griiur. CjII TOIIAY kn a

$450 Kmiis when V"i schevl-

ulc v>Hi' nun-sales txindrmser

with i;amp»isFundr.ii«r.

Onnict CampusFundraisCT.

(888) 92i-«38, or visit

\Nww c.inipti'^irKlr.iist'r ci >m

4 (V\)t<«im.<.. Main Street,

\l TO FOR SMF

$500:i! Pokclmfxiin^l-. ^ ir-

inim $'W HiicKkis, C^cvy's,

Jeepv etc fur listiriKV 1 -A-V-

M9-J323 Ext. 4554

HtiKirt C:iio<.l>is 5 lx\lnxmi,

hariiwiKxl flours, stixlv area in

bajiement. C:iihle, telepKme

(internet access) in all heJ-

nxims and stikly NOW
SHC^WINC iter JUNE and

SETTEMPER. Nt^ FEF.S

wwwamhcfatluTf I ilnrmt'v
''' ""

253-7879

Onter nf town 1 , 2, ' Ixii-

nxyms, haidwuKJ tlinir,. NOW
SHOWINC; hn JUNE and

SEPTEMBER NO EELS.

www.amhcr>tliiKi)lnrcaltV.caD

253-7879

Braixlywine Apts New leas-

ing, I&2 hednixm apts Leaies

hegin June, July. Am; ct^
First come, hnt wrve. Cjet

them while ihev List

www.bianilY^'"t-^P">^J">

Stop by w Call 549-0600.

Summer lnlemshi|»:

EntcTTifiie Rent-.A-<.:ar is the

»1 rental car ciHupany in

NiJfrh America. IXie to mir

^antAs^lc »!r"wth. we have

iipportiinities available this

summer in tHir MimaaDEDl
IpttTiMhip Program for thv

fpmter BiMtcNi area, iixludinti

Worcesler and Cape Cod.

t>ir Kleal carniidale will he a

risinR junior or senior at a 4-

vear colleiji-, anil ha\e a pnv

lessional imaK<^ Throush

hands-on traininti, our intcrrB

learn every aspect of out fait-

p*c\i hiisine«, and experience

ihc autonomy arxl challenges

similar to that of an entreptt-

neur. We otfer competitive pay

and a fiin and friendly work

environment. K>r more infor-

• mation and to apply online,

please visit mir website at

www.c-nleri-irise.com/Ljrecraor

call u»at (508) 427-1003.

I Enterpriie is an equal opportu-

nity employer.

ATTENTKINLAXPLAV
ERS Play & Coach - Have

fim-Make$$$TcTB"V-

Spirts C2amp in Maine li« ik-

ing fi» start to irvsinKt 6»

coach 1.AX Awe*«TK'

Summer! Work with kklsl Top

claries, FREE miA^l/trvl

alkw. Apply online AS.'M'

www,icampcoW> Rscv c i >m

SUMMER JORS: Help new

students get off to H ko«k1 stan

Peer advi.sor< needed for

Summer OientatKin.

CxHnpctitive salary.

20hr./week. Mid-May to mid-

lulf Applicatioivs in Pre-

Maior Advisirn; 61') ( Hxidell.

IVadline April 16

Pby ^nrtii! Have fun! Save

Money! SponsCimp in

Maine. Coaches needed:

Tennis, Basketball. Baseball,

W.iter-sport.s, RirpesC^xirse,

C K)lf, Archery, and more

Work Outdoors ami Have a

( ireat Stimmer! (
"all Free:

(88H) 844-^80 or Apply:

www.campcedar com

Biirtending Tniinees Needc\l

$250 a day potential. LiKal

p.»iti. WIS 1-800-293-3985

Ext516

I

Local fVisincss is hinng mai

I

ketet»PattTime$10-l5/hr

Call Alison »41 3-627-9043

fMPIOYMFNT

Life t iuards and Swiiii

liistrutuns The Ti>«n irf

\mhersi seeks ^fualiticvl life-

tfuards and swim iivstnictor.

Lifeguards must Iv )ld current

certihcatioas including: Lite

Guard Training First .'Kid, and

(PR. $8 16-9.48 hr; 35-40 hrs

|ier week. Applications avail-

aWe lirom Amhctst Leisure

Ser\ K.e>, Fkings ( \)mmunit>-

Center, 70 Bi.lrw..xlW,ilk,

Amherst. Equal Employment

Opjxirtunity / ,*ifhrmatnc

.Action tmploNtr

Two |ob opportunities on

Nannicket Islatvl beginning in

May Office a.v>i.stanls wiih

decent rvping, computer aiid

telephone skills. Sime errand

running. Salary + lnHBing.

Tele. 508-228-3942 or send

resume to PCT Box 2607

Nannicket, MA 02584 .w fax

res4ime to 508-228-8778

SUMMER INTERNSl IIP

Excellent .^ilvertising, Salc-s,

anil Marketing opportunity

Earn $30a"> to $7000 aixl

gain valuable Kisinevs exjx'n

ence working for the LlMass

Official Catnpus Telephone

Iliiectory ( ".RE.AT RF>UME
BtXISTKR' ( :all Kietsien at

• Aroiindlampus, Inc. 1-800-

466-2221 ext.272.

www.aroundcampus.coin

FMPIOYMFNT

C^tmp tAiuru»li>rs uxl "special

Needs C^inp ( AHinsekirv

Town 1 if Amherst I >iv C "amps

The Town of Amherst ><t.-ks

Camp Cdunsekin iiir its day

camps operated by the Leisure

ServKcs and Sujsplemental

Education Fkepartment

(LSSE) Past camp counseling

expenerwe, other exfxmencc-s

working with scfvxil age chil-

dren, aiid/or relati\l course-

wi >tk in elementary educatKm

highly ^k-sirable. ALs.' seeking

camp ciHinselors to work one-

on-one with special needs

campers, exp. working wtth

special needs population pre-

fetn-d. Must k- 1 ,"< vtsA^d. $

range tor Kith p<».itioivs: $8 19

- 9.48 hr, 35-40 hrs per week,

June 2 1 to Aug. 20.

Applicatknvs available from

Town Hall, Human Resimtce

IVpt, Bi.ltw.HxlWalk,

Amher>t (413)256-4065

• Eiiual Employment

CYportunity/Affirmative

Action Employer

(let h.inds .d legil iX|xrniKi

w ith .1 legal assisi.int intern-

ship this hill. Work directly

with attotneys and clients and

e-am 9 to 1 S credits. No exjv-

rience reqiiirivl. Training pro

vkJed. (jintact the StiKlent

Legal Services l.>tice tot an

application, due 4/2 922

Campus CATiter, 545 199S

fMPlOVMFM ^ROOMStMr UAMFI)^ SUMMF R SI !RI F T

V1,irkciin^; .*\i:iiK\ .*xfks

t>itgoing High Energy

Individuals for promotion^

$l5/hout88M77-66^H

www hausprotm 't i< ms i >in

"Bartending" $250A>iy

Potential. No Exjienen. t

Nesc. Training pros ukJ

800-965-6520 Exi 162

I OK KFNI

Mining isft i.iiupu^ Meet ire.i

rental agents ,ii tpartmeni

complex t.iir Thurs .-Xpnl 1

10- 3 on ihe C X ' C :<Ticourse

Sptireored by t>>mmutcr

Serx'ices \\\\'\\'i sbr- t"

FOR SMF

Like New 4 Fjlgf. >.ri>nii nin-

18" 5 Luumits. 4 Vennis

f-IRl 1, L<w Pro iin-s- Asking

$1100 Tim 4H-527-2886

HOIJSF FOR KIM
Haillev Newvt Five 13i-dri»>iii

H.niu =i4» 4:7>"

INSTRUCTION

I )ni\ ersiu Bartending I l.isses

start som". C all tot int.>niia-

tu«il-8cVUl AN MIX

www.imivirsii\Kirk-niling Mini

KOOMMAll V\AMII)

Feni.ilc iis'iiini.ilc, I l.iri,T K\t

nxmi, very quiel. ver\ ikin,

on Kis riHite, 1 1/2 miles trom

UMass, in Amherst $430 a

lutmth imluiling heal, lioi

uatet, and ( aNe t\. a\ ailaWe
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Minutemen swallow Pride
Threc'goal 3rd

dooms Hofstra
By Anorew Merritt

CotUEClAN STAff

What a difference a week can make.
bight da>s after its ugliest loss of the 2004 sea-

sun, the Massachusetts men's lacrosse team sub-

mitted one of its finest performances of the year,

beating the visiting Hofstra Pride 6-} at Garber
Field yesterday.

The Minutemen never trailed in the game, and
senior attackman Neil Lundburg scored the game-

j_^
, winner, opening up the sec-

HotStrj 3^ ynd half with a working-

UMdSS 6 nuin's goal. The 6-foot -4

attacker from Michigan
worked his way toward Hofstra goaltender

Matthew Southard's net, with a defender holding

him off. Lundburg fired a shot over the defender's

head, and beat Southard low to give the

Minutemen a 4-2 lead four minutes into the third

quarter.

from there. UMass shut the Pride down, and
goaltender Rill Schell didn't allow a single Hofstra

goal in the fourth quarter, to bring the Minutemen
(4 4» back to WO. The No H Pride falls to 2-5.

The victory is the second straight convincing

vwn for the Minutemen. who beat Sacred Heart 12-

4 on Tuesday, and it helps to put a positive note on
the first half of UMass' season after a dismal three-

^me slide

'This is huge, playing Hofstra. a ranked team.'

said UMass goalie Bill Schell, who made 1 3 saves
'" the game "We just came out hard, and we were

ing the right things, not making mistakes in the

iicld.-

Schell made a number of big saves to stifle the

Hofstra attack, including four in the fourt)|quarter

'" shut the Pnde out.

'It'> huge, anytime you have a scheme in a game
ncre you're trying to defend a team like Hofstra,

ith some pretty big guns, you know you're going

to give up shots.' UMass coach Greg Cannella said.

*To have Billy have a good day, that just gives us

more confiderwe
'

Lundburg s tally was part of a three-goal out-

burst by the Minutemen in the third quarter junior

Gene Tundo had an apparent goal just 10 seconds

after Lundburg s. but it vias waved off when Tundo

Sm UUon
Senior Neil Lundburg scored the eventual game-wiitning god. his second this year, just four minutes into the third quarter. The Minutemen allowed one
in the durd period, and shut out Hofstra in the fourth quarter, to even their record at 4-4. Th*Y "^ill visit Penn State on Saturday.

Softball earns trifecta
By Brendan Hau
Ci)LUW.lAN STArr

The Massachusetts Softball

team (12-11. 2-0 Atlantic 10)

was hitting on all cylinders over

the weekeixi, downing Vermont
(3- 1 3) Friday and sweeping a

doubleheader at LaSalle (4-16, 0-

2 A-IO).

In Friday's home-oper»er, the

Minutewomen received stellar

individual performances from all

aspects of the game en route to a

6-0 downing of the Catamounts
Kelli Arnold (4-5) threw a four

hit shutout in the win.

"I thought we got a good game
out of Kelli," UMass coach Elaine

Sortino said 'I'm okay with it,

I'd like to have seen a few less

hits on the board, but it was good
enough to get the job done."

The Maroon and White took

advantage of the weak
Catamount defense right from
the get -go. when Amanda Morin
reached second base on an over-

throw. Morin stole third before

being brought home by a Hilary

Puglia sacrifice fly for UMass's

first run on the day. Puglia also

recorded all three outs in the top

of the first.

The second inning featured

more of the same. Deni.se Denis

staned UMass off with a single.

She was then brought home by an
RBI triple from KC Budrewicz.

who slid home just one batter

later when Kristi Stefanoni hit a

sacrifice fly to ccnterfield.

Candice Molinari stole home
after Michea Holness was thrown
out at first, to make it 4-0.

Kara Massey (2-7) was pulled

after the inning, having given up
four runs on two hits.

Replacement Sara Burke would
never find her stride, giving up
tWo more runs on five hits.

The bleeding started almost

immediately for Burke when
Aisha Franke reached first on an

overthrow, and stole second

before being brought home by an

Amanda Morin triple. Franke

made it 6-0 in the bottom of the

fifth inning, hitting an RBI single

up the middle to bring Stefanoni

home from second.

While the Minutewoman
offen.se scored almost as many
runs (six) as it did hits (seven), it

was the defense that really shined

against the Catamounts.

"I think our defense has been

pretty solid this whole young part

Yankee Cup cancelled due
to high winds in Kingston

By Matt Barstow
CoujoiAN StArr

High winds and stormy

weather throughout Rhode
Island on Saturday were to

blame for the cancellation of the

Yankee Cup, a rowing competi

tion that vkras suppoaed to feature

the Massachusetts women's crew

team in its season opener.

The Yankee Cup was slated

to be the first stop for the UMass
crew team on its quest to defend

the Atlantic 10 title, whkh it has

owned for eight consecutive sea-

sons. Connecticut, New Hamp-
shire and Rhode Island wvre

among the New England state

schools invited to the Yankee

Cup.

After capturing victories at

the A-IO and ECAC champi-

onships, UMass finished last

seaaon ranked 23rd in the coun-

try. Over the summer, the team

competed in the prestigious

Henley Women's Regatta in

Englaixl. atKl captured a gold

medal on the firuil day of rowing

against the University of

Ireland. UMass was invited to

the Regatta because of an

impressive 2003 record, and
raised enough money to send its

winning first and second varsity

eight boats to the competition.

During the fall. Massa-

chusetts took part in the Head
of the Charles, an annual race

that features over fifty boats

filled with rowers on collegiate,

Olympic, and national teams.

UMass placed 19th overall in

the Open Division, its best fin-

ish ever.

With five rowers from last

year's first varsity eight return-

ing, the Maroon and White were

favorites to win the Yankee
Cup. Eager to surt the season is

a group of veteran rowers pre-

dicted by coach |im Dietz to be

the most successful in the pro-

gram's nine-year history.

No make-up date has been

scheduled for the Yankee Cup.
The Minutewomen will hit the

water for the first time on
Sunday, April 4. when they trav-

el to Pelham, N.Y. for a tri-meet

against Columbia and Holy
Cross.

UNH edges UMass
By Matt Barstow
CoLLtuUN Staff

In heartbreaking fashion, the Massachusetts

women's lacrosse team fell to New Hampshire on its

home turf Saturday 1 2- 1 1 , in double overtime.

Sixteen seconds into sudden death, l^ufen

ANDY TAMUlYNAS*T)LLEOIAN

Senior Aisha Franke had six hits, two runs, and one run batted in

this weekend. The Minutewomen won all three games, bolstered by
strong pitching from sophomore Jenna Busa.

of the season," Sortino said. "1

think we've got a lot of depth this

year, and we have some kids that

can really play the ball well."

The Minutewomen opened
their A-IO season Saturday in

Philadelphia by sweeping the

doubleheader with LaSalle, 2-0

and 8- 1

.

In the first game, jenna Busa

pitched a one-hitter after coming
just one bloop into center from
marking her second straight no-

hitter.

"jenna 's really coming into her

own," Sortino said. "She's com-
ing along on what could be a very

brilliant career. She's very young
... every day that she gets out

there, just gets better and better."

The Minutewomen scored

their only runs in game one on
two unearned runs in the top of

the first. Molinari led off the

game with a single, and then stole

second. Katie jo Ketley's single

moved her to third, and Molinari

finally came home when Pam
Sulick reached first on an error

Michea Holness. who pinch ran

for Kelley. followed Molinari

home on Jamie Cahalan's fielder's

choice.

See SOfTBAU on page 6

S-TAWPmTTl)

Junior Maura McGarrity is third on the

Minutewoman scoring list with seven goals, but

only managed one shot in UMass' loss to UNH.

Dosdall of UNH was awarded a free position shot,

upon which she sprinted towards the net and fired

home the game winner past Massachusetts goal-

tender joey Rubin.

The loss drops Massachusetts to 1 -5 on the season

while improving UNH to 5-4. Despite its record, the

I IMW 1
^°^^ UMass losses have come

'-''^rl 12^ by a (otal of eight goals, and as

UMass 11 a team the Maroon and WTiite is

only minus-five on the season.

UMass entered the first overtime period locked in

an 11-11 fie, after jess Bumap of UNH scored her

fifth goal of the game, 3:47 into OT. Since the first

overtime period is not sudden death, Massachusetts

was given a chance to answer.

After midfielder Jackie Nesbitt rang a shot off the

crossbar near the two minute-mark. UMass didn't

find another scoring opportunity until tri-captain

Tracey Drown found herself face-to-face with
Wildcat goalie Stacy Plati. Drown took advantage of

the opportunity by tucking a shot under the crossbar

for her fourth goal of the game.

On the ensuing draw. UNH reUined possession

and set up Katie Leiand with a golden opportunity

coming off a doge to the left of Rubin. Leiand chose
to go five-hole, but Rubin was ready and smothered
the shot to force sudden death.

"It's tough, we're out four starters due to injury,"

UMass coach Carrie Bolduc said. "I told [the team]

before the first overtime that if we made smart deci-

sions and didn't give up then we would win."

UMass got off on the right foot, when Brianna

Bubeck netted her first of three goals (1:43) to start

the game. The lead was short-lived however, as UNH

See WOMEN'S LAX on page 6
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Sweet Honey in the Rock brings

the Civil Rights Movement back
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Mass. takes

step to ban

same-sex

marriage

By Jennifer Peter
AsMKiATtn Pus*

BOSTON (AP) — The
Massachusetts Legislature

took the first decisive step

toward banning gay marriage

and legalizing civil unions yes-

terday, giving final approval

for the year to an constitution-

al amendment that would strip

same-sex couples of court-

mandated marriage rights

Within moments of the his-

toric vote. Governor Mitt

Romney told reporters he
would ask the slate's highest

court to block gay marriages,

now scheduled to begin May
17 under the court's landmark
November ruling, until the

amendment process has run its

lengthy course But Allome>
General Tom Reilly. whose job

it is to represent the state in

court, said he would not seek

the delay on Romney s behall

The final version of thc

amendment, approved lO^-'ti

yesterday afternoon, must be

affirmed again during the

2005-06 legislative session

before going to the voters in

the fall of 200t — two and
half years after the court-

ordered legalization of gay
marriages in Massachusetts.

"I believe the Supreme
ludicial Court has an obliga-

tion to the constitution and
the people of Massachusetts to

withhold this decision, to stay

this decision until the people

of Massachusetts can make a

final determination for them-

selves," Romney said.

But Reilly said he would
not interfere with the court '^^

ruling.

"It was very clear to me as

attorney general that the

majority of the Supreme
ludicial Court have made up
their minds." he said. "Do I

agree with their decision? No.

Absolutely not. Bui that is the

law of the state."

If the measure is ultimately

approved by voters.

Massachusetts would become
just the second state — after

Vermont — to legalize civil

unions. But that was little con-

solation for gay-rights advo-

cates who had been awarded
full marriage rights by the

high court only to see lawmak-
ers seek to water it down.

"I believe many of them are

going to feel very ashamed of

what they've just done today."

said Arlinc Isaacson, co-leader

of the Massachusetts Gay and
Lesbian Political Caucus.

Conservatives also weren't

quick to embrace the compro-
mise, calling it blackmail to

force citizens to approve civil

unions as part of a marriage

ban.

Baby safe havens
State senate ^ faces 'hotly contested issue'

Bv S.J. PoKi
lA>LLkl.lAN MAt-h

The Texas Baby Moses law

was the first of its kind in 1 444
when then Governor George W.
Bush signed the bill into law.

Part one of two-part series

The bill, according to the

Baby Moses project Web site,

was meant to discourage moth-

ers from leaving their unwanted
babies to die.

First proposed by pediatri-

cian lohn Richardson of Fort

Worth, Texas, the law allows

parents to give up their

unharmed baby to designated

emergency infant care providers

(mostly hospitals) without being

questioned. Since 1994. 45
more states have followed suit

by enacting similar state-level

bills, also known as baby safe

haven laws.

As of today, only Tive states,

and the District of Columbia,
have not passed or enacted babv

safe haven laws. Those five

states are Nebraska. Hawaii.

Vermont, Alaska and our

Commonwealth ol

Massachusetts.

l>rspite an ongoing push lor

and debate of baby safe haven

Sae SAF€ HAVEN on p^eT^

Five States (three percent of the U.S. population)

remain without baby safe haven laws in place.
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Hawaa. Alaska, Nebraska. Otstnct of Cotumbta, Massachusetts and Vartnont

Ru.vs«ll Plato. Mcretarv' of diventity of affairs and or|$inizer of the roundtable, listen.^ in at the SGA's divrrsitv roudtaMe yesterday aftrriMNin.

Improvements in community

focus at diversity roundtable
By MitHELtE Rivera

t 111 IX. IAS SIA^^

Members of the University of Massachusetts

community and the Community Diversity and

Social lastice Team gathered yesterday after-

noon during the Student Government
AsiKiciatkxi's diversity roundtable to highlight

key points arul initiatives of the team's role on

campus.

Mike Gargano. vke chancellor of student

affairs aixl campus life, was in attendance at the

meeting, as well as representatives faim the

Student Activities Center Hillcl House and

University Health Services, among others.

Grant M. Ingle, dircvlor of the Office of

Human Relations, led a power-point presenta-

tion, outlining a new appnwch to community
issues of diversity and social justice.

The CDSI. which began in 1498. strives to

create more compa-hcnsivc learning, working

and living conditions lor the University commu-
nity. It is a large, long-lenn. decentralized effort

to make the campus moa- iiKlusive and even-

handed.

"The CDSI initiative is to improve the quiil

ity of the UMass learning community." said

Ingle.

The CDSI team plans to make their changes

by using what is callcxl a systemic change.

Ingle .said the systemic change is infonnatiun

driven, rcsull-oriented arxl locally instigated

and responsible. It will be focused on policies,

practices, climate and culture and will be cham
pioned by leadership.

The CDSI Team is branched into live excvu-

tive areas to facilitate the CDSI effort, acadcm
ic affairs, student affairs, administration and

finance. University advancemenl and ihc chan-

cellor's area.

The CDS) Team provides coordination,

planning and support.

"Most of the action is taking place within the

five executive areas." said Ingle.

Students have been involvcxl by becoming

members of the CDSI Team in the past, but the

challenge of the CDS| Team now is ho\\ to col-

laborate with the SGA to coordinate the

appointment of student team members.

The presentation was further continued

ASlWfft TfMI |>^A^« l^ I K .IAN

Grant M. In^le. director of the CWicc of

Human Relations, delivers a power-point

presentation on the CDSJ Teanr> plans.

with a showing of surveys, graphs and charts

taken h\ UMass empbyees and UMas". under-

graduiilc students.

.At one point of the presentation, a general

infonnutionul graph was shown that randomly

See ROUNDTABLE on page 2

Expert to lecture on health issues

and weight management today
Dr Deborah Riebe from the University of Rhode

Island addresses "Healthy-Lifestyle Approach to

Weight Management" today at 4 p.m. in the University

of Massachasctts Amherst Campus Center, room
1001.

Dr. Riebe has conducted research on the role of

exercise in disease prevention, as well as methods of

weight control.

Learning about effective ways to manage one's

weight is important because obesity is a major crisis in

the United States, said Dr. Priscilla M. Clarkson,

UMass professor of exercise science and associate

dean for the school of public health and health sci-

ences, or SPHHS.
"There's no doubt that people in the U.S. are get-

ting larger," Clarkson said. "We are becoming a nation

of super-sized people."

Obesity is associated with health problems, such as

cardiova.scular disea.se and diabetes, said Clarkson.

She said children growing up in an increasingly seden-

tary world, where drive-thru windows are ubiquitous

and it is common to spend hours basking in the glow

of the television screen or computer monitor, may not

live as long as their grandparents do.

"Prexiictions are being made that this new genera-

lion of overweight kids will likely have a shorter life

span compared to previous genciiitions because of the

health risks of obesity." said Clarkson. "We are ItKiking

to researchers like Dr Riebe to help st)lve our coun-

try's battle against obe.sity."

Preceding Dr Riebe s lecture. UMass graduate stu-

dents will present their researeh in the fields of health

and the health sciences at the SPI HIS seventh Annual

Poster Session at I p.m. in Campus Center room
UX)t. Topics include research on diabetes, exercise,

nutrition and pregnancy.

SPHHS and the Rho Chapter of the Delta Omega
Honorary Public ffcalth Society are co-spon.soring the

SPHHS Poster Session and Dr. Riebe s talk.

—Michelle Dozois

Berson to speak on
human eye research

Bv (iABRIEI LUNKR
Vx» ij-(.iAN ( !^)RR^sl^)M>l^I

Dr. David Berson, from the

department of neuro.scicnce at

Brown University, presents the Icv-

ture "Strange Vision: Whiil the F.ye

Tells the Brain's Clock. " tomorrow

at 4 p.m. in Morrill Science Center,

room 319.

In his presentation. Dr Bersion

will describe his revent research on

how the human eye and brain

resptind to light and how the eye

signals infonnation to the brain.

He'll include details about <)

a\;ently discovered type of cell in

the retina that is sensitive to light

stimulation. Callcil 'photoscnsilive

ganglion cells," those ncwK discov

cred cells, when siiinulatcd. pro-

duce a light-sen>.iii\o protein called

"Melanopsin."

Tliesc ganglion cells plav a key

role in rescuing the biological

clock, and nui\ prtividc new bio-

medical therapies related to the

retina ami visual system.

Within the retina of the eye.

Melanopsin ganglion cells make
conncctiotTi with the region ol the

brain that controls circadian

ihyihins, which arc biological

events that repeat themselves at

regular intervals, .such as the sleep-

See STRANgTviSION oiTpage 2

Forum on

reproductive

riflhts today

B> Casjv Novak
t Ol Itl.lAN >tAft

Tlie Everywoman's Center

pre>ents the forum "Reproductive

Rights What You Need To
Know " today from 4 to 6 p.m. in

ruom *! I 7 of the Campus Center

There will be a panel presenta-

tion addressing current chalk-nges

to wcunen's repaiduclive nghls. m
addition to the latest information

about the March for Women's
Lives. whi«.'h is being heW on
April 25 in Washington. DC.

"IThe forum I
is called

RcprodiK'tive Rights: What You
Need To KrK>w' because it is com-

ing down to a real crucial time if

wDmen want to defend their

rights," said Sandy Mandel. a.s,so-

ciaie dirtvtor lor special events at

I he EverywOman's Center.

Specific issues on emergeiKy

contraception, as well as U.S.

Attorney General K>hn Ashcroft's

subpivnaing of women's medkal
records will be discusscxl by pan-

elist at the forum.

The Food and Drug
Administration rcfenily consid-

ered the allowance of emergeiKy

contraception to be sold over the

counter; however, letters from
conservative members of congress

forced the FDA to go back and
review the proposal.

I urihermore. the \irginia

l.egislalua* is ci>nsidering a bill

iliai wi>uld take emergency con-

traception out of health clinics at

public universities.

\shcroft launched an aggres-

sive campaign against the right to

choose and dcKiors who perfonn

abortions when he recent l\ sub-

pcK-naed hundreds of wotnen's

conlidential medical records from

at least six hospitals in major

cities.

.Vlandel *-aid although most

students arc- awaa- of the current

erosion of women's reproductive

rights, the information isn't

offered in main stream itiedia or

on the front page of ticwspapers

often enough, even though it is

histc>rically significant.

"The panel is going to be both

policy, availability of services,

and infonnation lor women who
arc interested in knowing oppor-

tunities for activism," Mandel
said.

Panelists include: Marlene
fried, director of the Civil

liberties and l\jblic Policy pro-

gram, professor of philosophy ai

Hampshire College and founding

president of the National

Network of Abortion's Funds;

Family Mentin. an organiser for

the March lor Women's Lives;

Amanda Cuilings. director of the

Women's Health Project at

University Health Services and

Health Education: and Christine

Rutkoski and lulia Becker from

VOX: Students for Choice, a

UMass pro-choice organization.
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Debate over safe haven bill

continues in Massachusetts

Roundtable

discusses

diversity
(rompaoi 1

displ«>ed the lc\cl» ul M:%ual

harauinent b> (acuhy and tuff

from I48^tut4t<4 The graph had

«hinkiTi thrit MTVtitfl hanivsnvnt waA

reduced b% newi> 50 pinveni in

nhii b about huw you can

dnnge climale on a campus." laid

Ingtc. There aic aho laciil imues

and MulerKv out ibcre. If we can

loMivr It vkith >ofiK uf them, vfe can

doit withmher^i

"

In Apnl 20U3. the CUb|
Student Life Survey was cundtict-

ed lo examine 765 undeqpaduale

.'Student cxpaienca at UMaas.

The survey cxnaialcd u( snideni

upmiuns on raciaJ issues, empkn-
ment satisfactiun. oppununities

and diven^ity m the cl&^>rutjni

The result.^ helped Mnd v^ill con-

tinue to help faciliutc the CDS!
Team to better cnharKe the cam-

pus cotTununity and climale as a

whole.

'I think it'« critkal that we nx-

opiize veas of strength in uur

comnunky. and that wc appl> the

lessoas that have been learned in

the past tu the challenges we fiace

as a univeniity today.' Mki Ru.s.sell

P. Plato, secretary of diversity

affairs.

1

U\*.s 111 .Vla^sachuseits since 1999. the legislature

has yet to approve any such bill. Recently. howe\-
er. the newest Massachusetts baby safe haven bill.

House 4325. was approved by the House of

Representatives and sent to the Seiuiie.

Lobbyists pushed hard in 2002 for the first

Massachusetts baby safe haven bill following sev-

eral state cases of deceased abandoned newborns.

Among these tragic cases. Jennifer Paluseo's is

the one case that stands out for the University of

Massachusetts community. The discovery of

Paluseo's deceased infant son in her dormitory's

trash room on May 2. 2002 sent shivers through

the community and across the state to her home-
town of Plymouth. Paluseo recenilv pled guilty to

manslaughter and removing a dead body and will

face sentencing tomorrow in Greenfield Superior

Court. Legislators promoting baby safe havens

have used Paluseo's case as an example of the type

of incident they believe the laws could help to pre-

vent.

The new baby safe haven bill, reported by the

House committee Human Services and FlilerU

Affairs on Nov. 17. 2003,

H4325, was finally approved
137 to 21 by the House on
March I 1 . 2004 — follow

ing delays, amendments and
second and third readings

The bill is an amended ver

sion of the 2002 House bill

which never gained Senate

approval For bill H4325 to

become law. it must no\* be

approved by the Seruitc and

then be sigited by Governor
Mitt Romney.

Following approval on
March 1 1 by the House.

H4325 was referred to the

committee on Senate Ways
and Means. tven if

approved by the Setule. the

bill includes a provision that

would autumatically repeal

the law un Jan. 1 , 2006 (at

the end of the current leg-

islative session) unless the

Legislature as 4 whole voles

tu continue it

Dan 0'Sulli\an general

council for the Seriate Ways
and Means committee, said

the Serute's 'analysis of the

issue is not yet complete."

adding that baby safe

havens have been a 'hotly contested issue* in the

legislature. O'Suilivan said if the Ways and

Means committee reports favorably on the bill, it

will then be sent for discussion lo the Senate

body O'Suilivan was unsure if the last baby sa/e

haven bill had even been reported to the Senate

for a vote becauae of an unfavorable report by the

Ways and Means committee.

"The session ends on |uly 31. so it hfsto be

done by tften.' said O'Suilivan. when asked

approximately when the Senate decides on the

bill 'There has been a lot of research done on it

by the Senate Council's Office."

While H4325 sits awaiting further discussion

and report by the Senate Ways and Means com-
mittee, communities in the Commonwealth
beginning with the city of Boston in March 2003.
have begun filing a petition with the stale to

request home rule on baby safe haven issues.

Westfield. Ludlow. Framingham. Natick.

Lexington and Fall River are just a few of the 22
communities who passed baby safe haven home
rule petitions in town meetings during the 2003
year. The state has yet to rule on whether to grant

these communities the right to decide on baby

safe haven laws for themselves. Until the state

^^YiDU cannot

deny that we will,

at some point in

time because of

this law, save

lives. We dont

want to see any

child die. We have

babies having

babies, and they're

not thinking in a

rational way.»

approves either community home rule of baby
safe havens or passes a uniform statewide law. it

remains illegal to abandon children anywhere in

Massachusetts.

State Representative Stephen P. LeDuc (D-
Marlboro) told Metro-West Daily News that he
supports a uniform statewide law saying it is pre-

ferred over ordinances in some communities but

not others. LeDuc added that he believes the new
baby safe haven bill, now in the hands of the

Senate, includes changes from the last bill that

should allow the bill to pass through the Senate.

"You cannot deny that we will, at some point

in time because of this law. save lives." LeDuc
told Metro-West Daily on March 12. 'We don't

want to see any child die. We have babies having

babies, and they're not thinking in a rational

way."

The Department of Family and Protective

Services in Texas reports that between 2000 and
2003. 182 infants were illegally abandoned but

found alive while only 1 5 have been legally sur-

rendered in Texas under the Baby Moses law,

according to the Associated Press. Though the

Texas Department of Family and Protective

Services has no official count
they say that babies continue

to be found abandoned and
deceased.

Under the Baby Moses law.

parents are not required to

give their luime or any infor-

mation when they hand over

the infants. However, the

Texas l^partment of Family

and Protective Services has

been criticized, according to

the Associated Press, for seek-

ing out the infant's parents or

family to gamer this informa-

tion, and. if possible, place

the child with someone in the

family.

The pending bill. H4325. is

modeled after New York's law.

according to Baby Saving

Times, an online newswire
which tracks baby safe haven
legislation. New York has had
the most success with baby

Mfe haven law. Since the bill

was enacted by New York. 29
babies have been legally sur-

rendered, almost twice as

many as within the state of

Texas. Baby Saving Times has

specific reports of 183 babies

that have been surrendered in

just 19 of the states since 1999

The majority of baby safe haven laws enacted

require the infant to be surrendered unharmed
and within the first 30 days of life. The
Massachusetts version currently in question

would only allow parents to leave the infant at a

hospital police station, or 24-hour fire station

within seven days of the child's birth. Parents,

unless the child shows signs of physical Abu^.
would not be required to identify themselves and
could not be charged with a crime of abandon-
ment. If passed into law. the state Department of

Social Services would be responsible for custody

of the abandoned children. However, parents

who surrender their infants would not automati-

cally be giving up their parental rights. The
Commonwealth would have to obtain a court

order lo terminate those parental rights

Those who oppose the bill, like State

Representative Kay Khan (D-Newton I believe

the bill will lead lo an increase in child abandon-
ment cases.

'This 'don't ask' approach has unintended
consequences." Khan told Metro West Daily. "It

implies that deserting a child is socially and legal-

ly sanctioned behavior"
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Kerry and Cheney spar
SACRAMENTO. Calif (AP)

— |ohn Kerry lashed out at Vice

President Dick Cheney yester-

day, accusing Cheney of distort-

ing his Senate record on taxes

as the Democrat sought to shift

the debate to President Bush's

stewardship of the economy and
spiking gas prices.

With gas averaging a record

high of $1.80 per gallon, Kerry
was calling for the government
to stop pumping oil into the

Strategic Petroleum Reserve
until prices return to normal
levels. The White House has

said there woukl be no halt to

filling the government stock-

pile.

"This administration has one

economic policy for America —
3 million jobs lost and driving

gas prices toward* $1 a gallon,"

the presumptive Democratic

nominee told students at a job

training center in Sacramento.

Hours after Cheney called

him "one of the most reliable

pro-tax votes in the Senate,"

Kerry delivered a sharp rebuke,

faulting the Bush administration

for waging a campaign of 'half-

truths.'
—Associaled Press

RHODE ISLAND

Trial set for nightclub
PROVIDENCE. R.I (AP) —

A federal judge ruled yesterday

that civil suits stemming frum a

nightclub fire that killed 100 peo-

ple will be heard in federal court,

relying on a relatively new. untcst

ed federal law.

US District judge Ronald
Lagueux resolved the jurisdiction

issue, which has been hokling up
the lawsuits, but extended a suy

in the cates until Sept 1 to alknw

others time to tile their claims

Lagueux said the court \^ill

nervise ]unsdk;tion under a fed-

eral law that gives the federal

(Xiurt system authority in cases

involving an accident in which at

least 75 people died and a defen-

dant residn in a different suie

than where the accident occurred.

His decision also indicated the

court intends to consolidate all

nightclub fire lawsuits for the dis-

covery phase of the trial, in which

lawyers for both sides exchange

information One lawyer involved

in the litigation said because of

the complexity of the cases, they

are unlikely to remain consolidat-

ed for trial.

At least
' four suits have

already been filed in the courts in

Rhode Island, and others were

tiled out-of sute aiKd transferred

here. All have been on hoU while

Lagueux considered the issue of

jurisdiction. More suits are

expected.

—Associaled Pima

FLORIDA

New study on cancer
ORLANDO. FU. (AP) —

Getting modeal—

o

untt of exer-

cise, even jutt an ewy half-hour

walk a day. appears to subatan-

lially improve women's chances

of surviving breast cancer.

Staying active has bng been

thought to kswer the nsk of get-

ting cancer, but a new report says

it may also be an important pre-

scription for recovery.

The study, released yesterday,

found that women who exercised

after breast cancer reduced then

chance of dying from the disease

by one-quarter to one-half,

depending on how active they

were.

"We know that physical activ-

ity has been shown to improve

the quality of life for women with

breast cancer," said Dr Michelle

Holmes of Brigham and

Women's Hospital in Boston.

"We conclude it may also help

them live longer as well as bet-

ter'

lust how exeaise might do
this is still unclear, though

experts have several theories

Whatever the biok^gical explana-

tion, the rcsearvhers say moder-

ate exercise is an undeniably safe

recommendation that can

imprvwe cancer survivors' health

in many Ways

Holmes present6d her find-

ings yesterday at a meeting of the

American Association for Cancer

Research, a gathering of 1 3.500

researchers in Orlando
—Associated Press

Lecture on Wednesday
1

wake cTcle. They also connect with

several other brain regkms that

control fuTKtions related to the

amount of light present in the envi-

rorvnent, such as the constriction

or dilation of the pupil depending

'.<r\ lightness or darkness.

Because MelaiK>psin ganglion

cells appear lo have a direct con-

nection to synchronization mecha-

nisms that enable humans to over-

come the effects of time shifts, fur-

ther research of Melanopsin gan

glion cells and their furKtK)n may
yieW a better undersiarxiing of the

negative consequeiKes of working

difTerent time shifts and therapies

for light-related mood disorders

such as seasonal affective disorder

or physical disorders like jet lag.

Dr. Berson's current research

concerns the structural and func-

tional organization of retinal gan-

glion cells. whk:h exhibit a broad

range of responses to light stimuli,

as well as specifying the total num-
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ber of ganglion cell types that exist,

the distinguishing characteristics

of each type, and the intra-retinal

mechanisms that shape their stini-

uhjs selectivity.

In past research Dr. Berson has

been able to conclude that each

ganglion cell type appears to serxl

information to a corresponding set

of central visual nuclei, which sug-

gests that the ganglion cell has

evolved to provkte each visual cen-

ter in the brain with preprocessed

representations of the visual scene

targeted at a specific biokigkal

counterpart.

In his research. Dr. Berson used

retrograde labeling of retinal gan-

glion cells, a method that labels

cell bodies that give rise to the

released chemicals that coordiruite

with cells in a particular region.

Dr. Berson also used an extra-cel-

lular recording of ganglion cells

and whole<ell patch clamp
recording of ganglion cells in iso-

lated retinas, which are both ways
to track nerve activity in a living

organism.

Dr. Berson is a member of the

American Association for the

Advancement of Science and the

Society for Neuroscience, has
served as the director of the

Neuroscience Graduate Program
at Brown University, and has been
published most recently in the

k)umal of Comparative Neurokigy
and Trends in Neuroscience. He
received his doctorate degree in

Neuroscience at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technok>gy.
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NASA advances offer

glimpse of the future
Did you hear it?

On Saturday a jet engine flew faster than

seven times the speed of sound in a test over the

Pacific on Saturday The remarkable jet is being

called a milestone in developing the "Holy
Crair of space travel, said NASA scientists.

The 12-fooi-long X-43A research vehicle

that resembled a winged surfboard, went over

5.000 mph for 1 1 seconds and then plunged

into the ocean.

This represents yet another astonishing

development in science and in the aeronautics

field. Conducted in Califo.-nia. the test marked
the first time a "scramjet," or supersonic -com-

bustion ramjet, has powered a vehicle at such a

high speed.

Scientists uy this technological advance-

ment is necessary lo enter space in the most effi-

cient way possible. Scramjet engines carry only

hydrogen fuel and pull the oxygen needed to

bum that fuel from the atmosphere.

Conventional rocket engines carry both the fuel

and oxygen for acceleration.

The new technology shoukl alleviate many
problems that have faced NASA in the past.

The faster aircraft can also be developed much
faster than the old models. In addition, the cost

of launching payloads will be significantly

reduced.

The jet set a world speed record for a craft

powered by an air-btwtthing engine.

As l.awrence Huebiwr, wad propulsion engi-

neer, pointed out. referring to the Wright broth-

ers, "a little over 100 years ago a couple of guys

from Ohio flew for 120 feet in the first con-

trolled powered flight.' We've come a long way

since.

The new technology will enable astronauts

to get to space and come back lo Earth — sev-

eral times a month.

Also, the advantages diat this technology

can bring to the military are vast. The propul-

sion system can be used to quickly get an air-

craft to a designated point in a short amount of

time.

But despite making such a big advancement

in the field, the explosion of the Columbia
space shuttle last year serves a chilling

reminder about being scrupulously careful

about the limitations NASA has.

The first test of the X-43A in June 2001
failed. An error in the booster rocket attached

to the test vehicle forced NASA scientists to

blow up the plane.

Scientific advancements are always wel-

come, especially when we can learn more about

our origins and our surroundings. The Mars
Rover, for instance, is one of the most impres-

sive, if under-appreciated, event of the new mil-

lennium that can offer us both a look into the

past and can hold the key to our future

NASA has done good work in the past, and

this latest example of a jet reaching a whopping

speed of 5.000 mph shows a promise of contin-

ued success. NASA researchers hope to lest the

engine at Mach 10, or about 7.000 mph, as part

of their Hyper-X program later this year.

Information from Reuters was used in this

editorial

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

The dizzying bookshelf
It's been

said you can
learn much
about a person

by looking at

their book-
shelf This is

true to an

extent, assum
ing of course

the person

actually reads

those books. Supposing they do.

you can learn what a person has

interests in. what ihey have

learned, and get a general idea

of what they are reading.

When I visit bookstores, and

I tend to focus more on metro-

politan/or non-college area

bookstores. I like to take a look

at what books are on display

This is in a sense America's

YoHsel

larly since Sept. II. but also

before that. I have noticed a dis-

turbing common denominator
Almost none of these books
were academic. By this, I mean
many of the books on America's

shelf are merely authored by

pundits blaming the other side

for everything wrong that has

happened since the beginning of

time.

When I first noticed this. I

began to pay closer attention. I

studied the authors, their edu-

cation and read what the books

were about. Shamefully. I must

admit I've bought and read

these never-to-be-classics. Yes.

Sean Hannity has a cozy spot on
my bookcase. Sure, he is on the

lowest shelf, but he is there.

You may witness such bril-

liant titles such as "Blinded bv

America's bookshelf has deteriorated

into a zoo of nothing but donlteys and

elephants.

bookshelf. So upon venturing

into one of these Borders and

Books or Barnes and Noble
stores. I walk directly past the

ever-present Starbucks directly

to the "current affairs" or "poli-

tics" section. My hope is to get

an idea of what America is read-

ing when it comes to these

issues, who America is listening

too. Of course not all

Americans shop at these book
stores. Some may choose not to

read; some may just not have

the time; or some may read

other sources. Still, many
Americans make these book-

stores into the giant prosperous

corporations that they are today.

In the store, there are always

some books set right in front,

placed purposely to catch your

eye. These are marketed in a

certain way to get the readers

attention; many times, these can

be best .sellers, anticipated best

sellers, or books on popular

issues. Over the past few years

since I have been monitoring

America's book shelf, particu-

the Right." "Why the Left Hates

America." Blame the left; blame
the right. It will just make you

dizzy. You may see a book
claiming the media is liberal

placed next to books that claim

ihe media is just the opposite.

America's bookshelf has deteri-

orated into a zoo of nothing but

donkeys and elephants.

Sometimes I wonder what the

workers in the bookstore think

about while stocking the shelves

like this. I like to picture them
placing book after book on the

shelf while singing. "He likes

Bush, and she likes Gore. Do
Dah. Do Dah. she likes Bush

and he likes Gore OOOOOHH-
HH Do Dah Day!"

What ever happened with

competent people writing com-
petent things? Not all these

pundits are incompetent but

having a talk show, or wanting

one. does not make you an

authority on a subject. Books

written by insiders like former

politicians or ambassadors, or

academic works by PhDs, or

even journalists are better than

some random left or right wing
pundit who likes to complain.

However, those books, though

you may find them at the book-

store, will never be on display in

front. Rather those books will

likely require you to search the

back or lowest shelves in the

area for one simple reason:

They don't really sell.

I blame much of this on
American culture. We live in a

society where we want things,

and we want them fast. If we
are going to take the time to

read a book, we want answers

fast. It is the same reason we
live in a society fed by fast food

franchises. We hale lo have lo

wail for anything.

The reality is though that

knowledge is not something we
can buy off the dollar menu at a

fast food place. It is not some-

thing we can imagine getting

from one or two books even

though that's how those books

seem to be marketed.

Knowledge on any issue can

only be attained through careful

study of many factors, academic

study. This is not the kind of

stuff you are going to find dis-

cussed on your evening news
program. Still, books like Al

Franken's make it to the best

sellers list. People buy books to

read someone's opinion on an

issue then think they have

learned it all.

When you think about it. not

many people read in general. Of
those who do. not many read

current affairs. In fact, I have

always found that the politics

and current affairs sections of

these bookstores arc the slowest

sections, with the cooking, trav-

el and self-help being the

busiest.

Sometimes I wonder if it

would be possible to arrange a

celebrity death match between

Michael Moore and Ann Coulter

to settle the score once and for

all. As ridiculous as that sounds,

people in this society would
most likely watch it.

Yousef Munayyer is a

Collegian columnist.

My computer, the hostage
College stu-

dents arc

dependant on
their comput-
ers — at least

I am. I have

papers to

type, OWLs
and WebCT
work to com-
plete, e-mails

to check,

research to do and online notes

and syllabuses to refer to. And
that's just for my actual classes.

I am an Instant Message
addict. I use my computer as a

stereo, a DVD player and as my
main form of communication
with my friends down the hall,

my parents, and my friends

abroad in Australia.

To my horror, the Tuesday
before Spring Break, my com-
puter had a melt down. It froze

up and wouldn't let me reboot

it. After trying repeatedly to fix

the problem myself. I admitted

defeat and lugged my laptop

across campus to the Office of

Information Technologies.

What a mistake.

I had been warned the OIT
staff wasn't very helpful — that

they were incompetent and did-

n't care what was wrong and
just repeatedly gave a machine-

like answer of "update your

virus scan." I ignored the warn-

ing, and naively put my most
prized possession into the

hands of an apparent idiot.

Like any scared mother. I

worried all over break about my
computer and awaited the call

from OIT to tell me that they

had started on my computer.

They told me it would lake a

week to fix. so I checked my
voicemail as soon as I got back
from Spring Break. The call

hadn't come.

I had dropped it off the

Thursday before Spring Break.

so I was expecting lo pick it up
on the Monday when classes

started again. When I didn't

receive a phone call. 1 thought

maybe they just hadn't remem-
bered to call. So I headed on
over to the OIT office on
Tuesday to check on the status

of my computer
I filled out my little slip,

rang the bell and handed my
slip to the woman behind the

desk. She took it back behind

the wall and came back out

with one of the "technicians."

have become a regular at the

computer lab in the library

where I have to go to type and

print my assignments for class.

Being dependant on the campus
computer labs prevents me
from being able to get my work
done when I want to. It's great

that computer labs are available

to students, but they don't

replace the convenience of hav-

ing your own computer in your

room.

I had three papers to write

yesterday, but only lime lo write

After trying repeatedly to fix the prob-

lem myself, I admitted defeat and

lugged my laptop across campus to the

Office of Information Technologies.

What a mistake.

He looked up my name and told

me they couldn't find my com-
puter I, of course, got very

upset. He then explained that

one of the full-time staffers

must have taken it to work and
that I shouldn't worry. He then

told me I would receive a call

when it was done. I should have

taken the missing computer as a

warning

A week later and I still had-

n't received a call. Spending
Spring Break without my com-
puter wasn't so bad. While
home. I had full access lo my
parent's machine, and being

without mine was a mere incon-

venience. Being on campus
without my computer is an
entirely different story.

I am out of touch with my
friends because I can't go
online. I have to ask my neigh-

bors and friends to use their

computers to check my e-mail

or do online assignments. I

one while the labs were open. I

had to skip one class to finish a

paper for another. I finally lost

patience and headed back to

OIT. After waiting in line and
explaining my problem to the

staff, my computer and I were
reunited. It was a bittersweet

reunion for me. Although I

finally had my computer back
in my possession, I still couldn't

use it. After a long two and a

half weeks, the "technicians" at

OIT hadn't even looked at it

yet.

The story I got from them
was that someone forgot to reg-

ister it properly and that essen-

tially they didn't even know it

was there until I came in and
asked for it back. My computer
was held hostage for two and a

half weeks because of the com-
plete and utter incompetence of

the OIT staff

Molly Eggleston

Collegian i-olumnist

is

Ignoring the obvious

Jeflrev

litano

It is nearly two weeks since

the anniversary of the death of

Rachel Corrie. an American
who was killed by Israeli

Defense Forces in Palestine.

Rachel was there because the

United States, against world-

wide opposition, continues to

support the Israeli occupation

of the Palestinian people.

laPOlllanO consequently, she felt that it

was her responsibility to try to

stop it, and the best way to do so was to actual-

ly go to Palestine and stand, nonviolently. with

the Palestinian people.

She hoped that the Israeli military would be

less likely to perpetrate its ongoing brutality if

there were more white faces in the crowd. She
hoped that the Israeli government would inflict

less violence if it risked harming a citizen of the

United States She wrote, in a letter which is

posted at www.guardian.co.uk/israel. "I'm wit-

nessing this chronic, insidious genocide and I'm

really scared, and questioning my fundamental

belief in the goodness of human nature. This has

to stop. I think it is a good idea for us all to drop
everything and devote our lives to making this

stop."

Unfortunately, while trying to nonviolently

prevent the demolition of the house of a pharma-

cist, his wife, and three children. Rachel was

killed by an IDF bulldozer.

In the United States, when terrorist attacks

occur in Israel, the issue of its ongoing, brutal

occupation of the Palestine people and land are

never in question. The blame, espoused by fanat-

ic supporters of the Israeli government, is either

the inherent violent nature of Arab people,

incitement of anti-Semitism by crazed Hamas
leaders, or the fact that some Palestinian, 60
years ago, had an affiliation with Hitler. If the

same logic of one Palestinian who belonged to

the Nazi party is used to justify 35 years of bru-

tal occupation of Palestine, then surely Germany,

who had quite a few more members in the Nazi

party, should be nothing more than a smoking

hole in the ground. The reason why no one

makes the comparable argument against

Germany is because it is ridiculous and vengeful-

ly genocidal.

The violence against Israel is the result of a

brutal occupation of a land that is not theirs, and
of a people which it oppresses every day.

Anyone who says Israel is wonderful is at the

same time utterly ignoring this fact. They simply

dance around the single most important fact

about the trouble in Israel: It has been carrying

out, and continues to carry out, a harsh military

occupation of a land and a people

No country is perfect, not even l.iechenstein

or Luxembourg But neither l.iechenstein nor

Luxembourg has violated over a hundred U.N.

regulations, quite a sight more than Iraq. Neither

Liechensiein nor Luxembourg militarily beset

any of their neighbors, driving them into refugee

camps. Let's imagine that Luxembourg invaded

Belgium, drove the Belgian people into 30 per-

cent of the country, and started constructing and
handing out settlements for its own people in the

other 70 percent. Would we talk about how con-

siderate the Luxembourgs would be if they both-

ered to construct road signs in Ik-lgian'' Would
we say, "Sure, Luxembourg isn't perfect, but

which country is?" Yet somehow, maniacal peo-

ple masquerading as intellectuals can make the

same statement about Israel without being

laughed out of publication or stoned to death for

condoning international aggression.

Neo-nazis and pro-Israeli government sup-

porters have one thing in common. They both

purport there is no difference between the views

of jews and of the Israeli government. It is

through this deception that the allegation of

anti-Semitism is too often flung. Supporters of

Israel's current government would like nothing

more than to insist that the occupation of

Palestine is religious doctrine, a necessity to pre-

serve the survival of the lewish faith and culture.

Zionism used to mean securing an interna-

tionally recognized home for the lewish people,

but now it is declared as being synonymous with

the occupation of Palestine and seizure of the

area's resources. Those who call themselves

"prolsracr do not mean they support a lewish

state. Rather, they mean they support and con-

done the Israeli government's violence and defi-

ance of basic precepts of international law. Such
people, ironically, instead of helping to ensure

the survival of the Jewish way of life, only

encourage the escalation of atrocities and drive

it closer and closer to self-destruction.

Jeffrey Sapolitano is a Collegian columnist.

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR
STUDENT ADVOCATES FOR
SAME-SEX MARRIAGE

I do not now and may never have the

chance to marry someone I love. It's Ironic,

considering Britney Spears gets married for

15 seconds, shows like The Bachelorette

receive top ratings, and Las Vegas gives out i

marriage licenses with hamburgers.

The struggle for marriage equality needs

to be more then just acknowledging basic

human rights for same-sex couples. We, as

Americans, need to re-learn something we

are all too often taking for granted. It is my

secret hope that In this time of skyrocketing

divorce, some husband will see the wife he

hadn't noticed In a week, who was begin-

ning to blend in with the living room furni-

ture. Perhaps he'll turn off the TV and real-

ize how lucky he Is to be alive and married

to the women he still loves. Perhaps when a

wife sees pictures of "queer " people being

attacked on the streets for fighting for an

institution that she barely notices, she will

forgo the peroxide treatment to spend an

hour with someone she loves instead.

John Galbraith says, "The happiest time

in any man's life is just after the first

divorce." I wouldn't know because I can't

even get married But if I ever do, I will

never take one day for granted, and I will

never wakeup In the morning without telling

the person beside me that I will love her for-

ever.

If you care, please go to www masse

-

quality.org and sign the petition. Marriage is

something worth fighting for.

Susan Whitehead

UMass student

STUDENT RALLIES
SUPPORT

FOR UMASS MARIJUANA
FACILITY

with a population of over 24.000 voters

and the political clout that comes with

these numbers, UMass students' power to

effect change shouldn't be underestimated

Right now, UMass is at the forefront of the

medical marijuana Issue

For those not aware, a professor in the

Plant and Soil Sciences Department Is

fighting the Drug Enforcement Agency to

establish a growth facility here to supply

the Food and Drug Administration with

high-quality marijuana for research on its

possible medicinal use.

The National Institute on Drug Abuse

has a monopoly on being able to legally

grow by the government, and the quality of

their cannabis Is deplorable at best. Any

scientist can tell you that poor materials

lead to poor science. The product being

used for research Is a terrible representa-

tion of the typical marijuana that could be

bought on the black market and would Ide-

ally be given to patients for medicinal use

Its quality causes distortions In the results

of health studies.

The National Institute on Drug Abuse

has refused several times to supply mari-

juana for FDA-approved studies that It does

not condone. The DEA has stonewalled the

application for over two years now, break-

ing legal procedure. The Bush administra-

tion has called for more research on the

drug before It can be considered for

rescheduling. At the same time, they are

preventing that research

We here at the Cannabis Reform

Coalition are trying to get the word out, but

words don't work without action! Whether

you are for medical cannabis or not, you

should support this measure to establish a

basis for sound research that can provide

evidence for either side Do as both our

senators have and write to Mitt Romney

and urge him to endorse the application, or

petition the Drug Czar's office The

Cannabis Reform Coalition has pre-made

letters to the governor. Tell the Bush admin-

istration to grant the professor's applica-

tion. Anything less would be sheer

hypocrisy.

Justin Sawyer

UMass student

Cannabis Reform Coalition
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A cappella gioup brings spirit of Civil Rights Movement to Fine Arts Center

By Mkhan Heal^

CJOLLECIAN Si AKI^

AMHERST — CMtentimes the real purpose trf

musk is kisl Behind sniuke nui.hines. lighting

effects wxl elaborately choreographed stage shows.

the point of singing the soi^ is rendered meanii^-

less ThankfulK the purpose can still he fourtd in a

cappella group Sweet Hone> in the Rock.

Formed in 1^75. Sweet Hone> in the Rock

came together in a time of strife arvJ quickJ\ joined

the ever-evolving ranks of the Civil Rights

Movement. Seven women strong. Sweet

Honey has been touring ever since and

Saturday night the group made a

Mop at the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall.

Prophetic and profound. Sweet Honey brought

to the stage powerful songs with politically char^
mesaagea . As the crowd filed in tu take their seats,

the stage was empty, save seven chairs arranged in

an arch and a few small percusskm instruiitenis. As
the lights dinuned the sound of voices echoed fivm

off stage and soon the concert hail was tilled with

the voices of Aisha Kahlil. Ixjuise Robiniion. Carol

Maillard. Amae, Nitanju Bolade Catel. Ysaye
Maria Barnwell and interpietive tignif^ by

Shirley Childress Saxton.

,^ From

the moment Sweet Honey entered the stage, the

power in their voices and cok)rful dress stirred the

audience.

Sweet Honey describes their musical style as "a
stunning vocal prowess that captures the cximpkx
sounds ol Blues, spirituals, traditional gospel

hymns, rap. roggae, African chants. Hip Hop,
ancient lulUbies and jazz improviaaticin." Audience
meiiibers present on Saturday got to see the blend-

ing of all of thete genres into something bigger than

any one hbd could hope to define. Among the

numbers performed by the women were original

compositions by tnembers of Sweet Honey past and
present, poetry of greats such as Langston Hughes

ict to music md a medley to the

revisited songs of protest and inspiration that fta-

vored the Civil Rights Movement.

Subject matter of Sweet Honey's songs ranges

from drug use to self-image to the challenge of sur-

viving the vigors of life. One song, "No Mirrors in

my Nana's House." Ysaye Maria Barnwell

explained, toW the story of a girl who Kved without

iniiToi*. but knew her appearance by the descrip-

tion her Nana would give her every morning The

lyrics struck a chord with the crowd, as the song

confronted the problem with sdf-pcaeption and

the need to recognize inner-beauty fint.

Among the show's many high-

lights was the moment when
the group's newest mem-
ber. Amae. took center

Smith exchanges Silent Bob for 'Jersey Girl'
Bv Nick R(>ma>k>w

PETER SOREl/ A-SSOaATED PRESS (2\

Ben Affleck and Liv

(bottom, left) gives the

Tyler (top) star in "Jersey Girl." Director Kevin Smith

actors instruction during the filming of the movie.

Writer/Director Kevin Smith has

proven in "Jersey Girl" that not only

can he make a poigiuint love-letter

to his family, but also that he can

still retain his trademark intelligence

and humor — even without lay or

Silent Bob
This shouldn't be that much of a

surprise, though. Smith already

proved he could grow up' with

l»W7s "Chasing Amy." which fea-

tured perhaps the finest perform-

ance of Ben Affleck's career as well

as Smith's most heartfelt writing.

"Jersey Girl." which follows in the

same spirit as "Amy." is no doubt
even more heartfelt,

although Affleck's perform-

ance does not quite reach

the tremendous peak it did

in "Amy."
That's not to discredit

Affleck though — his role

as OIlie Trinke. a widower
and father of newcomer
Raquel Castro's precious

and precocious Gertie

Trinke. is one of his best.

Affleck, and Castro for that

matter, gracefully hit all the

emotional bases, even if the

trip can be a tiny bit pre-

dictable at times.

This is Smith's first PG-
I 3 film and. combined with

the premise Smith, opens himself up
for criticism and calls of sell-out'

from his fanbase who might be fear-

ing that the filmmaker is headed into

sappy. Hollywood-tearjerker territo-

ry. However, sentimentality does not

equal sell-out' nor does it mean
bad.'

Affleck's OIlie is a powerful
music publicist in New York who
finds love in lennifer Lopez's

Gertrude Steiney. They get married.

Gertrude gets pregnant. Then
tragedy befalls the happy couple.

Gertrude dies during childbirth,

leaving OIlie to raise the child,

named Gertie after her late mother.

OIlie falls back on assistance from
his father. Bart, played by George
Carlin who gives the best perform-

ance in the entire film. (Carlin does

such an amazing job that the audi-

ence will leave wondering why he

hasn't been taking dramatic roles his

entire career).

Bart lives and works in the small

town of Highlands. New |ersey

(Smith's own hometown) and OIlie

almost entirely leaves the responsi-

bilities of the child to Bart so he can

continue going to New York City to

work. One day, though. Bart gets

fed up with Ollie's neglect, leaving

him to care for Gertie. In one of the

film's stand-out .scenes (and there

are many) OIlie gets overwhelmed
with Gertie's needs while waiting

for his client. Will Smith (who, in

the movie's mid-90s setting, is still

just known for being a small-time

rapper and TV actor), to arrive at a

press copftwcc . With a crying

baby in tow and agitated journalists

waiting. OIlie goes off on the mob
of writers and the at>sent Fresh

PriiKe. Needless to say OIlie loses

his job and Hnds himself moving
back in with his father. Flash-for-

ward seven years, and "lersey Girl"

focuses on OIlie working with his

father, trying to reclaim the glory of

his publicist days on the side, and
raising Gertie.

Sounds a little too Hollywood

for Smith, doesn't it? The film does

hit standard beats such as the pret-

ty love interest that Ollie's not sure

he wants and the father-daughter

fight, but Smith's film is

smarter and funnier then

typical Holly-wood fare.

"Thus "lersey Girl" doesn't

feel like part of a generic

pack, rather it does feel

like a Kevin Smith film,

just a bit kinder and gen-

tler. The love interest,

played by a bookish Liv

Tyler, is a video store clerk

who meets OIlie, renting

porn, with daughter in

tow. Add in cameos by the

great |ason Lee and the

excellent Matt Damon and
numerous jokes about
coke-and-whores and mas-

turbation, and "lersey

Girl" suddenly sounds a lot more
like a Kevin Smith film now, doesn't

it? Fans shouldn't fear that the pro-

fane Smith has tamed himself for a

PG-13 rating: the language still

feels real, not as if swears were

strategically removed to obtain a

belter rating (a common practice

that Smith has thankfully avoided).

The aforementioned father-

daughter fight isn't traditional fare

either; it is one of the most power-

ful scenes in the film that gives

more depth to Affleck's character,

rather than making him a one-

dimensional generic single-father

type, "lersey Girl" is. actually, home
to many of Smith's most memorable
characters. OIlie, Gertie and Bart

are all amongst Smith's best, per-

haps because they are so close to

Smith's heart, and his dialogue

crackles and snaps just as freshly as

it did in "Clerks." Smith's first film,

"lersey Girl" isn't just extremely

well written; it also looks great.

Chalk that up to Vilmos Zsigmond,
best known for shooting "The Deer
Hunter".

The film's one real misstep is the

way that Gertrude's death is han-

dled. The character is rushed in and

out of the movie so quickly that

when she dies, it does not quite

carry the emotional weight that it

would if the audience got to know
her and OIlie a bit better In "Amy,"

S«e JERSEY on page 5

Ghostface and

Bud(den to play

Student Union
By GlJN Stralib

CXHUU.IAN StATT

This week, seven of the top 10 singlet on
Billboard's Hot 100 chart arc from the hip-hop genre

. . . Another piece of evidence that not only has hip-

hop found a home in the popular musk, arena but it

has come to dominate its competition.

So it's IX) coiiKkient^ there will be an immense
amount of popular hip-hop showcased in the PSoneer

Valley during this prosperxxis time for the genre in the

next few weeks. As of press time, beat guru Pharrell

and NERD, is slated to play April 14 at Smith

College while oonadousnen rapper Kanye West will

perform at Mount Hotyoke April 25.

But the slew of hif>-hops best acts coming to the

Five Collie Area kick starts Wednesday night when
Wu-Tang Clan member Ghostface Killah and budding
New lersey lyricist |oe Buddoi hit up the Student

Unkxi Ballroom at the University of Massachusetts.

"Hip-hop music is all over the (music) business

right TK)w," said Sam Wilson. University Productions

arxl Concerts production director. "This show is a sign

of the times.."

UPC. the on-campus group that

organizes the Spring Concert,

among other events, is presenting a

full night of hip-hop with Budden.

Ghostface, up-and-coming Boston

R&B singers XL and Pwneer Valley

rappers Mass Slate Committee.

D| Clinton Sparks from
Hartford's Hot »i3.7 will be spinning

before the acts perform.

The headliners are Ghostface

arxl Budden. and while their time in

the game spans in years, they do
share the fact that they are both in

transitioning moments of their

careers.

Staten Island native Ghostface

Killah. aka Toney Starks. has made
the transition from Epic to Def |am
records and has released his first

solo LP with new material in three years titled 'The
Pretty Toney Album."

Ghostface got his start in 1995 when Wu-Tang
emerged with "Enter the Wu-Tang: 56 Chambers."
Like all the members of the Staten Island-based group,
his rhymes and vocal pattems gave him a unique sound
in the mid-'90s. His verses on "Ice Cream" and "Can It

Be All So Simple" set the groundwork for a potential

successful career.

He made his solo debut in 19% with "Ironman"
behind the power of a slow jam with Mary I. Blige

about growing up in poverty called "All That 1 Got is

You."

Rather than switching record labels, Budden 's tran-

sition consists of moving from the underground to the

mainstream level.

The 22-year-old lersey City MC smashed onto the

scene with his hit single "Focus" in the fall of 2002. His
self-titled debut was released in |une 2003 and since

then Budden has been donned as a promising star.

The doors open for the festivities tomorrow night at

6:30 p.m. Tickets can be purchased on the day of the

show at Tix Unlimited in the Student Union. Prices are

$8 for Five-College students and $15 for general

admission.

6hostfa(»

Killah,

Joe

Budden,

XL

Mass Slate

Committee

Tomorrow

MNtlMI

UHus

TuesdayMarch30

BOOKS
XEve Weinbaum, associate

professor at the Labor

Center at the University of

chusetts, will discuss "To

a Mountain: Fighting the

Gtottal Economy in Appalachia."

The novel tells the story of a group

of men and women who are faced

with the disaster of the closing of

their local plant They become

unlikely political activists in the

Tennessee statehouse and protest

In Seattle.

The reading will begin at 7 p.m.

and will be held at the Odyssey

Bookshop of South Hadley. This

reading is free and open to the

public.

WednesdayMarch31

PERFORMANCE
^^ The 11th annual

^> Massachusetts Multicultural

Film Festival will show

"Piccadilly," staring Anna May

Wong as Shosho, a beautiful young

Chinese scullery maid at a

Piccadilly nightclub who becomes

a Cinderella-story dance sensation

and the toast of London.

The showing will begin at 7:30

p.m. in room 137 of the Isenberg

School of Management on the

University of Massachusetts cam-

pus.

BOOKS
^^ Ruth Pzeki, Smith College

^p alumnus, author of "My Year

of Meats" and winner of the

Kiriyama Book Prize, will read from

her latest novel, "All Over

Creation." The reading will take

place at 7 p.m. at the Odyssey

Bookshop of South Hadley. The

reading is free, but attendees are

asked to reserve a space ahead of

time and to have read the book in

advance. Seats are limited to 12.

The bookshop can be reached at

413-534-7307.

ThursdayApriH

PERFORMANCE
^^ Student choreographers

^V ftom Mount Holyoke College

will present "EMotlon: The MHC
Spring Student Dance Concert."

The event will run through April 3

at 8 p m in the Studio Theater of

Kendall Hall on the MHC campus

Tickets are $3-5 and reservations

are recommended and may be

made by calling 413-538-2848.

FridayApril2

MUSIC
XJohn Hammond and Susan

Angeletti will grace the

stage of the Iron Horse Music Hall

tonight at 7 p.m. Tickets are

$17.50 in advance and $20 at the

door

SaturdayAprii3

MUSIC
XMore than 120 students,

faculty and community

musicians will perform in the

Mozart Requiem Concert at Abbey

Chapel on the Mount Holyoke

College Campus starting at 4 p.m.

The MHC Concert Choir and

Orchestra, conducted by Mark

Bartley, will be joined by the WPI

Men's Glee Club. Solo performers

will include Rochelle Bartley,

Stacie Prozzi, Charley Blandy and

Aaron Engebreth. This event is

free of charge and open to the

public.

For more information about

this or other MHC ensembles con-

tact them via the Internet at

www mtholyoke.edu/acad/ensem-

ble/choral/.

weeklypinUp
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JOHN BROWN IN NOHO

John Brown's Body will be at the Pear)

Street Night Club. Based out of Ithica,

N.Y., JBB has been lastly becoming a

force In American-bred reggae music.

The performance begins at 8:30 p.m.

and doors open at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are

on sale for $12.50 or $15 at the door.

Missy, Alicia and Beyonce: first ladies of Boston

MiMV Elliott (left) performs at Boston's Fleet Center Wednesday. Joined by R&B's leading pianst Alicia Keys (center) and Destiny'* Child's Bevonce Knowles (rigtit), Elliott came to town as part of the Ladies

Rr»t Tour.

Affleck shines in 'Jersey' Sweet Honey brings 30 years of music to UMass
JBISCY fFom page 4

the audience i.s gi^cn nearly half

the movie to get to know the

characters, so that when the

more powerful scenes come
around it actually means some-

thing. Later on in "lersey Girl."

in scenes like the father-daugh-

ter fight, or the absolutcK heart-

breaking line that Carlin gives at

the end of the film, emotion

does sel in. Smith accomplishes

everything he has sel out lo do.

making that slight mistake at the

start easily and happily forgiv-

able.

Not all of Smith's fans arc

going lo love, or even like, "lersey

Girl," particularly on first view-

ing. Smith him.self has noted that

the film might take multiple vicw-

ings to fully understand and

appreciate. Regard-less, 'lersey

Girl" is still a great film, more

then worthy to stand next to

Smith's other films and certainly

superior to the majority of films

in recent years, even on first

impression. Smith has shown
that he can apply his humor, wit

and first-rate dialogue to a movie

that is also full of cutesy, occa-

sionally mainstream stuff, which

is a true testament to his skills as

a writer and director

While it would be great if

Smith continues to make more
films in the vein of "Amy" or even

"Clerks" as he gets older (and if

he wants to throw in some more
like "lay and Silent Bob Strike

Back" that would be nice tool,

but if he wants to continue to flex

his wings in the future (his next

film is going to be an adaptation

of the comic book "Green
Hornet"), Smith has proven he is

more then able lo. With "lersey

Girl" SiTiith has proved he really

has the goods, no matter what

context he is working in.

HOMEY from page 4

stage lo sign a stirring rendition of

gospel-Blues writer Thomas
rXjrsey's "I Was Standing by the

Bedside of a Neighbor." With the

other five vocalists creating the

effect of a full band and chorus

simpK by using their voices and

Saxton conveying the anguish and

intensity of the words through her

expressive signing. Amae's per-

formance was easily one of the

evenings tTiost powerful.

Sweet Honey in the Rock

brought lo Amherst more than a

powerful performance, they

brought with them the spirit of a

movement that has yet to end. In

their 50 years as a group, the line-

up may have changed, but after

Saturday' show, it is clear that the

vision of Sweet Honey has not.

Though it has been three decades.

the women of Sweet Hcmey are

prepared lo go three more: to the

group who's mission has been to

achieve politkal equality thmugh
vocal prowess, their long standing

mantra still rings true — "we who
believe in freedom cannot rest

until it comes."

Information from wim sM«iPt-

lu>ne\a>m uiis umhI in tins urticle.

Bartenders Have More Spirit!

Why not be a bartender?

• Only [.I. !fr ti Western MA

ROSTOn • Hfinri'. r/i tiaiiiin.:; I'l k^ii hai club setting

BHRTCniHRJ "''" ' - ak ...hoMwareness

iciioDiof
;; ^,

nmcRicn .

«,* Wf'-.l Sprn .qf leld

Call TODAY! (413)747-9888

^ www bustoiibditender.com

GREAT
Reasons to use UHS
Eye Care Semces

1
Savings on routine eye exams for

students at UMass

( 2 ^^ A great place to get contact lenses

2 ; ^FREE sample start-up contact lens solutions

/7'
.. Same day replacement of disposable

K^.J*' contact lenses, in many cases

c\_^. Contact lenses mailed directly to your

..._.. home or office

^ '\ FREE eyeglass adjustments and one year

...p.-' warranty on frames

,.• 10 PERCENT _ ...

SPECIAL OFFER: / ^^^^^
VeJ^SS LENSESr

"/ Invite you ^ . cannot be combined with

to use the other insurance discounts.

Eye Care j-

Seryfces" For appointments or

questions, call 577-5244

Olrettor, UHS fyr Cart Srrvkts UHS EYE CARE jERYICEb

90 Gatehouse Road
Off Rt. 9 TVvo miles East of Amherst Center • On the Bus Route

Hampshire Fitness Club has it all for you
www, hampfit.com

• Full size Indoor

Pool ^^^^^
•Aerobics ^^Sl^^i "fcS!!^

• Aqua Aerobics ^T^^^^^^B
• Cybex Nautilus

Circuit i^nmn
• Indoor Tennis

•Jacuzzi/Saunas

• Yoga/Pilates

Spring
Special

6 Weeks $109
Student

Open
MEiy/IBERS

Free H.F.C
T-Shirt

• Cybex Free

Weigfit

• Full Court

Basketball

• Volleyball

•Step Aerobics

/Bosu

• Cardio-Vascular

Equipment

Tel 256-6446

6am to 10pm Mon-Fri
Sam to 9pm Sat-Sun
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Wakefield forgiven for Boone's homer
By JlkAtY GOLEN
Amix lAllD Pwss

FORT MYERS. Ra. lAP) — johnny Ptsky. the for-

mer Ek>ston shortstop and manager who kiwws too

well how nieailess Red Sox fans can be, thinks he

knows why the city has spared pitcher Tim Wakefieki

from the offseason sport of tinger-pointing that

claimed Grady Little's job.

"Ui me tell you something about young Mr.

WaketiekJ.' Pesky sakl Monday at the tewn's sprmg

training field. "He's a classy professional. He'll accept

resp«.>nsibilitv when things go wrong. The guys like

him. aiKl they're not blaming him fur what happened.'

Mention "Bill Buckner" in Bc»iion and you will like-

ly get an earful about curses. Saying "Bucky Dent" will

get you the curses themselves, talk about Little and a

Red Sox fan is as likely to burst into tears as rage.

But it was Wakefield who gave up Aamn Boone's

pme-winning h«.>iiic run that kept the Red Sox from

making the Woikl Series last year. So when the knuck-

fcbalWr look the podium in front of l,2U0 fans this

winter at an award dinner, he wasn't sure what to

expect.

"It was huge," he said last week of the suinding

ovation he got from the packed ballruocn at the Boston

Ba.seball Writer's annual dinner "It shows you the

character of our fans, and the passion of our fans. It

gives me chills."

The Red Sox were live outs from reaching the

World Scnes last season bclore Pedro Maninez tired.

Littk- failed to do anything about it and the New York

Yankees rallied from a three-run defWit to send Game
7 ol the .'Vl championship series into extra innings.

Wakefield pitched a perfect 1 0th inning, then

Boone hit the first pitch of the 1 1th for the game-win-

ning homer.

"The fact that he was put there shows you what the

ballclub thinks of him," current manager Terry

Francona said. "Guys like him make my jtib so easy.

They just show up and they do their best. Win or \ote.

they show up again the next day and try to do it again."

New 'i'ork advanced to the WorU Scries, and the

Red Sox returned to Boston for another offseason of

parceling out the blame. Little was let go, and most of

the winter was spent rethinking his decision to leave

Martinez in the game.

"It's unfortunate what happened last year."

Wakefield said. "But that was a good season. They beat

us. I don't really think you can put a finger on what

went vvTong. That's what baseball's all about."

The longest-tenured player on the Red Sox,

Wakefieki has become a well-respected leader in the

clubhouse He has bounced in and out of the routkm

and suffered career setbacb atKl organizational insults

— like being left off the 1 "W^ playoff roster— witfxxit

becoming discouraged or malcontented.

Asked if he needed to have a talk with Wakefieki

this spring to make sure his confidence wasn't dam-

aged. FraiKona saki. "Truthfully, I never gave it a

tlHxighi. Didn't think I had to.

"He's about as much as a pro at you're going to

ftnd," the manager said. "No, I haven't given it a

thought. He probably hasn't either"

It turns out. Wakefieki dkl think about it — but

only for a coupk; of days.

'It stinks getting on the bus and knowing we're

ihrou^." he saki "But you start to reflect on it and

tliink. 'Wov^'. we were pan of caie of the j^eatcst series

ever.'

'

Boston Red Sox starting pitcher Tim Wakefield Jeli\cr» a throw to &iliinH>re Oriole* Javy Lope: in tkue

•ccond iiuiiiig of their game in Fort Myers, Fla. ye«terday.

NFL flirts with idea to bulk g^C. pUHtCr charged
up playoffs by two more teams

By Baiuo Wilnu
As.'uMATui Vnm

PALM BEACH, Fla (AP) —
A proposal to let two more team
mto the NFL playoffs could hive

a chance at passing at the league

meetings aSta all.

"Hie Kmwm City Chiefs will

propose an iiwrease in postseason

qualifiers from 12 to 14 at this

weeks meetings. The NFL

Re/oventv^*^
V\i il H O I !^ S p r I r

'

ECIAL

Restore the fullness and shine and

replenish the moisture to your hair

with our patented Color Touch

conditk>ning treatment...that lasts four to

six weeks.. .a $55 value

-And-

t

s
oothe yf)ur dry hand.s with our QtniB ft

Aloe Paraffin treatment...a $20 value

ALL FOR ONLY $

mclvJmg FREE allnutnent

hand dc body lotion!

offer expura May I, 2004
35 »vs

Patrick
Open Tues. thru Fn. 9:30-7:00 C/ K^OTHpUny

S«., 9:30-4:30
*^

102 RuMeU St.. Rte. 9, Hadley • 586-7477r
mio^"^^^in^e^

I ^

Competition Committee is

apinst it. and the conunittee car-

ries much sway.

But several team officials said

Sunday they woukj like to see

more playoff teams.

"I'm for anything that gives

my team a better chance to make
the playoffs,' San Francisco

49ers coach Dennis Erickson

said.

'I think two more teams in the

playoffs would increase the

excitement in those cities." added

Miami Dolphiiu president Eddie

lones.

Bob Kraft, owner of the Super

Bowl champion New EnglaiKl

Patiioa. co-sponsofcd the pro-

posal a year afo. when it was

voted down. He's indicated he

still favon it.

But Rich McKay. co<hainnan

of the competition committee and

ger)eral maitager of the Atlanta

Fakons. doesn't expect passage

of the proposal.

"We feel like the current sys-

tem has worked very well."

McKay said. "The playoff number
at 1 2 is a good number aixl. for

competitive reasons: we don't

recommend expansion.'

The biggest concern is that

with 14 teams, only the team with

the best record in each confer-

ence woukJ get a first-round bye.

'Yes, that would create a

potential unreasonable advantage

for the No. I seed." McKay said.

"Wlien you kx)k at the advantage

for the bye of the one and two

seeds, certainly you see it. To then

give it to the No. 1 seed ak>ne def-

initely is a coTKem to all of us."

Increasing the playoff field

requires 24 of 52 votes. So does

making permanent instant replay

to aid officials, which also is on

the agenda.

That is considered more likely

to happen then adding two play-

off berths. If it doesn't pass, well

"There's always plan 1-B,"

said John Mara, executive vice

president of the New York

Giants. "We think we have more
than enough votes to get it in per-

manently, but if we feel there's

enough opposition, we're open to

compromise."

BOSTON (AP) — A Boston College football player

wfio alfegedly refused to let a woman kaive his dorm
room during the weekend was charged on Monday
with domestk. as.sault and battery and kidnapping, and

suspended from tfie school and the team.

Mfrey A. Comuiinski. 20, a sophornqre punier for

the BC Eagles, pleaded iniwceni at his wnugninaM in

Brighton Dbtrict Court Gomuliaski. w+ki is free on

$250 baiL was required to take random Breathalyzer

tesu and report to a probation officer onx a week.

The 18-yearold woman, who was dating

Comuiinski, toki campus polkc thai wfwn she tried to

leave Gomulinski's dorm roain early Sunday morning.

he rchised to let her leave for two to three hours.

according to District Attontey I>aniel F Cofiley's office.

She left about 6: 'SO a.m. and ran to her car. with

Comuiinski alkrgedly chasing her outskle. The two

argued, Comuiinski outside the car and the woman

kxked irvside, acxording to Conk'v's c»ffkc Polk*

arrived about 2\i minutes later alter getting a call

reporting an argument.

BC spokesman lack Dunn saki Gomulindd has

been suspervled from the scfxxii, pendir^ the outcome

of the court pruceedhr^. Coach Tom O'Brien also sus-

pended him indefinite^ from the football team. Dunn

"VMe have a kio loierance polk.7 for this lUeged

behavwr and have acted according." Dunn sakl.

That's a severe sanctkm but an appropriate sanction."

An e-mail to Comulinski's school e-mail and a mes-

sage krft at his parent's home in Naugatuck. Conn, were

nut immediately returned.

During the 2003 season with BC. Comuiinski start

ed at punter in all 1 3 games, and finished tfie season

with 66 punu for 2.630 yards.

—Associated Pra&
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Former New York Yankee* Jeff Nclw^n, left, and Karim Garcia, center, listen to Garcia 's attorney.

Gerard F. Malone, durinfi a court appearance yesterday in Boston. A judge has scheduled a May 25 pre-

trial hearing for Nelson and Garcia, who arc accused of assault and battery in a brawl at a Red Sox play-

off game last year.

Garcia, Nelson set for hearing
BOSTON (AP) — A judge has

scheduled a May 25 pretrial hear-

ing for baseball players |eff Nelson

and Karim Garcia, who are

ADfcFlNITK.VIU'jTFOR IHF E.MIKH I \^MIV
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2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

BEHIND BRUEGGER'S - DOWNTOWN AMHERST
19 MONTAGUE ROAD • NORTH AMHERST

Looking Foi*

Off Campus Housing?

^eFoiidrr.!!
*

12* Annual Apartment Complex Fair

^uTsdayApril 1,200^

10am - 3pm

Campus Center Concourse
Joia With Rental Managers From:

Alpine CommoRi. Aspen Oisse. The Boulder.. Brandywinc.

Mill Villey Estates. Pufflon Villsgc. Rolling Green. Southpoim.

Townehoiwe. Qiffside. Sugirkiaf Estates, Squire Villagr.

Kwi.qi^ Reil E(tite. Lncobi Real Ettite. Jone« Rental Property

accused of a.s.sault and battery in a

brawl at a Rc-d Sox playoff game

last year.

Roxbury District Court judge

Edward Redd is expecting to set a

trial date at the May hearing,

Suffolk district attorney's

spokesman David Procopio said

Monday. Attorneys for the players,

who appeared Monday in court for

the five-minute hearing, didn't

immediately return calls seeking

comment.

Nelson and Garcia are charged

in connection with a fight that

broke out in the New York

Yankees bullpen on Oct. 1 1 , dur-

ing Game Three of the American

League Championship Scries

between the Yankees and the Sox.

Garcia now plays for the New York

Mets. while Nelson plays for the

Texas Rangers.

Paul Williams jr. of Derry, N.H.,

a part-time Fenway Park

groundskeeper and a special edu-

cation teacher, is also facing

charges in a cross<omplaint of

assaulting Nelson. He is due back

in court for a pretrial hearing on

April 5.

Williams has sued Nelson and

Garcia for more than $33,000 for

medical bills and lost wages, claim-

ing Nelson attacked him becau.se

he was cheering for the Red Sox in

the Yankee bullpen.

—Asswiated Press

9fOBS^
by:

Cofiunuter Services

and

Houalr« Resource Center (OffCampus Housing)

http://www.cshrc.org

428 Student Union 54^-«W»5

Campus
Recreation

.Still I iiiu' lo I liter:

Swim Meet (MAV)
Weekend Flag Football (M/C).

Weekend l.acroMC (W)

,.j\.S.A.P.

..A.S.A.P

...A.S.A.R

(lit riiosc I "01 ins ill M\

Tennis Doubles (MAV/C) 4/20

Quickball, Diamond Derby(MAV)....4/20

World Cup Socc«r<M/W) 4/20

More Info: 215 Boyden, .S-2693

On The Web: www.umass.edu/umim
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE I

91 CaaMODwnMi

JSMoMquKMy
3a Pttcmo andUnaar
3/ fcika ha^xnga
40 NatKMuM haraata
41
42 Lata ma My
4S Oamttol
4S CkadilDiawn
4r Framy
4* runMaa
&i 2oo
M Nan
M H6Mi>4>

IVMI

M Takafay
•1 Oiaal kakas pon
U Coral ••al aaiKoaa)
63 Earty PanMan
•4 CWMC*m Ha»a>_»

M \
413-548 6900

j
[www thehurp net|

p\ 163 Sunderland Rd.- N. Amherst

lust north of the apartments

Great new deck!

I OKyol

t
^

i
i r
t

'd WES. Team Pub Trivia!

f^ Win Money and Prizes

i WED. Harp Reggoe Night
'4

^ March Special!

h! Molson:

^ $2.00 A pint / S6.S0 A pitcher

^ "iXaiX your own tradition"

Dining Commons Menu
DC contact: 4« 3 545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Nuggets

• Sloppy Iocs

• Curried Vegetables

(vegani

DINNER
• drilled Boneless Pork

Chops
• Turkey Divan
• Grilled PorUbella

Mushroom Steaks

vefijni

Daily Weather Forecast
Fo« Amherst

TUESDAY
. High: 55

• Low: 33

WEONESOAY
• HiKh^ S4

• I ( »u U )

THURSDAY
• High: SI

• low 12

'Ui'i'inw

igtrntrnt

Production Crew
On staft today

\ICHI EDITOR
tenniivr fastwtiud

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Andv Ltmuhnji

COPY EDITOR
Sht'r\nv<»lnik

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Si tttl Pihl

PRODUCTION STAEE
Ctkfi Slrjidy NikiUji P. Mark^nlonaloi

HOROSCOPES

?

°^^Yeah. Uh, did
you get that
memo? ^^

Z
H

a
-Dom Portwcxxf (Joe Bays), "Office Space'

aquarius • ian 20-F18. is

Alway s order double.

pisces • tiH i'l-Ms- .'(I

Refneml)er you came trtxn hunil)le liegin-

ning>. Don't Irt ycxir head get ttx) big.

aries • mad. 21-apr. 19

CfCt some highlights in your hair, ^ing
is just ar»xjnd the corner.

taurUS • Apr. 2(>-Mav 20

Stof) I.ikf baking to keep vour Spring

Break tan; it's a bit extreme!

gemini • ma> 21-11 n ji

Try eating some rice c akes. They taste

like Sfvrotoam ... what fun!

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Don't worry too much. You'll get prema-

ture wrinkles that way.

leO • Ki Ji-AM.. 22

Change the ring im vrxir cell phof>e. It's

annoying.

virgo • Aic. 23-sin. 22

ShtM vour true talents In performing some

kuaoke. C <ime on; v(Xi krxiw ytxj want to!

libra • sm. 21-orT. 22

Slop acling like you're better than everyone

else, but knoss in \(Kjr mind yi>u really are!

Scorpio • < )< ji-Nov. 21

Get out and daruf like Britney Spears.

If'*. i>(ii>fl lor th«' soul.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dfc. 21

Cover up that rancid srrx»ll in your rtXHn

by burning some candles.

Capricorn • ok. 22-ian. 19

Make sure to wash your hands after you

use the bathnxxn.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\P\RIMIM K)K RtMH FMPIOVMINT

$450 Group Fundraiser

Schedulmt; B(inu>

Fratcmitlo-S )n mt lo

StuJent ( inxips; 4 hnup. >4

ycut gniir'* time PLUS mir

free (yes, free) linxIr.iiMiii;

«>lutK«> EQUALS J, 1 .000-

$2,0CX) in «»mln^^ fi>r ymir

snjup. Cjill TODAY (.* .i

$450 Kmui when yi>u scheil-

ule yixir m m-siles hinJr.iiser

with t^iimpusFundr.iwr

QmtiK'l CiimpusFiirKlr.ii>*T.

(88«)92?-?2?8..wvi.sit

wwu.camfHistiinJr.iiMTCiHii

wsm mamm
Ekandywine Aprs. Nnw le;is-

injj, I&2 heilitxHti ,\pt>

Leases hetjin JiirR-. July. Any

or Sep. Firtr ckiiio, hrst mtnc.

Get them while they i.i>t

www.btanJvwine-apts.culll

Stophv(»C:all549.(.yiOO.

Hohart ('.ornliB ^ h»-ilrix)m,

hitrdwood flixirs, «ikly ;ire;i

in hasemcnt. C,.ihle, tele-

phone (internet Hcees*) in all

beilnx)tn.s .inJ ^tlkly Nt")W

SHOWINU tor JUNH ,.nJ

SEPTEMRKR. NO FT-iHS

WWW.amhprNtlini ninrealtv.

am 253-7879

Onteriitti'wn I, 2. 3 ht\l-

niiini.s; hardw<«»l tlixirs.

NOWSHOWINCJffir
JUNE and SErTKMBER
NO FBES wwwjimhtrstlin-

culnrealtv.oxn 253-7879

4 Beilmnm, Main Stiwrt.

.V.iil.ihU 6/1 :56-Sn'<

AUK) K)K SAir

$500!!' i'ulKe li)>pi«iivi>,

tins tnni) !>5t.X' H<inda>.

(^vy's. Jeep*, etc. tiir list-

in«<.. 1-800-319-1323 Ext

4S54

FMPIOYMFM

$10414 pi'f '>""r ^leliverinf;

tclephi>ne dircctDnes m the

PiinK-er \',illey .irea Miist

have reli.iHe tr,iiisp< inatmn

aixl imM K- .ihle to re;*! .i

map t:.illHW-258.5H61

Biineiulil^ T^.llnee^ Nei\leJ

$250 a tlay pmenttai. Lmal

p.».ltl.«isl-8a)-293-3985

Ext5l6

Lite liii.mi- .iikI .S»ini

lastriRtiir. T\w Town i.4

Amherst »eeks ((tialitievl lite-

Kiiiirds ,ukI swim iiv.lnKtors.

Liteiiiiarils miiNt huld current

lertilicarjims miiiklinH; Lite

( iiiard Training FitM Aw\,

aiklCPR $8.16-9.48 hr. 35-

40 hn. per week.

'Applitatiiin.v available trum

Amhet>t Ijeisiire Services,

Biinys C !ommtinirv ( Vnter,

70Roltwi«klWalk. Amhent

Etiual Emplnyment

t^lppi irtumrv / Artiniialne

.VtHin Employer

Summer Intemshi{M:

KnterpriM- RentA-( ^ar i» the

"I rental tarcompsuiy in

North AmetKa. I"Hie to our

hiiua.slic growth, we Ivive

.ipportiinities av.iilahle tlll^

summer in our MaimfflUfnl

Intermhip Progirain for the

greater Boston area, inclikl-

mu Worcester and Cape

Cod. Oir ideal candidate

will K- .1 nsinK |unhir or •len-

H>r at a 4-yei«r college, arxl

have a pnitessional imat.'e.

Through hands-on trainint;.

1 Hir interns learn even aspect

irt iHir fast -paced Kisinevs.

aiv.1 experience the ,nitofv>-

iny and challenues similar to

th.ii ot .in enttepreneur We
otter competitive pay .ind .i

tun atvl friendly work ef>vi-

mnment For more informa-

tk>n .iinl to .ipplv online,

ple.ise \isit our website at

^^^ww.ente^^^.se.c^)m/caIeet^

or call us .«( 508) 427- 1003

Enterprise is an i\(ual op|->or-

liinity employer

Oet haixls-on lejjal experi-

ence with a letJil avsisiani

internship this fall. Work

directly with attorneys and

clients .ind cam 9 to 15 cred-

its. No expenence required.

Trainmy pMvided Cxmtatt

the Stikleiil Legal Services

Oftice for an application, diR-

4/2. 922 Ciimpus C inter,

545-1995

EMPlO>MfM

C '..imp ( xNiiisekirt and

Special Neeils ( !amp

C "jiurMelors- Town i4

.^mherst l>ay C jmps. The

Town ot .Amherst seeks

( !.imp ( \ Hiusj'K irv tor its d.iv

c.imps I iperated hy the-

U-isure !Ser\ices .ind

Suppleiiimtal Euliication

IVpartment (LSSE). P.ist

camp counseling experience,

other expenences working

with school ,igf childn-n.

,ind/of related cixirsework in

elementary education highly

ilesinihle .Also seeking camp

ciHiivsekirs to work one-on-

one with special neetis

campers, exp. working with

special neiils poyulatkMi pre-

teired. Must k- I8vrsOld. $

range tor Kith poMikms:

$8. 19 -9 48 hr; 35-40 hrv

per week, June 21 to Aug.

20. Applications available

from Town Hall, I luman

Resoiine l\-pt., Boltwux.!

Walk, Amherst (41 3)256-

4065 Fu|ual Employment

Opportunir\7Afhniiatlve

.Aclkin Empli>yer

Lix.al IVisiiuss IS hiring ni.ir-

keters Pan Time $101S/}u

ti>IIAIis.ni®413-627-'»043

Marketing ,\gency Seeks

t\itgoing I ligh Energy

Indlxiditils tor ptotrmtunis

$15/h.nir 888-477-6668

www.hau.sproinotioas.coiii

I \3PIOVMENT

Pby »p»>rts! Have fun! Saw
Money! Sports I amp in

Maine. (Caches Txvdi\l

Tennis, naskethill. BiiseKill.

Water-sports. Ropes ( iHirse,

CnAi, Archery, .inil iivirt

Willi CVitdi « >t\ .ind H.iv I

Gte-at Summer' ( !all Free

(888) ,844-8080 iff An'ly

www.campceilar.ci vn

Two )ob op|s>niiintlev oil

Nantucket Islaivl Ix'ginniiig

in May (."•frice as.sist,in(s with

ik-ccni tyjsing, computer aiul

teleplione skills. S>mc emnil

ninning Sal.iry + hixising

Tele 50H-228- 3942 or s.nd

roiime ro F\") F3ox 2607

Nantikkel, M.A 02584 or tax

resume to 508-228-8778

••Rirtendmg"$250/l>iv

Potential No Expeneiue

Nesc. Tr.iiningptovideil 1-

HCV.965-6520 Fxi 162

FOR RFNT

MoMiig oil laiiipus' Mei't

area rent.il agents at apiitt-

menl lomplex t.iir Tliiirs

Apnl 1 10 3 on the (X'

tinKiHirse SinMison-d hy

Cmrainiter Services

www.cshrc.org

HOUSI FOR Rl NT

H.iilley Newx-r Five I3edr>iiiin

11. mie 549-4270

INSTRUCTION

University KirterKling

Classt-sst.m soiinll! ( jII for

iii».*m.iii.*i l-8a"*-LM:AN-

MIX www.universiryKifterKl-

ing ct fn

MISCFtlANFOUS

Jack Schil lor Prcskicni: ll

y<Hi are .i collc-ge stiklenl

truly coiiienH-d aKnit the

future clievk out wh.tt J.ick

h.is ti 1 vi\ right .iw.i\ w w-»

|.ickM.hilton''>'sideiil loin

ROOM FOR RENT

tjuiei. t .oiiiton.ilMc. 1 uniish.

Re.ison.ible For male

C ir.kl/Protessi.inal 15 mm.

walk to I '.Miss .Vail June I

- Sept 1 F.ill in>iion 41 '

s4'» 1="'-

ROOMMATF VVANTri)

K-m.tle ixximmate. 1 l.irgi'

Ix-dniom. ver\ quiet. \er\'

clean, on Kisnniie, 1 1/2

miles tnim L!Mass, in

Amherst !M30 ,\ month

tnclikling heat, hoi w.iter.

ami ( iible tv, ,i\ ail.ible .Apnl

l*C:all(4n)()87-3333

STRVK FS

Philosophk ll t \nin.<eling.

Amherst

.

PhiloMqihylKiUigucncl

SERVK FS

We >l> l.iptop .irki deskt<T>

computer rep.iir starting .«

$39,CV 41 3-584-8X57

Pregn.ini.' Nc-evI help'C'jill

Bmhnght i< .Amlu-tM .m-a

tor tree testing an>l issist.ime

S4g I'M.

PRFU.N.ANCnr TFLSTING,

1 ll\' Testing. Birth (
'> mtrol.

.inil Emergency

C '.ofilr.Kiplk m Affi ird.ible

inil oHitkknti ll Tipi-strs

Fle.ilth, 27 Pnv Stn-ei.

-\„,(,..rv, s4S >k»''

SUMMER SUBLET

Lxikilig loi I Kdiooin .((>(

tor summer, iroiind $KV |x-r

month

Isla7\k'®stihlenl iim.iss edu

1 K\ln«>m BranJvvMiu-

ip.irtmeni siartiiig liinc 1 or

somet. $755/nionih nego-
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Need a room for next year?

A r<x>mmate? Maybe

you're looking for a place

to sublet mer the summer.

The Collegiati Marketplace

is the place to advertisel

Just call 41 3-545-3500.
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Minutemen have mixed results against GW
Bv Mike Marzelli

I J>ll-tl.lAN SlAff

Despite its top three starters on the mound and a

week off following a .500 Florida trip, the

Massathuiietts baseball team saw a pnximing opening

weekend of Atlantic 10 play go from bad to worse, as

the team dropped two of three to George Washington

and also reportedK tost second baseman Cullan

Maumus for the renuinder of the season with a broken

arm.

Ntow sitting at b-7 overall and 1-2 in the A- 10.

txtach Mike Stone's squad will return to action today

a^inst struggling Sacred Heart team (I 17 O-l) in

Fairtiekl. Conn.

Unavaiiabk tor comment. Stone did nut confirm a

starting pitcher for the ccmtest nor the severity of

Maumus' injury.

In bsing ^-4 Sunday attemoon. Crane was roughed

up for eight runs, all earned, on eight hits and threw

104 pitches in just five innings, and remained winiess

at 0-2 on the year.

GW meanwhile got six solid innings from huriers

Oan Pfau aixl Derrick Lutz and two and 2/3 innings of

perteci rvlicf work from left-handed reliever Avi

Rasowsky to overcome an early 3-2 deiicit.

Sophomore catcher Frank Curreri lead the offen-

sive charge for UMass. as the Boston College High

School product banged out three hits and drove in

three runs in four ai-bats.

l^eading 3-1 after four innings on RBI singk» by

Curreri and Maumus. Crane surrendered five runs and

staked the Colonials to a 6-3 lead they woukl never

relinquish.

The Minutemen scratched across a run in the sev-

enth, but couldn't more than a pair of hits a^inst

Rasowsky.

Saturday's latter affair marked another fine per-

formance by Torra. who struck out nine, scattered

eight hits arui alk>wed just one run in six and 1/3

innings to pick up his third victory of the season. For

his peH'onnance. he was also named UMass/Dinn
Brothers Atfik^e of the Week.

It was iKH the only impressive performance on the

mound for UMass howe\'er, as ckxer Scott Ratliff

entered a 2- 1 game with one out. one in and the tying

run on third aiKi struck out the final two batters of the

seven inning contest to earn save.

kjsh Wilkie was the tough-luck loser, surrendering

just three hits and two unearned runs in a complete

game effort.

The Minutemen scored their only nms of the game

in the first inning, as senior captain Mike Athas

walked, stok: second and advanced to third on a

groundout. He then scored on an error by GW short-

stop Geoff Milson off the bat of Maumus, wtio fol-

bwed Athas home following a pair of wiU pitches.

In Sanirday's tirst game. GW's Dan Sullivan tossed

a seven inning complete game to earn the win. He
allowed just a k*ne Minuteman run. whk;h came in the

sixth when senkir first basemen Matt Reynokls singled

in Athas.

Chown was tagged with the loss, allowmg four runs

on seven hits over the full seven innings as well.

Taurasi leads uConn to UMass prepares for Devilish affair
fifth straight Final Four "

By Chivk ScHUFFNtR
,\v«lllATll> [\lSlt

HARTFORD. Conn. (AP) —
Diana Taurasi turned in one last

siellai pcrtormance in front of the

home fans and helped

Connecticut add one more sterling

accomplishment lo its already glit-

tering legdcy.

Taurasi scored 27 points and

Connecticut blew open the game
in the s<xx*nd half to beat IVnn

Slate 66^9 Monday night and

ram an unprecedented fifth

Hraight trip to the women's Final

Four.

Barbara Turner matched
Taurasi almost shot for shot in the

East Regional final aixl added 26

points as the Huskies (24-4)

stayed in ifie running for a third

straight national championship

and fourth in live years Only

TenneMce has won thive in a row.

fium 19% through 1998.

It will be a Connecticut double

at the Final Four because the

men's team qualified on Saturday.

making the University of

Connecticut the fifth school to

tend both teams in the same year

Titc women will play the winner

of Ttwsday night's Duke-

Mtnnesota game in the national

semifinals in New Orleans riext

Sunday night. Duke wouU have

teams in both Final Fours if the

Blue Devils win thai game
Uhen it was over. Taurasi dkl-

n't evt*n bother donning her Final

Four cap. iastcad Hinging into the

stands.

Top-seeded PWin State (28-6),

seeking its second Firtal Four trip,

buckled under Connecticut's

intense defensive pressure in the

first half, but recovered lo make a

run at the second-seeded Huskies

after they opened a 2 1 -point lead

midway through the second half.

The 1^> I.ions got the lead

down to nine before Turner and

Taurasi combined for nirK* straight

points to return the momentum lo

UConn. whk:h had the backing of

a boisterous crowd at its second

home, the Hartford Civic Center.

Whik; Taurasi is a two-tinw

All-American, furwr kA>ked the

part in this one. shooting 8-foi- 1

1

and adding six rvbounds and three

ankts. She was 4 for 5 front 3-

poini range. irKluding one she

banked in from the top of the kf\

in the first half

Tanisha Wright kd l*enn Mate

with lb points and All-AnK-ncan

Kelts Ma/zanie finished wiih 14

after scoring only two in ifie first

half Maz/anie. the Big Ten's

career scoring hrader. missed eight

of her first nine sKas and finished

5-for-l7

Penn Suie was 6-for-30 in the

firat half and shot 28 peneni for

ihegame
Conncxikrui ksd 2 1 • 13 after the

choppy opening half, then gut it

going in the first few minutes of

ihe second half Turrwr had a 3-

pointer. two three-point plays and

two free throws in a 16-6 run that

made it 37-19

Taurasi hit a fadeaway for a

4 3 22 k»d and Ashk-y Rattle's

layup made it 47-26 with 1 1:57

remaining. INmn State then man-

aged its onK threat, drawing to

5 1 -42 when Niazaante ooRvattod a

ihree-poini play off a leaning shot.

Bui Taurasi hit a wide-ctpen 3

from the left comer after a Ut onn
timeout aixi the Husl.i.'s s...!!

were back in conirvl

Connecticut had picni) I'l

rough moments offensively in the

first half, but its defense never

wavered.

Any Penn State player who got

the ball anywhere near the bosket

was surrourxled by a swarm of

UConn bodies aiKl arms. Passing

lanes were ckiggcd aiKi almost

every perimeter shot was contest-

ed. Twice in the first half

Majzanie fiad to heave the ball

from beycmd 30 feet to try to beat

the shot ckxk.

With the score tied at II.

UConn ran off 10 straight points

and was ahead the rest of the way
despite going scoreless tlie final

6:43 of the half

By Brendan Hai l

(Jol LILIAN StaH

Some Softball players can

brag about their numbers as

being higher than others. Not

many can say their numbers are

higher than an entire team.

Such is the case with

Massachusetts catcher/third

baseman K| Kelley, who
through Saturday was balling

288 with a .695 sidggmg per-

centage. 10 runs and 17 hits.

Her team-high seven home runs

and 18 runs balled in are more
than today's opponent, host

Central Connecticut Slate Blue

Devils (2-14). have amassed as

a team all season (0 HR, 16

RBIl

Coming off a weekend in

which she went three for six for

the Minutewomen (12-11. 2-0

Atlantic 10) and had her sec

ond career two-homer game in

an 8-1 rout of LaSalle. Kelley

has been coming on strong as

of late.

'I ihink she's doing what she

should be doing,* coach blaine

Sortino said. 'She doesn't go to

the plate with ihe mindset of

hilling a home run. and I

wouldn't want her to. 1 think if

you go to the plate looking to

drive through pilches and hit

line drives, everything else

lakes care of ilself.

'Her swing is a tot faster

iidn it was a year ago At the

end of jtasij season, as good of

a hitler as she was. I'd say she's

probably three times belter

right now."

She eclipsed the fence twice

for the first lime in her career

back in 2003 against CCSU. en

route lo a 7-2 thumping of the

Blue Devils for a doubleheader

sweep. With some tremendous
play coming from the plate as

of late, one has to wonder if the

magic can happen again.

Whatever the end result is

(his afternoon, it's a moot
point Kelley is just fine with a

base hit Anything to benefit

the team
"To be honest. I'm really not

Freshman Candicc Moliiun slide* home in the Minutewomen'» 6-0 victory over Vcrmoni on March

26. UK4aM heads to Central Connecticut Suic today for a double-header surting at 2:30 p.m.

thinking about (hitting any
home runs). I'd be happy with

just getting hits. You know.

shots to the outfield, infield,

whatever, just getting a hit ... I

don't need a home run to be

satisfied.' Kelley said.

Those hits could quite possi-

bly be the difference in today's

doubleheader in New Britain.

C.T.. as the last several meet-

ings between these learns were

not decided until the waning
innings of the game.

Last season, Kaila Holiz's

RBI single helped the

Minutewomen nip the Devils 4-

3 in game one. while Kelley 's

two-homer effort sealed a 7-2

victory in game two. In 2002. it

was the strength of back-io-

back no-hitlers by Kaila Holiz

and len Hadley that allowed the

Maroon and White to sneak by

the Devils 1-0 and 3-0.

"Three oul of the last four

ball games have been one-run

ball gantes.' Sortino said. "The
records don't matter, they're

always tough for us. and I don't

know why.'

After dropping lo .218 at

the beginning of last week, cen-

lerficlder Aisha Frankc has

quickly rebc)unded. She is up to

.281 after last weekend's cam-

paign, and leads the team in

runs (II) and ranks third in

hits ( 18). With just two RBIs to

her name, it's been sound

defen.se and gcxxi base-running

skills that has made her a play-

er to waich.

Wiih ihe team's only .300-

plus average at .338 and a

team-high 22 hits, it's hard to

believe outfielder Candice
Molinari is just a freshman.

She will be looking lo have

another stellar performance
when she steps to the plate.

For the Blue Devils, all eyes

will be on f^ealher Mills. With

a .308 average to go along with

her team-high five runs and

eight hits, she may very likely

be the one that will keep
UMass from escaping CCSU's
crosshairs.

Talented Atlantic 10 gets stronger

McGovern

I « )N HH IPEIVASSCK aATH) PRESS

Charlotte's Curtis Withers, right, and Texas Tech's M
half of their NCAA men's basketball championship first

ichael Marshall hattle for the ball during the first

round game March 18 in Buffalo, N.Y.

Year in and year out the

Atlantic 10 is considered a sec-

ond-tier college basketball con-

ference. It continually puts one

or two teams in the NCAA tour-

nament who quickly bow out

when faced with one of the big

guns in the national spotlight.

Not anymore.

This season seven of the 12

teams in the A- 10 made the post
^^""^^^^^

season with Xavier. Richmond,

Dayton, and St. lo.seph's making the Big Dance, and

Rhode Island. Temple and George Washington get-

ting an invite to the National Invitational

Toumament (NIT).

Not only did these teams make it to the show,

but also for the first time since the mid-'90s, the A-

10 had teams that had a legitimate shot at running

the gauntlet.

Granted Dayton and Richmond bowed out in

the early goings, but what about Xavier and St.

Joseph's? Both teams made it to the Elite-8. and for

all intents and purposes, put up a fight to the bitter

end.

Now that powerhouse Duke has smashed

Xavier's glass slipper, and St. Joseph's had its best

season ever ended by Oklahoma Slate, the A- 10

must now wonder if this is a .sign of things to come

or whether it was one of those fluke years that hap-

pen once a decade.

There is much talent being lost, most notably St.

Joseph's poster-boy lameer Nelson and Xavier's

Ramain Sato. With this the A- 10 can settle back

into mediocrity, or it can pick up two more solid

programs to add lo its already intimidating roster.

Oh wait. It did that already.

Next year. St. Louis and UNC-Charlotte will be

making the trip to the A- 10 from Conference USA.

another conference known for being a step below

the big boys. Both of these squads were in post-sea-

son play this year with Charlotte making the NCAA
tournament and the Billikens ending their season in

the second round of the NIT.

These teams are no strangers to intense inter-

conference competition. This past season there was

a five-way tie for first place at the end of the regu-

lar season. C-USA also had a good showing in the

toumament. placing six teams.

When next season starts, the A- 10 will have a

total of nine teams that made it to the post-season

and another handful reloading with incentive. It is

no longer the same old gang, but now it is a confer-

ence with an edge.

Aside from the Big East, and the always-domi-

nant ACC. the other major conferences are on the

decline. The Big 1 was a non-factor for most of the

season, the SEC had to rely on Alabama's feel-good

story and the Big 12 was a disappointment aside

from Oklahoma State.

So now the A- 10 is quietly legitimizing itself

among the ranks of college basketball's finest. And
for all of us out here in Western Mass this is a sign

of good things to come.

As in any sport, a team tends to improve with its

conference. If UMass doesn't want to get left in the

dust, it will not only rebuild, but will solidify. Sure

rookie .sensation Rashaun Freeman is a good start,

but there will be some tough times in the Pioneer

Valley before this program is at the level it was
almost a decade ago.

Those were the days when Temple and UMass
owned the conference every year, and the A- 10 was

no more than a blip on the college basketball map
Now Temple and UMass have suffered a changing

of the guard, but that's what happens in college

sports. What goes around comes around.

It is going lo be quite the ride next year, one with

new rivalries being formed and old ones solidifying

their in-conferencc prominence. Whatever the case,

it is sure to be worth the while.

So next year when the snow melts and the scent

of March Madness is fresh in the air, the A- 10 will

no longer be the surprise conference with a couple

of Cinderella teams that back down when the going

gets tough.

It will be one of the conferences to beat.

Bob McGovern is a Collegian columnist.

'Scooby-Doo 2' a more monstrous

film than the first
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Minutewomen sweep Blue Devils

In afternoon doubleheader
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SGA holds

hearing on

voting
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Bv MCLlViA BLANKimN

The judkriary branch of the Student Government

AssucialHXi held a fieanng on the constitutiorvality of

the Instant RunolT Voting in last week s SGA ekxtions

last night.

If tfie justkres find it to be constilulunal the senate

will debate the cleclkm results al tonight's meeting If it

is found uiKonsdiutioruil Spoiker of the Senate tared

Nokes will become president.

Nokfli and Attorney General Mark Morrison peti-

tioned against CharKellor of Elections Sieve

Hoeschekr's use of the

IRV ballot in last

weeks Selections as

constitutional Nokes

fikd hi» peiiikxt for the

hearings on March 5.

IRV has been proved

constitutional in other

cities, stales and coun-

tries Througtxiut the

hearing, both sides

mentioned a case frxxn

Ann Arbor, Mich.,

where IRV was proved

constitutional. It is cur-

rently used in

.Australia. Ireland. San

Francisco, and Ver-

mont.

IRV allows fur vot

en 10 tank their candi-

dates in order of ptcf

-

eitnoe. This aOowa a

candidate to be eteclad

popular votes than the current system.

However. Mur-rison and Nokea pvc aevnai lituitkau

wtiere the Election Conunitskmert wodd make arbi-

CTuuKcliur of Electiooa

Steven Honehelc

SatSMonpagtS

ACLU leader

pans Patriot Act
By DANiEtLE Henry

(!<>llf».IAN (i>RHI:»IMNI>kNr

Opposition lo the USA Patriot Act — the Bush

administration's law for fighting terrorists — has

created "strange bedfellows" ranging from ardent

civil rights activists to arch conservatives, sakl

Anthony Romero, head of the leading civil liberties

group on Monday.

Speaking at a packed hall at Amherst College,

Romero, director of the American Civil Liberties

Union, said opposition lo sections of the act, which

was passed 45 days after Sept. II, "cuts across

political lines."

Romero cited the five most cherished aspects of

the constitution that arc under attack by the Bush

administration: identifying free sfK'cch, the govern-

ment is by and far for the people so it should be vis-

ible to the people, the core commitment to due
process rights, the importance of checks and bal-

ances and the difference between dissent and

debate.

He stressed that free speech is critical now more
than ever in order to make the marketplace as vig-

orous as possible. Romero cited the ACLU's stance

against free speech zones created by the Bush

administration for airports, political conventions

and other places where Bush speaks.

Bob Barr. Republican U.S. Senator from

Georgia, has even shown support for the ACLU's
stance. Romero said. Barr is a populist leaning con-

servative who supports an anti-flag desecration

amendment, is pro-life, anti-gay marriage and anti-

affirmative action.

Nearlng a decision
Jennifer Palviseo faces sentencing two years after newborn's death

By S.J. Pout
CxNxeuiAN SrATf

A femafe cuModian works steadily

through her morning routine in the

lames Hall dormitory of Southwest. As

she removes the full irash bags, in the

second floor trash room, one feels

unusually heavy It is approximately 7:30

a.m. when the custodian opens itie plas-

Part two of two-part series

tk trash bag. Inside Nhe discovers the

corpae of a nine-pound ihrve-ouiK-e

male newborn.

The custodian's discxnvry began ihe

ca«e of Jennifer Paluseo. a 14-year-okl

freshman in 20U2. who will face sen-

teiKing in Northainpion's Hampshire

Superior Court today for chaifn of

manslaughter and conveying a dead

bod). Paluseo had originally pled inno-

cent to the charges but changed her pka
to guilty on Feb. 25.

In the tw\) years since Paluseo. now
21. was charged with the May 1. 2002

death of her new bom son. few questions

have been answered.

Rm PuntOUlM TO AlMBKT
A resideni ot llyinouth. Paluseo Idt

home to attend the University of

Mavvachusciis in the fall of 2001, sepa-

rating her from both her boyfrietxl and

family, and fraternal twin sister Orve an

active member of Plymouth South High

School's varsity soccer team, and mem-
ber of the National Honors Sockrty,

Museo came from a sturdy and

respectable family, according to a high

school friend and fclk.)vc UMass student.

Fnends knew her lu be quiet and shy.

socializing mostly with hcT twin sister

and teammates. Senkjr year. Piiluseo met

cuiTent boyfriend, and lalhc-r to their

now decea.sed son, V\ illiam Barrus.

A town hockey star Barru.N stayed ai

home in Plymouth to pursue minoi

k^gue hcx'key whik* Paluseo attended

UMass. According to one friend — who
requested arKxiymity aixl will hereafter

be rcferrwi to as lane — Bumjs aixJ

Palaseo began dating during the spring

ol their scniHjr year after a kxig-time

friendship.

Acconling lo an allidavit signed by

Stale Trooper Sgt. Robin Whitney.

See PALUSH) on page 3
Jcnnifrr PaluMro

MfnlirncrJ today.

ill be

Professor's study suggests that calorie cutting

may not be solution to America's obesity issue
Bv MKtffiif Dtians

Counting calories may not be ihe

aaswvr lo weight k*>s, said I> IVborah

Riebe yesKTday in her kvture on "Healthy-

Lifestyk- Approach w Weight

Management."

Kichi-, a professor al ifie University of

Rhode Island, says taking a "nun-diet'

approach lo dKiing iikiy be a successful

way to kise weight RK'be pivsentc-d find-

ings fr\Hn two URl studies to a gaihenng of

stixlenis. faculty aiKJ alumni at the

University of Massachusetts Campus
Center, a^ psnT^TrtMBNt htaltti iIwkx*>

CUn-MltlLMl'H LP*.

Dr. IVhomh Rli-lx- spu-ak-. at the Campus Center aK>ut the benefits c4 a

hrahhv diet and reviilar exernse as jvirt i»f a Jay lonj; health siiencc event.

eymi
Riebe dlscoissed tfie methixlology arxi

fiixiings of one of the URl siudKs. a two-

year study calk-d "Weight Management " In

the study obc-se participants Ncho averagc\l

50 years ii| age. vvea- eiKouraged lo sot

goals limiting iheir fat grams, kcvp a food

kig four days per ww.*k. and exeaise at k-ast

150 minutes per wivk Cakirie counting

was no! a fociis.

"The focus was on hiulihy ailing ratfK"r

tfwn dkrtary n.-siriclkjn.' RK-be siiid.

.'\l ihe end of the study, participants had

k»st an average of six pen.c"nt of iheir body

weight. Rk.-he sakl that this k^s was knu>

drastk thuin what it wouki have been, had

ihe panicipanis been given a spcvifk dk't to

folkjw. HowevcT after two years, partici-

pants had nwiniained 48 peacTit ol their

weight k)ss

A unk]uc aspcvi of the study was that it

implcniKTited the Transiheoretkal Model of

FViwvTor Chang'.". devek)ped by [> lames

'"^^^C

«2(JV2JVcrW.ofeiiws'

3of4e4*j»(7»Sof4Acu«wrlir

1 Ol 'RTt-^ iiLHALI M I IS'

See PAIHiOT on page 3

Dr. Riebe explains two studies that studied a gwup of obese SO-year-olds and a group of senior citizens. The study

suggests that calorie counting is not the most effective method for kmg'term weij»ht maintenance.

Prochaska of the University ol Rhode
Island The model cale^jrizes participants

according to their stage of aciKm and moti-

vation For exampk*. a participant whc»e

altitude was "1 don't cxen.is<- and I don't

intend lo start' wuukJ be plai.<.\l m ilw first

stage. "Prvconiempiatian*.

Rk.'foc said thai many p>.v|'i<. .^ni. mcII

aware of the importance ol eaiing healthlul-

ly and exetvising. but ihi-y still choose not

to.

There's that diflc-reive between know-

ing' and doii^. whkh I find fascinataig.'

sakl Reibe. "(IVopkr sayl Oh. 1 know
you're nut supposed lo do that, but I do it

anyway " "^ '"'

One unexpcvic-d point uf praise the

study received lawn participants was the

facl that there were no minors hanging in

the exeaise lab.

Rk'be acknowkxlged thai a major limi-

tation of the studv was the punkipeni

dropout rate. The siudy began wiih l»W

partkipuniN. bui dtvpped lo 144 by the six-

month mark, and ctiiled with U>2 .ii the

eixl of the two-year study.

"There is no doubt that our a-^iiii^ .irc

skewed." Riebe said "A certain fxicciuagc

woni come back hcvause ihey gained

weight and are cinharrassed."

Rietx* also presenlod a-seaah from the

secotxl URl study, a study tk>ne on scnwrs.

"OUer iidulls lend lo count activities of

dailv living as structured exercise." sakl

Riebe.

Fi* exampk-. when asked whiil specilk

excaises iIk-v dc>. okler adults will cite

going lo chuah or playing with their infant

grandchildren Unlike the "Weight

ManagciiKnt" study, a-seaahc-rs nianaged

to kcvp u very high retention rate in ihe scn-

Rjr study — 87 peacnt returned RieKr

sakl that using nnihods such as sending

birthday caals and hosting holkiav parlies

are an incentive for the scmkjrs to continue

participiitinp

Obesity has become much nx>re pa^a-

kmt in the United States in the last 3<> to 40

years. Rkbe sakl.

"The genetics of pcvpic haven't

changcxl." she siiid.

Although obesity is a complex issue, and

biological and genetic factors are certainly

involved, lifestyk liick)rs haw largely con-

tributcxl to the rapkl expansion of waist-

lines. Some experts have esiimatcxl that

obesity-related deaths may evenlualK sur-

pa.ss snx)king-a'latcxi deaths. Riebe said.

Riches fuiutv ivscjirch plans include

investigating the link betwcvn healthy eat-

ing and exeaise.

The UMass school of public lieallh and

health sciences and the Rho Chapter of the

Delta Omega Honoian Public Health

Sock'ty co-sponsoa"d the event.

Forum says reproductive

rights are threatened by Bush
By Casey Novak
Q)LLE(;iAN Staff

"ll is a really bad time for

reproductive rights in the

United States." said Marlene

Fried, director of the Civil

Liberties and Public Policy pro-

gram to a crowd of 25 women
yesterday.

The "Reproductive Rights:

What You Need To Know"
forum was directed toward peo-

ple learning about the current

attacks on reproductive free-

dom. Panelists at the forum dis-

cussed policies recently put into

place by the Bush

Administration that threaten

women's reproductive freedom,

as well as the resources provid-

ed by the University of

Massachusetts lo students in

need of health care and abortion

services.

Fried is a professor of philos-

ophy al Hampshire College and

the founding president of the

National Network of Abortion

funds. "I ihink of reproductive

rights as both the right to not

have children when you don't

want to and also the rights

involved in having children

when you do want to; on both

sides of that we are seeing

incredible attacks."

Fried said that although this

may be a depressing picture, it

leaves huge opportunities for

political action and organizing.

"With respect to abortion, ii

is the goal of the anti-abortion

movement to re-criminalize

abortions, to make them illegal

for all women all the time."

Fried said.

Trials began yesterday in

three separate courtrooms, chal-

lenging the Partial-Birth

See RIGHTS on page 2

Christine Rutkosk of VOX Students for Choice, left, Marlene Fried, director of civil liberties and pub-

lic policy program, center, and Amanda Collings, director of Women's Health project al University Health

Services attend a reproductive rights forum yesterday.
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Weekly Calendar
Doctors attack

Abortion Act
Compiled by Sara- Megan Walsh March } i - April 6 2004

Today

YOU THINK IT,

WE MAKE IT

fVI
News I

meeting

at 6 p.m.

m Mondays

Amherst Books will hold a party in cel-

ebration of the publication of the book

"Identity Matters: Schooling the Student

Body in Academic Discourse" by

University of Massachusetts Professor

Donna Lecourt at 5 p.m. Refreshments

will be served.

Smith College — At 7 p.m.. multime-

dia artist Zoe Beloff will present a projec-

tion performance entitled "Claire and

Don in Slumberland" in Stoddard Hall

Auditorium. The film guides Claire and

Don through

America's post-war fear aiKl anxieties

using 3D imagery: sounding from the

l*M»i psychology films Hypnotic Behavior

and Unconscious Motivation.

Hampshire College — Folk Musician

Mike Seeger will perform old-time

Southern folk music at 8 p.m. in the

Recital Hall of the Music and Dance

Building Seeger, along with Tom Paley

and John Cohen, formed The New Lost

City Ramblers . which brought the music

of the Southeastern United Slates to the

nation in the 1950s.

Tomorrow
Smith College — Vampire Dreams, a

nevw play Uritien by Suzy Mckee Chamas
and directed by Andrea Hairstun will

show at 7:^0 p.m. in Earle Recital Hall of

Sage. The play is a contemporary comedy
this work tells the story of a modem, suc-

cessful psychoanalyst who finds herself

strangely attracted to her patient, a

renowned anthropology professor who
claims to be a vampire.

Hampshire College — From 7 to 1

1

p III . there will be a reggae performance

by K> Black Sekou and Sekouba Diakite in

Red Barn. |o Black Sekou fuses African

roots, reggae, dancehall artd traditional

West African elements in his music. The
f>cHormance is part of the "Liberated

Voices Looking Ikyond the Chains of

Oppression' symposium, which will run

through April 2.

Banquet in the Betty Shabazz Cultural

Center. Entertainment for the Banquet
will include a lecture by guest speaker

Professor HoUy Hansen and a concluding

performaiKc by the M&Cs.

UMasi — Minnesota's Guthrie
Theatre will perform Othello at 8 p.m. in

the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. This is

Guthrie Theatre's first national tour in 20
years. Tickets cost $15 for Five College

Students. $15 - $40 for the general pub-

lic. There will be a second pertormance at

8p.m. on Saturday. April 3.

Hampshire College — Project 2050. a

multi >car exploration of the year when it

is projected that people of color will

become the majority in the United States,

will host a "Project 2050: Poets in Action

and Open Mic" at 8 30 p.m. in Prescott

Tavern.

Saturday

Working with Negativity." The discussion

will be followed by a complimentary
lunch and socializing. Admission is free

but contributions are welcome. The
Shambhala Meditation Center is located

at 102 Russell Street on Route 9 in

Hadley.

UMatt — The Opus One String

Ensemble will perform under the direc-

tors Stanislas Renard and Marcos
Arakaki at 4 p.m. in the Bezanson Recital

Hall. For further details contact 545-

2227.

UMass — At 8 p.m.. there will be a

performance entitled. "Infinity on Tour:

Destination Russia Infinity Brass' featur-

ing Eric Berlin and Thomas Bergeron on
trumpet. Laura Klock on horn. David

Spomy on trombone and lohn Manning
on tuba in the Bezanson Recital Hall.

The program will include pieces by

Viktor Eskald. Alexander Arutiunian.

Mussorgsky, and Stravinsky. Tickets cost

beiv^een $5 and $10.

UMms — From 9 a.m. to 4 p.m..

there will be a conference "Othello with

the Guthrie Theatre" held at The
Massachusetts Center for Renaissance

Studies. Pre-registration is required.

Register by calling 413-577-3600 The
Center is located at 650 East Pleasant

Street in Amherst.

UMau — The Friends of UMass
Amherst Library will host its second

annual "Dinner with Frier>ds' at 6 30

p m. in the University Club
The evening will include a four-course

meal 'Far East Feast." a \ankee book
swap, an autographed book raffle, and

conversations with authors jeannine

Atkins, children's literature: Elinor

Lipman. fiction: Ron W'elbum. poetry:

and Barry Werth. nonfiction. The goal of

the event is to raise support for the

UMass library Tickets cost $100 For

information and reservations contact

Susan McBride at 41 3-545-3974.

M o n ay

Smith College — Luis Adolfo
Cardona. Colombian Unionist, will speak

on the difficulties of forming a union aiwl

hov^ he escaped the corporate death

squads of Coca Cola in Colombia at 7

p.m in Carroll Room. Campus Center

Room 208

UMaaa — At 9 p.m.. Chabad will host

a Passover Seder to celebrate Passover

The Seder is free for all 5-College

Students Students are asked to please

RS\P to Rabbi Adelman at 413-549
4094 or rabbi<irchabadumass.com. Drop-

ins are welcome.

T u e s a y

Sunday

F r i a y

Mount Holyokc College — At 5 p m..

CAUSE will host a Hunger Awareness

The Shambhala Meditation Center will

host its monthly Open House Dharma
Gathering starting at 9 a.m. Sitting medi-

tation will be held from 9 to II a.m. fol-

lowed bv a discussion un "Demons:

UMaaa — The Department of Music

and DaiKe will present |azz Lab En-sem

ble with big band music by undergradu-

ate and graduate students in the

Bezanson Recital Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets

are $3 for students and $5 general admis-

sion.

E-mail listings to

ncwft&daily collegian.com
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Abortion Act. which Bush signed into

office in 2003.

"There is no medical procedure that

is called a partial birth abortion," Fried

said "The tenninology was created by

the anti- abortion movement."

Fried and many other pro-choice

activists argue that the act is unclear

and could basically refer to any abor-

tion after 14 weeks.

Panelists at the forum also discussed

the issue of Emergency Contraception

being sold without the prescription of a

doctor

"Although the advisory panel of

experts at a recent Food and Drug

Administration hearing voted 23 to 4

that EC should be sold over-the-count-

er, the matter is being reviewed by

political appointees." Fried said.

The Bush Administration has altered

websites and fact sheets on sex educa-

tion, taking off information about prop-

erly using condoms, in addition to

focusing on abstinence-only programs.

Last year, the Bush administration

blocked $34 million of U.S. funding,

which Congress had already approved.

for the United Nation Population Fund

That money went towards abstinence-

only programs instead.

According to the Sexuality

Information and Education Council of

the United States, abstinence-only edu-

cation programs do not include any

information about contraception or dis-

ease prevention.

Amanda Collings. director of the

Women's Health project at University

Health Services and Health Education

said that these programs are not scien-

tifically proven to work and that people

who go through show higher rates of

unprotected sex

"There needs to be a balance of com-

prehensive sex-education as well as

abstinence-only education," Collings

said.

Most students on campus are not

aware of the resources available to

them through University Health

Services

Emily Mentin. a UMass senior and

organizer for the March for Women's
Lives said that although she has been

here for four years, she was never

informed of all the services provide by

UHS
'We live in sttch a misinformed, une-

ducated society.* said Christine

Rutkoski. one UMass student involved

with VOX: Students for Choice "If we
focused more on sex and reproductive

cdycation more people wouki beaMe to

live life to the fullest.'

Need A SUMMERJOB

IN AMHERST?

University Conference Services

is currently accepting applications for

FULL and PART TIME SUMMER

EMPLOYMENT

for

Summer Conference Housing

Rice approved to testify on 9/1

1

By Jennimm li.)\ts

AiSKKiATip Pmjs

Pick up an application package at

Conference Services Office, 918 Campus Center,

or online

www.aux.umass.edu/conferenceseAaces

Completed applications are due by 5pm, April 9, 2004

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bu«ih agreed Tuesday to

do what he had insisted for weeks

he would not: allow National

Security Adviser Condoleezza

Rice to testify publicly and under

oath before an independent panel

investigating the Sept 1 1 terrorist

attacks.

The White House also agreed

that Bush and Nice President r>ick

Cheney woukl answer questions

— together, in private — before

the entire commission.

The turnabout reflected

administration concern that the

president's strongest point with

voters — his leadership in the war

on terror — could be eroded if the

high-publicity dispute over Rice's

testimony lingered.

"I've ordered this level of

cooperation because I consider it

necessary to gaining a complete

picture of the months and years

that preceded the murder of our

fellow citizens on Sept. 11.

2001." Bush said.

"Our nation must never forget

the loss or the lessons of

September the 1 1 th. and we must

never assume that the danger has

passed.* he said in shon remarks

in the White House briefing

room. He took no questions.

The commission's Republican

chairman, former New |ersey

Gov Thomas Kean. welcomed

the decision arxl said the White

hlouse shouldn't be concerned

that the testimony woukl violate

the principles of executive privi-

lege or separation of powers.

"We recognize the fact that

this is an extraordinary event."

Kean said. "This does not set a

precedent.' He said there was still

fX) time set — either for Rice's

public testimony or for Bush and

Cheney's private appearance.

Administration officials said her

appearance probably woukl come
at the eixl of next week.

Bush is staking much of his re-

election bid on his performance as

president after the 2001 attacks.

But former Bush counterter-

rorism adviser Richard Clarke

in a best-selling book and testimo-

ny before the Sept. 1 1 commis-

sion last week _ contended the

president had been slow to

against al-Oaida before

attacks and compromised
anti-terror battle afterward

going to war in Iraq.

Opinion polls suggest support
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for Bush's handling of the war on
terror has declined. Two surveys

out this week show the president's

approval ratings on that issue are

now in the high 50 percent range

after being in the mid-<>Os for

months.

Although the erosion has rtot

hurt Bush in onenxvone polling

against Democratic rival John

Kerry, the White House saw a

brewing problem.

It waged a vigorous counterat-

tack on Clarke's credibility But

the many hours Rice spent rebut-

ting Clarke in the news media

only raised anew the criticism of

the White Hou.se rcfu.sal to let her

testify publicly

Even Republicans began say-

ing the administration's argument

on separation of powers should

be tossed aside.

Commissioner Slade Gorton, a

former Republican senator from
Washington state, said he was
delighted at Bush's change of

heart, but he added: "1 think the

White House woukl have been

better off if it had made the agree-

ments sooner."

Bush has reversed himself in

the face of political realities on
several previous occasions, csjie-

cially on the subject of the Sept.

1 1 commission.

Most recently, the administra-

tion, which had wanted to restrict

any access to the president by the

panel to just one hour, relaxed

that limit. At the same time, the

White House had continued to

insist that Bush and Vice

President Cheney would meet
only privately and only with the

commission chairman and vice

chairman.

The new agreement set several

conditions.

White House Counsel Alberto

Gonzales, in a letter to the panel,

stipulated that the commission
must agree to seek no more pub-

lic testimony from any White
House official and that Rice's

appearance would not be viewed
as a precedent.

Rice appeared before the panel

in February, in a private meeting

of which no transcript was made.
As for Bush, he and Cheney

will appear before all 10 commis-
sioners in a single, joint session,

with one commission staff mem-
ber present to take notes,

Gonzales wrote.

Bush said he agreed to the

change "so the public record is

full and accurate' and because

"the circumstances of this case

are unique."

Voting issues spark concern
S6A from page 1

trary decisioiu in cases of ties. This

woukl violate the right of the Senate

to break ties in campus elections.

In last week's elections, this did not

occur, but the petitioners worry that

these problems with IRV corweming

the SGA constitution and bylaws may
occur in future electkxis.

The debate also considered how
students were informed about IRV.

The petitioners called Russell Plato,

secretary of diversity issues, as a wit-

ness.

'I think that someone who goes to

every Administrative Affairs commit-

tee meeting and SGA meeting,

shoukln't be confused,' Plato sakl of

his own experience. 'My understand-

ing was that it would produce a

majority."

Fifty-one percent was the majority

that Plato thought the elections

woukl produce. However, the peti-

tioners pointed out that Bustamante,

the winner of the preskkntial elec-

tions, won with only 44 percent of the

vote.

Additionally, concern was brought

up over the ballot itself.

*l had to spend a minute familiar-

izing myself," Plato said.

A second v^tness. Senator Brian

Roberts, who is also the student

director of the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy,

tokl a story of a student who was

alk}wed to vote twice.

He said that the student realized

that itutead of writing the candidates

down in order on the blanks provid-

ed, he wrote numbers by the list of

caixlklatcs' names. Roberts said that

the student was given a second ballot

even though the first ballot made it

into the ballot box.

Hoeschele said that he had spent

time infonning the students before

the elections. He said he printed up

500 informational pamphk;t8 to be

distributed by SCERA and the

Public Policy and Relations com-

mittee. He also hekl an informa-

tional session on IRV the night

before the elections, and an artick

appeared in The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian the day of the ekx-

tions. Chief lustkx Marina Grulon

pointed out how few informational

pamphlets were made.
'1 find it funny that you print-

ed huixlreds of pamphlets for thou-

sands of voters," she said.

Despite the number of pam-

phkfts. 2.688 students voted for

president.

Hoeschele asked the |ustk:es not

to be distracted by informing the

students because that was not the

point of the petitions

"The Commissioners and I have

acted 100 pervent behind the con-

fines of the SGA Constitution and

By-laws." he said.

,\MEUA r LIMXS.N, L1.)U.U.1,^^.

SGA Attorney General Mark Morrison, left, and Speaker

Jared Noket, both petitioners against Instant Runoff Voting,

watch the proceedings.

Paluseo faces sentencing of up to 12 years in prison
MUISEO from piga 1

Paluseo acknowledged, during a

discu-ssion with polk:e foUowing her

arrest tliai she began to Uike oral

contraceptives in September 2001,

shortly before leaving for her fresh-

man year. Hovwver, by December,

the afltdavii says. Paluseo believed

she was likely pregnant.

\\hen Paluseo went home to

Plymouth for winter break in

December her mother. Elizabeth

Paluseo. and Barms asked her if she

was pregnant, according to the affi-

davit Paluseo denied the possibility

to both her nxjther and boyfriend.

At the end of lanuary. Paluseo

returned to school for her second

Paluseo says that she told ik>

one of her prvgnafwy. inchjding her

twin sister. Kristen Paltiseo. She

denied the piegnaix.-y to inquiring

fnends. peers, and her donnitory

resident assistant. In February.

Paluseo's then roommate. Loukisha

Hyinan al.so asked Paluseo if she

was possibly pregnant. Again,

according to court documents.

Paluseo hid the pregnancy

Even during a heat streak in

mid April 2002. lane recaUs that

Palaseo wore over sized sweatshirts

with shorts.

Today, according to lane.

Paluseo and Barms remaui a cou-

ple.

Palasco awoke to aamping in

her abdomen on May I. 2tX)2.

However. Bu»rding to court docu*

ments. Paluseo did not think the

cramps coukl be related to having a

baby. Paluseo tokl police that

around 7 p.m. that evening she

pMhered three towels and her toi-

letries to take a shower.

In the shower stall of the second

lloor dormitory bathroom. Paluseo

alk-gcdl> admitted to police in her

aflidavit that bkxxl began to run

between her legs, and she felt a

weight pushing down on her

abdominal area. According to the

aflidavit. she then allegedly sat

down on the floor, with the vrater

still running and "everything came
out."

Paluseo then allegedly

wrapped 'whatever was on the

floor of the shower" in one towel,

and her self in another. Back in her

dorm room, she put both towels.

aiKJ their contents, into the trash

bag. emailed her sister and a

friend, ate a bowl of cereal and

took the trash to the trash room.

The next morning, the discov-

ery of Fhiluseo's son by the custodi-

an would shock the campus
However, before the rest of cam-

pus heard, lane says that friends

from home became aware of

Paluseo 's actions through a qukk
grape-vine of phone calls and

instant messages.

Immediately upon discovery,

the custodian loU her supervisor,

who called the authorities. By 8; 1

5

a.m. the University of

Massachusetts police aiid State

Police from Troop B.

Northampton barracks, arrived at

the scene. Resident assistants

were notified, and housing admin-

istration and University coun-

sek)rs were sent to lames Hall to

strategize how to proceed

While administraticxi worked

to prevent further disturbances for

snxknts. State Police taped off xYne

secorxl floor bathroom after deter

mining the irtfant had been deliv

ered in one of the shower sUjIIs

Residents in the all-female dorm
headed for their morning shower

were averted by troopers.

^^^lkx asked who. if anyone, on

the floor or in tfie dormitory, had

been pregnant Residents immedi

ately pointed fingen at I ^-ycar-oW

freshman fennifer Paluseo.

Polke. found Paluseo in her

dorm room, typing on instant mes-

senger, according to court reports

F^luseo was taken to an area

hospital for medical attention

before being charged by police.

According to an affidavit

signed by State Trooper Sgt.

Robin Whitney. Paluseo acknowl-

edged her Miranda rights and

spoke cooperatively with police.

Paluseo 's lawyers. Terry Nagle and

Frederic Bartmon of Amherst,

contested the affidavit, saying

Paluseo was not given a Miranda

waiver form to sign and the con-

versation between Paluseo and

police w&s not recorded.

Outside of lames Hall, the

press and curious students hud-

dled uixler a mist of cold spring

rain, asking incoming residents

wttat they knew. Several students

responded to press questioru by

spitting on reporters Resident

assistants and administrators

asked students to avoid the press,

saying there woukl be a meeting

for resklents later that evening at

which students coukl ask ques-

tions and seek advice. And main-

tenance workers, including the

unfortunate worker who had dis-

covered Paluseo '$ baby, were sent

home for the day.

lavier Cevallos. then Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs.

de\.lined to comtnent on the iiKi-

dent that day. saying that the issue

was in the jurisdiction of the State

Police. The University news office

woukl ix>t be able to rek;ase a

press statement until the following

day. In the nKantime. a communi-

ty waited for answers.

An autopsy was done on the

corpse of the baby to determiiw

whether the chiW had been still-

bom or alive at birth District

Attorney Renee Stecse tokl The

Colkrgian dunng a plxine call that

day that with an autopsy investiga-

tors coukl determiiK if the chik)

had air in its lungs, telling that it

had drawn its first breath and was

therefore not stillborn.

The next day Sieese. at a press

conference at the Hampshire

Superior Court House, reported

that the autopsy determirn-d the

niiK'-pound three- ounce newborn

male had drawn its first breath.

Steese went on to anrHxitKC tfut

Paluseo had been charged.

\ meeting vsu^ held at 8 p.m.

that night for lames and Emerson

residents to be informed of the

event, aitd advise them on how to

handle the attention they might

possibly receive from press and

other students The University

would later come under fire for

not offering more counseling, and

for not having being able to pre-

vent the situation Ouestions

arose, aixl continue to circubte on

how a University can intervene

when a student appears to be in

troubkr. as Paluseo had. Lobbyists

too woukl get in on the debate,

bringing to the state legislature a

bill to create baby "safe haven"

laws in Massachusetts. The bill did

fx)t pass in 2002. however an

ameiided verskm recently passed

the House of Representatives and

is being considered by the Senate

Ways and Means committee

At the nteeting were Tmnzo.

St. k>hn and resident directors

from each of the dormitories in

Southv^est-North. vrith resident

assistants and residents from

lames aixl Fnxrrson. In addition,

suff from Mental Health Services.

Health Serv ices, and the Assistant

Dean of Students — then Merle

Ryan — were in atterxiarKe to

assist any student v^ith questions

on how lo get help for themselves

or others in need.

Students at the meeting dis-

ctissed their view of the event and

how it had thus far affected them.

One resident broke into tears

as she described her confusion

atKJ astonishment as she emerged

from her room across from the

bathroom to find police blocking

her from entering the bathroom to

take a shower Although the bath-

room had been tap<.-d off. the dour

had not been closed, alkjwing res-

idents to witness the crime scctk.

A friend of Paluseo s spoke up

during the meeting to a.sk that res-

idents not speak with the press, or

help to further mmors regarding

the irwident and wtut may or may

not have happened. She hoped

that if the press did not receive

further information they would

"drop the story."

Other resklents spoke to the

importance of creating a morx

ediKated atmosphere, especially

in an all-female domi such as

lames, on how to lind help if a ivs-

ident did become pregiunt.

PaUMfOPUAOS
Following a change to a guilty

plea on charges of manslaughter

and removing or conveying a

dead body in February. Paluseo

faces up to 12 years in state

prison or as little as two and a

half years in a house of correc-

tions, according to ludge judd |.

Carhart Paluseo has been

released on $25,000 hail.

Paluseo first pled inrhxeni to

the charges under an Alford pk'a.

The Alford plea says that the per

son while in a state of confusion,

remembered being present ai the

time of the crime, but not com
mitting it. Her court appointed

lav^ers Nagle and BartiiKtn of

Amherst turned in the pka fol-

k>wing a faiWd attempt to sup-

press Paluseo '> alleged statements

detailed in the aflidavit signed hv

Whitney. The plea. Nagle and

BartttKNi. hope vrill contnbute j

lighter sentence.

'1 remember taking the things

from the bathroom and putting

them in the trash." said Paluseo

during her last court heanng.

According lo previous

Colkgian reports, ludge Carhari

then asked fwr if she renufmbered

putting the babv in the trash,

which Palusev> denied

Paluseo cried, according tv>

court reports, as the prosecuior

explained the background ol the

case to the judge

and

club

Kendo club

prepares for

tournament
By Jt>stPH Pai«u

li)lXfc<jlAN CJJIUUiSK)NUeNT

The Five College Kendo Club

gave Northeast residents a unique

experience Monday night, as four

of its members prepared for an

upcoming tournament by practk:-

ing on the grass of the Northeast

quad.

"We usually practice on a

wooden floor, so practicing outskle

is quite a change" said David

Spina. Keixlo Club president and a

senior at the University of

Massachusetts.

Keixlo is a form of lapanece

inanial arts. About 15 students

were on hand when the pracik:e

began at 7:30 p.m. outskle Dwight

residence hall, drawing an audi-

eiKe of several students as the

practice proceeded ArKrther out-

doors practice session was

planned, weather permitting.

As practice continued

interactions between the

members became more intense.

lum Hooper, the club's irutructor,

sti«iced to the club members that

the primary focus of Kendo is

ntental. not physical.

"Kendo is equally or even more
importantly philosophical.'

Hooper said "It applies to school,

work, and how we relate in our

friendships'

Spina saki that though portkms

of the practice might kjok like

sparring 'we do not like to use the

term as it implies just going at each

other"

Hooper has been practking

Kendo for the past 30 yean.

Before moving to the AmherM
area, he taught the traditwnal

lapartese art in New ^ork City. His

decision to nx've to tfie Amherst

area was greatly influenced by pre-

vious meetings with Spina, wtu
had spent time training aixi com-

p<.-iing in the New York area.

H«.it.>per prai><-d the dedication of

Ki*ndo Club n»embers.

"Witftout serious students a

teacher is meaningtc«,* he nid.

k>seph Arulelman. a sopho-

more at UMa.ss and Kerxlo club

vice presklent. along with lean

Gau. a student at Amherst

Regional High School, also partk-

ipated in Momldv evening's

demonstralkm

Members ol iIk- keiKk« club

hope for a strong showing in this

Survlav's tounumeni.

Romero opposes

USA Patriot Act
Tired of the Dorms?

PATRIOT from page 1

The ACLU's opposition to the

Patriot Act rests in the fact that

the most cherished aspects of the

Constitution are under attack by

this administration. Romero said

he couldn't believe they would

want to desecrate such an amaz-

ing document with an amend-

ment that takes rights away.

"No one person should have

the power to summarily restrict

the rights of someone else." he

said.

He also spoke out against the

Act's late-notice searches.

"This power extends to any

and all criminal investigation."

Romero said.

He used this as an example to

illustrate that most of the

American public does not know

that the Patriot Act has to do

with a lot more than terrorism.

Romero urged the 1 50-person

audience to remember "what it is

we're fighting against and what it

is we're fighting for"

The Victor S. lohnson

Lectureship Fund sponsored his

speech.

Romero kept the speech light-

hearted. At one point, the lights

turned off for a moment, to

which he smiled and replied

"lohn Ashcroft" humorously

blaming the U.S. Attorney

General and enforcer of the

Patriot Act. This response was

met with a unanimous laugh

from the crowd.

There are 274 communities

that oppose .sections of the

Patriot Act. and four statewide

resolutions against it. "That says

we beg to differ. We have the

right and responsibility to differ,"

said Romero.

The grassroots movement

against the Patriot Act was start-

ed in Northampton.

Northampton and Amherst were

part of the first five communities

to pass resolutions.

Romero has been executive

director since September 2001.

and has recruited 75.000 new
members to the ACLU. Romero
is also a member of the Council

on Foreign Relations and the

New York State Bar Asscx;iation.

He is the first Latino and openly

gay man to lead the organization.
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Bustamante must

unite student body
Over the course of the school year, the

Univervity of MMsachusetts student body and its

pwemroenl have been plagued by a wide variety

of probkim, and many of them are not going

away my time soon.

Students face recommendations made to curb

alcohol that could potentially restrict student

rights, the possibility of more violent riots in the

future, reverboations from the last round of

budget cuts, and a continuing battle between

ALANA stiaknu and more cortservative members

in student government.

As the new student body president-elect.

Eduank) Bustamante knows all of these things.

The SGA needs to make huge strides next year if

it is to even approach the level of progress that

many of the SGA candidates saw as eawntial to

the success of the University and its students.

As SGA president. Bustamante s first challenge

is to reunite the student body — its as simple as

that Politics within the SGA this year have been

worse than they have been in recent memory,

thanks in no small part to harsh dialogues that

transpired folk>wirtg SGA Senate Speaker jared

Nokes" decision to not recognize appointed

ALANA caucus seats on Sept 10. Student gov-

ernment politics have begun to increasingly

resemble the type of panisan politics that pbgues

government at so man) other levels in the United

Sutes

With the Office of ALANA Affain' charter still

in flux, thoae politics don't promise to quiet any-

time soon, either, and it couki be the first of many

issues where Bustamante's leadership will be ques-

tioned based on his ckMe association with the

Office, It isn't necessarily fair, but it's reality

Bustamante will have to prove to other SGA lead-

ers that he is committed to the bettennt-m .if the

campus as a whok.
Another challer\ge he faces soiki is the itpixnm

ii^ of his Executive Cabinet. Bustamante made a

qifaah this year as an outspoken, fresh and

straight-shoaditg individual People have usually

known v^here they stand with Bustamante. aitd

that's a good thing.

Bustamante. however, also represents change,

and that's something that scares people As

Bustamante selects his potential cabinet members,

much of the student government will kwk on it as

the first example of how he will handle his temire

as president. It will be interesting to see whom
Busuunante chooses.

The Massachusetts Dailv Collegian hopes

Bustamante realizes these issues, and encourages

him to continue the outspoken wa>s that helped to

land him in office We believe Busumante coukJ

lead the student government in a better direction

if he can help end the polarization of student gov-

ernment politics. The key will be to see if he can.

iriMgru-d edilunuti represent the majority

opinion of the Massachunrtti Daily CoUeguin

Ejdilonal Board.

The sad trend of Hollywood

Johnny

Donaldson

I'm a movie

nerd. I admit

as much. As
part of my
dail> routine, I

surf the vari-

ous movie
news websites

to get the

scoop on the

newest of

Hollywood
nevvs One such site I regularly

attend, jobki.com. had an inter-

esting tidbit of information;

Anne Hathaway, the good-girl

star of kiddie flicks "The

Princess Diaries" and "Ella

Enchanted." reportedly has a

sexual graphic, full-nudity

requiring role in an upcoming

indie called "Havoc." The piece

said that she took the role to

break away from the goodie-two-

shoes image she has built for

herself since the short-lived tele-

vision family drama "Get Real."

All I thought was "another

one bites the dust."

As an aspiring actor myself, I

can understand Hathaway 's need

10 stretch beyond the confines

she's been trapped in. No actor

wants to do the same roles over

and over again, and when you

get typecast into family flicks

than it's a natural desire to get

some respect and take on an

adult challenge.

But nowadays, way two many
young actresses and singers have

confused growing up with going

bad. Call it the "skankization" of

young Hollywood.

It's become apparent that

being a good girl is out; prostitu-

tion and pom is now in. With the

limelight so focused on the bare-

ly clothed ilk of Britney and

Christina, is it any wonder that

desperate starlets are grabbing at

the media by disrobing for the

cameras themselves?

Talent is no longer a com-

modity that hopefuls trade in for

fame; it's sex. Michelle Branch is

no longer the sweet, guitar-sling-

ing folkie that she began her

career has - she's a topless sex

kitten on the cover of Maxim.

She was once a girl who didn't

need to trade in on her body to

be famous and respected. But

now here she is. wearing a hand-

cloth aiul nothing else and talk-

ing dirty to her interviewers.

It's a dishcancning sight to

behold. Branch has betrayed her-

self and her audience bv letting

herself be exploited by handlers

under the guise of female

empowerment and embracing
her sexuality.

Honestly, is it really empow-
erment to pose like a Barbie doll

on a cheap, inconsequential

magazine "read" by 14-year-old

boys who aren't interested in

studying the articles? I've read a

couple of these interviews and

they aren't exactly deep — they

are often piffle that seem overly

concerned with the ladies' sex

lives than their movies or music.

So you got these lovely young

ladies, brimming with ambition

and talent, and what are they

reduced to: pom stars providing

sexualized soundbites for homy
male interviewers.

standard has been floating

around these career moves that

no one has bothered mentioning.

When male actors decide to

go for the glory and demand
respect as thespians do they have

to parade half naked on maga-

zines and in movies? No. Not

unless they really, really want,

losh Hartnett doesn't have to do
a full frontal nude scene to prove

he's a grown-up actor Why does

Anne Hathaway? Justin

Timberlake got respect and plat-

inum sales when he delivered

"justified" to stores and he didn't

have to pull out his penis to do
it. lanet lackson. in the era of

Paris and her sex tape, decided

that the best way to promote her

new "Damita fo" was to flash a

breast.

And that's what's demanded
of our female celebrities nowa-

days. It isn't an explicit demand,

but it's there, in the proliferation

of men's magazines, in the abun-

dant (and unnecessary) media

Honestly, is K really empowerment to

pose like a Barbie doll on a cheap, incon-

sequential magazine "read" by 14-year-

old boys who aren't interested in study-

ing the articles?

Abusing executive privileges

And that's the problem: the

so-called empowerment is really

these ladies pandering to the

lowest common denominator

audience (in other words, frat

boys). Respect is thrown out the

window (along with intelligence,

talent, and anything else that

doesn't involve bikinis) in favor

of naked or near-naked breasts.

The giHs are reduced to flesh,

pretty faces to be ogled, used

and replaced with the next pret-

ty face. The Paris Hiltons, |amie-

Lynn DiScalas, Anne Hathaways
— they blur into one another,

like some generic wide-eyed pop

tart harping on about her

"embrace of her sexuality."

(When did embracing your sexu-

ality mean dressing like a mem-
ber of the Pussycat Dolls?)

The sad thing is that a double

[IllMIJfle

This past

weeks issue of

the Valley Ad-

vocate report-

ed, in its

"Ejection
2004" feature,

that access to

president
George Bush's

National Gu-
ard records, or

any related records, have been

cordoned off.

This is wrong.

When a reporter called from

the Spokane. Wash. Spokesman-

Review to the National Guard
Bureau, the reporter was told

that the chief historian, Charles

Gross, could not speak about

the president's records and that

all queries were to be referred to

the Pentagon.

The thing about Bush is that

he is an elected official, son of.

At least the office of the

President is an elected one, and

by that description, the presi-

dent serves at the pleasure of the

public. Bush, however, has

adopted a tight-lipped, closed-

records policy regarding military

service, energy consults and

even his past arrest records in

Texas and has invoked "execu-

tive privilege" around every

bend
Public information laws are

some of the greatest doorways

for citizens and reall). reporters

and journalists are just glorified

citizens. Whether it is something

as simple as checking the zoning

districts in your neighborhood,

or as complex as employment
records, the records of the pub-

lic sector are meant to be open
And the president acts within

that sector Or, at least he is sup-

posed to.

for the president or any of

his har>d selected employees to

close the books, or sneak them

away when these records have

been of natioiul interest (in the

dse of the National Guard) goes

against the idea of freedom of

information and public access.

While it could be said that

Bush's service should not be

called into question (political

fighting, bickering etc.), there

can be no efforts made to prove

or disprove his Texas Air

National Guard time with

locked records. This runs paral-

lel to the Sierra Club's com-

plaint about a secret meeting of

Veep Dick Cheney and the

undisclosed membership of an

energy task force.

And all the while, "executive

privilege" has been the reason

Executive privilege is necessary

for many things involving

national security. Certainly there

are security issues that come
across executive office desks,

military secrets and threats

where it could be argued, it is

belter that the public does not

know, and even some of these

are a stretch. But for decades-

old National Guard records to

be sealed, it looks like more pol-

itics artd personality differences

than security or important

secrets.

Breaking down the presi-

dent's arguments can be difficult

because they are already intensi-

fied by national politics, media

attention and an upcoming cam-

paign, but compared to any

other elected leader it becomes

clear that the president's situa-

tion is excessive

As an example, a tnayor is

elected to a city's top elected

seat. Under him or her there are

also, usually, elected couiKilors.

These are individuals who are

chosen by the public to serve the

public A mayor serves, as a

president does, at the mercy and
pleasure of those who elect him
or her into that seat.

Were it to ever come up that

a mayor had some dealing in

land, or business that was cru-

cial to a current event in a town,

those records would be avail-

able. Land ownership is oik of

the many open-access records in

the country. Tax-worth of a

property, tax payments, munici-

pal and school employment

records and salaries are all on

this list as well.

But say a mayor was elected

on the premise that the city

would benefit from dealing with

a company and that company's

ownership records were seal«t,

or the tax payments that compa-

ny owned locked up, or the

properties owned by that com-

pany hidden This would cry

foul to even the greenest beat

reporter in the most podunk

towns, so why should it be any

more acceptable nationally?

Magnified again, the presi-

dent's records are sealed as far

as his here-again gone-again

National Guard service. Were it

something as simple as tax pay-

ments, business ownership or

what partnerships Bush is pro-

posing for the country, the hid-

den records would be just as

wrong Over the past few years

what has been sealed has been

borderline or entirely unneces-

sarily hidden.

'Hie issue has made it to the

U.S. Supreme Court docket for

a reason: it smells funny.

Cheney met with energy lead-

ers, a task force, but the public

does not know who they are.

The Sierra Club has done right

to complain, and ask that the

privilege of a president and his

closest colleagues be made
available, in certain circum-

stances.

The point is, the president is

first and foremost a public ser-

vant and this will likely come
up time and lime again over the

campaign season. |ohn Kerry is

too. and is applying to be an

even more noticeable one and

to the same degree, any records

he would have sealed probably

shouldn't be and any efforts to

seal them equally egregious.

Scorr Eldridge 11 is a

Collegian columnist

How to get your groove back
The world has stopped niming: Mindy and Eli back, you can chuck your baggage and return

broke up. Six years running, high school sweet- empty handed but full of heart, the point being

hearts, made it through college together, and now space is not always a bad idea If you are impor-

it's over He feels she hasn't paid enough tant enough to each other, you return to

attention to him lately, and has taken him (
j

fmtt one another

for granted.
*

(Yeah, that's right. Now that I've got

coverage of Britney and

Christina's antics, in the misogy-

nistic vocabulary of hip-hop

music. It isn't enough to be good
at what you do; you have to be

naked while you do it (even if it's

done badly). These women allow

themselves to be exploited to

"further" their careers, but at

least half these D-lists starlets

disappear into the sands of time.

So much for their plans to get

ahead.

The only thing that these

career moves help perpetuate is

the idea that the only way for a

girl to grow up and get respect

is to lose their clothes, while

men don't. They say sex sells —
but only if women are the prod-

ucts.

fohnny Donaldson
Collegian columnist.

The hall is spinning: Rigney's

boyfriend back home loves her — but says they

just can't be together right now. He needs to be

alone — with his baggage: the bottle. Pablo down
the hall is psyched — he'd like to show Rigney

some 'love.' Rigney isn't having it. It'll be months

before she's ready to love again —
and only a little less until she's

ready for rebound rejuvenation

Pablo can't wait, he needs to gel

laid (he's getting grouchy) so

while nursing Rigney, he's working

on his other neighbor Sally, and

the Amazon across the hall But

the Viking downstairs may beat

Pablo to the Amazon...and Sally

— well she's too smart for any of

them. plus, she's secretly a lesbian.

Kerri, across campus, is openly a lesbian, but

can't find any other lesbian to spoon, so she's

gone back to boys — she especially likes the

slightly tubby swimmers with a bit of padding on

the pectoral, and shaved legs.

lackson got burned ... three years ago. He's

decided relationships aren't worth his time right

now. He's a 23-year-old virgin, constantly flirting

over AIM and expensive dinners, afraid to take

the next step, as far as he's run the ghost of his

first love continues to haunt him. Jackson's room-

male. Kevin wears his heart on his sleeve. He's

had his heart broken a myriad of times, a myriad

of ways, and never gets the giri. But the kid keeps

trying, you got to give him that. If only he'd leam

to try a different way, and take something with

him from the experience.

And in the middle there's me. And, although, 1

can't break-dance, I'm gonna get my groove back

before any of these other folks figure out what hit

them. Why? Because I'm not taking it. You can

Step on me, you can cheat on me, you can use me,

and you can make me miserable for only so long,

because, baby, nobody can break me. It may

sound like a bad country remake of a TLC classic

— but it works.

When the going gets lough, the tough gel

going, whether it be to work to save their rela-

tionship or to the road to save themselves. And

when the lough gel smart, they're unstoppable,

because they have learned to take with them more

than biltemess. Relationships happen, and then,

sometimes, they un-happen. You have to fight for

a relationship. However, if it won't work because

you — or your partner — can't find that happy

place anymore, start packing your bags. You can

unpack your bags later, you can bring your bags

Certainly, you can*t

make pain go

away; we all learn

to live with open

wounds. It is the

reality of life.

your attention with the funny opening,

I'm going to get serious Kind of like the cute girl

in the boob-shirt who. while you were staring at

her chest, goes and sells you on a relationship,

instead of a quick — ahem — didley.)

However, before you run off in a blaze of melo-

drama, take a few lessons with

you Don't run empty handed (or

with the ex's entertainment sys-

tem). Walk, because as you walk

you will notice things you won't

see running (away from the last

thing and to the next Hing). That

way. the next lime around it just

might be better That lime may
also make you better, stronger,

faster, more independent, or sure

of how desperately you need to

run home again — home being wherever the heart

is.

It's true: move on, move up, move out, move in

again, move out. just remember to do it all with

respect for yourself and care for your would-have-

been partner How you treat a person is a reflec-

tion on what you think of yourself. Admittedly, I

have a tendency to think the worst of myself, and
therefore think the wofst of the people closest to

me. No I'm not talking about my friends, more my
loves, the ones you expect the most of, supposed-

ly trust the most and give the most to.

My lesson this lime around: treat the people

you love with gentility and kindness. When my
mother heard me say this an evil curl of her lip

became a mischievous smirk and she replied,

"But if they take your shit, and stick around, you
know they're in it for the long haul." Most people

would agree my mother's view is unhealthy and
twisted. As archaic as it sounds, Oliver Wendell
Holmes, perhaps, said it best, "Don't flatter your-

self that friendship authorizes you to say dis-

agreeable things to your intimates. The nearer

you come into relation with a person, the more
necessary do tact and courtesy become." I might
add that in all relationships blood-bound, hor-

monal, and the in-between. Holmes' advice res-

onates.

Certainly, you can't make pain go away; we all

leam to live with open wounds. It is the reality of

life: time does not heal all wounds, we only leam
to live with more pain as we age. These wounds
teach us and, when agonizingly grazed over
again, remind us of past lessons — lessons being
what we must take from experience in order to

step forward, instead of sideways.

S./. Port is a Collegian Columnist.
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Europe's oasis

of tranquillity

Aaron

MilLMiiarti

exampM. '^ My that, iwt it>f ifUij<

pie seem (tmspect this syitfcm The Be1|

One thing that I love about
Brussels is the seemingly insur-

mountable number of parks,

fountains, and general open
grassy areas that compose an
essential piece of the city land-

scape.

Every few days I turn a new
street comer and find myself face

to face with a unique oasis tA

tranquillity in the midst of a town
constructed with workl politics

and international business. Delightful.

The phenomenon is neither exclusive to certain

neighborhoods nor charactensiic of Brussels alone.

Other major cities that I have found noteworthy in

this regard during my travels include Copenhagen,
Luxembourg City. Munich, and Prague. The air seems
cleaner in these places than in other cities I've been to

and it even almost tastes fresh.

Perhaps most impressive, however, is Oslo, a capi-

tol city, which, rather than incorporating green into

its expansion scheiTK. is itself an almost unobtrusive
presence respectfully nestled into its natural sur-

roundings.

In fact, native rivers still flow past the downtown
area and trees that have never felt the blunt chop of
an axe overlook the hustle and bustle of many a city

square. At only three bus stops from the town hall,

one may find themselves in the mkidle of a fieki with
no inkling as to where a large city might be!

Nor is an appreciation for nature limited to city

planners and zoning board members: indeed, the
average European possesses, at the very least, some
degree of environmental awareness and some sense
of societal responsibility for ecokigical protection.

As opposed to the United Sutes, where the Bush
administration both systematically denies the exis-

tetwe of gk)bal warming and consistently passes mis-

labelled legislation that actually increases the seventy
of existing environmental externalities, the sheer

quantity of civil society and publk discourse built up
anxmd the environment in Europe far out measures
any other place I have ever been

Aside from cutting down on air pollution, petnale-

um consumption, urban noise pollution, and traffic

congestkin, the bicTcle keeps its user fit and in com-
pkrle contiol of their arrival time. Along a similar

vein, the publk transport netvkx>rks are both much
more highlv and effectively mtegrated aivi more uti-

lized in European dtias than tilatwlMW. In fact, thnc
are annual oonlinent-wkle e««Ms orfMted to niae
environmoaal flwareness and mnrnii^p: take md
public iiansyuntion use.

With respect to automobiles themselves, Europe
j1s(.) seems quite advanced compared to other nrgions

of ihi- gkibe Firstly, there is a distinct lack of ineffi

cic-nt. nois), and impractically large vehicles such as

the infamous Sport Utility Vehkle. Acmally. even nor-

mal family or personal cars are smaller and more fuel-

offkieni than. say. the United Sutes Perhaps more
signilicani. still, is the fact that alternative energy

researeh is a mainstream discusskm on this side of the

Atiantk.

Europe has also pleasantly surprised me in other
wa>^: every country I've been to has separate bii« for

rubbish; paper, and metal/glass in many places, for
" " ""

T'the^ieo-r

I Wt-food
'

chain. Oukk. donates between five and 10 percent of
its profits to environmenul protection, recycles its

paper producu. and advertises to its cmtomers that

they do the same The popularity of "bio products' —
that is. food and generallv kitchen related producU
that are orgmicalh grown, processed, and packaged
in accordance with European Union standards has
further left me with a fine impresskm and a good taste

in my mouth, literally.

What accounts for this disparity between the rest

of the developed worid and Europe? First, there's the

culture. Partkulariy in northem European nations

there exists a tradition of ecokigical appreciatkxi and
preservatkin, whkh manifesu not only in the form of

hou.sehok) actkxi but also results in relatively strin-

gent environmental legislation Thus, the 1995 acces-

sitjn of Austria. Finland, and Sweden to the European
Union greatly bolstered E U. environmental polky

Scct>nd, there's the political climate that allows for

a great variety of interests to moU into autorKimous
politkal parties, most noubly, the green party. In this

manner significant European Union (at the time

called the European Economic Community) environ-

nK-ntal legislation began to emerge in the early 1 970s.

Finally, and most importantly, is Europe's pragma-
tism in information gathering and policy formulation

and implementatk>n. Many may remember the pecu-

liar heat wave that killed an estimated 35,000 people

and caused over 1 3 billion euros in property damages
across Europe last summer This catastrophe indeed

lends more than etiough credence to the global warm-
ing "hypxMhesis" to shatter the Bush administratkin's

illusion of "science" and demand preventative polky
measures. Others may recall the flooding of two sum-
mers ago that ravaged much of the Czech aixi Polish

countr>'side, inundating the northem half of Prague a

several smaller southern Polish cities. How's that for

a firsthand demonstration about the dangers of for-

est clearing and unsustainable soil management?
To those nations for whom fishing is a substan-

tial portion of GDP revenues, water quality is of

utmost importance. Therefore, de-acidification of

northem lakes and clean up of the North Sea and
the Mediterranean have become projects of inter-

est. There exist numerous additional reasons for

environmental awareness in Europe that are both

sensible arxl politically relevant, such as legal stip-

ulations in successive E.U. treaties and long-term

predictions that global warming will eventually

convert Europe into one big glacier, but suffice to

say that Europe has realized that the well-being of

their persons and their economy hinges upon the

pursuit of sustainable development and ecological

balance.

It is iiKteasingly clear that US ecosystems and
economic capabilities are more similar to those of

Kurope than different. It is along these lines that I

urge my fellow colleagues to realize that our sus-

tained economic viability and, indeed, our person-

al welfare, are contingent upon our ability to more
efficiently and respectfully utilize those resources

at our disposition. I am quite pleased to hear about

programs such as the new "Cash for Trash" strate-

gy at UMass that seeks to pay students for recy-

cling old mobile phones and Inkjet printer car-

tridges.

"This is merely the beginning, of course, but it is

precisely the manner in which an environmentally

conscious civil society will emerge in the United

States and slowly bring our policy into line with

our long-term interests and with that of our

European counterparts.

Aaron Wodin-Schwartz is a Collegian colum-

nist living in Brussels.

The kindergarten cop
An 8 a.m. wake-up call. The

first taste of Antonio's pizza. A
two-hour walking tour of campus
in the sweltering humidity. The
first horrific UCard picture.

Making the friends of a lifetime.

Freshman orientation is the first

taste of college life that incoming
students have at the University of
Massachusetts. It is exciting and
liberating, allowing many of us to^—»—^— experience what life on our own

would be like. However, this coming summer, the

invitations to summer sessions are being extended
to more than just newly accepted high school sen-
iors.

That's right kids. This summer. Mommy and
Daddy will be crashing freshman orientation.

It seems that freshman orientation is no longer
solely focused on the student, according to UMass
administration. Parental satisfaction is quickly
climbing to the top of the priority list. Freshman
parents will be invited to attend information ses-

sions, tour the campus, and even stay overnight in

luxurious University accommodations. But where
does that leave the students? Forget the late night
campus romps, co-ed room parties, and walks to

Antonio's The development, growth, and outright
fun that freshman orientation is supposed to entail

will now be squelched under watchful eyes of
Moms and Pops.

The idea is the brainchild of Michael Gargano,
vice chancellor of student affairs and campus life,

the Office of Parent Services and the New Students
Program is inviting parents to attend the full two
days of orientation with their college-bound child.

"CThe parents) will actually become engaged," said

Gargano at the Facultv Senate meeting on March
n.

Engaged in what, is the question.

According to Gargano, one answer is "skits " Part

of the new orientation process will include the plan-

ning and performing of three to four minute parent-

student skits, whkh will address issues commonly
faced by college students, such as eating disorders,

roommate conflicts, campus security, and the code
of academic integrity.

"We hope (the skits | will set expectations for

sttident conduct and behavior," said Gargano.
Gargano believes that by engaging parents in the
college experience, it will help prevent the chronic
problems the University has been suffering from,
such as akohol abuse.

'This is not just an akohol problem." said

griie 413
tfy Zadury Denver 6 \j^ )'<\ rY\c^r\ ^d.

of A\a^.C

Gargano. "(We want to] change the culture of the

institution and the student behavior of the institu-

tion. It didn't begin ovemight and won't go away
ovemight."

Now this idea is very warm and fuzzy — in a

group therapy sense. What better a way for the

University to demonstrate it does not expect its new
students to handle adult responsibilities? Force
them to convey ideas by using the same tactics they

used to leam about puberty in middle school.

Alcohol abuse has never been prevented through
interpretive dance.

It seems doubtful that the Office of Parent

Services ever actually polled the parents of stu-

dents. If they had. they would most likely leam that

many parents pay UMass to take away the nuisance
that has brought a good deal of pain and suffering

into their lives for the last 18 years. Parents do not

want to take time off of work, vacation, and life

come to a summer orientation at the non-air condi-

tioned University, to babysit a group of 18 and 19
year olds.

It's an old hat folks. If you subject a group of
people to stringent regulations and consunt moni-

Grantad, the parental groups at orientation are supposed to be dis-

tracted by University informational sessions as students register for

dastes and have advisor meetings — but what about the other 23
hours of the day?

If the UMass administration expects students to

consider its code of conduct seriously, it will pro-

mote its expectations in an adult manner —the
same that students expect to receive while paying
for an adult education.

Perhaps Gargano's idea does have a few reason-

able points Parents who are shelling out big bucks
for a college education want to be involved in the

new life of their fituncial investment — their kid

Granted, the parental groups at orientation are sup-

posed to be distracted by University informatiorul
sessions as students register for classes and have
advisor meetings — but what about the other 23
houn of the day?

toring, the more likely they are to rebel — possibly
in the form of alcohol abu.se, violence, and riotous

behavior And while Gargano prepares to play

kindergarten cop, his ideas to prevent student rev-

elry may eventually become his own undoing.

Perhaps Office of Parent Services administration
should take the time to enroll in a few psychology
department courses They'd leam that at the age of

18. the ideals and morals of an individual are more
or less set in stone. Convincing parents to give a

week out of their lives to give a pre-college teclure

about drugs, sex. and rock 'n' roll will not prevent
another Super Bowl riot

Enka Loxiey is a Collegian columnist.

Putting religion back where it belongs

Barak

Brigbi-n. A person who has a
naturalistic worldyieu-. free of super-
natural and mystical elements The
fundamental principle of
this worldview is that the

universe is governed by
natural laws and that there

are no supernatural forces
(Macmillan English Dictionary)

Religion worries me, and 1 am
not alone. There are a large and

tfV^VK Oumhfcr pf |^1|1erifcaos who
UMaiT /hcinA-li«es_jjoiiAcJlgfV)U$.

and are toncerncd afiout the reli-

gious direction to which our public

lives are oriented. Additionally,

these people suffer from extreme
stigma and are uniformly alienated

from public service. I would like to

establish some reasons why some-
one might choose to lead a godless

life, and. hopefully, to also empower
people who share my views to be
more outspoken. The stigma against

"Brighls" will only persist so long as

we accept it.

The 19th century Enlightenment
brought about a completely new
way of seeing religion. No longer

was religion deemed necessary in

order for society to function in an
organized way. and ethical systems
emerged that did not rely on a
supemalural god figure to dictate

the rules of behavior Most impor-

tantly, ideas were formulated that

implied the possibility that life on
our planet emerged through com-

pletely natural processes

SPfBd
*'*'' "° intervention from

,^_^^ an outside source These
ideas were later expanded

into scientific theories that provide
answers for nearly

all of our questions

about the state of

jhp^otW
o«kevdb.'H6*iev*, *iS5t

everybody sob-

scribed to these new
ideas calling them
dangerous and sub-

vg-sive. Yes, these

ideas were subver-

sive, but I would
argue that their

merit lies in subvert-

ing outdated notions

that were no longer

necessary in order to

explain the world in

which we live.

On Tuesday,

March 10, a new Political Action
Committee was formed in

Washington. This committee is

called GAMPAC (godlessameri-
cans.org), and was created by con-

cerned American citizens who
believe that religion plays too great

There are a large

number of AiMr-

icans who declare

themselves non-

religious, and are

concerned about

ttie religious direc-

tion to wtiich are

public lives afe

oriented.

a role in politics. They cite examples
all over the world and throughout
history where religion was a direct

cause of horrendous acts (the

Crusades, 9/11, the Kashmir,
Palestine, Nazi Germany, and the

list goes on...), and they claim that

our country is also experiencing a

dangerous mix of

religion and politics

(gay marriage, abor-

tion, education, etc.)

During the inau

gural pfess confer-

ence of the PAC.
Douglas Campbell
(one of the PAC's
founders) stated that

America has not

been at all successful

in implementing the

separation between
church and state

mandated by the con
stitulion. To illus-

trate this point he

recollected an inter-

view recorded during
Senator Joseph l.ieberman's presi-

dential campaign in which he stat-

ed, "freedom of religion does not

imply freedom from religion."

Lieberman is withholding the right

to choose to not be religious. He
sees America as a fundamentallv

religious nation, and believes that

leaders of this nation must share

these religious values Campt>ell
was deeply disturbed by this com-
ment, as am I.

I believe it is time for Brights to

"come out of the closet* and admit
their belief in a naturalistic inter-

pretation of the universe. The most
alarming reason for a public state-

ment of this kind is that we have
been desensitized to a culture that

asserts religious affiliatioix as ihc
aotm. The zoologist Richard
Dawkins raises an interesting exam-
ple with the indoctrination of chil-

dren into oppressive belief systems:

We would shudder upon hearing of

a three-year-old Neo-Marxist-
Seynesian. "How can someone so

young have adopted such a complex
belief-system? She must have been
brainwashed," we would accuse.

The same should go for a three-

year-old Christian. Moslem, jew,

Hindu, or Buddhist.

It is time for us to put religion

back where it belongs: in our
homes, our churches, and our pri-

vate ritual practices, and nowhere
else.

Nietzsche declared that God was
dead, why can't religion follow in

his footsteps?

Rarak Sered is a UMass student.

New exhaust system law is not the answer

Mail

luidics and gentlemen, there might be a new law

coming into Massachusetts. Is it a law making harsh-

er punishments for drunk-driving? No. What about a

law with stiffer dmg penalties? Nope.
It's a law limiting how loud the exhaust on my car

can be. Wonderful.

The bill .is trying to ban the sale or
installation of "an exhaust system which
has been modified in a manner which will

amplify or increase the noi.se emitted by the

exhaust." Even though these exhausts are better for

the environment, since most of them arc newer than

the older cars they are put on, our govemmcnt is try-

ing to make me get rid of it.

Please tell me why this is a priority on any law-

makers list. It's not even like these parts make the

cars go faster, they just make them louder So then, if

we are limiting the noise of my car, I am demanding
a quieter Massachusetts as a whole.

Lawnmowers arc much more annoying than a

loud car Think about it. If 1 drive by you in a loud

car, you hear it for three seconds. If I am your neigh-

bor and I'm mowing my lawn for six hours, starting

at 7 a.m. on a Saturday, I think that is a little more
annoying.

Get rid of those pesky snow blowers. They are too

loud also, and the same thing applies to them that

apply to lawnmowers.
There are emissions laws that are extremely strict

in Massachusetts that other states don't even have.

Here, for example, you can't change the location of

our catalytic converter In other states, like most of

them, you can do whatever you want to your exhaust.

So why are we so tough?

Now. I am annoyed by the sounds of certain cars.

I drive fast cars, not little Honda Civics with

[lljpf
a six-inch fart pipe. I find those extremely

„^^_^ annoying, but to each his own. 1 drive

American muscle, and I love it, just like

thousands of other people.

In Canada they are trying to ban the use of all

aftermarket parts, regardless of if they make the car

safer or not. Now there's a great idea. My old car had
about $10,000 of work in it, and half of it was to

make the car safer for me to drive and better for the

environment.

If Massachusetts passes this law. you know that

the ban of all aftermarket parts is right around the

comer Now that'll only cost companies millions of

dollars and thousands of jobs. But hey, at least it's for

the betterment of our society

1 don't get the connection between an aftermarket

exhaust and idiots racing their cars on the street, and
1 know that's why they want to ban all aftermarket

parts. The streets are filled with races because there

isn't a legal drag strip in Boson, and that teenagers

think they are invincible.

If you go to any of those races, you will notice that

the large majority of the ptx)ple participating are

under 20-years-old. So why must they make laws

that will hurt law abiding citizens like me?
They arc making these laws becau.se someor>e

came to the brilliant conclusion that cutting down all

aftemiarkct parts would then cut dov\n on street rac-

ing. And when there was prohibition, no one drank
any alcohol, right?

Nothing will stop street racing, and no movie is at

fault. Aftemiarkct parts aren't the problems, movies
aren't the problem, and my loud exhaust certainly

isn't the problem. I don't know exactly what the

problem is. but I'm sure it falls somewhere between
teenagers driving like idiots and the closest drag rac-

ing track over an hour away.

Different slates are tackling this issue in different

ways. Some are well aware that a loud exhaust isn't

the problem, and then some states are like

Massachusetts. I have u solution.

Build a legal drag racing strip near Boston. It

would cut down on street races, create hundreds of

jobs and put a lot of money in the surrounding areas.

But I don't see that happening K-causc of the fact

that drag racing has received such a bad image
recently that i\ lc>t of places don't want to be associ-

ated with it.

Bet hey. my car is too loud, .so we need to solve

that first.

Matt i.lder is a Collegian columnist.

LEHER TO THE EDITOR
CO-ED BATHROOMS

HAVE A PRECEDENT
I recently returned to the University of Massacfiusetts

fo give a lecture at one of my former professor's classes

and spent the afternoon on campus While reading ttirough

the Marcfi 1 1 edition Daily Collegian, I saw Gllad Skolnick's

column, "A Plea for Bathroom Reform
"

I just thought I would send you an historical data point.

I graduated from UMass in 1983 I spent my freshman year

in Grayson on Orchard Hill and my sophomore and junior

years In Van Meter In Central. During that time, our floors

had co-ed bathrooms. If I am not mistaken, many of the

dorms on campus that had co-ed floors also had co-ed

bathrooms.

And, you know what. It was never a problem. In fact,

our bathrooms were generally cleaner than bathrooms on

all-male floors because the guys didn't want to kwk like

slobs. Van Meter also had a row of showers and if you

wanted to go to any of the stalls except the first one, you

had to pass In front of the other showers. There was only a

plastic curtain between you and someone of the opposite

sex. But. not once, did I ever hear about someone accost-

ing or peeping in on somebody Of course, the co-ed bath-

rooms did allow you to take your girlfriend Into the same
stall whenever you wanted, but, hey, it was fun without

hurting anyone.

It was comical at times during Parents Weekends In

Van Meter, we put a "Ladies Room" sign on one door and

a "Men's Room" sign on the other None of the parents fig-

ured out they were connected until one couple went down
the hall together and through the different doors, only to

meet up again on the Inside, Oops,

So. there is precedent for your plea I don't know when
or why the co-ed bathrooms were eliminated Either the

University became more conservative or the students

became more uncivil.

Michael Mahoney

UMass graduate
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The gang^s back in action
Scooby sequel faib to live up lo mediocre standards set by lirst filin

By Johnny Ddnaujson

Did the filnunaken really think they

were making another round of

"Ghobtbusters' when they decided to tum
lianna Barbera's lovable mutt Scoob>-I>JO

into a live action movie? Did they really

think that their bulbous, cartoonish, rub-

bery looking Doo was a fitting repl<Kenient

for the simple, rwo-diinensional charm.s of

the onginal dog' Did they really think there

was a burning need to reteiae a sequel to

the origmal "Scooby-Doo" irwvie?

Th^ are the kinds of questions that

floated thtrxigh m> mind whik: watching

"ScoobyDoo 2 Monsters Unleashed." a

kxjd. annoying, colorful and wholly unnec-

esaary fdlow-up who's exiaiaioe at iMtt

givcf a definite answer to that last quesrion.

(Like last year's dud Tomb Raider* sequel,

it proves that just because a film makes

money doeani mean it deaervea a sequel)

The movie is a fMxty. hypervemiMng eye-

son; vkiih flashing cobrs and frrnetk: actkxi

that may keep littkr ones divrrted for an

hour mk) a haH But there's precious Httk-

wit here to distract the aduhs escorting

their kxls to the cnme-solving canine's

adventurvs For anyone over the age of five,

siltmg through "Duo 2' a like being

denimd in ctnematk prison

The movie begins with the Myuay, Inc.

cdcbiaiing the opening of a new

Sm SCOOIY on pagt 7

Daphne Shaggy Scaohy Fred Valma

From left: Sarah Michelle Ciellar as Daphne; Matthew Lillard as Shajatv; Scooby Doo; Freddie Prinze Jr. a» Fred; Linda Cardellini as Vrim*. The cast of the original Scooby Doo him return* tor thi* sequel.

"Scooby Doo 2: Monsters Unleashed."

A dose of reality

for Sci-Fi Channel

The Magic Picture Box
is a column athtut that

invention wv all have

and some us actually

watch - the tele\'ision.

Reality television has

been all the rage on lel-

N/lanir
evision the past few

IVIdyiU years. It seems that

Picture Box every channel, includ-

ing cable, has at least

Ryan AUOBrI one or two of these for-

^^—1"^^— ays into fake reality

The Sci-Fi channel is the latest to try

and offer up a new plate. This dish is sur-

prisingly different and interesting, albeit

funny at times. "Mad Mad House"

debuted March 4. and its premise is rela-

tively simple. Ten average citizens live in

a souped up mansion with five people

from the alternative lifestyle community

for a chance to win $100,000 (Hey. it's

cable - what were you expecting? A mil-

lion dollars?) One hou.seguest is voted off

by the five "Alts" every week: usua''y it i-

whoever is the least open-minded or has

completed their learning experience.

What is meant by alternative lifestyle?

Well, first there is Don Henrie. the vam-

pire. By a show of hands, who knew there

are actually real vampires? Don drinks

blood and has fangs which he employs

while he has a grand lime freakin' out the

houseguests with his dark humor.

There is Fiona Home, the witch of the

group. Fiona has practiced witchcraft for

more than 16 years and is a best selling

author, journalist, musician, and

radio/TV personality. The beautiful,

blonde Australian can have an effect on

the male houseguests (if you know what 1

mean). Fiona exploited this in last week's

See SCI Fl on page 7

^Movie^oke* gives fans the opportunity to

make their own version of *American Pie*
By Cameron J. Woods

(."oLLHi.iAN Staff

The "American Pie" movie trilogy

has saturated the contemporary come-

dy world for the last three years. The
cast of young stars have entertained

audiences by graduating high school,

attending college, and even getting

married. Undoubtedly these films will

withstand the test of time on the com-
edy section shelves of Blockbuster.

For those who are not yet ready to

stop beating these movies for all of

their comedic juices, there is now
"Movie-oke."

"Movie-oke" or movie karaoke is

just like singing normal karaoke with

text you have to follow along with on

a .screen. This new phenomena is

spreading like a sick wildfire, people

are playing it in bars and at

parties, trying to put their

voice over their favorite

movies while reading along

with the subtitles.

If this is something that

you are into and you are tired

of botching your lines before

your fourth Sammy then

maybe The American Pie

Movie Karaoke set is for you.

The idea here is that instead

of making a complete fool of yourself

in public you have the comfort and

security of just being a boob in your

own home.
The software is essentially idiot

proof; disk goes in. screens pop up.

you click yes a couple of times

and then il is time to become
StifHer. |im. or even Eugene

Levy. At first it is quite strange

putting your voice into

American Pie. American Pie 2

and American Wedding but

after a few tries it gets to feel

just a bit goofy.

Unfortunately there is a lim-

ited range of scenes to choose

from. 1 7 in total from the three

films. This could be a problem if you

had your heart set on a particular

scene, but they did an all right job

with selecting the more hilarimis l lips

from the trilogy.

I must admit, there arc sumc nn.ii uai^

scenes from all three movies in this game
Watching the clips are funny enough

alone, wait till you try putting your voice

over the existing ones. The problem is in

the limited amount of things to do; per-

sonally after a few scenes I turned

American Pie II into a badly-dubbed

fighting film. Making Levy mutter death

threats to his son got old fast though.

Perhaps the biggest (law to thi.s game
lies in its near instant stalcness. That and

the fact that it is choppy at times and a

very needy bit of software make this

game more of a novelty than a high qual-

ity entertainment tool.

(IVlKTlsV I NlVKRsAL

Eugene Levy (left), Jason Biggs and Alyson Hanningan (rif^t) star in the "America Pie" trilogy. Users of the "American Pie Movie Karaoke" set can add their voii

e» to scenes from these popular films.

This place is a lad Mad House'
Jewish, Black communities

unite for Treedom Seder'

UlwriSY SU-n CHANNSUf >

Among the 'alts' living

in Sci-Fi's "Mad Mad
House" are fang-wearing

Vampire Don Henrie (top,

left). Art Aguirre (center),

a profcstional boy piercer,

Avacado (top, right), the

nudist, lya Ta'Shia Asanti

(bottom, left), * practicing

Voodoo Prics(e»!> and Fiotui

Home (bottom, right), a

•elf-proclaimed witch.

tCintrom

episode to test the houseguest's respect of her

Avocado is not only the name of a fruit, but is

also the name David Wolfe prefers. He is a natur-

ist, who enjoys nudity and eats only raw foods. In

addition. Avocado is a best selling author and is

respected in his field.

lya Ta'Shia Asanti is a Voodoo Priestess who
has spent 10 years studying artd training in the

tenets of Voodoo. She is also a civil-rights

activist, teacher, poet, and journalist.

The fifth and final .Alt is named Art Aguirre.

Art is a modem primitive, as well as he is a pro-

fessional piercing artist artd bod> -modifier A
modem primitive practices >oga and meditation

along with ritual suspension and other traditions

Each Alt chooses one houscguest to be their

roommate for the week, which enables both par-

ties to further get to know each other better

Moreover, these five Alts test each of the house-

guests each episode with a trial of each of their

practices. One week, as one of Dons trials, the

houseguests were diving in a pool of bkx>d;

aiK>ther week, the houseguests panicipated in a

Voodoo ritual in which lya Ta'shia became pos-

sessed and covered the houseguests in animal

paris. Good okJ family fun if you ask me.

At the end of each episode, the Alt's enter the

deliberation room to discuss who will be kicked

out. The houseguest who won the trial also gets

to sit on the chit-chat Finally, at the stroke of

midnight (wow. how original), a houseguest is

voted off and the tribe has spoken . whoops,

wrong show.

"Mad Mad House* is like "Big Brother" meets

"Survivor" meets "Fear Factor." The show pro-

vides man> humorous njoments. while still being

entcnaining.

"Mad Mad Fiouse' airs on the Sci-Fi Channel.

Thursdays at 9 p.m.

Ryan Aubert is a Cullepan ColumntMt.

Artist with rock roots on show
Worcester welcomes exhibition of local painter

By Nancy Sheenan
AawKiATf II Piwai

WORCESTER - Lawrence

Strauss is the father of two small

sorts. He is also an artist, whkh
makes him different from other

dadt in ways you might think of

right away:

"I was making some digital

prints of my oil paintings and when

1 got tlte proofs back from the

printer I hated them." said Mr
Strauss, of V\'orcester "1 just

thought they looked totally dead

They weren't sotnething I wouki

actually want to show so 1 said to

my kids. Do you want these?' And

my oWer son said. These wouU be

great to cokx on!' 1 saW They

wodd? Give me those back!"

it was an epiphanic rtxxnent

He deckled to vivify the lifeless

prints him.self. Why should a 6-

year-old have all the fun? So Mr.

Straass began drawing over his

digital images and enjoyed it so

much he's been doing it ever since,

albeit with pastels rather than the

crayons his Itids would have used if

he had let them keep the proofs.

Several of his later pastel-enhanced

digital images can be seen in "On

the Wall Comk;s," an exhibition at

Worcester Artist Group at 58

Hariow St.. Worcester, a converted

old factory building off Lincoln

Street.

Tlie components of each of Mr
Strauss' pieces are arranged

sequentially, like comics. He made

the pixels of the underlying digital

images huge, like looking at comics

under a magnifying glass, and

stayed with pure Inkjet colors -

which, like comics, are cyan,

magenta, yellow and black. The

result is a pleasing sort of photo

improvisation inspired by the local

jazz and classical musicians whose

performances became his photo

sessions.

Five other artists are included in

the exhibit, which runs through

Wednesday: Sam Ulos. Giorgio

Frat'Antonio. Kate Mills,

Ferdinand Nazario and former

WAG director |oey Mars, who

makes a triumphant return visit to

Worcester.

Originally. Worcester photogra-

pher Nancy MacDonald also had

been part of the show, but she

withdrew her work after artistic

differences arose between her and

Mr. Strauss, who also served as

curator for the exhibition.

In spite of that bit of dissention,

the show evinces an underlying

unity The theme is the artistic

influence of the lowly comic book,

with a nod to the medium's mas-

ters, past and present. For more

than 50 years, pop artists such as

Andy Warhol and Claes Oldenberg

have drauTi inspiration from the

coniK.s. The idea lor this show.

from Mr Strauss' exhibition

annoufKcment: 'Each generatkm

of vtists experiences tfie form dif-

ferently. Come see how the current

generation has integrated the

comic kJiom into their paintings,

sculpture, photography and more
"

If Warhol et al. were the parents

of pop. the current generation sees

itself as its sons aitd daughters.

"I kiixl of view myself as a fine

artist with a cartooning stykr." Mr
Mars tokl the Telegram & Gazette

in an interview a few years back.

Of all the artwork in the WAG
show. Mr Mars' stay truest to the

comk^s core. His cnergctk. techni-

color cnMticjns seem as if they

couW be freeze-frames from one of

the more well-rendered Saturday

moming TV cartoons "Its a

Beautiful Day." pen and ink with

watercobr on paper, features a

maniacally grinning head of a rab-

bit popping up out erf a rabbit hole

in a desert while a flying saucer

hovers in a blue, cloud-puff popu-

latcxl sky

Perhiips best known for his

rocker art appearing on T-shirts,

posters and tour stickers for per-

formers such as Aerosmith and the

Grateful Dead, his work combines

a futuristic viswn with wry com-

mentary on present-day condi-

tions.

Furthest from the comics quin-

tessence were the sculptures of Mr.

Frat'Antonio, which have more of

a sci-fi feel to them. A photogra-

pher and illustrator, he said he

chose the 3-D medium specifically

for this show. He hadn't done any

sculpture since 1 982. when he was

in college. Once the decision was

made, .sculpting filled his days,

nights, dawns, dreams and twi-

lights. "I decided to step out and

experiment so I took three weeks

off from work and 1 did seven

pieces," he said.

In just that time?

"I get totally, totally absorbed in

my work," he said. "It's like surf-

ing. You ride the wave and when

the wave's gone, you do something

else. You catch another wave."

It might be the technology

By Glen Straub
CoLLtt.lAN SlAI-F

TWo different peoples; two dif-

ferent stories; one coticept thread-

ing everything together

While the cultures may differ

and conflict has arisen between the

two groups in the past, the people

of k'wish and African decent have

shared a similar history — one of

diaspora.

Rarely though have the two

ostracized groups found a common
ground on this historical iwtion. As

a result, a potentially powerful rela-

tkmship is not as strong as it coukj

be.

However, Sunday night, four

on-campus oi^anizations attempt-

ed to take a step towards unity.

On the top floor of the Campus

Center, the Black Student Union.

Delta Xi Phi Multk-ultural Sorority.

Office of lewish Affairs and

Student Affairs and Campus Life,

unified a small but intrigued group

of lewish and Black students at

University of Massachusetts stu-

doits in their sixth annual Freedom

wave that he rides rtext. Fie uses

computers at only the nK>st ele-

mentary level, but he wants to go

digital with his photography and

that will require a considerabk;

upgrade in his skills. "I know 1

really need to do it." he said.

For now, he doesn't use com-

puters for his artwork, he uses

them as artwork. A sculpture at

WAG called "Computer Virus"

shows a flat black, melted-down

mass of innards oozing out of one

obviously very ill computer

Another tall sculpture rcsembkrs a

mainframe gone mad.

"I've got two Macs, the scanner

artd the modems I've got the

whole works." he said. "But 1 gut

them out and use them for art-

work. 1 hang them from my ceil-

ings. 1 take the guts out and I put

lights in them. I have wires coming

out that light up but it's hanging so

its kind of like a hanging light."

Many viewers will find they

have an appetite for the appealing

work of Leominster artist Kate

Mills.

"People get hungry kx)king al

my paintings. I hear that a lot." she

said. And its not just that two

side-by-side WAG paintings are

straight on, outsized views of a cup

of coffee and a piece of cake,

respectively It is their warm colors

that lend them flavor.

"Its all in the color theory." Ms.

Mills, said. "If you look at

McDonalds and Burger King,

what colors do they use on their

signs? Hungry colors. I don't actu-

ally utilize it for the sake of making

people hungry. It just happened

that way. Orange. browTi. red and

yellow make people hungry It's

been shown in tests and groups."

Her tasty cotors pop against

bold black lines that outline each

of the paintings' components, in a

classic style reminiscent of her

comic book idol, |. Scott

Campbell.

"Inking is really important."

she said. "The black lines in my
paintings and a hand-inked comic

book go hand in hand. In my head

I have so much respect for inkers

of comic books and he (Campbell)

does it. He has that grasp."

m%mj\o. 2S N Ploanni St Amhrr.l 2Sf) 0" H
14S M«in St Northampton S86.01SS

Seder.

"Whertever people from difler-

ent communities come together in

an atmosphere of mutual respcxi

and friendship, the world becomes

a better place," Larry Goldbaum,

director of the office of Jewish

affairs, toW a 45-person crowd

seated at Seder plate decorated

dinner tables. "The Torah — the

lewish Bible — teaches us to treat

'the stranger' in our midst as if she

or he were a member of our fami-

ly In a very real sense, we are

members of the same family"

Although the Seder plates used

during dinner were somewhat sim-

ilar to the traditional Jewish cus-

tom — with African-Americans

and native Africans in the audi-

ence — the content of the

Freedom Seder strayed from the

traditkntal.

The Haggadah, a lewish prayer

book used to direct the Seder, sym-

bolized the atmosphere of the

night NonnalK filled with songs,

prayers and stories of the lews flee-

ing slavery in Egypt in biblical

times, the Freedom Seder

Haggadah celebrated "unity and

liberation."

Sprinkled with such Black lib-

eration staples as "Lift Every Voice

and Sing" (the Black National

Anthem), rhymes from hip-hop's

most socially conscious MC's,

poetry from some of the nx»t

acclaimed Black writers and the

song lyrics to Bob Marley's

"Redemption Song" and "War,"

this Haggadah proved to be a tiew

wave for intertwining two people

histories that are strikingly similar

The 45-minute long collabora-

tive-run Seder was concluded with

an scrumptious meal tftat iiwluded

soul food like fried chicken and

traditional k'wish food like noodle

kugel.

Nia Taylor, a UMass student

and member of the Freedom Seder

2004 Planning Committee, was

pleased with how the night turned

out.

Taylor who is of African-

American and kwish decent said it

best when she stated, "This U a

great way to bring the two cultures

together"

'Scooby Doo' sequel disappoints

SCOOBY trofnpage6

exhibit at Coolsvilk;'s Coolsonian museum dcdKaled

to all their past e\pk>its (all the costumes that their

foes ever u.sed are on display.) The cast from the last

"Doo" all retum for there second go arouitd: Freddk

Prinze |r as pretty boy Fred; Sarah Michelk* Cellar as

girlygiH C^phnc: Linda Cardellini as bookish Velma

and Matthew Lillard as ever-afraid stonc-r Shaggy

Once again. Cardellini fares best, nailing Velma s vul-

nerabk: nerdiness with dead-on apkxnb. Lillard is

quite possjbk" the single best choke for Shaggy,

witether that's a good or bad thing depends on vour

lehMMtiiv LillM^MiiMlk, •

. Uk apmir^ light is • disaster: a black clad bad

guy comes 'm riding a real Pterodactyl Ghost and steals

away with all the oki costumes Soon, a tra-sh-TV news

reporter (Alkui Silverstonei has discredited Mystery.

Inc. on TV and the gang is k-ft to battle a coterie of real

ptosis, all controlk.\l by the masked villain.

Who Ls the baddie? Is it Silverstone. so obses.sed

with deincaning the gang on tcMcviskwi? Is it the muse-

ums curator (Scih tireen) whom X'elma develops a

crush on? Or Ls okl liiiK' nemcses k^nathan lacobo

(Tim Blake NeKKii and Okl Man Wk.kk> (Peter

Boykrl? Let me assure \ou. dear ailuli reader, that you

will have the culpni figured out e\en before director

Raja Go^nell's name appmrs on the opening cirxiits.

This is the kind of movie witere a Crayola box full

of blinking, flashing cok)rs is used in place of humor,

soul and energy The writer, as on the first otk. is laiix's

Gunn who wrote one of the \car's best films in "Dawii

of the IX-ad;" here he flips around to write otk of the

dumbest The lew times that C.unn and Gosnell make

an attempt wA appeasing the grown-ups with adult

hunH)r, the jokes seem weak and half-hearted (Tlicri's

only one chuLkic-worthy Shaggy -a»-stoner g»^

ino\icleeni'- won intent on underlying it* wtyci luu ui,

pulsing collars with fart jokes then with siiart jukes

hist because you arc making a movie lor the kKh doe»>

n't mean vou can't be Hjphisticated "Shrek" and

"Finding Nemo" have proven this already

Much of the cast (Ciellar. Green. Nelson. BoykM are

beyx>nd this films' league and dc-scrve more than what

this one-diftK'nsional piffle as to offer (Prinze, no

stranger to bad movies, just seems at hottK here. ) This

year has aireadv hosted 'Agent Cody Banks 2" and

"Confesrions a(f a Teenage Drama QiR-en:" we don't

need to condescend to the famih audience with this.

Linda Cardellini and Seth Green (top) do their best to make "Sctx»bv IXx» 2: Monsters Unleashed" a

bearable experience to watch, but to no avail. Cardellini, Sarah Michelle Cellar. Freddie Prime Jr. and

Matthew Lillard (K)ttom) all reprise their roles from the original "Scooby Dcki' flick but this time around

the cast seems a bit tix> mature for Mystery Inc.

WRITE rOR
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Every Wednesday is

College
Night

at

The Waterfront
In Holyoke

featurimo:
81 Draft

32 8M00TEB8
82 Well Drinks

Hosted by: Dj KT
Spinning Hip Hop 6 Rog^ac

all nisht long

NO Cover Charge
21* Only IO-2AM
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Pubs in London. Clubs in Spain.

Sleep id oPP on Che drain.
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London $316
Pans $377
Guatemala $429
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Tagliabue's contract extended
PAl.M BEACH, Fla - All 52

NFL owner* voted to extend com-

missioner Paul Tagliabue's contract

for up to three years because the

league is luLing several ke) deci-

sions.

Pittsburgh owner Dan Rooney,

head of the dxnnuttee thai oversees

league operations, said he proposed

the extension in light of impending

issues such as new TV' deals, a new

labor agreement, new suidiurns and

possibly putting a team back in Los

Angcks.

Tagliabue's current contract

CKpircs in May 2005. He has been

commissioner since H«9, when he

was ekcted after Pete Rozelle

retired

HOCKEY
Ml ANTA - The NHL

approved the sale of the Atlanta

Thrashers, and the new owners

expect to take over in the next few

days.

A nine-man ^oup headed by

Boston businessnan Steve Eielkin

agreed to bu> the Thrashers, the

\tlanu Hawks, and Philips Arena

lor $250 inillwn from Time Warner

in September The NBA gave its

approval on the Hawks' deal two

weeks ago.

Helkin's new partnership -

known as Atianu Spirit LLC - ako

includes Turner's yoimfHt son.

Beau Turner Ted Turner owned the

teams and baseball's Atlanta Braves

but kjst control through a series of

corporate merget^. The Thrashers

joined the NHL as an expenskxt

team in 1999.

HOUSTON - Hall of Fame
guard Calvin Murphy surreixiered

to authorities after being charged

with sexually abusing his daughters

more than a decade ago.

The former Houston Rockets

star was charged with three counts

of aggravated sexual assault and

three counts of indecency with a

chiki.

The charges involve five daugh-

ter? who were uiider 1 7, the Harris

County districi ck;rk's office sakl.

The daughters sakl Murphy sexual-

ly abused than between 1988-91.

aocofdii^ to an affidavit by Drew
Carter of the Texas Rangers.

The 55-year-okl Murphy was

released hxxn jail after posting a

$90,000 bond. Murphy had no

comment.

CLEVELAND - Mateen

Ckaves signed a 10-day contracn

with the Ckrveland CavaUers. who
need help at point guard whik Jeff

Mcbmii is on the injured list.

Cleaves, who helped Mkhigan State

win the 2000 NCAA diamptoaship,

perticipaled in a shootaruund with

the Cavaliers in San Antonk).

OOUfGE lASKEIBMI
ATLANTA Saint loseph's Phil

Martciii and Tennessee's Pat

Summitt were honored as the

Naismith College Basketball

Coaches ^ the Year by the Atlanta

TipoflClub.

Last week, Saint Joseph's point

guard laiiieer Nelson was sekx'ted

the Naismith CoU^e Player of the

Year, along with Diana Taurasi of

Connecticut, who won for the sec-

ond year in a row.

MIAMI - Florida International

hired former assistant Sergio

Rouco as its new basketball coach.

Rouco. an assistant at Texas-El

Paso last season, replaces Donnie

Marsh, who was tirvd earlier this

month after the Golden Panthers

finished 5 22. the worst record in

school history.

GOLF
PONTE VEDRA BEACH. FTa

- (ohn Daly will get another crack

at Augusta National.

Daly, who pick^ up his first

PGA Tour victory in nine years

last month at Torrey l*it)es. was

among the final five players who
qualified for the Masters by finish-

ing in the top 10 on the money list

or the top 50 in the worid rank-

ing.

Daly dropped only one spot to

No. 10 on the money list He was
only safe when Adam Scott won
The Players Championship, and
iK)ne of the players behind Daly

on the money list finished second.

NFL owners vote in favor of

retaining instant replay system
RffUiriroffl page 10

ankhipsnot seen anytime before in

Mjr le*|ue.' retirmg RavoM owner

Art Model said of the Rozeile-

Tai^iueyean.
Several other rules chmpes will

be voted on either "nieaday or

Wedne«%
Chanfinf wtirtkue to allow

both teams a poaMMion is unlikely

to be approved. The competition

committee doesn't favor it.

The committee also recom-

merKkxl instituting 15-yard penal-

tie> li.>r choreographed celebrations

and "mr***^ sonKT minor changes

to the Ur catch rule that v^ill elim-

inaie any returns by the receiving

te<Bn once the signal is made.

An expansion of the playoffs

fnim 12 to 14 teams won't be on

the agenda after Kanaas City with-

drew the propoaal. Although many

coaches sakl they favor the idea.

the Qiieft felt there wasn't enough

nqiport among the ownot. and the

competition committee was strong-

ly opposed

Concern about the disparity in

carii flow between the 32 teams

has been a main topic of the meet-

ii^. Rooney, Buffalo's Ralph

y/Vton and lixiianapolis' Htnmy

Irsay expressed their concerns

Moiiday

"With our stadium and ticket

pncOTg and market, we are 32nd

out of 32.' sakl Iriay who went

into his own pocket to pay a record

$34.5 millkm signing bonus to

quarterback fVyton Manning, last

season's co-MVP
"nhere has to be some way to

create a shift there, and it's the

issue in the NFL right now. revenue

sharing."

Tagliabue predicted renewal of

the NFL Trust, through which

teams share revenues from the sale

of licensed merchandise. That

amounts to about $4 million per

team a year. Washinglon's Oaniei

Snyder and Dallas' leiry |oncs

want to market their own products

without cutting in others, although

neither haa indicated opposition to

the NFL fhist. They do seek mod-
ifkoitions.

That concerns small-market

owners.

"I cant see why we're talking

about selling a few more bobbie-

head dolls in Buffak).' Wilson said.

"And I wonder how many Cowboy
hau lerry is going to sell there.

There's a far more fundamental

issue: the money dispanty that vi^

end up making it a league of have*

and have-nots."

Process:
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Mafcti22-Mi25&i^2-A()nll2004

MMNeiftaSe^ Tuesday Evening April 13, 2004

Forstoilenisiisplacadiniiiittier > Look lor information atXHJltiiDe and bcation

posted in your residence hall.

[)tspla(«(JStu(JeflNeiRa^ Thursday, Apri 15 -Frtiay. April 23, 2004

Forstiiijefitstjisplaceilloith^ > Apply online @ the SPIRE website,

props.

N Room Selection in Same Ht

For ^IcontVHing students.

Wednesday Evening April 14, 2004

> Look for inlomiation about tiine and location

posted in your residence hall

HousiiigLoieiy, %sday. April 15 -Friday, April 23, 2004

Foraicurrenton-c^iiipusstyiJeiilSiiisliriglo^ > Apply online @ the SPIRE webs^e.

dsplacedlromttieiftiuMns.

RoomniatePuHn;

For students li a confiriiied vacancy and a iiut^

Tuesday, April 20 -Friday, April 23, 2004

> Come together to the Housing Assignment

Office,

'On^iiipusslwJenrtdofiofpaf!)^^^

assplte'fipofafyliousifig, JiMs^

Tampa Bay catcher Toby Hall, left, and closer Danyt Baez congratulate each other after the Devil

Rays downed the defending American League champion New York Yankees.

Yankees blown out by lowly Devil Rays
WNKEES LOK from page 10

At the sushi stands and sake bars in the Big Egg.

the talk was about baseball's most famous club. Yet

after circling halfway around the globe, all those

All-Stars feU flat ^MM one of baseball's kmt-
known teams.

"I'm sure that there are a kx of peopk: driving to

work right now sayitig. 'Who are those guys?'"

Devil Rays owiier Vince Naimoli sakl.

In the second opener played by major league

teams in |apan. .Mussina kxiked as if he woukl have

rather been back home in Montoursviile. Pa. Trying

to become the 1 00th pitcher with 200 wins, he gave

up a broken-bat. tMo-run singk* to Toby liall in the

fourth, then let Cruz lie it 3-all in the sixth with his

homer
Martinez, lulio Lugo and Toby Hall foUowed

with consecutive doubles for a 5-3 \tatl and chased

Mussina, who took the kMs.

Paul Uuantrill got thro three pitches to

end the inning, but k*ft ali^ wth pitch, when
Rodriguez banged into his right kixx; trying to field

Rucco Bakkrlli's bunt single leading off the seventh.

Felix llerecUa let the game spin away, making a

wikl pickoff tha>w for a two-baae error before his

fir^t pitch, then alk>wing a singk to Aubrey Huff

and a two-run homer to Martinez, playing his tint

game for his hometown team.

"Obviously, to beat the Yankaci is great." s^
Martinez, who helped New York win four Worid

Series titles from 1996-00 "The faas here Uyve

them, but we made them cheer for us. too*

Victor Zambrano got the win for the Devil

Rays, who have finished last in all six seasons

they've been in the nuii.irv Ho allowed three runs

and six hits in six in'

The hosts did their tx-^i u, duplicate the atmos-

phere of games back home, with some twists, of

course

Even though New York was the visiting team,

the Yankees wore their famous pinatripet - the

Flail of Fame coukln't find any records of them

having dune that befoa- Both teams had ads on

their uniform sleeves and helmets, a repeat of

what baseball did during the Mcts-Cubs series

here four >«ars ago.

Actor Billy Crystal wished Yankees manager

|oe Torre good luck in a pregame tek;phone call,

and fonner New \'ork Mayor Rudolph Giuliani

and lapMieae Prime Minuter lunkhiru Koizumi

threw out odnmonial first pilches.

Women in pink-and-green kimonos presented

Torre and Devil Rays manager Lou Piniella with

bouquets. Many of the ads on the outlield walls

were in Japanese kanji script, and women vendors

walked through the aisles selling whiskey

Flashbulbs popped whenever Maisui walked to

the plate. During 10 aeaaons in this ballpark with

the ^bmiuri Giants, he became lapans biggest
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Fans saw two teams at major leagtje eximnes.

New York, flush with cash, opened the season

with a major league-record payroll of $182.8 mil-

Ikxi. more than six times that of Tampa Bay.

among the two k>wcst in the majors at $29.2 mil-

lion.

Nine of New York's 10 starters were former

All-Stars - the only Ail-Star in the Devil Rays'

linetiD was Martinez.

After the game, New York's clubhouse wa>

subihied. Special adviser Reggie lackson thought

about how owner George Sleinbrenner. who dkl

not make the trip. woukJ react.

"Fie won't be happy." lackson sakl in perhaps

an mdentaiement.
In the odier clubhouse. Piniella mentkined

that the players of the game were rewarded.

"They gave Lugo a check and Toby a check."

he said.

"Where's the check lor the manager.'"

Notes: Kevin Brown pilches for the Yankees

against lercmi Gonzalez on Wednesday .. The

rest of the major league teams sun opening

Sunday. ... Dropped to the ninth spot in the

Yankees' lineup. Keimy Lofton tnpled his first

time up ai>d Hied out to the warning track in his

second at-bal. ... QuaniritI told Torre he shoukl

be OK, but the Yankees wont know for sure until

Wedncaday. Yankees CF Bemic Williams

played six innings in the ouifieU and went 2 for-

6 with rwo RBIs in a minor league gune Tuesday

in Tampa. Fla. It was the secrnid time William*

has played in the outfiekl since having his appen-

dix removed Feb. 26. "It's real positive." Williams

sakl 'I've got two good days under my belt play-

ing the outfiekl and getting some decent at-bats

I'm a little inconsistent (hitting), but I'm seeing the

ball well." The Yankees have not ruled out

Willianu returning for the North American opeiKr

April 6 at Tampa Bay. ... New York I B Travis Lee

(left shoukler) hit off a tee and took grounder. He
coukl resuriK betting practice in the next couple

days.

Coaches to shine in Final Four
COACHES from page 10

the Terps

That's not to say there aren't

great players in college.

just last season. Syracuse

won a national championship

largely on the strength of fresh-

man Carmelo Anthony.

Orangemen coach |im Bochcim
knew Anthony might leave

when he recruited him. but

there were no regrets.

"I knew he would help us."

Boeheim said last year "I knew
he'd be a special pla>er. We
were talking about him being

the player of the year in college

basketball. We weren't talking

about being the freshman of the

year We thought he honestly

had a chance to be the best play-

er in college basketball."

Krzyzewski. meanwhile, has

been a master of keeping play-

ers around for longer than many

people expect. The last lime

Duke was at the Final Four, in

2001. the Blue Devils won it all

largely on the shoulders of

Shane Battier, who stayed for

his senior year when he had the

game to leave early.

Coach K doesn't have a per-

fect track record of keeping

players - who docs these days?
- but his is better than most.

And that could explain why the

Blue Devils have reached this

stage in 10 of the last 19 sea-

sons.

Krzyzewski said it's not a

matter of "selling" a player on

staying.

"It's a shared vision," he

said.

"It's what's best for the play-

er I believe gelling a taste of

college is important."

Thus, for every Corey

Maggclte - the star who left

Now Open!
Bring in this coupon anil receive:

$JOO OP -,-

Competition, PLEASE!
THERE'SA REASON WHY WE'RE^1

BEST Equipment, Best Results

Come Check Us Out!

after his freshman year in 1999
- Krzyzewski gets lots of guys

like Duhon. a gritty senior who
is gutting it through a painful

rib injury in the tournament in

hop>es of capping off his career

with another title.

"He's my first option. He
conveys what I would like to

have out on the court really

well." Krzyzewski said.

Likewise, for every Okafor at

Connecticut - an Ail-American

who could leave with degree in

hand after just three years -

there are many other guys like

larrell jack, a "signature

recruit" of Hewitt's who
stepped up with 29 points for

the Yellow lackets in the region-

al final when Elder barely

played because of injury.

"Don't call them role play-

ers," Hewitt said. "They're all

outstanding players in their own
right. I give them a lot of credit

for maybe accepting on some
nights lesser minutes than they

could be getting somewhere
else."

The key. then, just might be

the ability to work as a team
without depending on a star

It's why Calhoun.
Krzyzewski and Sutton proba-

bly will be better known than

many of their players. But it

also might explain why those

coaches, along with Hewitt,

have made it this far this year.
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163 Sunderland Rd. N. Amherst

just north of the apartments

Great new deck!

V^lD. • Reggae Night

\HV. • Special Brew

FRI. • Open Irish Seislun

SAT. ' All Butter Pound Cake

March Special!

Moison:

$2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher

"Start your own tradition."
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Daily Weather Forecast

For Amherst

WEDNESDAY
• High: 4b
• Low: i7

o>
,;,;,;,

THURSDAY
• High: 48

• Low: n

FRIDA>
. High: SI

• low: H»

Dining Coma^ons Menu
D.t. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Chic ken Burrito

• Hungarian NcMxJIe Bake

• Garden Vegetable Chili

(vegan)

DINNER
• Extra Crispy Fried

Chicken
• Meat loaf with Gravy

• Native American Stew

(vegan)
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It's been pretty,

pretty, preeeetttty,

preeeeeeeeetttttty

good. •Larry David

aquarius • kn 20-FrB. is

A picture lasts torever, be careful.

pisces • fFB 19-mar 20

AlwaN*" bring an extra shirl to work with

ycxj, thing's m,u yet nHssv.

aries • mvk .m-acv. m
Peoj)U' tend to rely on stercx^^^x•s to

make judgments, don't let them.

tail rUS • Alii. 2()-Mav 20

Be nicer to those kjw-life bastards.

gemini • may 21 -lis ji

Wow you look hot tcxlay.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 2:

Don't lend DUt movies, ihvs won t yd

returned.

leO t |< 21'AkJC. 22

Give yixjrselt options.

virgo • ^uc.. 23-strT. 22

Wear some pink today. It's hap|>y arxl

brii»hf

libra • sih. jt-cxt 22

Am.i/inijiv efKHJgh you have ckxie well.

Scorpio • Orr. 23-Nov. 21

One day ytxj may be awarded a brain.

Sagittarius • ^4ov. 22 ore 21

tat more jelio, who needs vegetables?

Capricorn • dk . 22-iAs iq

Uon t h.ive Iun it it's .it the cxix-nsecrf

others.
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$450 Cinxip hundraiM-r

Scheduling Bonu.s

Fraternities-.S >n iritics-

Student UriHips: 4 h( Kirs 4

ynur Kmuf's time PLl 'S mir

free (yes. tree) hirKlr.iiMni;

wlutk)n.sF,Qt.IALS$l.tW-

$2,0CX) in cnniini!> tor yinir

gnrup. Call TODM t.» .i

$4SO hiinus when v"»i

schedule V""r niin-sulo

fundraiMrr with Ciimptis-

Fimilraiser. ( JintiHt

CampuiFundraisfr, (S8M)

923-J2i8,(ir visit

www.canipusdiiiJr.UMT t . >iii

\l'\klMfM M)K RIM

4 FWdnionvi, Main Street,

Ava.lahic6/I 2S6-HH8

BramlvwiiH- Apt.s, Now

leasing. \^i lx'tlri«>m .ipls.

Leases hegin June, July. Aiii;

or Sep. Fir^t ci )mi', tirvt

serve. Oct thorn while they

liKt vy\)^T|V tYttnilyw ine-,irt>.

amSt(vh>»t''ll'>49-0(W)

Hohart tiimlos ? heilnom,

hardwooil llior., stiKly iiriM

in basement, (iihic, tele-

phone (internet iiccess) in

ail hedr(x)m> .ipkI study.

NOW SHOWING tor

JUNE and SF:ITEMRER.

NO FEfS ffwy.imherstlin-

cQlnrealtv.com 253-7879

VA-nUT ot I.WTl \.l. * K\i

rooms; l»,mlwo«\l fli«irs

NOWSlKIWINOlor
JLINK .mJ SEITEMBER.

NO FEES wTvw..imher!itIm-

rolnrcalrv.Lc«n 25V7S79

$500!!! Polite ImpiHimls,

Cars from $500 Homlas,

(Jwvy's, Jeeps, etc. for li.sr-

m«s, l-800-}19-332JExt.

4554

FMPIOyMFM

INTERNSHIPS: Lim

thiinie to ,tpi>ly' (ief

hamU-on leipl experience

with a let;ai assistant intern-

ship this tali. Work ilirectly

with attonieys and clients

anil earn '^- 1 5 crcilits No
expi-rience reqiiirt\l.

Training providtxl. CJontact

the Snident I^rhI Services

Office for an application.

due4/2. 922C:impus

Onter. 545-1W5

$10-$ 14 per hour tleiivcrinn

telephone ilirecioric-s in the

Pioneer Valley area Must

have reliahle transportation

and must he able to reixl a

itwp. Call 888-258-5861

I )iivcr> .iikI Kitclien help

wanttvl Apply at HP
IVniyh downtown .•\mher>t

Summer Intenwhips:

Enterprise Rent-A-C«ir is

th<- »1 rental car company

in Nonh Americ.i I\ic to

iHir t.intastic yrowth, we

have oppommities .ivailable

this summer in inir

Prvigram l' t the greater

B«iston area, incliKlinv!

Worcester and Cape C<xl.

C Xir ideal candid.ite will K-

a rising )unior or senior at a

4-year colleKe, anil h.ive a

professional imaue. Tlirouuh

hanils-on rrainini;, our

interas Ic-am every a.spect of

iHir fast-pactxl KisirH"ss, and

experience the autonomy

and chajleni^es similar t<i

lh.it of an entrepreneur We
otter competitive pay atnl .t

(im and friendly work envi-

ronment. For moK' infomi.i-

tion and lo apply online,

ple;ise visit our website it

www.enterrrise.coiiWcaieer>

orcallusat (508) 427-1003.

Hnlerprise is .in equ.il

i ipp irtunity empK )yer

•l\irtenilin«" $250/1 >ay

Potential. No Expenence

Nesc. Training provided. 1-

800-%5-6520Ext.l62

rviPlOVMENT

Play sports! llavc tun!

Save Money! Sports C^mp

in M.iine I <sh.Ih-s niixkil:

Tennis. fVisketball, Risi-Kill,

W.iter-sj> >rts. Ropes Cimis*'.

Ciolf, .Archery, .irhl mt're

Work <.>itikK)rs ami H.ivc ,i

( ireat Summer! t '..ill Free

(S8^)H44-.H0.Sl.\ir An^y:

www i,iiii|veil.iriiim

ftineniler Trainees Nc-eiksl

$250 a day potential. Ijxal

p,»iitunisl-fW-2^V39M5

Ext516

Life Cjuards ami Swim

jnstnKtors The Town of

Amherst seeks »|u,ilitii\l lite

(.ii.irds ami swini iiislriiclors

LitcKuards must hokl cur-

rent cenifications incliKlin);:

Life Oiiaril Training First

Aid,amK:PR $>S.I6-'J4H

hr; ^5-40 hrs piT week.

Applications av.iilable from

Amherst Leisure iServici-s,

Rant's C ^immiiniry ( i-nter,

70Roltw..KlWalk.

AmluTsi. Hi|ual

Kmployiiicnt t Yi^t'h'uiv /

Affirmative Action

Employer

Marketing Ageniy Seeks

(.>itgoing High Energy

Imlividuals for promotions

$15Ai.*ir8«8.477-(i668

www.hausprotnotions.com

FMPIOYMENT

1 -imp tJ Kiiisilor^ iml

Spevial Ntx\ls t limp

( :.Hinselofs- Town ot

Amherst l>,iv llimi->s Tlie

Town o4 .Amhi-rst stvk-

C limp Cixinsi-loiv tor it- d.i\

c.imps oper.ttt\l by tin

Leisure SerMies and

Siipplemen t . 1 1 FaIi k: . ItIon

lVp,irtmeni (l-SSE). P.isi

c.imp couaseling experi-

ence, other expenentes

working with school .li^

children, .iml/or related

, I'Mrse-work m element. ir\

idiK.ition highly ile-,ir,ihli

.Mso seeking camp coun-

selors to work one-onone

with sjx-i i.il nec\lMampers,

e\p working with spei ill

mxsis popui.ilion preterreJ

Must K- 18 yrs. Okl. $ ringe

tor Kith positions: $8. b'

^.4S hr; 35-40 hrs per wi-ek.

June 21 to .Aug. 20.

Applicitions .ivailable from

Town Hall. Huni.in

Resource IVpi , IViltwissI

W.ilk, Amherst. (413)256

4<Vi5 Fj^ual Fmpli>yiiient

( Yl'*'rt'ii'i'v/'^'*'r'"''"^

'

,'\i tion Enipli'ver

1.1 val RiLsiness is hiring

m.irkelers Pan Time $10-

15/lir( .ill Alison @4n-
627 ^KM^

FOR RFNT

Ml >\ ing 1 >tt I .imisu*: Mivt

.in.i ixTital .iiR-nLs a; apart-

ment lomplex t.iir Thurs

.Apnl I 10 3.«ithei:i:

I J mo mrse. Sponsi <red by

(. 1 immiiter Services

www.c.shrc.oo;

HOUSF FOR RFNT

ILtilley Newer Five

Bcxlr...m Home 549-4270

INSTRUCTION

I niversiiy Rmemling

t'Usst-s st.irt siHWi!!! llill for

inf.Tmalion l^CV-l'-lIAN-

MIX u-wwunnersirybar-

tending i . nt

MIS( ELLANEOUS

Jack Schit for President! It

you are .i college siiKletii

tnily concenied .ilsnil the

tiitiirethixk out wh.it |;ick

h.is to siy right .iw.iy wwan

i^Kkschirfi irjiri-siilent com

ROOM K)K RFNT

Lirge. Quid, t J imtortahle,

Humishtxl, Rcisonable. hot

m;ile iViKl/IVoti-ssor 15 mm.

walk lo I 'M.iss Av.iil. June

1 Si'pt, I Falli>ption41 ^

549-1578

SERVICES

null's. iphK.il I Imnsi'ling.

.-XmlK-rst.

PhiKoophNPLilogucnct

M.ittvllnsics tutor .iv.iil-

.ihle;>30/hour;$20/hoiir

(tr.ivel); Cill 1>. Klim-

(4H-552-3!S05)

We do l.iptiii^ ,imi ilc-sktop

computer repair -t.ining it

$VUV. 4M =.s4 's.'^^iT

I : 11 Ni-c\llielp'CJll

Binliriglu ol Amherst area

tor triv tiMing .iml issis-

t.inie 54'-' I'^K^-

PREC.NANt:Y TF>TINC.,

Hl\' TiMing. Rirth ( :ontrol,

,ind Lmergem \

t ontniieption Artonlable

,md coiitidenli.il. Tipestr^

Health, 27 Pmy Street,

Amherst S4S aXX):

SUMMER SUBLET

I.iHikinglor I K'drisim .ipt.

lor Minimei, .iround $(X.V

[XT month M.iryk'isni-

Jeiil um.iss i.iii

I lx\lrooin 13r.imlywine

.ip.irtment st.irting June I or

Sooner. $755/month nego-

ti.ible incliKlc-s HT/WT,
549-9489

Spring Rre.ik 2i.V4 Travel

vnih STS. AmcTK.is'l

Stikk-nt Tour lYvr.iior to

l.imaK.i. Clincun.

.Xi.ipulio, R^ham.l^ .iivl

Fk'rid.1 Now hiring campus

rep i jll tot gri Hip div

11 Hints.

inti>m».ition/Reser\.itit>ns I-

ScV MS-4S4^> or

wAt-w.st.sir,ivcl.com For more-

inlomi.tlion cont.Kt STA
Tr.iMl.ii41V25M261

H87-4-t :anci 'N IV-M

pnce.UM.ASS\HMX>R
celling -pring bre.ik p;tck-

.iges. l\i not gel scimnnxl.

( lincun, Negnl .Acapulco.

Rih.im.is. Floriila. $$$ cam-

pus rep- eini $$$.

Flipn.itioiiioni S77-4-c.in-

WANTEH

\ ideo li«i|,ige ol aii\ UM.Lvs

not. will p.iv money tor

f.x-tase. Call 413-687-3902

Need .1 room tor next

year' A nximmate.'

Maying you're looking

for a place to sublet

over the siimmer. The

Collegian Marketplace

IS rhe place to advenise!

Just call 41 3-545-3500!
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Minutewomen dominate
UM allows one hit

in two-game sweep
B\ BRtNDAN HaII

Two games, nineteen naas. uix-

aliuweiJ hit.

In the pa.st several >ears.

UMa.v> and Cettiral Connecticut

Suite have been going neck-and-

neek. ik»wn to the wire in their

niatchup» That certainN wasnt

the case

UMass ^
'nc c«e

ccsu

UMass

C( SL'

13

yester-

d»\. a»

t h e

Minutewoinen went on to thump

the Rkie Devik H-U in the tint

game
and tM.)

in the

second

gutiK. Iix iIh; M.Tie» sweep.

The difference this time

atv>und. u> opposed lo yeare past?

Hits, and k>i> ol ihem.

-We hit the baU very well."

ojach tbme Sortino ivd. "There

were a bt of hits kir us in bu(h

gunes. The pitching created a kM

ut upportunMes for ut. and w«

luuk them.'

For CCSU. the bfcedii^ wouki

start with a four-run second

inning, when lamie Cahaitm blast-

ed a one-run home run lo open

things up at 1-0 The >okj shot

made it three straight at bats in

wtnch she had at leaH a sub

homer, going hack lo Saturday's

doubleheader with l^Salle.

Amanda Morin folbwed up with

an RBI single. Kristi Stefanoni

then hit an RBI doubk- down the

k-tt lield line and crossed home on

a Hilary Puglia liekkr's choictr to

make it 4-U.

'She's done a good job at the

plate." Sortino sakl. "She's gM a

good rhvihm. and she's ^xid at

waiting lor things lo come to her"

Pam Sulick hUrs^ the game

wide open in the fourth with her

first career grand slam. Candke

Molinari then hit a two-RBI singk*

in whai was a six-run lounh

inning K| Kelk*\ opnKxl things up

t-vw (unher in iIk lifih when ^^x•

naikxl a three-run shot that rico-

cheted off the nearby baseball

dugout, her eighth of the year lu

euend the bad lo a 13.

Keiti Arnold and Barbara

l^Fogg combined for a no- hitter

in this one In five iimnigs. .AmokJ

dki not alkiw a hit. It was menHy

one errur that kept her from ha\

ing a perfect gvne
l^Fogg then stepped in during

the top of the sixdi and dtd the

len. MriUng out the remaining six

batters to compkne the shuiuui

The second game saw ewn
more of the same spark fram the

plate, with a lew feat rum taxed.

Agpn. adequate pitching made (br

sonw opportunitira on offenae for

UMass. and they woukin't fail.

knna Busa pitched a complete

game on the njound for the

Minuiewonwn, allowing two

walks and one hit whik striking

out three. The one hit came in the

bottom of the fifth, when Sarah

Mardis sneaked one by the infieU

with two outs for a singfe.

Bui the Devils' offense wai

outmatched by another Maroon

and \V hite attack. Stefanoni began

the campaign with an RBI single in

the second lo make it 1 -O.

Then Cahaian struck again

Coming jusi a few feet from her

fourth dinger in three games, she

slid into thinl after hitting a triple

off ihc f«Ke. She was sent home

on the next play by an RBI double

by Pam Suikk. and soon it was 2

0.

KelWy made her presence felt

again in game two *ith yet anoth-

er three run shot to make it 5-0. In

the two gwnes, Kelkry accounted

lor nearly one third of the runs

itored <.m the day

All in all. the sophomore catch-

er has been McHar aa of late. In the

last ihmr games, she ha.s tallied

four home rxiro and four RBls.

"Kl's much better hitter than

she WHS a y«ar ago. She'% very

patient now. and she's been a

UM^ out. She makei yuu play

her." Sortino said.

The Minutewomen will finally

return home after four games

when thev pui the- nation s icngest

home winning streak up to the test

^MW a furmklabte Maine Black

Bears squad tomorrow in a dou-

bbheader.

Like CCSU, the past several

games between these two squads

have been deckled by one run.

The Mamon and White will be

up against some fxjwerful bats, kd

\^ the likes of jesska Brady.

Lauren Dulkis, and Brittany

Cheney,

"I'm kioking forward to (this

game).' Sortino sakl. "They are a

good chalWnge and have a jsxxi

record, and it should be a great

game for us to play in.'

NFL will keep

instant replay

lor five years

By BaRRV WlLNER

.AiHiK.'iArEi> Press

SophiMnorr Katie Jo Kcllrv connected on a pair oi three-run

homrnins on the afternoon to pace the Minutrwoman attw^^k.

Coaches make the difference for Final Four squads
Bv ElMHt Pttls

A^Ml^ l*Ili' Plllv*

Looking at Duke's roster, it's

easy t* tmd a number of good

players, but only orw household

name
That would he the coach,

Mike Krzyzewskl

Over the pasi decade or «>o.

college basketball ha> <-lu\«l>

turned into a showcase more for

big-name coaches than super-

star players. That reality will be

seen clearly this year at the

sport's biggest event, the Final

Four
With apologies to Chris

Duhon. tmeka Okafor. B|
Elder and the rest, the coaches

will be more recognizable than

most of the players this week

when Duke iKrzyzcwski) plays

Connecticut (|im Calhoun) and

Oklahoma State (Eddie Sutton)

plays Georgia Tech (Paul

Hewiit. the only relative

unknown).
"What people like seeing is

the teams." Calhoun said. "The

name on the front of the jersey

is more important than the

name on the back of the jersey I

think people siill relate to that."

Good thing, because dwin-

dling are the days of Bird vs.

Magic, the Fab Five, and the

great four-y:ar college stars like

Patrick Ewing. Steve Alford.

Christian Laettner and Matecn

Cleave*

There are many factors in

play, although the prime reason

for the shift is the large increase

in players who leave school

early to go pro. It forces coach-

es to adjust - not only their Xs

and Os. but the way they

recruit, too.

"I'm a big believer in dcvel

oping depth," flewitt said.

Indeed, more and more coaches

are trying to recruit solid play

ers - not stars, necessarily, but

guys who can contribute for

three or four years.

Florida's Billy Donovan gcl^

praised for routinely collecting

top-five recruiting classes, but

many of those recruits leave

early and some, like Kwame
Brown, never enroll. The Gators

haven't made it out of the first

weekend of the loumament in

four year

On the t'in«.r nanU, there arc

cvatnples like Maryland's 2002
championship team. Two key

players - |uan f^ixon and Lonny

Baxter ~ were seniors, and for-

ward Chris Wilcox was a junior

who left a year early. None were

i.iinsidercd bi^ time stars at any

|X)ini in ihcir «.ollc^c careers.

"They developed depth,

pkiyed eight, nine players, had a

solid inside game and a very,

very solid team." Hewitt said of

Sae COACNES on page 8

PALM BEACH. Fla. - NFL
owners voted to keep instant

replay for at least live more sea-

sons, and they added a tw«t yes-

terday: A team successful on two

challenges in a game will get a

third

Unly once last season did a

team have tvyo successful chal-

lenges.

The vote at the NFL meetings

*as 2<^3. with Cincinnati. Kansas

City and Indianapolis against the

five-year exiensk}n on replay.

The owners were given several

proposals on instant re>play. iiK'lud-

ing one that v^ouki have made it

pennanent They chose to go with

the tive-year option and the extra

chalktige.

"It's time for votuig on ii per-

manently." competitwn co-cfiair-

man Rk^-h McKay sakl 1\us rtilc

has been tried and tested in our

miivls. I think we shoukl be a

k»gue of permarwnt rukrs
"

The owners also made it clear

ihev want commisskmer l*aul

I jgliabue around for tf»e next few

sears

Tagliabue will be offered a con-

tract enension of as bng as ihree

years. Steeiers owner Din Rooney

said The 32 owners agreed unani-

muusly to kxk up Tagliabue. 63.

beyond the May 2U05 expiratkxt

of his c-urrent contract, which pays

about $5 millkm a year

Lie's expected to get about $8

miltkxi a year under the new ied.

"He's taken the league to a new

level.' Rooney saki of Tagliabue.

who replaced fVte Rozelle in

1489. The idevWon situatwn is

phenomenal, the leiatwnship with

the players' unkm is great. We're

entering an iropottant period, and

we want him to continue to lead UB

through it. It's obvkNis what we
think of him.'

Upcommg matters the league

faces are negotiations for a tiew

nctwtirk lek-viskjn contract - the

..urrent eight-year, $17.6 billkm

deal expires after the 2005 sea.son

- and an exterakm of the collective

bargaining agreement with the

NFL Players Associatkxi.

"We've had beck-io-back stew-

Saa IMPUV on pao> 8

Mussina shelled as Devil Rays

whip Yankees in season opener
By RtJNAU) Bli M
AjenxlATtl) Pmss

M iRTE'^Y 1 :MAsn MKnlA Rfl ATIUNS

Back in the swing of things

Behind RBI hits from six different players, including third baseman Adam Stojanowski (abtwe),

the Massachusetts baseball team rebt»unded from a pair of weekend losses to thump Sacred Heart 9-

2 yesterday afterninm in Bridgeport, Conn. Freshman Devin Bamett earned the win after surrender-

ing six hits and two runs while striking out five over seven innings.

TOKYO - Fans in the Tokyo

Dome seemed surprised. The ones

back in New York must have been

shocked.

On the other sklc of the worid.

playing
Devil Rays 8 when the

Yankees 3 ^'' °;
baseball

was in bed. the New '^'ork Yankees

kx)ked lost.

lose Cruz |r. hit a tying home

run that sparked a comeback. Tiik)

Martinez put away his former

team with his 'WOth career homer

and the k)wly Tampa Bay Devil

Rays roughed up Mike Mussina

for an 8-3 victory Tuesday over the

Yankees in the major league sea-

son opener

People back home got up in the

middle of the night to see this?

"Hopefully, it's 5 a.m. and not

many people were watching." Alex

Rodriguez said, thinking of when

the game began. New York time.

The team that dominates the

AL East couldn't do much in the

Far F^st. getting outhit 15-7 and

playing sluggishly in the field.

A-Rod's first game in pinstripes

won't be remembered fondly in the

Bronx. He took called third strikes

his first two times up before dou-

bling and popping out. But he did

make three sparkling defensive

plays at third base, the position he

switched to when Texas traded

him to New York last month.

Hideki Matsui had the first hit

of the major league sea.son. a firsi-

inning double in front of the fans

who adore their homegrown hero,

and he scored on lason Giambi's

two-run homer to left.

Gary Sheffield also had a

checked-swing RBI double in his

first game for New York.

Aside fr«m that, the defending

American League champions

seemed jetlagged against the

younger Devil Rays,

"We don't kxA like we're that

alive, yet." said Mussina, who has-

n't slept well sitKe making the

7.250-mik: trip last week from

Tampa. Fla. "We need a little life,

and we just dkln'l have it."

Sm VIUIKEES lose on pagai

SHI71 iO KAMnAYASlll/ASSOCIATFIl PRESS

Yankees ace Mike Mussina walks off the Tokyo Dome mound a loser

after being touched for five runs by Tampa Bay in five-plus innings.
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Paluseo receives

2.5 year sentence

"The campus voice has been

heard. The people spoke, and

this is the result."

-STEVEN HOESCHELE, CHANCELLOR OF ELECTIONS11
Volume CXIV Issue 110

"There are no

elections to be ratified."

-MARINA GRULON, CHIEF JUSTICE

By Amanda Kdkck
CotXKilAN i2(IMIC!(IMNIWN1

Former Univcrsii) of

M«stachusetts student Jennifer

L. i^lusco was sentenced yes-

terday to 2.5 years in the

Hampshire Superior liuust- of

Corrections (or the murder of

her >i-pound, bounce baby boy.

Cameron Barrus. in Mav of

2002
Paluseo, 21. of PlynuHJih.

faces a full year in the House of

Corrections, peruling prolwlion

for the remainder of the scn-

teiKe. She will he on probation

artd will receive counseling for

10 yean after hct jail lenn is

completed

On Feb. 24. 21HM. P.iluseo

was charged wnh niitnsliiiightcr

and removing a dead body.

Rence L. Steese. the Assistant

Northwestern l^strict Alti>mey

aaked that Palus4M be sentenced

to seven to nine years in stale

prison Paluseo's lawyer, Terry

S. Nagel. suggested 2.5 years in

the Houae of Correction.

Stce*e introduced the baby's

paternal grand|>arents. William

and Cynthia Barrus to the

judge; tftey eacli had a state

ment to read to the court The
father of the baby was not pres

ent. William Barru* was shak

ing while retiding his stalenx-ni

"Tve wailed two years to

speak my mind.' he said. "She

should serve as much tiitie as

possible, myself and especially

my son have served enough

time."

"She murdered my grandson

and should be held account-

able." said Cynthia.

"Paluseo was completely

alone, a lot of people saw she

was pregnant and left her alone,

it tix)k them in as it took

lennifer in. This has terribly

damaged Ms Paluseo and the

people arouitd her," Nagel said

"Anything I say will ik>i change

the feelings of the grandpar

enis."

According to Steese. Paluseo

had a support system of friends

and lamily,

'Ihai support system was
available when the early preg-

narKv test revealed ihat she was

pregnant but she did i>oi go lo

thai support system
"

Mg to Nagel.

Piii ,1 a*nt probation offi-

cer recomiiK-iMJed thai she be

given prohaii<<ii in^u-ad of jail

time.

Steese said the pic>bation

oflKer was probably not aware

of the facts of the case.

'lustice demands a punish

ment.* she said.

More than 50 letters were

sent lo ludge I. Carfiart from

friends, family, employers aiKi

~Sm MLIISEO on page
3~ Cries for justice

SGA elections declared unconstitutional

Jennifer L Paluseo is hnrHkuffrd after her smtmcinK at Hampshire

Counry Superior C\Hin vc*tenlav. Paluseo pled guiltv to manslauKhler.

By MtllssA Blank«*th.n

OiiiiiuiAN St Art

In what turned out to be the

most heated meeting of the

year, the student Senate chose

not to ratify the eleciiiins last

night, inciting protest and lead-

ing to the swearing in of tared

Nokes as president. Nokcs was
previously the speaker of the

senate.

The vote was 21 for the rat

ificalion. 24 against, with no

abstentions.

The crowd of more than 100

sluclcnl'- ••iippiMlinp | ,|i(;ii(|.i

Busiamante who had won the

now voided elections, went
silent after the vole

When Nokes was sworn in.

the student crowd consisting of

ALANA siudenls, students

from the Radical Sludenl

Union and others booed Ihey

chanted "Fddie. I ddie." in sup

port c>f Busiamunlc
After luesday nighl s

ludiciarv hearing, the seven

lusiices found in a preliminary

ruling llial the elections were

uiiconstiiutional and ihey

wc>uld throw them oul official

K i.iiii.iriiivc TJii-v Nitiil lli.il

Nokes would become president

for three weeks until new elec-

tions could be held. In the

meaniime. he could only per-

form basic functions They

scheduled the new elections for

April 28 and April 2^. The

same people who ran on the

ballot would be the only ones

lo run again.

Dave Carr and Mark
Morrison said they would not

run again because of time

restraints. Patrick Higgins and

Timothv Dalv are still undccid

ed

Diirint? the course of the meet-

ing, the student govemmeni
look a break ai 8 50 p.m. lo eat

their annual banquet. They
adjourned until 10 p.m.

At the banquet, the students

attending ihe meeting in sup-

port for Busiamante held a

silent protest. While Senator

Gladys Franco spoke at the

microphone, they linked arm-

in-arm to block the Senators

from the food. They believed

ihai student funds were paying

for this delay in the meeting.

Nokes explained to The

SMS6Aonpa0a2

Early Childhood lab forced to close Expert shares

research onPreschool program serving 31 children to vacate current location

B> MlOIEI.lF RiVEKA
( 'iM IKI.IAN StAI-r

Officials of the University of Massachusetts

announced last week thai the F'arly Childhood

Laboratory . School, a moining preschool pro-

gram thai serves 51 children and benefits 12 stu-

dent-teaching inlerns, will suspend its opera

lions at the end of May
The preschool, located in the basement of

Skinner Mall, is being forced to shut down so

that the building can be renovated this coming
academic year lo provide a new home lor the

School of Nursing and the School of Public

Health.

It was March of last year that the Early

Childhood 1 aboratorv School first received any

word that ihcv wt'uld be shut down.
Dorothy A. Meyer, the director of the Larly

Childhood I aboratorv School for 10 years, said

that relocating to another building had been the

original plan.

Andrew Rffrat. Ihe dean of the school of edu-

cation, which oversees the program, said the

school has been forced lo vacate its current

space, and there is no other appropriate location

for it.

"Under the circumstances, we could not guar-

antee the families a coinpleic academic year."

LIfrat said.

In addition. Lflral said that the program

needs restruciuiing so it "relies less on the

shrinking pool of slate resources."

"There are exciting opportunities in other

high-need areas that w<iiild have to be explored

and developed in order lo put the lab school on

a firmer long-lerni footin;^
,

' he said.

University officials say thai the closing of the

lab school will mean a loss of the positions of

three graduate assistants and a do/en undergrad-

uate education student interns.

Effral said between $50,000 and $100,000

will be saved hy closing the preschool in addi-

tion to avoiding the cost of renovations.

Meyer said that with the University's facing of

budget cuts, officials feel that with only 12 stu

dent interns a semester, the 70-year-old program

is small enough lo be sacrificed.

Meyer said that the closing of the schiMil will

be a terrible loss. Not only is the schtnil a pre-

school that is excellent for the children, but it is

also a training site for l-arl\ (liiiilbi'oil

Lducalion majors, she said

"The most important mission ol ihe lah

school is all about our work with the students cm

campus both undergrads and grads," he said.

"It is an exemplary tcacher-trainiiu' •>ii'' wltich

"The most important

mission of the lab

school is all about our

work with the students

on campus— both

undergrads and grads.

It is an exemplary

teacher-training site ..."

-DOROTHY A. MEYER, DIRECTOR OF EARLY

CHILDHOOD LARORATORY SCHOOL

provides jobs for ihice graduate siuilcnts and

valuable opportunities tor pre-scrvice as well as

in-service leacheis to come and learn."

According lo Meyer, there were 255 lab

schools in 1989. Presently, there arc an eslimat

ed 71 lah schools left in the United Slates.

The lab school is inspired by what is called

the Rcggio Lmilia approach, which originated in

Italy in 1965. This educational approach lor

children of three months lo six years is based on

the image of a child who has great potentials for

development and is the subject of rights; a child

who learns and grows in relation with others

This approach is the subject of intetesi,

research, and exchange i>n the part of teachers,

teacher educators, researchers, administrators,

and political and cultural figures Irom all over

Italy and throughout the world

According li> the official farly (.l)ildhi>od

laboratory Schools Web site, the first and most

fundamental guiding principle in the Reggian

approach to early education ackntiwTedges that

children are "rich, powerful, and competent."

"The Reggio Approach is a way of learning

that isn't like any other preschixil. The child and

the teacher are partners, as well as the parents."

Meyer said.

Meyer said ihal the lab school is cutting edge,

and that the curriculum comes directly Irom the

children instead of a regular day-by-day-based

approach.

The preschool children live in Amherst and

other surrounding coninuinilies, and vary in age

Irom 2 years and 9 months old to 5 years old.

Ihe lab school also has one-way. mirrored

wnidows that permit parents and education siu

dents to monitor iinil ohsorse the children.

The school has a rich history, said Meyer, ami

was established in the |950's. I hen. it was

called the Human Development I ah School. The

Laboratory School was established as part of an

extension service to help women with their

domestic tesponsihilities.

In the early 1970s, the Skinner laboratory

School became the School ol C'onslriictivisni, At

this school, children created their own knowl-

edge through play. Various learning equipment

that designed at the school of constructive play

is still utilized at the lab school.

In 19HK, Mcvcr was hired as an afternoon

loachei foi the preschool piogiam. She was

hired lo be the director of the lab school in

1992. She became intrigued by the Reggio

Approach, aiul started to implement it into her

teaching methods.

"Ihe school abstilulcly is a special place and

will truly he a loss." Meyer said

"It was the only building that was really built

for children with children in mind," she said.

human eye
Bv CJabrifi Lfinkr

(xiiiEtaAN Staff

Dr David Rerson spoke yesterday at the

Morrill Science Center on his research and dis-

coveries about Ihe relationship between eye cells,

called ganglion, and the biological clock, a mech-

anism in living organisms that controls the peri-

odicity of circadian rhythms.

"For about 150 years, our understanding of

the brain was dependent upon the traditional

view of how light is handled in the eye," said

Berson. "Our previous understanding was that

only two kinds of light-sensitive cells are present

in the eye — rods and cones — which were

thought responsible for sending light-induced

signals lo the region in the brain, as well as

responsible for setting the body's biological

clock."

Bui after collaborating on research with other

scientists, in which animals were found able to

set their biological clocks without rods or cones,

but unable to set their biological clocks without

iheir eyes. Rerson decided to conduct some of his

own experiments after theorizing that another

part of the eye may be responsible for the setting

ol tlie biological clock.

"When retinal photoreceptors degenerate,

when rods and cones are lost, animals are func-

tionally blind, but they still set their biological

rhythms according to the day and night cycle,"

said Berson. "But if the eye is lost, this clock-set-

ling response is lost. loo. Sc> we thought there

had lo be some other type of cells in the eye thai

was sensing light."

Berson lurlhcr theorized that a third type of

receptor in the eye, the ganglion cell, might be

the cells ihat encode and transmit information

from the eye to the brain about the biological

clock. To find out whether the ganglion cells

reacted to light. Berson isolated them so they had

no contact with rods or cones and monitored

See BERSON on page 3
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that the money for the ban-

quet was actually taken out

of money the student govern-

ment raises throughout the

course of the year.

As the protest continued,

the students. remaining

linked, walked around the

room. Many had duct taped

iheir mouths with black tape.

Others held signs declaring

that the SGA had silenced

I hem. They remained in the

room for 45 minutes.

The Senate and the

Lxecutive branch kept eat-

ing.

In frustration, several pro-

testors spoke at the micro-

phone. One suggested that

the protesters take the empty
seals and speak with the sena-

tors.

One student sal down next

to Nokes and lold him he

needed to treai the students

ai the meeting with more
respt'cl.

hi.-\cral students talked with

Mn.hacl Ciargano >ice chan-

cellor of >tudeni affairs, who
was present the entire time.

'I did not vole for | Nokes

j

and I don't want him repre-

senting me.' Malavika

Bandani. a student in atten-

dance at the meeting, told the

Senate.

Steve Hoescheie. the chan-

cellor of elections, is waiting

for the judiciary's final ruling

l>dMtJ L.dirr

Enter to V\^n a Turntable at Newbuiy Comiet
Amherst location

^HtvWt (onus.JL ^

to file an appeal.

Hoeschele submitted the

election report too late to be

placed on the agenda. When
the Senate first voted to hear

it, it failed. After a round of

debate, the Senate reconsid-

ered and put it on the agenda.

The judiciary announced
that they would wait to install

whoever ihe Senate voted to be

president, either by ratifying

the elections and allowing

Bustamante to be president, or

by not ratifying and allowing

Nokes to become president.

Otherwise, the term ended at

midnight. The Senate did not

vole until after I a.m.

After the meeting, Nokes
was escorted out by building

security and a few senators. He
lold the Collegian that he does

not have an agenda for the 35

days he will be in office, but

needs to install a cabinet.

"I'm only in it for a little

but. but I don't want to lose

too much of the

process." said Nokes.

The main thing he

will do. he said, would
be to make sure the next

elections will be funded.

During the debate, it

was brought up several

times that Nokes was
not popularly elected.

"Bottom line: three

times as many students

came out than we need-

ed for ratification."

Bustamante said. "The
students voted. We rep-

resent the students arid

who they voted for

Twelve-hundred students put

my name on. Look me in the

eye and tell me that 1,200
votes and I'm not the presi-

dent, and lared. who got one
vote, is the president.'

One of the arguments of

those apposed to ratifying the

elections was that Berkshire

Dining Commons was not open
either morning of the two-day

election, disenfranchising the

3.000 Southwest South resi-

dents.

Senator Michael Sheridan is

from Southwest South and
could not believe that

Berkshire was closed.

"I am going to stand for

3.000 Southwest South stu-

dents and fight for their right

to vote," he said. "This isn't

the fault of the senate. This is

the fault of the elections

commission. We need to

place the blame where it

belongs."

Many argued that the

Senate is the governing bod>

that represents the siudent>

They argued that the Senate s

job was not to deal with

whether the use of Instant

Run-off Voting was constitu

tional, their job was lo listen

to the 2,688 students whi>

came oul lo vote for the pres

idcncy.

"There are three branches

to the Student Government,"
Yousef Munayyer, former

chancellor of elections, and
also a Collegian opinion colum-

nist told the senate. "This is the

room thai represents the peo-

ple Deal with that You have a

Eduaniu Bustamante

job to do."

Additionally, there was
some debate over the count-

ing method used for deter-

mining the trustee.

"The fact of the mailer is,

we counted the trustee once,

there was one winner,"

Senator Dan Pomeroy said.

"We counted the trustee

twice, there was another win-

ner We did not count it a

third time I think that mat

lers."

Because the position of

Student Trustee continues

until luly I. Hannah Faiemi is

still the trustee.
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Bruin Long

Where Will You
Live This Fall?

Prcxress:

Reserve your same room on SPIRE

Displaced Student New Room Selection

in Same Hall:

For students displaced from their current

floor or room due to academic or lifestyle

programs.

Displaced Student New Room Selection

in New Hall:

For students displaced from their current

building due to academic or lifestyle

programs.

New Room Selection in Same Hall:

For all continuing students.

Housing Lottery:

For all current on-campus students

wishing to change buildings and students

displaced from their building.

Roommate Pull-In:

For students with a confirmed vacancy

and a mutual roommate request.

Timeline:

March 22- April 7.2004

Tuesday Evening April 13

> Look for information about

time and location posted in

your residence hall.

April 15- April 23, 2004

> Apply online Ui SPIRE

Wednesday Evening April 14

> Look for infomiation about

time and location posted in

your residence hall.

* April 15-April23. 2004

> Apply online (a SPIRE.

April 20- April 23, 2004

> Come together to the

Housing Assignment Office.

* On-campus students who do not participate in the room choosing process by April

23 must apply through the late process and may be assigned temporary housing.

Juniors and Seniors who miss the April 23 deadline may not be hou.sed or may be

assigned to temporary housing if space becomes available. Visit our website at

www.housing.umass.edu for more information regarding late application dates and

deadlines.

BerSOn Spestks Paluseo sentenced to 2.5 years in prison

on eye research
ERSON trtxn page 1

their electrical activity.

"What I have been able to

conclude is that ganglion cells

in the eye which contain

melanopsin |a light sensitive

protein I are the precise cells

which control the biological

clock," he said.

Melanopsin is found in a

small number of ganglion cells

in the retinas of mice, monkeys
and humans. These ganglion

cells project to the suprachias-

matic nucleus, a region of the

brain that sets the body's

clock, Berson said.

Berson also established the

distinction thai the types of

visual systems he has been

working with arc very differ-

ent than those managed by

rods and cones.

"The surprising thing about

the ganglion cell is that in our

experiment in which the cells

were made to react to light,

nothing happened for almost a

second. What we are trying to

learn about here is not the

visual system that reacts in a

split second to a sofiball com-
ing at you, but a visual system

that is accountable for a slow-

er but perhaps more signifi-

cant change in the brain."

Berson also uncovered

information specific to the

body's biological clock and
biological cycles of the txxJy.

"A Circadian rhythm is gen-

erated by the brain in the SCN.
which is a very accurate and

sustaining pacemaker, inde-

pendent from other body func-

tions. The SCN acts like a

clock in your brain, always

keeping lime. One of the ways

SCN gets a point of reference

is through visual enlrainment.

and we may be able to induce

a change in a circadian rhyihm

by modulaimg these processes

in the eye and brain." said

Berson.

Understanding exactly how
ganglion cells function and

relate to vision, the total num-
ber of ganglion cell types, and

the distinguishing characteris-

tics of each type, such as

knowing how the eye sends

signals sent lo the SCN, is Ihe

focus of Berson's current

research. Berson said he

strongly believes that with this

information, new treatments

for "disorders that involve the

retinal mechanism which
shape certain stimuli," which

are disturbances of the body's

internal clock, will be found.

Berson says it's very likely

that these cells play the same
role in humans, and may some-

day be involved in controlling

the sleep cycle.

PALUSEO frtm page 1

former schoolteachers on behalf

of Paluseo, the most common
words used to describe her were

gentle, caring, loving, honest, and

kirKJ, according lo Nagel.

The letters are important arti-

facts of evidence, Nagel said.

They prove that Paluseo did not

commit the crime in cold blood.

The courtroom was silent

while Carhari made his decision.

"This is an important case," he

said. "It will disappoint someone.

Both sides think their's is the fair

case."

According to Carhari, the let-

ters do make a difference.

"I got an overall picture of the

person, most (of the letters]

asked for probation. (But) there

has to be a term."

Paluseo's family and friends

who were present began to weep
after they heard Carhart's deci-

sion.

"As a mother, you hope to

teach your children right from

wrong. You worry if you push

them loo much or not enough.

You hope you are always there for

them and know they can always

come to you no matter what the

problem may be. I feel that I fell

short for Jennifer," staled

Paluseo's mother, Elizabeth A.

Paluseo, in a letter lo Carhari.

The letter from Paluseo's

father, David |. Paluseo staled,

"She was a trusted, hardworking,

responsible part of our communi-

ty. ... What makes this difficult lo

understand is that Jennifer is a

truly good person. If we had only

known Jennifer was pregnant we
would've been able to help her.

but we didn't know."

According to court papers,

Paluseo and Bill Barrus b«gan

dating when she was a senior in

high school.

"lenn apparently became preg

nant one of the first times she and

Bill were intimate," the papers

staled.
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Launch Your Career

Apply now for a

Legal Assistant Internship

at the Student Legal Services Office

•Serve the campus community while enhancing your resume

•Earn up to 15 credits working 36 hours a week

or 6 to 9 credits working 26 hours a week

Student Legal Services Office

922 Campus Center

(4U) 545-1995

Amherst Laser 'dQ Skin Care Center
"Because >x>u are v\orth it

"

Haif Removal

Both Man and Woman
Any Area ot the Body

Biki™ • Faoa * Chin * Up * Undarwrn * Leg * Back

Faciais. Mawagat. ft MicrodermatKaston

Lavt trratmrni «%*iUbl«' tor atnr And fAiiiil wins

Call Now for a tlfifi mitial physician consultation.

iMaM*Btudmnt Dtmoountm avt

wHh m valM Student I.O.

Amherst Laser arxJ SKin Care Center

Bob Weitzman MD Medical Director

196 NORTH PLEASANT STREET SUITE 11

AMHERST MA 01002 413-253-2214 FAX 413-253-2216

www amtiefsttaser com

C n m e d U TIS SATURDAY!
CONNECTION
HUKELAU
413-593-5222
705 Memorial Drive in Chicopee
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jeans by

Citizens of Hunnanity

downtown Amherst

The papers also stated thai

educated aduhs who were her

friends and family simply accept-

ed her tiat denial and left it at

that.

According \o papers submit-

ted to the Hampshire Superior

Court in December 2002.

Paluseo. who was 19 at the time,

gave birth to the baby in the

shower of lames f4all, an all-

women's dorm in the Southwest

Residential Area, on May I,

2002.

At around 7 p.m. on May 1,

2002. Paluseo said she felt

cramps and went to the shower

with her toiletries and three tow-

els. She said that while she was in

the shower she started bleeding,

then she sal down on the tloor

and "everything came out."

Paluseo then wrapped herself

in one towel and wrapped "what-

ever was on the floor" in another

towel. She went back to her

room and put everything in a

trash bag and e-mailed her sister

and friend. She then ate a bowl

of cereal and look the trash lo

the trash room because her sister

was coming to visit for the week-

end.

The next morning, a mainte-

nance worker found ihe baby

wrapped in a trash bag in the

trash room of the dorm.

Paluseo was dressed in a

green sweater and khaki pants,

as she entered the courtroom.

She was wringing her hands.

She cried as the sentence was

announced and was handcuffed

and taken out of the courtroom.
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next semester?

CHECK OUT

'PuFFTON Village!
Excellent location... 1/2 mile from UMass

Spacious Apartments--1,2 and 3 Bedroom

Townhouses

All rents include heat, hot water and cooking gas

On site laundry, off street parking.

Basketball and Tennis courts.

1040 N Pleatani St 0410

Amhrrtt. MA 01002

41) f49 0145

« « w pufftonvillagr com
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EditorialOpinion
Thursday, April 1 . 2004 Editorial@dailycollegian.com

Tragedy underlines

society's bigger issues
AknoH two ycMS have p«Hd MHX the unimag-

mbie. iMifarpettabfe everas of May 2. 2U02. whoi

newbom'i body was found in the garbage can of

• Immw Hdl batttfoom. Since diat time, dte siof>

and thoae involved in it have rotated in and out of

dte pubtic eye. moet noiabiy in die last feu days sur-

roundirv die mother's xntencing. Whenever die

inddent reenters die pubbc ooracience. die emo-

tions are intenMTven with die memories of that day.

There are lessons to be keamed from *hat hap-

pened that day in imiea. For tkw of u* who were

not dmxt^ rfbcted by the events, dwae lesaora are

the hadi^ legacy at that moming For those who
involved, from the mother to diewere

Ivnes roidentt on her flour. The Massachusetu

Daily CoDegian axMinues to extend its sympathy

for what must be an inacdiU> diflicuh chapter in

their lives.

The society and cuhure of UMass has been for-

ever dMi^ by das case. No one who attended

das Univmilyk worted here, or visiied here during

dw tn«k: days surroundii* May 2. 2002 should

ever have lo eipcnence anything like it ever agm.

Ttw life dwt was talien was not die only loss expe-

rienced, diou^ it was certainly die most poipiant

Mid trai^. What was also lost was die sense of

innooenoe that beoomes null and void when we

redoe tiwt 'it' could happen heie. Stories of new-

boms bek^ left on church slept dot die newi every

year, and even more insuawes of children being

chmirally and taially neglected often capnue our

attention, even if only for a day.

Yesterday, s meaaure of closure came with die

tentenctng of fennifer Pskaeo. but in reaiity. it must

he only the bepnning.

Thoc are two tqiarate parts to die tragedy of

Pahaeu't case. The first is die actual mcident. the

death of a cWU and the terrible ciruanstanoes dwt

siarcMnd it. Tm> years later, when many of thuae

involved have tried to mcwe oa there is little jxmt

in drudging up those emotions again.

The second pan of the tragedy is one that per-

meates our culture mdav. and will continue unril

mote leaponaible mcasuies are taken tu prevent

whM happened that day. It is frightening and sad

that in an age of advanced medicine, where we have

perfected chiUbirth to die point that parents can

know the baby's sex just months trfter cunceptioD.

a dtaki'% life can bU through die cracks, with no

support system to gukle and nurture it.

That Pakiaeo was in the position of deddkig

diat the beat step she could uike wouU be to <&-

card her newborn chikJ shouU give a rude awakefi-

ing to thoiie who think we are doing a perfect job of

chikJ care in diis country Palusao's deciaon was

certainty not an easy one. and it will likeK haunt her

fordierestofherlde. butdiereal weight uf it must

be feh by us al as a society,

Teen pregnancy has reached epidemic prupor-

tkxis in America In a 2000 study conducted by the

Alan Gultmacher Institute, there were 85.6 preg-

nancies for every I .OUU wmnen under 20 years old,

«id 24.8 of those pregnarKics ervled in an abortioTL

There is no statistic bsied by the Guttmacher

Institute fur instances of babies being bom and

then diacanled as Pakiseos was, but the numbers

arc alarming akine.

We must understand that this can happen here.

A woman Uke (ennifer Paluseo. who has been

brought up die same as many uf us at UMass. can

find herself akxie, without a choice. This is not iso-

lated tu L'Mass. and it is not an indication uf any

fialure uf character m Pakisea In reality, it is a fail-

ure of our suciet). and die system of care that la ao

hody debated in Mgher kvds of govemmem. but

often ipiores die people who depoid on it most.

Baby Safe Haven Laws are onK the beginning

— we must rid uur culture of the p08«ibili<y of this

aon of mcHlent. thiviugh creative, proactive means

that doni just hold water in a debate, but truK

reach out to each and every person in need The

dwnge must start with uur cunsciousness. and as a

oommunitv. UMas« nimt use the resuh of this

tragedy as the first step toward achieving that goal.

VnufftBd mhtonak mpnamt iht mufonty opin-

ion of the CoOtpan EdUoM Boanl

A most unnatural logic

a!
don't under-

stand the men-

tality of the

people of Tibet.

Much of the

population
lives in poverty,

and they have

been victims of

bllid a cultural geno-

Skolnicl;
'^•'^'^ "^" ^^^^^—"™~-^ past 50 years,

while millions of Chinese have

been moved into their country,

which is under Chinese control.

This has forcibl> and com-

pletely altered the detnographics,

according to Tibet.com. But for

some odd. strange reason, the

Tibetaru don't go about bk>wing

themselves up. They don't find

crowded discos or schools and

explode. They're oppressed,

diey're desperate, yet there are no

Tibetan suicide bombers. They

must not realize that blowing one-

self up to kill civilians is a way of

defending themselves because

they sure are in a desperate terri-

ble situation.

Another interesting group of

people are the Kurds Their

nation of Kurdistan is occupied

by several differmt naliam aitd

no world power aaema to care

about them. For 70 years, the

Kurds' existence has been denied

and their language, identity and

culture banned in several nations

that make up parts of Kurdistan.

accordit^ to the BBC
This has involved itMo rural

depopulation and destruction of

Kurdish villages and their tradi-

tional Mxiety. In fact. Turkey's

human rights miniater acknowl-

edged that in the past tvra years,

the army has evacuated and

destroyed at least 1.390 Kurdish

viflages. This has resulted in some

two million Kurds baiOf dla-

placed, a dozen towns (k|nptrfM-

ed and also hve to six million

Kurds forced into western Turkey

because of Turkeys actioru. lust

two weeks ago. Syria sent troops

to massacre dozcas uf Kurds.

So how many suicide bomb-

ings have the Kurds been respon-

sible for? ?Mot one. Sure, they're

pissed off and they haw a'fight to.

To all the kids who stand out
My manager

looked me
strangely for a

minute, then

broke the

silence by say-

ing, 'you are

one of the

weirdest people

I have ever

met." It's a sen-—^^""^ tcrKe I have

heard a lot in my life, and it is one

that I have been raised tu deny

Weird is bad. they say It's every-

thing you don't want to be.

"The dictionary definition of

weird is. "of a strikingly odd or

unusual character" These include

the outcasU in the world, the peo-

ple no one picks for soccer teams,

the people tx) one wants to be

seen in public v»nth, the people no

one wants to sit with at a table or

talk to for five minutes. These are

the people that grow up, wear

treiKh coats and have a creepy "I

have candy get in my van" kx)k on

their faces. Most of these weird

people end up getting professional

help at some point in their lives, or

even end up in jail.

On the other hand, "usual' is

described in the dictionary as

"commonly encountered, experi-

enced, or observed." These arc the

people who know what's going on

around them, who know how to

behave, who know the right things

to say and when to say them. They

are the socially acceptable ones.

Bui when I think about the

world and the people that are

remembered, who are they? I can't

imagine flyers for a presidential

candidate for the United States

declaring the message. "I am just

another commonly encountered

person. Vote for me!" In fact, it

seems more like the message is the

opposite. Candidates for the pres-

idential election gu aruund declar-

ing. "1 have a strikingly unusual

character, that is WH\ you shoukl

vote for me." They gather lists of

what makes them special, and use

that toward the race to win.

In fact, it seems ironic to me
that people don't get more offerxl-

ed by the word "rwrmal," because

its connotation is quite offensive.

If you saw 1 2 flowers in a flower

The people you

remember in your

life are the weird

ones, and the only

reason you

remember them is

because they did

something that

stood out.

arrangement, 1 1 daisies and a

rose, you'd probably get offended

if someone told you "Wow, you

are just like one of those daisies."

unless they came up with a great

rea.son why "this particular daisy"

is special. (On a side note, daisies

are a lot prettier than roses any-

way but just because roses are

"weirder looking" people think

they look better. They're actually

pretty ugly flowers, they're expen-

sive. AND they have thorns. I

don't think it gets worse than

that.)

Anyway think about it — the

people you remember in your life

are the weird ones, and the only

reason you remember them is

because they did something that

stood out ,.. something strikingly

odd and unusual, which eiKom-

passes a lot more than just

"creepy" people. "Weirdness"

irKreascs varietv in the human
race, which is something we need

more of in a world that pushes

people toward conformity

This article isn't making fun of

people who consider themselves

"normal" by any means, but rather

a shout out to all the kids who
stand out: the people of a striking-

ly odd or unusual character, the

people I will always remember
without ever knowing their

names This article is a thank you

to that girl in eighth grade who
always drew on her arms during

class: to the guy in eleventh grade

who pronounced the "L" in

"salmon" on purpose and made
sure it always came up in conver-

sation: to that woman who goes to

the Solomon Pond Mall everyday

wearing the same long jean skirt,

holding the same empty bag. and

never buying anything: to that

blonde guy on campus who actu-

ally rides a unicycle to class: to

that guy in the Worcester Dining

Commons who wears shorts

everyday regardless, of the weath-

er

This article is a thank you to

the people that I will never know,

but will always remember. Weird

people aren't creepy people:

they're the people with strikingly

unusual character: the people

who stand out; the people who
lead nations. So to all the people

out there who call MF. weird,

thank you. It's refreshing to know
that in 30 years, you'll remember

me. To everyone else, I encourage

you to be as weird as possible: this

world relies on weirdqes, or at

least I can keep telling myself

that.

Sanam Hakim is a Collegian

columnist.

but for some reason, they haven't

figured out that the best way to

deal with their problems is to

blow themselves up in crowded

university cafeterias and buses

full of school children and com-

muters.

Another strange situation is

that of Biafra. The Igbo-Biafrans

declared independence in the late

1960s, only wanting to live in

peace with their neighbors.

Nigeria proceeded to invade the

country, creating millions of

refugees, killing tens upon tens of

thousands of Igbo. and destroying

their cities. according to

biafra.info.

Biafra has been under

Nigeria's rule since, oppressing

the native Igbo. They've suffered

so much, vet I was unable lo find

any record of an Igbo bkjwing

himself up, no record of an Igbo

going into a crowded restaurant

to tee how many whole families

he or she couki wipe out I mean,

the Igbo have no other way to

defend themselves, and they're

pretty desperate. FVrhaps they

don't want independent that

badly Perhaps they are happy

being ruled by Nigeria.

"Then we get to the

Palestinuins They've had over a

hundred suicide bombings, killing

almost 1 ,000 civilians, according

to www.pmw.org.il. Unlike the

Kurds. Tibetans and Igbo-

Biafrans though, the Palestinians

haw ben dUend a stale a few

timea over the paat 90 years and

have turned it down every time.

They didn't even start suicide

bombings until Israel turted

negotiating with them in the

1990s, according to aish.com.

Now imagine that you find the

most popular disco on the beach

and you wait in line with other

teenagers and people in their 20s

to get inside All of the sudden,

you see a cute giri in a short skin

and a tight shirt that stops just

above her navel. Suddenly you

tee nothing but pain You feel for

your Uce. but all you can feel is

shrapnel You lie on the gruund in

pain, the bodies of everyone in

front of you torf apart in^ tinv

pieces of flesh ii>«ad acaaas the

pavement. A piece of an eye in

one place: a piece fA a tongue is

somewhere else.

Thirty people are dead, hun-

dreds maimed, and within min-

utes, the ambulances arrive and a

special crew of volunteers called

Zaka sUrt scraping off flesh and

skin from the pavetnent so duit

there will be something to bury.

Paramedics take out the rusty

nails, which were added to

iiK'rease damage, that have been

kxlged into your body.

A Palestinian suKkfe bombii^

has just uiken place, one of 100

over the past three years that were

supported by Arafai. according to

haaretzdaily.com, and carried out

by one of the many terrorist

organizations in the West Bank.

You see, this happened

because the Palestinians are des-

perate and this is their only

means of defense. Sure, you

couM argue that Palestinian sui-

cide bombers could go after

Israeli army targets instead of

civilians, or you couW argue that

Ihey couki curb terrorism and

come back to the negotiating

table vrith Israel, but do you have

any idea how threatening a datK-

ing teenager with her friends in

an Israeli night club is?

Some people believe that

Palestinian suicide bombings

occur because of deeply rooted

hate and brainwashing by

Palestinian political and religious

leaders. They say this is why

Psieatinian teenagers and kids,

male and female, are conaiantly

trying to kill as many civiKatw at

possible.

Some people think thai the

problem is a deeply rooted hatred

in the Palestinian culture that is

being ignored. Some people think

it is bk>ody acts of terror that are

being accepted or brushed away

rather than being deah with.

A recent BBC artkle reports

that seven out of 10 Palestinians

still support suicide bombiitgs.

The real question is though,

why aren't all thoae other unhap

py people acroes the globe bk>w-

ing themselves up?
Gitad SIMnick is a tbtlepan

ivtufffnist"
-r. •'

Spring Break road rules
§lt's been an entire week and

no one has written a Spring

break article yet. Let's face it.

Israel will always be a mess.

Bush will always be a quote-

unquote idiot, and MTV's "I

Want a Famous Face" will

always be controversial (I'd be

^ on that show in a second.

Mitt because as any of my close

Q[g[|]y
friends know. I'd pay a ridicu-

^^"^^^^^^ lous sum of money for those

plastic surgery artists to turn me into Seal). But

only once in my life will I be single. 21 years of

age. completely hammered, and on the beach

with 2,500 beautiful girls — all at the same time

— for seven straight days.

Not only that, but I'm writing the majority of

this thing scrunched up like an illegal immigrant

in the back of a |eep Cherokee on our return trip

from Florida. I've puked up the remnants of last

night's over-priced crab dinner in four different

states. and I

haven't had feeling

in my left butt

cheek since mid-

Virginia.

But I'll be hon-

est: if you're one of

those people who
tends to get bitter

about hearing

spring break stories

because your sorry

rear end went home
to Worcester for the

some odd reason, the

Traffic wouldn't happen without cars,

and cars wouldn't be cool in Panama

City without rims. But to the owner of

the '91 Dodge Caravan we saw at the

gas station with the spinning rims:

walce the (expletive) up.

week, stop reading. For

entire week is a bit hazy

for me, so there's no way in hell I'm going to

string together a coherent thought. Thus, the

following are some random observations from

Spring Break in Panama City Florida: the land

of sun. sand, and 10 a.m. wet T-shirt contests.

But first I need to go on a post-Spring Break

tangent. OK, so a poor orphan girl approached

you in Jamaica, and because you felt bad, you let

her put cornrows in your hair for the American

equivalent of 37 cents. If you want to look stu-

pid on Spring Break, this is fine by me.

Everyone is wasted anyway, so chances are you

even looked cute (to some people) by 2:30 each

night. But guess what, I haven't heard of many
people doing a Power Hour before their 10:10

Ethics class, so your cover has officially been

blown. Spring Break is over, everyone else

around you is now sober, and your under- 13

girls' basketball team isn't in the state finals. So
give the cornrows a rest. If I had Hello Kitty

painted on my face at the carnival and left it

there for 3 weeks, I'd hope you'd have the

decency to tell me I looked like a tool, OK, now
onto the observations ...

I hate traffic. My roommates and i basically

adopted the motto: If there's traffic, someone
better be dead. Seriously, if my car is idling

along at the speed of my Aunt Alba's rascal, by

the time I reach the source of the traffic jam, I

better see ambulances, the laws of Life, and

Stone Phillips covering the scene live via satel-

lite.

Traffic wouldn't happen without cars, and

cars wouldn't be cool in Panama City without

rims. But to the owner of the '91 Dodge
Caravan we saw at the gas station with the spin-

ning rims: wake the (expletive) up. Your van is

the same vehicle that brought me to see

"Beethoven" after playing mini golf on Billy

Wise's tenth birthday G-Unit wouldn't drive

your van. Old Dirty Bastard wouldn't drive your

van. I wouldn't drive your van.

Hey Southern States, take the confederate

flags down from the rear windows of your Ford

F- 1 50's. There's a reason you don't see people in

the U.S, flying British flags in the back windows
of their Minis: because they're smart enough to

know they lost the war. and that losing isn't

something people generally brag about.

And while you're at it, scratch off the

bumper sticker of Calvin and Hobbes pissing on
something random. It's not like you can actually

read the words in

the comic strip

anyway, and I'm

sure if Bill Watt-

erson knew that

his cartoon char-

acters would be

the poster chil-

dren for white

trash everywhere

(just like if I had

known "What she

doesn't know will

kill you" would make me the poster boy for los-

ers with no social skills everywhere), then he

probably would've taken his own life.

To the car full of dudes with: WANTED -

COLLEGE GIRLS written on the windows of

your SUV: this is what you're saying to me.
Every guy in your car is a virgin, and you made
some queer "American Pie" pact to get laid by

the end of senior year. Now, after three and a

half years of video games, you've still managed
to come up empty (SOCOM is like every white

trash chick on "lerry Springer"; it just seems to

attract losers). But here's a heads-up. Panama
City isn't a quick fix. so there was no need to

buy that box of condoms at the first gas station

you could find in Florida. The only way they'll

get used is when you get hammered and blow
them up like balloons.

To conclude this, I'll leave you with the four

most important things I learned on this trip: I

)

If I lived in the South, I'd feel as out-of-place as

Rudy Huxtable looks in that Chingy video. 2)

Dunkin Donuts ceases to exist about halfway

through Virginia, and I'm going to be honest, so

does modern civilization as we know it. 3)

Never stay at a hotel that necessitates holding

the toilet handle down 8 to 1 2 seconds before it

flushes. 4) Don't blink. Not because you should

enjoy every single moment of your trip, but

because you never know when a boob might

come out to say hello.

Matt Brochu is a Collegian columnist.
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Solvent makes

isteners go *Ga

Ga* for music

i

By TlMUTHY GaBRIEU
CJoUJSOIAN StaJ^F

Jason Amm,
aka Solvent

Don't let die title of the two remix EPs simuluuieous-

ly released by Suction Records-founding guru Jason

Amm. aka Solvent, fool you. You'll find no glacially hypv-

none synthpop covers of okl Queen classics rcdetined

for ecstatk noveau disco fiends still reeling over the hot

heat of Scissor Sisters's raunchy electrofied take on Pink

Floyd's "Comforubly Numb." The EP does perhaps

wieU an aesthetic and lyrical kinship with the 1984 clas-

sic frt^]die Meaury lament, but 'Solvent's latest, diaidi-

fully. reaches further than the dull

cotnfon ol a novelty single.

The title actually refers to the ycar-

oU Solvent track "My Radw." one of

the many highlights off Ghostly

International Records' excellent new

electro smorgasbord "Tangent

Noveau." On that compilation.

Solvent shocked his byal listeners by

investing in something that he had

previously not attempted on his three

studio albums: vocals.

Sure, those vocals were done with a vocoder, but for

Solvent, the change was revolutionary. The premature

posturing for Warp Records executives diat fUled his

first two albums had been completely dropped and the

man was now free to focus completely on magnanimous-

ly gorgeous synthpop Only fitting that he shcxikJ nuirk

diis transitional phase with a love song to his radio.

yearning for the diays when his heroes in Yaz. OMD. and

tlw Human League couki be heard with regularity acroas

the airwaves. In "You've Changed." a genuinely per-

turbed Asimov robot sings.

SoKeni lollowed the soi^ with a contribution to tha

Mori Music Skjwdive tfteM "Hue Skied an' Ckw." a

cover of die legcndaiy dr«mpop ensemble s "Whoi The

Sun Hiu." Competing apinn a separate cover by indie

darlings Mum. SoKent fired up an achingly melancholy

track thai owed much of its appeal to its fragile. orgMiic

and subtly inflected rx)bot intonations (for those that

think a robot cannot make vou crv 1 suggest you get your

hands on diis track and DMX Krew's The Claaa

Room")
Solvent appears to be laying the groundwork for his

much aviraited folk>w-up to 2001'* "Solvent City" Since

tlw time of that last full length release, the electronic

musical landscape has increasingly swayed in Solvent's

favor (with practically no recognition being directed his

way). Unfortunately electroclash too absolved the

mutant android voice to the

point when it has come to be

Aorn as j cliche within the genre

Furopcan and urban Aincfican

l)|s have coopted the sonic

device as an automatic dance-

floor hook. Popularized by '80b

electrofunk and eariy hip-hop.

the now omnipresent k>w-end

vcaoder vocal heard in cuts \\kt

Debasaer's "Fat Giris" is the

arbiter of much Zapp and Roger

styled mindless boogie, and very

littk- soul

Anyone familiar with Sohrent's back catakigue will

find this no cause for alarm whatsoever. With his new

romantic sensibilities and his first-class grasp of mckxiy.

Amm's deckfcdiy k)yal penchant for the timeless ensures

(hat him and the six remixers that appear on diese the-

matically bonded releases suiy the hell away from any-

thing resembling disposability

"My Radio" gets the royal treatment by SoKent's con-

temporaries in the form of some succulent new wave

remixes Part 2 boasts another single, the equally

enchanting "For You." virhich receives two remixes of its

own.

The remaining two unreleased Solvent tracks arc

both sdW. anakigue templates, though they hardly occu-

py the same stratosphere as the dynamically minimalist

hcadlincrs. Each contains the signanire robotic voices,

albeit here they are a bit more abstractly emptoyed. It's

hard to make out what Amm is trying to say in "Radio

Goo Goo" (which completes the Queen reference), but

it gestures an elegant coiKlusion to the first EP with its

cascading squarewaves. soft strings and pulsating heart-

beat. The trickling dew of those squarewaves may

remind the 8-bit minded listeners of the Koji Kondu

score during Mario's majestical fall through the stars

after completing each castle in "Super Mario 3."

Video games have always been a soundbase for

Solvent's approach. One can imagine the city of the

"Solvent City" EP being nothing less than a lush techno-

topia, wherein pinball wizards and knob twiddlers conie

together in the great arcade in the sky Solvent's music is

perpetually caught in a daydream, an immortal Elysium

wherein the playfulness of childhood is immutably sus-

tained. I've always said that if 1 have children. Id play

them Kraftwerk before Brahms as lullabies. Ditto

Solvent. ^

Except for Legowelt's scramble of "My Radio,

which is a paranoid, dark rush, the remixers maintain

this airy attitude. Lowfish and ISAN take on "For You"

in their own styles. Lowfish's personal style just happens

to be a lot like Solvent and therefore, he stays relatively

close to the original. This is partially forgivable since

Lowfish is the co-founder of Suction Records along with

Solvent. Regardless of how radical it is, Lowfish's "For

You" sways like a Postal Service single and would prove

an equally powerful single.

ISAN's mix drops the beats altogether and swivels

the song along on glitchy snips and ambient hums. It is

one of the weakest tracks on the double EPs. However,

looking at the track in the context of the entire double

EP set, it does effectively vrind down the pace and lead

nicely into "Radio Goo Goo." The mix is not even that

bad, just a tad understated.

Schneider TM, perhaps best known for putting a for-

lorn robot Morrissey atop his cover of The Smiths

"There is a Light That Never Goes Out." actually choos-

es to scrap the vocoded vocal and dub his own human

vocals over his remix. In addition, he swaps some ana-

logues for backwards sweeps, samples and twangy

detuned guitars. The bouncy outcomes of the experi-

ment come out sounding like some of the stellar materi-

al that has come out of the Notwist and Her Space

Holiday camps.

BACK
IN BLUE

Nerdy alternative

rockers •* - "^^

re-release

classic ^
blue album

^

By Nick Romanow

Collegian Staff

i Song).

2 h Aki-I

.LIWASAUTTLEundci^,
to years ago when Weeaet, a

CalHbmia-based band that

seemed more fit (and willing ^ to

play rha^ffTis A Dragons dian

rock a stadhan. in«miirinu»ly

MtoMdthdr debut work.

Vm sdMded aibuni, which

has come lo be referred to as

The Bhie Album* (after die

color of the artwork) tntro-

duBKi widi die help of dw Ut

^ -Undone (The Sweater

Sat*)." "Buddy Holly" and "Say

h Ain't So," die band to an audi-

enoe of over 3 milHon enthralled

listeneni.

Weeier is now practically an

alt-pop-tock iivstitution. It's had

the two of the best albums <rf the

19908: "Bhie" and dieir 1996

follow-up "Pinkcrton." Also

under its belt are the equally

gitat 2001 self-tilled effon,

raiened to as "The Green

ARwni." and the not quite a»

otMsttnding. but far above aver-

^ 2002 refease. 'Maladroit

'

Now, die band Is being honored

whh a double-disc reissue of

dwir debut and a packed DVD
diat traces every step to where

they are now.

Ten years ago

all this fanfare was-

n't even imagina-

ble, as "The Blue

Album " barely sold

at all when it was

first reteased.

"Nobody was

shocked that ('The

Blue Album') only

sold 'X) albums (in

its first week)." recalled Karl

Koch during a phone interview

with The Massachasetts Daily

Collegian.

Koch is the baixl's friend,

photographer, Web master and

archivist. He has been with the

band since before they were

signed and also assembled its

DVD.
"Nobody knew about the

band," Koch continued. "They

had never toured outside

California. I just remember ...

living in an apartment with

Rivers [Cuomo, the band's

frontmanj. One night, we were

Uliiwing lo a college n^jUt
tiun] and we hcanl The Sweater

Song ' We were freaked out

like 'Holy crap, there it is!'.,.

"It couki vr died there, but

then ^*fc heard Rodney

Bii^enheinier. dK big KROQ
D|. . play it on his show.

Usually when he plays somc-

thn^. the station will pick it up.

It took off. MTV put it in their

'buzz bin.'

•That moment was the real

The special editkm of "The

BKic Album' Ls a true testament

that, even though Weezer is still

a relatively young band, it has

had a great impact on the worU

of rock musk.

The first disc of the deluxe

edition features a remastered

version of the already-classic

album, although the difference

is barely audible. The second

dls; contains 14 tracks, includ-

ing all the b-sides for "TTic Blue

"lullabv For Wayne7
place on this collection.

The ir<Kk> t.io^i- from cod-

for-coinplciiMs t My Name Is

Kwus." live) to songs thai are

amongst Weewr's best

("Susaime" and "lamie"). "The

Kilclier Tapes" are interesting,

but dichard.s will be upset that

only three of the five songs made

the cut

All in all. the set is a wekome
addition but not a necessity.

"I actually wrote a huge story

aKHJi making The Blue Album."

which dki tn>i appear in the liner

notes just because of space."

Koch said of his help in putting

the anihokjgy together.

For track •scleciion. it seemed

everyone weighied in with

thoughts

"It wa'* really a cotnpaimisc

between my vision, and the

band's \ision. aixl Tcxld's vision

(the bands A&R iiianj." Koch

> seaakxis. Kve^pcrfonnances and

everything in between (includ-

ing hysterical ioottge of the

band aitcmpting, and {ailing, to

shoot promos for a Yahoo spon-

sored tour). The D\ D contains

all of the bands videos; even die

rarely seen "Photograph" and

"Skjb" clips, both directed by

Koch. It includes commentaiy

on every vkleo, alternate cuts

and behind-the-scenes fooupt

for many of them.

"There are numerous intents

going on at once. I wasnt shoot-

ing a documentary like the way

yixi'd shoot something for Tine

History Channel — you inter-

view peopkf after the fact." Koch

said. "I'm just putting together

actual vintage footage. I really

slanted it toward fans that

would want to eat it up.*

Koch added that if the view-

er is to watch the DVD straig^

through, they might find than*

One night, we were

pistening to a college

radio station] and we
heard The Sweater

Song.' We were freaked

out— like 'Holy crap,

there it isr...^^

-Karl Koch, friend,

photographer and archivist

famous self-titled album

Album" singles.

Tliere're also some eariy. pre-

Geffen demos from what is

known as "The Kitchen Tapes"

(named because the drums were

recorded in the kitchen of the

band's rented house! and the

original mix of "Say It Ain't So.'"

Even two previously unheard

.songs, "I Swear It's True" and

explained. "They rcalK wanted

to be more cautious with the

selection. I wanted to blow it out

and put tons of siufl in iherc. 1

kinda k)st."

Luckily on the D\D. titled

"Video Capture DcNico." Koch

was the person behind ihc pro]

ect. He culled over <i ciccadc's

worth of footage to show studio

selves running into the same

thing over and over.

"We wanted it to be in

chronological order." he said.

"In doing that, there were things

that repeated themselves ... it's

not a film ... there's no way to get

around that."

See WEEZER on page 6

©r^ ^ii.
Wcm'lS ( )) CXXJBTESY OEFFEN

|

See SOUfENT on page 6
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'Eve' realizes what's worth keeping is right in front of her face

: Syracuse looks tO reload
Advice from Ew: Q: On* of my clOMSt frtonds antf I started I'^OflHn The most won- goodbye to the lewers for a while. go shopping, and are slightly hypocnt-

, /

NFL votes to clamp down
on touchdown celebrations

0: 1 rMly» Mi 0Hy wlw to

ptaMy my oppMlto In ptiiMiMf. I

and I think I mIgM hrthnklate

Mm at times. I don1 really ttitnii

. I kiM liven him the

I ! tM I am totafwM,

Nil I Ml eHN net Mftsln ke

understands. What cm I do to

I tot Mm Iumw I want

I )Ht IriendsMp? -

K.L

A: Yoijr first step is to ask him

out. See whit he says and from

ttiere you can know if he's inter-

ested also. I believe when it comes

to guys and mtimidation, they seem to

play more games. If he wants to feel as

iHOgh he has some sort of power, he may act

aiW he's dtojwtonilirt. It ha saaaw unsure of

what he wants, maytie he raailzes there Is a

possibility of personality clashes in the future.

But you must initiate your interest first

Q: One of my closest friends and I started

dating a month ago. He has everything I

have been wanting In a guy, and I feel

so comfortable when we are togeth-

er.The only problem Is that I don't

get butterflies when I see him. It

Is Just a different kind of nice

. I still look around at

guys, hoping there might

be better. But I already know

there lent. I don't even know

It I want to commit fully to

him. What Is wrong with me?

A: Weil, it seems as though you

might not be ready to settle

down You want all of the feelings

that don't normally hi«ipen wtian

you truly kwe someone. Butterflies

are innocent, flirty and exciting feel-

ings that people have when they are

not so comtorttf)le. You seem to have a

mature, realistic partnership with this person.

Isn't that enough? If you reali/e you aren't

completely sure about being witn him, then

dent YiM need to figure out what you want

and everything will eventually seem right..

Origifial Sin

[ve

The most won
derlul aspect of

g^o^^^ng up is the

security of knowing

what we want, get-

ting it ant and ulti-

niateK iteeping it.

But when do we
really know what

we really want?

And how do you

know if what you

want would truly be satisfying?

Somewhere, there lays a fine line

between thinking we want soniething

and actually gettii^ it. If knowing

comes with maturation, then 1 have

certainly regressed

VI) friend had pleaded to n\e to

coiiK- home this weekend and actont-

pany her on a small adventure. I agreed

without question.

Lsually, hotne is Boston. But nowa-

days honie has bevoine .Allston — as it

is to so many other students. And as

we dulled up for another night in in>

new home, she suddenly snukd aixl

said. "We'fv crossing the river!"

I don't remember smiling, but

somehow we both understood that it

was time to fish in the sea and say

goodbye to the lewers for a while.

Now it was time for Harvard

As we entered the square, we
coukln't help but tx)tice a change in

annospherc. it was so quiet, so dark

and so new. We had completely neg-

lected this part of our home for nearly

our entire college experieiKt. But as

we walked toward our destination bar,

I siiddenly realized why
We kx>ked absolutely ridicukxis. I

think there is an unspoken ben in

Cambridge that pivhibits fashkxiabie

nightwear. Only later did two Harvard

men reconfirm my thoughts. As we

ordered our drinks, they approached

our table with utmost confidence and

sal down. They introduced themselves

like perfect gentlemen, asked if they

may join arxl treated us to a drink.

As the conversation began, the

ineviubk question was asked: "So, are

you girls from the other skie?" 1 almost

choked on my drink. I dkint kiK>w if

this was an insult or a compkment.

And so I asked them.

Apparently, giris from the otha-

skk are materialistic, they go to unim-

portant schools and don't think

enough. And apparenUy, guys from

diis skk generahze too mudt, need to

go shopping, and are slightly hypocrit-

kal. 1 wondered why they canK to us,

rather than the girls they claim to

appreciate more. Mavbe because we

were more appealing to the eye?

Maybe because they generally do pre-

fer outer beauty? Maybe once they

realized we were not like those girls

across that gigantic, unseen river, they

couU become philosophical: "What do

girls like you want?"

1 vwxiW think a Harvard grad stu

dent woukl know something like that

... 1 mean if he doesn't, why would I'

Arid for some very odd reason, I

became hot Terrified that he might see

I have no klea.

! knew I dki not want this guy, this

bar ani this conversatkm. I wanted to

leave. And we did. We went straight

back into our comfortably, trashy

home of Allston. And bved every

minute of it.

Eve is pen name for a kn* gum
attending UMass who Jknou-s the ins

and ouii ofei-ery relutionship You can

ask Eiv for advuv ^y e-miiilmg hit at

e\e_ofiginalsin<Syahoo.com
'Oripnal Sin with fcif" ntns tnitrv

Thursday in The Massachusetts Daily
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RED BULL GIVES YOU WIIINGS.

OH, AND A GREAT OPPORTUNITY.

Red Bull is on the lookout for a Student Brand

Manager (SBM). An SBM is a reliable and moti-

vated student whose responsibilities include brand

development on campus, market analysis and

having a great time.

Our expectations from you are the following:

ft/'"^

• \'ou're going into your secortd

year or higher at this school.

• You have a good know ledge of

when/where things are happening

• You're interested in marketing

and have good communication skills

• You have an entrepreiwurial

NYC TRIP

April 18th 1 Day

Oie Mpm

Pick up and Orop-OM al Hiinil Mm

StMM Of Ubarty, 9* Am
ThnM Square llroe»»

ii

I Twto C«nlw MemortM

tlfhMumolAn. UOMA
•hoaetno »i tw VMega

$34 per ticket!

www.brozam.com
or

(413)695-6929

Vocoder

prevalent

on *Ga Ga'

txgowelt alao adds Ms own
vocals, but rather than emphasize

the dejected feeling that ibe cadio

has 'chartged' lirgowelt get! mad.

He calls the radk) "crap' and pro-

ceeds to vmft through a stomping

Neu! Beat and a keyboard Kne

ripped from DAF's dassk "Der

Mussolini.* It's fun enough to

break the dionalic harmony for a

few minutes and goofy enough to

not scare listeners out of their ana-

bgue peradise.

SoKcnt and friends have creat-

ed another halbnark statement of

intent. These unapoiogetically

noataigk: synthpoppcrs rival LL
Cool I artd Queen in their passkm

for the power of radio. If only it

couU find its way onto the raidk)

— and It certainly deaervce to— it

woukl surely negate its own
lament In the age of Clear

Channel though. I wouldn't hoU
mv breath.

BIS^ i(")f^ "
. I C M IN-

Mil IN()N

TkAI TOKI.X

40-A
FEED YOUR HEAD.

BRING YOUR I.D. & DINE FROM OUR SPEOAL

STUDENT MENU EVERY TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

.MUSIC 7 NIGHTS A WBtK IN THE LOUNGE

41 STRONG AVENUE, NORTHAMPTON
BRASSFRIP. 40-A RESERVATIONS 4I). 58^.9200

MLLINO'S TRATTORIA RESERVATIONS 4iJ.586.8900
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The 'Blue' LP

just reissued
WEEZER frtxn page 5

If that is the biggest problem

with the disc, then it's still not

that bad. And h is its biggest

problem. Aside from the occa

sional itwonvenietKe of the same

song repeating, the set is flawless

and shouU leave no Wee/cr Ian

complaining. The disc, which

nins over three hours lung, is

something fan> wilt be watching

over and over and over

But is there anything HKWC on

the way''
*

I
Doing a straight documen

uryl would be quite a chal-

lenge.' Koch said "(As for future

deluxe edition,) I don t know

what Universal's criteria are ... I

really think it's what they think is

worthy of a second kiuk . .

.

"I certainly think Pinkerton"

deserves that

-With The Blue Album,

there's so many different demos

and tracks that coukl or could

not go in there, it's not reall> likc

there's a wrong answer. Bui

Pinkerton" would be very deli

catc But I «ouM supftort ja

properly done special ediiionj. I

think the album deaervea it

"

A* for the nMt»,,HivWnl^,//
future, the band i> ret-ordinj!

their fifth album vvith pivxluccr

Rick Rubin The release is csti

mated for later this year nr earls

2005.
• Koch does note a Nuinmn

excursion is still an open posM

bility, though no plans hiivc been

considered. Until then. Wcc/cr

fans have a solid reissue to honor

one of their best album^i and a

superlative DVD necessary to

add to any fan's colte«.ti«.»n.
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19 MONTAGUE RD
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Boeheim proud of

defending champs
By John Kekis

Ass(.x.-iATEn Press

SYRACUSE. N.Y. — The
Syracuse Orangemen aren't the

defending national champions
anymore. Nevertheless, they

still impressed their coach by

fighting through a difficult sea-

son.

'This team accomplished

just as much if not more than

last year's team, given what we
had," jim Boeheim said follow-

ing the Orangemen's 25rd

NCAA tournament appearance

in his 28 years as head coach.

"I am just as proud of this

year's team, if not even proud-

er."

For good reason. Not only

did the Orangemen lose

Carmelo Anthony to the NBA
after his stellar freshman year

and Kueth Duany to gradua-

tion.

They also lost sophomore
point guard Billy Edelin, a key

member of last year's title

team.

Edelin sat out all but one of

the last I I games of the season

for 'personal reasons" and did

not play in the postseason at

all.

Syracuse still finished the

•eason with five straight wins.

upsetting Pittsburgh on the

road and Connecticut in the

Carrier Dome in an eight-day

span.

The Orangemen also made
the round of 16 in the NCAA
tournament before losing to the

University of Alabama to finish

at 23-8.

That's pretty heady stuff for

a team that seemed destined to

not even earn the chance to

defend its title after losing five

of six games at midseason and
struggled.

And the future looks bright,

with the roster still sprinkled

with six players who were on
the championship roster last

April.

The only senior scholarship

player the Orangemen lose is

backup center Jeremy McNeil.

Meanwhile, two top-notch

prospects with the same last

name.
Six-foot-2 point guard |osh

Wright from Utica-Proctor

High School and b-7 forward

Dayshawn Wright of Syracuse,

who played for undefeated Oak
Hill Academy in Virginia this

season — will enter school in

the fall.

Most promising, however,

will be the return of the team's

top two scorers. Forward
Hakim Warrick (I*). 8 points

and 8.6 rebounds per game)
will be a senior and said prior

to the season finale against

Connecticut he was not con-

templating jumping to the

NBA.
Guard Gerry McNamara

(17.2 ppg) will have the whole

summer to mend.
McNamara, who will be a

junior, suffered a hobbling

injury to his left groin in a loss

at Seton Hall in January and

admitted before the NCAA
tournament he had been play-

ing in pain since.

Despite the injury,

McNamara, who shot 58.9 per-

cent from long range and hit

105 3-pointers, was a force in

the NCAA tournament, scoring

43 against BYU in the first

round and 24 in the loss to

Alabama in the season's final

game.
Warrick and McNamara

proved an inside-oulside threat

hard to defend in the tourna-

ment, combining for 147 of the

Orangemen's 223 points in the

three tournament games.

Also returning are 6-6

swingman losh Pace and 7-foot

center Craig Forth (both will be

seniors) and four freshmen

who received quality playing

time this season:

6-5 guard Louis McCroskey.

who missed all of preseason

practice and the first three

games because of academic
problems, played 395 minutes

and averaged 3 9 ppg in 28

games;
6-8 forward Demetris

Nichols played 441 minutes in

26 games and averaged 4.5

points:

6-9 forward Terrence

Roberts played 236 minutes

and averaged 2.1 points in 26
:

games;
6-1 1 center Darryl Watkins

played 85 minutes and had 15

blocks in 12 games.

As for Edelin, who averaged

13.8 points and 4.2 rebounds

in 17 games, he remains

enrolled in school.

Boeheim's main concern

next season again promises to

be finding an outside threat to

complement McNamara and

help ease the double teams that

constantly hounded Warrick

this season.

Boeheim had hoped Nichols

and McCroskey would help titl

the void, and although each hit

several key shots they'll have to

improve a lot.

Of the 121 shots Nichols

attempted. 72 were from long

range and he made only 17, or

23.6 percent. McCroskey fared

even worse, hitting 1 3-of-57 3-

pointers. or 22.8 percent.

The Orangemen also hit

only 64.3 percent of their free

throws and 32.8 percent of

their 3-pointers, but they did

shoot a solid 46.4 percent from

the field.

If anything, they have some
extra motivation because the

season ended prematurely.

"We got to the sweet 16, but

I don't think that was enough,"

Pace said. 'This is something

we are going to have to deal

with."

"We are not satisfied

because we wanted to go to the

Final Four." Nichols added.

'Overall, we did some good

things as a team, but we are not

satisfied."
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mittee to k>ok at all aspects of rev-

enue sharing.

No one questions the concept

of apportioning income, particu-

lariy from the eight-year, $17.6 bil-

lion televisbn contract.

But owners such as Dallas'

Jerry Jones and Washington's Dan

Snyder want wider marketing

rights for their teams' products.

Owners in smaller markets,

including Buffalo's Ralph Wilson,

Indianapolis' |im Irsay and

Pittsburgh's Dan Rooney, are con-

cerned about what they conskler

an increasing disparity in cash flow

between teams.

Tagliabue. 63, indicated there

will be no problem in negotiating

an extension of his contract, which

expires May 2005. The owners

voted unanimously Monday to

give him as many as three more

years beyond that date.

The owners heard more on the

proposal to buiki a new stadium

for the New \'ork jets on the West

Skle of Manhatun. Tagliabue sakl

there would be further discusskni

but emphasized no commitment

was made by the league for a

future Super Bowl there.

tr

Yankees rebound to pound Devil Rays
By Ronald Blum
.^MIll.lATrl• PlUM

TOKYO - Hideki Matsui

and the New ^ork Yankees came
through for their faru.

Matsui rocked the Tokyo

Dome with a two-run homer.

forge Posada hit three-run shots

from both sides of the plate and

the Yankevo calmed their jittery

support

Yankees 1

2

Devil Rays 1

ers back

. home by

routing

t h e

Ravs 12-1Tampa Bay Devil

Wednesday night.

"It was truly a happy moment
for myself." Matsui said, allow-

ing himself a rare moment of

public emotion

A day alter Tampa Bay turned

baseball upside down by winning

the sea.son opener 8-3. the

Yankees restored the oW order

— appropriate for a country tied

to tradition — in another game

that started just after 5 a.m. in

New ^'ork.

Kevin Brown recorded his

198th career victory in his first

start for the Yankees, allowing

six hits over seven innings, and

Tom Gordon and Mariano

Rivera finished with hitless

relief.

Tony Clark, playing first base

because of lason Giambi's ailing

knee, hit a tiebreaking two run

homer for the Yankees, who
made sure they didn't return

from japan in last place.

Owner George Steinbrenner

took the first loss calmly, saying.

"It's not where you start, it's

where you finish." but an 0-2 trip

might have led to a different

tune.

"It wouldn't be fun. In fact. I

made a comment when we were

down l-O in the first." Yankees

manager |oe Torre said. "I felt a

little tenseness in there. I said.

'Guys, what's the worst thing

that can happen? We kise 162

games, big deal. We can still eat.

and you're still going to get

paid."
"

Alex Rodriguez came a few

feet short of a grand slam but

had another quiet night, going 0-

for-5 and dropping to l-for-9

with no RBIs. Derek |eter finally

got his first hit. an RBI single,

after going hitless in his first

seven at-bais.

"I was in there saying, I'm

the last one without a hit.' " leter

remembered.

Tampa Bay. coming off six

straight last-place finishes, was

preti» n^^i^j nitrfianltrti rtwiw

its five days in japan. Devil Rays

manager Lou Piniella under-

stood that.

'We caiiK to play a team that

was very popular here." he said.

'If we can play 500 against New
York all year. I'll be very, vxry

pleased."

The night — if not the whole

week — belonged to Matsui.

Japan's biggest sports star

After starring for 10 years

with the Yomiuri Giants, he

sigi>ed with the Yankees before

the 2003 season. In his first

game back, he hon>ered against

his old team in Sunday's exhibi-

That didn't count. This one

dkl.

He repeatedly was greeted by

flashbulb-popping fans thrilled

to see him in the flesh, and he

rewarded them with two big hits.

After Aubrey Huffs RBI single in

the first put the Devil Rays

ahead. Matsui tied it in the

fourth with a run-scoring single

off loser jeremi Gonzalez.

Clark's homer in the fourth

put New York ahead 3-1 In the

fifth. Matsui teed off on a belt-

high pitch, sending it deep into

the scats in right-center.
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Now Open!
Bring in this coupon and receive:

$100
OFF

OR Trial

Competition, PLEASE!
There'sA Reason Why We're ^1

BEST Equipment, Best Results

Come Check Us Out!

1 University Dr.

(4 1 3) 549-6565

Need he\p

\N\th >/our

Resume?

Come to a Workshop

3 pm - 1 04 Career Services

Can't come today?

Call a Career Counselor

to make an

appointment for help

Tommie Joyner Jr.

Ginger Goldsbury

Caree

577-0417

545-601

1

For more Information,

go to vynf^w.umass.edu/careers

or call us at 545-2224
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Clarett case to be reviewed Fi^^l Four features

NLW YORK — A tederal

appeals coun x^ill hear the dispute

over whether Maurice Clarett can

citter the NFL draft less than a

week before it takes place.

The NFl tried to convince a

three-judge panel of the 2nd U.S.

Ciauit Court of Appeals that it

should block Clarett s entry by

staying tfie effect of a bwer court

judges ruling he be alk>wed in the

April 24-25 draft, even though the

fonner Ohio State running back is

only two yeais out of high school.

The appeals panel instead

agrved to set oral arguments for

April N and suggested it might

irnmedialely rule whether Clarett

can enter the draft. \*ith a >Antien

ruling to folkjw explaining its rea-

soniiig

PALM BtACH. Fla. - The

NFl. once again compromised on

instant replay, dtxidittg to continue

It for live iiKirc years rather than

puttir^ it in permanently

The owners did decide, howev-

er, to add an extra chalWnge for

tcantf who have successfully used

^

ey.com/us/careers

two chatkfnges. Since replay was

reinstituted in 1999, teams were

limited to just two challenges,

except for tfie last two ntinutes of

each half, when a replay oflicial

coukl order a review.

The vote on replay was 29-3,

with Kansas City, Indianapolis and

Cincinnati voting against, but

Arizona voting for it for the first

tinK' in the two decades it has been

considered.

WASHINGTON — Receiver

lames Thrash returned to the

Washington Redskins in a trade

that sent a 2U05 fifth-round draft

pick to the Philadelphia Eagles.

ITirash began his NFL career

\*ith four seasons in Washington

before signing a five-year deal \*ith

the Eagles ac a free agent in 20UI

.

He joins a crowded Redskins

ixxeiving corps and couki be the

No. "i wideout behind Ijiveranues

Coles and Rod Gardner.

WAILEA. Hawaii — BBte cor-

neriMck Troy Vincent was ekxied

president of the NFl Players

Association.

Vincent, who left the Eagles as

a free agent this year and signed

with Buffalo, replaces T^ace

Armstrong, the union president for

the last eight years. Armstrong,

who is considering retirement, did

iKH run for re-election.

COUfGE RIOnAU.
BROOMFIELD. Colo. — The

head of a rape crisis center said

that two more wotnen fiave come
forward in the past three months to

say they were sexually assaulted by

University of Colorado football

players.

lanine D'Annibelle made the

new allegations during a pubUc

meeting of the panel investigating

football recruiting practices at tfie

university. Members of the panel

said tf^r investigation has con-

firmed underage recruits had

access to akofiol and one said ttiere

was a "strong indication" universi-

ty ofhcials knew wtiat was going

on.

D'Annibalk;, executive director

of Moving to End Sexual Assault in

Boukler. said confidentiaiity rules

barred Iter from disclosing details

of the latest assault claims, iiwhid-

ing whether ttie players are still on

the team.

BASKEreALi
PHILADELPHIA — Allen

Iverson is out for tfie rest of the

regular season.

The (Philadelphia 76ers

announced their All-Star guard will

miss tfie final eight games because

of persistent pain in his right knee,

the same injury that kept him out

of n of the last 1 9 games.

C01i£GE BASKETBAU.
OMAHA, Neb. — Uura

Spanheimer scored 20 points to

lead Creighton to a 75-52 victory

over UNLV in the WNIT champi-

onship game.

Christy Ncnemanm tfie tourna-

ment MVP added 17 points and

nine rebounds, aixl Dayita FliK'h

had 16 points for Creighton (24-9).

which won the titk after kwing to

Auburn in tfie si iiiifinali bM year.

Associated Press

marquee programs
By Jaime Arun
AsaociATEi) Pmss

Based on pedigree, this

should be a great Final Four.

The teams left chasing the

NCAA championship include

the preseason No. 1 , the winner

of the top preseason tourna-

ment, a perennial power that

spent a month at No. 1. and a

top conference's regular season

and tournament champs.

Further proof that there are

no sleepers: The lowest seed

left. No. 5 Georgia Tech. already

has beaten Duke and

Connecticut, the teams the

Yellow lackets could play in the

Hnale if they get past Oklahoma
State on Saturday night.

"Whoever wins the champi-

onship. I think, will really be the

true national champ this year."

UConn coach jim Calhoun said

Wednesday. "1 think most years

thev are. but this year I can

If you've got ambition,

we've got room. V
V

y

We set high standards. We want people who share them. People who want to work

on some of the most Interesting business Issues, for some of the most prestigious

brands in the world. You'll need to be determined, but you'll never be on your own.

Because in our teams, you'll find the right experience, knowledge and support to bring

you along. The sky's the limit.

=!J Ernst&YOUNG
Quality In Everything We Do

clearly say you have to win two

great basketball games."

Seeing the cream rise to the

top doesn't always make for a

memorable NCAA tournament.

Fans love stories of underdogs'

pulling off upset after upset to

reach the final weekend, or one

star player carrying his school to

a string of victories.

Yet there's something to be

said about the way it's worked

out this season. Especially when

players who could dominate in

college arc instead going to the

NBA straight from high school

or after one year of school.

These clubs still have their

marquee players, but the com-

mon denominator is that they

earned their way to San Antonio

by becoming well-rounded

teams capable of rising to chal-

lenges.

"The continuity of college

basketball is not what it used to

be." said Georgia Tech coach

Paul Hewitt, the only Final Four

newcomer among this year's

coaches. "You no longer fiave to

have guys play together for one

or two seasons. Now maybe half

a season, three-quarters of a sea-

KMfi might be enough to have

them Income a cohesive unit

and then get hot at the right

time walking into the tourna-

ment
'

The Yellow lackets and

Cowboys, who meet in the early

game Saturday, were long shots

six months ago because of

uncertainties.

Georgia Tech was trying to

overcome the loss of freshman

sensation Chris Bosh, now with

the Toronto Raptors. Even with

him. the jackets missed the tour

naownt last year. Then practices

began, and Hewitt quickly

believed his team could be

among tite nation's best.

He even told them so. They

responded by winning tf»e pre-

.season NIT. going 27 9 and

tying for third in the ACC.
They've kept winning in the

tournament even with leading

scorer B |. Elder hobbled by a

sprained ankle.

"Because we play so many
guys, it's a different (star) every

night." Hewitt said "People may

get lulled into thinking that

they're not very good, that the

sum is greater tlian the individ-

ual parts. But the individual

parU of this team ar^ very, vep(

good."

The Cowboys came into the

WMon trying to blend five trans-

fers with three holdovers. They

got their growing pains out of

the way early, and then breezed

through the Big 12. They

entered the NCAA tourrwmeni

having won 17 of 18 games.

v«th the only loss by one point

in double overtime on the road

against Missouri

The other national semifinal

features teams whose fans prob-

ably marked this weekend in ink

on their calendars back in

October.

Connecticut started the sea

son ranked No. 1. lost its fourth

game — to Georgia Tech — and

dropped five more, mostly after

star center Emeka Okafor was

injured. The Huskies' talent and

depth carried them through

rocky times, and Ben Gordon

has taken over the scoring load

in the tournament. They've won
each of their tournament games

by at least 16 points.

Now UConn gets Duke, the

team it beat in the 1999 champi-

onship game. Although Blue

Devils coach Mike Krzyzewski

showed his team tape of victo-

ries that sent previous teams to

the Final Four, he dismissed that

title game as having "little rele-

vance in our game Saturday."

"No relevance, to be quite

frank with you," he said,

"because ... none of these kids

played in that game."

Perhaps more relevant is this:

Duke senior Chris Duhon is the

only player at this Final Four

who has been there before. He
was a freshman when the Blue

Devils won it all in 2001.

With Stillwater, Okla.. about

500 miles from the Alamodomc,
Oklahoma State is the geo-

graphic favorite. The Cowboys
also could become the sentimen-

tal pick.

Their story lines include )ohn

Lucas' arrival from Baylor after

that program was rocked by

tragedy and scandal, plus coach

Eddie Sutton's attempt to shed

the label of owning the most

wins without a national title.

There also are the memories

of 10 people who died in a plane

crash while returning from a

game three years ago. Starter

Ivan McFarlin and reserve

Terrence Crawford were on the

Cowboys' roster that season.

"There's not a day goes by

that 1 don't think about one of

those 10 people." Sutton said.

"I'm not sure there's ever com-
plete closure. 1 think it's always

going to be in your heart and in

your mind."
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

THURSDAY
• High: 49
• Low: 53

FRIDAY
• High: 46

• Low: 36

SATURDAY
• High: 50

• Low: 36

lptl,l

Dining Coma^ons Menu
DC contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Oriental Beef & Vegetables

• Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

a Spicy Black Bean Burger

(vegan)

DINNER
• Roast Turkey

• Stuffed Shells

(vegetarian)

• Rain Forest Black Bean

Stew (vegan)
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April 1. This is the day upon

which vye are reminded of what

we are on the other three hundred

and sixty-four.

-Mark Twain, "Pudd'nhvad Wilson ' 1894 -^ -^

aquarius • ian. 2o-f». is

lust leave your anger at tfie door.

pisceS • Ffr 19-Mar 20

Be paranoid. Peofjie have fven trvrnj^ to

trick you all day.

aries • ma*. 2i-apr. 19

Lock your ckxx today.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Everything is f)etter when it's on wheels.

gemini • mav2i-|un. 21

Regrettable, but you are not worth the

effort

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

Where did your morals go?

leo • M.. i3-Auc. 22

Why are you wasting your time reading

this'

virgo • Aix.. ii-stPi. 22

Don't t.ill lor fh*- «ilH "Hey your sfnae's

untied

libra • stpr. 23-on. 22

Your jokes aren't funny. Just stop.

Scorpio • Oct. 2VN(n Jl

Yuck, never use the word "leakage."

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-dk:. 21

t,('t .1 smiM)thi(' trom tfie Blue Wall.

Capricorn • dk 22 hv 19

Forget ail you ever learned. Take this as

an opportunity to start over.
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$4S0 Cinmp hunjrjijx r

Schcduline iV<nu.«

Frairmitio-.N iri mlK-^Nin.k-ni

( miif«: 4 himrv <4 VHir (jniJr'*

time PLUS mir triv (yes, free)

fundiaisinK ^Jiitmn-. (HJUALS

$1 .0CO-$2.(XC in t;lmln^,'^ fi*

V^HiTKniur CjillTOn.^Yf..r,)

$4S0 Kmiw »+Kn yixi si)iciliil<.'

yixiT niiti«lcv hiixlmixT witti

( :anipii»Fui>lr,ii.icr. C :<>nt*.t

C^amfxisFurxIrauer. ((Wl) ^2 *•

UW, (» viMi www.can>fHi»

futvlMlstT 11 im

Mill Valley KvIaliN iww

Rrmine 2 ^x^^^n $1050/1 100,

lKeJmi$n50/14a'>N.il;is.

irKTOtK'. rent, free he;it. htK

water, 2 full Kifh*. A( : I Vi

Ixisliiw Monf^i 10 Spin 2SV

7W

Rraniywine Apts. Now leas-

ing, 16i2 U-drioni i<pt» Ix-ases

hcKin June, July. .Am; or Sep.

First iimie, hrst serve ( iet

them while they Usi

www.l-rjnJvw iiK' nrt?A!ja
Stop hy .It

(
-.iill S4^ 06(.\y

HtiKirt C^ontlcv 1 Kilri«>ni,

hardwuxl floir*. >tiiily .ite.i in

KaKment. C iihle, telephone

(internet itccea) in nil )'*il-

romns aixl snuly N(W
SH(.WIN(if.)rJUNKaii,l

SKniMBFR NCIFHKS

ww^.amlierstlinii)llirt:.lllV,Wt«n

•t )V\lii « '111'. M.iin Nriri

Av,.t1.iH<- 6/1 2S6.HHH

Onteriif tiiwn I. 2. ^ hed-

n«ini>. kinJwonl fl<«>r». NCW
SmWINCJI.* JUNE.inil

SF-nTMRKR NOFF-F.S

w»u.»»lH rvtlitK"lnn.-altwjui

2SV787"

\li?0 FOR SAlt

$500!!' I'lilke lm|nmnd>. i:.ir>

fnmi $500 I li «xl.i>., ( lievy's.

Jeeps, etc. ti* lintinss, 1 -SOO-

ll'i UMfvt 45^4

fMI'IO^MFM

.Arii:NrioNL\.xi'L'\"i

KRS Pl.iv Si l'«Kh - H;ne Iun

-Make$$$T.>plV,yx.Sp.Tts

< iinip in M.iiiH' l<H)kinK tot

•staff to iiwnitt Cii mnh lA.X.

.AweHiiiK' Summer' Work with

lcid,s! Top vilaties, f-"REF.

nnAiJ/tT\ I allow. Apply online

ASAP:

www IampcohK Rsei-om

Movmu: Loial nioMni; conipa

ny Kokinu tor '«'lt inotivateil

inilivklaiU, pm lime pwiioiv.

a\ailahlc immoili.itilv

Weekday .ix ailahililv .i plu>

R;iise<i c omincn.Mirate with |xrr-

himianie I'ofentuI for tips

( i<«nl attitikles .ire a must. (
".ill

(4n)5S4-474<'

INTtRNSHII'S: Um .haixe

lo.ij^y' (.let hiUxKiH! lecal

ex|vrR.-ni.e with .i Uv-'l <«v>i»

t.int internship thisf.ill Work

Jitettly with attorneys atxl

clients and earn 'J-15 ciedits.

Ni < expenence reipiireil

Trainint; provuleil ( Jmt.M the

StiKfenl l.etr.il Ser\1iesl1ttKe

lor .in .iiylicition. J»k- 4/2 V22

( ".ampus Onter. 545-1995

Summer Internships:

Fjiterpnsi Rent-.A ( !,ir is ihe

•I rcnt.il c.it company in

North .Atnenca. l>ie to our

fantastic growth. \w have

opportunities availahle this

summer in our ^iuagailSIU

Intrmnhip Program f.t the

fCreater Roiton area, indiKlint;

Worcester and Cape Cud. I >ir

kle.il Liiulidale will he a nsini;

lunior or M'nior at a 4yc,ir sol

lei>-. .11x1 have .i ptiitevsumal

im.it.'e ThtiHit'li hainls-on

tr.iinin^. our interns leam

every aspect of (Hit fasi-pnci\l

Nisiness. ami experience the

autonomy nnsl ch.illeni.'o simi-

lar to ih.il ot in entrepreneur

We offer com|vtiti\e pay and a

tun ,in>l tTKinllv work envinii-

imni Kir more intoniuition

,iinl lo .ilfly online, please

visit our wehsite at www.enter
tUJti-van/iilliSD ot call us at

(508) 427 lOOV Fnterprise is

,in eiiual in^irtiiniry einployit

Drivers and Kitchen help

wanti-d Apply at IVP UmKh
downtown Aiiihersi

Lval Business is hiring mar-

keters Part Time $ 1 0- 1 5/hr

(-.all Alison «4n-627-904<

f MCIOVMFM

( ,imp ( < Kin*k ir"- ,irkl S)x^\ i.il

N«%ls t .imp ( I « irtseli -r-

lown ot .Amherst l>.i\ ( ^imps

The Town of .Amherst seeks

Cwimp C Jmnwlors for its ilay

camps , fx-rated K the Leisun.-

S-rvices ,ir>l Sippletrx-ntal

FJiication IVi-arrnKnt

(lASp.) Past camp louiisclinv;

experience. < nher ex|serierK es

working with h luiol .ige chil-

dren. ai»l/or rvl.ilevi cmirse-

w^irk in elementary cxliK.ition

highly desirable .Also seekini;

c.iinp ciHinsek'rs to work oih-

on-<irK wirh S'x'cial neevis

campers, exp working with

special ni-eds p<i(s(itation pre-

ti-m\l Mu.M he 18 yr. (W $

r.inKe for horh (xisiiions; $8.19

- 9 4N hr. (5 40 hrs per week.

Iiine 21 to .Aug. 20.

.Applications availaNe trom

Town Hall, fliiiiun Resource

lVpt,IV.Ilw.«»)W.ilk.

Amherst (410 256-4065

F.c|ual Fiiiployment

I Yt* irtunity/Affinruitive

Action Kniployer

MarketlriK Agency Seeks

t'Hitgoina High FnergV'

Indivuliiils lor proniotioas

$15/h.Hir8S><.477-666H

www.hauspn')moti«>ns ct^m

•Rmeiidm»;'$250/I>iv

Poienti.il No hx|x-rience

Nose Trainini; pn i\ uKI 1

,H^XM>6S6S20F'<i 1^.^

MIStniANFOUS SI VIMfR SIIBIFT

I lie C itiards arvl Swim

Instnictors The Town o<

Ainfiersit seeks qualilH'd lite

i,1lard^ and swim itv.tnicii'rs

l.ifeg«Kirds must lv>kl current

<.ertitications including: Life

( MMtd Training First Aid. and

c PR $8 16-9 48 hr;« -40 hrs

p«T wc-ek Applicatioivs avail-

ahle trom Amhersr U-isure

SerNices. hangs C^immiinirv

Onter. 70 Boltwoid Walk.

.Amherst F..1U.1I Empkiyment

1 1l>pofninity / .Atfirnutive

Action Fmployet

Bancnder Trainees Needwl

$250 a day potential. Ux-al

p.Biti.«s 1-800-295-5985

F.xt516

tOR RFM

Moving lift c.impus' Mivt .irea

rental agents at .i|\irmKnt

complex lair Thiirs .April 1 10-

5 on the (.XH!«>ncoiiiNe

Sponsori\l hv I Jimmiitet

Sers u i-s www *. slu< » >ri.'

noiisr FOR Rr\T

FIkIU'V Newer Five IVilfix'in

Hoim- 549 4270

INSFRIK riON

DnivcTsiry ftirtensling C'lasses

Stan sixm!!! (".all for infimna-

tionl-800-Ut:ANMIX
www.univeisit>+iarTending.coiti

Jack Schit for Pmidcnt! If

y< HI .itv .1 ci illege stmlent tnih

ci«xitned .tKiut tfw hmitv

chi\k out wkit Jack h.» to viy

nght aw-ay www.|ackschitfor-

ptesident.com

ROOM FOR RFM

Ijirge. Quiet. Gimfnrtahle.

RitnisJied. Reasonahle. For

male Cimd/FVilevmr 1 5 mm.

walk to UM.iss .Avail June 1

Sept 1 Fillopti.»i4n 549

157.H

S|R\K FS

Fhiknophical Oiutueling.

Amhetit,

PhikisuplivL^ikiguc.net

We do Liptiv and ik-sklop

coin|iiter repiir statting at

$W.ai, 4n 584-8857.

IVegnant ' Niisl help '( -ill

Birthngfit ot Amherst ,irea tor

free testing .hkI .issistame 549-

1906

PRFtlNANl Y TF>T1N( i.

HIV Testing, Birth ( Jmtrol,

arul Einergtncy ( "onrraccptn'ti

.Aflonkihle :iivl conliileniial.

Ta|x-stry Health, 27 Ptay

Strivl, AmhetM 548 i)992

sivrvuR St

looking tiT 1 Ixdn « >in api tot

sunimct, ansHxl $6lX'' per month

Islaryk^iideni .iiinass.edu

2 hednainvs. tully luniLshed

.ip^mmeni. I full harh

.Available Jinx- 1st- Septemlx-t

Ijt. C Jill Rachel Sivmiin 9
781.264-1512

1 bedroom Brandvwine .ipati

ment st.trting Jurn- 1 or vsiiiei

$755/month negotiable -

iml.kJ.- I fTAXT. 549 9489

Florida onl\ $69 ,iik- « u ill

taxes includni

Mexico/( ".inf4x'an $ 1 2 5 f.» h

way all t.ixes itn IikIcsI Fun fx

$169 one way IVxik on line

ww^.airteJi.coUl it (212)

2l9-7aV

Spring IVi-ak 2004 Tr.ivel with

STS. .AnH-nc.i's»l Stikk-nt

TiHit Cyx-nitor to |,im,iica,

C^ncun. .Ac.ipulco. Poham.is

.irkl Florid.1 Now hinng cam

|xi» a-ps. C !;ill tor gnnij^ dis-

counts

lnfonnation/Re'*rv.itions 1

800 648 4849 or wyt w.>t>tr.is

sJ^^iim For more information

contiKt SI.A Tnivel .it 41 V

256-1261

887-4-(-:ANCn.IN IVst pnc-,

UMASSVHNlXiRsc-lling

spnng l-iTi'ak p^Kkages l\i nor

get scammeil. CiiKiin. Negnl

.Acapiikti, l\ih.iinas, Florul.i

$$$ laiiipis reps earn $$$

Flipnation com 877 4-c.irKiin

V\ A N T 1 1

)

Stmlent photmjraftier ix'cds

nxxk-ls Free heacWvirs 91 V

486 2555.

«

|onath.«nN«"stenik®K>tmail.

com

t.:HlNF>'FvAMASF(.i<.

lXlNl>RNFHiFn Wi .ite a

lositu;, cotiimittevi cixijMe scx"k-

iitg a w I irnan a^c 2 1 - )0.

ReiisiHviFile compensatmn arul

exjx'nx-s paid Flease contact

iHir .ittomey. RoK-n Nichols,

.It (7Sn 769.69C0ormL

J]olsM!iiii!«iisa

Voung le:Klers wanteil' (.inne

tot m,irleting, te:*.hing. or

public s|v,iking, flexible ho«ir%.

hilltr,iiiiinL'iom,Ki (8<i<.1598

6674

Video linKaKi' of any LIMa»

not, will pay money for

fixHage (.iill4n-687-5902

FlK.lKlNi1K^\FFl'>Hi,

FxirenuK ginerous i.om|x-tisa

lion paid Non-smokers .iges

2 1 52 For more intontiaiion

plea>e contact ( "hnstine or Li:

.It 781 769 690l\ii visit

ttvuv roKnnKhols»>|ciHii
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Nomar bound for DL
Shortstop expected to miss three weeks

Burks, Ortiz drive in

runs as Sox tie Bucs

rv/Ki MirKS. Ha (AP) — Red

Sox sh«.»nsiop Nomar CJrttviapaira

wiU stun ihc sciiMin >.m the disabfed

Im with ail injuied right Ai.hilles'

teiKkm and i-> expected to be out at

\emt three week»>.

11k- All Star slugger said

Wo

i

I It diKiitri tokl him to

ro^i ^^x-se will be at stioii-

*top whcii IViMon ufKiis lite regular

scax^m SurtdaN in Haltinmre. and

Maik HelllhKn \*iH till in for Reer^-

"I dDii'i like missing mt>»v time

than I unticipotcd. but the guud

thiny \- «t kinm we have a struc

luti I ID be able u* talk tu

all iIk u. >in.i-. ant) get everyone on

thi^^ iciiiK- page." Ciarviaparra said

aliet iIk' leiiiii placed him un the

dioiihkxl list

"Mv hodv will tell iix- when I'm

. -K ( in^i- ihin happetts It shuukl

IK- kmg lu get back in the

WcdiKv.lin Ml fkiitda b> Maik

SkfM-nkai. an ankk artd Kurt »(».•

cialist Iruni New I ngiand RapiiM

M I

-irtH.tural danu^' mus

k*. 'u. but the in|ur>

wa^ a bnibe in the

cuiUlage ilvit i.o%x*r« the tendun.

n> I- " iMnenf is rest

I was iniurcd Marvh
') V '

I by a ban diving

Ui > le iiat been Kmit-

ed u> iiiM eight ai-bMs in spiini

If IlitltDv^

the seumj Red Swi sUrter
.1. . ,..^. fipy

!v .>ul

in. I II Iv \Us with a kiwcr hack

1.;. t'l .n

General manager Theo Lpsiein

doesn't plan to trade fur temporary

vplacements.

"It's never a good time to have

guys hurt," Epstein said. "Weic

gcwig to have to wait until they're

too petvent, but we're going to bi

OK"
With Gareiaparra out. David

Uniz will bat ck^anup in Boston's

litieup

"I'm diiuippointed for us ai>d for

him." manager Terry FraiKona said.

"The hope is that we have a good

team surrounding him and we dt-m i

let it affect our wins aivl k».ses. But

he's a very good player right in the

middW of our lineup. So to say that

we 4»oukin t mi.ss him, we woukj be

lying."

Gaiviapamhit .501 lastscMon.

with 28 home nm and 105 RBb.
The two-time American League

bulling champion was the subject ol

trade runKM> during the offseason,

when the Red Sox tried to acquiie

A I M\'P AIct Rodriguez faun

lexas atvd considered setviing

CWviaparni to the Chkago White

Sox lo make rviom in their intiekl

But trade talks with Texas bruki.-

down. and Rodriguez went to

Boston's biggest rival, the New
York Yankees.

Garviaparra uid he will fh' tu

Boalon on Thurvlay

NixLin and righihanden B\

Hytin kim and RcynaUo G..

have been phcod on the IVday di>

ablcd list retroactive lo Mardi 2b.

Nixon began a tchabilitttian pro-

gram M the Univenity of Mian
Spine Imtituie on Mondajd

Kim. who is rxxovering fron a

right shoukler strain, has been ride-

Hned since btt pitching m a pane

on Maidi 10. Garvia had bone

Nonvar Gama|«rT« will begin the 2004 scMon on the DL.

By Alan Robinson
AasoinATtn Press

FORT MYERS, Fla. — For at

least one day. the Boston Red Sox

had plenty of offense without

Nomar Garciaparra. just not

eixHigh to win.

David Ortiz, the Red Sox's

cleanup hitter until Gaaiaparra

mends
Red Sox 8_ from a

Pirates 8 '
' K,,*"

'

Achilles

letidon injury, hit a wind-bkjwn

two-run single ahead of Ellis

Burks' two-run homer
Wednesday in an 8-8 tie with

Pittsburgh called by mutual con-

sent.

With both teams nearly dov^
to their opening day rosters and

not carrying the extra pitchers

they did earlier this spring, they

chose not to play extra innings.

"You can tell everybody is get-

ting anxious to get this over

with," Red Sox manager Terry

FraiKona said "I'm sure when we
get to Atlanta (Friday for two

exhibition games I. our feet will

feel a little lighter*

The Red Sox learned earlier in

the day that Garciaparra will be

out at least three weeks — a peri-

od in whkh they play the AL East

rival Yankees seven tinrtes. Until

now. Garciaparra had iKH been

expected to be sidelined so kmg.

"He's a very good player in the

middle of our lineup, so to say

we're not going to miss him, we'd

be lying." Francona said.

the small budget Pirates don't

have a lineup resembling

Boston's, but rookie lose Castillo

at>d Bobby Hill arc staging a

down-to-the-final cutdown race

lo became their starting second

baseman.

Castillo homered for the sec-'

ond straight day — he hit a game-

winning shot in the ninth TUesday

against the Phillies — and Hill

matched him with a sok) drive|

among his two hits.

Castilk), an excellent fieWer

who has never played above

Double-A, is hitting .2<*0 with

three homers. Hill has a .554

average, the highest among the

Pirates' remaining position play-

ers, yet couW start the season on

the bench or in Triple-A if Castilb

wins the job.

'I U>ve what these guys are.

doing," manager Lloyd

McClendon said. "I've always said|

competition should make you bet-

!

ter."

Pirates tighi-hander Kip Wells

tuned up for his opening day start

Monday against the Phillies,

alk>wing live hits and five runs

over five innings. HLs pitching line

would have been better if short-

stop Abraham Nunez hadn't let

Ortiz's popup fall for a two-run

single in the fifth, leading lo

Burks' homer in the four- run

inning.

"I'm not making any excusc>,

but I never saw it." Nunez said.

Wells had a *iO0 ERA in his five

starts, which would be more

alarming to the Pirates except that

he is traditionally a sk>w starter

"I feel good about where I am.

but at times I continue to tight

myself and opposing hitters," he

said.

Red Sox starter Bronson

Arroyo gave up two runs and five

hits over four innings

Notes: Cun Schilling starts the

Red Sox's linai spring game in

Florida on Thursday against the

IWins. ... The Red Sox drew a

spring-record 118.548 for their

l(j games in Fort Myers

Former Rockets star Murphy declares his

innocence in child molestation case
Bv Pam Easton

I llU . U- . T-»r*

atning down
a[M in a i.i>uiiru>.>m

\\i (nrmer Houston
RcH-keis «tar Calvin Murphy
declared he is innocent of

charges he molested five of his

daughters

"I am not guilty of these

charges." Murphy said, at times

hlotling tear<> with a while hand

towel I win t emphasize that

—viugh.'

The initial court appearance

wii* to make sure Murphv
understood the charges against

him and he wasn't required lu

••nier a formal plea.

Vlurphv, 55. was a guard for

the RiKrkets from l*»70 lo 1985

and was inducted into the

Baskctb.ill Hall of Fame in

1 995 He has taken ii leave of

absence from his analyst duties

on Rockets telecasts while he

fights three charges of indccen

cy with a child and three

charges of aggravated sexual

assault of a child

"Obviously, I am missing

being the flamboyant commen-
tator that I was before all this

happened, but that is not impor-

tant right now," he said. "What
is important right now is what I

am doing ... to defend myself,

try lo get myself exonerated and

put my family back together"

Murphy has 10 daughters

and four sons with nine women,
Harris County prosecutor Lance

Long said.

"You have got to remember
this involves my family — the

family that I so dearly love —
and lo be put in a situation like

this, and to have a lot of time to

think about what has occurred

is a travesty for mv family."

Murphy said

The five daughters, now
adults, claim the abuse occurred

from 1*188 *» I. according lo an

affidavit filed by the Texas

Rangers. Murphy contends the

claims by his daughters stem

from family discord related lo a

battle over money.

"My heart aches — of course

for me because I am in the spot-

light — but it really aches for

my daughters, because there are

reasons behind this kind of

thing that will be brought out

later," he said.

Long said at least one daugh-

ter said she was as young as 6

when Murphy look her lo a

hotel room and performed oral

sex on her On another occa-

sion. Long said. Murphy fon

died one of the girls after she

had moved in with him follow-

ing her stepfather's death.

Long said he plans to take

\>^si» lATFl'mi-SS

Former NBA star and current Rockets television analyst Calvin Murphy wipes away tears at his ini-

^1 court hearing yesterday. Murphy is accused of molesting five of his daughters between 1988-1991.

the case to a grand jury to

secure the formal indictment

needed lo send the case to trial,

but wasn't sure how soon the

case would be presented.

Murphy's next court date is

April 27.

"Any time someone is

charged with sexual abuse of a

child, il is disturbing." Long

said. "I think because he is well-

known, or if someone is not

well-known, il shouldn't make a

difference. Lots of things hap-

pen in people's lives that the

public dcH'sn't always know
about

"

Fort Bend County District

Attorney John Hcaley said

Wednesday his office has jc^ined

the investigation into Murphy,

who lives in the county just

southwest of Harris County.

Children's Protective

Services spokeswoman Fslella

Olguin said her agency was
called to Murphy's $550,000
home March 2 to investigate

possible abuse and neglect of

two children who live with him.

The children have not been

removed from the home, but the

investigation is continuing, she

said.

Murphy, an unlikely star

from Niagara University

because of his 5-foot-9 frame,

averaged 17.') points and shot

89.2 percent from the free

throw line in his pro career.

He was a high school star at

Norwalk, Conn., before moving

on to Niagara, where he was a

two-time consensus All-

America and led the school to a

22-7 record and an NCAA tour-

nament berth in 1970.

Niagara athletic director

Mike Hermann said Wednesday

that the school had been consid-

ering expanding Murphy's

prominence in its marketing

campaign next year, but has put

those plans on hold.

Murphy was drafted in the

second round in 1970 by the

San Diego Rockets, who moved

to Houston the following sea-

son. Murphy quickly became a

fan favorite despite playing on

several bad teams. His 17,949

points were a franchise high

until Hakeem Olajuwon passed

him.

Murphy, known as the

"Pocket Rocket" because of his

small stature, mis.sed just nine

free throws — and made 78

straight in one stretch — in

1980-81 for a record single-.sca-

son percentage of .958.

His number hangs retired in

the Toyota Center rafters.

NFL will penalize tor

excessive celebrations
By Barry Wilncr

,Ai«iiiiATri> Pwn

PALM BEACH. Fla. - NR.
owners adopted a 1 5-yard penalty

for excessive celebrations

Wednesday after being embar

rassed by |oe Horn's hidden cell

phone trick and Terrell Owens
end-zone autograph.

The penalty will be in addition

to fines previously in place for cho-

reographed and multiplayer cele-

braiHNis.

The infractions are conskiered

unsportsmanlike conduct penal-

ties. The yardage will be marched

off from the spot at the end of the

previous play or. after a score, on

the ensuing kk-koff If the infrac-

tion is flagrant, the player will be

ejected.

"The players know they w\\\ be

hurting their team." lets coach

Herman Edwards sakl.

The vole was 51-1. with the

Raiders the k>ne dLs.senler.

In December. Horn made an

end-zone call after a teammate

handed him a pfione that had been

stashed under the goal-post

padding. The season before.

Owens pulled a pen from his sock

to sign the football after a touch-

down catch.

The owners on Wednesday

also: increa.sed the size of practice

squads from five lo eight players;

allowed head coaches or any play-

er lo call a timeout; extended the

five-day period immediately after

the season ends for interviewing

assistant coaches to .seven days, or

the conclusion of the wild-card

round. The policy also will now
cover high-level front office posi-

tions; made a punt or missed field

goal untouched by the receiving

team a dead bail once it touches

the end ixtne or touches a kicking

team player in the end zone; mod-

ified free kick, fair catch and per-

sonal foul rules; allowed wide

receivers lo wear Nos. 10 through

1 9 even when numbers in the 80s

are available.

Commissioner Paul Tagliabue

also said il was possible the new

NFL Network could carry games

live in the next television package.

The current $17.6 billion contract

with ABC/ESPN, ABC and CBS
expires after the 2005 season.

"I don't think it's likely, but any-

thing in life is possible." he said.

"The NFL Network is in the long

term."

NFL Network is carried by

satellite and by two of the major

cable carriers.

On Tuesday, hours after league

owners approved a live-year exien

sion of iasiani replay, adding a

third coaches' challenge if the first

two anc'succes-sful. the NFL suc-

ceeded in a federal appeals court

in New York.

The court agreed lo hear argu-

ments days before the draft to

overturn the ruling alk)wing Ohio

Stale sophomore Maurice Clarett

and other underclassman and high

schoolers into the draft.

NFL chief counsel |cff Pash

thinks there's a strong chance the

court will grant a stay of the kjwer

court ruling before ihe April 24-25

draft. That means Clarett, '

Southern California sophomore
'

Mike Williams and seven others

woukl not be included in the draft
'

"I think there is a very substan

tial chance he will not be in the

draft," Pa.sh sakl.

Should that happen and the

NFL subsequently loses the

appeal, a supplemental draft for_

those players woukJ be heW within <

1 days of the court deciskwi. *

Alan Mihstein, Clarett's agent,

.said that would harm his client.
_

Milslein said Clarett would lose

leverage to negotiate a contract, as

well as practice lime and time to

learn his new team's playbook, if»

he were not drafted in April. »

"They did not issue a stay."

Milslein told The Associated

Press. "They set forth an expedited

briefing schedule. Nothing hap-
-

pened today that was unexpected.

The court is just doing what it

needs to do to work hard and get

Maurice in the draft — and with
'

plenty of time to do it."

Pash said the hearing will bei

April 1 9 or 20.

The vote on replay was 29-5.

with Kansas City. Indianapolis and

Cincinnati voting against. Arizona
[— for the first time, according to

Tagliabue — voted for the five-«

year extension with the additibnal

'

challenge. ,

IVenty-four votes were needed '

from the 52 teams to keep replay.

Tagliabue said some teams were

reluctant to put il in permanently

in fear it would be too difficult to

remove.

In a key financial move, owners

renewed for 15 years the NFL
Trust, which provides $4 million

per team in licensing revenue for

merchandi.se with team logos. But

there was enough sentiment from

teams such as the Cowboys, •

Redskins and Dolphins lo invest!-

'

gale modifying it. and Tagliabue

will appoint a nine-member com-

'

See CELEBRATIONS on page 7

J.Lo and G-Unit
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Romney's

modest

proposal
By Dyloris Cutoris

RK)T!-l.RAM SIAfF

In his Modest Proposal for the

University of Massachusetts.'

announced yesterday. Governor Mitt

Romiwy dismisses all unionized main-

tenance and custodial workers.

Romney's proposal would replace

these workers with undergraduate

students found guiliy of destructive

behavior on campus.

According lo Erik A. Kriss,

Romney's secretary of finance, the use

of studeois as indentured servants

will save the University $70 million a

year.

'Unionized workers are a major

drain on the Commonwealth's econo-

my." Kriss said. "Blue-class workers,

unionized workers, and the like abuse

the vast system of scvial ser\iv.cs

available from the state. MaintenaiKc

workers al UMass are a perfect exam-

ple: I mean, they obviously don't do

any work, look how awful that cam-

pus looks!'

Romney said that he is certain his

proposal will, "cure the cancer of riot-

SMniEELAB(Monpage<K)0l2

Minuteman and Otto the Orange
announce marriage plans

State legislature boos, Reiniblicaiis hiss, Bush bombs

By SKlKr OvfcRPANTb

RIOT! -I.HAM STAff

The University of Massachusetts

Minuictnan has come out of the closet,

announcing his plan to wed Syracuse

University's Otto the Orange, and

igniting uproar from Amherst lo the

nation's capitol

The announcement has sparked

intense dialogue on ihe University of

Massachusetts campus, as well as

cuised threats to Sam the Minuic*man's

safely.

Last nighi, whik* the couple was out

choreographing a unified mascol

daiKe. an explo6k>n ripped through

Minuteman 's house, completely demol-

ishing it. Homeland Security's new

task force. H-PHOBE, admitted they

were responsible for the bombings. It

was announcc-d at a White House press

conference this riKiming that the Bush

administration had substaniial evi-

dence that the building housed

weapons of mass destructkNi and pos-

sibly even Bin l.aden himself.

With the ongoing controversy over

legalizing same-sex marriage in

Massachusetts, the Minuteman decid

ed it was imperative for him lo speak

out, despite the repereussions he faces.

"I've kept it a secret for over thirty

years, after I met Otto I knew it was a

sign. I was no longer just experiment-

ing," he said as he wiped the sweat

from underneath his iri-comer hat.

The two met during last year's

lacrosse game, when UMass defeated

Syracuse for the first iiitk in 22 years.

"He had ahvays been a link jeakxis

of me, especially after my mens bas-

ketball team won the championship

last year." said Otto. "Thai day, I guess

he was abk to put it behind him. and

make a move."

"His robust figure, the ekxiri*. color

of his skin, those shining blue eyes

matching those delicate blue hands

and feel, and that curva(.c-ous orar^
body, I put everything behind me I

knew it was love." '•aid the

"We're in htst" said the Minuimidn st ^IlrJa\. "Sure we have our dilfcr-

ences: we love ti> compete. But when it j^ris down ti' n. vm iu.<>t want to get

married and tettit- Ji>wn t»i>ether. U thai mi wnin;;.'"

Minuteman
" He came over, and we traded hats,

just for fun." said Olio "III kt you in

on a link secret he ha- a mullet! I

wM embartwaod lor my Kildnes-, but

ever since then he's kept the mullet ju'-i

iv. v»ninvii>jic It'i iii> Carrier Dome
head lack of hair, he's such a sweetk."

\uiii' .mizations in the Rvc

College .i^e sirwc come oui in

See MARRUUSK on page >'C :>12

UMass has a big, bouncy, energetic group ofstudents for me to work with and guide.
"

Michael Gartfano. vice chancellor of Student Affain and Campus Life

Bush delays

elections to

fight terrorism
Patriot Act IX:LXV1 cracks

down on ant i-Americanism

Bv tJlRAIIXi Rl\IR\

KK'l : i.RAM >T.M»

Gargano enjoys the company of several Southwest students Saturday night at Peking Garden.

IMMCOUttBYn

Gargano hopes to pack in curvy chicks at Gala
By B(K)B>xickKis

RIOT! -ORAM STAFF

Students al the University of

Massachu.setis are being offered an

alternative activity to attending the

Hobart 1 loc-down this May
Michael Gargano, vice chancellor of

Student Affairs and Campus Life, along

with Chancellor |ohn V. Lombardi,

announced yesterday that the UMass
administration, along with several stu-

dent groups, will host a party in the

Blue Wall for students who wish to cel-

ebrate spring in a responsibk, safe, fac-

ultv-super\ised environment.

"I love springtime at UMass," said

Gargano, who was recently spoiled

sharing his spring spirit by making out

with Max the canine UMPD officer.

"This year. I dcxided, why not join the

fun?"

Gargano's spring party, called the

"Gargano Gala", will lake place in the

Blue Wall on the evening of the Hobart

Hcx^own. The event will include,food,

games, and a raffle, as well a live show-

ing of Ihe Hobart Hoedown lekvi.sed by

UVC-19.

Raffle prizes will include a free night

in the Campus Center Hotel with a per

sonal visit from the vice chancelkjr him-

self The vice chancellor highly encour

ages students to enter the raffle, prima-

rily blondes with B cups or bigger.

"The younger the people are around

me, the perkier I feel," said Gargano

"UMass has a big, bouncy, energetic

group of students for me lo work with

and guide — hopefully onto my lap."

Contests will itKlude a wet T-^hirt

contest, courtesy of the Amherst Eire

Department, and a tunneling contest

organizcxl by Lombardi.

"I've bcvn practicing all year." .said

Lombardi. "I routinely lake shots

before faculty senate. 1 hale listening lo

those old craggy hags complain. All

they talk about is scime sort of alcohol

abuse paiblcm. I want lo show the stu-

dents that Im not just sonK okl man
with ouldalcxJ glasses and a receding

hair line."

Representing the student body at the

See SPECIAL PARTY on page ?aOL2

titurne "the little

wiHHJen K>\" Bush

ControlUng

the SAC
Gargano rolls up his

sleeves, chalks his hands,

and prepares for the SAC
By Swiss Miss

RIOT!-(iRAM STAFF

Michael Gargano wants everyone lo know

that everything will be OK. After all. he's got a

firm grasp on the SAC.

Originally the Campus Activities Office, the

Student Activities Center (SAC) opened this

semester with a new name and theme.

"You've got to put students first, that's my
motto," said Gargano, vice chancellor of

See HAIRY SAC on page F00L2

-Yi'.FBAimr 1IM<. i:IIAN(.F^HY nil \UMIIN\Tc1H

m Ktekift
Southwest meathead, numUr 42, yells at riot police durins last nicht's engaging game of Red Rover.

The police team beat the meatheads after horses lost control and tramplc-d the team's captain, D.C. Jumper.

In an emergency meeting last night, the U.S.

Congress appro\c-d the ISA. Painoi Act IK LX\ I

in a frantic effort to ccnnbat global terrorism

"The world is under an cMiviik- terrori*! threat,

and il is imperative lh;ii the Lniied States have sta-

ble leadership and the ability to combat the dan-

ger." press secretary Scoii NkCkllan loW reporters

during a press conferciuc \esterda\ nK>ming.

The LISA Patriot Vi IX I \\ I stales that the

presidential ekxtion he posip«.MKd until the terror-

isl threat is nullified, grants enforcement aulhoritk-s

increased surveillance over the publk and allows

ihe auihoritio"- to

arrest and detain

ami war acliviM> lor

aiding in ;inii

American prop;igan

da.

Sun Child .1

Massachusetts litxr

al activist who wa>

arrested with 72

other protesters ill

yesterday's press

conference, agreed

with other critic>

that the act infrinj;e-

on freedom ul

speech, presidential

term limits and pii

vacy rights.

"Can't you sec w hat Hush is doing . he's laking

away pcxjple's rights , . he is trying to umlcmiine

the constitution, and lake over the woiiil. ^.n.l

Child.

CIA director George Tenet said thai if this act

were in place a nKinlh ago ihe United Slater would

have prevented the suHvvav kmihings in M.idiid

"Wiih the Patriot Act IX I \\ I wc have the .ibil-

iiv lo monitor comnninicaiion of ii polenlial terror-

ist for two weeks wiihoui a court issued warrant."

Tenci said.

Prcsideni Bush responded to allegations that

this act was put in place lo avoid ii failing eleclion

campaign. h> telling reporters he knows and listens

to what ,'\mericans want.

"'This campaign not only hears ihe voices of the

enirepreneui^ and the fanners and the entrepre-

neurs, we hear the voices of those struggling lo gel

head." Bush said.

With the war in liiiq dragging out longer than

e\(X'cted and the economv lagging. American s are

beginning to lose confidence in the presidenl's

agenda. Bush said the public cannot scv his logic.

"Thev have misc.ilculatcd me as a leader," Bush

said. "IRight now) ... more and moreof our imports

are coming frc>m overseas."

Hush still stands hy his dcxision lo enact the

USA Patriot Act DCI X\ I and said that war is the

best rtnilc lo peace. He told the press that he under-

stands the hypocritical personalities of dictators,

and ho|x:s for a bctlci world.

"I am a peive>n who ivcogni/'cs the fallacy of

humans ...." Bush said. "1 know the human being

and fish can coexist peacefully"
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Gargano handles SAC well
NAMY tilC from page F00L1

Student Affairs atid Campus Life. "Looky here! I

even have these neato pins to give everyone!

They say 'Students First' on them!"

Gargano said to make his relationship with

the SAC a closer one. he will from here on be

known as the Notoriously Undersized Toombah
of the Student Activities Center, or NUTSAC.
lor short.

"I just feel it brings me closer to the students."

Ciargano said. I feel that having a SAC is the most

important thing in my life, and that it should be

in many others. I'd be lost without mine."

Students and office workers have concerns

that with the new name, things with the SAC
could get hairy.

"The new theme worries me." said lohnny

Weismuller. a freshman male. "I love a good

SAC just as much as any other bo). but once they

get hairy, they're just not the same We need to

keep that office running like it was before the

NUTSAC took over."

Gargano says the key to making the SAC a

happy place will require him playing with it

' very so often.

"Listen, if you don't play with your SAC every

> often, things will just get backed up." he said

Lvery SAC is different. I believe ours needs

tome gentle nurturing and caressing, and that's

what I'm going to do with it."

A growing faction of students on campus dis-

played their desire for a S.AC of their own. say-

ing Gargano spends too much lime with hi>. At

a rally last month, students said they'd prefer

Gargano to spend some of his time on other

campus groups, particularly the Campus Life

Initiation Team and the Native Integration of

Political Perseverance and Life Exchange

System. Some went so far as to vandalize the

Campus Center spelling out Gargano's new
NUTSAC title to mean "Notoriously Undersized

and Terrifying Supreme Asshole Commander" in

grape juice on the outside of the building.

"Gargano needs to be fair!" said j.T

McBiglickker. a MassPIRG activist, "He's been

spending so much time playing with his SAC
that he's lost track of the big picture. Everyone

knows the CLIT and the NIPPLES need more

attention!"

Gargano and his supporters, including SGA
Senate Speaker lared Nokes. SGA-presidential

candidate Cornelius Nugent and Collegian

Ballbuster Rene Gonzalez, say the accusations

are ridiculous The group coincidentally also

makes up the musical group GUnit.

G-Unit has received support from neighbor-

ing colleges, including Hampshire and Amherst.

Smith and Mount Holyoke declined, with repre-

sentatives from both schools saying that since

they have no SACs on campus. the\ did not

understand the issue.

Gargano will hold an inforniational session

tomorrow in the Campus Center Auditorium at

lU 15 a.m. He plans having his whole SAC and

its one full-time member on display.

"The member is just as important as the

SAC Ci.i lid "But primarily. I want stu-

dents iv • hairy the SAC will get if we

don't take care of it."

Around this

crazy campus
UMASS PARKING LOTS

'Let's paint each lot its own color!'

The University of Mass-

achusetts was recently granted

$6.2 million from the National

Society for l.asi Chance Losers.

The money came to UMass with

one condition: It would be spent

on much needed facility inainie

nance repairs across caiii|>us.

"We accepted the money with

great pride." sakJ one University

official. "And 1 was fortunate

enough to pick out just Ikiw to

spend it: We're going to paint

every singk campus parking bt

the cokw of its name. Blacktop

lots are so boring. We need a little

decorative color on this campus,

and now we'll have yellow and

purple and green and red pave-

ments to drive on. It'll be grand.

It's the best possible way to

ensure the quality of this

University continues to bloom in

order to make UMass a home for

all to enjoy."

Officials said a crew of one

man would coser each lot with 27

coats of the most expensive paint

in the country.

'We want to make sure we did

the job right." said the UMass

official. "If we had to spend a cou-

ple million more than the job

needed, so be it. At least those

parking lots will kwk spiffy in the

end."

The project will take place

over the next six years. During the

constriKiion period, ail parking

bts will be ckjaed. University offi

cials apoktgize for this inconvai-

ience, but don't care very much.

SYLVAN RESIDENTIAL AREA

Dorm to move further from OH ill

Mascots set to exchange vows
F00L1

support or opposition of the

Minutctnan. I^einale students at

Smith College have changed their

regular dress of large pants, men's

sMrU and mullets to the dies* of

the Minutetnan: large pants, a

man's shin and a mullet with a tri

carncfcd hat

Eariier yeieiday evening on

the Minuienwn^ waft home fivmi

cheerteading practice, members of

the UMass Republican Club sang

"Rugged Cross" while chasing

after him. threatening lo beM him

with wuuden crooaes.

"We should have kept the

Redman," yelled Olaf Aprans of

the Rcpublkan club, referring lo

UMass' former mascot, which w»
abolished because of its racial

connoutions. "At kaH the

Redman isn't a misitpitMMMion

of an imponani figure in

AmerKdii hi^kn^

Luckily, ihdiKcllor |ohn V.

Lombardi stumbled dov»/n the

steps of the UM Chapel, threaten-

ing to hit the attackers with an

OU English 40 in his hand, and

scared them away.

"I support you. man.

Miiniieman." mumbled Ijumbardi

as he placed his arm aruurtd

Minutenun and sparked a blunt

"Ha. ha I do want a minute-

man, naa na na na.*

But i^ombardi's support for

the Mascot stands akxK amongst

high-ranking ofhcials.

'Marriage is between a man
and a woman, he shoukJ marry a

minutewoman. not some fruit."

said Gov. Mitt Romney 'With all

the financial support the slate has

been piling into the University,

this is a disgrace lu

Ma-ssachusetts. It really shows

that Sam's inMMaM 4o not acpre-

sent I .Icnts."

II K .ivhusetts Senate,

after taking MoiKlay's step

towards bannii^ same-sex mar-

ri^e and lepriizing civil unions,

called an omnfmcy meeting to

discuss the aniKNmcement The

Senate concluded with a unani-

mous boL> on the wedding.

Despite little support and

ui^oing ihreau. the couple has

set a dale and place for the wed-

ding.

"Garber fidd of course, and

we'd love to have the reception in

the Blue Wall." Mt<« 0'«'> r..ii

and juice for all

The couple was suli unNurc i.>l

who will panicipele in the cere-

mony, but mentioned that lared

Nokes. speaker of the student

senate, has offered to be the lead

dower giri. with former Syracuse

bnaketball sur Carmeb Anthony

as maid of honor.

"We're moving on oui |i.'

claimed the Sylvan \u.i

Government governor yesterday

after a heated debate amoi^
Riskknt Assistant union leaden;

and Housing Service's officials.

"Tht7 crumbWd. and we're head-

ing further to the luiM Side!"

The plan was hatched with the

small, yet obvious idea: Sylvan ie»-

Klcnts detest people and can't

stand being so ckwe to the center

of campus SAG officials first dis-

cussed It anKir>g their RA staff.

And then, the verdict: All of

Sylvan — from ull tov^xTs lo stone

wrik lo every last fallen pine nee-

Jlc - woukl be moved deeper into

North Amherst and away from

campus.

"We like our privacy" sakl one

Sylvwi resident. 'And ever siiKe

Orvhard Hill got that new parking

kM. more cars have been driving

past our buiklingt. It's annoying!

We SyKarKrs have to share dining

halb with other peopkr We have

to wrik on the saine sidewalks as

other people. We have to fo to

classes with other people We have

to breath the same air as other peo-

ple ... so if we're giving up all that.

I don't see wtiai the problem is in

wanting to have some alone time

in our dorm."

Construction will begin this

summer Under the agreement.

Sylvm will be rekxated 20 mites

eaat of its current position. Ten-

foot-high fences will enclose the

residential area. Only "true

Sytvaners" will be permitted on

site. At the sole security check-

point. RA on duty will monitor

tralTk. thrxxigh retirw scans and

urine tests.

Currently, union leaders are

arguir^ for the benefia, including

afternoon crwnpets and tea. for

those RA who will be scheduled

for duty.

RNE ARTS CENTER

Lombard! calls for more construction

'AKsin!" enthuw* l^wih«rdi.

Chancellor |ohn V Lombardi

anrKMnccd yesterday that con-

siructkin on the Fine Arts Center

woukl begin frum scratch, once

again, at the end of this month.

This will extend the project anoth-

er four years and cost the

University of Massachusetts $73

million extra dollars.

"I saw how things had pro-

gressed, and I just wasn't happy

with the entrance." LomtMrdi

said "I've been realizing how
much I miss Ekxida. so I ligure we
can jiui recreate the FAC to

remind us of south, sunny beach-

es

By the time the project is com-

pleted, 88 palm trees vinll line

Haggis Mall. Diamortd shids will

embed the walkway One huivired

thousand galkxis of white sand

will cover the cement ground, and

a 19-fool-high sutue of M^key
Mouse will be erected in place of

that ugly, weird red metal thing.

To some." said LombmU. "it

may we like an unnecessary

expeme. but kwk at it this way:

It1l make m^ less homesick.*

Cbe Satip

FROM THE CREATOR OF

•ZIMMY: THE BOB STORY'

Get to work, kids

II
The Cast

* ^He was sooo

Into me. >>
The Token Female

(^ Yankees Suck ...

is that the right

sport?»
The Superfan

* Got any change.

The Crack Fiend

FREE LABOR from page F00L1

ing and destructive behavior

that has disgraced the

University's proud name."

Romney. who has never pub-

licly visited the UMass' Amherst

campus, but who as governor

holds a seat on Harvard

University's Board of Trustees,

sakl he believes Kriss is accurate

in his generalization of union-

ized workers being useless slobs.

"I have lived my entire life in

wealth and comfort." said

Ronmey. "Both my parents

made attempts at the U.S. pres-

idency. My lather was

Governor of Michigan. Even if

I haven't lived in Massachusetts

for long, I know how to i\x the

University of Massachusetts."

A summary of additional

rejjercussions for students

involved in "misconduct" is

also included in Romney's

Proposal. These repercussions

included mandatorv weekly

blood bank donations, and the

repossession of these students'

vehicles and possessions.

"At the very least, I will

make certain anyone who even

dares to entertain a thought of

congregating in a vile, mali-

cious, juvenile, and perhaps

even inhumane manner will

know that just as UMass
serves, so they will serve

UMass: and they will come lo

know and love this

Commonwealth," he writes in

his proposal.

The proposal has been sent

by Romney's cabinet to The
Massachusetts Daily Riotgram

as a letter to the editor.

According to Lieutenant

Governor Kerry Mealey.

Romney believes this is the

best method in which to

address the UMass community,

since his schedule will not per-

mit him time to visit the cam-

pus anytime in the ikxi 128

vears.

^^ There was this

guy, in a club ... >>
The openly-gay

cokehead

Lombardi gets drunk

^^Hmm...The
Dow Jones seems

to be on the move ^^

The pipe-smoking,

father figure

^^Chicks and BEER! -^-^

The Frat Boy

SPECIAL fARTY from page J

Blue Wall will be SGA President

ekx't bduardo Bustamantc

"I won the SCi.A election

because I wear pimp suit> and

girls think I'tti hot I'm as smooth

as Eddie Murphy, and twice as

fumy." sakl Bu>tantanic

Representmg the gay. W^bun.

iraitsgendered. artd anyone-eLse-

who-wants-io-foive-straight-peo-

pteto-use-uni-sex-bathruoim will

be lared Nukes, the speaker of

the student senate and a iKwty

iixlucted nKinber of the Pnde

Alliaix.e. The group will be offi-

cially chaitging their name to

"Prick of Lions" in a small cere-

mony during the pany

"The rtanK- Pnde of Lions' is

a much >trc>nger masculine

name." sakl Nuke's. "The name

change will help our group pro-

mute ourselves as a mettusexual

mens club."

Nokes sakl fixtrusexual men

on the L Ma.s> campu.s arc usually

stereotyped as whiney. Ilared

jean, designer bag addicts

"With a naii»e like I'nde ol

Lions', we hope to en«.oursg>;

more metrosexual men to joBi

our group," he sakl "I nnan. I

just. like, adore my l;ouis Vuilton

bag"

Bustamante and Rene

Gonzak-z of the Offke of

ALANA boih refused to com-

ment when The Mwsachuiem
Daily RkMgram asked if they

wuuU comidcr juoiing the Pnde

of Lions AfKinyrnous suurces did

say that Gon/ak/ tlw UMass

(Vrpetual Pditnal ScK-ncc gradu

ate student, will ainain leniak

free unkss he slops wearing that

hat

The 'Gargano Gala" will

begin at b p m in the Blue Wall

It IS free and opc-n lo anyone

except for Eoin Mcmrc. a rcxent

SGA pa-skiential candklale and

confirmed werewolf

Correction: In the last issue of The Oaity RtOT'-gram, we inoorradly

reported aonies ol lyiassPIRG as pusfty, manipulative, whiney dronat. Ttia

cranin an adiMly iuM ipoiM wttite kids who entoy comqtainm«.

EAE^
Epsilon Alpha Sigma Upsilon

NEW SORORITY ON CAMPUS
Make new friends

•Be part of a group

•Fun Activities

•Community "Service"

Do you love having a great time';' Do you want to meet some great

fraternity guys'' Are you looking to meet a group of girls and fiave the

time of your life'? Come join f-AlM' and become part of an exciting and

adventurous group. Nightly pillow fights", lots of group "Activities",

something you'll never forget!

Requirements to Join: •Must have an eating disorder

Must have gotten to know personally

a minimum of 5 fraternity guys.

•Must have at least 2 items of Tiffany

jewelry

•Must wear Diesel sneakers and have

either a Louis Vuttion, Coach, or

Burberry bag (minimum one for each

season)

•Must wear Von Dutch trucker hats

and stilettos

And last but not least must be EAIH^

loin tHe ^^^ •

•

Come jo^^
Call 413 549 3279 for more

information

Join Our Team!

Squirrel
Chasers Club

has now officially become an intervarsity

sport and is recruiting new members!

%
• • Do you have the

> '
nuts to try me?

%»» '^^ - •

•». V '*.

For more information on the SCC, please

contact Miller Time or Sam Bam.
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Suck it up, pansies

filial)

Skolnick

Abuui two day!« ago 1 returned

to my room to tirid two complete

strangers there. One was sitting

Hon m> bed talking to my room-

mate and another was on my
computer

I soon found out that they were

Rutherford and Marvin, my rwo

new roommates, in addition to

the roommate that I already had,

all part of the University of

Massachusetts 's new program to

accept thousands more students than usual in an

effort to make more iiKjney.

With the housing crunch, what was once double

it fKJVk a quadruple or as in my frieiKl Agatha's case.

a quintuple I can't say that I like having three room-

mates. Fspecially with only two beds it creates an

awkward situation every night. It coukl be worse I

guew; spooning with Rutherford

icn't half as bad as I thought it

woukl be.

f UMass' econoittic refonn plan

iJMght wtcm a bit tough for sonw

but thi« is no Amherst College and

we have to let go ot some of the

iconveniefKcs of life In fact. UMass
%at begun repiiKin^r all our free call

boxes vkiih •.ail boxes that cost a

dollir a call. I wasn't too happy

l^hen the call box wtjuldn't uke my
crumptcd up dollar bill as I was

being attacked by the rwo campus

|wan> and desperately trying to call

Ph' ; but at least this in

fcrij 1 lie for the real workl

F And i ptcM the scaling back of

kaiiots bnt that bttd. Sure from now on janitors will

^ cleaning the dorm bathrooms only once a setnes-

ur in the dorms, but we're not animals It's not like

UMaftscri use the toikm without flushing, or

I
all over the place every weekend We don't live

.•oroc primitive world where people shave their

over the sinks or dump their food in them.

jing them up I'm sure as mature students, we're

ible ID clean up after ourxlves.

' V- chMfH made for the Dining comnxms are

table, I guCM. a* well NV'e do have too many

, ccse in our pond, and The Goose with Duck and

6wan Sprinkles that was served at the DC last night

WM delicious. I unden>iarKl that the DC wanu to

Ifyt PKJoey on ^telling food, so I can't complain. The

««gans might not be too happy but the geese deserve

i^anyway. They've been giMng me mean kwks lately.

I don't really mind hov^ they plan to add a few

hundred meals to the minimum meal plan and make

We do have too

many geese in our

pond, and Tlie

Goose witti Duck

and Swan

Sprinkles that was

served at the DC

last night was deli-

CkMIS.

the plan cost a bit more either It's not like anyone

ever has any meals left over at the end of each semes-

ter anyway, and you can never get sick of the DC.

I just feel it's a bit excessive of Gov. Mitt Romney

to take direct control of our University and rent our

fieU by the campus pond to the US army for live

artillery exercises, just yesterday they overshot the

field arid hit the sidewalk in back of me. It's just not

fun being hit by shrapnel on the way to my public

speaking class.

We need to raise taxes in this state. I am tired of

these budget cuts. I was shocked last week when I

found two UMass Police Department officers

patrolling campus on goats, rented from the ruthless

UMass goat herding club. Cheaper than both police

cans and horses, although a bit sk>w. the goats are

notorious biters and intimidating to the vast majori-

ty of UMass students wrho in recent study were found

to be goatphobic

In addition, rent has been

iiKreased to all UMass organiza-

tkms. such as the Daily Collegian,

which in turn has been forced to

hike the prke of its daily paper to

$4 an issue Please bnng your pay-

ment to the Collegian offke. This is

an honor system but if you do rxM

pay you are a thief and will be

tracked down by the UMPD Goat

Patrol.

1 guess some things are neces-

sary, like having our professors p«y

twice as much in parking fees

while keeping the same salary, and

the new Romney-invented "With a

Can of Care' initiative, in which

profeaaon tperul two hours a day

silting outside the campitt center with tin cans to

coilea coins for gas money, fust last week 1 saw one

of my professors there 1 meant to give him a quar-

ter, but I accidentally gave him my last jumbo-sized,

banana flavored condom. Oh well. I can always buy

more
There are also a few more positives, such as the

Blue Wall deciding to turn itself into a strip club at

night to attract more college students. At least it

will provide more job opportunities for the hotties

on campus
With the economy at a downturn we all have to

make a few sacrifices. These changes are getting

phased in. so if you aren't already expcrieiKing

some of these don't be surprised if you don't see

them in the coming days. All I ask for is that Marvin

slop eating my food.

Gilud Skolnu-k is an illegal unmigranl and ii

employed as a gigolo.

I^MH) TO KICK IT AT HOEIMIWN
The Univer-

sity of Massa-

chusetts Police

Department
shockingly
broke its pro-

longed sileiKe

yesterday at a

press confer-

eiKC in front of.

well ... no one
important,

regarding the impending Hobart

Hoedown. For those members of

the student body who are

unaware of this event (i.e. out-of-

state freshmen), this tradition

takes place each May. as thou-

sands of students begin drinking

promptly at 9 a.m.. pausing only

for the purposes of taking drunk-

en pictures, popping squats and

boning in walk-in closets.

When asked about the odd

timing of the conference. UMass
Police Chief Barbara O'Connor

had the following to say: "Well

it's getting to be that lime of year.

The sun is out. the air is sweeter,

and the sorority whores are wear-

ing those short shorts with the

words on the ass. so we felt the

time was right for an announce-

ment

"

Founded in 1974. this infa-

mous collegiate gathering obtains

its quite appropriate name from

a) its location, as it takes place on

or around Hubart l.ane. and b)

its sex-first, protection-last men-

tality ... or as Dave Chapelle

would say. "The hoes

(YEAAYYA!) that go down
(WHHAATT!) on each other

(OKM for piss warm Bu.sch

lights .. skeet skeet skeet

skeet."

These courageous students

(all of which are over the legal

drinking age of 21 ). traditionally

consume alcoholic beverages

until the sun goes down, at which

point they order an obscene

amount of Wings, attempt to pay

the delivery guy with a $10 bill,

eat until they puke, and more
importantly, rally to drink more.

This is generally ihe lime

\yhen law enforcement, a fun-lov-

itlg mixture of Amherst Police,

Staties. and UMPDildos. decides

to intervene. Decked out in riot

gear, these men mercilessly patrol

the streets, drowning kittens,

molesting children, and kicking

the change-cups out of homeless

men's hands until order is

restored. Because they're all pan-

sies. they must wield weapons as

vvell, carrying everything from

pepper spray and riot shields to

billy clubs and that big laser that

destroyed all the buildings in

"IndependeiKe Day" For these

reasons, riots generally ensue.

Eddie Winslow. a UMass sen-

ior, had this to say about last

year's Hobart Riots: "I was leach-

ing my four-year-old brother to

ride a tricycle near Puffton that

day, and some officer approaches

us. Tells us he needs to see ID. I

told him my brother was four

and didn't have ID. so the guy

flips out and tells me. Open your

mouth again, and you'll be worse

off than Roy was after the tiger

was through with him.' Before I

knew it. he kicked me in the

junk, pepper sprayed my brother

in the face. aixJ stole the damn
tricycle. All I can remember is

waking up and seeing that

scrawny mofo peddling away on

my brother's trike. in those lame

boots. That's .something I'll never

forget."

But this unprovoked act of

violerKC was iK>t an isolated iiKi-

dent. Two years ago. UMPD
busied into what they deemed a

suspicious Ek)llwood meeting,

resulting in the arrest of three

individuals (all of which were

mentally disabled), after the

young adults failed to color

we have to kxlge the overflowing

prisoners in surrounding hotels,

most notably the Howard
Johnson. So we figured out the

problem: Drunken students don't

start nols Cops in riot gear stan

riots Instead of being assholes,

we're just going to take the day

off and hang out with the kids,

sort of like a community out-

reach day So a iK>te to Amherst

citizens, don't bother with 911

that day. because we'll probably

all be sloshed."

The university administration

has become iiKreasingly involved

in the situation over the course of

this event's escalation. Michael

Gargano. vice chancellor of stu-

dent affairs, has proposed a two-

point plan to aid the police force:

"Well first of all. we need to

change the riot culture by chang-

ing the name of Southwest. I was

thinking, something cool like

Hymen. Kids could be all like.

"So where you living?' and you

could reply. 'Oh. ya know, in

Hymen. It's pretty chill there '

"

"Secondly, we're going to pro-

vide students with a safe alterna-

tive to rioting by selling up a car-

nival at the Hobart entrance, led

<(
Instead of being assholes, we're just

going to take the day off and hang out

with the kids, sort of like a community

outreach day. a a

inside the lines. Last year the

chaos continued, as Christopher

O. Viggiano was taken into cus-

tody at his daytime residence.

Busy-Bee Daycare, and eventual-

ly arraigned on charges of inde-

cent exposure. "Of course I still

pissed at the urinal with my pants

around my ankles at that stage of

my life." Chris, now 6 years of

age. said in a statement made by

his atlomey. "Every 5-year-old

boy does that shit. We know that

our asses are hanging out, but at

that age are dongs are like fire

hoses, they need at least 2 hands

to keep it spraying in the right

direction."

The dickhead decisions

made by law enforcement have

almost become a greater tradi-

tion than the Hoedown itself.

But Chief O'Connor says not

this year:

"On Hoedown day, our hold-

ing cells get so over-crowded that

- UMPD Chief
»»** O'Cmimwi

my Grandmaster Danny Dickson

(ihe DC lumper). Assorted

games w\\\ be played, including a

PoPo dunk tank, but with a

slight twist. Instead of throwing

softballs at a stationary target,

the students will be asked to

launch bottles directly at the offi-

cers' heads," When asked about

safely issues, Gargano replied,

"Don't worry, we'll give them

helmets."

An overzealous reporter at

the press conference was a bit

more skeptical, asking, "What
precautions are being taken to

prevent the setting of fires? You
are aware that several bushes

were burned to the ground last

year"

"Haha." Gargano giggled to

the crowd. "She said bush. I'm

wicked drunk, by the way"
Mall Brochu is a RioHgram

columnisi who refuses to make
up a fake name.

TOO LAZY TO WRITE A COLUMN
DEAR YUKON CORNEUUS

BUHNUGENT
I'd Nto to apotogiie tor aM o( the horribie. horribte things I

have said about you. \bu were rigM about everything — I miss

my nnommy, and my nerdy nauMpapef protession )ust hasn't

been enough to ha^ me And happiness m life I need you,

baby. Vour fkifty aidatiums are such a turn-on, and I know that

llove you Wi you make out with me?

Ax

Effitor-in-heat

DEAR JARED NOKES
I Mrtad to (xngmuMe you on aN of your efforts this year

to liiMaamWn ALANA. but I've got to (question your HiteHi-

gence Do you reiize what you're domg'' Those people are

CRAZY* Leave Viam b* man. laaw Ihem be Its not worKi H

OividDuke

fWired activist

DEAR UMPD
I wanted to M you al Know my leg is doing great and that

I (avi1 wait tar ttte nan next year WOOHOO Vbu bnng the

booze, I'l bring the firaoaciofs!

(Mei I Oidaan

OC Jumper

DEAR UMASS
CAMPUS COMMUNITY

Hahaha. I hate you all Thanks for all the money.

Bill Bulger

Retired businessman

DEAR STUDENTS
We'd like to apologize for having so little this year In

terms of coverage in The MInuteman newspaper While It

IS the brainchild ot the Republican Club Irom years past,

we have struggled to produce quality newspapers this

year because we are in fact more lame than ever If any-

one IS Interested in apphfing, please give our office a

call Black people need not apply

The Republican Club

DEAR MIKE GARGANO
Will you cut It out with that "Students First" shit?!

Yeah, yeah, yeah, I know you are vice chancellor of stu-

dent affairs, and I agree that students ARE important But

GEEZUS! It's so damn sappy' And all those "Students

First" pms'' LAME Please consider all of this

John V. Lombard!

Chancellor

coming 6ul

Janet Jackson's

BiflhiBieasi

Greetings

This statement

is a long time

coming, as 1

feel I have

been highly

misrepresent-

ed in the

media. I am
lanet lack-

son's Right

Breast. You
may remember me from the

Super Bowl halftime special,

lanet and I have had a long

career together We have dated

many guys together, been in

many music videos, and lip-

synced al many, many concerts

together

We have been through a lot.

but for some reason, lanet has

always garnered most of the

attention, and most of the

acclaim I have decided to break

the silence. It was my idea to

have luslin rip off the Samurai

costume piece to reveal me in

all my nipple-shielded glory. I

am 40 years old now. and my
image has been faked in many
pictures on the Internet. People

have been looking at me for

years, but never have they been

able to look me in the eye. But

on that faithful day, the world

saw me and I saw you, and boy,

you people UGLY.
I had no freaking idea that

you people were all so BUST-
ED! I mean. I heard the pot-

shots that Bill O'Reilly made
about me on his "TV show,"

calling me "wrinkled and old"

— which is totally false because

I have been enhanced al least

six times. There is not a spot, a

stretch mark or chicken pox

scar to be found on me. Have

you all seen Bill's face ... with-

out makeup? His face is

ROUGH TIMHS. He is blotchy,

pocked, wrinkled and mis-

shapen. It's no wonder he hates

everyone, he looks worse than

Eric Stoltz in the movie "The

Mask," where the horribly

deformed boy tries to gel a date.

And can we talk about lustin

Timberlake, please? He is possi-

bly the gayest Gaylord 1 have

ever met. He's short and

piiKhed -looking and for some
reason he thinks that because he

impersonates lanet's brother.

that he's black. He's not black.

He's from Tennessee and sang a

song called "Pop " The boys

from Dead Prez are black. |ay-Z

. is black, even Michael is blacker

than lustin. and Michael isn't

even black anymore.

1 have a lot to say on many
issues. I don't understand why

something?

Let's face it, you people are

jealous. The girls want to be me,

and the boys want to grab me.

Ladies, you were just afraid that

Tom Brady might not want to

date your Soro-stitute asses

when he saw my beautifully

jeweled face. I don't rteed you

haters trying to bring me down.

I am going to continue to he

enhanced, strapped, pierced,

jiggled, and decorated and noth-

ing you people say will stop me.

NOTHING
Xtina made fun of me at the

Grammy Awards, which I was

not allowed to attend, and let

me tell you. that gutter slut is

dead. DEAD. I am going to per-

il's OK to see Joan Rivers' alien mug on

TV all the time, but you all cant handle a

little titty?

so many people were offended

by me showing myself, when I

have a right to. It's OK to see

loan Rivers' alien mug on TV all

the time, but you all can't han-

dle a little titty? Have you ever

taken a look at Xtina's face?

She's homely! lack Black is

allowed to be alive, but you

can't handle four seconds of

some nip? Not to mention the

fact that some of you mothers

seem to think its OK to whip

out your sagging, non-surgically

enhanced boobies to feed your

disgusting grubby children in

public — but that's OK. right?

Kirsly Alley is allowed to

wear barge-sized dresses in Pier

One ads, but a little mammary
sends you over the edge?

Hundreds of young men and

women die for nothing in a war,

no eye-lashes are batted, but I

step out lookin' pretty and all of

a sudden the nation cares about

sonally knock the snot and rust-

ed body jewelry out of her stank

ass. I hope you're reading this,

Xtina. because I mean business.

You are done.

As for lustin. his time is up

too. He never slept with Britney

because he's a filthy homosexu-

al. Not that I dislike homosexu-

als, because they are fabulous

and lanet's brother is a big one

so I'm not hating, but |u«tin

Timberlake is dead to me. I'm

not going to hit him though,

because I'd never hit a lady, so

I'm going after his mom.
I'm sorry I have gotten so

upset as I am writing this, but I

have been locked up enough. I

got my first breath of fresh air-

time when Captain Fag malfunc-

tioned at being a heterosexual,

and now I'm sticking around.

You better recognize.

Janet Jackson's Right Breast

is a Riot!-gram columnisi

A tlEARTFEbT APObBGY TO

A 6REAT AMERIEAN EQWBQY
We at The Daily Riot!-gram would like to con-

fess something. It's not something we are proud

of. but we feel the need to finally come clean on

it.

The Riot! -gram has always given a bum rap to

President George W. Bush. We've called him a

cheater, a liar, a barbarian who would rather send

troops off to die than see two gay guys get mar-

ried, and a dyslexic hick with an IQ smaller than

his Texas-sized cattle prod. We've even made fun

of the fact that he looks more like a chimpanzee

than any other human being on Earth.

Well, we would like to take this opportunity to

say that we are sorry.

The truth is. George W. Bush is a wonderful

man. and deserving of another four years as pres-

ident.

Granted, the USA Patriot Act allows the gov-

ernment to tap your phones, read your e-mail,

stare at you in the shower and run over your

beloved dog. Sparky But c'mon. the acronym is

so damn clever. Only a man with a Yale education

and a spotless, fully disclosed military record

could come up with such an acronym. It's so well

thought out that even some of Bush's top officials

don't know what it stands for

"I know the letter A stands for 'America,* and

I think the T stands for 'Texas,' but other than

that I'm clueless," said national security advisor

Condoleezza Rice recently

Someone who can come up with an acronym

that clever must be doing something right.

And let's all stop kidding ourselves — we all

know Saddam Hussein was directly responsible

for the Sept. 1 1 attacks on the World Trade

Center, and needed to be punished for it. Hussein

has even admitted that he wouW have been flying

one of the planes himself if his 1 8th wife. Zakia

Hakki Ismail Safia al Souhail. hadn't made him

stay home and have tea with the first lady of the

al-Qaida terrorist group. For Bush not to go after

such a heartless Nazi-Commie-fascist-terrorist-

scumbag would have been both uncivilized and

un-American.

Sure, Bush didn't find Weopons of Mass

Destruction in Iraq (or on Mars for that matter),

but you can't blame the guy for trying. And by

raising gas prices, he forces more and more

Americans to walk to work every morning and

shed the excess fat from the double-quarter-

pounder and fries they had for dinner the night

before. Anyone who fails to see all of the woruler-

ful things Bush has done for this country is clear-

ly un-American.

We hope all of you out there accept our apol-

ogy. The Riot! -gram vows that it will never say

anything bad about Dubya or his policies ever

again. He is a great man. and a great American.

He may launch an ill-advi.sed war every now and

then, but is that a crime?

We fully endorse President Bush's reelection

campaign. After all, any man who "knows how
hard it is to put food on your family" has got to

be an OK guy And by the way . . , don't mess with

Texas,

Information from some random right-leaning

GOP Web site was used in this editorial

Unsigned editorials lepresent Ihe majority

opinion of whoever is writing them on any given

night, and hopefully that opinion isn 'l loo far off

from the opinions of the other members of The

Daily Riot!-gram Editorial Board.

mm mm ^^tmmm mmm
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Presenting the Spring Concert players

the University of

goal, a fountain of

G-Unit and J.Lo

slated to make the

Mullins shake

By Avail Lavigne
RlCrTi-uHAM rt/^t

Booty
For many at

Massachusetts, it's

youth.

For the thousands who will be in atten-

dance for UMass' annual Spring Concert in

May though, it will be the last thing they

want to see.

University Productions and Concerts

announced the bill for its Spring Concert

yesterday, and in an attempt to break tradi-

tion of featuring three crappy acts that don't

fit together, the organization revealed it has

recruited the help of several local musicians

for the May •* show.

With the help of Michael "G-Uni|-

Gargano. Chancellor |ohn V Lombardi will

lake the stage as his alter ego "|-Lo' for a

two- hour show.

"I've been gelling trashed and singing

karaoke for a year in the Blue Wall Pub. so I

figured it was about time I make my big

debut." I-Lo said "lennifer Lopez? I'm the

REAL diva here, and I got a bigger ghetto

booty, to boot.'

An unconfirmed source said the act

promises to be raunchier than in years past.

"Lil' Kim would blush if she knew what

G-Unit plans on doing to |-Lo," the source

said. "He's out to prove he's a thug*

loseph S. Queezzerdeedermeyer,

spokesman for UPC, said the reason for the

departure from the type of lineup students

are accustomed to seeing really comes down
to the University's needs.

'G-Unit said he wants to put Students

First.' ' Queezzerdeedermeyer said. "We
can't think of a better way to do that than to

let him do what he wants with the Spring

Concert."

Gargano refused comment when inter-

viewed by The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian yesterday, but responded to a me*-

Mfe left on his answering machine for G-

Unit.

"Yo I'm gonna show ya what I'm talkin'

"bout," G-Unit said. "Last year's Spring

Concert wasn't shit compared to when I flip

the scrip' on this one. G-g-g-g-g-g-g-

UUUNil."
I-Lo said he has heard the rumors about

G-Unil trying something with him on stage,

but says he is not worried about it.

"It's Mike freakin' Gargano. and he's a

freakin' midget,' |-Lo said. "I don't care

how much leather he wears, he still ain't

gonna be hot enough to touch this fine ass.

He might be thugged out. but there ain't

enough ghetto in that man for my ghetto

booty. You know what I'm sayin'?"

While G-Unit will be led by Gargano,

G-UNIT AND J.LO

The Vice Chancellor and Chancellor of Hia

University of Ma<;sachusetts hope to

entertain the student body at the Mullins

Center and bring a fresh new face to ttit

Spring Concert repertoire

Oueezzerdeedermeyer said it will have back-

ing from SGA presidential candidate

Cornelius Nugent. SGA Senate Speaker

lared Nokes and noted Collegian ball -buster

Rene Gonzalez.

"It's a brotherhood of love getting togeth-

er to be a brotherhood of thugs.' Oueezzer-

deedermeyer said "Personally. I think that's

pretty damn hot The three of them are all so

damn ugly, who could possibly get more

thugged out on this campus? We'll just have

to get rid of Nugent >< stupid fluffy sideburns

and Rene's stupid hat

1-1.o promised a "bun-shakin , booty

quakin', fun lovin'. good time."

"How can you go wrong? It's you. me and

my ass shakin' for you." I-Lo said. "Oh vcah.

and G-Unit will be there, too."

TrendlneSS fn acoustic guitar and a pretty faeji

on trial

Truck drivers demand

compensation from hats

By BiLLIE Wettherpants
RIOT l-<.RAM STAFF

Nabisco truck driver and Pittsfield native Earl

Billy Bob Dicks is fed up.

As he walks through the Holyoke Mall with

his wife, he is astonished by what he sees.

In the window of one_ of the stores his wife

describes as

"that's where the

kids like to

shop," a base-

ball cap of sorts

is spotlighted

like it was a star

on the red car-

pet.

A curved

brim, a foam-like

front panel that

reads "Tommy
Rocket's Chop
Shop." and of

course a sea of

mesh compiling

the final four

panels — all held together by plastic buttons — is

in his line of vision.

His eyes filled with curiosity lead him to the

price tag sitting next to this so-called "mesh hat."

The small white piece of paper reads 65 dollars.

And that is the motivation behind the

Supreme Court case surrounding the

Sae TRUCKERS on page FOOLB

Singer/songwriters join together

to share looks and sappy songs
By Mic-HU LK Branch

RIOT! -(.RAM STAFF

IX1URTE.SY M1N|iUTaiCX)M

This Von Dutch trendy

trucker hat costs $65.

Interchangeable.

It's not a word musicians often want

to have attached to their names, unless

of course the musicians in question are

members of the ever-growing male

singer-songwriter clan. Among the clan

are card-carrying members |ohn Mayer,

lason Mraz. Howie Day. Matt

Nathanson and the founding father.

Dave Matthews. For these undistin-

guishable men. transposablity has been

a bit of a .saving grace.

"Shit. I remember when I first start-

ed out I had no music and no fans."

said guitar virtuoso Howie Day. Huffing

his spiky golden lock.s. "I just put a

huge picture of |ohn Mayer outside and

covered his stuff for a while. I figured

no one would know the difference
"

Not only did they not notice, fans

went crazy for the Mayer-esquc sound,

skyrocketing Day to near-fame in a

matter of just a few years.

And Mayer himself had been capi-

talizing off of the success of Dave

Matthews since he started playing gui-

tar professionally. "People thought I

kinda soundtxl like him and I alrcady

knew the words to all the songs." said

Mayer "1 spent many hours staring into

the mirror, studying my perfect bone

structure and singing along to 'Crash

into Me."
Nathanson. the newest member of

the male singer-songwriter clan, sees

the similarities as more of a novelty "I

don't know if wc really sound THAT
similar but if I have to be coinparetl to

some one. I am glad it's guys that are as

god looking as I am.

"

Yet with the inllu\ of Internet

download sites and the decrease of

compact disc sales ijiose singer-song

writers saw their interchangeable sta-

tus as a detriment, lor the first time.

"I remember when I first released

my CD no one was buying it." said

lason Mraz. who likes lo think of him

self as a Hugh Grant with a guitar'

type singer-.songwriter. '"I did some

investigating and found that a lot of

people though thc> alivady had my
album when really they were rocking

out to
I
Day's! Australia' or

I
Nathanson s

I
Beneath These

Fireworks."

It was at that lime, about four

months ago. thai |ohn Mayer got the

idea. lie. as well as Mraz. Day.

Nathanstm and Matthews, would join

together Yet it wouldn't be in the lomi

of a tour or a compilation album, llu-

idea was to create one super singer-

song writer, combining all the best

attributes of the musicians into one guy

who cinild sing some generic songs and

pull off the gclletl hair Uxjk.

"I ligunxl we are all the same so

why not come together and do some-

thing that the people would enjoy." said

Mayer "If they even noticed."

The idea first came to Mii>cr when

he was watching an old cpisiKit of

"Captain Planet." 'RoniomlxT how all*

The Nameless Dakota

The newest and hottest singer/songwriter to be blazing up the cheezy hearts

their powers combined to create him? I

just thought that was really Ix-autiful."

Mayer said.

.And s«.) the process began. With the

help of stem cell re.seareh and the top

medical minds in the world, the con-

joining of these six men began.

"It was like a huge singer-songwriter

orgy," one unidentified doctor

exclaimed.

Alter two brutal months in .surgery

and two month of recovery, the super

singer-songwriter was bom. Though

there are still debates about he name,

lour dates aiv heing announced soon.

Ikfoiv going in for surgci-\. Mayer

e\pres.sed his hopes for the merger.

"I wtHild like to think this will save our

fans some time and make it a little less

cimfusing lui all the H-year-old girls

trying so J. sperately to keep track of

us."
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This art is

wicked whack
Bv 1X>MIMC V'l)\KA\K'H

Rk'>T!-i.RAM STMt

The Pioneer \allc> ha> made a

iwiiic loi itself as a home to artists

ot all sorts, ranging Imrn novelists

ami poets to abstnitt painters and

interpretive dancers. This rich

artistic historv was the lopsoil that

nourished perhaps the nto>i tal-

ented artist to ever enterge from

Western Massachusetts. Vigo

Hurratio L. bom Samuel

l>avidson

L born and reared in

Northamptoji grevs up in a rather

alternative environment.

"Mv paivnt- did not believe in

restriction and the> allowed me to

tind mysell m.> to speaW. in my
viwn tune." said L.

Having never attended any

uflWial education facility he was

self-taught home schooled until

the age of >5.

U explained, "I felt thai I had

kanwd everything that I could

from myself, and that it was time

to show the world my art."

And that is exactly what he

plan* to do This Friday through

Suixiav I will display his unique

work in the faitsemenl gallery ot

the Mind s tye Colkxtivi- in S»>uih

lladlev

"I combined my kiK>w n.-tjj:t ii

chemistry, narcotics, arki m> crc

ativity in every installnwni I feel

that their transparent weighniwss

speaks to suniething of the vlwI

mskle each of us.' said U.

iJs artwork consists of twu-

> each with

V , iiipoutxi irf

hallucint.>genic-hiU9d acrosoi com-

pounds C>alk;r> pMrons will be

cnuiuniged to inhak; each ia^la-

tion and experience its imique

•fleets.

"You never know thb way. My
art cxmics through in a different

way to each penun. My only con-

cern is that people will try to see

things outside of the boxc-» and

then it will no kmgcr he my ad."

said L "My art is rxx always just a

visual expenciKc. I have had many

peupie hear. feel, smell and evc-ni

laMc the an before. It is a great

Mng lu see. everyone has such a

ffCM tunc
"

nuiuTK air asked to malu: a

SM) dunaiiun at the dour, this fee

will gu to cover the cust of crash

tnal. munchies. and potential

amtadMKe fees.

- llURTESY Btl't Ikl.M IM

Sex kitten Peter Mayer (pukiiiblv related to John Mayer) is

set to bure the Irtm Hon>e Music Hall in Nuho tonight.

Around this sick and
perverted industry

THE MILLIONAIRE MESSIAH

God jumps on the profit train
Spurred by the success of

the hugely profitable film "The
Passion of the Christ" and its

hit soundtrack album and tie-

in nail necklaces. God has

decided to star in his own ABC
variety special, along with co-

host Jessica Simpson. "The
lessie and God Variety Hour,"

scheduled to air in May, will

also feature comedian lay

Mohr and hip-hop party act

Black Eyed Peas. In addition.

Billy Graham and political lec-

turer Noam Chomsky, who will

duet with Simpson on a song.

are scheduled to appear

.Along with the ABC special.

God has also announced that

he will design a line of jewelry

in the coming months. Nail

earrings and bracelets will

soon be available, along with a

new cologne scent, called

Resurrection.

"God saw how doggedly
Hollywood was marketing his

supposedly religious epic and
turning it into a profit-making

n\achine by exploiting the

goodwill of Christians every-

where. He just decided he

needed some of that action."

said a rep for the Deity.
Mel Gibsitn has made jesua

a multi-millionaire.

DADDY'S LITTLE SPOILED BRAT

Truckers want cash p^^ tracks down on indecency

from trendy hats
TRUCKERS from pagt F0015

,Ma>sachusetts Union of

Truck Drivers' vie for the

copyrights on the style of the

trendy trucker hat.

"Those stupid-ass kids

dont know what they are

doing, wearing it all to the

side like a hoodlum," Carl

Stone, union representative

and Magic Meats driver, told

the The Daily Riot-gram yes-

terday before hearing began.

"We created it d it

and do it. don i 'und

with what makes us proud
'

Trendy trucker hats have

been the biggest wave to hit

the fashion industry since

150 dollar ripped and

bleached Diesel jeans The

style itself has become
extremely universal as well.

Everyone from hipsters to

meatheads are into the scene.

Even sports franchises have

created trucker hats with the

team logos across the front.

But what is bothering the

truckers ihemselvcs is the

fact that people are paying

large sums of cash for this

style and they — the ones

who formulated the style

back in the early 1980s —
are not being fairly compen-
sated.

Van Dutch, the leading

merchant of trendy trucker

hats, sells the caps for an

average of 6) dollars with

the suede edition going for

85 dollars.

MUTD is look to gain 60
percent of the revenue of

every hat sold — including

the ones bought at vintage

clothing stores.

"I love how for so many
years people were ashamed
of the mesh, like it was some
sort of ugly thing," Stone

said. "Now this Ashton
Kutcher asshole wears it and

every stupid college-kid is on

the bandwagon
"

"Ue stuck by the mesh,

we love the mesh, we are the

mesh."

Attention!

Attention!

All of you

interested

in hooking

up with

tlie Ortfi

^Sng Editor

can e-mail him at

drugs®

theroofisonfire.com

FCC ConiiniNsioncr Michael

Powell has annouiKed a crack-

down on indecency on teWvision

and radio.

"We have spent too k)ng watch-

ing obscenity flouri.sh over the air-

waves," said Powell, prior to np
ping olT his shirt to reveal a sun-

burst nippk- clamp. "We must, as a

nation, rise up against such dis-

plays so that adults everywhere

cannot sec or hear what they want

to."

Powell said that the FCC
will seek to ban vulgar displays

of nudity, violence and foul lan-

guage. "Shows like Surxivor."

Paradise Hotel' and "The NBC
Nightly News' traffic in foul,

immoral attitudes that have no
place being shown in a free

country. We must use the guise

of protecting our kids in order

to prevent adults from being

exposed to adult materials."

Fines will be raised tenfold for

anyone who breaks one of the

FCC's new rules.

"Let's see the righieuus. self-

made Saint Bono give to chari-

ly next time he drops the f-

bumb at an awards show,"

Powell said.

SKINNY BLONDE COKEHEADS

Paris Hilton selling out?

Parik Hilton likes hot dogs.

Fans of skinny blonde
socialite bimbo Paris Hilton are

in an outrage over her recent

addition to the cast of the hor-

ror film "House ol Wax," now
in production, and her plans to

i>rd a pop album.

How could she do this?"

wailed IT-yearold Cary
LeGrant when informed of

Hilton's plans "Why isn't she

just staying a rich debutante? I

liked her before, when she was
famous lor just '

Now she's actual i.

a legitimale celebrity? I'm dis-

gusted. She dashed my dreams ,

of being a celebrity just

because I'm skinny and
blonde."

Another fan. who wished to

remain anonymous, sighed. "I

can't believe she s doing a stu-

pid teen horror flick after she

gave such a forceful, heartfelt

perfomiartce in that other Tilm

she did. She's going from a grit-

ty, independent European an
film to a dumb studio nim?
What a sellout."

gram Aphh foot's Dav

Micah Brand: more than just

waste of basketball talent

As oood as

OavidWest

Man y'all kn-

ow I got a bad
rap at UMass
even though I

was the shit

while I was
here. People

called me. "the

next Cam by."

and 1 said. "Hell

naw. I'm the

lirst Micah."

Y'all renieinber me. don't you?

I was the dude that romped down
the court, grabbed the boards and

dunked that shit so hard that Lou

Roe could feel it in his teeth.

Me and my boys ran the A- 1 0.

tK> one could hold us down. At

first it was me. Crooks, and Kit

tearing the hell outa those fools

They thought. "Oh we got talent,

we must be good." and I said.

"Hell no! You don't need no talent

to be good in the A- 10. you jusi

gotta look good in the uniform
~

Aixi that's just v^t I did.

Alter the Celtics cut me before

I made it into the Fleet Center, I

started my own ckjthing company,

"Brand that Ass." and let ine tell

you. no one can Brand an ass like

me.

It was a simpW idea at the

time. I was just looking at my hot

self on the front of last year's

hloops Magazine, and I thought.

"[^nnn, that boy shoukJ put out

•one fly threads just so others can

look this good!"

At first Brand that Ass only put

out shorts, you know, so you

coukl have the Brand on your ass,

get it? It was hot, I had all the

bitches and they were loving my
fly game, everybody wanted a lit-

tle Brand on their a.ss.

I was looking fur a face to put

my Brand on and figured if I want-

ed to get my product out there. I

nc-eded the biggest badonkadonk
in the chicken coop. AikI let me
tell you, when the chickens come
a cluckin'. Micah comes a

buckin'.

The ladies were all over the

place. I had asses on top of asses

just looking to be Branded. I did

the UMass thing, but what I really

wanted was |en Butler, I wanted a

big okl billboard to put my shorts

on.

I saw her outside the Mullins

Center and introduced the idea by

giving her a big tive-linger dis-

count on her caboose. She took

one kx>k. smiled, ainl knocked the

shit out of me
It hurt, but I had another idea

all planned out. Me and Steve

l.appas always talked about going

into business together so I went to

his office with a pair of my little

ass shorts and told him. "Baby, it's

your time to shine.'

Steve's face lit up like a hong in

Puffton at 4.20 in the afternoon

He scampered into the closet.

hiked up the shorts, and for good

measure put on his inlamous mul-

let wig. I took one look, pointed,

and said. "A star is bom."

The way those striped purple

daisy duke shorts kx)ked on that

small ugly man made me realize

that there was so much opportu-

nity out there The first commer-

cial was poetry in motion, his

milky white legs soW me over

10,000 pairs in just one week.

The idea was simple, have

him lie in a bed of ro.se petals.

turn around seductively, and say

the catch phrase, "Sure I look

good, but there is only one cloth-

ing line that can Brand that Ass."

We're still on the road, but I

had to write this to let you kivow

that the Brand ship hasn't sunk

just yet. Next time you go to the

store looking for something to

hike up your haunches remember

there is only one way to. Brand

that Ass.

So for those of you out there

that aren't really good at what

you do. there is a message to my
story. Stay in school, suck at

whatever you're doing just long

enough to graduate, then go out

and find yourself a small ugly

num to make all your money for

you.

God bless America.

Micah Brand is u RIOT'grum
ixtlumnisi He can he reached at

no_skill:f^\iermled.com.

Seriously, BC just plain sucks
K INHALES NMO from page ''v'jJi

Media.

There have been grumblings frun his peers such as

St. Anthony who claims. "Pete's gone crazy. He treats

heaven like it's his own personal nightclub, checking

ID and charging a three rosary, all you can drink'

cover I remember one thirsty lliursday last month I

went out to get a iO rack but I came back becau.se 1

forgot my ID. Pete goes. "I'm gonna need to see soine

ID.' I said, Pete, it's me bro. lust let me in. I bst my
ID ' Then he's like. Well why don't you pray to your-

self and maybe you'll find it. You think for yourself."

Apparently St. Peter's most recent temper uintrum

was by far his worst. "Pete just went Shuolin Kung-Fu

on BC." says one archangel.

According to eyewitness accounts. BC showed up

at the Gates at around "S p.m. yesterday, to whkh St

Peter responded, "wrong floor bitch."

BC. ever persistent, handed St. Peter the proper

docuiiK'ntation and prLX. ceded to account its acciden-

tal suicide (sec Collegian. April I. 2002».

Peter stopped it saying. "Who gets killed by them-

self? If you're walking through Boston and you see

yourself holding a gun. run away from yourself.

Who's going near theni>elf saying, hey, hey is that

imminent death?"

Camby's kid might save us

Steinbrenner's a serious bitch
WNKEES SUCK from paO« ^OOLS

leaving B^lnd'^ office, with a vixibly shaken

Brand unlatchuig the fonieth story window

On his way out of the NCAA headquani*rs.

SHJubmnfter quickly pickc-d up the four men's gulf

Ma^ Tounuinent title's, as well a> tennis' US Open.

Wimbledon, and the f rcixh Open.

*i would have picked up the Australian Open too,

bul fod knows no one watches that waste of time.

Hell. I only bought the tennis stuff because I wanted a

piiece of that Williams sister actiott.'

Sleinbrenner capped off hi* busy day by calling up

the owners of all 20 Barvlaycard IVmiership teams.

and i* now the owner uf Et^iiand's most presiigioiis

loooer title.

'It wasn't too diffKult. most of those guy^ didn't

e««n know wfiat hit them." Steinbrenner said. "Now,

anyone know anything about soccer''"

The reporters in attendamv flipped their compli-

mentary NFL kjgo notebooks over and stared blankly

at the new owtkt of the sporting workl

Maixhesier United manager Sir Alex Ferguson

was briefly upset by the move, telling Sleinbrenner to

"sod off.' But an hour later, he relented

"I guess it just make^ >ense." FergUKHi said. "As

bng as the Nankees understand that my Reds will still

kick their asses mywhere. Miytime. Man U.. New
^'ork ' There's no rantesi. The Yankees do still suck,

after all.'

In the lk>ston Red Sox camp, owner |ohn Henry

seemed unlazed by Steinbrenner's moves

"Thai's fine." Henry said, whittling a ba>eball bat

frum an elephant task "We're still in it. This is just

mother example of the Evil Empire's conspiracy with

Cod. Damn you God!"

CAMBTS KIO from paga RXMJ

another 60-loss season. Sometimes

I wonder what he is trying to do

more of: kwe games or miss games

due to injury That isn't me.

though I want to cut down the

nets at the Final Four some year"

Coach Steve loippas is looking

to put last season's 10-I*J cam-

paign behind him and said he was

thrilkxl to add a player of thts cal-

iber to a young tc'am without many

scoring weaponN

"We were a niiserabk." basket-

ball team last year If there was one

thirtg we did well, it was kising on

a consistent basis to had teams.

Hartford High couki have beat us

if they only divssed four players

and handculTed themselves togeth

er" l.appas stated.

Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Year

Rashaun Freeman was ecstatic

with Whites decision to play for

the Minutenien

'Sometimes I fdt Kke I was

playing by myself last season.

ActualK. during the St. Vx'% game

IFeb. 251. I think I was We're

foing lo be like Xxm Roe and

Maiuis Camby. except totally dif-

fetcnl and much better. We'll be

closer lo Syracnise's version of

Carmelo Anthony and lebron

|amc*s lust pretend Lebron

laiTK's went to SyracUM.-." Freeman

exclaimed.

Mm Calipari. Camby 's coach at

UMass, said, "If we had someone

like David While during the l«N6

NCAA tournament, we wouk)

have taken the title home to

Amherst. Then. Rick Piiino woukl

have stayed at Kentucky, and he

wouldn't have completely

destroyed the Cc^tics fraiKhisc. I

wouldn't have left to coach the

New lersey Nets only to destroy

their franchise, and Bruiser Flint

wouldn't have been promoted to

head coach here, which ulti-

mately doomed thi.s program.

That's neither here nor there,

though."

David White closed out his

press confereiKe by making a

couple bold predictions. "When
I graduate, we will have hung
two national championship ban-

ners, and we'll keep our pro-

gram clean. No cash gifts from

agents; none of that."

Marcu* Camhv avtHdrd Kibv m.ini.i Jr.tm.i h\ supi-H'rling hi» M»n'«

drv'i^itm to pljv Kiskrthjll ji hi» aln>,ini.ii<r.
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UMass a clean N.Y. sweep
Sports Briefs Steinbrenner flips his lid, buys everything

• Having vacated his post as athletic director

t the University of Massachusetts to take an

identical position at beleaguered Baylor

University. Ian McCaw will now reportedly

become the nevk' president of Iraq as he contin-

ues his tour of "The Worst Friggin' )obs in the

World
•

• Coming off a lower back injury that had

kept him out of the University of Massachusetts"

previous three playoff games, goaltender Gabe
Winer certainly answered the burning question

as to whether he should replace backup Tim

Warner for the Hockey East Championship game
when he recorded a remarkable 59 saves in a 2-

I triple overtime loss to Maine

A burning question he did not answer, how-

ever, is how someone that fat and out of shape

can play six consecutive periods of hockey

• Rumors swirling around the UMass football

team have eluded to star running back R.j.

Cobbs possibly making the shift to defense for

the upcoming 2004 season.

Coach Don Brown was unable to comment on

the story due to legal injunction preventing him

from being involved with the program, while

attempts to reach Cobbs were unsuccessful due

to the fact that he is sheltered by the program,

as well as UMass media relations, and is god-

damned impossible to gel a hold of.

• Struggling UMass basketball coach Steve

Lappas has set his sights high for what will be

his fourth-season in Amherst. Following the

restructuring of his contract, which will pay

lappas according to win total and Mullins

Center attendance, the former Villanova bench

boss has gone on record as saying he will accept

nothing less than "another trip to the Atlantic

10 Tournament
"

• Sam the Minuteman was brought up on

drug charges after police found over 20 ounces

of marijuana in his studio apartment in Alpine

\ illage last night Sam. who was visibly inebriat-

ed at the time of the arrest lost his head and

could only repeat. "Go. go U. go U Mass. go U
Mass!'

Facing distribution charges. Sam chose not to

indicate his intended targets when asked by

police who would be purchasing the drugs,

chofing instead to take the rap for the men's

basketba •'' ihosc in question.

• Tenni- ti>ach |udy l)i\on has voiced her dis-

pleasure over the Collegian's lack of coverage

for her team's fall and spring seasons. However

the veteran coach eventually backed off when it

was explained to her that this publication is only

inclined to print things people actually give a

shit about.

• 10 members of the now-defunct men's

water polo team were arrested yesterday after

allegedly stealing all of the fencing team's

rapiers to overtake and defend the Totman
Gymnasium pool.

The group, which they called. "The Ten

Amigos." held off students for three hours until

Amherst police arrived and had the pool

drained. The Ten Amigos. reportedly distraught

over the elimination of their sport, immediately

surrendered and are currently being held in their

Speedos in the AMPD.

• The University of Massachusetts recently

sold the stands at Warren P. McGuirk Alumni

Stadium back to Lego Incorporated. UMass
bought the two-piece stadium from Lego in the

early eighties, but has decided to instead convert

to Lincoln Logs due to budget cuts.

• The UMass dance team has officially chal-

lenged the UMass women's Softball team to a

public drinking match this Saturday night.

There will be four events including: one-on-one

beer pong, survivor flip-cup. head-to-head keg

stands, and the final event... last woman stand-

ing using laegermeister.

Softball coach Elane Sortino on loves the

idea and is looking for a strong finish from her

squad. My ladies have been training since

September for this . there's been a lot of puke,

and a lot of tears, but I won't let them stop."

Sortino said. "After all what would Softball be if

you couldn't out-drink a dancer once in

awhile?"

• Following the implosion of Philadelphia's

Veterans Stadium to clear space for a parking

lot. the UMass athletic department has decided

to similarly do away with Earl Lorden Baseball

Field to extend the Mullins Center's current

parking lot.

In searching for a contractor to complete this

task, baseball coach Mike Stone recommended
junior closer Scott Ratliff. who has ample expe-

rience in implosion.

• In response to controversy that emerged

after UMass was denied a first round home
game in the NCAA Division l-AA football play-

offs, committee chair and former University of

Montana athletic director Wayne Hogan was

formally charged with fraud and sentenced to

spending the rest of his life in Montana.

Upon appealing for leniency in sentencing.

Hogan was instead sent to Colgate Memorial

Prison in Hamilton. N.Y. where he will be

forced to navigate a bus full of football players

through a blinding snowstorm, nearly plunge to

his death and then lose to a shitty team because

the referees suck.

In addition, after the prosecution com-

plained that Hogan's sentence was too lax, it

was eventually amended to prevent him from

going to Montreal following his stay at Colgate.

r - A. a V .V)rT»orMYCUUirTWVKlMOUUNMrTiX«l.
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Gcofve Sieinbrmncr cfiMTftn from the ipilc* of hell hoUiitR the World Ci^ trophv.

He aWt k)ckt-d up next year's Sunle> Cup and Super Bowl, a.s well a» the Wtirld Serie*.

By Heathlxifi- Hic^;iiNmynv)M

RKITl-URAM STAFf

NEW YORK— The New York

Yankees can now ofticially say that

they are the champions a( the

worU.

Owner George Steinbrenner

bought every major sports champi-

onship in existerve yesterday, in a

bokl move of revenue hoarding

that has the sports workl up in

arms.

"I just figured this was tlw nat-

ural course of things, so why iv>t

speed up the process?"

Steinbrenner asked rvponers in a

dingy basement room at Yankee

Stadium "And seriously, it's not

like there's any competition. After I

bought, er. signed Akx Rodriguez,

I think it became pretty cfear that

tlHf point of playing the games in

every sport, let akme baseball, is

moot."

The process began early yesler

day morning, when Steinbrenner

called Major League Baseball com-

missioner Bud Selig Steinbrenner

asked Selig lo give him the 2004

Worid Series litk lor $4 million.

"I was expecting the call." Seiig

said. "It's become a ritual for us.

George calb me around this time

every year, and most yevs I give it

some scrioas conridoation. Some
years, of course. I completely

refuse, because, hey, screw you

GeoTfc. But this year, it just made
sense. They've already made me on

the steroid thing, what's the point

of pratoiding that baseball is fair?"

Steinbrenner. encounfed by

the ease of his first transaction,

began calling the other commis-

sioners. The NHL's Gary Bettman

fokled his hand quickly. 'Seriously

guys? We're so sta"wed next sea-

son, what's the point? I almost

gave him the 200V04 titW too. but

I tigured he might as well fiekl a

team (or that one." he said.

At press time. Steinbrenner had

not confirmed the entry of the

Yankees into the NHL playoffs.

Next was the NBA. where

David Stem was at fir^t apprehen-

sive, but then relented after

Steinbreiuier agreed to throw in an

extra $250 million for Carmelo

Anthony and LeBron lames, bring-

ing the NBA title price tag to $250

million and 50 cents.

NFL Commissiofvrr Paul

Tagliabue agreed to Steinbrenner's

terms at noon. Steinbrenner insist-

ed that in addition to the $400 mil-

lion price tag for the 2005 Super

Bowl title, the NFL also cease to

own any TV' rights, as the fcague

was Steinbrenner's only competi-

tion for the crucial "bandwagon

sports fan' demographic.

From noon until I p.m..

Steinbrenner had luiwh with

DonakJ Trump on top of the Suttue

of Liberty's head, and then

whipped out his cell phone to call

no less than 100 commissioners

and governors, securing the

NASCAR Nextel Cup
Championship — with the

Microsott bbb car — as well as the

2006 and 2010 Worki Cups,

which he got in a two-for-one deal

with a rebate from Target. He then

opened up his phone book to talk

to the NCAA, and within 1 5 min-

utes was the sole possessor of

every college championship

through 2015 — except football.

'Are you kidding me?"
Steinbrenner said "I wouUn't

touch that worthkrss fngging thing

with a 10-foot pole Have you s«m
the tnjphy? Holy hell, there are

prettier sculptures in my stool

evrry morning than that piece of

Watcrford Crysul gMie horribly

wrong. Not to mention the fact

that it has no value. TVvo champi-

ons? What the crap is that?'

After finishing vMth his verbal

asswhipping of NCAA president

M>k^ Brand — a tirade which

invoked, arriong other things.

Satan. Brand's mother. fomKr
Alabama football coach Mike

Price, former Colorado kicker Kate

Hnida. and ever> member of the

Division l-AA Football Selectian

Committee — Steinbrenner was

SMYMKBSSVCKonpi«tFOOL7

Camby's son

signs with UM
By IX)L-n« Jav

RRTT'-tiHAM SfTAFf

This may come as a shock to many people across

the country; (specially to the Division I powerhouse

programs he turned down, but in a statement released

today, [^vkl White announced he is signing with the

UnivcTNity of Massachusetts men's basketball team.

White, the illegitimate son of former Minuteman

star Marcus Camby. verbally committed to the

University of Connectknit last month, but reneged to

play for his father's ahna mater

"I just wanted a chance to continue the legacy my
oW man started at this school back in the l^WOs."

White stated at a press conferetKe in Amherst yestcr

day 'Except I plan on being better. He was alright, but

I want all of lulius Erving's records."

There was ahvays some question as to whether

Camby was legitimately White's illegitimate father, but

it was finally proven three years ago at Massachusetts

General Hospital in Boston. Dr Edward Flood

matched their DNA together atong with White's moth-

er. Sarah White.

"My tests are absolutely. 100 percent accurate. My
tests proved that 0| | Simpson j's gtove was too small

and that Pete Rose not only bet on ba.seball. but did so

while standing on second base. There is no doubt that

Marcus Camby and Sarah White are David's parents."

Dr. Flood said during a phone interview yesterday

Camby said he met Sarah after a basketball game

between Eiasi Hartford Middle School and West

Hartford Middle School when he was in the sixth

grade. "1 just threw down 32 points on West Hartford,

and I could tell she was eyeing me. She was a cheer-

leader in the eighth grade for the West and was outside

our locker room after the game when I met her. That's

just how I do my business." Camby said.

Sarah White went on to comment about the night

she met Camby in 1 986.

"I just knew that he was going to be rich one day. I

heard the whispers in the hallway outside of my eighth

grade social studies class about some player for the

East. They said he was going pro some day He was my
ticket out of Hartford." she announced with a prideful

grin.

David White is 6-foot- 10 and weighs 225 pounds,

which is similar to Camby 's frame when he played for

UMass. He is coming off a senior season in which he

posted 36.8 points. 15.1 rebounds and 6.5 blocks per

game for Hartford High School. He was the top-rated

senior in America last sea.son. and he showed why

when he scored 42 points at the McDonald's All-

American Game on Tuesday night.

While said ho is focused on accomplishing what hi&

father couldn't.

"I just want to win," he said. "My dad could never

win the big one. He's not even a winner now. I.ook at

the teams he has played for: Toronto, New York and

Denver If IX'troit didn't have a brain fart this year, my
dad wouldn't have Carmek) Anthony to .save him from

See CAMBY'S KID on page F00L7

No eternity
God kicks BC out

for being pathetic
ByOcrvNtNE
RIOTl-l.RAM TfAKf

BOSTON — Despite Boston

College's countlevs pleas to get

into Heaven. God signed a bill

yesterday forbidding BC eternal

life, a spokesman of Our Lord

said yesterday.

The bill. whk;h can now be

seen as Psalm 151 in your Bibk

(thanks to Heaven Technologies.

liK.). specifically entails that

Boston College stay at least 100

yards from The Gates at all times,

until expiration in F\irgatory.

This action comes only four

days after BC's rejection from

Hell, a deciskm The Devil .said

"was as easy as running a weekly

student newspaper." Lucifer also

listed overconfidence and whin-

ing as factors for the rebuff.

Though God did not release

an official reckoning for his deci-

sion, sources close to The
Almighty said the banishment

stems from an incident in a

Boston church three years ago

this month involving Host mock-

ery. The FBI said yesterday it

responded to requests from

Heaven authorities to recover

specific tapes from the church's

security system.

In an exclusive interview with

Moses, who was wearing only a

"Yankees and Red Sox Both

Suck" shirt, underneath a |edi

Robe at his water-floored apart-

ment on the West Side, it was

brought to light, literally, with

one wave of his left hand, that BC
had been despondent with the

freshness of The Body of Christ

upon consumption. Boston

College, Moses says, is caught on

camera, nudging an adjacent

female, saying, "somebody better

check the date on that lx)rd."

lesus, who is interning as his

Father's spokesman, said yester-

day at a 3 p.m. press conference

that "he has never felt fresher."

"I've showered twkx a day ever

siTKc I can remember." said The

Son of God, who recently signed

a $55.5 millkjn endorsement deal

with Old Spice to promote its

new body wash product. "I feel

divine."

As of press time BC had failed

to return repeated phone calls

and according to its vok:e mail,

was busy playing badminton with

ludas.

This is not the first tinK the

"ckianlifwss of the Christ' has

been questioned, most recently

by FVesident George W. Bush

vvho claimed "there's a pube in

my Christ Chex.'

To that, St. Peter responded,

"the Holy Penis is clean."

The President has since

moved to more traditional snack

foods, such as pretzels, and had

limited success. Meanwhile, due

to repeated publk: outbursts. St.

Peter has been unable to escape

the microscope of the Holy

SeTsC INNiUJS HARD on f60L7

In the interests of common
decency, The Daily RIOT!-

gram has elected not to dis-

iswKiifiim^tiitwi

mascot. However, for those

who must see the wave of

BC's future, please do an

unfiltered Google image

search on "Boston College."

The second picture listed

should speak well for why

BC doesn't deserve to be in

heaven, or in the ACC.
Signed,,.

The Daily RIOT!-gram staff
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$3.2 M
grant funds

polymer

research
By Adrienne Bossi

New England's Largest College Daily • Est. 1890

C A>Ll.l:l.iAN STAM

The U.S. Department of Defense has

•warded a group of University of

Massachusetts researchers to work on

technology retwaich that may some day

allow the storage of 20 DN'Ds on a chip

the size of a quarter.

This three-year grant, funded by the

Multidis«.iplinar\ University

Research Iniiiative (MURh. aims at

creating new muienals with huge storage

capacities that can be used in a variety of

ways. The UMass researchers are paired

with scientists from at the University of

Pittsburgh and the University of South

Carolina

Thomas Russell, a UMass professor

of polymer scietKe and engineering

along with a team of 2) researchers, hu
profwaed a way that may make this

DVD dream a reality.

Scientists have determined com-

pounds, called polymers, that form

shapes similar to the honeycombs of a

beehive (among other shapes). PolyTners

are extremely snuill. up to lO.OtX) times

•smaller than a strand of hair There are

million> of honeycombs in each polymer

and ea«.h little honeycomb can be used

to store mfoniiation. magnetK charges

and electrical charge*.

The problem is. it is impossible to

keep track of the individual honeycombs

because they are so small and because

there are so many in one polymer.

Russell, the principle researcher for

the grant, has propoacd a way to give

OMMiafMible sized groups of these honey-

combi an address R> binding them with

vinises. which have manageable shapes

and great binding capabilities, the poly-

mer honeycombs will be easier to work

with.

"We are beginning to grasp new ways

to couple the two (polymers and viruses)

to produce new classes of materials."

said Russell. 'Nobody has done this

before. Nobody knows how yet.'

The virus's that will be used in

research are the cowpea mosaic virus

aitd horse spleen ferritin. Russell hopes

the viruses would act a< tags. If specific

groups of honeycomb*; can be tagged,

their storage capabilities can become

much more specialized When that hap-

pens, a whole new door opens in various

fields.

For example, these hybrid materials

could be used creating smaller and high-

er charged batteries. The electric charges

could be put into a paper-thin patch of

Russell's polymer hybrids that could be

strong enough to save a heart attack

patient. Or. a small patch of these new

materials could carry a large dose of

medicine on it. Thoe materials could be

specialized to react to certain changes in

the environment, like when PH levels

drop in water, or pollution levels rise in

the air

"The possibilities are limitless," said

Russell. "This really is amazing."

Two additional years of funding arc

possible under this program totaling a

potential award of $5.3 million. The

UMass project is one of 31 research

projects nationwide selected by the

Pentagon for funding under the MURl
program.

Election snafu brews confusion
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Stolen bell

returned to

Old Chapel

'^^K^T

By MaissA Blank!«teen

SGA Sftcakcr jarwl Nokes mnlcfBtn a mcrting Wnlnc*dav night thai debated d»e rrtulu c4 the presidential electiona. which

wetT ruled lUKonstiutionai. Nokct was bter »wocn in a» interim prcMdcnt and will »erve until the next president if twom in.

Look for next

race uncertain
By n^N Lam*)THI

With the Student Government

Aaaociation's elections rejected in two

different ways late Wednesday night.

SGA members and candidate^ affected

by the decisions pondered yesterdas

what their moves are next.

'I feel like nghi now wc could be

working on our text book campaign, or

working to get more credits for clasaea.

or working to improve funding." said

Eduardo Bustamante after losing his

claim to the SGA presidency. "In that

sense, it's disappointing. We're going

to be spetxling $5.CHX' nvwt in student

money (to run aixjther elcLtion|."

Bustamante watched a- Speaker of

the Senate lared Noke« was sworn in js

an interim SGA president after I :>0

a.m. Thursday morning after the

Senate voted 24-21 against ( •

'

of the elections. The Student

also issued a preliminary ruling at ihc

Senate meeting, with Chief justice

Marina Grulon saying the elections

were unconstitutional because of the

Instant Runitt lumiat that Mas used

The luduiary is expected to issue a

more detailed version of the ruling this

afternoon

"ITiere's a lot of peopk who have

"il >aid. Man. you

A n . luinante Miid.

Elections Commissioner Steven

Hoeschele said the next set of elections

will be held on April 28 and 24 All

forms of student government on the

ballots March 24 and 25 will be includ-

ed, including races for the presideiKy.

trustee seat. an4 area governments .

The presidential and trustee elec-

tion* could potentially be different,

with several candidates who were on

the ballot ia«t week unsure if they will

run again at the erul of the month

Presidential candidate Mark Morrison

and past SGA president David Carr

have already announced they will rK>t

run again, and several other candidates

said iho> have noi decided what the\

will do,

"I have not made up my mirnd yet,"

presidential candidate Brian Long told

Hie Collegian la<t night

By SGA rule, no additional candi-

.Idles can be added lu the ballot for the

clixtion, but candidate* can choose to

drop out

W hilc Hc<e*chelc hinted Wednesday

night that he may tile an appeal on the

judiciary'*, ruling after he is able to read

the detailed version this afternoon, he

said last night that there are only a few

instances in which he coukJ appeal.

"I need to digest it first." he said of

his possibk decision to repeal.

Bustamante said he and trustee can-

didate Matthew Murphy would defi-

nitely be running together again in the

next election, and said the amount of

conflict of interests involved in the case

is frustrating

'If we can't even hold one election

right, it makes it seem like our inner

politics get in the way of making this a

better school." Bustamante said

Bustamante said he expects presi-

dential candidates Patrick ffiggins and

Tim Dalv to run again, but wasn't sure

about the other candidates Higgins

could not be reached for comment last

night.

Nokes said yesterday he was sur-

prised by the way people at the Senate

meeting acted The meeting was

packed until well after midnight, with

more than 100 angry students, many

supporting Bustamante as president,

remaining.

"I expected a crowd if the judiciary

Sae S6A on page 4

BelLs are ringing in the University of

Massachusetts Old Chapel oiKe again

after the smallest bell in the new $57,147

let di cliapel bells was returned yesterday.

The hell was returned sometime yeater-

day afternoon after being stolen, sakl

Molly Hayes, band inanager of the

Minuteman Maahing BarvJ. alkrgedly by a

band member The bell has since been

insulled akjiig with the other bells.

Richard Nathhorst. alumnus from

1979 and the Capital Project Manager at

UMass. said the person who stokr the bell

could be found guilty on counts of grand

theft, destruction of University property,

and breaking and entry in the nighttime

The theft of the smallest bell was dis-

covered Monday when technicians Irom

the Netherlands came to insult the belb. h

weighs 24 pounds, stands 5.t)5 inches tall,

and is 8.03 inches in diameter. ITie bells

were cast in the Netherlands at the Royal

Eijsbouts Foundry

Thim new bells were delivered to the

Old Chapel it\ Thursday. Mareh 25.

Nathorst said They wouU complete the

42-bell UMas« Four Octave Carilkm. A
canlkm is a stiiiionarv set of bells in a

tower that are u-ualK plaved with a key-

boaid

"This it a cataatnjphe!" Nathhorst

wrote in «i email lo the Minuteman

marehing band on Monday evening, upon

the discovery of tlic missing bell The new

bells are to be used in a concert pertormed

by GcMfe Manhew. Middlebury College

CarriHonneur in the Chapel at the LMass

alumni reunion aivJ dedication cereirwny

to the bells on hme 5.

The Henry N'incent Couper Estall

bought the new bells, at the expense of the

estate of the Alumnus of the class of 1 937

Nathhorst offered a $250 dollar

reward, as well as filing a report with the

UMas> Policv IX-partment. He believed

that a student might have seen the bells

being delivered on the front steps of the

Chapel

"I am hoping that someone saw some-

thing or heard sonwone bragging about

the prank or mighi see the bell dumped

somewhere on campus." Nathhorst wTote.

The- Old Chapel scrvtxl as the marching

band headquarters tor many years It has

been ck.«sed since I9»W after a pmbfcnn

was detected with the steepk-. The Okl

Chapel was built in 1 884. Once the steeple

was discovered to he in disrepair, the hatxl

was fon.cil to move out.

Palestinians pressed to prevent terror

By JmEF FtDERMAN
.Ass<niAT»;r< Priss

JERUSALEM (APi — American

diplomats told skeptical Palestinian offi-

cials Thursday that Israel's plan to pull

out of the Gaza Strip brings an opportu-

nity to revive the "road map" peace ini-

tiative, but they said future progress

would depend on a Palestinian crack-

down on militants.

The U.S. envoys delivered the mes

sage in a meeting with Palestinian Prime

Minister Ahmed Qureia in the West

Bank town of lericho. The team then

had two hours of talks with Israeli Prime

Minister Ariel Sharon, but no details

were disclosed.

In another development. Sharon said

Israel might move against Palestinian

leader Nasser Arafat in the future. Israel

T\ reported. Sharon made the remark

during ii series of news interview s ahead

uf next week's lewish holiday of

Passover

"Arafat cannot be so sure of himself

in his place." the Internet Web site of

the Ncdiot Ahronot daily quoted Sharon

as saying.

Arafat has been confined to his West

Bank headquarters for more than two

years. Several months ago Israel's

Cabinet declared that Arafat is responsi-

ble for violence and should be

"removed,"

Sharon has proposed pulling Israeli

troops and settlers out of Gaza and

small parts of the West Bank, He says

the Palestinian government is not a part-

ner for peace talks and that a unilateral

withdrawal is necessary to protect

Israeli interests.

The American team is in the region

to discuss Sharon's plan, which he will

present to President Bush in

Washington on April 14,

The Palestinians want assurances the

plan will be the first step toward a larg-

er withdrawal from the West Bank,

while Israel is seeking American support

for limits on future Palestinian

demands.

See ISHAEL on page 3
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The Old Chapel originally housed

the Minuteman Marching Band.

Sociology students to help UMass budget
By Aleena Banix)

Cl)lLF(ilAN Q)RRESPON15ENT

EMIUE IKJUOANKXlLUCiiAS

Representative Ellen Story gives a guest lecture to Dan Clawson's

"Crisis in Higher Education" sociology class.

A new class at the University is using a hands-on approach to solve

the UMass budget crisis.

This spring. "Crisis in Higher Education", a new sociology class

offered by the University, is giving students the opportunity to step

outside the classroom and apply their knowledge to real-worid situa-

tions.

On April 14 and I 5. students will take buses to the Statehouse in

Boston to speak with legislators about their concerns for the

University and the urgent need for more funding for the UMass sys-

tem.

"The University is something I care deeply about, and it's being

fundamentalK transformed." said Professor Han Claw.son. who is pio-

neering this semester's class, along with graduate teaching as.sistants

Hilton Kellv and Brian Kapitulik.

Clawson has worked with the University since 1978, and has

extensive experience with grassroots organization. He has worked

closely with both the Save UMass campaign and the Faculty Union, as

well as being a noteworthy name in the area of Labor Movements,

In his classroom. Clawson has welcomed guest speakers vvho arc

experts on everything from the economics of the higher education sys-

tem to the pros and cons of online degrees to give lectures and lead

class discussions.

On April 7, the students in Clawson's class will receive an in-class

i

training session, which will prepare and guide them with what to say

to legislators on Lobby Day.

"fhis is the first time we've brought this number of students with

careful preparation into lobby." says Clawson.

The Save UMass campaign, which Clawson led two years ago,

brought about 700 students to the Statehouse. but only about 100 to

actually speak with legislators.

Economics department chair Nancy Folbre, who was the first guest

speaker, created a metaphor to help students belter understand their

situation. If you throw a frog in boiling water, she explained, it will

jump out immediately. If you put a frug in lukewarm water and put it

over a .source of heat, the frog's body will continue to adapt to the ris-

ing temperature until it is too late and it can do nothing to save itself

from boiling to death,

Folbre related this to the students who were growing accustomed

to the budget cuts and fewer resources at the LIniversity - the frogs

represent the students, growing accustomed to lewei resc>urces and

larger class sizes.

A publication printed by The Massachusetts Taxpayers Foundation

on Nov. 24. 2003 said. "In a striking outcome of the deliberations on

this year's budget, the state in 2004 will lor the first time in decades

spend more on jails and prisons than on public higher education."

Clawson said last year was the biggest year for budget cuts and

tuition increases, and this means that people pay more out of their

own pockets for education, which filters out the amount of people

who can afford higher education.
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University of Massachusetts
Amherst
Student Government Association

Room 422 Student Union Building

41 Campus Center Way
Amherst, MA 01003-9245

Office of the Speaker

voice: 413.545.0341

fax: 413.545.1999

March 31, 2004

Members of the student body,

As many of you are aware, the Student Government Association elections took place on

March 24 and 25. On March 3, the elections commission decided to conduct these

elections under the Instant Runoff Voting process. On March 5, 1 filed a petition with the

Student Judiciary to determine if this voting process was legal.

The Student Judiciary conducted a hearing on Tuesday and determined that Instant

Runoff Voting was unconstitutional. As such, the Student Government Association will

be conducting new elections for its President, Trustee, and Area Governments in late

April. In the meantime, I will be serving as your President, which is required by the SGA

Constitution.

Throughout this past year, there has been a lot of controversy related to the SGA. Most

of this controversy has included me and usually the Office ofALANA affairs or the

ALANA Caucus. To those that seem skeptical ofmy sudden rise to the Presidency,

despite the electionDf an ALANA Caucus President, I do not blame you. However, your

skepticism is undeserved. The IRV format was proven to be illegal and so the elections

must be done again. As I mentioned earlier, I filed my petition prior to any vote being

cast. Mark Morrison, our Attorney General, had been fighting the implementation of

IRV back in October, when the Senate decided to confirm Chancellor Hoeschele to the

elections commission.

While I will only be in office until the next elections are ratified, I want to assure all of

you that I will do my best to represent the undergraduate population of this campus.

Despite our differences on some issues, I believe we share the same side of most issues as

we have one overriding factor in common: we are all students.

Should you have any questions, please contact the SGA at 5-0342, or you can contact me

directly by e-mail, sga.president@stuafumass.edu

Thank you,

Jared Nokes

Speaker of the Senate

Student Government Association

The University of Massachusetts is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Institution (S) Printed on Recycled Paper
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Whafs the best April Fooh joke

someone's ever played on you?

Israelies

By&ottEidrid^ii bound to

treaty

My teammate put

clear tape on ttie

blades of my hockey

skates before a game.^^

1 -% i^

Aleta Mills

One time my
friend, Allison, had a

friend call me and say

they were from health

services and that

Allison was pregnant

with our baby. ^^

5 e N I It r

Sociology major

> () {/ /.' !
' ni u I L'

English major

Matthew Undberg

• • When I was five, my

dad told my sister and I

that our dog died. ^^
Matt Kelly

(( Icy-Hot in the boxers, ^y

Dilip Yarabothu

< c n I "

Chemistry major Economics major

* * He put toothpaste

In my Oreo. ^^
Kristyn Shea

/ ; < s h m a n

Theater major

News meetings

Mondays at 6 p.m.

Every Wednesday-
is

QlHJJOiMiiklilMff
Moro»«rCf»g«71» Only 10-?«m

at

ThtWatertront

featuring:

$1 Draft

$1 Shooters

$2 Well Drinks

hoat*d by:

DJ/KT

I . * . « 1 } jt I

J

fcjj
'

»
'

* I

I
u n I o /

Linguistics major

KMEL froiTi page 1

Atler rhuisda> s meeting.

Qureia !>aid he would welcome

an israeii pullback frum Gaza,

but only il it i.s part of the US -

backed "road map" peace plan.

The road map aims to bring

about an independent Palestinian

state by next year but ha.s been

stalled for months amid viola-

tions by Israel and the

Palestinians.

Uureia said he sought assur

ances the Gaza plan would not

prejudice future talks on a per-

manent settlement, including the

status of the West Bank and

Jerusalem and the fate of millions

of Palestinian refugees who claim

property in what is now Israel.

"Unilateralism is not the solu-

tion," Qureia said. "The only

thing that will help and bring

forth Palestinian commitments is

to negotiate with the

Palestinians."

Palestinian Cabinet minister

Saeb F.rekai said the Americans

believe Sharon's plan is an

opportunity to revive the road

map. "They see it as part of the

road map. and not as a substitute

to the road map." he said.

However, he said, the U.S.

diplomats made il clear they

expect the Palestinians to honor

their road map obligations —
particularly the requirement to

dismantle violent groups that

have killed hundreds of Israelis

in the past three years

The American diplomats —
White House officials Steve

Hadley and tlliut Abrams. and

State i)epartment Mideast envoy

William Bums — did not com-

ment after the meeting. But eaili-

cr. American officials said they

would be telling both sides that

Sharon's plan has to be consis-

tent with the road map.

"We don't see unilateral dis-

engagement as a I c placement for

the road map. It's a was to jump

Mart the road map.'" one official

•aid on condition ol anonymity

Israel officially remains commit-

ted to the road map. But it. too.

has failed to meet its interim

obligations of freezing settlement

construction in the West Bank

and Gaza.
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Prime Minister Ariel Sharon

olUrael.

Israeli ofticiaK have held a

scries of meetings in Washington

recently, seeking US guarantees

in return for thi- Cij/a pulUnil
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Wl TH OUR Spring $PECIAL
w"^*-,

Restore the fullness and shine and j^fc"^

replenish the moisture to your hair ^**<^

with our patented Color Touch

conditioning treatment...that lasts four to

six weeks...a $55 value

- And -

Soothe your dry hands with our Citrus &
Aloe Paraffin treatment...a $20 value

Al [ FOR ONLY $

includingm£S all nutrient

hand & body lotion!

offer expires ^^ay I, 2004
35 a $75 value

Patrick
Open Tlies. thru Fri.. 9:30-7:00 (4/ K^OtHDUny

Sat. 9:30-4:30

102 RusseU St., Rte. 9, Hadley • 586-7477

Bigger isn't always better...

But this time it is!

ping-

pong

foos-

ball

ABC's fresh

brews

&
unique

bottled '^pv
. ^pr^

^^'
"Upstairs'WtheABC*'

As an engineer in

the U.S. Air Force,

there's no telling what

you'll work on.

(Seriously, we can't tell ^ou.)

pool

United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead

of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new

engineer you'll likely be involved at the ground level of new

and sometimes classified developments. You'll begin leading

and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out what's waiting behind the scenes for you in

the Air Force today. To request more information, call

1-800-^23-USAF or log on to airforce.com.

U.S. AIR FORCE
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Uk
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Newspapers catch

heat over photos
By Seth Sl TtL
AS8«.KIATEI> PrFSS

NEW YORK lAP) —
- Gruesome front page phoios

showing the charred remains of

U.S. citizens killed in an ambush

in Iraq prompted complamts

4 ffom some readers that the

Images were too graphic.

The New York Times. Miami

Herald and USA Today said the>

received a moderate number ol

complaints from irate or oflend-

ed readers about the prominent

use of the photos.

The Nevk York Times ran a

Urge photo on its front page

ihowing the bodies of American

civilians hanging from a bridge,

while USA Today, the largest-

circulation daily in the country,

ran a somewhat less graphic

photo on its front page showing

Iraqis beating the remains ot

American workers with shoes.

USA Today spokeswoman
Heidi Henderson said the paper

received 20 e-mails and a dozen

phone calls that were largely

critical of the decision to use the

photo. She said the newspaper

planned to print some of the

responses in the lettcrs-to-the-

editor section of Friday's paper.

The Miami Herald front page

editor Liza Gro>s >aid executive

editor Tom Fiedler planned to

write a column for Sunday's

paper explaining the process

that editors go through in mak-

ing such decisions.

"We have been saying that

these decisions were not made
lightly, and that we discarded

many more gruesome (photos).

But our responsibility is to pres-

ent the facts as they are." Gross

said.

The Boston Herald also used

a photo of the bridge scene on

its front page Thursday, along

with an editors' note saying:

"The body of the U.S. citizen in

the photo has been intentionally

darkened using Photoshop to

obscure the graphic content."

Managing editor Andrew
Gully said the newspaper

received about 35 complaints

from readers about the phoios.

but that amount was "light" and

less than the paper had been

expecting.

As for obscuring the photo.

Gully said: "It's a matter of

degree. You want to give as

much as you can without going

over the line."

The four victims were civil-

ians working for a U.S. security

company lubilant Iraqi resi-

dents dragged two of the

charred corpses through the

streets before stringing them up

on the bridge. Video of the

scene was aired widely on non-

U.S. television stations, but

American TV' producers held

back.
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program designed to offer

>ewish adults ages 20*25

(colege gractuates prefefred|

an opportunity to live and

vohmteer in Israd m a vanei

of settings.

This year Cofnbined Jewish

Pt*«lanlhrop»es spo<vsof«d

su "OizmaftkMn " Spots are

still open for rtext ytar and

applicatioTK are currently

betrtg accepied

For moce infoimatlon,
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Cadet Lixev and Cadet Claunnizer receive award, at the Annv ROTC Awards banquet in the Campiu Center Ual night.

Bush signs bill making fetus harm a crime
By JtNNIftR LUVKS

,A!»s«K i*Tn> I'm '^

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Accompanied b\ jirieving fami-

lies. President Bush on

Thursday signed into law nev,

protections for the unborn that

for the first time make it a sep-

arate federal crime to harm a

fetus during an assault c>n the

mothe t

"If the ^imic is murder and

the unborn child's life ends, jus-

tice demands a full accounting

under the law," Bu<ih said

before >igning the measure, a

major priority for many of the

president's must loyal political

supporters. "The suffering of

two victims can never equal

only one offense."

Abortion-rights proponents,

meanwhile, called the measure

an assault on reproductive free-

dom because it represents the

first recognition of federal legal

rights for an embryo or fetus as

a person separate from the

woman.
An exuberant audience of

abortion foes cheered the presi-

dent during his remarks, while

a few of the family members
who shared the East Room
stage wiped away tears.

Included in the group were the

mother and stepfather of

California murder victim Laci

Peterson, who was eight

months pregnant when she died

in December 2002 in a highly

publicized case.

Bush devoted a large share

of his speech to the loss of "a

beautiful young woman who
was joyfully awaiting the arrival

of a new son " Peterson's moth

er, Sharon Rocha. and stepfa-

ther, Ron Grantski, looked on.

"All who knew Laci Peterson

have mourned two deaths. And
the law cannot look awav and

pretend there wax ui-

Bush said.

The president met privately

with the family members before

the ceremony. Bush's first major

bill-signing event of 2004

But the new law wouldn't

apply to crimes such as that in

the Peterson case. It applies

only to harm to a fetus while a

federal crime, such as a terror

ist attack or drug related shoot-

ing, is being committed against

the pregnant mother The legis-

lation defines an "unborn child"

as a child in utero "any stage of

development."

Over two dozen states have

similar laws. including

California where Peterson's

husband. Scott, is being tried

on double murder charges and

could face the death penalty if

convicted.

People on both sides of the

fetal rights and abortion issues

have said the new law. which

passed by a 245- 163 vote in the

House ai>d a 61-38 vote in the

SeiMtc. will have far-reaching

contequencea.

Election to tap student funds again
SGA trtxn paga 1

hadn't throw out the case."

Nokes said. "WJwn the judiciary

had already thrown it out. I was

very surprised to tee people show

up any^k'at Had we paawd the

electttm report. Sen SiMIMiMnte

would have been president few

less than 40 hours There was no

beiKlit to Eddie being president."

NokM nid the cost to run a

second election will be about

$1,000. something he feels needs

to be taken in context with the

MJA's S4 million bttdgel.

us to elect another presi-

th legitimacy . $3,000 is

Tired of the Dorms?

'S NEVER TOO EARLY TO

FOR AN APARTMENT
LINCOLN REAL ESTATl*

a very reasonable price." he said

Nokes also took out an SMK).

full-page advenisement on Page

Two of today s Collegian to pub-

lish a letter to the student body.

Submitted to The Collegian

Wednesday, the advertisement in

part addresses skepticism people

in the campus coniinunity ma>

have about his rise to the presi-

dciwy. even on an interim basis.

"Throughout this year there

has been a lot of controversy

related to the SGA." Nokes says

in the letter "Most of this contro-

versv has included me ai>d usual-

ly the Office of ALANA Affairs

or the ALANA Caucus. To those

who seem skeptical of my sudden

rise to presidency. I do not

blame However, your skepticism

is undeserved."

Nokes said he wasn't sure if

the money for the advertisement

came from the SGA's student

fees fund.

Bustamante. a former

ALANA Caucus senator, said it

will be interesting to sec what

Nokes does in the next three€i while he is president,

mfcte ah "'-^ to Stan

^ iiif,'^. People"

comrouniiy'toeeiin^t iva prom

ised as a part of his campaign

platform even though he is not

the president. The first meeting

will be hekJ on Tunday at 6: 30

p m. in Worccatcr Dining

Commons.
"I do believe we arc the legiti-

mate president and trustee of this

campus." Bustamante said of

himself and Murphy "But there's

an election in a month. I think

(the presidency and trustee seat)

guaranteed with lime."

We're still the

home of.....
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EditorialOpinion
Friday, April 2, 2004

Editorial@dailycollegian.com

Student elections

debacle a disgrace
Aa the Student Government Association's

Senate meeting stretched well past 1 a.m. last

night, only one thing became increasingly

clear.

For the umpteenth time, student govern-

ment at the University of NdasMchusetti has

failed the student body.

The SGA Student ludiciary is all but certain

to rule today that la«t week's student govern-

ment elections were unconstitutional by the

SGA's rules. The SGA Senate has already

failed to ratify the election's results. Speaker of

the Senate |ared Nokes has already been sworn

in as student body president for at least the

next three week, until another election can be

held.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian finds all

of it deplorable With the student body finally

showing some legitimate interest in the elec-

toral process of student government for the

first time in several years, the SGA under-

mined a golden opportunity to seize credibility,

alienating thousands of students, and poten-

tially voters, in the process.

There are many people at fault for it. The

Senate as a whole. Chancellor of Elections

Steven Hoeschle and his staff. Nokes — all of

them pla>ed some role in the failure of student

government serving the people.

There are many victims in the failure of the

SGA to run an efficient, clean election last

week, and first and foremost is the students.

With nearly 2.800 students exercising their

civic duty at the polls, turnout at the election

was better than it has been in several years

TXimout being high can be attributed to a num-

ber of reasons, including several candidates

mobilizing students to vote, aiid awiy students

taking issue with some of whet het fone on in

student government this year

Regardless of intent, the Senate's failure to

ratify election results after allowing the new

instant run-off voting format in question now

to be used it effectively shows some students

that their voice in the democratic process does

not count. Students had no control over the

form of their ballot. They merely turned out to

vote, faithful the democratic process they were

told was in place would be upheld

Also shocking Wednesday evening was the

Senate's initial failure to add a motion to ratify

the election to agenda for the evening, a move

which showed that politicians in the room

were not only hesitant to ratify the elections,

but to even talk about ratification in a room

with more than 100 constituents angry over

the possibility of throwing out the election.

As a group that typicalK (and correctly)

complains about a general sense of student

apathy at UMass when it comes to campus pol-

itics, the actions of the SG.A this week make no

sense Their failure to run an effective election

stands contradictory to everything student gov-

ernment should stand for

Student government now faces an even

more uphill battle towards regaining legitima-

cy with the student body, particularly with an

ALANA community that mobilized effectively

behind Eduardo Bustamante only to see their

victory stripped away.

The Collegian only hopes the next election

in three weeks can be held fairly, by the rules

and in a way befitting all governing bodies. We
believe that we as students all deserved better

than this

Lnstgned edilonali represent the majority

opinion of the Massachuietis Daily Collegian

Editorial Board

I do it for Ben & Jerry's
My stint with

the Atkins diet

began inno-

cently enough.

I read the

book in one sit-

ting, and went

lo sleep with a

smile of hope

on my face and

images of

myself as the

Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue

cover girl dancing in my head,

lust 20 carbs a day? I can do it.

Right?

The severe limitations of my
menu hit me the next day at

breakfast when I sat down and

realized I couldn't eat an apple. I

settled (or an omelet with two

cubes of sharp cheddar cheese,

and once my mouth started

watering, and I had this sudden

burst of hope that I could live

without any fruit, and make it to

the cover of Sports Illustrated.

Bui then my mom. on Atkins as

well, dropped the bomb on me.

"\Nhal do vou think you're

doing with that ketchup?

Ketchup has carbohydrates.

Leah!" she exclaimed.

How I had managed to live

this long without being aware of

the dangers of ketchup I don't

know, but regardless. I suffered

through breakfast with the organ-

ic, sugar-free imitation ketchup

For lunch I had a Greek salad,

and after a grueling day lifeguard-

ing in the sun. I referred back lo

Dr. Atkins' book. Page 45 suted,

"Do some sort of exercise every

day." but I read that as.

"Continue your inien-* training

for cro>s-countr> in ihe fall."

I barely finished half mv

workout, and dinner caused even

more difficulty. My mom was

annovingly considerate, insisting

that v»e not put my father and

brother through the same Atkins-

induced hell we were going

through by cooking for only us.

So there I sat. at a table covered

in incredible food, most of which

I could not eat: homemade
mashed potatoes. biscuits.

lasagna. salad, challah (lewish

bread) and chicken

For about a week I stuck to

basically that menu, occasionally

including veggie burgers or pro-

tein shakes, and I managed to

run every day, slowly. But then

the forbidden food dreams start-

ed. One night I was swimming in

a pool of rich chocolate mousse,

the next I was at a birthday party

for a giant and 1 had to eat my
way through a 20-foot loaf of

sourdough to get to the doorway.

Then there was the variation

on the Skittles "Taste the

Rainbow' campaign; instead of

Skittles, it rained freshly

squeezed orange juice. But they

would always end as nightmares.

The chocolate mousse would

solidify and trap me. the bread

would collapse in on me. and the

orange juice rainstorm would

eventually become a Nutra-Swcet

blizzard

Then one Monday I woke up

craving ice cream so badly I was

almost dizzy. My mom and I had

a movie day. and 10 minutes into

And it doesn't mean just cut-

ting out bread and pasta. There's

no peanut butter, ketchup, salad

dressing, or high-carbohydrate

vegetables like carrots and peas.

Got milk? Forget it Diet Coke is

out too, because it contains the

artificial sweetener Aspartame,

and cheese is okay only in small

measured cubes. And if you're an

athlete, think very carefully

before trying Atkins. Those years

of "carbo loading" at team din-

ners weren't for nothing; carbo-

hydrates are essential to athletk

perfonnancc.

However, my advice is not to

steer clear of the diet entirely.

You and I both know that we all

have that distant vision of our-

selves on the cover of the swim-

suit issue, and the Atkins craze is

everywhere, from low-carb

menus to low-carb chocolates

and candy. If you're interested in

the Atkins diet, by all means try

¥w about a week I stuck to taskii ttiat

menu, occatkMially including veggie burg-

ers or protein shakes, and I managed to

run every day, slowty. But then the fodild-

den food dreams started.

"Terms of Endearment." the

doorbell rang, and weak with

hunger I answered it to firui my
good frieini Deb, I immediately

noticed that Deb looked a little

strange. She seemed to have a

sort of halo surrounding her. and

she was glowing like Patrick

Swayze in the last scene of the

movie "Ghost."

Then 1 saw the source of the

angelic glow. Deb was holding a

pint of Ben & lerry's Phish Food

ice cream. And then it was over

Instinct took control, and my
mother and I inhaled the ice

cream in less than ten minutes.

That marked the end of my
expedition into the world of Dr.

Atkins, and I can t s«y I mind It's

not a bad concept, artd as nuiny

testimonials show, it does work

But it's not for the weak-minded;

20 grams of carbohydrates a day

is a tinv aiiKMjnt (one slice of

bread has 25).

it. but before you commit your-

self, uke a moment to reaHzc

what you're getting yours^f Into.

Borrow the book, read it. and go

Into your kitchen and create a

few Atkins-approved meals ot

your own. because the sample

menus he provides are useless.

The few of us who can actually

saute worth a damn will quickly

become lazy and stick to omckta.

Give it a trial run

As for me. many people

would be angry with Deb for the

ice cream episaode. but I'm

thankful Her generosity marked

a turning point in my Atkins

days, and my dieting days in gen-

eral. Eating more protein and iwt

eating late at night works well

eTKiugh for me. In the end. Ben &
lerry's Phish Food ice cream is

)ust not a sacrifice TnLvaolling (o

make.

l^eah Wyner is a Collegian

oilumnist

Sylvan not all it could be

Road safety must be readdressed

Dorm life can make or break a student's college

experience.

As the time approaches to pick next year's housing

assignments. University erf Massachusetts students are

forced to consider their residential options. The most

popular of the on-campus housing areas is

Southwest, which provides nearly 5.500

people with an urban atmosphere and social

environinent.

Road rage and

reckless driving

received much
publicity within

the last couple

of months.

These acts,

which are

found predomi-

nately among
younger aged

groups of peo-

ple, have injured some but in most

cases taken the lives of others.

After the Patriots won Super

Bowl XXXVIII against the

Carolina Panthers on Feb. 1. the

city of Boston broke out in riot. A
2 1 -year-old male college student

from Northeastern was killed and

three others injured, one critically,

when a driver backed his sport util-

ity vehicle into a group of revelers.

The driver fled the scene, but

was quickly arrested afterward

when spotted not to far away from

where the accident had occurred.

Stanley Filoma. 24. of Boston, was

arraigned on charges including

vehicular homicide, drunken driv-

ing and leaving the scene of an

accident,

lust a week eariier. a tragic inci-

dent occurred in which a high-

speed cat-and-mouse game that

took place on Interstate 93 left 26-

year-old Lynn Bader of ConctJrd.

N.H. dead. Her assailant. 24-year-

old lerone S. k>nes. pulled out his

loaded 40mm Clock semiautomat-

ic pistol and fired, shooting her in

the head.

A little less than a month ago, a

University of Massachusetts stu-

dent was also found lying in the

middle of the road. Petrit Vasi, 22,

of Dorchester was found by the

Amherst Police Department at

12;20 a.m. at the intersection of

Triangle and Mattoon Streets in

Amherst. His injuries were consis-

tent with being struck by or falling

from a motor vehicle. At the time

his condition was stated as critical

but later was moved up to serious.

And just earlier this week, it

was reported that another hit and

run took place. This time in

Roxbury. where two more

Northeastern University studc-nts

vrerc injured, one left in criticiil

condition. The driver of the blue or

turquoise Mercury Tracer lied the

scene by disappearing onto the

Southeast Expressway. The two

students suffered head and shoul-

der injuries and Boston Police have

yet to track down the driver of the

vehk:le.

A University of Mass-achusetts

environmental class, pesticides and

public policy, briefly mentioned

that studies have linked evidence

supporting the theory that people

are generally more afraid to fly

than they are to drive. The idea of

it seems like more of a risk. The

At an alarming rate,

young people are a

huge part of the

problem of road

accidents. It's old

homework that dis-

tractions such as

music, cell phones,

and even alcohol

are to blame, but

quite possibly peo-

ple's self aware-

ness could be a

factor too.

truth of the matter is, is that the

real clanger lies in something you

are faced with more commonly

everyday.

Automobile accidents are much

more prevalent when it comes to

injuries and deaths but many fail to

realize it. In my opinion it is possi-

ble that this false perception of fly-

ing could be what's contributing to

the number of automobile acci-

dents that occur on the road.

It is also possible that young

drivers just aren't as mentally

equipped v»ith the proper instruc-

ticms and skills that are ncvded in

order to operate a motor vehicle.

According to DrivellomeS-

afe.com. a teen driving website

c-enter. statistics show that there is

a high correlation between

teenagers and accidents that occur

on the road.

The Web site savs 14 percent of

all deaths due to motor vehicle

accidents are teen drivers. "Most

teen driver deaths due to motor

vehicle accidents occur on week-

ends 55 percent of the time.' the

site states.

In addition, teen drivers killed

in motor vehicle accidents have

had a youth passenger in the auto-

mobile 45 percent of the lime.

"Of teen drivei> falallv injured

in automobiles, more than one-

third were speed related acci-

dents." the site states. "More than

any age group, tcvns are iikcK to

be involved in a single vehicle

crash. This age group makes up 7

percent of licen.sed drivers, but

suffers 1 4 percent of fatalities and

20 percent of all rcportcxi acci-

dents."

At an alarming rate, young peo-

ple are a huge part ».>f the problem

of road accident.s. It's old home-

work that distractions such as

music, cell phones, and even alco-

hol are to blame, but quite possibly

peoples self awareness could be a

factor too.

Although the reason has yet to

be determined completely, one

thing is for sure. Drivers are

becoming more of a threat than

what they once were perceived as.

More importiintlv, the state should

be taking steps in order tu prevent

this type of behavior fann happen-

ing further. Anyone could be a

next statistic, and its up to the

community as ii whole lo try and

prevent this Iroin ever taking

effect. The worst thing that could

happen is for someone you know

or care about to fall victim to such

a pointless crime.

fen Hodson is a Collegian

columnist.

i

Students also have the choice of living in Central

or Oahard Hill: both centrally kxated residential

areas that make use of Amherst's natural surround-

ings and mountaiixjus views. The option also exists to

live in Northeast or even off-campus in an apartment.

And then there is Sylvan: a separate entity in itself.

At first glance, suite-life may seem like a positive

experience. Up to eight people can live together, split

up between two singles and three double rooms.

Suitemates shaa- a common bathroom and lounge,

both of which provide much-needed privacy. The

dorms also offer fewer distractions than other residen-

tial halls due to their layout and quiet atmosphere

Essentially, the three dorms that make up Sylvan are

made to resemble apartment-styled living, minus a

personal kitchen, for a fraction of the cost. But from

mv experience living in Sylvan. I can verify this resi-

dential area does not come without major flaws.

As a freshman. I had big ideas about college when

I arrived in the fall. I imagined living in a hall where

everyone's doors were open and peo-

ple were friendly. I expected to meet

individuals like myself and establish

great friendships. I figured my classes

would be centrally located to my
domi and would not require long

treks to get to them. \c\. upon mov-

ing onto campus, I paned myself

dead wrong.

My first two weeks of college is

one experience I hope to never expe-

rience again. Typically, freshmen are

expected to be homesick as they

adjust to university life. In time, they

get used to their new living situation,

meet people, and begin to enjoy

themselves. But my case was differ-

ent. On move-in day. I spent the first

night in a axmi with only one closet, little floor and

storage space, and with a roommate equally as miser-

able about our situation.

My suite was abandoned, since we were the only

freshmen placed there, and upperclassmen were

moving in the day after Soon, it became a common

cKcurrence for people to drive by my building and

yell out comments, like "Suicide Sylvan." Instead of

looking forward to what college entailed. I began

counting down my days left.

Since these first few weeks, my college experi-

ence has improved. I eventually befriended certain

individuals in my suite, on my floor and from dif-

ferent classes and activities. I got used to the walk

to class from Sylvan and realized the convenience

of buses. Somehow, my room became less cluttered

and more livable. But despite these improvements.

I have come lo grips with Sylvan simply because I

know no alternative.

I still feel like I have missed out on some parts

I

of the college experience. Essentially, many of our

friends are the people we live with. We get involved

in activities sponsored by our living communities.

We develop pride for the area where we reside. Yet.

my freshmen year has lacked many of these things.

My point here is not to complain, but

Q L u,,,;-,
instead, to bring attention to a problem

D8CIt JllmS ^any students can relate with; the flaws

that exist within UMass" housing assign

V

ment system. Such decisions should not be ta|ien

lightly. One bad residential experience may lead to

someone transferring out of UMass The caliber of

the university's programs and majors would be

overlooked for something as simple as a dorm: a

poor impression to have of such arr otherwise rep-

utable school.

Students' age should be considered when being

placed in residential areas. It may be bad enough

getting our last choice in housing, but at least liv-

ing with people who have similar circumstances

makes the situation easier to deal with. Personally.

I found my freshmen experience' considerably

harder than most. I had to go out of my way to

meet people and develop bonds with them, since I

was disregarded by the university from the start.

Having a few more freshmen around, me would

have made the transition to college a little less try-

ing than it was

Another problem the university should look

into is improving certain living

community's atmospheres. In

Sylvan, there is an extreme lack of

residential pride and solidarity. But

one reason for such a lack of spirit

is the miniscule amount of events

that occur there. Residents are

barely given" chances to meet and

interact with each other, unless

thev take it upon themselves to do

so. There is little involvement

encouraged, and for that reason.

people tind themselves living more

isolated lives. But if more events

were carried out. focusing on unit-

ing students, maybe impressions of

residential areas like Sylvan would

begin to change.

As the last fourth of the school year rolls

around. I realize I wjll actually miss Sylvan. But

this is because it is all I know. If it had not been

for living with some great people. I would have

moved out of Sylvan with the first opportunity

that arose. Nothing else about this residential

area impressed me. except for the few individu-

als who I met along the way. But Sylvan does not

have to permanently be associated with such a

negative impression, "fhcre are changes that

could be made: changes that could alter the stu-

dent body view of this residential area. If it were

made into a more desirable place to live, com-

plaints would be less in number Fewer people

would stop feeling 'stuck' in Sylvan and actually

enjoy the experience. But Until these changes

occur. I can personally attest to the fact, as I

have heard many limes hollered from car v»in-

dows. that Sylvan blows.'

Becky Martins is a Collegian columnist.

\

In Sylvan, there is

an extreme lack of

residential pride

and solidarity... One

reason for such a

lack of spirit is the

miniscule amount

of events that occur

there.
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By Fra/ieh M()i>KF

.AjtfUH lATH' PKJN--

NEW YORK (AP» — Here s b kids show

that still lv>asis plenty uf sta-et cred.

\o\» beginning its ^5th nrason. "Scsanic

Sirvci" remain!! ii dail> de>'iinatiun lor mil-

lions of pr««.hoolcrs. an evergreen cityscape

s» mtK.h a pan of their world a.<> any other

play space.

It's been that way for genenukms uf kkb.

as any of the ' '^-d 74 million

•grads' will n sesame Street

PreMmts: The Street We Live On." Thw ret-

awpe^tive air* on must PBS stations H p.m.

LST Sunday, then serves a.<> the season open-

er the next day (check kxal listings).

Even it ycni haven t caught 'Sesame

Street" since around the time it premiered

Nos 10. \*i&i. you will be struck by how

things soon much like you left them. The

Muppeis: the diverse community of

hunuins; the letters and numbers that

'aporaor' each hour.

Even puts uf the 'houd arc the same,

noubly the set for the brownuoiw apan-

meni txiikiii^ at 1 2) Seswne St. (M it

on Stage G at Kaufman Astoria Studios in

Oueensl. Now nearly 15 years old. it shouki

qualify for landmark status.

Clearly "Sesame Street" was designed

for the ages by the "urban planners" at the

upstart Chiidren'N Television Workshop
(now rvnained Se>anie Work-shop) But the

era that gave rise to "SesatiK Street"

remains part of its cnilture.

A telling trace lives on in the theme wng:

"Sunny day. everything^ A-OK "

(\)pularized by pioneers ol the L S space

prupvm. the term A-OK is as identified

with thi' l<)MK ds trrannv gLi.s.ses anJ lie Jve

jeans.

So. pemap>, i> tiR- nJciiiiMii >ui)(iii({ in

thoae years. Rwr months before 'Sesame

Street" premiered, that can-do spirit had

helped put the first ntan on the moon.

Likewise, it fueled dreaim of helping put

things right for the nation's kids.

" Sesame Street' grew out of the Great

Society programs.' says oiecutive producer

l^ewis Bemstdn. ida'ring to the k*hn<i«.>n

administration's social initiatives. "That was

a period when poiitks. educational needs

and the social milieu all converged to say.

'\\m influence kids at an early age and you

can give them the skills they need to navi-

gate their way through school arxl in life.
"

And. with the civil rights movement at

full ihroitk;. racial equality became another

part of the shows message

'When I first came here (in \'i72^ there

were a \o\ of ex-hippK-s working here with a

spirit of 1^8 Change the Worid. Maybe

some of us have cut our hair." Bernstein says

with a chuckk;. 'but the passion hasnl

chaitged."

Early on. the *ScMMi Street' brand uf

passion paved the way to mmy kids-show

innovations: the raciaiiy miegratrd cast, the

inner<ity setting, the fast-paced, bite-sized

structure of each episode.

"Sesanw Street" gathered caring, ftesh

and-bkxxl adults to offer guidarKe and sup-

port for the chikllikc Muppets It brvHtghi in

cdebrity guests to catch the eye of parents.

wtw. after watching with their kids, ttien

'naturally rrinforce and exietxJ the leamiitg

for the chikl." Bernstein says.

r- rv^^

% V,

-'s^ - s^. ...:.- ^-'jcx.

The 'MVP'

of games
With the

Major League

Baseball season

here, it's time

lo get your sea-

son going. And
with ritxlronit

Art.< Sports

"MVP Baseball

2004." you can

lake a look at

how the season

might end up

playing out.

-MVP Ba.seball 2004" defi-

nitely delivers the quality expected

from EA with almost up-to-date

rosters, excellent game play

options, extras, and a few different

niodes to try. With a roster ;icliiisi

Hip-hop hits the Valley

Press start

to Play

Held Davenport

'MVP

Baseball

2004'

X-Bo)rPS2

Gamecube,

PC

mg option, you

can send A-

Rcxi up to

make a with-

drawal from

Steinbrenncr's

piggy bank,

and a create-a-

player option

allows you to

keep the ros-

ters as up-to-

date as possible

as the ba.seball

season goes on.

The only prob-

lem is that you

will have to deal

with a 25-man roster limitation, so

you might need to send a few guys

See MVP on page 7

(A Spoils

Ml

Giade 1+

By MoNiyt-'E Jemmott
(AiiLfKiiAN Staff

The rain couldn't keep hip-hop

from the student union ballroom

Wednesday night.

"Hip-Hop: wo acts, one mic."

brought to the University of

Massachusetts by University

Productions and Concerts, featured

Def |am recording artists |oe Buddens

and Wu Tang Clans Ghostface Killah.

The show opened up to a not yet

packed audience with Mass State

Property, a Boston rap group of three,

including UMass student Ogho
Oruma.

Their 20-minute performance,

despite the lacking audience, was ener-

getic and well executed. The entire

performance was star worthy, but

without the overextension of hip-hop

stardom that can include a 50-member
entourage crowding the stage and the

unnecessary cursing tangents rappers

often feel a need to take on. The songs

they performed, despite their overall

underground vibe, were still catchy

enough to keep the crowd's attention.

Mass Stale Property was followed

by an up-and-coming Def |am R&B
duo. the Paper Boys. Their sound had

the rapper-singer vibe that is becoming

increasingly popular in R&B. thanks to

Mr. R. Kelly himself, but it did not do
as good of a job keeping the interest of

the crowd.

The following act. R&B group XL
from Boston, was much more lively.

The four members delivered an ener-

getic show that made the girls go wild,

gave R&B lovers something to look

forward to, and even had the hardcore

hip-hop lovers bob their heads to the

melodic beats. The group of teenagers

got an A-F for its performance

and extra credit for giving

street credibility to R&B boy

bands, even with calculated

dance moves.

Boston/Connecticut D|

Clinton Sparks kept the crowd

entertained throughout the

night with the hottest hip-hop

and R&B, as well as reggae

classics and party favorites.

At about 10:45. the first of

the two headliners, |oe

Budden, took the stage to

screams from an anxious

crowd as he performed his

current single. "Focused." He
then went right into his previ-

ous single "jersey home", but

the entire scene on the stage was

too generic.

Budden soon lost the crowd with

his lazy stage presence, with the beats

he performed over the only thing keep-

ing the show going. Instead of the

beats to his own songs Budden used

current popular ones such as Usher's

"Yeah" and Young Guns "Cant stop,

wont stop." The show dragged on,

with desperate attempts to keep the

crowd engaged, like putting one side

against the other in a war of "F*** that

side."

Ghostface

Joe

Budden,

XL,

Mass state

Committee

Siudenl Uflitn

UMass

all

The crowd finally began to pay

more attention when he performed his

smash "Pump it Up" but soon after-

wards, boredom ensued. Buddens set

ended with the type of ubiquitous a

capella freestyle that should be

.^_ reserved for rappers who are

capable of doing it justice, fol-

lowed by his upcoming single

"Your body's hot." Overall,

Buddens performance was

mediocre at best.

Enter Ghostface Kiflah ...

From the time the "Iron

man" entered the stage, the

entire demeanor shifted, and

it was obvious whom the

viewers really came lo see.

Kappa Donna, one of the less-

er-known Wu Tang clan mem-
bers, started off the set, and

the crowd came to life with

the hypnotic beats of the Rza.

Ghostface entered the

stage cool as a cucumber, and

began with cuts from his last album

"Iron man." He also performed many

songs from all the Wu Tang efforts lak

ing the crowd for a trip through the

early 1990s. When he performed "Ice

Cream" from Raekwon's album,

crowd went wild.

Wu-Tang beats were used for

entire show, and although

entourage was present, it was actually

an asset rather than the downfall of the

performance. All the while the audi-

ence stayed energized. When "Chez La

Ghost" was performed, there was no

discrimination, and women of all col-

ors and creeds were invited on the

stage to "shake their ihangs."

The performance came full circle

with the heart wrenching "All I got is

you," alter which Ghost did his duty as

the responsible entertainer, dropping

knowledge on the crowd with "Take

care of your kids" and 'Be a man." He
performed his current single from his

upcoming album "Pretty Tony." and

the show ended on a high note thanks

to Mr Face.

And this time when the freestyle

was done, it was flawless

the

the

the

1 -U»a
JRTEsV IM te1l-Ai hKIl I AH 1X)M

Hip-hopper Ghostface Killah dazzled

a packed Student Union Ballnwm.

'MVP Baseball '04' UMass welcomes 'Othello'
steps up to the plate

' from page 6

to the minors.

The game play has a pretty high

k^ming curve. You won't be able

to pick up any big bbwout wins

right off the bat without some
assistance from the computer. To
get a good idea of how to play the

game, it would probably be best to

try a few exhibition games first to

get a feel for the controls. If you

dive right into dynasty mode, you

may find your team qukkly falling

to the bottom of the league stand

ings. Learn to manage your team

right by kiwwing when to talk to

the pitchers on the mound, keeping

your eye on the ball, and putting up

runs on the board.

The pitching controls are not

like the simple point, clk:k. and

pitch ones in other games. You

need a steady hand and a quick tirw

ger to strike out batters. "The pitch

consists of hokling down the but-

ton according to the pitch you

want, aiming at an estimated loca

tion with the anakjg-stick. rek»is-

Dlg the button at the desired vekx-

tty level, and tapping the button

once more to gain contivl on the

pitch. This set of controls is the

most complicated to master, as

your pitchers' vekxity and control

changes as they tire.

Hitting the ball h« become

much more realistk: than other

games, where you can crush plenty

of homeruas in a singk; inning.

Batting has more to do with timing

and directing the batter to iaside

and cxjtskle pitches. You also have

the oplkxi to check swing, aitd the

umpires will even ask for as.sis

tance calls. Also, the overfiead

replays of your swings can help you

try to get your timing down.

Finally, the liekling is not as

much difficult as it is annoying

Instead of kiting you get the ball

with the closest player, the com-

puter may option to choose some-

one who will obviously ixm get the

ball. Then you must use the ingga

butloas to try lo change players

before the ball is dropped The

quick fix is to choose the a.ssisted

(lekling option. The computer will

fieU the balls for you, but you will

be in charge of directing the throw.

This still has set back.s as some-

tiines your players will avokl get

ting the out and clxjose lo \ei it

drop then krt you throw it. with ik>

real reasoning behind it.

When it comes to the realistk

value that EA aKvays manages to

deli\er. this ganx- is as real as it

gets Playen> make amazing catch

es. drop balls, and slide to prevent

double play« Most of these are

controllable by the player but the

computer adds the realism lo it

Players will make all kinds of

catches and react accordingly

When a player is hit by a pitch you

can take your ba.sc or re-live the

Manny and Clemens iiKklent

Think it would be easy manag-

ing a singk team in dynasty mode''

Well, try being forced to manage

three at once. That's right, ycxj not

only have lo deal with managing a

major kague team, but the AAA
and AA minor league teams as

well. There you can develop talent

that vou can call up and scmd

down accordingly. There are* plen-

ty of optkms to choose from w hen

it comes to leading your favorite

MLB team to the playoffs. You can

clxxwe to simulate, manage, or

play all games as you try to

improve the team's chemistry,

whkh is their ability to work

together and your managing grade

to tell you if you should gel a raise

or become the next Grady Little.

Another addition to the

dynasty mode is the ability to try

the fantasy draft which is much

more difficult than the "Madden

NFL" drafts. \oo will need lo

make some good planning as to

who you will pick as the good play-

ers get swiped rather quickly Also

if you want to make the chokxs

yourself, plan on spending a good

two hours in front of the TV as it

wall take some thought when it

comes to whom to choose next.

On top of choosing your team's

MLB roster, ycxi must also pick

players for your minor leagues. I

recommend letting the computer

doing the rest of the choosing for

you. Another good thing to

remember is that it is impossible to

grab even half of a team's original

roster, especially for the Red Sox

and Yankees, as the players are

picked rather quickly

An added perk to becoming a

better player is gaining points to

unkxk throwback jerseys, classk

stadiums, and classic players.

There's nothing really special

about it but you get a chance u

feel rewarded for your efforts and

force your team to wear those

ridkuloas jerseys on throwback

day
The usual homerun race mode

is there too, but there's also a

pitchers duel nKxie aixi a scenario

editor mode The pitchers duel is

literally that, except with baseballs

and strike outs, not light sabers.

The scenario nwde is a very inter-

esting new mode that lets you set

up the moment you want to relive,

or fix Want to change history and

send the Red Sox to the WorW
Series instead of losing in extra

innings'.' You can set up the

inning, number of outs, who is up.

the store, aixl so on. It's a nke

added touch, especially when it

gives Red Sox fans a charwe to

rewrite h»tory. at kast in the gam-

ing world.

-MVP Baseball 2004- is a de(i

niie must-buy for gamers that are

baseball fans The game is more

aimed to anyone who knows base-

ball than for just a gamer, Whik
the kvel of difficulty giving it a bi

ot replay value for MLB fans, an

average gamer would probably

toss it askle The graphics are far

beyond ifie reaches of most MLB
games, the rosters are pretty mtich

up to date, and the overall feel to

the game is excellent. It is definite-

ly a better choice than "All-Star

Baseball" as it remains ck)se to the

realism without gelling the con-

trols lo difficull to manage 'MVP
Baseball 2004" is currenily avail-

abk for all platforms and the PS2

version has an exclusive onlirte

multiplayer option.

Held Daxvnport ii a CoBipan
ixilumniii.

By Ryan McGuigan
(Jx>H-EClAN CoRJUiSPONDENr

If you're looking for a powerful story of

obsession, jealousy, and treachery, look no

further than William Shakespeare's play, "The

Tragedy of Othello."

Brought to University of Massachusetts by

The Guthrie Theater, "Othello" will be pre-

sented in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

for two showings tonight and tomorrow at 8

p.m.

Shakespeare is well known for revealing

the weaknesses that drive men and women. In

that regard, this play is described by the Fine

Arts Center as a "riveting story of passion,

manipulation, and betrayal, revealing a com-

plex world in which social order, racial poli-

tics, and personal ambitions push the treach-

erous lago to destroy Othello and his wife

Desdemona," showing frailties and faults that

still effect human emotion in this day and age.

Whether you are an avid theater attendee

or looking for a great first-time expe-

rience, this could be performance for

you. Lester Purry (Othello) and

Cheyenne Casebier (Desdemona),

the leading players in the production,

believe this weekend's performances

will be a powerful theatric experi-

ence.

Purry said it's not everyday you

get a chaiKC to see something pre-

sented live that's over 4lX) years old

Many of the themes in Shakespeare's

plays are still relevant today and we

make them accessible to the audi-

ence.

Bill McCallum (right) and Lester Purr> of the Guthrie Theater, based out of Minneapolis,

Minn., will preform Shakespeare's "Othello" tonight and tomorrow in the FAC

"Othello" is a powerful performance — per-

fect for a first time theater experience, and the

Gutherie Theater prixiuction is performed

from the heart, Casebier said.

The play is more realistic and inti-

mate for modem audiences in this

particular production because it is set

in the late 1800's. Purry and Casebier

both agreed that undertaking a pro-

duction of Shakespeare requires

detective work lo fully understand

the lines and emotions of the play.

"You need to understand the

words for the audience to under-

stand them," Casebier said.

The Guthrie Theater, based in

Minneapolis, Minn, is making its

first national tour in 20 years. Its

artistic director, joe Dowling, is

internationally known for his work in Ireland

and North America. The tour is part of the

National Endowments For The Arts'

"Shakespeare In American Communities"

program, the largest Shakespeare tour ever

presented in this nation's history.

The performances by the Guthrie Theater

are cosponsored by the Office of the

Chancellor. Office of the Provost, and the

College of Humanities and Fine Arts ai the

University of Massachusetts; and through col-

laboration with the 5-College "Hieater

Departments, 5-Colleges. Inc., UMass
[Apartment of Theater and the students ol

.Amherst College, Hampshire College, Mt

Holyoke College. Smith Colkge, and the

University of Massachusetts.

Tickets are available at $40. S30. aitd $1 5.

Five College Students and anyone ages 17

and under will be admitted for $15 For tick

els and information, call the F.AC box office

at 545-2511 or I 800 999-U MAS. or go

online to www.fineartscentercom/center-

series.

PBS special honors 35 years of 'Sesame'
:froinpaga6

A place with sunny days and

everything A-OK. "Sesame Street"

bknvled authenticity with aspira-

tion: "Life doesn't exist in most

places like it does on Sesame

Slitet. - Bernstein acknowledges.

"But if we dtxi't model it. it'll

never exist."

Today, after 4.057 episodes,

more than 8 million viewers tune

in at kast once a week The show

remains a lop 10 weekday pro-

gram among chiklren aged 2 to 5.

with its preschool audkiKe up 9

percent in 2002-05 from the sea-

son before.

'f»Teschoolers' needs havent

changed." Bernstein says. "Bui the

vwrkj has changed so much! So

we've tried lo take what's going on

and stay a step ahead of it with the

lessons we offer to kids
'

Accordingly, the show stays

steadfast while constantly adapl-

ii^

Two yean ago. Maria and Luis,

long the proprietors of a fix it

shop, made a career change, open

ing a Mail Boxes Etc. -type ouikt

Smart move. Peopk don't get

things repaired the way they used

to.

A more substantial change

"Elmo's World." the popular fea-

ture which, since 1998. has swept

young viewers off Sesame Street

and into a virtual realm, where,

kigged onto his PC. Elmo takes

them on cyber-expkjratkxu.

Bui the more things change,

and however more dangerously,

the miMtr "Sesame Street" remairu

a ^i^t^vo)

"Sesame Street Presents: The Street We Live On." a retr»»*pettivc

of the show as it enter* iu 35th mmumo. airs on PBS Sundav at H p.m.

<5Rlajv qAhead for (^^^xtYbar

tjcvellent location... 1/2 mile from I Muss

Spacious Apartments- 1 .2 and ii

liedrtH)m Toicnhouses

All rents include heat, hot water and
c€X)king gas

On site laundry, off street parking.

Biiskethtdl find Tennis cimrts.

Ottice Hotirt; I ax M 4: tO pm Manday - Ftiday

UWt V49U|4^

Need A SUMMERJOB

IN AMHERST?

University Conference Services

is currently accepting applications for

FULL and PART TIME SUMMER

EMPLOYMENT

for

Summer Conference Housing

Pic}i up an application pachge at

Conference Services Office, 918 Campus Center,

or online

www.aux.umass.edu/conferenceservices

Completed applications are due by 5pm, April 9, 2004
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McKeon's Fish tale
By Steven Wine
ASSIKIATEI) PrESH

Florida Marlins, manaxrr J*.k VUKcon p.>**i wieh ih« icam't. 200 J Uorld Champum^hip tni>hv on

March 2i al thr tram* spnni; trimins facililN in Jupitrr, Ha. McKctw lamt iHll o( rt-tirrmcnt at ihc aj^

o< 72 and brcamr ihi xldrst m.mjutr li« win a World Srrir*.

lUPITER. Fla. (AP) — Batting

practifk is already under way
when lack McKeun walks untu the

field carrying a bat. wearing a

jaunty grin and looking for a con-

versation. He began his baseball

career as a minor-league catcher in

1949. which means he has 55

years ol stories to tell.

There s the one about how he

once fell through a trap door

behind home plate chasing a foul

ball in Missoula, Mont. And how
he wore a Beatles wig in the

dugout during a game in 1964

while managing the Atlanta

Crackers. And how he and several

minor-league teammates hitch-

hiked for transportation one sea-

son and enjoyed fooling drivers by

posing as soil experts, ship repair-

iiHjn or religious missionaries.

"In this game.' McKeon says,

"you've got to have fim."

Another of his favorite stories

is about the hard-of-hearing

grandfather who came out of

retirement last year at age 72 and

became the oldest manager to wan

a Work! Series, kading the Fk>rida

Marlins past Barry Bonds. Sammy
Susa and l>rck leter during an

enchanting postseason run.

That one may be hard to

believe, but it really happerted. As
confirmation, during the offseason

McKc-on rtxeived a papal blessing.

congratulations from the presi-

dent at the White House, the NL
Manager of the Year award and

other tributes.

"If anybody needs any keys to

the city, let me know," McKeon
says.

The Marliiu' achievement

makes a good story, but McKeon
is ready for the next chapter. He's

back for a full season, his first

siiKe 2000, and optimistic his

team can contend again.

Few pick Florida to repeat as

World Series champs, and the

only National L^eague team to do

so since 1922 was Cincinnati in

1975-76. McKeon dismisses the

puixlits with a wave of his stogie.

"What's to pick?" he says. "1

watch The Bachelor' and The
Bachelorette' arid pick the winner,

and they always get knocked out.

It's just a guessing game."

The Marlins btJast one of the

best rotations in baseball, includ-

ing World Series MVP |osh

Beckett, NL Rookie of the Year

Dontrellc Willis and eventually

perha[Ki even A.). Burnett, who
led the major leagues with five

shutouts in 2002 and hopes to

return from elbow surgery by the

All-Star break. Right fielder

Miguel Cabrera appears destined

for stardom, and the lineup also

includes All-Star infiekkrs Mike

Lowell and Luis Castilki.

Still, last season was widely

considered a fluke, and Florida

ranks behind Philadelphia and

Atlanta in the NL East in most

preseason prognostications. Why?

"It's connected with this fran-

chise." kft fielder |eff Conine says.

"We play in a crummy stadium.

It's hotter than heck and it rains all

the time, and all you hear are bad

things about the Marlins. People

say. They need a retractable roof

and they should be contracted.'

There's nothing positive.

Everything is negative. I think that

carries over to the team."

Which is where McKeon

comes in. He was rescued from

retirement last May. when he took

over a club that was 16-22 and

accustomed to k>sing.

He had admired the Marlins'

core of young talent even back in

2000 when he was with

CiiK-innati. And he noticed the

negativity.

"I sat in the dugout managing

against these guys and said,

WouWn't we like to have that

club over there? '" he says. "I sa%k

the potential, but it was almost

like being in neutral, and you had

to do something to get them

going."

McKeon encouraged a

stronger work ethic but also kept

players loose with his Stengel-like

idiosyiK-rasies. such as a tendeiwy

to mangle names. The Mariins

vwn with pitching, defense, speed

and the merriest clubhouse in

baseball.
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UMass hits ECAC schedule
10

Intense." Cannclla said Lvcn il ue had the auto-

matic qualifier, it's developed into a strong rival-

ry over the years
'

Last year, the unranked Nittany Lions up*el

ihe No 6 Minutemen with a iaic (Jiwl in ihe

fourth quarter at Carber Field Will luncN scored

his third goal of the day to lift PSD past tMass.

putting a potkmark on the Minutemen 's other

wise shimmering H-^ record The game saw

eight lead changes, and neither team ever led by

more than one goal.

While Cannella dovwnplayed any feelings of

revenge during his weekly radio show Tuesday, he

recognized that last year's loss will be fresh in the

minds of the player- involved tomorrow.

"Of course ihc> want it back Penn Stale

look one from us on our home field We'd ohvi

ou«ly like to go down there and do ihc same

thing. That game really turned the season around

for them," Cannclla said Prior to the game, the

Nittany Lions were IV and^nieted Xinhcrsi •
the clear underdog.

"I think we like the idea of being able to go in

as the underdog this year." Cannella said.

The Minutemen are rolling off one of their

best performances of the year — Sunday's 6-'$

win o\cr Hofsira While strong defense and stel-

lar goaltending from Bill Schell allowed the

offense to play more of a possession game.

Cannella expects that six goals probably won t do

the job tomorrow

"I don't think so. I told the offense that we

cant expect the defense to hold teams down like

that." he said "Wc )usi have to keep plugging

away on the offensive end."

Notes: Schell and freshman Malt Tundo

earned FCAC player awards this week. Schell.

the iunior goaltender from Mahopac. N.Y. was

r I of the week for his 1
1-

s,., «ira. Tundo was given the

Rookie ol the \^eek nod after scoring four goals

in games against Sacred Heart and the Pride

Senior attackman Icff Zywicki will not play

'^ ^lill nur-ing an injurv ih^ ^iJ^ ''cpt him

, . buiXJItc gaftic this \clsu"

George Washington softball

done for year due to injuries
Bv Brendan Haul

I IHXK.IAN SlA«

Often a player may have to play

through a game while hurt, but

rarely has a Maaon ever been can-

celled over if^urics.

Such is the case with George

Washington
,7At>WJJMx

solely on the basts of the health and

well-being of team members and

usual competitive requinrmenls.

not because of the University's

investigation into recent allega-

tions,* suied the GWU Web site.

No Uiuversity ofiiciab couki be

reached for comment on the nature

of the allegations-

/i

/t^M]
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University,

whose ath-

letic depart-

ment offi-

cials found it

necessary to

hang up the

remainder al to Mftbal seaaon.

The decision aroae after oonoeding

that the team doesnt have erwugh

healthy players in ceruin positioas

to securely complete its spring sea-

son.

Before the caiKellation of the

rest of the 2004 season. thtTC were

only n active members on the

Cok>nials' roster. The lineup

included just three pitchers, one

<«hort8top, one second baseman, no

third basemen, and two catchers.

Many of the members on the roster

were forced to learn several difTer-

ent positions in light of the recent

injuries.

"The decision to cancel the soft-

ball season, however, was made

•aimmn
After dropping to a krwh 218

average last week. Massachusetts

centerfielder Aisha Franke has

rebounded very quickly Her climb

back into the spotlight was high-

lighted earlier this week when she

was lumed AtlantK. 10 Player of

the Week.
This award oohlcs after a week-

end in "wtach'shd w^t sixfor-nine

while hitting 667 with wvo runs

scored, an RBI and a stolen base

for the Minutewomen in a perfect

yo campaign. In the victory at

home againsi Vermont on March

26. Franke wflcnt two for three with

a run scored, an RBI and a stolen

ba-se as the Maroon and White

secured the nation's kmgcst home

winning streak at 59 games. In the

doubleheader sweep of LaSalle on

March 27. she went four for six

and scored a run.

Franke is currently batting a

respectable .281. good enough for

founh on the team, scoring 1 1 nins

with two RBI. aiHl is a perfect four

for four in stolen base aiieinpts

'Aisha's been slowing things

down.' coach Elaine Sorti'X) sakl.

"She's began to focus a kH better.

aiKl it's paying off.*

Km Mi
University of [>ayton hurler

Melissa Myther was named A- 10

Pitcher of the Week earlier this

week, her first such award in 2004.

Over the past week, the sopho-

more has posted a "i- 1 record with

a .056 ERA to k»d the Ryers. high-

lighted by back-to-back shuiouu

that include a two-hitter.

Myi.Ser pitched )2 of the Flyers'

45 innings last week, leading them

to wins over Eastern Kentucky.

Morehead State >od St.

Bonaventure Agaiast EKU. she

alk^wed just four hits en route to

her first shutout of the week Her

second came against Morehead

Suite, wfiere she had a no-hitter

going into the fifth inning before

surrendering two hits to the Eagles

but preserving the shutout.

Against the Bonnies. she

pitched all 1 8 innings of a doubk.--

header in which she alk>wed just

three hits, two earned runs and

struck out a season-high ten betters

en route to the two-game sweep.

AP9tL2iTH «Myt5TH

Panda East
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FiHt Cmwcu & J*»«MCM Cuismt

Location: 103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst. M.A 01002

'Wc bring (hlnalown

to youf

"Voted best Clilnese food

by UMass studentst"

*fgvsHi bar!

*OC^^^^^P ACCEPTED

*^ELivERr available!

|MRBo77
^mblephonet
(413)256-8923
(413)256-8924

UMass' record doesn't

represent team's talent

WGWOiyS DAVtATTai

: open Hours:^ i Fn. & Sat.: 11:30 a.m. 11 :00 p^m. ,^,-.--,- „„ . ^,^..
!t'CKI> 9U|li> MIKE EPPS :

^"" " ^hurs.: 11 :30 a.m. - 10:00 pm (4l3)25J-n/^
; ,.^, ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ 5^.^^.^.

: cent of their shots in regulation

WOMEN'S LAX from page 10

advantage in that category the

Minutewomen. The Dukes have

seven players with at least 10

points this season.

UMass has seven players who
have scored any kirxl of point this

season.

The Minutewomen can't afford

another stoppy start the way they

did against UConn. Duquesne has

scored 62 of their 1 10 goals in the

ISmiTH COLLUGC RfIC
counciL. PRCscnTS. • •
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You have options!
Everyone asking what your plans are after

graduation?

[a.
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I
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Massachusetts School of Law graduates ACHIEVEP

Get the same edge that MSL graduates enjoy in almost every

professional realm.

Law
Business

Government

Education

Healthcare

Law Enforcement

A Juns Doctor degree puts you ahead of the competition.

A Juns Doctor from MSL affords you the freedom of that

competative advantage without the worries others suffer t>ehind

a mountain of debt

Interested? Come check us out

MSL
I
MMie€»inw»f School oflew

\900 F9dmlSti—t
Undover.MAOt»tO

(97«^«8t"0600

have come in the first half.

Bolduc has confidence in her

team's ability even though it has

had a rough stari.

"We were playing much tougher

competition. They have the

momentum because they have

more wins. The girls are ready to

turn over a new leaf, and put

everything behind them," she said.

"We could win our conference.

We could win the NCAA. We are

that good."

Write for

sports and

get a free

pencil
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BROTHER BEAR

[
HOUSE OF SAND & FOG

SOMETHING'S
GOTTA GIVE

TEXAS CHAINSAW

15COWLESLANE
Bahind Brueggara
Downtown Amharat
19 MONTAGUE RD.

North Amherat
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for more student

artists for the

remainder of the

semester.
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There are no necessary

evils in government. Its

evils exist only in its

abuses. II ^
-Andrew fackson

aquanils • ian 2o-feb. is

Lkxvi ki the ram ^H siru dovxri. Remember:

Al^y\\ ihcASffS Ixing V1.n tknvrrs.

pisces • F(H. i9-M<M(. 20

Stand up proud and sav, "I'm super

cool."

aries • mar 2i-Af>K. i9

Go to the pat kit*.

taurUS • Apr. 20-May 20

Keep your hat on. It's cold cxjt there.

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Turtles are the best pets.

cancer • k^. jj-K'i.22

You are a great (xrson, and it's not your

fault people don't see that.

Collegiancomics^">yahoo.com

Dining Commons Menu
DC. conuci 41 i ',^'i?h2^>

LUNCH
• Chicken Quesadilla

• Sweet & Sour Fish

• Fiesta Rice & Cheese

ivegetariant

• Greek Style Tofu

(vegan)

DINNER
• Veal Parmesan

• Salrrxxi with Teriyaki Sauce

• African Ve^et'ible Stew

ive^an)

Production Crew
On ttaff todav

SIGHT EDITOR
D^n Lamothc

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Sjmantha Lourji

COPY EDITOR
Leah Wyner

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Irene Roi

PRODUCTION STAFF
Ku<.sf// s./^,, Voft Pihl

COPES
leo • luL.. ij-Auc. 22

Make sure vou have an cm ,\\»' plan

virgO • Alc. 23-SirT. 22 I

Sorr> vou can't get our stuff together, but

it's not tither people's problems.

libra • stpt. 23-orT 22

Make a to-do list and stick with it

Scorpio • f> M Ntiv 21
•

People seem to be much rtKxe thirsts

latelv

Sagittarius • n> -> ^^i hh 2 1

Things are looking rxtremelv fxy;ifi\e tor

your future

Capricorn • du.22-ian. 19

Forget the [bureaucratic crap and get stuff

done

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

Mill Valle>' Estates now

Renting 2 bedrni $1050/

1100. 3bedmi$nS0/

1400 No last months rent,

free heat, ht* water. 2 full

baths, AC On busline

Mon-FnlO-5pni2SV7377

Brandywine Apts. Now

leasing, l&i2 bednxim

apts. Leases begin June,

July, Aug or Sep First

come, first serve. Get

thetn while they last.

www.bran(iyw'ne-ants.cQm

Stop by or Call 549-0600,

Hobart Qmdos 3 bed-

room, hardw<xxl floors,

study area in basement.

Cable, telephone (internet

access) in all bedrooms

and smdy. NOW SHOW-
ING for JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO FEES,

www.amhepiflincolnreal-

Oiijn 253-7879

Center of town 1, 2, 3

bedrooms; hardwtxxl floors

NOW SHOWING fiir

JUNE and SEPTEMBER

NO FEES HwajmhcQllui:

mlnrealtv.com 253-7879

$500!:: Police Impounds.

Cars from $500 Hondas,

Chev-y's, Jeeps, etc. for list-

ings, 1-800-319-3323 Ext.

4554

4 Bedrooms, Main Street,

Available 6/1 256-8138

Life Guards and Swim

lastnKtors The Town of

Amherst seck.s qualified

lifeguards and swim

instructors. Lifeguards

must hold current certifi-

cations including: Life

Guard Training Fint Aid,

and CPR $8.16-9.48 hr,

35-40 hrs per week.

Applicatioas available

from Amherst Leisure

Services, Bangs Gimmun-

ity Center, 70 Boltwood

Walk, Amherst Equal Em-

ployment Opportunity/Af-

firmative Action Employer

Moving: Lx:al moving

. company Kxiking for self

motivated individuals,

pan time positions avail-

able immediately

Weekday availability a

plus. Raises commensurate

with perfonnance.

Potential for tips. Good

attitudes are a must. Call

(413) 584-4746

Bartender Trainees

Needed $250 a day poten-

tial. Local positiorw 1-800-

293-3985 Ext5 16

INTERNSHIPS: Ust

ch ince to apply! Get

hands-on legal experience

with a legal assistant

internship this fall Work

directly with attorneys and

clients and earn 9- 1 5 cred-

its. No expenerKC

required. Training provid-

ed. Gmtact the Student

Legal Services Office for

an application, due 4/2.

922 Campus Center. 545-

1995.

Drivers and Kitchen help

wanted Apply at D.R

Dough downtown

Amherst

• L)cal Business is hiring

marketers Part Time $10-

1 5/hr Call Alison ©413-

627-9043

Marketing Agency Seeks

Outgoing High Energy

Individuals for pnimotions

$15/h(xir 888-477-6668

www.hauspromotions.com

')

Camp Qiuaselors and

Special Needs Camp
Qiunselors- Town cf

Amherst Day C^mps. The

Town of Amherst seeks

Camp Qiunselors for its

day camps operated by the

Leusure Services and

Supplemental Education

Department (LSSE). Past

camp c(xiaseling experi-

ence, other experiences

workit\g with schtxil age

children, and/or related

course-work in elementary

education highly desirable.

Also seeking camp coun-

selors to work one-on-one

with special needs

campers, exp. working

with special needs popula-

tion preferred. Must be 18

yrs. Old. $ range for both

positions: $8.19- 9.48 hr;

35-40 hrs per week, June

21 to Aug. 20.

Applications available

from Town Hall, Human

Resource Dept., Bolrwtxxl

Walk, Amherst. (413)

256-4065 F^ual

Employment

Opportunity/Affirmative

Action Employer

f Vfl'l()>MI\I

"Bartending" $2 50/Day

Potential. No Experience

Nesc. Traming provided.

1-800-965-6520 Ext.162

lOR KFM

Movinjj oft cimpus.' Meet

aa-a a'ntal agents at apan-

ment complex fair Thurs

April 1 10-3 i>n the tX:

Gmcourse. Sponsored by

G>mmuter Services

wwwcshrc.org

lOK Kl \l

Hadley Newer Five

Bedroom Home 549-4270

l\s| Kl ( I ION

University Bartending

Classes start st>in! ! ! Call

for information 1-800-U-

CAN-MIX www.universi-

rybarTending.com

ROOM K)R RFM SUMMER SUBtH

Jack Schit for President!

If you are a college stiklent

truly concerned aKuit the

future check out what

Jack has to say right ,iwci\

www.jackschitforpresi-

dent.com

l-argc. Quiet.

t^i'intort.iHc, Furnished,

Re.Lsonable. For male

Grad/Professor 15 mm
walk to UMavs. Avail

lune 1 - Sept. 1 F.ill

.^tion 41 3-549-1 578

SFRVIfFS

rhiK>s«iphit.il i 'i'iins<>lmM,

Amherst.

Philosoph\L'>l.llot:i.n.MKt

We do laptop and desktop

computer rep.iir starting at

$39.00. 4n-584-8857.

Pregnant .' Seed help' C.,\\\

Birthright .'t .•\mherst .ire.i

for free testing and a.ssis-

tante549.|^"yi

PRF.C.N.-XNCY TEST-

ING. Hl\' Testing. Birth

Gmtrol, and Emergency

Contr.Keption. .Aftordahle

and ciintKleiiii.ii Tiix-stry

Health, 27 Pr.iv Street,

AmluTNt S4S-^W2

SlIMMtR Slim I I

Summer sublet 2 betlnxmi

.It Rolling Given 6/1 -8/24

256-1709

2 bednxims, fully fiir-

ni-.hei.l ap.irtment. 1 full

Kith. -V.iiUhlc June P'-

Septemkr l**. Call

R.K.helS;:\m.m@781-

264 151 :

l..K<kim; t.>r 1 Ivdr.xiin

,ipt. for summer, .iround

StxX^ per month

l>l.ir\k®->m<.ienr iini,i>N.edu

1 bedrix<m Brandywine

apartment st.ming June 1

or sixincr $755/month

negotiable - incUides

HT/^OCT. 549 9489

Spring Break 2004. Travel

with STS, .America's «1

Student Tour C\«rator to

Jamaica, Cancun,

Acapulco, Bahnm.»s and

Florida. Now hiring c.im-

pus reps. Call tor griuip

discounts.

Informatii in/Reservations

1 800-648 4849 or

w-wAv.ststravel.com For

more infonnation contact

STA Travel at 41 3-256-

1261

887-4-<.:.AN(lN IV-si

pnce. UMASS \ENlxm
selling spring bre.ik p.Kl

ages. l\i not get st.imme\.l.

Cancun. Negnl .Acipulto,

Bahamas, Florid.t. $$$

i.impii^ rep^ e.im ^$^

H ipn.it i> in icfii .S77 4

c.ini Iin

WANTFD

M<inev tor >tudent>. turn

existing bilN into m><nthly

inciime. www.paw'ur-

>elfnow.coiTi/excelinlife

Student photogwpher

needs mixJcls. Free head-

sh^Hs 91 3-486-2555 or

JonathanNestenik®hot-

mail.com

Yixing leaders wanted:

Gimc for marketing,

te.ichmg, or puhln. speak-

ing, flexible hours, hill

training contact

(866)5<J8-fyi74

\ ideo fixnagc of any

UMass not, will pay

money for footage. Gall

413-687-3902
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Minutemen face PSU
UMass changes I
season's course W

By Andrew Merritt
CoLLiOIAN StaFP

Call it a clichi. but Massachusetts men's

lacrosse coach Greg Cannella likes to think of the

final six games of the season as a brand new

•late.

The Minutemen travel to State College. Pa.

tomorrow to face Penn State, and they bring a 4-

4 record with them After two strong wins over

Sacred Heart and Hofstra. the Minutemen sit at

SOO for the season, and want to focus on their

stretch run.

'It means we fought back hard to get to .)00.*

Cannella said of the team's mentality. "It's a new
season, we're ess.;ntially 0-0, so now it's a six-

game season. It's kind of about looking forward.

and not back. We just have to focus on where we

are now. and stick to the game plan.*

After a rough start that saw them drop all the

way to 2-4 before the convincing victories in

their last two games, the Minutemen are certain-

ly still in it. and have a chaiKe to prove it tomor

row when they play their first ECAC opponent of

the season.

The Nittany Lions (5-3) will be no easy match,

though, and could benefit from a drastic change

in playing surface for UMass. The Minutemer-

haven't played a game on grass since their 10-5

loss to Brown on Harvard's lordan Field on

March 20. Penn State's leUny Field has a grass

surface, and after days of rain this week and a 30

percent chance of precipitation tomorrow, things

could get messy

"I think we'll be ready to play.' Cannella said.

'It will be good to get away and play a game We
can't worry about the weather or where we play.

If we relied on good conditions all the time, we'd

never have them*
Penn State comes off an 11-10 upset v'

Denver on Sunday, led by a five-goal game from

junior attackman Will Cutler, who also scored

the game-winner, and earned ECAC player of the

week honors last week for his efforts. Sophomore

Nate Whitaker extended his streak of consecutive

games with goal to 20. and goaltender Mike

Stoltz made 15 saves Stolti currently ranks sec-

ond in the ECAC with a 569 save percentage

The matchups between Penn State and UMass
have been particularly scintillating. Three of the

four all-time meetings — an even split — have

been decided by one goal, and last year's 11-10

Penn State victory was one of the more thrilling

finishes of the 2003 season.

'You know that both teams are going to be

Crew Starts off

against NE foes

By Dan Duggan
CoLLElilAN CoRHeSPONDENT

AMdlAr l"

Sm on
Freshman midfielder Andrew Recchiunc 6ght» past a Sacred Heart defender. Recchione has two coals and

three aMiftts on the «ea»on. UMass ukes on ECAC opponent Penn. Sute today at 12 p.m. in University Park.

PA.

The Massachusetts women's rowing team is

set to open its season this weekend with a pair of

races and looks to build off the success it had last

year.

On Saturday, UMass will take on the

University of New Hampshire and the University

of Rhode Island in the Yankee Cup at Lake

Quinsigamond in Worcester at noon.

The race was scheduled to take place last

Saturday at the Campanella Rowing Center in

Rhode Island, but high winds forced it to be post-

poned. On Sunday. UMass travels to Pelham,

N.Y. to compete against Columbia aivi Holy

Cross.

Coach |im Dietz said the race on Saturday will

be particularly important. Dietz said the reloca-

tion of the race to Worcester should be beneficial

to his team. Getting a race under their belts on

this course should help the team because Lake

Quinsigamond is the site of this year's ECAC
Metro Cup.

Dietz feels that his team is the favorite to cap-

ture their ninth consecutive Atlantic 10 champi-

onship this year, but said that UNH shouW be one

of the stronger teams in the league and it will be

a good opportuniis for the team to see such com-

petition in their first race.

Expectations are very high this season as the

team is setting its sights on making the NCAA
championships for the first time in three years

However, they are not looking past the fact that

thcs need lo win the A- 10 championship. Dietz

understands die A- 10 is getting stronger and the

UMass women must continue to work hard

While UMaM is considered a national contender

this year. Dieu feels it is important to the team

and the school to win the A- 10 title.

UMass is looking to buikl off some of the suc-

cess h has enjoyed since the season ended The

team competed in the esteemed Henley Women's

Regatu in England last hine and took home a

gold medal on the final day of competition.

In the fall. UMass participated in the annual

Head of the Charles race. The Minutewomen

recorded their best tinish ever in the event, cap-

turing 1 9th place in the Open Division.

The team k»t eight members from last year's

team to graduation, but this year's squad should

be able to (ill those gaps There is a great amount

of experience on this year's team, as 60 rowers

will return from last year

Dietz said there was a high level of competi-

tion on the team to make the first varsity eight-

boat.

'The team has been working at a very high

level and is coming along nicely." Dietz said.

Dietz mentioned thai the rain forecasted for

this weekend shouki have no effect on the races.

He predicted that Saturday's race woukl be a

downwind race, one that will give UMass an

advantage because the icam is physkally strong.

Hard times hit Minutewomen Baseball looks for some
vengence at Richmond

By Jeff Howe
CoLLsoiAN CoaasaruNDtNT

Games aren't won and lost on paper, and the

same thing can be said about a team's season.

The Massachusetts women's lacrosse team (1-6)

dropped a frustrating sixth game in a row

Wednesday aftertKwn at Connecticut (3-5) by a

score of 19-13 after coming out of the gates flat.

UConn junior Tammy Michel scored her third

goal of the game to give the Huskies a 5-0 advan-

tage just 7:22 into the contest. Minutewomen

goalie Lauren McCarthy was pulled from the cage

nearly six minutes later after giving up her ninth

goal of the game on just 1 shots, and UConn was

ahead 9-2.

UMass head coach Carrie Bolduc said her squad

just wasn't prepared for what UConn "s attack was

throwing at them.

^fS^miiziifionD ScemnnDionLiE

Friday, April 2

Sport Opp./Event

Women's Tennis at Fordham,
Bronx, NY

Saturday, Aprii

Opp./EventSport

Baseball

Baseball

Softball

Softball

Women's Tennis

Track

Women's Rowing

Men's Lacrosse

vs. Richmond 12:00 p.m.

V8. Richmond 2:00 D.m.

at St Joseph's 12:00 p.m.

at St. Joseph's 2:00 p.m.

V8. Xavier 10:00 a.m.

SCSUMeetJIew 11 :00 a.m.

Haven, CT
V8.UNM&URI 12:00 p.m.

Worcester, MA
at Penn State

Sport

Baseball

Women's Rowing
Women's Lacrosse

Sunday, April

Opp./Event

Richmondvs.

at Columbia
vs. Duquesne

m'j^ii^!^:mx.

"Their attacking unit set up some things our

defense wasn't ready for. UConn has a very smart

attack this year, and they took advantage of our

mistakes." Bolduc said.

UMass was able to rally before the end of the

first half, and closed the deficit to 1 1 -6 on Kerri

Connerty's second of four goals in the game.

Neither team established much momentum in

the second half as they exchanged goals through the

first 20 minutes. UMass was able to cut the lead

down to 14-10 with 10 minutes to play on Tracey

Drowns third of four goals in the contest, but

UConn finished the way they started with a flurry of

quick goals.

Bolduc said this trend has been an ongoing

problem.

"The first five minutes and the last five minutes

have killed us," she said.

This was also the first game the Minutewomen
have lost by more than three

goals. "We had more lapses than

we've had in past games," Bolduc

said.

Four of their six losses this sea-

son have come by a total of five

goals. Two of their losses have

come to top ten teams in Syracuse

and Boston University.

"It is an unfortunate thing if

(people I just look at our record.

We're a fairly strong team. We're

just not coming up with wins. The

girls know they are a good team.

We just didn't capitalize on

momentum when we had it."

Bolduc said.

They will have the opportunity

to turn things around on Sunday

at Garber Field when they host

Atlantic 10 foe Duquesne at

noon. The Dukes have been hot

of late, winning six in a row with

their star player, Ginger Floccc.

winning the Inside Lacrosse

Player of the Week Honorable

Mention for the second consecu-

tive week.

Flocco leads Duquesne in goals

(33) and points (46). and she is

tied for the team lead in assists

(13). Containing Flocco will be

UMass' main objective in order to

win this game.

"Ginger Flocco is similar to less

Burnap lUNH's main scoring

threat], and we had Kristin St.

Hilaire defend her. (Hilaire) shut

her down to one goal. We think

we can limit their attacking play-

ers." said Bolduc.

Duquesne has a much bigger

TUne

3:00 p.m.

Time

12:00 p.m

Time

12:00 p.m.

10:30 a.m.

12:00 p.m.

See WOMEN'S LM on page 7

By Bob McGovern
CoLLIt.lAN SXAFf

Coach Mike Stone and the

Massachusetts baseball team

(7-7. 1-2 A-10) have been wait-

ing for this for a long time.

It was last year on May 24

when Richmond ended the

Minutemen's season. The
Spiders (14-10, 3-0 A-10)

defeated UMass 7-4. winning

the Atlantic 10 championship

and leaving a bitter taste in the

mouths of Stone and his squad.

The two teams face off this

weekend in Amherst with a

double-header on Saturday

starting at 12 p.m. and a single

game on Sunday afternoon slat-

ed to start at 2:30 p.m.

"This started last year when
we were beaten in the champi-

onship series against

Richmond. We realized that we
need to be a better team in

order to compete for the league

championships and we made
some adjustments to do it,"

Stone said. "We asked our play-

ers to be more committed and

more dedicated and to raise

their level of play and it's going

to need to happen this weekend

especially."

Richmond hasn't been play-

ing its best baseball recently,

losing seven of its last 10

games. The three wins came

from a sweep of A-10 rival St.

Joseph's last weekend that put

the Spiders in first place in the

A-10 West Division.

In its most recent game.

Richmond dropped an 8-5 deci-

sion to Radford showing that

last year's A-10 juggernaut is

indeed vulnerable.

Stone is not concerned with

the Spider's recent downfalls

and hopes the Minutemen can

rebound after mixed results

over the past few weeks.

"They're a good team

regardless of what their record

is and we're going to have to be

ready to play our best," Stone

said, "if the other team is strug-

gling that does help a little bit.

but I don't think we've played

as well as we can the last week

and a half."

UMass is coming off a deci-

sive 9-2 victory over Sacred

Heart. The score, however,

doesn't tell the story. The
Minutemen were up 3-2 until

they had a five run eight

innings. Stone was pleased to

get his team on the right page,

but only for the experience fac-

tor.

"I think people needed to

get to pitch, score some runs,

and get in to flow of playing

well again and get in the

rhythm that we are accustomed

to doing. So from that point of

view 1 think that was impor-

tant." Stone said.

There will be no room for

error against Richmond as it

possesses one of the strongest

rotations in the A-10. with a

powerful lineup to back it up.

Leading the rotation for the

Spiders is the trio of. |ason

Bolinski. Matt McLoughin, and

Derek Duclos. The only mem-
ber of the rotation that UMass

saw last year was McLoughin,

who pitched four scoreless

innings in the deciding game of

the A-10 championship.

The only weakness in the

Richmond rotation is their

number four starter, Thomas
Martin, who has been beaten

up this year with a 5.40 ERA.

Even with the highest ERA in

the starting rotation. Martin

has received some of the

Spider's best run support and is

3-1 on the season.

Stone is looking to come out

of the gates quickly against

Richmond so that the

Minutemen can exploit some of

the weaker cogs in its bullpen.

"Its always nice to get into

somebody's bullpen and if we

can get into their bullpen pretty

quick then that gives us an

advantage." Stone said.

Pacing the Spider's offense

has been shortstop Bobby
LeNoir, who was moved to the

top of the order at the beginning

of the season. LeNoir is batting

.337 and leads the team in hits

(31). runs (26). and doubles

(9).

"We saw those guys a lot last

year, they are a good southern

team. I don't think they are as

strong as they were last year,

but 1 don't like to get wrapped

up in individual players," Stone

said, "we pitch to people based

off of what we've seen in the

past and the scouting report."

UMass will be missing sec-

ond basemen Cullan Maumus
after he sustained a serious

injury in the Minutemen's game
against George Washington on

March 28th. Maumus was hit by

a pitch on his forearm and will

be out for four to six weeks bar-

ring surgery.

Stone will be running fresh-

man Anthony Santos at second

and will have senior Adam
Stojanowski running third base.

There will be some offense lost

in the transition, but Stone is

confident in the depth of his

roster.

"Late in the ballgame we
have a couple of moves we can

make but we would have to

move a lot of people out of posi-

tion." Stone said, "sometimes in

order to get a bat in there late

we're going to need to do that."

Stone doesn't want his team

to be intimidated by the peren-

nial A-10 powerhouse; he is

looking for his team to simply

keep playing their game.

"I don't think Richmond is

the same team they were last

year, but they're a good team."

Stone said. "I think a lot of

people when they play

Richmond they play the name
and not the game. 1 think they

can be had."

New princess for

an old story

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 5

UMass men's lacrosse team

tames Penn State Lions

SPORTS, PAGE 8
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Rice to be Violent demonstrations rage In Iraq

questioned

on events t

of 941 *
By William C. Mann

American military deaths now top 600

.\sMXIATtn PlU!J>

WASHINGTON (AP) — The com-

mission looking into the Sept 11

attacks will ask Condolcezza Rice why

governmental bureaucracy became so

flawed as to allow the terrorist strike

and how the Bush administration plans

to fix the problems, panel members

said Sunday.

-Nineteen men with $350,tX)0

defeated every single defensive mecha-

nism we had up on the llth of

September, 2001, and they defeated it

utterly," former Democratic Sen Bob

Kerrey of Nebraska.

President Bush's national sccuni>

adviser, in her public testimony

Thur^ay, will need to answer how that

happened. Kerrey said.

Rice also will be asked about ways

to correct "what has gone wrung so

badly.* said a Republican commission-

er, former Navy Secretary lohn

Lehman.
"She's now got her mind focused on

just whiil went wrong, and 1 want to

hear her views on Kxne of the things

that we're going lo do and be recom

mending to make fundamental

changes." l.ehman said. He appeared

with Kerrev on CBS' "Face the

Bv KiiAiin MtMiAM-Ntti)

Am ft iATn> I

vi)L«nst ASSI.X lATHi l1il^-

Ciindolcrzza Rice. President Bush's

national security ad\-iscr.

Nation."

Recommendations of the National

Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon

the United States are due luly 26. The

commission's deadline was extended

from May 27 after complaints about

alleged lack of cooperation by the

White House.

A major complaint was Bush s

refusal to let Rice testify publicly and

under oath, which he said would vio-

late a president's right to confidential

exchanges with his advisers.

Under pressure from Congress and

the commission, including the chair-

man, former GOP Gov. Thomas H.

Kean of New lersey. Bush relented last

week.

Bush also agreed to testify, along-

side Vice President Dick Cheney, but

the session will be private, unsworn

and unrecorded.

NAIAK Iraq (.\P' Su|>porter» of an

anii-U S. Shiite Mu.^lln^ LJcnc wagnl vio-

k"nt demonstrations in four Iraqi cities

Sunday, purvtuatcd by a gun battle at the

Spanish garrison near this Shiite holy city

that kilk^d at k-ast 20 peopk. including two

coalition >oldiers - an Aiiwncan and a

Salvadoran.

The US. military on Sunday reported

two Marines were kilfcd in a separate

"erwmv action" in .\nbar province, raising

the toll of \meri«.an sen ice fncmlxT* killed

in Iraq to nxm -

'

Pn.>tcsiers .n J with Italian and

Uritish forces in other cities in a broad, vk>-

leni chalk-ngc to the US -kxl coalition, rais-

ing questions about its ability to stabilize

Iraq ahead of a scheduled Hme 30 han-

do%er of power to Iraqis

With k»$ than three months left before

then, the U.S. occupation administrator

appointed an Iraqi defense minister and

chkrf of natk>nal intelligc-nce

"These organi/.atiuns will give Iraqis the

meaas to dcfcn«.i iheir country ag?inst tcr

rorists and insurgents," I. Paul Bremer said

at a press conferciKe.

About three mik-s outskle Najaf. sup-

porters of anti-AnK'rican cleric Muqtada al-

Sadr opened lire on the Spanish garrison

during a street prtrtcsl that drew about

5,000 people. The protesters were angn

over the arrest of the ck-rics aide, said the

Spanish Defense Ministry in Madrid.

The attackers opened lire at about

mxin. said Cmdr Carlos Hcrradtm. a

spokesman lor the Spanish headquarters in

nearby Diwaniyah.

The Spanish and Salvadoran soldiers

inside the garrison fired back, and

assailants later regrouped in ihrev clusters

outside the hase as the shooting continued

for several hours.

TXvo sokiicrs — a Salvadoran and an

American — died and nine other soldiers

were- woundc-d. the Spanish defense min-

istry said. No other details were available.

More than 2O0 pc\>ple were wounded,

said Falah Mohammed, director of the

Najaf health department. HI Salvador's

defense minister said several Salvadoran

An American M>ldirr runs for cover as the Spjmsh hase come* under attack »>ul-

side Kufa, 1 S km.* north of Najaf. Iraq yesterday. Ciunmcn opened fire on the Spanikh

i;arriM>n near the holv cit> of Najaf yesterday during 4 huge demon*initit<n hs follow-

ers of an anti-American Shiiic Muslim cleric.

AKne, Shiiic demonstrators cheer a sword-waving man. in downtown Baithdad.

Iraq, during an anti-American protest vcsterdav.

s<.>ldiers were wounded
The death loll of at least 20 included

two Iraqi soWiers who were inskle the

Spanish base, wimesaes tM.
Spain has 1,300 troops stationed in

Iraq, and the Central American contingent

I- of a similar size. The Salvadorans are

under Spanish command as part of an

international brigade thai includes troops

fatm CiTitral Anwrica.

Multiple train bombings in Madrid la.st

nwnth that killed I'il pcx)ple have been

blamed on al-Oaida linked terronsts. who

sakl they were punishing Spain for its

alliance with the United Stales in Iraq and

Afghanistan.

Spain's new government, elected just

days after the Mareh 1 1 train bombings,

has promised to make good on its pre-ekv-

tion promise to withdraw all Spanish

troops from Iraq unless command lor

peacekLX-ping is turned over lo the United

Nations

In El Salvador, the defense minister said

See RICE on page 3

the attack will not alter his ctuntrv's rok in

reconstructwn effonv

"It reinforees even iikm>. vui ..v.-i-'ion to

continue JK-lping a country that is suffer-

ing." luan Antonio Martinez saki Sunday

The \ajal protester^ vsere upset over

the detention of Mustafa al->a«.i>ubi. a scn-

kir akle to the 30-year-old al Sadr. who
opposes the U.S.-kd occupatkm of Iraq.

Al-Sadr is at odds with most Shiites. who
hope to gain substantial power in the new

Iraqi government.

Shiites comprise about 60 pcreent of

Iraq's 25 million peopk but wx"r- brutally

repressed by the regime of SaiKlatn

Hussein, a Sunni Muslim.

At coalition headquarter^ in Baghdad, a

senior official said on condition of

anonymity that al-Nacouhi was detained

Saiutxlay on charges of murdering Abdel-

Majid ai-Khoei. a senior Shiite cleric who
returned lo Iraq after the U.S.-kxl invasion.

A total of 25 arrest warrants were issued.

See MAQ on page 3
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Democratic

convention

stmggles with

Boston limits

By JtNNIFkR PVTEK

.ASS(K'IAT(I< PlUiMt

BOSTON (AP» - City leaders lured

the Democrats with lobsters. Red Sox

games, and the promise of millions in

corporate contributions.

They wooed relentlessly, giving

parly officials complimentary cell

phones and then peppering them with

text messages about Boston's historic

wonders as they toured other cities

competing for the honor of hosting the

2004 national convention.

But during the 1 5 months since

Boston won its first-ever presidential

convention, the enthusiasm so mar-

veled at by pany leaders has begun to

dissolve into a k>gistical and political

quagmire

The event s cramped quarters in a

densely (lacked downtown, combined

with the heightened security surround-

ing the lirsi national politkal conven-

tion since the Sept 1 1 attacks, prompt-

ed the Secret Service lo call for the clo-

sure of two of the city's main trans-

portation centers during the cour^ of

the four-day gathering.

Repubikan Gov Mitt Romney sian-

ed a political firestorm last month
when he suggested thai the long-

planned con^eniuin be moved from the

centrally located HeeiCenter to South

Boston — a piece of unsolicited advice

that Democrats interpreted as a parti-

san effort to torpedo their big party.

The police unions, engaged in an

uply Lontraci dispute with Boston

<r Tom Menino. are threatening to

,....ct. ,\ key piece of land near the

I leetCenlcr may not be available for

use. as once promised. And fund-rais

ing. which looked so rosy at the begin

ning. remains an open question, espe

cially with Romney balking at con-

tributing any state money.

Little did city Democrats know at

the time it pushild so hard for the con-

vention that it also would be giving the

convention something else; the nomi-

nee. Massachusetts Sen. lohn Kerry.

That turns the pressure up a notch to

make sure things go smoothly

"There's always a problem here or

there in every convention city, but not

this serious and not in a situation

where you ha%c a hometown boy being

nominated." said University of Virginia

political science professor Larry

Sabato. an expert in presidential poli-

tics. "In sv>me ways. Boston literally

wasn't built for a convention this mas-

sive and with this much media scruti-

ny."

The same attributes to make Boston

•iu appealing to convention organizers

iis smalltown feel. Colonial charm,

pedestrian-lriendly layout, and central-

ly located arena - have become dou-

ble-edged swords

The narrow, one-way. streets (many

of them cobblestone and meandering,

just like they were when the nation was

born) will be difficult lor the delegate

See BOSTON on page 3

Suicide apartment blast kills Madrid train terrorism suspects
By Mak Roman
.'VsMK 1ATH> I'hFSS

HH Tl« MlWTl'R^MONIll l.A/Asv* lAIil' iUrs

Spain's Prime Minister elect Jose Luis Rodriguez Zapatero, left, the Mayor of Guadalajara Jesus Alique, cen-

ter and Spain's leader of die Popular Party Mariano Rajoy attend a funeral in Guadalajara, Spain, yesterday.

MADRID. Spain (AP) - The

suicide apartment house blast that

killed the alleged ringleader of last

month's Madrid train bombings

and four other terror suspects left

the core of the terror group either

dead or in jail. Spain's interior

minister said on Sunday.

l-'.xplosives discovered in the

building where the live killed

themselves lo avoid capture

Saturday night indicated they

were plotting more violence and

were linked to the failed bombing

of a high-speed rail line Friday.

Two or three suspects may

have escaped before the blast,

which also killed a special forces

officer and wounded 15 other

policeman. Interior Minister

Angel Accbcs told a news confer-

ence.

Preliminary forensic tests on

human remains in and around the

apartment showed that live sus-

pects had died in the blast, one

more than previously reported, an

Interior Ministry official said

Sunday.

Sarhanc Ben Abdelmajid

Fakhet, a 35-year-old Tunisian

accused of spearheading the

March II attacks that killed HI
people, was among those who
died in the explosion in l.eganes

south of Madrid. Acebes said.

"The core of the group that

carried out the attacks is either

arrested or dead in yesterday's col-

lective suicide, including the head

of the operative commando unit."

Acebes said.

Fifteen suspects arc already in

custody in the Madrid attacks. Six

have been charged with mass mur-

der and nine with collaborating

with oi belonging to a terrorist

organiziition. Fleven of the 15

charged are Morcvcan.

The 22 pound*- oi dynamite

and 200 detonators found in the

apartment are the same as that

used in the March 1 1 attacks and

in the bomb that was discovered

Friday before it could cxpkxle

along the high-speed rail line

between Madrid and Seville,

Acebes said.

"Iliey were going to keep on

attacking because some of (he

xplosives were prepared, packed

and connected to detonators,

said.

he

Fhe type of explosives and del

onators found arc widely available

in Spain, and the match was not

certain proof of a connection.

The judge overseeing the probe

of the attacks issued international

warrants for Fakhet and live oth-

ers last week. Fakhefs was

described as "leader and coordina-

tor" of the suspects in the March

1 1 bombings. It said he had been

an active campaigner for jihad, or

holy war. among the susfxxts as

eariy as mid 2003. He had shown

signs of preparing a violent act in

the Madrid area "as a demonstra-

tion of said jihad." the warrant

.said.

Another man on the warrant

list. Abdennabi Kounjaa. a

MorcKcan. also was identitied as

among the four who died

Saturday night. A third man —
Asri Rifaat Anouar — was not on

the list. Another suspect's btxly

was tcxj severely mutilated to iden-

tify imiiK'diatcly. Acebes said.

The Interior Ministry official

said thai police evidence indicated

that lamal Ahmidan — who was

also on the warrant list — was

among the dead, but forensic tests

were pending.
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Boston drivers get

Big Dig headache

<iSSlXdATH>l'»lk>'>

Car» drive by Exit 22 on the Intenute 9i southbound tunnel in Boston. Sunday- The tunnel <»hrank from

three to two tanec on yekterday.

Gun battle kills at least 20
NIMI from pagt 1

and 1 3 suspects have been arrest

ed. the otlicial said.

Spanish-led foives said ihi> Jul

not participate in the anvsi

In Baghdad, al Sadr supporters

took over several police stations in

Sadr City, a slum stronghold of the

clenc. and television pictures

showed gunmen driving through

the area in stolen police cars.

Witnesses said U.S. forces

moved into the poor neighborhood

and fired to dispenie the crowed.

Helicopter gunships Ikw over-

head The US military had no

immediate comment
In central Baghdad's Rrdaus

Square, police fiaxl warning sfxHs

during a piutest by hundreds of al-

Sadr supporters a^'am>! al

Yacoubis anvsi. At least two pro^

testers were injured, witnesses

said.

In kufa, near Nafaf. al-Sadr

supporters took over a police sta-

tion and teaed guns inside. No
police wtre in sight.

In the southern city of

.Nasiriyah. Italian troops traded lire

with militiamen demonstrating

againsl al-Yacoubi's detention, said

l4. Col. Pieriuigi Moniedua). cfiicl

of staff of Italian taiop in the

ivgion Ofw Italian officer was

wounded in the k-g.

.Also in ihe south. British troops

clashed viith prutestcr, in Antarah.

according to the Ministry o(

Defense in Ivondon. It was unclear

wfKther there were casuahies

Al-Sadrs office in BagtKlad

issued a statement later Sunday

calling off street protests and say

ing the cleric wouW sta^ a sit-in at

a nKjsque in Kufa. when? he fia>

delivei«l fiery weekly sermons for

months.

Al-Sadr supporters also were

angetvd by the March 28 ck>suie

of his weekly newspaper by U.S.

t^icials. The Americans alleg^Dd

the newspaper was inciting vio-

lefKe i^iainst coalition injo(>s.

The two U.S. Marine*, both

assigned to the 1st Marine

Oivision. were kilk-d by an "enemy

action' in Anbar province

Saturday, the miliury said. One
died Saturday and the other

Sunday, the statement said without

piwiding details.

Youth gather for Palm Sunday

n isK ' I K^i,*s>«» ^^nl IHE-.*

Pope John Paul H, tlutchins a braided palm, gives his We*.sing to thtni-

Mnds of young people in a Palm Sunday service in St. Peter's Square.

gathering of more than 40.000

faithful in front of the altar on

the steps of St. Peter's Basilica as

an "antidote" to the fears of ter-

rorism and war around the globe.

Security has been heightened

in the last few months at the

Vatican over concerns that the

heart of Roman Catholicism

could be target of Islamic

extremists. Italian police officers

patrolled the crowd, and

Vatican plainclothes security

By Frances D'Emilio

,^SS<K lATtO PRkSS

VATICAN CITY (AP) -
Pope lohn Paul 11 celebrated

Palm Sunday Mass in the com-

pany of thousands of young peo-

ple who joyously waved fronds

and olive branches and cheered

encouragement as he began a

heavy schedule of Holy Week
ceremonies.

The Vatican described the

By Mark Pratt
AjiMH lATH) i'KtSS

BOSTON (AP) — The new
Interstate 43 southbound tunnel

shrank from three to two lanes

on Sunday, a change that caused

some confusion and minor traffic

backups but was likely to turn

into a major headache lor com-

muters Monday. Big Dig officials

said.

"This is the most challenging

shift of traffic the project has

ever done," Turnpike Authority

Chairman Matthew | Amorello

said.

The highway was reduced

Sunday morning from three

southbound lanes to two before

the Dewey Square Tunnel, com-

monly known as" the South

Station tunnel. The two right

lanes will remain underground,

while the left hand lane at Exit

22 now diverts drivers onto a

surface street, which eventually

rejoins 1-93. Traffic lights along

the surface stretch have been

reset for minimum delays. The

project is expected to take 10

months.

Many drivers on Sunday

apparently found the change

confusing, making dangerous

last-minute shifts from the lett

lane to remain in the under-

ground lanes. Amorello said

there was no reason to take such

risks.

"If you're in the left, you can

still get to 1-93 from the surface

road," Amorello said.

Officials expect less late lane

shifts as drivers get used to the

new configuration

"Hopefully by the end of the

week, this will be ho-hum," said

Charles Sterling, the project's

traffic engineer.
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personnel kept a vlu--c cse on

participants.

Still, the atmosphere, under a

hazy sun, which burned away

morning fog, was relaxed After

blessing participants at the end

«rf the two-hour ceremony. lf»e

pope spoke brieffy with a young

girl who broke away from the

crowd and he»dc"d for his chair

Ihen iuhn Paul was dn\en

around the square in an open-

sided "popcmobile," stopping to

kiss babies held out near him In

the afternoon, he made an

impromptu appearance from his

wirnlow overlooking St. Peter's

Square, where hundreds of

youths were still gathered.

The coming week will see

lohn Paul preside at Holy

Thursday services at the

Vatican, a Good Friday priKes-

sion at the Colosseum and

Saturday night and Sunday

morning Easier ceremonies.

lohn Paul, who turns 84 next

month and who has Parkinson's

disease, looked wan and weak as

he clutched a braided palm at

the start of the ceremony. But he

later seemed to gain strength,

nodding in pleasure at cheers

and applause from the crowd.

The pontiff urged young peo-

ple to prepare for Wurld Youth

Day in Cologne. Germany in the

suiTimer of 2005. But when a

Berlin university student, in a

TV hookup from that city, invit-

ed the pope to join them in

Cologne, he didn't answer.

Cologne's Cardinal loachim

Meisner has said the pope will

go "if God gives him the

strength."

1

The dual Bush-Cheney testi-

mony, Kean said Sunday, was

part of a deal with the White

House.

"All things considered,

maybe we would have rather to

have them one al a time, but we

don't see any problem with it,

really." Kean said on NBC's

"Meet the Press."

"They promised us to give us

the time we rwxded to get our

questions answered, and if we
have any problems. .. we'll have

follow-ups
"

Kean said a dale has been set

for their appearance, but he

would not disclose it After

Rice's appearance, the next

scheduled public hearings are

.April 13-14 that will focus on

failures in intelligence and law

enforcement

.

Scheduled witnesses include

Attorney General lohn Ashcroft;

former ,Attorne\ General lanel

Reno; CIA Director George

Tenet; FBI Director Robert

Mueller; and former FBI

Director Louis Freeh.

The final report should be

published belore the November

elections, possibly as early as

)uly, even though the Uhite

House must review it first for

intelligence problems. Kean

said li will contain surprises, he

said.

"I've been surprised by some

of what we've found, and S4>. I

think, (the public) will, ye^

Kean said.

"We've got some very serious

recommendations to make, and

I think they'll be something of

great value to the American peo-

ple and also hopefully will make

the country safer." he said.
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For the Record

( urrtfiion

ing error.

Due to a report

-

Tim Daly was

incorrectly named as a

potential Student Govern-

ment Association presiden-

tial candidate in Friday's

paper Daly is a potential

candidate for trustee.

i.corn

Security an issue for organizers
BOSTON front page 1

buses to navigate The central location means the

FleetCenler is closer to major thoroughfares,

which now must be shut down for security reasons.

The small-town intimacy has also led to small-

town spats.

"You have to take it all ii^ether." said Peggy

Wilhide, communications director for the

Democratic National Convention Committee

"That's what you get with an intense level of inter

est. Because it's a smaller city. I think there is a

level of excitement here and a level of interest that

you don't see in places like I os Angeles and New

York."

Democratic organizers say that glitches are a

normal part of convention planning, accentuated

in Boston because of heightened security stemming!

from the terrorist attacks, both on Sept. 1 1 and

more recently, in Madrid.

Others within the party argue, however, that

Massachu.setis' unique brand of cutthroat politics

is showing its face.

"All of this is politics: How do we embarrass

Democrats, how do we embarrass lohn Kerry in

his home state." said Michael Goldman, a

Democratic political consultant. "Romney's made

sure that at every turn the prcKess of working with

the commonwealth has gone slowly. He seems to

be doing everything he can to screw it up
"

It is not unusual for one national party to hold

its convention in a city or state controlled by a

politician from the opposite side. But in general,

political observers say. partisan differences have

been put aside for the good of the local economy,

which stands to gain $125 million or more from

I l-A K\ ti#A.-**KWra I PK I
>

*«even Riiciardi, spnial aRcnt in chafer of the

Btistim .iffke of the U.S. Secret Service, a(idreMH^s a

news timferentf Wcdnesdav in Boston, talking! aKnjt

si-vuritv plans Jurinn the Democratic National

Conxention in late julv.

the about 30.000 delegates, visitors and journal-

ists.

The promise of an economic bonanza was

enough to bring the two sides together in

Philadelphia in 2000. when a Republican conven-

tion came to a city led by a Democratic mayor.

Israeli prime minister confronts

Sharon over withdrawl plan
By Josef Feuerman

ASSIXIATEP PrKSS

lERUSALEM (AP) — Prime

Minister Ariel Sharon engaged in

a heated argument Sunday with

hardline Cabinet ministers

opposed to his plan to withdraw

from the Gaza Strip and parts of

the West Bank, government offi-

cials said.

The spat reflected the tough

internal pressure that Sharon

faces as he tries to move forward

with his proposal.

The prime minister has pro-

posed leaving the areas — remov-

ing troops and uprcwting settle-

ments in the process — to reduce

friction between Israelis and

Palestinians after more than three

years of fighting. He has said he

will carry out the plan next year if

peace efforts with the

Palestinians remain stalled.

In weekend interviews,

Sharon said for the first time that

Israel would pull out of all of

Gaza, uprooting all the settle-

ment there, reversing an earlier

indication that three settlements

in northern Gaza would remain.

The pullback in the West Bank

would be much more limited —
only four of about 135 settle-

ments would be removed.

Palestinians charge that the

plan is a ruse to trade Gaza lor a

permanent grasp over most of the

West Bank. They insist that such

moves must be coordinated with

the U.S. -backed "road map"

peace plan, which leads to a

Palestinian state.

However, neither side has car

ried out its initial obligations

under the plan, leading Sharon to

his proposal for unilateral action.

Sharon travels to Washington

this month in hopes of winning

an endorsement from President

Bush.

The Sharon plan faces consid-

erable opposition within his

coalition government, and sonic

hardline members have threat-

ened to pull out, opposing in

principle the dismantling of

Jewish settlements and giving up

control of territory.

During the weekly Cabinet

meeting Sunday, hard-liners led

by Tourism Minister Benny I'lon,

demanded Sharon immediately

bring his plan to a Cabinet vote

so members could decide

whether to pull out of the coali-

tion, according to officials in the

meeting.

Sharon angrily told the hard-

liners that the plan has not been

made final, the officials said —
and then pointedly invited them

to leave the government if they

were unhappy.

The large overhanging nx>f of the

tion. The new convention center had

xxM^n-piKr--

new Si>uth B»»ston convention center in Boston, is still under construc-

becn mentioned as a better site for the DenuKratic National Conventitm.
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Gruesome, vivid

photos in poor taste
I jvi i iiui->l.i\. all usci the wuiiil. iK.*uspapcrs

ran i-vtrcnwh ^-laphk phuK»graphs of what the

Ln iieni is calling the "horrifk"

l^illi, , k ^jn» in Iraq. The bodies of

the avilian vM-tims who have yet to be identified

were bunnd. dragged through the streets and

cveniualh hung from a bridge. Of course, the

1,1 i" . n camera.

II determined the footage to

be inuppropnate lur broadcast. "We ntade the call

that It s»a.> lot) graphic in nature to put on our

air." »aid Bill Shine of Fox. CBS news anchor Dan

K.' ' 'u saw the images and deeid-

^.,
i

~ the images were too hor-

Hut the
i

iixirently did not share

in this opinion Papers like The New ^ork Times.

r>, M:,iiT ; Wc^M and The Bostiw HeraUl di»-

I ..,, I. . ' \i\id and grui**ome pictures on

i\i^
, IS chose to run the pic-

,1, pjges and seltvied kss

the livnt page. Some also cen-

i^u ,,,. , ,s,..i.s b\ blurring the bodies.

Oibcf papers, like The Toledo (Ohio) Blade.

1 .insihifig iltat showed the bodies o(

ins more titan nei-

. , i\ what ihe Iraqis

litor Kurt Franck

got international cov-

i>K>n stations showed a

1 Jinlmjj interviews with

II r.irKf. the footage of

i and hung was aired

„,,,,. \ en in London, shots of

ihi J > frvwn the bridge were

not filtered.

While sonwtimes it may be appropriate to «et

our guidelines by the rest of the worW. this shouki

not have been one of those cases The victims in

this case were AtiK'rican and so the American

media shouki have been a little nwrc sensitive to

the circumstances than the news sources over-

seas.

h is of course important for the media to

report the full news, aiid as Americans we have a

right to know the full extent to which these hor-

rific acts are being committed against our lellow

citizens. On the other hand, there should be a line

between what is necessary to get the message

across and what could be potentially over the top.

American iraged> should be reported, not

expkjiied in order to sell more papers

W hen trying to make dtvisions of this nature,

it is important to remember that those four peo-

ple are not just the nanKS for big story; they are

sonK-iMies famil>. someone's friends. They are

real people who suffered tremendously and

\*hose loved ones will now also be suffering. This

situation must he treated with more sensitivit\

than thev were yesterday.

We at The Massachusetts Daily Cdfegian

w. i • • thank the fraction of the media that

pr.i ^ni taste in reponing this story. We
arc all in this together, and we are here to pixjvide

the public with the mlurmation they need — not

just to draw its attention with shocking maiertaL

Informatktn fnim The Hinuin Globe tt-as used

fur this edilonal

Unsigned eii ni ihe mafority

opinion of The . - Daily CoUepan

Editorial Board.

Kurt Cobain; looking back

I

"It's better

to burn out

than to fade
away.

"

- Kurt Cobain.

last words

"Kurt's dead,

man! They
think he killed

himself! " I can
^—^-'^^——

still re-mem-

ber how my friend Bruce just

blurted this out to me when I

picked up the phone on y -unnv

day in April.

I didn't even tell m> parents.

I couldn't. They wouldn't have

understood. It wasn't an) ordi-

nary guy sprawled on the lloor

of his garage, gun in hand. It

was a man who had given mean-

ing to a generation ol adoles-

cents, those who had fallen

through the cracks of the

American standard of normality.

It's hard to believe it's

already been 10 years since Kurt

Cobain ended his life at the age

of 27 I was only 13 scars old

then, but still, i remember it

like it was yesterdas. And with

the bittersweet memories I havi

of Kurt come the memories of a

generation meticulously molded

in his image, my generation

We had long, unwashed ban.

dyed every color ol the spec-

trum. We had piercings hidden

from our parents Some ol us

already had tattoos. We wore

long underwear under our torn

jeans and rock n' roll shirts. We
spent the days smoking marijua-

na and Tiring air rifles from

rooftops, always aiming for ih-.-

most expensive car we could

find

Some of us had dysfunction

al families. Some were poor.

some had it even worse. And
Kurt's cult of personality was

the only direction we had in our

myopic world.

We'd go to school, only to be

harassed and looked down
upon. Nobody understood us.

All they understood was that we

were different, and different

was wrong. We couldn't dance.

We didn't keep up with the lat-

est trends; we weren't attrac-

tive, and worst of all, we lis-

tened to "music for faggots." as

they used to tell me.

Sometimes, all a kid had to

look forward to was the end of

the week, when he could forget

about the American Schutz-

siafleln-juden for some time

and go destroy some stolen text-

books, ali to the screech of

"Scentless Apprentice
"

We tried writing our own
music, which would be played

on a $150 Fender Sirat-Squire,

always lacking the magic touch'

that only a depressed man from

Within hours of

finding his body,

thousands of fans

poured onto his

Seattle property. I

remember how I

wished I was one

of them.

Seattle apparently had. We'd

call our ill (aied garage bands

names like "The Lizard Kings."

"Spork" or "Torrance' tafter the

psschotic father In "The

Shining").

Nirvana became its own
country — an inner Utopia,

pushing away a world where we
were told we had it good, but

knew we had it bad. Our creed

was printed on the inner cover

ot Nirvana albums and our

salute was a middle finger.

When Kurt died, it was as if this

whole world was made of glass

all along.

Within hours of finding his

body, thousands of fans poured

onto his Seattle property. I

remember how I wisheid I was

one of them. There were obvi-

ous signs of distress — a mix-

ture of sadness and hysteria —
as many lost the only person in

the world to whom they could

relate.

Some of us even played with

the idea that all of this was a

joke, that he would come out on

stage and ... no, no. it was real,

all real and the first time some-

one ever drove home a sense ol

mortality in me.

Sometimes I would lay

awake at night and wonder

about the feeling someone got

out of putting a shotgun to his

face, fully intent on pulling the

trigger. I could never conceive

of it. It was too haunting.

It's hard for most people to

conceive of the pain of someone

who believes that pulling a trig-

ger and falling to oblivion is the

only possible way out. And so.

problems like depression and

suicide are still swept under the

rug in a society where being

openly miserable is deemed

inappropriate.

"Suicide is sin." is what some

people like to say, but some-

times, eternity in ffell is a minor

risk of escaping the pain that

many people feel. Kurt's life and

death will alwa>s hold that

meaning to me
It means that even in the

"greatest country on earth."

there arc people who, punished

by the social vigilantism of cor-

porate culture, still cry them-

selves to sleep at night, lonely

people with grim thoughts

about the future.

What would I say if I had the

chance to talk Kurt out of what

he was doing? Would I? Maybe

he knew more than I did that he

was better off where he was

going. Maybe if he weren't

alone, he would have changed

his mind.

"Think about your daugh-

ter." I probably would have

said. "She has your eyes, dude."

Stark Oitroff is a Collegian

columnist.

The truth of the Minutemen

THESUWmW^LE

A deserving administration Dr.JgsepliS larson

iison

[dies

jP^^^^^ .j As a rcgis-

W'-^^^^ I tered Demo-
crat, it has

.ime very

for me (as

as the

; irity of the

United States

population and

rest of the

wtirld) to join
^^-^"-^—— in the banter

mocking President George Bush.

There base been books pub-

lished making fun of the

President's speeches and intelli-

gence. Reccntis with the presi-

dential campaign lor 2004

underway, much of Hollywood

has decided to join the rest of the

worid and ridicule the President

in mans ol their scripts

The Department of labor

itinounced today that 'iOH.tXX)

' s were added last month,

greatly increasing the job growth

and providing much-needed
.

employment lo many American

citizens. The Bush administra-

tion has faced many hardships

resulting from and including the

attacks on Sept. 1 1 . Bush and his

associates deserve more recogni-

tion for the good they have

accomplished in a very trying

lime.

Such economic growth in the

area of employment VNas much

needed and helped many
Americans find a job. For stu-

dents attending a state-funded

university, we can alt appreciate

the increase. Many students al

the University of Massachusetts

will be graduating at the end of

the semester, not to mention the

students graduating at hundreds

of other colleges and universities

across the nation. To have more

available in terms of employ-

ment, specifically employment

warranting a college degree, is a

step in the right direction.

The Chicago Tribune reported

that within one year after the

attacks on Sept. I i . an estimated

1 46, 1 00 jobs were lost just in the

.ilL.rmath alone in New York

I. ity. That is to say nothing of the

millions of people laid off in the

months to come .Although

50i<,000 jobs mas not be that

many in comparison to the

amount lost almost four year5

ago, it's definitely a step in the

right direction.

In addition to the recent job

itKrease, the Bush administration

has also helped to dc-crease the

rate of teenage pregnancy in the

United States, and succeeded.

On Feb. 20, the Alan

Guttmacher Institute, a nonprof-

it organization IcKUsed on sexual

Hollywood has

taken pains to

point out all of the

President's 'bad'

policies and

actions through

many television

shows currently on

the air.

and reproductive health

research, policy analysis, and

public education, released a

report announcing the decline of

teenage pregnancy and abortion

among all racial and ethnic

groups and in every state in

2000. The drop in number is

attributed to better use of contra-

ception and less, or more cau-

tious, sexual activity, according

to the AGI. The decline is an

undeniable accomplishment that

the Bush administration should

be proud of and deserves recog-

nition for.

As Americans, we cannot

soon forget the recent capture of

Saddam Hussein back in

December. After many American

soldiers gave their lives for this

country while trying to appre-

hend the Iraqi leader, it is some-

what comforiing to know that

their deaths were not in vain. It

was through the administration's

aggressive, and highly controver-

sial, continuing efforts to cap-

ture Hussein, that he was even-

tually detained bs American sol-

diers and will soon be brought to

justice. While their tactics

involving foreign affairs in Iraq

presented much controversy.

Hussein was ultimately captured

and. thus, a major threat to

America and many other coun-

tries was averted.

In life, there are always two

sides to everything. President

Bush has also backed a constitu-

tional amendment to ban same-

sex marriages, enforced antiter-

rorism laws, such as the PATRI-

OT Act, that hinder many rights

of citizens, and has taken the

American people on a wild-

goose chase for weapons of mass

destruction.

Hollywood has taken pains to

point out all of the President's

"bad" policies and actions

through many television shows

currently on the air For exam-

ple, on the NBC show. "Whoopi"

starring Whoopi Goldberg, a

supposed President Bush enters

her establishment and asked to

use the facilities. In response,

while the "President" was in the

bathroom, Whoopi's character

.said, "I can't believe he's in there

doing to my bathroom what he's

done to the economy!"

It is obvious that Bush and

his administration appeal most-

ly to conservative Americans.

And in this day and age, as lib-

eralism seems to expand, his

viewpoints clash more and
more with the youth of

America.

The administration has

accomplished both good and
bad in their four-year run so far.

That is not to say that the good
outweighs the bad or vice versa,

but it merely goes to show that

you can't please everyone.

When the presidential elec-

tion rolls around in November.
1 will most certainly cast my
vote for Kerry. But, that is not

without acknowledging the

accomplishments of the Bush

administration, in addition to

its flawed policies.

Allison Edles is a Collegian

columnist.

Last spring the proposal to replace the

University of Massachusetts Minuieman mascot

with some other symbol triggered a firestorm in

the national news media While the Minuteman

prevailed, few examined closely the claim that the

Minuteman raised issues of gender, race and guns.

"There were no Minutewomen." said some.

"Minutemen were not people of color." said oth-

ers, others did not like firearms.

But UMass scholars Sidney and

Emma Kaplan ("The Black Presence iri

the Era of the American Revolution." ^_^^^_
UMass Press, 1*^84) tell us that the

"

original Minutemen consisted of armed men and

women, white, black and red The) repelled the

British at Concord, Lexington and elsewhere, and

fought at Bunker Hill. From Massachusetts alone.

840 minorities sersed in George Washington's

Continental Army; 740 were recorded as black or

mulatto and 100 recorded as Indians.

One Minuiewoman. two months before the

Battles of Concord and Lexington, came close to

making Salem. Mass. the location of "the shot

heard round the world." On Sunday, February 26,

1775, Sarah Tarrant called out to a British troop

trying to find colonial arms in Salem. "Go home

aiid tell your master he has sent you cm a fool's

«rrand and broken the peace of our Sabbath.

What, do vou think we were born in the woods, to

be frightened by owls'.'" When a British redcoat

leveled his musket

at her she chal

lenged him, saying.

"Fire if you have

the courage, but I

doubt it." No shots

were fired. The
British retreated,

playing the same

tune that General

Cornwallis' British army band would later play at

his surrender at Yorktown, "The World's Turned

Upside Down."
On that "famous day and )car. " April 14, 1775,

at least 1 1 black Minutemen from Lexington.

Framingham, Braintree, Brookline. Concord.

Groton, Cambridge and Stoneham responded to

Paul Reveres midnight alarm. On Lexington

Green, in the first fircfight of the revolution, black

Minuteman and slave Prince Esiabrook was

among the wounded. His role is recalled each year

in Lexington's re-enactment of the battle.

Also present at Lexington, in the British line,

was Marine Major |ohn Pitcairn. Facing him in the

Patriot line was black Minuteman Peter Salem.

The two were to meet again at the Battle of

Bunker Hill. There, Salem was among the group of

Minutemen credited with killing Major Pitcairn in

the third and final British charge. Peter Salem was

later presented to Gen. George Washington in

recognition of his service. |ohn Trumbell's famous

1798 painting. "The Baltic of Bunker's Hill,"

hanging now in the Library of Congress, promi-

nently porirays black Minutemen in the Patriot

line of battle.

Shortly after the Battle of Concord and

Lexington. Prudence Cumming Wright, command-

ed a Patriot band that also included Sarah

Hartwell Shattuck. Armed with muskets and

pitchforks, their task was to repel British troops

making more soriies to capture colonial arms.

They took positions at jewctt's Bridge over the

Nashua River between Groton and Pepperell.

There they intercepted and captured Tory Capt.

Leonard Whiting, who was acting as a British

courier.

American Indian Minutemen included a com-

pany from Stockbridge that responded following

the Concord and Lexington battle. Indian

Minutemen engaged the British at Noddle's Island

in Boston and al Cambridge. Seventy Indian

women of Mashpce became widows of

Minutemen and by the end of the

Revolutionary War, half of the
^"^^

Stockbridge Indian Minutemen had lost

their lives.

As for the Minuteman s musket, how else were

men and women to lifi the military yoke of the

worlds most mighty empire? Melisccni Barrett

Swain ran the Concord musket cartridge factory, a

target of the fateful British expedition. Eliz.abeth

Hagcr Price, while nursing Minutemen wounded

at Concord, discovered six spiked cannons left

behind by the British. She recognized that they

could be repaired, had them hauled to a black-

smith's shop and helped put them back in service

for the Patriots.

The official heroine of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts is Deborah Sampson Gannett.

Disguised as a man, she enlisted in the Fourth

Massachusetts Regiment under the name of

Robert Shurtleff. The first female to enlist as an

American soldier.

Deborah was
wounded at the

Battle of Tarry-

town. Upon rec-

ommendation of

Paul Revere, she

was later awarded

the first military

pension granted

to a woman. Her pension was approved by |ohn

Hancock.

No discussion of the Minuteman as a symbol of

UMass would be complete without mention of the

special tie between the Amherst campus and the

sculptor of the original Minuteman statue. The

first president of the Mas.sachusetts Agricultural

College. Henry Flagg French, had a son who
worked on the campus farm before the first stu-

dent class arrived in Amherst. President French

later referred to his son as "the first graduate of

Massachusetts Agricultural College." The French

home was the Stockbridge House, still standing

on the campus, now housing the University Club.

The French boy drew imaginative pictures on his

bedroom wall and went on to make the

Minuteman statue at Concord his first public

work of art. His name was Daniel Chester French,

also sculptor of the Lincoln Memorial in

Washington, D.C.

No symbol for UMass students and alumni,

men and women of all hues, could be more appro-

priate than the Minuteman. On April 19, we will

again acknowledge that we will forever be in their

debt, those original Minutemen and

Minutewomen. Ihey laid the foundations of our

government. From this government arose the

freedoms of speech, free association and open

enquiry so necessary to the functioning of our

society.

/Jr. Joseph S. Larson is Professor Emeritus.

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

No symbol for UMass students and

alumni, men and women of all hues,

could be more appropriate than the

Minuteman.
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Lively music from

Death Cab for Cutle

Death Cab

for Cutie

Pearl Sued

lonhanfiBA

loniylii

m

By Camekdn J. W'ihjds

tilLLtlilAN StaH-

After four years of snug

gling in the belly of the music

industry beast and a handful of

albums. Death Cab for Cutie

has finally broken through into

the heavy rotation. Tonight this

sleeper band will perform at

Northampton's Pearl Street

Night Club, in support

of their latest release,

"Transatlanticism."

With their recent

smash "The Sound ol

Settling" the Death

Cab boys have taken a

step away from their

original sound and

opted for a more pop-

alt sound, that makes

for a great earbug

This emo quartet is fronted

by the clear vocals of Ben

Gibbard. formerly of The
Postal Service, and is support-

ed by the almost classic guitar

style ol Christopher Walla, the

steady bass backing of Nicholas

Harmer and the talented per-

cussion accompaniment of

Michael Schorr This group,

hailing mosils (rom the Pacific

Northwest, has built up an

underground lollowing that

may very well out live Its cur-

rent 15 minutes.

W ith a history of innovative

yet not alienating sound and

thoughtful Isrics. Death Cab's

sound is a very deliberate pri>d

ucl, and for the most part it is

a nicel) polished pnxluct thai

gets stuck in )our head.

Perhaps the one major hitch in

the bands sound lies in the lull,

grammatically correct sen-

tences insisted upon by

Gibbard. Th«>ugh it is ihc rare

bird that even considers any

semblance of grammatical cor-

rectness in their singing, in

some cases Gibbard just .seems

to be cramming way too many
words into a line. It is a cool

thing to be able to hear what a

singer is actualls singing and

not have to crack open )our

Kant to decipher what he

means, but it does gel to be a

bit unwieldy at times.

Much like most of the

emerging ntusic scene. Death

^^_^ Cab has a sort of unlin

ished edge to their

sound. This perpetual

garagencss shows up as

the random fuzzes of

static and feedback

squelches thai base

made other bands such

as The White Stripes, jet

and The Vines at least

I

momeniars stars.

Though they share in

most of the bells and whistles

of the common lot there is

something to the presentation

of this band that sets ihem

slighilv apart from the herd.

This jcne se qua; be it stage

presence or simpiv a unique

spirit is almost palpable in each

of the bands songs.

Performing with IVath Cab

lor Cutie will be Ben Kweller.

The New York natisi

singer/songwriter recenti) lin

ished his second lull length com-

pact di.sc, "On My Way." sirhich

is due in stores this Tuesday.

Kwelkrr made a nanu' for him

self as an eclcvtic genre h\>ppet

with his lirst dis<. "Sha Sha" but

his new disc promises to be more

uniform but iKi less masterful.

In a genre recenil) saturated

with big names vuch as Howie

Day and |ohn Mascr. Kweller is

in an uncomfortable place for a

fledgling artist He could ride

the wave to stardom or simply

gel bulled oxer and forgoiien

Musical Darwinism in action,

one could say.

Once again upon a time
Stiles brings new life into old fairy tale

By Tammi Minn
(..x>Li>(aAN SrAFf

Every girl dreams of the day

when Prince Charming will come

and sweep her off her feet, but

what if the man of her dreams is

a real bonafide prince .' Oh come
on. hasn't this been done before''

We've seen it before. Average

girl meets rich and famous boy

and they firKl some way lo work it

out. So how coukl "Prince and

Me" be any different? The girl.

Paige Morgan (lulia Stiles), is not

a low class servant who is (ickle

about love, waiting around for a

man. She is a pre-med University

of Wisconsin student and doesn't

want to come even remotely close

to love as she watches her friends

driven Paige al the bar she works

at. She delinitely doesn't com-

pletely fulfill the workaholic

stereotype if she can work at the

bar until late al night. When does

she have the lime lo studs'.' Eddie

reall) wants to know if a girl will

flash him so he casually asks her

to lifi her shirt So.

Paige thinks Eddie is

a creep; and he. ntost

decidedly, will not

give up. Surprise, sur

prise.

He clumsily tries

to lit into everydas

life and complete

every da) tasks while

his valet makes him

eggs benedici for

breakfast It's a gocxl

The Prince

and Me"

OiiKieil liT

Maiiha Cooliilse

SUffiii

MiSiB
Ulilfiiv

liwUit

Luke Mabty a» Prince Eddie jnd Jjme* Fox a* his father Kinj}

Hcraald in "The Prince & Me."

From left. Nickolas Harmer. Michael Scbt>rT. Benjamin Gibbard

and Christopher Walla makq up Death Cab for Cutie.

bc-come engaged and nuinieJ

Perhaps this is a modem ilas s^c

nario of a fairy tale involving

newer dreams of a successful

career and changing the world,

before gelling married

The prince is a not -so- typical

character as well. He is the hk)

Prince Edvard of IVnmark 1 1 uke

MaWy) who would rather be out

racing the king and qucvn's luxu

rious cars and kissing K-aulituI

women instead ol plasing his p.m

in IX-nmark s politics He waius .1

change of sceiK-r) and instant l\

sees a promotion on television for

u \ ideo of flashing coeds from the

University of Wisconsin Ot

course, he and his valet (Ikn

Miller) are now off lo Wisconsin

lo see what they shall sex-.

Prince Edvard, now Eddie,

ditching his princely persona,

enrolls in the Universiiv and

becomes involved in the splcniU<i

of dorm life. He eveniuallv meet^

up with the studious and work

l.nifli ti> stv him learn how to

wi.tl.. ak>ngsi<le Paige in the bar,

cleaning restaurant mats while

his salel offers lo take over Then

he has to wre-stk* steer on Paipf's

f.iniils fanii during Thanksgiving

hie.ilv The) ama/ingi) cohk* clos-

er logether with each thing he

dcK-s. but Paige kivps her dis-

tance aiHl stays focused on her

^i>;il-

SI weakness in her

-' ili>N. hvisvever: Shakes

|H,iu Of course Eddie

bnlliant when it comes

to Shakespeare and he

begins ici tutor her

on the subject

Again, another

surprise.

She finallv

drop
defence

and thev

gel caught up in a whirlwind

romance. She hales him

and then she loves him in

a very shon amount of

time. Right when she

officially recognizes

she is in love with

him. she discovers his

secret.

A quick for-

give and forget

moment hap

pens with Paige

and she tries ici

find her beloved

priiKe, only to dis-

cover that he is back

in l'>enmark because ot

ihe king's failing health.

t^ddie and Paige go

through all the pain and

frustration of love as they

are foreed to try to revon-

le their class differences

and Paige is finally foreed

to decide between

becoming a queen

to a country she has

barely seen or

becoming a doctor

and delivering vac

cines to developing

countries.

This film really

isn't all that bad.

In fact, there are

many laughs and

pMjssibly a few

tears. Ma)he all

the cliches put

together made
it work, ma)

be you have

to be a hope-

less roman-

tic to appre

ciate this

film, or

maybe, just

maybe, fairy

tales reall)

don't get

loo old.

New Disney animation embraces classic style and new stories
. — \t ;,.v „„:. »i D»»rl thf r»rm'« oiiilei tor a sonkTwritcr lo rcach a larg

C I1LRTISV W.M.I 1 'I'^NI'i

Mrs. Calowiiv (Judi Dench). Maggie (Roseanne Barr) and Grace (Jennifer

Tilly) take a break from saving their home.

Bv Lai RtN Frliman
I'ol.l.tl.lAN SlAFf

"Home on the Range." the newest

Disne) animated feature, showcases

ihe voice talents of Roseanne Ban.

Dame |udi Dench and lenniler Till) as

the three boiintv hunting cows.

Maggie (Barr). Mrs. Calowa) (Dench*

,md Grace (Till)).

As Disney does best, the charac-

ter's personalities are fully developed

10 minutes into the film. Maggie is an

attention-loving show cow (three

time winner of the Golden Udder

Award and the original Happy

Heifer). But her owner had lo sell her

to Patch of Heaven, because his cattle

were taken by the notorious cattle

robber. Alameda Slim.

According to the film's production

notes. Barr muses. "The character ol

Maggie was like a real persim to me. I

thought of hei as a person who just

happened lo be a cow. 1 know she's a

cartoon, but there's a lot of depth lo

these characters. To play this role. I

was fortunately able to connect with,

what do you call it, my 'inner cow.'
"

Caloway is the ruler of-the-roost

before Maggie arrives. She is authori-

tative and short-tempered. She's even

highly protective of the stylish hat she

wears. Dame |udi Dench claims. "1

love cows, so being asked to play a

cow. called Mrs. Calowav. with a

charming hat. who could resist that'.'"

The third cow to grace the silver

screen was Grace, a skinns. young

bovine with a passion for new-age

thinking and peaceful conflict lesoKi

lions.

When Maggie comes to the taim

and stirs things up, Caloway is less

than pleased. However, sbortls alter

Maggie's arrival. Pearl, the farm's outlet for a songwriter 10 reach a large

owner, has to come up with a quick audience, according to Lang, this was

S7iO or her farm will be auctioned. not her sole motivation for joining the

Maggie is the organizing force Disney team

behind the three bovines'

search for Alameda Slim

(voiced b) Randy Ouaid),

who.se bounty just happens

to be S710. the three cows

have to race head to head

with Rico. Ihe lough gu)

bounty hunter of the West

and Buck (Cuba Gooding,

jr.). the over ambitious stal-

lion and one of the funniest

characters in the story.

Along with great charac-

terizations. Disney movies

are notorious for sound-

tracks full of catchy songs.

•Home on the Range" fea

tures the work of Oscar-win-

ning composer Alan Menken,

whose work for Disne) includes the

musical scores of "The Little

Mermaid." "Beauty and the Beast" and

"Aladdin."

"I want to provide an audience

with a scmg that is something to take

away with them ... It should be some

thing that, once somebody's heard it,

belongs to them for the rest of their

lives." Menken said.

"Home on the Range" is a hvbrid

kind of musical. Two of the songs are

sung by characters in the film, and the

rest are under the action," he contin-

ued. "This was quite different fiom

the musicals I have written in the

past, where the characters break into

song. It was fun and challenging at the

same lime." Bonnie Raill, K.L). Lang

and Tim McGraw perform songs fea-

tured in the film.

Although a l")isne) movie is a great

"Being .111 .mimal rights

activist. I was reallv excited

about the fact that the animals

were saving the farm," Lang

said. "I love animaiicm. espe-

ciall) when it put^ animals in

a compassionate light I think

that's something children of

all ages need lo be reminded

of. Animals are a vers impor-

lani cog in the wheel of life.

It's ver) honorable 10 be part

of this film."

Kven more important is the

fact that Disne) finallv came

out with a feature film that

depicts strong female heroes

who are motivated by some-

thing other than winning the

love of a male character In fact, these

three cows are refivshingl) (though

mildly) hostile to their male counter-

parts.

Wall Disnev Studios hasn't yet

given up on hand-drawn animation.

Unforiunatelv. the film will be unable

lo compete with the computer animal

ed "Scooby Doo 2: Monsters Un-

leashed," the competing kid's feature

this month that bioughl in over S'SO

million in box office last weekend. A

pale comparison, fridav s release of

"Ifome on the Range" onl) brought in

$4 million.

But all hope is not lost. "Home on

the Range" is a prime ex.imple of thai

old fashioned art technique children's

movie lovers should not be willing to

let slip into the cracks ol technologi-

cal advancement An) Disney Ian

knows that.
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Okafor's long, strange AiUn|Roddick wins
^—

^

V* ^ match-

trip to the NCAA final
By ElHHb PtLLS

SAN ANTONIO lAP) — Few people

draw the distinction between life and bas-

ketball more clearly tlwn tnKka Okafor.

the star center for Connecticut.

The son of a man who gre\v up in war-

ravaged Nigeria. Okator has kxl an eas) life

by comparison, and he's the lirst to con-

cede that.

"My dad's high school education was

interrupted by a civil war and they weren't

sua- they were going to eat the next day."

Okator said. "AikI here I am in the United

States wondering what I'm going to get tor

Christmas."

On Monday. Okafor will lead UConn

l^iast Georgia Tech in the national final,

hoping to push the Huskies to oive half of a

pcBisible sweep of the mens and women's

championships The Connecticut women

were to play Minnesota late Sunday m the

national semiiinals

A \*in for the gu\s would iiurk the

crowning achievement on the basketball

court for Okafor, although it would be only

part of the picture in his well rounded life

The b-foot-IO All American, who aver-

ages 17 points and 1 1 rebounds, will earn

his degree in finance in May with a 5.8

grade-point average Alter that, hell prob-

ably be a top-live pick m the NBA draft in

June.

It took Okafor just three years to earn

his degree, an impressive accomplishn>ent

that doesn't surprise thoie who know him

Okator shrugs it off. calling il more a mat

icr of cireumstance than anything great he

did

"I was at school in the summer working

on basketball, so I decided to lake some

classes while I was there," he said

In his eyes, the successes on the court and

in the ciasirooin are equally important

"They go hand in hand, they're bo«h a

part of me." he said '1 cant say I'm more

proud of one than tlv other. Not many peo-

pk graduate in three ycar< Not many peo-

ple do wfwt I ve dorie But it's because I

had the opportunity"

He had it thanks to the decSsion his

father. Pius, made in 1974 to move to

America. vA)€k he vwnt to college and

worked odd jobs to help pay the bills. A
few years later. Pius was on a trip back to

Africa when he met his wife, Celesiina. a

registered nurse.

Emcka — his given name is

L hukwiiemeka Ndubisi Okafor — WM
bom in 1982. Me and his sister moved

between Oklahoma and TeiUB while his

dad pursued his education and better jobs.

By watching his parents succeed. hiiKka

learned about the value of a hafd day's

work arxl about the abundant opportuni-

ties available in the United Statc-s

He worked hard in school and got (^>od

pades — his mother tells a stor> of him

crying about a B he received on his fourth-

grade report card — aixl also worked on

his basketball game. Me never gave up

when he was toki. as a high school sopho-

more in Houston, that he wasn't good

enough to surt the season on the varsity

team.

"His freshman year he played becaasc

ConnccticulV Emeka Okjfor cclehnite* the Huskies' 79-78 win over Duke in

their NCAA Final Four Mrmihnal xamc Saturday in San Antonio.

By Steven Wine
AsDociATEi) Pntas

KEY BISCAYNE, FU. (AP) — Andy

Roddick battled a queasy stomach in the

tinal of the Nasdaq- 1 00 Open, and he was

the healthiest player on the court.

The curse of Key Biscayne struck again

Sunday, and it hit Guillermo Coria hardest.

He retired because of back spasms after

losing the first three points of the fourth set

trailing 6-7 (2). 6-5. 6-1.

It's the fourth time in 1 5 years that the

men's final has been affected by an ailing

player Roddick acknowledged he could

have done worse than a little nausea.

"I'll take sick to my stomach over

injured any day," Roddk;k said. "I was def-

initely working with the lesser of two

evils."

Coria said he hun his back in the first

set. Trailing 6-5. he received treatment

during a changeover, then played a flawless

tiebreaker to pull out the set

But Coria walked to the chair frowning

and shaking his head and threw his racket

at his bag As Roddick took control in the

second and third sets. Coria occasionally

clutched his back between points, and his

nxjvement and serve were ck»rly affected.

"Guillenno sk)wed by an injury is still

tiiMcr than about 95 peaent of the guys on

tour " Roddick said "But it's tough playing

with an injury."

After hitting a forehaixl into the iK-t in

the first game of the final set. Coria waved

his hands in frustration and walked to the

net to concede.

"The pain was excruciating, and I was

having trouble serving." said Coria. who

lost serve five times "I knew after I won

the first set I was not going to be able to

finish
"

Roddick felt 1l*ss than terrific himself. Fie

said he woke up sick to his stcnnach. and

the queasiness lingered during tf>e ntalch.

"I was battling," he said. "I was trying

to maybe bluff my way through, because I

knew he was hurt, too
"

Maybe there's something m iIk water

tfuit surrounds the islatxl. given Key

Biscayne s tradition of tainic-d finals.

— In 1 989. Thomas Muster was uitable

to play because he hurt his knee when hit

by a car hours after winning his semifinal

match.
— In 1994. Pete Sampras nearly

defaulted because of a stomach ailment,

but in a sporting gesture. Andre Agassi

declined the walkover victory to give his

rival an hour to recover Sampras then won

the match.

Roddick knows the history well,

because he grew up in nearby Boca Raton

and watched matches from the upper deck

as a youngster That made his first title in

the event especially sweet, Coria's injury

notwithstaixling.

"It's not the picture-perfect eitding."

Roddick said. "It's not the way you want to

win a tournament. But at the same. I'm

here at the end of the day. That was my

goal coming into the tournament

"

Before Coria's injury, the match had the

trappings of an e.xciting final, with perfect

weather, a capacity crowd and a Davis Cup

atmosphere. Soine fans waved Argentine

flags, whikr others chanted "U-S-A."

"1 feel very disappointed for tfie

cmwd." Coria said "I felt like I was play-

ing in Argentiiw"

Roddkk hit II aces, the fastest of

which readied 145 mph. He k)8t only six

of 45 points on his first serve, and played

steadily from the baseline, even fooling

Coria twice with drop shots.

"Mklway through the second set. I

stepped up in all areas of my game."

Roddick said "I wasn't going to beat him

just rallying I surtcd going for my shots

more."

Roddick reached a milestone by

improving his career record to 20fr67 and

kads the ATP rour in victories this year

with a record of 2t>-5 Me has won the paM

eight finals he has played and will climb in

Monday's rankings from third to second

behind No. I Roger Federer.

The 21 yearHjW Roddick earned

$555,550 and became the sixth American

to win the men's champKXVship Sampras

was also 21 wticn he won the first of his

three Key Biicayne title*. Agnn won the

first of hb six titles in the event at 19.

Coria aettkxl for S266.675. and (am

were Wit to wonder: Had he suyed heahhy,

how woukl the match have gone?

"Lunger." Roddick said.

he enioyed playing." said his high school

coach. Dave Hiidek. "I didn't start him out

on the varsity bcvausc I didn't think he was

ready."

As high school went on. Okafor startcti

taking his game ntore seriously. Coaches

like lini Calhoun of UConn and I*bu1

Ikwitt of Georgia Ttvh started taking a

Uxk, thinking it \»oukli>'i Iv had to have

the lank) center to dcvekip over a few

yean.

Okafor didn't think much ol Ui. onn at

first, and when he met Calhoun, the

cxwch's heavy N«» fnglMld acx»nt thri-w

him off.

"There were a lot of Whjit-.' wIkii >*e

met." Okafor sakl "But Ix- canw in. talked

about the situation. I dcvided to a>ll the-

dk;e and go to UConn
"

Okafor has steadily pnjgre^sed with the

HuskK'-. ^oing fpLMii a (reshiiwn who aver-

aged eight points and barely drew a defend-

er, to an inside force who can completely

control a game.

In the semifinals again.st Duke, he got

into early foul troubk: and sat on the bcTKh

for the last 16 minuto ol the first tialf In

the second half, he acured all 17 of his

points and grabbed seven of hb eight

rebounds. That, plus the defense he played

by swatting away shuts v^th his kmg arms,

was the difference in a 79 78 \*in

"He was juat to focused into winning

that baskethaH game that he icxA it upon

himself." Calhoun sakl.

Of course. Okafor is only one of the

.tar* at UConn. and the men's team is only

' ittapN the best otK'-tvA) basketball

ihe country

l.etl f»y Diana Taurasi. the Connecticut

wonH-11 gavv the Huskies a good chancdlo

bcvomc the first program lo win men's^
wonK-n's championships in the same sea-

Hin. Both teams were ranked No. I going

into the season.

"They lokl us. You uke care of your

part, we 11 lake care of ours.' " Connectk.-ut

forwani Rashad Anderson saki.

If the nKn pull it off. it's almost certain

Okafor will be a big part of il.

"^ou can't really put a price lag on the

experience." he sakl. "Mine is a unk^ue one.

I woukln'l trade it for the worU. For nK-,

it's one of the best times of my life."

Bruins clinch division
from psQt 8

"We're thrilled." Bruins coach Mike

Sullivan said. "We had an opportunity

to win our division, arguably the best

division in the NHL That was some-

thing we wanted lo accomplish."

Green put the Bruins ahead 57 sec-

oiuls after the opening faceoff. Murray

made a chcxk behind the goal line that

allowed Patrice Bergeron to pass the

puck in front. It hit off the skaie of the

Devils' lohn Madden, and Green fired it

past Brodeur

Murray stretched the lead to 2-0

with Turner Stevenson off for tripping

Nick Boynton took a shot from the

point that Michael Nylander and

Knuble touched in front before Murray

scorc"d on the rebound.

Samsonov beat Brodeur with a shot

from above the left circle after taking a

drop pass from Nylander to make it 5-0.

Patrik Elias had the Devils' best chances

in the first two periods. He had a power-

play shot hit off the post in the first peri-

od aiKl he was stopped in close by

Raycroft in the second period, when

chants of "Let's go Islanders" could be

heard in the arena.

It didn't work.

Raycroft lost his shutout when lamie

Langenbrunner scored on a power play

with less ihan nine minutes to play

The game got a little chippy in the

final 10 minutes after Bruins defenK

man Dan McGillis hit Bnan Gionta whh
an elbow in ihe bead. Hal Gill of Boston

and Stevenson fought during the eiuu-

ing power play

Notes: [)evils D Brian Rafalski

returned to the lineup after missing 1

2

games with a broken leg. .. The Devils

finished with a season-low 14 shots.

Their previous season U>w 17 on two

occasions. The Devils set an NHL
record allowing 164 goals, the fewest

allowed in an 80-game plus season St.

Louis had the old mark. 165 in 1999-

2000.

Four from Glenz leads UMass Orioles f>Otince Sox
MBTS LAX frtxn page

8

UMass cxlgcd the Nittanv 1 ions 40 57 Penn State's \^^ M. iV>rAW' ij KJ\^ V^A. A.V^ V«< Vi^ ^^
; LAX friMn page 8

ahead by a couple of goals, it's a big help to what

you're trying to do." UMass coach Greg Cannella

saki. "F^pecially at a place like Penn State."

After UMass opened up with its five-goal first, the

Nittanv Lions scored two on extra-man opportuni-

ties, and after a mostly even second quarter, they

kioked like they might threaten to tic the game with

goals from Eremus and Will lones that came just 54

seconds apart. Glenz's goal in the final minute slowcxl

the Penn State momentum, however, and a Marc

Young goal with five seconds left in the half wasn't

enough to turn things around.

UMass continued to hold an offensive edge in the

second half, and outscored the Nittany Lions 4- 1 in

both the third and fourth quarters, with goals from

Matt and Gene Tundo. Glenz. Chris Doyle, lamie

Yaman. and the first of the season for freshman Clay

Slabert.

In the Minutemen's first game on grass since their

10-5 loss to Brown at Harvard's Jordan Field on

March 20. ground balls took a heightened value, and

UMass cxlgcd the Nittanv lions 40-57 Penn State's

Gre-g Gurvniian pickcxl up 1 2 ground halls, but the

Minutemen counterc-d with at least two ground ball

pickups from 10 different players.

Penn State ouidueled the Minutemen on faceoffs.

15-12. but Dane Collins grabfvd a number of clutch

draws in the sc-cond half to help UMass hold onto the

lead.

"The kid (Pciin Slate's Gurenlian) was popping it

out on Dane." Cannella said "Il was a situation

where the faceoff guy goes down on his top hand and

pops it out in front of him. We lokl Dane to gel down

on the line on the guy. box him out and turn il

around Dane did a real nice job in the second hall,

and our wings did a nice job picking up ground twlls

in the second half. We told the guys that ground balls

would be a huge factor going into the game."

Gene Tundo's four assists Ic-d the Minutemen.

who picked up 10 helpers in all - not including a

large number of the "hockey assists" that Cannella

likes to credit lo players who set up the plays that

lead to goals.

Change

your
mind

this summer:

• Get the Gen Ed courses
you need

• Enjoy smaller class sizes

• Keep on track for graduation

• Choose from over 20C courses
and degree programs

• AND take 6 credits or more and
we'll waive the registration fee!

Watch for our
money-saving coupon

in your mailbox.

umass.edu/contined
413-545-2414

Red Sox shortstop Pokey Reese catches a fly hall hit by Orioles

catcher Javy Lopez, as centerfielder Johnny Damon liKiks on during

the fifth inning at Camden Yards in Baltimore yesterday.

There was some concern

Stay.
UIWIassAmherst
Continuing Education

Where summer is a state of mind.

RED SOX from page 8

backed his stature as the new staff

ace and belied his career numbers

against Boston coming in: 1 -9 and

a b.5b ERA in 12 games.

B.|. Ryan got five outs for the

save.

N£W ON WeSDAY!
CHEAPER

BY THE DOZEN
HOPE SPRINGS

MATRIX
R^tyOLALTlONS

15COWLESLANE
Behind Bruegger's

Downtown Arnherst

19 MONTAGUE RD
thAmhersl

among Boston fans this spring

that Martinez lost some

velocity on his fastball, but on this

night the pilch was clocked fre-

quently at ')] mph.

It was his wildness. not his

fastball, that got him in trouble.

After wasting two hits in the

first inning. Baltimore went up 5-

in the scxond. Ixjpcz homered

on the first pitch he saw with the

Orioles, driving an 8M mph fast

ball into the left-field seats against

Martinez, who gave up only seven

homers last season.

lay Gibbons followed v^th a

single and David Segui was

plunked in the back with a pilch

before l^rry Bigbie hit a tapper in

front of the plate that Maninez

fielded and threw wildly to first,

allowing Gibbons to score. Luis

Malos then hit an RBI single.

Manny Ramirez singled in a

run to make it 5-1 in the third.

The Red Sox put runners on sec-

ond and third with two outs in Ihe

fourth before newcomer Pokey

Reese inexplicably bunted and

was easily thrown out.

With two on and two outs in

the Boston fifth. Ponson struck

out Kevin Millar on three pilches.

Baltimore reliever Rodrigo

Lopez snuffed a two-on, two-out

threat in the sixth, and the Orioles

pulled away with a three-run sev-

enth against Mike Timlin. After

Melvin Mora walked and Tcjada

singled with two outs. Palmeiro

hit an RBI single and javy Lopez

doubled in two runs.
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TODAY'S
rROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

4 &4Cl«ly, brMiy
«IM a ^h»- ~

\1 a«M«<na)

phevkxm puuli aocvfo

1\L Bfc e^£K It4 A
JIFTI IMITH XOUK

HtX. . OOir WAIT GUY JOST TDlP

T**3« reCfU THAT THET CCULPM'T

HA\/t Txe U)eKT« eiCAijSt »we
jeibc CRPWEp TVS VAST C*Jfe

WHX OJWI'T HI Tta FAK THTt

13 Suah* ingfadwnt
14 LovwaMaif
l« BlHbliM>
17 BMim*nl

•MmaCv* » »Kii I

10 FmIwi
21 Pulan ipfMdw
22 Bantooounns
23 l(i«lno«f*

2» SalikMin
27 Omc

36 Tiwnfian ofana
16 Rnoaoui
36 PCcHpnsM'
3S Caduny ndgn
41 RoolpnibMno
43 NMHIMI
44 AmMlly
4« Fwc^iaqua
4« NMl-agaMMn
4a Adnutt (3 <>• I

SI Hag L «^|u* M
&3 1 1lh lyad* (uniM AOnMILak*
U RMd maaunanl
Vt Cat • toot

61 OVoonvnand
12<Ml>l

66 HU9 0I )<•

S3

lOL-jfJUH .v^m,^
unco LHtnm

tiuu)ao(=i wui tr>ifji:K»]

MHB"fi UOOIt UU(J

Hl'lUCI (.IWfO

['<>;.v.iiMi:i I inwuMiiimo
xxivm WHttr.tci omwu
ur.tH(4 ;.Miju)iiu Liiin^

\t «4i « iHMU

3 (Milan

mammaVw
itianiad

<2Mi*)
4 Savad raooidi
» KnigNtyiaa
6 UnunpaMah

\M^^BDjj]te3

m I

6 -Wa-
• Narey
10 Ooaicnaiaa

68 Cimiaaa and
WwWio

70 Almoalnava*

/J barfiniaai

II

12 KNlnalniaa
ii Huna ttat
16 TaUaaaH
M Paoaflaal
24 TuhrMai
2« Thraamnonia
27 Noturtian
2i iwnaai - ZiKa
29

}4 Maddkigkn
3' Skylkialaaiui
4(1 r—'

—

42 <

46

47
60 TaMaaanoM*
62 HadiDhaM
64 Navadacaaon
M - ihaiMt
67 Sraai-
66 TMXdBi
•OBMpatl
62 Spaoa p«ai.ad«<

A3 naartu
•4 a<i*a)EiiM
66 la loFntl
67 Ml rank

1 Bland
t Piilay pan 30 QmiMnk

for student

artists for the

remainder of

the semester.
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Dining Commons Menu
DC. contact: 4tJ-S45-2626

LUNCH
• Cavatelli Supreme
• Battered Fish

• Native Harvest Stew

(vegan)

DINNtR
• Chit ken Fajita

• Southern Frie<l Steak

• Thai Seitan

(vegan)

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

MONDAY
• High: 39

• Low: 25

TUESDAY
. High: 48

• Low: 29

WEDNESDAY
• High: 51

• Low: 33

^
Production Crew

On staff today

\ICHT EDITOR
Irnnitet [astwood

PHOTO TECHNiCIAN
\niU Jjmulnjs

( OPY EDITOR
Andy Vogt

PRODUCTION SUPiR\ ISOR
Shjnnon fjrnn^Uui VoJ/ I'lhl

PRODUCTION STAFF
Dianj Mogilevskv/ RusseW Silva
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You name it, and I've done

it. I'd like to say I did it my
way. But that line, I'm afraid,

belongs to someone else. ^ li
s.jmmy Davis, Ir.

aquarius • mn. 20-Fn. is

>()u're really clever. Use your cleverness

tor ^(KXi.

pisceS • FrB. 19-MAit. 20

lust I hill. It's a time for mellowness.

aries • mak. 2iapr. 19

Co tor a wander It's like a walk without

a destination.

taurus • apk io-mm 20

Btt'r is the rrxist important beverage man

can buy.

gemini • mav2i-iun. 21

lust Ijetause you are getting paid doesn't

make ytxj a professional.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Be fjower hungry. Hunger is the \yest

motivator.

leO • IM -'3-AbC 22

()on't let your low sell-esteem ruin your

night.

virgO • Aw;. 2J-Sm. 22

A weight has l)een lifted trom vinjr

shouklers.

libra • stn 2)-<> 1. 22

That was a heads up call — way to take

advantage ol oj)portunities.

Scorpio • On. 23-Nov. 21

Sit alone on a couch.

Sagittarius • n .• df 2)

Listen to Air Supply. It s time to rock out.

Capricorn • ou 22 ian. iq

\\,i\ to strew cvcaone over.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
M'ARTMtNT K)R RfST^ FMPIOYMFVT

S450 GriHip Fundrawcr

Schedulinn; Bonus

Fralemitii-s-S m miics

Student CinHips: 4 htiursiit

your gnxip's nmt PLUS tmr

free (yes, fret) fiinJr.iisinK

siJutioas EQUALS $1.00)-

$2,000 in caminjfi tor yinir

gnKip. CJllTOn.AYf.ir^i

$450 K>nus wlu-n ynu

schedule your n«»n-sales

fundraiser with

CampasFundraiscr. (.Jmtact

CampusFiirKlraiscr. (888)

92V52 58, i.r visit

www.campusfundraiser.ciim

\l'\k'IMISl lOR KfM

Mill Valley E-stato n«w
Renting! 2 hedmi

$1050/1 ia\ IMnii

$1 350/1400 No last murilKs

rent, Free Heat 6* Hot

Water, 2 full haths, AC. t>i

busline Mon-Fn IO-5pm

253-7377

FWandywine Aprs Now

lea-sinK, l&i2 bedroom apts.

Leases be^in June, July, AuR

or Sep. First come, fint

serve. Get them while they

Ust. wY^y.^ipimivwine

apts.com Sti >p by or I ^ill

549-0600.

HoKin *, Anidir. i lx\lri«H\i.

IvirJwxnl til KITS, sUkIv .la'.i

in basement. Ciibkr, tek--

phiHie (internet ,»tn-ss) in

all bedrtmrns and sukIv.

NtTW SHCWING tor

JUNE and SF;rTHMRF:R

NO FEES wTvw.amher-

stlincnlnrealtv.a^)m253-

7879

Center ot town I, 2, 3 bed-

rooras; hardwinid floors.

NOW SHOWING for

JUNE and SEITEMRER
NO V)r.VJ> wwT»..imher

stlincolnrcaltvcom 253

7879

AUTO FOR SAI I

$500!!! Police Impounds.

Cars from $500 Hondas,

( :hevy's. Jeeps, etc. for list-

inKs, 1-800-319-3323 Ext.

4554

FMPIOYMf NT

Uical Business Ls hiring

marketers Part Time $10-

1 5/hrQill Alison 0413-

627-9043

Banetxler Tr.iiTicis NeL\led

$250 a day potential. L(x;al

pc»itions 1-800-293-3985

Ext516

t wiiup C A miiM.'l> lis .4iid

Special Needs (. ^imp

t jmnselorv Town ol

.Amherst l>iy t limps. TTie

Town of Amherst scvks

C-imp ( "(Xiaselors tor its

day camps openited by the

Leisure Ser\'ices ami

Supplemental Fxlucntion

.l\-p.irTmeni (LSSE) P;>st

ciinp toiinselini; expen-

ence. other experiences

w^orkiriK with -cIkkiI a^i'

chiklrc-n, and/or related

course-work in element,ir\

i\liic.ilion hii;hlv ilesir.ible

.Also sivkiny camp cmin-

selutT* to work one-on-one

with special iut\ls campers,

cxp. working with spc-cial

iieei.ls population preferred.

Must be KSyrs. Old. $

r.mtv for Kith positions:

$8.l9.-9 48hr;35-40hrs

per week, June 21 to Auy.

10. Applicalions available

troni Town Hall. Hum.in

Reviurce IVp' • Bultwixx.!

Wilk. Amherst. (41 3)256-

4065 FA|ual Employment

Action Employer

M.irketini; A«ency Stx'ks

l."hiti,'oiiiv; Hiub Energy

liuli\ idu.ils for promotions

$l5/h.nir 888-477-6668

www.hauspromotitwvs.com

f MPIOVMf ST

ArihNIK'NL-K.Xl'l-.A'l-

FJlSPlav&it:.>.H.b H,«ve

hin - Make $$$ Top Boys

Sports C^mp in M.iine

kxAinn for statf to instrik i

6i coach LAX. .AwesoriH'

Summer' Work with kids'

Top silaries, FT^EE

rm/KI/trvl .illow. Apply

online ASAP: www.camp-

LobKisseecoin

Play sports! Have funi

Save Moneyl Sixirts c;.imp

in M.iine. tiiaches needed:

Tennis, RisketKill, Base-

ball, Water-sports, Ropes

Qmrse, tJolf. .Aahery, and

more. Work C~)utikx)rs and

Have a Great Summer!

Ciill Free: (888) 844-8080

or .Apply

www.campcedar c< mi

Moving: Local moving

company lixikini; tor self

moiiv.ited indixkluals. pan

time positions avaibbie

inimeiliately Weekday

.iv.iil.ibllity .1 plus. R.iisc-s

coMiinensurate with per-

toniiance. Potential for tips.

• C Kxxl attinides are a must.

G.ll (41 3) 584-4746

EMPLOYMENT

Lite V m.trii'. iiui ^« nil

Instniciors The Town ot

.Amiiersi sc-eksqiMliticJ

lifevjLirds ,ind swim instnn

tiTs. Lifeguards must liokl

current certitKations

inclikling: Lite I iu.irJ

Training First Aid. .inJ

C:PR. $8.l6-9,4«hr; 35 4^^

hrs per wix-k. Applications

available from .^mherst

Leisure Services. Blnl^

( ^omiiuinitv t x-nter, 70

IViJtwiHKl Walk, .Amherst

F^ual EmpKiNTiienl

(.\i|x>nuniry / Aftimiaiivi

.Action Employer

"B..riendim;"$250/I>.i\

Potential. No Experience

Nesi , Training proviikil 1
•

SCO ^5.6S20 Fxt 162

FOR RENT

Moviiik; ott L.iiiipus '
.Mod

.irea niilai iigents ,ii apart-

ment lomplex fair. TTiurs

Apnl I 10-3 on the CX;

CiinoHirse. Spoiivired by

Oimmiiter ;Ser\'ices

WttAVCsIm org

HOUSE FOR RENT

INSTRUCTION

I iiiscrsii^ BiriciKiing

Classes start nxm!!! C jll for

infomvition 1 'W-U-

( :.AN-M1X ww-vk.universitv

bartetKling.com

MIS( EllANEOliS

Jack Schit for President! It

you are a collegi.' suulent

tnily concerned aKHit the

lutiire check luit wlwt Jack

b.is to s;iv nghl .iwav www

ikksilutlori^rc-hlcnt ^imi

SFRVirES

PliilosopliK.ll I Vmnseling.

.Amherst.

Phikisoch ^ I '>i.il> yuc net

Resumes and Ciivcr Lettfts

Prolessivin.ii .mJ

Caistomired offering to mar-

ket your skills Aftofdahle

priics, timely st-rvice. By

email, phone, or in person

t:all4n467 744^'

IVivers ,iikI Kikhen help

wanteil Apply at P.P.

l>>ugh downtown Amherst

ll.klles Newer li\c

Redttxim Honu- 549-4270

We do l.iplop .ind desktop

computer rep.iir starting at

$39.00 413-';84-8857.

iVegn.inl ' Need lulp.' Citll

Birthright ot .^mhet^t area

tor free teslinu atvl a.v.is-

tance 549-1906

SERVICES

PRht iN.\Nl Y TFsriNG,

HIV Ti-sting. Btrth l^ontrol.

.itiJ Emergencv

t xintr.Kepnon. Aflord.ibic

and contiik-nfial T.i|xstrv

Health. 27 lVa\ Strivt,

AnilK-iM. 548-9992

SUMMER SUBLET

Summer sublet 2 K\lro<>in

,« Rolling Vlreen 6/1 -8/24

2s6 lTt^>

2 Ktlrooni-. Iiili\ tiiniislu.\i

.ip.mnunt, 1 till! b.ith

Avail.ible June Isi-

SeptemKr 1st. c:iill R.ichel

S:\m,in " 7S1 264 1512

Spring Break 2004 Tr.ivel

with STS, Americi's «l

Student TiHir (.VT'II'T •''

Jamaica. ( liiuiin.

.Acapuko. Bih.im.is ind

Florida, Now hiring campus

reps. C-ill for grinip dis-

counts.

Inti inii.it ii iii/Resi-rA alii >ns

I -SOO MM 4849 or

www.ststravcl.coili For

more inlonualion conLicl

STA Travel .11 41 3-2 56-

1261

TRAVEl

^^7 4< .ANllJN Bim

pnce. UMASS VENlXm
billing spntig bre.ik p.kk-

icvs l\i rn't get scimmed.

I .iixun. Negri! .Ac.ipuko.

Rilwm.is. FTonda $$* cim-

piis a-ps earn $$$

Hipn.itinn mm "sr I 4v.in

. iin

WANTED

MoiuA lot siudents. mm
cxisiiiii: bills into monthly

iniome, ww-w.payymjr-

^Itiii 'W «.om/excelinlife

NiiJeiil plioliigr.H^ber

i.ivils iiiikIcIs Friv he.hi-

sho|sW1^4S6-2SSSor

lon,ithanNesknik'*bol

m.iil.com

Young le.kkrs w.inteJ'

Cjime tor ni.irkeiing, le.ich-

ing. or public speaking, flex-

ible hours, full training con-

I.KI (S<y-iisw 6674

Video tixit.ige of .my

I IM.ivs not. will pay money

for fixnaBi-.Ciill 41 3-687-

W2

Place your own classified

ad I It's inexi^cnsive and

eflcctive. C^ll today!

413-545-3500
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Martinez
burned in

first loss

Lion tamers

Bv DA\'lt) GiNSBURU
.\SM11 lAItM I'lits*

BALTIMORI lAP) One bad inning did in

Pedro Martinez, jum like laM CXtubtfr.

Mvy Lopez homered and druse in thrtt.* runs, and

fclbw newcomers Rafael Palmeiro and Migu

, Tcjadu K>ih had two hii<. i

^t'Cl Sox 2_ |^*jd ih^. Orioles over th.

ik)«ion Red So\ 7 2 SundaeOrioles 7
nighi in Lee Mazzillis hrst

gai aru^er.

\ cd an unchariKteristit lapse in

control while yielding three second inning runs. Tli

Red Sox fell behind the New York Yankees t l-l )
n

the AL t^st for the first tinw this season b> virtue i'

ik 1 loss.

agents during a busy winter for the

Onoies, Lopez. Palmeiro and Tejada i-nmbined to go

7-for- 1 1 with three runs and loui RBIs. Tejitda was

also perfect on 1 2 chances at shunstup.

Martinez was the loser, giving up thn.-e runs, two

earned, and s^-ven hits in six innings. He struck out

(i\e. waH '

It \%.i ,, a game that counted

iiiKC Oct. 16. when the ihn.-e-time Cy Young .Awai'

v^nner blew a 5 2 lead against the Yankees in Gaiiu

7 of the M championship series, and New York

went on III \*'
'

" ^
Boston uli i-er Orads little for

among other thmgs. teavii\

king

I ink- » successor. Terry Franc«xu. watched the

Red Sox strand 14 runner* agaiitsl Sidney Ponson

and three reliefers in tcmpemiures that dipped into

the 10s.

Putvsun. the wnmer. aDowed one run, seven hits

and three walks m 5 2-1 imings. His fine effort

UM trounces

Penn State in

ECAC opener
By ANimtW MtRRITT

CoLUtJIAN StaPF

After a ihkso start, and a aeawn-threatening injury

to its top scorer, the Mascachusetts men's lacixwe

team seemed to be bound to the miss the high expec-

tations it faced after last years 1 1-3 season.

Although there are still live games left in their sea-

son - three against ranked teams — it would appear

that the Minuteinen i5 4. 1-0 Eastern College Athletic

(. onference) have broken free of their muddling early

^ season. evidetKed bs- a 17-8

UMjsS ]j_ win over Penn Suite ( M. 0-2

Penn Stale 8 ECACi Saturday

A live-goal first quarter

(Mished UMass into a kad it never relinquished, bol-

steied by hat tricks frxxn Neil Lundburg. Matt Tundo.

and Kevin Gkmz. who scored four goals on the day

Glenz also provided the eventual game winner,

when he scooped up a loose ball in fwnt of the Penn

State net with 2^ seconds Wft in the first halL and put

It home to make the score *ib and stifle a two-goal

run by the Nitiany Lions

The Minuiemen Hew out of the gates, scoring five

goals m the first 1 3 minutes Lundburg notched two

of hisihree in the outburst, and Gkmz scored his first

of tfiegame.

The Nittany Lions didn't retaliate until there were

50 secorxls leift in the opening stanza, when k>hn

I rentus scored off an asatsi from Gil Ptarsali. By that

<he dami^ was moatly dune, and Penn

V sed the deficit to less than two foak.

Amiime you're on tlie road, and you can go

S«e RED SOX on page 6

Senior Neil Lundhurx. »een here holdintc off a Hartford defender. MTored hi» hr»t hat trick ol the year

in the Minutemen's win over Penn Sute in State ColieKc, Pa. Saturday.

SeeMETSUXonpagee

On the Razor's edge

•WW
Minutewomen break a trend

By M.M I Bar-TiW
I llllft.lAN StA>»

Aside fnwn receiving free Tshiris. fans iM the

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team had souk-

thing to cheer about, as they watched the

Minutewomen map a sin-game kwing streak against

Diiqucsne yesterday. 12-11. on Fan Appreciation

An imaMistcd goal from
Ouquesnc 11 Kerry Connerty with 5:40

UMass 12 remaining in regulation

proved to be the game win-

Boston Bruins gtKiltender Andrew Raytroft, center, is congratulated by teammates after the Bruins

beat the New Jersey Devils 3-1, Sunday in East Rutherford, N.J. Raycroft made 1 3 saves in the win.

B*s down NJ,
win Northeast

Division title
By Tom C.^^AVAN
Assix lATHi Pbi SS

EAST RUTHERFORD. N.|. (AP) The

Boston Bruins earned an edge for at least the first

two rounds of the playoffs by making the New
jersey Devils' road to consecutive Stanley Cup
titles a little tougher.

Glen Murray set up a goal and scored another

in a big first-period, and the Bruins won the

Northeast Division title and helped take away the

Atlantic fiivision crown from the Devils with a 3-

I win on Sunday.

"It's absolutely a relicL" goaltcnder Andrew

Raycroft said after the Bruins bounced back from

a loss at home to New
Brums i_ jersey to win the division.

Qgyjl^ 1 "It's a huge win going into

the playoffs, coming on the

road and beating New jersey at home. It gives us a

lot of confidence.

"

The Bruins, who played without star center joe

Thornton for the second straight game because of

what's being called an upper body injury by the

team, will face the Montreal Canadiens in a bcst-

of-7 series starting on Wednesday in Boston.

The Bruins, the second seed in the Eastern

Conference, won the season series with the sev-

enth-seeded Canadiens 3-0- 1 -2.

"I think our confidence going in is as good as it

has ever been since I've been here." Bruins forward

Mike Knuble said. "Guys around here. I don't

know if it's the lockout or what, but guys are ready

lo bear down and play well."

The Devils didn't do that in blowing a chance to

win a second straight division title. New lersey

would have won the Atlantic with a second straight

win over the Bruins. However, the Devils come out

Hat in the first period, letting the Bruins score three

limes.

Coupled with the Flyers' 3 3 tie with the New
York Islanders, the Devils finished a point behind

Philadelphia in the Atlantic Division

The Flyers, the third seed, will now huvc home-

ice advantage in their first-round scries with New
lersey. the sixth seed. Philadelphia won the season

series, taking the final three games.

"It is a big deal." Devils goaltcnder Martin

Brodcur said. "We had a chance. It was in our

hands. They (the Bruins) really wanted it. I

thought we played pretty good but they got some
breaks early and they sal on the lead."

The Devils posted a 12-1 record at the

Continental Airlines Arena last year in winning

their third title since 1995.

Travis Green and Sergei Samsonov also scored

(or Boston, while Raycroft made 1 3 saves.

Alter failing to win the division title at home
Saturday in a 5-2 loss to the Devils, the Bruins

needed a win to secure their second division title in

three years.

While they were without Thornton, the good

news was the Bruins were on the road, where they

had gotten points in 1 5 of their last 16 games.

The Bruins dominated from the start, scoring

twice in the opening 2:51 and three times in the

first I 5:17, while limiting New jersey to one shot.

ner. as the Minutewomen captured their first victo-

ry sitice besting Holy Cross 9-6 to start the season.

Duquesne rode into Amherst unbeaten in its last

siv. leading the Atlantic lU with a 7 2 '2 A lOi

record.

"This game was extremely important to us. we

played well as a unit and beat tfK" best team in the

A- 10." said junior midfielder Maura McGarrity, who
led the Minutewomen wiih four points on three

goals aiKJ an assist

McGarrity's hat irn-n included the lying goal

coming with 7 58 left in the scxond halL After lead-

ing the team in shots through the first seven games

(32). McGarrity was able to find her stride as she

slasfK-d through the defense on dodges from the

eight-meter hash.

UMass jumped out to an early lead 2-0 lead

when Briana But>e<.k scored on a free position shot,

and ffope Zelinger found Kristin St. Hilaire 4:54

later. Alter the Dukes responded with a pair of

goals. UMass tri-captain Tracy Drown netted an

unassisted goal at 15:36, setting the stage for a

punch-for-punch battle. Duquense went on a 5-2

run to end the half, and took a 7-5 lead into the

locker room.

Charging out of the gates to start the second

frame. UMass scored four unanswered goals to take

a 9-7 lead. In her first game back since being side-

lined for two games with a kidney injury. Lindsay

Cassell surted the surge by putting home an assist

from Drown at I 03 of the second After Stacie

Polk-ick of Duquesne was sent off the field for a

three-minute infraction. Bubeck toc»k advantage of

the extra attacker by tying the game on a bounce-

shot at 1 1 :24. Duquesne managed to tie the game at

9-9, 10-10. and 11-11, before Connerty scored the

go-ahead goal en route to the season's first upset.

At 2-7. UMass is still in contention to make the

A- 10 tounuiment. Since the Dukes wvre their first

conferetKe foe. the Minutewomen are a perfect 1-0.

with hopes of finishing anM>ng tfte top-four qualify-

ing teams.

"I know how good we can play, we almost beat

Syracuse and BU and both those teams arc national-

ly ranked." UMass coach Carrie Bolduc said.

"DuquestK was (the first) A- 10 opponent and we
understood how important jthe game) was

"

Before yesterday, the Achilles heel for UMass had

been maintaining leads in the final five minutes.

Despite owning a lead in the coiKluding minutes of

four eventual losses. UMass was never able to run

out the clock.

To answer the problem, the Minutewomen came
out firing against the Dukes, dcxlging and shooting

rather than stalling with uixler two minutes to play

With a 12-11 lead. UMass was able to seal the win

by attacking the net. and beating Duquesne to the

sideline after shots. UMass maintained possession

during most of the final 5:40 of scoreless play

"Our problems seemed to come in the final two

minutes when we tricxi running around and prevent-

ing the other team from stealing the ball." Bolduc

said. "This game we attacked until the final horn.

using motion and (aggressively) attacking by going

to the cage."

The UMass defense was arK'hored by junior

Kristin St. Hilaire. who spent the game shadowing

the two-time Inside Lacrosse Player of the Week
Honorable Mention. Ginger Flocco. Flocco. the

Dukes' leader in goals and points, was held to three

goals on the day.

1

See BRUINS on page 6

( ("H1RTT..SY KAREN «INI .IM

Blame it on the rain

The Massachusetts softball team's Saturdy doubleheader at Saint Joseph's was cancelled due to

poor field conditions, as was UMass baseball's three-game set against Richmond at home.

ARE YOU INTO THE SCENE?
Look for It at t#iase looatlonm mtarting today

Amherst Booits • Amherst Brtwlng Company • Amherst College • Berkshire Dining Common • Big Y • Bistro 63 ft Monkey Bar- Bluetwail • Bniegger's Bagel Bakery

• Bueno Y Sano • Campus Center concourse • Coffee Shop • Daisy's Restaurant • Delano's • Fine Arts Center • Franklin Dtalag Comaon • The FlywiiMt • Food

For Thought • For The Record • Gallery A3 • Hampshire College • Hampshire Dining Common • The Hatch • ik^titn 44 • Mt. Nolyoke Coiiogo •MulNn* CMter Ice

Rink • Mystery Train • Panda East • The Pub -R. Michelson Gallery • Ht 9 Diner • Smith College • Student Union -Ikrade Roots • Worcester Dining Common
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Controversy:
Precedent for Judiciary's challenge of

Instant Runoff Voting set in 1998

By MiaissA Blankstiln

CxlLLK,|AN Sta»»

Keeping the historv of the Student

Government Association's past elections in

mind, the controversy sunuunding last week's

electkms shoukl r»ot have been a surprise.

"SGA alua>s violates the bylaws, but not

(with ntalkcj." said lason Bissonnette. fomier

secretary of Administrative Affairs He cited the

fact that people are primarily ne\* candidates

every election cycle, as a coiurifnitor i.
.

tli. T>ri>b-

lem.

In 2000, the Seiwte election^ vmiv wu.iwti

out. The SGA operated w«tf»oui a Senate Irom

November lo February In 2lKM . thetr were con

cerm over a muuing ballot bo»

Yet. the presidenlial and trustee etectkm*

have not been thru^-n out smee l*»*W. Many sen-

ators hack then \»ete cxjncemed about the prece-

dent the !*»»»< election woukJ set When the

2004 ludiciary tiled its ruling last l-rKlay, it

inekided a copy of the |udit.tar\ n \^*i» ruling,

whkh seetns to prove those now graduated sen-

atoniof 1 448 right.

To understand the magnitude of the 1948

efections. students ncx"d to urxliTStand what hap-

pened durn^ kMl week With that inkirmation in

mind, the 1998 elections will scvni thai much

more relevant to the issue ai hand

' MMTS or EUCTION 2004

Ikjnoff Vobng attempted

as an electoral reform option

UMHined shident body

I to vote usmg IRV

Bertohire Dining Common in

2004*<EiKnM

The storv of tha prendflM and

trustee elections starts last October when Steve

Hoeschele was elected chancellor ol eltvtions.

Ikieschele is a self proclainted activist for

Instant Run-off Voting (IR\ ). telling the jastices

last Meek that he spends

much of his free time

outside of SGA working

on spreading the IRV

word.

When he came to

Senate to uike his place

as chancellor. then-

Attorney General Mark

Morrison grilkd hint on

IRV Ntorrison did not

think that IRV sv

vkvrk within the

Constitution because of

a conflict with the

'majority or plurality"

clause.

IjMt week the

hxliciary agrcx-d In their ruling, they explained

that uixler the IRV system a candidate may v,\n

the plurality of. or the most, voles, but lose the-

elections. "This situation dkl not happen la>t

week. In presidenlial candidate Lduardo

Bustamante^ ekxtion atxl trustee carxlidate

Matttiew Vlurphy's recounted vote, both candi-

dates won the first round and the final round ol

counting. However, bcxaase the possibility ol

winning the plurality but not the majority exists,

the kidioary ruled it uncoastitutional.

Sea S6A on page 2

tnol

Student* vole lor the Student (Jovcmment AsMKiation pre»idenl and tru»lce elecii««nft in the Ctmin-

hot month.

Sigma Phi Epsilon brothers camp out for cancer
B> MAriMiv^ Co\s4»iisi

tklLLR'IAN STAFf

Wilder Cusick, a freshman psychok.g> major, and Mark Servidio. a junior psvchology and sports management major, man a

table on the Student Union lawn for the SiRma Epsilon "Campout for Cancer" fundraiser. Members of the fratemitv will be

camping out on the lawn this week until the group reaches its $1,500 goal.

the bri.'ihci^ I'l Nifni.i V\<

imping out across from the Student

I nion in an effort to raise ttx)tH'\ li>r the

Cancer Society of .Anwrica

The bnxher^ will be LHJiMde i^amftr,

all day and night this wtvk and wun i \\

kaiving until they raise SI.5U0 for the

! t was started by a brxjther

ii.xn dk-d of cancer and it's been a

'n in our house as of last year." said

Dan IX'IbiiKc^o. a senior politkal science

niiijor

One of the brothc-rs is also a catKcr

>ur%i\or. making the c^enl more perH>nal

for everwrne in Sigl p
•V. f)an ludwi^. \n.e presi

dent ' riiicaiions lor SigKp. the

ba>thers hope to reach their giwl by Friday

but will remain outside even longer until

thcv reach that anKxini.

"Wen.- staying here We mean busi

ness." sjiid Lrik Diamoixl. a senior

last years camp-out raised o\er

SI .201) in just three days, and thcv plan to

increase their goal each year

"VVe decidetl to take a loiipei linic

fraiTK- I
this yearj k-cause we upped the

ante." said Wilfred Morin, a second

semester la-shman civil engincx-ring major

and the fraternity'^ philanthaipy chair Ik-

said that so lar the ro^|>'nsc ha^ Kvn \en

positive

"People have been gre-ai. ihey doiiiite

vshatever they've got. " said Morin

He iHkled that being out all wwi i

people a greater opportunity to dmwju

becau«e there v»ill alwavs be sooKMne
i- At k»si three

i time*

Pan ot the idea IS that v\c

fighting the ekuK'nts VVe hi>i«i

.gni/e that and give a In

I Vllotaconcv

To keep moraW up. hx^hers sii>p b\

(X'riodically to k hev k

"Guys drop of I

\*ann." said Wilder Sucid-

Diamond also sees the can.; . w. .. »

to promote a more jvisitive image ol tra

temitk's on campu^

"It's setting a message to tfie campus

that we're- willing to stkk it out in td

for a good cause. It givc-s Gnx-k> .j

name, saying we re- not just having p.i

hut Irving tu Ktter the community and liu

campus." said Diamond.

According to l>elloiacono. this lunJ

raiser is one of many that Sigma I'hi

Ivpsilcm has dorK-; he said each month the

lratemit\ dcx-s ctHnmunity service In

addition to last vciii - campnut. SigLp ha-

raised moiK-y tor Hig Brothei-s. Big Si

of Amherst, the AnilK-r^t SuiAival t.

Make a Wish Inundation: the An

Cancer Society and have aln* doi

drives and other charitabk c-vc-nis

"It ^'ts the whole broiherKKid loteiiv

er to do scmiething g-iKKl. We Ao a lot ol

gtKKl -ifufl. said Paul l.lli^. a iunn>r com
munications aiul Lnglish double major "H

pcx>ple don't notice us now. they'll notice

us in three days when we hit\e icick--

hanging off i.>ur lace-

Bush says he lacked

information to

prevent 9-11 attacks

Flash flood kills 25 in Mexican border city

By Hope Yen
Ass<x 1.STH) Prhss

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush said yesterday he

will tell the commission investi-

gating the Sept. I I attacks that

his administration lacked the

information needed to prevent

the terrorists from striking.

The federal panel reviewing

the attacks plans to meet soon

with Bush and Vice President

Dick Cheney in a joint private

session to determine whether

anything could have been done

to .stop the attacks.

A date for the meeting has

been set but neither the commis-

sion nor the White House has

disclosed it. Bush said he looks

forward to "sharing information

with them."

"Let me just be very clear

about this." he said. "Had we

had the information that was

neces.sary to stop an attack. I'd

have stopped the attack. ... If

we'd have known that the enemy

was going to lly airplanes into

our buildings, we would have

done everything in our power to

stop it."

After the attacks, "this coun-

try immediately went on war

footing and we went to war

against al-Qaida. And we're

going to keep after them until

they are brought to justice and

America is secure." Bush told

reporters while on a trip to

See BUSH on page 3

Flood hits Mexico
A flash fltXKJ swept through

Piedras Negras. Mexico, in

Coahuila state At least 21 were

reported dead and another 60

were nriissing

lU Oii..\ R. Rmmn.i i/

As.MH IATH> PRhss

UNITED STATES

TEXAS

50 ml "T^ -. » .Antonio
50 km ^^

hsconJulo Riwr ^ V pggg

Piedras ^, .

Negras \^ '

COAHUILA

MEXICO

SOURCE ESRI AP

PIf DRAS M;C.RAS. Mexico (AP)

Torrential rains swelled a tributary of the

Rio Grande River by 2i feel early yesterday,

causing a Hash Hood that inundated a

Mexican border city, killing at least 25 peo-

ple and forcing hundreds more into shelters.

Dozens more people were missing: the

death loll was expected to rise. Mexico

declared a state of emergency in the area.

Floodwaters from the hscondido River

began receding after the rain stopped by

midday, but heavy, dark clouds liKimed over

Piedras Negras. a city of 20l).00l) |Vople

about I 50 miles southwest of San Antonio.

Supplies of drinking water, electricity

and gas were cut.

Hundreds of people were left homeless,

radit.) stations reported, and announcers

read the names of peoj^le staying .il shelters

to help families find missing leialivcs.

The heavy rains began Sunday and the

downpours intensified around midnight,

causing the river to overflow and flooding

dozens of houses in a working-class area of

tin-roof shacks within 1 5 minutes, city offi

cials said

"Houso vvcil vompkicly ^vvo|'l i

Cars Hipped over, .some on top ol

other." said Marcela .\puirrc. spokcswi.

lor the city in t oahuila ^late. "There is nv

power, no gas. no waiei."

At least 25 people were killed, ^uiil

Coahuila stale civil protection authority olli

cial Fernando Horta. More than half were

elderly and two were children. Piedia^

Negras Red Cross president Alfonso Bies

said.

Sixty people were reported missing. Bres

said.

"Several senior citizens basically did noi

have the strength to resist," he said.

State auihoriiie-^ esiiiiiaied thai floiKlwa-

lers destroyed or seveiely dantaged at least

500 homes and )IK' car'".

Mexico's Interior Depiirtment declared a

state of emergency in the area, a declaration

that releases federal hinds to help the city

rebuild.

local factories offered shelici to their

workers, radio stnlions reported I he popu

lation of Piedras Negras has swelled in

recent years as residents from Mexico's inte-

rior arrived looking for factory work.
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BitCK TO OCTIMBI

After debating with Hoeschele,

Morrison sat down, having gotten

Hoesthele to agree to amend the

bylaws so that this would not be a

problem.

Hoeschele did bring IRV to the

Administrative Affairs committee

in l^rcember According to

Bissonnetie. Hoeschele and the

.Administrative Affairs committee

decided that because the phrase

"majorit> or pluralit>" had "or."

IRV would not violate the

Constitution. The ludkiaiy dis-

agreed.

'In my opinkm it is (cunstiiu

tionall.' Hoeschele said at the

heanng. "When it came before the

Administrative Affairs commitlee

and they were very apprehensive

about it, I withdrew it. and said.

no, thanks.' I went ahead with it

for this election,

hoping that peupk
\^oukJ urxierstand

it and not be afraid

of it.'

The Flections

Coinmission has

the discretion to

choose any method

to run an clevtion.

according to the

SGA Constitution.

Senator Craig

CJoldschmidt
admitted, at last

Wednesday's meet-

ing, that Senators knew IKV ~a-

coming, but that no one wrote a

motion to pa-vent Hoeschele from

usinij it in the elections.

MV

Hueschek. for his pan. did go

lo several of those Administrative

Affairs meetings to explain how
IRV worked.

"It's as simple as that — one.

two. three." said l^eter Vtclofy lo a

-nwill crowd on March 21. when

explaining IRV Vickcry, a native of

Wales now residing in Amherst, is

the president of Fair Vole Mass. an

organization dedicated to using

IR\ in Massachusetts

\Kker> spoke at an informa-

iion ses<iion organized by

P

d

! Shear Bliss
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hup IhhuarhLss imageAII lotn

Mt»( hr hi«iked with MC (ir Vna.

Ni> sIviwH Huhject lo 50^> dungr.

AUuw 2 htnirs per Student pccial.

Hoescliele to help educate a Miiall

group of student voters on IRV.

During the session. Vickery

explained how candidates are

ranked to employ a run-off system

instantly.

An IRV ballot works in this

way: a voter ranks the candidaies

by preference, instead of only

choosing one of multipk; candi-

dates When the ballot is counted,

all the first choke votes are count-

ed first. If no one candidate-

achieves a majority (50 percent or

more), then the caixlidate with the

lowest amount of first choice votes

is taken away. Those eliminated

balk>ts' second choices are then

counted as first choice voles and

the totals are recalculated This

process continues until a candi-

date gets the majority

V ickery used the 200U National

Presidential elections as an exam

pk- o< an ekxtion in which IRV

would have made
a critical diftei

encc. Fk explained

that man\
IVmocrats com
plaiiKd

Party

Ralph Nader took

away vcMes from

the Dcnuxrais,

allowing the

Republicaiu lo

win If IRV had

been uscxl, voters

could have sitll

have Voted for

Nader, but their second -choice

candidate might have been Gore,

allowing the IXrmocrats to win

On this year's belkM and in

accompanying pamphlets.

Hoeschek explained IRV. saving

that It wouki guaranttx ' <.

Howc-ver. the re>ult^ •>( .ii

Buslamante actually won with

44.6 percent of the voles, a plural

iiy but not a majority.

This rvsult confused many
SGA officials Russell Plalo. a for-

mer SGA official, said at the

ludkiary hearings that he wns con

fused why it came out as a plurali

"As a member of the executive

cabinet. I attended Administrative

Affairs committees, had casual dis-

cussions vMih the ChaiKelkx of

Ekctkxis in the office, had casual

discussions with the Attorney

General, went to the Senate iiKet-

ings where IRV was discussed a

lawyer came into Admini.strative

Affairs to explain how it worked."

he sakl. "Based on all of those

experiences, my understanding

was that IRV had to produce an

absc)lute majority."

Others have also expressed

confusion. Tim [)aly, governor of

Southwest. told The
Massachusetts Daily Collegian a

story of how some people thought

that the ranking system was a

point system. The No. I choice

would get three points, choice No.

2 would get two. and so on.

However, this was not the case.

Pari of the ludiciarys recom-

mendations in its ruling states that

MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
Massachusetts Initiative for New

Teachers (MINT)
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Eduardo Bustamante (top left)

WM elected SGA president in last

month's elections; Speaker Jared

Nokes (top right) was named

interim president after the elec-

tions were declared unconstitu-

tional; Steve Hoeschele, chan-

celtor of elections, instituted the

Instant Runoff Voting system this

year; SGA Attorney General Mark

Morrison (bottom right) did not

t)elieve IRV would work with the

constitution.

not only would a constitutional

amendment be necessary in

regards to the "majority or plural-

ity" clause, but so wouki a grant

from the Massachusetts State

Government "guaranteeing that

every current student and all

incoming student |sic| be educat-

ed on the format and counting

procedures under the IRV' method

of ekction."

This is nc*cessarv because the

ludiciarv fourvl that (he contusion

about IRV. as expressed by Plato

and other officials at the hearing.

had a 'hannful effect." because

the student body was not properlv

infonncd or educated twi the for-

mat of the ballot, and this may

have kd to a signilicani elTcvt on

the vole or on the ability to vote.

The definition of "harmful

effect" came from the IW8
ludiciarv ekvtions ruling The cur

rent ludiciarv altaclK\l the I^Wi<

ruling lo their ruling for 2U04.

For the Senate's pan. thev

chose not lo ratify the ekciMns

based on what happened during

the ekction prwccss. not on IRV

"Violaikms happc-n every year,

but these scvm to be a kn more

egregious than they have been in

the past." sakl fomtcr preskknt

Dave Carr.

Carr lukJ The CiJkgian that

violations included Berkshire

Dining Common being cloaed

both nK>mings. whkh. 'is almuM
like not ftaving California vole in

the n.i' '. ..lion."

Ik Died lo the trustee

recount When it wi»s first count-

ed. Carr won in the second round

of voting by ID voles. A recount

was calkd. and Murphy wun by

17. There was not a second

recount.

"Plus, we didnt even have a

system lo have a recount." he sakl

"lis supposed to be st)n>eihing we
have set up in a publk nK-ciing

*

The Senate txhoed these c-on»-

piaints

Senator Michael Sheridan,

from Southwest South, where

only six peopk voted because it

was intended that they vole at

Berkshire, was cNpcviallv angry.

"I am going to Ntai>d lor 'i.OlH.'

Southwest South '«ludenl^ and

fight for their right to vole." he

said. "This isn't the fault of the

Senate. This is the lault of the

Klectk»ns Commi«*si«.Hi Wc need

to place the blame where it

belongs."

Carr agreed.

"This is by no fault of the peo-

pk inside the SGA that this hap-

pened." he said "This is some-

thing that the Flections

Commission, which is almost a

separate body, dkl on its own and

they Screwed this up for everyone

else. Hopefully, this will bring out

moK people to vote btvause they

see flow clo.se this is to a lot of peo-

pk and how close it was in the

secxwkl round."

lared Nokes. former speaker of

the Senate, is now the president as

outlined by the Constitution when

there is a vacancy in the presiden-

^

tial offke. He sees his term as

being on an interim-basis only

"The imponant thing is we're

going to continue as we were," he

said. "The judicial braiwh stepped

in. They dcvlared the elections lo

be invalid. I'm going to lake over

as president to till a month period,

then I'm going to step back down
to being speaker and were going

to replace the speaker with some-

body else and the system will con-

tinue working
"

Bustamante. wfio won the ekc-

tions with more than ^00 voles,

tiivis a lot of conilict of interest in

wfiat has gone on.

"I feel that there are tremen

dous conllkts of interest where

people who were emotionally

invested in campaigns are i>ow

nuiking decisions not to ratify the

elections by

rationalizing tech-

nicalities.' he

said. "I don't

think that anyone

is doing anything

they think is

unjust in the end

or tftey think is

wrong for stu-

dents . It's just

that tfiere is «t>

much influeiKinf

and clouding their

visKwi."

These techni-

calitk's have thrown out elections

before.

Sn

In \>¥i». a more compounded

set of problems dcvasuted the

first round of electwns. The year

2O04 has not seen the same depth

of cofKems.

On the initial balkit set fur

Maivh 9 and lU. 12 candidates

were oftkially in the race Yet. ifw

night before ckcikms. three of

those candidates were removed

from the balkt Dan Parker, can-

didate for president, and Erik

Hansen, candidate tor trustc'e.

were removed from the election

based on alkgations that their

campaign signs had covered those

of other cartdidates.

Neither candidate was present

at the 'i p.m hearing, arxl later

claimed that neither knew of the

iKaring. They also claimed that

they had no help posting flyers,

hut did not commit these acts

themselves.

"1 know I didn't put any of our

flyers over anyone else's and I dkl-

n't tear any down. Dan gave me
his word that he didn't know

either." Hanson told The

Collegian.

lenn Casasanto, a candidate

for president, was also taken off

the ballot for illegal flyer posting,

as well as acquiring illegal cam-

paign funding.

Eleanor Court, an ALANA
(African. Latino. Asian and Native

American) Caucus member who
would later go on to win the final

election, claimed that Casasanto's

running mate, the trustee at the
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time, had put in nominaikwi forms

just to give money to Casasanto.

"I sakl. So you're going to put

your name on the poster to get the

money for knn. then drop out?'

He sakl yeah, and he was kind of

laughing like it was a joke." Court

told the Elections CommissKMi in

1998.

Casasanto fired back with alk-

gations against Amy Petlegrino.

providing film with supposed pk-

lures of students tearing dovwn

Casanto's flyers. This film was

developed that night at 12 50 a.m.

By the next morning, the photo-

graphs dkl not show any evidence

to support Casasanto's claim.

The ekcikms vwtii on with

Pelkgrino wining the presklency

and Court wining the trustee posi-

tion. However, because of tfie con-

fusion over wtKMe

name should

appear on the bal-

kt. two other can-

didates' names

were crossed out

by accident durit^

the polling at

Franklin Dining

Commons Also,

there were clainu

that some Dining

Commons were

not fulK open, and

absentee ballots

were not available

everywfiere

CarfcM Alvarez, the chancellor

orekcik)ns in 1998. felt that over

all. despite these infractions, the

ekctions were successful.

However. Alvarez did ikm

deliver the Senate the electwns

report, whkh is needed for the

Senate to ratify ekctkms. Fie abo

resigned because his Elections

Conunisskm felt that the report

Alvarez had written was irauffi-

cient.

IT^ pufpoM [for not QBng the

roponi^is to avokl amoUing the

clecdaMHf these ekalioa»«K not

ratified there will not be new elec-

tkms until next year.' Ah^arez toM

TheColkgian.

This actwn left the Senate con-

fused because nothing in the

Constituikm or bylaws explairwd

what shoukl happen if no electkin

repon is filed. Counaei Charles

DiMarc. who was counaei in both

the 1998 and 2O04 elections,

offered advke to the Seruite.

He sakl that tf>c Senate shoukl

not ratify the results because of

the lack of absentee ballots.

Students coukl sue if they felt they

were iH)t given tfie chance to vote.

"I think they woukl win. If 10

people stood up and sakl I coukl-

n't vote because there weren't any

absentee ballots, that would be

overwhelming evidence if it is

believed.* DiMare tokl the Senate.

On April 1 , the Senate did rat-

ify the elections, leaving it for the

ludiciary to figure out its constitu-

tionality On April 14. the judiciary

ruled the electkms null, mainly due

to the "harmful effect" on the vote

caused by all the mistakes, espe-

cially the lack of absentee belkMs.

In the meantime. Peter

Killboume. then speaker of the

senate, became president. Some
Senators at the time remarked on

the precedent this ruling set.

"it creates a loophole for tfie

candidates thht lose in the future."

Senator kffrey Howe told The
Collegian in 1998. "The precedent

that has been set is that every

future election will have to be run

sptxifically by the Constitution,

and the way the Constitution is

written, it is impossible."

The 2004 judiciary used the

"harmful effect" definition that

the ludiciary in 1998 defined, in

relation to the use and confusion

over IRV.

The elections were redone,

nearly a month and a half later, on
April 29 and 30. The invalidated

candidates could run again,

although only six of the 12 did.

They were not completely

smooth the second time, either.

Salwa Shamapande. and running

mate Court, reported a break-in

to the Radical Student Union,

their campaign headquarters,

supposedly by Petlegrino. The
Elections Commission could not

rule on this because it was
brought to the Dean of Students

office and Pellegrino was on the

second ballot.

However, Shamapande and
Court did go on to win. with

both getting about 59 percent of

the vote. Three hundred more
students voted the second time.

Seth Presser. the new chancel-

lor of elections, noted that 288
of those were done by absentee

ballots.
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Bank of America says it will cut 12,500 jobs Powell assures US support
' '' D/-vD-r Al I DOIM<"P Mail! imIH Pnu/<>ll thai all of Haiti'

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AF) — Bank of

America Corp. announced yesterday it is cut-

ting 1 2,500 jobs over the next two years as a

result of its merger with FleetBoston

Financial Corp.

The cuts, which represent about 7 per-

cent of the companies' combined work force

of 181,000. will begin this month. About 30

percent of them will be accomplished

through attrition.

The Charlotte-based bank has said it

expects to get about $650 million in savings

from trimming overlapping operations and

processes.

Several workers leaving Bank of

America's headquarters in downtown
Charlotte yesterday evening were not aware

of the company's plans. Loan officer

Veronica Dawkins said she had not received

any word from the company
"There's been a lot of talk around the

office, but no one has given me any indica-

tion whatsoever that I need to worry,"

Dawkins said. "I'm hoping it works out for

everybody"

Spokeswoman Eloise Hale would not

specify where positions would be eliminated,

saying only that they will take place "corpo-

ration-wide."

The completion last week of Bank of

America's merger with Fleet created the

nation's No. 3 l»nk, with assets estimated at

$966 billion. As pari of its merger agree-

ment, the company committed to maintain

overall employment levels in New England.

— Associated Press

PORTAU PRINCE, Haiti

(AP) — Secretary of State Colin

Powell gave assurances yesterday

of full U.S. support for Haiti's

interim government but said

democracy cannot flourish until

politically motivated private

armies lay down their weapons.

"Without disarmament,

Haiti's democracy will be at risk."

Powell said at a news conference

vMth Haiti's interim prime minis-

ter. Gerard Latortue. LatoOue

told Powell that all of Haiti's

political parties agree that munk-
ipal, legislative and presidential

elections should be held in 2005.

Powell said prospects are

good for sending a U.N.-spon-

sored peacekeeping force to

replace the U.S. -led multination-

al force that arrived shortly after

the Feb. 29 departure of

President jean-Bertrand

Aristide.

— Associated Preu

t't HA.S*>fcN ^^>.l\l'^ti:l r'hi-

The ReetBostun Fiiuncial Corp. emblem

is seen yesterday on its headquarters build-

ing in downtown Boston.

IRAQ

Warrant out for Shiite cleric

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Federal aid for poor students to decrease
WASHINGTON (AP) — Eleven states

will get less federal money for poor stu-

dents next school year, while the 39 other

states and the District of Columbia will get

more, new figures show.

The dollar changes come about for two

reasons: the use of new estimates of where

poor students live, and overall spending

increases in the federal aid program known
as Title I.

Under law. the Education Department is

supposed to use the most current, reliable

population data available in determining

how to distribute more than $12 billion.

So the agencv has plugged in census data

released last year, reflecting family

incomes in 2000.

Lawmakers in some states have object-

ed, saying that the estimates don't accu-

rately reflect their school districts, and

that poor schools will suffer as demands

on them grow Senators of both parties

have asked the department to reconsider It

does not plan to do so.

"We have not heard from anyone who
has provided a substantive explanation for

why the numbers shouldn't be adopted."

Todd tones, a department budget official.

said yesterday.

The eleven slates that will gel less

money are Kansas. Maine, Massachusetts.

Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri. New
Hampshire, New lersey. North Dakota.

Ohio and Pennsylvania, based on prelimi-

nary estimates. The final spending num-

bers are expected within a few weeks.

Within all slates, some school districts

will gain federal money and some will lose,

as intended to reflect shifts in population.

But fewer districts would take such a big

hit if the Bush administration had met its

promise to help needy schools, said |udd

Legum. deputy research director at the

Center for American Progress, a

Democrat-affiliated think tank.

Federal spending on Title I hit a record

$123 billion for the next school year, up

more than $650 million in one year But

$18.5 billion was authoriired under Bush'«i

education law.

— Associated Press

BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) — U.S.

administrators in Iraq declared a

radkal Shiite ckric an "outlaw"

yesterday and annouiKed a war-

rant for his arrest, heightening a

confrontation after battles

between his supporters and coali-

tion troops kilk-d at least 52 Iraqis

and nine coalition troops, iiwlud-

ing eight Americans.

American oflkials woukl not

Loyalists i<l >hiile

Moqtadii Siidr.

cleric

say when they woukl move to

arrest Muqtada al-S«dr. who is

holed up in the main nKisque in

Kufa. south of Baghdad, guarded

by armed supporters

L Paul Bremer, the top U.S.

official in Iraq, cancelled a trip to

Washington this week, a Senate

akle said yesterday The akle sakl

Bremer was to have given a ckjsed-

door briefing Thursday to the full

Senate on the situation in Iraq, but

Senate officials were informed yes-

icrdav morning that the visit to

Washington had been put off. No
rea.son was given for the postpone-

ment, the aide said.

U.S. troops surrourKled the

citv of Fallujah, wvst of Baghdad,

poised for a major operation in

resportse to tfte grisly slaying and

mutilatkxi of four American civil-

ians by insurgents there last week.

— Associated Pnu

NEW YORK SPAIN

Los Angeles Times takes home five Pulitzer prizes Or„^':f1'."^ ^?1 tl"^}^
NEW YORK (AP) -The Los

Angeles Times was awarded five

Pulitzer Prizes on April 5 for

coverage ranging from devastat-

ing wildfires in its backyard to a

civil war on the other side of the

globe — the second-most

awards ever won by a newspa-

Li» An^ele* Times pholoKn-

phcr Carolyn Cole hu|p NktJai

('HirtHiMoH after she won a

Pulitzer Prize.

per

Coverage of the war in Iraq

led to two prizes: Anthony

Shadid of The Washington Post

for international reporting, and

David Leeson and Cheryl Diaz

Meyer of The Dallas

Morning News for breaking

news photography.

"The New York Times won the

public servke award for a story

by David Barstow and Lowell

Bergman about worker safety at

a company where lax enforce-

ment allegedly contributed to

thousands of injuries and some

deaths. The Wall Street journal

claimed a pair of Pulitzers: one

for explaiuitory reporting and a

second for beat reporting.

As news of the Pulitzers

reached the Los Angeles Times'

newsroom, staff members erupt-

ed in cheers and applause.

'My feeling is this refiects the

depth of talent at ihiN paper and

the depth of dedication across

all departments." Times editor

John S. Carroll told the staff.

The newspaper's five prizes

were exceeded only by The New
York Times' seven awards in

2002 — most of those related to

the Sept II. 2001. terrorist

attacks. PrH>r to that, no publi-

cation had ever won more than

three Pulitzers in a single year

The Los Angeles Times won
Pulitzers in criticism, editorial

writing, feature photography,

breaking news and national

reporting.

The Times staff was recog-

nized for breaking news cover

age of the wildfires that tore

through Southern California last

fall, killing 24 people, destroy-

ing thousands of homes and

charring more than 750.000

acres.

Dan Neil, who joined the

newspaper in September, won
the criticism award for what the

Pulitzer board described as

"one-of a-kind revkws of auto-

mobiles." William Stall won for

his editorials analyzing the

stale's troubled government aiul

offering remedies.
— Associated Press

MADRID. Spam (APt

Authorities announced another

arrest in the- Madrid terror bomb-

ings yeslerdav and sent police to

patrol subwav and bus siatkxis. as

a iH-w spaper sakl a gniup linked to

al Oakia ihreatciK-d to turn Spain

into "an infcnxi

'

Court ofliciah sakl the arrest

came Saturdav in Ceuta. a Spanish

etKlave on the \k)roccan coast.

No details were givcTi on the mans
identity or possibk rok in the

March 1 1 train attacks, whkh
kilkd 191 peopk. Another suspect

whose weekend arrest was also

anr>ounced yesterday has been

rekased after questiofung. oflkials

sakl.

The arrest raiaes to Ibthenton-

ber of peopk in custody. iiKhiding

six charged with ma.ss murder

Interior Minister Angel Acebes

confimted yesterday that one of

those killed in a suicide blast

Saturday in ui apartment south of

Madrid was Moroccan lanul

Ahmklan, a prime suspect in the

bombings.
— Associated Preu

Bush lacked

information

MSN ftom ptQt 1

North Carolina.

Bush also said National

Security Adviser Condoleezza

Rice "knows exactly what took

place and will lay out the facts"

when she testifies Thursday

before the lO-member bipartisan

panel. "I'm looking forward to

people hearing her." he said.

Rice's testimony was assured

only after Bush changed course

last week under pressure and

decided to allow her to appear

publicly and under oath. She

met privately with the commis-

sion in February.

The Bush administration had

been uneasy that allowing a top

aide to testify could set a prece-

dent of summoning top aides

before a congressional panel to

provide sworn testimony. Such a

move would inhibit the willing

ness of aides to provide the pres

idem with candid advice.

Commission spokesman Al

Felzenberg said yesterday the

decision to let Rice testify might

have been influenced by a 1945

photo the panel sent to the

White House showing a top

presidential aide appearing

before a congressional panel to

discuss policy advice.

The Nov. 22, 1945. New
York Times photograph shows

Adm. William D. Leahy, chief of

staff to Presidents Franklin

Roosevelt and Harry Truman,

appearing before the special

congressional panel investigat-

ing the Pearl Harbor attacks.

Felzenberg said the commis-

sion's executive director, Philip

Zelikow. faxed the photo the day

before the White House reversed

its position, showing the admin-

istration there was historical

support for allowing a top presi-

dential aide to testify under oath

before a congressional panel.

"It deals with the historical

precedent which the While

House and we were concerned

about," Felzenberg said. "You

won't find a clearer case."

^Mter Area Gover^

^ ^^orkQtyBusTj^ tT
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at the Courtyard Marriott in Times Square. There is
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Sunday evening.
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Commuter Services at Rm. 428 Student I'mion loam 4pm

As an engineer in

the U.S. Air Force,

there's no telling what

you'll work on.

(Seriously, we can't tell ^ou.)

Vou have options!
Everyone asking what your plans are after

graduation?

Massachusetts Sctiool of Law graduates ACHIEVE!^

Get the same edge that MSL graduates enjoy in almost every

professional realm.

Law
Business

Government

Education
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Law Enforcement
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United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead

of what you'll touch in the private sector, and as a new

engineer you'll likely be involved at the ground level of new

and sometimes classified developments. You'll begin leading

and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out what's waiting behind the scenes for you in

the Air Force today. To request more information, call

1-800-/i23-USAF or log on to airforce.com.
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Action needed to

repair UMass campus

The clown car parks at UMass

It's an all tuo familiar site for residents on this

cainpu!. area* that are in desperate ne«l of repair

and maintenance, leaking v.all> in the library,

roads thevkered b> potholes, the deteriorating

Old Chapel that's been ckjscd off because of ok!

age and outdated classnxMns are just some of the

eyesore> that plague the Uni\er?it>. The list seenu

almu»i endk'^^

Thats vkh\ Chancellor k'hn \ Ivombardi has

fmjposed his $430 iiullicwi spending package to

repair, renovate and construct ne^ buildiDgs In

s^hat can be described a.", a univen.it> in danger of

>cx-ing it^ reputation crumble along with its age-

ukl buitdingt.

The Mauachuaetts Dail) Collegian expressed

its support for Loinbardis plan nearly si* wcck»

1^. shortU after the announcement of his pro-

posal Since then. hc>\^ever. the issue has bevoine

evCT iiK>re pressing

Other organi/aticHis are also starting to get

wind of the proposed changes for UMaas.

Yesterdav. The Boston Globe ran a fruni-pafe

»(of>, complete with picture, titled. "Campus in

decay " The article, while focusing on the ideas

behind the renovation plan, portrayed our cam-

pus in an e\treinel> iK-gMh« li^t.

"Leaking n.>o)s and chipped floor tiles com-

pete with more scnous problems, such as fauhy

levators and the asbestos that shut down one old

housing i.otnpk.'\.' wrote Gk)be staff writer lenna

Russell.

VMtile all o» u* are well aware of the mainte-

nance problems ai our school, we ceriainh don't

want to gain a reputation lor it throughout the

stale. Especially at this tin»e of year, many high

school seniors, after reading the Gk>be article.

may decide that UMass is not worth their time or

nK)ney.

As state funding has been declining over the

past few years, the University has ^p^.nt its limit

ed funds to avoid layofls. reuin top professors

and mainuin as many classes as possible. And

despite dramatic increases in tuition prices, the

ntorvey was r»ot enough to offset il^ cost of

declining funding from the recession.

Renovations and repairs were one of the last con-

cerns of the University.

Now. however, the University needs to make a

change in its priorities. Continuing to delay main-

tenance will only lead to bigger probWms in the

future, irwluding the loss of top prolessors and

failure to attract excellent students.

Repairs and renovatiom are more important

than simply aesthetics. It's unfair for professors to

teach with projectors that have holes in them, for

students to sit in wobbly chairs, for science stu-

dents to use outdated lab spaces Renovations can

alao prove to be environntentallv and economical

ly efficient. Many buildings on campus have poor

climate control, forcing students and faculty to

open windows dunng the winter months.

The problem has been put off king enough; it's

tin>e the University and the stale lake action now.

Hopefully, if tfic sute of disrepair on our campus

continues to attract media attention from organi

DKions such as The Gk>be. it \*ill push our legis

blors into action as they realize that our reputa

tion as a state universitv i» on the line

Lnsiffwti tilihinuh 't-prest^f itte majonty

upimon ofTht > Oaiiy CoUepan

Education under occupation
Dally, the comiiuinds of Israeli

soklicrs at the notorious Surdah

chtvkpoini on the Ramallah-

Birzeit road in the cvcupied territcv

OS in Pakstine prweni

".ira.-it Lnivcrsity faculty l»jj

:id students from ^^^^^^
teaching the university

to cvjntinue their education atvl

research.

Maher. a 22 year-old. live* in

Ramallah and is a siudcTit maforing

in sociokigy at Bineit University

He had hoped to graduate in lune

20U2 hut vkith the ckjsure on the

university, he has r»o idea when he

will be aWe to return to classes and

finish the semestc-r. Since the Israeli

invasKm ol Ramallah in late March

21X12. Matxr savs he avimls caus-

ing the chcvkpoini on the way to

Bir/x'it as much as possjhk* Otkc.

soldiers held him at the chcxkpoint

for more than three hours. Another

liiTK- he was accompanving a

Icin.ik- colkMgue of his when thc-y

were stopped by s<.)ldk:rs. wtKi

upon searching her bag found

some sanitary towels. Otie of the

soMiers took them out aixl started

viraving thc-m around in frunt of the

other soUkrs and pedestriaas Mis

friend was so embarrassed that she

be^sin to cry. Maher felt so humili-

ated, and 'siTKe then he hates mak-

ing the long and arduous trip to the

univcTsJiv.

These stories are from just one

of the students of Birzeit University

on the Wc-st Bank in Pakstine. The

university is otk of the premier

higher learning institutions in

Wcstine currently educating over

thai

t).HH' -iuvlv-nts from Palestine as

wvll as Ntudents from other coun-

tries Since 2000. I'M students

have been killed. 1 .2*M injured and

710 deuined. ntostly in

peaceful denxmstrations

_^_ against the illegal IsracH~^"
occupation of the West

Bank

I recently attended a talk at

Smith Colk-ge by two graduates of

Birzeit University. Rcem Wadan

aixi Yasser Darwcsh. Their experi-

ence shocked me beyond belief.

I lere at L Mass we complain about

walking from Southwest to

Totman Gymnasium for a class

Students vvho attetvl Birzeit have

to walk any^vherc from ortc to five

mik-s e\eT> morning to go to class.

During this kmg trek they

cTKounter several checkpoints, a

number of which will make them

turn back and miss that day or

week or year's classes.

A number of checkpoints all

over the occupied territories have

armed soldiers w1xj stop every

man. woman and chikl crossing

over. According to Darwcsh. the

soUkrrs have been known to ask

peopk to imitate animals and/or

take all their ck>thc-s off; failure to

do so results in severe physical

fHinishment and/or detention

The Universal Declaratwn of

Human Rights states that.

"Everyone has the right to educa-

tion." But since 1*^87. educatkm

lor Palestinians in the occupied ter-

ritories has been deemed as "ilk-

gal" by the Israeli government.

Wadan related her experience

from when she was 7 yean old. In

order to get an education, she and

her friends had to hide from the

Israeli soldiers to attend secret

community s..hools with ckMcd

windows because they were in vio-

lation of the Israeli rules \.Wi

schools have been ckxsed by the

Israeli army since the hrst Intifada:

W schools in lenin. Beihkhem.

Quk^ilia and Tulkarem were ck>sed

mure recemK whc-n the huiUing of

the "sec\jnty fence" started.

The number of children

detaiiKd is also shockii>g- 2.000

siiKe the first Intifada. 107 of

whom are" still in priscm today A
majority of these chiklre-n suffer

diseases like cancer, asthma and

arthritis: most have been vktims

of extreme torture. .Any form ol

treatment has yet to be given to

them
Even though the conditions in

this region kiok abnost compktelv

hopeless, these people have still not

k)st hope and still believe that

"education is the best way to rise

above this precarious situatkm they

find themselves in

"

How can Israel, a state that

claims to be the freest country in

the Mkldk East, the "one true

democracy" with rights for all pec>-

pk. stand by and watch pcvpk live

and die like this as a result of ii^

actkjivs?

Those interested in supptirting

the campaign for the right of

Palestinians to gel an education

can go to hltp//right2edu

birzeit edu/ for more information.

Asif Khan is a LMass student

Some chil-

dren play

house. Some
children play

cops and rob-

bers. Some
children play

politics, and
those children

YOUSel run the Uni-

" Massachusetts

Student Government Associa-

tion.

With every day that goes by,

the SGA loses credibility with

students. Last week's events

only perpetuated that feeling.

The fact of the matter is, an

election in which each candi-

date had an equal opportunity

of winning was held Twenty-

four members of the student

senate chose not to accept that.

Twenty -four members of the

student senate chose not accept

the votes of their constituents

Twenty -four members of the

student senate chose to silence

2.800 students and put into

power a man who received one

vote.

Senate meetings should take

place under a big. colorful tent.

At least that way. students will

know where to find the circus

Instant Runoff Voting (IRV)

was a big issue this year I do

not think this is the best system

to use. but the elections com-

mission did. 1 couldn't believe I

heard senators argue that the

ballot was confusing. What's

wrong with you people? Are

you 87 year-old senile citizens

from Dade County. Florida''

No. vou are college students.

Read the directions and vote:

it's that simple. Itist because

some people are ignorant does-

n't mean an election should be

thrown out.

No SGA election is going to

be flawless. Every SGA election

I can remember has been

flawed or controversial. This

time it was taken to another

level, partly because of who
won Title VIII of the SGA
bylaws deals with elections It

is absolutely flawed The entire

system is flawed. I have been

saying this since I encountered

Title VIII last year This is the

senate's fault, particularly this

year. Every year elections com-

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR
GIT DEFENDS ITS

EMPLOYEES
I am the manager of the Office of

kifermational Techndogtes Sothware

Support. I write in response to the

column by Molly Eggleston titled,

"My computer, the hostage." The

lamentable events that she

descnbes are true Tf>e characteriza-

ttons and generalizations she made

about Orr and Its employees are not

Everyone that read her column.

I'm sure, can understand her frustra-

tkwi Personally, I feel temWe about

it Over the years that I have worked

for OfT, we have had our share of

successes, and some failures as

well And there have been one or two

times that I felt we tnjiy let someone

down and had no excuse, Molly's

case is one of ttwm.

What I find hard to swalkw is her

(temeaning character attacks of OfT

personnel as incompetent, uncahng,

or worse. The many people in various

departments within Off are smart

and well-educated, who routinely go

above and beyond the call of duty to

help people The job being done on a

daily basis by the students who work

in Software Support is nothing short

of atnazing. It goes way beyond the

pale of a typical student job.

The responsibility tor what hap-

pened to Molly's computer is mine, tt

is not the fault of the many other

people in the many other depart-

ments of OfT, and to characterize

them all that way is unjustified and

inesponsibte.

Kevin Skelty

SofNvare Support Manager

STUDENT RALLIES

SUPPORT FOR
BUSTAMANTEAND

MURPHY
On April 1, a grave injustice was

committed by the Student

Government Association. Jared

Nokes is now the president of the SGA

after receiving a total of one vote in

the last round ot elections. This is in

sharp contrast to Eddie Bustamante,

who received a total of 1,200 votes.

On March 24 and 25, the UMass

student body went to ttie polls and

spoke in favor of Eddie Bi^stamante

tor SGA president and Matthew

Murphy for trustee Bustamante won

by 300 votes while Murphy won by a

margin of 17. These numbers reflect

the election results with the Instant

Runoff Voting (IRV) deemed valid.

However, If the IRV is not counted,

Bustamante won by 450 votes while

Murphy won by 120. Without a

doubt the UMass student body was

united in Its choice.

At Wednesday's SGA meeting, tt>e

vote to ratify the elections was

defeated by a vote of 24-21. On

Wednesday, 24 democratteally elect-

ed senators decided that the voice of

the UMass student body does not

count

Cunwitty, they are pJannmg on

holding a "new etectkxi " on April 28

aid 29. The last one cost the student

body a total of $5,000. Now. these

senators have voted to tax the stu-

dents an extra $5,000, which is

enough money to fully fund eight

RSO's for one year Instead, this

money will be used to undermine a

democratically elected ticket

This IS your money and your voice

that is being silenced; this Is a slap in

your face. It's time that these tyranni-

cal SGA members accept the voices

of the 2,788 shjdents that voted.

What occunwl at the meeting is ille-

gal, undemocratic and unconstitu-

tional Eddie Bustamante and

Matthew Murphy are the democrati-

cally elected offfcials of the student

body, and tt>e SGA needs to recognize

that. There shouW not be another

election; It is too cosOy for a student

body that has already spoken.

However, if the students need to

come out and speak with a united

voice once again in the face tyranny

and repression, they will. I urge all of

you to stay informed on ttiese pro-

ceedings and how the SGA account-

able for their actions. The next meet-

ing vinll be Wednesday, April 7, at 6:45

p.rn. in the Campus Center,

show up and support

and Murphy.

Joseph Drury

UMass stiJdent

missioners have to be appoint-

ed and approved by the senate.

This is a process that is done

with little care.

I can tell you from being

approved by the senate before

that the process is quite ridicu-

lous. When 1 was confirmed as

chancellor of elections last

year. I was openly attacked for

being a rapist sympathizer. A
student with a personal agenda

took a column I wrote about

how security at UMass needs to

be improved, calling on admin-

istration officials to do more

for student safety. This person

then misconstrued it by reading

sentences out of context to

paint me as an evil, rape-con-

doning person. Almost half of

the room believed those lies. At

that point, I knew the SGA did-

n't care about students' inter-

ests and was too concerned

with internal "politics."

Senate meetings

should take place

under a big, colorlul

tent At least tttat

way, students will

know wliere to find

ttie circus.

When inevitable election

problems occur the senate is

ready to blame the elections

commission for not doing the

job right They completely neg-

lect the fact that they are

responsible for the elections

commission and that they are

responsible for the failure of

the elections. If the elections

commission does not do its job

right, the senate, which

approved the commission for

the job. is to blame.

No one will really realize

how flawed Title Vlil is until

they try to run an election The

title give* responsibilities to

our person and a conunission

tbat they cannot pull off. The

title gives no power for the

chancellor of elections to

enforce the title. In fact in

many instances, the chancellor

has to act alone because the

commission is apathetic. The

commission is apathetic

because they don't really want

to be there. All of this goes

back to the senate.

The senators from

Southwest South who thought

they were being true to their

constituents by not ratifying

elections were absolutely

wrong. They in fact went

against all of their constituents

because many of them did vote.

All of them had an opportunity

to vote, lust because a polling

station was closed doesn't

mean they couldn't vote at any

other station. The senators

from Southwest South who
voted against ratification

because a polling station was

closed effectually told their

constituents that inconvenience

was a reason to neglect civic

duty. The senators effectively

oppose everything this nation

stands for and have perpetuat-

ed apathy and denigrated the

duty of voting. The senators

should resign

1 haven't even begun to tell

you about the Grinch who stole

elections, lared Nokes. I told

lared that I have no problem

with him personally, but we

have to be honest here, the con-

flict of interests is simply

incriminating. If Nokes was

•mart and honestly did have

every intention of becoming

president, he shouldn't have

made it so blatantly obvious.

What this all comes down to

is that the SGA. specifically the

student senate, is incapable of

doing its job. They are too busy

with the internal nonsense that

they have not only forgotten

that they are working for the

students, but that they them

selves are students too. If this

continues, the SGA should be

disbanded because their inabil

ity to operate is insulting to the

students who pay for them.

New elections will be held.

and make no mistake they will

be flawed as well. Still, some-

one has to be elected. It time

the students will elect someone

who is going to bring change to

this flawed system, even if they

have to be elected a second

time.

Yousef Munayyer is a

Collegian columnist.

The truth about booing

Zacli

Oelsciilenel

People shouMnt always have to sweeten

things up and make euphemisms for

something that isnl quality.

You know those twerps who
tan't score a goal on Mr Slice

during the second intermission

at hockey games? 1 boo them.

When a 6 year-old is hailed as

the fan of the game twenty min-

utes later? I boo that kid too.

Yeah, yeah, tell me that

they're just kids, and 1 should

cut it out because they're trying

their hardest to score those

goals on Mr Slice, and boy, are

thes ever cute. My friend Neil tells me so.

"Zach, that kid was younger than my sister!"

So whaf If Tom Brady dressed up in a tutu and

went 10 for 30 with three interceptions, would

you cheer him on because he looked cute? Booing

isn't so much of an unintelligent insult as it is mak-

ing a truthful statement. Furthermore, athletes

take it completely the wrong way when they are

justifiably boo-

ed, and forget

how blessed they

are to have fans

that care enough

to tell them they

should be doing

better

As 1 have lived in Philadelphia for all twenty

years of my life (yes. the truth comes out), boo-

ing is in my blood. 1 was there at Veterans

Stadium when we booed |.D. Drew to oblivion,

and even threw his foul balls back onto the field

(the people over at Wrigley must have liked that

one). I appreciate the utter contempt the Red

Sox nation has for Derek |eter when he comes to

Fenway because he too deserves to be booed.

Most of all. I smile when I read stories about ath-

letes being booed, and am really proud when I

read that it's coming from my home city.

Booing is one of the more unappreciated

things in sports these days. People look with

scorn at the fans of cities that aren't afraid to tell

their athletes that things aren't going so well.

Announcers are hasty to make judgments about

fans when a team is having a bad game and the

fans are telling them about it. They see it a sign

of disrespect, and that it's not going to help the

team at all.

Chris Webber, a basketball player more

renowned for his being a total loser than a fan-

tastic athlete, has of late been whining about the

Sacramento faithful booing him after having a

few bad games. ESPN.com reported that, "peo-

ple close to Webber said he has already vented to

some friends and family members about not

wanting to continue to have to sing for his sup-

per every night, not knowing how he will be

received at each game."

I would simply tell Webber to toughen up. Me

should be so lucky to have fans that care enough

about winning that they pack the house every

game. After shooting a horrendous average from

the floor and not playing like he should, why

should Webber expect the cheers and radiance

that come with excellence? I bet there are play-

ers from the Atlanta Hawks or New Orleans

Hornets who would absolutely kill for a fan base

that cared enough to boo them. When will ath-

letes stop looking at the boo as a blatant insult

and start realizing that their fans want to win

just as much as they do?

The simple reason why a fan boos his home
team is because he knows they are capable of

doing better In

fact, all he wants

is for the team to

fio better, and
one should be

allowed to tell it

like it is in the

professional
sports scene. Why do announcers make it out to

be that the Ian loves booing more than he loves

winning?
1 don't understand the mentality an athlete

has. He makes millions of dollars, is superficial-

ly admired for everything he does, yet, a simple

taunt or boo can bruise his ego to no end. Do
athletes live by a standard of eternal glory? Why
can't they look at their crowd booing them in the

same way I take criticism for my English papers?

People shouldn't always have to sweeten

things up and make euphemisms for something

that isn't quality. Unless Webber is consistently

playing up to his potential and helping the team

instead of hurting it, I will boo and heckle him.

I have no shame. People in America sneer at

Simon Cowell because he tells those wannabe
American Idols that they haven't got it. Fans

shouldn't be afraid to tell their favorite athlete

that he hasn't got it, either

As for myself, I still reserve the right to

chuckle at that fifth-grader from Amherst
Elementary because he can't make a shot against

a man dressed as a ridiculously oversized slice of

pizza.

Zach Oelschlegel is a Collegian columnist.
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Ghostface grows up
[apper Ghostface

Killah reflects on

his 10 years in the

hip-hop industry

after Wednesday's

show at UMass

By McwiQtJE Jemmott
CxiLLEt-IAN SfAfr

In the fast paced work! of hip-hop,

Ghostface Killah proves that he is try-

ing to keep a level head amongst it all.

Longevity is not a word that is

often associated with the rap industry

Artists come a dime a dozen, arul

trends are forever changing, forcing

artists who want a fighting chance at

extending their 1 5 minutes of fame to

change with it. So to have an artist

boast 10 years plus in the hip-hop

game is not only rare, but interesting

and intriguing at the same time.

Ghostface Killah — also known as

Tony Starks, also kixiwn as Pretty

Tony — has won the bragging rights

to this feat. SiiKe his debut in 1993

on the Wu-Tang Clan's "Enter the Wu
(3t) chambers)" and with the April 20

release date of his new album "Pretty

Tony" approaching, Ghost has

proven himself a force in the rap

game
Upon meeting Ghost, it is difficult

to write this man off as anything

other than intense aixi serious about

what he does. Being in his preseiKe it

becomes very clear why he has

achieved the success that he has in

this industry

"I'm just trying to keep hip-hop

intact." said the rapper in an inter

view followitig his performaiKC on
\\ednesda> at the University of

Massachusetts "Hip-hop is kwt right

now; ix-ople are all into this commer-

cial Nhii and the young ones are being

raised on what hip-hop used to be."

Ghost said. "I retnember a lime when
hip-hop was real fly, the days when

rappers were original."

And it seems that Mr Face himself

has chosen to take the stance of hip^

hop diplomat when it comes to oper-

ating in the game. "Hip-hop is always

gonna change, that's just hip-hop." he

said, "and all I can do is be me
"

Ghostface Killah remains dedicated

to making hip-hop that matters.

"My mask: will stay the sanK. I'm

consistent. I still got my soul shit in

there, and that's just me." he said.

"My style is consistent, but I'm still

gonna grow, and even when 1 do I'm

still gofuia be Ghost."

To see evklence of what Ghostlace

feels has been his growth in the past

ten years, you need only kx)k lo the'

albums he has made. "Vou can look at

my music to see how I've grown." he

said. "I've been consistent from Iron

Man (released in I99b| to Supreme
Clientele Ireleased in 20001 and

straight through to Bulletproof

Wallets (rekrascd in 200! |." be Naid.

^'et his music is not the only place

that Ghost has sought to grow.

"Vou can also look back on past

interviews, the way I present myself is

completely different, bcxause the way

I think of myself is dilfea-ni." he said.

"Ive grown ihrouglxHit the year* ... I

had to. These are signs ol becoming a

man ... it'i about givwth aivl desel-

opment."

When asked about The \Su-Tang

Clan and how his growth as an artist

affected relatKinship> amongst him

and the group membe^^, Ghost

seemed to lind the maturii\ a

strengthening luctoi

"Shit between u.s i> real llvre aa-

a few members that ha\e falk'n to the

wayside, but a few of un kcvp in con

tact," he sakl "I speak to RZA; I just

spoke to (Method Man| and I just

spoke to (Inspecuhj Dcvk We got

plans to put out a new Wu album in

2005, So everything hetwcvn us is

straight for the nxist part
"

Deipite all of the kiKiw ledge that

he has picked up along tfic road, it

still has THM hit him that he is a part of

hip-hop history.

"When pcvpk: ask me how it feeU

to be apart of one of the best rap

grouf»> of all times. I don't really

know how to answer them because

I'm in the mix of it all." Ghost said.

"But maybe 20 years down the line I'll

be like 'damn. I was realls pan of

that?"

"But it's all a bWssing" he added
humbly. "I give thanks to the Father

everyday for letting it be."

It scvms that the Billboard-lop-

ping artist has got it all figured out.

He has mastered the art of stay ing in

the game, as well as kcvping himself

intact. And he ha> done it all without

going into overdrive, but there are

some things that even Ghc>siface is

struggling to understand

"I wish the world were a lot bet-

ter place bcxause right now it'* real

r***c*d up." CJhost said, in respc>nse to

what has hcvn bothering him rcvent-

ly. "But I'm doing whatever 1 goi to

do to make things happen for the

habit's and the people that are starv-

ing."

For his part, Ghost is kx>king to

his music and personal maturity to

aflcvt >ome change.

"I'm older now and I feel like I've

had m> time. m\ focus now is on the

ycHjnger geiK-ration. and how I can

make shit better lor ihem " Among
the k. hunger he is seeking to nuike is a

current prufect for buikling a school

in South Africa.

'God gave me opportunities in

rap as my in^lrumenl for change " he

sakl. "aivd I'm just trying to see wlial

I can do to make things happen with-

in m\ reach."

We got to k.*am as black peopW to

share our rc"sourccs. That's the prob-

lem: we got all this money, arui power

and don't know what to do with it."

he sakl. For the con-scK"ntiou> rapper.

community buikling is high on his list

of priorities. "I dixi'i ne«l $100 mil-

Ik/n to be happy. I jusi nc-ed enough to

be comfortable and the rest can be

used to help those who ain't got it.

N'cHi got >our Bill Cosbys and sour

Oprah Winlrvys. but we ntx-d more
peopk' like us. just straight hood to do
these same things."

Spoken like a true veteran of the

game

Ghostface Killah per-
formed at the Student Union
Ballroom Wednesday along
with hip-hoppers Joe Budden,
XL and Mass State
Committee.

Third time's a charm Read Yellow makes UMass proud

for Bonnaroo Festival
Put your imagination to work: assemble a

who'*; who' of talent from any crevice or

plateau adorning tcxlay's musical landscape.

Next, alkit them three days and 700 acres to

perform, cavort and collaborate on a farm in

Tennessee whca". amidst the torrid summer
heat, you could lay your worries down far

from where you laid your tent.

Sound too good to be true? Hardly. The
third annual Bonnaroo Music

Festival will lay its stake in the his-

tory of sound lune 11.12 and 1 3.

Past performers include Neil

Noung. lames Brown. Ben Harper

lurassic 5 and Norah (ones; names

Bonnaroo

Music

Festival

June 11, 12, 13

Uanctiesier. lenn.

I X tRTEST W*imWN <
1-W

Willie Nelson is one of the acta slated to

appear this summer at Bonnaroo Festival.

like these might have passt"d you a hint as to

what's going down this summer
And what's going down is hot: Dave

Matthews <<t Friends. Bob Dylan, The IX'ad.

Primus. Trey Anastasio. Ani Difranco. Ix)s

l.obos. duster and String Cheese Incident,

plus dozens more, will take the stage in

Manchester. Tenn. to the delight of fans as

varied as the artists performing.

\aried is an understatement. At

Bonnaroo 2004. an eclectic plate of

sumptuous .sounds will be served to

those in attendance: fans with a taste

for a little bit of everything. The jaz-

zheads can kick it to the percolating

rhythms of Medeski. Martin & WckxJ.

Soulive or The Bad Plus while the

jammers can get to the tweaked-out

rock of moe.. String Cheese Incident

or Umphrey's McGee. Likewise, the

world beat fiends can get their fix

Femi Kuti or Tre> Anastasio's group

the classic rockers dig on Dylan. The

Dead or Willie Nelson. There's something for

everyone at Bonnaroo; ask any distinguished

member of last year's 80.000 plus crowd.

Or save yourself the trouble of actual

human contact: ask Rolling Stone what they

thought. "Bonnaroo 2(X)3 was the American

music festival to end all festivals." read an

article in last July's issue. "And maybe the

most eclectic hodge-podge of music ever

packed into a single weekend."

Recent additions to the artist line-up

include tunky gospel-rockers Robert

Randolph & the Family Band — currently on

tour with Kric Clapton. - legendary folkie

Doc Watson, and latin jazzbos Marc Ribot y

Los Cubanos Postizos. So what are you wait-

ing lor? Organize a pilgrimage to

Manchester, Tenn. before time runs out.

Three-day passes are $164.50 at

www.Bonnaroo.com.
— Bradley Farherman

with

while

By TiMOTHV Gabriele
C^oLLEoiAN Staff

A bunch of UMass kids made an

album.

"So what?" you ask. "Plenty of

subpar UMass bands go out and cut

albums with money they scrounged

together from long, thank-

less nights at Big Y. What's

the difference with this

one?"

The difference is that

beyond the fact that Read
Yellow have recorded a

lohn Peel session, been

picked up by Krisi

Novoselic, received single

of the week in London's

The Independent, received

minor airplay on MTV'2 and had

praises serenaded upon them by the

NME, Read Yellow actually have

the wares to back up these claims to

fame. Having landed coveted open-

ing slots for practically every "It"

band in the indie phone book. Read
Yellow's destructive sideshow per-

formances have shuddered the

backbones of music lovers and cre-

ated murmurs of desperation from

struggling locals unable to conjure

how a bunch of stale school brats

could manage to, mostly by chance,

wind up in the middle of an explod-

ing new music scene.

Watching Read Yellow — for-

merly known as the Sharks! before

being sued by, of all people. Bill

Paxton's band — ecstatically ignite

into thunderous punk rock swagger

last year at basement shows in Van
Meter, was an exhilarating experi-

ence with all .sorts of unexpected

outcomes. The only concern for

those shows cut short by broken

noses and smashed instruments was

the fear that Read Yellow would

On "Radios Burn Faster" Read Yc

band cot their start during their days us

overdose on rock n' roll excess

before they ever even got a chance

to become rock stars, l.oyal fricnd.>'

with screenprinted fan shirts that

read. We want the ShARkS."
announced their arrival like a

plague of SARS ready lo sweep the

campus and the earth, lealous bands

still whining about their overnight

success might wani to latch onto

UMass' 21st century Pixies, instead

of complaining. To sav that Amherst

could become the next Seattle may
be a pipe dream, but Read Yellow's

energy .seems to be spreading.

Perhaps the hvpe i^ a bii prema
ture. This "Making the Band"
episode is far from over and lead

vocalist Evan Kenney Is no Frank

ow "> sound eMilves impressively. The
L'Mass students.

Black or Kurt Cobain vet. rhere'-^

still much to be desired on "Radios

Burn Faster" However, to say that

what exists on the album does not

distinguish itself from its peers is

negligcni and wrong. Several

reviews have accused the band of

tilling the musical lantlscape for

pieces of "Fugazi." ",\nd >ou Will

Know lis By the Trail of the Dead."

"Si>nic >outh." and "At the Drive

In."

What these critics fail lo realize

is that none of these inlluences even

remotely sound like each other, and

that combining one's predecesscirs

with dignity lies at the foundation

See READ YELLOW on page 6
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TuesdayApril 6

AKT
^ The Hampden Gallery in the Southwest

^f Residential Area of the University of

Massachusetts will host the artwork of

JamWfwTltibats. The exhibit, titled "Visages." consists

ol a coNKtion of facial portraits The Hampden Gallery

(ijgcribM ttM «MMt as an exploration of the "infinite

variety of ways in wtiich the human face can be

adomad, camouflaged, marttad, scarred or oOwrwise

I to indicate or obscure social standing, protes-

iM, familial roles or just plain vanity."

An opening recafXton will be held in the gaHery

from 4 to 6 p m. in ttM gallery This event is free and

open to the public

WednesdayAprJI 7

LECTURE
^ Smith College will host a free lecture from

^^ University of San Dtego professor of theology

and religion Karma Letcshe Tsomo titled, "Crossing

Boundaries: The International Buddhist Women's

Movement as a Catalyst tor Global Change."

Tsomo will be lecturing on encouragement of Part

of the Kahn Institute project for 2003-04,

"TransBuddhism: Transmission, Translation, and

Transformation." Tsomo is a member of an interna-

tional coalition of women Itnown for its work to incite

change on the grass roots level not only in the

Buddhist community but in society as well.

The lecture will begin at 4:30 p.m. in the Neilson

Library's Browsing Room and is free and open to the

public.

^ Former astronaut and Senator John Glenn will

^r speak at Amherst College. Glenn will give a^ speech titled, "The Space Program and

Pontics," in which he will share some of his experi-

ence as having been a member of both NASA and the

United States Government.

The lecture will be held in the Johnson Chapel of

Amherst College and will begin at 8 p.m.

will include a musical demonstration and

discussion session with UMass -faculty

members and the artists on the History of

Afro-Caribbean music and its musical cul-

ture.

Tickets are on sale through the Fine Arts

Center Box Office at 413-545-2511 for $3-

$10.

LECTURE
^ Hampshire College will host

^^ Maureen Sullivan for a lecture titled.

"The Family of Woman, Lesbian

Mothers, Their Children, and the Undoing of

Gender." In her lecture, Sullivan will discuss

tfw trials and experience of lesbian parent-

ing.

The lecture is free and open to the pub-

lic and will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Franklin

Patterson Hall. Room 107

eeklfpinUP

FridayApril 9

ThursdayApril 8

MUSIC^ University of Massachusetts Offk:e of African,

^P Latino, Asian/Pacific Islander, and Native^ American Affairs will host "A Night of Lahn-

iazz and Caribbean Uuiic' wNh Gkwanni Hidalgo,

wortdHranotMied conga player. AIm appaarmg will be

tocal guitar virtuoso Jose Gonuie;

The artists will be playing a mixture of Latin Jazz,

Salsa, Samba, Rumba, Spanish Flamenco, and South

AmartCMi musical styles It n expected that Giovanni

HMaigo will be playing several piaoas from his record

ings, as well as uiMatoui^lwg aavaral songs with Jose

Gonzalez The performanca imM begin at 7:30 pm m
ttM Bowker Auditonum.

TtM artist wlH also be hoeUng a percussion work-

stnp on the same day, at 1:30 p m. in the Cape Cod

Lounge in the Student UnMxi BuiMing The workshop

MUSIC
^^ University of Massachusetts-bred

^P band Read Yellow will rock Pearl

Street Nightclub tonight. Tickets are

$10 and the show starts at 830 p.m. Also

appearing will be Cave In and 27.

SaturdayApril 10

MUSIC ___
Thirteen-plece ensembia AnIiMias

"^ Alrobeat Orciwstra late ItM stage of^ the Paari Street BaNroom at 8:30 pm.

A seH-ileacribed "afcobeal jugoamaut,- Hm
Aftobeal Orehaaira boast "monrtfxa horns

Mid bass, polyrhythmic boats and funky

breaks, md furious lyncs in EngWv Vteuba

and Spanish." Tickets are $12.50 in advance

and $15 at the door

UMASS GOES 'ROCKAPELLA'

A capdla powerhouse, and singers of

ttie "Where in the World is Carmen San

Diego" theme song, Rockapella will per-

form tomorrow at the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall. Tickets for Rockapella are

$7, $10 or $15 for Five-college students.

The show starts at 7:30 p.m.

New LP from UMass-bred band shows promise for Read Yellow
KMYBLMfrompagaS

of ever) good band If Nirvana

had not plucked a guiiar line

from the Pixies over a decade

ago. the same critics would still

be reviewing crusty, hackneyed

White lion releases.

For those that missed their

debut EP. Read Yellow have

rerecorded those four songs

with the help of veteran pro-

ducer Paul Koldcrie for their

first full length The album

kicks into the motion with a

newly modeled version of "The

Association." Driven by ambu-

lance guitars, there is not much
deference from the energy and

intent of the original As a sin-

gle, it is fierce and immediate.

taught and roaring. Kcnney

cries in desperation towards the

song"s end. "Will you follow me
home?/ Will you swallow me
whole?" The emotion is acute

and resonant thanks to the care-

fully fed-back drones and

buildups that have preceded it

The lyrics are much more
ambivalent As ihe wordN lead

us from the woods to ihe road

to the sea. one wonders: could

they be referring to a brutal

rape, a stinging love affair or

just ihe more abstract notion of

a negative as.sociation haunting

a young mod boy''

The disconnection in some

of the lyrics is not really a nia)or

distraction or retraction from

the overall enjoyment ol the

album The nucleus of Read

Yellow s biggest hang up come*

moments before that cathartic

howl at the end of "The

Association." The breakdown

of the song lays semi-spoken

word atop a mellower bridge in

a way that recalls ATDIV
"Invalid l.itler Dept." Thcro
nothing wrong with this per sc,

but the technique has become

so cliche in the modem posi-

hardcore world that its hard to

imagine a band like Read

Yellow making a full album
without the aforementioned

spoken word breakdown

In addition, other gimmick'>

pop up throughout the album

Fist-waving chants recycled

from the hardcore scene and

singalongs carry an irritating

charm that at times tries to

reinforce the melodicism in

what are already quite catchy

Nongs. It's what is probably

most likely to attract genre fans

and perhaps even invite radio

Incndships. but there's a com-

promising angle to employing

such tricii< that must be careful

ly avoided. Read Yellow do —
half of the time. On the other

half, it's rarely a big enough

problem to dismiss the holistic

swelter of their mamnioih com
positions

The nittsi laJuul vhanjic ol

the four revised FP tracks is the

fresh version of "Fashion

laiale." which replaces the

walkie talkie vocals with a

crisper se»>ion and fattens the

guitars a bit. The result deviates

from a "Hate to Say I Told You

So" romp lo a gluttonously

,.'.d hair guitar !».«. k 1 ike Rye

ws-aliiion s recent Jersey Girls"

EP. the song seems both rever-

ent to its AC/DC roots and self-

aware of the absurdity of hold-

ing revcrerKC to AC/DC. The

track, fueled by dizzying sex. is

easily the mosi fun this album

allows itself to have.

The originals are mostly

keepers as well. "The Art" rides

a soaring melody along exam-

ples of the chants that work

into a glisteningly pretty break-

down that all bands dream of.

Bassist Michelle Frievald

hollers back to Kenney an

answer to his previous inquiry

"It's too late now." as guitarists

Kenney and less Vuona grate

anguish against each other

Song titles like "Model

America." "Modem Phobias."

and "The Easiest Part of

Surveillance" suggest a political

beni For the most part, the

allusion only presents the

heightened arena of present

»wa

Hoc Nights? Cool Trips?

Killer Deals?
This om't your porencs crvavel agency it's your^

a Red Sox
Red Sox Heavy Hitters Go To Battle

Against San Diego, June 9th.

Visit MassLive.com and enter for your chance to win a pair

of rickets to see the Red Sox battle San Diego on June 9th.

behind the dugout. The winner will also receive round-trip

transportation on Peter Pan Bus Line, (xiurtcsy of Peter Pan

Bus Lines. Go to: maaalivccom/contats

Don't miss the other great features on MassLive.com, like our

extensive entertainment listings, sport.s coverage and personals.

Looking for a job, apartment or car? You can find them on

MassLive.com too!

Contest ends Monday. May 24, 2004. One winner will be selected in

a random drawing and will be notified via phone or email.
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BOOK IT BEFORE
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www.statravel.com~

Room 224
Campus Cencer

(413) 256.1261
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.societal alienaiion .i^ J com-

pelling metaphor to (.iurge very

personal songs. "Model

America" compares politician*,

to sharpshooters, but the Iiik-

between polemic commentary

and elucidation of the fragile

terrain of Kenney s own msecu-

rities is drawn quite clearly

elsewhere in the song. "Modem
Phobias" stomps and growls

heavily with ferocious might as

the lyrics extol that

"Cosmonauts now rule the

land/ Oxygen and carbon ^on

qucr man." There's plenty to

insinuate, but Read Vciluvs

wisely do not knock the listen-

ers over the head with ideas.

They leave that to the guitars

and drums.

It's hard to even imagine the

lyrics being so subtle after hear-

ing them being pelted out with

such force (except in the two

slower songs. "Soleil" and "A

Love Supreme." i It's akin to the

same sort of confusion that

encompaases the jealous musi-

cians caught up in the mysiiquc

of Read Yellow's overnight lad

der-climbing. There's much
more behind the hip wear, the

semi-familiar sound, and the

decadent sadomasochism of

their live show. "Radios Bum
Faster" brings us one step clos-

er to understanding just what

that is.
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Drexler inducted into the Hall of Fame
By Jim Vertuno
AssuiiATen Prmi

SAN ANTONIO (AP) —
Nicknames have followed Clyde

Drexler throughout his basket-

ball career.

In college, he played for the

electrifying "Phi Slamma
lamma" teams at the University

ot Houston. As a pro, he was
Clyde "The Glide" for his speed,

ball handling and swooping
moves to the basket.

As an Olympian, he played

on the first "Dream Team."

Now, he can add something a

little more formal: Hall of

Famer
Drexler was one of six former

players, coaches and team exec-

utives announced Monday as the

newest members of the Naismith

Memorial Basketball Hall of

Fame.

loining him are Lynette

Woodard, an Olympic gold

medalist and first female Harlem
Globetrotter. Bill Sharman.

already in the hall as a player

who will be inducted as coach,

the late Maurice Stokes, the

1956 NBA rookie of the year,

lerry Colangelo, chairman of the

Phoenix Suns, and Drazen

Dalipagic. an international star

from Yugoslavia.

Drexler. who in 1997 was

named one of the NBA's 50

greatest players, was humbled to

be a new member of the hall.

'1 grew up watching a lot of

them and to be in the i'ame class

as they are is phenomenal."

Drexler said, "it kind of vali-

dates your career as a basketball

player I think that I'm the luck-

iest man in the world."

In college, he played in two

Final Fours. In his 1 5-year NBA
career, Drexler led the Portland

Trail Blazers to the NBA Finals

in 1990 and '92, and won a

championship with Houston in

1995.

"The fun is in the journey

whether you win or lose, you've

got to have fun," he said.

Woodard averaged 26 points

per game at Kansas and was co-

captain of U.S. team that won an

Olympic gold medal in 1984.

She also played professionally in

Europe and two seasons in the

WNBA
Woodard served as interim

head coach at Kansas this sea-

son in place of Marian

Washington, who announced in

January she was taking a medical

leave and retired in February.

"1 started out with a love for

the game," she said. "This is

magical."

A pioneer of the women's

game, she recently attended a

practice for a high school all-star

team at the women's Final Four

in New Orleans.

"Their bodies and arms are

totally cut and they run like deer

and racehorses and with attitude

and passion," Woodard said.

Sharman, inducted as a play-

er in 1976, won titles as a coach

in the ABL, the ABA and the

NBA. in the 1972 season, he led

the Los Angeles Lakers to a 69-

n record, including an NBA
record 55-game winning streak.

He joins John Wotiden and

Lenny Wilkens as the only mem-
bers enshrined as a player and a

coach.

t IsMJii . \'>'*V1ATH' t«**

Basketball Hall ol Fame inductees Bill Sharman. left to rittht. Lvnette WtHHlard. Jerr% CoUneeU. and Lis Jr Drexlrr hold up '^';^''<•*»» «*

2aH jersevs at the Hall ol Fam. inducti».n ccrcmon% M.mdaN in San Antonio. The group uill W mshnncJ on Sept. 10 m NprmijheU.

Softball gears up for Crimson Stone prepares team for HC
SOFTBALL from page 10

"We re a young team." Sortino

said. "Novk that they've got some

expencncc, they've been a lot

calmer at the plate They've found

the capacity to wait at the plate for

tiwr pitch to come, and not try

and rush the pitcher You can't give

experience, you've got to have it."

But games are not won and lost

on the tip of a bat. as the pitching

has shown, if anything, tomor-

row's game will be won on the

fielder's gbve.

"We've got to have good

pitching (today), a solid perfonn-

ance on the mound. The defertse

will hopefully maintain them-

selves aiKl play mistake-free, but

the pitchers will be a key to a

good start." Sortino said

Between them, aces Kelli

AmoM (6-5) and lenna Busa (8-

5» have recorded six shutouts. 15

complete games, allowed 51

earned runs while allowing oppo-

nents to bat .229 The Crimson

feature a few big bats kx>king to

wreak havoc.

Freshman third/first basenvui

V irginia Fritsch is on a tear, lead-

ing the team in batting (.588) and

ranking second in hits (I9i aiKl

runs baited in (131. [unior first

baseman Cecily Gordon follows

behir>d with a .328 average on a

team-high twelve runs, 22 hits.

14 RBI and three home runs. She

will be otK to be wary of for the

Crimson, as will be Lauren

StefarKhik She ranks just a point

below Gordon in average (.327).

and is second in runs as well

(11).

.from page 10

For UMasN. IK>I\ (.ion- ivpiVNcnis a challenging

warm-up of sorts So. the MinuleiiK-n are not look

ing past their Patriot League foes, rather they will be

preparing their well-resttxi staff for this weekend's

trip to lace conference rival Dayton.

BecauNC ol this. Stone will be going deep into his

bullpen, and will let his starter* take an inning so to

get acclimated to game-tiiiw situations.

-We've btx-n inside playing sanw intcr-squad aivJ

some simulated ganw kitul of stuff but it's not the

same, ^o we re going to give each of our guys an

inning and see hc>w they do." Sterne said

Over the past week Stone has had his (earn prac-

ticing indoors working on conditioning and funda

mentals He know* the Mmutemen »iill have the

taste of victory after their 9-2 victory over Sacivd

Heart on March 30.

"1 think \sc have peopk- that are looking forwiard

to plav ing games. Kxause when yvi 1 or

anv other spurt vou dcrti t want ii ^e.

you want to play." Sioik said

Today s ganK- w ill be the 62nd match up betwwn

t Mass and the t msadeis with UMass holdtng a 34-

2b- 1 .1 in the all-time series, which began in

1894 n- last met during the 2003 regular

season with the Minulemen pctsting a 1 3-5 victory at

Holy Cross,

ikiays this season have accounted for the latest

home opener lot the Minulemen in over 10 years

The Minulemen opeiwd the 1993 home campaign

on April 6 with a 10-1 victor \ ' .

College.

ARTS & LIVING ASKS

ARE YOU INTO

TnC SCENE?
Read stories

about ABC's

revamped

Upstairs,

Dr. Seuss,

New WORLD

Theater,

Fitness

Clubs,

and Std m

Pick up your copy of Collegian Arts & Living's

new magazine at one of these locations...

Amherst

Common
Bueno Y

Delano's

Thought

Common
Mystery

College

BooKs • Amherst Brewing Company • Amherst College • Berkshire Dining

. Big Y • Bistro 63 & Monkey Bar- Biuetwaii • Bruegger's Bagel Bakery

Sano Campus Center concourse • Coffee Shop • Daisy's Restaurant •

• Fine Arts Center • Franklin Dining Common • The Flywheel • FootI For

. For The Record • GaH*ry A3 • Hampshire College • Hampshire Dining

• The Hatch • Liquors 44 • Mt. Holyoke College • Muliins Center ice Rink

T^ain • Panda East • The Pub • R. Nicholson Gallery • Rt. 9 Diner • Smith

' Student Union • Tk^ade Roots • Worcester Dining Common
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Familiar foes rekindle old rivalry
By Bill BtAcx)N

AiiNULlATEO PutSS

MONTREAL (AP) — All eyes

are on goaltender lose Theodore as

the Monircal Caru«Ji.;ns get set for

>et another meeting with the

Bo.sion Hmins in the NHL pla>-

olfs.

Two years ago. Theodore was

magniticeni as the Canadiens.

seeded eighth in the Eastern

Conference, toppled the top-seed-

ed Bruins in six gmmt betore

being ousted in the second round

by Carulina

Another >ui.li cIIlmi will likely

be needed lor seventh -place

Monircal to bt"*i second-place

Bustun this linie around.

The bc>tHjf-se>en series begins

Wednesdav night in Boston.

"All >ear when we played as a

team, we were successful,"

Theudore sakl Monda> after a "W-

niinute practice at the Bell Centre.

"SV'hen v^v play our system, every-

L>iK- does well. r»oi just one player

"Thai's our team's strength —
playirig as a team."

Still, the Canadiens' success

begins with their goaliending and

although the Bruins arc a bigger

team with more hrepos^cr in

attack, the leveling factor is

Theodore's proven ability to steal a

series.

"We're a pretty confident

btmch with the gualtending we

have.' said defc*nseman Craig

"uct "k»>e"s shcmn he's one of the

i-v best goaltcnders in the k»gue.

I we're pretty confid«ii when

we're in front of him.

"We've played a solid system all

year and we've beaten top-placed

teams, so if we play our system, we

feel we'll be successful."

Theodore's opponent in the

Boston goal is Andrew Raycroft.

who is coming off a brilliant sea-

son that will likely cam him rook-

ie of the year honors. But he is as

yet untested under playoff pres-

sure.

Raycroft ended the season with

2^ wins, a 2.05 goals-against aver-

age and a .**26 save peiventage in

57 gam^ while Theodore had ^5

victories, a 2.27 average and .919

save percentage in 67 matches.

"He'll play the way he can and

I'll do my best too," said

Theodore "1 don't look at it as an

individual chalkngc."

It is a reversal of robs from two

years ago, when the upstart

Theodore outplayed Boston veter-

an Byron Dafoe

Theotkjre previously had been

calkd in to play in five playoff

games while working his way up to

a regular NHL )ob, but the 20U2

playoffs marked ihe first time he

went inio the postseason as the

No. I gualteiKler

"Now I know w^wt to expect."

he said.

Raycnift is in that situation

now for BoMiMi.

"Byron l^afoc was there whc-n

they were No I in the league iwn

yean afu wid he wait an elite goal

tender then." said Rivet

"They're having success again

and their young goaltender

(Raycroft) has stepped up. He has-

n't really faced a lot of adversity

this year. He's played behind a real-

ly strong team. But we're looking

at them to get really solid goaliend-

ing."

The Bruins have had night-

mares over the decades atwut

meeting Montreal in the playoffs.

It will be the 30th post-season

series between the two Original

Six clubs. Montreal is 22-7 so far.

Although Boston finished 11

points ahead of Montreal in the

regular season, the games between

them were close The Bruins won
the season series 3-2- 1 , but four of

the games went into overtime.

The Bruins ouiscored Montreal

only 9-7 over the six games, and

the Canadiens won twice in

Boston.

"For whatever reason, we seem

to match up well with them," said

coach Claude lulien. "Maybe they

have the si/e advantage and we
have fairly good speed.

"I don't think it will be much
different in the playoffs."

A key question for Boston is

the health of star center |oe

Thornton, who missed the season

finale on Sunday with an 'upper

body injury" that is believed to be

in the ribs.

Montreal is fairly healthy,

although defenseman Sheldon

Sourav is suspected to be playing

with a sore wrist or sfxxjkler.

Rivet left Montreal's season-etxler

on Saturday night with a sore

back, but kx>ked fine in practice

on Mondav.

UConn stings Georgia Tech.
UCONN from page 10

sira^ht Uxh attempts to get the

ball toward the basket Yellow

lackets c\)a».h Paul llc-witt buncd

His head in his hands and turned

•ound lov»ard the crowd. He
^kln'i K'lieve ihere wwnt a foul

or may he he- jusl c-oukin't stom-

ach what was happening to his

team.

By that point, the IokI had

grown to 20. and ahhuugh Tech's

funous ralK cut the defkit to seven

in iIk ixls. the outcome

was IK vibt

Of courMT. L'Cunn has more —
.,.,vH ti>,i«\- than Okafur, and

.tent was Working.

• •<;. J iiinior <*hu led tfie

! fin^. hit all thrtjc of his

,^ I!' - Juring the first 20 min-

utes to help the Huskies lake a 1
5-

poini lead ai halftime His back-

coun male. Taliek Bnjwn. bounced

back from a rough game in

UConn 's semifinal win over IXike

to finish with nine points, six

rvfooiaids aixl four aaists.

josh Boone. Rashad

Anderson. Charlie Villanueva

the list goes on and on No fewer

than 1 L'Conn players made sig-

nificant contributions in ihis orKv

Anderson celebrated at the

end of the game by running

around the couri with the game

ball, laughing and holding hb
index finger in the air .i^ t)kiifi>r

chased him. They cvcntuallv

hugged ^ a fond farewell tor

Okafor. ** junior wfio earned his

degrcx" in three years and will

almost surely leave for the NBA

The two hooked up beautifully

just before halftime. when

Okafor snatched a missed free

throw, lurrted aivJ. while still air-

borne, threw to Afxlerson. who
dribbled to the lop of the key and

swished a shot at the buzzer The

Huskies pulled it off in five sec-

onds, and looked as if they were

the only ones on the floor, instead

of playing against five Yellow

lackeis.

Tech got nine points and 1

1

rebounds from Schensther. Will

Bvnum led the fackets with 17

and B I Kkler had 14. but they

simply couldn't shoot on this

night That they shot just 38 per-

cent from the field was under-

standable, given they were going

against Okafor and a lineup that

included two more 6-10 guys.
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The Best & The Brit>htesl

Open Our Doors

A bright future awaits you inside

The New England Center for Children

• loin us and earn your Master's degree in one of our on

campus programs.

• Work with colleagues in a world renowned school on the

leading edge of research and treatment for Autism.

• Learn to use the principles of ABA to improve the lives of

children with special needs.

Send your resume to: job$@necc.org

The Newb
F OR CHILDREN

33 Turnpike Road, Southborough, MA 01772-2108

Tel: (508) 481-1015, Fax: (508) 485-3421

www.necc.org
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Bokton Bruins' Michal Gro»ek. Ktck, battles with New Jersey llevil* Raymond Giroux. front, during

the first period o< NHL action in Boston last Sunday-

Hammerin' Hank, thirty years

after setting the benchmark
By PaL'L NtU-BERRV

,AjMX. lATtO PltE«

ATLANTA (AP) — Thirty

yean later. Hank Aaron is a bit

fuzzy on the pitch Al Downing

threw that night in Allania- Fulton

County Stadium.

'Downing was more of a

finesse pitcher." Aaron said. "I

guess he was trying to throw me a

screwball or something Wfwtever

il was. I got enough of it

"

As the ball sailed over the krfi-

field fence, the Hammer trotted

into history, having passed the

Babe as the greatest home-run hit

ter.

No. 715.

It's a figure that still resonates

as one of sport's magical mile-

stones. Aaron woukl go on to hit

40 more hottK-rs before he retired

in 1976

While 755 is the target that

Barry Bonds cha.ses. it was 715-
struck against Downing and the

Los Angeles Dodgers on April 8.

1 974 — that stands as the seminal

nwment for Aaron.

Babe Ruth's 714 became a

relic of history, cast aside by a

quiet, black man from Mobile.

Ala., who endured death threats

during his quest.

Aaron spent most of his 2'S-

ftax career with the Braves, first

in Milwaukee, then in Atlanta.

The team will honor the 50th

anniversary Thursday night

before its game against the New
York Mets.

"Oh. it really doesn't seem like

it's been 50 years." Aaron said in

an interview wnth The Associated

Press. "Time really creeps away

from you. doesn't it?"

He's 70 now. a landmark

reached a couple of months ago.

accompanied by reminders of his

advancing years. Four of his seven

siblings have died. Another is

crippled by a stroke. Aaron had to

give up tennis because of creaky

knees.

But he still leaves the house

almost every day at 5:50 a.m..

heading to Turner Field for an

hour-long workout. He enjoys a

round of golf (as long as the cart

is included). He looks fit and

happy, a successful businessman

who owns a car dealership and I 7

Hank Aaron. Atlanta Braves slufiger, eves the flight of thi ball

after hitting his 71 5th home run to break Babe Ruth'* all-time h«»me

run record, Monday night April 8. 1974, in Atlanta against the Lo*

Angeles IXxlgcr>. With the ^Oth anniversarv coming up on Thursday,

the hit still resonates as one of sport's magical milestones. Aaron

would go on t«i hit 40 more homers before he retired in 1976.

Krispy Kreme doughnut shops.

"That's why 1 work out every

day." he joked.

Aaron doesn't spend much
lime watching baseball on TV —
"1 don't need some announcer to

tell me if it's a fastball or a curve-

ball" — but he enjoys getting out

to the ballpark.

He went to see Pedro Martinez

pitch. Ditto for Randy lohnson.

While Aaron played on just

one team that won a World

Series, the 1957 Milwaukee

Braves, his only regret is failing to

capture the Triple Crown.

"Other than that." he said,

"everything else was completed."

AaRin's role with the Braves

— senior vice president and assis-

tant to the president — is largely

ceremonial, but that hasn't

iDjKinwiEiinw
D^ /A\ 1 D
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Laam ta
aartandln
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May 2nd

Garden Room
Lord Jeffery Inn

30 Boltwood Ave

Call nowl Spac« It liiiin«dl

800-U-CAN-MIX
[
www.unlvrsityb8rfndlng.coin)

Slopped him from speaking out

on some of the game's most press-

ing issues.

He's against putting Pcic Rose

in the Hall of lame. He wants

baseball to adopt a tougher drug-

testing policy. He called for more

blacks in upper management He
doesn't believe the New 'lork

Yankees arc assured of a champi-

onship just because they spend

more.
"1 don't think it's good for the

game, but 1 also don't think it

guarantees a winner, either."

Aaron said. "All those guys they

got are used to being the star on

their ballclub. They're used to hit-

ting home runs and scx'ing their

name in lights."

When it comes lo steroids.

Aaron would rather speak in gen-

eralities than focus on anyone —
especially Bonds, who begins the

season with 658 homers.

"I'll just say collectively that all

this talk about steroids in baseball

is bad." Aaron said. "I wouldn't

want anyone setting records if

they're on steroids. But none of

these guys is accused of anything.

It's ju.st being talked about."

Aaron is dismissive of the cur-

rent testing system, which allows

for a one-year suspension only

after the fifth positive test for a

banned performance-enhancing

drug.

"It's got to be much more seri-

ous than what we have now."

Aaron said. And what dcK's he

remember about 715? Mostly,

those who watched him break

Ruth's record.

limmy Carter, then two years

away from being elected presi-

dent, was there on that cool night

in Atlanta. So was Maynard

Jackson, the city's first black

mayor. And don't forget Sammy
Davis jr.
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Great new deck!

WES. Team Pub Trivia!

Win Money and Prizes

WED. Harp Reggae Night

March Special!

Molson:
$2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher

"start your own tradition''
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Dining Commons Menu
DC contaci; 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Nuggets

• Macaroni & Cheese

• Sesame Ntxjdies with

Pea Ptxls

(vegan

I

DINNER
• Money Garlic Roast Pork

• St rod with Herb Topping

• Scrod with(»ut Topping

• Black Bean Tofu Steak

vegan)

HiV K*0it5'"

SKPkKesT

^&

Daiiy Weather Forecast
For Amherst

TUESDAY
. High: S2

• Low; n

WEDNESDAY
• High: 5S

• Low: 28

THURSDAY
• High: 54

• Low: 34

^J^

<c?
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On itatf today
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Sher\l Witnik
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Si on Eldndgi- II
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Aruhfvi Merritt
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Shannttn larringUm
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Clvn Vraub' Nikitlas P Mdrkdnlonsfoi
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Not everything that is

faced can be changed, but

nothing can be changed

until it is faced.
-/ames Baldwin

aquarius • \^^ lo-fm. is

I el MKir h.iir (iown and go cra/y.

piSCeS • Fib. 19-Mar. 20

Stripes aren't flattering for most people.

Avoid them.

aries • mar. 2i-An(. i9

Sometimes all you really need is a sliff

drink and a kick in the butt.

taurUS • Apr. 20-Mav 20

Don't let hunger consume you.

gemini • may 21 iun. 21

Th<> stars alignnu'nt t reates positive

romantic energy for you

cancer • iln. 22-iLi. 2:

Read a maga/ine.

leO • ki. 23Au. 22

Be proud of sour teammates.

virgO • Aug. 23.S€PT. 22

No one cares what you do. just don't

annoy others.

libra • stpt 23-00 22

Hold on to your information.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Sit in a < orner alone You look sad and

rk'tV-nseless

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Of< 21

ChcKk the weather before you go out

todav.

Capricorn • oic. 22-|an. 19

You weren't missed while you were

gone.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

$450 Group Fundraiser

Scheduling Btmu.s

Fraternities-S* >r( int ics-

Student Ooiips; 4 IviurN

of ytxjr gnxip's time

PLUS (Xir free (vi->, trve)

fundr.iisinj; sulutmns

EQUALS $1 ,«»-$2,aV

in eaminip. tor your

gnxip.C-iillTOnAYti.r

a $450 K)nu* when you

schedule your non-sales

fundraiser with Ciimpus

Fundraiser. Qinract

CampusFundniiser, (888)

923-3238, or visit www
.campusfiindra iser.coni

\I'\KUU\T rOR RFNT

Center o( towTi 1,2, ^

bednxiras; harvlwixKl flixnv

NOWSHOWlNCitor

JUNE and SEITEMBEK

NO FE&i u^vw^-unlui^t-

i2S3-787V

Mill Valley Estates now

Renting 2 hednn $1050/

1100, 3Mrni$nS0/
1400Nola.st montiis

rent, Free Heat &. Hot

Water, 2 full hatKs, AC.

On busline Mon-Fri 10-

5pm 253-7377

APARTMFM K)R RtNT

Br.indywme Apts. No«

leasing, liSi2 K\lr»H)ni

apts. leases K'gin June,

July, Aug or Sep 1 irst

come, tirsi scr\'c. Cjtt

them while rhey last.

\vwAv.liranJ>winc-

.tpts.com Sti>p hy or Call

S4y-06CX'

HoKin C^rtxkis 3 K-d-

rooiu, hardwixxl floors,

study are.i in hisi-ment.

C^hle, telephone (inter-

net .iccess) in all Ix-d-

r<x)ins aiiil stiiily. NOW
SHCWINC tor JUNE
and SEITEMRER. NO
FEES, www.ainhcrstlin-

colnrealtv.com 253-7879

AUTO FOR SALE

$500!!! Police lmp«)unds,

C>ars from $5(Xl Hond.is,

{ "hevy's. Jeeps, etc. tor

listings, l-a\VM9-3323

Ext. 4554

rvinoYMFNT

C!!oup*)n distribution

$15/hoiir America take-

out 866-286-6368

IMPIOYMFM

Play sp»>rts! Have fun!

Save Money I Sp irts

C "amp in M.iine.

C^Mches neeiled: Tennis,

RisketKill, Baseball,

Water-sports, Ri^-s

Giurse, Ciolf, Archery,

.ind more. Work

t\itd(x)rs .ind Have a

Oreat Summer! C^ill

Free: (888) 844-a^80 or

Apply;

www.campcedar.ct)m

Moving: Lixal moving

i.ompany Kxiking for sell

motivated individuals,

part time ptisitions avail-

able imiiKxliately.

Weekd;;y availability a

plus. Raises coinmensu-

nite with pi-rformance.

Potential for tips. CkxxJ

attitudes are a must. C^U

(4n) 5S4-4746

IVivers ,ind Kitchen help

wanted -Apply at DP
l"Vnigli dowritown

Amherst

Bartender Trainees

Needed $250 a day

potential. Lical positions

1-800-293-3985 Exi5 16

IMPIOVMENT

C^imp Qxirwelors and

Special Net\|s ( !;imp

CxHinselors- Town of

Amherst l>ay tutmps

Tlie Town of Amherst

seeks C^mp C'(Kinsek)rs

for its day camps operat-

ed by the Leisure Ser-

vices and Supplemental

Education IVpartment

(LSSE). Past camp coun

seling expenence, other

experiences working

with schixO age children,

.ind/or relatei.1 ciHirse-

work in elementar> e<.lu-

cation highly desirable.

Also seeking camp coun-

selors to work one-on-

one with special needs

campers, exp. wi>rking

with special neixls popu-

lation pretertcd. Must K-

l«yrs. Old. $ range tor

Kith [Hisitions: $8.19 -

• 9.48 hr; 35-40 hrs (vr

week, June 21 to Aug.

20. ,'\pplicari<ins avail-

able from Town H.ill,

Human Resource l)ept.,

- Boltw.KxlW.ilk,

Amherst. (4 n) 256-

4065 Fijiial Employment

C")pportuniry/Athrmative

Action Employer

FMI'IOVMFNT

Liti- Guards ;md Swim

Instnictorv The Town of

.-Xmherst seeks qualified

lifeguards and swim

instnictors. Lifegtiards

must ln)ld current certifi

catii>as including: Lite

Ciuard Training First

Aid, and CTR. $8.16-

9.48 hr, 35-40 hrs per

week. Applic.itions avail-

.iblc from Amherst

Leisure Services, Bangs

( iommunity Center, 70

Bolrwixxl Walk,

Amherst. Equal

Empli )ymetit

(.Yp'rn'^'fy /

Affirmative Action

Empkiyer

L(xal BuMiievs is hiring

marketers Pirt Time

$10-1 5/hrC^ll Alison

@4I 3-627-9043

M.irketmg .Agency Seeks

Oitgoing High EnergN'

Individuals for promo-

tions $1 S/liour 888-477-

6668 www.haiispromo-

tions.com

EMPIOYMENT

••Rinending"$250A>.iy

Potential. No Experience

Nesc. Training provided.

l-800-%5-6520Ext.l62

HOUSE FOR RENT

H.idle\ Newer Five

Bi\lroom Home 549-

4270

INSTRUCTION

Universitv B.irtendinu

triasses start s»xinl!! t^all

for intonnation 1-800-U-

C'.AN-MIX wA^w.iiniver-

sirvbirtcndini: com

SERVICES

PhiloMiphical

I x.unseling, .Amherst,

PhilosoplnPi.iKiL'uc.net

We do l.iptop and desk-

top computer repair

starting at $39.00. 413-

S84-8857.

Pregnant? Need help?

C;all Birthright of

Amherst area tor free

testing and assistance

549-1906

SERVICES

PRECiN.ANc:YTFJST-

INO, HIV Testing, Birth

CJintrol, and Emergency

C]»>ntraception.

.Atforvlable ,ind confiden-

tial. T.ipestn Health, 27

Pray Street, Amherst

548-9992

SUMMER SUBIET

Summer sublet 2 bed-

rixmi at Roiling Creen

6/1-8/24 256-1709

2 bednxmis, hillv fur-

nished .ip.irtment. 1 full

bath. .Av.iil.ible June 1st-

September l*'. C^W

R.ichelS:ynwn@781-

264-1512

TRAVEl

887-4-CANC:UN Best

pnce, UMASS VEN-

1X">R selling spring bre.ik

packages. l\) not get

scammed. C^aticun,

Negril Acapiiico,

Biiliamas, Honda. $$$

campus reps cam $$$.

Flipnation.com 877-4-

cancun.

V\ANTEH

Student phoiogrtpher

nei-ds iiuxlels. Free head-

sh..tv'*l 3-486-2555 or

ioruith.mNi-stenik@hi>t-

m.iil com

Young le.iders w.intedl

Inline tor m.irketing,

te.iching. or public

speaking, flexible hours,

full rraining cont.icf

^S66)598-6674

X'lvleo fixit.tge i)f .inv

UMass not, will pay

monev for tixitage. t'all

413-687-3902

EtX-. IX^NORS
NEEnEl>, Extremely

generous ct»mpensiiri«in

paid Non-smokers ages

2 1 - 32. For more informa-

tion please- cont.ict

C "hristme or Li: at 781-

769-6900 or visit

www.rolx-rtnichol-iciiu.

com

NctsI .111 .ip.miiurii tiir next

ve.iT ' Rinimmmcs h>r the

.ip-iirtment ' iVrh;ips sunHsine

to siihloi ymir .tiMrrnicnt ?

Fiiidit«lihm-!(iill413-

S4S- \')CC to place your ad!
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The .best in the land
Crew victorious

in Yankee Cup
B>- ElHMt PtLLS

.'\»IH IAIH< IV>V>

SAN ANTONIO (AP) - The

Conntxtkui Huskies n?all> do have it all:

the All AiiK'rica centrr. the llash> guards,

the coach who gets e\enthing right, aiid

njw a national title, which iheN won with

lai-se.

Led b> 24 points lami LnK-ka t)kator

«Ki 21 trom Ben Ciordon, the Huskies

cHitcUssed Georgia Tech 82-71 on

Vkniday night to win the chainpiiMiship

iimn\ predicted the> d get faxii the ven

Man oi the ricason.

Thev looked like champions from

beginning to end. running whc'n the>

warned, controlling the middk' at other

times, grabbing just about ever> krnse ball

and making the Nelk)» jackets look ordi

nttr>

L'Conn became the first team sirKc the

l^Wfr Kctuuck) Wiklcats to win the litk

alter being ranki\l lirst in the prweason

TK- Muskk*s wound up on top of the col

lege basketball workj. thanks to a tall,

qukk. deep and talented rosier put togeth-

er b% coach |mi C alhiwn

Calhoun nittsed nuiking the Basketball

Hall o( Fame b> one vi.»te this week. Alter

the wa\ he built and gutdc-d this team, it's

Km siched UConn

I,, ,
in six >ca<*.ins.

aikl \i.WM.\i Mike Kmafwski and IV >b

Knight as il>'' ""'^ .uiiw LiiiiclK-^ *ith

muhipk- tilk

t)fl Tuesdas. Tins Morr^. Ciitn - iIk'

honw of the Huskkrs coukl betxmie the

undKputcd capital of the b«»kelbaH uni

verse The wotr»en's team talus on

Tennessee in the title game in New
Oteans. and with a win, Conrhxtkul

woukl hixoiiK the tirst school to swtvp

U'tli ,.h.iinpii>nships

.SiMiK- sd> the Huskies success start*

with t)kalor. the All-American w^w had

1 1 rebc»unds for his 24th doubk'-doubk- ol

I Ik season, whkb was marked by persist

ent injuries Paiwling the larK on both

ends, using his lank\ b foot- 10 frame to

bkxk two ^Ms and Miter duuM moi

dominated un offense and negiied L

Auvsk- center, Luke Scheascher.

iMii) in the second half. Okafor kept

his haitds straight up and denk-d tha-e

Bv Matt Barstow
Couf(.IAN Staff

See UGOin on piKie 8

Connecticut's Rauhad Anderson cctcbntc* UConn *• 82-73 win over l^curjjuj Icch during their NCAA Final Fi>ur

Chainpion»hip ipunc U»l night in San Antonio. Ander«.on AnUhed the fame with 18 point*, good for third t»n the

team.

Led by an undefeated varsity eight boat, the

Massachusetts wonxfns crew team pkked up two vrc-

tories over the weekend to start the 2004 season.

On Saturday, the Minutewomen traveled to

Worcester, wtiere they captured gold at the Yankee

Cup. The Cup was originally scheduled for last

Sunday, but was postponed for a wwk because of bad

rowing conditkms in Kingston. R.I.

UMass carried its momentum into Sunday's iri-

meet with Columbia and Holy Cross, where it cap-

tured its secorxl vktory in as many days.

The Yankee Cup saw heavily favored UMass out-

pace New Hampshia- and Rhode Island en route to itt

first win of the season The varsity eight was vktori-

ous with a time of b. 1*^.50. whik Rhode Island trailed

by 1 5 seconds and New Hampshire btxxighi up the

r«ar(7:II.W).

Carrk Champigny. the boat's cowwain, steered the

varsity eight to victory on Saturday and Sunday with

help from Faith Harkins and Cat Gariepy, who pow-

ered the squad from the one and two seats respective-

ly. Lea jakobsen. Katk- O'Brien, Uuren Cromwell,

Lizzy Boyk, Haky McGrath and Stephanie Hoph

rounded out the first varsity eight.

The second varsity eight boats finished in the same

order as their counterparts, with UMass first

(7K)6 70), Rhode Island s<a.ond (7:16.93). and the

Wikkats third (7 37 50) Massachusetts captain Kale

Bonner ksl the Maroon and While to vktory at stroke,

while Lauiwi Rowell rowed in the seven seat.

UNH and URI forfeited points to UMass in the

varsity four races, as they faikd to enter qualifying

boats.

The Wikkatt finilhed second in last year's New

Ei^land Championships and rxftumed eight varsity

mwen. but failed to finish above third place.

In additwn to being postponed, the Yankee Cup

was rck>cated to lake Ouinsigamond in Worcester,

whkh will doubk as host site for this year's ECAC
ChampkHiship The KCAC Championship will be the

final contpetition of the season for Massachusetts on

its quest for a second consecutive ECAC title.

On Sunday, the UMass varsity eight fmished first

with a lime of b:48 01. besting Columbia (6:58.75)

and Holy Cross (7:22.50) The second varsity boat

and the varsity four of UMa.ss finished behind

Columbia, but the Maruon and White escaped with

the litk because additwnal poinu are alkxted to tfie

winning varsity eight

The Massachusetts novice eight jcHned the varsity

in the winners circk. as it finished in 7:21 .43. ouipac

ing Columbia by 10 seconds. Holy Cross dkl not have

a varsity four boat, and finished four seconds behirtd

UMass in the second vanity eight competitions.

Minutemen bring the show home Minutewomen
By Bi)B MclAnuLN

(iH.U4.iAN Staff

Twenty -five members of the

Massachusetts baseball team bat-

tled gusting winds as tliey tried to

pull an uncooperative tarp off of

Eat I l.orden I loki yesterday, each

hoping that they could finally play

on the suKace that it had been

protecting

The Minutemen (7-7. 1-2 A-

lOi had been looking forward to

its game against conference rival

Richmond, as they were the team

that knocked them out of the A-

10 championship last season. So

when Mother Nature played the

vjX'ilLT. coach Stone knew his

ic.ini was upset.

"They shoukl be disappointed,

because they should have been

ready to play." Stone said. "But

the conditions of the field and the

amount of rain that we hinl prior

to them traveling up here didnl

look very promising
"

The Minutemen take on Holy

Cross (3 13 2. 2-6 Patriot

League) today at 3 p.m. in their

home opener. UMass hasn't

played a game in over a week, and

has had its last four games post-

poned (one against Hartford and

a three-game series versus

Rkhmond). all of whkh were

slated as home matches.

The Crusaders have had a

rough season thus far. but only

jyrcause of their floundering

offense. Holy Cross is batting a

meager 232. while getting

outscorcd by its opponents 93-lo-

37. They have scored over five

runs only once this season in a 6-

4 k>sing effort against Nav>

lunior catcher Mike Marron

leads the team with a .302 batting

average and is the only player on

the squad hitting over 300.

Conversely the Minutemen are

batting .313 as a team and have

rcvcivc^ contributions from up

and down the lineup Even though

the UMass offense dominates that

of the Crusaders, coach Storn; is

simply looking for his team to get

out on the fieki.

"We are trying to play games

and play well. I'm not really that

concerricd about the matchups or

looking at scores because those

can be dcxeiving." Stone said,

"Basebiill is different, you can't

take anybody lightly."

One strong point for Hol\

Cross has been its pitching stall

whkh sports an impressive com-

bined ERA of 4 50. The staff has

several long relievers who have

been nothing short of spectacular

this season, and have kept the

Crasaders in many of their games

See BASEBAU on page 7

set to face Crimson

after weather hampers schedule

Freshman Amanda Morjn has 1 3 hits and six RBIs for the Minutewomen this season. UMass has a

double-header against Harvard today in Cambridge, slated to start at 3 p.m.

By Brendan Hall
(^iu.E<.iAN Staff

X KIF-.'iYIJMASSMFlMARtLATIIlNS

Junior Keith Doherty has yet to give up a run this season for the Minutemen. UMass takes on Holy

Cross today at 3 p.m. in Amherst for its first home game of the season.

The weather has not been so kind to the

Massachusetts softball team as of late.

Tomorrow's doubleheadcr at Harvard (10- 1 0-1)

will be the Minutewomen s first contest in over a

week, barring inclement weather. Last Thursday's

home game against Maine was rained out. as was

Saturday's doubleheadcr in Philadelphia against St.

Joseph's.

"We've been trying to practice indoors, and I yes-

terday | outside in the cold." UMass coach Elaine

SoUino said. "Basically, we've been working on our

fundamentals, mostly our running game. I know it

sounds strange considering we have 44 stolen bases

this year, but they haven't got it down solid."

Freshman Candice Molinari currently leads the

team in the stolen ba.ses category, having converted 1

Of her 13 attempts. Senior Aisha Franke is next on

that list with a perfect b-for-6. Sortino hopes the

return to basics on baserunning will allow for a lot of

extra ba.ses to complement the tremendous hitting

power.

Currently riding a seven-game winning streak and

having won eight of their last nine, tomorrow should

be an indication of how well those practices have paid

off for the Minutewomen.

Part of that streak can be attributed to the tremen-

dous hitting in recent weeks. Over their last three

games, the Maroon and White have ama.ssed 27 runs

on 3b hits and seven home runs.

I our of those seven have came from catcher/third

ba.seman K| Kelley, who at her current pace may set a

new career homer record when all is said and done.

The sophomore currently sits in third on the all-time

list with 17. just nine homers away from tying the

record set by Scooter Wheeler and Brandi Cross.

With batting averages up for Kelley (.303), Hilary

Puglia (.308), Ai.sha Franke (.294), Candice Molinari

(.343) and lamie Cahalan (.2bb). the Minutewomen

are showing no signs of wear in the batter's box.

See SOFTBALL on page 7

The Rock falls short with

remake of 'Walking Tall'

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 5

Minutemen rally to win home

opener at Lorden Field

SPORTS. PAGE 10
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Bustamante, Murphy hold rally today
1

^WUiAt'. U)«k.44JM.>.ICUl.>A,S

Fuluard*. Bu'.tdmanir. SOA prisidrniul canidate and winner of this year's orifcinal

flections, speaks lo students *t HilUidr Dining Commtm vrkterday.

By Meussa BiA.NK!fn».

Their first aiicmpt started skjw. but as the

hour drew on, F^uardo Bustamante and

Maithc-w Murphy, self-proclaimed Student

Covtrmment .Avsuciatkjn pre>-kfcnt and trustee

in exik:. enticed UMass students to stop and

Uilk at their first "Back lo the IVc»pW conimu

nit> meetir^ at Wonx'sier Dming Conmara

last night.

"I'm trying to get peopfc: to ujine and talk

io me in a generally incflective format."

BuMamante joked at the Ix-gmning ol the hour

Bustamante and Murphy sc-t up post in the

hallway outside of the HilUkle Dining

Comnwjn amund 6:30 pm last night, with

rwo postcTs and a stack of llycr> advocating

their lO-p^nni program

"We're jusi tryang to intaiduce oursdves."

Murphy said.

"The idea of this wu.\ to u-se resourees of the

presklent to bring SGA back to the peopk' to

hear their concerns and that woukl mean

advertising," Bustamante said "Being that

we're not working with that, its more just two

people tt>ing tfwir hardest. The etTects are

going lo be slightly different
"

"Unforluiwtely we couldn't |book space in

the DC
I
because we're not part ol a student

organizatk-wi yet." Murphs Naid

friends, active graduate Ntudents. oiher SGA
offkiab, iuid many undergraduate students

were greeting and speaking lo Basiamante as

they walked by.

BcHh candidatc-s spoke freely about the eke

lions, the ekxtioas procc-ss aiki what the caixli

dales woukl want lo improve or change at the

University.

Basiamante sakl he is optimistk of the

upcoiiung presidential efcxtwns on April 28

aixl2*<

"At the end of the month, we're ^jing lo get

to do it agam and do it iill right." BuwnMMe

Ton»orTc>w. Murj^h) ami Bustainanle wffl

hokl a rally at the Student Union fnjm noon to

I p.m. The rally will give the candklates a

chance to explain to the siudc-ni body afxjut the-

recent division by ifie SGA not to nitily the

efcxtkjns. aixi w+mi students can enpixt ln.»n

the SGA in the future. The Cimnabis Reform

Coalition will be bottling a mock swearing in

"A kH of people are angn and upset about

what ha* happened." Murphy said

"Tomorrow, wv're going to try to turn a k>t of

that anfger inio ptuductive stuff, like kiKi.kmg

on doors.'

Springfield club

closes permanently
SPRINGFIELD. Mass (AP)

— A downtown nightclub has

decided to close its doors perma

nently rather than figlii the city's

efforts to shut it down because of

numerous fire and safety siola-

tions

City mspector^ closed The

Asylum in March. Club owners,

who faced a Thursday hearing

about the violations, agreed lo

surrender their licenses rather

than try to reopen.

"Effectively, their licenses are

no longer owned by them ainl

can't be used," city solicitor

Patrick I Markey said.

"Tfiey sigiwd an agreement to

relinquish them
"

Owners planned to lum over

their entertainment license.

Sunday entertainment license

and food and bc\erage license to

iIk- city rhey hadn't done so by

late Tuesday, as planiKd. but

Markey sakJ ihai is of no legal

consequence because of the

^igiwd agrix*nK"nt

'It s one less hazard that we

have lo worry about." Disinci

Fire Chief lohn E Cossaboom

toW The Springfickl Republican.

The all-night dance club,

which latered to an under-21

crowd and didn't sene alcofKJ,

was shut down March 12 by

Cossaboom as a public safety

ha/ard after it wa>- » iuJ for 21

safety code violatu

lire l')epartiiK-iu m^(»<.v.iois

said they found exposed wiring,

hanging black plastic sheets and

combustible maieriaU in the

basement 11k' club was allegedly

using an upstairs room illegally,

and inspectors found a tluttered

rear-exit passagewav and partial-

ly

"That was another RhcnJe

Island just wailing lo happen."

said Cossaboom. referring to the

hehruar> 20t.>3 nightclub fiic in

West WatMick. R I., that killed

100 pi-ople

llwre was m> answer at the

club Tuc"sday An undated mes-

sage posted on the club's Web
site said. "We regrel to inform

\ou that the \syluni Nightclub

will no IcHiger be opening its

doors " The messafte was si^'ned

"Stan and Management ol hue

Productions and The Lc'j^'ndary

Asylum Nightclub.'

Mayor Chark-s \. Rvan called

the club a "rcxipe lor disaster"

"It is clear we were fortunate

lo avert a catastrophe." Ryan

said.

UMass fencing team duels to victory at Collegiate Nationals

Bv Matt Casey
( Ol lt<.l*N ( OKMSPONOtNT

DURHAM. N.H. — Jhe Univer«ity

of Massachusetts fencing team finished

in first place at Sur. ly •> Second

.^nnual U.S. Collegiate Club Nationals

at the University of New Hampshire for

the second year in a rciw. defeating 21

other teams.

UMass won seven irv)phies at the

University of New Hampshire: first

place for men's foil, first place for the

women's team and first place overall. It

look third place for women's epee. foil

and saber, and svcoiiu yul^.^: im men s

team H» well Seven of the team's 18

^g individuals alsc> advaiwed
' iin lo individual competition.

The outcome excited UMass coaches

and competitors

"I'm very proud of everyone," said

assistant coach Taro Yamashita

"There are no words. I'm loo happy

right now." said men's foilist Patrick

Reardon after the competition.

Team members attributed their vic-

tory to team spirit and working logeih

er

"We won as a squad," said team cap-

M\TTMF«

Dueling for the championship, two fencers compete. The I'Mass fencing team

won seven trophies on Sunday.

(am Leo Cook. "We weren't going to

win individually. We were only going lo

win as a squad."

Cornell's coach Andrew. Stewart

pointed lo similar reasons for their nar-

row victory over UMass in the mens
three-weapon competition.

Cornell's head coach said his team

won through much camaraderie and

hard work.

"The team spirit was great this week

end." he said.

UMass head coach Brad Baker held

high expectations for the team from the

start because of their performance ai

last year's competition at the University

of Florida. There, they won second

place for men's saber, mens epee. and

women's three weapon team, tied for

first place for men's three weapon team,

and finished in first place for men's foil,

women's epee and overall six-weapon

team

On ihe first day. UMass battled

through 12 rounds of sjx-weapon team

competition, lasting nine hours. The

men and women's teams beat all 12 of

the schools they clashed with Several

individuals, including Erica Aniill and

Tyler laboson of the women's foil squad

emerged undefeated

Team members worried about their

competition schedule for the second

day. which looked more difficult than

the first with the strong competitors of

Army. Florida. UNH. North Western

University and Cornell within six

round.' of each other.

Two fencers at the Sevond Annual U.

Sunday.

Before competition started the sec

ond day. all six of the team's squads

ranked in the top five for their gender

and weapon. The overall men's team,

overall women's team and combined

men's and wcmien's team all ranked

first.

UMass lost lo Army 8-10 in round

13. their first loss of the tournament

They lost two more rounds by the same

margin, one to the University of Florida

and one lo UNH.
Despite the loss to UNH. Reardon

scored an impressive winning touch

against his opponent. He disarmed his

opponent, and then planted his lip on

his c>pponent's chest.

,S. CoHejriJle Cliih Ndti.>n.ils .il I Ml >'n

Phil Ba/elcy. the mm'i »aK-r squad

captain, achieved a similar dramatic

victory for the team in icwnd 14, when

he snapped the blade off his upponent's

weapon and smrcd the winning Pv>int

with one sirc>ki.

LMass made a iiiumplutni -Ik-smi},

despite their second day losses They

secured first place lor men's foil,

wiimen's three weapon team and over-

all six weapon team. Vlen's fuil K-ai

Army by only a single bc«ut. and the

wcimen's three-weapon team beat the

University of Florida by the synie mar-

gin.

Mter team competition ended, seven

See FENCING on page 3

'People meter' TV ratings

delayed after minority protest

l,l'H,MlLV/AS.Sl.X:l.\Il;l'l'REss

Susan Whiting, left, chief executive officer of

Nielsen Media Research, and Rep. Charles Rannel,

D-NY, speak during a news conference yesterday.

By Davio Bahder
,^.SS^K lATI-.l) Pkkss

NEW YORK (AP) — After accusations that

black and Hispanic viewers were being under-

counted, Nielsen Media Research agreed

Tuesday lo delay its rollout of its new "people

meter" television rating system.

Nielsen insists its numbers are accurate, but

.i^ireed to the delay "out of respect and concern

lor how the community sees this." said Susan

Whiting, the company's president and CEO.

In tests of the new system, almost all of the

most popular shows in black households

dropped in the ratings, some up to 60 percent.

Whiting announced the decision to put off

Thursday's scheduled launch until |une 3 at a

news conference in U.S. Rep. Charles Rangel's

(D-N.Y.) Harlem office.

Rangel, who said he had just been made

aware of the concerns, said he and Nielsen

would form a task force to study the issue.

"I'm satisfied that at least I'll have the time to

figure this out." he said.

Nielsen is in the midst of a gradual rollout of

its "people meter" in the nation's largest televi-

sion markets.

Currently, 300 households in each big city

record their viewing habits in a diary kept during

four ratings "sweeps" months. The new system

uses a larger sample - 800 households — and

electronically records what people are watching

every day through a device connected lo their

TV.

Nielsen already uses the "people meters" to

measure national ratings in an entirely different

sample.

Boston is ihe only city where the new local

system is operating. Nielsen — which wants

Attacks spread to Iraq cities

Twelve Marines

may be dead
B^ Ham/.\ HiM'.wvi

.Ass<K iAin> Pkiss

NAjAE Iraq (AP) Iraqi insurgents and

rebellious Shiites mounted a string of attacks

across the south and fought pitched battles

against Marines in the turbulent city of Fallujah

on Tuesday. Up to a dozen Marines, two more

coalition soldiers and at least bb Iraqis were

reported killed.

Reports from the sH\ o\ Ramadi. near

I allujah, said do/ens ot Iraqis attacked a Marine

position near the governors palace, a senior

defense official said from Washington "V signifi-

cant number" of Marines were killed, and initial

reports indicate it may be up lo a do/en. said

the official, speaking on condition of anonymity.

Li.S. authorities also launched a ciackdown

on radical Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr al Sadr

and his militia afier a series of weekend upris-

ings in Baghdad and cities and towns to the

south that look a heavy loll in both American

and Iraqi lives. Sunday. Excluding the report

out ol Kai^adi on Tuesday evening, at least 614
\.., .

, n ' ^s h .VI- lii -il in Iraq since the war.

See TV on page 3

U.S. Marines biiKk the Baghdad-Jordan hinhwav at the entrance to Fallujah. Iraq, 6S kik>meters

northwest of Baghdad, yesterday.
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Interior minister for ousted President Aristide

arrested for alleged murder of opponents
By Paisley lX)i>i>!>

Associated Pw-ss

Haitkn Minister i4 th* Intrrioc JnccWrme Pri\cn, in Ntt n m Purt-au-

Priixc-, Haiti, in this. Mav tile photu. Tht Kirmcf minifttrr was arrrxted

TutrMla> nn »u»|>«cii>o at i«n hestratint; thr murden. i»f sescral peiiple.

PORT AU PRINCE, Haiti

(AP) — Ousted President |ean-

Bertrand Arisiides inteiior minis-

ter was arrested Tuesday on sus-

picion of orchestrating the

killings of several people pre-

sumed to be Aristide opponents,

officials said.

The arrest of jocelemie Privert

— the highest ranking official to

be detained sijice Aristide's

departure on Feb. 29 — comes as

fonner go\emntent leaders and

members of .Aristides political

party have complained that

Haiti's interim leaders are target-

ing them.
"1 hope this is done with due

process because if not it appears

to be a witch hunt," said lJ^slie

Voltaire, a former Aristide

Cabinet member "We don't think

it's u good step for rebuilding the

countn"

Privert was accused in the mid-

February killings of several sus-

pected .Aristide opponents in St.

Marc, a northern port city where

violence llared before the anned

rebellion that pushed Aristide

from power, the new government

said.

Although Privert allegedly

conspired to kill several people in

the town, officials did not say

how many people were killed, nor

did they provide names of those

allegedly slain.

"The procedure is going to fol-

low its normal course," the inter-

im justice minister, Bernard

Gousse, told The Associated

Press.

Privert was being hekl at the

national penitentiary law
requires that he hear the charges

against him within 48 hours.

Penitentiary Inspector

Olmaille Bien Aime said Privert's

cell was being guarded by U.S.

Marines who are part of a peace-

keeping force. But U.S. Embassy

spokeswoman Mara Tekach-Bell

denied the claim, saying, "He's

not in our hands."

Earlier this year, the United

States canceled Privert's U,S.

tourist visa but did not explain

why The United States has can-

celed the visas of more than a

dozen Aristide government offi-

cials in the past year, some
because of alleged connections to

drug trafficking.

U.S. Secretary of State Colin

Powell said during a one-day visit

on Monday that American judi-

cial authorities were investigating

Aristide on corruption charges.

"There are inquiries being

made by our judicial authorities

in the U.S. to see if there is any

evidence of wrongdoing," Powell

said in a news conference. It was

unclear whether the U.S. govern-

ment was investigating other

members of Aristide's govern-

ment.

Motives

of 941
panel

at stake

Ti

Commitment. It's mutual.

Join us and we'll make a commitment to you. A commitment to provide one of the best

career experiences in the world. One that's full of opportunity, challenge, learning and

support. In return, we expect a commitment from you. To perform at your best, to

refuse second best, to take every opportunity we give you. It's a win-win.

ey,com/us/careers =!I Ernst&YOUNG
Quality In Everything We Do

By Hope Yen
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Condoleezza Rice isn't the

only one with a lot riding on

her appearance Thursday

before the Sept. 11 commis-

sion.

If panel members appear

politically motivated in their

questioning of the national

security adviser, it could raise

questions about their credibili-

ty — and the findings in their

final report this summer.

Thomas H. Kean. the

panel's Republican chairman,

says he and Democratic vice

chairman, Lee Hamilton, are

mindful of the political over-

tones in a presidential election

year

The> issued an edict to fel-

low commissioners after last

week's politically charged tes-

timony from former govern-

ment counter-terror chief

Richard Clarke. The message:

Leave politics out of it.

"In a very difficult atmos-

phere, in a town that is the

most polarized I've ever seen,

the commission is trying to do

a job for the American people

that is to the best of our abili-

ty nonpolitical." Kean said in

an interview. "That is enor-

mously hard to do, but I think

we can get it done and people

should leave us alone."

Nolan McCarty, a Princeton

University professor of politics

and public affairs, said Rice's

testimony would offer a stem

test for the panel.

'Partisanship is almost

inevitable." he said "There's

going to be pressure from all

quarters to reach specific con-

clusions either in exonerating

the current administration or

blasting the previous adminis-

tration or the reverse. This

may be the low point."

Kean. a former New lersey

governor, expressed frustra-

tion with people in

Washington who he said are

-int<sit^^p«litic^zin« lh« com
mission's* work While panel

members are political

appointees who have diverse

points of view and different

constituencies, they are fair-

minded and get along well, he

said.

The lO-member panel,

made up of five Republicans

and five Democrats, was criti-

cized by some relatives of

Sept II victims after two
GOP commissioners sharply

questioned the motivations of

Clarke, who testified that

President Bush hadn't consid-

ered the alQaida threat an

urgent priority.

The commissioners. Fred

Fielding, who served as

President Reagan's legal coun-

sel, and former Illinois Gov,

|im Thompson, received calls

from the White House during

Clarke's testimony. Kean said

that in those calls the two were

acting as go-betweens in hopes

of getting Rice to testify that

day.

But some relatives won-
dered whether the White
House fed them information

for their questioning of Clarke.

They worry that more partisan-

ship might be in store during

the Rice hearing.

"I think the fix is in," said

Debra Burlingame, whose
brother had been the pilot of

American Flight 77, which
crashed into the Pentagon.

"There will be partisan ele-

ments of that panel who will

be looking for a way to embar-
rass or discredit the Bush
administration," she said.

This isn't the first time the

commission has had to fend off

questions about the political

leanings of members. Other
questions involve:

Commission executive

director Philip Zelikow's ties

to the Bush administration.

Zelikow served on the Bush
transition team for taking

office and is friends with Rice,

who co-wrote with him a 1995

book on German history.
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Weekly Calendar of events

Compiled by Sara-Megan Walsh
April 7 - April i } 1004

Today

Smith College — Karma Lekshe Tsonio. professor of

theology and religious studies at the University of San

Diego, will give a lecture titled "Crossing Boundaries:

The International Buddhist Women's Movement as a

Catalyst for Global Change" at 4:30 p.m. in the

Neilson Library Browsing Room. Tsomo will explain

the International's Buddhist Women's Movement's

move to stretch the boundaries of gender, class and

religious tradition.

UMatt — The male acapella music group,

RiKkapelta, will perform in the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall at 7:50 p.m. Rockapella is known for

the theme song of the show "Where in the World is

Carmen San Diego?" Ticket prices range from $7 to

$15 for Five College Students, $10 to $35 for gener-

al admission.

Amherst College — Senator and astronaut John

Glenn will speak on "The Space Program and

Politics" at 8 p.m. in the lohnson Chapel. Glenn's

speech is sponsored by the junior Class Council.

Native American Affairs event "A Night of Latin-Jazz

and Caribbean Music' at 7:30 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium of Stockbndge Hall. Music performed is

expected to include Latin jazz, Salsa. Samba, Rumba,

Spanish Flamenco, and South American styles.

Tickets are available by calling 415-545-251 1 or 800- S 14 H d d V
999-862. -^

of $3 to $5. All proceeds will benefit political prison-

ers or their family members who speak at the event
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Friday

Tomorrow
Smith College — David B.Wilkins, Kirkland & Ellii

professor of Law and director of the program on the

legal profession at Harvard Law School, will give the

speech "Representing and Opposing Reparations: A
Parable on Race, Lawyering, and Social justice at

Brown's Golden Anniversary" at 4:30 p,m. in the

Neilson Library Browsing room.

Amherst College — Kim Scheppeie, of the

Department of Law Sociology at the Univenity of

Pennsylvania. will give a lecture titled,

"Constitutional Interpretation After Regimes of

Horror" at 12 p.m. in the Mullins/Faerbers Rooms of

the Lewis-Sebring Dining Commons.

Amherst College — Dr. Phuntsog Wangmo. under

the sponsorship of the Shang Shung Institute, will

teach a workshop on Traditional Tibetair Medicine

titled "Metsa Tibetan Moxabustion". from 6 p.m. to

7:30 p.m. in Webster 217. The workshop will also

meet on workshop will also meet on April 9 and 1

1

from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and from 2:30 to 4:30

p.m. The cost is $75 for students with a valid student

ID., $150 for all others. To sign up call 413.369-

4928.

Mount Holyokc College — At 8 p.m., the play "All

Boxed In" written by Amanda Smith-Wellington of

the class of 2004 will be performed in the Great

Room of Blanchard Campus Center. The plays tells

the story of the young cellist Norma Stein, who afier

enrolling in juliard in the 1950s, is struggling to

claim her identity in a world where strict expecta-

tions for women dictate tile.
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Monday n
Smith College Octavia Butler, Science Fiction

Author of novels including the trilogy Dawn.

Adulthood, and Rites, will speak about her work at

4:30 p.m. in the Neilson Library Browsing Room
Butler is the winner of two Hugo and two Nebula

a\Aards — the two highest awards in science fiction.
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Tu e s d ay 13

Hampshire College — Maureen Sullivan, a young

sociologist and professor at Northern Illinois

University, will speak on "The Family of Woman.

Lesbian Mothers. Their Children, and the Undoing of

Gender" at 7:30 p.m. in Room 107 of Franklin

Peterson Hall Her speech will cover her recent

research on lesbian families.

UMast — World Renowned Top Conga Player

Giovanni Hidalgo and Local Guitar Virtuoso lose

Gonzalez will perform in concert as part of the Office

of African. Latino/a. Asian/Pacific Islander, and

Smith College — "Rhythm Nations" annual cultural

show sponsored by the International Students

Organization, will be held at 7 p.m. in lohn M.

Greene Hall Performances will range from dances to

skits to spoken words.

Mount Holyokc College — There win be a Political

Prisoner Benefit Sho%^ held at 7:30 p.m. in Chapin

Auditorium of Mary Woolley Hall Kntertainment will

include the local hip-hop band Cold Duck Complex,

followed by five speakers: Crystal Hayes. Ramona &
Raymond Africa, Russell Shoats III, and Netdahe

Stoddard. There will also be a poetry reading by local

poet Nathan Zerbach. Admis.sion is on a sliding scale

Smith College — At 7 p.m.. Luis Adolfo Cardona

Colombian unionists, will speak on the difficulties ol

forming a union and how he escaped the

corporate death squads of Coca Cola in Colombia in

Seelye 106

Hampshire College — Melanie Hersch \»ill pciloiin

in concert from 8 p m. to 9:30 p.m. in order to pru

mote her latest CD, "Waiting for the Moment"

in the Red Bam. Melanie is a California native and is

compared to the likes of Patty Griffin and l.ucinda

Williams,
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Falling Spanish

channel ratings

urges 'meter' delay
IV from pa0a 1

"people meters" in the 10

largest cities by 2006 — has

similarly delayed launches in

Chicago and Los Angeles.

In Los .Angeles, there were

concerns the new sample did

not have enough minority rep-

resentation. Nielsen said.

That's not the case in New
York: Whiting claims the new
sample belter represents the

city's ethnic makeup than the

group filling out diaries.

However, during test runs

of the new system, virtually all

of the most popular programs

in black households showed

ratings declines, some more

than 60 percent, according to

U.S. Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton (D-N.Y.), who had

urged the delay.

Spanish-language networks

also saw ratings slips, Clinton

said.

Nielsen ratings are the cur-

rency of the television industry,

with the measurements used to

set local advertising rates.

Shows with low ratings are less

valuable to advertisers and vul-

nerable to cancellation.

News Corp., which owns

the Fox television network and

several local stations that carry

UPN. has protested the new
system. Some UPN shows with

largely black casts, including

"The Parkers," have been

affected.

Differences between the

two systems arc to be expect-

ed. Whiting said, because they

are two different samples.

In general, the "people

meters" are showing higher

ratings for many cable net-

works, she said. The electronic

meters accurately record when
viewers channel surf between

channels.

When relying on people to

later write down what they

watched in diaries, this flip-

ping between channels often

goes uncounted, she said.

"The new system is much
more accurate," Whiting said.

Fencing club wins

seven trophies at

UNH on Sunday
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FfNCMS from page 1

UMass fencers proceeded to

individual competition. Malt

Franco and Patrick Reardon for

men's foil, Kathy BaWasty and

lessica Yu for women's epec.

Stephanie Myers and Sarah

Girard for Women's Saber, and

Tyler lacobson for Women's foil

ail finished within the top five of

their weapon slot Girard fin-

ished first in her slot.

"I think I fenced pretty well

this weekend. My mind game

was there," said Girard.

Only nine of about 60 com-

petitors from each weapon in

each gender went on to individ-

ual rounds.

lessica Yu and Tyler jacobson

both ranked third for their

weapon, while Patrick Reardon

came in second for men's foil

and Stephanie Myers won first

place for women's saber

In addition to the 18 com-

petitors, UMass brought nearly

20 teammates that did not com-

pete in the tournament. This

collection of people swarmed

around the competition area and

cheered for the fencers. They

shouted loudest at dramatic

points such as the end of round

14, when victory or defeat came

down to the last point of top

cpeeist Orin Mases bout. One
spectator reported that he

screamed to the point of tasting

bkxxl.

Some non-competing team

members carried a garden

gnome with them. Certain com-

pethors rubbed or kissed it for

luck.

Nick Oulette, UMass' top male

saberist, bought it Friday as a

joke and named it Token.

"I Token! had a positive infiu-

encc on our fencing over the

past few days," Oulette said.
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UMass Boston

Building Success
SUMMER 2004 AT UMASS BOSTON

Over 500 under-

graduate and
graduate course
sections in over
70 subfects

International

programs in Chir>a,

Ireland, Mexico,

Belize, and Cuba

If you're thinking of taking college courses this

summer, UMass Boston should be at the top of

your list. We offer outstanding instructors,

small classes, a large selection of courses and

scheduling options, and a pleasant harborside

location featuring our new Ciampus Center (pic-

tured above). If you want to take your learning

experience beyond the classroom, check out our

international programs, field study opportuni-

ties, and courses on Nantucket.

Art and science

courses on
Nantucket

Courses scf>eduled

mornings, after-

noons, evenir»g$,

and online

Summer sessions

start in eaHy iun«
and mid-July

Campus is easily

accessible by car

orT

UMASS

Registration starts April 5

Td \Q^^\\^ more, visit vwvw.umb.edu
or call 617.287.6000
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Protection a must for

Five College students
April is Sexually Transmitted Diseases

Awarerw-vs month. Since early high school, and

even middle school, our generation has been ham-

mered over iIk head with inlomiaiion on safe sex.

Condoms., birth control, dentals dams, abstinence.

The options seem endless, and the lists are so

familiar the> have become redundant. Perhaps a

little too redundant

IVesideni Bush is currently in a heated debate

concerning the line print on condom labels. Bush

is urging the Food and Drug Administration for

ihc package to state that cxmdoms pruteci against

Human Papillomovirus. or HPV. Abstinence

groups, which use HPV' as an argument for saving

vx until marriage, strongly oppose the changes.

On the other hand, scientists are urging the FDA

to pass the change, advocating condoms as an efti

cieni method ol preventing some STDs

Although mosi educated American adults

believe they arc well versed in the discourse of sex-

ual health, our behavior is suggesting other^kise

\o matter what the \T>\ decides, sadh. most of

uc won't notice the difference. According to

CNN.com, an American Social Health Association

poll revealed yesterday that almost half of sexually

active Americans are not using condoms Eighty-

two percent do not use barrier methods while hav-

ing oral sex The ASHA survey polled more than

1,155 adults between ages 18 and 55.

-|The study was to) kick for disparities

between level of knowledge and risk takii^ behav-

ior. In this instance the respondents on the survey

said that they thcHight they had quite a bit of infor-

mation about sexually trdnsnmted diseases And

\«i they did not act as though they knew that infor

mation," said Dr. lames Allen, president of the

American Social Health .Association.

Although 1 out of 4 adults will contract an STD
in their lifetime, Americans as a whole don't seem

to be concerned Ninety percent of the people sur-

veyed simply assumed their partner was disease-

free, and a third never even talked about it

By failing to communicate with partners and

be advocates for our own safety and well being,

our age group is taking risks that will potentially

cost us our lives. Simply assuming a partner is

"cl«m" is unacceptable — failun' to use a condom

when caught in the heat ol the moment is irre-

sponsibk:. As some of the most intelligent, well-

educated people in the country, students in the

Five College area have no excuse not to take an

active rokr, not onl> concerning their own health.

but also actively preventing the spread ol STDs.

Free protection methods are available almost

everywhere in the Five College area. On the

UMass campus. Health Services provide free con-

doms. And organizatioas such as Tapestry in

downtown Amherst also all provide free con-

doms, as well as birth cc»ntrol, pregnancy, and

HIV/STD testing. Condoms are also available in

nearly every convenience store on the UMass cam-

pus. Although we compromise onh a quarter of

sexually active people in the United States, young

aduhs account for almost half ul all ST1> cases in

the United Sutes. If young AnnrrKans utilize

resources and knowledge \*e have, we can prevent

a future drain on the American medical system —
ourselves.

insigned editorials npment the majority

opinion of The Massai-husetti Daily Collegian

The varied joys of Passover
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A changing world

"This is the

bread of (opp-

ression, pover-

ty, simplicity)

which our

ancestors ate in

the land of

Egypt. Let all

who are hun-

gry come and

eat. Let all who
are needy come

and celebrate the Passover At

present we are here; next year

may we be in Israel. At present

we arc slaves: next year may we

be free people."

So begins one of the prayers

jews around the workl said this

week at Seders, the traditional

Passover meal and ritual

It seems that lews only make

headlines when there's a conflict

in Israel. Considering that jews

are only 2 percent of the U.S.

population, according to a study

referenced by the U.S. Census in

2000. it breaks my heart that

many Americans probably under-

stand lews and Judaism through

the lenses of the mass media and

coverage of Israeli politics.

Not all lews are Israeli and not

all Israelis are lews. Many lews

are pro-Israel, but many arc not.

Israel is at the center of many

lews' religious and ethnic beliefs;

I support an Israeli state but I fre-

quentlv disagree with the Israeli

government.

Since I'm fortunate eruxigh to

have a public forum, I'd like to

bend your ear just kmg enough to

give you my take on ludaism. told

through the story of my favorite

holiday, Passover

I'm not the most observant

lew in the world and I'm certain-

ly no ludaic expert, but I never

feel closer to my faith, my ethnic-

ity and the workl at large than I

do during the Passover Seder.

Most people recognize

Passover as the celebratk>n of the

Israelites' liberation from

enslavement in Egypt as toM in

the book of Exodus. Moses

instructed the lews to kill a lamb

atVl mark their doors with the

lamb's blood, allowing Cod to

pass over iewish homes atxl smite

the ric<t ttprn jihiidrcn of the

fgyptians. The Atraoh was so

dist^wied over Wc death of his

first-born chikl that he allowed

Moses to lead the lews out of

Egypt.

Passover isn't just about the

words of the Torah; 1 equate

Passover with the living spirit and

traditions of Judaism including

social justice and giving food to

the hungry.

For me, a modem and only

barely observant |ew, Passover is

about community service and

social activism. The Seder is

where friends and family eat

together and commemorate both

the suffering and the liberation oi

Iewish people throughout the

ages. There's no better way to

honor lews who have been perse-

cuted, whether in Egypt by the

Pharaoh, in Russia by the Tsar's

pogroms, or in Germany by the

Nazis, than by helping those who

arc less fortunate today, regard-

less of their rcligion or nationali-

ty-

Passover isnt just

about the words of

ttie Torah; I equate

Passover with ttie

living spirit and tra-

ditions of Judaism

Including social

Justice and giving

food to the hungry.

At the Seder uble. jews eat

bitter herbs dipped in salt water I

assure you. we don't eat this stuff

becauK it tastes good. The herbs

represent the arduous struggk of

Israelites in botKlage and the salt

water represents their tears,

according to many interpreta-

tions of the Torah. For me. this

tradition doesn't just represent

the struggk of the Israelites in

Egypt, or even of lews around the

workl. but rather the injustices

and hardships of all people every-

where
Passover is also a holidav of

questions, specifically "why" The

youngest person at a S^er a^ks a

scries of' question* abuul

Paaaover trtdiiions. The answers

all come from the Torah and help

explain the story of Exodus and

the Israelites journey out of slav-

ery. In modem ludaism, asking

"why" is as much about survival

as it is about the pursuit of

knowledge. What if the German

people had questioned the Nazi

party after World War I?

The spirit of Passover is acccssi-

bk: to everybody, not just those

who practice the Jewish religwn.

Everybodv should question the

world around us, and if we don't

like the answers there's nothing

stopping us fmm engaging in the

social activism that's also pert of

the Passover custom.

This week, lews around the

world arc giving money and food

to the less fortunate, another

Rissover traditkxi. There's no bet-

ter way to celebrate lews' and other

oppressed peopk's liberatwn from

slavery than by helping people who

arc subjugated, whether by eco-

nomic, political or other condi-

tions.

During a traditkmal Seder, the

host fcaves his or her front door

open to alkAv Elijah the Prophet

enter in the hopes he might

annouiKe he is the Messiah but it

also can be perceived as a way to

krt an> body who is hungry sit down

at the Passover meal and eat.

lodav. most people aren't sale

enough to ksavc their door opan

and wek»me strangers into their

homes. Instead ol kaving my door

open. I've resolved to leave my
mind and my heart open to those

who need mv help Therc's so

much conflict aaiund the workl,

especially m Israel, that now more

than ever it's vital that peupk listen

to each other

My hope this year is for lews and

non-jews to remember not neces-

sarily the story of Pas-sover but the

spirit of the holiday. We must con-

tinue to ask "why'.',' especially

when it's most difikult to ask. We
must also extend our hands when

peupk- need help

lews mast take an objtviive. cnt-

ical look at Israeli government and

polky. Likewise, those who are

already critical of the Israeli gov-

ernment must tread carefully and

not let political condemnation kad

to ami Sduuism. No one struggle

for iwuSButweighs another, until

. v^^• »cM fret, we arc all slaves

Whhel Smith ts u Collegian

columnm.

I've learned

a lot about

perception
recently I've

started to see

the world in a

new light as it

were. I was at

my buddy's

house on Sat-

urday evening

enjoying a

fijmc of Beirut. My friend and I.

while setting up our cups in our

intoxicated delight, were sure we

had this game beat. Our oppo-

nents didn't lcx)k so tough. Both

from UMass-Dartmouth, this

Beirut game went beyond drunk-

en reverie and became a stand

off between two schools with

reputations on the line.

On the left was a short

brunette by the name of

Saniantha "Sammi" LcBlanc.

She's cute, with long dark hair

and a low cut shirt, and we fig-

ure that she'll only be a distrac-

tion and won't sink a single cup.

Her partner is her friend Steven

"Vitty" Ciras. A normal looking

guy. he'll have to carry his team

and so it'll be one and a half

against two.

Could we have been further

from the truth?

Let's just say that the truth

was hooking up in another

room, leaving us two fools with

the taste of foot in our mouths.

First off. Sammi is from

Gardner, a place where they

drink as if their beer owes them

money They take competition

just as seriously and that same

ferocity is seen in their drinking

games.

She sank the first cup. Vitty

followed with a similar shot, and

the two slapped hands. My bud

and I could only watch as they

went for two more rounds. By

the lime we started taking shots

we were down four to seven.

They dominated until we came

back and tied it one cup each.

Thev. of course, sank their first

shot. We miraculously got one

shot in and went in to overtime

Our quick victory became a

quick defeat as they sealed the

deal and sank both their shots in

to our remaining cup. We were

their fifth consecutive victims,

and they went undefeated for 21

games before the night was over

"So what, it's only beer-pong." I

said.

"This is Beirut." said Vitty.

I've always believed that any-

Guys prefer a little

bit of romance just

like the ladies do.

Only our romance

usually comes in

nacho form with a

side of cheese

sticks.

one who calls this game "Beirut"

is either a rich, preppy kid or

someone trying to bring sophisti-

cation to throwing a ball into

beer-filled cups. What Vitty

explained to me is that beer-

pong is actually played with pad-

dles, where Beirut is not. Since

Ping-Pong paddles are not some-

thing an average student pos-

sesses, the paddles were tossed

but the name stuck. Well I guess

I was zero for two this night.

On a similar night, 1 was sit-

ting at McMurphy's enjoying a

pint and listening to the Guitar

Dudes with another friend. A
woman approached us and. turn-

ing to my friend, said one of the

most memorable things ever to

lodge itself in my brain. "Want to

take me home and make me lac-

tate?" she said.

My friend stopped his beer in

mid swig and stared at me,

matching my own wide-eyed,

dropped-jaw expression. He

looked at me for some answer,

apparently I'm the expert in

pick-up lines, but I could offer

none. Never have I heard of a

woman coming up to a guy in

this way. Or of a woman coming

up to a guy at all. I coukl only

stare at the bar top and struggle

to stomach my beer while my

brain came up with dozens of

images to accompany this

woman's sentence. My friend fol

lowed my lead and humbly mut

tered "no thanks."

Where was the macho gusto?

The excitement and allure of a

woman brazenly approaching a

guy and demanding only what

his wildest dreams can behold''

Cone. We were scared. A
woman who is that comfortable

to express bodily functions of

that magnitude openly can only

have terrible intentions for us.

Plus guys prefer a little bit of

romance just like the ladies do.

Only our romance usually

comes in nacho form with a side

of cheese sticks.

When the lady left for easier

prey, my friend turned to me
and said, "I guess times

are changing." I've never con-

sidered it until that point but

he's right. We have robot vacu-

um cleaners, digital cameras in

cell phones, and now women
are leveling the playing field and

making the first move. The

future is upon us and just in

time too.

With my comfortable days in

the womb of college dwindling

swiftly, what comes next is

going to be as exciting as a 21-0

bcirut record, and as unexpect-

ed as a woman not ashamed to

use body functions as pick-up

line material. There's always

something new to leam.

You could always go to

Gardner and challenge them to

Beirut. You'll definitely learn

something there, lust don't bet

any money.

Ben Feder is a Collegian

columnist.

The bitter truth
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Why is it that certain names,

certain places can still get

under our skin no matter how
much time passes? Why can

events or people still have an

effect on us years later?

The reason is that deep down
you haven't let go of those feel-

ings. You still feel that there is

something to be said or done in

order to make things right. In

short, you are bitter about the

wav things worked out. It's a feeling that most of

us are taught is inappropriate: we're supposed to

grow up and move on. But it's not always that

simple.

I'll admit it: I am bitter. I'm bitter about

things in the past that I can never change and

about the fact that what goes around does not

necessarily always come around. Sometimes the

bad guy wins, and I'm bitter that that's the truth

about the real world.

I'm not a pessimistic person; it's just that

there are certain situations that make me pas-

sionate about this injustice that will never be

righted, and 1 cannot help but react.

I don't think I dwell on the past. 1 believe in

my heart that every choice I've made and every-

Bittemess is a funny thing. If

there's something you haven't

quite let go of, it has the power

to override all other emotkxis

— not to mentkMi togte and

common sense.

thing that's happened to me has happened for a

reason, I believe that I've ended up where I'm

supposed to be, and I am beyond happy with the

way things have worked out. But bitterness is a

funny thing. If there's something you haven't

quite let go of, it has the power to override all

other emotions — not to mention logic and com-

mon sense.

You know exactly what I'm talking about, like

that annoying kid who used to call you Four Eyes

in the seventh grade. Although you have contacts

now and have gotten over the insecurity of glass-

es, you still hate him. Whenever his name comes

up in discussion of your childhood, you feel that

same rush of anger. If only he could see you now,

he'd be sorry he ever teased you. It doesn't mat-

ter if he's grown into a perfectly nice guy who

doesn't even remember making fun of you; you'd

still beat the crap out of him if you had the

chance. He scarred you, and you will never for-

give him.

Or what about the manager who turned you

down for that job you were perfect for. You just

can't wait to show her. Even after you get a job

that's 10 times better, it's not enough. You want

to bump into her in a coffee shop somewhere

and rub it in her face, just so she knows she was

wrong. You imagine that once you're a big shot,

she'll hear all about you and think to herself, "1

guess I missed the boat on that one." But in real-

ity you know that even if she does come across

your name in some newspaper article, she won't

recognize it.

This is where the bitterness stems from.

It's that sense of unavenged wrong that won't

allow you to let go. It's a lack of closure to situ-

ations in our past that will forever be a part of

us. It's that open wound that can never fully heal

because someone occasionally throws salt in it.

There may be a few of you out there who have

gotten through your lives bitterness-free. To you.

the rest of us are probably just grudge-holders

and resentful cynics who are stuck in the past.

It's not that we're incapable of forgiveness

Maybe there are just some insults that can't be

forgiven, some hurts that are just too deep to

forget. Does that make us immature? Are we bad

people because we want to see some justice done

on our behalf?

Yeah, yeah, two wrongs don't make a right

and life isn't always fair. Blah. Blah. Blah. I say

an eye for an eye. Maybe it is childish, but it's a

feeling we all experience from time to time.

Nobody wants to see the bad guy get away, and

nobody wants to think of the bully becoming

successful. It's just not the happy ending we

hope for. And although 1 may have found my
own happy ending, 1 feel like it's not really com-

plete until all the loose ends are tied up and all

those who underestimated me have learned their

lesson.

It will never happen. Deep down we all know
that, but how can we learn to accept it and move
on? It's too late for closure: the kid from seventh

grade moved to Texas and you can't even remem-

ber his last name; the manager got transferred to

an overseas branch. So what is there to do?

The only thing to do is to make peace with

them in your head. Good or bad, they con-

tributed to who you are today and there is cer-

tainly no way you would want to change that. So

what if the thorns from your past are still thriv-

ing somewhere?
You are successful and happy and that is what

matters most. In fact, you should be thanking

those people because they started you on the

path you are on right now ... and that path seems

to be leading to pretty good places. You can't

change the past so you might as well accept it.

and the next time it comes back to haunt you,

hopefully it won't be quite so emotionally dis-

ruptive.

But then again, it may be a lot easier to just

imagine all the people who've ever wronged you

huddled together in an alley while warming their

hands over the same trashcan fire. Heh. Heh.

Heh.

Paige Cram is a Collegian columnist.

A closer look at the SGA debate controversey

Getting it right the second time Democracy, what democracy?
. . .... ... .,!-! _r .u_ -inruA „_.>„;j„„..„i »i»,iirinB vnteH "nav" to listen to the motion: PatricI

The Student Government

Associatkm has been taking a k>t of

heat for the activities of last week.

Last Tuesday, the Sttident |udk:iary

decided that Instant

RunolT Voting made the y •

spring 201M elections
"»"

unconstitutk)nal. The next
^"^"

day, the Senate decided not to rati-

fy the electwns. Two iiKlepeixlent

branches of government have now
said that this election was a com-

plete debacle and that new elec-

tions must be hekl.

Some errors during elections

are inevitabk and forgivable. Some

errors, however, threaten the very

essence of democracy In this elec-

tion, we saw more than enough of

each type. The Commission wasn't

ready for Election Day, and

throughout the process, Steve

Hoeschek. chancelkjr of electkms,

displayed his misuiKlerstanding trf

the IR\' system he fought so hard

to implement. Mistakes abounded

— from polling suitic«is not being

staffed with enough officials, to

peopk; voting more than once. The

Commission didn't do its job This

Commission is paid and appointed

to do two things: staff polling sta-

tkjns and count baUots. These two

simple tasLs are all the

Conunission has to do, and they

couldn't even do that,

Thev wouWn't alk>w peopfe to

vole absentee because they hadn't

bought enough envetopes. They

"found" more baUots after the first

night ol counting, after they'd

moved the balk)t boxes several

times The Commission forced

peopk to write their names on

their balkMs. thus violating the

secrecy of the vote, because the

Commission v^asn't prepared to

properly revord each voter's infor-

mation They failed to open a

major polling suition even though

Morrison

they had a month to plan for the

two days of voting. Most impor-

tantly, and most alarming, their

mistakes altowed people to vote

twice because they didn't

have enough staff and

didn't even understand
^"^"^ how to give out ballots.

TVo concerns have been raised

against hokling another election:

First, the legitimacy of the winner

of the election and second, the cost

of a second election. I'll address

the financial concerns by asking

two simple questions: How much

are student rights worth? How
much is a clean election worth? I

think democracy and effective

political representation are worth

more than $5,000, and I think stu-

dents deserve that representation.

In terms of legitimacy, what is

the kigitimacy of a president who

woukd have taken office, and in

this case fought to be placed into

oftice, after ksaming that students

voted twice and some were not

albwed to vote at all? What legiti-

macy does our trustee have, if he

does not care that 3,000 students

in the Southwest Residential Area

were lied to and tokl that they

could vote at Berkshire Dining

Common — only to find no bal-

tois. no electkjns workers, and no

sign that the elections were even

taking place for 60 percent of the

voting time? Finally, what legiti

macy do any of our Area

Government officers have if they

dkl not come before the Senate to

argue against an election that

allowed peopk from outside their

coastituencv to vote for them?

An unfair election cannot pro-

duce legitimate leaders. If these

ekxtions had not been thrown out,

the political process woukl have

failed, the ekxted officials wouW
be questkmed in all that they do.

and the SGA would be less able to

represent undergraduate students

in our community
So now we have |ared Nokes as

president, even though no one —
not even Nokes himself — wants

him as president. We have a per-

son who received one vote in his

entire career in the office of the

president, but he got there legiti-

mately He didn't manipulate the

system and magically place himself

into power; he was forced into it

by the ludiciary decision that

enforeed the safeguards in our

laws. The important thing now is

that we have another shot to get a

new president, trustee, and Area

Government officers.

The new elections will be April

28 and 29, and students have an

advantage like never before. We
have seen the Chairman of the

Ways and Means Committee,

Patrick Higgins, vote against ratifi-

cation of the failed election

because he felt that the right of

students were violated We have

seen the governor of Southwest,

Tim Daly, watch from the sidelines

and fight for the residents of

Southwest South who were not

given the chance to vote at

Berkshire We have seen Senators

Eddie Bustamante and Matt

Murphy try to fight their way into

power because they felt the elec-

tions were legitimate. Former

President Dave Carr and I had

parts in chalkmging this election,

and the result was to thww it out.

It wouldn't be ethkal for us to run

again I wish you all the best of

luck in choosing your new kraders.

Choose wisely and make sure you

get what — and who — vou vote

for.

Mark Morrison is the fonner

attorney general of the Student

Goxvmmeni Association

Visions of the 2000 presidential elections

crowded my mind as I stood in room 1010 of the

Campus Center last Wednesday night. Memories

of Bush being sworn in as the president of the

United States came rushing back as I

watched Speaker |ared Nokes being
yjl^g

sworn in as the president of the Student ^__
Government Association

voted "nay" to listen to the motion: Patrick

Higgens (presidential candidate). Marc Lerman,

Meredith Rice. Jamie Carliss. Lindsay Lesser,

Brian Roberts, Lauren Belsito, Monique Guiles,

Timothy Busiere, lames Brennan,

Qiniiari Adrienne Girard, Raul Brens, Deirdra
°'""""

Feeley (abstained) and Michael Sheridan

(abstained).

One question resounded in m> head. How is

it that in a democracy, where the motto is "lor

the people, by the people," do we have a presi-

dent who did not win the popular vote?

As I walked home from the meeting, 1 real-

ized that from now until the end of April, Nokes

would be representing me, I guess some people

may argue that one month is not a long time, but

1 beg to differ We have seen that it lakes a day

to declare war, an hour to destroy a city, and a

minute to make a deadly decision. 1 am fearful of

the decisions Nokes will make in these coming

weeks.

Now, I would like to address our beloved sen-

ators, the people who we trusted o represent

our opinions and concerns. What perturbed me

the most during the senate meeting is not that

the senate declined to ratify the motion regard-

ing the constitutionality of the elections, it is

that some senators (shockingly, the majority

were campaigning for the other presidential and

trustee candidates) did not even want to hear the

motion.

Students were there to be heard, not to be

silenced!

Even if nothing can be changed, at least we

would have the satisfaction of knowing that the

people we elected were adequately representing

US-

Senators, let's not loigci what happened in

Spain People were infuriated because Spain

supported America even though the people did

not favor it. Remember, we have the abilitv to

put you in power, and we have the ability to take

you out of power.

Students of the University of Massachusetts,

each one of you mav have vour own opinion on

whether the motion about constiiutionalitv

should have been ratified or not. M> main con

cem is that some senators attempted to silence

their constituents.

These are the names of the senators \^ho

When senate elections take place next semea-

ter, all of you will be informed of which senators

could deny your voice. Remember these senators

did not want to listen to me or the other 100 stu-

dents that showed up at the meeting. What is the

guarantee that they will listen to any of you when

you face a problem?

And to Eddie Bustamante, All I can say is that

1 am so sorry.

You have been stripped of your position. I

truly felt like this school can use a president who

is passionate about positive change. I remember

the first time 1 came across your name. I was

reading an editorial that you wrote in this paper.

You advocated for lower tuition, more faculty

and better services. You ended the article by say-

ing, "if you are looking for what 1 am looking for,

contact me,"

Well, I am looking for what you are looking

for. That is why I voted for you. When I read that

article, all I could think about was how much

passion was ingrained into your words.

And, when you ran for president, I. as well as

manv other students, went to the polls and

voted I had hope on March 25 Hope that after

1 graduate, the University of Massachusetts will

be under the leadership of a student who will

continuously fight for the concerns of students.

Martin Luther King |r. once said, "injustice

anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere."

Nokes being named president is an injustice.

Do not regard the politics of UMass as minis-

cule The leaders we have now may one day be

the leaders of our nation. For them to lead us. we

need to show them how we want to be led,

I urge students to come out and vote on April

28 and 29. regardless of whom you choose to

vote for. At least then, we will have a president

who reflects the preference of the students body.

Hopefully, )ustice will be served, and my faith in

the democratic system can be restored.

Vika Bandari is a LMass student.

Americans new war front

Iliiias

llauflliion

"^^r^W**^<M

Technology in need of repair
It's a common

phrase heard in

the lecture

halls of the

University of

Massachusetts

campus,

"Please take

out yvMt PRS,"

It is the sig-

nal for 200 stu-

dents to begin

digging through their bags for the

Personal Response System, a

black, $55,50 blue-buttoned

remote control. It may be small,

but this little rennote holds the

capacity to transform a lecture

hall into a large-scale discussion,

produce a graph reflecting the

data of a class poll, and even

entice students to attend class by

serving as an attendance sheet.

But the PRS system has one other

notorious feature we have all

come to recognize.

Stalling class.

"l-et's try this," said Raymond

la Raja, professor of political sci-

ence, placing a question on the

projector screen. Buttons click

and remotes are pointed toward

the receiver boxes hung on the

walls. Suddenly, the high-speed

computer system slows to an ago-

nizing crawl. The numbers that

register each student transmitter

aren't showing up and the class

shuffles restlessly.

"I'm just doing what the com-

pany told me to do," says La Raja

in an exasperated tone.

It's another happy day at the

innovative school of high-class

technology — the University of

Mas.sachu.setts. Does this scene

sound familiar? According to

most of the grumbling heard in

lecture halls, students are becom-

ing fed up with shoddy technolo-

gy. Granted, the University pro-

vides its students with many won-

derful technological advances that

have great potential to improve

the quality of our education — if

the University would give them

the support they need. At the top

of the list is the PRS system.

The PRS system, provided by

EduCue, is one of the most inno-

vative systems for enhanced learn-

ing provided to us at b'Mass. In

the large-scak lecture halls that

are common to a school of this

size, it is often impossible to

encourage class participation.

Students are reluctant to voice

their opinions in front of hundreds

of people, and manv are uncom-

fortable just raising their hand to

vote in a class poll.

By analyzing student answers

into a series of graphs and charts,

the PRS system provides an

opportunity for professors to get

student feedback on their under-

standing of the material, as well as

providing a comfortable area to

pit their opinions against those of

their 200 fellow lecture hall

mates. However, some students

are not impressed.

"It takes too long," said Lauren

Franks, a freshman student. "I

don't think it should be used for

class participation. If you want to

participate, just raise your hand

and talk."

Student satisfaction with the

system as an educational tool is

also dropping. According to a poll

taken by Richard Rogers, faculty

advisor to the provost and profes-

sor of resource economics, stu-

dent satisfaction with the PRS sys-

tem as a learning tool has dropped

from 90 percent to 75 percent in

the last five years.

"1 think some of the novelty

may have worn off," said Rogers.

Despite the amount of student

criticism the system receives, the

PRS system is actually enhancing

our quality of classroom educa-

tion. A recent grant by the Davis

Education Foundation has also

helped UMass to continue

installing the technology.

However, in order to perform

at its full potential the PRS .system

needs help from the University

itself — financial support. In the

face of budget cuts, UMass is

working to expand itself by

increasing in size. However, bigger

is not necessarily better

Administrators seem to be losing

site of the assets the campus

already possesses. At the cost of

$2,000 per lecture hall, the PRS

system seems like a horrible —
and expensive — thing to waste.

"The PRS system is still in an

expk)ratory phase," said Rogers,

who was the first professor to

impk-ment the PRS system in his

classroom. Rogers says many pro-

fessors do not have the time or the

technobgical knowledge to under-

stand the system in depth This

translates to wasted class time —
and ultimately increasing the drain

on University funds.

"I think I
PRS use] is an awe-

some idea." said I -a Raja. I.a Raja

said he has noticed an increase in

class participation since he began

u.sing the PRS system this year "It

would be nice if UMass gave us a

bit more support." said l,a Raja

"I'm still learning and right now

it's pretty much sink or swim."

Although Rogers' Web page on

The Center for Teaching Web site

does include some support infor-

mation, the burden of mastering

the complicated technology ulti-

mately falls on the shoulders of

the professors. Technological

glitches such as receiver box or

computer failure can pop up unex-

pectedly It can sometimes take

several minutes for 1^ Raja to fix

a computer problem, which caus-

es his class time to be wasted.

"If someone could sit with me

for first two or three classes ... and

show me how [PRS| works, it

would minimize wa.sted time for

both students and for me," said La

Raja.

Sadly, the PRS system is just

another example of UMass

attempting to implement a great

opportunity for its students, but

never helping the opportunity

reach its full potential. Rather

than planning to build new dorms

when others are in dire need of

repair, or planning to admit more

students when classrooms are

already overcrowded. the

University needs to focus on

improving the positive features it

already possesses. By improving

the quality of our current assets,

the quality of a UMass education

will improve overall.

Erika Lovley is a Collegian

columnist.

M^H^^H should have been

^^H^^^l 'American Gladiators, ' My
^^^^^^^H gladiator name would have

^^m^^^^H been "Bones." being the only

^^kr^A^^I skinnv warrior of the bunch

^^^9^H While Lazer and Zap could Hex

^^^^^^1 their anabolically-enhanced

^^^B musculature, my keen hunger————^^ for blood would kick in when

in the midst of a challenger,

inspiring me to pounce him/her
"" and gnaw on their bones like a

rabid dog. No "Eliminator" for them

Why am I sure of my ability as an incensed

marlmder of the holy order of all that is cardio?

Because I have braved the evil trenches, fought

off the demons and dodged the disgusting off-

spring of vermin in a place that can only be

referred to as "the gym." People

talk about having "gym rage.* a

syndrome of the avid gym-goer

that manifests itself in gritted

teeth, clenched fists and stern

warnings of "get off that bike

before I EAT YOU."
A similar condition exists for

me, but I refer to it as Gym
Conquest. People with the

"rage" just look mean — I

divide and conquer. I have had

to; I've been walked on. lifted

out and balance-ball-bounced

off many gym apparatuses. I had

reached the point of no return

I decided after a particularly

upsetting incident with an old

man and a stair stepper (in

which I lost) that the time for

being nice, calm and collected

was over. I had become Crouching Street

Runner, Hidden Machine-Hog Killer If you see

my face when you walk into a gym. run away, or

keep your distance, because I'm ruthless and I

mean business.

I am an exercise addict.

I'm OK with it I go to the gym five times a

week on top of running 50-70 miles on the

street. It's an addiction that borders on

unhealthy some weeks, but exercise centers me

and calms me down, except when I go to the

gvm.
When I'm at home. I go to the YMCA in my

town instead of the World's Gym to dodge peo-

ple 1 went to high school with. Worlds Gym is

home to all the boys from my school who are not

in jail, or whom are not in an advanced stage of

"perma-high" resulting from hourly use of cheap

suburb-weed. Anytime 1 see the majority of my

classmates, 1 have to quell the overwhelming

urge to set myself on fire with a combination of

old prescription drugs that stand by like vigilant

soldiers in my parent's linen closet.

There are four types of gym-goers: the Liftin'

Boys, the Baby Weight Women, the Strange and

Terrible Elderly, and me — Captain of the S.S,

Touch My Treadmill and You're Dead, The

Liftin' Boys are the best. 1 love them, 1 have

dated them, Liftin' Boys come in all shapes and

sizes, but they share one commonality: they

think that bicep girth equals the status of "I'm

Wicked lacked. Dude," The advent of "I'm

Wicked lacked. Dude" to the boys who pursue it

means fame, fortune, good looks and their first

pick of any orange-skinned girl from Southwest

or a sorority.

Their arms are big, some quite big, hut for

most of these boys, the rest of their figuie

remains untouched by any form of exercise, their

beer guts hanging proud in a sheath of a Hooter's

T-shirt, There are Liftin' Boys at our own school,

we see them in the gym getting Wicked lacked,

or in the dining commons eating a do/en hard

boiled eggs and a slab of raw beef to fuel their

all-important arms.

The Strange and Terrible Elderly are just that

— strange and terrible. The elderly women look

at me, a young man in his 20s, as the symbol for

all that is wrong with the world, simply because

There are four types

of gym-goers: the

Liftin' Boys, the

Baby Weight

Women, the Strange

and Terrible Elderly,

and me — Captain

of the S.S. Touch

My Treadmill and

You're Dead.

they can and want to It could be worse for me
though, it I was African-American at my home-

town YMCA. the elderly woman would probably

have me removed citing rap music as a reason

that I am dangerous

We now travel to the locker room, the metal-

door jungle Steam billows over our heads, the

sound of faucets and air dryers fills the cement

halls. Suddenly, we arc being stalked on our

safari, its too late, the predator has us in his

sights, and when we turn around we will not be

able to escape the encounter with the Strange

and Terrible Old Man and his uncovered testi-

cles No matter what locker room I venture into

there is always one old man walking around with

his testicles boldly hanging out for the entire

world to see When outside the arena of a sexu-

al encounter or a look down at myself in the

shower to make sure I didn't

get my business caught in my
zipper and forgot about it. I

need to be significantly pre-

pared to see male genitals, and

even more thoroughly prepared

to see the effects of aging on

the aforementioned body part.

The starkest and most haunting

thing about this species of the

gym-goer is their blind conceit:

they truly do not realize that

their low-hanging hammock is

offending anyone else.

The most dangerous and

cunning of the gym-goers is by

far the Baby Weight Women.
These women have had it with

the world They have gotten

pregnant, gained weight while

being assaulted by images of

thin women in the media, and they have given

birth to their ingrate child or children and all

they got were some lousy stretch marks. They're

mad as hell and they're not going to take it any-

more. Not only do most of these women not

know how to use gym equipment, they don't

want to know, and I can't blame them. They

don't want to be looking at terse old women or

smell my sweaty armpits next to them on a tread-

mill Their smug demeanor, however does not

scare me and neither does their mismatched leo-

tard outfit.

I go to the gym for one reason, the elliptical

trainer. It burns a lot of calories in a short

amount of time and 1 usually put it on the high-

est level setting and cross-country ski as fast as I

can for 50 minutes, transcending this plain of

existence in favor of the anaerobic astral plane

that usually causes me to vomit discreetly in the

bathroom after the session is over. If you come in

between me and the elliptical trainer, you're

dead.

Before 1 even go to the gym. I have usually

gone running for an hour or more, so my endor-

phins are pulsing to the drumbeat of my heart.

The Bahy Weight Women never understand the

elliptical trainer. There arc two kinds, one with

the arms that I use. and one that just works your

legs. If you are using one with the arms, you bet-

ter use the arm pieces, or 111 kick you off. I'm

serious.

One woman made this mistake once. She

stole the elliptical machine from me, which was

her first mistake, she saw that 1 was preparing

to use it. She blatantly cut me off and proceed-

ed to neglect the arm-pieces, enraging me. I

asked her if she would mind using one of the

legs-only machines and she gave me a look of

death.

1 thought to myself, "OK, Mother-of-Four, I'll

just go out to the parking lot and key every mini-

van and I'm sure I'll have gotten you back for

this." 1 made my way for the door when all of a

sudden 1 heard her fall off. She uttered some
obscenities and stormed over to the bubbler.

1 had been reunited with my lover and

grinned garishly at Mother-of-Four as 1 did what
she could not: conquer the gym.

Thomas Naughton is a Collegian columnist.
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Surviving

yet again

Magic

Picture Box

Ryan Aubert

Hack in the

summer of

2000. there

was one

show that

was all the

rage on tele-

vision with

everybody
chatting
about
whether
Richard.
Rudy. Kelly.

Film doesn't stand up to original

The Rock walks into stereotypical action hero roll

VI iiuc would NMn the big million-

dollai pri/c The pretnise lor the

show was simple enough: lb peo-

ple were dropped olT on a tnjpical

island with no food, no tire, no

cappuccino machine and no

Intentet N'es. these crazy

AnKTKans were actually roughing

it Even, three days these urban

"savages" would vxrtc each other

off the island in a ritualistic dissing

until there v^a^ c»nly otK contestant

left

Respoasible for the i«ality-tele-

visioo boom, the first "Survivor"

was a huge hit and ha» spun off

leven sequels. "Survivor: All-

Stats' is the latest incarnation and

although not the best >eason. ii

hi^ been ^er\ amusing sn far.

The thing about "All-Stars" is

that every contestant is a

"SurviNw" alumnas. Every season

is rvpa-sented from the original

"BorTKv" lor "Pulau Tiga") to the

nxjst re<.cnt "Pearl Islands ' Only

the nK>si popular and interesting

characters v^ere asked to rttum.

Thus, a multitude of survivon

appear on screen from the

"Aasiralian Outback" and

"Marquesas" i widely considered

to be the best irf the spin-offs).

There is the return of every-

body s favunie naked gay man arid

original survivor: Richard Hatch

Hatch was soted off m the fifth

episode after the- other survivors

mkaed a good stiaicgy was to

vole off prcvkju* winners, since

they alr»dy won their million

bucks (wow. they arc actually

sman this tmw arouixi'i Other

wtaners Tma Weswn ("Australian

Outback") and Ethan Zuhn

\frica'> were also sent packing,

knna Morasta. winrwr of "The

Amaajn' left after deciding that

she needed to be with her ailing

mother

Speaking of leaving. Sue I lawk

left the game in episode six. many

viewers arc still perplexed as to

w^y she took the boat out of there.

Hawk is the very outspoken truck-

Sm SUmnVM on page 7

By Johnny Donaldson
I'ULIBI.IAN StaI->

I must confess to liking

Dwayiie k>hnson — the former

pro-wrestler better known as the

Rock — as an actor. He's not a

great one (at kast not yet) but

he's one posessed of the charisma

and prcseiKe of a bom star. Hes

being postioned as our official

new action demigod, which

sounds about right: unlike his

precursors, who were stolid,

monolithic slabs of granite,

lohn.son brings a certain quiet

ihoughtlulness to his mles. He's

the action hero who is also a soul-

ful sensitive-guy warrior. If only

his movies were as equally com-

pelling.

"Walking Tall" is the kind of

rundown, junk head-smasher

dial you could imagiiw the oM
guard (your basic

Schwarzenneggers, Sulkjnes and

Van Dammes) making in the late

1480s It's actuallv a remake (of a

1971 drama star-

ring joe Don
Baker) but it's

not loo dissim-

ilar from the

Rocks other

films, the awful

$word$-and-
sandals
campfests of not

so long ago:

-The

Scorpion King" and last year's

"The Rundown." Like those

films, "Walking Tall" has the

musty, dilapidated feel of some-

thing buiied in an attic.

The movie opens with a title

card that says it's "inspired by a

true story," but it's one of those

ntovies in which "inspired by"

could — and should be —
replaced with "exploited from"

The actual tale (it was the basis

of the original nwviei is that of

Buford Pusser, a Southern man
who was elected Sheriff in his

small Tennessee town and used

his position to single

haiuledly rid his town

of corruption

In the new

"Walking Tall." the

action has been set in

the photogenic Pacilic

Northwest. which

allows from sonw very

pretty shots of very

pretty pine forest^

Pusser has been

renamed Chris Vaughn

(what big-screen star

woukJ actually plav a

character named
Buford?). and he's now

a soldier returning back

home to find that the okl lumber

mill hat ckxcd but a guady. neon

cattno has opened in its stead.

How do we know that

lay Hamilton t Neal

Mc[X>noughl the

isino owrwr anil

old high

.hool rival of

L hris" is the

had guy:* Hes
impeccably
dressed, with

an icy blue

glare out of

the Paul

nan
<d the

-11 burgrin ol ,

ban-scum car

lesman He [mIs

around with thick-

necked gix>ns (Chris' pab
are flannelshirted "aver-

age" dudes.) He also

looks like the worlds

first mctrosexual yuppie

jock; he's too conven-

tionally pretty to be any-

thing more than the

smirking corporate vil-

lain.

The director. Kevin Bray, at

least keeps things moving svwfl-

l\ Chris returns home; Chris

antagonizes |ay and his lackeys;

Chris gets elected sheriff and

metes out justice with the assist

of a large wooden club.

-Walking Tall' clocks in at a

lean 82 minutes, which means

that Bray has carved off most of

the fat. The problem is. most of

the meat is gone loo.

There isn't much of a plot

here — it's more like an excuse

to stnng together a series of bru-

tal I but PG n safe)

beatings The Rock

punches, kicks and

uses a 2x4 to womp
the unlucky faceless

extras. It would be

nice to say that you

can revel in watching

the Rock do what he

does best, but these

tights aren't anything

that hasn't been hit

before. The character*

seem to exist solely at

props, and they include

Chris' biracial family

and the sexy blonde

looker (Ashley Scott)

who acu as the token k>ve inter-

est and seenw lo oiiM to let

leeni^ boys ogle her ai she

stands in a red bra

shooting a

gun
"Walking

Tall" IS as llat

and gencrK as

an action film

can be: one wishes

that it had a little

more ingenuity, or was at

least IcM tXMnpeiently made to

tnumpli as • bad-movie goof

This time, even the Rock goes

down with the ship. But

luhnny Kt»oxville. as Chris'

lov.ii comic relief best frietKl.

mana^PIT'to rise above the

material. Krjoxville. the idiot-

boy leader of the "lackaw'

crew, may forever be known at

the guy who willfully under-

went ritual torture (laser gun

experiments, baby alligator

nipple clamps, etc.) in the

name of comedy. Rut he's a

charismatic scerve-stealer him-

sell, and the only one who
helps make "Walking Tall"

stand a little taller Johnny Knoxville plays the tomedic relief in this film as

Chri* Vaugn's (Dwayne JohnMin) partner.

Rock^s scarier side
'Horror' a bit lost on new CDs

By Johnny Donalds^jn
Ia)LL11.IAN SlAff

Psychobilly n.: An eclectic

genre of music — a comhina-

tion of rockabilly, horror punk,

punk, golh rock, blues and
bluegrass: old-school rockabil-

ly meets punk
That's as good a definition

as any to sum up the singularly

unique punk subculture known
as Psychobilly. a kind

of dirtied up rockabilly

swing, spliced with

sneering punk 'tude

And it is as good a def-

inition as any to sum

up "Hell Yeah!" the

appealing Hellcat

debut of Danish psy-

chos Horrorpops.

Don't be scared by the siz-

able amount of tattoos and

blood-spattered imagery that

the band employs in their

music: there is not that much
"psycho" to their "billy."

Though the Horrorpops' four

members (and their two loyal

go-go dancers Mille and

Kamilla) look appropriately

grody enough with their blocky

tatoos. abundant piercings and

insanely structured and colored

hair, there is nothing scary

about their music. The breezy,

rocking pop tunes here owe
more to SoCal darlings No
Doubt (in their ska-punking

early years) than the horror

imagery suggests, another band

that is more show than go.

Oh there's plenty of ghoul-

ish references found through-

out "Hell Yeah!." the allusions

to monsters and cannibals are

of course more metaphorical

than literal (thank God for

Horrorpops

Act cont.

IHteil

Yeah!'

Hellcai/(piti|li

small favors.) But the music

itself has the kind of boppy.

bouncy giddiness that's perfect

for an open-topped Convertible

drive.

The songs veer between

punk. ska. swing, surf, and

even '50s-style rock 'n' roll (on

"Dotted With Hearts." which

comes complete with a Roy

Orbison sound-alike on the

interlude.) There's no shortage

_^^ of glistening pop hooks

here, either: "Julia."

"Miss Take." "Girl in A
Cage" and "Drama
Queen" all frontload

the album with nagging

memorable harmonies,

that stick to one's brain

with their contempo-
rary-ness. It is the kind

of spunky, punky gaiety that

Gwen Stefani and her crew

indulged in before they discov-

ered their now hallmark pop
sheen. (Heck, even their lead

singer sounds like a throatier

version of Stefani's kewpie doll

vocals.)

There are a few too

manv filler songs here to

call "Hell Yeah!" any

thing more than a solid-

ly made showcase for

the band ... but then

who would resist the

tribal-beat drums that

kick "Psychobitches

Outta Hell"? I can't even

see anyone resisting once

they drop "Hell Yeah!'

their stereo.

It can be a blessing

band to have a killer

into

for a

song

smack dab in the middle of an

album — unless of course that

killer song sucks the life out of

every other song around it.

That is what has happened to

Welsh hard rockers the

Lostprohets on their sopho-

more release "Start Something"

in which the hooky single "Last

Train Home" looms like a

monolith over the rest of the

album's tracks, consigning

them to instant forgetability.

Listening to "Start

Something" you realize exactly

what Lostprohets are: a reason-

ably solid, tight radio-rock out-

fit that spins songs that would

fit snugly on a modern rock

formatted FM station. They are

to Hoobastank what that band

is to Incubus as that band was

to the Red Hot Chili Peppers,

though after all the watered

down refinements, the funk is

almost totally bled out of the

music of the LostProphets.

Yep. the band is that generic,

though the craftsmanship is

still concrete enough to

(almost) forget that insur-

mountable problem. Except

that the relatively listenable

fodder that makes up the

album — the kind of

"emotional" soft-hard

rock fit for chore

work — is universally

eclipsed by the appeal

of "Last Train Home."
who's dual choruses

will leave instant

imprints in your

mind. It's hard to lis-

ten to the other songs

without being reminded of the

boring samey-ness of it all. The

guys of Lostprophets may have

just accidentally turned them-

selves into one-hit wonders.

Information from urbandic-

tionary.com was used in this

article.

Local literary master
Pulitier Prize winning author in the category of biography, William Taubman, is seen April 5, in

his Amherst, home, after learning he had won the Pulitzer Priie for his biographical work

"Khrushchev: The Man and his Era."
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Art: more than just obsession

High art and high order as tribute to OCD
Rockapella tuning up UMass

If you grew up watching PBS. you undoubted-

ly remember the theme song from the TV show

"Where In The World Is Carmen San

Diego?" from the u cappella quintet,

Rockapella.

Formed in the 1980s in nearby

Providence, R.I.. the group started as a

quartet of alumni from Brown
University. They made their way to New
York City where they performed on

street corners as well as at private par-

ties and clubs. In the early 1990s,

Rockapella performed on "Spike and

Co.: Do It A Cappella." a highly praised

PBS show that featured many of the best a cap-

pella groups in the country.

In 1992 the group hired |elf Thacher. a vocal

percussionist, who helped give Rockapella its

distinct sound with his mouth drumming ability.

Shortly thereafter, the group was hired by PBS to

do "Where In The World Is Carmen San Diego?"

The group consists of members, George

Baldi. Elliott Kerman, Scott Leonard. Jeff

Thacher and Kenneth Wright. Rockapella's

BoMton artist Nancy Havlick in»talU her artwork. "Sugar Egg Rug." at the Bo»iihi Coin u.i ilu Arts

in Boston aM part ol the exhibit "OCD," a* in obtessive compulsive disorder.

By Helena Payne
Acsoliatk) Pruh

BOSTON (AP) — A Boston

artist has dedicated a museum
exhibit to the type of behavior

that causes some to separate

their .M&Ms into colors, pop

bubble wrap until there is no

more plastic to crush and focus

all their attention on the most

minute detail out of pure obtet-

sion.

The exhibit at the Boston

Center for the Arts is called

"OCD." at In obsessive compul-

sive dtaorder. Curator Matthew

Nash said it's noi about an ill-

itess, but how the creative

process can be driven by a series

of obiestions and compulsions

'You sitould see my studio."

said Nath. who has shown his art

in Boston. Chkagu. New York

and luly.

He is one of the people who
•eparales his Skittles, M&Ms and

Reese's Pieces into separate con-

uiners for each color. He used

the latter two sugary goods to

create his an for the OCD exhib-

it, which lasts through May 9 and

features artists from New York.

Pennsylvania. Virginia and

Pennsylvania.

Using the Halloween-like col-

ors in the carnlics. Nash made a

grid thai forms the iimfcs of sol-

diers, planes and other war-relai-

ed pictures.

"The obsess i
' ' -

ing bins and b.

hoping when you re done itisoks

like something." Nash said.

Nancy Havlick has bins with

objects separated by color, but

they're tilled with sugar eggs. In

an attempt to fuse her muliicul

lural roots — English and

Armenian — with her American

upbringing, she decided to start

her own tradition.

With the sugar eggs. Havlick

creates "rugs " Make no mistake.

they aren't to walk on

The eggs are colored with a

mixture of spices and foods often

used in Armenia, including

mahleb. sumac, alitionds. apri

cols, paprika and rosebuds. She

organizes them in decorative pat-

terns on the floor.

'I'm deciding my own tradi

tion. Rather than looking back

wards, I'm forging ahead,"

Havlick said, laying one of the

eggs in its position.

Havlick said she didn't recog

nize her obsession with making

sugar eggs until she realized she

has been doing it for a decade

But she has also realized another

fixation: carving out an identii>

from her multiethnic past.

In her parents' generation.

Havlick said, it was much more

common to assimilate to the

American culture rather than eel

ebrate differences.

"My mother wasn't cooking

Armenian food. We were having

luN dogs and hamburgers," she

said.

The sugar eggs have become

her own way of bridging the past

to the futtue and 'to control the

chaotic feelings" of life, she said.

And for her two children, the

sugar egg tradition is working

Her 9-month-okl son lonathan's

first words were 'momma,"
"sugar" and "eggs."

Many of the exhibitors wanted

their art to express something

about both the creation process

artd the result.

New York artist jason Dean

wanted to c-onquer bubble wrap

after working for an aninuiiion

company wln-re he did a lot of

packing.

So he decided to make it an

an pro)ect and see how much
time it wouki take for him to pop

the largest rvll of bubbW wrap he

coukl find 1 10 feet by 4 feet. It

look about six hours.

That roll and other smaller

oruM are mounted on a wall of the

exhibit like (wper towels above a

kitchen sink. TTiere is also a vicko

that features Dean's "popping

spree."

"I kept thinking that they were

a bi louder," he said. "It just

sounded like fireworks and I kept

thinking that someone is going to

question this odd sound.'

K>seph Trupia. aiwiher New
York axtut. used office supplies

GREAT
Reasons to use UHS
Eve Care Services

Savings on eyeglasses from the

on-site Optical Services at UHS

*- A great place to get contact lenses

Convenient hours and location

^ FREE eyeglass adjustments and

one year warranty on frames

Savings on routine eye exams for

students at UMass

SPECIAL OFFER: 10 PERCENT

Student discount

'on ALL FRAMES

AND EYEGLASS

. LENSES'.*

'/ invite you

to use the

Eye Care

Seryices'

Cannot be combined with

other insurance discounts.

Frt<tonck H. Bloom, 0.0.

Dlrtctor. t/HS Eye Core Servkes

For appointments or

"questions, call 577-5244

UHS EYE CARE SERVICES

sound has evolved over the years and is consid-

ered to be at the peak of their careers with the

five members' vocal skills sharpened and

in control.

Rockapella has many original songs,

but also covers a range of pop and clas-

sic rock songs. They have performed

covers of songs by Tom Petty and the

Heartbreakers. Dave Matthews Band

and Oueen as well as performing theme

songs such as the "Mission Impossible"

theme and the theme from the Pink

Panther. With a mixture of good songs

and a unique sound as well as

Rockapella's well-known humorous onstage wit,

it promises to be a gicat show.

Rockapella is sponsored by FM 93.^ The

River, Florence Savings Bank, Health New
England and Hampshire Hospitality Group.

Tickets are $7 - $25. For tickets and informa-

tion, call the Fine Arts Center Box office at 413-

545-2511 or 1-800-9*J9-UMAS, or go online at

www.fineartscenter.com/centerseries.
— Ryan Mi-Cuigan

to make drawings called "What I

can do in 40 hours" and "What I

can do in 8 hours."

Another work in the OCD
exhibit shows bOO photographs

of rear ends.

"It was kind of a silly thing to

do at first and it became a docu-

ment of the process of looking."

said Boston anist Luke Walker of

his gluteus photography

Norfolk, Va . artist Jennifer

Svhmidt be(.ame fascinated with

the repetition of tilling in ovals

on lest score sheets.

"The idea of the aiiwuik

showing evidence of repealed

activity is something we see in a

lot of different forms," said

Manha Buskirk. a fellow at the

Sterling and Francine Clark .Art

Institute in Williamsiown. Mass..

and author of "The Contingent

Object of Contemporary An."

The clinical disorder is even

more consuming, said Diane

Davey. a registered nurse and

program director of tlw OCD
Institute at Mclean Hospital in

Belmont.

"Obsessive compulsive disor

der is really defined as someone

who has unwanted or disturbing

intrusive thoughts and who
engages in a set of behaviors that

arc meant to son of neutralize

the thought and help them to ftx-l

less anxious." Davey said.

Davey said an exhibit like

"OCD" might help someone to

question his or her ov^n behavior

and seek help if necessary

Stars try to survive
Favorite cast members return

SURVIVOR from page 6

er. and tough women from the

original show. She seemed to be the

last person that would be upset by

a naked Hatch rubbing up agaiast

her as a joke dunn^ one of the chal-

ho^es. However, she was unchar-

acteristically emotiofuil afterwards

and in her own words fell "violat

ed." She subsequently left the

show, leaving viewers asking them-

selves whether she was genuiiK'ly

upset or was just kioking to capital-

ixe on the event by suing Flatch

after the show was over The worid

may rvrver know.

^1x1 will win'.' It's tough to say.

and it really depends on who gets

immunity and wfvm. Both Lex van

der Berghc ("Africa") and

"Boston" Rob MariatH)

("Marquesas") are playing the

Mwbolanc*,^0 •

SoccerFest*v
April 25th, 2004

It's Your Shot, T9keltll

E^ZOC

OOMFtlEMTHElsEWBAlyfiNCE

WFIEB^HQN€-RUNDB5B/

-SOOCmGWES&FRZES

<lJN/B"n-EROa<W/^

SOOOBf

IpmRLdd
Rdd

SLrda/,/^prl25IHaAM

RLddFfelcl

6 vs- 6 Soccer Tcxjmament
Ortv^$100per(dfegetE9m

Reo^eational aixl cTDlege ci^scns

FREET'SHIia'&FREEAP/AISSION ^^^^g^
TOSOCCERSHCyWPOWNH!

'eca'i KAPLAN /f )^V::

game really well this time around,

manipulating everybody they come

in contact with. However, other

players are starting to become

aware of this aivJ may vote them

off sooner than expected. Others

are flying under the radar such as

Shii Ann Huang ("Thailand") and

knna Lewis ("Bomeo'l, If I were a

betting man. I woukl p>ut my chips

on either Kathv \av rick-O'Brien

("Marquesas"! or Rupert Boneham

("Peari Islands"). They have a good

shot at winning simply because

they are both likeable folks, both

by the survivors and the viewers

Outwit Outplay Outlast Sonw

of these survivor veterans still seem

incapabk: of understand this sk>gan

as they make the same mistakes

they did in their first outings

Luckv for us, it otill makes for some

The original »urvlvor champi-

on Richard Hutch.

good, juicy tek-vision.

The tribe has spoken

"Survivor .All-Sturs air> on

CBS. Thursdays ai 8 p.m.

Ryan Aubert is a Culifgiun

i'olummsi

Suw Fiawk a twtvlimc lop ctm-

ifnder v» iihJrt-w (n>m the All-»iar

n>niprliti«'n ol her i'v«n will. HAIRCUTS .,„5lO, [^ \, Stt((h.*mjn"

Don't miss it!

Meet the authors

Anita

Shreve

Madeleine

Blais

Thursday, April 8, 2004

4:30pm-5:30pm Reading • 5:30pm-6:30pm Signing

Location: Memorial Hall, UMASS Amherst Campus

/fBBpj^ Massachusetts™™^
UNIVERSITY STORE

Campus Centrr Phono: (413) 545 2619

www.unnass.bkstr.com

More than just textbooks
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Frank Currcri. right. Joublcd in the bottum ot ihr ei|^th to help key a pune-wtnning. lour-run rBlly-

Minutemen slip past Holy Cross
MSEMLL trom page 10

huw wv WKiicd it lu."

Starter Scmt Hampc took the km (or Holy Cnxs

( ^ 1 4- 1 ) after giving up srvtn hits and fiw earned mm
\thik Mnking out six in seven iratit^ nf work

Iraiting S'i entering the botiont vt the etghih

Tuiimlf> led u(\ the inning \*iih a irvmondou" h».«ie-

run dH the («s«le o( the Mulliivs Center Practice Rink

lu cut the ddtj.it to one. Kolk.i\Mnj! an tioi. sophomotr

catcher Frwik Curreri doubied lu k-ft and advanced to

third cm a wikl third strike to senior ftr»t ba<icmj«i Matt

Re>TK>kl>. who aiau neathed on the pla\ to set up a hrst-

wtd-thinJ situation for the Minutemen v^iih tme out.

Szado then folk>wed with j ihrxx-run homer down

the right tiekl bne. knocking Manipi- laxn the game and

putting UMa»s back out in fnjni.

•|Thc homcninl was huge." Stone said. "It rcaHy

got \ts going at that point and it was enough for us to

c\eniualh wm ifie game."

Thing*, did not f\.>
wvll for junior ckiser Scott RathfT

in the top ot the nmth inning, how^^e^. a* tfK south

paw retired twv baiters but issued three walks m the

pnxcas and was lifted in favor of fmhman Devin

Bamett.

Faced with a baaes-baded. two-out scenario.

Barm-ti putted a strikeout on three pitches lo earn his

first cullegiaie save and give the Manxm and NNTiite

their sec-ond cunaecutive wia
The teaim combined for eight eariy rtms on a myr-

iad of sk)ppy plays over the first six inning*. UMaat

jumped out in front ^-0 in the first on an error, a «ac-

nlice fly and an RBI groundout, while the Crusaders

lied tlv game off Torra in the third with a nio of ruiw

on a pair of hits and an error.

The Cron then grabbed the lead off of jinior

righthander Mike Crane in the fifth inning, posting a

sii^ run on a pair of hits and twu wikl pitcfws

Sophomoa- krcmy Demen was then victimized by a

stmiliar fate, coughing up a run on a pair of hits and a

wikJ pitch in the sixth

Need a summerjob

in amherst?

University Conference Services

is currently accepting applications for

FULL and PART TIME SUMMER

EMPLOYMENT

for

Summer Conference Housing

Pick up an applkation package at

Conference Services Office, 918 Campus Center,

or online

ft'ww.aux.umass.eda'conferenceservices

Completed applications are due by 5pm, April 9, 2004

Sox post first win
tOX from page 10

it up, with Schill and then ihe bullpen coming in,"

Francona said. "Because we didn't hit the ball and

we left some runners on base, it's great to win a

game like that."

Baltimore starter Eric t:)uBose (O-l) allowed

three runs, four hits and a career-high six walks in 5

1-3 innings. He wasn't terrible, but not nearly good

enough to compete with Schilling

"He's one of the best pitchers in the game, and

you can't expect your offense to get a whole lot off

him," DuBoae said. "Vou've got to keep their offense

down as long as possible and hope you get a chance

to win late in the game.'

Kevin Millar homered for the Red Sox, who
received eight walks and made the most of five hits.

Luis Matos had two hit.s and drove in the Iqne run

for the Orioles, who were seeking to build on their

opening win over Pedro Martinez Baltimore new-

comers Miguel Tejada, Rafael Palmeiro and |avy

Lxipez, who combined to go 7-for-l I in that game.

went 2-for-n in this one.

Credit Schilling for that. ,,,,„.. •„

"No question, you have your hands full, Mazziiii

said. "He had good stuff, and it seemed like he was

always ahead in the count.'

Boston took advantage of a wild streak by

DuBose to go up 2-0 in the second. Manny Ramirez

di«w a leadoff walk and reached third before

DuBose slipped on the mound and hurled a pitch

that sailed far over the head of the catcher, allowing

Ramirez to score. )ason Varitek followed with an

RBI single.
^ , ^ ^ . . . ,

Millar made it 5-0 in the fourth, driving a 5-i

pitch into the left-field seats.

Baltimore broke through in the fifth. After Larry

Bigbic hit a one-out single and came around on a

double by Matos, Schilling avoided further damage

by retiring Brian Roberts and Melvin Mora on fly

balls. ^ . .

Boston added an unearned run in the ninth on

Mora's second error of the game and third of the sea-

son at third base.
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Krvin MilUr, left. u. ciwgmtuUted by catcher JaMNi Vanick alter hitting his first bomerun at d»e msmoo.

Schilling gives Red Sox viable second option

MARZEUJ from page 10

was the ptece of mind Schilling

offered the Fenway Faithful:

definitive rea-ssurarwe that whik:

Pedro will likely continue to piss

and moan and float fastballs

through what ma> be his final

hurrah in Beantown. there- will

still be a ruck in the Sox rotation

that wil!, more limes than not.

deliver a win every fifth day.

Beyortd that, it also means that

if Martinez ever gels his act

together — m myself and many

others believe nv will - the Red

Sux will easily have one of the

more dominant one-two punches

in the game. On tfie other hand if

he doesn't, then Schilling will

serve as reason 1 A why Pedro will

be offered the first ticket out of

town.

There is no kxifer any quea-

tion as to witether Boston is now
a two-horse town. Curt Schilling

has arrived, and as much as the

urpniiMion will assure its fans

and stipporters that Martinez is

the ace of a suff with champi-

onship aspirations, it appean as if

titat may be in title only

I

.^ler Area Goverfl^

tomi7-1|
Commuter Snuients jso

Explore the City on Saturday and then spend the night

mt the Courtvard Marriott in Times Square. There is

plenty to do on Saturday and Sunday - by yourself

with afriend, oryourfamily! Bus leavesfrom Uaigis

Mall on Saturday (^8:^s '^^^ ^^"'^P *"'' returns early

Sunday evening.

F»r .^Urt iitformMtitm «> to rtstrx'* itmlim^ cmll US »f*f "" "*P *)'

CjinnTirrr- S«rt>itvi «( Km. 4»i Stmdtnt Vmitm fmm 4fm

SHORT ORDER

For seven years now. Martinez

haa gone unchallenged us not only

the top pitcher in the Hub. but in

all of baseball as well However

the times have changed, artd even

a devoted Martinez supporter like

myaeif hi* to admit ihai he is not

the aMie pitcher who blew away

the NMioMl League in the mvw
All-Sur Game, or toased five

iraai^ of no-hit reKef in the 1994

Ameikan League Division Series

Fie has become a finesse pitch-

er, cutting fastballs aivJ running

change-ups lu compensate fur

eighth miles per hour on his fast-

ball tfuii seemingly went AWOL a

few years back. Ifis fragile bod)

has not proven it can hold up owr
162 games, and his fiery temper

couldn't even nwke it through

Came I without drilling good pal

David Segui between the shouWer

blades out of fru.>tration.

Despite all this. Martinez is

still a great pitcher His sheer

desire to compete every lime out

dispels the notion that his ego or

his temper gets in the way.

because he is a prideful man who
wants rwthing more than to win at

ail costs.

However for the first time in

his career. Pedro Mariinez is shar

ing a rotation with a pitcher of his

caliber, and while the Nation

eagerly awaits the next starts of

each of its pair of aces, the pres-

sure is squarely on the shoulders

of No. 45.

Curi Schilling has done his

pari. He has gone out. taken his

turn behind Martinez in the rota-

tion artd earned a victory for his

team. For the first time in memo-

ry, the Sox IK) longer have to string

together the days between Pedro

starts, nor cater to his every

scratch, bruise and bellyache

because Curt Schilling has taken

away his bargaining chip of being

the sole life force of the Red Sox

suff.

So as Red Sox Nation enjoys

what should be the first of many
Curt Schilling victories, the gaunt-

let has unofficially been thrown

down. The time to put up or shut

up is here, and if Pedro is unwill-

ing to simply do his thing for the

good of the team, then his

replacement has already been

found.

Mike Marzelli is a Collegian

columnist. He can be reached at

Marzelli_collegian@yahoo.com

.
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BY THe DOZEN
HOPE SPRINGS

MATRIX
REVOLUTIONS

downtown Amherst

1SCOWLESLANE
Behind Bruegger's
Downtown Amherst
19 MONTAGUE RD.

• Turkey Cutlet

• Roast Beef

• Madras Tofu Curry
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Lack of money is

no obstacle. Lack
of an idea is an am
obstacle. ^^

Ken H.ikutti

aquarius • ias 2o-F(b. is

TotLiy ycxj are going to make the stars

very angry. Catastrophe will ensue.

pisceS • Fta. 19-Maii. 20

You need a nicknanne. Something feisty.

Like Baby Burrifo.

aries • mar. 2i-Ai<ii. 19

You know you want to rock it like Scars

Spier

taurUS • Ant 2O-MAV20

lor st'rious^

gemini • ku\ 21-us. ji

The lx>st things tome in small packages.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

A brisk, early nrKwning walk always does

a Ixxly good.

leo • I I jj-Auc. 22

It's a good day to light some candles.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sirt. 22

Yrxj're going to get a compliment ttxlay.

You deserve it.

libra • stpt. 23-orT. 22

It's time you cracked that nut.

Scorpio • 1 21-Nov 21

TihI.iv you will win the lottery, so you

t an hu\ lots and lots of tacky goodnt?ss.

Sagittarius . nov. 22-dk 21

Some pet)ple think you're creepy.

Capricorn • d«. 22-|an. 19

You shtHjId write an ode for the omelet

man.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

$450 Gn>up Fundraiser

Scheduling Bonus

Frdtemii ics-S>r< )tiucs-

Student t)riMip>; 4 hours

of your group's time

PLUS our free (ycv tree)

fundraisin^ solutions

EQUALS $1,lX)0-$2.iW

ineaminKstoryiHir

group. Call TOPAY tor ,

I

$450 K>niis when you

schedule your non-vik-s

fundraiser with

CampusFundraiscr.

Gmtact Climpus

Fundraiser, (888) 92 V

3238, or visit www.cam-

pu-sfundra jser.C( )in

\I'\KIMIM K)K RfM

2 Bedroom Apt. North

Amherst Start June

$650/month C:all 774-

279-0236 Mill Hollow

Mill Valley Estates now

Renting 2 bedrm

$1050/1100, 3 K-drm

$n50/14WNola.st

months rent, Free Hear

& Hot Water, 2 full

baths, AC. On Kislinc

Mon-Fri 10-5pm 253-

7377

M'XRTMtSI M)R KIMH I StPLOYMfM

|3ranil\wine Apts. Now
leasing, 16i2 K\lroom

apts. Lciisc-s K'Kin June,

July, Aug or vSep. First

come, tirM sit\c- Cict

them while they last.

ww^.brcUvJvwirK--at>Ls.com

Stop h or C :..ll 549-0600.

I lohart C^ind<». 3 hcd-

riMun, hardwiKKl fltxirs,

stiidv area in Kisement.

enable, telephone (inter-

net atcess) in all K\l-

n Kims .iiul study. NOW
SHCiWINCUorJUNE
and .SF.rTKMBER. NCI

FEES www.anihep.tlin-

iplnrealtv.com 253-7879

C Aiitir of town 1, 2, 3

K'dnxims; hardwixKl

tl,H)rs.NtW SHOW-
ING lor JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. Nt^ FEES.

www.ainh'Tstlincolnrcal-

ty.com 25^-787^

ADTO rOR SAH

$500!!! Police ImpiHinds,

Can* from $500 Hondas,

Chevy's, Jeeps, etc. for

listings, I -8aV319-3323

Ext. 4554

Snidents wanted Uir a

sumnK-r paintiny )t>h.

$400 - $6CI0/ wc>ek.

Experience mit needed

hut a plus. .All hind will

(JO through a paid iniin-

iny pnigram. Call 888-

277-9787 or goto (XM.-

LEClErRC>.Cl^M. Work

with friends.

f VU'lOVMfM

SUMMER JOBS! Help

new stutk-nts get i4f to a

PhkI Stan. Peer .kIvisots

ncedetl for Summer CVi-

entation. Competitive

siilary. 20hrs/week. Mkl-

May lo mid-july Appli-

cations in Prc-Ma)or

.Advising 615 CmkkIcH.

I\-adline April 16

ReM)rt Real Estate Sales

Asistaot World

renowned nuilti-million

dollar real estate tlevelop-

ment con\pany seeks

niolivateil and confident

individii.il to market

high-end real estate at

The Circenhner Resort in

White Sulphur Spring,

West Virginia. Ideal can-

didate Is ver>^ comfortable

spi-aking on the phone &
intea-stcd in pursuing a

career in luxiir>' real

estate. Immediate open-

ings avail.ible. Please

send resumes to Mitch

John.son-

mjohnst in@gbrs«. com

Q)upon distnbution

$l5/hour America take-

out 866-286-6368

Play sports! Flave funi

Save Morwyl S(>'ns

( iimp Ml Maine.

( >>aches neevled: Tennis,

Biisketball, Baseball.

Water-sptirts, Ropes

C^iursi', (jolf. Archery,

and more. Work

CXitdiH)rs and Ha\e a

Great Summer! ('all

Fa-e: (888) 844-8080 or

Apply:

www.campcedar.com

FINALLY! Eim $5 m 10

mills-® wA\-w.hnui>.ltx« .coin !

Watch ads, earn cash.

Free a-gistnition!

!,^___^^_—^-—^—

—

( "leaning Tuesday and

Thursday 8-2 Hampshire

Fimess $9.(X) an hour

plus membership Jason or

Deb 256-6446.

JMPIONMEM

Moving: Local moving

company 1< Miking for sett

motivatc\J individuals,

part time positions ivail-

able immediately.

Weekday availahilit\ .i

plus. Raises conimen.su-

rate with pertomiance.

Potential tor tips. Ciood

.ittitudes are a must. C.ill

(413) S84-4746

Birtender Trainees

Needed $250 .i day

I>)tennal. Lx:al [>>sition>

1.800-293-398SExiS16

Lx;al Business is hiring

ni.irketers Part Time $10-

|5/hrC:.ill.Alis..n@4n-

627-9043

Marketing .Agency Seeks

t\itgoing High Energy

Indivuiii.ilsl.ir promo-

tions $15/liour 888-477-

6668 www.hauspnmio-

tioiis.tom

"Bartending" $250/l>ay

Potential. No Exix-rieiue

Nesc. Training pn)vided.

1-800-965-6520 Ext, 1 62

FOR SAIf

T,'\X FREE cigiia-iti-s

$9.SW/carton from Indian

Sm«)kes! wwA\.indi-

iiisiuokcM 'nliiie.com t \

1 -S66-S40-4500

INSTRUC HON

University Bartendint:

I ;las,st.-s start soon!!! C^ill

tor intonnation 1-800-LI-

C .'AN-MIX www.univer-

sirybartending.com

ROOM FOR RFNT

Quiet, comtortabli-

Furnished Rcnisonable

For Male (. Vad/Profes,sor

1 5 mm walk to UMass.

Avail. Sept 1- May 31,

OS 41 3-549-1 578

SIKVK f S

Math/Physics tutor avail-

able; $30/h.Hir; $20/li.Hir

(travel); C:all IV Kline

(413-5S2-3805)

We Ao l.iptop .iiid desk-

top computer repair start-

ing at $39.00. 41 3-584-

8857.

SERVICES

Phllosopllli.il

C'^Hiliselinu, .'\mherst,

PhdoMiphynialoLiiciiet

Pa-gn.int.' Niiil help.'

* .ill Birthnulit ot

.\mlierst ,irea tor tree

testing and assistance

549-1906

PREC.NANt Y TEST

INC., HIV Testing, Birth

c ontroi, ,111J Emergency

C'ontr.Keption

•MtordaMe and contideii-

tial. Tipestrv Health, 27

Pniy Street, .Amherst.

SUMMER SUBLET

Summer sublet 2 K-d-

rixini at Rollink: Oreen

6/1-8/24 256-1709

,HM7 4.c:.\.NCUN Best

price, UMASS VEN-

IX'^R silling spring ba-ak

p,Kk.iges I\i not get

siammcvl. t^ncun,

Negnl Atapulco.

Bahamas, Florida. $$$

campus a'ps cam $$$.

FTipnation.com 877-4-

cancun.

WANTED

StiKlent photographer

needs imvlels. Free head-

shots 9^-486-2555 or

Jon.ithanNesteruk@hot-

nwil.coni

doling leaders wanted!

(. .>me tor ni.irketing,

iiMchint:, or publit sp<.-ak-

ing, flexible hours, full

tniining contact

(86<^')5'J8-6674

2 Kxirooms, fully fxir-

nished apartment, I full

bath. .Available June Ist-

Si'pteinK-r 1st. (^all

R,ichelS:yman@781-

264-1512

Video ftxitage of any

UMassriot, will pay

money for toi>tage. Call

413-687-3902
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Home cookin*
Maroon and White rallies to down

Holy Cross in belated home opener
By KliKi Mar/hI-I

,'Kml then there v^as sunshine

Having seen nuineruus attempts

lo pU> its 201M honw opener post

poiKtl due to rain and «ogg> tield

cuixlitions. the Massachtuseits base-

bull team linalK stepped onto Earl

1 Olden hiekl \estenla> attenioun

and opened its home slate on a pw.

iiist note, downing instate rival

With the »*in. the Man««n and Whilr impnned Ic. 8-7 im the M«nn

Hol\ Cn»s 8-5.

With his squad seeing its first

action in a week, coach Mike Stone

utilized nine pitchers in all aiKi

received a game-winning three-run

honwrun from junior kit fiekler

Cun Szado as the Minuieinen over-

came an

UMaSS 8_ eighl-

Holv Cross 5
*""*"«
deficit to

climb back above 500 at 8-7.

flitting out of tfw leadotT spot,

junior nghtliekler lasun Twoinky

homered and drove in twu rtins.

while sophomore centerfielder

Derrick Duiepo also had a pair of

hits and scored a run.

Senkjr ace Eric Chown was the

o»il> Minuteman hurier to work

multipk- innings, at tfK Atlanta

Braves draft pick staned and

wuried a pair of scorekrss innir^.

surrenderii^ three hits and Ntnkinf

out two.

Sophomore righthander Matt

rra was luugfied up in an inning

ol work. cxMighing up two hits and

three runs - twv o( wtijch vwrte

eanxii vkhik- classmate [>avid

Sullivan earned his first victoo o(

thcMWun and of his career with a

scoretess eighth inning of relief.

"We had to gvt our gii>^ ready

for the wvekend." Stone «akJ "We
haven't plaved in a week and vw

had the opponunitv to get a kx o(

guys some work, and it came out

SmUtaULL on p»9tt~

Thornton set

to go for Bfuins

By Ht)WAKi) Ulman
AlWOClATI:!) l^RtSS

Senior righthdndrr Eric Chown was the twly pitcher to work mul-

tiple innings for the Minutemen aK4in»i Hi4v Crow.

Arnold, Busa overcome bitter Cambridge weather to

lead Minutewomen past Harvard in doubleheader
B> ToiH) Fi»u.R

(xH.U<'IAN >TA»»

After spending the earlv part of

the season in more tropical cli-

male> in Arizona and llorida. the

Massachusetts softhall team has

returned to bitter reality: the New
1 n>?i,itid weather

I he Minutewomen fought

through the bitter coiKliiions m
Cambridge to take a doubleheader

yesterday over Harvard. 7-2 and

2-1

UMass' featured pitching duo.

Kelli Arnold and lenna Busa. con

tinued their success on the mound

despite the unfrierKllv pitching sit

uation. Arnold extended her

uneariKKl run streak to 2^ and 1/)

inning*-, as Busa ended her own
streak at )l innings alter giving up

a homerun to Cecily Gordon in

the sixth.

Busa started the opening con-

it-si .ind improved to **-5 on the

vear with a 7-2 victory The reign-

ing Atlantk 10 Pitcher of the

Wc-ek scattered six hits, two

walks, four strikeouts and iwd

eamed runs. The veteran. Arnold,

had five strikeouts and gave up

only three hits, one walk and one

unearned run. The junwr/sopho-

more comb»> has only let one run

cross the plate, eamed or

unearned, since winning the Blue

and Gold title on March 14 in

Miami
"Our pitching abilitv brings us

stability." UMass head coach

Elaine Sortino said. "I feel they

both pitched well considering the

conditions. Its terrible out here.

so cold and windy. Kelli (Amoklj

really stepped up today turning

down the heart of the order and

pitchcxl a Hilid game.

I think k-nna pitched a little

erratic today. She gave up only

three hits and unfortunately two

were homeruns. but she still

pitched a pretty good game."

Contributing to the hurlcrs'

effort, four different players in

Maruon uui White managed a

homenm. a< the team had 2 1 hits

in the doubleheader In game one.

junior Pam Sulick ignited a second

inning rally with the hrst homer of

the day. a sok> shot to right cc*nier.

as junior Hilary Puglia had first

roundt ripper of season in the

fourth.

An unlike combo, sophomore

K.j. Kelley and junior Denise

Denis, produced the only UMass

runs of the scvond game. In the

fcHirth inning. Kellev started hot at

the plate and blasted a shot to left,

her tenth homerun of the year,

rx-nis went back-to-back sending

one over the right field fciKc. her

first care>cr homerun. The junior

outfielders milestone knock

tunx-d out tu be the dillererwe

maker as Harvard scored on an

error to cut the load to one Puglia

maruiged to convert three constx-

utivc gixjunders to end the threat

of a axneback.

"I mhI it in the beginning of the

season and I still believe this Is the

best hitting tc^am we have ever

had." Sortino said. "All our kkls

can hit and a k)t can run and that

gives multiple ways of producing

runs. Though vou will nc*ver see

this team swinging for the fence,

because I don't believe in that."

Senior K.C. Budrewicz fol

bwed the homer with a shot tu

right field that caught up in the

wind and allowed Budrewicz to

leg out the triple. Ereshman

Amanda Morin capitalized on the

scoring opportunity, singling to

left field to bring home Morin.

UMass added four runs in the

fourth to extend their lead.

SophonKtre Knsten Stefanoni and

Morin hit back to-back double to

start ihiiifi off. as Morin scored

on Stefanoni'n double. After

Stefanoni croMed the plate on a

wiU pitch. Puglia sent a two-run

shot to left and gave the

Minutewomen commanding 6-0

lead heading into the fifth

After senior Aisha Franke

added a seventh run. the Crimson

added a pair of homeruns in the

two final frames. Overlooking

Busa's lute inning mishaps.

Sortino feels her sophomore

pitcher will only improve.

"Icnna is finally starting to

realize what she can do with the

ball and that's part of the experi-

ence she didn't have three weeks

ago." Sortino said. "She's devel-

oped a good change-up and has a

great curveball. As she emerges. I

think she's only going to get better

and get more batters swinging."

Schilling to the rescue
Righthander leads Red

Sox to first victory

Orioles 1

By David Ginsblrg
ASS<K lATtll PRI-SS

BALTIMORE - Pitching in

the World Series and dozens of

other important games couldn't

prevent Curt Schilling from feel-

ing jit-

Red Sox 4 ten, as

he pre-

pared
for his first start with the Boston

Red Sox.

"I was nervous all day. That's

just the way I am." he said.

"More so today than normal, but

I expected that."

Assigned the task of prevent-

ing Boston from falling to 0-2

for the first time since 1996.

Schilling allowed one run in six

innings to lead the Red Sox past

the Baltimore Orioles 4 1

Tuesday.

It was the first win with the

Red Sox for manager Terry

Francona. and Lee Mazziili's ini-

tial loss as manager of the

Orioles.

Boston's decision to pick

Schilling in the 1986 amateur

draft finally paid off 18 years

later. Obtained in a trade with

Arizona in November, the right-

hander got the Red Sox back on

track following Sunday's open-

ing-night loss to Baltimore.

"This was different today in a

lot of ways." said Schilling, now
in his 14th major league season.

"It's a different environment,

there are a lot of expectations,

and you want lo live up to them
the best you can."

Schilling (1-0) yielded six

hits, struck out seven and

walked one in earning his sec-

ond career victory in the AL —
the first since 1990. when he

was with the Orioles. He spent

parts of three seasons in

Baltimore ^fter being traded

from Boston with Brady

Anderson in July 1 988 for Mike
Boddicker.

After throwing 109 pitches

and staking the Red Sox to a 3-

1

lead. Schilling was ordered to

watch the remainder of the game
from the dugout.

"He lobbied a little bit. but it

wasn't one of his stronger lob-

bies." 1 rancona said. "The whole

idea is for him to feel strong in

August and September, for us to

win. and for him to pitch effec-

tively"

Alan Embrce and Mike

Timlin each worked one inning

and Keith Fouike got three outs

for his first save with Boston.

"That's kind of how you draw

See RED SOX on page 8

Mike

Marzelli

ASStX lATtl'l'Rhs^

Curt Schilling gave up just one run while striking out seven over

six solid innings in his Red Sox debut.

Pressure

is now on

Pedro
Breathe
easy Red

Sox Nation,

Curt Schil-

ling is here

to stay

Amidst ram-

pant New
England
panic ques-

t i o n i n g
Pedro's bad

inning. Pedro's early departure.

Pedro's lack of velocity and the

supposed lack of respect Pedro

believes he receives from the

organization. Boston's prized

off-season acquisition made his

debut for the Olde Towne

Team on Tuesday afternoon in

Baltimore and brought what

fans and followers of the Local

Nine most certainly needed

now. and may be in search of

further down the line.

Life after Pedro.

Armed with a fastball con-

sistently in the mid '90s,

Schilling mowed down the

Orioles over six innings, strik-

ing out seven and allowing just

one run in leading the Sox to

their first victory of 2004 and

calming the mass hysteria fol-

lowing the team's third con.sec-

utive Opening Day loss.

More important than his on-

field contribution, howeve r.

See MARZELLI on page 8

BOSTON - |oe Thornton skat-

ed with his teammates and smiled

afterward.

All that was missing Tuesday

was a knowing wink when the

Boston Bruins' best player panot-

ed the team's party line that no

decision had been made on

whether he will play in the playoff

opener His teammates, though,

liked what they saw.

"loe kwks great." Brian Rolston

saki. "He's had a few days ofT now

to rest and I think he shouki be

ready"

"The Bruins, seeded second fai

the Eastern ConfereiKe. open their

first-round series against the sev-

enth-seeded Montreal Canadiens

on Wednesday night Thomton

was hurt last Thursday night and

missed Boston's last two regular-

season games Saturday aivi

Sunday against New krsey.

Coach Mike Sullivan didn't

waver Tuesday from his statement

that Thomton has an "upper body

injury." Thomton. perhaps con-

cerned an opponent wouU iaf|jtt

the specific injured area. saU "the

upper bodv feels great." then

lauglK-d

Thomton was hurt against the

Washington Capitals afier taking a

slash to his nght wnst and falling

hard on the k;e.

Speculation has centered on his

wnst or nbs as the injuird pan of

his upper bcxlv

The rib thc-ory gained credciKe

vMth one of TKomton's remarks

after Tuesday's practke.

1\k pain I don't think yvill be a

prubfem." he «akl "lust to see if I

can actually go out there and move

the way I want to move and things

like that us a greater uncertainty."

Might he be wearing something

e^tra to prxjtect the injured area?

"I wuukln't tell you if I dkl." he

>aid with a smiW.

rhornion sakl he wants lo pky

and Suiitvan wants to sec how he

recovers Wednesday morning

from Tuesday's practke.

'He's doing OK and we'll make

a decision" Wednesday. Sullivan

said. 'He kx)ked pretty good lo

me."

Aaked if he expected Thomton

to play. Sullivan just sakl, "We'll

make that deciswn tomorrow."

Thomton sakl that after Saturday'!

game in Boston consideration was

given by the coaches to him play-

ing Sunday in New jersey.

"They deckled just to keep me
back here and just work on it a lit-

tk bit." he sakl. "It worked out

good and they dkln't need me."

The Bruins won 5-1 lo clinch

the Northeast Diviskjn titk and

the No. 2 seed in the conference.

Since he last played. "I feel a kH

better." Thomton said.

"Everything feels pretty good."

HeM the Bruins with 35 goals

and 50 assists this season and

missed just five games.

"He's one of the elite players in

our league." Montreal defenseman

SheWon Sourav sakl. "But they

played their last two games with-

out him and they beat New krsey

pretty handily in their last game."

The Bruins won the season

series 3-2- 1 , but four games went

tc overtime and they outscored

Montreal just 9-7. And the

Canadiens had two wins in

Boston.

In their last playoff meeting in

2002, eighth-seeded Montreal got

great goaltending from lose

Theodore and upset top-seeded

lk>ston in the first round. Boston

has won only seven of the 29 play-

off .series between the teams.

"There's so great a rivalry there

(that! the records in the regular

season really mean nothing now."

Boston's Ted Donate said.

Like Theodore two years ago.

Boston's Andrew Raycroft is in his

first season as a No. 1 goalie and is

a leading candidate for rookie of

the year

Raycroft had 29 wins and a

2.05 goals against average in 57

games. Theodore won 33 games

with a 2.27 goals against average

in 67 games.

The Bruins gave up the third

fewest goals in the Eastem

Conference and improved their

defense with in-season acquisitions

Sergei Gonchar and |iri Slegr.

"They're going to try to take

away our space," said Mike

Ribeiro, who led Montreal with 63

points, "but we have a lot of guys

on a lot of lines that can put the

puck in the net."

And Raycroft will be the last

line of defense.

He's approaching the game
"the same way I have the last 82

games. It seemed to work for me."

he said. "I'm more excited than

anything else."

Reaching Nirvana after a

decade has passed

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE S

Bruins and Sox both win big

defeating Montreal and Baltimore

SPORTS, PAGE 10
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Senate: DC polling students Tally fof Bustamante
stations must stay open

^^^^^ ^^^^^ support for presidential and trustee candidates
By Melissa Blanks! t£N

(.AHUl.lAN SrAhf

The thrown out Student

Government Association elec-

tions continued to be a main

focus of the SGA Senate last

night, with the Senate passing a

motion that all dining comiiH>n!>

polling stations must remain open

during the next election, sched-

uled for April 28 and 29.

The decision means it is likely

one of the Campus Center polling

Uatiom will be closed due to a

shoctafe of elections workers

Interim President lared Nokes

told the Senate that in the

ludkiary's ruling on the last ekx-

tKMi. justices said all four dining

commons and the Campus Center

must be open from 10 a.m. to 2

p.m. and 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

"If (elections conunission) do

[only open stations in the

Campus CenterL they'll be dircxt

ly in violation of the ci»nstitu

tkxi." Nokes sakl. "If they make

that decision. I will be speaking

to the commission as soon aN pos

sibie.-

Nokes also annourwed he will

be filling in oik* cabinet position

next week.

"It's absolutely necessary that

we have people in place to keep

the SGA running." he said. "I'm

appointing |a secretary of

finance] because I believe it is

important to have someone to

look over the accounting."

He will bring the appointee to

Senate next Wednesday He sakl

she is not politicalK affiliated and

is a School of Management major

Alter the announcement.

Nokes was asked what his goal

for being in office was.

"I want the elections lo run

without m\ name run negatively

across the paper." he replied. "My
primary respon>ibility is to make

sure the house doesn't bum
down."

He dkl not stay for the entire

meeting.

Senators debated the iiKrits of

throwing out the elections,

threats some senators have

received, and the reactk)n of the

public after both the SGA
judiciary and Senate rejected

ekxtions results in two different

ways last week. The Senate voted

to not ratify the results, and the

judkiary rufcd they were uncon-

SMttAonpaotS

Matt Murphv and EduarJo Bu»tanunte addre** a small crowd at a "Take bfck the SGA" ralK vc»trrdav aftcm.H>n. BuWjmantr and Murphv

rre elected kludrnt president and trustee, rrspectivelv. but the elccti*>n wa» ruled un«.tin»titutitmal.

SGA President Jared Nokes speaks with Jason Bis*onnette, fomt-r

SGA official, at last night's meeting in the Campus Crnttr.

By FtKHLis Salnikir

i'xKXH.IAN STArr

The result of the Student

GovcTTOTK-nt ANSocialkm ek-ctwns

are an obstaik. fxit an opportunity.

I duardo Bustamante. wnnix-r of the

recentlv rejcvtcd voting, said yester

day lo a caiwd of about 75 peupW

»i rally on the Student Lnion steps.

"We need to transfer this cnei^

jnd lake back the SGA."
Bii-i.iiiiantc sakl tokl supporters

Bustanuinte and Matthew

Murphy. winiK-r di the trustee seat.

organized the rally to gain mpport

for their campaign and keep stu-

dents involvtxl in the ekciion

process

Murphv eiKouraged students to

remain active and work together

"We demand that our vi>i<.e be

heard." sakl Murphy
"The SGA has a lot «jI

resources." said Bustanwnte "W'e

have to take those hack, and make

it for the peopk."

Emily Russell, preskk-nt of the

Cannabis Reform Club hekl a mock

swearing in of Bustamante and

Murphv wtx) sakl they are the SGA
presklent aixl trustee in exik'.

"I dkl have a speech but I won't

read it." sakl Rusadi. '
I just want

to swear these guys in as soon as

puecsibW
"

Tlx- cnjwtl cheered durii^ the

cereiivjny.

'I do promise to support the

constitution and bylaws of the

Student Govemmeni As>m.iation."

repeated Murphv after Rus%ell

"Someone has to!" velk-d a

voke in the crowd

Before the mock swaring in.

two .students read columns prcvi>

ously published in the

Massachusetts IVaily Cdlcgiwi.

"Students of thie University of

Mttisachusetts. each orK- of vou

may have your own opinion i

whether the motkm about constitu

tionality should have been nitifkxl

or not." sakl \"ika Bandari. wIkik"

column was published in the

Colk-gian yesterday: "My main con

cem is that some senators attempt

ed to sikmce their constituents.

'

Barxlari wcnit on to express Ikt

appreciation for Bastamante

"And to Eddk- Bustamante. All I

can say is I'm sorry. \ou fiavc Kvn
stripped of vour positkm." she saitl

"
I truly felt like this school can us<^^

a president w ho is passk>nate afx>ut

positive change."

Once elected student president,

port at a middav rally vrsterdav.

After the rallv the students.

Bustamante arxl Murphv as well a>

Sen Pavel Paviin«> and Sen naniel

Pbonanter headixl to the Campus

Center to cxxivene. Students lilkxl

out sigTi-up sheets with their con-

tact informatkm. and indivkluallv

discussed concerns with each of the

candidate's.

In additkm to the students. Dan

Eduardo Rustam<tntr rallied sup-

Claw ^cn. incoming' .fthc

IjkUliN unK>n. was pa-seni .il the

iiKVting

"I v^ds excited to hear that you

might fuive a student govemment

that was astuallv speaking up for

students " he sakl.

While admitting that he dkl not

believe la«.ultv should be influential

in SC;\ politks. he sakl that he

kioks forward to working with a

See MLLY on page 3

STA Travel opens office in Campus Center West Bank security

barrier sparks clash
Bv Lar.v Si kkii.w

.A-ssi » I.M> r > I 'Hfss

>H (ITTHIWIH^I ll/( OIIH.US.

The STA Travel student travel agency has opened in the Campus Center. Lynda Tiersma, manager, and Peter Easton over

see the agency on campus, which aids student in finding discount flights.

fares that offer significantly fewer restric
By Matt Elder

OlI.LFC.IAN StAKF

"This isn't your parent's travel agency."

said LyTida Tiersma. branch manager of

Student Travel Association Travel, the

newest addition to the University of

Massachusetts' Campus Center.

STA Travel, a worldwide travel agency,

has relocated from Main Strcx-t in Amherst

to room 204 in the Oimpus Center, giving

students the opportunity to take advantage

of their services.

Tiersma said that STA decided to

switch to the campus location because it

was better exposure for the students. She

said that STA Travel is known for being on

different college campuses.

Christina Cox. STA Travel's head of

public relatkms, said in a press release that

the travel agency plans to offer UMass stu-

dents and faculty specially negotiated air-

lions, more flexibility and minimal penal-

ties for itinerary changes and cancellations

than other lower fare airline tickets

"We hope to get every student to trav-

el," she said. "You travel to get an experi-

ence you don't get living in Sunderland.

You travel through an airport in Paris and

it's an exfjerience."

Although some people are still afraid to

travel. Tiersma said that her company

takes all precautions to assure ever^/one

that the trip is safe. She also said that they

offer group tours and that these tours will

have an English-speaking person with

them at all times.

"Travel is picking up again, and you just

need to do it." she said.

Tiersma said that the discounts STA

Travel offers are greater for traveling to

other countries than in tlie U.S.

Tiersma is aware of the fact that spring

bre'ak is huge on campuses like UMass,

and she said that STA Travel is doing

everything it can to make sure that the stu-

dents don't get involved in a scam.

"I've heard stories about compjinies

taking money and then closing down,"

Tiersma said.

She said that STA Travel deals with the

consistcTit spring break companies so that

students know they are reputable. Also,

she said that these compiinies must put

their money into an escrow account, and

STA can chcxk to make sure that the

company is in good standing.

Even though spring bivak is gieat for

business. Tiersma said that the weeklong

trips aren't the number one attraction lor

students. She said that spring break

brought in about 10 ix-rcent of their busi

ness. and that backpacking acrass Europe

I

See STA on page 2

BIDOU. West Bank tAP) - Israeli

workers with chain saws cut down a

Palestinian famier's olive giove vesteixlav to

make wa\ for a West liank scuuritv hamer.

sparking a clash in which at least It

Pak-stinian villagers and two Israeli [x>lice

were wounded.

Tlie wrecking crew later ivplanlcxi some

of the 180 stumps on another pk)t. but \il

lager> gave the trees little or no chaixi it

survival in the dry sea.son.

Construction of the banier has spjirkcxl

almost daily clashes as it cuts ihnjugh

Palestinian farmland and isolates West

Bank villages. Israel says the series of

lences. ta-nches and concrete walls are

ncvded lo stop Palestinian suicide Kjmbers

The Palestinians denounce the hiinior its .i

land grab.

The pR)icvt is part o\ Israeli I'nme

Minister .'Vriel Sharon's unilateral plan ol

"disengagement" liom the Palestinians. In

addition to imposing .i new K.)undar> in the

West Bank. Israel plans to wiilulniw from

the Gaza Strip.

Palestinian loreign Minister Nabil Shiiath

said he will go to Washington this month to

talk to senior U.S. officials aKmt the Ga/ii

plan.

Palestinians sa\ thcv welcome anv Israeli

w ithdrawal. but fear Israel is giving up Ga/ii

to lighten its hokl over much of the West

Bjink. where the Hulk of the 220.eXHi Israeli

settlers live.

Shaath siiiil he would iiKvt Sivretary of

State Colin Powell and National Scvurity

Adviser Conilokv//ii Rice on April 2). a

week alter Shiiri'ii holds talks with

President Bush.

Shaam is scvkitig U.S. endorsement for

his plan. Shaath said U.S. officials assured

him they wouki not make a decision on the

Ga/ii plan before lieanng the P.ilestinian

skle.

In wvekcnid inteniews. Shaa>n said the

Gaza pulloul wnukl ix)i take place until

next year He also s.iid a West Bank rexle-

pkntiKnt would k' minimal, an cvaviiatkjn

of only fourot about \W lewish ^.ttlements

there.

Pak-stinians see the planned a>ute of the

banier. which at tinvs cuts dtvp into the

Wc-st Bank, as part of SIwumi's plan for

retaining much of th;it lerriioi">.

larly vesiealav in the village of Bidou.

northwest of |erus;tlcni. .i wrecking crew

with chain siiws ami live inilklo/ers staned

cutting dtmn lannei M.ihmoud Saadeh's

olive trees.

'My o\\\vs. my olives." Saadeh. 75.

velkxl as he threw rix.ks ai workers sawing

awav at his grove. "I've worked on this land

for 20 years ... this is our livelihcKxl.

"

Saadeh said all of his 180 olive trees

were cut down
Hie Israelis later leplantcxl about 40 of

the sirippi.xl trunks in a nearby field, appar-

ently without the knowledge of the

landowners.

Bidini village >.ounvilinan Mohammed
Avash Slid the trees had no chance of sur-

vival, becausi.' the winter rains were over.

Palestinian laniici s do not generally use

artificial inigation on their fields, as water

in the West Ikink is scaive and expensive.

Avash siiid that even if the re-plantcxl trees

ciHikl he wateirtl. it woukI take 10 years for

them to grow to lull size.

Staff at the Israeli rviense Ministry,

which oversees constniclion ol the hairier,

could not be reachcxi for comment yester-

da>. the thiid day of the weeklong lexvish

holiilav of Passover

Raanan Gissin. an adviser to Sharon,

said the Ixii riei was an unpleasant necessi-

ty, a re"sponsc to attacks by Palestinian mil-

itants from the West Bank.
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. 10:42 a. II) Following a traffic stop on

I'llusachuseits Avenue, jami Candace

I. 20. of 53 Gulf Rd. in Pelham.

!„ was arrested and charged with

;
with a revoked license.

12:51 p.m. A caller reported individu-

als attempting to sell artwork at the

Ledcrle Graduate Center Research

lowrise. The responding officer

reported there was a subject carrying a

cardboard box. The individual was try-

tag to avoid the officer.

12:54 p m. University of

^Massachusetts Police executed an

arrest warrant in Brown Hall for

Jonathan M Horbelt. 24. of 124

Sbepard Knolls. Hampden. Mass.

118 p.m. A party at the Middlesex

reported that there was an indi-

viou.M soliciting credit card applica-

tions outside .\fter an investigation,

officers discovered that the subject

had no permit, and the subject was

advised to move along.

2K)7 p.m. Officers went to the dean's

office at the Whitmore Administration

Building to investigate a hate crime

report. The investigation is ongoing.

2:20 p.m. A party reported the indi-

vidual who had been previously

moved from the Middlesex House was

trying to sell art at the parking garage.

An officer reported that he had

advised the subjects to leave campus

and obtain proper permits.

3:48 p.m. A sergeant reported that a

sports team on the west side of

Totman Gym was observed attempting

to urinate as a group. The sergeant

spoke with the coach.

6:45 p.m. Officers from the Sharon.

Mass., police transported one subject

to UMass. Matthew Lewis, 21, of 302

South Walpole St. Sharon. Ma was

charged with violating an abuse pro-

tection order.

10:25 p.m. A party reported that a mat

with the new UMass insignia was

taken from the entryway at Skinner

Hall. A report was completed and

there were no suspects at the time.

WednesdayMarch31

12:48 p.m. A party reported that her

car was broken into in Lot 1 1 . A cred-

it card and SpeedPass were stolen, but

there was no damage to the vehicle. A
report was taken.

2:55 p.m. A party reported a problem

with a subject refusing to leave a room

in John Adams Hall. The responding

officer advised the reporting party of

their ability to get a restraining order

or to pursue criminal charges.

4:50 p.m. A party reported that their

credit card was stolen and being used

by another party. A second party

offered to write checks for the charges

made. The first subject was advised to

contact the Dean of Students for a

room change. No charges will be filed.

ThursdayApriM

12:26 am A party reported that his

car was parked on the south side of

Kennedy Tower when it was hit by a

beer can tossed from a window. An
officer investigated and found beer

cans on the ground, but reported that

everything was quiet.

3:16 p.m. A part) reported her wallet

was stolen out of her purse in Herter

Hall. Her office had been left

unlocked with the door open.

5:29 p.m. A party reported that there

was at least one individual claiming to

be collecting money for MassPIRG in

Brown Hall. Officers did a Hoor-by-

fioor check with negative contact.

6:02 p.m. A party reported that there

was an extremely strong odor of mari-

juana coming from a room in Cance

Hall. An officer reported that the resi

dent had recently been arrested fol-

lowing a search warrant. A second

warrant was issued and one subject

was arrested. Julie Dobson 24, of 10

Fox Hill Rd. Bridgewater, Mass., was

charges with possession of a Class D
substance.

6:38 p.m. A party reported that anoth-

er individual had slammed the door to

her apartment and broke the glass at

North Village. The subject was

advised that a summons would be

issued for misdemeanor malicious

damage.

7; 14 p.m A party reported items were

stolen from a room in Baker Hall. The

reporting party called back and stated

that the items were taken as an April

Fool's joke.

U.S. forces carry out raids in Fallujah; dozens killed
^ ... . l.^r<^n> /-allino in a Pnhra helicoi
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FALLUIAH, Iraq «AP) -
L S Marines battled insurgents

tor control of this Sunni Muslim

otronghokl yesterday, calling in

airstrikes against a mosqiK com-

pound where wititesses said

do/ens were killed in six hours of

fighting An anti-US. uprising

led by a radical Shiilc cleric

raged for the fourth day in south-

em cities.

The Abdcl Aziz alSamarrai

mosque was hit by US aircraft

that launched a Hellfire missile at

its miiuiret and dropped a 500-

pound bomb on a wall surrourKl-

ing the compoutnl

The US miliury said insur

gents were using the mmque for

a militarv hre base. Iraqi witneas-

es estimakcd 40 people were

killed as the> gathered for after-

noon prayens. US. oflWiab said

no civilians died.

An Associated Press reporter

who went to the mosque said the

minaret was standing, but dam-

aged, apparenilv b> shrapnel

Tlie bomb blew av^a) part of a

wall, opening an entry for the

Marine assault. The reporter saw

at least three cars leaving, each

with a number of dead and

wounded.
The heavy fighting against the

Sunni insurgOKy coincided again

yesterday with attacks on coali-

tion forces in southern Iraq led

b> militiamen loval to anti-

American cleric Muqtada al-

Sadr For the first time yesterday,

Shiite militiamen battled

Americans in the central city of

Baqouba.

Since Sunday. 34 Amencans.

two other coalition soldiers and

more than 230 Iraqis have been

killed in hghting The Iraqi figure

did not include those killed at the

ntosque. Since the war began, at

least 630 U.S. service members

have died.

Marine Corps spokesman 1st

Lt Eric Knapp said the

American force besieging

Fallujah has killed more than 30

suspected insurgents and cap-

tured 51 since Tuesday night

Fifteen Marines were reported

killed in fighting in Fallujah and

neighboring Ramadi since

Monday.

The Army said two more sol-

diers died yesterday in separate

attacks in Balad. a Sunni Triangle

town north of Baghdad, and in

the capital

Defense Secretary IXinald H
Runufeld. at a Pentagon news

conference with Joint Chiefs of

Staff Chairman Gen Richard

Myers, discounted the strength o(

the al-Sadr force, which appears

to have been bolstered by di-

gruntled. unemployed young

men.

U.S. offKials estimate the al-Sadr

force at about 3.000 lighters.

"The number of people

involved in those battles is rela-

tively small,' Rumsfeld said.

"There's nothing like an army or

large elements of people trying to

change the situation You have a

small number of terrorists and

militias coupled with some

protests*

Myers said the fighting came

in two bruad categories. West of

Baghdad in cities siKh as Ramadi

and Fallujah. the main opposi-

tion is "former regime kjyalists."

including supporters of former

president Saddam Hussein, and

anti-American foreign fighters

loyal to Abu Musab al-Zarqawi. a

lordanian-bom terrorist believed

linked to al-Oaida

The Mannes said they waged

a six-hour battle around the

Abdel-Aziz al-Samarrai mosque

before calling in a Cobra helicop-

ter which fired the missile at the

base of its minaret An F-16

dropped the laser-guided bomb.

Marine Li Col Brennan Byrne

said.

During fighting elsewhere in

Fallujah. US forces seized a sec-

ond place of prayer, the al-

Muadidi mosque. A Marine

climbed the minaret and fired on

guerrilla gunmen, witnesses said.

Insurgents fired back, hitting the

minaret with rocket-propelled

grenades and causing it to par-

tially collapse, the AP reponer

said

Brig. Gen. Mark Kimmitt. the

chief military spokesman in Iraq,

said the Mannes did not attack

the mosque until it became clear

enemy fighters were inside and

using it to cover their attacks.

Kimmitt told CNN that from

photos of the mosque he had
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SGA debates over OAA
t6A from page 1

stitutional.

In reaction to the turnout of

students at last week's meeting.

Sen. David Bettencourt brought

20 of his constituents to support

him. Bettencourt was one of the

senators voting against ratifica-

tion.

Bettencourt said he received a

threatening note on his door last

Thursday after the elections were

not ratified.

"This has been something that

has been reoccurring ... it's just

the life of being a political minor-

ity on campus," he said.

"I hope for the best. I really

don't think this kind of bickering,

this kind of name calling and per-

sonal slander is representing stu-

dents," Bettencourt said. "I don't

think it belongs in democracy,

even though it has become a part

of the political system."

Chair lames Brennan

announced next week the

Administrative Affairs Committee

will be going over Title Vlll of the

bylaws, which governs elections.

He said he welcomes anyone who

has any thoughts to come and dis-

cuss changes.

Presidential candidate Brian

Long announced that he will keep

his name on the ballot, but does

not plan on campaigning because

of academic reasons.

Presidential candidate Patrick

Higgins and trustee candidate

Tim Daly announced that they

will also run again.

The Senate allocated $1 7.600

to Area Governments and

University Productions and

Concerts for spring events and

$16,000 to Registered Student

Organizations for various spring

events on campus, with $33,600

allocated in 20 minutes.

For a second time, the Senate

discussed the new charter for the

Office of ALANA Affairs. The

debate focused on whether or not

the vice chancellor of student

affairs and campus life should be

able to appoint a faculty member

to the board from a five-member

pool selected by the OAA
"This is more of a gesture lor

keeping communication open,"

Sen. Brian Roberts said in favor

of the appointment. "We're not

losing control, or even who these

people are going to be . . . This is

only helping the office. I just can't

sec how this is not beneficial."

Sen. Gladys Franco fought this

idea, saying she has gone back to

her constituents and they do not

like this idea.

"You never know if one day

the vice chancellor might not ever

appoint anyone to the position."

she said.

Bettencourt agreed.

"We're bringing in too many

people into this process." he said.

Presidential candidate Eduardo

Bustamante said the proposal

could have good or bad results,

depending upon the membership

the vice chancellor appoints.

"There is a push to take the

decision making power out of the

students and put into the vice

chancellor," Bustamante said. "I

don't understand it. The vice

chancellor has power over every-

thing anyways. The ALANA stu-

dents should be able to make

their own decisions."

vote on the final charter was not

yet voted on at press time

Mock inauguration swears

in Bustamante and Murphy
RMIV from page 1

progressive student government.

"I think it (the rally) went well,"

Bustamante told the Collegian.

"The whok crux of the campaign is

getting students interested, we

don't have the title to help us. but

wc an.* doing it anyway ... the aim

is always the same, to keep our

eyes on getting a student body that

is awake."

Although most students were

present at the event to support

Bustamante and Murphy, several

were there for broader reasons.

"I'm here becaase this is an

issue that addresses students." sakl

Maxinc thibc, a sophomore biolo-

gy and pre-iTied major "If I want

something to happen. I have to get

involved."

Michael Alden. a senior finance

major who did not vote for

Bustamante, was upset the SGA
vkoukl have to hokl elections for a

second time, arguing that it was a

waste of nxjney.

"lust the fact thai we have

to redo the elections and spend

money is inefficient," he said.

"Plain and simple it is a waste,

not just of money but of time

and energy."

When asked if he would vote

for Bustamante in the second

election, Alden replied "Yes,

definitely"

Bustamantr and Murphv arc nwnk »»i«m in a.- student president and

trustee by a mtmbcr of thr CannabLs Relofm Ctwlitinn at ycstrrday's

ndly.

U.S. Marines battle Iraqi insurgents
from

seen, 'the actual mosque struc-

ture itseir was not damaged.

He said the mosque was pro-

tected under the Geneva

Conventions but the insurgents

nullified that by attacking from

the holy place.

At Camp Fallujah. Byrne said

the Marines now control 25 per-

cent of Fallujah.

The military gave widely vary-

ing casualty counts.

Marine Capt Bruce Frame, in

a sutement issued from US
Central Command in Tampa,

Fla., said: 'One anti-coalition

force member was killed in the

attack There is no report of civil-

ian casualties."

Byrne said those in the

mosque were rebels, and 'We
believe we killed a bunch."

Kimmitt said, "I understand

there was a large casualty toll

taken by the ertemy.'

Rumsfeld said the United

States kriew nsks would increase

with the approach of the |une 50

date for the handover of power

to an interim Iraqi govcmnnent.

U.S. commanders also fear

violence could escalate during

the retlgtous ceremonies this

weekend for al-Arbaeen, when

millions of pilgrims gather in

Shiite cities to mark the end of

the mourning period for a 7th-

ceniury martyred Shiite saint.

The number of U.S. troops in

Iraq is up. Rumsfeld said,

because of the planned rotation

of forces.

"The United states will stay

the course. We will stay until the

task is complete," he said, warn-

ing that some U.S. troops ready

to leave the country might have

to stay a while longer

Al-Sadr. meanwhile, said Iraq

would become "another

Vietnam" for the United States.

"I call upon the American people

to stand beside their brethren,

the Iraqi people, who are suffer-

ing an injustice by your rulers

and the occupying army..." he

said in a statement issued from

his office in the southern city of

Najaf. "Otherwise. Iraq will be

another Vietnam for America

and the occupiers."

Al-Sadr's al-Mahdi Army
launched heavy gunbattles with

coalition forces in the streets of

at least six cities yesterday and.

for the first time, in the north.

Iraqis protesting the Fallujah

operation clashed with U.S.

troops out.side the northern city

of Kirkuk. The battles left eight

Iraqis dead and 10 wounded.

Al-Sadr fighters battled

American troops in the town of

Baqouba. northeast of Baghdad,

hitting a U.S. helicopter with

small arms fire. The OH-58
Kiowa chopper was damaged

and forced to land, but the two

crew members were unharmed.

And Shiite gunmen drove

Ukrainian forces out of the

southern city of Kut — raising

concerns over the ability of U.S.

allies to combat al-Sadr's upris-

ing.

After overnight fighting in

which 12 Iraqis died, the

Ukrainians withdrew from Kut

with about 20 coalition officials,

and al-Sadr followers swept into

their base, seized weapons stores

and planted their flag on a near-

by grain silo.

The black-garbed gunmen of

the al-Mahdi Army also had vir-

tual control of the Shiite reli-

gious centers of Kufa and

Karbala. where Iraqi police were

laying low, allowing militiamen

to move freely

Militiamen in Karbala clashed

with Polish patrols, and a cleric

who was a senior official in al-

Sadr's office was killed.

Al-Sadr and his militia are

unpopular among most of Iraq's

Shiite majority, and there was no
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Marine* with the 2nd Batulion. Ut Marine RcKiment. take cover behind a train tre»tle while under

heavy small arm* fire from insurgents on the ni>rth»cst side of Fallujah. Iraq TucmLiv.

sign that the Shiite public in the

south was rallying to their side to

launch a wider uprising

But the week's fighting

showed a strength that few

expected from the al-Mahdi

Army
The country's most respected

Shiite leader was silent until yes

terday. when he called for all

sides to Slop fighting.

"Grand Ayatollah al-Sistani

condemned the methods used by

occupation forces in the current

escalating situation in Iraq... We
also condemn assaults on public

and private property, and any

action that disturbs order and

prevents officials from carrying

out their duties." said a state

ment from Sistani's office

But there were signs of sym-

pathy for the Sadr revolt among
Sunni insurgents, who have been

fighting the U.S. -led occupation

for months and have often chid-

ed their Shiite countrymen for

not joining in

Portraits of al Sadr and jiralli

ti praising his "valiant uprising"

appeared on mosque and the

walls of government buildings in

the Sunni city of Ramadi.

Peaceful protests in support of

al-Sadr occurred in the northern

cities of Mosul and Rashad

Monday night in Baghdad. al-

Sadr gunmen went to a mainly

Sunni neighborhood to join with

insurgents in firing on U.S.

Humvees — the only known
instaiKe so far of Sunni and

Shiite militants combining

forces
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The Master of Science in Financial Planning (MSFP) at

Bentley. the only program ot its kind in New England,

prepares you to successfully manage financial

concerns in an increasingly complex business world.

The MSFP program satisfies the 150 credit hour and work

experience requirements for Massachusetts CPA

membership, as well as the education requirements to

sit for the CFP' Certification Exam Coursework can be

completed on campus or online.

Expert faculty, access to internships and hands-on
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distinguish Bentley as a business university.

For more information, please visit www.bentley.edu/gr/fin
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To learn more, attend an upcoming

Graduate information session.
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High casualty counts

in Iraq are worrisome
Rjr leveral months nuw, "major tightii^" has

been over in Iraq, but the death toll keeps grow-

ing Mi^r Thi» ma> seetn like a tired issue: since

Pietident Bush landed on the aircraft carrier last

May off the coast ol Califumia, there has been a

toiient of criticism for his early declaration.

But the issue of soWiers and civilians dying in

Iraq goes far beyond ihe prvsidents ill-timed

"Miaston Accoropliahed' stunt. People are dying,

fightng '» fierce, and Iraqi* and Americana have

both been continuously urj^eicd for either fight-

ing for the Americans or agreeing \*ith them.

Yesterday, in the Sunni Triangle, a mosque

wa>. attacked Two days ago. one dozen Marines

were killed, and more have been added since.

I"herc have been a plethora ot injuries as well.

F"he impetus lor these rockei attacks and lirc-

hghts have been insurgents — non-Iraqis who

have filtered into the country fnrni surrounding

nations — but the casualties have incliKkd these

fighters and innocents. Iraqi civilians in the

mosques, city streets and hotnes.

It is a diflkuli truth invotwd with war that

people will die. but the deMht associated with

this phase of the war art more worrisome,

bet^ausc it is supposed to be mostly over.

Is it an accounubiliiy issue* The president

twdc the lighter plane to the aircraft carrier, stood

ai ihc podium with the now ittfamous bamer

unfurled behind him. Since then, the casually

count has climbed past 600 for Americans akine.

not counting Bntish. Australian. Spanish. Polish

and other nations' troops.

All of these countries sent troops in and when

Bush took to the d«;k of the navy ship they

shouU have been able to expect to see more of

them returning — major lighting was over aftCT

all But this has not happened, and it doesn't

appear to be fast approaching

i\)litic8 and poor timing aside, soldiers are

dying and wonse than that the numbers for "col-

lateral dama^," the sterilized way of saying dead

Iraqi citizens, are increasing.

Pulling troops'' No better an answer, but as

the political season speeds up it is a surety that

the war will only become more ol a headline and

debate topic, and this will surface. We as

Americans don't want to see more Americans die.

and we shouldn't want to see more Spaniards.

Poles. Australians, British or certainly Iraqis die.

either. But what has been achieveil from a war

that is clearly not a "Mission Accomplished'.'"

In shon Iraq has bcconn.- a quagmire, a mix of

politics and military, required defease and option-

al offense: a truly muddy brew that has sucked a

country in and will not quickly spit us back out.

Trapped in a political, logistical gamble it

seems that this president and whoever cotnes next

are going to see growing death lolls that, in a

country and an arena where it may never be

'Mnsion Accomplished."

Unsifml editunaU are the rm/iuniy opinion

of the VfuNsuc /itistlfs fXii/y CulUpan tJitoruil

Board

The bittersweet side to war

CamefonJ.

Woods

For anyone
who would
like to criti-

cize female

soldiers, I

would like to

introduce you

to Pvt. Pamela
Starkie of the

United Stales

Army's First

Infantry 47

deployment. Starkie, age 19.

scored as a top marksman with

her AK-47 and received top

marks for her grenade throw-

ing. To me. Starkie is more

than just a good soldier — she

is my little sister

My little sister that is bouitd

for Iraq.

Before she ever learned to

fire an automatic rifle that

weighs about half as much as

she does, Starkie was learning

how to be tough from her rwo

older brothers. It was not the

usual sibling squabbling by any

means. As the scrappiest of us.

Starkie hardly took any crap

without giving some back. If

my brother and I stuck briers in

her hair, we had to make sure

that she did not have her soft-

ball bat handy, or else we were

in for it.

Growing up. we all took dif-

ferent interests. For me. it was

the liberal world of academia

and journalism, but for my lit-

tle sister living life seemed to

be the be all end all of her exis-

tence. It would be an obsession

with fashion one day and foot

ball ihe next, but in all of her

mercurial dabbling, she never

pretended to be anything but

herself.

As the middle of four chil-

dren. I felt that there was a sort

of unspoken level of under-

standing between my sister and

1 That is not to say that there

was always peace between us.

but there was a sort of similar-

ity that bonded us as siblings,

feuding at times, but always

there for each other

In mid lunc of 2005. she

came home and casually

dropped the news iliat she had

enH««pd.in the militj|TX We

were not shocked in the least.

She knew she had no direction

for her impending future as and

"adult" and the Army would be

a place of opportunity for her.

True to the grudging sibling

stereotype, we did not have an

overly emotional parting when
she shipped out for boot camp.

It was not until after she had

left that the idea sunk in on me
with all its weight: 1 may have

seen my sister for the last time.

Her letters, when they did

come, showed an ever maturing

of her personality.

After completing her train-

ing as a medical shipping and

I want nothing

more than for my
sisttr to come

home, or just be

stationed outside

of all conflict

zones, but I Itnow

that by her being

In Iraq someone

else's sibling,

spouse, or child

will be coming

home.

receiving specialist, she was to

be stationed in Hawaii. Envy is

not the word: she joins the mil-

itary and gels to go to Hawaii

and I am studying my brain out

and I get ... Amherst? If only

that would have been the case.

maybe I could have told her ofl

face-to-face next spring break

on a tropical beach.

TNivo weeks ago. I get a call

at the ungodly hour of 7 a.m.

on a Saturday morning. The

brain fog was blasted away by

the news I get from my mother.

Pamela's unit was being

deployed lo Iraq, and she was

coming home for the upcoming

week before shipping out.

That Friday. I packed light

and shattered speed laws to get

home, as she was leaving

before dawn on Saturday. I got

my chance to say goodbye, but

true to form we did not

exchange the typical "be safe,"

"I will miss you." or even "good

luck."

Instead she said very little

and the last thing 1 said was,

"You have nothing to worry

about because evil people never

die."

She just laughed, but I could

hear how weakly she was hold

ing back her tears. Then she

was gone.

1 am in no way supportive of

this stupid war, a war that we as a

nation have no need to be in But

that does not mean I do not sup-

port our soldiers, because each of

them had to say a goodbye to

someone who is still here, just like

Pamela had to They are all our

family as Americans and as

humans. I want nothing more

than for my sister to come home,

or to just be stationed outside of

all conflict zones, bul 1 know that

by her being in Iraq someone

else's sibling, spouse, or child will

be coming home
My biggest fear at this point is

not in the knowledge that she

could never be coming back,

because I am ikk yet ready to

admit that It is that when she

does cocne honte she will not be

the same Pamela that she was.

Every soldier is altered by

wartime experience — kx>k at our

nation's Vietnam and Somalia vet-

erans — there is irrefutable

researvh done on the kjng term

psychok>gical allects that war has

on people

I know that she signed up on

her own. knowing full well what

she was getting into, as she has

done everything else in her life. I

just hope that she will come home

again s«.)meday and be herself.

More than anything I just wish we

had had more time, and that 1 had

been able to say what I actually

meant behind the, "Evil people

never die." which was. "I kjve

you. aivl you belter come home."

Cameron I Woods is a

Collegian staff member.

Clearing up a controversy
iffisem^•€»t uf»#f/^

'Can you hear me now?'

Gilail

Skolnick

Lately every

one has been

walking
around with

those sharp

cellular tele-

phones, rub-

bing it in

about how
swell they are.

Well I have

something
heavy to say; I confess that 1 do

not own one, and I am proud of

it. I am one of the few admirable

people that are left who chooses

not to have such an invention.

Yes. I actually use the call

boxes on campus to communi-

cate with people, and anyone

who lives off campus is too

Sylvan-like or antisocial anyway,

and they arc not worth talking

to, I'm proud of using the call

boxes. While they do not give

you much privacy, they are con-

veniently located throughout

campus. I've heard people mak-

ing- fun of these call boxes, call-

ing them "candyass," but 1 must

object to this name-calling.

Using only the call boxes is per-

fectly solid.

They are rugged and super to

use Your steady girl will love lo

know that her man is willing to

go outside and brave the ele-

ments to call her. 1 have far more

respect for a man who is no

wimp, a man who uses the call

boxes for all his communication

needs with pride. With its

vibrant yellow glow and its beau-

tiful shape, I think it's one of the

grooviest things on campus,

aside from Whitmore. People

who use the call boxes look like

they are on top of things and

know what they are doing —
they are no spaz, but rather, peo-

ple with honor.

I've noticed that no one with

a cellular telephone ever feels

adequate. There is always some

new boss or cool cellular tele-

phone around that can do some-

thing better, whether it be those

new telephones that can take

photographs or the ones that can

respond to your voice, or play

some choice arcade game on it.

Everyone is either feeling

pathetic for having an obsolete

phone or constantly showing off

how far out their new phone is

that they spend their bread on.

sometimes costing them hun-

dreds of dollars. Not having a

cellular telephone allows me to

not have to deal with any of that.

They are also a distraction

from our studies, as fellow stu-

dents resort to playing those

funky arcade games on them

instead of listening lo the

inslriKtor, often missing valu-

able information.

Cellular telephones tend to

encourage young fellows to stay

up late, sometimes even several

hours after dark talking, rather

than getting a solid night of

sleep. If a conversation is really

A cellular phone

robs you of your

free time, of your

privacy and it

prevents you from

getting away from

it all.

important, they will come to

you. 1 am no ditz, I understand

that many people are into this

latest fad, but I remain con-

vinced that this fad will go the

way of love beads and 8-Track

Tape Players.

You might get jazzed at the

thought of owning your own cel-

lular telephone, but the cost is

just not hangin'. They can run

from $30 lo even $50 or more

dollars per month lo use. not lo

mention the cost of the actual

telephone. Is talking to people

really worth $600? I think not.

There's still mixed evidence

about the supposed radiation

that these telephones emit into

your heads, and is that a risk

you're willing to take? Mixed

studies have shown that it is pos-

sible that your head can be

exposed to harmful amounts of

radiation, which certainly is not

neat at all.

Among the worst results of

using this terrible fad is the dis-

traction that it can create while

driving. Often people driving

while on the phone pay less

attention to other cars and to

their speed, which aside from

dangerous, could get you in trou-

ble with the fuzz.

I do not want lo be square,

bul how many of you after a

night of drinking brewski. have

taken out your cellular tele-

phone and while blitzed called

someone? Not only is this

embarrassing, bul it can com-

plicate things with your old

man. old lady, steady girlfriend

or boyfriend. I've seen many

times people say what was

exactly on their mind in these

situations, which can have a

detrimental effect on their rela-

tionships.

People also always forget lo

turn off their portable tele-

phones, which ring during awk-

ward times during movies,

exams, or simply even a lecture.

It is distracting to the whole

class, interrupts, and is rude,

bul unfortunately is unavoid-

able unless one refrains from

owning such. I for one do not

want to be "that guy" who
never shuts his cellular phone.

A cellular phone robs you of

your free time, of your privacy

and prevents you from getting

away from it all. Retreating for

some alone time is futile when

you are reachable wherever you

go, you might as well always be

in your pad.

Now I'm not Lip Flappin'

about this, because sometimes 1

feel as if I am the only one with-

out one of these phones. People

have lo realize that cellular tele-

phones make the world a more

complicated place. If we all

spent a little less time on our

telephones and a little more

time actually meeting people

maybe we'd have a more social

and friendly world. Drop the

cellular phones — their only

place is in the bone yard. 1

promise you thai you will have

a Iwilchen' blast.

Gilad Skolnick is a

Collegian columnist.

This is addressed to every student on campus

regarding the Student Government Association. I

feel members of the SGA have gone far loo long

without speaking out over the current

controversy surrounding the SGA. I
y..i,,Q|

will no longer sit back and keep my MIEIIilcl

mouth shut. One of the biggest prob

lems with SGA is they have no relations with the

student body. It is lime for a change, it is time for

someone to stand up and keep the students

informed of what is happening with their student

government.

Two branches of the student government

deemed the elections invalid. A petition was filed

before the March elections took place by Speaker

lared Nokcs to the ludiciary branch of our stu-

dent govcmmeni. asking them to stop elections

becau.se he fell instant run-off voting violated the

SGA by-laws. Due to time constraints the justices

(all undergraduate students) of the ludiciary

could only meet after elections.

After the elections had taken place, the

ludiciary ruled instant run-off voting unconstitu-

tional and deemed the elections invalid. They

staled on Friday, April 2, Eduardo Buslamante

would have to leave office and the Speaker of the

Senate, lared Nokes would become President

until a new general election was held at the end

of April (which coincides with Title 1 Article 6

Section 4 of the SGA's by-laws). There was noth-

ing the Senate could do about this ruling. The

ludiciary is a separate branch of the SGA and the

Senate does not have the power lo overrule them.

On the Senate's March 51 meeting, the Senate

voted 21-24 lo not ratify the elections. There

were too many problems with the way the

Elections Commission was run. The Elections

Commission is a group of undergraduate stu-

dents appointed by the living area governors and

approved by the Senate. Their job is lo run the

fall and spring semester SGA elections. One

major problem was that a polling station was

closed. The polling place at Berkshire dining

commons was closed both election days from 1

a.m. to 2 p.m. This violated Title 8 Chapter 21

Section 1 of the SGA's by-laws. The Senate was

assured by members of the Elections

Commission that Title 8 of the SGA's by-laws

would be upheld and that this would be a fair

election.

The Senate was lied to — this was not a fair

election and the Senate had no choice bul lo not

ratify the elections. Berkshire had the highest

voter turnout in the Spring 2005 elections and it

was closed for the 2004 elections. How was the

Senate supposed to react to that? I can

only imagine what voter turn out

ShBlldan would have been, combined wiih the

-^^— 2.700 people who turned out to vote.

if Berkshire was open. The Elections

Commission did not even post any signs slating

that Hampshire polling place was open and that

students who lived in Southwest South could

vole there.

It was extremely important for the Senate not

to ratify the March elections because it support-

ed the Senate's requirements that elections be

run properly and fairly by the Elections

Commission. The majority of the Senate felt that

everyone should have an equal opportunity lo

vole and no one should be silenced by the SGA,

If one student is not allowed to vole due lo

Not ratifying these elections

was an important move made

by the Senate to send a mes-

sage that only fair elections

would be tolerated.

polling places being closed, that is one student

too many and the Senate should not allow that lo

happen. Not ratifying these elections was an

important move made by the Senate lo send a

message that only fair elections would be tolerat-

ed.

Do not believe everything you read, it often

appears one-sided and does not inform students

of the whole issue. 1 can assure everyone there

are dedicated members of the SGA who devote

hours of lime working for students and the

spring events planned will show this campus

how the entire SGA is working for students. If

anyone has any questions regarding anything to

do with the SGA. please feel free to leave con-

tact information and any questions in my mail-

box in Ihe SGA office located at 420 Student

Union.

Michael Sheridan is a Southwest South

Senator
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By Gene Johnson

A.ssociated Press

ABERDEEN. Waah. (AP) -

Beneath this bridge above the

mudd) banks of the Wishkah River,

a noubled young kurt Cobain

would come to etcape his '
:

home and the persistent ^

zk of the Washington coasi

Among the cracking con>.r

supports, he would smoke pot and

drink and plot his stardom, brag-

ging to friends of his "suicide

leoet' and that he would die a

young rock itar.

It't here thai many of hit fans

have come to pay their recpecu

since he fulfilkrd that prophray with

a needle and a shotgun 10 years ago

love, taqwlhy,' reads

«ne maaiagr acwwiad In graffiti

under the brvJge.

"Kuit,'" says another, "Your fpir-

it will bt)unce on happily.'

Cubain and his band. Nirvana,

spent only three year* in the pubHc

eye. and they releaaed only three

studio albums. But what he accom-

plished before committing suicide

at age 27 - deciding it was "better

to burn out than fade away.' as he

qaoted Neil Young in his suicide

iKMc - was remarkable.

Cfltfc* d«K:ribe I99r»

"Nevermind," *-h»ch has sold man
than 10 milhon copies, at gne a(

'Urn (kcatfc'^ iDoat iiapcAtant

albuma, Its Nggesi hit, 'SoMtta Like

Teen Spirit," remains a ieminal

expmsion of teen angst. Cobain

brought the dark, driven tound of

ipingr rock to the nation, helped

save the world from hair metal, and

with a singie line - "Here we are

now, entertain us" - captured and

captivated a generation that ha4

grown bored and cynical tbovi*

popular music.

Andrew Harms, a 2^ .

disc jockey on a Seattle radio

m, still renwm K '-x|

ure to Nbvaai. ^ 'i* W*?
favorite band: seeing the video for

"Teen Spirit" on MTV,
"It 611«d me vrith an energy that

HMwic had not done for me before,*

Hanw say*. "The guy had an amaz-

ing creative mind, and he took aB

the emotions within him and

ekpresaed it through muaic It was

music of subatance, music that

seemed real to me.'

Cobain biographer CI

CroH Mjw that when Nirvana

10 record "Nevermind.' they

lowed Warrant into the studio - a

band known for big hair, open

shirts and their "Cherrv Pie" video.

"Maik ai that point waa ao pre-

fabricaMd. to fake. *o hairmray

that Nirvwa was really a breaOi Of

freab air." Crow »ay«. "It «•» more

organic than anything we'd leen in

mwk in years."

Much of the icnamktg daapera-

tion in Cobain i sonp cm be traoad

lo Ms life in ihit timber town on tbe

Waihington coast. and in

Monteaano. just inland, where his

grandpareatt and Utibtr lived.

CobaiB^ perenli Awovoed when he

wa« 9. an event thai acanvd Un
deeply, and much of hia adoka-

cence was spent bouncing among

Ihe homes - and garagaa and van* -

of his parents, grandparents, rela-

tives aiid friends.

iMiriii&vi m^
Bv Nick Rqmanqw

Collegian Columnist

Ten years ago today. Kurt Cobain's body

was found. I remember exactly where 1 was

when I found out 1 was in the kitchen, and

1 had just come home from school when my
mom told me.

I remember leaning up against the wall

next lo the door that led to the basement. I

also remember being upset. aUhough given

mv young age I wasn't able to grow as

attached to the music as J would in the years

to come.
My mom had promised, a few months

prior 10 the suicide, that the ncM time

Nirvana came to town I would be old enough

to go. I couldn't wail, I knew it would be the

biggest thing to happen in my life.

Of course that never happened. 1 remem-

ber my mum ripped off Ihe cover of the next

week's People magazine, which paid tribute

to Kurt, and gave it to me. I still have the

torn, wrinkly cover hanging up in my room.

1 was nine years old — certainly not old

enough to understand teen angst and heroin

addiction, but still the music meant some

thing to me.
Mostly, when Kurt died. I was confused. 1

understood suicide and I knew Kurt had

problems, both emotionally and drug-relal-

ed. so I wasn't <o confused by his suicide I

was confused about what would happen to

music. How could anything follow Nirvana?

Nirvana's music was so powerful and just so

astounding that even before I was old

enough to truly comprehend it. I was still

shaken.

1 have been a Nirvana fan since 1 was 6 or

7 — "Nevermind" was one of the very first

tapes I had. I have a very clear memory of

standing in the front hall, just feel away

from the spot where I would eventually find

out about Kurt's death, holding

that tape, staring at the now
iconic cover of the baby in a

pool, chasing after a dollar bill.

It was my mom's tape. I certain-

ly have her to thank for getting

me into good music that early in my life.

"Nevermind" was. and slill is. like noih

ing else I've heard. I can't even count how-

many times 1 listened it. I have no idea how

many copies I've gone through, but I'm sure

it's more then any of my other albums.

Of course 'Nevermind" is only the lip of

the iceberg. I remember getting "Bleach".

Nirvana's first album. I remember the first

time 1 saw "Incesticide". the B-sides compi-

lation that followed "Nevermind". 1 didn't

know what B-sides or uuttakes were, and

without bastions of information like the

Internet, I didn't even know the band was

putting out a 'new' album. 1 grabbed that

tape like it was the only one in existence, like

it was necessary to keep my heart beating

TVvelve years later. I slill feel that way about

it. (Actually. I feel that way about all

Nirvana records,) ^
1 remember sitfing In my beach house in

the summer of 19'»3. watching the "Heart

Shaped Box' video over and over on MT\'

When "In Utero" came out it was like getting

electrotherapy. Even though I didn't under-

stand any of those Nirvana albums the way I

do now (and I am of the finn belief that, like

any great record, every Nirvana song will

always continue to unfold and grow and gain

new meaning.)

Each song was great but it was just so dif-

ferent. Yes, "Nevermind" was revolutionary.

bul it was 'In Utero" that really brought me
to. well, nirvana. They free raw energy. In

the liner notes for " Incesticide," Kurt told

off homophobes and misogynists.

One of the reasons Kurt made such great,

honest music is that he was a real and good-

hearted person who would rather starve

then be supported by detestable people

Kurt also really liked lo piss off people

Who else would name a track 'Rape Me",

make it vaguely similar to their biggest hit,

and then threaten to play it at numerous TV
appearances? Kurt, and Krist and Dave,

were one of the leaders of the very cool con-

cept of promoting other bands. It was rare

that the band would show up for a photo

shoot not wearing a shirt of some unsung

band.

Nirvana's talent wa.sn't limited to the four

commercial albums worth of studio material.

Some of their best songs can't be found on

any of those discs. 'Verse Chorus Verse' is

not just one of Nirvana's best, but I firmly

believe, one of the best pop/rock songs of all

time. Few other moments in iccorded music

consistently hit with the intensity when in

"Moist Vagina" Kurt repeatedly, in a cracked

and broken voice, screams 'Marijuana!"

Kurt was about as big of an influence on

my life as my mom was. Nirvana has been

with me for so long, practically my whole

life, that 1 cant imagine a world without

SceNIPVANAoniv'.u; .
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T'Eve' takes on the issue of emotional fulfillment over good sex
Q: My boylrtend and I have been togatttar tor

IheillMMlBlWMMK

IM NMl, bill I toel as thouflh «ex !•M •

, He vwonl even ooneMer

Itw pnii>Wy, ao I brake up wMli Mm. I

toel bad mat I dumped Mm becaNM

he woni sleep wWi me, MM I canl

be w«i Mm N I canl take our b«-

f li a MfllMr leveL Ud I make

II7-IUL

A. 0( coune! Ybur biggest mMike

«MB being wHh a person of such an

oppoaito mentality to begin with. Vou

botti abvKXfily have dMtorant baieh,

and I'm sure you wouM have canflictad

sooner or later over something because of

ttwae dNtarencas. Go find youself a guy tttat

can sabsty your needs. I'm sure it wnnl be dM
cuK.

(fcl

r«e

aulona

M.We

MM hwe ao Mueii In

mon. But I made a vary big mlstaka by stoap-

Ing «««i Mm at On end of tlw MgM. I usuaiy

donl do thai wMi guys I acHialy Nka and

want more w«L But R )ual ton Mto the rtgM

thing to do. He haani caled me sfewe,

Md I tool ho MOOd mo. Now I jMOl

M sh«M and I ivtah I had newer

given Mm such a bed biipniiilon.

Whol now? -MAa

A: Moot of us have been through this

boknMlcanaiyiBtttatyou

#M>iM nov«. over sleep with a guy

altar the firsi data. But I see you

*a«ly know Mi. Just use this as an

o^Mrtanoe of whil not to do in the

Mure. And as tor him, if he doesnl cal

wWiin a week, then he's not even (wrth ask-

ing aMce about Vou should move on to more

respect^)ie guys. If he dooa cal. than make sure

toM him luww you are not thai kind of girl and

proceed wNh what tools ngtit Knowng guys, if the

a» was good, hel cal again.

Original Sin

What happened

lo sell -respect?

What happened to

guys having to

work hard at get-

ting the girl'.' Why
have I suddenly lost

all respect for

myself and for my
girlfriends? I have

t|| noticed how we
seem to have neg-

lected our standard.s bikI expectations

of men — possibly to feel loved for just

one minute. Maybe longer But why do

we have to be so disgustingly easy?

My criteria for having a new girl-

friend exceeds my criteria tor a new

boyfriend by far I prefer choosing a

more reliable friend because they will

always be there. But this wt-ekc-nd 1

chose not to understand m> girlfriend,

and I am saddened by her actions. ,\nd

my actions. Arxi the amount o( elTon

we put into men without reciproca-

tion.

I met her last summer, as we were

both nannies on Martha's Vineyard.

She was independent, unique, b^uti-

ful. and challenging. I respected her for

that. But she chose to fall in love with

an islander toward the end of our stay,

and I knew 1 might as well kiss her

independent qualities goodbye.

To be honest, 1 never liked him

from our first encounter, nor v«ll I ever

like him for any summer to come. But

I'm not dating him, so 1 kept my mouth

shut as I watched her blindly fall. It

took until the winter before she discov-

ered he is married, has other women
on the side.

She came to me for help. She

stayed over for a full week to experi-

ence what man-hating boot camp is

like. And so we did. And she left as the

friend I used to know.

But I knew the drama was only

over temporarily. She plann«i to work

on the Vineyard this summer, and 1

was certain she would get back with

him And she did. I didn't find out until

I went back to the Vineyard. As we sat

over dinner, she began to justify her

irrational decisions by saying, "The sex

is incredible, why should I deprive

myself?"

This infuriated me. Why? I don't

know. Maybe because in no way is he

being punished for infidelity. Or nwybe

1 know she v^U be heart-broken once

again at the end of all of this. Or maybe

1 see how 1 was wfien I was in k)ve

with my unworthy ex.

I guess I believe that somewhere we

are better than that. When will our pri-

orities straighten out? When will we be

seen again as the unique individual

women that we are. and not as

objects? But I realized we never really

give these guys the chance to see us as

anything but objects. We just jump at

any opportunity we can to sk^p with

them to express our kjve. Most guys

would agree that sex is our main

source of power Maybe we should

start using this knowledge to our

advantage . . . and wait.
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Four Seasons Wine & Liquors
Wine: Liquor:Beer:

Corona Foshora Gfeniivet

rap..^ fM.99-
^ >'•-!-"-> - ^^^'"^

bu,y7V)ml...$15.00 .,o ml S19.99

^^^^
..„^. HKtel^a^Shl^Merio. ^, StolMAnay. Vodka

»r*..-n. $18.^' I Sit $10.99 I'Ot S27.99

MlchdobUtee PtadtvCmyon Maker's Mark Bouitioo
»p.t,i. $13.99- Zu,.-lH

750ml. $9.99 . I. $14-99
^^^**"

..,«,. «"*" ^''"•3^ ^^'T?'. J«neK>n Irish Whiskey
lOpfc*!*. $12.99* Chaixloiinas. UaKrnft. .Vkriot

-' '
'^

750 ml. $8.99 1 U $12.99

MaitdlV.S.Co(pac

?^o ml. $21.99

Keyvtonc

»pk«» $13.49* RoaemouniDtanond Series

MUlwaukee'i Best i h,.r-k,mu.v R*^ting.i:«t<CTTirt.M«fjDt Shrw

tioog* T50ml $8.99 BaUentine'i Scotch

Buw±atBuM±U#lt I >«nl.K.iw.>. Sh«a. Mrriol
111 »r7.99

"^«^ »'0«* TWml. r.99^**^'^"»
BoMAle Paribus lUwMm'iRetnat • It $i$.99

up»h.i $10.99* AIIVanrtKT^ ScegrMs'* Vodu aO am>on

SwnAdens >cobeCr*ek 1.7511 $14.99

ai*t^ $10.99* Chanlonnay; Cabernet. Mrrlot.Shirai
TSOmI $6.99

".«ll tx-er prices plus dep»»rt _^^_^^_____^^___^__-^_^_—

^

Local H cuts another great album
By NicK Ri)MA.V)W

liX-l-fcl.LAN >TA*K

l^x^al II. the two-man powerhouse best

known lor the altema-rock hit "Bound For

The floor" (aka that CopacetK. song

Keep It Copacetic', Bom To Be Down" et*.

etc t from their I'Wb album "As Good As

Dead", arc known to never be content with

nxycling the same songs over and over.

While the bands lirsi two albums estab-

lished them as a great foive their next

albums. 19«»8s "Pack Up The Cats' and

2002's "Here Comes The Zoo", which con-

Local

'Whatever

Happened

toRJ.

Soj^'

StiiElmrti

firmed thai Local H was one of the sharpest and most

challenging and electrifying bands ai\Hind. On their

new album. "Whatever Happened To IM Soles", the

band, led by singer/guiurist/bassist Scott

Lucas, experiments even more then usual,

going down exciting and unexpected paths.

Local H. with their cWver lyrics, distorted

guitar, arid influences ranging from Husker

Du to Cheap Tnck. embody a lot of things —
call them alternative, grunge, punk, indie,

slacker-rock, smart-rock, sman-ass rock — it

all works. "P.| Soles" keeps the band's ethk.

See UKAL N on page 7
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Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

jjj Rmttell St.. Rt* 9, HmdUy, HA 0103

f

§t4-ii74 * Mmt.- Smt. »—e- i^^oto

SALE 4/8 THIOUGH 4/14

Now Open Sundays Noon to iipm

Asian Ceramic Hair

Straigtitening Padiagel

SoccerFest^-v
Apfff2m. 2004

OOMPETEMTV€NEWBALAKE

\XfR£B^HOME-RUN DB«y

<lKeTV€ROa<W/vii

. Permanem Bone StraigW. gorgeous shmy haif

NowM
• Chmese Botanicals used by certified trained

sooodhst
• SPECIAL STUDENT PACKAGE OFFER

Call »0f FREE Consultation Appointment

253-2322
479 West St . Amherst. MA

It's Your Shot, Tak9liU

SLJxfe/,/pi 2511^8AM

RrfclRefcl

6>^ 6 SoccerTounament
Only $100 per college t3eam

Reaeatkxial and competitive divisions

R€e t-6Nit & free acbnission ^^
to soccer showdown!!! '^*^**°^

wir>nw 413.545^689.^

Shckdom
7pm

UddHetl

Rutgers vs.

UMass

BmimcfKmn

ARTS & UVINQ ASKS

ARE YOL INTO

THE SCENE?

CiIy Ballet

•}<

-€ April 20
Miami City Ballet is an acknowledged force

in the international dance directed by

legendary dancer Edward Villella. In

recognition and celebration of the 100th

Anniversary of George Balanchine's birth,

the company performs an all

Balanchine/Stravinsky program featuring

three seminal ballets: Violin Concerto.

Apollo, and Symphony in Three

Movements.

Friday, April 30

Tonhallc OrchMira Zurich

All Brahms Concert
Concert Hall

at 7 30p m

Read stories

about ABC's

revamped

Upstairs,

Dr. Seuss,

New WORLD

Theater,

Fitness

Clubs,

and StepiTKIDT]

to thi.
next

lovel:

mnAL
TlmAir the

loose

to find

Dr. Seuss

SrErHFNKFLtaGQ, UWTI, 6l«CKREilF[5^. LOCMFlTMSsClUtS

Tlllil'lNHARTSCFNTFR
il

For tickets; 545-2511 or

1-800-999-UMAS

vwvw.fineartscenter.com

Pick up your copy of Collegian Arts & Living's

new magazine at one of these locations...

Amherst Books Amherst Brewing Company • Amherst College • Berkshire Dining

Common • Big Y • Bistro 63 & Monkey Bar- Bluewall • Bruegger's Bagel Bakery •

Bueno Y Sano • Campus Center concourse • Coffee Shop • Daisy's Restaurant •

Delano's • Fine Arts Center • Franklin Dining Common • The Flywheel • Food For

Thought • For The Record • Gallery A3 • Hampshire College • Hampshire Dining

Common • The Hatch • Liquors 44 • Mt. Holyoke College • Mulllns Center Ice Rink •

Mystery Train • Panda East The Pub • R. MIchelson Gallery • Rt. 9 Diner • Smith

College • Student Union • Itade Roots • Worcester Dining Common

One *HelP of a movie
Hellboy not just another comic book hero

By Johnny Donaldson
tiauiiiAN StAPI-

Ron Perlman is ru)t a famous actor. With those

heavy, stone-faced features of his. he's become one of

those "that guy" guys — the actors you recognize but

don't know, unless you're the kind of obsessive genre

fanboys who pour each issue of Fangoria and

Cinescape with a line-toothed comb.

He's probably best known as the soulful,

leonine hero in the TV soap opera "Beauty

and the Beast", but with "Hellboy," based on

the underground comic created by Mike

Mignola, Perlman is given the chance to take

the lead in an expansive, fantastical sci-fi

action adventure (courtesy of Guillenno Del

Toro. the ultimate fanboy director.)

It's an opportunity he makes the best of.

Perlman makes Hellboy, a blood red demon
who lights on the side of good, jocular and

brash, a superhero with the grufily laidback

demeanor of a working-class average |oe. h's

a witty way to portray a savior of the world

(everyone knows most comic book good

guys are usually presented as brooding, tor-

tured messiahsl and it gives the movie a

giddy charge.

As presented here, Hellboy looks like the

kind of hulking Technicolored monstrosity

that you'd usually find on your average episode of

"Buffy, the Vampire Slayer" But he act> like the guy

vou lind playing darts at the bar Hellboy is a super-

hero with a fofvdness lor beer arid Baby Ruth bars, a

weakness for cats and kittens and an even bigger one

for Liz Sherman iSelma Blair) the pretty, but trou-

bled, pyrokinetic love who has holed herself up in an

institution to learn to control her powers.

The world of "Hellboy " is one in which ancient evil

exists, but it's the kind of non-religious evil wherein all

the devils and demons are afraid of Catholic symbols

not btxause God exists, but beiausc its oki literary

tradition It opens in S«.otland during World War II,

when Allied s<ildiers - k-ad b> a British paranonnal

expert in a tweedy jacket — >top the mad monk

Rasputin (yes, that very Rasputin) from opening up a

portal to hell and allowing the "Seven Gods of Chaos"

lo spill into our worki this alknving Hitler to win the

war They manage to ck)se it. but not before iMie littkr

thing slips thrv>ugh; a liny red baby devil with a stone

for a nghi hand

The expert, "Baiom" Brutienh(-)lm the grvm-s up to

Bound for more than the floor

'Hellboy'

DirtcteilbY

SiUimMIin

Stiniii

MRrtnMI

Stlaa Blaii

be the wizened k.>hn Hurt), adopts the little creature.

gives him the nom-de-Hades Hellboy, and raises him

as a son; the action cuts to present day when a bO-ish

Hellboy (his aging process, however, makes him seem

20-ish) is now the resident muscle for the FBI's

Bureau of Paranormal Investigation aitd Researeh.

Trouble bre-ws when Rasputin is raised from the

dead — after "The Passion of the Christ." "Dawn of

the Dead" and now this, it's become quite a year for

the those being raised from the beyond — to contin-

_ ue wreaking havoc on the world. The havoc

surts with the releasing of the monster

Sammael. which looks like a cross between

the Alien and Kothoga form The Relic."

Del Toro may be modem cinema's first

legitimate horror auteur He works in a visu-

al palette of icy blacks and grays, the cool,

the bleached hues of a New Flngland win-

ter's morning. The only colors of vivid life

are the red smear that is Hellboy and the

vibrant neon blue when Liz bursts into

flames, white-hot fire whipping and twisting

with elegant grace around her body. Lilu?

Quentin Tarantino and Robert Rodriguez,

he's a director indebted to the culture of fan-

boy-ism; he's a pop-fantasist on the highest

scale "Hellboy" is a big-budget special FX

spcctack:, but it's one made with the artful.

polished beauty of real moviemaking.

The movie is not just an action film.

It's also a romance, a genuinely lovely one at

that. Perlman and Blair share a sweet misfit

chemistry, and it gives Perlman a chance to

indulge in his softer side — he brings to Hellboy

a touching, soulful vulnerability. The triangle

that develops between Red (as he's nicknamed),

Liz and the boyish new agent (Rupert Evans)

assigned to watch over the hulking demon i& a

bit pat — we know where its headed anyway —
but it still has a tinge of romantic feeling.

"Hellboy" differs from your average super-

hero epics, preposterous wooden clunkers like

"The Hulk" and "Daredevil." This time, it's actu-

ally entertaining Perlman brings a welcome

humor to Hellboy, which goes a long way since

the movie gets bogged down by conventional

supernatural skirmishes. The movie is slightly

overlong; there are stretches when Del Toro lets

the action drag. "Hellboy" for all it's outsize fun.

is never a great comic book entertainment;

there's none of the weight of, say, an "X-Men"

film But it's cool enough to keep the movie from

descending into hell

1J2MII.

Criii

I

Gone but not forgotten

(iSJiTisY imv lit* •«-'>

'

Even aher a Jrcade, the

affects of C«»bain's music linger.

NmVANA trom pags S

ihcm. He is the reason I

picked up a guitar, and his love

of noise and distortion is

directly responsible for my
feedback fetish. One of my
great aspirations is to be able

to sing like Kurt.

Ten years after Kurt's death.

music has gone on. There have

hccn numerous truly exception-

.±i thai fetvc,>Jdia»cl»

w^ major impai.ts on the

world of music and on me, but

no one has really been able to

fill Kurt's void.

That's not something to be

sad about though — no one is

supposed to be able to repla(.c

Kurt. That's what makes him

great. When people ask me
who my favorite band is. I

don't oficn say Nirvana. It's not

because there arc other bands I

like more then Nirvana; it's

because Nirvana is ingrained in

me so deeply that they are sec-

ond nature.

They've shaped me a hun

drcd limes more then I'll ever

be able to comprehend

Silk RomanuM n a

Cottegiiin staff mcmht-r

LOCAL H from page 6

and attitude while exploring all the

different avenues that their music

can travel down.

"I had a |side| band called A
Band Called Horse." Lucas said.

"We'd f"k around with I'Buffab

Trace' a sprawling epic that cventu

ally landwl on the new album | a lot

and I didn't think it was a I ocal H
song. And then 1 started thinking,

'well, what the hell does that

mean'.'"

The redefining of a fjocal H
song seems to be the purpose of

"PL Soles" which features the

menacing-psychedelic angsi ol

"That's What l"hey All Say" and

the teary-eyed love letter that is the

litk" song. P|. Soles is an actress

who. in her heyday, starred in

"Halloween" and "Rock n' Roll

High Si.hoor amongst others. "As

far as iconic preseiwe I don't

think you can get much better."

sakl Lucas.

"There shoukln't be any set en

teria in our mind as to what is and

isn't a Local H sor^." Lucas said. "I

think we've always been pretty

relaxed as far as things like that gt)

but this was the nK>st relaxed we've

ever been by far I think the last

tvcord was so rigorously structured

that some of the things like

those little detours and left turns

I
were ignored) and we want lo gel

back to that on this record
"

Lucas' kiea worked and "PI

SoIm" pmves that Local H is still

one of the most onginal. exciting,

and fresh baixls around "Dick

joiMrs". with its studio effects and

guitar pedals is practically unkien

liliabk- as a local H song. "Hey

Rita" has Lucas scream and Si

Clair's stomping drums, but sourxls

nothing like anything the band has

done. "Lversone .\live" is a boister-

ous anthem thai attacks the work

er-drone lifesiyW.

Lucas inteniiunally wanted to

mix things up; asklie fixMn )usl

pushing boundaries in hb song-

wriiing. he put a kn of comkkt»-

tion into making new stxinds as

well.

"(Therej was a Iv uing

atic-niion to Ichks ai dil

fereni sounds and ir>ing 10 f'k

things up as much as pussibkr."

Lucas said. "Must of the lime was

spent trying lo get really inieresiii^

guitar sounds and vocal s».Kjnds ..

and just gel the must sfxintaneiiy

and life out ol ii."

"P.|. Soles" — one ol the bt"si

tracks on the album — linds Lucas

stretching in many ways. The soft,

sad. and tpecey guitar caulioush

leads tfw way for l.oca»' vocals In

the chorus. l.ucas |^h» faxw <>

scream 10 a falsetto as he cnes out,

"And if I do think of you, it's only

in the darkest place inside of me,"

as a haunting keyboard lines qukk-

ly enters and exits the listener's

conscKMisness.

"It is (more personal)," Lucas

said. "I think in each record you

can find stufi like that and I think

there are the liitk su*bs at pop<ul-

ture on this record as

well... California Songs', that's a

good exampk' of a l-ocal H type of

swipe at things. I think all the

records have something pei^on-

al... Feel-wise and lyric -wise I think

there's something a bit iiwre hon-

est about this record That's prob-

ably why 1 chose to actually pnnt

the lyrics this time... I actually

think I got to a place on this record

wfiere I was like oh, these lyrks

are preity good."

Lucas sakl "Everyone Alive"

and "California Songs" prove that

he still has his acidic touch while

songs like "P| Soles' and

"Mellowed", which features

acousik. guitar, arc more inlrospec

live.

The record, like many l^xral H
albums, is lied logether by a

theme which is evident in the title

of the album and iIk- names ut the

opener, "Where Are They Now".

and the ck>ser, "Halcyon l')ays

(Where Were You Then)"

"1 rhe record's) about this kind

of eat-em-up-aiKl-spit-em-out cul

lure thai we've got ... ) these

shows) asking where are they

now" the people asking these

questions . don't have a right to

ask them." Lucas said "lis a

bunch of people I've never even

heard of Kiking ... people jthat)

have made real contributions lu

our culture where are ihev now

This tone of 'what have vou Joiw

latelv'.well what hiivc v>.>u cvci

done, what will you ever do','"

Lucas said.

The album also addresses what

happens to people when they drop

from the public eye.

"Aside from just fame and pop

culture . . . there's also a lot of stuff

on the record about how you just

keep living and you don't give up

and what happens when you ^l
older," he said.

Lucas might not be a fallen

star but he certainly has some

insight. Ixxal H is still largely

known as a one-hit-wonder;

"lk)und For The Floor" still gets

spun on the radio while the band's

newer singles are largely ignored.

"If I really believed that (the

radio should stop playing it) then

I should bum all the checks, I

should nol play the song live any-

more. I wrote il and 1 know what

I mean by it and I know what it

should feel like I certainly don't

led obligated to play it .. I cer-

tainly don't leel like it's an alba-

tross around my neck and I'm not

afraid to play it."

Lucas isn't held back by what

sc>ngs of his are being played on

the radio — but he does ponder

the other songs out there, thus

"California Songs", with the

refrain "please no ntore Calitomia

songs and fuck New York too!'.

was bom
"Everyone seems lo think )l

was sc-t off bv) that Phantom

Planet song ) talifomia) I think

when I sianed getting really angry

was jihe Red Hot Chili Pepper's)

Califomication just constantly

nivthologizing Califomia .. Plus,

there's that sense- ol regional arro-

gance to both New Nork artd LA
like they re the cc*nier ol the uni

verse it's a big cvHjntry, there's

a lot ol voices and a k>t of peopk"

thai have things to say

"

STUDENT LEGAL
SERVICES OFFICE
UMASS, AMHERST

/U
HELPING STUDENTS PROTECT THEIR

RIGHTS FOR 30 YEARS

Free Legal Advice, Referrals,

Representation and Counseling

for UMASS Students

Student & Workers Rights, Family &
Criminal Law, Landlord/Tenant &
Consumer Disputes

CALL 545 1995
or stop in at 922 Campus Center

Commuter Students jf;o

t,^ /# Tfon Commuter Students tbti

^ter Area Gov

lum 17-11

Ex/t/ore the City on Saturday and then spend the night

at the Courtyard Marriott in Times Square. There is

plenty to do on Saturday and Sunday - hy yourself,

•with a friend, or yourfamilyf Bus leavesfrom Haigis

Mall on Saturday i^S:4S^^ «*«'/> «"'' returns early

Sunday evening.

Fvr Mort if^trmmtion or f rettrxt itatimg, call wr«««f or it»p *y

Cammtiirr StnUtt mt Rm. 41M SnuUnt I ni»n 10mm jpm

Where are YOU living

next semester?
Hod NightJS? Cool Tr^ips?

Killer Deals?
This am c your portents' t '

:.'^' ine-c j iCS yours

CHECK OUT

^UFFTON Village!
Excellent location. ..1/2 mile from UMass

Spacious Apartments— 1,2 and 3 Bedroom

Townhouses

All rents include heat, hot water and cooking gas

On site laundry, off street parking.

Basketball and Tennis courts.

1040 N. Pleasani St. »410

Ainhrr»t. MA 01002

4n S49 0145

www.pufftonvillagr.com

London S245

Amsterdam... $245

Rome $245

Brussels $245

fTliami pr n $740
• 6 mghcs

Vogo/ from

•• 6 nighcs

$646

niBMliliJ

BOOK IT BEFORE
THE THRILL IS GONE TRAVEL

www.statravel com.
Room 224
Campus Center

(413) 256.1261
)niin€ .. on tmc phooc »» on cumpu/ »» on thc /trcct

BISHOPS LOUNGE

MULINCVS
Traitoria ^/earnine ^

40-A Studies Abfoad ConiO';iu<»i

FEED YOUR HEAD.

BRING YOUR I.D. & DINli FROM OUR SPIiClAL

STUDENT MENU EVERY TUESDAY fit WEDNESDAY

MUSIC 7 NIGHTS A WKtK IN THK LOUNGIi

41 STRONG AVENUE, NORTHAMPTON
BRASSKRIF 40-A RI.SF.RVATIONS 4^.585.4200

MULINO'S TRATTORIA RbSERVATIONS 41^586.8900

FOR MENUS ft INFORMATION VISIT WWW.MULINOS.COM

Where will it take you? Through

USAC. i corsoftium of U.S. univfrsiMs, you

can choose from .11 proqrams "\ 21 countri«.

With 20 years of cxprrience you can be sure

that you have someone to turn to throughout

your educational advertores

Monfft, summer, semesfer « ytar-lonq proqromi

Widf range of actitfer'f ioursn Ir^temshipi

heia (rip^&loun,

iirquagf clossn

!jf oil levrh
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Bruins grab 1-0 series lead

CHARJ^t.

Michael NyUnder. center, celebrate* hi* second period Boai with

teammatet Serijei Gonchar, left, and Patrice Bergeron.

after taking a drop pass from

Ny lander.

The Bruins obtained

Gonchar on March 5 to help

their power play, but the unit

became less effective than it

was prior to the trade with

Washington.

t from page 10

Sourav s power-play shot from

the right point and held on to

the puck.

Gonchar scored the first

goal at 5:12 of the opening

period on a 40-looi wrist shot

The next day, they traded

for Nylander who had one goal

and 1 1 assists in 1 5 games for

them.

The pair combined for the

second goal at 19:01 of the

first period when Gonchar
passed the puck from 45 feet

in the center of the offensive

zone to Nylander, who tipped

it in from the right comer of

the crease.

Knublemadeit 3-0 at 18:24

of the second when he tipped

in a shot that 18-year-old

rookie Patrice Bergeron put

into the crease from a few feet

to the left of Theodore.

Notes: Montreal won 22 of

the previous 29 playoff series

against Boston.

-The Bruins won just two of

their last 1 1 playoff series and
none in the last four seasons of

play.

-Boston was 3-0-1-2 against

Montreal in the regular season

but outscored the Canadiens

only 9-7.

-Montreal was 1-5-0-1 in its

last five regular-season games,

while Boston went 3-1-1.

€)
IMVERSITYOF
MASSACHUSETTS AMHKRST

SUMMER POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

UNIVERSITY HELPLINE
The [Xan o\ Students Otficc is lookmg lor responsible, highly

motivated students to stall a telephone line designed to provide help to current and prospective

undergraduate students and their families We are seeking students who are posiUve, energetic.

have excellent communication skills, and enjoy working in a team environment Suff will be

trained m all aspects of Bursar. Financial Aid. and Housing Assignment policies and procedures.

Both Work Study and Son-Work Study poMlions are available. You must be presently enrolled

and in good staiKling.

June 7, 2004 • September 3, 2004

Starting Salary $7.00/hr

App<lc«tk>na ar* availabt* ai Xtf D«an of Students Office. 227 Whttmora Building aftd ar* du« back

by ApfM 23, 2004. Ou^rtk>na7 Contact Assistant 0»an Paul VaacorKWilo* at

S45-2684

about ^ ^
Internships?

YOU could spend your summer working

at great companies like these....

Attorney Generals Office in Boston

Fidelity Investments

IBM
Viacom

Camp Dresser and McKee
Smith Barney

Sippican Ocean Systems
Ziff Davis Media

Mathworks
Honeywell Inc.

Find out how!

Come to a Field Experience

Welcome Session TODAY

April 8 * 3 pm "^ 104 Career Services

Caree
For more information,

go to www.umass.edu/careers

or call us at 545-2224

Man pleads innocent to manslaughter after post-Super Bowl incident

BOSTON A 24 year-t^'ld

city man pieaded itinucent

Wednesday to manslaughter

and other charges stemming

from a post-Super Bowl melee

in which he allegedly drove his

SUV through a crowd of

Patriots fans, killing a man.

Stanley Filoma was allegedly

drunk when he struck lames

Grabowski, 21. of West

Newbury while speeding away

in attempt to evade police after

midnight on Feb. 2.

Grabowski suffered head

trauma and later died. Four

other victims. Lucas Barosky,

loshua Her>ey. Thomas
Pasquale and lason

Siackiewicz, all survived their

injuries.

Filoma was arraigned in

Suffolk Superior Court on a

total of 14 charges, including

assault and battery, operating

under the influence and leaving

I he scene of an accident.

Manslaughter carries a max-

imum sentence of 20 years.

At the request of prosecu-

tors, judge loseph M. Walker

raised Filoma s bail to $35,000.

Filoma had posted bail by early

Wednesday afternoon, a worker

in the clerk's office said.

Filoma's attorney, Bruce

Namenson. did not immediately

return a call seeking comntent.

The incident occurred a few

hours after the New England

Patriots beat the Carolina

Panthers in the Super Bowl.

Rowdy fans poured into the

streets around Northeastern

and Boston universities.

Several hours afterward.

Filoma took a Breathalyzer lest

that registered his blood alco-

hol level at .09. The legal limit

is .08.

Associated Press

Lowe, Damon lead Red Sox past Baltimore

WWW.OAIlVCOUtCIAN.C OM

RcdSoKi Deick Lowr akwed wvcn hhs and two rum inn to cant hi* fint

Amherst Laser cl> Skin Care Center

'because you *re worth it

iMt' Hair Removal

Botff Man anO Woman
*"""

Any Area ot th« Body

BHni * Faoa * CNn ' Up ' Undararm ' Lag ' Back

Facials. MaaaagM. & MKrodarmabrasnn

l.«<trr irv*imrni «\diUI>l<' l.>i Ainr and fatial vetM

Call ^4ow tor a Um mittal physician consultation

BtudtHTt Dimcountm avm'Hm
'

bim
with a valid Student I.D.

Amherst Laser and SKin Care Center

Bob Weitzman MD Medical Director

196 NORTH PLEASANT STfttET SUITE 1

1

AMHERST MA 01002 413-2S3-2214 FAX 413-2S»-221«

fcom J

RED SOX from paga 10

three-run shot to right.

lay Gibbons hit an RBI sin-

gle in the bottom half, and

Bigbie homered in the seventh

Notes: The Red Sox. who
stranded 25 runners in their

first two ganKS, left only seven

on base.

-Both of Ainsworth's losses

in the AL have come against

Boston.

-Bigbie's homer was the

Orioles' second of the season,

the first since Lopez connected

in the second inning of ihe

opener.

-Kapler was the only Boston

starter that failed to get a hit or

walk
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

mUKSDAY
• High: S7

• Low: 35

FRIDAY
. High: 53

• Low: i\

SATURDAY
• High: 52

• Low: 35

Dining Commons Menu
I) ( ( i.otji' 4! * S4S-Jt»26

LUNCH
• Chiiken Qut^sadilla

• Philly Steak Sandsvit h

• Tolu Frit asset'

• Blat k Bean Burger

DINNER
• HHQ < hic ken Quarters

• (.nlltHl Mam Steak

• Sfitan Boui^uignon

Production Crew
On stuit luday

SIGHT tt)lTOR
I Km ljmi>ili'

nana th hsk ia\
.Viiff Hdnti^- II

COPY EDITOR
fnk,i Link's

I'RC )Di '( HON sun RVISOR

rRODUCTIOS STAt I

\Utll\ tftfih^in^ M^h,in Heal\

HOROSCOPES

ofcfc The sun is
kU

gone but I

a

have a light. ^^
-Kurt Coh.iin. 1967-1994

aquarius • iav io-ha. is

Give vcHjr mommy a call. She'd k>ve to

hear ytxi whir>e.

pisceS • Fib 1<»-Mar 20

CxJ to hed eady ttmight. There will be no

( oftce fom<>rr(i%\.

aries • ma«. 21-apr. v*

( elel)rale the fact that you n- .hm-«»hk*

•ind th.tt evervlxxtv loves vou.

taurus • ahk 2()-M^> 20

)u|)iter, Saturn and Pluto arv all aligni-*)

which means you have Tuna t<jr dim <

gemini • may2i-|un. 21

Make sure your cell phone d(K*sn't go ott

in class. That ring is emlwrrassing

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Use a realK long word ttxiay SorrK-thing

like "AntidiM'stahlishnientarianKni
"

leo • I

It's a big, wicie world out there lgn<ire if

.\n(\ play video games,

virgo •

Rekindle i hiUilioiMi im luoiies by watch-

jpi I r* >ri in«. 11) ^ it t.tff ' ( )r>l

'

libra • sm jj i> <

la\ (kiwn. Then iMKjgK ,:.t ,

funky miisK until like Austin Powers

^ome

scorpio • '
>•

I \|)l( Kc \our t reative si(Je by writing

ally s.i|i|)y k»ve |M)elr\.

Sagittarius •

Take a financial risk. If may |uM Ik' vixir

lucky day at the slots.

Capricorn . ; 22-Ian \^

lh.it 111- Mai told l.isi week t*-
.''

'

< onie Iwi k to haunt vou.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\SN()IIN( IMINTSHAPNRTVttST fOK RtNlH AUTO FOR SAIF

$450 Gnwip Fundr.ii>*r

Scheduling Bonus

Fr.itcniit ii->-S >ri tii it^

Student tlriHips: 4 h<mr>

of your griHjpV tinu- PI A 'S

our frtf (vi>. trtx')

fiirviraisint; solutionN

EQUALS $ I,aV-S2.CW

in eaminjjs for yixir Kroup

Call TOn.AY ».* ii $4S0

bonus when you M.l>c\ltili

your tvm-siilo tunJr.iiM.r

with Campii>FiinJr,iiM.r

Qmtatt (:.impu-.FiinJ

raiser. (8W) ^2 V?2VH...r

visit www.campisfiindr.iiv-

er.com

\I'\KIVUM fOR RfM

Take oviT IciiM.-. tin- niri

Z-hedrooni m Pufttnii

VillaKc6/l-H/^l l-4n-

695-SlS<

ZBednxim Apt. Nnnh

Amherst Starr June

$650/inonthC.ill774-

279-02^6 Mill Hollow

IV,irv.l>Avinc Apts. Now
K-.isin).;. 16i2 hevlmom

.ipt".. IxMse^ hegin June.

July. Auk;iirSqi. Fir.t

come, first serve. (Jet

them whik' they last.

wT^w.hr.iniKwinc-

.ipt.N.coin Stop hv or Cill

i4»^-0ft0C.

^arth ^V '8S» Si-diii.

MiKh loveil, liu-htlv dri\

111. lOK/year. mooiin»>t.

Al -, hlick. verv tool, tun

to i.lrive. 2 nt-w tires.

Mechamcally sixind. New

hr.ikes. Cirertt grid, gift to

Mlf.$26S0/Bt>2S9.14^4,

|X'tertorh@.ii>l i.'iu

Mill Valley Estates now

Renting 2 Mmi $1050/

1100. iheJmiSnW/

1400 No last months rent,

Frw Heal & Hoi Wnter. 2

full baths, AC. On busline

Mon-Fri 10-5pm 253-7377

Hob.in C 'oixlo> ^ beJ-

noni, harilwood floors,

.tikly .iria in Kisi-mcnt.

( :.iblc, telephone (inter-

net .iccess) 111 ,ill Kil-

niom> and stikly. NOW
SHC)WIN(if.«-JUNE

,uid SErTEMPFR NC>

FHFIS www.,imlu.nitlincol-

nrealtv.com 25i-7879

I Center ot town 1,2,^

lx\lr< « mis; hardwi « kI

H.H)r>. NOW SFKWINCj
tor JUNE and SEPTF:M-

PHR NllFT-J.S.

www..iinherstlinLobin:al-

tv.com 253-7879

AUTO FOR SAIf

$500!!! Polite lnn>Hinds,

Ciirs from $500 Hondas,

Chc\-\'s, JtTps, ett. for list-

ings, l-«00- 119- 3^2 ^ Ext.

4554

I \kI«c Caravan 95

Fxt client condition

IVriivt for new himily. 2

Built in kids scats. 4

Srikkkxl >.now^, 4 stimnicr

tires. I >,irk grtx-n, A( .',

Miny veats left $35tX)/PC">

259-1494

Peteri ot+^flSaol com

tMPlOYMFNT

(. cleaning Tiif>.lay aiul

Thursday 8-2 Hamisshire

Fitness $9.00 an hour plus

meiiilx-rsbip JasiMi or l\'b

25(vM46.

Summer i'ainlini; job

Work Willi other college

snidents! Work outskk

with friends! FDLl. TIME

IN AMI IKRST AREA
For more infomiation

contact: Ryan Brown

(413)-687-9030

FMPIOYMEM

ATTENTK IN 1-AX

PLOVERS Pl.iy 6i C.>ich

- Have fun - Make $$$

Tif Boys Spons C^mp m
Maine looking for st.iff to

instruct & coiich |J^X.

Awesome Simmer! Work

with kids! Tip siil.iries,

FREE mVKl/tr\l .illow

Afvly online AS.AP:

www.campci ibK wsee.ci im

Resort Re.il Estate S.iles

Assistant: World

reiiowiics.1 iniilti-million

,.k)llar re,il est.ite devekip

ment tompany seeks

motiv.ited ,ind confident

individual to m.irket high-

enil real estate at The

tireenbrier Resort in

White Sulphur Spring,

West Virginia lde:il cin-

did.ite is ver>- comfortable

speaking on the phone &
interested in pursuing a

c.ireer in luxurv real est.ite

Imnieili.ite o{X-nings avail-

.iblc. Pleas*.' si'nd resumes

to Mitch Joliivs(Hi- ni|olin-

«)ii@gbn<,coiii

fMPlOYMENT

'stih.kiii.s «.inliJ !• 1 I

sumnRT painting |ol-

$400 - $60)/ wtxk

ExiXTience not net\kd

Kit a plus. All hired will

go through .1 pakl tr.tining

progr.im. C^ill W8-277

9787 .ir goto c:OLI.ECiE-

PRO.CX>M W,.rk with

trieiids

Res|-H>nsible telii.ilc « int

fil to tare for ekk'th

woman tiir 2 oveniight

st.iys, weekend ot M. IS 15

( Veat pay. nie.iU included

41 1-^'<7 -7(181

t ^Hipon distnUition

$l5/h(Hir Anient.! i.tki-

..ui 866-2Srv(sUi.s

INSTRUCTION

i iiixir-ii\ p-ini niiMi)j

I 'l.iss«.-s >t.in sdon!!' (
'.lit

tor intomntion l-,800 I

I .AN-MIX www.iiniNii-

fvbartendmg.tom

ROOM FOR RENT

L.irgc, y^Hiitt, Loiutortable

Funiisht\l Re.isoiiable For

M.ileCJr.id/Pn-tessor IS

mill w.ilk to UMass.

.•\\ .III Sept 1- M.iy 31.

Summer (.Ytion '05 41 *

>4u 1^7^

SERVICED

Philosiiphical C^iiiiistliiig.

.Ainhersi,

PhilosophvDiak yue.nei

SERVICES

A I ,|. I Ij i. ) 111 I ^it ~^.l'
't

1 . HiipiitfT rcp.iir st.irting ,it

SUMMER SUBIET

MiniiK-r siih!,

ii Rolling I ireiii ^ ..•4

2 lx'dn««nis, tulK lur-

iiisht\l .ip,irtmeni. I full

Kith .'\\ .iil.iblc lune I si

Bartender Tr.iinees

Needtxl $250 a d.iv i>>ten-

tial. bxal positions l-.SCO-

29VW85Ext516

Pregn.int.' Need help 'C;.ill

Birthnght ot .'\mhersi .irci

for trtv testing ,ind .issi-

tiince s4'> I^Yi

Ijxal Business is luring

marketers P.irt lime $ 10-

15/lirC,ill Alison @4n-
627-^>041

Marketing Agency Seeks

t\itgoing High Energ>

Indivitkials for promotions

j

$15/houT 888-477-6668

i www.hauspmmotions.com

"Bartending" $250A>.iv

Pofenti.il No Kxivrience

Nesc. Training provuled.

1.800-%5-6520Ext.l62

rRF:C.NANt;VTl>T

INC, HIV Testing, Birth

C'ontrol, and Emergent \

(
"i mtniception Affordible

.Hid coiitivleiiti.il. Tipestrv

Health, 27 Pray Streci.

Amherst 548-9^2

> pu iiiIh I I
-I > ill

R.lJul^U'

TRAVEL

Flond.i only >69 one w

.ill t.ixes intllkled

Me\lio/( ariblv.Ui

iMcb w.iv .ill t.ixfs iniliil

ts.1 Eiirojx $l6^one w.i\

i3ook on-line www ,iirtfch

._,j!liorCi:>2l''7v\V

S.s7-4-t:.AN(l'NIVsi

price, 1'M.ASS\TN1X>R

selling spring bre.ik pack-

.iges. I\i not get scainmed.

( '.iiKun, N'egril .Acapulci',

B,ili,im,is, I'lv'tkla $$$

campus reps e.ini $$$

F!ipnatti>n ti>m 877-4-

tancun

TRAVEL

.Nikkiit phiHi^r.iplui

neivb n*vk-|s Frtx he.kl

shojsQH48<'
"

I. .11 itii inNi -•

V'ung If.kkT^

I iiie ht m.irkeiiiv.

K.khing, <»|Hiblit s|^..il,

ing, flexibk- lii'urs, full

training lonr kI

(S(V>lsOs H\A

\ldcolo.H.igcot iin

\ AI I" not will p.n

4i • ' - -\ .

HlKilXtNOR^NEEP
"-'"* FxtremeK generous

i|vns.ituin paid Non-

kcfs iges 21 12 For

;c intomi.ltk'll ple.ise

, nt.Rt c;hristine or l.i: it

781 769-690? or visit

WW w Mlxnnichi 'IstvuiMij

I .siking tor ,in :ipartimiii

lo live in next ve.ir' NivJ

roomm.iits ' M.ivIx s, ,iik

one ti' sublet viHir .ip.irl

ment for the summer.'

Advertise in the I'olle-

gian! C.ill 41154=1 ^5tV

or visil us in llie C aliipus

t *nter Basement

!
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Bruins draw first blood
Raycroft makes 3 1 saves as Boston grabs series lead

The rise of the

teenage star

By Howard Ulman
AsSlK lATtl) PKkSiS

BOSTON - Andrew Raycroft

posted a shutout in his playoff

debut. Boston's mediocre power

plaN came alive, and the Bruins

beat the Montreal Canadiens 3-0 in

their plj\i.>ff opener Wednesda\
night

Ra>^iuli. uiic ol ihe Mil > top

r^.»okie^. stopped 31 shots.

Scii'ci Gonchar and Michael

N\ lander, both obtained from
Washington

Bruins 5 ,„ early

March,
scored in the

Canadiens

first period, ind Mike Knuble con-

nected late in the second, all

against lose Theodore.

The second-seeded Bruins can

lake a 2-0 lead in the best-of-seven

series against the seventh-seeded

Canadiens at home on Friday night

Gonchar and Knuble scored on

power plays for the Bruins, who
had the worst man-advantage unit

among the eight Eastern

Conference playoff teams (16^
percent) They were 1 7th in th<.

NHI during the regular seavon.

The Bruins got a boost when

captain |oc Thornton, their tcadin>'

scorer, returned after missing twi.

games with an upper body injury

He was hurt last Thursday night

when he was hit on the wri«t and

fell against Washington.

Theodore got little prou.,.<-:. ..

he faced 23 shots in the first pcrto.l

and 3*» overall

Two years ago. Theodore was

outstanding when eighth-seeded

Montreal eliminated top seeded

Boston in the first round
Raycroft, who shared playing

time with Felix Potvin for most of

the first 25 games of the season,

started the nc\t 1 1.

He excelled as the first-stringer

the rest of the way. finishing with a

2 05 goals-against average and

three shutouts.

With 1 1 08 gone in the second

period, he stopped |an Bulls on

point-blank 'hui after Bulis rushi.:

up ice

At 14:14 !
'. Sheldon

I HAM FA K»l lA V>v »« lATEl' mf*-

See BRUiNS (XI page 8
Andrt^ Rawrxih, center, is cwv^'ulj'*^ *^ irjmnuii> aher the CaUer Trxiphy candidate shut iiut MuntrrJ to |j\e Boii«]ii a t-0 ^rric* lead.

Tennis star Sox crush Orioles
enjoys success -^ ^^^^^ ^^ ]^

By TtM Ryan
( 0( Lli.lAS C !<iKRfsP<>Mil M

Dorothy Iwanowicz may
seem like a very reserved per-

son off the court, but her ex-

plosive play on the court this

year has earned her respect

from her teammates, as well as

jn Atlantic 10 Performer of the

Week award.

Iwanowicz has quietly bat-

tled for a 9-4 personal match

record so far in the

Minutewomen's 7-10 spring

season.

Last week, she went unde-

feated, taking a singles and

doubles match from the

University of Rhode Island to

go along with the singles

match she took care of against

Fordham University.

The sophomore star isn't

content with all this success,

though, as she has even larger

ambitions waiting in the hori-

zon.

"I would like to make the

NCAA's at least once in my
four years here." she said.

"Other than that. I would like

to get into graduate school for

axm-TT-SY UMA-SS MEDIA RELATKINS

Sophomore Dorothy Iwanowicz

has pcMted a 9-4 record in 2004.

my majeu. iiiKivnniuu^y

Despite a long histv

tennis. Iwanowicz does nui

expect to continue her tennis

career once she graduates —
17 years of competitive tennis

is enough for her. Starting at

the age of five. Dorothy was
coached by her father in

Weymouth until she eventually

moved to ih.- south m the age

of 14.

She tiaincd ai ,t pn\uK- ten-

nis academy until she turned

18. when she decided to return

north and play for

Massachusetts.

"I really liked all the gni>

on the team." Iwanowicz said.

"We really have great chem-
istry together."

Iwanowicz said that the

person who has had the great-

est influence on her this sea-

son has been junior Sasha
Edelstein.

"She always gives her hard

est. and never gives up."

Iwanowicz said.

She also adds that coach

ludy Dixon has helped mold
her into the player she is

today.

"She is really a tough

coach, but in a good way. She
keeps us in shape, and has

shown that she really knows
what she is talking about."

Iwanowicz is not the flashy

person brimming with

arrgance that one might expect

of a star collegiate athlete and

student.

She is quiet, but deter-

mined. She has worked hard

over the years to get to where

she is today, and she is deserv-

ing of everything she has

earned: a great record, the A-

10 Perfomer of the Week
Award and a bright future in

whatever she chooses.

But first, she has to tear

through the rest of this year's

competition.

Bv Damp (Jinsbihi.

.^sMK lATKP PrIss

BALTIMORE - lohnny

Damon went 5-for-5 with two

RBIs, and the Boston Red Sox

used a seven-run second inning

to cruise past the Baltimore

Orioles 10-3 Wednesday night.

David Ortiz homered and
Kevin

Red Sox 10 Millar
———

j

— had
Orioles \ three

hits for

the Red Sox. who have won two

straight after losing to

Baltimore on opening night.

The second-inning outburst

featured six hits, three walks

and three defensive lapses by

the Orioles. The seven runs, all

of which scored with two outs,

were more than Boston tallied

in its first two games combined.

Derek Lowe (I -01 allowed

two runs and seven hits in six

innings. He struck out three and

walked two,

Damon, who entered O-for-9

on the season, matched his

career high for hits and raised

his batting average to .357. He
also scored two runs, stole a

base and made an excellent

catch to rob David Segui of a

homer.

Millar led off the Boston sec-

ond with a double off Kurt

Ainsworth (0-1), making his

first start with the Orioles,

lason Varitek then walked and

Gabc Kapler hit into n double

play.

After Mark Bellhorn drew a

walk to put runners on first and

second. Pokey Reese hit a

grounder to shortstop Miguel

Tejada, who looked at third

before throwing to first base -

too late to get Reese. .

Damon then hit a single to

left, and Varitek easily scored

before Bellhorn slid under

catcher |avy Lopez, who failed

to control the throw from left

fielder Larry Bigbie Bill

Mueller followed with a two-

run single and Ortiz walked

before Manny Ramirez hit a fly

to center that Luis Matos mis-

judged, resulting in a two-run

double.

Millar hit an RBI single

before Rick Bauer struck out

Varitek to end the inning.

Rafael Palmeiro singled in a

run for Baltimore in the third,

but Ortiz made it 1 0-1 in the

sixth with his first homer, a

See RED SOX on page 8

Mat!

Barstow

At 14, Freddy

Adu will not be

able to drive to

practice for

another two

years.

But he sure

wont initui

walking or rid

ing his bike to

the nearest— ATM to cash

paycheck in Major

NICK WASS/ASSlXllAltli PHb,sS

Red Sox designated hitter David Ortiz's admires his three-run

homenin as it leaves Oriole Park in the sixth inning last night.

the largest

League Soccer history.

When Adu made his Maifx

l>eague debut with the DC United

Saturday, he became not only the

youngest f^yer — but also the

richest, in MLS history. His

$500,000 salary is part of a tiwid

that is turning teenagers into super-

surs, aiKl adok^cents into heroci.

During halftime of Samrday^

game. Adu kicked off his advcftis-

ing debut with a 30-second com-

mercial for Sierra Mist. The ad

immediately kxked Adu in a

kmton-lime battW of epk; propor-

tions against lelk)w undeala-ssman

and Sprite spokesman, LeBrun

lames.

Spite, owned by CoohCok.
and ^psi's Sierra Mist are takmg

pttn of an advertising treitd aimed

at using teen athknes to peddle

products to a young consunKf

base.

Even though IjeBron b six year*

otder than Adu. at 20. he is one

year nrmoved from high school and

quickly becoming a loac in the

NBA -And the list goes on.

Gulfii^ phenom Mkheile Wie

made noise m lanuary. when she

missed qualifying for the Sony

Open by one stroke The "wonder

girl" frvjm Honolulu placed better

than 47 men at the Open, and at 14

bec«ne one of only four women to

ever cam a spot on the PGA Tour.

Even in contact spurts, the tal-

ent pi>ol seems to be getting

younger and younger.

This yem's race for the Rocket

Richard IVophy awwd for most

guab in the National Hockey

l^aigue. ended in a threc-wiqf lie.

Ck-rome Igilna of the CalfBfy

Flames will share the iitt with Bhie

jacket Rick Nwh and Thrasher IKa

Kovalchuk. At 26. IgHna knks like

a feeble old man compared to 20-

year-oM Igilna and 19-year-old

Nadi.

At 25-45. the Blue lackets don't

have much to cekrbrate. but they

took a step in the right direcnion by

•igning Nash to a thrse-year deal

that will fetch the youngster a max-

imum of $12 million after irvcn-

tivc"s Without a prayer to make the

playoffs, the Blue jackets thot^l

yoimg and signed 1 8-year-okl Nash

to aix-hor a faltering fnmchise in

2002.

This mentolity us simply good

business for teams — find players

young and sign them cheap.

In truth, little can be done to

stop kids from leaving high school

to chase a "Hoop Dream." in the

NBA or another professional

k;ague. By the time a student-ath-

k;te achieves notoriety, he or she

begins thinking they are good

enough to make the Big l^eagues.

But a pubk; service aimounce-

ment shouW be made. For eveiy

Kobe Bryant and Kevin Gamett

who kaves high school for the

pros, there are 1 other bailers out

there who couU use the schoolii^

of a math teacher rather than a

Boston Celtk.

Most teenagers are not mature

eixxigh to harxlle the pressures of

life on and off the court as a pixrfes-

sional athfete. But wtien scouts go

to high schools waving around big

wads of cash and even bigger prom-

ises, the idea of sticking around a

classroom begins to lose its appeal.

From 1995-2000. only 11 stu-

dents left high school for the NBA.
a number that's sure to itKrease

with every highlight of LeBron

lames and Carmek) Anthony dunk-

ing over veterans.

Yet with all the probknns early

entry causes, nothing can be done

to reverse the trend.

Maurice Clarett provtxl this fact

in September, when he sued the

NR, for its attempt to deny him

admission into this month's draft. A
judge found in favor of Clarett. arxl

granted the running back early

admission after only two years at

Ohio State. The previous rule from

1990 stated that players must be at

least three years removed from high

school before turning pro.

Clarett and fellow sophomore

l^n7 Fitzgerald of Pittsburgh are

among 27 collegiate football play-

ers to declare eligible for the draft.

But all this talk about appropri-

ate ages leads me to one question:

If teens are old enough to play pro-

fessional sports at 14, earn a

Carmelo-sized bonus at 18. and

win a Stanley Cup at 19, shouldn't

I be able to drink at 20?

Matt Barstow is a CoUepan

. staff member.
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5 Incoming
Freshmen Who

Are Going

To Be Huge

She's Indi

Corey Bitz

ll

QrQatest
ji

anaiio
's

Athlete
in her four years at Indiana. BItzer has won 13 titles in seven sports
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(19 potnti) and crt»und«

(17). and was s«»fi»ngly

evp( ywlwre ( in< luding

the ne«l page) in lech's

6; 6% defeat o(

Oklahoma State.
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In (R. Kelly's) / Believe I Can Fly he says.

'If you can see it, you can believe it:

That's a great deal of what I can do.

-61 year-old Connecticut baskett>all

coach Jim Calhoun on his similarities to the

beleaguered R&B artist

PAf,f 8
PA&( 10
pAbt 20

R T M E N T S

the moment: The Final Four, men's hoops

SCOrecard: So much h*»t, $0 much hate: the Dulw-UCoon

rWatry; a Missouri senior lands his Dream Job

road trip: Texas AAM. football mad and baseball<r»zy

faces in the crowd: The next, next big names on campus

the final: Once a Kandal plagued, one-sport school the

University of Minnesota undergoes a Mlrmy mirade

mCK JAMiS tPOTTINS
OF THE WEEK

TM men JAMIS, bitch"- a

dread-locked and debauched

man informed the Ohio State

men's hockey team on March

JO .. and. indeed, tt was the

Superfreak hisself in Detroit

for a performance James

crashed a Buckeyes' team party

n a hotel bar after

their 4-2 defeat

Michigan in trs.

CCHA tournament

final, hoisted their

trophy and then posed

for pictures.

"The l>ar was closing when I

got there." explained James, who,

in a phone conversation with

SIOC, also reiterated that he was

indeed. "Rick James, bnitch'

"I had |ust finished my show

and I said. 'Open the f ing bar!'

They did. and we partied for

another four hours. We threw

back ...well ...a few."

As for Ohio State, turns out

the Superfreak 15 » Superfan.

My favorite college team."

raves James. "Football, hockey.

swimming. I dcMi't give a s
-•"

Pi ,1 16

COVER STORY
Who the Hell is

Corey Bit2er?

She's one of you. that's v»ho, the

broomball behemoth, the flag

football fanatic Only she's a lot

better. She's the greatest living

intramural athlete

THE LOOK

4.10-4.16

SAT. 10
)

MEN'S HOCKEV;
Froien Four final.

Boston. 7 pf . fS^ Two-tin»e

dtftndmg champ Minnesota wMI

not repeat STU DINT IIFI:

1004 CoUcft Unions Poetry

Slam Invitational. Cal. RuttcN

Simmonss Oef Poetry Jam goes

Berkeley >n the finals erf this

three-day event.

MON ")
TELEVISION:
Alex Rodngucz

on The Uitr Show MWi OnM
Lttttrmon , ii:)0 p.m.. CBS.

New Yankee (guest Rodriguet).

meet Mr. Yankee (fellow guest

Billy Crystal)

TUES.I3)
MUSIC:
Radiohead.

Com Lag is released Sure, it's

only remixes and B sides, but

that's not likely to stop ya.

^"""5. 15) ^°„^j;„*,„^

D I finals, from UCl As Pauley

Pavilion DESTRUCTION:
School Bus Oemolition Derby,

4 p.m . ESPNj Like we need

to sell you on this one

LAUGHS: Dave

Chappelle's The Grass

Roots Tour. Northern

illirwis's Convtxation

Center, 8 p m. The Chappelle

Show star goes DeCrary on

DeKalb, III

5y.

•
FRI.16

MOVIES: WHftW

Vol. 2 is released. Arni

you thought The Poivor of the

Christ was bloody

All times Eastern Daylight.

COVE* PHOTOGRAPH BV PtTtR & R £ G O I R t
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TH£ MONEY SHOT, PART I: Georgia T«hs Will Bynum, »»ho started his career at Ariiona and the Fin»l rpur on the

bench, outmuscled Oklahoma States Ivan Mcfarlin to store the game winning layup and send Teth to its first NCAA final.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY JOHN W MCDONOUGH

Dtti>

'iir§#

v\i^t.

^•»
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,M» n

. ::^^

• >

THE MONEY SHOT PART II: uConn trailed 7S«7 with under three minutes remaining when the Huskies Rashad Anderson launched this three from the corner. The

sophomore swingman buried the t,ey. .gniting a „ o UConn ,un that bu.ied Duke's title dreams, 79-78, and lifted the Huskies to their s«ond NCAA championsh.p game.

^ SI0NCAMPUS4. 08043
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UN06R ARMC3UR , lU; oricjinal performance

apparel, is made for every climate and condition

you'll face rliirmg tfie season Our exclusive

microfiber fabrics wick sweat from your skin,

iumtMm you dry arxJ light while allowing your

body to adjust its temperature regardless of the

elements Wear HeatGear* when its hot,

ColdGear'" when its cold, and AIISeasonGear'"

between the extremes.

iH UNDER ARMOUR
l.88a.4.AIIMOUII www.ufaoEnAnfMOUR.coM

I

corecar
Opinions. Road Trips. The Crossword. Campus Life

THt VIBI AT DUKt AND UCONN

HERE'S WHY I HATE...
College hoops" hottest rivalry crosses genders, regions and often the lines of civility

...DUKE

THt LINGERING TMIMf in Durham, N.C.. these days is jeal-

ousy. Usually ifs other schools that reserit the Dookies iwhen it

conies to hoops (which, if I'm rrot mistaken, the Blue Devils be-

lieve they invented), yet now it's the Cameron Crazies

who are obsessed v»ith hating the Huskies.

Their vitriol dates back to 1999 and four

infamous digits; 77-74- That was the re-

sult when the overrated Blue Devils

¥¥ere RIP'ped by Richard Hamilton

arnJ UConn in the men's fir»al.

So then the geeks down in

Durham foolishly reached for the

apex (we don't say Summitt in

Storrs) of women's hoops. They ran

into a Yankee they couldn't defeat

in UConn coach Cjerw Auriemma.

who before their "03 duel in Durham

tweaked the Blue(blood) Devils faith-

ful by saying. "There are just as many

Duke graduates waiting on tables as there is

(sic) from any other school in the country They

may just be working at a better restaurant."

(Cieno 1, Crazies o.)

UConn then won 77-65. (Geno 2, Crazies o.)

As for infamous digits: Fourteen years ago Christian Laettner

banked in a lastsecond-of overtime runner in the Elite Eight to

KO us 79-78. That remains the most painful loss in Huskies his-

tory Last Saturday we exorcised that defeat, knocking out Duke

by the poetically perfect count of .. . 79-78. -Matt Burk*

M«nBwte a/owia/hmm^ »fUCow SaBaae sports (rtlDf ftrBw OaHyC«^^

...UCONN

WE REMEMBER the Meadowlands.

That was 1990. when Christian Laettner nailed a running,

double pumping jumper to send the Huskies honr»e on the short

end of a thnlling 79-78 game.

We remember St. Petersburg, too.

That was in 99. when the Blue Devils failed to defend their

appellation as the nations best team, losing to Connecticut

in the national title game. No. Matt. I don't recall

the score.

We moved on-leaning forward, rtot

backward-an attitude that has led the

Blue Devils to more Final Fours (10)

n the past 19 years than the entire

Big East has reached (seven) in

• span.

Sure, we were chapped when

onn's Diana Taurasi beat out

tna Beard for the Naismith

Award. And we can't stand Geno.

(He's opening his own restaurant

next year, and I guarandamn-tee you

r Duke alum will be working there.)

But that's women's hoops.

On the men's side, we could care less

.ib( ut the vitriol emanating from Connecticut. Such

animus comes from selective memory, as the Huskies wonder at

themselves like the Narcissus of college hardwood. Remember

this. UConn: This was your second Final Four, it was our second

since 2001. —Mikt Cony

«Mr CWCK 'Mforym^« Oule. is 0w sports fdHor of Tlw Chronkl*.

ON CAMPUS
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Vtou wwmwxwd your adoration

for Karri Stnil«MMw flm cpnodt
awdtlili tt>otkm -f>uartj

got th* boot What g««Mr

What was yowr tak* on the

W— tfll yOf^Won.
whet Nm INV fVCflipVWM DWfl

If you had to compare yourMMrMy
Oatut on catnpM lltiw 4ty> to

tomaono. wtto MWuM you tw?

Any ofVart for ottiar

«ifK*t»iOi*KmandM<?

Bnl port out o( Iha whola

•np^Wncor

Thi» ii r»ality TV, io M>ill it: Who
hootiad up with whom on th* <how?

with Oneam Job Winner Mike Hall

JAFFt SQUAWKED Kornheisef balked and Muzou

sento* Hail, 22. Unded a $9S.ooo |0b on SpoftiCem

The new BMOCi chat i*ith SlOC

begins in tf««e.. .two...one. .. -xa ^^^

MIKE HALL*

-Boy. (M that come off the wronj woy Apportnttf ^
It comt off that I wai a hontf ijytor-old.

"

1 1 you »now thtrt^ som,

...y.-eatbttmatihtuMltru^^- ,

^ And iaVtv /Afrtn^on/jne yofM poMt ofyitw (^

/ jot tomeon* aifcmji t:*! I Jtt o p»cfuf»^ NatumWy. / mn chorjing

mon«y and w^wtfHJt. *)nt 9»l me wronj. ) conyw>«*« p<ctur» .. if

you givt mt a unooch'"

Vi/ho ¥im ttttM^UKm whopomMl out afi»r>9B7f

-ThtMnsourt Alumni Auociation fronts mt to iptak at a coii»mK* in

off^monthi. but I cant imagine thafi a montymt*tr."

I can tay I'm frmtdi wHh uimt ptopit who have bttn my

mtnton- the ptoph I wont to bt When I fint got there,^
riarfr'<- ''^" "'•' ! "fiHedi*^ into o corner t^ite and gout

itech. And I've hod o few girH who
'• -neofdayb^oftcollmeMefy'

~Youkrtow,/ochwaivtry}linatlouiwithme.butlrtiifted •
or>d limply avoided him

"

TIIAIICI lISTi

50 SEXIEST, UH, COACHES
SIOC'S FIRST OFFICIAL nofnin*e for tht Who the i>,»9>' Aiked fot

Thii? Award: A so Semest li^l of college hoops coaches released by

collegeinsider.com. (Wonder when the Sexiest Softball Cc»aches list comes

out') Naturally, there were a handful of ie«y surprises.

Snubt: Godfather of style Rick Pitino and Miiiou haireu Qtiift Srtyder

didn t make the field of ^o. One assumes they were on the bubble. (Rick

^AaJerus- who coached part of this season—just looks like a bubble . and

also didn't make it

)

QucstionabI* Entriot: Cincinnati's completely unhufgatMe Bob HuK'"*

^nd Ssint louis s Brsd Soderberg (Bruce Willis, only constipated). "That's the

t>ht of my career! " the dark horse Soderberg told SlOC when informed

lomination. "I'll do a toast to that tonight." —A.D.

SI ON CAMPUS

Senior
wee
»,msi*m

«» or \iumn im waiu wrio piayec

four years at Ouke

4S Gratis

47 Shaq feuder

48 They run before the mov •

1% DOWN
fe^ t It can be cu

f

tail M t e k i oniwrri

50 Red Hot Chili Peppers a

bassist

51 Begin

52 Sonics forward who played

four years at Kansas

53 Scheme

tyson »
3 Stuck together

4 Bulls guard who

played four years at Kansas

5 Letters at the end of letters

6 Former UNLV and NBA star

Isaiah

7 Middle and Dark, e.g.

S Spurs big man who played

four years at Wake Forest

9 Gandalf portrayer McKellen

10 Bartjershop sound

11 Carolina Pirates

13 Herpes, e.g.

18 Common pregraduation

affliction

21 Eagles owner Jeffrey

24 At Bowling Green it's Paul

Krebs: Abbr

26 Seahawks QB Hasselbeck

28 Common wrestling outcome

30 Kind of loser

31 Classical music piece

32 He wrote One Flew Over the

CiKkoo'i Nest

34 E mail abbr.

35 The Tin AT

V

38 It comes after the TD

39 Buffet tray heater

41 Good deal

43 Country and western

neckwear

44 Cain's victim

45 Nickname for Sonics' Murray

46 Soccer power Madrid

47 Colonel Sanders eatery

49 Stephen King book

SI ON CAMPUS
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with Dream Job Winner Mike Hall

JAFFE SQUAWKED Komhener balked and Maiou

sentcK Haii. 22. landed a $9^.000 job 00 SportiCente'

The new BMCX s chat with SIOC

beginsmthree two. ..one —A.D

SIOC

\tou HwntKMwd your adoration

for lUrri iuv$ on the first vpnod*

•nd tli«» -thockef - naariy

got ttM boot. WAmI gKMtf
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Thn i» r»»lity TV. m> %p«ll it; W»»o

hookah up with whom on the fhow?

cIKE HALL*
-Bof,<tidOmtcoiMO0tht»mng}>nyApportfmy^

itcom*affth«llwaiohomyts-y«or^l^'
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*
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fot todt tat; Tucs

/ 90* lomcowaiMlfL X>i 1 9tt a pKture.'*

money and >*halltl>t,dontfHmr wrong

you gi*t mtt tmoodt."

kVho ivai MfMM Ukm wto/iamtdou

^ orry Mow /

1

-The MommH AAmm< AaocMtoi wonti >

a /fw montta, k«t ' cant imatinr ttan a

I con wy rm/Hlw* w*l* lom* ptopto wi

<'>umpit' Owi WKiM piNW mt into a ax

'neayttti>mt» foekkip»Kh....AndlV
tyertntrtaHf§Mi>imithttimtcf4t]/t

-Mtu (mow. Zoch wos vrry flirtatioui wM
and amply avoided him.
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50 SEXIEST, UH, COACHES
ilOCS FIRST OFFICIAL nominee for th* Who the %•#* Asked for

Thii? Award: A $0 Se«iMt list of college hoops coaches released by

collegeinsidercom (Wonder when the Seiiest Softlwll Coaches list comes

out ) Naturally, there were a handful of se«y surprises.

Snubs: Godfather of style Rick Pitino and Mi;iou hairess Quin Snyder

didn't make the field of 50, One assumes they were on the bubble. (Rick

Majerus- who coached part of this season-just looki like a bubble . and

also didn't make it )

QuMtkHiabl* Entrict: Cincinnati's completely unhuggable Bob Muggins

and Saint Louis's Brad Soderberg (Bruce Willis, only constipated). "That's the

highlight of my careeri' the dark horse Soderberg told SIOC when informed

of his nomination. "I'll do a toast to that tonight." —A.D.
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Senior

ACROSS
1 _ Fi(telity

% Fens Hotel

U HBO sports agent

14 Reptile that often makes its

way into bar names

tS Steed

16 BasetMll Hall o< Fanner

Eckersley

17 They got revenge

in a '984 film

W Computer key

M) Chrysfe' ____ C- .

22 Tragkprir>c*M>>

21 Tin . bad for music

25 Sam I _
27 with People

29 J.
Montana's alma mater

30 Kid-friendly type of bar

IJ Former ESPN anchor Eisen

)S "Get a , baby'"

}6 Common frostbite casualty

37 Company abbr

3S Phony

40 Spike TV. prevtuu^'v

41 He said. "Hell is other

people"

42 Clothes icon (init.)

43 Grizzlies forward who playec

four years at Duke

4S Gratis

47 Shag feuder

48 They run before the movie
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1. I t w e e li o n s w f r I

50 Red Hot Chili Peppers A

bassist

51 Begin

52 Sonics forward who played

four years at Kansas

53 Scheme

DOWN
I It can be cured

Mike

Tyton »
Stuck together

Bulls guard who

played four years at Kansas

Letters at the end of letters

Former UNLV and NBA star

Isaiah

Middle and Dark. e.g.

8 Spurs big man who played

four years at Wake Forest

9 Gandaif portrayer McKellen

10 Barbershop sound

II Carolina Pirates

13 Herpes, e.g.

18 Common pregraduation

affliction

21 Eagles owner Jeffrey

24 At Bowling ureen it s Paul

Krebs: Abbr

26 Seahawks QB Hasselbeck

28 Common wrestling outcome

30 Kind of loser

31 Classical music piece

32 He wrote One flew Over the

Cuckoo'i Neil

34 E mail abbr.

35 The r in ATV

38 It comes after the TD

39 Buffet tray heater

41 Good deal

43 Country and western

neckwear

44 Cdin's victim

45 Nickname for Sonics' Murray

46 Soccer power __ Madrid

47 Colonel Sanders eatery

49 Stephen King book
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LOCATED so DEEP IN THE

heart of Texas that it may as

well be the Lone Star State's mi-

tral valve is College Station,

home of Texas A&M. More than

two thirds of the town's popula

tion of 67.890 IS made up of

A&M students, or Aggies, and

when it comes to heart, few stu-

dent bodies, if any, have more

than they do.

The Aggies are nationally

renowned for their pigskin pas-

sion, for such traditions as Mid-

night Yell Practice and the 12th

Man. Where else do people as

semble at midnight to scream

themselves hoarse with ab-

solutely no hope of spotting

Dick Clark' But that's what

you'll see if you attend Yell Prac-

tice, which draws 25.o<x)-plus to

Kyle Field on the eve of a fcxst

ball game. "Texas A&M," says

former Arkansas and current

Rice coach Ken Hatfield, "is the

toughest place I have ever had

to coach."

Football IS more popular

than brisket here, yet few out-

side of Aggieland know that

College Station is also one of

the most dreaded places for op-

ponents to play in all of college

JUtM inthcp.m.: TtwRi^t(i***r*

wurc* of A(S>r 'nttmn fot yisiton.

SI ON CAMPUS

baseball. On their home dia

mond. C.E. (Pat) Olsen Field, the

Aggies are bolstered by a rowdy

student section of 4.000 or so

fans who position themselves

above the visitors' dugout and

are known as RAggies.

The name stems from the

chants, or rags, that are used to

relentlessly torment visiting

teams. "Pinch his butt," for ex-

ample, is yelled when the visit-

ing coach makes a trip to the

pitcher's mound. That is often

followed by "tease." should the

coach fail to follow through on

the RAggies' dare.

Even quiet moments are ripe

> B t s T or ' M

Take Us Out...
Diamonds m the rough' Hardly. Like Olien Field, thesefm on<ampui

gems sparkle withfervent far\s and bodacious ballplayers, -j.w.

w TIXAS TICH: Dm LmirHM Alum Chrij Snc«d. the founder and

leader of the Tech Heckler*, penned » "Ten Commandmenti of Heckling"

(e^., "Thou Shalt not tniult the mother") in 1996 Inspired by Snead i

deeds, the Red Raiders have won So*, of their games hefe fri^f) since then

* MISSISSIPPI STATI: Om^ WoWe «t« Home of the legendary Left

f wid Lounge, where fans, among them Bulldogs alum |ohn Gnsham. sit in the

t»ck of their flat!)eds and cook up crawfish, pork shoulder and shrimp, anwng oth

er delKacies Outfielders have l>een known to stash a hot dog in their mitts, a gift from

the Lounge Lizards

'^ FLORIDA STATt: Oitk Hotter Stadium for no apparent reason the Animals of Section B smg

O Canada dur mt; «,imps, making this the wackiest diamond since Dustin.

" LSU: Me* •ox UodUum Last spring the Tigers drew an NCAA record 291,676 fans to lead the nation m

attendance for the eighth consecutive season.

» STANFORD; $i#n*«fl Diamond Not to t>e confused with Super Diamond (the Neil Diamond tribute

band), but one peek at the Cardinals bui "tic, beautiful ballyard. and youM sing, "im a believer."

for rags. If the opposing teams

first base coach stands outside

of the coaching box, hell be

hearing "Get in the box" in his

sleep. Of course, should he

comply with that request, he

will be showered with "Get out

of the box." RAggie culture is

not about being fair, after all.

A&M senior pitcher Justin

Moore knows all about the

RAggies. He was raised in a fam-

ily of Aggies and sat m the stu-

dent section as a youngster be-

fore coming to Aggieland to

play baseball. "I like the rag

when a guy hits the ball off his

foot and they say Ow' every

time he takes a step," Moore

says. "My favorites are some of

the original ones, where they

come up with something from a

guy's name, and they rag him

about it the whole weekend."

Out past the leftfield wall is

another popular student sec-

tion, Aggie Alley, which is noth-

ing more than a parking lot

between Olsen Field and the

Student Recreation Center. Stu-

dents apply each winter to ob-

tain a $50 parking spot there.

The lucky lottery winners host

barbecues and hold parties from

the beds of pickup trucks or

scaffolds built onto their cars.

all the white raggmg the oppos-

ing team's leftfielder.

Aggie Alley once was free

and overflowed with raucous

RAggies The ragging is a little

toned down there now that the

number of students has dropped.

The RAggies m the stands, how

ever, continue to prove that

Olsen Field is one of the true

must visit places in college base

ball-unless your seats are in the

visitors' dugout

"When we play at places like

Texas, they have a lot of fans,

but it's mostly older people or

alumni," Moore says. "They're

not really into the game: they're

just kind of watching. It's noth

ing like [Olsen Field]. We don't

play anywhere in the country

that has fans like we do."8

Ttoy Miltrr. a graduott itudtnt majOring

in kintsiology at Ttiat AtM. ii th* iporti

editor of The B*tt<lion.

SI ON CAMPUS
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Next BigThings
IN JANUARY WE UN V tutu
luutbailplayersfof 2004. Now it's tint. • the

rest of the best prospects from ne«t year's freshtnar

names ^u'll soon be familiar wit* -Matthtw waxman

Candace
Parker
SPORT: Basketball

PLJ (PEACE, LOVE AND

Jump Shots) IS hoA Napervillc

(III.) Central phenom Parker

signs all of her correspondence

But Shaquille O'Neal's Shoot

Pasi Slam might be a better fit.

And by slam, we're not talking

about a dainty Lisa Leslie, sneak-

tbeball-o»«f therim dunk; Parker

can throw down with authority.

The 6' 3' senior showed off her

hops last week when she bested

a field of boys to wm the slam

dunk contest at the McDonald's

All-American Game.

The victory was even more

remarkahle because Parker tore

her left ACL last summer "Be

fore the injury, I was jumping

like I never had before. During

rehab I wondered. Win 1 ever be

able to jump like that again?"

she says. "I'm starting to get that

back now."

Parker returned to action

this winter in time to lead the

SPORT; Wrestling
COLLEGE: Iowa

Redhawks to 24 consecutive

wins and a second straight state

championship, averaging 24.3

points. 10.9 reboonds and 3.0 as-

sists, and earning consensus na-

tional player of tfw year honors.

Last season she became the

first junior to win the Naismith

friayer of the year award "She

was doing things never seen be-

fore from a femate player at any

level." says Naperville Central

coach Andy Nussbaum.

Parkers goal: to revolution-

ize women's hoops and change

the perception that it is less

athletic. "Knowing Candace. 1

would not bet against her," says

Nussbaum. "She is a very deter

mined and competitive young

lady, and she loves dunking."

Jl^
why h» matters: Nstion't top high «hool heavyweight noon Iowa state

title as a senior Why Iowa? "I didnl take an official visit to Iowa because

they have an NCAA champion at heavyweight (Steve *Aocco. redshirting

to train for the Olympics] wholl be there for two more years But III

redshirt my freshman year, and then well only overlap one year. I

realized having an NCAA champion as a workout partner will push me."

Ashlyn Harris

COlllOl North C»r«M»a

Why iht matterv. Gatorade

njtionai piaycr of the year.

Startini goatacper for U.S.

under «9 national team Why
UNC? 't always knew I was

going to end up there. I love the

alniMphcre and how they

dcwrio|> great players.'

^W
Shaun Livingston

COLlEOe: Duke

Why he mattart: Top point

gujfdindjs^of iooa May

enter NBA draft, for which he's

regarded »s a possible tottery

ftKk Ok tamingfm'n
depends what I hear close to (he

draft. You tell me I m the first

pick, then I'm gone.

#
Lindsey Nelson

iRT tr.rii

Why she matters; The top high

schooler (No. 7) m USTA girls'

18 singles rankings. On going to

college: •It's better to go pro

later. I think girls who go pro

young get burnt out at a peak

age of 21 or 22. But if I'm ready,

and I have a top icxj ranking.

I'll leave."

PHOTOGRAPH BV HENNY RAV A B R A M S / M C D O N A I D ' S / A P (PARKER) Sl ON CAMPUS 11
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Water doesn't

thietes perform at their best when they replace the essential elem.

^ihem. Gatorade does. Nothing rehydrates. replenishes, and refuels

y sweat out.

better.

'h1

the CROWD

Ashley Postell

why iiit .TWitters: 2002 world champKW

an balance beam. Ltkety mpmber of 2004

1.5. Olvniptc team. Why Utah? "As soon

IS I went there I felt like I fit in. i went for

hree days during Halloween and went to

I costume party. A lot of other people

iressed up m some real cra/y stuff."

On coNCfr. "I get nervous being in a

.)lace where l dont know anyone, because

at 5" 2" I'm a lot smaller than everyone."

Kevin Huntley Jillian Kraus
SPORT. Litfosje

COLltGE: Johns Hopkins

Why h« matterc in lOO} <nn

first juniof named Maryland

high school player of the

year. Member of Canadian

under 19 national team On
collcgt: "I'm nervous atxKit

the change of pace in terms

of acacJemics. Hopkins isn't

e»actly a school where you

can slack off " In flvt ytars:

It »»ould be sweet to play

lacrosse and get pa(d for It."

SPORT. VVjte' p .;.-

COLLEGE. UCLA

Why she matters: Utility is

No. 1 recruit in the nation.

Member of 1003 U.S. junior

national team. Why UCLA?

"t t>ased my decision on the

fMayers who will be coming

back, the coaching staff and

the location— It's close to

the national team training

center. If the national team

needs me to practice with

them, I'm right there

SPORT: Track and field

COLLEGE: South Carolina

Why h* matters: Last

summer won tX3th th«

no- and 400-meter hurdles

at lAAF World Youth

Championships. Named

200} youth athlete of the

year by USA Track & Field.

On college; "I'm looking

forward to getting away.

High school can t)e so dry

and banal." In five years:

"Call me cocky, but I think

It would take something

bizarre for me not to be

competing professionally."

is/nnyou?



FACES in the CROWD

Marcie
Hampton
SPORT VoUfybili
COlLCOt flof.d»

Why »h« matters: Three time

all-state m Florida, Outside hit-

ter for 2002 U.S junior ration-

al team. Enrolled m college in

January On graduating aarly:

"Last May i tore my ACL. and I

figured this vwHikl t>e the best

way to get me back into shape

and used to college life before

fall." Why Florida? "ive growr

up a Gators fan. Wearing «ioth

er schooTs coiofs just (Mnt fit"

Caroline Bruce
SPORT Swimming COllCGE: Stanford

Why she matters: Ranked in top 50 in worW in ftxjr events.

Won 200meter breaststroke at ?003 U.S. summer nationals.

Coolest recruiting moment- "im a hu^ Kansas tiaskettjall

fan. My grandpa is a college friend of Dean Smiths, so iwhen I

went to visit UNC. Dean set up an appointment ftx me to meet

Roy wiUiams Iwho coached the iayhawte from 1W8 to 20031."

Chris Bourque
SPORT Hotkey
COlLtGC: Boston Univefiity

Why h« matter*: Speedy, skilled i'V. 165 pound

forward, wxi of futufc Hall oT fame defememvi

Ray Bourque Why WJT "Thj iummer after my

freshman year I «»ent m for t visit, and Ihey offered

me a schotanhip. I called back the ne«t day and gave a

verbal conwnitfnent. It mm the only school I wanted to go to.

Meagan
Denny

Softball

COtllGt: Te«a5

Why she matters: Top pitcher in

class of 2004, Member of 03

U.S. junior national team. Why

Texas? "When I went to Texas, I

walked onto the field and it was

all lit up. and they started blaring

my favorite song, AC/DC's

Thunderstruck . and the P.A.

announcer said, "Now pitching for

the Longhorns, number 2, Meagan

Denny.' Fireworks went off inside

of me. and I started crying. I knew

Texas was the place." O
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IN THE ARMY NATIONAL GUARD,
YDUCAN . Earn »J tor collese ,..__^^._.

nHAnpiuu.
• Earn $$ for college

• Ciet |C3b skills

• Recetwe a regular paychedc
• Serve your country and

community part-ame

I

Dyes 'p^*

N.\.\ll ij-k** IVmiL

v^R^|^r

Ti-t Guard ExpetesiCE" cmj - pad«!with

nfermatiorv rncwes and nxsic h^»i#*r^ the life o^ a Cxiard SokJer

mD fD

(in SWTE ZIP

PHONl ( DATE IV BIRTH, Kith

VhAlt 111 Hi^ SihwJ Lraduation. PRRW .Military txprnmct' WJiD NO

I umkrasmd ^tif u m eUip^mm my fan
ZSSnoMN
2SBn044v

imtimm ! I

I

ROPE
OOAH.

'."W ^m %^

Your heart is pumping, your adrenaline is flowing, your mind is racing, and

you're next. Thats the Army National Guard experience.The Army Guard is also

about learning. You learn teamwork, leadership and career skills. If you're the kind

of person who knows that changing the world begins with changing yourself,

become part of the Army National Guard team. YCUCAN

1-800-GO-GUARD EXT. 187* www.1-800-G0-GUARD.com



FACES I n the CROWD

Marcle
Hampton
SPORT VoH»yb*ll
COLlEGt fond*

Why %ht matten: Threetime

all state m FkxKla. Outside hit-

tef fof 200J U.S. juntw nation-

al team. Enrolted in ccrilege in

January On gradiMttRg mrtf-

"Last May i tore my ACL, and i

figured this twoutd be the best

May to get me back into shape

and used to college life before

fail.' Why riorida? 'I've grown

up a Gators fan. \Mearing ancMh-

er schooTs cokxs n»t dt*it fit

"

% «\

Caroline Bruce
SPOST Swimn.n^ COLIIGI: Stanford

Why she maners: Ranked in top 50 m iworld in four events.

VWw 200-meter breaststroke at 2003 U.S. summer nationals.

Cooler rtcruiting momeiK: "im a huge Kansas t)askett)ail

tan. My grandpa i-> a college friend of Dean Smith's, so when I

went to visit UNC. Dean set up an appointment for me to rroet

Roy WiUt^ns Iwho coache<^ '^e uyh i«,ii^ fmm logs to 2003]."
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'odrjoo Hirlalsjo
SPORT: Soccer COLLEGE: South Florida

Why h« mattvrt: MidTieMer forward it l«adin| uorcr for U.S.

undrr 17 national team. Good luck (harm: "A Nikr dream band that

Freddy Adu gave to me " Why Sooth Florida? "The coaches made

me feel like I would be a big part of where this program goe». like I

could put the school on the map " On turning pro: "Really. I hope

to be lucky enough to go to school for just one or two years. If I

have a great (freshman) year, maybe just orw. And the coaches

know that." In five yean: "In England scoring in front of 70.000

people. That's everyone's dream."

uenny
SPORT >

COLLEGE: Te«as,

Why the matters: Top pitcher in

class of 2004. Member of '03

U.S. junior national team. Why

Texas? "When I went to Texas. I

walked onto the field and it was

all lit up. and they started blaring

my favorite song, AC/CK's

Thunderstruck, and the PA.

announcer said, 'Now pitching for

the Longhorns, number 2. Meagan

Denny.' Fireworks went off inside

of me. and I started crying. I knew

Texas was the place." Q

^

r/ ,0 FEET OF
SECONDS? HOOAH

r

Your heart is pumping, your adrerwiine is flowing, your nnind is racing, and

you re next. That's the Army National Guard experience.The Army Guard is also

about learning. You learn teamwork, leadership.and career skills. If youre the kind ^
of person wtio knows that changing the world begins with changing yourself,

become part of the Army National Guard team. VCU O/AN

1-800-GO-GUARD EXT.187* www.1-800-G0-GUARD.com
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SHE'S ONE OF YOU, THAT'S WHO. THE BROOMBALL BEHEMOTH. THE 5L0SHBALL STUD.

THE FLAG FOOTBALL FANATIC WHOSE INTRAMURAL WIZARDRY HAS GONE WITHOUT THE

LOVE FOR FAR TOO LONG. ONLY SHE'S A LITTLE-WELL. O.K.. A LOT BETTER THAN YOU.

A SEVEN SPORT CHAMPION. SHE'S THE GREATEST LIVING INTRAMURALATHLETE

.but they aren't for everybody. For one. be-

ing a scholarship athlete requires an enormous time commitment: hours of practice, loads of travel,

break of dawn training sessions. Then there's the whole "talent- issue; for some reason coaches expect

you to be really, really good. So that necessitates even more practice, not to mention exemplary genes,

sick hand-eye coordination and a lifestyle heavy on sleep and protein shakes and light on pepperoni

pizza and alln.ght Madden 2004 tournaments And who. really, wants to make those sacrifices'

If you are willing, stop reading right now. You won't understand. (And shouldn't you be out doing

plyometncs in Lycra shorts anyway?) I'm talking to those of you who know you have the rest of your

life to get up at the crack of dawn, so why do it in college; to the weekend warriors who believe slosh

ball should be an Olympic sport; and to all former high school jocks who loved the games but never^^^^^^^m ball should be an Olympic sport; and to all former high school jocks who loved the games but never

COREY BITZER?
PETER GREGOIRE

si ON CAMPUS 4.08.04



GREATEST LIVING IM PLAYER

-^-
UM the point of practice, especially running those ludicroui suicides.

That's right. I'm talking to you. College IM Guy and College IM Gal

The only problem with IM sports, of course, is how little glory they

t)estow. No one ever became BMOC by playing a mean second base m

IM Softball, and an intramural crowd generally consists of three drunk

guys on their way home from happy hour Rarely, if ever, does tfw cam-

pus paper cover IM e»pl04ts, and its not as if a natior«l magazine is go

ing to write a story on you because you're a kickass do(^ebail player.

Until now

AT SIOC WE BELIEVE IT'S TIME for IM athletes to get their

props Far too long have their deeds gone unheralded

Duke hoopster J.J
Redick gets a haircut, and there are

three stones in the paper, but every day some young man

in a cOHSf*vf wati r. mink m [r T shirt hits a last second bu^/er beater

to boost his dorm to victory, and not a sentence is written. It's a travesty

So we put m a call to our campus correspor«Jents to ferret out the

greatest living IM player There ¥»ere plenty erf worthy candidates, in

eluding Jeremy Kokemor of Virginia (wfK» has won 15 championships

in su sports), grad student Taryn lynn of Tennessee (who won six titles

in a single semester) and Amy Hardin Murphey erf Ote Miss (who has

competed in 1$ sports), but one person stood out airxing the crov»d: an

IM goddess from Indiana University named Corey Bil/er In her four

years Bit/er has competed m 39 IM events (and counting), has won

« J champKxiships arxj was lU's female IM athlete oi the year as a junior

Add to that her dominating performances m the Littte 500, the largest

collegiate bike rKe m the country, and she was the obvious choice But

we could not hornx her on resume alone, so last week I headed to

Btoomington to see this rec league RenaissafKe woman m action

On the day I visited. Bit/er was competing in the annual Little soo

individual time trial, which consists of one mile sprint races (Naturally.

Bit/er took first place last year.) I arrived at her sorority house. Alpha

Gamma Delta, at 5:30 p.m.. and minutes later a green 199$ Dodge Cara

van came hurtling into the parking lot Bit/er popped her head out

of the window and m one continuous breath said. "HeyChris sorry

about-this-but is there any way we can head to the track right now

because I promised a teammate rdtime her" it was not a question

We peeled out of the parking lot and sped to the back entrance of

the track. Bitter jumped out of the car. sprinted to the (locked) gate

and executed a nifty dive roll to shimmy underneath it. As I clambered

over the fence with all the grace of a Labrador on a jungle gym, she

was already long gone. By the time I caught up to her at the track, she

was on the infield, psyching up Alpha Gamma Delta teammate Viki

Hunziker, who was to race in the next heat.

It was a miserable afternoon, }6
' and rainy. Most of the timers and

supporters at the track were bundled up, many of them in blankets, but

Bitzer was in shorts and a sweatshirt. Even at rest she looks like an ath

lete. About s'4", she has brown hair that she pulls back into a very tight

ponytail and the muscled legs of a speed skater. She spends most of her

time smiling a sweet, shy smile, except when she's competing, wherp

upon she looks as if she's having a staring contest with a wall.

In high school Bitzer was a two sport star at Napervllle (III.) Central

High, the current home of hoops phenom Candace Parker (page 10).

Though recruited by smaller state schools for basketball, Bit/er chose

Indiana in part because she thought she'd be able to walk on to the var

sity She did just that as a freshman but quit after only a month because

(rf the time commitment and the prc^bility of >«ry little PT. Freed from

hoops, she couW now compete m half a do/en IM sports in the time it

took her to play one intercollegiate season. So she started with basket

ball and softball and soccer Floor Iwckey? Why not Dodgeball' Bring it

She bowled (her average is m the 160s). played wide receiver on a coed

flag football team and quartertjack on a women's team (she won three

titles in the coed league and two in the women's) and packed up cycling.

Bit/er had ne^tt biked competitively before, but as a freshman sfw

became her team's best rider and was named Little soo rookie of the

year As a s<^ho*TKwe sfie took third in xhe individual time trial (her

team finished fourth), and last year, thou^ her team slipped to seventh,

she finished first in the time trial. Last month the Alpha (Samma DeHa

Intrnmi irn!

Nation
» BEST IM PROGRAM
NOTRE OAME
With roughly 6,ooo partkipantv

ttte 60'Sport intramural program at

Notrv Dame helpi inttill th« Irish

with their fighting spirit Competing

in Bookstore Basketball, the Bengal

Boutt or full pad tackle foottwH is

sometimes worth more than » letter

jacket. -Notre Dame varsity sports

don't attract as many students as

ttieytl like because students would

rather pljy intramurals than watch

from the (varntyl sidelines,"

says Richard O'Leary, director <rf

intramurals, Rudy always said if he

could do It ovf again, he would

have gone out for broomtMll

- BEST IM EVENTS
THI tITTLI 500. Indiana

Mow many other intramural events

have inspired an Oscar winning film

(Brroking Away) and been televised

on ESPN'

OOZEBALL. UConn

With biaring musK and knee deep

slush, this mud volleybali

tournament is like WoodstCKk with

a competitive element and has

inspired countless kncxkoffs such as

the Louisiana Monroe version.

CHIll COOK'OFF. BoteStMr

Technically not t sport, but the

postgame race to the tMthroom

certainly qualifies

>*

Tli«««h in prwMrtiy » cH* ir»rt " l«» liHi^ 4i. o"> "•«•>»«><»<» «l» no'lh Und a

ttagle KliMi !•MgM Alaaka) \mmm» thMiwlim »> umt*n»4t»r hetkry

i^tnsl sophomores in several

competitions. The highlight is cane

wrestling, which evolved from a

century old tradition of sophomores

snatching walking cartes from

freshmen they deemed undeserving.

WEIRDEST IM SPORTS
FLAGFLOOPBAll
tWHtem CarolMM

A women only version of flag

foottMll. played with a red

playground ball that is attowed to

tKHMKeOTKe.

PHEASANT HUNTING
Pratt (Kam.) CC
The winner, such as it were, is the

student who l>ag» the bird with the

kx^est tail feather And. no. you

dont have to shake it.

UNDERWATER HOCKEY
itHUon}atk%on (Mka. Alatka)

Players outfitted in snorkel gear

attempt to push a weighted puck

across the bottom of a pool and into

an unguarded nine foot wide goal.

WALLVBALL. AMcMfWi

VDlleybalt on a racquettuH court.

The ball is bouncy, and under certain

conditions the walls and ceiling are

in play -Matthtw Woimon

squad broke a i5year old course record m the quaiitymg trial la record

surpassed an hour later), in large part because Bitter rode twth first and

fourth in the four leg relay race, pedaling 40 of the 100 laps herself.

AGD will be one of the favorites in the women's race on April 23.

On the afternoon I came to town. Bitzer was hoping not only to de

fend her individual time trial title but also to break the course record,

which stood at two minutes, 36 seconds. Her heat was to begin at

8:os p.m.. and by 7:45 it was not only dark and foot-stamping cold but

also hailing. To warm up, Bitzer went into the women's bathroom to bike

on stationary rollers. (Think of a bike on a treadmill.)

Bitzer spends one to two hours training each day, which is a bit wor-

risome. (IM sports, remember, are about not practicing.) For spring

break she and her Alpha Gamma Delta teammates drove to Florida,
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wi.v ,..^.:..^ _„r3ging until She told n»e they went there to train.

To top It off, they stayed with Bitzers grandparents. This veers awfully

close to being too hard core. Explained Bit/er. somewhat apologetical

ly, "Every other team trains, too." Seeing that I wasn't moved by ihi<. ^hp

added, "And we did go to the beach during the day"

Well let her off the hook, in part because of the gigantic ness of the

Little soo and m part because she doesn't practice for other IM events

Her reason: She claims she doesn't need to. Now that's an IMer After

i all, one of the integral elements of intramural success is cockiness.

Bit/er is also chock full of iMings other necessary trait: competitive

ness She doesn't play cards because she thinks there's "too much luck

involved," finds softball bonng because one person has too little control

over a game's outcome and was in an avocado growing contest with a

friend. (Don't ask.) Outside of school Bitzer has run two marathons,

completed an Ironman triathlon and biked from Indiana to Maine with a

- cycling team. Always looking for a bigger challenge, she says she prefers

playing with guys because "the competition is much better. It gets frus

trating playing with girls because they don't take it as seriously"

So you can imagine how pumped she was for this race. By 8:03 she

' was in her pink racing gear at the start line. On the far turn a swarm of

about 40 AGDs huddled trackside. squealing, "We love you, Corey!" in

what can only be described as the vocal equivalent of handwriting where

the Ts are dotted with little hearts. To break the course record Bitzer

needed to cover the first lap m 41 seconds and average 38 seconds over

the final three She passed the pole in 40 41 on the opening lap.

Maybe it was the wet track, maybe she came out too fast, but her

pace sk>v»ed on the final two laps, and she finished in 2:41.77 This left her

in third place, but third wasn't good enough Afterward, Bitzer stood

among her sorority sisters and grimaced, mud splattered all over her face.

More bad news arrived: Her 10 p.m. Ultimate Frisbee game had been

canceled. "Which sucks," she said as we walked, "because I would have

been able to take out some aggression." Instead, she headed to Taco

Bell With Hunziker. On the drive back from the border. I asked what

they'd (k) that night. "Well." replied Hunziker. "like most nights, every

one will be trying to study and Corey will start Rollerbladmg down the

halls or trying to get a hall football game going." Hunziker paused. "And

then she'll start tackling people. Corey's into spontaneous tackling."

Spontaneous tackling. It has a nice ring to it, doesn't it' Players could

get points for every surprise takedown. Just imagine: You're walking into

philosophy class when -Boom'-somebody blindsides you into a book

shelf of Kierkegaard. Or you're just taking your first bite of a burrito

when-Smoc<t.'-your buddy goes Jevon Kearse on your ass. Sounds like

an IM possibility to us. And no doubt, were it to become one, Corey

Bitzer would be the first to sign up. >
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MIRACLE
Ofup uDon J time, the University of Minnesota was

have changedall that

NOT SO LONG AGO, !H«

list of Minnesota's legendary

tubes read like this: Mary Tyler

Moore, Winona Ryd«r. Marge

Gur»derson. )ane Russell (ask

your grandpa). Paul Bunyan's

blue o« and mayl>e Prmce. But

that was before the University

of Minnesota sent three dif

ferent distaff teams to Final

Fours in the last four months.

Now. Minnesota's babe quo

tient IS beginning to rival its

lake quotient.

It all began back m mid

December when the Golden

Gophers women's volleyball

team, which had opened the

season 0-4. advanced to that

sport's Final Four. Minnesota

lost to eventual national champ

use, but. among other pJ»u

dits, Paula Gentil was named a

second team AllAmenca after

setting a Big Ten single-season

record for digs, with 656 Then

^in. isn't dtgging vt^at Gophers

do best?

As it turns out. no.

For. in the early winter, the

wonnen's hockey team was

skating to a 12-0-1 start. The

women's basketball team was

even better, opening up 15-0.

The hockey team's lead

ing scorer was homegrown

(Brooklyn Park) forward Krissy

Wendell, who previously had

t)een of»e of five girls to play in

the 1994 Little League World

Series; she later earned a hockey

silver medal at the 2002 Winter

A pucat titw t>Mt«««t, but tlw retl

kuti M Mm U nm in womcn't tM>o|»

Olympics in Salt Lake City The

hoops team is also led by a na-

tive, guard Lindsay Whalen

(Hutchinson), who is more pop

ular here than July.

Three years ago, when

Whalen was a freshman, the

Gophers drew 1,087 '*"* Per

game. When school officials

asked where that attendance

ranked nationally, the NCAA

replied that it only keeps rank

ings for the top 100 schools.

Oh. This winter the Gophers av-

eraged 9.703 fans per game

(seventh nationally) at Williams

Arena, a.k.a the Barn.

Minnesota hasn't been this

amped about college sports

since Hayden Fox led the

Screaming Eagles to the

Popcorn Bowl. Whalen, the

school's aiitime leading scorer

-long men or women, is the

Tirst U of M athlete to have her

own bobblehead doll, which

sold out. Her number 13 jersey

IS the most popular item of its

kind at Gold Country, the

Gophers merchandise mecca.

On March 28 the women's

nockey team defeated Harvard.

6-2, to win its first NCAA title

(and the first in any NCAA sport

for a Minnesota woir^en's

team), Wendell was named

Most Outstanding Player of

the tournament. Two nights

later her hoops sisters played

top-ranked Duke m the Mideast

Regional final "Even a two-hour

physics lab couldn't keep us

from watching that game.' says

student Kelly Pearson. "We

watched on our laptops.'

The Gophers vwn, 82-75.

and at press time were preparing

to face two time defending na

tional champion UConn in the

Final Four. For a basketball squad

that finished 8-20 in 2000-01.

this IS unt)elievable. but then the

Gophers women are making a

habit of turning Minnesota up-

side down. And that is poetic

After all, when you turn an M up-

side down, what do you get' Q

next NFL DRAFT PREVIEW No mock dratti her,

UUOolt'c )ustab«hind the stenes look at three draft

, prospects: the prodigy, the middle-rounder on

issue the come up and the long shot

* ':»
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Charter passed
ALANA Affairs

sees official decision

Bv Melissa BiANKsiits

(XILUI.IAN Sta«

a new Charter for the Office uf

ALANA AfTairs was approved bv the

Senate WtsliH-sdav during the Student

Govemnteni AssvuiatiunN wcekK mi-el

ing.

"I ain rKM citlicr exs-iievl ui uivii>|>vmiii-

ed. just glad that we final!) got lu go over

(the Chanerl and make a decision,

*

Senator Gladyb Franco said. "It's been a

long, long process."

The Charter had been brought to the

Senate three times and was sent back to

the Administrative .Affairs committee

twice, where it has been discussed since

last lonester. li ww an but Mveek's agenda,

but because of the election raiirujiiiim it

wu nut heard until Wednesdil^

One of the most contested pinnts was it

the vice chancvlkjr of student affairs and

>.ampus life shouki get to appoint a facultv

mc-niber to the advisor) board from a pool

of five candidates that the ALANA Cwkus
wouk] recommend. This Lwuc had sent the

Charter back to comniitlee once, and

litany fdt fnistratcd that it wa» bmughi up

again on Weditesda).

Senator Brian Roberts was a proponent

of this appointnient. Ik sakJ a-peatedly

that he believed this vivuuki help keep the

laics of conimunii.4>lion i^ti bctv^een the

OAA and the \ ice Ch.incclk.r\ Office.

"We're iK>t kjsmg control, or even who
these people are going to he Tins is onl)

helping the office. I just cant see how this

is not beneficial." he said at Wednesday's

meeting

Franci> disiigrecd.

i^ said that must of her constituents

feh thai the vice chantxUor shouki not

have an appointment becau.se the Alj\NA
C«jcus has appointed their own seats to

the advisory board for moa- than 25 years.

The Charter was passed without this

appointn>ent

The big diflea'nce between this Charter

and the last one is an iiKreased SCi.A

involvement, according to FraiKo.

The «Jvisor) board will consist ot 10

members: the liaison between the Caucitf

arxl the OAA who will serve as chair, the

SCIA Preskient, one undergraduate to be

appointed bv the President aitd Senate,

three undergraduate students to be

appointed by the Pl^eskient. Senate, and

the Caucus, three University staff mem-
bers, and the Director of OAA who will

iKM have a vote.

Michael Gargano, the vice chancelbr

di student affairs and campus life. sakJ in

an email that as king as it agrees with the

bylaws, then the Chaner is fine

"Student Govemnvnt is education in

action." he wTute. "I! Mudents feel they

wouki prefer to have :>iudent appoint

ments onlv then that is thc*ir prerogative

studcTits hokling felkjw students account-

able b good. The main ivquirc*ment is for

cveryvjnc to uphokl the SG.A Con>tiiution

and bylaws."

The next Meps arc tor Intenm-

IVesident lared Nokes and Gargano lu

approve the Charter.

Most ol the AI.ANA Caucus memben
have not yet seen the Cluner. according to

Senator Piivd Payano. Todav thc-y will

have a meeting where he said they will dis-

ctiss it. He believes that many individuals

will be pk-ascd with it.

"It's sonKthing that ihi- Al .\NA itwrn-

bers in the undergraduate ^onimunitv, they

like it this way." he said, "no hopefullv it'll

pass through |Noke$ and Gargano j and

we won't have to work on it fur a bng,

kx^time."

-Tim is a student-rwi organization

since the bi^gmmng and k should May that

way." Payano nid.

The OAA is funded from the Student

Activities Ftx-s and b an afcncy ol the

SCA

Insurgents

threaten to

kill hostages

New construction for

campus in the works

By Jas«.)\ Kt\sm
ASKXIATtH riU1>

BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) - In a dra

malic video released yesterday, insur-

gents revealed the) had kidnapped

three Japanese and ihreatened to bum
them alive in three days unless |apan

agrees to withdraw its troops from Iraq

Armed with assault rifles and rock

ei propelled grenades, the kidnappers

shouted "Allahu akbar" — GckI is greai

— in the video and held knives to the

throats of the |apar>ese. wht.< ^c reamed

and whimpered in terror

lapan's government said ii has no

plans to pull troops out of Iraq in

response to the threat, which canK

amid a scries of mhcr kidn.ipping> tar-

geting civilians

Two Arab residents of east

lerusalem — one an Israeli citizen

working for a L' S aid group — and

seven South Korean Christian mission-

aries were detained Thursday, though

the Koreans were released

A Canadian humanitarian akJ work-

er foi the International Rescue

Contmittcx was taken hostage

Wednesday by a kxal militia in Najaf.

southern Iraq, the ageiKy said

Thursday. Eadhi Ihsan Hadel was the

first Caiiadian to be abducted in Iraq.

Canadian foreign Affairs spokesman

Samcvr Ahmed ••aid in Toronto.

The c*venis suggested a nev* tactic by

insurgents to pressure the governments

of Washington's allie-> in Iraq, and

posed dire impltcatktns foi UN work

ers. journalists. teligiou'> :

ty personnel and other ,

business here

Foreigners fiave bci-n detained hv

Sm mniMEt on |Mi0t 2

•AMAVTIH l> «

At ihi' l.t^utik <Mitiiu iiuiuiiii, jiui Chilli!. l>irt:ttort»f Facilities and C'jUBpUS

Plannint:. jnn«>unves piisMblc fulurr plans t«r ihr L^^lass campus.

buiklif^ and 45.U)H H|uare liri .-I mu
B% jl lit 0'|Jl>NNHI

Ci AIM JAN StAll

Rice says U.S. 'not on

war footing' before 9-11

By TFRtsct Hl-NT
•\.ss<« IMHi rRI»B

WASHINGTON (AP) — Under sharp

questioning, national security adviser

Condolcezza Rke insisted yesterday that

President Bush fully understood the threat

of terrorism before Sept. 1 1. 2001. but no

intelligence foretold the deadliest att».k

ever on .American soil.

Disputing criticism that Bush was negli-

gent. Rice told a nalicmal commission

"there was no silver bullet that could have

prevented" the attacks that killed nearly

3.000 people in New York. Washington and

Pennsylvania.

Broadcast live around the world, the

hearing turned contentious as Democratic

members questioned why alarms didn't ring

when Bush was presented with an Aug. 6.

2001. classified memo entitled "Bin Laden

determined to attack inside United Slates."

Former Sen. Bob Kerrey, a IX'mocralic

member of the commission, described the

tnemo as saving that

"the FBI indicates pat

terns of suspicious

activity in the United

States consistent with

preparations l»>r

hijacking."

Rke dismissed the

docunK'nl as "histori

cal infomiiiri«.>n based

on oW reporting" and

said it dkJ not warn of

attacks inside the

United States. But she

acknowledged ii did reveal the FBI had 70

fiekl investigations utxler way involving al-

Oaida in the Unitcxl Stales

Commission members unanimously

askcxl the White House to declassify the

menK). whose title had not been rcveakxl

previously. The While House said it would

be declassified - hut not on Thursday.

Relatives of victims killed on Sept. 1

1

sat in the audience behind Rice, scribbling

National Security

bef«>re testifving vesle

Advisor. C«ind<>lee:» Rkc, is «wom in

idav aKnit the Stpt. 1 1 attacks.

notes and shaking their heads <ii limes as

she rebutted accusations by fomier cuun-

terterrorism aide Richard Clarke llial Bush

had fumbled op|X)rtunities tti eliminate al-

Uaida.

Unlike t larke. Rice ollcicJ iK^ .ifxilogy

for the government's failure to prevent the

attacks.

On the Nil: Link to RUv Testimony:

luip://wiJ ap.org/lranstripts/rice.html

A massive constriKtion pn>jcvt at

the Lniversity ol Massachusdts is now

underway, accxirding to a Capital Plan

(

' ' ' ' ' naie

\:

Inn Cuhili. itts Jiicvioi III the

Facihtk's aikl llanning l>ivisMn ol ihc

Physical Plant. anncHinced yc"sterday the

upcoming plans fur the university For

the iK-vi four v^irs the university has

sSk> miilkm pbnncd in proj-

^ Mllg.

"In short, the nxmcy will go to nc*w

construction, repairs and rcnovatwas

for ^.adcrnks and student life." Calull

s^ikI

One erf the ma|or cxwistrucikm proj-

ect* is a S'^l miilkm heating' plani

whk-h will be buih on the old ouidi*>i

track and will c-veniuallv a^place the

currvnl plant

"The peniiii prvicess aknw for the

IS iwc> years.' <
'

' I. "it will

de live limes II. k vunvnt

than the currc-n* one and it will fv the

ck-anest plant in ik- ..(•> rv ii n.,| ihe

workl."

Cahill also nKiiiKHKd tn.ii tiK plant

designers are requesting' it to K" buill to

a "tivhnokjgkallv iincs>ssih<k'" standard

to erusure cleanliness and etiiciency

In additkm to the new heating plant,

the Capital Man iivlutles the- ccmsiruc-

ik>n ol ihrcv major new huiklings.

"We have a great deal ol hkhkv

going into academk projcvts." he sakl.

.icademic projcxis thai will go directly

into rescareh and |jilx>raturies
"

A new scktxv lab is in the- designing

phase right now that will include an

advanced weather tracking svsu-m thai

will show advanced warning for

extreme weather conditions like loma-

dcri. Tlie lab will also include 'vO,OlK>

square feel of re-scaah space and >i 2tO

seal kxture hall.

Tiie plan also includes aninhcr arts

building that set to K- buill i>n North

Pleasant St. across from the F1ik Arts

Center. This new building will include a

thiw-dimensional smicture inside ilie

dios arxl cbs

Both the I .in.1 tfK-ari

center are slated lor toiiiplitiin m
2007

The third new major construction is

an additkm and major renuvaikm to

Sktnnei Hall.

The additkm will house ' v4

nursing and provide si.i' .irt

wvtrking facilities in the labs

"We re reallv eviic-d aKaii ilw tliuv

buiklii^ protects." lahill sakl "It's a

wcmdcrful '"ii

the visuiil uii

The FacilitK-s I'i n

plans to host a dcsi>' n

on all of ific projcvl d'.

"We're tn. ' ' t.«i);iK-is| Ml jini

healing a cii w«- uin wiivl up

with a beitet iivi nl

Perhaps the i ' .«l

with student hcKising and suideni

affairs. By 200t>. the director^ hope to

Imvc contpk-tc\l iK'w repUKcniK-nts tn

the campus center thai iivlmk new

windows. rK*w plunihiny* a rn-w ft". it

and a new ek-vator

To alk'vtate the -j .; ,

housing. 1 .500 rvw beds are ankwig the

plans In fact an nit ire* new residential

area is in the works

"We want u- develop a
'

-..'a

iKi the ridp.' Ktwcvn i)aii hkI

Svlvan reskk'nit,il areas with a well Kt

safe path and ii> sreaie an c*ntire it-sitk-iv

tial communiiv." Cahill sakl

llie new housing laciliu would

potcniiiallv join Svlvan and Orclwrd Hill

logelhei as ihk liirgei ic-sidential area.

Cahill also l1K^1tioncxl lliat sctine ol

the mcK«t impvjrtani. time-consuming

ami costly rerkivatkns are the ones that

caniHrt K- scvn.

"It doesn't scvm very imponant. but

it s very exciting." Cahill said

SonK infrastructure changes include

new tire alann systems ami several

buildings. elevators. landscaping

updates ivai the library and exterior

repairs on Bartleli and tknidell buikl

ings The plans, however, diil raise stmK

questions aKiui the longeviiv of iht'

buildings

Iconic photography examined in talk
By Mh;an Dai kv

l^iLLRi.iAN Staff

An Indiana University professor spoke yes-

terday about the impact of iconic photographs

on a liberal-demcx'ralic society.

John Louis Lucaites gave his talk. "Liberal

Representation and Global Order: The Iconic

Photograph from Tiananmen Square." to

approximately 60 students and profes.sors.

flc was introduced by Professor Stephen

Olbrys, a former student and one of the mem-
bers of the Communication Depaiiment that

brought Lucaites to the University of

Massachusetts.

An iconic pholt)graph. according to

Lucaites. is one that is "widely recognized

across the public culture, is understood to be

a primary representation of historically signif-

icant events, activates a strong emotional

identification or response and are reproduced

across a range of media, genres and topics."

He gave several examples of these photos,

including the picture of the Hag being raised

over Iwo lima, the picture of a girl walking

away from an accidental napalining in

Vietnam and the firemen on 9/11. raising a

flag over debris on Ground Zero.

Another example that lucaites talked

about was the picture of a sailor returning

home from World War II and kissing a nurse

in Times Square. He used this picture to

show how an iconic photograph is often par-

odied and copied because of its fame. He

showed ads that imilaled the style of the icon,

as well as political cartoons and an episode ol

"The Simpsons" that parodied the picture.

The main photograph of lucaites' lecture

was a picture taken in liananmen Square in

China. The picture shows a line of tanks

stopped in front of one. unidentified man.

According to Lucaites. this photograph is

touted as a picture of liberalism, "one man
against the army, an individual who is stand-

ing up against the machinations of a dictator-

ship."

I lowever, the photo has been taken out ol

context. Lucaites said. At Tiananmen Square,

a month-long demonstration was made
against I he communist government in China.

This demonstration of more than a million

Chinese people ended when tanks and sol-

diers attempted lo disperse the crowd, killing

many and injuring a number of protesters.

"The picture was published in western

papers and was used as a symbol of dissent.

The unknown man in a picture was raised lo

the level of a hero "as important as William

Churchill. James |oyce and Albert Einstein."

Lucaites said.

Though this photograph is touted as a pic-

lure of democracy Lucaites said "the political

protests were actually unsuccessful." Instead

ol being ii symbol of what happened in China,

this picture is taken by western cultures lo

portray their own ideals of democracy.

Because of this. Lucaites dcK-sn'l believe

that this picture is so much a democratic pic-

Kerry: Bush should ask

for international help
Hv Numx PicKiiu

/As,<i<ii lATiP Trfss

Professor John Lucaites, from Indiana

Univcrsilv. gave a guest lectuie veslcrday .

lute but a liberal picture. "The man in the

picture is dressed regularly and holding a

shopping bag; he is a consumer." I'his eniph,i

sis on consumerism, Lucaites believes, is a lib

era I trail.

Lucaites concluded his lecture with a ques-

tion and answer session iha l tumcd into a

See PHOTOS on page 2

MIIWAUKKF: (.API \s the

Ikisj) atlininistration and mililan

ctMiinianders considcixil whether

lo send mi.>re troops lo Iraq to deal

with rising violence. neiiK>cial

lohn Kerry said PivsKienl Bush

should ask other count lies for My>.

"I Ix'lieve it is the rote of the

president oi the United Slates to

maxinii/e the ahiliiv U< Ix- success-

lul anil to miniini/c the ciist lo ihc

Anieiican |X\)plc. K>iii linancialK

and in lives, " Kern sjiid Thursday

in Wisconsin.

"Thai's common sense," he

said. "Anil here tixlay. once again.

we aiv asking the question. Why is

the United Slates of America

almost alone in earning this bur-

den and ihe risks which the workl

has a slake in'.'

"

,As KeiiA. the presumed

ncmocralic pivsideniial nominee

s(X)ke, U.S. loices bfiltled Shiite

Muslim militants and Sunni insur-

gents in Iraq. Hie vktience has

claimed nearlv three dozen

\ineiican lives since last weekeml.

and Kerry cited lelevision iniatf^-s

ot blocKlv U.S. soldiers

"I hope- that in the davs alu-.iil

common sense and huniiliiv will

Ivgin to emerge in the approiich of

oui naliim and our jxilicy so that

we do not see month after iiHMith

oi these images and difliiullies."

kerrv said.

Bush campaign spokesman

Steve Scliniidt said Keny should

have s|X)l.en out against those who
are waging violence in lrac| but thai

he chose instead to "plav |Miiiics."

"kihn Keny's political attacks

are not a stiaiegv K> win the war on

terror." Schmiili said

Kcm, a Massiichusctis senator,

said the United States should

engage in a "bold, clear, staillingly

honest" ap|X-al to share llic deci-

sionmaking and ics|xinsihilit\ for

Iraq. "Leadership also ivquires that

we ask the right questions and that

we put lorwaicl ihe right poliiies

lor our country," he said.

Kerry commented on Iraq

belore louling his economic plan at

See KERRY on page 2
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Kerry

lambastes

executive
KERRV from page 1

a town meeting with Wisconsin

Guv. |ini Doyle. The trip was his

first to the battiegnjund state since

winning its presidc*ntial primary in

February.

During a question-and-answer

session with the audience, the

daughter ol 1972 Democratic

presidential nominee George

McGovem. Susan, warned Kerr>

about opposition from independ

ent carxlidate Ralph Nader She

said many in Wisconsin \*ant to

hear "strong statements" against

Bash s foreign policy and environ-

riKfttal record.

"You tell me if this is stamg

enough." Kerry replied. "Cieorge

Bush and the Republicans in

Washington today have run the

most arrogant, inept, reckless and

ideological foreign policy in the

nxxlem history of this country."

Kerry deflected a question

about national security adviser

Condoleezza Rice's testimony

before the 9-! I commission, say-

ing he hoped her appearance "con-

tributed to our finding out what

v^e need to do to protect the secu

rity of our countr>." He said he-

would not comment on individual

testimony before the commi.vsion

ers have finished their report.

Iconism

Louras

Campus P
I

Im J
I

By Samanthf Loura

How do you feel about the

recent SGA controversy?

<. Wr/ **u

* • The re-election

seems silly and a

waste of money. I

voted for Eoin Moore.^^

Cirilia Rose

People swear It's

that serious! ^^
Epi Arias

BDIC major

s I' fi t <) r

BDIC major

C(
What controversy? yy

Dave Cote

* It's a shame that

not that many people

voted in the first place.

I think every voice

should be heard ^^
Josh Feldman

discussed Marketing major

sent <> r

Operations Management major

PHOTOS from pags 1

debate about some of the

points ihat l.ucailes brought

up. One professor thought that

l.ucailes defmiiion of western

ideals was too simple; others

wondered if the photo could

really be considered as iconic

and another argued about the

emotion that goes into a pic

lure.

l.ucaites is an Associate

Professor of the Department of

Communications and Culture

at Indiana University, an
Adjunct Professor of American
Studies and Cultural Studies

and a member of the Poynter

Center for Study of Lihics and

American lostitutions.

' * Boston politics are

being reflected in

UMass politics and It's

all a mess. They need

to get their act togeth-

er^^

Emily Slotnicl(

1 r <
• ; r ?

Philosophy major

<. () p h I) tu I) r c

International Marketing and Film major
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Change

Viour
mind

this summer:

• Get the Gen Ed courses

you need

• Enjoy smaller class sizes

• Keep on track for graduation

• Choose from over 200 courses

and degree programs

• AND take 6 credits or more and
well waive the registration fee!

Watch for our

money-saving coupon
in your mailbox.

umass.edu/contined
413-545-2414

Insurgents threaten to kill Japanese

hostages unless Tokyo withdraws troops
HOSTAGES from page 1

^•unmen for brief periods in the

past — usually in robberies —
,ind Iraqi citizens have been kid-

napped and held for ransom by

>.riminals. Bui this was the first

iimc foreigners have been

snatched for political rcasoos. and

the first such dramatic video ulti-

matum.
The Arabic TV station Al-

jazeera. broadcasting to Iraq arKJ

the rest of tfn: Arab world, aiied

portions of the video of the

Japanese hostages relca.sed by a

Stay,
UMassAmherst
Continuing Education

Where summer is a state of mind.

panda East

mm
%

^Wc bring (^'hlttaloNvn

to you.'

•^oted best Chinese food

by UMass studentsr

*f^'vsHi bar!

*OCc^^^^P ACCEPTED
*^Delivery available!

Fim Chmcm a Jammih Cuwmi

Location: 103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, M.A. 01002

Open Hours:

Fri. & Sat.; 11 30 a.m. -11:00 p.m.

Sun. - Thurs.: 11:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m

Telephone:

(413)256-8923
(413)256-8924

Fax:

(413)253-1173

previously unknown group call-

ing itself the "Mujahedeen
Squadrons." It showed two men
and one woman surrounded by

gunmen wearing black, and

close-ups of the captives' pass

ports.

Al-jazeera editors said the

three were taken hostage in

southern Iraq, where black-clad

Shiite militiamen have been

engaged in an uprising this week.

The exact date of their capture

was not known.

Japanese troops are based out-

side the southern Iraqi city of

Samawah.
Associated Press Television

News obtained a copy of the full

video, in which four masked men
point knives and swords at the

blindfolded captives as they lie on
the floor of a room with concrete

walls.

At one point, a gunman holds

a knife to the throat of one of the

men. whose blindfold has been

removed: his eyes widen in panic

and he struggles to try to get free.

The woman screams and weeps.

Travel is Broadening.

Hop a Bus and Take a Course at

Another Campus Next Fall

For more information about how UMass Amherst students can

register to take a course through Five College Interchange, go to:

University Advising Office, 6 1 4 Goodell

WWW-fivecolleges,edu/for Students

^\)t 0isii^at\)umti Mail^ Collestan
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Friday, April 9, 2004 Editorial@dailycollecian.com

Rice testimony fails to

give any real answers
Natkxial Security advisor Condoieezza Rkx

3f«8terday appeared in front of the panel investigat-

ing the events that led up to Sept. 1 1 The testinio-

ny comes after much debate and criticism from

republicans and democrats alike requesting that

Rice provide public testimony to the commission.

nie room was tilled with panel members and

photographers, all waiting to hear Rice give specif-

k icaaons why the events of 9/11 took place

Unfortunately, no such answei^ were given.

Rice spent neariy three hours in front of a panel

that kx^ed nxne like a tiring squad than a com-

mission, constantly barraging Rice with heated and

compkrx questions .Admitiedlv. Rice harxiled every

question in a calm, unfazed maiwer. even when

"allegations" were of a highl) personalized and

accusatory manner.

But whik: Rice may have exuded a great deal of

pose in her testimony, nothing of substantial value

was said.

Rk;e opened her tcstimon> writh a lengthy

opening statement that more ckieelv resembled a

condensed bistort lesson. Refererwes made to

Nazi Germany aiid the Treaty of Versailles may
have sounded good, but in reality it was a sign of

things to come, as Rice gave ambigixHis and indi-

rect answere for nearly the entire three-hour ses-

sion.

One of the main topics of discussion was an

intelligexKe memo that was pa-sented to President

Bush approKimately otw motith before the *i/\\

attacks occurred The document mentioned

Osama bin Ijtden. al Oaeda and pc^sibk hijack

ings. Despite itjquests to the contrary, the While

House has refu-sed to declassify the nwino

The conversatkMi on the meino. and on most

other topics cowred during the testimony, was pri-

marily ntade up of back-and-forth. "he said-she

said" rhetoric.

"IThe memo! did not warn of attacks inside

the United States." Rice said. "It was historical

information based on oki reporting."

In response. Bob Kerrey, a Democratic com-

misswner, said that the memo iniomKd President

Bush "that the FBI indk:ates patterns of suspkious

activity in the United States consistent with prepa-

rations for hijacking.'

While she was exitirtg the hearing room. Rk:e

shook the hands of family members who \ost

k)ved ones back on 9/ 1 1 . and even hugged a few

as well. Some, however, i^used to be consokxi by

Rice, and could be seen shaking their heads as

Rice's testinKxiy was being read.

If any of those in attendaiwe wlto lost family

ntembers on the day of the attacks were looking

for an apok>gy from Rice, they were disappointed.

Rice gave no such apology, which is in contrast to

former White House counterterrorism adviser

Richard Clarke Clarke apologized several times

during an appearance two weeks ago.

Apologies atxl confessions were not on Rk:e's

agenda. Instead, she dodged direct questions, tip-

toed around the issues, and did exactly what she

needed to do to prevent herself. President Bush

and others in charge of kxiking guilty.

Pert»aps there was no "silver bullet," as Rice

sakl. that coukl have prevented the 9/1 1 attacks

from happening. And certainly Rice, or anyone

else at the White House couldnt have "moved

heaven and Lanh" to eliminate the terrorist

threat However, that doe>n't mean the American

public does not have a nght to know exactly what

happened leading up to the 9/ 1 1 tragedy.

Lrtiigned ediioriali represent the mafonty

opimun of the MasMOchusetts Daily Colleguin edi-

tonal Board

..jkr.,y^jef^^:t:

Remembering the outback
For a little over lour months I

have been putting off organizing

the heaping mass of photographs

from my five month."- abroad in

Australia. As I begin the long and

arduous task of organiz

ing 32 rolls of film. 1 \.A^,....

can't help but reminisce. """'"'"'

I can't help but think
""^"^

about what I was doing at this mkJ

semester point hall a year ago

wfien I went on a much different

spring break trip than this March's

jaunt to Minnesota.

I was booked with Cape Trib

Connections (short for Cape

Tribulation, the Australian rain for-

est) to go on a three-day outback

safari into the lava tubes, gold min-

ing, and then onto the tableland

areas of northeastern Australia's

interior. Like my trip to Minnesota

to visit friends from my semester

abroad, my Australian spring break

in October was my chance to get

awav from the monotony of daily

life."

The uniformity was beginning

to gnaw at my sanity

But my bag was so heavy.

No. I can't just call it heavy. It

was a three-foot tall hulking mass

of my life zippered in a backpack-

er's holy grail of a bag. So much for

getting away when I brought every

worldly possession with me.

I moved in slow motion while

the rest of the world looked on in

awe as I lugged my bag the 1 2 feci

from the hastel front desk to the

four-wheel drive land rover

minibus. With arms of rubber. I

strained to heave it onto the olive

green trailer.

Heath, our driver and senior

guide, introduced himself like a 1
3-

year old boy in a symphony of

voice squeaks and pitch changes.

The other guide, Dan. bellowed his

introduction in an Australian

accent thick enough to require sub

titles.

Then all of the passengers had a

turn to tell their story. "State your

name. age. and occupation." Dan

Bossi

said while smiling at his witticism.

There were the two Belgian

guys. Renalto aixi Ttcry Renalto

had a goatee that was an act of

God. a perfect equilateral mangle.

Eiach comer appeared to

be an exact bO-dcgree

angle. I caught myself star-"^^
ing at this marvelous geo-

metric accomplishment growing

on his face while fonnulaiing grand

schenK-s of how I could sneak up to

him with a protractor to determine

the precise angk-s in which his

stubble grew.

Mv turn.

We had said good-

bye to the past

paved road we
would see for three

days. It didni take

long for my back to

stiffen and my
knees to bruise

from jostling

against the "seat"

in front of me.

"Hi." 1 said. "I'm the token

American femak.- who over packed.

Please spare me from your blonde

jokes."

Then there were the two

F^nglish chaps. Allister and Martin,

fondly nicknamed "the pomes."

"'Pome' 111 explain for the dumb
Americans on board," Allister

playfully said as he winked my
way. "is pronounced POM-eee and

stands for prisoners of mother

Kngland."

Then Martin introduced him-

self. He said he was a computer

programmer, but I think he really

meant to say he was a pervert.

Martin was just reaching the

Combating alcohol culture
As a student member of the

Chancellor's Alcohol Task Force.

I came to realize during my par-

ticipation in this diverse body of

educators, students,

health care providers.
»nilf«i«

mental health specialists.
'^""'°"

police and administra- ^~"^"~

tors was that nothing we were

doing was in any way geared

towards diminishing student

rights. What we came to recog-

nize as a group was that this uni-

versity has a problem, a big one,

with alcohol.

We realized that alcohol has

created a culture at this universi-

ty: it has created a myth that any-

thing fun has to involve alcohol in

some way. that to be cool you

have to be willing to consume
alcohol. This myth is dangerous,

and often leads to illegal and

counterproductive activities that

can only harm and not help the

students involved.

To imply that the task force

acted to diminish student rights

would speak falsely and offer the

worst kind of insult to a group of

people, including myself aiKl the

other student members, that only

has the best interests of the stu-

dent body in mind it is the safety

and security of the population at

UMass that we are trying to

address.

The task force itself was a

diverse campus cross section,

including students from the

beginning of the process to the

end from both inside artd oulskJe

the Student Government
Association Each member was

given an equal opportunity to be

part of every discussion and every

meeting. Every voke was heard

equally.

As a student, my recommen-

dations and kleas were perhaps

even more important to the

group, my opinion was frequently

asked for. and I was a full mem-
ber of the team that drafted the

final report for presentation to

the Chancellor The group was

independent of the administra-

tion and no one was getting paid

to be there We conducted our

own lengthy research in a number

of different relevant areas and

after more than a year of careful

consideration proposed, inde-

pendently, rixommendatkms that

we felt as a group would begin to

address the negative issues of the

alcohol culture at this university

To say that student interests or

opinions were not asked

for or represented in the

task force is an outright
"^^^

lie. Beyond the three of

us that were part of the group

itself, students were both the pri-

mary subjects and primary

administrators of many of the

surveys conducted and reviewed

by the task force and minutes of

every meeting were delivered to

the president of the student sen-

ate.

It is a shame that only the

aspects of the final document that

could be spun negatively were

shared with the students of the

university Defeating recommen-

K is a terrible

tragedy and affront

to the spirit of this

project that., such

a one-sided version

of ttie complete pic-

ture has been

shared Mrith the

student body.

dations of the report became
nothing more than campaign

promises of SGA members who
are catering lo the flawed culture

as it is instead of striving to

change it and truly improve stu

dent's lives here at UMass The

SCA shoukl be working to open

discussk>ns of this issue to every-

one, to create more alcohol free

programming, to lead the charge

to free our university from its

often publicly embarrassing

dependence on drinking and par-

tying This woukJ be an example

of true leadership instead of lead-

ers choosing to follow an old and

tired example

It is a terrible tragedy arul an

affront to the spirit of this project

that while the task foree strug-

gled to be diverse and represent

all aspects of campus populations

a]ually. such a one-sided version

of the complete picture has been

shared with the student body.

With the picture so murky and

misrepresentation so rampant is a

lot easier to see why the whole

project has been misunderstood.

Never once was I asked by any

student organization or for that

matter anyone outside the task

force about my role in the task

force. Odd when you consider

how big an issue student repre-

sentation in such groups has

become.

I am not that hard to locate:

my name was tigured prominent-

ly on the front page of the docu-

ment publicly submitted to the

chancellor. I can only coiKlude

that the reason for this omission

is simply that no one wanted to

find out the whole truth. In this

action the only thing that we are

being true to is the culture that

the task force is trying to combat,

simply dismissing or ignoring a

problem that so clearly exists.

Ladies and gentlemen of

UMass. let me point out lo you

that the best way oi keeping the

very rights that you cherish is by

exercising them, by considering

an issue in its entirety, opening it

up for debate amongst an educat-

ed body and as a result making an

educated decision on the subject.

Conllict and discussion are an

important part of any project

such as this Equally, so is truth.

My panners and I on the task

force considered, discussed, dis-

missed, consolidated, wrote and

rewrote the recommendations.

Each was carefully structured

specifically to target the campus
alcohol problem, not students'

rights We believe with tfiese rec-

ommendations that we can truly

start to address the problem but

we all participated in this endeav-

or knowing full well that we are

not the be all end all

I as a student and a member of

the task force challenge the

remainder of the UMass popula-

tion to take what we have started

and to talk about ii. discuss it.

learn the whole truth, admit that

a problem exists and do what you

can to fix it Don't kri a persistent

culture steer your perspective

without first opening your miiwi

Andreu- Tihhs n a L Mass
stttdent.

beginning stages of what I predict

to be a long and arduous mid-life

crisis. He was constantly trying to

hold conversations with my
breasts. Numerous times he tritxl

to prove to him.self that he still had

game, that women wanted him.

and most importantly that he cer-

tainly was not a middle-aged bald-

ing man with transparent skin and

squat hands with Twinkles for fin-

gers.

After the introductions. I

climbed into the dusty bus and sat

down on the slab of steel covered

in worn brown leather called a

"seat." We were instantly enemies.

This "seat" was to bear the imprint

of my behind by the end of the

three-day safari.

Shortly after boarding the bus.

we had said goodbye to the last

paved road we would see for three

days. It didn't take long for my
back to stiffen and my knees to

bruise from jostling against the

"seat" in front of me. My porthole

of a window let the dust from the

road billow into my eyes and up

my nostrils. The radio fought hard

to play Bruce Springsteen over the

noise of the truck driving over the

bumpy dirt path.

That day. the sun was shining at

a blistering 96 degrees. The air

was as dry as an asthmatic's cough.

It was perfect.

This is just what I wanted — a

total getaway from the monotony

and luxuries of daily life The wind

was in my hair. I had sweat on my
brow and dirt under my finger-

nails. There wasn't a toilet for a

hundred miles. I was in the middle

of nowhere with seven strangers

from around the globe driving a

roundtrip total of 1.000 miles

through bush (ires, rainforest.

dried up waterways, and outback

all while towing a pack heavy

enough to be concealing a human
carcass.

And I loved every second of it.

Adricnne Bossi is a Colkfijian

columnist.

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR
UNHEALTHY
AGGRESSION

VWeare wntmg m response to the

article by Thomas Naughton.

Amenta's New War Front" pub-

hshedonApm? The artide caught our

attention because the Mte suggested to

us that It wouM be meaningluly con-

nected to current Kwxid events

However, we almost immediately real-

ized it was not

Naughton s fight seems to be with

his own unhealthy behaviors, attitudes

and pretudices White Naughton admits

that he s an exercise addict he is far

from bemg a healthy exampte for aspir

mg exercisers His obsessive running

schedute and the resulting negative

physical effects on his body (tor exam-

pte. vomiting on a regular basis) shoukl

not be looked to as bemg a model (or

anyone

Naughton implies that he is a

knowtedgeabte exerciser who is abte to

critique his (eltow athtetes' gym habits,

yet It IS ctear that Naughton himself

should consider getting a personal

trainer White he repeatedly states that

(he women who attend his gym do not

know how to conectty use the gym

equipment (specifically the elliptical

machine which appears to be the cen-

ter of Naughton s world) he does not

seem to want to broaden his honzons

beyond this Illustrious elliptical

machine. This Ignorance about appro-

pnate and healthy training puts

Naughton in the same category as

those gym-goers wrfiom he despises

Intrigulngly enough, the majority of

Naughton s insults are directed at

women. The only two sections of the

(emate population Naughton seems to

recognize are the baby-weight

women [who] are mad as hell" and

the ekterly women who are racist and

"strange and ternble " Naughton

makes no mention of w^wther or not

the 'orange-skinned girl|s] o(

Southwest or a soronty' are seen at the

gym This comptete disregard for

female aMetes s untar. sexist, and

just inoonect.

Naughton may have intended this

articte to be an amusng commentary

on the state o( today's gyms, however

his aexlBt and ageiet aBNudes pemie-

ate Vie artde and tnite K intpoaatilf

(or many peopte to see any humor m it

The authors of the tetter hope that

Thomas Naughton e abte to devekip a

more healthy retatnnshtp with exercee

and quell he vioteni and discnmnatory

tendenaes

Andrea Ponte and Maggie Moran

UMass students

FOOLISH EDITORIALS

After reading a delightfully humor-

ous arlKte on the April 1 . 1 came to real-

ize ttiat I had passed the section o( The

Massachusetts Daily Cdtegian dedicat-

ed to parody and was then reading a

comptetely senous piece by the cam-

pus propagandist. Gilad Skolnck.

In "A most unnatural logic.

"

Skolntck seems to deter to the reason-

ing of Member Knesset — Israel's par

lament Zeev Boim - who believes

that vwtence Is inherent in Patestinian

blood The cojx of his articte suggests

that the Patestinian peopte, like others

who have dealt with long bouts of

oppression, shoukl shut up and take

their Israeli -imposed suffering like

those who are exceedingly ignored by

the world community After all. If the

Patestinian peopte made no issue, vio-

tent Of peaceful, of Israeli actions, than

Gllad and organizations like the Anti-

Defamation League could appear to

have tegltimate claims about Israel's

benignity

Something that he did torget to

merKun, however, s that thoae otter

potiulalions are not exactly halmatk

exanifitos of auxeaB n tiet eNnto to

attain autonomy, nor do tiey hne to

deal with Anel Sharon — that portly

and lovabte (ascet character who takes

pnde in executing a wheelchair bound

apiiitual teader (amily and (nends after

prayer, the same Hamas teader who

was appretiended m the past by a

much less drastic procedure

Of course. I agree that any

instances like he mecharactenzed

nightclub anecdote are deplorabte,

and, yes. I think that sucide bombings

are an improper response to attxtrary

mesite attacks and apotogies (or me-

taken assassinations but takmg it on

the chin IS kmd o( a bummer too.

ShouU the Patestinians return to the

wonderfuHy peaceful days o( increased

Israeli setttement building'' Their voice

was about as loud as a wheper then

White they progressively tost mae and

mae o( their homeland they were fur-

ther marginalized dnd Israeli settte-

ments kept expanding

Sure it wouW be nice to see peace,

but It can't be a one-sided endeavor

Suicide bombers will protJaWy continue

to selt -detonate so long as preceon

Israeli munitions take Patestinian chil-

dren to their graves So white Gilad

reels over possibte explanations why

the Kurds, Tibetans and Igbo-Biafrans

do not btow themselves up against

their respective enemies (who. inciden-

tally, were all living in similar regions at

the beginning a( their conflicts), per-

haps peopte with a more mature and

ostensibly tess racist agenda will ven-

ture to determine how Patestinians and

Israelis can stop responding to each

other with such devastating attacks.

Ramzi Kanazi

UMass senor
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'Fight Night' gives Greenwood, Sigur Ros go to the movies
boxing games a

fighting chance

By Nick Romanow
Ca>lu:c.ian Staff

^5

Press Start

to Ray

Reid Oavenpoft

Since "Mike Tyson's Punch-

Out" there has not been a boxing

game that gamers that aren't

even boxing fans would enjoy.

There have been plenty of

attempts at creating a decent

boxing game, but most have only

been sub par. EAs "Fight Night

2U04* is a boxing game that

almost breaks this long wait for a

boxing game everyone can enjoy.

'Fight Night" is probably the

most detailed boxing game in a

long time. The graphics are real-

ly nice and like in most EA games, the graphics

add a realistic quality to the game. Your boxer will

move, punch and take hits just like in a real box-

ing match.

The difficulty is very high for a game that has

been advertised enough for even non-boxing fans

to want to give it a shot. Don't expect to be able to

dive right into career mode and blast away oppo-

nents, as it is quite difficuli to learn the controls.

You also won't be doing any button mashing like

in other boxing games You will use one analog-

stick to move your fighter while using the other

one to punch. Landing good punches to take out

your opponent will be very difficult until you've

played the game about 20 times.

just like other EA games. "Fight Night" has a

lew unlockable features to use when you create a

new boxer Things like different trunks, gloves and

mouth guards are available to purchase with

money you earn from fights. Among the more
interesting features that you can use to create a

boxer are the opportunities to select entrance

music, headgear, tattoos and

even girls to follow your boxer

to the ring.

The 'crealc-a-boxer' option is

very detailed and goes by the

looks most boxers have Despite

the lack of hairstyles, you can

stilt create a boxer that either

resembles yourself, or that TA
that gave you a bad grade and

extract some virtual aggression

It definitely adds more to the

game besides using the all-star

boxers over and over again.

The game includes Lennox Lewis. Evander

Holyfield. |oe Frazier. Sonny Lislon and
Muhammad Ali. All of these guys are listed m the

game during their prime years and can help you

deliver some interesting matches The game cre-

ates each uf these boxers' images in the ring very

well. Muhammad still floats around the ring as

Molyfield pounds away the competition.

Overall "Fight Night 2004" delivers good
graphics and a very realistic gaming experience.

Yet it fails to live up to the hype, as you will find

yourself quickly frustrated that you can't win any

matches when entering career mode. This is defi-

nitely a game for a boxing gamer or someone who
doesn't mind being patient and learning how to

play. "Fight Night 2004" is currently available at

your local retailer.

Reid Davenport is a Collegian culumnisl.
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In the years since "OK
Computer" was released in 1997

Radiohead has garnered immense

critical praise for being daring and

innovative. There has also, pre-

dictably, been a backlash, by people

who just don't get

it." those who are

just inclined to go

against the grain of

popular opinion,

those who are sim-

ply bitter, and

those that just

aren't fans of what

Radiohead s been

doing. Granted,

not everyone is going to agree on

music: one doesn't even have to

search that hard to find someone
who really hates The Beatles or

Nirvana, so finding that a large

number of people dislike Radiohead

shouldn't be a shock. These people

like to pull out terms like 'self-

indulgent' and weird just for the

sake of being weird '

If so many
people are so troubled by

Radiohead s quirks and peculiarities

then it's unimaginable what they

will think of the new album from

lonny Greenwood, the band's lead

guitarist and multi-instrumentalist.

Greenwood is the first member
of Radiohead to step out with a

solo album, which he has con-

structed as the soundtrack for the

film "Bodysong" The film, not yet

released in the US, purports to

show the entire range of human life

- from birth to death, focusing on
different themes and experiences of

life - and Greenwood's score is

equally all over the map "Peartree"

is an ambient droner. "Splitter" is

"24 Hour Charleston", which fea

tures the only guest-spot from a

Radiohead member (jonny 's broth

er and the band's bassist Colin),

has a cutup laptop drum beat that

slithers along a slightly jazzy back-

drop.

ilie disc starts off promisingly

enough with "Moon Trills" which,

with its' funereal piano and hauni

ing background noises grabs atten-

tion, almost promising a buildup.

There is no follow through on the

promise though, the song simply

fades away, and that is essentially

the problem with the disc. A lot of

the songs meander, if they even go

anywhere, and the album feels

much more suited to playing along

as background then working as an

isolated piece. Certainly

"Bodysong" is challenging and.

with so much dull, straightforward

music in the world, one certainly

has to respect Greenwood's effort

and talent, not to mention the cre-

ativity Unfortunately, it seems,

sometimes effort, talent, and cre-

ativity simply aren't enough
Radiohead is a great band, with a

myriad of stun-

ning song--

because they arc-

able to harness all

that skill and
intelligence and
make music that

hits the listener

deeply. "Bodysong" is a testament to

Greenwood's brain and his adepi-

ness at not only his instrument, but

also many different facets of muMc
and art. yet is not gripping listening.

That isn't, to be clear, to say that

the disc is seif-irtdulgent.' nor is it

weird for the sake of being weird
'

The disc is unconventional, at least

by the standards of pop music.

R^tdiohead's Jt>nny Greenwood !»tcp» out on his own with **B*>d\M>nt;."

Thr album i» the soundtntck for the Him uf the same name.

are influenced by one another; they

both have gained popularity while

remaining fairly left-field though

Sigur Ros. being even more uncon-

Sigur Ros

Ba'S'riKi

an homage to old-school jazz, and even perhaps by Radiohead stan-

dards, but it does not try too hard

to be different. The problem is that

"Bodysong" at first appears to be a

beautiful mystery, a completely dif-

ferent world then most Radiohead

fans arc used to, but in the end the

exploration doesn't quite seem
worth the lime. "Bodysong" is not

bad by any means and most
Radiohead die-hards will pick it up
no matter what The disc is certain-

ly worth a spin and can serve as a

very interesting listen, or very nice

background noise, but "Bodysong"

is not an album most listeners will

find themselves reaching for ver\

often.

Sigur Ros. the Icelandic band

that has become nothing short of a

sensation, has a good amount in

common with Radiohead. They are

friend* and peers; they both share

manv of the same influences and

veniional. has gained less.

The band. who>ic 2002 album
"( )" was their breakthrough sue

cess, has another thing in common
with Radiohead: Last year they

both agreed to compose music for

Merce Cunningham's ballet "Split

Sides" The diflerence is that Sigur

Ros is the only one of the two to

commercially release their compo
siiions The piece, tilled "Ba Ba Ti

Ki Di Do* flows as one movement
but comes separated into three

tracks titled "Ba Ba". "Ti Ki". and

"Di IX>-

"Ba Ba" sets the stage very nice-

In by establishing an atmosphere

8m WtlR KOS on

Icelandic band Sigur Ros venture* into the world of film, releasing their score to the ballet

chance to explore a new lound.

"Split Sides." The album. "Ba Ba Ti Ki Di Do." gives the group

Antibalas Afrobeat

come to the Valley

For The Penfifteen Club size doesn't matter
By Nick Romanow

( x)LL£(.iAN Staff

' >ffi.STHA(JlM

Brooklyn-ba.sed Antibalas Afrobeat Orchestra will bring their

unique sound to Pearl Street tommorrow at 8:30 p.m.

If rhythm were royalty. Antibalas would be kings, presiding over the

vast musical land.scape before them. They would travel the world,

assembling an army of beats beneath their empire of sound.

Unfortunately, that is not the case. It seems that

pop stars are royalty these days, and the majesty of the

massive groove has all but been sidelined in lieu of

pretty faces and bawdy dance maneuvers.

Brooklyn's Antibalas Afrobeat Orchestra

(Antibalas is Spanish for "bulletproori will operate

instead as the Robin Hood of funk: crushing the pop

world one dance floor at a lime, delivering hypnotic

grooves to the underprivileged.

And you can pick up your share at Pearl Street,

tomorrow night. In fact, you can be the first kid on

your block to cash in on the ensemble's sexy horn

lines, lames Brown guitar licks and chunky beats.

Antibalas. a New York cooperative comprised of

1 1 core members, formed in 1997, the brainchild of saxophonist Martin

Pcma (he plays baritone in the band). Since its first gig in Harlem some

six years ago, the group has appeared on record with Medeski, Martin

and Wood and shared the stage with Trey Anastasio and lames Brown.

But Antibalas never was any good at sharing; when they step on stage,

they make that space their own. The group throws down a potent brew

of dub. jazz and funk music known as afrobeat. a style pioneered by the

late, great Fela Kuti (Nigeria's answer to Bob Marley). When Fela passed

on in 1997. another link on the endless chain of AIDS casualties, the

torch was passed. Pema and his Afrobeat Orchestra were pleased to

receive.

So don't be left out in the cold tomorrow night, when that torch is lit

once more at PeaH Street. When Antibalas came to visit last semester,

they cau.sed a buzz that lasted weeks. Tickets are $12.50 in advance.

$1 5.00 at the door. The afrobeat kicks in at 8:30 p.m.

— Bradley Farberman

The "Hang Down EP" from the fresh

California quartet The Penfifteen Club
(Penfifteen would be abbreviated as

PEN I 5; get it?) does everything a good EP
should do: The disc is brief, perhaps too

brief, and it rushes in with a nonstop flur-

ry of sunny pop-rock. It pummels the lis-

tener with hooks, melodies and intelli-

gence. It whets the appetite for the eventu-

al full-length release.

The band, lead by Luke Tiemey. the for-

mer front man of the overlooked Silverjet

(whose album "Pull Me Up ... Drag Me
Down" should be immediately .sought out

by any fans of smart indie-pop), is best

known for the track "Hey Ms. Hilton"

which, since being featured on Fox's Paris

Hilton reality show "The Simple Life." has

begun to pick up a bit of steam.

"Hang Down" proves that The
Penfifteen Club is anything but a novelty

act; the entire disc is radio-ready in (he

best of ways. "Hey Ms. Hilton" is immedi-

ately infectious, practically daring you not

to sing along by the end of the song, which

pays tribute to the blonde hotel heir. After

just one listen you will no longer associate

Paris Hilton with internet sex tapes, but

with crunching guitar riffs, catchy

melodies and a thumping kick drum, pro-

vided courtesy of George Pendergasl. who.

with bassist Misha Feldmann. make up the

bartd's very tight rhythm section.

In an ideal world where sharp pop rock

still had a place on the radio the track

"Play Dead" would be a number one single,

with a chorus. "If you want I'll roll over

and beg / I'll play dead for you," that will

resonate perfectly with anyone who's ever

been devoted to a bad relationship. "Party

Favor," a (ale about a love-starved girl,

takes a slightly darker tone while "Disco

Motherf**ker" is definitely the most exper-

imental track on the EP: it's certainly not

the best song but with its vocal effects and

dance fioor ready beat, it proves the band
is ready to experiment.

"The High Low-Class" is possibly the

disc's best track. It's a fast-paced adrena-

line rush and even though Tiemey has

tongue firmly in check when he sings "I

like a car when the stereo blasts / Live like

a pop star hope I don't crash" you'll be

hard pressed not to roll the windows down
and hit the gas. Tierneys lyrics depict him
as the type of guy who equally loves

Pavement and The Beach Boys, the Beatles

and Sonic Youth (he name-dropped
Thurston Moore in a song on Silverjet s

album).

Of course there are a

lew. albeit very minor.

complaints about the

"Hang Down EP" While H

is an EP. it is so short

(clocking in at about 15

minutes) that the listener

is bound to be begging for

more. Sure, the point of

the EP is set people up for

(he full-length one. but

one can't help but ask for a couple more
songs, although the five that are present on

the disc are certainly addictive enough.

The

Penfifteen

Club

'Hang

DomtP'

Bin Om five

The only other real problem is availability,

which isn't really something the band can

control. For the time being the disc is only

being sold through the Penfifteen Club's

website, www.thepenfifleenclub.com; it's a

slight hassle but the disc makes it well

worth the trouble.

The Penfifteen Club, much like Silverjet

once did. combines indie sensibilities with

the catchincss and instant enjoyability of

pop while still maintaining an original

voice. So many bands try too hard to avoid

sounding like pop music, making for

strained and boring 'experimental' music,

while others try far too hard to make their

music accessible and radio-friendly. In a

world of dumbed-down rock music, made
to the ideals of a Top 40 programmer. The
Penfifteen Club provides some much need-

ed smartened-up pop-rock that is sure to

be a great soundtrack to many summer
nights; windows down, stereo blasting.

People in

the news

Thorton

Billy Bob: Father to be
LOS ANGELES (AP)

— Billy Bob Thornton is

going to be a father —
again.

The 48-year-okl actor,

already celebrating this

weekerKl's debut of his lat-

est film. "The Alamo,"

announced Thursday that

he and girlfriend, Connie

Angland, are expecting a

chiki thU fall.

"The due date is set for sometime in

October," Thornton publicist Arnold
Robin-son said.

Angland, 39, doesn't work in the enter-

tainment business There were no other

details about the couple.

Thornton, who has three chiklren from

twv previous marriages, divorced actress

Angelina Mie in Mas 2003.

Thornton plays Davy Crockett in "The

Alamo." which also stars |ason Patric and

Dennis Quaid. Hb other films irwlude "Sling

Blade" and "A Simple Plan."

The next 'X-Files'

LOS ANGELES (AP)
— David Duchovny
expects that Mulder and

Scully will ride again oik

day

Duchovny said a second

big-screen installment of

"The X-Rk»" rxrmains in

the works. Though he

doesn't know the plot.

Duchovny said "X-Files"

Chris Carter has signed otT im ilx-

story premise.

i "I'm dying to hear it." the 4>>i.-ur-uiij

$, actor tokl The Associated Press in an inter

t view for his new movie "Connie and Carla."

g starring Nia Vardalos and Toiii Coilette.

^ which opeiw April 16. "So now it's just a mal-

I ler of making sure everybody can get togeth-

t er at the same time and do it."

p Duchovny starred at alien hunting FBI

i agent Mukler for seven full M»ison> of 'The

X-Files," worked
part-time for an

eighth season and

returned for the

series tinale at the

end of season nine.

He and co-star

Gillian Anderson,

who played

Mulder's skeptical partner, Scully, also starred

in the 1998 movie version of "The X-Files."

"I'm at the point where 1 finally miss it,"

Duchovny said. "I wanted the grind to end,

but I never wanted the show just to end. And
I'd always had this fantasy and hope that it

would be a movie fraiKhise. Hopefully, this

second movie will give it a foundation as

such."

A royal lawsuit

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)
— A colk^ student has

sued F*rince and his body-

guard for alle^^ily assault-

ing him after he took a pic-

ture of the rock star get-

ting off a flight at

Minneapolis-St. Paul

International Airport.

Anthony Fitzgerald of

Edina tiled the lawsuit

Hennepin Counts Districtin

Duchovny

Wednesday
Court.

It states that Prince'^ bodyguard, identified

only as "Trevor," lunged at FitzgerakJ on Dec.

29 "in an aggressive, threatening manner."

then grabbed his digital canK-ra. leaving him

"stunned and humiliated
'

The lawsuit alk-ge> as.sault and battery.

kx(s o( the canK-ra and intentiofuil infliction

of emotional distress that left Fitzgerald anx-

ious and unable to <>Wep.

tldiiu attorney Frank Berman said the

lawsuit, dated |an 14. vsa> tiled NSednodav

because PrirKe's "peopk" s^oukln't accept a

copy of it. Fitzgerakl is asking the court for

irutructions on how to serve him with it.

Rofviie Lippin. a PriiKC spokeswoman.

toU the Star Tribune >hi- wasn't tamiliar with

the lawsuit.

Tenn. has Doll/s support

NASHVILLE. Tenn. ( APt ~ l\A\y Panon

vkJ Isaac Hayes will appear in a new scries of

stale toun>ni ads that beckon visitors with

the slogan: "Tennessee, the stage Ls set for

you!"

Gov. Phil Bredescn announced (he lelevi

sbn, radio and print campaign Wednesday

during a luncheon for tourism industry pro-

fessionals.

Parton. who built the Dollywood theme

park near her mountain hometown of

Sevierville, invites tourists to make Tennessee

their stage for family fun. thrills, relaxation,

celebration, discovery and romance.

"lust remember Tennessee is great for

more than musk;. The stage is set for you,

honey, come play on it." she says during an ad

previewed to members of the Tennessee

Tourism Roundtable.

"I'm doing this because I love Tennessee

- I'm a Tennessee girl." Parton said in a

video introducing the campaign "I mean,

there's nothing we can't do in Tennessee. The
stage is set for everything."

Singer-songwriter Hayes, a Memphis
native who serves as the voice ot Chef on

"South Park." filmed the second ad Monday
at the Stax Museum of American Soul Music.

Books by Beckham

LONIX)N (AP) — A
book about punctuation,

an unlikely best selkrr in

an> year, won the top

prize Wediwsday at the

British Book Awards cere-

monies.

"Flats, Shoots &
Leaves," a lightheaned

kiok at the pittulK of apos-

trophes aruJ rampant

commas, won the book of the year award for

author LsTtne Truss.

.Akfxandei McCall Smith, author ot a series of

popular hooks about the "No. I Ladies'

Detective Agerwy." was nanKxl author of the

year.

The British Book Awards atv nominated

and judged by a panel of 400 publishers,

wholesaler* and book.selkrs. together with a

lekrptxMV vole truni the public The awards

usually rellect popular public taste rather than

critk-s' views.

"The Curious Incklenl of the Dog in the

Night-TinK"" picked up nwre awards for

nilhur Mark Haddon — chikla-n's book of

the year and the tilerary fkikxi award. The

book already had won the \K hitbread award.

Monica Ali won newcomer o( the year for

her debut novel, "Brick Lane."

Soccer mej^ur ftevid Beckham won a

special prize tor the scale of success of his

ghostwritten autobiography. "My Side " The

book sokl 103.000 copies in its lirsi week and

has soM more than I million copies so far

Indie rockers enter

uncharted territory
SMUR not fnxn page 4

while gliding along. This track

leads directly into "Ti Ki"

which maintains the dreamlike

quality but quickly starts to

wear a little thin. "Ti Ki" and,

to a lesser extent, "Ba Ba" lack

the power and emotion that

Sigur Ros is usually able to

convey. The set really proves its

worth in the stunning climax

"Di Do". The track features the

only vocals of the set, a cut up,

unidentifiable and undistin-

guishable sample. Behind it a

haunting bee noise set to dis-

turb the lull the listener is

probably in. The entire track

builds and the vocals get loud-

er and louder, becoming a

rhythmical instrument. Shortly

thereafter, the entire track

devolves into wreckage;

squeaks and feedback are

Beckham

everywhere and it seems like

the entire world is crashing

down. "Ba Ba" and "Ti Ki" set

a mood and "Di Do" rushes

into the scene and completely

destroys it, leaving nothing but

debris around the listener's ear.

This is the power of Sigur Rot.

"Ba Ba ..." does not reach

the heights of "( )" or the

band's 2001 album "Agaetis

Byrjun", but perhaps it's not

supposed to. The piece is cer-

tainly a very nice addition to

someone's Sigur Ros collection

but most fans will not find

themselves listening to it nearly

as often as the band's full-

lengths. Newcomers would be

better off getting "( )" or

"Agaetis Byrjun" then jumping
straight into "Ba Ba .

." which
is still very good but doesn't

reach the peaks that Sigur Ros
normally ascends to.

Ml'-l M.«\A'Nl I'M

Sigur Ro«' "Ba Ba Ti Ki Di Do" (left) and Jtmny Grrenwood's

'Bodv<Minf;«" Kivr thntc musicians j chaiwr to oprr^d thrre winip.

Guns become a 'peace' of Cambo(dian Art

The Penfifteen Club's new release "Hang Down EP" is short but sweet. Among the tracks

on the EP is "Hey Miss Hilton," played on the Fox reality show "The Simple Life."

Bv MlRANl>A LHTMN«.«Jl
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PHNOM PENH. Cambodia
(AP) — The sparks are flying and

the metal cutting iiuKhines

whirring in a workshop where

ruity gurvs lie strvwn on the floor.

Arourxl the sculptms — wfxj cut.

bang and bend the buttered AK 47

and M-16 assault nfles — otand

life-size hotws, birds, an ekrphant

and crabs, as well as a functioning

bic-yck:: works of art they've crafted

from the remnants of 30 years of

conflict that wreaked havot. on

Cambodia.

At the Peace of Art Project

Cambodia studio, 23 university an

students are kerning how to trans

form weapons of war into mes

•apes of peace.

"To help pronxHe a weapon-

free society is one of the main aims,

just to try aiKl get it into the

Cambodian mentality that actually

guns aren't the answer to every

thing. AikI this is a way" says

Sasha Constable, a British artist

who runs the project.

In Cambodia, civilians own
500.000 to I million handguns and

military rifles — contributing to

widespread public fear, according

to a report issued last fall by the

human rights groups Amnesty

Intematiorval and Oxfam.

Many of the arms arc left over

from thie Vietnam War and three

decades of civil war. which also left

behind unexpkxled bombs, land

mines and other ordnance. In the

mid-1970s, Cambodians suffered

from the Khmer Rouge regime,

one of the most brutal in modem
times.

Since the government started

collecting weapons from

Cambodians in 1999. it has

destroyed about 1 20.000 either by

crushing or burning.

The sculptors obtained nearly

900 destroyed guns from the gov-

ernment, and a British mine

removal group also donated

weapons and spent ammunition.

The work isn't easy Some students

say the guns' hardened metal is not

easy to forge or weld into a sculp-

ture, or cut into a desired shape.

Rust-covered guns have been

peeled apart to get at smaller pieces

— triggers used as hand brakes for

a bicycle, rifle barrels for animal

legs.

The students also plan to try

their hand at turning guns into fur-

niture.

"Although the weapons haven't

tost their significance ... it has just

become a material for making a

beautiful object." says Constable, a

descendant of |ohn Constable, the

19th century English land.scape

painter.

For some students, the guns arc

meant to retain (heir meaning.

One of Toun Thomeakea's

sculptures depicts a woman who

has lost a leg to conflict and is hold-

ing a child. A rifle balanced on her

shoulder symbolizes the burden of

weapons on humankind, the 24-

ycar-oU artbl says.

"WTten I WK young. I hated

guns a tot becau.se I experieiKed a

lot of people getting kilk-d in the

VK>leiK'e. i-specially war." he says

"That is why I want to turn all the

weapons in this workshop into

sculptures to contribute to the

awarenevN of peace."

Sophon Samkhan's praying

mantis, a towering work made
frum about 50 guns that siand«

about 7 feet high and is iix>re than

7 feet tong. shows the insect break

ing a gun in half

"Biefore. I wanted to make a

sculpture of a man hokling a gun

and breaking it. Later on. I thought

that it's not only people that don't

like war ... animals don't either." he

says.

The project is not the fir«>t of its

kind Arti.Ms have crafted sculp-

tures out of weapons from

.Mozambique and two Canadian

anistt ciealed a sculpture made of

moir than 7.0UU guns and car-

tridges donated by police and

annics worklwkJe.

The Camlxjdian pruje<.t. which

began in November, has about

$55,000 in funding from the

European Unicin>i weapons collec-

tion program, actrevses Angelina

k>lie and Emma Thompscm. and

Australia's Griffith University.

Constabk' brought in kical engi

nevring technicians. British sculp-

tor toe Rush and Idaho blacksmith

Mark Solomon to help (each the

"tudents how to u-sc a forp;. work

with tools, weld ai>d shape iiK-tal

"Bask:ally they were starting

from scratch with no experieiKc at

all. which is why it's so impres-

sive." Constable says. "It's irKrcdi-

ble. really, how quickly they've

picked up the technk^ues and how

complex their structures are so

qukkly."

The group has had two exhibits

in Phixjin Pc-nh and is plannmg one

at Griffith LniserMty It aLso hopes

to lake the sculptures to c-\c*n nK>re

cuuDttics
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Colin Quinn" and CBrie Late.
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Bueno Y Sano • Campus Center concourse • Coffee Shop • Daisy's Restaurant •

Delano's • Fine Arts Center • Franklin Dining Common • The Flywheel • Food For

Thought • For The Record • Gallery A3 • Hampshire College • tiampshire Dining

Common • The Hatch • Liquors 44 • Mt. Hoiyoke College • Muilins Center Ice Rink

Mystery Tt-ain • Panda East • The Pub • R. Micheison Gallery • Rt. 9 Diner • Smith

College • Student Union • IVade Roots • Worcester Dining Common
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Baseball hits the road Softball

. lAj AS-MHIATa'PSt-vs

Dctruit TiKcrs lelt hclJir Bobby Him;'f">«'"> '«"*'• ••n'l mikoJ baMinan ht-rnando Vina celebrate their

10-6 win over the MinnestUa Twins in Oelroil, ve»leriJav. I he Tn;tr>. who were the worst team in hase-

hall Itst year, are curnrntly 4-0 for the first time since 1«*HS.

Crew prepares for Brown after

strong start to begin the season

MSEBAU from page 8

the leadoff spot, where he home-

red and scored a pair of runs in

four at bats on Tuesday. The
move also bumped senior cap-

tain Mike Aihas down to the

two-hole, where he picked up a

hit and a run as well.

"We're moving guys around,

just trying to find the right mix."

Stone said. "Losing Cullan

forced us to make more
changes, but were hoping to

have a pretty set lineup at some
point."

Dayton, meanwhile, enters

play at 12- lb overall and 2-4 in

the A- 10, and is coming off a 7-

6 non-conference loss to Miami

Ohio on Wednesday.

The Flyers were swept by

Fordham in their first A- 10

series of the season, but

rebounded to take iwo-of-three

from St. joe's the following

weekend.

Senior outfielder Patrick

Flynn leads the offensive charge

with a .4 1 5 batting average, four

homeruns and 28 runs batted in.

while junior classmates Brandon
Godzik and Nick Bohnenstiehi

are hitting .373 and .357,

respectively.

Six-foot-six junior jerry

Blevins is the staff ace, having

compiled a 4-1 record and a

4.00 earned run average in six

starts. Craig Stammen anchors
the bullpen with four saves, but

has struggled mightily on the

season as evident by his 0-3

record and 5.56 ERA.

plays host
SOFTMU.fronipag«8~

batting average from last season

by an impressive .101 this season.

Other veterans such as junior

Pam Sulick and sophomore

Kristen Stefanoni have been

waiting for their chance to shine

in the starting line-up. Stefanoni

has added quickness on the base

paths and a .951 fielding per-

centage at second. Sulick had hit

a pair of homeruns this season

and has shown signs on added

power in swing at practice.

"Our kids work hard on fun-

damentals and really have

bought into the team system,"

Sortino said.

Minutemen face Manhattan
By 1>AN IX* A.AS

C XH-LtOlAN I '( MKt^IMM * S !

The Massachusetts women's

rowing team will take lu the

waters on Saturday for a show

down with the Brown Bears and

the Rutgers Scarlet Knights Th«.-

Brown Invite will be held un the

Scx'konk River in PruvideiKc. R I

staning at 10:45 a.m

The Minutewomcn are kx>king

to buiki off of a successful bcgm

ning to their 2004 campaign liisi

Saturda). LMass captured the gold

nK*dal m the Yankee Cup. Icatui

ing the University of New
Hampshire and the Univrsiiv .<(

Rhode Island

New Hampshire, a icuin .oi

sidcred to be a .untefuicr lor i(u

Xttantk 10 title, finished a distuni

thiid The first varsity eight and

the sc».i>nd vat>.it> eight swept the

competition, sending a message to

A 10 schools tluit LMass will be

diflicult to delhrmn. .i^ >klcnding

A- 10 champion-

UMiLss guincii iiKMi iiiiHiien-

turn by winning iwuitl four races,

and the overall vJcior\ the iK'xt day

against Hol> Cross and Columbia

Hk' \an»it> eight colLvied its sec-

oiid win ol the weekend and the

novice eight also to«.>k h< nne a win.

The v.i - the key

to \\u overall

pciints were gncn lo iIk* team with

ihe superior varsity eigiil.

In this weekenid's cuinpetilion.

" ~- will encounter «ome lo(^
lition in Br\iwn. who i*

ranked fourth in the country in this

week's Colk'giate Rowing Coaches

Association fioll.

File Minutewoinen just missed

the top 20. but they did gariKT one
vote and another strong slK>wing

this weekend could certainly

improve their status.

Saturday will be the best condi-

tions the team has seen all year, as

the lofevasi calls for ck-ar skies

and temperatures in the mid-40s

Ihe race, initially schedukd to

start at 10 30 a.m.. will now start

ai 10:45 am with the second

novke eight kading off The
ncrticc light IS slated for 1 1 :00. fol-

kiwcd b> the varMty lour at 1 1 :30.

the second varsity eight at 12:00.

and finalK the varsity eight at

I2;30p.m

NETS lAX frtm page 8

"I don't think that's going to be too much of a problem

I
to renew I." he said.

IjiSt year. Zywk:ki was the Minuteinen's leading

scorer, with 4 1 goals arvl 2 1 assists, and was expected

to k»id the UMass attack this year

"It was pa'tty disappointing, coming in excited to

play and have a good sea.son. so I think it d be awe-

some to get that whole year back.

'Right now I'm on track to graduate in May, but I

guess I can withdraw from a class and then do it next

spring. I'm not sua- about that kind ol stuff There's a

whole lot ol optioas There's grad school, if I don't fin-

ish m> degree. I can conxr back as an urvJergrad with

senior billing I coukl take another major or minor, so

there's a whok- bunch ol options that I'm kx>king at
"

This season, the Minutemen are 6-4. and after a

Stan that ahemated between solid — witne>s the 13-7

win over Hartford and the 10-3 win at Stony Brook —
and mediocre — losses to North Curoliivu Ri\)wn. and

Albany — they have put together a three-game win

streak that includes Saturday's impressive 1 7-8 thump-

ing of Penn State. After watching his team struggle,

particularly on offease — the Minutemen averaged

one goal every 4 8 shots in their first six games, com-

pared with one goal every 2M shots taken in their last

three punes — Zywkki is excited about the newfound

expkwiveness in the attack

"The last two games we played real well, especially

the Penn State game It's really exciting to see the team

working together like that finally.' Canella said.

The Minutemen (5-4, 1-0 ECACi kxjk to cxmtinue

their winning streak tonight against Manhattan, who
they'll square off against in a rare 7 p.m. start under

the lights at Garber FieU It's the first UMass night

game sir»ce l^*9»)

"It might be a big deal to people, that we're piayii^

under the lights, but we do it all the time." said

Cannella. who often leads practkes after dark at

Garber Held.

fft rtmr SMK TulM HI.

wfH£ aou HO^-iUsioeey

<llveiV€ROCKMIMI

SuTCIv, /S::rt 25«f\ SAM
F^jddReld

6 VS. 6 Soccer Tournament
Ort/$1CDperoolBgetDar-n [

Rscreabonal and cDtegecK^aons

7PSOCCERSHOWOOWt^iS
^^ C^ftia <]Qt> l»'^H

1pmllt±t

Minutewomen look to turn

season around against A- 10

BrlBVHoWK
CuuauiANCa

Senior Hope Zelinuer has 2 3 fcoatU and three assists this seast»n for

the Minutemen. Zelinger and UMass travel to Richmond today to

t.ike on the Spiders for a J p.m. face-off.

Aotef 2SM ii our ianontw ItMlw araiKt iHt briiMt loaalliir voutti wMi
•cMlirft. md iflMi la kiok crMliMiw mil cfttcilM ri eonlMMorafv and fulin

'***^ WiibjpMii^rti"''..''>''"'J.'y*'' «L''"iy'*
*Wfiiylni» us and the Ml-

pending tnnciON fli bHnQMl cducstfon vd ifflnntovt KSnn pfo^rvns-

Com« wpemnct first-htnd the crMtrvrty. f>owm and voices of our youth!

APRIL 15 & 16, 2004 limltwker AHd

i:t15-gcr»r8l public $t-Mniori/low-incom«

patrons $5-stu<knts Call FAC Boi Ofnc«41)
S4S 2S11. For mor« info about IlK (how

caM NWrr at 413 S45 1972

www. n«wworldth«at«r.org

:s. i

Renl one

olOurs

/toidMarWiKibr

• Cars

Passenger Vans

• Trucks

POHERS
WTfimamrmt^

' Direct Billing to

Insurance Companies

' Free Local Pick Up

' Locally Owneil and Operated

(7368)549-RENT

at North Amherst Motors
Collision Rep3ir Center

n immtM »i. Mtr» /wnm m ti«i

On Bus Route •OmMHeHmotUMiss

You can throw every cliche in

the book at the LMas.*

Minutewomen lacrosse team.

It's not how you start; it's how
you finish. They have a clean slate

h's a hnnd new season.

After dropping sui gntea in a

row in their out of oonference

scheduk:. the Minulewoittcn (2-6.

I -0 A- 101 opened up their Atlantic

10 season on Sunday with an

impressive 12-11 victory over

I >uquesiK who came in ridhig high

irom its nx-game winning streak.

UMass proved that it was able

to win a close gftnc after kxing

four by a total of five goals already

ihis scascm. They are now I
-'5 in

(lames dcxided b\ one goal durirtg

their 2004 campaign.

htnkn Kristin St Hibire had

another outstatKling defensive pcr-

fonnaiKe by shutting down Ginger

Flocco. OTK of the premier scorer*

in the A- 10. She also caused thrve

turnovers and picked up three

gi\xind balls.

Sophomore midfielder Kerri

Connerty scored three goals in the

win over the I>ukes. and. as a

result, she was named A- 10

Pei^ortTKr of the Week on Morxlay.

The Minutewomen will carry

all of this momentum into their

wcekcrxl road trip beginning today

at Richmond (5-5. 1-1 A-IO) at 3

p.m.

The Spiders are coming off a 9-

7 win over American University on

Tuesday, and they are 3-1 on their

home turf at l.acrosse Field this

season while UMa.ss is only 1-3

away from Garber Field.

Senior attacker Polly Purcell is

Richmond's all-time leader in

assists, and she is currently third in

the A- 10 in goals per game with

2.4 per contest.

Purcell and senior Libby

Berlacher are ranked first and sec-

ond in the A-IO in ground balls

Rafters & SBD Enterprises Presents

Western Mass. Wings for Charity

Wng Eating Contest!
Who can eat the most wings In 2 minutes?

Great Prizes!

Sign up at Rafters by April 15th

Monday, April 19th, 9:00 pm

549-4040

<J^LAN qAhead for q^N^xt Year

Excellent location... I/H mile from VMdss
Spacious Apartment»-1.2 and ri

Bedroom Townhouses
All rents include heat, hot water and

cooking gas
On site laundry, off street parking.

Basketball and Tennis courts.

Male & Female Winners go to

the finals at Champions Sports

Bar April 27th

$10.00 Entry Fee
Portion of the Proceeds goes i

to Sister Juanas Relief

Project.

> ' I ,1 I til
VIUAOE

;;iii-»w^

with 41 and 30 respectively.

It is possibkr that the Richmond
women may nut have their heads

in the game agaiast L V1a.vs. as they

arc hosting LXike. the fourth-

ranked team in the nation, on

Sunday. Interestingly enough, this

is the third time this season that

Richmond has played two games

in a three day stretch, and they

have kwt the first game before win-

ning the latter each of the first two

limes.

The Spiders defeated three

straight top- 20 teams in early

March but have k»t three of five

games nnoe.

UMass will cap off its weekend

road trip in the nation's capital on

Sunday at noon when they take on
George Washington University (5-

5. I^».

The CokxiiaLs are victors in

three straight and have won five of

their last seven games sitKc their 0-

3 start to the season.

Freshinan l.aura Mostctler was

named the Atlantic 10 ConferetKe

Rookie of the Week on Monday
folk)wing a three-goal perform-

arKc. itKluding the game wiitner.

against Rkhmond on April 2. This

was the fourth time she has been

honored this season with that

award.

Hostetler. the niece of former

NFI. quarterback Jeff Hostetler.

netted three more goals in George

Washington's win over Division II

opponent Ixingwood University on
Tuesday.

The Minutewomen have a

charKe to improve their conference

rw-ord to 3-0 this weekeixi. which

would give them a great shot to

grab one of the four A-IO tourna-

ment seeds.

UMass offense this season has-

n't been as balarKed as desirable.

so they will ntx-d a strong weekend

by their top scorers.

Tracey Drown leads the team in

points with 28 atxl assists with 1 1

.

She has also tallied the second

mo.st goals on the team with 17.

Hope Zellinger leads the team

in goals scored with 23 and is sec-

ond in overall points with 26.

Connerty and Maura McGarrity

are tied for third with 12 goals

each, and Connerty is second on

the Minutewomen with 4 assists.

Throw every cliche in the book at

the Minutewomen lacrosse team,

but after ending their six-game

skid, they can come back with one

of their own.

They're down, but not out.

/i£lV WIS WUK!
CHEAPER

BY THE DOZEN
HOPE SPRINGS

MATRIX
ReVQLUTIONS

Office tlouri: I un to 4:30 pm Monday Friday

Mlii 549 0I4.S

e^^^
15COWLESLANE
Behind Bruegger's

PovyntowrLAmhftfsi
19 MONTAGUE RD.
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Feel like I'm drifting,

Drifting from scene to scene.

I'm wondering what in the

devil could it all possibly

mean? yy
Boh Dvbn

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 H«ic«« 9*9 iK.gin«

pncvMiu* miZZL< soivto

Cainpu* touMang
13 Oulkyng
u EiiMi/nanian poal
16 2odiacMgn
17 tagftptMMu
IB -Sh<W«n-

la Nolinny
20 LMSplw«Ai
ii Latfi dark«n*>
24 A<tM>«M
Jb MfWrifengnuU
2« Rouohlabnc
iV RavMM mauunwnl
31 M^dMMI
32 niH«i»«nl

handmn
:a Drag
M (A«i« buggy Un
3/ Padio • tarv^
40 HaMar
41 apdgiavy
42 SiT ialnl pm.
43 BoOby ol int,

lama
45 Evary morriing
4/ Camara-lag
4a Ttwaada
Jl Imaly banaM
S2 Ptamad ooutaa
S4 Concuaaion raaiA
M Alla> a •kilt

S9 Sing«4 - tarw
CI Gfuaii cau«a«a
62 SuaanLuoa xny
•3 L^^UAmaaaM vaaaa
<S llitaf laca
•• FaM llyyth i

47 t t«Ng diMaaifig

IX>WN
1 naar.«nd»
2 ACixicity
3 Traval

a wtonniii r.iianrj
MLaun-JOrt wutll uuwa

Mnnti riMMki
tHwui(S"r4t3« nunrji:4H
OMWIi l.lUf^ll UUUUU
wi'U i I II ium ) t lyg
uc4r4L'jii (ii:iuu uivma
uuiMijuiu t-iHotunr^Qn

fflraai:i (=iiJUM
(=)wuii=t uiwij ntiJHuuiji
muHizj :oiijUi4i=i tst^ran

:lioff guafd
M2w3aT

4 CatctioMg
» I

C SKtaalap
T Clock laca

nurf4wi
e Utdcfwaaa
« I

10 a*>yi
11 Mm

CoakOaa
12 PwioniiiaM
16 Young I

21 Jackals
»l
26 OmkmMura

cut
27 f

M fcanitaartii

33 I

34 HydranrtMl
36 Ouantan't

3* I

pandani
3» A Ofaaa lalia

30 CdHagacnMM
32 Sladgal^ammar

47 Qartan
ofoduca

46 Nadika
4S UrwnoMng
60 BmUkanpon
61 ribattfaaa

Oumfci
63 Ewrgvaana
66 PoaA*
StCaMViWny

Ikiilll

67 Sac'y
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

FRIDAY
• High: 55

• Low: 33

SATURDAY
• High: 54

• Low: i8

SUNDAY
• High: 48

• Low 40

<o

«c?

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. conUct. 4U 545-2626

LUNCH
• Roast Turkey

• Sturit^ Shells

(vegetarian)

• Fdlalel Pocket Sandwich

I vegan)

DINNER
• Dill Salmon
• Plain Salmon
• Chicken Masala

• Forest Ragu

\egani

Production Crew
On staff ioddv

SIGHT EDITOR
Sum lldric^ II

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Sam / (>urj»

( OPY EDITOR

PRODUCTION SUPtKKISi)R
IrvfH' K«J»

PRODUCTION STAFF
Oliwf Chon^ DtatM Mtigih%^ky

HOROSCOPES
aquarius • ian. 20-FfB. is

Entropy happens, ck)n'l tight it.

pisCeS • Ffb. 19-Maii. 20

Wear Ixxrts, the puddles are out in the

do/ens tcKJ.is

aries • m^k 2i-ap« 19

Get sooK- 1 h«'< kerixl p.ints: the\ liven up

your life.

taurUS • An. 20-Mav 20

Your wise cracking makes people blush.

gemini • mav2Mun. 21

Tread lightly. A cat named Aristotle might

be waiting to pcxjrKe cxi you tcxlay.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Chi-ck vour mailliox tor money. Thero

might Ik' a surprise waiting.

leO • III 23-Aix:. 22

Don't worry, things will get better, jiist

keep vour head uf)

virgO • Al<.. 23-StPi. 22

Take vime pride in vour work. Don't

(sen Ixifher doing somefhinq halt-assed.

libra • stn 21-oci 22

Be c autious ot stick\ cancK, it can vank

out fillings.

Scorpio • ( >• T J )Nov. 21

Step (xitside ot your buWile this weekand

try som€*thing you've been tcxi shy to do.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dft. 21

Find a hcrttie to give you massage.

Capricorn • dk 22 ian 19

\\v.\f vour hat. it •< ini(>ort,int to Hip|»rt

vour favorite team

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
I OK KIStM \P\RIV1FM M)R HtSI Al'TO FOR SMF

Mill Valley titatcs

now Renting 2 hedrtn

$1050/1100, 3hedrm

$1350/1400 No last

months rent, Free

Heat &i Hot Water, 2

full haths, AC. On
busline Mon-Fri 10-

5rm 253-7377

Brandywjne Apts.

Now leasing, lSi2

bedrtxim apts. Lea.ses

begin June, July, Aug

or Sep. First come,

first serve. Get them

while they last.

www.brandywine-

apts.com Stop by or

Call 549-0600.

Hobart C'ondos 3 bcd-

rcx>m, hardw(X)d

floors, study area in

basement. C^able. tele-

phone (internet

access) in all bed-

nxims and study.

NOW SHOWING for

JUNE and SEPTEM-
BER. NO F"EES.

www.amherstlmcol-

nfgaltY.wm 253-7879

I.likl' iniT Ic.iM-. llic

rare 2-bedr»xini in

Puftton Village 6/1-

8/31 1.413-6*^)5-5153

Center of town 1, 2, 3

bedr(x>ms; hardw(H>d

flixirs. Nl^W SHC^W-

INC] for JUNE and

SEPTEMBER. NO
FEES, www.amher-

stlincolnrealtv.com

253-7879

Alio FOR SAIF

Saab 900 '89 Sedan,

Much loved, lightly

driven, lOK/year,

moonriHif, AC", black,

very cih>I, fun to drive.

2 new tires.

Mechanically sound.

New brakes. Great

grad. gift to self.

$2650/BO. 259-1494

petercorb@aol.com

$500!! Police lmp«)unds

Cars from $500 Hon-

das, Chevy's, Jeeps,

etc. for listings, 1-800-

319-3323 Ext. 4554

IXnJge (.Caravan 95

Excellent condition

Perfect fi>r new family.

2 Built in kids seats. 4

Studded snows, 4 sum-

mer tires. Dark green,

AC", Many years left

$3500/BO 259-1494

Petercorb@aol .ci )m

FMPLOVMFM

Summer Painting Job

Work with other col-

lege students! Work

outside with friends!

FULL TIME IN

AMHERST AREA
For more information

contact: Ryan Brown

(413)-687-9030

C'leaning Tuesday and

Thurstlay 8-2

Hampshire Fitness

$9.00 an hour plus

membership Jason or

Vkh 256-6446.

C'oupon distribution

$15/liour America

rake-out 866-286-

6368

FMPIOVMFNT

Students wanted tor ,i

summer painting job.

$400 -$600/ week.

Experience not need-

ed but a plus. All

hired will go through

a paid tr.iining pro-

gram. C:all 888-277-

9787 or go to CCX-
LEGEPRC^.CC^M.

Work with friends.

Bartender Trainees

Needed $250 a d.iy

potential. Li>cal posi-

tions 1-800-293-3985

Ext516

LiKal Business is hir-

ing marketers Part

Time $10-1 5/hrC:ail

Alison @4 13-627-

9043

Marketing Agency

Seeks C>itgoing High

Energy Individuals tor

promotions $15/hi)ur

888-477-6668

www.hauspromo-

tions.com

FMPIOVMFNT ROOM FOR RFNT

"B.irtending"

$250/nay Potential.

No Experience Nesc.

Training provided. 1-

S0C-^65-6520Ext.l62

ResiMnsible fem.iie

wanted to care tor eld

erly woman for 2

overnight st.iys, week-

end ot May 15. Gre.it

pay, meals included.

413-687-7681

HOUSF FOR RFNT

H idky Newer Hive

I3edriH)m Home 54'^-

4270.

INSTRUC HON

University Bartending

C'lasses start soon!!!

C'all for intormation

i-800-u-c:an-mix

www.universitybar-

tending.com

KOOVI FOR RFNI

1 BedrtKim in 2 Bed-

rtxim Apt. in Brandy-

wine. June Ist-Sept

1st (.all 41 3-687-3104

Large. Quiet, comtort-

able Furnished

Reasonable For Male

Grad/Profess«ir 1 5 min

walk to UMass. .Avail.

Sept 1 - May 3 1

,

Summer (."Vtion '05

4n-S4g-lS7S

SFRVK ES

Pregnant.' Need help.'

C:all Birthright of

.Amherst irea for free

testing .ind .issistance

549-1906

rREGNANc:Y
TESTING, HIV
Testing, Birth

C Control, and

Emergency

CAmtraception.

.Affordable .md conh-

dential. Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray

Street, Amherst. 548-

gW2

SfRVtCES

rhilosophic.il

C'ounseling, AmherNt.

Philov'phvl ^i.il' 'L'ue.net

We do laptop and

desktitp computer

rep.iir st.irting at

53000. 41 VSS4-S8S7,

SDMMER SUBLET

2 bednxims, fully tur-

nishevl apartment. 1

full b.ith. .Avail.ible

June 1st- September

1st. C:allR,ichel

Srym.in® 78 1-264

1512

887-4-c:ANc:UN IV-st

price, UMASS VEN-
IX^R selling spring

break packages. I'Jo

not get scimmed.

C^ancun, Negril

.Acapuico, Bahamas,

Florida. $$$ campus

reps earn $$$.

Flipnation.com 877-4-

cancun.

TRAVFI

Florida only $6^ one

way all taxes included.

Mexico/CCaribbean

$125e.ichwavall

taxes included. Europe

$16^ one way. Bixik

on-line

www..iinech.coin or

(212)219-7000

WANTED

SiuJcni phoi.igr.ipher

needs miKJels. Free

he.idshots 91 3-486-

2555 or

lon.ithanNesteruk@ho

mi, 111.com

billing le.iders w.intedl

C ~ome tor marketing,

teaching, or public

speaking, flexible

hours, full training

contact (866)598-

6674

Video tiHit.ige ol .inv

UMass riot, will pay

money tor footage.

Call4n-687-
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Zywicki seeks medical waiver
UMass loses all star

for rest of season
B> ANllRtW Merkitt

Pending ihe tying up of a fc\» loose knots, ihc

Massiwhusc-us men's iacmsM; team will officially be

without last season's top seorer for the rest of the >ear

Senior aitaikinan left Zywicki is making arrange-

ments to tvceive a medkal hardship waiver for the

2U04 season. Zywicki. who has not pla>ed since the

Minutemen's 12-7 loss to North Carolina in which he

s.oa"d u gcwi. made the decision after fitxling himsetf

unabk to play against Hulstru on March 28

"I figured if |the injury is) not ready yet. and won't

be for a coupkf of weeks ... i.s there any point in com-

ing hack for three, maybe four gantes the a-st ol the

season'.'" Zywicki sakl. "I really hadn't con>Hlered it

before then . when I realized I wouklnt pbv n\un

than three or four games.'

In NCAA parlance. Zywicki "may be granted an

additional year of competition by the confeietKe or the

Academks/hligibility/Cumpliance Cabinet for reasons

of 'hardship '

A hardship is (klined as the inability to compete

becBiBe of injury or illness, as bng as the injun

ocxurred before the halfway point of the season, and

the athkte has ncH played in more than 20 percent of

his or her team's contests.

Z>uKki suffered a back injury pnor to the season

that kept him out of many of the teams preseason

practices, and was only wonieiwd by ZywKki's parti*,

ipation against North Carolina on Keb 28 m
Baltimore. The infury wk enough to hobbk- the seniv >

fami Ncpcan. Ontario, who was often sei*n in preganK

wami ups thb itcasan walking around withcxii makmg
any pane reland moves

"It iiflN came lo a point where he's not abk: to prac

tke." UMass cuach Greg Canndia said, 'su I sakl. '|eff.

what do yxNJ want to do? Du nou want to come back

and ptay six games this year, or play 1 4 next year? And
ihev six games, you're not guaniUeed to ptay bocauie

you're not in shape.'

"I think Miih that in his head, he deckled to gel

healths this year, and then k'hv K* I n.'»i c,Mr h«>pe-

fully strung

"

There were suok questiun-' .irx-ui />wi».iki

«

.it ,iits

to stay in the United States for arKither m.h \

Canadian (.iti/en. ZywKki's viaa rum out "

it was desigixxl kir a four-year college prv^

Sm MOri LAX on page 6

Stnior iitlacknun Jrtf Zv^icki will allrmpi tt> nhtain * ndcdical hajdahip waiver, aliowinn him

aMiots laot vrar, and iKorcd ortc jptal in the Minutrmrn's leanw apiMt North Carikliru i.>n Feb. 2H
If n i.im J vt-jr (>( cliKihilitv. Zvwic

, his tinis appcamncr of the scaM^n.

ki M'orrd 41 m^U and 21

Home is where the heart is

By Ti>t>i> H)sTM
l^JLLtOIAN StAW

After four national tourna-

ments against the best in the

natkMi. the Massachusetts softball

team came out with a Blue & Gokl

tournament titk- in Miami and a

ic^winabie 9- 1 1 record.

Riding a ttine pme winning

streak, the Minutc-womcn (16 11.

2-0 Atlantic 10) now have a bulls-

eye on their backs entering A- 10

schedule as they are favored to

win their lOth straight A- 10 title

The Minutewomen will host

Dayton at LMass softball complex

in a duubleheadcr slated to start at

l:K)p.m

"I think opponents view us as a

program to reckon with, because

they know our history." head

coach FlIaiiK- Sortino said. "Wc
have such high standards that wc
feel there is a bulls-eye on your

stomach, toes, heels, evcry^liere

I think the pressure makes us raise

the bar and we liked being dlMed.
That just kcx'ps us pushing our-

selves to get better."

LiMass will host its second

home game of the season siiKc

defeating Vermont. 6-0. on March

26. The Minutewomen have won
5*J straight ganws at the L'Mass

Softball Complex, the longest

m^^si
^KSyssiEiiMiin) ©eisiiisinniui

Friday, Apr. 9

Sport Opp./Event

Softball vs. Dayton

Softball vs. Dayton
Amherst, Mass
at Ricmond, VA

vs. Manhattan at

Amherst, Mass

Women's Lacrosse

Men's Lacrosse

Saturday, Apr. 10

Sport

Baseball

Baseball

Men's Track

Women's Track

Women's Rowing

Opp./Event

vs. Dayton
vs. Dayton at

Dayton, Ohio

at Onesty invite

Charlottesville, VA
at Brown invite

Providence, R.I.

at Brown
Providence, R.I.

Sunday, Apr. 11

Sport
Baseball

Women's Lacrosse

Opp./Event

vs. Dayton
Dayton, Ohio
vs. Geo Wash

at Washington, DC

Time

1:30 p.m.

3:30 p.m.

3:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Time

12:00 p.m.

2:30 p.m.

11:00 a.m.

12:00 p.m.

TBA

Time

12:00 p.m.

12:00 p.m.

home winning streak in the

nation. Their last home kjst was

on April K), 2000 in a ^-1 defeat

against Dayton in first game of a

doubleheader.

A victory in the second ganK
started the 59-game streak. SitKe

the park open in 2000. the

Maroon and White have complied

a 71^ home record.

On top of dominating at home.

UMass has been the best team in

the A- 10 for over a decade. It has

won 1 3 out of the last 1 6 regular

season titles and has nine straight

A- 1 Tournament titles. Amassing

a 65 1 record in the last 66 A- 10

games. Sortino feels the hcHne

iieid docs not provide an advan

tagc in conference pla\.

"The home field advantage

doesn't matter." Sortino said.

"Home is comfortable, but the

only difference is more people arc

there for us. That's why I feel it's

exactly harder to play at home,

because expectation level is so

high."

Sortino has called this team

"one of her deef)est and best hit-

ting team she ever had." The
depth part has bcnrn proved as a

couple freshmen and veterans

have lilleH the void for live depart-

ed A- 10 selections

Freshmen Amanda Morin and

Candace Molinari have filled the

void in left field and first baseman

this season. Morin had a big role

lo fill in replacing fonner Ail-

American Brandi Cross, who set

the home run record at 1

1

roundtrippcrs. The 5-foot- 11

freshman can't be expect to put

the record breaking numbers, but

has provided a solid bat. Sporting

a .275 batting average. Morin had

six hits during a doublehcador

against Harvard Tuesday.

Molinari was only the ."500 hit-

ter in Maroon and White during

the early part of season, thought

she now joined by sophomore K.j.

Kelley (.306 BA). senior Aisha

Franke (.307 BA) and junior

Hilary Pugiia (.316 BA). The for-

mer A- 10 Rookie of the Week still

leads the team in batting average

(.318) and is yet to make an error

in left field.

Pugiia has made her own
strides this sea.son. Known for a

good fielding presence, the

Stoneham native has been solid at

shortstop since replacing departed

All-American Fmily Robustelli.

Pugiia has also btxjsted her .2 15

Sm SOFTBAU. on page 6

Baseball takes on Flyers for

secon(d A- 10 series of season
By Mike K4arzeii.i

Having finally played its 2004
home opener after two weeks

worth of washouts. the

Massachusetts baseball team

returns to the road this weekend
when it will head to Ohio to face

Atlantic 10 rival Dayton in a

three-game series.

The Minutemen will be look

ing to climb back to .500 in con

ference play after dropping twc>

of-three at George Washington

in their only other conference

series of the season, and are

well-rested after playing only

twice in the past two weeks.

However with nine of his

team's next 10 games away from

Karl l.ordcn Field's temperamen
tal weather, including an A- 10

series at St. Joseph's next week
end in addition to this weekend's

set with the Flyers, head coach

Mike Stone knows that the pace

will begin to pick up as the

stretch drive approaches.

"It certainly doesn't help to

be rained out as much as we
have and only play two games in

two weeks." the veteran coach

said. "We used nine pitchers jin

Tuesday's win over Holy Cross]

simply because guys hadn't got-

ten work.

"Now that we're getting away
from New England and the

weather starts to get nicer, our

guys workload is going to

increase and we need to be ready

for that and remain competi-

tive."

The time off certainly has not

helped UMass' pitching staff, as

sophomore right-hander Matt

Torra surrendered two hits and

three runs in an inning of work

against the Crusaders, while fel-

k)W starter Mike Crane coughed

up a pair of hits and was victim-

ized by a pair of wild pitches in

his only frame.

Crane wasn't the only

Maroon and White hurler bitten

by wildness, as junior closer

Scott Ratliff managed to record

two outs but walked the bases

loaded in the top of the ninth

before being removed in favor ol

freshman Devin Barnett.

Stone will take the bad with

the good, however, as right-han-

ders Anthony Gallo and David

Sullivan and southpaw Keith

Doherty each posted a scoreless

inning on Tuesday, while senior

ace Fric Chown worked a pair of

scoreless frames, striking out

two
"We want to get all of our

guys on the same page," Stoi>e

said. "We had mixed results

I
against Holy Cross), and we
want all of our guys throwing

well as we get into the bulk of

our schc*dule.

"That's something that will

come with facing live hitters,

and there will be plciiis ol

opponunitics to see where our

guys are at over the weekend and

the next few weeks."

On the offensive side. Stone

continues to tweak his lineup in

seaah of the right combination -

a task made more difficult after

senior second baseman Cullan

Maumus went down with a bro-

ken arm after being hit by a

pilch.

One experiment that did

work out was moving junior

righifielder iason Twomley into

See BASEBALL on page 6
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junior pitcher F,ric Chown is currently 2-2 this season for the

Minutemen and leads the team in innings pitched with 29. 1 . UMass trav-

els to I>ayton tomorrow to play a three-ijjme scries ajjainst the Flyers.

New film 'The Johnson Family

Vacation' in no way a comedic

vacation
ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 4

Minutemen rally past Manhattan,

win fourth straight

SPORTS, PAGE 8
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Bush: Federal agents on top of terror ^^^^ contest

Release of memo may cast doubt

on confidence of administration
By Put Ycwr
.^swK lATH) Pntss

CRAWFORD. Texas (AP) — For

two years, national security adviser

Condoleezza Rice left Americans with

the impression that President Bush's

pre-Sept. 1 1 terrorism briefing focused

on historical information dating to

1998 and that any current threats

mostly involved overseas targets.

Yet the release, under public pres-

sure, of the president's briefing memo
from Aug. 6. 2001. showed that Bush

had received intelligeiKe reporting as

recent as May 2001 and that most of

the current information focused on

possible plots in the United States

Bush insisted yesterday he was satis

Tied that federal agents were on top of

the terrorist threat when he read that

memo, which detailed Osama bin

Laden 't intentions on US sc>il

"I was satisfied that some of the

matters were being looked into" and

had any specific intelligence pointed to

threats of attacks on New York and

NVashington. "I would have moved
mountains" to prevent it. Bush said

during a visit to Fort Hood in Texas.

But he said the document, which the

White House released Saturday night,

contained "nothing about an attack on
America. It talked about intentions,

about somebody who hated America —
well, we knew that."

Should the memo — a leading topic

of the Sunday talk shows — have

raised "more of an alarm bell than it

did? I think in hindsight that's proba-

bly true." said Sen |ohn McCain. R
Ariz. He said the Clinton and Bush

administrations bear responsibility for

Sept. II.

The existence of the president's

briefing memo was disclosed to the

public at a new'> conference in May
2002. The "overwhelming bulk of the

evidence" before Sept. II. Rice

declared, was that any terrorist attack

"was likely to take place overseas
'

Most of the CIA reporting during

the summer of 2001 did fcvus on pos-

sible overseas targets. But the memo
specifically told Bush that al-Uaida had

reached American shores, had a sup-

port system in place and was engaging

in 'patterns of suspicious activity ...

consistent with preparations for hijack-

ings or other types of attacks."

In May 2002, Rice said, "There was

specific threat reporting about al-

Qaida attacks against U.S. targets."

She did not mention that it was in the

report sent to the president.

To accentuate the potential domes-

tic threat, the memo told Bush the FBI

had 70 investigations related to bin

l^den under way.

The president's memo mentioned

two current threats: suspected al-Qaida

operatives might have cased federal

buildings in New York and that,

according to a phone call to an
American embassy in the Middle East.

a group ol bin Laden supporters was in

the United States to plan attacks with

explosives. The FBI later concluded the

two Yemeni men photographing build-

ings in New York were tourists.

Slade Gorton, a member of the com-
mission investigating the Sept. I I

attacks, said the memo "did talk about

potential attacks in the United States."

but "it didn't give the slightest clue as

!o what they would be or where they

would be."

"The FBI has more questions to

answer than Condoleezza Rice or (for-

mer presidential anti-terrorism advis-

er) Dick Clarke or anyone we've had

testify before us so far." said Gorton, a

former Republican senator from
Washington state.

Gorton said the reference in the

memo sent to the president about 70

FBI investigations "would be sort of

comforting to the person who read it

the first time around
"

Commissioner Richard Ben-\eniste,

a DemcK'rat, saw as significant the

memo's references to May 2001 intelli-

gence about a

possible al

Oaida explosives

plot inside the

United States.

The "leader-

ship at the top."

said Ben-

Venisie, should

have "butted

heads together,

get them in the

same room, and

then pulse the

agencies: 'What do you know'' Gel all

of your agents out there with messages

to say. 'Tell us everything you know at

this moment."
But Richard Perle. a former

Pentagon adviser who was an assistant

defense secretary in the Reagan admin

istration. said there was "not enough
specificity to take any action."

"What could a president have done

under those circumstances? Shut down
the United States? Grounded all air-

Winners take

President Get>ri^

W. Bush

Sm TERMM on page 2

Pope delivers

holiday words

of peace
By NiCOLI: WiNflELD

Mine explosion in Siberia kills 42

.V.XH lAIH' PKI»1

VATICAN CFH' (AP) - Pope |ohn

Paul II celebrated Faster Mass on

Sunday with calls for world leaders to

resolve conflicts in Iraq, the Holy Land

and Africa, as Christians around the

world marked the holiest day on the

church calendar.

lohn Paul delivered a message i>l

peace on the flower-decked steps of St.

Peter's Basilica, praying that hope
would conquer the "inhuman" phe-

nomenon of terrorism and urging

Christians. Muslims and jews to seek

greater unity with each other.

"May the culture of life and love

render vain the logic of death." he told

tens of thousands of the faithful and

tourists gathered in St. Peter's under

tight security on an overcast day.

The 85-year-old pope delivered the

message in his traditional "Urbi et

Orbi" Easier address. Latin for "To the

City and the World." He spoke clearly

and strongly despite a grueling sched-

ule of Holy Week ceremonies in recent

days.

Easter marks the day, according to

the Bible, that lesus rose from the dead

after being crucified.

The joyous celebrations in Rome
contrasted with the muted Easter fes-

tivities in lerusalem. where a few hun-

dred pilgrims and Palestinian

Christians attended Mass at the

Church of the Holy Sepulcher — built

over the skull-shaped rocky mount
believed to be the place where jesus

was crucified.

Attendance was also

Virgin Mary Catholic

Baghdad, where about 100 Chaldean

Catholics celebrated Mass.

In Moscow, the head of the Russian

Orthodox Church, Patriarch Alexy 11.

prayed for the victims of a Siberian

methane blast that killed at least 40
coal miners.

And in London. Archbishop of

Canterbury Rowan Williams — spiritu-

al leader of the worldwide Anglican

Communion who.se members also cele-

brated Easter on Sunday — said the

world must not forget those who die in

often-ignored places like Africa.

Easter was festive in Greece, where

Orthodox Christians set fireworks and

flares at churches across the country.

This year, the holiday falls on the

same day in the Roman Catholic and

Orthodox calendars — a coincidence

John Paul mentioned when he

expressed hope for more unity between

the churches that have been split for

1 .000 years.

"I pray to the risen Lord that all of

us baptized may soon be able to

together relive this fundamental feast

of our faith each year on the same day."

he said.

The head of the Romanian
Orthodox Church, Patriarch Teoctist,

echoed his call, saying there couldn't

be "a more divine gift than the one that

we celebrate Easter at the same time."

l\\S-fKRFT^Rt\ AnV» KTHMKEs

low at the

Church in

By Steve Gutterman
AsMH lATIP PrF.sS

Sa« EASTCR on page 2

OSINNIKI. Russia (AP) — The

coal-blackened faces of exhausted res-

cuers and the rcd-rimmed eyes of anx-

ious relatives told ;t grim story of disap-

pearing hope yesterday, one day after a

methane blast tore through a Siberian

mine, killing at least 42 miners.

Five miners reiTiaincd missing in the

latest disaster to strike Russia's hatd-

scrabblc coal country. "Most likely,

they will all be corpses." said the head

of a commission dealing with the disas-

ter.

The blast occurred early Saturday

about 1 .840 feet down in the Taizhina

mine in a coiil-rich strip of western

Siberia called the Kuzbass.

On Sunday, emergency officials

plotted rescue and recovery strategies

at one end of the mine's Soviet-era

administration building, which is

topped by a red star, while grieving rel-

atives .sat or milled nervously in a run-

down auditorium dominated by a

painting of a strong, smiling miner car-

rying Howers,

"They told me to wait," said

Tatyana Fatykhova, 54. whose hus-

band. Rashid, was underground when

ihc blast occurred.

"They've pulled up some bodies,

but they haven't identified them yet
"

Her husband's name was not on the

list of identified victims posted by the

stairwell.

The head of a government commis-

sion created to deal with the disaster.

Sergei Ovancsyan. said it was "practi

cally impossible" that any of those still

missing would be found alive.

"Most likely, they will all be

corpses." he said.

Of the 42 bodies found. 5b had

been retrieved and 2^ of those had

been identified, said officials oversee-

ing the recovery effort.

More than 600 miners work at the

mine in the city of Osinniki. according

to ITAR-Tass. taizhina opened in 1448

but was built on the foundation ol a

closed mine, and the equipment shown

on Russian television stations

appeared to be run-down.

Rescue workers dug underground

toward the blast site from two sides —
Taizhina and an adjacent mine in

Osinniki, a sprawling community of

ramshackle homes and crumbling,

derelict buildings set amid barren hills

streaked with snow.

A handful of rescue workers dis-

h

Miners Icwk on at the end of their v^orkdav from inside of the Osinnikovskava mine. neighk^rinK the Tai:hina mine ripped

by a methane blast, in the town Osinniki in the Kemerovo region of western Siberia vestirday.D1 1 ^ r 1 carded oxygen tanks and lit up ciga-

ISaSter deemed worst tor coal rettes after a shin underground

Asked if there was hope ol finding

industry in region since 1997 rrh":;d"r:;;»V''„:.-'"TLt;:n
refused to talk about the conditions

underground, but the Interfax news

agency said the area was filled with

carbon dioxide and Ekho Moskvy radio

said work was hampered by heavy

smoke.

Deputy Prosecutor General

Valentin Simuchenkov said the blast

occurred after the concentration of

methane gas in the mine increased by

roughly IO-fi>ld in a short period ol

time.

Investigators will try to determine

what made the methane level increase

so quickly and what triggered the

blast. Simuchenkov said, adding that

an earthquake or the shifiing of coal

plates were among the potential causes

of the buildup.

A criminal investigation was

opened into suspicions of safety viola-

tions, he said.

Accidents are common in the

Russian coal industry, but Saturday's

disaster was the deadliest in the

Kuzbass since 1997. when a methane

blast at a mine in nearby

Novokuznetsk killed 67 people.

At Taizhina. about 1,850 miles cast

of Moscow, one miner was killed in

September 2002 when the roof of a

ventilation shaft collapsed.

ome prizes
By MiCHU-LE RiN'ERA

i. 1 >i i^i.iAS Si AH

The winner> and hcMXjrable mentkxis of

the 19th Annual Mathematics Competitkxi

at the University of Massachusetts have

been aniu>unced.

Taking first place akxig with a generoMS

$1,600 cash prize is sophomoiv Elena

Zaurova. mathematics major

FollovMng in scvond place v^ith $1000
in cash is la-shman i\e\in S. Gritnakli,

computer science major

Taking third place with a $400 cash

prize is sophonx>re Fdv*ard 1 Slavich,

physics major.

The three hooorabk iiK-niioas winning

a $ 1 00 cash prize arc freshman Thomas \^'.

Folz IXmahue. mathematics major, supho-

ntoie Vitaliy B. Lvin. computer science

major, and sophomore Mkhad A. Sindelar.

computer sckiKC major

SLivich. v^ho placc-d scxond in the com-

petition last year, said his nKHK-y wouki be

used to pay back his lather for his tuition.

"He's waiting for me with his pocket

open." joked Slavich

Folz-Donahue sakJ he put his money
right into his bank account and that the

prize v^us certainly descrvcxl. only two of

the contestants finished the two-hour exam
bctoa* the time was up

Slavich agreed.

"It v^as realh difficuh." he- Naid "I had a

small hope of winning cvcti ihcHigh I came

in scxond last vear"

The Annual Mathctnatks Competitkm

staned in 1 98t) and is open to all la'shinen

and sophomore students who attend

UMass Amherst, with exception to contin-

uing cxlucation students and first-prize

winncT* ol prcxcxling years.

The competition tciok place on March

51 from 7:15 pm to 415 p.in in rooms

101 and 105 in the l.ederle Graduate

Research Towers

Problems includcxl on the two-hour test

covercxi pa'-cakulus and cakulus. allow-

mg freshiiKTi to co»npi-te on the sanK krvel

as sophomoa-s.

In 1945. three of the five stutfcnts who
were awarded prizes were freshmen.

In 2002. hrsi. second arxl third place

awards were won by students in programs

other than maihemaiic

Forty -two la-shincii and sophomores

competed in this year's competition.

There will be a dinner arxl an awards

cenrnKtny on April 27 for the winners arKi

Ixmorabk- mentions, their parents, corpo-

rate spiinsc)r'. individual d<)rHirs .ind some

faculty nK-mbci-

The corporate >[x>n.s».)rs ol iIk competi-

tion were Microsoft Rescaah. Nukove

Scientific Consulting. Solutions By

Computer and State Street Global

Advisors.

Golden Key
ceremony
set for today

The Golden Key International HcJixnir

Society will recognize high achieving

University of Massachusetts sophomores

at 7 p.m. today in the Campus Center

Auditorium

The annual Sophomore Recognition

Night will feature a vidixi presentation on

the history of Golden Key. a talk by

UMass professor Dr. Richard llalgin and

a certificate awarding ceremony. There

will also be refa^shments. as well as enter-

tainment by an ensemble of jazz music

graduate students organized by |im

Carroll.

The purpose ol Sophomore
Reccjgnition Night is threefold, said junior

lulie T. Wcismantel. a psychology major

and prcsident of Golden Key's UMass
chapter.

"VSe want to celebrate the achieve-

ments of sophomores." said Wcismantel.

"As well as introduce them lo Golden

Key. which many of ihem will be invited

to join next soincsier, and intioduce them

to the current members and oflicers."

Golden Key chose llalgin. psychology

professor and clinical psychologist, lo

address this year's honorees. llalgin. who
has taught approximately U).tX)0 under-

graduates at UMass. will speak on

"Making the Most of '^our College M-ars."

Weismaiitcl. along with Golden Key

vice president Christina Icon, .secretary

Katie Babich and treasurer George

Durrance. sent event invitations to the

approximately 500 sophonuires who have

cumulative grade point averages of 5.5 or

higher. Organizing an event ol such mag-

nitude would not be possible without sup-

See GOLDEN KEY on page 2
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Pilt:rim» aiui tourivt^ nati c*t> Piipr Ji>hn Paul II kuacft a Kaby hanJcd lo him in St. Pctrr't Square un

hi* i>pcn piT*?"*"**"**" "^^ cclchraiinit Ea»trr Ma*» at the Vatican vr»tenla%.

Vatican

celebrates

Easter
EASTBI (nim page 1

in Istanbul, the spiritual

leader of the world's Orthodox
Christians. Ecumenical Pat-

riarch Bartholomew I. said in

his Easter message that the hol-

ida> was an occasion for hope
despite religious fanaticism and
the killing of innocent people in

conflicts and war.

In his blessing, John Paul

called for all the children of

Abraham — the Biblical patri-

arch considered the father of

Christianity. Islam and Judaism
— to "rediscover the brother-

hood that they share and that

prompts in them designs of

cooperation and iieace."

The pope was alert and
spoke clearly throughout the

Mass. though he struggled

through a three-hour Easter

Vigil a few hours before. |ohn

Paul. who suffers from
Parkinson's disease, endured
chilly night air Friday to pre-

side over a reenactmeni of

Christ's Passion at the

Colosseum.

On Sunday, he laughed

heartily when a toddler in

Asian traditional dress strug-

gled up the basilica steps to

present offerings to him. and

he drew cheers and applause

when he delivered his annual

Easter grcciin^s in 62 lan-

guages

Golden

Key awards
fiOLOEN KEY from page 1

port from the UMass administra-

tion and last year's Golden Key

officers, said the current officers.

"The Dean of Students Oftice,

and our advisor Gladys

Rodriguez, who is the Associate

Dean of Students, are indispen-

sable to the success of our chap-

ter." said Weismantel.

"Our senior officers helped to

make our transition into office

smooth and successful," said

Babich. "Our thanks go out to

Laura LaPlume. Wcllesley

Marsh. Terence Martin. Amanda

Rabbit, and Tammy Wong."

Golden Key invites member-

ship to junior and senior students

in the top 15 percent of their

respective classes each fall.

Golden Key members represent a

cross section of UMass students,

since invitations are extended to

both full- and part-time students

from all majors.

"Golden Key provides stu-

dents with leadership experience

and encourages service within

the University community as well

as the community ai large." said

Weismantel. "It is not merely an

academic society, but a society

baaed upon service."

Upcoming activities include

assisting with Habitat for

Humanity in Greenfiekl. visiting

residents at fiadlcy's Sunbridge

Nursing Home, and cleaning up

Elm Park in Worcester.

The UMass chapter of Gokkn
Key was founded in 1986

—Michelle Doiois

Bush says US was Exercise science talk today

on top of terrorism

ti'li'tV.

lailxcollc^iiifi

.com

TfRHOR frtm page 1

a panic

mode'.'"

Sen. Susan t^ . R-Mainc.

vaid it is easy lo "go back now
! pick out a clue here artd a

ii there . . bui we have to

keep in mind the environment

We have to keep m mind the

volume of reporting that the

president and his. advi»er« arc

dealinv with each atxl ovcrv

To Sen. Bill Nelson. D-Fla..

however, the memo should have

created a sense of urgency at the

top levels of government.

'If you are having a brief

that is entitled Hin Laden
Determined to Strike in the

L.S .' and then it lays out spe-

cific things ... you would think

I hat thai would raiM.' enough
caution flags that you would

haul in the FBI. thai you'd put

out ao all-poMits bulletin. " he

said.

I <,.-n.i>c x.icftcc pri>U»».>r Putty

~-
I ri.xil<on will deliver the (uurth

.<'Mi final Dintii^uished Faculty

Ixciurv of the year at 4 p.m. today

in the Maaaadiusett* Room of the

MdHns Center

Frecdson will speak on the

topic of "When It Comes lo

Exercise. How Much is Enough'.''

Frcedsun >*ill addrewi the qucs-

tkxi of necessity of peopk lu heav-

ily cNen themaielYe* to experience

the beneto of exea-ise. The talk

win he hiL<«l on her research.

^ fK*r kxturc. Freedson

M III m.virr the OiatwelktrV ^pM-
\%||ph i> tfk.- highcM honor giveA,l^

tiy University of MasMchusetl|i

Chancellor The Distinguished

Facuhy Lecturr Series honor> ifkIi

viduak who have made exemplary

contributions to ihe UMaia com-

munity

Freedaon, who has been a

UMass faculty member since 1981.

is the director of the graduate prt>

gram in exercise sciciKe She

earned her graduate and under-

graduate degrees at the University

oTMicMpn.
Freedaonli aicae of qwdaliza-

lion incluik aadat physioiogy,

the asaesanent of fitness and phys-

Hpal adhrity. and physk.al activity

In sc^xual pu{]uiutiort^..

lis year, Freedson initialed a

seminar Ncries, "Success in

Science. Family and Conmiunity."

within the graduate progrML Thia

series give students an opportunity

to hear from highly esteemed scien-

tiita fium universities aruuivi the

country on their multi-faceted

approaches to reaearch.

Freedson was named a 2001-

2002 TeachNokjgy felk>w by the

UMass Center for Teaching. She is

the Mcond faculty member in ihe

department of exociae scienoe to

give a Distmguished Faculty

l^ecturc since the prugrwn's inoep-

ti(^ Dr Priscilla Clackson waa

IA|>redi|il'^W.

•^^^i,^ . —MicheOe Dosois
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New insurance plan

must be reconsidered
In the United States, getting your driver's

license is ixx just a convenierKe; it is a rile of pas-

sage. Although the age requirement for getting a

license may vary across the country anywhere from

1 5 to 18, the ritual is still the same. As cbse to

your birthday as possible, you rush to the

l>rpartment of Motor Vehk;les to declare yourself

iixiependent.

Any new driver's next move is usually to b^in
kx)king for a car of his/her own. However, with

GoverrK)r Mitt Romr»ey's new plan for car insur-

ance in the state of Massachusetts, that may begin

to change.

In an attempt to create more competition in the

insurance market, the proposed plan will raise the

premiums for anyone who falls into the "inexperi-

enced driver' category This includes anyone who
has possessed a Ikrense for less than six years.

Currently in Massachusetts, the high-risk rate for

young drivers is partially subsklized by spreading

the high cost out among other drivers. So, the klea

behind the plan is that raising the rate for the ones

at risk will cut a btvak to those who have already

proven themselves as drivers.

Cenain things woukl affect the rise in cost. On
average, if a student has passed a driver training

program, his/her premium wouU jump about 21

perveni, or $611. If the student has not passed

such a course, the average premium will see a 4^
percent increase, to as much as $4.8'17. However,

if the "inexperierwed driver" does not plan to buy

a car and is assigned as an "occaskxul driver" on a

family car. his/her rates {nay actually drop by the

$31 fee he/she pays to subsidize his peers who

have their own cars.

The majority of young people will most likely

be vehemently opposed to this change, but unfor-

tunately for those below the voting age. their opin-

ion doesn't carry much weight Aiul although

some of us, as college students, still fall into tfiat

"inexperienced category.' we still have to

acknowledge that this plan may actually have a

purpose.

Massachusetts drivers have the higtiest accident

rate in the country, and whikr inexperienced driv-

ers represent only 10 percent of the state's drivers.

they make up 20 percent of all property damage
liability claims. The problem, however, is that 10

percent, under this new plan, may be tempted to

simply drive without irtsuraiKe if the prices sky-

rocket so much.

It may be a good idea to try to reward the good

drivers and discourage young otks from buying

cars right away, many other states run their auto

tnsutaiKe industry this way Teenage driving safety

is an issue that must be addtessed. However, any

new regulations that are so drastic that they pu.sh

new drivers to break the law shouki be reconsid-

ered. You cannot just charge peopkr neariy 50 per-

cent more for their insurance in one year. The sub-

sklies shouki be gradually eliminated, the rates

raised progressively. That way. evcryorie will berie-

fit

Infurmtition from the Boston Ghhe was used

fur f/i/s ediionul.

Unsipted tditorials represeni the mofohty opin-

ion of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Boani.

Support should stem from friends
Both person-

al growth and

emotional
well-being are

two key things

that are vital

for a college

student to

adapt and
excel in a col-

lege environ-
"~*~~~~~~~ ment. And
when students find themselves

having trouble coping with typi-

cal college obstacles, many of

them can now look to their place

of education for guidance and

assistance rather than friends or

loved-ones. Many public and pri-

vate colleges today are trying to

extend their services to students

that go beyond typical healthcare

and physical well-being, such as

counseling for low test scores

and rocky relationships.

While no students should be

without somewhere to turn for

their problems, part of growing

up and leaving the comfort of

home is learning how to deal

with their own problems. The

University is widely responsible

for their students' well-being, but

at a higher education level, is not

required, nor expected, to serve

as full-time parents to its stu-

dents.

Nowadays, the term "in loco

parentis" seems to take on new
meaning when it comes to higher

education. According to the legal

dictionary, "in loco parentis" is

Latin for "in place of a parent" or

"a person or institution that

assumes parental rights and

duties for a minor." Often, many
public schools are required to

adopt this doctrine for their stu-

dents, specifically students not

enrolled in higher forms of edu-

cation such as a college or uni-

versity. And while it has been

loosely upheld by many universi-

ties, the typical college students

are no longer minors and, there-

fore, should be able to rely on

their place of education much

less for personal matters such as

having a bad day or not getting

the job that they applied for

For example, at Amherst

College, students have available

to them many therapists through

the school's counseling centers

where they are free to talk about

whatever may be ailing them.

While many public colleges and

universities offer counseling for

students coping with suicide,

depression, and eating disorders.

Amherst College is now offering

in its counseling sessions discus-

sion of topics as mundane as

roommate problems or getting a

first C on an exam.

At Washington University in

St. Louis, students recently cele-

A university's

tieaitti services wiii

provide for

counseling if a

student truiy needs

it, iMit dealing witti

personal problems

is a natural

coming-of-age sicill

ttiat siiouid not lie

left to a university

to provide.

brated Sleep Awareness Week in

an effort to address the poor

sleeping habits of its students.

The university has also encour-

aged its residential assistants to

refrain from bragging to their

residents about how few hours of

sleep they can have and still get

by on.

A lot of this gearing toward

the students' personal growth

and emotional well-being has

seemed to come with the ever

growing expectations that par-

ents have of finer universities to

provide for their children. If par-

ents are going to be paying for

their child's college tuition and

fees, it's only natural for them to

expect that their child will be

well taken care of in their

absence. The problem here lies in

the fact that they are no longer

children, in the school's eyes or

in the government's eyes. A uni-

versity's health services will pro-

vide for counseling if a student

truly needs it. but dealing with

personal problems is a natural

coming-of-age skill that should

not be left to a university to pro-

vide.

One other drawback of having

universities treat typical prob-

lems that students may be facing

is that there is a great risk of turn-

ing these "problems" into medical

situations. The root of all these

troubles lies in the developmental

path of life and everyone experi-

ences them. It's why college is

there, to help you work through

all the strife and ease the transi-

tion into the real world, all the

while providing students with an

education. While one student is

talking lo a counselor about how
his goals aren't working out

exactly how he planned in his

first semester of college, another

student is sitting in a room judg-

ing her body image rather than

speaking to someone about it and

trying to get help.

College students know well

enough that, if they're in trouble,

they need to seek help of some
sort. However, relying on the uni-

versity to get you through a bad

exam is taking the university for

granted. If this continues, this

generation's students will

become very cushioned and com-

fortable in how they deal with

their "problems" and will contin-

ue to identify a stressful exam or

sitting alone on a Friday night as

serious "problems." Friends and

family have always been the basis

of most students' developmental

and .social lives and should con-

tinue to be when it comes to mat-

ters of emotional well-being and

personal growth, not the univer-

sity

Allison Edles is a Collegian

columnist.

A bureaucracy of fraud

Jetlrey

Napoliiano

It has been

said by some
that the

recent SGA
elections were
properly
found to be

invalid by two
different
branches of

government,
demonstrat-

ing that the checks and bal-

ances of the government work;

members of the judiciary and
Senate acted appropriately

when they tossed out the recent

election. This is nonsense. The
judiciary and Senate have made
many mistakes over the course

of the last month, in some cases

outright violations of the con-

stitution. What we have seen

recently is a small group of

venal, lying, politicians-in-the-

making using this poorly con-

structed facade of legitimacy to

defend its decision to discard a

democratic election.

Despite what has been writ-

ten over the past week, the

ludiciary botched its decision.

It started when jared Nokes
Filed an injunction against the

Instant Runoff Voting (IRV)

ballot system. The judiciary

then violated the constitution

outright when Keith Kelley. the

Associate Chief justice, issued

an injunction against the use of

IRV without even holding a

hearing, without even involving

the defendant in the case. What
it is even more disturbing about

this is that Kelley set the hear-

ing date for the case after the

elections There was one day

before the elections on which a

hearing could have been held,

thus clearing up the matter

before any student cast his or

her vote, but Nokes. in his peti-

tion, conveniently claimed that

it couldn't take place that day

because he planned "lo be

engaged in academic-related

activities' that day When this

hearing eventually took place a

couple of weeks ago, and Nokes
was asked what activities he

was actually involved in. he sus-

piciously could not recall what
was so important.

The errors and constitution-

al violations of the judiciary

would fill another entire col-

umn, so I'll restrict myself to

the more egregious instances.

First of all. the judiciary was
supposed to rule solely on what
was brought forth in Nokes'

injunction, which consisted of a

single issue: that IRV fails to

determine a winner by plurality,

meaning that one candidate has

more votes than any other.

During the course of the hear-

ing. Nokes called up witnesses

who were confused by IRV
(implying that they tacked the

cognitive capacity of making a

simple list), brought up graphs

and charts, yet never adequate-

ly addressed the very issue of

his injunction.

The fact of the matter, easily

discovered by the most cursory

search for the truth, is that the

IRV results not only in a plural-

ity, but then constructs a major-

ity between the two leading

candidates. Regardless, in the

recent election, Bustamante and
Murphy won by both a majority

and a plurality, something com-
pletely ignored by the judiciary.

The judiciary failed in its very

simple responsibility to rule on
the issue, but it also violated

the bylav^s by allowing Kelley

to author the majority ruling, a

task mandated of the Chief

justice. Marina Grullon So. the

justice who improperly issued

an injunction was the same
justice who unconstitutionally

There's not much
that can officially

be done now, aside

from waiting for

Bustamante and

Murphy to be

reelected, come
April 29.

authored a majority opinion

throwing out the elected presi-

dent and trustee. At the same
time it rejected a more demo-
cratic system of voting which
has been ruled as constitutional

elsewhere, the judiciary did the

most destructive thing any rul-

ing body can do: it discarded

the results of a popular elec-

tion.

The politics of the current

senate read like some sort of

perverse, incestuous collabora-

tion. Patrick Higgins and Tim
Daly have been praised for

defending the "violated rights"

of students, yet no one has

pointed out that these two.

specifically Higgins — who
voted lo throw oul the elections

— were in the elections and lost

them. How can Mark Morrison

say that he and Dave Carr

should step down because they

had a part in throwing the elec-

tions out. then go on to praise

the losers of the election v^ho

also had a part in tossing the

very elections they lost?

Furthermore, key campaign
members for Higgins and Daly.

Adrienne Girard and Brian

Roberts, arc also senators, and

not surprisingly, voted to throw

out the elections. The layers of

political inbreeding in the SGA

are staggering.

The Senate was perhaps

most grossly guilty ol violating

its own office in the meeting

two Wednesdays ago. It is dic-

tated in the Constitution that in

that meeting, there is to be a

vote on the ratification of the

election. That some senators

refused to even discuss the

most important issue of the

year, the same issue 100-plus

members of the student body
had turned oul to see. is a crys-

tal clear indication that fairness

or rule of law had nothing to do
with their decision. That these

same senators claimed lo do so

in the student interest should

be even more offensive to those

they allege to represent

Nokes. in charge of the agen-

da for the meeting, had placed

the raiiPication of the elections

on the agenda by Tuesday. By
Wednesday night, in violation of

the Constitution, the issue had
mysteriously disappeared from
the agenda After hours in ses-

sion, after finally getting the rat-

ification on the agenda, and the

subsequent voting down of the

ratification. Nokes was sworn in

as President. By means of the

vote against the ratification,

which included the 'nay' vote

of his roommate, Higgins,

Nokes wa.s able lo seize the

Presidency. That's right — the

person primarily responsible for

throwing out the elections, who
then became president, and the

loser of the elections. Patrick

Higgins. are roommates It's a

small world, isn't it?

Again and again it has been
proclaimed that ihe elections

were a travesty because
Berkshire DC. was closed. First

of all, it was only closed half of

the time during the elections,

due to the understaffing of the

Elections Commission.
Secondly, another voting sta-

tion was open only 650 feet

away. and hundreds of

Southwest residents still found

a v^ay to vote. This wasn't close

enough, said Tim Busiere when
speaking out against ratifica-

tion, implying that students

were moronic cripples because.

"Three minutes (walk) is like

three miles to UMass students.'

There's not much that can

officially be done now. aside

from waiting for Bustamante
and Murphy to be re-elected,

come April 2*^. There will not

be much lime left in the semes-

ter then, but hopefully in the

fall the same people who make
their voices heard now will

vote in a more serious bunch of

senators That way, we won't

have to tolerate any more of

the hysterics of the current

crop.

Jeffrey Sapulitano is a

Collegian columnist.

A language of liberals
Its been said that George W. Bush has invented

his own language over the course of his presidency.

They say its a language crafted to fool weak-mind-

ed Americans into buying into his "American

Rmpire." Some have even compared it to

"Newspeak." the invented language of Oceania, the

totalitarian state of George Orwell's 1984. If that

isn't the pot calling the kettle black, 1 don't know
what is.

The truth is that liberals came up with

their own language a long lime ago. Much
like Orwell's "Newspeak." it's intended to

create a citizenry incapable of questioning

the policies of the Left, because they lack the

vocabulary to even form the thoughts.

Never underestimate the power of language. It

frames our ideas. Those who select the language we
u.sc in Ihe course of public debate can also guide the

minds of the people to see the issues in a light

favorable to one side.

I guess that's why 1 have such difficulty talking

to liberals sometimes. Though we're both speaking

F.nglish. we aren't speaking the same language.

Sorry. I don't speak I iberal. Ouite frankly, their

vocabulary infuriates me. T^e terms "close-mind-

ed" and "ignorant" are used lo mean "anyone who
disagrees with liberals." When they say that there

isn't enough "diversity" at UMass. they really mean
that there are just too many darned white people.

"Racism" has come lo mean "anything that minori-

ties don't like". The name of the upcoming pro-

abortion demonstration .scheduled for April 23 in

Washington would make me laugh it weren't so sick

— March for Women's Lives. I suppose that the

organizers thought that this name had a better ring

than what I would call it — March for Infanticide.

Indeed, that's a perfect example of Newspeak in

action — the organizers clearly want the public to

see abortion as a women's health issue, and certain-

ly nol as the murder of unborn children. When they

talk about it like that, it's hard to disagree with

them, isn't it? That's exactly the point.

No word in the liberal lexicon irks me more than

the word that they use to describe themselves —
"progressive." Putting myself in the shoes of a lib-

eral for a second, the term makes sense from their

point of view. They have an image of an ideal soci-

ety in their minds. Any people who fight for

progress toward their Utopia are "progressive." and

anyone who resists it is "backwards." Makes sense.

Ben Dulty

The problem is that 1 consider myself progressive too,

although I don I agree with so-called "progressives"

on much of anything. 1 guess I just have a very differ-

ent idea of what constitutes progress. Perhaps that's

what really angers me the most about the word — it

seems to suggest that my idea of progress is invalid,

and that 1 really ought to jusi shut up and get with the

program. Don't hold your breath. 1 have no intention

of getting with the program any lime soon. If that

qualifies me as a Neanderthal, so be it.

Sticks and stones may break my bones, but

names will never hurt me.

I Is "progressive" to support Roe
V. Wade. I'm sorry, but I don't ihink that the murder

of 35 million unborn children is progress To me,

progress would be a constitutional amendment that

recognizes the humanity and civil rights of the

unborn child. Lven more progressive than that would

be a sense of responsibility for the actions we take.

Yet more progressive would be a healthy respect for

sex. the very process that creates human life.

It's "progressive" to perpetuate a system of

affirmative action that was supposed to be tempo-

rary. America bought into racial preferences dur-

ing the 1970s under the understanding that they

would be gone in 20 years. Well it's been more
than twenty years and its still here. Its supporters

point oul that affirmative action is necessary

because racism still exists tixlay. True. But if we're

wailing for ihe last trace of racism to be abolished

from the world before we put the system of

reverse discrimination to rest, then we must
accept that affirmative action is not temporary at

all. It's an impossible standard to achieve, and
that's exactly why affirmative action supporters

like it so much. Me. I think we ought to gel more
progressive. I'd like to move forward to the prom-
ised result of 20 years of affirmative action — a

system that judges people .solely on their merits.

That's what I'd call progress.

As you can see. "progressives" are just as back-

wards in my mind as I am in theirs. People who
refer to themselves as "progressives" really ought to

take a step back and analyze what the label means.

Is there really anyone out there who would call

himself an anti-progressive? No, 1 don't think so.

Liberals sometimes need lo be reminded that their

concept of progress is neither universal nor objec-

tive.

Ben Duffy is a VMass student.
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New comedy
makes five big

film mistakes
B\ L.\l RtN FRttMAN

I JIIUOIAN SlAff

Th<r onlv reason to watch "The
|ohn»on Fainily Vacation" is to olucate

ones self on how not to make a movie.

If you want to laugh or be entertained

this nK>vie is not for vou However,

acpiring filmmakers out there should

IXH consider themselves too good for the

bugui> filnt Horrible (ilms like "Gigli"

«id now "The lohnson KaniiK Vacation"

provide the amiaieur tilmmaker with a

valuable opportunity to learn what not

to do
There are live ntistakes that were

apparent in this him for the >in>i time

Th: first of wWchWM • GaftMig inbuike.

too many superstar!i with ah«mative

agendas were crammed into one film.

"The lohnson Family Vacation" is

chock full of stars who give their best

performances in another entertainmeni

medium Cedric the Entertainer is

always going to be best received m
stand up comic. In Cedric's case, the

audience sits in anticipation waiting for

him to tell a funny joke. Even though

this him is a comedy, it is rtot that funny

. . and part of the nMSon b because

Cedric's ability to tell joke* if tquashed

by the contract between him and the

mediocre screenwriters There isn't

enough room lor improvisation.

Ill' Bow Wow vk+K> plays f)| lohnson

is another example of an entertainer

who works best in hit original forum.

Bon* Wow's acting seem* thestncal and

KY RDXiJ)

Solanice Knowlet (Nikki Johnson) and Lil' Bow Wow (DJ Johnton) play the two older Jonton family children in,

"The Johnton Family Vacation."

over the top because he is stage ready as

a Hip-hop artist and his movements are

always huge. This doesn't play out so

well on film. He ends up looking like a

bad ca»c of Attention Deficit Disorder.

Solange Knowk:* .who plays flirty sister

Nikki lohnson, is Ek-vonce Knowies' up

and coming littkr sister There is some-

thing automatically annoying about a

^^^Hl %~\

HciWr JS^fl
From left Vancsva L. Williams. CcJrii the Entertainer, SoUnt(e Knuwie*, Lil'

Johnson Ijmilv in thi> le>">-than oritcinal inmcdv.
Bow Wow and Gabbv Soleil make up the

sibling who latches onto a nwre accom-
plished sibling's career and uaes it as a

launch pad But there is something

exceedingly unsettling about those des-

perate stars that bank on the appearance

of their okler siblings and look like a lit-

tle creepy clone.

The second major (law was a

productkxi mistake. This project

had more than two feature him
debuts.

Almost every major character in

this lilm shouU form the prodiK-

tion's backbone, but wifh such a

flooding of stars the film just

seems muddy This was a huge

risk to lake artd it was unsuccess-

ful to say the least.

Lets take a look at the amount
of cumulative filmic expenerwe

that M^ent <nto this prudiKtion. TV
writing biuthers. Todd R. kmes
and Earl Richey k^nes. wrote the

screenplay. TVrir transition from

little screen to big was not a

smooth one. This is Cedric \\k

Entenainer's debut as a leading

role in a feature film. Knowies it

making her film debut in a minor role.

This Is the fir^t feature film for music

video director Chrutopher Erskin. And
finally, this is the feature length debut

of the producers. Wendy Park arxl Eric

Rhone. Did anybody un this him crew
krx>w what they were doing?

TTie nexi rnaji* error was a screen-

writing mistake. This film set up char

acter traits and situations ihiii n.-\er

paid-oti

Say the Tijiiic shannon Eii/.jix-tn and
high school as well as college-age boyi

will come running with tongues wag-

ging. .Mter watching the film, the fact

that she is a hot female body being

expbited for the sole reason of attract-

ing an otherwise disinterested young
adult male audience is obvious. Her
character has a lot of (Wtcntial. She is a

kleptomaniac with an alligator for a pet

and the tendency to go into a catatonic

state when praying to the zombie gods.

But her character is abandoned five

minutes after she is picked up aiKJ there

is never any explanatkm for her arrival

in the first place.

Next a conceptual mistake was piled

onto the heap of blunders. Basing a

screenplay on an idea that has been

done terrifically several

times before was to but it

iniklly a huge risk.

If you think you can do
it better than those who've

come before you then give

it a whirl But you better

do it better because kx>k-

tng like a cheap kiKKkoff

of virtually all of 'Chevy

Chase's National

Lampoon's Vacatkxi* hio

is a big no-no.

Finally character mit-

takes such as neglecting

characters whenever they

don't fit nicely into a scene

pock-marked this him.

Destiny, the little sister

character played by cute-

as-a-button Gabby Soleil.

is underused and underde-

vekiped. The probkm of character neg-

lect arises due to the restricted location

of the film Many of the scenes are set in

the clautm)phobk: van and/or hotel

rooms When the scene calls for dia-

logue between mom and dad and
nobody else, one can almost hear the

screenwriter's saying: "just have the rest

of the occupants in the car skeping

That'll seem natural." Yet in fact, it

seemed forced and awkward How
many long trips with kids have you been

on that everybody iust happened to

sleep at tfte same time?

Learning wfuit to do is a classroom

experieiKe. Intellectuals are protected

from reality at the collegiate level aiKl

are rarely tokj what not to do. Only in

the real world do mistakes become glar-

ingly obvious. "The lohnson Family

Vacation" is a rare opportunity to view a

monstrous mistake that managed to slip

through the cracks in the studio floor

and seep onto the silver screen.

Classic enchantment makes magic film 'Wonderfaiis' takes the

fall in tough TV seasonTa.mmi Ml nn
Cx>LU<.IAN STAfl-

IXXJRTtSY i> APPLEHY/MIRAMAX as

Ella is an unusual princess who
befriends both elves and ogres.

It is time to enter the enchanted world of fab-

ulous Frcll. a land unlike any other Cinderellian

setting anyone has ever seen. It is a semi-

medieval town, yet speckled here and there with

modem references. Picture a shopping

mall — complete with wooden escalator

— and a community center and Frell

Community College.

Anne Hathaway, who after "The
Princess Diaries" and "Ella Enchanted"

has mastered clumsy, comedic roles,

stars as the Cinderella of Frell. She has

the typical good-hearted character of a

Cinderella, but she is a modem-day
woman. She's outspoken, has strong

ideals and is not dreaming of prince

charming. She even stages pro-ogre, ell

and giant protests.

The Prince Charming (Hugh Dancy)
is of course handsome, but hates the

political spotlight and is reluctant to be

a leader. He is scheduled to take over the

kingdom very shortly from his uncle. King Edgar,

played by "The Princess Bride" star Cary Elwes.

Elwes is no stranger to funky fairy talc films.

The king has a snake as his

tmsty sidekick that aids him
in his evil endeavors. The
snake, though funny at limes,

seems superfluous and is only

present to have a talking ani-

mal element in the film.

Ella's widowed father

marries a nasty woman and
two prince-loving stepsisters

complete the package. The
sisters begin to wallpaper

their new bedroom walls with

posters of the prince and one
sister is even the president of

the Prince's fan club.

The Prince is not

impressed by Ella's stepsis-

ters, but finds himself quite

intrigued by Ella. She wants

nothing to do with him
because she does not believe

in his or his uncle's political decisions. It seems
the more Ella loathes the prince, the more he

loves her He tries to be chivalrous, but she will

have none of it unless she inadvertently gets into

a sticky situation.

Every child in Frell is given a special gift at

birth and Ella's is obedience. She must obey

every command that every person gives

her It tums out to be more of a curse

than a gift. One of the stepsisters figures

out Ella's "gift" and uses it to her advan-

tage. The curse is forcing Ella to do
some very bad things that her character

should not do. To remedy this, she goes

on a quest to find the fairy who gave her

the "gift."

The film is a Cinderella story with

ogres, elves, giants, talking books and

politics. Ella doesn't cook or clean like

the typical Cinderella, but she suffers just

as much under the necessary curse.

There are so many versions of Cinderella,

and yet. amazingly there is some way to

change the story's details again to make it

different from all the others.

"Ella Enchanted" is a wonderfully comedic
and warm story that brings new light to an old

talc.

By Lynn Elber
.^.SMX IATTI> Pw-'is

Anne Hathoway and Hugh Dancy star in the classic fairy tale

influenced film titled 'Ella Enchanged.'

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
voice mail message is succinct.

"You've reached what used to be

the 'Century City" production

office. We are closed."

That's the epitaph a canceled

series gets, one also due Fox's

fanciful drama "Wonderfalls."

Like CBS' "Century City."

"Wonderfalls" aired only a hand-

ful of times before it was axed

last week.

Some observers say the casu-

alty toll indicate a weak field of

midseason shows, including such

struggling efforts as ABC's
"Stephen King's Kingdom
Hospital" and CBS' "The
Stones."

Todd Holland, a creator and

executive producer of

"Wonderfalls." thinks the analy-

sis misses the point. What's hap-

pening, he says, reflects a sea

change in entertainment in gen-

eral - and not for the better.

Studios write off movies that

don't "open big," with an impres-

sive debut tally, just as networks

hastily dump shows that don't

make an immediate and serious

dent in the Nielsen ratings,

Holland said.

"You really have a hard time

commanding a network's

patience and attention, the same
way you do a movie studio's

patience and attention." Holland

said.

He recalled the fate of

"Krippendorfs Tribe." the 1998

film he directed and which

starred Richard Dreyfuss.

"I got a call Friday night,

opening night at 7 o'clock, and

the president of Touchstone told

me. 'Sorry, we just couldn't open
the picture," Holland said.

That meant marketing quickly

was abandoned, along with any
chance for the film to build an

audience. In TV terms.

"Wonderfalls" got roughly the

same bum's rush.

To start with, the series

required careful handling. A
comic drama about a discontent-

ed young woman (Caroline

Dhavernas) who lives near
Niagara Falls, works in a sou-

venir shop and starts hearing

directives from tacky animal fig-

urines, it obviously wasn't a

cookie-cutter entry.

(Holland says he and co-cre-

ator Bryan Fuller came up with

the idea at the same time "loan of

Arcadia" was created, but the hit

CBS series about a teenager who
hears from God made it to TV
first.)

"Wonderfalls" also needed the

right time slot to attract the

young demographic that Fox
courts and for whom the show
seemed designed. And. finally, it

needed breathing room to estab-

lish itself.

In the current fashion of network
TV, it got none of the above.

The series was stranded at 9

p.m. EST Friday, when a chunk
of the typically elusive young
audience tends to be out. with an

excursion to Thursday - against

NBC's powerhouse reality series

"The Apprentice."

(Fox. which declined to com-
ment, gets some credit for team-

ing "Wonderfalls" with a spiritu-

al partner on Thursday: It fol-

Sm FMl TV on page 5

Compiled by Cameron J. Woods
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ART
^^ Hampshire College will unveil selected works

^» from Jerome Liebling in the main gallery of

their library. The show will include 70 photographs

spanning documentary photographer Liebling's

career, with half shown publicly for the first time.

Now professor emeritus, Liebling joined the

Hampshire faculty In 1969, the year before the col-

lege opened, founding a film and photography pro-

gram tttat has, in three decades, turned out a stun-

ningly accomplished group of alumni This event is

tree and open to the public.

Late Imperial Chinese TaiKric Rita" The lecture Is at 4:30

p.m. In Graham HaN, In the Brown Fine Arts Centet

WednesdayApril14

MUSIC
4^ The Augusta Savage Gallery at the University of

^^ Massachusetts wiH host a soto musical perform-

ance by koto player Miya Masaoka. Masaoka a musi-

cian, composer and pertarmance ailM has craatod

worths for koto, laser interlace, taplop and video and has

written scores for ensembles, chamber orchestras and

mixed choiTB. The pertarmance wM begin at 7 p.m. and

Is tee and open to the pubic For more hitonnatkin

about this or any other gaNery event cal 413-545-5177.

ThursdayAprihS

TuesdayApnl13

LECTURE
4^ Smith Colegewil host a free and open to the

^V ptiiNc lecture from Lecture by Hun Lye of Warren

WMson Colega "Feeding Ghosts. Liberating Ghosts: A

PERFORMANCE
^^ The Smith College Theabe Department wi con-

^r duct a performance of the BnMdMMy hit "TTw

PanDt" It win mn through Saturdqf and will return for

shows from April 22-24 AH pailbnnances will be held in

Tfieater number 14 and will begin at 8 p.m. Tckels are

$5-7 at the Smith box c^fKe by ciiing 413-585-AmS

PERFORMANCE
4^ Protect 2050, a coilaborabon balMMn youth,

p^ scholars and artists, wM set the stage abtazi in

this innoMtive theMer project that MeraeclB sodiri

action and empowerB youig peoiile to look crtilitfely

and crittcaity at contemporary and future crises. Project

2050 is a miMi-year oiq)lontfon of the year iwhen it ii

projected tlMt people of color wM tMOome the tn^jofdy

m the United States. Each year. Project 2060 engagii In

a theme indicative of our social conditions.

This yetr^ theme wi be muHi-llngual-

schismB and is being prasontad as a oelebra-

tkxi of New WORLD Theater^ 2Sth

Anniversary. The performance wiN mn agirin

on Fnday Botti shows are at 8 pm. in Bowlter

Auditonum at UMass. Tickets are $5-15 and

will be available on the night of the show.

WORKSHOP
yThe Univereity of Massachusets wiH

hokl a worttshop entitled, "Tongue-to-

Tongue: Writing Queer Autobiography.''

Tfte event is free and open to the pubUc and

begins at 6 pm. in rooms 806-808 of the

Campus Cantec The wnrtohop win also fea-

ture partormanoaa fftm artiat Jyl Lyrm

Falmaa For information, cal 41 3-545-4824.

SaturdayApril17

DAY TRIP
yThe Asian Arts and culture Program,

n ooMooraaon wrai ne SMOCKDnage

School, nvito ginten lovers, students and

Chinese arts and hialory ahctonados to en|oy

a day tour by bus to Staten Wmtl BdMicai

MuMum. Bums wHI laMe UMau \Mlor

Center at 8 a.m. and return from New Vtarit by

8pm Ibtel tie for the trip ««tl be S80 tar

puMc and S30 for ttudents. Thoaa Maraited

are encouraged to sign up eart)!^ as space ii

weeklyplnUp

To sign up or for more mfonnation cal Iha

AACPat413-577248a.

PERFORMANCE
Friday, April 16

Mount Holyoke College at 8 p.m.

An international, all-female ensemble,

Decadancetheatre, creates hip-hop

ballets that tell the stories of the

global hip-hop generation. This event

is free and open to the public.

Freshmen programs thinning out No gO Ofl Worcester fire ITIOVie

PMl IV from page 4

bwtrd "Tru Calling," ahoui a

young woman who hear> call*

for help from the dead i

Expansive marketing was
lacking. "There is a correlaliun

between advertising und promo-

tional spending .nut u-nun
"

observed HollaiKl

TVko Fox sho\»* iiuii ii.i.tiM.(j

elaborate brass-hand welcome"'.

"Malcolm in the M nd in

be ifur beneliciur\ ullinn

launch in 2U0UI and iwwcomci
"The O.C." are thriving.

"Everyone knows that hits are

made, thai you nurture ;i shovv .

you give it a great lime slot and a

lot of promotion, and then the

show has to earn its audience. li>

keep it." said Holland, whose

extensive credits include

"Malcolm in the Middle" and

"Theluf
^lavK .-.

, . iiiLi

ally could have drawn viewers h\

virtue of ^hat Holland calls ii>

"wicked bad-boy coined), but

with heart." which he saw a«

very Fox-friendly in the spirit ut

"The Simpstins
"

Four episodes, however, and

it was over Holland's pleas for

one more airing were rebuffed

by Fox.

Patience is not a virtue ihe^c

days, particularly when nei

works can get easy, immediate

ratings gratihcation from realin

shows.

fif£lV ON WeSDAY!
CASA DE LOS BABYS
KILL BILL Vol. 1

TIMELINE

L'jrtJinc i'>havrma» as Javc nf^\, aad Neil Gr>ivsU>n a> Aii>. 4|>(Kar

in this suTif in>m Fox's ''VV'onderfalls," aired only a handful of times.

Excitement. Adventure.

Surprise. Thrills.
This am c your pnrpnrs nravpl agency

WORCLSTl R (AP) - Hollywood executives

said they shelved plans to make a movie abc>ut the

199*} Worcester warehouse fire in which six city

firefighters died because of opposition from vic-

tims' families and firefighters across North
.America.

The film about the Dec. "S blaze at Worcester

Cold Storage and Warehouse Co.. in which actors

Woody Harrelson and Ed Harris had agreed to

appear and Danny Boyle of Britain to direct, was
scheduled to begin shooting May 10 in Toronto

In a joint statement issued on Tuesday by

Warner Bros Pictures, which planned lo distrib-

ute the film, and Imagine Fnicriainmeni, the pro-

duction company owned by Ron Howard, offi-

cials said the making of a film the size and scope

they had in mind was a complex process that

needed the support of various groups and Individ

uals. including firefighters.

"Due to circumstances beyond our control, we
no longer have such support." the movie compa
ny officials said in the brief statement. "We have

therefore decided not to move ahead with this

project ai this time."

"This was a David versus Goliath battle, but

we were persistent In our opposition to this

movie." Frank Ralla. president of Local 1009
Worcester Fire Fighters, told the Telegram tt

Gazelle of Worcester Raffa had written to high-

ranking national and regiorul firefighter union

officials in the United Slates and Canada, asking

for their support.

Opponents said they feared the film would
graphically show how the firefighters died, open-

ing emotional wounds for the families and chil-

dren of the dead lirefighters.

The movie was to be based on the Dec. 5,

1 999, bla/e that tix)k the lives of Firefighters Paul

A. Broiherton. Icremiah M l.ucey and loseph T.

McCiuirk and I is Timothy P lackson, lames F.

Lyons III and Thomas t. Spencer.

Only the families ot I ts I \i>ns and lackson tup-

poried the movie

The scrL*enplay lor "\V Cold Storage"

was written by Wbrccsiei ' . oil Silver, wlio

wrote the script for the movie "8 Mile."

The movie was to have been based on former
Boston Herald reporter Scan Flynn's book "KXX)
l>?gTees: The True Story of a Deadly Fire ainl the

Men Who Fought It." published by Warner
Books.
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TriE SCENE?
Read stories
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Dr. Seuss,

New WORLD

Theater,

Fitness
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.
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Pick up your copy of Collegian Arts & Living's

new magazine at one of these locations...

Amherst Books Amherst BreiMlng Company • Amherst College • Berkshire Dining

Common • Big Y • Bistro 63 ft Monkey Bar< Biuetwall • Bruegger's Bagel Bakery •

Bueno Y Sano • Campus Center concourse - Coffee Shop • Daisy's Restaurant •

Delano's • Fine Arts Center • Franklin Dining Common • The Flywheel • Food For

Thought • For The Record • Gallery A3 • Hampshire College Hampshire Dining

Common • The Hatch • Liquors 44 • Mt. Holyoke College • Muliins Center Ice Rink •

Mystery l^ain • Panda East • The Pub • R. MIchelson Gallery • Rt. 9 Diner • Smith

College • Student Union • T^ade Roots • Worcester Dining Common
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More heroics from Ortiz
By Howard Ulman

BOSTON (AP) — Curt Schilling wilnessed what

the Boston Red Sox saw so many limes last year, a

king homer by David Urtiz.

Schilling pitched eight innings in his Fenway
Park debut for Boston and Ortiz hit a two-run

homer in the 1 2th Sunday that gave ihe Red Sox a

6-4 win over the Toronto Blue lays.

"I had .seen from afar, last year, his second half,

and today I got to experience it a little bit,' Schilling

said. "It was phenomenal."

Ortiz hii his third homer of the season Sunday

after hitting just two through the end of last May. He
hit 29 the rest of the way and

Blue jays 4 Hnished third in slugging per-

Red Sox 6 rentage in ihe AL.
Mark Bellhom hit a tying sin-

gle in the ninth and Bill Mueller led off the 1 2th

with a walk. Had Ortiz not driven in Mueller,

Manny Ramirez was on deck.

"I toU David before he went to home plate.

Finish this, man We don't gel paid overtime,' " said

Ramirez, who has a SItiO million, eight-year con-

tract. "And he did it."

Ortiz nearly won the game in ihe bottom of the

ninth with Bellhom at second, but center fielder

Vernon Wells made a leaping catch against the wall

for the third out.

'This is a team, offensively, that you don't want
lo give us loo many chances." Schilling said.

So with ihe temperature in the low 40s, Ortiz

made sure the fans who remained from Boston's

67ih straight home sellout didn't have to stay any
longer.

"It was getting cold out there, man,* he said.

Schilling, obtained from Arizona in a Nov. 28
trade, allowed four runs and six hits in eight

innings, struck out 10 and walked none. He beat

Baltimore 4- 1 Tuesday in his first start of the sea-

son.

Eric Hinske's first homer of the year gave

Toronto a 4-2 lead in the sixth following a single by

)osh Phelps on an 0-2 pilch Schilling slammed his

glove several limes after returning to his dugout fol-

lowing the inning.

'I've got two outs and nobody on and an 0-2

count and a lot of frtxdom to do some different

things and I made a bad pitch and they end up gel-

ling two rtins off thai hanging splitter,' Schilling

said

Minutewomen earn a sweep
SOFTBAU from iMoa 8

In Ciamc 2. Dayton scored an

unearned run in first thai lasted

all the way to ihe fifth lunior

Ram Sulick started the lifih

inning rally by reaching on an

error by the shorlsiop With
lying run on first. Sortino put

senior Nicole Wilson to piiKh

run for Sulick.

Sortino called for Budrewicz

to put dov^ a bunt lo sacrifice

the runner to second, bui the

Flyers didn't react lo the ball fast

enoufh and the senior outfielder

lefged out an inOeld single.

Freshman Amanda Morin fol-

lowed Budrewicz' lead and laid a

bum single of her own to ktad

ihe bases.

"You have asked | Dayton)

about the double bunts." Sortino

said. 'We wanted to move the

runners over since easier lo score

from third then second I never

expected ihem not lo pick up the

ball and I ihought we would have

an out and a runner on third.'

After Stefanoni popped out,

sophomore Lesley Ferrara came
on to pirwh hit for Aisha Franke.

Ferrara had already come
through with a pinch-hit single to

Amherst Laser 'd? bkin Care Center
"Becausr you are worth it'

Hair Removal
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Faciata, MaaaaoM, A MKrodarmabrasion
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•tucfartf Oimcountm avaHabim
kvft/i m vmlkl Studont l.O.

Amherst Laser and Stun Care Center

Bob Weitzman MD Medical DirecKx
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enforce the mercy rule in ihe

first game, as she hit a hard

grounder up the middle to score

the i\ing and go ahead run for a

2-1 le«j.

'I got into to pinch hit and
coach (Sortino) said to me, 'We
don't need a big hit or anything,

just gel the ball on the ground
for a base hii. Don'i push too

much, just relax and hit the

ball." Ferrara said.

The pitching duo of sopho-

more jenna Busa and junior Kelli

Arnold continue lo keep the

opposing run count. Neither

pitcher sacrificed an earned run

during the doubleheader.

Busa gave up only three hits

with hve sirikeiouts to improve

to 10-9 on the season. Arnold
scattered two hits and a walk in

a dominating performance on
the mound. She also fanned nine

batters and is now 8-5 on the

season

'I ihought lenna struggled

today though site only gave up
three hits,* Sortino said. 'She
just wasn't herself and kind of in

and out She's knows ii and
worked out in the bullpen.'

*l ihoughi Kelli did a relative-

ly good job." Sortino said. 'I

don I ihink they should have got

that run. It was an unearned run.

Thai kid should have gotten by

us. but we will talk about that at

practice."

2004

70 f'()()(i B()OfM.^ U7th O/isine from \\\)[\\}^^> ^W ! VorM

"Wok" with Celebrity Chef Maitin Yan

Student Iron Chef Competition

Nathan's Famous Hot Dog Eating Contest

Dasani Water Chugging Contest

Appearance of World Champion

^ew England Pat nots Cheerleaders

Enter to win fabulous prizes

including Q trip to Europe, giftiertificates

And Free giveaways

Thursday April 22, 2004 at the ^
Mullins Center 4:30pm - 7:30pm

CXXATTISY KAII0I WVOta

Blazing the trail

Denver's Gabe Gauthier beats Maine goaltender Jimmy Howard in the first period of Saturday

night's NCAA Championship game at the FleetCenter in Boittun. Gauthier 's goal was the onlv tmr

of the game, and sent the Pioneers to their first NCAA title since 1969.

Habs strike back in Game 3
BAUINS from page 8

Kovalev was ready lo be that player, with a lit-

tle help from Theodore.

Trailing a rush initiated by Theodore and led by

Canadicns capiain Saku Koivu. the Russian wiitger

came through ihe sloi and took a backhand pass

from Koivu before beating Raycroft from a sharp

angle 2: 16 into the game.

Despite playing just 3 1 secoiuis in the opening
period. Hilberi lied it at 6:34. He stopped
Montreal defenseman Sheldon Souray's clearing

attempt at the blue line and beat Theodore with a

long wrisi shot.

Theodore started another scoring play that led

to Kovalev 's second goal ai 1 5:24. The goalie gave

the puck to defensenuin Craig Rivet, who shot

along the right boards from behind Montreal's net.

Kovalev flipped the puck past defenseman Hal

Gill ai the Canadiens' blue line and broke down
the ice on a iwo-on-one with Richard Zednik

before beating Raycroft with a quick shot from the

faccoff circle into the top right comer
Markov gave Montreal a two-goal lead when he

scored on a 4-on-4 in the second period Koivu got

his second assist on the goal as .Vlarkov scored into

an open left side off a rebound of Zednik's shot.

Rolston ensured a tight finish when he scored

3.35 into the third period on a slap slu>t that struck

Theodore's left skale and beat him through the

legs.

—Asaodated Press

Mickelson wins first major
MMIHt from pa0i 8

the tee to avoid the bunkers and

hit his approach behind the hole

Mickelson got a huge break with

Chris DiMarco blasted out of a

grecnside bunker and just beyond

Mickelson's ball marker, giving

him the line im the biggest putt dt

his life

"I just coutdnt believe that ball

fell in there." Mickelson said

Before walking into the scvang
hut to 9ign his card, Vticlgelsgn

hekl daughter ^>ophul and said.

"Daddy won. Can you believe it'.'"

Mkkelson. wtio shot a 31 on
the back, finished at 4-under 279.

-Mike Weir, wtuse victory last year

made him the first southpaw to

win the Masters, slipped the green

jacket on the most famous Lefty in

golf

It WM a bitter end for Els. wtio

now knows how Mickelson has

feh all these years. The big South

African did nothing wrung over

ik final 12 holes, salvaged four

cru<.idi pars .ikin^ the wi^ and ii

still wasn't erKXi^.

"I think Phil deserved this

one. tLs sakl. 'He won this one.

New WORLD Theater

f \Prbiect
\ multhlingualicliisms

Pnyset 2050 is our iMWviliv* thMltr projKt ttwt brings togstlMr youd) «Mi
lehaiMs. Mrf aali la laaii cnrihalv and cfMesMi) tf ceniaaMnrv nrfiMm

_ „!' IS8assc^lngaMk«MnllyinlisUi.andthtim-

Com0 exper^tnc* firtt-h^nd CfM CfMCMfy, pernor 9nd vokm of our youth!

APIIIl15&16,2004i!^^5!;i!!i
nCIEn:$1S-g*n«ral public U-t«n«or«'k>w-inconM

patrons $S-«tudents Call FAC Box Office 413

S45.2S11 For more infc about lh« t^ow
call NWT at 413 545 1972

V www.nawworldthaatar.org

i iuKfm
fonMen

He didn't bse it like some of his

other ones. Full credit to him.'

K.j. Ctioi holed a 5-iron from

220 yards on the llth hole for

eagle, kepi hi> hopes alive with a

40-foot birdie pun on the I 3ih but

wound up with a 69. ihiee shots

behind.

Tiger Woods was \ang gone
before the ftreworiu started. He
made a double bogey - his third

>M iKe uiunwmeni \id ibc I 3th

hole and shoi 7 1 . Icav mg him 1

1

shots out of ihe leM in a tie tor

22nd. his worst finish e\cr ai tf»e

Masters.

Woods now has gone M.-ven

majors without winning, aixl he

has played his last five over par

But this Masters didn't ntvil him

to deliver the drama
With aces and cagk->. «*> nuiin

spectacular shots along iIk* back

nirK ihal the gallery was out of

brcaih. il came down to

Mickelson and Els in a duel as

good as any at a major cfiampi-

onship.

Els. playing iwo group* ahead

of Mickelson. beat him on ihe par

5s with an eagle and a birdie.

Mickelson answered with an

approach to the dangerous 14th

that grazed the cup for a tap-in

birdie, and a 1 5-foot birdie on ihe

par-3 16th. a hole thai has haunt

cd him in the past.

"Baby!" Mickelson said as he

trotted off the green, lied for the

lead with two holes lo pla>.

Playing the final hole. Els hit

into a bunker so deep he could

only see the hazy sky. He blasted

out and said. "Be right!" and it

slopped .some 25 feet behind the

cup. His birdie pull turned just

left of the hole.

Els was on the practice green,

preparing for a playoff, when he

heard the loudest roar of the day.

Mickelson made the putt.

Mickelson won the Masters,

Change

your
mind

this summer:

i

• Get the Gen Ed courses
you need

• Enjoy smaller class sizes

• Keep on track for graduation

• Choose from over 200 courses
and degree programs

• AND take 6 credits or more and
we'll waive the registration fee!

Watch for our
money-saving coupon

in your mailbox.

umass.edu/contined
413-545-2414

stay^ ^^^mMm^^^M

1'

UMassAmherst
Continuing Education

Whore summer is a stntc of mind.
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Amherst Hairstylists

Cann's Place

i .U,!.. iiicndi'n \ini ua/u'

Siiuienti Always $1

5

slumpuu & cm

Wc specialitc in

Miiin-GoLOK HtoHuciri^

using chrce lo luiir coinplc

inenunn and blending cul

FRea Hiun:ulor cun:>uli

\ll pcicc Kaciil Wuingui

NViednesdavt

WWk-ins Welcome

Mom tri 10-6 40 Main St.

&u 10-4 Downtown Amherst

It Aril ilietki'Uf lueepi Uehii iand> 2£

10% off any 1 waxing service *»

or

FREE lip or brow with any

I waxing service

With this COUPON onh

I K \ \ I 11 \ w N Hi \s

OW^Ky^N^ We

ur\<4 5^ b«D^(\V
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Fin.
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

MONDM
• High: 56

• Low: 39

• High: 61

• Low: 50
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• High: 59
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Dining Commons Menu
DC. conlMl: 413-545-2626

• Mfdtl).ill Sub

• Chit kill I ajitd

• C hKktTi Breast

• rhili NathoBiiat

vf^am

• t lartkfilxir)»tf t hick'ii (.jfill

ivf^aiv

DINNiK
• Savory Baked Chicken

• Veal Parmesan

• Roast Vegetasble Wrap
I vegan

t

• Southern 6-Bean Stew

Production Crew
On sidll today

NIGHT EDITOR
k'nnilpr IjstwtTtd

PHOTO TtCHNICIAN
biull FMrnlfif II

COPY tDITOR
lenh VVvtHH

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Kjtiv [h\.m

PRODUCTION ST.Mf
RusH'll Silxj, DuiM M()^ik-\>k\

HOROSCOPES ._!

>
<
Q # • Creativity is allowing

oneself to make mistakes.

Art is knowing which
ones to keep. ^y

X
H

Ik

UJ

a

•Scott Adams

aquarius • \\s. io-hh. ih

Don'l ff)rget to show up when others are

counting on you.

pisceS • Fn. 19-Maii. 20

Take charge; it's ytxtr time to shine.

aries • mar. 2i-apr. i9

You h.ive had it Ick) easy lately. Be pre-

pared for tou^h times ahe.KJ

taurus • apk. 2o-ma\ 20

But kit- ii(): It's the law.

gemini • mav2i-iun. 21

The vagalxMxl who's rapping at your door

is standing in the t lothes you once wore.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

when your mind begins to get fuzzy, it's

time to lav off the sauce.

leO • M.. 23-A

Strike another match, and go start anew.

virgO • Auc.. 23-StKi. 22

Have a little faith in ytKirself when no

cMie else does.

libra • sw. 21-onr. 22

[>jn't torget to flush.

Scorpio • 1. 2i Nov it

You should smile more often It rtMJK

brightens up vour lace.

Sagittarius • New. 22-Of< 21

You lix)k great. Don't let anyone tell you

otherwise.

Capricorn • dk. 22-ian. 19

May you stay forever young.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
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$450 Group Fundraiser

Scheduling Bunu.s

Fraternities-S«)n)rities-

Student Groups: 4

luxirs 4>f yixir >,timic>'s

time PLUS ixir tree (yes,

free) fiindniising solu-

tioas EQUALS $1,000-

$2,000 in eamines for

your group ^^i'"

TODAY for .1 $450

bonus when y»xj schevl-

ule your n<in-sales

fundmiser with Gimpiis

FuiKirai.ser. (^mtact

CantpasFundniiser,

(888)923-3238. or visit

www.campustiindnii.ser.

com

\I'\KI\UM lOK RIM

Hobart (.xmdos 3 K"d-

rcwm, hardwtxxl fl(X)rs.

study area in basement.

Cable, telephone (inter-

net access) in all bed-

rcKims and study. NOW
SHOWINO for JUNE
andSEPTF-MRHR Nl^

FFFS ^y\yw.ainherstlin-

colnrealtv.com 253-7879

Take over leiise, the rare

2-K\lniom in Pufifton

Vilkigi- 6/1-8/31 1-413-

695-5153

Mill V.illcy Estato now

Renting 2 bevlrm

$1050/1100. 3 bedmi

$1350/1400 No Ut
months rent, Free Heat

& Hot Water, 2 Rill

baths, AC-. t>i Kisline

Mon-Fri 10-5pm 253-

7377

Brandywine Apts. Now
leasing. I&i2 bednvtm

apts. L-ases begin June,

July, Aug or Sep. First

come, first serve. Get

them while they last,

www.bmndvwine-

ipts.com Stop by or Cill

549-06W.

Center of town 1, 2, 3

bednxims; hardwixxl

fl,x)ni. Nt^W SHOW-
INC; tor JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO PELS.

>vww.amherstlincolnreal-

OiiM 253-7879

Responsible female

wanted to care tor elder-

ly wi>man tor 2

overnight stays, weeketKl

of May 15. Great pay,

meals incliKled. 41 3-

687-7681

C^hildren's fimess camp

holding 33rd summer

session on Hampshire

Cjillege campus June 16-

Aug 7. Seeking

CA)unseIors & Instructors

in Nutrition, Health,

Rixk climbing, IV.ima.

I>ancc, Photography,

Martial Arts, Aerobics

6i all sports. C^all now

for the summer of a life-

time! 413-232-8518

www.campk injy.Tnont.civn

Nurse, Nurse assistant

tor Kisy Summer camp

on Hampshire CJtillcge

campus June 20-Aug 7.

413-232-8518

www.campk iitjprm)nt.com

Bartemler Trainees

NeetW $250 a day

potential. Local posi-

tions 1-800-293-3985

Ext516

I MIMONMfM

Summer Painting Job

Work with other college

.students! Work ixatside

with friends! FULL
TIME IN AMHERST
AREA For more infor-

mation contact: Ryan

Brouii(413)-687-9030

ATTENTION LAX
PLAYERS Play &
(xMch - Have fun -

Make $$$ Top Boys

Sports Ciimp in Maine

kxiking for staff to

instruct & coach LAX.

Awesome Summer!

Work with kids! Top

salaries, FREE rm/Kl/trvl

allow. Apply online

ASAP: www.campct>b-

KT8.see.com

I \U'I()\ME\T

Play sportsl Have fun!

Save Money! Spons

C^mp in Maim-

Ctwches needeil: Tennis.

Basketball, Baseball.

Water-sports. Ropes

C^Hirse, Cj»>lf, Archer>,

and more. Wi>rk Out-

dtx)rs and 1 lave a tire.ii

Summer! C^ll Free:

(888) 844-8080 or apply:

www.c,impcevlar.com

(xni[Mn distribution

$l5/hour America take-

out 866-286-6368

Clc.ining Tucsvlay and

Thursday 8-2 Hampshire

Fitness $9.00 an hour

plus memKTship Jason

at l>b 256-6446.

Students wanteti tor a

summer painting job.

$4W- $600/ week.

Experience not needed

but a plu.s. All hiretl will

go through a paid train-

ing program. (2all 888-

277-9787 or goto COL-
LEGEPRO.CX^M. Work

with friends.

Lxal Business is lunng

marketers Part Time

$10-15/lir Call Alison

@41 3-627-9043

Marketing Agency Sitks

Outgoing 1 ligh Energy

Individuals tor pri>mo

tions$15AvHir 888-477-

6668 www.hauspromiv

tions.com

I

rMPlOYMFNT

•'|3;irieiKiing"$250A>aN

PiKcntial No Experience

Nesc. Training providevl.

1-81X^-965-6520 Ext. 162

l\sTRl ( Il()\

UnivcrMiy Bartending

Classes start s«x>n!!! C.1II

for intonnation 1-800-

U-(;AN-M1X www.uni-

versitybartendmL' com

ROOM FOR REM

1 BetlnxMn in 2 be».lrtx>m

Apt. in BnindvA^ine.

June P' -Sept 1 Call 413-

687-3104

SERVKFS

Philos«)phical

C xHinseling, Amherst,

Philost)phvL^ialov'uc.net

Resumes and C ".over

lA'tters Professional and

Castt>mi2al otitcring to

market your skills.

Affordable prices, tiim-ly

service. By email, plioiH-,

or in person Call 41 3-

467-7440

SERVICES

Pregnant.' Need help."

Call Birthright ot

Amherst .irea for hii

testing .ind assi,stann

PREc^.NANcY TEST-

ING, HIV Testing, Birth

t}»>ntrol, .ind Emergency

t^>nfracepti(>n.

.Atford.ible .ind eonti-

dential T.ipestn He.ilth.

27 Pray Street. .'NniluTst.

S4S-^W9:

SUMMER SUBLET

2 lx\lrix>ms. fully fur-

nished ap;irtmeni, 1 full

Kith. Available June P'-

Septemlx-r l^'.C:iill

R.iehelS:yman@781-

264-1512

Morid.i only $69 one

way all faxes iiulikleil.

Mexic»>/CaribKMn $125

each way all taxes

included. Eunijx- $169

one way. Bixik on-line

www.airtech.com or

(212)219-7000

.s.s7.4.(,:a.\c.LN hot

price. LIMASS VEN-
I X^R selling siting

l^re.ik pack.igi-s. 1"V> run

1,'et s«..imini\l. C'aiiiun,

Negril Acapulco.

I\ih.iin.is, Florid.i. $$$

c.iinpus reps e.im $$$.

Hipn.iiion.com 877-4-

c.incun.

WANTEO

Summer 1 lixise Rent.il

413-232-8518

Stiklent pbotogr.ipher

needs nvxlels. Fa*e heail-

shots ^13-486-2555 or

Jon,ithanNestenik@hot

mail.com

Young leailers wantt\l!

("ome tor m.irketing,

leaching, or public

spe.iking, flexible hours.

tiiil training contact

(866)598-6674

V'kleo ftxitage ot any

LIMass riot, will pay

money for tixitage. ( hiII

413-687-3902
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Late blooming triumph Lefty, at last

Surge leads

to fourth

straight win
B> AsKKhW MhRKlI I

For the first 25 minuio Iridii) night, it

looked like all the moiTKTilum the No IM

Mas&iichuMnts rnen's. lacnjssc team had built

dunng itv thav^ank: winiting streak was lading;

awa>

Bui jast d.s the >un dipped below the hori.' r

behind Bmdeii CiMniiasium. the Minute i'

turned up the heal, and scored 14 unanswered

guaU to beat ih«.

Mdnhdttan 4 Manhattan laspers. I^

UMass 16^ ^'i"'' '^^ ^' *^^"^"^ "

carcerhigh leKir goals

in the game, and helped the Minuteinen

impnne their record to b-4 The laspers fall to

.iuiitiattan had a lead for a combined 15:^1

in the hr*t half, until DoyW's lir>t goal of the

mine tied it up at II :45 of the second quarter

UMaw defeitsenian Steven B>me> scored an

unlikeh goal four mimMa eariier. whipping a

shot with his kingpuie on dw run. giving the

Minutemen enough ntumentuin to carr> into the

locker room, spwiwl t^ Dixie's tall> with 2 05

to go.

|«nic Yiman tcured the eventual game win

ner with 2:36 mnaining. but the goal that nkKle

it 5-4 v^s onh the begiming of a UMass

omlau^t (hat took over the game, hardiv alk^

ing any sustained offensive pressure from

Manhattan.

The first night ganK at UM*ss since April "Hi.

1999 slaned vet> ilow for the Minutenien

|uniorFugeneTanncrgavethela«pcTs«2 I kad

at the end of the first quarter with an extra man

goal at II 04. and the LiNiass team that had won

three straight w«s nowhere to Ix.' found. Greg

Lewb and Mtin Otto both

qmnet lo push the lead li •

Mickelson wins

first major with

Masters thriller

( lUHTIV* tiAMBi WM *K

Junior Chrii Di>>le (7), seen here warding off Albany'* Lee Butino ihi March 16. scored

:areer-high fi.ur RiwU Fridav night in the Minutemen'* 16-4 win over Manhattan.

[XjvW. and Hainan began the LVlass rally

In the third. G«ie Tundo Moored the onl>

goal of the quarter to make it 7-4. but the

Minutenien held a ck-ar advant^e lor iniKh of

the period.

"Alter that, the shots just started lo go for us.

aiKl Manhattan pbved their style as loiig as they

coukl." UMa-ss coach Greg Canndia said.

When >uu stretch a lead, ytxi can't play that

way We wctc abW lo shoot the bell, and play

really really good defc-nse. so we were realK

solid there in the second half."

The Minutetnen scored lU goals iii ilw

fourth quattet lo punctuate the viciof>. includ-

ing Doy k-'s third and fourth of the ganK. a.s well

as the first guils of freshmen Pat Urmon and

IXnnis Whelans careers. Freshman Sam
Moody alw stored his seujnd of the season. »
Ik- Nhnutettien txjmpletely emptied their K.-nch.

including backup goahenders Scon Hinchev

and Fkjsa Guobadia

Doyk-'s outburst gave him a leam high H
goals on the scaaon. which esftmis his prevtous

KMim Ngh. K( hM yott. Doyfe has come on

ftroi^ as of laie. scorinff 10 goals in the laM four

gWt»C8

"He's U-cn yjviiy wo*i*istc"nt throu^Kwt the

year.' Cannella said, "hie was a link- frustrated

carK in the vear I think having Sean |Morns|

back really helps him Iks been very consistent

in practice, so it doesn't mirprise me at all that

he had a day like this."

Morris, who missed the lirM four game^

the season due to mononuck-usi«. Kored a goai

and three aansis Friday.

The goal total was the sotxxid highest un the

seascn fe>r the Minutemen. who beat Pmn State

l7-8on Apnl ^

By IXkic FtRCiLSDN

.Asa » IATU> Pwiss

AUGUSTA. Ga. (AP) —
Finally!

Phil \fickelson's agonizing pur-

suit of a major endc-d Sunday at

the Master* when he made an 18

fcx)t birdie putt on the linal hole, a

spectacular cotKlusion to a back-

nine duel with Fmic Lis

Gone is that ugly streak of

being O-for-42 in golfs bigsest

events. Gone are questions about

Mk-kelson's ganw and whether it

could stand up to the scrutiny of a

major champioii^hip

He delivered a command per

lomtance to the sen. end. with two

birdii-s on the linal three hok's for

a >-under 69 that gave him a otw-

stroke victory over tis.

The putt curied into the hack of

the hok 'If an enomKHK
cheer '> n jumped and

thrust his lusts, then kiss«xl his ball

when he pliKked it from the cup

'Oh my G*)d!" he said as he

walked off the green artd into the

arms ol hii wife and thax- chil-

dren.

Until Sunday, he was kiwwn as

the best player to have never won

a major.

Now. he's simply one of the

best in the game

His awesome skills were on full

displav along the back nine at

Augusta Nalionul. and ihey had to

be. Lis was Haw less, making two

eagles in his round of b7 that

lcx)ked as though it would be

cTHXigh to get the green jacket he

covets, and the third leg of the

Gruixl Slam.

But Mickelson was more deter-

mined than ever

He rattk"d olf three straight

birdies to stay in range, caught Els

with a 1 5-fooi birdie putt on the

Ibth and ihc-n had tlw stage to

himself on No. 1 8.

Despite a half-do/en ckise calls

in the majors. Mkkelson had

never c-ome to the final hole with a

share of the lead. He never had the

tiiuil sa\

On this day, he refused to let

his chance get avMiy.

He smartly played a Vwood off

im MASTERS on pagi 6

Kovalev^s pair dooms Bruins
MONTREAL (APt - Alex

Kovalev finally showed up in

Montreal, just in time to get the

Canadiens back in the playoff

hunt.

Kovalev scored iwo firM-peti-

ixl goaU. hcith assistl^l by goalie

lose Theodore, and Montreal beat

the Boston Bruins V2 Sunday

night.

Andrei Markov

Bruins

Canadiens \

Montreal Canadiens goaltender Jose Theodore makes a save as the

Boston Bruins' Patrice Bergeron iR pushed into the net by )«•" Bulls

during Sunday's Stanlev Cup Playoff game in Montreal.

.d for

1 n e

Canadiens.
who now trail

their first-

round playoff series 2-1 after

scoring just cmce while losing the

first two gan»es in Boston.

An enihusiasiic, selknil Bell

Centre crowd of 21.271 erupted

in cheers on both of Kovalev

goals, each of them giving

Montreal a lead, the sc-cond one

for gocxl.

Kovalev had just four pointv

including an assist on Patrice

Brisebois' goal in Friday's 2-1

overtime loss — in his first 14

games with the Canadiens. who
acquired him in a trade with the

New York Rangers on March 2.

Theodore set up the rushes

that led to both goals and became

just the third goalie to avord two

.ivMsts in an NHL playoff game,

and the scccmd — following

Edmonton's Grant Fuhr - to do

so in the same period

Boston's Andy Hilbert .scored

in his first career playoff game in

the first period, and Brian Rolsion

drew the Bniins within one when

he scored early in ihe third.

Theodore, who alkjwed rookie

Patrice Bergeron's goal 1:26 into

overtime Friday, made 21 saves.

Bruins ri»okic Andrew
Raycroft. who had a shutout in

his first playoff game Wednesday.

stopped 29 shots.

Electrified by a pregame sikie

show on the ice depkting their

storied franchise's 24 Stanley

Cup-winning teams and Hall-of-

Fame legends Maurice Richard,

kan Belivcau and Guy laflcur.

the Montreal fans were ready for

a current player to step forv»rard.

SMimims on page 6

HWS I n^tARA/ASSlX T^THl PStSS

Phil Mkkelstm gives the thumb* up after receiving his Masters

championship green jacket and trcifhv following his nine-under-par

vktorv at the Augusta National CJi>lf Cluh in Augusta. Ga. yesterday.

Kelley chasing record

Sophomore ties

home run mark
in pair of wins

By Toni) Fdster

Cjiileoian Staff

Bears pull away from UM, Rutgers
By Matt Bar^tow

(ill ij-i.iAN Stah

Rkling the momentum of a per-

fect season, the Massachusetts

crew team arrivtxl at the Sc\;konk

River Saturday, with lofty expecta-

tions. Unfortunately for the

Minutewomen. a team with even

bigger expectations took home the

victory.

Ranked fourth in the country.

Brown solidified its self as a legiti-

mate contender for the national

title, defeating Ma.ssachusctts and

Rutgers on its home course. The
Bears took full advantage of their

working knowledge of the course,

winning all five races on choppy

water.

UMass looked strong in the first

varsity eight race, leading through

the first 300 meters. UMass could-

n't maintain a winning pace how-

ever, as Brown caught up to the

Minutewomen and pulled ahead in

the final 500 meters, claiming gold

in the meet's highest-scoring event.

Brown finished the race in b:K).f<4

while UMass followed at 6:55.54.

aiKl the Scarlet Knights trailed at

6:47.56.

The live-second differentials

between the three boats reflected a

large margin of victory.

While the Bears surged to victo-

ry at the Invite. UMass and Rutgers

Iwked in a struggle for silver For

the second' varsity eights, Rutgers

outpaced the Minutewomen by

seven seconds, with a time of

7:25.68. Brown linishcxl 28.56 sec-

onds ahead of the Minutewomen.

The varsity four race saw

Rutgers (8:51.44) outdistance

UMass (9:07.58). whik Brown

crossed the finish line 56 seconds

ahead of the Scarlet Knights.

Even though Rutgers placed

second in three races to UMas.s'

two. the Minutewomen were

awarded silver because additional

points arc allotted to the first varsi-

ty eights.

In the novice races. UMass's

stxond boat fell to Rutgers by 20

seconds but was redeemed by its

counterpari. which bested the

Scarlet Knights by two sectmds.

Brown s second novice eight rowc-d

the course faster than both the

UMass and Rutgers first novKc

eights.

Brown entered the weekend

with a 2-5 record, while UMass

was undefeated at 2-0. In last

week's victory over defending

national champion Radcliffe. the

Bears posted the second fastest

time ever by a women's team on

the Seekonk River Its varsity eight

dominated despite rough water in

an attcnnpt to thwart a Radcliffe

repeal.

While it's unlikely UMass and

Brown will meet in the NCAA
Championships, the Minute-

women used the opportunity to

measure themselves against the lop

competition in the country. While

both Brown and UMass captured

gold at the summer's Henley

Women's Regatta, the two squads

did not compete because they were

in different divisions.

In an extremely short, six-race

season, the Minutewomen won't

have much time lo work out the

kinks. The Maroon and White

travel to Collingswocxl N.|. for the

Knecht Cup on April 17-18. and

will then prepare for the Atlantk

10 Championships.

In only her .second season, sophomore third

baseman k.|. Kelley has already etched her name

into record books at the University of

Massachusetts.

After a breakout freshman season with eight

homeruns. Kelley took the first pitch from Dayton

pitcher Melis.sa Myher over the right-center fence in

the sixth inning in Game 2 of

Dayton the Massachusetts softball

77r7~T7 o" team's doubleheader against the
UMass O

pi^^^^ p^jjgy jy^^ Rainier. Ore.

Dayton 1 native's 1 1 round trippers this

I IM.1SS 4 sea.";on lies Brandi Cross' single
Uividss

season homerun record, set only

exploded for five runs in the fourth to put the game

well oui of reach.

Budrewicz. a Buckland native, went 2-for-3 with

three runs batted in and two runs in the 8-0 game

one victory.

"It feels good to able to perform after the hard

work I put in over the years and show everyone I

am here for a reason while being able to have fun

out there too." Budrewicz said.

rni happy for K.C.. because she's been waiting

a longtime after starting off as a pinch runner,"

UMass head coach Elaine Sortino said. "She

worked her way into a significant part of our pro-

gram. Local kid. who was a camper at UMass and

I'm really happy for her. She worked hard."

See SOFTBALL on page 6

a year ago.
, . , •.

Kelley s homer sealed the second win for the

Minutewomen (18-11, 4-0 Atlantk 10) as they

swept the Flyers ( 10-25, 1-5 A-10), 8-Oand 4-1

The Minutewomen have won 1 1 straight games

and extended their home winning streak to 61
,
the

longest in the nation.

The sophomore third baseman tied the record

with 19 games left in the regular season, ffer 19

career homers are only seven shy of the all-time

mark (26), shared by Cross and Scooter Wheeler.

"To tell you the truth, I don't really think about

it." Kelkv said. "It's not something I have to think

of during a game, 'l just take each at bat as one at

bat and I'm just hoping for a hit, not a homerun.

The results will come with the contact and my

results happen to be homeruns."

As Kelley adds to a storybook career, senior

K.C. Budrewicz is just looking for a happy ending.

Budrewicz' homer in the second gave UMass a 1-0

lead. Sophomore Kristen Stefanoni lead off the sec-

ond with single and scored two batters later on jun-

ior Hilary Puglia's double. The Maroon and W^ite

lxH.JRTtSY KAKbN WINUfcR

K.J. Kelley hit her 1 Ith home run of the season

Friday, matching the all'time UMass single-season

record set by Bnmdi Cross last year.

•My Dog the Meat Eater' marks

the debut of UMass student author

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 5

Bonds passes Mays for third all-

time on home run list

SPORTS, PAGE 10
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Student

receives

national

award
By Gabriel Dye

CoLLBUAM CcwMsruNneKT

University of Massachusetts'

student Jennifer Griflin. a 20-year-

old junkw microbk)k>gy major,

was recently awarded The

Endocrine Society Summer
Research Felbwship. a presti-

gkxis award received by only 20

to 25 students natwnwidc.

The Endocrine Society is the

woiid'i Ifeading source for hor-

mone research.

Griffm had been waiting since

January to fiixl out wtiether or not

she had won. She received the call

during the last days of spriitg

bftak.

"My boyfriend called (to tell

me I had won) when I was on my

way home from Virgirua." Griffm

sakl. "I had him checking my

emails wfiik I was gone
"

Griflin. a member of

Conunonweahh College, is onh

the second UMass student lo win

the award

"I am really proud of leimifer's

accomplishments in the lab artd

this award of the (Endocnnc

Society) felk>wship.' sakl Dr

Deborah \. Good of the Veterinary

and Animal Sciences t)epertment.

for whom Gnffin works.

The Endocrine Society, estab-

liihed in 1917. is an tntematunai

oipntzatian with 11.000 raem-

bws spanning over 80 countries.

Memben rflMarch and treat

endocrine disorders itKluding dia
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doors

on pre-school

By EmKA LUVLEY

CblXCUlAN STAFr

i

t

..^, sprira!' a mall boy gleefully shouto

•• ha apoB a bLoming yeOuw tulip in the play-

mound yard. The happy ihriekB and acivams at

aMkUtn «fax^ Ok Wick wiOli of the F«rK

CHMWHH9<ay ScHtXsiV the Urevennty

Ifwide. dw big blue and white ilMWonni b

futt of«w» as the 5- and 4-ye»r-MmdaM
€f Caitrocxn Hve romp happily duittg play

time.

Hoand in the bMement of Skinner Hail the

ckMwm is a cMdhnod wondoiMid. .The

44lam nd iMvas. In orve oomcr iiin an wc

tion.W of-Baaels. paint iriflfi, and jai» of paint

|;nishei, scquiitf. letter and crajnns. There

ai« btftas ^ MiEhtiy cokircd block* «nd

poMtimia and cats, toots for buHding aid

ooctumei for pretend. 1n die back siti a two

fliory pUyhotMc.

Kate McGee. a UMaM undergraduate cdu

oKkn student ami studoM leachefT MMgsic*

i^iriMat the oondt with a picture book in harvl,

%idi.t«iD^>iaa «i«|HMf lying in her bip. The

dauiuam glows at the ion tMna tbioufh the

Wfe bay wii«iaw» (.nrrrk)ukii«the playgragtid.

Hwn it b ciaia tuDc. SiXjaavpain of blight

liille iMa iMtJi;»f^ t Kate Stnib

RKhardy ra% otti a^ bkic pjyic wodlf
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Final Distinguished Faculty lecturer encourages exercise
^ ... J -.,.;-«. lim..* ».^i.-n, mtmhers look selected for their outstanding service

By Michelle Dozois

CoiLsuiAN StArr

Inactive people can greatly improve

their health through small amounts of

physical activity, said exercise science

professor Patty Freedson yesterday in

the fourth and final Distinguished

Faculty Lecture of the year

"You simply have to do a little bit of

exercise to realize the largest health

benefits." Freedson said.

Approximately 200 people filled the

Massachusetts Room of the Mullins

Center for Freedson's lecture, titled

"When It Comes to Exercise. How
Much is Enough?"

Freedson began her talk by asking

the audience how they got to their

seats.

"Who took the elevator to gel up to

this room? Who parked their car as

close to the building as possible? Who
drove here when you could have

walked?" Freedson asked.

Freedson spoke about two exercise

recommendations that she said have

caused confusion among the public. In

1995, the American College of Sports

Medicine and the Centers for Disease

Control released a set of guidelines rec-

ommending that people

engage in '50 minutes of

moderate activity on

most days of the week.

But. in 2002, the

Institute of Medicine

recommended that peo-

ple engage in at least an

hour of moderately

intense activity every

day.

The media quickly

interpreted the differ-

ence in recommenda-
tions as a conflict.

Freedson said.

"That was completely

the wrong message."

Thirty minutes is the

recommendation for

those who want to

achieve health benefits,

while bO minutes is the recommenda-

tion for people trying to lose weight or

achieve a higher level of fitness.

Freedson said.

"Some is better than none, and more

is usually better than less."

Freedson gave exam-

ples of what defines

light physical activity

versus exercise. Going

to the gym or playing

tennis constitutes exer-

cise, she said, whereas

Ufestyle activities are

typically more moder-

ate, such as "taking a

walk to get to your des-

tination, the thing that

most of you chose not

to do today."

Movement is natural,

while sedentary behav-

ior is not. Freedson

said.

"The idea of being a

physical active person

is a normal state of

being."

Freedson described the "Paleolithic

Rhythm" of activity proposed by

anthropologists, which says that in

^i^ The idea

of being a

physical

active person

is a normal

state of

being, f^

' PM TT FwtlllMWi

ancient times, society members look

part in fairly intense physical activity

for one to two days, and then rested for

one to two days. However, their rest

was very different from ours — they

walked to other village, to visit friends

and relatives.

Freedson cited the InduMrial

Revolution as a culprit for current obe-

sity trends.

"Our society is structured in such a

way that drives us to be inactive." she

said "IWe have) people movers' that

take the place of walking in an airport

the response to this paradox, of

being built to be active yet living a very

sedentary lifestyle, leads us to incredi

biy high rates of chronic di^fjivf i>r dis-

ease risks."

In order for people to continue cvpe-

riencing the benefits of exercise, they

must continue exercising. Freedson

said. Therefore, future exercise science

research should integrate the help of

psychologists, she said.

"We all know it's good for us. but how

do we sustain that behavior change''"

Distinguished Faculty Lecturers arc

selected for their outstanding service to

the University of Massachusetts, and

are given the Chancellor's Medal, the

highest honor a faculty member can

receive from the University

Before presenting Freedson with the

Chancellor's Medal. Chancellor lohn V.

Lombardi joked that while he admires

Freedson's work, he doesn't want to

have lo take her advice regarding exer-

cise.

"I have to confess that she said a lot

of things I don't like." Lombardi said.

"(Only I two hours a day on the comput-

er _ this is going to be a challenge." he

said, referring to a Stanford University

study Freedson discussed The study

examined the health effects of reducing

sedentary behaviors, like sitting in front

of a computer.

Freedson ended her talk with anoth-

er push to forgo the elevator.

"Mv question for you — are you

going to take the elevator lo go down-

stairs?"

The audience laughed.

"Not today .. jbutj how about

tomorrow''" she said.

FBI, Justice Department to

defend efforts before panel
By Curt Anderson

As.s(K-iATBP Press

WASHINGTON (AP) —
The nation's top law enforce-

ment officials say they recog-

nized the threat posed by al-

Qaida in the months leading up

to the Sept. 1 1 attacks, but

members of the commission

looking into the attacks say

they want proof that concern

equaled action.

The panel begins a new two-

day hearing today with testimo-

ny from former FBI Director

Louis Freeh. Attorney General

John Ashcroft and former

Attorney General |anet Reno.

Thomas Pickard. who served as

acting FBI director in the

months just before the attacks,

and former CIA counterterror-

ism center director Cofer Black

also are scheduled to testify.

Aides to Ashcrofi said he

plans to rebut criticism that he

was more focused on issues

such as illegal drugs and gun

crimes than terrorism before

the attacks. They point to a May
9. 2001 Senate hearing in

which Ashcroft testified his

agency had "no higher priority"

than protecting against terrorist

attacks.

In an article in yesterday's

Wall Street journal , Freeh said

the FBI "relentlessly did its job

pursuing terrorists" before the

attacks but was hampered by

lack of resources and political

will.

Commission members, who
last week heard National

Security Adviser Condoleezza

Rice defend the Bush adminis-

tration's pre-Sept. 1 1 actions,

are expected to ask Freeh.

Ashcrofi and the others why
more wasn't done.

Member Slade Gorton, a

Republican, has said the FBI

"has more questions to answer"

than does Rice or former presi-

dential terrorism adviser

Richard Clarke, who has said

the Bush administration did not

take the terrorism threat as seri-

ously as did the Clinton admin-

istration.

"There has been a lot of talk

about whether there was

urgency or lack of urgency. We
really don't care about the

names, we care about what

actions were taken." commis-

sion member |amie Gorelick. a

Democrat who served under

Reno as deputy attorney gener-

al, said on NBC's "Today" show.

"There is a major game of fin-

ger-pointing going on here. Our

job is to get to the bottom of it."

The hearing comes on the

heels of the weekend release of

a previously classified Aug. 6.

2001. intelligence memo that

warned al-Oaida was operating

in the United States and might

be looking to hijack planes. The

memo did not provide specific

times or places for potential

attacks.

l\H RU-^ H !. IhA

Busta-ing into spring

Charismatic MC Busta Rhvmes has been announced as one of the acts at this year's Spring

Concert held at the Mullins Center. Read aK>ut the rest of the lineup in Arts & Living, page S.
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School of Nursing to take over Skinner Hall %^f&ff
LAI from page 1

pool. "This is going to be our pond," she tells the chil-

dren.

"We are making a conservatory," said Dorothy

Meyer, director of the Early Child laboratory School.

"The kids got interested in making t>ne after seeing the

pond in the conservatory on campus. Now we need to

get plants, and poUiwogs, and some goklfish — all the

things you'd find in a pond," she laughs. "We let the

kids plan and think of their own ideas."

However, sooti ideas like the conservatory will tmly

be a memory for Meyer and her students.

Budget Cuts

In a decision made by Andrew Effrat, the interim

dean of the school of education since September o(

2002. the 71 -year-old Early ChiW L.aborator> School

will ck)se this May at the end of its academk. year

"It's a wonderful program." sakl Effrat. "But due to

the budget cuts. |the school) is not in the position any-

more to provide the same sort of subskly"

According to Effrat. the school costs the School ol"

Education approximately $75,000 a year The School

of E.ducatkxi has roughly a $5 millkxt budget, and has

absorbed a 25 to W pen;ent budget cut from its previ-

ous $7 millwn budget. The cost of the Lab school to

the School of Education consists of Meyers full-time

faculty member salary, plus benefits The rest of the

school's costs arc supported by student tuitkm.

"These days that's a kjt when you're ulking about

the University," said Effrat. "After absorbing budget

cuts, that is a bt of money

"

The lj»b school accepts preschool students from

the age of 2 years and 9 months to 5-yt»r-okU.

Enmlbnent is based on a first-come first-serve basis.

The classrooms are composed of a wide variety o( stu-

dents, ranging from the chiUren of graduate and

undergraduate students at UMass. to the chiklrwi of

teachers and nxrinbers of the outside community

Effrat hopes to rekxate the pmgram to another

needy community in Massachusetts, namely the .Aihol

or Orange «i«a. The ptugnim woukl become a full-day.

five-day-a-week daycare center, rather than the thrre

day -a-week. three-hour Ub school program it is ni'w

"I don't think of it as ckjsing," Effrat said. "We are

suspending t>perations

"

After Skinner Hall is renovated, the School of

Nursing will move in. The buiUing is out of code and

b not handicapped accessiWe. The School of Nursing

currently has no main buikling on the UMass campus

EfTrBl says that due to budget c-uts, he has had no

dioice but to c-ui programs The School of Educatwn

currently has three departments shanng twu Mxre-

twies. The number of staff has also shrunk coraider-

"I ifree it (the Ub school) Ls a wonderful prognm.

Unfortunately, wrve been forced to curtail a number

of other wunderful programs." he said

When The Mavsachusetts Daily Colkrgian asked

Effrat how many limes he had visited the Lab st-hool

before deckling to ck»e the pfvigTam. Effrat s«d he

had been there "at kaet three times
"

DnKTlB VOUMB IMS

"I bvr our progrun.' sakl Docuihy Meyer, dirertor

of the Lab school.

Meyer said she was notified last vear that the Lab

school wouU c\cntually have to move out of Skinner

Hall for ronovatwn purposes. However, she was

assured by the School of Education that the Lab school

wuuM be provided with arwther buikiing on the

UMass campus Meyer sakl she dkl not nxerve notke

that the school had been offKially ordered to cbse

until she received an e-mail during spnng break in

Mareh.

-|m ji»t inc-rediWy sad that its ck»ing 1 feel hon-

ored that I've been able to do wonderful things |at the

school)." Meyer sakl "I'm thankful to the University

for providing this opportunity for me."

Meyers work at the Ub school specializes in the

teaching approach known as RL*ggio Emilia, w^kh is a

teaching principle that was de\ek)ped in Italy Rcggio

fiicuscs on albwing the students to deckle the curricu

him rather than the teachers. Meyer described the

proceat as a teacher-chiW partnership in learning.

"VWe ask the kkls, what are they interested in, what

are they wondering about," she sakl. "Then, we go

expkxe that together."
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UMass sneara

Meyer sakl thai the c-urricuKim of ihe Ijth scIk<oI i^

special not only because it uses the Reggto Emilw

approach, but bixause of the teachertraMng environ-

ment it pnnklcs for aspiring undergradiwie Bid grad-

uate students in the early chiklhood cducatkwi pro-

gram.

"There is a quote that I like to go by. 'Experience is

not the beat leadiec itflectwn on that experience b the

best teacher," Meyer sakl.

Interns at the Ub school take on student teaching

degree in early chiklhood in one year.

"That is Ithc School of Educatkjn'sj fault." she sakl.

"1 kram more about the (Reggw) approach as I prac-

tice and experience; ii everyday I rvalh k)ve chikiren.

and 1 bve being able to see their minds go 'a ha' when

they grasp somethmg."

The Lab school i* equipped with an observation

booth overlooking the classroom thai is open tu the

publk Student teachers, guests and parents are abkr to

sit in the booth and obtenK the '
• n Every

April. Skiimer Lab school hosts earU ^1 educa-

tes from all over the worU to coine and observe the

I'm just incredibly sad it's dos-

ing. I feel honored that I've been able

to do wonderful things [at the school].

I'm thankful to the University for

providing this opportunity for me. ^^

- Dorothy Meyer, director of the Lab school

In AinhcrM. the Common School costs Sb.»2^ for

a year. aiKl iiwlutk-* a five-day program only The

Buckland Shilbonw Efcfineniary School in Amherst

chat^o Si<tll» lu S^.OOO for a three-day pnjgrain based

on,.
' lu Nchool administrators

;^Jit.atcd prochool that is

lUM ihnv iuumuig> a wisek." said Valerie A. IjMigkMs.

a Ub svlKxd parent «id flay-at-home mom in

Hekhenown "The Lab school has been a perlect sokj

tkm."

Lm^om was tniiialh drawn to the school because

of it-^ kj* tuitkm

-We have lo knA. realistkailty at what the average

parvnl can >>pend. -Mter having cxpcrieiKed |the li»b

schoo!). thi- (u"'

it I.V

,.,nh V4. niuth more ilian what

ol 2004. parents began

ti>r the schtxil to remain

nicJ lo Iffrat and

positions for a total of five credits per semester. At the

end of the three hour clav. day. Meyer sits with the

intcras and Icinl- discus>iion. reliccting events that took

place during >.lav.. erKX)uraging the students to ask

questkjns.

"The Ub school is why I came to UMass." sakl

graduate student Melivsa ShacfftT a student teacher "I

was very interested in the Ri-ggk) Emilia appnwch."

Shaeffei sakl >hc lix)ked at many other presch*x)ls

that claim to practice the Rcggii' appR>ach, but found

UMms' program lo be the best. Due to the school ck»-

ii^. she is rushing id complete a two-year graduate

school. This month. Meyer hosted an educator fremi

Taiwan who hopes to create a -ii>iil;ir Rcv'>'io appn^icli

program in her own cxwntry.

It is also hard for tslucation ^tu«.K-m> to IiikI IuiikI»

on teaching opponunitk-s in the tnit-iidc comnuiniu

that work ck>sely with siiideni teachers. Struh

Rkhards sakl She said she has observed miinv

preschools in the community that have oven^-orktvl

teachers wtw do not have time to work orn-onmic

with student teacheri

"In the contmuniiy. teachers can't help |>tudciii

teachers] because they are tcx) busy and have no time-

to reflect ... We have an incredible >chool with lots of

lUMass) students The students are student-teachcr>.

and they never sit back and watch," Straub-RkhanK

sakl.

'It's really a shame it's ckising down, there is no

other place in the community for stiKlents lu be iraiixxl

|in Reggio)." she said "l think jthe School ol

Fxlucation) c-oukl look a link* harder. The piirenis are

devastated .. its the wonK*n and chiUrcn on the K>i

torn of the totcnn pokv"

TlKMRBnS

Manv parents of chiUrcn attending the IjiK

ChildhcKxl l>aboratory School were expecting to enntll

their children again in September These fxirenls arc-

now foreed to kK)k elsewhere for their chiki >i pre>ctH>ol

education.

"It says a lot about the University to cut back on

stuff like this," said Edward Dorshow, a (wrent from

Sunderland, "lis a link- disturbing."

Many paa-nis are searching the community trying lo

find another preschool with an cxhicaiiunal cvpcricncc

comparable to the l^b schcwl and affordable tuition

"It's a big burden on students with kids. " lX)rshow

said, "ll's going lo cost a lot more nionev |loi the 1 .il'

school) lo relocate."

The- tuition prices of kxal preschot)ls varv. .Skiiinci

Ub school charges $1,050 for a year"-, tuition, which

includes three half days a wtvk

Prices for other schools include Ilic Valley Christian

School in Nonhainpton, which charges $1,51K). Tlic

Cornerstone Christian Schcxil in C.rcvnfield. which

charges $1,420. and Holy Trinity in C.rcvnfield. which

costs $1,500. administrators at each of the school say

i^-n I he k-nct» wi.'

ChaiKclk>r kihn \ Uhihm' ;

"We gc* pat answers Mating budget cutN." langkxs

si^. "h ' ng. I think there are many more rca-

wr^ uh ram i«.nt slaving around. It cant be

^aa budget >.ui^ 1 k whok truth
"

t^angkii' I' ^tii! .' -chciol lor her son in

the fall She- livis that iki nuiticr what schod she tinds

it will not pn.>vKk- the sanx- 'v™- -f m.mion ih.ii the

Lab school staff prc>vidcd.

"Till
'

' leachersl irui i.oiii>. mii' uw- j'icv

gram f-i > and c-nthusiasm I think it's a had

deciskm on liw |wri ol the- I It doesn i speak

wvll ol the Lnivefs,ii\ ,
iic community I

don't think I woukl v\ani lo alliliate mysdf with

L'Mass ahcT this." she said

lAnnhardi woukl not conwiK-nt for the story. His

scvreian RcKoca IX^n. referred The Cdlegian to

I !?t.l! kit ^oIltlTKnl

WiMMNC iwm TMi UMass coMMUMn

"Hw tki-inj; ol ihc l.ah ^hool is gixxi lor the

S.tn*tl ol Suiting fxit makc-s as fcvl really bud for the

s.1hxiI. siiiil KathiAn I ulkr. an undergraduate nursing

^lucknt

I ulk*r. akjng with felktw scnktr nursing student

I jri>sd Pinlrvhula. made a tkmonstnition to the l.ab

-ihool i l,iv-n»Hti bsi Wcxlncsdav on p.-rm pa*ventkjn.

11k di. 1^ a part of a community project

(hilt I u itila are wurking on.

"It's great to he ahfc to incorporate the preschool

with nup«ing ami Iwallh." said Pcxlryhula. "This buiU-

ing was (k-sigiK-d lor kkls and it s too had they cant find

.iiKithc-r"

Accorxling lo Fulk-r and Podryhula. because the

School of Nursing cura-nilv has no main building, most

.ini.liu- . lis,,.., ,Mc spread acaiss the tainpiis to utilize

Men in trailers

incfi.'- no heal, no soundpiovilm^. and no

acousiks. lis noi cx'nducive to our learning." sakl

l\\ln,huia

l'<xli>hula saki nursing students signcxl petitkxis to

help gel nursing classc-s iHii of the trailers and into a

regular building Skinner Hall. Howc-ver. she says

inanv nursinp studenls sympathize with the preschool

aixl iiavc iidviv.itctl lor the s^lxxd lo remain

We vc wniicii Idlers to IXan l.ffral staling that we

support the preschool." siii^l Podrvhula.

Pixlryhula s;i\s thai an ide^il sc>luiion woukl lo be for

the l^b schcxjl to amain in the building akwig with the

nui>in}; classes

"Wc could tic It to pediatrics and psychok>g> |stud-

ics|." she- siiul "It would K- really givat for a krt of

majors ju-i to Iv able to Iwlp leach and observe."

The lust dav of classes lor the luirly Childhcxid Lab

schcKil w ill he- May 1 2.

"I know I'm going to be a waxk." sakl Meyer. "We

usualh have a jx.i luck lunch with all the paa-nts and

kids and tcachci-s. and thiv>w a pail\ I just don't know

if I'll K- <iblc to cnjov it. knowing it's going lo be the last

one

l.uht>raion >t/;i

'^H4t the lUirly Childhiwd

KH. it^ii n\n\ iinuissitiu/preschiMtl

UMass microbiology student receives prestigious award
award from page 1

betes, reproduction, infertility, osteoporo-

.sis. thyroid disea.se. obesity/lipids, growth

honnonc, pituitary tumors and adrenal

insufficiency.

Since her sophomore year, Griffin has

worked with and studied Dr Good's exper-

iment with genetically engineered mutant

mouse models called "Tlibby mice."

"These animals show adult-on.set obesi-

ty due to a mutation that affects the expres-

sion of a protein in their brain. We k-lieve

thai in addition to body weight, this pro-

tein also regulates fertility." said Dr. Good.

"Jennifer has done several experiments

lo prove this theory ... and has made a

number of interesting discoveries."

The Fellowship provides a $4,000

stipend, allowing Ciriffin to continue her

participation in the "Tubby mice" study

throughout the summer. Tlic study will be

the subject for her honor's thesis.

Griffin said ihe experitnent is paiinising

and is making great headway. The study

will last through her senior year and. once

completed, the results will be publislicd in

a major scientific journal.

Her extensive experience in labs gave

Griffin the necessary edge to win ihe

Endocrine Society Fellowship. Since her

freshman year of college. Griffin has been

involved in scientific rescaah in two differ-

ent labs at the UMass Medical School, as

well as in Dr Gcxxi's microbiology lab. She

has experimented with the genetics of can-

cer, which she may return lo in the future,

and the elTecIs of T-Cell proliferation on

the Human Immunodehciency Virus.

During this lime, while maintaining a

spot on Ihe Dean's List each semestei, she

has won the 2002 and 2003 UMass

Medical School Summer Research

Fellowship, which was open lo students

nationwide. She was also honoa-d with the

2(\)2. 2CX)'5 and 21K14 Honor Research

Fellowship, which is aw aided lor students

in the honors college lo do research

tha)ughoui the academic year.

During high schcx)l in Uxbridge. Miiss.,

Griffin planned to K-conx- a velerinaiian.

By her senior \ear. when she giaduaieil as

salutalorian. her fixus hail changed lo

human medicine by the influence of hei

advanccxl placement biology teacher. Mr.

Wordcn.

"Mr Worden was so knowkxlgeable; he

inspired jhis students | to leani how builo

gy applies lo and affccls us." she said.

Wlien not in the lab. Griffin works .is ,,

Keskicni \ssisi,iiii in tiicenough Hall. She

also ixmicipaled in this year's alternative

spi inj; break trip with the Newman Center

liie griHip went to Ivanhix-. Va.. in the

Appalachian Mountains to help an impov-

erished town better its community.

"It w;is one of the most inlluential expe-

riences of niv life." Griffin siid.

1fom college Griffin will go to graduate

sclux>l for her PhD in immunology and

virology. She has narrowed her graduate

schixil choices lo the UMass Medical

Sc!nK>l. Cornell, the Mas.sachusetts

General Hospital Program. Tufts and

Hiown
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Ephedra ban a

responsible decision
In what may benefit the health of thou-

sands, if not millions, a federal judge allowed a

nationwide ban on dietary supplements con-

taining ephedra to take effect yesterday.

Despite wrangling and pleas from manufac-

turers, the Food and Drug Administration

announced m December that it was banning

the sale of the amphetamine-like herb. A feder-

al judge allowed that ban to take place yester-

day.

Used for weight lo.ss and bodybuilding,

ephedra has been blamed lor 1 55 deaths and

causing injury to thousands of others. This is

the first ban of a dietary supplement

Sales of the drug had plummeted because of

publicity about the risks. Baltimore Orioles

pitcher Steve Bechler died a year ago because

he was using ephedra. Several states (New

York. Illinois and California) had banned the

stimulant on their own.

This is the latest news that once again con-

firms what nutritionists, doctors and others in

the health field have been saying for a long

time only a well balanced diet and regular

exercise can keep the body in good shape.

The news also suggests that it may be time

for the FDA to analyze its own practices.

Before they are allowed to be sold, medications

must be proven sale and effective However,

federal law allows dietary supplements to be

marketed without that kind of analysis. To pre-

vent a supplement from hitting the market or

to remove it from the market (such as in this

easel, the FDA must show it poses a significant

health threat.

This is hardly what can be described as

responsible. Although dietary supplements, in

general, may be less harmful than medications,

that is not a reason for the FDA to be lax about

conducting studies. The way ephedra was sold

treated customers like guinea pigs.

Dietary supplements, medications and

other prtxiucts should undergo the highest

analysis to ensure the products are safe for

individuals to take. Furthermore, side effects

caused by the drugs should be carefully noted

on the package and any problems that may be

caused by having other health conditions

should also be duly noted.

There is disagreement whether ephedra is

indeed harmful if taken directly. But Andrew

Clark, a justice Department lawyer arguing the

case for the FDA. said the ban was based on

accurate data. Research shows that ephedra

can speed the heart rate and constrict blood

vessels. It is also particularly risky for those

who have heart disease or high blood pressure

or engage in a lot of exercise.

Ephedra is used to enhance one's image,

after all. Even if the science is questionable,

there are other ways for people to maintain a

healthy body image

It's better to be safe than sorry, and the ban-

ning of ephedra was a sound decision by U.S.

District judge Joel Pisano.

Information from the Aisociated Prets was

uied in thin editorial

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Masu2chusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board

June's Catch-22

Yousef

Munayyef

BA
conversa-

tion 1 imagined

happening in

Iraq:

Lieutenant:

Mr. Bremmer,

Sir, we've been

intercepting an

Iraqi newspa-

per that seems

inflammatory.

It claims we

arc not here to liberate. It says

we. the Americans, are here to

oppress. It says we are lying

about giving people rights like

freedom of religion and freedom

of speech and press. Sir. what

should we do about this?

Bremmer: Shut it down
Iminediaiely.

The United States' presence

in Iraq has managed to accom-

plish a marvelous feat: it has

given the Sunni and Shiites in

Iraq a common enemy. The dis-

turbances, fighting, and demon-

strations in Fallujah and Najaf

show that anti-American senti-

ment is widely held and is not

concentrated in small factions.

As soccer fields continue to

turn into the new graveyards of

Iraq, a sight we would have

imagined under Saddam, more

hate develops for the American

presence.

As Iraq grows to look more

and more like the war zone we

thought we avoided last spring,

allies in Europe and other mem-
bers of the coalition of the will-

ing are having doubts about

what to do. 1 can imagine world

leaders thinking. "Should 1 stay

or should I go now? If I go

there will be trouble. If I stay

there will be double."

Unfortunately, that has become

the reality of what has hap-

pened in Iraq

President Bush made a

major mistake when he

announced the |une 30 date of

transition There is no doubt

this was done for domestic

political reasons. No adviser

who has studied the region and

the scenarios could have possi-

bly concluded that Iraq would

be ready for transition by June

'SO. Now with that date and

elections approaching one of

two things can happen: First,

June 30 can come and the U.S.

could hand over control to the

Iraqi National Congress, which

is in no way prepared to handle

that duty. Second, June 50 can

come and the U.S. will not hand

over authority which would

make the president seem like he

is misguided, confused and

lying for political gains, again.

Hostages are being taken in

waves including Americans like

Thomas Hamill. When 1 saw

the look on Hamill's face, 1

couldn't help but think that he

really represents America's

presence in Iraq He was con-

fused, doubtful, afraid and just

Our presence in

InMi it helping to

Balkanizethe

nation to the brink

of Intenuil religious

civil war.

seemed to look like he couldn't

understand what in the world

he was doing there. So many

people here, praying for Mr.

Hamill and all those involved,

are wondering the same thing

Now. in Iraq, the United

States has managed to do

something it does very well:

create monsters. The US. has

managed to make Ayotolah

Sistani, a man who only

months ago was made out to be

a trouble-making threat to sta-

bility, seem like a moderate

centrist. That just shows how

bad the situation has become.

Now a younger cleric. Moktada

al-Sadr. has crowds of follow

ers behind him and is leading a

resistance movement out of a

holy site. With droves of loyal

followers behind him. prepared

to lead a resistance against

what they may perceive as the

"great Satan." he has taken

over the city of Najaf

American forces shouldn't

get their hopes up if they

thought they would be going

home soon. As much as they

and everyone else would like to

see them reunited with their

families, there is no way

American soldiers will be leav-

ing Iraq soon. There is too

much work to be done. What is

becoming clearer is that this

administration knew very well

that American soldiers were

going to be in Iraq for a long

time. The ranking members of

the Senate Foreign Relations

committee have said that they

don't expect an Iraqi police

force to be ready for another

three years There is no way the

United States can pull out of

Iraq unless they have someone

to turn it over too.

The worst possible scenario

and my greatest fear is that

when the United States does

eventually pull out and that

common enemy is no longer

present, the newly energized

and zealous religious factions

in Iraq will commence a

slaughter that would make peo-

ple wish Saddam was still in

power. We are unfortunately

moving closer to what seems to

be this inevitable reality. Our

presence in Iraq is helping to

Balkanize the nation to the

brink of internal religious civil

war.

So is there a way out? It

really does not seem like there

is. There is no good outcome to

this. Yet something has to be

done. The president of the

United States has to address

the American people candidly

and tell them that the |une 10

date was a mistake, and that

the path through Iraq will be

much longer and much harder

than they had been told. He has

to tell the American people this

and be prepared for it to cost

him his presidency if he truly

values the American interest.

All he has to do is tell America

the truth about what is the real-

ity in Iraq. Though elections

arc approaching, it's time for

President Bush to be honest

better late than never

Yousef Munayyer i$ a

CftUegian columniiff.

It's fun to stay at the YMCA

f^^'ujet

Growing up too young

Stacy

Kasdi

^^ j

Since I don't

^H^^^ have

^H I^BI get off campus
^^^^^^H that

^^^^^^H I

^^^^^^^^1 there peo-
^^^^^^^^" pie the

world who are

between the

ages of 1 7 and

23. Every so often I just need to

get out and get back to reality.

and I decided that this past

Friday was the perfect time to

do that.

After merely an hour of wait-

ing at the bus stop, I was on a

jam-packed bus headed towards

the Hampshire Mall. I actually

managed to gel a seat, and

despite the man-standing-in-the-

aisle's butt on my shoulder for

the majority of the ride, it was

fairly quick and painless. I'm

pretty sure every high school

and middle school student from

the surrounding area had shown

up for a night of tun. Combined

with a good amount of five-col-

lege students and a few adults.

the place was hopping.

Friday was a particularly nice

day. with temperatures in the

high 50s. and after the long win-

ter we've had. everyone was

savoring it. To understand my

commentary on this you have to

realize that until the middle of

7th grade. I never wore jeans.

Ever. I refused. I only wore cot-

ton and spandex leggings. I

refused to wear skirts or dresses

at all costs, or anything that

showed any amount of skin.

Although I've since adopted

jeans as the main staple of my

wardrobe, and I wear skirts

occasionally, not much else has

changed. I'm a huge fan of

sweatshirts and have a jacket for

every season plus some. In

short, I often end up looking like

I'm about 16 years old. I've had

fourth graders ask if I was 12

and seniors ask if I was a fresh-

man.
However. I don't think it's

simply my choice of clothing

that makes me look young, I

think it's also what those

younger than me are wearing in

comparison. A girl and her

friends walk past me. She's got

long blonde hair, obviously

straightened with a straighten-

ing iron, light brown suede

knee-high boots, a skirt that in

no way abides by the finger-tip

rule (part of our dress code from

There's plenty of

time for wearing

boots in college and

as adults, but ttie

time for kiddiall

and Play Dough is

far too fleeting to

waste.

high school: if you put your

hands at your sides and your fin-

ger-tips went past the hem of the

skirt, the skirt was too short),

and a low-cut while top through

which her bra was visible. Now
if someone gave me that outfit

description I'd say the wearer

was probably 18-25. The girl

looked like she was probably 1 3,

maybe younger.

But it's not just her! Her

friends were wearing outfits

with a similar lack of material,

I suppose it's sort of hard to

blame them, because lots of

stores intended for adults, or at

least older teens, have created

chains for kids, i.e.

Abercrombie. Limited Too,

Rave Girl, etc. Not to mention

that the girls they see in the

media and idolize aren't often

wearing jeans and sweatshirts.

Despite all this, I've got to

wonder about these kid's par-

ents. 1 mean, each of them

must have at least one parent,

and 1 know my parents would

have laughed the whole way

home from the mall if I'd asked

for knee-high suede boots at

1 3. 1 fully intend on laughing at

my daughter if she asks for

them at I 3 as well.

If you're wearing knee-high

suede boots at 13. what's the

next step for turning 16? 18?

Wearing nothing but thigh-high

boots and underwear to the

mall? I got my first pair of

knee-high boots last year. I was

19. I felt special and grown-up

every time 1 wore them: that

feeling died when I saw a 12

year old with the same boots. 1

mean, okay, so I'm a dork, but

if you do everything in your

early teens, what more is there

to look forward to? I'm 20 now

and I still don't feel like a

grown-up. I don't particulariy

want to. 1 think the thing that

bothers me the most about the

whole situation is really that

childhood is a time I find

extremely valuable, and these

kids seem to be leaving it much
sooner than they have to, vol-

untarily. I don't think they real-

ize yet that it doesn't come

back.

I don't look old, but some-

times I feel old. I know I'm not,

but I still miss being a kid. I

miss naptime. recess and tea

parties. Those should be what

childhood memories are com-

posed of, not knee-high boots.

There's plenty of time for wear-

ing boots in college and as

adults, but the time for kickball

and Play Dough is far too fleet-

ing to waste. Get out of those

boots, put on your sneakers,

and run around in the dirt,

lump in puddles. Swing from

tree branches. Enjoy it while it

lasts. You'll try to get it back

when you're older, and it'll

never be quite the same.

Stacy Kasdin is a Collegian

columnist.

Every summer I go to a place

tailed Sandy Island Camp. I

know. I'm a little too old for sum-

mer camp, but this isn't your

average summer camp. Since

before I was bom I've been going

to the island in the middle of

Lake Winnipasaukee, N H. I

hope to be able to bring my kids

Molly there when I have a family.

[QQleSlOn Yes. that's right. Sandy Island

^'*~"''"~"""""" Camp is for families. Why wouW

Lai*) year-old college student want to go to summer

camp with her parents? Because its my favorite

place to be.

Sandy Island is a summer camp run by the Boston

YMCA that originally started as a camp for young

men back in the early part of the 1900's. When

World War II broke out. there weren't enough young

men to fill a summer camp, so it became a ladies

camp. Throughout the war years, young women

from New England would travel to New Hampshire

to attend "Sandy Camp."

When the war was over, the men came back, but

the women didn't want to give up the camp they had

come to love. It ran as a co-ed camp for a few years.

but before long it became what it is today, a family

camp.
My family has been attending Sandy Island Camp

for 21 years. We're considered pretty new. Some

families have been coming for over 40 or 50 years.

The new families on the Island are always greeted by

the experienced campers and are welcomed to the

family. We have missed only one summer (when 1

was 8 years old ) for a family trip to Europe. I enjoyed

that trip, but I was very upset about missing out on

seeing my friends from camp. Even by the age of 8.

I had developed friendships with the other kids at

Sandy. The same families come back every year; I

have known these people my entire life but only see

them once a year.

Sandy is like any other summer camp: there is

swimming, kayaking, canoeing, tennis, volleyball,

arts and crafis. off-island excursions, and a talent

show at the end of each week. Picture any other sum-

mer camp, subtract the counselors, add people 18

and up, and that's Sandy.

It's the most laid back place, with the most chill

people I've ever met. They even had a day camp for

us when we were little that ran from breakfast until

lunch. And yes, 1 do drink Bug juice with every meal.

Becau.se the entire island contains only the camp,

and all campers are like a huge family, kids are

allowed a great deal of independence. Usually

around the age of 7, the kids outgrow the day camp

and are given free roam of the island, with exception

of supervised swimming. Families get to speixl qual-

ity time with each other during the family style sup-

pers every night, but still gel to have as much apart

time as they want.

During the day there are all the usual camp activ-

ities, but at night is when the real fun surts. Every

night there is a different activity planned. There is

Bingo night where you can try to win a little extra

money the day before the sh<.)pping trip to Wolfboro.

N.H.. movie nights, and the infamous talent show.

My favorite nights are the nights we have dances.

These dances don't include hip-hop or pop music,

and peopk of every age are there. These dances are

the most corny, but absolute best part of Sandy

Island Camp. I'm talking about line dances.

From the tender age of 5 I have been doing the

YMCA. the YaYa. the Alleycat and the Bossanova.

The dances range in difficulty from the chicken

dance and the bunny hop to the complicated steps of

the Strawberry Patch or my favorite, the Salty Dog

Rag
Call me dork if you want, but I love those line

dances. It's the only place where you'll see a 1 2-year-

old dancing with someone else's 84-year-old grandfa-

ther, next to a 21 -year-old college student dancing

with a 38 year-old mother of twin 1 0-year-olds.

The dancing may eventually stop, but the music

doesn't. There is a i)onfire every night at a place on

the island called Juliet's Point. During the day. it's the

best view and the most romantic spot on the island,

but when night falls it's where the party is. People

bring their guitars or bongo drums down to the

point, and the music goes on all night. The songs

tend to be the old proven greats: with favorites from

Bob Marley, the Greatful Dead, the Beatles and Bob

Dylan being played, the jam sessions turn into sing-

alongs.

When you're on the island you forget everything

else exists. The cell phones are turned off. and TV's

are unheard of. Even sharing a bathroom with 20

other families doesn't bother you. The walk at 3 a.m.

from your family's cabin to the closest bathroom

doesn't seem so long or cold or dark. Carrying flash

lights is for wimps: we trip over root and rocks and

logs along the path, but we make with as much as a

stubbed toe.

I love Sandy Island Camp. Not just for the fun

times I've had, or the great people I've gotten to love

like a family, but for the amazing ability it has to

unlock the free-spirited, laid back, hippie inside

moody-teenagers, stressed-out stock brokers, or

tired parents alike.

Next time you hear someone say they are going to

family camp, don't knock the idea. It's the best time

you'll have in your life.

Molly Eggleston is a Collegian columnist.
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With new disc

IVIuse finds

'Absolution'
With Limp Bizkit covering The Who's

"Behind Blue Eyes" aixl Britney Spears

gracing the cover of Rolling Stone count-

less times, it is safe to say that life is being

sucked out of rock music. This is what

makes Muse's third

album, "Absolution."

which went straight to

No. 1 on the United

Kingdom charts, all the

more exciting.

Hailing from Teign-

mouth. England, the trio has had to fight

off Radiohead comparisons siiKe their

debut, "Showbiz," dropped in 1999.

.Mthough singer Matt Bellamy's falsetto is

reminiscent of a certain Thorn Yorke,

Muse's haunting melodies with infectkms

guitar riffs and chilling piano work is a

blerKi all their own.

The album kicks off with the epic

"Apocalypse Please." Pounding piaiw and

drums give way to Bellamy's urgent cry.

"Declare this an emergency, come on aivd

sprewl a sense of urgeiwy . this is the end

of the workl." With no time wasted, we are

heralded into the catchy single "Time is

Running Out." driven by an irresistible

guitar hook and leading up to the list shak

ing. arena rock chorus. Next, the piant>

centered "Sing for "Absolution" allo\As us

to catch our breath before being floored by

the gripping and intense "Stockholm

Syndrome " This song may be the heaviest

Mu.se has recorded lo date, practically beg-

ging exhilarated fins to shout akjng. 'This

IS the last time I'll for^ you. I wish I

coukl*

Whereas on Showbiz and 2002's

"Origin of Symmetry" Muse used key-

boards to fill out songs and add texture.

"Absolution" dabbles with strings The

result b "Blackout." where Bellamy's des-

perate v«ab arc laced with strings, and

the experimental "Butterflies and

Hurricanes." which successfully blei>ds

strings Nfcith hea\-\ guitar work, keeping

the song hard hitting arxi p«.iwerful

"Absolution" is not a surprising release

from Muse, but another step in their con-

stant cw)hilion. There may be a couple

snooaers on the album <such as

*Cmlkssl)r.'' -which features loopy key-

board and bl*ss that drone* on forever),

but lor the most part. "Absolution" is a

refreshing rock record. It displays Muse's

^t for song writing and prove* that they

aic one of the few bands abk to throw a

piano atKl keyboard into the mix and still

rock hard.

— Kathleen McCann

UMass student

triumphs with

debut novel
By Amy R)Rni

C^^NXKHAN CoW«SH>ONDeNT

Find a few spare hours atxl get comfortable because once

you begin reading "My Dog The Meat Eater" by Daniel

Trask you will devekjp a cormcction with the characters and

themes. The experimental novel appeals to open minded

readers by expkjring several ideas and points of view.

"My Dog The Meat Eater" incorporates autobiograph-

ical accounts of daily lite transcended in the direction ot the

fantastic. The novel intertwines niultilayered themes includ-

ing life and death, the deep connection and dependence that

devek)p between people and animals, as well as people and

lartd. The book explores the silent yet unbreakabkr connec-

tion between friends who share a common
bond ami love Evident theme* also dis-

cuv. the impact ol industnalizaiion on the

cultivation aixl necessity of farming and

the hardships of growing up and the

unstoppable time ckxk of our lives.

>anni. Enridgio. Bag. and Bear devote

their summers to maintaining the last

existing farm in the Ic»\*ti of Benson.

Working akxigside them, an old Puerto

Rtcan named l^ouie entertains them with

hLs broken EngKsh and enthusiasm for

brii^ii^ Hfe lo the land. The boys grow together each sum-

mer and eventually pave their c»vm paths However, they

ahik'ays remember the farm The stretch of liekis they labored

over continually run through their hearts

Trask 's poetic styW ar»d intense imagery open up an infi-

nite domain of interpretation. The book incorporates the

sometimes urvspoken realities of life and succeeds in devel-

oprng an eiiKXional appeal to the readers. Trask commented

that he "did not want to c-onirvil what readers took from the

book."

IVask's freestyle writing exercises the use of dilTeiwt

lentet iw^a^ from fir^t to third pc-nton. The voices of dogs,

mice and in dreams present different points of view. The

speech style changes for each character proving th^
untquenevi and individual prvserKc in the story.

The poetic and creative langiaife. images, and hunuai

fedtngs float off the pages and into readen" hearts "My Dog

The Meat F-aier" leaves readers in contcmplaiwn by que»-

tkming their own relationships and existetKcs in our worid

today.

"My Dug The Meat F-ater" is Trask's first puWtshed

novel. As an undergraduate biokjgy major at the University

of Massachasctts. Tra.sk spent nine months composing the

1 32-|Mge book. He commented that the book wrote itself

and "toM |hlm| what dlret*tion to go in " He writes short sto-

ries inspired by his experic-rves. dreams, arxl relationships

The bcvk is available fin $1 1 ^ at the Campus Center

Store. Food for Thought in Amherst and Broad Side Book

Shop in Northampttwi- You can visit Trask's website at

www.citppub.com lo learn more about the author as well as

read reviews frvim other readers.

^ 'Mv Dog The

Jw Meat Ejitcr" i» the

W first n«»vel written by

University of Massa-

ihuMttk student rHuiiei

Tn.»k. Publi»hcd h> One
Tinv Pi::j Puhlinhing,

"Mv l\% the Meat Ealcr"

u-lU the »ii>r> of i«Hir K»v»

vtorking on a i»rm in the town

of B«-ns<in.

Concert acts announced
Busta Rhymes and Jurassic 5 to play Mullins Center

_. ... .. . II.. 1 ..li— .....11 ......-..*....... s. ,,,,.u,,r.. " .luins ni(tnn<>nlitm
It's official Busta Rhymes wi

make his way to the Pioneer

N'alley this spring.

An e-mail from University

Productions and Concerts sent to

the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian yesterday, confirmed

the rumors that Rhymes will be

taking over the stage of the

Mullins Center at this year's

Spring Concert, along with hip-

hop powerhouse Jurassic 5. The

coiKcrt will mark Busta s ascen

sion into the ranks of UMass

Spring Concert performers.

Rhymes, who has made recent

headlines thanks to assault

charges filed on him by a

Providence. R.I. woman, will

headline the May 2 concert I he

rapper recently received six

months probation for the assault

of a concertgocr in Fall River in

December 2002. to which he

pleaded no contest. The charges

alleged that Celine CJiguere

reached out and tc<uched the per-

former during his show and he

then slammed her head into a

table. In a statement Ryhmcs read

in court, the Flip Mode Squad

leader claimed he only asked her

to make sure she didn't touch him

again. Rhymes has also filed

assault charges, against Giguere.

Despite the negative press.

Busta seems to be doing alright

for himself. He will also be head

lining .11 H.irviiril I. nivi.Tsny s \cr

sion of the Spring Concert.

Springfcsi, in the- wivks before

his UMass appcaratKe. stopping

at Cambridge on April 23

.According: to the April 5 Harvard

Crimson. "Busta Rhymes has

accepted Harvard's S40.tKH) bid

to pcTfornt at this year's

Springiest
"

joining Kusu Kyhmes ut

Mullins will K' 1 os Angeles-

based hip-hoppcTS lurassic 5. In

their I I vc;irs making music,

lurassic i h;ivc eamc"d a place

alongside the likes uf The Roots.

Mos IX-f and Talib Kweli in the

hip-hop scene. As their second

full-length album. "Power in

Numbers." gains mc)menium,

lurassic 5 have gained notoriety.

Amherst is not the only college

slop on the groups current tour-

ing schedule: Jurassic 5 are also

slated lo play ProvidetKe's Brown
University before hitting the

Mullins. as well as shows at the

University of Montana and the

Lnivcrsjty of Missouri after

UMass Spring Concert.

The Spring Concert will be

May 2 at the Mullins Center.

Tickets are free for UMass stu-

dents with a valid student ID.

Information from ihecrim-

son com. salon.com and juras-

sK 1 com uas used in this article.

— Meghan Healy

University Productions a

Mullins Center.

nd Concerts announced that rapper Busta Rhymes (left) and hip-hop group Jura.ssic 5 will be performing at this year s Sp^.n^; C ...u.rt. Tlu co.uerl, scheduled for May 2. will be at the
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Fluffy teen flick The Girl Next Door' takes on adult films

By Johnny I\)nau)si)n

CiltXtl.lAN StAH-

The Girl Nexc Door." a mod-

estly appealing teen sex confiedy

about buy and his pom star, has

something that most smutty tilms

don't: a genuinely sweet romantic

spirit It's a movie set in the glitter

iiig rautKh paradise known as the

iidult film industry, yet it isn't

gross or crxide or dirty or any of

the other dozen derisive names

that could typically be applied to

this kind of pandering trash.

What it does have is a winning

cuteness — a cuteness that helps

balance out the itiovie's inherent

confusion. Here's a film that wants

to have its adult film star and sleep

with her too (to paraphrase on old

saying.) "The Girl Next Door"

doesn't know whether or not it

wants the moral upperhand

against sex cinema or revel in the

genre's unabashed naughtiness:

naturally, it tries for both at tt^

same time. The movie would have

been better — sharper, braver,

smarter — had it had the guts to

take a real stake in either position:

a righteous cry of rage, shame and

indignation against exploitation,

or a randy, subversive bit of wink-

ing naughtiness.

The movie works on

basic level as a boy-

^i» » .1 1 iki

Eli»ha Cuthbert »tar» in Fo«'i **Th« Girl Next Door" at I>4nieUc,

the <.wetri and »pontanei>u» adult film star that movet, into town.

nuKiiiwiEignw

Its

mects-giri love story. The

boy is Matthew (Emik

Hirsch). a straight-arrow

senior class president

(he's been accepted into

George-town) who kxjks

bngingly on the carefree

cool kids who regularly

skip their classes: he

secretly wishes he fuid

the guts to cut kx>se and

do something wiki and

memorable (even the

math geeks crafted fake

IDs.) The girl is the new

blonde babe next door,
'

Danielle, who has the tawny, lithe

(and slightly bland) good looks of

a .Maxim cover model — which is

no surprise, considering that

Elisha Cuthbert. the "24" actress

who plays her. did some time on

the coven of thoK men's maga-

zines.

DMiieile catches Matt spying

on her through their bedroom

windows, and she uses it as the

ocoision to pull a practical joke on

him After that, it's love Hirsch is

just handsome enough, and he

imbues Matt with eiKxtgh anxious

maturity and shy charm, to be

believable as a rumaniic mate for

this fantasy gal. while Cuthbert

starts off by playing Danielle with

a charming combination of vulner

ability and vivacity — he dig* her

spuntaneity while she talk (or his

heartfelt affection.

The Girl

htextDoor'

DtfKtiikr

iMtt CuMfieM

Surran

Mind!
BMiMlin

Jel
HlKI

lllNt

Ml

Matt's friend Eli (a funny and

energetic Christopher Marquette)

clues his buddy onto the awful

truth: Danielle's really a pom star.

In this movie, she's a pom stai

with a heart of gold — a nice girl

gone "bad" who wants to

be good again — and tfie

more the movie contorts

itself to the demands of

the pbt the less Cuthbert

is given to do: she goes

from wituiing romantic

foil to lovely prop

Matt's reaction to the

news repels Danielle; he.

of course, risks every-

thing — his future, his

life — to win her back

and draw her away from

the exploitative world

she has known.

-The Girl Next Door"

isn't a very funny movie
— the laughs seem to

dissipate from iiiik* to time — but

it is a likable one li helps that

Hirsch and Cuthbert have such an

appealing chemistry. It also helps

that the leads have such a superb

undercast helping them Timothy

Olyphant. sporting a senously

spikixl hairdo and snakeskin jack-

et, plays Danielle's ex-

boyfriend/producer with a mix-

ture of creepy skazmess. eix>ti>.

confidence aiul casual menace.

Olyphant plays his role with an

obvious relish.

The movie revolves to a wishy-

washy conclusion, which I won't

reveal, except to say that it faib to

resolve the movies waffling

stance Hut for all its confusion.

"The Giri Next Door" emerges as

a surprisingly watchabte romantic

comedy. How many teen sex

comedies can say that?

' Call nowl Spac« It llnHMll
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Another milestone for Bonds
from page 10

life."

Mays has been a nienlur to Bunds since the slug-

ger's father. Bobby, died last August.

Hank Aaron leads the career list with 755 home

tuns, followed by Babe Ruth with 7 14.

Mays hit his b60th on Aug. 17. 1973. as a member

of the New York Mets at Shea Stadium off

Cincinnati's lX)n Gullett.

"I don't even recall that. That's many years ago,"

said Mays, who prelera-d to locus on Ek)nds' accom-

plishment. "I wanted him to get it over with. No. 1,

1

felt like he was pressing. When Barry swings hard,

nothing happens. Today, he made an easy, compact

swing and it goes a long way"

Bonds, who set the single-season homer record in

200 1 . went live games without a homer after hitting

one last Monday at Houston.

"Maybe I'm just too stupid to walk him every

time." Brewers manager Ned Yost said. "I'd venture to

say there's not another player on this planet better

than Barry Bonds."

Bonds has i«peatedly said he'd like to pass Mays at

home, and the Giants began a IQ-game homestand

with a three-game series against the Brewers.

When Kinney saw Bonds' ball go over the fence,

the pitcher walked backward off the mound and onto

the grass, trying to ignore the slugger's historic home-

run trot.

-When I saw him swing I knew it wasn't a good

thing," Kinney said.

Bonds walked on four pitches in the first, then sin-

gled in the third. Bonds took three straight balls in the

fifth — and Kinney was booed loudly on each — then

fouled a pitch off before hitting the extra-special shot.

Nationwide ban on Ephedra

allowed after numerous deaths
NEWARK, N.|. — A federal

judge allowed a nationwide ban

on dietary supplements contain-

ing ephedra to take effect

Monday, turning a>ide a plea

from two manufacturers

Ephedra, once hugely popular

lor weight loss and bodybuilding,

has been linked to 155 deaths,

including that of Baltimore

Orioies pitcher Sieve Bechk-r a

year ago.

U.S. District |udge loel Pisano

refused to grant a temporary

restraining order that would have

prevented the hmnl and Drug

.'Vdministration from banning the

products.

After ycar!> ol lighting manu
facturers over the risk>. the KDA
announced in IVcembcr that it

was banning the sale ol the

amphetamine-like herb the

first such ban of i .|..i..ia MipnU

ment.

Tliesc pruaucts pu>e uh.k

cepiabie health risks, and any

comumers wttu arc still u»if^

them should stop immediately."

Health and Human Services

Secretary Tommy G. Thompson
said.

NVE Pharmaceuticals of

Newton, manufacturer of the diet

supplement Stacker 2. had hoped

to head off the ban. arguing its

product is safe if used as directed

It was joined by a second compa-

ny, the National Institute for

Clinical Weight Loss, manufac-

turer of a product called

Thennalean.

The judge said the manufac-

turers did not meet several legal

requirements, including proving

that they are likely to win the case

and that they would suffer

irreparable harm if the ban took

effect.

Pisaito's ruling means the ban

will be in effect at least until

NVKs lawsuit can be heard. No
I rial date has been set.

Ephedra sales already had

plummeted because of publicity

about the risks, especially after

Bechler's death a year ago. Three

states — New York. Illinois and

California — prohibited the stim-

ulant on their own.

"Ephedra has killed more than

too individuals and injured thou-

sands of others." said Bruce

Silverglade. legal director of the

Washington-based Center for

Science in the Public Interest

"The only problem is, it took the

FDA almost 10 years to ban the

substance."

Unlike medications, which

must be proven safe and effective

before they are allowed to be

sold, federal law allows dietary

supplements to be marketed

without any such proof To curb a

supplement, the FDA must show

it poses a significant health

threat.

NVE maintains that the FDA
failed to prove such a threat if the

supplement is taken correctly,

and was swayed by the outcry

over ephedra deaths.

— Associated Press

Women's tennis drops Quinnipiac
Bv Uah W^sbK

After a ictitaiive -tart in yesier

day's match agutnvi cHiinnipiac.

the Massachusetts icnni> team

boufced back to win 4?
Winning the doublo point just

wasn't in i' ' for the

MinutewoHK ai^ Kim

Piaoa and CJib)> - -M.ik fi^
their head *tart in i dou-

bles match, dcteating

Minutewomcn Stephanie Price

and laira Deponte> 8-3 Next was

No. 2 double* team of I'hrisliiK

Liehr and Ouiuihv Iwuniwicz.

who didn't lure much belter in

their match, and were defeated by

Danielle Rautenberg and Tina

Hoang. Sasha Edclstein and Susan

llyams garnered the leain's first

win at the No 3 position against

Liz Axler and Kat Ehle iH >i. but

the team had alaady lost the d«.»u

bies point.

Price wa« up next for the team

in No 1 singks. but fell in her first

set with a score of b-

1

"1 was struggling ai first

txcause I didn't have a lot of con-

fidc-nce. and then I got some good

words of wisdom from |head|

coach (ludv Dixon |. who made

me believe in niyselt." Price said.

Sure enough, things started to

look up for Price, who pulled off a

win in her second set. I -t. She lost

her match in the third set 7 5. but

not wilhi>ut a light.

"I fought it out in a long. hard,

match," Price said.

In No. 2 singles, lichi w. u- m a

fight of her own. The first set went

to Quinnipiac. b 2. but the second

set was close, with 1 iehr prevail-

ing in the end. b-7. She lost the

third set b-l. but the

Minuiewomen were gaining

moiiK-ntum.

"Although we suned out flat

and tentative, we began turning it

aruund." Dixon said.

rhe real tummg poini w«s the

No. 3 and 4 singles matches.

Edelstein overpowered power-

hciusc Rauii-nberg in No. 3 singles

w ith a score of b-4. b-2. arid No. 4

IX-ponte> went out with a bang,

delivering another win for the

Minutewomcn in the fiiwl home

match of her collegiate career 1

1

b. 7-5. b-2)

"It was a huge win for Sasha.

she defeated the emotional «nter

^xiier Area Gover^^

o^^ fjvjvual Overnig/,,"^*?/?^,

hini n-ll
C^mmuttr Students $$0

?^ T^on Commuter Stvdtnts I6'5

Explore the City on Saturday and then spend the night

at the Courtyard Marriott in Times Square. There is

plenty to do on Saturday and Sunday - hy yourself

,

uith afriend, oryourfamily! Bus leavesfrom Haigis

Mall on Saturday m.-^sAM sharp and returns early

Sunday evening.

f»r Morr iftfvmuitian or (• rrttrvt irmtinf^ cmll Uf •'*i •^ *'*f *>

C^mmuler Stnicei mt Km. 4i» Student ImioH i»mm-4fm
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Amanda Morin had a hit and a run against Boston University yei-terday. in the Minuiewomen 's 11^

victory over the Terriers. UMass ukes on UConn tixlay at 4 p.m. at the UMass softball complex.

Minutewomcn overpower Terriers

By Brendan Hau
tilll.tl.IAN SlAI-f

of the Quinnipiac team." Dixon

said " |afra had a very good win

She lost the first set. but then she

surted skjwiy turning her match

around.'

Ivanowicz followed suit, win-

ning the No. 5 smgles 7-6. 6-1.

aivi Hvams ended hc-r last home

meet oo an excellent note as well,

triumphing in the No. 6 spot with

a score of b- 5.6-1.

The team travels to Boston

University today, and this week-

end hoUs the much anticipated

Atlantic 10 Championships,

where for the first time, several

teams couU likely walk away with

the championship trophy

On a cold, windy day in Boston, the

Massachusetts Softball team fought through the

conditions, nullifying a pair of Boston University

comebacks en route to an Mb downing of the host

Terriers

With the win. the Minutewomcn (Hit) have

now won 12 in a row, dating back to March 1 3 For

the Terriers (15-22). their three-game losing streak

came to an end.

UMaSS 1

1

luniw shortstop Hilary Puglia's

q]-] r~ three-run double in the second
"^ " inning pushed the Minutewomcn

out to a comfortable 5-0 lead before >he struck

again later in the game with a fourth-inning solo

shot over centerfield Senior outfielder KC
Budriewicz played some long ball as well, with a

leadolT solo shot to right in the lop ol the seventh.

"They've both gotten into a very good rhythm at

the plate." coach Elaine Sortino said of the two.

"Although KC had a hon.e run today. I thought her

best at-bat came v^hen she bunted down the foul

line to advance the runners. She's got a good eye.

and has been outstanding
"

The Minute-women and Terriers Knh had their

troubles on the mound, and with the \»ind blowing

outward to centerlield. the hitters were swinging for

the fetKcs.

Both pitching staffs surrendered two honors on

the dav

"They struggled, it was a tough day." Sortiiw

said. "They threw a lot ol halls on the plate it was

tough with the wind blowing straight at them. I

think they did a relativelv good job. given what thev

had to work with, with the wind and cold
'

The Terners' two honK-r> caiiK- Irom their two

most productive plavers on the day. Sophomore fir»t

baseman Liz Alley was three for four on the dajt

homering to center in the third; freshman second

baseman Chivu Louie was two lor four on the day,

her seventh inning two-run shot to center coming at

a time too late for the Terriers to bouiKC back

The Maroon and White struck early in the first.

when sophomore third baseman Kl Kelley's sacrtfkx

lly to center brought home Puglia from third.

Freshman outfielder Candice Molinari was soon to

follow, coming home on a lamie Cahalan fielder's

choice to make it 2-0 after one.

After Puglia s bases-clearing double off Brittany

IX'twiler, it was a 5-0 affair, the momentum oa

UMass' side. But the Terriers fought back in the bot-

tom of the third to halt things lor the time being.

Detwiler exited the game after the inning, replaced

by Irvshman Ashlee Frc-eman.

Alkrv hit a crucial two-run bkx>per to right-cen-

ter to liiake it 5 2. but Puglia's sob shot to center

just half an inning later pushed the lead to four.

The Terrier* cavpcd up on UMass yet again in

the bottom of the fourth, scoring two more runs to

close the gap even further An RBI double down the

k:ft field line from sophomore designated player

Erin McIX>nald woukl score Louie, and a baies*

loaded walk.

BL only chance to take the lead was squandered

by the ace pitching of Kelli Arrjold With the batCf

loaded. Amok! quietly retired the side. Louie lined

into a doubk- plav. and Arnold struck out a lookittg

Detwiler to end the inning.

The Vlinutewomen added three more runs in the

lop of the sixth thiinks to a passed hall, a (ieUing error.

and a Cahalan double Tlx-y wcjuki never look back,

scoring two more in the -seventh before the Terriers

returned that favor vkith iwv of their own to end the

game.

MSA at UMass Amherst , UMMA at Mt. Holyoke College , Al-lman at Smith College,

and the UMass Arts Council proudly present;

%n't we all just . . . .„
eat kabalm

A BRAND NEW
AZHAR USMAN COMEDY SHOW!

•* ^«
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Fine Arts Center

ADVANCE TIX d -soo wumassi: Students - $4 |
General Public - $8

Tix at the door; Students- $6
|
General Public- $10

Come to the Five College area for a spectacular entertainment

event! Comedian Azhar Usman promises a hilarious performance

With BRAND NEW MATERIAL never before seen in the

New England area^ while also featuring the comedy o« Tissa Hamii

A fast-talking;, wisernrkmg Amrncin h^jslfr."

IV Dallas Morning News
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http;//www.um3ss,edu/rso./msa/azhar/

This prooram is made possible m part by a grant from the uMass Arts Council
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One of the great finishes
By ODtHJ FtRUlSDN

Asax lATii) Pmss

AUGUSTA. Ga. (AP) - TTie short tnp

d^y*^^ Magnolia Lane ends with a circular dnve

in fa.nl of the Augu.>la National clubhouse, and

that's where it all might finally sink in lor Phil

Mic kelson.

Oily the Masters chainpioTO are alk>wed

upstairs in their private locker rooin.

F.venone else enters through a side door on the

grouixl level.

Suddenly. Mickelsons carter is kjoking up.

Despite winning 22 tiitK-s on the PGA Tour

and routinclv dueling galleries with shots ttiost

guys can't even picture. Micl«;lsons record

always carried an asterisk, it not a label: best

player to never win a mapr.

Now Mickck'ii i, iMie of the best players,

penc«J

All II tcK'k wa> J t'4t^^ iiiiK- ."sunUay imil iuiik.>

jnioiig the best fX-rtunnaiKCs in the 68 year his

,r^ ul the Master. He birdu^d live of i\w last

.^ven holes, iiwluding an 18 tiM putt lhi No. 18

lor a vxwshm victory over hmie Els. It was only

the fcHirth v^alkolT birdie to win a green jacket

and It was ihc- most dramatic ot thein all

This \Mt> lohn Wway (inalK vanning ilw

-uper Bowl

It was Itele tlamhardt winning the Iteytoiw

M.
-Having con>e so ckjse so many times .. to

1 ,, K h d dilTiculi (ounvy to win my hn»t

,, , 11 thai iiiu.h more special, sweet-

, -on said
" Ai kl it jusi fe^ a««*o«iK-

"

\l,.K..-.n did not luive the loughesi or iK'

kjngc-st load to his first major championship

Tom Kite was a lb-time winner with two

PGA Tour money titks. He had the Whole lead

at the "84 Masters and the "89 U.S. Open and

collapsed both tunes, with final rounds of 75

and 78. He finally ended his O-for-67 streak in

the majors by winning at Pebble Beach in the

•92 US. Open.

Mark O'Meara had 14 titles and was 0-for

5b in the majors until he won the "98 Masters,

then added the British Open at Royal Birkdale

later that summer

That bc-came the pinnacle of their careers.

Kite was 42. OMeara was 4 1

.

Mk.kelson turns 54 in |une, approaching the

prime of his career.

When he k»t the 2001 PGA Championship

in Atlanta by one shot to David Toms, the frus-

tration was starting to show. Mickelson said he

dkln't want lo win one major, but a bunch of

them.

Draped in a size 45-k)ng green jacket, still

trying li> sort through the raw joy of winning his

first major. Mh.kelson wasn't ready to look too

far ahead.

-Well. cKW isn t really a buixh. but its a nice

start." he saki 'I hope it doc*s Wad to more, but

nght now I jusi want to cherish this one
'

Tiger Woods already has eight majors, win-

ning his first at ag^r 21.

Els. who shot 67 and kwked like the next

Masters chatnpion lor the longest time Sunday.

wlhi the first of his three majors at 24

Mk.kelson still has some ground to make up.

Then again. Ben I logan was M when he won

his fii>t major ai the 194b PGA Championship.

IVspiie a car accident that nearly took his life.

Hogan won nine majors and was more domi-

Heat ousts Celtics as;

playoff implications rise

By Jimmy Golen
Associated Press

»iiMini»ii,*vi: martin

Phil Mkkelson celebrates after winning the

Masters gulf tuumament.

nant than any other profc-ssional in the majors

by vanning sbt out of eight during one stretch.

There are other similarities worth noting

between Hogan and Mkkelson

Hogan realized he coukl never win majors,

or become a great player, until he leanwd how

to eliminate the hook Mickelson, who had a lust

for Wngth off the tee, changed this year from a

power draw to a controlled fade, and it paid

enoniHxis dividends at the Masters.

He was ninth-best in driving accurac-y. No. I

in grectvs in re-gulation.

"When I stood up on t«s; boxes. I just knew

the bail was goii% to go in the middle of the fair-

way.' he said.

BOSTON (AP) — Four teams

were interested in the outcome

of Monday night's game between

Miami and Boston. The Celtics

weren't one of them.

The Heat defeated Boston 84-

77. getting 28 points and 1

1

retx>unds from Lamar Odom to

retain a chance to open the play-

offs at home. The game helped

sort out the Eastern Conference

playoff race between Miami.

Milwaukee, New Orleans and

the Knicks. but it meant nothing

to the Celtics.

Boston, with a losing streak

that has now stretched to five

games, rested Paul Pierce a day

after backing into the playoffs.

-We just have to play weU

when we get into the playoffs.'

Celtics forward Walter Mc-Carty

said -What's done before the

playoffs doesn't count in the

playoffs. Whether we backed in

or got in. we're in."

Miami improved to 41-40

and moved into a tie with the

Bucks for fourth place in the

E«»t. Each has one game remain-

ing, and Milwaukee holds the

tiebreaker.

it's nice to be playing for

that." said Miami coach Stan

Van Gundy, who took over th«

team right before the season

started and saw them lose their

first seven games. 'It feels great

to know we can't finish below

.500. It's a great accomplish:

ment."

With New Orleans losing to.

New York, the Heat can finish

no lower than fifth.

"We had some different agen-

das." Boeton coach lohn Carroll

said. "I woukln't use 'beauty.' I

wouldn't use 'artistic' Not the

words I wouW use. If we had

played our starting group heavy

minutes, and if Paul had played, it

might have been slightly different.'

With Pierce resting a sore

right ankle, Ricky Davis scored

25 and Mark Blount had 10

points and nine rebounds,.

Boston will enter the playoffs

despite finishing the regular sea;,

son at least 10 games below

.500; The worst record for a

playoff team was the 1967-68

Chicago Bulls, who finished

fourth in the West at 29-55.

Reserve Udonis Haslem had

1 1 rebounds for the Heat.

"We're right in the position

we want to be in.' Odom said.

Major
MIB

ALEact

I Ncvi York — The Yankees

loaded up again this off season

vkith the additions of lavier

\a/que/. Gary Sheffield. Kevin

Brown, and of course A-Rod

The Yanks lost three

starting pitcNrrs from
||j|, Oynngn

last year, and Mike

Mu^Hina has gotten oil

iy ;, ift. but the Ollcll-C

shi.n ihe team to it>- >c\

enth consecutive Al. East divi-

< .. ..* till,.

enough firepower to overtake

the Yanks or So\ this year, but

if the So* lose some of their

potential free agents next off-

season, the lays will be ready to

contend next year

2 b*.i-iun lougti tii>i i>K<nih

against Al t a'l foes, but if they

come out ul April in tact, they'll

be in good shape a* they should

get Nomar Garciaparra and

Trot Nuon back in May This i-

the most depth the pitching

staff has had in years Pedro

Martinez may be the "ace" but

look for Curt Schilling, who

will win this years Cy Young, to

get the ball in Game I of the

playoff kr the Sox cap-

ture the I straight Wild

Card.

5 Toronto — The lays added

Miguel Batista. Ted Lilly, and

Pat Hentgen to their staff to

complement an already fear

some offense They won't have

4 Baltimore — This team is a

slightly better version of the

recent Texas Rangers

^lugging squads There

jrcn t many holes in the

lineup, but there are

huge gaps in the starting rota-

tion.

5 Tampa Bay — This will be

the best last p' '" ''"**

hall Lou Pink ..rting to

build a competitive team from

nothing, but unfortunately for

Lou, the D Rays are Muck in

the loaded East

ALCmrfi'il

I Minnesota — The Twins will

take home their third consecu-

tive division crown due to their

balanced offense and solid

pitching. Minnesota didn't

make any major moves this off-

season but rookie catcher |oc

Mauer is being hyped as a

future superstar. Twins will

have to wait a month to sec

what Mauer can do as he

recently tore cartilage in his

knee.

Bartenders Have More Spirit!

Why not be a bartender?

• Only protessia\ai v.f 'u^j' '' Wvi^ste" W^

ROSTOfl • Hands-on ''ami'is^' -' ' '
'

•'" '

'

flRTinDCRI
-Natic^aice-^^^ar.

,^„—., , • Lifetime ret'pshe'

JClKDlof .,p^,,^

nmCmCn . Resume

-^ • Special UW,ass student discc n •'

w ^ • Convenierjiy located m West Sp"( ;;'ieta

Call TODAY! (413)747-9888

9 www.bostonbartender com

2 Kansas City — KC wont be

able to sneak up on teams like

they did last year, but with a

sucked offense they won't need

to. In wide-open Central the

Royals should compete for a

playoff spot, and Carlos Bcltran

will become a household name

in the process, but they will fall

short of the Twins in the pitch

ing department

5. Chicago — The Sox rotation

is still good, despite the loss of

Bartolo Colon in the off-season.

Ksteban l.oaiza must prove last

year's performance was twt a

fluke if this team is to contend.

The offense has the potential lo

be deadly, but if this team gets

off to a slow start expect

Magglio Ordonez to be on the

trading block, as GM Ken

Williams has a penchant for big

deadline moves.

4. Detroit — The Tigers actual

ly had a busy off-season, signing

Ivan Rodriguez. Ugueth Urbina,

Fernando Viiia. Rondell White,

and Carlos Guillen, and the

only direction for them to go

from last year's dreadful season

is up. Expect Detroit lo make

strides this year, especially the

young rotation which took such

a pounding last year, and look

for them to climb out of the

division cellar.

Cleveland - Many people

arc touting the Tribe as a team

on the verge of being a stmng

contender. While they may be a

formidable squad in 2005, this

young team is definitely a year

away, and 2004 will be a pivotal

year in the rebuilding process.

ALWest

Angels should be ready to

return to the playoffs after last

year's World Series hangover.

2 Oakland — The A's can never

be counted out so long as they

keep sending three of the best

pitchers in the game to the

mound every year. This team is

always dangerous but the lineup

is so weak this year that

Oakland won't have the oppor-

tunity to blow yet another 2-0

series lead in the postseason.

5. Seattle - The Mariners just

missed out on last year's play-

offs and figure to miss out again

this year because it is becoming

apparent that Freddy Garcia is

never going to blossom into the

ace many predicted he would

become

4. Texas - Its the same story

every year for the Rangers; the

offense will be one of the best

in the league and the pitching

staff will be one of the worst in

the league No different this

year.

NLEatt

1 Philadelphia — The addition

of Billy Wagner will be huge for

this team, as last season's closer

lose Mesa walked a tightrope

every ninth inning. If Pat

Burrell can rebound from a

down year this team might live

up to the World Series expecta-

tions many have cast upon

them

year will finally be the end of

their amazing streak of nine

consecutive division titles. That

one World Series liile in the

Maddux. Glavinc. and Smoltz

era has to be disappointing, but

manager Bobby Cox deserves

high praise for leading the

Braves lo successful seasons

year in and year out.

4. New York — Embarrassing

output from the Mets last year,

but the team made efforts to

solidify their woeful defense.

Additions of Kaz Matsui and

Mike Cameron up the middle

significantly improve the team

and a third consecutive last

place finish would be inexcus-

able considering the clubs huge

payroll.

5 Montreal — This annually

overachieving club will be hard-

pressed to compete this year

Losing ace lavier Vazquez and

the irreplaceable Vlad Guerrero

will be too much to overcome

for the Expos.

NLCwrtrai

1 Chicago — The Cubbies have

been branded World Series

favorites by many, a tall order

for a team that hasn't even been

to the Series since 1945 The

North Side squad made all the

right moves this off-season,

signing Greg Maddux. LaTroy

Hawkins. Todd Walker, and

trading for Derrek Lee. Corey

Patterson is back from injury

and is poised for a breakout

season.

Anaheim — Somehow the

Angels off-season acquisitions

of Vlad Guerrero, lose Guillen,

and Bartolo Colon managed to

slide under-the-radar Guerrero

and Garret Anderson are as

good as it gets in the middle of

a lineup, and look for Anderson

to benefit from Vlad's presence

in the lineup and take home the

MVP trophy this year. The

2. llorid.1 — The Fish didn't

dismantle their championship

team like they did the first time

around, but their offense did

lose some of its clout with the

loss of Pudge Rodriguez and the

trade of Derrek Lee. The

Marlins starters arc easily the

best collection of young guns in

the game, and |osh Beckett will

be looking to take the step to

become a bona fide ace this

year.

5. Atlanta

counted out

— They've been

before, but this

2. Houston — The Astros

scored big with the Andy

Pettitte signing and even bigger

when Pettitte convinced his

buddy Roger Clemens to join

him in Houston. Houston and

Chicago should battle it out in

the NL's toughest pennant race,

with Houston coming in sec-

ond, but capturing the Wild

Card.

3. St. Louis — The Cardinals

are in the same position as the

Mariners. St. Louis is a very

good learn, but stuck behind tv»«

teams a notch better than them!

If the Cards play up to their

potential this could very well

turn into a three-team race in the

Central If nothing else. Cards

fans get to watch Albert Pujols,

who shouW uke home the MVP
award.

4. Cincinnati — The Reds are

best of a sorry bunch of teams

that are far below the top three

teams in the Central It vvill b»

interesting to sec if Griffey,

regains some of his old form if-

there will be any suitors at the

trade deadline.

5. Milwaukee — Is there ever

really anything notable to say

bout the Brewers? This team,

shows no signs of movii^ji from,

the bottom of the divteion

6 Pittsburgh — Unfike the,

Brewers, the Pirates at least,

appear to be trying to build

towards contention. The only

problem for the Bucs is that

despite decent pitching, they may

be in store for a season compara

ble to last year's Tigers campaign

due to a powerless offense

mwMt

1 . San Francisco — This predic

lion is contingent on teams actu-

ally pitching to Bonds. But if the

surly one sees anything to hit thii

year, he should come close to

passing Babe Ruth's home run

total. Staff ace lason Schmidt

will shoulder a big load for the

team and will rise to the chal-'

lengc. garnering the Cy Young

award.

The Art of

Arabic/Chinese

Calligraphy

ALUMNI/AE CAREER FORUM
WOMEN'S STUDIES &

SOCIAL THOUGHT AND POLITICAL ECONOMY (STPEC)

SPONSORED BY: Humanities & Fine Atts and Social &
f^^^^^l^^.fs';^^^^^^^^^^^^

Services and Edwin M. Rossman. UMass Alumni Association. Women s Stud.es Program.

Social Thought and Political Economy Program (STPEC)

A Workshop

led by

Haji Noor Deen Mi Guangjiang

7:00 PM April 13th, 2004

101 Campus Center. UMass

Sponnradby

Mutum 9Md«nti *«»on«B(m a

Anb Mudwita caub of UMaM
UMMA ot Ml Holyoh*. *WB»n of Smith

IH, prognw • m.d. po««l« {" l«rt) !>»£*«• <«"

OMm» Art* Council ind »» 0»»do*»S*iaw* '^

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

ALUMNI/AE PANELISTS:

I RAMON BORGES-MENDEZ '85

(STPEC)

BONNIE CONEFREY 00

(WOST)

SARAH DUNTON 01

(WOST)

JOHN PEPI 78

(STPEC)

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 14, 2004

5:30 - 7:30 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 1001-02

Assistant Professor, Graduate School of Policy Studies

UMass/Boston, Boston, MA

Director of Loan Service and Senior UndervMriter

ACCION, USA. Boston, MA

(The nations largest non-profit micro-lender)

Assistant Education Coordinator and Peer Mediation Coordinator

Mediation & Training Collaborative, Greenfield. MA

General Manager

Office of Waste Management, Moving and Surplus

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA

Light Buffet Dinner will be sensed.

2. Arizona — The trade foe

Richie Sexson will be big for the

Diamondbacks, whose offense

has been a liability in the past.

The big question marks are

whether Randy lohnson can

return to his old dominant self

after injury and if Brandon Webb

can step in and fill the void left

by Curt Schilling.

3. San Diego — The Padres may

sneak up on some teams this year

and could be a factor in the West

race, but they don't have enough

offensive weapons or pitching

depth to be a serious contender

this year

4. Los Angeles — The biggest

problem for the Dodgers last year

was their atrocious offense. To

fill this hole they went out into a

free agent market full of slugger*,

and netted only juan

Encamacion. Not exactly the big

splash fans in L.A. were hoping

for.

5. Colorado — It's a shame that

Todd Helton's skills are being

wasted on a team that never has

a chance, but by now it should be

clear that it is simply impossible

to compete while playing in the

thin air of Coors Field.

Playoffs

A L
NL
ALDS-Yankees over Twins

NLDS-Astros over Phillies

ALDS-Red Sox over Angels

NLDS-Cubs over Giants

ALCS-Red Sox over Yankees

NLCS-Cubs over Astros

t

WORLD SERIES
Red Sox over Cubs in 7
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when I was young I

thought that money was

the most important thing

in life; now that I am old

I know that it is."

-Oscar Wilde

aquarius • ian. 20-FeB. is

Nour iKimt- is Nanc\ Hello Nancy.

pisces • fiB. t9-MAii. 20

l>)n t ^vitt h ytxjr ears, it'll make your

hearing scattered.

aries • mar. 21-Aiit 19

Hello Panda Ix'ar. Dtm't chomp on my

bambcx).

taurus • API). 20-mav 20

Wear your scKks with your sandals.

gemini • m.^y2i-iun. 21

Cargo pants: Ci(k1's alternative to a purse.

cancer • iln. 22-iui. 22

Bake cixikies. Make them the shape of

people. Bite their heads off.

leO • K<i.- 23-Auc. 22

Go back lo Nebraska.

virgO • Aut.. 23-SlFT. 22

Hang cxjt with pathetic people, it will

raise ycxjr self esteem.

libra • stpt. 23-ocT. 22

Wear a diaper today. You'll have an

unexpected accident.

Scorpio • Orr 23-Nov. 21

It s sunny, wear your aviator glasses.

Sagittarius • Nov 22-dk:. 21

Snoop on other peoples computers, you

m.iv find shcxking files.

Capricorn • txc. 22-UN. 19

Get a haircut. That ugly quaff l(x>ks like a

mullet.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace

ImmiKTritii >ii .Attiinuv

MahsA KhnnKibi will

speak on interruition.il

smdents' nj^t>, Friday

April 16 at 2:00pm in

Campus Ontcr Ri » im

165. Sptnwired by the

Student Legal Services

Office, 922 C:ampus

Center. 545-1995.

$450 Gn>up Fundraiser

Scheduling Bimius

Fratemities'Sorjirities-

Student Groups: 4 hours

of your griHip's time

PLUS (iur ftre (yes. frcH.')

ftjndwi.sinj; si)lutioas

feQUALS $1,00.^2.000

in earnings for your

group. Gill TODAY torii

$450 K)nus when you

schedule your non-sales

fundraiser with C iinipus-

Fundraiscr. C^rtitact (".ain-

pusFundraiser. (888) 923-

3238, or visit www.cam-

pusfunJr.iiH'r.cc im

.\KIS((M (OK K^^T

Take over lease, the rare

2-hedroom in Puftton

Village 6/1-8/31 1-413-

695-5153

AC\KTV1f\f (OK KIM

Single, spacey room

Available end of May

350/nionth C^ilonial

Village 41 3-256-0446

Sandy

Mill Valley Estates now

RcntiiiK 2 K'dmi

$1050/1100, ihednn

$l350/14C\»NoUst

months rent, Frc-e Heat &
Hot Wiuer, 2 full K.tKs.

AC. On huslinc Mon-Fn

10-Spm 253-7377

Brandywine Apts. Now
leasing, 1 &i2 hetlrooni

apts. U-ases begin June,

July, Aug or Sep. First

come, first serve. Get

them while they last.

^ww.hr.inJvwine-

apts.coin Stop by or C2all

549-0600.

Hohart (^mdos 3 lx\l-

room. hardwcxxl flix)rs,

study .irc.i in ha.scmem.

Ciihle, telephone (inter-

net access) in all bed-

rooms and stiidy. NOW
SHOWINC; for JUNE
and SEPTEMBER. NO
FFRS. www.aiiiherstlin-

1 fnlnrcaltv.com 253-7879

M'XKIMIM M)R KfM

(.inter of town 1, 2, 3

bednx-vms; hardwmxl

tl.KTt^. NOW SHOWING
for JUNE and SEPTEM-

BER. NO fef:s.

www.amhctstlincolnrcal-

Qium 253-7879

fMI'IOVMf \T

Oiildren's titiu-ss c.imp

holding 3 Vd suniiner ses-

sion on Hampshire

Ciillege campus June 16-

Aug 7 Seeking C^xircselors

61 lasmK-tors in Nutntion.

Health, Rock climbing,

l>ama, l>,ince, Photiv

gniphy, Manial Arts,

Aerobics 61 all sports.

Call now tor the summer

ofa lifetime! 41 3-232-

8518 www.campkings-

mont.com

Nurse. Nursi- .cssistant tor

busy Summer camp on

Hampshire C^illege cam-

pus June 20-Aug 7. 413-

232-8518 www.camp-

kingsmont.com

bxal Business is hiring

marketers r.irt Time $ 1
0-

j

15/hr Call Alis.«i ©413-

I
627-9043

\ M»»l()NMf SI

Play sports! Have fun!

Save Money! Sports

C^imp in Maine. Coiichc-s

needed: Tennis,

Basketball. BasiKill,

Water-sport-s, Ropes

Gxjrse, G«Mf, Aahery.

•ind more. Work

CXitdoors and Have a

Great Summer! Call Fa-e:

(888) 844-8080 or Apply:

www.campceilar.ci)m

Summer Painting Job

Work with other college

studentsi Work outside

with friends! RJl-l. TIME

IN AMHERST AREA
For more intomiation

c»intact: Ry.in Brown

(413)-687-9030

StiKlents wanted tor ,1

summer painting job.

. $4a?-$6W/wi-ek.

Experience not nei\lt\l

hut a plus. All hired will

go through a paid tniining

program. C^ll 888-277-

9787 or go to C\')LLEC.E-

PRO.CX^M. Work with

- friends.

Oxipon disirihution

> $15/hour America take-

out 866-286-6368

FMIMONMFNT

( "leaning Tuesdiiy ,ind

ThiipJav 8-2 H,iini>-hiR-

Fitness S'^.CV .in hinir plus

memK-rship Jason or l\-b

2S6-6446

F^mender Trainees

Needed $2 50 a.iiv

potential. I..K..1I positions

l-8W-29VW85F.xt51f>

Marketing Agency Six-ks

CXitgoing High Emrgy

Inilniduils for promotions

$15/lwnlrH88-477-fl«^'<

www li.iuspromotii 'US «. oiii

"Bartending" $250A>ay

Potenti.il. No Experience

Ne.sc. Training provided.

1-800-965-6520 Ext.162

URMTt'RF FOR SAIF

3 Rms (rf fiimiture tor sale

( ir.idu.it mg in May Prices

negoti.ihle Call Liuren .it

25 5-4993

ISSFkUniON

University Bartending

Classes start vxin!!! C'all

for intomiation 1-800-U-

CAN-MIX www.univcrsi-

ryhartendingcom

ROOM FOR Rf\r

1 Bc-drixmi in 2 K-dnxim

Apt. in FVarklywine. June

lst-SeptKiill4n-687-

3104

ROOMMATF WANTfl)

Fein.ili riiiimm.iie wiinted

losli.ire 2 Kl apt in

Suiukrland. $418/mo.

Includes heat, hut WHter,

and cable. .V.iil.ihle fi/1

or earlier. C^ill Liurcn @
SW^604 606S.

SlRVIf FS

Philosophical t!x)uriseling,

Amherst,

PhiK<sophvl>ial<WK-.nct

i Vi,ni.iiit ' Need help.'

e;,iii Birthright of

Amherst area for free test-

ing and a.ssi.stance 549-

1906

PRECNANC-Y TEST-

ING, HIV Testing. Birth

Oinm>l, and Fjnergency

0->ntr.Keption.

Affordahle ind confiden-

tial. Tapistry Health, 27

Pray Stn-et, Amherst

548-9992

SDMMFR SIBIFT

2 hcilrixuns. tullv fur-

nished .ip,irrment, 1 full

hath .Vailahlejune 1st-

Scptemhcr 1st. Call

Rachel Sryman® 781

264-1512

Rorida only $69 one way

all taxes inclikk-d.

Mexico/L^iriWx-an $125

each way all taxes includ-

i\l Eurojx- $169 one w.iy.

BiK>k on-line

wAvw..iinech.com or ( 2 1 2

)

21^-7000

«87-4-C:ANC:UN Bc>st

price. UMASS VEN-

1X')R silling spring break

packages. l\i not get

scamnicxl. (iincun, Negril

.Acapulco, Rih.imas,

Honda. $$$ campus reps

earn $$$. Hipnation.com

877-4-cancun.

V\A\TFI)

Student photi>gr.iphcr

nei\ls ihikIcIs. Free head-

shots 9 n-486-2 555 or

JonatliaiiNestenik@hot-

mail.com

v\ \stfn

Summer House Rental

4IV2?2-8518

Young leaders w.inti-d!

(.M>me for marketing,

teachint;, i>r publu speak-

ing, flexible hours, full

tr.iining contact

(866)598-6674

Xkk-o footage ot any

UMass not. will pay

money tiir tootitge. Call

4n-ft87-3902

ECK-. IXWORS NEED-

El>. Extremely genenxjs

lompi-rtsiition paid. Non-

smoker- ,igc-s 2 1 • 32. For

more information please

cc>ntaci Christine or Liz

.It 781 -769-6900 or visit

w\vw.rt'KTtiiicliol>esq.com

Lxxiking for an

apiirtment or

a place to sublet?

Advcnise in the

C^illegian C-lassitiedsI

Just visit the Ciimpiis

Cx-nter Kisement or call

413 545-3500!
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Keeping it in the family

San Franciaco Giant*' Barrv Bottd* raucs his arm* ahrr he hit a three run home run to tic godfather Willie Mav» for third oa baseball'* career list afiinat

dM Milwmikce Brewer* in San FrarKiMTo vrslerday^

Bonds matches

Mays for third
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Barry Bonds has

sought Willie Mays' approval ever since he was old

eixxigh to tag along with his godfather in the San

Francisco Giants' clubhouse. Six MVPs, a single-sea-

son record 75 home runs, and countless other accom-

plishnurnts never felt like quite enough.

Hitting his 660th homer to tie Mays for third

place on the carver list has done the trick.

Bonds hit a towering three-run shot Monday that

splashed into McCovey Cove, sending the Giants to a

7-5 win over the Milwaukee Brewers

"It was like a weight was just lifted off my shoul-

ders," Bonds said. "I felt a sense of accompUshment

in baseball, it's a relief now to be able to stand next

to my godfather bikI finally feel like I've accent-

piished soii»ething in the game ol baseball. It wm a

big way of getting his approval that I've finally done

something."

Bonds connected in the fifth inning on a 5- 1 pitch

fixjm Matt Kinney (0- 1) for his second homer of the

season. The estimated 442foo( blast put the Gianu

ahead 5^. It was the 28th time Bonds has homered

into the water.

The 39-)iMroU Bonds was greeted at home by

several teamnwMS and he stepped on the plate rM>c\i

both hands in the air and pointed to the sk\

Mays, who turns 7S next month, hurrico k< ^^hi-

gnitulate Bonds, giving his godton a hug and a kiss

outside the dugout May^ presented him with a torch

decorated with 25 tiny diatixjnds. symbolic of the

number Bonds wean. They both carried the torch

before the 2002 Olympics.

Bonds came back out of the dugout and waved to

the fans in eath direv.tiQn w they cheered. "Barry'

Barr> '

* and gave him a sfnMng ovatkxi. The selkxii

crowd of 42.V48 seemed to forget about the sterutd

controversy surrouiKling their star slugger and his

personal trainer.

The fans appreciate a good baseball player.* man-

ager Felipe Alou said "I know some guy^ were boo-

ing, but ihey kjve the guy

"

Chikiren akxig the left-hekl wall bowed to Bonds

when he came out to play the hekl in the top of the

sixth. A banner of Bonds was unfurled from the light

tower to the left side of the main center-fiek) score-

board to match one of Mays on the other side.

'I think this is probably the icing on the cake.'

Bonds said. "I really wish my dad coukl have been

here to be part of it . I just really can't believe it.

being 4 years okl when my dad came up into the

major leagues and having an idol like Willie Mays

take me under his wing, and nt.>w being up in front of

all of you people arvswering questions what it's like to

tie the man you respected and hoix)red your entire

Sm MMOS on pagi 7

Minutewomen bit by Spiders
Bv Jer Howt
(a>luhaah Staff

The MasMchusetts woincn's

lacrosse team had a great opportu-

nity to put a strangk;hoki on the

Atlantk 10 this weekend during

their two-

UMass 7 ««">«-• fo«i

trip against

conferenceRichmond 19

opponents.

The Minutewomen (2-8. 1-2 A-

10) had a charKC to improve their

Atlantic 1 record to 5-0 with two

wins, but when Sunday evening

came arouixd. they were heading

back to Amherst with two more

kMSCS.

UMam was blown out by

Rkhmond (6-6, 2-1 A-IO) by a

score of l*-7 on Friday, and

dropped its fifth one-goal game of

the scMon to George Waritington

(7 5. 54) A 10) on Sunday. 11-10

Friday's contest against the

Spiders wasn't c\ok at any point of

the game. Richmond came out of

the gates on fire and scored the first

eight goals of the contest in less

than 1 5 minutes

Richmond's Polly Purcell and

Kristen Habicht each had hat tricks

before UMass was able to get on

the board.

The Minutewomen's leading

point-scorer, Tracey Drown, knew
exactly why RichiiK>nd played its

best ganfK of the season.

"We beat them last season (in

the Atlantic 10 semifinals). We
were down seven goals with six

<:1
K'SSI'

orujciiAN FILE rmmo

Maura McGarrity has 15 fecials this year for the Minutewomen.

UMass travels to New York on Wednesday to take on Alkiny at 4 p.m.

minutes left. We tied it and then

won in overtime." Drown saki.

l>rown acknowledged that

Rkhmorxl just wanted this game
more than UMa-ss dkl.

They wanted to kill us. They

had revenge in miixl. Tliey knew
everything we were going to do."

said Drown, who led the

Minutewomen with two goals and

an aisist in the game.

Rkhmond's scoring attack was

led by Purcell and Libby Bcrlacher

with six goals each and a fivc-g«.«l

perfomiancc from Habicht. Allison

Nuzzi contributed with five assists.

UMass had a chance to salvage

one win out of the weekeixl in

Washington DC. on Sunday

against George Washington, but

they fell apart in the second half.

Hope Zelinger scored her third

goal of the game with just over 1

6

minutes to play in the second half

to put UMass up 10-7. but that was

the last goal the Minutewomen

woukl score.

The Colonials scored four goals

in the game's final eight minutes to

lock up their victory. Five-time

Atlantic 10 Conference Rookie of

the Week l^ura Hostetler scored

three of those goals including the

game-winner. She led George

Washington with four goals and

rwo a.ssists in the game.

Six of UMass' eight losses this

season have come by a combined

total of seven goals, and second

half letdowns have really

destroyed what could have been a

great start for the talented team.

"We need to learn how to han-

dle the pressure (of playing in a

close game). We have a somewhat

lack of experieiKe. We need to

play together from the beginning

all the way to the end," said

Drown, who scored two goals in

the game.

The Minutewomen have four

Atlantic 10 games remaining on

their schedule, so they still have

time to put a string of wins togeth-

er in order to qualify for the A- 10

tournament.

"We need to forget about every-

thing we have or haven't done.

Our team is so talented. It's so frus-

trating, Sunday (agaiast Temple) is

a do or die game," Drown said.

Minutemen get mixed production

against Atlantic 10 rival Dayton
By Bob McGovern

(^>LLt<.iAN Staff

After weeks of postponed

games and limited time on the

diamond, it appears that the rain

has caused the gears of the

Massachusetts ba.seball team to

rust.

Last weekend the Minutemen
traveled to Ohio to take on

Atlantic 10 conference rival

Dayton in a three-game series.

UMass went I -for- 5 on the week-

end, winning the first game of the

series 7-2. while dropping the

others 5-4 and 5-1 respectively.

In Sunday's 5-1 loss. Dayton

pitcher Luke Trubee pitched

seven innings and recorded three

strikeouts on the afternoon. The
Minutemen were able to .scatter

nine hits on Trubee. but couldn't

capitalize, stranding eight batters

during the contest.

Mike Crane was on the

mound for UMass and gave up
four runs over six innings. The
game was Crane's sixth appear-

ance of the sea.son over which he

has gone 0-5 with a 7.71 ERA.
One bright spot for the

Minutemen was the play of fresh-

man Frank Curreri. who had

three hits and the game's lone

RBI when he sent |ason Twomley
home in the sixth inning.

Curreri had an offensively

productive weekend as he had

seven RBIs, seven hits, one run,

and a home run, his second of

the season.

Sunday marked the second

time this season that the

Minutemen were held to one run.

Both times UMass was facing off

against A-IO foes, with its first

coming against George

Washington March 27.

In the second game of the

series, the Flyers were behind the

eight ball at the start as the

Minutemen jumped out to a 2-0

lead in the first inning. The
advantage was short-lived as

Dayton put together a four run

third inning against starter Matt

cxxjrrBSY AMaiA UNaxN

Senior pitcher Eric Chown pitched a two-run complete ijame, in

UMass's 7-2 victory ai^in.st Dayton on Saturday. The Minutemen take

on UConn tomorrow at Earl Lordcn Field in Amherst slated to start at 3

p.m.

Torra.

Torra made it to the sixth

inning, striking out five, while

giving up all five runs for the

game, junior reliever Keith

Doherty came in and shut

Dayton out. Doherty has pitched

a total of six innings this year and

has yet to give up a run.

UMass was able to muster

another two runs in the game
(one in the third and one in the

fourth), but the Flyers ended up

the victors of the shootout.

In the Minutmen's lone win of

the series starter Eric Chown
exhibited why he is the ace of the

squad. Chown had six shutout

innings and only gave up two

runs, both in the first. The win
gave Chown a 5-2 record on the

year and a 5.72 ERA, the lowest

among UMass starters.

UMass kept the game within

the grasps of the Flyers, as it was
only able to muster three runs

over the first six innings. In the

seventh inning, the Minutemen
exploded for four runs, putting

the game out of reach.

The Minutemen have a home-
and-home series against UConn
this week, starting tomorrow at 5

p.m. at Earl Lorden Field.

UConn is the last non-conference

team UMass will meet before it

takes on the bulk of its A-IO
schedule.

f l>
French musicians, Air,

blow Into Noho.

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 5

Murray's goal puts Bruins ahead

3-1 in playoff series.

SPORTS, PAGE 8
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Student raises

funds for youth

in Bulgaria
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Denitza Stanlchrva pu»r* by her table in the

Campuk Cenirr concourse. She x* raikintt money to

help children in undrrdeveloprd nations.

By JtAffi ODiJNNnx
(Ji>iLE<.iAN Staff

With determination. University of Massachusetts

student Denitza Stantchcva has been collecting money

for undcrprivikfged children in Third Workl countries.

A M.>p>h».Ki>ori- fngli>h nu)or. Stanichcva has set up

it tahk- in the Campus Center every day sirve April 6.

asking lor doiwikms lor kLMS. or the Kids EiiH.'rgerH.y

Medical Services, which assists chikiren in underdevel-

oped cxxjntrics in need of medical attentkin.

Stantcheva is currently raising money for a three-

year -oki girl who lives in Bulgaria and need* a rare md
expeasivc type of eye surgery The young girl was bom
with a rare eye disease that required her to wear heavA

contact prescription.s The condition has become so

bad that her life is in jeopardy if she does not receive

the medical attention The suiyery. whk.h cunsisis of

two different procedures, costs around S20.000 dolws
and must be pcriomKd by the crxl ol .April

"The best doctors ha>e to fly into Bulfsiria front all

over the wurU because her ctjnditwn is so bad «id

because it is so expcitsive and rare." Sumtchcva sakl.

In just one week. Stantcheva and her team have

raiaed $7V) for the young girl.

"We have been offering free candy aixl even mas-
' she sakl "We'd ask for $5 for a 15 minute mas-

' and peopk; woukl give us SIOI'

This week. Sunicheva is planning on askiiig for

donatk^as from faculty ofi"K.es and kxal businesses.

"We don't have a deadline but the s«.x)ncr we coltect

the money, the better." she said.

After the money is raised for the young girl.

Sianicheva hopes to continue her work and fundraising

for other chikiren all over the worid

"We are going to work one case at a time." she sakl.

"Otkc this is over I want to work raising money for fos-

ter homes — the w+ioW idea is to work with one case

at a time because then vou kixjw you get something

done."

Suntcheva sakl this issue is so important because

poverty is such a major crisis around the world. She

spent some of her chiklhood living in Bulgaria, a des-

perately uTKlerdcvekjped country

"I've seen chikiren in the streets, foster homes where

the chikiren are sharing cbthes and food, it's tragk."

she sakl. "In this country children have a lot of rights

— it's ainazing — that doesn't happen in other coun-

tries, childrtm live by themselves or with siblings, there

is not so much concentration on children there, more

on govemnient issues."

Stantchova says she has been overwhelmed by the

positive response her fundraising has received. She

began fundraising with three peopk; and many students

have shown interest in helping.

"I am a firm believer that it only takes on person to

change the world, and these chikiren arc the future of

the country, if they can contribute with all their heart

and best intentions, they can all make a littk difference

to make a great change." she said.

If you would like to make a donation or to find out

how you can help out. please contact Denitza

Stantcheva at 546-0464. or e-mail her at

Denk:a$200 1 diyahoo.com

.

Students pause tn read a sign aK>ut the Graduate Student EmpU>vce Or|pinizalit>n 4^ hi'ur hunyrr -uxVi M»irrJj\. The strike was i>rt:ani:>J !•'

protest the new international student fee.

GEO stages 48''hour hunger strike

to protest international student fee

Bv EFRHON SAIMK-F.R

I 111 I »1 ISN >1 SK

Braving the rainy weather, a

group of University of

Massachuseits iniemational stu

dents are demonstrating their oppo-

sition to the new international stu-

dent fee by Ciimping out in front ol

the \\hitmorc Administration

Building fiT a 48-hour hunger

strike

The strike. whi«.h Ixgan ycstcr

day at 10 a.m., will be folknved by a

rally torrKwrow at noon outskie of

Whitmorc. -Xbout 1 5 graduate stu-

dents spent yesterday picketing arul

talking to passing students and fac-

ulty. Several protesters spent the

night in tents set up on the

Whitmore lawn. The students are

alternating shifts to enable them to

continue teaching while the strike is

underway.

"We're holding the 48-hour

hunger strike to support those with-

holding from paying the fee." said

Ibrahim Dahlstrom-Hakki. a gradu-

ate student frcMn lordan who is

wDrking on his Ph.D. in cognitive

iwychok^. "{The hunger strike) is

to have the administration wake up.

to show that we're serious and not

gL)ing to hack down."

Hie highly controversial $65 (ee

was added to international students'

bills for the spring semester. The fee

was due on Man.h I I and 250 stu

dents have refused to pay IXiring

the first wt-ek of April, those 250

students received letters from the

administratkjn threatening adminis

trative withdrawal if the fee is not

paid by April 20

"Obviously there is a k)l of fear

in this, the administration has been

trying to foster that tear There will

be a number of students who will

pay the fee," said Dahlstrom-Makki.

"I can only speak for myself. I don't

intend to pay the fee. If UMass
deports me. that's (inc. I'm not

going to pay for my own surveil-

lance."

That surveillaiK-e is part of the

fcx" that covers compliatKe with the

Student Exchange Visitor

Information System, a requirement

the Paiiiui .\».t put in pLuc tollow

ing the events of Sept. 1

1

While 8 percent of the lev will be

used to lund a t>ne-person pusiiRm

whose job Is to coordiii lu.

liunal students' visa i "in

into the lederiil go\emiiH.*nt s ShV IS

database, the- other $60 will be put

toward specific sen ice* for interna-

lional students prt<\ided by the

International Programs Office.

Director frank Hugus told The
Massachusolts n.iiU ("iilUviini in

March
"The hunger strike fias smihsihv

value to us .. for most of interna-

tional students the fee is a linancial

burden We don't have enough

money to eat and pay the fee." sakl

Anil human, an economics gradu-

ate student from Turkey

Duman explained that the

hunger strike is an cflcviivc lonn of

protest and allows the strikers to

continue their daily lives.

"It won't interrupt our work, it

enables rtK- tci protest and do my
work. " she said "We didn't want to

hurt the undergraduates
"

In addition lu pjssmg students

positive reactkins. the demo*istra-

tors sakl they have reccivc"d nunx-r-

ous forms of support Irciin the

LM.i Hinity.

I was urganiK-d by the

Ciraduatc 1 inpkjyei- Organijuitk«.

and has received suppcirt Ironi the

Ciraduatc Student Senate. Several

academic dcpartiiH.*nis such as the

cvonomics and computer scHriKC

departiiK*nis have als«.> made state-

ments against the fee. In additkm,

the research council of the Faculty

Senate and a representative fiom

the Amherst Town Council has

shown their opposition to the fee

said Dahlstrom-Hakki

A UMass police ofliccr did stop

by the outside of Whitmorc. but

Dahlsirom Hakki said it was only to

see wliai was going on.

"He told us thai wc had the right

to be here he just wanted to

know who to ccmtact it iluii.- were

any problems.' he saiil

At press tiitK. ChanciiH't ii'im \

l.ombardi had not yet issued u com-

ment on the strike.

Scientists want Boston University biology lab nixed
By Tnki> EMkRy
A.SSOHATH1 Pmss

BOSTON (AP) — Nearly 150 scientists and

scholars, including two Nobel laureates, asked city

officials Tuesday to block a high-security biologi-

cal research laboratory that Boston University

plans to build in the city's South End neighbor-

hixxl.

The scientists, as well as neighborhood and

environmental groups, sent a letter to Mayor

Thomas Menino and city councilors asking them

to ni\ the lab. which would house scientists

researching vaccines and handling deadly agjnts

that could be used in a bioicrror attack The letter

was also sent to Boston L niversity trustees.

"There are real and potentially catastrophic

risks to the health and safety of people in the local

and surrounding communities." the letter reads.

faculty from Harvard. MIT. Boston University.

Boston College and other schools signed ihe letter,

including Harvard's Dr. Eric Chivian and Dr.

Bernard Lown. co-founders of International

Physicians lor the Prevention of Nuclear War.

which rtxeived the Nobel Peace Prize in 1985.

Noam Chomsky, a prominent MIT linguistics pro

fessor and political activist, also signed.

Boston University received a $128 million fed-

eral gram last tall to build the lab. The project still

needs ledeial and stale environmental reviews,

and Bosion Redevelopment Authority approval is

pending. Construction is scheduled to start next

year, and the laboratory is not expected to open

until 2007. RL spokcswonran lllen Berlin said.

The L'niversity ol lexiis received funding for a

similar laboratoiv in Oalvesion

Senator Kerry addresses college population in campaign
By Jl'LIE O'DONNELL

C "ol I K.IAN SrAKr

Democratk presklential candidate Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., addresses a crowd dur-

ii^ a rally on the campus of the University of Rhode Island, yesterday.

Speaking to campuses across the

nation. Massachusetts Senator and presi-

dential hopeful lohn Kerry spoke to stu-

dents on the University of Massachusetts

campus yesterday during a conference

call as part of his Campus Tour 2004.

The "Change Starts with U: Kerry

Campus Tour 2004" campaign began ear-

lier this week, with Kerry speaking to stu-

dents at the University of New
Hampshire by phone. He then met with

students from the L riiversity of Rhode

Island and answered questions to college

reporters.

In a press release about his tour. Kerry

said. "George Bush owes America's youth

an apology. Thanks to his fiscal reckless-

ness and failed economic policies, today's

college graduates are facing fewer jobs

and a bigger share of national debt."

Senator Kerry addressed callers today

with the same message. In a brief speech,

he told reporters how important it is that

the youth of today understand the issue

of college affordability.

"College tuitions have increased 1'^

percent." Kerry said, "and that is after

inflation. Remarkably 220.tKK) people

have been priced out ol college this year

because of rising tuition
"

Kerry went on to say that the Bush

administration has made significant tax

cuts for the wealthy, causing individual

stales and colleges to suffer.

"Tax cuts lor the wealthy are tuition

increa.ses to the students." he said.

"There" is a $200 billion combined short

fall to states."

Kerry is proposing lo keep campaign-

ing strongly with tax relief and the

r.ducation Reform .Act. He said that he

proposes $25 billion to state programs

and another $50 billion in tax credits to

reduce the tuition spending among stu-

dents. With this plan, each student

would potentially receive $4,000 in cieil-

it towards his/her tuition. Also, he pro-

posed to pay for state college tuition lor

those who are willing to .serve lor their

country.

"This is a choice of common sense."

Kerry said, "this is the greatest job loss

since Herbert Hoover was president."

t)ne siiicicnl lioni Cicorpctown

expressed concem about Kerry's plan to

cut hack soine of his original proposals.

"I will be cutting back the service pro-

gram because of allordability." he said,

"hut I will keep the tax credit for students,

the No Child I eft Ik-hind Act and reduce

healihcare for Xmericans so that we can

put money back in people's pcK'kets."

Kerr\ also hopes to gel uninterested

college students interested in voting.

"S'oung people have enoniious

power." he said, "they need to go and

embrace it; it was most young people in

the 1970s who drove the civil rights

movements, we need to make issue voting

issues."

Kerry criticized the Bush adiiiiiiistra

lion again about neglecting the non
wealthy.

">ou em|H)wei people that have

money." he said alx>ut the current ailmin-

istration. "then you go hack on ;iii quali-

tv and water quality."

Kerry is also propo--ihf; w< push the

technology curve in which he hopes to

cteale 10 million jobs in the next four

years.
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Weekly Calendar of events
( (.«i/)//t'i/ by Sara- Megan Walsh

Today

YOU THINK IT,

WE MAKE IT

Write
for

tM«!>s IBM will bring its "Innovator Tour" to the

Coiiipuicr Science building from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. A

panel ol IBM technical lcadcr> \Nill give lectures for a

session of *iO minutes and allow questions from the

audience. Alter the session there will be time for stu-

dents and panel members to network. Parking is avail-

able in I ol 11.

LAfass from 4 p.m. to b p.m. there will be a panel

(MCNcniation entitled "The Slate and Status ol

t hildcare: UMass and Be)ond" in room ^\1 of the

titmpus Center The panel will include Brenda

Kushouse of the political science department at

Linass: coordinator Nancy deProsse; Marrayanne

tiallagher. director of University child care: Lynn A.

Hatch, research of the Childcare Labor Market and of

the Economics department at UMass: and Dorothy

Mayer, director of the Early Childhood Laboratory

School The panel will address issues and concerns on

the luiure of childcare at U.Mas- and within the state.

LMass At 5:W p.m., the Women's Studies Program

and Social Thought and Political Economy Program

will have an Alumni Career Eorum in Campus Center

Rooms IOi»l and HX)2. Students will have the oppor

lunity to meet with alunmi and discuss their experi

cnccs in the working world A light bullet dinner will

Ih -vTVcd.

lJMa»» — The Asian Americans for Political Action.

\ .1. American Students Association, and the Yuri

K iii\ama Culture Center will have a dinner discus-

ion entitled. " Exploring Gender Role- and Asian

Xiiierican Eeminism" at b p in m Campus Center

.Hjm 804. The guest facilitator of the event will be

Millian Kang.

L'MaM The Amherst Branch of the Association for

ihe Study of African American Life and History

\SAIHl will kick off it- World Eilm Festival at 7

p.m. in the Graduate Lounge of the Campus Center

The film festival will feature the following films:

\in,.M,ll., (South Africa!: Life and Debt damaicat:

I ufiHinitM (Congoi. Rabbit Proof Fence (Australia):

and Sankofa <U S i The film festival will continue at

" r. m. through April 17.

From Policy to Activism" as part of the "International

Feminist Perspectives on Water Rights and Wrongs"

series in the Neilson I ihnnA Brow -ink? room.

April 14 - April z i 2004

Caribbeans. Dinner is $3. Following the dinner will be a

Pan African Day Cultural Show featuring fashion, poetry,

music, dance and drama at 8 p.m. Admission to the cultur-

al show is $3.

Smith College — At p pm iii<.K vmII be the world —
premiere ol "The Parrot." a new musical theatre work S U f1 U (2 V
by Obie award winners Paul Zimet. composer Ellen "^

Maddow. costume designer Kiki Smith, choreographer

Karinne Keithley and master puppeteer and mask

maker. Ralph Lee in Theatre 14 of Mendenhall Center

for the Performing .Arts. In the play, a parrot spins

tales for a teenage girl. Tickets cost $5 for children.

students and seniors and $7 for general admission.

The play will be performed at 8 p.m. on both Friday

and Saturday.

18

Amherst College — At 2 p.m., Sol Urbach. a

Holocaust survivor, will speak on his experiences at

Amherst College's Hillel. Urbach worked at the facto-

ry depicted in the movie "Schindler's List".

F r i a y lb
M o n day 19

Smith College — There will be two lectures on the

topic ol "The Question of Reparations: The U.S.

Context" at 2 30 p m. in Seelye 106 The first lecture

will be entitled. "A New Perspective on Black

Reparations" by Roy L Brooks, Warren Distinguished

Professor of Law at the University of San Diego Law

School The second lecture will be "Reparations:

Present and Future" by Alfred L. Brophy. professor of

law at the University of Alabama and author of

"Reconstructing the Dreamland: The Tulsa Riot of

1921 —Race. Reparations, Reconciliation " There will

he liiiH- li)r discussion at the end of the lectures.

UMa»» Ai 4 p III . lilt tcnui lot International

Education will host the bth Annual Kinsey Dialogue

Series featuring speaker Roger Hart, an environmen-

talist and child developmental expert, in the Isenberg

School of Management In conjunction with his lee I U 6 S d a y
lure. Roger Hart will hold a workshop on April 17

from *> a.m. lo I p.m. in Hills House Central

Auditorium To sign up for this workshop, call 545-

0465 by April 14

Smith College - Dr. Lindsay E Hofman. of the Saliva

Testing and Relerence Lab, Inc. in Seattle, Wa., will

lecture about "Steroid Hormones in Health and

Disease" at 4: 1 5 p.m. in Engineering 202.

Refreshments will be served prior to the lecture at 4

p.m

Smith College — Sister luana Ponce Camez. an

activist Nun from El Salvador, will speak about the

Civil War in El Salvador at 7:50 p.m. in the Neilson

Library Browsing Room

Smith College - At 8 p m there will be a WOZQ
Rc«.k Shos* featuring "Pretty Girls Make Graves. I Am
the World Trade Center and The Paper Lions" in the

Davis Ballroom. Tickets cost $5 for Smith students.

$8 general. Tickets will be available at the door

20

Saturday 17

To m m () r o w

Smith College ~ At 8 p.m.. Vivienne Bennett will

-|Kak Kii "Gender and Water from the Inside Out:

LIMsM - Elton lohn will perform in concert at 8 p m.

in the Mullins Center Tickets cost $70 50 and $80 50

They are available through the Miillin- Center Box

Office Doors open at 7 p.m

Smith Cullcfe — There will be a Pan African Dinner at

5:30 p m in the Carroll Room. 208 Campus Ci-nter It will

feature traditional dishe- prepared h\ Africans artd

UMms — The Miami Lu> Ballet, directed by Edward

Villeila. will perform at 7: 30 p.m in the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall The performance will be an all-

Balanchine/Stravinsky program featuring three semi-

nal ballets: Violin Concerto. ,\pollo. and Symphony in

Three Movements. Tickets cost from $7 lo $15 for

Rve-College students. $15 to $40 general. They are

available by calling 545 251

1

Smith College NERD will perform in concert at

8 pin m lohn M Greene Hall at the Smith Spring

Concert. Tickets are SI 7 for Five College students and

$20 general. They arc available at UMass. Amherst

College. Mount Holyoke College. For the Record in

Amherst. B-side Records, and through Ticket master
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ALUMNI/AE CAREER FORUM
WOMEN^S STUDIES &
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Social Thought and Political Economy Program (STPEC)

Call 545-3500
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office, room 1 1

3
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DATE:
TIME:
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ALUMNI/AE PANELISTS:
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(STPEC)

BONNIE CONEFREY 00

(WOST)

SARAH DUNTON 01
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JOHN PEPI 78

(STPEC)
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5:30 - 7:30 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 1001-02

Assistant Professor, Graduate School of Policy Studies
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(The nation's largest non-profit nucro-lender)
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Mediaton & Training Collaborative, Greenfield, MA
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Office of Waste Management, Moving and Surplus

University of Massachusetts . Amherst. MA
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EditorialOpinion
Wednesday, April 14, 2004 Editorial@daii.ycollegian.com

New bioterrorism lab

not worth the risk
Bo(>tun Univeniity is gerierating major heat from

8ci<»itists aiKl scholars who have written letters to

Boston city officials protesting the construction of

a new BU building, according to The Boston

Globe. While another building outline against the

Beantown skyline may not seem panicuiarly upset-

ting, the plan has rulTled the feather? of nearly 1 50

major scientists and educaton nationv^ide for a

simple reason.

The new building will be a bioterrorism lab.

"We believe that Boston is the best place for this

bboratory." said Fllen Berlin, BU spokesperMXi

But is the Bay Stale ready to have a major labo-

ratory, housing deadly agents such as the plague.

Kbola. and anthrax? Not aocotding to MIT linguis-

tics professor and political activist Noam Chomsky.

or Nobel Prize winner? Dr. Eric Chivian and Dr.

Bernard Lown. Harvard. MIT. Boston College and

even BU staff members have also voiced their

opposition in a letter addressed to city officials.

Granted. BU is wedged between a tuck and a

hard place. A federal grant of $128 million was

awarded lo the university to buikl the lab last fall

The lab is set to open in 2007. with construction

beginning neM year Mayor Menino is in full sup-

port of the buikiitig.

This new biolab will help anchor a life sciences

region in that section of the city. It means jobs now
and into the future." said Seth Gitell. spokesman

for Menino. However, many question the safety

risks that go along with the bioterrorism lab

"I have become very strongly convinced that

this laboratory dues not serve a public health fimc-

tion," he said "In fact, it's counterproductive with

respect to public health. aiKl it does present risk to

the community,' said Dr David Ozonoff. professor

in the BU School ol Public Health.

The missKMi of any university should be to

strengthen the foundations of education and

research BU has been given nx>ney to create a crit-

ical research facility thai may prove pricekrss by

making advancements in defense for our nation

against bioterrorism attacks. However, creating a

storage house of bioterrorism materials is setting

the scene for disaster Our country has already suf

fercd a major terrorist attack on a major eastern

seaboard city. Why wouki government oflicials

conskier providing terrorists with a new target that

coukl have much nK)re devastating conscquetKes

than ^/ 1 1 ever coukl? An attack on a major buiU-

ing like the Worki Trade Center may result in the

deaths of those who are in the vicinity. An attack or

invasion of a building hoa<iing the moNi deadly di>

eases in the world coukl result in the dcaihs of

thousands, possibly millkins of peupk

Even after ^/l I. national security is t>ji llaw

less. BU needs to k)ok for a new. more secure area

of the country lo buikl a bioierrurism lab. W hikf

the facility coukl provkle Mas.Na«.hu.seti.s students

and educators with an important educatkxial tool.

the risk to national security - and possibly the fate

of our nation — is not worth gambling with on the

open shoreline

insigned edilunuls iquwMitf the majority opin-

ion of the MoMmckuattts Daily Collegian Editonal

Boani.
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Is love really worth it?

[lizabetti

Caiiei

Emotion is

a weapon
thai the weak
shrink from.

To give

unabashedly,

to lay your

heart on the

table is to

say: here take

it — and if

^—^—^—^^ you do you
shall lecl the heights of joy. but

you shall risk the depths of

despair, dare you take it? Dare

you touch something that has

so great potential both for

destruction and for elation? Or
do you run? Do you hide, do

you build walls around your-

self? Do you shirk from love

and slink away, justifying the

fact that you know love because

youve been burnt by it before?

Do you explain to yourself and

anyone who will lend you an

open ear. that love is pain, and

only the strong can resist the

pain that love brings, only the

strong defend themselves from

the imminent internal death

that giving emotion unabashed-

ly may very well, and often does

bring.

Or is it possible that those

who recite this familiar defen.se

against love are merely pretend-

ing they are strong by building

emotional walls around them-

selves, and in actuality they are

the weak in disguise? Bravery is

not displayed behind the walls

of a fortress (emotional or oth-

erwise). No knight in shining

armor ever hides behind the

castle walls claiming he knows

all too well what pain the war

raging outside them will bring,

and that he is too strong and

too smart to risk himself for

glory, for victory, for life.

Life cannot be fully lived in

hiding. Yet it seems that so

many people in life are running

from emotion. Love namely.

But are defenses something that

everyone puts up? Are we all so

cynical that we won't even risk

ourselves anymore for the

chance at having it all? Have

we been beaten and emotional-

ly bruised so many times that

the idea of actually putting our-

selves out there simply isn't

worth it anymore? Have the

majority of us sacrificed the

idea of love and traded it for

seedy sexual surface pleasures?

Who needs love? We've got

the here and now. and that's

enough, right? Personally I tend

to think not, the day meaning-

less sex equates with earth-

moving love is the day hell

freezes over, and I'm not break-

ing out my ice skates anytime

soon. So now the question is.

why are so many of us willing to

settle for cheap physical pleas-

ure that doesn't even scratch

the surface of real emotion?

Its beginning to seem as if

most of us simply give up hope,

the childish concept that is usu-

ally cast aside by the age of 25

for the real world, and instead

hide our emotions away deep

inside ourselves. Then we guard

our hidden emotions with witty

sayings, and justifications about

Have we been

beaten and emo-

tionally bruised so

many times that

ttie idea of actually

putting ourselves

out there simply

isnt worth it any-

more?

why they are foul, we convince

ourselves thoroughly that love

will hurl us. but we are smart,

we will outsmart love by never

feeling it. Then one day we acci-

dentally get close to someone,

and as soon mutual emotion

begins to brim near the surface

we immediately run. Then we
recite our song and dance of

reasons "He/she was loo clingy.

I'm not ready for a relationship

right now, blah, blah, lie, blah."

We steep ourselves in these rea-

sons until we believe ihcm.

until their meanings are imbed-

ded in us, and then we forget

the reasons and retain their

implications, leaving ourselves

to simply regard our former

love with slight regret, and dis-

dain. Yet the reality behind the

South Africa: 10 years later

heavy

There is an

innocent ques-

tion people

tend to ask

when learning

I studied in

South Africa.

"So, like, was

there a lot of

racism over

there?"

Its

rotation

like a

to mytune on
ears.

Some are blunt and ask it

right away; some wait till after

the long-winded description ol

the beautiful countryside: and

many try to beat around the

bush on asking the tough "con-

troversial" question because —
as some of us might know —
racism is the most under

acknowledged problem on this

earth.

I don't blame anyone though

for their interest in that part of

my experience. To an outsider ol

the Republic of South Africa, it

is easy tc> immediately associate

the nation with racism.

The forefathers of the

Apartheid system wouldn't want

it any other way.

However, all month there has

been some enlightening news

coming out of the nation

plagued by crime. AIDS, pover

ty and yes. all together now
— racism There are many cele-

brating a newfounded freedom

April 27. 2004 marks the

1 0th anniversary of when
African National Congress pres

idem Nelson Mandela look

office A democracy was
msiilled and Apartheid - the

insiiiuiionalized racist political

system that marred the country

for nearly SO years — officially

ended.

Literally meaning "apart

ness" in the Afrikaans language.

Apartheid segregated the major-

ity native population both eco-

nomically and socially from the

minority European settler con-

iingeni.> when ihe Alrikaaner

(Dutch colonists) National Party

look over the country in 1^48

And lei's just say there wasn't

any PIcssy v. Ferguson case to

catalyze a "separate but equal"

guideline.

Nonviolent protests, tivil

disobedience and full-out riots,

such as the Sowcio student

failed relationship is that all

along we were running from

fears lodged deeply within our-

selves. Running from a past of

damaged broken love (sexual,

parental or otherwise), running

from the pain and anguish we
formerly suffered and swore we
would never feel again — run-

ning in circles, defeating our-

selves.

So it seems this game of love

gives us two options: on one

hand we can risk it. we can face

love and pain and take them

both in stride, we can move
forward and let the experiences

we accumulate change us. and

at times force us to grow into

bigger better people. On the

other hand we can hide, bury

all that we have to give deeply

inside ourselves and push away

all those who try lo dig deeper

into us. and live a life that is

safe. Live a half-life of hiding,

never really feeling the highs,

and never really feeling the

lows. Are so mans people in

our cynical society giving up

^ashing in the few chips they

have and settling for the stag-

nant dull pain of self induced

extended solitude us a substi-

tute for (he searing pain of

love, which they fear so? I sin-

cerely hope not.

It is the brave who feel. It is

the brave who can be torment

ed. shattered and diished upon

the rocks, by love, only lo rise

from the ashes, rebuild and try

to love again. And if any of this

rings true for you. if you've

been hurl, if you've been burnt

by love one time too many, just

remember it is only the weak

who try to hide from them-

selves, and in doing so they

damn ihcmselves to a life of

purgiilory. Never loving, but

never hurting, never really feel-

ing much of anything, nothing

extreme that is. And what is life

without polarizations? What is

life. without the highs and with-

out the lows? This game of life

may be rigged, for with every

great happiness if you lake it

away the pain will feel twice as

great, but hide from the game
altogether and there's not even

a chance of winning.

lilizaheth Carter is a

Collegian columnist.

uprising in 1476. led to interna-

tional pressure in the I*^ti0s and

finally in l'i*J4 the first majority

black government was elected

into office to represent the

majority black republic.

April 27. 2004 also marks a

possible new wave of change for

South Africa, as the third demo-

cratically elected president will

be inaugurated. Today, as we
Americans can only ponder

whom our next conmiander in

chief will be. South Africa will

use the democratic practices

Mandela and his confidants

fought for by holding its third-

The lower class

non-whites living

In run-down,

necessity-lacking

shantytowns

across South

Africa are in no

better situation

than they were 10

years ago.

There is very littla

to celebrate.

ever democratic elections to

determine which party will take

over the 4(H1 iiuiiiKt S.iiinnal

.\ssembK

The cMsim^ |H)\*et. the

ANC. is the favorite in today's

elections and the current presi

dent of the South Africa. Thabo
Mbeki. will mosi likely take on a

second tenn if the -XNC gels the

majority vote

While it's the ANC that gets

most of the credit for saving the

country's Blacks, diloureds

(mixed race! and Indians Irom

the chains of Apartheid, the

party has struggled to make a

snuKith transition into the all is

fair and equal' denKK.racy.

Police corruption and crime

are straining the cities of Cape-

Town, lohannesburg and

Durban: unemployment has

sky rocketed to more than ^0

percent; the AIDS epidemic is

at an all-time high (nearly 40

percent of ihosi* living in the

Kwazulu-Natal province are

infected with at least the HIV
virus): and the 1994

Reconstruction and
Development program has

failed to live up to its expecta-

tions and those promised land

have failed to receive it.

And just from personal expe-

rience working in the township

of Kensington, outside the Cape

Flats, the lower-class non-

whites living in run-down,

necessity-lacking shantytowns

across South Africa are in no

better situation than they were

10 years ago

there is \ery little to cele-

brate.

In the New York Times,

Mbeki was quoted as saying

during a recent state of the

nation address that. "We have

always known that our country's

blemishes, produced by more
than three centuries of colonial-

ism and Apartheid, could not be

removed in one decade."

And he is completely right in

this matter

F.uropean colonialism des-

troyed the infrastructure of the

most beautiful place on earth —
our Motherland Africa. You can

see it all over the continent

(quick reminder: this year is

also the loth anniversary of the

Rwandan Genocide).

But 10 years have gone by

since Apartheid in South Africa

and like any moment of history,

people are beginning to nut

think about it anymore — there-

lore forgetting that it was the

colonists that put the country in

this current shakv slate — not

the ANC
My roommate in Cape Town,

Mattepalo Malou. a 20-year-old

University of Cape Town siu

dent from right outside |<.>'Burg.

kept telling me when I asked

abc>ul it that she didn't even

remember living in Apartheid.

But then she would go on to

say that she doesn't feel com-
fortable around white South
Africans - especially if she

walks into the nightclub that is

"sot-iallv" known as a "white

club -
'

So when people ask me il

there is a lot of racism. I say

"well its not written in stone

anymore?"
Glen Strauh is u Collegian

columnist.

Unsolicited homophobia

©
Scoti

tldridfle II

Monday morning I walked

into my kitchen and saw the

light flashing on my answering

I

T^ ^ machine (a rare occurrence).

\JBL Naturally I pressed "play." and

^BMflb^ was appalled at what I heard.

^^^^^^^M It was a father of three, or

^^^^^^^^1 he said. The point of the

was to inform me that all hope

was not lost: that despite what

I had probably heard, some
thing could he done. Clay mar-

riage could be stopped.

I did not want this call. I did not request it.

But because he was not selling anything besides

his opinion, this anti-ga\ marriage advocate

could gel my number without worrying about

the government do-noi-call lists my home phcme

is registered under.

I couldn't listen to the whole message.

Between my rising anger

and my utter disbeliel

that this v^i^s on my
answering machine I

managed to not delete

it.

That evening, when I

came home in> room
mate had heard the mes-

sage as well. He was

equally appalled that

this message was on our

machine.

Neither of us has

ever opposed gay mar-

riage. In fact, we are

both strong supporters of marriage equiilils. In

our generally liberal household we debate only

the political pundits on television, the president,

the Catholic Church and the governor and were

we home when the unnamed faiher ol three

called, we would have debated him.

Polls arc washy on the issue, but il is sale lo

say that the state and the country are split over

the issue of gay marriage with numbers at or

around 50 percent in either direction. So the

father of three, in his unsolicited phone call,

took the gamble and assumed ihai we would be

interested in his moral opinion, which I can onl\

describe as homophobia.

It rivals another full court press from the anli-

gay marriage camp: the Catholic Church's cam-

paign of leaflets sent to almost every known

Catholic home in Massachusetts. At quite the

expense, these brochures went out to homes

without asking opinions, without taking in any

measure of personal feelings, but instead as an

ubercommand from a pontificate: day is wrong,

you'd better not support it.

There is something to be said for the lad that

no such campaign was started to inform the

faithful of the harm of child abuse by priests.

Do these people get it? Do

gay people go away, in their

minds, if they can't get mar-

ried? Will banning gay people

from marriage, either civil or

religious, disrupt their inter-

personal relationships?

No, no, no.

Ihe Boston Phot.ni\ newspaper pointed this out

The gay marriage issue seems to have brought

out the worst in people. The father who called

my apartment said he was worried, fearful even,

of the state Massachusetts would be in if gay

marriage is allowed and what his children would

have to live with

Do these people gel it'' Do gay people go

away, in their minds, if they can't gel married'.'

Will banning gay people from marriage, either

civil or religious, disrupt their interpersonal rela

tionships''

No. no. no

This seems to me like logic, but I suppose it

is, in truth, little more than logical opinion. In

most everv argument and debate I gel into I can

understand the other side. I know the positions

lor and against oil drilling in Alaska, fishing in

the Atlantic, fighting in Iraq, acting without pru-

dence in the Middle East: I understand pros and
cons on these issues

even while I stand on
one side.

But this debate is dif-

ferent: there is no argu-

ment on the other side

that I can see. none
beyond fear stemming
from ignorance.

Take the national

council ol Catholic

Bishops who are right

now debating the way
the church should "deal

with" politicians who
don't low the religious

line. Should ihey be exci>mmunicaled? Barred

from receiving communion?
These are actual questions being raised,

which is to say that a senator who supports a

woman's right lo choose and a lesbian couple's

right u> marry might be kicked out of the church.

The question was raised leading up lo Easter

Sunday when bishops cried out against lohn

Kerry going to a Catholic service, lohn Kerry

supports a woman's right to choose and other

non-Catholic agenda items.

I.xconununicalion is the result of the final

insult being thrown at the church, the straw that

breaks (he back. In Massachusetts, politicians

who have voted their conscience and not the

church's have already been forced to endure

public ridicule (even al Sunday Mass in their

honiclown churches) and harassing remarks

from fellow believers. Now they loo would be

kicked out of a church that has probably long

played a role in their lives.

i wonder if any of ihesc politicians got phone

calls Mondav morning. I'm sure (hey did. and

I'm sure thev were much stronger, and much
worse.

Scott Eldridge II is a Collegian columnist.
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Two more seasons? Pushing the envelope: a depressing trend

Ayecarumba!
I reniember it like it was yesterday. At age 5, my

dad and I are walking duwn Main St. of my home-

town when he says. "Have you seen that new cailoon

show on TV'*"

-What show?"

"It's called The Simpsons,* it's so funny! Your

mom will probably kill me if I let you watch it

though."

Hence, my addiction to "The Simpsons" began.

Today, only rehab will wean me off of the greatest ani-

mated sitcom of all time.

Who will forget that infamous summer of 1995

when America was wondering

. .,. who shot Mr Bums? Or when
11311 U BflBD Ralph Wiggum proclaimed, "Me

^^^^^^^""
fail English? That's unpossible!"

What about the tinte when Homer traveled with the

likes of the Smashing Pumpkins for the

"Hallapalooza" rock n' roll tour, and graciously took

the wrath of a cannonball to the gut?

It's amazing to realize that this show is now in its

1 5th sea.son. making it the kingest running sitcom in

television history M'.A'S'H previously held the

record lor the longest running sitcon) with 1 1 sea-

KMis. Thanks to the brilliance of the show's writers

and creator Matt Groening, the characters of Bart,

Homer. Marge. Lisa. Maggie, and the others are all

ones that we college students have groNMi up with.

But now, the word on the Web is that Groening

want.s to keep the show going for aiK>ther 2 seasons.

He has also reportedly signed on to make two full-

kfngth feature films of The Simpsons The debate of

vkhether the show deserves another two seaMxis con-

tinues.

In the past couple of years, mans fnends of mine

and critics in the media have said that the quality of

the epiaodc* has been going down hill. People have

said the stones are getting too outrageous and there-

fore, are not that funny. (I.E. Krusty the Klown get-

ting elected lo Congress is probably not going down
in the history books as of»e of the funniest episodes.)

There base also been many complaints with what the

writers have done with the character of Hocner He
went from being stupid, but still a dad kwking out for

the best interests of his kids to being really stupid.

Homer used lo do things like get on a skateboard and

jump over Springfield CWirge lo leat-h Hart a lesson, to

more recently, trying to get inlomuiiKMi about Lisa by

hiring a detective, wfto ends up framing her for bur

gtarizing an animal tenting facility because Homer
didn't pay him

There were some stretches

this summer when an

American soldier would bo

killed every day, on some

days two or three. Soldiers

even began to ask why, pub-

Hcty critictzing their

superiors.

But. ai we all know so well, not every newer

episode haa been bad. "Weekend at Bumsie's," when
Homer become* addicted to medicinal marijuana

(fcaaon 1 3) became a new classic. Otk- of the most

memorable quotes from the show was in the scene

wtien Marge confronts Homer about doing drugs

Homer, laughing, hands his prrscription to Marge and

say^. "But Marge, it's making my eyes better, and it's

legal I could walk up to the president and bkiw

srnoke in his stupid, monkey face, and he'd just have

to til there, groouovin on it
* Another nouble episode

was 'f4ow I Spent My Summer Vacation,* (season

14) wtien Homer went to Rock 'N Roll Fantasy Camp
to pick up pointers from rvck stars like Mick lagger,

Keith Richards, and l^mny Kravitz on how to rock.

The show still brings in decent ratings As the

show has grown in popularity over the years, there

has been a plethora of celebrity cameos. Celebrity

guest stars have ranged from Carmen Electra, Tony

Hawk. Blink 182. Mr T. Ion Lovitz and Phish in

recent seasons ic> Kclscy Grammar. Tito Puente. Paul

and Linda McCarthy. Rodney Dangerfiekl. David

Ouchovny. Gillian Anderson. David Hyde Pierce, and

Phil Hartman in seasons past, just to name a few.

The show is so popular that it has spawned a gen-

eration of Simpsons geeks like me and my friends.

One of these fellow geeks is a student from Brooklyn

College who rcctTitly wrote a book, which delves into

the "academic issues" of our favorite dysfunctional

cartoon characters. Nineteen-year-old Steven

Kelsowitz just published a 1 60-page book titled "The

Simpsons and Society." He held a book-signing

release on April 5 at a store in Brooklyn, NY. which

soW 5*^ copies.

"It took me about five weeks." Keslowitz said. "It

was great. Nobody ever thought I'd write a book on

The Simpsons."

He told the Ottawa Citizen that his favorite

episode is no. 163. "The Springfield Files." in which

special agents Mulder and Scully (Gillian Anderson

and David Duchovny from the former hit FOX show

"The X-Files") pursue a ghostly figure that turns out

to be an iridescent Mr. Bums.

"I found the jokes in the show unbelievable." said

Keslowitz.

One of a few examples Kelsowitz gave to back up

this statement was one in which Homer said, "Well,

it's I a.m. Better go home and spend some quality

time with the kids."

Over the past 1 5 years, the laughs have been end-

less. When Ban caught the three-eyed fish, when

Marge became a cop and arresttxl Homer, when Bart

got expelled, when Homer framed Marge for D.U.I.,

and when Apu closed the Kwik-E-Mart for the first

time ever, declaring, "For the next five minutes, I'm

going to party like it's on sale for $19.99!" we all

laughed. Who can forget all the years of brilliant

comedy?
From pointing out the subtle stereotypes of

American society through the portrayals of Apu, the

convenience store clerk and sleezy attomey Lionel

Hutz, to celebrating Homer's free spirit, most fans

can't seem to get enough of America's favorite fami-

ly. Further evidence that The Simpsons has truly been

bringing people together is the fjct that it is the only

show, ever, in the history of television that is equally

watched among Caucasians and African-Americans.

Although the show has had bumps in the road. I

have stuck by it since age 5 and I am not going to

give up now. Love them or hate them. The

Simpsons is a classic that has strived to make fun of

pop culture for a decade and a half and has changed

the face of television at the same time. So, bring on

more episodes and make some movies, because as

Mr. Bums would say, this show is "exxxxcellent."

Dan O'Brien is a Collegian staff writer.

Johmv

Donaldson

There's so much that's wrong in

the world — hunger, war. Bush's

presidency — that it's not impossi-

bk: to get lo6t in the thickets of

chaos. With images of violence and

corruption assaulting our eyes

every night on the evening news,

with one headline after the next

bringing in some sort of bad news,

it gets decidedly depressing to just

be human. Sometimes it's worth it

to step back and look at how
wacky, weird and wonderful this world really is. feet's

venture into this land we call home and marvel at a

few of the strange things happening:

H-Bomb is here. For those of you don't know —
and that's pretty much everyone — H-Bomb is

Harvard's newest magazine. It's newest ponx) maga-

zine. The brainiac rich kids who aitend everyone's

favorite Ivy League school have decided to put out

their own adult rag. We here at The Massachusetts

Daily Colksgian have actually received not one. but

two copies of this prestigious new journalistic endeav-

or. For a magazine published by such an aftluent com-

munity it's pretty bad - even by pornographic stan

dards The laytxit, art tk?sign and paper are cheap.

more akin to a glossy Wal-Mart flyer than a readable

magazine. It's more funny than sexy, more ludicrous

than arousing, more silly than erotic. All in all, it's a

practice Harvard shouW let slide into oblivion — not

because of moral reasoning, but it's actually goofier

than they probably wanted it to be!

Eye jewelry. I am — and some of you may doubt

me, but I really am — an advocate for self-expression.

I tmly am. But there's a point, in every person's life,

when you don't need to express yourself any further

Generally, I believe that point comes just before you

start surgically inserting little silver hearts into your

eye.

In a news story from CNN.com, those crazy Dutch

doctors have discovered a way to pioneer a new fad in

jewelry and body modification — inserting little, spe-

cial-made designs (.13 inches each) into the mucous
membrane of tfie eye for anywhere between $600-

1 200 a pop. "In my view it is a little bit more subtle

than (body) pieaing," says eye surgeon Gerritt Melles.

In my view, it's freaky, creepy (check out those pic-

tures) and just plain oW scary. There's always some

new idiotic trend bubbling up to the surface — fake

tans in the winter, breast implants, branding — but

this has go to be the most moronk by far. I can't even

kx)k at the friggin' pictures of a lewelEye without

squirming in my seat.

Bkjod Drive Brouhaha. So, in Missouri, there's this

sorority, at the University of Missouri-Columbia and

they were doing ths bkxxl drive. Okay, that's fine. No

harm in that right? No ... unless the blood drive co-

ordinator for your house gets overzealous and

demands that every giri lie to donate blood — regard-

less if you just had a tattoo or a piercing or are sick.

Yes. because that's what every blood drive needs —
tainted plasma.

Accoiding to CNN.com, Christie Key, co-ordinator

for Gamma Phi Beta, circulated an e-mail that

demanded that the sisters donate bkxxl — or suffer

severe punishment. As she froths in her message: "I

dont (skj care if you got a tattoo last week LIE. I dont

(sic) care if you have a cold. Suck it up. We all do. LIE.

Recent peircings |sic|? LIE." Wow.

Actually, reading these stories is just as depressing

as hearing about the latest terrorist attack in the

Mkidle East. We have Harvard - a bastion of intelli-

gence and sophistication — putting out a pom maga-

zine ... and an incompetently made one at that.

There's an eyeball jewelry fad thai pushes fashionista

trends to the breaking point. And then there's the

actions of a sorority queen who treats a noble effort as

a high sukes competition. Maybe society is really

going to the crapper Or maybe people just like acting

like idiots.

lohnny Donaldson is a CuUepan LX}lutntusi

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR
THE POWER OF LANGUAGE

I found It iiterntlnQ ttow Ban Duffy

cMmad tat MMralitM iMMd iKHMfl*

in tvdtr to iniln psopto in Voir poMof

vww I urantler If he reatins that he was

dcwig lie tame exact thing m his edilonai

I peraonaly (X)uM not control my tngar as

I read how he danouncad Vw March tor

Women's Lives as a 'March for

Manicide.' If in tact he had better

tatomwd himsetr— as adNoriai writers

af« eiQiected to do— he would realue

that atnrtnnis not the only issue we are

planning to march tor. In fact a 'healthy

reaped tor aei.* as Duffy wrote, is on the

I am not gettng into an atiortion

detMte here, but I beMeve It is a woman s

nght to choose, and a nght that is current-

ti being threatened t>y the Bush admmis

tration Not only that, but with his 'conser-

vative-speaK.' as I may call it. Duffy

makes it sound like the women who plan

on marching are just marching for their

nght to kiH bat)ies. which is pretty biased

as well. wouWnt you say'' Hey Ben

never underestimate the power of lan-

guage

Amy GrzybinsKi

UMass sophomore

Iraqi quagmire

IRAQI QUAGMIRE
As anyone who has picked up a

newspaper recently knows there are two

popular upnsings against Amencan rule in

Iraq Already having cost many American

lives, the fighting rages on and seems to

be spreading We now know that the

chicken-hawk Bush administration has

been deceiving us. and that the current

insurgency lnvo^es Shiites and Sunnis

that extend far beyond the influence of a

rogue dene and fomier Baath party lead-

ers The fighting has moved well beyond

the Sunni Tnangie Three citna hiwe been

tost to maurgenta.

Meanwhile . Sacrttary ol Defense

DonM Rumsfeld hM pleaded wMh

Americans to simply adqr Iw courae in

this, as RumsfeM oMs H *test of wW

'

Tens til thousands of troops won't be sent

home due to Ihs upriaing. but that shouW

not away us from America s mission m
Iraq

I say enough with this

The quagmire in Iraq is worsening

everyday The United States has |ust k)st

control of three separate Iraqi cities Iraqi

insurgents are fueled by nationalistic sen-

timent and woo t be easily quelled Yet,

Donakf Rumsfek) has the audacity to

declare the soldier's efforts m Iraq a 'test

of wilP" That s bull

Forget having a will to hght. we don t

even know wtiy we are fighting in Iraq

anymore. We know weapons of mass

destruction' was a bogus excuse to go to

war. and now it appears Iraqis are outnght

reiecting Americans efforts to "hberate"

them

The Bush administration is a bunch of

calkxjs monsters They won t admit their

mistakes and work for a solution as king

as they are m power Nonetheless, some-

body has to do something Somebody has

to put the United Natkxis in charge of Iraq

and back it up with an American led

peacekeeping force It must be done soon,

because the United Natkxis will not cotne

to the rescue if a full-bkiwn rebellion is

undenway

Unless the United States wants to face

the full wrath of 20 million Sunnis and

Shiites, unless the United States wants a

second Vietnam style quagmire, which

many people, such as Massachusetts

Senator Ted Kennedy, believe we already

have, then the United States has to admit

Its wrongdoing, and relinquish control to

the United Nations immediately We can1

juM« paiMvaiy by and tel ttie Buati

aiaiMtaaaann! aDDMi now Bwy ivw
things under oonlrol

Brandvi CodvaiN

AN INEFFECTIVE SYSTEM
When run property, recycling pro-

grams can lead to a tremendous

decrease in the vokime of municipal

waste brought to a landfill In order for a

recycling program to be effective recy-

clables must reach their final destinatxxi

at a recycling facility.

As a student in the Environmental

Science program, I have become more

conscience of the earth and its

resources I have not recycled throughout

my wtiole life, but I have been recycling

for the past 10 years When I arrived at

the University of Massachusetts, I was

happy to see recycling bins for paper

and bottles in the dorms trash rooms

For the past Wvo semesters, i have

been living and recycling In Southwest

But recently, my suspicion that my recy-

clables were not being recycled was

confirmed Last Monday. I emptied my

bottles and cans into the red recycling

bin (for cans and bottles) in the trash

room in Patterson Hall Later that day, I

threw away rubbish in the same trash

room, and when I opened the trash con-

tainer Ikl. I noticed many recyclables on

the top of this trashcan More specifical-

ly, they were the same items I had

placed Into the recycle bin earlier that

day These Included Odwalla. Nantucket

Nectar, and Yoo-hoo bottles as well as

plastic gallon water iugs These Items

may have represented any dorm citizens'

recyclables But the most compelling

reason I knew these items were mine,

was a cream cheese container I pur-

chased from a bagel store in New

Lebanon New York This container i

ly had a Bucky s bagel label on the top

of it and I doubt many people have even

heard of this bagel store

I immediately peered into the adja-

cent red recycling bin and found it was

not empty The recycling container was

half full, and the items I had placed in

this been had been shuffled into the

trash container Events such as this par-

ticular recycling switcharoo may have

been happening all year long at

Patterson

The next morning I went outside

Patterson before the trash was collected

and I observed there were only trash

containers, and no mam recycling con-

tainers put out for collection This lack

of recycling containers being put out for

collection has continued everyday since

I became aware of this situation I

believe all the recyclables for the dorm

are ending up in the trash I found the

mam collection recycling bins both

stashed away m the laundry room I

don't know why these bins were in the

laundry room, but I do know they are

not being utilized

My major question Is the recycling

program at the UMass effective'' From

evidence I have seen at Patterson Hall I

believe the recycling program is far from

effective here at UMass All the students

living in Patterson who think they are

recycling loyally are really just contribut-

ing to the increase in municipal trash. In

order tor our recycling system here at

UMass to be optimally effective, some-

thing has to be done to make sure what

students are recycling is actually being

recycled, and not thrown in the trash.

James Wojtkowski

UMass junior
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Innovative circus show

returns to TV on Bravo
"Invoke, ptwoke, evoke ihe imagination" is the sk)-

gan of Cirque du Sokil. the highly regarded French-

Canadian avant-garde company that ha.s revolutionized

the circus and the theater world, bringing both togeth-

er in a glorious fusion. Last year, Cirque broke into the
^

weekly series gamut on the Bravo
|

network with "Fire Within", a 15-

episode documentary of the ere- !

atwn of one of their shows. 'Fnv

Within" gained critical praise for its

up ckjse and personal depictkm of

the artists it folkjwed. even win-

ning an Emmy last September

TTiis year, Cirque is again break-

. . , ing into the tekrvision business

lvl3QIC with a show litkxl "Solstrom." This

ivw show features nujTierous phys-

ical acts set upon a narrative, with

a little drama and comedy mixed

^^^^.^^^.^^ in. The end result is a variety show

that is a little bit cheesy, a littk bit

tacky, but yet still engaging all the sanw (in natural

Cirque fashkxi.

)

What's so special about Cirque anyway? Quite

simply, their live shows are amazing. They are a mix-

ture of cokjr light, visuals, live musk, and physkal

feats presented in a theatrical context There are cur-

rently nine shows operating on three continents

"Solstrom" though is not a Cirque live shov*. Rather.

it harks buck W or 40 years ago when primetime vari-

ety shows were the rage, with the whole family gather-

mg around the tube "Solstrum" is a spectacle that is to

be enjoyed by everybody, regardkss of age.

Yet. because of this. "Solstrom" falls a littk* short.

The production quality seems cheapened. siiKe every-

thing kxiks "fake." The show is filmed on a soundstage

(even if the setting appears to be outdoors) and some

of the acting seems tacky at best

All the bad things askle though. "Solstrom" does

deliver on its \arious acts. Some of them are taken

fiom established Cirque shows, while others aiv wtiol-

ly original. The premiere episode on Sunday featured

the trampoline/fast track frotn the show "La Nouha".

with bodie> Hying this way and that even in aixl out of

windows. Very cool indeed.

Each episode ol "Solstrom" has a diffcTent theme

and narrative, thas making each of their shows some-

what unique The premiere episode entitled

"Romance" fc*atured coupkrs ol all ages hanging out

and sipping cappuccino in a piazza in Italy These cou-

ples w«.>ukl llwn get up from their tabW-s around the

square and perform something crazy (after being

showered with the "solar wind") ArKither coupk:

LfuMed a high wire to reach one arxjther How ruman-

tk!

Describing the acts here does not do them justice.

These aren't some ordlnar> dnxis acts frtmi the kx.at

county fair These aihkten are the bent of the best, and

it shows. Combined with aweswne lighting and musk,

it is apparent that Cirque once again delivers itself in a

new and fresh way.

"Cirque du Soleil: Solstrom" airs on Bravo,

Sundays at 7 p.m.

Ryan Auben is a CiAlefpan Columnist.

Blowing into town
French performers, Air, set to rock Noho

By Evan Gt)tr>FRiEU

CoLLKl.lAN Cx>KKt!>H»>NI>l!NT

It's a horrible scer»e. You walk in your ruom,

arui suddenly everything looks like the Beck video

from Midnight Vultures. ' Your computer's grind

ing with the television, the fridge's making nasty

with the phone. The halogen lamp's in post-coitus

with the Ian while the camera is putting the moves

on the space heater Even the stereo is

streaking

The neighbors call the polke. The cat

is in hkling. You may never be abW to

touch your electric toothbrush again.

During all the commotk>n. playing gen-

tly in the background, bass athuiiiping.

aural and hauntingly sterile is "Talkie

WalkJe," the most recent rek'ase Iroin Air

The FrerKh duo specializes in a sound

that is both surprisingly intimate whik

simultaneously rooted in the artificial aiul elcvtrc>n

k. However. Nicolas Godin and lean BetKiit

DuTKkel actually play their own instrunKWs. which

is perhaps what gives "Talkk Walkk" and its pred-

ecessors such a human feel.

Yes, they're Frerwh. Yes, the nanw of the band

is Air. Yes. the name of the album is "Talkk

Walkk" (whkh is how it directly translates fivm

French, so it's not a had joke). Think of their musk
as the illegitimate child of Barry White and

Maximil-lian from The Black Hole; robotic

It

Euritpean mu«kian.<i. Niv»>U» t.»«diii and jean

Benoit l>unckel, make up Air.

Butterfly ready for takeoff
Bv Nick Ri>manow

(inutt.iAN Stai'I'

The female singer-songwriter market is per-

haps one of the most overcrowded in music

today. It scvms like newcomers are popping up

everywhere and. for the most part, nothing new

is brought to the table. Butterfly Boucher, who is

only a few years older then the average University

of Massachusetts student, hopes not only to be a

fresh voice, but also to be separated from the

genre altogether. Her debut release. "Flutterby.

"

on which she is the sole musician, certainly

stands apart from her contemporaries. This is

fine b\ Boucher who would rather be seen as her

own entity and stand far away from the

singer-songwriter types.

"I like my music to be (set up like a

band)." Boucher explained in an inter

view with the Collegian, "... I don'i

really want to come across as a singer

songwriter folk chick."

And although she released the album

under her own name, "Flutterby" isn't

really liilith Fair material. Rather, it's the type of

pop music that ranges from fast tempo rock

tracks ("Can You See The lights") to stripped-

down ballads ("Never Leave Your Heart Alone")

but maintains its integrity all the way through.

The main reason that "Flutterby" doesn't

blend in with releases from faux-musicians such

like Avril Lavignc is that Boucher is a true artist

and musician, who played music practically her

whole life.

"1 remember... lying underneath the grand

piano and just thinking that was the best...

I

would've been about two years old." she said.

Ek)ucher is a multi-instrumentalist, which shows

on the record, she is fond of everything from the

piano to the guitar and even the drums.

X H IRltsY fdj'nTRn YBIXA >^ER ( X >M

Boucher's debut album "Flutterby," marks her

emergence onto the singer/songwriter scene.

"The earliest memory I have of playing an

instrument was... a tiny little traveling keyboard.

I knew how to use the drum machine on that and

make it fast or slow and change the beat . after

that it would've been guitar and delinitcly when I

was about 10 years old I was very serious

piano... and drums as well after that. I kinda

went in phases of what instruments I enjoy
"

While one might think that handling ail the

responsibilities herself might be a bit overwhelm-

ing but Boucher st"ems to be very capable of han-

dling her duties. "I'm pretty fast jwhen it comes

to recording the song) if I've got the idea in my
head." she said. "It's just a matter of finding the

right instrument and the sound that I'm trying to

get out. We might do u drum thing and

there's u little squeak in the chair and I

might want to emphasize that squeak so

we'd go (ind the sound on a guitar, stuff

like that. I move pretty fast, I grew up

doing a lot of music sessions. I would be

the session musician. I was 10 when I did

that, so you build up a professional level

of pace. We'd start at 1 I in the morning

and finish at 1 1 at night."

Along with writing music Boucher maintains

the important factor of integrity; the tracks on

"Flutterby" all feel more real and honest then the

songs that will end up surrounding Boucher on

the radio.

"I didn't get signed until I finished the

album, which is great, I got to make the album

that I wanted to." Boucher comments.

"Basically on the strength of the recording we
got several different labels involved...! went

with the company that least wanted to change

the album. That's an amazing position to be in,

to be able to go no, not you. not you. not

you.'"

Now that "Flutterby" is on the market and

Boucher has begun to tour she is already get-

ting accustomed to the odd press comparisons.

"I've read the funniest comparisons, I keep

reading them land I think) what...are you lis-

tening to the right album'.'' I don't mind, peo-

ple like Fiona Apple and Aimee Mann. ..that's

flattering in a way; they Hrc good songwriters

and they aren't taking their clothes off well.

Fiona did a bit," Boucher laughs. "You can tell

it's the music to them and that's the passion.

It's when I gel compared to Avril Lavignc and

that kind of thing |l think) what'.'!"

Boucher probably won't be seeing to many

more Lavigne references as word gets out that

her album is about as genuine as it comes.

While the "Flutterby" brand of pop-with-brains

may not be for everyone. Boucher's musician-

ship and authenticity is bound to be appreciat-

ed especially in an industry that is becoming

more and more fabricated.

ambiance, but

with a pulse.

You could try

throwing
"Talkie Walk

k" on during a

romantic evening with

a partner of your choke,

might suck the love right

out of the rocnn or it

might kink il up. resuhs

will most delinitely vary

.Attempt It at your own
risk.

"Talkk Walkk" expand^

Air's souiKJ from its previ

ous outings. The debut

"Moon Salari" was

smoother, but bordered

that very thin l^insian line

between atnK>>phenc arKi solt-core

pom. Their second album, the ill

rcxeived " lO.OODh/ I vgend." was a

bit too far gone to be enjoyable

Even the band has essentially

passed that album off as the

"experimental: what the hell were

we thinking" pkxe.

And then cairw "Sotia Coppola
"

Air provkied an eerk cofjipknani

lo the enxHkmal aixi n>ysienou>

core ot her debut in "The Virgin

Sukkles " The band's coninbutkm

lo the movie's soundtrack was a kK

more aggre'ssive than any ol their

prevKxis works had been.

"Talkie Walkie" pulls all of

their sounds together as though

you were watching newlyweds.

arms locked in the serenity ol a

rose garden, all through the

viewlinder ol a telescope The
hand of Nigel Godrich. the

uber-producer responsible lor

Radiohead and IWcks severely

overlooked "Vlutations." can

also be attributed to Air's

maturing sound listen espe

cially to "Alone in Kyoto"

(which is also featured on the

soundtrack for Coppola's I osi in ^^
Translation I II is tlie music of wind

vliicid wipers pushing rain oil a wind-

shield, with the gorgeousness of cloudy skies,

and the warmth from the vents uf a computer

monitor.

Air will play the Pearl Sircci Nightclub In

Northampton on April 14 at » "iO p.m. If you

plan to attend put your cell phone on vibrate.

Who knows, you might gel lucky

Getting the jump on UMass Spring Concert ticl(ets

Tickets for the 2004 UniversJty of Massachusetts Spring Concert featunng Busta Rhymes and JurasMC 5 are

MMUe « 10 a.m. ttiis Friday; April 16 through the Mulllns Cenlar Boa office They are free for UMass students.

$15 lir Five (>)llege students and $35 tor the general put)iic IJMw sludeiM iiiust present a^
rsceive one free tk*et and they will be required to show their I.D. on the night ol the concert to gam admittance

Making a safer future
Ford developing futuristic new safety features

By John 1\)RRH'Io

AsSm lATKP PrK-SS

NEW YORK (AP) VoKo is

trying tt) retain its image as a leader

in safety with new technology

designed to help drowsy drivers.

Volvo and its owner. Ford

Motor Co.. released results ol a

study on the problem Wcxlnesday

at the New York Auto Show and

announccxi plans for the technok>-

gy to be includcxi in Volvo cars ynJ

SUV's before the end of the decade

Bcvause the features are still

several years from being offered in

cars for sale. Ford was cagey about

details for competitive reasons. It

describeil a few different priKlucls

that hail been ilevelojx-d and were

being considered as options.

lord spokesman Mike Vaughn

said they tested computerized opti-

cal scanning and a variety of warn-

ings: il vibrating steering wheel, the

sound of a car driving over rumble

strips and a visual warning projc-ct-

ed on the windshield. Researchers

also tested a so-called "active" sys-

tem in which llic vehicle would

actually adjust the steering auto-

matically if il veeivd Kki far one

way or the other.

"We've been able to demon-

strate that we have the ability to

alert a diowsv driver to a lane

departure and improve their per-

f'omiance." saiti left Ciieenlx'ig. a

technical specialist in lord's

research and advanced engineering

department.

"We're conlidcnl we can do it in

ways that drivers will accept."

Grecnberg said. "ITie new system

will he adaptive and inlelligent."

The safety enhancements al.so

could be used on other Ford

brands after Volvo's startup, the

Ford technician Jcft Cinmhirn st.uuls in thr ForJ i vhihil .il

the New York Auto Show, in New ^«>rk. List Widm sjav.

company said.

luxury camiaker Infiniti said

last month it will begin offering

lane-depailure warning systems in

vehicles later this year the first use

of such accident-avoidance tech

noiogy in North American passen-

ger cars.

Employing a small cameta.

sjx'cd sensor and warning hu/zei.

the system is designed to alert driv-

ers of iininlcniional movement out

of a designated iraflic lane. Il will

be oflered this fall i.>n 2lX)5 mcxlels

of Infiniti's l"X sport utility vehicle,

then again next spring on the 200t

M45 luxury sedan.

lord and othei> have exjx-ri-

menied with devices and high-tech

systems to help stifle dmwsy driv-

ing for at least two decades. But

Art Spinella. president of CNAV'

Marketing Research in Bandon,

t)re.. said he s not aware ol aiiv

cartiiakeis ollering an insiniment

spcvilicully designed to alert dnv-

ers when ihev'rc do/ing at the

wliecl

Spinella siiid automakei-s have

studietl systems that use cameras to

scan drivers' eves or sense when

they're lcx)sening their grip on the

steeling wheel bevond noniuil.

Hie challenge, he siiid. h;is bcvn

elev eloping a marketable device

vviihoui hitches.

"Tlie issue is liability.
" Spinella

said. "It has to be literally UH) (x-r-

cent liMJ piix)f K'foie an automak-

er will use it

"

loiil s|X'iii live months siudy-

inj! the pioblem of dn.>vvs\ driving,

which accounts lor about 4 (X-rcent

of all fatal crashes in the United

States, or roughly 1.500 deaths

each year.
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Patriots bring back Otis Smith
FOXBORO. Mass. — The New England

Patriots signed veteran comerback Otis Smith, less

than a year after the team reluctantly released him

as he struggled to recover from a shoulder injury.

Smith, 38, played last season with the Detroit

l.ions, where he played in all lb games, starting the

final 1 3. He had 54 tackles, an interception and 1.5

sacks.

Smith, a 14-year veteran, was a key contributor

during New England's run to 2002 Super Bowl. His

interception of Si. Louis Rams quarterback Kurt

Warner set up a field goal in the title game, which

New Kngland won 20-17.

Patriots ci>ach Bill Belichick called Smith a "true

champion" when he released him last August.

'Nobody has more respect for Otis than 1 do,"

Belichick said at the time. "It's a difficult njster

decision that we made."

Smith has 564 career tackles, including 5.5

sacks. He has intercepted 24 passes for 645 yards

and seven touchdowns.

He originally signed with the Philadelphia

Eagles as a rookie free agent in 1990. He spent five

seasons with the team before joining the lets in

1995. He signed with the Patriots in 1996, starting

nine games, including the playoffs and 1997 Super

lk)wl bss to Green Bay

He rejoined the jets in 1997 and was re-signed

by New England just before the 2000 season.

Assoiiated /Vt'ss

Biifttiin'!. Brian RoUton gets a glove to the face from Montreal's Jot Juneau during the firht period of Game

4 i)f the team'!, hrst round playoff Mfric).. The Bruins won 4-3 in double overtime to take a J- 1 series lead. Without a true superstar, boxing

Murray's goal lifts B's past Habs looking to another Tyson return
MUINS from page 8

replay otiii.ul'- rvsiev^itl ihe pla>

VUv replas »howi-d Knuble pui

the putk just across the goal line

inside the left pi«»t before it quick-

Is rebounded out of the nel

The BminN' bi-nch erupted in

V' TawcM ky tWwMni Bartandcn

/ CradMC«r«sAccepMdtll

/ rufMilinil Bjffwdltif Tratninfl

wtttt "Hands On* fiirtng SMSIem

Call now! Sp«c« is limltcdl

l-800-U-CAii-MIX
[www.unlvrsttybarfndlng.com

)

whciiN and the selkjui Bell Centre

crowd of 2 1 .273 moaned its disap-

pointment when releree Mick

McGeough pointed to center ice to

signal tfie goal The clock was reset

to 30.7 sccoihIs remaining.

Mike Ribeiro scored twice and

Kovuk-v had his third goal in two

panics tor Montreal, which scored

lu^i omc vvhile losing tfie first two

Wiiiiio 111 ftoMon

Ribeiro. who many Bruins

cKCUsed c4 faking an injury late in

Montreal's 3-2 win in Game 5.

found a much better way to gel

under their skin He scored his first

uiKer playoir goal 4 41 in before

tfie Bruifts could lay a haiMf chi him

By the tiirK- fV^ion forward

Brian Roiston kiu«.kcxl him to tfie

ice. Ribeirv had alre^y deflected a

I k backward past

K ; k>' aixl inside tlw

New This Week!

CASA DE LOS BABY5
KILL BILL VoLl

TIMELINE

By Tim DAHLBfcKo
.^.Vslll lAlU) pHtSN

FUN, EXCITING AND
EXHILARATING NOW

QUALIFIES AS A
JOB DESCRIPTION.

fc V I . < I
'

about usinj; vour t.ilnif^ To lu*lp sprciJ tho WiirJ

about Red Bull?

\X c re l»K)kirij; ft»t ixtmumhic .om ni^inv im'in.unt

j,XM>plc to join the Western Massachuscns Red Bull

Mobile Knerj^) Team. Your part-lime job will Ix- to

hit the street* delivering encrg\- wherever it's needed.

At work, at sch<H>l, at the gym, on the road, you'll

^(» anywhere and ever>'whcre in search of people

who might be tired and in need of cner^v.

A ctiuple of rules. You should be at least 18, have

a giHxl driving record and be able to work flexible

hours, including weekends and the occasional

evening. But most impi>rtantly, you should be

charming and motivated.

If this sounds like fun, you can apply on-line at

www.recruit.redbullmet.com.

15C0WLESLANE
Behind Brueggers

DQwntown Amherst

19 MONTAGUE RD.
North Amherst

LAS VEGAS — If all goes

according to plan, and it rarely

does when Mike Tyson is

involved, the former baddest man
on ihe planet will walk into a

Phoenix gym sometime this week
and begin hitting the speed fwg.

Or mayf)e he'll walk into a

Phoenix strip club and begin hit-

ling on the darwers instead. He's

Mike IVson, after all, so you

never really know.

1\son is 37 now. soon to be

38. and the days when he could

terrorize an opponent siinplv by

climbing into the nng s«xm only a

distant memory. He's (ought a

total of 44 .seconds in the last 22

months, and got tfie stuffing beat

t.Kjt of him b> Lennox Ix'wis the

kisi lime fw fought fur the lilk'

Reasonable people shouldn't

care anymore.

Lor some reason, ifxtugh. we
still do

We're drawn to Tyson for tfu:

same reason we slow down to see

an accident on tfie roadway, or

stop to watch Phil Mickelson in

the fiiul rouiul of a major (until

Sunday, that is)

He's bitten off cars, tried to

break arms and threatened to eat

children He's served time in

prison for rape and been in more
courtrooms ifun judge ludy.

He's that accident waiting to

happen, ready to implode or

explode ai any given moment.

You're iK)t sure what Tyson you'll

get. fnjt you can tx' sure that it

will sonK*fK>w be entenaining.

And there's no diHibt tfwt box-

ing can use s«.>metxxiy entertain-

ing these days.

Excitement. Adventure.

Surprise. Thrills.
^'

'S ain'c your porencs travel agency

Red Bull

ENERGY DRINK

London $316
Paris $377
Guatemala $429

mens & transfers

Lonoon
S nights, B«av*r HoM
From

$714 jnmnicn
Point VIHag* In N«gril, twin occup

»»< mttm 'wmtn'ttt JilFSr

Not since the early 1 980s has

the heavyAveight division l>een so

devoid of talent and so lacking of

personality. It's tilled with alpha-

bet soup champions who can't

fight, can't sell tickets and don't

ever fight each other

There's an old adage on box-

ing tftai as the heavyweights go,

so goes the spwrt . And right now,

boxing is going down for the k>ng

count.

".At one point, the heavy-

weight champion was like l)eing

the president of \\k world." John

Ruiz said. "It was that big. Now
pe<.)ple have lost the interest."

lX>n't kno\» who (ohnny Ruiz

is'.' He's the guy who sleepwalked

through a loss to Roy lones jr. last

year, then somefujw became \Y\ic

WBA heavyweight champion
once again l^y txrating anotfier

guy ilHlasim Rahman) whose
biggest claim to fame was he gave

away $1) million by signing an

ill-advised deal with IXni King.

Ruiz is one heavyweight

champion Chris Byrd. a nice guy

artd good family iiutn wf)o could-

n't break the proverbial egg. is

another. And the third will t)e

decided April 24 when a

Ukrainian (Vitali Klitschko)

fights a South African (Corrie

Sanders) to replace an

Knglishman ( l.ewis) wfio decided

to quit whik he was still aliead.

Rut wait There's another title

so minor no one mentions it

much, but l.amon Brewster ftolds

it after spending most of

Saturday night getting his face

punched in by Wladimir

Klitschko before unleashing a

series of puiwhes thai proved tfic

giants do fall harder than most.

Brewster seems like a pleasant

son who thanks ull the right peo-

ple (God. Dc»n King and his wife,

in tliat order). But he's not going

to make you forget Mufiammad
Ali. or a-memfxrr John Ruiz, for

that matter

And you're still wondering

v^hat makes a Tyson return

increasingly attractive?

"Pretty encouraging, isn't it?"

Tyson said Saturday night after

surveying the tattered remnants

of the once-proud division.

King thinks so. He's spent the

past year signing up anyone who
weighed more than 200 pounds

in hopes of controlling the hea^y

weight division so tightly tfiat

Tyson would have to deal with

him to make any money.

So far, Tyson has resisted the

temptation to sign despite being

given $1 million and a new
Bentley by King last summer as

an inducement to get him to drop

his $100 million lawsuit against

King. Tliat's just spending money

and another ride for Tyson, vsho

has made more than $300 mil-

lion in the ring but is broke.

The plan right now is for

Tyson to hght some stiff in July,

ihen another stiff in the tail

before meeting unbeaten joe

Mesi, possibly in December at

Madison Square Garden. Since

Tyson usually never sticks to the

script. tluHigh. it wouldn't be

wise to buy tickets just yet

Meanwhile, tfie sorry heavy

weight saga plays out this week

end at Madison Square Garden

when Ruiz defends his WBA title

against Fres CX^uendo and Byrd

fights Andrew C'K)loia. ifK* "Foul

Pole" for the IBK title

On paper, tfie two fights are

so fwd tliat you wonder how they

can attach tfie vkords "heavy-

weight title" to them At least

Vitali Klitschko s WHC title light

with SarKiers a week later ftas a

bit of legitimacy because it is for

the linear title that Ix-wis vacat-

ed.

If Klitschko is ix>l haunted by

his brotfier's knockout loss and

wins a few more fights impres-

sively. Ik still may emerge as the

dominant heavyweight of his

tin>es.

Don't hold

though. Vitali

thought of as the

his family before his stock went

up by going six blcKidy rounds

with an out-of-shape (..ewis last

June.

Until then, there's Tyson

Sure, he's a freak, and. yes. he's

well past his time.

But at least he'll get you ui

watch.

More than anything, that's

something that boxing needs

f>adly these days.

your breath,

wasn't even

fx-'st lighter in

One stop No hassles

We ve got everything yo..

need for your ne«t top

Room 224 Compos Center Woy
1 Compus Cencer Woy
UniversiCy oP Mossochu8«Ct»

(413) 256.1261

jwww.statravel com
'

^

STUDENT TRAVEL & BEYOND
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It's Your Shot, Tak^ltl!
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DINNER
• Koasl Turkey

• I ish & C hifjs

• Thai Seitan
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For to be free is not

merely to cast off one's

chains^ but to live in a way
that respects and enhances
the freedom of others.
-Nelson Mandcb

aquarius • ! io-Fta. is

I .im >'«Hif latlH'f

pISCeS • tiH l'«\tsK .>()

>(»n r. .iti .mini.il in the iKHlnMJtil.

aries • m - .'i \>-^ i'*

Chips IimhI griHip. lust renxtn-

ber, yiHJ are what you rat.

taurus • vi-K 20-mav 20

I )<»n t di) anvthinn ttxiav YtHi'll hurt

\ourvlt

gemini • \uy21-Iun. 21

\(»u rf Ukj Ltx)l iiM ytxir diaper.

cancer • iin 221^.22

OkI .iinone ever tell yJK) you're uber

(hill^
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Virgo • All. Ji Nin.

It's tiiTK' for you lo ch.inge vtHir ikf)n'%v

ing protile.

libra • si 10- ."

I igg IkxjIs are great, but vou can't wear

them with ever\'thing.
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YiKj (k) iM>l have e\er\ })svi hologit .il <lix
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Tr\ to keep the mental anguish to .1 mini-

mum.
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ANNC)llN( FMFNTS

$4S0 Gr«)up Fundraiser

Scheduling Btmus

Fratcmities-S«)r»)rities-

Student Cmmps: 4 Iv xirs

iif V(Hir group's tunc

PLUS our free (yes, Itcc)

hindniiMniiM)lutionN

EQUALS $i,axi-$2.av

in caminj^ tor your

group. CiilTOnAVtora

$450 K>nus when you

•schedule your non-siiles

fundraiser with Campus

Fundniiscr. (lontact

C^inpusFunJniiHT, (888)

92V^2W, or visit

www.campi isti nil Ir.iMr I on 1

M'AKIMIM M)K KtM

Take over lease, the rare

2-bedroom in Puffton

Villaue 6/1-8/31 1-413-

695-5153

\P\RTVU\T rOR RfMMAPARTMFNT FOR RFNT^ FMPIOVMFNT

.'sini;lc, -.paicv noiii

Av.iilahlc end ot Mav

350/nionthl ^oloni.il

VilUi;e4n 2S^\^446

Siitvly

Mill Valley Kst.ites now

Rentinn 2 K\lmi

$1050/1100, 3lxdnn

$1350/1400 No i.iM

months rent, Fri-e Heat cSi

Hot W.iter, 2 ti.ll haths,

Ai '. Chi Kislinc Mon-Fn

10-5pm 25 3.7<77

hr.indyvniH- Apts. Now
leasing. I&i2 lx\lrooni

apts. Leases K'yin June,

July, Aufor Sc-p. First

come, first scr\e. C'ict

them while thev l.isl

ww-w.liraiidvwiiie

apts.coin Stop hy or t-ill

549-0fK\\

llobart t'oiiilos 'i lx\l-

riKiiii, h.irdwixKl tliHirs,

stikly area in Kisc-ment.

C;,iHe, telephone (inter-

net .tccess) in ,iil ivd-

nxims and siuily. NOW
SHOWINCJtorjUNF
and SHITFMI3HR. NC1

FEFIS ww'w.anihcri.tlin-

: colnrealtv.com 253-7879

( vnter of town 1. 2. <

Ixxlroonis; IvirvlwotKl

tl.«^s NOWSHOWlNCi
forJUNF..n.iSHITHM

BER NO FT.F>

www.imhcrstlincolnrol-

ty.coiu ~ sV7><7^

FMPLOYMENT

Statfing Now, Inc. is .1

professional scr\iie ih.il

works with some of the

niiM prestii^ious compl-

ines 111 the Pioneer Valley.

We offer FT. IT, .ind T-H

opportiiiulies m the fol-

lowing .ire.Ls. .Administra-

tive Support, Accounting

Cilerks, .'Xtcounts Ri-ceiv-

ahle/.Ai. counts P.iy.iWe,

l>ata Entry Operator,

Front CHfice Suppon,

llustomer Ser\ice

Representative. Staffing

Now, Inc. pnuidly offers

holid.iy/\.ic.ition piy,

medical insurance .ind

direct deposit. C !iill tixlay

for immei.li.ite consider.i-

tion, i>r visit i>ur weh site

at: www ..st,iffiin
,
nii AVcolll

Staffing Now, Inc. 1 26

Norrhampton Street.

Suite Ci F^sthampton,

1 MA 01027 413'529-71(X)

Sl'MMFR |OI3S: Help

new sluik-nts gc-t <iff to ,i

i.i>sl si.irt. Pivr .idMsi.rs

neeik'd for Sumiiv.r

I Vient.ition. C A>mixtiti\e

^.ll..I^. 20hrs/«eek. Mid

M.iy lo mid-JuK .XpplK 1

lions in Pre-M.ijor

\Jvisiii.j M 5 ( M.xlell

IV.ulline April lf>

Play sports! Have fun!

Save Money! Sp. irts

t.imp in M.iine. ( oaclies

neediil: Tennis,

BaskerK.lt, BiscImII,

W.irersi-Hirts, Ro)x->

C^iurse, Ciolf, Archery,

,ind more. Work

Oiitiloors ,ind H.ive .1

tireat Summer! C '.ill Free:

(888) 844-8080 or Apply:

v\\vw c.impt i\lar.i om

Studeiils w.inted for .1

summer p.iinling )oh.

$400 - $600/ week.

Ex|X'rictice not neeili\l

hut .1 plus. .All lured will

go through ,1 paid tr.iining

program, (iill 888-277-

9787 or goto (X')LI.FC1F-

PRlK X')M. Work with

friends.

EMPIOVMENT

Nimmer Painting J>>F

Work with other lollegi-

sfikknts! Work oulsule

withfriendslFlTl TIMF

IN AMHFRST .ARKA

For more infonii.it ion

wnt.Kt: Ry.m Brown

(4l3)-687-90V

FINALLY! L.mi >! m 10

mins. &
I uvv. Fr.indtxirt.coiii !

NXaitli .kIs, earn i.islv

Fret- registr.ition'

B.irU'nder Trainees

Needed $250 ..d,iy

|x)tenti,il. Loi.il piisitions

1 HOO 293-3985 Fxt516

Lot,il Business isliinng

m.irketers P.irt Time $10

lS/liii:,ill Alison tf*41 3-

627-9iM3

M.irkeiing -Agem v Setks

(."•ulo'inglligh F:iierg\

iiidi\idii,ilstor promo

lions $15/li.nir 888-477-

(1668 www.h.uispromo-

turtis.com

EMPIOYVUNT

"K.rteivling" $2S0/l>.iv

Poteliti.il No Fx|xriciue

Nesc. Tr.unini; proviv.k\l

1-800-965-6520 Ext. 162

Ft^lRNITURF FOR SAIf

'< Rlll^ ol turnilure tor vili-

(ir.idii.iiing m M,t\ Prici-s

neu'' iii.iFle I '.ill Lnirc-n .it

HOUSE FOR RENT

Hadlev Newer Fi\ e

IVdr.^.m Home 549-4270

INSTRUCTION

Uni\ersiiy IVmending

C Classes Stan s«(on!!I C^ill

lor inlorm.iiion 1-800-1 '

t '.ANMIX www.uiuversi-

tvKirtending.com

ROOMMATE WANTED

Icm.ili ii'ommile w.inled

lo sli.ire 2 1x1 .ipl 111 Sun

derl.ind $418/mo.

Imludes hell, hot w.lter,

:ilid i.ibK .Av.iil.ihle 6/1

or e.iriier I. !.ill Luircn @
860aM<xV''8

SERVICES

M.itli/l1i\sKs tutor .i\ ill

.ihle;$30/liour. $20/liour

(rT.ivclf;C:all !> Kline

(413-552-3805)

SUMMER SUBLET

1 2 IVdroom liouH-

N.>nh Ple.isiuii St

A\ iil.iNe lime 1
54^»

riiil. "vpliK.il <. ouiwliiii:.

Amherst.

niilos«'plnl 'i.ili n;ui. : UiJ

Pregn.ini ' Need help'

l :,ill Binhright . >t

Amherst .iri-.i fi>r fav ti>t-

mg .Hid .issist-intc 549-

PRF(;NANi V ILM
INC., Hl\ Testing. Birth

Cintrol, .ind Emergeiuy

( "oiiir.icepiion

Afford.iFle .indionfideii

ti.ii. T,i|x-strv He.ilth, 27

IV.iy Street, Amhersl.

^4S 'HW2

SUMMER SUBLET

1 IVdroom Br.indywine

Apt. St.irtingd/l

$755\V/month Nego.

Indikles, Heat,("i.is^

\X',iter. Quiet 1/2 mile

from UM.iss 549-930^)

I IVdroom in 2 lx\iris>m

.Apt in Brandvwine. June

P'-Septl Call 4 13-687-

3104

2 IxxIrmHTis, fully fur

nished .ip.irtmeni. I tiill

Kith .Av.iil.iNelune P'

Nptemlxr PV C,.ll

R.idiel S:\m.in <<* 781

264-151:

TRAVEL

ss; 41 ANlTJN I3i-st

price. UM.ASS VEN-

1 X'^R H-lling spring hre.ik

p.kk.iges. W' 110I gel

sc.imimxi. C.,incun. Negril

.Ac.ipiiico, Riham.is,

Florkl.i. $$$ c.impus reps

e.ini $$$ Flipn.ition.iom

"^77 4 c.uHun

WANTED

Student photogr.ipher

necvls mi skis Free lie.id

shots ^1 C486-2S55or

|onaih.inNestenik@lii >i

iiviil loin

To ailvertise in the

Ma.ssachusetts Dailv

Collegian call

413-545-3500
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Bruins win overtime thriller

Murray nets game-winner as

Boston grabs 3-1 series lead
MOMRI Al Cilcn Munu\ Hruins u 4-i \Mn ovci ihc

lo^ik advantage ol Ak'\ kuvalcv > Monlrcal tarmdicn>

mistake to scoa- lni a ba-akauuv Boston, wh^h took a » I scncs

'I 27 into the H.-VOIHJ u\onim<.- lead, tied it when Mike knuble

l\H>da> ni^t. giving the Beaton scored with 50.7 s«x«ids reniain-

ing in regulation.

Muiia> beat goalie lose

Theudorv with a wrist shot after

Montreal's Kovak-v collided with

teammate Sheldon Soura> in the

neutral zlkh" Kovak'\ was shak-

ing his

Bruins 4 hand
after
appearCanadiens

SUMIi •/ «^•« l«:H l*!-^

R(M,ii<n's Cflin .Mumi\ iclihratt-. mitihu the »«»«» winning xi<ail

«k MiHitrcjl ^^^llllnJrr Jo**- Tho.Hl»>ff Uniks i>n.

ing to be slashed on the glove and

k*.t sight of the puck - artd Souray

and Nturrav.

Bruins goalie Andrew Ravcmtt

made 42 saves niaidorc stopped

40 shots.

Michael Svlaiidci jiid |iri

Slegr also scored for Boston,

which won its second ovenime

ganK' ol the series Bruins ruokk

Pat nee Bergerxjn stored I; 2b into

eivertime f ridav to give Boston a

2 I home win. its scvond straight

111 open the lirstround series.

Ihe Bruins can close out the

Ncrk - in Game 5 on Thursda> in

Boston.

knuble ik-d the gaiTK in the

tinal minute of the third period,

though he had to wait several aiu-

ic>as iiK<ments for a video review

w< award the goal.

knubk- put a backhander pa.M

Thcxjdore s kit pad frvnn the edge

ot the ireUM-. though pUiv contin-

ued lor another eight -cvoihJs

Plav was stopptxl with 22.1

secunil' ^•<".(in'"i' and video

See BRUINS on page 6

With ihcir 4-^ JnuHc-tntrrtinw viiuw>. Glen Mum> and tht Brums took a M
C anAlirm. The mtic* mrtimr. ThunJav night wht^ the rwu lc«m w^ «iuan .i« ^1 thr

Home runs up,

as MLB releases
Bv RitSAi i> Bli^

Vs.» Hit 11 I'Ufi*

NEW ^ORK - I Untie itias were up slightly scor

ing v»'as down a smidgeon aixl atte-ndarwe s«.»ured

The Stan ol steroid testing with penaltk-> didnt

secin to have an elfcxt on slugger- during the first

week of the season

"Sierokls and hitting, one has noihii^ to do with

the other." San Francisco oulfk'kler IXi-ian Mt>hr s;iid

"Stats are stats \ou can't argue with them Ciuv^

. >ukl get nK>re credit for the work thcv do in the ofl

sca-son rather than someone iKcuMnv thtt" ( "l'""

shortc-uls

"

There were 2 22 hoiiK- mns pei game iluiing ihe

first wcvk of the seast>n That's up 2 pcaent from the

2 18 average opening week last year but well bekiw

the 2 74 in 2(l>1>0. actording to the Hiav Stxirts Riiiv.iu

baseball's statistkian.

Albert Pujols and Scott Rokn ol iIk .^t I uuis

Cardinals hit lour hoiTters each, as dkl .\dam ["Hinn of

the Cincinnati Reds.

"I don't think the stcrokl situation is going to limit

the hotne runs being hit The bjillpark and the bats are"

the factors." I")unn said 11 I'm on ihem. it's not going

to make me hit the hull anv further, it's not going to

iTiake me hit the ball."

One thing's for sure: The controversy over the use

' pcrlbmiance-enhiincing drugs didn't keep fans awav

irom ballparks, where atte-ndance was at its highest

k'vcl in three vears.

I lelped bv a new ballpark in San Oiego and better

weather than last >ear. average .iitendance in the first

^vc-ek incre-ased it percent to >l.252. That's the

largest first week lev el since 2W I
's av erage eif "i 1 .87b.

scoring down
first-week stats

•

"The end ol lie! season was iretnendous. the port-

season w-as sptvtacular." conimissKjner Buil Selig saW

M.>ndav at the opening •' < ••.'^••>s R-il f'"i m

l1iiU»delphia

"There was a k>t ol interest in liie oiise.is.'n, Uk-

debate aKwt A Rod." ScHig said, "last >ear. on Sept.

I , thc-re- were 18 teams still in contentkni This year. I

think it'll be around 20 As I tik.- m s.iv ibete's a lot of

hope and faith out then

Baseball still is trving in reiivti us n-vi'iii .i><.i.i(:c

attendance ol "SLbli, set in l»W3. before- the 7 1/2-

month strike that wiped out the Work! Series for the

(iisi lime in **) yvars. l.ast years average was 28.01 V

IIk New '^'ork Nanktvs averaged 4b.700 fans for

their first four honx- gaitics. while Hou.ston - with

loniK-r Vankcvs Roger ClenK-ns and Andy Pettitte —
averagetl 42.300 lor its first thre-e.

San l>iego had an average of 4 1 .HW for its openii^

ihrex- ganx's in Petco Park, and the Boston Red Sox

c'NtendcxJ their home sellout streak to b7 gaiiK-s

The \ankevs alre-iidy have soU 2.48 million tickets

and the Red S»)\ nearly 2.5 millk>n. At the new hall-

parks, the Phillies have sokl 2 > million and the Padres

2.15 millkMi

"I think of it as a lOih player." Philadelphia out-

lielder IXjug Glanville sakl. "You bve the feeling of all

tlK people supporting you. It's a lot more enjoyabk-

plav ing in front of that type of crowd."

As lor the scoring, it declinc-d 'i perec-nl. from

lO.Oi runs per gaiiK to *i.7l. But the overall major

league batting average rose 2 pere-ent. ftv)m .261 to

.2b7.

"I don't really worry or keep track of that." Chicago

Cubs slugger Sammy Sosa said. "I just tr> to get ready

myself."

UM set for dog fight
Minutewomen will

travel to face Albany
Bv Matt Barmow

( !l)|IH.|AN "siAtf

Sometime, some game, the tide will turn in

favor of UMass This is the sentiment of Carrie

Rolduc. head coach of the Massachusetts

women's iacros.se team.

This afternoon. UMass will travel to New York

to lace Albany where it will attempt to rebound

from Sunday s fifth one-goal loss of the season,

which came at the hands of George Washington.

At 2-8. it is virtually impe)ssible for UMass to

gain an at large bid to the NCAA tournament. But

with a 1-2 record in the Atlantic 10. The

Minutewomen are still in contention to make the

conference playoffs. If the post season started

today. UMass would be fifth in the conference,

one slot shy of the cutoff.

With five games remaining, four inter-divi-

sional, ihe Maroon and White still has time to

overtake Duquesne. Richmond and Temple —
three teams sitting one win ahead of UMass at 2-

1.

Oddly, the Maroon and White will need out-

side help to get into the post-season, because

three of its remaining games arc against teams

below UMass in the conference standings. This

can be viewed as a double edged svNord.

It means UMass cannot overtake the front-

runners outright, but also means the

Minutewomen have already faced its toughest

competition.

While the conference leaders battle each

other. UMass has the opportunity to slip into the

top four with wins against 0-2 (A- 10) La Salle

and St. Josephs.

Today's game at Albany doesn't hold much

weight but can help the Minutewoman gain

momentum going into Sunday's all-important

game against Temple — a game that could result

in UMass overtaking the Owls as the fourth and

qualifying team for the Atlantic 10 champi

ISRtl AIKf^s

11MJRTI--.SY UMA.SS Mtl'lA kl.UMIONS

Rain, rain go away...

Massachusetts baseball cimh Mike Stone, left, and softhall coach Elaine Sortino both saw their

respective squads' games with UConn p.>stponed due to rain and p.H.r held conditions. The Minutemen

win plav the game tommorow as part iji a doubleheader in Storrs, Conn, beginning at I p.in., wfiilc the

Mfnutewomerwil! host the Huskies at the UMaw Softball Complex with first pitch slated for 4 p.m.

X11-HTF.SY I 'MASS MFIllA RFI ATlOSs

Hope Zellinger led UMass with 3 goals in an

11-10 loss to George Washington on Sunday.

Kerri Connertv was named Atlantic 10

Performer of the Week for the week of April 5.

onships.

Despite all these contingencies. UMass still

controls its own fate. Things could easily go from

bad to worse with a loss at home against Temple,

but going into today's game Bolduc chooses to

concentrate on the positive.

"We're looking forward to (Albany I to help us

prepare for Temple but all games arc challenging

in spite of records." Bolduc said.

The Great Dames enter the game at 4-b. with

losses coming at the hands of Holy Cross and

Duquesne — two teams that constitute UMass"

sole victories.

"It's good that we've already played some ol

the better teams, and if we had beaten | George

Washington! we obviously would have been in a

belter situation." Rolduc said. "We have a team

understanding that win or loose. Temple will be

an important game for us."

Through the first half of the season, UMass

has shown flashes of brilliance. One of its wins

came against then undefeated and conference

leading Duquesne. and two of its losses were

decided in overtime.

But for UMass to make a late season surge

into the playoffs, it must solidify its goaltending.

This became painfully apparent in Friday's 19-

7 loss to Richmond, during which all three

goalies saw action, and combined for two saves

on 19 shots.

loey Rubin and Lauren McCarthy combined to

allow 15 goals on 15 shots Kriday, but also

appeared solid while net-minding their respective

victories earlier in the season.

McCarthy, a red shirt freshman, began the sea-

son as the starter but was replaced by Rubin

three games into the season. While Bacaicoa

appeared shaky in her first action of the year

Friday, she returned on Sunday for a solid 1

1

save performance.

On Tuesday. Bolduc said, "1 haven't named a

goalie
I
to play against) Albany, it all depends on

what works best for the team. 1 was thrilled that

I
Bacaicoa 1 made some huge saves in the last cou-

ple minutes against GW but I'm feeling confident

in all three."

Pack your books: It's

time to take class

overseas

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 5

ntf^^mm
ih» nw% tkt^ t« IS. im. ^ ^iv^

SEE PAGE 11

Barnett throws

shutout as UMass

climbs to .500

SPORTS, PAGE 16
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Parental notification Panel presentation highlights pressing

may be near passing UMass and state childcare concerns
By Dan Dikxjan

CxM.Lt01AN I :<lKIUSK>NI>tNT

The major points of debate at

the Student Government

Association Senate meeting last

night centered around the

recent recommendations made

by the Alcohol Task Force.

The Amherst campus is close

to passing a recommendation by

the Alcohol Task Force to notify

the parents of students caught

in possession of alcohol next

year. This recommendation was

approved by the Student Affairs

judicial Issues Committee. Dean

of Students jo- Anne Vanin. Vice

Chancellor of Student Affairs

and Campus Life Michael

Gargano. Chancellor |ohn V

Lombard! and President lack

Wilson, and is up for final

approval on May 5 when the

University of Massachusetts

Board of trustees, votes on it

Members of the SGA empha

sized the need to stop this plan

from being instituted. Senator

Patrick Higgins said the search

for potential underage drinkers

could turn into a "witch hunt."

Higgins went on to point out

that students' parents are not

noiincd in alinost every other

case in which a student is found

to be breaking a law or rule, and

stressed that alcohol should not

be an exception to this rule.

Other Senate members felt

that steps need to be taken to

make UMass a safer campus,

especially in the wake of last

fall's riots in the Southwest resi-

dential urea

Senator Timothy Busiere ini-

tiated the debate by reading a

statement at the beginning of

the meeting highlighting a num
ber of instances on campus

where alcohol abuse has caused

problems.

"Students at UMass should

have the right to feel safe."

Busiere said "Vet 15 percent

were assaulted and 20 percent

admitted to feeling endangered

by intoxicated students last

year."

Currently the University has

a three-strike policy in regards

to alcohol: on the first offense a

student must pay $50 and

attend an alcohol workshop, on

the second offense a student

must pay $100 and attend the

R.E.A.P program, and on the

third offense the student is

kicked off campus.

In an effort to prevent fur-

ther rights from being violated,

two senators presented a motion

to keep students" bags from

being checked upon entering the

dormitories.

This motion also set oil

much debate, as some senators

said the bag checks would

ensure student safety. They cited

the use ol bag checks at other

universities. such as

Bridgewaier State College, as

evidence that this type of securi-

ty measure can be used effec-

tively.

Other senators said the bag

checks would be a violation of

student rights and could lead to

the further privacy intrusions by

the University in the future.

They also pointed out that stu-

dents will assuredly find a way

around whatever hours the

University decides to do the

checking, and therefore this

would FKtt curb the amount of

drinking taking place on cam-

pus-

Anoiher problem with insti-

tuting the bag checking would

be the high costs to pay for this

added security. In his address to

the senate. Brian Long made

clear who would pay for this

service the students

Ultimately the Senate voted

to pass the motion, which will

S«e S6A on page 3

Brenda Bush.Hisc (second frv«. right), an assistant pn>(esM.r for thr p»4itisal scirnsc department. aJdre.se. the panel and -uJiense at "The

State and The Statu, of Chikkarr: t'Ma»s and Beyond." a panel presentation last niehi in the Campus Center.

By MlcHllLl RivtRA

ilolltt.lAN StaH-

A patKl presentation k\i by

distinguished faculty last night

highlighted concerns and prob-

lematic issues in regard to the

state and status of chiW care

within Massachusetts and the

University of Massachusetts com

inunity.

The panel presentation, titled

"The State and the Status of

Childcare UMass and Beyond",

was moderated by Sandra L.

Mandel. the associate director of

special events for the

Everywoman's Center.

The hve UMass faculty pan-

elists consisted of Brenda K
Bushouse. an assistant professor

for the political science depart-

ment. Nancy H. deProssc, the

coordinator for Commuter

Services' Parent Support

Prvjgrams. Maryanne Gallagher,

the University Child Care

Director. Elleii A. Hatch, a

ircher for the Childcare

I Market and Dorothy A.

Meyer, the director of the l^arly

Childhood laboratory School

According to the panels press

release, the future of the

University Child Care at UMass

has bcx-n in question for the last

two years Recent history sug

gests that the University is recon

sidering its commitnKnt and abil

ity to offer early childhood prv>-

gramming for student and

employee parents.

On average, three out of five

working familic-s pay an average

of 10 percent of their earnings for

childcare. In Massachusetts.

lower income families pay 20

percent of their incoiTK lor child

care, and more than t).lKK>

income qualified children are oii

waiting lists for subsidies

.According to the Farlv

Education For All campaign, a

coalition partnered with state leg

islators and thousands ol early

educators and parents across the

state to make high-quality early

education a top priority in

Massaehusetis. children with

high-quality childcare yield

extraordinary public return.

"High quality preschool can

make a significant difference to

the child, the family and the com

munily." said Hatch.

Every $1 invested in a child's

early education can return more

thari $7 to society in increased

earnings for participants and

reduced costs on special educa-

tion, welfare, dependency and

crime.

"Childeaie i> iK>t a small part

ol the market place," said Hatch

"It's an imlustry that no one talks

about, or sees, arnf they don't

acknowknlge ii- economic

impact
"

flatch said many

Massachusetts preschool teach

ers' salaries average S22.01K) a

ve.ir. even though they hold a

bachelor's or masters degree

These teachers can easily make a

better pay at a regular school, she

said.

Better qualified and better

paid teachers will contribute to

higher quality programs, said

Hatch.

According to Gallagher, the-

quality of childcare. aflordability

for parents and the compensation

for teachers must be simultane

ously balanced to produce high

quality care for children. If one

of these falls out ol balance, it

offsets another

"For example, high qualiiv

and affordabiliiy can be great,

but teachers' salaries might not

be great." said Gallagher.

"Oualitv is usually the -luii

leg." she said.

•Ml panelists agreed that

Massachusetts should take a

leadership rok- with both educa

tion and «••'> »-' I-— Ktiei

teachers

M.
\»ith |>

problem would be a great siait

rtw panelists also agreed that

childcare shoukl be callc-d "edu-

cation", and iKH just "childcare"

"We embrace public educa-

tion. St) why not embrace public

education with a child who is at a

.ritical kaming stage." Hatch

said

The panel presentation advo-

cating lor state and university

support comes in the wake of the

recent announcement ol the clos-

ing of the Early Childhood

I aboratory School in May of this

vear

rhe eveni was co-sponsored

bv the Faculty Senate Council on

the Status of Women, the

Graduate Women's \etwe>rk and

the Graduate Student Sen;tie

Alumni forum encourages students
Bv Dan O'BRtKS

V .iMin.lAN >IAFf

«Mfi n r uv i>l N^ >ii(i .1 \v

Senator Adrienne Girard makes an announcement at the SGA

meeting last night in the Campus Center.

Calvert to address

globalization cons
Tommy Lee Calvert, chief of

external operations at the

American Anti-Slavery Group,

will give a lecture today titled

Modern Day Slavery: The Dark

Side of Globalization at 2:30

p.m. in room 227of Hertcr

Hall.

Calvert leads the group's

awareness, empowerment and

advocacy agenda. He not only

works to empower survivors of

slavery from around the world,

he also leads grassroots cam-

paigns, coordinates legislative

action and serves as a media

representative.

Calvert will speak about the

downside of globalization,

more specifically the loss of

high tech jobs to outsourcing

overse.i- American informa-

tion technology companies

have been .sending jobs over-

seas to decrea.se cost and maxi-

mize profit. For instance, while

a worker overseas would earn

$12 per hour, a worker doing

the same job in America would

earn three times that amount.

According to Calvert, this is

not the only dark side to global-

ization. He will discuss the

exploitation of workers over-

seas, those who work at pro-

ducing the consumer products

to benefit the western world.

Professor Bernic D. Jones'

legal studies class, 3*^7 Z. cov-

ers the legal history of

American slavery, and the law

and policy aspects of illegal

slavery taking place today. For

more information on the event

contact Jones at

bdjones@legal.umass.edu.

The Departments of Legal

Studies. Afro-American

Studies. Women's Studies, the

Labor Center, ihe Political

Economy and Research

Institute are sponsoring

Calvert's visit.

— Danielle Henry

Four alumni spoke at the

University of Massachusetts

Women's Studies and Social

Thought and Political Rconomv

departments' alumni and carevi

foruiTi last night, sharing where

their career paths have taken them

"The first speaker of the night

was Ramon Borges-Mendez. a

1985 STPFC graduate. Alter grad-

uating from UMass. Borges-

Mendez received a PhD in

Planning and l.abor Kconomics

from the Massachusetts Institute ol

fechnology. He also workcxJ for

Paul Wolfowitz (who is currently

the U.S. IX-puty Secretary of

Defense.) the United Nations and

the World Bank.

Borges-Mendez said one of the

most important rewards of his edu-

cation was to be able have an

extensive background, which he

said gave him flexibility when seek-

ing jobs.

"My advice |is| have some

sptice to wiggle." he said. "I would

have had to make important moral

and ethical decisions."

He said if he had stayed on his

job with the Department of

Defense, he might have had to help

draft a constitution for Iraq.

"1 asked myself, do you really

want to do that'.''" he said.

The scvond speaker of the night

was Sarah Dunlon. a 2001

Women's Studies graduate. Her

carcx-r began as a substitute high

school teacher in Nantucket.

There, she started a Gay/Straight

Alliance, where she said she devel-

oped a love for helping others. She

said in order to reach out to kids.

AMU ! \ I' I
ivr\nN/(vil.lRHASi

Ramon Br.njes-Mende:, an assistant professor at the University .>f Massachusetts Boston rel.ited his

career experiences as part of an alumni career f.>rum yesterday for Women s Studies and M 1 tC majors.

er of the evening. His extensive can't understand it." he said,

background ineludeil organizing a The last speaker of the evening

student union at LiMass in the was Bonnie Conelrey. a Women's

schools need to Ix- suppoilive ol

the teachers.

"If you don't have the suppe)il

of the schix)l system, you're hitting

your head against a brick wall."

bunton said.

Dunton now works as a peer

mediation coordinator at

Gre-enlield High Schcxjl. She said

that she appreciates her role in the

schcK)!. saying thai most ot the stall

has to discipline students, but she

is instead able lo talk to them on a

one-on-one basis.

"It's a dream joh." she said. "1

get to ask students. How are you

doing'.' What's going on'.'' And 1

don't have to tell them what to do."

John IVpi. a 1^78 STPFC grad-

uate who now works ttir Olliee

Waste Management and Surplus

here at UMass was the third lectur-

l^70s. working lor Massachusetts

Public Inicrest Research Gn.)up.

Ihe Ralph Nader presidential cam

paign in 2lKK1 and the 2003 |ill

Stein, of the Green Party

Massachusetts gubeniatmiai cam

paign.

t)ne piece of advice Pepi gave

to students was to ni>l undcresii

mate the value of a lilvral educa

tion.

He said thai when he was in

college, due to his prospective lield

he did not need to lake classes in

mathematics, science, foreign Ian

guage or literature, which he said

lie wished he could change.

"1 didn't need it then, hut now 11

a I
scientist | is explaining a theoiA. 1

Studies 2001 graduate student.

Conelrey said her path to helping

others found her working lor

.XCCION I 'S.\. ihe nation's largest

non prolil micro-lender, who she

still works for kxlay. Micro-lending

is the pniclicc ol lending money to

imixiveiished |x\'ple.

She said her inleiesl liisi began

when she studievl abroad in

lanuiiea. Before joining ACCION
US.A. she worked on a program

that kvined money lo women fix>m

lamaica. Bangladesh and

/imbabwe.

rhe money was meani lo

empower wiMiien lo make home

improvements and stall business-

es." she said.
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Ud to 20 students fight in Kennedy; one arrested
* hrni<«n iin and that ttiis mioht have also been a incident William Linke, 27, of 43 Orchanl S

FridayApril2

109 a.m A party reported that ttwiB were

•even to 10 loud and uncooperative students in

naipont Hall An officer reportBd that me sub-

)Kts dispersed upon hts anM. One subiect

was spoken to.

M2 a-m. A party reported ttat ttiere was a fight

h Kannady HaH involving 15 to 20 people and

that tfMS bottles were being thrown One sub-

ject was hekJ for possession of a Class D sub-

atvica. Another subtect had fled and the K-9

WM deployed Roland MasciareMi, 19. of 415

Barin Road, Mvlborough. Mass , was charged

wNh posaaasion of manjuana and an outstand-

inowan^nt

1.33 p.m A party in John Quincy Adams Hall

reported receiving phone calls from a subject

that the party had a restraining order against.

'Dw original order did not specify that there be

no contact with the party The order was

ameraled so that the subject could not con-

tact or be within 1 00 yards of the victim s res-

idmce.

9:18 p.m John Grady, 22, of 15 Mutbarry

drive. Dracut, Masa.. kkbs arrested following a

Irattic stop in the Southwest Mall He was

chvged with operabng on a sidewalk, pos-

aaaaion of an open container in a motor vehi-

da, Vid operating under the influence of ak:o-

10:42 p.m A party reported that their laptop

oan^Miler was stolen from an unsecured area

klMMhtngton Hall The computer was valued

at $3,500, and an incideni report was taken.

um p.m. A second party reported thai Urn

} com was stolen from \

SaturdayApril3

broken up and that this might have also been a

breaking and entenng. Suspects were tres-

passing and removed from campus.

incident William Linke, 27, of 43 Orchard St.,

Belchertown, Mass was charged with assault

and battery with a dangerous weapon

12.35 p.m. A party reported to Health Services SundaVApriW
that they had been robbed and assaulted ' ^
UMPO spoke with the subiect and was advised

that the assault had taken place off campus

The Amhet^ Police Department was notified.

TuesdayApnie

1:32 a.m. An officer reported frowortcs on the

west side of Moore HaH. The incklent was

investigated and there was no report

12:43 a.m. A party reported that a subject

claimed to have been poshed and had hit their

head on a wall at Emerson Hall The party

wished to press charges and statements were

taken from both parties involved. The investiga-

tion is still pending.

1:26 am An officar raquaaM intormation on

two parties found checMng door handles m Lot

32. Tlie subjects both had a history of cnminal

activity and were trespassing They were

mlormed of the conaaquances of returning to

UMass property.

6:12 a.m. A party reported Ihat a vending

mai^wie had been bpped over and vandalized

on the first floor of Enoerson HaM. It is unknown

if any product or cash was removed from the

machine.

12:14 p.m. A party reported that a large amount

of ca^ was missing from ttie corwaniance

store at the Hampden Dmmg Commons.

8:25 p.m An officer requealad checks on Ihree

subtects found with alcohol in Lot 22

Christopher Dwai, 19, of 36 Pilgnm Rd..

BelmonL Mass. was charged with bong a

minor in poesession of alcohol.

10:25 pm A party reported that there was a

Ivge IWH ongoing on tie ie» floor of Kannady

Hal An officer reportad IM the 1I|^ h«l been

3:01am An officer from Amherst Police

requested to meet with a UMPO officer regard-

ing a subject in John Adams Hall. Amherst

PoiKe reported that the subject had left a back-

pack on a bus that contained a Class D sub-

stance The offKer reported that a summons

will be issued

6:11 a.m Housing Services reported that the

vending machine in Emerson HaM had been

vMidatized again. A report was taken of misde-

meanor larceny and tetony destruction of prop-

arty. Ttw caae is still under investigation

MondayAprilS

12:27 a.m A party reported that her car had

been broken into while it was partied outside

Washington Hall Money vws taken and a rear

window had been forced open The invesbga-

tion is pending

6:20 p.m. A party from Domino s Pizza reported

that a purchase had been made using a Hoian

cradi c»d. The victim was idenMied aid stat-

edMl ttwy would not preas charges if the sub^

jact using Mw card reimbursed the purchases.

8:43 p m. Belchertown Police Department

reported that they had a subject in custody who

UMPO had an arest warrant on tor a previous

1 1 :40 a.m. A party stated that two officers and

an ambulance were needed to deal with an agi-

tated subject UMPO reported that the subject

was cooperative and was brought to the hcspi-

tal.

12:41 pm. A party reported that he had

received several phone calls of a sexual nature

at the teenberg School of Management. An inci-

dent report was completed

WednesdayApril?

12:31 a-m A party reported ttiat her lafrtop

computer had been stolen from Washington

HaH An incident report was completed

1?.41 a-m. Following a traffic stop at the

Southwest Circle, Jody McKinnon. 22. of 188

Spring St.Vitest Bridgewatet. Mass . was arrest-

ed md charged wih failure to stop, poeaasaon

of a Oaas substance and poaaaarion of a

Class E substance.
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ThursdayAprilS

904 a.m Emergency Heallh and Safety requeu-

ed an officer to meet wiVi Ihem regarding hre-

wota in Kennedy Hal. Evidence was tDund that

firewari(s were eiqAxted and photos were takea

5:54 p.m A sub|ect who had been hanaaing a

p«ty n Moore Hal was idenWed. Hourtig staff

spoke wiVi tie subject regarding tie MuMm
and an (rfficer invesbgated.
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Bush endorses Israel's plan to

retain parts of the West Bank

-T-

.\jB«» (Alto l'««

WASMINC.TON (AP» - In a

hi^lurit p«.ilit> shifi. President

ttu^h scMcrJav endv>rM.xl Israers

pbn u> hM on to part ol the V\eM

Hank in an> linal peace sctllcmeni

Mkiih the l^leMinians Bush also

nilfd ••Mt Piile^linian refugees

nl. bringing sinjog

iic Pali>lini;ins

An dated Israeli Prime

Minister Ariel Sharun said his

pliin tu pull back fivjni parts of the

Wc-i Bank and Ga/ii, haik-d b>

Hu-h. wouki civate "a neN^ and

Ktier reality lor the stale of

Israc-I."

But Pakrsiinian PnnK- Minister

XhiiKd (.Xireia nmiH whom the

lUi^h adminisiration deals while

K>\>.iittinj< leader >asser .Arafat —

called Bush "ilx- lirsi presklent

who lias legitimized the (Israelii

setlk-menis in Palestinian lerritiv-

ries."

"We a> Palestinians reject

that." Qurcia said. "We cannot

accept that We reject it and we

refuse it."

Arafat earlier calkxl the idea

"the compkte i^nd of the peace

process " And Pak-^iinian Cabinet

minister Saeb Frekat said ol

Bush's statenKMit: "This Ls like

sonKone gi>ing a part of Tcm.s"

land to China
"

'If Israel wants to make peace,

it must talk to the Palestinian k-ad-

ership." trckat said

Palestinian leaders had prtvi-

ouslv saki ihev had been assured

b> the Bush administration the\

woukl be consulted before any

endorsenKTit of Sharon's plan.

Bush's statement on settle-

ments "will be read b) the Arab

world as justification of Sharon's

sovereignt) over major (settle-

ment » blocs." bdward S. Walker, a

former U.S. ambas-sador to Israel

and to tg>pi. said in an intervk-w.

Prevknis I S administrations

have describeii k-^^ish settlements

as obstacles to pease Oiw ol

Bush's predc-ccssors. jimmv

Carter, went even further and

calkd them ilk-gal

A senior Israeli official, speak

ing on condition of ancmvmity.

said Sharun thought that no

American president had ever

made concessions so important

to Israel as Bush did yesterday.

Sharon, in gaining Bush's

backing ol his unilateral plan to

withdraw all kvkish settlers and

military installations from Gaza

and from some areas of the Wesi

Bank, offered several conces

sions in a kttcr to Bush.

The Israeli leader said he

would limit the growth of |e^»ish

settlements and remove all unau

ihorizcxl outposts on the West

Bank. And Sharon said a scxuriu

fence Israel is building to deter

Palestinian attacks was "ti:mpv>

rar> rather than pemianeni.'

Also. Sharon renewed his

comniiimenl to the so-called

road map for peacemaking

backed by the United Statev but

said the Palestinian Authoriu

had lailed to stop terror and lo

reform its security service.

Bush called Sharon's plan his

toric and urged Palestinians lo

match Israel's "boldness and

courage."

UMASS AMHERST
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES OFFICE

Helping students protect their rights for over 30 years

Rvc l.i-^l Advice,

Rfterrals. RirprvsentatKin and Counseling

for UMASS Students

Student & Worker Rights. Family & Criminal Law.

Landtord Tenant & Consumer l^tsputrs

Call 545-1995

or stop in at 922 Campus Center

SGA debates recommendations
ifiA«roni(»oe1

send a message to the University that they will not

accept bag checks as a measure to combat alcohol

use in the dorms.

An issue that was welcomed by all senators

and serves as good news to students is the

increase in money UMass will receive from the

slate in next year's budget.

Yesterday was an important day for lobbying at

the State House in Boston, and it appears to have

paid off. as UMass was promised S384.b million

by the Stale Ways and Means Commiilee for next

year. This signals an increase ol $21 million from

the money UMass receives from the stale this year.

President lared Nokes said thai 'SOO letters

were sent tu the Stale House on Friday lobbying

for more money for UMass. Nokes said this sup-

port was helpful in getting UMass additional

money for next year

The senate approved a loan of SI5.CKX1 lu the

university pruduciiuns department for upcoming

events. This loan will help pay for the appearance

of comedian David Cross whu is due tu pcrfurm

at the Kine Arts Center on either May 7 or 8.

The Senate alsu appruved Nokes appointing

Maggie McNalK as Secretary of finance until the

results of the next SGA election are approved in

early Ma\.

"She'll be the only one I appoint." Nokes told

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian after the meet-

ing last night.

The rest of Nokes' executive board is made up

a lew assistants Nokes has hired, he said.
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Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

Beer: Wine:
Coots & Coon Light Meet & Chandon

Kipkcam $18.49* 750ml. $29.99

Liquor:

Johnnie Walker Red

1.7? liter.. .$32.99

Rolling Rock R^..^lSd?e Chardonnav Johnnie Walker Black
- . , ~,. ' Aivt-r^lcxandre Chardonnav , , . oq

12 rk Ml $15.99* 750 ml. ..$12.99

Kpvitone Beaulieu Vineyards Napa Valley
keystone

chardonnav, C.ibcrml. Mcrl.
'

•50 ml $27.99

Ciroc Snap Frost Vodka

-50 ml. $24.99

750 ml. $9.99 -^o ml. ..$23.99

Tanqueray #10 Gin

r^d ml.. $22.99

...... $13.49-
~-->- —

-^Sml...$11.99

Bud & Bud Ught Sterling Vineyards ^^
Mrkbtiv $12.99* ^'""^""""'^"^ ^^

Millwaukee'8 Best Peachy Canyon

iiMt.'n- $10.99 750 ml. ..$9.99

Busch & Busch Light Barton & Guestier Reserve

24pkh.i $10.99* c;harJ<.nnay.(.;abcmit.MiTloi Romana Sambuca

„ .^ . icn 1 «T 00 -«0 ml. $18.99
Red Stripe 750 ml... $7.99 '

,2.kh,i $10.99* Buckley's Malibu Coconut Rum
C.ahcnKt/Shiraz -<;(, ml $11.99

Corona 750ml...$7.99
]

Upkhti $10.99* Goats do Roam RubinofTVodka all flavors

Red and White _ . ^, ^ 1.75 It... $9.99
750ml. ..$6.99

•all beer prices plus deposit

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

jU Russell St., Rte 9, Hadley, MA 0103s

§84-8174 • Mom.- Sat. 9mm - iipm

SALE 4/15 THROUGH 4/21

Now Open Sundays Noon to iiptn

Having trouble searching

for jobs on the web?
Come to a workshop that will

introduce you to the "mechanics"

of submitting resumes online,

getting on the interview schedule

of your choice, and provide helpful

advice on the recruiting process.

Job Search Made Easy Workshop
Tuesday, April 20

3pm -4pm
104 Career Services

Thursday. April 22

Remember. Thursday is a Monday schedule

10:30 am- 11:30 am
104 Career Services

Caree
For more information,

go to www.umass.edu/careers

or call us at 545-2224
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Stability in Iraq

far from a reality
Da\ b> day. more harrowing news comes

from iraq. A conflict that is now over a year

old has produced few results, other than the

jingoistic banner that was Saddam Hussein's

capture. Even worse, it has become a confus-

ing, dangerous firestorm that has gone

beNund the military.

In recent months, a frightening trend has

become the reality in Iraq. Civilians from all

over the world — from the four American

contractors whose bodies are in the process of

identification, to the French television jour

nalist who was released after four days in cap-

tivity — have become the targets of violent

acts, including kidnapping and outright brutal

murder.

To say that there is chaos in Iraq is unnec-

essary, but the brutal details are funneled

back to us every day. The American contrac-

tors are simply the latest and highest profile

victims of anti-foreigner violence in Iraq

There is some confusion between the US
Government, which puts the number of for-

eigners in captivity at 40. and the Associated

Press, which is unlv rep-'r'ing 2' kidnap vic-

tims
[) he number disagrccincni, one

poiii - firm, neither does the United

Sutes. nor any other occupymg country, have

any control over what is going on in the war-

torn nation. As President George W Bush
'

> that, "we must not waver" from sta-

ll efforts in Iraq, the lives of the civil-

i«n> who are actually carrying out the order

are bemg put mto undue peril.

Of course, the military in Iraq has suffered

plenty of attrition as well. 604 v..ldiers have

been killed in action since May 1, 2003. and

555 of those are American. May 1. of course,

was the day that Mr. Bush stood on the deck

of the USS Abraham Lincoln to address the

troops and the nation, with a giant banner

reading "Mission Accomplished" displayed

across the aircraft carriers control tower.

The recent rash of civilian-targeted vio-

lence is simply a bolder, more relatable sign

that the conflict in Iraq is anything but over,

and the U.S. hasnt accomplished much of

anything, beyond the removal of Hussein.

That soldiers should be fearful for their lives

is commonplace. That civilians should be

worriedly looking over their shoulders at

every passing car and every sideways glance

just shows thai we have gone too far. too

soon, without any real finality granted to the

war. which Bush called "one victory in the

war on terrorism
'

The civilians who go to Iraq to join in the

rebuilding efforts should understand the dan-

ger in their actions, certainly. But to suggest

that the area is approaching anything resem-

bling "stable' is a foolhardy conclusion, and

the half-hearted ramblings ol Mr. Bushs

recent press conferences only serve as a

reminder that underneath the veneer of jus-

tice that the Bush Administration has created

lies a trembling volcano of violence, just wait-

ing to explode.

InfitrmattoH from tht Boston Globe. Nru-

York Times, CNS. and the Associated Presi

was used in thi$ editorial

Lmigned editorials represent the majority

opimon of the Klataackusetn Oaiiy Collegian

Editorial Board

UMass' real men of genius
, I 1 ;_.. k.

Malt

Biochu

Why we will fail in Iraq
The debate on Iraq contmues

to obicurc and ignore the obvi-

ui» — no country can colonize

another » ' -•'•

.ncc. And '

^ wc. ||g„g lmi\U
I mean violent

,:;wc.

resist

-

,HH'

body should be surprised

Dy u regular civilian mob brutally

lyiKhfaig four .\merican merce-

naries working for Blackwater

USA Frantz Fanon (in The

Wretched of the Earth) taught us

that the psychology of the colo-

nized would force them to mani-

fest their anger and humiliation

in violent v^ays. What occurred

n Fallujah was the logical out-

vome of a people oppressed,

angered, humiliated and feeling

powerless to evict the foreign

inicrloperi in their midst. Would

we act any different if we were

colonized?

The problem in Iraq is not

that the Iraqis are ungrateful, or

that they're Baathist "dead-

ondcr* " terrorists or religious

tundamcntah-ts lighting us. The

problem is one of ideological

miscorKeptions and an unwill-

ingness to admit reality and

truth. Ideology is what fuels this

war. Its the combined interests

and ideology of neoconservatives

(who wish for a US imperial

status), greedy corporate execu-

tives (who lust for the Iraqi oil),

coupled with a general .American

consent to warfare as a tool to

impose American political

visions on other nations. Only

this unholy concoction of ideolo-

gies could explain the frat-boy

provocation of President Bush,

when he called for the Iraqi

insurgents to "Bring it on." Bring

it on they did. and we have over

600 U.S. soldiers dead and thou-

sands wounded to prove it.

The first step toward admit-

ting reality is exposing the lies

that justiticd the war There were

no Weapons of Mass

Instruction, and even if they did

have them, that's not a justifica-

tion for war against a country.

Many countries have WMDs,
and we don't invade I hem. Iraq

was no threat to us — it didn't

have the missile delivery technol-

ogy to reach beyond Israel, Iran.

Kuwait, or Turkey, let alone

Europe or the United States. Its

army was no match for our pro-

fessional army, nor it could

threaten us. Why did President

Bush and the rest of the adminis-

tration tried to fool us that Iraq

was a threat?

The justification that we

invaded Iraq to rid the Iraqis of

Saddam Hussein was purely for

"domestic consumption." It was

a feel-good balm for our uneasy

consciences. The irony and

hypocrisy of justifying a war on

the removal of a tyrannical and

brutal dictator that had been our

"bed-buddy" for over 20 years

was not lost on the rest of the

world (although the American

public fell for it).

The golden moments of

.American hypocrisy must have

been Defense Secretary Donald

Rumsfeld and Secretary of State

Colin Powells princi-

pled denunciations of

^^__ Saddam's very real
^^""~

^nmcs against humani-

ty, while conveniently hiding the

fact that the United States knew

of iho«« crimes when they

occurred, and continued to fun-

nel billions of dollars in finan-

cial, military, and political aid to

the Hussein regime Rumsfeld

himself has been videotaped

shaking the hand of Hussein in

the I'iSOs.

In fact, many times, possible

civilian coups against Saddam

Hussein were brutally repressed

by Hussein with the aid of the

.American C.l.A. which informed

Hussein of the coups before they

were ready to threaten him. The

American government signed the

death warrants of thousands of

Iraqi civilians for the crime of

attempting to overthrow

Hussein. And then, we are sup-

posed to really believe that the

US. had nothing but pure inten-

tions in the Iraqi war?

What about the Al-Oaeda

"boogeyman"? US administra-

tion ofricials. all the way up to

President Bush, used every dic-

We tiled to colonize

them, and they are

killing us for it

tionary and thesaurus term for

"threat" to scare the American

public into thinking that

Saddam "Hussein was in league

with Al-Qaeda. Only this truth

explains why 60 percent of the

American public thought that

Saddam Hussein was behind 9-

1 1 . At the end of the day. after

the war was ongoing and the

justification was no longer need-

ed, it was conveniently discard-

ed by Secretary of State Colin

Powell and President Bush in

speeches admitting that there

was no Al-Oaeda link to

Saddam Hussein. Sad to say, but

the American public was bam-

boozled just as badly as the

German nation was bamboozled

by Hitler, when he ascribed

blame for German problems to

jews and other .social dissidents.

Finally, what about the

"bringing democracy" justifica-

tion? At the end of the day. the

American colonial occupiers

have censored newspapers, shot

at peaceful Iraqi demonstra-

tions, broken down doors and

searched Iraqi families, tried to

institute an "elites-only" style of

caucus-elections democracy and

ruled Iraq from behind large

concrete walls. The only person

in Iraq that deserves the credit

for fighting for "direct elections"

is Ayatollah Ali Sistani. who has

used his religious authority to

press the U.S. administration to

discard their previous, elitist

"democratic" ideas. From a

point of view of history, it wasn't

the U.S., which pushed for

"democracy" in Iraq; it was

Iraqis themselves, who demand-

ed "direct elections" in opposi-

tion to American political plans

Flash forward to the present.

Sunni Muslims in the "Sunni

Triangle" have been making us

pay dearly for our colonial arro-

gance Then. Paul Bremer pro-

vokes Muqtada Al-Sadr and his

"Mahdi Army" of Shi'ite follow-

ers into open rebellion by clos-

ing down a newspaper that had

a circulation rate of. at most,

10.000. Now. Sunnis and

Shi'itcs are against us. with the

possibility that the rest of the

peaceful population will take

sides with them. And. somehow,

we cannot understand why peo-

ple are shooting at us instead

throwing flowers at us for "lib-

erating them,"

Its pretty simple: what the

U.S. is facing in Iraq is a gen-

uine, nationalist, patriotic. Iraqi

rebellion against colonial rule. It

is no longer relevant that we

think of ourselves as liberators

or that our troops feel them-

selves justified in being in Iraq.

What matters now is that the

Iraqi people have taken up arms

against us. which makes the sit-

uation a colonial-national libera

tion struggle. In those terms, we

are the colonizers and they the

freedom fTghters. Our heroes

become U.S. colonial soldiers.

The terrorists become Iraqi

patriots. And Operation Iraqi

Freedom becomes Operation

Failed Colonial Attempt.

This is why we will fail in

Iraq. Because, only we remain

fooled. For the Iraqis and the

rest of the world, the matter is

clear. They will massacre,

machete, shoot, bomb. burn,

drag and castrate every

American soldier they get their

hands on until we learn that

supreme basic law: do onto oth-

ers what you would want them

to do unto you. We tried to col-

onize them, and they arc killing

us for it. We can ratchet up our

murder against Iraqis and try to

repress the uprising (which

would only dig the colonial hole

deeper), or we can admit defeat

in this colonial adventure and

withdraw. In other words, we
can be in Iraq for 10 more years

and make it another Vietnam, or

we can do a "Saigon" and bolt

from Iraq. Now.
We need to stop the "patriot-

ic" whitewashing of the truth.

The propaganda has it back-

wards: Iraq is their country and

we are the colonial interlopers.

We can no longer try to dictate

what is right and wrong to

Iraqis. We should withdraw

from Iraq ... or face a national

liberation struggle that will be

impossible to stop.

Rene Gonzalez is a UMass
graduate student.

HThe
average

college stu-

dent's life re-

volves around

one thing.

Souk; might say

class. Others

might say sex.

Bui I say it's

beer.

The average

under-aged col-

lege guv will gu through $40 and a

homekrss man lo get it. The aver-

age college girl will drink beer that

tastes like crap (Michelob Ultra) to

negate the belK fattening effects of

it. The average college transsexual

will frequent the nonexistent uni-

sex hathroLMiis niorc olten bccau.se

of it And the average colk-ge stu-

dent's baby (which must novk wash

dishes at the Dining Common to

pay foi Its own daycare) is proba-

bly the direct roult of it For the>e

reasons, the average Collegian

columnist shoukl wntc a column

based on a commercial about it

I'm sure you've >een the "Bud

Light Presents: Real Men of

Genius" ads on TV Over the last

fevk year^. yw've all falWn in k)ve

sMth Mr Too-Much-Cologne-

Wcarer and Mr Nudist -C okmy-

Activity -Coordinator But. come to

think of it, UMass has mc-n of

genius too. and I plan on pointing

uul just a coupk- Readers' n«.«e: 1

1

If yxju haven't >**en ot heard these

commercials then downkiad them

inHnediateh 2) Word* within the

parentheses indicate outbursts

from that amazingly tafented back-

up singer.

UMats presems. "Real Men of

Gcnkis' (Real Men ol Genius')

Today we salute you. Mr. Collegc-

Hockcy-Avkav-Game-Goer (Mr

College-Ho^kev Away-Came-
Cloer!) Armed with your team's

hockey jcrsc-y. and a hrt Wo. just in

case we dkln i get the point, you

travel with your only three friends

to the Mullm-. Center on a Friday

nighi tu get KiLied by our drunken

student Kidv (^eni to the prom

with yxjur cousin' ) Sure yxju coukl

be doii^ better things: watching

the gWK on TV', listening to the

game on ttw radu, or skiing in

your hockey jersey (Wet dreams!),

but no. you choose to brave the

coki and ridkuk to cheer for a

team full ot guys that have no idea

you even exist (No f—ing clue!).

So take pride in being a toser, Mr.

College Hockey -Away-Game-
Cioer Although your team may

have the game in the bag, when

you pull into your school > parking

k>t at 1 am we will already be half

in the bag

Today we salute you. Mr Gol-

PuUed-Over- in- Front of-the-

Horse>hoe-r>river (Mr Got Pulfcd

Over-in Front-of-ihe-Horseshoe

[>iver). Anyone can get bagged on

the highway, but you somehow

manage to get pulk^ over on a

street decked out in Hashing signs,

useless over-extended velkjw curbs

and a squad car on duty 7 5 percent

of the time (Another one bites the

dust!). You may have laughed at

those sorry. ik;ket-nxeiving-|etta-

easy-giris many iime> before

(You've slept with them too!), but

tonight you had a date to impress,

and a fast car to impress her with

(Sweet Ford Taurus!). So give

Oflicvr Ting your license and regis-

tration. Mr Got-PulledOver-in

pRjnt-of the-Horscshcw l>iver. for

you ckairly dkin't have the window

skfc of tia; Z-ruom freshmen year

Because if you had. you wouldvc

seen time and time again that Ting

n»kes Bru».c l.ee kjok like, well,

my backup smger (You better ro;-

ogntze!).

Today we sahiie you. Mr
RoommateWho Never Leaves

the-Roum (Mr RoommateWho-
Never-l^veMheRLioni') With a

wardmbe that sayi.. "1 have no

life." Mid a ckwet funk that says. "I

have no soap." (Plug it m. plug it

in!t, you've decided to double

major in Whipped-phone-calls-lo-

kjog-disurwe-girlfnetvi and Snood

(just register the damn thing')

Sure, if you wvnx outside yi^ might

actually enjoy your freshmen year,

but without your presence, we'd be

abk; to eat crackers without worry-

ing about your weird alkTgi^ reac

tion to wheat. ar.J hook up without

your frustrated sighs fiom the top

bunk (Sleep in the freaking hall-

way!). So keep saying, "No. YOU
hang up," to that annoying girl. Mr

Roommate Who Never-Leaves-

the Room, because if you keep eat-

ing our F:asy Mac. your cell phone's

going in the toikrt.

Today we salute you, Mr
Crappy-Colk^-Band-Lcad-Singer

(Mr. Crappy-College-Band-Lead

Singer!), lumping up and down

like a freaking bumble ball, your

almosttransvestite voice deprives

us drunk students of what we real-

ly want to hear at the bars; real

music . by real bands (Play that

new Sean Paul joint! ). It's true. 1
5-

year-oU girls throw their training

bras on stage every time you play

"More Than Words." (Suituiory

Sniuud!). but who needs chkks

when you've got two drumsticks

autographed by Simpk Plan and

a really cheesv lip nng iTRL. watch

out! ). So sing thai punk song about

the girlfriend who dumped your

ass again. Mr Crappy-College-

BandUad Singer, because these

chicks don't even know the name

of your hand and they never

will, because your band sucLs, and

so do you.

Today we salute you. Wing

niece (Wrung beer commercial!).

Cue guitar Sun bathing chkks

may look imposing in the

Horseshoe / But when it comes to

saving. "Flow vou doin?" there arc

nJ ruk» (Or ckithes!). Heyt wrong

KM^. I don't need a backup singer

for this one (My bad! ) But the beM

pick up line isn't one that you can

say / hist pkk up your toddler

niece Mid waHi on over their way

The lady oasis may be dry for days

or weeks / until sfw llaunts that lit-

tk- diaper and those pudgy cheeks.

Oiris will Ikick fnjm all over jast to

see her / and when she utkes a nap.

you can buy them a beer Wvn$-

nieeeeece.

So crack open an ice cokl Bud

Light, UMass Men of Genius,

because you give genius a face, and

without that, we vwjukint know

who to make fim of on a daily

basis

\furf BfxKhu it a Colhguin

colummm.

S***!*,'^-

'Are you looking at me, swan?'

P
They are so lofKly. so alone, and

mistreated by everyone. How many

of you have negkxted them? I bet

you're guilty of it. you selfish per-

son. Chances are. you don't even

care.

Gilad

Skolnick

^^IF^B Thev're abused, tormented, and

^H^M^I laughed at. But they're beautiful

^^^^^^^" and every bit as much a part of

UMass as you or 1 — perhaps more

so by some accounts. Do you real-

^ ly know them? Have you even

taken the time to feed them or talk to them?

Our campus pond is the home of two trumpeter

swans. Thev have to go through a lot every year, and

you don't even say hi. WTiat nerve! Freezing-cold,

foodless weather in the winter and scorching heat in

the summer is just the beginning.

Every spring and fall, hundreds of rude, noisy

Canadian geese have the chutzpah to invade the pond

and make it their temporary resting place. Ill-tempered

and constantly squawking, they're not much different

than the people in the country from which they come.

Crowding around the pond, the Canadian gc-cse arc

not pleasant company.

For years, a sturdy old mute swan by the name of

Sidney inhabited the UMass ptmd, until he passed

away in 1998. Fellow students who are still here

remember him as spoiled and violent. But those who

knew the real Sidney remember that once you got to

know him. he was a lot kinder. Sure he would violent-

ly hiss and peck at all those who came near him.

demanded to bo put indoors in the winter and had an

attitude problem. But he never said a mean thing and

was outgoing and optimistic.

Around 1 998. with the passing of Sydney, four new

swans were brought to UMass. One died and another

was kidnapped, which left the two present swans in

the pond. Some sensitive students have complained

that the swans arc aggressive, alleging that the birds

flap their wings, give mean looks and threaten to bite

those who approach. However. I think the swans have

a right to be a bit suspicious after what happened to

their fellow pond mates. Also, the fact that the pond is

nestled between the two most hkleous buildings the

world has ever seen — the Fine Arts Center and the

Campus Center, makes it even worse.

lust lo make sure that the swans don't conskler

leaving UMass for cleaner ponds — such as the one by

Mount Holyoke College or the evil University of New

Hamp-shirc campus pond — UMass took the liberty of

clipping their wings, I'm sure they didn't enjoy flying

anyway. Why fly when you can walk?

Every spring and fall hundreds of

rude, noisy Canadian geese have

ttie chutzpah to invade the pond

and make it their temporary

resting place. Ill-tempered and

constantly squawking, they're

sadly not much different than the

people in the country from which

they come.

Aside from abu.se from humans. Canadians, and

Canadian geese, our campus swans are sexually frus-

trated. Swans like their privacy when they mate, much

like humans, and with the hustle and bustle of our

busy campus during each and every season, who can

blame them? So either they've been very patient for

.some privacy for the past few years, or the two remain-

ing swans are both the same gender, or perhaps there

is just no swan chemistry. Either way, there must be

some frustration; one can only feel sympathy for them.

So come spend time with the swans. Talk lo them

or sing to them. Perhaps even come feed them — I'm

sure they'd enjoy a piece of fresh bread, an aquatic

beetle or even a snail. The UMa.ss swan is the only way

logo.

Gilad Skolnick is a Collegian columnist.

EXPLORE THIS
GROWING TBEMD

By Gun Straub
I 'llll|.|,IAN SlAf»

There is something very

exploratory about going away

to college for the average

young American. For many,

it's the chance to leave their

quintessential American town

with their quintessential

Amencan family, their quin

tessential American Iriends

and quintessential American

high school.

It's an opportunity to meet

new people, become intellec-

tually enlightened, build an

amazing metabolism for alco-

hol and realize there is greater

world out there than just (fill

in the blank)

But for others, universities

and colleges in the Unites

Slates are just not enough

The journey musi continue

1 here is an even greater world

out there, but what is the besi

way to experieiKe it*'

Enter the growing trend:

studying abroad

Recently, attending univer

sities overseas is so coinmon

in the ultimate college expen

ence it can be compared to

beers and wings.

Opportunities are increasing

each year to attend schools or

participate in programs on

every continent. American

schools are linking lhemselve«

See ABROAD page 7
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I ra MMV Mtmy ilvin tor Ml-««en (7:30 am.) most
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ItDMvmitaMI-lwMilhaifet'twaliedto

i^^BwWKwContj— «(tilchn«inttrou|^lheatv

tanMmv B^k (Mi >« Si*non ^^'B' BiMgi and imder the

riadow ofMNiy OriheiM— and aaen tturt lone aeH

boundaig te »»ay upsHeain, ciioui to •» tajnert. WWithat

woHM) hadnl iniptoaclied me to meiMon ttie Ihsh legend

Ml ««• MriiMd tieir aMn at night and become human,

teBcNngmedlytortowe ^^
I wish rd never gone to my EuttpMB l*toy class, always

hoping to get a iron! iw seal tor proteaeor Gearbid Tuathan^, vKho nearly made

la«T*io ^"Ut V^t>^ V** ' " "^''"'*'^'*^ " '^'''^ *" *'°'^

bamrs beet toottiien in Ns 2004 Eivt) Cup Qualifying match against

SMMnrtanl.

WMl I• c^tad R "soccer.* I wish I didn1 know that wneni saw a Guimess

QuiilyTtam vehicle ouWde of a pub. they were insKte checking tor consjsteni dis-

penee temperatures. de»i beerlmes and correctly cleaned glasses, so that no

iraMsr where I ordered my favonte stout in Ireland, itd be tust as pertect as the

pW served Inttie Gfavity Bar, wtach sits atop the Guinness Factory in DuWin

Wish the r»sf day I got bach from Galway, I toW the man at the package store

Ihank you" after he gave me my change, instead ol "cheers, lad"

I wish I'd never left. — Eric Soderstrom

The goal tor most tourists when they travel to South Afnca

or any sub-Saharan African nation for that matter is to see

the Big Five i.e the leopard, elephant, lion, buffato and rtiino

but myself, I had my own Big Five while studying In Cape

Town, South Africa.

1. 'TOE TOWNSHIPS

At the University of Cape Town, a program called SHAWCO allowed me to wori(

one-on-one with students from the Kensington township. As any thnving journalist

would (or shouW) do, I assisted high school students in creating a newsletter for

their impoverished community,

2. THE SOCIAL ATWIOSPHERE

South Africa is knovm for the 50 years of the apartheid regime Being a young

American living in a once instituttonalized racist country, it is interesting to observe

another natkjn still vnth open wounds from a racist system that only ended 10

years aga

3. TABLE MOUNTAIN ! T

'^

One of the most unique land stmctures I have ever seen in

my lite. It's name speaks for itself as the top is completely

flat and the mountain spans the entire city of Cape Town. And

when you get to the top (as I finally dkl my last week there) it

is suneal seeing both sides of the city— the white-dominat-

ed affluent beach area and the shantytovms of the Cape

Flats.

4.T1«MUSIC

Paul Simon's "Graceland" won a Grammy for a reason—
he went to South Africa to learn the musk; before he reconled the album.

5. THE GREENS

Where else can you get 2.2 pounds of grass' for 40 American dollars?

The animals are cool, but go to South Africa and check out the real scene.

— Glen Straub

SEE MORE DEOTINATIONO ON PAOE 6 AMD 7
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By S.J. PiiRI

{. iillH.I^N >IMl

'All that is goU dins not glittir. not all ihosi- uho wan-

der are lost ' ~- 1 R R Tolkien

A great appreciation of tlu- world mav be luuiul im printed

pages, kit a great education also requires understanding, and this

may onlv K- lound through cxpi-ricncc. Travel lo inibihc alien

places, and return liomc with a divcrsilRtl perspcvtivc. V\ hat follows

is a brief, series of advice for how to travel safely and cheaply. Enjoy.

Before vou get anv further, let me say. this is an article aK.ui travel-

ing not about tourism. The traveler is active, in search ol peviplc, adven-

ture, newness. The touriM I- pii'-sivc. exixvling things to happi-n to her.

That said, read on

I inbnicc the detours, lou caiinol plan even moment ol a inp. It vchj

are not willing to go with (he How or prepiircd to deal with inevitable

delays and trihulalions along the way: don't Knhcr to leave home. When

planning, the Internet is vour K-st friend. I\. not k.thc-r with travel

agents, hut do ask friends ,ind laniilv tor ;.nv travel advice thev hold.

(Send a massive e-mail and sec who icplics with what advice.*

jeannie & KrooVs Gixidard. high scIhh>I I nglish teacher^ and world

travelers extraordinaire, sav it best when enchanting students with

their fables of adv enturcs in India: "Hmc siivc-s you monev
;
money

saves you time." and -Agonies per miinitc' a crucial unit ol meas-

ure in budget travels
" llu- longer \ou stav in a place the

cheaper that place Kvomcs. and the divix-i your relation-

ship with this place grows. I oigot alxnii "seven-countries

in seven days." You can (and wilb return.

Create an itineian K'foiv m<u go of where you

will be, Include who you .ire traveling with

and their contacts. C.ivc this to your clos-

est responsible a-lation In addition.

I

ipMKP^pagee
CUBH STKAUIVaiUSnlAN l!
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AUSTRALIA ^^^

A GUIDE TO BACKPACKING
ACKPACK from page 5

(^jp\ all ul >our ^.a^d^ (cnxlil.

ATM. Studeni ID. license etc!

and \cHjr passport and leave ihis

with the itiiwran. in case an iieni

i> lust and >oo must prove some-

ihing

Take Robcn Louis SleNcnsons

.Jsice. 'The be>i we can find in

ur travels is an honest fiiend."

Make sure you know w+tal >i)ur

companions jjoals for the tnp are

before \\M begin. While traveling,

open >our inouth and speak: talk

to evervvHW >ou can Nou will

meet in».rvdibk; people ali'ng <hf

v,ny sou will also iiK'et intrvdible

con-ani»t« — keep your wits

about >ou and «ru« your gut

The farther in advance you can

buy tickets, the cheaper they \»ill

be Lh; the Internet lo do this

Check Web sites Ironi the coun-

tries you air traveling to, the>

often have different deals for

holtb and Mffwn than American

PBfffn Wco Mca.

Make every trip a circle •*. ihat

you leave from the sanx- dirpL>n

which you arrived al. Thi«. will

save you from cxpenshw open- jaw

plMK fairs Travel trade muts that

are comitHjnly flown. Flying wp
the bu'>ic>t or lar^esi airport »

alao usually cheapest Sometimes

uking a "puddle jumper" or

smalWr plane (esp in wcMcni

Eumpe) to Venk* once landcxl ui

Frankfun from across the Hi|jjjei

I
Atlantic I

pond, is cheaps-r iJwn

flying directly lo \cnisc t imimJci

"bucket shops" lor plaiw laic^

Use student discounts, and rack

up air mik-s

Keep in mind that cunvntly.

the dollar is ncH strung. Exchange

rates will raise cm drop the cost of

your travels dramatically dc-pend

ir^ on wfwre you head. The South

African rand is worth le>s than the

dollar; houever. getting to South

Africa is much nK>fv expensive

than getting to Ixmdon \Khc-n

ptnuiing. write il all down make

a chart artd kx>k at the numbers

Travel is incrediWe no matter the

dc-stinalion Cio where wu can

afford to make the most ol it

"Slay in cfvap hotels, then

abandon them iiniiK-diately to

lurk about at euMic, luxurious

hoieb . . hotels are for sleeping

onh." the tioddards avommc-mf

and. "RenK-mber that a well time .1

cpkirge can revive the spirit
"

Travel light: vanity i» inefli

cient Consider carefully wh« you

are taking but don't obscw. you

can buy clothing everywhere.

Your best bet is to take (depend

if^ on climate ar*d your itinerary i

one trendy/club/bar outfit, one

church/dress up/preppv outfit

two casual, comfortabk: everv day

outfits. In sonw countries vou will

iK-etl a conserxative lupper arms,

jnd knees covered l to visit i«U-

^KKj- sites IVi not bring jeans.

Ii.iiis (unless u lycra brand)

siivich out easily, are heavA and

bulkv, and do ixm dry c-asily There

IS d reason you image great travel

ers in khakis — they go every-

where. They are light and dry

quickly.

"He bold, adveniuroas. and

rc->olute when approaching bBtf»-

rooms." the Coddard* advise.

Alwavs carT> loikrt paper! Other

ixjtcfiiial lifesavers are baggier,

gum. vkct n dries or hygioiic gd

in J bottkv Sun«<rven und mois

tun/er shoukl not be undervalued

and can be extremely eM^mivc in

other counirvs

Always carrx SIOl) U.S. secret-

ly sta.shed awav sunK-wlvre on

you As weak as Bush s dollar is. it

fvus symlxtlic power.

kcvp a journal or k'dp.-r whiW

>ciu travel' Save paper memora-

bilui and constmct a scrapbook

vshen vou get honw. take pictures

and iiu> postcards.

Devekjp the folkjwmg skills

ability to skx-p in any position.

aNIitv lo i-nter a bathroom wuh-

i)ut breathing, patience and

hu«tK.r in the lace of bureaucrac-y

iiixl ifk imipiiiTict'

Clet an international student

identity card off the inteniatKtnai

weh site — the AnK-ncan VVob site

and STA Travel is mcjri

The- "l-onely IManet" Wi

b«.K>ks are- an e\celk-nt sourer ot

advice for traveling within budget

arv constraints.

II vou travel in the summer

tfie most expensive tinK tc> travel

— stay in University domii'.

If you stay in hc«stt'ls. book ul.-u-

and make sure they have a kvked

pace or kjckers to k'ave your lug

gt^ in whik- you skvp k-M yini

wish to wake and wvndei which

loummalc- w.dWLtl oil with youi

bekingings.

Take tfK" Hum v>i I'u- .ittd bike

and walk, instead erf re-nting a car

... unless you are a mwler of the

s^ndard irammiarion (a» I din

pioud to say I have become* and

think vou can drive with the gear

shift on the k-ll. on the k-ft si<k- erf

the toad. c«i lanc-s that are* five leei

wide but two ways, without hav-

ing a heart attack. Add ic> this that

your .American .mi.. m-ui.nKc is

useless oversees

However, if yv" ui.' ictii .• car

m I ur\>pe. and have a credit card

with iiKirc than a S2.500 limit,

call their intonnation line and ask

if ihc-y provide ilor Irex'i any kind

of travek-r's insurance or iravek*rs

auto insurance Master Cards and

lude WorkI Wide

\ui. -«. up to SSO.OOO

this will give you some peace

of mind, as wvll as save you

money on your rental IV not

Jrive in cilk-s. pcniod.

Whether vou drive, or walk,

inake sure- you have a good map.

Skmik- (.iiic's arc KttcT at mark

Where's
YOUR
Adventure?

Lite in Soufheast Asia is a mixture of goW

Mid dirt. Shining, tetewefed palaces sit aside

tBnvies ot crumbling bnck and stucca

Buddhu o( stone and jade pose pnwdhr m

dbigy dttas. Chinese and Hindu temples, Mu-

RrinM in brightness, are side-by-side with

On fhe opposite side of the vKorid. lay opposite places and peopto

T)iB oounW- of TlMiwd. M^ysia and S«B»Pore are defined in pirt

by »> fteh unM of wigion thai permeates ewfy place, from the

niait town to the largest of capital cities. For one month last sum-

meiilgottoexperiancethis. . ^ w^^i
Tad (Wwre beep « lanvles as they race 0)^ People kneel tn front of

mini ahrines on the side of congaslBd aty roads. Women wortunfl

McOonritf* wev Muslim headscarves that match Iheirunitonns.

amnlilion is »wy ol Ha No pointing you feet towards the Buddha

ml iMrineMM wMt lucky' m the nvne aie not uncommon.

nw aManoa ol netM and old. where the tilert skyscrapers

rteli* am •« olbael relcs survive, whore parties rage and people

tend to rice llalds. r» a (tee onihe other half of the wortd, a place

IMI urttQ I was lirtmlB enoufl^ to spend fli« morths in Horenca.

Wy. as Dirt ol the Sywaae lln»i««y study abroed program. I waa

iffwquivocaty tw best time of my Mb.

Eart aid aiay dB» I was aqjoaad to bea*M at aid achUBCture

by singly waMno doi« fte rt«t The tood was anawa the wine

was delctous «» people waa Irtaniyi aid the awmai wae be««M.

Beat ol al. h Wy; wiwytiino moi»ed a IWe stower mai does haa

ThaawMtiol only time to wijoy these things, but to saw them aa

wal I thWi•* aMiide is beet aawpilKl l»y Ihe kwe thaima*
iHMtortood.

Ui^oi*la»»i one ol my lawnte expartaicea. among many, was pa-

idMlng In a «aataMl INa oouraa, twaa hour dinnet Tha type o«

me* was as mudi ^loul aalno as II w« reladnQ aid atioying the

I^HBtfes of good food aid good company lite doaail gal much bet-

HrIw girt— aid Ite doesnl gel much beaa•» in Wy.

-AronlaMMi

lilt: sitcvis than othcTi. In the

LCHintrx talk to kxals and prepare-

ahead for "wandering" ta.k^.

"k>si'» lime

As with all crexlit card fflid

ATM usage, before- kaving home,

contact a representative at each

and have them note on your

auxHint when you will Ixr using

the card abixiad Otherwise, they

may assume tfie card stirfcn and

put a huU on it until they can con-

tact vou

lionl aswmc that taking

money from a foreign ATM
machine w\\\ cost you an ami and

a k"g. Check with your bwik ahoKl

o( tinK II costs k-ss for me lo lake

money from the Ulster Hank in

Ire-land with my small hometowTi-

bank card than it does to lake

money Irom the Fkxt ATM here

Massachusetts

Cards

7

^•Mercantile

IffTs Spring Clothing t^

Earrings

INCENSE

SALE

r lOl
icted

Ciothin q

2S-5

Selected i y

Chains

T T .

T T
,t't't,

T T T
'VriV

lapestnes

Hours iOam bpm Th-Fri 9pm Sunll-g

^Iwrst 11 E.PIe««antCiirriage Shops

Northamplon lOSMatn Si

J

The first few time* you travel.

11 is a good idea to keep a daily kig

of costs. This way the next time

yuu travel yvxi will have a better

idea of how much to bring and

how much you will spend it

vrill surprise you hcjw much it

costs and how you can save

money as well

Slay with the native* if you

s.an If you have a kmg k»t cousin

HI Krancv wnie ihem a k-tier and

ask to visit. Woukln t ycxi be excit

od to host your long k»t Fre-nch
^^

cousin at your home in refum?"'

Not cjnh. will it save ycxj money;

you will be embraced by tfie ver>

country and culture- you are- visit-

ing.

Never travel without a watch.

All indivkluals shoukl v»«ir a

watch so that you can split up and

do vour own thing and meet at the

appropriate time lX)n I

assume there will be ckxks

anjund — the Greeks, espcxial

ly live a skwver life and do not

care for time constraints.

Sleeping at airports is not as

scary as it sounds. Many other

people will be there in the same

situation.

Bring a book or two. especial-

Iv any literature that can

enhance your time, or re-move

vou completely for a few

moments fuMn vour third class

cabin

In ckising All journeys have

scvret dcstinatk)ns of which

the traveler is unaware."

(Martin Buber).

All journeys have secre-t costs

of which the traveler will soon

btvome aware-. Travel is an

investment."

jJ^B UniversUy/Productions#> andBdncerts v*^'
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.Ticket

. Studenty* 8'l"»«"

Doors! 7:00 PM

' ''';';;.'^ $8 for slllege Students

Unlimited $15 fo&ral Public

what is your next step?

Have you thought about graduate school at Northeastern?]

Our Advantog**:

Noftheastern University hos been top rooked by US

Newj & World Reporf for univer Jilie* thot integrate

cburootn learning wilfi reol-world experience

• Innovotive ond expanded Kholorship and finonciol

aid opportunities for full and porHiiT>e pfogroms

• Indoilry focused faculty with strong profesiional

connections.

• Ground breaking programs tfwt access Boston's top

businesses and cultural ofgoniiotions

NU offers o range of .nnovou.^ Ul and pari-fm, ma$fm> ond doctoral programs m oreos iuch as

^ Bioinformotics, Biot««hnology

^ Business, Accounting

^ Computer Science

^ Criminal Justice

^ Engineering, Informotion

Systems, Telecommunication

Systems Manogement

Most part-time masters programi are rolliryg admiiiions, so apply eaHyf

Register to oftend one of our groduate information sessions at our Boston ^^P"'
^"^Z"

°^'
our programs, how to apply, scholorship and financial aid informotion, meet Graduate School

Repfesenfatives ond take o tour of the campus

March 23, 2004s 6K)0|Hn - 7:30tMn

f Health ScieiKet , Pharmocy, Nursing,

School Counselii>g

Humanities A ScKial SciefKOS

^ Education, Journalism

^ Public Administration, Political Science

^ Physics, Chemistry

April 21, 2004J 6KK>pm - 7t30pm

For more information, a list of online

chat events, or to RSVP for an event:

Visit - v/wwr.grad.neu.edu

Call - 1.6ir.373.589<>

"^ Northeastern

Hifkn lurniiii) (tilli'i (ip»'iii|li».

WHERE*8
YOUR ^Adventure?

mSmMUi

THE
GROWING
TREND

I attended the Catholic University of Valparaiso in Valparaiso,

CMIe under the International Study Abroad Program at Butler

University. Valparaiso Is an old, historical coastal town an hour

wd a halt north of Santiago. It is half constructed on the plain

of the jagged coast and half built up on extensive hills. The

windy roads up in the hills are tilled with colorful houses,

Viennese coffee shops, old sailor bars,

and hidden hot spots.

Artists from all over the country flock to

this city, as It is the artistic mecca of

Chile. The nightlife ts ridiculously rowdy.

Valparaiso is a crowded industrial city,

however, so if you are looking to lay out

or surt on the beautiful beaches, they are

only minutes away in the h(vin city of Vina

del IMar Vina del Mar is the best beach

town in Chile. It is a bit more upscale and has less historical

roots, but the enormous sand dunes, beautiful parf«s, and horse-

back riding offers a less urban and congested experience The

work at the University is conducted solely In Spanish and you

art roquired to lake two advanced Spanish classes and three

ragular university classes

The Spanish in Chile is one of the hardest to learn in all of

Latin AflMhca Chileans use slang often and speak with an

accani wry unique to the area Chile is the wealthiest country in

Latm America and because of this, the experience in this coun-

try is drashcally different than that of other nations. I lived with

a Chilean host family for my enbre stay and this experience was

banafldal boyond words They were an amazing addition to my

wptitonce and I recommend having a family life if you were to

try mi learn another language Chile Is very easy to travel

«twd because the bus system is excellent and very cheap

Qofeig to Latin America « one of the most culturally rich and

«Nindar1ul axpehences a student can have, and I highly recom-

wno ill — lUchel SMtai

Not even six hours had passed after my flight touched down at

.J Alrpoft whan I had my first naar-death experience m

[ A motorcyclist, cfearty tnore concamed with getting to

jtion rather than worrying about the stupid American

I to walk into oncoming trafhc. nearty scattarad my limbs

I Cromwell Road It's no wonder one in scvan pedestrians

hit in London are Americans

BhI once you actuaiy bagin to look to

your nght hrst balora croa^ the ttraat.

and OTKe you get the hang of the first

•oor baing Ilia "ground Ikwr' and a ime

batog a "quaue." London bacomes a

It. friendly place to live

Tha London Nrtomship Program

I ma to tikt only hwo classes, and

__, J my taBOMi comrades and l ternhc

wvk agqiartances — as well as enough cul-

tural anparteflces to last a lifehme. I honestly couWnt tell you

one thing I learned m the insipid "World of Work" course I was

torcwl to slave through, but I could rattle off dozens of awesome

nights I had and plenty of wonderful people I met

Basically, if you're thinking about studying abroad for strictly a

graat academic experience, you're in it for the completely wrong

reason. _— AndyVogt

ABROAD from page S

up with foreign schools every

semester to make sure that

their respective student bod

ies take advantage of the once

in a lifetime opportunity.

And students at the

University of Massachusetts

are getting involved in the act

as well.

"There are over 700 stu-

dents that are currently

studying or who have studied

in a foreign country this aca-

demic year." said Carol

Lebold. a program director at

the International Programs

Office. "Some stay for a year

or short-term but most sta)

country."

Another English-speaking

nation though has sparked

the interest of a large number

of American students and

that is "the land down under,'

Australia.

"It has grown to tiecome a

national trend to go to

Australia and here we have

people always coming in and

asking about the options for

Australia." Lebold said.

However. Lebold encour-

ages students lo step out ol a

coniloriable element and try

studying in a country in a

place uncommon to

American tourists.

There are fantastic places

Come Vicrc am ImmigrAtioM AltirrMCV^ 5pCAk

Abovtt mtCTHAtioMAl »tuX>Cf%tf iituct:

forking in the Z4^Ucd ^totcs

^-1 And J^ t y\si^9

Qrccn ^flrds

the ZJl3cA /J««"o» cA^^

...and more.

DATE APWl 16 W)4

locArioN CMims asiiR. ruom i i

owCAVmSClNHIl 545-1^5

STUOfNT LIGM S(RVIC[S aflCI

.INMKSin Of M\SV\CHLISlTrS AT AMHIKSi

"There are oyer 700 studemts

THAT ARE CURREMTLY 8TUDYIMG OR

WHO HAVE STUDIED IN A FOREIGN

COUNTRY THIS ACADEMIC YEAR.**

J^BEOiiH:

Uir u scnioui

"A loi of our students go

directly through UMass; some

do external programs and

there arc faculty-led pro-

-ams as well."

Accordin)< to Lebold. there

is at least one UMass student

on every continent this

semester.

Bui what •» most popular?

It has been the countries

in the Western world that

have dominated the de<itina-

tions for American viudents

And its the Lngli^h->.peaking

nations taking in the most

students from the Slates.

"All countries in the

United Kingdom realU

iittraci our Ntudcnts." lebold

^jid 'Nui loo many people

have taken a second Ian

guagc. so il is a safe way to

go to school in a foreign

¥^WW.

dallucolleaLan.

with fantastic educational

experiences (that only a feNs

students are traveling to|

like, amongst others. Ghana.

Tanzania and Senegal."

Lebold said.

The biggest issue plaguing

the study abroad trend

though is the price tag on the

experience According to

Lebold. study abroad fees

and rising tuition has stilled

tnore students from captur

ing this glorious upportunitv

Hut through financial aid and

attempts to build scholar

ship* more programs are tr\

ing to lower their prices.

"It is reall> lough with all

the fees but it's possible to

have the experience of a lilc

time on any budget." Lebold

>uid "It all depends on the

place you choose for your

journey."

a
2004

?lim!LlYE
ioociTiijMtTATtJ

Arc you a Rral World
lanatu>Kralit> Bar (>a»l

Milh (^ral ami l>avid from
The Inferno (hallcr»g«

t.uiiic l*artv Hiih The lulermi 1.jsi luembm.

arid c»»nn|Ktc in aitual lnl<rnot h.illcnjtCN!

Thursday, April 15th
18 Plus College Night

kwhWT Mldl>l«kl HtHtlllHf*M

HIPPODROME
L...

I

I, IV,- NM ',1 I

*•»

S^^5^c>55^I?2X^

com.

ihvrrfi Hill
The Harp

"lOth Hole" at

Cherry Hill

ARE
YOL

TMC
SCENE

\inhiisi I ,\ser

lViau>o

c^L^ Skin C<\ie ( iniii

\ou an* worth it

Laser Hair f^emoval

Both lulen and Wo(n«o

Any Area o» the Body

Bikini • Face " Chm • Lip ' Underarm * Leg " Bach

Facials. Massages. & Mtcrodermabrasion

Ia-mt InMinu-ni a»Ail,<l.l. l»i m nv •>ii>l !•»• i^l n<iii->

Call Now tof a ttfifi '"'''a' physician consultation

Student DImcountB available

with a valid Studant I.O.

Amherst Laser and SKin Care Center

Bob Weitzman K^D Medical Director

196 N(»TH PLEASANT STREET - SUITE 1

1

AMHERST. MA 01002 413-253-2214 - FAX 413-253-2216

www amherstlaser com

Have teamed

UP to present

the...

^^ 'Hao^rp

Friday Student Speciall

J I voc!

9 Holes with food from the grill

and DRAFT BEER or SODA

City Ballet

-4 April 20

' -^

Miami City Ballet is an acknowledged force

in the International dance directed by

legendary dancer Edward Villella. In

recognition and celebration of the 1 00th

Anniversary of George Balanchines birth,

the company performs an all

Balanchine/Stravinsky program featuring

three seminal ballets; Violin Concerto.

Apollo, and Symphony in Three

Movements.

Friday, April 30

Tonhslle Orchestra Zuricti

All Bratims Concert
Concert Hall

at 7:30p.m.

Tl IF. FINF, AKTS (TNTFR

li|:|V|.|-'MIV'>IM\.-\< III' -I 1
!• \Mllli; !

For tickets; 545-2511 Of

1-800-999-UMAS

wwA/.tinear'-ocentercom

$15.00

per person-

Noon-6pm

every Friday

($20.00 per

person with

cart)

"A Course For

Everyone'.9*

No tee time

necessary

* Just North of UMass

Campus on Route 63-

Montague Road

Call 256-4071

or 548-6900

for information

f

$1.00 OFF 9 Holes

with Student I D any day

any time

(1 coupon per person,

not combineable)

$2.00 OFF 18 Holes

with Student I D any day

any time

(1 coupon per person,

not combineable)

•
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f 'Eve' has a wicked good time at a Boston Red Sox game
^^ . . J :_.-:_ .u:. Uaiiu-u^ unthinil sex. will

Q: I have bMit «Mlng this guy tor a t«w

months now, and my feelings are grow-

ing stronger the more we see each other

He said from the beginning that he

doosni want a committed relation-

ship, and I understood. But now I

am starting to want more, and

he hasn't changed his deci-

sion. Why doesn't he want to

commit?

-G.B.

A: Not ready tor a commit-

ment in guy language means: I

don't want to commit until I

find ttie girl I want to commit

to. It's not that difficult He

obviously does not appreciate

you enough to be your boyfriend,

and therefore is not worth your time

Try not to see him as often, and start dat-

ing other guys. See how he reacts when he

realizes that you have suddenly slipped

away.

Q: I am a rMily shy guy wtien it comes to

girts. I am never boM enough to ask thwn

out, but somehow I end up In relationships. I

am single now, and there Is one girl who

has oocupted my attention recently.

What can a shy guy lilie me do to

get the girt? -J.L

A: Every female would be inwed-

ibly flattered to be pursued by

someone. It doesn't matter if

you are out of her league, a

lesser person, or unlikable.

Whoever you may be. just know

ttiat pursuit IS one of the main

characteristics women crave for

tn mef) Go to her, talk nicely to

her, ask her out, and take her out. If

she says no, try again. I believe if you

try hard enough, you can have anything

Of anyone if you set your mind to it Just get

a little more gutsy and you should try to gel

over the shyness because you might miss out

on tomdhing wonderful

Original Sin

Eve

must

myself

accept,

ihuugh

i believe I am at a

poini where I can

admit an unspoken

truth. An embar-

rassing truth that

girls like

cannut

It seems a.s

I am only

attracted to arro-

gant jerks. .And I

think 1 kTH)W wh>

I respect a guy with conlidencc sex

appeal. arKi a hard edge. One with

ambition and overuhelming amounts

ol passion And more specifically, guys

who are quite similar to me in spirit . .

.

but better

But these challenging types always

have similar (laws. And these flaws

always seem to be the eixi-all in most

of my relationships

My high M-hool swc-etheart N^as

exactly what I had hoped for in a guy,

minus the Haws He wa.s perltxt

And he knes» it. He fell for me from

our vers lirM encounter. itrH) vm.>ii me

over with his intense pursuit. He stud-

ied m> every move, my every expres-

sion, and catered to my needs. TWo

years later, I moved off to colkfge and

wc said our goodbyes. And as our last

anticipated moment together came to

an end. he said; "One day you will see

that no guy will ever love you like I

do." And live years later, I must admit

that he was right... until now.

I call my new pursuer "The

Gambler". His decisions in life are

strictly bu.sed on chance. And in a way,

his insatiabk need for the thrill is quite

invigorating to anyone around him.

Myself ii\cluded.

The only probk'm with the gambler

is that he caiuiot stop when he is k)8-

ing. He just keeps playing his cards

until he beats the house. And I am
beginning to feel as though I have

beconw the house. We ntet by chaiKe.

and continued meeting for months.

S(.HiK-how. we have established specific

avies in our friendship that seem to

resembk- m> relationship with my high

si.hv>i>l swcvihiari And somehow we

maintain this liaison without sex, with-

out commitment, and without my

interest whatsoever The Gambler took

me to a Red Sox game last weekend

and confessed his love. He then took

me for dinner, drinks, and offered me

tkkets to next week's game.

He was and still is absolutely relent-

k»s. 1 used to always compare my

boyfriends to my okl sweetheart. No

one was ever as perlect, until I met The

Gambkrr Most girls would dieam of

guys like this. Why dont I? What is it

about caring, sweet, and kjyal guys

that turn me olT recently? I wish I

knew. Maybe it wouW be too easy

Maybe he is lacking something I want.

Or maybe my taste in guys has simply

lunied sour.

Elf is pen name for a low guru

unending UMuss who knows the ins

and outs ofe\ery relationship You can

us* Eve for ad\vx by emailing her at

eve^originalsin(gyahoo.iom.
'Original Sin with tvf " ru/is e\vry

Thursday m The Massuchuseits Daily

CoUeffan.

^s time to write

for Arts & Living ...

it* 5 pretty chill

Rent 0"

olOuts
• Cars

• Passenger Vans

• Trucks

POHEiU

• 0lrtetBillii>8<i

Inenacs Compaaies

• FrtaL«aiNfeU»

• Locally OMMd led OperaM

at North Amherst Motors
Cotllvoii Rtpiir Citm

1 \„-mm *m to«* —<»« id «iM

r D F AT R^^sons to use UHS
VJ l\LM I Eye Care Services^

j^—

s

(1
Savings ort routine eye exams for

students at UMass

2 A great place to get contact lenses

^'i\ »rwpr sample start up contact lens solutions

Same day replacement of dispo5at>le

\^ *
contact lenses, in many cases

: c , Contact lenses mailed directly to your

V_ .

*" home or office

/ - FREE eyeglass adjustments and one year

Ky^.^ warranty on frames

/"lOPERCEHT

SPECIAL OFFER: / STTJ^'i^

m
tH. CO

DIrtctoe, um Cyt Cart S»rv*<«

I invite you . t,nn<,t be co»nbin«<J with

to ui* the , otber insurance dncountt

Eye Care \

Services' ' For appointnrients or

questions, call 577 5244

UHS EYE URE SERVICES

Red Dull

Get Up Kids feeUheJGuilt;

FUN, EXCITING AND
EXHILARATING NOW

QUALIFIES AS A
JOB DESCRIPTION.

Bright? Outgoing? Kncrgctic? Perfect. How

about using your talents to help spread the word

about Red Bull?

We're looking for personable and highly motivated

people to join the Western Massachusetts Red Bull

Mobile Energy Team. Your part-time job will be to

hit the streets delivering energy wherever it's needed.

At work, at school, at the gym, on the road, you'll

go anywhere and evei^ where in search of people

who might be tired and in need of energy.

A couple of rules. You should be at least 1 8, have

a gt)od driving record and be able to work flexible

hours, including weekends and the occasional

evening. But most importantly, you should be

charming and motivated.

If this sounds like fun, you can apply on-line at

www.recruit.redbullrnet.com.

Trading in the »k>w >

with (a*l paeed punk ritts.

„ed. *co«.ik K^kioK Ih... .V - -led their Um release "On . WW." the Cnrt Up Kid.' "Guilt Show" U packed

By Da\ ID PtssAH
l»Hlll.l*H >TAH

song form before it become*

tedious aiKi tired'

Thi* i< the ti'iiuinji "'! '•'<

How many songs can you froniman of The Cict tp Kk1!».

write about teenage lo%e gone Matthess Prvur jppiar^ lo he

awry? How many different ways facing on their newest relet-o

can you recoiulruct the dclaiK of "Cuifl Show."

how' he/she broke your heart in It »cefTi- .h,, p,v...

comeduiHis
HUKELAU
413-593-5222
705 Metnorial Dnve in Chicopee

Host of Comedy

Central's "Insomniac"!

DAVE
AHELL
kpmm
Fyrim>n$to1B£Ts

"Come Vmi' tni

CMtif in tfw ffiovw

fridtyAftirNwr

RICKEY

SMILEY10
Day-Oajf'iifttfflOMS

"FrKtoy After Hex!'

indlwtFridjy"

MIKE
EPPS

ed more of Ins •ongwriting ener-

gy toward his lighter, more

acoustic side project, the New
Amsierdams. Larlier this year he

released "Worse for the

Wear" under the ne\*

Kcr While "Cuili

;: .V idlier!. with

abstract themes and

wordplay. "Worse for the

\Kear" is filled with con

^i.piuHi ^K'Tv lines and

ii'iKi-t Nimj."" that eon- "

\e> direct meanings It is not

impossible to believe Pryor has

lust spread himself loo thin, and

are no new ways to write

,t the vame heartbreak over

.ind over again.

This "Guilt Show' seems lo

be a showcase for others guilt

more so than Pryor's. Song siKh

ds the fast-paced "Wouldn't

Believe It" are rife with the bit-

lemess that comes along with a

lover's inhdelity As the chorus

..loses and Pryor screams, "well. I

Jont believe it loo!" it echoes

with the mournful sarcasm some

one feels v^hen they find out

ihev'vc been duped by someone

they have strong feelings toward.

Throughout much of the album.

Pryor portrays himself as the

consistent victim with a good

heart that continues to get bro-

ken by those he becomes close

to. He goes so far as to yell "I'm

a good soul, martyr me" on the

excellent track of the same

name.

Prvor does confess some inner

feelings of his own guilt once —
resulting in the heartfelt, very

apologetic, but also bitter "Dark

Night of the Soul." Over the

The Get Up

Kids

'GuiltShow'

mm

yy\

ENERGY DRINK

vA M HMa^^ A.nh^tsl . UMMA a. Ml. Molyofc* Coll.>9» . Al U.u... a« Sn.ilh (.oll«-ye

.,i,.t \Uf I IMa»s Arts Count il p.ourtly pf ei<M«;

'
Vv/// V ?^^e all ;list

eel/ kcilPcihsc
/\ BKAMD NEW

AZHAR USAAAN CO/v\EC>Y SHOW.'

Saturday, April 1 7 2004
8:00 pm
UMass Amherst
Fine Arts Center
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tracks airy iniro background that

kicks into full-on riffs, the singer

confesses his inner guilt about

brooding over the breakup and

the thing- ^•- 'i*^'

the per- i

Pryor conicsses

feels like 'a monster

with a mind of its own,

a beast that poised to

strike." We can feel his

sorrowful confession as

he sings "redemption is

a bitch to end on."

Musically, besides a few

experimental mishaps like the off

killer "Conversation." "Guilt

Show" shines. Trading hi the

sk)wer. distorted, acoustic back-

ing that dominated their last

release "On a Wire." "Show" is

packed with fast paced punk

riffs that show the continual

growth of |im Suptic and Robert

Pope as excellent guitarists.

"Guilt Show" is a musical

portrait of a band maturing. The

lyrics may be too abstract and

complex for the previous teenage

fan base. That's what happens as

you get older though, life

becomes more complicated then

when you're 17 and all that mat-

ters is that you and your girl-

friend/boyfriend are having

problems. It seems as we grow,

there are more and more things

in life that have potential to hurt.

As "Is There a Way Out" winds

down, and Pryor sings the final

line "is there a safe route, im all

for it." We can't help but agree.

It seems though, until Pryor

finds that road, hell have some-

thing to write about even if his

fan base changes along with him.
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19 MONTAGUE RD.

North Amherst

Patriots' Belichick is no stranger to

wheeling and dealing prior to NFL draft
FOXBORO, Mass. — Bill

Belichick has never been

afraid to trade his draft picks.

In the 2002 NFL draft, the

New England coach moved up

1 1 spots to take tight end

Daniel Graham from

Colorado.

The Patriots went into last

year's draft with 1 3 picks and

made six trades, looking to

2004 rather than spend them

all in a draft that was general

ly considered weak.

As the draft nears,

Belichick is again willing to

play the role of dealniaker. He
told reporters yesterday that

he would listen to any and all

offers involving his team's

nine selections in next week-

end's draft.

"You pretty much talk to

everybody." he said.

Belichick said the phones

in his office have already been

ringing steadily wiih inquiries

from other teams interested in

his two first-round picks —
the 2Ist and 52nd overall

The defending Super Bowl

champions are the only team

with two first-round selec-

tions.

"A lot of the teams that are

ahead of us have talked to us

about it," he said in a predraft

news conference at Gillette

Stadium.

"And we also have two

picks in the second round as

well, so a lot of teams have

talked to us about moving

back in exchange lor multiple

picks."

But Belichick isn't making

any deals just yet.

"I think those are all going

to be draft-day decisions." he

said.

He dismis-cd published

reports that had the Patriots

swapping their two first-round

picks, along with a .second-

and a fourth-rounder to

Detriot for the Lions' No. 6

pick and a fourth-round selec-

tion

Belichick said most draft-

day trades are made with spe

cilic players in mind, and that

it makes sense to pre-arrange

the deal with potential suitors.

"You onlv have 1 5 minutes

on the clock, so you don't

want to be dialing around the

league," he said. "It's a lot bet-

ter to get that set up ahead of

time. You just don't have time

to carry on 31 conversations."

Belichick offered no

specifics about the Patriots

intentions. He said there wa>

solid depth in the draft lor

running backs and wide

receivers, two of his team's

needs.

The early rounds should

also contain some offensive

linemen and athletic outside

linebackers worth con.sider

ing. Belichick said

With two Super Bowl titles

in the past three years, there

isn't a great sense of urgency

to make a big splash with this

draft.

"We can and have played

with what we have." Belichick

said. "We've got a chance to

improve that, and we'll evalu-

ate that and see what we can

do. If we don't, then we've got

guys who have won quite a

few games lor us."

Associated Press

Tiger in search of lost game
By Tim Dahlberg
Ass<x.lATEL) Press

Tiger Woods is deep inside

Fort Bragg this week, wearing a

camouflage uniform and doing

the kind of things Green Berets

do. The cover story is that he

flew down on his private jet to

see what military life is all about.

The real truth is, Tiger's on a

secret mission. Somewhere in

the woods in North Carolina, he

and the Special Forces are out

trying to find his golf game.

As good as the Green Berets

are. it won't be easy.

It doesn't help that Woods
won't even admit its missing.

Another in a string of disap-

pointing majors ended early on

Sunday for Woods, long before

the cheers echoed from Amen
Comer as Phil Mickelson and

Ernie Els put on the kind of spec-

tacular back-nine show that once

belonged only to Woods.

If you're counting — and in

golf that's usually a good way to

keep score — Woods is now win-

less in seven straight majors.

Worse yet. he hasn't even been a

factor in the final round of live of

them.

He's got a long way to go to

rival Mickelson's oh-for-42

streak in the majors, but the

tournaments are beginning to

add up.

So, too. are the questions.

The player v,ho once intimi-

dated his fellow competitors sim-

ply by showing up on the first tec

seems gone, replaced by a befud-

dled twin who goes about his

work with an exasperated look

on his lace as putts race past the

hole and drives go increasingly

jwry.

there are whispers about

llaws in his swing, his conviction

to golf, and his orwe all-ccmsum

mg desire to win.

Things have gotten so b«d

that Woods vomited after the

llrsi hole Sunday, though he later

claimed it was because ol a bad

sandwich, not a bad putt.

Through it all. Woods keeps

repeating the same mantra to

inquiring writers, as il he needs

to believe it himself.

The numbers may say other-

wise, but WlkkIs insists he's not

in a slump.

"It's different for me versus

any other player." he said last

week. "Some other player has a

bad week, misses the cut, it's no

big deal, slips through the radar

Whereas if I shoot one bad

round, it's a liitle bit different I

think it's just expectation levels
"

Perhaps it is. Golf fans were eas-

ily spoiled by Woods, who car

ries the burden of having to com

pete against his own past sue

cess.

Woods will likely never win

four straight majors again, and

may never match a record he

once seemed destined to smash

— jack Nicklaus' 18 major

championship wins.

He's got three green jackets

from Augusta National, but the

10 that Nicklaus once predicted

of him?
No way.

It's not because the other

players are becoming more like

Woods, but because he is becom

ing more like them The gap has

closed, but it took Woods com

ing back to the field to do it

Woods is still the greatest

player of his time, but all of a

sudden it's not automatic that

hell be the best player ever as

most assumed when he won
seven of 1 1 major champi-

onships and 23 of 59 tourna

ments during a three-year

stretch on the PGA Tour.

Woods remains in denial,

insisting after almost every

round that if a few putts just go

his way he'll be just line Others

wonder why he remains so stub

born about solving his own
swing problems rather than rec

onciling with his former

instructor Butch Harmon.

"Tiger is his own man He
knows what he wants to do,'

Harmon said earlier this year

"He knows that if he wanted my
help, I'd always give it to him.

He's smart enough to figure it

out. He knows exactly whai he's

doing He's just in a little bit of

a down period
'

Woods might be right, up to

a point When he was winning

every tournament he entered, ii

seemed as if there wasn't a 10

footer he didn't make
Hut now he also makes big

numbers a routine part of every

round, which was never the

case a few years ago At the

Vlasters, he actuallv hit more

greens and fairways than run

ner-up Els. vet finishid U'

strokes behind him

The difference wa- itui I i>

made two eagles and no double

bogeys, while Woods didn't

have an eagle and made three

doubles

"It's not like I'm nut uyiiij;

out there." Woods said

WikkI* might be encouraged

to know that Nicklaus w»» tn a

strikingly similar slump abnui

the same time in his career

Barry Bonds follows through after h.tt.ng his 66 Ut career kimerun oH of Milwaukee riuhthandcr Ben E..rd Tuesday n.ght a. SBC Park.

Bonds won't look past 661
(from page 16

and set the single-season home

run record with 73 in 2001, but

he may never consider his career

complete without a World Series

ring. He fell six outs short of the

title in 2002 and came back the

next spring proclaiming his deter-

mination to give the Giants

another chance to win it all.

He reiterated that sentiment

Monday after splashing home run

No. 660 into McCovey Cove to

tic Mays. His solo shot Tuesday

landed in nearly the same place

— and was recovered by the same

fan — in the water over the right

-

field fence.

"A championship. Thais ii.'

Bonds said. "I don't have any per-

sonal goals."

Someone asked Bonds if he

believes he now has room to offer

Mays a pointer or two.

Mays quickly piped in before

Bonds could speak.

"That's kind of taboo, man."

the Hall of Earner said.

"No," Bonds said emphatical

ly, giving his answer with a quick

glance at his godfather.

Yet only an inning before

Bonds' Monday blast, he pulled

catcher A. I. Pierzynski aside for a

short pep talk.

"He told me not to worry that

I'd been struggling, that there

was a reason 1 was balling behind

him," Pierzynski recalled. "It was

an all-time moment."

During this special 29 1/2

hour span, many San Francisco

fans forgot about the steroid

scandal surrounding their star

slugger and focused instead on

his marvelous milestone.

Bonds' teammates have shown

their support since the questions

began to surface this olfseason

about whether Bonds got a boost

from banned substances. He has

repeatedly denied steroid use.

"Whenever someone or some-

thing is on top. somebody wants

lo bring it down lor their own

notoriety," Giants oullielder

Dustan Mohr said. "You're not

going to bring down baseball. It's

the best game on earth. Guys

should get more credit lor the

work they do in the offsea.son

rather than someone accusing

them of taking shortcuts. Fans

only see us from 7 to 10 p ni."

Mavs has refused to speak

about the steroid controversy.

He's more interested in getting

Bcmds to shed his prickly person-

ality and become more fan friend

Iv late in his career

Mays didn't hit his 6b0th

homer until he was in the twilight

of his career at 42 and 5 months

— on .Aug. 17, 1973. Since he

retired after that season, many

players who were tagged with the

title of being the next W illie Mays

have fallen woefully short.

"I still think he's the greatest

baseball player of all time, bot-

tom line." Bonds said. "They

were saying my dad was the next

Willie Mays, they just got the

name wrong, from Bobby lo

Barry."

Everybody's curious just how

long it v^ili be before Bonds

decides he's done.

"I have a little bit ol a

timetable, and when I reach that

timetable, that's it. It's over," said

Bonds, who has expressed his

plans to play out his contract,

which nms ilirmiyh ihe 2lX)6 sea

son.

Bonds wiis asked ll he d

thought about where he ranks

.imong the best athletes ever, not

lusl the baseball greats.

"EveryofKs era is different,"

he said. "There are going to be

great baseball players in every

era. So. as long as you're proud of

the achievements in your career,

that's all thai niatlcrs If someone

ever hits 73 home runs. Ill be

there for them."

Where are YOU living

next semester?

wm£m.j\o.
ZS p pi«»ii.ii i; iKMtv 256 0733

CHECK OUT

<PuFFTON Village!
Excellent location... 1/2 mile from UMass

Spacious Apartment$--1,2 and 3 Bedroom

Townhouses

All rents include heat, hot water and cooking gas

On site laundry, off street parking.

Basketball and Tennis courts.

1040 N Plca«»ni S« #410

AmhffM. MA 01002

411 S49 0I4S

www.pufftonvlllage.iom

BISHOPS LOUNGE

MULINO'S '

„ Trattoria

rMVF.RSITVOF
MASSACHl SETTS AMHERST

SUMMER POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

40-A

FEED YOUR HEAD.

BRING YOUR I.D. & DINL EROM OUR SPECIAL

STUDENT MENU EVERY TUESDAY & WEDNESD.\Y

music: 7 NIGHTS A Wll K IN FHl: LOUNGb

41 STRONG AVENUE, NORTHAMPTON
BRASSERIt 40-A RESERVATIONS 4M.Sl^5-9^0»

MUI.INO'S TRAfTORIA RtSKRVATIONS 4H. 586.8900

lOR MINliS ^ INIORMAIION VISIT WWW.Ml'I INOS.C.OM

UNIVERSITY HELPLINE
The Dean of Students Office is looking toi responsible, highly

inoiivatcd students to stafla telephone line designed to provide help to current and prospective

undergraduate students and their families. Wc are seeking students who arc positive, energetic.

have excellent communication skills, and enjoy working in a team environment Stall will be

trained in all aspects of Bursar. Financial Aid. and Housing Assignment policies and procedures

Both Work Study and Non-Work Study positions arc available. \ou must be presently enrolled

and in good standing.

June 7, 2004 - September 3, 2004

Starting Salary $7.00/hr

Applications are available at the Dean of Students Ottice, 227 Whitmore Building and are due back

by April 23 2004. Questions? Contact Assistant Dean Paul Vasconcellos at

545-2684
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Boxer Gamache crying foul

after devastating knockout
By MkHAEI VlKTANEN

.^ss(x LATEii Press

. s UH»k ihe loM in pu»e mo «her MMTenJcring »ix nin» on five hit*.

Minutemen earn split

ALBANY, N.Y. - Four years after the knockout

that ended his career, ex-champ |oey Gamache has a

nephew boxing professionally, a new attorney and

another lawsuit claiming fraud at his final weigh-in.

The 37-ycar-old also has neurok>gical damage and

headaches still from the brutal two- round KO by a

larger man. said attorney Michael Coyle. Gamache has

been doing some work as a boxing trainer and promot-

er but said the migraines stop him and he takes med-

ications.

"I'm always optimistic in the sense that's the way I

grew up." Gamache said Wednesday "If I'm not feel-

ing good or suffering, if I'm having problems. I keep

things to myself."

The problems are public in federal court in

Manlujttan, where the latest lawsuit named boxer

Arturo Gatti. his manager Patrick Lynch, promoters

Tup Rank and Main Events, former Ne\* York State

Athletic Commission executive director .Anthony

Russo and ex-chainnan Melville Southard )r. The suit

claims they all knew Gatti was overweight but made

Nure the light went ahead.

"loey's prolessional career as a tighter wa,-* ended

by what, as tar as liii concerned, was a total fraud on

the pan of Gatti, his people, the prcmoiers and the

athletic commission." Coyle said.

Known for winning a $4.4 million jury awani in

I'Wb for Kevin Rooney after the trainer was fired by

hea\ !.^veigh( Mike Tyson. Coyle took over Gamache "s

.ase in l>xeniber

The defendants have denied any wrongdoing, say-

ing Gatti reached the 14 1 pound contract limit and

has been pnjne to gaining several pounds between

weigh-ins and boxing matches the next day. The »ute

invpt- ' ijjreed in a report last year.

Ill, > 1 million was filed on the

lour-ycar anniversary ot ttie Feb. 26. 2000, HBO-tde-

viscd fight A $5.5 million sun agairoi the conunission

tiled two yean i^ is pendir^ in the state Court of

Claims.

The suits allege Russo let Gatti step off the scale

even as the needle went all the way up. and then

ignored cumplainw b> Ganvache's handlers Less than

24 houre later, HBO unofficially weighed the boxers

pin and Gatti came in ai 160 pounds, while

Gamache wc^M >-*^

BASEBALL from page 16

seven hits and three run*,

walked one and it tuck out

it losing effon.

The Huskies opened the

IIcxkJ gates early in the latter

contest, as Hourigan began the

onslaught with a bases loaded

RBI single to right Held that

STA Trove 's iniLUiEi

Ba/boP /ummer

>m a
> This ain'C your parencs' summer vacation.C uoup parencs sumrn

if. ir4
Europe
The totol crip:

1 7 councries....l1 days
• V 'yrto ^onttv

$1,355
wucorll-dayKxr

TMttiMUS (tmUI tr««iNY

»fiu/trQliQ(ond.

Oz GMplorer:
Sydney CO Cairns ^^y

. 07 f«rien»nc« Ccoo*^ $1 259

'^'«ri S||«niv <^ '''»^"*

•or f r-ovel jp to 12 fTWftfhs

TRAVtlDAnS framlll frtm NY

A;.- 01 Ju.i19 $1.K9 S' WS

»fldventure

Spacial Student Akit%:

Po'-is «3I6 9^
AmscafxJom .t3t5 »S27

ChaapStMpa:

Rail:

ran FlMlpMi no 4a«i « 2 imcM. .MB
jiiHiii - '-})-'

made the score 10. Tokari and

Maler then followed with back-

lo-back two-run singles before

Donovan ripped a line drive to

left to plate the Huskies sixth

run and cha^<" Hi^ ki^ frum the

contest

The .Mmuuincn ^in-'cd the

gap in the fourth, as Szado

drove in Aihas and Curreri

with a single ihrough the right

side that made it 6-2 in favor of

UConn.
Connecticut did not let up.

however, as the Huskies tacked

on two more runs in the Tifth

and one in the sixth to push

their lead to «» 2 before quelling

UMass rallies in the sixth and

seventh innings to seal the vic-

tory.

Game one was a scoreless

affair until the fourth inning,

when Stojanowski drove in

Reynolds with a two-out single

that gave UMass a t-0 lead.

The Maroon and White

capped its scoring in the fifth

as Athas drove a one-out single

up the middle tu score fresh-

man second baseman Anthony

Santos and sophomore left-

fielder Bill Rankin and increase

UMass' lead to 5-0.

(ond n«u; Z«olcind)

ESSENTIALS

Spacial Studant Airfare: |

^ jjr .,r oa

AucKlond 1315 IW7

Sydrwy .. . 1315 ..»527

Hrflalbourn* 1315 $^
Chaap Slaapt:

AiKktona '.wc^ eockpodiv^ tttMi^
|

•y«nav «(*• uc >•«•<- ._ .tWr^Xt*

.«»»*«

Catnw QiMgontHoMinnarc IMh i|]Ii

Free Peoptc top

Best oP Peru"
9daysoPJncofii ^ „. .

,,„.ro.^c mochuPichu

.,-,«iOr Trwl» a **^ *l,j;jJ

r'o- ; r-ipT* (i«3 Che

TRAWUDHnS fromlA from NY

An 01 .M30 S-.,l*0 $'«
J; V Ahq'5 $'72', $1,B80

Special Studant Airfara:

Agf • Jun Jur-OcI

Son Jose »315 IS27

BangKok._ 1315 $527

Cape Town $315 $627

Cheap Sleepe:

S«n J«M PongM MoaMi .

•ngkeli vungea Heul

.

Cap* Town Aitnnci laOyt-

(•nti««o LoCanRoio

\SHtDtM I

:i

bacli slit capris

|.Vil ^>i«f'(> *'f.S ^

imsm mmKA*v.

BOOK YOUR
TRIP NOW!

Rooni 224 Compus Cencer Woy
1 Compus CeriC«r Woy
Univpr^icy oP Mos»ochu««CC8

(413) 256.1261

onLine - on the PHone on cpmpu/ - on the /TReer

www.statravel.conn^

Steve Madden heet

in pink and black

•No human being puts on 10 pounds of mijscle

overnight. It's suppcwed to be a lair light, and thats

not a fair fight. ' said Coyle. ffe has the weigh-in video-

tape, he said.

Gatti, who now holds a world title at junior welter-

weight, has said his weight was questionc-d only

because the fight was a blowout. -11 1 had beat him up

for five or six rounds, then nobody would have said

anything," he said.
..ur-i'

Lynch has questioned the accuracy of the HBUs

unofficial second weigh in on light night at Madison

Square Garden, saying it was a baihaxjm scaW on an

uneven floor.

A spokesman for the athletic commission, which

Russo left later in 2000. dcvlined to comment on

pending litigation

The state attorney generals oflice is defending the

commission in the Court of Claims and denied alle^-

tions d negligence and fraud, saying tlial Gamaclw

knew the nsks in boxing, and any injuries were caused

by his own conduct or cuhers for whom the commis-

sion is not responsibk;.

Gamache was knocked down twice m tl»e lirst

rouiKl and out in the second.

The Manhattan district attomes's oflice kx)kcd into

alk'gations of athletic commi.ssioii iN> SAC) wrong-

doing and turned lindings over to the state inspector

generals office lOSlGl. which issued its report last

year.

The inspe«.tor general found "no reason to con

elude that whatever evc-nts occurred at the weigh-in or

thereafter were the rrsult of any NYSAC offK-ial's

improper conduct NN SAC idd OSIG that there h^

been no lawsuit fik."d or action rc-quested by anyone

imuKed in that bout

"

Gamaches lomier attorney announced publicly

weeks after the fight they were making a claim against

the commission and woukJ sue.

The inspector general also noted that Gamaches han-

dkrs had rejected an advance offer for a same-day

weigh-in.

Same dio weigh-ins are considered riduer because

of bwer drftydiation. Coyle said. Gwnache himself

was snuggling to get under 141 pounds. The ex-ba«r

said that's it:ally the issue.

-Who couklnt haw admiration for a guy like kx

Gatti who fights his heart out He's a warrior.'

Gamache said "But if I had to make weight, he shouU

have had to make we^i.'

April showers...

The Ma-ssathusetts softhall team's home contest with C<wnecticut was p.>stpi.ned vcsterday for a sec-

ond ctmsecutivc aftenvxin due to p.x>r field conditions at the UMass Softball Complex. The Minutewomen

hope to return to action this afternoon, as they are scheduled to U^t Bostiw C i.llesi »l 4 p.m.

(The i+lnsSiUl)U5Ctts Dnili> CoUrginn

Now Hiring Advertising

Acccount bxecutives

Call 545-3500 or stop by our office,

room 113 in the

Campus Center Basement, with your

resume for more information.

downtown Amherst
Welcome to Apply
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f NEIGHBORHOOD
I ^1^ 1'he Valley's Quide to Apaitments, Shots, and Living

m^h,
College Street

APARTMENTS

Where are YOU living

next semester]?

CHECK OUT

N()vv...The lifestyle you've been waiting for...

l.uxiir\ two and three bedroom apartments in Amherst

9uFFT0N Village!

Excellent location...l/2 mile from UMass

Spacious Apartments--1,2 and 3 Bedroom

Townhouses

All rents include heat, hot water and cooking gas

On site laundry, off street parking.

Basketball and Tennis courts.

1040 N. Pleasant St. #410

Amherst, MA 01002

413'549'0145

www.pufftonvillage.com

Amenities Include:

•Minutes to (vaiiipus

•On l*VTA Bus Route

•On Site day care center

•Vict()r> (Jardens

•Tennis(>()urts

•Basketball (Courts

•Laundrv Room

We Offer:

•Waslier/l)r\er 1 l()(>kups

•Air (conditioning

•FulK Applianced Kitchens,

dishwashers, disposals

•Intercom (l^ntry) System

•Professional On Site

Management

•I leat & 1 lot Water Included ^24 I lour Maintenance

•Wall to Wall ( >arpet •Securit\

Reduced Move in Costs, (vail Now 2S3-7377

Now Leasing for Suninicr

See us at Apartments.com

MillValley@att^lobal.net

420 Ri\cr^ladc Drive. Amherst

Just oil Rt. M. lake West St. (Rt. lifts) to Ivast Madle> Rd.

lake birst Kelt onto River^lade Drive.
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I Now Leasing FOR Summer S Fall! '

hi'

W^ <^« ^^^K Ft L. <I> ^"^^ F E
a& RivGW HOAO. Sur^&Rl-ANO. MA O la^S^

00»-3©^0/FAX- -:» I 3-00!>-3»00

mJOARI.OAT_ft»TAt»«®ASI»»N»OUMt fc COM

IS A-f' WWW SUOARt.OArCSTATE» COM

4.T & HOT WATER.IMIC AND IXTtNDlD CABll

E^FVS IN SeL-EGTElD STYi-e:s

ALL EXTRAS INCLUDED (HIGH SPEED INTERNET AND BASIC AND EXTENDED CABLE)

eAl I . BA^<eTBAL-i» F»K:NIG ARCAS

ROM UMASS On free OUSUI

Goind on
. 'JG9 NOW!!!

*» III III C> II ^

rvrw^ jipv»»«»*?

Aspen CIm^&

#t ACCI^S fit Cable,

r#.r ^-Itf-ctnc & centxal AC)

InierriCT Access, Ba^ic Pixont^ & C^ibLe)

,tOQlolO«y,M04

1 live with three guys and I still have my
own bathroom because there are two!"

AlTtNTtON

LPlNECOMMONSj

I Mtftofyi 2004

I really like the gym and there is a

playground, which is nice."

THE

BOULDERS
r «

K^

AFFORDABLE RENT IN

NORTHAMPTON!
•I, 2, 3, 4'Bedroom townhousn

•Sptdousl Bright! WIndom gakMl

•All kitchen appliances

HIMMr/iiryiBf hookups and on-site laimdry

•hnt^sslonal on-site management

to historic downto¥im Morthampiim M

major routes

•On (144 bus route

•Leases start at $765

Hampton Gardens

586-1405

iSLKEPY HOLLOW BED CO.>k
%. MATTRESSES. -FUTONS BEDS»ETC f^

M W^ORKER FUTONS

.^
I ull S99

ROMA IM ATI ORM

^-^? I ull SI 4^

vAic».nSI79

Sierra

I ighi L hern or Natural

Full S225
Ouccn S244

^ramt (>nl\

S28 College Si. • Rt. 9 • Amherst • 25S-2557

o»«l HV7 'SAT lO^»:>tN \2*

Cu»h>Coi SI95 $2V)

ivnn <iiK also a%wlabk.-

VIISMVRH
\1\riRISS

TW IN SKT Sl^

MATTOMV Sll^

II I I SI! S24^

MMTUMN SU'*

OUKEN SKT $299

MAlTOVn Sl*«

TO NMTNUfrmi

li

TOIELO0TOM

M

The Boulders

Apartment Homes
1 56-A Brittany Manor Drive

Amherst. MA 01002

256-8534
theboulders(a)northland.com

A great Place to call home!

Office Hours
Mon. - FrI. 8:30-5:30

Sat. - 1 0:00 - 5:00

]F(i)iI'^nMML'l. i^JMD

'

2 Beds, 1 Bath, 950 sq. Ft.

Floor Plan: Garden Style • Hufie Bedrooms

Heat and Hot Water Included • Free Parking

Great Fitness Center On Site
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All UTIIITIES INCIUDED
" tmter & Electricity

§ 1, 2, and 3 Bedroom Garden Style

Units and 2 Bedroom Townhouses

Convenient To Amherst, UMASS

& Interstate 91

Scenic Hiking Trails On 28

Wooded Acres

{| Olympic Size Pool

Tennis, Volleyball, and Basketball

Free Public Transportation

24 Hour Maintenance

(413) 665-3958
Email: cliffsideapt8©northland.com

M^iH t«-H Mon-Fri 8:30 - 5:30

t:TuL Sat W:00- 5:00

J

Have Your

Reasons For Living

OffCampus...

So Do We.

Spacious 1 & 2

Bedroom Units

Beautiful Grounds

On the Bus Line

Swimming Pool

Private Balconies

On-Site Laundry Facilities

ose to

Heat, Hot Water,

and Gas Included

Air Conditioning

Brandywine Apartments^

549-0600
Wireless

Internet

Coming
Soon!

www.Brandywine-Apts.com

16G Brandywine Drive - Amherst, MA 01002

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

4 Simm
9 Burrow

1.) l«nnoii» ioko
14 Ma«>luf<n
16 Hul* *o» A(tx4d
16 Lttvm Xt-H-i 'i>i*cri

ia KMf>«nBi

20 Cfannws
22 Qrat» uuKThiy

26 Cwlwn

2tt Of•flon ctty

a? S«v«ittl pit

35 n«IMb(e
37 Ooguy ir*****

i6 UppAf p«trtb

40 Ori no occauon
42 NmiO tun

43 Taibxs fw«(Ss

46 — I jMn«
47 PUon
46 D«if«V
U) Touf o((My
U — th« tirift iorMiy«d>

62 Uufntxiy >>.«<«»«

63 SufiiM
64 Okl taahMinM} iDy

12 WKte I

com|)ouficl

6« ^otni«ui#y
69 Ooclof p«ym»nt

/I M*s vwry tuMJ
/<> Tot* (liw»

DOWN
1 It •ftp«nsfve

i UN » Ko* —
J Cash. »lBrHI>*V

4 B^anw

f>flfiVIOU« PUZZLE SOLVED

^1
UPSTHIIIS at the ABC

S filming o4

u>y<loin

« Coipotaw gtitM

7 tayar
• BliMKl
• jugofcooM

1 »4«avv buidvn
n Rurtciuwt
12 TacUM'

na«flhbo*»
IS V*lanlln« h9U«
1 7 Sli*d MW>
21 Pool haN itofTt

21 W«* a'unnad
(^xd" »

?4 H*mMd
21 opmmvn
?« Ho <»tl l

- BagncM
30 -tMuauk' oittn
31 CabMOiannal
3? 5*«C brand

34 PfadKarna**

36 Rivw nxjulti

dacioM
39 T*ka*i«

laaotu"
41 SrxMMt
44 Vamptf* AKp^rt

B<a>n
46 Engravad
48 Halpwante-'i

abb>
it Cotoi
&3 Oacaivad
U UpM
M Fnandkai
6/ Camaao*
M Outlad
59 Ha/vnafi »

60 Lanvyai tMtaty

61 Bui m
Bafcatona

6&a>Mainad
66 Kaanopus

Nvw Bus • H^ K

^RAA/CO

ms FIST
KT

NO COVER CHARGE

Kinike

Line Bomb mn. m

RikerstJiiiOrckestn

24 North Pleasant Street

Amher'.t Cenu-i 2S3 4400

Dining Coaamons Menu
IM ,,.nt4ct:4U-54S-2626

• Shi-jiherds Pit*

• ( aptain's l\iU h Satulwn h

• U-ntil (hill

Daily Wiathir Forecast

I'M £C9iU

MOM dKMi

r

—

A MOUSt
a. uH

So WC
OUtS«€ . tM » T So»«T^|^ki.T\<Jo TDNt

I PD \MKAT I IWANT.

VV« »Jt4 WTO (X«

II lUKSUA)
. High. 52

• Low: iO

/K//MV
. High: IrO

• High: hi

• Low: 4 \

DINNFR
• FUmk Steak

• (••ncfal Tm»s ( hi( i^tii

• Pfiinc i^sith Kpm.u h \

Idm.iti I

Production Crew
On <.tdlt Uiil.iv

\ll.HJ tniioR

rmno ni h\i(ia\
\nn-li.i I' I iiHuIn

( on fillTOR

l-HiHKi 1li»^ S( P/K\/M)K
s, (df I'lhl

I'KOIHUTIOS STAlf

\inMnth.t Sieht-n Mcf^thtn Heah.

HOROSCOPES

>
<
Q
UJ

Z

U

Ik

Ul
I-

o

We can choose either to

approach our fellow human
beings with suspicion or to

approach them with a open

mind, a dash of optimism and a

great deal of candor.

leo a

sti( k ti> \<nir tiM)t^ Otjn't Ik'.i m'IUhiI'

virgo •

Wall h «iut l«»f that Imhwii s|mM <wi th«-

lliK»r

libra • srpt .m-oi 2j

St<j|j tanning. Y<kj alri-ddv have skm lan ( h.n k N..ur hair in ih >• •
—

( IT

aquarius • i
jo-fib. is

1 )<Mi t i. oniplain alKWl tht- 1 rtftswords

you just tk»n't have a gcxxl vtital)ular%.

pisceS • Fm. 19-Mar. 20

I.kI.u will Ix' .1 «(KMl(lav lobtKcioie

iivMt iilvenlurt-somf. Trv Parthopsi.

aries • ma*. 21 -ai* i'*

scorpio . '

Vhi r« on lojjot lhi'\v«^lcJ hnU\
taurUS • Ai-k. JO MM 20

Cut \()iir parka av\,iv \hv wt-alhrr has

t>ottf'n warnKT

gemini.sv.2M , M Sagittarius

\Vh«-n a|)|)lving kw a jot), be sure to color An umbri-lla! <

( oordinati'.

(.^imklv:

-Tom Htinks

cancer • u -. .-'M' >

^'-'

Watc h your language, buster.

Capricorn . i>

\i) shin's IS always the \\,i

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
AfTIVITIES

Imniinnitii'ii .'\t(>>riu\

Mnhsii K'hiinKibi will

spi'iik on mii-ni.ition.il

stiiJcnts' riuht^, FnJ.iv

April 16 .It 2:0LYin m
C^inipiis ( A'ntcr Riioni

16S. Spt ins< >ri.\l K the

StuJcnt Ix^al Sit\m-
Otiice, *^22^.'.lm^l^

Ontcr, S4S.W5.

ANNOlINf EMFNTS

$4S0 Cmuip Fundraiser

Schedulinj; B«>nus

Fraternities-S»>rnritics-

Student Groups: 4 hmir^

(it your ^rc nip's tinii-

PLUS (Hir tree (yes, tree)

fiimlniisinKxiliitiiMi-

Kgi!Al.S$l,000'$2,aV

in e.iniiiius tor your

^Tr,Hip.c:,illTOl>AYt<.r.i

$450 K)nu> when you

schedule vour noivsile-

tundniiser with ( :Hinpii>-

Fundniiser. C^intiicr

CnmpiisFiindr,ii-er, (vSM8)

92^^2^8, orviMi

www.tainpistundn ii><.M 1 '1 1

1

ACARTMfM [OK KINf

Take over ie.ise, the r.ire

2-hedrooni in Piittton

Village 6/1 H/^l 4n-6^)V

5155

APARTMtM FOR RfM APARI MF St FOR RlNlH EMPIOYMENT EMPLOYMENT HOUSE FOR SALE

^inijle, spiKey numi

Avail.ihle end i<t Mav

<SO/nionth ( loloni.il

Viilauv4n-2S6-0446

S.iikK

Mill VallevF,statcs now

Reiitinu 2 Kdrni

SlOSO/lkV. ^K-drm

$nS0/1400Nolast

inoiithN rent. Free Heat

^iHotW.iter, 2tiill

Kith>, Ac:. t>i busline

Mon-Fn 10-5pm 25 ^

7<77

1 lohail I .oikIos 'i Ix\I-

rooiii, liardwiHK.1 tlixirs,

stikly area in hasc-ment.

C.ahle, telei>hone (inter-

net attess) in all k-d-

riKiins and stmly. NcW
SI 10WIN( 1 tor JUNH

and ShlTFMBHK. NO
FF'HS. ww>.ainherstlin-

rolnrealiv.com 25^-7H7'-'

I A-nter ot town 1,2,^

Ivdrixiins; h,irdwo<H.I

tU.rs. NtWSHOW-
lNCHorJUNFandSEP-

TFMBr.R N0R:ES.
www.amhersiliiKolnreal-

tv.u>m25V7M79

B^an^.ly^^'Ine Apts. Now

leaMny, 16t2 K\lrooni

,ipts. Uas*.- Kuin June,

July, Auk or Sep. P'f^

come. tirsC «*Tse. ("let

them while they last.

ww"w.hrandvwine

ipts.com Slop h\ I

(
'.il

54"0f<V.

EMPIOYMENT

Resort Real E.state Sak>

Asslst.int: World

renowned multi-million

doll.ir real estate develop-

meiii iimipany n-eks

moliv.ited and contiilent

individual to market

hi>,'h-end real estate at

Tlie ( ireenhrier Rev)n in

White Sulphur Sprmt:,

West Virginia. Ideal can-

didate IS very comtortahle

speaking on the phone &
interested in piirMiinu a

career in lu.xurs real

estate. Immediate open

Inys available. Plean'

seiiil resumes to Mitch

johnson-

miohiiM>iv'4t:hrs«. com

Summer Paint inu Jols

Work with other college

siiKlcnts! Work outside

with frieivls! RJLL

TIME IN AMHERST
ARE.^ For more intor-

mation contact: Ryan

IVown(4n)-f>.S7-')0<0

.'XTFENTiON LAX
n.,'\Y'ERSPlav&i Coach

I lave tiin - Make >JJ

Top FViys SiTorts c:iimp in

Maine lookiny for staff to

instnict iSi coach L.-W

Awc-Mime Summer!

Work with kidslT.p

salaries, FREE mi/l>l/tr% I

,illow. Apply online

ASAP: www.c ampeoh-

Kissee.c'om
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CD'S Barnett

Minutemen split at UConn
Barnett hurls shutout as UMass climbs back to .500 mistietiavior

Bv MiKi Mak/hii
l.HLlHilAN SlAKt

With Tucsdass home contest

with Connecticut postponed due

to poor conditions at Larl Lorden

Field, the Massachusetts baseball

team was forced to make up the

contest as part ol a doubleheadcr

yesterda) in Storrs. Conn., and

the results were as mixed as the

Amherst weather.

With head coach Mike Stone

saving his top staners for the

weekend, sophomore righthan-

der lason Hicke\ struggled

mightily as the Minutemen (10-

10 2-4 Atlantic 1 01 dropped the

second gaiiK- ^-2. while freshman

righthander Devin Barnett tossed

a complete game shutout to pace

UMass to a 1-0 win in game one

ShtMiMitp Mikr Aiha» had » trsmi-hiKh thrrc hii» im the ahenMMm.

Canadiens looking

to regroup after

collapse in Game 4

The Maroon and While return

to action this weekend, when it

will travel to Norristown. Penn.

for an Atlantic 10 '-eric^ with St.

loseph's.

Senior tri captain Mike .Athas

and sophomore catcher Frank

Curreri (uiced the UMass offense

with three hits on the afternoon,

while senior tri-captain Matt

Re\nolds. classmate .\dam

Stojanowski and junior outfielder

Curt Szado all chipped in with a

pair ol hits.

On the mound. Mickey was

loughed up lor live hits and six

tuns in iwo-thirds of an inning in

the sev-ond game, and wa> pulled

in lavor of junior righthander

Anthony Gallo after facing just

nine hitters.

Barnett meanwhile, allowed

six hits to just four different bat-

ters while striking out one and

walking OIK* in seven scoreless

innings to |X)sl the tirsi complete

game shutout of hi^ young career.

He i*> now 2-0 on the season with

an earm-d rtin average of 1 57.

The Huskies (17 15 5 5 Big

Easii were lead offensively by

junior finn baseman Icff

Hourigan's four hits and two

runs flatted in in the two games.

uhik- -cnim inlielder Dave
liik.li/ sophomore ouilielder

II', .111 Maler and Ircshman

ii.livlder IX-nms Doiuivan all col-

Icxied a pair of RBI in the second

contest

Starting piichi iroi-

lasted live inm' ^ up lour

hit> and two m . walking'

one and sinking out none to eani

the win in game two. In the lir&t

game, h^-h MacDonald allowed

By Jon Sakche
."KsstK lATtn Press

Sm MSEBALL on page 10
Third baseman Adam Siujanimski dr»>vt in the ivtntual gainc-

kinnini: run in the hrsl |5*m«r with a t»vo-t>ut sinule m the fourth.

661 and counting...

MONTREAL lAP) 1 Ik

Montreal Canadien^ planned a

little group therapy and a team

dinner yesterday to recover from

their 4 3 double-overtime low to

the Boston Pruins

The defeat, in v^hich the

Canadiens blew a > 1 lead, left

them down three games to one in

the best -of-seven Eastern

Conference quarterfinal scries

and facing elimination in Game 5

Thursday night in Boston

IX'fenseman Sheldon Souray

and coach Claude lulien backed

off criticism of star forward Alex

Kovalev for abandoning the puck

after he was slashed on the hand

at 4:27 of the second overtime,

leaving Boston's Glen Murray

free to score the game-winner on

a breakaway.

"It's a long year and some-

times you're going to have dis-

tractions." captain Saku Koivu

said yesterday "You have the

clear the table and then forget

the whole thing. That's what

we're going to do. I don't think

there will be a problem, but if

there is. we'll talk about it

"

Kovalev was flapping his

hand in pain after being hit on

the glove by Travis Green and

collided with Souray. who was

chasing back to get the puck.

Murray did the rest, sending the

Bruins home to Boston with a

chance to win the series rather

than lied two games apiece.

After the game. Souray said

that even if a player is hurt, he

shouldn't "quit on the play."

Yesterday, his tone was softer.

"I wasn't blaming anyone. I

was just disappointed in the way

we lost." said Souray. "Alex was

probably our best player in the

game. It was just an unfortunate

play that ended up costing us the

game. But whatever happened,

it's in the past."

lulien also backed off from his

post-game comments.

"I don't think I said he." I said

'we' can't stop playing until the

ref blows the whistle." julien

said. "But as far as that's con-

cerned, we said what we had to

say. Right now. we want to focus

on the game."

Kovalev's response was that

"If they made those comments,

that's what they think. I can't

control that."

Kovalev scored two goals in

Montreal's 3-2 win in Game 3

on Sunday and added another

in Game 4 before the overtime

incident

"A lot ol the guys came to nw
and vaid it's not my fault, which

was great to sec." he >aid. "But

scjmetimcs. you can't let it go.

You still feel responsible for the

loss With the way we played, we

should have won that game."

The Canadiens were less than

a minute from winning in regula-

tion wfien Mike Knuble put a

backhander past lose Theodore's

left pad from the edge of the

crease. The referees on the ice

disallowc-d the goal, but the call

was reversed after video replays

showed the puck crossed the

goal line.

"It would have been a lot dif-

ferent altitude around here today

then if wc lost." Knuble said on

the Bruins' Web site. "To come
back to the FIc-eiCenter and have

a chance to close out the series is

great The nucleus of this group

hasn't been out of the first round

in two tries, so we're Ii>oking

forward to doing it.

"

The Bruins, who did not

practice on the ice on
Wednesday, were expecting a

spirited game from the

Canadiens on Thursday.

"We have to give them
respect." Martin Lapointe said.

"They've been playing pretty

well so far. so we can't take any-

thing for granted."

For Montreal. Thursday's

task is simple: win or go home.

"We're in a tough situation,

but if we win the next game and

then come back here (for Game
b on Saturday), you never know
what will happen." said Kovalev.

adding he expects to play

Tliursday. "I've never lost in the

first round and I want to keep

that record."

Notes: Canadiens defense-

man Stephane Ouintal. who left

in the second period after jam-

ming his right vvrisi or arm in a

fall against the boards, had his

arm in a sling, lulien said

Quintal's chances of reluming in

the series were "very slim." That

would put rookie defenseman

Mike Komisarek into his first

career playoff game., lulien said

he will not pull Theodore for

backup Mathicu Garon. "There's

no question of changing the

goalie." lulien said. "We know

he can do as well as (Boston

goalie) Andrew Raycroft. This

would be a good time for him to

show it."

Associated Press

Bonds contemplates

whats comes next
Bv J.^Nl^ MlCm in

.\.S!S«» lAItll I'HISS

SAN FRANCISCO — So, what's next for

Barrv Bonds'' He doesn't even want to think

about it Not yet. anyway.

Bonds was so busy passing his godfather in

his climb up the home run list, he didn't ponder

what might happen once ho acconipli-hcd the

feat.

With his seemingly effortless swing and

powerful 34yearold body still going strong,

anything appears possible for the San Francisco

slugger.

"I'm not going to try lo figua- out what's

next." said Bonds, who homered on consecutive

davs to reach No bbl and pass Willie Mays for

third plasc "Im just trving to stay healthy and

win a chiimpionship."

BaKRuth (714) and Hank Aaron (755) still

liKHU in Bonds' path, of course But firM I*—K
wants to enjoy his latest historic homei

After all of his accomplishments, he txlicvcs

he's finally earned the admiration of his godfa-

ther

"Barry doesn't need approval from me.

because I've been there since he was 5." said

Mav-. a teammate of Bonds' late father. Bobby.

\V hatever he does, right or wrong. I'm going to

be there for him .... Barry knows how much I

love him."

Bonds has won a rcxord six Nl. MVP awards

See BONOS on page 9

I AR|(WAVI1A(*1S/All;/J-ANKRAM WXll HRONK LI-

Barry Bonds moved past his godfather, former Giants great Willie Mays, and into third place

on Major League Baseball's all-time home run list after hitting career homerun number 661

.

BROOMFIELD. Colo. —
Suspended University of

Colorado football coach Gary

Harnett acknowledges there was

misbehavior at a 2001 party at

the center of a rape scandal. He
.ilso says everyone at the off-

campus gathering is to blame.

Barnett. questioned for near-

k five hours Tuesday by a panel

investigating recruiting practices

dt Colorado, said there were 10

|)cople at the party, including

lour football players. The four

later lost their scholarships and

were charged with contributing

lo the delinquency of a minor

for providing alcohol.

"There is no question in my
mind that inappropriate behav-

ior occurred." Barnett said

'There is no question that the

behavior of the 10 young people

mvolved was the result of their

own pour decisions and under

the inlluence of akohol
"

Two women have alleged

they were raped at the party by

players or recruits; a third said

site was assaulted in a dorm

room shortly afterward. They

are suing in federal court, seek-

ing unspecified damages for

what they say was the school's

failure to rein in athletes and

provide equal protection lo

women.
At least eight women since

m47 have accused Colorado

football athletes of rape though

no charges have been filed.

Separate probes are under way

by the state attorney general and

university.

BarTKtt's testimony was the

most dramatic yet before the

Board of Regents' panel investi-

gating whether Colorado uses

sex and alcohol to entice

recruits. The panel voted to ask

for more lime lo complete its

work, meaning a report wouldn't

come out until the eixl of May.

Dressed in a suit and tie and

occasionally raising his voice.

Barnett said he feels responsible

for his players' performance on

the field as well as their behavior

in the community. But he said

there is only so much he can do

"I have 48 that I have held

accountable over the last five

years, I cant live their lives for

them." he said.

Barnett was put on paid leave

lor comments he made about

two of the alleged rape cases,

including that of Katie fHnida. a

former kicker who said she was

raped by a teammate in 2000.

He called her an "awful" player

as he answered questions about

why she left Colorado to later

enroll at the University of New
Mexico.

Barnett waded into the con-

troversy again Tuesday, telling

the panel he spoke with Hnida's

friends, former teammates and a

rape counselor who spent time

with the young woman, and that

none heard her talk about

harassment or assault.

"I couldn't find anybody to

substantiate one single claim

and I was looking to substanti-

ate it." Barnett said.

He repeated his belief that

Hnida wasn't a good player, but

said he wanted her on tfie team

to give her a chance of fulfilling

her dream of playing college

football.

"I didn't care how awful she

was. I wanted her on the team."

Barnett said. He said he hoped

her presence would help his

players learn more about

women, and prompt them to

behave.

A few hours before Barnett

spoke, the panel released a

March 30 e-mail from l^r. David

Hnida. the woman's father and

an Army surgeon now in Iraq.

Hnida said Barnett and other

university officials must have

known about sexual harassment

problems his daughter was hav-

ing at Colorado before she left.

"We both have been dis-

tres.sed at the inforination we
read coming from the university,

as well as Gary Barnett." he

wrote. "To be blunt, there is

quite a bit of lying and deception

right now."

Hnida said his daughter

would be willing to speak to the

panel.

Since the controversy erupt-

ed, the school has made sweep-

ing changes to its recruiting pro-

gram. The NCAA is looking at

recruiting reforms.

Bruce Willis and Matthew Perry

come up short in sequel

ARTS & LIVING. PAGE 4

Canadiens crush Bruins 5-1; cuts

series lead to 3-2

SPORTS, PAGE 8Mi
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Hunger strike ends with rally
Graduate Employee Organization

protests international student fee

By Dan O'Srien
lAJLLtC.IAN SlAI-f

A group of international students hekl

a rally to protest the University of

Massachusetts' new international student

foe. halting the majority of pedestrian traf-

fic into Whitmote Administration BuikJing

yesterday.

The rally was part of an end to the

Graduate Employee Organization's 48-

hour hunger strike against the $65 fee.

The ntajority of the comments from

speakers gave the same message: most of

the protestors claim their oppositwn to the

fee is not about the ci^t. Ixjt the principle

ol placing a fee on certain students and not

otfters. solely due to their nationality.

Anil Duman. a member of GEO. said

that if one particular group is singled out,

then she fears that in the future, other

groups may be singkxi out on campus as

well.

"Now its affecting one group, but

who's to say that it won't affect wwiien.

and other miiKMities later on? We think

this is a discriminatory act that couki

affect all other groups on campus later."

LHiman said.

.Another GEO member Alejandro

Reuss. abo sakl that tlw reason students

are protesting is not just about their own

self interests.

-|lt is) much easier to let someone else

camp out in the rain, disrupt their lives,

and organize a protest." Reuss said.

The crowd showed contentpt toward

the last speaker of the rally. Christina Sosa,

who works for the Registrar for the

tlducati«.>n Abroad program Sosa took the

microphoiK trying to disprove comments

made by a particular speaker Her com-

ments sparked negative reacticxi from the

crowd, wfw yelled comments at her a" she

spoke.

"This fee has nothing to do with sur-

veillance," Sosa said "I've worked in this

oflice since H«fe aiKl we've always kept

fik?s on international students."

After making this comnK'nt her micro-

phone was abruptly pulled away The pro-

testor who pulled the microphone then

spoke, calling for his fellow protestors to

march to Chancellor k>hn \ I oiiih.irdi'>

office inside Whitmorc

The protestors began yellttiK, Wc

wtmt pay!" as the cnuwd of approximate-

ly 250 marched into the building.

The crowd made their way outside

l.ontbardi's ollice. but he was reportedly

not in the building. .After a few minutes,

the crowd marched to Provosi Christina

Seymours ollice. Seynioui was also

reportedly unavailable.

Many protestors said their main con-

cern with the lee Ls that it will be used to

cover costs lo pay for surveillarKe of inter-

national students. That surveillance is part

ol' the fee that cover> compliani-c with the

Student Exchange \isitor Intoniialion

Systtin. a requirement of the Patriot .Act

put in place folkjwing the events of Sept

II

WhiW » percent ol the fee will be used

to fund a cHK-person posiiion who>c- job is

to coordinate intentational Mudcni>' visa

infcymation into the federal go\emiiK-nt s

Sm IUUV on page 2
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Speaker:

New slavery

a US issue

Graduate students, shown partuipatinK m the Graduate Employee Organi^tion's hunger strike this week, rallv outside the Whitmore
^J-'^'^^'Tirllir

'"'"'

day pTrt^ipants of the 4«.hour hunger strike and the rallv spoke ou, against the new $65 fee the University of Massachusetts ..s chargmg .n.ematumal student..

Bv DASimt HtNKV

CxH.lt«.IA.N ( iWKtsHoMtM

The Central Intelligence Agency

estimates that 20.000 people are

enslaved in the United States. Tommy
Lee Calvert said yesterday in a speech

in Herter Hall

"Slavery will be one of the forma-

tional issues of our generation." the

chief of external operations ol the

American .Anti Slavery Group said "It

has been students who have been the

backbone of the contemporary aboli-

tionists movement."

Calvert said that slavery is the third

largest crime in the world, behind

drugs and arms There are as many

people enslaved in the world as there

are people living in Canada or Peru.

but "people are denying that this hap-

pens

"

There have been only six slavery

wam.> in the United States in the past

live years. Calvert explained this by

stating that the nature of the trade is

highly secretive, making ihe victims

hard to find

The lirst slavery case in the U.S.

was in New Hampshire in 200'J.

Bradley Tree Services recruitc-d two

men in lantaica and brought them back

to work for their small company.

Calvert said.

The two men. according to Calvert,

were made to live in a shack through

the winter, attacked with dogs, and

threatened with the murder of their

families in lamaica A neighbor report-

ed it an 1 it to the attention of

the Anu Miii-Slaverv Group.

The ma(onty ol slaves in the U.S.

are forced into domestic servitude.

However the prevalence of child slav-

ery, sex slavery and debt bondage is

apparent throughout the world

Calvert said that poor families

.uuldn't pay off their debt due to inter-

est up to bO percent There are even

times when a child might be sold into

debt bondage for a motorcycle, a tele-

vision or for cigarettes, he said.

"The culture of acceptance and

demand is driving slaverv." Calvert

said. ParticulaHy. he said, if he was a

teacher he wouldn't give an A to any-

one who didn't mention demand as tfw

main problem with continuing sex

-l.iverv. Most of the students attending

See SLAVERY on page 2

Recycling program

offers cash rewards

Europe rejects bin Laden truce

By A.MANHA Kl>ttK

Ci)LLEt.lAN StAFf

and empty printer

to C) Recycling

The University of Massac-

husetts recently started a new

program aimed at increasing

recycling on campus and offering

students and employees rewards

for their effort to participate

The new program, called Cash

for Trash, offers students and

employees of UMass $1. deposit-

ed into their UCard account for

each used, undamaged cell phone

and laser or ink toner cartridge

they recycle.

The money earned from the

recycled materials will be

deposited on a monthly basis.

More than 130 people have

registered for the program, which

was launched on Mar 25.

The Office of Waste Management

and The UCard Office have

teamed up with C5 Recycling

Systems for the new program.

"Since it is very, very early in

the program, only a couple of

items have been received," said

Lorenzo Macaluso. projects coor-

dinator for the Office of Waste

Management at UMass.

"We know everyone won't do

it. but entrepreneurial students

will probably go around and col-

lect items from other students

and parents or friends," said Tom
Mahaney. operations manager at

the UCard office.

Students may have friends or

parents or relatives working for

big companies that have a lot of

recyclables to donate, according

to Mahaney.

"There are too many things

being thrown out," he said.

On the Web site for the pro-

gram, members cnn print out

mailing labels and mail their old

cell phone;

cartridges

Systems.

Some of the items will be

mailed as far as California,

according to Mahaney. Those

interested in mailing large quan

titles of recyclables will find free

shipping materials on the Web
site.

C5 Recycling Systems will

refill and sell the recycled car-

tridges,

Epson brand inkjets are not

redeemable for money because

they cannot be refilled, though

they are still recyclable. Mahaney

said.

Because of the recycling pro-

gram already in place through

the Office of Waste

Management, participants can-

not receive money for recycling

printer cartridges purchased by

UMass.
"Something like this, wc

hope, will get students thinking

about recycling." said Macaluso.

According to Macaluso. more

people will use their UCards and

Cash For Trash helps OWM get

more recycling done on campus.

"Tliere is no downside to it."

he said.

Programs like Cash For Trash

are usually fundraisers for non-

profit organizations.

Some elementary schools

have bought new computers and

software with monies raised

from recycling programs. Two
elementary schools in West

Springfield participated in simi-

lar programs for three years,

according lo Ptotoday.com.

People interested in Cash For

Trash can register at

www.umass.edu/ucard/Cashfort

rash.html.
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An undated image of al-Qaida leader Osama bin l.iden is sh.nvn on s. rcen .is Ar.ib sat.llite network

al-Arabiva broadcasts a new audio recording of .i man identifyinu himself is bin Laden Mst.r.l.iv.

No negotiation policy

upheld by leaders
By Jitt Lawifss

.'VsMX lAim |KIS^

LONDON (AP) - Key Euatpean nations, includ-

ing Iraq war opponents Germany and I ranee, vigor-

ously rejectcxi a truce offer purportedly fixmi Osiima

bin Laden yesterday, saying thea- could be no negoti-

ating with iiis al-Oaida terrorist network.

Many saw the audiotaped offer as an attempt lo

drive a wedge between the United Sl.iics anti its

European allies, and one analyst said it might contain

a message to militanis to hold back on attacks against

Europe.

The tape, which the CIA said is likely lo an authen

tic recording of bin litdcn. was broadcast on Arab ^^'

stations offering 'ii inicc . . lo .nn Loiinlry which dcvs

not earn oul an onslaught against Muslims or interfere

in their alTaiis"

In Italy, .i naiion shocked by the killing of an Italian

civilian captured by militanis in Iraq, foreign Minister

Franco Irallini said it was "unthinkable that we may

o(X'n a ncgoliaiion with bin Laden. evci-ylxKly under-

stands this."

French President lacques Chirac, one of the (iniiesl

opponents of the Iraq war. was c-qiiall\ blunt: "No

dealings arc |X>ssiblc with lerrorisis."

Secretary of Stale Colin Powell tokl Polish lelevi

sion that "lliis is a lime lor all ol us lo be ever more ivs-

oKilc and say u< Osama bin I aden. 'No. wc w ill not lis-

ten lo anv of these demands, ^ou .uv the one who is

wrong. \ou aa- ihc one who nnisi Iv lirouphi lo jus

lice'."

Tlie tajx- hroadcasi on llic pan Arab television

Pollution

affecting

31 states
By ]oHS Hmi'RiN
ASM« l«tH> PKtSS

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Counties in 51 states are flunking

air quality standards, drawing a

tedcial warning lo clean up

industrial pl.nils. put new lesiric-

tiims on cars and take other

action to make their air less pol

luted

Nearly 500 counties, mostly in

California and the eastern third of

ihc country, were cited Thursday

as having uk' much smog-causing

pollution in violation ol the leder-

al clean air law.

The Environmcnial Ptuicclion

Agency loKl stale and local offi-

cials to develop new pollution

controls lo reduce ground-level

ozone, a precursor of smog

Some 15^ million people, about

halt the U.S. pi>pulaiion. live in

areas singled oul bv the govem-

meni lor conlribuiing to

unhealthy air

Acting under court order, the

FPA identilied all or parts of 474

counties thai eiihcr have air lluil

is loo iliiiv or have pollution thai

causes neigliboring counties lo

fail the air quality test.

IX'spiic having some ol the

loughcsi ail pollution require-

menis. California siill has the

worst air. the 1 I'A said.

The Los Angeles basin was

designated as having severe air

pollution, the only one in the cat-

egory. The area has until 2021 lo

come into compliance with the

federal standard.

See BIN LADEN on page 2 See POUUTiON on page 2
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Speaker refers to slavery as a

*formational issue' for students
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SUVERY from page 1

the lecture were from Legal

Studies 347 Z. "Slaverv and the

Lavs," taught b> .Assistant

Professor Bernie D. lones.

Touching on the problems

vMih Iraq. Calvert said that

there are >hips associated vvith

Osama bin Laden that transport

arms and people tor the purpos-

es of slaverv. Ik- also said it is in

the interest of national security

to stop bin Laden from getting

revenues from human trans-

porting

It J- difficult to pinpoint par-

ticular products that support

the >.lave trade. Calvert said.

One example is the Teachers

Insurance and Annuitv

Association - College Retire-

ment Equities Fund that was

invested in a Canadian company

involved in the enslavement and

geno».ide of people in Sudan,

until the issue was brought to a

head.

The Torture \ ictim Protect-

ion Act, passed in I ')*J1. Calvert

said, is more about education

than It is about enforcement I*

giants a "cause of action" lor

ivvo international law viola-

tions: torture and extra judicial

killing. He added that the audi-

ence needed to educate the

communitv.

The founders ot ihe

American Anti-Slavery Group

are from Sudan and .Mauritania.

Africa. Predominantly Muslim.

Sudan is in the midst of a jihad,

or holv war. In the Koran it is

said that during a jihad enemies

may be enslaved. Calvert said

that in order to stop slavery in

Sudan, there must be peace.

To learn more, \isit the

Xmencan \nttSla\ery Group's

Web Jiff. iintw.iaboli!>h.L\)m.

n tll*IU» IW^XLKIIAN

Tommv Let Calvert, of the American AntiSUvrry Group, speaki

ve»terdav aKmt an estimated 20.000 slaves in ihe United Sutes.

Al-Qaeda offer rejected EPA warns of wide^

scale air pollution
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IN LADEN from page 1

.!jiK.ii> \i Uzeera and Al-Arabiya

i.» the first attribuic-d to bin

I aden ^irke lanuary.

I .11 offering a truce lo

Luroivan countries." the speaker

on the tup^- »aid "Its core is our

.>ns

i^«es

ot carry out an onslaught

against Muslims or "'"•'^ in

tfieir affairs
"

The mc- : tnc Jv-vr lo

truce for three

h«." but the time frame

,vL..J be extend*^ 'The truce

<.\\\ begin when the last soWitr
* the speak-

.ratmg

Ihe CK V ^vas

hki'K jn .luth. .: of

bin Laden, who is believed to be

hiding in the mountains along

the Pakistan-Alghani>tan bsorder

Charle* Hcvman. an analvsi ai

lane's Defence Weekly, said the

tape was "a not very subiL

attempt to break whatever coali

tion there is and to destabilize

the
'

inents strong!) opp«.»ed to ifw

Iraq war quicklv rejected the

offer. Chirac, speaking in

Algeria, said terrorism "is a bar-

barous a*i that attacks innocent

people
"

"One cannot kran on rclipiiTi

or any otl^rr moti^atkm t».

trate terrurisi «ct>." said c....^-.

vkhose counin ha* troops in

\t. -^

di-
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Three California region^

Riverside Countv. San loaquin

\allev. S.1 — were listed

withseru ion. tfw fcHirth-

wor*t designation, and given until

2015 to curtail the pc>llution

Other artas with marginal or

moderate pollution problem>

have until either 20l>7 to 2010 to

comply AreaN that continue to

viobte the >tandarJ v\'uld lose

federal highway dv

Tho6e areas iiK.^uv ^ ..{. ^.

Great Lake* state> and a concen-

tration of Siirtheast state* from

the \Va.*hmgTc>n. DC area to

Boston. Also tailing the fcNkral

test were part* >'f eastern

Tennessee. Geit . N ih

Carolina, and Dalia'-, ffou»tc>n

and San Antonio

The KPA said regions in ncHi-

vompliance mav have to impose

new cc»ntrols chi trxlustrial plants,

restrict tran>ponaiion and

require touglKr vehicle inspection

programs Some counties may

have to rvqutrc the use of special,

cleaiwr-burning gasoline

"Manv communities will find

It difficult to eventually meet such

standards without jeopardizing

Icval ecc»nomic growth." said

leflrev Marks of the National

\ n of Manufacturers He

_._ ._ :. tfun half of the coun-

try s manufacttihng capacity is in

are*s that do not meet the air

standards

O-

7 jxiiiUible
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SEVIS databMC. the other S60

vmII be put toward specific setvk-

es for international students pro-

vided by the International

Programs Office. Director Frank

Hugus told The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian in Maah
The rall> brought out not

onlv members of the UMass

community, but also members

from the town of Amherst as

well Gerry Weiss, who works

for the public activist group Not

In Our Town and happens to be

on the Tovwi of Amherst Sekxt

Board, spoke out against the

fees

"Since Sept 1 1. this country

has been on a path of national-

ism and \efH>phobia. Aitd the

town of Amherst and the coun-

try k>ses as a result." Weiu said.

At one point Weiss toM the

crowd to read the protestor's

signs to understaiKl his message.

Two of the signs read.

"SEVIS is not a service." and

"Protection not Persecution
"

Craig Sinclair, an mtemation

al GFO student summed up the

event when he said, "We're not

going to pay for it and we'll con-

tinue to not pay for it until the

I nivcrsiiv comes up with a way

III pa\ for the service \tvi

that's to pay for it themselves."
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Kerry must define

himself in new ads

Why

Presidential candidate )ohn Kerry has

announced that he will launch his new advertis-

ing campaign sometime next week. The goal of

the ad campaign, according lo Kerry, is to

inform those who do not know much about

him. 'A lot of people dont really know who I

am," Kerry said. "The level of communication

we need to csublish is enormous."

Kerry still trails president George W. Bush

by millions of dollars in terms of funds raised on

the campaign trail. However, the Massachusetts

senator has not allowed this fact to define him

or his standing in the race. Even still, it is cru-

cial that Kerry outline, as clearly as possible,

who he is and what he staruls for.

The differential in funds is not the only

obstacle that Kerry must overcome in the com-

ing weeks and months. His "support" of the war

in Iraq is still confusing to some people, and

considered misleading to others. Kerry voted in

2002 to support President Bush's use of force in

Iraq. Therefore, he has been required to balance

his support for the operation with his opposi-

tion of the way it has been carried out by the

Bush administration This has left people won-

dering just where Kerry stands on this issue,

which is an issue that will undoubtedly go a long

way in determining the November election

Another contradictory topic that Kerry must

straighten out in his ad campaign is that of gay

marriage Kerry is looking to become the second

Roman Catholic president ever, following fellow

Bay Stater lohn F Kennedy He has made clear

that he is pro-choice, which contradicts the

views of the Roman Catholic Church. Kerry has

alread) started to alleviate this problem by

meeting with Cardinal Theodore McCarrick. the

archbishop of Washington, DC. on Thursday.

While neither party commented after the meet-

ing, it is clear that Kerry is taking strides toward

forming more of an identity for himself.

President Bush released a controversial ad

campaign last month that featured emotional

images of the Sept. 1 1 atucks and their after-

math. Some people praised the ads for their sin-

cerity, while others criticized them for dodging

the issue^ and inappropriately tugging on the

heartstrings of Americans. Kerry must avoid

such tactics in his new campaign. He must be

more concise in his message, and truly get at the

issues that the American people are wavering

on. Patriotic rhetoric voiced over classical music

may be acceptable for Bush, the incumbent,

since voters have had time to evaluate and crit-

icize him for almost four years. But Kerry, who

is new to such a large-scale, national spotlight,

does not have this luxury. He must nuke it clear

who he is. and why people should vote for him.

If Kerry is to be successful, he must form

more of an identity. He must become someone

that the Amencan public can rally around It is

impossible for this to be done with so many

questions and uncertainties remaining.

How can he be a Catholic who is also pro-

choice? How can a democrat so opposed to

Bush suppon the operation in Iraq' II Kern can

use his new ad campaign to take a firmer stand

on issues, and clear up any misconceptions that

the American public might have about his char-

acter, it would go a long way in assisting his

campaign.

Lmigned editonah represent the majority

opinion of The Klassdchusetti Duily CoUepan

Editorial Board

me 413 by Zachary Denver
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I just wanted

to write this

article to say

that 1 really hate

Dan Verdolino.

He is the most

horrible person

I have ever met

in my entire life

and his best

quality is his

hemp necklace.

He watches baseball ever, now

and then and sometimes he plays

computer games, which is not

what 1 wouW be doing in ni) spare

time, so 1 write that off as an

instant cliaracter flaw He takes a

lot of engineering classes, which

realK sucb because I don't really

like engineenng Also, we were

talking about abortion otkc and he

toU me that he is pro-choice and I

got reall> mad because I am pro-

life. I realK hope that ever>one

remembers his name and hates

him, because he just really isn't a

good person at all.

Actually. Dan is my buddy and

he's a great person The reason I

insulted him in mv opening para

graph was to derrjonstrate what

always happens with newspapers

... especially when politics are

involved

Think about the c-onccpt of a

newspaper: on the front page you

read about what is happening

around you and. on the pages that

((Mow. you read columns and let-

ters to the editor containing differ-

ent opinions about front page

news It's interesting to read all the

different opirwons It alk>ws you tu

see things from several different

ey« and absorb the \icwi of the

people around you. no matter how

different they are

But what happervs when these

opinionalcd articles arc used to

attack individual people on cam-

pus?

This klea has made itself espe-

cially prevalent on campus during

the recent Student Government

Association presidential election

controversies. The newspaper has

been filkxl with political columns,

back and forth fighting, ntaking

fun of real people on campus. We
have read columns defending the

SGA, and some attacking the SGA.

We have read columns delending

Bustamante and Murphy and

attacking Higgins and Daly, and we

have read columns defending

Higgins and Daly and attacking

Bustamante and Murphy We have

lead columns that have directly

named aixi attacked the adminis-

tration. We have read columns that

have directly nanKxl and attacked

individuals on campus.

The opening paragraph to nty

column is similar lo the types of

columns that are being written

regarding the i-lections. and it is

the whole time trying to make \oe

lose points, or Bob can spend the

whole time trying to gain points.

In other words. Bob could either

try to win or try to make |oe lose.

If Bob chooses to try to make |oe

lose instead of trying to win. Bob

will stay at zero for the whole

game, trying to keep )oe down

too. Logically, if joe and Bob just

tried to get the most points, you

have two people with lots of

points trying to get the most

points, instead of joe and Bob,

stuck at zero.

For the last month, these

columns and letters to the editor

have appeared in almost every

issue of The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian. These pieces of writing

are not only attacking real people

on campus, but they are filling our

minds with cruel statements that

Instead of focusing on the important issue

of 'who will offer more to this University as

SGA president?' our focus is being turned

to 'who has the least negative qualities?'

ridiculous. It's become like a

child's game of exchanging the

words "Nuh uh" and "Yuh huh"

or fighting >Aith daddy about

\^ho>e fault it is LsM:ntially. this

game is pulling people in different

directions. In my opinion, it's

pulling people in the wrong direc-

tion, telling them to move away

from one candidate and toward

another, not by quaiitication. but

b\ default If you ask students on

campus to say M^hai they kno^^

about the candidates, most will

spit back negative qualities This

is harming the campus

Think about it logically — if

Bob and |oe are playing a video

game together, there arc two main

ways Bob can win. aside from

cheating Bob could either spend

change the way we look at things.

Instead of focusing on the impor-

tant issue of "who will offer ixton

to this University as SGA presi-

dcnt"*" our focus is being turned

to "who has the least negative

qualities?" which we have collect-

ed through these columns.

I guess that s the way the game

works.

Don't be consumed by broad-

casts ol negative qualities. It is

only through positives that we can

advance. And whtm vou go down

to vote in the elections again,

remember that, without the focus

on positive qualities, we will stay

at zero forever, and zeros will

always win the game.

Sartam Hakim is a Collepan

i-oiumnist

A little kindness goes a long way

The messy truth about UMass

Call me oM-fashioned, but

vk^wn does a "thanks" or "gesund-

heit" ever go unappreciated? In my

book: never

Common courtesy is becoming

an archak; practke in today's socie-

ty. Granted, our lives arc

going at a more heciic

pace than ever before

But is this reason enough

to forget the manners we

have learTKd as chiUren"

BecM

fail to hold doors opi-n lor others

coming in behind them Peopk;

cause large disruptions in halls.

a-gardle^s ot their pcXTs rooms

being within hearing distance

Everyday, we etxounter an individ

ual oblivious to the fcx'l-

ings of those around him

USftinS or her But sometimes.

^^"^^ im|X)liicness becomes

1 have a bone to pick with the

University of Massachusetts stu-

dent body

The aspect of college that

shocked me the most by far was the

mess. I'm not talking about the

messy rooms: I'm talking about the

mess that's e%ery"wherc else The

way students treat this campus has

been bothering me all year and its

u/„.p, been getting progressively worse
"'''t'l What surled out as thou-sands of

kids out on their own. wreaking havoc and having a

good time, has bcxome simple and unabashed disre-

spect for this campus, and the maintenance staff who

work hard lo keep it clean They have

a job to do. aiid it's not running

around picking up the trash you're too

lazy to walk 10 yards to dispose of.

If you don't feel like cleaning your

room, by all means, don't. No one's

perfect; i would be lying if I said I did

n't have at least 1 9 articles of clothing

on the floor of my room right now.

But everyAvhere else on campus is a

different story, and the student body

of this university needs to shape up

First of all. the bathroom is not

your own personal trashcan. I know

we're all dead in the moming. but

sheer fatigue is not an excuse to throw

massive amounts of toilet paper on

the ground. Because the sinks do not

have their own garbage disposals, if

you leave something, it will stay there.

So don't. Also, hair does not belong

on the walls of the showers. Either

clean up your act. or reassess your

shampooing technique. And girls,

don't throw your tampons, pads and

wrappers on" the ground. Those napkin disposals are

there for a reason. No one deserves to pick up your

used sanitary supplies. Seriously

[describing all the junk in the elevators could hll a

separate column altogether. Some of the stuff is

expected but it's not OK to drop beer cans in the ele-

vators, but we're college kids, and this is a party

school. It's bound to happen sometimes. However, it's

not OK to make everyone else wade through cans and

sticky beer residue because you're too drunk, stupid or

lazy to walk to the trash room.

Some of the stuff people drop in the elevator is just

beyond any kind of rea.soning 1 can think of. 1 once

walked in "to find salami, ham and bologna on the

ground In all honesty, who does that? A bitter vege-

tarian? What kinds of people get their kicks by order-

ing a sandwich for lunch and then dropping the con-

tents on the elevator floor? And why do people leave

overturned ice cream cones on the floor? Why? It's

disgusting, it melts, and it's a waste of peri'ectly good

ice cream. Whoever you are, you'd better hope that 1

never catch you in the act.

Then of course there are the grounds. I actually

decided to write this column the day I counted 23

orange muffins smashed into the rainy asphalt

between Hampshire [fining Commons and Kennedy

Hall. Who does ihaf Even the flightiest peopk mu-st

realize that if you smash a muffin, you walk around

with muffin on your shoes for a good hour They may

not be Grandma's special muffins, but somtxjne went

to the trxHible to order them. Someone brought them

inside, refrigerated them, and then arranged them on

a tray so that you. the future of this country, could

take them outskfc and stomp on them. It's just not

right.

I won't go into much more' detail about the outside

of this campus because you see it every day But know

that every gum wrapper does dam-

age. Every tissue, napkin, and soda

can. apple core and coffee cup. and

every little flier advertising some frat

party makes a difference.

1 just don't get it. The first thing I

remember learning in life was that

my brother was not a medium on

which I could practice my haircut

-

ting skills. But as I swept up the hair

I had lopped off. I learned something

much more- valuable: how to clean

up after myself. I also have very

clear memories of learning that 1 had

to make my bed. rin.se the toothpaste

out of the sink after I brushed, and

that if 1 chose to play Pica.sso on the

bathroom mirror wnth my mom's

best Lancome lipstick. I had to clean

it up.

I'm sure we all had those enlight-

ening experiences at some point. So

what happened? Where- along the

line did we become muffin-stomping

connoisseurs? For The Daily Riot-

Gram, the April Fool's day edition of this newspaper,

one of the "joke" articles mentioned replacing the

entire maintenance staff with misbehaving students as

a disciplinary method. It was a joke, but the concept

of students picking up trash isn't all that crazy. Maybe

you wouldn't throw lunchmeat on the ground if you

knew it could be one of your friends picking it up.

Regardless, something needs to change — and fast.

But until then, pick up after yourself. Fight that

urge to smash muffins. If you're out partying like a

rock star, the least you can do is throw away your

empties. And never, under any circumstances, leave

overturned ice cream cones in the elevator, or any-

where else. Think of the people that have to clean it

up. Think of that poor guy who steps in it on the way

to the math test he's already dreading. Think of what

your mother would say if she saw you do it. And if

nothing else, you might worry about a certain feisty

columnist catching you in your ice-cream-flipping,

muffin-smashing, toilet-paper-throwing, salami-drop-

ping ways.

Uah Wyner is a Collegian columnist.

What started out as

thousands of kids

out on their own,

wreal(ing havoc

and having a good

time, has become

simple and

unbashed disre-

spect for this cam-

pus, and the main-

tenance staff who

woric hard to keep

it dean.

shoukl

Pc-opk-

manage to cut others olT in traffic,

shut doors in other people s faces,

and call each other obscene things

out of anger or frustration Thus, a

lack of time is not the issue

In today's worU. peopk- simply

seem to be getting lazy and imper

sonal. We have become too pre-oc-

cupied with our own lives to rexog-

nize our uncongenial beha\ior. We
get too comfortabk in our current

state of disrespectfulness to make a

change. Sometimc-s people just do

ix)t sec the imporiance in being

polite But is it really that hard to

be courteous? Sure-ly. making an

effort never hun anyone.

It is probably more- a fault than

a positive attribute of my personal-

ity, but I assume others are- like riK.

As a child. 1 was raised to have

good manners. 1 ne%er thought of

disrespecting teachers, pc-ers or my
parents. I always belicvc-d the rest

of the world took the same

approach to life. But now seeing

society from an adult's point ol

view, I realize how overly opti-

mistic this thinking was. 1 guess I

live by the saying "do as you would

want done to yourself." Now, 1 just

know not to expc-ct much in return.

People's lack of courtesy is evident

in all aspects of life. At the

University of Massachusetts we

experience it all the lime. Drivers

fly through crosswalks, though stu-

dents wait to walk. Students scan

their UCards to enter dorms, yet

e>en mcwv personal.

Every colk-ge student can attest

to the fact that reiommates are-

capabk of discourteous behavior

Sometimes, it is unintentional: two

ptxipk- living with each other are-

bixjnd to have gripes over petty

things. But st»metimes the preib-

k-ms are more- serious. We have all

heard stories of "roommates from

hell
" There is the ever-popular tak

of one roommate having to dc-al

awkwardiv with the other's inti-

children tixlay. I hoped most

woukl behave and respect others

OS I had at that age But soon

eiKxigh. I was proved wrong. It is

now a common occurrence for the

children to disresptxt the staff and

their pcvrs Students pu.shing their

limits arc constantly undermining

our authority. Too often. 1 return

home exhausted. bewiWered by

the lack of respect younger genera-

tions possess for others It is a

scary thought that many young

people fail to possess certain

morals and attitudes. If these qual-

ities are rH>t being instilled at this

age — a time that is essential to

forming our person — what hope

is there- for the future?

Some people live life too self-

obsessed Others have an extrenK

lack of concern for other individu-

als. But regardless of the reason.

In today's world, people simply seem to be

getting lazy and impersonal. We have

become too preoccupied with our own lives

to recognize our uncongenial behavior.

mate situation. We also know nt

people whose space was invaded

upon and belongings of the other

person were used. We have evc-n

heard of roommates stealing or

completely destroying another per-

stm's property simply due to ill fcx-l-

These may be drastic cases of

impoliteness, but they still show

people's lack of concern for others.

Today's youth scx-ms to alreadv be

following down the same disre-

spectful path. As a pan lime job 1

work at an after-schcK>l program

for a local elementary school. Not

having any siblings considerably

younger than mysell. I came into

the job with little knowledge of

we as a society need to start

remembering our fellow human

beings Respect other people's

belongings, privacy and space. Try

asking people how they are and

actually listen to their answer.

Practice good conversational skills

and be polite to peers, as well as

complete strangers. Civility may be

becoming as old fashioned as

chivalry, but it is still possible to

reverse this growing trend.

Remember the saying preached to

us as childre-n: "A little kindness

goes a long way" In a perfect

world, society would take these

words and live by them.

Birky Martins is a CoUegian

columnist.
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Tb« M«ters bring t^carly 40 y«ars of fai^k to Pearl Str««t

By BRAOLI^ FARBtRMAN
I'klih.ian Stak^

NORTHAMPTON — Need

less lu »a>. the people moved

when ihe iunk> Meter* brought

their Crescent Cit> gumbo to

Pearl Street's ballroom last

Frida> The tabled New Orlean>

based quartet stretched out dur

ing their stop, kickin' all the hits

lor their kind. Massachusetts

brethren

The ensemble laid down one

long, sinuous set of music for an

enlhusiasitic audience: iheir

patented blend of funky soul

music eased the eager cars of

fans >oung and old. lending

rhythm to the whitest of dancers.

And iheir enperiise in this

sphere of influence is hardly the

stuff of happenstance; the> vc

been at it sirwe I'Jb/

An Nevilles chunky organ.

George Poner. Ir.'s insistent bass

lines. loscph "Zigaboo"

Modelisie's sly drum» and Leo

Nocenieltis chicken-scratch gui-

tar first combined in that >ear to

turn the world of rhvthm and

blues on its ear When early,

largely instrumental singles like

"Sophisticated Cissy." "Cissy

Strut.' 'Ease Back" and *Look-

Ka Py Py' began to climb the

charts, big names took notice.

Names like Or lohn. Paul

McCanney and The Rolling

Stones. The Meiers backed the

good doctor on his biggest hit to

date. "Right Place Wrong Time;"

following their perfonnance at a

party thrown by Paul and Linda

McCartney, the group was invit-

ed to open for The Stones in the

United States and abroad.

And when they graced Pearl

Streets cozy ballroom stage on

Friday night, they brought their

world-class musicianship with

ihem While Modeliste and

Nocentelli no longer tour with

the band, drummer Russell

batiste and guitarist Brian Sloltz

more than occupy the spaces they

abandoned. They bring a fresh

energy to a timeless repertoire of

bouncy, feelgood tunes.

Rechristencd the funky

Meters, the group tore into their

set with "Here

Comes The
Meter Man," a

cut off their

first album. The
rollicking, heav-

ily syncopated

piece got the

crowd moving
immediately,

leaving little doubt as to the

majesty that is the funky Meters.

Sly and the Family Stone s "Sing

A Simple Song." followed and

segued seamlessly into the

Meiers' original "Funky

Miracle.' The pairing of these

tunes was an inspired union ol

pieces that have remained in the

group's catalog for more than "iO

years: the vibrancy and playful-

rK-ss with which they executed

the short medley belied the age

of the performers onstage.

Staple "People Say" popped

up soon afterward, inciting a

tremendous roar of approval

from the crowd Porter sang lead

on this one. a tune that deals

with the politics of class and eco-

nomic standing "The rich is get-

ting richer." he sang. "And the

poor is getting poor"

The instrumental bombast of

"Groovy Lady" was next, and

quickly followed up by a raucous

reading of Dylans "Rainy Day

Women «I2 and 35." <i notorious

crowd favorite. Its chorus,

which decrees "everybody must

get stoned.' was more than

appropriate for talented drum
mer Batiste, who smoked weed

(or something like it) onati^p:.

The biggest olistage retpome

of the night, however, was

reserved tor a special tune. When
the boys unveiled "Ciwy Strut."

the crowd danced like it would

never dance again The song, a

veritable calling card for funk,

tore down the house.

New t)rleans favorite sons

encored with "Hey Pocky Way.'

an original made popular by The

Grateful Dead The lyrics of said

tune will ring true for any mu"-!*.

lover: "Feel gcntd music/ I've

been told/ Is good for vour body/

Good for your soul."

Do yourself a favor it the

Funky Meters come to your neck

of the wiHxls. do not decliiM:

their open invitation to get

down. %

Brockton's Will
Fuller museum

oets crafty

By Ryan AiBkRi
(.iiLUc.iAN '>^^^^

Bv Ken Mali irf

.\s!MiiiAni> Pmsss

BROCKTON — Cretchen

KeyAvorth calls craft the "most

important an discipline that is

happening today." So important,

that the Fuller Museum of An is

changing its mission, and its

name.

When the Fuller Craft

.Museum opens Sunday, it will be

anwng just a handful of conteni

porary craft museums in the

nation. And when they say they're

taking a hands-on approach to

change, they mean it.

By summer, the museum will

offer visitors white gloves at the

entrance so they can touch select-

ed work.s. A "Discovery Gallery."

to open this fall, will feature clay,

wood and fiber to let pytrons

experiment like the pros.

"Everything is being reinvent-

ed." said Key-wonh, the museum's

executive director and chief cura-

tor "In most museums, it's hands

off. It's part of our mission to

reach out. to be open, to let the

art touch you. There's no other

like it in New England."

To get things started, the

"Perfect Collection" is on exhibit

through luly 3. It's a show of

works by master artists from local

private collections that rarely are

seen by the public. Architect

Graham Gund and Susan Paine,

who is president of the Museum

of Fine Arts board, are among the

collectors.

The art includes studio furni-

ture by Judy McKie and Wendell

Castle, ceramic by Beatrice Wood,

and glass by William Morris. And

yes. it is art. says Keyworth.

"People seem to have a need to

categorize things," she said. "This

is all art. When you walk into the

Museum of Fine Arts and you go

look at the Japanese porcclain.s.

you don't see people standing in

front of those having this dialogue

See FULLER on page 5

Everybody knows that sequels are

never better than the original. But when

the original is already mediocre, the

sequel has nowhere to go except down

into the depths of dreadfully awful. This

is exactly how 'The Whole Ten Yards"

stacks up.

Its predecessor, "The Whole Nine

Yards" was released in 2000 and was an

OK mobster comedy — not a bad movie,

not a wonderful movie — just mediocre.

It was a weak hit. making around $57

million. The movie provided laughs here

and there, but wasn't memorable. It

starred Bruce Willis as |immy "The

Tulip" Tudeski. an eccentric hitman who
ratted on his mob boss Yanni (Kevin

Pollack). With a price on his head. The

Tulip moved into the suburbs, right next

door to paranoid dentist Nick "Oz"

Oseransky (Matthew Perry). The plot

unfolds and antics ensue when Oz is sent

to Chicago by his wife to try and sell the

k>cation of Tudeski to the mob.

"The Whole Ten Yards" presumably

happens a few years after the original

romp and brings back the original

cast. Tudeski iv a little bit crazy

and is now living in Mexico, lar

away from the Hungarian mob
He cooks, cleans and is an all

around good housewife.

Apparently, this is a (far

fetched) cover-up. His wife. |ill

(Amanda Peet). is a hit-woman in

training who can't seem to actual

ly kill her targets because the vie

tims fall out of windows Oz i'>

now married to Tudeski* ex-wife

Cynthia (Natasha Henstridge)

After the mob kidnaps Cynthia.

Oz treks to Mexico for some help

from The Tulip to find his beloved

wife.

From there, the plot gets so

convoluted that the audience gets

Actions happen without really any

text or explanation. It seems as if the film

was made on the spot, with screenwriters

lost,

con-

writing each scene right before they were

shot, hoping that in editing evervthing

would come together

Well, it doesn't. By the end

of the movie. Oz says. "What is

going on here''" and audiences

share the same sentiments.

There should be a saying in

Hollywood that goes some-

thing like this: an ample

amount of big name actors

does not make a good movie

The big draw for making this

sequel was probably having

Willis and Perry back in their

roles. Sure, they're big name
actors, but if the writing, plot

and laughs aren't there, then

paying moviegoers know bet-

ter

So minimum is the amount

of laughs throughout the

movie that it seems wrong for it to even

be called a comedy. Most of the jokes

aren't funny, although the actors try very

hard — too hard in fact. Every character

'The Wholel

Ten Yards'

Directed bT

Heira(d Deuicti

SMliU

BnctilB

Matliew PtfTT

Misw Bris.

sunt

Ml
1 L_

IS ovcrthc lop jnd archetypal m their

roles. Thus, the audience can guess what

joke is coming next Couple that with the

confusing plot and the movie becomes a

string of non-funny jokes by lackluster

characters.

There are a few saving graces for this

film and from it receiving an "F." First

are the chickens. Yes. the chickens. The

Tulip cares very much for his chickens,

and an accident with one becomes very

funny. It is sad though, when the funniest

part ol a movie is the animal actors.

The other saving grace — depending

on your tastes — is Perry. Perry is

Chandler-esquc in his exuberant, whiny

way throughout the film. Some people

like Perry's humor, and others don't. His

character usually provides the few laughs

in the film, next to the chickens of

course.

Did we really need a sequel to "The

Whole Nine Yards"'.' The answer is a

resounding no. exhibited by the film's

dismal St).b8 million box office showing

last weekend.

Make
By JOHhRMY DUNAUXUN

CuLLEoiAN Staff

For a new band. Autopilot Off

has a pretty decent track record. The

neo-punk rockers have released only

one EP, yet it was enough to eam

them admirers form the top eche-

kjns trf modem punk elite; AH,

Good ChaHolte md Sum 41 are

among the many bands who have

champkxved the group and hand-

pk;ked them to open at tours. Even

Tim Armstrong, kaid vocalist for

DIY punk stahvarts Rancid, helped

the biuvl write two tracks on their

full-length debut. "Make A Sound.'

So, after all the hype that sur-

rounds the New York-state quartet

dies down, one question is left; "Are

they worth it?"

And the shoo answer is, yes —
sort of. The grvxip — their name is

an existential ctHnmand to live life

rather than tloat thtvHigh it — plays

in the sweet spot somewhere

between Sum 41 and Thursday.

They're kind of poppy and kind of

punky yet never, ever, pop-punk.

They approach the heavy, hard, shat

tering cruixh of hardcore without

ever fully embracing it; there's just

enou^ traditionali»t pup catchiness

and too littW of the purposefully stri-

dent vocals to fall into tfie N'YHC

banner Singer Chris kjhnson shies

away frum the adenoidal vocals that

typically are associated with this

kind of music, in favor of a chesty,

deep baritone. They cokx their styk

enough to avoid s«xinding like any-

one other than Autopilot Off.

Yet. "Make A Sound" can get

awfully samey sounding after

awhile. One track after another

tixidges through the same pop-core

mud. eventuidly bkaxling together

into one thundetuus whole. The

music is tight and well-constructed,

with thkk. gkxious basslines, gritty

guitar riffs and the right pummeling

drum sound, all payed with the nght

melodic touches. But while

Autopilot Off

manage to sepa-

rate themselves

from the test of

the punk crowd,

they keep man-

aging to sound

like tfiemselves.

There ate a

few variations

here and there: the very RarKid-like

marble-mouifKd vocals on "BluvJ

Truth' (not surprising as Armsinxig

co-wiote it) arid the semi-acoustic

balladry of "1 Know You're Waiting"

arxl "llHvine Intervention."

Autopilot Off writes with more

maturity ttien most other pop-punk

outfits, who generally like to tivie in

on high school heartbreak even

when they are well into their 20s. In

interviews past, the band have sakl

that their musk: centers around the

theme of uncertaintity. The musk;

may have listeners rocking out in

their bedrooms, but the lyrical con-

tent is certainly more thoughtful and

contemplative tfian is typkailly fash

wned. "The 12th Day" takes anoth-

er kx)k back at Sept. 1 1 , with poesy

about how the "c-oncrete rain/shat

ters windowpanes." "Bksised By A
Nightmare" suues down the barrel

of a shotgun, whife "The Ckada

Song" opens with "Tonight 1 have

decided that tfiere's only one way

out/ and 1 tried so hard to fight it but

that there's only oik; way out."

Fleavy stuff.

There's a wealth of hooks

sprouting up like weeds throu^

APO's heft. The group may have

opted for a harder crurxh than their

peers, but they have devekjped a

taste for the same commercial sensi-

bility "Byron Black" is the best song

that labelmates Hoobastank never

recorded; "1 Know You're Waiting"

seems kleally suited for radio play,

with its slk;k balafKe of acoustk aixl

electric elements and runtantk; sen-

timent.

Autopilot Off have genuine

pn.Hni.se in their brand of rock, with

solid mu.sician.ship and a decent lead

singer (although, he can at times be

strident when reaching for the high

notes.) It's just that "Make A

Autopilot Off make <i k>ld satement with their debut LP

rock and pop sounds ii> create a unique diM..

Sound' has a clammy, claustrophcv

bk. feel to it as if you re hearing

the same song throughout the

nujority ol the album. They have

pmrnLse, but the> need to kaim a lit

tk; more about variety.

"Make A Sound." The band combines punk-

At craft museum visitors Uf|C SCENE
get new feel for the arts

FMia from page 4

of is this art or this craft?' They're

objects. A k)t of the interesting art

being done today is object -driv-

en."

The inuseum was founded as

the Brockton Art Center in 1969

vrith money bequesied by

Brockton geologist Myron L.

f\i\Vn Designed by architect \.

Timothy Anderson, it's Uxaiied on

22 acres of wuudlaixls and over-

kx)ks Upper Porter's Pond

A first impression is the muse-

tmi couW well be in the Berkshircs

or Vermont, not in a hardscrabble

city best known for its champion

boxers. Rocky Marciano and

Marvin Flagler

Andrew Maydoney. a museum

board member, knows about rep^

utations He grew up in Matiapan,

a workiiw class sccti«jn of Boston,

and hrf-a "great experienca"

there. Siintkrly. he said he knows

Brockton "does not ha%e the best

reputation in the world." but that

It's overcoming that challenge

"We think the museum is one

significant opportunity for that

city to show how terrific it is," said

Maydoney. vice president of con

suiting firm Sametz Black-stone

Associates.

Contemporary craft is also

improving its image in the art

world, he said. Craft museums

are opening near San Francisco

and Seattle Existing museums

ifKlude the Museum of Art and

Design in New York, the Racine

Art Museum in Racine. Wis., the

Mint Museum in Charlotte. N.C..

and the Rcnwick Gallery at the

Smithsonian Institution

Washington.

'Its a pretty vibrant movement

right now," he said, noting that he

likes how the discipline takes the

common, like teapots and chairs,

arxl makes them uncommon.

Keyworth said the key is the

personal attachment.

"People have a personal con-

nection to an object that's

stronger than a painting." she

said. "A painting is very removed.

You stand back from it. You

observe it. With these pieces, they

are used. They are in people's

homes. They are part of everyday

living."
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UMass faces Bulldogs
MEN'S LAX from page 8

tutdll> >upponivc ut in\!.clt. ihc

guys, and fveryone around him."

Shay isn't the only member of

the UMass lacrosse tamiiy in the

ranks at Yale either. 2002 graduate

Dan Pacciune, who currently play-

for the MLL's Long Island I izards.

is also an assistant on Shays stafl

Cannella and Shay v^ill have a

chance to reminisce on old times

tomorrow. when the b-4

Minutemen travel to New Haven.

Conn to lace the 4-3 Bulldogs. It

is a tale of two teams headed in

opposite directions. While the

Minutemen have cruised to a lour

game win streak, including a 17 8

victory at Penn State em April >.

aivi a I b-4 rout of Manhattan last

Friday night at home, the Bulldogs

started off the scascm with four

straight wins, but have since k)si

their b-st five

Included in the slide i>

Wednesday's 12-^ loss to Albany,

in which the Great l>anes stored

seven straight goals after trailing 7-

5 in the third quarter. The

Bulldogs still have some bite,

though, as ivvo of the k>sses were

by one goal, and junior Seth

Ooklberg has scored 25 goals and

six assists in nine games this year.

In goal, freshman Jordan Kllis is

averaging 1 1 .4t< goals allowed, but

has faced over 20 shots on goal per

game.

At the X, senior Ryan Capilupi

has won 85 of 157 face-offs.

backed up by sophomore Oan

Kallaugher. who has won 30 ol 5b

draws They'll match up against a

hot hand on the UMass side.

ttiough junior Dane Collins has

won 9b of his 185 draws this sea-

son, and his last |X'r1ormance was

one i^ his best, Collins doiniiuited

at the X. winning 14 of N lace-

ofts to help the .MinutenK*n keep

the pressure on Manhattan

Women's lax targets Owls
By Jtrt Howt
(^>LUI.IAN STAff

» KIl-1 MH1'. Kkl Ml. >s-

IN THE LOOP Andv Sluv. v*ho as an aN»i>tanl much helped gauit the Univefsity t^

MoMMnhuM-tl^ ti> the NCAA qujrterfinals in raih oi the last two vcan,

IN mm thf head c.Mih i»» Vale. UMass tiicei. oH aeiuut the BuUdoKK

ti<iik>m>u .It I p.m. in Nev» Haven.

comemiiHis

downtown Amherst

HUKELAU
413-593-5222
705 Momor'al Drive in Chicope^

Prom ABC's "lose Line

Is It Anyway?," Comedy

CentralVIougti Crowd with

CoiflQyinn" and CBS'% Late.

Late Show will) Craig Kilbom"

GREG PROOFS
APRIL IBTH APRIL 24TH

RICKEY SMILEYDAVEAHEIL

The UMass Minutewomen
lacrosse team (3-8. 1-2 A- 10) may
have their entire season riding on

Sunday's Atlantic 10 match-up

with the Temple Owls l5-b. 2-1 A-

10). This game is a lematch of last

season's Atlantic 10 championship

game that Temple won 1 5-*).

The game will be played at

Garber field at noon where the

Minutewomen will try to improve

their 1-3 home ie<.i>rd this season.

Temple is J ? .luav from

Philadelphia.

UMass is currently tied vviih St.

Bonaventure for tifth place in the

Atlantic 10 standings, one game

behind Temple, Richmond and

Duquesne. Only the top lour

teams earn a bid to play in the

Atlantic 10 tournament May 7-8.

The Minutewomen are in dan-

ger of not playing in the post.sea-

son for the tirst time in seven

years, but postseason visions aren't

unrealistic due to the balance in

the conference so far this year

Tracey Drown, the team kader

in assist- and points, understands

the magnitude of this game, simply

Slating. "Sunday is do or dk:."

UMasN is coming off a cocne-

(lun ' ' ' 17-15 owd win over

lu.i .^e opponent Albany

on WedncMJay. The game was

made up fann its origiiwl March

1 7 date

UMass rallied with five coiiimx-

utive goals after trailing 10-5 in the

first half, but they found them-

selves trailing again when Alexis

DiDomenico put the Great Danes

ahead 14- 13 with under seven

minutes to play.

UMass went on to score four

consecutive goals, three of them

coming in a 90-second period, to

lock up a hard fought victory.

Hope Zelinger scored six times

and added an assist for the

Minutewomen. Kerri Connerty

chipped in with two goals and four

assists, and defensive specialist

Kristin St. Hilaire picked up seven

ground balls and caused a

turnover

Temple is coming off a 23-4

shellacking of Lafayette on

Wednesday. Senior Tiffany Pulaski

led the way with 10 goals and tied

a 20-year-okl school record with

1 2 total points in a single game.

Pulaski leads the Owls with 40

total points and 34 goals on the

season. Corey leader is the second

leading scorer with 18 goals and

10 assists for 28 total points.

Even though UMass lost 1 2 let-

ter winners from last season's

championship game lineup to

Temple's nine, the Minutewom«i

should clearly have revenge in

mind.

UMass coach Carrie BoWuc

put her team's objective very

bluntly.

"There is a clear and obvwus

understanding by the team of what

we need to do against lemple
."

MIKEEPPS

Summer Program 2004

June 5- Aug 20, 2004

sponsored by the Chinese Govemm«nt
and Educational Authority.

Study and practice genuine Chinese Wu Shu and Tai Chi

to increase physical and self defense abilities

Teaching English for high school and junior high school.

Obtain academic credit and make friends

Learn Chinese language and take a local tour

Explore ancient Oriental culture and history

Fee $2250 double ocupancy

Fee includes round tnp airlare Isetween Bradley Airport

and China, accomodation, local tour transportation, and

tuition lor Wu Shu and Tai Chi

For more information please contact Mr Ron Song

Phone 203 407 0566 Fax 203 287 1611

byrdinterco@aol com

Price Waterhouse Coopers

MBNA Financial

Q; What do these companies have in common?

A: Former Collegian Finance Manage!^.

The Collegian is now accepting applications for

Assistant Finance Manager
Accounting Clerk

Call 545-3500 or stop by our office, room 113 In the

Campus Center Basement, with your resume for

more information.

Applicants should currently be a freshman

The Massachusetts
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BENTLEY

The Master of Science in Taxation (MST) at Bentley

prepares you to successtully handle international and

other complex tax issues that are increasingly a part

ol today's business world.

The MST program satisfies the 150 credit-hour and

work experience requirements for Massachusetts

CPA membership and the education requirements to

sit for the CFP* Certification Exam. Work can be

completed on campus or online.

Expert faculty, access to internships and hands-on

experience in leading-edge facilities like our Trading

Room and advanced learning lab for accountancy

distinguish Bentley as a business university.

For answers to your career questions visit

wvw.bentley.edu/gr/tx or call 800/442-GRAD.

To learn more, attend an upcoming Graduate information session.
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^ Do not fear to be
eccentric in opinion,

for every opinion now
accepted was once
eccentric. Bertrand Russell
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Daily Weather Forecast

For .Amhffst

• High: 59

• Low: 35

SATVRDA\
• High: 70

• 1 ou: ^^l

SUNDAY
• High: 77

• Idw: 54

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contacl 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Caccidtore

• I emon Pepjjer Fish

• Vegan Cutletb

I vegan)

DINNER
• Shrimp & Scalloj) Creole

• Beet Bourguignon

• Southern b-Bean Stew

t vegan)

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
\ikobs P. MarkjnhHuloi

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Sjmjnth.i I (H/fj<>

COPY EDITOR
Scott fldtidffe II

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
In'ni' Rc»

PRODUCTION STAFF
Diand Mf^ilevsky/ Olivvt Clutnfi

HOROSCOPES
aquarius • hs 20-FtB. ib

\(i one ev<*r wid you ctxjidn't put your

ifft up while y(XJ did your wtxk.

pisceS • fiH. 19-Mar 20

l>) sonH-thing out ot confrcji. wear

M)m«'thing unusual like chartreuse plaid!

aries • mvk .'i aph. t*

D«jn't lean bat k in your chair too tar.

ch.iirs hreak

taurus • At«. 2()-ma> 20

I li.il lorgolten sonx-one trom the past

will revisit vour dreams.

gemini • mv. ji iin 21

stop ix'ing so laid back and start wwry-

inn nxxe.

cancer . ii n. 22-M.22
RememlK'r to cover your mouth when

you yawn.

leO • Ki 23-Auc. 22

Don't be afraid to ask a favtjr when vtju

need one.

virgo • ^x;. 23-stPT. 22

[)ont vou just hate when karma c omes

b.M k to bite vou in the butt'

libra • stpi. 21-ocT. 22

Don t judge someone In the skirl the\

wear over their pants

Scorpio • t> T. 2 }-N()v. 21

This is your day f<w revenge: double Iwg

thieves must pay.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dic. 21

YtHi are finally getting everything togeth-

er.

Capricorn • Dfc.22-|AN. t9

Watch The C art(K)n NeKvork tonight.

"FamiK (.u\" i*. i .)llinj> \our name.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
AC TIVITIfS

ImmigratitMi Attitmey

Mahsa Khiinhahi will

speak on intfm.ition.il

student^ ^l^;ht^, Vnd.n

April 16 at 2:00piii in

Campus Cx'nttr Rixmi

165. Spoav)rcd Hy the

Student Legal Services

Otihce. 922 C:ainriis

Center. 545-1WV

\l'\RIME\r K)R RfM

Take over lease, the rare

2-bedrixim in Piiffton

Village 6/1-8/^1 4n-

695-515^

Single, sp;n.cY riH)ni

Available end of May

550/inonth (Ailonial

Village 4n-256-044o

Sandy

Mill Valley EstateM-iow

Renting 2 ix\lr!ii

$1050/1100, Mx-drm

$n50/1400Nola.st

months rent, Free Heat

Si Hot Watet, 2 full

haths, AC:. On husline

Mon-Fri 10-5pm 25 i-

7377

APARTMfNTFORRESfM EMPLOYMENT

BrmdyAvine Apts. Now
leasing, 1 61 2 lx\lr<Him

iprs. Leases Ivgin June.

July, Aug or Si-p. First

uHTJe, first serve. ( it 1

them while thcv l.i-i

wwvs.hraiKlvwiiK-

apt.s.coin Stoi^ In or

C.ill 54^>^VxV

HoKirt ( 'onJo- > lxs.1-

nxmi, hardvviHKJ lloors.

study area m haseinent.

('able, telephone (inter-

net access) in all IxJ-

riH)ins anil study. NfW
SHOWlNCi for jUNH

and SEITEMBHK. Nt >

F'KHS. www.amherstlm-

colnrealtv.com 25

^

7879

C Center ot town I, 2, <

Fieilrixmis; hardw(XKl

fl,H)rs. NOWSlRW-
lNtitorjUNHand

SEPTHMBHR. NO
FTiES. w^'w.aiulurstlin-

Lolnrealtv.coiii 25 5-

7879

Painters wantiil greater

Spnngfield area 1-413-

695-2M5or 1-888-277-

9787

Rev»n iU-.il F,st.lte Sales

Assistant: Wi >rli.l

renowned nuilti-inillion

Joll.ir real estate devel-

( ipiuent ti mipany seeks

mtttivatcd atkl confi-

dent individual to ni.ir-

ket iiiglvend real estate

•It Tlu- Cireenhrier

Resort in White

Sulphur Spring. West

Virginia. Ideal candi-

date IS very comfortable

sjxMking on the phone

Ck interested in pursuing

a career in luxury real

estate. IniiiKdiate open-

ings ,i\ .iil.ibie. Pleas*.'

send resiinies to Mifcli

Johnson-

m)i ihiw )n®gbrs<M > >in

Now hiring line ciKiks,

disliwashers and door

guys. Apply at Amherst

Brewing C Company

EMPLOYMENT

Summer Painting Job

Work with other col-

lege students! Work

iHjtside with friends!

FULL TIME IN

AMHERST AREA For

more intomiation con

t.ict: Ryan F^town

(4i3KvS7-9O30

Stuilents wanted fot a

Slimmer painting job.

$400 - sax*/ week.

Exjx'rience not needivl

but .1 plus All hireil will

go through ,1 paid train-

ing program, ("all 888-

277-9787 or go to

(:oLLEc;EPRt\c:oM.

Wi>rk with friends.

F^artender Trainees

Needed $250 a day

l>>iential. LKal jyisi-

iionsl-aX)-293-3985

Hxt5i(S

M.irkiimg Agency

Sc-eksC\itgi)ing High

Energy Individuals tor

promotions $I5/Iniur

888-477-6668

www.liiUisproiiH )tioas.com

EMPLOYMENT ROOMMATf WANIEoH SUMMER SUBLET SUMMER SUBLET

"13,inending" $250/1 >ay

Potential. No
ExiXTience Nesc.

Training provided 1-

800-965-6520 Hm. 162

ENTERTAINMENT

1 )| tor hire: SY13

Proiluctions is now

K Hiking your e\ent.

4! 5-557 8527

FURNITURE FOR SALE

5 Rms ot tiiniiture tor

sitle tiraduating in Mav

Prill's negotiable ( !all

L,,ni,n.il :5V4')*)5

HOUSE FOR RENT

Hadley Newer Five

l\\lr>«>mlloiiKS4iM270

INSTRUCTION

University Partendini;

Classes si.iri Mxin"

'

C'all for iiifonnation 1-

800-U-CAN-MlX

ww'w.iinn ersit\ b.irtend

irig.com

Female riKimmate

w.inteil to share 2-Kl

apt m Sunderl.inil.

$4l8/mo. Includes heat,

hot water, and c.ible.

Available 6/1 or e.irlier.

t :all Lauren @ 860-604-

(xX)8.

SERVICES

Pregnant.' Need help'

t:all Birthright ot

Amherst area for free

testing ,<nd assistance

549-1906

PRKC.NANC ;Y TEST

!N(^ HIV Testing,

Binh C'ontrol, and

Kmergenc\

t.'ontraception.

Affordable and conti-

dential. T,i|xstr\

Health. 27 Pray Street.

•Xmhi'rsi. 548-9992

SUMMER SUBLET

I IV'driKim m 2 lx\l-

iiHini Apt. in IVandy-

wine. June Ist-Sepil

r.ll 413-687-3104

1 sp.li lolls .11 til IVll

roi'm in newly renovat-

ed house (new wixvl

tlrs. .ind kitchen) on N.

Pleas.int St. .icrossfrom

bus stop. 1/2 mi. from

campus. $ 30^>/m' ' Plus

utilities; full tiimishings

it desiri\l. .'\\ iilable

lune 1st. I "all 508- 380-

11 0('

Well-maint.iiiuil 3

Klmv PuHton Apt.

$1,350 (XT month or

best ofter Starts June 1st

Le.ise transfer (Mssible

in Sept. Please call 41

3

S4U.S90^) tor details

1 rW'dnxim Rrandy-wine

Apt. Sr.iriing 6/1

$755.00/month Nego.

Includes, Heat.Cias&i

Witer.O"^-' l/'niile

trom I 'Mass 549-950^

2 lvvlriH>ms, tully fur

nislud apartment, 1 tiiii

bath. Available June

1st- SeptemK-r Ist. (.'all

R.ichelS:vman@781-

264-1512

1 .. Ix\lii« '111 house

Nonh Ple,is.int St.

.•\\ ailable June 1 549-

6535

TRAVEl

887-4-<.:ANCUN r3est

price. UMASS VEN-

IX">R selling spring

bre.ik p.ickages. I\i not

get scammeil. C ^ancun,

Negril Acapulco.

B,ihamas, Florida. $$$

campus reps earn $$$.

Flipnation.coin 877-4-

cancun.

WANTED

MODELS WANTED!
Student photographers

lix>kitig tor women,

men, t.imilies .ind chil-

dren to photogr.iph fi>r

class assignments. Free

8x10 ixrtr.iil in

exch.inge tor time.

Contact Jen at 41 3-

865-2190

Collegian Classifieds
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/^^ I "I "r> Minutemen play

Canadiens crush hJruins , famiuar menwr
By ViAHk Pkai 1

AnMK lAlll' rKtv>

BOSTON (API — Sdku Koivu had a goal and

iwu assisls. and lose Ihcudorc made 4^ saves

Thursday night, helping ihe Montreal (."iinadicns

stay alive in the plavolls with a 51 victory over

the Boston Bruins.

The Canadiens trail the besiol-seven series 3-

2 and will host Game 6 on
Montreal 5

Boston 1

Saturday night.

Montreal scored two

> .ss<««iAruinit-'vMHAftU<ikKi

I hi- Monlri-al Can-tJun- iclthrju- >jliu Kimvu's third p<rnod u«'al, ihcir fourth of tfic K*"nr. »»

fk»U>n Brums «,.jlir Andrt»» RjVirolt ItH.ks ju^iv dunni; ihtir NHL pUvoff n*mv in Boston. >*»-

trrJa>. Th«r Cunadicns Jominaird the Bruin* in their S-1 win, hut trail i-2 in the »erie».

power-play goals, but the Bruins continued to

struggle with the inan advantage. Boston was 0-

for-4 on Thursday and is 2-tor-22 in the series.

Koivu had a hand in both of Montreal's

power-play goals. He scored on a rebound at

8:44 of the third period to make it 41 when the

Canadiens had a two-man advantage

Koivu also assisted on Craig Rivet's power-

play goal at 6:54 of the third that made it 5-L

Rivet beat Bruins goalie .Andrew Raycroft with a

long slap shot

The Bruins applied most of the early pressure,

but Theodore held them off The Canadiens

scored on a quick counterattack at 14:17 of the

first period, lason Ward sent Yanic Perreault in

alone and his shot deflected off of Ravcroft's

pads and inside the far post

The Bruins' best scoring chance of the period

came with just under 12 minutes left when Dan

McGillis hit the post with a sht>i from the left

point

The Canadiens look a 2-0 lead at I 2 21 ot the

second period on a three-on-two break Richard

Zednik won the puck at center ice, passed to

Koivu on his left. Koivu then made a cross-ice

pass to Alex Kovalev. who scored his fourth goal

nf the series.

Kovalev was the goat in Game 4. when after

he was slashed in the second overtime he

stopped playing and shook his injured wrist. He
turned over the puck and then collided with

teammate Sheldon Souray. which allowed Glen

Murray to skate in on a breakaway and score the

vMiining goal.

The Canadiens almost made it 5-0 Thursday

when Raycroft was caught out of position Pierre

Dagenais had a clean shot at an empty net. but

Bruins forward Sergei Samsonov threw himself

in front of the puck and it deflected off his body.

Zednik eventually gave Montreal a three-goal

advantage at lt);55 of the third period, just after

the Bruins killed off a four-minute power play.

2^nik took advantage of a turnover in the

Bruins zone, skated in alone — with |oe

Thornton clutching his jersey - and backhanded

the puck past Raycroft.

The Bruins finally broke through at I I 57 ol

the third vkhen Nick Boynion found Murray to

the right of the Montreal net and Murrav slapped

a shot into the open net

By ANimEW Merritt

( x)iLK.iAN Staff

The Massachusetts men's lacrosse family is a large

one. with members scattered all over the country.

The familv includes players and coaches in Major

League Lacivssc. like 2005 graduates Chris Fiore

and Kevin Leveille — both playing for Boston, as

well as I iJS*} graduate and kigerdary goaltender Sal

LoCascio, who currently coaches the Philadelphia

Barrage. And there are plenty more in the college

ranks.

.Andy Shay is a ntember of the family. Currently

the head coach of the \ak Bulldogs. Shay spent the

last four seasons prior to 2004 pacing the sideline

alongside UMass head coach Greg Cannella. as the

Minutemen's defensive and recruiting coordinator

The l^»^ I e Movne graduate took the helm at 'tale

after a tumultuous year at New Haven.

On Ian. 14. 2005. head coach Mike WaWvogel

lelt the Bulklogs. eventually resigning on |an 50 as

departnxrntal investigation was opened to examhw

his recfuiling practices lust three days later, senwr

Lnc VVenzel. a standout goaltender. was seriously

injured in a car crash that killed four ^ale students.

Weruel has made a full recovery, and is now an assis-

tant under Shay, but never played in his senior sea-

son.

Cannella said hes not surprised that Shay was

able to keep things going at Yak.

"Obviously -Vidy is a heck of a coa».h. he did a

gt«at job while he was here, and I have full confi-

dc-nce that he will do a great job at Yaks," CaniKlla

said. "He woukln't be where he is if he were not a

great coach."

Shay was plucked from the UMass sideline after

four years that saw the Minutenx-n win two Kastem

College Athfcrtic Conference championships, and two

appearatKCs in the NCAA toumanvni But it was a

iiK>ve that Cannella wus expev.-ting.

'I knew it woukl be there, sooner than later I

thought It was going tu be the year before, bixause he

preM.-nts hknaeif so well, and he's so well respe».ted

within the lacrosse coaching ciaks." Cannella said.

"He brings a kM more to the table than just coach-

ing. The relationships he had with the guys off the

lieki were outstanding just the way he apprviachcs

his job was outstanding. He wa4 100 percent full-go.

SMMCrSLAXonpagte

Minutewomen blank Bosttin College KJ Kelly breaks home run record

Bv BRtM>AS Haii
t;»lLl,l<.IAN >TAFF

Kl Kcllcy is making a name
herself very quickly.

In the bottom of the third

lining in the Minuiew omen's

'air with Boston College ye*

icrday. the

"V " sophomore

UMass 4 'hird h«~

man set

ne« LMass record when she

launched a two-run shot over

the centerfield wall for her

twelfth home run of the year

Brandi Cross previously set the

humc run record in 2005
That was alt they needed, as

the MartH.»n and White picked

up two more runs in the fifth to

»c.il off a 4-0 defeat ol the

I ..gles |24 IM.

Kelli Arnold (10 5i enjoyed

a stellar 21 si birthday on the

mound for the Minutewomen
(20111. pitching a complete

game and reci>rding her fourth

shutout of the season, allowing

just three hits and one walk in

the effort.

I thought jKellij did a great

today." coach Hlaine

Sortino said. "She did a great

job moving the ball around and

the crosswind was very tough

today. I thought her change-up

was spotty in the beginning,

but she came back with it."

The game started off slowly

for both teams. Through the

MM^i
Wlmmsmsm ©©hhidiisjLii

Friday, April 16

Sport Opp./Event rime

Women's Track at UConn Meet
Storrs, Conn

3:00 p.m.

Women's Tennis A- 10s
College park, MD

TEA

Saturday, April 17

Sport Opp./Event Time

Baseball at St. Josephs 12.00 p.m.

Baseball at St. Josephs
Norristown, PA

2:30 p.m.

Women's Rowing Knecht Cup
Collingswood, NJ

7:00 a.m.

Men's Track UConn Meet
Storrs, Conn

10:00 a.m.

Men's Lacrosse at Yale

New Haven, Conn
1:00 p.m.

Women's Tennis at A- 10s
College Park, MD

TBA

Sun day, April 18

Sport Opp./Event Time

Baseball at St. Josephs
Norristown, PA

12:00 p.m.

Softball vs. St.Bonaventure 12:00 p.m.

Softball vs. St.Bonaventure

Amherst, MA
2:00 p.m.

Women's Rowing Knecht Cup
Collingswood, NJ

7:00 a.m.

Women's Lacrosse vs. Temple
Amherst, MA

12:00 p.m.

Women's Tennis at A- 10s
College Park, MD

TBA

lirst ts^o innings neither team

had scored a run. each register-

ing just one hit. That would all

chan|?c in the bv>itom iif the

third

luiiK" liii<ii> f'u):lid reached

first base on a hit that slipped

b> the middle infield Candice

Violinari was up next, and

Puglia would reach second fol-

lowing a sacrifice bunt laid

down by the freshman

Then came Kclley to the

plate With a 2-0 count, the

patient third baseman saw her

pitch, and swung with authori-

ty. The result was a smashing

line drive over the centerfield

wall, driving home Puglia to

make it a 2-0 game.

"It felt gooil I didn't think it

was going to be a homcrun. just

a shot in the gap. so it really

took me by surprise." Kellcy

said. "It was exciting just like

every homerun that you hit or

hit that you get is exciting. I

love it."

As always, the defense

shone through, with some espe-

cially great play coming in the

top of the fourth.

What could have resulted in

extra bases for the Eagles' laqui

Goodchild instead resulted in

an out. thanks to Molinari.

With the ball looking to per-

haps ricochet off the fence, the

freshman took a step onto the

warning track and extended her

arms just in time to make the

saving catch.

"It was a very d'rastic play,"

Sortino said. "Molinari. Hilary

I
Puglia

I
and the entire outfield

had a great game. To credit our

outfield, we must have spent

more than half an hour work-

ing on going back for the ball

and staying with it. These kids

work really hard and I'm happy

for them when they make plays

like that."

The Minutewomen picked

up two more insurance runs in

the bottom of the fifth.

Michelle Daly was pulled in the

fifth lor the Eagles, replaced by

Takae Malandris. a move that

backfired almost immediately.

Puglia scored home Kristi

Sicfanoni with a single through

the middle, advancing Denise

Denis to third. Lesley Ferrara

stepped in to pinch-hit for

Molinari, who then stepped in

at first after Ferrara s single.

Denis was thrown out at home
on the play.

Molintiri immediately got to

work, stealing second. Puglia

took lead from her teammate's

success and stole home for the

fourth and final run on the day.

The inning ended when
Molinari was tagged out at

third stealing, sliding over the

bag for the out.

Bv Ti>i>i> Fdstib
t olirt.lAN Si Aft

On Apr. I 5. 2005. Brandi Cross smashed her

10th homcrun over the right center fence. The

roundtripper gave the senior first baseman the

new single season homerun record, finishing the

season with 1 1 As she made her way back to the

dugout, she walked by a powerful freshman in

the on-deck circle. That freshman was K| Kclley.

who would erase her record one year and two

days later.

"Brandi was a great idol." Kelley said. "I

watched her closely and saw what she did like

taking it slowly and relaxing. There are a lot of

veterans I've watch at the plate and how they

prepare themselves. You learn from who you

watch."

The 5-foot-8 third baseman record-breaking

homerun demonstrated a typical at-bat for the

power hitter. Her keen eye watched the first two

pitches miss the strike zone. The third pitch, an

outside fastball, was the one she wanted and she

took it It was a hard line drive with hardly any

trajectory, but had enough power behind it to

sail far over the right center fence.

Kelley came onto the UMass scene with eight

homeruns in freshman season after being a four-

year letterwinner at Rainer (Ore.) High School.

Her freshman total placed her fourth and the

only players ahead ot her at the time were

Scooter Wheeler and Brandi Cross, who share

the career record of 2b homeruns

"I'm not concentrating on getting the (career

homerun) record right now." Kelley said. "Yes. I

have a chance to get it this year, but you know

what'' I'm a sophomore so I've got time. If I

don't get the record, I'm not going to act like my
career is over It would be nice to get record

though, because I think everyone lilies to get

records."

By looking at the homerun lists. Kclley is a

rare power hitter that UMass has only seen a few

times. Wheeler and Cross arc the two most

recent, who were teammates in the 1999 and

2000 seasons, and are only other players with 20

or more homers in their careers. Kelley is the

quickest UMass player to reach the 20-homerun

plateau, taking only 85 games opposed to Cross,

who took 198 games.

"She's got to be top five." Head Coach Elaine

Sortino said. "She's very strong, but what she

learned to do was how to stay on the ball, That's

why she's hitting the ball so far. because she's on

it for a long time

She worked on that this off-season and final-

ly figured it out. She's just starting to learn how

to use her lower body and you'll see that proba-

bly come around by next year.

By next year, she might hit one off the library.

A fond farewell

"A Celebration of Jack Leaman" will he held this Sunday at Curry Hicks Cage starting at

1 p.m. Members of the public are invited to attend.

'Connie and Caria' is a

real drag of a movie

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 6

Bruins fail to advance

after losing Game 7

SPORTS, PAGE 10
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Community 'Relay fof Life' helps fight cancer
remembers
Leaman

By ANORtw MtHRil I

CAJLLti.iAN Staff

If there was ever a human face of UMass,

that face was jack Leaman.

The former Massachusetts basketball coach

and broadcaster, who also coached both the

UMass and Stockbridge golf teams, was hon

ored by over 1 .000 people at a memorial serv-

ice on Sunday, held inside the Curry Hicks

Cage, where he coached the Minuteman has

ketbalt team to national prominence.

The infiuence of Mr Leaman. whu died on

March b. could be seen in the broad range ol

people who attended the service Perhaps Mr

Leaman's most famous protege, hall of lamer

lulius Erving. was among the speakers at the

service, and along with current Boston College

coach Al Skinner, represented a multitude ol

former players who were in attendance

Both Erving and Skinner gave emotional

speeches about their experiences under Mr
Leaman. Erving. who played just two seasons

at UMass before moving on to prolessional

stardom, summed up his remarks by simpK

saying. "Goodbye coach, I love you."

Former UMass coach lohn Calipari also

spoke at the service, reflecting on Mr

Leaman's constant involvement with the has

ketball program. Mr Leaman would often

come to Calipari during his tenure in Amherst,

asking him to "get a cup of coffee." which was

Mr. Leaman's code for talking about basket

ball strategy and coaching.

Mr Leaman. who was 71 when he died

after suffering a heart attack following the

Minutemen's game against Richmond on

Former UMass basketball coach and com-

mentator Jack Leaman was remembered Sunday

bv former UMass coaches and students. Leaman

passed away earlier this year.

Hundreds of spon»»>red walker*

cancer rcMrarch.

Bv JULIfc OTX>NNfcU
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More than 500 students from

the Five College area laced up

their sneakers this \\cekend and

walked osernight at Amherst

College, taking part in the

American Can

"Relay for Life."

The event, designed to raise

money for cancer, took place at

Pratt Field on Friday afternoon

and into Saturday morning.

Erin Mcl^onald. communica-

tion director for Relay for Life

has played a strong role in the

American Cancer Society and

also has bc-en active in the sccoikI

annual Relay for Life.

"Relay for Life is a team event

where participants run or walk

around a track in relay-style

shifts to celebrate the hope that

cancer will be beaten."

McDonald said in a press release

"The members take turns circling

the track throughout the day and

travel Pratt Field as part of the Amtriii»i» C ai..

-

KcIj' l,.r 1 itr.
' Hu ..\erni|:hl event raiMrs m»>ne\ im r\ \..(r l.r

night, enjoying great food, enter-

tainment and can ' le as

thcv camp I'Ut anJ 'i one

another on during the tun-lilled

event."

Relay for Life i.* a national

program but has recently target

*d college audiences in its second

Near coining to the .Anit'

Students have > .
i

teams of 10 to 15. given them

selves names aiKl set out to raise

money for cancer research

experimental medications and

patient services.

McDonald who resides in

Northampton. Mass.. is in her

lifth vear working with Relay for

Life.

"I think this is why we're all

here because we've been touched

by cancer and we do it for the

organization and cause." she

said.

The evening began with a

chain of events that were both

emotional and enthusiastic. The

opening ceremony, which began

promptly al b:'k) p.m. includc\l

specvhes from students, letters

from cancer survivors artd culmi-

nated with a victory lap for alt

cancer survivors aiul caregivers.

'.'Mass tudent Stratcs

Frangulcs was diagnosed with

Hodgkins disease in August of

2001 He underwent fout

months of intense chenwthcrapy

and beat his battle with the can-

\|\ family helped me
inruughout." he said. "I don't

know what I'd do if I didn't have

my family
"

He received his treatment with

the limmy Fund and Dana Farbei

in Boston.

"It feels good to be coming to

these events and giving back to

the people who helped me and I

just recently lost my grandlather

to lung cancer and it's gciod to

know that people are caring," he

said.

Frangules. who walked the

See WBJlt on page 3

I nN*-

Courtnev David, an nrKaniier of the Relay f«>r

Life 41 Amherst C.>lleBt Pratt Field and an

Amherst Senicr, lights a candle as part of the

luminary cerenH>ny Friday night. David's grand-

parents died of cancer.

Prince-Crampton cluster hosts

international education night

ALANA students meet to

organize for change in SGA
By Sean Benson

CoLUi.iAS (~x>iu»F.<!Pi>Ni»srr

Students, residential staff and faculty members

gathered in the Prince International Lounge Thursday

night for the third installment of "Around the World in

50 Days." a program designed to educate people about

international nations.

The theine of the session was "Asia and the Middle

East." The presentations were made by twidents of the

Prince-Crampton cluster, as well as

by a University of Massachusetts

professor.

The Prince-Crampton cluster is

home to undergraduate and gradu-

ate students, visiting professors and

exchange scholars representing 46

international countries and 28 U.S.

states and territories.

"It's a very diverse population

(living in the clu.sterj in terms of

ages, ethnicities, nationalities, and

fields of study, " said Dr. Mohamcxl

Good, residence director of the

Prince-Crampton cluster. "With a

community of that kind, we have to

create programs that bring people

together to create environments

when; people are able to communi-

cate with one another"

The program "Around the

World in 50 Days." now in its fifth

year, is aimed at doing exactly that. Every Thursday

night this month, presentations are made in the Prince

International Lounge by international residents ot the

cluster and others in order to educate other students

about their country and culture.

Martin llolman, a visiting assistant professor ol

Asian Languages and l.iteriiiure at UMass. and Ben

Botiller, a UMass graduate student, began the night

with a presentation un lapanesc theater. They dis-

cussed bunarku, a fonn of puppeleering that dates

back to the 17th century, in addition to playing a

shamisen. a string instrument used in bunarku.

UMass graduate student Lei Wang did a presenta-

tion on her home country. China. She discussed

Chinese food, dress, gardening practices. Chinese tea.

silk, as well as the religion of Daoism and interesting

places to visit in China.

Meera Rajani. a UMass undergraduate student.

contributcxJ with a presentation on her native country

of India. She educated the audience on diflerent

as|)ects of Indian culture, including its 19 diffea-nl

languages, the importance of religion in India and the

significance of the media in India.

UMass undergraduate students Shahzad

Sadozai and Binnish Butt made

a presentation on the culture,

history, and geography of

Pakistan. They discussed many

characteristics of Pakistan,

including Pakistani dress, reli-

gion and its famous cricket

team. They also addressed mis-

conceptions about the practice

of arranged marriages in

Pakistani culture and the struc-

ture of Pakistani families.

Arthur LaPlante, a UMass

graduate student, also gave his

personal story of how he

learned about Zen meditation

and Asian martial arts. He

demonstrated how to breathe

correctly when lighting as well

as some martial arts combina

tion moves.

After each presentation there

was a question and answer session.

"One of ihe goals of the program is to create an

environment where this diverse community can

learn from one another." Good said. In jiddilion.

he said the program "provides international stu-

dents with an education about the diversity of the

U.S."

"I enjoy coming to this. You learn something

new every week." said Chambi Chachage, an inter

national exchange student and resident ol the

Prince-Crampton cluster.

The final installment of the program will be

presented Thursday night in the Prince-Crampton

International Lounge at 8 p.m.

\

Bv MoNiyi^ JiMMoi I
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i'i^Oneofthe

goals of the pro-

gram is to create

an environment

where this diverse

community can

learn from one

another. ))
- Dr. Mohamed Good,

residence director of the

Prince-Crampton cluster

Thursday evening at the Malcolm X Cultural

Center students from the African. I atino, Asian/

Pacific Islander and Native American communi

ty came together show their support for Student

Government Association presidential candidate

Eduardo Bustamanie.

"Let's talk about it." an open panel discussion

held by the Beta Beta chapter of lota Phi Theta

Fraternity Inc. gave students a chance to get

information about what is happening with the

elections, as well as to voice their opinions

about the controversy.

"I think they're pretl> snuiri." said Oasim

Laroche, a junior engineering major, referring to

the Senate's decision not to ratify the lirst elec-

tion results which were won h\ Bustamanie.

"They picked a process that they could argut-^as

unconstitutional if they didn't like who won."

Ihioughoui the meeting the sentiment trom

the students that the SGA doesn't pay attention

to the voice of the ALANA community, one of

the topics that came to light was the SGA meet-

ing on March 51 when the decision was made not

to ratifv the elections.

"Thev wouldn't even acknowledge the fact

that Iddie won." said Kara Greene, a senior and

the president of the Black Student L'nion. "It

was as if they had their minds made up that they

didn't want him in there before anvone e\en said

anything."

The students at the meeting discussed many

issues that they fell weie direct contributions to

the relationship of the Al ANA community and

the SGA.
"Our issues are ne\ei talked about." said Sen.

Aiysha Cooper. "Every year it's soinething, there

are alv\a\s problems with electicms here and

until now they've always found a way to ratify

See MEETING on page 3

Campus
delayed

By Joseph Padhi.

("l>UJ(.IAN C ViKlUMMNPHNT

poker tournament

by administration

University of Massachu.setts

administrators placcxl a hold on

poker tournaments on campus this

wcvk until their legality is estab-

lished.

"Texas Hold "em." the lounia

meni in question, is a poker \aiiant

popular among college students.

"This is only my first year, but I

would imagine lluit it got popular

over this summer, when it got tele-

vised on ESPN with the Wotkl

Series ol Poker." said Sashanka

Owivedula, a Ireshnuin majoring in

computer scicTice. I le plays poker

compeliliveK once a \\eek.

It is this |xipularii> thai the

Pierp<inlMiH.ne house council

ho|X-d to lap into w hen it planneil a

campus-wide (Xiker tournament lor

the beginning of May.

I've Ixvn playing cards for a

long time and i;in iiHinianients like

this with 50 lo UH> jx-opli^' i" '">

lowTi," said ,\iiron Daniels,

Pier}X)nt-McK<re House Council

president. "I wantc>d to bring that

experience to UMass and create an

eveni ihat all students could enjoy.

"

The Pieipont-Mooie House

Council undersiocx.1 there could be

legal issues siiiTouniling a louma-

nieni, but were conlident that they

had all Ixvn aildresscxl.

"I nuseif read all of the

Massacluiseits pamin^: laws." s;iid

Daniels. "And Ix-cause 'hold em' is

a game of skill, not chance, which is

pn>hihited. as far as I knew we

were not iloing anything illegal."

UMass administrators were not

quite as conlident however, and

suggested last W'ednesdas that the

Pieiponi-Moore House Council

See POKER on page 4
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'eep through your alarm, your doss

answer the question; compare

your opinions with others, explore what matters at pwc.com/lookhere.
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Students meet to

prepare for second

round of elections

Five College community

walks for cancer research
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For ihe Record:

Correction Due to a

reporting error in the news

section of Thursday's

Collegian, a researcher for

the Childcare Labor

Market was incorrectly

identified as Ellen A.

Hatch. The correct name is

l.vnn A Hatch.

MEETINC trom page 1

it."

"We were ripped off," Bust-

amante said. "Everything is

political, and this is just anoth-

er one of those things. ...

Students here are ready to up

and fight for their rights, and if

you have that then change will

come."

Also during the meeting, stu-

dents took time to brainstorm

on how to make the SGA more

effective for all students. Some
suggestions that were presented

were for better checks and bal-

ances of the SGA, as well as for

ALANA Registered Student

Organi-zations to make a

stronger effort to encourage

students of color to involve

themselves in the SGA.
"We as community have the

power to put who we want into

office, and because of this we

need to come together." said

Emmanuel Sequin, a sopho-

more engineering major. "Our

community is very tight knit

and if we go about it correctly

we have the power to see

change in campus politics for as

long as we want."

Louis loseph. vice president

of the Beta Beta chapter of lota

Phi Theta said that it was

important to put on this event

because students need to under-

stand why they should support

a candidate who represents

their voice.

"There are a lot of changes

that need to happen at this

school and it starts by educating

students of these issues that

influence their lives," he said.

"There cannot be a movement if

no one is willing to motivate

others to move."

REUY from page 1

victory lap among other survivors also stayed

through the night with UMass's WMUA and pro-

vided music throughout the events

Teams came prepared with tents, sleeping bags

and refreshments, even though most did not sleep.

One UMass team, dubbed Mullet Patrol", came

decked out in trucker hats and mullet wigs. Marc

D'Amore, who has been fundraising with his team

since December said that after spreading the word

about the event, his team grew so large with eager

participants, that he made two teams.

"Everyone wanted to join." he said. " And thats

why we made two teams."

D'Amore lost two grandparents to cancer and

his mother had run teams in the past and he want-

ed to make a difference too.

"We wanted to come up with a name that

would be funny," he said. "And we all went tu the

Salvation Army to get our hats and outfits
"

Later in the evening, and perhaps the most

anticipated event among the walkers, was the

lighting of the luminaries Sponsors and donators

had the opportunity to purchase a candle either in

memory of a cancer victim or in honor of a cancer

survivor At ^ p.m., all of the luminaries were lit.

some with personal touches around them likiper

cards and flowers. The candles remained lit

throughout the walk

UMass students Nicole Lohr, Melissa Ivanoski

and Daniel Lee were co-chairpersons for the event

and were in charge of team recruitment, supervis-

ing publicity logistics and fundraising. Lohr lost

her lather to cancer, and Ivanoski's mother is a

cancer They both said it was important to them to

help out

"I volunteered last year and I saw the impact it

made on the people who participated and on the

survivors." Lohr said "I Iclt compelled to take an

active role in bringing the relay to UMass."

It was also not just the students that were

involved, but also the entire community.

"It was wonderful to see the amount of support

we received from the local community.

Restaurants donated food, along with gift certifi-

Lates to use as prizes." Ivanoski said. "Local col-

lege bands offered their time by playing during the

event Carnival games were also donated for the

cscnt . ITie support was fantastic!"

The iean>s exceeded their goals for this year,

raising over $55,000 for cancer research, patient

assistance and experimental drugs

hir more information alntut the "Relay for

Life" or if you are interested in donating, please

iisit M-wu:acse\entsorg

WWW.

dailycollegian.
com

^ Summer Program 2004

June 5- Aug 20, 2004

Sponsored by the Chinese Government

and Educational Authority.

Study and practice genuine Chinese Wu Shu and Tai Chi

to increase physical and self defense abilities

Teaching English for high school and junior high school.

Obtain academic credit and make fnends.

Learn Chinese language and take a local tour

Explore ancient Oriental culture and history

Fee $2250 double ocupancy.

Fee includes round trip airfare between Bradley Airport

and China, accomodation, local tour, transportation, and

tuition tor Wu Shu and Tai Chi

For more information please contact Mr Ron Song.

Phone 203 407 0566 Fax 203 287 1611

byrdinterco@aol com

This summer,

change J

I

'life-change v#«

mind.
We will change your mind this summer with new course selections

expanded degree programs and accredited online learning

Use this coupon to waive the

registration fee for 6 or more credits!'

Only at UMass Amherst. Only this summer.

Call 415-545-2414 for a free course catalog,

or visit us online at www umassedu/summer

UMassAmherst
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DINING
SERViCt^

t « »

2004

70 Food Booths with Cuisine From Around the World
^ Live Entertainment and Music

HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE

"Wok" with Celebrity Chef Martin Yan p^ £-(

\q\ Student Iron Chef Competition f^9i

Nathan's Famous Hot Dog Eating Contest

Dasani Water Chugging Contest

Appearance ofWorld Champion New England Patriots Cheerleaders

Thursday April 22, 2004 at the

Muilins Center 4:30pm - 7:30pm

easen _
.diningcommons
10 be dosed at 2

TTionks to all of our

sponson and all of

those who made the

Taste of UMass possible. mM^ (AVTNDISH

(ef£f^

General Mills

(H^i)

|j0NE.sl

^^Ilathah^ fTyson
p'
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Erving, Calipari honor coach Leaman
LEAMAN from page 1

March b, was a presence in

UMass athletics (or mure than

40 years.

though he roigncd as the

coach oi the Miiiutemen over

20 years ago, Mr. Leaman

remained an active member ol

UMass sports, taking on the

helm of the women's basketball

team for the l»J8b-87 season,

as well as the Stockbridge

School ot Agriculture's golt

team
In \*i^4. Mr. Leaman

became the color analyst for

UMass men's basketball, team-

ing with play-by play announc-

ers George Miller. Marc

We're still the

home of

Burgers •Hot Dogs 'Chicken

Seafood •Fries •Onion Rings

Shakes • Smoothies • Soft Serve

Vl>\ I It \ I I,

* 111 >l *

^oo >

287 RUSSELL ST

(CREDITl ROUTE 9 • HADLEY

5850241 ^efesdo^'

Vandermeer and Bob Behler.

He remained the color broad-

caster until the day he died, and

his coaching instincts and can-

dor on the air were a hallmark

of UMass radio broadcasts.

Mr Leaman was very much
a renaissance man, attending

every UMass sporting event he

could manage, and often

appearing for a quick dinner

und chat before UMass hockey

games, basketball games and

football games.

His advice stretched beyond

the boundaries of UMass, as

well. Calipari mentioned dur-

ing his speech that he spoke

with Mr Leaman before the

2003-04 season. It turned out

that Calipari wanted to get the

cup of coffee, and talk about

Mr Leaman's mbOs-era

offense. Calipari said his

Memphis Tigers ran that offen-

sive set this season, leading

them to the second round of

the NCAA tournament.

UMass Chancellor |ohn \.

Lombardi was the emcee of the

event Although he has only

been on the Amherst campus

for over a year, Lombardi also

had glowing words to say about

Mr. Leaman.
"A university is not built by

its buildings, it is not built by

its curriculum," Lombardi said.

"It is built by its people."

Behler. who has been the

Minuteman basketball broad-

caster for five years, told a

story about Mr. Leaman at the

Maui Invitational in 2002,

when the Minutemen were par-

ticipants in the elite preseason

tourney. After a long day of

basketball, Mr. Leaman and a

number of other members of

the UMass media drove to the

coast of Maui to watch the sun-

set. A man came up to the

group, and offered Mr Leaman

a marijuana cigarette. He
declined

"The rest ol the night,"

Behler said, "lack kept saying,

that dude thought I was

cool!"

Former UMass Sports

Information Director Dick

Bresciani, now an official with

the Boston Red Sox, was also

among the speakers.

Campus-wide poker

tournament delayed

Hoc Nighds? Cool Trips?

Killer Deals?
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POKER from page 1

postpone the event.

"We told the students that it

would be best to postpone the

event until we coukl seek legal

council." said DawTi Thompson,

residential life director

"Sometimes these types of events

need a permit."

Obtaining a permit to conduct a

poker tournament could be diffi-

cult, however

"There is really no way to get a

gaming permit for an event such

as this," a spokesperson at the

Massachusetts Attorney General's

office said. "This is because play-

ing poker and gambling in general

is against Massachusetts state

law."

The University is currently

licensed to run "Las Vegas" nights

b> the state kittcry commission.

Certain games of chance, includ-

ing blackjack, craps and roulette,

are allowed provided that no

game of chance involves wagering

of nKxiey, script or chips by one

player against another player,

according to administrative bul-

letins explaining the particulars of

the University's license

Poker is specifically prohibited

by the terms of the University's

current license. Failure to comply

with these restrictions could

result in this license being sus-

pended or revoked, according to

the bulletins.

Daniels is hopeful that a legal

solution can be found, however

"The tournament is either can-

celled or postponed We arc trying

to get a krtter from the university

attorney checking it out lor us

and if he says it's ok the event Ls

back on," he said.

A maximum of 500 students

would have been eligibk" to com-

pete in the tournament, after pav

ing a $10 entry fee. The top 55

students would have received

cash prizes, ranging from $1 1
25

to $1505.

This would have made it the

largest poker tournament ever

held at UMass. as well as one of

the most ambitious house council

events in recent vears, according

to Caitlin Burbidge, Southwest

area government secretary.

"House council events nor-

mally cater to between 50 and

150 in their living area maxi-

mum, not campus-wide like this

is," she said. "I don't think any-

one really understood what they

were getting in for"

University Auxiliary Services

is also in a position similar to the

Pierpont-Moore House Council

Auxiliary Services hosted a 50

person "Texas Hold em" tourna-

ment every Thursday night at the

Bluewall. The lop six players in

each weeks tournament received

cash prizes. This event was men-

tioned in Michael Gargano. vice-

chancellor for Student Affairs

and Campus Life's spring email,

sent to students April 5 Now the

tournament is in question

"It's something that caught my

eye." Gargano said when ques-

tioned about legal issues sur-

rounding the tournament. "My

sense is that it is probably an

activity that has to be reviewed

and gone through the proper

channels.'

The possibility of future tour-

ruments is by no means dead

however Daniels expressed a

desire to try and work through

any legal issue* and make organ-

izied poker at UMass a reality.

| wouW probably continue to

try to put my best efforts into

organizing an event like this," he

said. "I think it can work."

If you can't make the

Ring Sale. Call Jostens at

800-854-7464

www.jostens.com m^v\s.j.\o.
:«. N IViwnl Si

«|S<I l)t<

""""^Affhe Taste ofUMass
^

Thursday April 22nd from 4:30 to 7:30pm

at the MuUins Center

N \^-

Register Today!

Forms will be available

in each dining common

& at the Taste.

M

jouihm

Unimsityftrodiicti^^

IndKoncerts

'^

Tickets

Contest open to current UMass students only.

Contestants must be at least 18 years old and have

a valid photo identification to verify their age.

Contestants must sign a UMass contest waiver.

. StydentUP B«l"«»"

Doorsl 7:00 PM

"''"^^'^
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Unlimited (ISforuFneral Publlc

i
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A taste of

Italy at Lido's
Big fat adventure gone awry

Ristorante Vardalos and Collctte take a trip into the world of drag queens

By Amy Form By Lauren Freeman

CIoLLECilAN Si AHK

In the words of Italian

Nonnics cver>'where: Mangiarc!

Mangiare! (Eat! Eat!)

hrom their family to your».

Lido's Ristorante on Worthington

Street in Springfield prepares

authentic Italian American cui-

sine for their hungry guests.

If yuu feel Ukc pasta, pasta

and more pasta. Lido's is the

place to eat. Established in the

l9S0s. the family owned

restorante offers customers

Italian spcvialties ranging from

aniipa6to« to tortellini soup to

veal scaloppini. Dim lighting and

burgundy carpeting, tables and

chairs emit a cozy, relaxing

atmosphere. Stone-facing wanes

coating the brick walls emanate

an elegant setting as well Semi

casual attire appropriately

reminds guests they arc dining

out while enjoying the intimate

and uami setting of home.

large spacious rooms leave

ample space between panics and

cater to smoking and nonsmok

ing needs. A balcony sections off

the upper dining area while more

guests dine downstairs. A lounge

and bar ensures comfortable seat-

ing while custo.-iTers' ublcs are

prepared.

With a sealing capacity oj

three hundred people. Lido's

serves a broad genre of guests.

rangmf from couples to large

families The re-slaurant caters to

a majority of repeat customers

and families. Also, cozy double

tables with candlelight easure a

rctmantic. classy meal for couples

Lido^ offers an extensive menu

starting v^iih appetizers like

shnmp cocktailt or stuffed mush-

ruums. A c-up or bowl of Italian

<tuup such as minestrone and

soups of the day starts off or acces-

•>orJir5 any meal Entrees range

from SI I Xi ii> SI8.»»5 and come

v^iih a gnicTous helping of allyou-

can-«at salad, v^arm crisp bread,

cracktn^. and sides of pasu and

fries IXIicious House specialties

include Linguine Pescatore and

Veal Parmigana. The Lido

Combination, made up of veal or

chkken parmigana with meatbalb

and sausage, the lido Broiler with

itak. veal, and chicken parmi-

f^na. as well as several seafood

dishes leave customers in a dilem-

ma about what to order.

IX> not forget to leave room

for dessert' Chocolate mousse pie

with a thick fudge crust, adorned

with homemade whipped cream

and velvety chocolate drizzle

tempts any sweet tooth. Enjoy

Italian swtx-ts such as cream filled

canollies or spumoni. Iwlian ice

cream. The experienced, friendly

wait staff amplifies the enjoyable

ex(Kriencc of dining out.

Lido's serves hungry cus-

tomers Tuesday through Sunday

from 1 1 a.m. to 1 1 p.m. The

restaurant accommodates large

parties of up to 125 members.

Walk-ins wait an average of 15-

20 minutes during the typically

bus\ hours on weekends. The

restaurant provides a take-out

service, and regular specialty

lunch and holiday menus.

Reserve yourself a scat with an

Italian family at 413-736-9415 or

zip down »il South for a satiating

destination.

Nia Vardalos who debuted as a screen-

writer and lead actress with the channing

comedy "My Big Fat Greek Wedding."

_^^^^^^^^ makes another attempt

ipTfwTi^l at comedic prowess with
uonnie -^;^„„j^. „„j ^^^^^^

and Uarla \ardalos plays

n Tfulhii
* "J""'^ ""'^ ^^ sidekick

*f!r-V-.. '-Jrl" i!* played by Toni

UtdlffllHMn Cc'lleiie ("The Hours,"

"lapanese Story"l. The

two ladies are an airport

song-and-dance enter-

taining duo with snoring

audiences and a Matioso

boss When ihcy acci-

dentally witness the

inobNter's dirtv buNiness

Slirrni

MMhB
loni ColietH

HmmlSttiw

UlMS

Kiiii

t+

they have to disappear

. from Chk:ago and hide
' *"*"

I from him They go to

Los Angeles and through a series of events

they end up posing as two drag qucvns at a

drag queen nightclub.

As their act becomes increasingly sue

ccssful they risk the unveiling of their tnie

identities to both the real drag queens who

have grown to k)ve them, and the mob boss

who is searching the theater circuit nation-

wide lor them.

The two atirc-sses arc wotuk-rtul together

and luckily many of the scenes place them

in ckwe proximity to oik another These

scenes are the most etfcxtive and comedk.-

Unfortunately, some of the scenes call for

the tvw) actresses to do their own thing and

these scenes drag pun intended

Part of this problem is due to the fact

Nia VardalcH.. ol "My Big Fat CJrrrk Wedding" fame, return, to the big screen with "Connie and CarU.

of her other projects and midway thruugh it loi*» momentum.

The hlin Uk» the

that Vaniakis favors her own character

Connie and so she includes many more

scenes with Connie going sok) and devefcjp

ing her own subplots while Carla is uivler

utilized At one point Caria complains lo

Connie. "Where have you been'.' I was shop

ping all day. akine at the mall ' Sympathv

rc-sides with Carla. because as an audience,

we too wouM have preferred that the two

stuck together on scrcx-n.

The probk-m with this film is that the

best )okc-s. acting and situations c»;cur dur

ing the first half. About half way through

the plot nose-dives into a too tkly resolu-

tion When Connie and Carla make their

spontaneous escape from Chicago and drive

together across country the sceiws arc fluid,

the hunKJT consistent and the story is at its

best. Unfortunately, this rowi tnp doesn't

last long and shortly after the characters

land m IN and the humor of their self-

appointed queennloin wears thin the movie

^row- ugly, polluted roots

The quirkv gender-bending film is direct

i by Michael Umbeck, whose prolific

.ircer as a lek-vision sitcom director —

.iJuding "My Two Dads." "Friends."

"Coach." and "Elfcm," — was appropriate

for this "sitcotnish" flick. This is not neces-

sarily a compliment His television menlali-

i\ sexins to have weakened the structure* of

this feature-length film Sitcoms structural-

l\ invol>e -.etup of conflict and then a fairly

quick and tidy resolution That is why there-

is generally nc« much depth to the storylines

attempted by conwdic TV scripts.

There is simply not enough time in a

half hour, with commercials to boot, to

treat a lull story arch There is littW time

wasted in betwcvn act one and act two

Things happc-n quKkly and most of the

humor is built upon by exploiting pre-estab-

lished personality traitt of lead characters.

In "Connie and Carta" there was way too

much time wastc-d in bctweeit devekjping

the- conflict and rc-v>lving it What rc-suhs is

an insufficient lime to resolve the conflicts

that were- setup and everything is resolvc-d

in the tast ten minute* of the film

Overall. "Connie aiul Carla' plays with

the questionable- notion of sexuality and

gender that kraves its impression on anyone

who has ever been attracted to another

human being OverdocK. "after school »pe-

ctal* themes such as being true to oneself

and kjving vour body rc-gardlevs of its shape

and vizc V N Ji«guiv<1 here and may

even see' '" uiiii.imed Mcwer

The film deals lightly with

Ptm:he>/Robert (Stephen SpinelU). a real

drag quec-n's life style and his relationship

with his brcjther Jeff (David Duchovnvi

who is desperately trying to understand his

brother's pc-nchant for "playing drc-ss up
"

However, the reality of this lifestyle is only

dealt with on a surface level and a more-

explicit call for tok-rance fn.>m those who

might be hesitant to embrace this subcul

ture is needed We rK\
'

between tfw drag quci.

ing brother, not just an ci nc

that eventually turns into ,i , ;
"V

What are- these charactc-TN thinking about''

Pirt of the difficulty of most lilms

about the drag lifestyle Icuccpl perhaps

"Hedwig and the \ngry Inch"! i<. that

the most important themes ot identity

and loving oneself arc over»hadowed

by the shallow voyeuristic urge of the

director (and perhaps the drag queen*

themselves! lo parade the queens

across the screen like some sort of

parade of bright colors and lunkv lew-

elry. Not enough attention i^ paid to the

people underneath the clothe* and

makeup Personally, as a female. I don't

need to be reminded thai I to«i can be

fabulous in the rig* ^^«-"

up. That s old new

-

What I really want to kiu\x i* '

backstory of these labulou- """

-truggles they have to endu

the humanity behind the di\i .n>c» thai

women and drag queen* jlike arc on

some level subjected to "Connie and

Carla" just barely scratched the surface

ol the actual thematic poteniial that

drawing a similarity between dta^

queens and women can accomplish

That's one step in the right dire

lion let's take another step. >hdll v*c
'

Attempts on Her Life' brings mystery to UlVlass
• ..^^^^^m ^^- ih.. 1 ,„w,„i. Ml Ma-^dchusetts lion has in store for Cnmps wot

YlUKLAdlsIUli

This image is one of the limited clues the east and crew of "Attempts on Her Life"

have released to the public about the play.

Ihe LniNcisily ol \la-*dchusetts

theater department is putting on a

showing of Martin Crimp's play

Attempts on Her Life"

tomorrow. Wednesday and

Thursday at 8 p m, in the

I. uriain Theater

The play's directors,

actors, and dramaturg have

all kept the actual subject

of the show completely

secret, and wouldn't give

any hints to the Collegian.
^

Ali of those involved in the

show also wish to remain anony-

mous.
British playwright Crimp wrote

Attempts on Her Life" as an exper-

imental piece of art that could allow

directors to shape it into what they

will. As for what ihc L'Mass produc-

Attempts

Of! Her Lite

Caniii I

April 2173

lion has in store for Crimp's work,

theatergoers will only find out «ce
thev arrive.

Those involved with the

HB^ production have opted to

keep it shrouded in almo*i

total secrecy in the hope- .1

intriguing adventurous .ludi

ences into seeing something

unique.

The play will be free to the

public, but tickets are on

first come, first serve basis i

vou have read Crimp *• pl.n

and are intrigued b\ ''' '''
P'^'

duclion has to oflci inp'^

just titillated by the m\>lci> *ui

rounding the picKluciion. you a!\

kindly — and enihu>ia'-licall\

encouraged ti> check it out.

lohnny /X»>i<//(/
'

Tovota Prius offers an impressive altemative to the old standard
IVyyV/W-A I I IVIV^ >^iiwiw'*i»» |- .,, 1,,^ ,.n..r.-x cetlinB to 60 in the first snowboards, a lulon. Standa

J
. . . .:_..-ii.. „. ij..... V.,,., ..a H<H->i }i sedan onboard computers. At lovv energy Kciiing lo ou m i....

;.,..i...i ,,.., v^,

Spinning

Your Wheels

Michael Uagiatli

America is a

land of driv-

ers.

Sadly public

transportation

is inefficient

and kind of

dirty. Since

recessions,
record level

fuel prices and

a deteriorating

environment have done virtually

nothing to improve that, those

who are deeply concerned about

the earth, or are just genuinely

cheap have sonic new options

Electric hybrid vehicles are the

new wave of grass-roots revolu-

tion against big oil and the Toyota

Prius is leading the march.

The 2tX)4 Prius is rated at an

astounding 55 miles per gallon

combined fuel econo-

my. How. you ask. does a sedan

— competently capable of hold-

ing live adults — manage such a

fantastic feat'? The secret is

Mvhrid Synergy Drive, combined

with Prius's F-lecironicully

Controlled Continuously Variable

Transmission. Get it? No? Read

on.

Hybrid Synergy Drive is an

easy enough concept lo grasp,

there's one conventional motor.

two electric motors and two bat-

teries — one for driving the

wheels, the other for

powering 12-Volt

accessories and

onboard computers. ,\t lovv

speeds, the car runs on electric

motors alone. Toyota calls this

"Stealth Mode." tlie Ml 13 mili-

tary personnel carrier uses the

same term for the same thing.

When the time comes for acceler-

ation, above say 14 mph. the

drive-by-wire technology tells the

gasoline engine to get its act in

gear (figuratively speaking of

course, the ECVT has no conven-

tional gears) and the car goes

smoothly to 60 in 9.8 seconds.

With all this zooming about.

the batteries must be feeling a bit

weak. Unlike the electric cars of

just a few years ago. the Prius

docs not need lo be plugged in.

ever frankly I'd feel silly doing

that. The "traction battery" in

the Prius is a rechargeable

Nickel -Metal -Hydride
(NiMH) affair, like the ones

in your Discman but slightly

bigger They charge by

Regenerative Braking. It

converts the kinetic energy ol

the cars motor in to electric

energy that is stored back into

the battery. You used all that

energy gelling to 60 in the first

place. wh\ not try to get some

back'.'

The Prius. thanks to the

ECVT, does not have the jerky

shifis usually attributed to auto-

matic transmissions. It consists

primarily of a belt stretched over

two cone shaped pulleys. The belt

slides up und down the cones in a

similar way that your 18-speed

bike dcx-s, just replace the set

gears with cones. With a suppos-

edl\ infinite number of gear ratios

the i:C\T will keep the engine

rvinning al its most efficient, this

is most noticeable when ascend-

ing large hills, a common practice

living in a valley. Whereas a tradi-

tional automatic jerks between

gears, the ECVT has much more

specific tuneability and finds the

ideal spot almost instantly.

Unlike its main competitor,

the Honda Insight, the Prius is a

perieclK useable daily driver. It

has the >ame interior space oi a

Camry. With a lifi back and

60/40 split rear seats the Prius

can hold much larger objects than

ordinary sedans; think bicycles.

snowboards, a lulon. Standaiil

amenities include piAver win-

dows and IcKks. Driver and Ironi

passenger multi-'^iage airbags.

Anti-lcK-k Brake System and trac-

tion control are also ^lanJ.ird

Also standard is ihc "liquKl

crystal multi-intormation di-pla\

panel with energy nionitorin};

fuel consumption, climate con-

trol, outside temperature and

audio status."

Fuel consumption is (he one

you want to pay specific atten

tion to. This tells you cxactK

how many miles per pallon vou

are consuming at any f.iven lime

This function is an inevhausiiblc

source of enteiiainmont. urn

stantly trying lo tvsi oilier f'rius

drivers for best MPC>.

With a well equipped kisc

price of S20.8U>. combining

excellent fuel economy with

Tovota's proven reputiition for

quality and reliability, ihe Prius

is a best buy for anyone looking

to save a buck, or an ozone

laver

Michael Miifirulh /> </

Collcfiiati ioliiminsi
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LECTURE
Vlsreal Horowitz , actor, director, screenwriter,

playwright and Massachusetts native, will be

giving a speech tonight at 730 p m in the

Isenberg School of Management building. Held in

room 137, Horovitz is coming to campus as part ot

the Massachusetts Multicultural film festival. As

the writer of more than 50 plays produced in over

30 languages the highly celebrated writer will

speak for free. The talk is open to the public.

UMass students with a meal plan and $8

for all others

FridayApril23
weeklyplnUp

ThursdayApril22

PERFORMING ARTS
yFor those who missed the New

WORLD Theater's performance of

"Project 2050" last weekend, the

group will give two special performances

tonight and tomorrow in Springfield at

CityStage. The performances, at 8 p.m.

both nights, will showcase a collabora-

tive effort of students, artists and schol-

ars exploring the year 2050, the year

when people of color are projected to

become the majority of the population in

the Uited States. Tickets are $5 for stu-

dents, $8 for low-income patrons, and

$15 for the general public. For more

information call 545-1972

TuesdayApril20

ART
^ The renowned Miami City Ballet will come

^P to the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall tonight

^'
at 7.30 p.m The company, known around

the world for its darwing, will preform an evening

of works by Balanchine and Stravinsky Tickets are

$7-$15 for Five College students and $15 to $40

for the public.

EVENT
The Stonewall Center, located in the

^^ Southwest residential area at 256 Sunset

^^ Ave., hosts Its weekly movie night tonight at

8:30 p.m The movie is free ot charge and is open

to all gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered stu-

dents as well as their allies and those who may be

questioning. For more information, call 545-4824

LECTURES
^. ,^yThe Dean's Seminar Series: Alumni in the

World presents Mary I ou Andre giving a lec-

ture titled "The Art of Self Marketing." The

journalism major, who graduated from UMass in

1986, will talk about low to no-cost marketing „ J«.,ArtrilOi;
techniques The talk is at 6 p.m and is free and oUnuayAprilcO
open to the public. There will also be a book sign-

ing tor Andre's "Ready to Wear: An expert's Guide

to Choosing and Using Your Wardrobe" at 3:30 p m

in the University Store.

FESTIVALS
^^ The 10th annual Taste of UMass festival hits

^P the Mullins Center today at 4:30 p m With

over 70 booths planned to offer area delica-

cies to students, this year's Taste of UMass is

expected to host 8,000 people in the three hours

that it's held. Special events include a hot dog eat-

ing contest, a demonstration by celebrity chef

MartinYan and an appearance by the New England

Patriots cheerleaders. The festival is free for

MUSIC

V Musicians Erin McKeown and

Josh Ritter will play the Iron Horse

tonight for two shows at 7 p.m.

and 9:30 p.m Ritter, an Idaho native

praised for his etheral songwriting and

passionate stage performance, will

headline the 9:30 pm show while

McKeown, a 25-year-old singer song-

writer whose sound has been likened to

old-school Liz Phair and even Bjork. will

headline the earlier one. Tickets for both

shows are $14 in advance. $17 at the

door.

A HAVEN FOR THE IRON HORSE

Legendary guitarist Ritchie Havens will

grace the Iron Horse Music Hall stage

Saturday for two shows, at 7 p.m. and

9:30 p.m. Known for his earthy voice and

powerful guitar playing, Havens has been

making music for 30 years, including a

stop by 1969's Woodstock stage. Tickets

to see Havens at the Iron Horse are $25 in

advance and $28 at the door.

^-cp ^^
Bartenders Have More Spirit!

Why not be a bartender?
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Later classes will

benefit students

The demise of The Simpsons'

!f there is one word to tharacierize

University of Massachusetts students every

school day morning, it is this: sleepy.

It's a common sight. Students, with caf-

feinated beverages in hand, stroll in to their

morning classes on just a few hours of sleep

and fight to stay awake. Heavy eyelids some-

times win the battle — even with some of the

most ambitious students.

The problem is no different on college

campuses across the nation. At Duke

University in North Carolina, most students

have avoided taking 8 a.m. classes in the past

few years, opting instead for classes that

started after 10 a.m. The result: the universi-

ty eliminated 8 a.m. classes altogether.

Administrators couldn't get rid of all the

morning classes or else classroom space

would be an issue during the middle of the

day. so there will be 8:W am. classes. Still.

the delay of classes is a smart move. It will be

working with, rather than against, a college-

age person's biological clock. Thanks to their

internal clocks, college age students like tu

go to bed later and wake up later

But just to make sure students understand

the important of a good night's rest, the uni-

versity is considering implementing orienta-

tion programs this fall that would educate

them on the subject.

The issue has been a hot topic for years,

but is gaining more attention as national ^ur

veys are showing that college >iudt'nis arc

getting less sleep than ever before. College

students sleep an average of six to seven

hours a night, down from seven to seven and

a half in the 1980s, Experts say college-age

people should get nine hours of sleep a night

A decreased amount of sleep presumably

means that students are doing more work and

leaving less time to catch their Zs. An

increasingly competitive workforce drives

many students to push their bodies to the

limit to score the best possible grades while

juggling extra-curricular activities, sports and

part-lime jobs.

Oftentimes, earning a place on the Dean's

List is synonymous with sacrificing a good

night's sleep Finishmg endle>s papers, cram-

ming for exams and working on projects

forces ambitious students to stay up to the

wee hours of the morning to ensure an excel-

lent grade

Its important for students to remember that,

although earning good grades is important,

sleep is an integral part to a per«on's health and

should never be taken for granted. Getting ade-

quate sleep each night decreases ones risk of

getting sick and rcduco stress levels.

UMass administrators should consider

moving the start ot cla>>.e> The answer to

better grades and inore attentive students

may just be in a later morning wakeup call.

Lmigned editunaU reprneui ihe majority

opinion of The Wusscif/fusffis Daily

totUgtan LJUonul Board

/ach

Oelsclileoel

Remember
the Super Bowl

sandwiched in

between the

two Patriots

>. h a m p i o n -

ships? It was
Tampa Bay ver-

sus Oakland, a

grudge match
of sorts be-

cause Tampa
Gruden wasBay i.oach |on

coaching against the team he

nearly took to the Super Bowl the

year before.

^'ou sat down to watch it with

your friends, excited for another

thrilling finish along the lines of

Adam Sinatieri's game-winning

kick in 2002 ^ou ordered some

pi/za and wings from the

Domino's two blocks away, ready

to rumble It was the Super

Bowl. It's practically a national

holiday: everyone watches the

Super Bowl You almost have to.

By halftime. Oakland ii

already getting crushed, 20-5.

After another quarter, it was 54-

10. It would go down as one of

the worst Super Bowls ever.

And yet. you still watched it.

You clung to it. hoping some-

thing would happen, like maybe

Rich Gannon leading the Raiders

lo a couple quick scorvs to nuke

the game a little more exciting.

Unfortunately for your viewing

pleasure, that didn't happen, and

Tampa Bay went on to win 48-

21. You left your living room,

joking with your friends about

how you had just v^asied four

hours of your life, and it's not

even like the commercials were

halt\«a> dcxent enough to make

up lor an awful game.

Sound lamiliar'' The idea of

watching sumeihing out of sheer

obligation? I've felt the same way

when I snatch "The Simpsons"

for the la*t four years. Ill be sit-

ting in my room on a Sunday

night at 8 p.m.. knowing that

what I. and many others, consid-

er to be the greatest show in the

history of television is on

But I hesitate to turn on the

T\' I sit at my computer, teHing

myself I'm not going to turn it on

because 1 don't want to let the

reputation of what was "my"

show be driven further into the

ground.

I cant resist; maybe it'll be

better this Sunday These new

ones can't be all that bad. Maybe

Matt Groening will not have

resorted to the obnoxious and

horriblv un-clever humor that

has been draining the show for

these last five years. Maybe I'll

turn the TV off at 8:50 with that

great feeling I would gel back in

my childhood days, and not with

a groan of disappointment.

Maybe.

It seems to me that the writers

of "The Simpsons" have forgot-

ten what originally made the

show so great. The Simpsons

were everything America didn't

want to be. and at the same time,

everything that America truly

was.

What made "The Simpsons"

different from other sitcoms was

that the problems the family had

were real. American families

weren't like the Waltons or

Cleavers. By being so abnormal

to the American pop culture, the

Simpsons were more normal

than ever

Ihe Simpsons were

everyttiing America

didnl want to be,

and at ttie same

time, everything

tturt America truly

was.

Every marriafe had the prob-

lems of Marge and Homer.

Homer ignores Marge and tries

to be the man's man that his bar

buddies tell him to be Both

Marge and Homer struggle with

staying faithful, and the show

puts it out there exactly because

every couple grapples with it. in

varying degrees Who can forget

the unforgettable episode where

Marge nearly leaves Homer to be

with the suave Frenchman

lacques"* He was someone

Homer could never be and at the

same time the traits lacques did

not possess were exactly what

made Homer a great husband.

In the same episode, there is

funny, almost moving, and com-

pletely beautiful dialogue during

a scquei)s.e where Homer tells

Marge how much he admires her

because of the way she makes a

peanut butter and jelly sandwich.

What Homer lacks in smans and

in being articulate, he makes up

for in his undying love and devo-

tion to Marge, something that

most couples are lucky to have

theae days, and unquestionably

the staple of healthy marriages

The show wasn't afraid to

characterize the other problems

common in America. The fight-

ing between Bart and Lisa is

something every family has, and

something every family doesn't

want their friends to know about.

The favoritism Homer shows

towards Bart is even more com-

mon, a trail readily found in

fathers who don't know how to

relate to their daughters, and

thus make up for it by trying to

be a better father to the ones they

can communicate with.

Most important ol all. these

problems weren't OK In the first

10 seasons of "The Simpsons," it

wasn't OK for Homer to be a

buffoon It wasn't OK for Homer

to stay out at Moe's for the whole

night and neglect his family It

wasn't OK for him to ignore

Lisa, even though that would be

the easiest thing to do Lisa

would cry in her room. Marge

would yell at Homer and put her

foot down, and Homer would be

ashamed of himself, for good rea-

son Why is Homer now inca-

pable of being genuine?

In the last five seasons, the

show has taken Homer's outra-

geous behavior to a new level

while taking away his con-

science. Homer is continually

drunk, always ogling other

women, and is a far cry from

the sincere husband he was

during the first 10 seasons. The

worst part is that Marge does-

n't care. Typically she sighs to

herself, and says. "What can I

do? II am a woman' I" "The

Simpsons' has conformed to

the other obnoxious televisions

dads like Ray Romano or The

King of Oueens instead of stay-

ing the course as a sjijre on the

.American family

It almost seems like a ploy

to maintain their standing as

the most politically incorrect

show along with South Park

and Family Guy instead ol

keeping vkhat works Gone is

the clever satire, the famiK val-

ues, the mocking of An)erican

culture and the hilarious

episodes. AH we have left of

that family are the looks and

character names, but not the

substance that made ihcm so

great.

It truthfully makes me sad. I

hate knowing that for the next

few years, at 8:50 on Sunday

nights. I will be completely and

utterly disgusted.

Zach Oehchlegel a a

Collegian columnist

Victims of victims

SEAL CF APPROVv{<\L3

Let's talk about sex ed

AmyGf

We're going to take a little jour-

ney in time. Think back, to your

younger days, to your sex educa-

tion classes. What do you

remember? My memo-

ries are filled with the ___^__
image of a bunch of fifth

graders squirming uncomfortably

as an ex-hippie told us to rub

together our palms to simulate the

sensation of sexual intercourse. I

also remember the same fifth

graders audibly protesting as we

turned away in disgust from the

woman giving birth in "The

Miracle of Life."

But. beyond all the amusing

anecdotes that come to mind,

what do you remember being told,

or being shown, about methods of

birth control? What 1 remember is

a glass box filled with the different

types — an unrolled condom, an

lUD. a diaphragm — and a very

brief explanation of each. Tliere

were no demonstrations of proper

use. or any information about

where we could attain the devices

... just a brief explanation on how

they worked. Seems inadequate,

right? Well, what would you think

if. in these sexual education pro-

grams, explanations about birth

control were totally omitted from

the curriculum?

Currently, the Bush administra-

tion and members of Congress are

considering a grant of $50 million

for abstinence-only sexual educa-

tion programs to be taught in

schools. This means that they will

provide no information on differ-

ent kinds of birth control, or even,

heaven forbid, any demonstrations

on proper use. As a first step. Bush

is trying to push for a label to be

put on all condom wrappers

denoting that condoms "do not

protect users from all sexually

transmitted diseases," such as gen-

ital herpes Perhaps they

. . are doing this just to

I'yDlllSKI infonn the public about

the degree of protection

providc"d by condoms, but 1 have a

hunch that there's a deeper moti-

vation behind the idea.

Of course. 1 fully rcsptxt the

decision of an individual to abstain

from sex until marriage if it is an

issue they feel strongly about. And

it is a fact that some young fvoplo

Let's face facts

here: most young

people, especially

those of our gen-

eration, are simply

not going to stop

having sex, no

matter how many

abstinence-only

programs are

shoved in their

faces.

icxlay, upon being educated about

abstinence, will choose this path.

But that's no reason to completely

omit the contraceptive talk from

sex education. The idea here is

having a choice. This country

underwent a "sexual revolution."

the purpose of which was to pro-

vide women with the option to

have se\ and the choice whether or

not to become pregnant as a a-sult

If you take away all the education

that could be provided on the mat-

ter, then what you're basically

doing is taking av^ay a decision

W hat you're telling students is the

opposite of the Nike campaign:

lust Don't Vhi\\.

Let's face facts here: niosi

young people, especially those ol

our generation, are simply not

going to stop having se\, no matter

how many ahsiinencc-only educa-

tion programs are shoved in their

faces. What most likeK will hap-

pen, with even less adequate inlor-

mation than we're provided with

today, is more unsafe sex amongst

young people. I mean, think about

it. how many "responsible adults"

do you knoyy right now who

engage in unprotected sex? Even

after all the hours spent in a rix)m

lull of bawdy seventh graders

laughing hysterically when Ion

asked the teacher what a wet

ilreani was?

Tliis issue shouldn't be about

imposing a certain set of morals on

kids.

That's what Sunday school is

for. This isn't church were talk-

ing about - it's sex. i think the

better decision in this case would

he to spend the proposed $50

million on eoinpicle and integrat-

ed sexual education programs lor

schools. That way. kids will be

aware of all the options provided

to them, and based on their per-

sonal bcliels, they'll be able to

make an educated decision about

what their sexual conduct will

be.

Amy Grzybiuski is a UMass

student.

^^ When hearing arguments about

^^^^ Israel, its existence, and Zionism

^^^^^k in general, rarely is the Holocaust

^^^^^ not mentioned Rarely are

^I^Ltf^ pogroms not mentioned In fact.

^^^^1 these are frequent arguments for

^^W^ : ihe necessity for a Jewish home-

^iHf
I

land. Zionists argue that the per-

secution of the lewish people jus-

tifies the need for a lewish

nation.

There is some validity to this

.irgument. 'let still the way in which this argument

became policy, and then reality, is impossible for me

to agree with. Certainly, persecution of lews can be

a valid argument for the creation of their own

nation. However, it should not be at the expense of

another nation.

1 realized that what really annoys me about this

argument is the sheer hypocrisy of it. Pogroms and

the Holocaust were the calculated, xenophobic

eliminations of people, millions of which were

lews. Then we called it genocide Today, once

"genocide" received a legal connotation in the arena

of international law. we are more careful with using

that term. Instead we substitute the rather white-

washed term "ethnic cleansing." However, there is

yet more terminology in this regard. "Compulsory

transfer" the predecessor to "ethnic cleansing" was

on the tongues of many a Zionist even before the

startof World War II.

There is a common misconception or myth, if

you will, in the history of the conllici. Many believe,

or are lead to believe, that Palestine was an unin-

habited land before it was settle by Zionists. It's

hard to imagine a greater falsity. The Holy Land has

been one of the longest constantly inhabited lands

in human history. No one ever got up and left. Even

on the eve of the declaration of the state of Israel in

1948. the land that is today controlled by Israel did

not contain a lewish majority.

This was a major problem for many Zionist

leaders of the time. They could not envision ever

sharing a land they themselves did not feel welcome

in. It is because of this that "compulsory transfer"

came into the forefront of Zionist debate in the

1920s and 50s. The same evil had only years earii-

er decimated Armenians and Greeks in Turkey. A

similar evil would only years later wipe out part ot

Europe's population.

On luly 12, 1957, David Ben Gurion. who

would soon become the first Prime Minister of

Israel, wrote an entry into his diary. According to

page 142 of "Righteous Victims." the entry read:

•The compulsory transfer of the Arabs from the

vallevs oi the proposed lewish state could give us

something which we never had. even when we

stood on our own duril^ the day^rof the first and

second Temples ... We are given ari opportunity

which we never dared to dream of in our wildest

imaginings. This is more than a state, government

and sovereignty — this is national consolidation in

a free homeland
"

Imagine dreaming of gaining freedom at the

expense of others. This became the reality of the

Zionist dream. A land had to be cleared to make

room for their dreams, creating nightmares for

Palestinians since then

Bennv Morris, in his "Expulsion ot the

Palestinians." shows that on Dec. 20. 1940. >bsef

Wietz. one of the forefathers of the transfer ideolo-

gy wrote the following in his diary "It must be clear

that there is no room in the country lor both peo-

ples. There is no room here for compromises There

is no way but to transfer the Arabs from here to the

neighboring countries, to transfer all of them, save

perhaps for |the Palestinian Arabs of] Bethlehem.

Nazareth, and the old lerusalem. Not one village

must be left, not one tribe. For this goal funds will

be found. .And only after this transfer will the coun

try be able to absorb millions ol our brothers and

the lewish problem will cease to exist. There is no

other solution."

Reading these diaries is absolutely lascinating.

That last sentence always gets me. 1 aly\ays wonder

to myself to what extent \Aas this fervent Zionist

aware of the "final solution" that was taking place

in Europe as he was jotting his thoughts into his

diary. If he knew of the e\ ils that resulted, would he

still think the same way'.' 1 suppose we will never

know.

Wietz. who was the caretaker of transfer policies

entered the following into his diary on April 18.

1948: "1 made a summery of a list of the

1
Palestinian I

Arab villages which in my opinion

must be cleared out in order to complete lewish

regions. 1 also made a summery of the places that

have land disputes and must be settled by military

means."

Think about the terminology: "cleared out and

"transfer." Is this how you describe human beings'"

Obviously not, but this is the attitude ol Zionists at

that time, and many still carry this attitude today.

The fact that Israel was established as a sale haven

for lews using the same methods that they were

tleeing shows that the Palestinians are victims of

victims, a hypocrisy unrivaled.

This issue is one that people tend to shy away

from, but it is the heart of the prohlcni. As walls are

being built and debates about transfers and bi-

national statehood come to the forefront, the histo-

ry of the removal of Palestinians becomes increas-

ingly more important. The world turned away trom

the gencK ides of the war and then the transfer of

Palestinians. It can't shut its eyes today as the result

of this negligence that dominates the headlines of

International media.

Yousef Munayyer is a Collegian columnist.
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Canadiens bounce back, take series

CANAMEIIS from page 10

Gonchar and |iri Slegr and the emergence of rookie

goalie Andrew Raytrolt.

And captain |oe Thornton, who sutleied an

upper bod\ injury with two games left in the reg-

ular season, was ineffective - going without a

point in the series despite playing all seven games.

For Kovalev, it was a successful turnaround

from Came 4 when the Bruins won on Glen

Murray's overtime goal. Kovalev held his hand

after being hit on it at his own blue line, skated

slowly into his own teammate. Sheldon Souray.

and allowed Murray to skate in alone on

Theodore.

Raycroft was sharp for most of Game 7, espe-

cially in the second period when the more aggres-

sive Canadiens held a 15-*^ shots advantage.

But the Bruins showed renewed spark in the

third period, constantly attacking and then getting

back to stop Montreal's rare threats.

Finally. Zednik scored after an outstanding play

by Kovalev. who skated behind the Bruins net and

shot from the goal line to Raycroft's right. The

goalie stopped the puck but it bounced into the

slot where the unguarded Zednik scored.

Patriots need to move Law
LMMlESSfrom|M4)«10

organization has been run since

Bob Kraft took over a little morv

than a decade ago

Belichitk made no secret about

his desire to reduce Law's cap

number for next season. His con-

tract will u»ke up one-eighth of the

team's salary.

Ijiw retaliated by saying the

Patriots offer insulted him. and he

ihinkv he deserves mort: money

than he is already being paid.

Any leverage he and his agent

had over New England's front

oftke in these negotiations has

iHjw been lost.

Was he the best comerback in

the NFL last season? Definitely.

Were his three inteaeptions

against the Colts a big factor in the

AFC Championship victory? No
question.

But there are very few certain-

ties in the sports worid. Peyton

Manning's ability to single-handed-

w/C/icat tie. fide e.^^ts.

Dr Lee Kane
chiropractic Phy»»ctan

"afticipating provicUrf for rTK>»t litgrtnc*.

includ nj agio, sludenl .n«urancc A dC
^

Amherst Family Chiropractic
Center for Natural Health

778 TrUmqlc Street Amhcrrt ^Mfk f CAA
(rw«tMa<>m«m<) ^^^' ^\a^a

End the Occupation!

Bring them home now!
Rebels are defying the U.S. killing machine in Iraq - and despite the

buichcrN bv Marines in Falluja. their struggle for national liberation will

continue U.S. forces blasted through the city, bombing a mosque and

shooting up residences, killing an estimated 600 people. Thousands more

have been killed throughout the occupation, but the Iraqi people aren t the

only ones paying the price.

• 680 U.S. troops have been killed in Iraq so far.

• Rumsfeld extended the vear-long tour of duty of 20.000 troops.

• Bush said he'll send more.

This is the realit> of the US war on the Iraqi people. The lies to

justify it have unraveled, one after another - and now more and more people

are rejecting the price that the Bush administration wants us to pay. Join the

Amherst branch of the ISO for a talk about why you should oppose this

oci-upation and what to do about it. followed by an open discussioji^

International Socialist Organization

7:00 PM Tuesday, April 20*"

Room 917, UMass Campus Center
For more infortnation. contact James at 413-586-2091 or Lsoamhcrst t^.yahoo com

Summer is 2232 hours long.

Suddenly, spending 42

in the classroom

doesn't sound so tough.

Register Now!

Session I

May 19 - June 30

Session 2

July 6 - August I 3

HOSION
UMVI KSII V

SUMMERTERM
www.bu.edu/summer
or call 617.353.5125

ly blow a crucial playoff football

game is one of those certainties. Ty

Law just reaped the benefits of

having three floaters land in his

arms.

Let's not forget about the last

time Law signed a monumental

contract. He had a career high nine

interceptitMis in 1998 before sign-

ing a $50 million contract in 1999.

Law then disappeared for two sea-

sons comparably to the way |oe

Thornton disappears every year in

April when the playoffs begin.

Tn\% marriage should come to

an end this week. Bob Kraft does-

n't like punks working for him.

What Law did Saturday morning

was something you woukl expect

from a member of the Portland

Trailblazers. not the New England

Patriots.

Belkhkk has proven that he

can coach any group of players

under any circumstances at any

point in the season, and he teaches

his players that no one is bigger

than the team as a whole. Law
apparcntl> never received the mes-

sage.

Send him to Buffak) with the

other washed-up New England

Patriots of oU. Let him feed his

famih somewhere else.

IfffHowe ii a CoUegfan colum-

nist

H 'BTESir MtHA RtiAfh.^*

Hawk hunting

Senior Eric Chown allowed only four hit* against St. Jowrph's on Saturday. The Minutemt-n

.wept the Hawks in the weekend^ three-ijame tene». UMa*» head* to Brotkton to participate in

the Beanpot Tournament on Wednesday, with Northeastern a» its first opponent.

Softball dominates Bonnies
By BHtNUAN Hali

I JH.Lit.iAN Staff

Despite sweeping St.

Bonaventure in Sunday's doubk:-

header at home to extend their

winning streak to 64 games at

home and 15 o%erall. UMass soft-

ball coach Elaine Sortino remained

disappointed

"Today was awful Awful.'

Sortino sakl. "We played awful, we
were fortunate

enough to win.

and it was really a

struggle We were

not a very good

Softball team

today, so I really

don't care about

I the win streak) We pta>ed awful;

I'd rather pla> well

"I was kirtd of disappointed. I

can't lie. It was a struggle, but we

won. I'd rather be ugly and win

than be ugl\ and lose."

The Minuiewx>men 1 22- 1 1 . 6-0

Atlantic lUi received a big da> out

of junior inliekler Hilary Puglia.

whose no-out grand slam high-

lighted a live runs batted in da\

again.Nt the Bonnie> (8-18. ^-7 A

SBU
UMass 8

SBU 1

UMass 3

io>.

"I thought Hilary was big. real

big." Sortino said. "But we fol-

kjwed I the grand slam) up with

runners on first and secotvi with

nobody out. and nothing to show

for it. so you got to look at that

too. I thought we shoukl have

done a better job folfcjwing that

grarKi slam up with no runners

out. we should have gotten some-

thing nnxe out of that

"

T\k Maroon and White struck

early in game one with the six-run

second inning, to eventually mercy

rule the Bonnies 8-0.

Pam SulKk opened up the sec-

ond vsith a leadofT double into the

right-center gap. She reached third

after a wild pitch b> Molly

McCarthy. Things only turned

wone for the sophomore pitcher,

as she walked KC Budrewicz on

the very next at bat and then hit

freshman Amanda Morin to bad

up the bases with no outs.

In the next at bat. McCarthy hit

Kri*ti Stefanoni on the first pitch

to bring home Sulick. resuhing in

the first run of the day. McCanhy

then hit Aisha Franke in folkjwing

at bat to bring another run home

in the form of Budrewicz.

After hitting three straight bat-

ters. McCarth) ihri-w one down

the middle to Hilary Puglia. who

GREAT
Reasons to use UHS

Eve Care Services

^^^^ Savings on eyeglasses from the

U""*' on-site Optical Services at UHS

A great place to get contact lenses

Convenient hours and location

FREE eyeglass adjustments and

one year warranty on frames

Savings on routine eye exams for

students at UMass

EH

SPECIAL OFFER: 10 PERCENT

ON ALL FRAMES

AND EYEGLASS ^

LENSES'.*

responded by crushing all ol it

high over the left -center Icncc lu

open the Minutewomcn out to a b-

Ok»d.
Dcnise Denis was walked, and

K| Kelley singk-d w left After a

lamic Cahalan ^ut.lltlce bunt

advaiwed runtiers to scvond and

third.

Sulick cracked a line drive

straight into the mitt of the ihnJ

basenuin in her second ap(Viir.iiK^

of the irming. and Budrewic/ wciii

down kjokin^ ' ^" ">•• '«" nm-

ner>

McCanh) i >^i v^a^ ikx pulled

folk>wir)g the iiming. and instead

pitched a complete game, in which

she alkjwed eighl runs on .iHi'

hits.

The Minutewomen .i^.^^ ^

another run in the fourth Sulu-k

singled to left, and frc>hnian

Michea Holness. pinch running

for Kelley. i>.i>k two «nd reached

home salel>.

•After the Bonnies dropped a

routine pop-flv in the sixth to

send home IX-nis, giving ihe

Minutewomen their eighth and

deciding run.

Kelli Arnold <II-Si aiml

Barbara LaFogg combined i^r

the shutout.

The Bonnies were the lirst to

strike, however, in Game 2.

lenna Busa led off the top ol

the first with two -Iraighi

walks. After a fielder's choice

that advanced the runners, Kim
Dodson would <lide in xalcly at

home following a Kellev error

that made it ' " m Ijwh iif St.

Bonaventuri.

Hilary Pugna ^ix ini.- um njiht

back in the bottom of the lir<t.

After getting hit by a pitch. <he

stole home to tie it at one apiece.

f^£iV THiS WiiH!
MASTER

4_GQMMANDER
HAUNTED MANSION
WIN A DATE WITH
TAD HAMILTON

/ invitt you

to use the

Eye Care

Sendees"

• Cannot be combined with

other insurance dlKOunts

Fr»d»r1cli H. Woom, O.D.

Director. UHS Cyr Cart Servlcn

For appointments or

questions, call 577-5244

UHS EYE CARE SERVICES

^^^^
15COWLESLANE
Befiind Bruegger's

Downtown Amherst
19 MONTAGUE RD.

North Amherst
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1 I H'M jl b«ur
b blujl'tly .jp»»i

10 Muttay ot Hk:»
14 Fraternity t«llvr

1-. Addtlonal
Iti Muvef afid jUiat^v.

17 vyinj
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46 Fa
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^A I 413 548-6900 I
|www thehurp.net] W

'J. I ' p-.

1^163 Sunderland Rd. N. Amherst

4\ just north of the apartmenU

& Great new deck!

% WES. Team Pub Trivia!

^'1 Win Money and Prizes

WED. Harp Reggae Night
wj — — ^

3 March Special!

» Molson: ,„

[-;; $2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher §
a* "start your own tradition" M

Dining Commons Menu
DC lontact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
> Chicken Nuggets

• Sloppy joes

• Curried Vegetables

i vegan)

JKICK ^U& US TD OUi

KIT CODER or euucss
CHOoutcimmft

ftfm
UMSTlIND Of m B«Rllt€«"T imStWT

UMK( K STI«U56 SK1

0/^^'SA£a^ic-]u^in

:«! coocom'

JHVR'i>DM
• High; 74

• I o\,s: 44

DINNER
• Grilled Boneless Porl<

(hops
• Turkey Divan

• Grilletl Porlabella

Mushroom Steaks

(vegan)
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You do not lead by

hitting people over the

head — that's assault,

not leadership.
-Dwight D. F/<.rn/7()ivpr

aquarius • ian. 20-fni. le

1 Km t Ixtottie an animal (xxuhcr in

Africa.

pisceS • Fib. 19-Mar. 20

stop ( imiplaining. No <»n«- ( .n,-. .ilniut

\ oil

aries • mak. ji-ack. 14

SurjKismg some one v^ith Iwd news isn't

smart.

taurus • V"^ .'0-ma> 20

You l(K)k like a lost pu|)pv when ytxj

frown like that.

gemini • may 2i-|in 21

Play a real s|K)rt, mme ot this shutf le-

Ixwrd stuff.

cancer • kn. 22-iui. 22

Cift out ol Mii-^sii husefts for a day (X

two.

leO • Ki. 23-AuC. 22

Iha! lime in the sun paid on u>u re

looking (juife fan

virgO • Alxi. 2J-Sh'I. 22

Is ama/ing how y)me people are so for-

gettable.

libra • stpr. 23-ort. 22

Listen to some Bob Marley and relax.

Scorpio • Ofx 23-Nov. 21

Don't trust anyone. Live an unhap|iv

paranoid life.

Sagittarius • Nov. ii-uh. 21

stick to the she Iff and sweet afifiroach.

Capricorn • dh 22 ian. 19

Be |)r(>ud of that trailer park you were

born in.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
APARTMENT ftlRRf NTM EMPLOYMENT

Grants up tn S2kX)0: The

Student Affair. C:ultiir.il

EnrichnK-nt Fund ls avail-

able to RSc")V ^,t.kI stu-

dent ortfanuatums and

university depanment-s

that are planning cvent.s

that enliven the (.iiltural

life of UMass. Headline fur

Septemhcr e\ents is April

28.Call54S-W8f..r

mure intormatiiin or tome

by nx)m 416 Student

Union.

\l'\RI\tr\T K)R RFNT

Take liver lea.M', the rare 2-

hednxiin in Putftun

VillaKe6/l-8/M4n-695-

5155

Single, spacey romi

Available end of May

350/month G)k>nial

Village 413-256-0446

Sandy

IVaiKiwMiK- .\i'tN Niiw

Iciisinj;, lin' KsJroim

apts. LcAsi-s be«in June.

Inly, .Aiii; or Sep First

ti>iTie. first serve. Ciet

iheni while they last.

Stop bv or r.iill S4')-0600

HoKirt Ijindos 'i K\l-

rcx>m. hardwinKl fitxirs,

stiidv .ire.i in basenu-nl

("able, telephone (inlemet

.iccess) in .ill Ivdrooins

anJMiulvNOWSIKW
iN(;forJUNF:,indSF.P-

TRMPHR. NO FHHS

wwAv.amlierstlmeolnreal

:om2SV7H7^

Mill Valley Estates now

Renting 2 beilmi

$1050/1100, 3bedmi

$1350/1400 No last

months rent, Free Heat &
Hot Water, 2 l\ill baths,

AC On busline Mon-Fri

10-5pm 253-7377

Center ot town 1.2.^

Ivilrooiiis; hardwixxl

ti>H.rs NOWSIIOWINCI
torJUNH.indSHlTEM-

RER. NO F-ES.

www.amlH,rsilineolnreal

t^yun25V7879

EMPLOYMENT

Nursi', Nurse .i^sM.ini lor

busy Suiniiier ciinp on

Hampshire C A illcKc cam-

pus June 20-Au« 7. 41 1-

2<2-851M www.eamp-

kinjr^mont.com

(. liilJrcn- liliK^st.imp

hi ildini: ' 'rd summer ses-

si«>non Hampshire

t iillejje campus June 1

6

.Ain* 7. Seekmy
L".4Hinsilon. iSi Instructors

in Nuintion, Health,

Rmk climbini;, l>.ima,

l>,iiue. Photoj,T.ipli\.

M.inial Ans. Aerobics 6i

ill sp>irts. Oall n«)w for the

summer of .i lifetime! 41 3-

2 '2-85 IS www.camp-

kln^^mont.com

Siimimr I'.nnlini; jol'

VCork with other coileye

students! Work outside

with friends' FT U.l. TIME
- IN AMHFRST .ARHA

For more mfomi.ition con-

t,Kt: Ryan Brown (41 3)-

687-^130

Play sports! Have fun!

Save Money! Sjnirts

C'amp in Maine. Ooaches

needed; Tennis,

B,i.sketball, B.»sc-ball.

Water-sports, Ropes

C 'oiifH-, Oolf, .Archen,

,iiul more. Work l^itilixirs

and Have aClreat

Summer! Call Fn-e: (888)

H44.,S080 or Apply:

www.campccdar.ct>m

FMPIOYMENT

Now liirini; Iiik <.<H)k>.

dishw.isher^ ,ind ik»>r i.aivs.

An"'lv " .Amhersi

Brewini;('ompiin

.ATTHNTION LAX
PLAYERS ri.iN i* Co,ich

- Have fun - Mike $$$

T>ip IV AS Sports ( :.imp in

Mime U)kint; for stiff lo

mstnici & co,ich 1,.A\.

A^evmie Summer! Work

with kids! Top Siilaries,

F"RHF rm/KI/tn I .illow

.'Xppiv online .AS.AP

www campci )bK >ssie .iom

SliKknIs w.inliJ tor .i

summer paintmi; job. $400

- $600/ week. Fx|X'rience

not needed but a plus. .Ml

hireil will uolhriHiKli .i

paid training prourii"

Call 888-277-^787 or «o

to(X^I,IFX-.F:PRC\C\iM

Work Willi triends

Biinender rr.ii'Kv^

Needed $250 a day iN.ieii

tial. l-oi.il |Msiiions I SOv""

29VW85F.xi5Ui

FMPIOYMENT

P.iinlers w,inlc\l uciler

Sprini.'fiekl .irva 1-413

(,oS.:M5or I.s,s. 277-07^7

"B.inendini;"$250/l>iN

Poienlial No F,x|X'rienci

Nes*. Trainini: provided

l-800-%5-6520F.M.162

ENTERTAINMENT

ni for hire-: SYB
Prodiictiiwvs is now Kxik

iiiu \our event. 41 ' 5^7

FURNITURE FOR SAIF

< Um> 111 liiiiuuiri lot >.ile

I ir.idu.iimt; in M.iy Pikcs

negotiable (^all l..iiiren ,U

:5'-4W<

HOUSE FOR RENT

S Ix-dnxnii house on Rl ^'

IVUhertown K.imin^

Ke.iilv2SV:S|S

INSTRUCTION

C ",\N-MIX wwAv.universi

i\b,irtendin>;.com

ROOMMATF WANTFD

liiii.ile riK'inm.ite w.inled

ii> share 2-KI apt in

Sunderl.inJ $4l8/mo.

Iiuludesheit. hoi w.iler.

iikI cable. .Av.iil.ible 6/1 or

e.irlier. <.:.illLiuren .^8<s0

6CH-60M

SERVICES

Kl'sllllKs ,iik1 (. o\eI

Letters Protessuin.il .ind

( ,'ustomi2c-d offennv; to

m.irkel vmir >kills.

.Xttoid.ible prices, iimelv

siTMce By email, phone,

or in |vrsonl.".ill4i '467

7440

SUMMER SUBIFT

I
Np,Ki.Hisattic K-driHim

in newU reno\,itc\l house-

(new wixs.1 firs, .ind

kitchen) on N. Plca.s,int

St. .KToss from bus slop

1/2 mi. fTomi.im|xis.

$3(>)/mo. Plus utilities', full

fumishinus if desired.

.Vail.ibleluneP' t-iill

5cT8- '80- 11 06

\Xell ni.iint.iinevl 3 Klrm.

Puftton Apt. $1.' 50 per

month- or best i^fter Starts

lime 1"' l-casc- transfer

(Tossible in Sc-pt Pie.ise

c.ill 41 '54^-5^"^ for

details

Prirn.ini.' Need lHlp't:,iil

i'l^hrl^;hl ot ,'\miiersi .ire.i

tor tree tesliiii; .ind .issis

l.iiKc S4') i^>0<^

M.irkel iiiK .^l;enc^ Seks

cXitnomu 1 li«h Enert.'y

Individuals for promotions

$15/li..iir 888477 6<1(>S

www.hausiiromotions.com

llidlev Newer Five

IVJroom Home 54^-4270

INSTRUCTION

I Jniversitv Barleiuiini;

( !las.sc-s start sixin!!! C^all

lor infoniiation I -800-1 1-

PRHC.N.XNCY TEST

INC. HIV Testin>;, Birth

t itntrol, ,ind Fmeryeiicv

( onir.iception. .AHord.ible

ind confidential. T,ipesir\

Heilili, 27Pr,ivStriri,

Amlierst. 548-'-)'W2

1 IVdriHim Br.mds-wine

.Apt. Staninn6/1

$755 00/month Nc-)«o.

Includes, He.it, CasiSi

Water. Quiet 1/2 mile

tromlMiss54^-'>'0'^

1 2 IV\lr>H)m house Nortli

l'ie,is,iniSi. Av.iilable

Inne 1 549-6"5

2 k-dnH>nvs, tullv tut

nislic\l .ipiirtmeni, 1 tiill

hull .V.iilable June lsi

SepleiuK't 1st. (."all

R.n.helS:vman'gl781-

2641512

T RAVE I

887-4-1 :ANC1.IN Best

price. I'MASS VENIX^R

sillinu sprint; '^rc''k P-^^^k-

,iUi"s. 1\> not i^'t sc.immcd

(".iincun. Nc«ril .Vapuico,

B.iham.is. Florid.i $$$

i,impus reps earn $$$.

F1ipnation.com S77-4-c"an-

cun.

WANTED

Summer House Rent.il

41'-2'2-8S18

NKinF:L< WANTHl V

Stiklent phototTaphers

lix>kint: for women, men,

families and iliiLlren to

photivraph for cLiss

.issi^nments. Free 8x10

IMrtr.iit in exch.mtze tor

time. C^ont.ict len it 41 '-

86 '-21^^

FXX". lX>N("iRSNKF:n-

EO; Extremely jjenenxis

compensation paid. Non-

smokers .lyes 2 1 • '2. For

more mtoniwtion please

Lont.ict (.Christine or Liz at

781 -769-6*^ or visit

www.roKrtnicholseso.coin

Collegian Cla.ssified.s:

413-545-3500
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Oh, Canada
Bruins falter

in final game
By HiWARn Uu«an

,^**ll iArn> Puiss

BOSTON (AP» — The Montreal

Can<idien> wrecked the playoffs for the

Boston Bruins again, in the most stun-

ning fashion ever

Montreal 2

Boston

in their storied

rivaln.

Richard
Zednik scored

midway through the third period and

the Canadiens capped a comeback

unprecedented in their rich histor\,

beating the Bruins 2-0 last night lo win

the first round series in sfven games

The Canadiens rallied from a 3 1

series deficit to win for the first time,

capturing two of the final three games

in Boston. Seventh-seeded Montreal

will take on the Eastern Conference's

top team, the Tampa Bay Lightning, in

the second round.

Boston, which had never lost a

series it led 3- 1 . also had its six-game

winning streak in Came 7s snappe>!

Montreal has won four of the six Gai'

7s K-ivMx-n the Original Six teams.

A-dnik LJinched this vktor> with an

empty-net goal with 7 8 seconds

a*maining. Alex Kovalev, the NHL
playoffs goal leader with live, and Saku

Koivu assisted on both.

The Canadiens were 0-12 in seven-

fune series they trailed 3-1 They had

gotten as close as 3-3 just one other

time, in 1»»54.

The Bruins were 17-0 when ahead

> I but were eliminated with the same

shock that ended their 2002 season.

Seeded first then, they fell to eighth-

seeded Montreal in six games in the

first round a«. goalie k>se Tho<><U>ri-

played bnllianils

Theodore was outsiiindmt: ,14:01"

Monday, stopping 32 -hots. irKluding

12 in the third period

The second seeded Bruins fell shon

-pitc the midseason acquisitions of

veterans Mivhul \vlander Sergei

SmCANAINENS on page 8

Montreal Canadicnx celebrate Richard Z^nik't. right. »r.^«d feual of the ipime durinn the third prruKi M 'h*"*' NHL

pUvoff Unn: -K>in»t the B.Mon Bruins m B.«t.w vesfcrday. The Canadiens beat the Bruins 2-0. winninK the be*t ol

KVen series and advancing to the next rt>und »»f the playoffs.

Ty tries to be

above the 'Law'
His name is just way too ironk to pass this one

up. Ty fought the law. and the law won. For the sec-

ond time in four years. New England Patriots cor-

nerback TV Law has been arrested for a bonehead-

ed, Grady Little-like move.

Uw was driving his 2004 Rolls Royce on the

main strip in the South Beach section of Miami

when a police officer tried pulling hmi over for an

alkfj^ lane violation. Law pulkxi over at first but

dnjve away before pulling over a

lolf HniMP second time.
'''" "'""''

As if one chase with the poUce

wasn't enough. Law decided to flee on foot when

he was about 10 be handcuffed When he was

caught, he warned the two officers on the scene not

to touch him because of his swtus as a ptofcMion-

al athlete

l^w was charged with two misdenKMinors. fail-

ure to obey a police officer and resisting an officer.

In December of 2000. Uv* made his first splash

in the polk:e k)g headlines when he was arrested at

the Canadian border in New >ork for possesswn of

the drug fxswsy.

Good job. f> That iN the perfect way to keep a

pt.«sitivc image of yourself when an entire region

ali^ady thinks you are a self-absorbed, money-hun-

gry, me-bclorethe-team kind of guy.

It was also a very convenient time for him to

pull such a move with the NFL Draft coming up

this weekend V\ith contract talks between the Pro

Bowl comerback and the Patriots sulltng. there a

no (^lestion that coach Bill Belichick has been

shopping Law around for extra draft pick*.

The Patriots already have an arxnai of asaets

ihey can use to trade up and imprvne their position

with two first round picLs. so a package deal to fet

nd of I Jiw wvukl irwiease their stock.

W ith Monday s acquLsttion of Corey Dilkjn. the

Patriois won't ncx-d to address their need lor a run-

m^ bM:k in the finit round of the draft Ideally, the

Pats cuuU set up a trade to move up m order to

draft Miami safety Sean Taykx.

If this works out. Taylor can replacx- Eugene

Wilson at safety, and Wilson can move back to hit

natural ponilion at comettaick.

If that fails, this is a vrry deep draft for defen-

sive bacLs. so the Super Bowl champs will be able

to draft a soiki comerback in the first or second

rxxmd.

Obviousty. they cannot replace Ty l.aw's talent

Of phy^kical presence on the fieW nght away, but a

30-year-old comerback wfyo has been notoriously

injury pKKK ovrr the past few years is a liability.

His antics since the Super Bowl have been

annoying and detrimental to the classy way thb

See LAWUSS on page 8

Lacrosse falls in OT Owls outlast UMass
By Andrew MtRRnr

( 'l>Ll>i'IAN hi AM

Yale

UMass

NEW HAVEN. Conn. - Friday's release of

Kill Bill. Vol. 2" centers around the bloody

interactions between former members of the

"Deadly \ iper Assassination Squad," a group of

assassins who all carry snake-derived code-

names, such as "Black Mamba" for Uma
Thurman's main charac-

Fitting, then, that on

8 Saturday the Massac-

husetts lacrosse team was

indeed snakebit by a play the Yale Bulldogs like

to call "viper."

After a back-and-forth game that saw the two

teams go on a handful of goal-scoring streaks to

swap leads, the Bulldogs pulled out a ^S victory

in the second overtime.

Ned Britt streaked in from the substitution

line with 1:38 left in the second overtime ses-

sion, with a Minuteman defender in tow. and

took a feed from Dan Brillman. stationed behind

the net. Britt quickly fired it past UMass goal

^MELIA r UNfX1LN/(XH.I.EnlAN

Freshman Andrew Recchione has two goals and

three assi.sts on the year for the Minutemen. UMass

head:, to Washington D.C. on Saturday to take on

Georgetown for a 1 p.m. faccoff.

tender Bill Schcjl. eliding the Bulldog s five game

losing streak, and snapping the Minutemens

four-game run of victories.

UMass fell to 6 5 on the season, and the

Bulldogs improved to an even 5-5.

Yale coach Andy Shay, a former assistant at

UMass. said that when an obvious advantage

comes off a substitution, the codeword is

"viper." alerting the ball handler to the possibili-

ty of a quick goal

"We're trying to make sure we've got full

offense on the field, they're trying to make sure

they've got the full defense on the field." Shay

said. "It's a tough way to lose. It was luck.

I
UMass is

I
great, they know what they're doing,

to get any daylight like that, it was luck."

The Bulldogs led late in regulation, after fir-

ing off four straight goals to overcome a 7-4

deficit. But Neil Lundburg played the pivot man

20 feet in front of freshman lordan Ellis's net,

firing a bounce shot that hit the top corner to tie

the game at eight with just 53 seconds to go.

Ellis was the biggest story of the first over-

time, making two excellent stops just seconds

apart. The Minutemen swarmed Ellis's net with

2:4*) to go in the first extra session, and the

freshman stopped both Kevin Glenzs diving

shot and Matt Tundo's rebound attempt. Ellis

made a total of 1 5 saves on the day.

The Minutemen. who went on a five-goal run

from 1.55 of the second quarter until the

Bulldogs scored at <i:04 of the third, looked slug-

gish during the fourth quarter, until Lundburg 's

extra-man goal rejuvenated the squad. The goal

was set up by a costly too-many-men penalty

taken by Yale, after a confusing exchange on the

field.

"1 actually did that." Shay said. "Wc thought

we were light, we thought we only had nine

Iplayersl. and I just sent a defcnseman on. That's

one of those things that deflates your bubble a

little bit. We're man down, and they score, and it

was pretty scary."

lor the Bulldogs, the victory snaps a long los-

ing streak, which stretches back to March 28.

Yale currently sits at the bottom of the Ivy

League standings, with a 1-3 conference record.

"When we talked about it. this win means

more about just winning a game than it does just

beating Umass" Shay said. "If we hadn't been on

a five-game skid, maybe there would be more

pressure. We just wanted to win at this point,

didn't matter who it was."

It was a pseudo-homecoming for Shay, his

first game as the Yale coach against his former

employer of four years. In that time. Shay helped

the Minutemen to two Eastern College Athletic

Conference titles and two NCAA tournament

appearances.

"It's tough, I don't want to see these kids

lose," Shay said of the Minutemen. "1 wouldn't

say it's quite bittersweet, but it's about as close

to that as you can gel. These are all still my boys,

kids I've recruited, they're my guys. 1 don't ever

want to see them lose. The alums here, they say,

I hope you go 13-1,' and I say the same thing

about them, so it's tough." -

By Matt BARSTxnv

0)LU-c,iAN Staff
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Kerri Connerty had two goals and an assist in the Minutewomen's

20-14 loss to Temple on Sunday. UMass travels to Philadelphia on

Friday to take on St. Joseph's starting at 5 p.m.

fellow sophomore Nicole Caialdo

contributed with a game-high

seven goals.

UMass got on the board when

Drown netted back-to-back goals

on an unassisted and free position

tally to begin a short-lived

Massachusetts run.

In a game of streaks. Temple

responded by scoring five consecu-

tive goals in just over two minutes,

to make it a 9-3 Temple advantage

with 13:37 left in the half.

Hope Zelinger stopped the

bleeding with a goal at 1 2: 1 8, off a

pass from UMass senior defender

Andrea Valachovic, who picked up

her first point of the season with

the assist. Three minutes later.

Drown scooped up the fifth and

final UMass ground ball and

sprinted down the field, weaving

through the defense on path to

scoring the third of her six goals.

"(Drown I had a great game.

After a 1-6 start, the

Ma.ssachusetts women's lacrosse

team battled into a position to

overtake Duquesne as the fourth

and qualifying team for the

Atlantic 10 Championships with a

win against

Temple 20 Temple (7-6.

——^ rj 4-1 A-10) on

But an eight-point performance

from senior captain Tracey Drown

wasn't enough to lift UMass (3-9.

1-3 A-10) over the defending con-

ference champions in a 20-14

shootout at Garber Field.

The Owls jumped out to a 4-0

lead and never looked back as they

maintained a three-goal buffer

throughout the game. Corey

leader led Temple with four goals

and four a.ssists on the day, while

you can't ask anything more from

her." UMa-ss coach Carrie BokJuc

said. "She came in and gave it 100

percent arxi never gave up. and

has become someone we can real-

ly rely on."

While Drown s play ignittxJ a 4-

Massachusetts run to end the

half, it also signaled the start of a

16-0 advantage in ground balls

that Temple maintained through-

out the second half. The UMass

barrage saw junior Maura

McGarrity put two shots past

Megan McLouth of Temple to nar

row the gap to 1 2-8 at the break.

The game stabilized to begin

the second frame, as Temple

scored twice, and UMass scored

three times. But even play was not

in the script, as Temple broke the

game open for good when they

reeled off five straight tallies to

reach a 19-11 advantage that

proved insurmountable.

Drown scored three more goals

to end the game, two on free-posi-

tion shots and one on an unassist-

ed dixlgc. but that was all the

Minulewomen could muster as the

final whistle sounded with the

score standing at 20-14.

The teams last met during last

year's A- 10 Championships, in a

game that saw the Owls capture

the conference title 1 5-9. The

grudge match soon turned ugly, as

both teams logged nine minutes of

penalty time off three yellow cards.

"Temple and (UMass) play a

physical game, so the penalties are

not surprising based on who we

are and where we play," Bolduc

said. "Southern teams tend to play

a more physical game ana New
England officials tend to call a

safer game."

The Owls out-shot the

Minutewomen 38-17. but

Amherst native Remy Bacaicoa

kept the score close with 1 4 saves

between the pipes for UMass in

her third start of the season.

The loss drops Massachu.setts

from fifth to seventh in the A-10

with three games remaining, while

boosting Temple into a tie for first.

Victories over St loseph's 1-2 (A-

10) and USalle 0-4 (A-10) this

weekend could be enough to pro-

pel UMass into the A-10 tourna-

ment, depending on other confer-

ence action.

"We know that we have to keep

fighting btxause we're still in this

thing," Bolduc said.

Revenge in season

at the box office

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 6

Minutemen fall apart at

Northeastern in Beanpot
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Stu(dents join fight against unemployment surge

By CoRV O'Brihs
C.'oLLtl.lAN C'lWHtSPDNlltNT

AMHERST — Labor organiz

ers are asking University of

Massachusetts students to join

the election fight against

President Bush to combat a sharp

rise in long term unemployment

in an unlikely audience: college

graduates.

Union organizers say that the

tripling in three years of long-

term unemployment for college

grads testifies to the bankruptcy

of economic policy of the Bush

administration that impels stu

dents to elect a ne\* president, if

they are to assure themselves iobs

for the future.

Long-term unemployincni is

described by the Economic Policy

Institute as being out of work and

seeking a job for more than six

months. The condition often

results in extreme financial and

health care hardships and the loss

of unemployment benefits.

Often used as a benchmark of

)ob availability, lung tenn unem-

ployment is at its highest since

the Reagan administration, mak-

ing up 23 percent of the total

unemployed — over two million

people in all - according to the

Department of Labor Those with

college degrees have been hit the

hardest, with long-term unem-

ployment up 299 percent since

2000 lor the college educated,

according to the Economic Policy

Institute, a nonpartisan think

tank with union backing

Between 2000 and 2003, the

number of college graduates who
are listed as unemployed for more

than six months has grown from

92,418 to 369.115, the institute

states.

Labor activists blame

President Bush for allowing these

high-skilled jobs, as well as blue

collar jobs, to be shipped over-

seas in order to maximize profits

for American business. In

response, the AFL-CIO. the feder-

ation of over 70 different

American unions, has launched

an aggressive campaign support

ing Sen. |ohn Kerry (D-Mass.i for

president.

"Getting Bush out of office is

key." said UMass student and

union organizer |on Lentz.

"Kerry's policies and voting

record are just much more

worker friendly"

As part of its campaign, the

AFL-CIO has announced that its

Union Summer program will

offer internships to college jun-

iors to gain field experience with

unions, focusing on getting out

the vote for Kerry in the major

swing states The move, a bit of

a departure for Union Summer,

which usually focuses on specil

ic union issues, underscores

union determination to beat

President Bush in November,

according to the AFL-CIO web-

site. www.al1cio.org.

Union Summer is also intend

ed to mobilize college students

in union activities. Brian

Oelberg. a recruiter for Union

Summer on a two-wtfek recruit

ing tour at UMass. said that one

Sw nSNT on page 3
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Member of

Schindier's list

relives horrors

of Holocaust
By Gabriel Dye
C 111 I K.IAN ^1 *H
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UMass to prevent slip in minority applicant

numbers with $300,000 recruitment efforts

i II hxhjanm >«ifi,ivs

Mieluel Ciar^no, vitc ihamelkv i>f student affairs and

acti\itr!>, credits recruitment cfft»fts with raising DMaw. minor-

ity applicant numbers.

AMHERST. (API -
University of Massachusetts-

Amherst officials predict

there will be no drop in

minority enrollment, largely

because of a $300,000

increase in its admissions

office budget to send

recruiters to more high

JuhouU across the country

Mkhael Gargano jr.. vice

chancelk)r for student affairs,

said that because of increased

natkinal recruiting and more

applications reviewers, about

the same number of black stu-

dents and American Indian

students applied to the univer-

sity's flagship campus this year

as last, and the number of

Hispank: applicants was up 20

pcacnt.

The step-up in recruiting

and other measures were

taken a year after the U.S.

Supreme Court struck down

the minoritv admissi^ms sys-

tem UMass and other schods

around the country used to

give minority applicants a

boost in the admissions

process.

"Basically, the Supreme

Court said. 'We don't care Ik»w

much {diversity I
costs; if you

care about it. find a way to do

it',' Julie Peterson, a spokes-

woman for the University of

Mkhigan, the defendant in the

Supreme Court, told The

Boston Globe in an interview

published on Tuesday.

Michigan spokeswoman

said last week thai it was too

early to predict the diversity of

the sclHx)rs ifKoming class,

although Michigan increased

spending on admissions and

rcvruiiing b> SI.8 million

About 18,000 students

applied to UMass-Amherst.

roughly 10 percent more than

last year, and 14,000 were

accepted The school hopes to

enroll 4,200 freshmen, of

whom about 700 are minority

students

"I would consider it a suc-

cess," Gargano said of the

expanded admissions pro-

gram. "We were confident of

our strategies, but you never

know until you get the apph-

cations."

Until last year. L Mass

Amherst was one of several

schools nationwide that used a

numerical adN aniagc based on

race. Applicant groups receiv-

ing points ini.luded \eterans.

poor students and ih«.>se who
showed leadership qualities.

Minorities were granted an

extra hiilf p^'ini out of possible

10 points.

The Supreme Court ruled

last lune that while minority

admissions preferences were

legal, the race-based point

svsicm was not.

AMHERST — -One day |in 1942). the Gernuins

rounded up 100 of us. threw us into trucks, and

delivered us to a factory outside of Krakow." said

Sol Urbach, a ffolocaust survivor, on Monday,

marking the First Annual Holocaust Remembrance

Program in lohnson Chapel at Amherst College

Urbach never saw his lamiU again.

Urbach, worked in the factory depictc*d in the

1993 film "Schindlei's List." He was a member of

the original list of 1.200 Polish lews drawn up by

Oskar Schindler. a member of the- Na/i party, to

protect them from Nazi concentration tamps

Addressing a crowd of roughly 70 people.

Urbach spoke of his experiences during the

Holocaust.

Ilie factory belonged to Oskar Schindler, who

upon seeing I 5-yeBr-i>ld Urbach and another boy of

the siiiiK- age. shouted. "I don't want ^.hildren." The

SS guards refusi>d to take the f)oys fwck

".And that is how I came to be a Schindlerjuden

(Schindler kw» through the war years, and I sup-

pose forever." he said.

Urbach worked in the lactor> making pots and

pans during the day. and slept in the Krakow ghet-

to at night On Marsh 12. I'^4 >, Svhmdlcr urged his

workers to remain at the factory overnight The

entire Krakow ghetto was lo be liquidaicHJ

Over the next three days. Schindler reported

brutal killings as the ghetto's inhabitants were mas-

sacred.

"My whole family was there, lather, mother,

three brothers and two sisters."

Those who survived were moved to the forced-

labor camp of Plaszow. just outside of Kiakow. Wu:

workers of Schindier's factory continuc*d to travel to

the factory every day.

\V hen an order came out v>f Berlin that forbade

lewish employees from working in factories.

Schindler decided to protect his workers imd build

his own concentration camp adjoining his factory

With his persuasion and ptiwsrful friends.

Schindler built a subdivision camp in l»laszow.

A law rc%)uiring all camps to hold a minimum ol

1.000 people allowed Sshindler. who at this linw

was convinced he needed to save as many as pc»ssi-

ble from Nazi destruction, to protc-ct many more.

Bv the spring of 1944. Plaszow and other camps

had orders to shut down In fear that his workers

would be murdered. Svhindler used his friends in

the German hierarchy to relosate his laciorv into

Czechoslovakia. He convinceil 'li"" 'I'-" 'ic ^^^^'uld

produce armaments for the w,i

On the way to the new latUM si.ini i>i Un. tuil-

AsMxriated Press
See SffAKER on page 3

Boston College purchases

bishop's $99.4M mansion

firstSupreme Court hears

in Bush's anti-terror policies

case

By Anne Gearan
ASMH IAIH< PRhSS

The Archdiocese of Boston announced

former archbishop Bernard Cardinal Law

By Jay Lindsay

Ass<K lATFP PRHSS

BOSTON (AP) — Boston College

will buy the lavish archbishop's mansion

and 43 adjoining acres from the

Archdiocese of Boston for $99.4 million

in ii deal that gives the boxed-in school

expansion space while providing the

church with much-needed cash.

Proceeds from the sale, announced

Tuesday by church and school officials,

will be used to pay a $90 million settle-

ment reached last year with more than

550 victims of clergy sex abuse.

BC also reached an agreement with

the church to acquire another nearby

parcel in two years fur $8 million, which

will al.so go toward settling abuse claims.

"It puts us on the road to recovery by

allowing the church to pay down debt,"

said Archbishop Sean P O'Malley.

KISH RF'lNlM.I'S/.ASSlXIATFPrHtSs

the sale of the Boston mansion in which

lived with 43 adjoining acres.

"I don't think we had any options."

said O'Malley, who has said the archdio

ce.se is $135 million in debt. "In that

sense, at least in my mind, it was not ii

terribly difficult decision. The sense of

loss, ill terms of our history here, is cer

tainiv very great."

The stately, three-story Italian

Renaissance-style mansion in the city's

Brighton section served as the residence

for the past four archbishops. But

O'Malley, a Capuchin Franciscan fri;ii

who has taken a vow of poveriy, opted ii

live in an apartment behind tin

Cathedral of the Holy Cross in Boston's

South End.

Built in the 1920s, the mansion

served notice to the Yankee establish

ment that impoverished Catholic immi-

grants had become a religious and polit-

ical force. But in recent years, as revela-

SeeBConpage2

WASHINGTON (AP> — The gov

ernment can't throw out prisoners' con-

stitutional rights to make their case in

court just because the country laces

new threats in the war on terrorism, a

lawyer for foreign-born detainees

argued Tuesday in the Supreme Court's

first case arising from the Sept. I 1

attacks.

"Its been plain for 215 years,"

lawyer |ohn Gibbons argued. The gov-

ernment, he said, cannot create a "law-

less enclave" where no court, American

or otherwise, can check up on things.

"The United States is at war."

responded Theodore Olson, the Bush

administration's top Supreme Court

lawyer

Foreigners held at the Navy's prison

camp at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, want

the Supreme Court to give them a legal

right that is not authorized b>

Congress, does not arise from the

Constitution, has never been exercised

by this court," said Olson, himself a

svmbol of the cost of terrorism.

Olson's wife. Barbara, was killed

aboard the jet that slammed into the

Pentagon in September 2001 She

called him on her cell phone minutes

before the crash, and reported the plane

had been hijacked.

The justices seemed deeply divided

over the lute of more than bOO men

from 44 countries who have been held

for more than two years at the

Guantanamo camp, and about the

underKing questions concerning presi-

dential powers in wartime.

"I'm still honestly most worried

about the fact that there would be a

large category of unchecked and

uncheckable actions dealing with the

detention of individuals that are being

held in a place where America has the

power tv> do eserything," said justice

Stephen Brever.

Two and a half years after Sept II

the high court is starting smyll. with a

simple question about whether federal

judges can even hear the complaints of

the Guantanamo prisoners.

Next week, the court takes up two

related cases that may hit closer to

home for many Americans. Those cases

test President Bush's power to detain

U.S. citizens for long periods without

charges, and with virtually no access to

the outside world

The terrorism ^.i^es hctoic the

Supreme Court this vear will draw some

boundaries for White House and mili-

tary authority in a war without defined

opponents or a clear end.

\ M VKRKl X.iTERENf AS8CX 1Am> l*ES8

Left: the Supreme Co^n hears the first ea.se on the Bush Administration anti-war p.>licies (sketch). R^i: TdiKin ainl ..l-O-iula Jet;.inees

in oranBe jumpsuits sit in a h.Jding area, watched by military police, at Camp X-Rav at Ciuantanam*, Bay Navel Bas<-, C uKi. last Januan.
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Today
Amherst College Steven Pracy. professor of

Alro-Aineiican History at UMass and blues musician,

will give a talk titled -One Foot on a Banana Peeling,

and the Other Foot in the Grave: The Story of the

Blues" at 7 p.m. in the Cole Assembly Room o(

Converse Mall. The lecture will include both live and

filmed performances of blues style music.

Refreshments will be served.

Friday 23
Smith College — At « p.m., the Celebrations Dance

Company's spring dance concert "Say" will be in Scott

Dance Studio. The concert features 10 new student-

choreographed pieces to a variety of music including

jazz, modern and hip-hop. Tickets cost $3 lor stu-

dents, $7 general admission.

Smith College — Adam Lobel, a student of

Buddhist Meditation lor the past 10 years and spiritu-

al head of Shambhala Iniernational. will speak on

"Stop the War Inside Your Mind' at 8 p.m. in Helen

Hills Chapel.

S a 1 14 r day 'Jd

April 11 - April ij 2004

age 1 5. Admission is free for students. $3 for children ages

12 and under, and $5 for adults. For more tnlormation call

415-545 6589 or visit the Web site at

http://courses.umass.edu/nbsoccer.

Hampshire College — From 1 p.m. to 6 p.m., the Five

College World Music Festival will be held in Red Bam.

The festival will include performances by the following

student groups; Instrumensches Klezmer Orchestra of

Amherst College. Irish Traditional Trio of Amherst

College. Five College Gospel Choir. Fire and Steel of

Hampshire College. Old Time String Bands ol Hampshire

College, Tala Vadyam (labia) of Hampshire College,

Klezmer Band of Mount Holyoke College, Saraswati

South Indian Ensemble of Smith College, Smith College

Gamelan Ensemble of Smith College and the

Percussion Ensemble from UMass Amherst. The festival

is free and open to the publk.

WWW dailycollegian com

www dailycollegian com

www dailycollegian.com
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Mount Holyoke — The Korean American Sisters

\s>ociaiion wiJl host a bone marrow drive from 12

P 111 to 5 p.m in Blanchard Campus Center, in room

2\\ The bone marrow drive is sponsored bv the

Camiiiie Lee Leukemia Koundatiun

Vmherst College - At 4:50 p.m.. photographer

WcnJv Lwald will speak on "Secret Games" m
laverwealher 115. Prune Lecture Hall. Ewald is

known lor her documentary collections of photo-

graphs depicting life in communities all over the

world There will be a reception and book signing fol

lowing her speech

Amherst College '.an Hamei. chief of the se*.

lion on gene structure and regulation in ihe biochem

isiry laboratory at the National Cancer Institute, will

give a lecture titled "Science of Desire: The Search for

the Gay Gene" at 8 p m m Stirn Auditorium

Smith College — The 12th Annual Keepers of the

Word Storytelling Festival will begin at 10 a.m. in the

Keefe Campus Center Frontroom. This year's story-

tellers will include: Onawumi lean Moss. Derek

Burrows. Motoko. David Novak and \ ictoria Burnett.

Performances scheduled part ol the leMival include:

-Stories for Little Folk and the People Who Love

Them" from 10 to 1 1:50 a.m.. "Stories for Young Folk

and the People Who Love Them" from 2 to 4 p.m.. and

Siories for Older Folk and the People Who Love

Them" from 8 to 10 p.m. Admission price varies

depending on the performance. For more information

call 415-542-8422 or visit the Web site at

www.amherst.edu/storytelling.

Monday 26

Smith College — At 7p.m., MassPIRG will host a Trash

Fashwn Show in the Carroll Room, mom 208 of the

Campus Center The show will consist of outfits made from

trash and recyclable material in order to raise awareness of

product waste and recycling.

Tu e s d ay 27

w n a \

tMas> Hie New KuluiKc Vk.cci IvNiival will be

held from 8 am. to dusk ai Rudd Field, surrounding the

M.c^cr game between the I Mas* Men team vs.

the Scarlet Knights ol Rutgers The U il include

both a Fan Zone of interactive activities and a louma

iiK-ni. The toumanKiit consists of two parts: thm-eon-

ihree for those ages 1 2 and under, six-on-six for those over

UMat* — At 7 p.m., the Intervarsity Christian

Fellowship will show a video on UMass student s rtactions to

the lilm "The Passion ol the Christ" by Mel Gibson in

Cmnpus Center Room 101 After the video there will be a

discussion forum to share opinions on this film.

Mown Holyoke College Amy Goodman. ho« of

"Detnocracy Now'" and author of "The Exception to the

Rukrrs." wttl speak to address issues concerning politicians

and the media at 7.50 p m. in Chapin Auditonum ol Mai>

Woolkry Hall The film "Independent Media in a Time of

War" will be shown at 7 p.m. prior to Goodman s talk

©HermanMiller yHEC Vendor
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Proceeds from sale to pay $90M settlement
K from psQS 1

lions vpread ot wide»pread priest

>ex abuse and the failure of

church leaders to slop it. the hill-

iiip mansion Ivcame a s\mbol to

itl opulence, ' and

- . c\ing cha^ni K : urch

hierarchy and the laity.

BC" spoke>man lack L>unn said

-chool ollicials had nui decided

' .1 lo do with the archbishop's

icn«.e. but said it may K.- used

administrative offices In

addition to living quarters, the

mansion also houses oftkes aixi

meeting rooms, and i* u«cd to

broadcast Boston Catholic

TelevisKKic daily Mass.

The M.hcK.1 will use the land

lor athletic tields and nvreation.

said Dunn, adding thai there are

no "immineni plans" for dcvelop-

nHrnl.

The sak' of the property is part

of OMallcy's pledge not to use

Mass colleviio" morK-v nr the sale

of (V! -ii^ - >)t schools to pay for

the seiilcnK-ni. Niill the largest

known deal between a U.S. dio-

cese and victims of clergy sex

abuse

"It was very important for us

as an archdicvesc to clearly shc)W

how the funds for the settlement

were raised." O'Malley said.

Boston College, a Icsuil uni-

versity located across the street

from the archdiocese's headquar-

ters, immediately expressed

interest when the properly

became available late last year

But from the start, the church

emphasized that BC would have

no advantage over anv other bid-

der.

"(There wasi no sweetheart

deal, no clergy discount today."

>aid the Rev William Leahy,

Boston College's president

"This is a significant price, no

question. Our advisers felt it

was a very fair price."
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70 Food Booths with Cuisine From Around the World

Live Entertainment and Music

HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE» "Wok" with Celebrity Chef Martin Yan
]

^Q^e\ ^ Student Iron Chef Competition
^^^

Nathan's Famous Hot Dog Eating Contest
'

Dasani Water Chugging Contest

Appearance of World Champion New England Patriots Cheerleaders

We/

^fl||f5lra^W|mn!^uW at the

^ullins Center 4:30pii|^30p

Please note:

All dining commons
will be dosed at 2pm

Thanks to all of our

sponsors and all of

those who made the

laste of UMass possible. (WTNOISH

C^£(^

General Mills

(S^
f

Tyson

STA TRAVEL
I www sl«tr>y«i com

?

•^„ Grad unemployment tripling

Last night at the sixth annual Citizen Scholars ReciJgnition, Evan Dobelle. president of the University

of Hawaii system, was presented with the Distinguifthed Citizen Scholar award.

Prisoner's family lost in tragedy
SPEAKER from page 1

road cars being used lo transport

the workers, including one contain

ing Urbach. were mistakenly redi-

rected to Gross-Rosen, a concenira-

ilon camp housing gas chambers.

"We were there seven days," said

Urbach. "Then Schindler did the

impiossible."

A guard called out the names of

about 1 .000 people, who were then

shipped to the factory in

Czechoslovakia, which is depicted

in the lilm "Schindler's List
"

In the 10 months until the end of

the war. the factory produced noth-

ing. The inexperienced workers had

no skills in the feigned manufactur-

ing of the supposed product, parts

lor V'2 bombs.
Schindler would go to the rail

road station, take off the original

shipping labels on transports, and

put on his own label, said Urbach.

Schindler would avoid trouble with

the local Nazi authorities with

bribes of carls full of whiskey and

chocolate.

In preparation for any Nazis that

may have come to the factory.

Schindler left ^0 revolvers in his

office He instructed those with any

kiKiwIedge of guns lo ami them-

selves. Urbach, with a group of 17

people, grabbed injured war horses

roaming about and spent the

next 14 days riding back to

Poland

Upon returning, "no one

was waiting with open arms,"

Urbach said. He then discov

ered that none of his family

had survived " The most

tragic moment was when I discov-

ered thai all my family had been

killed. Having recently retired

from his construction business,

Urbach now visits colleges and

civic groups lo discuss his experi-

ences and the film "Schindler's

List."

Urbach, who worries about the

rise of anti Semitism in Europe

today, said. "You've got to able to

get along with all races and nation-

alities. I just hope something like

this never happens again."

FI6HT from page 1

of the goals of the program was to allow col-

lege students to gain experience in union

activism. He said that it's important for col-

lege students lo get involved with unions

because "most of us are workers at one

point or another"

Despite the effort to oust Bush, many

union organizers have expressed reserva-

tions about putting so much labor faith in

elections. Oelberg noted that labor's two

candidates. Gov. Howard Dean and Rep

Richard Gephardt, are both out of the race.

According to Sarah )ames, family issues

advocate for the UMass graduate student

union Graduate Employment Organization,

too much energy is going into the presiden-

tial elections.

lames said that she "has a lot of problems

with unions endorsing democrats because

they don'i hold candidates accountable It s

easy to say that they are better than Bush

and then support them, and I do think that

it's important that Bush not be elected

again, but there needs to be more compo-

nents. I can't say I really support a get out

and vote campaign. There needs to be more

than that."

The outsourcing of jobs is the biggest

issue facing working people in the upcoming

election, according to both Lentz and lames.

Since the Bush administration took office,

over 2 million American jobs have been lost,

according to The New York Times. Lentz

blames Bush's close ties to many multina-

tional corporations for the jobs lost.

"Bush is very pro-corporation, and cor-

porations are always looking for ways to

maximize profit," Lentz said. "They do this

by outsourcing jobs to places like Mexico,

where wages and worker standards are

lower," Lentz stated that even a

Democratic president may not be able to

stop this practice, and that the only way to

fight outsourcing and poor labor standards

in developing nations is to have "unions

waiting for (the corporations) wherever

they go."

James said that ihe best way for students

to ensure their rights in the workplace after

graduation is to work for unions while still

in college.

"It's important for the labor movement

to reach students, and important for stu-

dents to work with the labor movement

because they could become a member of a

union, and they need to know about the

process." lames said, "Students need to

know what ihey can do to protect their

rights as workers."

|ame> also called for a worldwide union

to combat globalization. Only labor soli-

darity for all working people, not just the

American working class, will raise the

working standards for everyone, she said.

"Imagine the strength of labor move-

ments in all countries, if they gel together

and sav. If you don't raise labor standards,

the whole world is going to strike'." James

said.

Regardless of whether union activists

genuinely want Kerry as president, or if

they jusi believe that anyone is better than

Bush, they're launching a full-scale attack

aimed at the November election to shape

the debate around working class issues.

"A unions best defense against corpo-

rate power is still the ability to deliver

votes." Lentz said.
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$1 Draft -.

h $1 Shooters %
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night long! .
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The College of Humanities & Fine Arts
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founder: ORGANIZATION BY DESIGN

THE ART OF SELF MARKETING
THURSDAY, APRIL 22^ 6:00 PM Bartlett 125

9 Holes with food from the grill

and DRAFT BEER or SODA

$15.00

per person-

Noon-6pm

every Friday

Carts Availa

Great Food!

Great Beer!

Great Fun!

"A Course For

Everyone't'*

No tee time

necessary

* Just North of UMass

Campus on Route 63-

Montague Road

Call 256-4071

or 548-6900

for information

$1.00 OFF 9 Holes

with Student I D any day,

any time

(1 coupon per person,

not combinecble)

$2.00 OFF 18 Holes

with Student I D any day

any time

(1 coupon per person,

not combinecble)

Low-to no cost marketing techniques that anyone

can learn and practice. Organization By Design, has been

featured in national magazines and network television

Mary Lou's recently released book. Ready To Wear, An

Expert's Guide to Choosing and Using Your Wardrobe,

has received enthusiastic reviews! Come meel her and have

your copy signed: i'30 PM al Ihe University Slore!
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More attention given

to admissions process
The University of Massachusetts has experi-

enced several controversies over niinority-relaied

inues this \ear Whether ii is the sight of a

Graduate KniploMneni Organi/ation hunger strike

i^Binst the Iniematiofuil Student Fee. (he heated

debates between the Student Government

Association and ALANA over caucus seats in the

student senate, oi the elimination ol the raciall>

based point sssiein tor minority admissioas this

year, otliciais ol the University of Massachusetts

admissions office are predicting thai mirvority

entailment numbers will not fall.

In lact. in sonw cases, minority ena>llnK-ni for

LMass In growing.

Vxi'tding to the Boston Globe. Hispanic appli-

cant numbers ruse by 20 pervc-nt. and black and

American Indian applicant numberv remained sta-

ble. Last lune. the SuprcnK Court ruled that the

L niversiiy ol Michigan's polk.-y ol admitted minon

lies b\ a race-based point system was unconstilu-

iKMuil fiHving LMass to eliminate its use of a simi-

lar NN-teni WhiW the decision may have shaken the

base ot the admissions ijttkc tree, it may have come

as a bk'ssing in disguise.

The ruling forced UNtau oflicials to reexamine

the process b> which ihc-> accept studc-nis After

scmie rrvwnpo^. ii appears that thc-y liave emerged

with a plan to improve the quality of the school

Michael Cargano. vice chaiwelkx of student

affairs, is iww working to bolstiT mirxinty student

appiicatiuns A $ >tX).«.iUO bonas has been added to

the admicsiuns ollice budget in order lu extend ilw

recniinnenl mbva that admission^ can pursue

Gargano said at a faculty senate nicvting last M.h ^ ii

that recTuiten will be fuctismg their letuvh lor

appiicams in mxaa> such as Ne% York sute.

Washington DiJ.. and the south, such as Georgia.

By working to attract people from different

aitsis of the nation, the University will benelit not

only by the wide variety of opinions and cultural

backgrounds, but by strent;thening the nanw and

reputation of tf»e flagship school. Hopetully this

heightened popularity will attract ifie attention of

state k^slaiors. makir^ them realize that the

University deserves better funding.

UMass has c-ndured debilitating bud^i cuts and

poigram kisses. The University remains uruler-

stafled. overcrowdc\i, and outdated Students

sti\^gk lo gun entraiKe to classes a-quia-d for

their major, and rwidence hall kxinges are convert-

ed into three-person dorm rooms. However, with

Gargano's push to rwiew the ervrgy of the admi-s-

sioas process. UMass is skiwly working to solving

tftese problems. As the standards of iuJmiited stu-

dents improve, so will the value ol the UMass

degree, aiid the quality of tfie education it pnjvides

By raising the numbers ol admitted students,

the University will also attract iiwre money for ikw

buiklings. technokigy. and hinng more faculty

The price ol the ik-w admissicnis dnve is iKit

cheap. The cost of recruiting will inevitably rise,

and help from the suite v.an never be counted on

This may require L Mass to dip into its own budg-

et which will affect the L niversiiy.

However, admissions is one area thai the

Lniversitv cannot afford lo ignore* Although the

initial investment may scxnn steep, the quality of

education, diversity and minority programs will

tx itclii ihc- s,.hool in years to con»e

( ii:,i^iifJ iiiiionaL rvpn-^-eni the nutfimts itpiu

iiMt iif t/k- \/«is»*if/iMS»tis IXuhi CoUepun Ijdiiunal

Buard

Do as the Romans do

Mafisa Kanol and

Adain DeSinone

Who's hungry? We're not.

Why'.' Because we're not protest-

ing a fee placed on international

students. Let's take a moment to

examine the motives underlying

this "hunger strike."

From what we understand, the

students refusing to eat for 48

hours feel discriminated against

by the University of

Massachusetts admin-

istration because of

The New International

Student Fee. The ^^^^^
administration has

levied international students with

a $t)5 fc-e in an effon to fund the

federally mandated Student

Exchange Visitor Information

System program; a program

which was put in place after the

Patriot Act was passed by mem-
bers of a legislative body that

were elected by ihe people into

their respective positions of

power. Personally, we feel the

protest is ridiculous and more

than that, that the fee is accept-

able — if not necessary Below is

our reasoning for what will no

doubt be considered a controver-

sial position on this issue.

For starters, if the students

have a problem with the new fee.

they need to be protesting on the

mail of Washington not the ramp

of Whitmore It's not like UMass
maliciously imposed this fee on

students in an effort to scam

nK>re money out of litem. The

SFMS program had to be put in

place and we feel it is perfectly

fair to ask students to pay a lee to

fund it. Furthermore the required

fee gives a whopping $* to Uncle

Sam The remaining money is

used to counter balartce the budg-

et cuts aitd to fund the

International Persons Office

Would it be fair to charge all

UMass students for a service they

don I use'* All students have had

to pay iiKreased fees as a result of

the budget cuts, not just interna-

tional students.

Secondly, we don't feel it is

"persccution' to make intema-

liortal students register with the

federal government The govern-

ment has every nght to know

who is entering the country and

vMhy. That is why intemaiiooal

student.* are issued visas if they

want to come here. Furthermore,

perhaps if the goveminem had

kept better tabs on who was in

the country and why. the cata-

strophic events of 9/11 could

have been prevented. If one is not

a terrorist, and none of the indi-

viduals on the UMass campus

are, then one should not worry

about the government keeping

tabs on who is coming in and out

of the country.

Whether we like it or

not. everyone's civil

liberties have been
""^^^

called into question

since 4/11, not just those of inter-

national students.

One of us will be traveling

abroad next semester to the

United Kingdom and will have to

pay a similar fee for being an

If one is not a ter-

rorist, and none of

ttie individuals on

ttie UMass campus

are, ttien one

should not worry

about ttie govern-

ment keeping tabs

on who is coming

in and out of Vh%

country.

international student The cmly

difference is that it is a SSOO fee.

not a $65 one Upon arriving in

the United Kingdom, is the

author of this submission going

lo complain'' No Is the author

going to protest* Certainly not

The author somehow ctoubts he

would be taken seriously if he

stood outside Buckingham Palace

and whined about paying an

entrance fee to live in and use

another country's rcsourees for

six months while funhering his

edtKation — especially when he

volunteered to do it.

The inierruitional students say

that ihey help the campus suc-

ceed because they teach here,

provide for diversity and pay out

of-state tuition and fees

Apparently only international

students help the campus this

way. The other one of us being

from Arizona (yes, that is South

of the Mason-Dixon line AND
East of the Mississippi!) would

know nothing about paying out

of state tuition and fees or pro-

viding this campus with a sense

of diversity.

Finally, traveling abroad is

expensive. Between out of state

tuition and fees, airline tickets,

shipping one's stuff to and from

campus or their newfound place

of residence and the overall

expense of living in a different

country, we find ii hard to believe

that a $65 fee presents thai much

of a problem financially lor the

students refusing to pay the lee.

If the students have ihe support

of the rest of campus (as they

claim to) perhaps it would be

more effective to put out a jar for

donations to help students pay

the lee instead of staging a 48-

hour hunger strike Furthermore,

we do not see how this makes a

statement seeing as how the aver-

age person with a bad stomach

bug goes for 48 hours without

eating. Whik* we understand that

the fee is an annoyance, we

would like to remind those

protesting that the same fee at

other universities is sometintes as

much as 10 times the amount

thai UMass is charging

TfK bottom line is that if any

students refuse to pay the fee and

^t kicked out of UMass, it is

their own fault and they will have

to suffer the consequences

accordingly While their hc-ans

might be in the right place, their

aclioiu aren't. The interruttioiul

students shoukl have been aware

of the laws of the Lniled States

before electing to coiik here If

the students were going to have a

problem with the Patriot Act and

Ihe ensuing SEVIS system, per-

haps they should have stayed in

their hoiiK country We are* not

trying lo discourage exchange

between our country and others,

only pointing out that when one

is in someone else's country, they

should be prepared to folkjw the

laws and customs of thai country

A* the saving gcx's. when in

Rome, do as the Roituins do
Mariio Kanof and Adam

DeStmune ure L'Muss ^ludenti

March for women's lives

No corruption for oil in Iraq

two

And

een Dully

lu^i the c>iher day. a friend

remarked to me. "If we went to

war in Iraq for oil. why is the price

of gas so high?" I chuckled nt thai

OtK.

Yeah, seriously nearly

ddlars a galkm and rising

some people are still

running around with

these ridiculous "no ^^^^^
bkxxl for oil" stickers on

their cars?

>e^. Iraq and the oil trade arc

inseparable Saddam built his 55

majestic palaces on oil money.

Saddams system was pretty sim-

ple. Iraq^ oil supply bekmged to

"the people," meaning that it

belongcxl lo the government,

meaning that it belonged to

Saddam. Since the invasion of Iraq,

there's been a change in polk.y

Now the oil bekings to the people,

meaning that the profits raised

from it will be put toward schools,

hospitals, and other such institu-

tions that Saddam felt were sec-

ondary to his constant palace

building.

Well, that doesn't make sense

though, does it'.' Iraq was crippled

by trade sanctions throughout the

i99Us, so just where did Saddam

get his money'.' As it turns out,

Saddam never got out of the oil

business. Besides the vastly under-

publicized desert pipeline that we

found pumping oil to Syria. Iraq

continued selling oil under the

cover of the systematically corrupt

U.N. Oil for Food Program. The

United Nations doesn't even deny

that the program was fraught with

cheating, and Kofi Annan has

agreed lo appoint an investigative

panel to get to the bottom of the

matter.

I once read an article about the

devious little plan that Saddam

crafted to get around the Oil For

Food Program. It wasn't rocket sci-

ence — he just resold the fotxl he

received to neighboring countries,

and stuck the profits into his pock-

et. Packages of food clearly marked

"not for resale " have been found on

the shelves of grocery stores

throughout the Middle East. The

Iraqi pc-ople "till went hungry, and

the only pcvple who betvl iic-d were

Saddam and his European trading

partners.

But there's a new twist to the

story thai I suspcvt will go largely

underreportc-d in the liberal nxrdia

Fraud at Halibunon was a

huge story, but this erne will

probably not see the light

of day. Investigators, \cd by

Claude Hankes-Drielsma and the

KPMG accounting firm have found

solid documc-ntary evidence of oil

kickbacks secretly conducted

under the Oil For Food Program.

Saddam didn't pay off his buddies

in Europe with cash. He paid them

off with barrels of crude oil.

Mr Hankes-Drielsma has said

"ba.sed on the facts as I know them

at the present time, the United

Nations failed in its responsibility

Fundamentally, I

would have to

agree with the

bumper sticlcer 'no

blood for oil.' I just

find it ironic that it

usually appears

right next to other

stickers that say

'no war' or

'impeach Bush.'

to the Iraqi people and the interna-

tional community at large." He has

since uncovered 270 recipients of

oil kickbacks, and he estimates that

one out of every six barrels of oil

leaving Iraq was a gift to political

allies. Not surprisingly, there seems

to be a disproportionate number of

Frenchmen on the list, including

12 million barrels to Charles

Pasqua (former Interior Minister of

France) and eight million barrels to

jean-Bernard Merimee (former

French Ambassador lo the United

Nations I.

The mosi intere*sting name on

ihc list is the nxipient of 72 2 mil

lion barrels Patrick Maugein.

Eurupean oil barun and ckisc con-

fidante of Monsieur lacques

Chirac. No, the prime minister of

France doesn't rnrt appear on the

list, but the investigators have

already aire-d their suspicions thai

Maugein was nothing but a go-

between for Saddam and Chirac.

Lebanese-French middleman

Elias Firzli. recipient of 14.6 mil-

lion barrels of oil. admitteil in an

interview with Insight magazine

that the Iraqis desperately sought

an audience with Chirac prior lo

the war. and were willing to buy

the attention of the prime minister

if necessary Firzli went on to say

that he introduced Iraqi envoy

Nizar Hamdoon to senior French

officials in Paris.

The United Nations refused to

back this war. due in large part to

the veto-wielding French compo-

nent of the Sc-curily Council. That

much is historical fact. Bui if you

think that the French were moti-

vated by anything other than

money, you need lo pull vour head

out of your rear end. The French

were quite content with the status

quo, because Saddam was making

some very powerful Frenchmen

very rich.

Fundamentally, I would have

to agree with the bumper sticker

"no blood for oil." 1 just find il

ironic that it usually appears

right next to other stickers that

say "no war" or "impeach Bush."

Apparently these people are con-

fused as to just whose blood was

being shed, and who was buying

the oil. Hundreds of thousands

of people died at the hands of

Saddam's brutal regime, and he

managed to keep the United

Nations off his back for years by

buying off one of its permaneni

Security Council members. Keep

that in the mind next time you

see a sticker that says "no blood

for oil."

Ben Duffy is a UMass stu-

dent.
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|^^H^H^H| This Sunday, thousands ot

^^^^^^^H women are storming our nation's

^^ ^^H capital, demonstrating a fieree

HF^ ^^^B commitment to women's health

^r J*^H and reproductive choice, and the

^^^^3|fl| liming couldn't be better

r^^l^^^ The National Abortion and

^^^n^ Reproductive Rights .Action

League, or NARAL, is coordinai

ing the March for Women's Lives

this wtx'kend in Washington, DC.
and 1 m proud lo a-port that I'll be

there-, demonstrating my right to choose what I want

to do with my body

l.ook. I know you've read all the rtH:toric about Roe

V. Wade being challenged and a woman's reproductive

rights being in no gre*ater danger than it is today I also

know that messages like that are- usually followed by a

re-quest for a $55 donation, so, like itk-. you probably

don't take il loo seriously.

Unfortunately, women's choices arc being threat-

c-ncxl and Roe v Wade is in danger of being over-

turned. This isn't lo say that the Suprcme Court is

going lo outlaw abortkxi tomorrow, or even next year,

but state by stale women's reproductive rights are-

being severely limited.

As you read this, state legislatures around the coun-

try are* banning abortion prex.edure-s — unnecessarily

aiid unconstitutionally jeopardizing women's health

and well being

You may have read about the republican Congress

stacking federal courts with ultra-conservative judges.

For example, judge Charles Pickering has openly sup-

ported a federal constitutional amendment banning

abortions, according to CNN. With people like ludge

Pickering in federal courts, you can imagine what will

happen when women in conservative states challenge

abortion bans in the courts.

Conservatives and republicans are positioning

themselves to wage all-out war on reproductive rights,

especially if George Bush is re-elected in November

Remember, Chief Supreme Couri justice William H.

Rehnquist and Associate justice Sandra l^ay

O'Connor have indicated that they'll most likely retirp

within the next few years. Although Rehnquist is con-

servative, O'Connor is a moderate and is often the

swing vote on divisive cases, like the right lo choice.

Bush is probably itching to stack the Supreme

Court with right-wing judges who would make justice

Antonin Scalia look like jane Fonda. With a

Republican Congress that's unlikely to get a

Democratic majority any time soon, there would be

nothing stopping Bush from appointing whoever he

wants to the country's higtKst court

The March for Women's Livrs isn't just about the

abortion debate; its a chance for women an.>und the

country to show their krgislators that we understand

what's goiitg on. we vole and we won't elect people

into offke who don't care- about as

Many women participating in the march aren't

thrilkxl about abortions, the decision lo have a chiW is

a difficult oTK. and abortions are- an invasive proce-

dure. I dcjni think anybody is thrilled about the idea of

wotnen who have no choice but to terminate a preg-

narwy. However, all participanis this weekend arc uni-

Ikxl around the principk- that wiHtwn and women

akjne are capabk- of making our own mc-dical dcvi-

sions, regardless of personal opinions and personal

choices.

After all. women's health and women's rights are*

about more than Roe v Wade. For example. Altonxry

General k>hn Ashcrc)fl rcvently subpotnwed hundrc-ds

of women's medical rexords for a lawsuit brought by a

group of physkians opposc-d to the revent lederal ban

on late-term abortions, that was passed without an

exception clause for the mother's health.

"This latest intimidation tactk by the White Hou.se

has less lo do with rc'productive rights and everything

to do with womcTi's right to privacy. I wonder how

Ashcroft would fcx-1 if House Minority l-eader Nancv

Pelosi subpoenaed the Attorney General's latest

prostate exam.

There are- plenty of other things to gel angry about.

What's up with most HMO's not covering birth con-

trol but paying for crc-ctile dysfunction treatments such

as Viagra? That is, among women who can afford iheir

own insurance. According to the Center for Disease

Control, the number of women covered by private

insurance decreased by nearly 5 percent betwcx-n I ^^98

and2tX31.

Although there's a whole laundry list of women's

health concerns, the abortion issue remains the most

divisive. Hopefully, women can unify around a com-

mon respect for each other's decisions, even those we

don't agree with.

Even though women have a way to go before ideals

like equal pay for equal work and quality, respectful

healthcare materialize, remember it can be done. A lit-

tle more- than 80 years ago, women finally got the right

to have their ballots counted at the voting bcxjths.

Today, the issues that face women are more challengn-

ing and more controversial than ever, but 1 believe that

no matter what the problem, we'll ultimately solve it

together.

See you at the marc'h.

Rachel Smith is a Collegian columnist.
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A few things to say before I leave UMass
Now that I'm a month away from finishing my

junior year ai UMass, 1 am forc'ed to look back and

reminisce about what happened throughout the

three wonderful years I was here, and what is left to

do in my last year

So many memories, and so little time

left. It seems like yesterday I moved into

lohn Ouincy Adams residence hall, got
^^^~

wasted, left my car parked outside the dorm because

I was loo drunk lo drive at 4 p.m., got a $100 ticket

for doing so, and walked back from Puffton with

people 1 didn't know.

So I have a lot left to do in my tenure here.

Since drinking beer is a crucial aspect of any col-

lege career, 1 am forced to think of what is left to do

on the alcoholic front. And, since drinking beer

weekly gets boring, you have to switch il up and

have some fun with it.

1 need to do a bar crawl, a keg race and "Edwards

40s hands." None, I have done but all will be done

bv lune 2005 when I graduate.

Since I am not 21 , I have not been able lo enjoy

a bar crawl across downtown Amherst. That'll

change early next year I also want to do a keg race,

where about 20 people on a team go head to head

and try to see who finishes a keg first.

A bar crawl is when a group of people break up

into teams and go from bar to bar. You set a "par" or

amount of drinks that each team must consume at

that bar and every drink over puts you under par

Like golf, the lowest score wins.

Finally, "Edwards 40s-hands" is when you tape

"40s" to each of your hands and you can't

II
r.

.

take them off until you finish them.

M3ll [IOB[ Aren't 1 sman'.' Well, not really, but these
"^"^"""^

ideas are pretty creative.

Well, not really since I didn't think

of them, but they should be fun.

Next, I see all these people hav-

ing crazy types of parties that I have

yet lo experience. One party that I'm

talking about is a "Pimps and Hoes"

party I've seen the pictures of other

people's "Pimps and Hoes" night,

and it's like Hallowcx-n on crack!

Girls dress up about 10 times

crazier than they do on Oct. 31 , and

the guys just dress like pimps, so

that's self explanatory. I need to

experience one ol these, preferably

hosting one. but regardless I need lo attend one.

So my first day here 1 had to go to Morrill. I think

it was Morrill 19 SE, but I'm not sure. To say the

least, I got extremely lost, and I was with a junior girl

who was lost with me. So, before 1 leave, 1 want lo

walk into Morrill and get lost as hell around the

Trying to find your

way out Morrill is

like trying to find

our way out of a

fun house, blind-

folded and hand-

cuffed.

most confusing building on campus

Trying to find your way out Morrill is like trying

to find our way out of a fun house, blindfolded and

handcuffed.

I also want lo go into the School of Management

building. I have yet to enter the building that the

school has spent roughly $98 billion on. I have heard

stories about how amazing the

inside is. and I want to go in and

enjoy it.

1 also want to participate in

another riot. Yes, I said it! I want to

be in one more riot. I only got lo

attend the Diamondbacks/Yankees

riot and the Patriots riot that year I

enjoyed it. and I don't mind saying

il. Because I was off campus this

year, I wasn't in Southwest to enjoy

the 94 riots this past

Fall.

However, I would not mind

going back to the pyramids one

more time and watching idiots jump off the dining

commons while burning stuff Hopefully it'll happen

when the Red Sox win the World Series this year

I have had a great lime here in my three years,

and I don't see it ending next year

Matt Elder is a Collegian columnist

In defense of Commonwealth College
With a revkxtton inevitabk. it is time

lo stop arguing cAer w hat wc-ni wrung.

Ol whcilK-r or not the election should

have bcvn ruk-d unconstitutional and/or

luiilied by the Student Govcmmeni
\ss«.KJalion Instead.

eve.>c«x- shcwkl be taking
j,gj^ [j^gpj^

In lesponsi- lo this MV.ic'ax.'d IuikI

ing. ihc Student Senate propoNcxl a

advanuge of this time to _^^^^__
kam nxire about the can-

didate's thai have decided lo run again

so all the students can cast an educated

vote.

I am ciirre-niK a sophomore- student

ol the Commonwealth Colk-ge My par-

tkipation in ComColl is alkjwing myself

and oilwrs to receive a high quality edu-

cation at an affordaf)k' price, while

o|x.-ning up a wkle range ol opportuni-

ties. Iven amklst all the receni budget

c-uis the University has suffered, it can

still pride itself on the prestigious and

succc-s-lul ComColl. It is shocking that a

well kncAikTt studc-ni k-ader and repre--

senlative at this University does rwl sup-

port this important asset to our campus

A fc"w itMjnths ago. Governor Mitt

Romnev (R Ma.ss.) doubkd funding for

ComColl This funding will allow

C omnKinwealth Collc-ge to more effec-

tivelv iiKci the iKt-ds of all students at

the University, and in particular those

students who are members of the

Colk-ge.

motion lo thank the Governor for his

increased support ol the Universilji

and of ComColl For most ol last year.

the SGA issued a scries of

motions criticizing the stale's lack

of support for public higher c-du-

"^
cation and impknng the state lo

lake seriously ils commiimeni to

UMass. When the Slate House finally

did increase funding lor UMass. it was

necessary and appa>priaie to ihank

them
During debate over the

motion, however. Eddie

Bustamanie argued against

expressing gratitude tc> the

Governor for his generous

action. He claimed that

ComColl is an elitist institution

thai does not deserve the sup-

port of the state or ol the

University He said that the SGA
shc>uld not thank someone wIk> gra-

ciously gave more- money lo UMass.

and whose future- financial support is

necessary for the continuing strength

of the University

I am appalled bv Bustamanie •>

accusations. ComColl is c>pen to all

students who achieve a ^.2 GP.\.

Unlike the honors colleges at some

oihci ^Uiic schools, students who are

ix>i admilled lo ComColl when they

apply lo ihc- Univc-rsily can still attend

the I niversiiy and join ComColl as

soon as they have obtained! a 3.2 CPA.

Furthemwre-. hc»nors classes are- avail-

able to any student.

The existence of an honors college

within the University actually makes

the University nnire inclusive: it aHows

us to compele with private schools,

such as Boston College and Boston

University that many students of

ComColl includes a public service pro-

gram that serves members of the com-

munities surrounding UMass, thus help-

ing the school form a better connection

with the towns around it.

Massachusetls simply cannot afford to

attend. As the reputation and strength

of ComColl grows, every UMass

degree bcvomes more valuable

ComColl includes a public senice

program that serves members of the

communities surrounding UMass,

thus helping the school form a better

connection with the towns around it.

ComC>.)ll even runs a scholarship

ollice thai helps UMass students —
whether ihey are in ComColl or noi

apply for prestigious fellowships

and Scholarships that open up a range

of opportunities for all students.

It is disappointing that

Bustamanie does not realize how
ComColl benefits all students ai

UMass. It is a program thai serve*

more- than 2.00C> students We must

realize the importance of thanking the

Governor for supporting a prestigious

asset lo our campus in order to

encourage future

nnancial support on

our campus, instead of

inaccurately labeling

ComColl as "eliti.st."

I encourage every

one of vou to go out

and educate yourselves

about ihe elections.

Find out where the

candidates stand on the issues you

truly care about, so you can figure- out

who will K-st represent all the stu-

dents c»n this campus. I feel strongly

about the Commonwealth College

and the future financial situation of

my school as a whole.

And thai is why Eddie Bustamanie

has lost my vole.

Sta^y Cancpari is a UMass student.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The dangers of

playing 'dress-up'
In response to Stacy Kasdins Apnl 13

column. •Growing up too young " I'd just like

to point out a few things. Yes. young girls

dressing like strippers-in-the-making wan-

dering around the Hampshire Mall Is star-

tling to many, but it's important to under-

stand that what we're thinking when we see

them IS different from what they're thinking

when they choose to wear the risque outfits

I have a 13-year-old sisfer who dresses

the same as the girls mentioned In the arti-

cle, and even though I've tried many times to

explain why it's not exactly smart to dress In

that manner, she continues to pull down her

shirts to reveal padded-bra enhanced cleav-

age and to roll down her already-short

shorts Through repeated conversations with

her ive realized she only chooses to dress

this way in order to be considered hot' —
an affirmation that she's attractive. She's not

dressing like that to send out a message To

her ifs only playing dress-up.

The celebrities that young teenage girls

Idolize portray a certain degree of sexuality

that has gained them popularity In their pro-

fessions Over time, clothing companies

have Imitated the clothing worn by these

celebrities, and suddenly that style Is what

all ol the girls at school were wearing. In

turn, my sister Is |ust looking for a certain

level of approval and popularity at an awk-

ward age from her friends and the opposite

sex.

It's scary for us to see younger children

wandenng around dressed as they are,

l)ecause at older ages, dressing a certain

way has the immediate correlation ot acting

a certain way But to ease the minds of wor-

ried parents, (and older siblings ) I've wit-

nessed my younger sister around a guy who

she said was "so hot " She was the shyest

I've ever seen her-forget worrying about her

actual doing anything with this guy; she

could barely start a conversation' This is

what made me realize that the skin-reveal-

ing choice of clothing was only to get the

'hot' status that In turn would build her self-

confidence; these girls don't yet understand

exactly what's portrayed by that particular

style

On another note young girls dressing the

way they are could help to free women from

stigmas commonly associated with how

they dress. If girls wearing revealing clothing

becomes the norm, one won't assume the

girl weanng the clothing was "easy "-per-

haps she dresses that way to get the tempo-

rary high that every girl does from having a

certain someone look at her just a little

longer than usual

I still wish my little sister wouldn't dress

the way she does But we all did things to try

to fit in, because before we have the confi-

dence to be individuals we must have the

self-confidence to do so In part, this comes

from having the support of our peers My

only advice lo parents/older siblings is to

gently remind the little women what mes-

sage that type of clothing can send, and that

her favorite pop star only dresses that way

because that's the uniform a pop star's |ob

requires

Hannah Drake

UMass student

Dissecting the language

of liberals

In the Monday. Apnl 12 edition of the

Daily Collegian. Ben Duffy wrote a column

denouncing the language of liberals " The

overall theme of Duffy's column Is one that

I've heard before from non-liberals that

they feel themselves to be oppressed and

persecuted by leftist liberals (I'm lumping

them together here because Duffy does)

Referring to the terms used by liberals,

Duffy says "it s intended to create a citizen-

ry incapable of questioning the policies of

the left, because they lack the vocabulary

to even form the thoughts. " He then goes on

to specifically refer to the pro-choice move-

ment as a pro-abortion movement. Now It's

his right to say this — Its his opinion, in his

column. What's interesting though is how he

doesn't mention that despite the ongoing

threat of liberal "Newspeak." no one In the

mass media calls the pro-lifers antl-

cholcers or pro-unwanted kids enthusiasts

For the most part. In the public forum, each

of the sides In this debate are able to pres-

ent themselves under the labels that they

have chosen to identify with. The vocabulary

Is not lacking. The "right" Isn't forced to

wear a label slapped on It by the "left

"

When talking about the liberals" defini-

tion of the word "progressive, Duffy tells us

that It angers him. makes him feel invalidat-

ed and as though the suggestion is "that I

really ought to |ust shut up and get with the

program
" The failure of liberals to don

Duffy's labels and accept his definitions

seems to be intolerable to him He starts out

his article warning that liberals are out to

restrict the public narative but he s obvious-

ly upset by the fact that liberal don't conform

to his temilnology So who's being restnctive

here''

In general liberals tend to disagree with

conservatives This opposition creates at

least two sides to every Issue and regardless

of anything else that can be said of such a

situation this much holds, it is an expansion

from a one-sided uniform ideology and not a

restriction of the thought process Duffy ends

his article claiming that liberals need

reminding that they're not objective No one

really is. but most non -conservatives realize

that the best way to approach objectivity is

to allow for a diversity of perspectives while

most conservatives have an "our way or the

highway' attitude. It seems like conserva-

tives cant tolerate being the minority or the

proverbial voice of dissent because when

the game is played by their rules minorities

have no voices Maybe Duffy might want to

consider one of the pit falls of subjective rea-

soning that you tend to suspect others of

what you know to be the truth in yourself.

Amelia M SabadinI

UMass student

A satire on

college vanity
Let me tell you about the vanity of college stu-

dents. When I compare the hopes and expecta-

tions of students just entering college with the

realities that become true at the end ol senior

year, I cannot help but smile. Not all, but many

new students across the country are secrelly har-

boring thoughts of personal magnificence, of

how they will be ushered off into lop job place-

ment and into positions of prestige upon comple-

tion of their four year tehn.

Andfe* laflamilie ai the stan, each studenl is

_^_^___,_^ convinced ol his relevance

and pleases himself with fic-

titious notions of his success.

The studenl of economics persuades himself

that by his study he will acquire some kind of

cunning knowledge on how to rise above his

peers in the financial world. The gears in his

head are actuated by images of country mansions

with picket fences and of scenes of repose. I am
afraid to say thai this vain notion will be exposed

•A-hen the studenl opens his economics book only

to meet with abstracted formulae and lo hear his

professor expatiate on its theory

And our students of psychology, who arc

going into private practice, fancy themselves as

qualified to give advice to individuals who they

seldom observe long enough to know \\ hat can

such insincerity amount to other than Iraud'.' It

you're not a Freud or a lung, make us a more

honest species by choosing another prolession.

Our students of philosophy have given way to

another species of vanity After four years, these

folks fancy themselves possessed of principles

that ihe rest of the world has not yei discovered.

But what seems to happen in our classrooms is

that a group of vain scholars toy with complex

ideas that they really do not understand. In lact,

my friend Sam Analytic, a profound student of

philosophy, when I asked him what he thought

"such and such" was saying, his speech was inco-

herent and his thoughts confused because every-

thing he read was ill digested. .And he, one day

said lo me that. "I was abstraciionizing last night

on the nature of the universe and I have conclud

ed by a priori reasoning that no two llowers hear

simiiitude, but that each thing is different by

minute degrees and that in the present system ol

things it is for the best of ihe whole " So in the

name of clarity, I ask that you students quit this

fixiling and verbal folly and admit thai you know

nothing.

Another group that really smells ol vanity

consists of our students of foreign language As

if they have mastered the English I anguage.

some of these students are motivated lo cultivate

exotic languages so that they may one dav take

iheir grand lour across the globe and ariisulaie

their finer sentiments in southern Fiance I

imagine that this sort believe themselves to In-

possessed of delicacy and culture Bui there are

others motivated not by elegance, but by a desire

to appear learned before the world. Under this

class is my friend Walter Waste-Time He has

recently confessed to me that by his calculation^

he will have acquired the grammatical struuuie

of 12 languages in about 45 years, ihough ht

won't have fluency in any of them. And my

After four years these follcs

fancy themselves possessed

of principles that the rest of

the world has not yet discov-

ered. But what seems to hap-

pen in our classrooms is that

a group of vain scholars toy

with complex ideas that they

really do not understand.

friend Laurence Learned is currently racking his

brain in the memorization of the Head

Languages. Reality has shown us that we can sel-

dom find the person who can speak, write, and

interpret another language with laciliiy.

And there is another group that speaks with

vehemence on political

subjects. These are our sociology and anthropol

ogy majors This amusing group has pv'liiical

philosophies that condemn wrongs in olher> hut

allow for vices in themselves, and who »pc-ak

with such vehemence and passion on the allairs

of the world, that one is easily convinced they

are in possession of objective truth II anvone

has a question about race, gender, or equaliiv. 1

beg that you refer yourself lo our UMass

Libertine Program.

And then we have our future doctors and

lawyers who are studiously engaged in the pur-

suits of biology and legal studies They, having

given me the chance to talk with ihem. I have

learned that their dreams are actuated by noth-

ing more than a desire to overtake their Iriends

from high school. Currently, my friend lohn

Deception is revolving in his head images ol

himself in suit and slacks pleading irJlTe'> in the

most exact logic and eloquent language Mr

Deception is the sort of man who ihinkN .i Liwyer

can get anything in life through a skilled u>e ol

logic and language.

I am afraid to say that he is not far from the

truth on that point because last week one ol his

former colleagues, proved thii'ugh iibsiru>e rea-

sonings, the innocence of a man believed lo have

killed '^5,000 people. He believes the day will

soon come when he will ride his horse around

his country estate. And my dear Miss Rise is

always pleasing herself with similar notions ol

triumph. Every night she has niediciil school

dreams in which she fancies her--ell earning a

sum sufficient to secure her a spacious estate

and a suitor below herself That Miss Rise is as

envious as she is vain, is proved every time 1 give

her an account of myself and her little neck and

face turn as red as a crab. Miss Rise is the sort

of person who is only comlorted bv hearing ol

others vices and failings since it convinces her ol

her victory over them.

Reader, you ask me what can you Iciirn lioiii

this'.' That what we hope lor is often vain, thai

the dreams of youth are blind, and that it lake-

the swift hand of reality to reform our imagina-

tion. That each person guards what every person

desires to gain, and thai blinded hy envy, we live

in mere competition with one another and sel-

dom enjoy the good that is before us.

Andrew l.aflamme is a UMass student.
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Lauyh at the

tolly of others
Last sunmier. The New TNN

reinvented itself as Spike T\'

lhowe\er. not before some ridicu-

lous legal wues with Spike Lee

over his ruunesake. » With this new

name came the "programming fur

men" campaign, as if most of the

channels on televi>ion are not

geared for men already. A nwinstav

and popular shov< that \^as hekl

over from the transfontwiion was

"MXC; Nk»i E\trvme Elimination

Chuikaf^e.'

Now short-

ened to

"MXC." the

show features

lapanese c«.>n

testants pei

forming cnizv

stunts. It's like

watchmg a
"

I a c k a s V

game shovv.

owmg much ol

the humilitv to

the con-

tenders

\ ar> in each

Magic

Picture Box

Rvii Allen

Revenge times two
'Kill Bill' shines in conclusion; Tunisher' falls flat

By JOHNNV LX)SALI>SON

IxiLUi.iAN Staff

It -lunts

episode, but many are rcuccurring

favorites. One is called "Routing

SurfbcNird of l>eath" in which a

Hirfboard IS attached to a rotating

center k,olumn The conte>tant has

jump on the surfboard, jump

civer an obsuicle. and then jump on

another platform where their

teammate is v^aiting. All of this Ls

done while trying to avoid falling

in the lar^ pool of water bck>w

And fall they do — hard. Thai'»

what makes it io funny

Another game is called "Wall

BmgEn* in wluch the contestants

are prcjcmcd with a \»all of %an

ous "door«." Some ol thev;

'doors' are just hard. «oiki walls,

while others are simply made of

paper. The unfcMiurvate mjuI junqiB

headfirst through the "door." hop-

ing It IS made ol paper.

It may be painful, but it is

funny tor us. the sick viewers that

we are. In that sense, it's like

'America's Funniest Home
Videoa' with laughN coming ai the

expcnae of pain from otfiers The

dmdcnoe is that these folks krtew

what they were getting into. Phit.

they aUays show the player after

their stunt, artd they usually are

*miling.

"MXC" is actually an imported

show originally calk-d "Takeshi's

Castk.'." It wa:> originally tilmod in

the late IWOs. whkh is apparent

by w^t the conleilanis are wear-

ing What w»» not imponed

though is the translation. The show

IS humorously dubbed cAer. usual-

ly never matchmg the Japanese. It's

almost like watching 'Mystery

Science Theater WOO." but instead

of listening to petipW talk thmugh a

B list lilin. you watch people

endanger themselve>

Spike TV apparently got its

harxls on more episodes, because

the third season of "MXC" starts

Thursday ntjjit. with an "almost

live special." I recommerxi watch-

ing it with friends and njommates.

because it is definitely a grtxip wor-

thy revelry.

'MXC airs on Spike 7%'.

Thursdays al 9 pm
Ryan Auhert is a Collegian

columnist.

(Above) Uma Thur-

nuin return* a* "The
Bridr" in Qurntin

Taranlino't newest

rcleav:. "Kill Rill \'.>l.

2."

(BcIom) hrom the

pa|{r» of ihr ctansic

Marvel comic K>ok».

"The Punuhcr" returns

to the big Mreen plavcd

bs TiMNiias jane.

KiUBiil

VbL2'

lindiilv

Smu

IMi

In*

tV time to proclaim April "National

\ igilanle Month '

It was just a few weeks back

that The Rock - he of the impressive pectoral

musck-s — clobbered small-town-corrupting

bad guys in the low-rent remake of the 1975

head-smasher "Walking Tall" and it'll be

another week before

Denzel Washington

goes vigilarte on the

asses of the bad
'

guys in "Man on

Fire." This week

alone we get not

one, but two, films

that celebrate and

glorif\ the bloody art of

lescnge

I must confess.

aiKJ this may
scxind like Mas

phemy to all thosc-

vkhci worship at the

Icvt of Uuentin

Taiantmo. ilwt I ^vt>

not the biggc->i Ian ol the director's

original "kill Bill
~ To iiw the film felt

less like a mosie than a smug, though

admittedly dazzling, excaise in fan

boy sell-indulgeiKe. To me the inuvif

felt amjgant; a hipK dctacK-d excoise

for the uhimate movie-geek iilmmak

er to pMder to his vahote ciivnnatK

obt^ons — anime and gore

diwuclicd wnurai action Hicks — in a

way that feh \ agueh contemptuous oi

the audience. As audacious aixi

bravura as Taraniitx>°s various inven- 1

lions were, the movie lacked a genuine emotion-

al core, sonwthing ivsennbling humanity that

couki have grounded his stylized digressions

With it<. eye-popping, injOK action setpiece "Kill

Bill Vol. i
~ was indeed cool, but it was a cool

nx>vie that kHt me feeimg just a bit cokl.

After months v^ith audKnces hoMing their

I. vc hated breath. Tarantino has ddisered

. . <nd half of his gritidhouse epic and has

»inall> dtli%c-rc-d the nunic that "NiJI 1" prom-

ised. Kill Bill \c>l 2" has the centered

motional grounding and heartfelt

luaiuritv Uicked in the lirxt install

mc-nt and thrviw> the entire i-nter

pnse in a whole new light

Tarantino is no kmgcr an anesied

a.lok-scent indulging in his ustc-

lor '7lK cxpkiitation schkxk — he

tempers his hasc-r iastincts with a

grown up Nsisdom that makes for

a lilni as tiM'sing as it is ingenious.

OiKe again Tarantiix) cyck-s

through bek^ied B-f(cnres o( okl.

This go-aniund has been heavily

influcTKed by the spa|dvtti west

ems irf Sergio Ijct-tiK. what with

its gurgling Fnnio Morricone-

esque scoiv (it's counesy of rap-

per the RZA and Tarantino s

brother inarms Robert Rod-

riguez) and desert vistas, but there

.11. I nents of Italian gialkts and '

, ..; hool martial arts iiK-lodramas com-

plete with a svhile-bearded. hard-assed

Chinese nK-nior It's the saitK kiixl of mix

tape assemblage that formed the structure of

the lirst film, but this time the pacing is sk>w-

er and nx>a" langurous The time is k)nger too—
well over two lK)urs this time — atxl the action

scenes are fewer, which gives the movie breath-

ing room to stretch and flex its cirK-matk. mus-

cle. No kmger is the scrcvn crowdcxl out by

Taranlino's c-ndless homages and gore-soaked

ultravioletKe: ixiw we get the chance to under-

OiretieltiT

Joiuilaa llcisltiik
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Punisher

stand the motives of Tarantino's band of misfits.

The movie begins with Tarantino's resident

muse, Uma Thumian. bathed in rich, luxe black-

and-white, staring straight at the camera aiui

reiterating her single-minded goal of a "roaring

rampage of revenge" against the assassins who

obliterated her wedding party and left her lor

dead, a bulkthole in her brain. Once again, the

movie is split into chapters, beginning with a

flashback to the Massacre at the Two Pines wed-

ding chapel that is shot by Robert Richardson in

smnning, light-drenched B&W; Richardson's

work in this film and the last cennrnt his status

as one of our greatest living cinematographci^.

Tarantino has a reputation for resuscitating

the careers of has-beerw and neser weies Here,

in this case, he does that to a gaggW of them.

Thurman has never been better than when she's

worked with Tarantino. gi>ing the Bride (her real

name, ii turns out. Ls . . ah. you didn't really think

I was going to spoil it dkJ ycxi'.'t a lieree

glint in her eye and a heart-wrenching

humanity that pulls the character back

to Earth! As the eponymous Bill (Davki

Carradinc), who has languished in dreck

since the "TOs TV' hit "Kung Fu," acu

with a wry. weary machismo and under-

stated intelligeiKe; this son of an acting

dynasty is every bit as juk:ed and ener-

gized as he was in his younger days.

Michael Madsen, stovenly yet with a

glint of razor-edged sharpness, and

Daryl Hannah, all smirking, vkkxis

arrogance, manages to steal the scei>es

they are in. akng with Mkhael Parks in

a tiny, attention-grabbing rok; as a

Cokxnbian pimp.

Hannah and Thumwn engage in a

close-quarters fight that may be amongtt

the best-choreographed brawls docu-

mented on fibn. v>^ile Tarantino -— with the judi-

ckjus use of tense sound effects — buiUs one of

the scariest buried alive sequences in lilm history

(does anyone else have the sease that Tarantino

may have added to cinema's fcgacy by Ireely bor-

rowii^ from it?) When the Bride finally takes on

Bill the actwn icsults in .. talk. IxJts of it. "Kill

Bill Vol 2" phinges into the realm ol the domes-

tic drama arid it is as piquant and touching as the

rest is savvy and eventful When the climax rolls

around, you don't feel catharsis or ivlief.

but heartbreak. That's Tarantino's grvat-

cst achievement as an auteur. and an

indk:ation that he's becoming a real tilm-

maker as well

IMS CM
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Theie's re-venge m "The Punithar"

but it's ixx nearly as artfully staged as

in "Kill Bill." The movie is based on a

Marvel comk book, but its rvally ju«t a

thuggish and junky \igilante cartoon,

the kind of overheatc"d testcJSterorK' lest

that wxjuki have felt right at honx-

amongst the early action-hero

escapades of Stalkjrw and Sc*gal. Where

"Kill Bill" was fleet and light-footed.

"The Punisher" manages to be glum

and leaden, more' brutal and pre-poster

ous than imaginative or cool. This

movx" does nwre* than livc's up to its

tttk.

Frank Castle, the character that

wouki become kixjwn as the Punisher. is unkjuc-

amongst Marvel characters in that he's not a

supertiero — he's just an angry guy with lots of

guns and a high tokrance for pain. In the iiKivie.

he becomes an FBI agent who witnesses his

entire family — iK)t just wife and son. but moth-

er, father, cousins, nieces, everyone — gunned

down at a family reunion in retaliation for a siing

operatwn that took the life of a son of I low ard

Saint, apparently the top money laundetvr in

Sac IIEVEII6E on page 7

Allien borrows and remixes a new 'Collection'
By TiMirmv Gabriele

(irtUii.iAN Staff

Remix collections are. by their very nature*, tragk

creatures. Bastardization and necrophilia by trade, the

re-mix thrives on digging up corpses and creating a

zombie movie or treating live pieces like automatons

for one's own amusement. It is an artlorm wherein

one collaborates with an unwilling partner.

Only in music can this artform be properly

expressed. Picasso never rearranged the

Mona Lisa nor did Kafka morph Hamlet

into a gigantic insect. Music though, and

electronic music in particular, is so commu-

that anyone who refuses to Id theirna

work be tooled and tinkered with is auto-

matkally branded a Ixirs Ulrich. Refusing to

share can nearly bcxjt oneself of the artistic

roll call, so musicians soon Icam that they'd better

share wisely

Elk'n Allien is a good person to share with, l^st

year's outstanding slice of German nu-elcxtro ranks

among the best the genre ever produced. One would

be hard pressed to find a more- gorgeously distinct aes-

thetic in electronic music than her lead single "Trash

Scape." Robotic, angular, and funky all at once.

Allien "s music proves that no matter how hard wc try

to master a scene it's still being done better overseas.

Reviewing a remix disc can be a frustrating task.

[X)es an artist score points for originality? I low much

creativity can be allowed before succumbing to bla-

tant irreverence and parody of the original? II one

finds nothing wrong with the original, how doc*s one

free themselves from that prejudice to accept the orig-

inal on its own terms? Likewise if a song sucks. dcK-s

it de-sei^e such a carefully modulated and devoted

Ellen Allien

'Remix

Collection'

flPiich Conirol

amending? Preparing judgment for a re-mix album is

almost to observe two albums all at otKe.

I've only heard two of the original tracks frt)m

Allkn's latc-si. drearily named "Remix Collection." My

familiarity with several of the names on the tracklist-

ing leads me to believe that most of these composi-

tions are- pure- Allien, i^egardless of initial intentions.

Going into an album without any pretext for eight of

the 10 songs helps cast most of these wonies

aside and allows one to focus on product

rather than process. The product, though

going nowhere near the intricacy and innova-

tion, proves a nkc companion piece to

2003's "Sensucht." In fact, it's amazing how

well the tracks go together.

Ik-ing that half of the tracks feature- Allien

vocals anyway or Allien-styled voice pitch

instmments (she uses a vocoder more mar-

velously than perhaps any other musician since l.aurie

Anderson. ) There is no need to discredit the talents of

her peers, however. Most of them are working in the

same general milieu and have simply addc-d supple-

ments of Allien s unique flavoring.

Ciolden Boy and Miss Kitten (whose names have

been reordered in the liner notes for some reason)

donate their ubiquitous dancefloor ballad "Rippin

Kitten" to be ina.shed up as the album's closer The

result is actually pretty straight, however, the disen-

Iranchi.sed Kitten here seems more motivated to mur-

der via mechanized forees of oppression thanks the

song's new bounce. Despite its virulent minimalist

hook, the problem of significance arises. Ouite simply

put. the original is better in all ways, though Allien

tries her damndest to put a gracious spin on the track.

lAXjking at the album as a lO-fruit blend of the cur-

rent crop of electro all stars with the secret ingredient

of Fllen Allien, the track works triumphantly, but

taken alone as a distorted picture- through the goggles

of German tcvhno. the re-sult is like Britnc-y Spears

covering the Rolling Stones. Take off the goggles, kid.

You can scv better without them.

Apparat's "Koax" gets re-fre-shingly toasted with

some deep. dark, malted synths and a touch of the

Allien vocal expertise. Her unmistakably alien Allien

"aaahs" come sojiring into the song almost immedi-

ately and carry the track on a crackcxi. curvy voyage.

Those characteristic \cvodc\l harmonics resemble an

intcrgalactic femme-bot who has smoked too many

cigarettes, listened to too much Ccxteau Twins, and

ultimately comes down way too hard on herself. She

struggles and gurgles to get the words out. but comes

up only with hamionicalK bent signals akin to the

angelic conversations of magical adepts of the highest

order. Like the choir strands of lOCCs "I'm Not in

Love" brought down to the single individual in the

back row aching in desperation, the crackly and

punchy song illuminates a plangent and desperate dis-

position bets expre-ssed by munnurs restrained by a

lieavy heart.

"koax" a iradc-mark-ladcn feature of Alien's is the

album's standout single.

In fact, to a listener who speaks not a word of the

language, most of Aliien's best tracks are- either the

ones cixxjned in prolongc-d phonemic sessions or

those uttere-d in Gennan. Her Fnglish verses tend to

be little, incessantly chanted poetic cadences that get

flooded with meaning in the production room, rather

than through the pen. The Gennan tracks work in the

same way. but to an international ear. it represents a

cleare-r universal vision of space-age melody. Though

she dabbles in modem icxhnological forms. Aliien's

closest kin is the captuied German songstress at the

end of Kubrick's "Paths of Gkjry." Even the abusive,

stolid, and barbaric soldiers hum abng to her ethere-

al verse, despite their lack of comprehension of the

tongue.

The newly mastered version of OMR's "The Way

We Have Chosen" incorporates digital turntable

scratches in a way that has completely eluded all but

the most prominent auteurs of the artfomi. Here-, they

are played as glitchy background supplcnncnts to the

choppy, evasive low-ends and untweaked guitar

loops. Like the creaky screeches and blurps familiar to

Mouse on Mars fans, the scratches act like friendly lit-

tle squeaky gremlins bouncing around the pipes and

coax cables of Allien s Bauhaus living space as she

recorded the song.

Perhaps the greatest departure and the most com-

mereial track on the album is the pumping House

throb of the mix of Gut-Humpe's "Butterily." Another

one of Aliien's hallmarks is her oddly poised body-

shaking drumbeats. Those techfunk stabs are

replaced on "Butterfly" with straight ahead four-on-

thc-floors. The flutter of high-pitched vocal moan (not

Aliien's) and wami strings reach back, but not way

back to the "SOs as many of her peers would. Instead,

she haunts the tomb of the acid and ambient house

familiarized by old school relics like Renegade

Soundwave, Sweet Exorcist, and LFO. It's hard to

fault such a memorable homage, especially when it

steps so completely out of character to do so.

If they had invented the hovering pod by now like

so many sci-fi films have promised. Ellen Allien would

be hovering above us all at cross-cultural raves while

spinning intcrgalactic computations and showering

neoteric, melodic electrostardust all over The result

tran.scends the remix, but humbles itself just enough

to let it be called such.

Heading straight up
Eleven Eleven s new disc shows a band's growth

By DtBOKAH Geioeh
I !oiLFi.iAN Staff

Philadelphia has always been

known us the city of brotherly love,

which might explain the expres-

sive, impressive, and undeniably

familial dynamic of the band

Eleven Eleven, whose new album;

"Head" has bc-en re-lea-sed.

Comprised of mem-
bers Jeff Giuliani on

vocals, guitar, and key-

board. Rich Franchetta on

drums, Eric Mallon on

guitars, and fcrry Ramos

on bass. Eleven Eleven

came together in 2000

and hasn't looked back

since. "Head" is Eleven Eleven's

latest full length release and is the

follow-up to their 2003 EP
"Sunday Gre*y." Some of the key-

board-produced instrumentals on

this disk are great but many of

them sound a little too electronic:

sounding like sonw strange dream

sequence al times.

Starling off the album is

"Forever" This spacey array of

intense lyrics and mellowed out

instrumentals is letreshing and

confusing all at once. When
Giuliani sings. "A kx>k of disbeKef,

that's the way. And I'm jumping off

the woikl. into the sky of yixi. the

deepest shades of blue.' it sounds a

little trippy. but it works with the

kiixl of guitar effects Malkjn uses.

"The Oueen ol Magazines" is

an interesting song with lyrics like.

"CiHuplicate the always cool, be for

real or be for fake, there's not a sur-

face you cant break...you cant

bre-ak... you won't bt^." The

band seems to be talking to the

nK>dia or a specilk giri with this

track, rhis lyrical ambiguity keeps

"Head" fre-sh. but sometimes it

makes it difficult to extract the

iiK-anitig from the songs.

"Every III in the Work!" begins

with a dcvp bass and a layering of

ek-ctronically produced string

instrumentals. vkilin-like and

eiKhanting "How come the pkves

don't flow and the hack is the cave

within? l-ast Ikvting chance f '

gootlhye is gorw" Guiliani whii.

"W hat if I told you that I was indil-

lere-nt'* Ik- sings, making one feel

thiit maybe he is.

"Crush" is a song that speaks

voluiiK-^. "I'll crush you. daHin^

I pre>misc- you won't feel a thing at

.til iKMhing at all" are- lyncs we

^.111 all re-bte to. at kaist in ihcx)ry

Ramos expertly plays bass to the

^m THIS weeH!
MASTER

&COMIVIANDER
HAUNTED MANSION
WIN A DATE WITH
TAD HAMILTON

powerful voice of Giuliani, who at

times seems like a throwback to a

1960s British pop rocker complete

with the tearful crooning and

singing out of range.

"Eye Con" is a much faster,

almost 1980s sounding anthem

where Guiliani's vocals really stand

out. "Broken Bird " is a song about

personal demons and has

potential to be used on

American Idol in 10

years.

"All these suffocating

minds . , . they live under-

neath my rug. I keep

them there. I keep you

there ... But you don't

spread your wings."

Guiliani belts out not only words

but also the experience behind

them. It dares the listener to think

about spreading ones own wings.

"Wish I didn't frighten so easi-

ly... doesn't seem to make it easi-

er for me. Or lor anybixly. Turn

the lights off when you leave"

begins the finale song. "Cars

Spinning into Walls", a well-cho-

sen conclusion for this dre-amy.

somewhat feariul amalgamation

of songs. Background vocals arc

used creatively and subtly in this

blend of simple lyrics and basic

instrumentals, a classic combina-

tion for any gcwd song. "Turn the

lights off when you leave" the

background whispers as the song

fades out. Overall, these songs are

catchy, melancholy, and fun to lis-

ten to, and have an element ol

excitement in them, which is the

most promising element in any

new band.

Eleven Eleven is an up and

coming band whose new album is

definitely worth checking out.

Despite their wondertul potential

and the impressive "brotherly"

feel, they might want to try varia-

tions on their melancholy, rainy

day theme

Perhaps collaborating with

songwriting tasks may prevent the

band from being muddled in

Guiliani's blustery little world ol

bed bugs and boogie monsters,

and move onto other, deeper,

more interesting themes. "Head"

is a gixxl stvond album, but we

should expcvt a lot more from this

quizzkal quartet in the future.
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Spring Clothing Toys

SALE
25-50%
OFF
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Clothin g
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Bracelets
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Hourt lOam fcpm Th-Fri »pm SunH4

.Amberat tl K.Fleasant Carria({e Sbop^

Northamptoo lOAMain Si

v>^^ R/NG DKf

15COWLESLANE
Behind Bruegger's

Downtown Anrtherst

19 MONTAGUE RD.

North Amherst

The Choice For

Your Class

Ring!

Wednesday.

April 21st

Thursday,

April 22nd

Friday,

April 23rd

10am-4pm

L/n/v€rs/ry Store at the Campus Center

(

\i you can't make the

Ring Sale, Call Jostens at

800-854-7464

www.jostens.com

UMass Boston

Building Success
SUMMER 2004 AT UMASS BOSTON

Over 500 under-

graduate and
graduate course

sections in over

70 subjects

If youVe thinking of taking college courses this

summer, UMass Boston should be at the top of

your list. We offer outstanding instructors,

small classes, a large selection of courses and

scheduling options, and a pleasant harborside

location featuring our new Campus Center (pic-

tured above). If you want to take your learning

experience beyond the classroom, check out our

international programs, field study opportuni-

ties, and courses on Nantucket.

International

programs in China,

Ireland, Mexico,

Belize, and Cuba

Art and science

courses on
Nantucket

Courses scheduled
mornings, after-

noons, evenings,

and online

Summer sessions

start In early June

and mid-July

UMASSBOSTON

Registration starts April 5

To l(><)rn tticMO, visit www.umb.edu
or .11 617.287.6000

Getting even on the big screen
REVENGE from page 6

Tampa. Castle hiiaself is beaten, shot (point blank in

the chest too) and blown ofl a pier - yet he manages to

survive, with only the tiniest of sears on his bodj(.

It's that type of overkill tltat crushes the movie. "The

Punisher" is ripe with ludicrousness. and as the movie

goes along, it grows more numbing with each scene ol

assaultive viok^iice The director, lonathan Hensleigh

(he helped write the screenplay for "Annageddon"). is

no Tarantiix). He's a competent tilmmaker. but he

stages the movie with ham-ii>ted solemnity. "Kill Bill"

worb with the linesse of a swordsman, but "The'

Punisher." for all its unearned gravity, ofx.-ratt's with a

grim and bludgcvning leixxity.

Thomas lane, who ha> the sculpted athlete's body to

play a vengeful anti heroic hunk. pla>> Castle with a

harsh iiKHiotone. whkh may just be the right perlomi-

ance lor a script as plodding and lifek»s as this John

Travolta, looking like he's angling to make "Swordfish.

Part 2," makes Saint inexplicably swishy and nerdy, as

if he dcvided that a villain need not project anything

remotely resembling menace.

Thea- aa- a couple ^e^uences of wit. such as Castle's

rumbkr with a Russian assassin in his grunge-tenement

apartment, and when Rebcxca Romijn-Stamos gives a

touching and tender pertoniiaiKe as the abused and

Irightened neighbor dowi the hall. But the violeiwe

here fcvl> strangely cruel aixl sadistic, but we're nwant

to get off on it because Castle is attacking the bad guys

— the facekrss extras who murdeivd his family.

The movie pays token lip servkx to the line Castk-

s

cro>sing (his action> aa- as bad. if not worse, than the

villain's) but it always goes biick w making a tetish of

its bloodshed Hiai is. wlxn it bothers to be vblenl;

"The Punisher" spends way too much time with Castk;

planting the sec-ds of doubt within Saini s oi ganizatkjn,

when he could have just as easilv taken out Saint in one

fell swoop. But that's the level of tht>ught that's been

put into 'The I'unislK'i.' which lumbers through the

vigilante genre in the way that "Kill Bill" Hies right

through it.

< ISTtS'V MIK-^M.^X

StmiKhl from the pau> > >•( Nrlarvel, "'The

Punisher" i* the Litext hero u< uracc the v»i.rlJ i»f film.

Change

mind
this summer:

iisii I tic

i^lll'nlv I . I

V ^"^1 •! *i

^{ygog taung Conteg"

At the Taste ofUMoss
Thursday April 22nd from ^30 to 7:30pm

at the Mullins Center

Register Today!

Forms will be available

in each dining common

& at the Taste.

•Contest open to current UMass students only.

Contestants must be at least 18 years o\d and have

a valid photo identification to verify their age.

Contestants must sign a UMass contest waiver.
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James named top rookie

UUt* tts* tLAhth * l."**!-

i»rnu.r outhclder KC Budrcwu: lakt> < «.ul ^tgainsl Si. Bt>nd\tnfurc earlier thi» »ea«on. UMaii* will put

its I >-namf winning »trcjk on the line agxinst rival Conneitiiut this afterniKHi in Sturrs, Conn.

Minutewomen to face UConn
SOFTBiUl from page 10

the kind ol numlHn> thai >ou

»ec and the power ... it's

there," Soriino said. "Hilary

means the world to u> on the

field. delen*ivel>. with the

play* she ii>ake> I mean. yeah.

I he numbers grab everybody's

eye>. but ihe plays she makes

are i*^' '"•'ili^^tt* Sht'*-* L'\c*r\-

body

Puglia'*' recognition earlier in

the week by garnering A- 10

honor'* as eo-Piteher ol the

Summer Program 2004

June 5- Aug 20, 2004

Sponsored by the Chinese Government

and Educational Authority.

Study and practice genuine Chinese Wu Shu and Tai Chi

to increase physical and self defense abilities

Teaching English for high school and junior high school

Obtain academic credit and make fnerxls

Learn Chinese language and take a local tour

Explore ancient Oriental culture and history

Fee $2250 double ocupancy

Fee includes round trip airfare between Bradley Airport

and China, accomodation local tour, transportation, and

tuition for Wu Shu and Tai Chi

For more information please contact Mr Ron Song

Phone 203 407 0566 Fax 203 287 1611

byrdinterco@aol com

Week, Arnold (11-5) hurled a

complete game shutout against

Boston College last Thursday,

and combined for another

shutout alongside Barbara

LaFogg against St. Bona on

Sunday
Whether Arnold. LaFogg or

sophomore ace lenna Busa gets

the start today, the

Minutewomen are likely to be

involved in a classic pitchers'

duel.

The Huskies bring to the

table their own ace in the form

of iwo-time Big Easi Pitcher of

the Week lessica Gurney (13-

<*». Through 129.2 innings

pitched, she has compiled a

2.27 earned run average, with

four shutouts iinJ 122 strike-

outs.

Senior co-captain Maggie

Arbogasi leads the Huskies in

just about every major catego-

ry, including a\erage ( >45l.

hits (5"»», slugging percentage

(.442). and on base pet i.'i'il).

adding a threat from the bat-

ter's box as well

But ultimately, the game will

come down to one factor.

"Mentality." Sortino said,

pointing lightly to her temple.

'If the team is aggressive and

mentally ready, we'll close the

door on Connecticut."

By Tom WiTHbRs
AssotiATEi) Prkss

CLEVELAND - More than 45 minutes late to

a news conference. l.eBron lames was one teen

who didn't need an excuse.

He's exhausted.

"They had to drag me out bed to put this suit

on." lames said Tuesday, when he won (he NBA
Rookie of the Year award. "I didn't want to get

out. I thought I was going to practice when they

woke me up this morning."

Hey. saving the Cleveland Cavaliers is hard

work, and (he H-yearold lames put the final

touch on a remarkable season by becoming the

rookie award's youngest recipient.

"I knew I would n.ake an impact this year."

said lames, who easily beat Denver's Carmelo

Anthony, also 19. "And I guess I did."

The 6-foot-8 guard made the jump from preps

to pros look easy, somehow living up to the

unprecedented hype. The No. 1 overall draft

pick did more than jusi post jaw-dropping statis-

tics night after nighi: He transformed Gund
Arena into a hot spot, and he gave Cleveland

fans reason to hope.

"He proved to all ol us that he is up for a

challenge. He exceeded all of our expectations

and just kept raising the bar." Cavaliers owner

Gordon Gund said.

lames received 508 poinis. uKluding 78 of a

possible 118 first-place votes, to become the

first Cleveland rookie honored.

Anthony, who left Syracuse after leading it to

an NCAA championship as a freshman, finished

with 450 points, including the other 40 first

place votes

"People are going lo think what they want to

think." Anthony said. "I don i really know whai

else I could ha\c done
"

Dwyane Wade of the Miami Heat was third

with 117 points in balloting by sports writer^

and broadcasters Players received 5 points for u

first-place vote, "i for second and 1 for third

"I thought it could go either way." said Limk -

who praised Anthony for having a phenoiin.ii.il

season "I thought ii could be a split decision."

In any other year. Anthony probably would

have won the award for statistics similar to

lames' and helping the Nuggets fo from 17 vie

lories to the playolls

But this season belonged to lames. Irom hi>

25-point. nine rebound, six assist NBA debut at

Sacramento through his resounding windmill

dunk to close his season at Madison Squarc

Garden.

lames followed Amare Sioudeinire ol the

Phoenix Suns as the -.cvond straight rookie hon

ored after turning pro directly from high school

But that's where the similarities end.
* No player entered ihe league to as much fai

fare as lames. And the Akron native delivered on

the court, while his wine and-gold No 21 jersey

led NBA sales and his image was marketed from

coast to coast.

lames averaged 20. *i points. 5.5 rebounds and

5.9 assists, joining Oscar Robertson and Michael

lordan as the onl\ NBA rookies lo average ai

least 20 5-5

the Collegian is hiring for next semester

come talk to Scoff, shannon, or Rachael

or call 545-1864

1 05 Campus Center Basement
Freshmen and Sophomores are encouraged to apply

"He just has it. It's all his attitude, "
Cavaliers

coach Paul Silas said. "He has a knack lor doing

and saying the right thing and not in an antago-

nistic way. That's just not in him. He's humble,

and he's about winning more than anything.'

Like any rookie, lames had his share of strug-

gles while adjusting to the pros. He learned to

accept the punishment before dishing out some

of his own.
On March 27. he scored 41 points against

New lersey to become the youngest player in

league history to break 40. He scored more than

50 points 1 5 times, and made countless moves

that defied description.

"They try to take away your manhood in this

league, and they couldn't get mine." said lames,

who was to receive his trophy Tuesday night at

the NBA store in New York. "I could have aver-

aged around 25 points if I could have gotten a

lot of calls."

A year after going l7-b5. the Cavs wciu 55-47

and finished ninth in the Eastern Conference,

one spot out of the playoffs, lames also helped

home attendance rise from 1 1.497 to 18,288 —
the highest increase ever for a team that didn't

move into a new building

Plenty of those new fans came to see lames, who

actually considers football his first love

"I could have made it to the NFL." lames said

"But I probably would have come in with

.Maurice and been sent back to college
"

WWW.DAIlVCOUtClAN.COM

ClrscUnd Cavalier* cuard LeBnfi Janurs. the

N«». I pick in the 2001 Draft, was named J^BA

RtH<kic of the Year on Tuesday.

•?•> Keep the spirit alive

,

^
even when you've graduated!

m THE UMASS
,lumni Association

Membenhip for nmwn >20 - RtguUtr UO

WIN $1000!
Corne fill out an address card & your nanr>e is automatically entered!

Mol only la Iff Alumni Assoctetfon • gnat way to kaap In touch wHh othar

UMASS graduataa, but atao a way to rMp torn of gnat banatHa, ftvm diacountad

Inaunnca ban^tlta to Kapian Taat PnfivaHon coun^a I Furthar dtfXte on wbatfl

Sign Up located at Textbook Annex during Cop A 6own pickups (May 3- 21)

and at the Campus Center Commencement Boll Ticket Soles (April 26-Moyl4)

UMASS AJumnI AttOCtaUon y*ww UMa$sAlumn..com (800) 456 UUASS

Murnit fWtaiom MemwtolUrt, Uiwver«ih o« MaaMcKiartSa, 134 f%*» Way Antm*.m 01003

(Che i+lnseiathtisictts Bnilp CoUcginn

Now Hiring Advertising

Acccount Executives for

Call 545-3500 or stop by our office,

room 113 in the

Campus Center Basement, with your

resume for more information.

Welcome to Apply

dTbe jtlaggachugettg Maiiv CoUegian WiONisDAY, Aprii 21, 2004

C^CC^ iT O^T, T Coot

(
-i o lOCJ

Ai»(t\t/Ti A~jD

iTsJt'f
"^

(JsiT c-c«>|t, X

u\l^ A uvTrc<£l

Mi AM - /^/l^^i

A y-Cn CHAt-J

WosJ*.i .

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

=n ^frtgrgs^a^segrgs^g^Tg^&^tears

ACROSS
1 - ufllO (M1X«)
& Chwt
B Ov*niwti«tfTi«

\J Eaptodvig ittra
u Bat loww •ound
i& Ooonih«lam
t6 No) touching
17 Kaiiai nvMinbof
I a Bahrain VIP
18 ImOaOin
21 Chang*

gana«ca«y
23 BaavaO awx*
24 TVnaAMXk
2!> Lip tO'dala
26 HHa
30 oiamaiDr'* ptaoa
32 Rod*
33 Ran
se Naaty mooa
37 joHit piobiania
38 tJitol

40 InMrgalactc
liiinapo'l

42 Racafil mfyKal loul

43 HadMatua
44 Fwny
4b Ripan
4ii Monwal
49 NowH ol -Va<ti9o'

60 Tolaly w'ong
12 wd* )

52 Gym gaa«
57 Ouan
51 ataakJlipai
60 CartDonM— Buahmlar
61 Auayara uin|ila>
«2 raamioi
63 SynlhaK labnc
64 rhni»h » honia
6i 'Ba my guafti**

66 Pfutly^MM sl.ada6

DOWN
J e.anUM

PNiVlOU* PU^/Lt SCM-VKD

I^ISIfe l^gM^lff

L.'JWIJ MUItS lilUM

idumw,i:,iaii o (awnwuH

aaa matxi fiuntiai

4.4 03 9 aoQat>4

3 Eaoahapad
4 ^Mmondot

Soil Can
5 BaOKWuM 6 dm*
6 Sigh o* conlant
7 Plpabarn
a KMp a bcxglai

9 Amaion. a g
10 Moal «alacl
11 CaXaUxil
13 Ot«
14 Sonnat
20 Come »*« •

(May —
22 Annapal* mat
24 Inch along
2« Mountain etna
27 Sialai Acr

ralaa
28 Coanaaand
25 Bndai

daalnaaon
30 Roaapaai
31 NASAiockal
33 Dart yaaow

34 Mama, tram
Oagon

36 Combat
37 Shiaodty
30 Thwaty
41 Spaadioay

compaMon
42 Pknkl
44 lUli. to IHtcCoy
46 Compnaai
— Copland

46 Stata baM)>«y
47 Sani*» haipai*
49 — lu

51 Fronaaf. onca
52 Famtfy rooms
53 Imp
54 "Omocofloix"

wnaa'
55 Wlldatm i

c^iaiMi

6* Cama>a>ay*
&• Fawn • parani

f
413-S48 6900 |

jwww thehorp net|

163 Sunderland Rd. - N. Amherst

lust north of the apartments

Check out the Harp Pavilion!

WED. • Reggae Night

THV. ' Special Brew
FRl ' Open Irish Seisiun

SAT. ' Fat Roll

April Special!
Molson:

$2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher

"Start your own tradition."

^It^G 2 AK* WW 2AM^...
SJT WHI' WCU. VM OOiN-

ILL CNJi \00 10MOCKDW

^ J.

WISE ItMOKKMI KHfiHT ID SEE
OxmM IMIU WHEN HE GiEK

^ «^^

Dining Commons Menu
01 conlati 41 J-S4S-2626

LUMC H
• Chit ken Burrito

• Hungarian N(Kxile Bake

• Garden Vegetable Chili

segiUV

DINNER
• Koast Turkey

a stuffed Shells

• Native American Stew

I vegan

I

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

WEDNESDA)
• High: 62

• Low: 44

SVOSEP

NpJHKT'

\ yArre cp*A<s ,

THURSDAY
• High: 76

• Low: 44

FRIDAY
. High: 6J

• Low: 39 /VVV

Production Crew
On staff tuddv

NIGHT tDITOR
Lilvn Stfjult

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
\inunlhj ItHirji

con Em TOR
Vtrff tidfidnv II

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
CiK\ KinenlterK

PRODUCTION STAFF

HOROSCOPES

>
<

Z

d ift By and large, jazz has

always been like the kind

of a man you wouldn't

want your daughter to

associate with. ^ ^
a /)i/ikt' tlUnf^ton

aquarius • ian. 20-FtB. is

KeefJ talking, vouf BS-ing skills are

improMnn

piSCeS • liH 19-Mar. 20

Check \()ur t kMhes lieftire (xitting them

cm, even the ones fresh out of the laundrv.

aries • mak. 21 -Am. 19

Take a nap, if was a long dav yesfertl.i\

Catch up on some mi's.

taurus • '\)t(. 20-may 20

Think alMRJt how much mone> you

would have if you didn I Iniv hufx

gemini • mav2i-iun. 21

Branch out and make rww friends

cancer • kn. 22-ki. 11

Don t Ix' mean to pcHjple that got sun-

burned. It'll happen to ycxj.

leO • lui, 2»-Ai«, 22

l>»nl In* nx'an fo people fh.<t ^»f sun-

burned, it'll happen to you

virgO • At*.. 23-SiPi. 22

When "Hev Mama" lonK-s on the radio,

you are ckwte.

libra • sni .'t-<x • j
'

Don't forget the pleasures of home.

Scorpio • Orr. 21-Nov 21

Get ready, you're going to PittslHirgh!

Sagittarius • .v>. :2[h< ji

There i<< no mt^l for th«' pres-sure

Capricorn • di(.22-ian. 19

It's funny how people don't work as a

couple but l>ecome l)est friends.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
WNOUNt FMFNTSH ^'"^"TMrM fnK RFmH FMPIOYMFNT

(inint^ up i.o-v.\.V 11k

Student .Mt.iirv I ailtur.il

Enrithmciit FiinJ !•< .iv.iil-

iibltt.iRStTs.t'nk.l stu-

dent iifKaniziitK^ii'' i'l^l

university ik-piirtim-nts

that an- pl.innmt; ivciits

that enliven the cultur.il

lifct>fUM;iss IV.idlini-

fi>r ScptcniK-r e\oni'> i>

Apnl28.Call54S-W28

for mure inform.uion nr

come by noim 4i<i

Student Uniiin.

M'\RIMI\T lOR REM

Mill Valley F.st.itcMi.nv

RcnrinK 2 kdnn
$1050/1 k\\ nx-dnn

$n50/14O0N..l.i>t

months rent, Fa-e He.it ii

Hot Water, 2 full haths,

AC ;. t>i Uisiine MonFri

IO-5rm25V7?77

Bnindywine Apts. Now

leasing, 1&2 Ix-dnxmi

apts. Leases k'tjin June,

July, AuK or Sep. First

come, tirst M-rve. ( u't

them while tlu-y last.

www.brandvwinc-

apts.com Stop by or (
'.ill

549-0600.

lake over le.ise, the r.iri

2-K\lr(>i>m in Putfton

Villa«e6/l-H/?l4n6^v

SI5?

Hob.irt (. oikIos '> K.1.1

room, b.ird\vi«id floor-.

stinly are.i in basement.

t;.ible, telephone (inter-

net .Ki.es>) m .ill K-d-

room> .iiul study. NC)W
SHOWING. I. >rJUNF:

and SFITEMBF.R. NC')

F1;ES. wmv.amherstlincol-

na-iltv.com 25 VT.'^T'^'

C riiter of town I, 2. <

Ix-driHims; h.irdwoi\l

fl.H.rs. NOWSIIOWINC;
tor JUNE ,ind SHI^FM-

bi;r. NO ft:hs.

www ambersi 1 ii^ci ilnreal-

ty.com 2SV7,h7'->

FMPIOYMENT

Finally! Fliim $5 in 10

mills each v\eek @brand-

porT.toni! W.itth .ids,

earn cash. Free

Rei;istrafion.

Now hirin>j line cixiks.

dishw.ishers ,ind door

Kuys. Apply at Amherst

FWcwing ( innpany

t 'omputer Inst.iller:

1 lousing TechnokiK> M.-eks

multiple individuals to

help in summer l\" ik-vel-

opnwnt. Past computer

experience highly desir

,ible. f.f^.OOS^.OO hr. Full

Time. 12 Weeks 6/1-8/2 1.

.Applic.itions;

http://www.hiHi.sinK.uni.iss.

edii/einplov

(>iildren's fitness camp

holdini; ^ 'rd summer si-s-

sioii on ll.impshire

' C;ollei;e c.impus June 16-

.Aiii; 7. S<.'ekinn

t'ouivseiors 6i Instnictors

in Nutrition, Health,

Roik climbini,', l>ani,i.

l>,ince, Photi>«r.iphy.

Manial Arts, Aerobics 6i

all sj-Hirts. ( ^all now for the

summer of .i lifetime! 41 '-

2i2-8518www.camp-

kmiMiiontcom

Summer P.iintmi; Job

Work with other college

students! Work (Hitside

With friends' R Il.I. TIME

IN AMHERST ARF.A

For more infonnatlon

cont.ict: Ryan Brown

(4n)-687-S>0W

(V1P1()>MIST

Nurse, Nurs».' .ivsistant for

busy Summer camp iwi

H.impshire t^illej^- cam-

pus June 20-.Aun 7 4M-

2^2-M5l8 wwT*.camp-

kinKsmont.com

Plav sports! Have funi

Save Money! Sp<>rts

C^imp in Maine. Oiaches

neeik-d: Tennis.

BasketKill. Baseball,

W.iter-spirts, Ropes

( ;ourst-. ( 'olf, .Archery,

,ind more. Work (.Xitdimrs

and Have .i Cjreat

Summer! Cill Free. (888)

844-8080 or Apply:

w \\ w t .impi eil.ir.cc mi

Paintets wanted greater

Springfield area l-4n-

6V5-2645or 188-277-

^787

Students w.inted tor ,i

. summer paintini; |ob.

$400 -$riOO/ week.

Experience not ru-edei.1

but a plus. .All hired will

yo through a p.iid traininn

progr.im. (^11 888-277-

'^787ort,'oro(,:OITEClE-

PRO.tX^M. Work with

friends.

(MIMOVVtFNT HOUSE FOR RI\T

Bartender Trainees

Needed $250 .i dav poren-

tial. Lical positions I-

8CO-29VW85Ext51^

M.irketinj; ,'\yetu\ Seeks

tXitKoin>» Hi«h Enert'N

Individuals for pnimotions

$15/hour 888-477-6668

www.hausprimv >t i> >ns.ci >iii

"BiirtendinK"$W/l>.iv

Potential. No Expi-nence

Nesc. Training provi>.k\l.

1.8c\i-%5-6520F.xt.l62

FMFRTAINMENT

nj tor hire: SYB

Pnxluctions is now K Hik-

ing yixir event. 4 1 '-5 17-

8527

HiRMTliRf FOR SMf

\ Rms of funiitvia' for sile

(ir.idiiatinK in M.iv Prices

negotiable Cl,ill Liuren at

25V4'»?

HOUSE FOR RENT

5 K-dnx'tii liouH' on Rt, ^

Bclchertown Kamins

Rcaltv25J-25l5

Hadk'V Newer Five

Bivlr.»Mn H*Hne 549-4270

INSTRUCTION

LlnivcTiirv Bimending

Crkisses Stan s<x>n!!! Cjll

for inform.uion 1-800-U-

( I.'XN-MIX wwA^.univcrsi-

ivKirtcnding.com

ROMMATf WANTtI)

Female r<x>mmate wanteil

to share 2-bd apt m
Sunderl.ind $418/mo.

liKludeshe.it, hot w.iter.

,ind cable. .Available 6/1

or earlier.
(
'all Liiiren @

M60-K'4-K>>«

SERVICES

M,itii/rii\sk> lutiit .iv.iii

.ible;$k'*/liour; $20/liour

(traven;C:alll>. Kline

(4n-552'a^51

PREC.NANl :Y TF>iT-

INC, HIV Testing, Birth

(.lontrol. ,ind Emergencv

Contr.Keption,

Affordable ind confiden-

tial. Tipestrv Health, 27

Pray Sta-ct, Amherst.

548-9992

SERVICES

Pn-gn.int .' Nec\l help.'

C'.ill Binhriglit .4

.Amherst .ire.i fi >r friv test

ing .invl .issistatKe 549-

1906

SUMMER SUBIET

1 sp.icious attic beilriH'iii

in newly reni<\.ited house

(new wiKvl firs, .ind

kitchen) on N. Pleasant

St. .icross from Kis stoj^

1/2 mi. fTi>m t.impus,

$W/mo. Plus utilities;

full furnishings if desired

.Avail.ible June 1st. (. .ill

508-180-1106

2 lvvlris>ins. tulK lui

nished .ipartment. I full

Kith. .Av.iil.ible June 1st-

Si'pteniKr 1st. t',ill

R, libel S:\tnan ^781

264 1512

i IVdnsMii Br.mdvA^ine

.\pt St.irting6/1

$755.00/month Nego.

Includes. He.it, Ci.is &
W.iter Oi'i-t 1/2 mile

Iron, I'M.iss 549-9109

1-2 Bedrixim house North

Ple.i.s,int St. .Av.iil.ible

June 1 54^-6115

SUMMER SUBIET

Well-nv«nt.iiiK\l 1 Klnn

Putfton Apt $1,150 per

month- or K-st .ifter Stans

lutu 1st 1^-asc trinster

povsihle 111 Se-pt. Ple.ise

.ill 41 1-549-5909 tor

I, Ills.

S87-4-».:.ANc:LNBc-st

price. UMASS VENIX^R

sellini; spring bre.ik p-ak-

iges. IXi not gi't

Nv imnu'd. t jncun, Negril

.Ai.ipuico, B.iham.is.

Florid.i. $5$ t.impus reps

eani $$$. F1ipn.ition.com

"^77 4-i..incun

WANTED

Summer Hixise Rental

4n :i2-s5i8

MCIPFLS W.ANTEH!

>tiidenl ph.'togr.iphers

looking tor women, men.

t.imilies and ihildren to

pbotogr.iph tor il.iss

.isMgniiunts. Free 8x10

portrait in exchangi" for

time. C^'ntact Jen at 41 1-

861-2190
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Deja vu, all over again
Beanpot again proves unforgiving for Ratliff

as UMass drops heartbreaker to Northeastern

Hv MiKt Mak/ilii

t I >l IK IAN >1 Atf

NorthtMstiTM 4

hurgivi' Scuu Rutlill if he never wants lo p««ch in

ttw Basi-hall Meiinpni again

\ vcai alter bkivi ing u b-4 lead and earning the loss

h\ ^unvtHkfing knji ninth-inning run?, tn Marvaril at

I eiWdN I'ark. L Ma>s ^c)Uthpslw closer uas again

ihru>t inti' a iiiic inning situation in the annual touma

nxin thi> tinie againM

Niortheaslem at BnxktiNi'«

Cainpanelli Stadium

r\1,l'~^ ^ HuweNer while ilic

\i.nu«.- and the oppoiK*ni

Korcni. lix iv»uli> v^ea' ^uiie the same.

.\..li tlK- s.«->re tied at three in the bottom ol the

e^hth. Hu^kv shortMop Amian Sidhu doubk-d to

kniKk lA1a>s -tarter IV\in Bamctt lami the gaiiK- in

taxoi «>l Kaililt

Mill -trikni;. .'Ill M^'litliclder Oin- Liiunuele.

K.iiliit u.iiKi 1 .uiKiiKldii Chn> Henot on a v^ikl

pitch. alkAMng Sidhu lo ad\aiKe to third and setting

up runnerv at ihi- comers kn Paul Ko(Jo\»ski

I k«we\ er the \orthcastem fip>i basemen nesvr got

i,
,

' :'
1 1 mn with his hat. a-

ihi. !l lor a balk. a\»arvl

ing H-xond base lu IkfKH and ilie piiMe lo Sklhu and

"Mng the Muvkh.-* a 4- > lead.

rhe Marocfl and White pnjeecded lo go down I

2 > in the top ol the nmth. as righlfiekkf tun S/:ado

(lied to nj^i i«> innl tk- game and oeixl the Minutemen

to tlx' licanbrcaking tieJiKxi K'l

itv. •H.X 'I

.Ktion totnonvw afternoon in

i,K .t,.sin..i«.„ (....^ vrf the 2004 Rwichilt Beanpot

Dave IVIk-griiw earned tk- win lor NU after work-

ing 31/5 innings d seorelcss ball, allowing no hits

aiid two walks whik' striking out tvv\).

Bameti was the iLKjgh luck loser lor UMass. altow

ing six hits jnd ihree earned runs while striking out

ihive in seven solkl innings.

Nonheastem wasted littk tiiiK- getting on the

board in the bottom ol the first inning against Bamett

After the freshman righlhander hit leadotV hitter Brad

Czamowski sMih a pitch aivJ Sidhu singled, Bamett

was abkf to retire Fntanuek on a popup to first before

I knot singk\l to right, scoring Czanxjwski and send

iiig Sidhu to third

Koskivvski then followed with a sacrifice fly. scor-

ing Sidhu and giving Northeastern a 2-0 edge.

ITv I luskies added an unearned run to cap their

stxiring in the first, as Heriot stole second and scored

on a two-base era»r b> UMass second basemen

Anihon\ Santos.

The Marcvn and \Miite chipped away at

VinhcBslem's k-ad in the third when Santos walked,

advaived to second on a vkiUl pitch and scored on a

singk- b> junkx cetitcrfiekler )ason Twomk-y. who

moved up to second after Czamowski committed an

error on the play.

Senior captain Mike Athas folk>wed with a

gjxjundout. HKAing Twomk*y to third where he then

scored on an RBI gioundoul by sophomon; catcher

Frank Curnrri

UMass tk-d the game in ihe lop of the sixth thanks

to the speed trf IVrek Duitrpo With iww outs in the

inning' ihi- s«.»phoiiionf outliekler walked, sfejfe sec-

olid jJsaiKed to third un a singk- by Santos and

xored thi- tying run by Mealing hume as pan of a dou

bk su.il uith Santos takii^ second.
Minutrman closer Sct>»t Ratliff suffered thr»>uKh another shAy

performaiKc in lh« Bateball Beanpot U»t evening in Brockton.

Thornton, Bruins feeling the sting

of another first round playoff exit
Bs Ifc'XSVKP I t.M\N

AiMttAltoi'M^X'

BOSTON !•" .41 Mood tal in the

Bruins' somber i. i n after hb loan *

hiMorik. coHap* thai hurt Iwm more than his

damatjtcd nbs

"Wi- had such a good year." he said. Thii

k»s^ was devaslaiif^.'

The word* cjmie skjwK ffum BoWons

aptain altcT Monday night's 2-0 lou lo

\lonttval in t.anx" 7

Ik- had taken shots lo dull the pain and

played in all seven ptayufT pane- agairen the

Canadk.-n> Fiising the pain ol the teams

thin! ^Uiii^'hi fi'^i uKirxl eliniin.!' Ix-

iinigtKi with iIk- |>is»ihilitv <M a 1.. ~iic

Uircing cuitailnKnt or cancellation ot ik-M

<«l.soO.

"We don't know if we're going to play or

ix^.* the- (vfiM-4 Thornton said after his

scvrek-ss scncs "So this is going to last a

kmg. long lime."

The Bruins k«st for the first time in 18

scries that ihev led V I . The Caiiatlk-ns had

hix-n l^ I J when irailii^ V I St> ii s ikH sur

pnsing thai Ihomton. his injury limiting hi*

dTeclivenevs. conskk-red the pain ol the- k)t»

givater than the ache ol his torn nb cartilafT.

Boston had enlcivd the scrie* seeded sec-

ond in the Fjisii-m Conferetwe The mklsea-

son accjuisiiiuns ot veterans Michael

S\ lander. Sergei Cionchar aixJ |in Sk-gt

helped. Rookkr Andrew R^v. mli .-minHnl .in

a top goalie.

The Bniins wen: 27-8-0- > m itx-n uisi 44

regular-season panes. Then they lost three

games in fivv das-s to the so c-nth seeded

Cwiadiens. t>»-o of them in Boston

They played very well in Monday night's

finak- after having sume deferviive lapses in

the previous thrtv games. But Richard

Zcdnik's gual with 4:C>8 k-ft in the ganK- on

Muntreal's first shot of the third period was

the turning point. Me also scored an emply

net gou\.

fk made it 1 -0 when the puck ricocheted

dircs.tly in front of the net after Alex

Kovak-v s shot hit the skkr ol the goal.

About a half hour after the game.

Raycrult was asked il he had replayed that

gual in his mind.

"Six thousaixl times." he said "I played it

euctly the vkay I wanted to play it."

The Bruins knovk the series never shouU

have come to that after they won Game 4 on

Gkai Murray s overtime goal. The Canadnms

then won 5 1 in Boston and 5-2 in Montreal,

setting up the seventh ganx-

I thought we got our bad games out of

the way." Raycroft sakl.

The Bruias have won just one playoff

series in 10 years and none in the last five

They've had seven coaches over that span,

but Mike Sullivan's job appears safe after his

first full season as coach.

Two years i^. Montreal was seeded

eighth v^hen it knocked off top-seeded

Boston. liLst year. New krrsey eliminatcxl the

Bruias.

Three seasons, thiee first-round exits.

"This is going to hun the most." forward

Mike Knuble sakl. "I thought we had a lot

more hockey in us as a gnxip and that's the

most disappointing."

The Bmins had reboundc-d well after an

early season skimp. Thornton kd them in

scoring. Murray stored ^2 goaLs, IK-year-old

ruokk Patrice Bergcfun far exceeded expec-

tations and defemonan Nkk Boynion devd

oped as a team leader

t)nly six learns gave up fewer than the

IM4 goals Bosian alk<wed. The acquisitions

of defenseman Gonchar. «i offensive threat,

and Nylander. both from Washingiwi in

early Nlareh. helped the attack

So the Bruins evpcxtatkxis were high

entering the playoffs, but Montteal goalk-

lose Theodore got better as the series went

on and stopped 52 shots in GaiiK 7

Before the series. Sullivan's only descrip-

tkin of Thornton's prv)f>k'ni was an "upper

body injury," hoping to minimize the chatKt-s

opponents wuukl target the aflectc-d area.

Aiter the scries. Sullivan reveak-d its true

nature. Some players miss six weeks with

torn rib cartilage, but Thornton sat out just

six days after getting hurt with two regular-

season games left.

"He was absolutely miserable the first

coupk- of games." Knubk sakd.

"Considering the pain he was in. he's the-

toughest guy I know." Boynton sakl

Thornton doesn't expect to need surgery

so he shoukl be fine by next season. wfx.-nev-

cr it begins The cunvnt colkxtive bargaining

agreement expires Sept. 15.

Minutewomen to

put streak on the

line against UConn
By Brendan Hall

(\)i if<iiAN Staff

cm RTR-SY I MASS MH>IA RF.I.ATIONS

Kelli Arnold was named Atlantic 10 Co-Pitcher of the Week after shutting out Boston College and

combinin)i with teammate Barbara LaFogg to blank St. Bonaventure.

Forget about the 15-game

win streak for now.

When the Massachusetts

(22-11) and Connecticut (IS-

IS) Softball teams square off

today in Storrs. Conn, it'll

mean more than just a game.

It's a rivalry — it's bragging

rights.

"You could put them on

any field, home or away, it's

always a barnstormer: always,

always, a big bail game for

both teams," coach Elaine

Sortino said. "It's an incredi-

ble rivalry, with an incredible

history and tradition.

They're | UConn | always

tough (o play, and they're

tougher at home than they arc

away."

Although the Huskies hold

the all-time series lead at 40-

59-2, (59-36-1 against

Sortino-coached teams), the

games have never strayed

from excitement.

Last season, for example,

saw the Minutewomen and

Huskies exchange losses to

split the season series at one

apiece. UConn took the first

game on April I 5, 2005. when
an Elisa Brinkworth double

scored home Megan Eider on

an unearned run to snap

UMass's 14-game winning

streak. The Minutewomen bit

back a week later, however,

erasing a 2-0 deficit with the

help of a three-run fourth

inning to down the Huskies.

b-2.

But if the Maroon and

White is to hang around this

year, a performance like last

Sunday's against St.

Bonaventure will not satisfy.

"Based on Sunday's game,

(we need to improve on)

everything." Sortino said. "We
didn't execute the small ball

stuff. You got to get that stuff

done. You might have only

one opportunity to score a run

in a game, as you go down to

the end of the season, so

you've got lo at least be able

to get runners in scoring posi-

tion."

At least one player has

been able to find ease in

bringing home those runners,

junior infielder Hilary Puglia

has been on a tear as of late,

amassing a five-RBI effort in

Sunday's doublehcader sweep

of the Bonnies and a home run

to accompany four RBIs in an

11-6 downing of Boston

University on April 12.

Currently leading the team

in average (.540) and hits

(55). she racked up both

ECAC and Atlantic 10 honors

earlier this week as Player of

the Week.
"I'm just seeing the ball

real well. I'm more relaxed,"

Puglia said.

"1 think IHilaryl's an out-

standing hitter. I think she's

doing what she can do, I think

See SOFTBALL on page 8

Continued

success

(or crew
By Matt Barstow

l^oLLEi.iAN Staff

The April 17-18 Knecht

Cup provided the No. 21

Massachusetts women's crew

team with another chance to

shine.

In a very short, three-race

season. UMass rowers have

faced 50 schools and defeated

all but one. The Cup proved to

be the largest test for the

eight-time defending A- 10

champion Minutewomen — a

test that UMass passed with

flying colors.

The Maroon and White fin-

ished first in the 25-school

competition, which featured

Division 1 powerhouses

Boston College. Kansas and

Buffalo

For the second straight

year, the Massachusetts varsity

eight swept the competition,

finishing first in the prelimi-

nary, semifinal and final heats.

Battling against a strong

headwind, the varsity eight

fired out of the gate into an

early lead that it never relin-

quished, crossing the finish

line in 6 57 00.

Massachusetts was the only

team to finish in less than

seven minutes, as BC finished

second in 7 05.4 and Fordham

took bronze with a time of

7:13.4.

"The varsity eight never

trailed and looked very

strong." coach |im Dietz said.

"By the end of the day the var-

sity eight's times had dropped,

because after racing three

times in 80 degree weather

exhaustion began taking a

toll
"

Faith Harkins and Cat

Gariepy led the UMass varsity

eight, powering the team from

the one and two seats respec-

tively.

Carrie Champigny. the

boat's coxswain, steered the

squad to victory on Saturday

and Sunday with help from

Lea jakobsen in the six seat

and Katie O'Brien in the four.

Haley McGrath filled her usual

spot at stroke, while Lizzy

Boyle. Lauren Cromwell, and

Stephanie Hoph rounded out

the first varsity eight.

The sole loss for the 2004

UMass varsity eight came at

the hands of Brown on April

10.

At the time the Bears were

ranked fourth in the country

and pegged as a contender for

the national title.

A five second differential

decided the race.

Despite a near-perfect

weekend, the Massachusetts

junior varsity eight encoun-

tered a snag that likely pre-

vented a UMass victory.

During the j.V. eight com-

petition. UMass cruised into

the lead at the 5.000 and

1.000 meter marks. But an

equipment malfunction on the

last leg of the race caused the

slide correlated with the six

seat to snap.

This essentially forced the

crew to finish the race with six

rowers, because when one oar

is rendered useless, a rower on

the opposite side of the boat is

forced to stop rowing so that

the shell doesn't veer off

course.

"It's unfortunate that the

j.V.'s we're knocked off course

but those things happen."

Dietz said. "1 was impressed

that they were able to finish

fifih considering two people

weren't able to row to the fin-

ish line."

Next Saturday. UMass will

return to Collingswood, N.|.,

where it will attempt to dupli-

cate last weekend's success.

Dietz believes

UMass will have an advan-

tage having raced on the same
course two weeks in a row. but

realized other A- 10 teams par-

ticipated in the Knecht Cup as

well,

"The A-lO's shouldn't be

too much of a challenge for the

(UMass) varsity eight," Dietz

said.

"We're getting faster but so

is Fordham. St. joe's and URL
The conference is improving

but they aren't quite up to our

speed yet."

Photographer revisits Monterey

International Pop Festival
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Perseverance pays off

for Brown
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Illegal downloading

remains issue on

college campuses

Nokes vetoes ALANA office charter

Senators engage in heated debate; fail to override veto

By CL'RTIS KiLl IAN

I 'l>Llt«.|AN I 'dRMFSI-ONHENT

Despite lawsuits filed by the

Recording Industry Associa-

tion of America against 552

illegal file sharers last month
— including 89 users of uni-

versity networks — many
University of Massachusetts

students are continuing to

download copyright files ille-

gally

In an effort to deter illegal

file sharing and raise aware-

ness of its consequences, the

RIAA first began to sue indi-

vidual computer users in

September In the latest bar-

rage of suits, the RIAA focused

more on college students and

sent subpoenas to "ib universi-

ties nationwide. So far no

copyright violations on the

UMass campus have resulted

in lawsuits, but there are

L Mass students who say

thev're still downloading music

illegally

Rosio Alvarez. Office of

Information Technologies asso-

ciate chancellor said that since

OIT di.>es not monitor content

of network traffic, the only

way to know of individual stu

dent violations is through

notices from the RIAA and

other such associations listing

the names of particular offend

crs.

"Tha anxuiix uf mxices

coming to the campus from the

RIAA has remained constant

over the recent months." she

said In addition. OIT has

recently received an increase in

notices from film-related agen-

cies such as the Motion Picture

Association of America.

Universal Studios and

Paramount Pictures, as well as

software houses such as

Entertainment Software-

Association and Symantec.

Alvarez said.

"When we do receive a

notice we turn off the student's

network port in her or his

dorm room." .Mvarez said.

"The student is then placed

into a safety net' that allows

access to an isolated network

with web pages that instruct

the student on what to do and

external Internet access is dis

abled
"

Although it rarely occurs.

Alvarez explained that "multi-

ple offenders can be sent to the

dean of students for further

discipline
"

Allison, a junior at UMass
who spoke on condition of

anonymity, claims that in

November 2002 her Internet

access and phcme line were cut

off. OIT informed her that the

FBI had sent a list of excessive

Jl>Vk iil.i.i.l.'I s .lllil ^be' VCil^ iin

il

I IK'\ iiiaOc mc ^i^ii .1 sin.».i

that said I promised to never

download again." she said.

To avoid risk. Mlison said

she no longer leaves files in a

shared directory afier she

downloads them, a common
tactic used b> illegal down-

loaders to hide Irom the \*atch-

ful eye of the RIAA
At the heart ol the down-

loading dilemma is an ongoing

moral debate surrounding free

digital access to pirated copy-

right material, an ivsuc rei^uwd

on March 51 when a Canadian

judge ruled in favor of the

sharing i>f copyright music.

losh Kiggans. a UMass jun-

ior majoring in jazz perlorm-

ance. says that he has purpose-

ly deleted all of his pirated

files, and no longer downloads

music. The RIAA threat slight-

ly affected his decision, he

said, but it ssas tiH>re c>f a deci-

Bv MhLls^A BLA.\KSTEtN

(.iiiui.iAN Staff

President lared Nokes vetoed

the Ollice of ALANA Affair>< char-

ter and it was brought to a vote at

the Student Government

Association rm-eting last night.

-We fund about $107,000 for

OAA," he sakl. "And it should be

related to where it gets its money

from."

Nokes found fault in t\*o placc-s

of the charter First, in the mission

siatement. he did not like the irKlu-

sion of the faculty and adininistra

tkxi bcxau.se it is a siudeni lunded

organizatkm. Second, in the goals.

Nokes dkJ not like the power given

to the OAA to not have to bring

propc»sals through the SG.^

"We can t have an> offke ol the

SGA just alk)Vkx"d to make polk-y

proposals and skip over the

Senate." he sakl. "I wxxikl just like

to sec it discussed."

Senator Gladys Franco was

angered, calling Nokc-s a racist

"This has turned into sonK-what

ii'Wif.

of a joke." she said ".And 1 think

it's sad. I think this is aix>ther

excuse for you (Nokes) to screw

with the ALANA community one

more time. It is just one more

strike. It must K,- tun to you ... I

think it's blatant racism ... some-

times you have to call things what

they are."

"We've talked about this mis-

sion statement u loi." FraiKO sakl.

of ihe coniinittec- meetings 'It civ-

ates a positive environment for the

caniFHis and >^e didn't want to

exclude ansbody."

Senator Dan Pozmanter sakl

that Nokes u as not a-ading the

sentence with all ol its clauses

properly.

"Support A, B. and C iasofar as

It supports A." he sakl. laying it out

simply. The students a-pa-senied

A. B and C. the Iswulty and admin

tslmtiun. vwre ixily iiK"ntK>iK\l in

regvds lo students "It is a lunda-

nwntal misunderstanding ol ihe

rest ol thecbuse
"

Nokes poinicxi ».>ui that in 19^
the OAA was ..leated. but it was

See DOWNLOADING on page 2

(>l^vs Erancii. .XL.AN.A Cauc

night. Franto angrilv »p»>ke acuinst

us Senator addre».ses the SC»A last

the Jfvisit>n to setd the charter.

Senators li»ten in during Ukt

Centt-r.

iw)t until the 1995-19* school

sear that the Senate asked lor char-

tc-r> fmm 0,A/\. the Student Center

for Educational Research and

\J. v.K% Student 1
.

' es

DIIk,. .indCommuiei -'iid

Housing Resouax- Center Until

this year only SCFRA and

Commuter Servkx-s had a charter.

Student U-gal Ser\ke>' new char-

ter was passed last (all.

Speaker Chris Ickel said thai

there are no drd.sth. conM."quciKc-s

for the OAA not to have a eerier

until iK'M fall, whc-n the charter

might have the next opportunity to

gel passed However, it wtHjld imly

help the OAA u> hiive it as ijuickK

as possibkv

"There wcnikln'i K* aiv> .....^

quencc-s ol the CMIkc being open.

II .m wlx>se opinkm vou

have or have not had

am charter «irKc the mcHnent n

started." he sakl. "Ihe charter

v\(.iukl give it legitimacy in the eye*

it many

"

Nokc--* argued lor his vvio in his

debiite

"If there is no chartti

tliee. then iherv is iki StiA over

-ight ol the oflice." he sakl "I sin-

^eah want a charter I siartc-d the

pnvess."

Nokes staned the initiative as

N|x.iki.i v\ir l.i^l summer

niKht's meelinK in ih« ^ nm us

n»e Seiuiu

vote to overruk- Nokes veto I Ih \

laik-d touchic-ve it.

Associate Speaker Craig
' liter the nKvting

id neH nec"il to

the

Ihe

- IVNI

\ .iiwt

Cioklschn

that the

specilv lliai II

dient advcicacs ' .

It nteatis lo he an agency ol

SG\
kiiiK's IWennan. chair ol

Vlniini-'

said tluii

ai durii^ iIk

committee nK\ . .. ., ; !

have it put on ne\t week'* aj^^ ; ii

Next wcx-k. Patrick Hij:,*:ins.

chair i»l tlx- Wiivs nml M. ans

.A, \ , .-....- -

Brian I cmg, lonner «es ti-ian ol

universitv polkx. anmiuncx-d that a

suKommiitee i>l tlw Hourd ol

Tp
Ik.

entails parents i

when their chikl ^. .. -

akohui pi»lkk-s Ihe Iksi

;

'
I May 5 \i<.i .i

wairks l«ir i««n-

munil> billing.

The- iH.-nate h

HKitkins and ;idioumed at II' p in.

Again, ihcv debated iIk llolge

See S6A on page 3

Community remembers

UMass professor tomorrow

UIK.f II/CCII.IHIIAN

David Swendsen (middle) stands with two students. Jav Kol.xlrinkski (riKht) and Gareth Williams (left),

from the C\>nservation Uw Enforcement program with items seized hv the Hsh and wildlife department.

Conservation Law Enforcement

training program reaches out

Bv MltHH 1 i RwtKA
I < >l in. IAN 'SI sn

A iTiemorial service will be held

tomorrow aflemoon in commeino-

ratkxi of a long-time disiinguisliL-d

faculty member. Paifc-sstir Oliver

Thomas Ziijicek. who servc-d iltc-

University of Massachusetts com

munity for 45 years.

The service will take place at

5:50 p.m. in IVlers AuJiloriuin.

Goessman LaKiratory. riK»m tv»

The service will honor and remem-

ber the 45 years that Zajicek

taught, conducled research and

served the LMass comnuinity

before falling ill in the spring of

2005.

IVtci KcM .malytical

chemist and lonner UMass sm

dent, worked with Zajicek whik

he wiis a graduate student to kiter

earn both his master* and docior

ate

Kerr said Zajicek. or Ti>m. a-

his colleagues refer to him as. wa^

a pioncvr in the study of environ

mental chemistry and will be sua-

In missed.

"His diKir was always open to

siudenis and he spent counik-ss

hours helping and counseling -tu

dents." Ken said

,\nolher colleague of Tom's

described him .is Hm.- luxk of a

chemist."

Z.ajicek was bom in IX'taiit on

Oli rii

I
T? *1 V \H1| »M'\;

aiKi-t

(1 |> He rtxeived his

h.ii.l)clors degree in chemisiiA in

1951 Irom Biiklwiii \\.ill.Ke

College in t)hiu He received his

master's in \'^'^H. and his iliKK'i.itc

~See MEMORIAL on page 3

By AimiRNNh Bdssi

i;ul LH.IAN lioKRhSltjMUM

Graduates from the Conservation Law

Enforcement Officer training program, offered

through Continuing F.ducalion. spent yesterday

afiernoon talking with students in nn effort to

inform them on the benefits on being in the pro-

gram.

The training program qualilies graduates for law

enforcement positions in national, slate and local

parks.

The program has been offered at UMass since

1989 and is headed by David Swendsen. Graduates

of the program have been placed at jobs in Ciiinii

Canyon National Park. Fverglades National Park

and the U.S. Border Patrol, among others.

The course runs from September lo March

meeting every other weekend during the semester

and every day but Sunday during winter break.

Swendsen also leaches the course with the help ol

guest instructors from various organizations

including the FBI and CIA.

" Ihere are 50 instructors besides niysell. That is

why I think ibis is a belter program than others in

the country. All this expertise is brought into the

classroom." Swendsen said.

The course includes First Responder certifica-

tion in lirst aid. Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation

and other life saving techniques, first Responders

are one step below Fmergency Medical

Technicians. Among other topics on the course syl-

labus are Constitutional law, lirearms training,

bombs, explosives, and booby traps training,

behavioral sciences and cultural awareness.

lay Kolodzinkski. who graduated from the pro-

gram this past March said. "The stuff you learn in

this program is just incredible. Vou'il have lun

learning, too. I looked loi-ward to coming to class."

Kolodzinkski graduated from UMass in Sepiember

2002 with a degree in Natural Resources and

Conservation.

"I have 'been involved with nature since 1 was a

little kid. Hut I didn't have lime during the schcxil

See PROGRAM on page 2

A time to remember
The Sliidint Tnion Lawn has been .ulorneJ this week with flags, each representing elhnu. reli-

gious and other groups killed during the HoliKaust. The flags are pxU out everv year as a visible

reminder of the HoliKaust victims.
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War running over budget;

faces $4 billion shortfall

Suicide attack kills at least 68
By AwiAS Favadh
A.SSHt lAltll PKiss

Bn PAlllNh jKllStK

--^ Ilsei ti^tni^'* I*

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Increased vblcnct: in Iraq is push-

ing the cost ol the war oxer budg-

et, threatening a $4 billiun shortlall

b\ late summer, the top U.S. mili-

iar> ollieer said >esterda>.

General Richard Myers, chair-

man >.>l the loint Chicis ol Staff,

said the recent decision to extend

the Slay of souk- 20.000 troops will

cost roughly $700 million niore

over three months. The White

House is keeping open the possi

hilit\ it will seek additional funds

belorc the end of this election year

"WlKn the service chiefs last

talked about this, there was. I

think, a $4 billion shortfall," Myci^

told the House Aniied Sel^ices

Conimittcv "SVe thought we could

gel through all ol .August. Wed
have to figure out how to cb

September."

The war is custu^ about $4.7

billion a month, officials said

IKIense oflicials are studying their

budget, which runs through Sept

M). to determine whether some

motwy can be nx)ved ftvim pur-

Jwse programs or other Pentagon

av counts. Myers said

Oti a day when neaHy ^V

pie were kilicd by sukkle Ixhih

in Iraq's southern cit> of Basra.

Myers and IVputy Defense

Scxretary Paul VSolfowitz testificxi

t. ! a sccund da> on Capitol Hill

I iicir appearance came at one ol

live hearings scheduk-d this week

to review the situation in Iraq.

Anterican troops this month

have endured the worst casualties

of the year-old campaign, with 100

killed. For part of April, many law-

makers were in their districts lor

spring recess and heard people's

concerns about Iraq.

At the hearings this week, law-

makers focused on U.S. troop

strength, the transfer of power

June ^0 to Iraqis and extended

troop deployments.

They also wanted to know

what the Pentagon would do if

more troops are needed: Myers

said the military is working up a

plan for who could go.

Lawmakers hoped more foreign

troops might come to Iraq:

VVolfowitz sakl not many would

while the viokrnce continues.

Some lawmakers complained

the Bush administration consis-

tently has denied them infonna-

tion about Iraq over past l*<

months
Because of increased ^i-iv

Rep Duncan Hunter. R-Calil..

chaimian of the House AmK"d

Serv ices Committee, said he plans

to add $20 billion for the current

budget year to the 2005 deleiiM.-

'ill now bill Icred

Several - cotnplained

anew that the administration's

2005 budget request lor the

IVfense [Xrpartment was sent to

ihem with no nK)ney in it for the

wars in .\lghanistan or Iraq.

BASRA, Iraq (AP) — Suicide

attackers unleashed car bombings

against police buildings in Iraq's

biggest Shiite city yesterday mbm-
ing, striking rush-hour crowds

and killing at least 68 people,

including lb children incinerated

in their school buses.

The attack'' wounded about

200 people and marked a revival

of devastating suicide bombings,

which had not been mvii during

this months battles between U.S.

forces and homegrown guerrillas

across Iraq.

Basra Gov. Wael Abdul-Latif, a

member of the Iraqi Governing

Council, blamed al-Qaida, but a

U.S. counterterrorism official said

it was premature to make such

judgments.

In Fallujah, the bicxxliest bat-

tlefield in April, an agreement

aimed at bringing peace to the city

ran into trouble yesterday.

Insurgents attacked Marines,

prompting lighting that killed 20

guerrillas. Marines said most

weapons turned in by residents

were unusable, undermining a

crucial attempt at disarming fight-

ers.

About 550 miles to the south,

in Basra, bombers struck at 7

a.m.. just as the city's main street

market, near one of the targeted

police stations, was opening for

the day. Shoppers were headed to

the stalls of vegetables and other

goods, and children were passing

on their way to school.

SaeBOMBINC on page 3

Imqi tfirl RanJa bssam. I S. suttcrs trom heaw injuries to her head after being hurl in ..u of the «plo-

siuns in the i enter of Basra, kouthem Iraq, yesterday.

Graduates encourage

law training program

RIAA continues efforts against downloading

PROGRAM from page 1

year lo take this course I did

after I linished at LMass And

two dayt after I graduated from

Ih^ im. I got ;i t-f'

Ki Ki said.

He will he heading oil to

rk at St Croix National

:nK River Piirk in Wiv.

icr MichacN. who graU.... -_

•m the program in March

JiiO> works at the- Minutcnian

National Hisictru Park in

( i>m.ord. Ma**

"ffw program w«» great. I

irmd a k^ of valuable infor

iiMik.n. like how to bi- s.'f'' ""

the job." Michaels said

Sm
'

' < -crsjlK'H

law I
,cr train

ing program do not iKvd to be

.moiled at UMass. In laci. those

,1-tered in the training pro-

gram do not have to be a stu-

dent anvwherc or pusses a col-

"JC.

! lore information on ttw

program and how to enroll

check out the website at.

hiips://www.unmssuleam.nct/P

roflXvCl F htm.asp or call

Continuing Fd at t4nt 545

24»4

DOWNLOADING from paga 1

siun based on morals and •lelf-

inicrest

"These people get paid to

put out a product, and compa-

nies need to make revenue from

it, so you should pay." Kiggans

said.

On the other end of the

spectrum, a UMass junior who
spoke on condition of anonymi-

tv who will be referred to as

Randy, shares 18,000 songs on

his computer over Internet net

works, and downloads an esti-

mated two or three entire

albums per week, "although

sometimes I'll go on a bim-c

and get like 10."

Although the kIW •

spuoked' Randy and "slowed

down his downloading habit

for awhile." he claims he isn't

worried about being sued.

Tfw threat has modified his

downloading ha' '.ever.

"I don't think '>c song

on my computer that the RIA.A

cares about." he said 'Mostly

thanks to my esoteric taste and

also thanks to the RIAA radar"

The RIA.N radar is a website

triaaradai.com) that warns

downloaders which albums and

artists are policed by the RIAA
online. Subsequently. Randy now

checks first before downloading

albums b\ le act* He
Jaims he .i v't to down-

ed a lustin i inifx.rlake album

. liter «pf'""" ''' .irti*! » name

on the RI.A.A i.k1.ii mic

l>espite thi un-cJ awareness

and cautiousness ol download-

ers. the RIAA argues that illegal

downloading continues to nega-

tively affect CD sales worldwide

and iegitimale downloading serx

ices The RIAA claim* that peer

to-peer networks like ka/aa and

Grokster have complete control

over their services, and deprive

legitimate services — like Apple

iTunes. which offer songs at **»

cents per download — the

opportunity to succcrd.

Many computer users with

less mainstream tastes argue that

free file sharing allows for expo-

sure to new and independent

artists

"Independent labels have

everything to gain by allowing

free exposure to the bands on

their rosters," Randy said "And

if huge labels who try to push

albums through hit singles are

nervous because it allows people

to get the honey without the

sting, well, maybe they should

rethink how they work the hit

machine."

\ total of 1.477 lawsuits have

been filed since September. The

84 university network users sued

in March were sharing an aver-

age of 814 songs on the Kazaa

network, according to the RIAA
Civil penalties can range from

$750 to $150,000 per violation,

though many alleged violators

have chosen to settle their cases

at an average ol $^.000

a DININC.
SERVICES

2004

70 Food Booths with Cuisine From Around the World

Live Entertainment and Music

HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE

X^^i^^A
"Wok" with Celebrity Chef Martin Yan

FrJ'"' cert/f

\lt\ Student Iron Chef Competition f^9iue;,J.^^te:

Nathan's Famous Hot Dog Eating Contest ^'
.

Dasani Water Chugging Contest

Appearance ofWorld Champion New England Patriots Cheerleaders

Mi^i
emr 4;30Dm - 7:30

Please note:

A// diningcommons
will be closed at ipm

I hanks to all of our

\fwnsnrs and all of

iho'yC who made the

laste ofUMa<is possible.
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Memorial tomorrow Senators debate Pledge of Allegiance
MEMORIAL from page 1

in 1461, both from Wayne Slate

University in Detroit.

In 1458, Zajicek became the

first trained inorganic chemist

hired by UMass.

Zajicek considered himsell,

above all, a professor who consis-

tently taught two or three courses

per semester

His major accomplishments

include receiving an Outstanding

Teaching Award in 1442, author-

ing 56 professional publications

and mentoring 1 8 graduate degive

students.

For many years, Zajk-ek served

on the Amherst Conservation

Cixnmission, and played a key role

in establishing the nationally and

internationally acclaimed Acid

Rain Monitoring Projcvt.

In relation to that project, in

1 482 Zajicek established the ongo-

ing Environmental Analysis L^b to

support the projects of volunteer

surface-water monitoring groups

aiound the state and the region.

He leaves behind his wife,

Roberta, thrcv childa-n, Thomas,

Peter and Kristin, and two grand

children.

His family has established a

.scholarship fund in honor of

Zajicek. The fund is being called

the "Dr. Oliver T. Zajicek

Undergraduate Chemistry

Scholarship Fund." Contributions

can be sent to Susan Alston, direc-

tor of development. College ol

Natural Sciences and

Mathematics, Universits of

Mas.sachusetis, 7I2A I.GRT 710

N. Pleasani St.. Amherst, MA
OIOOV4505

Anyone wishing to attend the

memorial service is asked to RSV P

to Marie Whalcn by phone at 4 15-

545-2580. or by e-mail at

marie<?vliem. umass.edu.

.All arc welcome to attend.

S6A from page 1

of Alk'giance and whether or not it

should be reviled during a fomial-

izc^ time.

Senator Olaf Aprans said that

the Pledge o( AlWgiance is some-

thing that some people just need to

get usc-d to doing.

"There are pcricxis in your life

that you don't feel comfortable

doing certain things that aren't titat

bad. I once was not comlortable

dating." he sakl.

The senators "aww''-ed at this

because it was announced at the

SGA banquet that Aprans is

engaged.

I or the first time in four years,

there was a tied-vote, kaving Eckel

to vote on this motion. He said that

he liked the infomiality of saying

the Pledge during the announce-

ments section of the meeting and

so he voted lor tfie motion

The second motion passed

without debate or discussion It

said that the office of Student

Affairs and Campus Life should

coordinate its prograntming better

with those of registea-d student

organizations. The motion cited

that the Theater Guild holds a tal

ent show and the Student

Activities Center has a game show

night, all of which the office has

also programmed

The meeting, despite some

tense moments, was generally

light. Brennan turned 14 years old

last night and Eckel started a

round of the happy birthday song

for him

Eckel i-!so started a new policy

at last night's meeting. He said he

was tired of Senators interrupting

each other He offered that every-

one retum to kindergarten to pass

the "ntagk ball" when it was some-

one's turn to speak.

Senator lames Bettencourt pn>

ceeded to grab a black. Hat basket

ball tiom l"he Massachusetts Daily

Collegian office and brought it to

the meeting. Brennan stood lor the

rest of his debate lor vetoing

the OAA charter, holding the

basketball.

NOTICE TO THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY

Attack kills 16 children in school bus; 200 people wounded
BOMBING from page 2

The attackers detonatcxl four

cars packed with missiles ai>d

TNT in front of three police sta

tions — one of them next to

Basra's main street market - and

a polkx academy. An hour later

another car bomb went off outskle

the police academy in Zubair, a

laigelv Sunni town about nine

mik-s from mainly Shiite Basra.

Police discovered two other

car bombs before they were deto-

natc-d and arrested three n>en

the- vehicles. Abdul l.atif said.

I"he blast in front of the Saudu<

police station wrcvked and

charred vehicks, iiwluding school

bu.ses taking kindergartners and

girLs ages 10-15 to school.

Dead children, burned beyond

axognition. were pulkxl from the

wrcvkage One body, black as car-

bon but apparently an adult, was

taken away in a pickup truck.

POSTER
PRESENTATIONS!

and

RESEARCH
PROJECTS

by

Nursing Students

in all programs

Student Union

Ballroom

April 28, 2004

9 AM to 1pm

Umversrty of Massachusotf. Amherst

School off Nursing

Excicemend. Adventure.

Surprise. Thrills.

This am'c your parencs cravel ogency

Russeirs
Liquors

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 153.5441

Featuring Bud & Budlighc

19.49* 30/pk cans

Busch & Busch light

14.99* 30/pk cans

Xacofes^Crcek Wines
AU navors $5.99 750 mi.

Wyndham Estate Wines
All Flavors -- $7.99 750 ml.

Wyborowa Vodka
80 Proof $10.99 750 ml

Pans
Guatemal a

LonDon
S ntgtitt B«av«r HoM
From

$316
$377
$429

jflmfiicfl

your

your o

our

birthright israel provides the gift of a free 10-day educational trip to Israel. The program is

open to all Jewish young adults, ages 18 to 26, who have not previously traveled to Israel on a peer

educational trip birthright Israel is a unique partnership between the Government of Israel, private

philanthropists, UJC/Jewish Federations of North America and the Jewish Agency for Israel,

register now @ www.birthrightisrael.com

or call 1 888.99 ISRAEL (1 888 994.7723)

TAGLIT n^'Tin

birthright israel

wwwbirthrightisrael.com
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Military records give Kerry

campaign a newer identity

Goodbye to the Ugly Duckling
*^

. . . r .L ,:ii w^ aniuioh In net then

Presidential hopeful |ohn Kerry released his

military records on his campaign Web site

Wednesday. The move comes after the

Massachusetts Senator turned presidential hope-

ful was criticized for leaving the Vietnam War

prematurely.

Man> republicans have questioned whether

or not Kerry's alleged injuries were enough to

watrani an early exit from the war. and whether

or not he was deserving of one of the highest

hvmors the military gives out. The Purple Heart,

on three occasions.

The 120 pages of records released do not

paint a picture of a man running from public

service. In fact, it is just the opposite. Kerry

comes oft as a courageous, honorable man fully

deserving of his Purple Hearts, as well as a

»ron/e Star and a Silver Star, for "for gallantry

and intrepidity in action."

The records do not go into great detail as to

the nature of the injuries Kerry susuined while

in Vietnam. They briefly describe shrapnel

wouoils to various parts of Kerry's body, but the

ivtcni of the injuries is not disclosed.

Kerry's former commanding officer. Lt.

Cmdr tirant Hibbard, last week told the Boston

C.lobe that Kerry's first Purple Heart resulted

ln>m a minor wound, a "small, lingemail-sized

scrape." Additionally. Kerry's campaign provid

(.d The Associated Press with declassified

reports that touched brielly upon the injuries

that led to Kerry's firuil two Purple Heart

awards.

The release (rf Kerry's public records comes

aiitidvi democratic accusations geared towards

I'tvMik'iu Cieorge Bush's failure to release per

sonal docuinents, and of his lack of substantial

military service.

"We are happy to compare Senator Kerry's

record of service to anybody in the Bush cam-

paign," Kerry campaign spokesman Michael

Meehan said.

CNN.cont reports that republicans will now

shift their attention to Teresa Heinz Kerry's tax

returns, which the Kerry campaign has (so far)

refused to release." It would seem more effective

for republicans to satisfy some of the accusa-

tions that are directed at them before making

more of their own. The biggest criticism of the

Bush camp was the refusal of National Security

advisor Condoleezza Rice to testify in front of a

panel investigating the events leading up to Sept.

1 1 . Rice eventually took the stand, providing

nothing more than vague answers and passive

commentary. By making his military records

open to the public. Kerry has made a clear state-

ment that he does not wish to hide his past from

the American public.

The specifics of the records aside, this disclo-

sure is an important step in Kerry's campaign

Republicans have criticized him for not having a

well-known identity, and thus making him the

"unknowTi candidate." Last week Kerry vowed

to give himself more of an identity through his

new ad campaign While it remains to be seen if

the ad campaign will have positive or negative

effects in the long-teim. the disclosure of mili-

tary records will surely go a long way in shaping

the pKiblic's opinion of Kerry.

Unsigned edilorials n-present the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collepan

Editorial Board.

Its the story

we were all told

as children, the

story of the

Ugly Duckling.

The baby swan

that was merci-

lessly teased

because he

kx>ked different

from all the

baby geese. But

as he got older, he began to grow

into his own beauty and matured

into a beautiful swan. The story

taught us that everyone is beautiful

in their osvn way and that as we

grow up, we learn to accept our-

selves the way we are.

Well, now America's youth is

being toU a different fairy ule, one

of quick fixes and easy-way-oul's.

where the moral of the story is that

what's on the outside is what really

counts.

Fox's latest attempt to create a

splash in the world of reality TV
has warped the oki taW into "The

Swan." a show that makes ugly

peopk beautiful supposedly.

In the show. 16 women
between the agH of 22 and 5K

were chosen ac conienants for this

beauty-fMgeant -gone-wrong. They

undergo a three-month process of

intensive plastic surgery and see

themselves only when it is all over,

ELach week the show features two

of these women, and at the end of

each episode, their newfound

"beauty" i» iwealed. Then, one of

them is sent home whik: the other

has the opportunity to sfiow off her

surgery in a shanKk-ss pageant at

the series' conclusion.

And wtiat message does th's

send to the audience? That it's bet-

ter to be "Hollywood" gorgeous

than real and genuine That if peo-

ple don I find you attractive, you

shoukl strive to meet their stan

dards, and worst of all. that if you

don't feel good about yourself,

changing your outer appearaiKe

will change who you are.

Sure, there are times for

everyone where a haircut or a few

new outfits can give you a fresh

look and the confidence boost

you need to work on what's real-

ly at the root of the problem. But

it is never the solution, and nei-

ther is reconstructing your nose

or injecting collagen into your

lips.

On the Web site for "The

Swan," there is a message board

where dozens and dozens of

teenage girls have posted pleas to

audition for the next series. Most

of them say that "boys don't pay

attention" to them or they "just

want a boyfriend." They all seem

We all went through

an awkward phase

during adolescence;

it's part of the deal.

It's part of growing

up, and so is teaming

how to deal with the

awkwardness and be

confklent in ourselves

despite what others

thinks.

to believe that if they could just

get radical plastic surgery done, it

would be the solution to all of

their teenage angst.

We all went through an awk-

ward phase during adolescence;

It's part of the deal It's part of

growing up. and so is learning

how to deal with that awkward-

ness and be confident in our-

selves despite what others

think.

But today's generation of

pubescent youngsters are quick-

ly learning that they may not

have to go to all the trouble of

growing up. If they can just look

grown-up on the outside, then

that will be enough to get them

by in this society.

There have been many reality

shows in the past couple of years

that push the limits of good taste

and leave some of us disgusted

wath our own culture, but the dis-

turbing thing about this show is

that it is not akine "The Swan"

seems to be merely a symptom of a

gixjwing trend in this country.

MTV airs a show called "I Want

a Famous Face" where participants

undergo several operations in

order to kx)k more like a celebrity.

Recent guests have included twin

brother, who wanted lo Uxk like

Brad Pitt and a female model who

wanted to kwk like Kate Winslet.

Discovery Health also frequently

airs shovw based on these extreme

make-overs. One episode even fea-

tured mother/daughter surgery,

where over the course of three

days, a mother and her rwo daugh

ters all had several procedures

done

The fact that plastic surgery has

become a fad, or worse, an excuse

for a bonding experience, is fright

ening It used to be that plastic sur

gery was for people with severe

injuries and. of course, celebrities.

But now, with even canoon shows

like "Family Guy" addressing the

issue, it has become commonplace

and the impact of such procedures

has become severely watered

down.
Surgically altering your appear-

ance Ls not a minor procedure, ani

yet today it is being tieaied as casu-

ally as getting contact lenses or

dying your hair And why not?

After all, wouUn't it be great if

every guy kxAed like Brad Pitt arvl

every woman looked like Kate

Wtnslet? Maybe what wr really

need is just to ckme all the gor

gcoas celebrities and do away with

everyone else Because really,

what's the point of being unique in

a society that so highly values uni-

formity?

Paige Cram is a Collegian

ix>lumniit.

No love for abstract sculpture

A real real-life hospital drama
Gilad

Skolnick

•Mtcr watching a rerun of the

ptipuliir icle\ision show "FR" the

othci niphi. I dcvided I ought to

cW"sir up s«.HiK' confusioii of what

life i«. really like in a hospital emer-

geiKA niom.

Iwork in the Patient
||,jf|g„pg

Registration departnuTit ^_^_^_
of Caritas Good
Samaritan Hospital, in Brockton,

Mas'., when 1 am at home. In the

year 1 have been working there, 1

have yet lo sc-e the bkwd and guts

and gore of "ER." I have yet to

experience a full hospital quaran-

titK due to exposure to the small

pox virus. 1 have not been held

hostage, or sc-en a gun on anybody

in the hospital besides the security

guards.

( )f course there is always drama

at a hospital — life is constantly

being bom. healed, and taken

away. Yet. the drama is not nearly

as Hollywood razzle-dazzle as

many popular television shows,

like FR", depict. 1-et me paint a

picture of what a typical busy shift

at the hospital is really like.

A family of eight storms into

the emergency waiting room ask-

ing to see their two-year old rela-

tive who was rushed by ambulance

into the FR for seizures. I remem-

ber registering him: he was crying,

cold, and panlless. The nurse

snapped on his latex gloves to

insert an anal suppository while his

mother held him down as I asked

her lor her son's demographic

infomiation.

As this family storms in, the

phone rings with a patient wishing

lo conlirm his information for an

app<.>iiiimcnt he has coming up

iKxt week. Meanwhile, my bin of

walk-in patients needing their

charts registered began filling up.

Someone needs to come out

here and help me," I yell to the

women in the back office who are

swamped themselves at the bed

board trying to admit patients,

open up rooms, swap rooms, and

flic death certificates.

A child is screaming in the cor-

ner of the waiting room becau.se

she has had a piece of candy kxlged

in her nose for hours now. A

moment later, the ambulance

phone rings alerting me that anoth-

er ambulance has arrived in the ER

with a new patient. I need to finish

the paperwork with the patient at

my desk, who cut off his thumbnail

with an electric drill first I rash

into the FR and am dircctcd to Bed

Two, toW to use my ears

a.... and nose to folkw theiK)«e

trail of expletives and

vodka left behind the

patient. She is kicking and yelling.

"You F—ers! You cant keep me

here!"

The ER nurse firmly, but gently,

sets her straight, "You're bleeding

from the face. We are keeping you

here."

"No way! You have no right!

Call my lawyer!" she screeches.

"You have a choice," informs

the nurse, "cooperate and we'll fix

Of course there is

always drama at a

hospital — life is

constantly being

born, healed, and

taken away. Yet,

the drama is not

nearly as

Hollywood razzle-

dazzle as many
popular television

shows, like "ER",

depict.

you up smoothly, or keep kicking

and yelling and we'll strap you to

the bed."

She offers only a nickname to

the nurse muddled within a cloud

of swears. I'm supposed to butt in

now and ask her "What's your

social security number? Oo you

have health insurance?" I don't see

that happening. I don't even both-

er. I just hope her information is

already in the computer system.

I quickly finish her chart, and

scurry over to another pair of

emergency medical technicians

that just arrived with a new

patient. I peak around the curtain

and jump back uncertain if 1 want

to see anymore. She is squirming.

partially nude, surrounded by a

team of doctors aixl nurses and

being pixxlded with masks aixi

needles whiW moaning atxl grunt-

ing. Is she giving birth? Is she

bleeding? Has she been badly

injured? I don't know, and I don't

particularly want to find out what

lays behind that curtain, since 1

know for sure she isn't about to

stop what she's doing and dig out

her insurarKC cards or recite her

social security number

I thankfully discovered a

coworker got her information

while I was busy with the drunken

swear-hound.

As I rush back to the waiting

room, clipboard in hand. I glance

at the crowd seated patiently and

spot two twisted and pathetically

unromantic teenagers making out

behind the waiting room fish tank.

So demure.

I grab the next paper in the bin

and call the patient to my desk. A

less serious case, a mom has

brxHight her young son in with a

high fever. I breeze through the

paperwork. As she finishes signing

the last form, she holds her stom-

ach and exclaims. "I can't get up

right now. My stomach kills, I think

I'm having a contraction..." The

phone rings again, a patient's chart

is missing...

Multiply this by eight and a half

hours, subtract a 50 minute dinner

break that is often spent in the

back office doing menial paper-

work, along with another 1

5

minute break and that is a typical

day at work in the Good Samaritan

Patient Registration department.

Occasionally there are lulls in

traffic and even days that not

much happens. But if the infa-

mous "Q" word is ever mentioned

at those times, it is a sure bet that

things won't stay "Q" word for

long but steadily liven up and

become very much the opposite of

the "Q" word.

No blood and guts. No hostage

situations. No small pox scares.

No writhing bodies dropped on

the doorstep of the waiting room.

And every doctor is certainly not a

tall, dark and handsome GO
model.

Adrienne Bossi is a Collegian

columnist.

.
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Chances are you look at that

i ^^^^
I

sculpture by the Fine Ans Center.

I ^^^^ ind you have nothing nice to say

^^ig^ 'xMit it. You remember being

^^L / told that if you have nothing nice

y/tN to say then don't say anything at

^^^j^^M all but you just can't help it

^^^^^^^H I've heard people muffle out an

i^l^^ll^H "eww^." squint, and even shud-

der, after laying their eyes upon

the sculpture that stands over a

^^_^^^^.^ dozen feet tall, nestled in the

plaza right between the FAC and beautiful Herter

Hall, proudly taking all of the attention.

No one really knows much about this sculpture,

not even some of the most studious art majors in

our "honors" college, yet this is a significant part of

our very campus. 1 was frankly quite befuddled

upon finding out that everyone knew about this

sculpture but not one person in my dormitory knew

its name.

How can you call yourself a proud UMassian

without knowing the truth about this? Sure you can

go to all of the hockey games, memorize that our

Sam the Minuteman statue and our "Red Man"

American Indian statue was given to us by the class

of 1950. You could even know the name of each of

the dormitories on campus, but until you know the

truth about that sculpture, don't you dare call your-

self a proud UMassian.

Some say that it's just a clunk of twisted metal

forgotten in the plaza or dropped off there as an

April fools prank, but no, this is no clunk I tell you.

This sculpture is perhaps one of the best features of

our campus, and I'm not just saying this because we

have so manv hideous buildings. There are many

people who have used strong negative words to

describe this piece of art. from the harsh word

"hate" to "nauseating" and even "campus center-

like" but 1 am afraid I must politely disagree.

This sculpture, named the Ouinnipiac, is deep,

moving, and serves as an inspiration to all of us. If

you just open your mind, take a deep breath, and

think outside the box, you'll be able to see what it's

all about.

It is vibrant red, exuberates energy and is full of

life, especially with its gray dull background. Red is

the color of life and of love and after all. what is

livelier than that?

The best way to describe Quinnipiac is as a "dia-

logue between two sheets of steel" as the FAC

Gallery exhibit catalogue states. Its design, full of

curves, straight edges, and diagonal edges, with its

undulating surface, creates a changing play of light

and shadow. The curves of the sculpture in front of

the sharp defined lines of the FAC. makes it stand

out even more.

While no one really knows exactly what it is sup-

posed to symbolize, anyone with a few hours to

spare can come up to their own conclusions pretty

easily. Unlike other sculptures, this one allows cre-

ativity, as we are not told for once what to think. It

is unique, and it doesn't blend in with its setting at

all: it is in a sense a reflection of our own attempt

to stand out and to be noticed.

No one wants to be boring, but rather everyone

wants to be noticed for who he or she is. The one

thing we constantly declare is that we don't just

want to be some face in a crowd. After all. perhaps

being your own individual while part of a large

community is the spirit of UMass.

This abstract art isn't as defined or predictable

as perhaps the statue of Sam the Minuteman, but

the Quinnipiac allows us to think — it is a different

sculpture at each angle, a different entity, as we are.

It is a sculpture of us.

A remnant of the first exhibit of the Fine Arts

Center, built in 1975, this piece of abstract art was

part of the Fine Arts Center Gallery's opening

exhibit "Artist and Fabricator" and thus a part of

the very beginnings of our FAC.

Its very name is full of meaning, as according to

Quinnipiac.edu, the word of American Indian ori-

gins was pronounced "quinnuppin-uk." which is

defined as "a turning point: to make a change in the

direction of travel." This is a perfectly fitting place

for a sculpture that is full of turns and changes of

direction, a university, a place where we all change

our direction of travel.

Perhaps that is why I am most puzzled that the

UMass Alumni Association's 2004 calendar had the

Quinnipiac absent, as the sculpture was not present

in even one of the 1 2 photographs, despite the fact

that there were numerous photos of our library, a

less than stellar masterpiece which at times has had

bricks come loose and crash down into the ground

from dozens of floors up. The irony is that this large

sculpture was partly funded by grants from the very

same Alumni Association.

On the other hand, with all of the discrimination

that the Quinnipiac has had to suffer over the years,

is it that surprising? How many post-cards at the

UMass U-store have a picture of it? How many

websites? On a UMass campus tour for incoming

freshmen they don't even mention it! This is either

due to a deep hatred of Canadians or due to a lack

of appreciation of abstract art.

1 for one am glad that the Quinnipiac has UMass

Amherst as its home. I love the Minuteman. and 1

am very happy that the class of 1950 was generous

enough to donate such a beautiful sculpture, but

just as the Minuteman has its place, so does the

Quinnipiac. As the Canadian-American artist of the

sculpture. Robert Murray, put it. "University stu-

dents are supposed to be open to new ideas; theo-

retically they should be a good audience for paint-

ing and sculpture."

I urge you to go visit the Quinnipiac. Touch it,

be part of it, feel it. be with it. eat under it. love it.

Make it a part of your every day routine, maybe

even hug it. Look deep into it: perhaps you will dis-

cover something new about yourself or the world.

You have been given the opportunity to think for

yourself. Walk around it, see it from each angle,

and let it expand your mind.

Gilad Skolnick is a Collegian columnist.
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Jiml Hendnx and fnend

visit a Montervy, Calif,

flower stand in one of

the many photos taken

byElaiMMiyM.AIIof

har photos from ttM

June 1967 Montarsy

Mamstional Pop

Fatttval are indudad hi

the collection: "ft

Happened in Montarsy.*

, ,. iir»o ..'>UAiNiHM'l» mv <ss.s r«i—

I^ Ptiotographer Elaine Mayes brings Monterey to Amherst

ELAINE lUYES* -IT HAPfCNEO IN MONTEREY" (BriUnnia Pr«»$) yon

can see Jarry Garcia, before the touch of gray,' Mickey Oolenz sans Davey

-^ ^ JonAs, DavM Crty»by and Steven Stills before Nash and Young. '
^

'

Janis Joplin, Jiml Hendrtx, The Gratehil Dead, Buffalo Springfield, the

Mamas and the l»apas and The Who are all featured in Mayes' book of photo-

graphs from the 1967 Monterey hitematlonal Pop Festhral. Beyond the star

color slide film that lends itseM to a wide range of enhancements. The book Is

laid out In order of the three nights of music and those artists not on stage

can be fdund In the crowd. Not only did Mayes catch arttafs off-guard, she

does so in a new way — one'example is Jerry Garcia, peeking out In the

midst of a Saturday afternoon crowd.

Surrounded by the musical prowess at Monterey, Mayes is also careful

power, though, lies the artistry of MayM' photography. The book also features to capture the time ami spirH of the decade with her crowd shots. Headbands.

commentary from documentarian D.A- Pennebaker, Who guitarist Peter

Townshend and Journalists, historians and fans at the festival.

Working with simple camera setups — no flash, no lights — Mayes

documented the festival from every angle she could. Including atop a very

gracious friend's shoulders. The mix of stage and crowd shots offers a more

personal took at the festival than Just the artists playing their music.

The bulk of Mayes' work is In black and white, the rest in Ektachrome — a

flowers in hair and all the accoutrements of the hippie movement show hi

kind as Mayes focuses her lens on sitting couples, a policeman stringing his

antenna with flowers and a poster vendor — all expressing their own aspects

of the 60s.

Mayes will be at Amherst Books today at 5 p.m. to discuss the book

and her experience shooting the festival.

— Scott Eldrldge II

Not an ^ordinary^ experience
While in

Jamaica, one

writer finds

a fresh band
By Matthew M. Bl RKt

("oLLECiiAN Staff

Ever since I was a little kid

1 had dreamt of visiting

latnaica.

As I looked out the window

and saw the tloud-enveloped

mountains. 1 know that my

dreams were coming true. For

years iny life had been saturat-

ed by lamaican music and cul-

ture. 1 had always listened to

Desmond Dekker. Bob Marley,

Peter Tosh. Barrington levy.

Toots and the Maytals. Sean

Paul. Bounty Killer, and Beanie

Man to name a few. Kmulating

the "lamaican attitude" came

as second nature to me.

because I had always had great

respect for a people who con-

tinue to enjoy life and appreci-

ate it without regard of the

troubles they face on a daily

basis. This became palpable

after seeing the immense

poverty in Jamaica. So. while

Bob Marley sang to me through

mv headphones, our plane

Best of UMass

arts on display
nil- I riduN conic join hmhc oI iIk most talented

individuals on campus, for the (irst annual Student

Affaii^ «.pons«.)red Festival of the Arts Proudly present-

ing a medley of entertainment, the event will highlight

this years achievement of artists from a range of student

music groups and theater troupes. The Craft Center will

iik> contribute hands on activities with arts and crafts.

Festivities are lo begin at I p.m. in the

Fine Arts Ctniter lobby and plaza and

continue for two hours, inviting stu-

dents lo watch, listen, and participate.

The Festival of the Ails was

planned lo bring established perform-

ance groups t(.)geiher lo entertain in

an ouldix>i. fun atmosphere as the

vear comes lo a linale. It is also an

opportunity for unrecognized per-

fonners to debut their talent to the

gteater University of Massachusetts

communiiv for the lirsi lime. This original collaboration

ol diverse, cultural eniertainers hopes lo prove success-

ful and continue annually, according to organizx-r

Melissa \ ara working with Student Affairs.

Musical guests are lo include Paul Dionne. acoustic

guitarist and viKalist. Samba School, playing drums and

pcTcussion from the famous Brazilian Carnival. UMass

Oivhcsira Brass Ouinicl. Uudv Brown, and radio sta-

tions I.ASFR ^)9.1 and WMUA. Dance artists will be

apivaiing from the Cape Verdean Dance group, and

Stage Crew Dance learn. Comedic skits will he acted

out bv Mission IMPRl)\able, "Not Ready for Bedtime

Plaveis;" the health cilucalion and theater troupe, a

diversity peer eilucation troupe "Shaha; The

Stonieliers," and the UMass juggling club. Diher activ-

ities will include clay potteiy origami and button mak-

ing stations.

All pcTlomiances and activities are free and open to

Festival of

the Arts

Fine Ans Center

OMass

Free

\MM//1II VlMIBMVRt. MII'M

See ORDINARY K on page 6
Ordinary K's rex k/reggae/rap/funk/soul musical style has been compared to Sublime and ^1 1. They recently released

a brand new album called "Side By Each."

students

plaza.

Torn i p.m.-3 p.m. in the I ine Arts Center

— Eva Picvozzi
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STUDENT LEGAL
SERVICES OFFICE
UMASS, AMHERST

HELPING STUDENTS PROTECT THEIR

RIGHTS FOR 30 YEARS

Free Legal Advice, Referrals,

Reptesenlatioii and Counseling

tor UMASS Students

Student & Woikeis Rights, Family &
Criminal Law, Landloid/Tenant &
Consumei Disputes

CALL 545-1995
or stop in at 922 Campus Center

Ordinary K dazzles Spring Beak crowd

A gig at UMass is in the works

for New York City-based band

©HermanMIUer
MmtOMOO MikLEll

LEXINGTON

Huvf r> 6^ Jdlfr> of Quality

\ciL' t^ (/;(•./ Offhc Tiirtttttirf
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ORDINARY from page 5

>woupeiJ inio Montcgu Bay and

landed with sunshine dancing

un ail the faces I saw. I stepped

oil the plane and was immedi-

ately handed a Red Stripe.

Spring Break had officially

bogurf.

When going on Spring

Break in Jamaica with five of

your best friends there are

numerous guarantees. First,

you're going to have the best

time that you will ever have in

your entire life — and you will

not want to leave.

You will go back to lamaica

every year for the rest of your

life because it is as beautiful as

you could possibly imagine.

Second, you will be fluent in

lamaican talk Phrases like

"lord-have-mercy" and "Ya

mon" will spill from your

mouth like it came as naturally

as breathing Instead of saying

goodbye to someone, you will

replace it simply with

respect." Third. Red Stripe

and Appleton Rum will taste

(Ehf 4+laS5.Kl)itsctts Dntlp Collegian

Now Hiring Advertising
Acccount Executives

Call 545-3500 or stop by oor office,

room 113 in the

Campus Center Basement, with your

resume for more information.

i IKfOlli
Welcome to Apply

like water. If it were safe to

bathe in the two. you'd proba-

bly do it. You will also come

back to the States and feel as

though every price is nego-

tiable on anything from food to

a taxi, which will really annoy

the local vendors. Lastly, the

best band you will see down in

lamaica will be from New York

City?

i did not think that it would

be possible to visit lamaica and

come away convinced that a

band I saw from New York City

was the highlight of my trip. I

mean. I saw Elephant Man and

Beanie Man live while I walked

up and down the beaches of

Negril. but it was at limmy

Buffet's .Margaritaville that I

saw Ordinary K, and I was

sold. Ordinary K, whose name

derives from one of David

Letterman's top ten bad cereal

names, is one of the best bands

out there. They met in Boulder.

Colo., and recently moved east

to find a bigger fan base.

Sponsored by Budweiser, and

chosen to perform for MTV's

Spring Break in Negril for three

weeks, they are guaranteed to

be a household name very

soon. Ordinary K was so good

that my friends and 1 went up

to them after the show, and had

to say thank you We were all

rewarded with a CD from gui

tarist lames Steube that subse-

quently has not left my stereo

yet.

"Playing in lamaica was

intense." said drummer leremy

Breiey. "I feci like musically we

owed the people a lot (due to

the poverty and how hard the

people worked). It was truly a

spiritual experience."

Orditury K consists of Todd

"Woody" Woodward on the

mic. lames

Steube on guitar, leremy

Bretey on drums. |ame> Bruner

on bass guitar, and

lames Walton on the key-

board. It's hard to describe

Ordinary K's style because any

kind of music known is in some

way. even if small, incorporated

into what has become their

own. They have been compared

to 311 and Sublime but they

shake off such comparisons.

Whether it be rap. rock, reggae.

Resume,
got you

FRAZZLED?

CAREER SERVICES CAN HELP!

Come to a Resume
Workshop and get your

questions answered

Tomorrow, April 23

11:10 am
318 Stockbridge Hall

Can't make it? Call a Career Counselor

to schedule an appointment.

Tommie Joyner * 577-0417

Ginger Goldsbury * 545-6011

Caree
For more Information,

go to www.umass.eclu/caroers

or call us at 545-2224

funk, soul, or even jazz.

Ordinary K has a little bit of

everything that will leave you

bobbing your head and wanting

to hear more.

Renowned for their energetic

live performances. Ordinary K
has been louring the country

conquering it as they go. With

one album. "Side by Each,"

receiving critical acclaim, and

another album soon to be

released, a mainstream break-

through is on the horizon.

They have shared the stage

with such acts as Rahzel.

Blackalicious, Doug E. Fresh,

Ozomotii, Soulivc, and D|

Logic, and they do not intend

on slowing down now.

"We'd love to come play at

UMass-Amherst!" said

Woodward with a smile. "I'm

from Mass so it'd be great.

which would most likely be the

number one single off of "Side

by Each." They played other

favorites "Lay it Down."

•Question Mark's." and my per-

sonal favorite "Burnin' Down

the House" (a Talking Meads

cover).

"We just got back troiii u

tour of lamaica. where we met

our friend Matt who came all

the way from UMass to be here

tonight. We just wanted to say

one thing to him that nobody in

here besides him will under-

stand.

"Two dirty dirty quatro!"

shouted Woody at one point as

they broke into a song. At this

juncture I closed my eyes and I

really felt like I was back on the

beaches of Negril. listening to

Ordinary K, and drinking a Red

Stripe. Two dirty dirty quatro

^^ We'd love to come play at

UMass-Amherst! I'm from Mass

so It'd be great. >>
- Ohmiuiiv K u*o swan Tooo -Woow" VIooomuiB

A trip to UMass is in the

works and it is truly a show that

cannot be missed by anyone

who enjoys a masterfully slam-

min' live performance.

Less than two weeks ago

Ordinary K was at Common
Ground in Boston I couldn't

resist making the trip to the hub

to sec them. I got a sleazy hotel

room in Watertown and went to

the bar three hours prior to the

show.

As I walked up to the bar I

saw Woody standing outside I

re-introduced myself and we

went off into a long conversa-

tion about how incredible

lamaica was.

Woody introduced me to his

lather, who had made the trip

all the way from Cape Cod to

see his son play. As the bar filled

up with people, some wearing

Ordinary K t shirts. I spoke

with the other members of the

band trying to. in some small

way. learn what had made them

my favorite band almost

overnight. When they started

playing I had my answer.

they played their songs for

three hours, taking only a small

break in between The highlight

of the set was "Honey Sweet,"

had been the rallying vi\ ol

Spring Break Negril.

When I was in laiiwiLj.

nobody stood still during

Ordinary K. Everyone danced

and had a blast. By the second

day everyone knew the words lo

their songs. I was kind of

shocked, when after the first

song played in Boston, nobody

moved Ordinary K didn't seem

to notice and rocked the place

with passion and soul. By the

time the third song started, the

whole place had crowded

around the stage and had erupt

ed into dancing, oih more

crowd conquered.

"We love playing in Boston."

said Breiey. "Woody is from

here, and in NYC people don't

let go They just stand around."

This is certainly not the case in

Boston as I saw a girl try and

rip Woody "s shirt off after ihoir

set.

So. as all good thmg^ must

come to an end. the show was

over As I walked out of the bar

I stopped and turned around to

reenter I went up to the smil-

ing band and thanked them one

more time lor making the party

happen.

Feel it!

African Student Association

Theme: Women of Africa

35th Anniversary

Cultural Night

Date: Saturday April 24

Time: Doors open at 7pin

Show starts at 8 pm

Where: Campus Center

Auditorium

There will be an after party from 1 2-2 am

Food and driii^s will be served

Come and join in on the celebration!

I
Sponsors: Coca Cola, Sigma Psi Epsilon, BSU,

Office of Alanai Affairs
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'Eve' realizes 'The K^ isn't her perfect prince charming
><^B.M^Ha ..:„ f^„^. ..,.11 u;.., -IV.. .w> -Its a promise ring. 1 think It suits you p.

Q: I brake up with my
boyfrtwid ot fhn yMrs laat

tmali, and tor some fMion I

iMi fliw. Wt had the

bwt rvtetkmshlp

Mltl

tvanttosM

ptonew. I

crtM yell

and I am
already

airt and

having tim. Is

thing wrong with

rmT I toal so guilty tor not

grtoving. -I«.L

A: Well, consider yourself lucky. It

is a little strange you don't feel

even a little sadness or loss, but

maybe you are just stronger than

some ol us. Or maybe

you are desensitized

to human feel-

ings. But it

could be

possible

that you fell

out of love

a long time

ago. And

since he

was around

during this peri-

od, you t>ecame

more comfortable with

your decision as time went

on All! can say is never look

back regretfully, and entoy your

newly discovered life!

Ui

His friends call him llic

Kid. Only until three days

ago do I realize why. .

.

We met one afternoon in

October. He served me
drinks at my favorite bar. and

suddenly we were exclusive

by the time I paid the bill.

Original Sin ^nd then he told me his nick-

^ name. Why didnt 1 get the

hint'.'

My friends seemed con-

cerned about my new beau. 1 had come out oi

an emotionally exhausting relationship a month

before, and even I had agrwd it was time lor a

break. But my ambivakmce with The Kid only

made hint more persistent in getting me to com-

mit. He introduced me as his girlfriend the next

day. and my stomach chunvixl He told me he

loved me by the scxond week, and all I coukl do

was thank him. And within a month. I was

offered a spatt? key to his apartment and I

received it uneasily. But isn't this what I had

always wanted from my ex? Maybe The Kid is

the real deal'.' Then again, why is he moving sc»

fast.

By the second month, we were food shopping,

cooking dinners, and enjoying nightly skxp-

overs in our apartment. And our apartment

became a dreaded territory for his ruommales.

And soon enough, our apartment became an

even more dreaded territory for me. I noticed

how ridiculously fast this relationship had

moved by glancing objectively around his room.

Not only weiv we sharing a bed, a dresser, a

night table, and a bookshelf, but even my two

turtle pets were comfortably situated by his win-

dow. He loved them as if they were our children.

I'hat's what he said. Little did he know, my ex

had just bought them for me on my birthday.

But 1 let The Kid pretend they were ours. 1

coukJn't crush his dream yet. But then the

unthinkable happened. The holiday season was

just around the comer, and 1 had no idea what

to get him. And he had no idea what to get me

I cringed when I saw the small, white box

wrapped in a gold ribbon, waiting for me on our

bed. And the only thing I could do was hope it

was a necklace. But I knew it wasn't The Kid

bought me a white gokl diamond ring.

"It's a promise ring. 1 think it suits you perfect-

ly.' Guess again. I did accept the gift gratefully,

but we both seemed lo realize the severity of the

situation. And the gift. He broke up with me the

next day I wasn't surprised.

He has called to see me numerous times since

his decision, and I always agrw And we always

end up together for the night. But he doesn't

always call me again, until he does. Only later

did I notice his inconsistencies, and my unstabkf

emotions on the matter He seemed to call the

moment after 1 would move on with another Or

when 1 finally erase his phone number from my

memory. Or when 1 really understand that he

really is The Kid And three days ago he text

messaged me at night to say hi. And all I coukl

do was reply . . . goodbye.

E\v is pen name fur a love guru attending

VMasi who knuw!, the ins and outs of ewry

relationship You van ask Eve for adi'ice by e-

mading her at e\'e_originalsin@yahoo.com.

"Original Sin with fciv" runs e\ers Diursday in

The MasMchuselts Daily Collegian

A new Dancehall Queen is crowned
Tanya Stephens strays from the weary reggae female cliche

In this so-called dancehall

reggae/hip-hop fusion we have

on our hands, the music jour-

nalist is quick to make analo-

gic.

Sean Paul is donned the

Nelly of dancehall. while

Elephant Man is the Busta

Rhymes and Wayne Wonder is

the Usher.

But with all these Jamaican

artists emerging to pop-level

status, there is one question to

ask: Where the ladies at"*

While Beyonce. Missy and

Alicia keepsake their First

ijidics of Hip-

Tanya

Stephens

Gangsta

m

hop status,

where are their

First Lady of

Dancehall
counterparts?

It's a tough

find. You have

Lady Saw and

of Patra but.

it's hard

ISLAN D Gl RL
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pressed after that. With all the

explicit sexual images of

women in dancehall. the ladies

struggle to find a place to show-

case their decjaying skills

But when given the opportu-

nity — such as VP records artist

Tanya Stephens has — it proves

that the female deejays are no

First Ladies ot Dancehall They

go further than that - they are

DarKehall Queens

"To be considered half as a

good as a man. a woman has to

work twice as hard and me
work 100 times as hard and

they still give me half of that

they give a guy.' Stephens tells

the listener in the introduction

to her "Gangsta Blues" — her

first release since VP merged

with record tycoon Atlantic

records last year.

Stephens, who debuted in

19% with "Too Hype." drops a

bluesy, classic R&B sound in

her chosen riddims and written

lyrics. The beats, slower and

similar to roots, mimic the orig-

inal dancehall sound from the

mid- 1 980s.

"Tek Him Back" and the

anthem "Its a Pity" show an

appreciation of the vintage for-

mat in dancehall — a sound sys-

tem and deejay. Riddims are

borrowed but there is nothing

like "Coolie Skank." heard on

almost every dancehall album

release this year.

The 17-track "Gangsta

Blues" disc proves dancehall

doesn't always have to be club

ready to be good.

But that doesn't mean thi-

queen can't make us dance.

— Glen Straub

t

THE

ONE
YOU
WANT.

THE
WAY

YOU
WANT
IT.

Tanva Stephens nr» rrlea-K "ti^nnMa Wuo" Jt m*.n<.tr4te» that Jantchall

inal h>nnuU and »till be popular in the mainslrcam-

can Mick to te» orig'

downtown Amherst

Hosted bh f^UTHIE rnom
THE l^6RL UOHLD Hf^^^^H

qLERminc cMnomE goddesses

InTnoDucinc the HirpoDHomE dolls

ptinnonED mqheur prbrdise

(E) Ga£[i3 saQirHniiDS
UnOER 21 SS.DO OFF

21 PLUS FREE RDIIIISSIOn

BEFORE miOniCNT lUITN THIS PRSS.

aGQ
HiB.iaiiiaBaa

DomnTouin^ sPifincFifLD

no HDRamElcami

Price Waterhouse Coopers

MBNA Financial

UMassAlumni AssoiHatlon

Graduating Seniors

Join Now for Qnlx

$20
(Regularly <>-«»

AuUHnalically entered

for SHXK) cash

drawing TWICh!

Sign up at the Tcxibiwk

Annex between (May 3 21)

or the Campus Cenici

CiimmcnccmenI Ball I ickct

Sales (Apnl 26-May 14)

Stay connected

Join Now!

Urcul ikiidlb iududi.-;

•Distouiil Insurance IVkIuvN

•Career Support «t Nctworkini;

•Online Alumni Dia-ctnry

•And many nnHv

.

I or more info log miio

OiiJ^LIuiassAlumuLcuuiJ

Or call I 8(1(1 4sM MASS

(hir address is

.\lumni Kelaiums

V1rni«ri.il Mall

UniveTsil) ol M.iss.-»ehiiseMs

I.M Hieks Wh>

AmiKfsl. MA (IKKU ')27(l

Q: What do these compies have in common?

k Former Collegian Finance Managers.

The Collegian is now accepting applications for

Assistant Finance Manager
Accounting Clerk

WANTS YOU!

Caii 545-3500 or stop by our office, room 113 in the

Campus Center Basement, with your resume for

more information.

Applicants should currently be a freshman

The Massachusetts
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An in-depth examination of this weekend's NFL Draft plnrntt fabpC PQCp

to Supreme Coyrt

NONE from page 10

team has too nwny holes for a

Noung quarterback to (i\. and the

organization is actualU terrilicd ol

v^asting another high pick. Their

be>t bet would be to iiade down a

tew spot!, to add some more pick-s.

4.) The- Maurice Clarelt/Mike

Williams situation \sill neser end.

Well, it will, bui this contrusersN is

moiv anno>ing and iK>ssibl> ntore

complicatc-d than the presidential

election in 2W0.
\\ illiams is not at taull heit;. but

the NH and scx-ntingl\ tlie rest ol

the teHjtball Vkorld l»a> a genuine

dislike towards Claieti and his

decision to challenge ever> ruling

imposed against hint. If he e\er

does make his was into the \IT .

expect him to carr> his ovsn. (X-r-

sonal. a-d challenge Hag lor everv

time he touches the ball.

5 ) Steven lackson has the most

unique drall status this wcvkend

He could K' taken an\time

beiwexn ihe sj.H.tmd and iwent\

second overall picks Oakland

nec-ds a miming hack as much as

thes ncxd an> thing, and \l l>avis is

unpredictable enough to take

jifc-kson at number two

He Is one of the ten best players

in the draft, and he coukl ha\e

more of an impact on a team than

any of the big-name vs ide receivers.

He played at a low-protile Oregon

State scltoul, which considerably

limited his natioiutl exposure, and

teams may not want to take him

with such a high pick.

There is no chance he will slip

past Dallas, though, who is looking

for a back in the lii^t round.

Hvery year, there are several

players who are overlooked and

slip later in the tirsi and second

round than they should, l^st sea-

s*.)ns rookie ol the year, .Anquan

Boldin, was selected at the tihy-

lounh overall pick in the stvond

round aixl Clinton Portis was the

fifty -first overall pick in lite stxond

round a year before that.

Heiv are four players wIhj are

undenated for sarious reasons and

will be a steal when they are selcvt-

c^ on Saturday.

Philip Riwn. Try being a quar-

terback in the same draft as any oik-

with the last name Manning. The

\(.)nh Carolina State signal caller

seaivs scouts with his awkward

throwing style, but his ami

sta-ngth and aecurat.y are as good

as anyone He had a remarkable

care-er for the Wolfpack. capital-

i/c-d bs a trc-mendous Senior Bov^l,

and coukl turn out to be the best

quarterback in the draft.

-Roy Willuims. Ok. I under

stand he will be- a top- ID pick, but

he would hase been last year, tcxj.

America fell in love with Larry

I itzgerald because- he played for a

team without much recognition

with nothing but class. Williams

will be a better pro earlier than

Kilzgerald because of his speed and

ability to make athletic catches in

and around the end /.one.

Hen TnniiH' Troupe has no

chance of getting respect in this

draft, solely because of Kellen

Winslow. Winslow played for

Miami while Troupe piayc-d at

Honda. Winslow coiik-s Ironi a

football family, and he is much

more vocal than Troupe Tixmpe's

only chance of going early woukl

be to IX-nver at the seventeenth

pick, but Iw could slip all ihe wa\

to the sect-Mid round

Stun Wiiri' ITie UCLA defen-

sive bai-k can play safety or comer-

back, but he is ovei>ihadovved by

Sean Taylor Maying at UCLA
doc-snt usually help draft status,

either II the Patriots don't make a

move for lay lor. Ware will be a

great lit for Helichick becau.se of his

love for vei^alik- defensive players

and eagerness to replace T\ l^w

DeXiifU'h Hall The comer-

back from Virginia Tech is in the

same boat as Roy Williams. He is

amazingly fast. The Hokies track

team reportedly clocked ffall with

a 4.15 second 40 last suntmer. He

can cover wide receivers a lot

lighter than he is given credit for

and will be a phenomenal kick

returner l>;troit could take him as

high as six il Taylor is unavailable,

but he is more likely to be a mid

tirsi ri.>und steal.

l^si weekend was one of the

most interesting and ^entertaining

sports weekends of recent niemory.

Athletes were getting arrested, the

Sox took ihree of four from the

^ankex"*. and as soon as the Bosttm

Marathon ended, the Patriots trad-

c-d for Corey Dillon. All of these

things; overshadowed the Bruins

predictable self-destruction.

This weekend has the chance to

be every bit as. if not more success-

ful with the Sox traveling to the

Bronx for a three-ganK- set during

the same time Scott Pioli and

Ik-lichick are in the war room

improving the Patiiois chaiwes ol

ix-peating as champions

If all else fails, the draft will be

at least more exciting than tfie

t cities getting swept by the Pacers.

li-ffHuwe is a Collegian colum-

riisf

iostens.

The Choice For

Your Class

Ring!

Wednesday,

April 21st

Thursday,

April 22nd

Friday,

April 23rd

10am-4pm

RfNG DAY
University Store at the Campus Cer)ter

Where are YOU living

next semester?

CHECK OUT

If you can't make the

Ring Sale. Call Jostens at

800-854-7464

www.jostens.com

'PuFFTON Village!
Excellent location...l/2 mile from UMass

Spacious Apartments- 1,2 and 3 Bedroom

Townhouses

All rents include heat, hot water and cooking gas

On site laundry, off street parking.

Basketball and Tennis courts.

U*»it l>t<

1040 N Plraaanl St •410

Amhrril. MA 01002

411 S44 0144

» ww.pufflonvtltacr lom

V

By KvsTi Miller

AsSULlATtll I'RtSS

COLUMBUS. Ohio— Maurice

Clarett's status for the NFL draft is

now in the hands of the U.S.

Supreme Court.

Clarett's attorney, Alan

Milstein, likxi an emergency appeal

to the Supreme Court on Tuesday

He asked for a stay of a federal

appeals court's decision from 24

hours earlier preventing the former

Ohio State tailback from being in

this weekends draft.

lustice Ruth Bader Ginsburg

will handle the case. She asked the

NFL on Wednesday to file a

response to Clarett's appeal by

Thursday moming. There was no

word on when she planned to act

on Clarett's emergency request or

whether she would refer the

request to the other eight justk:es.

In 1971, lawyers for Detroit

high school sur Spencer Haywood

followed the same approach. A
slay preventing Haywood from

going in the NBA draft was tossed

out by lustice William O. Dougias.

opening the door for underclass-

men arid teenagers to play pro bas-

ketball

"Its the exact sanw scenario."

Milstein said in a telephone inter-

view with The Associated Press. "It

just needs to play out the same."

The 2nd US Circuit Court of

Appeals issued the stay on

Monday, putting a hoU on a k)wer-

court ruling that said the NFL can't

IcMve players to wait ifwec yean

after high school before turning

pro.

The NFL said the appellate

decision vmU ultimately startd

"There was ample support for

the ruling of the 2nd Cirvuit. which

thoroughly considered and com-

pkrtely fv)ixted the argun»ents thai

Mr Clareti s lawyer^ have present

ed to the Supiwne Court." NR.

exeuJtivc vice president leff Pash

said

Southern California sopfximore

receiver Mike NMlliains filed his

own lawsuit m federal court in

Manhatun on Monday, saying the

NFL issued conflicting statemenu

about eligibility for the draft,

which caused him to sacrifice his

college career

If they wind up bemg eligible.

Williams woukl be expected to go

in the lirst round of the draft, while

V ^ » •r

At the Taste ofUMass
Thursday April 22nd from 4:30 to 7:30pm

at the MuUins Center

Renl one

ol ours

?r-»)«ro0dMn

• Cars

• Passenger Vans

• Trucks

POHERS

KJrs

• Oirtct Billing to

IWOTWci Compamn
• FrNLacaiPickUp

• Locally Owned ani Optrattd

549-REHT"*«'

at North Amherst Motors

I rni

aiteAMfavMkNMcrUMB

Register Today!

Forms will be available

in each dining common

& at the Taste.

Th« Mercantile
Books Cards

GifTs Spring Clothing Toys

iRInfsSALE

t

Earrings

INCENSE

25-5
OF

Selected

Clothing

r (01
Bracelets

Chains
Tapestries

Houn lOin-6p«n Th-Fri 9 pm 8uiill-<

Amh«ratll E-Pteasant-Carriage Shops

Northamptoo lOSMain Si.

Maurice Cbrctt lui'i- ' ix

cleared to enter Saturday'* draft.

Clarett might not be taken until the

second or third round

. Clarett argued in Tuesdays til-

ing that the NFL woukfnt suffer

any harm if he's allowed in tlie

draft — but he woukJ be banned if

he is bkxked.

Clarett led Ohio State to a

national titkr as a freshmaiv but

was nikd ineligibW a^ a sopho-

more for accepting money from a

family fnend and lying about it to

NCAA aivl university investiga

tors. Williams declared for the

draft after a bwer court nikd in

Clarett's favor.

Clarett. 20 and out of hi^

school two years, would be eligible

for the drdh next year under the

current rule. He dmpped out of

classes at Ohio Sute after the win-

ter quaner

U.S [>istrK.t Court ludge Shira

Schcindlm ruW-d in February that

Clarett shoukJ be alkjwed in the

draft. She said the nikr excluding

him violates antitrust law and

unjustly bkxks a player fiom pur-

suing his livelifKxjd.

Ginsburg i* a Clinton adminis-

tration appointee who oversees

matters from the New Yori based

2nd LI S Circuit.

There is no court deadline for

Giasburg to ai.t on the recjuest. but

Clarett > lawyer said if no tkxision

IS reiKlered before the draft Clarett

"will suffer substantial irreparable

injury."

If Ginsburg or the full court

turns down the request, the k)v»er

court's decision against Clarett

stands

Shodd the court deckle against

Clarett — and by cxten.Mon.

Williani.s - the players cxjukd only

return to play kiothall if they met

academic starvlards and their uni

versities successfully petitioned the

NCAA for rcinstttement.

Steve Snapp. an assistant ath-

letk. director at Ohio State, said

there virrre signilicant obstackr> in

the way of Clarett regaining hi> eli

gibility even if he wanted to rvjcnn

the Buckeyes.

"There is a number of issues

about whether or not he has pf\>-

fc-ssionalizcd himself." Snapp said

The NFL also coukJ be ctmipelkd

legally to include Clarett and

Williams in a suppkmental draft.

Fonner stars siKh as Reggie White,

Cris Carter and Bemic Kosar

entered the NFL after being taken

in supplemental drafts.

ff£lV THIS miK!
MASTER

A COMMANDER
HAUNTED MANSION
WIN A DATE WITH
TAD HAMILTON

15COWLESLANE
Behind Bruegger's

Downtpwn Amherst

19 MONTAGUE RD.
North Amherst

fat

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors
Winei Liquor:

Bekedere Vodka

to On f^'.y'^OSs*

Bud&BudlJght P^^nayorMerlot ,^„ ,.„^24|i<<..ns $15.99* 6boty750ml...$15.00 750 ml..

Busch & Busch Light Srnn^Cabemet, Meriot^
^ ^,„^ Wyborow. Vodka

Wpkcan., $13.99*
"^

1.5 It.. .$10.99 ,., It

Keystone
CfSdonnay, Cabernet, Meriot, P Grifflo Bombay Sapphire Gin

wpkcan> $13.49* ^
1.5 It.. .$10.99 750 ml..

Millwaukee's Best Corl)ett Canyon Taaermeister
,„ u cm 00* Chardonnay. White Zin. P Gngio ^m ,^Mipkcam $10.W

3.0 It box...$7.99 lit.

Wyndham estates
- •^'^..ra-, ,

750 ml...$7.99
, |t

Busch & Busch U^t ,

24 pk hil $10.99* Meriot. Cahemet. Sh.raz

Heineken Jacobs Creek

12 pk bil $10.99* *(!l!^i^ayrCalxrmet. Shiraz. Meriot Goldschlagcr

LongTrafl 750 ml... $6.99 ^
T-Jo ml

iipkbti $9.99* Vendange Jim Beam Bourbon

_ Chardonnay, Cabernet, Meriot -.cq ml.
Saranac

"^

1.5 Itl...$6.99 ^ „ .2,

Hpkbti $8.99* Cruzan Flavored Rums

750 ml.

S23-99

S20.99

$19.99

$19.99

$16.99

$15.99

$10.99

.$10.99

20O4 I

•Contest open to current UMass students only.

Contestarits must be at least 18 years old and have

a valid photo identification to verify their age.

Contestants must sign a UMass contest waiver.

•all beer prices plus deposit

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

jjj Rut$ell St., Rte 9, Hadley, MA oiojf

fi4-ti74 • Mom.- Smt, 9mm- iipm

SALE 4/22 THROUGH 4/28

I ^ Now Open Sundays Noon to iipm

WWW.DAIlVrDllU'ilAN.tOM Che jtlgggacbugettg Maiip CoUegian Thlihsdav, Apkii 22, 2004

UPSTHIBSattheABC

NO COVER CHARGE

Ulentos & the neui Horizon

AAiV iintn-istbK-wing com
24 N(jith PkMs.itn Siicft

A,>il,r,si Center 253 4400

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact; 41 J-S4S-Jb2b

LUNCH
• Orii-ntai Bwi ^

Vegetables

• Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

• Spicy Black Bean Burger

ven.tm

DISN£R
TASTE OF UMASS
Ml lUNS ClMIK

4;«)P.M. to 7: 10 P.M.

Free tor stutlents on

UMass meal plans.

Production Crew
()ri stall toii.iN

SIGHT [OITOR
Shtfyl WitlniL

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
.•hoH lldndm' II

( OPY EDITOR
hiLi 1<>\U'\

PRODUCTION SI iPERVI^OR

lt}r\ Rit'.i'nlx'f^

l-KODUCTION STAFF

S.tmanthd Nvilscn \Ufih,m hh:tl\

HOROSCOPES

amm Even if happiness
forgets you a little

bit, never completely
forget about it. «i «§

z

LU

O

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

Get your nose pierced, it'll \oak hot on

vou.

piSCeS • FrB. 19-Mar. 20

StofJ Ixing ld/\ and |wy ott thai fwrking

ticket

aries • mak. jiahh. ii

You ve lx>en really rude lately, try being

kind to oth<»rs.

taurus • Aif 20-may 20

You better pay your rent before you get

kicked (xit!

gemini • mav21-|un, 21

Eat lots of cheesecake, it's yummy!

leo • iM -M-v

You w«)n f gel thai |i>l). si> Mop oljsessing

t)ver It

virgo • ^v^.. 2 5-m(m. 22

If\ ttninnk at lea^t <>n«' gallon ot water

todav

libra . . .

Skip at least cHie class tcKiav.

Scorpio . I > .J-Nw. 21

Time for some new roller blades, sjwing

has sprung!

Sagittarius • s " '

Order more Chinese Iihh!

•Jacques Prcvcrt cancer . Iun 22 m 22 capricorn . n.. 2.? ivs i^

Try getting to work on lime tor a ( hange ( .ct s< mif s|(h|). \(hi look tired.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
M'VKIMIM fORRfNlH^P'^KT'^f^T FORRFM^ IMPIOVMEM

Mill Vtillcy k.stMt> iv>w

Renting 2 kJmi
$1050/1100, ^kJmi
$n50/1400N.. 1,1st

months rent, Frti- Hi-.it iSi

Hot W.iter. 2 Kill Kithv

AC. C>i busline M.in Fri

10- 5pm 251-7^7

Brandywiiu- Api^. Now

leasing, 14x2 K-droom

aprs. U-ascs Ki;m June.

July, Aug or Sep. First

come, hrst ser\'e. Oct

rhcm while thev List.

www.hr,inJvwinc-

apt.s.com Stop h\ or (
"iill

54^-0600

Tiike over le.iM.-. the r.tre

2-Kilri«ini in Putfton

Vilh.Ki-6/l-8/M4n-6'?5-

sis<

C HILOCARt

L<x>kinv: tor ver> a-sponsi-

hle perx >n t< > care U >r i «ir

? chilJren. ^.i;es 4. ^. 1 1

.

in our S'lithanipton

home. Must hii\e refer-

ences iinJ or. CiKM

Summer joh oppominity!

Piiv neu'oti.iMe. Liiini

411 ^27 "1^7,

EMPIOYMFNT

HoKart C"oni.k>s ^ hecl-

room, harJwiHxl tJiH<rs,

study <irea in haseinciil

Cable, telephone (inter-

net access) m all K-d-

rooms ,ind study. NOW
SHlWlNC. tt-rJUNF

and SF-rTF.MBER. NO
FEES. www.amlKTstlmcol-

nrealtv.coin 2S<-7M7'^>

Center of town t, 2. 1

Kiln vims; hardwiKKJ

fl,H.rs.NC)\X/SMOWINCi

for JUNE and SEITEM-

BER. N(^ FT;F.S

www.amhcr^tlinculnrcal-

aii2m25V7879

ATIHNTIONLAX
r!.AYF:RSriay&C:oach

I lave hin - Make $$$

Top l^'ys Sports ( ;,iinp m
Maine liKikin^ tor statt to

instnict & coach LAX.

Awesome Summer! Work

with kids' Top siiiaries,

FREE nii/l\l/trvl ..How.

.Apply online ASAP:

www.cimivohK issee.com

Now hirtny line ciniks,

dishw.ishers ,ind door

Kuys. Apply at Amherst

Brewing C'ompany

Resort Kc.i l h.st.itc ^alc->

.Assist.uu. Vt\ >rld

renowned multi-million

doll.ir real estate >.k-velop-

ment compans seeks

motiv.ited arkl contiik'nt

individual to market hiijh-

end real est.ite at The

tireenhrier Ri-son in

White Sulphur Spring,

West Virginia. Itfcal can-

didate is very comtortaHe

speaking on the phone ik

interested in putMimK a

career in luxury real

estate Immedi.ife open-

ings available. Please send

a-sumes to Mitch

Johason-

miohnson'^iijbrsc.com

Seeking Summer Sales

Srat^ for DAILY JOLT

Eive-C AREA OUIDE.

Work with kical business-

es to place ads. $2000-

$4000. Email )obs@d,u-

lylolt.coiu w/resuiiHv

Summer Painting Job

Work with other college

stuilents! Work outside

with friends! FULL TIME

IN AMHERST AREA
For more intonnation

contact: Ryan Brown

(4n)-6«7-90W

( VIPIOVVIFNT

Line <. ^<ok L,plx-ai. higii

volume, professional

kitchen seeks skilled

siiutee or broiler cook.

Excellent pay scale and

K-nelits .Apply in pervm

between 1 2pn\-4pm at

Eastside Grill 19 Strong

Ave Northampton or Fax

resume r.. 4 n-Sf<6-2406

Litegii.irds tot rhe summer

season in pnvate club on

Cape C(xl. Must have

Lifeguard Training, CTR,

and First Aid.

C^impc-titive wages, meals

provided, t^all tor an

appointment- Wianno

Club. OsterNille. S0H-42H-

• 69S1

Computer Installer:

Housing Technology seeks

multiple individuals to

help in summer PC
deployment. Past comput-

er experience highly desir-

able. $8.00-$9.a"^ hr. Full

Time. 12 Wc-eks 6/1 -8/21.

Applications:

http://www.housinK.umass.

edu/empkiy

P.iinters wanted gre.iter

Springfield area 1-41 '

695-264') or 188-277-9787

FMPIOYMFNT

Plav sportsl Hjvc hinl

Save Money I Sports

Camp in M.iine (i>.K:hes

needed: Tennis.

Risketball, Baseball.

W.iter-sports. Ropes

CJiurse, Ciolf, .Archery.

,ind more. Work (."HitdixiPi

ind H.iveaCireat

SummerU:,.ll Free: (888)

. 844-8080 or ,Apply:

wwwc.impcedar.com

Fin.illy!F:.m$5in 10

nuns c.ich week @br,ind-

ptin.com! Watch ads.

earn c.ish Free

Reuistration.

Students w.inted for a

summer p.mnting job.

- $400 -$600/ week.

Experience not needed

hut a plus. All hired will

go through .1 pud tr,iining

program. Cill 888-277-

9787 or go to CX")LLECiE-

PRO.COM Work with

triiiuls.

FMPIOYMFNT ^ ROOMMATt WANTH) ^1 SUMMER SL) Bl E T

"Bi>rtending"$kV/l>.iy

Potential. No Experience

Ncsc Tr.iining proM«.k-d

l-8cV•'>^S.6S20F\t l^:

ENTERTAINMENT

nj for hire: SVB

ProdiKtioas Is now Kmk

ing your event. 41 ^'>M-

8527
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The long road back
Drown enjoying success after

knee injury ended '03 season
By JkKF Hi)wt

It has bt-vn a vcn ditliculi

scastin to ihi> puini (or the

LiMa!>s Minutewomcn lacrosse

team iJ'l. I
> AIO>. but

through it all. u >tar has emerged

on the lurl ui Clarbcr Kield.

Irucev Drown, a senior tri

captain tront Nashua. N.H.. has

been playing outstanding

lacrosse amidst a setback a year

^u that has been known to end

some athle^c^' careers

Drown tore her medial collat-

eral ligament two minutes into

the teani'> tilth game last season,

a victory over the University of

New Hampshire. She was

unable to medically red shirt

because Natioiwl Collegiate

Athletic .Association rules only

allow athletes to participate in

lour games, meaning Drown
missed the deadline by mere sec

oiids.

During this time last year, she

was in the middle of her three

and a halt ntonth rehab process.

Drown Mrorcd 16 goals as a freshman at Towson Univcr»itv.

"It was really frustrating, but

the coaches made it easier for

me b\ keeping me involved with

the team," said Drown.

In an era when injured ath-

letes don't even show up to sup

port their teams during games

Drown was helping out everyday

at practice Head coach Carrit

Bolduc referred to Drowns pres-

erve as having an extra coach.

"I helped Carrie >*ith the

attack. I talked to the girls to tell

them what I would have done in

that situation It helped because

it's different to hear another

player's point of view." said

Drown, who gained a positive

experience out of the situation.

~l learned that I want to be a

coach when I'm done playing."

said Drown
Ijisi seas«.>n started off prom-

iNJng to( Drown She stored

iven giwl^ in (our gairtes. pro

V iding solid depth for an experi

ciKed team that had an explo-

sive oKense

She ackitowledged that was

the ntost disappoinimg pari of

her injury "We had eight senior*

\^ho staned. and I wanted to be

with the team because I knew

we were going to be success-

ful." said Drown.

Bolduc anticipated Drown to

contribute last year exactly the

«ay she ha« so far this season.

"I expected her to perform like

she has this >ear We would

have been even stronger (with

her in the lineupi M> expecta

tions are always high with Tracy

because I krtow she can handle

It." said Bolduc. who is in her

second vear as head coach.

Ihc injurv was a brand new

cxptTietKe for Drown, but she

was poised for a successful

.omeback.
"This was the first injury I've

ever had It made me stronger

cmotionallv and ph\*icall\ I

was able to get my legs stronger

than I would have through

rehab." said Drown
Success on the lacrosse field,

however, was old hat for Tmccy.

Drxmn currmtK lead* L'Mafcs in tiHal points and assikts m 2004.

She was a four-year letter win-

ner at Nashua High School

where she holds the school's all-

lime records for goals scored

and total points. She was first

team All-Slate in \<¥i». \<¥¥*

and 2000 As a senior in 2000.

she was an Ail-Ainehcan and

the New Hampshire .\liack

Player of the Near

The Boston Globe named

her the New Hampshire Player

of the Near among a long list of

countless other awards.

Drown went to Towson

University. wiKre she stored lb

goals as a freshman and was the

second leading scorer on the

team But something just wasn't

right at Towson
"I was homesick and was

unhappy with the program

there. UMass was a school I

looked at when I was a senior in

high school. It was a great fit,"

said Drown
Through 12 games this sea-

son. Drown is leading the team

in total points (44) and assists

( 1 1>. and she is second in goals

scored (2Sl. including a six goal

and two assist pert'-rmancc dur

ing the team's 20-14 loss

against Temple on Sunday.

Drown and the Minute-

women will be back in action

this weekend during a two

game conference road trip.

They will play St Joseph's on

Kriday and LaSalle on Sunday,

two must win games for the

team to stay in contention for a

bid in the Atlantic 10 tourna-

ment.

•We need to forget about

everything we have or haven't

done Our team is so talented,"

said Drown.
Bolduc is certain that Tracey

will be ready to play, and she

will be a target for the oppos-

ing defenses

"She
i

so many
great quai> ))ct attitude

and consistency in games and

practices You can always

depend on Tracey on or off the

field She has been dynamic

this year as a leader and with

her stats. She saw the game

with a different perspective

(last year). Sitting out made
her a belter player." said

Bolduc.

Patriots siyn

veteran Burris
FOXBORO — Free agent cor-

nerback leff Burris signed a one-

year contract with New F.ngland

amid the Patriots' salary dispute

with All-Pro Ty Law.

Burris played with the

Cincinnati Bengals last season,

starting eight games. The Bengals

cut him in March.

He twice had to leave garnet

alter concussions and was inactive

for three gaiiK-s. He finished the

year with 44 tackles and two inter-

ceptions.

The move Tuesday came a day

after the Patriots acquired All-Pro

running back Core> Dillon from

the Bimgats for a sevond-ruund

draft choice.

It also comes within a week of

Uw's arrest in Miami Beach. Fla..

in which he was accused of trying

to Ike from police alter a traftit

stop. The comerhack was char^
with failure to obey a police offioer

and twisting an crfficer, both mii-

demeaix)rs.

Law has asked to be traded.

citing "irreconcilabk; diMereiKes*

llowing a contract extension

odcr ftum the team that he consid-

ered an insult.

Law IS under contract with

New Fngland for two more years.

The team offered a four-yov

extension with a $6.6 million

bonus, but law said his conversa-

tions with coach Bill Belichick led

him to beliese he couU get a six-

lo seven-year extension with a $ 1

5

milKon bonus.

On Tuesday. Patriots owner

Roben Kraft calWd Uw "one of

my favorite players" and said he

hoped Law wouU be with the

team next season.

XsMKiau

Jeff Burris agreed to a on«-

vear deal with the Patriots.

Former Celtics

eaper to m\i
By Das Gilston
Ass. h IAtH> Prsss

PHILADELPHIA - Mm
O'Brien wanted to coach ihc

Philadelphia Ttxrs and Mien

Iverson.

"When you're dealing with

somebtxiv like Allen. I rcallv

int to be as close to lOO-per-

^^iit sure as I possibly could that

I'd be coaching him." O'Brien

said.

O'Brien got his wish, and the

\cTs have their new coach.

Sixers president BilK King

iciteratcd Wcdnesda\ that he

will not try to trade Iverson. a

former league MV P and scoring

champion who is signed through

2008-0*^.

"Allen will be here next year,"

King said.

So will O'Brien, the former

Boston Celtics coach who was

introduced Wednesda>. He is

Philadelphia's 20th head coach

and the third to lead the Ibcrs

since Hall of famer l.arr\ Brown

stepped down last May. Brown,

who spent six seasons in

Philadelphia, is the coach of the

Dciiuit Pistons.

King picked assistant Randy

Ayers as Brown's successor, but

he was fired 52 games into the

season. Ayers was replaced by

Chris Ford.

The Si,\ers missed the play-

offs for the first time since the

1997-98 season. Ford will

remain in the organization.

Iverson had several run-ins

with Ford, most notably refusing

to come off the bench after

being taken out of the starting

lineup. Iverson also had a con-

tentious relationship with

Brown, but the two worked

together despite several dis-

putes.

O'Brien figures he'll have

more success getting along with

Iverson than his predecessors.

"I have never had difliculty

leading people and having peo-

ple understand the expectations

coacli O'Brien

witli Iverson
that I have," O'Brien said. "I'm a

fairly easy person to play for"

O'Brien, who said he had a

brief and amicable conversation

with Iverson on Wednesday, said

whatever problems the AllStar

had with previous coaches and

management would stay in the

(wst. He was comfortable that

any residual issues were

resolved while talking with

King.

"We had open discussions

about everything that happened

last >ear." O'Brien said. "I'm sat-

isfied that was then, and the

future is the future. Clearly,

what happened last year did not

scare me from wanting to lead

this team into next season."

Veterans Derrick Coleman.

Glenn Robinson, Fric Snow and

,\aron McKie might be made

available through trades or the

expansion draft.

O'Brien expects the Sixers to

reach the playoffs as long as they

remain healthy

King said O'Brien was always

his first choice, and that he did

not meet with any other poten-

tial candidates. King said he

never asked Portland for pennis-

sion to talk with coach Maurice

Cheeks, a former Sixers' star.

King first met with O'Brien

on March 25 in Boston and final-

ized the deal Mtmday. not want-

ing other teams to call O'Brien

after the playoffs. O'Brien want-

ed to return to Philadelphia —
not that he was waiting for the

only other team with an interim

coach lo come calling.

"Boston didn't want to hire

me." he said, joking,

O'Brien stepped down as

coach of the Celtics on fan. 27.

midway through his fourth sea-

son with the team after clashing

with Danny Ainge, Boston's

executive director of basketball

operations.

Ainge wanted to build a

\ounger, more offensive (cam.

O'Brien relied on veterans who
were strong defenders.

Red Sox trade for lefty Thomas ^n early loolc at the
-r* - - I _ 1 .1- . . .:«i »;,.d LWt. ** l-V.>ni..tfia «Lai/1 "VK/«* think

'

The risk is low. and the potential

reward is "off the charts."

That's what Boston manager

Terry Francona says about lefty Brad

Thomas, acquired Wednesday in a

trade with tfic Minnesota Twins.

The Sox picked up the 26-year-

oW ThsHTias in exchange for a player

to be named or cash considerations.

But Thcmias "has got some issues

with his elfxjw," Francona said, and

he'll be in Boston on Friday to be

examined by doctors.

Following that, he'll likeK be sent

to Fort Myers to get healthy

"It's a chance to get a look at a

nice krftv." Francotia saitl. "We think

it's wonh ihe kwk. The guy's got a

pretty good arm."

With four k.*fties in his bullpen.

Francona said Thomas won't be

pitching in Boston anvlime soon

"He's not here to lake someone's

spot. We're really pleased with what

these guys are doing
"

A native of Sydney. Australia.

Thomas was draftc-d h\ the Ia>s

Angek.'s IXidgers in I9s»5.

With tnple-A Rochester la.sl sea-

son. Thomas struck out 50 while

walking only 10 in 58 2/5 innings.

—Aisucialed Press

2004 NFL Draft
If arena football hasn't cured

your Super Bowl hangover by now.

don't check further into more

water. Advil or even Madden 2004

This coming weekctKl will chase

your hangover away faster tftan the

Miami Police l>partment

cansay-Tyl^w."
Jett UHi

The National Football ^-^—

^

League draft, the most

Williams, had a stellar rookie sea-

son.

Don't put

Mike Tice to

line, though,

odds on this.

Here are" some other

things you shouki know
about this weekend.

I.) This draft is

it past head coach

miss another dead-

Vegas sfiould run

(XHjRTBSYUMASS MEniA RH-ATKINs

Streaking no more
Jenna Busa and the Massachusetts softball team saw their I 5-

game winning streak snapped last evening in a 4-3 loss to

Connecticut in Storrs, Conn. For full game coverage, please see

Friday's Collegian.

exciting event in football's off sea

son. is creeping up quicklv; not

quick enough for the die hard fans,

but much quicker than Maurice

Clarett and Mike Williams were

hoping.

There is so miKh more lo

watching the draft than ju.st hear-

ing the prosptx-ts' names being

called The results of each pick are

either enlirely conventional or

completely out of left field. There is

rarely any middle ground.

l.ast season, the Buffalo Bills

went into draft da> short of a play-

making receiver any semblance of

an offensive line, two things Drew

Bledsoe ncvded more of than a

stretcher after his "mc-eting" with

Mo l.ewis three years ago.

Instead, they drafted Willis

McGahc-e. a running back who was

a little more than three months

removed from the second most

bonifying knee injury ever seen on

national television, only because

his leg didn't break completely in

half the way |oe Theismans did.

Their running back, Travis

Henry, just had a bieakthn)Ugh

season and appeared to be

Buffalo's running back of the

future. If playing in a notoriously

cold city wasn't enough rea.son not

to draft McGahee. the artificial turf

they nc>eded lo rip up and replace

to be more knee-friendly should

have been.

When the Minnesota Vikings

missed their first round fifteen-

minute deadline for the second

year in a row. it appeared thai they

were destined to be the laughing-

stock of the league for the next

decade of draft wcvkends. Luckily

for them, the man they ended up

selecting, defensive tackle Kevin

extremely deep at just about every

position. There are nine wide

receivers with first round talent.

This draft class has the potential to

have the most talent in the first two

rounds than any previous draft,

resulting in even more league pari-

2. ) There is always talk of about

a dozen big draft day trades, but

rare'ly do any blockbusters actually

happen. This year's draft order has

a recipe for wheeling and dealing,

though.

Look for San Diego and

Arizona to trade down because

both teams are too porous to satis-

fy their team needs with their

respective picks.

Oakland can afford to trade

down because they aren't as bad as

most teams with the second worst

record usually are, and owner Al

Davis is conniving c-nough to trade

down a lew spots in order to pick

up an extra pick.

The Patriots are too close to the

salary cap to be able to afford two

first round picks next year, and Bill

Belichick is loo efficient to risk

more cap problems.

5.) "The San Diego Chargers

will blow yet another first round

pick. This is as automatic as things

come in the NFL. Ryan Leaf was

their first disaster, and although

l.aDainian Tomlinson is one of the

best running backs in the league

right now, Mike Vick can single-

handedly win football games,

something the Chargers can't do

without him now.

Fli Manning will be a very solid

quarterback, but he won't be as

productive as the Chargers will

need him to be right away. Their

See HOWE on page 8

Northampton gets cool with hip

hop group N.E.R.D.

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 5

MInutemen ready to face

Georgetown in DC

SPORTS, PAGE 10
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New fundraiser unveiled Concrete Alumna

Chjiniellor J.*n V. LxHnhardi speaks ve»icrdav M a Facuhv Senau

meeting, announcing hi> new pUn lo raiw mt>ne\ for the, L'niversilv.

By Julie O'Donnell
Cx>LU<.lAN SlAH-

Chancelkir k>hn V. Ixjmbardi

exposed a major ix'w campaign

yesierda> to the Faculiv Senate

where hie asked for faculty mem-
bers' help to raise money lo

improve the quality of the

University of Massachusetts

The campaign that is yet to be

tumed is a timely project that will

hopefully improve all aspcvis ol the

campus, according to lA>mbardi.

"We want to identify iIk; goals

and prospects of each colkgv,"

Lombard! said, "and ask what

motivates people lo make major

gifts so we can translorm the cam

pus to make it a higher cotnpetitivc

kAcI"

Although a team of devek.>p-

II Kill ollicers has been hired to go

out and recruit potential donoiN.

IxMiibardi is turning to the laculiy

iiiembcr> to get an understanding

of what i^ realU important in

accomplishing
" Vlmosi alwa^M, the faculty

riKinbers drive key design prod

ucis to make the instiluiion better

.ind more competitive." he sakl

The facultv helps us kktiiify what

\»e nc-ed lor money and lo make

the rvquesiv rca'-jnabfc."

One aiea o( c-oncem is that

donors want to give a gift lo sonK-

thing verv spcxilic that is not

entire-ly nauuiiable or necxJed. In

ca«<-s like these. Ijjmhardi hopc-s

:! .11 the devek'pownt officers can

ivJM.'n with the donoi> aixl make

ifKiu sir the importance of donat-

ing to other areas ol campus.

"We must pursue the donoi>.

but they are not the domain, the

Universitv can't become what

donor agencies want it to becoiiK-.'

he said.

Lomt)ardi also mentioned that

there are eas> things to receive

donations for. For example, he >aid

that if the Old Clwpel were pro-

posed to be rvcon>tructed. then it

would be easy to ask specific peo-

ple tor donations, bixause it is

something that they can see hap-

pening Howe\er, he said that it is

the things that >ou carmol see as

easily that are going to be more- dif-

ficult to raise motvs for

"It is haid to tell donon> what it

will take to make the chemistry

departiiK'nt bettcT, or the hi.stot\

depariiiK'nt - it's not soobvkxis."

he said.

Typicall), campaigns >imilar lo

this one. take apprvxinuiicK five

vears to complete. I.ombardi

gues-scs that if the campaign Ix^ns

in late 2004. then completion

wiiuld be in about seven sears to

make it more sustained.

"We want a cantpaipi pnigram

tfut we can use for a template

when we send our nvruilers

arviund the workl." he sakl. "the

dcHKip' want to have conlidcTice

that we will produce what we say

we're" going lo produce."

He i'i pk-ascxl with the ptogre-ss

ihus far iiK-ntioning that "every-

thing is on inKk and the re-sponse

ha.s been good, aixl there is a krt of

S«e FAC SENATE on page 3

WlfllAT LIVllLN*Xi;.Ul.l,V-.

To the bottom
The Massachusetts Public Interest Rex-arch Group will drain and cle.in the Campus Pond tomorrow from I to ^ p.m. Chancellor

John V. Lombard! and Michael Gargano. the vice chancellor of student affairs and campu> life, will >peak.

canoes

compete
By NATt W.MSH
I'kHLkl'IAN SlAI-K

Seventeen Universitv of

Massachusetts civil engineer

ing students are ready lo pad

die their wa\ to victory in con

crele canoes in Hartford this

weekend.
Students from the UMas-

civil engineering department,

working with the American

Society of Civil Engineers, will

be taking on regional schools

in the National Concrete

Canoe Competition that will

feature a rate at 10 am. on

Sunday in Batierson Park in

Farmingion. Conn
"The hardest part is telling

people that concrete floats.

"

said And> leffrey. a junior civil

engineering student and team

captain. "Sou go into a hard-

ware store lo buy materials and

people ask you 'what do you

need that for'.'' and you have lo

explain to them that concrete

float s."

Sunday's events will lace

the team with a total of five

races. They will include men s

and women's, two-person. 200

meter sprints: the bOO-meter

men's and women's endurance

heat, and a coed heat which

will force the canoe to carry

lour people at once. The team*

will not only have lo worr\

about the actual race but will

also have to perfonn well on an

academiv. paper and technical

preseniaiio"-- Jmlnk' ihc c\cnt>

on Saturd.i

The LMas^ tt.iiii k.uiin. til

third place last year despite the

fact thai the canoe broke dur-

ing competition.

"We had some problems last

year but we definitely learned

from them this year." said

Ammie Rogers, a junior civil

engineering student and vice

president of the ASCE. "If any

thing. I think we over engi-

neered it." said Rogers.

"Thev made it more diflicult

h\ adding sand to the mix."

said lellrey about this year's

lule changes. The UMass team

IS responsible for coming up

with its own mixture of con-

crete foi the canoe. The UMass

team has had to work its way

through 47 explicit pages of

rules in order to construct a

canoe comprised of a mix ol

concrete, sand and ash. The

key ingredient is microscopic

glass spheres that hold in air

and cause the buoyancy of the

canoe.

If the team wins this region

al competition, it would be

able lo participate in the

national competition in lune

See CANOES on page 3

Signs new
book

Bv Mti.AN DAlt^

I JtLUl.lAN MaH

A University of Massachusetts

graduate returned yesterday to

sign botiks and lo coiiducl a sem-

inar with students about hei sue

cess in starting her own busiiK-^s.

Mary Lou Andre graduated

Irom UMass in I98fc with a major

in journalism and a concentraiion

in fashion marketing Her book.

"Ready to Wear An I Xpert's

Guide to Choosing and Using

Nour Wardrobe" was released

March 1 Students came to the

LStore to get copies ol their

books sigiK-d.

Andre* conducted a seminar

called "The An of Self

Marketing" for a group ol inter

esied students In fwr presenia

lion, she tokl students her own
tale ol succe>»ful enireprerKnir

ship She also gave students tips

about what 'i look to m^ik. lu-i

businevs successful

'\ ' sIicssaI the iiinxMt.ui.

IS lo success. She u-.J

>evetai example* from her own

See ALUMNA on page 3

Trains

collide,

explode
Bv Sav«.-Hi s Cm*

.VSM» lAIH' I'ki

SEOUL. Sooth Korc. . \l''

Two fuel trains collided at a V>ilh

Kore-an railroad station iK-.ir the

Chinese border ThurvUiy. igniting

a deafening expk>sK>n ih.ii luirK-d

debris for iikmv than 10 mik.*s

around. South korcan nKxIii* saitl

\s many as >.000 peopk- might

base been killed or injured

iiccording lo the reports

The secre-tive communist >v'\

emmcnt in Pyongyang dcvlarc-d an

enK-rgency in the area while cut

ting off international ielcpht>iK-

lines to pre'vent details til ilv

Iremi leaking v>ui. South K

Yonhap news agency reportetl.

The North's ofticial KCN \ news

agency still had iu>t menlioiKxi the

disaster by Friday iiHiiiiing. tiK'tc

than 20 hours after the blast

South Korea's IX-tense

Ministry conlinned Friday that

there was an explosion at

Ry>,>ngchon. a town 1 2 miles fri»ni

China, but coukl not prv-vidc lur

ther details. "All we krkiw is ih.tt

ihere was a large e\plos|i)ii." a

See TRAINS on page 2

Haitian rebel leader Marines warn guerrillas of repercusions

surrenders to U.S.
By MicHtLi E Fai:i

AssoHATTii Pri.ss

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP)

— Proclaiming his innocence, a

rebel commander convicted of

killing supporters of ousted

President |ean-Bertrand Aristide

surrendered to justice officials yes-

terday

Louis-lodcl Chamblain's sur-

rendei came as a conference for

international donors opened in

Port-au-Prince. Haiti's govemnK-nl

hopes to get millions of dollars in

aid to rebuild the shattered coun-

try, which is rc-cling from a revolt

that ousted Aristide on Feb. 2*^.

To a few cheers from a curious

crowd, Chamblain said his convic-

tion in absentia in 2tKX) was pt)liti-

cally motivattxl and predicted he

would be vindicated. Under

Haitian law, those convicted in

absentia are entitled to another

trial when they return to the coun-

"^'

Chamblain was accompanied

by Haiti's interim justice Minister

Bernard Gousse, who called the

surrender a "noble dtxision."

Chamblain denied the country's

U.S.-backc-d interim government

pa'ssure-d him to sunvndei.

"I am ready to give myself up as

a prisoner — to give I laiti a chance

so we can huild this democracy I

have been lighting tot." said

Chamblain.

It was unclear when Chamblain

would go before a judge.

Human rights gtmips have crit-

icized the government lor tonning

alliances with known criminals,

like Chamblain. while it persecutes

Aristide supporters.

But sonic Haitian human rights

activists said Thursday that libera-

tion often conies at a cost.

"We Haitians don't get to

choose our heroes." said human

rights activist and fomier Culture

Minister Claude Bajeux. "The

international community ... does-

n't understand why (Haitian) peo-

ple were so happy to see the lebels

come, even if they include crimi-

nals."

Chamblain could be jwrdoned

by Haiti's president or a national

assembly, a possibility that worries

See HAITI on page 3

By LtRJRDES NANARRt)

.-ViWK lATHi Pwss

FALLUIAH, Iraq (AP) — U.S.

Marines warned guerrillas in this

violence-wracked city yesterday

that they have only days lo hand

over their hea\> weapons or face a

possible American attack. So far

the insurgents have turned in main-

ly dvid rcx-kets, rusty mortar shells

and grenades labeled "inert."

It. Gen. lames Conway said the

battle could be "costly" if Marines

launch a new assault to uproot

insurgents from Fullujah, saying

foreign lighters in the city have

been reinforcing their positions

and have no interest in surrender-

ing.

The stark warning came two

days after city leaders called on

insurgents to hand over their heavy

weapons in return for a U.S. pledge

to hold back on plans to storm

Fallujah and allow the return of

families that lied the city.

Now Matines have halted the

return of families because of the

failure to disami and the desire to

have fewer civilians in the cily ii

lighting resumes. Wore than a third

of lallujahs 200,CX)0 people lied to

Baghdad and elsewhere during the

lighting that began April 5.

Marine Lt. (Jen. James Conway,

in Fallujah, Iraq vesterdav.

Early Thursday. Marines

launched a major assault on the vil-

lage of Kaniui, 10 miles northeast

of Fallujah, in a second attempt to

put tk)vvii guerrillas there. "The

enemy is taking casualties, we are

not," Maj. Gen. lames N. Mattis

said.

A battle in the village last week

killed UK) insurgents, according to

center, and Lt. Col. Bnnnan Bvrne. richt. visit I'.S. Marine positions

Marine commanders. The two days

of lighting in palm groves and over

canals was so intciiso that wound

ed Marines were sent out to light.

In Baghdad, masked gunmen

shot and killed a Sovilh African

secuiily coiiti;icioi working lor the

U.S. -led iKcupiition administration

and severely wounded his transla-

tor Thursday, a U.S. spokesman

said. The sluxiting tcHik place near

northern Baghdad's Suimi

Muslim neighborhooil of

A/ainiyah. where gunmen have

been active.

The violence across Iraq has

interrupted some infrastructure

lepairs ami forced giant littns

See IRAQ on page 2
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^* It was good food,

but it was hard to get

a meal out of it. _J^

Jeff Golay

^^TfieDC'ssfiouldn't

have been shut down

if their spaces weren't

being used. ^^
Dan Wyman

Electrical Engineering major Politica Science major

Violence

halts Iraqi

repairs
IMIrompao*^

Sicmcn* AG. Bcchicl and

Gencrul Kkxirk lo suspend some

rio'ii-^iiiK' .IS. ihfvaicn

iiij: 1^ uiuL critical U.S

giNil ul tvbuiyifit! IliH

t>cn a Lb jtuvcmnieni aid

afenc> ihat uvcnce^ some recun-

MrvKtiun profcwt* ha* been aflecl-

ed Some 10 percent uf it» non-

Ir^i employees are tnjividc the

country. cMier ient uut U Iraq or

unable lu return bccau.se of the

viokmcc

^^1 didn't like that I

was forced to go. It

was very crowded, I

would have gone to

the DC if I could have, y y

Agnes Zaiewska

^ ^ The Mullins Center

was not the best loca-

tion, there were no

tables to sit at. y y

Uly Lau

Psychology major SOM mafor

*l thought it was

really good. There was

a lot of food and a lot

of choices, j f

Julianne Burns

** It was a long line

to get in, but a good

variety. The food was

worth the wait. ^^
Brian Kamuda

Biology major Sport Management major

Wreckage

appears

accidental
TRAINS From page 1

ministr> spokcsiiian said on condi-

tion of anonyniiiy.

The Ntorth Korean leader, Kim

long II. had quietly passed by rail

through the station as he returned

Imtii China before dawn some

nine houi> earlier It was not clear

what caused the crash, or if it was

related to Kim's journey

But a South Korean official,

quoted on condition of anonymity

by South Koreas all-news cable

channel, YTN, said it appeared to

he an accident

The collision reportedly took

place about I p.m. One train was

carrying oil and the second had liq-

uehed petroleum gas. media

reported

"The area around Ryongchon

station has turned into ruins as if it

were bombarded." >onhap quoted

wimesses as saying. "Debns from

the explosion soared high into the

sky and drifted lo Sinuiju." a

North Korean iov«i on the border

with China, it said.

Cho Sung-dae. a Yonhap corre-

spondent in Beijing, said his

report were bas«sJ on residents in

the Chinese border city of

Dandong who talked with their

relatives in Ryongchon

They described a massive

ovplosion involving a large number

V I . .iNualties but could not give fig-

ures. Cho tokl The Aaociaicd

Press Cho abo said North Konan
authorities appeared to shut down

the border with Oilnii jftt-r the

incident

Subsequent ancmp«» t^y his

Oimeae aouroei to contact peuple

in Ryoii«(chan fitfed bwauae the

l^wne Wne» appaicnily had been

sevevetl.

YTN and Yonhap reported that

the number killed or injured could

rtKh S.000. Buth orgMoatiora

aid their tanialty counts came

frum South Korean government

sourv.es, whom they dechrxxl to

further idi-nii1>

A South Korean Delni'* Mini-

stry official conlinned j large

expluaion near Ryongchon su

tion." Yonhap irported. "We h;i\c

vet to find out the cause of the inci-

dent, the kind of cxpk»ion and

how many died." the oflkial said.

speaking un cundittun of anunymi-

tv.
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YOU CAN

Lombardi

proposes

fundraiser
FAC SENATE from page 1

enthusiasm."

The Chanceltor also plans to

have a series of kick-off events,

beginning vsnth one major event.

He wants to have a dinner at the

Mullins Center where the focus

will be on the faculty and students.

He said then there will be a "fren-

zy of generosity," and he wants

donors to fed like, 'we're part of

something special — I want to

join."

As for the answer to skepticism

about raising enough money to

make these changes, Lombardi

said that he has been getting sup-

port with the President's Office

and Massachusetts Governor Mitt

Romney, and is considering match-

ing funds with the legislation.

Lombardi reiterated that he is con

fklent about the campaign and that

it is, "practical, inspiring, exciting

and real, and I guarantee you it

v^ll happen."

In addition to Lombardi's

gpeeth, SGA Speaker lared Nokes

attended the meeting where he

announced that it was his first and

last meeting representing SCA. He

mentioned that elections are com-

ing up and he urged faculty mem-

bers to encourage students to vote.

Nokes said that there are

important issues coming up, like

general education requirement

credits, atterxlance policies and

minor qualitkaiion requirements.

Engineers

float on
concrete

CANOES From page 1

The competition will be fierce

this year, as it has been in the

past, especially the University

of Rhode Island, which took

first place last year

"I'm not worried about any

other school." said Rogers con-

cerning the competition. When
asked about the URI team's

perennial success. Rogers

responded by saying "that can

easily be stopped any year ... I

think we can do it

"

The University of Rhode

Island has been very successful

in the past years, as they have

won the last 8 consecutive

races.

According to Jeffrey, this is

partially because URI offers an

entire class for the production

of the canoe, while UMass has

made it an extra-credit project.

The canoe has been made in

the students' free lime, which

has become increasingly limit

ed by this time of year hut the

UMass team is doing its best lu

pull through.

www.dailycollegian.com

www.dailycoilegian.com

wvvw.dailycollegian.com

www.dailycollegian.com

www.dailycc ' comi

Fashion expert and UMass
graduate speaks, signs book

ALUMNA from page 1

past mentors who had inspired or

aided her. Her first mentor was a

teacher from UMass whose name

she can't even remember now.

Later mentors included Karen

Zan, who helped write Andre's

business plan and lane. Meredith

and Lindsay Pollock, who helped

Andre to write and publish her

ixiok.

The story of Andre's business

venture in the world of fashion

started when she was younger.

"I always brought the neigh-

borhood to my house to dress up

lor back to school."

As a sophomore in high

school. Andre joined the lordan

Marsh junior fashion board. She

and other board members would

dress up for special events at the

store and even model lor

Seventeen magazine.

.Andre started college at

Stonchill College, but came to

UMass when she heard that there

was a fashion ntarketing major

here. However, the nia)or didn't

appeal to her

"It was too retail based." said

Andre, "and that was never my
f>assion."

Andre changed her major to

journalism after taking a creative

s* riling class She chose to keep a

concentration in fashion market-

ing and wrote a fashion column in

The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian.

When Andre graduated, there

was a recession and therefore few

jobs were available However,

Andre still managed to find her-

self many "incredible" jobs before

beginning her own business. She

started out working as a legisla-

tive aid at the State House for

Frank Woodward.

"Still," said Andre, "fashion

was always with me." Andre

would dress up her friends for

events such as testifying before

John Kerry about the war on

drugs. Her work was "an incredi-

ble job experience with amazing

contacts."

At the seminar Andre stressed

how important these contacts

had been in beginning her busi-

ness.

After Andre left her job at the

State House, feeling that the

excitement had "dried up," she

went back to work at Jordan

Marsh as a freelance writer for

special events. Andre worked for

the senior vice-president of pub-

lic affairs and dressed her up for

a television interview.

It was this woman who first

told Andre. "You have a business

lopportunityl here
"

When her work there became

less abundant, Andre attempted

to start that business, but had lu

take a job in the media depart-

ment of the Children's Museum
in Boston to help pay the bills

while she got her wardrobe con-

sulting business off the ground.

To help pay lor expenses in her

fledgling business, Andre even

sold her wedding dress to pay lor

stationary.

"I took whatever I had and

turned it to gold," said Andre.

Finally Andre was able to quit

her job at the museum and focus

solely on her company.

"The business exploded," said

Andre. "I had paying clients and I

began to shop for women instead

of just organizing closets."

Now Andre's business is thriv

ing, helped along by the fashion

trend inspired by "Queer Eye for

the Straight Guy" and "W hat Not

to Wear"
"It's all about following

trends." said Andre, "and I've

always been good at that It's an

important skill."

Haitian

rebel leader

surrenders
HAm from page 1

New York-based Human Rights

Watch.

"We wek»me the surrender,"

said loanne Mariner of Human
Rights Watch. "We would wel-

come his incarceration. Our con-

cern would be . . he wont stay in

prison very long
"

Chamblain fled to the neigh-

boring lX)minican Republic when

a U.S. military intervention

restored Aristide to power in

1994.

He returned in February lo help

lead the rebellion that forced

Aristide to llee under pressure

from the United States and France.

Chamblain, a fomier amiy ser-

geant, alkg^ly ran death squads

for dictator jean-Claude "Baby

Doc" Duvalier and was a leader of

the Front tor the Advancement ol

Prt^iress of the Haitian P<x)pk:— a

paramilitary group blamed for

killing some 3.(XX) civilians in the

1990s.
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The SGA: UMass' 1
The FDA and obesity

own three-ring circus
The circus that the Student Government

Association has become introduced a new

stunt to the shov^ Wednesday night. Around 8

p.m . senator David Bettencourt ran into The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian newsroom and

requested to borrow the long-flat black bas-

ketball that has been kicking around the

office for longer than most people can

remember
Proclaiming that it was an important event

in SGA history. Bettencourt persuaded the

Collegian management to let him borrow the

basketball What unfolded 50 yards down the

hall in the Campus Center Basement would,

in any other place, be considered absolute

lunacy. Unfortunately, at UMass it is only the

latest in a series of ridiculous events concern

ing the student government.

The black basketball apparently became

an official sign of power, as it was agreed

upt>n ihat anyone who wanted to speak dur-

ing Wednesday nights senate meeting would

have to be holding the ball, at the behest of

speaker Chris tckel. The preposterous

motion which does, in all fairness, have its

roots in Greek political structure, barkens

back to elementary school, when the only

way an overwhelmed teacher could control a

roum of unruly rugrats was to implement a

syitem where the one child can speak at a

time, and that child must be holding a magic

wand
The worst part ol this story is not that

Eckel proposed such a silly concept — for

that, he should probably be applauded for

bringing to order the second SGA streaming

match in a month — but rather because it

was nece<isary at all

The Student Government may not be the

final decision maker in the legislative process

at the University of Massachusetts, but it is a

very important voice of the students, and

right now the SGA is dropping the ball.

Senators and other officials in the SGA
should be using this very important time to

set up shop for next year, to organize the

incoming senators, and to ensure a swift and

smooth transition to 2004-05. Instead, a

poorly handled election has created a

rirestorm of rhetoric and a general lack of

sense and order.

The controversy surrounding the Office of

ALANA Affairs has shown that the SGA is

hardly able to organize its own factions, let

alone be an influence on the student body at-

large. There likely are holes in the Al ANA
Charter that need to be fixed, problems that

need to be worked out. and language thai

needs to be revised But the fact that it is tak

ing such a protracted scries of poor decisions

and mud-slinging sessions does not benefit

the students. It only makes the SGA less able

to be a strong source of leadership for this

campus.
Nokes may be correct in saying that the

money given to ihe OAA should be justified

by a proper charter, but the stalling tactics

and general disarray do not lend to the sense

of proprieiv thai Nokes is claiming to seek.

In an April 2 editorial. The Collegian wrote

that, 'for the umpteenth time, student govem-

meni at ihe University of Massachusetts has

failed the student body." It is clear that nothing

has changed since The new elections are sched

uled to take place Wednesday and Thursday,

and the student body can only hope that some-

how things become a little better by then, espe

cially if Eduardo Bustairuinte and Matthew

Murphy win again, because the SGA needs a

president and a iru">iei' li» time u> ^lop the

madness.

imigned editunuls represent the maiunts

opinion of The Mas^uchuietii Daily

Collegian F.ditonal Board.

Jen

Hodson

^^^ Last month,

^01^^ the Food and

^^^^^jjj Drug Admin-
^H* ^^^M istration pro-

^^k %^^H posed its new

I^^^^J^^H action to

^^^^^^^^1 obesi-

i^^^^^^^^ problem.

Labeled as the

"nations obe-

sity epidem-

ic," the issue has been a conflict

ever since the late "SOs and is

still rising. Statistics show that

today b4 percent of Americans

are overweight and 30 percent

are obese.

Tommy G. Thompson,
health and human services sec-

retary, released the new FDA
report as a comprehensive

strategy for combating the epi-

demic, which threatens the

health of millions of Americans.

Generated by the FDAs Obesity

Working Group, the report had

a list of long- and short-term

proposals. These were based on

Ihe scientific fact thai weight

control is mainly a function of

caloric balance. The calories in

must equal the calories out.

later named the "calories

count" campaign.

Some of the recommenda-

tions included, "To strengthen

food labeling, to educate con-

sumers about maintaining a

healthy diet and weight and to

encourage restaurants to pro-

vide calorie and nutrition infor-

mation." It also recommends
'increasing enforcement to

ensure food labels accurately

portray serving size, revising

and reissuing guidance on

developing obesity drugs and

strengthening coordinated sci-

entific research to reduce obe-

sity and to develop foods that

are healthier and low in calo-

ries."

Aside from adults, the

alarming rate at which obesity

affects children has also

^/m"^

LEHER TO THE EDITOR
CAMPUS PARKING
AND DRIVING

CONDITIONS NEED
IMPROVEMENT

The condition of the roads and

parking lots at the University of

Massachusetts is disgraceful As an

undergraduate student living off-

campus, I drive to school every day

and become embittered as my car

navigates ttirough the gauntlet of

potholes and trenches between my

house and the Mullins Center yel-

low lot Each semester. I expect the

conditions to be improved but the

University does not appear to be

taking any action Meanwhile, my

car's suspension system takes a

beating, my undercarriage bottoms

out and my animosity grows

As far as terrible parking condi-

tions are concerned, the yellow lot

behind the Mullins Center is one of

the worst parking lots I have ever

seen. Rather than paved, with clear

lines showing where the parking

spots are located, it is a field of

gravel with lines drawn haphazard-

ly to show where we are supposed

to park One problem is that as cars

move through the lot during the

semester the rocks are moved

around and the lines mysteriously

disappear The lot becomes even

worse whenever it rams because

small streams flow through the lot.

creating massive ditches that my

car cannot avoid By the time

add/drop is over, the lot is nothing

but a muddy expanse of rocks and

potholes with cars crammed into

any six foot-wide gap they can find

In addition to the yellow lot being

in poor condition, many of the roads

on campus are so littered with pot-

holes and bumps that I rarely drive

to campus without bottoming out at

least once University Drive is easi-

ly the most damaged street here at

UMass The stretch between

Southwest and the intersection of

Amity Street is the bumpiest ride

you will find on campus The prob-

lem IS that the University only cov-

ers up the potholes whenever they

form in the winter, rather than take

a few days to re-pave the street

When the potholes are filled in. they

make uneven, convex bumps in the

street and only add to the problem

As an out-of-state student, I pay

approximately $20 thousand per

year, and I have to maneuver

through the poorly maintained

roads and parking lots Since so

many upperclassmen live off-cam-

pus in the Five College Area. I think

it IS only fair that the University rec-

ognizes the poor state of its parking

lots and roads With the extravagant

prices we pay for parking permits

and meters, it is only fair that the

University takes action to correct

these problems.

Nick Magliaro

UMass student
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increased. According to the

CDC, "15 percent of children

and adolescents, aged 6 to 19

are overweight. This is almost

double the rate of two decades

ago."

In my opinion, perhaps a

stronger focus should be direct-

ed toward the younger genera-

tions. Younger people are being

given more choices nowadays,

especially when it comes to

food. Snacks that are available

on the supermarket shelves

were not available 20 years ago

and choices of what size, flavor

and quantity have also

increased.

Pertiaps too much

TV and a lack of

exercise, as well as

an unhealthy diet,

are linked to ttw

increase in health

concerns related to

chiMren.

The public school systems

are also to blame An article

that ran in the Detroit Free

Press less than a month ago

look aim at the two biggest cul-

prits; school vending machines

and cafeteria a la carte lines

that regularly serve pizza and

burgers. In a committee hear-

ing on the $6.4 billion National

School Lunch Program admin

istered by the U.S. Department

of Agriculture. Sen. Tom
Harkin. D-lowa said. "School

vending machines and a la

carte counters are filled with

products from companies that

seem determined to super-size

everything and everybody How
in the world does a healthy, bal-

anced meal stand a fair chance

against billions of dollars

worth of marketing?" In

response to no alternative he

proposed that vending

machines as well as a la carte

lines be banned.

But this is just one problem.

The Boston Globe highlighted

another when it featured a

story earlier this month that

mentioned obesity in children

when discussing the link

between TV and attention

deficit problems in young chil-

dren. Lead author. Dr. Dimitri

Christakis. a researcher at the

Children's Hospital and

Regional Medical Center in

Seattle, directly stated, "The

truth is there arc lots of reasons

for children not to watch televi-

sion. Other studies have shown

it to be associated with obesity

and aggressiveness."

Perhaps too much TV and a

lack of exercise, as well as an

unhealthy diet, are linked to

the increase in health concerns

related to children What's

important though is that adults

start teaching their children at

a young age about how to eat

healthy. This could be done by

enforcing stricter eating regi-

mens, so that children are able

to get the proper nutrition they

need in order to function

healthy and happy lives.

However, this can only happen

once adults themselves learn

how to eat well and control

their own caloric intake. Self-

awareness is a key factor when

it comes to dietary consump-

tion and until adults realize

that, they will continue to eat

poorly and this continuation

will proceed to rub off on

future generations.

Additional information from

the Detroit free Prea and from

the Web site www.-

fda go v/oc/i nitiati ves/obetily

was used in this editorial

len Hodson is a Collegian

columnist.

Repealing the Medicare changes

J [km Uaioarei Cunha.

ium Fontaine, laveen Sufapaneni

You might dik why four young graduate stu

dents from the University of Massachusetts are

advocating for the repeal of

the recent changes to

Medicare We became wor-

ried when we learned that

the Bush Administration's ^.i_i^^_^_
Me-dicare reform bill bene-

fits drug and health insurance companies while

our grandparents struggle to pay for their pre-

scriptions. Every generation, not

only seniors, will be affected by

these new changes.

If you are currently a senior cit-

izen, the new Medicare bill does

not provide the piescription drug

coverage you have been hoping

for. Instead, there is a good chance

your drug costs will increase. As

Walter Cronkite narrates in a

video produced by the non-profit

organization. Families-USA. "The

new law explicitly prohibits gov-

ernment from negotiating with

drug companies for lower prices."

If you are middle-aged, you

should be alarmed as wcH. The

plan you have been paying into

toward your future health care may not be avail-

able to you when you reach 65. This new bill

begins dismantling traditional Medicare and

undermines the most successful anti-poverty pro-

gram in the United States. It subsidizes HMOs
and the for-profit insurance agencies while driv-

ing up the costs of traditional Medicare forcing

seniors to be managed by the insurance industry.

And. if you are a member of the younger gen-

eration, like us. you might not think about

Medicare. But be aware that these changes

impact your employment opportunities. The

spike in health care costs, including out-of-con-

trol drug prices, has forced many businesses to

outsource jobs to countries where the cost of

health care is not a factor This means that there

are fewer jobs available for young Americans,

many of who go without health coverage already.

This bill does noth-

ing to control the

skyrocketing drug

costs, while feeding

the already bulging

pockets of health

insurance and

pharmaceutical

companies.

The more everyone learns about the new

Medicare plan, the less they like it It falls short

of meeting their needs This

bill does nothing to control

the skyrocketing drug costs,

while feeding the already

^^^^^^^^__ bulging pockets of health

insurance and pharmaceuti-

cal companies. In a recent CBS news report.

Michael Valentino, the spokesperson for the VA.

disclosed that the agency has

been negotiating low prices for

safe Canadian drugs for years.

According to Isaac BenEzra.

President of Mass Senior Action

Council. "If it's safe for the

Pentagon ... why not for

Springfield. Boston and American

taxpayers who desperately need

relief from drug industry profit

gouging?"

We believe now is a crucial

time for all Americans to show
their discontent for the harmful

Medicare changes. Every genera-

tion has a stake in helping today's

seniors and ensuring that health

care access remains a priority,

loin us and be part of an inlergenerational move-

ment to save Medicare.

There are plenty of ways you can get involved.

Visit www.masssenioraction.org and www.fami-

liesusa.org for more information. Register to

vote. Choose candidates who will truly work for

affordable health care. Finally, call, write, or

email your Senator and Representative to voice

your concerns. Find your elected officials at

http://www.wheredoivotema.com/bal/myelec-

tioninfo.php

For too long health care access has been a

privilege in the United States: it's time for us to

join together to ensure that it becomes a right for

all.

/. Cherry. Margaret Cunha. Kristin Fontaine

and Naveen Surapaneni are UMass graduate stu-

dents.
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A younger

gamer's

'Fantasy'
After a long wait,

Gamecube owners can

now get their "Final

Fantasy" fill with "Final

Fantasy Crystal Chron-

icles." Square Enix just

recently started making
"Final Fantasy" games on

the GameBoy-SP and has

finally — no pun intended

— moved on to appease

the Gamecube owners'

need for a new "Final

Fantasy" game.

"Crystal Chronicles" brings another orig-

inal tale to the "Final Fantasy" franchise and

new style of game play. You can now bring

in your friends' characters

to battle along your char-

acter's side in multiplayer

mode. It uses the same

type of battle mode that

was utilized by the popu-

lar "Final Fantasy XI

Online" game with modifi-

cations making it handle

more like the popular PC
game "Diablo:" you run

around slashing enemies

for items, basically. The

game also delivers the

classic feel and look that

any "Final Fantasy" game
should bring to the table.

The start of the game

Press Start

to Ray

Reiil Oavenpofi

Pnal

Fantasy

Crystal

Chronicles'

Gamecube

biiil

gives you the

choice to create up to eight different charac-

ters by choosing their race, look, gender and

their family's craft such as blacksmiths or

alchemists. The craft you choose will be the

key in developing a strong team of players to

choo-ic from at your journey s start. A good

starter would be the blacksmith while some-

thing like alchemist might need more time

to build.

Get ready to not earn super magic right

off ihe bat as you have to find spells each

time \ou go into a level. You can then com-

bine spells to create a more poweiful one.

I*^"tl !|^^H\.'Tt >thicti rs ||oo4 ^^^Qst
;

M-V*^!^ (l*ffnheVS*.-lp*-Kuf**eTfyt)u -

need tM s^rt^or if you want to do some long

range aitacls to revive your energy.

The game will start off slow at first, even

for fans of the franchise. It is not like FFX
where enemies randomly attack and puzzles

block your path. It is more of a run and

attack set up with forced video sequences

while you travel along paths. You will hear

quite a bit about a "black knight" and occa-

sionally you will have thieves steal some

items.

In the first level, you should encounter

everything you will run into in other levels

and most of the enemies are the same in the

tir^t few sets of areas. You can easily learn

how to dodge attacks, use magic, use items,

have your Moggie move around with your

water chalice, and solve gate-opening puz-

zles. You will also encounter a boss at the

end. which may give you some trouble the

first time around, but it should be easy to

finish him off and level up your character.

The key to the story is the chalice, which

can recover your health when you carry it

and will help you pass the "Miasma

Streams" at the end of the maps. You can

change the element of the chalice in certain

levels and that is what you will need to do in

order to move on. With each boss you defeat

you will get closer to ridding the world of

"Miasma."

The GamcBoy-SP option is a nice addi-

tion as you can see a map of the level on the

GBA while you play. To use this option you

will need a GBA-SP connector cable (sold

separaicly of course) and a GBA without a

game in it.

While it is not required to use the GBA
connection to play the game, it is required

to use the multiplayer option. Even though

the game requires all players to have a GBA
and a connector, it is definitely an option

worth taking advantage of. You and your

friends can lly through levels much faster

and you will not have such a difficult time

healing and running around. It also adds a

new way to play around with both .systems

as opposed to a game like "Zelda: Wind

Waker" where there is just an added bonus

if you bought the connector. This may seem

annoying to gamers who cannot afford to

purchase a few GBAs and connectors to play

with friends, but people who already own

the required accessories will be glad to get

some long-term use out of the rarely used

connectors.

Overall. "Final Fantasy Crystal

Chronicles" has a smooth feel to it but the

story line feels a bit weak when matched up

against ihe popular "Final Fantasy X" or "X-

2" and the graphics are not as mind blowing

as recent titles. The new style of the game

will definitely keep players going for a bit.

but this "Final Fantasy" is a bit more of a

"small do.ses over time" than a "finish in a

week" game. Unless of course you have your

friends playing the multiplayer, in which

case we'll see you in the summer when you

finally leave your room. "Final Fantasy

Crystal Chronicles" is now available at your

local retailer. The GBA connectors run

between $10 and $20 if you're looking to

lake advantage of the multiplayer option.

Reid Davenport is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Pioneer Valley feels ihe revenge ot the N.E.R.D.

Hip-hoppers Pharrell and Shay invade Norttiampion with a powerlol peilormance at Smith Coiieoe

B> MoNiyi't jEMMiin

(.AH.Ul.LAN StAH-

NORTHAMPTON — Tuesday

night at Smith College, Five Colkfge

students discovered that being a

"NERD" is cooler than they thought.

The k>hn M. Green hall at Smith

College was packed with fans eager to

see Virgin Records recording artists

N.E.R.D., comprised of super-produc

ers Pharrell Williams. Chad Hugo and

Shay. The Smith college recreation

couiKil put on the perlormance.

The Boston band The Three Kings

opened the show. The group, which

consists of a lyricist, a reggae artist, as

well as mak; and female vocalists, deliv

eted a highly energetic pertormance

showcasing many diflereni styles ol

music including hip-hop. reggae, ska

and the beautiful harmonies of classi-

cally trained femak: vocals. The band's

txleciic. yet soulful-funk sound was the

Utopian ideal of P Diddy's newest proj-

ect "Da Band", as well as a

compliment to the headlining

act

Although it took a littk;

time, the crowd warmed up

to The Three Kings, and

while it was not a hysterical

display, the undivided atten-

tion oi the crowd was assur- '

an».e that they were enjoying the diverse

band arxl its messages of freedom,

struggle, redemption and survival.

The Three Kings were lolk)wed by

N.E^.D.

SlitlCiHiii

Aim 21

N.E.R.D. plaved »t Smith C\>llit:e's John M. Grrene Hall on Tuewlav «» •

largely female crowd.

an une.\pected. yet enjoyable periunn-

ance by Spy Mob, NERD s house

band, who just released its debut album

last week. The band, which was a no-

nonsense rock band, performed its first

singW "Sitting Around Keeping Score",

a radio-friendly track with liea\y

drum sets and a catchy melody

After a W-minute delay.

N.E.R.D linally hit the su»g.

sending the crowd of mostly

women into a frenzy.

NERD frontman, Pharrell

Williams, stepped onto the

stage wearing a red marine style

jacket saluting the crowd, as he and

Shane of N.E.R.D perlomied "Drill

Sergeant" from their current album

"Fly or Die." Chad Hugo, the third

member of the group, was n».)t pivseni

at the pertormance; the croN^d didn't

seem to mind as endkfss hyMerical

screams continued throughout the

show.

The entire pertonnance seemed in

be catered to the ladies m the audience,

with many sexual innuendos and much

flirting between Pharrell and the lami

row fetnak; audieiKe nKmbers VShen

the song "Brain" was periorined.

Pharrell stood on lop of an onstage pic-

nic tabW and to the caiwd's pkrasure

made gestures that gave unlainiliar

concengoen the new mc-amng ol the

term "Brain."

It wasn't kjng before Pharrell began

to work on the ca»wd full blast \»ith his

endearingly offbeat voice as he scrvnad

ed them with "I k>vc y«j girt " Hearts

wtn won as he asked the crijwd; "fX)

you wanna go home with me girt?"

Needless lo sa>. more scieaining

ensued.

"She wants to move" was next and

the audience took the song's lyrics quite

literally. After a random girl made her

way on to the stage to "Move", and had

to be escorted off by Pharrell's personal

bodyguard, a bra was thrown onto the

stage by another hot and bothered con-

cengoer
"1 love this school!" Pharrell

e.Nclaimed as he retrieved the lingerie

ta>m the stage floor

The hour kjng set coiKluded with

two of N.E R D.'s biggest singles from

its debut album. "RocLstar" and "Lap

Dance " The crowd rushed to the front

of ihe stage at the request of Pharrell to

"leally get crazy and turn this shit out."

After many requests from lans.

I'harrell rtnnoved his shirt, but not

before his request was met for live

more brassieres The erwrgetic per-

lormaiKe ended on a high note, kaving

audieiKe satisfied. bra-k»>s and begging

lor more.

(.HIstage the member> ot N E.R.D.

seemed more cntical than their fans ol

their pertormance.

"\Ve have a k>l of work to do."

Pharrell said of the performance.

"NERD IS a fairiy new concept, so in

this area v^e Iwve lo work on it."

The members of the band explained

the difTeience between the oftentimes

confused N.E.R.D. and the Neptune's

"NERD." it is like a nxxph of the

Neptune's explained Shane "It's always

CXiMed since die tx-ginning of time, but

fan not on the surtace as much a> |il

doesi now."

College Dropout plays Mount Holyoke

Bv MoNKjt > Ji-Mxturr

OlLUl.lAN STA>t

The voice of hip-hop's

future will hit the Nalk-y this

weekend at Miami Holyoke

Cbliegc in South I ladky Roc-

•A-Felb recorehng artist Kanve

West will pcrtonn to a sokl-

out audietKe Sunday night,

and shov^ the Five CiJk-ge

ctMnmuniiy wlial this "Colk-ge

Dropout" is ntade ol.

The 2b-year^.)ki Chicago

native garnered success prior

to the rekrase of his altnim

"College Dropout" in

February, by producing chart

toppers for artists such as jay-

Z. lanet lackson. Talib Kweli

and Alk;ia Keys

And alihvAigh thus is his

tirst solo effort. Ix- has Iven a

h*.>usehold name in the indus

try for some time now His

style has been compared to

that of Ouincy kxies for his

soulful beats largeK influ

c-nced by old school RAB. lay

Z's "IZZO" beat draws from

samples of the latkson 5's "I

Want You Back", and Talib

Kwelis "CKXid to 'tou" fea

tures a sample ol a sped up

R&B classic for the ch«.)rus.

"I fcvl like a lot of the soul

that's in those old records that

I sample is in me." he

explained in an interview w ith

\HI eartier this vear But the

craft that turned Kanye West

into a hit maker extraunli-

naire- was lx>m from his k>ve

for rapping. His k)ve for

rhvming can K- traced back to

thtrjhyd gT»J<

''^irtrtf'* itwVfng

beats
J
just so I coukl

have soiTK'thing to rap

over." he sakJ. It was

when he received

advice from lellow

Chicagoan and beat

maker NO ID thai he

di.scovered the cove ol

his new found craft.

"NO ID lold me you

ncvd to sample off records'

when I found that out, it was

all over"

And he has taken his \ove

along with his God-given tal-

ent of an ear for music to

breathe life into hip-hop

It has been difficult for

artists in the Roc-A-Fella

camp to assume a posiikxi in

the gaiiK. oftentimes finding

themselves in the shadow of

general I llova. but West with

good liming (an album release

dale post "The Black Album")

and heavy mix tape rotation

has appeared to overcome this

obstacle.

He illustrates this with his

lyrics on "Ihrough the Wire."

"But I'm a champion, so 1

Kanye West

Sunday

MMiT

turned tragedy to inumph

make music that's hrc. spit m>

soul through the wire
"

His debut singfc "Through

\he Wire." an honest, emo-

tional account of the events of

a near-fatal car accident in

.^^^ 2002. which was

recorded while

West's mouth was

literally wired shut

as a rtrsult of

injuries sustained

in the accident, sp-

ent endk'ss weeks

on Billt>oards Top

100 chart, prior to

the release of

"College Dropout" in

February 2004. He belts out

about his advancement in

"Last Call," "Now was Kanye

the most overlooked'!' Yes sir/

now is Kanye the nx)st over

booked'' Nes sir/ though the

fans want the feeling of A
Tribe Called Ouc-st/ But all

thev got kft IS this guy called

West."

Perhaps the success of this

hip-hop ptienom is a combi-

nation of good timing, and a

winning team, or ntore invit-

ingly the return of the new

and inventive to the uni

formed face of hip-hop. You

can't quite lit Kanye into any

of the pre-destined categories

that exist in the game today.

Annual Cultural Night

Event marks 35 years of ASA
Bv Al>AMMA UtM>IC\kX

loLlH.IAN >STM»

The African Students

Association is t>olding its ^Sth

Annual Cultural Night tomorrow

The event will tvgin promptly al

X p m, and will run until mid

night. An after party v»ill folk>w

until about 2 a.m.

This will be the

AS-Vs second cultural

night this school year

and many involved are

excited and anticipate

a great night of enter-

tainment, delicious

fiK>d and exquisite dis-

plays of '\frican

dances and clothing.

They anticipate a good

turnout for this semes

ter's Cultural Night. It

is an event that many

enjoy and return to every year

Kamiliyah Napoli.

Cambridge, who graduated

May 2003 with a degree

Chemical Engineering, said,

think this is a great celebration ol

our culture as an \fncan pcx'pic

and even though 1 have gradual

ed, I love coming back and partic-

ipating."

The ASA has a good amount

of sponsors this semester who

of

in

in

"I

contnbuted to help make this

event pc>ssible. including The

office of ALANA Xffairs. Art

council, the Black Student Union.

Sigma Psi Fpsilon and Ctva-

Cola In addition to the funds

they have reveived. the group has

also been doing sc)me tundraising

of their own by selling T-shirts

that contain a depiction of an

African woman/man on
them

The theme for this

semester's Cultural Night is

"The Great African

Woman." It will be a cele-

bration of 35 great .African

wonwn. signifying the 15

vears since the first African

Students AsscKiation

Cultural Night

"It will mostly tx- a

woman night, celebrating

African womanhood." said

Karen KouKou a sophomore

Political Science Maior who is in

charge of conducting the fashion

show and is one of the three

memtx'rs of the Cultural Chair of

The AS.A. KouKou said. "I'm

really excited about the show, last

semester's was very successful.

Our goal of the night is to teach

peopie of WDinen and people of

Africa. itx.H.ausei this is a celebra-

tion of Africa."
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Hippodrome ready to rumble 'InfUSlOIl' UnltCS Rudy BrOWH fOCkS the Valley

thanks to UMass grad Zab.an art and edUCatlOIl Bandtoplayaspartof-Bdrava^nja;

In a place nornialh reserved

for dance music and revekM>. the

sport known as "the sweet s».i

ence" will inake its mark in ih^'

Pioneer Valle> tonight.

Fighter and promoter

Salah Zabian, a 2001

graduate ot the Univ-ersi-

ty of Massachusetts, is

both promoting and par-

ticipating in a live-light

boxing event at Spring-

fields Hippodrome to-

night, starting at 7.10 p ni.

Zabians light, against Mike

Needling, is tlw third tight on the

card

Zabian has been boxing since

he was 1 4 ycan> old. and while his

roughly 5-lootlO Irame isn't

quite larger than life, his dreams

are The l.enox native's ultimate

goal is to work for bo\er Oscui

rVf la Hoya. whose Golden Boy

f nterprises is one of the must

well-known boxing promotion

houses in the cc>untr\.

"My entire reason for promot

mg is to get a job with Oscar VK-

la Hoya or Sugar Ray l-eonard."

said Zabian. a cruiscivk eight

whose lights have been televised

on pay per- view. Fox Sports

\ciuuik and the K\ channel.

lor now. though,

Zabian is sticking to his

roots with tonight's

Nhuw in Springlield The

fight is. according to

Zabian. the cheapest

price in pro boxing. The

ticket, v^hich also coders

access to the Hippo-

drome nightclub for the evening

is $20 for students with an ID.

S)0 for non-student general

admission, and S40 for a ringside

seat.

"I'm a UMass graduate, and I

tailor it toward students, because

I know u lot of students go to the

Hippodrome on the weekend, and

thev nonnally pay S8 to gel in

Ihis will co\er their entrance lee

to the club, as well as the boxing

match, and I think it would be a

good audience because college

students here would want to sup

ptiri u ktal lighter. Zabian said

— AnJrtrti Mcnitt

Tonight and tomorrow the

Isenbeig School of Management

will be host to "Infusion!: From

Reaction to Proaclion." The

event, sponsored by the National

Association of Black

Accountants and the Association

of Latino Professionals in

Finance and Accounting, will be

a mixture of faculty lectures and

a celebration of culture.

Friday's festivities, which get

underway at 6 p.m.. will include

a dinner with food made by van

ous Registered Student

Organizations on campus

as well as specialty

restaurants in the area.

.Also, an open discussion

panel titled "Students

and American Politics"

v^ill be held from 7 p.m.

to *i p.m. The evening

will conclude with an

open mic/ poetry slam.

Participants will be shar-

ing p«.>etry. singing and

dancing with a special

performance b> R& B

artist Fstab

Saturday siaiis out ui 12 p. in

with a brunch and student lead-

ership fair. The fair v^ill be an

opportunity for students to net-

work with various on-campus

organizations. |ohn Harris from

Aetna will give a speech, titled

"Keeping it Real." at I p.m.

"Infusion!" will wrap up with an

hour ol discussion time, where

participants can brainstorm ideas

based on the speeches given.

Admission to "Infusion!" is

S3 for students. There will be $1

raltle tickets being sold,

with all proceeds going

to NABA. Al.PFA and

charities. Among those

slated to appear are

professors Michael

Thelv^ell. lelfery leigh

Sedgev^ick and Mzamo
P Mangaliso. as well as

lacqui Pinn. director of

Women of Color

Leadership Network

lacqui Pinn.

— Meghun Heaty

Infusion!:

From

Reaction to

Proaction'

Tonight

ISMliriSiM

By Peter J. Blandino

CJ.)LLei.IAN CoRRtSPONllANT

\'ou may have seen them per-

form amidst the mania of a rag-

ing house party, or perhaps you

caught their recent set at the

Harp. But whether you have seen

them play at a dining hall in the

Central Residential Area or a

crowded attic in Hadley, there is

more to the story of Rudy Brown

that has yet to be revealed. This

past Thursday Adam Mann and

Dave Gagnon, along with gui-

tarist Dan Thomas, related their

experiences.

In September 2001 Dan

Thomas and Adam Mann left the

streets of Weymouth for the

rolling fields of Western

Massachusetts. Soon after mov-

ing into the Baker Dormitory,

they met bassist Dave Gagnon

and began to make music around

the quad, thus lonning the core

of what would become Rudy

Brown (the band recently added

the guitar of Dave "the mayor"

Brown).

Together in their junior high

Change

your
mind

this summer:

Plas qAhead for (^^^ext Year

The College of }?unmines anii Fine Arts

Dean's Seminar Series: Alumni in the World

Presents a Discussion wilh:

JohnJacobs, BA1990
Life is Good, Inc.
Co-founder and Art Director

Un-Fine Art

or

Draw what you like

monday april 26 2:00pm

Fine Arts Center Room # 463

A

U*$c 0"

Jter Graduating from Umass
with a degree in Art and

English, John Jacobs and his

brother Bert, built a business

with a refreshingly positive

message: Life is Good, inc.

John designed "Jake" the opti-

mist with the contagious smile

who appears on most of their

products. Come meet John

Jacobs and hear how his years

at Umass helped shape his atti-

tude and his successful carreer.

y

13
on

A comedy for the kid in all of us.

days. Gagnon and Mann began

emulating the grunge music that

was predominant in the early and

mid-'90s and then they pro-

gressed into funk and rock.

Gagnon began playing bass at 10

years of age learning guitar parts

by ear. and was influenced by the

melodic style of Sublime's t:ric

Wilson. Fully competent in shar-

ing the lead with Thomas.

Gagnon "s driving melodies till the

space between drum and guitar

while adding a distinct flavor to

the band's

music. While

each member
specified cer

tain influ-

ences, the

band is recep-

tive to enough

music to fill

five articles.

Their art. how-

ever, is distinctly their own and

even the most critical listener

would be hard pressed to trace

their music to a single particular

root.

The band members, particu

larly Thomas, elaborated on the

importance that perfonnance and

improvisation have in relation to

their craft Although Brown

insists that their success is due to

their image as "longhaired slug-

gards." there is nothing sluggish

about a Rudy Brown show, and

their success is due to long hour^

of practice and passionate dedi

cation. While Thocnas tried to

explain the band's collective

enjoyment in driving a room,

packed dangerously beyond

capacity, to the brink of ecsta.sy. a

certain far away look leven far-

ther than normal I washed over

his face.

The weekend revelers is

lime for us to seek release from

the web of routine: the njonotony

of working life, the perpetual

demand for production, and the

stress of deadlines. Rudy Brown

offers this release. They are hedo-

nism without the hangover

The band will be playing

tomorrow on the Amherst

Common for the annual

"F-xlravaganja." Busy this week

end? There is no need for alarm,

lust make sure to catch Rudy

Brown May 1 at Central Day.

May 7 at the Blue V\all. and/or

May 14 at the Sylvan Day cele

bration. Tell your friends and

bring your positive eiHTgy
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Bonds dominating the

game like no one else

By Janie McCauley
AsSUCiATEl) PkESS

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Hall of Famer Orlando Cepeda

told everyone almost a decade ago

that he'd never seen someone

swing a bat as well as Barry Bonds.

"And people looked at me
funny," Cepeda recalled.

Nobody's arguing now, not

with Bonds batting .500 — yep,

.500! — and connecting for nine

home runs among his first 1 9 hits.

He even homered in seven straight

games, one shy of the major league

record.

"Wfiat he's doing is pretty spe-

cial." first baseman |.T. Snow said.

Bonds, a six-time NL MVP. got

a much-needed day off Thursday

when the Giants concluded a four-

game series against the San Diego

Padres. He is expected to play all

three weekend games in L.os

Angeles against the fXxigers.

"He is really tired," manager

Felipe Alou said. 'You can see it in

the outfield. He's been busy."

That's for sure.

Bonds' homer streak ended

Wednesday, just shon of tying the

mark shared by Dale l>ong ( I95b».

Don Mattingly ll«J»7) and Ken

Griffey |r (1993). Wilh the game

out of reach — the Giants lost 1 1
-

— Bonds asked to be taken out

in the eighth inning.

Bonds, who turns 40 in |uly.

has 667 homers, behind only

Hank Aaron (755> and Babe Ruth

(7l4t. If he stays healthy and

keeps up his pace. Boixls coukl

reach 700 this season.

He set the singk-season home

run record of 73 in 2001 .
This sea

son. he's performc-d fanustically at

the plate while dealing with ques

twns about his personal traitwrs

drug distribution case and whether

Bonds has used steroids.

"His weapon is his mind." sakl

Cepeda. who hit 379 homers in 1

7

major krague seasons. "He's bril-

liant He amazes hk- the way he

plays the game of baseball. In all

his years. I've seen him kjok bad ai

the plate rwo times. Guys kx)k bad

at the plate five times a day

"He has the be>t sight. Its

incredibk: PeopW should conn; ti>

the ballpark jast to say. I sav^

Barry Bonds 1 played with Hank

Aaron. Willie Mays and Frank

Robinson There's nobody better

than Barry Bonds, and he's nearls

40 years okl."

Rk:h Donnelly, now a third

base coach for the Brewers, was a

coach for Bunds from iaMh92
wfien the slugger first came up

with the Pittsburgh l^rates.

Donnelly pomi^ out that Bonds

has made his mark as more than

merely a great hitter.

"The two greatest baserunncrv

I've ever seen are l^rry NKalker

and Barry Bonds." Donnelly said

"It's not always about stokTi bases

... Nobody makes a play down the

left-fiekl line like EJarry Bond-

He's still the best at it

"

How does he keep his body

going at this late stage in his

career?

"Talent." Giants trainer Stan

Conte said. "Talent sums up skill.

genetics and psychological all in

one."

His teammates can appreciate

wtiat Bonds is doing, even if the

NBW WIS WiiH!
MASTER

y. COMMANDER
HAUNTED MANSION
WIN A DATE WITH
lADHAMiLTQN

15COWLESLANE
Behind Bruegger's

povyntown Amherst

19 MONTAGUE RD.
North Amherst

defending NL West champion

Giants are having a rough April in

the win column. That seems to be

wearing on Bonds, who fell six

outs short of winning the World

Series in 2002.
"1 only take comfort in wins."

Bonds said.

In his last two games. Bonds

saw 29 pitches and only five

strikes. He swung once — con-

necting for his ninth homer of the

season, a two-run shot ofl Brian

Lawrence on Tuesday Only 36

percent of the pitches Bonds saw

last season were strikes, the low-

est frequetK-y in the majors. He
walked 148 times in 1 30 games.

"They have to get him in

another league." shortstop Neifi

Perez said. "He's not for this

league. They need to make anoth-

er big league for him. It's unbeliev-

able."

Cepeda agrees.

"To me. he's one in a million."

Cepeda said. "You won't see any-

thing like that again. The things

he's doing are unreal. He thrills

me every day I'm praying I can be

like him in mv next life."

:\

R&P
luors and Fine Wines

lu^e selection

of micros.

imported beers.

and wine!

505 West Street

Amherst, MA 01002

413-25V<^2

_

San Fwnt.is».o Giants' Ram Bonds tips hb. hat to the fdn- »hiU walk-

ing iHit to left fjfLl Jurinjj the tv^ i>* 'he tiuhth inninj; ot their jjinie

a^iinsl the .Viilwaukct- Brewers in San Fran».i!»», Tue>dj\. In the bonum

of the seventh inning Bond.s hit his «>l>t carevr hi>nu- nin.

:-<(rb>jtir«. ^-"> ><v//-.v of New WO^J^? Th«.jt&r

New WORLD Theater
presBnls

*»*<,

U/Of?0
bECOmES

April 28 & 29. 8 pm
BowkerAuditorfum

Nationally acciatm«d po«t Marc Bamuthi Jo*«ph
uses spoken word multt-m»<li«. mnd dance in th»«

fluid evening length cliofeopoem that critically, lyri-

cjilly and choreographically e«amin«« the commer-
cialuation of the black male body from tfie cotton

field* to the athletic fi«ld» th« digiUl pJantatton. and
all the spaces in betweon

nounattsn-flMMnii ""

African Student Association

Theme: Women of Africa

35th Anniversary

Cultural Night

Date: Saturday April 24

Time; DqMMMPMit ^^^

atfpm

Where: Campus Center

Auditorium

There will be an after party from 12-2 am

Food and drinks will be served

Season in the balance

LACROSSE from page 10

for hiiiisclt. su you ii> lo keep

the ball live, and hopefully its

a 50/50 ball and you come up

with half of them.

They're going to win their

share of fateoffs, but you hope

that won't make a difference.

With the style that both teams

play, I think were both going

to get our opportunities."

While Corno is far and away

ihe faceoff specialist for the

lioyas. having taken almost 82

percent of the draws, the

Minutemen have found a com-

bination of Dane Collins and

Michael Baggetta to be the

answer this year. Collins has

taken the majority of the draw>

(196 of 22b). but freshman

Michael Baggetta has become a

quality relief man. and won five

of 1 1 faceoffs.

What is on the Minute-

men's side, though, is recent

history. One of the biggest wins

in UMass' school record-set-

ling 13-1 2003 season was the

11-8 victory on April 19. The

No. b Minutemen never trailed,

and handed the No. 3 Hoyas

their first loss of the season on

the strength of four goals from

leff Zywicki. who is in the

process of taking a medical

hardship waiver for the 2004

season.

After Saturday, the schedule

gets no easier, with No. 5

Syracuse and No. 10 Rutgers

on the docket, but for the

Minutemen. it's all about

tomorrow.
• Wt have another opportu-

nity to play, and the question is

are we ready to take the oppor

tunity. and I think we are,"

C'annella said.

Come and join ill on the celebration!

Sponsors: Coca Cola, Sigma Phi Epsilon, BSU,

Office of Alanai Affairs

Rent one

of ours

HommenHmltf POTTERS
jfitiTMOtMnau^

• Dirtct Billing tb

Intunnce Companiit

• Fftt LiXil PliA Up

• LocallY Ownid intf Op«ntti
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Passenger Vans ^::y^
• Trucks y^Sr

at North Amherst Motors
Collision Repur CenUr

549-RENT (7368)
OnBusfkkM'On: .

©HermanMiUer
MmmUEB OCMIR

MHEC Vendor

LKXINCTON
CHCHF

Ncu 6c Rcmaniifacturcd

Eric Basco* 413.746.3064
erlc^lexingtongroupinc .com

380 Union St., West Springfield, MA 01089
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Special Studvnt Airfare:
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Rail
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Special Student Airlare

Ay Jur JurOo
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Cheap Sleeps:
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Special Student Airfare
|
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TRIP NOW!

Room 224 Campus Cencer Way
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Stopped at 15
UConn snaps UMass' win streak

B\ BKtM)A.N H.\ll

CilLUl.lAN SlAI-f

Hi>tur\ repeats itself again

Inr tk' secotxl straight year, the

VlassaihuNetts soltball team head-

ed into Siorrv CT, onl\ to have

their double-

streak srutpp-

VConn 4 ed b> a one-

run atlair

with the Cuniwvticut Huskier

The Minutewomen (22-l2t

gave up a school record 18 hits to

L Conn on the da>, but it still took

nine innings and a tlare dow-n the

lefttiekl line tor the Huskies (20-

I8i to prevail. 4-5.

Fur the Maroon and While, the

pov^erlul Huskv bats gave aces

Kelli Anx)kl and lenna Busa trou-

ble all da>.

I )usi think that un the mound
u . ^v erc not as sharp as v^e needed

w< tv. particularly in two-oot situa-

tions where we had shut them

down and then allowed them to get

a hit. and then the next batter

would get a hit." coach Elaine

Soriino said. "I think defense starts

on the mound I think the pitcher is

the neutraliiiei. and I thought it just

wasn't a good defensive day for

us."

The Minutewomen encoun-

tered more problems beyond their

first line of defense.

"There were four or five other

balls whea- 1 thought liekling-wise

we didn t plav defense the way we

nomially do. particularly on the

right side of the field," Sonino said

Ashley Campen kicked the

ganw off with a bang, leading the

bottom of the first by knocking

Arnolds first pitch over the right

field wall for a very early 1-0 lead

Two batters later Maggie

Argobast doubled to left, and

came home on the very next at bat

thanks to a len D"Angek) double to

STR UTTED

downtown Amherst

left to make it 2-0 after one.

UMass answered right back

with two runs of its own in the

very next frame, and Pam Sulick's

leadoff homer in the fourth gave

the Minutewomen a lead for the

time being. But the Huskies tied it

back up in the bottom of the

fourth on an RBI single from

Stephanie DiBiase.

The game was a wash until the

ninth inning, when Arnold was

pulled in the fifth in favor of Busa.

after giving up 1 1 hits aiKi three

runs.

The Minutewomen had a goU-

en opportunity in the eighth with

Hilary Puglia on second and Jamie

Cahaian on first, with just one out,

but Kl Kelley and Sulick both

went down swinging to eiul the

inning.

len Ward came up big in the

ninth with a game-winning single

that stored D'Angeb for the win

The Minutewomen return home

today for a doubleheader against

Maine, and will look to extend

their b4-game home win streak.

If they are to hold their own
against the Black Bears, a better

all-around performance is a must.

"We have to play well," Sortino

said. "We have to pilch a little bit

better obviously defetxl a litlk* bet-

ter and hopefull) we'll drive more

balls, put more halls in play to give

ourselves more chances to score.

We have to be a little bit better in

everything, and if we are we'll be

line

"

The Black Bear> currentlv boast

four players hitting above .'550 on

their roster, akxigside two aces on

the mound who both maintain an

ERA of under 1 bO.

On Sunday, the Minuiewiimen

will have the honor of playing the

first two games at the brand new

Ambler Softball Complex in

Philadelphia, against Atlantic 10

foe Temple

Currently battling for first plate

in the A- 10, it will be a christening

like no other.

"Temple's the whole deal.

Temple's a conference game, its

far more important than anything

we've done thus far this week, so

we know we need to go there and

plav well and take tare of our own
business." Sunino said.

rA University of

Massachusetts
Dartmouth

Dive right into

UMass Dartmouth's

thorough
immersion

Summer Program in Portuguese

Course Offerings

POR 103

Intensive Elementary

Portuguese

6 Semester Credit Hours

POR 203

Intensive Intermediate

Portuguese

6 Semester Credit Hours

POR 308

Advanced Grammar

and Syntax

3 Semester Credit Hours

POR 314

Culture and Civilization

of Brazil

or

ARH 370

Readings in

Visual Culture

Topic: Art and Architecture

of Brazil

3 Semester Credit Hours

POR481/POR581

The Entrapped Reader:

Sterne, Almeida Garrett &

Machado de Assis

3 Semester Credit Hours

POR 495

Theatre Project

1 Semester Credit Hour

SOC 332/ANT 332

Portuguese in the Americas

3 Semester Credit Hours

2 4
June 28 -July 30

Scholarships are available!

Located m the heart of a region that boasts the

largest Brazilian, Cape Verdean, and Portuguese

communities m the United States, the University of

Massachusetts Dartmouth provides a unique

environment to learn Portuguese in a thorough

immersion setting. Portuguese is, after English and

Spanish, the third most spoken European

language, and the sixth most spoken language in

the world. The cultural activities of the Program

(concerts, lectures, films) will be devoted to the

diverse cultures of the Portuguese-speaking world,

composed of 200 million people in eight countries

on four continents.

For more Information contact:

Dr. Frank f. Sousa, Director

Summer Program in Portuguese

Department of Portuguese

285 Old Westport Road

North Dartmouth, MA 02747-2300

Phone: 508-999-8255

Fax: 508-999-9272

E-mail; greis@umassd.edu

To register, please contact:

UMass Dartmo uth

Division of Continuing Education

Phone:508 999-8071

Fax:508 999-8621
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Sophomore third-ba-.eman Katie Jo Kelley leads the Minutewomen in home runn (U) *nJ KliU

(29). UMaosi t4ke» on Maine todav at the UMaft» Softball Complex. s»ith the game slated to •.tart at

):)0 p.m.

A reporter remembers 'the streak'
Alas, the streak ha> cumc to an end.

For the lirsi linK in 1 5 guines and neari> mx weeks,

the Mas$iichus<.-tt> sulthall tem hw CLinie up un the

kxing end of the Mick. Its been one wiU ride for these

21 girls, with an array of mcmorabW; nwrncnts to

reflect upon.

You couUl Stan at the beginning of this
Dfoniian Uill

stretch, in sunn> Miami. After falling to °'''""''" "'"

Florida International 2-1 earlier in the da> in

the Blue and Gold Classic, the Minutewomen

rebounded on ifw arm of lenna Busa to down

Virginia Tcxh 4 The sophomore hurkxJ her first

career no-hitter, and was just one walk from a perfect

game.

Busa's efforts on the mound led the

Minutewomen into the championship game, a

rxrmatch against FIL IXjwn >-2 in the final at bat of

ihe game. Pam Sulick hit a blooper to centerlield that

knocked in two runs, giving the Maroon and White a

dramatk 4-3 win and ihe championship

The game was a huge momentum booster for the

Minutewomen, wfw were **- 1 1 at the tinxv

"I thought that was a great game ll showed great

fortitude b> th«.' team, aixl I think we've had a lot of

poise since that game." coach Uainc Sortino said.

And who could forget that other brilliant sopho-

more, Kl Kclle>' In these past six wi-eks. the third

bMCman has gone from role pla>er ili starring attrac-

tion, setting two new records along the wa)

She started off her run to the record boiAs with a

two home run game against l.aSalle in

gaine two of ihteir doubk-header. The two-

homer effort was part ol a re>.i>rd-setting

da> tftal •aw the Minutewomen hii a team

record four homers total.

Kelkry followed up the game in Philly with anoth-

er two-homer day against Central Connectkut Sute.

In all. she tallied four such home ruas in three games,

an anuuing teat.

Then there a. of course, the best homer of all In

the third inning of a game againsi Boston College.

Kelley cranked a 2-0 pitch over the right-center fence

for a school record 12th homer ol the season The

crowd went wiW. her team stormed honie plate, and

the Minutewomen went on to slam the Eagles 4-0.

The Maroon and White still h*.>kl the nation's

kmgest home winning streak, at t>4 — and when that

comes to a halt, you can Ki s.u.rs miK w\\\ have a

whole kH more to say.

Brendan Halt is u Coiu-^un iniiininiu

UMass Alumni Association

Graduating Seniors

Join Now forOnl^

$20
(Ki-^uUrh Ml)i
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Join Now!
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WANTS YOU!

This summer,

change

lifechange ^^

mind.
We will change your mind this summer with new course selections

expanded degree programs and accredited online learning

Use this coupon to waive the

registration fee for 6 or more creditti*

Only at UMass Amherst. Only this summer.

®
Call 413-545-2414 for a free course catalog,

or visit us online at www.umass.edu/summer

UMassAmherst
Continuing Education

Whmr* summ»r It » ttatv of mind.
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TODAY'S
rRQSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

; OafttrixMins into

14 Put on Vm

15 PnapKtoo

Piwvious fMrxct (Otvco

J'€B'R
A O L I

NAIL
E MP I. O

8C AN
HA B E
r' I M E
u'h E U'^ e^sBn O B op

TTraw A I TaollPI
V 1 E dBrTa l«kTTT
E M I nTVtBImTs CABB A

Piw!L S

Amherst Hairstylists

Ctwen's Plac9

( :oinc in and act the uacntuMi you wjiii!

suuknit .M»4V«|IS

%lMni|iiM' 6i. cm

Wc s|>cciali/.^' tn

MtlJi-0)t«i HlGHIJr.HTS

M%in(; rhfcc n> li>tu i.*»iii|>lc

inciiiiiiii: ii>d blaidine ix<l<

FWF lUiruilijr iXinMilialt<'<

1 2 p«Kc I- ai-ul Waxinn oii

\V^lk.iii\ WcU'oinc 253- I 200

MoH Fri 1(^6 40 Main St.

Sal 1(^4 Downtown Amherst

\» ihnk>-wr Uiiffit Utiiit .iirili

$2.00 OFF Haircut

With this COUPON only

Dining Coma^ons Menu
DC contact 41 J-545-2626

LUNCH
• C hit ken Quesddilla

• Sweet & Sour Fish

• Fiesta Rite & Cheese

(vegetarian)

• Greek Style Tolu

t vegan)

DINNER
• Veal Parmesan

• Salmon with Teriyaki

Sauie

• African Ve^able Stew

I vegan

I
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The most wasted

of all days is one

without laughter.
-EE Cummings

sRfUarius . ^^^f^f in

SometiMMs sou |ust need to cut your

l( isses and nuwe on.

pisceS • Fta. 19-Mar. 20

[Xmi I tolUnv strangers, you never know

where tliev .w uoinj"

aries • mak. 2i-A>t». 19

LKm) t ,'cil Ix-et Itxlav Therj- is .1 ( r.i/v

m<K)ingej)i(k>mi(

taurUS • Ai-K 2(>-Ma> 20

lust as things start Itjoking up tor you,

things will go b.K k to sucking.

gemini • may 21-|ijn 21

Don't neglect your sister. She loves you.

cancer . 1. . 22-Kii. 22

No, you re not insane. A pig liid |ust tK

leo • 1 '
V

Peofjle who cheer ^xoiessionallv will do

well in life.

virgo • V MStpt 22

Don t Ix- a wuss — wear thost' sttUfK .s

libra • s»»i 2t-<> > 22

Cet readv to sit back and watt h Maurice

Clarett not get dratted this weekend

Scorpio • ' -M N"\ ''

You've lieen a big tool lately. Don't be a

tool.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dir 21

Chifwnunks haven't invacied vtKir rtjom:

vcxir rtjtjmmate just got hold of helium.

Capricorn • Dt( 22-iAN 19

I )uik', Ihf ( ontest is over; you can stop

eating hot di>gs.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
APARTMFM fORRlM^ IVtPLOYMEM

Grants up to $2000: The

Stuilcnt Att.iip>( Ailtunil

Enrichment Rind is

available to RSCTs, rhkI

sn*Jent ort5ini::iitions

and univerMty defwrt-

inenrs that are planning

events that enliven the

cultural lite of UMa.ss.

Deadline for SeptemK-r

events IS Apnl 2S. c;,ill

545-J928 for more infor-

mation or come hy rixun

416 Student Union.

M'AKlMfM K)R KIM

Center of town 1,2,?

bednxims; hardwoixl

fl(xits. NOW SHOW-
ING for JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. NO FEES.

www.amh'-rstiincolnreal-

tv,com 25V7879

Mill Valley Estates n.>w

Renting 2 k-dnn

$1050/1 ia\ ?Mnn
$1350/1400 No last

months rent, Free Heat

ik H.>r Water, 2 fiill

baths, AC:. C>i busline

Mon-Fri 10-5pm25V

7377

Brandv^^ine Apts. Ntw
leasini;, l&i21x\lro»>m

ipts. Le.i>f>. hetin June,

July, AiiKorSep. Fir-t

come, first H'rNC. Get

them while they last.

www.brandwMiic

apts.coin Stop by or Call

S4'-'-0(x.V.

HoKui C iiiuios ? K'd-

nxmi, hardwooil flix)rs,

stixly area in Kisenient.

Gtble, telephone (inter-

net iKcess) 111 .ill bc-d-

roi>ms and study NOW
SHOWlNCWor lUNE

and SEITEMPER. NO
FEES, wu-w.amherstlin-

cobirealrv.c^im 253-7879

f MPIOYMFNT

(^imputer Installer;

Hoiisinn Technolojjy

seek.s multiple individu-

als to help m summer

PC" deployment. Past

computer experience

hiKhly desirable. SS.CX^-

$9,00 lir. lull Time. 1

2

Weeks 6/1 -8/21. Appli-

cations; brtp://ww\v.hi III-

sing.umass.edu/employ

Reson Re.il Estate Sales

\ssl>t.UU: W. )rld

renovvneil multi-million

ik)ll.ir real estate devel-

opment company seeks

motivated <ind conhdetit

individual to market

bmb-end re.il estate ii

Tlie C ireenbner Resort

in Wliite Sulphur

Sprint:, West Virpnia.

Ideal candidate is very

ct>mf(»rtable speaking on

the phone & interested

in pursuing a career in

luxury real estate.

Immediate openings

.ivailable. Please send

a-suiiu-s to Mitch Johas<in-

miobnson0gbrs(. com

Seeking Summer Sales

Staff f.ir HAILY JOLT

Five-C: AREA GUIDE.

Work with kKal busi-

nesses to place ads.

$2CW-$4CW. Email

]ols>iad.iiK iolt.com

v^7resllnK•.

Painters wanted greater

Springfield .irea 1-413-

695-2645 or 188-277-

9787

FMPIOYMENT

LineC:««>k. Uplx.ii,

high volume, profesMoiv

al kitchen seeks skilled

suitee or broiler c<x>k.

Excellent pay stale and

K-netits. Apply in pers.Hi

Ivtween 12pm-4pm at

luistside Grill 19 Strong

Ave. Northampton or

Fax resume to 41 3-58<i-

2406.

Lifeguards for the sum-

mer season in pnvatc

club on C^ipe Ca\\. Must

have Lifeguard Tr.uning,

CPR, .ind First Aid.

t^>m|x-titive wages,

meals provided. ( ^ill for

an appttinrment-

Wianno(;lub,

t>*terville. 508-428-6981

LiHikiiig tor very respon-

sible person to care for

our 3 children, ages 4, 9,

1 1, in our Snitbampton

home. Must have refer-

ences and car. ("ireat

- Summer job opponuni-

ty! Pay negotiable. Liura

413-527-9187.

EMPIOYMFNT FMFRTAINMENT ROOMMATt W ANTEO SUMMER SI BUT

1 in.ill\: l:.ini ^^ in IC

mm- e.ich wivk ©br.iivl-

pirt.coml Watch .kIs.

e.ini ca.sh. Free

Registnition.

Now hiring line oniks,

dishwashers and di»ir

guys. Apply at Amherst

Brew inu
(

'< >mpanv

s>iiidents wanted fi>r a

summer p.iinting job.

^400 - .$aV/ week.

Ex|X'rience niH neeik\l

but ,1 plus. .Ml hirc-d will

go through ,1 paid tr.iin-

iMg program. C'all 888-

277-9787 or goto COL-

l.EC^.EPRO.COM.Work

with friends.

Marketing Agency Sc-eks

Outgoing High EnergN

Indixidu.ils tor promo-

tions > I 5/liour 888-477-

(>668 www.h.uispromo-

tions.iom

"Bartending" $3aYl>ay

Potential. No
Experience Nen.

Training provided. 1
-

800-965-6520 Ext. 1 62

1>J
li.| line. >"> 1^

PnxliK tions IS now

KnikingviHir event

413-537-8527

FURNIIDRt FOR SAIF

3 Rm- ol tiinutiire tor

sile Graduating in Mav

Prices iu-gotiable(',ill

lu.ren it 2SV4'-'^)<

HOUSE FOR RENT

s KilnxHn htHise on Rt.

9 |3i-lchertown Kamins

RealiN :5<-25|5

I l.iJlev Newer li\

e

I3c-droom Home 549-

4270

INSTRUCTION

Universiiv IVirtenJing

("lasses Stan stxm!!! C.iil

for infonnation 1-800-

U-CAN-MIX www.uni-

ver-ilvlMilcndine lOiii

KOOMMATF UANTII)

Female nximmate want-

ed tosh. ire 2-bdapt in

.Nmderi.uid. S418/mo.

Incliidi-s heat, hot water,

.iivl c.ible. .^^ iilable 6/1

or e.irlier I "^iH l-iuren ®
'^fx^-KM-6068

SERVICES

rregnani Neixl Ikii'

I ;.ill Binhright of

Amherst .ire.i for free

te-tini; .ind .issistance

549- b\\^

PREGNANCY TF>T

INC ^H1\ Testing, Bmh
C'ontrol, ,ind Emergencv

y!ontraceptii>n.

.•Xtfoul.ible .ind confi-

dential. Tiix-strv He.ilth,

27 Pr.iy Stn-et, .^mherst

S48-^W9:

SUMMER SUBLET

Well-maint.iiiu\l 3

Klnii. Puffton .^pt.

$1,350 per month- i>r

K'st offer St.irts June 1st

Lease tninsfer |»ssible in

Sept Ple.isecilUn

549-5909 tor det.iils.

2 K\lroom-. fvilU fur-

nishevl .ipartment, I full

Ktth. .^\ . III. ible June Nt-

Sc-ptembc-r 1st C all

R.ichelS:>nwn@78l-

264 151

:

TRAVEl

»7-4-c:.-\NCCN F3i-st

pnce. UMASS VEN-

IX'^R selling spring

bre.ik p.ickages. 1\> not

get scammed. C^ancun.

Negril .'\capulco,

B.ih.im.is, Florida. $$$

c.impus reps earn $$$.

Fl ipn.it ion.c4>m 877-4-

c.incun.

WANTED

Teams Wantcxl for

Summer Wittleball

league iii Worcester.

$(iOO in pri:e money.

Crtll 508-735-91 33 or

wwAv.masswiff .ci im

Pl.Kc an .id in the

C'ollegianI C^tll or visit

our business depart-

ment (41 3) 545-3500
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Now or never
Minutewomen
look for a pair

Men's lax takes

on Georgetown
Bn Aniwiw MtRRin

C.«>lUl.tAN MAH-

Even week, the message is the same for the

Mas.>»K.huNett> men » tatnjssc team: This game is thi-

biggeM game ul the >eason.

Il«. i>pi«.al coachspeak. the kind of sportsi nwniru

that inspires piavers tu go out and gisc it the oki col-

k"ge tr>. and burvs sport^ivtriter- t' I'MiIi Tin the most

part, II works.

l"his v^eek. however, there s ih) qucMitm Wlwn tiK-

CO Minutcnien tlO Kasiem College Athletic

Conlerente) travel to Cieorgetown to lake on the 72

Ho>as 1 1-0 tCAC>. it is the delinitive benchmark lor

the UMass season. A sluggish start led to a four-game

winning streak for the Minutemen. but that was

snapped a week ago when the >ale Bulklog*. k»ers of

five straight, took them iv doubU; ovenime before

upsetting the ihen-So N Minutemen. ^-^

As a result. UMa.ss has talk-n Irofii both the laside

ljK.ro>se media poll and the United States

Inten-ollegwle l.acro(>se A-vsociatkin coaches" poll. A
dmp fami the polls this late in the season certainly

doesn't make entrv into the NCAA loumament eas>.

c>peciall\ witk)Ui the automatic bid the IX" AC k»l

whi-n Nlarsland HaltinK>rc Count) and Nav> skipped

out of town for givener pastujw in the Patriot league.

However, the Minutemen "s <i«.hedule is vm bol-

Kun heav>. and whik- treading water just above .500

w iih three ^wnet lo gu b> a tough hand to plav. thitre of

ihe betic-r prognm in the nation remain I irst comes

tK.x)rgetowTi. ranked Nio T K In-ide Ijiciusse and

LSILA. tomorruw at I p.m

"You jast a>k >our guw. ywu want them to Ik rc*d>

and prepared mentalh and ph>>Kall>. I)ui the> have to

be abk to «.ontrol their eiik.>iM.>n> dunng the K) minutes

of lacros**."" LMass coach Greg CaniH-lb sind "IXntt

trv to do too much, don t tr> to be the gu> who dues

niore than what >ou have to do. The gu>s are h)ped

up, read) to go. <<> it"s hard
"

AnKing the man> things the Hoyas du wdl. lop

faccuff man And\ t omci is winning alnniM 6*1 perveni

of his draws. Thai has helped GcorgetowTi to an aver-

1^ of 4.(N goals per game, more than two full goals

better than its opponents this year

'\\m ir> to prepare for |CorTK)|. y\M lr> to plaN

Nciur Ma-ngths rather lo \our weaknesses, you tr> i>>

counter him. Canrklb vaid "H*.' win* so man> hail-

By Jeff Htmi:

C^oLUii.iAN Staff

See LACROSSE wi pagt 7

SmH» midh.Utrr Justin Walker has made an appianuKc in even 0Hne for the Minutemen ihi^. vrar. pickinK

up 10 KfxHjnd halU. IMa« travels lo WaUiinj.t.Hi D.C. i.im.*nm to lake on GconjetowTi fof a 1 p.m. taceniH.

This is the absolute most important weekend of

the season for the Massachusetts women "s lacrosse

team (5-9. 1-5 A- 10) as it plays two games in

Philadelphia against conference rivals St. loseph's and

USalle

On Monday morning, they will have a better idea

as to whether or not ihey still have a shot of sneaking

into the Atlantic 10 postseason. The team is current-

ly silting in seventh place in the conference with only

three remaining games so there is no room for error.

As it stands right now. UMass may need a couple

ol teams to kjse over the s«Mon"s final week because

only four teams will qualify for the A- 10 playoffs on

May 7th and 8th.

For what it"s worth, this is probably the best

lacrosse team with a 5-9 record in the country, but its

youth and lack of experience have caused an inability

to close out games or capitalize on other teams" mis-

takes.

Still, they are only a few goals and a couple breaks

av*ay from having a solid record. Their five losses by

a total of six goals show just how ckise this team

couki have been to national recognilwn

UMa.ss will lake ihe field at St loseph's (6-5. 1-2

A- 101 today trying to break a pair of streaks. The

Minutewomen have lost three consecutive games

against A- 10 opponents since winning their confer-

ence opener against l>uquesne whik' St Kjes will be

looking to break a school record by winning their

fcHJrth consecutive game.

The llawks play a much lower scoring ganw than

UMass has been ased to playing this season, junior

goahender Courtney Muff has a ndicuknisly km « 84

goab against average.

On the season. St. kie's has only scored an averse

of 9 25 gcwls per game When they need goals,

though, they can kx>k to senior Kristcn Teklinski who

has notched 25 this season.

She scored four goab and two assists in the

Hawks" 9-5 win on Tuesday, moving her into third on

the school's all linK- points list She is also third in

goals scored and tic-d for lixth in a»*i*'«

The MinutewcHiien vkill stay in Pniiadelphia for

Sunday's 1 1 a.m. match up with La Salkr (510, 0-4).

the Atiantk- IO"s last place team.

The Explorers' main scoring threat is Kristen

Davis who has 52 goaK and 12 assists for 44 points.

LMa>s junK>r Kristin Si Hilaire will almost certainly

defend her.

l.a Salle has bst five in a row. and ihev have been

outscored 70-59 dunng that stretch

UMass has htvn k-ad all season by >tiin.(- Tracey

DtxjwTi and Hope Zellinger. and neither has seen their

squad n)is> the postseason.

T T 1 1 1 1 \ / • r D^.^^ SoccerFest nits UMass against Rutgers
Hobbled Minutemen face Rams ^Qccerresi t ^ ,^..o„..

B> Bob Ml<Jo\-ern

I <I|I».IA.N S|AK

If the rain d*vsn"i uci them, ihc

injuries will.

It seems thai iIk- Mu'>nj<.<iu^u-

baseball team cant catch a break

recently After nearly three wveks

of postpoiK-d gaiTKs due to incli

mate weather, the Minutemen

came out firing and swept St.

Josephs on .April 17th and IKth.

Then, only a wevk later at ihe

Beanpol ToumaitKnt, UMass kist

Adam Stojanowski aiKl Rill

Rankin.

Although Rankin's status is

unknown right now. offensive

puwerhouse :>to)ai>ow >ki U».>kv lo

be out for the season with a broken

haixl

All of this will come into play

this wcx-kend. when the

MinuienKn take on Kordham in a

three-game series in the fricTidly

confines of ^:arl I ofden VkUi on

Saturday and Sundav

Coach Mike Stone, i'- hardly

worried about the situation at

hand, rather he is kioking at it as a

chalk.-nge to his players wtx) are

normally vying for a starting nod.

"The injuries have been a factor

in cx'rtain situations but you ami
dwell on those. You have to have

people to step up and make a dif-

Friday, April 23

Sport

Soft ball

Softball

Women's Lacrosse

Opp./Event

vs. Maine
vs. Maine

Amherst Mass
at St. Josephs
Philadelphia, PA

Time

3:30 p.m.

5:30 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

Saturday, April 24

Sport

Baseball

Baseball

Women's Rowing

Men's Track

Women's Track

Men's Lacrosse

Opp./Event

vs. Fordham
vs. Fordham

Amherst, Mass
at A- 10s

Colllngswood, NJ
at UNH Meet
at UNH Meet
Durham, NH

at Georgetown
Washington D.C.

Time

12:00 p.m.

2:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.

12:00 p.m.

12:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

Sunday, April 25

Sport

Baseball

Softball

Softball

Women's Lacrosse

Opp./Event

vs. Fordham
Amherst, Mass

at Temple
at Temple

Philadelphia, PA

at La Salle

Philadelphia, PA

rime

12:00 p.m.

12:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

11:00 a.m.

IcreiKC. but this happcfis in aihlet-

ks." Stone sakl. 'Other people

need to be more comfortabk* in

order for me to feel confident to

put them in the lineup We're just

trying to do the bc->i we can with

the peopk that put the time and

effort in to plav now it"s their turn."

The pitching for UMass ha.s

bivn solid with -itanerv F.ric

ChtiwTi and Matt Torra leading the

way. It is the other skle of the ball

that has been hurting the .Maruon

and White.

Stone has been concerned with

his teams offensive production

over the past couple of wc-eks. In

the Minutemens last two kjsses

they have tallied a respectable

seven runs, but it is the 19 batter-;

left on base that lias Stone discoui

aged.

"We've gotten good pitching

for nK»st of iIk- ganu- and we've

playc*d well eitough to win." Koch

said. "Wc nc"ed to hit. we need to

hit better, and Im disappointed

with our offensive output, we

make a lot of things happen then

shut down."

fordham hasnt had the best

pitching thi^ year and has exer-

cised its bullpen throughout the

season. One thine the Rams do

pos.ses, is a steady lineup that has

the ability lo test the stronger

rotation.

The Rams have five batters hit-

ting above .5lK) on the year, with

Kurt Thoma.'> leading the way pac-

ing the team in average (.558). hits

(44), and RBIs (28).

Stone remains un-phascd by

the daunting lineup.

"I don t spend a lot of time wor-

rying about what the other team

docs. I mean we have pitching

charts from years past and ways to

pitch lo people."" Stone said. "We

Icel pretty confident in our pitch-

ers, especially i>ur first two. so if

theyrc on theyll pitch like they

normally pitch."'

Team morale has been on a

roller coaster ride over the past

couple of weeks, but Stone is con-

lidcni that his team is ready and

anxious to play on their home turf.

This weekend will be the first time

UMass has had an A- 10 opponent

in Amherst and Stone knows his

lx)ys arc ready.

"TTiey should be ready, it's the

lirsl time we haven't gotten on the

bus on Friday to travel some-

where, except we got rained out

with Richmond," Stone .said. "So I

would think that they would be

pretty fired up."

Bv B** Mc<i«)\^KS

It's been more than five

months since the Massachusetts

men"N soccer team ended its fall

season. A season that fell short of

expcctationo and left an unsatis

fying laste in the mouths of coach

Sam Koch and his squad

Now Koch and his crew have

a chaiKC to see what's coming

next year

New Balance and the UMass

Sports Management program

have set up SoccerFest tor this

Sunday. SoccerFest is a daylong

festivity that will showcase sonK

of the finest soccer talent on cam-

pus, with the Minutemen headlin

ing in their game against Rutgers

last year UMass boasted a 4-2

\ictorv over the North Carolina

Tar Heels, the 2001 national

champions Koch is excited to see

how his team responds to anoth-

er talented squad, and knows that

the experience can only be benefi

cial.

"Anytime you play a really

good team it tests you. It's excel-

lent for us as far as being tested

by a good team to see where we

are." Koch saW. "We have a num-

ber of players that haven't played

much and here's an opportunity

to get some playing time against a

very good opponent. We'll get a

pretty good idea on whether they

can do it or not."

The Minutemen lost a lot of

offense to graduation, including

Ptah Myers, last years leading

goal-scorer (9). Leading the way

for UMass will be Oral Bullen

and a slew of young talent who

are poised to take over the offen-

sive load next year.

Although he has a lot of

youthful depth. Koch has some

concern about the way his offense

has been executing. In the fall.

Mvers and Bullen played off each

otiier to set up chances. Now
with one vital cog missing UMass

must find a way to get on the

same page.

"Offensively we're just not

there yet. were not hitting on all

pistons. There is some new com-

binations on top and we haven "t

bcx'n able to get the most out of

personnel yet." Koch said. "Its

like spring training where the

pitchers are ahead of the hitters,

right now our defense is better

than our offense

Craig Canavan wa» the glue

that held the Minuteman defense

together in the fall, but sustained

a season-end ing injury halfway

through the season. In his

absence, UMass was forced to fill

the gap with several voung play-

ers.

This group t'ecaim. baitle-

wom over the final weeks of the

season and hasnt missed a beat

coming into spring training Tim

Kitchell, Chris Camerota. Todd

Skelton and lason Scudamorc

have been the core of the defense,

and Koch is confident in their

progress.

"Offensively were not as dan-

gerous, defensively we're better

So we shifted a little bit so it's

more difficult for us to get scored

on." KcKh said. "I think we are

better organized and that comes

with age."

SoccerFest will also exhibit

some of the unheralded talent in

the area with three-on-three and

a six-on-six tournaments. The

tournament ranges from ages 10

to over 50, with New Balance

sneakers awarded to the winners

of each division.

Clarett blocke(d from NFL (draft

By Gin A Hoilanh
Ass<K iATi-.i> Press

WASHINGTON (AP) — Maurice Clarett's bid

to enter the NFI. draft this weekend was turned

down by the Supreme Court on Thursday, delay-

ing for now his attempt to get into the league.

justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg said she saw no

reason lo overturn a lower court's stay preventing

the former Ohio State running back from being

picked.

The 20-year-old Clarett is fighting the NFl.s

requirement that players wait three years after

high school before turning pro.

Ginsburg said she would not intervene given

the NFL"s "commitment promptly to conduct a

supplemental draft" if Clarett eventually is deter-

mined eligible.

The NFL had said Clarett could participate in

training camps this summer, if he wins his case in

a lower court.

"Today's decision confirms the judgment of the

court of appeals and allows us to turn our focus

from the courtroom to the drafi room." jcff Pash.

the NFl.s inhouse attorney, said in a statement.

Calls to Clarett's attorney were not immediately

returned.

The decision also keeps wide receiver Mike

Williams of Southern California out of the drafi.

Williams, who entered the drafi afier the original

decision allowing in Clarett. would have been a

first-round pick while Clarett likely would have

gone in the second or third round.

Clarett was appealing a slay issued Monday by

the New York-based 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals, putting on hold a lower-court ruling that

said the NFI. can't enforce its three-year rule.

Ginsburg issued the decision because she over-

sees appeals from New York, which is where the

NFL is based.

\r riK'TOWKIIAhl ( ONHOV

Clarett was blixked from entering die NR draft.

The NFL is likely to succeed in keeping him out oi the

league until he is out of high schtK>l for three years.

Softball streak broken,
see page 8

We ask Arsis about their remaking

of the death metal sound
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Gone to the dogs:

Georgetown holds off Minutemen
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Holocaust

Marchers defend right to choose memorial
By Ferron Salniker

(.AllUl.lAN StaH-

WASHINGTON — They came

in packed buses from across the

natkxt. Some wore pink from head

to toe. whiW others wore T-shirts

with self-desigtHxl sk^ans. Most

carrkfd purpk and yelkjw signs.

and rwrited cheers until their voices

grew hoarse All. abnost one mil-

Ikm, inaahed through tfw n^wn's

capital yesterday for the Mareh for

Women's lives.

Thousands of students, organiz-

ers, politicians, actors and others

from the United Swtes and nearly

bO other countries marehed

ihixxigh Washington in an effort to

seixl a message to Presklent Bush

ani conservative politkians The

choice of an abonion arnl equal

access to birth control arvJ health

care is a bask human right.

Before the march began, the

rally on the National Mall >tretched

back about one mik- Fhe group

walked, chanting and imgii^. pass-

ing the Washington Monument

and taHcr heading do>»m

T^um^tmim Avowe in the diitx

lion of the NMiite House.

Young people, in particular col-

lege students, made up v»^i organ-

izers sakl was one third of the

crowd. Almost 500 cxjJIeges sent

buse* to the march AnK>ng those

cuilege students wvte hundreds of

Five College students

Tm here lor all my friends wf»o

couldn't be here." said Anna

Graceck. a Smith College Mudent

Tm marching so there are no

hack-alley aboriwns in my Itfe-

time."

Ciiaatrk wm igined by akaut

200 Smith College students.

"Two hundred from Smith

College''" sakl an eWerly woman.

as the group marched forward, dis-

playing their baimer and cheering.

"That's amazing!'

Lauren Robertson and Bnttany

Fosbrook. sophomores at Mount

Holyoke College, drove to the

District of Columbia separately

from the rest of the 150 Mount

Floiyokc students.

"I'm here in partkular for all

peopk to unite." said Fosbrook.

(defaced

„ .x . o 4 . w . ULk-1..—, Prr»id.-ni 14 the PUnnrd l*4rfnlh«»id FrdtTali«>ni<» AimrKdl.Ufw filJi. I>if

maivh on the Mall in Washington. PC

"To get in the capital's face
"

"Th» point of view if a maian-

ty." sakl Robertson

About SO students from the

t'n ' Massachasetto tffjk

tbc ow their scJidarity.

-| think aborikjn rights are real-

ly under lire." (."hnstinc- Ruihcjski.

co-nHxlerator of LMass VOX:

Students for Choice, told The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian

before the mareh "'Vnd with this

administratwn. they are ckwe to

being kjst."

Marehers like Ruthoski believe

abortwn rights are being weakened

through federal aixl state rcstric-

tkjns and will be at nsk if Bu.sh is

elected for a sccoikI term.

According lo the \>M->ciated

Pre». while polk* cMimaied titai

the march joined logeihei Kiwcvn

500.000 and 800.000 people,

actress laneanc Crtirofaki had a dif

Ic'rent number
"Weve made history with

1.001.500 marehers." she tokl the

crowd afier the mareh. Many

organizers sakl the mareh was the

largest in the rwtwn's history

Garofak). a leading conHxlian.

was only one among several

celebrities at the march Ana

Caslever. a Saturday Night Live

comedk-nnc. brought her tiKklk-r

daughter on sui^.

"Francis has recently kamed

the power of no.' ' she said refer

ring to her dau^ler. and turned to

.isk Francis several questkins "!>>

vou think wc shouU re-eksci

Bush'"

The crmwL and her daughter

velWxl an rnihusiastk no.

"We are here to ask our |o*wn-

ineni ik> the right thing." she sakl.

\ I very serioui cause. We
njr tiT our lives and our

I :.^. .,: lb.* pnxhok-e

movi-ment and actresses Whoopi

CK>klberg. Susan Sarandon and

Cvbill Shephcnl were also partki

pants.

Hundreds of politkiaas. includ-

ing former IX-nxxratk pa-sidential

candklate Howard PVan and Sen

Hilk»> Roilham Clinton iD ^^ >.

hit the paven»cnt and c-nthused the

crowd. Several congn.->.skinal rep^

iiive* friMit New ^ork.

la. Arizona. llliiKHs. Texas

and ^'> > 'in -poke to the crviwd

"Wc ji^ ^Minvn. we are strong,

and we shall not be moved." -hoot-

ed Shkla |ackM>n a n.fr\~«entative

from Texas

The a-pre-enuiiNC^ Mii\i m

front of 5'7 inicmaiion.il tlj^;-

Several intcmatk>nal gn.>up- v^ere

in attendance asserting that dam

age from Bush's policies is

spreading beyond U.S. shores,

through nwasua's such as the

B\ IK.MKA C. AKSAIH)

CaHLI:>.IAN SlAt>

The University of

Massachuseiis Police L">epart-

meni arrested two -ludents early

Saturday morning for defacing

ihe Holocaust memorial near the

Student Union

One police officer was

injured during the -truggle and

will Ix- on leave lor thiee weeks

Ihe students arrestc-d were Erik

A Pardee. 14. of 21 lonalhan

ludd Cir. Southampton. Mass.:

ind Kevin I Crowley. 18. of II

\nawan Ave.. Saugus. Mass.

Both were charged with disor-

derly conduct, destruction of

property less than S250. resist-

ing arrest and injury to a reH-

giou* iiKmument Both posted

bail and are- scheduled to be

arraigned today at Hadley

Dtstrki Court

The Hokjcaust memorial waa

composed of an a-s*4)rtmeni of

that each rcpre-

ol the 12 inillkHi

tews. Soviet prisoners of war.

Polish citizens. Gypsies, dis-

jbled persons. lehovah's

Witnesses and homosexuals

murJcicd in Nazi concentration

camps The memorial was

scheduled lor display from April

\<4-2'i Because of weather con-

ditions, the menwrial was re-

scheduled to he wken down on

Suivlay.

Acciirding to ofhciaU Irwn

ihe UMPD. undercov

spotted Pardcv and i • ii

2:41 a.m. ripping out approxi-

mately bO to 70 flags

"As soon as the officers saw

the «ub)ects J the

nK*monal. they di ..ikcJ

and unmarked cruisers into the

area to help apprehend the sus-

pects." Barbara O'Connor, chief

of UMass pc>lice. said 'As sewn

as thev observed the cruiser they

S«e MAMN on pafle 3 Sae VANDAUSM on page 3

Community drains, cleans Campus Pond
1 , f ._ 1 ...UK.., ,i...L. vwans .aiise> exces- nuiiicnt buildup an

By IKAIKA C. AKNAIK)

(°Oltr<>IAN SlAff

MATmP» Rtll w V X LB IAN

Making it beautiful

University of Massachusetts Chancellor John Lombard! spoke

Saturday at the "Into Amherst" community service projixt.

Volunteers helped to beautify selected areas of town.

The Massachusetts Community Water

Watch organized a cleanup of the University

of Massachusetts Campus Pond on Saturday

afternoon to improve the quality of the UkjiI

watershed.

Chancellor |ohn V l.ombardi; Michael

Gargano. the vice chancellor for student

affairs and campus life; Selectman Rohic

Hubley; and Amherst Select woman Anne

Awad brieflv spoke at the beginning of the

event. All of the speeches emphasized the

importance of maintaining clean water.

"If you don't have a significant amount of

potable water |and| arable land to grow food

on ... you're going to be on bad limes."

Hubley said. "You are not going to have the

luxurious life that your parents and I have

had."

Approximately 70 people were present at

the clean up. Some volunteers wore high

wader boots and trekked though the mud of

the partially drained pond to clean out plastic

bags, cigarette huts, paper and other man-

made debris. One of the volunteers found a

classroom chair, some found rubber ducks.

and another found a 2 1 speed mountain bike

"Wc got some of the people with high

waders to come and pull the bike out." said

Rita R Shaffer, a freshman environmental sci-

ence student "It s one of the many things that

is floating in the pond."

Other organizations came lo help with the

pt)nd clean up Four members from the

Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority walked

around the pond with plastk bags pkkinp up

garbage

"Farth day wa- last week so I felt like I

wanted lo contribute and do something to

help out." said Kimberly M. Shea, a sopho

more Fnglish siudent and member of Kappa

Kappa Gamma.
\xKa\ bands Drug Store Cowboys and

Busted \acuum playc-d music to support the

environment.

"The Campus Pond is in disrepair and wc

thought we could bring the ambient atmos-

phere thai is in sync with ihe vibes of Mother

Farth." said Zack Bruce, drummer lor Busted

Vacuum.
The problem ihe Campus Pond faces is

that droppings from the geese, ducks and

swans causes excess nuiiient buildup and

flow into Uke Warner, the watershed that

^urrl's*" iIh." water for the Campus Pond This

cjuscs an excess of algae to gmw aiwl kill

cuher species.

"The Campus Pond actually is a man-made

pond that is a stre-am. whkh is a tributary of

Lake NNamer. which is euirophying, which

means that it has a nutrient imbalance." said

Mark I emon. organizer ol the event

Community leaders feel clean water i- vci>

important for the public. Because of environ-

mentalist efforts, residents of Massachusetts

can enjov a higher standard of living

"Out here in Western Mass.. 20 to >0 years

ago vou wouldn't go near the Connecticut

River because of the pollution." State

Representative lohn V\. Scibak said. "It's now

a verv vibrant river; it's one whei^ people

s\\im landl where pcxiple boiil It's great for

recreational purposes and I think that's very

important for the quality ol lite
"

In a related incident. Fdwin Torres, a volun-

teer at the event, became trapped waist deep in

the qukksand-like mud of the partially drained

See POND on page 3

UN plan to unite

Cyprus falls apart
By Alex Eftv

A-SNIXIATEH rR!-.SS

NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — A
U.N. plan to reunify the war-divid-

ed island of Cyprus collapsed

Saturday despite American and

European support when Greek

Cypriots rejected the proposal in

one referendum and Turkish

Cypriots endorsed it in another.

That means Cyprus will not

join the European Union on May I

as a united state. Rather. EU laws

and benefits will apply only to

Greek Cypriots living in the

island's .south, according to a deal

negotiated with European lead-

ers.Cyprus has been split into a

Greek Cypriot-controlled south

and a Turkish-occupied north

since Turkey invaded in 1974 after

a coup by supporters of a union

with Greece. The breakaway slate

is recognized only by Turkey,

which maintains 40,000 troops

there.

The reunification plan was

drawn up by U.N. Secretary-

General Kofi Annan.

In Washington. State

r)epartmenl spokesman Richard

Boucher said the United States

was "disappointed" by the Greek

Cypriot vote, calling it a "setback"

to those seeking a united Cyprus.

Washington had warned of reper-

cussions if the plan was defeated,

potentially jeopardizing hundreds

of millions of dollars in U.S. aid.

See CYPRUS on page 3
Freshmen Nitya Viswanathan and sophomore Christina Morales, both of Amherst C.^Ukc. -'•'""'-^^J

';;;;'''

as part of an Earth Day celebration on Saturday. Massachusetts Commun.tv Water Watch sponsored the cleanup.

clean the Campus Pond,
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Students from about 300 colleges join in march

MMCH from page 1

ban on federal money for family-

planning groups that promote or

perform abortions abroad.

In addition to famous faces, the

directing organizers of the event

were anything but silent.

"Today we walk with a multi-

tude of Americans," said Anthony

D. Romero, executive director of

the American Civil Liberties Union.

"If you believe that the right to

choice is a basic human right that

no politician can ever sweep away

with a pen. walk with us."

The ACLU was one of seven

leading civil rights groups that

sponsored the event. It was joined

by Planned Parenthood Federation

of America, Black Women's

Health Imperative, Feminist

Majority Foundation, NARAL
Pro-choice America, National

Latina Institute for Reproductive

Health and National Organization

for Women.
While marchers in solidarity

with these groups held signs read-

ing. "Keep Bush off my Bush" and

"Against abortion? Have a vasec-

tomy," they were met with some

people in opposition holding signs

reading, "Abortion is genocide."

The contingent of anti-abortion

advocates stood on the side, some

aggressively shouting and display-

ing photos of dead fetuses, while

others smiled and held signs sim-

ply reading "pro-life."

A mother in the march com-

forted her daughter when passing

the graphic photos.

"Don't worry," she said. "There

are about 5,000 of us for each of

them."

One woman displayed a sign

reading that abortion was killing

jesus' children.

"jesus? I don't believe in

jesus," said one marcher. "I'm

Jewish!"

According to the Associated

Press, police arrested 16 people

from the Christian Defense

Coalition for demonstrating with-

out a permit and another anti-

abortion protester for throwing

ink-filled plastic eggs at rally

signs.

Though vocal, the opposition

had httle effect on the enthusiastic

marchers. One woman smiled at

the anti-abortion advocates, and

continued chanting.

"Who says we can't change

things, right?" she said to her

friend.
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Police arrest two in Cypriot unification collapses

memorial vandalism
from

fled. The officer* gave chase and

then they ended up apprehend-

ing these two subjects."

After a V)-vard chase from

the Campus Pond to the Morrill

Science Center, the officers

struggled with the suspects

During the resistance, officer

Luis Antonmarchi lore a muscle

in his leg

"One of the officers, as a

result of their resisting, was

injured and was taken over to

Cooley Dickinson Hospital and

treated for a torn muscle and has

been referred to a specialist."

O'Connor said. "We expect him

to be out for at least three

weeks."

Police say akohol was a fac-

tor Lieutenant Robert A.

Thrasher, of UMPD, who was

present at the tmie of the arrest,

described Pardee and Crowley a»

being intoxicated.

It hasn't been confirmed if the

crime was premeditated or was a

random act of violence. Crowley

claims it was a random act of

deiinqueiKy.

"A friend of mine and (11

went down aivl saw the flags

and for no reason at all we

decided to pick up the flags and

knock them over." Crowley said.

"It was just a delinquent act — it

was really just vandalism We
had no idea what the flags stood

for."

Crowley also claimed they

were not maliciously targeting

any particular group

-We weren't trying to hate

Jewish people; we were just

bored," Crowley said. "I think it

was a dumb decision to do It

just got out of hand."

The University authorities do

not tolerate hate crimes. The

Holocaust memonal is consid-

ered a religious memonal, and

defacement of religious sites

could constitute such a crime.

"We don't tolerate racist acts,

and we don't tolerate anti-

Semitic acts or homophobic

acts. We don't tolerate violence

against women." Larry H.

Goldbaum. head of lewish

affairs, said "This is one of

those rare opportunities that we

can do more than just talk about

it. This is oik case where the

people who did it are not face-

IcM or nameless — we know

who they are. and I think they

should take responsibility for

their actions."

According to the LMPD.
police often keep an eye on sym-

bolic shrines or memorials to

protect them from this type of

vatnlalism.

"We attempt to monitor these

things for this type of problem.

Often times, people will notify

us that something is being put

up, and they'll ask that the

police keep an eye on it."

O'Connor said.

CYPiniS front page 1

Greek Cypriuts largely objected

lo limits on the ngfit of Greek

Cypriot refugees lo return to

homes they fled when the island

was divided, while alkwing tens of

thousands of Turki!>h settlers who

arrived after the N74 invasion by

Turkey to renuiin.

Cypriot President Tbmo*

Papadopoulos said the plan's

defeat did not mem that Greek

Cypriois were "turning their

backs" on Turkish Cypriois.

"They have Miiiply rtjecled this

particular solution for many rra-

sons, but mainly because they did

not believe that this solution pro-

vides the necessary >afcguards for

its full implemeniaiion." said

Pupadopuulos. who campa^ned

against the plan.

"The only real beneficiary ui

this plan would have been Turkey."

The plan foresaw a federation

of two politically equal states —
one for the b4VlHK) Greek

Cypriois and one lor the l8i>.lHXt

Turis and Turkish Cypriois -

under a weak central government

It wtKiki have reduced the area

under Turkish contrul. requiring

entire villages lo rekxate so hoa«

es coukl be returned lo their origi

nal Greek Cypriot owners.

The number of foreign troop

— 40.000 Turks and 6.000 Greeks

- woukl have been reduced to no

more than l.bOOby 2018

Turkc*y ^ gosemment has been

pushing for a solution to the

island's division, hoping a resolu-

tion couU improve Turkey's vv,t\

chances at joining the European

Union. The United States, the

European Union and others

backed the plan

But official results showed

almost 76 percent of Greek

Cypriol voters reject«l it About tti

percent of Turkish Cypriot voters

supported it

Greek Cypriot loannis

K\Tiakid«. a SVyear-oW chcmKal

engineer, laid he votoi agamst the

plan because it did not guarantee

protection against another Turkish

Rivation.

Turkith Cypriot* fawortd the

pim because they taw it as a meaitt

to greater prosperity and EU mem-

bership Cem Aydan. a ^Vyear^ild

businessman, said he voted for the

plan "for the future of my »on and

for the future of aU the chiklten on

this side of the island."

Turnouts were at k»st 88 per-

cent in the south and 87 percent in

the north, ckxiion oflwuils said

The U.N. envoy v*( 'n-

ducted the Cypriot iv.
^

us.

Alvaiu de Solo, saki he wtll ck>sc

his office on the island Asked for

his reaction lo the vote, dc Solo

said. "1 would have to bite my

tongue
"

Greek Cvpriots hardly cele-

brated the oulcoiiK-. with about

1 V) subdued demonstrators gath

cring in the main square of Greek

Sui»ia. waving Cypriot and

C.rcck flags

On the Turkish side of Nicosia.

drivers honked horns and v^avc-d

l:L flags m celebration

is and cippoiKtits yelled

itx-r in the main square,

and pulKc detained at leafti four

people

Turkish Cypriot leader Raut

Denkiash. the "president" of the

breakaway state, wa-s satisfied bv

the outconK- He campaigned

agaiast the plan, saying it wi-uKi

lead to the "extermination -t

Turkish Cypriois.

Turkish Cypriot Prime- Minister

Mehmet Ali Talat. who chanipi

oned the plan, calkd on IX-nklash

lo ivsign. l>enkia-sh refused.
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Workers

clean pond
Ifrompagal

pond for approximately two

hours after trying to grab a bag

It took six firefighters, three

police officers aivl a nylon rope

to pull him out. Firefighters

made many attempts, first trying

to shovel him out and then tried

pry him out with a siretcher The

vacuum created by the clay-like

sc-dimeni held Torres tightly.

VShen Torres was finally

pulled free of the mud. the

crc>wd. held back by police tape.

applaudc-d Torres and the fire

fighters Torres had no injunes

The situation had the poten-

tial of becoming dangerous, said

Chief Barbara O'Connor of the

UMass Police Department
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Campus
Recreation

Still Tiuu To l-.ntti:

Tenn.i Double. (MAV/C) A.S.A.P

QuicUmJI Di«mond Derby (MAV) A.S.A R

Woifd Cup Soccer (MAV) A.S.A.P

More Info: 215 Boyden, 5-2693

On The Web: www.umass.edu/umini

THE ROBERT AND PAMELA JACOBS

DISTINGUISHED LECTURE IN JEWISH

LIFE AND CULTURE
presents:

NAOMI CHAZAN

Former member. Knesset, and Professor of Political

Science and African Studies at Hebrew University at

Jerusalem

ISRAELI PEACE OPTIONS:

THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX

PI Ar-t^oUT04* PRESENTS...

EVMIRHING'S POLinCAl'
GEO POLITICS... BUSH ...KAOiAL

PROFILING... IRAQ.- -UMASS POLICY...

VIOLENCE... UNEQUALITY...

JOIN US IN AN EVENING OF SPOKEN
WORD POETRY, COMMUNITY AND

MORE
Thursday, April 29th, 04

7-10 PM
Top of Campus

Free Admission I

Refreshments

Jm
,1 ,

^m-^^\^
SPONSORED BY THE BLACK STUDENT UNION

TUESDAY, APRIL 27

4:00 PM
MEMORIAL HALL

Also sponsored by the Dean's Office of

the College of Humanities and Fine Arts, and

Departments of History and Judaic and Near Eastern

Studies
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Merit-based aid hurts Ban in place for a reason

poorer students
Harvard University recently announced it

would pay full tuition to any student who

comes from a family that makes less than

$40,000 a year. Ihis announcement was met

with great enthusiasm. However, not every

college and university in Massachusetts can

afford to institute such a program Some

must react to the financial hardships that

have fallen upon the state.

Most, such as the University of

Massachusetts, must face heavy budget cuts

and other financial restraints.

A sad reality that goes hand-in-hand with

budget cuts is the inevitability of increased

fees. Financial aid can be a big help in cover-

ing fees — but not when those who get the

aid are the ones who can already cover the

fees in the first place.

Take, for example. J 9-year-old Daniel

Biehl. who was accepted at Northeastern

University in Boston. Biehl comes from a

well off family with a father making a six-fig-

ure salary. He is also a very strong student,

with an SAT score of 1210.

Despite his family's comfortable financial

situation. Biehl recently received a letter

from Northeastern saying that University

would cover nearly one third of the tuition

^ost. The reason for this is that Biehl is the

type of student Northeastern wants to attract,

someone who will increase the school's "rep-

utation and rankings.'

While it makes sense to want to attract the

brightest students as possible, "merit-based"

inancial aid causes those who cannot afford

higher education at a great disadvantage.

Some may call it a necessary evil, but that

does not make it any less fair

This points to a shift in priority for insti-

tutions of higher learner from doing what is

best for the students to doing what is best for

the image of the school How a school looks

on paper either in the newspapers or in polls,

has become more important than ensuring

that every deserving student can get a top-

quality college education

"More and more schools have been shift-

ing financial resources from poor kids to

well-off kids," said Williams College econo-

mist Gordon Winston. "lUniversities) are

moving away from a real sense of mission

and egalitarianism to scrambling for high-

quality students so they'll do better in U.S.

News."
Studies have shown that merit-based aid is

becoming more and more popular across the

county. According to the Boston Globe, the

amount of aid based on merit handed out

more than doubled during the past decade,

rising from $1.2 billion in the 1992-93 school

year to more than $5 billion in 1999-2000.

This includes aid handed out by both pub-

lic and private schools. This is in contrast to

the amount of need-based aid, which only

grew by 60 percent during the same time

period. The amount of need-based aid was

barely higher than the percentage increase of

tuition and fees

And in 1999. according to the College

Board, a student from a family that made at

least $83,000 received an average of $662

more in financial aid than a student from a

family making less than $3 1 .000.

A key to understanding the reasoning

behind this all is the sad but truthful fact that

colleges and universities are businesses.

As much as students should be placed

first, it simply isn't feasible in this day and

age Institutions of higher education must do

what they have to in order to stay operating.

And it appears, at least in the case of

Northeastern University, that students from

poorer families will suffer the consequence*.

Ittformaiiun from the Boston Globe was

used m the ediionul

UmigneJ editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily

C ollegian Editorial Board
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Ghosts of liberation

Mark

Oslfoll

In the late

19th century.

King Leopold

II of Belgium

appealed to the

international

community on

the "evil" pra».

tice of slaNer>

still being used

by Arabs in

North Africa.

To put an end to this, he sought

the support of Europe arid the

United States, claiming that inter-

vention in the Congo shouki be a

priority. He went to the Berlin

Conference selling visions of a civ-

ilized Africa, free from tyranny,

slavery and war

In the nan»e of freedom and

progress. Belgium under l^eopokl.

had found its "special calling."

To the industrialized work!.

Leopold would become the

bringer of light to the Dark

Continent. Under the banner of

his sweetly named International

Association of the Congo,

Leopold had begun to assemble a

"coalition." to set up humanitari-

an, religious, and scientific out-

posts inside the Congo — the

beginning of his vision of a "con-

federation of free negro

republics."

Even the United States sup-

ported Leopold in his apparently

benevolent endeavors. Under

Theodore Roosevelt. Secretary of

State Fredrick Frelinghuysen pro-

claimed. "The Government of the

United States announces its sym-

paih> with and the approval of the

humane and benevolent purposes

of the International Association of

the Congo."

Leopold was, according to one

writer 'enough to make an

American believe in Kings forev-

er"

After announcing the "libera-

tion" of the Congo, by denouncing

the Arab slave trade. Leopold

started, among other things, a cur-

rency system, major infrastructure

projects, and even new industries.

Belgium, he thought, would get a

return on the investment of "liber-

ating" the Africans of the Coiigo.

Using the resources of the region,

including the cheap (even free)

labor of the people, Belgium

would build the "Independent

State of the Congo."

When a fair was held in

Antwerp in 1897, ovci one million

people came to celebrate

LeopoWs work in the Congo. To

show the extent of success of hi«

"humanitarian" mission, he div

played nearly 300 Congo natives

in a makeshift "civilized" village.

Some were playing musical

instruments, whik others were

hailing the King as one newspaper

put it "an example of humanity
"

Africaas of the Congo were cer-

tainly "better ofT under the con-

trol of Belguim. rather than under

the "evil" dkutor? of Africa and

One year, $120 bil-

lion, over 10,000

civilians, over 700

soldiers and one

jokebyttie

President later, ttie

people of Iraq are

'better OfT than

ever before.

the Arab slave traders, or so the

media of the time claimed.

The real outcome of Leopold's

humanitarian gesture, however

still haunts us today The "civilized

world," in all of its objectivity for-

got to mention the extent to which

men, women and children were

repeatedly held hostage, raped,

dismembered and killed. Some
"ungrateful" Africans were locked

in cages, while others were decap-

itated and their heads lined up as

lawn ornaments for the Belgian

elite. All the while, Europe and the

United States hailed Leopold for

his great efforts in "liberating" the

Congo.

The year now is 2005, where

President Bush proclaims an

"imminent threat" by an "evil"

dictator in the Middle East. After

a significant amount of evidence

of this threat was rendered obso-

lete — through plagiarism, for-

gery or outright fabrication — the

justification for all-out war rested

in the hands of the "liberation."

Hence the name, "Operation;

Iraqi Freedom." The President

even hailed the war as a "global

democratic revolution."

Like the idea that Leopold sold

at the Beriin Conference, it was

flawless — invade Iraq, over-

throw their despotic leader,

rebuild their cities, sell their oil to

cover cosu. and then tit back and

watch Iraq turn itself into a palm-

tree paradise Those who died,

were simply casualties in a war

for the liberation of the human

spirit, and need not count as a

"cost " Victory wouW be price-

less, so thought both Bush and

l^copoU Like the Congo, Iraq

wouM be "better ofL" in the end.

As of now. civil unrest is at an

unprecedented high as both Shiite

and Sunni tribes arc working

against the United States These

two groups have been at odds for

centuries. In Afghanistan. Sunni

Muslims regard the Shiite as

"hypocrites." Yet, their animosity

against the United States is so

strong that they have joined the

fight against the U.S. "humanitar-

ian mission." Yet still, Iraq is "bet-

ter off " One year $120 billion,

over 10,000 civilians, over 700

soldiers, and one joke by the

President later the people of Iraq

are 'better ofT then ever before.

If Leopold were alive today, I

wonder what he wouW say if he

got the chance to walk through

the city of Kinshasa, formerly

known as "Leopoldville," and

explain to the people of the

Congo that despite a century of

misery, famine, and genocide,

they were "better off." If

President Bush were alive a centu-

ry from now, would he be able to

walk through the streets of

Baghdad and explain that Iraq

was always "better off?"

"Who cares," right Mr
President? Like he told Bob

Woodward when asked about

how history will see war in Iraq.

"We'll all be dead."

So. sleep well. Mr President,

knowing that you will never have

to live to see the work of your

poor surgery. While the infection

of poverty and animosity spreads

for generations, we will never

have to face the abomination that

will carry on long after us. "We'll

all be dead."

Information in this column

was taken from the book "King

Leopold's Ghost" by Adam
Hochschild and "Taliban" by

Ahmed Rashid.

Mark Ostroff is a Collegian

columnist.

^^^H Three hun
^^^^^^^^H dred

^H^^^^l photographs

^H^^^^l were taken

^^L^4^^| dead
|i^^|^||H^| homecomings

^ ^ 1 at Dover Air

L A Force Base in

Delaware on
Thursday,
contrary to

the ban the

Pent-agon has placed on the

press against publicizing

images of soldier's deaths.

"The photographs were taken

by the Defense Department.

The images were then released

on a Web site called the

Mentory Hole (www.thememo-
ryhole.org). Run by Russ Kick,

it is dedicated to fighting the

attempts the government makes

to retain secrets from the pub-

lic.

This past year's wars in Iraq

and Afghanistan have, unfortu-

nately, brought back many
American soldiers' dead bodies.

And much like the occurrences

of Sept 1 1 , the issue of what is

appropriate to air to the public

and what isn't has once again

been raised.

The subject of death is trag-

ic and unsettling for many
Americans and is better dealt

privately in the company of

friends and family rather than

through the public eye. To pub-

lish images of death on a Web
site, regardless of whether they

are gory war pictures or Hag-

bom coffins, is distasteful and

serves only to further accentu-

ate the tragedies rather than

honoring their deaths.

Kick had filed a Freedom of

Information Act request for his

Web site and. afier being origi-

nally turned down, was granted

access by the Air Force Mobility

Command According to Lt.

Col iennifer Cassidy, an Air

Force spokeswoman, the

request was reversed because

the Pentagon was under the

impression that the photo-

graphs being taken would be

used for historical purposes.

The Pentagon later recog-

nized the AFMC's ruling as a

mistake and stands by their

original decision made in

November 2000 but reiterated

in March 2003 when it said

"there will be no arrival cere-

monies of, or media coverage

of. deceased military personnel

returning to or departing from"

air bases.

The reason behind the prohi-

bition of photos taken of fallen

\Mtile ttiere cm be

great prMe felt for a

family memlMr imIio

has died in ttie line

of duty overseas,

that is not the pri-

mary emotion felt

upon hearing of

their death.

soldiers at military bases is

mainly for the deceased's fami-

lies, and with good reason.

While there can be great pride

felt for a family member who
has died in the line of duty

overseas, that is not the primary

emotion felt upon hearing of

their death.

Family and friends want to

mourn their loss and. conse-

quently, will find themselves

being required to focus on the

immediate changes that will

undoubtedly take place in their

daily lives do to their loved-

one's absence It is very difficult

to combat despair, and to blast

images of death, whether the

bodies are draped in Hags or

not, doesn't force the families

to feel an immediate sense of

pride. Feeling pride will come

with time naturally, but it is

more important to address their

current sense of loss.

The Pentagon has also said

that private, small ceremonies

at the gravesite give proper con-

text to the sacrifices of soldiers

and their relatives. Such a state-

ment is true and will bring

more honor to the individual

deceased.

For an entire nation to

mourn the death of fallen sol-

diers, less emphasis is placed on

each person. These brave men

and women gave their lives for

the betterment of the United

States; they each deserve

respect That respect is best

given privately amongst close

family and friends, rather than

on the nightly news.

In the events following Sept.

1 1 , there were news channels

broadcasting footage of people

jumping out of the towers

dozens of stories above the

ground. At the time, there was

undoubtedly a sense that what

was going on was a major event

in history and that it was neces-

sary to document every little

thing that could be documented

for posterity. Upon reflection, it

has become apparent the awe-

some tragedy of that day and to

further emphasize the deaths by

repeating again and again how

they died was not necessary in

getting the country to under-

stand the mammoth catastro-

phe that occurred.

In the world of journalism, it

is very important to get the

whole story, sparing no minor

detail However, the American

people need to be given a little

more credit in trusting that they

understand how horrible death

is without photographers and

journalists having to lay out a

detailed description. The sol-

diers that died are deserving of

recognition and respect and

that can best be achieved pri-

vately amongst close family and

friends rather than on a Web
site ior the entire world to see.

Allison Edles is a Collegian

columnist.

Why

JettreT

lapfllitano

The University of

Massachusetts Student Govern-

ment Association's elections

are here this week — again

Among a minority of the stu-

dent body, there are strong

opinions about each candidate,

but the majority, unfortunately,

pays about as much attention to

UMass elections as they do to

national elections. And I can't

say I blame them.

Voting is often a useless endeavor At a

national level, there is hardly a difference

between candidates, for the two candidates for

President of the United States are essentially two

people from the same underlying party — the

"business" party.

It just so happens that we currently have an

administration that is particularly more brutal

and averse to democratic forms than usual, but

the history over the past couple of hundred years

shows that Democrats and Republicans are pret-

ty much on par in their uncondi-

tional obedience to the business

community and for their disregard

for civil rights.

lohn Kerry isn't going to

enable people to escape from

poverty or give working people

control over their communities,

but he is different in that he will

likely destroy the economy, envi-

ronment and other countries more

slowly than Bush. While this isn't

the most inspiring motivation to

vote for Kerry, it will marginally

improve the lives of many and

possibly save the lives of the peo-

ple whose countries we won't

invade.

The situation at UMass

SUBMIT A LEHER OR OPINION

MMorWOdiilycotlegian com 413-54S-3e99 ^ Lfftters to ttie Editor

1 1 3 Campus Center

Amherst MA 01003

how-

ever, is clearer. On one hand, we

have a iarger-than-normal group

of students who are genuinely excited about a

pair of candidates and a picture of the future

they present. Eduardo Bustamante and Matt

Murphy advocate institutional change and stu-

dent empowerment and have an idea about how

to attain it. Their primary concern, unlike so

many SGA leaders, is not to pad their resumes.

They want to use the SGA as it is theoretically

intended; to concentrate and utilize the power of

the student body.

The other candidates represent the typical

student government candidates. In keeping with

the tradition of political nepotism, Patrick

Higgins is the roommate and friend of current

president, jared Nokes. Truthfully, I don't know

much about Timothy Daly, but his choice of a

running mate certainly isn't a good sign. They

represent the aspect of the SGA that Andrew

Varnon from the Valley Advocate recently

described as "notoriously insular, often dominat-

ed by political science students for whom the

organization is a testing ground."

We don't need more of the "same old." We

don't need student "politicians-in-training." We
need leaders — those who are willing and able to

organize students toward constructive goals. We

need people who are not cowed by the adminis-

tration, but who seek to challenge its authority.

Students don't vote. Half of the nation's pop-

ulation doesn't vote. Some call it laziness; per-

haps to an extent it is. but it's mostly a reason-

able response to a bleak situation. It is common

knowledge that our politicians are bought and

sold, swayed by those with money, and dismiss-

ing those without it The best we can hope for

are politicians merely concerned with retaining

their office.

On a local level, there is more hope. The fur-

ther you get from national politics, the more

influence the population has in elections. This

makes sense: The most powerful positions, such

as those in Congress, are heavily swayed and

fought over by external sources (like big busi-

ness, their lobbyists, etc.). whereas less impor-

tant issues, such as city politics, are less influ-

enced.

At the level of student governments of state

universities, there's so little power at stake that

outside pressure is nonexistent

That's what's so ironic about the hotly disput-

ed elections at UMass: The insti-

tutional power of the SGA. even

with its $1.7 million budget, is so

marginal that it doesn't really

matter who wins. That's why 85-

90 percent of the student body

never bothers to vote.

But something new has arisen.

The promise of the Busta-

mante/Murphy campaign is not so

that the SGA can carry on "busi-

ness as usual," but so it can

expand its institutional power to

be used as it should be used: as a

means to focus students' wishes,

to organize them, to make student

participation, in their own god-

damn school, relevant.

Bustamante and Murphy are

not the miracle solutions to fix

everything wrong with the world

— no person or handful of people can effect

change alone. But they are the first step. They

appear to recognize the power of an involved

student body. And they are willing to shake

things up.

If they don't win, then I'll rejoin the apathet-

ic masses in their belief in the irrelevance ol our

institutions. Without the budget and the organiz-

ing framework of the SGA, progress will be emi-

nently more difficult to bring about, even by the

most enthusiastic students.

If they win, it doesn't mean that the fight for

relevance and power is over; it just means it will

be raised to the next level. It means students will

still have to organize for what they want, but it

will done with the support of institutional struc-

ture, instead of against it. It means the potential

of forming a coalition among all UMass universi-

ties, of collectively opposing the ongoing dis-

mantling of higher education in this state.

It means the possibility of focusing resources

on people, not political cronyism and profit.

Once that ball gets roiling, once a glimmer of

hope and a taste of success is instilled in the

hearts and minds of young people, there might

be no limit to what we can do.

feffrey Napolitano is a Collegian columnist.
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Remaking the death me
By David Fonseca

C'oLLti.iAN Staff

Musical genres are constantly

going through phases, regardless of

iheir popularity or main-

stream acceptance. Even

in the darkest depths of

the underground metal

scene, there are clearly

recognizable nuxiels thai

are devoutly adhered to.

That is, until someone

comes ak>ng arKl changes

the way we perceive v4iat

is possible within the confmes of a

certain musical form.

The historv of meul is littered

with exampks of these types of

paradigm shifts. In the early 1990s,

two albums came akmg that wouU
forever change the worU of rock's

perception ol death metal

Carca-ss' "Meartwork" and At

ITk Gates' "Slaughter of The Soul"

look the bask death meul formula

and infused it with a ungible

iiiiK>unt of mekxly Kor the first

linK-. the 'Aorlds of Iron Maiden

and Morbid .Angel came together

Mekidic death metal was bom.

Honks of great bands from

across the vrorld jumped into the

fray, releasing soon-to-be classic

albums that wouU in many ways

define the sound of underground

metal for the next 10

years Bands like In

Flames and Soilwork

were even able to cash in

on some mainstream suc-

cess with their expert

manipulation of the

please-all formula

However just like all

other musical trends that

have come and gone, the scene that

was created by a few innovators

has sadly become watered down by

imitators and those who wanted

nothing more than to cash in on

proven formula.

The time is certainly ripe for

another paradigm shift. Enter |im

Mabne and Mike Van Dyne and

their braiiKhild Arsis Their latest

album, "A Celebration of Guili,' is

a clear tesuunent to what happens

when muskians aware of their

influences attempt to go beyond

the well-trodden ground of their

fonfathets.

Comparisons to the progenitors

of melodic death metal can be

made; however, it is when Arsis

drift from the formula that makes

this an incredible piece of work.

The melody remains, yes, but at

no cost to the downright sinister

tone this album is able to set. Track

five "Worship Depraved" is

remarkable in this regard. The

song is instantly catchv, but never

gets in the way of the dark atmos-

phere the band creates.

The backbone of this album is

the chemistry between Malone and

Van Dyne Both are Berklee-

trained musicians whose virtuosk;

playing ability albws them to take

their music places others couW

only dream o( More importantly,

they understand how to play

tt>gethcr

\oi orw clement of this album

overshadows another; each instru-

ment is given plenty of room to

breathe lo'give'the album a hefty,

layered sound "A Cekfbration ol

Guilt" is undoubtedh a remarkable

album that will breathe lite into a

genre that has been in a creative

slump.

Sitting down with the band

TJ (

(^^m'i4r*Mike Van Dyii prolUe* the prrcuMioo thai drives AnA*

alum Jim Malune

»nu with fclU><» IWrkfc/

Ftecently, Arsis gnrted The Massachusetts Daily

Odagtaiiw inlMview. TTte mambaiB (xmmanted on the

roots of the b«id, the rwxmlno of Itwv detwt album and

the creative influences that spawned the creation of "A

CeMnlion c« Guilt"

MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COOfGIAIi: How do

you teel when listening to the final product?

JNN MALONE: I find It very hard to Nsten to the

Ibui product objectively. By the time the A Cetebratkxi of

Guir WM compMe. Mike [Van Dyne] and I had heard the

aongs htmdredB of times— not to mention the trt thai I

had wrMan some riffs on the album wliile attending high

tchooi tn other vMvdB. aoma at the malanal seems okf to

my avs. I do, hoiwwar, tael thai Mlie and I put a kH ol wmlt

Into the raiaase.

MDC: The production doea al ol the songs jus-

tice. Who hjwHed the knob tumlnQ on this one? What do

you think of the final resuR?

MKE MM BVNfc Wte recorded aM the tracks at

a loctf aludto to VlrgMa caM Wintar Sound with engineer

Bob Gurske. The mixing and mastenng was done with

Slave C«T at HR «kJ Run Studios in RockviUe. Md He's an

OMCOlnnt paraon to worV with and knows how to mix metal

tfida wlimi tmint the owef-procaaaati ,
owar-Wggared

sounds that »• 90 common witi metal proAKttan these

days It's impo»t»rt for us to have very ctean production

quality lor our muaic iMt tMM tiMrt M to Bound Hke a

real t)»td and not pujgiaiwniad InakumaiRB. rm vary

hmpy with the final laauR. and I think al the songs came

outweM

MOC: Vbu guys seem to draw from a wide

rwige of InHuences on "A Calebniton ol Gum" Thera are

aiamante ol thraah. daa«t. Wat* and metodfc deaft What

w« yoiv mindaal going Into «ta shidto?

MALONE: For the most, I think Mlia and I just

wwlad to make an extreme heavy metal raooid. We wrtte

sonf^ IM «M can "get otr on, so to speak I come up with

tha oawri akaMon ot the aonga. Than Mka and I aR in a

rahavsri ipaix tor hours and give the aongi tha lAnIa'

m*eover Wa Juat aat out to write metal aongi wUh no set

sub-genre in mind.

MOt!: What bands do you draw influences from''

V»t Dyne Moally oWer stuff tor ma Lately, rve been hsten-

ng to Suiddri Tandandas ti(^. Camera, Revokjtion and

Bruce OicMnson's aoto riufl

MALONE: My piay list is lame I've been listen-

ing to Guns N' Roaes, Loudness and a tat ot eady Kmg

Diamond matartai I guaaa Manlng to Ms stun helps

remmd of why I atartad ptaytoO g*w *> •• ** P*"ca

MDC: Malodto deom metal aaams to be a twr

geonmg genre m the American metal irderground Do you

think underground metay wll ever raaHy And Its way to the

Ciuitari!.! and lead MH.alli!.t Jim .Malone

vtriticn miMit of the material for Arsi»,

mainslrewn, or do you see this as juat a paaaing trend?

MALONE: I'm not good w«h pradkAms, biR I

find It odd that a tot of extreme' metal bands are making

videos these days. They must be geMng akpl^f aome-

whara. I think H the toast people are once again seeing

maW as a ganre to be taken aahoualyi rs about time

MOC: How did you get into playing music? How

tong have you been playing?

Mrione: I alartad ptoytng violn at age 10 and

pidiad up guRw about tour yean Mar. I suppoae I've been

pracbcing/playing guitar tor about rane years now My fbit

recoitl was ftMlBd Solars "Stay Hungry n WK a present

lor my fiflh UallHlay.

VAN OVNE: I ve pretty much atiways been into

this tand of music, and rtH have tapes in my cottotaon

rve h«l smca grade school. I akmays wMrtsd to play the

dnjms and uaed to air-drum to Lars' playing in

•Motorbreath' when I was like 10. 1 started playmg tor real

wtien I v«s 15. so I've been at It tor 10 years now

DC: How did you and Mike get together and

decide to start mis protecf

MALONE: Mike and I met in 1996 while attend-

ing Beridee Colege of Muse m Boston. We were good

fnends. but we did not start playing together until nearly

three years later, tong after I had lett Boston to 2001 we

had the opporlunily to record a Ihrae-song demo togethec

This prt^ad avaiAially spa»iBed Arsis, to January 2003,

Mike made the move from Boston to Virginia to try totafce

on Arsis So far all is well

Cultural night emphases African women

By Al»AMMA UlX«WL'

t 'oLLS« .IAN Staff

The African Students

AssiK-iation held its 35th

\nnual Cultural Night

Saturday. This is the second

cultural night of this school

year; the theme of Saturday

night's celebration was

"African women." It was a

night dedicated to the appre-

ciation and acknowledgement

of the hard work and accom-

plishments of African

women.
The show opened with an

intro from the hosts and a

dance by other members of

the ASA. Fcxxl and refresh-

ments followed. which

included various dishes from

the different countries of

Africa.

The remainder of the show

followed with a skit, a song

bv two ASA members, danc-

ing by students from

University of Massachusetts,

Amherst and UMass-Boston

students along with a fashion

show.

Approximately 500 people

attended, including parents,

student visitors and students

from the Five College area.

Many enjoyed the perform-

ances and were impressed by

the hard work demonstrated

in the successful performanc-

es.

The performed skit was

aimed at emphasizing the

nobility of women. It was a

fictiortal story of a woman
who felt like she was

not being given

ample praise from

her family for her

efforts as a support-

ive wife and caring

mother with a career

of her own. The bus

band soon took

notice of this and put

together a special day

(with the help of his

kids) for her They

cooked and served her

and expressed their gratitude

for the great things she has

done. The moral of the story

was to love and cherish the

special women in your life,

because hard work and love

from someone should never

go unnoticed.

"I think Ithe show] was a

lot better than last semester's;

I love seeing all of us African

people uniting together for a

night of enjoyment," said

Anisa Ibrahim, a junior sociol-

ogy major "I liked the dances

35th

Annual

Cultural

Night

Ihiiiiai

AuociatiM

the most; they were organized

and very creative."

Decorations for the event

included flags of the countries

of Africa hanging against the

walls, as well as flyers on

every table that contained

information about the suc-

cessful women of

Africa.

"The flyers were a

great idea." said I.uis

Medina, a sophomore

accounting major

"They gave people

some information

that they could take

home with them and

read."

For some of the ASA
members, this would

be their last cultural

night during their undergrad

years. However, many vowed

to return for cultural nights

even after graduation.

Members were very

impressed with the turnout.

"This was the best show

we have ever had," said

Treasurer Phillip Seaton. a

junior computer systems engi-

neering major "It was very

organized, and I am happy we

gave people a great opportu-

nity to learn about African

women."

Burning up the big screen
Derizel's performance shines in 'Man on Fire'

By Ryan At bkrt

CoLLEi.iAN Staff

Spring onto the main stage

The Slip and Slightly Cheeper join lineup

(f S1.IPCX-)M

The Slip are scheduled to contribute their unique

jam-band sound to this year's UMass Spring Concert.

Additional acts for the 2004

University of Massachusetts Spring

Concert featuring Busta Rhymes and

lurassic 5 have been announced.

Boston-based underground jazzy

jam-band. The Slip, and Blue Wall

Battle of the Bands winner Slightly

Cheaper will both perform at Spring

Concert.

Tickets are available through the

Mullins Center box office. They are

free for UMass students with a valid

UCard, $15 for Five College students

and $35 for the general public.

UMass students must present a valid

UCard I.D. to receive one free ticket

and will be required to show their

I.D. on the night of the concert to

gain admittance.
—Cameron /. Woods

'Man On

Fire'

Direcied by

lony Scoit

Starling

DenielWasliington

Mm fanninfl

ZBih Cenluif lot

Raieil n

146 mins

Giade

A

Creasy (Deniel Washington), at right, is hired to pnrtect the daunhtcr

Pite (I)akota Fanning) in the film "Man on Fire."

creating very suspenseful moment'-

C)f course. Pita is c\eniuall>

kidnapped, but not without Creasy

getting shot first He is restored

back to optimum health, but not

without vowing to make ilic pen

pie responsible pay lor vshai h.i~

happened to Pita, fhe

second half of the

nunie then decided!)

turns into a rcvcnpc

I'lick. with awliilK

shocking monientN ot

violence. The steps

Creasy take to attain his

vengeance are fanatical

K cMreme. laini ol

heart bevvarc

lust as in li.iinini;

Day," lor wIirIi

Washington v\on an

.Academy Award, his

pori!a\al of Creas\ is

maddening and lanlasiic

— walking ihe line line

between cia/.> and sane,

Fanning's acting is

equally wonderful. She is smart.

lunny and cute. The oiiK dark ^poi

is Anthony, who is hctier knoNMi av

a fairly famous 1 alin pop singer.

His acting seems a little forced and

|x.-ihaps he should haNC just slaved

with his music.

The cinematographv st\lc ' in

line with such movies as '21

drams" and "Tral'lic," with ceiuiin

colors filtered out, while others are

more noticeable. The difference

though that makes this movie

unique is the filming and editing

"Man on Fire" is an

action/thriller/revenge movie that

is actually smart, dramatic and

noteworthy— a novelty in the pres

ent-day Hollywood climate

of cookie-cutter films with

no rooted emotion. Simply

put, "Man on Fire" is a great

film, a suspenseful ride and

a stylistic, wholly new

endeavor

Denzel Washington stars

as Creasy, former member

of a military ops group, and

now a lost soul and

depressed alcoholic on the

verge of suicide. He is hired

by wealthy businessman

Samuel (Marc Anthony)

and his wife Lisa (Radha

Mitchell) to protect their

daughter Pita (Dakota

Fanning). Pita is in endan

gered because of a recent

rash of kidnappings in Mexico City

The first half of the movie is full

of dramatic suspense. The lone-

some Creasy arrives at Samuel's

hacienda and lives in the guest

room with an annoying bird. The

intelligent 10-year-old Pita talks up

Creasy, much to his dismay.

However, he eventually warms up

to little Pita and becomes a sort of

father figure that truly and deeply

cares for her

All the while, he knows she

could be kidnapped at any time.

ot a wralthv buNinessman named

stvle There are rejvaled quick cut<

and nianv jittering shot-. There are

also usually manv angles imple-

mentixl into one scene. These gritty

aspects give the sense of being in

the underworld of Mexico City

Combined, these attributes

^omeiimes feel like you're having

jn epileptic seizure watching the

film. This, seizure quality is both

the film's greatest achievement and

its biggest flaw. Iliis technique has

never reallv been done before and it

intensifies the whole movie. \l the

same lime though, it almost gets lo

he tiK) much, espcciallv during

emotional moments. 'Nbii end up

noticing the technique mcMC than

-loiAline soniciime^

Another refre-hing quality of

the lilin is the vivlislic use of subti-

tles Tliese aren't regulai. yellow,

boring subtitles that just flash at the

bottom of the screen. These subti-

lic-s range in liKalii'n on the screen,

font and size. Thi^ gives all ol the

Spanish spoken, combined with the

acting, a real sense of drama. On a

lew cKcasions. Fnglish is even sub-

tiileil to further make a point.

This stvlistic jaiini of a movie

does not have a predictable ending.

Someiimcs. an ending would seem

to be imminent, but the movie still

inicked on with Creasy serving

up even more plates of revenge.

Denzel is the "Man on Fire."

with a clever cinematic technique

that adds to his aliead> great act-

ing. A worthwhile movie licket all

around.
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TuesclayApril27

MondayApril26

Show ^ . e u
4^ Smith College will hosi a Trash Fashion

»t Show Sponsored by MassPIRG. the

event will feature garb created Irom trash and

recyclables The event will begin at 7 pm in

the' Carroll Room. Rooitt 208 of the Smith

Campus Center. The -.how is dedicated to

increasing awareness of product waste and

recycling and is free and open to the public

Special event^ ^nmh College will dedicate its new

»^ Poetry Center located in the Wright Hall

ut 4:}U p.m. The dedication ceramony will

enclude poetry readings from college president

Carol Christ and is free and open to the public

Lecture/film snowing

VAiiu Goudinuii. host of "Democracy

Now!" and author of "The Exception to

ihe Rulers." will address the issue of politicians

and the media, at 7:30 p.m. at Mount Holyokc

College in the Chapin Auditorium Goodman

has dedicated herself to attacking and exposing

the lies and hypocrisy that put democracy at

risk The film "Independent Media in a Time of

War will be shown at 7 p.m. Both are free and

open to the public.

Music

VIiu^s jnd the Plastics, the Quails and

BARR will peribnn a night of feminist punk

and electroni.. music, with slide shows and movu

interaciions. in Smith College's Da\is Ballroom

The show will begin at 8 p.m. Tickets are $5.

gram titled, "Many Loves." featuring

songs about diflea-nt aspects and sorts of

love from the iroubaduis through the

Baroque. Other featured composers will

include Mildegaixl \on Bingen, Clemens

lion Papii, CrecquilkMi. Monteverdi and

Purcell. The peiiormance will begin at 8

p.m. in the Sweenes Concert Hall in Sage.

This event is free and open to the publk.

weeklyplnUp
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ThursdayApril29

Workshop
Xlhc Mount Holyoke College

Sexual Educators, will hold

"S.H.E. Bopp: a sex toy workshop."

The event will be hosted by MHC
.Alum Carol Gossell and begins at 5.50

pm in the Porter Hall T\ Room. This

event is free and open to the public.

SaturdayMay 1

WednesdayApril28

llx' Smith Colfege. Vows Femviae. the

women's vocal ensemble. v«ll present a prv>-

Music
^^ Hit the Road!" The annual

p^ spring concert by the The lazz

Ensembles of Mount Holyoke College

directed b> Mark Gionlriddo. will be .i

musical travelogue this year The event

will be held in the McCulloch

Auditorium of Piatt Hall and will begin

at 7;50 pm The event is free and v>pen

to the public

ROCKING WITH A PURPOSE

Sonic Youth will headline a benefit

concert for Community Resources

for People with Autism at Smith

College. The concert will begin at

6 p.m. in the John M. Greene Hall.

Admission is $18.

Hoc Nights. Cool Trips.

Advisors widh Piercings.

Band blowing the 'Dust' off Northampton
By Braihev Farhi^kman

{. <lll»«'IAS s«l *»t

Wbj Grandpa ctoean c bool- *" " Sum«»*»r Tr^pJ

I. o n d O n

Pans
Brussels
Madrid

S315
$379
S4 1 7

$497
^»

'

Lonoon

$714 JRmRICR
f'^j"^

On«slo» NohMaW*

nMd kv your nud rp

Room 224 C<i»npMt C*«*- Wow

uwivr»cw o> Mntncwu—CC»

(413)256.1261

TRAVEL
I
www statravel com

I

QTllPgNT TRAVEL & BEYOND
0« 1«« »«0««

NORTHAMPTON - Think

"Music Krom Big Pink" or Bob

IHIans "Nashville SkyUne:" a

back porch dream where elder,

country gentlemen Mep ioftl>

down din road* and able-bodied

dju>!hier> gk;an remnant^ of the

itarNc^t. tNeil Youngs •seminal

i^unJif^ abo coaiet to mind. >

In an aff^tcdncss nut dii^Mmi

lar to his forebears. Reid

GcMHier't craft<imanship invokes

this dreMn: a unique nMmmti-

ci»m. t>picall> reserved for artisis

like rhlan or Young, infuse* hi»

work as he harrcK forward as a

stingwriier

"You re always staining on

xiH.'orK-*' shouWers." Geiwuer

.lid. "Its how well yuu disguise-

^luw you at^ment it lo add

u)ur own flavor."

lullowing Cenauer's depar-

ture Irom popular touring act

Strangefolk. the Uni*erist> ol

\ermont alumnus formed hi*

Ufcmbty of IXisi in 2001 The

.(Utnlet. rounded out by Pwvy

Mill gurus lohn Ixcessc iba*"

U,ftM«ro«ca

R«0-T-C
CMM itn •« MM

ALTERNATIVE MUSIC.

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY.

ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE.

NOW THERE'S AN ALTERNATIVE

FOR A CAREER IN NURSING.

United States Air Force ROTC students who enter into a nursing career have advancement opportunities

typically not found m the civilian world. In fact. Irom ywr first day on the |ob, youll have already advanced

10 a commissioned officer. From there youll be furthering your career with valuable leadership skills,

training and the chance to further your education We even offer qualified individuals the chance to earn

scholarships worth up to $15,000 per academic year
AFR0TC.COM • 1- 866- 'lAFROTC

and Nate Wilson ik.e>boards).

Grouvechild graduate Adam

Terrell (guitar) and Moon Boot

Lover* .And\ Merrick (drunu).

has taken giant siep> since its

inception. In its brief tenure, the

gruup has packed clubs all akmg

the Fast Coast

Following i>»-

AwemW^ "mikc

at iHrarl > ; '*eck.

the members, ul the band

spoke i^enh on a num
ber of topics, including

their coUaboratioo with

Belts.

'Wc loved it. and he's

a rock and roll hero."

said Cenauer. "It fell larg

er than life It made me realize my
drinks weren't a* strong as I

thought
"

"It made me realize I don t

know how to party." Merrick said.

Their on-siage rapport with

Betis aside. Genauer lameMed

thai live collabonitions often fed

Icwced Unkss. of course. Derek

Trxicks sits in

"Mes so prc^Ktent; it just felt

natural.* Genauer said

Otfier collaborative highlights

tor the Iwnd in«.lude Ccp.uki -

!uni with Phil Ush and fiitnd:.

I n ihI i>l the rX-Ml"!

And. conscquenih. lite with

out rock and roll gets kmeU
"There was this six-month

period when I wasn't playing

music and I missed the songs."

said Genauer, alluding to hi* exit

from the Strangefolk in 2000 "I

telt like I was away from a lover"

Likewise, a short hiatus from

life on the road can Mon like

nyn. The group's performance at

l^arl Street was their first in ses-

eral weeks.

"Since we're creating new

^on^. it's so exciting to

unleash them on the

world." Genauer said.

"You feel like you're

pregnant with the idea.*

And as of this moment

It appears tfuit the bab\ i>

Wilson's. Geiuiuer and

the pumist share author

ship for the bulk of tfw

Assembhs repertoire.

"It's kind of interesting when

Reid and I write." said Wilson.

"Nou combine two different

things, and you come up_ with

siHuething complcicly new
"

WiKon and Genauet

agreed that their songwrmag

cooperative has turned out tune*

unlike anything they might have

written for Percy Mill i»

Strangefolk. respectively.

"tvcryone's got iheir own

musical genetics." Genauer said.

"It's a unique outcome."

A unique outcome is in debt to

a wide range of influences, per-

haps Admittedly, Wilson's record

(.ollection is »W percent iazz. and

you can hear it in his playing

Often, the pianist's styk owe*

more to Merbie Hancock or le*

Mcl'ann than Steve Winwo»Kl or

• TawfM by t(¥ar»itnf tartantfan

y CrcdH Cards Acccp«*4!ll

• ^of«is»ooal Bartendtn9 Jrtimr*^

wMh Hands On Pouring $«i»loni

/ 0««r 10 Years In Buslnettlfl

/ Access to Job PUc««*nt Oatabasatil

• Creat Part-iliiM or 1

I

Credit Cards
Accepted ^X^Zat^

L«ara to
bartofid In

a woolMwdl

April 30th - May 2ncl

Garden Room
Lord Jeffery Inn

30 Boltwood Ave

Call nowl Space Is llmitadl

B-U-CAN-MIX
www.unlversltybartending.coni

Richard Manuel

Wilson's jaz/ leanmt:* a-.Uv

the Assembly has about as much

in cotnmon with Chailie Parker

as they do with the bo > band phe

nonieiion. .Make no mistake: The

Assembly of Dust is an organs

rcKk and roll combo, carrying dw

loah for groups like The Band

and Traffic

And like those groups, the

AssembK knows itsclt inside and

out The band bo«ls maiurit>

he\oiid its yovs. as each member

of the quintet had done time us a

tounng muskian pnor to hi* or

her involvement in the Assentbly

We've all done this for *i

ntany years." Herrick said "Oui

communication is ridiculou*

And while inv '• »>

projects prior to ilv '''v*

inception might h-i-.

'esser musiciaas. thi- :~ i

, .ise for Genauer and his cohorts.

"We don't have any learning

curve from previous bands ' con

iinued Merrick "|u«'

lUtation." Merrick

Bool Lover's drum thdir lor loui

years '" — ---ncnce readied ht»n

for hi lb iha A»Minbly. -i

And the V*>vinbi)s nme i«

now. Apart from a grueliin' tour

schedule, the hand is i.

live album and has plan-^

the studio soon. If its initial

release is any indkation. its forth

coining re«)rd» will showcd*c

earnest songwritin^ and -« lul

musicianship, a iiuitkcJ tkp.u

ture from the evils of HM radio.

"Time is a filter for crap.'

tienauer said. 'And only the ginxl

-tuff persists." Time *hould h.i\v

Its hands full trying to filter oui

the Assembly of IXisi.

N£W ON WiSDAil
BIG FISH

THE COOLER
LOVE ACTUALLY
LOVE DON T
COST A THING
STUCK ON YOU

15COWLES LANE
Behind Bruegger's
Downtown Amfierst
19 MONTAGUE RD

Nortfi Amfierst

Change

mind
this summer:
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Minutemen drop second staight game
MEN'S LACROSSE from page 10

•Thc-y scored, then we stored

right alter it, so niaybe there's a

mental letdown, but it brought us

to one goal, they took it off. and

when they store it's a two goal

swing," UMass coach Greg

Cannella said.

Kevin Glenz and Connolly each

got good looks vsith less than two

minutes to go, but couldn't take

utt.lAN

Ki-vm Glen: llitt) M.ottd four goals, but ^-. o.w of ju.t two

Mmutt^men to !*orc more than once in UMas.' 12-10 defeat.

advantage.

The Minutemen fall to 6-6 on

the season, and I -I in the ECAC
with one conference game to go,

hosting Rutgers on May 8. It is

UMass 's second straight loss.

Glenz matched his previous

single-game high with four goals,

but Matt Tundo (two) was the only

other Minuteman that stored more

than once on the day Bill Schell

stopped nine shots on goal, but the

Hoyas shot at will the entire game,

scoring their 1 2 gi>als on 4^i total

shots

The Minutemen never trailed

by more than four goals, but the

closest they got to tying the game

down the stretch was on

Connolly's EMO goal The

Georgetown defense. which

entered the game allowing just

over seven and a Iwlf goals per

game, played well enough to keep

the Minutemen at bay, even as they

surged to a 31 run in the third

quarter.

"There were times on that side-

line when we were kwking at each

other, trying to figure out what we

couki do delensively to slow them

down a little bit." Georgetown

coach Dave Urick said. "We played

some zone, we played some man-

lo-man. They put our defense on

their heels. We bent a little bit. but

we came up with some plays when

we needed them."

The bend-but-don't-break GU
defense frustrated the Minutenum

attack, which was alternately hot

and cold all day. Sean Morris pro-

vided plenty of opportunities for

the Minutenrten. with a goal and

four assists in a performance that

all but certainly showed that he

has fully recovered fnjm the bout

with mononucleosis, which kept

him out of the first four games of

the season.

Still. Morris and Glenz weren't

enough to push the offense past

the Hoyas. who were organized

and energetic throughout.

"You use a lot of energy,

crawling back in the game,"

Cannella said. "Georgetown's an

outstanding team, so when you

use that energy to get to that spot

where we got close a couple of

tintcs, they used the bodies that

they have to push ahead another

goal, so it's very frustrating for

our guys."

Varsity eight win

leads UM to title
CREW from page 10

Under Dietz, the varsity eight

has lost only one race at the A- 10

Championships since the pro-

gram's inauguration in 1995.

The second varsity eight came

within two seconds of duplicating

the success of its counterpart, but

was edged out by Rhode Islarvd by

a time of 7:01.0 to 7:02.8. Katie

Freeley and Faith Miller led the

Minuiewomen from the three and

four seats respectively, while senior

capuin Kate Bonner added power

at stroke. Coxswain |odi Laub

guided Laura Hutchinson at the

bow. Naomi Rudov, Katie Berger,

Gabrielle Papineau and Melissa

Stewart.

A vktoty from the varsity four

came as a pkasant surprise to

assistant cofcch Katy Ostcrtag, who

saw freshman Lmdsay Piice steer

the boat to victory in her first var-

sity rate of the season The novice

coxswain was joined by UMass

varsity swimmers jay Vankowski

and Megan Pittman, as well as

Kate Grogan and Ann Roberts.

UMass secured the title by

bkjwing away the competition by

26 seconds in the varsity quad

event. The winning boat was com-

prised of varsity eight stand-ins Lea

lakobsen. Katie O'Brien, Faith

Harkins. and Cat Gariepy.

"UMass is a sculling school, the

other teams just couWn't match

our speed," Dietz said in reference

to the large margin of victory.

The Minutewomen entered the

championship ranked 1 9th in the

country by the Collegiate Roving

Coaches Association poll, its high-

est ranking since 1 999.

"I don't think the (A- 10

Championship 1 will effect out

ranking but we shouU move up

anyway," Dietz said.

After next weekend's dual meet

against Syracuse and Villanova,

UMass will k»k to repeat last

year's gold medal performance at

the ECAC Championships on May

8 and 9. Impressive performances

wall likely cam the Minutewomen a

bid to the NCAA Championships.

Rams enil weekend sweep with 14-IUn (OIIIP SoccerFest finale is a draw
gftSf§a<i troffl pagt 10

uld hiiNc had better

wi- >houWl have had

iiKcs Iron* our

; \ve pretty much

in't ^ it," Slone said

I 'h.Tfr, put together a six-run

111! the game 12-0.

<c again until

i
.lilted its final

.wo rxuT* iM the game.

Thi' Minutemen's bne score

. .1* It hontc run off the bat of soi-

r thinl baseman Malt Reynolda

in the sixth inning Reyiwld^ had

the best game for LNlass. going 2

for-4 including the one-out a>urKl

tripper The hoiin; run was

Rcynoldss fourth on the year,

tying him for the most on the team

with Frank Curreri

"That kid jast newr lets iki^n

fur us If we had nine to 12 guys

like Matt Reynokls on this team

we would be on top ol the kaigue.

no problem." Stone said.

In Saturday's doubkr-header. suff

,gc t ri. Chiivkn pitched a com-

©HermanWiUer
umnrnzanuna

MHEC Vendor

LKXINGTON
r.FOirp

/»Mi/.'r< e^ Jellcrs of Quality ^

4 Dpsipi At Sp.»cv rtanning Inst.illihoiis

4 F»imit«irt> Roiit.J & Lrasitnl P.uk I Systims
New & RciTunitf.tctuixd

Eric BaiCOH 413.746.3064
eric»l«xinotonoroupinc .co«

380 union St., Wtst Springfield, MA 01089

plete ganw. scattering eight hits

throughout the contest ChowTi let

up four runs in the game, but only

one was earned.

Both teams stored two runs in

the first inning, but the

Minutemen couki only store onte

more in the ganw UMass had six

hits against Fordhams )ohn Bato.

who also pitched a complete game

Leading the way for the

Minutemen was senwr shorutop

Mike Athas. who went l-for-^ in

the game, knocking in one RBI

Athas had three hits and three

RBU in Saturday s double header

The second game lacked any of

the pitching prowess displayed in

the first LMass pitcher Matt Torra

pitched 4 2/^ innings, ktting up

seven runs, four of vkhich were

earned Fordham starter David

Rodriguez didn't fare much better

as he let up eight runs over four

innings.

It was Rams reliever Shingo

Mitsunxjri thai ended up silencing

the Minutemen offense Mitsumori

only allowed one run the rest of

the wa\ whikr UMass relievers

Scott Rathfl and Devin Bameti

gave up seven combined.

By Bob Mc<ii>\ tRN

Dozens of goals were scored

yesterday at the New Balance

SoccerFest. as soccer players of all

ages battkd it out on the practk:e

fields alongside the Mullins Center

It was the main event, however,

that exhibited how to play perfect

defense.

The Masiachuictu soccer team

and Rutgers

UMass played to a 0-0

Rutgers tie in an exhibi-

" tion game that

gave an eariy glimpse at what the

two northern teams have m store

for the fall UMass coach Sam

Koch was pkiased with ho^* the

day went and the turtwui for

Minutemen s game
"It's a ftin gaiTK It's a great

game to have in the spring. Sports

Management does a good job put-

ting this on and getting the word

out." Koch saki. "last year, it was

a great crowd for North Carolina,

and this year it was a great crowd

for Rutgers, ^'ou just i.f»n"i mm-
plain about that

"

Although the spnng cxniomon

game isn't ahway* a good measur

ing stkk for a team's talent, cme

thing was blaringiy obvious.

UMass has a very solkl defense

Chris Camerota, Tim Kitchell.

Ian ODonnell and Tyler Pagano

headed up the speedy back-line for

the Maroon and White, and

thwarted any effort that the Scarlet

Knights could muster

Backing up this aggressive

defense was the goaltending tan-

dem of Nick Biihnan and Colin

Bums Billman mindtti the net for

the first half and was relieved by

Bums m the second Koch says the

keeper* are interchangeable and is

happy with how they have per-

fomied this spring.

"They both keep on getting bet

ter and better Colin is playing very

very well Billman has struggled a

little bit lateK. but he's been money

for a kx uJf the spring. He's a

gamer." Koch said. The two of

them |ust roll off each other and

make each other better."

One thing that had Koch con-

cerned was whether or not his

offense was on the same page

Although the Minutemen were

shut out. Koch wasn't discouraged

and was impressed by the way the

group clkked when push came to

shove.

"They didn't tlkk. but they set

up some chances, whkh is what

we wanted to do. We dkln't finish

wt»en we had opportunities: we hit

the post a few times." Kixh said. "I

think we blew a couple of good

chances but it's good because ere

aied more chances than we have.

It's gening there but we still have a

ways to gu"

The ckMest chance came late in

the first half when Emic Billittier

brought the ball in the box. juked

a Scarlet Knight defender, and was

slklc tackled fmm behind, award-

ing the Minutemen >vith a petwlty

kkk Oral Bulkm shot a bullet but

Rutgers keeper Lubos Ancin

deflected it aside.

Freshmen played a huge roll in

Koch's game plan yesterday as a

bulk of team novk consists of first-

year players, including Billman.

the starting keeper

"We're going to make young

mbukes: we made mistakes today.

Every game they get better, we had

six or seven freshman starters on

the ficW at all times." Koch said

Price Waterhouse Coopers

MBNA Financial

I); What do these companies have in common?

A; Former Collegian Finance Managers.

The Collegian is now accepting applications for

Assistant Finance Manager
Accounting Clerk

Tickets Available

at the Box Office
or call:

413-545-2511
800-999-uma8

or onlin* at:

www.ffineartscenter.com

Call 545-3500 or stop by our office, room 113 in the

Campus Center Basement, witli your resume for

more information.

Applicants should currently be a freshman
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$25 General Public

$15 Five College students w/ID
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1/.' iMnc I a»ul Waxing oil

\\. ilk MIS \\cll..lllt 2S3 1200

40 Main Si.

Downtown Amherst

Xa ilvti! nr ,ii\epi iUhil .,i'd>

$2.00 OFF Haircut

With thU COUPON only

Dining Commons Menu
DC. tontdct; 413S4S--'626

LUNCH
• ( avati'lli Supreme

• Bdttert»d Fish

• Native Harvest Stew

I vegan)

DINNER
• C hickeii f ajila

•Southern Frie<J Steak

• Thai Seilan

(vegan I
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Gypsy : VViiy, momma?
Rose : Just wanted to be noticed ...

Gypsy : Lil<e I wanted you to

notice me. I still do, momma.
- "Gypsy," Bro.}dway show

ClASSIFIEOS SpONSEREI) BY

WiFFLE Rock
WWW.WIFFIEROCK.COM ^..^

Massachusetts Daily

aquarius • Ian. 20-FfB. is

Ydu are an ant lent stiul tra|)jjed insicle a

( l(xk.

pisCeS • FfB. 19-Mar. 20

Take the long rtwd next time and take in

the vi«hN

aries • mar. 21-apv 19

K.im«irM|»s make \oiir mind i»"»\v like

flowers

taurus • Ai-K. 2o\vv< 20

You should work at pla\ ing instead ot

plaving at work.

gemini . may2ius ji

Transjjorting drugs from Mexito is ,111

option you should Itxik into.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Take :)tl the hiindtold and stop u.iiking

intf) walls.

leo • I
-•» \

Gnsiy IS a great knik hn you.

virgO • An.. 23-SiPi 22

Save vour mind on a tlo|)j)v flisk m < ase

\Oll l(»M' it

libra • si.i jioi. .'.»

Buying things in Ixjlk is really wcwth the

savings.

Scorpio • ' )« T. li-NfK 21

A puppy wtxild ease ytxir loneliness

Sagittarius • N"n -'2 i>i. ji

A pu[>|)v would ease your loneliness.

Capricorn • dm 22 ias 14

it \(>u insist on dnmninn \our sorrows.

at least wear lloaties

Collegian Marketplace
lM.AKIVUNT(()KKIM«AP^«'«f"«-lf*'««f^'™ EMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT

Mill Valley Estates n«m

RentmK 2 K-Jrtn

$1050/1 ia\ ?hednn

$n50/i4a:NoUt

months a-nt, Fni- Hcit iSi

Hi« Welter, 2 tiill K.ths.

ACOnhuslineMon-Fn

10-V"2')V7<77

Br.«vJ>'wine AptN Now

leasing, l&i2 lvJnx>ni

apts. Ixases Fietjin June,

July, Aut; . >r Sep First

come, tirst serve. Ciet

them while they last.

wwu.hrari'Jvwint-apts.coni

Stop K'tC -.ill '>4^'-0600

Hohart C^oiulos ^ heJ-

r(X)m, harilwiHKl floors,

study area m b.i.stnient.

Cahle, telephone (internet

acces.s) in all heJrooms

andstuJv.NtWSllOW-

INtltorJUNHandSF.r-

TEMBER. NO F-ES.

www.amhv->t| i^^ ' 'InR'ul
-

tv.ami 2SV7879

Ontcrof town 1,2,^

hednxims; hardwinxl

fluirs. NtW SHOWINC^.

for JUNE and SHITKM

BER. NO F,ES.

yywamheptlint 1 )lnreal

Qiiim 253-7879

bxtkniK for very respoasi-

hle person to t.ire tor our 3

children, .\tiL~> 4, 9. 1 1 .
in

our SHjth.impton home.

MuNt h.ive atennee* ,ind

tar tire.it Summer )oh

opiponunity! Pay ne^iv

tiahle.Lmra 41^527-

9187.

EMPLOYMENT

THE RED LION INN

L»H»kint; for an awes»>me

summer experieneeJ Join

u«. It Tile Redl.ion Inn

for a hin hlled lucrative

season as part of our Jm-

inu room staff. Servers,

Kirtenders and cix:ktailers

needed On Property

Housini: .i v ailahle •

lntemation.il st.ittl lust an

hour away from UMASS.

C;allF:v,.@ (413)298-1677

.XTTENTION LAX
PLAYERS Play & C:<wch

- 1 lave fun Make $$$

Top Roys Sports C :amp in

Maine Kxikinn for start to

instnict & coach LAX.

Awesome Sviinmer' Work

with kids! Top s,il,ines.

FREE rm/KI/trvl .illow.

Apply online ASAP:

www.campcohKis.see.com

HKYXTE TOUR LEAD-

ERS NEEDED Summer

Ic•enal^• hitydini; tri(>.

L!S.A, (-inikla, Europe-

Sal.iry plus ex|xnse paid

StiKlent Hostel injj

Pr.n>r,.m, P.O. Box419,

(:,.nw,iy,MAOIHl (800)

343-6132, www.hicy-

cletrip^.com.

Re.v)n Re.il Flstate Sales

.'Xssist.int: Wi )rld

renowned multi-niillion

doll.ir real estate develop-

ment company seeks moti-

vated and confident indi-

vidual to market hiyh-end

a-al estate at Tlie

Circenhner Resort in

White Sulphur Spring,

West Viryinia. Ideal can-

didate IS verv comfort. ihle

speaking on the phone 6*

mteresttxl in pursuing a

- career in luxury n-al

estate. Immediate o(X-n-

inys ,i\ ailahle. Please send

resumes to Mitch

Johnson-

iii|oliii>,t>n@i;lusc com

Sicvkini; Niiniiiei >,iU ^

St.irt lor DAILY Jon
Five-C AREA C.UlDi

Work with loc.il Kisinc-

es ti > pl.ice ,kU i2c\X?-

$4000. Email lol^Mii

lyfi lit com w/resuine

Marketing Agency Seeks

e tutcomt; Fln;h Energy

Individuals for promotions

$15/hixir 888-477-6668

www.hauspromotitins.com

Plav sportsi Have fun!

Save Money! Sixirts

Oiimp in Maine. C'oaches

needed; Tennis,

BaskellMll. Bisc-hall.

Water-sports, Ropes

I bourse, C loll, .Archery,

and more Work iXitdiors

and Have a C ireat

Summerl (."all Free: (888)

H44-8080 or Apply:

www I ,ini|x ed.irt om

CXX")K tiill time expc-ri-

enced line cinik. ( ireat )oh

in newly renovated

kitchen. Oa-at starting

wage, comprehensive

training, paid vacation,

health iSi dental K-nefits.

Apply in (x-rson k-tweei\

1 2pm-4pm at F^istside

Cirill 19 Strong Ave.

- North.iinpton or Fax

asumeto413-S86-2406

P.iinters wanted greater

Springfield .irea 1-413-

695-26451*188-277-9787

EMPLOYMENT

I iKi^ii.ird- T. 'I tiu Miiniiui

^.immi in priv.ite iluh on

( .ipc (."oil. Mum h.i\e

l.itcgu.ird Triining. (. PH

ind First ,Aid. C:ompe

ttnvc w,ige>,, meal-" pro\Kl-

cd (.ill tor .in ,n-«point

nient- Wi.innoC'luh,

(.Vtervillc- 50.S.428-6981

Fin.illy! Earn $5 in 10

mins eiKh week @hT.m.

pirt com! W.itch .kI--, i- ini

c.ish. Fa-eRegistritioii

(Computer Inst.iller:

I louring Technology -*-ek'<

multiple individu.iU lo

help in summer PC

'

deployment. Past coiupiit

er ex|vrience highls dexr

ahle. $8.LV-$9.c\t hr lull

Time. 12 Weeks 6/ 1 8/21.

Applications:

htip://www.hiHising um.i-.-

edii/employ

EMPLOYMENT

dl>h\^.l^hers ,tnd i.kx>r guv--

,'\|T'ly al .-Xmher^t

IVvMnc' ( .>iii|Min

'BaneiKling"S300A>.iy

Potenti.il. NoExixneiKi

Ne-<. Tnining provkk-vl

1 .>y^v.Q«>S <sS:0 Ext. 162

ENTERTAINMENT

Dj t.'i lure .>1i;

Pnsluitiim^ i> ni'w \yi

ingy.Hif event 413-5^,

FURNITURE FOR SAIE

S Kin> ol liimiture tor siile

t'lradii.iiing in Miy Prices

negoti.ihlcC.ill Liiiren.it

253-4^W3

HOUSE FOR RENT

Sniilenls w.mted toi i

Minimer painting jolv

$400 -$600/ week.

Experience not luvded

Kit .1 plus .Ml hired will

go through ,1 p.iid training

program, (.^ill 888-277-

9787 »)r goto CX">LLEOE-

PRO.CX1M Work with

friends.

S Ivvlrooiii lioii-Nioii Rt ''

IVlclurtown Kamin--

Realty 253-2515

ll.idKv Niwcr live

IVdr.HMu home 549-4270

INSTRUCTION

LniMT^iu I'. itTvnlin'j

(.:li«ssfsM ' ill

for intonii ill' n i 's.O-l -

CAN MIX wwwunnersi-

: .1 .1'. : !iii_:>.'iii

ROOMMATE WANTFO

Fem.ile r.Hiimii.ile w.inud

to Jiare 2-hd .ipt in

.Ninvkrl.iiKl $418'ino.

Imliideshe.it.hot w.iler.

.ind c.ihle ,Avail.ihle 6/1 or

e.irlier (. all l.iuren @
,S60-K"H-6068

SERVICES

Ri>uiiKs .m.l I 'Vci

Letier-- Prote^^ion.il .ind

("ustoniued ottering to

m.irket your skills

.\rtord.ihle prices, timely

service. By em.iil. phone,

or lnIXrson(.:,lll413-467-

T440

rREONANClYTEST-
INO,lll\' Testing. Birth

( Control, .ind linergency

I oiitr,icepii<>n. .-XHord.ihle

,ind confidential. T,i(x-stn

lle.illh, 27 IV.n Street,

Amherst. 548-9992

SERVICES

PrcxiLint ' Nixxl help' C^li

Birthright . >f Amherst area

tor trcv testing and .issis-

t.ince 549 1906

SUMMER SUBLET

. fis'iu in 1 lx\ir,«'m

hoiis*' Fill option 2s V

^)37(v

Well inaintaiiusi 3 KInn

Piittton Apt >1.350|xr

month or K-st otter St.irts

June 1st Ixase transfer

|> issihlc 111 Sc-pl Ple.ise

..111413 s49 5^)0<-> tor

det.uls

2 Ix-dr.sinis, tiilK tur

nishc\l apartment, 1 full

h.ith .\\.iilahle luile Ut-

Seplemlxr 1st. CM
R,ichelS:yni,in@781-

264 1512

WANTED

Te.ims W.inted for

Summer Wittlehall le.igue

in Worcester $6cV in

pri:e money, (.'.ill 508-

735-91 33 or www.m.iss-

witt lom
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More than enough
Hoyas hold

on to lead,

drop UM

UMjss U)

C'Town 12

B\ ASDKtW NitRKin

i. OILtl.lAN SlAt-f

WASHINC'.TON — Ten goals was

enough to heal all bul one opponcni the

Minuteiiicn faced prior tu Saturda> >' gaine

at Cicorgetown. Other than Alban>. which

<M.ored 11 in the Minuteinens Marvh 16

loss to the Great Danes, no team on the

UMass H;hcdule has scored imire than

nine goab in a game.

On Saturday, however. 10 wasn i

enough, as the !Mo. 7 Hoyas edged the

Minutcmen. 12 10 at

Harbin Field.

LVIass jumped out to

an early 20 lead, but

alter ^^alid Haij scored the first o« his

three goals at 7:^1 to tie it up at two

apicve the Hoyas (»-2. 2-0 Lastcm

tolkge Athletic C\»nferencc» never

iraiWd. and cliiKhed a share uf the ECAC

title

lUiij tiao tcorod thegme winner, c.i

ing the hat trick with a bounce «hoi oil a

feed (rum S&tl Ck>biman that snatched

way all the nxjmentum the .MinuietiK-n

had buih with a brief thrve goal run.

A looeie stick doomed the UM«*s

*trcak, as Chris Doyle * prvtty guai with

I 5tl to go in the third quaner ww disal

k>wvd when his stick was challenged, and

the pocket was ruk-d too deep Not only

w*s the goal nultiiicd. but Doyle was sent

ulT for a nuo-rclewhtc one-minute penal-

lust 28 seconds later. Hay Kured the

Hoyas ilih goal, and the Minutcmen

couktn'i fxrcosrr Rvan Connolly scored an

e\\' .ilona lowjUngwilh 7 Wii)

jtu I ;rth hut Georgetown's Peter

Cannon answerc-d with a high hard shot

off another Goklman (cx-d otk minute

. capping off the day.

Rowing wins

ninth straight

conference title

By Matt Barstdw
CiHiW^IAN StaI->

SM MHI'S LACROSSE on ptgt S

Nkk Muiriti.. left, tries to eludr UMa*. midfielder Greu V.^t during Saturdav* 12-10 Gcs^"**

Miaritis MTorcd tw». jpais and added an a»si»t. as the Hi.vas impn.sed their Eastern CoUc«r Atl»letic C

record to 2-0. and their oscrall mark ti. K-2. UMa.»s lell to 6-6 oscrall (I-
1
ECAC).

n v4cti»rv.

onfcren<:e

It wasn't pretty. It definitely wasn't easy. Byt the

Massachusetts women's creu team managed to cap-

lure its ninth consecutive Atlantic 10 title on Saturday.

A strange day on Cooper River in Collingswood.

N.|. began when Rhode Island was caught stacking its

novice boats with veteran rowers in an eflort to topple

the perennial champion Minutewomen. The illegal

move resulted in the dis<^ualiflcation of Rhode Island's

novice four and novice eighi-A boats. Had the Rams

not been stripped of their points, they wouU have gor>e

honw with the title.

The drama began when rowers from DiKjuesne

noticed a familiar face sitting in the three-seat of

Rhode Island s ikjvkx- boats The face was that of a

Duquone transler. currently u member of Rhode

Klands second \arsity eight crew Since the rower had

• ve«r's experience with Duqueme during the 2005

season, she was not eligible to race as a novice. After

Duquesne liWd a griesaiwe with offkiak. UMaas waa

awarded the iitk"

W ith Rhode Island out of its way. UMass cruised to

vkttir> with wins in the varsity eight, varsity four and

varsitv quad competitkjas.

Massachasetts won the legalta 42-55 over Rhode

Island, whik: Saint kweph's finished third (25) and

George Washington founh (24) I^yion rounded out

the top-five after placing scvood in three races and

picking up 20-pomts I ordham edged out Tempkr by

one-point for sixth. 14-15. thanks in large part to a

third-place hnish by its varsity four.

IXiquesne qualified for the linab in three events

but went on to kxj« two of the throe races, resulting

tn the IXikes tymg no>Ke four winrang La SalW for

laM-piace. The two basement dwelkrs collected nme

points apiece.

The UMMt varwty eight finished the days higheat

ftion^ race in 6:45.0. edging second-placeGW by less

than »even scxonds. Senior coxswain Carrie

Champigns Wd the boat to victory with help from

Kaith Harkias and Cat Gariepy from the one and two

scats, respectively. Ixa lakobaen sat in the six seat

whikr Katie O'Brien occupied the four. Abo pan of the

cn.-w was Haykry McGrath at stroke. Lizzy Boyle.

t.auren CannwelJ aixl Stephanie Hopf

"The varsitv eight showed speed like I've never seen

before I think tlwy rowed the faaiesi WO to start a

race that I've ever seen fitim them." said coach |im

l>K-tz. who after \\k race was named the A- 10 Coach

ot the Year for the sixth time in eight yean.

S«e ami on page 8

Fordham is Ram Sweeps week: Sox take 3
tough at Lorden

By BciB McGtnTRN
dH.IX.IAN SrAff

Baseball is a sport that can

.hange drastk;all> from week to

week One injury, miscue or l»d

pitch can tweak the nKMnentum

just crKxigh to send a team spiral-

ing in the wrong dirxxtion.

The Massachusetts baseball

team was struck by all three this

weekend and was swept by

Fordham for the first time ever at

Earl lorden Fickl

UMass dropped a cbse 4-5

match on Saturday in the first

game of a double-header, which

was folk)wc>d by a U-** defeat

Then on Sunday, everything that

could go wrong did. as the

Minutcmen were demoralized 14

I by the Rams, much to the dis-

ma\ of UMass coach Mike Stone.

"They just beat us in every cat-

egory." Stone said. "They out-

played us. They were more com-

petitive They pitched better. They

hit better, obviously. I hope we did-

n't have anybody that quit on us.

but I ve got question marks about

that."

Keith Doherty was on the

mound for UMass on Sunday and

couW not figure out any way to

sk»w dowTi the Fordham offense.

In 21/5 innings Doherty gave up

eight runs, seven earned, and

seven hits.

Fordham catcher leremy

Bourgeois got things started for

the Rams with a three-run home

run in the first inning Bourgt\)is

went 5- for- 5 in the game and had

live RBIs. Fordham mustered one

more run on the inning bul its

offense was far from linishcxi.

In the next inning the Rams

made it fc^O when with one out

Doherty walked outfielder

Timothy Short, who was then sin-

glc-d to sccotkI by Greg Smith

Fordham s big bat, Kurl Thomas,

walked to load the basc^. and |oe

Ckxone (2-for-6. 4 RBIs) singled,

scoring Sht>rt and Smith, making

it a 6-0 game.

S«e BASEBALL on page 8

Red Sox 2

Yankees

NEW ^ORK (AP) - Six

months later. Pedro Martinez and

the Boston Red So\ held on

against the Yankees and complct-

c-d a weekend blowout in the

Bronx.

Martinez pitched seven crisp

innings and Manny Ramirez hit a

two- run homer off lavicr

Vazquez, lead-

ing the Red Sox

to a 2-0 win

Sunday and

their first scries sweep of New
York since I9«W.

Boston, the AL F^st leader,

took three in a row at Yankee

Stadium and extended New
fork's losing streak to a season

high four. Despite a record $185

million payroll, the listless

Yankees left their booing fans to

wonder when all those heralded

All-Stars will start justifying their

stratospheric salaries.

New >brk. which has won six

straight divLsion titles, fell 4'.'

games back of the AL East lead

lor the first time since May 10.

2002. according to the Elias

Sports Bureau. At 8-11. the

Yankees are three games under

5UO this liitc in Itii.- sci^i'ii l»'i

the first time sirwe they had the

same record on April 22. \'^7

Catcher lorge Posada dropped

a pair of foul popups. shortstop

Derek leter made a throwing

error, and Jeter and Hideki

Maisui let David Ortiz's pop

down the left-field line drop

between them for a double. The

Yankees, in a season-long funk,

were batting an AL-low .221

coming in and managed just four

hits in losing to the Red Sox for

the sixth time in seven games this

year.

leter. overmatched against

Martinez, went O-for-4 with three

strikeouts overall and extended

his hiiless streak to a career-high

25 at-bats. prompting boos from

the sellout crowd of 55.558.

Bemie Williams went O-for-4.

dropping his slide to 2 for- 26.

On a cloudy, drizzly after-

noon. "Lets Go Red Sox!"

chants could be heard from the

stands.

How different it was last

tX:tober. when Martinez failed to

hold a 5-2. eighth inning lead in

Game 7 of the AL championship

scucs, and New York won the

pennant on Aaron Boone's 1 1 th-

inning homer off Tim Wakefield

And Boston has spurted to the

quick division lead despite miss-

ing shortstop Nomar Garciaparra

aiwi outfielder Trot Nixon, who
haven't played this season

because of injuries.

Martinez (5-1). using a biting

breaking ball, improved to 10-8

lifetime against the Yankees. He
allowed four hits, struck out

seven and walked one.

Scott Williamson finished

with hitless relief for his first

save, completing Boston's first

sweep of New York since Sept.

10-12. 1999.

—Associated Press

Manny Ramirez's two-run home run was all Pedro Martinez (four

hits, seven strikeouts, one walk) needed to finish off the Red Sox'

three-Rame weekend sweep of the Yankees in New York.

Bird^s Pacers finish off C's
Bv Jimmy G<m en

.A-VSClHATtl' PW-.S-S

BOSTON (AP) — Larry Bird

was back in Boston for a familiar

result; A playoff victory.

Bird watched from the stands

while Ron
Pacers 90 Artcst scored

Celtics 75 22 poims to

help Indiana

beat Boston 90-75 on Sunday for

a sweep in the besl-of-seven

..All i)SKIN;ASSX:IATtl>r»«ESS

Paul Pierce's dejection is evi-

dent during Boston's elimination.

series, jeniiainc O'Neal scored 18

to help Indiana earn its first victo-

ry in a playoff series after three

consecutive (irsi-round losses.

"This was one of our goals: to

get out of the first round. And we
did that." said Rick Carlisle,

whom Bird picked to coach the

Pacers after the Celtics Hall of

Famcr ti.x)k over as president of

basketball operations "We're the

first team to advance, so we're

very proud of that."

The Pacers will have more

than a week to rest before the

Eastern Conference semifinals,

where they will play the winner of

the first-round series between

Miami and New Orleans. The

Heal lead 2-1 heading into Game

5 on Tuesday.

Reggie Miller was 4-for-8

from 5-point range for 14 points,

hitting a pair of 5s early in the

third quarter to help the Pacers

open a 17 point lead.

"The younger players on this

team feel obligated to go out and

get a ring for Reggie." the 25-

year-old O'Neal said ol the team's

58-year-old elder statesman. "We

know he doesn't have many more

attempts left."

Paul Pierce had 27 points and

1 1 rebounds and Mark Blount

had 21 and 15 for the Celtics,

who went away meekly for the

third time in the series.

•| really have a bad taste in my

mouth," Pierce said, noting that

the Celtics were swept in the sec-

ond round last year by New
lersey "This is really not a fun

feeling."

The loss — just the third four-

game sweep in Celtics playoff his-

tory — could signal the end for

interim coach |ohn Carroll, who
took over when |im O'Brien

resigned |an. 27. Carroll lost 12

of his first 1 5 games but managed

to eek out the last playoff spot in

the East with a record that was

10 games under .500.

"I've been a coach my whole

life, and when you are a coach you

understand that coaching is a very

precarious job." Carroll said. "1

hope I have represented this fran-

chise and the city of Boston over

the last 40 games and the players

in the way they should be."

Patriots end draft

with some offense
FOXBORO (AP) — The New

England Patriots added a pair of

big-name offensive playmakers

Sunday, selecting Arkansas run-

ning back Cedric Cobbs and

Florida State split end PK. Sam

on the second day of the NFL

Draft.

The Patriots look Cobb and

North Carolina free safety Dexter

Reid in the fourth round, and

added Sam with their filth-round

pick. They selected Illinois corner-

back Christian Morton in the sev-

enth round with their final pick.

The defensive-minded Pat -riots

used five of their eight picks on

defensive players, and according

to coach Bill Belichick, drafted

more for value at the respective

draft ptisiiion than need.

That's a luxury the defending

Super Bowl champions can afford.

"I think our draft went pretty

well overall," Belichick said. "I

feel like we got younger and faster

on defense, and offensively I feel

like we got good value at the skill

positions."

The b-foot, 22 1 -pound Cobbs,

the 1 28lh overall pick, was one of

the biggest names left on the

board. He was one of the nation's

top recruits coming out of high

school, and was named MVP of

the Cotton Bowl as a freshman in

1999. But he was redshirted the

following season after injuring his

right shoulder, and didn't earn a

full-time starting job until 2005.

Cobbs made the most of the

opportunity, as he rushed 1.529

yards on 5.8 yards per carry and

scored 1 touchdowns en route to

earning first-team All-SEC hon-

ors.

He performed well in big

games, rushing for 169 yards

against co-national champion LSU

and 141 yards in a 27-14 win over

Missouri in the Independence

Bowl.

Cobbs will challenge for play-

ing time on special teams, includ-

ing kick returns, with newly

acquired Corey Dillon expected to

start at tailback. Cobbs fell to the

second day of the draft largely

because of past character issues

and concerns about his durability,

and though he said he was "a lit-

tle bit heartbroken" initially about

being picked so late, falling to the

Patriots might have been a bless-

ing in disguise.

"1 know 1 had issues in the

past, but I got over that a long

time ago." said Cobbs. "I'm look-

ing towards the future ,.,

Hopefully I can reach my goal to

be one of the best backs in the

NFL, and I have a great opportu-

nity in New England."

The 5-foot- 10, 205-pound

Reid. the 115th overall pick

acquired by the Patriots in the

Tebucky |ones trade, was a con-

sensus All-Atlantic Coast first

team selection as a senior in 2003

after leading the Tarheels with

1 52 tackles, 95 of which were

solo. He started 56 straight games

for North Carolina during the

past three seasons and finished

his career with 466 tackles, four

forced fumbles, two fumble

recoveries and three intercep-

tions.

—Associated Press

UMass Dance Team to

appear on Fox Sports

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 5

Minutewomen win two of three,

maintain home winning streak
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Student government elections to begin tomorrow

Three presidential candidates address top priorities and proposals

Brian Long

/taMTiing flvlUMm lK*s a ifevia MnM (If oanmun% iNMNn ttM

kriant body and betvMtn fw ttudinik, iKuRy and aM, Brtw Long

iiM to biM thai convTunity and actwol spm thnxjf^ ImproMmenli

Id tia Gra* ooHMMRiKimallcs and fkw artL He suggests mat an

Ktng oonoart woidd ba a grail «My to bring avan tnore ab-

t to one orVK biggest events o(4ha year.

Long balavea ttat tia raooimnandriloro nMda by Ha Moohol laak

Force do noMng toMP cub tie prablam ol rioohol muaa on cam-

pus, and in some caaes would acluaKy increase the probtam. Ha laall

tal tia «My to cttange the oMin at abuaa on camfwa la to incre«a

aductfon iami^ prognnw, iMitalnpa, and o«iar awanb. aomatiing

fttf ha aiya •« Moohol liak Fona tMad to do

long aiguaa the Ganaral Physical Education program— a program

he benafNad aludanli m muMple «Mys and coat taaa par year Han

««lNi aoma admMBMore mate— should never baan cut He

beleves the SGA and the administrabon can come up wMi a compro-

mise that vrauM bring back the program at some po«M.

Patrick Higgins Eduardo Bustamante

Ha la

Ha

Mggini's number one goal is to reconnect with students

_ tor campus-wide piogranwiing. and tor haMng a

oulaide through Rafj^atorad Student Organiaiont

ahidant gtwarrananl naadi to do a baltar job maintammg

rt(^ by ngtutng the dry campua concept and paramai

Higgins says improving academic adviaing ia aiao important. He

batavw tiat atudantinol graduating in tour yaan is a prablam, and

tM fie SGA needs to Invast in the peopte who heki students get

through m tour yeare and provide the one-on-one relationships thM

are cunwHly lacking.

MaHng paridng more affordable for undargrads is necessary.

Higgins says He baiavaa that undergraduates should be paying a

cha^MT rate, eapadaiy conaidaring that partdng has not improved

racanHy and tie toW popuMton of campus ia growina

* For more converage, see

TRUSTEES on page 3

I Ha 8GA needs to be I

. He is praposaig what he cals "denvoacy tor reaL' wflh rslbmi and

aliaidanwiWchangeinhowtiaSMdaiwsaslagiamacy Has^^iattas

wt happen tirou»bi weelJy cowwaaiilf maalngi ti aachta«danllil aaa.

Hya that the UMwmNrs cunanitm cradb par dtaa aiMNi tgraaa an-

to soanMe more ml laam laas. By swItoMng to kuroradlli, ha

,
Iwa «« be leas *idanii par ctora, balsr daaa MrihMly aid

; wt become more tocuaed more aiUant a«l

!

more.

He pledges 10 support dwersity and slop the attack on ««

I

iMact MJtflA stodenli. Aaaurtng the OMce support programs and I

ftaribift and rawMng to aboiah the SEMS lae tor inlHnationil sludHtt ara

Ha aiVi he ^so wouU l*e to extend the resources o« advocacy

Sw IPSCHl nS6uB orouMk

BuBlMwite beieves that stodmii have toat many totogs tat they once

had «a a body ranewed in saMvtly he wguesMl tie admiaBbalon wi get

tnae tangs back. He asserts that students wl have phyacal educabon

i^n. bi^ ai a Second Language wi be brauiN back to ill tomw

cvadly; liaie wl be kee printing n tie ibrary and altoidable pariung wi

be brought back

Rve referendum questions on ballot A look at roles of the SGA
B>' Meussa Blanksteen

Five referendum questions will appear on this

weeks special election ballots, all proposed by

President lared Nokes.

The fir^t asks if students would approve $4 of stu

dent fees to be alkxated to the Collegiate Readership

Pixjgram. which brings free New York Times. Ek)ston

Gk>be and USA Toda\ newspapers to students.

Nokes said that students approved of the program

last fall, but the pa>gram asked for some funds from

the administration. The administration has refustxJ to

fuixl it.

The secorxl questbn asks if students support the

Commonwealth College program.

"The candidate [Eduardo Bustamante] who had

the most votes in the last cltvtiuns articulated a desire

to eliminate Commonwealth College." Nokes said. "It

is such a large issue that we should get the students'

input ... just advocating for it harms the whole pro-

gram."

Bustamante said he has made no such claim

Online voting is the third question. Nokes said that

stwtents have approved of this before but he said he

wants conformation that students still want it in light

of the recent election problems.

The last two questions ask students if the\ want a

new agerKV to be created for advo>.ating for broader

diversity issues, and if the Office of ALANA Affairs

should btxome a part of such an agetKy.

"Therv has bcx-n a request for years." Nokes said.

He said that all of these questions deal with key

issues that the Senate has not btvn able to solve this

year He also said that he did not ask for any input on

these questions.

The special ekxiions vkill be held tomorrow and

Thursday Students can vote at all the Dining

Commons and at the Campus Center Concourse from

10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and again from 4 p.m. to 7 pm.

Instant Run Off Voting will not be usc-d. instead the

ballots will be more traditional.

Take Back the Night' starts tomorrow
By Michelle Rivera

CA)Ll.h<.IAN StaI->

For the second straight year, hundreds of Five

College students and ctmimuniiy residents will

gather on the University of Massachusetts campus

this week in an effort to raise awareness about sex-

ual assault and violence against men and women.

The annual event, called "Take Back the

Night." will include activities on the UMass cam-

pus both tomorrow and Thursday night.

"Take Back the Night's" first night of activities

will kick off tomorrow at 7 p.m. with a speak-out

that will take place at the Campus Pond. The

speak-out is designed to provide an opportunity

for the survivors of violence to share their stories.

and for supporters to listen. It will also provide a

voice to those who feel silenced by society.

"This event is not associated with victims." said

Cara Bedick. co-coordinator of the event. "The

night is about survivors and supporters who are

making a change."

Everywoman's Center counselor advocates and

educator advocates will be on hand during the

evening marked with reflective arm-bands to serve

as resources for anyone who needs them.

The event will continue for a second night on

Thursday where participants will march together

to reclaim the night as a time of safety and as a

time to increase awareness of the prevalence of

violence, and specifically sexual violence in our

community.

Thursday's march will begin at the Student

Union at 7 p.m.. and end in a rally at the conclu-

sion of the marching, featuring select speakers

who make it part of their lives to put an end to vio-

lence. According to the press release, the rally not

only serves as a time for education, but for celebra-

tion as well.

"By speaking frankly about the problems of sex-

ual assault and violence, we can start to make a

difference." said |ulia Kristan. co-coordinator.

"It's a problem no one can deny," she said. "By

coming out and supporting the rally, you're doing

something."

The rally will end with donated Coca Cola and

Campus Catering refreshments and positive music

supplied by UMass' own WMUA 91.1 IM.

The event is being organized by a small group

of students who have been meeting every

Wednesday since the beginning of the semester.

One of the co-sponsors for both events is VOX;
Students for Choice, an existing group designed to

educate the university community about reproduc-

tive health and rights, to translate increased aware-

ness into pro-choice activism on campus and to

serve as a coalition partner to state, national and

international reproductive rights efforts. The

Everywoman's Center, the women's studies depart-

ment and WMUA 91.1 FM are also sponsors.

By Melissa Bla.nksteen

{'(HUt.iAN Staff

Tomorrow and Thursday.

University of Massachusetts

Amherst students will be able to

vote again for president, trustee

and area government

Yet. for many students, these

positions are unclear.

"The job of president and

trustee are the two most impor-

tant student leadership p«.)sitions

on the campus." current trustee

Hannah Fatemi said in an email.

"For they are the official voice of

the student body."

Currently, lared Nokes holds

the position of president on an

interim basis. The presidential

term on a normal year runs from

April 1 until March )1. The

trustee position starts |uly I and

ends lune '50.

The president represents the

18.000 undergraduates on cam-

pus to the administration. He or

she has a seven member executive

cabinet which helps advcxraie for

students' needs.

"It is the job of the president is

to meet with members of the

administration to discu.ss issues

that concern the student body as

well as keep the student body

informed of issues and news."

Fatemi wrute.

As for trustee, there are five

student trustees, one from each of

the UMass campuses Two get to

vote each year, and that rotates

from year to year among the cam

puses.

Fatemi said all the Mudent

trustees alsc> sit in on committees,

"such as the Comnuitee on

Academic and Student .Xflairs or

the Committee on Finance and

Audit," she wrote.

The Board itself meets live

times a year when they vote on

the committees' proposals.

"Howe\er. the job of the --lu-

dent trustee does not end wiih

meetings with the Board of

Trustees," fatemi wrote. "The

student trustee serves as a

resource persi)n for the SCA.

meets regularly with several

members within the administra

tion and ser\es on several on-

campus committees, to further

advocate lor and represent the

students on campus."

These positions are also life-

changing, according to Seth

Avakian. who was student trustee

frvMn l»^Wto200l.
"The position changed tlie

focus of my life from politics. I

was a political scierwe major, to

education." he said in an e-mail. "I

lini'ihed my masters in higher edu-

cation administration in 20l.t2."

He siiid he found the position

fnistruting and "a difficult balarK-

ing act because you have to repre-

sent the needs |andl beliefs of the

student^ in a | way | that the board

will listen
"

Currently, he runs a residence

hall of b>0 first year students at

the Univer'iity of California Santa

Barbara, and he says he also

•ipendv lime surfing.

Fatemi said she can't stress

enough the important of incom-

ing experience for the positions.

"It's one thing to have great

ideas on how to improve student

life here on campus, but i^is vital

to have experience and knowl-

edge of how the University works

bc-foie one enters into the posi-

tion to gel things done." she

wnitc.

Mass. school funding unfair
By Ken MA(;riHh

AsMH. lATHl PrSSS

BOSTON (AP) — A judge

ruled yesterday that

Massachusetts still is short-

changing lower-income students

and recommended the state's

highest court force education

oflicials to pay what could he

hundreds of millions of dollars

more to lix the problems.

The advisory ruling by

Superior Court ludge Margot

Botsford in a lawsuit filed by 19

districts sets the stage for the

Supreme ludicial Court to again

dictate the future of education in

Massachusetts. If the high 1.01111

agrees, it could radically change

the way the state spends money

to educate its nearly one million

public school students.

A 199 J S|C ruling said the

state hadn't met its constitulion

al duty to fund schools, and led

to passage of the Education

Reform law. which overhauled

how schools are funded. Since

then. Massachusetts has spent

nearly $31 billion on schools.

mostly in lower-income dis

tricts.

But in her 358-page report.

Botsford said the state "does not

presently provide sufficient

funds" to plaintiff districts to

pay for special needs children,

reasonable class sizes, technolo-

gy and good libraries, among
other things.

"What ludge Botsford has

di>ne, in short, is to say to the

state, li is time to get the job

done," said plaintiffs' attorney

Michael Weisman. who called

the ruling a "spectacular victo-

ry."

Botsford recommends the

stale start schooling children —
particularly those categi^rized as

low income, special needs and

English language learners —
earlier than kindergarten.

rM
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New look for $50 bill Explosion kills two soldiers
WASHINGTON (AP) —

1 ouches of red, blue and yellow

arc being added to the new $50

bill, the second of the green-

backs to be coloinzed as pan of

an effort to thwart counterfeit-

ers.

The subtle colors, which

appear in pans of what was once

the cream-colored background

on the note, are the most notice-

able change on the new $50.

which was unveiled yesterday by

the Treasury Department's

Bureau of Kngraving and

Printing, makers of the nation's

paper currency.

The new bills are still the

same size and use the traditional

black ink on the front and green

ink on the back. They also still

feature Ulysses S. Grant on the

front and the U.S. Capitol on the

back But the borders around

Grant — the Civil War general

and 18th U.S. president — and

the Capitol have been removed.

The new $50 also features

subtle background colors of red

and blue on both sides.

Wusliinfftou

liberal justices criticized

BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) — A workshop

believed to be pivducing chemkal munitions

expkxied in flames yesterday moments alter U.S.

tiuops broke in to search it. killing two soldiers and

wuurvding live jubilant Iraqis swaniied over the

Amencans' charred Humvees, waving looted

machine guns, a bandolier aixl a hebnet.

Brig. CWn. Mark Kimmitt dki not say what sort

of chemical agents weiv suspected ot being sup-

plied to insurgents (mm the Baghdad warehouse.

Alter the blast, there was ix) sign of precautions

against chemkals. "Chemical munitions couW

ntean any number of think!> " itKluding smoke

grenades, hesak).

In Fallujah, U.S. tai^.i- ^juk. under a heavy

insurgent attack a day after U.S. oflk;iaLs deckled to

extend a ceasL*-lire rather than lauiKh a full-scak;

oflenrive on the city. One Marine and eight insur-

gent wetv kilkxl.

Marines battkd Suiini guerrillas around a

muesque in Fallujah s yJan district, a poor neighbor-

hood where insurgents are coiKentrated.

I lelkopter guaships joined the battk.

o««B««hd*dlMMn9

lowrHtanwM

^•HishMlsdtM ^ CUSl
i«Mnp«e

mcTO*

DmUS

•ouici

ii Newt n«f«.

YOU THINK IT,

WE MAKE IT

WASHINGTON ( AP) — Two
of the Supreme Court's most

conservative members delivered

an unusual public rebuke to

more liberal justices yesterday,

accusing them of ducking an

important chuah-statc fight over

mealtime prayers at a taxpayer-

funded military college.

lustice Antonin Scalia, joined

by Chief lustice William H
Rehnquist. said the court should

have taken the case to answer for

the first tinwr whether its ban on

school-sponsored prayer for

young children and high school-

ers applies to college students as

well.

Scalia delivered a polite but

blunt critique of what he sug-

gested are flimsy reasons for

avoiding an appeal on behalf of

the Virgmia Military Institute.

whk;h is part of the stale's uni-

versity system.

The VMI case also gave the

court an opportunity to rule on

the constitutionality of tradition-

al religious observance in mili

tary institutions, Scalia said.

Israel

Three Palestinians killed

Washington State

Jewelers protested

jKRUSALKM (AP) — Mahmoud Zahar. a 55-

year-old Kgy pi ian-t rained physician who's son was

killed in an Israeli airstrike, was identified by

Israel yesterday as the new Hamas leader in the

Gaza Strip. Israeli officials signaled he wont be

targeted for death if the militant group halts sui-

cide attacks.

Hamas, however, refused to reveal the name of

its leader for fear he will be assassinated like his

two predev.e»sors

Late yesierd«y. two Palestinians were killed in

an incident near the Mughazi refugee camp in cen-

tral Gaza. Palestinian security officials said there

was an explosion followed by machine gun fire.

First reports said the two were killed when a rock-

et they were setting up exploded prematurely. The

Israeli military said it had no forces in the area.

Also yesterday, Israeli troops killed a 14-ycar-

old Palestinian boy and seriously wounded a 15-

year-old girl near Israeli settlements in Gaza. The

girl, described as mentally retarded, had wandered

into a restricted area.

China
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SPOKANt. Wash (AP) —
Fhose gleaming necklaces, rings

and watches in the jewelry case

may cost a lot more than you

think, environmentalists say.

In a new public relations

campaign, environmentalists

groups are KoUmg jewelers for

the damage CMMed by mining

for gold, silver and other pre-

cious metals, and are putting

pressure on jewelry retailer* to

reject minerals from big pol-

luters.

One gold ring, conservation-

ists sav. generates 20 tons of

mine waste. This year, they

passed out Valentine's Day

cards reading. "Don't tarnish

your love with dirty gold" in

front of jewelry stores in New
York. Boston and \\ashmgton.

DC
The ».aiitp«tigii i.<iught the

attention of Tiffany & Co .

which look out a recent ad in

The Washington Post that said a

proposed mine under the

Cabinet Mountains wilderness

of Montana is a poor way to fill

its jewelry cabinets on Fifth

Avenue.

Government blocks elections
HONG KONG (AP» - China killed Hong

Kong's hopes for quickly attaining full democra-

cy, ruling yesterday that the territory cannot

directly elect its next leader because it could stir

social and economic instability

Critics, including the US ^on>ul general,

charged that Hong Kong's promised autonomy

had been harmed by the decision from China's

top legislative panel, the Standing Committee of

the National People's CongresN Britain said the

ruling went against the deal China signed when

former colony Hong Kong was relumed to its

motherland in 1997.

Pro-democracy Hong Kong lawmakew
unfurled a banner and chanted slogans before

walking out of a meeting where a Chinese legisla-

tive official was explaining the ruling A small

group of student activists outside burned a copy

of Hong Kong's mini-consiilulion. the Basic Law

Some analysts predicted public anger could

explode into more street protests as locals vent

frustration at their inability to pick a successor to

the highly unpopular Chief F.xecutive Tung Chee-

hwa.
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Trustee candidates advocate for higher education as state priority

Timothy Daly Matthew Murphey

Timothy Daly wants to make higher education a

top priority in the state. He believes that

Massachusetts' public colleges and universities

should be affordable and accessible by keeping

tuition and fees down and that UMass Amherst

needs to be funded like a flagship.

Strongly emphasizing that UMass can not allow

bag searches and that UMass will not be a dry

campus, Daly believes the University needs a rep-

resentative that will stand up tor students' rights.

smrr tu*iu* iiAi*iK.'iAN

Matthew Murphy sayb advocating for state funding tor

hi(^ edijcalion is a high prionlii, and «(>» the ilite rwte

4«h in per a<)(ta funding far highr educaltoaHBptana to

attack this problem on a statewide level by InNMngS'i'*'

roots campaigns to pranure the slate to Qh« adaqualB

funding to highw adustton. He alao iMI atoo sttiw to

trtonize thidentlaMtoratiip in state coiaoaB and univerei-

bar
Murphy believes that stutHnts nay way too mtjch tar

textbooks. By renegotiating Foflett^ contract next ysar, ha

says he can stwoft the Books-for-Sooks program and

make texts attafdabte again. For thoae sludarts who cant

afford to twy books, he wi imptomant a toadbook ranttl

system where students pay a flat $100 tea tar an ertira

semester^ worth ottexttxwks. He ate propoeea to organ-

ize campaigns to lotitiy the texttMok marufacturers to

kwver ttieir pnces.

Kerry answers critics by questioning Bush's military service
I i_ ..1 c 1 .u^ ..,„. ciit/M- siarv iCcmuivti "Well aiid lime lo BO hoiiw and Bct them.

www.learn.unh.edu/summer
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By Nedra PiciaElt

A-raiix lATll) PUMB

WHEELING, W.Va. (AP) —
lohn Kerr>, a dtxordtcd Navy vel-

cran criticized by Republicans for

his anti-war activities during the

Vietnam era, lashed out at

President Bush on yesterday for

failing to prove whether he ful-

lilled his commitment to the

National Guard during the same

period.

Conservative critics have ques-

tioned whether Kerry deserved all

three of his l*urple Means for hat

tie viounds, an is.>ue the

Democratic presidential candidate

sought to put to rest last week bv

releasing his military records. On
Sundttv. a top Bush adviser criti-

li/ed kern for leading anti-war

pruiots after he renumed from the

battlefield.

"Thi» comes from a preskkmt

who can't even show or prove that

he showed up for duty in the

Natiotwl Guard." Kern saki yes-

terday during an interview on

ABC's "Good Morning America

"And I'm not going to stand for

it."

Kerry's direct criticism of

Bush's Guard record reflected an

aggressive strategy to cliallenge

the president. It came as Vice

President Dick Cheney used a

speech in Missouri to question

Kerry's fitness to be commander in

chief, and the Bush campaign

launched a $10 million television

ad campaign criticizing Kerry's

Senate votes on weapons systems.

During the primaries, Kerrv

often deflected questions about

Bush's military senice although

when asked in February whether

Bush had fuKilled his S'ietnam-era

comnutment. the Democrat said.

"lust because you get an honor-

able discharge does not in fact

answer that question
"

In l'W2, as (Vmocratic candi

date Bill Clinton faced criticism

for avoiding scnke in \ letnam.

Kerry said. "We do not need to

divide AoKrica over wtx) served

and how. I have personally always

believed that many served in many

different ways."

Democrats have questioned

whether Bash fulfilled his obliga-

tions to the National Guard in

spile of White House claims that

hie compk'ted his duty satisfactori-

ly. Bush joined the Tevas Air

Natioful Guard in mfei< and trans

ferred to the Alabama Guard in

1472 whik working on a political

campaign. How often Bush

reponed for duty in .Alahuma is

unckrai.

Bush supporters have tried to

turn Kerry's service in Vietnam —
a centerpiece of his Democratic

campaign - agaiast him even as

they say they honor his scnke to

his country. Kerry rek-ased his

mcdkal records when questkjncd

about the extent of his war

wouixls. including a report sfiow

ing he still carries shrapnel in one

leg.

That criticism sikrwcd lor the

moment. Bush adviser Karen

HugtKs turned to what Kerry dkl

after returning from the war

Hughes said Sunday she was

offended by Kerry s anti-war activ-

ities in I *J7 1 and accused him ol

ruji actually throwing back his

medals when he arul other veter-

ans piutested in Washington.

"He only pretended to throw

his." Hugfies said in a CNN inter-

view. "Now, I can understand if.

out of conscience, you take a prin

cipled stand, arkJ you woukJ deckle

that you were sci opposed to this

thai you would actually throw your

medals But to pretend to do so —
I think that's very revealing.'

Kerry has never sakl he pre-

tended to thnjw away hLs medals.

For years, he has sakl that he tfmrw

his ribbons over a fence at the

Capitol, not his three Purple

Hearts, Brunae Star aiKl Silver Star

He also hv said that alter the

pnjtesi he threw the medals irf two

other veterans.

Nearly 800 veterans "gave

hack" their medals, ribbons, doj:

tags and other military itenLs dur

ing a protest in April I""'

(however, a ttpe of a tek.'M-i> t

intc-rvkw Kerry gave shortly alter

the protest suggested he hail

claimed that he also thre-w hi-

medals.

In the ev.hange. aired yesterday

by ABC and published in The New

York Times, an inteniewer ask>

Kerry. "How many dkl you give

back, lohn''" Kerry responds. "I

gave back. I cant rememba. si\

seven, eight, niivr
" The lx»si then

notes that Kerry had won the

Purpk- Hearts, aixl Brunze an>:

Silver stars. Kerry says. "Well, and

above that. I gave back my otlwrs

"

Kerry told .\Bt yesteixlay that

the temis nbbons and medals were

interchangeable He accused

Republkans ol trying to discredit

his preskkmtial campaign with a

"phony controversy."

"The U.S. Navy pamf*ikri calls

them medals," he said "We
referrc-d lo ihcin as tlie symbols,

they were a-preseniing nKxlals, rib^

botw. Count fcss \eterans thivw the

ribbons back."

Kerry was asked lo reconcik-

two expianatknis for why he didn't

throw his own iiK-daU - Kerry

toW The Washington Po«t in I'WS

It was because he dkln't want to

personally, and he tc4d the Etoston

C".k)K.- in l>Wt< thai k didn't have

time to go hoiiw and get them.

"I've expressed that there was

great, sort of. sense of wrvtwhing

about the whole thing," Kerry sakl.

He notc-d thai the- anti-war veterans

were conflicted over wkfther to

iluuw them, aixl although ifHry

voted to do so. "I threw my rib-

bons. I dkln't have my medals. It's

very simpk."

The controversy over the

medals overshadowed the start of

Kerry's three-day bus tour of four

manufactunng states that are

c-xpected to be pivotal in this year's

election - West Virginia.

IVnivsylvania. Ohk> and Mkhigan

Kerry began the tour m Whetrling.

W.Va.. with a speech accusing

Bush ol failing to enforce trade

ruloN that prutcct I S wt>rkers
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Another obstacle for

same-sex marriage

Unpatriotic patriotism

In just under three weeks, on May 17. gay

marriage will officially become legal in

Massachusetts — for Massachusetts residents

only that is This weekend. Gov. Mitt

Roinney announced his latest attempt to flout

the legaliMlion of gay marriage. He found yet

another loophole in a law dating back to

1913 that will prevent any out-of-state same-

sex couple from obtaining a marriage license.

The law, originally established because

interracial marriages were becoming an issue

of increasing concern, says that no couple

can be married in Massachusetts if that mar-

riage would be considered "void" in their

home state Romney did say. however, that

anyone who comes from a place in which gay

marriage is already legal will be pemiiited to

acquire a valid license. Since none of the

other 49 states fall into this category, this

stipulation will mainly serve people from

Ontario. Canada.

It is no secret that many state ofncials.

along with Romney himself, have been

against the legalization of gay marriage from

the very beginning. They have done every-

thing possible to prevent the inevitable. In

fact, a constitutional amendment to ban gay

marriage and create civil unions instead has

received an initial approval by the State

Legislature Fortunately, the issue will not

even be discussed until 2(HM>.

In the meantime, however, several justices

of the state have said that they would rather

resign than uphold the new law Daniel B

Winslow. the chief legal counsel to Romney.

addressed this issue on Sunday.

"If a justice of the peace cannot comply

with his or her oath of office, then we would

expect that person to tender their resignation

from that office."

From these comments, it seems that the

Romney administration intends to take the

new policy vary seriously. However, no men-

tion was made of what the penalties might be

for any ofFicial who refused to comply.

For someone like Romney. who was so

opposed to this issue, it seems strange that

his administration should suddenly show

such strong support. But we cannot be fooled

by appearances. It is not only possible, but

quite likely, that Winslow s comments may

reflect another motive of the administration.

If all the justices who do not agree with

the policy are encouraged to resign by May

17. then there will be a drastic shortage of

officials available to perform the numerous

marriages that will inevitably be requested. If

there is no one to officiate these ceremonies,

then clearly less of them will be taking place.

It is just another way for Romney to do every-

thing in his power to prevent the inevitable,

yet it is another roadblock on the path to

equality. Only this time, he has managed to

cleverly disguise his sabotage as full-fledged

cooperation.

Information from the BoHon Globe was

used in this editorial.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian Editorial Board
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means I spend mo«t of my time

running around like sginc Uqci

of barnyard animal missing an

appendage Right about now is

when every professor decides to

Maign a huge paper, and the

ones who don't assign papers

give exams.

All right, not cmt) piulessor.

You nice professors out there

who don't do that, your stu-

dents love you l>ont ever

change. Let me know what class

you teach so I can register for it

next semester This week I have

an exam, three papers due, and

three books to read! Who has

time to read three whole books

irt one week?
At any rate, at this time of

year when the workload gets

tqugh and the weather is gor-

gaOuI. I know I start to wonder

why 1 should bother going to my

classes. I mean, who needs to

learn when it's warm and sunny

out? I've learned for seven

months already. 1 need Frisbee.

This mentality is bad. Your

alternate plan will always seem

like a good idea at the time

when compared to classes, but

in the long run it will screw you

over. This is a guaranteed fact of

life — i know because I learned

the hard way. Thus. I've come

up with a couple of suggestions

to beat off that nagging little

voice thai says. "Oh come on,

it's just one class; what's gonna

happen?"
Watch a reality TV show.

Watching people eat cow vomit

with a side of spicy hot slugs to

win money will remind you that

if you don I go to your classes

and end up flunking out, eating

cow vomit may be your only

potential source of income I

mean, it's cow vomit or working

at McDonald's Hard to pick the

lesser of two evils, huh?

Go visit your grandmother.

She will tell you about how
privileged you are to be going to

college Vou know, when she

WM your afe she had to walk 1

5

miles in the snow to work tn the

f*. ii>n TiK . 12 cents an hour.

I Through woods

mnumii-ii b) packs of hungry

wolves! These kids today don't

know how spoiled they arc with

iheir fancy paved streets and

their central heat and air! Geez!

Who needs to team

iMlien it's warm and

sunny out? I've

teamed for seven

monttis already. I

need Frisbee.

I realize, however, that no

matter how much encourage-

ment to go to class is offered,

some people are just not going to

go because they're just those

kind of people. If you're one of

those people, here are a couple of

things you can do instead of

going to class that you can still

manage to learn something from.

Go out to lunch. No. not

take out. go sit down and have

lunch. First you'll work on your

decision-making skills. With all

those choices on the menu, it

will be a tough one. but 1 have

faith in you. When you get the

bill you'll have to figure out a

tip for your waitpcrson.

Brushing up on those math

skills and chowing down on

some non-DC goodness is

always a good idea. Mmm ...

education

Go to a museum. The

Springfield Science Museum
has an exhibit on dinosaurs.

They move around and every-

thing Watching dinosaur robot

things move around is inherent-

ly more exciting than watching

professors move around You'll

learn about history, how to fol-

lowing driving directions and

how t« budfct jKwr gift shop

jyendigf nnnqr nslitili have

0t/$^4ttnm §0U§im <m the way

home.
But then there are those peo-

ple who don't skip class because

it's nice out They don't want to

go out and have a good time:

they just want to sit around

their rooms all day. Indeed, we

all know those people. Well,

bring your buddy a copy of The

Collegian, because he. too. can

do some learning, right in his

own room.

That box under your bed

with the 2 week-old pizza in it?

Break that out It's guaranteed

to be growing some mold.

You'll be able to learn all kinds

of things about bacteria and

spores, maybe some entomolo-

gy. If you take a bite, you can

even learn about ambulances,

stomach pumping, and antibi-

otics!

Education is not found only

in the classroom. It is all around

us, sometimes where we least

expect it. Although I under-

stand that some of those alter-

native education techniques

sound awfully tempting, go to

your classes. You're going to

have papers and exams whether

you go or not. so you might as

well know what you're sup-

posed to write about or what

you're going to be tested on.

Who knows, maybe what you

learn in your classes will actual-

ly prove to be of some use to

you in the future. How crazy

would that be?

Stacy Kasdin is a Collegian

columnist.

We are sur-

rounded by

"patriotism."

You can find

American flags

anywhere from

coffee mugs to

the printed

land-of-the-
free-home-of-

the-bikers-T-

shirt that fat

guy IS always wearing at the iocai

pub. So is that what patriotism is?

Hardly so. but many believe it to be

that way
So what is patriotism? What

does it mean to be patriotk:? What

does the word even mean? Well if

you think about it, it has to have

sotne meaning other than what we

use it for today The vwrd comes

from indo-European origins. It

denotes a relationship to a land of

your "pater" or in English, father.

Patriotism is a kwe of your father-

land, the larxl in which your ances-

tors are rooted.

So how did such a deep woixl

become so shalkjw? How did a

word that meant k)ve of tradition

and values come to mean the kwe

o( displaying colors? The answer is

complex and has much to do with

one simpb fact: America is not the

fatherland of Americans.

America is a land of tnunl-

grwits. Surely Native Americans

may object because they were here

first, but at one point they came

here too. The point is that there is

no deep sense of patriotism in

America, at least not tnje patriot-

ism Sure we fly one flag above all

other flags but v^t does that

mean? Do you believe in cokxed

ck>th or what h stands for?

The question becomes, can the

United States of America, the asex-

ually-produced bastard chikl of the

British Empire, be patriotic in the

true sense of the word?

The answer is yes. This is possi-

ble because Americans arc not a

people of a particular race, religion,

ethnicity or any other one of those

imagined boundaries. Rather, true

Americans are peopk who believe

in certain ideals. These kleals have

fathers, those individuals that we

call the forefathers. The likes of

Jefferson, Madison. Washington

and so on are irxlividuals we are

uught to revere but never to

uiKlerstand.

If Americans hold these values

in the highest regard, and those

eariy revolutionaries are the forefa-

thers of those values, patriotism in

the United Sutes can only truly

exist as a love of those values.

Loving and defending the right to

speak freely and elect your govern-

ment an; exampks of being a true

American patriot.

Can ttie United

States of America,

tlie asexualty pro-

duced bastard cMM
of tlie British

Empire, be patriotic

in ttw true sense of

ttieword?

So rtow having redefined patri-

otism, we must be wary of any-

thing else that goes by the same

name. Perhaps the most perfect

example is the USA Patriot Act.

Under a true definition of patriot

ism. this act. if you read it urJike

moat members of congress who

admitted they hadn't bciforc pws-

ing it. wouU mote appropriately be

called an Act of Treason The

authors behind the federalist

papers who toM us that, "ambition

must counteract ambition" are

njlling in their graves over the

reduced checks and balances that

the Act of Treason allows.

Jefferson, who fought lo include

the Bill of Rights in the

Constitution to guarantee an indi-

viduals safety from state action.

wouU be appalled if he coukl see

how this Act of Treason stomps on

amendment after amendment.

A true patriot would oppose

this Act of Treason because it goes

against everything upon which this

nation was founded. A true patriot

would be enraged at how their

forefathers have been insulted. A

true patriot woukl take action, not

sit quietly like an apathetk: byalist

to the crown. The tinie to object is

now because the longer we suy

quiet the giwiter the powers of the

government over the peopk: will

be. Perhaps if we oppose this Act

of Treason, we can collect the

shreds of the Bill of Rights out of

the tra.sh receptacle and piece them

back together to form a better

tomorrow.

One of our greatest, if not wis-

est, forefathers saw this coming

upon the drafting of the

Constitution Benjamin Franklin's

words speak with relevance to

today's increasingly apathetic pub-

lic. "I agree to this constitutwn

with all its faults." he sakl. "and I

believe farther that ihLs is likely to

be well-administervd for a course

of years and can only end in des-

potism as other lomts have done

before it. when the people shall

become so corrupted as to need

despotic go\emmcni, being inca-

pabkr of an> other"

Franklin lived m an era when

the peopW he spoke of demanded

certain rights and believed them to

be inalienabk: Today, with growing

apaih> and despotism, that

demand is diminishing and the c-or

rupiion Franklin warned of is com-

ing true. That corruption is accept-

ing patriotism to be a display of

cofered banners iastcad of accept-

ing patriotism to be lighting for

what those colors stand for.

Have we become a corrupted

society? If we haven't yet we arc

surely on our wa\. It is your choice

to decide whether or not to reverse

that It Ls your choice to deckle

whether or nM you want to be a

true patriot.

Yuusef Munayyer is a Collegian

LxUumnist
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BUSTAMANTE
DISCUSSES THE
VALUE OF TRUTH

I would like to take this opportu-

nity to address tfie issue of truth tt

IS a tricky concept, whch distin-

guishes l)etween the truth (tower

case), a version of what one

believes to be in accordance with

reality: and the Tmth (capitaHzetl).

"a transcendent fundamental or

spiritual reality" (Webster's). whk;h

is recognized instinctively by all "I

am telling the truth." versus, "I

speak The Tmth" - that which is

understood versus that wttich is

known

One might expect, as I believe

most of us do. that all people under-

stand Instinctively that telling the

truth is ot the utmost importance.

However. I have witnessed recently

serious violations of Truth in

response to perceived threats to

self-interest These truths (view-

points) that violate Truth require

long and complicated explanations,

like spending S800 of student

money on a newspaper advertise-

ment, or throwing out democratic

elections

The basic fundament of telling

the truth Is sincerity, one views a

situation and describes sincerely

what one sees Different people can

see the same situation and each

one interpret it differently. This con-

flict however, does not mean that

one of the parties is tying The les-

son here is that there can be more

than one truth.

Based on this concept, the

founding fathers implemented the

First Amendment — Freedom of

Speech The logic is that in a free

market place of ideas, where all the

truths are aired, the greatest truth

will rise to the top. This is how we

ensure optimal growth as a country,

a state, a city or, in our case, a uni-

versity.

This is also how we choose our

leadership. Each prospective leader

speaks his or her truth freely There

is heavy debate, and the leader with

the greatest truths gets the most

votes, and rises to the top. First, this

ensures that our leaders are the

most qualified And second, hearing

the other truths and debating

strengthens our leaders by giving

them greater understanding of a

given situation.

What happens when someone

Injects a lie into this system? It is

destructive for two reasons: First, it

allows for a candidate whose truths

are not the greatest to win by slan-

dering the other candidate. Second,

it stops the forging of great leaders,

by avoiding the debate of the issues

that matter

Theretore, anyone that has pub

lished things knowringly misrepre

senting their interests, claiming that

I said things they know I did not. or

iust making things up about me

they know are not true, please

understand that the harm you are

doing IS not just to me or to the SGA

campaign of Matt Murphy and

myself Your lies are holding back

the enhre student body

It you realty want to talk about

the issues how we plan to wake up

the student body, implement a text-

book rental system or change the

credit system to lour per class, your

feedback can do nothing but help tt

will ensure that the students are

aware of the issues and choose the

correct leaders When we are wrong

or make mistakes, your calling us

out can only sharpen us

The Truth is that truth Is invalu-

able, (especially at this moment and

at this school) and your selfishness

IS an obstacle to progress I know

you are aware of it You felt The Truth

in your gut when you saw the title ot

this article; that part never even

required my defense Now. shift your

vision upwards Come to the table

sincerely: be guided by The Truth

and let's take back UMass

Eduardo Bustamante

SGA Presidential Candidate

ANGRY SENATOR
PUSHES FOR CHANGE

There have always been three

main political groups on campus;

the conservatives and their affili-

ates, the Progressives and their

allies and lastly, the apathetic sheep

who couldn't care less. And as it

turns out, the sheep were actually

the smart ones.

The fact is that you do not mat-

ter. You come to this school, one of

18,000-plus. You are here for a

degree, followed by a job, followed

by a run-of-the-mill life, maybe

filled with an exciting vacation or

community service. Forget telling

the grown-ups how to run things

Want a meaningful protest, like

the kind at the University of Illinois?

Well, you can't have one We have

an idiotic, draconian "Picketing

Code" that would get those Illinois

yahoos expelled if they tried such

egregious acts of democracy at this

school.

Want to vote? Sorry, your candi-

date has not been approved by the

Student Government Association.

Please insert $4,000 to try again

Want to protest the .. well, we

know where that gets you. How

about speaking out against Jared

Nokes, or his president hopeful

roommate Well then you get

framed as an ALANA supporter After

all everyone knows only ALANA

students are pissed oft about this

The fact IS that I am not an

ALANA student, and i m pissed oft

too The fact that the 200-plus peo-

ple now signed up for the campaign

are composed of both ALANA (read

minority) and non ALANA (read;

white) students seems to be irrele-

vant Facts seem to be irrelevant.

So where does that leave us?

With a power-hungry president who

uses his III gotten veto power to

stamp out the ALANA caucus char-

ter the Senate )ust approved With a

nice Letter to the Editor calling for a

polite campaign, followed by a col-

umn so desperate to slander

Bustamante that the author decided

to make stuff up, it leaves us with a

Senate that votes down anything

progressive All of this nonsense is

done by a small group of senators

who are clearly not serving the stu-

dents They do seem to do a damn

good |0b of getting in their way,

however

I am calling these senators out

They are not serving the students,

not at all Not when they vote

against even considering motions

They place a higher value on rules

and bureaucracy than they do on

the students they blatantly misrep-

resent.

What can we do"? How should we

act when we are not allowed to

protest and our vote is ignored? The

first thing we do is we vote again

We get every friend we have to join

the Eddie Bustamante and Matt

Murphy campaign, and we do every-

thing we can to gel the only two pro-

gressives running into office.

Then, next fall, every progres-

sive who cares about this university

runs. Together we can defeat the

neo-conservative loonies who have

taken over our senate and usurped

our voice. Then we ignore the toy

budget we are given to play with,

and we use the Student

Government Association as it should

be used; as an organizing tool. We

get rid of the picketing code. We

change the rules of the game so we

no longer require the approval of

the administration to pass enact-

ments. We organize powerful

protests, sit-ins and demonstrations

against budget cuts. We reach out

to alumni who can remember when

students had power on this campus

and organize with their help. We

take this campus back, and we

keep it.

Daniel Pozmanter

SGA Senator
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All they want to do is dance
Hie UHaM Dsuice team make tlieir way to Ae

By Glen Straub
tiULtlilAN StAf f

They don't have any money, a coach or

even a choreographer, but that hasn't

stopped the University of Massachusetts

dance team from finding a way to larKl on

one of the most watched cable sports statiom

in the country.

Starting tomontjw at 5 p.m. Fox Sports

Net will air coverage of the April 2 National

Dance Alliance Collegiate Championship

from Daytona Beach, Fla., a showcase of the

best collegiate darwe teams in the country.

That group now includes the 1 1 ladies that

make up the UMass team.

The squad, led by co-capuins Ashk;y

Whitson and Cecille Dones, finished with a

score of •1.04 of 10, placing them nmth out of

MX) teams that competed.

"This is really great for the University and

the dance team," Whitson, a sophomore

School of Management and dance double

major said. "A lot of people don t understand

daiK'e teanu or daiKc competition so it will

be cool to watch it on teWvision.'

pete. The Registered Student Organization

then received financial help from the Student

Government Association, the Alumni

Alliance and the Arts Council and nutde their

way down to the Sunshine State to prove that

you don't need all the valuable resources to

( ( We now have to keep working harder

because we realized we have more room to

grow and you can never do too much. ^ ^

According to Whitson. nornulK the NDA
it where ruttionally ranked teams with pivfe«-

sional coaches face-off to see who is the best

in the country but, after sending a video to

the committee. UMass was invited to com-

be considered one the b^t squads in the

nation.

"I was really amazed how much better the

competition got this year and how well we

did against it.* Whitson said. 'We now have

to keep working harder b«:ause we realized

we have more room to grow and you can

never do too much."

This isn't the first time the UMass dance

team has been in the national spotlight

though. In 1999, it appeared on the cover of

Dance Spirit Magu^ine and in 2002 the

squad finished third in the very same compe-

tition — the best ever showing tor them

Other than competing with some of the

best squads in the nation ofKe a year, the

dance team periorms at numerous school

events around campus including football aivl

basketball ganK^s, the New Students Open
fiouse as well as iMher local events.

\Vhitson plans to return to the

Championships next year and she hopes to

add more people to the team Audilioiu for

the 2004^9 UMais Dance Team are May 8

at 10 a.m. in the Curry Hicks Cage.

Calvin to welcome
jazz great Marsalis

By DtB4)RAH Geioer
ColLK.lAN ^TAfr

If you still equate jazz to

elevator music by the time

you're in college, your musical

tiiM s are going to need some

big time maturation.

What is jazz anyway? Is it

that crap coming out of dad's

old record plaver? Or is it

something fresher, something

greater, something with logic

and power and think-

ing behind each and

every note? You
decide.

fazz great Wynton
Marsalis, arguably one

of the most accom-
plished and acclaimed

jazz artists and com-

posers of his genera

tion is coming to the

Calvin Theater tonight

.11 8 p.m, with tickets

ranging from $25 to

$45. A chance to see a jazz

great live, the performance

may just change the way you

listen to music.

Straight out of the New
Orleans outskirts. Wynton
Marsalis has helped propel jazz

to the forefront of American

culture through his brilliant

performances, recordings,

compositions, educational ef

forts and his Artistic Direction

at Lincoln Center.

Marsalis began playing the

trumpet at age 1 2 and played

in local bands in orchestras.

He made his recording debut

in 1982 and over the last two

decades he has produced close

to 40 outstanding jazz and

classical recordings for

Columbia |azz and Sony

Classical winning him nine

Grammy Awards. In 1985 he

became the first and only artist

to win both classical and jazz

Grammy Awards in one year

and, remarkably, repeated this

feat in 1984
Marsalis was named one of

America's '25 Most Influential

People" by Time magazine, one
of 'The 50 Most Influential

Boomers" by Life magazine,

won the 1997 Pulitzer Prize for

music for his jazz oratorio

Blood on the Fields (the first

jazz musician to receive the

award), received the

United Nations desig-

nation of 'Messenger
of Peace" by UN
Secretary-General Kofi

Annan in 2001, as well

as :he Congressional

"Horizon Award" in

2002.

Perhaps one of the

most compelling things

about Wynton's
appearance here in the

Valley is his direct con-

nection to the University of

Mass-achusetts. lournaiism in-

structor Carl Vigeland co-

authored "jazz in the

Bittersweet Blues of Life" with

Marsalis in 2001. "lazz" is a

book about life, jazz and tour-

ing the big cities and small

towns across America.

His latest work, "The Magic
Hour (Blue Note)." includes

eight tracks: "Feeling of jazz"

(featuring Dianne Reeves on
vocals). "You and Me." "Free

to Be. Baby 1 Love You" (fea-

turing Bobby McFerrin on
vocals), "Big Fat Hen."
"Skipping," "Sophie Rose-

Rosalee." and 'The Magic
Hour." When asked what the

"magic hour" was. Marsalis

simply said. "For kids, the one

hour before they go to bed. For

parents, the one hour after the

kids go to sleep,"

^J
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Snow Patrol revives Britpop
By Jt»HNNV lX)NALl»SON

COLLtl.lAN SlAh»^

Let's be honest with ourselves here folks, most

Briipop generally falls on the shorter end of the

quality spectrum.

Oasis did right by "Wonderwali." but the broth

ers Gallagher have' gotten progressively

worse with each suctesive song. Coldplay

arc leaders of the pack, but they got off to

a feeble (and overrated) start with

-Yellow" before finding their groove on "A

Ru>h of Blood to the Head." And the musi-

cal landscape is littered with the bloated

and rotting corpses of fairly mediocre

third-tier acts like The Coral Starsailor

and f'alo-alto (which is. honestly, an

Amcncan Briipop band) who think they can ride

Coldplay s gently wafting breeze to commercial vic-

tor).

Truthfully. I've had my fill of wimpy jellyfish

bands that are comprised of spineless, unruffled gui-

tars, ancmiv drums and a singer with a tweet falset-

to chirping out some brittle, toothless melody

And now here comes Snow Patrol, a quartet of

Bntpoppers by-way -of Ireland who have started to

make me think thai there ma^ be. just may be. some

juice left in this genre after all.

"Mnal Straw" is the band's third allnim. and their

tirst on a major label; their previous efforts. "Songs

lor Polar Bears" and "NMwn Its All Over We Still

Have To Clear Up" were released by the tinv leepster

Records without making a musical dent, even in the

hennetic world of indie music. Such an anonvinous.

unfamiliar band isn't the most likely choice for big

iiK.nc> commemoration, but Siww Patrol strive very

hard to be worthy of playing m the big leagues

"Final Straw" is a gorgeous breakthrough, one of the

loveliest records so far this year

ly poetic "How To Be Dead" and ends with the spare

and austere "Same." Everything in between has the

same glowing, honeyed shimmer At times tfiat

means "final Straw" can get to be very samey-sound

ing; a few songs fall into lush lifelessness. all glittery-

surface but little musical substance. But only a few.

Snow Patrol display a knack for seductive

melody, warm harmonies and just enough

grit to keep the album from becoming too

pretty for it's one good. "Wow" and

"Gleaming Auction' props up the Britpop

with crunchy guitar muscle and sleek

embellishments: stirring strings and elec-

tronic effects crop up throughout "Final

Straw" and helps to deepen and layer the

albums texture.

The album's centerpiece tracks, its best

songs, are the robust "Chocolate" and the anthemic

Run." which invite comparison to homeland

heroes U2. They almost make up for the album's

flaws — the droning "Ways and Means" and dull

"Grazed Knees" most notably.

What seprates Snow Patrol away from your

usual Britpop boys (there's a reason why it's been

derisively called "sad-bastard" music) is that singer

Gary Lightbody doesn't just moan in a "woe-is-the-

worid" falsetto pierce. Lightbody has a more reso-

nant, velveline voice and precise phrasing: he

sounds like he's singing with emotion, not self-pity

And emotion is a large part ot Snow Patrol's

music "Final Straw" is anottier album about rock'i

eternal theme, but it's a relatively mature and

nuanced appraisal of it. There are a lot of lyrics

about love-gone-wrong on "Final Straw." but they

take on inultiple aspects of romance, life and love

and not just the ol' she-done-me wrong routine.

"Final Straw" is an imperfect album, but a beau-

tiful one too. It does just enough to break Snow

Patrol out of the indie rock doldrums - and keeps

Springer musical set to tiit

Broadway stages in 2005^ .L . -1 :c ^A .^ ;rr.r.r.Mj«. in I onfion Hod later trBns

By Michael Kdchwara
AsSlJLlAll;!) PRtSS

NEW YORK (AP) — "lerry

Springer — The Opera" is com-

ing to Broadway but not until

the fall of 2005.

The raucous, raunchy

London hit about the American

talk show host will open Oct.

20, 2005, at a theater to be

announced, producer Ion

Thoday said yesterday in a tele-

phone interview from London.

But first, the $15 9 million

production will play San

Francisco's Orpheum Theatre

for six weeks starting at the end

of February or the beginning of

March 2005. the producer said.

"Going to San Francisco,

gives us a chance to work on

the show if we need to improve

it," Thoday said. No cast has

been set for the American pro-

duction, and Thoday has not

ruled out hiring Michael

Brandon, an American who
originated the role in London.

"Merry Springer' is a musical

that appeals to people who like

musicals and people who
don't." Thoday said. "It's got

crossover appeal. It has

brought a whole new audience

into the theater. And it's very

funny. Aside from "The

Producers,' there are not that

many genuinely funny musi-

cals."

"lerry Springer." created by

Richard Thomas and Stewart

Lee. opened last April to rave

reviews at the National Theatre

in London and later transferred

for a commercial run to the

Cambridge Theater where it is

still playing.

The production, which won

the Olivier Award (the British

equivalent of the Tony Award)

for best musical, features tap-

dancing Ku Klux Klansmen.

rude language and a never-end-

ing parade of lowlifes and

freaks. In the musical. Springer

is shot at the end of the first act

and gets dragged down to hell.

The real-life Springer saw

the show last November in

London and praised the pro

duction while distancing him

self from the lerry portrayed in

it. "It's a persona, and they did

it remarkably well." he said.

•As an opera, its perfect
"

Final Straw" gently kicks off with the haunting them from being another pathetic toldpiay clone
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Gordon uses caution to defeat

Earnhart; fans boo decision
By Jt)HN Zenor
Amixiatbu Prew

TALLADEGA, Ala. (AP) |cff Gordon soaked up

the moment after his (irst win of the season. Dale

Earnhardt |r. found a very different reason to en)oy

what happened.

When NASCAR declared Gordon the winner in

Sundays Aaron's 499 — finished under caution

rather than with any last-lap drama — it proved the

fan favorite doesn't get all the calls, after all.

"I'm real glad that one of these calls finally went

against me." Earnhardt said. "It's going to shut up a

lot of people.'

And his fans voiced their opinion by tossing beer,

soda cans and whatever else was handy onto the

Tallade^ track.

The nonnally straight-laced Gordon had his fun

with the scene, easing around the track and spinning

his wheels in a victory celebration.

"I know it's going to be controversial, but I don't

care," he declared in the wiruier's circle.

He seized the lead from Earnhardt vYith six tap«

remaining, setting the stage for a scintillating finish.

It didn't happen.

Earnhardt was making a strong bid for the lead

coming off turn four of lap 184 in the 1H8-Iap race

when rookie Brian Vickers and Caaey Mears collided

That brought out the 1 Ith caution flag of the race

lust like that. Dale Earnhardt Inc.'s string of five

straight Cup wins — four by Earnhardt aiKl one last

fall by Michael Waltrip — at Talladega was over.

Earnhardt questioned NASCAR'n ruling that

Gcffdon held the lead when the caution surted, but

list fall's rule change means the fiekl is frozen when

the yellow comes out rather than letting the competi-

tors race to the tlagstand.

"I just feel like I was ahead of him, that's my only

argument," Earnhardt said. "Other tfian that, I

thought it was a great race."

It was Gordon's third win on Talladega's 2.66-

mile oval and the 65th of his NASCAR career, and

just as satisfying even with the anticlimactic tiiuile.

"It seems like a long time siiKe I've won any race."

said Gordon, whose last win came at Atlanta in

October 2005, a 12-race drought. "I can't think of a

better one to win.'

The first ruling had Earnhardt's No. 8 Chevrolet

ahead. Gordon said he knew he had a slight lead.

"When 1 got to turn 2 they said the No. 24 was ahead

of the No. 8," Gordon said. "And I said, Really".'

OK.'

"He rode next to me because obviously he wanted

to fight the call. Neither one of us really knew."

Earnhardt had another brush with ciMitroversy at

Talladega in the 200? spring race, getting the benefit

of the decision that time His No. 8 Chevrolet was

clearly below the yellow out-uf-bounds line when he

passed Matt Kenseth for the lead with live laps to go,

but NASCAR let the win stand despite the rules vit^

lation.

"I've been on both ends of this, ^tting the call to

go for you. getting the call to go against you," said

Eamfurdt. who expanded his series lead to 94 over

limmie lohnson "I was racing below the yellow line

last year, and they called it fair.

"This one didn't go my way. It's not a big deal
"

NASCAR spokesman lim Hunter said a videotape

review clearly showed Gordon afwad when the cau

tion lights came on.
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'I spit hot fire'

Junior »tartrr Mike Crane has 18 ttrikeouts in 25 inning* pitched thi» »ea«on. C«ne and the

Minutemen take im Quinnipiac today at Earl Lorden Field. The game it sUted to i,Urt at i p.m.

Yankees looking for answers
Bv Ronald Blum
AnMK lAltP PkCM

NEW YORK (AP> —
Standing next to Yankees gener

al manager Brian Cashman in

an elevator. Reggie lackson was

"liirtled b> the silence

"We're not going to a funer-

al, are we?" the Hall of Famer

said.

No. but it >ur« seemed that

vka>.

The Yankees had just been

swept b> the Red Sox. their

$185 million assortment of

prized players booed by fans.

Even popular captain Lkrek

leter wasn't immune Baiting

just I 75 and hiilo«» m .i ^.iifi i

high 25 at-bat". In iK^aiiK .i

target Sunday, when Boston

improved to 6-1 against the

Yankee* for the first time since

I9n.
"The botiing i» directed al a

lot of people, and it should be,"

leter ^aid "^c haven't played

*»ell. It vhow* that people care."

Stars wfth startling salaries

have gone to the plate with

dead wood Bernie Williams

(.167) and lason Giambi l.204i

are in major slumps, and AL
MVP Alex Rodriguez (.257) is

just starting to battle out of his

rut.

Mike Mussina ( 1-4) and lose

Contreras (0-2) have struggled

on the mound, and there's no

pitching depth to step in.

For now. George

Steinbrcnner maintains a public

calm — unusual for the Yankees

owner at times like this. While

he issued an eloquent statement

quoting a Broadwa> show tune

after New York lost its seaton

opener. Steinbrenner was more

subdued Monday
"I have a great manager in

U-c Torre and general manager

in Brian Cashman. and have

confidence in both of them. It's

in their hands," he said in a

statement.

At 8-11. New York is three

games under .500 this late in

the season for the first time

since I9«>7 — the last time the

Yankees didn't finish first Their

4 l/2-gamc deficit is their

laigcsi >iii<.c Mj) 2002.

And while they don't face the

Red Sox again until lune 29,

Oakland comes to town

Tuesday and will start Tim
Hudson. Mark Mulder and

Barry Ztto. three of baseball's

best pitchers.

As Yankees Hall of Famer

^ogi Berra says. "It gels late

early out there."

lackson knows that, having

played for the Yankees and now
an adviser to the team <*hv talks

to Cashman.
"I don't think anybody's

happy — that's from top to bot-

tcwn." Cashman said. "Actually.

I don't think. I know none of us

are happy We're frustrated.

We're better than this We all

know it

"

New York has a .217 batting

average, lower than every other

major league team except

Montreal The Yankees are tied

with Cleveland with a major

league-high 1 9 errors

"There's fustration

body'* face " Cars - 1

said

Price Waterhouse Coopers

MBNA Financial

{(. What do these compies have in common?

A: Former Collegian Finance Managers.

The Collegian is now accepting applications for

Assistant Finance Manager
Accounting Clerk

Call 545-3500 or stop by our office, room 113 In the

Campus Center Basement, with your resume for

more Information.

Applicants from all classes Welcome
The Massachusetts

DAILY COLLEGIAN

. <
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Women's lax shines Softball falls to Owls
LAX from page 10

the half. Alter trading a s.*ries o(

goals over much of the second hall.

LaSaile's Catie Bomenian .scored

on a free position shot to give the

Explorers a rwo-goal lead with

12:11 left in regulation.

Down 12-11 in the final

minute of play. Samantha

Sepulveda of UMass scooped up

a crucial ground ball, sprinted

down the field and scored the

tying goal with 12 seconds left

on the clock to force overtime.

During the first OT, Drown

and Sepulveda gave UMass a 14-

12 lead with goals at 2:55 and

1:12, respectively. But with time

running out in the first ihree-

niinute overtime period, a goal

from Nicole Sunderland of

LaSalle narrowed the gap to one.

As the second overtime

began, Massachusetts hoped to

stall tor the final three minutes.

Having lost two games in over-

time earlier in the season,

UMas> turned up the defensive

pressure with hopes of pinning

the Kxplorcrs against the side-

line.

Unfortunately lor the

Minutewomcn. their defensive

stranglehold resulted in a penal-

i\ at 2:4') Hentwood was

awarded a free position shot fol-

lowing the infraction, an oppor-

tunity she capitalized on by hit-

ting the back of the cage on the

ensuing breakaway. Henwood's

goal sent the game into a third,

and sudden-death overtime.

After two three-minute peri-

ods of scoreless play. Drown

tipped a shot past Brittany

Friederich of LaSalle at 1:51, in

the fifth period.

"I think we were really focused

going into the weekend," Drown

said. "We knew we needed both

wins if we were going to make

the A-lO's and put together a

total team effort."

Singh wins Houston Open for second time

By MicHAtL Grac/vk
,A.sji»»iArn» Press

HUMBLE, Texas (AP) — Vijay Singh is usually

unbeatable when he leads a tournament after ibrtv

rounds.

Vijay Singh shot a 4-under b8 in the linal round

Monday at the rain-delayed Houston Open, holdmg

off Scott Hoch and |ohn Daly for a two-stroke vic-

tory.
, ,__

Singh finished the four rounds at 1 1 under 277

for htt lecond victory in Houston, where he won

two ytars ago He had a share of the lead with |ohn

Huston entering the linal round, but \au> able to

pull away for his sixth straight win when leading a

tourney after three rounds.

The last few times when I did go into the leaJ

Ive been striking the ball well, so when >ou do th.i

you don't feel threatened that someone else is going

to overtake you." Singh said

"You just let your game do the talking
"

Hoch was second at «i-under after a closing b''

Huston 171) was another shot back, followed I

Stephen Ames i69) and Dudle> Hart (701

"Today was the best I'^e pla>cd m a lon^

time." Singh said. "I struck the ball realK >ulid

from tee to green. Looking back l^ liWc i>. pI.a this

way all the time
'

He hasn't been far off all >ear It wa^ ii>t ^s^i-mi

victory of 2004 for Singh and his 1 7th on the- tour

In 1 1 events this year, he's finished in the lop 10 six

times.

Daly and Hoch started the last round ihnr shots

back Daly got to within one stroke ol ihe lead

before fading late. He finished with a 7 1 ,
Waving

him six strokes back for the u

Weather problems inierruj

secuiive days at the Redstone Ooll t lub and

pushed the tournament into Monda>. where third

round play was completed for most of the field c.h

tier in the da>

Singh opened the event with a 74. but his sc*.

ondruund bto equaled the low round of the- ttnima

ment He completed his third round earlier

Monday, making an 8«-foot chip for eagle at the

1 2th hole that gave him a 69 and a share of the lead

with Huston afier 54 holes at 7-under

Singh began the hnal round afier a short break

and birdied two of the first three holes, rolling in a

JO-fooi putt at the par-5 No. 1.

At the 20*J-yard par-5 third hole, his tee shot

stopped less than 2 1/2 feet from the pin. His putt

for birdie gave him the lead outright at 9 under

SOFTBiUl from page 10

Maine folkiwing an overthrow. Elizabeth Foltz picked

up the fifth run before Busa retirwl the final two bat-

ters to end the inning. Kelli AmoW (15-5) replaced

Busa following the inning.

In the bottom of the sixth, the Minutewomen ham-

mered out five runs to regain the lead. Alter pitcher

Alexis Pullen loaded the bases, she was pulled in favor

of )en Merchant, only to see Denis slam a three-run

double off the lefi-cenierfield fence to make it b-5.

Aisha Franke gave the Minutewomen two more

runs with a single to right to seal an 8-5 victory.

On a rainy Sunday in Philadelphia, UMass helped

open up Temple's brand new Ambler Softball FieW

with a bang, splitting a series with the Owls ( 19-14. 5-

1 A- 10) in backto-back games that went down to the

wire.

Game 1 saw Kelley make history again, this time

being the first home run ever to be hit at Ambler FieU.

After Anvjid gave up five runs in the first, the

Minutewomen were forced to once again claw theii

way back to the top. TTiey tied it up with one run in the

second aixl four in the third, highlighted b> Kelkry's

three-run homer that went high over the left-centw

fence.

Kelley is now just four home nms from tying

UMass' career reconi for home runs (26). set last sea-

son by Brandi Cross.

The Owls got an unearned run in the third to r^ain

the lead, but Denis stepped up for yet arxnher game-

winning hit to drive in two.

The Minutewomen picked up an insurance run

from Kj Kelley foJkjwing a 52 minute rain delay

Simply put. game two was a pitcher's duel for the

CAMPUS
WIDE

DISCUSSION
of Mel Gibson's

The Passion of the Christ

TONIGHT AT 7PM
Campus Center Room 101

ages between Busa and Kim Watkins. When all was

said and done, however, the Owls picked up their first

win against Maroon and White since 1997.

With both pitchers tallying strikeout after strikeout,

something had to give. The Owls got a break in the

third, going up 2-0 foltowing an unearned run. and the

Minutewomen would never recover

Down one run in the seventh, the Maroon and

White had a goUen opportunity with runners in scor-

ing position. Lesley Ferrera gwunded out, however,

for the final out of the game and a Teinpk- win.

Vijay Sinj^ hold* up his tropin alter thi rinjl

ruunJ of the Huu»ton Open, on Monday in

Humhic. Tcxa*. Sinith fini»hed at 1 1 under par to

win the iiHimamcnt.

Come see a short video of UMass

students' reaction to tiie movie in

relation to personal spirituality, followed

by a discussion of this provocative,

controversial and widely acclaimed film.

Jrnna Busa gave up five runs, two of ihem earned,

in UMass's 8-5 vktory over Maiac.

Tillman: a real hero
10

petiiors and teammates alike.

Bui it only serves as a display of

Tillman's character and outlook

on life If it was worth doing.

Pat Tillman wanted to do it

right He continued that theme

until his death from a bullet in a

far-away region of the world

When he saw the airliners

slam into the buildings on 9/1 1.

he had the same emotional reac-

tion that many Americans expe-

rienced. Rather than curse the

unknown enemy, or display

some artificial, jingoistic plati-

tudes on his vehicle or attire, he

went out and did the thing that

so many of us consider, yet so

few can actually do. He joined

the roughest, toughest unit in

the military, both to accompany

his brother Kevin, and to serve

his country. Me did the honor-

able thing we flU threaten, but

never follow through on.

Does Tillinan's death out-

rank that of any others that

have occurred in defense of this

country and its ideals? Certainly

not. Aitd judging from reports

and testimony, if he were alive

today, he would almost certainly

ask us to kindly stop making

siKh a big deal. He is recog-

nized because he did something

well etKHigh to perform on his

chosen profession's biggest

stage He is. by nature, a

celebrity, although he did every-

thing in his power to shun that

image when he put down the

football helmet and picked up

the army rifle.

There are many, and you can

count this writer among them,

who disagree with the war in

Iraq, the perceived "war on ter-

rorism," and the other creations

of the Bush Administration,

such as the actions that led to

Tillman's death in Afghanistan.

But that doesn't diminish what

OHermanMitier
MnWMZDOUUR

MHEC Vendor

LEXINGTON

Buiiers 6^ 6tllcT<i of Qualit\i

'New &r Used Office Turmture

l> SI 1:1 1 \ ^\uii H.iiimiii: Instill ihoi IS

i FiiniiliiK n» iit,tl ^ h .isinu' I'.uit ! S\st. ins

\. \\ & \U until if, if-fiirt'l

Eric Batcon 413.746.3064
•ricflexingtongroupinc . co«

380 Union St.. West Springfield, MA 01089

Tillman did That he was will-

ing to go. quite literally, to the

front lines of the battle for

democracy and the American

way in which he so strongly

believed is by far the grcau^i

thing he ever accomplished

more powerful than any tackle,

more awe inspiring than any

play on the field It is true pain

olism. and it is worthy of

praise, pride, and undying

respect.

Tillman's legacy i» not the

statistics he racked up. the

plays he made, the maneuvers

he accomplished on the battle

field, or the death he suffered

His legacy is the character of a

man who first refused a multi-

million dollar raise to leav

team that gave him his d.

shot, then denied another

multi-million dollar contract to

live the Ranger's life, one of

hard work, ih.i'
>

'

'f'f'

and ultimate sasi .

Pat Tillman was an iniercM

ing, admirable human being

who took the initiative on his

personal beliefs, and fought

agrinat those who would threat-

en our way of life. The political

arguments and jaded criticisms

of his choice are worth no more

than the nickels in your ptxkel,

because Pat Tillman emixnlied

exactly what nn good friend's

coin describes Tillman led the

way. and did so of his own
accord. For that, we should

both mourn and honor a true

hero
Andrew- Merrill is a CoUepan

columnist He can he reached at

merrttt_collefhan<^\ahiHi i^im

Summer is 2232 hours long.

Suddenly, spending 42

in the classroom

doesn't sound so tough.

Register Now!

Session I

May 19 - June 30

Session 2

July 6 - August 13

BC^STON
UMVIRSIIY

SUMMERTERM
www.bu.edu/summer

or call 617.353.5125
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Great new deck!
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TUE5. Team Pub Trivia!

Win Money and Prizes

WED. Harp Reggae Night

April Special!

Molson:

$2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher

"start your own tradition"

»i»\s<u IMI (i\Kisims<. N\v^ Bixs. * H K\i\i

Daily Weather Forecast
Fof Amherst

TUESDAY
• High: 66

• Low: 35

WEDNESDAY
• High: 57

• Low: 39

THURSDAY
• High: 75

• Low: 49

c?
'i'i'i'

^̂>|^

Dining Commons Menu
DC conuct: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Macaroni & Cheese

• Chicken Nuggets

• Sesame Noodles with

Pea Pods

(vegan)

DINNER
• I Iciney Garlic Roast Pork

• St rod with Herb Topping

• Bla( k Bean Tofu Steak

(vegan)
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On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Dan Ijmulhf

PHOTO TECHMLI^N
AihU Tdtnulytus

COPY EDITOR
Andn'w Merntt

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Sh,inniMi lamngtim

PRODUCTION STATE
Clen Strjtulv Nikolai P Markartton^Uin
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Persistence and determination

alone are omnipotent. The slogan,

'Press on/ has solved and always

will solve the problems of the A
human race. -caiv,n cooudgv

9
ClASSIFIfDS SpONSERFO BV

Invest in a Good fake ID, the good times

will make up for the cost.

pisces • mh m-M^. 20

Don't keej) your brush fires going after 4

p.m.. it's illegal in Amherst.

aries • mak. 2i-apr. i9

Don t Ik- a |efk - r«^ vr lo v<nir (Wjjefs.

taUrUS • Apr. 20-Ma^ 20

It everyone tries U) lead, no one actually

leads. Take ytxjr turn to follow this week.

gemini • mav2i-|un. 21

Don't be afraid to fight for the right to eat

pancakes for dinner.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Press s.ive befwe you lose your work for

good.

leo • )»M ^i-Aw«. » • *

Don t try anything ftx) intense. Ytxj're

just a beginner.

virgO • Alx.. 21-SiPt. 22

Don t go to Buffalo. Takeo Sjjikes will

s,u k sour butt

libra • sihi .m-o i 22

Send an email to that old friend on

another t tKitinent.

Scorpio • Ott 23-Nov. 21 '

Stoj) trying to pull all-nighters m(»re than

twice in row.

Sagittarius • Nov. n-oic 21

Be realistic. You are never going to make

it.

Capricorn • otr. 221AN. iq

lust Ih' (l<»nf with If .ilrp.i(K.

WiFFLE Rock
MASSACHUSiffrDAILY COLLEGIAN MARKETPLACE
M'VklMIM lOH KIM

Mill Valley htMe^ now

Rcntinu I Kilmi

$1050/1100, ^hednn

$1 350/I4W N.. last

months rent, Fret- He;it

61 H»>t W.itcr. 2 full

hatKs, AC. C>i Ui>linc

Mon-Fri 10-5pm 25V

7577

BranJywinc Apt>.. Now

leasing, 1 61 2 hcilrixim

apts. Leases hcKin June,

July, AucorSep. First

come, hrst ser\'f. Ciet

them while they last.

wyAy.|^r,inJvwine-

apts.com Stop Hy or Call

549-0600.

Hohart Qmdos 3 bed-

room, harilwmxl fliKirs,

study area in Kisc-mcnt.

Cahle, telephone (inter-

net access) in all hcd-

nxims and stmly. NOW
SHOWINC for JUNE

and SEFTEMBHR. NO
FEES. iimvaiuilKMim:

colnrealtv.cum 253-7879

M'XRIVtfST K)R RIM

Center tit town I. 2. 3

K\lri>oms; hardwiKxl

ri.»Hs. NOWSlKW-
INC.ft.rJUNFandSEr-

TEMPER NC^FEES.

^A»^.amhtT>tlincolnreal

ii.iian2S3-7H79

EMPIOVMENT

1 ««>kin>; tor .in .i\m-

sonii- MimniiT i-xpi-ri-

iiuc' loin 1!^ .11 Ilu 1\>

. >ii Inn tor ,1 liiii tillr.l

I iiiivi- M.M-H1H ,i» |Mrt

( HIinC ARF

L»)kinutor vi-ry resiMii

mHIc persiMi to care tor

iiur 3 children, ages 4, 9,

1 1, in (Hir SiHithampton

home. Must have refer

ences and car. Great

Summer )oh opponuni-

ty! Pay ncKtUiahle. Liiini

413-527-9187.

FMPIOVMENT

BlCYt:LETOUR
LEAHERS NEEDED:

Summer teenaj:e bicy-

cling; rrii>s. USA,

C^inada, Europe-. Sal.ir>

plus e.x|X'nse paiil.

Student llostelinn

rn>«r.im, r.OBox419,

C:onway, MAOI34I

(8W) 343-61 32,

www.hicyclerrips.com.

Nt\iT-, lMrliivUr> .ni>l

i,n kt.iiK-r- lufdi'il (\t

Propeili Hou.sin^avail-

iihkl lnuiii.iii.>i).il -i.itt'

lii-i in iiour .i".i\ troiii

i \IAS>. l.ill l-.v.i"

(4M) >>S1677

Flay spurts! Have fun!

Save Money! S(>>rts

C;.imp in M.ime.

C'oaches neciletl: Tennis,

BasketKiU, BaseKill,

W.iter-s(X)rts, Ro(x-s

Gxirse, Golf, Archery,

and more. Work

(.^itdixirs and Have a

Great Summer! C^ll

Free: (888) 844-8080 or

Apply:

www.campcedar.coin

Finally 1 E.im $5 in 10

mins ciK"h week iSlhnind-

port.com! Watch ads,

earn cash. Free

Registration.

f MPIOYMENT

N.-ekim; Niniimr >ales

st.itt for DAILY JOLT.

Five-C: AREA GUIDE.

Work with loc.il Kisi-

nesses to place .ids.

$2lXH?-$4000. FJnail

).)hs@d.tilviolt.ccxn

w/resume

( XX^K full time experi-

(.-nci-d line cixik. Great

)( ih in newly renovated

kitchen. Gre,it starting

watje, comprehensive

tniinitiK, paid v^Kation,

health 6i dental K-nefits.

Apply in jx'rson between

1 2pm-4pm at E;istside

Gnll 19 Strong Ave.

Northampton or Fax

resume to 41 3-586-2406.

Litej,iiards tor the sum-

mer season in private

club on C^pe Cixl. Mast

have Lifeguard Training,

CPR, and First Aid.

C^impetitive wages,

• meals provided. C ',ill tor

an apfMintment-

WiannoC'lub,

C^terville. 508-428-6981

EMPLOYMENT

I Aimputer In^i.iikr

I liHising Technologx

Mfeks multifle indnidu-

aLs to help in summer

FX: deployment. P.tst

computer exjx-rience

highly doin.ble. S8.00-

$9.00 hr. Full Time. 12

Weeks 6/1-8/21.

Applic.itions;

http://w^w hiHLsing.umas

s.edii/emplov

"B,irtending" $ 300/D.iN

Potential. No
Experience Nes*.

Training pnn ided. 1
-

fW-965-6520Ext.l62

Now hiring line ciH)ks,

dishw.i.shers and dixir

• guys. Apply at Amherst

Brewing (x)mpan\

EMPIOVMENT HOUSE FOR RENT SUMMER SI Kit I

Stiklents wanted tor a

summer painting )ob.

$4c\^-$6a'1/week.

Experience not neeiled

but a plus. All biral will

go thnnigh a paid train-

ing program. C "all 888-

277-9787 Of goto c:OL-

LEGEPRO.Cl^M. Work

with friends.

l\iinur> vv,inti\i ^re.iier

Springfield area 1-413-

695-2645 or 188-277-

9787

Marketing Agt-ncv Seeks

Oitgoing Fligh Energy

lndividu.ils tor promo-

tions $15/hour 888-477-

6668 www.hausproino-

t ion-- com

fURMTURt FOR SAIf

3 Rms of himinire tor

sale Gr.Kki.itini; in Ma\

Prices negotiable I 'all

Uuren at 253-4993

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Happy 21m Matt Plulbin

Not like yiHi'll remember

It Tlic Ben-v ( >ew

HOUSE FOR RENT

Sunny Ciarden 4 I3ei.l-

nx>in Hixisi- near .Amherst

Center on I3us Route Air

condition, washer/dryer.

Quiei Kick street $1540/

m< ffith 587-9574 or Rich-

mcKcown@earthlink.net

1 l,tdle\ Newer Fi\e

Pixlr>.«iH.Hne 549-4270

INSTRUCTION

L iiiverMts Bartending

C :l,isses start m x in 1 1 IC ^Ul

for intorm.ition 1-800-

U-C:AN-M1X wwAv.uni-

versjtvbartendmi.' com

ROOMMATE V\'A\Ttl)

Female iiHUniiiale w,int-

ed to share 2-lxl .ipt in

Sunderland. $418/mo.

Includes he.it. hot water,

andcibie. .Av.iii.ible 6/1

or earlier. Call Liurcn @
860-604-606S

SERVICES

PREGNANC:Y TEST-

ING, HIV Testing, Birth

Ca )ntrol, .md Hmergency

CAHilraceptioii. .AHord-

able and conlidential.

Ta|X'stry He.ilth, 27 Pr.iy

Street, AmheiNi 548-9^2

PreglLinl' Need help.'

C,ill Birthright i>f

Amhersi .irea tor free

testing ,ind .i.ssistancc

549-1906

2 nxim in 3 K-dri«>m

Untse Fall optum 253-

2 K\lrtx)ms, fully fur-

nished ,«partment, I hill

bath. Avail.ible June \-\-

SeptemKr 1st. C^iU

Rachel Srvman® 781

-

:m-i5i:

WANTED

Te.ims Wantt\l tor

Summer Witfleball

le.igue in Worcester.

$(xV in pri:e money.

c:.ill 508-735-91 33 or

www.ni.isswiH com

EG(.3 IX^NORS NEED-

ED; Extremely generous

compensiition paid.

Non-smokers ,iges 2 1 - 32.

For more mfonnation

ple.ise contact ( 'hristine

or 1.1: at 781 769-6900

i>r visit w\vw.n>lxTini-

• cholsesq.com

Collegian

Classifieds:

413-545-3500
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Minutewomen ^Bear^ down
UMass takes

two of three
Bv Brendan Hall

I iiiiti.uN StAft

In all three ol their games this wwkcnd.

the Massachusetts sofihall leaiii found itscH

trailing, a pusiiion it hasn't been in since it

played in the Blue and Gold Classic in

Miami.

-The> became very determined," VMau
coach tlaine Sortino said "We had some

ver> ad>er«e situations, but the) were very

focused and resporxled well I thought it

was the weather more than anything else

that effected our play"

Rain or shine, the Minutewomen

emerged victorious on two occasions.

Denise Denis recorded five RBI and twi'

gHne-winning hits, and kl Kcllcv smashed

her I ^ih home run of the season over the

three-game stretch, in which the

Minutewomen downed the Maine Black

Bears mnd split a doubleheader with Temple.

That was the longest and furthest home

run I've ever seen in m> coaching cararr I

wish I had It on video." Soctino said. "If this

bull were hit at our field. I thmk it would

have hit the grws on the other side of the

street
"

The- Minutewomen (24-n. 71 .Atlantic

I0» started off the weekend b% surviving a

scare at home from the Black Bears (18-151.

A bases-clearing double b> Denis Denb was

good enough to erase a two-run defkil gu<ng

in the sixth and pick up a win for the

MarxKjn and White.

Although LMavs took an earfv 3-0 fead

in the second on runs from lantic Cahalan.

Plam Sulkk and Denis, they quickly dug

themselves a hole in the fourth inning. wf»en

three enors turned into a live run inning b>

the Black Bears.

lenna Busa (11-7) gave up two sin([fes

«id an RBI double to lead ofT the innii^.

and things only got worse from there. After

the Black Bears tied it up fotkjvMi^ a sacri

lice bunt bv Tibbetts and a mishaixlkrd

ground hall by Hilary Puglia. Chnstina

Belmonte scored the go-ahead run for

SwSOFTBiUlonpmtS

Andrew

Merrill

Paying respect

to a real hero
I carry a coin in a small, hid-

den compartment in my wallet.

It's not legal tender — it

wouldn't buy me a candy bar,

much less anything else. It

doesn't work in the laundry

machines, and it definitely

doesn't give me any extra time

on a parking meter. But it's

worth more to me than any

money I've ever had.

It is a U.S. Army Ranger

coin My friend, a former Ranger, earned it for

finishing the elite Ranger school ahead of sched-

ule. From time to time, when I'm bored, in need

of inspiration, or simply looking for a reminder

of what's good about America. I pull out the

coin. On one side it is all bronze, save for the

black-backed Ranger emblem. On the other side,

the Ranger shield is the only thing in color, its

deep green and blue quarters standing out among

the bronze. The names of famous battlefields

where Rangers were a primary presence also

appear: Anzio. Maiora. Bunna. Vietnam, and

others.

Among the numerous symbols and words that

appear on the coin, two phrases anchor it all. and

stand out. On the back: "Rangers lead the way."

the unit's tnglish motto, and on the front: "Sua

sponte." a Latin phrase which translates roughly

to, "of their own accord
'

Those phrases used to hold only an abstract

value for me. until Friday, when they became as

true to me as any other words I've ever heard or

read.

Pat Tillman is a hero There shcmld be no dis-

cussion of that fact — although, regrettably,

there is. He is not a hero because he played foot-

ball well — although he did He is not a hero

because he served in the Army, and certainly not

because he died in combat. He is a hero because

he is precisely the kirul of American we all want

to be. the type of person whose character out-

weighed his ego. whose loyalty to his country and

his cause outpaced any desire for fame and rich-

es.

In life. Pat Tillman was the quiniMwnlial

football player. Tough, gritty, and in paMcnion

of the ability to take incredible amounts of pun-

ishment, then gel up and play the next down He

dished it out. too. hitting his own teammates in

pnK'tice at game-speed, much to the dismay of

the poor Cardinal receivers that ended up in his

crosshairs.

Ttllman's ferocious on-ficId style rankled com-

SophonH^ third basemen Katie Jo Kellev had a hit. a walk and a ttriketnit afpiinx Maine on Friday. Kellcy

currrntlv h.>ld the UMast record for home runs in a season with 1 1. she also liMds the team with 1» RBI».
See TUMM on p«0e S

Enough is enough Women's lax finds love in Philly

McGovern

I ^j^^—I Bany Bonds.

I

^^^^^k
I

lason Giambi.

^^^^^ Bill Romanow
^^^^V ski. Marion

^^^^B
I

kmes ... if you

^^^V
I

are a true sports

^ ^^^B^J ^'" y^'^ know

^^^VH^I who these ath-

B^^-^^^" krtes arc Day-in

and day-out.

these players

and others of

the same pedigree are flashed

across headlines and television

screens, extolling their tak-nts that

separate them from the rest of us.

Now the headlines are slowly

changing and these gladiators of

American athletics are coming

under question for how they

attained their superior ability.

The question marks are stem-

ming from a man named Victor

Conte.

If you are not aware of whom
Conte is. let me explain.

Victor Conte was brought

under question for his involve-

ment with an upscale drug ring,

which in short was supplying ath-

letes with performance enharK-

ing drugs.

Under oath he mentioned a

list of athletes, including the

aforementioned names. Now.

after months of toying with and

dancing around the subject, the

media is about to blow this baby

up.

And what a perfect time it is.

Barry Bonds is less than a year

from breaking the all-time home
run record. the summer
Olympics are right around the

comer, and after one of the most

talent-clad drafts in recent mem-
ory, football is creeping into peo-

ples minds.

Now that Conte has broken

the "truth" about the steroid

issue, professional athletes will

be forced under the lens of guilty

until proven innocent.

This is not to say that these

athletes are innocent of the

charges against them, but as this

issue pans out in the courtroom,

it is the newspaper pages that are

affecting the way we envision our

living legends.

There is the issue of dropping

asterisks in the record books if

the records were attained with

the lielp of these drugs, there is

even the argument that they

should be dropped from the

books altogether.

I'll tell you what I think about

both of these ideas, it starts with

bull and ends with ... well you

get the idea

It is one of those topics that

f>eeds a definitive starting point

before you can attempt to put an

end to it. Marking off a particu-

lar record because it was allegc*d-

l\ achieved with the help of a

needle or pill is a hard idea to

sell, as there is no clear-cut way

to distinguish when it all started

In 2001 Barry Bonds woke up

the gods of baseball by hitting an

unprecedented 73 home runs. At

the time the media was still

recovering from its hangover left

from the Sammy Sosa-Mark

McGwire chase, so it was

noticed, but not in the same con-

text.

So now. nearly three years

after the fact, if Bonds is indeed

guilty of steroid usage there is a

chance this record will forever

live under scrutiny, regardless of

what punctuation statisticians

want to place next to it.

There are too many questions

in regard to the past to make

overwhelming generalizations

about the present. It is impossi-

ble to determine whether

McGwire was on steroids when

he hit 70. or if someone like

l^wrence Taylor was juiced up

every time he made a bone-

crushing sack on an unwary

quarterback.

Records were meant to be

broken and as the game evolves

so do the athletes that play it. No
matter what happens with this

issue, records will fall there will

be questions on how they were

laid to rest.

Maybe McGwire saw this one

coming a year after he hit 70;

maybe he just knew it was his

time to get out while the image of

him holding his boy at home
plate was fresh in our heads.

Now there arc players like

Bonds and Sosa that are scape-

goats of progression and for

years to come will have a linger-

ing doubt on the legitimacy of

their feats.

It's just sad that when we are

telling stories of the "great ones,"

to our kids we might have to

pause mid-sentence to explain

how some drug helped them to

the top.

I'd rather leave out the vocal

asterisk.

Boh McCovem is a Collegian

columnist.

Bv Matt Barsthu
t ^HXti-IAN >tAFr

The Massachusetts women's

lacrosse team needed to sweep I -a

Salk; and St. Joseph's over the

wivkend to keep its postseason

hopes alive.

And that's exactly what it did.

The City of

UMass 1

3

Brotherly

Hawks 11 ^"^ P^^f
a hospitable

host for the Minutewomen as they

swept through Philadelphia, best-

ing the Hawks 1311 on Friday,

and the Expkwws 1 5-14 in doubW
overtime on

UMass '^ ^""^^
]5_

LaSalle 14
The victo-

ries improve

UMass to 5-9

on the season (V3 A-IO). but more

importantly bump Massachusetts

up from the seventh to fourth seed

in the conference. With one game

remaining, George Washington is

tied with UMass as the fourth and

qualifying team for the A- 10 cham-

pionships.

Tracy Drown was the hands-

down star for UMass. leading the

way with six points on five goals

and one assist, in both games. The

senior attacker exploded on

offense, scoring 10 goals on 15

shots ovc-t iIk- **cx*l>.ciid.

"Honestly a bi of it was being

in the right place a the right tinx;."

said thrown in reference ti.> her 1
2-

point showing

But the wtvketxl didn't prove to

be all bells and whistles for UMass.

as it watched St Joseph's jump out

to an early 4-0 lead to start Friday's

game. The seven-minute run was

hnally halted when UMass sparked

its own four-goal barrage. The fast

pace wouW not continue however,

as tfie teams became kxked in a

back-and-forth battle that saw the

Hawks claim a 9 7 lead at the

break.

As the second frame opened,

Kristcn Teklinsky of St. Kwcph's

scored her fourth goal to give the

Hawks the 10-7 advantage, before

Kerry O'Connells unassisted goal

extetided the Hawk lead to 11-8

midway thanigh the second half.

With their hopes diminishing the

Minutewomen went on a tear, scor-

ing five goals in the final 20 min-

utes of play to insure victory.

The' Massachusetts defense

proved impenetrable during the

second half. Anchored by redshirt

freshman goaltender Lauren

McCarthy. UMass allowed no goals

on three shots.

UMa.ss carried its momentum
into Sunday, jumping out to a 5-0

Hope Zclinger currently leads

in goals with 42 on the season.

lead. After Hope Zelingcr scored

her first of four goals at 1 0: 1 b. the

score stood at 5-2 in favor of

UMass. Combined with her two-

goal performance on Friday.

Zelinger finished the wc^ekend only

one tally shy of tying the thirdlead-

the UMass women's lacrosse team

ing single season goal scoring

record in school history.

LaSalle went on to score a

series of goals, but Massachusetts

maintained a 7-6 lead going into

See WOMEN'S LAX on page 8

Celtics recommend, but don't re-sign Carroll

By Jimmy Gouts
AsSOtlATEl) PrES,S

WALTHAM. Mass. (AP) — lohn Carroll

got a job rtxommendation — but not a job —
from Danny Ainge.

"lohn Carroll did a fantastic job for our

team based on the situation he was given,"

Ainge said yesterday alter announcing that

Carroll would not be promoted from interim

coach and given a more pcnnanent job.

"In the right circumstances, at the right

time and the right place, lohn Carroll is very

qualified to coach in the NBA," Ainge said.

"This is a time that we need to make a change.

"

Carroll was in his seventh season as a

Celtics assistant coach when |im O'Brien

resigned on |an. 27 over philosophical differ-

ences with Ainge.

The Celtics went 14-22 under Carroll to fin-

ish the regular season 10 games below .500,

but they still managed to eke out the last play-

off berth in the Eastern Conference. They were

swept in the first round by the Indiana Pacers.

Carroll left the team's practice facility

before Ainge spoke on Monday and was not

available for comment. Players and oiwners also

left the teams breakup meeting without com-

menting.

But Carroll seemed to know what was com-

ing.

"I have been a coach my whole life, I think

when you are a coach you understand that

coaching is a very precarious job," he said after

the Pacers completed the sweep with a 90-75

victory on Sunday
"I've been very fortunate to be in one place

for seven years here with the Celtics, and I'm

very appreciative of the responsibility that I

was given."

Ainge said he is in no hurry to make a deci-

sion about a new coach.

"I'm not going to have a gun to my head,

because there's no immediate need," Ainge

said before joking: "I would like to have a head

coach in place now, so he could an.swer these

questions and I could go to Europe and scout

players."

Speculation on replacements has focused

on Paul Westphal, Lionel Hollins, Doc Rivers.

Dwane Casey. |eff Homacek and Avery

lohnson. Ainge. who coached the Phoenix

Suns from 1996-99. would not comment on

candidates except to say he was not himself a

candidate.

Asked whether Carroll would be offered a

job in the organization. Ainge said: "Not unless

the new coach would like to have John Carroll

on his staff."

Carroll was the head coach at Duquesne

from 1989-95 and a longtime Celtics assistant

who took over when O'Brien resigned over dif-

ferences with Ainge. Although the Celtics

made the Hlastem Conference finals and semifi-

nals the previous two seasons. Ainge traded

star Antoine Walker and O'Brien favorites

such as Eric Williams and Tony Battle.

The moves netted injured big man Raef

Ufrentz and Ricky Davis, among others, and

made it difficult for O'Brien to implement his

disciplined, defensive style. Like Rick Pitino

before him, O'Brien gave up on trying to

restore the Celtics to their past luster and quit;

the Philadelphia 76ers hired him last week to

be their head coach.

'13 Going on 30' faces

growing pains

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 6

UMass baseball drops

sixth in a row

SPORTS, PAGE 10
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Radical Student Union to rally against Coke
By Sara-Megan Walsh

li)Ui;t.lAN StaH^

^MHl^ MIK«i>lN,» UIKins

Nkolc BuurKuignon. d Mnii>r ^ l.is»ic» and 4nthri»polojo major, buv» • Coke from

one of the many vending ma*, hinrft im the UMa** cainp«u<

The University of Massachusetts

Radical Student Union is asking students

to join them toda> and tomorrow protest-

ing against the retKwal of the University's

contract with the Coca-Cola Co.

The contract being protested is the

Uruversity's exclusive seven-year contract

with the Coca-Cola Company that expires

on July 22. In the next few weeks the vend

ing contract will be open to corporate bid-

ding

In a letter to the University's adminis-

tration on March 25. the Radical Student

Union claiiiKd it was asking the L niversiiy

not to renew its contract with the Coca-

Cola on the basis of aUegttkxtt against the

company, "for the cause of furthering

social and environmental justice on cam-

pus and aiuund the world."

Allegations include claims that the

company has committed workers' right

violations in Colombia, provided inade-

quate health care for workers in Africa and

is responsible for the contamination and

abuse of water resources in India.

"I think Coca-Cola is responsible lor

human rights abuse. I don't want my

iiKHK-y going to that, as a student." said Ian

Trefethen. senior psychokjgy major and

member of the RSU.

According to a report written in

February 2004 by the International Labor

Rights hurKl. a lawsuit was tiled against

Coca-Cola and its Colombian aNsuciates in

luly 2001 I"he lawsuit was brought forth

on belialf v( the Cok>mbian labor union.

SINALTRAINAL. which cbimed the com-

pany is hiring paramilitaries to murder,

abduct and torture trade unicm Waders

SINALTRAINAL claimed Coca-Cola i-

responsible for tlK asNasMiiation of nine ol

its empkjyees. however the case was dis-

missed ftxjm the courts in Mirch 2005.

Aivjther reason for protesting Coca-

Cola is a claim that the coni|Viny has pro-
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Internships

aid in job

chances
Bv JENMI-Ut MltSkAL

I Ul 111.IAN ^>iHJ*tSK'NI».NT

Sae COKE on page 2

Universities lobby for simplified VISA process
Schools fear dropping numbers in foreign student college applications

Bv Jl MIN Pllrt

\v-«« iAi>i' ita-"-

MotUM IVo. intemati«inal graduair student ij< Ivocv CoaM,

campus Monday at FVirida International L'niversil> in Viiami.

n-alks

BOSTON (AP> — A suep decline in graduMe

scltool applications from foreign siudc-nts has uni-

vvrsity administraiors pushmg the federal govern-

ment to refomi the visa process. Their argument:

The iiwd couU cost U.S. schools much-needed

roc-nue and research help, and make AiTKTica

ail isuialed in the eyes of the workl

International graduate student applications for

this fall are down 32 pen»M compared with a year

ago. according to a recent wrvey. and schoob are

extending application deadlines «u they don't kicc

»iudeni> still negiMiating US bureaucracy.

Mcanwhik-. in public comments and private

kibbyii^ uniwawlic* are utyng federal offictate to

speed up visa appNcatiom. ttresstng that America's

rule as a beacon to the worid's students cxxiM be in

jeopardy

OflKJals from several CaKfomia schoob and

•mcnt of Homeland Security discussed

. ^ iKknt matters Tuesday at a gathering in

San Diego.

And rcprcsentati^-es from a handful of promi-

nent schools, including the presidents of Yak and

Princeton, met in New York recently to expkxc

ways to use the influence of their trustees to help

make their case.

Univc-rsities ackrvjwk-dge that the importance

of fofvign students Ls not obvious to the publk.

which has security concerns after one ol the Sept

1 1 hijackers c-niered the country on a studc-nt visa.

Some may wonder why lorcign Mudc-nts lake up

600.0U0 slots in .•\incrican uni\or.itK-> in the lirst

place.

But administrators tn»is' ''>-s. -1..^ .ifi .i-

imponant now as ever

"This is one of Amerivj ^ uk^\ cIIcMhc k-nns

of diplomacy." said IXjuglas Kincaid. vkc provost

for international studies at Florida Intematkmal

See INTlRNATIONia on

The top five states

for liosting foreign students

1. California, 80,487 students

2. New York, 63,773

3. Texas. 45,672

4. Massachusetts, 30,039

5. Florida. 27,270

Thousands of University of

Massachusetts students may be kioking

for jobs, and UNtass has one of New
I'ngland's largest internship and uMjp

programs to help them, but a iitajority of

UN^ss students aren't taking advantage of

II

jell Silver, assistant director of fiekl

experietKc at Career Services, says he's

shixked at the number of students wtk)

don't sivm to realiAr the imponance of an

internship

"I ve had seniors cortK to me their sec-

ond semester and say I didn't know about

you.' or I didn't have the liirw,' " Silver

sakl. "And because of that thev'rv gradu-

ating with no experience.'

This semc-ster. suiik- WO UMass stu-

dents an- working on internships or co-

ops. About 2»I0 ol the inteniships arc

kical. Silver estimates, and only 20 stu-

dents have intermlups outside of western

Massachasetu.

"There's nothing wrong with local

part-time internships.' Silver said "But if

you want a job in Boston or New York

City, yxxi ntrd to go there
"

Among tiK 20 or so students wtw have

ventured outside of the \ alW\ this semes-

ter is lessJLii Ulipciwski. a junior journal-

ism nuijor now in Sew ^ork City interning

with NBC's "Today" sfK>w filipowski says

that internships help students k»m
whether they're pursuing the right careers

bv giv ing an inside % iew

-Ih,.

on scgi"

ing research, luuling clips for segments,

land I
sitting in on -.-diting scsskink."

HIipowski said "I have gone on live

sixiots with W Roker. have iiki with Katie

Counc to screen a segment I was abk con-

tribute to with her main producer. atKl

have watched Matt l.auer interview lerry

SeinfeW I've kjgged a million tapes, have

made dubs aixl run errarxls. And of

course, the nwil aiom is ineviiabk- as well

as unavoidabk."

"I wanted this intc-mship bccai»e I

See INTERNSHIPS on page 2

Gunmen attack former UN office
B> Albert Aji

.\.ssi« lATH' PrIss

DAMASCUS. Syria (AP) —
Gunmen attacked a former United

Nations office in a diplomatic

quarter of Damascus, setting off a

battle with pdke that pelted near-

by buildings with bullets and

grenades.

The fighting kilk"d two attack-

ers, a policeman and a civilian, the

government said.

Syria has not seen such vio-

lence since the mttOs. when the

government put down an insur-

gency by Islamic militants

The vacant buikling was for-

merly occupied by the U.N.

Disengagement Observer Force,

which oversees an agreement

between Israeli and Syrian forces

in the Golan Heights. It was exten-

sively damaged by fire during the

gunbattle.

"Unidentified terrorists atta-

cked a U.N. office buikling in

Damascus and this oflke is sur

roundcxl by manv embassies as

well." Syria's ambassador to

Washington. Imad Moustapha.

said in a tek-phonc interview from

Washington.

Moustapha said ii was too early

ti> know the motivation of the

attackers or wficther they were

Islamist

"Tliere was a random exchange

of fire and probably every building

in that area was hit by a grenade or

a bullet" before scxurity forces sur

rourxled the area aixl returned lire,

he said.

Syria's official news agency

SANA, quoting a security souree.

called the attackers "a terrorist

band."

The Al-Arabiya television net

work said there were four attack

ers. It said thre-e were kilkxl and

one wounded. The report could

not be inimediatelv confimied.

After the gunbattle. large

crowds gathered to catch a

glimpse of the damaged buikling.

Souths drove by honking car

horns, waving pictures of Syrian

Pre-sident Bashar Assad and chant-

ing pn>-S\Tian and pro-As.sad sk)-

gans.

In New York. Marie Okabe. a

U.N. spokeswoman, said all U.N.

staff and facilitic*s were safe and

accountc-d for

The U.N. headquarters in

Baghdad, the capital of neighbor-

ing Iraq, was bombed twice after

the I! S.-led war last year The first,

on Aug. H. killed 22 people

including top U.N. envoy Sergio

V'ieira de Mello.

Witnesses, who said the vio-

lence started about 7:20 p.m. and

laslcxl 70 minutes, gave different

reports that could not immediately

be reconciled.

One witness said four gunmen

tame out of a white van on the

main Mazza Boulevard in front .

'

the Canadian Fmbassy and startc-d

shcx>ting indiscriminately. \ police

car on petrol in the area rushcxl to

the scene aixl came under fire. The

police shot back and poike and

plainclothes sc-curiiy forees rein-

forcements arrived, the witness

said.

Thrcv gunmen were kilk-d and

a fourth was taken into custody,

the witness re-portc-d Five cars

were gutted and thc-re- was a fire at

the building where the United

Nations used to have offices.

Police explosives experts were

brought to the scetu; to examine

the bodies of the dead gunnn-n to

make sure* they were not booby-

trapped.

Another witness said the

attackers were riding in two cars.

Two explosions were first heard

and a heavy exchange of lire

ensued. More than 15 explosions

followed, said the witness.

On eve of anniversary,

legislature aims to

prevent oil spills

Mll'PHESS

Bomb victims dying in North Korea

hospitals due to lack of medicine, aid

An oil-covcrcd Knin sits in stark contrast tn the rocks it has set-

tled upon at Horseneck Beach in VVestp*.rt. .-n April 29, 200?.

By StepHA.ME H(X)

As-SlXlATtl) PrFSS

BF-ljING (AP) — Victims of a

North Korean train explosion,

their skin charred and faces black-

ened by chemical bums, are wast-

ing away in hospitals with little

medicine, aid workers said

Tuesday in a plea for more help.

But North Korea rejectcxl doc-

tors from rival South Korea, the

Seoul government said.

The North said it would, how-

ever, accept cement and diesel fuel

from South Korea, and estimated

property damage at $356 million

in the city of Ryongchon. where it

said last week's explosion was

equal to 100 one-ton bombs.

The official North Korean

news agency KCNA said the blast

destroyed at least 8.100 homes

and more than 50 public build-

ings.

International aid agencies have

not put a price tag on reconstruc-

tion. The North's damage estimate

is far above what donors have

promi.sed. fueling speculation that

Pyongyang is trying to gain as

much aid as possible.

"Aside from the leconstRiction

operations. North Korea is gener-

ally facing serious economic prob-

lems." said Koh Yu-hwan. a South

Korean expert on the North.

"Through this incident, it proba-

bly ... hopes to gel assistance."

The death toll frtmi Thursday's

blast sukkI at 161. including 7b

children from one destroyed

school. More than 1.500 people

were injured and many more were

left homeless, aid agencies said.

On Tuesday, relief workers

described people struggling to

rebuild with their bare hands.

Unidentified injured victims of Thursday's train explosion lay on

beds at the People's hospital in Sinuiju, North Korea, Sunday.

Getting more food, blankets and searching for their belongings

medicine to the injured and home-

less are among the priorities, aid

workers said.

"We saw a number of families

what was left of them — and then

loading what little they could find

onto hand-pushed carts or ox carts

Sae KOREA on page 3

BOSTON (API \ pjinel of

lawiuiikers and environmentalists

markLxl the one-year anniversary ol

the Buzzards Bay oil spill by pro-

posing strict new guidelines for oil

tankers entering the bay, including

some of the steepest lines in the

country for companies that violate

the rules.

Bouchard Transportation

agivcii to pay a record $10 million

line lor the April 27, 2Wi. spill,

whicii kilkxl biais and coated miles

of coastline with black lai alter a

barge drifted out of Cape Cod

Canal and ripped a gash in its hull,

spilling ill least 55,l.KK) gallons of

oil,

"I hope thill on each anniver-

sary ol this date, wc remember our

umiinitiiKnit to paHixt the envi-

ronment," said Rep. Mark

I lowland, ni icvlown, at a news

ctmlerencc Tuesday to unveil the

legislation.

The legislation would raise the

btrtid for haziiidous cargo from a

cunvnt low of $25.1 '0 to $50 mil-

lion and provide financial incen-

tives for using double hulls, which

protect against spills.

It also would impcise a lee on

oil shipntents of no more than 2

cents IXT banel for a $10 million

Oil Spill Pa-vention ;ind Response

fund and draniatically increase

civil and criminal penalties for

spills.

The bill was developed by the

Buzzards Bay Oil Spill

Commission, which included liiw-

makers liom both parties as well as

two representatives ol the Romney

administration.

State Knviionmcntal .Mfairs

Secretaiy F.llen Roy llorzlelder. a

member of the commission, called

the legislation "a great example of

a bipartisan appawch to a critical

issue."

"Our state is the Bay State and

even bity and coiist line is of spe-

cial interest. " Herzfelder said.

I louse Speaker Ihomas

1 inneian. I) lk)ston. predicted that

the bill "will be very, very well

received in the House."
—Assodaled Press
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UMass — At 7 p.m.. featured student speakers will tell

their stories of survival in the Take Back the Night

speakout to increase awareness of violence against

women. The speakout will be in front of the Student

Union. The event will include a candlelight vigil and

time after the featured speakers for survivors to share

their stories.

Smith College — Marge Bruchac, Abenaki historical

consultant and performer, will speak about "The Native

Presence in Nonotuck and Northampton" at 7 p.m. in

the Neilson Library Browsing room. Bruchac will tell

of ligure.>. such as Umpanchela. the sachem who

maneuvered the English into plowing his cornfields.

Smith College — The Spring Festival of One-Act plays

directed by Smith students will begin at 8 p.m. in

Hallie Flanagan Studio Theatre of Mendelhali. The

coinpleie schedule of plays can be found at

www.smith.edu/smitharts.

Friday

Saturday ]

UMaci — The 22nd Annual Saxt^)hone Symposium will be

hekl ftvm 8:W a.m. to 6:50 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center This

year's director and coordinator will be Lynn Klock.

Registration for the symposium is $50 in advance, $55 the

day of the event. For further information or to register in

advance calU 1 5-545-28 10.

Tomorrow
UMa»s Take Back the Night will continue with a

march and rally beginning at 7 p.m outside of the

Student Union. There will be a march around campus

to increase awareness of violence against women end-

ing on the Student Union Lawn, with various guest

speakers. The event will conclude with a musical cele-

bration.

UMau — The Turkish film "Goodbye Cule Gulc.' a

story about five childhood friends who reunite after

years apart, will be shown at 7:50 p m in room lb5C

ul the Campus Center as part of the Turkish Film

Festival.

Smith College — At 6 p.m.. Sonic Youth will headline

the benefit concert for Community Resources for

People with Autism to be held in John M. Greene Hall

Other performers will include Sebadoh. | Mascis.

Claudia Malibu. The Chemical Wedding. Lo Fine.

Steve Westfield and The Lonesome Brothers. Doors

open at 5 p.m. Tickets cost $18 and are available at

www.insound.com. Turn it Up music or Night Owl
Records.

UMaat — The Tonhalle Orchestra Zurish, directed by

David Zinman. will perform an all Brahms concert at 8

p.m. in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. The

Orchestra will be joined b\ Leif Ove Andsnes, an

accomplished young Norwegian pianist, in perfonning

Brahm's Piano Concerto No. I in D minor. Opus 15

and Symphony No. 2 in honor of one of its early con

ductors, lohannes Brahms Tickets cost between $7 to

$15 for Five College students and general admission is

$15 to $40. Tickets are available at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office

Sunday
^

Smith College - At 2 p m.. Northampton will cekbrate its

550th Anniversary with a kxture titkxi. "Divisions Through

the Whole: Nonhampton in the Revolution" by Gregory

Nobfcs. Nobles is from the history department of Georpa

Institute of TechiH>k)gy and author of "Divisions Throughout

the W hofc: Politics and Society," in Weinstetn Auditorium of

W nt-ht Hall.

UMaM — Busta Rhymes. Kirassk 5. and The Slip will per-

form live in the Annual Spring Concert at 6:50 p.m. in the

Mullins Center. Admission is free for UMass students with

valW ID. $15 for Five Colkige Students, md $55 general

admission. Tickets are availabfc at the Mullins Center Box

Offke and doors will open at 6 p.m.

Monday 2
UMMt — Hillel House will present the guest ipeaker. Dr.

Avivah Gottlieb Zombcrg. al 4 p.nl. in the Campua Center.

Intern work can build future career Coke COfltraCt up fOf bid
HmimSHtK from pogt 1

undcrsiuud ilw un^x^naiKX uf ettabbsh-

^ imteli, of making a nepuution. of cre-

ating a foundation for my future exprti-

CTKcs to buikl on." Filipowslu says. "I

v^anied lo narrow down my career gatk.

to see whether or not I was moving in the

right direct k-Hi
"

B.j. Roche, the faculty member who

coordinates journalism department

internships emphasized their importance.

'Thi»c who hire for journalism jobs

want to know that a studc-nt Lan write

well for publication. The more dips, the

more experience a stiKknt has. the better.

IntemsMps are a good way to get all

that."

"My foal as imemhip cuonfinMor m
this depanmcnt is to get every student lo

do an internship before they leave

school.' Roslie Mid. *i tee a lot of seniors

this time of year who have no cKps, no

expericiKc. and who

job. Tht» IS jusi ix> longer true. v.< I ^.in i

stmt enough the importaiwe i.l .m

Brallifr experience can be the differ-

ence between being offered a job and

being pataed by. she said.

h's this very reason thai some colleges

require their students to partkipate in an

internship lo graduate Pakl internship*

are a mandatory pan of the ataodaieti

degrees uflered by the StockbrMge

School at UMass and are oompfeted

between the first and second years.

According to Nancy Carrabrants.

director of the Stockbridge School.

imei nihips provide students with a wider

bnaadth of knowledge.

'We (ell studenu that if they worked

sotnewhcre before cxilkge. |they shoukil

kiok into working somewhere else to

build a resume. There ia KMne dMerence

in how public vs. pi^ww wpiiilinws

work, so it gives them a variety of career

Itgjug^ if ihey intern at varied urganua-

iniemships is so successful that

Stockbridge has 100 penxni placement

of students after paduaiion. acuordmg to

Vjaiiaoranu.

Brian Schwartz. College of

Er^ineerwg academic advisor cmfiha-

siied the importance to engineefing

majors of either ooop placements or

researeh with faculty.

"There is a definite oorrdation

between students who partidfiale in oo-

ofK and how well they do in getting job

piaccmenis and more job offer;., although

research |in cngineeringi also helps."

Schwvti aid. Some studenu seem to

undenadmale the imponanoe of experi-

ence in actually landing a job. Schwartz

SiKcri^Red that the more cxperieiKe

students have, the broader their network

of oonnectkjns to jobs is likely to be after

graduation.

"You'll have the tCTumes. the cvntads

1

vided inadequate heakh care for workers in

.Africa. For a kx^ time, the company faikxi to

piuvkk HIV7A1IX> care fur its emfkiffea m
Africa The l^eahh Ckifaal Access Project

iMCiiii I that in October 2U05. programs had

been mstaUed on paper, but oiily five of the

55 nations had launched the actual program.

Coca-Cola has been in and out of the

coun sy^ems in India over the past few yean

for conttmination and abuse of the water

reaouroes in India In the ordinal letter sent

to the UMa» adnunistratnn. the Ritdkal

Student Unwn said. "Coke's factories in sev-

eral Indian communities have used so much

of the availabk water kxai water reaouroes

ihat villagers have to waft ih mik» to grt

water.' litis was haaed on research frum the

India Resouice Center.

"I'd fully believe it. CxxshCola is the

devil." said Emily Russei. sophomore and

President o( the Cannabis Hefcirm Coaiitian.

when hearing the charges against Coca-Cola.

The protest aprinst CbcaCola here at the

University cornea as an ettenafan of the inters

national boycott of Coca-Cola known at the.

"KiUer Coke' campaign dm began on My
22. Coileget and univcnities who are

ptotMtng Coca-Cola tat now joinir^ a

natkm-wkle protest.

"We're nt.i( asking for a bojcott. said

Kathleen Clifford, a freshman Social

Thought and Political Economy major.

'We're not criminalizing those who drink it

becawe dtere's not really any other choice on

campus
*

The Radkal Student Unkxi is tponaoring

a discu.'^sion tonight at 8 p m in Campus

Center I68C. Speakers will include Ray

Rogers, dirxtor uf the campaign to "Stop

Kilkr Cuke!" and corporate campaign; Terry

CottnginMorth. International Labor Rights

Fund execudve dinBctor and Dan Kovalik.

Assistant General Coimsel of the US
SteehMxken who filed lawsuit for SINAL-

TRAINBEC. A rally to gain student support

for the pruieat apinst Coke will be hekl at

noun oo Hiursday outside the Student

Union

SCfje ©ailp CoUesi^in
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United States, China, and

Japan offer aid to victims

1 VN/A*4Tl 1,MH> PRE^

South Korean workers from the Korean Red

Cross check medicine bottle* before carrying them

into a conuiner truck for North Korean victims at

the c»ryto depot in llsan, west of Set>ul, Mundav-

KIMEA from page 1

and moving out of town." said Tony Banbury, Asia

regional director for the World food Program.

Hospitals lack even basic supplies, like intra-

venous drips, and Banbury said he saw patients

whose "skin was charred and ripped off." Others

had chemical bums on their faces, and doctors told

him at least five people were blinded, he said.

Video released by the United Nations showed

patients squeezed two to a bed. Many had compress-

es on their eyes and facial injuries from being struck

by a wave of glass, rubble and heat in Ryongchon. a

city of 1 30.000 not far from the Chinese border.

More than I.IXX) students attended a school that

was destroyed by the blast, and the U.N. Children's

Fund was looking for buildings where classes could

be held, said Pierette Vulthi. UNICEFS representa-

tive in the North Korean capital. Pyongyang.

'We know that for children who have been trau-

matized going to school restores a sense of normal-

cy." she said.

The United States. China and lapan arc among

nations that have offered aid. and Germany said it

would donate $1 W.OOO to buy food and building

materials.

"The biggest need at the moment is for antibi-

otics, eye drops and bum kits." World Health

Organization spokeswoman Fadela Chaib said in

Geneva.

Heart healthy

Emily Boss, left, of Plainfield, gives Dr. Stephen A. HiJbert a WikhJ sample during The Bo»ton

Heart Party's cardiovascular awareness prt.gram for women yesterday. The program, which took

place in the Student Union Ballroom, conducted heart disease screenings.

Foreign enrollment dropping

Students advised to begin

internships sophomore year
INTERNSHIPS from page 2

«id the connectiorts to get the job."

he sakl.

Not all majors nx)uire students

to compk'te an internship or co-op.

but ma> have other required e\pe-

neiKc tied to graduation. k>y

Holhui. office manager for com-

munication disorders, sakl most

undergrads in Iter department

J».jiii do inierrtehips because of

extensive v-xiurse requirements, but

must have clinical observation

ht.iurs to graduate Some coinmuni-

cutkm disorders students wtx) get

atK«d of their cour^cwurk can do

internships or work with clients.

IkJhul sakl. As with other majors,

she added, how detemiined a siu-

deiH is to get an inicTaship makes a

huge diffcfvncx- in getting a job.

Schwaru said individual initia-

tive is a huge factor in the anxxint

of experience students get "How
active a student is will affect how

successful they are at getting the

ptacement they want."

Roche agreed that initlatWe b
important, not onh. to getting a

placviTK-nt. but in proving that otte

is a motivated candidate.

"W hen you graduate, you want

lo have more to show than just a

degree —you want to show that

you are nut only experienced, but

that you can succeed, that yxiu are

dependabk:. that you have a deep

interest and pawitin for your liekl

of study." Roche sakl. "Internships

enabk- you to convey that."

Filip(.>wski agreed that initiative

is essential for a successful intern
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North Amherst

ship. an'J hiphly recoiiuiiends using

the resources on campus.

"Career Services is an absolute-

ly fantastic resource that 1 think a

lot of students on campus are not

aware of." Filipowski said. 'I only

becaiTK* aware of it on acckknt.

The career counsek)rs and advisors

are tfiere to help you with intern-

ships, jobs and an\ other concerns

you may have about life in the

worid that is not confined to

UMass' campas. f^opk shuukl use

it."

And yvHi don't have to have a

nw)or that autL>maticall> produco

a career, either Many students

major in oik- thing afxl want to

puimie a career in another dusci-

pline. Silver emphasizes that

internships can be anything you

want tfK*m to be.

"Arts and sckrwe majors can do

anything." Silver sakl. "It doesn't

matter what your major is. I've had

hbtory majors work in basiness."

Internships and co-ops arc- what

yuu want them to be. and Silver

encourages students to do field-

work througfKHJi their academk.

careers.

"You should start sour sopfio-

more year and do multipW intern-

ships. SiKcr said "IX) part-time

inteni^hip^ sophonxjrc' and junior

year and then a full-time internship

yuur senior y<»r."

INTERNATIONAL from pagel

University in Miami, where foreign

enrollment is down 10 percent.

"We're educating people wfw will

be in influential positioas in science

and industry and govemment
around the work!

"

Morc- than 'K) percent of gradu-

ate schools reported their foreign

applications lor this fall declined,

according to a survey of 1 13 uni-

versities last month b> the Council

of Graduate Schools.

Undergraduate applications

also are down, but not as much,

likely because fewer undergradu-

ates plan to work on sensitive tech-

milogK-s that rc'quire a more thor-

ough backgTCHJixl check.

Feeling the efkvts arc' big. pulv

universities and elite, private

ones like Harvard, whose presi-

dent. l.awTence Summers, report-

ed a sharp drop in inteniational

applications to each of Harvard's

nine schoob in a ivcent k:tter to

federal oflicials.

Many schools count on forei^

students to leach classes and fill

labs

Me don't have domestic stu-

dents to take their place, mostly in

lields like science and technokjgy."

said Stephen l>innett. vice presi-

dent lor international education at

the University at Buffalo, part of

Nc-w York's swte university system.

The school has 5.600 foreign stu-

dents, with applicatkxts down cute-

third this year
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Bustamante the best

for SGA president
Four VMeeks agu today. The Massachu.setis Daily

Collegian ran an unsigned staff editorial outlining

the difficulties facing Student Government

Association President-Ehxt Eduaido Bustanyuite.

The piece, written on the eve of what seemed like

it should have been his prwidentiai inauguration,

said Bustamante !> first priority as president needed

to be metHiing rifts both between factions of stu-

dent j^>vemment and between the SGA and the

student body itself

A» stud«fnt goverrunent ekxtions begin again

today, the student body knows that through no

fault of his own, Bustamante has been unable to

fulfill those guate. The rewlts oi the last electtuns

were declared unconstitutional, the electiom were

never ratified and Bustamante was never sworn in

as president

Whik the elections format has changed in the

etections that begin today, the isnies that con-

cerned The CoUepan most remain the same —
they're just ampKtied The rift between sttideiM

body atul student government has grown larger

than ever, and the politics played between liberal

and conservative members of the SGA have con-

tinued to sour sirxx that night of March 1 1 , with

acuMatiuns levied by both sides on numerous

As an observer trf this power struggfe. The

Colkrgian cw do Httle to etKl the norwense other

than W alrangi) urge students to vote in elections

today or tomorrow in either the Campus Center or

one of your various dining contmons.

When you do that, however, we abo mge you to

uxttider the following: we believe Eduardo

RmfiiMili to be the bat choice for students

today and tomorrow as they cast their votes for

SGA president.

Over the last few weeks. Bustamante has

prwen himself to be a graceful, yet fiery leader for

a large contingent of supponers In a student gov-

ernment where the most common reaction from

students is confusKm. disgust or compietc urudul

leraied apathy, that m iiscif speaks volumes for

Bustamante s haadenhip skills The majority of his

support has cork not from irusiders' familiar with

the SGA's bureaucracy, but from rank-arKl-file stu-

dents taking an interest in campus politics for the

first time ever. That kind of grassroots campaign is

likely to serve the student body well, and give us a

goverranent truly for the people.

Arguments have been ntade that Bustaniante'ti

cloae aaanriatinn with the Ofhce of ALANA
Affairs past and present coukl get in the way of

bettering the campus as a whole if he is elected.

Baaed on past partiaan potitks in the SGA. these

u)ncems are understandable. The lO-point plat-

form of Bustamante and fdbw running mate

Matthew Murphy, howeva; offers numerous sug-

eations that point to the pair brainstorming ideas

for students in general, including a plan for a pro-

greiMve textbook campaign that, at the very least,

is vwrll vwjrth expkjring. Whikr supporting the

Office of ALANA Affairs will certainly be one

focus of any Bustamante administration, it's hard

to beikve it woukJ be the only one.

Opponents have also atUKked Bustamante for

being anti-Commonwealth Colkge - son»eihing

we finds hard to believe, especially coasidering

Bustamante himself is listed as a student in the

honors program A Colkgian rxrview of the video-

uqied meeting when opponents say Bustamante

called the Commonwealth College "elitist"

revealed no such statement by the candidate.

If elected. Busuunante's biggest obstack will be

a nrlative Uck ol experierKe — an obstacle com-

poundrd by the current hostilities in SGA politics

right now. it can be oxTtvome. however. As kmg as

he chouses a well-rxxinded and knowledgeabie

Rjuxuiive Cabinet, a frrsh oulkxik with mon? open

liiKs of dialogue between the student body. \he

SGA shouki more than compensate for any giuw-

if^ pains experienced. Given the choices on the

faalkx. Bustamante's energy and progreschrism

trwvslate the best to when it comes to what our stu-

dent bod> needs nght now.

i/niii(ned ttii/onj/.i rirpreimi the maj<»nt\ uptn-

lon ofiht- Uasnuhunftis l)uit\ Coikfftti Uiiunal

Board

Flag unveiled before its time

Scott

Hdfiiloe

grde 413
bv Zachary Denver

The US-
backed Iraqi

governing
council — a

board of a-

ppointees who
are hard at

\^ork framiiig a

new govern-

ment for the

country — has"" stumbled across

its priorities.

While Iraqis are dying from

bombs and bullets the govern-

ing council has emerged with a

new flag for Iraq. A flag, a piece

of fabric that will effectively do
nothing to stop insurgents, ter-

rorist actions. Tighting, death or

injury from a war
A flag, a waving symbol of a

country that, for the most part,

has yet to be created.

A flag that has effectively

angered the populous it was

stitched to unite.

This flag has several features

that the old flag did not Instead

of a red. white and black striped

field with a Takbir inscription

(it reads "Allah Akbar." or "God
is great") the newly designed

banner has a white field, with a

pale blue crescent moon in the

center, and a yellow strip with

two blue borders running across

the bottom. For symbolism, the

crescent moon is supposed to

represent Islam, the two blue

strips are stand-ins for the

Tigris and Euphrates rivers and

the strip of yellow, Kurdistan

and the Kurdish population of

Northem Iraq.

Before totally criticizing the

flag and it's unveiling, a

moment of patriotism: Flags are

terribly important They can

stand as tangible symbols for

people who are looking for a

reason to believe in a country.

The flag of a country is likely to

invoke emotion from its colors,

its visibility. A flag can give you

something visual to rally

behind, it can itKan any number
of things to any number of peo-

ple Even burning a flag has a

very pointed mcMAfc
So. to be clear, flags are

important fixtures for any coun-

try and government arK) people.

But not in Iraq Not now. Not

yet.

From National Public Radio
reporting 1 heard complaints

ranging from "this is not our

flag" to "it looks like the flag of

Sweden."
While it's easy to chuckle at

the Swedes color choices influ-

encing Iraq's banner, it is not

too far from the rumors. Iraqis,

who are supposed to be repre-

sented by this cloth, feci that

the pale blue crescent is either a

symbol of the United Nations,

who use the color, or Israel,

which also has blue in their flag.

These are both contentious

issues. The United Nations

interpretation could stand for a

This flag, in its

unveiling, wiil like-

ly do the opposite

of what a flag

should do: unite. It

has already riled

up the Iraqi people

who saw it, for the

first time, in their

morning newspa-

pers.

long occupation by the multi-

national force to some Iraqis,

the Israel interpretation only

furthers the staunch rift

between ludaism arKl Islam aiui

Mideast peace.

The blue lines representing

the rivers, probably not horribly

upsetting as they are bodies of

water arvd less political than his-

torical and crucial geographical-

ly

But those blue lines border a

strip of yellow that staiuls for

the much debated Kurdistan

and the Kurdish population

that, while in Iraq, is a largely

autonomous group. There is rto

colored strip for Sunnis or

Shiites. two divisions of Islam

that arc well detiiwd in Iraq and
sometimes at odds

So this flag, in its unveiling,

will likely do the opposite of

what a flag should do: unite. It

has already riled up the Iraqi

people who saw it, for the first

time, in their morning newspa-

pers.

Worse yet, is that the flag

was stitched while fighting

between Iraqis, insurgent

groups and American and coali-

tion forces has steadily risen.

Mosques are being fortified,

and weapons stockpiled.

Eiiiouiages and convoys are

being attacked. Troops are

dying on the U.S. side and civil-

ians, the group of Iraqis the

governing council should be

worried about, are dying in

these attacks — often at much
higher rales than the military

personnel who are contracted

for the fighting.

Now, it is conceivable and

likely that the council is

focused on ridding Iraq of vio-

lence I'm fairly positive that

Paul Bremmer. who was

appointed by Bush as a civilian

administrator, would like to see

less violence. It would be imma-

ture to say that the fiag was

treated more urgently than the

end to fighting, but it could

have waited a little longer and

been better handled. Even if the

governing powers are focused

on the fighting, the people gel

the impression that the Hag is

more impiortant, that it is sonte-

how a band -aid for the dis-

traught country.

Democratically, the flag

design appears to lack the

approval of many Iraqis. Was
the input of the civilian body

sought? It would seem that

some proposals or suggestions

from a soon -to- be democratic

government would have been a

belter way to handle the issue

and the input of the future

voter pool couldn't hurt.

Waving a Hag as a represen-

tation of a country that has not

yet been solidified comes across

now as a diversion or a bandage

over a very sore wound.
Whatever the logic might have

been, the public impact should

be a notice to the governing

couiKil that this country does

not need » flag to wave behind

its people.

It needs people to stand

behind its Hag.

Scull FJdridge II is a Collegian

cxtlumnisl.
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LEHERS TO THE EDITOR

Ain't nobody humping around
I recently

decided to go

check out the

Monkey Bar

after its "Grand

Re-Opening"
and write up a

little review. I'm

not gonna lie.

I've been there

before and (this

isn't something

rii openly tell just anyone). I had

an awesome time. It's ba.sically like

going to a Dave Matthews corKert.

You can't underswnd a damn word

while you're in there, and there's a

bunch of people that are way too

into it. so if you're sober it'll be two

of the most miserable hours of your

life. But if you're already ham-

mered by the time you go in. even

though you won't remember most

of what happened, when you wake

up you'll have this weird feeling

that you had a really good time.

And when you roll over, you just

hope that the random girl next to

you feels the same way.

The funny thing is ... 1 dkin't

even get into the damn place. I sat

in line for 20 minutes and gave up

because 1 forgot to bring lawn

chairs and a hibachi. They say

there's no such thing as bad press,

and for the Monkey Bar's sake. 1

really hope that's ttue.

Dear Monkey Bar.

Your bar sucks. We may be

drunk, but we're not stupid. We
see what you're trying to do with

this line-out-the-door-at-all-times

idea. But guess what? This isn't

New York City. It's Amherst, the

same town that managed to sell out

a Toby Keith show a month ago.

You want people to think,

"Wow, people will actually wait in

line to get in there. 1 shouki go

there to get wasted too." But you

need to realize that this is exactly

what your bar meaas to us stu-

dents: a place to get wasted. People

can't get wasted while waiting in

line, lastead, they just get coW arvi

amazingly sober. I hate to point out

the obvious, but sober people phis

more people outside than actually

in the bar equals less money for

you.

If everyone thought that in real-

ity, your establishment was over-

ciwvded, then it wouWn't be much

of a problem, but you see. ymir bar

has windows. We can see that there

are three people buying drinks, so

you're fooling absolutely no one.

To pirvent this, just treat the bar

like your bouncers treat their '97

Honda Civics (that they drive like

standards, even though they're

automates) and tint the windows.

Moving on to your bouncers

We know that you've been trained

to pick out a fake ID. But here's a

head's up: this isn't a very difficult

skill, and judging from all the

Amherst Regional High School

Cheerleaders I've seen at the bar,

you pretty much suck at it.

We know that you somehow
manage to get girls, but picking

them up by telling them you can

get them into the Monkey Bar

without waiting in line is just

cheesy

We know that if you had a

young dau^ter, and you showed

up at the breakfast table without

gelling your hair first, she'd proba-

bly cry because she didn't recog-

nize her daddy.

We know that the headset you

wear while "bouiKing" is a damn
prop. Here's how 1 know. In those

1 5 minutes I wasted waiting in line,

I didn't hear you say the word.

"Over" or "Roger" oikc. and when

it comes to using two-way radios of

any kind, that's just the cool thing

to do. You're not in the Secret

Service, and no one on our basket-

ball team is good enough to require

a bodyguard anymore, so put the

earpiece away It's just something

they give you to make you feel like

more of a badass Honestly, why

wouki you rK«d a headset: to know

if there's a fight inside'' How about

you just take the hint when the

midget crashes through the front

window and larxls on the poor

suckers waiting in line.

We know that you shop at

Express For Men. To be honest. 1

want nothing to do with a store

that needs to put 'For Men" in the

title to help the buyer discriminate

which gender the store intends to

cbthe. 1 should be able to walk

into a store, glance at both sides,

and be able to determine which

half of the store is made for

humans with penises. If Express

and Express For Men were com-

bined, that would be incredibly

difficult, and I have a problem

with that. If a shirt is tight, $65.

and has a pattern that looks like a

baby spit up .strained carrots all

over the front, then it's from that

store. If you look at a shirt and it

makes you wonder. "God. do we
really need more shoelaces on

sweaters?" then it's from that

store.

So in cotkIuskmi. I'm happy

that all of the hard work you

bouncers put in at the |ohn QuitKy

Adams Wellness Center has paid

off. but seriously, get over your-

selves. Waiting in line sucks, so

just let us in so we can drink and

dance to that same Lil' jon song

over and over again. We'll be a lot

happier and it'll make you look

like less of a bastard. If not, we'll

just go to one of the five other

places in that 2(X)-foot stretch of

sidewalk. 1, for one, will be just as

happy drinking Pabst Blue Ribbon

bottles at Delano's, just trying to

help you out.

I k>ve you.

Matt

Matt Brochu is a Collegian

columnist.

DUH TEST FOR PRESIDENT
I witfi to annaunca ttiat I hme deviaad and admMamd

• Mte test that can be uMd to detormine who is. and w^
li not qualified to be prMldanI of the United Sates o(

Amerita. leadv of tt» free wofid and comnander m ch«f

of any eapadMrary forcas to be sent to the ptanel Mvs I

riler to Vie tost as 'defming uno honcho,' or DUH lor

shoft So ff«t you can aeH-adminator the tost. I provide a

copy below

So (hih. the TEST PresidBnl Bioh. as affinned by

National Sectinty Advisor Condoleezza Rne m sworn pubkc

testimony, says Viit had he know tttot ptsnes VMre going to

f)y mto the Twin Towers and the Psnligon he would have

done something atxwt it How about you''

The resuni of my research have been startling Thus far.

every red-Mooded, warm-Mooded American has given the

nght answer It sort of makes one proud, doesn t if Duh'

Sam Osborne

West Branch, towa

WHY YOU SHOULD CARE ABOUT

THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT FEE
Most of you have probably read about the international

student fee in the papers, seen the protests on campus, or

heard about it through television or radio You ve heard the

arguments intemationai students have presented about

why we are outraged by the imposition of this fee, and

you've heard the arguments from the administration about

why It was out of their hands and made necessary by the

budget situation While I couW — and at other times have

— debated these issues, what I wouW like to do here is to

try and explain why the average University of

H/lassachusetts student or community member shouki care

about the Imposition of this fee

The presence of intemationai students on this campus

Is of value to the community as a whole in a very real sense

I am not only talking about diversity and exposure to other

cultures that members of the UMass community benefit

from, nor am I talking about the fees, taxes and purchases

that international students pay Into the kxal and state econ-

omy The benefit I want to emphasize here is that the vast

majority of international students work on this campus, they

do a very large chunk of the teaching and research on this

campus, and Indeed in the United States

If intemationai students were no longer welcome on this

campus, then the research and teaching pool of this univer-

sity would shrink dramatically. This will translate into either

higher fees to students in order to be able to atfract the

same caliber of students from a smaller pool, or a reduction

in quality and servrce on this campus because the universi-

ty is forced to recruit either fewer, or less qualified appli-

cants.

You may or may not agree with the imposition of the

intemationai student fee You may or may not agree with the

reasons why intemationai students are oufraged by the fee

One thing that is dear Is that intemationai students are out-

raged by the impositton of this fee, and that intemationai

applications to UMass have dropped dramatically (by more

than 40 percent according to the intemationai programs

office) in the last year The university may start reporting us

to the department of homeland security for refusing to pay

the intemationai student fee soon, and If they do then that

will lead to deportattons If you care about having us on this

ompus. tfwn you need to act now. because you'N probriity

iTHSS us when we're gone.

Brmni UBMvoni-fflmi

UMMBgndurtt student

GEO TrsMurar/Secrelary

"^iWwi^^gtr
I was frustrated upon reading Allison Edtes column in

The Massachusetts (My Colegian on Monday, m reference

to ttw oonfroversy surrounding pctins of ItoiHxime coffins

ol decatd Amencan soldiers that were rstsMed to Ihe

ptMc by the media Ms last nwsek. m two sections. Edtes

spoke first of the Impact of the nrtease of these photos on the

moummg prwess of the families of the deceaswl, and in a

second section compared this media coverage to what at

bmes seemed M(e the gratuitous portrayal of Amencan

deaths durtng the attacks of Sept n Although I appraciato

her sentiments regarding both of these topics, I also tound

significant fault with her reasoning on both Issues

There is a basic faulty assumption underlying this articte:

that the Amencan public at large is aware of the total volume

of the deaths of Amencan soldiers in Iraq Prior to this recent

media coverage, the public for the most part has learned of

military deatfis anonymously and unremarttabty, with a brief

announcement on the early-moming news, stating a dally

death count of one or two This leaves us without a sense of

the total k>ss to our armed forces, which has been signifi-

cant

Non-gory visual images, such as the photos of flag-

draped coffins in question sen/e as compelling evidence of

the actual sacntlce borne by Amencan soldiers thus far In the

war In Iraq, evidence that the media has been in general all

too willing to marginalize and Ignae Although we have

heard about Jessica Lynch and more recently Michelle

Witmer. tor the most part our soldiers in Iraq have remained

anonymous and the greater summation of their loss of life

has been obscured. For this reason. I think that these pic-

tures constitute a new, essential type of media coverage of

this war. and are in no way anak)gous to the extensive media

coverage of Sept. 1 1

.

Furthermore, this recent media coverage Is also much

more productive As citizens, these soldiers are in Iraq fight-

ing on our behalf Although I have boundless respect for the

sacrifice that these Indivkluals have made and continue to

make for our country, I think the most respect I can give

them as a citizen manifests itselt best in a continual aware-

ness of this sacrifice within the greater political context of

our nation. Unlike in the Sept, 1 1 attacks, in this instance we

are not innocent and helpless victims. As citizens of this

natkxi, It is clearly our duty to view this truth for what It is and

evaluate and perhaps modify our political behavior accord-

ingly. In order to carry out this process it is important that we

know the fruth and weigh all the factors

Edies refers twice to the journalistic tendency to cover

"every little thing, " to "spare no minor detail" as it this is an

excuse tor the release of the photos in the first place; she

fails to acknowledge that the content and Impllcatkxi of

these photos is hardly gratuitous or minor They are in fact

filling a void of information in the mainstream media that is

sorely needed in the formatk)n of an informed electorate

Sarah Rk:h

UMass student

Pat Tillman: A true hero?
The extraordinary Ufe of an Pat Tillman is not a hero: he
ordinary man is remembered ' got what was coming to him

Matthew

Reiil

The world

of profession-

al sports is

filled with

larger-than-

life figures.

Professional

athletes have

come to rep-

resent epic

figures in our^^"^" society, both
literally and Tiguratively. Yao
Ming, of the hlouston Rockets,

sunds 7 feet, 6 inches tall. Ted
Washington, of the Oakland
Raiders, weighs 565 pounds.
And while Alex Rodriguez may
look like a regular person, the

$252 million contract that he
signed in 2000 as a member of
the Texas Rangers was anything
but ordinary.

Then, there's Pat Tillman.

Tillnum is a former safety

with the Arizona Cardinals. He
turned down a three-year. $5.6
million contract in May 2002 to

join the elite Army Rangers
According to their Web site,

www.mngerorg, the Rangers are

"an infantry force whose soldiers

serve as sfKxk troop*, raiders

and commandos who strike

behind enemy lines. Every
Ranger volunteers for the duty
and must pass ngorous physical

tests to serve.*

Tillman decided to enlist,

along with his brother. Kevin, a
former minor league baseball

prospect in the Cleveland
Indians organization.

1 had heard of Pat Hlfanan
before he enlisted with the

Rangers, but I didn't know much
about his character I knew of his

ubilities on the football field, but

knew little about wttai kind of

man he was. Then I heard the

news that he was leaving pro
football to fight overseas It wa*
one of the most selfless things I

had heard of coming out of pro
sports in quite soriK time. It was
a shock to me. arvl to many
other sponi fan. But for tome
reason, I knew he'd return one
day and get back to playing the

fame he loved. After al, he was
Invincible, right?

Then I hear the newt last

Thursday that Pat Tillman had
been killed in action in

Afghanistan, almost two yean
after he enlisted with the

Rangers He was 27.

At first. I didn't know how to

react. I was saddened, of course.

I was also a little angry. Then I

felt proud. 1 was proud that I

lived in a country that could pro-

duce a man such as Pat Tillman.

I felt proud that I lived in a coun-

try that Pat Tillman considered

good enough to fight, and ulti-

mately die, for

Tillman died in a war that

many people don't support.

However, you don't have to sup-

port the war in order to support

Tillman himself. Partisan politics

is not the issue. The issue for

Tillman was that by joining the

Rangers, he could support this

country belter than he could by

playing football.

Following the Sept. 1

1

attacks, Tillman said, "I was
dimibfounded by everything that

was going on. In times like this,

you think about how good we
have it and what kind of a sys-

tem we live under, what free-

doms we are allowed.

A lot of my family has gone
and fought in wars and I haven't

really done a damn thing as far

as laying myself on the line like

ihat.'" .

So Tillrrum laid himself on the

line, and died fighting for his

country.

Was his death unfortunate?

Absolutely — the world needs
more people like Pat Tillman in

it. But was his death in vain?

Absolutely not. His death proved
that democracy is worth fighting

for, even if you don't believe in

every decision made by those in

charge. His death made us all

recoruider wiiai it meant to be

an American.

In a world of athletes who are

all talk arxl no action. Tillman

was the complete opposite. He
never gave a real explanation for

his decision to join the Rangers.

He didn't want the public to

make a big deal out of an ordi-

nary nuin going off and fighting

in tf>e war. wften so many ordi-

nary men tight and die each day
He didn't charge onto the battle-

field like a madman, trying to kill

at many Afghanis at possible: he

simply upped and left to defend

his country in tfK- best way he

krtew how
If Pat Tillman were watching.

he most likely would disapprove

of the proposed plan to dedicate

the entire upcoming NFL teaton

to him. And he certainly would
object to columns such as this,

which make him out to be a

hero. However, it's impossible to

detcribe Pat Tillman without
using some hyperbole. He is not

a hero because he was an
extraordinary man. He is a hero
because he was an ordinary man
that did extraordinary things.

His heroism has nothing to do
with his death, but with his life.

In a world of bloated con-
tracts and steroid-filled muscles,

Tillman embodied everything
that is good about professional

sports, and he did it without say-

ing a word. He never demanded
more money and he never violat-

ed a team policy. He never did
anything that would make him-
self stand out on his team,
except play hard.

He never tried to be a hero

Rene

When the death of Pat

Tillman occurred, 1 turned to

my friend who was watching
the news with me and
said, "How much you
want to bet they start

talking about him as a

'hero' in about two hours?" Of
course, my friend did not want
to make that bet. He'd lose. In

this self-critical incapable
nation, nothing but a knee-jerk

"He's a hero" response is to be
expected.

I've been mystified at the

absolute nonsense of being in

"awe" of Tillman's "sacrifice"

thai has been the American

FyO" TILLMAN
1976-2CX>4-

on the battlefield, either He
went about his business with

quiet dignity and unquestioned
honor never letting his own
intrinsic desires dictate his deci-

sions Tillman's death moved
grown men, such as my father,

to tears not because the death

itself was so heroic, but because
his life wa> so overwhelming

Pal TilbTwn's unassuming
nature made him seem ordinary,

but in reality'' he was anything
but. The fact that he was ordi-

nary is exactly what made him
stand out. It's wfiat made him
taller than Yao Ming, and it was
what made him richer than A-

Rod. It's what made him a true

hero.

Matihew Reid is a Collegian

columnist.

response. Mystified, but not

surprised. True, it's not every-

day that you forgo a $5.6 mil-

lion contract for joining the

military. And. not just the reg-

ular army, but the elite Army
Rangers You know he was a

real Rambo. who wanted to be
in the "real" thick of things. I

could tell he was that type of

macho ji)>'fi;om hit ^wling.
beefy ttcr on the CNN" pic-^

lures. Well, he got his wish
Even Rambo got shot in the

third movie, but in real life,

you die at a result of being

shot. They should call Pal

Tillman's army life "Rambo 4:

Rambo Attempts to Strike

Back at His Former Rambo 5

Taliban Friends, and Gets
Killed."

But, does that make him a

hero? 1 guess it's a matter of

perspective. For people in the

United Slates, who

Cnnialoi
seem to be unable to

°""''''" admit the stupidity of

both the Afghanistan
and Iraqi wars, such a trade-

off in life standards (if not

expectancy) is nothing short of
heroic. Obviously, the man
must be made of "stronger

stuff" to have had decided to

"serve" his country rather than
take from it. It's ihe old jFK
exhortation to citizen service

to the nation, and it seems to

strike an emotional chord. So,

it's understandable why
Americans automatically knee-

jerk into hero worship.

However, in my neighbor-
hood in Puerto Rico. Tillman
would have been called a "pen-
dejo." an idiot Tillman, in the

absurd belief that he was
defending or serving his all-

powerful country from a sev-

enth-rate. Third World nation

devastated by the previous
conflicts it had endured, decid-

ed to give up a comfortable life

to place himself in a combat
situation that cost him his life.

This was not "Ramon or
Tyrone," who joined the mili-

tary out of financial necessity,

or to have a chance at educa
lion. This was a "G.l. |oe' guv
who got what was coming to

him That was not heroism, it

was prophetic idiocy.

Tillman, probably acting

out his nationalist-patnolic

fantasies forged in years of

exposure to Clint Eastwood
and Rambo moviet. decided to

insert himself into a conflict he
didn't need to interi himielf

into. It wasn't like he was
defending the East coast from
an invasion of a foreign power
That would have been heroic

and laudable What he did was
make himself useful to a for-

eign invading army, and he
paid for it it's hard to say 1

have any sympathy for his

d^pih because 1 don'' f>.J'ifke

|ft»<>M»vice" vvas ftet. ' ie

^^asnT-defending nic. nor *ns
he defending the Afghani peo-

ple. He was acting out his

macho, patriotic crap and I

guess someone with a bigger

gun did him in.

Perhaps it's ihe old, dreamy
American thought process that

forces them to put sports

greats and 'larger than life"

sacrificial lambs on the

pedestal of heroism, no matter
what they've done. After all,

the American nation has no
other role to play but to be the

cheerleaders of the home
team: a sad role to have to play

during conflicts that suffer

from severe legitimacy and
credibility problems.

Matters are a little clearer

for those living outside the

American borders. Tillman got

himself killed in a country
other than his own without

having been forced to go over

to that country to kill its peo-

ple. After all, whether we like

them or not, the Taliban is

more Afghani than we are.

Their resistance is more legiti-

mate than our invasion,

regardless of the fact that our
social values are probably
more enlightened than theirs.

For that, he shouldn't be
hailed as a hero, he should be

used as a poster boy for the

dangerous consequerKes of too
much 'America is •!,' frat

boy. propaganda bull. It might
just make a regular man irra-

tionally drop $5.6 million to

go fight in a conflict that wat
anything but "telf-defente*
The same could be said of ihe

unusual belief of 50 percent of

the American nation thai

thinks Saddam Hussein was
behind Sept. II. One must
indeed stand in awe of the

amazing success of the

American propaganda
machine. It works wonders.

Al-Qaeda won't be delcaied

in Afghanistan, even il we did

kill all their operatives there.

Only through careful and logi-

cal changing of the underlying

conditions that allow for the

ideology to fosler will Al-

Oaeda be defeated. Ask the

Itraelit if 50 years of blunt

force have eradicated the

Palestinian resistance. For that

reason. Tillman's service,

along with that of thousands
of American soldiers, has l>cen

wrongly utilized.

He did die in vain, because
in the years to come, wc will

realize the irrationality ol the

War on Terror and the

American reaction to Sept. 1 1.

The tad part is that we won't
realize it before we send more
people like Pat Tillman over to

their deaths.

Rene Gonzalez is a UMass
graduate student.

The rules of cool at UMass
As you all know, the daily

lor semi-daily, depending on
whether or not you manage to

free from your endlessly hectic

schedule) trek to and from class

can pose a certain anxiety about
your popularity level in this

insanely immense university

environment. If you have
been apprehensive
about this process in [|y|an

the past, it is because ^^^^
you are outside the

loop. The unwritten rules of

campus coolness are a great

guide for people looking to

advance themselves in terms of

public image and/or the bub-

bling .social scene that this uni-

versity has to offer And now
the secret's out — because I'm

writing them down.
This is decidedly the most sig-

nificant event of the year (forget

about People's 50 Most Beautiful

People that people love to look

at and talk about). These rules

are merely guidelines — once

you learn the basics, you can

bend them to your liking.

Rule I: Always carry your

cellular phone (cutely referred

to as "celly." "mobile" or the

boldly flamboyant "bling-

biingy/bling-blinga") as if it

were some piece of 12-pound

pure gold jewelry dangling from

P. Diddy's neck around campus
at all times. This cannot be

stressed enough. And always

leave this device on during

class. 1 don't care if this lecture

is a dreadfully boring 400-per-

son intro course studying

underwater basket weaving or

if it is an intense seminar dis-

cutting the .serious implications

of the Sept. 1 1 attacks. It does
not matter When you receive a

little ring-ringy on your bling

blingy in the middle of class-

classy, (and you will, due to the

carefully arranged calling

schedule you and your hollaing

friends have devised) your pop-

ularity and coolness

SlDJIll
^'" '""^*-' "P ^ notch

^^„^_ on the popularity and
coolness gauge that can

be found somewhere in a high

rise dorm room in Southwest.

People are fervently keeping
statistics on this.

Rule 2: Maintain a

demeanor that would exemplify

a cool person. When strolling

through campus, never make
eye contact with any other stu-

dents. I recommend a target on
the ground approximately five

feet in front of you. This way
you avoid the class hike colli-

sion, a rather embarrassing
experience, not to mention a

severe dent in your quest for

coolness.

This way of carrying yourself

not only allows you to concen-

trate on important things, like

making sure you are ashing
your cigarette in a cool way
(flicking the back with your
thumb) or thinking through all

the motions of your well versed

strut, but it also gives other

people who are taking notice

(and believe me. they arc) a

chance to witness your coolness

in breathtaking fashion.

"Swingers" puts it best with

their "act like you don't need it.

and they give you it for free"

philosophy, and I don't think I

need to tell you what happened
al the Black lack table on their

Vegas trip

Rule 3: The last and final

rule in the most important
three-pronged list that you will

ever encounter in your lifetime

(the nerdy kids say that "stop,

drop, and roll" ranks pretty

high up there, but let's be hon-
est, rolling around on the

ground?) I say brush away that

spunky. quick-to-leave-you-

scarred -and -disfigured -wit h-

first-degree-burns conflagra-

tion, shrug your shoulders like

the Fonz, light up a cig and pro-

claim, "1 inhale more smoke
than those weak California

wildfires could produce in a

week." (Trust me guys. The
gender of your preference will

come flocking.)

But enough of these paren-

thetical asides that leave sen-

tence fragments begging for the

benefits and luxuries that full

.sentences enjoy to the nth

degree. Digression will only get

you one thing in life, and that is

the doomed pseudo hell that a

Ph.D. is suffering through right

now, unable to connect with us,

the cool kids of the University of

Massachusetts. Because he or

she will never know what it's like

to walk, talk and most impor-

tantly, smoke like he or she is the

greatest thing in the world — or

the more eloquent utterance that

I prefer — feces. It's sad, this I

know. The loop was never within

their grasp. But now it is.

Dylan Smith is a UMass stu-

dent.

Let's not 'kill' great literature

Afliie

SUBMIT A LETTER OR OPINION

editorialOdailycollegian.coiii 413-545-3699 Letters to ttie Editor

113 Campus C^ter

Amherst MA 01003

One of the greatest disgraces in the world is the

banning of books from school systems. For school

councils to ban books is to deprive students

of an art form from which they can gain new
perspectives. In particular, the classic novel

"To Kill A Mockingbird" is banned in
^^^~

numerous school systems across the country. Harper
l>ee's novel is full of educational themes ranging from
racism to the socially abnormal family life of the

Finches. Shading students' eyes from the controversial

issues of the world will not stop reality from taking

place. Books with educationally bcncliciiil messages

such as those expressed in "To Kill A M<.x:kingbird'

deserve as much attention as books considered to be

appropriate.

First condemned for holding the words "damn.

"

"whore," and "nigger," Lee's novel stirs controversy

among school councils. Atticus Finch, a well-tvspectcxl

lawyer, is the father of the book's protagonist, Scout,

and her brother, |cni. When Scout's "white" friends

start to gossip and tum their backs on her, she learns

that her father is the lawA-cr of a black man on trial for

raping a white girl. The black people of the town lake

a liking to Atticus. but the white folk are disgusietl by

his social abnormality. Scout asks her father why he is

defending the Negro and he replies, "because if I don't.

I couldn't hold my head up."

Atticus' stance against racial discrimination is mon
umental for the time, as a challenge of the social

nonns. For students, the novel offers a valuable lesson

in taking a stand for one's beliefs, even if those beliefs

are not socially acceptable. )ust because a novel offers

situations not deemed "acceptable" in past times does

not mean that students do not deserve to learn from

them and gain a new perspective. The point of litera-

nire is just that: to share a view^point that can be

accepted or rejtvted by the reader, or simply just

resptxted.

To ban a novel such as "To Kill A

CfllCDflJ
\1i»c kingbird" in a school system is to deprive

students of reality Lev's novel was banned
irom Lindale. Texas reading lisi of the

Advanced Placement E'.nglish class in N'4(-i because it

conllicted with the values of the communiiv. The situ-

ations that occur in the novel are a very real pan of our
world, and rather than being shad-d from a students'

eyes, they should be laid in front of students to leach

tolerance and pride in one's beliefs. Kvcn if a lxn.>k con-

tradicts the general values of a given communitv. the

chance to see the other side of things should Iv valued

just as highly.

In the 1 0th grade classrooms of llopedale. not only

is "To Kill A Mockingbird" assigned teadinp in Knglish

class, but alfx.) the court scene is actcil out as a play,

which is put on by the students so they can further

grasp the concepts of racial injustice in the novel. This

teaching strategy has proven extremely clfcvtive in

teaching students the true meaning of what llaqxT
Ixx is trying to convey in her novel Sc1kx>I svsicmv

should not be allowed to violate the rights of xluJents

to access such an educational lomi of expression. The
precious gift of gaining new peisptxtives through such

novels far outweighs any vulgarity of explicitnoss that

exists within its pages, to ban "Jo Kill Mih. kingbird"

and other similar books is to take awav lioin students

a chance to gain a greater understanding of Ixnh the

injustice and the humanity that dually exist in the

world. The ugliness of the woHd exists, whether or not

school systems want to acknowledge it, and il should

be taught as an essential element in the educational

institution.

Amie Colcord is a UMass student
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Picture Box

Goodbye is not

too hard to say
Numerous iiiajui shov^> arc com-

ing to an end. That's right, the

dreaded lor sometimes welcome)

phrase: series finale. It can be a

tough emotion to digest — how
*ill you go on alter your favorite

show leaves forever? What will

you do at 8 p.m. on Thursdays?

Good question. But fret not. ntost

M3QIC shows live on into eternity through

svndication.

IX) I even need to say the name
ut the most popular show that is

ending in less than two weeks?

Are you going to miss your

I ruiuJ^ .n NBC' Alter 10 years, it will not be the

same without Ross. Rachel. Chandler. Monica.

Phoebe and |ue>. judging from the last episode, it

^cems every character is going off in their own way.

with the writers tying up loose ends It is truly an end

of an era

Matt LcHlanc. however, who plays |oe>. has a

spin-oti planned but it probabU won't end up being

Must-Sec TV." It is rumoriKl that "loey" will take

the 8 p.m. time slot, as

the Peaco*.k Network
scrambles to find neu
hits "The Apprentice-

scored, but really what

else is there before lU

p.m. besides 'Will &
Crate -:>

Another NBC show

that is going off the air is

"Erasier." After II years

on "Enisier" artd 1 1 years

on "Cheers " psychiatrist

Dr. Erasier Cmne ( Kelsey

Grammar) will not be

seen on the tube any

more After failing rat-

ings for the shovk in the past few years, and immi-

nent interrwil combustion, it was lime to pull the

plug In iio pnme a few scMOfls back, the show ^jt

nered more Emmvs than Wiy Other ^how in the hiMi

-ion.

\..^.. is leaving in a sudden and unexpected

va>. Fans were riled up after the announcement a

tew months back, and fans even attempted a failed

rescue. .Apparently, the costs are too high and the

show is not as good as it used to be "Angel". m)w in

its fifth teuon. is a spin-off of "Buffv the Vainptrc

Uyer' and stars David Boreanai as a vampire with

. M>ul who is searching for redemption After eight

...fi~ of combined Buffy lore, it will be an apocalyp

IK mi.nicni (or fans during the finale.

Sv.MiK other shows on the magic picture box may
x luiuii^ as well, but ofticul plaiu have oul been

annfcuiKcd yet a* fans patiently wail One of the

-hows in dire need of carKellalion is "Star Trek

I nierprise." This prequel show, now in its third sea-

.m has failed miserably on all levels. The story lines

d and the acting is bad There has been a

1 lo save the show, but time will tell. An
nnounccfnent should come in early May on the fate

I this show
The "hriends" twu-hour scrws finale is May 6 on

NBC at 8 p m The "Erasier" two-hour series finale is

Thursday. May I "i on NBC The "Angel" series finale

iirs May H on The WB The "Star Trek: Enicrprise"

-cason and hopefully series finale airs May 2b on

LPN. (Note: some air times were not available at

press time, since ftnales arc often longer or in a dif-

ferent time slot.)

Ryan Xuhfrt /.s a Collegian culumntsi

Wishes do come true
Comedy for the kid in everyone

B\ Lai kln EkthstAS

I. tilUl.lAN MAH

'Thirteen

Going on

Thirty'

Cinliiicfc

Siaini

JtmiterGnv

Maik Rultili

RtnlMM

iTin

'iiiir

111 .ft) Miitwi)iinii

Aher his niit im

-Fncnds." Mjit UBUnc
will «tar in th«r new "joe%."

"Thirty, tliny and thriving."

These are the words that 1 5 year-old knna

Rink whispers while being sprinkled with

wishing dust and this is precisely what she

becomes She wakes up to find herself living in

New Nork City as a well-paid editor at the

number two magazine in the

country "Poise" and above all

things she is 50 vears old

Conlusc*d. and inim I'l!

ened. she has ikj i n oi

the 1 7 some odd years that went

1^ after making her wish.

To her disgust, she finds out

that shcs bevome a gi '

honest, money -hungry

woman The characterization ol

lenna is fantastic because she has

quite a bit ol depth lo her She

hnds oui that she harbors all ol

those negaiivc characteristics

generally main characters only

have a few Haws. The catch is thai

she can go btck and attempt to

undo some of the mistakes that

she has apparently made The sad

realiiN scis in when, the audieiKC

reali/cs thai ihvv Jon t have magic

wishing dust thai can make us to

come to these rcili/aiK"

about it.

IT «t scquciKc oi mis niovie i«ike>

pLk<. jfier she Makes up and realizes

that het wish has been tullilled This is actres«

lennifer Gamer at her best She is confused,

quirky, k^veable and childish in her naiveie.

She screams when she finds a naked man in her

h "u^e. cant undcisiaruj what is making that

noise in H net and is stunned

by her fan ic.

The film is cenainly pk>i-driven. so the

question becomes; would it be just as cute and

fun il another actress, say Reese Witherspoon

were to pia\ ihe pari? Gamer has paid her

,\ul- ,1- Iji .is MolKwood is concerned. She has

M.ine.l .ind cc^stam-d in many television series

m..luding "Significant Others" and "Time of

Your Life." Muie recently she has had a lead

role in "Alias." She has played major and

miaar rules m all fKnres of film n)u»i signili-

Qintty pc

:

> in "Pearl Harbor" and

|)^llede^ .ilso in "Dude NVbere's

My Car" and C auh Mc II \vu Can." This is an

actress with llexibiliiy in the types of roles she

can handle. Her next eixleavur is the title role

in "Elektra " The sad truth, however is nearly

any W yearold actress could have successfully

extxuted her pan in this film with cute and

classic feminine .n^pe.il (ihink Drew

Barrymore I

Herein lies .i iiue ^ilihiii^i. Iv. Hollywood

- why not cast a not so cute girly-giri for this

type of role' What it NSinonu Ryder were to

attempt this role? It would be an eniircly dif-

ferent movie with new significance. While the

movie is fun and perfect

for a 1 3 year-old audi-

ence, it would be inter-

esting to see what could

happen if this same
premise were allowed

an R rating.

Rumor has it thai

this new film by not-so-

well known direc-

tor Gary Winick

is a female

remake of "Bi;

If this was wli.

collaborating
screenwriters
Cathy Yuspa atxi

josh Goldsmith

intended: who
cares? The sim-

ple truth is all

artists whether

screenwriters or

painters, sculp-

tors t>r sandcastie

builders, derive

inspiration from

outside sources.

It is very proba-

ble that Yuspa
and Goldsmith
have st"en Tom

fianksinthe 1480s film

"Big." The question still

remains what came first

the chicken or the egg.

the idea or the screen

play"*

The idea of taking a

child's mentality ai>d

somehow transporting

it into an adult KhI\ is

not a fK'w oiR- .iiiJ It

didn't begin with "Big"

either In fact "Ercaky

Eriday" and "Like

Father Like Son" were

films thai worked with a

similar premise When
studying a film aiKi its

place in society it is def-

initely important to

place it in a specific con-

text and with f^ry this

generally means re

searching the canon of

films that attempted similar things in the past.

But this is not the be-all end-all of film criti-

cism It is. t»f course, important to attempt ikw

and unique ideas but who's to say any idea is

ever truly uniqiK"?

\\e simply cannot hold a film up to this

unfair standard Shakespeare stole from the

Greek drantatisis and they stole from their

grandfathers bedtime stories, which were, if

you go far enough bjiek. derivfd fnmi the study

of cave drawings done at ihe beginning of

mankind's ability to express creative ideas.

Jennifer Gamer plays Jenna Rink, a 1 3-veBr-oy leirl who wishes

hrrvrif 17 years older overnight.

Criticism of this kir>d does have impact il ihe

film is phenomenally better or woise than Itlnis

that attempted the same or similar ideas. This

is not the case with "
1 1 Going on M)' thiiugh

This film neither outdid nor failc*d in compari-

son with "Big" in its likeability.

The biggest differeiKe between the two

being that Tom Hanks' character became >0

years old while the worUl around him stayed

the same age. lenna goes from a girl in the ^Os

to a woman in 2004 This simple nostalgic

device in and of itself is diarming and dare I

say. unique?

Band fails to impress
Endochine's mixed sound lacking direction

Endochine

'Day Two'

Anic

Ending with some Bump-ing music

Bobby Previte and Bump will perform tommorow at 8 p.m. in the Bezanson Recital Hall as the

concluding act of the 1 5th Annual Magic Triangle Jaiz Series.

By Cameron J. \yix>i)s

( Jll IK. IAN St AFI-

Imagine if you will: you are on

a date with an individual you

think has the most amazing back

side in the universe. One thing

leads lo another and you find

yourself in their bed-

room, the next thing you

know the buttocks that

you so adored has been

removed and set on the

dresser lop. That is

essentially the affect that

tdochine pulls with their new

release. "Day Two " They get you

all psyched up with the pretense

of one sound and then totally

abandon it.

The album kicks off with a

killer track, a la somewhat

limmy's Chicken Shack, titled

"Enough about you. " The stinging

whine of Nathan Harlan's vocals

and the nu rock guitar wail, sound

as if they could belong lo the

recently disbanded Oucens of the

Stoned Age. The track, heavy

with sliding guilar holds and

charged drums is catchy and a

great opener, that is assuming

that Edochinc had more to give,

which is debatable.

Both "Secret" and "Without

lx)ve" take that accent of whine

and crank it all the way up. This

album goes from an energetic

pleasure to a weeping mess in a

matter of seconds. Of these two

tracks the one glimmering point

lay in the intrepid guitar solos that

broke through the glooin. These

songs are meant to yoink On the

heartstrings but at best it will

prompt listeners to press the for-

ward skip button.

Miraculously there is a pulse

deeper inside this album, unfor-

tunately it sounds like a Billy Idol

song complete with the plastic

sounding refrains and fills. Being

a versatile band is a good thing

lor those who can pull it off. but

when you range from a sappy

emo song lo an '80s rock tune

and then into a new age

electronic song, not too

unlike the works of Moby
what you get is an album

that just feel disjointed.

"Ennui" is another

song with a strength

problem that tries to evoke emo-

tion to little effect. Taking this

song as a whole it is not too bad.

but the grating dual vocals seems

to be a bit much. Thankfully it is

only an "excerpt," one can under-

stand that some songs are so

heavy that it could be hard to fin-

ish them but why would anyone

put the half finished product onto

disk?

More whining and half-heart-

ed tracks that are as easily forgot-

ten as they are skipped over

round off this album. "Stalker " is

as uninspired as their other works

musically but lyrically it is a song

worth paying atleniion to thai is

unless you easily gel the creeps.

Though musically Endochine

could use a bit of shaping and per-

haps some defining ol their

sound, there is a st)rt of charm to

the uninhibited energy that they

put forth with their music. One
problem that is clear to even the

most inattentive of an ear is that

this band is far UK) busy, with 1

1

listed musicians and who knows

how many tag-along musicians.

Edochine could serve to lose a

few people. The disk comes with

a secret Web site that contains

some songs not included on the

disk and other features including

a thank you from the band which

shows that Edochine is a band

that has the one thing that the

majority of bands lack tixlay. Tliai

is an appreciation for their listen-

ers.

Tirates' steals movie nods
2004 MTV Movie Award nominations announced
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By Anthony Breznican
ASSCXIATEU PR£S!>

LOS ANGELES ( AP) - There's

no aarrgg-uing; "Pirates of the

Caribbean: The Curse of the Black

Pearl" collected a leading six nom-
inations for the MTV Movie
Awards on Wednesday, including

best movie and best on-screen

team for co-stars johnny Depp
and Orlando Bloom.

Depp also was chosen for best

male performance and comedic

performance, while Geoffrey

Rush's performance as a skeletal

buccaneer earned him a mention

for best villain. Keira Knightley.

the seafaring movie's damsel in

distress, was recognized among
the breakthrough female nomi-

nees.

One surprise in the male per-

formance category: |im Caviezel

collected a nomination for his role

as lesus in Mel Gibson's "The

Passion of the Christ," the film's

only MTV bid. Other nominees:

Bill Murray for "Lost in

Translation." Tom Cruise for "The

Johnny Depp received several nominations for the 2004 MTV
Mos'ic Awardk for hik rule in "Piratck ut the Caribbean."

Last Samurai" and Adam Sandler

for "50 First Dales."

Four nominations each went to

the Sandler and Drew Barrymore

comedy "50 First Dates" and the

superhero sequel "X2: X-Men
United." Along with "Pirates,"

both will compete with "Finding

Nemo" and "The Lord of the

Rings: The Return of the King" for

best movie.

Although the third installment

of the blockbuster "Rings" trilogy

swept the Oscars this year with 1

1

awards, it had only two MTV
nominations.

The show is known for its

mockery and parody of the movie

industry, featuring satiric clips of

lop movies edited with jokes and

irreverent categories such as best

kiss, best villain and best fight

sequence.

The "best digital character"

award, which Gollum from "The

fxjrd of the Rings" collected last

\ear was dropped this year.

Producers added a new catego-

i). best dance sequence: Ben

Stiller aiKl Jennifer Aniston's hot

salsa dance from "Along Came
Polly" and Seann William Scott's

diseo dance-off from "AiiK-rican

Wedding" will compete against

Steve Martin's hip-hop moves

from "Bringing Down the House."

the sexy burlesque revue of L^rew

Barryntore. Cameron Diaz and

Lucy Liu from "Charlie's Angels:

Full Throttle" and the sirx-ei danc

ing of Onuirion. Marques

Houston aixl the Lil' Saints Dance

Crew from "You Got Served."

People in

the news

Oprah

Oprah: Ojcct of envy
ATLANTA

Talk show
host Oprah
Winfrey real-

izes many
women wish

they could

have her suc-

cessful life.

'I know
what that's like because I grew

up wishing I coukJ be Oiana

Ross." Winfrey said.

Winfrey spoke Saturday dur-

ing her "Hi Gorgeous" lour,

which promotes heahh. body

acceptance and individuality.

The sold -out event was geared

toward subscribers of O, The

Oprah Magazine, but also dre*w

fans of her TV show.

Nearly 5.000 women paid

$45 each to hear Winfrey speak

and lo learn lifestyle tips on

healthy eating, matching wirn-

with food and yoga

"It's OK to be who you are."

said Zannelt Meeks. 'i'i. who
brought her 82-year-old grand-

mother to the event. "We all

have the potential to reach high

goals."

The tour stops in Kansas City

and lersey City, N.|.. next

month

Playwrlsht honored

TULSA.
Okla. (AP) -

Pulitzer
Prize-win-
ning play-

Wright
Arthur
Miller has

been named
the winner

of the 2004

Miller

l\>'>;\ V. Helmerich

Distinguished Author Award

The selection committee

chose Milk'r on Friday, citing

his body of work, which

iiwludes cla.ssics such as 'The

Crucible" and "Death of a

Salesman." for which he won
the Pulitzer Prize.

The award. whWh includes a

$29,000 cash award, will be

presented to Milkrr on Dec-. 4

Millers work also iiKludcs

"All My Sons." "A View From

the Bridge" and "The Misfits."

written in l%l for then-wife

Marilyn Monroe.

Although approaching *H).

Miller continues to write and

kvture. In 2001. he published a

colkvtion of essays titled "On
Politics arxl the Art of Acting."

Polanski finds his Twist'

PARIS
(AP) - Roman
Polanski has

found the

young lead for

his next film.

"Oliver
Twist." based

on Charles

Dickens' clas-

sic novel.

Polanski launched a seareh

of London's drama schools to

find the right actor - one with a

cockney accent typical of

London's Fjisi End. The search

resulted in 50 possible candi-

dates.

After a screen test in Prague,

where "Oliver Twist" will be

shot. 10-year-old Barney

Clarke won the role. Ben

Kingsley will play Eagin.

Shooting begins |uly 12.

Polanski. who lives in Paris

with his wife. Lmmanuelle

Seigner. and their two children.

Polanski

told a press confereiKe

Monday that it was tinx

for "Oliver Twist" to
"""

make a comeback

"It is destined for chil-

dren, particularly my
own children," said

Polanski. who saw and

loved DavKl luran s 1948

version as a chikl 'It has

been two generations since any-

one touchcxl it."

Polanski won a best-director

Oscar last year for "The

Pianist." which starred Adrien

Brody as NMadyslaw S/pilman.

a Polish- lewish pianist who hid

from the Nj/is inside a Warsaw

ghetti

The Uilectol. *ho didn't

altef>d the ceremony in i.o(

.Angek's. said I larnson Ford has

been keeping the Os^ar for him.

Polanski faces arrest if he

returns to the Uhited States,

resulting from 1977 charges of

allegedly having unlawful se\

with a minor

The sicepins star

P
LONDON

(AP) - Fans

used to see-

ing sovcer

star David
Beckham in

motion on
the field can

now study

him at rest

in bed.

An hour-long "video por-

trait" of Beckham asleep

after training in Madrid,

where he plays for Real

Madrid, was to go on display

Tuesday at the National

Portrait Gallery.

The gallery, which houses

portraits of famous Britons in

every field, said Monday that

the Beckham piece, titled

"David." was "intriguing and

intimate." It was shot in a

single, long take and runs in a

continuous loop on a plasma

screen.

"It is very immediate and I

think rather powerful,"

gallery director Sandy Nairne

told Channel 4 TV.

(Wckham

Still playing doctor
'ER' keeping staff in midst of lineup shifts

By Fraziek Mcxjre

AsSOCIATlin PkBS!!

NEW YORK (AP) - "ER"

star Noah Wyle has watched

every other member of the orig-

inal cast make an exit from the

10-year-old medical drama.

But for Wyle, there's nothing

wrong with steady work on a hit

series, even as you say goodbye

to old friends.

Saying goodbye to "Friends"

felt odder.

"That left me not just the last

man standing on the set. but the

last man standing on the lot." he

explains, speaking of Warner
Bros studios in Burbank, CaliL,

where both series were filmed.

"Those two shows came on

the air at the same time jfall

19941." says Wyle. "We sold

them together We promoted

them together" He even

guest-starred on a "Friends"

episode.

"The day the cast filmed their

last episode. I saw them in the

commissary It was heavy. Here

they were, closing a defining'

chapter in each of their lives.

and all I could do was think:

"The end of that chapter's com
ing, for me.'"

Dtm't quake. NBC! Sure,

you'll be losing your biggest

comedy in just a week. But your

biggest drama. "ER." another

staple of your "must-sec"

Thursday lineup, will close out

itt season with new episodes the

r>ext three weeks, then stay put

in its 10 p m. EITF berth for its

return next fall.

And Dr |ohn Carter - Wyle's

character - will remain as

atterxling physician at Chicago's

County GeiHrral Hospital.

Why is simple. Unlike

George Ckwney. Anthony

Edwards, Eriq l.a Salk. lulianna

Margulies or Sherry StringfieW

(who left "ER" in I99fr then

returtxxl to the fold in 2001 1.

Wyk hasn't found a compelling

leasun to make the break from a

series he still k>ves.

"I find the job extremely

gratifying." he says during a

recc*ni visit lo Manhattan, "and

the story lines are still exciting

and in keeping with the charac-

ter's continuity, which I've

woried so hard to maintain all

these years."

Carter in recent seasons has

suffered a near-fatal knife

wound from a deranged patient

and battled substance abuse,

and now he's about to face a cri-

sis endangering the child he is

expecting with his girlfriend,

whom he met on a

medical-relief trip to Africa.

The current "ER" troupe

includes Laura Innes, Mekhi

Noah Wyle will return for hit

1 1th "ER" season.

Phifer, Alex Kingston. Goran

Visnjic. Maura Tiemey,

Ming-Na, Sharif Atkins,

Parminder Nagra and Linda

Cardellini. along with Wyle.

who steadily rose to his leader

ship position - not unlike

Carter

Certainly Carter has come a

long way since "ER' begwi. He
was a ihird-year medical stu-

dent, wide-eyed at the turfiK>il

around him and often over-

whelmed by it.

And from week one. Carter

proved to be a juk-y role for

Wyle. then a 22-year-old

Hollywood native (and son of

an orthopedic nurse I. who, after

studying drama at htorthwestcm

University, had scored only one

prior success: a small pan in the

film "A Few Good Men."

"As Carter was getting com-

fortable in the envirvmmeni of a

hospital, I was getting comfort-

able on a film set," Wyle recalls

'To a ceruin degree, we had the

same fear of failure, the same

driving motivatwns." He chuck-

les. "Carter's craving for the

approbation and approval of his

co-workers was equal to mine.

You know?"
These days, Wyle echoes the

hard-won maturity of the char-

acter he plays. He is happily

married to Tracy, a former

makeup artist: as the father of

18-monih-old Owen. he

embraces parenthood: "I've

never smiled wider, fell happier,

and - when 1 imagine what

could take those feelings away -

never felt so vulnerable."

Of course, even at 52. Wyle

retains the boyish air that first

earned him heartthrob status.

For his interview, he is casually

clad in jeans, yellow oxford shirt

and brown sweater, and termis

shoes. He displays a couple

days' stubble on his baby face,

along with those arched, guile-

less eyebrows, which seem to

certify everything he says.

He has a serious manner, but

when his interrogator motiKn-

tarily lags in asking the next

question. Wyle jumps in with a

string of waggish answers:

"Six-foot-2. Brown aiui brown.

Gemini," he recites.

"Somewtierc between 32- and
54 -inch waist."

His extra "ER" credits

include the thriller "Enough"

(2002). co-starring with

knnifer Lopez as a bad-guy

cop. and as Steve k>hi in the

cable movie "The Pirates of

Silicon Valley" (1999). He was

in the all star ensembk for the

2000 live television production

of "Fail Safe."

He's also busy off-camera.

Among his activities: serving as

spokesman for Cover the

Uninsured Week 2004. an initia-

tive co-chaired by former

Presklenis Ford and Carter to

draw atteniHxi to the iswe of

Americans who lack health cov-

erage. T>iis media blitz will take

place May 10 16. Wyk says

"The nightly news terrifies

America about the iheoietkal -

things that probably will not

come to pass." he says. "But the

things that come to pass every

single day for 44 million

Americans shoukl be ncwswor-

thv For a week, it will be
"

the Collegian isniring tor next semester

(.XMinilsV K,\Nli1 < RKM;>

The members of Endochine combine several contemporary styles

of music, making for a unique sound.

Come talk to Scott, Shannon, or Rachael

or call 545-1864

105 Campus Center Basement
Freshmen and Sophomores ore encouraged to apply
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Sox recall Daubach as Prosecutors to question witnesses in Bryant case

Burks has knee surgery
By John Sarche
Associated Press

BOSTON Ihe Bosiun Red

So.\ called up Brian Daubach

from Triple-A Pawtucket on

Tuesday to replace Ellis Burks,

who is expected lo miss six

weeks after knee surgery.

Daubach was designated for

assignment b> the Sox on April

10 and then reported to

Pawtucket.

Daubach was a member of

Boston's opening day roster and

played in two games, including

one pinch-hit appearance, before

being designated for assignment

on April 10 and outrighied to

Pawtucket April 14. With the

PawSox. Daubach hit .350 tl4-

for-40) with 13 runs scored. 5

homers and 1 1 RBI in 10 games.

He hit -iately in eight of his 10

games, including multi-hit efforts

in six games.

Daubach, who has often

served as a designated hitter and

can also play the outtield, aver-

aged 21 homers and 75 RBIs for

Boston from HW-02.
With the addition of

Daubach, the Red Sox 40-man

roster now stands at 40 players.

The Red Sox will be without

the services of designated hitter

Ellis Burks for the foreseeable

future, as the 39-year-old veteran

will undergo arthroscopic sur-

gery on his left knee on Tuesday.

Burks was placed on the 1 5-day

disabled list during Monday "s off

day.

He suffers! the injury — a

medial meniscus tear — during

Spring Training, but tried to fight

through it.

The injury might serve as a

reason for the slow start Burks

has had at the plate, as he's hit-

ting 133 with one hunii-r and

one RBI

K^ MBXAULXnONS

Cmterhcltlcr Dcnrk Durepo and iht Minuicmen were held lo

iu*t two hit» bv Quinniput. rii:hihan«ler Chri* Gre»h veslcrday.

Minutemen struggle, tall to Quinnipiac
mnmgs against us." Stone said.

"We just didn t hit like we wen:

capable of. and he stayed around

the pliie and tn cuntiui.

Senior infielder CulUn

Maumut, who broke his arm ear-

lier in the teaaun at George

\\ ashtngton and waa feared to be

out forihe rcnvwider of the year,

pbyed must bf the ailemoon at

first base before moving to sec-

ond for the final twv innings. He
atao colkxted one of UMass' two

hits with an infield single in the

third.

The km was the Manwn and

White's sixth in a row. marking

the program's kjngcst losii^

stre^ since enduring a nitie-

game skid in Much of 2002 It

was al.so Ihe Minuteinen's first

home k>M lo a non-conference

opponent sirve April 1 5.

10

third inning when senior iri-cap-

lasi Matt Reynokls plated Aihas.

who had been hit by a pitch, with

a sacnfice lly t<.> nght lieki.

The Bobcats thc-n answered

back in the lop of fourth inning,

using a trio of hits to grab their

first lead of the afternoon Third

baseman Brian Sabatella and

centerfiekier Tim Binkoski deliv-

ered a pair o4 big bk7ws in the

inning, sandwiching two-c»ut.

two-run doubles around a hit

batsmen to give QU a 5-3 edge.

From there the game

bekinged to Grcsh, who retired

20 consecutive MinutenK.*n at

one point and did not alkjw a hit

over the fiiul six frames.

"1 sakl to the team. I cant

believe that guy lasted all nine

Focus Testers Needed for a
Playboy Themed Sim Game

PLAYBOYV
THE MANSION

2 luxif scsHions at Cybcrlore Studios in Northampton, MA
Food and bt'verage*> provided to participants.

Males and females needed.

If interested, please send:

• Name, e-mail and phone
• List of favorite games

To: fiKus«»cyberlore.com

EAGLE. Colo. — Prosecutors

in the rape case against Kobe

Bryant could get their turn this

week to question witnesses on

whether jurors should hear

about the sexual history of the

woman accusing the NBA star.

More than two dozen wit-

nesses — including the l*)-year-

old woman's friends, former

boyfriends and college room-

mates — have testified in

closed-door hearings this

spring after being called by

defense attorneys for the Los

Angeles Lakers' guard. Nine

defense witnesses testified in

private Monday.
Starting Tuesday, however,

prosecutors could begin to

present their case. Witness lists

are sealed, but in a court filing

Monday, prosecutors said they

had planned to call a witness

who was unable to testify

because of a scheduling con-

flict.

The filing said prosecutors

will present their side of the

issue once the defense is fin-

ished.

Also Tuesday, state District

judge Terry Ruckricgle was

expected to resume a hearing

on another key issue: whether

certain evidence should be

thrown out because it was gath-

ered illegally.

Bryant's attorneys argue that

investigators improperly ques-

tioned him and improperly exe-

cuted a search warrant.

Prosecutors say he voluntarily

spoke with investigators and

handed over evidence, includ-

ing a T-shirt stained with the

woman's blood and a rape kit

performed on Bryant.

Among the witnesses who
testified Monday were johnray

Strickland, a former boyfriend

who met the alleged victim last

year at the University of

Northern Colorado, and Eagle

County sheriffs Detective

Doug Winters.

The defense says injuries

found on the woman could

have been caused by sex with

multiple partners before and
after her encounter with

Bryant.

The prosecution says the sex-

ual history is irrelevant in deter-

mining whether the woman was

assaulted.

"If they can put on credible

evidence that she had sex after

Kobe Bryant and before she

went to the cops, I'm not sure

we're even going to have a

trial." said Craig Silverman, a

former prosecutor who is fol

lowing the case. "That one fact

alone would cause reasonable

doubt for one or more of the

jurors."

The woman's attorney. John

Clune, has denied that she had

sex with anyone in the hours

after her encounter with Bryant.

Bryant has said he had con-

sensual sex with the woman last

June at the Vail-area resort

where she worked.

If convicted of felony sexual

assault, the 25-year-old basket-

ball plaver faces four years to

life in prison or 20 years to life

on probation.

Ruckriegle has already

barred defense access to the

woman's medical records,

though experts say witnesses

will likely be called to discuss

her purported suicide attempts

and anti-depressant use.

Ruckriegle has said he would

like to hear arguments on other

topics Wednesday, including

requests by the alleged victim

and prosecutors to get a formal

plea and trial date.

* ^

Lakers guard Kobe Brvant. left, walk* into an EagU. Colo. courtr»H»in with hi* -i lU lUIJ.n.

Vijay Singh shares lead at rain-soaked Houston

Open; Braves place OF Chipper Jones on DL
HLMBIE. Texas - \ i)ay

Sit^h shared the lead with |ohn

Huston in the rain-delayed

Houston Open going into the

last round, then pulled away

with a 4-undcr b8 for his sixth

straight win when leading after

three rounds.

Singh finished at 1 1 under

277 for a two-stroke victory

over Scott Hoch It was Singh's

second victory in Houston,

where he won two years ago.

Hoch was second after a

closing 67 Huston (71) was

another shot back.

BASEBALL

SAN FRANCISCO - The

Atlanta Braves placed outfield-

er Chipper Jones on the 1 5-day

disabled list with a strained

right hamstring, the star's first

stint on the DL since 1996.

The move is retroactive to

April 19. and Atlanta recalled

infielder Mike Hessman from

Triple-A Richmond to take

lones" roster spot.

lones re-injured his ham-

string against the Florida

Marlins on April 18 while try-

ing to chase down a fly ball. He
had to be taken off the field on

a cart. He originally hurt the

hamstring April 1 1 against the

Chicago Cubs and missed two

games.

ijKMTI.I Ihe Seattle

Mariners desijinated right ban-

der Kevin law-is for assign-

ment, then waited to sec if they

will have to cover his $4.25

million contract.

larvis. who went 1-0 with an

8 31 ERA in eight relief

appearances this season, joined

the Mariners in the six-player

trade that sent infielder |eff

Cirillo to San Diego in January.

larvis is due $4.25 million in

the final year of a $9 million,

three-year contract he signed

after leading San Diego with 12

wins in 2001 Slowed by elbow

trouble, he's won seven games

over the last three seasons.

The Mariners have 10 days

to decide whether to send

larvis to the minors, but he has

enough service time to block

that move. The team's alterna-

tives are to trade or release

him.

NOCKEY

OSTRAVA. Czech Republic

— Richard Park and Ryan

Malone each scored power-

play goals for the United

States, which earned its first

point in the hockey world

championships by tying

Slovakia 3-3.

The Americans looked bet-

ter in their second game of the

tournament. following

5>aiurda\ s sluggish 4-2 loss to

Finland, and nearly skated off

with a victory.

Former NHL dcfenseman

Richard Lintner salvaged the

tie for Slovakia when he

slapped a shot from the point

past goalie Ty Conklin at 1 3:08

in the second period

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

PHOENIX PhucKiv lor

ward Lisa Harrison ended her

eight-year playing career and

joined the staff of new

Mercury coach Carrie Graf

Graf also added former

Phoenix Suns forward Ccdric

Ceballos lo the staff as a spe-

cial assistant.

Harrison played 161 games

for Phoenix, averaging 6.8

points and 4.0 rebounds.

TENNIS

BARCELONA. Spain —
I ormer champion Albert Costa

was eliminated in the first

round of the Open Seal Godo
by Albert Montanes 6-4, 7-6

(5).

Montanes next faces 18-

year-old wild-card entry

Nicolas Almagro. who beat

Alex Corretja 3-6. 6-3. 6-4.

Top-seeded Guillermo

Coria withdrew, citing a groin

injury

y

6«le.fc«+i«t 25 rears of Hc^ WOKi,P TWiicr

New WORID Theater
presents

W/ORO
BECOniES'

f CC^rf Bamutm loseph

April 28 & 29. 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

Nationally-accldimcd poet M«irc Barmyllii Josepli
uses spokpti wofd miiltirnfTti.i .ind dance m this

fluid evpning-lenqlh choreopoem that cilirally lyl-

cally, and chorpographicilly (.'Kaininos the comincr
ciatization of Ihp blacfi nialf body from ttio cotton

fields to the athletic fields the digital plantation and
all the spaces in between

TICIFTSMf SlSqencralDublic SB low income aalrons/

Sflnton.SS students

far llckMs can tht; FAC Bon OtlltR at 413 Mb 7511 For more
liHormallsn about the shows call NW1 al 413 545 1972

Hot Nights. Cool Trips.

Advisors with Piercings.
Why Grandpa do«sn t book his wit-h i..";Summar Trip

London $315
Paris $379
Brussels $4 17
Madrid $497

Lonoon
S nights, BMvaf Hotat

F-^om:

$714 jomnicfi
Point Vittag* In N«9nl. twin occup

Frx>m

On« «top No has«>*a

/.»« vH cjfit ftvorylhing you
•.ol (Of yoiir n«irt ;rip TRAVEL

rS:S.'S:r*«T'"°" Iwww.statfavel.c^trr
Unlv«r«iCg cfi Mat»achij«4K;C» ^

1(413)256.1261

STUDENT TRAVEL & BEYOND
on tompu/

MUNICH, Germany —
Seeded players lame* Rlake anj

Andrei Pavel Lm in the first

round of the BMW Open.

The eighth-seeded Blake was

beaten b> Sargis Sargsian 6-4.

7-6 (6). and No 6 Pavel was

eliininaied by Nikolay

Davydenko 7-6(5), 6-4.

BUDAPEST. Hungary —
Top-seeded Finilie l.oit with-

drew from the Budapest Grand

Prix with a hand injury.

She was replaced in the

draw by Melinda Czink. who
will face 2000 champion

Tathiana Garbin in the first

round.

HORSE RACING

LOUISVILLE. Ky.- Hall of

Earner lerry Bailey and other

top jockeys appeared in federal

court lo ask that they be

allowed lo wear corporate

logos and union patches while

racing in Kentucky.

The jockeys have argued in

separate complaints that the

right to wear the logos during

races is speech protected by the

First Amendment.
They have asked a judge lo

block the stale law that bans

the union and corporate logos

in time for Saturday s Kentucky

Derby.

Attorneys for the Kentucky

Horse Racing Authority, which

regulates racing, argued that the

presence of ads or other patches

could hamper racing officials'

ability to determine a winner in

a tight finish, or whether a foul

was committed during a race.

SAILING

WKLLINGTON. New
Zealand — The America's Cup
team of Seattle billionaire Craig

McCaw won a $1 million court

judgment against an employee it

accused of selling secrets to

rivals.

The High Court at Auckland

ordered Scan Reeves, the for-

mer attorney and operations

manager of McCaws OneWorld
syndicate, to pay $1.05 million

in damages awarded two years

ago by the U.S. District Court al

Seattle.

OneWorld sued Reeves in

August 2002. contending he

approached members of three

rival syndicates offering to sell

secret design information.

The next month, the Seattle

court found Reeves had
breached various OneWorld
confidentiality agreements and

recommended substantial dam-
ages.

Associated Press
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163 Sunderland Rd. - N. Amherst

lust north of tht- apartments

Check out the Harp Pavilion!

WED. Reggae Night

THU. ' Special Brew
FRl. • Open Irish Seisiun

SAT. • Equalites

April Special!
Molson:

$2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher

"Stort your own tradition."
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Daily Weather Forecast

For Amherst

WEDNESDAY
• High. 61

• Low: 38

THURSDAY
• High: 78

• I o\\ :
4')

FRIDAY
• High: 78

. low: SO
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Dining Commons Menu
DC contact; 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Baked Ziti

• Kitkin' Chicken

• Thai Seitan

(vegan)

• Riblet Gardenburger

( vegan

»

DINNER
• Turkey Cutlet

• Roast Beet

• Madras Tofu Curry

vegan

>
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HOROSCOPES
aquarius • ian 20-Fn. is

(Xips! Did you forget deodcxant again?

pistes • Fn. i<»-ma«. 20

Not everyt>ne can pull off an txange suit

the way you do

aries • mar 2i-ap«. i'^

Perhaps you should find some mat( hirig

socks.

taurUS • Apr. 20-Ma> 20

Todav is national Give Your Frierxis a

Massage Day.

gemini • ma¥2i-|un. 21

In the next life, you will be reincarnated

as a chipmunk. Be kirxl to little rodents.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

You're (fc'stined for greatness, but you

won't \ye the next Dalai Lama.

leO • M- 23-^JC. 22

Yrxj have a magnifying glass, and you're

not afraid to use it.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sir!. 22

Don t wxKry, vou'll have your mojoback

soon enough

libra • Sfn >j-<>i n
Your unique style ol darning will draw

strangers to vou.

Scorpio • Orr. I'i-HcN. 21

You're a genius. It's just that n<i one else

has the capability to tap into that genius.

Sagittarius • nov. iiou. 21

If someone asked you to eat a whole ice

cream cake, ycxj could 60 it.

Capricorn • dic. 22-|an. 19

Cjive in to \«)ur desire.

MASSACHUSEftsT)AILY COLLEGIAN MARKETPLACE
M'NKIMIST lOR RfM

Mill Valley tstato now

Rentinjj 2 bednn

$1050/1 llW ^heilmi

$l)50/1400Ni.last

months rent. Free Heat

& Hot Water. 2 hill

baths, AC. On busline

Mon-Fn 10-Srm 25V

7377

Brandywine Apts. Now

leasing, lSi2 bedroom

apts. Lease^ begin June,

July, Aug or Sep. First

come, first serve. Get

them while they last.

www.brandvwine-

apta.com Stop by or Call

549-0600.

HoKin C^indos 3 bed-

rtxim, hardw(xxl flcx)rs,

study area in ba.sement.

Cable, telephone (inter-

net access) in all bed-

rcxims and study. NtW
SHOWING f.^r JUNE

and SEPTEMBER. NO
FFF.S yy^j^iphcrstlin-

cnlnrealtv.com 253-7879

APVKIMIM (OK RIM

C!cincr (4 town 1.2,^

bedroom.s; hariiwcxxl

flix)ni. NOW SHOW-
ING for JLINE atid SEP-

TEMBER. N(^ FEES.

\vww.amher»tlincolnre-

altvcom 253-7879

FVtPlONMtNT

nil. Khl)IK>N 1N\
imkinji tor .m awe-

some summiT lApi-ri-

ncc' |<iin ii~ .11 T Ik-

i\l I ii'ii Inn Ik)

iJ ilk 1 iri\i- M ixin "^

in»i >.iH.ki Ilk t- nn\k\l

J[n Propt • rt V _I fou sioi;

Lxiking for very respon-

sible (x-rson to care fi>r

our 3 children, ages 4. 9,

11 , in our Snithampton

home. Must have refer-

ences and car. Great

Summer job oppt)rtuni-

ryl Pay negotiable. Laura

413-527-9187.

FMPIOYMFNT

BICYCLE TC^UR

LEADERS NEEDED:

Summer teenage bicy-

cling rnps. USA,

t Canada, Europe. Salary

plus expen.se paid.

Student Hosteling

Pn^Tam, no. Box419,

Q)nwav,MA01341
(800)343-6132,

www.bicycietrips.com.

nailabic! 1 111 in .III! n.il

^i.itl' |ii-i II lb >iir w\ .IV

roml MA ss I ..11

K." (41 ^^
^( )s U-'

Plav sports! Have fun I

Save Money! Sports

CiiiTip in Maine.

Gwches needeil: Tennis,

Basketball, Basehill,

Water-s(>irts, Roix's

Qxirse, Golf, Archery,

and more. Work

Outdtxirs and Have .i

Great Summer! Call

Free: (888) 844-80a^ or

Apply; www.cam-

pcedar.com

"13artending"$3a>A>.iV

Potential. No
Experience Nesc.

Training provided. 1-

800-%5-6520Ext.l62

FMPIf)YMF\T

Seeking Ninimcr "sales

Start for DAILY JOLT.

Fivc-C: AREA GUIDE.

Work with lix;al busi-

nesses to pl.ice ikls.

$2a\^$4O00. Email

|obs@t.i.nlviolt.com

w/resume.

COt^K fiill rime expcri-

erwed line cixik. Cjreat

job in newly renovated

kitchen. Cjrear starting

wage, comprehensive

training, paid vacation,

health 6i dental bene-

fits. Apply in person

between 12pm-4pm at

Eiistside Grill 19 Strong

Ave. Northampton or

Fax resume to 41 3-586-

2406.

l.ifegu.irds for the sum-

mer season in private

club on ( liipe ( jkI. Must

have Lifeguard Training,

\
CPR, and Fir^t Aid.

- Competitive wages,

meals providetl. C ^11 for

an appointment-

Wiann<i C^lub,

aterville. 508-428-

,
6981

f MPIOVMFNT

Painters s\,tnieJ gre.iter

Springfield area 1-413-

695-2645 or 188-277-

9787

Now hiring line cixiks,

dishw;isher> and ikx>r

guys. Apply at .Amherst

Brewing C^ompany

FtOl'SF FOR RFNT

Sunn> (. larden 4

Beilnxim House near

Amherst Onter on Biis

Route. Air condition,

washer/dryer. Quiet KKk

street. $ 1 540.00/month

587-9574 or

RichmcKeown@canb

link.net

Students wanteii tor a

summer painting \oh.

$40? - %(iydl week.

ExjHfrience not neeileil

but a plus. All hired will

go through .1 paid tr.iin-

ing program. CjaW 888-

277-9787 or goto aX-
LEGEPRO.C:OM. Work

with friends.

Marketing .Agency

Seeks Oitgoing \ ligh

Energy Individuals for

promotions $1 5/hour

888-477-6668 www.haus-

promofioiis.ciMii

MRMTliRr FOR SMI

3 Rms of fiimiture for

siile Graduating m May

Pnces negotiable C^ll

Uuicn at 253-4993

H.idley Newer Five

Bedrtxnn Hoine 549-

4270

ROOMMMI \V\MII)

Female nx^mmate w"ant-

ed to share 2-Kl apt in

Sunderland. $41S/mo.

Includes heat, hot water,

ind cable. Available 6/1

or earlier. C2.ill Lauren @
8a^604-(<)68

PREGNANC:Y TEST-

ING, HIV Testing, Birth

Cxintrol, .md Emergency

CAintraception.

Affordable and confi-

dential. Tapestry Health,

27 Pray Street, Amherst.

548-9992

SFRVICES

Math/I''hysics tutor

available: $30/h.xir;

$20/hour (travel); Cil'

I\. Kline (4n-55:.

3805)

Pregnant." Nifd help.'

G-ill Birthright of

.Amherst area tor free

testing ark.1 assistance

54'*-l^'V>

SUMMER SUBLET

Want to live downtown

this summer' I

Bednxim, AK>ve

Newbury C^imics

Amherst Oilv

600/montli, June-

August. C:all 549-^309

2 BR .Apt tor summer

w/option to continue

$820 or Best C^fer

Everything includevl

Cxint.tct

An^ie T M\'@yahtx).c

i>Ui or Jamie 617-435-

0559

2 nxMTi in 3 beilroom

house Fall option 253-

9376

SUMMER SI Bll I

2 bevirooms, tulU fur-

nished apartment, 1 full

Kith. Available June 1st-

SeptemK-r 1st i;all

Rachel Srvm.m 3 781-

264-151;

WANTED

Ctrnipen.sation up to

$7K+; loving, couples

seeking egg donors

ASAPI Healthy women,

21 +, non-smi>kers with

pri>ven academic

achie\'ement. View

www.tinvtrcastire-

sat
;enc\.coiu tor info i>r

e-mail apply @ tinytre-a-

sures.com for applica-

tions. ToW Free 1 -866-

357-6868. Refer to id

»UMA-117.

Teams Wanted for

Summer WittleKill

league in Worcester

$600 in prize money.

Call 508-735-91 33 or

www.tnas.swifl.com

Collegian Classifieds:

413-545-3500

— * - -^
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Punchless Minutemen tall
\

insurance on

Bats go silent in sixth straight loss

By Mike Marzelli

After falling vktim to suspect pitching in a week-

end svwxp at the hands irf Atlantic 10 rival Fordhani,

the Massachusetts basehali leaiii suffered through the

exact opposite yesterday aftennxin against

Uuinnipiai. University.

After collecting 21 hiw in three games over the

weekend, the Minutenien ( H-lb 5-7 A- 10) saw their

bats go coU as they mustered just a pair ol infiekl sin

gies in fallii^ 7-3 to the Bobcats in a non-conference

contest at Earl Lorden

Q"'""'P'^^ L UMass rrtums to

UMasS 3 action Thursday afternoon,

when Riis Slate risal Boston

Colfcgc visits Eari Lorden FK-ld for a non-conference

matchup. First pitch is schedukd for i p.m.

Ouinnipiac (22- 14) used a live-run top of the

fourth to erase a ^-0 deficit and never kx)kid back.

tacking on sii^ runs in the eighth and ninth for the

victory.

"Nothing went right for us today." UM«» coach

Mike Stone saki. 'Its not that we're making erron.

theic arc just plays out there to be made thai we're

not makk^ and it's hurting as.

"I don't know if there's a hangover (frum the

w«ekctKl|. but wv )u$t need to start playing better

baseball and doing nxwe good things on the fieU aivl

at the piaic."

Rit^thanded starter Chris Cresh went the dis-

tance for Ouinnipiac and was charged with one

earned run in earning his first victory of the season.

Ho aliowrtl jast a bunt >ingle and an inlieki roller

whik' striking out four and walking three in throwing

107 pitches.

Freshman nghthander IVvin Bamett was the

stancr and loser for the Maroon and White after he

coughed up five earned runs on five hits and five

walks in four innitigs lo fall to 2-2 on the season.

lunior righthander Anthony Calk) was strong out

of the bullpen for UMass. working four innings and

albwing just one run on six hits with one strikeout

Sophomore righthander lason Hkkey woriusl the

ninth in relief of GaUo. alk>wing a run on one hit and

otK walk.

"Barriett's a conta^l pitcher lor us. and he just dkl-

n1 have ihat contml today." Sioik- saki "I thought

Calk) dkl a nke job out of the Ixillpen and gave us a

chance to hang in the game, but w« just couklnl get

anuhing going with the bats."

UMaii poMed a pair of runs in the bottom of the

fint. at jwior righttiekler Uson Twomk-y talked,

senkx tri-captain Aihaa reached un an inliekl singfe

and both scored on an error by Gresh.

The Minutemen added to their advantage in die

SeelASaAa on page 8

Summer Games
By Stephen Wilson

.Assin. lAftn Press

, 1 Hirst ' Vt\S» Utl»* UttATklNo

Scnii«r captain Scan Sartu> and the Minutemen have lo«t six in

a row after falling to Quinnipiac in a non-ironfrrmce matchup.

Bills, Bledsoe agree to

new deal to keep QB
in Buffalo through 2006

Cain inks pro deal

ORCHARD PARK. NY
Drew Bledsoe renegotiated hi>

contract with the Bills on Tuesday.

potentialK securing hit huaat in

Ruffak) through 2006.

The nrw three-year deal, whkh
includes some incetrtive bonuses,

will TvjAmx the okl cuntmct the

Bilb awumcd when they acquired

the Qoartcrback from New
f ngiand in 2002.

That original dot had seven

years remaining on it. iiwhiding a

$7 millkxt bonus due Bledsoe in

November.

The Bills will no k>nger have to

pay that bonus, and the team will

get nearly $4 million of salary cap

letief

"Drew made sonie coiKessiotK

for this year and the next couple of

years." Bills president Tom
DunafKX saki. "It s not just about

stHiffling money."

The 1 1 -year veteran was sched-

uled to make a base salary of $5.4

millkin this season, a figure that

woukl balkxxi to $12 millkm in

2008.

"This is something I'm really

excited about." Bkxlsoe saW on a

telephone conferetKe call Tuesday

afternoon. "At this point in my life,

having a littk? extra motiey isn't

going to make a big change in my
life. This allows us to have stability,

both personally and within the

organization."

Bledsoe admitted he was hesi-

tant to restructure the original

deal, saying he was initially willing

to risk being cut two months into

the season if he wasn't performing.

But after realizing the specter of

the $7 million bonus looming over

the organization's head throughout

the summer and into the fall.

Bledsoe decided to seek out

Donahoe.
"1 know it would have been a

distraction, one way or the other."

Bledsoe saki. "I've learned over m>

career that the more you can allevi-

ate distractions the better off you

Wk iciK-gotuiiioii coincs alter

Buflak) traded for a first-round

pick in the NFl Draft on Saturday

H> select Tutane quarterback |.P

Losman. wftom the team hopes k>

groom as Bkdsoc's eventual suc-

cessor.

Beskles dealing away their fir^t-

round pick next year, the Bills also

dealt two picks la second- and

fifth-rounder) in last weeketxls

draft lo Dallas for the Cowboy -

No. 22 pkk.

"I'll do everything I can lu teach

him and help him along and help

him devekjp as a qtianerfaack."

Bledsoe said about Losman

"There certainly won't be any

infomiation withhekf from him by

ITK."

Despite selecting LuMnan. the

Bills maintained that Bledsoe

woukl be their starter heading into

next season.

"We still have great confiderwe

in Drew, and we've loki Drew

that." Donahoe saki. "But we have

to prepare for tomorrow."

Bledsoe was supposcxl lo be the

teams quarterback for the king-

term future when Buffak) acquired

him two years ago in a trade with

New Englaixl.

He was strixtg in his first sea.son

in Buffalo, setting 10 franchise

passing tecords and helping the

Bills lo an 8-8 finish - a big tum-

aruurxl for a team that won only

three games in 2001

.

His piToductkjn tailed off miser-

ably last season with the worst

numbers in his 1 1 -year career. The
Bills offense finished 30th in the

league, and Bledsoe took most of

the blame for Buffalo's disappoint-

ing 6-10 finish.

"None of us were happy with

how things went last year." Bledsoe

said. "But I belk;ve strongly arxl

with confidence that we are going

to be a very good football team this

year that's going to be very hard for

people to handle."

Former UM star signs

with the Chicago Bears
Bv Mike Martelli

C JltU<.IAN NlAft

Former University of

Massachusetts outskle linebacker

lercmy Cain has signed a free

agent contract with the Natkjful

) thall l.eague's Chicago Bears,

I vv .IS annouiKed on Monday.

Cain becomes the first mem-

ber of the 2003 Atlanik 10 cham-

pHjn Minuteman football team lo

sign a professional contract after

helping lead UMass to a 28-l<4

record and a trip to the NCAA
Division l-AA Playoffs during the

past four years.

A native of Tamarac. Fla arxl

a graduate of St. llKimas Aquinas

High School. Cain earned second

team All-America honors from

LXm Hansen s NatiDiijI Uoekly

Football Cia/ettc. uli-n^; with

being named a third team All

Amencan by the Sports Network.

ftc was also a first team All-

Atlantic 10 selectwn. as well as a

member of the AILLast Region

and All-New England first teams.

A Maroon and While iri-cap-

lain in 2004. Cain concluded the

year rankcnl second on the team

with 107 total iackk->. including

73 solo Slops. He al.so finished

seccxxl on ihc squad with 1 4 tack-

les for loss, four quarterback

sacks and 12 quarterback hurries

in additkm to recording three pass

breakups, three forctxl fumbles,

one bkxked punt and an intercep-

ikwi of quarterback Icff Schwinn

of Division l-A Kansas Stale.

In his four yean in Amherst,

No 10 posted >63 total lackks.

including 2^2 sok> stop*, along

with 44 tackk*s for a km and I)

sacks He finisfwd his career in

November of last year ranked

fv>uiih on UMass" all-lime sok>

liKklss list, and fifth in total lack-

ks.

Additionally. Cain was hon

orcd by the National Strength &
Conditioning Association as an

All-Ameriid Strength &
Conditioning .Athlete of the

Year, which nxognizes an indi-

vidual's dedication lo strength

training and conditioning He

was nominated for the award by

UMass strength and corwiilion-

ing cc»ach Boh Olrando.

"lercmy Cain is dedicated to

training 24 hours a day. seven

days a week." Otrando xaid.

'He does all the little things

right, and with great focus.

"His dedication will be the

reason he will be playing fcx)t-

hall on Sundays next year

"

aXIRTESYllMASsMflMA RELATIONS
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Former Patriots quarterback Drew Bledsoe will remain with the

Buffalo Bills through the 2006 season after renegotiating his contract.

Jeremy Cain, a 2003 UMass tri-captain and a second team All-America selection, signed a profession

al contracc to play with the National Foo»ball League's Chicago Bears on Monday.

LONDON — Guarding

against terrorism and natural dis-

asters in Athens, the IOC took

the unprecedented step of buying

insurance in case the Olympics

are called off.

The International Olympic

Committee s $ 1 70 millwn polky

guarantees that the organization

arul aftiliated national commit-

tees and sports federations have

enough money to continue opera-

tions The policy would not com-

pensate individual victims.

The policy also doesn't cover

corporate sponsors aixl TV i»et-

works. which have billkxu of dol-

lars riding on the Athens Games.

Many have their own insurance,

and city organizers underwrite

their own liability coverage.

IOC preskleni lacques Rogge

said Tuesday insurance was

"standard prudent judgment" and

reflects no lack of confidence in

the Aug. 15-2^ games, which

have been troubkxl by construc-

twn delays and sec-urity worries.

The IOC woukl not be cov-

ered if the gantes are calUxl off

because of the delays, IOC
finance chairman Richard

Carrion saki.

The Alheiu OlympKs, the first

Summer Games siiKe the Sept.

1 1 terror attacks, will be the most

heavily guarded in history The

security budget is nearing $1 bil-

tkm — more than three times the

amount spent on protecting the

2000 Sydney Games.

Asicie from terrorism, insur-

ance experts say the main nsk in

Athens woukl be from earth

quakes. The city straddles a fault

line, and 145 people died in a

quake in I'W*).

Athens 2004 spokesman

Siralos Sa6oleas saki the organiz-

ing committee had no comment

"on an IOC polk^ that coiKems

not just Athens, but the Olympk
Gan>es in general."

The IOC is paying about $6.8

miltk>n for the poli<.-y. and the syn-

dkate is led by New York-based

insurance giant American

International Group Inc.. accord-

ing to two Olympic sources who
spoke on conditkm of anonymity.

|oe Norton, spokesman for

AG I in New York, declined to

comiTKnl. saying the company

had a polky of not breaching

clients' confidentiality

The polky covers full and par-

tial cancellation for a "whole

range of issues such as terrorism,

earthquake, flooding, landslides,

things like that." Rogge told The

Associated Press by phone from

l.ausanne. Switzerland.

Carrion said the IOC negotiat-

ed the bulk of the coverage before

the March 1 1 bombings in

Madrid. Spain, that killed 191

people.

Rogge said the IOC also will

negotiate individual cancellation

policies for future Olympics,

including the 2006 Winter

Games in Turin. Italy. 2008

Summer Games in Beijing and

2010 Winter Olympics in

Vancouver.

Rogge said security has long

been the IOC's top priority and

that Greece has done "everything

humanly possible" to safeguard

the games.

The Athens policy protects the

bulk of the 28 international

sports federations on the

Olympic program and the 202

national Olympic committees

represented at the games. Many
of those organizations rely heavi-

ly on games-related revenue.

Rogge said the IOC needs just

more than $200 million to keep

running in the event of cancella-

tion, and it has about $160 mil-

lion in financial reserves.

"We will certainly have the

required amount after the suc-

cessful completion of the Athens

Games." Carrion said.

Rogge said the IOC began

exploring insurance coverage in

20Q1 . but the industry was reluc-

tant to offer terrorism coverage

after the Sept. 1 1 attacks. The

IOC had no coverage for the

2002 Winter Games in Salt Lake

City.

Carrion said the IOC also con-

sidered taking out a credit line to

absorb the bulk of the risk, or a

combined insurance-credit

arrangement for Athens and

Beijing. The executive board

decideid in February to go with

the standard contingency insur-

ance.

'Queer As Folk' comes back with

unbashful gay pride
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The battle for New England:

UMass, Rhode Island set to clash
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Ways and Means

presents yearly budget

Students speak out against violence

By Meussa Blanksteen

LAILLtl.lAN StaFI-

The yeariy budget for the stu-

dent activities trust fund was pre-

sented at last night's Student

Govemnieni Associatwn meeting,

outlining the distribution of

$1,383,885 to snident organiza-

twns. agenckrs and business related

finaiKing on campus.

"I cannot stress to you how
important this document is,"

Patrick Higgins. chair of the Ways

and Means Committee, saki during

his presentation of the proposed

budget for SGA next year. "The

committee has put in ccxiniless

hours. They have passed it urvmi-

moutfy'
ScMHors Raul Brens. Eduardo

Bustamante, Aiysha Cooper.

Gladys FrarKo. linsay Lesser aivl

.Meredith Rke were voting mem-
bers of the cixTimitiee. Sefvilor

Mk'hael Sfwrklan wa.s deputy chair,

and Senators Brian Roberts.

Adrienne Giiard and kwh FeUman
were non-voting members. They

signed the budget imanimously \ast

Tuesday.

"UfianinxHtsly, they signed this

budget as the bnt budget they

couU submit." Higgins saki in his

27-minuie presentation

Higgins went thruugh cenain

k^ poinu of the budget to help the

Senaun undetvtand the 17-page

packet they received last night. This

budget is the plan for ihc

$1,383.88!) they expect to have

from 17.085 smdents paying an

$81 Student Activities Fee in addi-

tion lo other revenue

He highlightcxl several increases

in the budget. The SGA will now

be paying a graduate student to

help with the ccKnpuiers within the

SGA and its agencies. Fie or she

"will syMematkailly go ihmigh our

computers ar>d evaluate them."

Higgins said.

There is also an increase for

Capital F.quipmeni Reserves lo

make sure that the computers and

other technok)gies arc up-icxlate

equipment

Because of the availability of

what Higgins called "orte-iime

n»oney" from this year's budget sur-

plus, they alkxated money for the

Colk^te Readership Program.

"We have one-time money and

we talked to students that liked

|the program)," he saki He also

said that the Ways and Means

Committee will review it next year

The tinal increase that Higgins

pointed out was for iiKreasing the

fuiKling to Registered Student

Organizatkins by $40,000.

"As a rule we tried to make sure

that each group cxxikl do some-

tfung. get their name out on cam-

pus." Higgiits saki.

Overall, he broke down the

spending for the Senators.

Agenckrs got 43 percent of the

budget. Studoit Governance got

eight percent. RSOs received 1 5.8

perc-ent. campus-wkie programs

1 3.9 percent. Short Term Reserves

5.9 pereent. and for Administrative

Overhead. 1 5 peicent of the budg-

et will cwer that "so that the RSOs

don't have to see it." Higgins saki

Higgins estintaies thai even

v^th incieased RSO spending, the

SGA will be tinancialK strong until

2007
The Senate v^ll vote on it next

week Higgins pleaded with the

Senators to ask him questkms by

visiting the SGA oflftce or contact-

ing hull by phone or e-mail He saki

he wouki make an appointment

with anycxie who asks lo go

thaiugh the budget line by line

The Senate also disciissed the

ot^oii^ election, the Pai Tilbnan

edhofial wiitien by Rene Gonzalez

in yesterday's Massachusetts Daily

Coifegian. and the Akohol Task

Force invcstigatkm made by

Senator Thn Buskfie.

The Senators passed 11

motions and failed jtist one.

Inckided in those motkms wu
the Charter for the Office of

ALA^4A Affairs. Last week, the

Senate couM not overnde Preskkni

fared Nokes' veto of the Charter. As

piumised. lames Brcnnan. chair of

Sac SM on pages

A group of about 7S »iudent!. listen m front o» the Campus Pond for a *peak out. an event c*».ni:ed to alUm vktiau of violc.

their ttorirs. vesterdav evening. The event i» part at the 'Take Back the Night* event continuing lonighi.

are

By Michelle Rivera
lIollft.lAN StaH

About 75 students and com-

munity members came together

last nighi to hear personal ovpe-

rietKcs and lo support victims

of sexual violence for the

University of Massachusetts'

second annual "Take Back the

Night" event.

l.asi night's speak out. one

of the two "Take Back the

Night" events happening this

week, was designed lo give vic-

tims a voice and to raise aware-

ness of violence againsi men
and women. It was also for vk-

lims and supporters lo publicly

refuse to live in pain and fear of

violence.

"This event showed thai

there is not one type of rape

victim stereotype, and that

there's not one kind of rape. If

you're uncomfortable, you're

violated." said freshman lillian

CrcKi.

The night began with a poem
read by a victim of sexual

abuse. Erika. who wishes that

her last name not be used. The

poem was entitled. '184 things

a day." and it was about how. on

average, a woman does 184

things a day to protect herself

from becoming a victim of vio-

lent I

Oyabu said that by testifying

against her perpetrator, she

kept her responsibility of rwi

allowing him to harm anyone

else Oyabu said that with being

a photojournalist and artist, it's

touching for her to see others

understand her pain and have

them open their hearts

"You can combine \our lal-

w w This event showed that there is not

one type of rape victim stereotype, and

that there's not one kind of rape. If you're

uncomfortable, you're violated. ^y
-JHIianCrod

The guest spcukcr ol the

night was photojournalist

Nobuko Oyabu. a rape survivor

Oyabu shared her experience

with listeners, and spoke of

how she overcame thai experi-

ence and empowered herself.

ents and past cxpciuiivi.- jsU

pain and make it something

great." said Oyabu
Throughout the night, manv

other sexual assault \\<'

both men and women, n '

out and shared their memories.

struggles and empowerment.
One speaker, telling her

Mory under conditions of

anonymity, told the crowd that

she wants to encourage victims

to not feel guilty

'I want to encourage women
and say that it's okay to have

sexual desire, and not have a

man take thai d»j\ frum

them." she said

A male viciim ji^i' ^naiio

his experience with sexual

abuse. He was a victim of sexu-

al abuse since the age of 8. and

It continued lo age lt». He told

the crowd thai he never spoke

of his experience with anyone

except his family and close

1 1 lends.

Another speaker addressed

the crowd, telling them that it

v.d^ good to see so many
uunien and men becoming
empowered and becoming

irong.

At the closing of the event, a

~SmSKM OUT on page 3

NPR newscaster encourages seeking adventure
By Amanda Bossi

0>u<(.iAN li)iu»MW>Ni«srr

"The last two limes I came to the

University of Massachusetts at

Amherst, my speeches had a purpose.

This time I just made it iip. It's my first

foray into the world of self-help."

joked Natkjnal Publk Radio's Corey

Flintoff. who gave a lecture yesterday

at Memorial Hall, titled "There's No
Success Like Failure."

Flintoff is an evening newscaster

for NPR. and delivers newscasts for

NPR's program. "All Things

Considered." He has been both a

newscaster and a reporter with NPR's

Washington. National and Foreign

Desks since 1990.

"Adventure is the opposite of what

happens when you leave college. If

you have a choice between the next

rung in the academic ladder or trying

something new. be different and try

something new." saki Flintoff. who
encouraged students to seek out

adventure. He said that the worst piece

of advice he ever rexeived was to go to

graduate school after college because

he was unsure of what to do with his

life.

RintofTs jobs before working at

NPR covered a wide range of fieWs.

He worked as a novelist, a dog-musher

and a commercial fisherman. He also

wcirked as a skip tracer for a bill collec-

tion agency. ltx;ating people who fled

town without paying their bills. As dif-

ficult as the job was. he liked digging

up information and piecing together

facts to find the person he was looking

for. He said he also loved hearing the

stories of the people he called.

"I didn't know it yet. but I was on

my way to becoming a reporter." said

Rintoff.

Flintoff moved to Alaska, after

being devastated because his novel was

rejected by numerous publishers. He

saki that althcHigh nobody welcomes

failure-, it's better to fail than not do

what you truly warn to do. He could-

n't finid a job in .Maska until one of his

wife's colleagues suggested he check

out the lcx:al radio station. Bethel.

Alaska's bilingual Fnglish-^up'ik

Eskimo statwn. The next day. Flintoff

was on the air.

"The great thing about .Alaska is

that critical jobs can be filled with peo-

ple who have no expertise whatsoev-

er." said Flintoff. which elicited laughs

from the audience. He workc"d as a

country western disc jockey at the sta-

tion before he switched to reporting

the police beat. He compared the sto-

ries he re'portcd to those he heard as a

skip tracer.

"If those stories were good, these

ones were like mainlining heroin." said

Flintoff. "Behind every big reporter is a

tragedy that helps them get their next

big posiiH>n.

According to Flintoff. ii was his

coverage of the Fxxon \aldez oil spill

that occurre>d at Prince William Sound

in Alaska. His coverage won him a

1989 Corporation for Public

Broadcasting Silver Award and helped

him get work at NPR.

Flintoff said that he stayed in the

news business for two reasons: "First

of all. it's the only thing 1 can do. and

secondly I love listening to the endless

string of stories that come my way." he

said.

Flintoff ended the lecture with a

piece of advice he learned from a co-

worker he had when he worked at the

bill collection agency

"When vou can't be exactly what

you want to be. maybe you can lind a

job that lets you do what you love." he

said. "All I can tell you. though, is that

whatever you heart's desire is. try that

first "
Corev Flintoff, National Public Radio newscast-

er speaks in Memorial Hall vesterdav aftemixm.

Hobart hoedown?
University of Massachusetts and local autliorities prepare for potenUal problems

By Morris Singer

CVn.LEtiiAN Staff

Warm weather draws residents out of

their homes to the quiet stre-ets and lawns

where neighbors relax as others stroll along

Hobart l^nc. There' is a relaxed feel to the

air. and the only sounds are of birds in the

trees and of University of Massachusetts

students lazily passing time in the afternoon

sun with light-hearted conversation.

It's a week prior to the annual Hobart

Hoedown, the celebration that last year

turned ugly, resulting in 45 arrests and

severe property damagd. Yet. today, the

drunken celebration seems distant from the

peaceful atmosphcn on Hobart l^ne.

Despite the l.ane's generally placid

ambiance, many of those who have heard

of the yearly celebration, or have experi-

enced it first-hand, are gritting their teeth in

anticipation of what this weekend might

bring. Crowds of 2000 people are not

uncommon at the Hoedown. public drunk-

enness is more frequent than respectful

sobriety and middle-of-the-street bonfires

can become as much a part of the setting as

the roads on which they occur

Some feel that the encroaching end of

the semester warrants intense celebration,

alcohol consumption and careless fun.

Others worry that more- violence would

only bring a bad reputation to the

University and the surrounding community

UMass students have seen their share of

riotous situations over the past year, includ-

ing last year's Hoedown. several smaller dis-

turbances in the fall and a February celebra-

tion of the Patriot's win in the Super Bowl.

The Hoedown. itself, has over a decade

of tiTOubled history and police intervention.

Many are> in agreement that last year's riot

on North Pleasant Street, which came in

conjunction v^ith the 2005 Hoedown. was

the worst violence in years.

Rioters last year threw glass bottles,

rocks and lawn chairs at police officers,

injuring 1 5 of them, and causing between

$17,000 and $18.tXX) in damages to two

Amherst Police Department cruisers

Information from APD indicated that a col-

lege-aged male susiaincxl a stab wound dur

ing the evening. C>ic male student was hit

in the back of the head with an aluminum

baseball bit and was taken away in an

ambulance.

At one point, partici-

pants in the riot ignited a

40-foot pine tree at the

entrance to Puffton

Village Drive. They also

disassembled a decora-

tive stonewall, which

they used as projectiles

aimed at police officers.

One car was overturned

and a bus stop was burnt

to the ground.

A number of students

at the riot felt the action taken

by police was unjustified or was too

severe. Many indicated that they felt the

polke incited the riot. Others .said that the

police pre'sence made it impossible to leave

the scene, despite demands for their disper-

sal. Officers attempting to quell the liot

beat students with clubs, sprayed them in

the face with pepper spray, threatened ihcin

or cursed at them. One student who spoke

to Tlv Collegian siiid he felt he was anvst-

ed unjustly.

The situation took Amherst

Polkx. wtuking in conjunc-

tion with the

UMass

Police l>puitment and the Massachusetts

State Police, two hours to bring under con-

trol.

Dealing with disturbance

It's memories of this iiiiJ nt other past

Hoedown events that worry long-time

Hobart lane resident Mareia Howard.

1 lowiircl has lived on the street for 22 years,

at the lop of the small hill, where it is most-

ly private residents not allilialcxl with the

university.

Howard complained of the parties. say-

See HOBART on page 2
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ing they aiu<>c a bkxkage in the

.street, destruction of property and

uncomtortable situations for the

residents.

"Sometimes it's impossible to

get bth-k and forth to my own
huu-se." she said. "Kids are drunk

and become verbally abusive when

you try to get by. There's destru*.-

tion of property Lots of kids end up

urirating all over the lawn."

The parties are the ptx>blem,

Howard said The way in which

students have typically chosen to

celebrate at this specific event that

IS troubling to her.

i think that thei« are bts of

ways to have parties and enjoy the

spring that aren't violent and

destructive and don't violate other

peopkf's right to fre«lom." she said

Laurc Van den Broeck, a resi-

dent just bekAv the top of the street,

v^-ho has been heiv for live months,

said she's heard stories about the

annual party and its related distur-

bances, irwluding stone throwing

and noting.

"I shodd think that the police

shoukl pirpare ftwr it." she said.

What flwkwnls doing

When asked about possible

action the APD may have taken in

preparation for the annual

Hoedown e>eni this year. Chief of

Police Charles Scherpa -calmly

asserted no expectation of any

problem.

"We expect that we'll give the

students the benefit of the doubt

that there won't be any rowdiness

in town." he said last week. "1

expect that there'll be some parlies,

but I dont expect that there'll be

® UMASS AMHERST
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES OFFICE

-T-

Helping students protect their rights tor over 30 years

Are Legil Advice.

Rrferrals, Representation and CourtselinR

<br UMASS Scudcncs

Student & Worker Ri^its. Family & Criminal Law.

Landlord/ IVnant 6l Consumer Dtsputrs

Call 5451995

or stop in at 922 Campus Center

any type of rowdy atmosphere that

devekiped last year."

His comments come at a time

when many expect even more

intense police action than occurred

at the last Hoedown. including

more officers and stricter rules.

Scherpa, in a composed and col-

lected manner, denied on Friday the

recent speculation, dismissing the

items as "rumors" and "conlin-

gerKy plans."

"We have contingency plans if

we need to and we don't expect to

have to use any of them." he said.

"They ahvays involve area police

departments, state police and all.

but we don't expect to have to uti-

lize any of that this year."

The chief becked away from

discussing the nature of these plans,

but did emphasize that the fonnula-

tion of such strategy is a normal

part of what the polk;e force dott

on a n^lar basis.

"We will have our nomtal

responses as always." he said, "and

if things are escalated, then we have

some other plans that we obvicnisly

have to have. rx;gardles6 of what

weekend it is."

"^4othing is different on other

weeketxls." he continued.

However, a press release from

the UMass News Office addressing

work that area police departments

have done specifically in prepara-

tion for the Hoedown indk:ated

that APD and UMPD officers have

trained jointly in learning how to

manage large crowds

Scherpa did coiKede thai his

departnMmt has purchased new

equipment for use in controlling a

riot, but said that the acquisition b

an aiuiuai routine action the depart-

ment takes

"We update |our inventory |

every year, depending on the tech-

nolcigy and what's available." he

sakl. 'Have we bought anything

new this ye»? Yes. v«; have. Have

we added some things that we've

had? Yes. we have."

Most students are likdy not to

partk:ipate in a riot, Scherpa said.

"I think I
students

I are educated

etXHigh to control their own emo-

tions and to be able to police them-

selves." he said.

This represents a change in

Scherpa's attitude toward students

who participate in the Hoedown
"Students seem to see this as a

right of passage." Scherpa said of

the riot, on a broadcast last year by

Boston's WCVB-TV' Channel 5.

"(The parties] happen every

weekend and every evening in the

streets of Amherst," he said in a

press conference following last

year's Hoedown. "Unfortunately we

always have to break them up."

Scherpa also indicated in the

conference that his department was

looking into preventing the situa-

tion from hwcoming riotous in

future years. Recently; however, he

said that his deparmient has no

plans beyond a routine contingency

strategy.

Scherpa's expectation that there

will be no riot also s^mds in stark

contrast to his opinion at last year's

press conference.

"We have a history at Hobart

Lane, and we know that if we let it

get out of control, thai it's disrup-

tive," he sakl last May.

IMMfiRy poloa

The UMPD has prepared to deal

with potential pnjWems tnvoh^
the Hoedown. lliis incliides a

$20,000 investment in riot-control

equipment.

Because the Hoedown is an

event that occurs off-campus.

UMPD has [daced a higher priority

on maintaining a presence at

University events Saturday; incbd-

u\g the annual Spring Funk-o-Thon,

\Ahich IS expected to draw a crowd

of 1.800 people. Also a priority tt

Orchard Hill Bowl Weekend.

whk:h will iiKlude events on both

Friday and Sanirday:

"If evttythii^ is okay on cam-

pus, we can atd will be deferred to

Hobart to protect University (prop-

erty)." said Barbara O'Connor.

Chief of Police at the UMPD, refer-

ring to University property kxated

near Hobart Lane.

Diadplnary actkm

Mk:hael Gargano, the vkx chan-

celbr for student affairs and cam-

pus life, has worked to prevent

problems at the Hoedown by pro-

viding solutions thiough University

disciplinary action.

Last year the University dealt

with students who participated in

the riot with suspensions, prosecu-

tion and other disciplinary actioas.

Students who participat«i in this

and last semesters' disturbances

faced immediate expulsion.

Gargano delivered a strong mes-

sage about the consequeix-es erf par-

tkipating in any way in a riotous sit-

uation this spring.

"Students who act out and

endanger others ... are going to be

dismi^ed fiom this University on

the spot." he sakl. "They will find

themselves in a real mess."

Gargano said he would consid-

er even such actions as remaining

at the scene of a riot, if one devel-

ops, as grounds for expulsion.

"Students cannot come back

and say. I was in the wrong place

at the wrong time." he said.

"They've all had fair warnings

"

For those who vandalize or

destroy University property.

Gargano had a more rigid state-

ment.

"We'll sue everyone who is

involved." he said.

According to Gargano. law-

suits will target not only indivkl-

ual students who engage in

destructive behavior, but also

their families. University stvklcnts

are most likely dependents of

their parents. Garfano said, war-

ranting litigation against the fami-

lies of those invoh«d.

"We're not going to have this

kind of behavior— riotous behav-

ior, endangering behavior, disre-

spectful behavior." he said.

The Code of Student Conduct

Gargano used the Code of

Sttident Conduct as a justification

of theae policies. University poli-

cies, included in the Code, cover

students in violation of the law or

in violation of the Code, even

when such violations occur out-

side of campus lines.

However, in Chapter IV of the

Code, which refers to procedures

pursuant to disciplinary actions,

there is no mention of the same-

day expulsions Gargano spoke of.

CSC Chapter IV. Paragraph B

even suggests that students have

48 hours to request a judicial

conference related lo their

charges. A designated University

staff member may withdraw the

charges during the conference.

According to the Code, the

only way the University may act

immediately is if the student

withdraws from the school after

charges are filed.

While the Code does mdicate

in Chapter VII that the

Chancellor or the \ ice Chancellor

for Student Affairs nuiy impose

restrictions immediately, includ-

ing suspension, it refers to such

restrictions as "interim."

According to the Code, stu-

dents will meet with a designated

University official prior to the

imposition of such interim

restrictions whenever reasonably

possible, at which time the stu-

dent will have the chance to tell

his version of the facts The offi-

cial will then decide whether or

not to impose the interim restric-

tions.

Nowhere in the Code is there

any mention of the University's

intent to litigate, nor is there

mention thai any litigation will

include the families of those

who are found responsible for

the violations.
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Senate passes revised OAA charter

MAfrompaovl

the Administrative Affairs

Committee, had the Charter back

for this vwKk's meeting.

The Administrative Affairs

Committee changed the Mission

Statement of the Charter.

The debate settled, however, on

the second major change to the

Charter The Committee had decid-

ed that the vice chancelkx of stu-

dent affair; aixl campus life shoukl

get to appoint the faculty and staff

members to the board.

Senator Franco had not attend-

ed last Monday's meeting with the

Committee and was angry about

this change, which the Senate has

debated several times.

"Apparently our voice doesn't

count. I have been attending these

meetings, I've been giving my opin-

wns, and the committee just throws

them out," she said.

The Senate settled on a compro-

Students

speak out
SPCAK OUT from paga 1

candle light vigil was held

where participants formed a

circle and held a moment of

silence to reflect.

Group organizers handed out

pamphleu. and Every-woman's

Center counselor advocates and

educator advocates were marked

with reflective arm bands, and

wvre present to serve as aiKhored

re>ources for anyone who needed

them.

The second Take Back the

Night* event will take place

tonight ai 7 p.m. at the Campus
fVtnd. where event participants

will maivh and tlien gather togeth

er ai its conckision for a rally^

Both events have been organ-

ized by a small group of students

who have been meeting every

Wedntaday since the beginning of

ihesoiMsier.

The evenU are co-sponsored by

VOX — UMass. the

Everywoman's Center. the

women's sttidies department.

Planned Parenthood. Sigma Psi

Zeta. fcarthfoods. Green-O.

Sweeu N More. Campus Center

Catering Service*. Coca-Cola.

Yankee Candle Company and

WMUA9I.I FM.

mise. The final version of the

amendment said that the AlANA
Caucus will appoint three faculty

and staff members to the Board,

but if they do not do so by May I

,

then the Senate can make the choic-

es.

Because that would give the

Caucus only three days, for this

year, the Senate agreed to give the

Caucus until the first Senate meet-

ing of next year.

In other motions, the Senate

allocated a total of $3,035 from

the financial reserves to Black

Mass Communications for their

Funk-o-Thon in the Curry flicks

Cage, and to the Asian American

Student Association for their

Asian Night in Bowker
Auditorium.

This k?ft $5,600 in the reserves

with several groups coming to the

Senate next week. The Senate

voted against giving $ 1 ,992 to the

Student Alumni Relations Society

(STARS) for a trip to a conven-

tion. That money would have paid

for eight students' registration fee.

It kist in a vote of 18 for. 18

against, and one abstention.

From the remaining $2,400 in

the Spring Events Fund, the

Senate gave an emergency $2,285

for Southwest to have Sister Hazel

perform.

The Senate also passed the

Programming Board Charter and

the process for space alkxation in

the Campus Center. The RSO
Advocacy committee had been

working on space alkxation all

year.

In one final motion, the Senate

closed the loophole in the bylaws

that allowed Nokes to not hear the

last elections report during the

Special Orders section of the agen-

da

"This is to keep loopholes from

impeding Senate business,"

Brennan said.

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors
Beer: Wine: Liquor:

Miller Uu ft MGD. Moet ft Chandon So^am's V.O.
wpkc^i. $18.49*

,^^^. 750ml...$29.99 1.75 It. $14.99
Molson Golden, Ice,

Cuvee^^llaml^ Chardonrwy Smirnoff* SmirnoffTwist
Canadian 7W ml $12.99 ,,,1, j,o <»«

2/Upkbii $16.99* Beauaeu Vineyards Coartal 01„ , ('hardonnay, Cabtrnel, Meriot drown Koyai
^^'y'*^

.„^, 750 ml...$8.99 750 ml $19.99
Mpk cm* $13.49* Chandon Fresco _ c u.

CoorsLkht B™.aE«»Dry RomanaSambuca^^
..,00. B_^^ 750 ml. $8.99 -50 ml. $18.99

20pkbii $12.99* Peadiy Canyon ^ -,. ..

.-.,, . .. n^^ Zmiandel Jose Cuervo Tequila
KMwaukeesBett 750 ml...$9.99

"'

\^^i ,,6.0,
iopkc«u $10.99* Papto

.

75omi »io.99

BuBch ft Busch LWlt Chanlonnay. Cabernet. Merlot Seagrams 7

24pkh.i $10.99* 1.5 It... $7.99
i.75l» «'5-99

MoJsonXXX Buckeley's UVVodka

U pk h<i $10.99*
^ahcrnet Shiraz ^ ml...$7.99

' '^ '' «>5.99

Corona Goats do Roam Rubinoff Vodka all flavors

Upkbti $10.99* Red and White
, ., ^ 1.7? lt...$9-99

Do^Head 750 ml...$6.99

6pkM $6.99*

TAKE A BOW

'all beer prices plus deposit

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

jjU RutteU St., Rte 9, Hadlty. MA oiojf

§94-9x74 •M—.- Smt. fmm- lipm

SALE 4/29 THKOUGH S/S

Now Open Sundays Noon to iipm
J

BLACKOUT 04' PRESENTS

downtown Amherst

^RYTHtNGSaPOmiCAl
GEO POLITICS... BUSH ...RACIAL

PROFILING... IRAQ...UMASS POLICY...
VIOLENCE... UNEQUALITY...

JOIN US IN AN EVENINCJ OF SPOKEN
WORD, POETRY, COMMUNITY AND

MORE
Thursday. April 29th. 04

7-10 PM
Top of Campus

Fr0G A,dmission I

Refreshments

SPONSORHI) BY THH BLACK S lUOIiNT UNION

Hev 5eniors (

Don^'t have

a clue how to

look for a job?

Come to a

job Search Made Easy Workshop

and find answers to your questions

Today/ Thursday/ April 29

10:30 am
11 pm

1:30 pm

Tuesday/ AAay 4

1 pm
3:30 pm

All of the above workshops

are located in 104 Career Services.

the Collegian isniring tor next semester

CAMPI»
RARiaNG

3

2I29 47W54 67>*^^*J

Caree
For more information,

go to www.umass.edu/careers

or call us at 545-2224

Come talk to Scott, Sliannon, or Racliael

or call 545-1864

105 Campus Center Basement
Freshmen and Sophomores ore encouraged to apply

^ ^.,.,^-
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EditorialOpinion
Thursday. April 29. 2004 Editorial@dailycollegian.com

To our readers:
In yesterday's Editorial/Opinion section of

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian, a column
titled "Pal Tillman is not a hero: he got what

was coming to him" appeared. In the piece,

graduate student Rene Gonzalez wrote about

the death of former NFL player and Army
Ranger Pat Tillman, who was killed during a

skirmish in Afghanistan last Friday.

A flood of feedback has poured in. nearly

all of which is harsh criticism of either

Gonzalez's words or of The Collegian's deci-

sion to run the column. In fact, reader

response has been so great that we would like

to take this opportunity to respond to our

readers.

Rene Gonzalez is a graduate student at the

University of Massachusetts who occasional-

ly submits columns to The Collegian

Editorial/Opiniun page. His views do not

reflect the opinion of our editorial board or

staff Our decision whether or not to run a

submission is not based on whether we agree

with ihe opinion of the writer, but on the

bacjibone of journalism: the First

Amendment.
The Collegian, as a news organization,

considers the First Amendment our most val-

ued asset. Our decision to publish Gonzalez's

column — an opinion piece written by a

member of our campus community — is an

enercise of our First Amendment rights.

One of the most important points that wc
at The Collegian want to stress to our readers

is the nature of the Editorial/Opinion page.

Nut one columnist or student's opinion print

ed on our page represents that of the paper at

large Gonzalez's opinion is his own. and it

runs in our pages as a voice on our campus.

The Editorial/Opinion page is designed to

give a wide variety of students a chance to

speak through a large-scale medium. With

that comes the possibility of discourse and

disagreement, and that is an accepted reality

for us.

We would also like to draw attention to

the fact that Collegian columnists have com-

mented on Tillman's death, and life, on a

number of occasions in the last few days. Two
columns have been published in praise of

Tillman's life and actions, including one col-

umn that ran adjacent to Gonzalez's.

The opinion of Gonzalez, though it dis-

sented from that of the other two columns,

deserved its space within the debate.

Through feedback on the Collegian Web site,

phone calls and e-mails we have received, it

has become very obvious to us ui The
Collegian that Gonzalez's opinion has caused

a lot of controversy and anger We cannot,

however, compromise the mission of our pub-

lication for the sake of ensuring the constant

happiness of our readership. Gonzalez has

just as much right to voice his opinion as any-

one else We at The Collegian hope that our

presentation of this issue proves that we arc

open to all opinions, not only the most popu-

lar

We welcome all feedback on the issue, and

hope that this represents growth in our rela-

tionship with you. the readers.

Sincerely.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian Editorial

Board

Foster's, it's not Australian for beer
As I begin to prepare for my

trip home to Australia. I look

back at my year at UMass — a

slide show of good friends,

great times and awesome mem-
ories that spin on a reel

of New England adv en . |.|L,.
tures that I will always TBIBf 101111311

carr\ with me. From ^"^""'"^^^^

the Superbowl celebrations'

and hockey chants, to Noam
Chomsky's lecture; and from the

power lowers of Charlie's to the

off campus "keggcrs." m\ time

here has been a unique experi-

ence. Although as interesting as

the cup configurations of Beirut

(beer pong) and the rules of

Asshole can be. the most fasci-

nating aspect of collegiate sub-

culture has been what
Americans think of themselves.

In almost all my classes, lec-

turers ask their students how
they think the outside world

perceives Americans. I myself

have been surveyed with ques-

tions as to what I think, as if I

am some sort of expert on how
the rest of the world perceives

the U.S. I am fortunate enough

to be on my fourth trip around

the world, and have spent a

majority of that time traveling

with Americans both at home
and abroad to put forward a val-

ued opinion.

Whilst living in Washington

D.C. I shared the horror of

Sept. 1 1 . and saw the shock

wave it caused on the self-

esteem of the American identity.

As the dust settled around

ground zero, many Americans

began asking the probing ques-

tion "Why do they hate us?"

Hollywood played on this in.

among other instances, their

Eurotrip commercials, assuming

that the similarity between the

French, English and Germans

was their joint hatred of

Americans. It seems that

overnight, a new wave of con-

servative Americans was born

who are not only afraid of flying

but more afraid of the outside

world.

Before putting forward an

answer, I'd like you to consider

the following: I am from

Australia. What images come to

mind? Do you picture a tanned

man hunting a crocodile whilst

chugging a Foster's while surf-

ing? An interesting

image, but I would like

to set the record
^^^" straight about a lot of

the questions I have been asked

while in the U.S. I do not own,

nor do I ride a kangaroo to

school: I do not know Steve

Irwin nor do I wrestle croco-

diles: Vcgemite CAN be made
palatable: not everyone in

Australia drives tractors: a

dingo did not steal my baby: and

most of all Foster's is not

Australian for beer: in fact I

can't name any Australian who
drinks it.

With that said it is easy to

Foster's is not

Australian for beer;

in fact I cant name
any Australian wtio

drinks it

see the integral role cultural

stereotypes play in how we
interact with each other in this

brave new world of global inter-

connectedness, lust from watch-

ing the discovery channel or

such culturally perverse movies

such as "Crocodile Dundee" or

"Priscilia: Queen of the Desert"

the image you have of

Australians is a distortion of the

truth. For example, there are

people in Australia like Steve

Irwin — I've met them — how-
ever, for the most part.

Australians live in cities near

the beach and see kangaroos

and crocodiles in the same place

you do: in a zoo.

If such a large misconception

can come from these media
sources, then what do you think

the effect of CNN and MTV's
broadcasts of certain war-mon-
gering oil barons, or Jessica

Happy Birthday to Israel
_

I

Congratula-

^^^^^ tions on turning

^^^J 56 years old.l IPV Many would not

^^^ / have thought

^^Rf that ,ou'd make
^^^B^j it through such a

^^^^^^^1 difficult

'^^^^^^^" but you did.

qIIBO You've been

Skolnick '"*"^"^
f"" "^;

—^^———— beat up. and

leased I applaud you on making it

and I'm proud of you, but you

shouW be proud of yourself too.

you're now well educated and suc-

cessful.

The United Nations in I 'MB

granted you independence, and

since then aflcr 2001) years of exiW.

jews Iruin all over the world have

been abk; to return to you. They

were able to escape persecution,

death, discrimination, and racism

all over ihe worki b> coming to

you. Perhaps that's why over a hun-

dred UMassians con-

verged on the lawn

outside the campus
center this past

Tuesday to celebrate

your birthday

With the largest

number of hi-tech

start-ups per capita in

the world and having attracted

venture capital at rales exceeding

most European countries, you have

proportionately the highest num-
ber of university graduates in the

workl according to jpusi.com.

You've gone to great lengths

to help save human lives. I think

pernaps loo much at times. Last

year you sent many of your own
sokJiers to go house by house to

mot out Palestinian terrorists in

the cil> of lenin. who were

responsible for blowing up buses

full of Israeli civilians In that

process dozens of young Israeli

soldiers and several dozen

Palestinian terrorists were killed

according to CNN.com You
couki have easil) bombed the

area with v-our air force, killed the

itccessary people and not kwt one

single Israeli life, but you didn't

because you were afraid that

Palestinian civilians might get

hurt.

You've had to deal with

Palestinian teenagers and chiklren

who have strapped on expkjsives

and rusty nails in an effort to kill

civilians. You've had to deal with

Palestinian mothers who have

blown themselves up in your buses

atKl malls. You've had to deal with

Palestinian terrorists who had no

problem attacking you with rockets

from schools and other densely

populated areas wheie it wouki be

hard for you to return tire. You've

had quite a chalk'nge fighting a

skle that does nut value human life,

especially innocent human life.

Your poorest scgntent of socie-

ty, the most helpkss. has been tar-

geted time and time again. Those

that can not afford any car and

have to rely on publk: iranspurta

tion to get to work or M.hool are

Hopefully in ttie neartiy future there will tie

a Palestinian state side liy side witti Israel.

But for ttiat to happen, Israel needs to have

a partner to negotiate with.

the ones who get blown up. They

have no other wav of arriving to

work, they have to either ^tarve or

risk getting tom apart to shreds.

But hopefully Sixxi we can cele-

brate the birthday of a PaWsiinian

state too. flopefulK in the ivarbv

future there will be a Paicstmian

state side by side with Israel But

for that to happen. Israel iKeds to

have a partner to negotiate with.

Not a panner who sees murdering

colk:ge students as ihe> eat in their

cafeteria as a negoiiaiing tool Not

that supports lenurist

gnxipi such as Hamas who
bkjwing pregnant women to bits as

kvitimaie. Bui <i real partner one

thai is \»illinj! to rcvognizc Israel's

right to exist and the right of

Israelis to live. You need two for

peace.

Right now Israel has no partner

for peace: Israel has a dictator to

negotiate with, who is known for

supporting terrorists, is corrupt,

and is known for notoriously lying.

Yasser Arafat currently has been

hoarding over a billion in aid

money in his coffers according to a

recent "bO Minutes" report.

1 want to celebrate the iixle-

pendence of a Palestinian state next

year; I want to cekbrate a state that

does not see murder as acceptable.

The k)gic that it is justified to mur-

der the innocent, who have done

nothing, is the kind you hear from

a patient in the criminalh insane

unit ol a mental hospital.

In the l%7 Khartoum

Resolutions, the Arab stales estab-

lished that there shall be absolutely

no negotiatKNts at all with Israel. In

20(X} Arafat walked out c^ peace

negotiations with Israel and

refused to continue them livstead

he calkxl for jihad, martyrs and

bloodshed
according to

honestrepori-

ing.com Oth;

doesn't have to

be a poly -sci-

ence major to

understand
that the katkr

of the Pakrstinians ck»riy in not

interested in a Palestinian state or

any sort of democracy, lust since

19^ Israel has had six dilTenmt

prime ministers; siive the l%0'&

the Pakstinians have had just

Arafat

I'm more piv-Pakrstinian than

the Palestinian's own kader.

Arafat I want there to be a

Pafestinian sutc. but Arafat has

>hown through his actions ihai tfte

onl> kind of siate thai he s inteiwit

ed in is a constant state o( terror.

What IS Israel lo do if it has no

one to negMiate with? Hopefully

next year when I wish Israel a

happ) hft) seventh btnhday. Ill be

able to wish a happy birthda) to a

Pakrstinian state loo

GilaJ Skulnidi is a CoUtpan
cobtmniu.

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR

Simpson could be on the out-

side world's view of the U.S.?

What skewed versions of

Americans are these media
painting?

In the last three years. I have

sfKrnt an immense amount of

time with Americans both at

home and in the U.S. I have

lived, traveled, bartended, life-

guarded, road tripped, laughed,

and partied both at home and in

remote corners of the world

such as England. Southeast

Asia. Spain, and Canada with

Americans from all over the

nation. I have seen Americans

at home and abroad in some of

the most extraordinary "you had

to be there" moments. I consid-

er many Americans great mates

and have been made a part of

the family at several amazing

Christmas and Thanksgiving

dinners. Because of these expe-

riences. I can say with all cer-

tainty: the world does not hate

Americans, it just doesn't know
them.

The problem is that not every-

one has had my experiences with

Americans, and thus 1 urge this

generation of Americans to get

out into the world and show

everyone the compassion and

openness that the other exchange

students and I have experienced

here. Don't be afraid: take the

risk we took by coming to the

U.S. So study abroad, study at

sea. learn another language,

teach English in another country,

but don't forget to get to know
the locals. My best memories of

my travels arc laughing at dinner

tables with people from remote

comers of the world, there is no

better feeling than to laugh and

relax at a dinner table in a for-

eign country with your mates the

locals. Don't be the person

whose only trip outside the U.S.

was to pass out on a beach in

Cancun. Acapuico or Australia.

Get out into the global village

and make our world an amazing

place.

Peter Lothian is a UMass
exchange student, studying

abroad from Australia.

NARROW REPORTW^
I am wnfing in minnae to >« ecMo-

nal n TiMd^^ QMgivi.Mad 'Anoliv

otwtacte tor Mnie-Mi nt&i\tgB' Tht

artde commented on the recent meet

mg of tie MaaaachuaalB Jualces of tie

iwce MndMnn m rayagnM tie

pon wiH wiecnMi agM cofMi viie

Gcwemor anxund tirt tf a Jisloe

feeis Ihat he or she carnal MM his or

her oath of office (as In. pertorm a same-

sesi marTtage). tien that Justice shoiA)

raaign Iron hiaAw pniOon. The opnon

aitlcto twi wart on to aay tiM tie

m»M imM. m a drvlc ahortme ol

Juaioes. which iMl twi naJK in tie

imtjWy ol gay couples to get mamed.

Apporenly, tiB B alBO 'anotienMy

tor fGov. MQ Rniwiay to do eMryl*ig

in Mb power to prewrt Vie InevNable

fsame-aex manlage] " I feel tiat ti6

assumption is entirely ncorect How

can the be a ploy o» flomney s if the

atwwuncement s enamng thai the mar-

riages occur (whch he s trying to pre-

venQ?

I am a tnend of three different

Justices here m the Amherst area, one of

whom Is my mother My mother was at

tie meeting this Sunday and she toM me

that the press land apparently The

Coleglan as wel) only reported on that

one statement tmm the entire meetng

The reporters neglectBd to report that

there were only a handful rt Justices

who had exprrased concerns with the

new law Even if ttiese individuals are

encouraged to resign, how can that be

anything tx/t a positive thmg'' Vytoukj

Massachusetts want a Justice of the

Peace to remain in his/her position if

s/he refused to marry a couple based on

their race'' Of course not. So why should

we be upset that we are encouraging

Justices to resign if they refuse to follow

this new marriage law on same-sex

marriages''

The Collegian also failed to point out

thai there are two groups in favor of

same-sex marriage thai have Web sites

where Massachusetts Justices can sub-

mit their names so that Individuals are

aware thai they are same-sex mamage

friendly.' Although all Justices will be

required to perfonm these mamages, it is

comforting that some of them would go

out of their way to show that they sup-

port the new law

Emily Katzman

UMass Student

Isd his csnpaign wMi a piaOorm of pos-m aKM change and pMot tar tie

peopte. He (traws on tie BBues of dMr-

My, InsMng a raal democracy, and cre-

alng a oohesM oonvnuiKif atUMsK.

Untooliar candkMas, ha teas tie

iBwes of race and diveraty on campus

head on

Standbig up for diventy Is not ptay-

ing tie race card, it s emtvacing the

dtawMy of(w (ampuB and our oommu-

nity R Is giMng mngHas a voice when

twy have deserved to have one tor so

long It B at tie core of crsaOng a unified

sluder4 body and Univenty.

Through tie eftorls of Bustmante

and tw many studsnts that support he

cauae. a revolulcn hn begun The rev-

olution begs tar socM progrsas twough

tie immedtete eftorts of sludenb worV-

ng togetier It demands tnjtfi. honesty,

and values in politics It demands

addressing the real esues of our cam-

pus and wxxVmg togetier to create

sociai change

I urge you to stay active on campus

and demand respect tor your education

and your campus community.

Noianichle

UMass Student

A LACK OF SYMPATHY
AND RESPECT

I cannot believe tie twigs that werp

wrltlen m the "Pal Tillman s not a hero

article " It is fine to express you opinion

on not supporting the war. but do not go

and say negative things about tie people

that are over there Also, before writing

this article, this "westem mass, liberal,

graduate student, loumallst" should

have done some background work

Tillman did not want to be seen as a

hero. He turned down intervievis, he

stayed with Ihe lower paying Cardinals

out of loyalty, and he signed up for tie

war because, as Tillman said himself, "I

really haven't done a damn thing in

tenns of laying my lite on the line."

I heard many other people express

their sadness and anger about this tem-

ble article written with no sympathy at

all. and I hope they have expressed tielr

concerns as well. If this journalist wants

to disrespect our soldiers and call them

Idiots and Gl Joe's then he should go

back to his country where they seem to

call people laying on their lives on the

line for their country, "Idiots.''

A REVOLUTION HAS
BEGUN

As I walked through the Student

Union today, a sign grabbed my atten-

tion. The sign read "Issues, Not Race-

Support Pat HIggins '

I stood there in

disbelief vnth a strange sense of anger

and sadness. It was obvious this sign

was directed at tie campaign to change

our University that has been led by

Eduardo Bustamante Bustamante has

Megan Cayer

UMass Student

GOD BLESS PAT
TILLMAN

Rene Gonzalez, author of "Pat

Tillman is not a hero: he got what was

coming to him, " Is responsible for the

most disgusting, ignorant, and insulting

articles I have ever read. I, as every sin-

gle person I have discussed the Pat

Tillman tragedy witti, do believe that Pat

MB a hero Do I twk I*
because of a 'knee is>k' reactoi based

on condRnring by 'Amenca 8 II prop-

aganda bUr" No. i beleve tas becausa

( B an irslUteHB tad

Accordtog to Rane. onty he la

nmuie to tiis prapagsnds became he

Ives 'ouMe tie American tnnlsra.*

Not onty does tiB geogniphc dMndon
enaM hm to have an al-MMino
undeistendtog of tie ttoun^ prooees of

every ain|^ Amencan cflben. tut he

atao protesaes to undsi aland tie per-

sonal motivations of Pat Timan hmaet

and hB reasons to enkst «i tie Amiy

Rangers. Aaxvdtog to Rene, it s dear

ViaiM TImsn toll a $3.6 miiion con-

tact il tie oomtarts and peris ol tning

an NFL teletirlty. fnends and family and

oh yeah, not to mention a young wte

and a nevrtnm chM. to go olf and sai-

ate his need to act oX hB "naionalst

pabtolc tvlBBies torged in years c(

exposure to Clint Eastwood and Ramho

mwies'

But of course Rene doesn't expect

us to believe his tieory just based on t»
fact he^ ftom Puerto Rtoo and can tiink

ctoariy unite al ol us bniNMBhed.

zombiefled American flag toMng morons.

No, his evidence tiat Pat Tillman sacri-

ficed his We to do a Rambo imperson-

ation Is "I could tel he was tiat type of

macho guy from his scowling, beefy face

on the CNN pictures

'

It boggles the mind He even decides

to rxjte tiat m hs neighborhood m Puerto

Rico. TiHman would have been caled a

"pendeto." an idioL He also suggests

that Tdhnan was an even bigger idiot

because he wasn't forced to fight for his

country; he wasn 1 forced out of gowem-

mental draft or educatkxial or financial

need. The fact that Tillman volunteered

(just like the rest of the men and women

in our anned forces) makes Tillman an

even bigger idnl. as opposed to "Ramon

or Tyrone" who wouW jom the amied

forces out of necessity

Maybe if this were Rene's home

country, he'd feel differently Maybe If it

were his country that was attacked In

the fashion that ours was. he'd under-

stand. But things being as they are, Rene

feels comfortable criticizing this country

for retaliating against a fen^onst organi-

zation that murdered 3,000 people and

labeling any of the "idiots" that tight for

this cause and lay down their lives, as

brainwashed. Clint Eastwood wannabes

He writes these things while sleeping

under the blanket of protection that

these very soldiers provide with her And

he wntes these things out of a level of

ignorance and bitterness that I find

appalling.

If Pal Tillman Is the measure of an

"Jdiot" In Rene Gonzalez's Puerto Rican

neighborhood, then he is the measure of

a "hero" In my American neighborhood.

God bless Pat Tillman, his family, and tie

rest of our troops.

Mcheal J Peardon

UMass Student
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*Funk-o-Thon' highlights Blackout 2004
By MoNiQUE jEhiMurr

CxiLLEt.iAN Staff

The end of spring semester, often
associated with final exam blues, and
students becoming increasingly anxious
for summer vacation, can now also be
afliliaied with a krgacy in the African,

Latino/a, Asian/ Pacific Islander, and
Native American community.

The Black Mass Communication
Project tBMCP), in collaboration with
University Production and Concerts,

The Cape Verdean Student Alliance,

and the Black Student Union will bring

Blackout 2tX)4 to the campus this week-

end. The event is expected to draw up

lo 5,000 attendees with an array of tal-

ent.

Blackout pulls together a series of

events that have been Valley traditions

for students of the ALANA community

in the Five College area for nearly 50

years.

The weekend consists of four major

events. The first is the 20th Annual

Malcolm X Picnic, which takes place all

day Saturday The picnic fills the

Southwest horseshoe with Five College

alumni, students, and community mem-
bers. The activities include a basketball

tournament, a female llag-looiball

game, outdoor vendors, as well as per-

formances.

The picnic is followed by one of the

largest parties in University of

Massachu.setis history — the "Funko-

Thon." This event alone has been

known to attract as many as 2.000

party-goers from the Valley a.s well as

neighboring cities such as Hartford,

fioston. and New York. This year the

"Funk-oThon" celebrates its 25th

anniversary. This year the event will

change location from the Student

Union Ballroom where it has been held

since its inception in ihe Curr\ Hick>

Cage athletic laciliis

Following these events on Sunday

afternoon is the annual Sugar Cane
Festival, sponsored by the Cape
Verdean Student Alliance. This event

consists of a soccer game and barbecue

and lasts all day on the UMass soccer

field

The weekend will conclude with the

Spring Concert, put on by University

Productions and Concerts. The show,

which has brought acts such as the

Roots, Ludacris, and 50 Cent in the

past, will give UMass students a chance

to see some of today's hottest acts in

concert, free of charge. This year' per

loniiers will include | records recording

star Busta Rhymes, underground hip-

hop sensation Jurassic 5,and jam-band

The Slip.

"We're making history here." stated

Nicole Echemindea. vice president of

BMCP. who has been responsible for

such events as "leans and T-Shirts." and

the West Indian Bash. "People only

associate these large events such as this

for peopkf of color as only hapfiening at

black colleges It's nice to know that

we're building a legacy for ourselves.

The groundwork has been laid by our

predecessors and now it can go down in

history as one nice neat package known
as Blackout

"

Music industiy sues

477 computer users,

including college students

Queer As Folk' back with marriage in mind

By Tn) Brihis

AaaLK'iATUi Pmw

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
recording industry sued 477 more com-
puter users Wednesday, including

doiem of college students at H:hools in

1 1 states, accusing them of illegally

sharing music across the Internet

The Recording Industry Association

of America, the trade group for the

laifcsl labels, praised efforts by col-

leges and universities to use technology

and school policies to crack down on
music piracy on their computer net-

work». But ii said the mo«t egregicnis

offenders on campas deserved to be

sued.

"There is also a complementary

need for enforcement by copyright

owners again>l the serious offenders to

remind people that this activity is ilk-

gal." said the group's president, Cary

Sherman.

The recording industry hied its lat-

est complaints against "lohn Doe"
defendants, identifying them only by

ifaeir numeric Internet protocol

addresses. It sakl lawyers will work

through the courts to request subpoe

nas against the universities and some

commercial Internet pro\iders to learn

the defeiKlanis' names.

Campu> officials al Mansfield

University in Pennsylvania warned siu-

dents months ago about requests frum

the recording industry to crack down
on copyright infringement on its com-

puter neiw«.>rks.

It threatened to unplug the Internet

connection for each student identified

by the recording industry as illegally

sharing mosic. until the student

removed all software used to distribute

songs online.

"Not everyone agrees that down-

bading and file-sharing is copyright

infringement." wrote the school's tech-

nology director, Connie L. Beckman.

"While this may be debatable.

MansField University is required to

comply with the law."

The latest filings brings the number

of lawsuits filed by the recording Indus

try to 2,454 since last summer None of

the ca.ses has yet gone to trial, and 457

people so far have agreed to pay finan-

cial penalties of about $5,000 as settle-

ments.

The trade group said the newest

lawsuits targeted students at Mansfield:

Brown University in Providence. Rhode

Island: Emory University in Atlanta:

Georgia Institute of Technology:

Gonzaga University of Spokane. Wash.:

Michigan State University: Princeton

University in New lersey: Sacred Heart

University of Fairfield. Conn.: Texas

A&M University: Trinity College of

Hartford, Conn.: Trinity University of

San Antonio: the University of Kansas:

University of Minnesota and Virginia

Polytechnic Institute.

By Lynn Elbui

.VVWH lAIlH I'MIK
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Galc Harold as Brian, left, and Randv Harrist)n a> Justin cinhract- in this scene from Showtime 's

"Queer as Folk," in this undated publicity photo. The Showtime drama, in its fourth season, airs

Sundays at 10 p.m. EDT.

LOS ANGELES (AP) -
Producers Ron Cowen and Daniel

Lipman figure they have bragging

rights when it comes to putting

the "queer" into television.

Their Showiimc drama "Oueer

.\s Folk" preceded "Queer Eye for

the Straight Guy" by three years.

Unlike Bravos Grated makeover

show. Cowen and Lipman also

brought steamy, unabashed gay

sexuality to T\'.

They're unabashedly proud ol

the show's impact

"Now people arc used lo see-

ing gay pcrsonas. gay characters."

Lipman said. "1 think

Queer As Folk' hud a littkr some-

thing to do with people peaeiving

gay peopk* in a wav they hadn't

before, and with gay peopkr per-

ceiving themselves."

In the fourth season (10 p.m.

EDT Sunday ) and with a signifi

cant change in the political and

social climate. Cowen and Lipman

are eager for viewers to take note

of the *how s immediacy

*Gay peuph; and gay issues

cenaini) are in the spotlight now,

m a vMay they have never been

before," said Cowen. citing the

growing controversy over gay

marriage.

"I don't think Queer As Folk'

has ever been more relevant than

it is now." said Lipman. echoing

his personal and professkmal part-

ner Their other credits include the

groundbreaking .MDS movie "An

EaHv Frost" and the NBC scries

"Si-slers."

They have been stirred by the

fight for same-sex marriage and

the resistance lo it. which they

called an insult and threat to

homosexuals Their creative

ivtponse is an emboldened show.

In an earlier season, two les-

bian characters engaged in a sweet

commitmcni ceremony: this year,

the producers said, there will be a

wedding. Gay hashing, which in

the first season was greeted with a

sense of helplessness, sparks a far

different response this time out.

lust in. played bv scries co-star

Randy lliirrison. hears an impas-

sioned call to arms at a communi-

ty meeting and joins a vigilante

group — the colortullv named

Pink Posse — to target attackers.

"That spetxh is vcrv important

because it raises the question of

how much arc you willing lo lake

before you stand up and say. 'I've

had enough and I'm going to fight

back." Cowen said, "lis certainly

a question that needs to he asked,

when is en».>ugh enough'.'"

He said he had enough when
President Bush supported a con-

stitutional ban on sainc-sex

nuptials.

"It's creating second-class citi-

zens, it's making gay people sub-

human because they don't have

the same rights as everyone else."

Cowen sakJ. "It opens the door for

prejudice, perhaps even violeiKe.

because the president is saying

gays are ix>t the same as straight

people."

The show was competed well

before it started airing, making

inclusion of the marriage is.sue

seem prescient. But the producers

ca-dii iheir alertness to time spent

in Canada, where the series films

Same-sex marriage has been

deviated k-gal by provirKial courts

in three Canadian provinces

which, together, represent more

than half the country's 52 millwn

people Canadian Prime Minister

Paul Martin promised to intro-

duce a bill to krgalize it

"It certainly made an impres-

sion upon us as Americans living

in a foreign country that gav peo-

ple have certain rights we don't

back home." Cowen sakl.

He and Lipman say they're

grateful to have a forum in "Queer

As Folk" and point out thev never

shkxl away from using it

Cowen licks off a list of is.sucs

they've tackk-d. including .MDS
discrimination: relationships

between HIN-negative and posi-

tive men: drug and steroid addic-

tkm and adoption

The wide-ranging topicality

may have been clouded early on

by the show's sexuality, embodied

by fa-ewhcvling stud Brian (Gale

Harokll. Cowen suggested.

"Pcvpk were so shcxked they

didn't see the other aspects of the

show. All they saw was Brian's

behavior" he saki. That included

club carousing and a succession of

one-night (or shorter) stands.

Cowen and I ipman conierxl

the sex scenes were honest, not

gratuitous. To them, it was a

chance to finally give homosexual

passion a bit of the screen space

reservc"d for heterosexuals.

But they discovered that not all

gays fell the same way.

"A tot of gay people feel it's

dirty laundry and thev don't want

people to see it." lipman sakl.

"But sex is a big part of the gay

community. To deny it . is not

real."

Others in the gay community

embraced the depiction, he said,

and he believes time will vindicate

the approach. He likes to imagine

the show in DVD colkxior boxes

with a place on fans' shelves.

"I always felt Queer As Folk'

would be a rclleciion of where

gay people stood, where the

issues were, where the gav com-

munity was at the turn of the

21st century." he said. "So we try

to be as retlective of what's going

on as possible."

'Eve' and her two friends take a stab at 'mama's boys'
Q: I iust started dating this guy who

wants to know my past experiences

In detail. I am a very open

and honest person, and I

have no problem talk-

ing about my history

wtth guys. But ever

since I told him

how many guys I

have been with,

he has been act-

ing strange. But I

keep reminding

him that the past

has passed, and

we should look

more In the future.

Now I regret telling

him. When Is too

much Information too

much? - J.C.

A: I think you need a serious wake up

call. Never, ever, ever, tell a guy how

many other guys you've had. Guys like

to think they are your first. Seriously

No one wants to feel like anoth-

er number on your list. If

they insist on knowing,

answer lightly and half

the number of real

experiences if you

must. I'm sure he

feels inadequate

and paranoid, and

it might lead to

future jealousy. Try

and downplay

what you have

already said, and

try not to repeat this

mistake in the future.

Guys prefer inexperi-

enced girls. It just makes

them feel important and

worthy in your life. Some infor-

mation is better left for coffee-talk with

girlhiends only.

Original

[ve

My two girlfriends

and I have thrcv things

in coninum: wc have

iill Ixvn heari-hrokcn

once, wc are ail dating

various men, and wc
find humor in mama's

boys. But I also think it

is sate lo say wc may

also liavc poor taste in

the guys wc like. And
as liard as it is to

admit, wc c;in be pretty cruel when it

comes lo the guys we do not like. .And

those arc the guys that probably deserve to

be liked the most. So why do we insist on

poking tun at deserving men when wc all

get together? Shouldn't we be llattered

when (he men in our lives gel a lit tic emo-

tional'.'

My first girlfriend is presently dating

one of the belter looking guys on campus.

He is notorious for his ap(X'iil. iind has

slept with almost every girl in his living

vicinity. Except one. The more my girl-

friend refuses him. the more docile he

becomes. And the less she cares, the more

he wants. Qnly until yesterday did I under-

stand how much more he would like. And

all wc could do was laugh. Must I rcitcr

ale'.' Cliched statements such as. "What

are we'.'" and "I want to be exclusive" are

reserved for women only. How could this

reputable player suddenly become a

mama's boy? And why do we laugh when

a guy's feelings are involved'' Rut then

again, why do wc cry whi-n thev don't?

My other girlfriend has no problem rid-

ding herself of an oversensitive type. Her

last beau was finished after a week of

incessant cuddling and adoration. And
when I met him. all I could say was, "\ou

arc way too nice, get a backbone and be a

man." All while he would gaz-c longingly

into her eyes and tell her how Ix-autiful

she was. And when her last button had

been pushed, all she could say was. "Are

you serious? This will never work, please

leave." And that was that. She has never

had tolerance for mushy inliniacics. nor

will ever have time for Hallmark

moments. But somehow she still happens

to like the idea in theory. And at least she

knows what she wants is not always what

she needs in reality So our only choice is

to laugh.

,As for my.self. I can be a guys' harshest

critic. And thev have no idea. I will easily

admit to spending most of my free time

describing a ridiculous mama's lx>y situa-

tion. .And I will easily admit that it may be

the highlight of my day Whether it is a

plea to sleep over, a simple "when can I

see you again" question, or even an "I miss

you" comment, all lend to be ridiculed

with my girlfriends the next day. But now

I question: why do the guys that we care

about not care? When will this viscous

one-sided cycle end? Could ihrcx' broken

hearts be the evil rcxH lo our cynicism?

Mania's boys should be a girl's treasure,

not a topic of huim>rous conversation.

Maybe it is not so funny after all. Maybe it

is time we all start laughing at ourselves.

F.ve is pen name for a love giini attend-

ing VMass who knous the ins and outs of

firry relationship \ou van ask Ivc for

ad\icc by e-mailing her at eye_origi-

nalsin&yahooami. "Original Sin with

Eve" runs every Thursday in The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian.
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Focus Testers Needed for a
Playboy Themed Sim Game

PLAYBOYV
THE MANSION

2 Kitur sressKiH!. dt Cvbvrlure ShiiJk>!. in Nmihjmpton, MA
FiHxi and beverages provicle».1 to participants.

Males and females needed.

It interested, please send;

• Name, e-mail and phtme
• List ot favorite games

lo; tocus*' cvberlore.com

Where are YOU living

next semester?
o'X'.'t-i

CHECK OUT

<-PuFFTON Tillage!
Excellent location... 1/2 mile from UMass

Spacious Apartments- 1,2 and 3 Bedroom

Townhouses

All rents include heat, hot water and cooking gas

On site laundry, off street parking.

Basketball and Tennis courts.

1040 N. Plea»aal St •410

Amhrr*t. MA 01002

411 f49 OI4f

» « «b puffionvilUtr.com
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Be/b oP /ummer

V

> This ain'Cuour parents' summer

»£urope
The bobol trip:

7 councnes li days

iA
vacation
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\to9-r r n day axf
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$1,259
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(and n«tju Zeolond)

Special Student Airfare:

V jur Jop-Oa

AockkJfxl »3I5 - . 1527

Sydney..-.- »315 1627

Meftxxjpne $315 $527

Cheap Sleeps:

Anliliiii Cftm BK lipocMr* CWt-igrt

>T*MT «uiw upi Moam. MlMi^c
lli»Diinn aauat Moeat . IH'^igK

C«tnw QHyufi HW5> t Wnert, MifrigiT

Jun20 Ju'20 $13'8 $1 S2II
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Best oP Peru"

9 days oP Inco &
.., ..^, _ mochuPichu

S«w*ort«

• 'uCOr !rov«*i

»eruviort '"^1'. T 4 •!

,

$1,595

iTRAVflOAnS frmnlA from NY

' Jut 01 Aug 1b $1725 SISHO

Special Student Airfare:

Apf -Jun Jw- Ocl

Son Jose $315 $627

Bangkok. $315 $527

Cape Town $315 $527

Cheap Sleeps:

•m Jom Bongw hcmc» M^igM
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Olympics may be tainted by drug use
OLYMPICS from page 8

competitors. I rack and ticid's

world governing body, the lAAF.

is already on record saying it

might reduce suspensions Idi ans

athletes who cooperate

It's hard to imugine j mine

pxjisoned atmosphere than the

one that hangs over those U.S

athletes competing lor a place on

the team.

"There's a lot ul ivopic out

here every day giving their heart

and soul, and so maybe the first

reaction for most of us is a sigh of

lelief," Druinmond said in a tele-

phone interview Tuesday, during a

break from training in l,as Vegas

"You think. "Unally, something

is being done, all that hard work

is not in vain.'

"But then you think, track and

field is like any other business and

like a lot of Fortune 500 compa-

nies, there's plenty of conniving

and back-stabbing going on
'

Druinmond just returned liuiii

the Penn Relays, where the

American men and women teams

swept all six relays in the "U.S. vs.

the World" portion of the pro-

gram. Despite all the talk of the

BALCO investigation, he said the

way U.S. athletes pulled together

for the meet was encouraging.

"Once you put that uniform on

and step out on the track, you

realize all you've got is each other.

All the comments, opinions and

personal feelings get put aside

because you don't have any other

choice." he said.

"I don't know what any of

them do when they leave the sta-

dium, so I'm in no position to

make judgments. Right now.

we're just like everybody elst.

waiting around to see what's

going to be uncovered.

"But .somebody has got to pass

you the baton or take it from your

hands. And if we've got to start

worrying about who you can trust

and who you can't, it's going to

make for a long summer."

ri)f'ri< our. fiur " rtir»!iWMKtCT"w**"*wflnBa

BOOK YOUR
TRIP NOW!

Room 224 Compos CenMr Woy
1 Compus Cencar Way
Jnlversicy oP Massochuseccs

(413) 256.1261

onLinc - on the phooc

TRAVEL
www.statravel.com ^ |

OHermanMiller
AUTNOnZEDDCAUR

MHEC Vendor

on cflmpu/ ' on thc /twcct

LEXINGTON
CROl'P

ync &"' Used Office Tunuturv

Trainer Zito set for

Kentucky Derby
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Nick

Zito's world revolves around

showing up for the Kentucky

IVrby.

The trainer has won it twice

but not lately. He missed the

last two I>erbies. and there was a

brief time a fevk weeks ago when
II looked like he might be out ot

luck again.

\ei, it's been quite an ordeal

lor ttw New York trainer wIk>

loiKlly calls Louisville his second

home, but Zito is back in the

L^rby business. He will saddle

Grade I stakes winners The

Clifrs Edge and Birdstone in

Saturday's race, with either quiie

capable of winning

"I have two horses with great

credentials." Zito said

Wednesday outside his bam at

Churchill Downs "If they get in

thc gate Saturday. I'm }ust foinf

say. 'Hallelujah!' and fo from

there.*

A full field of 20 h. .-

entered for the I l/4-iii

with oflkrial odds and post pusi-

tiun order lo be detennined later

Wednesday at the draw.

It wasn't until The ClifTs Edge

won the Blue Grass at KeeiKland

on April lU that Zito knew he

was headed beck to thc Derby

Before the rate. Zito's two other

Derby hopefuls — Eurosilver

and Birdstone — ceme down
v^ith ailments and were pulled

out of the Blue Grass.

Hut a healthy The ClifTs Fldge

s^vcd the day with a rousing fin

i»h to beat Lion Hean by a half

length, and Birdstone has fully

recovered fatn an elevated white
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blood cell count that jeopardized

his Derby chances.

Eurosilver wasn't so lucky

The colt who was high on the list

of most Derby polls developed a

gland infection and probably

won't race again until the fall.

Zito. 56. stayed optimistic

despite the setbacks, but once

The Cliffs Edge rebounded from

two losses by taking the Blue

Grass, the trainer couldn't hide

his joy.

He blew kisses to the crowd.

He bowed He punched his right

list.

Kentucky Derby here we
come.

"Nick was so excited." said

Shane Sellers, who rides The

Cliffs Edge

Zito has saddled 12 Derby

starters, winning with Strike the

CoM in 1941 and Go for Gin in

I9*H Add The Cliffs Edge and

Birdstone to the list, and only

three trainers have had more

Derby starters.

"Both horses have come up
great." Zito said, 'and it's lime to

be here.'

In 2003. Zito won the

Kentucky Oaks the day before

the Derby with Bird Town, a

half-sister to Birdstone. Zito

spent Derby day in l.e\ington

and watched the race on TV' TWo
years afo. he lumed handic^apper

and correctly picked War
Emblem to win.

f>4ow he can choose between

his own horses.

The Cliffs Edge, named for

Equibase chartcaller Cliff

Guilliams. is a big. stout sun of

Gulch who was 2-for-2 at

Churchill Downs last year — a 7

V4-length win in the Iroquds

aiKl a threc-quaner length victo-

ry in tlw Kentucky lotkey Club.

Wkh four wins, two seconds

and third in eight starts, the coh

has earned $»35.2S8 for owner

Robert I^Penta. who bought The

e liffs Edge for $200,000 at the

Kccneland yearling sale

Bobby Frankel. who will send

out Master David in search of his

first Derby win. said The Cliffs

Edge deserves to be the favorite.

'If I was a betting man. that's

who Id bet on," Frankel said.

"He ran so well here as a 2-year-

old. That's a big edge.'

In Birdstone, Zito has a small,

still maturing colt — his third

birthday is May 16 — whose sire.

Grindstone, won the 1996

Derby. Owned by Saratoga

suciaiite Marylou Whitney.

Birdstone became a top Derby

contender after winning the

Champagne at Belmont Park last

year.

But there have been bump
on thc road recently. After win-

ning an allowaiKC race in his 5-

year-old debut. Birdstone was

fifth in the Lane's End at Turfway

Park on March 20. The high

white blood cell count was only a

temporary setback; Birdstone

was out for a morning gallop the

day of the Blue Grass. Since

then, the colt hasn't missed a

beat, and Zito isn't worried

about history that says the last

horse to win the Derby without a

race in April was Needles in

1956.

"I know I have two Grade I

winners, one whose father won
the Derby and his sister won the

Oaks, and one Grade 1 winner

who just won the Blue Grass

and two stakes here." Zito said.

"1 couldn't ask for anything

else."

Neither could Sellers, enjoy-

ing a comeback from a severe

knee injury that sidelined him

for nearly two years until 2002.
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LOVE DON'T
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STUCK ON YOU

15COWLESLANE
Behind Bruegger's
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19 MONTAGUE RD.
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACnoes
1 n illi— »i«nglly
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20 Saoiaianiai
ola<k

22 Haidanadio
24 Mar^ Mnaa
26 NolaaDul
M Ona-eaaad

animal
10 O»ia»o plow
32 Maiartvato
33 Notshony
16 KkJi toy*
40 tamgun'Md
42 Eyalaan

a Fo>aai pan
•»-Ooi«r
70 OrmM
71 Foxnaf

PNlvKiua mjzzLf aoLvao

44 Taka a txaan
46 Saalood ohoKa
47 Thay giva a hool
46 Canyon

phanomanon
SO Opacai

praacnpaon*
U Short laiaai
M NovaaatJaan
fia Orownup*
M Plan
64 Xhaara' >agiia>
65 Nan AKC dog
67 r '-

3 Obtacl on ladat
4 Saaam

• Paahva aound

•sraangrapMc
37 Playing •

maitMa
36 F*i«l namam

myalanaa
3«aaofclak
41 Puilonxaaon
411*

»
10

13 Sitaiaaadlot
omu

21 HunoB'to'
ZSSaobdai)

as Typa ol (kial

0"ay
61 daay aaama
62 AMcannaana
6sr

72 Slngaf V«hi
73 Painia^* ptop

DOWN
1 Maala<r aiMfiDt

Ofay

26 Say tof aufo
27 Play charadas
76 Eya uPwfa
2S -Oianr I

64
66 OaMiy ol Ncabn
S7 Oul-and-aul
60 Popular Hah
61 CartaXdacaoa*
62 nionaraoi

31 Soprano
34 WraaMII 63 Cl<aa<

66 Can naigntKx

-===P-?i^E:"
PPPP-^'p^-T

w —^fffflWF

"
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Dining Commons Menu
DC contact: 413-545-262*

LUNCH
• Chicken Quesadilla

• Philly Steak Sandwich

• Tofu Fricassee

( vegan)

• Black Bean Burger

(vegan)

DINNER
• BBQ Chicken Quarter

• Baked Chicken Quarter

• Grilled Ham Steak

a Seitan Bourguignon

vegan)

Daily Weather Foreca
For Amherst

THURSDAY Ml<y

• H.gh: 78 -fJ^
a Low: 50 '

5T Production Crew
On staff today

NICHT EDITOR
ShenI \M)lnik

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Man Reid

COPY EDITOR
[nkj Lovel\

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR

FRIDAY ^A^
a High: 80 -3[>
a Low: 52 ^T^

a High: 76 ^^^S^
a Low: 52 ^

Cory Rosenberg

PRODUCTION STAFF
Samanfha Mielien/ Rusiell Silvi

HOROSCOPES

$

Ul
Z
C Great minds discuss ideas;

g average minds discuss events;

small minds discuss people.*
-Eleanor Roosevelt ^^y

Classifieds Sponsered by

aquarius • ian. 2o-feb. is

Everyone's not out to get you, they're just

playing a joke. Chill out.

pisCeS • Era 19-Mar 20

lm{X(A ise I se what is available to get the

job done

aries • mak. 2i-apr. 19

Deal with the tact that you're not elite,

stop trying.

taurUS a Apr. 20-Mav 20

Don't be lazy, get your butt out of bed.

gemini a may2Mun. 21

Surprise! Someone's in love with you.

cancer a iun. 22-iui. 22

If you went to UConn you d love Okafor

too.

leO a M.. 2i-Alx:. 22

Protect your cookies.

virgO • Aut. 23-SiPi 11

I hope VOU r<>riiemli«'rf«d tO vrte, it's

imjxjrtant.

libra a sm. 21-orT. 22

Tomorrow will be a sweatpants kind of

day.

Scorpio • Oct. 21-Nov. 21

You're looking lovely today as every

other day.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-0(c. 21

lust remember to use spell check.

Capricorn a otc. 22-iAN. 19

Wallpaper your room, it needs a change.

WiFFLE Rock
MASSACHUSEffrDAILY COLLEGIAN MARKETPLACE

lOK KIM

Mill Vaiicv hM,itcs mm-

Renting 2 hedrm

$1050/1100. 3 bednn

$1350/1400 No last

months rent. Free Heat &
Hot Water. 2 full baths.

AC. On busline Mon-Fri

10-5pm 253-7377

Brandywine Apts. Nnw
leasing, 16i2 hedniom apt.s.

Leases begin June. July.

AuR ix Sep. First come,

first serve. Get them while

they last, www.brandv-

wifie-apts.com Stop by or

Call 549-0600

Hobart Qwukis 3 bed-

room, hatdwoixl floors,

study area in basement.

Cable, telephone (internet

access) m all bednxims and

study. NOW SHOWING
for JUNE and SEITEM-

BER.NOFEES.

www.amhfp'MlP^ "1""=^'

Oom 253-7879

Center ck town 1,2,3 bed-

rooms; hardwoixj floors.

NOW SHOWING for

JUNE and SEITEMBER.

NO FEES, www.amher-

wlincnlnrealtv.cum 253-

7879

Lowell Area Driven Leader

neetled to be crew chief for

one ot the state's larBcsf

exterior house painting

companies. Must be hard-

working. Independent 6i

have t>wn car. Exp. pre-

ferred, but not necessary.

CjII SunK-YiHin @ 978-

387-6337

Painters Wanted in

Danvers area want a chal-

lenging Job outdtxirs

w/mx)d $$$? Seeking driv-

en, Hardworkint!

Individual w/own car to be

a painting crew member.

No exp. necessary Call:

Sung-Y.xwi @ 978-387-

6337

Hardworking individuaU

living aniund 93/95 belt

South i7t 1-90 f.ffiullrime

painter p<>sitK>ns.

Challenging )ob requires

independence, (>wn car.

$10-$12 base rate. Call

Will a 617-699-8970

TEACH ENGLISH
Overseas - Great adven-

ture, great $$$. Trainir^

pnwidedby

InternationaITESOL

Oillegc 1-866-837-6522

ww-w.inicrruiii>.'n.iltcsol.com

Resort Real Estate Sales

AsJStaOL World renowneil

multi-million doll.ir real

estate development com-

pany seeks motivated and

c«jnfii.k-Tit individual to

market high-cnd real estate

at Tlic Grecnbncr Resort

in Whire Sulphur Spring,

West Virginia. Ideal candi-

date is very comfortable

speaking on thc phone &
interested in pursuing a

career in luxury real estate.

Immeiliatc openings avail-

able. Please send resumes

to Mitch Johason- m^ihn-

«^"gyt«sc.com

I MIM()>Mr\T

ATTENTION LAX
PLAYERS Plav & Qach -

Have fun - Make $$$ Top

E3ovs Sports Camp in

Maine Uxikir^ for sraff to

lastruct & coach LAX.

Awesome Summer! Work

with kidsl Top salaru">.

FREE nWW/trvl allow

Apply onlirw ASAP:
www.campcobKisscc.com

BICYCLE TOUR LEAD-

ERS NEEDED: Summer

tceniige bicycling trips.

USA. C^niida, Europe.

Salary plus expense paid.

Student Hostcling

Program, P.O. Box 419,

Q»nway,MA01341 (800)

343-61 32. www.bicy-

cletrips.corri.

Moving: Local moving

company lixiking lor si-lt

motivated individuals, pan

time piisiiions available

immevli.itely Weekday

availability ,i plus. Raises

commeasurate with per-

formance. Potential for

tips. GiKxl attitudes arc a

must. Call (41 3)584-4746

"Barteniiing"$300A>ay

Potential. No Expenence

Nesc. Training provided. 1-

I 800-965-6520 Ext. 162

FMI'I f)> MtST

Lifeguards for the summer

season in pnvatc club on

Cape Gxl. Must have

Lifeguard Training, C-PR,

and Firw Aid. G>mpetitive

wa^, meats provided.

Call for an appointment

-

Wianno QuK Osterville.

S08-428-6981

SEEKING MYSTERIOUS
SHOPPERS! Perfect for

Snidents. Flexible Work

tnim home or sclvxil.

FT/PT. Make your twn

Hour. Call Toll Free 800-

816-9590

Painters wanted greater

Spnngfield aa-a 1-413-695-

2645 or 188-277-9787

Now hinng line cooks,

dishwiishers and dixit guys.

Apply at Anihorsf I3rcwing

(ximp.iny

Students wanted for a sum-

mer p.iintiny job $400 -

$600/ week. Experience

not neetleil Kit a plus. All

hired will go thnnigh a

paid miming program. Call

888-277-9787 or go to

a'tLLECjEPRO.CUM.

Work with friends.

fMPIOVMfNT

Marketing .Agencv Seeks

Outgoing High Energy

Individuals for promotions

$15/h<Hir 888-477-6668

www.hau.spnimotions.ciHn

MRMIliRI fOR ^'Mf

3 Rms of fumimre for sale

Graduating m May Prices

negotiable C^ll Liurcn at

253-4993

HOUSt FOR RFNT

Sunny Garden 4 ReviriKim

HiHisc near .Amherst

Ontcr on IVis Route. .Air

condition, washcr/drycr.

Quiet back street.

$1540.00/monih 587-9574

or RichmcKoiwn®eanh-

Imknci

Hadley Newer Five

Bednxim Home 549-4270

KOOStMMI \\\MII)

Ferruilc nximm.itc w.intcd

to share 2-Klapi in

Sunderland. $41 8/mo.

Includes heal, hot w.itct,

and cable. Av:nl.ibic 6/1 or

earlier. t:all buircn @ 860-

604-6068.

StR\ K IS

Pregnant ' Need help' C jll

Birthright of .Amhcrsi arc.i

for free testing and ,ism>-

tance 549-1906

PREGNANCY TEST-

ING. HIV Tc-stmg. Birth

Control, ami Emergency

Qmrr.iception. .\ftordiblc

.>nd confidential. T.\pcstr\

Health, 27 IV.iy Streil.

Amherst. 548-9992

SliMMIR SUBIf I

Want to live ..lowntown

this summer.' 1 Bedroom,

.AKivc NcwKiry Cornier

Amherst Only 6(X'/nv>nth,

June-Augiist. Call 549-

9309

2 RR .Apt tot sumnier

w/oplion to continue %'61'^

or Best Offer Everything

included C'ont.ict

\nt;ic T MV^vahi»'.>.om

orJamie617-43S-05S^

Ronda only $69 one way

.ill taxes intludcvl

Mexico/(.^nbbean $125

each way all taxes includ-

ed. Euri^- $169 .me wav.

Book on-line w-w^.ainech

isjm or (212) 219-7000

WWII I)

Ctimpensation up to

$7K-f ; loving, cixiples

st-cking egg donors ASAP!

Healthy women, 21 +, non-

smiikers with pnncn aca-

ikmic achievement. View

ww-wtinvtaMsurcsagencvc

ijlll for info or e-mail .ipply

@ tinytreasiires.com for

ipplications. Toll Free 1-

866-357-6868. Refer to ad

-UMA-117.

Teams Wanted for

Summer Witfleball league

in Worcester. $600 in pn:e

money. C;ill508-73S-91 33

or ^^^w.lnas^wiff.com

2 nx)m in 3 bednxun

house Fall option 253-

Q376

2 lx\lriionis, tullv fiimished

.ipanmcnt, 1 full Kith

Avail, ibii- June Kt-

Septembcr 1st. C iill Rachel

Siynwn* 781-264-1512

EGG IX'tNORS NEED-

ED; Extremely gcncrmis

compensation paid. Non-

iti>oke&as|^4d§^iV>

more infotTOifionpTea.se

contact C'hfistinc or Li: at

781-769-6900 or visit

wvw.robettnicholsesd.com
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A border war
UM to face Rhody

in doubleheader
EK Brendan Hall

( 4.)CU*-iAN Staff

if anything, lasc weekend's tri-

fecta erf come-frum-bchind scenar-

ios was. a learning experience for

ihe Ma.vsa*.huM.-tt> ?«jhball team

"Even in the loss lo Temple (in

game 2\ we had runners on second

and third with one out. in both the

sixth aixi seventh." coach Elaine

Sortino said. "We always gave our-

selves the opportunity to win. I

think that's real!) important to cre-

ate the opponunity, and as you

come thmugh those experiences,

you get better at tmishing. I thought

>*K learned a kx.*

But if the Minutewomen (24-

15. 7-1 .Atlantic 10) are to prevent

another heartbreaking loss in

today's doubleKeader at home

i^ainst the Rhode island Rams,

they'll need to cease catching up

and continue setting the tune like

they have been throughout rnoet of

Hitar> Puglia currcntlv lead* UM«»» with a . i47 KattmK «»ci

the season.

"Hopefully, we'll stay ahead.

The thing about tomorrow's game
is. w« want to go out and set the

tone in the game, and create the gap

on our end in terms of going out.

scoring the runs first, and letting

them worry about how they're

going to get their runs on the

board," Sortino said.

And with an offensive amy Uke

the Maroon and White currently

hoittei; bats are the least of worries

on the agenda. There are oirtently

five batters on UMass' roster that

can bocKt about hitting above .280,

including two above .300.

lunkir Hilary Puglia leads the

team with a .547 average and 41

hits, and ranks second in runs bat-

ted in (24). while senior Aisha

Franke will k)ok to ck)se out her

Liireer with another .300 seaaon.

She is currently hitting .313

with a team-leading 22 runs, aiKl

ranks second on the team in hits

1 30) and stolen bases (eight).

As for posver, kxik no further

than suilwart Kl Kelley. After hit-

ting what Sortino called "the

kx^est home run I've ever seen in

my career", a shot estmiatcd to

have gone as much as 290 fM.
KeUey is )ust four homers away

from tying the career reconi at

UMass for home nms (26). set iwl

se«sun by All-American Brandi

Cross.

The sophomore tlwd baaonan

currently hoWs the single-season

record for home rum with thirteen

so far this season, but that number

couU extend itself once a0Mn. She

also leads the Atlantk 10 in RBI

(33).

The pressure to keep the Rams
(11-27) at bay tomorrow will be

dependent not on just putting bod-

ies on the bases, but keeping oppo-

nents off those bags as wdl.

That first Kne of defense foa
through the pitching, whkrh has

performed well under the vatiabk

weather oonditkjns as of late, iunkir

KM Arnold ( 1 3-9) and sophomoie

lenm Bum will be leading a staff of

aces thai have recurded a combined

six shutouts on the i

"[KelHl's got the ability to come

at you m a kx of different ways, and

she oodd throw any of three pitch-

es for a strike at any given nKiment.

I think she's really coming into her

own thia year.* Sortino sakJ.

And while the Rams boast no

batters hitting above .270 and no

pitchers with an ERA bek>w 4.iX),

the Minutewomen certainly aren't

overkx)kmg any wtaknesses.

'Nobody gets oiveriooked.

IMobody gets looked at differently,"

Sortino saki. "Every opponent is

the same. You've still got to pitch

the ball, you've got to hit the ball.

and you got to catch it. Nobody's

any diffenait.

"I think URI is better than they

Vxk on paper I thought they were

pretty decent last year, so we're not

looking by them. 1 think we got two

good games on our hands tomor-

row, and they're very important to

the University of Massachusetts."

Pam Sulkk and the Minute arc looking to bounce back

from a pair of heartbreaking Iomcs over the paui week.

Minutemen look to snap losing

skid against Boston College
By MiKt Marzelli

(Ji)iLn.iAN Staff

Losers of six in a row. the

Massachusetts baseball team

will return to Earl Lorden Field

this afternoon for a non confer-

ence game with Bay State rival

Boston College (18-20).

The Minutemen (13-16 5-4

Atlantic lOl are coming off of a

7-3 loss to Quinnipiac in which

they managed only a pair of

infield singles against

righthander Chris Gresh. and

UMass coach Mike Stone is

looking for his team to put

together a more potent attack

against the Eagles.

"We need to come out with a

renewed sense of urgeiKy and

energy | today), and start swing-

ing the bats like we're capable

of." he said. "We need to be

patient at the plate and get good

pitches to hit. and when we do
we can't miss them."

One thing the Maroon and

White must do if it hopes to

regain its offensive prowess is

develop a rhythm at the plate,

something they were not able to

do against Gresh. who retired

20 of the final 21 batters he

faced in Tuesday's loss.

Leading the charge in that

department will again be junior

rightfielder |ason Twomley, who
has been hitting leadoff of late,

and senior shortstop and tri-cap-

tain Mike Athas. who collected

one of the two hits off of Gresh

with a bunt single and has been

UMass' most consistent hitter

over the past two seasons.

"We need to start getting

things going right from the top

of the order." Stone said. "We
have guys who can put the ball

in play and get on base, but it

just wasn't working like that for

us |on Tuesday) and that needs

to change if we want to be suc-

cessful."

An addition that should work

to help cure UMass' offensive

ills is the return of senior infield-

er Cullan Maumus. An excellent

handler of the bat in addition to

being widely regarded as one of

the Atlantic lO's premier hun-

ters. Maumus broke his hand

when he was hit by a pitch earli-

er this season at George
Washington.

Maumus has two hits in ten

at-bats siiKc returning to action

in the first game of a double-

header this past Saturday, and

has also scored a pair of runs.

He also collected the other hit

off of Gresh on Tuesday, and

could play a more substantial

role in jumpstarting the Maroon

and White's offensive attack as

he works his way back into mid-

season form.

On the other hand, while the

offense was problematic for the

Minutemen on Tuesday, the

pitching staff that was lauded as

the team's greatest strength

struggled mightily in a weekend
sweep at the hands of Fordham.

Righthanders Eric Chown
and Matt Torra were knocked

around for four and sevens runs.

respectively, on Saturday, while

southpaw Keith Doherty was

battened for seven earned runs

in two-and-1/3 innings.

Because of this. Stone krK>ws

that while this afternoon's con-

test is a non-conference affair,

he needs to find an arm who can

give him a quality outing and eat

innings after freshman

righthander Devin Bamett

walked five and surrendered five

runs in four in innings against

Quinnipiac.

"(Bamett) wasn't throwing

strikes like he can. and we need

our pitchers to do that,' Stone

said. "We're coming into the

stretch drive here, and our

pitchers need to be on top of

their game and giving us the

best chance to win."

Despite testing, drugs

may taint Olympics
ByJorfLma
Amocmtid

rm mxESY UMASS media relations

Sophomore righthander Matt Terra and the Maroon and White

will look to get back on track against BC at Earl Lorden Field.

This will be the cleanest team

the United States has ever sent to

the Olympics.

It won't ever be clean enough

for some people.

'Winning the gokl medal in

the Olympics this year will make

you dirty in the eyes of most

Americans." U.S. sprinter |on

Dnjmmood said. "At least that's

what the polls I've read are uy-

ing.

'So you mean lo tell me that I

spent all of the past year — most

of my adult life, really — training

to vnn a goU medal, and if I do,

popular opinkm is going to be

that I'm dirty?"

The short answer, unfortu-

nately, is yes.

According to an Associated

Press poll released Monday, 92

percent of Drummond's country-

men believe the use of steroids

and other performance-enhancing

drugs by Olympians is a problem.

But public perception could turn

out to be the least of their wor-

ries.

Track and field athletes can be

tested anytime and anywhere, in

or out of competition, for more

substaiKes than any other individ-

ual or team sport athletes in the

world. Marion [ones' lawyer said

she has been tested 160 times

during her career, and

Drummond, who at 35 is seven

years okler, passed that mark a

long time ago. But even that isn't

enough for some people.

A witch hunt has begun to find

competitors those tests might

have missed, any athletes still

dumb — or clever — enough to

have used performance-enhanc-

ing drugs, and ban them from the

Summer Games in Athens. Some

of the methods now being

employed are questionable and

getting dkier by the minute. The

investigation has the potential to

get nastier than anything since the

files of the now-defunct East

German sports machine were

unearthed.

In what legal scholars called an

almost unprecedented move, the

justice Department has acknowl-

edged it complied whh a subpoe-

na from the Senate ComnKrce

Committee and turned over docu-

ments obuined during a graiKJ

jury investigalnn into an alleged

steroid-distributwn ring at the Bay

Area Laboratory Co-Operative

(known as BALCO).
There's already some debate

about whether the documents

included grand jury testimony by

dozens of elite athletes about

steroid use. and whether the

Commerce Committee can turn

over that and other materials gath-

ered during the investigation to

the U.S. Olympic Committee or

the U.S. Ami-Doping Agency

Wh»\ no one doubts is

whether the USOC wouW use

those documents to try and knock

anybody off the team who admit-

ted using steroids or other banned

substances

USOC leaders have pleaded

with federal authorities for access

to such evidetKe and USADA has

the power to bring a drug case

against an athlete in lieu of a pos-

itive drug test when the agency

"has other reason to believe that a

potential doping violation has

occurred, such as admitted dop-

ing."

And things could get very

treacherous for U.S. Olympians

depending on how broadly

USADA officials wneld that

power. Besides any admissions by

athletes, the evidence collected by

the grand jury could include docu-

ments and other communications

between involved parties detailing

the sale of performance-enhancing

drugs. Some of it could include

circumstantial or hearsay evi-

dence.

According to a report in The

New York Times, lawyers for

BALCO founder Victor Contc.

one of the four men charged in the

ca.se w\t\\ distributing steroids and

laundering money, have indicated

a willingness to help Olympic offi-

cials if a deal for reduced charges

could be reached with federal

authorities. Additionally, five

track and field athletes who have

already tested positive for the

"designer" steroid THG. or

tetrahydrogestrinone. might also

be tempted to roll over on fellow

S«e OLYMftCS on page 6

retirement
By Pete Iacobelli

.^SStXIATtO PwitS

TRAVELERS REST S.C. —
It turns out lack Nicklaus might

be finished with more than just

the Masters.

He spoke Wednesday about

giving up a game he once domi-

nated, winning 73 PGA Tour

events and 18 major titles.

'I'm about done playing

golf" the t>4-year-old Nicklaus

said at the Nationwide Tour's

BMW Charity Pro-Am at The

Cliffs. He's competing here with

his four sons: lackie, Gary, Steve

and Michael.

"I haven't made up my mind

whether I'm going to play any-

more this year after the

Memorial tournament' in June,

Nicklaus said.

At the Masters this month,

the six-time champion said it

was likely that he would not play

at Augusta Nat tonal in 2005.

And that was before he shot

consecutive 75s to miss the cut

Nicklaus has struggled with

arthritis, injuries and a faltering

game the past few seasons.

"I know I can't compete at

the level I used to compete."

Nicklaus said 'If I go out and

finish in the top 10. and that's a

great week, then I know it's time

to hang up your spikes.

'

Gary Player. 68, empathized

with Nicklaus.

"It's hard spending all your

lime playing golf, like you did

when you were a young man."

said Player, here with his son

Marc.

A year ago. the Golden Bear

was the only Nicklaus around

for the Nationwide event's final

two rounds. He won the pro-am

competition with son Steve and

briefly scared the younger pros

when he got to within five shots

of the lead after 36 holes.

Nicklaus left with a smile on his

face, happy he was close to

again playing successful, com-

petitive golf.

Time and his own high stan-

dards have made it hard to

maintain that momentum.
Nkklaus said.

People continually ask him

not to quit. "But I tell them.

'Well, you're not in my body."

Nicklaus said.

A full day swinging clubs is

more of a physical toll than ever

before. "It takes me a while

before it wants to work." he

said. "If I'm not playing golf, it

doesn't hurt too much. If I am
playing golf, that's when it really

hurts."

Nicklaus was on hand lo

present the Nationwide's 2003

player of the year award —
named in his honor — to Zach

lohnson. who claimed his first

PGA Tour win this year at the

BellSouth Clas:,ic.

Looking at the sculpture of a

younger Nicklaus, he quipped:

'I was that thin once?"

lohnson said Nicklaus was an

idol to so many young players.

"He was the man I looked up to

in this game." lohnson said.

Nicklaus started strongly on

the Champions Tour this year,

finishing sixth at the Mastercard

Classic with rounds of 68, 66

and 67. But he's only played two

other Champion events, none

since March
"If you're not capable of win-

ning, then you're just cluttering

up the field. That's the way I

look at it." Nicklaus said. "Then

again, maybe my standards are a

little higher."

His competitive fire still

bums strongly. He recalled talk-

ing with Player after the 2002

Masters, when the South

African was pleased with a 78 at

a beefed up Augusta National.

"You're Gary Player."

Nicklaus chided his friend.

"You've won the tournament

three times and you're proud to

break 80?"

Then again, maybe Nicklaus

just wants a break after so long

in the spotlight. He returned to

The Cliffs to play with his chil-

dren, one of his life's great joys.

Now, Nicklaus says he's just as

happy to fish quietly with his

wife, Barbara.

"I spent all my weekends the

last 40 years in press rooms at

golf courses." Nicklaus said.

"Frankly. I just think it's time to

... do something else."

Slightly Cheaper gears up

for Spring concert

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE S

Minutemen to face Syracuse

Orangemen tomorrow

SPORTS, PAGE 10
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IBM grants

funds for

new lab
By Sean Benson
CoLLtoiAN Staff

IBM recently contributed $5

million worth of equipment and

technology lo the University of

Massachusetts that will help

build a Linux Lab on campus as

well as provide software and

technology that will improve the

University's Information

Technologies minor program.

Some of the equipment

granted from IBM will include a

Unix server, about 27 worksta-

tions with IBM and several

other types of software. The

Linux Lab. which will cost

approximately $200,000. will

be used fur a curriculum on

open source software that will

give students strong skills in the

Linux operating system. IBM
will also provide software tech-

nology that will give students

hands-on experience with

Rational software and building

software applications.

"When companies like IBM
step up to the plate and recog-

nize the link between strong

academics, research, and the

future workforce, we all win."

said Charlie Schweik. assistant

professor of Natural Resources

and Conservation and the

Center for Public Policy and

Administration, in addition to

being the principal investigator

involved in the Linux l^b proj

ect.

The Linux Lab will be open

to all students across campus,

rK)t just those in the IT minor

program or engineering and

computer science majors It will

give non-engineering students

and faculty the opportunity to

uac state-oftheart software and

server lechtwlogy to work in

several diverse fields of study,

including land-use modeling,

bioinformatics. landscape archi-

tecture and social demograph-

ics. The lab is reportedly sched-

uled lo open this fall in

Machmer Hall.

The contribution from IBM
is a step in the partnership

between UMass and IBM that

See MM on page 3

Student. iMrticipatc U»t night in the second annual Take Bock the Night event lo raise awarenes* of M.xual violence for the »econd niuht

in a row. Thr •.tuJcni!. marched over the St.ulhwest Residential Area, Fralemitv Row and the Crnlnil RcxiJenlul Area.

Community takes back the night
Participants work to increase

awareness of sexual assault

B> MicHELU Rivera

lXH.LK.IAN >IA»t

About 75 students and cxirnmu-

nit> mcmben matched and rallied

last night aprinst sexual vwkmce

for the University of

Massachusetts' second night of

Take Back the Night

l.a<it night was the final niglu ol

the second annual event The event

was ficiiitnni to empower victims

c^ sexual aasault. and increase

awareness of sexual violence and

assault against men and women on

campus and the communit>

"I think ttmight wa.s important

to empower all of the pcvpk- on

campus and abo in the community,

and to encourage everybody to

become aware of sexual assault

and sexual violerKe," saki UMass

University Without Walls ftwh

man. Krika. who spoke imder con-

ditions that her last name no( be

used.

Participants gathering at 7 p.m.

at the Student L nion were greeled

with music provided by WMUA
before marching around aKH> on

and around the UMass campus.

The marchers covered the

Southwest residential area.

Fraternity Row and behind and in

front of the Cc-ntral Residential

Area. The maahers chanted

together, yelling phrases like.

"Survivor? unite. Take back the

night." and "two, four. six. eight.

no more date rape."

Many students in the Southwest

and Central Residential Areas

cheered and applauded the

marchers, aixl a handful of peopk:

in their car^ honked their hom> in

support The maah lasted abinii

45 minuto.

Invited guest spcakci^

addressed the gatherers after and

befoa- the match.

The lir^i >pi-aker wun liiN^aii/a

Leit-Brewingion. the program

director for Community I duciiion

Brcwington lokl the crowd ihai

every woman shoukl be aWe to

safely walk am-where. am lime,

any way.

The next speaker. Ann

Ferguson, a professor of phik)«o-

phy and women's studies at

UMass. urged the crowd to bring

about a culture of peace. FerguM.>n

sakJ that the inan-h tonight wa^ a

great start I crgUM>n sang a song at

the cofxlusiim of her spcxxh.

Benjamin |. O^tiguy. a campus

educator for violence against

women and men for the

Everywonians Center said thai

establishing a nos nias.ulinit> is

one of the steps lor putting an end

to sexual viokiu I

"Wc slxHikl cxpiVNs our gen-

uine self. aiKl vvc also need to inter-

luili/c our manhood and sense of

iiiasvulinity." he sakJ.

ITic kisi speaker. Rebecca M.

lAickwiiiid. thi- associate dirxxtor

for the Rape Cnsis Services and

\ K'lonsc Prcvciiiion Serswes. com-

incikkHl ih«,- luimlvt of ntcn at the

rally

"Otic III IIm.- (ni^iim. lliiii^^ 1^

that there are so many nKn here

it.»night," shi- saki

Lockwood ended her speech

with a piK-m calknl. "Let the

Healing He-gin."

Many students and community

iiK-mbers fc>und the maah and

ralK to K- an enlightening and ben-

eficial cxperierKe.

"The crescendo of voices with

pevipk" man-hing made this prob-

lem of vk>kiKe against nxTi and

women seem lix-able and changc-

abkr." said UMass junH>r Stacy

See AWMENCSS on page 2
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Columnist

criticized

nationally
AMHERST, Mass. (AP) —

A University of Massachusetts

graduate student who wrote a

campus newspaper column
saying former NFL player Pal

Tillman was not a hero for

being killed while fighting in

Afghanistan was sharply criti-

cized Thursday by the school's

president.

UMass president lack

Wilson issued a statement say-

ing Rene Gonzalez' comments
in The Daily Collegian "are a

disgusting, arrogant and intel-

lectually immature attack on a

human being who died in serv-

ice lo his country."

In his column, which ran

Wednesday on the opinion

page and was posted on the

newspaper's Web site.

Gonzalez called the former

Arizona Cardinals safety a

"G.I. |oe guy who got what was
coming to him."

"That was not heroism."

Gonzalez wrote. "It was
prophetic idiocy."

His column, which ran next

to a column praising Tillman as

a hero. also criticizes

America's military response to

the Sept. 1 I terrorist attacks.

Tillman, the San lose.

Calif., native who gave up his

NFL career to join the Army
Rangers in 2002, was killed in

combat April 22 in

Afghanistan

While recognizing

Gonzalez' right to free speech,

Wilson said the student owes
Tillman a "debt of gratitude,"

and said he should apologize to

Tillman's friends and family.

The state Senate on
Thursday approved a resolu-

tion of condemnation, with one

member. Sen Robert Hedlund.

R-We>mouih. calling Gonzalez

a "nitwit."

lared Nokes, president of

the Student Government
Association, also issued a

statement condemning
Gonzalez' column

Gonzalez did not respond to

telephone and e-mail messages

left Thursday by The

See 60NZAI1Z on page 3

Link between Coca-Cola and

Columbian deaths explored
By Sara-Mec.;a.n Walsh

IxH-LsoiAN Staff

"Buying Coca-Cola, its no better then supporting

murder." cried Emma Lang, a BDIC major and mem-

ber of the Radical Student Union during a rally in

protest of the University of Mas.sachusetts' renewing of

a contract with the Coca-Cola Co.

The Radk:al Student Unkin marehcd into the

Whitmore Administration Building chanting: "Hey.

Hey! Ho-ho! Coca-Cola has gotta go!" The rally was

kkked off after a teach-in on Wednesday night about

the alleged human rights violations committed by

Coca-Cola.

Neariy t>0 members of the UMass community

attended the event. The teach-in featured five speakers

from Ray Rogers, leader of the international Killer

Coke campaign, to Kate Harris, UMass alumni and

kxal activist.

"How many people realize when they buy a can of

Coke it has repercussions?" Harris asked. Harris

shared personal stories of her time spent in Colombia,

where Coca-Cola is accused of hiring paramilitan. per-

sonnel to kkJnap, torture and as.sassinate union leaders

attempting to negotiate for worker's rights in Coca-

Cola's subsidiary bottk;rs and distributors.

"Coca-Cola bottling workers are being pressured at

gunpoint to break-up the local unions. " saki Harris,

speaking about the atmosphere of the negotiations.

The allegations of human rights abuses against Coca-

Cola include possible failure to provide adequate

healthcare for its workers in Africa and contaminatkjn

of the water supplies in India.

"There have been a total of 1 79 human rights vio-

latkins against Coca-Cola, including nine murders,"

stated Dan Kovlik. assistant general counsel to the US

Steelworkers who helped the Colombian labor union,

Sinaltrainal. file lawsuit against the company and its

subsidiaries in Colombia. The lawsuits against Coca-

Cola were dismissed from the courts in March 2005

See COKE on page 3

:^DTHt CONTMCT WITH

.MblELIA r LIN«XXNAXK.LKaAN

Ian TreFethen, a senior psvchoK>g> student and member »>f the Radical Student Union speaks yester-

day abtiut alleged human rights violations committed by the CiKa-Cola Co.
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Green thumb
Students yesterday study their plants during their Medicinal Herbs and

Spices class.

Bush, Cheney questioned for hours in

Oval Office by Sept. 1 1 commissioners
By Deb Riechmann

.AsSCH lATFO PrFSS

WASHINGTON (AP) — President

Bush and Vice President Dick Cheney

answered questions for over three hours

yesterday from Sept. 1 1 commissioners

trying to learn how followers of Osama
bin Laden pulled off the worst terrorist

attack in American history.

The 10 commissioners gathered

around Bush and Cheney, who were seal

ed on chairs near the fireplace in the

Oval Office for an extraordinary behind-

closed-doors meeting that was off-limits

to all but White House counsel Alberto

Gonzales and two members of his staff.

Lee H. Hamilton. Democratic vice

chairman of the bipartisan panel, who
had a previously scheduled appuinimcnt

lo attend, and commissioner Bob Kerrey,

a former Democratic senator from

Nebraska, were seen leaving the White

House around noon.

Bush was to make an early afternoon

slalement about the session in the Rose

Garden.

While flouse press secretary Scott

McClcllan called ihc meeting a "good

oppoituniiN for the presitlont lo sit down
with nicinbers of the ci.>niniission aiul

talk with thcni about ihc seriousness

with which we look ihe threat from al-

Oaida. the steps we were taking to con-

front it. and how we have been respond-

ing lo the attacks of Sept. 1 1

."

S

"This is a private meeting," he said.

"The discussion from this meeting will

be reflected in their final report
"

The While House initially opposed

the creation of the panel investigating

the Sept. II. 2001. attacks that killed

some 5.000 people in New York Cily.

Washington and Pennsylvania. Bush and

Cheney agreed to answer questions

jointly after sparring with the commis-

sioners for months over ground rules for

ihc meeting.

In the question-and-answer session.

Bush faced a familiar challenge: convinc-

ing Americans that he responded appro-

priately to an intelligence system that

See BUSH on page 2
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A border war
UM to face Rhody
in doubleheader

By BRtNPAN Hall

If anything, last weekends tri-

lecta ol a>me-fmm-behind scenar-

k» wa-i a learning experienLe for

the Ma-vsachusetts sotthail team

"tven in the k».s to Temple | in

game 2\ we had runners on second

and third with one out. in both the

sixth and seventh." coach Elaine

Sortkio «aid. "We ahvays gave our

selves the opportunity to win. I

think that's rcalK important to cir-

ate the opportunitv. aiKl as you

come through tho&e cxperiefKes,

you get better at fmishing. I thought

we kwmcd a lot.*

But if the Minutewomen (24-

15. 7-1 Atlantic 10) are to prevent

another hean breaking loss in

today's doubleheader at home
against the Rhode Island Rams,

they'll need to cease catching up

and continue setting the tone like

they have been throughout most of

Hilars Puglia currently lea<ls UMa** with j .H< tutting jvcrji(t.

the season.

"Hopefully, we'll stay ahead.

The thing about totnorrow's game
is, we want to go out and set the

tone in the game, and create the gap

on our end in terms of going out.

soxing the runs first, and letting

them worry about how they're

going to get their nms on the

board," Sortiix) sakl.

And with an offensive array like

the Manxm and White currently

hoister. bats are the kast of wonies

on the agenda. There aiv currmtly

6ve batters on UMass' roster that

can boast about hitting above .280,

including two above .30U.

lunior Hilary Puglia leads the

team with a .347 average and 41

hits, and ranks second in runs bat-

ted in (24). whiW senior Aiiha

franke will kjok to ckxe out her

career with arwther . 300 seaton.

She IS currently hitting .313

with a team-leading 22 runs, and

ranks second on the team in hits

1 30) and stokm bases (eight)

As for power, kiok no further

than sialwan Kj Kelksy After hit-

ting what Sortmo called "the

Ux^fen home run I've ever seen in

my career", a shot estimated to

have gone as much as 290 feet,

Kelley is jast four homers away

from tying the career record at

UMaas for home runs (26). set last

season by All-American Brandi

Ooas
The sophomore third basemai

currently hokis the stngle-aeMon

record for home runs with thirteen

so far this season, but that number

couU extend itself once agun. She

aho IckIs the Atlantic 10 in RBI

(35).

The preaaure lo keep the Rama
(11-27) ai hay tomorruw will be

depetKknt not on just putting bod-

ies on the bases, but keeping oppo-

nents off thoae bap as well.

That first line of defease goes

through the pitching, which has

performed well under the variable

weather conditkxis as of late, luroor

Kelli AmoU ( 1 5-5) and sophomore

lenna Bu.sa will be leading a tuff of

aces that have recorded a combined

nx shutouts on the seaaon.

*[Kelli]'s got the ability to come

at you in a kK of different ways, and

she couU throw any of three pitch-

es for a strike at any given moment.

I think she's really coming into her

own thia yeai;* Sortino said.

And while the Rams boast no

batters hitting above .270 and no

pitchers with an ERA bekTw 4.00,

the Minutewomen certainl> aren't

overkxiking any weakneaaea.

"^4obody gets overiooked.

Nobody gets kx^uxl at differently."

SortiiK) sakl. "Every opponent is

the same. You've still got to pitch

the ball, you've got to hit the ball,

and you got to catch it. Nobody's

any different.

"1 think URI is better than they

\ook on paper. I thought they were

pretty decent last year, so we're ikm

kicking by them. I think we got two

good games on our hands tumor-

row, and tfiey'ie very important to

the University of Massachuneits.
°

Pant Sulick and the Minatewomen arc liM>ku.„

from pair of heartbreaking Iomc* over the past week.

h«.k

Minutemen look to snap losing
Pgspjle tfiStillfl, dfUflS

skid against Boston College
jgj^j g|y^pjgj;By MiKi Marzelli

(..)<)lltl.lAN SlAI-f

Losers of six in a row. the

Massachusetts baseball team

will return lo Earl Lorden Field

this afternoon for a non-confer-

ence game with Bay Slate rival

Boston College (18-20).

The Minutemen (15-16 5-4

Atlantic 10) are coming off of a

7-5 loss to Ouinnipiac in which

they managed only a pair of

infield singles against

righthander Chris Gresh. and

UMass coach Mike Stone is

looking for his team to put

together a more potent attack

against the Eagles.

"We need to come out with a

renewed sense of urgency and

energy | today), and start swing-

ing the bats like we're capable

of," he said. "We need to be

patient at the plate and get good

pitches to hit. and when we do
we can't miss them."

One thing the Maroon and

White must do if it hopes to

regain its offensive prowess is

develop a rhythm at the plate,

something they were not able to

do against Gresh. who retired

20 of the final 21 batters he

faced in Tuesday's loss.

Leading the charge in that

department will again be junior

rightfielder lason Twomley. who
has been hitting leadoff of late,

and senior shortstop and tri-cap-

tain Mike Alhas. who collected

one of the two hits off of Gresh

with a bunt single and has been

UMass' most consistent hitter

over the past two sea.sons.

"We need to start getting

things going right Irom the top

of the order." Stone .said. "We
have guys who can put the ball

in play and get on base, but it

just wasn't working like that for

us (on Tuesday) and that needs

to change if we want to be suc-

cessful."

An addition that should work

to help cure UMass' offensive

ills is the return of senior infield-

er Cuiian Maumus. An excellent

handler of the bat in addition to

being widely regarded as one of

the Atlantic lO's premier hun-

ters, Maumus broke his hand

when he was hit by a pitch earli-

er this season at George
Washington.

Maumus has two hits in ten

at-bats since returning to action

in the first game of a double-

header this past Saturday, and

has also scored a pair of runs

He also collected the other hit

off of Gresh on Tuesday, and

could play a more substantial

role in jumpstarting the Maroon
and White's offensive attack as

he works his wa> back into mid-

season form.

On the other hand, while the

offense was problematic for the

Minutemen on Tuesday, the

pitching staff that was lauded as

the team's greatest strength

struggled mightily in a weekend
sweep at the hands of Fordham.

Righthanders Eric Chown
and Matt Torra were knocked

around for four and sevens runs.

respectively, on Saturday, while

southpaw Keith Doherty was

battered for seven earned runs

in two-and-l/5 innings.

Because of this. Stone knows
that while this afternoon's con-

test is a non-conference affair,

he needs to find an arm who can

give him a quality outing and eat

innings after freshman
righthander Devin Bamett
walked five and surrendered five

runs in four in innings against

Ouinnipiac.

"[BamcttI wasn't throwing

strikes like he can. and we need

our pitchers to do that." Stone

said. "We're coming into the

stretch drive here, and our

pitchers need to be on top of

their game and giving us the

best chance to win."

By Jim Litkb

AMOLiATtn Pkbm

COURTESY IIMA-SS MEDIA RELATIONS

Sophomore righthander Matt Torra and the Maroon and White

will look to get back on track against BC at Earl Lorden Field.

This will be the cleanest team

the United States has ever sent to

the Olympics.

It won't ever be clean enough

for some people

"Winning the gokl medal in

the Olympics this year will make

you dirty in the eyes of most

Americans." U.S. sprinter |on

Drummond said. "At least that's

what the polls I've read are say-

ing.

"So you mean to tell me that I

spent all of the past year — most

of my adult life, really — training

to win a gold medal. aiKl if I do,

popular opinion is going to be

that I'm dirty?"

The short answer, unfortu-

nately, is yes.

According to an Associated

Press poll released Monday, 92

percent of Drummond's country-

men believe the use of steroids

and other performance-enhancing

drugs by Olympians is a problem.

But public perception could tum
out to be the least of their wor-

ries.

Track and field athletes can be

tested anytime and anywhere, in

or out of competition, for more

substances than any other individ-

ual or team sport athletes in the

world. Marion lones' lawyer said

she has been tested 160 times

during her career, and

Drummond. who at 35 is seven

years older, passed that mark a

long time ago. But even that isn't

enough for some people.

A witch hunt has begun to find

competitors those tests might

have missed, any athletes still

dumb — or clever — enough to

have used performance-enhanc-

ing drugs, and ban them from the

Summer Games in Athens. Some
of the methods now being

employed are questionable and

getting dicier by the minute. The

investigation has the potential to

get nastier than anything since the

files of the now-defunct East

German sports machine were

unearthed.

In what legal scholars called an

almost unprecedented move, the

lustice Department has acknowl-

edged it complied with a subpoe-

na from the Senate Coniincuc

Committee and turned over docu-

ments obtained during a grand

jury investigation into an alleged

steroid-distribution ring at the Bay

Area Laboratory Co-Operativc

(known as BALCO).
There's already sotne debate

about whether the documents

included grand jury iestimon> by

dozens of elite athletes about

steroid use, and whether the

Commerce Committee can tum

over that and other materials gath-

ered during the investigation to

the US Olympic Committee or

the U.S. Anti-Doping Agency

What no one doubts is

whether the USOC wouW u.se

those documents to try and knock

anybody off the team who admit-

ted using steroids or other banned

substances.

USOC leaders have pleaded

with federal authorities for access

to such evidence and USADA has

the power to bring a drug case

against an athlete in lieu of a pos-

itive drug test when the agency

"has other reason to believe that a

potential doping violation has

occurred, such as admitted dop-

ing."

And things could get very

treacherous for U.S. Olympians

depending on how broadly

USADA officials wield that

power. Besides any admissions by

athletes, the evidence collected by

the grand jury could include docu-

ments and other communications

between involved parties detailing

the sale of performance-enhancing

drugs. Some of it could include

circumstantial or hearsay evi-

dence.

According to a report in The

New York Times, lawyers for

BALCO founder Victor Conte.

one of the four men charged in the

case with distributing steroids and

laundering money, have indicated

a willingness to help Olympic offi-

cials if a deal for reduced charges

could be reached with federal

authorities. Additionally, five

track and field athletes who have

already tested positive for the

"designer" steroid THG. or

tetrahydrogestrinone. might also

be tempted to roll over on fellow

S«e OLYMPICS on page 6
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TRAVELERS REST. S.C. —
it turns out lack Nicklaus might

be finished with more than just

the Masters.

He spoke Wednesday about

giving up a game he once domi-

nated, winning 75 PGA Tour

events and 18 major titles.

"I'm about done playing

golf." the b4year-old Nicklaus

said at the Nationwide Tour's

BMW Charity Pro Am at The

Cliffs. He's competing here with

his four sons: lackie, Gary, Steve

aiKl Michael.

"I haven't made up my mind

whether I'm going to play any-

more this year after the

Memorial tournament* in lune.

Nicklaus said.

At the Masters this month,

the six-time champion said it

was likely that he would not play

at Augusta National in 2005

And that was before he shot

conaecutive 75s to miss the cut.

Nicklaus has ttruggled with

arthritis, injuries and a faltering

game the past few seasons

'I know I can't compete at

the level I used to compete."

Nicklaus said 'If I go out and

finish in the top 10. and that's a

great v^eek. then I know it's time

to hang up your spikes."

Gary Player. 68. empathized

with Nicklaus.

'It's hard spending all your

time playing golf, like you did

when >ou were a young man."

said Plaver. here with his son

Marc

A ytai ago. the Goklcn Bear

was the only Nicklaus around

for the Nationwide event's htwl

two rounds He won the pro-am

competition with <>on Steve and

briefly scared the younger proa

when he got to within five shots

of the lead after 56 holes.

Nicklaus left with a smile on his

face, happy he was close lo

again playing successful, com-

petitive golf.

Time and his own high stan-

dards have made it hard to

maintain that momentum.
Nicklaus said

People continually ask him

not to quit. "But 1 tell them.

Well, you're not in my body."

Nicklaus said.

A full day swinging clubs is

more of a physical loll than ever

before. "Ii takes me a while

before it wants to work." he

said. "If I'm not playing golf, it

doesn't hurt too much. If I am
placing golf, that's when it really

hurts."

Nicklaus was on hand to

present the Nationwide's 2005

player of the year award —
named in his honor — to 21ach

lohnson. who claimed his first

PGA Tour win this year at the

BellSouth Classic.

Looking at the sculpture of a

younger Nicklaus. he quipped:

"I was that thin once?"

lohnson said Nicklaus was an

idol to so many young players.

"He was the man I looked up to

in this game." lohnson said.

Nicklaus started strongly on

the Champions Tour this year,

finishing sixth at the Mastercard

Classic with rounds of 68, 66
and 67. But he's only played two

other Champion events, none

since March.

"If you're not capable of win-

ning, then you're just cluttering

up the field. That's the way I

look at it." Nicklaus said. "Then

again, maybe my standards are a

little higher."

His competitive fire still

bums strongly. He recalled talk-

ing with Player after the 2002
Masters, when the South

African was pleased with a 78 at

a beefed up Augusta National.

"You're Gary Player,"

Nicklaus chided his friend.

"You've won the tournament

three times and you're proud to

break 80?"

Then again, maybe Nicklaus

just wants a break after so long

in the spotlight. He returned to

The Cliffs to play with his chil-

dren, one of his life's great joys.

Now, Nicklaus says he's just as

happy to fish quietly with his

wife, Barbara.

"I spent all my weekends the

last 40 years in press rooms at

golf courses." Nicklaus said.

"Frankly, I just think it's time to

... do something else."

Slightly Cheaper gears up

for Spring concert

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE S

Minutemen to face Syracuse

Orangemen tomorrow

SPORTS, PAGE 10
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IBM grants

funds for

new lab
By Scan Benson
CoLUECIAN St Aft

IBM recently contributed $5

million worth of equipment and

technology to the University of

Massachusetts thai will help

build a Linux Lab on campus as

well as provide software and

technology that will improve the

University's Information

Technologies minor program.

Some of the equipment

granted from IBM will include a

Unix server, about 27 worksta-

tions with IBM and several

other types of software. The
Linux Lab. which will cost

approximately $200,000. will

be used for a curriculum on

open source software that will

give students strong skills in the

Linux operating system. IBM
will also provide software tech-

nology that will give students

hands-on experience with

Rational software and building

software applications.

"When companies like IBM
step up lo the plate and recog

nize the link between strong

academics, research, and the

future workforce, we all win."

said Charlie Schweik. assistant

professor of Natural Resources

and Conservation and the

Cenier for Public Policy and

Administration, in addition to

being the principal investigator

involved in the Linux l.ab proj-

ect.

The Linux Lab will be open

to all students across campus,

not just tht)»e in the IT minor

program or engineering and

computer science majors It will

give non-engineering students

and faculty the opportunity to

use state-of-the-art software and

server technology to work in

several diverse fields of study,

including land-use modeling,

bioinformaiics. landscape archi-

tecture and social demograph-

ics. The lab is reportedly sched-

uled lo open this fall in

Machmer Hall.

The contribution from IBM

is a step in the partnership

between UMass and IBM that

See Ml on pages
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Community takes back the night
Participants work to increase

awareness of sexual assault

Bv MKmLlI RlXTRA

I i>llAt.lA.S >IA>>

About 75 student* and cxjmmu-

ml> members ntarchod and rallied

last night agaiasi sexual viokiKc

for the University of

Ma-ssachasetts' second nighi of

Take Back the Night

l^st night was the final night of

the .second annual event. The event

was designed to empower vktims

of sexual assault, and increase

awaa-neas of sexual violerKe and

as-sault against men and women on

campas and the community

"I think tonight was important

to empower all of the pcopk" on

campus and also in the community,

and lo encourage everybody to

become aware of sexual as.sault

and sexual viofeiKe.' said UM^s

Lniversity Without Walls fre>h-

man. Lrika. who spoke under con

^tkms dial her last name not be

used.

Participants gathering at 7 p.m.

at thi- Student Lnk>n were greeted

with mask; provided by WMUA
before marching around areas on

and anxind ihe UMass campus

The marchers covered the

Southwest residential area.

Fraternity Row and behind and in

front of the Central Reskkniial

Area. The marchers chanted

together, yelling phra.ses like.

"Survivors unite. Take back the

night." and "two. four. six. eight.

no moa' date rape."

Many students in the Southwest

and Central Residential Areas

cheered and applauded the

marchers, and a handful of people

II) ltv.il 1..11- livWIkiJ llwil !h-li.- ,1.

support. The man;h kisied abi>iii

4 5 minute^

Inviied guest spcakci^

addressed <he gatheteni after anJ

before the maah.
The (irsi speaker was l.aUun/«»

1 '" 'an. the r- •

iimunit) I

Biewui^kN) k>kl the ciuuJ itui

evny wuman shoukl ht.' ubic to

saMy «ralk amuK-fv. an\ tiiik,-.

any wayi

The next speakci. \iin

Fergus* HI. a profosK)r of |'>hik>M>

phy and \»onicn's studies ji

L'Mass. urgixl the civrnd to bniip

aKiut u culturx' of pc«ice. Fergusvm

sakl that the maah tonight was a

great start Ferguson siing a sc>ng at

the conclusKm of her speech.

Benjamin I. IKtiguy. a campus

educator for violence against

women and men for the

FvcryMciman's Center, sakl thai

establishing a new masculinitv is

one of the steps fc»r putting an end

"We should express our gen-

uiiK self aixl we also ixvd to intcr-

i>.ili/<.' our iiuinKoxl and sense of

'inilv." he said

last speaker. Rebecca M.

I vKkwood. iIk- ass*.Kiale diavlor

' r the Rape Crisis Services and

. ikTice Prevention Services, com-

mended the number ol men at the

tally

"One of the positive things is

tliut there are so iiuin\ nun hca-

loniglit." shi- sakJ

l.t.i«.kwiKid ended iicr sjh.xxIi

with a poem called. "Ix'l the

Healing Hkpin
"

Miiny siudcnts ;ind (.xMiimunitv

nK-mbcTS fiHind the march and

rally lo be an enlightening and ben-

c-f'icial experience.

"TTk- cres*.endo of vokvs with

pcopk- mar.hing made this prob-

kin of vkik-fh-c against nK*n and

women senn lix-able and change-

ahk.'." sakl UMass junker Stacy

See AWARENESS on page 2
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Columnist

criticized

nationally
AMHLRST. Mass (AP) —

A University of Massachusetts

graduate student who wrote a

campus newspaper column
saving former NFL player Pat

Tiilinan was not a hero for

being killed while lighting in

Afghanistan was sharply criti-

cized Thursday by the school's

president

UMass president lack

Wilson issued a statement say-

ing Rene Cionzalez comments
m The Daily Collegian "are a

disgusting, arrogant and intel-

lectuallv immature attack on a

human being who died in serv-

ice to his counir)
"

In his column, which ran

Wednesda) on the opinion

page and was posted on the

newspaper's Web site,

Gonzalez called the former

Arizona Cardinals safety a

"G I loe guy who got what was

coming to him."

"That was not heroism."

Gonzalez wrote "It was
prophetic idiocy."

His column, which ran next

to a column praising Tillman as

a hero. also criticizes

America's military response to

the Sept. 1 1 lerrorisi attacks.

Tillman, the San lose.

Calif . native who gave up his

SFl career to join the Army
Rangers in 2002. was killed in

combat April 22 in

.Afghanistan

While recognizing

Gonzalez' right to free speech.

Wilson said the student owes
Tillman a "debt ol gratitude."

and said he should apologize to

Tillman's friends and family.

The state Senate on
Thursdav approved a resolu-

tion of condemnation, with one

member. Sen. Robert Hedlund.

R WevnH>uih. callini? ('.on/iiK/

a "nitwit

lared Nokes, prcsiocm ^>\

the Student Government
Association, also issued a

statement condemning
Gonzalez' column

Gonzalez did not respond to

telephone and e-mail messages

left Thursday by The

See G0NZALE2 on page 3
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Link between Coca-Cola and

Columbian deaths explored
B> Sara-Mk^an Walsh

CxKxet.iAN Staft

"Buying Coca-Cola, its no better then suppt)ning

murder." cried Emma Lang, a BDIC major and mem-

ber of the Radkal Student Union during a rally in

protest of the University of Massachusetts' renewing of

a contract with the Coca-Cola Co.

The Radical Student Union marched into the

Whitmore Administration Building chanting: "Hey.

Hey! Ho-ho! Coca-Cola has gotta go!" The rally was

kicked off after a teach-in on Wednesday night about

the alleged human rights violations committed by

Coca-Cola.

Neariy 60 members of the UMass community

attended the event. The teach-in featured live speakers

from Ray Rogers, leader of the international Killer

Coke campaign, to Kate Harris. UMass alumni and

local activist.

"How many people realize when they buy a can of

Coke it has repercussions?" Harris asked. Harris

shared personal stories of her time spent in CokMiibia.

where Qica-Cola is accused of hiring paramilitary per-

sonnel to kidnap. H)rtua- and assassinate union leaders

aliempting to negotiate for worker's rights in Coca-

Cola's subsidiary Ixntlers and distributors.

"Coca-Cola bottling workers are being pressurcxi at

gunpoint to ba-ak-up the local unkjns." sakl Harris,

speaking about the atmosphere of the negotiations.

The allegations of human rights abuses against Coca-

Cola include possible failure lo provide adcx|uate

healthcaa* for its workers in Africa and contamination

of the water supplies in India.

"Then.- have been a total of 1 79 human rights vio-

lations against Coca-Cola, including nine murders."

slated Dan Kovlik. assistant general counsel to the US

Sleelworkers who helped the Colombian labor union.

Sinaltrainal. file lawsuit against the company and its

subsidiaries in Colombia. The lawsuits against Coca-

Cola werc dismissed from the courts in March 2003

See COKE on page 3

»lDm tOMTMCT WITH

fsiEi lA r I |N( XH.N* \i 1 n .l.^^

Ian TreFethen, a senior psvcholo^v student and member ol the Radical Student Union speaks vester-

day about alleged human rights violations committed bv the Cixa-Cola Co.

SAM.^NIMA 10l!RA.S«X)LLElil,\N

Green thumb
Students yesterday study their plants during their Medicinal Herbs and

Spices class.

Bush, Cheney questioned for hours in

Oval Office by Sept. 1 1 commissioners
By Deb Riechmann

ASS(K I.Alhll PkISS

WASHINGTON (AP) — President

Bush and Vice President Dick Cheney

answered questions for over three hours

yesterday from Sept. I 1 coinmissioneis

trying to learn how followers ot Osama
bin Laden pulled off the worst terrorist

attack in American history.

The 10 commissioners gathered

around Bush and Cheney, who were seat-

ed on chairs near the fireplace in the

Oval Office for an extraordinarv behiiul-

closed-doors meeting that was olT limits

tv> all but While House coun.sel Alberto

Gonzales and two members of his staff.

Lee H. Hamilton. Democratic vice

chiiinium ol the liipiiiiisiin piincl. who
had a prcviouslv scheduled .ippointineni

loiilteiKl, iinil commissioner Hoh Kerrev,

a loniicr Democratic scuiitor troiii

Nebraska, were seen leaving the White

House around noon.

Bush was lo make an earls afternoon

siaiemeni about the session in the Rose

Garden.

White House press secietary Scoli

McClellan called the meeting a "good

opportunitv lor the presideni to sit down
with members of the commission and

liilk with ihcni about ihe seriousness

with which we took the ihiciil tvom ill

Oaida. the steps we were taking to con-

front it. and how we have been respond-

ing lo the attacks of Sept. 1 I

."

^v

"This is a private meeting." he said.

"Ihe discussion from this meeting will

he rellccied in their final report."

The While Mouse initially opposed

the creation of the panel investigating

the Sept. 11. 2001. attacks that killed

some i.OtX) people in New York City.

Washington and PennsvJvania. Rush and

Cheney agreed to answer questions

joiniK iifler sparring with the commis-

sioners lor months over ground rules for

the meeting.

In the question-andanswer session.

Bush laced a lamiliar challenge, convinc-

ing Americans ihal he responded appro-

priately to an intelligence system that

See BUSH on page 2
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Bush,

Cheney

questioned
iuSN from pagTi

CIA Director George Tenet said

was "blinking red" with warn-

ings of a terrorist strike. Kxcept

in this case, he had a very limit-

ed audience in a private setting.

The nation's top two elect-

ed oilicials were to be quizzed

about why, for instance, the

Hush administration didn't

make terrorism a more urgent

priority, especially after an

Aug. b. 2001. presidential

daily brief thai, among other

things, warned of "patterns of

suspicious activity in this

country consistent with prepa-

rations for hijackings."

"Why wasn't it higher,

given the threat levels in

spring and summer 2001?"

says former Indiana Rep
Timothy Roemer. a

Democratic member of the

commission. Why. Roemer
wonders, didn't the Aug b

memo cause more people to

man "battle stations' in the

month before the attacks?

The Bush administration

has said it did make terrorism

a top priority, and that there

was nothing in ihe memo that

^pecified the type, time or

place of an attack on Anurica

_Pejspectufe&T B^ Samantha Louras

s your favorite

' of spring?

a.l)\IIU OllUWAN.COM Cbe jtlaggactjugfttg Bailp Collegian Fkiijay, Ahkm iO, 2004

^^1 like the Red Sox,

I'm obsessed. When

the season starts,

everything is better.^

^

Caitlin O'Donoghue

• Skateboarding.^y
Charles PerkowskI

English major

freshman
History major

Community raises

awareness of assault

a
The weather, y y

Thidy Smith

Anthropology major

Spring fever. « y

Kendra Porter

Hospitality and Tourism Management major
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SiutniLk

Everywotnan's Center coun-

wlor advtxates and educator advcv

cafles wcrv on hnd for the event

WWII' Night T-

shirt' sforaiy-

one who needed iheni

Take Back tht Night first

^peaaxl in Kunjpe in l*J7b. and

hat continued tl>' '• the

worid as a sign <>' MR-nt

for women, ni

The event ,
i'> .i

small group of students who ha«c

Kvn mtxting every Wednesday

I n. I. the beginnii^ i^ iKe semester

The events aie ooHifiomorad by

VOX - UHmk. an edMini group

desifptcd to educate the unhwnity

coinmuniiv about reproductive

health and rights, to translate

ifKreawd awareness into pro-

choice acihwn on campus and to

lerve aa a cuaiteiun partner to surte.

national and micmaiiunal repro-

ductive rights efforts. the

F.very-woman's Center. the

women's studies department.

Plamed Parenthood. Sigma Psi

7ii,i Farthfood*. C>recn-0.

s\,vlvi- N Vkwv. Campus Center

Catering Services, Coca-Cola.

Yankee Candk: Coniprtn^ and

WMUA«»l.l IM

<( Being able to study

outside in the sun. ^^

Sarah Modr

^^ Basebatl.^^

Dave Rednan

Theater major History and Philosophy major

Be a Leader in the Army National Guard, and get the respect of soldiers who will look to you for

leadership. You'll also get career training, money for college and opportunities to develop management

skills - plus special training to prepare you for advanced positions. Most Guard members train

part-time, so they're ready to respond if their community or the Nation needs them.

If you have at least 60 college credits and meet other requirements, you can apply to

Officer Candidate School. The Guard offers flexible Officer programs that can help

you stay in school or let you work full-time.

YOU CAN

IBM grant makes new Linux

computer lab a possibility
MM front page 1

ssai created in 1999. Last year,

I he University received a highly

.ompelitive IBM Shared

L nivorsitv Research award, val-

ued ai $2'>5,tXX). lo help launch

the Center for Collaborative

Adaptive Sensing of the

Atmosphere.

In the next ten years.

..searchers from UMass
\inherst and four other univer-

sities involved with CASA hope

lo revolutionize the way the

atmosphere is monitored. Mark
Manny, ihe vice president of

Strategic Alliances at IBM as

veil as the IBM executive in

charge of the UMass-IBM part-

nership, said CASA will allow

sesiing of emerging technologies

^uch as grid cuniputing.

Hanny also said one of the

reasons that IBM has established

such a strong relationship with

' Mass is because of its students.

"One of the things we look

for in a university is the best and

brightest students, which can be

found at UMass ... Some of the

students in the programs we

sponsor come to work for IBM

and help us maintain our leader-

ship, and at the same time they

also go to work for our cus-

tomers ... We currently employ

about 4U0 UMass graduates,

and that continues to grow every

year"

UMass is one of the only

schools in the country that has

created the IT minor program.

Hanny said the program is

another reason for IBM's inter-

est in UMass because it gives

students the skills that IBM and

its clients look for in employees.

"The economy is growing

very strong right now. particu-

larly in the US. and there is a

strong demand for IT skills in

the marketplace, and one of the

things that we're looking for

with UMass is to give students

those skills," said Hann>.

'UMass has a strong rela-

tionship with IBM because their

strengths and our strengths

intersect at many points." said

Maria Michel. UMass director

of Industry Liaison and

bconomic Development. "The

partnership is good for UMass
students because the more we
engage in with IBM the more
opportunities students will have

to work there when they gradu-

ate."

fianny said IBM would work

in the future lo help UMass
become more of an "on-demand

campus." He said this ineans

integrating technology lo help

people at UMass be able to do

more things electronically, such

as taking advantage of more
wireless technology in the class-

room.

"You will continue to see U!>

make invesimenis with other

professors and we will continue

to work with UMass in various

research areas," said Hanny.

Coke human rights record examined

^'ut Kovlik spoke about new possi-

r>le legal action against Coca-Cola.

"Coca-Cola s record in India is

^vurtdalous and it doesn't stop

going." said Amit Srivastara.

speaker for the India Resource

Center arKJ Gkjbal Resistance The

prkiMiy probkrm in India has been

*he alegitiuns of Coca-Cola con-

tanriMMing not onlv the kxal water

>i4iplies but about the drink» it

pnivkks in the Indian nuuiai

"Found in the drinks soU on

the Indian markets, drinks were

knmd to contain pestk:idcs like

HOT ... at k) time* higher than

I c levels aUowod by the European

Inion or the United States." f»c

. lainKd. speatkin^! ot rvsults found

*hcn auihi" uled to test

ilic qualiiN 1 "la pnjducU

li^tributcJ in the Indian market.
' After months of investigation.

I l».iv bixn sfx»wn that the Coca-

t ola Co. is rife with murdet;" con-

cluded Rogers He tried lo ttress to

4iudcnts. "You're kmdit^ your

iMnie and bgo to Caca-Cda as a

ifwrket for their product."

It was thi<> ideal. Rogers

Mievvd. that shoukl prompt the'

indents hetv lo take action.

"first important thing in this

campaign is making Coca-Cola

take the right road even if b> l-ow

Road Morality — by (placing!

social and economic pressure on

them." he sakl

Rogers and the Radk;ai Student

Unkin hope that UMass L^ shilling

to do its part in putting the eco-

nomic prttsurv on C*.ica-Cola bv

preventing the adnunisi ration IroJii

reiwwing the contract that expins

this luiv. By k»ing its oomract

with UMass, Coca-Cola will be k»

ii^ a multi-million dollar market.

At ihe end of the teach-in. grad-

uate >iudeni Martina Robinstm

exclaimed. "Was iK> one paving

attention? How vwrc they alkiwed

lo do that?"

Not all members of the UMass

communit) were as uutnged as

Robinson when hearing about the

allefMiom i^ainst Coca-Cola.

Mmy exprciaed ientimems about

"all corporations doing it" and

view the new bid Coca-Cola will

have to submit to win the new con

tract eagerly.

"I tl^ we cwi use it was a bar-

gaining tool by uHi^ it to get

money from |Coca-Cola 1." said

luce Haripko. lewish Campus
Servke Corps Fellow at Hiltcl

House.

Lee Bouion, a >ophoinore

majoring in crimiiwl justice, shared

similar thoughts with Haripko

wfH.*n he spL>ke for himself and a

friend saving. "We suppon Coca

t. ola We supp».>n it because with

iMt them wv woukln't have money

lor our sports teams, the Mullins

Center and other things
"

Students still in lavor ol the

contriKi vMih Coca Cola and the

adlulnl^ll<ltKHl hase made cam-

I
k1 rallying against Coca

ci>i.< I una lor the Radkal Student

UnkKv
According to Ian Tretelhen.

senior psychology majors arid

member ol Radicai Student Union

heavily involved in the Ci.va-Cola

campaign said. "The RSU was s\s-

letnalicalK threatened with sus

pension |usi for handing out Il\

ITS."

Threat and oppoailkin will n<.>i

cauae the members of the Radk.il

Student Union to end their cim

piiign agaiasi Coca-Cola here

"We have k-ft a note for iIk

ChaiKvlkir telling him we'a- sorn

he's not henr. but we'll be back."

promised l.ang before protestors

k'fi the olfke of ihe Chaivelkx. as

directed bv UMass l\jlice.

Gonzalez

under fire
~
GONZALEZ from page 1

Associated Press.

In a response to the contro-

versy generated by the column,

the paper's editorial board ran

a letter to readers in

Thursday's edition saying

Gonzalez's views do not redeci

The Collegian's opinion

"We do not hold back from

printing news stories, columns

or editorials that may upset our

readership — instead, we seek

to both inform and stir debate

through our publication." the

letter said. "Our decision to

publish Gonzalez" column —
an opinion piece written by a

member of our campus com-

munity — is the onl> way for

us to live up lo this ideal."

- Assuvialed Press

YOU THINK IT,

WE MAKE IT

* WEDNESDAYS FEATURING: *

^— " 51 Drart tutru
m $1 Shooters i Vmi
"
$2 Well Drinks -*

'

Jjpsted by DJ rCT

Spmn{*1tfp-»U|g<»d an

No cover chorge, tU only, i0"2am
0Q0|fj(j(}y

FRIDAYS FMTUWNG:^ ^ .
.

New! Drink •pwiott •vary week! ffMtt

HosIkI by;iym Mal(
^

Nijlit!!!

A920 Moin St.

ti>wer Rd. to Hotyoka
413 532 2292

www.waterfronttavern.com

^5545i&55tj5iir*SJ^t

#7icrg*i/ Hill
The Harp

"10th Hole" at

Cherry Hill

Have teamed
UP to present

the...

Pri(joM ^f 'lent Special!!

$15.00

per person-

Noon-6pm

every Friday

Carts Available

^

Great Food!

Great Beer!
/

Great Fun!

'*A Course For

EveryoneI**

No tee time

necessary

* Just North of UMoss

Campus on Route 63-

Montogue Rood

Coll 256-4071

or 548-6900

for information

$2.00 OFF 18 Holes

with Student I D any day

any time

(1 coupon per person,

not combineoble)

REEF

Hufie selectioo<'

^ of micros.

T imported beers,

and winel

^i W^fiurrt

_ 4fV2^9?42

downtown Amherst

^^SS^^^^^^^^^^^^J^
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Maintaining order at

Hobart top priority
It's become a staple part uf the University uf

MasMchusetts spring semester experience.

Along with annual events siKh as Spring

Concert. Orchard Hill Bowl Weekend and

Southwest Week, the event known as "Hobart

Hoedown.' held on Hobart Lane, alio has the

ability to attract thousands of partygoers. But

the hoedown is one event that does not receive

approval from UMass administration, the

UMass Police Department or the Amherst

Police Department.

Excessive alcohol consumption, the feeling

of having to party as the end cf the semester

apprxMches and the increase in temperatures

are among the reasons people become rowdy

on Hobart Lane during the annual hoedown.

Last year may have been the wildest hoedown

in history. A rioi. which occurred in conjunc-

tion with the Hoedown. caused unnecessary

violence aitd extensive damage to the area.

But revelers and bystanders of last year's

event said they felt the police provoked the riot

and caused the situation to erupt and ended

with 45 arrests Hopefully this year's Hoedown.

expected to occur this weekend, turns out to be

a quieter party

It is not surprising that college students

attend parties and engage in drinking But dis

turbances that get out of hand are inexcusable

Lighting trees on fire and thruwmg lawTi chairs

and beer bottles, like at last year's Hoedown.

arc intolerable actions — no matter what the

occasion

It's also important for students who attend

UMass to realize the reverberations that evenu

like Hobart Hoedown can cause. Disturbances

in the Southwest Residential Area, for instance,

vt^re only a small fraction of the University

community engages in. hamper the school's

repuution. Events such as these inflict uniMC-

easary harm to the school's status as a top-tier

public university

It will be a great day indeed when distur-

baiKes do not overshadow the good of the

University aitd when this institution can shed

its unflattering nickname of ''2LooMass.*

Michad Cargano. vice chancellor of student

affairs and campus life, has made stem mes-

sages about students who may engage in inap-

propriate action. He has threatened to expel

any students who "act out and endanger oth-

ers." Students should take these sutements

seriously Being expelled just weeks before the

school year comes to an end should remind stu-

dents exactly what they will be putting on the

line.

Restraint from police departments is also in

order Infuriating college partygoers will only

turn any scene nasty Caution and careful plan-

ning should be exercised to avoid a scene like

last year's from reoccurring.

I\>iice officers are in charge of the regulation

and control of community members and events.

Preventing and maintaining order is their top

priority and no matter how much crowds act

out. unleashing unrestrained aggression will

only make matters worse.

Unsigned editorials tepnsmit the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts DaUy Collegian

Ediional Board.

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR
A PUERTO RICAN'S

RESPONSE ON
GONZALEZ'S COLUMN

When I read Rene Gonzalez's

vWe. I was appaHed and disap-

poinM. AppaHed because o< such

phnau« 'That was not heroism

K was prophettc idiocy'' and 'it's

hard to say that I have any sympathy

for his death because I don't feel his

'aervice' was necessary'

Mappointed because Gonzalez

chose to Include m his personal

tirade ttiat "in [his] neighborhood in

Puerto Rico" Pat Tillman would have

been called a 'pendeio ' I do not

know what neighborhood in Puerto

Mco Gonzalez grew up in but in my

Puerto Rk:an neighborhood a person

who dies because he chose to forgo

a comfortable life to try to make a

difference in the world, whether he

graes with that or not. wotjid NEVER

be called a "pendejo,' which by the

way, connotes a more negative

Implication than "idiot."

The situation in Iraq and

Afghanistan has divided not only the

country but the world as a whole

Whether one believes the fight is for

good or evil the fact remains that

both men and women are serving in

a foreign land and dying in an effort

to make a difference in the world.

True, perhaps many of them enter

the service to get an education and

a better life, but they also believe, at

some level, that what they are

doing, is for the good of not only this

nation but the world community.

My belief is that fillman joined

the Army out of a deep-rooted belief

that he was making a change That

someone would take such a noble

act, whether or not they believe It to

be herok;, and profess to the world

that Tillman was "a G.l. Joe' guy

who got what was coming to him"

makes my skin crawl I have a

friend, from MY neighborhood

Puerto Rk» who couM live a very

comfortable life, and yet, he aspires

to enter the service of the U.S.

armed forces, and I am certain it is

not because of some "frat boy prop-

aganda bull

'

Again I do not know wtiat neigh-

bortyxx] Gonzalez comes from m
Puerto Rico but I do know ttwt the

maionty of Puerto Ricans on the

island value the life and the sacri-

fices made by those who partKipate

In trying to make the work) a better

place Gonzalez need not agree with

what the US policy is in the MkMte

East, but that does not translate in to

our servKe men and women being

chastised as acting out "macho

patriotic crap " Lucky for him, the

"dreamy American thought process'

gives him the right to express his

own opinion He shouW. however,

abstain from parlaying his opinion

as. in any way. related to Puerto

Rican people.

Maite A Garcia

UMass alum

EXPOSING THE TRUTH
As one who Is SKk and tired of

everyone dancing around the Bush

war dialogue, thank God for your

writer who I learned from "Crossfire"

correctly pegged Pat Tillman for

what he is — someone who was

probably cut down in Afghanistan

because his judgment was clouded

by his ego Keep exposing what the

majority of Amernans are just plain

afraid to admit is the truth.

Larry Walters

Orlando, FL

A REFRESHING VIEW
Today. I was reading a small free

non-regk}nal paper, mainly distrib-

uted in this area at public fransporta-

tkKi stations, called the Metro I read

a report on the artrcle written by Rene

Gonzalez, and to be quite honest was

strangely refreshed to hear some-

thing contrary to all the reports I've

heard regarding Pat Tillman Once

entering the school library here at the

University of Pennsylvania. I saw a

much more in-depth report on

espn.com. It was after reading that

report, I deckled to send in this e-

mall to The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian.

Since Sept 11. this country

underwent a Ome wtwre It was not

"Amerk:an" to ay wwaWng con-

trary to what we heard from

Washington, or to actually have a dif-

fering op<nk>n than a gung-ho

approach toward Iraq. It is not my

opinion to agree with almost an o<

what Gonzalez wrote, but It Is witioul

reservatnn that we have to continue

to support views of all kinds, as tong

as they are not hatehjl

What Gonzalez saki in fact actual-

ly does make sense to some people

in our population, albeit a very small

pen:entege, and It is important that

ttw views of these small sub-cultures

and all cultures within our society be

heard, regardless of what we think of

Ihem We cannot forget that the lead-

ers of our country more ttwn 200

years ago fought lor these freedoms,

the same way tfiat Tillman fought to

keep them alive for all of us in today's

wodd, and in the meantime also

helping to install these freedoms for

those within the borders of Iraq

Brendan Maslam

University of Pennsylvania student

APPRECIATION OF
BALANCED COVERAGE

Although I think Rene Gonzalez's

opinktn on Pat Tillman is a bit

extreme. I want to thank you for giv-

ing two different perspectives on the

news It's ridiculous to think a news-

paper should be selective in what it

prints. By showing opposing views,

readers can come up with their own

opinkxis instead of being tokl what to

think (eg Fox News). Tillman

believed in fighting for his country,

and we should be glad there are peo-

ple like him. At the same time, we
can't overtook the sacrifice that non-

celebrities have given. Poor

Americans who join the Army to sup-

port their family and give the ultimate

sacriftee are overlooked They don't

give up mlllkxis of dollars to fight for

what they believe In, but they are

every bit as heroK as Tillman.

Joe Cronin

UMass student

Bidding adieu to Brussels

Aaron

WodinSctiwartz

The escalator

from the ordi-

nary platform

at the St.

Ka t her i ne
metro stop in

Brussels,
H e I g i u m
dscends diitxt-

ly into what

may best be

described as a

co/y enclave at the heart of the cap-

ital of Europe.

The first thing one ixHkes as he

or she rises is the gray stone tower*

atop an early gothic cathedral

painted surreally upon a bright

blue sky, or. at night, a sky that

glosvs a mysikial laverKk;r, resulting

from the convergence of obscured

violet and cyan neon lights about a

block behind the chuivh.

A short moment later, the near

entirety of the skk of the cathedral,

complete with pnmitive living but-

tresse» and relatively under^iized

vrindows no kxiger housing bnl

liantly cokxed depictions ot bibli-

cal kigertds past, comes into plain

view. By the crest of the ascent, one

finds him or herself rather incon-

sptcuuusly placed in front of a

modestly founuiined pool in the

mkldle of a wklc and peKeful cob-

bl«»tune prumertade running from

the base of the Cathedrale Saint-

ICatherine approximately 200 yards

back to the point where the former

canal Drogenboe once mtersected

the landscape.

The Pboe Saint-Kathertnc is

finfed by the finest, though sadly

the must expemive. seafood restau-

rants in all of Bru>sels. IWo blocks

behind the cathedral is Boulevard

.Anspach. the principal avenue in

the city center Aiiother Mock
beyond that la>ii the Grand Place

and Mannelum Pu stattie. in all of

their historic splendor and pride at

the gcugraphk^ and cultiiral cen-

ter of Brussels.

The few blocks just off to the

wfe of Place Saint Katherine and

Aellewd from Anspach by the

neivbaroque palace playing huAi to

the Mock market are known as

Samr dm and it is probably the

c«i>ie»i itetj^hodM^in BrueMb.<

Man> d ftuniiN d^^unt throu^

llv nuaierou^ hiflBpen air caies

lining the cobblestone streets and

alleys has bom witness to the tran-

quil mingling of FreiKh and

FlemL<«h upon the gentle brocaK.

sprinkled with a subtle tlavoring of

Spanish. Italian. German. Kngiish

and Chinev for good meajaire.

Ifxleed. many a sunny day jaunt

has found itself abruptly halted at

the mercy of the quaint cafe tables

and the succulent prxjmise of petit

cappiK'citK)s served in trendy,

white mugs .

.

In less than throe weeks I will

leave Brussels and return to

Massachusetts to see my friends

and family for the first time since

August. I will bkl adieu to the

friends thai I have made here and

to the bek>ved room that I rent on

the top floor of the buikling at the

comer of Rue St. Katherine that

overiooks both the cathedral and

its breath-taking ckxk tower as

well as Saint-Gery. I have made
such a transitkm before: in (act, the

best 1 1 months of my life were

spent as an exchange student in

Venezuela when I was a junior in

high school with virtually no con-

tact whatsoever with my life in the

United Sutes.

Yet even now I begin to remi-

nisce no6talgk;ally about my life

over the past eight months or so, I

Hm 8xp8ri6nc8 of

studying abroad is

an invahiable one.

The manber of

intangibles that one

aquiras and iearas

living in another

cunure IS seeming-

ly infkiitB.

can recognize )ust how special and

unique an experience I have had

here in Europe I wuuU Kke to take

this opportunity to share with

thoae icaden at the University of

Masaachuietts who are contem-

platmg the benefits and cosu of

uking a semester or year abroad,

the wonder that is the study abroad

experience, and to encourage those

vk^ have not as yet entertained

such a notkm to do so.

The experience of studying

abroad is an invaluable one. The

number of intangibles thst one

acquires and learns living in anoth-

er culture is seemingly infinite.

Aside from approaching academk

issues from mjvel perspectives in

classes comprised of a demograph-

k entirely different from that of

UMajw, even something as simple

as stiolltng down the sidewalk in a

foreign culture inav prove a pio-

foundly exhilarating and eye-open-

ing experience.

Learning and assuming the

nuatKcs of diverse cultures is prob-

ably the most effective and stimu-

lating manner of expanding one's

horizons, and is an all-together

highly fun activity During the

course of my two yeariong study

abroad experierKes. for example. I

have relished the opportunity to

learn to dance like a Venezuelan

and offer a toast like a Bdgiaa

These lessons have helped me grow

aivl think in more ways than I can

even cofweive of.

Each new breakthrough in

understanding a culture presents a

vast new workl of concepts, possi-

bilities, and intriguing realities and

reinvents the self in magkal ways.

Nowhere is this phenomenon more

evkient than in the realm of foreign

language acquisition. Language

frames the way we think aiKl it is

quite interesting, indeed, to

observe how unk)ue forms of

expressing a notion entail distinct

comprehensions of and altitudes

about such an kka. I therefore find

it refreshing that in Latin America

one does not sayi for example. *l

can't play guitar," but rather *l

don't know how to play guitar."

thereby kaiving open the possibility

of leaniing to play

I wouki like to assure my read-

ers that the insecurities surround-

ing the decision to go abroad

shouki not inhibit it. Myths of

'anti Americanism" and "anti-

Semitism" are. in my experieiKC,

giuuly over-exaggerated. The peo-

ple ttwl you will meet abroad real-

ize that you are just one individual

and not the government of your

country. You may or may not find

yourself in live'y politwal arxl social

debates, depending upon your

desire to discuss politics and cul-

ture, but this is hardly anti-

AmeTKanism The ckjacsi I have

come to experiencing such piejo-

dkx was from a Danish girl that I

met on a train who was living near

an American mihtary bMC in

GemMny Since dw soldiefs enjoy

coming into the city and getting

drunk and into bar fights with the

kxals on the weekends, she wanted

to vent a bit of frustration about

such belligerent and ungrackxis

cultural customs. Of course, this

dkl not pertain to me and it w»
entirely justified, so I dkln't mind.

In closing. I eiKourage you all

to investigate the possibilities

available to you through the uni-

versity artd other programs such

as the Council on Intematiofial

Educational Exchange to aug-

ment your college experieiKe.

You all stand to gain immensely

both as students and as people

by stepping outside the pre-

charted sttidy plan and making

your life happen. I know that I

need not lecture the UMass audi-

ence in the greatness of the col-

lege experience and I hope only

that many of you will seize the

precious opportunity you have

and make it great.

Visil the UMass International

Programs Office at

www umass.edu/ipo/ for more

information.

Aaron Wodin-Schwartz is a

Collegian columnist.

Innocent until proven guilty
For many Americans, this principle symbolizes

what our country's judkial system was built on. As

United States citizcas. we have the right to a fair trial.

Hardly, are we denied the opportunity to defend our

name and ourselves. Until substantial cvklerKe is pro-

vkled to prove someone's guilt, he or she is inixxent.

Yet. despite the heavy connotatkm of the

phrase "Innocent until proven guilty." not

everyone hoixirs these words. Oftentimes. ^^^^
innocence is not assumed, but iasiead doubt- ^^""^

ed until proven.

When we k»k to everyday life, we realize the truth

behind this growing trend. In the media, we constant-

ly hear of different public scandals, such as the

Mkhael )ackson child molestatk>n ca.se. People are

quk:k to make judgments and establish definite view-

points on the matter, though no verdk;t has been

reached in court. Granted, we may all make assump-

tions pertaining to someone's behavrar. but to be fair,

nothing is true until it is proven. In Jackson's case,

regardless of our persortal views of the man. no one

has the right to stamp him with such a serious label as

chiW molester unless sufficient evidence can back up

the claim.

It is also not uncommon to face injustice in our

everyday comings and goings. Recently, a family mem-

ber of mine received word via mail that someone had

been making fraudulent charges to her credit card

account. Upset enough by such news, she a.ssumed she

would at least find support from her credit card com-

pany But to her shock, upon calling them, she was met

with nothing but suspicion and endless questions. The

50-year-old was treated as though she was responsible

for all the ridiculous purchases made, despite her per-

fect credit history. It was not until she had become vis-

ibly upset that the company's representetive backed

down, listened to her side arid realized what truly had

occurred. Until this point, he had had no compassion

for this fellow human being. It literally took the vic-

tim's distressed state to make him realize the compa-

ny's accusations had very little factual basis, and thus,

were not necessarily true. Luckily, a potentially devas-

tating legal situation was avoided.

At the University of Massachusetts, many of the

campus' legal procedures are carried out in a fair way.

Students are informed of the consequences of certain

actions, given warnings if they do .something wrong,

and then are punished accordingly if they continue

violating school policy. Certain procedures must exist

in an establishment if it wishes to maintain order and

a .safe environment for all. But despite the good inten-

tions of this legal plan, there are flaws in the UMass

system. Personally, I have witnessed injustices take

place on two separate occasions to friends, whose

names will not be mentioned. These individuals were

forced to prove their inixxeiKC, though they were

guilty of nothing in the first place. And not everything

worked out for the best in the eixl.

One frierxl of mine had oiKe pledged a sorority

and as a gift, received an empty champagne bottle

with Greek puffy paint letters on it. Because of its sig-

nificaiKe. she thought it woukl be cute to

g , y display it in her dorm room. IMow, mind you,

dBCm SjniBJ this was an empty wine bottle, whkh con-

tents were never consumed on UMass prop-

erty. With that sakl. you can understand her surprise

when upon retuming to school from Thanksgiving

break, she found an akohol warning m her mailbox.

She dkln't even drink in college, yet she was being

accused for possessing what the notice called a 'full*

bottle of Merk)t. supposedly discovered by an RA
upon inspecting rooms. My friend was fully aware of

the inaccuracy of this accusation, but how coukJ she

prove herself when the University already assumed

her to be guilty? In the end. she was let off. simply

because the RD she met with for her alcohol hearing

was having a "good day"

Another case of unfair legal procedure occurred

to a different acquaintance of mine. In her suite

someone was throwing a party and, not wanting to

get involved, she decided to stay in her room. The

only thing she contributed to was signing in guests

for the person hosting the get-together. Yet, when

RAs entered the suite in response to complaints of

rowdiness, everyone including my friend was found

guilty of a list of university violations. The RAs had

not personally witnessed everyone drinking, but

everyone was written up on similar charges anyway.

Essentially, based on their false assumptions, my
friend who had purposely stayed out of tro_ole found

herself knee-deep in the mess. And in the end. she

was fined and forced to take alcohol-awareness class-

es, despite her innocence.

UMass does its best to crack down on underage

drinking, noise violations, or anything else that could

harm students. But the school must not always

assume everyone is guilty as charged. Before students

are blamed for something, the accusation should be

examined a little more carefully. Students should be

given the full opportunity to explain themselves.

The principle Innocent until proven guilty is

something we should all recognize as important. Too

often, people assume things of one another and form

false opinions before knowing the truth. A lack of

trust forms. Relations between any two parties, such

as students and administration, remain shaky Only

when we do not have to prove our innocence and

deny our guilt will things ever improve. Until then,

there will always be future problems to deal with,

Becky Martins is a Collegian columnist.
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And tfie winmer is...

Sli^fitlif Cfieaper earns a spot or tine Spriin9 Concert bill

By Nick Romanow
( JlLLH.IAN SlAI-f

The weather is linally nke and spring

!> in the air. whk.h of course means one

thing; Spring Concert. This weekend

brings one of the most antk-ipatcd events

of the entire year and the student popula

lion at large is obviously excited about it.

V\hiW the main bill, headliiwd b> Busu

Rh>me* and featuring lurussic 5 and The

Slip. sKuild prove to be more then

cn< 'lainineni. There is a fourth

aci IK- taking the stage at the

Mullms oil Sunday; Slightly Cheaper, a

University ol Massachusetts band kjoking

at their big break.';
lii'hl not II'

. up. The I

gae/jazz/dance/pop band formed this

past lanuary but ha.s already played a

handful of shows around the Westem

Massachusetts area. Eariier this week they

won a battk: of the bands contest. The

prize was a spot on the Spring Concert

bill, one that will have the barxl playing in

front of a crowd larger than many estab-

lished, major-label bands see

Two of the lour members, bassist

Scott I>ean and guitarist |a> Melcalf. have

gone to UMass whiW the other members,

singer |cn Nelson and drummer Trov. are

from the Western Massathusetts area.

"I went lo school with a friend of

(TroyTs and he introduced us." rvvalkvi

Ndson in an intervic"w folknving a short

>ei the hand pla\ed in the Campus Center

earlier this v^ cek. ~
. . . and then I used to

work with Scott aiKi the other band that

||ay) is in, the drummer is a friend d
mine and he hooked us up."

The band'N unique style, whkh blends

many different ^lues lo create an original

sound, comes from the members' varied

inlluences.

"I've been influenced as much by gui-

tar keyboards and vocals as I have been

drummers," Troy sakl. "other instruments

playing various lines inspire me to do

things."

"1 listened to a k)t of Grateful Dead

and I listened to a lot of Nirvana, and then

I got into dance music, like jungle and

druni-and-bass." Dean sakl. perhaps best

exemplifying the diverse sound of Slightly

Cheaper
"1 alwuys wanted to sutg jjufl

Robert Plant," Nelson offered. The band

also has a great respect of Radwhead and

Nelson also notes that she wishes she

coukl sing like Thorn Yorke.

"We could open up our tunes (in a

jam band-esque way)." Dean sakl, "but

we try to structure, we try to keep them

more organized, we're trying to go for a

more . .

"

"Prettier package." Nelson tinished.

Slightl) Cheaper is playing shows

around the Westem Massachusetts area

constantly and arc always working on

their songs and honing their skills. For

now though thc> have the immiiK>nt task

of entertaining the thousands ol clamor-

ing students on Sunda\. The band howev-

er isn't scared, rather they are \cr\ excit-

being given.

"I'm wkked excited about playing

through, like, bomb equipment." Nelson

laughs.

"My drum sets falling apart." Troy

jokes. Metcalf adds. "1 don't own an elec-

tric guitar"

"I think Wade Boggs ate a chk:ken

before every game," Troy sakl. referring to

pre-show rituals "1 don't know if that's

exactly how 111 prepare for the show."

However the hand chooses to warm

up. they will, no doubt, make sure they

are well prepared. Slightly Cheaper will

be initiating Sunday's festivities when

they take the stage at 6 p.m. to introduce

their imaginative bk-nd of stykrs and gen-

res to the larpcst audietKC they've ever

Massachusetts gets in shape with Punk Rock

Instructor Hilken Mancini leads her Punk Rtxk Aerobics class in

Guitar" ;it the Middle East nightclub in Cambridge last week.

KISH RFYNCllllS/ASSlX-IATFP rHK?:s

a move called "You be the Star Air

By Brooke Donald
.^5!«K lATEn pRgSS

CAMBRIDGE — It's three

o'clock on a Saturday aftemoon

and the small crowd gathered in

the dimly lit nightclub is

pumped and sweaty.

But these clubgoers aren't in

a mosh pit at a rock concert —
they're working out. sweatin' to

oldies that don't quite meet

Richard Simmons' standards.

In Punk Rock Aerobics, exer-

cisers jump, head-bang, kick

and punch to hits by The
Ramones. Sex Pistols and other

indie-rock favorites. There's no

gym, no mirrors, no dress code,

and, "No more sucky classes full

of brain-dead bimbos in span-

dex thongs." according to the

Web site.

"At first I was skeptical."

said Amy Monaghan of Boston.

"But then you get moving and

it's really fun."

Having fun while getting a

workout is what Punk Rock

Aerobics is all about, according

to its creators.

"If you're having a hard time,

that's OK. just keep moving.

Who cares what you look like,"

co-founder Maura lasper said.

The routines and moves,

including "You Be the Star Air

Guitar" (arms swing like a

windmill) and "the skank"

(marching aggressively in

place), are loosely based on the

punk ethic of simplicity and

intensity.

"A lot of the songs have

three chords, .so we keep the

routines to three moves per

song," lasper said. "It's easy,

easy.

"

lasper, a graphics designer

and nanny, thought up Punk

RcKk Aerobics with friend and

singer Hilken Mancini three

years ago. Together, the women,

both thirtysomethings from

Boston and certified aerobics

instructors, published a 208-

page illustrated book outlining

the program earlier this year

"We realized xnc weren't

looking or feeling great. We
needed to get our heart rates up.

have fun. not turn into blobs."

Mancini said.

But their mental picture of

aerobics classes — g\m-hunny

types, mirror-wrapped rooms

and bouncy pop music — wasn't

appealing.

"I just couldn't imagine

going to one of those classes."

lasper said.

The women knew they

weren't alone.

"I wouldn't say there is any

one person we're trying to

attract. Its the woman intimi-

dated hy a gym or the man who
was the kid last picked for his

junior high kickball team."

lasper said. "It's not a bunch of

people with blue hair."

Today, lasper and Mancini

have a loyal following at their

weekly sessions in Cambridge,

and they've recently added

another class across the Charles

River in Boston's Allslon neigh-

borhood. There is a nominal S7

to $8 charge lor a 90-minute

workout.

About a dozen 30-some-

things arc gathered at the

Middle Hast on this particular

Saturday and \es. one man
docs have blue hair.

The philosophy of the class is

simple: keep iiK>ving, no matter

what.

"It's sort of this fine line

between choreography and

chaos." Mancini said.

Dressed in shorts, knee

socks and fitted T-shirts, the

instructors tag-team the class,

shouting out and demonstrating

the moves. A boom box sits on

the bar. blaring Blondie and

other classic punk bands.

Instead of free weights, spray-

painted bricks rest in a pile on

the floor awaiting the strength

training segment of the work-

out.

Mancini and lasper start and

end the class with classic

stretches given sassy names

such as "Ripped T-shirt

Stretch" or "Cat Scratch

Stretch."

After an intense 45 minutes

of knee lifis. lunges, jogging in

place and jumping jacks, exer-

cisers grab two bricks to use as

dumbbells for weight training.

Good form is not lost on the

women, who come closest to

lane Fonda-style aerobics teach-

ers when they remind partici-

pants to "bend your knees, hft

your chest, make sure you're

breathing."

"The\ give me a great work-

out, they're hilarious and it's

not intimidating." said

Monaghan.
Franchising the routines to

gyms, however, goes against the

philosophy of the workout.

"We really embrace the atti-

tude of doing it your own way,"

lasper said. "That's really the

spirit of the class."

lasper and Mancini have

traveled to New York City and

London to teach classes in

nightclubs and promote their

book in record stores. They'll

be in New York again in May,

and plan on heading to the

Pacific Northwest in |une.
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The next step for the MP3
Cigarette-lighter-sized device brings live music to listeners
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Bv Ll'KAS I. AAiPtRI

AssmiAriii PtUiss

NEW YORK — There was

the 78, the 45 and then the MP5
— all heralded as great innova-

tions in music recording tech-

nolug). Fast forward a bit and

now, minutes after your favorite

band sounds its last note, you

can load a live recording onto a

cigareite-lighter-sized hard

drive hanging off your keychain.

Take it home, toss the digital

tiles onto your computer and

then email it to all your friends

with the message "Dude! These

guys are awesome!'
Oh. how far we've come.

On May 21. the first of the

interfaces — digital kiosks real-

ly — will be installed at

Maxwell's, a small indie-rock

dub m Hoboken. N | At $10 a

pop for the recording, and $20
for the reusable, kevchain pen

drive, let the downloading
begin.

"This is a tool that allows

fans to take home and share

some of the best independent

music from small live venues

around the country." said Daniel

Stein. CEO of Dimensional

Associates, a private equity firm

which owns eMusic Live, which
created the machines.

For Scott Ambrose Reilly.

president of eMusic Live, the

idea is to let fans have a legal

copy of the show, which gives

smaller artists and their labels

creative control over (he quality

of the recording and a commer-
cial stake in its distribution.

It is not a one-time record-

ing, and the fans can share the

files with their friends, provid-

ing free word-ofmouth publici-

ty for smaller bands

For eMusic Live, the devices

are iu>i the next step for a serv-

ice that they, and competitors

Clear Channel already provide:

burning CDs of live perform-

ances right after a show ends.

"What we were seeing is that

a large number of people were

taking their CDs home and rip-

ping them to MP3s. so we
thought it would benefit music

fans to eliminate that middle

step." Reilly said.

The technology is quite sim-

ple: The listener goes up to the

touch-screen kiosk after the

show and buys the pen drive

with a credit card from a dis-

penser alongside the screen.

Once that's done, the pen drive

is inserted into a slot and ttu:

recording — in the form of MP5
files — are loaded onto the

device's 128 MB hard drive.

A receipt for the transaction

is then sent to your e-mail

address

"I can remember when I

started the debate was whether
the 45 or 33 would be more
successful." said Richard
Gottehrer. author of hits like

"My Boyfriend's Back," and "I

Want Candy." and chairman of

The Orchard, an Internet-based

marketing venture for smaller

acts also owned by Dimensional

Associates.

"Now the Napsters of the

world are yesterday's news and

this is the newer, legal, next

step.' he said.

Whether the technology will

take off remains to be seen, but

its creators are optimistic and
hope to roll the machines into

venues around the country
soon.

As for fighting music piracy.

Reilly said the technology
would help, but wasn't its main
focus.

'This is more about spread-

ing the music around and less a

fight about piracy and legisla-

tive issues." he said.

At a demo for the device at a

sound studio on Tuesday, a New
York-based band, Elysian Fiel-

ds, performed ihiec ^ongs.

which were quickly loaded onto

the pen drives afterward

Once at home, the dcwci.

was inserted into the USB port

of a laptop and voila! singer

Jennifer Charles' smoky, lilting

lyrics and Oren Bloedow '-•

reverbed-out. brooding guitar

lines filled the living rm)iii.

Charles called the new tech

nology "a beautiful thing
"

"I'm very excited to be a part

of this incredible and sexy tech-

nology." she said between

songs. "It makes us feel very

lames Bond. You can have sdji

little pens — wow. beam mc up

Scotty."
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Kentucky Derby jockeys Tyson set to make yet another comeback
will boast advertisements By Tim Dahlberg

AMUCtATtDPlUM

By Bruce ScHREiNER
AaKKMATCD PrCSS

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Derby jockeys won the

right to wear advertising patches

for the first time in what coukl

become a financial bonanza.

TWo days before the country's

premier horse race. U.S. District

judge John Heybum II blocked a

state rule barring such corporate

sponsorship. He sided with jockeys

who argued that the Kentucky

Horse Racing Authority's regula-

tion violated First Amendment
rights.

jockey Shane Sellers said letting

corporate names take a ride with

them coukl boost horse racing.

"Look what happened to

NASCAR." sakl Sellers, one of the

jockeys who sued for the right to

wear ads. "All of a sudden.

NASCAR is one of the bit^^est

sports. It's because of the endorse-

ments. We need change, but in the

end. I think everybody is going to

be happy."

while the judge's preliminary

decision applied only to jockeys

who sued — including jerry Bailey

aivJ Sellers — the state racing

authority and Churchill Downs
later said all riders can wear ads.

"They certainly ought to have

the same rights as golfers and ten

nis piaycTS." said Roruld ShefTer. a

lawyer for the jocktys "There was

no reaaon really to deny them that

right-

Ads coukl be lucrative for jock-

eys. Some were offered up to

$30,000 to wear a k)gu during the

jockey Alex Solis. who will ride

MaMer David in the Derby, sakl he

bwd up an advertising deal.

"It's great for us." said Sdis. a

plaintiff in the case "We're finally

catching up with the 20UU$ and

moving out uf the I8U0n~

One advertiMng v.-\p(m said the

decision oouU create a stampede of

advertiaeTs trying to get deals with

jockeys.

"It's a tremendoa^ opportunity

(and) will give a renewed interest

for the whole sport." said Peter

Amell. chairman and chief creative

oflioer of Amell Gmup in New
York, which specializes in brand

corMultanc> and advt.-nising.

He predKtcd lu.\ur> goods com-

panies woukl be especially attract-

«1 to the sport.

jockeys sakl thevH kxik for tasteful

ads.

Bailey, a two-time Derby winner

who will ride Wimbledon on

Sattirday, said jockeys are "very

sensitive to the traditions of our

tpoix and our goal Is not to offend

anyone
'

"jockeys work very hard and

risk our lives on a daily basis. We
have canKd the right to make addi-

tional iixxime." he said.

Sellers and Bailey have sakl ads

would be placed on the right pants

1^ where the most TV exposure is

poMibie

William Street, chairman of

the state authority, sakl the deci-

sion to wear ads shoukln't be kft

only to the jockeys.

"The horse's owner, who pays

all bills, shoukl be an active partic-

ipant in the decision-making

process on advertising wom by

jockeys." Street said.

N£w TH/s weeH!
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LOVE DON'T
COST A THING
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15 COWLES LANE
Behind Bruegger's
Downtown Amherst
19 MONTAGUE RD

North Amherst

Churchill Downs laid out

rules, including barring sponsors

it deems "inappropriate" or

"offensive." companies involved

in gambling, or companies that

compete with track sponsors.

The track said it would talie

"appropriate" action against any

jockey violating the restrictions. It

didn't specify penalties.

In a separate case. Heybum
ruled that all jockeys can wear a

patch with the name of the 1 . 1 00-

member jockeys' Guikl.

Several jockeys were fined

$500 for wearing the guild patch

during last year's Derby. They
appealed the fine to a state court:

that case is pending.

Heybum said he would sched-

ule aiK>ther hearing within 30

days to decide whether to make
Thursday's mling final.

Attorneys for the state racing

authority argued during a two-day

hearing that letting jockeys wear

ads coukl lead to corruption. They
also argued that the presence of

ads or other patches could ham-
per racing officials' ability to

determine a winner in a tight fin-

ish or whether a foul was commit-

ted.

Other states, including New
York. California and Florida,

already let jockeys wear ads and
the guild patch.

Gov. Ernie Fletcher sakl the

li^al fight was diverting attentkMi

from the race. Fletcher urged the

racing authority to work with

jockeys, owners and others to

(fcvdop rules that "protect the

integrity of horse racing" while

allowing economic opportunity

for everyone.

In his order. Heybum sakl the

free-speech rights of jockeys out-

weighed the sute's concerns of

limiting its regulatory power.

'The regulatory process can be

repaired and its provisions

amended, if need be." Heybum
wrote. "Once kxt in a crucial

moment, the Hrst Amendment
right, even as to commercial
speech, is difficult to recapture."

jockey Pat Day. not part of

either lawsuit, said he wasn't

opposed to jockeys wearing ads.

He said some guidelines were

needed to "keep us frxwn tuming

into walking billboards
"

Day sakl owners shoukl get a

share of income from the jockey

ads.

"They're the ones who pay the

bilL" he sakl. "Not all the owners

make a k)t of monev."

Mike ly^on has a date, a trainer

and an opponent of sorts for his

first fight in more than a year.

Unlike his last comeback, he also

has a wkle-open heavyweight divi-

sion in front of him.

Tyson's manager. Shelly Finkel.

said Thursday that the former

champion probably will return to

the ring July 31 against journey-

man Kevin McBride. Finkel said

negotiatkms were continuing over

a site and possible pay-per-view

biv)adcast.

"We should have something

definite by next week." Finkel said.

"Titere's a k)t of antKnpatkxi for

him to come back."

The fight woukl be the first for

Tyson since Feb, 22. 2005. when
he kiKxked out Clifford Etknuie in

49 seconds in Memphis. Term.

That was supposed to be the

first of a series of comeback bouts

for Tyson, who was stopped by

Lermox Lewis in the eighth round

of his prevkxis fight. But Tyson

hasn't been in the ring since and

until recently sakl he wasn't sure if

he wanted to fight again.

With the heavyweight division

lacking a big-name champion fol-

lowing the retirement of Lewis,

however, the 37-year-old TVson

apparently has the itch.

"I'm totally confident about

that," Finkel sakl. referring to

TVson 's desire to fight.

The bout could be televised by

Showtime, which has carried

most of Tyson's fights siiKC he

was released from prison in 1995

after serving time for rape. Finkel

said the fight would be promoted

byK-1.

"^e're in the negotiating

process now," Showtime boxing

executive jay Larkin said. "But this

is by no means an announcement."

Tyson has been a future in

recent months at boxing cards and

drew more applause than the main

event boxers when he showed up

earlier this month at Madison

Square Garden for ht^vyweight

title fights involving Chris Byrd

and K>hn Ruiz.

Byrd, Ruiz, Vitali Klitschko

and LaiTK)n Brewster all hold por-

tions of the heavyweight title,

though there is no dominant fight-

er in the division. That increases

the attractiven«»s of Tyson, who
still has a huge fan base despite his

medkxre performances in recent

years.

Tyson seemed reluctant to

come back when Lewis was still

fighting, perhaps because he had a

rematch clause with the former

champion who gave him a beating

in their June 2002 fight With

Lewis gone, though, the road to

the top suddenly got a kjt easier.

"I think he can beat any of the

four guys out there that are cham-
pk)ns." sakl Freddie Roach, who
trained Tyson for the Etienne fight

"He just needs to have discipline

and get in shape."

Roach said he will train Tyson

again, beginning next month in

Phoenix. Tyson quit training a

week before the Etienne fight

because of a dispute with

Showtime over the money he

woukl be paid, though he said at

the time he was ill. Roach sakl he

didn't think he woukl have any

problems over whether Tyson

wants to train.

Formt^r hrawweighi champiun Mike TvMtn kitu nng»iilr during

matchck at Madikun Square Garden in New York Uitt Saturday.

Jury works to decide Williams' fate
SOMERVHLLE. N.j - jurors

in jayson Williams' manslaughter

trial tokl the judfe Thunday they

are in agreemaM on six of the

eight charges against Williams

aivJ are split on two others. The
judge tokl them to keep trying.

The development came on the

afternoon ol tne second full day of

deliberations in the case of the

retired NBA star.

'Let me jndk:ate to you that

we are going to ask you to contin-

ue in your deliberations."

Superior Court judge Edward M.

Coleman tokl the paiKl.

It was not specified which

counts were still being debated.

Among the charges Williams

faces are aggravated manslaugh-

ter, the most serious with a poten

tial sentence of 30 years; recklesN

ntanslaughter. assault: a weapons

violation: and tampering with wit-

iwsses. The charges stem from the

Feb. 14. 2002. killing of limou-

sine service driver Costas "Cus"

Christofi at Williams' mansion.

The note explaining the split

was the sixth the jury had sent

from the room where it had

already spent over 1 5 hours con-

sidering the charges. Of the five

notes sent on Tuesday and
Wednesday, none focused on the

top charge.

On Wednesday, jurors had tes-

Williams said and did just after

the shooting.

The panel also heard again

about who allegedly loki house

guests to lie to polke about where

they were when the shotgun

Williams was handling went off in

his bedroom.

Defense attorneys have argued

the shooting was an accklent and

that a malfunction in the gun's fir-

ing mechanism caused the

weapon to go off Prosecutors

contend Williams was handling

the shotgun so recklessly that it

amounted to a cnmc.

In all. the eight charges carry

up to 55 years in pnson

_ ThP sbootiog happened as the

former New Itfrwry

gave a tour of his

Nets player

mansion to

friends and members of the

Harlem Gkjbetrotters.

To convki Williams. 36. on
the manslaughter charge, the jury

must unanimously find that he

retkltrssly caused Christotis dmh
"under ciaumstaiKe> manifesting

extreme indiffereiKe to human
life"

Williams is also charged with

trying tu make the shooting kx>k

like a suicide b\ wiping down the

shotgun and putting Christa6's

hands on the gun Prosecutors

sakl he instructed his guests to He

lo authorities.
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Focus Testers Needed for a
Playboy Themed Sim Game

PLAYBOYV
THE MANSION
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Males and females needed.
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• Name, e-mail and phone
• List of favorite games

To: foc\is*>cvbcrlore.com
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^^
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oneglan is lilring tor next semester

downtown Amherst

Come talk to Scott, Shannon, or Rachael

or call 545-1864

105 Campus Center Basement
Freshmen and Sophomores are encouraged to apply
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Kim comes back with a bang for Sox
By Howard Ulman

.AsaHlATtll PkJ:S.S

BOSTON (AP) — Byung-Hyun Kim ^ve Fenway

Pttrk fans a reason lu cheer him.

In his first outing since he made an obscene ges-

ture when they booed him in last year's playoffs. Kim

pitched live scoreless innings of one-hit ball coming

off the disabled list Thursday.

"Maybe the fans that don't like nte didn't show

up." he said after the Boston Red Sox' third straight

shutout, a 4-0 victory over the Tampa Bay Devils Rays

in the opener of a day-night doubleheader.

Kim and three relievers limited the [levil Rays to

three singles and Red Sox pitchers extended their

scoreless streak to 32 innings, seven short of the team

rt»;ord set in 1916.

Boston relievers have pitched 30 1-3 straight

shutout innings.

"Their confidence is high." manager Terry

Francona said o( his pitcfwrs. "They arc a good staff

giMng through a great period."

Boston won its fifth straight game and has the best

rK;ord in the majors at 14-6.

Kim (l-0> received knid ovations from the largest

(.rovkd at Fenway Park in 14 yvars when fie took the

mound in the first and \»hen he kft it in the fifth

'I worrv about a good start rather than how tfw

fans are foing to react." he said. "As time goes. I think

I am going to have better stuff

"

Laiit October, Kim raised his middk finger when

{m» booed him during introductions before the third

fMK. and the first at Fenway, of the Al. division series

ag^ist Oakland.

Kim went on the disabled list in spring training

with a strained right shoukier In three rehabiliution

appeiranocs. he alk>wed no earned runs in 8 1-3

inninp before being activated Thursday

"FIc's pretty deceptive out there" with his sidearm

delivery. Tampa Bay's Robert Rck said "He seemed

like he had good speed with his fastball

"

Tim Wakefiekl pitched two innings. Mike Timlin went

11-3 innings and Alan Flmbree got the final two outs

David Ortiz hit a two-run homer in the fifth and

added two doubles as he extended his streak to nine

games with an extra-base hit.

"As long as you produce for this pitching staff that

we have we'll be fine," Ortiz said. "We have guys that

can be the No. I starter on any other team."

Tampa Bay's only hits were two singles by Tmo
Martinez aivl one by G^f Blum.

"We've been kept off balance a lot all year," Devil

Rays manager Iaxi Piniella said.

It was the Devils Rays' seventh game with fewer

than two runs. They've played 1*1.

Boston's shutout string began with five innings

Saturday in a 3-2 win over the Yankees. The Red Sox

beat New \'ork again 2-0 on Sunday when Pedro

Martinez pitched seven irmings. and defeated Tampa
Bay 6-0 Wednesday when Curt Schilling pitched 7 1-

3

'

The game was rescheduled after Tuesday night's

rairuxit of the series opener The attendaiKC was

35.614. the most since 35.735 attended a game at

Fenway on Sept 18, 1»W0.

Kim left with a 2-0 lead on Ortiz's fifth homer of

the year after lohnny Damon walked atKl was forced

out at seccmd by Bill Mueller in tfte fifth.

In the sixth, Brian Daubach doubled and scored on

Mark Bellhom's sacrifice fly off Victor Zambrano (5-

2). Dave Mc-tarty was hit by a pitch with the bases

kjaded in the seventh.

Kim had five starts in 49 appearances for Boston

last year after beirtg obtaitvxl from Arizona, hie

prefers to start and reclaimed the No. 5 spot in the

rotation behind Martinez. Wakefield, Schilling and

Derek Lowe, who was nheduled to pitch Thursday

flight s game against Damian Mo«>s.

Kim, who alk>wed the tying run to reach base in

the ninth inning of Boston's kxw in the Al. division

series opener against Oaklarxl, was jeered when the

public address announcer read his name last Oct, 4

before Ciame 3

That's when he made his gesture. Fie apokjgiz»i

later but was \tii off the Al. championship rosier with

a stiff shoukier

Boston Red Sox tUrtint; pitcher Bvuns-Hyun Kim delivcn. to the Tampa Bay Devil Ray* during first

inning actitm iii Fenway Park in Bi>»ton vritirrday.

Ex'Coach sues St, Bonaventure Minutewomen rip Rhode Island

B\ Ji>HN W'AWRim
,\9iiiiiAni< Piuais

Former Sonnies coach |an van Breda Kolff is

suing Si Bonaventure. saying he was wrongfully dis-

missed following last year's player eligibility scandal

\an Breda Kolffs lawyer Lew Conner tokl The

Associated Press on ThurvJay that a lawsuit was

scheduled to be filed in US Federal Coun in Buffalo

by the end of the day. Fie said van Breda Kolff is

suing the school for breach of contract, Hbel. inva-

sion of pnvacy and injurious falsehood

The suit comes after van Breda Kolff — now an

aamtani coach with the NBA New Orleans Flomets

— attcnqxed to ne|^Miatc a resoluiion with the

school over the approximately $1 million k;ft on his

contract when he was dismissed last April.

The dismissal came a month after the Ek>nnies

men's basketball program was sanctioned by the.

Atlantic 10 ConfererKe for using junior forward

lamil Terrell. Terrell was ruled ineligible because he

failed to meet NCAA junior colkge transfer guide-

lines. Terrell earned a certificate in welding at a com-

munity college before transferring to Si.

Bonaventure

A Si. Bonaventure investigation found no direct

evidence that van Breda Kolff knew of Terrell's sta-

tus, but concluded he should have attempted to

determine the player's eligibility consklering he was

aware* of the quc-stions raised.

St. Bonavc-nture-'s trustees based their decision to

fire* van Bre-da Kolff on the school investigation's

coiKlusions

Conner said van Breda Kolff has since been

cleare*d of any wrongdoing after an NCAA investip-

tion. Ia.st February, found he had committed no vio-

Uiiions. St. Bonaventure- spokesman Dave Ferguson

said the school siands by it> bnduigs.

By Brendan Hau
iiHUt.lAN SlATf

DUNKIN'
DONUTS

(^tand Opening^
May 1st from 9 am - Noon

-, ^^
60 Union Street

EAST HAMPTON
Radio Appearance by Lazer 993

10 am - Noon

In its head-to-head match-up

against the University of Rhode

Islaixi. the Massachusetts softbiill

team simply doininaled.

"We did what we wanted to do.

We got in the dnvers seal, and just

drove the bus," coach Klaine

Sortino said. "We did exactly what

we needed to do, csublished our

rhyihm. our tempo, took matters

into our own hands. That's iIk way

tu do it."

The UMass bus went on to

stcama)ll the Rams (14-30, 2^ A
10) yesterday b> counts of 8-0 aixl

50 >Mpcxtivcl> jyjgiHgnd the

natio^vlongiM 3?>m^ Winning

Mfcak ti 67 Fi-rThr first tina in

threx* games, the MinuiewcHiK-n

t2t)-l3, 9-1 A-10) weren't bur

dened with havirtg lu tuiik Im^^

from a dc*ficit.

"We just had great gnxmdball

defense, turning in doubk; plays .

.

that's us at our best. We've turned

a lot of doubk' plays this year:

wc ve caught a kM of grviundballs.

and we've made the most out of

thc*m," SorliiX) sakl.

The Minute-women startc-d out

the day by <<c'tting a tone lliat

woukl re*main urK hanged through-

out the doubkrhcader In the lop of

the second, afler knna Thurston

walked both lamie Cahalan and

KC Buda*wic/, Amanda Morin

breKight hcHiK' Cahalan with a sin-

gW to k"ft. Morin and Budrewicz

got extra bases on an overthrow ai

hotiK*.

.After Aisha Franke singled

home Budre'wicz aiKl stole second.

Thui^ion walked Ftilarv Puglia to

RentO
of ours

AbcMbniflwIir

• Cars

• Passenger Vans

• Trucks

POHERS

k»Kl up the bases. Pinch-hitting for

Candice Molinari. IX-nise IVnis

came up clutch again, driving in

two runs with a double thai

bounced off the fc-nce

"I brought in a hitter instead of

a slapper, aixl we stayed with

I
Denis

I
. We needed somebody to

drive the ball, and that's what

Oeniie doa,' Surtirui s.iKi "Dk
past six or seven ganK-s. she- s <.i>nic

up aixl knocked souk* critical runs

in She broke the game oix-n tv*Kc

today, she's big.'

K| Kdkry munded out itu

ing in the second with a lu

single. The MinutewoiiK-n ptckixl

up two more iasuraiKc runs m iii.-

fourth via a two-run lu>ir

Hilary Puglia. her fifth of the

Kelli AnK>kl 1 14 5i pitcln

inning» in the win

Game two saw more of the

sairte, with sophomore* ace |c*nna

Busa (12-7) finally pkking up a

win afler several previous renigh

• Dincf Billing to

Insunnce Companies

• Fret LksI PIcIi Up

• Locally Owned and Operated

549RENT''^'

at Nortli Amtierst Motors
Collision Rtiuir Center

m.Hrtii'-

OnBusRotlt'L'

r-FREE
yxveaways!

May 1st from 9 am - Noon

110 Russell Street

HADLEY

Radio Appearance byWMAS 94.7
10 am - Noon
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LEXINGTON

Buyers 6r tellers of Quality

Xciv 6r Used Office Turnittire

IX simi fri S|).i(t Plaiiiiiiii; liKt.ill.ilioiis

f FnrTiitiin R( iif.d N- Ijc.isinL' PaiK-l Svstciri';

\»\\ 6: Rciiuuiiifacttircd

Eric Bascoffl 413,746,3064
ericPlexingtongroupinccom

380 Union St., West Springfield, MA 01089

feiKe, Puglia raced home fix)m sec-

ond to beat out tfie tag for the first

run of the game. UMass quickly

made it 3-0 when Jamie Cahalan

scored home Denis and Michea

llo'ness following another double,

this time off right-center.

UMass added two more runs in

the fifth on a sok) fiomc run by

Denis and an RBI triple from

Ruda'wicz.

For the Rams, it is the fourth

straight time in which they have

been shutout by UMass.

FREE Donut
with the purchase of a

medium or large coffee

IDUNKIN* I

IDONUTS' !

m9. %i$ Mtf filiii Myw hM Ml tnm (m^m W|r Ml m ipnini

nOtMrf^*HJbyOHtN^riMiMrp««U-NMW(Mfairfril«)ii«M(MpMif|r^ I

1 ! c past fc-w games have been

Q
kiixl of lough for nte." Busa said.

| don 1 know if vou would call ii a

slump, but things haven't been

going my way 1 stuck with it. just M
kepi working hard, kept doing z
what 1 had to do. and lodaN rcalK

'

feels like 1 can get il done bij;

Today realh felt like mc." et
She celebrated her 20th birth-

day in grand fashion, hurling <i a.
complete game for a shutout, her Ul
sixth of the year H

Vleanwhik", the Minutewomen

a
Loniinued to mck the Rams on

offense. After Denis slammed a

double off the left-centerfield

Stuffed Shells

vegetarian)

Falafel Pocket Sandyvich

(vegan)

DINNER
• Dili Salmon
• Chicken Marsala

• Forest Ragu

(vegan)
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HOROSCOPES

Cherish all your happy
moments: they make a

fine cushion for old age.
-Christopher MorUy

Classifieds Sponserfd by

WiFFLE Rock

aquarius • ivn. 20 Fra is

Admit If. You never fell out <»f love with

Brifr>ey Spears.

pisCeS • Feb. 19-M.ar. 20

I ove haixlles are this spring's hottest acces-

sory: if you've got 'em, th<>n flaunt 'em!

aries • mar. 2i-apr. 19

Eat chtKolate. That is all.

taurUS • Apr 20-MAV20

The time has come to roll fk)wn the yvin-

dovvs and lil<»st some SprinuMci'ii

gemini • may2i-iun. 21

tat soHH' ice cream, go to the movies

and indulge your inner teenybopper.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Always stretch before working out, y<^ur

hamstrings will thank you.

leO • K'l. 2)-Avc. 22

Try on your skinm jeans You yvon't be

disapfX)inted.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sipt. 22

Update your look with a shopping spree.

libra • srn. 23-ocT. 22

Spend some time reading that gtxxl book

you're always too busy for.

Scorpio • Orr. 23-Nov. 21

Don't let people get up in your grill.

Stand up for yourself.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22 ot*. 21

OftentmH-s in life you're fwced to do

things vou don't want to do. just deal.

Capricorn • dk 22-ian. 19

Things will all end up just fine. It will just

take a little time.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\l'\KIStIM FOK KIM

Mill Valley Estates now

RcntinK 2 bedmi

$1050/1100, 3 bedmi

$1350/1400 No Uist

numths rent, Free lleHt

& Hot Water, 2 full

baths, AC. C>i busline

M<in-FnlO-5pm253-7377

Brandywine Apts. Now
leasing, 1&2 bedroom

apts. Leases begin June,

July, Aug or Sep. First

come, first serve, (let

them while they last.

www.brandvwine-apt5.cc)m

Stop by .X (ill 549-060}

Mobart C^indos 3 hetl-

rixMTi, hardwtxxl flcxirs,

study areii in Kascment.

Cable, telephone (inter-

net access) in all heil-

r(K>ms and study. N(^W
SHOWINC for JUNK
and SErTEMHER. NC
FFF-S. yyyyw.amherstlin

colnrealtv.com 253-7H7'^>

Onterof town 1, 2, 3

bednxmis; hardwixxi

flc«ts. N(W SIKW-
ING for JUNE and SEP-

TEMBER. N(^ FEFi^.

www.amherstlincolnreal-

a^am 253-7«79

l^u•l<)^ stt ST

Spa miinager East

Hampton Part-time

nights and weekends

$^^/shift 41 3-695-3765

CANTONESE,
JAPANESE. K(WE-
AN, MANDARIN
Earn $75 ImiiviJuaU

fluent in Cantom-se,

J.tpanese, Korean, and

Mandarin needetl to par-

ticipate in a test devel-

opment activity.

Particip.int.s will pnwide

respt)nses to the

Listening, Reikling,

Lingiiage StnK tures,

( liiltural IJndcrstaiKliny,

Language Acquisition,

Speaking, and Writing

sections of tests for these

languages. Participation

is hy app«'intmcnt May 3

May 14- For more

informittion call Pam

Cijgliorti, National

Ev.iluation Systems, inc.

256-0444.

Painters wantetl greater

Springfield area 1-413-

695-2645 or 188-277-

4787

FRENCH. GERMAN.
HEBREW. ITALIAN,

LATIN Earn $50

Individuals fluent in

French, Cernuui,

Hebrew, Italian, and

Latin nettled to partici-

pate in a test develop-

ment activity.

Panicipints will respond

to approximately twen-

ty-five multiple-choice

questions, and provide

responses to Writing and

Speaking sections of

tests for these languages.

Participation is by

appointinent May 3 -

May 14. For more infor-

matkn call Pam ( ligliotti,

National Evaluation

Systems, Inc. 256-0444.

Liwcll Area Driven

LevKler needtxl to be

crew chief for one of the

state's largest exterior

house painting compa-

nies. Must be hardwork-

ing, Indepentlent &
have own car. Exp. pre-

ferred, but not necessary,

(iill Siing-Yixm @ 978-

I

387-6337

.\-v--iM.iiii, World

renowned multi-million

dollar real estate devel-

opment company seeks

motivated and confident

individual to market

high-end re.il estate at

The Greenbrier Resort

in White Sulphur

Spring, West Virginia.

Ideal candidate is very-

comfortable speaking on

the phone & interestetl

in pursuing a career in

luxury real estate.

Immediate openings

available. Please send

resumes to Mitch

Johavm-

miohnson@gbrsc ccmi

Painters Wimted in

Danvers area want a

challenging Job (xitdixirs

w/gixxl $$$.' Seeking

driven, Hardwtrrking

Individual w/own car to

be a painting crew mem-

ber. No exp. neccssiiry

CmW: Sung-Ytx)n @ ^78

387-6337

Students wantetl tor a

summer painting job.

$4a"^-$6W/week.

Experience not needetl

but a plus. ,M1 hired will

go through a paid train-

ing program, (ill 888-

277-9787 or go to (XX-

LECiEPR(^.(X^M. Work

with friends.

- Moving: Lix:al moving

company lixiking for self

motivated individuals,

part time positions avail-

able immediately.

Weekday availability a

plas. Raises commensu-

rate with perfonnance.

Potential for tips. (kxxI

attitudes are a must, (ill

(413)584-4746

Marketing Agency Seeks

Chitgoing I ligh Energy

Individuals for pn>nu>-

tions$ 1 5/h(Hir 888-477-

6668 www.hauspromo-

tioiis.com

"ft»rteniling"$3a'(/l>ay

Potential No Experience

Ne.sc. Training pnwidal.

l-800-%5-6520Ext.l62

I StPIONMIM

Hardworking individuals

living .mHiiid 9 3/*)5 belt

SiHith i>f 1-90 for tulltime

piinter positi»ins.

(?liallengine job rei|uires

indepentlence, own car.

$I0-$12 base rate, (ill

Will ©617-699-8970

URMTIKI lOK

3 Rms of fiiniiture tor

sde ( iradnatmg in May

Prices negotiable (
'all

Laurenat25<-4^W^

HOliSI lOR RENT

Hailley 5 Beilnxmi Plus

home, 2 baths w/ laiin

dry li(x>kup. Lirge y.irJ,

minutes from LlMass.

5494270

Had ley Newer Five

Bi\lriHim I lome 549-

4270

K()()M\1\II

Female nximmate want-

ed to share 2-Kl apt m
SunJerl.ind. $4IH/iiiii.

IiicIikIcs luat, hot w.itcr,

KOOStMMI \\ \sill)

arul cable. Available 6/1

or earlier, (ill I^uren @
860-604-606'<

SFR\I( rs

Pregnant.' Nec\l help?

Lill Binbnght of

Amherst area for tree

testing and assistance

549- 1 'W

PREGNANCY TEST-

ING, HIV Testing. Birth

(^mtrol, and Emergency

(^>ntraceptioii.

.Affordable and confiden-

tial. Tapestry 1 lealth, 27

Pray Street, Amherst.

548-9992

SIMMFR M Blf I

TTie Boulders 2 lx\lrix>ni

apt. available June Ist-

Aiigust i5tb fall option

413-478-3915

Want to live ikiwntown

this summer.' I

Bednxim, AKive

Newbury (ximics

Amherst CHily

600/iuonrh, June-

August, (ill 549-9W

2 BR Apt tor summer

w/option to cimtiniK-

$820orBest("Hter

Everything includeil

( "ontiKjt

,\nv'ie T MV"@y>tho>>,c

om or Jamie 61 7-435-

0559

2 bednx>ms, fully hir-

nishcxl .iparttnent, 1 full

bath. Available June 1st-

September 1st. C;ill

Rachel S:yman@ 781-

264-1512

wwiri)

Compen.sation up to

$7K-t-; loving, couples

Sleeking egg donors

AS,AP! He.ilthy women,

2 1 +, non-smokers with

proven academic

achievement. View

u-yyw.tinvtreasure-

v>t;encv.coni for into or

e-mail apply @ tinytrea-

sures.com for applica-

tions. Toll Free 1 -866-

357-6868. Refer to .td

HJMA-117.
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Minutemen face Orangemen
By, Matt Brady
CoLLEtiiAN Staff

Scnkir midticldrr Neil Lundheru »w» »« P-'" *'^ »^'"' ***'*'* '**'* ^*'*'" *'" '^' Minutemen. UM»m

tfavck lo Syratuii* toawmm ti> uk«- on ihr lV<ns*mrn. Titw.«« i» »Ufed <or I p.m.

The Syracuse lacrosse team is

shining up its rifles. Head Coach

lohn Desko is peering though his

sight There is no getting around

it. the Massachusetts Minutemen

will have a target on their bacLs

when they walk into the Carrier

Dome for Saturday's 1 p.m. con-

test.

Forget the fact that the

Orangemen (9-2) have beaten

UMass (6-6. 1-1 ECAC) every

time except one in the last 22

^ears. The plain and simple truth

IS that last year, the Maroon and

White knocked off then-No. 7

Syracuse 14-1? in overtime, and

Cuse is not likely to forget that

fact anytime soon.

Of course, this year is a far dif-

ferent situation. Last year, the

Minutemen were a top 10, one-

loss team, while this year, the>

have struggled through a frustrat-

ing season that has seen them lose

three games by two goals or fewer

and post just a 2-4 record away

from Garber Field.

And what may be the greatest

difference between last year and

this is the fact that this y«rs

annual contest against the

Orangemen will be heU at the

Carrier Dome, a place where the

Minutemen have yet to win a

game. Syracuse is undefeated at

home this year with its last win

coming over Albany 1 8-8.

The Maroon and White is com-

ing off two heartbreaking losses

on the road, against Yale and

Georgetovm, losing to the pair of

kmgtime foes by a combined three

goals. That recent setback has put

a downer on what was an impres-

sive four-game winning streak

where Greg Canella's squad

appeared to emerge from an eariy

season funk.

Last week against the Hoyas.

Caneila got solid peribrmances

from attackmen Kevin Gletu and

Sean Morris, with the former scor-

ing four tallies and the latter scor-

ing a goal ar>d four assists, but it

was not enough to overcome a 9-6

halftime deficit on the road, and

Georgetown went on to a 12-10

victory.

Eariy in the game, it kxjked

like the Minutemen might be able

to put together their third straight

vktory over the Hoyas, with the

Maroon and White jumping out to

a 2-0 lead But G-Towns four

straight goals to ck»c the first

quarter gave it a lead it woukJ

never relinquish.

The Orangemen have gone 5-0

this season at the Carrier Dome,

scoring an average of 1 7 goals in

those five victories and winning

their contests by at least four goals

in each game. The No. 4

Orangemen's lone defeats on the

season have come at the hands of

top-ranked lohns Hopkins and

No. 1 1 Rutgers on the road.

Syracuse is led by senior Mike

Powell, who has followed in the

legacy of his oWer brothers as one

of the elite lacrosse players in both

Syracuse's and all of college

lacrosse's history. Powell has 57

points this season (M) goals. 27

assists), moving him up to 275

career points, fourth best in SU
history. Fellow attack Brian

Crockett is a disunt second with

38 points, but has 28 goals to his

credit Goaliender lay Pfeiffer has

been somewhat inconsistent thi*

season, with an 1 1 .46 goals

against average and a 522 save

percentage.

The key matchup for the

Minutemen couW be in the faceoff

depanment, where Cuse's top

two. Geoff Keough and lake

Ptunket have produced a .516

(142-275) winning percentage.

Matching them for UMass will be

sophomore Dane Collins, who has

won 4«.4 percent (1 05-2 1 7 ) of his

facooffs this

Baseball falls to B.C.
By Mike Majueui

This was not a game Sc-o«

Ratltff deaerved to lose.

hist over a week after (laming

iHJi in the tir^t rourvl of the 2V04

Baseball Bcanpot with a balk that

Korcd the winning run for

Northeastern, the beleaguered

UMass (I VI 7. 5-7 A- 10) ckjser

made his return to the mound ye^

tcrday afternoon for th^

Massachusetts baseball team

against Bcanpot champii-n R, ,M,.n

College (1 9-20)

Working three-plus innings in

one of his longest outings of the

season. Ratliff pitched very well

but faltered at a most inoppor-

tune time for the Minutemen in

the lop of the tenth inning.

With two outs atkl a runner on

tirM. the southpaw surrendered

an RBI double to left centcriield

off the bax of Boston College left

tickler la.son Delaney. giving the

Flagles a wikl 1211 win at F^ri

IxMtlcn Field. The kjss was the

Maroon and White s seventh in a

row.

UMass returns to action

Saturday afternoon, wfien it trav-

^1» u Km^vi.n. Rl for a ihrce-

gone Ailaniic 10 series with A- 10

east division frontrunner Rhode

Island. Saturday will tealurc a

doubleheader. while the teams

will play a single game on Sunday.

"It was just one of those days

where as many runs as you got. it

ja«l wasn't enough." UMass head

coach Mike Stone said. "We

coukin't get anybody oui for most

'<c game, and when we did we

In't get the bats going

'It was one of those frustrating

games you don't like to kMe."

Ryan Morgan was the winning

pitchier and an offensive star for

the Eagles. alk>wing just a hit and

no runs in an inning of work

while also posting a strikeout and

hitting a tremendous two-run

home run off the Mullins Center

Practice Rink in ihe sixth. The

win was Morgan's first on the sea-

son against two losses.

Ratliff. meanwhile, worked

three-and-2/3 innings, allowing

one hit and one run while striking

out three and walking two. The

loss was his third of the season as

he falls loO-)

"I thought I Ratliff) pitched

very well twlay," Stone said. "He

l^W
^fl^miiEiiDQiD @(sisiiiin)i!niLii

really kept us in the ballgame with

swne big pitches He had good

control of his breaking ball ai>d

threw strikes wt>en he needed to,

and it's a shame |l>rlaney| got

that big hh. because he dkln't

deserve the outcome."

Boston College go! its offense

going from the out.set. as right-

fielder Knc Wright took Jeremy

DenKrs first pitch of the game

over the right centerfteld wall for

a 1-0 Eagle lead

Ryan Ixahy. Ryta\ Morgan and

Drew Locke then reached on a hit

and a pair of walks, respectively,

before Demers induced Delaney

to ground into a double play that

scored the second BC run.

The Minutemen got a pair

back in the bottom of the first on

a two-out. two-run singk by sen-

ior tri-captain Matt ReynoWs, and

both teams posted single runs in

the second before BC bounced

back with three in the top of the

third.

The Maroon and White

responded with a pair of runs in

both the third and the fourth to

tie the score at seven, before an

RBI single up the middle off the

bat of first ba.semen Bill Rankin

plated centerficlder Derek

Durepo to give UMass an 8-7

edge in the bottom of the fifth.

The F.agles again overtook the

Minutemen with two runs in the

sixth and seventh, but UMass bat-

tkd back for two runs in the sev-

enth before Durepo tied the game

at 1 1 with an RBI single to left

center scoring Reynolds.

Minutewomen look to continue

success against St. Bonaventure
By Jew Himi

Drama.
This isn't Frankie from the "Real WbrW San

Diego" drama. This is the wliofc season is nding on the

final game of the year drama.

The Massachuaetu women's lactwse team ( 5-9. V
3 A-10) earned two road wins last weekend in

Philadelphia against St Meph's and U Salk-. but ihey

need another win this afternoon against St

Bonavenmre (9-5. V2 A- 10) in order to advance to the

Atlamk 10 postseason.

The game will be played at 3 p ni at Garber FieW

where UMass is M this seasion. The Bonnjes are cur

renlly riding a three-game njad kising streak and are V

3 away from home on the year

It has been a roller coaster ride for the

Minutewomen all season k)ng They dropped six

straight non-conference games in March before open-

ing up the A 10 season with an upset win over

Duquesne.

The giris k»t their next three conference gamc-s

before vanning a pair last weekend setting up today s

season-defming game.

To add to the drama. St. Bonaventure can also

clinch a playoff birth with a vktory today, and they will

also be kx>king to avenge last season's 1 4- 1 3 kjss to the

Minutewomen
UMass a.ssistant coach Karen Healy knows wrhat to

expect on the fiekl today with both teams vying iur a

spot in the postseason.

"St. Bonaventure is very emotional. They don't

think they will ever k>se. Our team is more poised than

they are, but (St BonavtTiture'sl enwtion will bring

moie emotwn out of us," Healy .saki, who is in her sec-

ond year as assistant coach.

The Bonnies offense w\\ be a very complicated one

to shut down as they have five players v»ith at least 22

goals, and three players have tallied 40 or more points.

Individually, they are led by Kelly Chevez who has

29 goals and 34 assists for 63 points and Uura

SpauUing who has scored 32 goals and nine assists for

41 points.

Heal\ sakl the Minutewomen have had a very

stmng vieek of practke vkWW working on how to shut

diM-n an offen.se that focuses mainlv on hall move-

ment .

"They are a passii^ team. We need to shut down

their cuners They score a kn of goals on fast breaks,

so we need lo shut that do^Ti, too. I trust our defen-

si\e unit to handk- their scorers." Heal> said.

FolkiN^ing the two well-played victories last week-

end, they have had an easkr week at practke heading

into today's match up

"The giris did all of the sinall things right and came

out on top I
last weekend |. We were more disciplined

the last tvwj games than we have been. Its going to be

very emotkxtal. They were ready to play this game yes-

terday' HeaK sakJ.

UMass has been k-ad all season by senkws Tracey

i:)rown and hope Zcllingcr Drown was named

IkfnoraWe Mcntwn Natknvil Player of the Week by

lnsidcljicrosse.com on Wednesday for scoring 10

goals and two a-ssists in the weekend's rwo vktorie*.

Drown has scored 39 goals and notched 17 aMists

for 56 total points, and her stats have her climbing

towards some of UMass' single season records. She

currently Iks in a tk for ninth place in goals scored,

and she is tied for eighth in points scored.

Zellinger's 42 goals have her in a tk for third on tfje

all-time singk season list, and she is nine away from

the top spot.

"Carrie j BoWuc | and I kx)k at each other at the end

of each game and say we're so grateful that Tracy is on

the field. Hope is the same way. They've bc-en positive

all season. They piwide senwr leadership and are

mature players," Healy said.

UMass can put a stamp on it today with a win over

the Bonnies. Healy was very Wunt with her team's

objective today

"If we win. we're in. This game is do or dk. They

don't have a second chance and they know that."

Healy said.

Friday, April 30

sport Opp./Eveiit

Womefi's Lacrosse vs. St Bonaventure

Amhers, Mass

Time

3:00 p.m.

Saturday, May 1

Celtics hire Rivers as coach
By Jimmy Golen
AsSlK lATED PmSS

Sport

Baseball

Softball

Women's Rowing

Men's and
Women's Track

Men's Lacrosse

Opp./Event

at Rhode Island

Kingston R.I.

VS. Pordham
Amherst, Mass
at Syracuse
Syracuse N.Y.

atA-10's
Richmond, VA
at Syracuse
Syracuse, N.Y.

Time

12:00 p.m. &
2:30 p.m.

12:00 p.m. &
2:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.

9.00 a.m.

1:00 p.m.

Sunday, May 2

Sport Opp./Event

Baseball at Rhode Island

Kingston, R.I.

Softball vs. Quinnipiac

Amherst, Mass

Men's and Women's at A-1 0's

Track Richmond, VA

Time

12:00 p.m.

12.00 p.m. &
2:00 p.m.

8:45 a.m.

BOSTON (AP) — The

Boston Celtics named former

NBA guard E)oc Rivers as the

16th coach in team history on

Thursday, charging him with

the task of restoring order to

the league's most successful

franchise.

Celtics head of basketball

operations Danny Ainge intro-

duced Rivers at an afternoon

news conference. He takes over

for interim coach |ohn Carroll,

who was dismissed Monday
after the Celtics were swept

from the opening round of the

NBA playoffs by the Indiana

Pacers.

"Danny Ainge called me and

asked me to coach the Boston

Celtics." Rivers said. "If you

like basketball I don't know
how you could say no to that."

Ainge had said Monday he

was in no hurry to hire a new

coach, but he quickly reached

an agreement with Rivers, who
has served as a television com-

mentator since being fired as

head coach of the Orlando

Magic early last season.

"This is the guy that we

wanted to be our head coach."

Ainge said. "That's why the

search was so fast and short."

Rivers was fired by the

Magic last Nov. 17 after the

team started a league-worst I-

10. He went 171-168 in four-

plus seasons with Orlando and

was the NBA coach of the year

in 2000 after leading the Magic

to a 41-41 record with four

undrafted starters.

"I've been with Larry

Brown and Rick CaHisle. who
are great coaches. But Doc

Rivers is the best coach I've

ever played for," said Celtics

point guard Chucky Atkins,

who played for Rivers in

Oriando. "I am excited to have

him here."

The 42-year-old Rivers

joined ABC Sports as an ana-

lyst two days aftei he was fired.

He'll keep his TV job through

the NBA Finals. ABC said.

Rivers played 1 3 seasons for

the Atlanta Hawks, Los

Angeles Clippers. New York

Knicks and San Antonio Spurs

before retiring in 1996 to

become a TV analyst for Turner

Sports.

In Boston. Rivers faces a

challenging task. The Celtics

won their record 16th NBA
title in 1986. but after 18 years

and six coaches, the team is

still looking for No. 17.

rHRlS(rMF,ARA;ASMH lAIfcHCRF-SS

The Boston Celtics have signed former Orlando Magic coach

Doc Rivers to become the team's next head coach, according to

media reports.
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Small crowds gather at Hobart Bustamante, Murphy

Police take preventatfve measures; 21 arrested Wid SGA eleCtiOHS
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An unidrntifieiJ individual ik armted bv Amhrrkt pt>li«.'r oiikm (nitkidc Ht>(iart Lanr during « cclrbratiim Utr Saturday niche into rarlv

Sundav m<»rnin|{.

By MiHiRis Sl^iUEIl

I Ollf.l.l'SN STAft

Numerous police patrolled the area near

Hobart Lane (his weekend and broke up
crowds before a riotous atmosphere similar

to that of last year's Hobart Hoedown could

develop

Between Saturday afternoon and 2:30

a.m.. Sunday. Amherst Police Department

officers arrested 21 persons, all but otw for

alcohol-related offenses. iiK'luding violation

of the open container bylaw, minor person in

possession of alcohol and operating under the

influence of alcohol One person was arrested

for a disorderly person offense, assault and

battery and malicious destruction of property.

A statement from the APD noted that the

number of arrests is typical for a weekend.

A police presence had accumulated by

early afternoon, when not more than 50

guests had come to the area around Hobart

Lane and Puffton Village Drive to celebrate.

The police continued to gather all day

long, and by nightfall, officers stood at alnK>st

every street corner. Cruisers from either the

APD or the Ma«Mchusctts State Polic#

passed by on North Pleasant Street every few

minutes.

APD officers patrolled Puffton Village

Dnve in the cruisers, on bicycles and on foul.

Officers from APD also gathered on Hobart

Lane, in addition to an ambulance and a

paddy wagon from the Hampshire Count\

Sheriff.

A private company providetl -tMinis „,

the apartments on Hobart Lane.

Throughout most of the night, parties car-

ried on relatively unbridled However, police

appeared to have a problem with people who
gathered outside.

At about 12:30 a.m.. Amherst Police

moved onto Puffton Village Dri\c to break up
a small crowd that had developed both at the

bus stop and across the street.

"In about live minutes. 50 cops in full riot

gear are going to come in here and start pelt-

ing everyone with pepper-ball." one officer

shouted at a man outside of 22 Puffton

Village Drive, whom he held by the sleeve of

hiN shirt.

That moment never cume. but the com-
ments dkl anger one of the residents of the

apartment.

"It's alm<»i like they're trying lo prevent

people from having anything lo happen —
anything ai all — just in case ii gets bad.' said

lo'ieph P C'>ralta. a sophomon." legal studies

student who is living in the apartment.

(Regardless of police presence, soine resi-

..^..|N were happy that a riot did not devek>p.

"I The police have) been a lot better than

they were last year." said William I. Stofflet.

|r.. a junior resource economics student

Last year's Hobart Hoedown became a

riot shortly before midnight after police

broke up a large party on Hobart Lane.

The displaced partygoers formed a crowd
across the street at Puffton Village Drive.

last year, and began to throw projectiles at

police and start fires.

Police at last years event fought back

with mace and clubs, arrested 45 people

and dispersed the crowd in about two
hours.

Amherst College

students mourn

murder victims
By Ikaika C. Arnaik)

tx)LiEt.iAN Staff

Approximately 370 Amherst College stu-

dents, mostly dressed in black, laid down on

Saturday in the Converse Hall Common on
Boltwood Avenue within a rectangle of 125

erected crosses to memorialize the 370 young

women killed in Ciudad Juarez. Mexico over

the past 10 years.

"The demonstration was followed by a two-

hour symposium, in Converse Hall, which

included speeches and stories of human rights

activists and the parents of the murdered

women. The lobby of Converse Hall included a

traditional alter with pictures of some of the

victims.

"The last body discovered, of an .. .{assassi-

nated | woman just 4 days ago." said Marcrina

Cardenas de Alarcon the Legislative

Coordinator of the Mexican Solidarity

Network, in Spanish.

Many of the women murdered were work-

ers at maquiladoras, which are foreign owned
factories in Mexico. Lear Corporation, Zenith

Corporation, and Sony Corporation are

amongst some of these companies. According

to the Amherst College Feminist Alliance, the

maquiladoras do not provide security for the

workers who are often exposed to dangerous

environments.

According to information provided by the

Amherst College Feminist Alliance, workers

often arrive and leave work while it is dark,

and most companies have little or no lighting

or security outside their doors. Some women
have been found dead across the street from

their workplaces.

According to one of the speakers, the

maquiladoras have the luxury of taking advan-

tage of their work force.

"NAFTA (North American Free Trade

See CIUOAO JUAREZ on page 2
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'Gimmie some more'
Flipmode squad leader Busta Rhymes greets the Mullins Center crowd at the

2004 Spring Concert last night. See more photo coverage in Arts & Living, page 5.

By Melissa Blanksteen
(.iM.Lei.iAN Staff

Eduardo Bustamante won as

Student Ciovemment Association

President in last week's special

ekxtions with a 72 percent majori-

ty His running mate Matt Murphy
won tfvr Student Trustee position

with 70.9 pervc"ni.

"To sum it up. I'm really opti-

mistic. I'm hopeful, and I'm really

excited." Bustamante sakl.

Steve Hoeschele, chancellor of

ekx'tions. said that 3,053 or one-

sixth of the students voted last

week This is an increase from the

2.756 w+K) voted in last month's

election, in which Bustamante then

received a 3i< 2 percent majority

Hoeschete also said that 82 gradu-

ate studems voted for trustee: 78 of

their vc«es went to Murphy. In

March, only 26 voted in total

Bustamante said he attributed

the increase of student voters to a

coiKem about the last ekxtions,

which encouraged students to talk.

"A big thank you to everyone

wlx> put m a kit of hard work I

have a a'al genuine hope to do

things for the student body,"

Hwittinaftte said. *. .We are all

»vorlung together."

All of the a-ferendum questions

passed e\cepi for number two.

which asked students if they sup-

ported the elimination of the

Commonwealth College honors

program Seventeen percent voted

to eliminate it.

Ouestion one passed with the

largest majonty of 78 percent vot-

ing in favor of the Collegiate

Readership Program that brings

the New York Times, USA Today

and Boston Gk>be to campus.

There were some changes in the

results of the Area Goverrwr race.

In this tum. Ahmed Nasef won
Northeast. Aimee Falardeau won
Southwest, Sanam Hakim won
Orehard Hill. Stacy Bemadeau
won Central, arvd lane Nwasar won
Sylvan. Dan McCool and Bill

Surran tied for Commuter
Governor.

Hoeschele said that this elec-

tion process itself went smoother.

'The actual kjgisiical end of it

was a Um easier." HoescheW said,

despite it uking three days to

count the resuhs ffe contributed

the time to having five referendum

questions on the balk)t that were

not there before.

He said he also had some ~pn>

fessional" fielp from the Dau\ of

Students Office. Student Legal

Services and the Campus ActWities

Center to help guarantee that there

were two peupkr at each polling

station. He also said tlwy did not

help in counting the balkxs.

Wiffleball champs
head to Fenway

Bv AllM)N HlliiilNS

CoUablAN CmWCimMllCN-T

Eight seniors at the University

of Massachusetts will head to

Fenway Park itimorrow with hopes

of winning the New England

Championship Wiffleball Toum-
ameni. played on the famous

Fenway ba.seball diamond.

UMass champion wifflefwil

team. Team Solid, will be accom-

panied by Melissa Vara, a.ssistant

director for Student and Voung

Alumni Programs; Professor David

Bojanic, of the hospitality and

tourism management departiTK*nt;

and empkjyecs of the Coca-Cola

Bottling Company of Greenfiekl.

The team is scheduled to arrive at

Fenway Park by 9 a.m. for the tour-

nament, which will Stan at approv

imately 9:30 a.m. and go until

about 3 or 4 p.m. according to

Bojanic.

According to |oe Gringas. the

coki drink key account manager

for the Coca-Cola Bottling Com-
pany of Greenfield, the 10 schools

competing at Fenway will be

UMass Amherst. UMass Boston.

Holy Cross. Endicott College,

Boston College, Harvard

University, Fairiield University.

Sacred Heart University and Curry

College.

All participants will receive

complimentary T-shirts and prizes.

The winners will receive a trophy,

but Bojanic said the real draw is to

be able to play on the field at

Fenway Park.

The UMass preliminary wiffle-

ball tournament, called "Wiffle

Your Way to Fenway" was held on

,\pril 24. Team Solid, captained by

Adam Facendola. a senior sport

management major, dominated the

on-campus competition, winning

all four of their games and eaminp

a trip to the regional championship

at Fenway
"It feels great [to be going to

Fenway)." said Facendola. "It's

such an honor to be going to one of

the greatest stadiums in baseball . .

.

we're |Team Solid] seniors, and to

do something like this in our last

month at school is amazing, it

brought us even closer."

The tournament was open only

lo UMass Amherst students and

each team needed to collcvt 100

CiKJi-Cola bottle caps as the entry

fee. according to Vara.

The event is sponsored by

Civa-Cola and facilitattxl by the

Student Affairs and Campus Life

Office. However, iin event manage-

ment class in the hotel and tourism

miinagcmcnt department under

the direction of Bojanic put the

details of the event together

"This is the first year we did the

tournament," explained Bojanic,

"Coca-Cola's New England region

devebped the klea to sponsor a

toumameni at various colleges,

and the winner at each college

woukl compete at Fenway Park for

an overall champion. The Student

Affairs Office was contacted and

had a shon tirtK* period with which

to get the tournament together I

teach an event class, and Melissa

I Vara I
and 1 talked about my class

doing the event for Student

Affairs."

The 24 stu<knts in the event

management class enjoyed the

opportunity to organize and run an

actual event, according to Boianic.

"Coca-Cola has plans to do it

(the tourruimeni] on an annual

basis if it works out The students'

final project is to plan the event for

next year starting earlier in the

semester and improving on the

success we had this year," he said.

"The goal is to make the event big-

ger and better each year by attract-

ing more teams, fans and providing

inore entertainment."

Team Solid formed in 2002

during the players' sophomore year

at UMass.

"We were friends, and we used

to play all intramural sports togeth-

er Sophomore year we won the

Flag football toumameni." said

Adam Facendola.

The team consists of Facendola,

and seniors Andy Sieurin. Brian

Pinheiro. Matt Brown, lustin

Diaco. Rick G<.)uld. loe DiRico and

Rafael Gonzalez.

"We're all good athletes, we're

very competitive ... we're solid!"

said Facendola.

The eight friends play wiffleball

almost every day. and planned to

practice heavily this past weekend

to gear up for tomorrow 's champi-

onship. They attribute their victory

to a great "team effort." in addition

to outstanding perfbmiances by

pitcher, Brian Pinheiro. and a two-

run double, hit by lustin Diaco in

the bottom of the fourth inning,

which brought Team Solid out of a

slight rut in the championship

game.

To aspiring wiffleballers.

Facendola advised to work on

pitching.

"Great pitching combined with

good defense wins games." he said.

"Our pitcher |Pinheiro| led us to

the championship. Without him

and a team effort we wouldn't be

going to Fenway No one can hit

him. No one can touch him."

Team Solid anticipates a win

tomorrow.

"We want UMass to know we
are for real." said Facendola.

"We're .solid. We know we can win

and bring a championship back. It

is such an honor to represent this

whole campus."
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Roller coaster kills man American hostage escapes after three weeks
BOSTON (AP) — State safe-

ty officials have concluded an

unsite inspection of a roller

coaster that flung an amusement
park enthusiast to his death at

Six Flags New England, and

plan to issue a report shortiv on

the accident.

Stanley |. Mordarsky, 55, of

Bloomfield, Conn., tumbled
from the Superman Ride of

Steel roller coaster at about 3

p.m. Saturday as the ride neared

the end of its run. Mordarsky.

who had cerebral palsy, was pro-

nounced dead at a Springfield

hospital about 45 minutes later,

according to the park.

Christine Cole. spokes-

woman for the Executive Office

of Public Safely, said state

inspectors finished their work
late Saturday night. A report on
their findings and recommenda-
tions would be complete in the

"very near future." she said,

although there was no definite

timeframe for its release.

'You never want to think

that something like this will

happen on an outing." she said.

Cole said inspectors looked

at evei^thing about the acci-

dent: the ride, the harness

Mordarsky was wearing, the

operator and other factors. Cole

said the ride would remain

closed until the park provided

information that state safety

officials requested, though she

did not specify what that infor-

mation was.

BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) — In a daring escape,

American hostage Thomas Hamill pried open the

doors of the house where he was being hekl late

Sunday morning and ran a half-mile to a military con-

voy that was passing by, oHkials and his wife said.

Insurgents attacked U.S. forces across Iraq, killing 1

1

Americans.

Hamill, 45, of Macon. Miss., identified himself to

the U.S. soklier^, and then led them back to his Iraqi

captors. tvK) of v^hom were captured.

Hamill. a truck driver for a Halliburton Corp. sub-

sidiary, escaped more than three weeks after being

abducted April 9 by gunmen who blasted the convoy

he was driving on the outskirts of Bagftdad. An
American soklier abducted in the same attack remains

missing, and at least four ot Hamill's co-workers were

killed.
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KeOfe HamiB. wife of Thotnu Hamill, tpealu with

her children prior to anending services at Calv-ary

BaptiM Church in Macon, Mis»., vestcrday.

Isnicl

Likud Party rejects Ariel Sharon's plan
Illinois

Gas prices stifle consumers

YOU THINK IT,

WE MAKE IT

OESIO INI

CHICAGO (AP) - For

financially pressed consumers,

it's coming down to a choice

between spending on gasoline or

groceries, and gasoline is win-

ning, a food industry analysi>

finds.

"Given the economic envi

ronment, it is not surprising that

more shoppers are buying food

today in discount stores and

other low-price venues than ever

before.' said the report by the

Food Marketing Institute,

released at the organization's

annual trade show in Chicago.

"High oil prices, both at the

pump and for home heating,

depress consumers' ability to

spend more," the study said.

• MIWfUK

An Israeli proteater dmooMraim Jt^iii>t A* i

cnJuRi halloi at a Likud putv vodnc >** Jerusalem, vc*-

terday-

JERUSALEM (AP) — Prime Minister Ariel

Sharon's Likud Party rejected his plan to pull out

of the Gaza Strip and parts of the West Bank in a

referendum yesterday, an embarrassing defeat for

the premier.

The result, bated on partial results, left the

future of Sharon's 'unilateral disengagement*

from the Palestinians in doubt and his leadership

in disarray The outcome could precipitate a

major political crisis — a Cabinet reshuffle, a

split within the party or even early elections.

With half the ballots counted, opponents of

the plan had 60 percent of the vote and support-

ers had 40 percent.

Families speak against murders

www.
daliycollegian.
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Agreement) has facilitated these conditions put-

ting everything in place where young female work
ffs can be exploited." Cardenas de .Marcon said

^ Jing lo one of the speaker>. ihe global work
i> expanding rapidly, and the majority of the

workers are women.
'Over the past four years the global labor force

has more than doubled and that doubling has

been primary feminized," said Lucha Castro, a

human rights attorney and ineniber of Mujeres de

Negro.

According lo the speakers, the Mexican

authorities are doing little to prevent the murders.

According to the families of the murdered
women, the police put the blame or accuse them

of murdering their children

"Two years after her death they are still perse-

cuting us. Our telev^^*' 'i*^ ^"^ taped, they

tried to accuse my husband of her death ihr\

They tried to

they can.' said

the mother of

victims of the

haven't left the family alone,

destroy the family in anyway
Norma Ledesma in Spanish,

Paloma Angelica, one of the

Ciudad luarez murders.

According to the families, many of the wonten

murdered are never found.

"Some of us have found our daughters tor-

tured, raped and mutilated, and thrown in the

desert.* said Hortensia Enriquez in Spanish, a

parent of Ericha Nohcmi. one of the victims of

the Ciudad Juarez murders, 'Others of us are still

looking for our daughters."

Amherst College Feminist Alliance is urging

the public to get involved in the campaign to

stop these murders. They are asking the public

to support Resolution HR 4bb. which give U.S

support lo the women of Ciudad luarez. They
are also asking for an Amnesty International

Action Plea which can be submitted electroni-

caMy at httpy/takeactun.amnestyusa.org/action

write for news!

Investigation starts

over abuse in Iraq
By RuHtrr BuBNS
AMix-unoPMw

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
high-level Army investigation of

prisoner interrogation techniques

in Iraq has found ik> evideiKe that

abuse by U.S. military police or

intelligence ofTkers is widespread.

offWiaLs said yesterday.

The review continues, however,

and the Army haa not determined

whether all six soldkrs charged

with abusing Iraqi priaoners will

face a military trial.

Ths investigation, led by offi-

cial in the office of the Army's

deputy chief of staff for intelli-

if looking broadly at inter-
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roption methods in Iraq. It is not

a criminal investigation of the

caaes that occurred last (all invoK-

ing the Army Reicrve's )72nd

Miliurv Police Company, ofliciak

said

Among the most preaainf quBi-

tions is the extent of priaoner

abuse and whether it is condoned
or encouraged by U.S. military or

civilian liMiMlfimT officials who
have oveneen the imcnqptiona.

Bng. Gen. lanit KaipMd. the

Amiy Reserve uwiUMntfa i who
oversaw the prison system until

recently, said in weekend inter-

views v«th the New Yori Tlmea

and Washington l^st that she

knew nothing of the alleged abuae

until it was reponed. She suggeM-

ed it may have been eiKoutaged by

military intelligence officers, who
kept tight control of the cellbkxk

where the abuse occurred.

"I think there are bad people

masquerading as soldiers doing

bad things to detainees,' she said

in an interview yesterday evening

on ABC News. She said wfien she

first saw the photos of abuse.

'I really had to take a couple of

seconds because I thought that I

might really get sick from it.'
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Bustamante must
unite SGA, campus
Eduardo Bustantante has been elected, again,

•8 the president of the Student Government

Astocution. The wide margin oi victory speaks

votumet to the apparent leadership abilities he

However, even though the road to his presi-

derK'y has already been arduous, the battle has

only begun. The challenges for Bustamante will

be difficult, as will getting past the 'unconstitu-

tional elections" that prevented him from taking

office back in March
tven before the debacle took place last

month, the condition of the Student

Government Association was tumultuous. It is

imperative that Bustamante forgets about the

lengthy aixJ difTicult election process, and gets to

the real issues facing the SGA.
For starters. Bustamante must do his best to

unite the campus. Partisan politics have done a

bt to lyatematically divide the United States

government on a national level, and the division

growing at UMass is a microcosm of this fact.

Take, for example, the outcry that resulted last

September from then-SGA Setiate Speaker )ared

^4okes' decision ikm to recognize the appointed

ALANA caucus seats. Bustamante, being an

active senator of the ALANA caucus himself,

must be fully aware of the rift between members
of ALANA caucus and their conservative coun-

tetparts. and do everything in his power to

chmge it.

Another important step in Bustamante 's

immediate future will be to give himself more of

an identity around campus His outspoken

nature has allowed him to make many o\ his

views clear, but doubts still remain about the

ability he has to head the SGA. OtKe the new
Executive Cabinet has been appointed, some of

these doubts will be put to rest. Bustamante

must choose his cabinet members carefully His

cabinet will reflect his upcoming tenure, and he

must be careful not to let his political involve-

ment in ALANA caucus get in the way of his

ability to choose the best cabinet members pos-

sible.

Overall, Busumante faces the same chal-

lenges now that he did when he was "elected"

last month. He has the ability to lead the SGA.
and the campus as a whole, in the right direc-

tion. The question is. now that he has won a

seemingly constitutional election and the poai-

tion of president is his. can he deliver? Can he

take his grassroots campaign aixl turn his words

into action? The early stages of his tenure as

president will be crucial, as he will have to put

any and all doubts about his leadership ability to

rest as quickly as possible.

Bustamante would be well advised to put this

whole election debacle behind him. It wouM be

in his best interest, arui in the best interest of the

Student Government Association, to start over

and begin to wurry about the issues that matter.

The student body has spoken, more than once,

artd it is now time to let those elected to do the

jobs they were chosen to do.

Unugned editorials repmeni the mafority

opinion of The Muasachusetis Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

New law reflects sexism
[

'

I

In Georgia.

^1^^^ a new law has

I
^K^^^ been passed

^^^CiJ women from

^^B getting

l^^^^m^i piercing

™^^^^^^ According to

JOnniiy foxnews.com.

Donaldson «he state sen-
^^"^"^^^^ ate passed a

bill. 160-zero without debate,

which would disallow any kind

of mutilation to a woman's gen-

ital area, regardless if an adult

woman made the decision as a

free choice. The consequence

of violating the law is a jail sen-

tence of two to 20 years. The
law does not apply to genital

piercings for men. only women.
As reported by the

Associated Press. Bill Heath. R-

Bremen, who sponsored the

amendment, said when he first

heard about vaginal piercings:

"What? I've never seen such a

thing. I, uh. 1 wouldn't approve

of anyone doing it. I don't think

that's an appropriate thing to

be doing."

I'm curious to find out why
exactly it matters that Heath

thinks female genital piercings

arc inappropriate and why an

individual's decision on how to

adorn their bodies should be

made into a prohibitive law.

For me. this new attack on

individuality works on more
than one level of outrage.

There's the obvious — that a

group of politicians elected to

represent our best interests

would have the gall to place a

ban on personal expression.

But there's also the dismaying

fact that the law isn't geared

toward making this act illegal

for both sexes. What angers me
more is that it bans only

women.
Look around you. This so-

called modern age — an age of

enlightened "liberal" attitudes

and mores, an age where free-

doms are more easily available

and taboos are busted one at a

time — it doesn't really exist.

We live in a world where puri-

tanical values — under the

guise of reclaiming "decency"

and "morality" — are encroach-

ing on our lives and where sex-

ism is still rampant, albeit in a

form so subtle and inconspicu-

ous that sometimes we play

right into its hand.

Let's delve into the little

subject of morality and decen-

cy, shall we? Who's right is it to

decide what is moral and
decent? Who makes the deci-

sions that judge our lifestyles

We live in a world

where puritanical

values ... are

encroaching on our

lives and where

sexism is still ram-

pant, albeit in a

form so subtle and

inconspicuous that

sometimes we play

right into its hand.

as right or wrong? And why do
we allow them? If we do not

understand something, than

why do we make attempts to

destroy it?

Heath does not understand

the act of a young woman,
someone capable of making her

own decisions, going to get her

clitoris or labia pierced.

Therefore, he must take offense

to it. and therefore he must
outlaw it. Sadly, every one of

his cohorts in the Georgia sen-

ate agreed and banned it.

Heath calls female genital

piercing "inappropriate."

Who's he to declaim the appro-

priateness of that? Heath can't

fathom doing it himself and

therefore can't believe that any

"respectable" woman would
engage in such an "immoral"

act But morality shouldn't be

judged by what you pierce, the

music you like, whom you

marry or what kind of sex you

like having — or how much of

it you have. Morality is based

on how you treat people, not

on your own personal prefer-

ences.

But what's even more
astounding, more dismaying

and more terrible is the misog-

ynistic slant of this ruling It's

the kind of low-key sexism that

has infected this country ever

since the new fundamentalist

conservatives have taken

office. The current Republican

administrations on abortion

rights, this current ruling in

Georgia — it's a slow process

designed to subjugate women
and "free" them of the basic

rights they've accrued over the

years since Suffragettes fought

for women's right to vote.

These "men" — and 1 use the

term rather loosely — see a

need to tell women how to treat

their bodies and their lives.

Obviously, our current polit

ical "heroes" see the male

species as superior sex worthy

of bullying and bossing the

"inferior" females around. They

see a patriarchal need to swoop
in and make personal judg-

ments for the women that sur-

round them, to say what body

parts they can have pierced and

when they can have babies.

It's a sexism that has been

informed by the media — this I

have elaborated on in the past

— by claiming it as sexual lib

eration. and informed by the

politicos who are making deci-

sions out of what is "morally

responsible." The only ones

being "morally irresponsible"

arc the politicians like Heath,

who employ decency as a cover

for chauvinist supreme rule.

Johnny Donaldson is a

Collegian columnist.

A good time to keep quiet
To my read-

ers: Regarding

my last column,

'Ghosts of
Liberation.

'

some new ei'i-

dence has come
to light showing

how 'better

off Iraqis are.

See for yourself—^"i""^"^" at www.albas-

rah.net/images/iraqipow/iraqi-

pow. Viewer discretion is strong
advised.

Last week, a national contro-

versy began at the University of

Massachusetts when the majority

of people who read the column by

Rene Gonzalez were outraged at

what he had to say.

A Shockwave spread from this

campus all the way to California,

resulting in threats and ethnic

attacks. I'd like to touch on it

before this story kises its mar-

ketability in the media and people

jump to the wrong corwluskxis

about Gonzalez. Pat Tillman and

even the war Tillman gave his life

lighting in.

Gonzalez's column was, no
doubt, heavy-handed and reac-

tionary. But peopkf have to under-

stand that Gonzalez, like many
peopk. has a different paradigm

whnt it conies to the War on

Tenor. And, like every American,

he is entitkxJ to it.

But Gorualez doesn't know Pat

Tillman, arxi vwhat he has to under

stand is that when people are star-

ing in the face of tragedy, it's not a

good time to try to give someone a

"wake up call."

I'll have to get a littk; personal

now. but here's what I mean:

I have a cousin my age who
passed away eariier this year He
reenlisted in the military to join

Operation Iraqi Freedom. At about

4 a.m. on the morning he was to

ship out. he was found dead in his

bed from what the cororK*r fourxl

to be a mixture of alcohol and

heroin. On what was supposed to

be a weekend of family. frierxLs.

beer and football. I found myself

sitting in a funeral parlor, picking a

casket to bury my cousin in

His mother coukin'i accept the

fact that her son was gone, espe-

cially from something as foolish as

drugs. In a panic, she tried to do
whatever she could to "cover up"

the nature of his death and refused

to show anyone the coroner

reports. She even requested ttiat

my cousin receive a military funer-

al.

Now obviously, how he died

was a compk;tely ludk-rous contra-

dktkm to what a military funeral is

for. but still. I kept my mouth shut.

I went akjng with it and asked the

funeral director to see what he

could do about an honor guard at

my cousin's funeral. 1 even made
sure he was buried in a "mililary-

[TTie U.S. media

government] only

want you to know

heroic icons, flying

flags and 'enemies

within.' What [Rene]

Gonzalez should

have known is that

these 'peddlers of

crisis' just k)ve to

use statements like

those in last week's

column to buiM ani-

mosity toward the

skeptics ».

standard' casket.

The moral of this story is that

sometimes people are not ready for

that "reality check." Can yuu imag-

ine the unnecessary pain 1 woukl

have caused if 1 tried to gi\e my
family a "wake up call" and threw

it in their face that on mere techni-

cality, my cousin was nM wonhy of

a military furvral? So. I did the

noble thing: 1 kept quiet

When we talk about a man hke

Pat Tillman, the saiiK idea applies,

only on a far motv mas.sive scak.

Even if we see that our involve-

ment in Afghanistan was ilk;giti-

mate, the last thing that a man's

parents - or cvc-n his thousarKls of

fans - want to hear is that his

death \*as "prophetic kikxy."

I also doubt the reason why

Tillman went to Afghanistan was

because of some macho concept of

American military supremacy.

Coukln't it simply be his sense of

disgust for those who woukl kill

3,000 inrKicent civilians on a quiet

morning in September?

TiUman probably dkln't know
the history of American foieigp

policy, but it doesn't make him a

macho wannabe-Rambo. That's

like saying firefighters ran into the

crumbling World Trade Center

because they watched "Backdraft'

too many times. It woukl take

much more than some "America ii

i I " arrogatKe for anyone to drop a

$3.25 million contract and pick up
a gun. However, there is some
truth to the paradigm that many
peopk: do not know, nor are they

ready to know, about the historical

causes of Sept. 11 . 2001 . It's not as

simple as a buiKh of nrndom
Islamk: fundamentalists that woke
up one morning arxl decided they

hated America. It may give us a

sease of moral superiority in a time

wfien we need it most, but it's far

from the truth.

The media aixl our government

have a part in this mass ignorance

of "why they hate us" and they will

continue to profit from this to no
end They don't want America to

know about the deals the oil exec-

utives made with the Taliban wkh-
in months of Sept. 1 1 , or perliapa,

how many pounds of Afghani and
Turkish heroin was shipped to the

United Sutes via the CIA to sup-

port the Talibui.

They only want you to know
heroic kxins. flying flags and "ene-

mies within." What Gonzalez

shouU have known is that these

"peddlers of cnsis" just kjve to use

statLtnents like those in last week's

column to buikl animosity toward

the skeptks — those nameleM,

faceleat 'Hbetais* that hacks like

\oe McCarthy. Mkhael Savage and
Bill O'Reilly buiU careers ofT of by

yelling about.

In the end, make your own
decision about the War on Terror.

Don't kn the government or the

media make it for you. Nothit>g

good has evtr come out of it

As for Pat Tillman, rest in

peace. Ran^^r

Mark Ostroff is a Cbllepan

columnia.

The hard bites of reality
These past two weeks in

lerusaletn have been extremely

emotional and intense. This is

!H.*cause there were three very

important Israeli holidays — Yom
Hashoa (Hokxaust RemembrarKe
Ouv), ^'om Hazikaron (Mcfnorial

I ).i\ tor Israel's fallen scildierst and

>om Ha'atzmaut (Israel Indepen-

deiKc Day). Throughout this peri-

od. I have experienced innumer-

able moments of such great inten-

sity, that the resorwnce whk;h they left within me will

surely carry on for years to come.

On Yom Hashoa. the sentiment in the country is

grim. As you walk down the street, it is as though there

is a thin sheet of grey hovering above the surface, but

subtle enough that you can still carry on with your reg-

ular daily life. It was doing just this, when I came

across my first encounter with the true impact of the

holiday. Per usual. 1 was running late to school:

between the 10-15 minute walk, the security checks.

and my usual detour through the botanical gardens,

my journey rarely gets me to school right on time.

This day however. I was bles.sed with a unique

opportunity by being tardy My university was holding

a special ceremony in htwior of the day and as I

reached the entrarwe of the building. 1 was startled by

a loud siren. I continued to walk, but as I lixjked

around. 1 noticed that everyone around me stopped

dead in their tracks. The most baffling sight was a girl

yapping away on her cell phone, and how she inimcvli-

ately erided the conversation once she heard ihc siren.

I couldn't believe the siiKcrity and sorrow that all the

students atxxind me shared. It was as though they were

each being afftvted personally. 1 couldn't imagine any

holiday earning such respect back home.

Slowly. I shut my eyes, and really reflected on the

sound of the sircn. 1 couldn't help but hear the sound

of crying children. It was then that 1 felt a small piece

of what the holiday really signifies. Such was my first

understanding of the nature of Israel. The beauty that

I am able to presently partake from did not come easy,

rather, as the result of the suffering of millions of lews

worldwide.

My next experience with this string of important

holidays was on Yom Hazikaron. My friend and 1

decideid to attend a ceremony at the Western Wall hon-

oring ail the Israeli Soldiers, both that have passed and

those who arc alive and fighting tcxlay. We atlemplcxl

entering the area through the Arab Shuk (market),

thinking it'd be less full, but little did we know that

there would be people out the entrance waiting to get

in. The security was impeccable and by the time we got

in. we'd misst^d almost half the ceremony. 1 sewn real-

ized that it wasn't the ceremony itself, which would

move me anyway

As 1 entered. I stood at the top of the stairs over-

looking the Western Wall, in front of which were hun-

dreds of .soldiers. As I walked down the stairs, one eye

on the ceremony and the other on the soldiers sitting

on the stairs, one stair caught my eye in particular On
it sat three girls, all in anny fatigues, probably about 18

years old. The girl on the end. however, grabbtxl my
attention even more than the other two. I pulltxl out

my camera and snapped a shot of her — a dread-

locked, thin, morose, tired, young child.

1 couldn't stop staring at her — she was such a

baby. What on one hand shook me so rigorously did-

n't even faze her. She sat there with her head smushed

into her hand waiting for the processkxi to end. like in

ek-mcntary school student waiting for the bell to ring

dismis,sing her frxxn class. Only the Ml 6 starKling

upright between her k-gs separated her from that

young chikl.

Upon witnessing this scene. I canK to another real-

ization about the lewish State. It does not exist noiv

chalantly. On the contrary, the gravest sacrifices are

made to this day in order to preserve its lewish charac-

ter. The juxtapositkjn of the sea of green army uni-

forms against the bone cobred ancient bricks of the

Kotel Wall brought this kiea forth with the utmost pre-

ciskxi.

lastly, and likely the most startling experience 1 had

was on Yom Ha'atzmaut. My frietxl and 1 decided to

go into town to cekbrate the iixiepeiKleiKe of the

country we k)ve so dearly We pulled a cab over, as

u.sual from our dorms and the driver, happened to be

an Arab. As we approached the outskirts of down-

town, we saw strobe lights aixl what looked like a

checkfxjint.

Surely, there would be iiKreased security on a day

the Arabs refer to as the "The Naqba" or The
Catastrophe." but the extent to which that security

would exist. I was not expecting in the least As our

driver pulkd up. an Israeli police women stood in

front of the cab and motioning with her hand shouted

"tistovev" (turn around in Heba'w). I thought to

myself, "maybe this entrance is just blocked off." but

our driver .seemed to be getting a little uneasy I rolled

down my window and asked another policeman what

the problem was. He responded "ein knisa L.aravim"

(there is no entrance for . . . stutter . . . Arabs.) He k>w-

crtxi his voice when uttering the last word. To a stu-

dent from the PC-practically enforced by law' town of

Amherst, an answer as blatant as that one, took me
aback.

Our driver, perplexed, shouted "aflayah.

aflayah!" (discrimination! discrimination!), but

anger was not the emotion he seemed to really be

feeling. He looked embarras.sed. ashamed and frus-

trated. I could understand too; after all. he was just

trying to make an honest living, and here he was

being refused entry to the completion of his job. I

reassured him that he did nothing wrong and apol-

ogized, but the feeling in my gut was so unsettling,

I had a very difficult time enjoying the rest of the

night.

The worst part is. although it was blatant dis-

crimination, I feel as though it is justified. What
other choice docs the Israeli security have? No, not

all Arabs are terrorists, but to this day, all the terror-

ists have been Arabs. Does the country act humane-

ly and run the risk of accumulating more fatalities,

or di.scnminate and ensure the safety of its citizens?

The line is very fine, and drawing it seems lose-lose

no matter what. Such awareness only heightens in

my mind how pressing a need for a resolution to this

conflict is.

Angry, defensive and frustrated. I continued to

walk toward the center of town. Ironically, there

was a bus parked horizontally cutting across the

street. It was at this sight that I remembered why
such security exists. I felt a wave of calm seeing it

fully in tact. I felt safe. Unfortunately folks, this evil

is just dangin' necessary.

Leah Vitale is a Collegian columnist on
exchange in Israel.
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Not a film worthy of 'Envy'ing
Black and Stiller make for a blah combination

Local herbal experience

HerbFest explores the world of healing
By CAMtMON J. Woods

By Tammi Munn
OoiLei.iAN Staff

Nick Varulerpark (Jack Bbck) and Tim Dinfiinan (Ben Stiller) are neifthKrrs, be»« fnend,s and nvwurker*

until their equal footing Ls tripped up when Nick ^trike^ it rich in I>reamWorks Pictures and Columbia Pictures

"Envy."

tain their good friendship.

Nick is rarely seen in the middle of the film,

appearing only here and there with his frivolous

new purchases. A very depressed Tim and the

downfall of his life are the main focus for a good
portion of the film. He wants to knock Nick off

of his high horse and he plots to bring Nicks

social scale back down to its previous middle

class level. This, of course, backfires in his face.

The film tries to show a "money
can't buy happiness" theme, but then it

contradicts itself. It is really difficult to

find an overall point to the film.

Maybe it is that Stiller and Black

look awkward in this type of familial

role. They have wives and children and

are supposed to be everyday people.

Stiller and Black can do nothing to

make their characters even slightly

entertaining and they are so far away
from their stupidly funny roles that

they are famous for. It is no wonder

that the film's release date has had

numerous postponements. Maybe it

should have gone right to DVD.
"Envy" is a movie that has serious

situations with a failing attempt to add

the comedic power of Ben Stiller and lack Black.

The jokes are forced and the most appalling sit-

uations are supposed to be comedic. Supposedly

the task of disposing of a dead horse is hysteri-

cal. It is chock full of "shake your head and won-
der why" situations.

Certainly, past Stiller and Black movies have

the reputation to have "potty humor" jokes.

"Envy" tries to outdo the wit of those past films,

but goes a few notches too far. Nothing can save

the film from its downward plummet to the land

of the worst films ever.

Most Mwcintc the conring of

lairing with die return of life of the

green le^ and sweet scented Hi > <

we have oomc to know and k^vc

But. how well do you rcalK know
your favorite bods and bkissom^

'

Prufessor Lyie Crakcr of the pi. i
;

and soils departmeni of the

University of Massachusetl.s has a

class that expkxes the worid of

everyday plants aixi herbs from a

nx>re than a taxological point of

view.

"I try to leach the students about the medicinal uses

of these plants, as well as their historical u-sages and

some of the mythokjgy that has sprouted off of them."

Craker said.

The class is Medk;inal Herbs atvi Spices, a course

offered annually at UM&ss in which students explore

the various uses for herbs, within arxl beyond the

kitchen. Capping off this eccentric course in hcrbok>g>

IS the annual HerbFest. wfiere students display pref-

ects that elaborate on spetifK- aspects of what they

have learned from the course.

"We see a little bit of everything from herbal bath

salts and various teas to the more elaborate projects

that include uses of very rare herbs or even some of the

holistic applications of them." said Craker.

This year's HerbFest promises to uphokj the history of

the event for pu.shing the limits of peoples' uiKler-

standing of herbs and their uses.

The event will be held in the Student Union

Ben Stiller and jack Black have the reputation

of being absolutely hysterical in their separate

movie endeavors. It seems like an amazing idea

to pair up these two to create a deliriously funny

flick. Too bad director Barry Levinson's "Envy"

had to go and spoil that whole idea.

The film is so awful that it is hard to

find even one good thing to say about it.

It is only possible to mention each ago

nizing element that led to the overall dis

appointment of the film. The plot is

severely simple in that all it consists of is

two average |oes who are best friends;

one makes it big; the other is envious of

hit friend's new lifestyle.

How could they possibly make a 9')-

minute movie on that? There is an easy

answer; they couldn't, not without

severely dragging out each scene at an

irritatingly geriatric pace.

Tim (Ben Stiller) and his friend and

neighbor. Nick (lack Black), carpool

together to their factory jobs everyday.

Nick is always dreaming of crazy inven-

tions and finally stumbles on one that will make
him some cash. "Vapoorizer." It is an invention

that makes animal droppings disappear with one

spray from an aerosol can.

Tim tries to encourage his friend to ditch the

ridiculous idea, but onward it goes and Nick and

his family get rich from their "Vapoorizer" prof-

its. They build a mansion where their old middle

class house stood and they buy a horse, a

carousel and everything else they think rich peo-

ple should have. Tim and his family become

Students in the class are required to identify

plants by smell as well as by their appearance.

EVallroom from 1 1 ;30 a.m.-2 p.m. and is free aixl open

to the public As these projects arc a large part of the

student's final course grade they promise to be both

infonnational and entertaining. Many of the booths

will include free samples of products ranging from

See HERBFEST on page 5

'Envy'

Directed by

Barnf levinson

Starriiig

BenSiJIef

Jart Black

DreaPNorki

loirtiRaieiJ

89 mat .

u

envlous of all Nick has acquired, but they main-
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Over-filling the Hill

As part of this past Saturday's "Fill the Hill" celebration the student band Systematics performed

in the Orchard Hill Residential Area.

TuesclayMay4

urce
(tba aora) a. Ibv to

diaoovvrlw tb» waaVly

qt Haw Boeland

Art

^ The Landscape and RegkNud Planrong

^ Department at the University of

Massachusetts Is celetxating, "1(X) Years of

Landscape ArchitecturB." To oeMbntte this cen-

tenniai, six students and Professor Joseph S. R.

Vblpehave constructed a multimedia eichibit

titled, "The Intimate Expansa' The art piece is

on display in the UMass University (jaliery

k)cated in the Fine Arts Center. The exhibit is

free and open to the pubNc and will be on dis-

play through May 14.

MondayMayS
ThursdayMay6

Art

V The Augusta SaMQsGMerywiM hold an

opening rsoaplion tor Bachetor in Fine

Alts m^lore MMhew Sanson and Sydney

CttmtB Jsney: Their artwork wi consist of var-

ious biKii and tuMts photography and prints.

The rBoaption isKm and open to fis putMc

and mM nai from 5-7 p.m. Slinson's

nhnspintfan- Md Janey% ItSKliing- «4i be

ondtapl^ttvoughMay?.

Music

V The University of Massachusetts Chapei

Jazz Enseint)le under the directkin of

David Spomy wi peribrm at the top of itie

Campus Cantsr. The show wl begin it 8 p.m.

and tictets are availai)ie through the Fine Arts

Canlv BoK Office « 41 3-545-251 1 and are S5-

tia

FridayMay?

^ The UtweraHy of MsasrHimttii Vlxil

^V >'i^ Dtseinbie wH perform, *Juc A
Famly MMr," M 8 p.m. In Bezanson Rodtri

Hal. ProlBssor Catharine Jensen-Hole has

sdiadulad I spaciri psribrmanos Iram gusst

irtrti BaalB WsvanlcoM and Dominique

Gagna The performance wM include songs

such as, "^irll in Paris,' arrsngad by KanY

Msrrii and "TNs Is Al I A*.* writtan by Gordon

Jenkins. ThMi «• $5-$l0 and are on sala

now and an anilable through the Fine Arts

Canlsr BoH Ofltoa at 41 3-545-2S1 1

.

OratMic^ The student Union Crafts Center of the

^^ University of MaaaachuaaHs witi host an

open mic nigirt. Partidpanti are welcome to

ahars any original works of literature, comedy,

or art TMs avai< is antiraiy tsa and open to

the pubic. The aMnt wll, wNh waaiwr per-

mltflng, be held outside of the Student Union.

In the caaa of rain the evatit win be mowed

Mo ttta Craft Cantar. Psrlormsrs are asked to

sign up at 7 p.m. and performances will begin

at 7:30 p.m. For more mformation about the

open mk: night caH 545-2096.

SundayMay9

Perrnmange

\ As part of the stonewall

Center's 2004 "Spring Queer

Arts Fesfival," K. T KiRnm wiN per-

form her show titled, "Underground

Trwsit'' The show wiN be held at 7

p.m. In the Cape Cod Lounge of the

Student Union and Is free and open

to the public

For more informatkm about the

Storwwail Center or about ttie

"Spnng Queer Arts Festival," call

413-545-4824.

Music

V Local artists, Jive-0-Matk; wHI

conduct their debut perform-

ance with a special Mother's Day

show at the Silk City Tap Room in

Fkirance. Having released their first

alxim "Skipped and Sbipped' last

NoMmbar to good reviews, the band

has MieWnad from public perform-

ances until now. The show wiN begm

at 9 p.m. and is free arxl open to the

public The Silk City Ti^ Room is

I at 99 Main Street in

\
weeklypllliqp

MUSIC

Professor Eduardo Leandro will

direct the UMass Percussion

Ensemble in a pertormance titled,

"Araporgas." The show will begin at

8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium,

rickets are $5-$10 and are available

at FAC Box Office at 41 3-545-251 1

.

Music

V The UMass Pops Orchestra wM hokl to

"First Annual Gala Pops Concert" The

show WiN be heM in the Campus Cantor

Auditorium at 7.» and tickats are $15

Lmvinoo MirosHiD, jr., conuucnr sao,

nwsTB snrang our omhi ooann papa sqfia gsM

tradMoa Drink and dtoe at your taMa Uaton to

li(fil dBHlcs and dance to waltzes, tangos and

ragtime music" The event wM feature guest

, reQred protossors Horace

Buyer and Paulna Startc Beyer will partonn his

aignalurv rspertoire— gospel music from the

pisno— and Stark wiH sing tawrtto latoctioni

by JeroiTw Kem, Rogers and HMWiMnMn and

Cole PorlatThe First Armuai UMaas Amherst

Pops Gala is CD-«ponsorad by WFCR, 88.5 FM,

Pubic Radto torlNMBm New Englsnd, \Mey

HNOCtn mo WnNIr

Learning

all about

herbs
HERlFESTfrompi«a4

~

herbal tea intuskms to tuitural lip

balms and more.

"Every week the students take

part in a lab that looks at a dif-

ferent aspect of the herbal indus-

try ranging in scope from cos-

metics, aromatics and especially

the edible." Craker said. "All the

projects serve as both learning

experiences as well as they are

fun."

True, the students in Craker's

class do learn extensive amounts
about the herbal industry, but

they also learn basic greenhouse

management techniques as well

as they develop skills useful in

plant identification.

Each student grows their

own flat of herbs as part of the

class, these the weekly projects

as well as the experience are

what they each take away from

Craker's class.

So if you have an herb garden

of your own that you would like

to know more about or you

would like to know what you

can do with those pesky dande-

lions that pop up every year.

besides throw them away, stop

on in to the 2004 HerbFest.

SouthWest Week events
Sister Hazel to top off the week*s events

TuesdayMay4

**!!£> Big Spenoer" ano "A Star is

From 5-9 p.m. there wH be a 'CMino skip'

in ttw pyramiits of SoiMiwasL Aoooinpanylng

IMS event at 6 p.m wiU be the 'VMam MoT
competitton.

WednesdayMayS

"Jauiouse Rock," "Ain't Nodiimg

wr A NouNO Dog" and "A *Ijl Uss
CowwmuTwii'*

The Southwest WM( bMIe of the bands

will be held from 3:30-8 p.m. in the horseshoe.

From 4-7 p m. the "DC 880" wiH be held. The

winner of the battle of the bands WiN go on to

partbrm as the opening act for Sister Hazel on

Thursday nigM.

Also there will be a free double feature

screening of "National Lampoon's Vagas

Vacation" and "Oceans Eleven.' The screen-

ing will begin at 830 p.m. with the second

film slated to start at 10.15 p.m.

FridayMay?

'HfMMG Los Vegas"
From noon to 5 p.m m ttie pyramidf there

wW be a drunk-ijnving car demonstrabon Tfie

Red Cross Blood Mobile Dnve wiU also be m
attondance far thoaa wtw wish todortate

blood.

«

Margaret Cho was sctieduted to perform as

part of the week's events but bacauae of an M-

ness, Monday^ show hasbaan poatpoiwd

For more MbmiaMBn ataul Souttiwaat

Week or about the SoHtiwaal AreaGowemmant,

visit Iftetr Web site at www.swagumass.com.

Tw BkEvcnt

What Happens In Vegas Stays in Vegas'

Recording artists Sister Hazel will per-

form in the Southwest Horseshoe as the

headliner of the Southwest Weak cncart

The concert will start at 8 p.m. and is

open to the public.

^.Vimi

i

^^MUX*^.>*.^XlBi^f•

Stutlmt.s «pmd Mimr cUm time

tcmkngto their own h«h».

Wanna Play Ultimate Frisbee?

Think you can get a team of 6-8 players?

Then make sure to register for the l"* annual Ultimate Chill Disc

Tournament!

Grab your neighbors, grab your friends, and grab your club,

brothers and sisters!

Register with us on the Campus Center Concourse the week ofMay 3 -7

Or

Simply drop this registration form off at the Resource Room in the Student Union acrcss

from the Cape Cod Lounge.

Ultimate Chill Disc Tournament

Tuesday May 1

1'

4 -8pm

Free T-shirts and Prizes fcr every ne!!!!

Sponsored by; Student Activities Center/Student Affairs and Campus Life

Campus Center and Auxiliary Services.

Ultimate Chill-Disc Tournament

Registration Form

Captains Name:

Captains E-mail:

StudemID*

Phone #:

Team Members

Name Student ID

Captain:

1:

T.

'Please note that there may be up to 8 people on a team, however, only 6 will play at a

time. YOU NEED A MINIMUM OF 6. All ages are welcome to play.*

When is your team available to play?

D 4 -5:30pm

5:30 -7:00pm

D Either time

Check in is 20 minutes prior to

start, please allow time for this.*

Games arc 25 minutes long.*

"Please complete this form and return it to the Resource Room in the Student Union

(across from the Cape Cod Lounge) by 5/7/04.*
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{Spurs take first game Leftv is lurking
!^>j

A # Tony Parker added 20 points and nine assists for / ^-^

ban Antonio

;uses late run

to edge LA
t

By T.A. Baiiuer

I

iSpufs 88

} SA.N ANTONIO (AP» ~ Poise down the stretch

caine only tnjni Tini l^uiKan and the defending NBA
champions Precision was the quality the Los Alleles

leakers U.ked.

The San Antonio Spurs forced the Ijikers into 10

tuurth-quaner tum«.>vers and held Ixjs Angeles with-

out J liekl goal tor a six-minute ^pan. using a late 10-

l
run to cement an 8*t-78 victory

takers 78 Sunday in Came I of their second-

rouixl series.

The lakers <iu».ccc».lcd m getting

Duncvi out o( the paint, but he still scored i 2 of his

30 points in the founh quarter to help the Spurs over-

come their ^•for^ I five throw shooting. The win was

the Spurs' Ibth straight siiKe late Maah.
Game 2 in the best-of-seven series is Wednesday

night Duncan drew double teams ultiiost every time

he got the ball in the >econd half, causing him trouble

both posting up and driving. So he moved his gaiTK-

outside, hitting three straight jumpers late in the

fourth quarter as part of the 10-0 run.

The spurt ended with a dunk by Manu Ginobili off

• psM from IXincan. putting the Spurs ahead 8V7I

.

San Antonio limited the l^ker^ to only 1 3 points

in the fourth quarter

Tony Parker added 20 points and nine assists for

San Antonio, while Ginobili had 1 1

.

Kobe Bryant led the Lakers with 31 points, 18 of

them in the secoiKl half Shaquille O'Neal scored 19

points and had a game-high 13 rebounds, aixl Karl

Makjne scoied 10.

After trailing 41-33 at the break, O'Neal and

Bryant got their inside-outside game into a good

rhythm as the Lakers opened the third quarter with a

13-4 run to uke the lead. Bryant scored 12 in the

quarter, and the Lakers kxl by as many as seven.

With Los Angeles neutralizing Duncan by double-

teaming him on every touch. Parker took over the

offensive burden by driving inside against sbwer
defendicrs or pulling up for jumpers, finishing with 1

3

points in the third.

Both teams struggled to score in the gaitie's open-

ing minutes, togetlier missing 14 of their first 20

shots.

A short jump hook by O'Neal with 4;5S in the first

gave the Lakers a 1 2-5 lead, but the Spurs tinished the

quarter with a lb-2 run.

Ginobili started the burst v^th a 3-pointer from

the top of the arc, and Parker capped it by dribbling

around Bryant and Makxie before heaving a 3 1 -foot-

er at the buzzer to make the score 21-14.

lx)s Angeles trimmed the lead to 27-23 eariy in the

second on a driving layup by Derek Fisher, but the

Lakers followed with aiKMhei five-minute span with-

out a (iekl goal.

Bryant ended the drought with a 3-pointer to puU

Ijos Angeles to 34-29, but Duncan answered with a

pair of midrange jumpers and Devin Brown made a 3-

pointer with 28 seconds krft to give San Antonio its

biggest lead ol the half, 41-31.

Notes: Ol^kal's postseason fiee throw struggles

continued as he missed 10 of 13 attempts. Duncan

was only 4-for- 1 1 on foul shots and committed seven

ttimovcrs.

Powell's six gives SU a rout
LAI from page 8

enou^ sustained ottcivsc k> turn

the tables.

They shot the ball realK \*dl.

they had a lot of cmotioii going

in.' CaoneUa said of Syracuse

They took advantafc of their

oppummiiies. Wlien yuu ptay a

good team, when you piay

Syracuse in the dome, you need to

play even or with a lead eariy Wc
pfaQfed hard, but 12-6 is a tough

chore going into the fourth.'

Sean Lindsey added a hat trick,

and Brian Crockett. Mike

McDonaU. Brett Bucktooth. and

Akx Zink each scored a pair in the

rout.

It was the wortt Iom of the sea-

son for the Minutefnen. edging by

two goals the IU-5 defeat at the

hands of Bivwn on Maivh 20.

Sdll. forCmmlb. that's icaKNi to

be pualive. as the ekangroen

v^ere the cieam of the cmp on

U Mass's Kheduic.

'RegarcHem of what the score

is. when you kxe a game the guys

are disappoimed.' Cannella said.

'That iuat tavpencd to be tfie best

team we piayed this year There's

nothing you an say I think our

guys have worked reaBy hard all

year, and you do a kit of planning

and prq>. but it didn't work out

the way you wanted.

That doesn't give you any

excuse to hang your head and not

get out there as an indhidual and

wvrk extra hard Hopefully the

team can understand that, and

uke that into consideratkxi. con-

tinue to work hard. I think they

will-

The present isn^ too attractive

for the MinuMnen. on a three-

game kxing streak dating back to

an April 17 defeat at >alc, they

have «lid ftvm the b^Tt«iKird ih»>'

had after a four-game mid-season

winning streak, and a chance at

tfie NCAA tournament is becom-

ing las and less probable.

Howevo; die future isn't so

bleak. In a seMon tilled with key

injuries — MT Zywickis season

endiitg back problems. Sean

Monis's early bout with mononu-
cleosis, and assorted other man-

games sacrificed to injury — youth

has gained a premium. Freshman

Brett Garber's four points on

Saturday was just the latest in a

number of strong performances by

underclassmen such as Malt

Tundo, who has 1 7 goals and three

assists in 12 games this season,

and Brian lacovina. who has found

a knack for making his four goals

this year important ones.

TTie Minutemen finish off the

regular season against No. 1

1

Rutgers \.m Saturday at Garber

Mickelson in

contention >

at HP Classic
By Mary Foster
AssmiATEU Press

NEW ORLEANS lAP) — Playing in his first

tournament since winning the Masters, Phil

Mickelson moved into position to make it two in a

row on Sunday at the FIP Classic.

Mickelson shot a 69 in the third round to move
into a tie for second with Charles Howell 111 . two

strokes behind leader joe Ogilvie.

Ogilvie shot a 66 on Suiwlay for a 1 7-under 199.

The final round was pushed back to Monday
because of rain delays in the first two rounds.

Mickelson began the day in a six-way tie for

third at 12-under. and moved to 14-under on the

front nine before a bogey on No. 9.

He offset that miscue with birdies on II, 14 and

1 5, to move vrithin a stroke of Ogilvie. But a bogey

on 1 8 dropped him two off the lead and left him at

15-under 201

Ogilvie. looking for his first PGA Tour victory,

had six birdies and no bogeys on the round. He had

his best finish last week in the Shell Houston Open,

finishing tied for 19th. but has made eight of 1

1

cuts this season.

Second-rouiul leader Danny Ellis shot an 10-

over 82 to fall way off the pace after opening

rounds of 63 and 66. He was at 5-under

Howell shot a l-uitder 71 in the harsher condi-

tions on Sunday after rounds of 66 and 64.

Justin Rose and HidemK'hi Tanaka were a three

strokes back at 14-under 202.

A group of six players, iiKluding Vijay Singh,

former champion K.| Choi and Guy Boros. who
shot a third-round 63. were tied with a 13-ufKler

WWW.DAIlYCOlLEGIAN.COM

Phil Mickelson (-15) watches a drive durint; vf%-

terday's third round of the HP Classic in Loui!>iaruu

205.

The $5.1 million tournament was delayed dur-

ing the first and second rounds because of bad

weather Friday, heavy rain prevented any play.

The weather remained threatening Sunday

morning, but the course was dry enough to allow

play to resume and 77 players finished their round.

Players had described the course at English Turn

as defenseless in the first and second rounds when

the rain softened it and there was no wind On
Sunday it got tougher as a brisk north wind caused

problems and scores rose.

Organizers planned to send golfers off two tees

Monday ntoming to complete the toumameM.

Minutewomen go 4'for'4
SOnMllfrompaQiS

really tight as a team.'

Nonetheless, the Minute-

women and the Rams (32-21-1.

7-5 A- 10) were entangled in a

classic pitchers' duel to open up
the day. Fordham's Sara Kinney

(15 12) and UMass' Kelli

Arnold (16-5) both pitched

complete games. Eletween the

two hurlers. they allowed just

four hits while striking out a

total of nine batters

The only run of the day came
in the bottom of the first inning.

With Hilary Puglia on third

base. Kj Kelley pop-flied out to

left Held, and Puglia raced home
to beat the tag.

"I would have liked to have

hit the ball I just didn't think

we went through the ball and

were really aggressive with

IFordhamj at all.' Sortino said.

"But on the other side. 1 thought

we pitched a really good game,

and I thought our defense was

outstanding
'

Once the cameras were

turned off and the TV' vans

headed out of town on Route

1 16. the foes engaged in a barn-

burner that saw 20 runs scored

on 1 7 hits.

UMass tallied the Hrst run of

the game when Kelley smacked

a line drive to left, scoring

Puglia to make it 1-0. but the

Rams rallied right back in the

very next frame, jenna Busa

gave up a single to Samantha

Crocker that scored Krystie

Henry from second to tie the

game up at one apiece. Busa

allowed two more runs in the

inning to put the Minutewomen
in a deficit for the founh time in

two weeks.

The Minutewomen fought

right back in the bottom of the

secoiid with four more runs to

recapture the lead. Pam Sulick

led off the inning with a single,

and KC Budrcwicz followed up

with a successful bunt After

hitting Krisli Stefanoni to load

up the bases, pitcher Jamie

Giguere walked Puglia. scoring

pinch-runner Michea Holness

Then came the straw that

broke the camel's back. Denise

[)enis came up in the clutch

once again, this time hitting a

double to right center that

brought all three runners home
Denis tried to turn it into a

triple, but was caught out at

third sliding head-first, earning

a mild injury that she shook off.

and returned in the rtext inning.

"I Denis) just continues to do
what she does best." Sortino

said. 'She's a good hitter, she's

really come into a rhythm in

terms of her patience, she's real-
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ly managing her pitch count

well. She's come up with some
big hits in the gap for us.'

Busa <I3-7| was relieved of

her pitching duties in the third

inning after giving up three

more runs to lose the lead for

the second time in the game
'llennaj wasn't locating any

of her pitches.' Sortino said

'She threw them really, really

hard, but the ball wasn't going

where it needed to go, and I felt

like there needed to be a

change.'

Down 6-5. I he Maroon aiul

White retook the lead for good

in the bottom of HMii#did off

hits from Sulick, Budrewicz and

Stefanoni.

The Minutewomen carried a

two-run lead into the fifth, and

mercyruled the Rams by tallying

six runs to end the game at 14-

6.

On Sunday, the duo of aces

Busa and Barb LaFogg were

dominant on the mound against

the Ouinnipiac Bobcats (21-

24).

After giving up six runs

Saturday. Busa was in peak

form in game one, tossing a

shutout, her seventh of the year,

in the 5-0 win She struck out

nine and gave up just three hits

in a brilliant day on the mound.

Puglia raced home on an error,

and lamie Cahalan scored

Candice Molinari to put the

Minutewomen up 2-0 in the

fourth. They would never look

back after that point, gathering

up one insurance run in the fifth

and two more scores in the sixth

to seal the shutout.

Barb LaFogg made her first

career start a memorable one in

the 3-0 win in Game 2. LaFogg

was perfect through 4-1/3

innings, and finished with a

one-hit shutout.

DAILY CX)LLE(HAN
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We will change your mind this summer with new course selections,

expanded degree programs and accredited online learning.

Use this coupon to waive the

registration fee for 6 or more credits!*

Only at UMass Amherst. Only this summar.

Call 413-545-2414 for a free course catalog,

or visit us online at www.umass.edu/summer

® I

I

UMassAmherst |

I

I

Wlfr9 tummtr It » st»f of mind.

*Savlng« Coda: EtT14S. M«y b« appMad whan raqlttaring for •!< or mora craaKa al ona ttma during Summar Sa»lon I or II,

20O4. Coupon ha* a dngular valua of SSS.OO; multlpla coupon! may not t>a appllad to ona ra«lttratl«n. Muit ba praiantad al

ttM Hma of ragiitratlon and may not t>a appllad ratroacHvaly. Not radaamabia In caah or cradH. Not valid If cradM load falta

balow •!«. Othar Nmltadoni apply.
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Daily Weather Forecast

For Amherst

MONDAY
• High: 65

• Low: 44

TUESDAY
• High: 62

• Low: 38

WEDNESDAY
• High: 64

• Low: 43
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Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact. 413-S4S-2626

LUNCH
• Meatball Sub

• Chicken Fajita

• Chili Nacho Boat

• Vegetable Chili Nachos

(vegan)

DINNER
• Veal Parmesan

• Savory Baked Chicken

• Roast Vegetable Wrap
(vegan)

• Southern 6-Bean Stew

(vegan)

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
lenniler Eastwood

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
Stow Eldridge II

COPY EDITOR
Sheryl Wolrtik

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Samjnlhj Nielseti

PRODUCTION STATE
Glen Strjub/ Diana Mcgilevsky

HOROSCOPES

<
Q If you don't learn to laugh at

troubles^ you won't have anything

to laugh at when you grow old.

o

a
-Edward W. Howe

Classifieds Sponsered by

aquarius • ian. 2o-F{b. is

Smiles always bring out the best in a

face.

pisees • Ffb 19-MAii. 20

Don't stand in the rain with an umbrella.

It's better to get wet.

aries • mar. 21-apr. 19

Teamwork is the best way to get things

done. CiO team!

taurus • Apr. 20-Mav 20

Tie-dye your bed sheets. It will spice

things up in your bedroom.

gemini • may2Mun. 21

Sitting through meetings may not be tun,

but they're necessary.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Taking the bus is not only convenient,

but can also prevent drunk driving.

ieo • lu.. 23-Auc. 22

Deer like Bambi may be sweet, but

lagermeister is nasty.

virgO • Auc. 23-ScPT. 22

Don't get pedicures; feet are gross.

libra • sift 23-orr. 22
-«=^^

LXjn't forget to buy a card for your

friend's birthday that's coming up.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Don't be an optimist or a pessimist. Be a

realist.

Sagittarius • Nov. ii-otc. 21

Do everything in your power to meet

Tom Brady; he is beautiful.

Capricorn • otc. 22-ian. 19

The lime is right to be adventurous. Ask

that hottie on a safari.WiFFLE Rock
Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\l'\kMMIM lOR KIM

Mill Valley b>t.(tc> miw

Renting 2 hedmi

$1050/1100, 4 bedrm

$2100 available 6/1/04 No

las' m«>nth.<i rent. Fret' Hem

& H,n Water, 2 hill K«Ks,

AC. On hu-sline Mi>n-Fri

10-5pm 25 V7 ^77

Brandywine Apts. Ninv lesis-

ing. 1&2 hedniom apts.

Leases heijin June, July, Auk

or Sep. First ccune. hrst

serve. Gel them while tht>

last www.hr.inilvwine-

apts.cum Sti)p hy or C^ll

549-0600.

Hohart {]<)nil(» 5 heilr<«>m.

haidwdixl H<x)rs, snidy area

in Fiasement. C^hle, tele-

phone (internet acxcs,s) in

all he»Jr(«.>ms and study.

NOWSmWINC.fiff
JUNE and SEFTEMBER.

NO FEES. aoiaiamhEEiUin:

colnicalrv.com 25V7S79

Center of tdwn I, 2, < hed-

rix)ms; hardwoixl fl<x>rs.

NCTWSHOWINCifor

JUNE and SEPTEMBER
NO FEES. wvnv;imherstlui-

i25V7879

Spa manaKer East Hampton

Part-time nights and week-

end. $90/shiit 413-695-3765

EMPIOVMIM

IHl RFDlUtN INN

I .H-km;; lor .in .lursonu

Miinnur t\piT«TKi' I

il II,. i;..l I >. Ml inn |. I I

Inn hill. I liK I I'll, .. I-. \\ 1

|MH . 't III .Imiiii'_' I. s III -I il

^t n 1 1^, ! ilii 11. K I- .tii.l

li ,il,i,iu..l.,l On
I 'r. "(vrli^ 1 loiisiii;: .i> .lil-

,il'li-I lull rn iii> 'ii il •' iM

|ii-i III li. Ill lu i\ In 'III

I \l \^^ ( ill I >,i" HI ;

PART-TIME l\>;iTIONS

20+ hours/wk; Set your own

achedule. Conduct surveys

over the phone at our

HkJIey location - NO
i?AlrE-S- Evntp/wknds;

hlthydent/40l(k);l'VTA

accessible. Email

mvivian@tieldmarktini!inc.c

om or apply in (lerson. FirM

Floor lOOVentntt-Way,

Hadley, MA (888)42 V5WI

Oiildren's titiK's.s camp

hoklmt; H^'-' summer session

on I lanipsliirc t ^illeye cam-

pus June 16-Aut; 7 Seckint;

CxHinselors & Insmictors in

Nutrition, Health, Rock

climhin>;, I Varna, l>aiKe,

PhototTaphy, M.irtial Arts.

Aerobics iSi .ill sports. C^ll

rH>w for the summer of a

lifetime! 4n-2«-8518

www.campkingsmont.com

.^TTENTION LAX PLAY

ERS Play & Ciwh - Have

tun - Make $$$ Top FViys

Sports Cjmp in Maine l<»>k-

ing for staff to lastnict iSi

coach LAX. Awesome

Summer! Work with kkls!

Top salaries, FUEE
rm/KI/trvl allow. Apply

online .ASAP: www.camp-

cobK>s,see.ci>m

Painters Wantt><.l in Danvcts

area want a challeiiKini; Job

outdiHirs w/tji«Kl $$$?

Seeking driven,

HanlworkinK IndivhJual

w/own car to be a painting

crew member. No exp. nec-

essary Ciill: Sun({-Yo<>n @
978-W-6M7

Nurse, Nurse assistant tor

busy Summer camp on

Hampshire C^lollcKe campus

June20-AuK7.4n-2?2-

8518

www.campkingsmont.com

Play spt>rts! Have fun!

Save MtMiey! Spirts C^imp

in Maine. ( iiiKhes necvleil;

Tennis, BasketKili, F\a.sfball,

Water-sports, Ropes Qiuise,

Golf, Archery, and more.

Work Oitdixirs and Have a

Great Summer! C jll Free:

(888) 844-8080 or Apply:

www.campcedar.com

CANTONESE. JAPAN-
ESE, KOREAN, MAN-
DARIN Earn $75

Indivkluals tliK-nt in

C^tonese. Japanese,

Korean, and Mandarin

needed to pjirticipatc in a

test ik-velopment activity.

Participants will provide

responses to the Listening,

Readiiig, Language

Smictures. C,"ultural

Llmlerstanding. Language

Acquisititm, Speaking, and

Wnting sectioas of tests for

these languages.

Participation is by appoint-

ment May ? - May 14. For

more information call Pam

Gigliotti, National

Evaluation Systems, Inc.

256-0444.

Miwing: Ltxral moving cain-

pany l<K>king for self irniti-

vated individuals, part time

positioas available immedi-

ately Weekday availability a

plus. Raises commensurate

with performance. Potential

tor tips. ( JixkI attitikles are a

must. I Jll (41 M584-4746

FRENCH. GERMAN.
HEBREW. ITALIAN.

LATIN Earn $50

Individuals tliR'nt in French,

German, Hebrew, Italian,

<ind Latin needed to panKi-

pate m a test development

activity. Participants will

respond to approximately

twenty-five multiple-chi>ice

questions, and provkk-

responses to Writing arwl

Speaking sectioas of test.* tor

these languages.

Participation is by appoint-

ment May I - May 14. For

more information call Pam

Gigliotti, National

Evaluation S'/stems, Inc

256-0444.

U'well Area Driven Leailer

neeiled to be crew chief tor

one of the state's largest

exterior house painting

companies. Must W harvl-

working, Im^pendent iSi

have own car. F^xp. pre-

ferred, but not necessary.

CallSung-Y<Hma978-W-

6»37

Slikk-nt> wanted tor a sum-

mer painting job. S4CO-$600

/week. Expenence not need-

ed but a plas. All hired will

go thnnigh a paid training

program Oil 888-277-9787

or go to OOLLBGE-
PRO.CXDM WoA with tneivls

Marketing Agency Seeks

Outgoing High Energy

Individuals for promotK>ns

$ 1 5/hiH.r 888-477-6668

www .hi»u.sprom(Hioas.com

(I KSm Kl

? Rms ot tumiture tor sale

Graduating in May Pnces

negotiable Cifll Lauren at

25V4991

HOI SI (OK KFM

i Hailley 5 Bi-dr.xHi) Plus

home, 2 Kiths w/ laundr\'

h<x>kup. Large yard, minutes

fromUMas.s. 549-4270

Hadley Newer Five

I

Bedrixim Home 549-4270

F^anlworking individuals liv-

ing arourki 91/95 belt South

of 1-90 for fulltime painter

positions. Challenging job

requires independence, own

car $10-$12 base rate. Call

Will ©617-699-8970

Painters wanteil greater

Springfield aiva 1-4 H-695-

2645 or 188-277-9787

"Bartending" SkX/Day

Potential. No Expenence

Nesc. Training provided. 1-

800-965-6520 Ext 162

KoovunTi

Female riHimmate wanted to

share 2-bi.l apt in SurkJet-

land. $4l8/mo. Inclikk-s

heat, hot water, and cable.

Available 6/1 or earlier t^ll

Uuren 0860-604-6068.

SFR\ K IS

Pregn,ini ' Niixl liclp.' Cill

Rirthnght o< .Amherst area

for free testing and a.vsLs-

tance 549 1906

PREGN.ANL Y TESTING,

HIV Testing, Binh timtrxil.

and Emerecncy

Cinitr.Kcption .Affordable

aixl contiilential Tapestry

Health, 27 Pray Street,

Amherst. 548-9992

SUMMER SUBIFT

1 or 4 K-ilrixwn (flexible) in

Belchertown HmLse- Hugi'

( 1 1 aire) b.kkyard. Fall

lea.se option $1200 (nego-

tiable) come see! .Aaron

978-460-1756

Tlie IViuklcrs 2 Kxlrixim

apt. available June 1st-

August 1 5th fall option 41 3-

478-3915

Live dimiitown this sum-

mer! Lirge 4BR 2 tlcxir apt

next to Amherst HS.

W.isher iSi dryer inctikled. 5

min. ti> bus stop &. tiiwn.

ONLY $362.50 per rxxim

utilities. Available 6/1 thni

8/15. CA>ntact Rob:

agrafiB8st\kk-nt .umass.edu/97

8-808-7322

SI SUUK SI

Want til live d<>wntown this

stimmer.' 1 Pednxim, AKwe
Newburs' t j imics Amhcm
t>ily 600/rnonth. June-

August C^ill 549-9309

2 BR Apt lor sumincr

»/option to continue $820

or fVrst Offer Everything

included C^intait

Any'ic T MV@v.ihoi.'.ctim

or Jamie 61 7 435-0559

2 hednxims. fully furnished

.ip;irtment. 1 hill bath.

.Available June 1st-

September 1st. C:all Rachd

S.'yman® 781-264-1512

Summer Htnise Rental 4U-
232-8518

C^>mpen.sation up to $7K+j

loving, ciHiples seeking egg

ikinors ASAP! Healthy

women, 2\*, noti -smokers

with pn iven academic

achievement. View

www.tinytteasurLsai.'cncv.

j^ijUi tor into or e-mail apply

@ tinytreasua-s.com fiw

applications. Toll Free 1-

866-357-6868. Refer to ad

«UMA-117.
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The neverending story
UM Softball

clinches 14th

straight title
B\ Brendan Hall

For a squad that doesn't care about numbers,

the Massachusetts softball team is good at post-

ing impressive ones

Saturday, the Minutewomen's dihgent efforts

paid off when they downed Fordham in their

duublehe«der. t-Uand 14-6 respectively, to clinch

their 14th consecutive Atlantic 10 regular season

title.

The conference-clinching sweep was part of a

substantial weekend in which the Minutewomen
00-15, 11! A- 10) not only went a perfect 4-for-

4 against the Rams and Ouinnipiac. but also

clinched their eighth-straight 10-win season and

extended the nation's longest home winning

streak to 7

1

The Maroon and White will head into the A-

10 tournament as the No. I seed Much like other

statistics. UMass coach Elaine Surtino nml* thi»

number to be insignificant.

"It doesn't matter There's going to be tour

teams there, and son>ebody's going to win it," she

said. 'It's nice to win the regular season, we

enjoyed that yesterday, but this |A-IO

Tournament) is a whole new ball game It's about

playing good ball for three days, and that's what

we've got to look forward to."

The cameras were rolling in Game 1 . the first-

ever televised game in history between two A- 10

foes, and the defense went on to steal the show in

a game that saw just one run scor«l ^^» ' At .^v in

the first inning.

*! think a lot of jihe lack of oltcnsci naa iv ^iv

with the TV." Sortino said. "We've never had an

experience like that before, and I think we're vt.iirL>i i.AiaNii;;>L.u.

SMtOFTMLLoniMigee
Srnktr Jamu Cahalan (24) »tKrc» the MimttcmcnV I4ih run in Stiunlay's Game 2 rtunp over Fordlwm. The run gavr the Minutrwomcn i mercy rule victo-

rv, a »wccf* o4 the JtniMehraJtrr. and cliadMd UMMa's I4lh AtUntic 10 npiiw MaM>n title. UM<m tM>k both end* oi Sunday'^ d<.>uhlrhcadrr au^nst Qumnipiac.

Orange crush
Minutemen fall to

Syracuse in rout
By Anosew MnutriT

CouaoiAN Staft

When it rains on the

Massachusetts men's lacrosse

ttani this season, it pours — even

irxloors.

Led by senior Mike Powell s sU

goals, the Syracuse Orangemen
diqiatched UMass 17-10 at the

Carrier Dome in Syracuse, NY
Saturday. The

UMass 10 Minutemen
fall to 7-8 on

the season.

4 Orangemen

Syracuse 1

7

while the No.

improve to 10-2.

Powell's half-dozen was a

career-high, although it was a

missed shot that made all the

noise. With the game well in harKl,

Powell completed his much-touted

"move." though it led to no goal,

and ended up being more of a

show-off move than a tactical one.

Powell jogged in from the left

wing, bounced into the air, did a

full front flip, took a few more

steps aixl then fired a shot that

went wide of UMass goaltender

Bill Schell's cage.

While "The Move" didn't end

up having any consequence.

PiAvell certainly saved his best per-

fomunce at home for his last, ffis

six goals arxl one assist edged him

to within five points of Syracuse's

all-time career points record. hcU
by Powells oWer brothers. Casey

atxl Ryan.

'When you face a guy that

good, it's almost like, hey, whatev-

er you do. he's going to make his

teammates better,' so we tried to

take his teammates out of it."

UMass coach Greg Cannella said.

Minuteman Matt Tundo scored

the games first goal just 17 sec-

onds in. but the Orangemen went

on a 7- 1 run over the next 1 7 min-

utes, including four from Powell.

The Minutemen were able to keep

SU from going on another streak

like that one. but couldn't muster

Sm MEN'S LAX on page6~

Flyers get

one back
at home

By Ri)B Maadpi
An-HK IAlll> pR^.s^

Flyers

Maple Leafs

Kevin Gleni tiK>k four shots, two on goal, in the Minutemen'* 17-10 defeat at

Syracuse Saturday. UMass falls to 7-8, and finishes the regular season Saturday.

^Smarty^ trainer soaks it in
By Richard Rosenblatt

As.stK lATEi) Press

LOUISVILLE. Ky (AP) — The morning after

lohn Servis won the Kentucky Derby with Smarty

lones. the trainer was still having a hard time tak-

ing it all in.

"It's still a little overwhelming," Servis said on

a rainy Sunday at Churchill Downs. "It'll probably

be sinking in for the next few days."

Servis said Smarty Jones came out of the race

healthy and would be shipped back to his home
base at Philadelphia Park on Monday or Tuesday

to begin training for the Preakness at Pimlico on

May 15.

When Servis returns to his home in Bensalem,

Pa., about a mile from the track, he might have a

better idea how popular Smarty |ones has

become.

Servis already knows a huge roar went up from

the Phillies crowd when the race was shown on

the giant video screen before Saturday's game.

And friends told him folks at Philly Park were

"jumping on tables" to celebrate Smarty's win.

"The city is embracing it, the whole state is

embracing it," Servis said. "It'll be fun. We're very

fortunate to be part of it."

Asked if Smarty [ones might be more popular

than the Flyers, Servis said, "His winning streak's

a little longer then theirs so I'd have to say Smarty

— but we'll be rooting for them."

Winning the LX'rby is a golden opportunity for

a trainer to move up in the ranks, and perhaps set

up shop at a bigger track like Santa Anita or

Belmont Park or Churchill Downs.
But just listening to Servis. there's no way the

45-year-old trainer born in West Virginia is about

to leave Philly With a wife and two teenage chil-

dren, and living in a city he loves, Servis seems

quite comfortable, Derby win or not.

He's been approached about leaving, but says

he's not interested.

"My oldest son is going to be a senior next year

and that's my last year with him." he said.

"There's nothing more important to me than my
family I'm not going anywhere."

With his wife. Sherry, standing next to him

holding a long-stemmed red rose. Servis then

related a touching moment wiih his 16 year-old

son Biane before the race.

The horses enter the track from the back-

stretch and are led all the way around the track

with owners, trainers and family walking along.

Blane, Servis said, is a quiet kid. "I could feel him

coming up behind me, and he said Dad. I'm get-

ting so excited.' That was good. That was great."

Servis was away from his family for almost two

months while Smarty )ones prepped for the Derby

at Oaklawn Park in Hot Springs, Ark. The colt

won the Southwest Stakes, the Rebel Stakes and

the Arkan.sas Derby during that time, and then

arrived at Churchill Downs less than two weeks

ago.

Together for Derby week, the Servises soaked

up the scenes, especially the moments when fans

where cheering for Smarty |ones before the race.

"We're walking out between the bams, and

when we made the cut to head down (onto the

track), the people were lined up on both sides,"

Servis said. "When they saw his number, they just

started clapping, and I'm trying to quiet them ...

The way over people were calling out Smar-tee!

Smar-tee!' It was great to have that support."

Smarty's win made instant celebrities of Servis,

Philly Park jockey Stewart Klliott and owners Roy

and Patricia Chapman. After Smarty lones put

away Lion Heart in what turned out to be a two-

horse race instead of the predicted wide-open

affair, the Servis' got a taste of fame.

Walking through their hotel lobby late

Saturday night. Servis said people just started

applauding. They al.so met a couple from Scotland

who invited them to the Melbourne Cup in

Australia.

"We'd love to have you there." Servis said. "1

said, 1 know my wife would love to go there, but

it's the first week of November, that's Breeders'

Cup time."

Added Servis' wife: "And he said. Well, we

can't change our parade for you. John.'
"

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Back at home, the

Philadelphia Flyers dominated the Toronto Maple

Leafs and regained control of the series.

Keith Primcau had three goals and Michal

Handzus scored twice, leading the Flyers to a 7-2

victory over Toronto on Surulay in Game 5 of

their Eastern Conference semifinal series.

Philadelphia can eliminate the Leafs with a

victory in Toronto on Tuesday night. If necessary.

Game 7 would be Thursday. The home team has

won each game in the series

The victory was cost-

7 ly for the Flyers, who lost

j~ goaltender Robert Esche

and defenseman Vladimir

Malakhov to undisclosed

injuries. Sean Burke replaced E.sche after the first

period and stopped eight of nine shots.

After being outplayed in two straight losses in

Toronto, the Flyers controlled the game from the

start, taking a 2-0 lead in the first six minutes aad

holding the Leafs without a shot until the final

minute of the first period.

Mark Recchi and Branko Radivojevic also

scored for the Flyers, who have never lost a best-

of-seven series in which they led 2-0. going 16-0.

Leafs goalie Ed Belfour allowed six goals on

18 shots, before being replaced by Trevor Kidd

less than four minutes into the second period.

|oe Nieuwendyk and Gary Roberts scored for

Toronto.

Energized by a noisy sellout crowd of 19,825,

the Flyers played with more intensity and deter-

mination than they showed in the two losses at

the Air Canada Centre. They outshot Toronto 29-

11.

Recchi picked up a loose puck after a turnover

by Leafs defenseman Bryan McCabe, skated in

and wristed a shot past Belfour for a 1-0 lead

3:51 in.

Handzus made it 2-0 just 1:52 later with his

first goal of the playoffs. Handzus took a drop

pass from Simon Gagne and shot it through a

screen past Belfour.

Primeaus first goal came on a short-handed

breakaway with 1 :06 left in the first period.

Primcau beat McCabe to a loose puck, skated in

on Belfour. made a nifty move to go around

defenseman Brian Leetch and one-handed a shot

into the net.

His second goal came on another breakaway

44 seconds into the .second period. Primeau

broke in with Gagne. who made a nice centering

pass to set up the easy goal.

Primeau made it 7-2 early in the third period.

The Flyers' captain came in with just 1 1 playoff

goals in 1 19 games.

Nieuwendyk, back in the lineup after sitting

out the last three games with back spasms, scored

Toronto's first goal on a rebound with 55 seconds

left in the first period.

Jurassic 5: the highlight of

Spring Concert at Mullins
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U.S. troops clash with militia
Fifteen U.S. soldiers killed in Iraq

since beginning of May; American

hostage reunited with his wife

U.S. troops, milltfamen trade fire In Najaf

By Denis D. Gray
Amuc'iatei) Piiess

NAIAF. Iraq (AP) — U.S. forces

in Najaf came under their most

intense attack yet by Shiite militia-

men in a clash yesterday that ma>

have killed up to 20 Iraqis. But the

military still held back from going

after the militia's leader, a radical

cleric, to avoid angering Iraq's

Shiite majority.

The United States turned to a

new commander for an Iraqi force

taking control of Fallujah. consid-

ering Maj. Gen. Mohammed Latif,

who opposed Saddam Hussein, to

replace another general.

And Thomas Hamill — the

Mississippi truck driver who
escaped Iraqi kidnappers after

three weeks in captivity — flew to

Germany for a reunion with his

wife. On Sunday. Hamill fied a

house where he was being held

north of Baghdad and ran to a pass-

ing U.S. patrol — his first appear-

ance since his captors released a

videotape April 10. a da> after hi>

abduction, threatening to kill him

In Baghdad, insurgents opened

fire on U.S. soldiers gtiarding a

weapons cache, killing one soldier

and wounding two. the military

said. Elsewhere, a Marine was

killed in by enemy fire in Anbar

province. the western Iraqi

province where the turbulent cities

of Ramadi and Fallujah are located.

The deaths brought the U.S. toll

to 153 since April I — including

15 in May At least 755 U.S. troops

have died in Iraq since the war

began in March 2005
U.S. troops battling insurgents

in west Baghdad pounded rebel

positions with artiller> fire yester-

day night, a series of eight or more

heavy blasts that resounded

through central Baghdad, the Army
said.

U.S. troops in Najaf. south of

the capital, clashed for hours with

Shiite militiamen who barraged the

Americans' base with mortars

overnight, then opened fire in the

afternoon from several directions.

Tank and machine gun fire demol-

ished a building that troops said

was the source of shooting, raising

a pillar of smoke. Apache attack

helicopters circled but did not fire.

Before dawn vesterdav, militia-

men shelled the troops with about

20 mortars, hitting in and around

the base where U.S. troops

replaced Spanish forces a week

ago. There were no casualties.

U S troops and militiamen

traded fire for several hours

in Najaf on MocKlay. tMJt

Americans held back

heavy ariillery to

avoid enftanrwig the

anger of the Shiite

Muslim majority In

the holy city

SYRIA

MRDM

Militiamen pourxM
U S base with mortars

Monday Amencans
returrwd fire Killing at

least 20 Iraqi fighters
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The U.S. military is deployed at

the base and outside Najaf to crack

down on radical Shiite cleric

Muqtada al-Sadr and his militia.

But the troops have held back

because the military fears angering

Shiites Muslims whose holiest site

in Iraq — the Imam Ali Shrine — is

about three miles from the U.S.

base.

Lt. Col. Pat While said American

troops would "maintain our defense

posture" until someone "much,

much higher than me makes a dif-

ferent decision
"

He estimated 20 militiamen

were killed in the battle and said

there were few civilian casualties

because troops were using preci-

sion fire. "I think every soldier here

understands the sensitivities of the

situation.' he said.

The Public Policy and Relations Committee of

the Student Government Association passed a

motion last night to be brought to the Seiwte floor

Wednesday asking that The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian "refund the direct financial contributions

troin the SGA," or the SGA will limit "access to any

further resources of the SGA."
The motion, which passed after a tie-breaking

vole by Adiienne Girad. chair of the committee,

defines the "direct financial contributions" as

SlO.tXK) paid by the SGA loi a past Collegian law-

suit. S2.542 for the services of a Center lor Student

Businesses advisor this year, and administrative

overhead for fiscal year 2tX)5.

The motion sited its reasons as The Collegian's

decision to run "an cvireinely offensive, hurtful and

inappropriate article on WedtHrsday. April 2t>.'

referring to the column by Rene C>onzalez. titled

"Pat Tillman is not a hero: He got what was coming

to him" and Thi' ('. iii.-(ji;in\ ,.np.>siii.iii id ,in\ SC>A

oversight.

The motion mjk-s \h<s\ mc Oon^^ic/ miuitm

"will cost the University and its future enrollment

and (undraising abilities" and that the SGA "v^fwle-

heartedly disagrees with the decision ol ihc leader-

ship of the Daily Collegian to print said article ...

larvdj should not enable such behavior in the

future
"

"We've received a lot of calls from SGAs around

See SfiA on page 2

Commission

finds potential

safeguards for

death penalty

By Karen Testa

.Aasoi lATTIl PRTSS

BOSTON (AP) — A commis-

sion appointed by Gov. Mitt

Romney issued a report yesterday

outlining legal and scientific safe-

guards to ensure a near foolproof

death penalty system in

Massachusetts, but opponents

decried the plan as an expensive

political marvniver with rxj proof

it woukd work.

Romney. vvho vowed during

hLs campaign to bring back capi-

tal punishment, embraced the

findings — which alk)w very few

crimes to qualify as capital offens

es — aixl said his staff woukj be

drafiing legislation in the coming

months based on the commis-

sion's report.

"We offer a series of 10 pro-

posals — many of which are

unprecedented in the history of

Arnerican capital punishment —
iliat if adopted in their entirety,

can allow creation of a fair capital

punishment statute for

Massachusetts that is narrowly

tailored and as infallible as

humanly possible," the report

said.

The possibility of rcinstituting

the death penalty faces uncertain

prospects in the Legislature.

House Speaker Thomas Finneran,

D-Boston, and Senate President

Robert Travaglini, D-Boston.

have opposed capital punish-

ment.

"Any time you have humans

involved in the process there's an

automatic assumption that it's far

from perftxt." Travaglini said yes-

terday

Finneran echoed Travaglinis

concern.

"I'll be interested to see what

the report suggests in terms of

how human beings can so order

human affairs that all possibility

of error is eliminated." Finneran

said. "It hasn't happened with, for

example, the space shuttle on

which we make irKredible expen-

diture and the very best scientists

in the world have continued to

struggle with those types of chal-

lenges."

Massachusetts abolished capi-

tal punishment in 1984. and has-

n't executed anyone since 1947.

Republican governors since

then have pushed for reinstating

it and came close in 1997, after

10-year-old Jeffrey Curley was

abducted from a Cambridge

street and killed by two men who
later received life sentences.

Soldiers reprimanded for abuse of Iraqi prisoners
Brig. Gen. Janis

Karpinski

claims no prior

knowledge of the

mistreatment

B\' Jim Krane
,V«1« lATVI' Pms-S

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP» -
Seven U.S. soUiers have been rep

rimanded in the alk.*ged abuse ol

Iraqi prisoners, and the U.S. officer

who oversaw Eiaghdad's notorious

Abu Ghraib pri-son suggested yes

terday that more may be involved

The reprimands were the first

known punishment of soldiers

involved in the mistreatment of

prisoners at Baghdad's Abu Ghraib

prison.

On the orders of Lt. Gen.

Rk:ardo Sanchez, commander of

U.S. foives in Iraq, six of the sol-

diers — all officers and noncom-

missioned officers — have received

the most severe level of administra-

tive reprimand in the U.S. military,

a military official said on condition

of anonymity. A seventh officer was

given a inore lenient admonish

meni.

The official saW he believed

investigations of the officers were

complete and they would not face

further action or court martial.

However, the reprimands could

spell the end of their careers.

Another six U.S. military polkre

already are facing criminal charges.

President Bush called I>;fense

Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld

before a campaign trip yesterday

and urged him to make sure the

U.S. soldiers are* punished. White

House spokesman Scott McClellan

said.

"The pre*sident wanted to make

sure" appropriate action is being

taken against those responsible for

these shameful and appalling acts."

McClellan said.

The US-appointed Iraqi

Governing Council joined the cho-

rus of international criticism of the

alleged abuse, temiing it a violation

of international law and the

Geneva Conventions.

In a statement yesterday the

council demanded that U.S.

authorities allow Iraqi judges to

take part in the interrogation of

prisoners and open the detention

centers to inspection by Iraqi offi-

cials.

Brig. Gen. janis Karpinski, who
oversaw the prison, said on ABC's

"Gcxxl Morning America" that she

did not know about the prisoner

abuse while it was happening.

"They were despicable acts,"

Karpinski said yesterday "Had 1

1 V M\l ^ I' ;i Al» \-.v> ;\Tli'l*f>

Brig. Gen. Janis Karpinski. right, is shown in this photo during her appearance on ABC's "CmhxI Morning America" w ith interviewer Diane

Sawyer yesterday.

known anything about it, I certain-

ly would have reacted very quick-

ly"

Karpinski. commander of the

800th Military Police Brigade, said

that in one photograph from the

prison, there appeared to be more-

Americans involved in the alleged

abuse than the six MPs who have

already bcx;n charged.

"Absolutely One photograph

showed — it didn't show faces

completely — but the photograph

showed 32 boots," Karpinski told

ABC. "I'm saying other people

than the military police."

It was not clear if that would

include the seven soldiers reported

re'primanded Monday
I.ast week. CBS' "60 Minutes

11" broadcast images allegedly

showing Iraqis stripped naked,

hocxitxl and being tormented by

their U.S. captors.

An internal U.S. Amiy report

found that Iraqi detainees were

subjcxted to "sadistic, blatant and

wanton criminal abuses." accord-

ing to The New Yorker magazine.

Tlie Arab language television

station Al-|azeera broadcast an

interview yesterday with two Iraqis

who said ihey were abused at Abu

Ghraib. One. identified only as

Hashim. said guards "covereti our

heads with bags, they beat us with

the butts of their guns without any

fear that wc would die of the

blows."

"They made us take our clothes

off and they pushed us against the

wall." he .said. "Tliev did things to

us that I am unable to talk about."

The other Iraqi. Haider Sabar. said

an American intelligence officer,

along with an Iraqi and an

Egyptian translator, showed him

"iinmoral photos of the acts that

took place." apparently to frighten

him.

At a news conference yesterday

in Baghdad. Iraqi Foreign Minister

Hoshyar Zibari strongly con-

demned the alleged abuse and

called for an independent inquiiA

into the reports.

"The pt.)silion of the Foreign

Minisln is to cundemn these kind

of behaviors." he said. "We call lor

an independent inquiry to investi-

gate these allegations" so that ihc

perpetrators will 'be brought to

justice.

Karpinski. vvho iivcrsii\\ ihc

.'\nny-mn detention facilities in

Iraq, loltl llu- Mcvv >ork limes she

belii;ved military commanders

were" trying to shift the blame lor

the abuses from military intelli-

gence officers in Iraq to the

re'servists.

"We're disposable." she said of

the niilitaiv's aliiiudc toward

re'servists. 'VVhy would they want

the active-duty people to take the

blame'.' They want to put this on

the M.P.'s and hoiv that this thing

gcK's away Well, it's not going to go

away."

karpinski told ABC the cell

bkK'ks at Abu Ghraib. where some

of the alleged abuse occuned. were

"under the military intelligence

control."

"It was pail of .Abu Ghraib

pii.son operation, but those cell

blocks ... and the prison was actu-

ally under the conliol of the mili-

tary intelligence command at the

time."

Bng. tien. Mark Kimmitt. chief

IS. military spokesman in Iraq.

said on \BC that he isn't sure

\miy military intelligence 'had

anything to do with the individual

itcts of criminal behavior."

"Those were clearly the acts of

individuals." Kimmitt siiid. appear-

ing on the program alter Karpinski.

""They made the choice to do those.

Anil now they scvm to be a little

concerned they've K'en caught and

being prosccuiod lor that."

Kinimilt added, luivvwci. itiai

the investigation is reviewing "con-

cerns expressed abcuit the miliiaiy

iniclligence."

Asked whether more" people are

under invosiigaiion. Kimmiii siijd

it's p(.)ssiblc hut he didn't want to

"pry into" an ongoing pi\>lxv

"Somethings going on here

that's wix)ng and we neetl to get to

the Killom of this. Tlterc's Ixvn

dcicnnination to opc-n up cvciy

diKM ami find out what's going on."

Kimmitt s<iid.

Karpinski's lawyer. Neal

Puckeit. lold "GtK>d Morning.

America" that while his client

iivciveil "an adinonishnieni" from

her conimaiiiler. she has iK>t been

suspendcxl or relieved of her com-

mand.
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Around the nation Arotind the world
Michii»an Pakistan

Bush calls Kerry unsteady leader Three killed In bombing, act declared "terroism"

. ( anuoi, afvii««
.. . - . \.f

. H VM> i hi I'M

KALAMAZOO, Mich (AP)
— President Bush, winding his

way by bus thruugh job-strapped

Michigan and Ohio, acknowl-

edged yesterday that the region

is still in the throes of an ailing

economy while warning that

Democratic challenger |ohn

Kerry is not the steady leader

America needs.

Looking to show equal parts

empathy and determination.

Bush told Republican-friendly

audiences that "when the presi-

dent speaks, he better mean
what he says." and also said that

in tiine of war. "what the coun-

try needs is a leader who speaks

clearly."

The reference was to Kerry,

v^hom the Bush campaign has

tried 10 portray as a candidate

President George W. Buth

who lacks conviction and nterely

says what is politically expedi-

ent. As Bush campaigned. Kerry

unveiled new ads that tout his

"lifetime of service and

strength."

KARACHI, Pakistan (AP) —
A car bomb shattered a bus car-

rying Chinese engineers to a

port project in remote south-

western Pakistan yesterday,

killing three in what the govern-

ment called a terrorist attack.

The Chinese governinent

expressed deep concern and
urged more protection for some
400 of its citizens working on
the port project in Gawadar.

The attack occurred as the

bus was taking at least 12

Chinese to the port, said Sattar

Lasi, the chief of police in

Gawadar. The site is about ?00

miles west of Karachi, near the

border with Iran.

"This is clearly terrorism.

The aim was to terrorize the

Chinese working at the

Gawadar port," said Lai |an,

another senior police official.

Islamic militant groups have

targeted foreigners in the past,

but never in such a remote part

of the country.

Shoaib Suddle, the police

chief in Baluchishtan province,

said it appeared the bomb was

triggered by remote control.

Police investigators found fuses

and pieces of a cylinder that

contained the bomb in the

white Suzuki car, said

Saiuli Arabia

Communications Minister

Babar Khan Ghauri.

Only the skeleton of the car

remained, and the bus also was

heavily damaged, with windows

shattered and metal twisted, he

said.

Ghafoor Baluch. a fisherman

who lives near the scene of the

attack, said the explosion shook

the walls of his home.

"We saw pieces of metal

from the car strewn on the

beach and stuck in nearby

trees," he said. The explosion

left a four-foot crater and

smashed the front of the bus. he

said.

Ambassador urges evacuation for Westerners
MllSSilLhll?>*. H*

Out-of-staters pay full toll price

HO^TONliAPt — Dnijif.kiaif Drivers who use the stii

YOU THINK IT,

WE MAKE IT

M
n>ESiCj rsi

BOSTON (AP) — Out-of state

driven> irate about Massachusetts

tolb won't get a sympathetic ear

from U.S. SuprenK Court justices

after the court declined on

Monday to take up an appeal of a

lawsuit over loll discounts.

Peter A. fXiran. who lives in

Braitleboro. Vt.. sued the

MassachuNetts Turnpike Authority

m luly 2t)02. jusi days after the

^tale put into effect toll hikes that

were reduced for driver* who use

the slate's automatic transponder,

vailed Last l.ane

Drivers who use the state>

transponder pay 75 cents at the

Allsion Brighton tolU and $2 50

at the led \Villiain> jiid Sumner

Tunnel> Dri\ers vkiih transpon

ders Iriim other viaies. such as f •

Z Pass, pay the full toll, which is

Si at the lollbooih and $3 at the

tunnel> Drivers with no

transponder at all also pay the full

toll.

(Xiran alleged in the lawsuit

that giving the discount only to

Fast Ijine users violates U.S.

conmKtve laws.

YANBU. Saudi Arabia (API

— The U.S. ambassador traveled

to this Saudi oil-industry city

yesterday v^ith a simple message

for the gathered Americans:

Go home.
We cannot protect you.

Huddled in a meeting room in

a Holiday Inn still pocked with

bullet holes after the latest in a

string ol attacks on Westerners

killed two Americans and lour

others, many said they would

heed his words.

The first to go were among
the **0 foreign employees of ABB
Lummus Global Inc.. a Houston-

based oil contractor whose

offices were attacked Saturday

by four gunmen trying to encour-

age Saudis to join the resistance

against the U.S. occupation of

Iraq.

The first ABB employees —
all Europeans — boarded a van

for the Yanbu airport yesterday

night.

"Money is money, but it's not

worth your life." said Armando
Rosiglioni. 65. of Venice, Italy,

who arrived in Yanbu 10 days

ago on a three-month contract.

"I don't want to take a stupid

risk."

Israel

U.S. aiBl>a»M(k>r

Wusliiii^toii Prime Minister to devise altemate withdrawal plan

Oil prices reach highest in 1 3 years
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WASHINGTON lAPi — The

price of oil rose to its highest level

in more than I 5 years yesterday as

traders respondixi to the weekend

killing of live Weslemcrs working

for an oil contractor in Saudi

Anbia.

The wtMjicsak price of guoltne

also reached a new record, signal-

it^ the likelihood of even higher

pump prK«» by Memorial Day.

which marks the beginning of the

summer driving season

Crude for tunc delivery gained

»3 cents! on the' Nwif Y»Yll^J»'cre killed.

Mercantile Lxchange. settling at

$W2I per hanvl the higheM

price since Oci lb. I 'WO. wKn ml

vkas valued at $58 84 per barrel

The rally in oil prices >»as

largely triggered by the violence in

Saudi Arabia on Saturday, when

four men opened lire on the

offices of oil contractor ABB
Lummus Global Inc Two
Americans, two Britons, an

Australi<in and a Saudi died in the

attack Ml foui attackers who
police said vkcre^iamli hro»hers_.*-

ILRUSALLM lAP) Israeli

Prime Minister Ariel Sharon

said yesterday he will come up

with an alternative withdrawal

plan after his proposal to pull

out of the Ga2a Strip and pans

of the West Bank was resound

ingly rejtxted by members of his

Likud Party.

Israeli officials suggested the

original plan which had U.S.

backing and \^as popular with

Israelis would be slightly

scaled down and the new ver-

sion would not be put to a Likud

vole.

"I want to say in the clearest

fashion there will be another

plan.' Sharon told a meeting ol

Likud lawmakers, according to a

participmni.

Sharon had proposed his

"disengagement plan' as the

best way to obtain security for

Israel in the absence of peace

moves and to defuse interna

tional pressure for greater con

cessions.

Members of Sharon's tradi

tionally pro-settler party dis

agreed, voting against the plan

60 percent to 40 percent in a

nonbinding referendum Sunday

that the Maariv daily labeled a

"crushing defeat" for the pre-

mier.

^VimATTI'IHI'--
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Motion to be brought to Senate
S6A from page 1

the country and from various

alumni about the article pub-

lished . . . everyone was calling us.

asking us to do s<.>melhing ...

Many people were asking us

what our role was." said SGA
President tared Nokes. who
sponsor«i the motion.

"...While we can't fire any-

one, or force a retraction. |this

motion would allow it soj we can

vH> that >*c ilcin't niuke an\ Iman

OHeimanMiller
MmmUCS KAIIR
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Now it Rcm;iniif.»chircfl

Eric Bascon 413.746.3064
ericPlexingtong roup inc . com

380 Union St., West Springfield, MA 01089

cial contributions to The

Collegian."

Nokes said the motion is in

part a way for The Collegian to

be financially independent, and

for the SG.A to become distant

from the paper.

"That money was used to help

publish something the SGA
doesn't agree with." he said.

Sen. Tristian Brown, who
voted against the motion, came

to The Collegian office last night,

saying he thought the motion

was written in an effort to punish

The Collegian for printing the

highly controversial column.

"I found it horribly insulting."

said Brown, "jared explained

that the newspaper wanted to be

financially independent for some

time ... I felt it was about free-

dom of speech, and we |lhe

Senators who voted against the

motion I
are ready to fight for

everyone to say what they want."

Sen. Michael Sheridan sec-

onded Nokes' motion, but said

that the column had nothing to

do with his support,

"Of course Gonzalez had the

right to write the article and The

Collegian had the right to spon-

sor it ... The lact thai you guys

|Thc Collegian) chose to run the

article. I don't have a say in

that." he said.

Sheridan said he supported

the motion for fiscal reasons,

saying he believes that if

Collegian leadership wants to be

financially independent, they

should be.

Other senators in the Public

Policy and Relations Committee

either refused to comment last

night, or were unavailable.

lason Bissonnette. a former

high-ranking SGA official, said

last night that the motion "goes

against the parts of Title V II jof

the SGA By-Laws) that protect

our media organizations from

being harmed by what they

print."

"This is clearly not compliant

with the by-laws of the SGA.
and probably won't hold up in

the long run as it is currently

written," Bissonnette said.

The motion will need a sim-

ple majority (more than half the

Senate) vole to pass. The SGA
meeting will begin at 7 p.m. on

Wednesday in room 163 of the

Campus Cenier
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Time to rethink

plans in Iraq
The news that some U.S. soldiers have engaged

in sexual, physical and psychological abuse against

some Iraqi prisoners at a detention facility in Iraq

is another black eye against the US-led war in

Iraq.

President Bush has rightfully ordered an inves-

tigation "to make sure appropriate action is being

taken agunst those responsible for these shameful

uid appalling acts." said White Llouse spokesman

Scott McClennan.

The sad part, fiowever, is that officials within

the department of defense have known about the

abuse cases since at least lanuary. according to

Rep. leff Bingaman. D-N.M.

Its difficult to choose whk;h is more shamelul:

that tfiese acts have been going on for months or

that no action had been taken until just recently?

It's unclear what action will be ased against

anyone found guilty on abuses, but punishment

should be served. Abuses like these may have been

commonplace under former Iraqi leader Saddam

LIussein. Undoing these heinous cniiKs is one ol

the reasons America overthrew the tyrant.

Continuing these actbns defeat oik of the main

reasons we went over there and debunks the

notion that we are setting the Iraqi people free

This latest event begs the question: Does tlw

Pentagon even know what's going on overseas?

The answer is probably ix)t.

The unveiling of these despicable acts also rais-

es the folk)wing question: Was the Bush adminis-

tration ready to rebuikj Iraq after the fall of

liujtscin? A^iin. the answer obviously seems to be

no. They were unprepared for the countless deaths

that wouki lie ahead. Thc7 would be unprepared

for the chaos that would erupt overseas even

when Hussein would be overthrown artd cap-

tured.

Even if Washington is aware of the chaos in

Iraq, the Bush administration obvwusly had no

idea things would tum oui this way.

The war in Iraq should serve as a lesson.

Unleashing swift military action against any coun-

tr\ without long-ienn plans is foolish.

Overthrowing Hussein was obviously one ol the

main missions wlwn America went overseas. But

a-building Iraq was most certainly one of the

goals. Ifial has been a difficult goal to achieve.

The Bu>h adiiiinistration must reevaluate their

plans fur rebuilding Iraq. Death tolls continue to

rise and each passing vM-ek there seems to be

another sorrowful tale that comes out of Iraq. The

people ol Iraq liave suffered long enough and the

pc-ople of America deserve a better job from the

current Bush administration.

AlltK>ugh ihis news presents America in a neg-

ative way. it should not cast a pall against the

majority ol troops wfio aa* lighting bravely over-

Nea> We are there to help, after all. and most

trimps are doing an excellent job of uphokling the

higtk.-<i pniKiples in Nerving their country.
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The problem with Yankees fans

Michelle

The Yankees and Red Sox

rivalry can't get any better than

last season, but if it does. Im
ready. I've been an avid Red

Sox fanatic all my life, and for

the past several years I have

never missed a Red Sox game.

If I am at work or driv-

ing in a car. I keep the

radio tuned in to the ^^___
game. If the game is

on an alternative channel that

our lovely UMass dormitories

doni provide. I'll watch it

online with the aid of ESPN's

GameCast. There is nothing I

wont do to support the Red

Sox.

Now I've heard some pretty

hideous and unoriginal insults

coming from Yankees fans

directed toward the Red Sox

nation. Maybe idiocy rubs off

from George Steinbrenner

becau.se their rants are so bor-

ing and lackluster. 1 understand

why the Red Sox nation, along

with other fans of the game

that are in no affiliation with

the Red Sox. hate the "Evil

Empire." Unlike the rest of the

teams in the major leagues, the

Yankees don't respectably build

their team from scratch.

George Steinbrenner handpicks

the best players in baseball and

collectively buys them. Me has

noticeably made a hobby out of

this. This is why I absolutely

despise the Yankees franchise

and their methodology of build-

ing a great team. Not only do I

hale their franchise, but 1 aho
hate ihcir fans. Here are *ome

reasons why I find their fans

particularly moronic.

First of all. "ir"- only

'''''''° more ^ankees fan say
^~"""

that to me or anyone

else. I'll vomit. Is a Red Sox fan

allowed to be happy that iheir

team had a great weekend,

especially over the Yankees?

Yes. it is only May We all know

that. But nevertheless my team

still swept your team in their

house. Well I guess that's a

good thing though, to constant-

ly be reminded b\ a Yankees

fan that it's onU May. ll show>.

that they're jealous, and it

shows they feel embarrassed

that their once dominant team

is currently off to a weak start

even with a $180 million pay-

roll.

"Red Sox suck." Okay, so I

see why the Red Sox fans

chant. "Yankees suck." They

buy their players to buy suc-

cess. So yes. the Nankces suck.

What reason would a Yankees

fan have to hate the Red So\.'

We haven't won a World Series

championship since 1918. Give

us a break. That's like beating

a dead camel with a stick. Wrn

Lest we forget

Yousel

Munaififef

Graphic pic-

tures scare us:

photos of peo-

ple without

limbs, dead
children, cry-

ing mothers
over the bod-

ies of the war
dead. We do
not want to be

bothered by

any of this. Whether they are

pictures of caskets covered in

American flags or photos of

POWs being tortured, we find

no place for them in the main-

stream media.

ABC's news program,

"Nightline," devoted the entire

half hour to reading the names

of the war dead. Many people

criticized the station for having

political motives, saying that

such a reaction was unneces-

sary. About two weeks ago,

photos from a mortuary in

Delaware were released show-

ing caskets covered in

American flags. They almost

seemed as if they were in a

warehouse being shipped

around like cargo. These pic-

tures were also not received

well.

Soldiers are affected trau-

matically by killing the enemy.

Secretary of Defense Donald

Rumsfeld has an answer to this

— he proposes advancing com-

bat to the point where you will

never have to see your enemy

when you destroy them. That

way we won't have to watch

them die. The problem, though.

is just because we don't have to

watch the enemy die. it doesn't

mean the enemy is any less

dead.

All of this points to a very

scary direction. We. as a socie-

ty, are working to take any and

all humanity out of war We
don't want to see the dead; we
don't want to think about the

dead We just want to destroy

and not have to be bothered by

the consequences. We put up

statues of the war dead and

make memorials. We look at

the lists upon lists of names but

we never realize how horrific it

really is.

Thucydides the Athenian

wrote 2,500 years ago, in what

may still be to this day the best

and most relevant work on war.

about the reservations of the

Spartan king before engaging

in war with the Athenians.

"Spartans," said King

Archidamus addressing his

LEHER FROM THE EDITORS
DEAR READERS

The Massachusetts Dally Collegian

continually strives to provide Its read-

ers with the most important thing It has

to give: truthful and original accounts of

our world at large. An error occun-ed

last week to compromise that goal.

It has been brought to The

Collegian's attention that the story titled

"Calvin to welcome jazz great

Marsalis," a preview for the April 27

Northampton concert by Wynton

Marsalis, was largely plagiarized from

the Web site jazzatlincolncenter.org.

The story was written by a

Collegian staff member and published

in The Collegian's print and online ver

sions on Tuesday. Apnl 27. The author

admits to "taking facts " from the Web

site As a result, the two stories share

seven sentences with identical phras-

ing.

This is both Inexcusable and

regrettable. As a result, the writer has

been barred from any further writing at

The Collegian, and the online edition of

the story has been deleted to illustrate

this point and prompt all writers and

editors to understand the seriousness

of capitalizing on other's wort<

The Collegian is committed to

doing its best to uphold its social duty

in offering accurate and onginal sto-

ries.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Eastwood

Editor In Chief

Dan Lamothe

Managing Editor

Glen Straub

Arts & Living Editor

people, "in the course of my life

We put up statues

of the war dead and

make memorials.

We look at the

lists upon lists of

names but we
never realize how
horrific it really is.

I have taken part in many wars,

and I see among you people of

the same age as 1 am. They and

I have had experience, and so

arc not likely to share your

enthusiasm for war. nor think

that war is a good thing or a

safe thing
"

The words from the pages of

the Peloponnesian War speak

with uncanny relevance today.

Our society is forgetting the

horrors of war and therefore

will be more inclined to accept

war as a reasonable action We
have to realize that a declara-

tion of war is an admission of

total failure.

We keep hearing these names

and looking ai pictures of young

men and women who do not

exist on this earth anymore, yet

it doesn't seem to move us. In

fact it bothers us because we do

not want to think about it. We
call them heroes and that seems

to make it all right, but like a

friend told me last week, our

nation could use a lot more liv-

ing veterans and a lot less dead

heroes.

Our society is disconnected

from the military and our mili-

tary is also disconnected from

our society. The civilian will

never understand war through

violent video games. What is

scarier though is that modem
warfare has begun to move in

the virtual direction. We don't

want to see the enemy; we don't

want to put boots on the

ground, and of course "we don't

do body counts." The military is

very much being disconnected

from the enemy. The days of the

western front's man-to-man
ditch confrontations are over.

Today, buttons are pressed lo

lock onto boxed shaped targets

from thousands of feet into the

night sky.

Some might say that this is

perfectly fine In fact many, par-

ticularly those in the defense

department who advocate this

numb warfare, see this to be the

way of the future. This is a great

problem As the Spartan king

told his people so many years

ago. once you come to know
vbhat war is about and the hor-

rors that ccMne with it. you will

be less inclined to use it.

Our society today is becom-

ing disconnected with the hor

rors of war. and war is l)ecoming

more acceptable. It has become

acceptable lo the point where a

few individuals lied to the

nation and got the congress lo

give up their constitutional right

so to pursue their own interests.

Now. blinded by the 'patriot-

ism' of war's hero-making

industry, we neglect lo realize

that war in its future is failure.

We have become blinded to the

point where we embrace failure.

Voujf/ Munayyer it a

Collepan culumniu.

My last words: UMass rules!

just don I do thai: Yankees fans

have no class.

The curse of the Great

Bambino. Will this ever die

down? There is no curse. Come
up with something new Now
III quote Pedro Martinez: "I

don't believe in rivalries. I

don't believe in curses. Wake
up the damn Bambino. Maybe
I'll drill him in the ass."

Enough said.

The Yankees caps. If I see

one more person with a

Yankees cap on this campus.

I'll scream. Its UMass! What
right do you have parading

around in a Yankees cap'.' Kven

if you are a fan. show some
respect and don't wear one
around here. I wouldn't wear a

Boston Red Sox hat in New
'lork. What annoys me even

more is that blonde girl you'll

see wearing a Nankecs cap. You
know, the kind of girl you can

bet a million dollars on that she

can't name two Yankees play-

ers, excluding leter. As if we
haven't seen enough Yankees

caps with former New York

mayor. Rudolph Guliani. Is

that super-glued lo his bald

head'.' F.nough with the Police

Department and Fire Depart-

ment \ankees cap already. That

thing is just ugly.

Michelle Rivera is a LMass
student.

So here it is. my last column.

There are so many things I will

take away from UMass. The pro-

fessors were fantastic; I've made
a handful of good friends, and I

had probably the greatest job on

earth: helping other veteran's

transition into college.

It greatly saddens me that the

University has recently gotten

much bad publicity for one stu-

dent's off-color rant, while the

countless academic and cultural achievements

here go unnoticed. So. rather than kvetch about

all the things I haven't had a chance to complain

about this year. I'll use my last column to tell you

everything I love about UMass.

I would like to impress upon all lewish stu-

dents that you should check out Hillel at least

once. Services at Hillel have probably been the

single most influential set of experiences at

UMass for me. The folks at Hillel have re-awak-

ened my interest in the Torah. and not only do I

actually do the weekly readings. I'm also learning

Hebrew in my spare time. 1 was afraid that serv-

ices would be the stuffy, uncomfortable experi-

ence at my family's synagogue, but instead they're

fun and sincere.

My experiences with extra-curricular activities

have at least been highly instructional even when

they haven't been fun. I had this bi-weekly col-

umn, which was a great honor. I don't want to

know what I think half the time so it's always an

ego boost when people come up to me and agree

with something I wrote.

My work with the University Democrats has

been difficult at times, but overall. I couldn't have

hoped to hang out with a better group of people

1 would like to impress upon all students that it

really doesn't take much to get involved in local

and even national politics, but it does require you

showing up for a meeting or two with the

University Democrats or at least talking to an

internship advisor, like Profes.sor La Raja in the

political science department.

Let's talk academics. I have been overwhelmed

with support from the faculty in the legal studies,

political science, history, and lapanese depart-

ments. The professors haven't just been teachers,

but have been mentors, meeting with me and

exchanging emails outside of the classroom and

generally going way above and beyond what I

expected from a large university like UMass. I

honestly haven't had one class here that I wish I

hadn't taken, and there isn't one faculty member

that I wouldn't recommend to other students.

Maybe I've )ust been lucky, but it isn t chance that

there are so man\ nuiotarHling professors at the

University.

Since I'm a "ciiku. and its too laie for the

Collegian to fire me. I'm going to thank a few

people f irst of all. I wouldn't have had the drive

to accomplish as much as I did if I wasn't doing it

for my son. Garrcti Smith V\ithout my parents.

Martin and Abby Solomon, driving me crazy I

wouldn't be the person I am today

I owe a debt of gratitude to my best friend,

.^na Galvan. who has always believed in me even

when I didn't believe in myself. Ana has been a

touchstone for me and a pillar of strength Oh
yeah, and she saved my life.

Thanks to my partner. Ken Campbell. I've

become a better person and a happier woman. I

never thought I'd love a Republican.

I would like to thank every faculty member

and advisor individually, but I don't know if I

have enough room, so instead 111 just say thanks

to the legal studies, political science. Japanese,

and history departments for teaching more than I

thought was possible in the five semesters I've

spent here.

,'\ million thanks to my first roommate.

Courtney Marzano. She was actually a normal

roommate, which was more than I could have

hoped for. Once again, thank you to everybody at

Hillel especially Ben. Daniel and Sarah

I owe a debt of gratitude to newly weds jim and

Becca Smith. Thanks to Mrs. and Mr. Smith. Jim's

mother and father ~ thank you for putting up

with me during winter break and orientation.

.Mso. thanks lin no particular order) to Bray.

Yancey. Gurtler. Bell. Shelion. Sgt. Rolle. Sgt.

Maj. brto. Staff Sgt. Rhodes and Donelle.

Sergeant First Class Eagleman. Sgl. .Adams.

.AFKN. the 55th Combat Camera Company, the

t)5th PAOC and everybody who's out there risking

their lives while I'm finishing m> degree. I would-

n't be here if it wasn't tor you; I'm sorry I'm not

by your side. Eyes of the ,^rmy. huah!

Whether you want it or not. I'm dedicating my
columns from this year lo those who served in the

Pentagon on Sept. 1 1 . those who have been called

to active duty and those who have served overseas

since the tragedies of that day. I'll never forget the

smell of sulfur that permeated Pentagon City two

days after the attacks, and I'll always be grateful

that so many people I care about survived. No
matter what. I'll never forget.

And lo all the Lionel Mandrakes of the world

(see the movie "Dr. Strangelove" if you don't get

the reference), don't stop making sense.

Rachel Smith is a Collegian columnist.
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The sounds of Spring

Mtillins

Bv MiWiyif JjMMon
i <>IL&i.lAN *<I AHtyttt^"

If <^tudcnu thai wttit to this year's Spring

Concert myned disappointed, ihey had rcaion to

be. The show, which aitrai-ted a small crowd,

gave lho*tf in attendance liiilc to get excited

about

Headlining concert, produced by

Lnivcr<>it\ Productions and Concert*. wa« I

Records recording artist Busta Rhymes and

ihro^^back underground sensation Jurassic 5.

Although both acts may have been crowd-wor-

ih>. concerts in large spaces should be reserved

lor arti>is who have current projects or cult-like

lolkming. This was shown through attendance,

which was meager compared to last years sell

out.

Playing one set outside of the Mullins Center

on a paviliiin was one of two opening acts.

Natural Hi^vcnl. a band whose member< are all

Amherst natives Their sounds, although hard-

core, and almuvt scary at time-*, were comparable

to that of Limp Bi/kit. but their music held mes-

sages ol much value Thc> pl.ncd the title track

K.,, i..vii album. I his Ruad. which talks abc»ui

working hard to achieve goals in life. "Red.

Whllilp;:aad Blue." was dedicated by the band'>

front man. Pric*. to L'Mas* graduate student

Rene Gonzale^ who has been in the new*

recently for a controversial column in The

Massachusetts Daily Collegiai

Around 8 p.m. on the in^iuv. v i ihc

Mullins Center. Jurassic 5 took the stage.

Their performance, which was very

energetic, and unconventional — the

entire group at one point used kazoos as

part of the beat for a song — fed the

crowd and kepi ihem going throughout

the hour-long performance. Their debut

single "Quality Control." from the

album of the same title, was one of the

few times the crowd aciu.ilK Mcnun
with what was going on

The highlight of the pctii.Miii.iii..i. .i ^I'ln by D\

Nu Mark, who on a beat machine and two turn

tables created jazzy. Coltrane-like beats, with

hip-hop base lines, reaffirmed to the nonbcliev

crs that hip-hop may not be dead alter all.

"I was surpri-^ed b\ the energv here at

1 familiar Star,
j

L Mas*. said Marc 7 of 1-5 following the groc

performance. "You usually dont get much ol a

response when you're between alhio"- -• this

was >ort of a surprise
"

"We weren't sure what to expect, added Akil.

another group member. "But we were happy with

what we saw from the crowd."

The intermission between |-5 and

Busta Rhymes was filled with two dance

performances, one from hip-hop dance

group Hava Unit, and the other from

break-dancini- group Poetry in Motion

Nearly an hour later. Busta Rhymes and

the Flip Mode Squad look the stage.

Because Busta is known mainly for his

energy, it was no surprise to the crowd, as

he and hype man extraordinaire Spliff

ubilantiv bounced in front of the crowd

with Busta's verse off M.O.P's "Anti-up Remix."

Once Busta and company hit the stage the nos-

talgic hip-hop vibe was completely erased and

the crowds images of hip-hop returned to the

money, cash, hoes personas thai has come to

dominate the industry today.

From the time he »tepped onto the stage it

<as questionable whether or not Busta really

even wanted to be there After his command for

everyone to "shut the f*** up" so he could check

his microphone, he proceeded to insult the

crowd continuously, calling them "aAunch of

weak moiherf-**crs" for not putting their hands

up on command Following this exchange with

the crowd, he continued the concert with more

featured songs, including the "Make It Clap"

remix by Sean Paul, where Spliff Siar actuallv

got a chance to rap a verse.

This was followed by another barrage ot

insults to the crowd by the rapper, including a

request for all UMass girls to hit the gym.

"I don't know what's going on out here at

UMass." Busta stated, "but ya'li molherf**'ers

belter gel it together."

The rest of ihe performance was just a run

through of songs Irom all ol Busta's past albums

including his I'i^ti debut album "The Coming."

from which he performed "Whoo Ha."

The concert ended after taking a trip down
Busta memory lane, but we were assured that

our favorite rambunctiou-- \U" would release a

new album this summer

Amh^

Talib Kweli/

Common

Amhersl Collegt

MaTl

By SlU'HAMt hut i.\

CmLtl.lAN i;oRI«FSPI)NI<tNT

AMHKRST - Hip hop

music has many different gen-

res within its own genre. One
of the lesser-known genres,

alternative hip-hop. seems to

be underappreciated in com
parison to the widely popular

southern and Midwest rap

movement. Bui ii is clear thai,

after Saturday night's pcrlorm-

ance at LeFrak Gymnasium at

.Amherst College.

Talib Kweli and

Common Kxperience

are on a mission to

bring hip-hop back

to its roots.

The show opened

with local group.

One's and Two's, performing

with their eclectic blend of

rock, funk and hip-hop. The
first impression of the group is

their mix of hard rapping with

alternative rock, which is so

eccentric that ii seems like the

group was put together for a

"Making the Band 3.' But it's

because of this that makes their

sound caplivaling and enjoy-

able. If the group could control

the sometimes bizarre out-

bursts of singing from ihe lead

singer along with controlling

his comical jerky movements
onstage, the group could be

quite successful.

Talib Kweli came out open-

ing with flowing and reflective

sophistication but also with

confrontational fierceness. Not

wanting to be upstaged.

Common came out and assisted

Talib on a couple of songs from

Talib Kwcli's former group
Black Star, including their hit

"Respiration."

The show flowed very well

with Talib Kweli and Common
both each performing hits of

their own. Both performed
together fluidly. as if having

been in a group for years.

Common's mellow, laid back

flow, along with his animated

movements onstage worked
well with Kweli's cerebral,

bea».t-like rhythm. It is almost

^B akin to the music connec-

tion of Andre 3000 and
Big Boi of OutKast.

Both artists performed

their memorable hits.

Common performed
"Come Close to Me,"
bringing a shocked female

the audience onstagefrom
while he moved toward her.

Kweli. performed an Al Green
cover, "Good to You," "Move
Sumptin," and his popular hit.

"Get By." The two Dl's of the

show. b| Chaps and Dummy,
had a lO-minute set taking the

crowd way back. They demon-

strated their impressive skills

with tricks including going

under each other's legs while

mixing the classic song, "It

Takes Two."

Talib Kweli and Common
continued to energize the audi-

ence. The crowd was so wound

up that they roared and chant-

ed Kweli and Common's names

until the duo came back on-

stage for a three-song encore. It

is obvious that these artists

love their fans and genuinely

love what they do. which creat-

ed an incredible show.

The Push Stars release new album, prepare to take over NoHo
By Emilie Ddgoan

l.X)LU:iaAN StaH-

The Push Stars' new album. "Paint the

Town," impressed Matchbox Twenty's

lead singer, Rob Thomas, so much that he

invited them to open for them on their

last tour to introduce the Boston band to

a legion of new fans.

"The trio — Chris Trapper on

vocals and guitar, Dan
McLoughlin on bass and piano,

and Ryan MacMillan on drums
— have been together for the

better part of a decade, produced

four progressively better CD's

and have had their songs fea-

tured on television shows and in

movies like "Malcolm in the

Middle" and "There's Something

About Mary." And they got their

name from the telephone.

"We were offered a gig with the

Boston band Morphine," Trapper said in

an interview. "It was our first big opening

spot and we didn't have an established

name. At the same time we got the call

for that gig, I'd been paying a gas bill

over the phone and one of the options

was if you want to tell us how broke you

are. push star'"

The name stuck. Trapper said,

because they liked the old-time feel of it.

It's that old-time feel that moves a lot of

their music, and the first single off their

new album —"Outside a Dream" was

created around a sound found in simple,

m5U's standard rock and roll.

"It was based around a '50's chord

progression." Trapper said, pausing to

sing the notes. "That's how it started
"

Lyrically. "Outside" is a nostalgic look

al Trapper's fonnative years in Buffalo,

N.Y. It is about a man - presumably

Trapper — approaching his iOth birthday

and reminiscing about his not-so-distant

past. Lines like. 'No second chance wa«

the last thing that you told me/ and I was

the fool who agreed," are what attack the

listener at the heart. Ultimately, Trapper's

search for his ex finds her married, "with

a sweet, little child on the way," and he

must learn to put her memory away.

"Claire," the lirsi track on the album,

takes a look at life on the road and is

Trapper's answer to a girlfriend

that questions his dedication to

her He makes no vow of

faithfulness to Claire, but

promises in the refrain

that he's "just a shadow
neath the street lights,

who would die for you."

The title track is a mid-

tempo look at hanging

out with friends and

being unconcerned with ^

the worries of the world.

Trapper's voice reflects the wistful ache

for simpler times with lyrics like, "sipping

up the last drop of night that's left/ isn't

that the way we paint the town'.'"

The Push Stars make the kind of

music you listen to as you take a long

drive through your hometown and think

about how far you've come. The lyrics are

not especially deep or philosophical, but

it is the emotion behind Trappers words

and the strength of the music that makes

this album absolutely perfect.

"Paint the Town" is an album about

love and life, topics that some would

say are overdone and cliche. But, the

Push Stars are "romantic guys, com-

pared to most of the guys we know,"

according to Trapper Every song on the

album reflects that romanticism, but

with humor, simplicity and bare-your-

soul honesty.

"Most of the songs on this album are

meant to get as truthful as we possibly

can about diflerent realities of love and

romance and relationships." Trapper

said.

The Push

Stars

'Paint the

Town'

33[ilSueetnecoids

They have based their career around

touring, and they're on the road for a

good portion of each year Their sound

and their image is not packaged or

dependent on radio. They have gained

fans by touring with bands — like

Matchbox Twenty — that they have

befriended in their years together Their

fan base has grown exponentially

because of this, but they remain true to

an independent artist kind of

life. There are no fancy tour

buses, no bodyguards, no

huge stage production.

"Those guys were really,

really nice guys." Trapper said

of their stint with Matchbox
Twenty. "They'd let us do
autograph signings after our

set each night. So. we'd have

a row of fans from section A to M, and

that was really effective for getting like-

minded fans."

Besides Matchbox Twenty, the band

recently wrapped up a tour with

Canadian Celtic rock band. Great Big

Sea. They have also done dates with

Train and Third Eye Blind, but they

find themselves in the middle of a head-

lining club-tour now. promoting their

new album.

"We're dedicated to getting this

record heard because we're all really

proud of it," Trapper said. "We found

backing for ourselves, had no label, no
anything And that little record took us

on tour into hockey arenas with

Matchbox Twenty because Rob Thomas
just loved it."

They have reason to be proud. This

album, dubbed "the little record that

could" by Trapper, deserves to be

heard.

The Pu>h Stars play the Iron Horse,

tonight at 8:30 p.m.

Information for this article was
taken from uww.pushslan.vom.

The Pu»h Stdr>' Chrix Trapper will appear v»ith hii. banJmatis ununlil in

Northampton. The group retentlv relcaMrd a new cd, "Paint The Town."

Sept. 1 1 exhibit at Ground Zero church honors life through art

By Verena UnisiK

.AsHKiArtn IVt-.-

NEW YORK — New Yorkers

call it The Little Chapel That

Stood

AcroM the street from the

World Trade Center, St Paul's

Chapel survived Sept. II, 2001.

whik- the twin towers fell.

Within davs. the I8ih-ceniun

church became a sanctuary for

ground zero wurkers. who ate.

slept, washed and wept in the

chapel where George Washington

once prayed. Outside, the church'>

iron fence was draped in tributes

and flowers k"ft by moumers.

St. Paul's opened a permanent

exhibit Monday about the after-

math of the terrorist attacks "The

Unwavering Spirit: Hope and

ITealing at Ground Zero" recalls

the rescuers who looked for

human remains. tf>e volunteers

who nurtured them and the images

and words of a world that grieved

a shattered city.

"Objects don't speak, but they

enabkr you to retncinbi*r and to

t*xperience both how scary and

horriTK it was, ainl the wonder of

people's inner resilience and

strength, the sense of community

that was created." Fldwin

Schlossberg. an interactive design

er whose firm, Fiil Design, worked

with the chuah to create the

exhibit, said.

"This is an invitaikm to partki-

pate, to e\pk>re."

On display are huixlrcds of arti-

facts taken fixxn the ferwe. includ-

ing photographs, letters, drawings,

flags, and even such exotic tributes

as strings of Japanese origami

peace cranes. Some can be seen on

digital an-hives, akxig with inter-

views of rxr«cuer»i. survivors artd

volunieer-

St. Paul's fulfilled an array of

huntan needs, from kitchen to

therapist's couch to makeshift

sieep^ quarters to an pUefy lo

doctor's office.

"What I think of most was all

the k)ve freely given to strangers by

strangers," volunicxr Ann Neary

says in one video clip.

Today, banners sent to the

chapel hang off the bakony of the

pastel -colored, Georgian style

sanctuary. One is a huge Antencan

flag with while stripes made from

paper cutouts of the hands of chil-

dren at a publk: school in Cedar

Springs. Mkh.
One of the students. 12-year-

okl Kelly Fitzgerakl, came lo New
York to see the exhibit and stayed

with her mother on the 40th llcvr

of a hotel overlooking ground

zero.

"This morning, I got up and

looked out the window, and I

coukl see where the towers were,"

the sixth-grader said "W hc-n it first

happeiKd. I dkln't think it was

fval

'

One photograph in the exhibit

shows an exhausted firefighter

curling up on a St. Paul's pew.

clutching one of the many leddy

bears sent by well-wishers

Another photo shows u re^iie dog

lying in fnjnt of the altar with its

overwhelmed handkrr.

\ third linage shows a man (lip

ping hot dogs from a barbecue sei

up behind the chapel's iomc

columns to grill hot dogs and ham
burgers for groutKlzerv wurkers.

vjUiimi mu- .\«i5jxiAni- iti-

Acrosit the ureet (n>m the World Trade Center, St. Paul's Chapel

Hirxivrd S*pl. 1 1, 2001, intat^^t, while the twin tower* fell. Workers

put the finishing touches on a new exhibit dedicated to the attacks,

and the outpouring of suppi>rt from around the globe that re»ulted,

al St. Paul's Chapel in New York im Friday.

Summer Break

Self Storage

Our Prices are the

Lowest in the

Area

Greenfield

Secure Storage

1 1 35 Bernardston

Rd.

413-775-0074

U^Hf ON TUeSDAY:
LA5T SAMURAI

CALENDAR GIRLS
CHASING UBERTY

ELEPHANT
GIRL WITH A

PEARL EARRING
PETER PAN
TRIPLETS OF

15 COWLES LANE
Behind Bruegger'*
Downtown Amh«r»l
19 MONTAGUE RD.

North Amheri

WEDNESDAYS FEATURING:
$1 Draft

^ $1 Shooters

$2 Well

Mters -fl iMnr

Drinks i '

^>k>sted by Dj KT L- Wdndov
Spinniiii Mp-hop CRW ragfli all '

No cove* dwrg«, 2U only, |0-2am
(D(|ffj(|Qy

FRIDAYS FEAIUMNG:
, ,

New! Drink spociob evary week! IJLLi
.^

Hoslwl byt PJW Mok
^

Nocovercl«i,«#i«ly,9y5am
y^^

NiglitJJ!

TO lENT^Oi OWN
LastSamuraij

1st \S I I I I M K I I N I I <
I I ( I >

lOM CKUlb^L

L.A.ST SAMdRM *?
/

y ^

Lower
413-532-2:

www.woterfronttovern.com

t

Talib Kweli performed at Amherst College's LeFrak CJymnasium on Saturday as part of the school's Spring Concert. Also appearing was

fellow hip-hopper Common, who has appeared in the area before.

Pdst3l Conneotions'^^ "^r^

4-,

413-253-2311 * 375 COLLEGE ST (RTE 9 @ S.EAST ST} (}

COME IN BEFORE MAY 8 i ENTER TO WIN A

FREE HP SCANJET 3670, PC SCANNER

9

6

3

CURRENT SPECIALS!
$.04 B/W COPIES

$.49 COLOR COPIES
$2 OFF UPS OR FEDEX

Kiss A Senior Goodbye

im^ ^^

•NOTARY 'FAX "CUSTOM PACKING
•PASSPORT PHOTOS" •LAMINATING

STUDENTS! ASK ABOUT OUR STUDE
MOVING PACKAGE & MAIL BOX RE

Let your Senior friends know you will miss them!

Give them a card and a champagne glass filled with Hershey«

Kisses to say Goodbye!

JOnlv $6.00 oadi or 2 lor $ 1 0,00

L Stop by the STARS table on the Campus

^ Center Concourse or visit

' www.UMassAlumni.com/students
for more information on how to order

these great gifts!

STARS t«n b» re»th«J by phon« rt 577-1 390 or »>y email at »t»nO»tu«f.um«».edu.
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Danton faces arraignment today
ST. LOUIS Blues forward

Mike Dantuii returned to the St.

Louis area from California on

Monda\ to face charges in an

alleged inurder-lor-hire plot, a fed-

eral marshal said.

Danton arrived by airplane

with other piiNoners and received

no special treatment, said Karen

Simons, chief deputy federal mar-

shal for the southern district ol

Illinois.

He was being held in the

Clinton County. III. jail, near Si.

Louis. Danton will be arraigned

Tuesday uftenioon in an Last St.

Louis federal court. U.S. Attorney

RcHiald Tenpas' office said.

DanttHi and W-year-old Katie

VSblfmeyer were indicted April 22

b> a federal grand |ury on charges

of conspiring to arrange a murder

for hire and using a telephoiK-

acros> >tate lines to arrange it.

V^olfmeyer pleaded innocent

Thursday and is in the custody of

her parents on $100,000 bond.

Her trial is scheduled for July 1 5.

Danton was arrested April 16

in California, hours after the San

lose Sharks beat the Blues to elim-

inate them from the NHL playoffs.

His ationiey. Bob Haar, has said

Danton al.so will plead innocent. A
phone call to Haar wasn't

returned.

Federal authorities said that

Damon, with Wolfineyer's help,

tried to hire a hit man for $10,000

to murder an unidentified acquain-

tance at Danton's suburban St.

Louis apartment. Federal authori-

ties said the men argued April 1

3

over Danton's "promiscuity and

use of alcohol." Danton
allegedly feared the act<uainunce

would talk to Blues management,

potentially damaging Danton's

career

Wolfmever was accused of

passing a phone call from Danton

to the would-be hit man. who pre-

tended to go along with the plan,

but actually went to Columbia. III.,

police; they in turn alerted the FBI.

Authorities have refused to

identify the person Danton

allegedly wanted dead. Media

reports have mainuined the target

was Danton's agent, Dave Frost.

Frost previously has said he wasn't

the target.

On Monday. Frost said he had-

n't heard that Danton was back in

town. He would only say, "I just

want him to get home."

Danton came to the Blues in a

lune trade from the New jersey

Devils, where he had been twice

suspended for disciplinary reasons.

This past season he had seven

goals, 12 points and 141 penalty

minutes, v^hich tied him for most

on the team.

—Associated Press

Yzerman sidelined with eye injury
DITROIT Detroit captain

Steve Yzerman Ls out indeliniteK

after undergoing 4 and a halt-hout>

of surgery for a scratched cornea

and bnjken bone just bekiw his lelt

'I zerman is expected to make a

lull recovery, the Red Wings said in

a staienKiit Suixlay, adding thai he

will be unavailable to comment for

ii week.

^ icmian was hun when he wa>

hii in the lace with a puck during

Detruii's 1-0 Vxs to Calgar> in

Game S on Saturday night The

RoJ \Mngv idl behind 1-0 shortly

after hi ^1. aiul that was

thconlx , ^m\m: Nzennan

fKwled help |!Ctting oil the ice

C.ilpin !c;«ds the besi-of-seven

\Sv-uii (..'iifeaiKe scmilinal

Merk.~- ') 2 and can elinMnate the

top-Mreded Red Wings at hcHiie

Monday rught

N'zerman. who will turn 3<* on

May 9, experienced blurred viskm

in his eye, but that improved after

the surgery on his orbital boiK. He

has a franchise-record 70 playoff

goals and I » I points in his 20 sea-

sons with iIk Red \Mngs. In regu-

lar-aoHun ganws, he's the sixth-

leadmg scorer in NHL hisior>.

"He's been a tremendous leader

and now it's up to us to step up,"

center Kns Draper sakJ after prac-

tk;e Suivlay "Let's go out and play

a great game for him because he's

done so much for as."

The injury canw after a sho« by

Red Wings defenseinan Maihieu

Schnekler ricocheted off son>eone

in front ol the Calgary net and hit

\ zennan squarely in the face as he

stmxl to the lelt ol the goal.

N /erman. who doesn't wear a

face shiekl. immediately dropped

to the Ice He kicked his legs in

pain as he was sprawktl out.

After being Jimii for a couple

minutes, with the crowd watching

in stunned silence, Yzerman was

helped to the dressing room as a

towel was heW near his left eye. He
dkln't return to the game.

If Detroit fails to advance

against Calgary, ^'zennan may have

played his last game because of the

NHLs kxxning labor problems. A
kxig kxkout codd lead to his

retirement.

"1 plan on playing next year, but

the collective bargaining agree-

ment will determine that."

Yzerman sakl just before the play-

ofTs started. "I'm just going to wait

and sec what happens. I'm pre-

pared to wait a year."

Some thought the lO-time All-

Siar and \'*W Conn Smyihe win-

ner at playoff MVP would choose

to end his storied career last year,

but he said it wasn't an optkxi he

considered

He missed the first 66 games of

the 2002-05 season folkawing a

knee surgery — usually reserved

for retirees — that involved sawing

into the bone bdow his knee and

using a wedge to realign the joint

Detroit forward Darren

McCarty said Sunday that he

hopes the game wasn't Yzennan's

last.

"He's been the strength and pil-

lar of this hockey club for kmger

than I've been here. It'll be in the

back of our minds." McCarty said.

—Associated Press
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Office of Jewish Affairs and Student Affairs & Campus Life

REMEMBERING
OUR HUMANITY
A forum to discuss the historical, legal and

moral significance of last week's vandalism

of the Holocaust memorial flag display

thWed, May 5

at 7:00 pm

Campus Center

Room 101

University of

Massachusetts

Amherst

James Young. Professor of English and Judaic Studies; authority on

HolcKaust memorials, memory and its desecration

Ervin Staub, Professor of Peace Psychology; author of The Psychology of

Good and Evil: authority on violence, genocide, and the role of bystanders

Allan Ryan, Jr. Chair. Anti-Defamation League Civil Rights Committee;

fonner director. U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Special Investigations

Campus administrators, clerR>, and students will also offer statements of

solidarity, in the spirit that an affront to one is an affront to all.

*Big Easy* win for Singh

By Mary Fosna

ANl«£W CAHlXTN/ASSlXaATU' niE.V«

Vljav Singh, hi>ld> up the winner* trophy ahtrr winnif^ the rain-

Jelavcd HP Cla.>Mc dt Ent:lish Turn Golf and Cinintn Club in New
Orfeans, veumlav. Sinj^h made a 2S-foot binlie un the IMth hcJe Monday

to win.

the back niiur for a round of 6).

Ogilvie almost forced a playoff

after Singh's putt, but his blast out

of the sand trap missed by an iiwh.

"I shot 52 on the front oid^

and 1 fell like I was in control pni

ty much the whole way around.'

Ogilvie said. "Then I saw him

make an eagfe on 1 5. then a birdie

on 16 I don't know how long the

putt on I (* was. but what can ycHi

say. I mean, that's w+»y he's protia-

bK the best player in the worid

right now. He shot 29 on the back

side."

Singh rinished ai 266 and

became the first three-time win-

ner on tour this season, taking

$918,000 of the $5 1 million

purse. He also won last Monday

at the rain-inierrupied Houston

Open. The victory moved Singh

to No. I on the n>one> list with

$4,267,899.

It was Singh's eighth come-

from-behind win. He now has 18

career victories, trailing only

Tiger Woods (40). Mickel*on

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — At

the ninth hole. Vijay Singh

thought he was out of the HP
Classk;. At the 18th. he knew the

loumanteni was his for the taking.

Singh made a 25-foot birdie at

No. 18 Monday to v^in the rain-

delayed tournament, denying

Masters champion Phil Mickelson

his secoiKl straight v^cl^>I^ and |oe

Ogilvie hLs first title

"I had patience out tlicre,'

Singh said "I ike the front nine,

when nothing was happening. I

was just 2-under and everybody

was way ahead. So I said, just

keep going, there is another nine

to go. lust play a solid nitK and sec

what happens ° .And the putts

started going in. and throwing in

an eagkr here and there, and all of

a sudden everything changed."

Singh overcame a six-shot

defk'it in the last eight holes, using

an eagle at No. 1 5 to shoot 29 on

(23) and Greg Norman (20)

among active players on tour.

Mickelson. playing in his first

tournament since winning the

Masters, and Ogilvie were a

stroke back at 2b7.

Hidemichi Tanaka was fourth

at 269. while Charles Howell

and Justin Rose tied for fifth at

271. Three players, including

former champion K.j. Choi,

were tied at seventh at 272.

Singh had five birdies and an

eagle on the back nine. He

caught Ogilvie on the treacher-

ous I5ih, an island hole with

sand traps on two sides.

"I looked up after nine holes,

and 1 said. Well, it's over.'"

Singh said. "But then I made a

birdie on II. 12 and 13. and all

of a sudden I said I've got a

chance. That eagle putt on 15

got me close. If I had made a

birdie there. 1 may still not have

vNon. I think that kind of tight-

ened up the guys behind me as

well."

Mickelson was tied for sec-

ond going into the tinal round.

Playing in the same group as

Ogilvie. he made birdies at Nos.

15, 16. and 18 for a 4-under 68.

"I look in the middle part of

my round, not birdying II. the

par-5. and missing short putts on

1 3 and 1 4 took some momentum
away." Mickelson said.

"Although I was able to itiake a

run near the last four holes, I

really nc-eded something there in

the middle to get me up to the

top of the leader board
"

Ogilvie is playing on the PGA
Tour for the second time after

^ling last season on the

imide Tour Hi'* best previ-

ou> finish on the PGA Tour was

a tie for fourth at ihc 2000 fed

f.\ Classic

Ogilvie - jiuiivi. vkhich got

him the lead earlier in the wwk,
wasn't as dependable on

Monday. He missed birdie putts

on 14 and 15.

The tie for second place

earned Ogilvie $448,800 His

biggest previous payday this sca-

9on was $52.61 1.

That may have accounted for

some of the pressure he felt.

Ogilvie said

"This is my biggest check by

$300,000 or $325,000. so you

know, it does come into play I

think." he said. "You hale to say

that as a player Bui I was think

ing if I make a bogey it's going to

cost me 100 grand at one point*
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Now Hiring Advertising

Acccount Rxecutives

Call 545-3500 or stop by our office,

room 113 in the

Campus Center Basement, with your

resume for more information.

AlTMajors & Classes
Welcome to Apply

li Unnual tan Harbor
[flisj

Sponsored by the UMass Alumni Club of Greater Boston :/*

<004 ^oO'

cash
Baf

This is a2U Event

$25.00 for UMass Amharst Alumni Association Members and their guests

$30.00 for non-Alumni Association Members

To reserve your tickets online visit: www.uma88bostonclub.org or

call the Office of Alumni Affairs at 800-456-UMASS (8627).
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Daily Weather Forecast
for Amherst

TUESDAY
• High: 57

• Low: 38

WEDNESDAY
• High: 67

• low: 41

n lURSDAY
. High: 69

• Low: 48

ififi/i

<c?

WES. Team Pub Trivial

Win Money and Prizes

WED. Harp Reggae Night

April Speciol!

Molson:
$2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher

"start your own tradition"

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• BBQ Pork Sandwich
• Chicken Pesto Pasta with

• Walnuts
• Falatel Pocket Sandwich

(vegan)

DINNER
• Chicken Parmesan

•Blackened Catfish

• Harvest Stew

(vegan)
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Ever tried. Ever failed.

No matter. Try Again. Fail

again. Fail better. ^^
-SiWnii'l H('( kctt

riA«iSIFIH)S SpONSERFD BY

aquarius • w^. ju nh. is

Pr(K r.istin.uion isn't just a bad habit; it's a

way ot life.

pisCeS • Hb. 19-Mar. 20

Ciet your wtxk done ahead trt time;

you'll get to play later.

aries • mak. 21-Apit. 19

(jarlii Iwead may lie tasty, but your

breath won't lx\

taurUS • Apr. 20-Mav 20

Cio M rub tcKlay, go s< rub (\«'r\(in lie

tomtort.ible

gemini • may 2Mun. 21

Don't spread rumors; it's not nice. Unless

they're really juicy, then it's fun.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Stop collecting old stuff. It just takes up

leO • )i I 23-Aix,. 22

Don't skip classes now; you're almost

there!

virgO • Act;. 23-SiPi. 22

Snakes hate the smell ()f kerosene.

"MacGyver" will teach you many thinf^.

libra • sm. 2i-o«-r. 22

It may suck doing your work, but it's bet-

ter than Ix'ing a bum

Scorpio • c> I J ) Nov. 21

Tr\ out a ncNV sfiort, like lK)wlinK or turl-

in«.

Sagittarius • Nov 22-DB . 21

l>}n'l let the hunger pains get to you, go

eat something.

Capricorn • c^c. 22-ian. 19

An uninvited guest will appear in your

room.WiFFLE Rock
MASSACHUSlffs t)AILY COLLEGIAN MARKETPLACE
M'VRIMIM H)R RINlH [MPIOVMENT

Mill Valley bi»iires now

Rentin« 1 K\lrm

$10'>0/llOC.4bfdrm

$2IOOavaiUWih/lA>4N.i

la'»t immtli^ ri-nl. \h\- Hc;ir

6iH.*W.ir.r.: lull Kith-.

AC!. (^\ lxi>iliiK- MitvFn

10-Spni2SV7<77

RriinJvwiiK- Apt- N«w

leasini;, \&l1 lx\lri«>m .if^-

l..case> hcKin ]iin<'. |uK. Aiiu

iir Sep. First hhiic, tir^t

serve, lift ilicm whiK' ilii-y

last, u-^u hr.i»Jvwiiie-

jpLs.ctini St.fi K v>r ( '..ill

EMPIOYMENT

im KIDLIdN INN

I iiokini; tor .in .iwi-onu-

.iiinnu r i\|vriinii' I
'in n

II I l\i Ki.l I loll Inn li'i 1

!lin tlllr.l IlK I HIM -I, I- '11 I

p III . 'I . 'Ill .linlii'.' 1' » 'HI

-I ill. Sim I-'. iMIun.lii- m

1 kl.llliT- IMnlt>l C)ll

'rojH rf> I lousjniijv ajl-

M \SS ( .,||(;\,|"HI

M.irki-liiii: .Aui-mv Seeks

Oiiiyomi; HikH Em-rvy

IrulivKlu.iMor promotions

$IS/lloutW.H.H477 Wi<vS

www.h;iiispr< '"" " " 'Hs.i i 'in

PARTTIMKI\>;mc>NS
10* Ivmrs/wk. Set yotir own

M;lH\liile I ioivliKt siirwys

ovn iIh- plione .it o«ir

H*IUvl.*.iti.'n N<J

J^ALES! Hvntp/wknJs;

hltl«/.kni/401(k); PVTA
.KCessiWe Rtn.iil

nV- '^ VMV'^'tKislP'''r^'"»M""- '^

oui or .ippiy in j-vrMSi, Fir-i

Flixir 100 ViTittvte Way.

H,Kllev.MA(H.S8H2VSWl

H.mKvoriini; imlivijii.ils

living .iroiiivl "J ^/^S Ivlt

Snithot 1-90 tor hilliiim

p.imler |>isjtions.

C 1i;illeni;ine |oh ri.\iiiiio

iniiepi'nilenie. own i.ir

ilO$12haser.ite Cill VC'ill

<«M7-(-'''^'-^''70

C .liiklren's htiK"*s camp

liolilini; ''til slimmer ses-

sion on Hampliire CaiIIckc

campus June 16- .Auk 7.

Seekinv; C :<Hinsei( irs &
Instniiiors in Nntntion,

I le.iltli. RiKk cliinlMni;,

I Vam.i, I >ance,

Pliototfi'r'iV Martial Arts,

Aerohlcs 6t all spi iris ( .ill

now tor the summer ol .i

lifetime! 4n 2^2 'SSI

H

www.campkim.'Miioni ci >m

r.iinlers w.intej tTealer

Spniiu-tieM ,ire,i 1 ^H-^^S-

264Sor IW-277-W7

f MPlOVStFM

Nurse, Nurse sisiMstant tor

Kisx SuiTiiiKr c.imp >>n

I l.impslure C !olli-)*- 1 .impiis

June20-,^llK7 4M2^2-8SI>S

www.c.impkinBMnoiil ci mi

Plav sptwtsi Have fun!

Save Mnoey! Sport- ( '.imp

in M.iine Ll4VKlies mtxleil:

lennis, B.i>ketKill. Risehill.

Water-sports, Ropes ( bourse,

C iolt, Arcliery, ,irKl more

Work t>itili«)rs anJ H.ive .i

Cireat Summer! I !.ill Free;

(S8,S),S44-H080 or Apply:

w « « campi eviarv. > mi

CANTONESE. JAPAN-
ESE. KOREAN. MAN-
DARIN Earn $75

ln<.li\ iJiials tluent in

(.^itonese, Japanese.

Korean, anil M.itxiarin

netxieil to participate in ,i

test i.levek>pmenl activity.

Participants will provUle

resjxmscs to the Listenint;,

Reading, LinmiaKe

Stnicliires, C'liltiiral

I Ii-Klerstanvlinu, Lln^;ll,^^^-

Aci.|iiisition, Spe.ikini". .mJ

Writint; sections ot lests tor

thc-se lanKuajjes.

P.irticipation is hy .ippiint-

menl May ? - M.iy 14 Fot

more intoniiation call Pam

Cunlioiti, N.ition.il

Kvaluation Systems. Im

2S6-0444.

FMPIOYMFNT

FRENCH. tJERMAN.
HEBREW. ITALIAN,

LATIN Earn $50

lrKll\ ulu,ils tiueiil in French.

C ienn.in. Hehrew. Itali.in.

.iivl Ijtin netxied to partici-

pate in ,1 test vk'veic ipmeni

.Ktivitv P.inicip.HUs will

res|> -ivl u < .ipi^ri >x mi.itely

iwentytive multiple-choice

questions, .irhl pmsicie

ri-sponse> to Wntiny and

S(xMkiny sectioas of tests

tor these l.ini.'u.ii.'es.

P.irticipation is hy appoint-

ment M.iy ' - May 14. For

more mtonnation call P.im

Ciiuliotti, Nalion.il

F\,ilu,uion Systems, Inc.

2VviM44.

Moving: Loc.il mo\ ini; com

pany kxikinu tor self moti-

vated Indiv iilu.ils, part time

pisitions .iv.iiiaNe immei.li-

atelv Weekday .iv.iilahilily .i

plus. R.iises coiiimensunite

with petformance. Potential

for tips. Cimnl .ittitikles ,ire i

must.C.;ill(4n)W-474(i

P.iinters W.inud in I \iii\er-

area want a challenuinu h 'h

oiitdiHirs w/ko(k1 $$$

'

Seeking driven, H.irdwork

mi; IndiMiliial w/own c.ir to

Iv .1 paintiny crew memlvr

No exp. necessiry C '.ill:

Sunti-Yoon @ 97>S- VS7 6^ '7

EMPIOYMENT

BK VvLF UH RIF.AI>

KRS NEEIM-n: Simimr

uen,iv.v hKyclini; trips.

I SA. i "^inaili. Fiirope.

Sil tr\ plus ex|xn'*- paid.

>Hklenl Hostelint; Pnwam,

P.O. Pox 41 'J, I Conway, M.^

0H4I (.'W) M^6n2.
« WW I'll vcletrips c< •m

Lowell .Are.i IVnen l.e.Kk-r

nec-ded to K' crew chiet tor

ime of the state's larKest

exletior house piintini;

lompinii-s Musi Ix- h.inl-

workinu. Inik'pendeni iSi

have own c.ir. Kxp pre

tenx\i, hut not necesviry.

I lllSun^;V.«'nl8l97H-W

Sliklenis w.iiiud tot ,1 sum-

mer paintinc joh. $400

itiVI week. Hxperience not

necxled Kil .i plus. All hircxi

will i,'o throiich .1 p.iiil irain-

iiik! proi.'ram I '.ill H.H,S.277-

9787ori,'otoc:oi,i.F;c;F-

mO.lXIM. Work with

triends

"B.irundini;"*W/P,n

Potenli.il. NoFx|xrieiKe

Nesc. Tniininy providcxi. I-

8tV.%S-6S20F:xt.l62

Sp.i m.in.ioi I Msi ll.imploii

Part lime nijiis.ind wwk
ends:{i'X''/shitl4n(WS.Wfi')

HOUSE FOR RENT SUMMER SUBIET

ii.klley i ix\lroo<ii Pin-

home, 2 KitKs w/ l.iiiixiry

hmikup. Liree yani, miniiti-s

tr.mirM.iNs S4^4270

H.ulleN Newet Five

rvdr.H'iiiH.'iiu M'>4:70

RdOMMATF WANTU)

Female i<>omiii,ilc u.iiuc\l

tosh.ire 2-KI ,ipt in

SuivJerland. $418/mo.

Incliidi-s he.it, hot w.iter.

.md c.iHe .Vail.ihie 6/1 or

earlier. C:all IJiiren@!<60

^04 606,'<

SERVICES

PreK'n.ini.' Need help' ( .,t\\

Rirthni.'lil ot Amherst .ire.i

tor tR-e testini; and .issis

t,mceS4')-1906

PRHC^NANC Y TFISTINC i

HIV Testinu, Birth (.jintrol

anil Fnieryency

C jintr.ueplion. .^tfordahle

•Hid Ciintidential. Tapestry

lleallh, 27Pr.iyStnxt,

Amhersi S4S-9W2

SUMMFR SUBIFT

Tlie IV'iiKkrs 2 IxxIroiHii

,ipl. iv.iil.ihle June 1st-

Ain;usi ISth t.ili option

4n-47>H-W|S

* ,1 4 KvImoiu Ulc\il-ic) m
Mchenowii Houx-- Hin.v

(II acn)hackv,ird Fall

le.ix- opthtl $12yV (ncv-

iiahle) come scx-! Aaron

'J7^-4(x^l7S6

Live ikiwntown this sum-

mer! Luw 4BR 2 til or .ipi

next to ,^mheI^t FIS.

W.isIht 6t dryer iiuliRkxl S

min to bus stop it town.

C">NLY$U-.2.VpiTrixim *

utilities. .Vailahle6/1 thni

S/l"). timtact RoF:

,it,Tafl®stikk;ni.uma.s».eduA'7

,H-,H08-7^22

Vt'.inl to live downtown thi-

summer.' 1 Rednxim, AKwe
Newhiiry l"<>mics .Amherst

v.'hily (xY/nionth. June-

AuLiM ('.illM^^'O^'

2 BR Apt for summer

w/option to continiR' $820

Of IVsi l>fer Kvervihint;

inilmliHl (."onLict

.\nt!IC T M\^V.lillM.COtll

ot Jamie 617-4?S-0S5'}

2 Ix-diioms. tiilU tiiniished

.ip.mmenl. 1 full hath.

Avail. ihle lune ls|

S'plemlxr Isl I '.ill R.ichel

S:ym«n®78i-264-l')l2

Flotkl.i .'Illy X''' ''III « IV .ill

t.ixi-s incluikxl.

Mex k . ',1 ,'.«nhhiMn $ 1 2 S

each w.iy all taxes mclikk-J.

Fiiropc $169 vine w,tv Bo»k

, 'n litH- wAvwaiitcvh.com or

l2l2»2l9-7av

WANTED

Summer Hoiist- Keni.il 41 '-

:<2 SSI.s

Compensation up to

$7K+i kivinK, couples seek-

ing eta; donors ASAP!

Healthv women, 2I+, non-

smokers with proven .wa-

demii .ichieiement. Viev*-

ww-w.tinytreaaiuresjgcncy.

com tor into or e-mail apply

(8 tinytreasiires.coni tor

.ipplii.itioiis. Toll Fnx' 1-

j<6<v<S7 6S^N Reter to.id

'[ \\\ 117

ECK ; IX^NORS NEEDED,

Extremely ueneroiis com-

|x'ns,ition p.iul Non-smok-

ers .i«es 21^2 For mi ire

intomialion please contact

C liristine or Li: at 781-769-

6900 or visit w^-w.robertni-

chol.scsi| .com

Collegian

Clas.sificds:

413'545'3500
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Minutewomen eye postseason
B\ Mam Barsiow

Tht Ma>sai.hus«;ils women's

lacrosse team couldn't have

scripted a better way to end the

regular season.

Tvko weck> ago. UMass was 5-

^ with a 1 > conference record

Bui alter going on a three-game

winning streak. including

Kridav's 17-1 ) home victor) over

Si. Bunaventure, the

Minutewonien find themselves

Aith new life, heading to

Coming. N.^. next Saturday for a

shot at the Atlantic 10 title.

Fueled b\ captain Tracy

Drowns eight-point performance

on five goals and three assists.

lAUi-v lb >J 4 ') \ 10) was able

to overtake St. Eionaveniure (8-5.

1-5 A- 10) in the A- 10 standings

and gain a nuntber three seed

going into next weekend's tour-

nament.

At 6-1 in the .A- 10. Duquesne

and Temple enter the AlOs as

the one and two seeds, respec-

tively. Despite Friday's loss to

Massachusetts, the Bonnies

earned a four seed because Saint

Josephs upset George

Washington Friday. 14-13 —
effectively ending the Colonial's

season and titializing the brack-

ets.

"We knew we had to win to

make the tournament and I didn't

want this to be the last game I

ever played." Drown said. "This

has detinitely been an up and

down season for us but we're

coming on at the right time."

Drown has scored five goals

in each of UMass' last three con-

tests, a feat which earned the sen-

ior attacker the National Player

of the Week Honorable Mention

Award, from InsideLacrosse

com.
Drown wasted no time getting

on the board Friday, scoring a

pair of goals and helping UMass
to an early 3-0 lead less than five

minutes into the game. After St.

Bunaventure responded with two

goals. Hope Zelinger extended

the Massachusetts lead back to

three, with one of two consecu-

tive goals coming off an assist

from Kerri Connerty.

Zelinger would score an addi-

tional goal in the second half to

move within six goals of the all-

time single season UMass scoring

record.

After junior captain Maura
McGarrity scored on a free posi-

tion shot, the Bonnies went on a

three-goal run to tie the game at

six goals apiece with 11:14 left to

play in the half. Connerty and

Drown proceeded to capitalize

on free position shots, enticing

coach Tony Zostani of St

Bonaventure to swap freshman

goallenders. Courtney Hastrich

came in for Eileen Gagnon and

settled things down in the Eionnie

cage, inducing ten minutes of

stagnant play, and maintaining

the 8-6 Massachusetts advantage

at the break.

After gaining possession off

the opening draw of the second

half, Zelinger found senior

attacker Emma Butcher cutting

to the net. Thirty-three seconds

into the second frame Butcher

capitalized on Zeiinger's pass.

bouncing a shot past Hastrich to

tally her first career point, and

giving Massachusetts a three-goal

advantage. Butcher spent her

tirsi three seasons as a goalkeep-

er and has seen limited play at

attack.

"It was very special for me to

score and go out on a high note.

I will be leaving with a special

memory of this field," Butcher

said.

After SBU answered 30 sec-

onds later. UMass responded

with a four-goal flurry, including

three consecutive tallies by soph-

omore Lindsay Cassell and

freshman Brianna Bubeck's 1 5th

of the season.

The Bonnies tallied the next

two goals but were answered by a

pair of scores from Drown,

which gave UMass an insur-

mountable 15-11 lead with 10

minutes left to play.

The Maroon and White is set

to face Temple in the semi-final*

Friday, in a rematch of last year"«

A- 10 Championship game.

UMass lost to Temple 18-14 at

Garber Field on April 18. The

Bonnies will square off against

Duquesne. a team that UMass
defeated April 4 on its home turf,

to snap a six-game losing streak.

Crew wins Orange Cup
By Mait Barstdw

Coi.Uil.IAN SlAff

ilVSri-M i.A!.'-

K-Zone
L \L«»s junijir Keith IX>hrrtv struck nut 10 hatter* in a ctimplete jjamc 5-^ win at URI on

Sundav. The MinulriiM-n ( 14-1S>. 6-S> A-10) uke «n Sien,* liiJjv M ^:(Xl p.m. at Lordcn FitlJ.

On Wednesday, the Massachusetts women's

crew team replaced Syracuse as the 18th ranked

team in the country. Three days later, the

Minutewomen made the Collegiate Rowing
Association Coaches look like prophets, as they

edged out the Orangewomen and V illanova at the

Orange Plus Cup. in Syracuse. NY
Unlike last weeks Atlantic 10 Championships.

the tri-meet was not a scored competition Points

were not allotted to individual victors, yet

Massachusetts was handed the title despite split-

ling four races with Syracuse.

The Orangewomen won the varsity four and

second varsity eight races, while UMass captured

gold in the varsity and novice eights Since the

varsity eight competition is regarded as the most

imponant. Massachusetts managed to relinquish

Syracuse of the title, and an Orange Cup trophy

that's been at home in Syracuse for the past four

years.

The UMass varsity eight bested Syracuse by

almost five seconds, finishing with a time of

6;2<}.7. to Syracuse's 6:54.5. Viltanova brought up

the rear at 6:41.1

"We were hoping our varsity eight would win

by six to eight seconds, but a strong tailwind made

for a very fast race. It's hard to get a large margin

when the race is so fast." coach jim Diet/ said.

Danish National Team member Leah lakobsen

led the UMass varsity eight from the six-seat,

while Carrie Champigny acted as the crew's

coxswain, joining the duo was Katie O'Brien in

the four-seat. Haley McGrath at stroke. Faith

Harkins in the one-seat and Catherine Gariepy in

the two-seal. UMass varsity swimmer Lauren

Cromwell. Lizzy Boyle and Stephanie Hoph
rounded out the first varsity eight.

In the \arsity lours. L Mass tried a new combi-

nation of Katie Obcrlandcr. Megan Pittman. Kate

Grogan and Ann Roberts. Freshman Lindsay

Price, the team's coxswain, guided the upperclass-

men to a third-place finish. After an even start,

the Orangewomen pulled to victory with a time of

7:3sj.2. about a boats length ahead of the

Wildcji Massachusetts finished in

7 54 9

Massachusetts cruised past Villanova in the

novice eights, besting the Wildcats by a time of

7:07.0, to 7:12.1 Syracuse did not bring novice

rowers to the regatta.

Katie Freeley swapped seats with Naomi

Rudov prior to the second varsity eight competi-

tion and pov^ered the Minutewomen to a third-

place finish from the seven seat. Syracuse and

LMass were ne\.k and neck for most of the race,

with SL gaining a one half length advantage by

the 1.000-meier mark The Minutewomen nar-

rowed the gap to half a boat's length by the race's

end. with the Orangewomen finishing in 6:54.4

and UMass in 7 00 5.

Aided by a one- loss season, the Massachusetts

crew team has its highest ranking since \<¥¥i.

UMass' sole defeat came against fourth ranked

Brown
UMass captured its ninth consecutive Atlantic

10 title last weekend and will now look towards

the FCACChan >v May 5-8.

The FC.AC ^ iiship will be held in

Worcester. Mass.. on the same river UMass com-

peted on to start the season in a dual meet versu"

New Hampshire and Rhode Island. April. 3

"We'll be sitting on pins for the next two weeks

waiting for the NCAA to make its selections."

Dietz said. "Right now we are ranked second to

Princeton in our region and given a chance I think

this team is fast enough to go deep into the tour-

nament."

Thousands gather to honor Tillman Gamett earns MVP, credits McHale
SAS lUSL. Calif — Before Pat Tillman was

hailed as a national hero for leaving the NFL to

tight and die in the mountains of Afghanistan, he

was a local high school football star with a bright

life ahead of him.

Friends, family and other admirers gathered

Monday to mourn Tillman in his hometown — to

remember a man so moved by the Sept II.

2001 . terrorist attacks that he walked away from

a multimillion-dollar contract with the Arizona

Cardinals to join the Army.

Tillman. 27. died April 22 in a firelight near

the Pakistan border as he was leading his team to

help comrades caught in an ambush. The Army
gave few details of how Tillman was killed, but

said he was fatally shot while fighting "without

regard for his personal safety."

NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue and Hall of

Famer Gene Upshaw. executive director of the

players' union, were among those who attended

Monday's public memorial at a municipal rose

garden here. Police said 2.000 people had gath-

ered before the ceremony began.

"The underlying thing was his courage and

selflessness on the athletic field, in his communi-

ty and now as a soldier," Tagliabue told reporters

before the afternoon service.

I ast week, the military posthumously promot-

ed Tillman, a member ol the Army's elite Ranger

unit since 2002. from specialist to corporal. He
also was awarded a Purple Heart and Silver Star

Tillman attended San Jose's l.cland High

School and was drafted by the Cardinals after

starring at Arizona State University. He became

the Cardinals' starting safely and broke the fran-

chise record for tackles in 2000.

Though he never publicly offered reasons for

his decision to join the Army, several friends

have said the terrorist attacks affected him

deeply.

Tillman was assigned to A Company, 2nd

Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, and was based

at Fort Lewis, Wash.
His death was one of about 100 U.S. soldiers

to have been killed in Afghanistan since the

United States invaded in 2001. That made him

the first National Football League player killed in

combat since Buffalo offensive tackle Bob Kalsu

died in the Vietnam War. Nineteen NFL players

were killed in World War II.

"I came to pay my respects." said Joel Cascio.

a San lose resident who served two years in the

Navy during the mid-l%Os. "He put his career

aside. That's a courageous thing to do. no matter

what walk of life."

—Associated Press

ASStK lATHlPRKSS

Cpl. Pat Tillman, center, with brothers Richard, left, and Kevin, are shown in a photo from Pat's wed-

ding, displayed during a public memorial service for Tillman at the San Jose Municipal Rose Garden in

San Jose, Calif., yesterday. Tillman, a former professional f<H»tball player and San Jose native, was killed

in action in Afghanistan,

MINNEAPOLIS — The Kid

can be called "MVP," loo.

Kevin Garneit of the

Minnesota Timberwolves won
his first Most Valuable Player

award Monday, easily beating

two-time winner Tim Duncan
and jermaine O'Neal.

Garnet! received 1 20 of 123

possible first-place votes in bal-

loting by the Pro Basketball

Writer's Association for a total

of 1.219 points. San Antonio's

Duncan got 716 votes, while

Indiana's O'Neal had 523.

The Associated Press report-

ed Sunday, citing sources, that

Gamett would win the honor
Gamett led Minnesota to a

58-24 record and the top play-

off seed in the Western

Conference, averaging 24.2

points and a league-leading 1 3.9

rebounds.

"The teammates that I have,

they made things so simple and

they made things to easy at

times." Garnett said after

receiving the trophy.

Gamett was an overwhelm-

ing choice for his first MVP
honor.

He joined Larry Bird as the

only players to average at least

20 points, 10 rebounds and five

assists for five consecutive

years.

Gamett credited team vice

president Kevin McHale. who
played with Bird for the Boston

Celtics.

"This is best situation 1 could

ever think of. or dream of."

Garnet! said. "1 had to believe I

could get there, because of him

and his belief in me."

Minnesota coach Flip

Saunders said Monday Garnett

has wanted to win the award

since the team drafted him out

of high school in 1995.

"When he came in the league

nine years ago the No. I thing

he said to myself and |team vice

president 1 Kevin McHale is he

wanted to be the best player in

the league," Saunders said.

The success of players such

as Garneit. nicknamed "The

Kid," and Kobe Bryant helped

usher in a generation of preps-

to-pros players who skipped

college

McHale said he told the skin-

ny kid fresh from Chicago's

Farragut Academy to work hard

and see what happens.

"That young man turned into

a bigger man and a hell of a bas-

ketball player." McHale said.

"He reminds me of how basket-

ball should be played, with pas-

sion, hard work and discipline."

Garnett, in turn, gave some
of the credit for his own success

to McHale. whose career with

the Eiosion Celtics eamed him a

spot in the Hall of Fame
"This is best situation I could

ever ihink of. or dream of."

Gamett said. "I had to believe I

could get there, because of him

and his belief in me."

The Timberwolves host the

Sacramento Kings in Game I of

their Westem Conference semi-

final series on Tuesday night.

—Associated Press
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ALANA light vigil mourns lives lost in war

Shahzad Sadu&u. Binni^h Butt. Llftan Saduaii. and Bilal C^v>xim partk-

|Mtr in the war on tcrroriMn candlrliKht viuil Uu nitrhl. tifvaniird hv ALANA.

Amidst the flickering light of the

candles they held in their hands.

University of Massachusetts students

gathered last night in a vigil remember-

ing those who lost their lives in the war

on terrorism in Afghanistan and Iraq.

"This vigil is where we can get

together and express our sorrow." said

Nelson Acosta. director of the Office of

ALANA Affairs, which hosted the can

Jlelight vigil.

"We just want to commemorate the

people who've been hurl, lost their

ives. and have an opportunity to talk

ibout it in a non-political matter

"

The group of about 20 students

shared their feelings on the war. and the

toll on human lives.

"It's no! only soldiers, but civilians."

said Gladys Franco, a senior political

science major "We're here to mourn
those who are losing their lives for what

is not necessarily a good cause.*

While some ieli sorrow, othei also

felt anxiety about what consequences

the fighting will cause in the long run.

"To me. any war is not something I

want." said Pavel Payano. a sophomore

psychology and Spanish major "I am
scared that we are making more ene-

mies out of this. I hope in the end that

this all works out."

Despite the fear and sorrow that

some students expressed concerning the

loss of life in the war on terrorism, oth-

ers said they found comfort and hope in

the company of their fellow students.

"This vigil brings me strength." said

Binnish Butt, a senior communications

and English major "I. as a Muslim

woman, wear a veil on my head and

everywhere I go. I am representing m>
religion. This vigil gives me hope that

people are accepting, that there are

Americans who are with me."

Matthew Cunsoltni

Volume CXIV Issue 153

Alpha Phi

Omega hosts

'Fill-A-Bus'

By MicHfcLLfc Rivera
l!llllK.IAS StAI-f

Maura Murray's mom
fears her daughter was

a victim of kidnapping

Rumsfeld denounces

Iraqi prisoner abuse

Bv EuzAflt-nt Ji>vct-B«AM>r

I 'itiUt.l.SN I 11IU«SH>M*M

The mother of a University of

Manachusetts nursing student still miss-

in( after nearly three mexiths suspects

foul phy in the dtaappearancc of her

daughter.

l.auric Murray, mother of the missing

student. Maura Murray, said she fears

thai her daughter has been kidnapped

"Maura was abducted." Murrav saui

"She is noi a runaway, she woukl not .U'

this lo her family."

Maura Murray, a junior and Hus. > ..

native, drove lo New Hampshire on Feb

9. after telling her teachers she wiHtld be

gone for a week due to a death in the

family. While driving east akxig Ki>ute

! 12 in Haverhill. NH . Murray tailed to

make a sharp krft hand curve iKTir The

Weathered Bam. which resulted in a sin

gie-car accident A passerby. Butch

Alwood. stopped to see il she iKvded

him to call the police. Atwood tokl

police that Murray refused.

According to police. Murray disap

peared before they arrived. They found

her car locked wiih her clothing inside

Her cell phone and credit cards have ixtt

been used siiKC her disappearance

"My thinking is that when she had her

car accident up in Haverhill, she was

walking up the road and she took a ride,

she had to have . the |p^>lice| dog

Slopped in the middk of the road with

her sct-nt." said Murray. "She had to get

into someone's vehicle. There were no

footprints on either side of the road. She

got into a vehicle, with the wrong per-

son. You know, she could've been sufter-

ing from a head injury, her windshield

was broken... she could've had traunta.

amnesia."

Although police say they have no evi-

detKe of foul play, they have not ruk-d ii

iHji. "Anythmg's possible." said "^l';

Thomas ^brke ol the Troop F Baiij<.k-

in Twin Mountain. N.H. Yorke said he

believes that Murray had some lypc oi

plan

'We are dealing with facts She

packc-d up her looin . she ohxiously

had something on hct miiul." he said.

"Maybe she went to visit stwieone and

that got Interrupted." Norke also said

there 1- s^MiK- possibility thai Murray

ni.iv i)y\ Wiini III he loiind

She- ntay have just gone out on her

.iwn She's 21. she can be her own per

son." Yorke said. "She may not want to

be found, we'll rv»pec! that. We just

want to know so we i.an put people at

ease."

Rolkre are currently following up on

tip* that they have received.

"{There arej different things that

detectives are working on. theHigh rxjth

ing is earth shattering." ^brke said, "just

miscellaneous tips, things like I saw her

the next day."

The seareh has been lotused in the

New Hampshire area. A helicopter

search found nothing last week. ,\nother

ground s<-arch will K' conducted soriK-

time this week with help from area (ire

departments and Fish and Game offi

cials. Vermont authorities are aware of

Murray's disappearance and her close

friends have contacted t anadian author-

ities, according lo Murray.

"Considering there is a very limited

foree up there |in New Hampshire), they

are- doing the best they can." Murray said

"There" are' only thre"e or four of them

I
officers

I
to cover a large area, so I can't

say that they are- | doing enough to (ind

Maura j."

When questioned. Murray denied

See MUMUV on page 3
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Cw-n. (m»rw CaM-v. th»- vkc chiet i>l the Armv bnets repi>rtcr* at tfu- Pentason in

Wa.»hinj5tiio. aKnjt the inv»Mij»fi»»n i>f jhust- of Iniqi prismwrs bv L'.S. s«>ldiers. M-stcrdav.

Vsked about how what incurred ai
By RoBtRT Blr.ss
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WASHINGTON (AP) - IX-fense

Scxretary Donald H. Rumsfeld yester-

day condemned the abuse of Iraqi pris

oners by U.S. soldiers as "lolally unac

ceptable and un-American" and said the

Defense IX-partment would move vigor-

ously to bring those resp<.nisible to ius-

tice.

"Any who engaged in sui-h action let

down their comrades who serve honor-

ably each da\ and they let down their

country." Rumsfeld told a Pentagon

news conference.

He also said invcstigaiKins were

being opened to determine whether

abuses occurred in other prisons and

prison camps run by the U.S. military.

.'\bu Ghraib prison near Baghdad would

affect the U.S. image art>und the world.

Rumsfeld said it was "clearly unhelpful

in a fundamental way. It's harmful.

"It is. we hope, an isolated case." he

added.

Flarlier. lawmakers emerged from .1

closed-door briefing with Pentagon oth-

cials and said similar abuses — though

"small in numfK'r" — may also have

occurred at other Iraqi facilities ;ind in

Afghanistan.

"There were some incidents in

Afghanistan." said Sen lohn Warner,

chainnan of the Senate Armed Services

Committee. "We did not get the full

details but were lefi with the impression

that they were relativelv isolated and

certainlv small in number"

A donated Pioneer Valley Transit

.Authority bus will be stationed on the

University of .Massuchuseils campus
today and tomorrow, collecting an
assortment of donations from stu-

dents, staff and faculty for the 11th

annual "Fill-A-Bus" event.

"Fill .\-Bus" is part of a University-

wide effort to completely fill a transit

bus with non-perishable food items,

new toys, clothing, household and

other non-food items such as toiletries

and paper products.

"Typically, this is a fall event —
around Thanksgiving — but this year

we are hosting it in the spring lo see if

we can collect more donations now as

students prepare to move home for the

summer." said Jennifer A. Donovan,
events and office coordinator.

In recent years, the event brought in

as much as 500 pounds of collected

food donations — a figure that coordi-

nators of the event hope to surpass.

"We are hoping that this sear will

he more successful as we are collecting

' a time when many students will

int to lighten their load and hopeful-

ly donate these extra items to this wor-

thy event." said Donovan.
Alpha Phi Omega, a fraternity that

IS part ol the Kappa Omicron chapter

at UMass. is helping 10 host the event

and will staff the bus during the week.

Besides the bus. students can help

by organizing to collect donations io

dorms, within Registered Student

Organizations, fraternities, sororities

and c>ther \ annus sjifs jr^iund cam-

pus

All collected donations will be

delivered lo the .Vmhersi Survival

Center on Thursday, the last day for

donations. The Amherst

Survival Center provides clothing,

food and hot meals to needy families

and individuals free ot Lharge

Volunteers will be needed to help

transport the donations to the center.

According lo Donovan, depending on

the success of ihe event and the num-
ber of people who are helping lo

unload, it volenleer time should only

lake about an hour Interested students

should call 545 2015 for detailed

information.

The PVTA bus will be stationed out-

ride of the Student Union today from

1 1 a.m. lo 5 p.m. and the same time

tomorrow at the Southwest Horseshoe

in order to collect more donations.

"Fill-.A-Bus" is sponsored by the

I Mass Office of Community Service

1 earning at Commonwealth College.

Fach year, the UMass Office of

Community Service Learning at

Commonwealth College sponsors

community service fairs, one-day

service events, the annual "Fill-A-

Bus" event and the Chancellors
Communitv Service Awards.

15-year-old Palestinian indicted for recruiting suicide bombers

Minnesota Timberwolves forward Kevin Garnett is all laughs at a

press conference in Minnesota yesterday where he was announced as

the NBA's Most Valuable Player.

By Ravi Nessman
AsS(K lATHl I'kKSS
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Would-be suicide bomber Palestinian vouth Hussam Abdo stares at journalists

following his arrest at the Hawara checkpoint near Nahlus on March 24, 2004.

bomb strapped to his body. Awartani

was the key contact between youths in

the West Bank city of Nablus and two

militant groups, the court said.

Palestinian militant groups, especial-

ly around Nahlus. have been trying to

attract youths to attack Israelis, in the

belief they are more likely lo evade

security checks. Some Palestinian intel-

lectuals and educators have criticized

IHRUSALEM (AP) — An Israeh mil-

itary court yesterday indicted a 1 5-year-

old Palestinian boy on charges of

recruiting teenagers to become suicide

boinbers — the first time such charges

have been leveled at a Palestinian

youth.

The court said Nasser Awartani

recruited a 16-year-old who blew him-

self up at a military checkpoint and

another teen who was caught with a

the practice of enlisting young

bombers.

Israel's military court in the northern

West Bank charged Awartani with 12

counts, including attempted murder

and membership in a militant group.

Although hundreds of Israelis have

been killed in suicide attacks, none of

the Israeli deaths were attributed to

Awartani in the indictment.

The court said Awartani oversaw a

recruitment network for the AI Aqsa

Martyrs' Brigades and (he Popular

Front for the liberation of Palestine,

ferrying potential bombers to initial

meetings with militants and helping

them get ready for attacks.

He took the bombers to get haircuts

before attacks, preparing for martyr-

dom and the afterlife, and helped them

travel from place lo place undetected,

the indictment said.

Awartani was also accused of

involvement in a highly publicized inci-

dent, in which Hussam Abdo. lb. was

caught at a checkpoint outside Nablus

wearing a suicide bomb vest. Soldiers

forced .Abdo to remove his shirt and cut

off the bomb, an incident broadcast

around the world.

The court also charged Awartani

with recruiting Sabih Abu Saud - at

lb the youngest suicide bomber in 5

1 /2 years of violence — who wounded

one Israeli soldier when he blew himself

up in November.

Awartani's mother. Ihlas. said her

son spent all his free lime at home and

could not be guilty. "They want to

blame someone, so they have chosen

my son." she said.

In violence Tuesday, an Israeli attack

helicopter fired a missile at a group ot

armed Palestinians in the Khan ^ounis

refugee camp in Gaza, killing a 25-year-

old militant and a ib-year-old civilian

and wounding 22 other people, resi-

dents and doctors said. Witnesses said

gunmen fired two missiles at Israeli

tanks in the camp before the helicopter

struck.

In the Gaza village of Beit I ahiya.

four children were wounded b\ Israeli

gunfire while throwing stones at cars

traveling lo a nearb> |ewish setllemeni.

Palestinian officials said.

The army also said thai twice w ithin

an hour, two Palestinians approached

the sccuriu fence around ihc seitlcnieni

of Nissanil. Fach lime, the Palestinian

refused to stop, the soldiers shot at his

legs and he fled.

In the West Bank, a 4-year-old boy

was killed and two II year-old boys

were injured when a flare they were

playing with explodetl. Palestinian secu-

rity and hospital officials said. The fiare

was apparently lefi by an Israeli patrol.

Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon

had proposed unilaterally withdrawing

from Gaza and the 21 settlements

there, but his Likud Party rejected the

plan in a nonbinding referendum

Sunday.

Sharon has said he would modify the

plan, which also includeil pulling out ol

lour West Bank settlements, and submit

it lo the Cabinet and parliament for

approval.

\ senior government official said

Tuesday that Sharon was considering a

scaled-back withdrawal, evacuating

only three settlements in Gaza and two

in the West Bank.

lustice Minister Tommy l.apid.

leader of the moderate Shinui Party,

threatened to pull out of the govern-

ment if Sharon does not present the

Cabinet with a plan similar to the orig-

inal.

"I understand that the prime minis-

ter will continue the policy that he

started, maybe with some changes ...

but there will be no change from his

main line. If he does so. we will contin-

ue to support him." 1 apid told Channel

10 television.

A poll published Tuesday in the

Yedioi Ahronot daily said that if Sharon

had presented his plan to the general

public instead ol his partv. il would

liave passeii b2 percent to 52 percent.

The paper did not gi\e a margin of

error.

Sharon proposed his "disengage-

ment plan" as the best way to obtain

security for Israel in the absence of

peace moses. as well as defusing inter-

national pressure for greater conces-

sions.

The United States consulted Tuesday

in New >oik with the LIniled Nations,

the 1 uiopean Union and Russia — the

so-called Uuarlel of Mideast mediators

— to find a way to restart peace efforts.
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For Seniors About The
Commenceinent Ceremony
134th Commencement Ceremony Sunday, May 23, 2004
PRE-COMMENCEM >RMA

There is fto Commencement rekearML

• tickets tm fM»t requirMl and there is ito Vumh. on the

niunher of guests you m«y invite. There is no reserved

tracing. The scadium it unt*>vcred. The ceremony will

be hdd M the stadium, rain or shine. TeU your guests

your entry and e«it gate numbers.

• UNIVERSITY REGULATIONS PROHIBIT THE
lOSSt^SlON OR USE OF ALCOHOL AT THE
STADIUM. NO GU^SS OR METAL CONTAIN-
ERS Wll I BE ALLOWED IN THE ASSEMBLY
AREA OR ON THE HELD. THIS POUCY WILl
BE ENFORCED FOR BOTH GRADUATES AND
GUESTS.

• PlHMognphs of gr*disMcs will be taken in the asaetn-

VJtf area by Chappell Im^jes. Proofs will be mailed to

your pcmuiMBi address You decide to purchase or not

- no obligation.

• The Index (the yearbook) may be ottlered by calling

M9-0848.

• CMBmenccnsent Videotape* aisd DVDs m*Y be

onlerrd by calling M5-1283. Alao. there will be a

booth at the tudiuro where they may be ordered.

• llie University Club on camptis will be open to the

public and will serve gourmet meals ftoa 12 noon to 4

p.m. It accept* MasterCard. Visa;. Diner's Oub. and

Carte Blanche. Please call 545-2551 to make reserva-

liona aa soon as possible.

• Disability Services: For mobflity or hearing impaired

gucMs. pleaae call 545-0892. For gucsu who aire utnaMe

to walk long distances, please park in Lot 25 near the

MulliiM Center. Shuttle btises will provide transit to

and from the stadiiun. Whed chairs are also acoomino-

lljICli

• Diplomaa will be tniileii shcr the grades have been

rcctivid. recorded and processed by the Registrar's

Office, and the diplomas have been engrossed, which is

usually in early September. Inquiries may be nuMje to

the Regiatrar's OflScc. M5-6296

< OMMKNCEMENT MORNING TIME SCHEDUl I

:

• 9:00-9:15 a.nt.: Students should arrive at the asaembly au«a,

Ydlow L.OI # 1 1 , tK> later than 9.1'
. > <

,
'arryjw^ their cap

and gown

• 9:15 a.nt.: C.corge I^rks, Director of the Minuteman
Marching Band, and ConunettoenMnt Marshals will help

graduates lirte up by school/college attd escort the Proccsaional

onto the Held.

• 9:40- iO:00 a.m.: Chappell Image* photographs individual

graduates

• I0:00 a.m.: Faculty Ploccaakmal bcgiiu. Faculty greet

Degree (.Candidates.

• 10:05 a.m.: Processional of Degree Candidates (See

entrance gates).

• IOs25 a.i».: Platform Psrry Procwssl«»n»l

• 11:45 a.m.: Rscrtstonal bcgms. Unuluatcs exit through

north gates

#1 Mtd #2.

COMMtNt 1 \n N I UA"* ' t

INI i X M.MION
.\ \i

• Routes to uunptis/ ira>«i mwatrntMiujE Please advise your gfsesu to

pUn ahcHi to sllow extra travel Mine to ^anipu* Traffic is usually

wry heavy am mafot routes and in the ffct/tet Amhcm arsa ss

ear^ as IkOO a.m.. and daiaya as* fcaysandy tuMountarad.

(fiimmmwiimwis at Amhenr Callsgi and k4wim Holyoks are

the ssflM day at lOKM) a.m.) E«euun«e your gucffs to arrh« by

9:00 a.m.. p<uk in the upper campus kits, snd take the ihunle

bus« (o the rmihiTi Seating st dts stadtuin u "Am-cocne-nrw-

nukiag and skuulc

buses wHdnde
Mcke

aarvicsK HdUcs oAoets will direct fou to

IWginniin at 8:00 ajit.. 6t« sbunic

•very 5- 10 minucc*. talring ypu snd your

. and fcoimii^ you to (he lot after the cere-

asMi liiiisiilisi Coffee, soft drinks, bookd \

• 12:00 nooa: Ceremony etuis - Alumni status b«gina!

WHAT TO DO AND WHERE TO GO WHFN YOU
GET TO THE STADIUM

• Cks directly to the Graduate Assembly A«va in Yellow Lot

1 1 north c/ the football atadium. Do not enter through the

nutin gates ot the stadium. tAuthat* will g^tect you and
Prolvaaor George Parks wiB orfEKnixr the Sntdem Pmcewion al.

• Look lor the signs tor your coiiegr/M.tiiH.>r it vi.>u .tre unsure

of the aiihool or college t>f your nu^or. see *Gace Entraiwcs by

Major."

• Comntencemcnt Photographs will be taken as the proces-

skm «if degree candidates gets underwj v. GraduMcs will be

photographed in their regalia. F'roofi ot these photographs

will be mailed to graduates along with order forms aiul infor-

mation for thoae wishing to pufclfw print*.

•cat cushioos. diploma

and &lm are availahle at

dw Uni iiiity Saort tn die

to SLsn. to 5 pwjn. wtdi a c—i

picsc si4>ply ofUMm* ckidiii^ giAa. and other wtidisiidisr

afaodcounad^
a variety offood for sale, inirk tdkig

and IwM and cold brvcr>

Airar^ a nMCtiag place for sfcer the

oeremony with Cundy HManbcn prior lo the Man of the uanuian)

suck as at one of the four food kiad» You will odt ihmu^ die

BoethMSBS*! snd #2.

Ftess-Ca

CONGRATULATIONS FROM THE ENTIRE

UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY

After the

eetprion. h wiU be

bekl under ibc la««e white HSM in ibe aoudMMt oocnar of the saa-

Uiiim near the oKrygsses. Nnck and owkics will be served.

Thu will be an opptwtunky to meat, greet, and take s &mily pho-

tograph with the ChafsesOor. Fscuhy see siso ioviced «o attsnd.

REMEMBER -

University rcgiihuions pnihihit the jxisscssion or use of"

.ikoliol .11 tlu- >t.uliiim.

No glas.s or metal tontaincrs will be allowed in the

assembly area «»n the Held.

I'his policy will be enforced.

Gate Entrances By Major
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2004 Commencement-Related Events

Sunday, May 2:

lO.JO i.iti ISyv'n'op ^*"'" ^nakbtt. Fine Am Ontcr labby. (413) MV2.W4

I
2 p m Alumni AwKaiKMi Snidmi Schobnhip Rcicpiion. Siuilcni Union

Billmom. (413) M>-4a(»

Wednesday, May 5':

1 2 noon. Itfii Studio Unchcon. 1 109 C:ampui C«ii«f. (413) '>AS-001\

Saturday, May 8:

1 2 p m < xjmmonwnlih Colltgt I «W>ration of Excrllcncr, l-in« Am < .cnict

Contcn Hill. (413) S4V2483

I (> p.m Bilmfpul (!ollcf(uir IVof^ram Annual Banqun Mid Awanh Ctremony.

Studcni Union Ballmom. (4131 S4S-1%«

Monday, May 10:

5:30 p.m. Commutrr Srrvitn & Houjing Rrwurce Onier CirjduJiHin

Olttiraiion for Siudcni r*arcna. Location TBA. (413) M9-23I4

[Friday, May 14:

I imr I RA Frrnch tc Italian Luncheon. Location TBA. (413) $4)-23l4

I Friday, May 21:

1 10 am Womcn'i Studies Program BrutKh, mivM/iffi *n/)r Campus Center,

(413)S4VI922

>.m Commeniemeni Ball. Sludcni Union Ballroom, (413) 545-2317

I

Saturday, May 22:

.30 am (iraduate .Schtiol CommeiKement. Mullins Center, (413) $45.0025

).m. School of Nuning Celebration Pinning and Hooding Celebration.

Fine Am Omer. (413) 54S-50V>

I 2 p.m. Stockbridge School Olebraiion and Reception, Bowket Auditorium,

(413)545 2222

I

I p.m. Phi Beta Kappa Installation ic Reception. Campus Center Auditorium.

(413)545-2329

I
4;.30 p.m. CU>llege of Natural Resources and the Fjivironment Celebration,

CAirry Hicks Cjge. (413) 545- 4204

I

5 p.m. Air Force/Army R(TrC Joint C>>mmijsioning Oremony, Bowker

Auditorium, (413)545-2437

p.m. School of Management felebration, Mullins Center, (413) 545-5610

H) p.m. College of Knginernng Olebration, Fine Arts Ontet (xMKen Hall,

(413) 545-6.390

Sunday, May 2i (Commencement I)a\

'

7:30 a.m History DcfMrtmeni GraduMnn BrcaktM. Memorial hall,

(4I3)545.«75-'

7.30 a.m. Resource EconomKS Breikftii, 217 Siockbridp HaA,

(413) 545-5732

7:45 a.m Ommcs Breakl^t. Herter Hall 5th Ai»r, (413) 545-57M

8 a.m. Journalism Pte-(>nduaiion Senior BreakfaM, 108 Banleti Hall.

(413)545.5931

8 a.m. Nuimion Pre-Craduation Senior Breakfast, 101 Campus Center.

(413)545-0740

8 am Philoiophy Breakfast. 174-176 Cjmpus Cxniet, (413) 545 5801

8:15 a.m Fjiglish Oepartmeni Brunch, Banlett Hall Lobby, (413) 545-0388

Noon* Chancellor's Reception for Gradtutes & Guests, Reception Tent at

McGuirk Alumni Stadium. The C^haiHellor will greet graduates and

poie fior bmily photo. PuiKh and cookies will be served

(413) 545-1101

Noon* Astronomy l^incheon. Campus (^ter 16.3C, (413) 545-2545

Noon* BKichemisrry and Molecular Biology LuiKheon, 1033 l.ederle

Graduate Revarch Tower. (4131 545-4023

Noon* (Computer Science Reception. imfMrnmim^ Campus ScietKe BuiUing.

(413)545-2744

Noon- Geoicienccs Reception, 254 MoriU IV South, (413) 545-0745

Noon* Mathematics and Statistics Reception, 1634 Lederle Graduate

Reseanih Tower, (413) 545-6026

NtxMi* Natural Resources Conservation Cdebraiion, 202-203

Holdswonh,(4l3) 545-6626

Noon* Physics Graduation Ijincheon, Campus Center 16.3C,

(413)545-2545

Noon* Plant and Soil Sciences Graduation Reception, FreiKh Hall.

(413)5452249

N<»n* School of E.ducation I\»t Commencement Gathering, Chancellor j

Reception Tent at the stadium (413) 545-0233

Noon* STPEC Reception, F--27A Machmet Hall. (4 1 3) 545-0043

Noon* Theater Reception. Curtain Theater l.obby (by inviution),

(413)545-3490

1:00pm Ijindacape Architecture and Regional Planning Graduation F.vent.

Durfee Gaitlen (Rsin Location: 105 Hills), (413) 545-6638
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Weekly Calendar of events
Compiled by Sara- Megan Walsh

Wednesday^ May sth- Tuesday , May Jith

Today 5th UMass — The Chapel lazz Ensemble, directed by

David Sporny, will perform at the Top of the Campus

Center at 8 p,m. Tickets cost from $5 to $10.

Sunday 7th

Mount Holyokc College — From 1 1 a.m. to 4 p.m.,

the Studeni Coalition for Action will present an art

display on the green entitled, "Activism at MHC:
Struggle and Change Since 1968." The display will

show the various actions women at Mount Holyoke

have taken pursuit of social justice.

Mount Holyoke College — The MHC English

Handbell Choir will perform its Spring Concert at 1 :50

p.m. on the Skinner Green. It is suggested that audi-

ence members bring towels and blankets if attending

to be comfortable on the grass.

r / day 7th

Tomorrow 6th

Hampshire College — From 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., there

will be a conference entitled, "Assistive Technology,

Disability, and the Arts" at the Lemel.son Assistive
,

Technology Development Center. The conference will Al O tt d d y
include small workshops on the topics of art, disabili-

ty and expression as well as a performance by Bill

Shannon, an interdisciplinary artist who combines

urban kinetic dance movements and hip-hop perform-

ance art to express realities faced by all of humanity.

There is a registration free of $5 for the conference.

For more information contact Lauren Way at (415)-

559-5806.

The National Association of I citor Carriers will

host its annual Food Drive in conjunction with the

United States Postal Service. On this da>. patrons arc

asked to leave non-perishable food items b\ their mail

boxes to be picked up for distribution lo the IocmI tooJ

pantries.

]BatIp Collegian

113 Campus Cvntar
University of Massachusvtt*

Amherst. IMA 01003
• 413-545-3500 •

• Fax 413-545-3699 •

wwvw.ciailycoll*9i«n.coni

Mount Holyokc Collcfe — The MHC Debating Society

will go against Bates College in a public debate at 1 2 p m.

in the Great Room of the Blanchard Campus Center,

South HaiUey - The Odyssey Bookshop and Thirsty

Mind Coffc-e Shop are holding "BOOKAPOLOOZA!' at 7

p.m in the Thirsty Mind in the Village Commons.

"BOOKAPOLOOZA!" will feature reading by novelists:

Siddhartha l")eb. author of the point of "The Point of

Return", \e^%\ca Shattuck. author of "The Hazards of Good

Breeding"; and Leah Hager Cohen, author of "Heart. You

BulK. ^ou Punk."

Saturday 8TH

UMass — The first Annual Gala Pops concert fea-

turing the UMass Pops Orchestra, conducted by

Uinfranco Marcelletti. |r . will take place at 7:50 p.m.

in the Campus Center Auditorium. The concert will

feature music from many genres including light clas-

sics, waltzes and ragtime Soloists performing with the

orchestra will include retired professors Horace

Clarence Bo>er and Paulina Stark. Tickets cost $15.

.A lecture and walking tour on the history of

"Slavery in the Connecticut Valley" sponsored by the

Five College Learning in Retirement will begin at 2

p.m. at the White Church in Historic Deerfield. The

featured guest speaker of this event is Robert Rumcr

For more information, call (413) 585-5756.

For submissions to the Weekly

Calendar of Events,

please email The

Daily Collegian at

news@dailycollegian.com.
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Circles of hope to be held for Murray MarljUanB USB OH flSB

1

that the family nxruited psychics

ix aid in Maura's search.

" AttualK. that was fahe infor-

iiuiii«.m.~ Murra\ said. "Any psy-

chic who went up there, did it on

their own. there was no one

hired
*

Murrdv said she doesn't believe

IP ind believes that her

J.in ^outing home. Police

said they have no e\idence to

believe thai Maura Murray is

dead. "We lire stilt hdpeful that

•she's found safe and alive. We
have rH> evidence to dictate other-

wise." Yorke said

Laurie Murray remains hopeful

that her daughter will return

home.
"She's very bubbly, well liked,

everybody k)ves her." she said.

"Everyone is praying, all over the

worW We'll never give up hope.

We just want her home safe."

On Sunday. May 2. a cialc of

hope vigil was held at the

Hanson-Whitman high school

track, in a community that has

been very supportive to the

Murray search Circles of hope

will also be conducted in Ohio,

where the parents of Murray's

boyfriend live. In North Carolina,

a ceremony will be held in the

town where Murray's sister. Julie,

currently lives.

Maura's 22nd birthday was

Ma) 4 and with Mother's Day on

Sunday, 1-aurie Murray said day-

to-day coping Is very hard.

"I will never give up hope."

she said. 'I have my ups aixi

downs, but I have to be strong for

her"

Anyone with intormaiion on

the whereabouts of Maura
Murray should contact the New
Hampshire State Police at

1605)271 5656

CHICAGO I API Habiiual

marijuana use incrva>ed aiiKuig

U.S. adults over the past dcciide,

panicularly among young minori-

ties and baby boomers, govern-

ment figures show.

The prevalence of marijuana

abuse or dependence climbed

from 1.2 percent ot adults in

1991-92 to 1.5 percent in 2001

02, or an estimatwi 5 million

adults 1 8 and over

That represents an ifKrease ot

800,000 people, according to

data from two naticmally repre-

•>cniati\c ".urscN^ iliui i.tn.ii

queried nK>rc than 40,litHi aIuIi^

Among 18- ti> 2"

the rate oi abuse or .i.

remained stable among whites

but surged b\ alxHJt 220 pi-rceiit

among black men antl wonwn. i*'

4.5 percent of that
i

arxl b> ahiKist 1 50 p<.'t

.

i'

HisfMinic iTK-n, to 4.7 }ici>.cni

.Among all adults age* 45 i-

64. the rate increased by 555 pi >

cent, to ahout t' 4 per. -i- '
'

populMN»»
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\ May > edition, is
i
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li Unnual Boston Haitor Mij
Sponsored by the UMass Alumni Club of Greater Bostonlostontf*

This is » 2U Event

$25.00 for UMass Amherst Alumni Association Members and their guests

$30.00 for non-Alumni Association Members

To reserve your tickets online visit: www.umas8bostonclub.org or

call the Office of Alumni Affairs at 800-456-UMASS (8627).
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Ihe InKerMt) t>f VlassachuscltN Viiihiist

OfTlce of Jenish .Affairs and SiiMlt'nl Nflairs A. ( ampu^ I if*

REMEMBERING
OUR HUMANITY
A forum to discuss the historical, legal and

moral significance of last week's vandalism

of the Holocaust memorial flag display

Her^'^ yowr cVarre fo 'yam ri>w tt>

Do ^^oClETTEnNQ
af.o«t ?f...rR^^

•me Massachusatis Demociatlc State ConwenMon
J" comes lo

Er* UMass Amherst!

Hibfouck AndJtortmii » Satuiday. May 8 » lOanKBpm

Nocliarn
ImHalsiNodalafatacradaai

Your valid college ID is all tn;

raqnlrad
at IS needed to get you access to ttiis program

KA AcA/'TJi KBTTS Legislators, Democratic Parly offiaals, fellow

^^^^^^K: «=''V'sts from throughout Massachusetts

^WkKiY lapwsayimr Views— Ample opportunity for questions and T3f %''''•''

discussion at all training sessions
'" ' —

toti

Ssssmm oil doy long piwwiling tl*

iimn\ iholtefigas onii ODpo'fuinlin

Iw voungei otiwh

• 1030am Cii«>ll|in 101
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massdMns

Ml«i»<«Klm»'biilit

iHmwIwtllltMvnlK trnX/.^iit

* loMw CM"

\Vc(l. May S"'

at 7:00 pm

Campus (enter

Room 101

Lnivcrsitv of

Massachusetts

\niherst

James Young. Professor of Engli.sh and Jiidan. Sttidics: aiilhoiity on

Holocaust metnoriais, mcinor>' and its desecration

Ervin Staub. Professor of Peace Psychology; author ot //;< /'su //cA •,<,'< o/

Good and Hvil; authority on violence, ucnocido. and the ii^le olhyManders

Allan Ryan, Jr. Chair, Anti-Defamation league C i\il Rights Coniinittee;

fomier director, U.S. Department of .lustice, OtTice ot"S|x\ i.il lii\cstigatuMis

Campus administrators, clergy, and students will also ofltr statements <»f

solidarity. In the spirit that an affront to one is an affroni tt> all.
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53 diplomats stand against

Bush on Mideast policy

According to The Guardian, a newspaper out

of Briuin. 55 former US diplomats have united

to blast president George W. Bu!>h and his adinin-

istration's Mideast policy.

Good for them.

Bush recently got into the fray last month when

he ertdunied a plan akingside Israel prime minister

Ariel Sharon to partially pull settlement;, out ol

the contested Gaza Strip. Sharon sulTercd a blow

this week when his Laluid pany voted against the

proposal.

Now. Bush is ^tting his

The 55 diplomats have served in a variety of

locales including India. Egypt, jenisalem and

QaUr. For the most part the signees are fonner

ambassadon and consuls. According to The

Guardian two fonner Bush administration

employees. |ohn Brady Kiesling. who ivsigned m
protest over the Iraq War. and Greg Thielmann.

an intelligence analyst who accused the adminis-

tration of distorting the facts over Iraq, also signed

the letter.

"Your meeting with Sharon followed a series of

intensive negotiating sessions between Israelis and

Americans, but v.hKh left out Palestinians." reads

the broadside, the like^ ol svhK.h has not been seen

from US dipkxiiats against the administrdtion

since the Vietnam war.

The Guardian article adds that it is particular

>y unusual for US. diplomats to come out against

the kmgtime ulliarKe between the United Suies

and Urael

The letter reminds Bush that the rviad map to

peace can only be foibwed >*ith both Pakrstinian

leadership and Israeli leadership invoK^. Bush's

meeting with Sharan and maaquerade in the

NMtiic Ilouse Rose Garden announcing the duo's

plan for peace failed all previous accords and

attempts for an end to violence.

Instead, it has effectively incensed the Middle

East, raising the anti-.American sentiment even

further. Already suffering a bk^w from pk'tures

released last week of abused Iraqi prisoners of

war. the dipkimats' letter strikes again at the faults

of Bush's foreign policy.

"In fact, you and fVime Minister Sharon con-

sistently have excluded Palestinians from patx
negotiations." the krtter adds.

In no uncertain terms this letter calls out

Bush's consistent record of pandering to its ally in

Israel excluding Pakrstinian leaders All ol the

charges are written as just that, charges, but that

US diploniats woukl have cause to write this let-

ter shoiUd wave a twi llag to Bush that something

needs to change.

Taking into conskleratkm that many of the

dipkjmats are from countries in the Middle East

arid Southern Asia and only one appear* to be

from inside Israel, the accusations suinmatc into a

bipartisan conclusion: "By ckising the doLir to

negotiations with Palestinians and the possibility

of a Palestinian suite, you have proved that the

United States is not an even-handed peace parti»er

"You have placed U.S. dipkHiials. civiliaas and

miliiar) doing their jobs over>eas in an untenable

and even daiigeious position."

Bush shouU conskkr weighing the odds more

carefully when entering into politk:ally-motivated

agreements With peace as the goal, in Israel,

Pakrstine and even Iraq, it woukJ bcfxxjve the

president to concentrate on all sides ot a sery. very

Miained and hostikr diplomatic arena.

Unsigned Ediiitnals are the majority opinion of

the MasMichunrtti iiAlepun FJiiunal Board.

Coach's decision appalling

Matthew

fleid

Bl'vc
been playing sports since I

was very young. I only oiKe

played basketball, when I was in

middle school, and I joined a

VMCA league I'll be the first to

admit that I was not overly tal-

ented. In fact. I don't remember

even storing a single point I

quickly accepted the fact that

while I was skilled at certain

sports, basketball was not one of

them.

At the end of the season. I attended an awards

banquet for my league. My coach gave me a certifi-

cate that said "Dennis Rodman Award" on it. While

Dennis Rodman is far from the type of person I

would want to emulate. I took the award as a com-

pliment, since Rodman was such a good basketball

player. Being taller than your average individual. I

was fairly successful at rebounding (as was

Rodman, of course) so I was satisfied with my
award and felt that it was fitting for me. I realized

that every player on the team received an award,

but I was still happy to have a shiny certificate say-

ing that I had com-

Kids have a hard enough time being

accefited during those awkward middle

school years, and the absolute last thing

they need is for insensithre, unprofessional

"adults" making their Ihres additionally

complicated.

pleted the season

Unfortunately,

not everyone is as

lucky as I was.

However, the situ-

ation that one
middle-schooler
from New lersey is

currently dealing

with goes far

beyond anything I

have ever heard of.

Last month, at a banquet for a middle school

basketball team in Pleasantville, N.j., a player

(whose name has not been released) received an

award that took everyone by surprise. Prior to the

banquet, the coach informed the player (I'll call

him Scott for the purposes of this column) that he

would be receiving an award. So Scott watched as

all of his teammates receive trophies and awards

throughout the night. When it came time to receive

his own award, the coach of the team said, "(this

next kid) begged to get in the game, and alt he did

was whine.' The award, which was a silver figure of

a baby mounted on a pedestal, had the boys name

on it, which was not even spelled correctly. It was

engraved "The Crybaby Award."

To me, someone who played a lot of sports

growing up. I simply cannot comprehend how this

could have taken place. The boy was .so shaken that

he stayed home from school the following Monday.

Can you blame him? Kids have a hard enough time

being accepted during those awkward middle

school years, and the absolute last thing they need

is for insensitive, unprofessional "adults" making

their lives additionally complicated.

I don't exactly know what to say about the so-

Genocide victims deserve respect
I grew up in the small town

of Watenown. Despite being nes-

tled in-between the boarders of

the large cities of Cambridge and

Boston, the tovkn is not very well-

known to those who live outside

the area But there is something

unique about my town

that warrants inspection. n.. i

Many people from my ^|^___
tovim have taught n>e a

valuable lesson: What it mean.s tu

tight for one's beliefs It's a les.son

from history that should be

explained more thoroughly in the

history books than it is. if it is ever

explained at all.

The story comes not from my
hometovw. but from the people

who live there, particularly m>
Armenian friends and neighbors.

Armenians make up approxiiiuitc

ly 20 percent of the town's popu

lation. This is a considerable per

centage because the> represent

less than one percent of the

American population. Watertown

has the seconid largest coinmunit>

of Armenians in the country. This

community. located in

Watertown $ east end. is known to

kicals as "Little AmHrnia." It in

surrounded by five Armenian

churches and an array of

Armenian specialty shops and

restaurants.

Ijist month I l^etumed home to

Watertos^n for a weekend visit

Without fail, I sa\k the gtant bill

board on Mount .\ubum Street

that goes up around this lime

every year The billboard sakJ

"Never Forget," in bokl print, fol-

lowed by. "The Armenian

Genocide: April 24. NI5" This

year. April 24, 2004 was the 8*)th

anniversary of the Armenian

Genocide. For me being a non-

Armenian, seeing these billboards

brought me back to m> high

school days when a handful of

Armenian classmates woukl stay

home from school. I reiiK-mber

speaking with sume of these stu-

denis. who complained that this

event was nc*ver taught in their

high school history cla.sses. A valid

point, considering that the public

schoal system wuukl deny the

thiid hiivr« ethnic group in town

a cheOM fbr their chiklren to kram

about a significant part of their

personal history

The gcnocick bc-gan in I *) 1 5 in

the Ottoman Empire - present-

day republic c»f Turkey — with the

eradication of the Christian

Armenians and lasted until I** 1 8.

The Ottoman Empire, which was

ruled by Mu.slim Turks, carried

out the gerKxide due to a polkry of

eliminating the Christian minority

Countless numbers of peopk: \*ere

savagely brutalized and women
were often raped. By 1*^22, the

Armenians had been eradicated

from their historic homeland.

The genocide only began after

the massacres of 1844 to 18%
under Sultan Abdul-Hamid II.

nineteen years before the

Irion
actual genocide A'ould be

*'^°"
committed by the Turkish

government. The sultan

Mas alarmed by increasing activity

in a number of Armenian political

groups, many of which spoke out

for civil rights and autonomy.

Historians guess that the mas-

sacres killed somewhere between

100.000 and 500,000 peopk. The

sultan began the systematic bru-

talization as a way to undennine

Annenian nationalism.

The night of April 24, 1915

was when the Annenian Genockie

truly began to unfokl the Turkish

Today, several natkms

including Russia,

Argentina, France, and

Greece have formally

recognized the

Armenian Genockie.

However ttie United

States has never offi-

cially recognized the

events as a genocide

government arrested over 200

Annenian community knders in

Constantinople and hundreds

more were apprehended soon

after. They were all sent to prison;

most were executed These acts

occurred under the cover of a

news blackout: a time when there

was no communkation betwcvn

the Eastern nations and the

Wwtem world because of the

ongoing Worki War I The news

blackout had been happening for

SOUK- time before April 24. 1*JI5^

and as a result many Armenians

had died at the hands of the Turis

fvfore foreign natkjns had time to

react It is estimated tfiat between

1915 and 1925, over 1.5 million

ArtTKnians died in the genocide

Today, several nations includ-

ing Ruicsia. Argentina. FraiKc and

Greece have formally rcvognizcd

the Armenian Genocide

However, the United States has

never officially recognized the

events as a genocide. Preskient

Bush in 2001 calkrd it, "the forced

exile and annihilation of approxi-

mately 1.5 million Amicnians."

which has angered many

Annenian-American interest

groups, including the lobby group

the Armenian National

Committee. ANC is asking 100

members of Congress to sign a

letter to the President asking for

the use of the word "genocide."

And rightly so. I can't imagine

how a descendant of a genocide

victim would react if President

Bush were to walk up to that

person and say. "You're loved

one was murdered at the hands

of a government that was sys-

tematically arresting, torturing,

and murdering people solely due

to their racial background. But,

it wasn't a genocide."

Despite not being fully recog-

nized by our government or in

our history text books, there

have been several memorials

built to honor the victims of the

genocide. These memorials are

located around the world,

including several in the Boston

area Means^hile. as the United

States fails to give those who
suffered through one of the

worst human atrocities their

proper respect, we join the

ranks of countries such as

Turkey, which denies all knowl-

edge of the genocide as a matter

of policy. TTie Turks blame the

deaths as part of WWI warfare.

What is even worse is that

Turkey dismisses the atrocities

as mere allegations. The coun-

try's leaders have also allegedly

obstructed efforts for acknowl-

edgment.

If \ou ever happen to be

dnving to Boston on the Mass

Pike, take a detour Get off the

highway at exit 17. be sure to

drive up Mount Auburn St. and

read the billboards that say

"Never Forget " The message

isn't asking you to donate your

money or join some sort of ani-

mal rights campaign or anything

like that 'The people of

Watertown and .\rmenians

around the world are simpi)

asking our govemnK'nt to. at the

\ery least, give their ancestors

the proper respect they deserve.

It is imperative to remember
atrocities such as these in order

to r>ot repeat mistakes of the

past

Infvrmaiitin from the

Armenian Museum of America

(Watertown. MA), the Armenian

Salional Institute m-ww armen-

lan-geniK-ide org) and KFWB-
AM I Los Angeles) was used in

this column
Oan U'Brit-n is a Collegian

Columnist.

called coach. Of course, he should be fired for what

he did. I'd even go as far as saying that he should

never be allowed to coach or teach at a school ever

again. But simply stripping him of his post does not

seem to be enough Somehow, it seems to be letting

him off easy. Clearly, there is some reason why a

grov^ man in an educational environment, a sup-

posed role-model, would do such a terrible thing to

a young boy. Perhaps the coach was picked on as a

child. Perhaps he was told he was a crybaby when

he was younger Whatever the rea.son. the man cer-

tainly has issues that he needs to deal with. I just

hope that he gets the help he needs before he com-

pletely demolishes the spirit of another young boy.

As for Scott. I can't offer much in the way of

advice, either I remember once, when I was

younger, a teacher ridiculed me for spelling a word

wrong on a spelling test. It wasn't just any word, it

was my own name (I was young, so don't ask.) The

major difference, however, was that the teacher

didn't ridicule me in front of the whole class: it was

simply in a one-on-one situation. And she was

laughing the whole time, so I knew she was just jok-

ing around. Even still, a part of me was a little self-

conscious about

the whole thing.

So 1 can only

imagine the

embarrassment
that must have

resulted after

the "crybaby

award" was
given out. There

is just no excuse

for it. and noth-

ing can really be said to console Scott. The only real

words of advice would be io dismiss what was said,

considering the coach proved that he cannot be

taken seriously and that his awards have little

value. Dismissing the award, however, is easier said

than done.

Edwin Coyle, superintendent of the Atlantic

County school district where Scott is enrolled, has

said that the coach should be punished for what he

did.

| was very upset and dismayed that our coach-

es would take an opportunity to belittle or lessen

the self-esteem of our athletes," Coyle said.

I don't know what punishment would be enough
to make up for the terribly unsettling incident. I'm

just glad that there are some coaches out there,

such as the ones who gave me the Dennis Rodman
award way back when, who still realize that when
dealing with young athletes (and non-athletes as

well), there are more important things than popu-

larity and success. Sometimes, a simple bit of

encouragement will suffice. Clearly, Scott's coach

could have used more of it when he was a boy.

Information from the Associated Press was used

in this story.

Matthew Reid is a Collegian columnist.

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR
NON-VIOLENCE THE

ANSWER
TO HOBART PROBLEM

Once agam. the pokce have sup-

pressed Vie "Hotarl Hoedown with

ovenwhelming tonx. What lessons lor

next years Hoedown can we Me
away from the events of the past

weeke«P
I ttiink we shouW look to the exam-

ple of firmness and perststonix shown

by the Cannabis Reform CoaNtion One

week ago. they managed, yet again, to

put on the annual Extravagania man-

juana festival on the Amherst Town

Common For years this event has

been plagued by harassment, threats,

and attempts at intimidation by towm

officials Yet the CRC has always stood

firm, and never given up

Rrmness does not mean street

fighting Violence is the specialty of the

police Short of another Lexington and

Concord, rt is impossible to beat them

In that realm. Ttie only way to defeat

them IS in the political arena That

means getting Involved in Amherst

governmental affairs, sticking with It

as long as it takes, and really playing

••hardball" writh the •Powers That Be
"

If done peacefully, progress is pos-

sible In fact, non-violence, flminess,

and persistence are the only answer to

the problem it tney take yasis. but

someday the 'Hobart Hoedown' wM
return to Its roots as an enioyable

music filled, melow block parly, white

Town Manager Dei CaMho and Police

Chief Sherpa wi be relegated to the

ash heap of history

Terry FrankHn

Amtierst

Keeping a right

To free speech
After reading your article entitled

SGA Questions Collegian

Independency." i became infuriated It

IS hard for me to believe that the

Student Government Association is

even considering demanding back

money from the Collegian If the

motk)n IS passed, the SGA is under-

mining one of the fundamental princi-

ples of journalism - Freedom of the

Press. Perhaps this is another political

match between Jared Nokes and the

rest of the SGA I was not the least bit

surprised to see that Mr. Nokes sup-

ported a motion against the Collegian,

especially after the Collegian

announced Its support for our presi-

dent-elect Eddie Bustamante.

What I see IS a game being

played on unfair grounds Attfiough

the majority of people including

myself disagree with what Rene

Gonzalez wrote, we cannot altow this

nght to publish to be taken away.

Yes. this article gamed national

attention, but we cannot altow this to

detract from the freedom the

Collegian deserves Could you imag-

ine the national attention given to

UMass if funding was cut to the

Collegian'' "UMass votes to cut fund-

ing over Gonzalez Column
"

If the SGA makes the demand for

the money from the Collegian, they

make a statement about a govern-

ment's role in media; it they cannot

have control over what is published,

then they will do everything in their

power to make sure that they do The

editors of the Collegian, not the SGA,

decide what should and should not

be published There is no question

here — freedom of the press Is a

right for the Collegian and all media

outlets

On Wednesday, vote to continue

funding for the Collegian, and to keep

this freedom alive

Matt O'Rourke

UMass student
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Spring Concert:
Headliner a 'bust'-a

Hobart's temporary prison

This year's Spring Concert disappointment

highlighted how music artists can be either positive

audience-minded performers or negative abusers

of their star status. I woukl have called Sunday

night an awesome experience .. if I had left the

Mullins Center after the opening acts "Busta

Rhymes," the supposed highlighted headliner of

the show, ended up turning what was an exciting

dance party urith lurassic 5 and various MCs and

Djs into a negative experience for me and my other

female friends who dkl rwt come to hear

this person speak about how girls who
^

smoke weed are "airheads" and how all HHl IBIUBH

these "potbellied bitches need to get on the —^—^""

treadmill."

After staring in shock at his drawn out degrad-

ing comments, we didn't hnd much motivation to

move to any of his beats, and eventually. m> friends

and I left early in the set. But the fact tliat we did-

n't just walk out right after his wtiole spew of

insults to women and at the crowd in general was

a point of the night tfiat continues to bother me.

Busta's abusive presence brings up the questkxi;

how much power clo we give stars in the entertain-

ment industry? This question includes publk:

entertainers like fibn and TV' actors as well.

At the beginning of his set, Busta Rhyines

declared that fie could bounce anytime since he

already got his paycheck for the show. It's insulting

that a music icon like Busu Rhymes can say some-

thing like that to justify his freedom to spout out

any garbage and slack on his performance (Maybe

the oijaniiers of the Spring Concert should conski-

er not onl> kioking for more positive acts like |5,

but also not paying them all up front). But it's also

milling to us audience members when we kft him

do that, when we stay, because we krt his surdom

excuse his offenses.

Today's common reality: there are pkmty of

popular rappers/hip-hop anists who put out

"Wing-bling" lyrics, and whikr it may bother souk

of us, we still continue to listen and buy their stuff,

because we think it's still hoi stuff to dance to. This

is an especially sensitive issue for women listeners,

because we're the ones often being put out as bod-

ies to sell the image of sex and subordination.

Really, though, can one listen to these lyncs s^ith-

out slopping to conskicT how all the projected neg-

ative images may affect us later?

It's a conflict of entertainment and personal pol-

itics. It's one I haven't resolved: all I know is that

I'm not apt to excuse it all. I dance to lots of music,

but for some particularly offensive songs 1 will

leave the lloor I won't listen to some artists, and

now that includes Busta Rhymes. Also, I have surt-

ed getting into what's been labeled "conscious/pos-

itive hip-hop" and have been discovering all sorts

of exciting artists that haven't really hit the main-

stream but show how not all hip hop is

driven by a negative/misogynistic/bling-

bling culture.^— All the reviews I've read about Busta

being a charismatic presence on the stage can be

chucked into the garbage. Maybe he wasn't used to

a smalkrr crowd that wasn't familiar with all his

stuff . but when you're a music performer, I believe

you're supposed to love sharing your musk and

pertorming when you've got an event to be at.

Bustas been talked about as a great innovative,

edgy rapper, but if he wants to keep some of his

fans, then maybe he should have followed the

advice of one of the girls in the audience: "shut up,

I just want to hear your musk." This is kind of a

shame to say, because the night before, I saw Talib

Kweli and Common play at Amherst College, and

1 liked hearing them talk to the audkmce about pol-

itics and doing sonK" spoken word in their encore.

But Busta Rhymes talking about getting girls to

hotel rooms when he couWn't even perform

onstage didn't \*in him any fans. And if turning off

hundreds or so people from his musk: arnd person-

ality wasn't enough. Busta may have to also face

the po\*er of the consumer, as a friend of mine said,

"I am never going to buy an album of his again."

I realize this column has gotten into several

issues, so kt me just say that I want to emphasize

three points One: peopk: shouki get offended,

shoukl get angry when there's reason to. no matter

wfiat the status of the offender Tvwj: the music out

there is not limited to the mainstream (i e hip-hop

has amazing Nok;es that aren't as negative as some

of the mainstream like Mos Def. Social Dcviantz,

ComiiKMi. Kncore. Talib Kweli. jurassk; Five) And

three keep this in mind, that what you choose to

hear and buy is a political choke.

Kim Sguyen is a UMass student.

Concert etiquette 101
.After attending the annual

Spring Concert Sunday with

Busta Rhymes and lurassic 5. I

have decided that many of the

students and performers need a

crash course in con-

cert etk,uctte.
njfignng

First of all. the _^_____
number one concert

faux pas is to wear the band's T-

shin to the show. Cleariy you

like the band if you have put in

the effort to get to their concert.

Why must people advertise the

obvkxis? I don't see why a per

son needs to wear a sptxial shin

if they really support the band

Am I supposed to believe they

are the biggest fans ever

because they have the shirt on?

Unk-ss you're on the "Price is

Right." there is no need to

advertise your k)ve for the peo-

pk on stage that you obviously

support by simply being there.

Secondly, while I believe

everyone has the right to cTijoy a

concert how they please, it's

utieriy annoying to have peo-

pk- obstructing the view of the

stage whik they simply stand

in place. If they are dancing. I

can understand it. although it

remains annoying to have to

peek between the waving arms

of dancing hippk girls fbwing

with flower power during

lurassk 5.

Furthermore. I can't ignore

the drunken concert-goers lack

of etiquette despite the endless

amusement they provide by

dancing during music-less por-

tions of the show. What I don't

appreciate is the lack ol bath-

room etiquette among drunken

concert-goers. I like to hope

that most college students have

graduated from potty training

and fjeen practicing proper

bathroom techniques for

upwards of two decades. Yet. it

seems these basic lessons of

human functioning are com-

pletely disregarded the minute

alcohol enters the blood stream.

To the girl complaining on

the cell phone as she sat on the

floor of the handicapped stall

with her tooth-floss red thong

poorly covering her exposed

behind, what were you think-

ing? Why would anyone, ever,

under any circumstances, sit on

the floor of a public restroom

stall? I can think of a million

better ways and places to make

a phone call. Pc-oplc wear show-

er shoes into dorm bathrooms,

why would anyone voluntarily

have tik-to-tush contact on a

public restrocnn floor?

To the giris that don't shut

and lov.k their stall doors,

nobody wants to >»alk in on

you. Is it that hard to kxk
Bq..; the door? Unless you

want to be seen b> every-

one that walks into the

restroom, there is no need lor

an unk)ckc-d door

Furthermore. I've always

wondered why the paper towd

dispenser must get dc"stroyed at

every concert. Is it easier to rip

apart tfu.- dispenser and spew its

contents all o\er the room try-

ing to rip free a towel than it is

to just push the kver twice and

tear? Also, last time I chtxked,

50 gallon trash barrels were

huge There is no need for used

paper towels to fv e\ervwhcre

around the fwrrel. If you don't

have the coordination to place a

small piece of garbage inside a

twi>-foot diameter hole, than

perhaps its time for you to

Concerts are a beautiful

thing, but certain mies of

etiquette need to be fol-

lowed. It^ a total mood

Idler and "ew factor"

when concert goes and

performers alike break

these rules.

sober up. Trade the Poland

Spring bottle full of Bicardi

l.imon and Sprite, pull up your

pants, get off the baihriKHii

lloor and drink some actual

Poland Spring. (For those con-

cert-goers that aren't novice

drinkers, disregard all of this.

Thanks for kcvping it real.)

It wasn't just those attending

the show who put a damper on

this year's Spring Concert. The

perfoniicrs certainly had some

work to do. It's hard to be a

lime-filler, but it's even harder

to be an audience member
struggling through an hour with

an annoying limc-liller before

the main act. While the dancers

were awesome, the D] was not.

If you arc going to play music,

then do just that, and play

music. Nobody wants to hear

you sing. You were hired as a

b|, not a singer Nobody wants

to hear the audience sing, either

We're at a concert to hear music

sung by real performers, not a

chorus of drunken college stu-

dents slurring half forgotten

lyrics

To Busta Rhymes, the best

entraiKe isn't always otk wfiere

you shoosh the audierwe and

complain about your micro-

phone levels. Yes. we do want

you to sound the best as you

can. but have some proftwion-

alism.

Also, it's not always in good

taste to make fun of the audi-

etKe you've been hired to enter-

tain. Calling female audietwe

members fat and advising them

to get on a treadmill certainly

isn't going to inspire more

people to acknowledge your

incessant pleas to throw their

"mother f— ing hands in the

air" Why you gotta hale.

Busta?

You can learn from the

same lessons aimed at the D|,

Mr. Rhymes. Don't stop your

songs. Nobody wants to hear

you talk, or complain, or

poke fun at our student

body, and if we want to

throw our "mother f

ing" hands up, we will. Stop

talking about it and do what

you were hired for, sing

your music. Like the D|

time filler, we don't want to

hear each other sing your

chorus lines, and don't get

angry when we don't know
all the lyrics. Sorry Busta. I

don't mean to be a jerk, but,

while we still enjoy your

beats, half the hits you were

playing went top 50 when
most of us were in junior

high.

Concerts are a beautiful

thing, but certain rules of eti-

quette need to be followed.

It's a total mood killer and

"ew factor" when concert-

goers and performers alike

break these rules. Music is a

wonderful thing. Let's not

destroy its beautiful ability to

unite all walks of people with

drunken stupidity, arrogance,

or naivety. While we can't

control the poor behavior of

the people on stage, we
should embrace these unique

unifying concert situations

and do our part by leaving

the band t-shirts at home, sit-

ting when nothing is going

on, and learning how to han-

dle our alcohol.

Adriennc Bossi is a

Collegian columist.

As a resident of the Hobart apartments I was a

first-hand witness of the "preventative measures"

taken by the Amherst Police Department on

Saturday. May 1 . I awoke on that beautiful

day to find a sea of Amherst police officers Cipnhpn flpnp

patrolling Hobart Une. Feeling hungry, 1
'""I""'" '"""'

walked down my stairs to get something to

eat. Looking out the window of my kitchen, while

grabbing a box of cereal, I saw two men walking by

in my backyard. The word SECURITY was written

in big bold capital yellow letters against their black

T-shirts, matching perfectly with their black and yel-

low hats. That's cute, I thought to myself.

It was the weekend of the infamous "Hobart

Hoedowm." A great deal was men-

tioned in regards to how the APD
was going to do whatever possible

to prevent the same outcome that

resulted last year, when riots broke

out shortly before mklnight during

the first Saturday of May, which

caused an exclusive amount of

damage. Nevertheless, I never

would have imagined that APD
would have taken this strict of a

route.

No one without a permit was

allowed to even enter Hobart's

parking lot. It was blocked off by

the security guards Later that day

one of my friends tried to drop me
off and they made me get out of his

car and walk to my apartment

They would not allow him to enter

the parking lot even to just drop me
off. Later that night, as I was com-

ing home, 1 began to pull into my
parking lot when I saw a truck blocking the

entrance. Three security guards all came running to

my car with flashlights, blinding me, asking me it I

had a permit and to show it to them We could not

go across the street to visit our neighbors. It was like

we were all criminals and we all of a sudden were

subjected to rules and regulations that we never

before encountered. For that one day Hobart was on

a lockdown and it was absolutely ridiculous

Residents of the Hobart apartments did not e\en

discuss any plans for the "Hobart Hoedown" this

year. This is my first year living in Hobart. however

I found out that last year all the students living in

Hobart had a meeting one aftenxxMi to impkment

plans for the "Hobart Hoedown." We never had a

meeting this year We made no plans Many ol the

students who lived in Hobart went home for the

It was like we were

all criminals and

we all of a sudden

were subiected to

rules and regula-

tions that we never

before encountered

For that one day

Hobart was on

k>ckdown and it

was absolutely

rMwuluous.

weekend, because they wanted no part of the

Hoedown. Police officers had made it clear that

there would be zero tolerance for a Hoedown this

year, to all residents, even prior to the

actions that they took last Saturday.

I understand that last years "Hobart
"""" Hoedown" was absolutely out of control. I

agree with the fact that there was no need for any of

that to happen, although I would like to point out

that the riots broke out after the police broke up

the party on Hobart Lane. I also understand that

no one wanted a repeat of last years "Hobart

Hoedown," and neither did I, although I feel that

the APD is going about it the wrong way
The problem that I have is that

last year was not the first disorder-

ly occurrence of the "Hobart

Hoedown." It has been going on

for the past decade, progressively

gelling worse each year. Now all of

d sudden everyone wants to do

something about it. I feel that the

APD invaded our privacy on

Saturday. The APD should have let

us go about our own business. If a

party seemed to be forming that

gradually was becoming out of con-

trol, the APD should have then

intervened, l-ast year the Amherst

police officers waited until mid-

night to break up the party I am
almost positive that the party start-

ed getting out of control much ear-

lier than midnight. Why the ADP
waited until midnight to break up

the party, when there was a higher

percentage of drunken college stu-

dents, is beyond me. They were just adding fuel to

the fire, especially by showing up in rioi gear and

blocking off the street.

I strongly feel that the Amherst Police

Department needs to rethink another plan of

action for this situation We. as current residents

of Hobart, should not be punished this severe for

what has happened with the past residents of

Hobart. It is not our fault that the Amherst police

have had trouble in the past controlling events

such as the "Hobart Hoedown." Word on the

streets is that the APD will be doing the same

thing that they did last Saturday this upcoming

Saturday as well. I truly hope that this is just a

rumor and that as a resident of Hobart I hope to

enjoy the last weekend before finals as a free man
Stephen Bene is a UMass student.

me 412 by Zachary Denver
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A travel entry from Europe
I'm from Boston, but I really places on a map that was the

hail from Sterling, just north of extent of my planning I had all

Worcester Not even peo- these ideas of hostels

pie from UMass know
3eai1 McDOHOUOh

be'"!? f"" "f '^-year-old

Sterling, unless of course

you live there or next

door. With the rapid globalization

of McDonalds at every street cor-

ner in Berlin and Budapest, it's

redundant to say you are from the

United States and useless to say

Massachusetts. But Boston —
that rings a bell. And what do

most Europeans know about

Boston? The Boston Tea Party I

couldn't help but laugh when a

German fellow told me he had

taken pictures of the Bay

I had packed my bags too full,

closed my eyes, took out the

essentials, pretended they were

still in there, opened my eyes, and

headed off to the United

Kingdom for a semester abroad.

Aside from the things I enjoy

about Britain —the pints of beer,

the pints of Guinness, and the

heavy drinking — 1 do think back

on the University of

Massachusetts and miss a few

things. I mean, who wouldn't

miss the after-Wings effects. Club

Sidewalk, ignoring the Grapevine

Bar, and freshman- laden frat

row?
So you know, once I had got-

ten used to life in Britain: I

planned a trip flirting around

Europe for my five week Easter

holiday. I was scared to death to

do anything more than circle

^^^^ rackheads. semi-home-

less, and casual gays. I

had also heard vicious rumors

that Italy was full of sunken-eyed

children going for change in your

pockets.

1 dove into these tougher cul-

tural barriers with just half of the

I do think back on

UMass and miss a

few things. I mean,

who wouldn't miss

the after-wings

effects, Club

Sidewalk, ignoring

the Grapevine Bar,

and fresman-laden

frat row?

"essentials" I brought with me to

the United Kingdom. Through

this. I found all you really need to

travel is the ability lo play Dumb-

American, and the ability to listen

to Canadians talk about lesus in

coffee shops in Amsterdam.

There's a balance there, though

— chances are you iire that

Dumb-American, and drown

out the annoying Canadian

with the appropriate solvents

and fumes.

I was forced to rationalize

spending as much time on

trains every few days as it

would take me to watch the

entire Lord of the Rings trilo-

gy. I figured — what better way

to se the countryside than in a

train running through moun-

tains and over rivers? Seems

like a better idea that spending

hours in planes and airports,

and wishing you could have

your very own elvish girlfriend.

So what I'm trying to get at

is just a few words of advice

from a fellow |U|Massive lec-

tured student. Freshman and

sophomores — study abroad.

You don't have to go to

Europe: there are locations all

over the world It's worth the

horrible paperwork. Get some
miles under your belt before

the "real worid" sneaks up on

you. luniors and Seniors — I

am going to be a bad influence.

Hold off on gelling a real job

and shitty apartment — get an

easy job, save some currency,

and do that thing you've been

waiting to do — travel, buy a

nK)torcycle, whatever. We're

going to be working for over

40 years anyways, and once

we're retired, what can we
phvsicallv handle? Playing

Bridge?

Scan M, McDonough is a

UMass student.

Attention Collegian staff: End of the year party

Sunday, May 9, Peking Garden, Rt. 9 Hadley 8 p.m. 42 a.m.

Come join us for some good times, food and music

!
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Paying tribute to the

new late-night king

ARTS@DAlLYCOLLEGlAN.COM

Magic

f^icture Box

Rran Aikert

As the shell lite ut this

column nears its end,

homage needs to be paid

to one ol the greatest

talk show hosts on tele-

vision today. This 6-

foot-4 red-haired dorky

man who broadcasts

from Studio b\ in

Rockefeller Center is

simply a late-night god.

Nes. I'm talking about

Conan O'Brien

"Late Night with Conan

Brien" is a television staple to many col-

! "<• -tudents and young people. Now in its

nth year. "Late Night" is more popular

ii in ever, trouncing its weak competition

I r.ufi Kilborn ) But. it wasn't always this

Conan had it rough for the (irst few

garnering lew viewers, and being

a up for renewal almost week to

The early days were awkward, with

1 m trying to find his niche in the leg-

t> late night arena However, some

I Night' essential elements were actu-

> luunded in these early days, including

I the Year 2000" and "If they Mated."

! kily lor us. the NBC executive suits

-d with Conan. and the show found its

• 'ing,

I ate Night" today may be better than

With former sidekick Andy Richter

Lunan has triumphed going solo.

Ill now 41 with a newborn daughter

I wife, seems to be genuinely happy.

h comes m.'russ on screen

.> what makes Conan so hilarious and

PI to watch on the tube'' Conan has a

Ait and excellent deliver). He can take

most simple idea or )oke aivJ make it

iiinniot thing ever An example of this

I from the Christnw* season piece.

World s Fastest Menorah."
.>> matter who Conan interviews, he

ivs makes it very interesting. Even if

interviewee is really boring. Coiwin

^ ihingN up jumping on the desk.

ng faces, cracking on himself - all to

the audience applaud and bustle with

Iter. Conan loves attention, and he

lis that. He also plays aruund with the

ra. especially during his opening

logue He may jump around or hide

Irom the camera and then surprise

ith a hiss like %i)it.

^nan's bits are every bit as funny as he

clutch Cargo* ^s a personal favorite in

l> a celebrity or politician's face is ptx>-

il on a plasma screen with somebody

mouth doing the talking Another bit

late Ouaners" in which fake quarters

^hown depicting not-so-wonderful

of each slate. "Late Night's" charac-

<ro outrageous and funny too. such as

iiph the Insult Comic Dog". "Little

no" and "The Masturbating Bear"
t cry thing is not as peachy-keen behind

cnes though. Conan has been itching

ike the transition to the coveted 1 1 :35

See COHAN on page 7

Medicinals and more at UMass
Herbal festival shows off the world of herbs

By Cameron J. Woihw
I'AlLLtt.lAN SlAJt

To most people in these modem times it is just a

matter of a trip to the tiKxlicine cabinet that pro-

vides the solution to any medical nuilady Not nture

than 100 years ago things were very diflerent in

regards to medicine, and still are in some sci.tors ol

the workl. Many people ased to and still do rely on

the natural world of nKxlicinai plants aixl

herbs to provide the ixxosary treatPK-nts

for their illnesses This week. University ot

Massachusetts fVofc"ssor Lyie Craker's.

Medicinal Herbs and Spices class pruvidcd

a glimpse into the vast workl ol natural

medicines and cosmetics.

HerbKest 2004 openc-d at II 30 a in to

a good sized crowed, the Student Union

Ballroom atiiained crammed with herbal

enthusiasts and other curious fc>lk> right

up to closing tinK' at liM) p.m.

"This year we had a great variety ol projectv.

ranging from food of \arK)us sorts to the proper

usage of medicinal herbs for various health prol>

fciiu.." explained Craker

Tr\ier words are hardly ever spoken. Alter the

first few booths of basil infused culiiwry treats and

ginger treats came the tirsi of the cosmctn. displays

Senior biokjgy iraior Tb Cokniun. who serves .i

Craker's teacher ankMiH as well as a student in ttii

cla.ss. had prepared a combination of invigorating

skin caiv products.

"This b really one of the hesa classes I have ever

iakc*n.' she said.

Next to Coleman's display was far and away the

best culinary treat of the event Dan Fkna^m. a aov

k>r envirunmental vience major, had cTaAed sume

dek-xtabk.' herb infused homemade ice cream 'It

was kirxl of a Lhalk-nge to git the mixturv just right

too much nx)isture or to much liJdling v% ith the tiiix

and it woukl just come out gruu." explained

Flanagan.

Far off in one of the back comer was a disptay

that could possibly cause viewers to k>se their luiKh.

but was highly infonnative In large ck-ar jars tilk-d

with various leas tk>ated ^k>bular masses that hmik.-

wfiat resembled malfoniKxl brains. These hi-rbal

atrocities went actual symbiolic buderiii thiii tix-d in

the rtutrients in the tea. calk-d Komboca This

creepy kjokmg beverage supposedly is part of a mir

ackr tieatmeni. that can alk-viate suffering IriHii an\

thing from cancer to n»enstrual cranips. that is

as.suming wne can bring tliemaclvcs to drink it

Filling in the booths between these outstandimK

interesting exhibits ««fv numerous displays >

There wtrre teas for eveT>ihing imaginabk-. i..i>in.

pregnancy, treating colds and i-ven onc-s that wci

good to bathe in. Mbicd in amongst the huhhlin

pots and various other goodies, were a coupk- >

booths that wvre actually putting Menrui tattoos mi

people, while explaining the cultural signilKancc ol

the art form.

Robin Malinow^ki. a UnivcTsity Without Walls

student, did her project on a k."vser-krxjwn version of

mint, the chocolate mint Ri>w alter row ol rxarK

9u§^ free mint -chocolate flavored kilKixps .nviial

Hert)Fest

2004

Tues May 4

Sttdtflt Unioi!

hllisofli

her tabk;. "It is like nature's verskxi of a FVppemiint

Paddy," sakl Malinowski. "It is a great plant because

ilie chocolate llavor is already in there so you do not

need tons ol sugar when you use it to cook, especial-

ly when you re making treats for kinds because it

keeps them from getting all worked up on sugar"

Undersiandingly the word herb has taken on sev

era! slang meanings that may have miskd some

I lerbFcst visitors. Fortunately even these individuals

^^^ could lind a point of interest at the festival

fivshinan Alex Bnjtschi under his giant

jxister Kiard. which bore the title of.

Smokabkr Herbs!" provided a range of all

natural alternative's to tobacco, all of which

were legal of course.

I (xrsonally like the (Calae) Zaatechkhi.

It is an amazing plant to snK>ke the chemi

cal nature ol it promotes vivid lutid dreams

Supposedly the kmger someone uses it tf»c

more pcHeni the dreaias btxxniKf." Bruischi

said

The one booth that la«.ked tree samples for k?gal

ieas».>ns was an inieresimg cxpkjration into the histo-

rv and culture ol abointhe by Heather Mojer a juruor

plant and soils nujor.

"It has a great history of being the drink of artists

aixl poets, because ol this it is still thought of as an

artists drink." sakJ Mojer. 'Tlie tmth is that the

ual compound tound in it that is related to the

i> i^iat IS tciuikJ in marijuarta. is pretty weak. You

wouki have to drink a dowi giaases or so before its

aflects were nutk-eabic. and it has too had of a taste

to even drink that muc-h."

Though HerbFcst was a mandatory pan of the

See on

T.ip: Professor Lyle Craker and HerhFest iudgr Susan Leigh Anthonv admire some potted

lk>ttom: Senior biology major Archana Indira applies henna tatoos as part i>f her project.

hcrhk

Mean Girls' isn't mean to audience
! idsay Lohan matures with stronger role in newest film

Mean

Girls'

lifeciedbT

MMtn
Surrin

ParMmi

iltm .

GrKt

1+

By JlHlNNY I>1NA1 |)>»)N

(.^H.iJ:>.iAN Staff

'Mean Girls," written by and co-starring

1/ I "Saturday Night Live" snark Tina Fey.

is a deviously spiked

punch bowl cif a teen

comedy It's an acidic,

vinegary variation on the

1995 hit "Clueless," a col-

orful, less malevolent

"Heathers" for the post-

Britney teen universe and

a chance for Lindsay

Lohan to prove that she is

most definitely not the

red-haired rival to blonde

tween queen Hilary Duff.

Fey freely adapted

"Mean Girls" from

Rosalind Wiseman's soci-

ological treatise "Queen

Bees & Wannabes." a sort

of pop-psych textbook for

parents on how to deal

^ Mil the complex society of their teenage

il.mjrhters: the boyfriends, the cliques, the

IKipularity contests and the slander and gos-

sip that comes with the territory of post-

puK-scence. The sharply astute "Mean Girls"

is a kind of comic companion piece to last

vair's "Thirteen." That film was teen angst as

hellish horror show, with the gifted Evan

Rachel Wood slipping farther down into the

abyss of adole-scent torment in increasingly

scary ways; this is more of a witty light com-

edy, playing on teenage backstabbing in nim-

ble and funny ways.

"Confessions of a Teenage Drama Queen"

this certainly ain't. Lohan was an insufferable,

obnoxious brat in that movie, but here she

displays the same winning mix of confidence,

vulnerability and comic timing that she did in

last summer's fabulous redux of "Freaky

Friday" She's a most appealing young actress,

acting with moxie, verve and charm and she

keeps us sympathetic to her "Mean Girls"

character even when she does bad, bad

ihinyrs. If she avoids movies that make her

pr.ince around like a cut-rate, junior league

Britney-wannabe (like, say. "Drama Queen")

than she may have a real career.

See MEAN GIRLS on page 7

A Gypsy's life

during WWII

(XHlRTRSYPARAMtlM

Lindsay Lohan plays the role of sweet, yet, devious Cady Heron in her

new film "Mean Girls."

Bv Ki Rl K«>NGTON(.

CilLLll.lAS l^ORMSfONPtNT

When one thinks of the Holocaust,

the massacre of nearly 6 million lewish

people comes to mind. In textbooks and

novels we learn about how the

lewish people were forced to

leave their homes, how they

were forced into hard labor and

eventually, how they were

killed. But in her latest novel.

Louise Doughty takes a left

turn and gives us the highly

ignored experience of the

Gypsy people and the part that

they played in the horror that was the

Holocaust.

It is 1927 and the reader is intro-

duced to the Ruzicka's, a family com-

posed of nomadic coppersmith Gypsies

(or The Romany people). The first

chapter takes place in an abandoned

barn, where Anna Ruzicka is giving

birth to the main character of the novel

- Fmil. It is through this family that we

are to see the prejudices and discrimina-

tion that Gypsies had to face before,

during and after the war
The main character, Emil, is growing

up on the eve of Hitler's reign of terror

and in a time when tough restrictions

are put upon his people. Beginning with

these difficult years, the gypsies are

forced to participate in a census that

tracks their numbers and their move-

ments, ultimately drawing them into a

trap: a mass assignment to an all-gypsy

labor camp, where their fate was sealed.

Throughout the novel, readers are

taken into Emits head as he experiences

the toriTicnt that his family is going

through - the registration and census of

the Romany people, the taking of all

their belongings, and eventually, being

sent to the concentration camp where

his family endures starvation, humilia-

tion and death. The author tells the

story of a young man who experienced

the pain of witnessing his family, and

those around him, slowly degrade into

walking ghosts.

In her novel. Doughty lakes

readers through Lmil's brutal

beatings, his intense hunger,

and his climactic escape

attempt with unrelenting detail.

Because of this, and because of

the amount of fervor and inten-

sity in which the author

describes Emil's physical and

emotional pain, readers are

automatically drawn in to the story.

Another plus about this novel is that

Doughty takes the time to share with

readers the culture and beliefs of the

Gypsies. Throughout the story, there are

religious references, marriage rituals,

and Romany festivities that Emil and his

family take part in. All of this results in

the reader's better understanding and

learning of the culture that belongs to

the primary people of this novel.

Doughty also puts to rest many myths

and stereotypes about Gypsies. She illu-

minates the Gypsies in a way that dis-

pells their reputation as individuals that

are often the subject of judgments made
out of ignorance, rumors and lingering

legends based on untruths.

"Fires in the Dark" is a heart-render-

ing novel of epic scope. Doughty has

written a compassionate portrayal of

Gypsy life, and an observance of a great-

ly misunderstood culture, told through

the story of one family who went

through unimaginable horrors. This

story should be embedded into the read-

er's mind not only as a reminder of what

happened, but also as a voice for those

whose pain and suffering were never

heard.

Mean* new Lohan film not just a comedy for ^Girls'
MEAN GIRLS from page 6

And her character does some bad, bad

things. But she doesn't start off that way
Lohan is Cady Heron, a new girl at the

Chicago high school she's attending after

spending 1 2 years being homeschooled in

Africa under the tutelage of her anthro-

pologist parents. Her first day - a "surre-

al blur" in her words - is an awkward
attempt to gain a foothold in the ways of

a modem suburban high school; she

spends her lunch alone in a bathroom

sull.

Various cliques interested in her

quickly recruit Cady She's befriended by

the artsy outsiders, the mildly gothed out

lanis (the terrific Lizzy Caplan) and the

jovial Damian (Daniel Franzese), who's

"too gay to function" according to jaded

lanis.

Then there are "The Plastics." a trio of

beautiful, shalkrw shrews who constitute

the school's in-crowd. They're rich.

They're gorgeous. They're powerful. And
they are the cruelest of the school's girls,

spreading gossip and backstabbing

"friends" with vicious apkimb.

Cady, being as attractive as slw is, is

swiftly brought into "The Plastics" mold

by the group's venomous queen bee

Regina Gcvrge (Rachel McAdams, of

"The Hot Chick"! lanis scvs this as a

prime opportunity tor deep cover espi-

onage, with Cady infiltrating "The

Plastk's" workl and working to destroy it

from the inside out. But the more that

Cady speixls in their backbiting workl,

and the more sfv leams about how good

is to be the queen, the more she goes

from being a false "Plastk" to a genuine

one.

Cady tricks Regiita into eating weighl-

booetirtg "diet" bars, turns her airheaded

lackeys, insecure Gretchen (Lacey

Chabert, "Party of Five") and ditzy Karen

(Amanda Seyfried), against her. and

angles to steal away Regina's sweet

boyfriend Aaron (Jonathan Bennett) for

herself, all the while slinking from sweet,

shy new kid to sneaky, nasty witch.

It sounds like corny, teen-girl cheese,

but Fey knows how and when to employ

her trademark Ginsu-knife wit. The

movie, directed with zest and vigor by

Mark Waters (who did the deed on

"Freaky Friday" too), bogs down in life

lessons at the end - it backs away from

being as dark and wicked a comedy as

"Heathers" was - but even then Fey

knows how to cut thorugh the sugar so

that "Mean Girls" leaves you with the

aftertaste of a Sour Patch kid in your

mouth.

"Mean Girls" is spectacularly well

cast for this kind of film; not one actor

gives a singular false note. I could go on

about how good Lohan is here - I've

done it already - but that wouldn't leave

nearly enough space to praise

McAdams. who has the same crack

comic timing and a nicely rounded

sense of youthful superiority, or

Chabert, who gives her superficial

wannabe a tinge of insecure feeling and

steals scenes from both Lohan and

McAdams. Ditto Franzese's droll line

readings. And the cast is stocked by a

plethora of "SNL" veterans old and new,

including Amy Poehler as Regina's des-

perate to be cool mom, Tim Meadows

as the beleaguered school principal and

Fey herself as the math teacher Ms.

Norbury, who's dealing with divorce

issues. Meadows and Fey demonstrate

talents they've never gotten to show on

the amped-up theatrics iof "SNL;" they

each play their respective roles vnth

subtle comic shadings and a great deal

of sad dignity

"Mean Girls" has a PG-13 rating,

but that doesn't mean that Fey doesn't

avoid cramming in as many deliriously,

hilariously demented moments as possi-

ble. The movie has a merrily skewed

spirit of sly satire, a tone of toothy

black comedy dressed in the spangly

rainbow colors of a high school

princess. In otherwords, it's a savage

and gutsy comedy dressed in the cos-

tume of a girlish Saturday night movie.

By the time it reaches the end, 'Mean

Girls" wants to lecture its target audi-

ence on all the bad that comes from

calling each other "fat" and "sluts." It

gets all saccharine and righteous on us,

but that's okay, seeing as how the bitter

medicine helps the spoonful of sugar go

down.

Frt>m left, Lindsav Lohan (C'adv). Rachel McAdams (Rachel)

play as a kntall clique lahlcJ "The Plastics."

Aamanda Srvfried (Karen) and Lacev Chabert (tiretchcn)

Nature's remedies Honoring O'Brien
HerbFest entertains and teaches

MedK'inal Herbs and SpKi-s class.

the participants stvmed genuinely

happy at the event suffusing the

atmosphcTe with an amazing

antount of oositive etiergv. Afterantount of positive etiergy. After

the last crumbs had been ck-ared

from the sampk: plates and all of

the tea had been drunk the festival

came tc> a ck»>e and everyone who
had taken part in the event krft

with more than a stomach fool of

all natural goodies, they left with

an appreciation for the herbal

world

»«niA r llNfl»N/tlXlK.IAS

Plant and St>il Science pn>lcsM>r Allen Barker was just one of the

many facultv members wht> turned out f*>r HerbFest 2004.

ifn)(npaoe6

p.m. time slot, and he certainly

can be just as successful there

Recently however, lay l.eno

renewed his position until the

end of the decade. Conan's con-

tract expires in two years

though, and at that time, he will

have to make a decision to per-

haps move his show to another

network for the earlier spot, the

potential for a move includes

possibility of the FOX network

Until then though, Conan

O'Brien is entertaining as alwa\

every weeknighi Most of u-

don't go to bed until we have at

least watched Conan's fii-st seg-

ment. "Late Night" continues on

with its sometimes disgusting,

always funny, pushingiheenve-

tope signature type of humor
that is dtx-med great televisitm

"Late Night with Conan
O'Brien" airs weekdays on NBC
at 12:^5 a.m.

Information /or this ivlutnn

was taken fnmt The \ew York

Timei

Ryan Auhen is u Colli'iiiun

Columnist
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Conan O'Brien ha* bectmir a

staple of late-night television.

His show, "Late-Night with

Conan O'Brien" is currentiv in

its t 1 th sf.ison.
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Come see the interesting showcase of our students' work!!

May 5*»», 2004 5-8pm
In 604 Goodell (across from our office)

This program made possible (in part) by the Career Services and a grant fix>m the UMass
Amherst Alumni Association.
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We will change your mind this summer with new course selections,

expanded degree programs and accredited online learning

Use this coupon to waive tlie

registration fee for 6 or more credits!*

Otily at UMass Amherst. Only this summer.

Call 413-545-2414 for a free course catalog,

or visit us online at www.umass.edu/summer
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Roddick falls in Italy Former Red Sox manager dies
"»«««.«« ^V^._r^i; chalk'iiKf when he plays 2002 C_x
RODDICK from page 10

weeks agu.

He plans to play in

Hamburg. Germany, next week

before heading to Paris.

Federer had decided to take

some time off from the tour,

staying at home in Switzerland

for three weeks and skipping

Monte Carlo.

"I'm happy I won the first

round, but it wasn't a great

match because it was very diffi-

cult for me to play in my very

first clay-court tournament."

Federer said.

He had 25 winners lo

Hjorknians 14 but was unable

to break the Swedish veteran's

serve until the second set .\fter

a long first set. Federer closed

the match in I hour, 23 min

utcs.

Federer could f«ce a tougher

challenge when he plays 2002
French Open champion Albert

Costa next.

"I think I have to improve

many things." Federer said.

Mantilla struggled to get past

American Robby Ginepri. even-

tually winning 5-7. 7-5. b-0.

Mantilla came back from 1-5

to win the second set. saving

four match points in the

process.

Mantilla said he had fell low

on confidence, and needed to

work on his speed and aggres-

sion. "I didn't play really well.

. For sure, today I was lucky,"

he said.

Two other Americans were

eliminated. The veteran Todd
Martin was beaten by 2003
French Open runner-up

Verkerk 7-5. 3-b. 6-3, while

lames Blake lost to Novak 2 b.

b 3. b-l.

By HOWARO UlAlAN
.^SSIK lArtI) PHtSb

SATURDAY MAY 8th, 3pm

BOSTON - Dartvll Johnson,

wtio numaged the Boston Red Sox

to the l')75 World Series and was

the first manager of the expansion

Seattle Mariners two years later, has

died at age 75.

lohnson died Monday of

leukemia at his honte in Fairfield.

Calif., the Red Sox announced.

"He was easygoing. We played

well under him," said Bill Lee, the

starting pitcher in Game 7 of the

1975 World Scries won by

Cincinnati. "He was a very krwwl-

edgeable baseball guy He harvlled

players well. He was om of my all-

time favorites."

k^hnson wa$ tired during the

1976 season and replaced by Don
Zimmer. Lou Gorman, the

Mariners' first general manager,

hired him to inanage the expansion

club in 1977.

"The first guy I hired was

Darrell Johnson. I had great admi-

ration for him." Gorman said. "He

was an excelkni baseball man. He
was great at handling players. He

had a great deal of patience."

lohnson, who played 1 34 games

in the majors, was a catcher with

the St. Louis Browns and Chkago

White Sox in 1952.

From 1957 to 1%2, he played for

the New York Yankees, St. Louis

Cardinals, Philadelphia Phillies.

Cincinnati Reds and Baltimore

Orioles.

He retired in 1962 with a .234

batting average and two homers in

320 at bats.

In eight major-league seasons as

a manager, three with Boston, four

vkith Seattle and one with Texas,

lohnson was 472-590.

After retiring as a player,

lohnson managed in the Baltimore

system, where Gorman was direc-

tor of miiKH- league scouting.

From Seattk;, Gonnan went to

the New York Mets, where he rec-

ommended that lohnson be hired,

lohnson joined the Mets as a major

league scout in 1983.

"He was actually an underrated

manager," Gorman said. "The

toughest thii^ in the world is to

manage an expansion club. I

thought he was exactly the guy for

that task."

He recalled one long losing

streak in whkh the Mariners played

many close games. After one loss,

Gorman told lohnson. "That's as

good as our balk:lub can play."

Gorman said.

"Ffe said. Lou. I agree, but I'm

going in the clubhouse and yelling

at them.' I said. Why. wouW you do

that?' He sakl. 'I don't ever want

them to get in the frame of miiul of

kjsing.'

"

His Seattle teams wtK 226-362.

He was fired with a 39-65 record in

1980 and replaced by Maury Wills.

kthnson had poor eyesight and

refused to wear glasses on the

bench. Randy Adamack, the

Mariners' publk relatkMis director

at the time, said Tuesday.

Adamack recalled that when

one reporter asked lohnson how he

knew when to remove a Seattle

pitcher, k^hnson said, "I don't have

to see what he's doing. I just go by

the crack of the bat."

Adamack remembers him as

"the strong, silent type. He was a

lohn Wayne type of manager ... He

worked haid and he had a lot ol lun

when it was over"

lohnson 's only teams with win-

ning records were the Red Sox.

who were 84-78 in 1974 and 95-65

in 1975. The 1975 team had Carl

Yastrzemski. Cariton Fisk. Dwight

Evans. Fred Lynn. |im Rice and

Luis Tiant.

k>hnson was fired in 1976 with

the team at 41-45.

"He had no bearing on the out

come of that season li was

injuries." Lee sakl of lohnson. "He

was a kind guy. I liked him a kn.

Hell be sorcW missed."
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Preparation for Olympics nearly complete
By Lisa Orkin
,A«MKIATll> TRISS
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ATHENS. Greece — The
sprint to the Olympics is being

run through an obstacle

course.

Frantic work — including

on the main stadium — slogs

on in mud. through rainstorms

and ai night. Roads and

squares are ripped up for

repaying or new rail lines.

Cement mixers and cranes

snarl city traffic. Whirlwinds

of dust spin through neighbor-

hoods.

Ready or not. the Athens

Games will start 100 days from

Wednesday.

"Mv major challenge is the

same as that faced by every-

body else involved in games
preparations: Stay focused and

make every minute count,

becaute we don't have a

moment to lose.' chief Athens

Olympics organizer Gianna
Angclopoulos Daskalaki said.

Prcparation> for these

games have been racked by

delays and glitches.

Four years ago. about the

biggest last-minute concern

officials in Sydney had was
planting flowers outside arc-

- nas. r

^1 And for Athens' 4 million

rUcrrif Hill
The Harp

"10th Hole" at

Cherry Hill

Have teamed
UP to present

the.,.

ijW^^a^

i

irriday student S.

d

$15.00

per person-
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every Friday

Carts Avalla

Great Food!

Great Beer!

Great Fun!

"A Course For
Everyone'I**

No tee time

necessary

* Just North of UMass

Campus on Route 63-

Montogue Rood

Call 256-4071

or 548-6900

for information

$2.00 OFF 18 Holes

with Student I D any day
any time

(1 coupon per person,

not combineoble)

residents, the frustrations and

burdens of living in a giant

work-in-progress could get

worse before the Aug. 1 5-29

Olympics begin.

The International Olympic

Committee arrives Monday for

its last major inspection visit,

hoping everything comes
together in the days ahead.

"We won't have much time

before the games, that is for

sure." Denis Oswald, the top

IOC overseer of Athens' prepa-

rations, told The Associated

Press. "Some time ago. we
were also fearing that things

would be ready only after the

games. Now we are confident

that everything will be Hnished

before the games.'"

But just how soon before is

still an open question.

Oswald and the IOC want

all venues finished by the end

of lune. That applies even to

the main stadium's new roof,

whose two huge arches still

must be moved into place.

Attempts to glide the two sides

into place could begin later

this week.

Other key projects, includ-

ing a new tram line, are not

expected to be ready until less

than a month before the open-

ing ceconony And progress on

a roofjbr the swimming pool

was to far behind, it was

scrapped altogether.

"Our experts who have

reviewed these plans say. 'Yes.

it's feasible. It can be done."

Oswald said. "But as long as

it's not done, you never know if

any unexpected difficulty will

arise."

IOC president lacques

Rogge put Athens organizers

on notice that he expects some
welcome surprises during next

week's visit.

"I look forward to hearing

more news from them of how
much is being accomplished in

a short time." Rogge said.

"As we enter the final

stretch together, most of the

preparations are already com-

plete." he added. "More work
remains, however, and we are

continuing our close coopera-

tion ... to ensure that every-

thing needed for the games to

succeed is in place."

It wasn't supposed to be like

this.

When Athens was awarded

the Olympics in l'»97. organiz-

ers boasted that 70 percent of

the venues were in place. The

Athens Games, the IOC was

assured, would be organized

on a "human scale." without

grandiose or cumbersome proj-

ects.

But the system couldn't

shake its old habits. The

Socialist government (which

was ousted in elections in

March) let three years slip by

with little progress on Olympic

work.

The IOC began to panic. In

2000. then-IOC president luan

Antonio Samaranch publicly

scolded Athens for the delays.

Then came Sept. II. 2001.

Those attacks — and later ter-

rorist strikes in Turkey and

Spain — turned the Athens

Games into the biggest security

effort in Olympics history. The

price tag has reached nearly

$1.2 billion and could rise if

threats escalate.

The overall Olympic budgei

is already more than SI billion

above the planned $5.5 billion.

For the first time, the IOC
took out cancellation insur-

ance, which protects against a

terrorist attack, earthquakes

and other natural di^a^ters

The $170 million policy would

give the IOC. national Olympic

committees and sports federa-

tions enough money to contin-

ue operations.

"We are doing everything

which is humanly possible lo

have the maximum security.'

Athens Mayor Dora
Bakoyianni said "We have to

show that modern Gtrcce i">

able to organize very good

Olympic Games."
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If liberty means anything at

all, it means the right to tell

people what they do not want

to hear.
-Gi'orgc Orwell ^ "^

ClASSIFHDS SpONSFRFO BV

WiFFLE Rock

aquarius • ian. 20-FtB. is

Don t tje shady, you weird jerk.

pisCeS • FrB 19-Mar 20

Learn pe(jple's nannes and how to pro-

fHXjnce them correctly.

aries • mar. 21-Aft. 19

Be on extra alert, there is a conspiracy

going on at work.

taurus • apd. 2o-may 20

[X'ad nxjths do not make good pets.

gemini • mav21-|un. 21

Don t torget to use product, no one likes

fri/z.

cancer • iun. 22-111.22

whatever you do, don't impersonate

John Madden.

leO • lui.. 2i-AL»c. 22

All an obstacle really is. "^ a hurdle wan-

ing to be jumped over.

virgO • An,. 2i-Sein. 22

Use sources for all papers, you can never

document too much.

libra • s»pt. 23-orT. 22

Call yourself Phil, even if it isn't your

name.

Scorpio • Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Your vtxce is oddly soothing to many.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-oti. 21

Don t pass out on a bus or on University

drive.

Capricorn • Dt(.22-|AN. 19

You mav think your so smart, but your

wrong.
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Meeting Notice Ti f > >l

the ( ^.im|ius, Inc. (TtX^,

Int.) will hold It- .Aiinu.il

Meeting in C-iinp«i-

Center 805-804.

WcdncNdav, MaylZ.ZaM

,it 2:00rm.
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Activism

Summer

Jobs

For the

Hnvironmcnt

kW-5000/Siiniiiier Join

the state's lar>;csi piihlic

interest ^Tassroots uriiani-

ration to protect our envi-

ronment, piihlic he.ittli,

human nyhts and denu v

racy. ( Career opponunities

and Ix'nehls .ivail.ihle. ( '.iill

IV.Hn 1 4n 25Mi4H

Bueiio V >,iiio IS liirilij,' tor

(\isii lulls tor l.ill si'iuester

please apply in |x-rson Call

tor directions 25^4000

P.iinters wanted i;re.iler

Sprint,'tield area l-4n

695-2645 or 188-277-9787

BlCYtlETtXJRLEAO-
HRS NEEHEP: Summer

teenat;e hicyclinj; trips.

USA, C!;an;Kla, Europe.

Salary plus expense paid.

Student Hostdiny

Prot-ram, Pel IV.X419,

Conway, MA Omi (a\^)

M'-6I M, www.hicy-

cletrip'-com

Play sportsi Have fun!

Save Money! Sports

( !,imp in Maine. Ctiache-

needetl: Tennis,

B,.skethall. Risc-hall,

Water-s|iorts, Ropes

Course, (M)lt, ,'\rcher\'.

.ind iTiore. Work CXitdinirs

,itul Have aCireat

Summer! l!all Free: (888)

844-8080 or Apply:

www.campcedar.com

FMPlOVMfM

Spa manager East

Hampton P.irt-tiriH- niyhts

and wc-ekends $90/shih

4n-695-^765

CANTONESE, JAPAN-
ESE. KOREAN. MAN-
DARIN Earn $75

Individuals tliient in

Cantonese, Japanese,

Kore.in, .ind Mandarin

ntvded to participate in a

test tlevelopmeiK .)cii\itv

Panic ipants will provide

responses to the Listening,

Reaiiiny, L.inyuai.'e

Stnictures, (Cultural

Understanding, l^nj.aiaKe

Acquisition, Speaking,

and Writing stxtions of

tests t( ir these lanj,'uaj.'es.

Participation is hy

api>iintment May ^ - May

14. For more infomwtion

call PamCufjIiotti,

National Evaluation

Systems, Inc. 256-0444-

Students wanted ti >r .i

summer paint itij; )oh. $400

I

- $600/ week. Experience

not needed hut a plus. .Ml

hired will «o through a

paid traminy program.

C:all 888-277-9787 or Ko

toCXXLECEPRO.CX^M.

Work with fricncb.

(MPIOYVUST

FRENCH. GERMAN.
HEBREW. ITALIAN,

LATIN Earn $50

Individuals fluent in

French, Cemwn, Hebrew,

Italian, and Litin ncx^k•d

to participate in a test

developmetit activity.

Participants will respond

to apjiroxim.itely twenty-

five multiple-choice ques-

tions, antl provide a-spons-

es to Writint; and

S|x-akinj; sections of tests

tor these languaRcs.

Panicipation is hy

,ippi nntment May ^ - May

14 For moa' infomiation

call P.im Ciijjliotti,

National Evaluation

Svsiems, inc. 256-0444

Liwell Area l>iven

Ixader ncxxlcil to K- crew

chtet tor one ot the state's

largest exterior house

paintiny companies. Must

Ix' hardworking;, inde-

(X'nilent 6i have own car

Exp. prelerrc\l, hut not

necessary. C^ll Sunn-Yixin

@978-W-6M7

"Bartendinn" $kX)/l")av

Potential. No Extx-riencc

Nesc. Traininj; proxidcxi.

l-8a)-965-6520Ext.l62

FMPl()>MF\I

Painters Wantc>d in

l>anvers an-a w.inl .i chal

lenyint; Job <Hildix'rs

w/good $$$? Seeking driv-

en. Hardworking

Individual w/own car to K'

a paintmy crew member.

No exp. neces.sary Call:

Sun>;-Y.x.n@978-W-

6^7

Hardworking individuals

livmK an Hind 9^/95 K-lt

SiHith oi 1-90 for fulltime

painter posit urns.

C^allenjjintJ job requires

independence, own car

$10-$12haser.ite. C:.ill

Will@617-6W-8^70

Moviny: Ltx.it movin^j

company l(X)kin>; for self

motivated irklivkluals, part

lime (lositions available

immedi.itely. Weekday

availahilirs' a plus. Raises

commensur.ite with per-

fonnance. Potential for

tips C'looil .iltitudes ,ire ,i

musi.c:..lM4n)584 4746

Marketinj; A^jency Sxks
• t>utt;oin>; Hi«h Eneryv

Individuals for promotions

$l5/h.Hir8vS8-477-6668

www.hauspn imot loris ,com

HOI SI lOR Kl M
Hadlcv 5 Redr«»>m V\u-

home, 2 baths »/ laundrv

hoi>kup. Lir>.r yard, min-

utes hx*n UMass. 549-

H.kllev Newer Five

Bcxlr.H.m Home 54*1-4270

ROOMMATf WWTFI)

Female nsnnm.ile w.iiilc\l

tosh.ire 2-hd apt in

Sunderlind $418/mo

Inclikles heat, hot water,

and cabli-. .Available 6/1 or

either C:allUurcn@ 860-

KM(xYiS

SFRVK FS

Pa-cnant.' Nee.i help.'C:all

Binhnyht of .^mherst area

for free testing <ind .ivsis-

tance 549-1906

SFRVK FS

M.iih/PhvsKrs tutt>r .ivail-

able;$K^/lvxir;$20/h.Kir

(travel); t-ill IV Kline

<4n 552-^805)

SIVVMFR St BIFT

I Mmi .Apt in Cliff..ide

Cill665-1218

The BiHilders 2 bcdromn

apt. available June 1"'-

.'\ui,'U'>t 1
5'" tall iiption

4n-47S-Wl5

Live downtown this s*im-

mcrl Lirse 4BR 2-fli>or apt

next to .Amherst HS.

Washer iSi drver inclikkxl.

S mm. l<i Ixjs slop iSi

town. ONLY $W. 50 per

riKim + utilities. .Available

6/1 thni8/15. C^int.Kf

Rob:

agmff®Student.umass.edu/

978-808-7522

PRECNANCT TF^ST

INC., HIV Testin).!, Binh

C«intTi>l, and Emergency

(^intr.iccption .Affordable

and confidential. T,i|X"str\

He,ilth, 27 Pniv Street,

Amherst. 548-9992

2 Ix-dr.Hims, tully fur-

nished apartment, 1 full

hath. Available June 1"'-

Septembcr rV Call

R.KhelS:vman@781-

264-1512
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All Saints* day
Siena sends Minutemen to

fifth consecutive home defeat
By M\iit Mak/elli

I \>i lit. IAN >i ^^^

Sienj

UMass 5

Senior setond baseman Kevin Ruberls homered

on the first pitch ol the ganw and starting pitcher

lush Burnett worked seven strong innings as Siena

dov^ned the Massachusetts baseball team 7-5 in

non conference action yesterdav at tar! l.orden

Field

The leadoff homerun was the sci-ond hit against

the Minutemen in as man>

home games, while the

loss Vkas their lOlh in 1

1

contests and fifth straight

in Amherst.

The Maroon and White return to action on

Thursday, vkhen it will travel to BrookliiK for a

rematch of the opening round of the Baseball

Beanpot with Northeastern. First pitch is schcd

uled tor "i p in at Friedman Diamond.

lunior righthaiuJer Mike Crane started and took

the loss fur the Minutemen. giving up five hits anJ

three earned runs while walking five and ^iriLIn,

out fcMir to fall to I - 1 on the season

Freshman nghihander fX-vin Barnen piiuKU

well in relief ol (. ranc. allowing one unearned run

on two hits in iwo-and 2/1 innings

Closer Seott Rallitf did not tare as well, surren

dcring iwu runs un a hit and two walks in 2/3 of

an inning bit - i-'- -re lereiny IVmers tiK'k

over and rev two outs

Bunictt alivwcvl iwo runs on si\ hits, struck uui

one and walked a pair to earn the win and improve

hi» rvtord to 4- 1 on the ««rasv>n

S(.p^t,.tTv>'re catcher Frank Curreri \»ii- the

ollcn^ui kaJci toi Lj\la>>, going three lui live

including a two-run homerun in the sixth inning —
with three runs batted in and two runs scored. The

homerun was Curreri's sixth on the season, good

for second on the club, while the RBI's give him a

team-leading 42 on the season.

Catcher Tony Cipolla paced the Saints attack,

going ihree-for-four with a pair of runs scored.

Lefttielder Shawn Itampton and Ri>berts also con-

iribuic'd a pair ol hits, vvhile ccntertielder Matt

Gidalv collected a pair of RBI on a pinch hit single.

Leading l-U heading into the fifth inning. Siena

posted a run in the fifth and inm-i in the sixth to

lake a 4 U lead

I'he Minutemen cut the delicii in halt in the

bottom ot the sixth, as Curreri launched a one-out

double t») center, plating two and making the score

4 2 However the Saints then pushed their lead to

^ 2 with an unearned run in the top of the sev-

enth.

I Mass fought back in the bottom of the eighth.

1 Siena error and an RBI single b> senior tri-

:, uai Matt Revnolds to pull within one at 5-4.

After Siena tacked on a pair of insurance runs

in the top of the ninth to take a 7-4 lead, the

MarcKin and White made oiw last attempt to lie

iIk iMiiic With t\A»i i>ut» and no runners on bu-

•>cmiii in Lupi.iiii \likc Aihas began the furii

rallv with a single down the right field line

After senior Cullan Maumus walked. Luii.;;

^onncvicd on his second double of the afternoon

to score Athas and set n ^md and

third with two outs \k cr |osh

Courage struck out Revnoys on three pitches to Senior second fcwkcman Cullan Maumus and the Minutrmrn have lost nine of their last I c) gamrs.

Lee leaves UMass
Center not expected

to play in 2004-05
hinior center Gabc Lee has

formally withdrawn from the

University of Massachasctts due

to personal reasons aixl is not

expected to compete for the

Massachusetts nn-ns basketball

team during the 2lK)4-05 sea-

son, according to a published

release from head coach Steve

l^ppas.

Lee. a 6-fo«.>t-»i 210-pound

native of Camilla. Ga.. started

the first 14 games of 2001-04

for the Minutemen. averaging

9.1 points, t'i rebounds and 1.2

bIcKks per contest. However his

sea.son was cut short after a

severe ankle injury suffered |an.

1 4 at St. Bonaventure kept him

out for the remainder of the sea-

son.

"We will continue to support

Gabe l.ee in sorting through

some matters in his personal

life." Lappas said in the release.

After being heavily recruited

out of high school bv schools

such as Connecticut. North

Carolina and Cincinnati, a

shoulder injury landed 1-ee in

prep school at nearby

Northlield-Mouni Hennon for a

year before he arrived at UMass
prior to the 2001-02 season.

After sitting out his freshman

season at LMass as an academic

non-qualifier. I.ee cracked the

Maroon and White's I"

staHc-d I > of 28 gaiiu

the 200201 campaign.

A dominant shc)tbU>cK..

.

I ee lead the Minutemen with 4^

blocks in 020). and was

ranked first in the Atlantic 1l'

and ninth in the nation with 4-4

blocks this sea.son — an averagi

of >.2 per gariK' — before sue

cumbing to injury.

Lex* also averaged 9.1 point'>

per game and b.) rebounds pei

game in 14 games this sc-ason

his first as a starter.

The loss of Lee could hun

the Minutemen up front, where

bigger teams often exploited

them this season without Lex; in

the lineup. However next sea

sons recruiting class includes a

pair of big men in 7-ftK)t former

Connecticut high school star leff

Salovski. as well as Canadian

forward Oliver l.amoureux.

In addition, b-fool-8 swing-

man and former Top 100 recruit

l^wTcnce Carrier will join the

squad after sitting out this sea

son due to academics.

- Mike Marzelli

Roddick upset in first

round ot Italian Open

liVRTls^ l.lR.M! M MN(.

tiabt Lee has decided to leave school for personal reasons.

Bv Victor Simpson

.ASWH lAltl- I'Hrss

ROME — Andy Roddicks

visit to Rome was a rough one.

starting with a fire in his hotel

and ending with a first-round

upset in the Italian Open.
"Its tough to put it out of

your mind. You know it's going

to creep in." Roddick said after

losing to Ciuillermo Canas in

straight sets Tuesday.

The U.S. Open champion
was beaten 7-6 (7). b-l. wast-

ing three set points in the

tiebreaker, then putting up lit-

tle resistance in the second set.

Not the kind of performance

Roddick hoped for in his

preparation for the French

Open, the only Grand Slam

tournament played on a clay

court.

Three tourists died in a

dawn fire Saturday in the five-

star hotel where Roddick and

several other players and tennis

officials were staying. They

were evacuated and moved to

another hotel.

"I wasn't concentrating for

one reason or another." the

American said, although he

didn't directly point to the fire

as a distraction.

On court. Roddick said. "I

was rushing things. I definitely

don't think I put forth my best

effort today, so it's a little dis-

appointing.

In contrast, top-ranked

Roger Fcderer. playing his first

clay-court tournament of the

year, kept focused and elimi-

nated Jonas Bjorkman 7-6 (4).

b 5.

Federer was a finalist in

Rome last year and has since

won Wimbledon and the

Australian Open.
Also advancing were last

year's Italian champion,

un.seeded Felix Mantilla. No. 8

Nicolas Massu, No. 12 |iri

Novak, and No. 14 Martin

Vcrkerk.

Roddick was erratic, com-

mitting 15 unforced errors to

only 1 1 for Canas. who won
the first set when RcxJdick net-

ted a shot at his feet.

Canas pulled away in the

second set. breaking Roddick's

serve three times.

"I played well, within my
level." said Canas — who was

described by Roddick as "not

the ideal opponent you'd want

to play if you're having an off

day."

Roddick, a first -round loser

at the French Open the past

two years, makes no secret that

red clay is not his favorite sur-

face, although he was a finalist

on green clay in Houston two

See RODDICK on page 8

Kentucky Derby winner Smarty

Jones may skip Preakness Stakes
By Beth Harris

ASSOI lAfFIl PKkSS

lATHMUFS^

Undefeated Kentucky Derby winner Smarty Jones, shown here running a practice lap at Churchill

Downs with jtKkey Willie Martinez, may not run in the second leg of the Triple Crown.

LOUISVILLE. Ky. — Kentucky Derby winner

Smarty |oncs has some work to do to even make it to

Baltimore in two weeks for the second leg of the

Triple Crown.

"If he does go back to the track and I don't like

the way he's training, then he's not going." trainer

lohn Servis said Sunday, a day after the Derby victo-

ry. "If I'm not as confident as I was this week, we'll

skip it. There are too many races down the line."

Smarty loncs. the first undefeated Derby winner

since Seattle Slew in 1977. was scheduled to be

shipped to Philadelphia Park on Monday or Tuesday

to resume training.

If all goes well. Servis said he would send him to

Pimlico a few days before the May 15 Preakness

Stakes.

Derby runner-up Lion llciU-t is expected to race

at Pimlico. while fourth-place finisher l.imchouse.

The ClitTs Edge (fifth) and Borrego ( lOth) also arc

being considered.

Also expected for the I 1- 1 blh-mile Preakness are

Eddington and Rock Hard Ten. two colts who had-

n't won enough money to get into the Derby field;

Cheiron; and Water Cannon.

Cheiron is trained by 2 1 -year-old Kristin Mulhall.

who sent out Imperialism to a third-place finish in

the Derby.

"The intelligent thing to do would be to run

Cheiron in the Preakness and freshen Imperialism

and run him in the Belmont." said Steve Taub. who
owns both Cheiron and Imperialism. "Whatever

Kristin wants to do is what we will do."

Smarty |ones and Lion Heart turned what was

supposed to be a wide-open Derby into a two-horse

race.

Smarty Jones, with rookie Derby rider Stewart

Elliott, aix)ard. caught the pacesetling Lion Heart

near the top of the stretch and then pulled away to

win the I 1/4-mile race by 2 1/4 lengths.

"My horse ran a great race, but he (Smarty |ones)

was the better horse on the day." Lion Heart trainer

Patrick Biancone said, already back at Keeneland

with his colt. "I have a world of respect for him.

Smarty lones could be anything."

While Smarty |oncs is 7-for-7. with five starts this

year; Lion Heart has just five career races — three

this year.

Servis said the Pimlico course known for tight

turns and a speed bias won't give Lion Heart an

edge. However, he said Lion Heart "can easily go for-

ward in a big way" since he's so lightly raced.

The Preakness is limited to 14 starters, but there

has not been a full field since 1992.

What is marking

up UMass?
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Bustamante sworn in as SGA president UMaSS Board Of

Trustees approves

parental notification

Eduardo Bustamante i» »wom in a» the Mudcni l...%crf.m,:ni A>^^ . ......n. prrfiident ,it la^ iui|ht'» meeting '" «*»«• Campus C cnur h.is.

mrnl.

Senate unanimously passes

$1.8 million budget
Bv MtllssA BlANKsrUN

l_olU<.iAN SlArr

Eduardo Bustamante was

sworn in as president and a

$1 .8 million budget wa< passed

at last night's Student

Government Association meet

ing.

"it fell great, you know? I

am excited more than anything

else. I am excited and opti-

mistic." Bustamante said about

being officially sworn in by the

associate chief justice.

'I want to thank all the stu-

dents who came out. I see

myself as having a responsibili-

ty to the student body to make
serious change because that's

the way the students voted and

the platform I ran on," he said.

Bustamante said he hopes to

move into the presidential

office as soon as he can so he

can get started working for stu-

dents. He presented his cabinet

nominees to the Senate last

night along with a letter to the

body.

Matt Murphy, »' take

office as student ti lul>

I . stood by Bustamante while

he was being sworn in.

fared Nokes. who stepped

down as President to resume

his duties as Speaker of the

Senate, started the applause for

Bustamante. A beaming

Bustamante received cheers,

ovations and hugs while walk-

ing across the room
"(Nokes has

I
been a stand

up guy since the most recent

election. He talked to me about

logistics of transferring and got

up and congratulated me. I

respect that." Bustamante said

Support for Bustamante

came from both sides of the

aisle this time. Sen. David

Bettencourt. a self-proclaimed

Republican who has often

found himself on the opposite

side of issues as Bustamante.

said he wa« excited bv his elec-

tion.

"I am cddiii. about our

future. I am ecstatic of the cal-

iber and intelligence

Patrick Higgins, chair of the w

e» the budget at the SGA meeting

I
Bustamante

I
brings to the

SGA." he said.

On the elections report,

there is some controversy in the

Northeast Governor race

between Matthew Pearlson.

who won the race in the first

avs and mean* ci»mmittee discuss-

U.si nif{ht.

election, and Ahmed Nasal,

who won the race in the second

election. The commissioners

said Pearlson is planning to

bring his complaint to the judi-

ciarv branch about funds for

See SGA on page 2

Bv MfcLlSSA BlASKSIttN
C^ILUI.WSN St.au-

The University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees

approved parental notification at

yesterday's meeting at the

Amherst campus

In the tenns approved by the

Board, parents of students who
have committed a second viola-

tion of the alcohol abuse policies

will be noiilied Belore this

change, the policy stated that par

ents are notilied after the third

offense when the student has

already been kicked out of hous-

ing

This pulicy change had been

recommended b> the Alcohol

Task Force last l>ecember and

made its way to the Board yester-

day The Board had to approve

this change because it is a chan^*

in the Code of Student Conduct

"If I was a studc-nt. I'd be

angry." Chancellor lohn V.

Lomhardi sakJ laughing 'But as a

parent. I am for it."

He said. "Parcnls are pretty

".trong on it."

Student Trustee Hannah

latemi also supported parental

notilicatkm.

"A change in polkry will albw

for a change jinj the culture hen:

at UMass and promote more

parental involvement.' she wrote

in a press release "This change

will add a tunher intervention to

our drug/akoholsan«.tioning prc»-

gram This policv change will go

to beiK'fii those students whose

behavior is pulling them at nsk o)

housing removal."

She said she hopes this will

prevent a third abuse, which

removes the student from on-

campus housing

At yesterday's mtvting, hckl in

the Massachusetts Room of the

Mullins Center at 9 a.m., parental

notification was not disc-ussed.

lared Nokes. speaker ot the sen-

ate, who was present at the iiK-et-

mg. said he was disappointed that

it pa'-sed ^o easily He said he had

sent a letter to each of the trustcvs

expressing the concern voiced by

students against the change

fatemi was not surprised b\

the lack of the discussion. She

described the mtx-ting as "more of

a formality" because most of the

details were "hashed out" in a

committc*e mcvting.

The Committc"e on .Academics

and Student .Affairs (CAS.M met

two wtvks ago in Boston to dis-

cuss parental noiification in addi-

tion to two other changes made to

the Cixk of Student Conduct,

which included addressing

riotous behavior and broadening

the detinition of firearms.

"We discussed why these

changes are occurring right now,"

Fatemi said of the CAS.A nR-eting

She stressed that these

changes "did not just come
through." She said there was

much discussion involved at the

CASA mtx'ting

CASA includes all live student

trustees from the live UMass cam-

pusc-s and around seven to eight

Board trustees, according to

Fatemi.

The Board als«.i approved

L Vlass Amherst to purcha.se five

tratemity houia. Slid approved

ol some profesion earning

tenure. The btier was done in a

ck>sed executive scsskjn

jack \Mlson. president of the

UMass system, announced that

cuiTcnily in the house budget in

Boston. UMass has a $^94 8 mil-

lion budget, up from S^ll mil-

lion last September He said the

Senate has not yet acted on the

bud^*i.

"We're pfcased with the dis-

tance we've come." he said

Grace Fey. chair ol the board.

took time to applaud the student

trustees ot the live campuses

"These are very special people

who look risk to be clectc-d." she

said "They have served this

Universiiv in i-x.">"i "nv t.i»H

K)n
"

F.ach student iru^iec re>.cived

a traditional LMass chair to

thank them for their service

"I think this year has been

overshadowed by the many prob-

k"ms in Student Government,"

Fatemi said after the iiK-eting.

"Many view Student

CJovemment as iivffeclive. but

yc»u need to get involved in the

community. They reallv care

about the University

"

All the members ol the board

sat K'hind a L shaped set up that

was ropetf off from the audience.

The audience included faculty

representatives from each cam-

pus, along with two guards.

Policemen were waiting outside

the Mullins Center

According to Nokes. last year

there was an interruption of the

Board meeting, which occurs five

times a year rotating the campus

location. Union members came

and demanded more funds to be

allocated to fund the contracts,

Nokc said.

U.S. general apologizes for

Iraqi abuse; prisoners protest
By Jim Krast
AsS«MATH> I'WSS

Fillin' the bus
Brian Mctzgcr, a junior mechanical engineering major and Elsa Chan, a junior civil engineering

major, pose during the 1 1th annual "Fill-a-Bus" charity event in front of the Student Union.

ABU GHRAIB. Iraq lAP) -

The commander of U.S.-mn pris-

ons in Iraq apologizcxi yesterday

for the abuse of prisoners by

American guards and said he will

invite observers from the Red

Cross and Iraqi government into

Abu Ghraib prison.

Inmates shouted pR)lests about

mistreatment as Maj. Gen.

Geoffrey Miller led journalists

through the lixkup. ihc scene ol

photographs that showed Iraqi

prisoners being abu.sed by smiling

U.S. guards.

"I would like to apologize for

our nation and for i)ur military for

the small number of soldiers who
committed illegal or unauthorized

acts here at Abu Ghraib," Miller

said. "These are violations not only

of our national }X)lic\ but of how

we conduct ourselves as members

of the inlemalional community"

Brig. Gen. Mark Kinimitl. the

spokesman for the U.S. command,

also apologized.

"My Army has been embar-

rassed by this. My Amn has been

shamed by this." he said. "And on

behalf of m\ Army, I apologize for

what those soldiers did to your cit-

izens."

President Bush addressed the

Arab woHd on television, hut

stoppc"d short of saying he was

sorry. He said the prisoner abusei-

were "abhorrent" and do not repre-

sent "ihe America that I know."

"TlK-re will be invesiigalions

People will be brought to justice,"

the president told the U.S.-spon-

sorcd Al-Hurra television network.

He also gave a brief interview to

the more popular Arab siiiellite

channel Al-Arabi\a.

On Tuesday, the Army disclosed

that it was conducting criminal

investigations of 10 prisoner

deaths in U.S. custody in

Afghanistan and Iraq — beyond

two already mled homicides

plus another 10 abuse cases.

\ U.S. intelligence official, who

requested anonvmity, sitid the CIA

inspector general is investigating

two more deaths involving Cl.\

interrogators. That brought to 14

the number of prisoner deaths

blamed on .Americans or under

U.S. investigation.

Miller ^aiil there were "some

deaths" at Abu Ghraib and they

were being investigated.

Airny Col. Foster Payne, head

of military intelligence at Abu

Ghiaib. said treatment i>f prisoners

has come under intense scrutiny

since the departure of the Anny's

800th MP Brigade and the 205th

Military Intelligence Brigade.

Although Pavne and Miller did

not describe methods now used to

obtain infomiation. tonncr inmates

sav they've undergone electric

shcx.k. tx-aiings, pailonged hand-

cuffing and hooding, sleep depriva-

tion, and "stivss positioning" —
being made to stand or sit in

uncomfortable positions for hours

or days.

"fhose acts are illegal and can-

not be usc-d." said Payne, com-

mander of the Texas-based 504th

Military Intelligence Brigade. "If

people are doing them they are

doing tliein without guidance."

Milloi. lomici commander of

the I .S. prison at Guantanamo

Bay, Cuba, said he would halt or

restrict some interrogation meth-

ihIs. csjvciallv eight to 10 "very

aggressive techniques."

Those include hixxling. stress

p*^)siiii.)ning and sleep deprivation,

which he said ate now banned

without specific appix>val.

Intenogaiion^ lake place inside

a pail of window less plvxv ikkI huts.

Inside each hut are 1 2 kKHhs with

heavy steel loops on the lkK>r for

leg shackles.

The Abu Ghraib prison sprawls

over the lush lann landscape west

of Baghdad, its lull concrete walls

bristling with razor wire and guard

towers. All but a few prisoners live

See IRAQ on page 3
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Bush administration requests $25 billion for military
By Alan Fram
Ass»K lATfco Pmss

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Bush

administration asked Congress yesterday

lor a $25 billion down payment for next

year's U.S. operations in Iraq and

•Afghanistan, a retreat from the White

Houses earlier plans not to seek the

mone> until after the November elec-

tions.

The money — half of what White

House officials have said they expect to

need for 2005 — is designed to carry the

military through the first months of the

new budget year, which starts next Oct.

1 . Congress is likely to be adjourned for

much of that period, and the Army in

particular would be expected to face a

cash crunch unless funds were approved

beforehand.

"While we do not know the precise

cij^ts for operations next year, recent

developments on the ground and

increased demands on our troops indi-

cate the need to plan for contingencies,"

President Bush said in a statement "We
must make sure there is no disruption in

funding and resources for our troops."

White House budget chief Joshua

Bolten and Deputy Defense Secretary

Paul Wolfowitz went to the Capitol to

describe the proposal to House Speaker

Dennis Hasten, R-lll.. Senate Majority

Leader Bill Frist, R-Tenn., and other top

Republicans.

"I certainly expect so." Frist told

reporters afterward when asked whether

Congress would approve the funds. "It's

for our troops."

The proposal comes amid an intensi-

fied Iraqi insurrection that has inflicted

steady casualties on Americans and

forced the Pentagon to plan on keeping

more troops in the country next year than

the administration had planned.

It also comes with the administration

and the military facing widespread criti-

cism at home and abroad for the abuse ol

Iraqi war prisoners.

The White House, too, faced growing

demands from lawmakers of both parties

in recent weeks that the money for Iraq

needed to be approved before Congress

adjourns this fall.

Democrats criticized the Bush propos-

al because they said it was well short ol

what will really be needed.

Rep. David Obey. DWis., lop

Democrat on the House Appropriations

Committee, said the request would fall

short by least $40 billion. With this years

expected record deficit looming as a cam-

paign issue this fall. Obey said the short-

fall was intentional.

"What it demonstrates is that they

tried simply to avoid showing any of the

costs before the election." Obey told

reporters. "Now they are asking for the

least they can possibly ask for ... conceal-

ing the full costs."

The administration will seek more

money for next year "when we can better

estimate precise costs," Bush said.

Democratic presidential candidate

Sen. John Kerry said it was too early to

tell if he would support the proposal. The

Massachusetts senator said U.S. troops

"need to get what they need." but he

faulted the administration for failing to

provide them promptly with body armor

and humvee trucks.

Underlining how Iraq has become a

political issue, the Democratic National

Committee took the unusual step of com-

menting on a spending proposal, saying it

was insufficient and misleading.

"The troops deserve our full support,

but that does not change the fact that this

president has a staggering credibility

problem on Iraq," said DNC spokesman

jano Cabrera.

The administration provided few

details, but officials said all the money
would be for the military. The funds

would add to the federal deficit, though

all $25 billion probably would not be

spent next year.

F.ven before yesterday's request.

Congress had provided $lb5 billion for

the Pentagon for Iraq, Afghanistan and

anti-terror efforts at home and abroad

since the Sept. 1 1 , 2001 , attacks, accord-

ing to an October 200^ report by the

Congressional Research Service.

Most of that money came from an

$87.5 billion bill last November, and a

$7^.5 billion measure enacted in April

2003.

Unlike those bills, administration offi-

cials did not characterize the new request

as urgent, participants in yesterday's

meeting said. House Appropriations

Committee Chairman Bill Young. R-Fla.,

said the $25 billion would probably be

attached to the regular defense spending

bill for next year, which he said would be

completed b> the time Congress adjourns

lor the fall elections

In February. Bush's budget omitted

any funds for U.S. military and recon-

struction activities in Iraq and

Afghanistan next year. Bolten said at the

time that the administration's 2005

request for Iraq could be up to $50 bil-

lion and said the request would not come

until at least January.

For months, administration officials

stood by that timetable, insisting they

had enough money to last until the new

year.

In recent weeks, administration offi-

cials raised the possibility that they might

need extra money for the final weeks of

this fiscal year; many members of

Congress said they believed billions will

be needed.

Lawmakers leaving yesterday's meet-

ing said administration officials said they

expected to make it through this year's

final five months if they are given author-

ity to shifi funds among different

accounts in the Pentagon's budget.

As recently as Monday, a senior

administration official played down the

need for money right now for U.S. forces

in Iraq and Afghanistan.

Bush "has not been told that there is a

resource problem," said the official, who

spoke on condition of anonymity.

That official also said there was cur-

rently enough money for reconstruction

in Iraq.

Of $18.4 billion provided last

November for rebuilding that country's

economy and government, less than $2.8

billion has been spent or is owed to con-

tractors, according to the Coalition

Provisional Authority, the U.S. -led

agenc> governing Iraq.

.1 \V»' |'.»\«^*I»»% ^*i.

YOU THINK IT,

WE MAKE IT
Motion to take Collegian funds fails
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flyers If the justices find fault

in the race, then the Northeast

race would be held again.

There were several ties in

the area government, but only

one could be broken because

only one person was at the

meeting. Three tics remain.

The Senate also passed

unanimously the $1.8 million

budget proposed b> the Ways
and Means Committee last

week. Patrick Higgins chaired

this committee and stood and

answered questions for 2fo min-

utes to ease any questions that

the Senators might have had

"I was so excited {that it

passed unanimously). I think it

was a great budget, and I think

that the groups are really going

to have an opportunity next

year to do a ton of great pro-

gramming," Higgins said

fie went on to sa\ that he

thought the advocacy agencies

would be helped out a lot by

new computers and additional

support services provided by

the SCA
'I felt like we worked out a

lot of problems. Some people

still had some questions about

some (Registered Student

Organizations) that they are

involved in. but that's always

the case," Higgins said.

There was some discussion

during the meeting about

Sigma Lambda Upsilon. which

received only a $25 budget.

Higgins noted that at the time,

there were only two active

members and one was graduat-

ing. He said he felt that they

would come back to Ways and

Means during the appeals

processes, but he said they did

not.

The senators in the end did

not seem bothered b> this or

the fact that the Republican

club received an increase in

funding, which they discussed.

.As noted in Tuesday's

Massachusetts Daily Collegian,

a motion was brought to the

Senate last night by Nokes and

Sen. Michael Sheridan to cither

reprimand the Collegian for its

decision to print the editorial

written by Rene Gonzalez on

Pal Tillman, or to distance the

SCA from the editorial deci

sion The Collegian made b>

asking for mone\ allocated

back.

It asked the Collegian to pay

back $IO.OUO for a past legal

settlement and to pay for its

financial advisor, among other

details.

lason Bissonnette. a former

high-ranking SGA official, told

the Senate the motion present-

ed violated the SGA's bylaws.

"This is a violation in the

bylaws. This motion was trig-

gered b> the Pat Tillman arti-

cle.' he said.

Dan Lamothe. managing

editor of the Collegian, silenced

the room when he spoke.

Nokes had earlier said thai

Gonzalez's article was not pro-

tected in the bylaws under the

free speech clause because it

was not the Collegian's staff

opinion.

"Speaker Nokes said that

speech in The Collegian that is

Rene Gonzalez's is not the

Collegian's speech. He's right,

its not. However, he is very

easily forgetting the difference

between staff opinion and the

voice of one student."

Lamothe pointed out that

Nokes had just sworn to uphold

the SGA bylaws earlier in the

meeting when he was sworn

back in as speaker of the

but by supporting the

'he has already let that
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Senate,

motion
down.'

Nokes said The Collegian

could be more indcpcndcni

from the SCA. which he said he

was 100 percent sure the)

wanted.

•Why is my money going

towards this (type of editorial

decision)? The Collegian had

the right to print ii. Rene

Gonzalez has the right to write

it. But I don't need to fund it."

he said.

The motion failed with eight

voting for. 24 voting against,

and one senator abstaining.

The Senate later approved of

a motion thai condemned the

views expressed by Gonzalez.

Bettencourt was concerned

about the number of e-mails

the SGA had received and said

senators needed to listen to

their constituents.

In other business, the Senate

was unable to override Nokes'

veto of a change lo the bylaws

and a motion about the Pledge

of Allegiance

"In eight months, from an

elected president, we saw two
vetoes, in three weeks, we see

five vetoes.' Sen. Ayutundc
Onikoro said in defense of his

motion on the Pledge of

Allegiance that Nokes' vetoed.

'Once again, the voice of

the student Senate is silenced

by the executive." Chris Eckel,

associate speaker of the senate,

said.

The Senate also voted to

overturn the picketing code in

the Code of Student Conduct, a

part of the code that limits how
students can protest at the

University. According to

Senator Dan Pozmanter. the

code was put into effect in the

early 1990s. He said the

University does not need its

own separate code to deal with

protests.

"Let's stick to state law.

Let's stick to federal law. and

let them deal with that." he

said. "I don I think there should

be a picketing code."

"The people who would
break this policy do not know it

exists. The picketing code is

not about prevention. It is

about gelling back at people. If

you get arrested under state

law. then you deserve it,"

Pozmanter said.

WWW.
dailycollegian

com
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Walt Disney Co. rejects Moore's new film

NEW YORK (AP) — Michael

Moore's "Fahrenheit 9/11." which criti-

cizes President Bush's handling of the

Sept. 1 1 terrorist attacks and connects

the Bush family with Osama bin Laden 's.

won't be released through Miramax Films

on orders fixxn parent company Disney.

Moore believes The Walt Disney Co.

is worried the documentary will endanger

tax breaks the company receives from

Florida, where Bush's brother |eb is gov-

ernor.

The director says on his Web site that

he was tokl Tuesday that Disney had

"officially decided to prohibit our produc-

er. Miramax, from distributing my new

film."

But in a siatemeni yesierday. Disney

spokeswoman Zenia Mucha sakl Moore

has known since May 2005 that Miramax

woukl not rek^se his film.

Whenever it was decided, the timing

Bombings hit Athens 1 00 days

before Summer Olympics

Michael Moore.

coukln't be better to stir up discusskxt:

"Fahrenheit 9/1 1"
is making its worU

premiere as one of 1 8 films screening in

competition at the Cannes Film Festival,

which begins May 12.

—/Uaonfl(et/ fVesi

ATHENS. Greece (AP) — Greece's

attempts to calm security fears about

the Summer Olympics were rocked by

three bombs that exploded before

dawn yesterday — 100 days before the

games begin.

The government assigned lop anti-

lerrorist agents to investigate the

bombings, which caused no injuries

after damaging a suburban police sta-

tion.

Officials insisted there was no link

lo the Aug. 15-29 Olympics and were

likely carried out by self-styled anar

chists or other domestic extremists.

The timing of the blasts, however,

offered multiple Olympic ties.

Yesterday began the 100-day

countdown to the opening ceremony.

A Greek delegation, led by the public

order minister and ihe head of the

Greek police, is in Washington for

talks on how to safeguard the first

summer Olympics since the Sept. 11.

2001. attacks on the United States.

On Monday, ihe IOC is to begin its

final review of Athens' preparations,

which have been beset by construction

delays and other glitches.

—.4ssoi jt/ffJ Prfji

Israel

IVrKl.*>UWSS\KvK KIN A^"»« lAIU'PlltSS

Three police ofAcers stand outside the

Panathcnian marble stadium yesterday.

Wushiiiji^on

House votes against complicated tax

Israel's attorney general lifts freeze on funding;

Sharon works to push forward Gaza withdrawal plan

WASHINGTON (AP) — The House

voted yesterday to spare millions of

middle-income families next year from

a complicated tax invented in the

1960s to capture rich lax evaders

The force of inflation is pushing

more middle-income households into

the alternative minimum tax each year

About 5 million individuals and fami-

lies paid it this year.

The House voted 555-89 to prevent

the tax from ensnaring 9 million more

Uxpayers next year and imposing $ 1 7.8

billion in extra taxes.

The House bill slows the tax's

spread into the middle class by keeping

the amount of income exempt from the

tax at ihis year's level. $40,250 for indi-

viduals and $58,000 for couples.

Wiihout action, the exemptions fall

back next year to $55,750 for individu

als and $45,000 for couples The bill

will not become law until it is passed by

the Senate and signed by President

Bush.
—Aisociaied Press

ILRUSALtM (AP) — Israels attor-

ney general has lifted a freeze on fund-

ing for settlement construction in the

West Bank and Gaza Strip after

approving a monitoring system to

ensure government money is not used

for illegal projects, the lustice

Ministry said yesterday.

The announcement came hours

before the watchdog state comptroller

released a detailed account of how the

Housing Ministry has funneled mil-

lions of dollars for illegal settlement

construction, including unauthorized

Wiishin^toii

oulposls.

Also yesterday. Prime Minister

Ariel Sharon was working on ways to

push forward with his Gaza withdraw

al plan after his Likud Party over-

whelmingly rejected the proposal in a

referendum this week.

In Gaza, there was new violence

between the Israeli army and

Palestinians. One Palestinian man was

killed and lb people were wounded,

including a nevvs photographer.

Palestinian security sources said.

—AinHiuied Press

Atifliaiiistxui

Urarii Prime Minuur And Sharon

CVS calls for legalizing drug imports Two foreign contractors helping United Nations killed

WASHINGTON (AP) — Breakmg

with others in his industry, the chief

executive of CVS Pharniacy called yes-

terday for legalizing imports of pre-

set iption drugs

The siaiemeni by the nation s largest

wholesale purchaser of prescription

ntedicines came a day after the Bush

administration's health secretary said

legalizing imports appears inevitable.

Support is also growing in Congress,

even among Republicans who previous-

ly opposed importation bui nov» say

comtitucnts are clamoring lor relief

fruni suarmg prescnpiion pri».cs.

Ryan is the linii executive of a large

drug store chain to support importing

drugs from countries where prices are

controlled by governments so thai peo-

ple can (ill prescriptions more cheaplv

than they can at US phanna^ics R\dn

said such a move would be a recL>gni-

tion of reality - a growing. some\*hui

shadowy business enterprise thai he

said is valued at $2.5 billion to $5 bil

lion a year, far inore than other esti-

mates of the cross-border drug trade

—AssiKiaivd Prtrss

KABUL. Afghanistan (AP) — Two
foreign contractors helping the United

Nation prepare for landmark elections

and their Afghan driver were killed in

an attack in a remote eastern

province, senior Afghan officials said

vcstcrday.

The foreigners killed in Tuesday's

attack were employees of Global Risk

Strategies, a London-based security

firm, said Farooq Wardak. the Afghan

government s top election official He
didn't have the men's names or nation-

alities.

"I confirm that there was an attack

by a number of people and two for-

eignerN and one Afghan were killed."

Deputy Interior Minister Hilalludin

Hilal told The Associated Press.

Officials at Global Risk in London

and Kabul had no immediate com
ment A UN. spokesnun aUi

declined lo comment.
The company is surveying parts ol

rural Afghanistan as part of UN
plans to register voters for September

elections
—Asfucialed Press

Hundreds of Iraqis protest prison

1

in fenced-in camps iiuide the

walls, where rows of dirty tents

liiw a ItekJ and men mill about

chatting, washmg or praying.

The prison was a notorious

center for torture and killings dur-

ing Saddam Hussein's rule.

As Miller spc>ke to reporters in

cellbkjck lA. where the photos

showing prisoner abuse were

taken, five women ininates yelk"d

and waved their arms through the

iron bars.

"I've been here live months."

oth: woinan shouted in Arabic. "I

don't belong to the resistance. I

have chiklren at home."

Al a lent camp used for

detainers with medical conditions,

prisoners ran out shouting. Sonn;

hobbk^l on crutches; one man

waved his prosthetic leg overhead

"Why? Why?" he shouted in

Arabic. "Nobody has toW me why

I am here."

Another prisoner produced a

bullhorn and read a statement in

English.

"The probk-m of the Iraqi pris-

oners isn't only what is written in

the news." the prisoner shouted.

"Iraqi people need freedom, their

dignity and their rights."

He complained of "random

capturing from the streets." sol-

diers stealing property during raids

on homes, "illogical questions with

no relation to reality " and "mental

and psychological interrogations

for no obvious reasons."

Prison authorities did not allow

the journalists lo speak lo or pho-

tograph detainees.

Outside the prison on the west-

em edge of Baghdad, several hun-

dred Iraqis pmtesicd the treatment

of pnsoTK'rs. gaihenng oui-idc ihe

main gate and chanting.

"Democracy doesn't mean killing

iniKKent peopk."

An AP reporter miiially said

there vwre about 2.000 demon-

strators, but later AP c-stinwies put

the numbcT at several hundred.
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Disney's censorship

will deprive America
If the people at ABC wonder why the net-

work is floundering, they might want to look

past their primeiime lineup, beleaguered as it

may be. They may want to start asking ques-

tions of their parent company, the Disney

Corporation.

In yesterday's New York Tim«. it was

reported that Disney will block the Miramax

film company, a Disney subsidiary, from dis-

tributing director Michael Moore s new film.

"Fahrenheit •Jll." on the grounds that it is

"against the interests oP the company,

according to a senior executive. Essentially, it

boils down to Disney's reluctance to release

the film because it is too controversial,

because it paints President Bush and his

administration in a bad light.

Michael Moore has shown an uncann>

knack for going against the grain. His boister-

ous speech at the Oscars a year ago was just

one example of how the film director has been

able tu shout his often-controversial opinions

from the nearest hilltop.

His films, such as "Bowling for

Columbine" and "Roger and Me." as well as

his books. "Stupid White Men" and "Dude.

Where's My Country?" have created as much

positive fervor as thev have criticism It is no

secret that Moore's new film will very likely

.ontain plenty of controversial material, and

the Times reports that it criticizes Mr. Bush,

and links the Bush family to that of Osama

Bin Laden.

This is clearly no! a film that will sit well

with the Bush Administration.

Moore, who has become a thorn in the side

of many people and corporations, is known

for his no- holds barred style, his gritty inves-

tigative reporting, and of course, his extreme-

ly anti-Bush stance, Moore's films and public

appearances are often outrageous, and hi*

utspoken style often lends to an air of sensa-

tionalism about his views.

However, he puts together very cogent

arguments; he makes very clear points While

he often goes alter people in high places, he

has an obvious connection to the American

common person. Moore has become a voice

for the jobless, for those affected by the

school gun tragedies, and for those who have

fell generally alienated by the U.S.

Government.
Now, that voice is being silenced in

America, even as it thrives overseas, as a

selection in the Cannes Film Festival. The

only body that can disobey the First

Amendment is the government. Any produc-

tion company or media group has free reign to

publish or not publish what it wants. Disney

is certainly within its rights to say that

Moore's film is unsuitable for distribution,

and to refuse to even consider bringing the

movie to light.

However, what is being lost here is the

purpose of the First Amendment. Literal read-

ers will say that the amendment is solely

intended to protect the people from govern-

mental censorship. And that may be true But

it should be asked: Why was the amendment

written in the first place? The abstract con-

cept is that dissenting, disagreeable opinions

should hold the same value as the popular

ones.

Michael Moore's film dissents from what

the Bush Administration's general opinion,

and because getting on the ugly side of the

White House is such a frightening concept.

Disney has backed off It is a shame that the

Disney management cannot see how impor-

tant a film like Moore's is and how well it

would do the company to be presented.

It is not important because the views

expressed are right or wrong — this should

not be a partisan battle. It is important

because it gives another look at the most

important topic in America for the last two

years: the Bush Administration and its foreign

policy. W hat Disney does not seem to be tak-

ing into consideration is the will and ability of

the American people to sift through informa-

tion and make its own decisions.

It is unfortunate that this low-level existed,

and one can only hope that Moore's film finds

a new home at a more courageous production

company, so the American people, and not a

few wealthy men in a boardroom, can make

their own decisions.

Unsigned ediiohals represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian Editorial Board

- LEHERS TO THE EDITOR -

The Yankee nation speaks out

ANGRY AT
GENERAUZATION

The artlcte "The problem wttti

Vknkees fans' that appeared on

Tuesday sparked some fury mside me

that made me realize why people in

this world are so ignorant It is

becauM peopte like Michelle Rivera

who wrote ttie article attack a whole

generaHzed group of pecple

I found It very msultmg tor some-

one to say Yankees fans are all

moronic and that she hates them all

Excuse me. you do not know me to

say that you hate me )ust because I

am a Yankees fan and I am tar from

being moronic i was not ttie one

starting the hots in Southwest at the

beginning of the year because the

Red Sox had lust won So to say that

us Yankees fans are moronic and

have no class. HI )ust say it takes one

to know one

And you're nght, it is only May

And I will continue to say it until I am

blue in the face' As long as a Sox fan

continues to rub their victory in my

face, my response is and will always

be, "so what it's only May

"

tn response to the comment about

the Yankees caps GET OVER IT'

Everyone has the right to wear what-

ever hat they want Have you ever

heard of freedom of speech'' Would

you yell at people who wear BC,

UConn or any other colleges' caps at

UMass' Who are you to tell me what

I can and cannot wear''

And so what if you see a blonde

wearing a Yanitees cap who doesn't

know any of the players' names. I

could say the same for the blonde

weanng a Sox cap who can't name

two players, excluding Pedro All I

can say is, either deal with the Yankee

fans at UMass, or get out!

Jess Kilson

UMass student

within an organizahon. or at least stay

with a team for a long period of time,

like Mahingly Derek Jeter Mariano

Rivera Bernie Williams Jorge

Posada. TIno Martinez, Paul Neill.

and the recently departed Andy

Pettitte all did

As far as our 'It's only May'

response, if Red Sox Nation didn t act

Hke they won the World Series after

taking two regular season series from

the Yankees, then there woukl be no

need for the comment I know you will

never be gracious kisers. but at least

try to be gracious winners For the

record, the Red Sox technically do

suck Although they ve had many

chances, they ve been winless for 85

years They're pretty good at choking

To say that the Yankees suck is just

stupidly ironic

Rivera's question about "What

right do you think you have parading

around in a Yankees cap" doesn't

even deserve a response, although

maybe Hitler would have something

to say about that because he wasn't a

big fan of differences in opinion

either Regarding the bkxide girls in

Yankees hats, all I can say is that

there is a difference behween real

fans and people who simply wear the

merchandise It's what happens when

teams consistently win: they garner a

bandwagon following. So why don't

we discuss the real problem'' Girls

who wear pink Red Sox hats Every

time I go to Fenway a sea of pink sur-

rounds me If you're going to repre-

sent your team at least do it in their

actual colors'

I suppose that, come October, we

will see who sucks this year

Thankfully I will not be around to see

what idiohc response will come next

from Red Sox Nation when things

don't go their way. Until then . . .
Long

live the Evil Empire.

Ryan Kelly

UMass student

LONG LIVE THE
EVIL EMPIRE

Although I usually try to stay out

of this debate. I feel that as a life -long

Yankees fan it is my duty to speak up

for my team Michelle Rivera's rant

was a typical example of what makes

Red Sox fans poor losers

She criticizes Steinbrenner for

buying talent May I remind everyone

that Major League Baseball is not a

game; it Is a business, a business

based on making money Realistically,

Steinbrenner is a hell of a business-

man. Success IS never guaranteed; it

is earned by the organization It's

always one to watch a player grow

CHOOSE LOVE,
NOT HATE

Michelle says that there Is nothing

she won't do to support the Red Sox,

but making biased comments with lit-

tle to no creditability doesn't support

Boston, the Red Sox, their fans, base-

ball, or anyone else,

Michelle, the baseball season Is

six months long Saying it's only May

is a valid statement. Nothing is cer-

tain till September If Michelle's com-

ments weren't so filled with hate,

perhaps she'd realize that.

As for the "Red Sox Suck" chants,

that is obviously a direct response to

Red Sox fans constantly chanting

-Yankees Suck ' Enough said

McheOe's final paragraph is truly

disturbing Yankees hats can be worn

in Massachusetts, and Red Sox hats

can be worn m NY There are no

boundanes to hat wearing Be proud

of your team where ever you are But

the Yankees interkKking NY stands

tor more than )ust the Yankees, it is a

symbol for NY It s great that their logo

can nf>ean more to people than just a

baseball dub And to insult former

Mayor Guiliani and the FDNY as well

as the NYPD is simply disgraceful

I question Michelle's commit-

ments It seems like she is more con-

cerned with hating the Yankees than

toving the Red Sox Michelle chooses

hate over love, a scary choice It

shows where your heart truly Is If Do

you want the Red Sox to win, or are

you simply content with the Yankees

tosing'' I'm a shjdent at UMass who

has witnessed the Red Sox nahon up

ctose But I don't hate the Red Sox, I

)ust tove the Yankees

Peter Bernstein

UMass student

PRIDE FROM JERSEY
Coming from New Jersey, I like

many others, have been criticized

about being a Yankees fan It was

extremely hard to become friends

with other students from

Massachusetts because as soon as

they found I was from NJ, It all went

down hill. So don't tell me that

Yankees tans are so horrible!

Comments from Sox fans that

the Yankees buy their wins is ridicu-

lous. The Red Sox have the second

highest payroll And you can't tell me

that they aren't trying to buy a

championship because it's obvious

that they are.

What really ticked me off was

"enough with the Police Department

and Fire Department Yankees cap

already," I'm guessing since

Michelle Isn't from the Tri-State

Area, that she didn't know anyone

killed by the 9/1 1 attacks, A lot of

my friends lost friends and family

and a majority were police, fire fight-

ers and EMTs helping out, I am not

saying that people outside weren't

affected because I know they were, I

am just saying that something like

that should never be brought up in

defense of the Red Sox,

For all you Yankees fans (and

other teams of course) wear your

team's logos and wear them proudly!

Karalyn Walk

UMass student

No sweat: Buy American

Gilail

Skolnick

^^^^ We've all

^HP^ heard it: the

^ ,J, same ranting

p|Vs about how

^Uj^l liny, poor chil-

^^ffl^^ dren work for

^^^^^Hflj hours upon

^^^^^^^^1 hours a day

sweatshops
tor pennies to

make our clo-
~~^~~^^~^

thing. But it's

easy to brush it aside. We don't

know who these children are.

and quite frankly, it's so impos-

sible to find clothing that isn't

made in a sweatshop. The shirt

tag is so small and easy to

ignore: some ot our feeble

friends even cut it off.

On the other hand, how can

you sleep at night knowing
vou're walking around in some-

thing that was made b> people

for practicall) hardly any wages
— just enough money so people

can afford food, shelter and

make it to the next day'.' How
can you look at yourself in the

mirror'.'

The common argument for

sweatshops is that at least the

people working in them have a

job. It's said that if it wasn't for

Gap or Nike building some
sweatshop in Nicaragua or

Mexico, then all those people

would be unemployed.

That doesn't make it the right

thing to do though.

Not to mention, if you (the

U.S. resident) buy clothing

made in the United States, then

you're supporting your own
economy: you're putting money
back into your country People

can work in factories in the

United States and make a living

wage, instead of being either

unemployed or fiipping ham-
burgers in McDonalds for min-

imum wage
Because of recent backlash

of buying clothing from sweat-

shops, several companies have

come up with the great idea of

moving factories to the

Marianas, a group of islands

near Indonesia under American

control. Many of US laws in

the States, such as a minimum
wage, have not yet come into

play in these areas. "Socially

conscious' companies, such as

Gap. Target and LC. Penny,

have flocked to these islands.

There, they can make clothing

with "made in the USA" labels,

while at the same time paying

slave wages.

But workers from nearby

countries are promised high

wages. In return, their compa-

nies pay a fee of about $7,000.

The employees work to repay

this fee, making them into

indentured servants — or basi-

cally slaves.

According to Web research,

they often must sign "shadow

contracts" and waive basic

So you must be

thinking, liow do

I, a confused and

befuddled college

student, find

clothing not made

in sweatshops?

human rights, including the

freedom to join unions, attend

religious services, quit or

marry. Other sweatshops exist

in our very own USA, in such

places as New York City or Los

Angelos Often there, new
immigrants lured by the prom-

ise of a better life are kept

locked all day in factories ille-

gally, subjected to terrible con-

ditions and pay.

So you must be thinking,

how do I. a confused and

befuddled college student, find

clothing not made in sweat-

shops?

First. I'd like to suggest you

try this new spiffy World Wide
Web thing. Enter the Internet

superhighway and go to sites

such as Buyamerican.com.
unionjeancompany.com and

amcricanapparelstore.com
Each has clothing often made
in the continental USA — by

union workers who get livable.

lair wages.

Moreover, companies like

New Balance make many of

their comfortable shoes in the

United States, some even in

Massachusetts, according to

nbwebexpress.com. This is

unlike Nike and Reebok, com-

panies that don't make a single

shoe in the United States, but

can justify charging around

$50-$70 a pair.

If you still fear the unpre-

dictable Internet, you can walk

over to the University of

Massachusetts UStore. The

people working there are fairly

polite, and all the clothing is

sweatshop free. That's part of

the reason it's so expensive.

Most of the UMass clothing is

made in the USA, and the

clothing that isn't made here is

at least made by people who
are fairly paid.

Across the country, the

American textile industry has

almost completely collapsed, as

companies make more profits

by paying their employees in

China next to nothing. The

U.S. factory workers, then, can

only find lower paid retail jobs

where they make much less an

hour, and have less money to

purchase things

The prices don't even go

down when companies move
their factories abroad

Abercrombie and Fitch, if any-

thing, constantly jacks up

clothing prices. At the end.

what goes around comes

around: the jobless factory

workers have less money to

spend on your goods and serv-

ices.

Who are we to complain

about horrible ways people live

in the world or the world's ter-

rible conditions and poverty

when we're causing it? This is

not a democrat or republican

issue, but something that both

sides should be interested in

Next time you need sonK new
clothing, I urge you to try being

a bit more patriotic, and per-

haps think about your school

spirit.

Gilad Skolntck is a

Collegian volumnisl

Funeral for a friend
I should have known some-

thing was wrong when 1 didn't

receive the standard five phone

calls from Billy, thv guitarist of

my band, on a day we were sup-

posed to practice. Billy is a

pushy guy: he knows how to get

what he wants from people

while still being pleasant. He's

my only straight best friend. Not

that I only run with gays, but

coming from a small town. I

never expected to have a friend like him. I called

him to check up on things.

"Billy, what's up?" I said.

"Not much," he replied, and then paused for a

time.

"Well, afier I didn't hear from you every hour

on the hour, 1 got worried, so are we practicing?"

I asked trying to break through the awkward ten-

sion that had growoi out of his uncharacteristic

quietness.

"Well, no I don't think so, man. my ... well,

something happened ... my dad died today."

1 almost vomited aficr hearing this, I didn't

even know Billy had a dad. I only knew his mom
and that his parents were divorced. Billy never

talked about his dad to me. I didn't know what to

say.

1 talked to him a little while longer and offered

to go to his house, but he said he wanted to be

alone. I hung up the phone in a haze, I knew I

should go to his hou.se despite what he said. When
you play music with someone or create some kind

of art with someone, its rare that some kind of

indestructible connection doesn't form. Billy and I

complete each other's sentences musically; we
think along the same lines. We're connected in a

way that I can't appropriately articulate. It's not

friendship: it's not sex; and it's not family. It's

something different.

Because of this connection. 1 found myself in

my car headed for Billy's house, praying silently in

hopes that he wouldn't be mad at me for showing

up. Mis girlfriend greeted me, and we both went

downstairs. Billy kind of filled up when he saw

me, ready to cry, the way you do when you see

friendly faces during a rough time.

His father's death meant so many things. It

meant that he really was the "man of the house"

even though he basically played that role already

because of his parent's divorce. But now it was

different. He is William L. O'Brien jr., his father's

namesake. The weight on Billy, an eternally skin-

ny boy, was clear in his puffy eyes and his soft

voice.

1 hugged Billy; 1 hugged him not only for the

grief he was bearing, but also because it was kind,

because he needed to have a friend be there for

him. because it was the right thing to do. While

hugging this guy who's friendship I never expect-

ed. I realized how strong my friends are, how

strong people are and how dangerously lucky I

am.

1 am lucky because 1 have no idea what it is like

to lose someone as close to me as a father or a best

friend, unlike my friends, unlike many people 1

come in contact with daily. I have no grandpar-

ents; thev passed before I could really and truly

understand what was happening. A young man
who killed himself while I was in high school was

only an acquaintance of mine. I was there for my
friends who were really devastated by his terrible

departure, but I had no idea what it was like.

I know that someday I will have the unfortu-

nate occasion to lose someone close to me. and I

know it will be devastating. I look at my friends

who have dealt with traumatic experierKes in life

and stayed strong in the face of such trauma, and

I am amazed.

I think of my friend Airline (yes. his name is

Airline) who doesn't know his mother and whose

father has passed away. He is one of the most

brightly energetic people I know, and it's amazing

to me. It's not that I think that people who have

lost their parents would or should be in a constant

state of paralyzing grief, but if I lost my parents. 1

would be in terrible shape. Airline may not be as

happy as he lets on, but his ability to even attempt

to put on a front impresses me.

I think of my friend, Anne, who is one of seven

or eight (or perhaps more) children, all by differ-

ent fathers. She has led a considerably normal life

with her biological father who loves her dearly.

Her ability to deal with her mother's history of

drug abuse, alcoholism, careless sex and the

resulting births of children into such an environ-

ment dumbfounds me. She has no relationship

with her mother, and she doesn't want to. I see in

her this need to be what her mother wasn't, some-

one who will make it.

I guess we arc all the sum of our experiences,

traumatic and otherwise, but for someone who
holds onto pain so hard. 1 am continually inspired

by people who can let go of this pain, who can

hang onto the world around them when those who
they have needed have gone away.

1 drove up to the wake for Billy's father with a

lump in my throat. 1 didn't want to see his mom in

black; 1 didn't want to see Billy looking tired and

horribly sad, having not slept in days; I didn't

want to see Billy's younger brother, Mike, hanging

around by himself; 1 didn't want to see the body of

a man 1 never met in a casket,

I saw all these things as I walked in. and I want-

ed to cry so bad at that moment. I wanted to cry

because it wasn't fair, because it's never fair. A
young man, not even 18, should not be spending

time with his dad while he lays lifeless in a casket.

1 walked over to Bill. I hugged him again, this time

harder, in comfort and private wordless anger at

fate or God or whoever who had brought Billy to

this place.

It's been a year since his father's death and I

know Billy thinks of him every day. He is still the

same pushy Billy; he can live his life, of course,

because he is a strong per.son, because we learn

from pain that we must continue living. There are

some moments, however, when I can see it, when
I can see Billy re-living the moment he learned that

his dad had died. 1 am frightened when I see that

in his face because I know I will share experiences

like that in my own life. But what happens later

calms my fears — Billy comes out of it; he comes

back to his normal self, and he goes on living.

Thomas Naughton is a Collegian columnist.
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Multicultural

Film Festival

ends with

Oscar nominee

By Randy Allain
(.X)lLEOIAN ColUlBSIKJNDiNT

A semester-long campus
film festival will culminate in

the showing of an Oscar-nomi-

nated documentary tonight.

The Massachusetts

Multicultural Film Festival,

organized by the University of

Massachusetts Interdepart-

mental Program in Film

Studies, will screen "My
Architect" as the final film in

this year's series.

The film tells the story of

architect legend Louis I. Kahn,

who died alone and bankrupt

in a Penn Station bathroom in

1974. Kahn is famous for

buildings he designed through-

out the world: the Salk

Institute for Biological Studies

in southern California; the

National Assembly Building in

Dhaka. Bangladesh.

The story is told by Kahn's

illegitimate son, director

Nathaniel Kahn, through visits

to buildings his father designed

as well as his old hangouts.

Through his filming, the direc-

tor is able to get a better sense

of his father, whose obituary

didn't even list him as a sur-

vivor.

This well-renowned film is

the perfect choice to round out

the semester-long event,

according to festival organiz-

ers.

"We try to choose a film

that we know is going to be a

crowd pleaser.' said Nancy

liH>uyc. assistant curator of the

event. According to Inouye,

"My Architect" fits well into

this year's theme: "The Global

Lens."

The festival presents a wide

scope of issues by focusing on

international co-productions,

as well as providing a special

forum for documentary film. It

is composed of various inde-

pendent, documentary, animat-

ed and avant-garde films. Each

film is shown with an introduc-

tion by someone involved in

the film's production or an

expert in its subject matter.

"It really enriches the expe-

rience." Inouye explained.

"M> Architect" is co-spon-

sored by the Art department

and will be introduced by Max
Page, an Associate Professor of

Architecture and History.

Page's involvement follows

a festival pattern of involving

»e»t w^ve iA graffiti art to hit major cilie* »uch a» New York and L«>* Angclc*.
The Univ. TMiv .1 ^l.l^-.•. iniNci* campus Ka» »uJd«.nlv bciomc 4 canva» ft»r the newt

One example. »h*.wn above, nwirks - bench on ti^ «>< th* C-mpu» Center rtep». BeUm is a cloMrr look a the unique »ten.il grafhti art.

B> Nati W'al-sh

OltUt'lAN t i«ll»>BINI*V1

Stenciled graffiti has been appear-

ing mysieriooslv around campus. Wav

ing people to question whether it s van

dalism or the work of a guerilla ;irtist.

In the past two months. ^k•lKlk\i

images of a mustached man aiming a

gun. skulls af>d even a car with a cap

tkjn reading. "turbo-k>vc for living-

have appeared around campu^

Thcv'vc been found on siairiaso

aroutxi central donnitories. un cenx-nl

walls near the Campus Center

Hotel and the Fine Arts Center

Though littW is kfX)wn about the artists

or artists, he or thc-y are getting attcn

tion.

"They re defacing the campas." saki

Larry Snyxlcr. associate director ot the

Physical Plant BuikJing and Grounds

Servk-es. "It detracts lami the kx»ks ol

the campus."

Snyder sak) he and his staff worry

about campus "curb appeal" and prc»s-

ecuting. because the graflili costs

nkjoev. Mobilizing the grounds crew to

ckran gnilhti off walls "take* painters

c>ut (.'I biiiklings." Njitl Siivder,

But not evcrybodv soi-* the graffiti

hilism,

.•n I reallv kiww what the phan-

ivuu L M.i«> \ ,,

siihj i..in\ K

ntajor "He's iu«t piinpinj! his gear,

honw slkc." siiv* Kauliiun trying to

explain the motive* behind the unist

linapc*s such as thest- resembk" a

wdso ol gnifliti un« that began appear

ing iiH>a' IrcqueniK in ihe , "li-

stream art world in the Lisi i in

major citio such as Ix^ntlon aixl Los

Xngck's For exampk-s. artist Shepard

I uirev sianc"d up in RlunJe Island by

making stkkers and Merh.ils of ihe face

"Andre^v TIk Giant ' with the caption

"ohev" under hi» I.K,e, He repaxluted

ihc inuige c-servwIxTC arKl brotight

"ohev giant revoluikm" to the mass<-».

covering the urban citvscapcs with his

artwork This "revolution" swept

across th^,- ciHintrv without a ri,

sii^'L- i-vci K-io^ atiachc-d to ilx i.!,!

Fairey uses his art to make peopk*

questkjn things The wav pi-opk- per-

ceive his art may be dilfereni Iroiii the

traditional way the public nuiv be used

to seeing art. His WVb sjic

toK*ygiant.com) states: "The nwdium
IS the iiKssagc." The interpretation ot

lairev s work caiTMts^jiwa^ iiWs.

According to Kaufriwn, "He's mak

ing a statement using it.oni>):raph\ Ik-

wants the viewer to questicm why ser-

tain. spcxilic images infer something

larger than the- image itself It's just

tK-re It doesn't mean anything. It

means whatever vou want it to iiKan
'

The United Kingdom re«p».)ivk-d lo

Fairey s work with its own hetalded

mysterious graffiti artist: Banksy. who

made headlincN last CXtobcr bv sneak

ing an oil piiinting to which he- added a

twist of his own. into the Tale art

museum. According lo the United

Kingdoms Guardian Unlimited

liinksv vandalized a painting leaturin*

a rural setting bv painting blue an>:

-«
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Ten seasons.

Six friends*

One ending.
Brace yourselves.

It's been a rough lew weeks and

in the next 24 hours it's only going to

get worse.

I'm sure that everywhere vou turn

you. like me. are being inundated

with "l-ricnds'-inania.

Vou. like •"«;•,"";> i^^

Megnan
sick ol hearing the cliche^ a

or listening to the people ai

the table ne\i to \ou in the Bluewull

debate ilie Ross/Raclicl drama.

If vou still waich >ou loo ma> be

annoyed b\ the wa\ iliai the charac

ters, cspecialH Monica and Ross,

seem to have hecoine caricatures ol

themselves.

And il >ou don 'I watch anymore,

or never tlid. >ou piohahK cant wait

for lliis whole ihinj! to be over. But

lepaidless ol what Icinis you're on

with them, the linale of "friends" is

a moment of television history.

I am bv no means an avid televi-

sion watcher. In fact. I has en 'l really

gotten into a "new' show since "Will

and Grace" premiered on NBC u lew

years back. In high school. 1 had a

whole list of T\' favorites, shows 1

made it a point to watch, but in the

past three years at college two jobs.

live classes and an .isUiai lilc have

preallv inlenupied that schedule. Of

ihe shows that I used K' watch on a

regular basis just two made it into

my college da>v Si.\ and the Cin'

and "iMiends."

like many of my actual

11

I

friends, the loss of TV's
"""Il favorite "friends" is both a

blessing and a point of sor-

row for me. On the one hand ... it's

time. It's been time for a couple sea-

sons now. Yet with the demise of

"I ricnils" it seems comes the death

of the >(,)minute sitcom.

It seems like America doesn't

want to get in. gel their laughs and

gel out any more. Our expectations

lor television shows are higher than

ever, \\c. as viewers, are not content

with ihe siandaiii lew laughs, cut to

commercial, a lew more laujilis. cut

to another commercial, learn a valu-

able lesson, roll credits formula of

sitcom making any longer.

We want a broad range of emo-

tions to be touched upon. We want

quality writing, elaborate special

effects. We want all the thrills and

excitement of a Icature film without

the establishing of plot or charac-

;ci-... .iiiJ minu- the cost. Thanks to

the new trend of hour-long dramas,

viewers are handed digestible bits of

movie-quaiilv T\ we can consume

w ithoul Ic.iv ing our diiiins or homes,

"les. the new trend in television

>cciiis to he hour-long dramas. On
an average night T\ watchers tune

into "24' and the 400 variations of

"law and Order." Tliev spend an

hour at "The OC " and w ith liielight-

ers and doctors i.>n shi>vvs like "lliird

Waich" and "I R " Ihe slew of semi

scripted voveurisin that is reality tcl-

evision seems to be taking over

American netwvirks hO minutes at a

lime, rii>m weeklv serials like "lew

Millionaire " and "Survivor" to shows

like "American Idol." which appears

on fox twice a week. And what's

more, most of the sitcoms that arc

w\inh ihcii linie slots seemed to be

aimed at a lamil> demographic.

Be>v.>iid the wit of shows like

"Will and Grace" and " Malcolm in

the Middle" lew sitcoms have proven

to have the longevity or attraction of

the ' friends" crew. ,\s far as 30-

minute. prime time, situation come-

See FRIENDS on page 7
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Campbell returns to his New wave of graffiti art hits UMass
cheeseball comedy roots

'Bubba

Ho-Tep"

OirEcied bv

Don Coscar»tt

Slvrm

OssieJa«is

Kiintiji ttin

RiMI

iitk

1^

dying. This is the land where the

old »K hustled away to be forgm

ten.

Elvis cannot get anyone to

believe that he reall> was the King
— no one. except lor laek (Ossie

Davis), an elderly Alrican-

Ainerican man who's convinced

he's reall> lohn K Kennedy (he was

dyed after a failed assassination

attempt by Undon Johnson.) The
two crotchet) old men are broth-

ers-in-niislithood and the> develop

a sense of purpose in their waning

li\e» when the> uncover a horrific

mystery: an ancient

Hgvptian. soul-sucking

inumni) is prov^ling the

halls and corridors, steal-

ing life from the eas>

prey at it's disposal.

"Bubba Ho-Tep" is

itidetxi a ntov ie in which

a septuagenarian Elvis

and an old black |FK bat-

tle an evil desiccated

cadaver. It's tfie silliest of

premises, but Coscarclli.

to his intinite credit,

doesn't let the movie slip

into cartoonish ridicu-

lousness (too much.) In

fact, he uses the broad

supernatural plot to

devek)p his coninwntani on the

stage of aging in the worW toda>,

who older peopk; are generalK

abuNcd. forgotten and conde-

sci-nded loo. as if thev were trash

to be discarded.

"Bubba Uo-Tep" is a very

ntentionalK) funm motion pk

(urc. but. urK\pectedl>. i> a \^-

muvtng one too Campbell gi\ ~

Elvis a dama^ dignity mixed

with a randy, sharp wit and he has

a great d^ o( chc-mistrv with

Etevis. wh» ii'

hisu{uall> < • II K
character, each man has been

dcvekiped as a a*d human being

and nut as a caricature.

IrunkalK. the one area where

"Bubba f4o-Tep" stumWes Ls in its

horror The titular monster ha».

blacketK-d skin '•irctched taught

over angular juinis and it kwks
good — but it isn't iicar> It cotncs

acrx>s» mon; as a really well tnadc

wa\ a(tra«.iion at a Haliowoen

ihenw park nde The pant scarab

beetk-s that Ho-Tep enipknx as his

minkms kiok like they tlew in from

an Ed Wood film: when they fly.

they kwk very, very fake.

Bui here* the thing with the

strange. wack>. offbeat worid of

"Bubbu Ho-Tep": here >ou get to

hat the feel of the last stop ol the see a cult classk being bum.

By Johnny Donaldson
C 'DtlJ-l.iAN StAH-

"Bubba Ho-Tep" has a premise

so spectacularh strange, so out-of-

ihe-box bi/arre, that it seems as

though the movie was intentional-

1> designed to pla> at your local

midnight show. Based on the shoti

stor> by the horror writer |oe R.

Lansdale. the movie — bless it's

skewc*d little heart — is a brazenlv

eccentric cull movie cocktail: one

pan cheeseball horror, one pan

corned), and one part poetic

drama, all stirred into

one Fringe Cinema
Margarita.

It's no surprise thai

"Bubba Ho-Tep" seems

to be such a from-ihe-kit

cult thnlWr: it was direct

ed b> l>jn Coscarelli -

the guv who gave us the

flying silver balls and yel

low -blooded demon
dwarves of the four

rather incoherent

"Phantasm" films — and

stars Bruce Campbell, the

square-jawed mascot tor

B-list actors and under-

grvHind films everywhere

(he's probably best kiwwn '

as A.sh in Sam Raimi's deviousK

witt\ "Evil IX'ad" films)

Campbell, who looks like he coukl

be the hero on the cover of a '50s

pulp magazifx-. also happens to be

a terrific actor If Campbell hadn't

been given the kad in the hi/,i"

mishmash thai is "Bubba Iki 1 ,

then the lilm would have been just

another low budget curiositv:

Cambpell manages tu gruund the

film in a real world suulfulness

that gives it renewed life

In the work! of fjinsdak- and

CuBcaretli. Elvis Preskrv nevet real

l> died. Existentiall) detached

ftxxn his fame and popularity, a

bured King switched places with

an impersonator named Sebastian

Half Now EKis is aging and

dcvrepit. whittling ax^as his days

in a rotten East Texas okl age

hume, barel) abk; to walk after a

fall broke his hip and wondering

evactly what the grosMh on hi*.

uh. manhood is.

Cuscarelli frames this old age

home with an ac^ute seru*- of place.

The home is tired and worn, uiih

a skeknal staff and tin> population

of doddering, forgotten rvMdenis

With Its barren, dullv \^allpaperc-d

««ib. all bureaucratit. purpiKelul

1 and littU: humanitv, the home

Exiunplr» irf the stencil grafhii art i!> likibtc all over campus

such as the one abuve un a caU-ban oui.sidr the crecnhuusck.
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white police tape over it. He later glued

the painting to the museum wall, where

it went unnoticed until it fell to the

floor hours later. The Bristolian artist

has also taken credit for doing such

attention-getting acts as painting a sign

reading "DESIGNATED RIOT AREA"
on a statue in a city park.

These artists raise the age-old ques-

tion: What is art'.' An can adapt to

almost any form. In the case of graffiti.

It's illegal. It can be consklered vandal

ism. yet t.hat doesn't mean that it isn't

an. Banks) has been heralded for his

art that appears to be vandalism.

But does UMass have its own Banksy .'

If so, there are a few words of advice

;hai Banksy offers to stetKil artists.

"Remember crime against property

is not real crime," states Banksy's Web
site "People kx)k at an oil painting and

admire the use of brushstrokes to con-

\e) meaning People kwk at a graffiti

l^ainting and admire the use of a drain

pipe to gain access.'

Banksy's Web site talks very candkl-

1) about the ilkgality of his art. but the

tact its ilk^l doesn't seem to deter

him.

"The time of getting (ante for your

name on its own is over," Banksy's Web
site (banksy.co.uk) had posted as a

message to aspiring stencil artists.

"Artwork that is only about wanting to

be famous will ne\er make you famous

Any lante is a byptuduct of making

something thai means soiiiethiiig
'

Such artists are known but lo u k-w.

and for that reason, this type of art

form seems less about making a name

for oneself, and more about the art

speaking for itself. People don't hear

the artist's name first and then

respond, as happens in other media;

the art itself must stand alone. In addi-

tion, art is placed like advertisements,

brought to the people so the people

don't have to seek it out. As a result.

the illegality oi the art fomi stx-ms to

create something pure in the world ol

commercialized art.

Both Shepard Fairey and Banksy

have been labeled by some as "sell-

outs" for proliting from their art. and

garnering a name for theinsehes

In fact, Shepard Fairey has recently

started his own clothing line

"What I try to emphasize is the

street art as the primary focus, not the

clothing line." Faire) stated in an inter

view with Art Prostitute magazine

"The clothing line is designed to aug-

ment the street art, nut the other wa)

around."

The UMass graffiti artists may not

be selling T-shirts, but the work slowly

is being noticed The mark oi the grat-

fiti artist is all around you. Look close-

ly at your surroundings the next tune

you're out on campus. And graffiti

artists should also remember that not

everyone is receptive to their art. and

that it can carry negative cunse

quetwes.

1

Join us for our special

sales event

Friday, May 7th

ONE DAY ONLY!

BUY
1
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or lesser value

50% OFF!
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The International Award Winning

Commencement Ball 2004
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A Night to Remember!
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Former Vice Presideni

Gore to launch cable

news channel for youth

B\ At AS SA^Rh

.^SMK lATH' TkIss

NEW ORI.KANS (AP) - An
investor group headed by foniKr

Vice Presideni Al Gore •'aid

Tuesday it is buying a cable

channcl and launching a news
neivvork that will offer "irrever-

ent and bold" programming for

young adults.

The group is buying ihe

Newsworld International chan-

nel (rom Vivendi Universal

Rntcrtainment for an undis-

closed sum. The deal with

Gore's company. INdTV
ffoldings. was announced dur-

ing a cable industry convention

in New Orleans.

Newsworld International is a

24-hour channel broadcasting

international news produced by

the Canadian Broadcasting

Corp. It is seen in about 17 mil-

lion North American house-

holds, according to Vivendi.

an.com

Campus Center . Phone:(413)545-2619

www.umass.bkstr.com

'Does not apply to sate Items, regular priced

merchandise only Not valid with any other offer
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'Eve' takes a critical look at her friends, men and herself
Q: I was tiating this guy for a

twhlla, and ha twat really nice

to me. Ha looked good,

tmallad good, vvas

smart, fun to

talk to, and

nras great l«

ked. Until

•no day ha

(topped

calling

mo. Just

like that.

Ho didn't

return any

•f my
Mils.

Ignored my
text massages,

and so on. So I

moved on. I was really

sad for a while, and then Just

laft n. That was over two

months ago. But now he

sends me a text message a

week ago, as If nothing hap-

panad, suggesting we meet.

What should I do?

A: I think you have

already answered

your question.

Don't go t>acfc

to him. He

seems like

the type

who is not

quite wor-

thy ot your

love and

there is

definitely

t)etter out

there. What he

did seems cruel

and untair to you

But, if he is still persistent,

you shouM ask him for an explitfta-

tion and soa wfiat he says MaylM

whatever he says will make you

feel t)etter, tHit I don1 think it's a

good idea to get involved again.

Qnginal Sin

he

1 am fortunate enough to

have two very close friends

that get along with each

other However, our clan-

destine relationship pro-

vokes a lot of criticism from

one another that cannot

always be ignored. But isn't

that what friends are for? I

respect a friend that judges

my decisions, and I exptxi

to be heard in return. And I

admit, it is frustrating when a close friend

refuses to hear and 1. in return, must pick up

the pieces. It is hard for me to keep my mouth

closed when I see a friend making a bad dtvi-

sion. Sometimes, they cannot see. So maybe

now they might hear.

ITiere we were, the three of us sitting

around a rectangular table, anxiixislv waiting

for the tirsi person to speak. 1 could not help

but start when 1 noticed a new ring with a crys-

tal setting on m> girlfriends right hatxl.

"Please tell me that was an heirloom," I said

in dismav. But she did not have to answer, lor

she knew I alread> had a good idea of what it

was I met her last \ear and we have been

inseparable since. She is an incrediblv loval

frieiid and a wonderiul girlfriend in a relalkxi-

ship. But no one is perfect. She needs a gu\ lu

make her feel conlident. Any guy. And appar-

ently this new guy is her newfound security

blanket.

"I don't like him, but why not take a present

if he wishes to give it lo me? LX>n'i I deserve

this after all the pain I have been through?" I

had to take a very deep breath before I could

answer I cannot believe she said this. How
could a friend of mine justify using a nice guy

for her convenience? And since when is it OK
to put principle morals on hold and excuse it

by one past bad experience? I didn't know

what to say, but I guess she is not quite read\

to hear So I stopped talking.

Our other friend knew it was his neck on

the block when he tried to compare his situa-

tion to hers. We both glared at him in astonish-

ment and the conversation turned to him. He
is our gay friend, who enjoys girl talk and man
hunting. We spend most of our lime compar

ing our experierices with men and previous

dates. However, he is technicall> torbidden on

the dating scene. He has a long-distance rela-

tionship with a wonderiul man, but tends to

forget this in the heal of the moment.

"How can you be with other men if you

claim to be in love?" He excuses his actions b>

assuming his boyiriend may be doing the

same. "Bui what if he isn't? What if he has

been good all along? How would you live with

yourself?" And how could anyone justify

cheating on another [x;rson? I coukl never

intentionalK hurt someone I love, and it sad-

dened me to see that he forgot the hurt I felt

when it happened to me. My girlfriend and I

agreed that their relationship ended at his hrst

dishonest act. It is just a matter of time before

he loses.

In ail laimess, I have more character flaws

than both of them together And my friends

are not afraid to share. I can be selfish at limes.

I am critical of myself and others, and 1 am
frivolous with m> heart. There is a lot more,

but my biggest Wuv, is my taste in men. It is

rare a liiend will approve a gu> I date, and it is

common they become frustrated when I let a

good guy pass me by. And most of the time, I

find it hard to listen. As our battle of the sens-

es came to a close, we toasted to friendship.

.And I can onl\ hope that one da> we might

toast lo good friends with utilized advice.

txe /i pen name fur a lore guru attending

LMuss uho know:, the ins and outs of exvry

relationship You ivn aak Eve for adiiiv by e-

mailing her al ew^originalsitt<ff\uhoi).LX>m

Original Sin with Eve' runs exery Thursday

in The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Multicultural

Film Festival

concludes
FILM from page 5

various facets of the hive

College community. Earlier

films were co-sponsored b\

UMas» Afro-American Studies,

ludaic and Near-Eastern

Studies, and theater depart

ments; the Political Econonis

Research Institute (PERI):

Amherst College English and

Russian departments, and
Mount Holyoke film studies

and History departments.

This is the 1 1 th consecutive

year that the Multicultural

Film Festival has occurred on

campus during spring semes-

ter. Although it is organized

through the Film Studies

department, the festival

receives support both from

across campus and throughout

the Five-College system. Every

year this support allows the

festival to set a high standard

to live up to.

"My Architect' lost the

2004 Oscar for best documen
tary feature to "Fog of War" by

Errol Morris and Michael

Williams. Although Kahn's

film was recognized in the

glamour of the Oscars, festival

organizers feel that the film

exists outside of the commcr
cially-driven world ol

Hollywood cinema

"IThe festival) is presenting

the best of new international

fiction. documentary and

experimental filmmaking

beyond the Hollywood para-

digm." according to the festi-

val's press release "We chal-

lenge English language-domi-

nated and box-office driven

productions, and invite our

audience to explore and debate

these vibrant multinational co-

productions and collabora-

tions."

"These are not | films j you

are going to see at the multi-

plex." said Inouye.

The festivals success this

year could be seen in the

turnout for. "Still. The
Children Are Here." for which

both the producer and director

visited campus.

"There were so many peo-

ple, we were turning them

away at the doors." Inouye

said.

Similar success came with

the visit of Israel Horovitz. the

father of Beastie Boy Adam
Horovitz. An award-winning

playwright. Horovitz spoke as

part of the film festival series

and taught two master classes

during his time on the UMass
campus.

Plans for next year's events

will not begin until the sum-

mer, according to festival coor-

dinators.

"We spend the summer and

fall [attending film festivals)

becau.se we show generally all

new films," Inouye said.

Coordinators will attend sever-

al major international film fes-

tivals, including the Los

Angeles and Toronto film festi-

vals.

The last installment of the

festival can be seen at 7:50

p.m. tonight in the Iscnberg

School of Management, room

137.

Triends' ends a lO-year run
FRIENDS from page 5

dies are concerned, after these

two you're prett> much at the

bottom of the barrel.

So. the tragic thing about

"Friends" signing off is not that

there will be nothing to watch on

Thursda> nights, but that the last

moments of the series will truly

symbolize the end of an era. In

the 10 years since Rachel, clad in

a sopping-wet wedding gown,

ran into the Central Perk, few

other sitcoms have really clicked

with viewers There is no suit-

able replacement for a\ id

"Friends" viewers to cling to and

it doesn't look like the prime-

time lineups of major networks

are looking very hard to find

one.

Meghan Healy is a Collegian

staff rnetnher

Sh.mn friHn led arc Jennifer Aniston 4> R... U... .Sbtl U Blunc as Jih:>. David Sihwimimr .ts K. ^•,

LiM Kudnm 4s Phet**-. Matthew Perr^ J» Chandler, and Ctnirtenev Cox Arnuefte as Monica. The series'

htnir-limt; conclusion jir» »>n NBC loniuht ji ^ p.m.
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Bonds unaffected by steroid

talk, may retire after 2005
Bulger signs new deal

Bdrr> B*»nd». »h»mn hitting a hiHne run ott of Hondj - br*J

Pcnnv, MV» ulk oi »ier»)i«l» in baMrhall Jiie»n'l eMcct his pcrtormancc.

•ONOS from page 10

Stadium?
"If George wanted me, he

would've paid fur me a lung,

lung time ago," he said. "I'm a

bad influence for George, I

guess."

After he's done playing.

Bonds said he wants to stay

involved in baseball, on his own
terms.

"I'll probably go help college

kids," he said. "I don't want to

coach. I just want to help."

For now, though. Bonds has

plenty uf games left.

And while many people track

his home runs, others are won-

dering whether he could becume

the first big leaguer to hit .400

since Ted Williams in 1941.

"I've never seen it done. It's

too difficult." he said. "It could

possiblv be done, but ii'd take a

lot-

Bonds said a lot has changed

on end off the field since

Williams achieved the feat.

Along with more hectic travel

schedules, there are different

strategies — opponents using

more pitchers, plus intentional

walks

Bunds has drawn 44 walks,

including 22 inlentiunal paNses.

in the Giants' 27 games. He
said the game still was fun

despite teams taking the bat out

uf his hands

"Pick yuur poison," he said.

"You can walk me or see it go.'

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Marc Bulger agreed to a four-

year contract with the St Ixmh Rains.

The Rams did nut disclose terms uf the deal.

In 15 starts last seasun. Bulger threw lur an NFC-best

3,845 yards un 556-uf-532 passing.

EAST RUTHERFORD. N.|. (AP) - Former Penn

State quarterback Kevin Thompson was sigrK-d by the

New York Giants as a free agcnl.

Thumpson. who did nut pla> in 2003, has played in

une NFL game. A furmer cu-captain at Penn Suite.

Thomj»on was signed by the Cleveland Browns as a

ruokje free agent in 2000 and completed his only NFL
pass.

BASFBAtI
SLAITLE (AP) — The Seattle Mariners released

right-hander Kevin larvis

The Mariners also recalled right hander Rafael

Sorianu from a minor league rehabiliiaiiun assignment

and placed inficldcr Willie BkxHnquist on the 1 5-cUiy

disabled list, retroactive lu Sunday, with a strained

k>wer back.

The 34-year-uld larvis was 1 -0 \*ith an 8 3 1 FR A in

eight relief appearances this season.

SEATn.E (AP) — The Seattfc Manner, cveaised

manager Bub Melvin's 2005 option despite their puur

surt.

Seattkr beat Minnesota 4 3 in 16 innings, buandt

remaiivxl last in the \l West at 10- lb.

Melvin managed the Manner* to a ^3-6'i record

last year, but the team miv>cd the playoffs lor the sec

ond straight season.

HOCKEY
E.\i>l SI I CJLlb. Hi (API SI Ixxiis Bhjes for-

ward Mike Daniun pleaded innocent to charges that

he conspired to kill in a murtler fur hire pkrt

Danton in charged with ck.inspinng and using a tefc-

phone across sute lines to attempt a murder

A pretrial hcanng was scheduled lor juK 1 2 and a trial

was set fur |ul> 20.

Cohn set a detention heanng fur fnday aliemoon.

Danton will n^tiain in the Clmtuti Cuunty. Ill . jail until

then. Fetleral pru«ecutor Rjindy Maaaey said the yov-

emment will recommei^ that Danton remain jailed.

Damons attorney Bub Haar, is hupeful Dantun

will be released un bond.

PRAGUE. Czech Republic (AP) — Matt Cullen of

the Florida Panthers had two goals and an assist, lead-

ing the United States to an 8-5 v^in over Denmark in a

qualifying round game at the world hockey champi-

onships.

The Americans had already clinched a quarterfinal

berth against the Czech Republic.

lASXETBAU.
NEW YORK (AP) — Brooklyn basketball sensa-

tion Sebastian Telfair declared his eligibility for the

NBA draft, ending months of speculation about his

future.

The 18-year-oki point guard had committed to

Louisville, but signed with an agent and picked up a

six-year endorsement deal with Adidas. Telfair said it

was worth more than S 1 5 million.

At b-feet, he wouW become the shortest high

school player ever selected in the draft.

TENNIS
ROME (AP) — Andy Roddkk bst to Guillenno

Canas 7-t) (7). b-l in the Italian Open, wasting three

set points in the tiebitaker. then putting up littkr resist

ance in the secotvi set.

Top-ranked Roger Federcr. playing his first clay-

court tournament of the year, eliminated )onas

Bjurkman 7-6(4). b-3.

Also advancing were last year's Italian champion,

unseeded helix Mantilla. No. 8 Nkx)las Massu, No. 12

jiri Novak and No. 1 4 Martin Verkerk.

But No "J Mark Philippoussis kxst 6-2. 4-6. 64 to

Tommy Robiedo, who won his second career ATP title

Sunday at Barcekxia.

BERLIN (AP) — Jennifer Capriati breezed into the

third round uf the German Open by beating wiki-card

entrv julia Schruff 6-3. 6-1

Other seeded players winning included No 5

Nadia Petrova. No. 9 Vera Zvonareva. Nu 10 Svetlana

Kuznetsova and No. 1 3 Patty Schnyder

—Aaoataedhas

Terrorist threats make Olympics unattractive to some athletes

B\ Jim Lina
A.«» iAT>i< Vntm

A few prominent Ameiicans

have alirady annuunccd plam to

slay home and watch the Olympics

Jruni tti M and safety of

their ck.>u laf. none of them

have been athletes.

But suy lunod.

With 100 days to go before the

opening cciemonies in Athens, the

place is still a mess Roads are

npped up and construction crews

snarl city streets. Last week, as

pan of a campaign to clean up

Athens, officials annourwcd resi-

dents wuuki be fined lur everything

from flicking cigarettes onto the

sidev^alk i$24 per butt) to spray

painting an arehaeukigical monu-

ment ($9,520)

What has Americans jittery,

however, are the thin0i they duni

see.

*We were beginning to hear a

kj( of cotKems abuut the prepara-

tiuas and whether we should go.*

Oregon Sen. Gurdun Smith said

during a Seiute subcommittee

hearing Tbeaday in Washington.

And soon after, as if on cue,

three bombs expkxled outskie an

Athens poHoe ttnian in the pre-

dawn houn Wgdneadayi

The series of timed blasts hap-

pened over the span of a hatf-hour

and cau.<«d serious dama^, but no

injuries An anonymous caller to an

Athens newspaper provided sever-

al minutes warning, but no motive

or claim of reapomibility Becauae

the attacks occurred just before

events planned to mark the 100-

day threshokl. and they took place

new hoieb where dympk offidak

plan to stay — everyixjdy was left

to draw their own ccmclusions.

Wh« WW a whisper just a few

weeks ago Is likely to become the

subject of publk debate. Smith

made clear he backs sending a U.S.

team to the Summer Games, but

adds that he'd be more comfort

able with fewer "fteneral assur-

ances* and a kit ntore detaib about

the safety of athletes and spectators

alike One of his colleagues,

though, has already heard ervxigh

Arizona Sen |on Kyle sakl the

I In
<f,

ill

Chillin at the Bluewall

Monday Mav 10**^ 2004

Bluewall 7pm

The famous "Trivia Night" featuring Mark from The Harp

Irish Pub. Come play trivia and win $1500 worth of great

prizes or win from our raffle. Cloud Nine Karaoke will

also be there! Seniors get their first drink free!!

Ultimate Chill Disc Tournament

Tuesday Mav 11**^ 2004

Pond Lawn 4"8pm

Form your own team and compete to win the V^ Ultimate

Chill Disc title. Only 16 teams can play so sign up ASAP!

T-shirts will be given to everyone playing. First and

second place teams receive fantastic prizes! Pick up and

drop off the registration form at the resource room in the

Student Union.

Big Chill Carnival and BBQ
Wednesday Mav 12**^ 2004

Library Lawn 3-7pm

Come chill outside with free rides and food for all UMass

students. Music will also be provided by Cloud Nine.

only place he wtll fed safe viewing

the Aug 1 3-24 Games is at home
on a tekrvision set. As if that

werent unnening enough. Kyle

also happens tu be chainnan of the

Senate oommittee on terrorisnv

No one on the US. team, from

the alfikrte^ who will uke the tieM

to the top of the L S OKmpic
Cotnmittae. has am\ed at the same

conclusion — at least not publidy

— and moat arc taking pains to say

just the opposite.

Tennis star Serena Willian» had

no idea that she wuuki >p«irk hi»d-

lines aruund the w«.irkl when ^he

anatatfcd u hyputhctM.al quc^tmn

by saying. "If it becanx- a real cun-

L-em to where I pc-rsonally wuukin't

fed comfonabkr. then I woukln'l

fo lo Athens because I like my life.

I Mte to Hve. wu knuw. I like wak

ir^ up in the morning.'

But the next day, she toM

reporters. 'I'm very dnappoinled

in you guys. I woke up this morn-

ing and Im on the cover of USA
Today, saying. Serenit is unsure if

she's playing the Olympics.' I never

sakl that. I'm 100 percent planning

on going lo Athens.*

That was just one measure of

how delicate a subject US partki-

pattun has beoomc. During a tele-

phone call over the weekertd. act-

if« usee pnskieni Bill

Maittn said he'd heard nothing

thrxMgh official channeb — or

unofhcial channels, for that matter

— to suggest the nuMier was even

un the uble.

lie acknowledged that news

reports confirming the

International Olympic Committee

19 PLUWURDAYS
Ihe best DJ's spinning todays hottest music for you!

Broadcasted Live on Kiss 95 7 FM j .

4J|PPQD410(TLC
1700 mam tlTMt downtown »(rlnflfl«l<l. ma 413 7870600 wwwNTwTWOom

19 Plus receive >6.00 off admi$$k>n

21 plus Free Admrssion with this coupon only

had uken out a S 1 70 milliun insur-

aiKe polic> tu pixMtvt against can-

cellation due to war. terrorism ur

earthquakes had resulted in some

speculation, and that an interview

former Olynipit. Nwimnwr Mark

Spitz gave the BBC only fanned

those flames.

"I wuuki say ih« about m
months ago it was highly unlikely."

the seven-time gokl medalist said.

"but each day as it goes un with

current world affairs it bcxomcs

more probable than not that ongo-

ing conversatkxvs will uke place as

to how important it is to put ath-

letes in harms way"
Manin aiterKled a USOC din-

ner Tuesday nighi in Washittgtim

and cuukJ not be reached lur ccwii-

mcnt on the latest de%ek>pmeni»

He planned to meet informally

with Bush administration uHkwIs.

but belure ka»\ing. Martin a-ilerat-

ed. "I cant imagine a scenario at

the monxmt that wuuki change our

plans to participate in Athens
"

After the U.S. decided not to

send a team to the I'WO Moscow

Games, a lawsuit brought by fur-

mer Olympian and current

American IOC member Anita

DeKrantz ensured the final dcxiskm

un participatwn wouU reskle with

the U5)OC. Manin insisted over the

weekend that discussion hadn't

begun, and even thusc US athktes

whu raised cuncems abuut safety

have insisted those wuukin't keep

them from cumpeting

Although he won nine Olympic

gulds during his career as a sprint-

er and lung jumper, Cari l.cwis tuW

the cungrcssiunal subcummittcc-

that he still remembers the disap-

pointment uf being sidelined in

1980.

"Absent some clear and present

danger, we should never take that

course uf actkjn again." he said

"Our athletes have been training

for much uf their lives fur this very

special muinent let's not take that

away from them."

"The must encuuraging thing

abuut the debate sure tu follow in

the next 100 days is that so far it's

just that — a debate.

Kiss A Senior Goodbye

Sponsored by: Student Activities Center/Student Affairs and Campus Life

Campus Center and Auxiliary Services.

im^ ^d^

Let your Senior friends know you will miss them!

Give them a card and a champagne glass filled with Hershey®

Kisses to say Goodbye!

/.3\

Only $6.00 each or 2 for $10.00

Stop by the STARS table on the Campus

Center Concourse or visit

www.UNtassAlumni.com/students

for more information on how to order

these great gifts!

STAW cm be r»»ch«d by phont at 577-1 390 or by email «t itanVituaf.ufna».e4u. Mmfwy Knm couriwy o* h«s(i«yi com
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
I TMMaMuN
6 UkiMC rtouOkjrt

10 SpouM
M FifM law

16 Mudw;«H«>r>
.vO*

Mi Sofvano's randlho*)

19 Fawfl (J* du«
20 Qwxl
21 CalmM

M(
26 WtlMh
it CMN nt'MnoM
2* Swdwon
32 Spow
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3* Ty<aM
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40 Oalarh*n>
a mat )
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*4 E«wy
4s a«(w
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4a Uncool o«i«
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Daily Weather Forecast
For Amht'fst

JHVRSOM
• High: 73

• Low: 50

. High: 78

• Low: 65

SMVRDM
• High: 65

• I < )\\ ; 41

^̂1^
9

AAA lll'tifl SllJU-AlMg I Ol'l

24 Not tit Ple.n.int Street

AinhfrM Center 2')i 44CK''

Dining Commons Menu
I) ( .unljil 41 i-S4S-2626

LUSCH
• Shepherds Pie

• { aplain s ( .itth

Sttndvvic h

• lentil Chill

vegiUii

DINNER
• Soiithwt'st RHQ
• Ktwst BtH t

• C.eneral Imj>. c Iik ken

• I'enne with Spinjt h ^
li irn.iti

)

Production Crew
On siai! fodav

\K.HT [DITUR
I htn I .inHJthe> /ennfhf lastwtMid

n/OR) TFCUMCIAN
\tjf/ifn Kfid

COPY EDITOR
tnkj linlf\

PRODLKTIOS SLI'IR\ ISOK
Vitff P<h/

PROnUCTIOS STAFF
samanf/w SteluM^ Alrji/wri Hi\il\

HOROSCOPES

q(§^\ don't know the key

I to success, but the key to

o

O

failure is trying to please

everybody. '"'p ^w

-H/7/ Cosby

Cl ASSIFIfDS SpONSFRED BY

aquarius • ian. 20-F{b. is

You de«Tve way mcKC respect than

you've heen Retting lately.

pisces • mh 19-mar. 20

Read the hcxik. Ytxj're onlv hurting your-

selt \yy just watt hin« th«' m<)\ i«v

aries • mak. 21 -aw. 19

You re v) i lose to vtxtr goal. L)«in t >< reu

it up now, like \ou always do!

taurUS • Ai'K 2()-Ma> 2U

Be aware o! shaq) projectiles being

hurled at your head.

gemini • may21-|un. 21

A thrt«e-h(xjr nap in the middle ot the

day does wonders tor your spirits.

cancer • k n. 22Hui. 22

The Yankees don't suck. Neither do the

Red S<)\ ( ant we all just get along^

leo a

Be iiiiKjue. \A^*ar a bright velkm shirt

with a big elef^anl < »n it

virgo • Atrr.. 2i-siFi. 22

Go pla\ in th<' rain, lust be larelul not to

dnmn

libra • siti. .mc* i. h
He ptcp.itcfl tor the MirjKi-J' "' >

'I'l-fmii'

Scorpio • <>'

I lave sfKiie Mountain IJt'W IVk dinm-r.

l)elic ious!

Sagittarius • \<.. .' i'- i

It you bite the hand that teeds \<hi \ou II

end up K<)ing hungry.

Capricorn • dk . 22-ian. 19

>es, that dress d««^ make vou look t.il

Sorrv.WiFFLE Rock
MASSACHUSEffs t)AILY COLLEGIAN MARKETPLACE
\('\RIMtM FOR RfNT

F\ifft.«i VilLit.-r : Wrm .^pl

Avail. Xxw Kriii'" I" III'"-'

Free Hc.it .iivllloi W.ilir

Mill ValU-v tsi.iti-N mw
Rentlnk::K^l^nSIOSO/IIC\

4bedrm$2100aviiibblf

fi/lAM No l.iM Mumth^ rein

Free He;it & H.H W;ittr, 2

Kill hatKs. A(". (."Hi KisliiK-

Mim-Fri 10-5pm 25^-7577

FV,invhA» iiif .'Npt'- Ni « Um-

ing. I&i2 h«\ir<«im .ipt~

Leases K.'Kin June, jiily. Aiii;

iw Sep. FirM come, hrst si-rxc

Cict tlieni while tlicv l.i-t.

w^-w.br.inilyAHiic-apt-i.culli

St..pl-.y..r(:.illS4"-CVWr

M It) lOK SAlt

FordPr>.heSKlWf^*l07i

C:all41V687-7'>10.

Mt)re:a@i n.s.iiniav. i-ili i

Hond.t:ivKEXW4IiR

Mamial 6HK nil. A/l" Al.imi

Gn-.«o>nJiiion$H200i45-

12*^1

1992 Honila Accord l.X 4

dtxir M\Jaii 1 WK rnili-s t.-ooi.i

con«)iti.m$2cW25 5-67H4

(MPIOYMFNT

Spa man,n;fr biM I liriipion

Part-time nights .itvl wt-ek-

eivb$90/shrtt4n^^5 (7^5

EMPIOYMENT

THh RK!> 1 KIN INN
1 iHikinK for an .iwimhik

siimmiT I'xpiTktKC.' loin u-

I 11k KuI 1 hfli Inn lor i

p.in ot i«ir .Iminc r.oiii »i.iH

Sinrrv. iMni-rvltr- iikl t.H.k

I iiKi- n. r.li I On ProjVTty

liv!iiniL!':»j«ikhlc:

lniin\.iti.m.il >i.itl! lii-i .in

hour .uv.iv tniiii I MAS>
i(:.illKvii@(4H):"S.1677

\TTHNTK">N LAX PLAY

HRS n.iv S. t :.wch - H '

tun M.ikc StS Top P. .\

Sport" I '.imp ill M.iim- k«il(-

inn tor ^t.lH to iiv»iriK.t 61

inK-h LAX Awesotnc

Suiiiiikt' Work with kiiH

Tm> vil.irio. IRF:K nii/lxl/tr\l

,illo» .Apply online' ASAP:

w w-w c.iiiipi I
•! 'K rwoe c< 'in

Kevin Ke il l--t.ile S.ilc

.V\M>t,i |il \X'. irki reni iwni-v.1

imilti-niillion .lollar real

c"tare ;le\elopment company

>eek> nioiiv,iti\l .itui conti-

Jeni indn kIu.iI to market

hiuliend reil est.ile .11 Tlie

' ( ireeiihriet Kevort in White

Nilpliiir Sprini;, WiM
Virginia. Kleai carnlklate is

very comfortahlo speakinu on

the plume & mtcrestal in

purMiint! a career in liixurv

re.il estile lmllu^llate opeti-

jn^N .i\ iil.ihle Please si-ihI

resumes lo Mikh |ohns,iii

EMPIOYMENT

.Nimmer c Htiie Help Nctvled!

.•\mherst Lewire Ser^jco. is

kxkinu tor .1 siimiiH-r reyistra-

tioii clerk ti 1 hcirin mul to late

m.iy. LKjtK-^ incliiilc: customer

si-reice. .Kceptini: retrisT'i-

rioas anil paMiients tor

Humeri HIS proi,Tams, dita

entry, inswerini; phono, hi-

inn. mil other cleric.il Jiities

in .1 hiisy recreation Jep.irt-

ment Pretcmxl hiHirs are M-F

^ .1 in.-4;V? p.m.. Kit may he

tlexihle. Pay ranije is $7.44

'i|/hr ik'penilmi; upon

ivrience. .Apply ar: Toyni

ot .Amherst Leisure S-rvices,

70 iViltwi«Kl W.ilk, FVanj.'s

C J immunity (;enter.

Amherit. MA Ok\^2.

Revimes aivl letters ot irk|iiirv

mav .ilso Iv si-nt to; Jes-

lllilra^s^<(j^o^vll,lmhc^r^t.ma.as .

' Kor further inlorm.ition, c.ill

r.iti4n-2S6-406l

I'.iinters Wanted in .Amherst

Area. No Experience

Nece»ary ( iill Alisona4I V
627-*4i

IMCVClhTCXiRLl.AniJO

NKLPHIV Summer teen.ii,v

hicyclint; trips. I IS.A, C '.anada.

Eunipe. Salary plus expc'iise

paid. Stikient I lostelint;

ProKram. V.O ft.x 419,

(:omv.iv, MAOIMI (.SOO)

?4VMU,
UAVW hn.vcletrips.com

EMPIOYMENT

.Activism

Summer

JotK

For the

Environnwnt

WOO-SOWNimmer loin the

•HiWe's laiveM ptihlic interi-sr

i{ras.sn»its orHiiniMtion to pro

tect our envminnR-nt, piihln

health, huinan riyhts ,ind

democnicy ( -ireer .>pportuni-

ties and K-ni-fits av.iilahle.

CallRW^y l-4n-2=i6-MH

BiR-no Y Sano is hiriny for

positions tor tall semester

please .ipplv in fvrsoii ( iill lor

dirtxtlons2S^4CW

PAHTTlMl KISITIONS

20+ hoiirs/wk; Set your own

schcilule l jiivliict surveys

over the phone at our H;kllev

kK.iti.«i NO SALES !

H\ iiMVwknils.

• hlth/dent/40Uk); P\TA
.Kcessihle Email

v.|VI,lllM'titKliiurklinL'iiic.cOUI

ill or apply in pi'rson. First

Floor 100 Ventnie W.iy,

ILKlley, MA(.Sf<.H)4:VSWI

Lowell .Are.i l>iveii Lea^kr

ni-eileil to Ix' crew chief for

one of the state's l.irfesr exte-

rior house paintmt; compa-

nies. Must K- hardworkin),;,

indepeniknt iSi have own car.

l-.xp preferred, hut not neces-

sary.
(

'.iill Sunu'Vo"" ® ''^S-

EMPIOYMENT

CANlONt^h, J.Al'.AN

ESE, KOREAN, MAN
DARIN Earn $7S

Indn idiuls fluent in

t^ntoneM:, J.ipanesi-, Kore.in.

,irxl Marklann neeck-d ti > p.ir-

tKipate in a test devekipment

.KtiMty. Paiticipants will pro-

vkk respoivics to the

l.isienmi;, Reaiiinc, Lintjiat-e

Stnktun-s, C 'ultural

LJrvler^randint;. Lanisiaui-

Aci|uisitk)n, Spe.ikinK, aivl

Wntint sectioas of tests tot

these lant.iKit.'cs Participation

IS hy appiinttnent Mav '

Mav 14 For moa- intomi.i

turn call r.imCiiKlk'tii.

Nituni.il LvaliLilkm Systeinv.

hu 2S6.0444

FHKNCH, CJERMAN,
HEBREW, ITALIAN,

LATIN Earn $50

Individii.ils tlueni in French.

Cierman. Hehrew, Ir.ili.in, .w^

Litin neeik\l to p.micipate in

a test deycli>pment .ictivity.

Participants will respmd to

.ipproximately rwenrv-live

multiple-choice questions,

• and provivk respoases to

Wntmt; md SpiMkini; sec-

tk)as ol tests tor these- l.in-

tiiaurs. Partu ipitltm is hy

a|->pointment M.iv ' M,iy

14. For more inlonnation c.ill

Pam diKliotti, N.itkinal

Evaluation Systenvs Inc. 256-

0444.

EMPIOYMENT

i MUM r^ \V ini. .1 :'l 1 -|il\ et^

irea w.int a challetttnnn )oF

. Hltik « Its w/ki « x.! ^^S

'

Srkini; driven. 1 l.irvlworkmi:

lndivklu.il »/ov»ti car to he a

piintinu irew nK-niK-t. No

exp. neci'SMrv I "all: Suny-

V«>na^7S-V>47-ft'<7

H.irdworkinn irklividii.ih liv-

ini; .irourxl 'JVNS Mr SHith

.it 1-90 tor tiilltime punter

poMlions I lnllenKinu |ol^

n-qiiires irkk|x'mknce, own

car. ilO-Sl 2 base- r.ite. C '.ill

Will8 617-694-S970

Mov inu: l.oial movin>; com-

p.inv l.okint; lor sell mi>tiv.ii

i\l indivklu.ils, part time posi

ii.>n" ,iv;iil.ihle iniiiu\li,itelv

Wi-ekd.iy .iv.iil.ihilitv a plus

Raisj-s commensunite wiih

ix'rfonii.inte Potential lor

tips. I iixxl .ittitikles are .1

must ( all (41 ?1SS4 474^

Punters w.inred (.te.iter

SpniiKfiekl ,irea 1-4H 6<->5

2(>4Sor ISS 277^7S7

Stikk-nts wantc\l lor a sum

met paintiiit: joh $4CV^

$(x.V/ week Experience not

needi\l hut .1 plus .All hiri\l

will l^' thrcHiuh a p.iid train

inw pro>.Tam C all ,H,S,S.277

97-S7orKoto(X">LLE(.'iF-

PRC\t.X">M. Work with

tnends.

EMPLOYMENT

M .i^. , iii^ ,-v Ik ^ >iik^

y^lll."^'lnl; Hiuh Fnercv

liidiv klu.iK tot proiiioihms

'!.15/h.«itSS.s.477NyvS

wAVv* h iii^pr. 'iiii'ii. .n« I. Ill

•rVmcivlini;" '> W/1 >.i\

('..tenli.il Nil Exivneiive

Se-* . Tr.iinini: prov kk\l. 1

HOUSE FOR RENT

5 IVvlns'iii Iknw. 2 1/2 iiuUs.

aihusline 5V^^>^

ll.kllev i lV.lt. H-mnii-

honie. 2 h.iths \\l l.imvlrv

hi«>k(ip l.aris' v.ird, minute"

tromlM.ivs 54^>4270

ll.kllev Newer hue IVdi.'.'m

ll,.meM'l4::.'

ROOMMATE WANTED

I em. lie ri«imm.ite wanted to

sh.ire 21x1 .ipt 111 Sundetland

$4l,'v/mo. Inclikk-s he.il. hot

water, .ind cihle Av.iilihle

(>/! 01 e.irlier I '.ill 1 iiiren ?

,y\'>-fKH-<xY>>

SERVICES

Preun.int ' Need help '
I .ill

Pinhriuhi .'t Amherst .irea for

tree re^iini; .irvl .issistaiue

54" l^v>
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A Bay State battle
UMass to head east

to face rival BC
Bv Brenhan Hali

l"t>LLtt.|AN STAFIi

As ihtf final weekend of the

regular season winds duwn for

the Massachusetts softball

team, coach Elaine Sortino is

finding more aces in her deck of

cards headmg into an ahernuon

contest with Boston College in

Chestnut Hill, especially in one

Denise Denis.

Earlier this week, the junior

left fielder out of Middle Grove,

NY became part of a rare

minoriiv of players that can sa>

they were selected Player of the

Week having not started one

game in that time period

As a bench player last week,

Denis hit 55fc with five hits,

two doubles, one home run and

eight runs batted in to rack up

Atlaniic 10 Player of the Week
honur^

"Im just coming right off

ihe berwh and then just getting

in there, being thrown right in

there I think that kind of adds

a little bit mure to |the recogni-

tion |. because of that," Denis

said

Simply put, whenever the

Minutcwomen need a run. they

turn to Denis, who through

Sunday was batting 2^8 with

two home runs and 14 RBI

l.-idhaiii. J'«ii '> 2 wilh two

«.>uts and the bases loaded,

Denis launched a line drive into

the right center gap that scored

three. putting the

Vlinuiewomen in the lead for

gU«.Hj

Two Sundays ago against

!.mplc, down b-5 with two

runners on. Denis came
through again with a two-run

louble to right that scored two

and put the Maroon and White

up for good.

Down 5-5 on April 23

against Maine. Denis was once

again the straw that broke the

camel's back. With the bases

loaded yet again. Denis

slammed a three-run double

into left-center that served as

the game winner.

But this is not the Denise

Denis of old. who in 2002 and

2003 combined batted .257

with no homers and just 1

1

RBI
No, rather, it seems Denis,

like many others, ha^ finiilK

found their niche.

"I just finally siartco nidx

ing up at the plate, and jusi

started getting my timing down
and I jus) knew I had to step up

to my team this year.* Dkrniv

said.

'Having Denise u an ace in

your pocket is a great card to

play," Sortino said "I think

mentally she's really taken her

game up to another level, and I

think that's the difference we
see.

"The pitchers really have to

bring it to her to get her to

swing, and she's developed a

more mature eye and deliberate

aggression at the plate I think

that's the difference, quite

frankly

(X•nl^ will be one of the

many options Sortino will be

able to turn to this weekend, as

the voung hitting corps of K|

Kelley, Hilary Pugtia. KC
Budrewicz and lamie Cahalan

have been lighting up oppo-

nents all year long, so much so

that they have been touted av

one of the best groups in recent

years.

'I think this is probably one

of the greatest teams UMass has

ever assembled and it's a young

team; they're really starting to

conte into their own " Sortino

said.

On the other side ol the ball,

the pitching staff may have

finally found a third ace to rely

on.

Through 4-1/4 innings of

game two last Sunday against

Ouinnipiac. junior Barb l.aFogg

pitched a perfect game, finish-

ing the day with a one-hit

shutout in a 3-0 win. her first

win of the year

jenna Busa also tossed a

three-hit shutout in game one to

improve to 13-7.

"Our pitching has become

more formidable every week I

think this week will be belter

the next week, and hopefully

next week is going to still be

better than this week," Sortino

said

Perhaps some of that

improvement is a testimony to

an exceptional coaching staff,

which includes assistants

Danielle Henderson, Adi

Blackmon and Kaila Holtz, who
just yesterday was named to the

Canadian Olympic Softball

team and will compete this

August in Athens.

The Minutewomen currently

lead the all-time series against

the Eagles. 32-4.

Minutemen
will travel to

face Huskies
Bv MiKf Marzelli

C 'ol IK.IAN StaH

After five consecutive home
losses and only one win in its

last 1

1

games. the

Massachusetts baseball team

will be looking to right its ship

when it hits the road this after-

noon for a non-conference

matchup with Northeastern.

First pitch is scheduled for

3 p.m. on Friedman Diamond
in Brookline.

The contest will mark the

second meeting of the sea.son

between the two Bay Stale

Rivals. The Huskies edged

UMass 4-3 in the first round of

the 2004 Baseball Beanpot on

April 20 at Campanelli

Stadium in Brockton.

It was the first of nine

straight losses for the

Minutemen. and a game that

featured a controversial balk

call against UMass closer Scott

Ratliff in the bottom of the

eighth inning that allowed the

eventual winning run to cross

the plate.

The Huskies went on to fin-

ish second in the tournament,

falling to Boston College in the

championship game, while

UMass finished fourth after

falling to Harvard 7-4 in the

consolation game.

For the Maroon and White,

the game will also serve as a

precursor for the weekend and

what will be a very important

Atlantic 10 series with Temple

at Earl Lorden Field.

With both teams currently

tied for fourth in the A- 10 East

at 6-'^. wins will be vital for

positioning in the A- 10 tourna-

ment, and a sweep of the three

games could potentially mean a

jump to as high as second

place in the division.

With that in mind, UMass
head coach Mike Stone will

save lop starters Eric Chown,
Matt Torra and Keith Doherty

for the weekend and use his

younger pitchers this after-

noon.
Nevertheless, whoever is on

the mound for the Minutemen
will not completely control the

team's fate.

"It's not just one or two

guys out there who are the rea-

son we're struggling," Stone

said. "We're not making plays

as a team, and by that I don't

mean we're making errors,

there are just things we need to

be doing that were not doing,

and its hurting us.

After being held mostly in

check by Siena starter josh

Burnett in Tuesday's 7-5 loss,

Sione also hopes that the

offense will receive a jumpstart

as soon as possible.

"We're not hitting like we're

capable of," the veteran coach

said. "I don't know what it is.

but whatever it is we need to

fix it as a team or we're going

to be in trouble."

Three players who will be

looking to duplicate their per-

formances from Tuesday are

senior second baseman Cullan

Maumus, sophomore catcher

Frank Curreri and junior right-

fielder lason Twomley.

Maumus, who has missed

most of this season with a bro-

ken arm, and Twomley both

went 2-for-3 against the Saints,

while Curreri was the offensive

star, collecting three hits in

five at-bats, including a two-

run homerun and a pair of

doubles.

The Huskies, meanwhile,

are coming off of a 1 2-6 win

over Harvard on Tuesday that

saw them hit six homeruns as a

team.

Leading the charge was left

fielder Mike Steinberg, who
led off the game with a round

tripper and went on to hit

three on the afternoon.

In addition, five Huskies

recorded at least two hits in

the game, while four had at

least two runs batted in.

Jenru Busa tossed a thrre-hit »hutiHit in game ooc of a J(>uhleh«9Kkr sweep of Quinnipwi. U-.1 Suiidav

Kentucky Derby winner Smarty

Jones receives heroes welcome
BENSAl EM. Pa lAPi — Sal

Sinatra never had a day like this.

The racing secretary at Phila-

delphia Park was scurrying

around the bam area Wednesday

morning, trying his best to main-

tain order on the first day of the

Smarty lortes onslaught.

"We're working on the fly,"

Sinatra said. "We've never really

had anything like this Its just

overwhelming."

At a track known for claiming

races instead of champions, the

morning unfolded without a

hitch in greeting its Kentucky

Derby winner.

There was a "Welcome Home
Smarty lones" cake and a big sign

on trainer John Servis' bam con

gratulaiing him aixl owners Pat

and Roy Chapman
And there was a rare conces-

sion by horsemen that allowed

Smarty )ones to have the track all

to himself on a chilly and sunny

mommg.
"At 8;30, the track will

remain closed tor 1 5 minutes to

let Smarty Jones train," bellowed

a voice over the loudspeakers

near Bam 1 1.

Ever hear of anything like that

before?

Never, said Servis.

"They came to me with the

idea, and it's awesome," Servis

said, still smiling even after the

long drive home from Louisville.

"It shows you how much Philly

Park loves this horse."

—Associated Press
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Total control?

New Boston Celtics head coach Doc Rivers, above, has said that director of basketball operations

Danny Aingc has been granted final say in all team personnel matters.

Retirement

on liorizon

for Bonds?
By Ben Walker
.^stx. lATti) Press

NEW YORK (AP) — Barry

Bonds was adamant: Baseball's

steroids scandal has not affect-

ed him one bit.

"Does it look like it?" the

San Francisco star asked. "It

doesn't faze me at all
"

Bonds did not play Tuesday

night because of a sinus infec-

tion. He was sent from Shea

Stadium back to the hotel dur-

ing the Giants' b-2 loss to the

New York Mets.

But before the game, the

slugger leading the majors with

10 homers and a 4b3 batting

average brushed aside ques-

tions about the drug-distribu-

tion case in which his personal

trainer. Greg Anderson, has

been indicted.

"There isn't anybody invesii-

gating me, as far as I know."

Bonds said. "I ain't being inves-

tigated
"

,At one point. Bonds even

lifted his T-shirt to reveal his

stomach.

"Do I lcx>k like I got ripped

abs?" he said.

Bonds said he wasn't wor-

ried about an asterisk tamish-

mg his accomplishments — his

vix MVP awards and bM career

home runs.

"My records aren't going

anywhere." he said. "I'll be fine,

trust me."

.Anderson is one of four men
charged in an alleged ring

involving the Bay Area

l.aboratory Co-Operalivc. All

four have pleaded innocent and

no athlete has been charged.

Bonds repeatedly has denied

using illegal steroids. There is

one supplement he does take.

Pointing to the lop of his

locker, he said, "I have creatine

right up here."

Out of the siariing lineup.

Bonds spent 45 minutes at his

locker talking about possibly

retiring after the 2005 season,

his future and George
Sleinbrenner.

Sniffling to suppress his

cold, he laughed ai times and

bristled at others, particularly

when pressed about BALCO
and Anderson.

"He'll always be a friend of

mine. Always. We grew up

together," Bonds said.

More than halfway through

the session. Bonds cackled and

added this caveat: "Half the

stuff I say, 1 don't believe."

Bonds entered the three-

game series at Shea Stadium

only 88 homers from breaking

Hank Aaron's record of 755.

But he claimed he wanted to

leave the game after next sea-

son, regardless where he stands

on the homer list.

"I want to leave. I want to do
something else," he said.

Bonds declined to say exact-

ly what else he'd like to do. But

as he approaches 40 this |uly,

he said he'd like to spend more

time watching his two daugh-

ters and one son grow up.

At his current pace. Bonds

might break Aaron's mark
before next season is over. But

if he's close. Bonds said he like-

ly would not be tempted to

return.

"Probably not," he said.

"Don't need to."

Bonds is signed through the

200b season. But if he does not

reach 500 plate appearances

next season, the Giants can

void the final year of his con-

tract — he's set to make $18
million in 200b.

If Bonds reaches 1,500 plate

appearances combined from
2003 to 2005. including 400 or

more in 2005, the Giants lose

their right to void the deal.

Despite that. Bonds would not

gain the right to walk away
from his contract.

"1 don't try to predict the

future," he said.

Bonds said he'd be amenable
to becoming a designated hitter

someday, meaning a shift to the

American League.

'DH is fine for me," he said,

adding he'd want to do it for a

California team.

So does he see any chance of

joining Steinbrenner's collec-

tion of stars at Yankee

See BONDS on page 8

Doctor Spock brings

art to Northampton
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UMass seniors prepare for last

game at Garber
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Judge defends mix

of religion and

state in courthouse
By Sara-Megan Walsh

CoLUoiAN Staff

Ray Moore, the Alabaman

Supreme Court judge removed

from the bench aficr refusing to

remove a monument of the Ten

Commandments, spoke yester-

day in the Campus Center about

the First .Amendment and the

separation of church and state.

"We fail to understand the

relevance of God in our coun-

try." Moore said. "I feel that's

our problem. Perhaps we're

tired of God."
Beginning with the history of

the United States in the colonial

era, Moore shared the history

that formed the basis for the

First Amendment.
"The first thing (the found-

ing fathers 1 did under the First

Amendment was acknowledge

God,' claimed Moore "The

first act of the government was

to pray. The first act of

Congress was to appoint chap-

lains. Our first action after

World War II was to establish a

National Day of Prayer."

"Every time we say "separa-

tion of church and state", we get

this feeling," Moore said "For a

Christian it says something ugly.

It means we"re separate from

God."
To examine whether or not

this separation of church and

state truly does exist. Moore
referred to a letter written by

Thomas Jefferson that brought

forth the concept of separation

"God gave us rights,' he said

in summation of the letter

"Government is to secure the

rights God gave us. Government

should be abolished if it doesn't

uphold those rights."

"Did llefferson] separate

God and the government or did

he intimately bind the two?

Moore asked

He elaborated on his belief

that church and state are intri-

cately bound together by giving

examples where religion

becomes part of the institution

of our nation.

"How can the President

swear in the Chief lustice on the

Bible if the country doesn't

acknowledge God?" Moore
asked.

Moore's examination of the

laws governing the separation

between church and state relate

directly to the court case, which

forced a national examination

of where the line between the

two should be drawn.

On Feb 18, 2002. Moore
refused to abide by the order to

remove a monument of the Ten

Commandments from the

Alabama Supreme Court

House. The 2.5-ton monument
installed in the courthouse in

2001 appeared to be two stone

tablets inscribed with the Ten

Commandments as well as

famous quotes from our found-

ing fathers. Aficr court pro-

ceedings. Moore was removed

from the bench in November of

2005.

"The issue in my case was

not the Ten Commandments.
The issue is can the state

acknowledge God." said Moore.

He stated that, "There's a rea-

son I didn't obey federal law ...

I'm sworn to do that, to

acknowledge God is pan of my
duty."

Moore went on to show
excerpts of the Alabama and

Massachusetts constitutions

that contained the word God,

therefore recognizing him
"How can the Federal

Government acknowledge God
in three branches then tell the

state it can't?" he asked.

On a final note about the

monument. Moore said;

"Placing a monument in a build-

ing isn't making anyone believe

anything. You are free to ignore

it."

i^int (.»*xn ^ssixiATtr r»E»»

An unidentified girl run* past a building ailesedlv set ablaze by Christians following continued fighting

between Christians and Muslims communities in Yelwa, north central Nigeria, U'ednesdav.

500 killed in Nigeria
Bv SlM)A^ ALA.MBA

,A»MkiArij> Pwuft

YELWA. Nigeria lAP) — Miliums from a pre-

dominantly Christian tribe kilkxi at least 500 peof^

in twK attacks on a Muslim town in central Nigeria, a

senior Red Cross oRkial saki yesterday

An exact toll from the raids Sunday and Tuesday

wa> unavailable, but Red Cross workers wJki inter-

viewed witnesses and families of vktims "estitrute

50U to 600 dead." said Umar Abdu Mairga. head of

the Nigerian Red Cross team visiting the mostly

Mu>lim town of YeKva after the assaulu by the Tarok

tribe.

ThouMnda of people fiad llw i^Htaf. and at lewt

1 58 peopk were wounded About 100 people also

were miwlin. many of them womea and children

allegedly abducted. Mairga added.

Police, sv ho tend to downplay casualty tolls to stem

reuliatory attacks, cariier reported 80 killed.

Religious, ethnic and political eiunities — often

intenwined — have fuek-d outbreaks of communal

bloi.id*hed resulting in nK)re than 10,000 dead since

President Ulusegun Obavanjo \»as first elected in

1>W», ending 1 5 years of repressive military rule.

N'iokrtKc in central Nigeria has erupted in cycU»

since September 2001. when fighting between

Christians and Muslims in the once-peaceful city of

los killed more than 1,000 people. Hundreds more

have been killed in fighting since then.

Few parts of Yelwi. a town of vaitk- herdsman and

semi-nomadic traders, weie kit untouched in the lat-

est raids: attackers with ieny cans of keroseix* burned

several nwsques and hundreds, possibly thousaivls of

hotnes and vehictes.

One charred corpse was still visible on the nuin

street Thursday Vakubu Haruna. a town courwik>r,

eatimated the toll would nse to 600 people, many of

them buried by family members in fiekls aivl scrub

forest surTouivJing the town.

On Wednesday. viUagm showed m\ Associated

Press reporter what they lakl wat a btoial site for 280

people Ulled in the raids — a 160-square-foot area of

freshly upturned soil, kxated behind a nKitque in a

field smcilii^ of decomponng bodies.

In Yelwa. the Red Cross provkkd medkal treat-

ment to 58 wounded, and at least 100 others were

evacuated and treated in other kications. crfTicials said

Ambrose Nanlong, a 68-year-old community

leader in Shendam, said some "Christian boy^" from

Shendam and nearby Kawo helped attack Yelwa to

avenge what he calted a raki by MusKm militants on

Kawo.
That account couU not be indeperKlently con-

firmed

In February, Muslim militants in Yelwa were

blamed for killing nearly 50 people, many of them

Christians who look refuge in a chuah.

Associated Press writers Dulue Mhachu and

Glenn McKenzie in Lagps contributed to this report
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Bush
apologizes

for torture
WASHINGTON (AP) —

President Bush apologized yes-

terday for the abuse and humil-

iation of Iraqi prisoners by

U.S. soldiers, saying the scenes

of mistreatment had made
Americans "sick to our stom-

achs."

A day afier he stopped short

of apologizing. Bush told

Jordan's King Abdullah II: 'I

was sorry for the humiliation

suffered by the Iraqi prisoners

and the humiliation suffered by

their families.

"I told him 1 was as equally

sorry that people seeing those

pictures didn't understand the

true nature and heart of

America," Bush said, standing

in the Rose Garden alongside

Abdullah.

The president's statement

went beyond his comment
Wednesday that the abuse of

prisoners was 'abhorrent' and

"does not represent the

America that I know."

His lack of an apology

Wednesday was striking, and

his spokesman said later that

the president was sorry. Bush

gave voice to that sentiment

Thursday.

Scenes

have been

the world,

Fuel prices cause trucker protest Bin Laden offers

gold for killing of

US, UN officials

VtXIN > Mv,.S,.\-V-,X,..«UM'RE-SS

Gil Palmer, of Norfold Va. an independently conracted trucker, protests outside of the Portsmouth

Marine Terminal in Portsmouth Va. yesterday.

By S()N]A Barisic

,^«H«x lATin Prfss

NORFOLK, Va. (AP) — Hundreds of independent

truckers protesting high fuel prices and low pay began

a two-day boycott Thursday at one of the busiest cargo

ports on the East Coast.

"It's a shutdown. We want attention," said Sandy

Tyson, who has been hauling cargo from the Hampton

Roads port for 14 years. "The truckers here do not

have a voice."

Independent truckers handle about 80 percent ot

the cargo at the port, but the initial impact of the bt)y-

colt was not immediately clear The port has terminals

in Norfolk, Portsmouth and Newport News.

Linda Ford, spokeswoman for the Virginia Port

Authority, the state agency that owns the terminals,

did not immediately return a telephone call seeking

comment.

About 200 truckers were outside the Port.smouth

terminal by midday, said |im Stewart, a port division

representative for the International Brotherhood of

Teamsters. The union is trying to organize independ-

ent port truckers nationwide.

Stewart estimated another 500 truckers stayed

home to honor the boycott. ""They're tired of not being

paid for what they do," he said.

The union did not organize the shutdown but is

backing the truckers, Stewan .said.

The boycott follows similar protests in California,

where since last Friday hundreds of truckers stopped

hauling goods to and from the Oakland harbor, threat-

ening to disrupt the flow of goods at the nation's

fourth-busiest port.

At the Hampton Roads port, tnickers want a fuel

surcharge to compensate for rising diesci costs. Tyson

and Stewart said. They also want a public registry

showing how much companies they contract with are

paid by shipping lines. They are al.so concerned about

congestion and long delays at the terminals.

"It's a slow death," Tyson said. "Wc can't afford to

shut down, but we can't afford to continue to run,

either,"

Tyson said she earned S7b,000 last year but was

left with just $1 5,000 after deducting the costs of run-

ning her business. "1 have no medical, I have no sav-

ings, 1 have no retirement, 1 have no dental," she said.

"I can't do it anymore."

By MAGCiiE Michael
,^SS<K lATHl TRtSS

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — A
statement attributed to Osama
bin Laden offered rewards in

gold valued at nearly $136,000

Thursday for the killing of top

L.S. and U.N. officials in Iraq.

The transcript of an audio

recording dated Thursday

appeared on two Web sites

known for militant Islamic

messages. The Web sites gave

links to hear the statement, but

none were working. The
authenticity of the statement

could not immediately be veri-

fied.

Bin Laden had never been

known to offer rewards for

missions he had described as

followers' religious duty to

carry out,

"You know that America

promised big rewards for those

who kill mujahedecn (holy war-

riors)," the transcript read.

"We in al-Qaida organization

will guarantee, God willing,

10.000 grams of gold to who-

ever kills the occupier Bremer,

or the American chief com-

mander or his deputy in Iraq."

It was referring to L. Paul

Bremer, the chief U.S. adminis-

trator in Iraq, and top military

officials.

"For security reasons, the

rewards will be given as soon

as conditions permit. God will-

ing," the transcript read. "As

for those who die while killing

an occupying solider, the great

prize will be for us and for him

when God grants him martyr-

dom, and the smaller prize (the

gold) will be for his family."

The statement also prom-

same reward for the

of U.N. Secretary

Kofi Annan and his

to Iraq, Lakhdar

ised the

deaths

General

envoy
Brahimi.

"The United Nations i-

nothing but a Zionists' tool,

even if it worked under the

cover of providing humanitari-

an aid," the statement said. "...

Whoever kills Kofi Annan or

the head of his commission in

Iraq or a representative like

Lakhdar Brahimi, he will be

awarded the same prize of

10,000 grams of gold
"

The statement promised a

lesser prize — 1.000 grams of

gold — to anyone killing a citi-

zen of countries it called "the

masters of the veto like

Americans and Britons" — a

reference to nations with veto

power on the U.N, Security

Council.

And it offered 500 grams of

gold to anyone killing citizens

of countries it called "slaves of

the Security Council who are in

Iraq, like lapan and Italy."

With gold selling Thursday

on London exchanges for

$387.60 an ounce, 10,000

grams of gold was valued at

$135,660, 1,000 grams at

$13,566. and 500 grams at

$6,783.

The statement appeared on

two Web sites, the Ansar Islam

Forum and the Islamic

Research Center. Both are

clearing-houses for statements

by al-Qaida and other Islamic

militant groups.

The transcript also

denounced U.S. plans to hand

sovereignty to Iraqis on |une

Sm bin laden on page 2

of mistreatment

broadcast around
drawing interna-

tional condemnation and

prompting outrage in the

Middle East. Bush said he dis-

wus^ed the pictures with

Abdullah.

Bush said he told the king:

"Americans like me didn't

appreciate what we saw, and it

makes us sick to our stomachs.

"I also made it clear to his

majesty that the troops we
have in Iraq who were there

for security and peace and free-

dom are the finest of the fine.'

For his part, the king said.

"We're all horrified by the

images' of torture and abuse.

He said he was confident

that American investigations

would find the guilty parties.

The abuse by some soldiers

"doesn't reflect the morals and

values* of the United States.

Abdullah said.

Describing a meeting he had

Wednesday with Rumsfeld,

Bush said, "I told him 1 should

have known about the pictures

and the report" done by the

Pentagon two months ago. The

president said he had assured

Abdullah that "people will be

brought to justice in a way

commensurate to how our sys-

tem works."

—Associated Press

Kerry gets

tough on

education
By NEI^RA PlCKLER

.A-SSCMATtn Fitfss

COLTON. Calif. lAP) — lohn

Kerry said yesterday that if elected

president he would make teachers

meet higher standards, his latest

effort to appeal to the political cen-

ter as his Republican rivals try to

paint him as a liberal Democrat.

With the presidential election

hanging on a small group of inde-

pendent voters, Kerry also has

taken the right-of-center position

of promoting corporate tax relief.

This week, he started airing biog-

raphical television ads that show-

case his friendship with

Republican Sen, John McCain of

Arizona and on Friday he address-

es the centrist Democratic

Leadership Council.

"He's staking his ground in the

moderate domain and trying to

inoculate himself from the

inevitable attacks as the liberal

from Massachusetts," said

Democratic consultant Dane

Strother, who isn't working for

Kerry.

Kerry's move to the middle is a

step often made by presidential

S«e KERRY on page 2
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US officials
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30, calling them a trick to end

the resistance that has killed

hundreds of U.S. soldiers.

"The so-called handing sov-

ereignty over to Iraqis is an

overt trick, to anesthetize the

people and abort the militant

resistance, and (such a trick)

will not deceive the true muja-

hedeen of the sons of Iraq," the

statement said.

"There is no sovereignty for

Iraq as long as a crusader

solider remains in its land, and

no sovereignty for Iraq as long

as it is not ruled by Islam."

It urged Iraqis to fight a

holy war against their U.S.-

appointed Governing Council,

vkhich it called a "puppet" ol

the US -led coalition and "a

tool to pass their plans to the

people and a way to show their

hatred of religion."

"Therefore, jihad (holy war)

is obligatory for ail Muslims in

Iraq." the statement read.

The statement was titled; "A

Word from the emir of the

Islamic armies. Osama, to the

nation and especially to broth-

erly Muslims in Iraq." It used

language similar to previous

bm Laden statements, laden

with Quranic verse.

Campus PfirspfiRtives~ I By Samantha Louraf

What are your plans for

the summer?

*^ I'm going to

Chatham to dig up

clams. « 4

Joe Thonus

(( got an internship

in Connecticut called

Sikorsky working on

information technolo-

gies.

>>
Junisa Grear

I II n ! <) r

Linguistics major

; II n I <) t

Computer Animation major

Democrats clamp

down on education

^^Worklngatthe

Mullins Center. ^^

Nathan Cartel

I'm going to take

some classes at a col-

lege on Long Island.^^
Ricli Eisman

s e n t it r

Physics, Math and Political Science major

'/or ('

Undeclared major

KEMirr from page 1

of both p«rtt» as the

election dtwm near The preMBip-

tive nominee often aaks

Democratic audience^ to help him

win over independents and "non-

Buth Republicans." and Strother

lays polls shovh curpoiMe tax cuts

and higher standards for teachers

are popular among those voters.

fXiring a speech at California's

Cotton High School, Kerry called

for greater accountability from

teacher* — one of President Bush's

siftiaturr issues. Teachers shouU

haw to pass tougher tests and their

pay shouU be based on perform-

.iiKc the Democrat argued.

"Some peopte who choose to go

alio leaching wiH be peat, but

some vkill not." Kerry sakl. 'It's like

any profeaskm — not everybody

ahiniys has the ability to nuke it*

Ken> pledfed to spend $30 bil

lion over 10 years on his effon to

improve teacher quality, including

awards up to S5.000 to teachers

who incitaae student achievement

or make other improvements. He

said he wants to recruit or retain

500.000 teachers during his first

term as pmident aiwl give a

$5,000 minimum bonus for those

who teach math and science or

work in high-iKcd schools.

• *
I work with special

needs adults in

Amherst. ^ ^

Sarah Halianson

^ *
I took an

internship at Walt

Disney World.^^
Christine Cho

C f' ) 7 / ,

Psychoanalytic Philosophy major Psychology major

i(^^
ESPSS

Be a Leader in the Army National Guard, and get the respect of soldiers who will look to you for

leadership. You'll also get career training, money for college and opportunities to develop management

skills - plus special training to prepare you for advanced positions. Most Guard members train

part-time, so they're ready to respond if their community or the Nation needs them.

If you have at least 60 college credits and meet other requirements, you can apply to

Officer Candidate School.The Guard offers flexible Officer programs that can help

you stay in school or let you work full-time.

YOU CAN

Astronauts land safely Soldiers seize government

office; suicide bomb detonates
By Denis D. Gray
AssKiiATBl) Prsss

NASA astronaut Michael Foale. right, with l>utch ci>lleaBuc Andre Kuipers eat E)utch cheese for

breakfast aboard the International Space Sution in thii undated photo from the European Space Agency-

By Anneli Nerman
ASSCX lATtl) PrSSS

STAR CITY. Russia (\?) —
American astronaut Michael

Foale. just back from six

months aboard the internation-

al space station. said

Wednesday that only a demand-

ing work program would justify

spending a full year in space.

Russia is pressing NASA to

agree to e;itend crew stints on

the space station from the cur-

rent six months to one year,

which would free up places on

its Soyuz crew capsules for pay-

ing space tourists.

Staying in orbit for a long

time is not worth it in itself.

Foale said during a news con-

ference at Russia's space train-

ing facility outside Moscow.

Foale suggested that a rigor-

ous program, including space-

walks and experiments, could

justify extending the time limit

in orbit.

'If there is a strong orbital

program that utilizes the fact

that you are spending a year in

space then there is value in it."

he said.

Foale's crew mate, Russian

cosmonaut Alexander Kaleri,

agreed.

"If there is work, it's possi-

ble to fly as long as necessary.'

Kaleri said. "If there is no

work, there is no worse punish-

ment."

Russia's Soyuz and Progress

cargo ships have been the only

link to the space station since the

U.S. shuttle fleet was grounded

following the loss of the shuttle

Columbia in 2005.

Russia, facing the need to

mobilize its scarce resources to

keep the station supplied and

mantled, has halted construction

of its own segment on the station

and some commercial projects,

including >ellmg space trips to

rich tourists

Kakrri and Foale returned to

Earth on Frida>. along with

European Space AgpeiKy astrx)-

the

nme
naut Andre Kuipers of

Netherlands, who spent

days on the station.

The three men, who have

been undergoing medical tests

and recuperating at Star City

since, looked relaxed and upbeat.

"The flight was very good

The main thing was that the sta-

tion functioned normally and we
fulfilled the whole program,"

said Kaleri. who was flight com-

mander of the two-man space

station crew.

Kaleri said he and Foale man-

aged to find enough free time to

watch the traditional Saturday

nighi movie

Kuipers, who made his first

space flight, said he was very

pleased and hoped there would

be a second.

VutAe hinted that his repeated

stints in space had left him slight-

ly jaded.

"There must be a new aim. a

new challenge.' to entice him

into reluming, said Foale, who
has been in space six times.

Libians produce death sentence

for doctors in AIDS killings

B> Khaui) Al-Deeb
AaKX'iATtn Vw*

^JKt<CHAZ I. Libya lAP)

^nPPftnMVK:ed fiw Bulgarian

nurses and a Palestinian doctor to

death by firing squad after con-

victing them yesterda> of inten-

tionally infecting more than 400

chiklren with the AIDS virus in

an experiment to find a cure.

Relatives of the children

shouted for joy as the scntetwes

were handed down, but Bulgaria's

justice minister called the verdicts

'absurd.' Some human rights

groups say Libya concocted the

experiment story to cover up

unsafe hospital practices.

Under l.ibyan law, death sen-

teiKes produce an automatic

appeal, and European leaders sug-

gested they were exerting pres-

sure on the government of

Moammar Gadhali to reverse the

verdKts. Gadhafi has been trying

to present a new image to the

work! after decades of supporting

terrorism.

Nine Libyan hospital officials

were acquitted of negligeiKC by

the five-judge panel

A sixth Bulgarian, a doctor,

received four years in prison for

changing foreign currency on the

black market. He stood trial for

infecting patients with AIDS, but

his verdict did not mention that

charge, and no explanation was

given for the change. All six

Bulgarians and the Palestinian

had pleaded innocent.

As soon as the sentences were

announced, five relatives of the

infected children shouted:

"Allahu Akbar!" — "God is

great!" The defendants, wearing

civilian clothes in the dock, did

not react

"I thank G«.id for this sen-

teiKe." said Abdcl Ra/ck al

Odaibi. father ol an infected

child. "If there is a greater sen-

tence than death. I would have

wished it for them
"

Al-Odaibi brought his infected

M.>n, t)->ear-old ,\kram. to court.

Other relatives stocxi outside, the

courtroom too packed to hoW
them.

Initially, Libya claimed the

infections were part of a conspir-

acy by the CIA and Israeli intelli-

gerwe. but it later backed away

from those allegations.

Prosecutors said the health

workers of intentionally infcH;ting

more than 400 children with HIV
contaminated blood as part of an

experiment to find a cure for

AIDS. Twenty-three of the infect-

ed childre'n have reportedly died.

Some human rights groups

have accused Libya of concocting

the experiment story to cover up

unsafe practices in its hospitals

and clinics They, and European

gosemmenis. have said confes-

sions \»cre extracted by tonure

"The vcrdkt is based solely on

confessions ntade by some of the

defendants uruler duress," said

Bulgarian government spokesman

Dimitar Tsotk-v.

"This verdict is absurd," .said

Bulgaria's justice minister. Anton

Stankov. "It lacks cvidetKe and

justice
"

The defendants have said they

were jolted with ekxtricity. beaten

with sticks and repeatedly jumpt"d

on while strapped to their btxls

Two of the women said they were

rapc*d.

"It is only by means of a fair

trial that follows due legal process

that the truth will emerge about

how these children became infect

cd vkith the HIV virus and those

responsible be held fully to

account," Amnest> International

said in a statement.

NAjAF, Iraq (AP) — U.S. soldiers seized the gov-

ernor's office yesterday in the holy city of Najaf. wrest-

ing control from Shiite militian>en loyal to a radical

cleric in battles that left an estimated 40 insurgents

dead.

In Baghdad, a suicide car bomber killed live Iraqi

civilians and an American soldier at the edge of the

heavily guarded Green Zone that houses the U.S.

headquarters. The blast wounded 25 people, includ-

ing two U.S. soUiers.

Amid concerns that U.S. troops were about to

move directly against anti-American cleric Muqtada

al-Sadr, his militian>en dug in in Najaf, taking pc»i-

tions behind earthen mounds leading into the cit\ cen-

ter and firing a barrage of mortar shells and small

arms fire at the U.S. base here late Thursday

American soWiers responded with a heu%> barrage

of 120nim mortar fire. U.S. jets streaked across the

blackened night sky. and two large plumes of smoke

couki be seen rising over the east bank ol the

Euphrates.

Earlier Thursday, gunmen took cover behind

buiklings as American helicopters fWw overhead. An

increased number of fighters were seen in the city cen-

ter as the militia attempted to regroup after losing the

governor's offke.

"We vnll fight until the last drop of our blood,"

sakl Dhia Shami. as he stood behind a din barricade

"We expect the Americans to re-treat," said felbw

militiaman MaWk Hokicha "We are lighting for our

faith. They (km't have ans faith
"

At the city's Imam Ali shrine, one of the holiest

sites in Shiite Islam, a coflin wrapped in an Iraqi flag

was brought in — apparently one of the dead from the

fighting.

"This is a martyr for Muqtada," mourners chanted

The Najaf lighting canw as chief US iKiministru

tor L. Paul Bremer announced the appoiniiiK-nt of

Adnan al-Zurufi as governor ol Najaf province, a step

that is part of the campaign to regain control of the

area from al-Sadr's militianten. ffis al-Mahdi Arm>

seized go\emnH'nt buiklings arxl police statbns

throughout the province on April 4

The United States is planning to hand some sover-

eignty to a transitional Iraqi govemnK-nt Kine W and

is kxA.ing to end al-Sadr's uprising. whKh has left

paru of southern Iraqi outskle of c-oaliiion control.

U.S. troops have bcx-n stepping up their assaults on

al-Sadr's folk^wers. raiding officn and buiklings

where weapons are- stored in several southern cities in

increasingly bkiody skirmishes Moderate Shiite kad-

ers have calkd on al-Sadrs militianK-n to abandon

Najaf, isolating the cleric and making it easkr fi>r L S

forces to act afainst him

On Thursday. U.S. forees moved to outlying area»

of Najaf. drawing militants from the city center and

efubling other troops to seize the two^>'< -^ •" •v-TmVs

oflice Without resistatwe.

An estimated 40 militiaiiKti were kiikii iii gunbat

ties ouiskk ihe city said Capt Rv^er Mjsiiukt. a lank

LYimpany comnwider with the Anny s 2nd Armored

Cavalry ReginK*ni

After the sokliers look the buikling. heaw gunfire-
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was heard near the govenwrs office and smoke was

seen rising. Gunmen fired from rooftops as motorists

fled through deserted streets, honking their horns.

One U.S. convoy of Humvees leaving the area was

ambushed twice in 10 minutes by insurgents firing

rocket-propelkd grenades and automatic rifles from

rooftops. An AP reporter who witnessed the attacks

saw five militants who appear to have been killed in

re*taliator> fire

Elsewhere, coalition troops exchanged gunfire

with dozens of al-Sadr militiamen in Karbala. 50

miles north of Najaf. Militiamen took ambush posi-

tions behind cars aixl a discarded desk a few hundred

yards from the city's main Shiite shrines.

A witness told Associated Press Television News

that tmops fired on the insurgents and ended up

destmying four buses of Pakistani pilgrims, which

were seen burning The witness sakl "three or four"

Pakistanis had been killed.

"We're going to denwlish them — and even Bush."

shouted one masked man, waving a Kalashnikov.

"We're going to win, by God's will."

Militiamen also fired on Italian troops farther

south near Nasiriyah. wounding one, the Italian mili-

tary sakl.

In the past two days U.S. sokliers estimate they

have kilk-d about 80 militiamen. One U.S. soWier was

killed Wednesda>.

"I think we are going to gain monientum frum now

on." sakl Lt. Michael \Vatson. a platoon leader with

the 2nd Annored Cavalry Regiment in \ajal.

The Baghdad bomb expkxled outskle a 5-foot -high

coTKrete blast wall that protects a U.S. checkpoint.

The U.S. soklier slain b> the bomb was the 2l»t

US. sc-rviceman kilkd in iraq in May. The sukkk

bomber also dkd.

An Internet statement signed by a group linked to

al Oaida claimed responsibility

The siaic-inent. on a Web site known for militant

Islamic ^le-^a^'c^ w.i^ M^iK-d b\ the military wing of

the "MoiiuihciMti und lihad Group." which is

believed led by Abu Musab al-Zarqawi. The

k>rdanian is wanted by the United States for alleged-

ly organizing miliuints to fight US troops in Iraq on

behalf of al Oakla The statement's authentkity couU

ix)! be confirmed

Also Thur>da\. the L S mihiary said two U.S.

sokliers were killed and two were wounded when a

roadskie bomb expkxled in Baghdad just before

midnight Wednesdav

Meanwhik. a blindfokled man described as Ml

Iraqi .'XmerKan being held hostage in iraq was

shc>wn pkading lor help on an Arab TS station.

The man. speaking English, gave his name as

.Aban Elias aiul sakl he was from Denver

"I am a civil engineer working here in Baghdad.*

he sakl. adding thai he worked for the Pentagon.

Elias. shown on Dubai-based M Arabiya TV.

appealed to Islamk associatkjns tu work for his

release.

With the tape came a statement Uom a previous-

ly unknown group calling itself "The Islamic Rage

Brigade ' The group said Elias was kidnapped on

May 3 It made no demand^

\P cimrspondent Humzu Hmidawi cuntnbuied

lo thii report from 8a/ftdad.
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Six Flags^ ride safety

must be questioned
Last Saturday, tragedy struck at Six Flags No»(

England when 55-year old Stanley ). Motdarsky

fell frwn the Superman Ride of Steel to his death.

The ride, which goes up to speed of 75 tniles per

hour and consists of several large drops and turns,

has only a lap bar for restraint.

However, this issue is not just a case of ade-

quate safety precautions. Mordareky. who liked to

visit the park several times a year, suffered from

cerebral palsy ainl was also overweight. According

to his 82-year old mother. Germaine Mordarsky,

he shouW never have been let on the ride in the

first place.

-How could anybody as heivy •» he was go up

and spin up in the air like a yo-yo?' she sakl. "He

was so sickly and handicapped. I just can't believe

i|-

The park defended its actions by saying that it

has to C4xnpl\ with regulations of the federal

Americms With DiMbOities Act. The act sutes

that disabled people may be allowed on rides as

k>ng as they can board by themselves, and accord-

ing to park otficials. Mordarsky coukl.

The i«al issue here is the safety of the ride

itself. Despite its Saturday morning safety checks.

something clearly went wiung, and rogardless of

Mordarsky s condition, steps must be taken to pre-

vent something like this from ever happening

agwn. His death is certainly disturbing, as hun-

dreds of people a day waited in line for a tasie of

Supemuin. the fastest roller coaster in the worid

AiKi anyone couU have been the victim of its lax

safety features. The focus here shodd not be on

whether he should have been on the ride to begin

with, but on why he never made it off.

Tiiete is currently an investigation utvferway

and the ride is ck«ed until the issue can be

resolved and the safety cortcems put to rest. The

park is cooperating and will hopefully be held

accounubW for the incident once proper inspec-

tions are complete.

Information from cnncxMn and foxnfws.cvm

tius used fur thin editorial.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusens Daily CoUe^an

Editorial Board

The actions ot a tew tailed an entire nation

Speakers must ciiallenye, not simply support
On f« loo few occasions here

at UMass does the student body

get the chance to attend a kxture

that brings hblory to lik- tven less

trcquently we are invited to attend

a presentation that itself

is a historic e\ent On
Thursday. April 2^ the

•luifent body <*-*s fortu-

iMle enough to be graced by the

praence of our tribal historian in

TcsidetKe. witnessing just such a

moment in history.

lean Fooo Simon traveled

thousands ofmiics to deliver a rich

narrative describitig the life of her

pcopk. members ol the Pequot.

Wampanoag. arwl Narragansett

tribes who originally tnhabitod this

area of the Northcasi before being

enslaved «id traded like cank;

Despite years of slavery, the speak-

er and her family have estabhshed

a successful life in St. David*

Island. Bermuda, far away frtmi

their arKc<tral homcUmd Encour

aged by Bniish oppression to for

get their hision and live in abject

poverty, these St Davxl Indians

lived a life without knowledge of

their rich cultural heritage

Pushed to smaller artd smaller

sections of their island, a place Ms.

Foggo Simon vividly describes as a

prison without walls, these iraas-

planted Natives fought a battle for

survival Only recently, due in

large part to the speaker's diligent

research, have the St. David'^

Indians rediscovered their roots.

Before our eyes the class witnessed

a reunion of a kxal Pequot and

Narragansett represenutive. Tall

Oaks, with the speaker and sever-

al members of her family. The real-

ization of suppressed roots is a

great step forward in

(rtc Beinach
"""""« '^^^^ '^^
moted by colonial

^"^^
oppressic»n. a sight I wish

more of the students here wit

nes.scd.

You may be asking yourself,

what can I learn from this?

We, as Students,

need to recognize

and support such

lectures ttiat cele-

brate (and create)

history. Perspec-

tives on such taboo

subjects as nxxlem

day repression and

slavery rarely get

the voice they so

richly deserve.

Personally my view is that we. as

students, need to recognize and

support such lectures that cele-

brate (and create) history.

Perspectives on such taboo sub-

jects as modem day repreasion

and slavery rarely get the voke

they so richly deaerve. The audi-

erwe for Ms. Foggo Simon's kx-

ture shoukJ not be confined simply

to a Coniempocary Native Amer-

ican Issues class and the faculty

members who supported placing

her in the tribal historian role.

More students should actively

explore events on campus and

uke the time to indulge in what

they supposedly canK to college

for in the first place: learning.

So my advice ia lo kx>k with a

skeptical eye at lectures by dubi-

ous dignitaries such as Roy

Moore, the so-called "Ten

Comntandments" judge (in a

country that suppoiiedly herakis

the separation of church and

state) We students are better

served b\ speakers that challenge,

not support, entrenched and uften

tgnontfM itotions of the world My

'

views and correspondingly, a little

piece of my life, changes when I

witness speakers such as Ms.

Foggo Simon and Tall Oaks create

history right here at UMass I

encourage my fellow students to

attend lectures in the Native

Speaker Series as well as to look

around campus and utilize the

wonderful speakers that occa-

sionally come here. You'll learn

something, and perhaps even wit-

ness history come alive in front of

you.

Eric Reinach is a UMass stu-

dent

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR

LACK OF COVERAGE
FOR CAMPUS GROUPS

I flip thnxigh The Daily Collegian

on a regular basis and with each

page I scan lies a heavy disappointing

feeing in my stomach it comes from

9m realizatioo that only some events

on campus actually get recognized

and published by The Daily Collegian

I attended the ninth annual

'Queerfest' last week, sponsored by

the UMASS Pride Alliance, yet the

Daily Collegian failed to mention this

event. Instead the Radical Student

Union's Coca-Cola Rally, and the

annual "Take Back The Night" were

featured, both having been quoted by

the Daily Collegian as having 75

attendees While these events are

important. I can't understand how The

Daily Collegian can justify selecting

certain events over others Did they

miss the huge event that took place in

between the RSU S Coca-Cola Rally

and "Take Back The Nlghf" Did they

miss all of the bouncy toys, the music.

the cotton candy, or the 300 plus peo-

ple that attended the evenf How dis-

couraging, especially considenng all

the hard work that students and advi-

sors put in to make this event happen

It was at this point that I began to

think back about on all of the events

that the UMASS Pride Alliance have

sponsored and realized that none of

its thirteen plus events received cov-

erage. Ironic, a group that tries to end

discnmmatxm and pronwte equakty

to all continues to get the shaft The

Daily Collegian muting their votces

and promoting intolerance by silenc-

ing the message of Pnde Alliance It's

actually quite sad. because Pride

Alliance is one of ttie most active

Registered Student Organizations on

campus They put on amazing events

all year round, with a very limited

budget

My goal by submitting this is to

inform you how upsetting it is to see

the school newspaper only supporting

some events, while dismissing so

many others, unless of course you pay

for advertising It is at that moment

that you are willing to work with and

print for anyone I wonder how many

other student groups events don t get

published or recognized by their fel-

low peers Maybe some day while

flipping through the Daily Collegian I

will read about these events and be

proud of our school newspaper, but at

this time I am very disappointed to

even call it the University of

Massachusetts school newspaper, for

I don't think it is an accurate portray-

al of the University or the students

that attend it.

Julie Callan

UMass student

IN DEFENSE OF THE

RED SOX
This is in defense of Michelle

Rivera's artide, and to Red Sox Natk)n

as a y»hoie Every point Michelle

picked out IS vaW i think her editori-

al made a tot of the Yankees fans

upset because they know It's tnje I

think they )ust don't like gettmg called

out, hearing that their team isn't

respectable as opposed to a team

that's bought and crafted by some

chronic money spender named The

Boss How does it feel, Yankees fans,

to know that every other person in this

country, not |ust Red Sox fans, feels

that your team is just a team that is

bought^

In response to "it's only April." we

all know what month that was April

was the Red Sox's month, that's what

it was

Also, the Yankees don't

respectably build their teams. You sakl

that these guys were built and stayed

in the organization long — Mattingly,

Derek Jeter, Mariano Rivera, Bemie

Williams, Jorge Posada. TIno

Martinez, Paul O'Neill, and the recent-

ly departed Andy Pettitte. What about

the MVP's that Steinbrenner bought

for just a season (or lessf Does Jose

Conseco ring a bell' I can name much

more, but that just sums it all up. The

Yankees are cheats, and the fans are

iust bitter for being called out all the

time I hope your 180 million dollar

payroll comes back to bite you in the

butt. Go Red Sox!
Christina Brown

UMass student

Due to the

mistreatment

of Iraqi prison-

ers near a

prison in

Baghdad, an

Army general

and her com-

mand stall may
face the end of

long military

careers. In

addition, si.x sokliers are now fac-

ing court martial in Iraq where they

may be for\:ed to serve possibW

prison tirtK,

This all began when action had

been taken last month by the

United Su»tes Army to remove 1

7

sokliers from duty in Iraq, includ-

ing a brigadier geneial However

the severity of the situation had nut

been realized until just recently

when photos of these Iraqi prison-

ers, arid the mistrtatment they had

undergone broke in the New
Yorker last week — showing

images far more disturbing than

anyone might of expected.

The word mistnsatrtient is not a

harsh enough word to be used to

describe the acts that took pla«.c

Rather these prisoners were

abused and humiliated, as photon

displayed images of them being

fotced to pose naked pyramids on

top of one another artd positkjned

lo simulate sex v^ith each other

One image even shu\»ed an Iraqi

prisoner standing on a boK wth his

head covered vkith wires attached

to his hands. He had been tdd that

if he fell off the box, he wouU be

ekx'trucuted. In most of these cases

it was discovered that ,'\mericans

were found to be laughing, posing,

pointing, or giviitg the camera a

thumbs-up.

Abu Chraib. tiK prison when-

these heinous photographs wea-

taken, wa* orwe kix>wTi lor it s rep-

utatMjn as being the centerpwce of

fear, where prisoners were taken

when under Saddam Hussein's

empire Many of ihcm nevvr came

out alive, and those who dki, couU

barely describe the torturoas acts

that thev had seen or etKountered

there.

Acts that we had originally

intended to prevent from happen-

ing further became part of a sort of

deja vu. These 1 7 soldiers not only

faikxl to set an example for the

Iraqis, but also misrepresented the

hundreds of thousands of other

American soldiers at war and peo-

pk: back home.

Brig. Gen. Mark Kimmitt,

deputy director for coalition opera-

tions, spoke with Dan Rather in a

CBS/60 .Minutes II interview in

which he talked more in depth on

Kimmitt is right and

he makes a good

point by saying that

wtien we expect to

be treated a certain

way in anottier

country, we should

also live up to ttie

standards in that

we hold for our-

selves.

the situatwn. In response to the

question asked by Rather, "What

can the Anny say specifically to

ln»qts and others who are going to

sec this atxl take it personally''"

Kimntitt was quoted saying: The
fir^t thing I'd say is we're appalled

as well. These are our felkxw sol-

diers These are the people we
work with esery day, and they rcp-

n»ent us. They wear the same uni-

form as us. and they krt their felU)w

soldiers down Our soklier* couU

be taken pnsoncr as well And we

expect our sokliers to be treated

well by the adversary, by the enemy

AikI if we can't hold ourselves up

as an exampk: of how lo treat peo-

pkf vkith dignity and respect, we

can't ask that other natkjns do that

to our sokliers as well

"

He added, "So w^t woukl I

tell the people of Iraq? This is

wrong. This is reprehensibk;. But

this is not representative of the

150,000 soldiers that are over

here. I'd say the same thing to the

American people. IXin't judge

your army based on the actions of

a few,"

Kimmitt is right and he makes

a good point by saying that when

we exptvi to be treated a certain

way in another country, we shoukl

also live up to the standards in that

we hokl for ourselves. The way

peopk shoukl be treated is not a

double standard and we can't

expect to gain positive results from

acting with such negative conse-

quences. Equally important, we

shouldn't judge the remaining sol-

diers who are over there lighting

for us. but use this as an example

for something that should never be

repeated.

In a CNN report. Abdel Bari

Arwan. editor of Al-Ouds Al-Arabi

riewspaper in London. resptMided

to the images by telling the UK
Press Association. "It is absolutely

shocking. I think this i*, the end of

the story, the stravk that broke the

camel's back, for America Peopk

will be extrenK-ly angry. Sexual

abuse is the worst thing in that

part of the workl It is shocking to

all Muslims. An»erica has kjsi the

batik compklely. I believe there

vrill be more attacks
"

I personally think thai the

American soldiers who were

involved in these acts shoukl be

heW accounubk for wtwt they

have done. However, we shoukl

also try and gel to the deeper root

of the problem by finding out why

these few sokliers thought it was

okay lo act in such a negative man-

ner. We can't change x^hai's

already happeiwd here, but by

making an effort lo disc-over wtiy

these actions took place, we could

lunher present it from happening

in the future.

Information for this column

was found from w-u'wffr$-

neii'S.cvm and ttMvcnn.com.

\en Hodson is a Coilepan

columnist.

The hypocritical candidate
hist for the record, I dkln'i vole for Bash in 2000

Arxl just for the record. I don't plan lo vole for Bash

this time around eiiher That may coine as a surprise to

many, who know iik as a pretty staunch con-servatixe

The president's had a rough coupk of years

since he took office, and I've defended —
indeed, in many case* still do defend — his

policies, to include the war in Iraq I have a

His comment about Lieutenant Calky Is even more

puzzling. Who svas Lieutenant William Calky? He

was the man charged with the I ^J68 slaughter of My
liji village. He commanded the platoon that razed the

entire village without a singk shot fired in

Rpn IlllH»
resisumce Opponents of the war knew the

°'''' """'
case well, and w«re actively trying to convince

America that incidents like My l^i were corn-

few beefs with the preskleni, but the one that kjst him

my vote was the busiinrss of his military service What

I find even more damning than the accusaikjn thai he

was AWOL is that he forced his way into the National

Guard during the Vietnam War using his father's polit-

ical influence National Guardsmen were rarely

depkjyed to Vietnam, and the pankular jet that the

unit fiew was consklered too obsoktc to serxl to the

combat zone

But that doesn't let \dt\n Kerry off the hook. It'll be

a coki day in hell before 1 vote for him. In fact. 1 think

his story is more important to tell.

nK>stly becaase the liberal media has

given him a free pass that they dkJ

not exterxl to the president It seems

that Kerry can hardly even take a

breath without mentwning his mill

tary service in Vietnam, and yet the

media has been loathe to turn the

spotlight onto Mr Kerry's service

record,

k)hn Kerry is a self-described war

criminal. Yep. Check out this quote

from NBC's "Meet the Press," April

18, 1971:

"There are all kinds of atrocities,

and 1 would have to say that, yes, yes,

1 committed the same kind of atroci-

ties as thousands of other sokliers . .

.

1 took part in search and destroy mis-

sions, in the burning of villages. All

of this is contrary to the laws of war-

fare, all of this is contrary to the

Geneva Conventions and all of this is

ordered as a matter of written estab-

lished policy by the government of

the United States from the top down.

And 1 believe that the men who designed these, the

men who designed the free fire zone, the men who

ordered us, the men who signed off the air raid strike

areas, I think these men, by the letter of the law, the

same letter of the law that tried Lieutenant Calley. are

war criminals."

Actually, from the text of it, it almost sounds as if

Kerry is pointing the finger at the higher brass, despite

the fact that it was he and his men who were actually

doing the dirty deeds. Interesting ... well that's the

same defense that the Nazis used at Nuremberg in

1946. It didn't work for those guys, but apparently it

worked for John Kerry.

It almost sounds as

if Kerry is pointing

ttie finger at ttie

higher brass,

despite the fact that

it was he and his

men who were

actually doing the

dirty deeds.

Interesting... well

that's the same

defense that the

Nazis used at

Nuremberg in 1946.

monplace. The probkm is that Kerry and Calley wei«

of the same rank, and heW equivaknt positions. Calky

may have been an officer, but he was not a big shot by

any means. If Kern believes that Calkv is responsible

for all of the war crimes committed beneath him. then

Kerry must take responsibility for whatever atrocities

he committed personally, as well as those commitlcxl

by his crew. There can be no passing the buck on this

one.

Ironkally though. I don't belkve that Kerry really is

a war criminal. Sure, he irvik.ted himself on national

tekviskm. but he had a different set of

motivations at that time. Involved in

Vietnam Veterans Against the War. he

spent most of the early 1 970s attend-

ing anti-war rallks that bordered on

treason. His commitmc-ni to losing the

war in Vktnam required that he paint

a very negative picture of Vietnam for

Americans. He wanted .America to

believe that My l-ai was the norm, and

so he even went as far as to say the he

was guilty as well.

I woiider what Kerry would say if

he were confronted with that quote

today He's been running for so long as

Candidate Kerry the War Hem. I'm

guessing that he might even deny that

he ever said it It might not be good

for the polls if people thought that he

used to bum down Vietnamese vil-

lages full of innocent civilians.

Who knows what really happened

to John Kerry in Vietnam? For that

matter, who knows what really hap-

pened to anyone in Vietnam? Were

atrocities commonplace, or were they

isolated incidents? Did the upper echelons of com-

mand condone them, or were they committed by rogue

soldiers? Having never served in Vietnam. I'd have to

say that I don't know. Even Vietnam vets themselves

don't seem to agree on the point.

No matter, though. In either ca.se. lohn Kerry is an

extremely dishonorable man. If he is guilty of what he

claims, then he's a despicable murderer If it was all a

lie. then he's guilty of smearing his fellow servicemen

and doing the work of the enemy to break our

American will to light. 1 can't say that I want eitha-

type of man in the Oval Office come next January.

Ben Duffy is a UMass student.

Attention Collegian staff: End of the year party

% 9 p.m. 42:30 a.m.
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Oiw «>f aa exhibit of phot«nir4'*»» •» »h*»w'» at

Niaiov'* photographs appear in a jjIow; Mack and

Bv APAM (illRIK k

.AsstK lAiH' Tmss

NORTHAMPTON (AP) — The women
appear aglow: black and white images

bathed in light. Some are nude, others are

loosely covered with translucent robes or

lewish prayer shawls.

They are Leonard Nimoy's embodiment of

Shekhina — the feminine presence of God.

Best known for his role as Mr Spock in

"Star Trek." Nimoy left the screen to pursue

other interests — most notably, photography.

In 2002. he published "Shekhina." a bcK>k

of about 40 photographs that explore his

interest in the feminine aspects of lewish

divinity. Many of the images are on displav

this month at the R. Michelson Galleries in

Northampton.
"At the heart of it all is the fact that I was

trying to really completely enter into the

world of the feminine," says Nimoy. 75.

"I didn't want to do misty, cloudy figures. I

didn't want to shroud her. I wanted to make

her flesh and blood, and 1 wanted to make

her definitively female."

It's an Idea that was planted with NImoy

^he R. Michclwo Art CJlers in No^fiaJpJon. bv ^t<M Leonard Nimoy. b«»« kiumn for hi; n4e a» Mr. SpiKk in "Sur Trek." The w

white inugr* awash in liitht. Some ar^ nude. ocher» are loosely covered with translucent rofce. o# Jewish p«vcr shawU.

feminine aspect of God — comes m to bless lishcd

But the light

m

when he was about ti years old. although he

didn't fullv realize it until a few years ago.

During a segment of high holiday services

at his Orthodox synagogue in EJoslon. mem-
bers of the congregation stood before the

assembly to deliver a special blessing.

Standing with his brother, father and grand-

father. Nimoy was told not to look at the men
as they chanted the prayer

But he look a peek, and saw the men

swaying with their arms outstretched and

their hands splayed in the manner he would

later use as the Vulcan greeting in his "Star

Trek" role The hand symbol represents the

first letter of a Hebrew word for God.

"These gentlemen are up there in a fer-

vent, singsong, swaying presentation."

Nimoy said "It was like a revivalist meeting.

The entire congregation had their eyes cov-

ered. But I was entranced by it."

For decades. Nimoy didn't know why the

congregation was not supposed to look as

the blessing was being given. A few years

ago. he finally asked the rabbi at Temple

Israel of Hollywood, the refonti synagogue

he now attends.

"There's a legend that the Shekhina — the

the congregation." Nimoy said

from the Shekhina could be overwhelming

and you could not survive it, so you should-

n't look. I was taken by that when I heard the

explanation.'

With his collection of photos. Nimoy

probes his understanding of Shekhina Using

professional models, actresses and dancers

— not all of whom are Jewish — Nimoy

sought subjects who possessed "an inner

hght.'

"I needed models who could bring the

sense of spirit to life." he said "They needed

to bring vitality."

One of them. Susan Bay Nimoy. is his

wife.

But his use of nude and partially clad

models donning a tallit and lefillin — Jewish

prayer accessories traditionally worn by men
— lias ignited some controversy in the Jewish

community.
"Shekhina" was banned from a lewish

book fair in Detroit last year, and Nimoy's

appearance at fund-raising dinner for the

lewish Federation of Greater Seattle was

canceled shortly after the book was pub-

•I can't say the controversy surprised

me." Nimov said. "But I didn't think I'd

encounter censorship To be banned at a

book fair, to me. that s )usi wrong.

Bui his photos have been well received at

many Reform synagogues and at art galleries

and museums around the country.

In Northampton, a liberal college town

that's home to the all-women Smith College,

a line of people snaked out the gallery door

last weekend when Nimoy attended the

exhibit's opening,

"This is a perfect place for his work." said

gallery owner Richard Michelson. "This is an

area with a lot of liberal lews who arc inter-

ested in what he's doing and his approach to

the feminine side ot spirituality "

While Michelson attributes the jam

packed opening to Nimoy's celebrilv. he said

people walked away from the exhibit more

impressed with Nimov the photographer

than Nimoy the \ulcan.

"I was a bit surprised about how little talk

there was about Star Trek' and how much

people were focused on his pictures and his

approach to Judaism." Michelson said.

Latest release finds heavy metal

veterans In Flames without heat
By David Fonseca
CoLLEt.iAN Staff

OIRIESI INFLAMtSCOM

In Flames have struggled to maintain their heavy metal credibility throughout an image

makeover. Their last album disapp*)inted fan.s and "Soundtrack" doesn't lair much better.

In Flames. The simple mention of

this band's name in metal circles is

likely to illicit one of two emotions:

either devotion, or righteous indigna-

tion.

This response is due mainly to the

fact that the band that helped pio-

neer the Swedish melodic death

metal scene along with acts

like Soilwork and Dark

Tranquility has spent the last

the five or so years of their

career doing something that

most metal heads simply can-

not stand: evolving.

This may seem like a rather

harsh indictment of the scene

that 1 hold so dear, however.
'

but for the most part it's true. This is

not to say we fear experimentation or

minor additions to a band's sound.

Metal is home to some of the most

provoking music ever made though.

But, when an act undergoes a com-

plete face-lift comparable to the lat-

est In Flames transformation, the

response is generally not a pleasant

one. The band's 2003 release, the

aptly titled "Reroute to Remain" was

not well received in the metal com-

munity and the latest album

"Soundtrack to Your Escape" was

given about as much chance for suc-

cess as a one-legged man in an ass

kicking contest prior to its relea.sc.

That being said. I was determined lo

give this album an objective listen. In

Flames has always held a special

place in my heart and I've alwavs

been a strong proponent of giving

second chances, especially lo bands

with generally strong track records.

My open mind was rewarded wiih

the album's very strong opening track

"F(r)iend." The song starts

with what is one of the

heavies! In Flames rilfs I've

heard in a quite a long time.

It also features a strong

vocal performance from

lead singer Anders Frieden,

who possesses one of the

best mid-level screams in

the business. This song is a

perfect execution ot the In Flames

formula: moderately heavy and unde-

niably catchy.

Unfortunately it's pretty inconsis-

tent from this point on. Track two.

'The Ouiel Place." the album's lead

single, is only mildly effective. It

sounds similar to Dcpeche Mode
with the distortion cranked up a

notch, but not in a good was. li also

features an untoriunale atlcmpl at

clean vocals by Frieden who ends up

sounding a little too close to

Jonathan Davis from Korn for my lik-

ing.

In Flames

'Soundtrack

To Your

Escape'

Nucleai Blast

The majority of the album follows

ihis same pattern, with few excep-

tions. The track "Fvil in a Closet"

shows just how much In Flames has

changed. Whereas the band once

ctatted complex arrangements like

ihc hieathiaking Moonshield" to

lighten atmosphere. "Soundtrack"

sees the band opting for a much
sparser and straight ahead approach.

It may work for some, but is really

not my cup of lea. Songs like "In

search for I" and "Mv sweet Shadow"
show fiasho of the band's former

brilliance, but all in all the bright

spots come too few and far between

for this reviewer.

"Soundtrack to Your Escape" is by

no means a horrible album. If I were

a Ian ol industrial/ nu-nictal I would

he all over this, as I'm sure many fans

of that genre will he. Because, as far

as indusirial/nu-metal albums go.

this isn't half had. However, over the

last U) years I've come lo expect

something else, something it appears

the hand no longer cares to deliver

There are a lew worthw hilc tracks

on this album that 1 will probably go

back to. and I will no doubt catch

them when they come around on

tour. Ultimately though, the only

thing "Soundtrack to Your Escape"

truly inspires in me these days is a

desire lo check out dust off their

older albums.
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Even though It's Not Funny' Cross

keeps fans laughing with new disc
By Nick Romanow

t XHlil.lAN SlAhf

Da\id Cru6s. for his slacker persona, is

a comedian that cannot be accused ol lazi-

ness. Known to comedy fans as half, with

Bob Odenkirk. of the genius duo that cre-

ated "Mr Show With Bob & David," the

too-short-lived HBO sketch series. Cross

has also kept busy, and made himself more

recognizable to the mainstream, with roles

iji escrvthing fivm "Men In Black" to "just

Shoot Me" to "ttemal Sunshine Of The

Spotlcs> Mind." And while those rok» pay

the bills, or in the case of "Eternal

Sunshine" are actually artistically fulfilling,

CrDS,N seems to always return to the place

he started: stand-up conwdy.

In 2002 Sub Pop records, best known

for unleashing cutting edge bands like

Nirvana and Soundgarden upon the world,

tekased his first comedy album (whk;h

was also Sub Pops first) "Shut Up You

P"ing Baby." The double-disc set was an

instant classic, an album that already ranks

up with those by the likes of Richard Pryor

and Bill Hick-s This past fall Sub Pop

rekrased a DVD, "Let Anwrica Laugh" thai

chronickrd the tour that yiekied "Shut

Up ' and the lunatics and morons Cross

encountered.

Only a few months later. Cmss has cul-

minaied crwugh material for another

stand-up set. "Its Not Funny." which was

recorded this January in Washington D.C..

firKls Cross as sharp and hilarious as ever

— tackling subjects from 9/11 to electric

scissors. Cross is, as usual, ik> holds barred

in taking viciously funny stabs at everyone

from George W. (the "only evil, crazy

thing" he hasn't done is kill and eat lewish

babies) to Paris Hilton ("rich, giggling

c'*t") to Scott Staap ("the lead

singer of the third worst band in

history' (Creed)), to the

American people as a wtiole

("are we a natHxi of six year

oUs? Answer: yes").

In cxxtversatkxi. Cross is no

less ackiic, although he is much
nk-er. In a phone interview with

The Collegian, Cross was happy

to answer all questions but enjoyed offer-

ing a bit of sarcasm with many of his

answers. Cross volunteered that the kxig-

awaited (by a rabkl cult folbwing) "Mr

Show" Season 4 DV Ds woukJ be released

in September, although he then comment-

ed that although the discs were already

completed and ready ship. HBO wanted to

get them acclimated to a warehouse envi-

ronment before thrxisting the poor,

defensek»s discs into the world.

Cross also said that he is working on a

script with "Mr Show" co-stars Odenkirk

and Brian Posehn. Cross said that the

script, whkh will be a series of sketches

tied together, is practically finisfwd but

Odenkirk and FNjsehn are working on the

"wrap-arv)und" portk>ns — the story that

will tie the pieces together — while Cruss

puts in his thoughts frum afar whikr he was

shooting the Fox sitcom "Arrested

Devekjpmeni

Howevei c ivj>.> scems mostly focused

on his stand-up act. While "Shut Up You

P**ing Baby" proved to be one of the fun-

niest albums in many, many years, some

critics complained about the kmgth. saying

that Cross's otcaskjnally sprawling delivery

of jokes, making them more like stories

then punchlines, coukl have been trimmed

down to one disc. Cross is nwjre satisfied

with the anKMint of content presented on

"It's Not Funny".

Further. Cross notes tliat some people

have complained about his political con-

tent. Again, one of Cross' best elements—
his intelligent ability to question authority

— is something that some listeners are

turned off by. While "It's Not

Funny" still has plenty of political

content it is not quite as over-

whelming as on "Shut Up..." Cross

does still deal with important issues

and is fearless in his nKx.king of the

nations leaders and anyone else

who finds themselves in the come-

dian's crosshairs. However Cross

sees humor as his main priority and

if he can inform people and make them

think — though he doesn't set out to

change anyone's mitKl about their personal

politkal beliefs — that is icing on the cake

Cross sakl that he woukl one day like to

release another double album — one disc

all political material and the other all

"wacky" material. Until tfiai day comes

Cross has to bare the burden of those who
don't care for all aspects of his material.

Luckily he does not compromise his

comedk version to make peopk happy. He
has, however, mastered the art oi balanc

ing.

"It's Not Funny' sways from harsh and

smart politkal comntentary to tackling off

social issues and religkm to making fun of

the sort-of lame, son-of stupkl peopk- that

he eiKounter^ in his everyday life to incvk

ing himself

Whikr Cross' humor can sometimes be

dark and coarse, if itoi downright often

shre, he is adept at charming the audience

as wril. Even in the darkest nxMiients -

such as the jokes that involve abortion arKl

Sept 1 1 — Cross has a kind, caring back-

bone to his sareastk. cyncai demeanor

No. David Crass doesi'l seem like tftai

type of guy that will be babysitting the

m

s

neighborhood kkls. but he certainly is not

a student of the insulting, meatheadeii.

Andrew Dice Clay school of ccMiiedy

When Cross nwcks the pmident it's not

because he likes to make fun of peopk. or

because the president is an easy target: it's

because Bush is deserving of being toni

apart. The same goes for all of Cross

scathingly hysterical material.

Cross deals with things from the mun-

dane to the extraordinary aixi everything in

between from the sariK point of vk"w a

combination of cynkism. outrage, disbe

lief, sarcasm, and a general sense of 'what

is wrong with this workl.'

In one bit. Cross combines many of his

most -used themes to discuss why chua'h

aixl slate wcrv^^ nKant to be kept separate

After comparing church to the sci fi cfian

nel show "Crossing Over." Cruss discusses

Preskknt Bush's faith. "One of my favmiK

things about fVvsklent Bush is that he is a

bom again Christian." Cruss says, "whkh

means that he belkve* that probably

two-thirds of this room is gonna bum in

hell for all eternity. That gives me comfort

as a ratiortal. sane citizen ol the free

worW." After the laughter dks down Cross

continues. "I'm quoting |the president|: he

has not made up his miiwl yet about evolu-

tion." Cross hems and haws, pretending to

pofvler evolution and then corKludes. "that

is a lough one. I mean on the one hand

you've got the bibk and everything the

bibk says aixi on the other hand you've

got: facts."

It's Cross" attitude, vmi. and fearkssness

that might tum sociu- peopk off - notably

the casilv offended, the extremely religious,

or the nght-wing — but everyone else will

be tearing up with laughter The coiiKdi-

an's qukk mind and bokl krm:k for calling

foul on those who he sees as blatantly

wrung ntakc him one of the most intelli-

gent vokes around His elTortkvs ability to

find huiiK>r in subjcxis of all kintU and his

tratkniiark. uniniinitabk siyk makes Cross

one of the most distinct starxl-ups wurking.

Put those qualities together and vou have

another must-have comedy album frxjm

one of the funniesi and most important

comedians of our time.

Southwest Week to put stress to the test
B>' Yasmjm Dawsi>n

( i ULtt.iAS I DHJUSW >M'tNT

Recognizing that student stress

levels are about to peak for the

semester. University of Mass-

achusetts officials have scheduled

stress manafement activities at

Southwest the week before finals

The activities will be free for all

students, with a focus on 'having

.fun and managing stress, giving

)«tiKknts positive outbts<to Mo^

off steam before finals,' according

to UMass health educator Tom
Schiff The activities will be heW
for four days from May 10-14.

"We know peopk's perform-

ance academically and in work are

affected by stress,* Schiff said.

"When [people] get overwtielmed,

their performance suffers. Those

who partkipate will benefit direct-

ly from the events
"

Schiff says the pruject targets

.Soutlv«vest because it is hotiK to

about 25 percent of the student

body Although the project will be

advertised only in the Southwest

buildings, 'We won't be turning

people away," Schiff said.

The activities include indoor

and outdoor events; movies, silly

games, a petting zoo. massage.

acupuiKture. low key athletics,

juggling performances and yoga.

Movies will be held nightly at 10

p.m Noga will be held at 7 p.m.

on Moad^. Wcdoasday aod

BIG

Chillin at the Bluewall

Monday May 10**^ 2004
Bluewall 7pm

The famous "Trivia Night" featuring Mark from The Harp

lri.sh Pub. Come play trivia and win $1 500 worth of great

prizes or win from our raffle. Cloud Nine Karaoke will

also be there! Seniors get their first drink free!!

Ultimate Chill Disc Tournament

Tuesday May 11**^ 2004

Pond Lawn 4-8pm

Form your own team and compete to win the T' Ultimate

Chill Disc title. Only 16 teams can play so sign up ASAP!

T-shirts will be given to everyone playing. First and

second place teams receive fantastic prizes! Pick up and

drop off the registration form at the resource room in the

Student Union.

Big Chill Carniyal and BBQ
Wednesday May 12*** 2004

Library Lawn 3-7pm

Come chill outside with free rides and food for all UMass

students. Music will also be provided by Cloud Nine.

Friday Acupuncture will be heki

from 4:30-5 p.m. on Tuesday at

lohn Quincy Adams and

Thursday at Cance. A maximum
of 20 people can participate in the

acupuncture, first come, first

serve

juggling performarwes will be

held at dinnertime on Monday.

Wednesday and Friday. If the

weather is nke. the performances

will he h<^ at tH: pyjfefflHy or

•(bcrwisc. irr""iMiB|ikitf|f of

Berkshire Dining Common'^

Petting zoo animals irK'ludc:

farm raised angora goats, yaks,

camels and llamas. The petting

zoo. called ">ak cm the

Pyramids." will be held from 1

1

a.m. to 5p.m. Thursday.

jean McKimmie. area director

for Southwest-South, said Yak on

the Pyramids, "will be a petting

zoo where jthe students) can pet

artd feed the animals
"

Excitement seems to be the

overall feeling among those who
have caught wind about the proj-

ect Camille Britton. second-floor

resident assistant in Kennedy, said

that the project sounds like "a real

good idea I woukJ k>ve to see lla-

ntas!"

Britton is also excited about

the other events the stress man-

agement week will bring to

Southwest. "A masseuse sfwnds

great and acupuncture is a good

stress reliever Bringing the stu-

dents toj.-

'

a petting /oo

in Siiuthw V st)nK-thing to

remember. It s a cool idea!"

Kelly Gras.so. a junior nursing

major who has lived in Southwest

for two years said. 'I think that

this is a great idea. I wish thev had

something like this available on a

regular basis for students with

high stress krvels to take advan-

tage of througtiout the semester.

Kspecially the massage and

acupuncture — I wtHild be a

weekly customer.'

Sarah Hults. a senior psychol-

ogy major who has lived in

Southwest for two years, agreed.

"This is a really great idea. The

university should have more activ-

ities like this, not just before finals

week, but throughout the course

of the semester. Incorporating

ideas like the petting zoo and a

masseuse iiwreases interest aiui

student partkipation. This might

be the only time to see a yak up
ckjse and personal!'

Kathleen Edison, a sophomore

political science major who has

also lived in Southwest for tw\«

years, said. "1 think it will be real

iy beneficial, not just for stress

relief, but for general study

habits. We live in tiny dorm
rooms, so this is a study break out

of our rooms."

Schiff wants "people to

attend. af>d stress levels to lower

as a result of participation, and

I
students

I
to do better on

exams " Students interested in

the upcoming events should look

for posters in the Southwest area

with activities, times iind loca-

tions.

Sponsored by: Student Activities Center/Student Affairs and Campus Life

Campus Center and Auxiliary Services.

j»#M^j»^«tfl'j»^Vtf^j»#M^ji»#«tfI^J*^M;^j»ARfi^j»#M^

^M Cooking M»^ ctcted ^

SMt:t'2-fflfm ^
"{ fi Lf t i'

'"""* •'•"'•'•"'-*»"' \

On Rt 116 Sunderland / Call for reservations 413 665 3628 ^

Minutewomen clip Eagles
Team mourns fallen player

By Brendan Hall
Iahlk.ian Stafi-

The Massachusetts softball

team always pulls out the win.

no matter what the situation is.

Down two runs in the sixth,

the Minutewomen tallied three

straight runs lu pull out a 3-2

victory over the Eagles to

extend their winning streak to

seven games.

"It was a good win." coach

Elaine Sortino said. "We strug-

gled a little bit in the beginning.

we were shaky, but we held BC
down good and pulled out the

win."

The Maroon and White

improve to 5 1 - 1 3 (I I - 1 Atlantic

lU), while the Eagles fall to 31-

22.

This time, it wasn't resident

clutch hitter Denise Denis with

the game-winner, but rather sec-

ond baseman Kristi Stefanoni.

Down one run with two outs in

the bottom of the sixth, the

sophomore approached a 2-2

pitch by hitting six straight foul

HiUrv Puelia leads IMass in hit* (46),

averaice (.l^H). The Minutrwomcn havr

^Cainsi Boklon Collettc lhi» Sundav.

(wmm KARBX WINiaK

runs (28), and batting

a home doublr-hriidrr

balls. When she finally knocked

it fair, it was a double to center-

field that just bounced off the

centerfielder's glove, to score

the winning run.

The Eagles were first to

strike in the bottom of the third,

when Kimmy Hopkins hit a

two-run shot over the right field

fence to make it 2-0. UMass had

a chance to score in the fifth

With the bases loaded with two

outs and Denis at bat. Denis did

the unimaginable and struck out

to end the inning.

"She had a good at bat."

Sortino said. "She's only

human. I don't expect her to be

a robot Sometimes it doesnt

work out. what are you going to

do?"
Barb LaFogg was pulled

from the game after three

innings, having given up two

runs on four hits. Kelli Arnold

was solid, giving up no runs and

credited with the win (17-3)

The Minutewomen pulled

through in the sixth, and never

looked back. After a Pam Sulick

bunt scored lamie Cahalan. and

with runners on second and

third and no outs, freshman

Brittany Thompson struck out

KC Budrewicz and Amanda
Morin for two outs. Facing an

0-2 count, Stefanoni was

thrown a wild pitch, and Nicole

Wilson slid home the second

run.

After hitting six straight foul

balls, Stefanoni slammed the

game-winner into right

BC had a golden opportunity

to get a run back in the next

frame, but Erin Mackey hit into

a double play that was beauti-

fully handled by Hilary Puglia.

"That was just an outstand-

ing double play by her," Sortino

said. "I think that play should

have been on ESPN, that should

be the play of the week."

The Eagles then went 1-2-3

in the bottom of the seventh to

seal the come-from-behind vic-

tory for UMass.

lust yesterday Puglia was

named the New England

Intercollegiate Softball Coaches

Association Player of the Year.

The junior infielder currently

leads UMass with a .338 aver-

age, 28 runs scored, 45 hits and

nine doubles.

Kelli Arnold and Aisha

Franke were also named to the

N ElseA first team, while K|

Kelley was given an honorable

mention.

On Sunday, the

Minutewomen will have the

opportunity to go a perfect 4-

for-4 against the Eagles in

2004, when they return home
for a doubleheader in their last

homestand of the regular sea-

son.

The Eagles have struggled

against the Maroon and White

thus far this season. On April

15. K| Kelley broke UMass' sin-

gle season home run record

with her 12th of the year and

Kelli Arnold hurled her third

shutout of the season as the

Minutewomen blanked the

Eagles 4-0.

America may stay out of Olympics
OLYMPICS from pagt 8

OlympK. bombing
"

Still, the L S. Olytnpk

Committee says no one in the gMv-

emment has mentioned anytMng

about the pk.)ssibilitv of not sending

a team.

"We're guit^. We're not going

to rob our athkies of the chance

they've wi)rked for years to earn."

said Bill \lanin. acting USOC prc-s-

kk-nt

The International Olympk
Committee doesn't sctm quite as

confident about thi- success ol the

omes. l.ast ntonth. the IOC for the

firxt time look out a SI 70 millk»n

polkA to protect against the uirKel-

lation of the games because of war.

terronsm or earthqtiakes.

And on Tuesday, a Senate sub-

a>mmittee heard testimony befcMv

two senator* met behind ck)sed

doors with terrorism oflkials and

the U.S. Ambassador to Greece.

"We were beginning to hear a

kN of corKtrnts about the piepaia-

lions and whether we shouU go.'

sakl Sen Gordon Smith. R-Ore.

Sotne of those concerns c«ne

ftum an unusual source, former

Olvmpic swimiiKT Mark Spitz. The

\» inner of seven g».>kl medals in

l«»72 toU the BBC last week he

coukl sec ciivumsuiKes that wouU
force the United States to pull out.

"I woukl say that about six

months ago it was highly unlikely."

Spttz said, 'but each day as it foea

on with current wurU affain it

becomes more probabk than not

that ongoing conversations will

take place as to how important it b

to put athktes in harm's way."

If the United States didn't go. it

would cause serious damage to the

Olympics.

The decision by Carter in 1980

to keep the U.S. team home

because the Soviet Union invaded

Afghanistan was severely critkized

in the Olympk movement The

Soviets retaliated in l^»84 by boy-

cotting the Los .Angcks OlvmpK>

Nine-tifTK gokJ medal spnnier

md kmg jumper Carl Lewis wa<

one of those w4io had to stay honK-

"Absent some clear and present

danger, wr shoukl never uke that

cuunse of action again." Lewis sakl.

"Our athktes have been training

for much ol their lives for this very

special moment. Ijet's not uike that

awav frvjtn them
'

fhreeiiiiK- judo Olympuin

limmy Pedro agreed.

"We've bst the light for free-

dom if we give in.' he sMd.

olOurs

MDJdMortflvtor POnERS
rnmtmatamjX

• Dirtct Billing to

taMTMCt Companies

• FrNLKtlPfekUp
• Locally Ownai ofl< OperaM

• Cars

• Passenger Vans

• Thicks ^

at Nortti Amtierst Motors
Collision Rtpur Center

549-REHT'^i 0ri9w«ft*«^'.

Last dance for seniors
MEN'S LAX from page 10

worked so hard, if I c-ouW give

him a goal, thaid be the one thing

I'd like to see happen."

lust twi) days before what is

almost certainly the last game of

the seascm. the team refkvted i>n

the death of Eric Sopracasa. on

the fifth anniversary of his passing

after being struck in the chest by

a ball. While none of the current

members of the team played with

Sopracasa. b«.)ih lundburg and

Walker said that ihev were often

told about him during their time

in Amherst.

Tfie players also wear a black

patch on their jerseys with the

number 43 — Si)pracasa's num-

ber, and that number has taken on

added significance for the seniors

The class of 2004 has notched 43

wins in its career — the most in

any four-year period — with one

more game to go. The leain was

reminded of this during

Thursday's practice.

"Coach [Greg Canncllaj gave

a little speech about how it is our

43rd victory." Lundburg said of

the team's last win - 16-4 over

Manhattan at home. "That's

(Sopracasa sj number, and It kind

of dawns on you ...
I
The seniors)

didn't know 'Soup' personally, we

weren't here yet. but coach said,

'if anybody would want you to

win this game, it would be him.'

^£IV ON TUeSDAV!
LAST SAMURAI
CALENDAR GIRLS
CHASING LIBERTY

ELEPHANT
GIRL WITH A

PEARL EARRING
PETER PAN
TRIPLETS OF
PELLEVILLE

Coach IChrisj Gabrieli said, the

43 is not our number. 44 is our

number."

A win Saturday would bring a

happy ending to a season that has

seen injuries claim the first half,

and inconsistent play doom the

secL>nd. The Minutemen have had

some success this year, like the

fc>ur-game win streak tftey went

on from March 23 against

Hofstra through April 9's victory

over Manhattan. But a year that

began with top scorers |eff

Zv-wicki and Sean Morris on the

sidelines due to ailment comes to

a close tomorrow, with a three-

game losing streak weighing

heavily on the minds of the squad.

"The great thing is that they'll

have the opportunity to play their

last on Garber Field." Cannella

said. "From my perspective, it's

great, and I'm sure in 10 years

ihev'll think more about that."

^ WEDNESDAYS FEATURING:

k $1 Shooters i ClPY

i $2 Well Drinks |l
'

Spmrang

No

[Hosted by DJ KT L^
^ilp4>opond layyuflll night

cov« choi^*, fl4- only, |o-2am

flUDAYS FEATURING:
New! Drink specials every week!

Hosted by: DJ Jg^ Mok
No cover chflllP^^^^S^nly, 9^ am

Mam St.

Lower Rd. to Holyoka
413-532 2292

www.woterfronWovam .com

3 iJdoy

15 COWLES LANE
Behind Bruegger'a
Downtown Amhierat
19 MONTAGUE RD.

This summer,

changeVOUr

life-change ^i^"
your
mind.

By John Wawrdw
ASSCK lATtU PRiSS

BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) —
Coach Mike MacDonald man-

aged a slight smile, recalling how

he watched Richard tones grow

up during the player's three years

at Canisius.

That, MacDonald said on

ITiursday, was "the fun part,"

watching |ones go from being a

raw freshman, who required help

opening his first bank account, to

emerging as a quiet, team leader

and dedicated student.

"The fun part is when you see

a kid go through what Rich went

through and kind of grow up right

before your eyes and be such a

great kid," MaclX)nald said. "To

me, that's the reward of coach-

ing."

And that's what made lones'

sudden death on Wednesday

shocking.

"It's terrible," MacDonald

sakl. "This is as down as you can

go'
Canisius ColWge and its men's

basketball program are in mourn

ing. lones. 21. died shortly after

he collapsed dunng a workout

with several teammates, and

under the supervision of

MacDonald and his assistants, at

the school

An Fne County medical exam

iner ruled drugs dkl not plav a

rok in kxies' death.

The cause of death was listed

as natural after an autopsy per-

formed Wednesday. health

department spokesman Kevin

Montgomery said Citing state

law. Montgomery said he coukl

not provkle further details.

The ruling indicates that Jones"

death was the re^sult of an existing

condition.

That didn't make it any easier

for the midtown Buffak>hased.

light knit. Roman Catholic school

with an enrollment of 3.40U

'Nothing can prepare you for

something like this," said jon

Ferris, who just completed hU

senior year on the team. "Time's

the only thing that's going to heal

this."

Athletic director Tim Dillon

said the school, which annouiKed

lones' death before holding a vigil

on Wednesday night, has already

provided counselors for players

and students. Dillon said Canisius

will dedicate, "a celebration of

life" to lones on Saturday evening

at the school's chapel.

Dillon said he's been in con-

tact with lones' family, helping

them arrange transportation to

Buffalo and a memorial service,

which has yet to be determined,

lones is a native of Boston, wf>ere

his mother. Delta Grant, still

lives.

lones, who had just compkrtcd

his junior season, played in 88

games with the Golden Griffins,

starting 47. The b-foot-b forward

averaged 5.2 points and 4.3

rebounds for his career

lones collapsed about 20 min-

utes into the sanctioned workout.

He had taken a shot and began

running toward the baseline when

his body began to tremble and he

fell face first to the floor. Canisius

spokesman Marc Gignac sakl.

Two of the svhool's trailers.

Andrew Smith and Matthew

Nuesell. immediately rushed to

help lones. who was unconscious

but breathing and had a pulse,

lones lost his pulse while the two

trainers administered CPR aivl

used an automatii. external defib-

rillator. Gignat s;iid

k>nes was taken to the hospi-

tal, where he was later pro-

nounced dead

K>nes is the second Caniaiut

basketball player to die while

attending the svhoot On Mareh

5. X'^W*. junior leff Taggan had a

heart sei/ure while on the beiKh

during a ganie against Niagara.

He died in an ambulatwe on tiis

way to a hospital.

<^iAN qAhead for <£^ext Year
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We will change your mind this summer with new course selections,

expanded degree programs and accredited online learning

Use this coupon to waive the

registration fee for 6 or more credits!*

Only at UMass Amtfrst. Only this summar.

Call 413-545-2414 for a free course catalog,

or visit us online at www.uma$s,edu/summer

UMassAmherst
Continuing Educatlen

Wh»ra tummer /» j ttate of mind.

•Savlngt Cod. UT14S. M»v b« appltca wh.n r.gUt.rIno for >i< or mori credit, at on. tim. durlns Surt)fn»r Swilon 1
or II,

J004 Coupon h«i • .ln»iil«r v.luo of SIS.OO: multlpl. coupon, may not b* .ppllad to on* ragUtratlon. Muit tM prawntod at

th. tim. of r.al.tr.tlon and may not b. appllad r«roactlv.l». Not rodaamatol. In caah or cradlt. Not «alld If cradlt load fall.

b«low .In. Othar llmttallon. apply.

• Day and evening

dusM start May 24'

• AffonUUa rasident cost

is $136 par crtdit

• S- or lO-iweek courses

• A grsat way to earn

college credits quickty

• Credito are transferable

to your school!

IWkM ro* tr* I unhftrsity or

c«ll«(* it«d«4it or incoming

coN«c« fretlmiMl

• Wellesiey, Framingham,

and Ashland
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Hit the books,

then hit

the beach!

1 (Hiking to get ahead in vnur

iiHirse v»ork? Short on kfcditj tnd

need to catch up? Or \ust l<M)king

tor Mimcthing sjiisfving to d«) this

Summer' A .VlassKav Summer
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Don't sweat it.

(heck out MaN>l<j*'s Sumnui

Session (xiurses in:

BuvineNS

f.MT

Knglnh

Htjlth

Hislorv

Ub Viencfs Isuvh ,is Anatoinv &

Phwiologv, Biology .Microbiolmty)

Math

.Soiial Silences

and t>ther transteraWc coursesl

Classes meet Monday Thursday so

there's plenty of lime left for other

Summer activities.

To register or obtain addition.tl

information. ull7«l-2.*')-2703.
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( OMMUNirr COLIICI

Start here, Go am^^'here.
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No webs displayed on diamond Women's lax looks to continue streak

SPIDERMAN from page 10

rilegious."

Ammer said his group approached baseball

about pulling the bases promotion.

"We could easily solve it." he said.

Man> baseball purists denounced the plan,

including Kay Vincent, a former baseball commis-

sioner and president of Columbia Pictures. Having

watched jockeys earn the right to base ads on their

uniforms for the Kentucky Derby, sontc thought it

was a step too far in the increasing contmercializa-

tion of sports."

'I think they made a good decision to change

their minds." fonner commissioner Peter Ueberroth

said. "I dont think it makes any sense at all. It's a

clutter."

Teams will have the option of having ads on their

on deck circles during games, according to

lacqueline Parkes. baseballs senior vice president

for marketing and advertising.

Baseball's flail of hame said it coukl find no

records of ads ever appearing on bases during

games.

"At the end of the day, as we said yesterday, it

was the smallest element, not that important to us,"

Parkes said. "While it was sontething originally they

wanted, it is not worth risking or damaging the fans'

exp>erience."

liaseball officials were surprised by the reaction,

which included several front-page stories in

Wednesday's newspapers.

"It just shows the strength of major league base-

ball and the place people put it," Parkes said.

Minnesota Twins outfielder Ibrii Hunter — nick-

named "Spider-Man" for his acrobatic catcftes —
was disappointed by the reversal.

"It's for kids, and kids love it," he said. "It would

have been cool to see the Spider-Man logo for those

three days. Kids could have worn their Spider-Man

gear to the stadium."

Oakland outfielder Billy McMilbn liked the deci-

sion.

"I just wonder where this leads to. Will it be the

Rod News Bears with Chico's Bail Bonds on the

back of our uniforms?" he said.

"I understand revenue, but I didn't think it

would invade baseball. I never thought it would

come to this. Tfieyre wise not to put it on our uni-

forms."

WrOMEN'S LAX from paoa 10

way through the first half, and

they were ultimately out of the

game at that point.

"It was an off day for them,"

Bolduc said. "They know it and

regret it. They've been given a

second chance, and they're a

more confident team."

Bolduc said her team has

been working on the things that

hurt them in the first meeting,

and they haven't lost since.

"We've been practicing

slides for the fast break. We
need to take away drives, have

more help on defense and con-

trol the clock." Bolduc said.

USA could stay home
B> Tim DAMiBtRi.

.'ViMt.lATVK IWvs

The questwn hasn't c-ome up

since President Carter angered the

work! and his nation's athk-tes by

keeping the US. Olympic team

home from Moscow. Kven now.

there are just whispers and specu-

lation, though they grv>w kxider

with every bombing and paniilf

da>.

WuuU the United States dare

pull out of the Athens Gaines

because of safety concerns?

Unlikely, but ikh etiiiivly out of

ihc question anymcnv. either.

"It woukl mean things have spt-

raled toully out of cuntnji." said

Waher Purdy. a dirrctor of the

Terrorism Rescaivh Center outside

\S ashit>glun

Barx'ly three nwnths ftwn ojx-n-

ing ceietnonies. IS officials say

they are committed to going to

Greece and remain conlideni

OtymfHc organi».T> can f)n>lect the

SUO-pkis Americans uho wiW com-

pete in the ganK-s

Others, tfiough. arc beginning to

wonder if that couU c-fiangc as the

Summer Olymptcs draw ckjser.

"1 think it s going to come down

to the wirc in making a hxtge deci-

sion wtKiher they send the U.S. to

Athens." said Stacy Dragila. wfK>

won gM in the pole vauh at the

200U Sydney Gaines. "It's unfortu-

nate to the athletes because we've

worked so hard in training."

The bombings Wednesday in

Athens highlighted the dangers

that face the Olympics despite a

security plan with a price tag over

$1 billion, four times the cost in

Sydney. Greek officials have

rcvised the plan dramatk:ally in the

last few iixjnihs to try to ease con-

cents, and they have calkxl in

NATO countries to help.

Athens orpnaen lay all ath-

kies will be proiecled. and that all

countrvs rcniain resolute in their

intention to conK They point out

that lormer Prvsidc-ni Bush recent

ly wnjte to the president of the

organising committee saying he

will be at the games.

Americans have a right to fed

more jittery than most. Some
experts say the Ofympics will be

tough for tcnurisis lo resist in a

country with strung anti-American

sentiment.

"This Olympics has the poteiv

tial of enonnous symbolic appeal

to terTx>rists." said Bruce Holfnwn.

a lerronsm expen at RAND, a

think tank that often docs work for

the Pentagon.

Hoffman said the latent bomb-

n^. a series of timed blasts that

caused no injuries, indicated that

Greece has not been entinU ^uc

cessful in wiping out its home-

grown terrorist groups Those

groups don't kill on a widespread

basis, he said, but the fact they are

still active is troubling.

"From altiakla's point of view

it's manna Irom heaven because

you now have another group the

Greeks have to be coiwemed

with." Hodman said. "It increases

the attraciicHi for the really more

serious tem>rists to take advania^

of this opportunity"

Top US. uAidak have icf>eat

ediy expressed omcems that

Gnxce is moving too skiwiy in

impk.ineniing security measures,

although they say much progress

has bttm made in recent months.

Bui delays in construction will

make guarding Olyntpic vermes

even more diflKiilt.

'It's hard to figure out how

you're going to secure something

wtKn it's still in the process ot

being buih.' Purdy said

Most security e^JCTts =>*) •*^'

real threat Ls not to athletes or

Olympic sites Terrorists could

attack a hotel lilksl with tourists

and still achieve the desired effect.

(\irdy said.

"Nobody remembers that in

Atlanta the bombing wa.sn't at an

Olympic venue." Purdy said. "Thev

just remember there was an

OLYimCSqppiga?

the Collegian ishiringlor next semester

CASSSS

Come talk to Scott, Slianiion, or Rachael

or call 545-1864

105 Campus Center Basement
'

Freshmen and Sophomores are encouraged to apply

Senior midfielder Tracey

Drown led the Minutewomen
with six goals and two assists in

the loss against Temple while

Marie Cataldo led the Owls

with seven goals in the contest.

Drown, senior attacker

Hope Zelinger and junior

defender Kristin St. Hilaire

were named to the Atlantic 10

All-Conference team, which

was announced yesterday. St.

Hilaire was also named
Atlantic 10 Defensive Player of

the Year for the stellar work

she has done while being

matched up against the opposi-

tions' top scoring threats dur-

ing each game.

Drown will be a key factor

for UMass as she has scored 21

goals over the past four games,

but Bolduc knows it will take a

team effort to eliminate

Temple.

"When they choose to do

something, they'll do it."

Bolduc added, "This is the year

we can not only beat Temple,

but we can win the A- 10 and

the NCAA (championships).

They want to go all the way."

If UMass advances to the

finals, they will play the winner

of the Duquesne-St. Bona-ven-

ture game on Saturday at 3

p.m. The Minutewomen have

defeated both of those teams.

Sutter looking for vengence

ui r««v.

Calgan coach Darryl Sutter will meet his old

team, the San Jos* Shark*, on Sunday.

B> GRK> BtAC tiAlkl

SAN lOSE. Calif tAP) — Dmiyl Suiter c4ianged

the franchise from the bottom up. erasing a losing cul-

nire and instilling passion in hLs players. He pve hope,

pride and vKtories to a city full of downtrodden hock-

ey fans.

And just 17 momhs after the San lose Sharks

thanked him with u pink slip. Sutter has done it again

with tlK" Calgary Hames
The sour-faced, soft-spoken coach's two greatest

creations will meet Sunday in Game I of the Western

Conferencv linals This bit of serendipity apparently

means nuthini;: u< Sutter, wtx) claims his picaerkx adds

abscflutely no signiticance to the series.

But try lellii^ that to the Sharks who learned their

craft under Sutler Thc-y still led Sutlers influence

over then play, even whifc new coach Ron Wtbon

k-adN them to heights Sutter never reached in San

"Darrvl was tk- biggc-si part of this organization,

said ffiraltTf tvgcni Nabukuv. who was transformed

from an untested backup to a Cakler Trophy winner

during his first season with Suiter "To go against him

nght now is kind of exciting He deserxed the oppor-

tunity lo do wftal he's doing in Calgary, and I'm happy

he's doing so well."

Over six seasons of steady improvement. Suiter

turned the Sharfis from laughingsiocks into con-

tenders, eventually winning the Pacific Division.

When they regressed seven months tater. he was fired

Dec 1.2U02
"FHrrsonally it has zero, zero bearing." Suiter said

"tvery team now probably has 10 guys who have

moved. 1 inean yxxi separate it loully I have a ion of

resptxt for their organization and for the players I

coached over there."

Where Sutter stalled. Wilson has succeeded with a

roster largely assembled by Sutter and former general

manager Dean Lombardi Wilson and new GM CXjug

Wilson overhaukxi the Sharks' style and attittide.

fading tfiem to the best season in franchise history —
followed by the Sharis" first trip to the conference

finals and a date with Sutter.

Suiter and Ron Wilson have crossed paths count-

less times during two lives in hockey. They were even

teammates in 1^79 on an AHL team in Moncton.

New Brunswick.

"We always suyed cordial and friendly.' Wilson

sakl. "I don't know him as well as everybody else in

this organization, but t have a kjt of respect for wfiat

he and his whole family represent, in terms of hockey

aivl their dedkuition to it.

"He is going to know individuals on our team, but

I woukln'i say he has an edge, because we play a com-

pWidy different style of game than when he was

arourid The only thing that's the same is the jersey

and the team name
'

But Sutter s groundwork can be seen everywhere.

In the halhvay leading to the Sharks' kicker room.

Suiter's staff put up plaques featuring photographs d
every NHL trophy for individual and »am success.

idof« with blank spots for the yet-lo-be-added nama
of San loce winners.

Suiter's sufT also put up the 4-foot-uill puck dis-

play case in the shape of a Suutley Cup. It holds 16

pucks — one for each victory necessary to win a title.

"Darryl hdped us learn how to cxmpete in the

NHL." said defenseman Mike Raihje. the kxtgest-

lenured San k»e player "He taught about profession-

alism artd resporwibiiity. all the things you need to suc-

ceed.*

Sutter buih the Sharks m a bruising, grinding chib

— not diny. but a hard-nosed team behind gritty cap-

tain Owen Nolan He has done the same in CalfU>

where the Flames make up for a lack of overwhelm-

ing talent with their work eihk;: They award an ugly,

green hard hat to the hardest-working player after

each victory.

Bui when Wlson took over, he saw the Starks'

greatest untapped strength — a collection of speedy^

ulented forwards just waiting for somebody lo cut

ihcm kwse from Sutter's system.

Starting with summer vMxkouu after htt season's

tmiy end, Wibon taught a fbretheck-liiluiifcl, puck-

ponessKjn scheme. The new Shariu work every bit as

hard as Sutter's team, but play to their strengths much

more.

Finally tired of a dozen mediocre years with

unproven leaders, the Flames scooped up Sutter 27

days after he was fired. From nearly the first day Sutter

has been a wiW success in his home province of

Albena — and Calf^rys c-xirrcnt playoff run only

endears him more, partic-ulariy siiKe he became the

Flvnes' GM after last season.

And though Suner downplays it, he enjoyed hb

time and work in San k»e. where he won 192 games

and started something big

"Darrsl can say all he wants that it has no impact

on him." Wilson said. 'I know how I fdt a year, two

year? after (gening fired) when we played Anaheim. I

wanted lo beat them really bad."

Pedro leads Sox to victory over Tribe

By Tt)M WmihRs
AsSlXIATfK pKhv.

CLEVELAND (AP) - Pedro

Martinez coukln't complain about

a thing.

Boston's ace dominated

Cleveland again, settling in after a

sftaky surt to pitch seven strong

innings and lead the Red Sox to a

5-2 win over the Indians on

Thursday night.

Martinez (4-2) gave up four hits

— three in the first inning — and

improved to 111 in 15 career

starts against the Indians. He's also

EARTH ANGEL

64} at laoobs Fiekl.

Martinez made his second

appearance since publicly critknz-

ing Boston's front office, cutting off

contract talks with the Red Sox

and declaring he woukl expbre

free agency after the season.

The next day. he was hammered

for six runs and nine hits in four

innings during a bss to Texas. This

one dkln't start much better for the

three-time Cy Young Award win-

ner, wfK) quKkly fell behind 2-0 in

the first.

But the Indians did little after

that, putting only five runners on

base with just one getting to third.

Martinez walked three and struck

out eighth overall.

With his 105th victory for

Boston, Martinez moved into a tie

with Lefty Grove for eighth place

on the club's career wins list.

Manny Ramirez homered in the

sath off C.C. Sabathia (1-1) and

Pokey Reese hit a go-ahead RBI

double in the seventh as the Red

Sox won their secorxl straight to

split the four-game series.

downtown Amherst

Going Back Home?
It Won't Fit

In Your Car?

We pro-rate daily.

You only pay for

the days you stay.

Greenfield

Secure Self

Storage
1 1 35 Bernardston Rd.

413-775-0074
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Dining Commons Menu
DC. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Cacciatore

• Lemon Pepper Fish

• Veal Cutlet

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

FRIDAY
• High: 77

• Low: 39

SATURDAY
• High: 59

• Low: 40

SUNDAY
• High: 68

• Low: 43

mil:!

DINNER
• Worceiler/Frjnkim BBQ
• Shrimp & Scallop Creole

• Beet Bourguignon

• Southern 6-Bean Stew

I vegan)

Production Crew
On siiii today

NICHT EDITOR
Clen Strdub

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
.Sjnwnfhj / f)tJfa^

copy EDITOR
Leah VVyner

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
IrriX' Koi

PRODUCTION STAFF
Oliwr Chonf^ Dijnj Mogilevsky
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Humor is laughing

at what you haven't

got when you ought

to have it.
^

-Langston Hughes

aquarius • ian. 20-fu. is

If you don't get in gear, you'll be tlipping

burgers this summer.

pisceS • Frs. 19-Mar. 20

Even old people have love lives!

aries • mar. 21-Ani. 19

Maybe you shouldn't reter to children as

hobbits.

taurUS • Apr. 20-Mav 20

Toda>, all the world is celebrating with

you.

gemini • mav2i-iun. 21

Milk, it does a body good. Chocolate

milk is ok loo.

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

The stars say Russians are cool, very

cool.

leO • M. 23-Auc. 22

It's time you gave your car a little love

and temk'rness.

virgO • Aug. 23-Sin. 22

That sfXK:ial package will arrive soon.

libra . Sm. 230rT. 22

Your sweatshirt smelU \ou should

ch.in^e it.

Scorpio • CK T 21-Nov. 21

1 he ping-pong Gods are not with you

today.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Dfc. 21

You want to submit a comic strip to the

Collegian. It's been on your mind all along.

Capricorn • Die. 22-|an. 19

Don t let anyone hold you back. Spring

is in the air!

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\I'\KIMIM lOK KIM

Pxdkan Village 2 Bdrm Apt

Avail. Lease hegia* m June

Free Heat and Hi h Water

Call(914) 59W505

Mill Valley B«rate» now

Rcntina 2 k\lmi

$1050/1100, 4 bednn

$2100 available 6/1/04 No

last months tvnt. Free Heat

& H.rt Water, 2 full Kaths.

AC C>i busline Mon-Fri

10-5pm2SV7177

BrarKi>-w inc Arf- Now leas-

ing, 1&I.2 bcdrixim apts.

Leases begin June, July, Aug

Of Sep. First come, tirst

serve. Get them while they

la.st. vvly^v,^^^anJv^wme-

apts.com Stop by or Call

S49-0600

1992HtirKlaAccodLX4

Jixw sedan 1 38K miles goixl

cmdifum $2000 25V6784

I StI'l ON \tl SI

1994 Cico Pnsm 1 1 ^,000

miles tTiMt condition New

Timing Belt 4 New Tires

$1 200.00 O.BO. 577-5129

665-7731 ^^
Ford Pit*eSE 1996 $1075

Call 413-687-7510.

Moreza®cns.umass.edu

Honda Civic EX 99 41)R

Manual 68K mi. A/C: Alann

Gnat condition $8200 545-

1291

ActivLsm

Summer

Jobs

For the

Envinwimcnt

30CO-5000/Summer Join the

state's largest public interest

grassnxKs organization to

pnitect our environment,

public health, human rights

and democracy Career

opportunities and benefits

available. Call Bobby 1-41 3-

256-6434

M,irketing Agency Seeks

Ongoing High Energy

Individuals for pnmiotioris

$15/b< Kir 888-477-6668

www.haiispromi>tions.com

ATTENTION LAX PLAY-

ERS Play & Oiach - Have

fun - Make $$$ Top Boys

' Sports Camp in Maine lixik-

ing for stafit to lastruct &i

coach LAX. Awesome

Summer! Work with kids!

Tip salaries, FREE

mVhd/rrvi allow. Apply

online ASAP: www.camp-

cobKMsee.com

Summer Office Help

Needed! Amherst Leisure

Services is l>x)king for a

summer registrarKm clerk to

begin mid to late may.

Duties include: cu-stomer

service, accepting registra-

tions and payments for

numerous programs, data

entry, answering phones, fil-

ing, and other clencal duties

in a busy recreation dcpan-

ment. Preferred houn are

M-F9a.m.-4:30p.m.,but

may be flexible Pay rarvge is

$7.44-8.61 /hr. depending

upon expenence. Apply at:

Town of Amherst Leisure

Services, 70 Bi>lrw<xxl

Walk, Fiangs Qimmuniry
' Onter, Amherst, MA
01002. Resumes and letters

of inquiry may also be sent

to:

,f.^«mara«patown.amherit.

ma.gs . For further inftinna-

• tion, call Putt 41 3-256-

4065.

LIFECJLARO Brandywine

Apts. needs a certified life-

guard. Call or stop by. 549-

06^

Resort Real Estate Sales

Assistant: World renowned

multi-millum dollar real

estate development compa-

ny seeks motivated and con-

fident individual to market

hij^-end real estate at The

Greenbrier Reson in White

Sulphur Spring, West

Virginia. Ideal candidate is

very comfortable speaking

on the phone &i interested

in pursuing a career in luxu-

ry real estate. Immediate

openings available. Please

send resumes to Mitch

Johns(Xi-

PARTTIME a)SIT10NS
10* hours/wk; Set your iiwn

schedule. Conduct surveys

over the phone at ixir

Hadley location - tiQ
SALES ! Evngs/wknds;

hlthAk;nt/40l(k);P\TA

accessible. Email

niMMan@fieldmarktingiiK\

om or apply in person. First

Fl(x>r lOOVentrueWay,

Hadley, MA (888)423-5381

Lowell .Area I'lriven U'ader

needed to be crew chief fi>r

one of the state's largest

extenor house painting

companies. Must K- hard-

working, Independent 6i

have own car. Exp. pre-

ferred, but not necessiiry-.

Call Sung-V>«>n® 978-387-

6337

Bueno Y Sano is hiring for

positions for fall semester

please apply in person Qill

for directiotxs 253-40l\^

Painters Wanted in

Amherst Area. No
Expenence Necessary Call

Aii.son®4 1 3-627-9043

Greenfield Secure Self

Storage seeks student P/T to

rent ixjr self storage units on

campus 413-775-0074

Painters Wanteil in l>iinvers

area want a challenging Job

tXJtikx>r5 w/gixid $$$'

Seeking driven,

Hardworking Individual

w/own car to be a painting

crew member. No exp. nec-

essary Call: Sung-Yixm O
978-387-6337

Moving: LiKal moving coin-

pany Kxiking for self moti-

vated individuals, pin tiiiic

positions available iiiimodi-

atcly. Weekday availability a

plus. Raises commensurate

with performance. Potential

for tips. Gixxl attinides are a

must. C:all (41 3)584-4746

"Bartending" $300A>iV

Potential. No Experience

Nesc. Training pntvided. 1

800-965-6520 Ext. 162

I MIMOYMINl

Painters w.mtcd vTc.ittr

Springfield area I -41 3-695-

2645>.r ISH-277-9787

Students wanted lor a sum-

mer p;iintinK |ob $4CV •

$600/ wi-ek Exix-rK-nci- noi

nei\li\l but ,1 pluN. .All hiRvl

will go through .1 paid train

ing program. Call 888-277-

9787 or go to CXXLEGE-

PROLX^M. Work with

tncnd-

Spa manager Eiist Hampton

Pan-time nights arki week-

ends $90/shift 41 3-695-3765

H.irdwcirking indniJiLiU

living around 9 ?/9SK'lt

Siuth of 1-90 for tulltimc

painter positions.

C>\allcntfing |i>b rrqinro

inikix'iidi-nce, own c.ir

$10-$12ba,sfr,ite.CiillWill

IliKMTDRI lOR SAII

I. iradiiating in M.iv cv in

thing must go Call 549-

0069

MOIISI lOR RINl

5 Reilrixnii house. 2 1/2

miles. On bus line. 530-

6996

HOUSf fOR RFM

li,iJlt\ ^ ixvlr-in I Ill-

home, 2 baths w; laurh.lr\

hin>kup Lirve v.ird. minutes

troml Maxs. 54*^-4:7:

1 I.kIIcN NfHCT Fl\ I-

|VNlr...mH.«iHS4^4:~

i20 ri-w.ird' (.:ell phone lost

in/nc.ir B.irtlett - small

Siemens w/or.ink'e burton^

KOOMMAU WANIII)

Fenwie r>ximmate wanteil to

sh.ire 2 -Kl ,ipt in

Sunik-rLinil. J41S/iTio

Includes he.it, hot w.iter,

anil c.ible. .Axailable 6/1 or

earlier. C:all Uurvn @ 860-

<xM <x.\\><

SFRVICES

Pa-gnant .' Nei\l help.' Call

l^irtliritjht . >t .Amherst are.i

tor trie iistinu ,ind .issis-

t.inir =>4" l'K>i

PRHGNANl "Y TtSTlNt!,

Hl\' Testing. Birth Conn-ot.

iiid FiiuTi;t'nc\

t AMitr.Koption .Atfordable

,ind iontidenti.ll. Tiix-stry

Health, 27 Pra\ Stn.-et.

AmhetM.54f^*w2

StRVU IS

.Ani'IiI rulil.n " iiliiii. Il-i

3bed 2bath Putftiin upgrad-

i\l$|305/molunel-

.August31 '04 or take iHir

le,v»- to '05 549-5909

SDMMFR SUBIFT

2 Ix Bilnii apt Main St on

Kis route Miiiute>. from

L'Ma-v. Sumiiier with F.ill

optKm 256-1 146

1 Klnn Apt inClitfsKk-

c.tii 665-1 :i-

Tlic B nildirv 2 bednxim

,ipt avaiLiblf June 1st-

.August 1 5th tall op""" 4' ''

478-3^15

Live din\nli'wn ihi- Mini

hut' Liri;e 4PR 2tl(Mr .ipt

next lo .AmluTst I IS.

VC'.isher & dr\er incluikxl. 5

nun to bus stop 6* town.

ONLY $362 50 \xt r>»>iTi +

utilities .'\\,iil.iHe 6/1 thm

S/15.l"ont,Kt Rob:

.igraffi^studcnt uina.ss.edu^7

8-SOS-7322

2 K\lrn>m^, tulK tumishcxl

apartment, 1 full bath.

Available June 1st-

SepteuiK-r 1st
(
'all R.ichel

Srytnan® 781-264-1512
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One last stand
Seniors play

final game
By Andrew Meiuutt

CxiLUt.iAN Staff

For some members of the

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team.

tomorruM aftenxxjn is the end of a sea-

son that has fallen short of expecutions.

For Neil Lundburg. Bo Pritchard, Kevin

Gleiu. lustin Walker, Chris Gervat. and

Scott Hinche>, it is the end of an era.

While nearly every college team in the

nation has some sort of Senior Day recog-

nition, this year's turbulent season, and

the reminder of a lost family member
gives tomorrow's game against Rutgers

(Garber Field. 1 p.m.) some extrs weight

for the six L'Mass seniors.

To say the least, the Minutemen's sea-

son has been less than satisfying, especial-

ly for the players, who after breaking a

school record with H wins in 2005. can

finish no belter than .500. At 7-8. the

Minuicmen have only tomorrow's game

to do so. but more than that, ending their

final season on a high note is of prime

importance to the seniors.

"It's our last contest on Garber Field.

atKl so I'd love to make it a win." said

defenseman lustin Walker, the Fairpwt,

NY native who has provided rearguard

leadership in all 13 games this season.

"We want to put on a great show for the

crowd, I've got m> whole family coming

up. and friends from home I'd love to

play my ass off. get a victory; and enjoy

the time ar>d experience with my friends,

relatives, teammates and coaches."

Neil Lundburg. who has also

appMred in all 1 3 games this season, has

18 goals and live assists on the year. His

6-foot-4. 225-lb. frame has given the

Minutemen a solid pivot man. and while

his goals oumumber his assists, he has

been a consummate teammate through-

out the year

"In the game, more than anyihing. I'd

like to give Justin Walker a goal.' he said.

"If I have the opportunity to give him a

goal. I would give him one That kid has

nertUU onpigt7

MBJA r ^s!*xl^J^K^.\^l^MAS

Junior Rvan Connolly ha« 14 Koalt and four assist* thii year tor the Minutemen. The Maroon and Whhe frfar its laM
i

of the »ea»on againti Rutgers tomorrow ai Garber Field, with a 1 p.Bi. face-off.

Spiderman is

off the field

By Ronald Bllm
AaaociATtP Prem

NEW YORK IAP) — Spider-Man ads

on bases didn't fly with baseball fans.

A day after announcing a novel pro-

motion to put advertisements on base*

next month. Major League Baseball

reversed course Thursday and eliminated

that part of its marketing deal for

"Spider-Man 2."

"The bases were an extremely small

part of this program," said Bob DuPuy.

baseball's chief operating officer.

"However, we understand that a segmmt

of our fans was uncomfortable with this

particular component and we do not

want to detract from the fan's experience

in any way."

Under the original plan, red-and-yel-

tow ads were to appear on bases — but

not home plate — during games from

lune 11-13 The plan began to crumble

Wednesday night when the New York

Yankees said they would only allow the

ads on bases during batting practice —
aiKl only for one game that weekend.

While the logo* will not be pui cm

bases in big league games, it's still not

.ertain whether they will appear during

warmups.
"1 thought it was good to pull it.'

Yankees outfielder Bemie Williams said.

"For so man> years, we've just had uni-

forms and bases with no logo, it doa«1
surprise me. baseball benif the conecrv*-

tive sport that it's ahivays been, it's lo

slow to change."

The ads were to a^war as part ai a

deal involving Major League Baseball

Propenies. Marvel Studios and Sony

Inc.. the parent of Columbia Pictures,

which is releasing the movie on June 50.

The promotion \^ill go on with givraways

aixi other ads at ballparks that weekend.

"We listened to the fans." said

Ciei.ittrt> .Ammer. president uf \korlduide

marketing for the Columbia TriStar

Mcrtion Picture Group. 'We never saw

this coming, the reaction the fans had. It

became a flashpoint — the reaction was

overwhelming
"

'We don't want to do anything that

takes away from a fan's enjoyment of the

game." he said. 'Some people thought it

was a great idea, but others saw it as sac-

IPIOilllllAN on page 8

Minutemen lose shoot-out
By Bob McGovotN

(i)tLt».iAN Staff

It was aiKXher case of too little,

too late for the Massachusetts

baseball team.

The Minutemen scored six runs

over the final three innings in their

game against Nonhcastem. but it

wasn't enough as L'Mass k}st 1 2-8

to the Wildcats yesterday at

Friedman DiamorKi.

Offensively, the Minutemen

kx>ked to be the aggressor, scoring

the first two runs of the game

against Northeastern hurlcr Paul

Kosknvski. The two runs were

spearheaded by senior Cullan

Maumus who knocked in Sean

Samo with a shot to left-center. He
wouki then score off the always-

productive bat of capuin Matt

ReynoUs.

Koslowski settled down after

the first aixl pitched five scoreless

innings. He fanned six batters in

the contest and in lieu of the fact

that his relief couUn't finish what

W^'
WlJKXismm ®(Qwmwuj&

Friday, May 7

Sport Opp./Event

Track at New Enalands

Dedham, Mass
vs. Temple

Corning, N.Y.

Women's Lacrosse

Time

10:00 a.m.

5:00 p.m.

Saturday, May 8

Sport Opp./Event

Baseball vs. Temple

Amherst, Mass
New Englands

Dedham, Mass
vs. Rutgers

Amherst, Mass
at ECAC's

Worcester, Mass

Track

Men's Lacrosse

Women's Rowing

Time

12:00 p.m. &
2:30 p.m.

9:00 a.m.

1:00 p.m.

3:45 p.m.

Sport

Baseball

Softball

Rowing

Sunday, May 9

Opp./Event Time

vs. Temple 12:00 p.m.

vs. Boston College 12:00 p.m. &

Amherst, Mass 2:00 p.m.

at ECAC's 7:30 a.m.

Worcester, Mass

he started, he got the win on the

cNcning.

Part uf the reason >vas that. f«x

all intents and purposes, the

L'Mass pitching suff fell apan.

Starter Anthony Galk) had a

similar stan to Kosowski as he

gave up two runs in the first. After

two scoreless innings, Gallo lost

his edge and gave up a total of six

runs over the fourth and fifth

inning.

Freshman Chris Lkjyd came in

to stop the bleeding but only lasted

two-thirds of an inning as he gave

up two earned runs fresh out of

the bullpen, lercmy Demers hekj

off the barrage a little bit. but still

surrendered two runs in three

innings.

Brian Nutting and Brad

Czamowski. hitting in the fourth

and fifth spot for the Wildcats, did

most of the damage. The two

accounted for seven of the 1 2 runs

in the contest, while Czamowski

also scored three runs.

As the bullpen was being dis-

mantled, the Minutemen's offense

began to battle back in the latter

innings. The offensive onslaught

was started as soon as the Wildcats

reached into their bullpen.

Dave Pelligrine came in and.

over his one and one-third innings

pitched, surrendered three runs.

Tim Bush, who also gave up three

runs to UMass, relieved him.

The heart of the order did most

of the work for the Minutemen's

offense. Maumus. Frank Curreri,

and Reynolds accounted for five of

the seven RBI for the Maroon and

White.

Even with the offensive explo-

sion, the Minutemen still had

room for more. When all was said

and done. UMass had stranded

eight batters on the contest.

The Minutemen return to the con-

fines of Earl Lorden Field this

weekend to take on A- 10 rival

Temple, in one of the season's

more pivotal series. There is a dou-

ble-header on Saturday starting at

12 p.m. and a single game at 12

p.m. on Sunday.

Between games on Saturday,

the University of Massachusetts

Athletic Department will celebrate

the 50-year anniversary of the

Minutemen's first trip to the

College World Series.

A large portion of the 1954

team will be honored in a ceremo-

ny on Earl Lorden just before this

year's team attempts to keep its

post-season hopes alive.

tMILLIE lx:(ll)AN/OCUJOIAN

Reaching to the future

Wide reviever Jason Feebler goes out for a catch during a game during UMass'i 2003 season.

The Maroon and White have their annual spring game this weekend.

Minutewomen face Owls
By Jeff Howe
CJoLlECMAN StAff

Every now and then there will be a special

team that comes around, and it will make you

really appreciate the smaller things that sports

have to offer.

The Massachusetts Minutewomen (6-9, 4-5

Atlantic 10) lacrosse team is exactly that kind of

squad. They have fought hard through injuries,

countless one-goal losses and occasional mishaps

that should have doomed their season before

April Fool's Day.

The girls lost all six games they played in

March and went 56 days between their first and

second victories of the season.

They could have rolled over and died the

same way the Boston Celtics did this year, but

they chose to fight through all of the adversity

and put a winning streak together to qualify for

the Atlantic 10 postseason much like the ways of

the New England Patriots.

The Minutewomen haven't lost since April 18

and are nding a three-game winning streak head-

ing into today's semifinal game against the

Temple Owls (9-7, 61 A- 10) at 5 p.m. in

Corning, NY.

This is a rematch of last year's Atlantic 10

championship game, which was won by Temple.

The Owls won this year's only match between

the two teams 20-14 at Garber Field, the last

time UMass left the field as losers.

To thicken the plot, UMass head coach Carrie

Bolduc played her first two years of collegiate

lacrosse for Temple in 1996-97 under Temple's

current head coach, Kim Ciarrocca, before trans-

ferring to Syracuse.
"1 know a lot about (Temple). They don't give

up or quit, and they know how to handle pres-

sure. Winning is an attitude at Temple. That is

their motto, and that is how they play," Bolduc

said.

Temple is the three-time defending Atlantic

10 champion, and none of the players on UMass
have defeated Temple at any point in their

careers, but Bolduc doesn't think her team is the

one that is intimidated.

"I think they're afraid to play us. They were

hoping to play Richmond [in the championship)

last year," Bolduc said.

Intimidated or not, the Minutewomen will

need to have a much better start to this game

than they had in the teams' first clash in April if

they want to win. UMass was trailing 9-3 mid-

S«a WOMEN'S LAX on page 8
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Ifphone number is bu\\\, call hack!

( unncclKui Ni** \ <»rk ( onl.

BrookfiekJ / Watert>ury 203-775-0158 Buffak3 N 716-835-9008

Easterner 860-859-3425 Buffak) Southtowns 716-668-4786

Fairfield / Norwalk 203-847-3157 Oneonta 607-432-2737

Hartford / To«ar>d 860-243-5623 Rattsburgh 518-735-4440

Franklin County 413-772-2666 Rochester Area 585-321-9865

Martha's Vineyard 508-696-8633 Saratoga 518-587-7020

MKkflesex County 860-704-0732 Syracuse Area 315-437-4297

New Haven County 203-288-0552 Utica/Rome 315-792-4042

Lower WMtehester 914-472-1922

Mahir Uf^MT WeMchester/Puln»n Co 914-741-1090

PorHand/Biddeford/Brunswidi 207-883-6653 Nn*>orhCit\ Am
York/BervMCk/Sanford 603-740-0397 Nassau County 516-221-3790

Augusta/Lewiston/Bartgor 207-622-5128 Flushir>g 718-961-5813

Manhattan 212-563-4467

^iMislmH^"*
413-442-9599

Brooklyn

North Shore Suffolk

718-331-8720

BartoNre County 631-382-4716

Cape Cod 508-771-1580 StHJth Shore Suffcrtk 631-218-8882

Lawrwica 603-893-7272 Staten Island 718-960-6988

Worowtar/Shrewsbury/Mitford 508-7915888

^)noglieW/Amhersf 413-532-0846 PrnnsvUaii^

Boston Vrra: Aitoona/State Coltege 814-943-8820

Andovw/Raadmg/North Shore 978-762-4442 Berks County 610-372-8851

Ata^xxo/Dwtmouth/Taunton 508-993-8885 Bucks County 215-675-3235

Cambndge/Somervtlle 617-621-1119 Chester County 610-719-0105

Chelmsford/Fitchburg/Tewksbury 978-692-8541 Delaware County 610-543-7052

Jamaica Plain/Back Bay/Fenway 617-323-3456 Ene 814-835-6600

Malden/Charleslown/Revere 781-333-3266 Harrisburg East Shore 717-986-0201

Newbur/pwt/Beverly/TopsfiekJ 978-739-9304 Hamsburg West Shore 717-731-8911

Norwood/Walpole/Franklin 781-255-7171 Jenkintown/Abington 215-884-6364

Quincy/CantonA/Veymouth 781-344-3495 Lar)caster County 717-560-9152

South Shore/Plymouth County 781-837-6789 Lelwnon County 717-272 3367

Waltham/NewtofWMetrowest 781-890-7667 Lehigh Valley 610-432-5834

Lewisburg 570-522-0179

NrM flampshirr Monroeville 412-373-3461

Lebanon Claremont 603-443-5588 Monroe/Pike County 570-422-1181

Manchester/Nashua/Concord 603-625-9500 Montgomery County 610-630-3811

Seacoast. Portsnnouth, Dover 603-740-0397 Moon 412-424-0093

Salem/Derry 603-893-7272 Northeast Philadelphia 215-464-8440

Pittsburgh N Hills 724-933-3354

^T* ^rr5c> Pittsburgh S Hills 412-440-0234

Brick/Toms River/Pomt Pleasant 732-451-9797 Roxt>orough/Manayunk 215-482-2890

Bridgewater/Scotch Plains/Clinton 908-203-9966 Schuykill/Cartron County 570-450-7922

Camden/Burlinglon County 856-810-8072 Scranton 570-961-5464

Clifton/Montclair/Wayne 973-472-1171 Westmoreland County 724-838-8192

Eatontown/Enghshtown/Belmar 732-544-1505 Wilkes-Barre 570-331-2707

Edison/Woodbndge/E Brunswtck/Clark 732-321-1055 York County 717-718-1470

Gloucester/Salem County 856-228-9996

Newton/HackettstownAA/est Milford 973-729-8330 Khodf Island

Paramus/SecaucusA/Vestwood 201-291-9090 Newport 401-683-6688

Parsippany/Short Hills/Fairfield 973-541-0122 Providence / South County 401-575-2238

Princeton/Cranbury/West Windsor 609-671-1400

NrrmonI

Nc** ^ ork Burlington/Montpehef/Middlebury 802-985-9850

Albany/Capitol Region 518-383-6544 White River Jet /Rutland/Brattleboro 802-295-1122

Binghamton/Broome Co 607-748-4858

Apply Online at >vv\vv.SummerWorkNow.com/nei

Sister Hazel rock the Horseshoe

during Southwest Week
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UlVlass downs Rutgers on

Senior Day
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UMass hosts Democratic Convention Women's
By Melissa Blankstein

LJJLLtt.lAN StaH-

Above: Cjm Krrr\, (hr

bradtcr of Sen. John Kern. O-
VLt«v . »pri(ks 41 the upening oi

(hr «uir DemocratU' cunventiun

•I the Mullink Center., Saturday.

Right: Delcpite* to the

Mii»»at;huMrtt» Detnticnitu: Mate

vonvrntiiHi cheer on speaker

Cam Kerrv, briKhcr nf Sen. John
Kerrv, at the \(ullin« t'enter in

Amhent, Ma»'>

The University of Massachusetts hosted the

Massachusetts Dernocratic Convention last I ridav

night and Sa(urda\ Speakers included Chancellor

lohn \ l.onibardi. Amherst Representative Stan

Rosenberg, Robert Haynes, the president ot the

Massachusetts chapter of the AFL-CIO Union, and
Cameron Kerr>. Sen )ohn Kerrys brother

According to jane L^ne. the coinniunicatiuns

director of the Massachusetts Denuxratic Party,

many members of the legislature and many people

who they invited to speak on stage are UMass alum-

ni. She said no one complained when UMass was
antK>unced as the location for this years convention

"Ue arc so proud to be here It's like family tu Ix'

back." lane said.

On Friday, the convention started after 8 p.m. in

the Campus Center On Saturday, the ntain event

was held in the Mullins Center According to Lane.

2.500 delegates from towns across the state had

prepaid to cume. and atwther 1 ,000 registered that

day
Many speakers focused on education

~\\c need a guvemur who will stand up and
make sure all our kids have an opportunity," Haynes
said. "jGovemor Mitt RoiniKy I is about profit Ife's

about the stock market. He's not about the

inmonwealth."

\lter the speedm were oNts. Phil johaston.

chainnan of the Massachteetts Democratic Party,

said that he k>ves UMass.
'We coiTK* often, as often as we can.' he said.

He is an alumnus of UMass and met his wife in

a Spanish class His son is also a graduate,

luhnsiun said his aides told him that ihe pc-ople at

L.Mass ran the convention as smoothly as anywhere
the) have been. He hopes to bring it back to UMass
every year

"As long as I'm chairman irf the party, we're

mmg to UMass," he said definitively.

lohnston said he believes this kitKi of publicity

helps UMass. Lombardi agreed in an email.

"h is always good for our k*gislalors to see what
their support makes possible, so when they gather

See CONVENTION on paoe 2

US military sees

first court-marshal

in abuse case

Chechen president killed

By RiJBtKi H. Rui>

.AanniArrn r^.w

BAGf^DAD. Iraq (AP) - Stung by a w>.«^ldwide

outcry, the U.S. military SurxJay announced the tir.t

coun-martial in the Abu Ghraib prisotK'r abuse alk'ga-

tions. ordering a reservist to face a public trial in

R<«hdadonMay 19.

Spc. kremy C. Sivits of Hyndnxan, Pa , a member
of the 'S72nd Military Police Company, will face a mil-

itary court kss than a month after photos i)f prisonerv

being abused arxJ humiliated were first broedcast

April 28.

Both the speed of the trial's scheduling and the

venue in the Iraqi capital urxlerscoa- the military's

realization that it must demonstrate resolve in prose-

cuting those responsibk for a scandal that threatens to

undermine the US mission in Iraq and President

Bush's re-ekvlion chances.

Brig. Gen. Mark Kimmitt. announcing the trial

date, said the proceedings would be held in the

Baghdad Convention Center, which h<juses the coali-

tion press office, and be open to media coverage.

Bush pnjmiscxl Saturday that "we will learn all the

facts and detemiiiK- the full exicTil of these abuses.

Those involved will be identified. They will answer for

their actions."

Sivits is one of seven sokhers charged but appears

to be a lesser figure in the case. Some of the others will

likely face a general court martial, which can give

more severe punishments than the "spcvial" court

martial that will try Sivits. fhs trial could produce evi-

dence for proscxuting others believcnJ more culpable.

Sivits is believed to have taken some of the photos

that triggetrxl the scandal. His father. Daniel Sivits.

said last month his son "was told to take a picture, and

he did what he was told." He said his son trained as a

mechanic but found him.self perfonning military

police work for which he was unqualitied.

The family said it had no comment Sunday morn-

ing.

Sivits was charged with conspiracy to mistreat

detainees, dereliction of duty lor failing to protect pris-

oners and maltreatment of detainees. Seven officers

have received career-ending reprimands.

If convicted. Sivits could face one year in prison,

reduction in rank to private, forfeiture of two-thirds of

his pay for a year, a fine or a bad conduct discharge.

Penalties could include only one. all or any combina-

tion of tho.se punishments.

Sivits will be able to chose between trial before a

single military judge or a three-member panel of sen-

ior officers. He has the right to a civilian attorney and
will have access to military coun.sel.

Oflicials hope the trial will convince Iraqis that the

United States does not tolerate torture reminiscent of

the darkest days of Saddam Hussein and will act swift-

ly to punish those responsible. Saddam's regime used

the grim Abu Ghraib facility, located on the western

edge of Baghdad, to torture and murder thou.sands of

his critics.

The trials could detcnnine whether abuse at Abu
Ghraib was an aberration — as the U.S. command

GROZNY. Russia (AP)
— A bomb ripped through

a stadium in the Chechen
capital of Grozny, during a

V'ictory Day ceremony yes-

terday, killing provincial

president Akhmad
Kadyrov, the Kremlin'«>

point man for efforts to

control separatist violence

in the war-wracked region.

No group claimed
responsibility for Sunddv s

explosion, which killed a^

many as 24 people, but

suspicion inevitably fell on
separatist rebels, who
have made Kadyrov a top

target and have tried to

assas'^inale him several

time-

— \ssuitmvd Press

Russian President Vladimir Putin, right, meets Chivhen Prime Minister

Ser^^-i Ahramtn, wht> became the rrpublicV attinf; pn-siJent in Vl«*»:ow after

an expk»ii>n killed Chivhnvan President Akhmad Kjdvrnv. yesterday.

Health Week
commences

By JlNNiHR Mdskal
l.'uLUt.lAN lAIMIU:Sn>NI«NT

University of Massachusetts health practitioiKrs

will join others around the country today in observ-

ing National Women's Health Week, but authorities

say real action for women's health implies address-

ing the problem of American health and health care

as a whole.

Today, in observance of the week and as pan of

its regular offerings, each section of University

Health Services will offer information sessions.

according to Amanda Collings. who organizes com-
munity health and patient education at UfIS as pan
of an ongoing project to inform students on
women's health issues

The H member UHS Women's Health Project

has worked on projects all year. iiKluding hosting

contraception scsswns every week One of the scs-

sicms is heki in the dormitories on a rotating basis.

The other is always in rv)om M)2 of the UHS buikl-

ing, every Wednesday.

Observing National Women's Health Week high-

lights a much larger issue than the one these ses-

skxts address, said Eikvn Breslin. dean of the

School of Nursing aixl interim dean of the School of

Public Health & Heahh Sciencc-s

"It's rh.>t just about women's health. It's about

everybody's health.' Breslin said

"How do we gel the American population to take

care of their health, through diet aixJ e\erci»<' and
the reduction of stress?" she asked.

The answer, according to Bri*slin. is by educating

women and encouraging ihem to lake care ol their

own health — because, she says, women influetKx:

everyOIK' else.

That inllueiKe is a fuiKtion of women's central

role in society, according to ArlerK Avakian. profes-

sor and director ol women's studies WonHTi. she

sakl. use healthcare scrvkes the most in America,

either for themselvc> or for family nK-mbers.

"Women are often the caretakers and will go to

the doctor's with lluii Lhililnn m ihfii n.lt.•nl^ .is

well." Avakian sau:

Promoting good Wimuviis iit.-.ilHK.iic is sii im^ic>r

lant. she said, because doing so rea».hes many oth-

ers, as well.

According to Kathryn Tracy, a prufesssor in the

.School c>f Public Health, good healthcare for women
of all backgrounds arni ages is pivotal.

"Social science and health policy have discovered

that the level of health status of a population, ail

genders and ages, rises in dirtxt proportion to the

level of educational attainment of it< women." Tracy

said. "With some cNceptions, women govern family

health decisk)n-making for children and elders in

most countries and therefore the health c)f the

iiaticin relies on the cxiucation. health status and
)H.'alth dcvisk)n-making of its women."

According to organizers of Natictnal Women's
Health Week, when wcunen bcxome well educated

about their own health, they also look out for the

health and healthcare needs of their families.

While events are scheduled nationally and
regionally during the eniia- week, there is a particu-

lar push for women to individually get involved and
lake care of themselves today, ihe designated

See NEAUII on page 2

See IRAQ on page 2

Israelis to

rework Gaza
withdrawal

By Ra\I NhSSMAN
.\vs<n lATHi PRFSS

lERUSALEM (AP) — Prime Minister Ariel

Sharon yesterday canceled a planncxl trip to the

United States next wcx-k, saying he intended lo focus

his energies on patching together a new blueprint for

withdrawing from the Gaza Strip alter his party

rejecttxl his original plan.

Sharon told his Cabinet ministers during a stomiy

meeting that he will present them with a revised ver-

sion of his "disengagement plan" in the next tha\."

weeks. He did not reveal what changes he is contem-

plating or how he would satisfy his deeply divided

coalition.

The announcement was the latest sign of Sharon's

determination to push ahead with his plan alter its

overwhelming defeat in a May 2 rcieicndum of

l.ikud Party members. That vote, though nonbind-

ing, would make it dillicult for many l.ikud Cabinet

ministers to support the plan.

Sharon told his Cabinet he was canceling his trip

to Washington, scheduled lor next week, during

which he was to have addressed the American Israel

Public Affairs Conmiitlee, a pro- Israel lobbying

group. He al.so had been expected to meet with

President Bush, who had endorsed Sharon's plan as

a valuable step lo reviving peace efforts.

The original plan called lor a full pulloul of Gaza,

where 7,500 Israeli settlers and I. "5 million

Palestinians live, and a withdrawal from four small

West Bank settlements. Shamn .said the plan lo dis-

entangle the Israeli and Palestinian jxjpulations

would bcx)st Israel's security in the absence of a

See GAZA on page 2

U.N. election workers killed

in explosion in Afghanistan
By STtl'HtN GRAttA.M

.^SS<K lATH) PRfSS

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) —
A blast hit a U.N. vehicle carry-

ing election workers in eastern

Afghanistan and two foreign men
were beaten to death in the capi-

tal, officials said yesterday,

adding to security fears ahead of

the landmark vote in September
Meanwhile, hundreds of U.S.

forces were sweeping through an

insurgency-hit southeastern

province and had arrested 35

Taliban militants, a senior

Afghan official reported.

Four election staff escaped

unhurt from Saturday's jeep

explosion near Grabawa, a vil-

lage in Nangarhar province

about 60 miles south of Kabul.

Their driver was treated lor

minor injuries. All were Afghans.

"They all managed lo get out

of the car before it was engulfed

in flames," U.N. spokesman
Manoel de Almeida e Silva said.

Gen. Mohammed >'unus

Noorzai. the Nangarhar police

chief, blamed the Taliban or al-

Oaida, but gave no evidence.

Investigators were trying to

establish if the explosion was

caused by a mine or a remote-

controlled bomb.
The attack on the U.N. vehi-

cle came just days after two

British contractors working with

the United Nations in prepara-

tion for Ihe presidential and par

liamentary polls were shot and

killed in another eastern

province. A spokesman purport-

ing to speak for the Taliban

claimed responsibility

Saturday's explosion was the

also fourth incident involving

U.N. election workers this year

The American military has

warned that militants will try to

disrupt the elections, in which

U.S. -backed President Hamid
Karzai is expected to triumph.

Only two million out of some
10 million eligible voters have

signed up so far. and registration

has yet to begin in three troubled

southern provinces where mili-

tants have killed dozens of

Afghan troops in recent weeks.

A U.S. Marine also died in a

lirefight on Saturday, but the mil-

ilary insists it had insurgenls on

the defensive and that it is safe

enough for the vote lo go ahead.

In their latest operation.

American troops backed by heli-

copters began combing three dis-

tricts of Zahul province, some
240 miles southeast ol Kabul, on

Friday, and arrested 55 Taliban

militants. Gov. Khial Mohammed
told The Associated Press.

"There was no resistance,"

Mohammed said. "All the sus-

pected Taliban are in U.S. cus-

tody."

Lt. Col. Micheic neVVenh, a

U.S. military spokeswoman in

Kabul, suid 15 people were
detained and a weapons cache

was found in a search in Zabul

on Saturday but gave no further

details.

Mohammed initially claimed

the operation had netted Mullah

Rozi Khan, who is believed to

command Taliban militants in

Zabul, where the government
has little control. He later said

that claim was based on incor-

rect information and that Khan
wasn't among the militants

arrested.

Meanwhile, Afghan police

said two foreigners, one carrying

a Swiss passport, were found

dead in Kabul Sunday, killed by

blows to the hcikl wilh stones or

bricks

The iiKMivc Uii ihe killings

was not immediately clear, but

they sent a jolt through the inter-

national community in the rela-

tively stable capital, which is

patrolled by a b.OOO-strong,

NATO-led security force.

Police said early morning jog-

gers found the bodies of the two
men. aged about 50 and in

Afghan dress, in a public garden

in west Kabul.

Rudi Hager. the head of the a

Swiss developnient agency

which doubles as a diplomatic

mission, told AP that it "was

probably just a criminal case,"

and suspected the Swiss victim

was a touiist.
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First GI faces Democrats gather at Mullins

Center for state convention
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IRAQ from page 1

insists — or stemmed from pres-

sui'e Iron) mililar) intelligence

units to make detainees mure coni-

pliani under questioning.

Months before the scandal

broke. the International

Committee of the Red Cross told

top Washington oflicials it had

problems with the ireaiment of

prisoners in Iraq and ai the U.S

detention center in Guantanamo
Ba>. Cuba, said .Antonella Notari.

chief agencN spokeswoman

She said ICKC President lakob

Kellenberger spoke about prison

^onditkxis during |anuar\ nK-et-

ings with Sev.retar> of State Colin

Powell, National Sccurit> Adviser

Condoleezza Rice and lX'put>

Defease Secretary Paul Wolfowitz

"He raised ccnxems regarding

detc*ntion in Iraq, along wiih

Guantaitamo and other locationv

Notari told The .Associated Press in

Cletvfva.

One soldier lacing charges.

SpL Sabnna (iarman. said she

and others with the )72nd
Military Police Cumpan> took

direction from Army military

iniclligerKe officers. CIA opera-

tise- and civilian contractors who
>.i>nducted interrogalioas

.Ainencan officials have insist-

ed the abuses at Abu Ghraib were
carried out by a handful of sol-

diers who failed to follow proce-

dures and wcie not part of a sys-

icmaiic program of brutality.

"Please don't paint with such a

wide brush that it indicts the

other 1 15.000 American sokliers

and Marines out there doing the

right thing," Kimmiit told

reporters. He said investigators

believe that only a "very small

number of guards" were involved.

However, Iraqis freed from

U.S. cu.stody since the war began

in March 2005 have long told of

abusive ireaiineni including lying

bourtd in the sun for hours; being

attacked by dugs: being deprived

of water: and left huodc-d for days.

Until photos wea' published, their

complaints won little attention

except from human rights groups.

Last sunmier. \innesty

IntemaiiorutI said it k;amed Red
Cross inspectors were lirtding seri-

ous abuses, and it chargc-d that

"torture and gross abuse of

human rights" were occuning.

On Friday, the ICRC disck»ed

it had repeatedly dematKled last

year tfuit U.S auiftorities corrvel

problems at Abu Ghraib and
other detention centers The
Amencans took action on some
issues but nui others, it said.

Women s Health Week commences
lOUIIIroiiip^l

National Women's Clwck-up Day.

Alisun Kmks. the dirvcior of

health icrvkcs at the kxal

TapeMty Heahh. said her oifani-

zation ukes advantage uf events

Uke National Women's Check-up

Day to 'focus on | their | clients

and inform them of the issues.'

'Whenever one of lhe«e

oppurluniiies comes up." kmes
nid. "|we use it) to talk to our

staff and our clients and krt them
know this is another opportunity

to lake care of themselves."

\t Mercy Women's Health
' .liter in Holyoke. National

Women's Health Week is an event

that the center hao been involved

with siiKe it began, according to

Amie Malin. director of OE/GYN

?^e've been participating

each and every year." Malin said

"The initial two or three years we
had a huge community health fair

outdoors, but funding has

decreased. We'll still be offering

free infomiaiion and acwmiwy
this jcar. as wdl as what lervket

arc offered by other providers."

Cuts in funding for such

events and for healthcare scrvu.cs

mufv fnwnlly aic fanxNiiinf a

graver concern in Mawmhusriis
according to Rjnes

'I wuukl argue that wmik m i-

is a way to locus on women -

healthcare, ihat there's j still | vcrv

littkr locus un wcxikmi's Ix-.ilihi.irc

I in Massachusetts I. ~ k

'We jai Tapestry | are t^.t.f <. 4

;

pcrveni cut this year by the state,

so the inessage to us (as health-

care ptwidersj is that there'- vcrv

litllc focus on woriK-n's hcalil'.

^.irc. particularly in thi- si^itc
'

Brvslin looked at the issue

more broadly.

*l think the wh«.>k- ikhiuii it mi

women's health is more than

a'paxi < ejKom-
passe- >J cultur-

al aspects ol women's bves lis

wtiat needs to be addre«sed|,* sIk

said

That appears to be the fual set

forth by orpwiiaer* of National

Womc-n's Health Week
Tfie week's events "will

iiwlude anyone wIk> wants to help

make women's ttealth a top prior-

iiv
'

ifie event's Weh site states.

• nal

\' •
, that

It IS cekbraled. more
fiwijj- M,ll join in a gTuu»»d«wirll

of activity that will Wad to health

ler women and a healthier

\nKrica
"

On ihe St't \4tlumtil

Uumrn'A HeaUh Xi'erk

Student Parking Notice

Exam Week Parking 5/17-5/21

During the week of May 17 - May 21, students who do not have a

parking pennit may park in Lots 25, 26, 27, 33 and Yellow while

taking exams. If you possess a valid parking permit, please use the

lot you purchased to enable others use of these lots. Use Lots 25,

26, 27, 33 and Yellow ONLY (during exam week), otherwise you

will be subject to ticketing and towing.

Brought to you by UMass Parking Services - 413-545-0065.

Please visit our website at http://parking.umass.edu for further

information. The University community appreciates your

cooperation in parking legally.

Congratulations to all graduating seniors!

Change

mihd
this summer:

• Get the Gen Ed courses
you need

• Enjoy smaller class sizes

• Keep on track for graduation

• Choose from over 200 courses
and degree programs

• AND take 6 credits or more and
we'll waive the registration fee!

Watch for our
money-saving coupon

in your mailbox.

umass.edu/contined
413-545-2414

stay.
UMassAmherst
Continuing Education

Where summer is a state of mind.

CONVENTION from page 1

un our campus il provides a

graphic demunstration uf the

breadth and depth uf the wurk
accumpiished here by students,

faculty, and staff." Lunibardi

wrote.

He said the University is

"alv^ays happy" to host either

parly's events. He wrote that this

in particular was a guod way tu

thank the Democratic Party's

strung support of UMass in the

state legislature.

UMass students were also

involved in this year's convention.

Chelsea C. Halpine. president of

the University Democrats, said

her group recruited M) volunteers

to help out at the convention.

Israel

reworks

pullback
6AZA from iMmTi

peace deal

Vice Ptvmier Khud Olmen said

Friday that Sharun still intends to

evacuMe all Gaza seitk^nients.

Hard liners in the goownmuit

upfioK any territorial conccMJons

and fume Likud ministen, who
gave the plan only tepid support in

the Iir5i place, have said they will

no! gu agaimi the party s decisiun.

At the tame time, lustice

Minister ^'utef Lapid Ji the mod-
erate ShiTHii Party has threatened

lo quit the government if Sharon

doa not puih forward with the

Gaza withdrawal. Ik dL<smisKd

the Likud ivferendum. saying thai

I peivent u( the pupulatiun stmuki

not br aOowed to devide policy fur

iheuoumry.

As Lapid addresaed the

Cabinet meeting, twu hardline

ministers. Avigdor Lieberman
and Benny Ekxi. walked uul. par-

ticipants said.

Lapid also got imo a ihoutoig

match with min<' ' I artdau,

a 1 ikud hard-Ill'' idu arxl

his allies said it was undemocrat-

ic lu ignore the referendum, and

h« i>mi ihrrc y»tmi mu chance the

Cabinet would p<iy» a new plan.

Firwnco MmiMer Benjamin
Netanyahu. Shanm's biggest rival

and a reluctant supporter uf the

plan before the referendum, said

ihnte wcck.< was n«.)i erKHigh time

to come up with a proper alterna-

tive aixl urged Sharun to honor

the party's decision.

"A diplumatic program isn't a

pair uf socks that can be changed

every day." Netanyahu said.

.Kvording tu participants in the

In ^i>iividcring a ik"w plan.

Sharun osktxl the ministers tu

decide how Israel can best fight

terror and huw it can cumbai the

demographic prublem that

Palestiniaa<i will soon outnumber

lews in the combined area uf the

West Bank. Gaza arxJ Israel.

I.ater Sunday. Palestinian mili-

tants fired on a group of settlcTS

hokJing a nK'nxjrial ceremony at

the spot along a road in the Gaza
Strip where a pregnant woman
and her four young daughters

were kilk."d by militants last week.

Scores of settlers, sonw (.-arry-

ing babies, jumped behind con-

crete barriers and scrambled lo

hide behind cars, according to tel-

evision footage shown on Israel's

Channel 10. One woman ran,

carrying a baby carriage, for the

safety of a nearby bus Settlers

armed with assault rifles returned

fire.

They stood aroutKl campus help-

ing to direct all the visitors.

Patrick MacLeod, vice presi-

dent of the University Democrats,

was excited for it to be held out-

side uf Buston.

"It's the most important politi-

cal event in the state and for it to

happen in Western Massachusetts

is great." he said. "It's a great

opponunity for the school."

Some students were delegates

as well. After the main speeches,

the convention offered many dif-

ferent "tracks" to help inform

individuals, including ones on
campaigning, grass roots, issues,

aflinnative action and youth.

Kaielyn Sypher, a sophomore
from Raynham. was a delegate

Iruni her town. After attending a

campaign management session,

she sat in a youth track session

called "Being the Youngest Person

in the Room."

"I wanted to see what the state

party had to say to see how it fits

into my uwti beliefs," she said un

being a delegate.

She alsu believed it was good

fur UMass tu host such an event.

"I definitely think it shuws uff

public educatiun, fur public edu-

caliun tu be able tu bust this is

huge. It's a really guud bunus for

the schuul and the state," she said.

Sypher alsu said she believed

that it did nut cater very well to

the University students.

"I dun'i think the general stu-

dents knew about this or had a

way to get involved," she said.

(>AU M«T«»UA.<M1UATflinUVi

A Rillimt>rr Counfv police officer kH>k» around after a nhiMtting

at RandalUtown High Schuul Friday in RandalUtown, Md.

Two charged in school

shooting incident
RANDALLSTOWN. Md.

(AP) — Two people were
charged Saturday in a drive-by

shooting that wounded four

teenagers, one of them critical

ly, as they left a charity basket

ball game at their high school.

Police also said they were
looking for two unidentified

suspects in Friday's shooting in

Randallstuwn tligh Schuul's

parking lut

Runald luhnson. 20. was
charged with fuur cuunts uf

attempted murder, first-degree

assault and a weapuns viula-

tiun, police said. He was being

held withuul bail Saturday.

Matthew T McCulluugh, a

1 7-year-uld student at the high

school, was charged with the

same counts but he remained at

large, authorities said.

Baltimore Cuunty Pulice

Chief Terrence Sheridan said

the attack stemmed frum an

earlier name-calling incident

invulving a girl.

Two uf the shuoting victims

remained hospitalized

Saturday: the others were treat-

ed and released. William

Thomas was in critical condi-

tion with gunshot wounds to

his neck, and Andre Mellerson

was in fair condition, authori-

ties said. Both were being treat-

ed at the University of

Maryland Shock Trauma
Center.

Baltimore County School
Superintendent |oe Hairston

said the school will be open
Monday. Parents and students

will get letters detailing what
happened, and teachers also

will be briefed, he said.

Witnesses told pulice a car

with four people inside pulled

up to the school about 4:30

p.m.. and the driver and a pas-

senger gut uut uf the car, police

spokesman Bill Tuohey said

The driver shot four ur five

limes, then handed the gun to

the passenger, whu alsu fired.

The car. a black BMW with

tinted winduws, then sped off.

Within an hour, an officer

spotted an empty BMW like the

one witnesses described.

The basketball game, attend-

ed by about 300 students, was
held to raise money for scholar-

ships.

Randallstown High School,

about 10 miles northwest of

Baltimore, has 1.700 students

and a staff of 1 1 5. according to

the Baltimore County public

schools Web site.

— Associated Press
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EditorialOpinion
Monday, May 10, 2004 Editorial@dailycollegian.com

Teacher pay scales

need careful planning
The structure of payroll for teachers all over

the country has come under serious scrutiny in

the past couple uf years. Currently, it is on the

brink of undergoing a major change.

In March, the city of Denver passed a propos-
al with a 59 percent approval of the district

teachers to revolutionize the pay scale. Under
the new guidelines, which will be voted on by
the citizens next year, teachers' pay rates will be

bated on their achievement of previously set

goals for their students. If the students meet the

intended improvement rate, the teachers'

salaries will be raised. However, if the students

do not improve, then neither will the amount uf

money these teachers arc taking humc.
"The buttom line is, du yuu reward teachers

for just sitting here and sticking it out. or for

doing something?" asked leremy Abshirc, a

teacher in Denver for four years and a support-

er of the proposal.

The plan also iiKludes funding for other
teacher incentives. Pay would also be increaaed

for teachers who agree to work in high-poverty

areas aitd for those who teach less desirable sub-

jects such as math and science. It would also

reward those who have advanced degrees.

Under these guidelines, the maximum pay woukl
be raised from $60,000 to as much as $ 100.000.
Superintendent of Denver schools, jerry F.

Wargow, hopes the new system will provide

teachers with better pay while also giving them
more responsibility for their students.

The program, referred to as "pay for perform-

ance.* though seemingly beneficial is also highly

controversial. Local teachers in Cincinnati

almost unanimously rejected a similar proposal.

In theory, the idea is a good one. Linking the

teachers' abilities to their rate of pay would
hopefully reward the great teachers while forc-

ing the bad ones to change their techniques.

Both the students and teachers would then ben-

efit. However, what happens these incentives

only prompt teachers to simply provide all their

students with good grades regardless of their

progress in order to make more money?
Certainty, there are teachers who would take

advantage of the system in this way aiuJ the ones

to lose, out in that case, will be the students.

Our very own Senator John Kerry seems to

have similar plans for the future of teaching. He
plans tu raise the salaries uf teachers who raise

students' test scores or who teach in subject

areas or parts of the state where teachers are

badly needed. For this scheme, he has set aside

$9 billion dollars uf the budget.

There are many great teachers out there,

most uf whom go under-appreciated ainl unno-

ticed for most of their careers. In that respect,

providing extra incentives for helping their stu-

dents achieve success is a noble cause. However,

the new guidelines must be carefully drawn. If

enough attention and thuughi is nut put into this

new pay scale, there is a very dangeruus pussibil-

ity that the students will be the unes paying the

price. We cannot afford to have a geiKration of

young students miss out on a good education

because of people's greed.

Information from The New York Times was
used in ihn editorial

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

A look back at London
College is described as a place

for higher kraming, but the most
valuable lessons are taught outside

of the classroom. I can't say I'll

ever remember the

Greek and Roman »«.. f...i.. the 18 strangers sleeping

name, of gods and god- "80 SC3fll0n

deoaes, but 1 11 always
""""""

from the tourist traps that we still

laugh about today

I won't soon forget trying to

fall asleep in a hostel in RuretKe.

whik wuTKienng if any of

remember the puintless early-

muming hours playing MarioKart

while an examination luf mean-
ingless knuwk-dgel kx>med in a

few hours

I rievcr felt any anxiety over the

thought of spending three and a

half months in London. A charKe

to get away from this campus for a

•emesier? Getting full semester

credit for two classes atxl a 15

hours-a-week internship? Only
having responsibilities three days

a week? An apartment in the

nicest area of one of the greatest

cities in the worid? Yeah, sounds

good to me. Giddy-up.

Getting over the initial "real

worid" effect of being thrown into

a buikling with 20 strangers tuok

some time Alcuhul helped It also

helps that everyune is in the san>e

situation as you. After twu weeks,

we were already planning week-

end trips to Ireland, France,

Holland, and back home if the Sox

made the Series.

These trips gave us experiences

that we couldn't have imagined.

Sure, seeing the sights of the great

European cities was great, but it

was the strange occurrences away

around me had extensive"""^
cnmiiuil records, nor for-

get the hippie in Venice, asking us

if he could sleep on our hotel

room floor We just laughed at him
and then realized he was serious.

I can't forget purposely

butchering the FrerKh language,

while giving the angry waiter our

urder in Paris (how do you say

'hold the mayo and the atti-

tude?"), nor forget buying cheap

airfares to Dublin, then seeing the

actual plane wed be flying on and
calling home to tell our families

that we love them because it

luuked like a 50 percent chance

we wuuld actually make it tu the

Emerald Isle. I argued that

American sports are far superior

to British ones with a passionate

Londoner, then asked him why
Britons fake that silly little accent

and watched him get angrier than

Keanu Reeves' acting coach.

Many of the best times

stemmed from the playoff run the

Sox made. We watched Game
Four against the As in

Amsterdam, surrounded by Sox

fans. The win that night meant

we'd be watching Game Five at I

a.m. the next night back in

London. They won the series -

patxlemunium ensued while com-
plete strangers awkwardly
embraced each other like Greg
Focker arxl Kitty Byrnes We rode

the bus home arKi laughed at all

the suits headed tu work. We
wouki have to head to work in

two hours.

The series against the Yankees

had us watching Game Four at a

pub that Matthew McConaughey
happened tu be in. While 1 can

think uf better celebnties, it was a

little mure exciting than Mr
Bekling's triumphant visit to the

Amhent area The Sox won that

game and McConaughey (a

Yankees fan) was peppered with

remarks about the outcome of the

game and his performance in

"How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days."

Situations like this made us all

realize what a good idea it was to

get away from the everyday rou-

tine uf UMass.
We enjoyed the art museums in

Paris, and the trainride up the

Swiss Alps. It felt surreal seeing

where Anne Frank wrote her

diary, as it did at the concentration

camp a few hundred miles away in

Munich. We feasted on Italian cui-

sine, savored Guinness in Dublin

and Heineken in Amsterdam. All

of these experiences are more than

enough reasons to study abroad,

but are only a fraction of the

things you'll remember.

Sean Scanlon is a UMass stu-

dent.

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR
EDITORIAL BOARD
OPINION BASED ON

FALSITIES
I don't normally respond to opin-

ions expressed in The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian because I am an older

employee of the University of

Massachusetts and don't want to

Interfere in the student debate on

campus However the stakes are so

high in the debate over the war in

Iraq that! feel compelled to reply to

your editorial opinion piece in

Tuesday's edition

In two places you say that one of

the main reasons for attacking Iraq

was to overthrow the "tyrant"

Saddam Hussein The only source I

am aware of for this revisionist histo-

ry Is the Bush White House as it tries

to divert attention from the lies it used

to justify an unprovoked attack on

the sovereign nation of Iraq. I'm sure

you are well aware that the war was

sold to the American people, and the

world, on the basis of the alleged

imminent threat posed by Iraq

because of its huge stockpiles of

chemical and biological weapons, its

ties to Al-Qaeda and its advanced

nuclear weapons capability I'm sure

you are also aware that these allega-

tions have been proven to be false

and hence the White House effort to

convince us that it was still OK to

attack simply because Saddam was a

"bad guy
"

Here's why your inaccurate state-

ments are important: Recent polls

show that, incredibly, 20 percent of

Americans still believe that Hussein

was diredty responsible for 9/1 1 , 57

percent believe ttwre was a direct link

to Al-Qaeda and 38 percent believe

that Iraq possessed WMD And that's

not the worst of It. Based on these

misperceptkxis. the majority of those

holding these false opinions plan to

vote for Bush in November Thus, ttie

deceptions of this administration are

working and the press, sadly includ-

ing The Collegian, are perpetuating

these myths The majority of those

who have been reading more widely

and understand that the consensus of

opinion is that the justification for war

was based on falsehoods will pre-

dominantly vote against Bush.

Whether you are for or against

the Bush administration, as joumal-

ists, I would hope that you under-

stand the importance of the truth

informing public debate. If you do, I

hope you waII correct your misstate-

ments.

By the way, your ending comment

that the majority of the troops are

"upholding the highest principles"" is

also questionable. Amnesty Inter-

national has been trying to get the

United States to address alleged

abuse cases for a year They also

allege that the abuse is widespread,

systemic and not limited to a few

rogue individuals. A number of sol-

diers and at least one higher ranking

officer have also suggested the

problem is widespread. My question

to you is: What is the justification

for your expressed opinion?

Peter Kerr

UMass professor

BUSH'S APOLOGY
NOT ENOUGH

In response to the Thursday,

May 6 article titled 'US General

Apologizes for Iraqi Abuse, ""
I

would like to remind you all of one

thing.

One of President Bush's justifi-

cations for the war in Iraq was the

human rights violations Saddam
Hussein's regime committed

against the Iraqi people. We were

given descriptions of "torture

chambers and rape rooms" and

the horrid conditions present to an

Iraqi cihzen

It is ironic how similar the

recently leaked photographs of

the American soldiers' abuses in

Iraq echo the very things we were

supposedly fighting against Our

soldiers have created their own

torture chambers in the very same

rooms as Saddam's. Bush apolo-

gized, saying he is "sorry for the

humiliation suffered by the Iraqi

prisoners," but that is definitely

not enough.

The President should also

express regret to the nation, and

indeed the world, for failing to

meet the human rights goal of the

war He should then commit to a

full examination of Amencan mis-

conduct and offer a plausible

strategy for correcting American

mistakes committed against the

Muslim world.

Richard Harris

UMass student

The glorious 'real world'
I'm afraid this

is where we
part ways. In

two weeks, the

time will come
for me to enter

into the gluri-

ous "real

world" that

everyone is so

excited about

being in ... bit-

ter, yet excited.

In two weeks, it will be my
time to forget about all my
"Utopian" fantasies and join the

proud masses who embrace a

world that is no less a fantasy

just like everyune else, 1 will

thruw out my crazy college

"Utopia-dreams" for that long-

shot "American Dream" that the

"real world" has promised me.
I'm going tu have tu work

very hard to earn the respect uf

those around me. I'll have tu find

a job that may not be all that I

expected, but nukes some good
money.

Maybe I'll earn enough tu buy
myself an SUV. Maybe I'll even

cover it with little American
flags, just to show everyone that

I'm iKiw a proud membier of "the

real world."

There will be some things that

I know I won't be doing. For one
thing, the glorious "real world'

doesn't have time for any compli-

cated literature So, it looks like

I'll have to get into the habit of

reading something more with the

times.

I'm so terribly sorry, Dr
Marx, Kissinger, Veblen, Zinn,

Huberman, Einstein, and
Feynman Make room for

Hannity Savage, and even (esse

Ventura, "real world" literature

Every iww and then. I'll pick

up a copy of The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian and slam some
columnist for not being like me.

in the "real world." Maybe I'll

give him the line that they gave

me. you know, "Soine day you
will have to be in the real world'

and make mcmey Maybe then,

you won't be a liberal, blah blah

blah."
YesI That'll change his stupid

opinion about the Iraq war!

(Silly child.) You see, in the "real

world." it's every man for him-

self. When someone dies, it's one
less person you'll have to com-
pete with. Good.

If 1 work hard enough and do
what I'm told, I'm going tu have

a huuse with beautiful green

grass, a white picket fence and a

big American flag un an alu-

minum pole. I'll live in a neigh-

borhood where everyone

respects vt)e because I work real-

ly hard and have a lut uf stuff to

show for it.

My son will be captain of the

football team at his high school,

not tu mentiun class president.

Every week, I'll gu tu his games
and eventually encuurage him to

accept that scholarship that

Harvard has been offering him.

You know, with one of those

Maybe it really is a

tragedy that we
sacrifice our lives

for tttat little piece

of dignity and

'opportunity' that

the 'real world'

promises us. And

with ttiat is my
message to those

wtM) worship a life

inthis wortd: Keep

R.

'man-to-man* talks.

Every summer, my family and
I will go tu Cape Cod, where my
beautiful, never aging wife and 1

will lay on the beach and watch

the sun set, holding hands.

This is the payoff of life in the

"real world." My individual hap-

piness and vast consumption
habits will be proof that in the

"real world," all you have to do is

work hard and good things will

come to you. If only those

Africans or Palestinians just real-

ized this, maybe they too can

have what the "real world" prom-
ises all of us.

1 realize now that in this

whole time. I have been wrong I

foolishly sold my readers a world

where those who gain at the

expense of others are immoral. In

the "real world," we call it "busi-

ness."

It's what improves the quality

uf our lives. The "real world"

promises that just as long as you

partake in this "business," there's

the possibility you will live like

"The Donald."

In the "real world,* we will

live our lives knowing that we
have done well for ourselves.

Even if inflation spins out of con-

trol and wipes out your retire-

ment fund, the only dignified

thing to do is realize that the

"real world" entails some risk.

Although you have worked for

6U years and had nothing to

show for it but a sore back, you
at least have your pride. You can

look right intu the mirror and say

how you feel with one word:

"Sucker"

You know, maybe Arthur
Miller was right. Maybe it really

is a tragedy that we sacrifice our
lives for that little piece of digni-

ty and "opportunity" that the

"real world' promises us. And
with that is my message to those

who worship a life in this workl:

Keep it.

Never again will I buy into the

sick fantasy that a life in constant

pursuit of material wealth and
dignity will have anything for me
in the end.

In the "real world* I am a

comriHxlity, where the only peo-

ple measuring my worth are

shareholders.

We wake up in our 60s and
realize that despite all the materi-

al wealth we have striven for, life

only became harder Families

have bruken apart, bunes became
bnttle, and one after another, our

dreams have been discarded into

the dustbin marked, "Childish

Utopia." Ai>d for some reason,

we're proud of it Those who
look on in disgust just don't get

it

But, whether you are the iiMn-

ager of a big ftrm or a janitor, in

the end. there is r>o first class

ticket to your grave. Don't let the

fantastic delusions of the "real

world" tell you otherwise.

Mark Ostroff is a Collegian

columnist.

Right to die a matter of dignity
Gov. leb Bush of Florida has

recently committed an action under

a law that has been ruled uiKonsti-

tutional by a Florida judge. Bush,

acting under a one-time-only law

that was put forth in October,

ordered a woman. Terri Schiavo,

who was placed in what ducturs

called "a persistent vegetative

state" after she suffered brain dam-
age in 1 990, tu be relucated frum a

^^^^""'''"""
private huspice tu a huspital where

she was to be fed nutrient solutions through a feed-

ing tube. Schiavu's husband Michael previuuslv had

many court decisions rule in his favor for withdraw-

ing life support from his wife. The decision of Bush

to reverse the court decisions on Mrs. Schiavo s care-

taking is one that was not his responsibility to make
and should have been left up to the discretion of the

family

According to a

legal briefing

made by the

American Medical

Association, "for

over 2,000 years,

the predominant

responsibility of

the physician has

not been to pre-

serve life at all

costs but to serve the patient's needs while respecting

the patient's autonomy and dignity" The right thai a

patient has to die with dignity and respect is one that

belongs to each individual alone and to no one else.

Patients' lives are nut bettered simplv because

they are hooked up to a respirator that is breathing

for them and a feeding tube that is providing their

body with nourishment. To be kept alive is different

from being alive. And in a case such as this, where

the patient had fallen into "a vegetative state" so sud-

denly leaving no written instructions regarding her

care-taking and has remained in that stale fur years

with no sign of improvement, a dignified death is the

only acceptable alternative and the only one left at

this point.

The "right to die" debate has been most common-
ly brought up because of the dealings of Dr. lack

Kevorkian, who assisted in the deaths of patients suf-

fering from serious illnesses. These patients viewed

death as a better alternative than their current living

conditions. On March 26, 1999, Kevorkian was con-

victed of second-degree murder and delivery of a con-

trolled substance in assisting with the death of a 52

Patients' lives are not bettered simply

because they are hooked up to a respirator

ttiat is breathing for them and a feeding

tube that is providing their body with nour-

ishment. To be kept alive is different from

being alive.

year-okl man who was suffering from amyotrophk
lateral sclerosis ( AI.S), more commonly referred to as

Lou Gehrig's disease. He is currently serving a 10-25

year sentence in prison with an additional 5-7 years

for administratk}n of a controlled substaiKe

While assisting in a patient's death, regardless of

the medical cireumstaiKes, is ruled as an account of

murder and carries a jail sentence, the idea bchirxi it

is sparing a life with dignity over resuming a life that

is suffering for a few more months. Gov. Bush was
not in a place to say whether or tx)t Mrs. Schiavo

should be kept alive in a hospital, especially siiKe he

has no dircxt ties to the family and is nut experienc-

ing the grief thai her loved-ones are feeling. To keep

her alive regardless of that fact only worsens the fam-

ily's anguish and will not revive her but only keep the

body functioning at best

Terri Schiavo's ca.se has been publicized all over

Florida for years, but dkln't come into full awareness

until October

when Gov. Bush

stepped in and
took action. The
Republican plat-

form generally

advocates for the

pro-life stance on
issues such as

abortion and
euthanasia, but in

this circum-

stance, it is best to look beyond just the basic black

and white issue of life and death. It is important lo

look at quality of life. If politicians trul\ set a goal of

improving the lives of their voters, then how they live

should be taken intu accuunt just as much as whether

they simply live or not.

The case involving Gov. Bush and the Schiavos

will most likely be taken to the Florida Supreme
Court. Regardless of what will be decided, Terri

Schiavo's life will never be the same and will never be

like it was before her accident in 1 990. Keeping her

alive via feeding tubes in a hospital where empty beds

are very much needed for other patients with serious

illnesse' and injuries does no good for Mrs. Schiavo

and only worsens the unguing pain being felt by her

family and luved unes. Mrs Schiavu's right to die is

more apparent nuw than it may have been back in

1990. "To keep her body going when the brain is not

willing to perform continues to strip her of the digni-

ty to which she is so aptly entitled.

Information provided hy the Neu York Times was
used in this article.

Allison [idles is a Collegian columnist.
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Band^s performance a nice contrast to Spring Concert

V

Sister Hazel. pcrtuip> be«l and only

knuwn for iheir l«W7 hli "Ml for Noo." look

ihc Mage at the Southwest Horsc^thoc

Thursday night and gave an tmpresMve per-

forTiwin*.e to a lively, appreciative crowd
Set up under ii «m»ll tent on the lawn,

the low key ban^f i\e lirM been mis-

tdkcn for an an ncu Imal k^rtHip

Ucv aUc; 'uiu

,

million-
/ >i.i>- ii»t* birKJ from
I Li Hi'^LAor. once you

heard the invmn^j tune* perriK'ating the

warm spring night, it «•- i.;'r <^'"- ^ t^

no amateur perlormarKe

Thev hii the Mage at K' y ni . luiiuwin^

the winiK-r of WediKsday !« batik" of ihe

hands. Dmted ca%uall\ and accented by

inulii cokxvd strobe lights fl«ihitig lo the

.It. the live mwiicians did rtoi fait their

tputaiion as solid live performer* Their

-uund. reminiscent of a rnorc upbeat

Counting Crows, was melodic, bliKfy and
infectious.

Mid-set. ihey went into a great aixliiion

of "Vour Winter." their heartfelt track off of

the "10 Things I Hate .AKhji You" s<xind

track ("I wont be >our winter .1 wont be

anyone's excuse to try") "^our Winter" was
tullowed b\ "All for You." to which the

\.lvp«ku -Hlll{£ OK'itf uinj v.iu^'iK.d iIk.'!! lkalkl>.

iilling in the wc>rds when lead vocalist and

acoustic guitarist ^ k Mopped tinging

and let the liowlI

Though they weren t exactly the mo6i

wild and innovative pcrfomKrs. the group

pn^vted a warm, good-natured allitutk

that meshed well with the spirited conceit

goers.

Block got laughs when he proclaimed. "I

think this is the first tiriK we°%e been Hashed
' so many guys" and was cheered on by

^vinments like "what a party crvwd. man.
ihanko for hanging out with us * In fac1. the

Kii ' to stick around for auio-

gr.ij V had originally pUmned
bcxause. according to security, it was 'u-

•"wdy

"

Kegardlc-vi. xhe band a-sponded to t'

crowd's c-nthusiasm with eiKrgy of thcit

own Lead riffs frum guitarist Ryan Newell,

the imprrssive h;inTU>nio mI Kkvk and

rh>ihm guitarist Andrcv* Copcland. aixl just

plain old iamming showcased thdr laudable

musical lak^t

Fven when playing l»s familiar material,

all of their tongs were feel-good, crowd

pleasing, and fun. managing to keep the

attention of "hazelnuts* and non-fans alike.

The response from the attendees ranged

from a devoted listener's "it was amazing!"

to "I dt.>n I like Sister Hazel, but they are def-

initcK great live.'

Their encore ended with "just

KciiKiiiLici. iIk >ugc tMiiwxJ III vclkiw light.

lilting to the title of their receniK •<\\

released album 'Chafing DayUghi"
'Life often has you going hi aivl out of

dariness." Bkxk said about the bartd's first

self-released cflon since I49(>. on the band's

Web site. 'But instead of lurking in darkrKss.

'flight ... chase hopeful sii-

. helps us do that, and we
Ik>(>c It k.an oltei the sariK for others

'

All in all. ThurMiu. ^ ^m.,,y,i,,,.„,<^ .s>t^ a

tine exampk' of what a conc-ert should be. in

stark contrast lo d tic Spring

Concert headlined : los.

Either way. v^hai .^i I lack* in

consistent mainstream !.. . ., . nuke up

for with integrity and professionalism at

their enjoyable live shows.

Infurmuiion frum u^ieHtazel.com was

uaed in ihii article.

Sister Hazel rocks fans Thursday night in the Southwest Hitrseshoe. The concert was

the ending of S«>uthwest Week.

Laws Of Attraction' breaks all rules of the romantic comedy
Bv j* IHNN ^ I> INAIJ »Si)N

< 111 Ul.IAN StAJf

Watching the supposedly bub-

bly romantic comedy "Ijiws of

Attraction" is much like gulping

down .1 i;l.i^^ uf Hat champagne;

The tiistf I- then.', hut the cffer-

\csccixc is gone.

'l.aws ot Attraction." whfch

stars lulianne Moore and Pierce

Brosnan. is iiKrani to be a sharp

and lunnv screwball coinaK
about two smart, sophistkated

New N'ork prolcssionals bickering

and banicring their way in and

out of bed. If this sounds an\-

thing like your average Mepbum-
Tracy romantic farce, that's

because it's suppt.)scd to. But the

movie isn't exactly in the same

league as those films. It's wan and

pallki. with little of the lighitKss

of touch that a movk of this sort

requires. The tnovk scMnetitiH-s

achieves what could be best

described as "cuteness" — cer-

tainly this ma> make a paltable

date movie for undiscriminating

couples — but it's also mostly

monotonous and contrived, a

rather bland excuse for indulging

in screwball franticness.

The characters emboditxl b\

Moore and Brosnan arc a pair of

highly qualified New York
diwivc lawyers who frequently

find themselves up against each

other in the courtroom. Moore's

character Audrey Wcxxis is

uptight and prudish, an overly

proffessional cynic who believes

she prefers work to dating and

consumes .inything sugary —

notably Hostess Sno- Balis

when racked by nerves. Brosnan s

Daniel RafTerty is loose, charm-

ing and roguish, playing to the

tune ol his own jazz drumnwr
rather than by the irwrching band

of Audrey. He even ktvps his

unkempt office in a space aK>ve a

grocery store in

Chinatown. Naturalh.

Audrey hates him at

first sight, and natural

ly. they'll fall in love b\

the c-nd.

F.xcept. nothing in

this lackluster movie
turns out in the natural

way. It doesn't take

long for Daniel and

Audrey to indulge in

their barely hidden pas

sions. winding up in

Laws of

Attraction'

Direcied by

Petei HoNitt

SlarriDS

WCtBIISM

Julianne Moore

lew [lie

Baiei PE 13

90 mins

Bode

C

Pierce Brosnan and Julianne Motire get familiar in "Laws of Attraction," although their perform-

ances fail to excite moviegoers.

bed after a drunken night at a

Cuban restaurant The movie

know s the two arc nK-ant for each

other, we know the two are

meant for each other — hell, they

lx>th know thc"y are meant for

each other — but the movie goes

through endless plot convolu-

__^_ tions lo keep them from

falling in love. After 20
minutes, they should

have been celebrating

their four-month

anniversary, and the end

credits could start

rolling.

But no. we have to sit

through the contortions

and machinations of the

screenwriters for an hour

and a half. That may go a

long way lo explain why
"Laws of Attraction"

feels so dour and lifeless

— it's just postponing

the inevitable while we
watch and wait for the

end to finally come.

Daniel and Audrey come to

represent the two warring halves

of a rock'n'roll couple in court: a

preening, sneering punk star

(Michael Sheen) and his shrieky,

obnoxious fashion designer wife

(Parker Posey), both of whom
want lo keep the gorgeous Irish

castle for themselves after the

divorce is settled. The loud, vol-

ume-to-lhe-max antics of Sheen

and Posey are meant to inject

much needtxl life into the pro-

ceedings: needless to say, they

overconifxjnsate.

The subplot lets director Peter

1 lowiit indulge in some photogen-

ic shots of Ireland and gives our

attractive leads an excuse lo acci-

dently gel married. Tliis event

forms the body of "Laws of

Aitraciion" — it's what the

movie's blah trailers were built

Pierce Brosnan, better known for liis roll' in "James Bond"
films, stars alongside Julianne Mtxire in "L^ws of Attractitm."

from — but it isn't convincing.

Nothing in "l.aws of Attraction"

seems convincing enough to have

come from ihe real world.

Least convincing of all is why
Daniel would instantly fall in

love with a shrewish harridan

like Audrey Woods. Throguhout

the movie, the guy seems like the

model of chivalry and macho
civility, gently wooing Audrey

and genuinely looking to hurt

whenever the woman says some-

thing nasty to him. Throughout

the movie, Audrey is nothing but

cruel lo his feelings. She keeps

denying thai she's falling in love,

and she does so by repeatedly

treating Daniel with scorn. And
this is our romantic heroine?

That's not to say the the

actors don't do well in their

respective roles, with Brosnan

edging just ahead of Moore

because the actress — as talented

as she has shown herself lo be in

the past — can't make her char-

acter seem likable or intelligent.

For such a smaii woman, Audrey

makes a lot of bad decisions, and
Moore doesn't instill enough
sympathy to win over the audi-

ence's affections. Both stars how-
ever, are overshadowed by

Frances Fisher's lively perfonn-

ance as Mcxjre's plastic surgery-

addicted mother: the little char-

acter quirk may explain whv the

53-year-old actress is playing the

mother lo a 41 -year-old actress.

There are laws of attraction

that most movies need to follow

in love films: namely, wc need a

good reason for the couple not to

get together, and wc need tu see

two people we actually like get

together. "I,aws of Aitraciion" is

guilty for breaking both.

MondayMaylO

Art

^. The BFA Thesis protects of

^V University (}f MaasichuBatts

students Kelly Fuller and Joaiah

Cunao will be on display in the

indent Union Art GaHery through

May 14. GaHery hours are Monday

through Thursday 10 am. lo 5 p.m.

ami FrWay 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. An

opening recaption for the iMorIt will

be held on Tuesday, May 1 1 from 4-

8 p.m. For tiiAets and more

matkxi call 54&-0792.

TuesdayMay11

y The University of

Massachusetts Jazz

Enseml>ie I wM perform in Ihe

Bowker Auditoritim starling at 8

p.m. The performance wiN be con-

ducted by Jeffrey Holmes and wiN

feature new student worlts and

more. Tk^ets are on sale through

the Fine Arts Center Box offk^e by

calling 54&-251L

WednesdayMay12

Music

4^ Janis Ian will perform at

^^ the Iron Horse Musk: Hall

at 7 p.m. Ian is known for her

controversial stances on tatxw

topics, most recently of which

being her article written in

"Performing Songwnter

Magazine" regarding the down-

toading of musk:. Tickets are on

sale for $18 in advance and S21 at

the door.

ThursdayMayl 3

LEcmmE
4^ The Odyssey Bookshop of

^» South Hadley along with

the University of Massachusetts'

College of Humanities and Fine

Arts will h<Kt a reading/lecture by

author Marlon Copaland, from her

work "Cockroach.* The lecture will

be hekl at 7 p.m. in the South

HMllay VNnga Conmions and is

free and open to the putiMCi

Theatery Smith College wilt hokl a

performance ot "Top Girls"

in the Hallie Flanagan Studk)

Theater starting at 8:30 p.m.

Written by Caryl Churchill, "Top

Girts ' explores the role of women
in contemporary society through

different female characters' per-

ceptions of success, both in mod-

ern day London and In other his-

torical periods and cultures. The

play, directed by Francesca

Bastianini 04, questions whether

Marlene or any of the other

women in her life will ever be

happy even at the 'top
"

There will be repeat perform-

ances of "Top Girls" on Friday and

Saturday starting at 8:30 p.m.

Tickets are on sale for $5-$7 by

calling 41 3-545-ARTS

FrldayMay14

Music
ylhe Pearl Street Nightclub

will host MOP. Pharoahe

Monch, Scratch (formerly of The

Roots) and Pitch Black. The tfiow

will start at 8:30 p.m. in the

Biiroom. Tickets are on sale tor

$20 in advance, $23 at the door.

weeklypinUp

COHEN COMES TO NOHO
MARC COHEN WILL PERFORM AT THE

IRON HORSE MUSIC HALL ON SUNDAY,

MAY 16 AT 9:30 P.M. TICKETS ARE ON

SALE THROUGH IRON HORSE BOX

OFFICE FOR $35 IN ADVANCE AND AT

THE DOOR.

Mission accomplished: Mission of Bumia rescues fans after 20 years
By Nk'K RiNMAMyw

Mi»k)n Of Burma is a unkjue

band with an unmistakable sound.

Bey\)nd that their story is truly

remarkable: The Boston-based

baiKl only hud a brief career, from

1979-43, aitd in that lime they only

tvfeascd one LP I482's

post-punk classk "Vs.,"

along with an EP and twx)

rngles. The rrxords dkJ

not sell that well and the

band quietly wctii their

separate ways in l9ti'S,

lar^ly due to guitarist

and vocalist Roger Milkr's

devek)pmeni of Tinnitas. a condi-

tkm caused by exposua* to kjud

nobe tfiai caases a ringing in oi>e's

ear that only gets wvrse over time

Sometime between 1983 and

2002, people finally started to take

notice of the band Burma was

rightly haikxi as one of the inrtova-

toi» of the alternative rock scene

right up alongside peers like Sonk;

^outh and Black Flag. They arv one

of the most influential barvls of the

past 20 years, comparabk* to bands

such as Husker Du and The Pixies

(who were both inllueiKed by

Burma I that also had more success

after they broke up than during

their heyday

Twenty two years after Burma
released "Vs.." The Pixies are

reunited, at kasi for nc»w. but offer

no guarantcv of new material, and

the odds of Husker Du getting

bock together aa* about as slim as a

fulLbuid Beatk-s reunk>n. It seems

to be a perfect time for Bunna to be

gelling back in the game. With

"OnoffOn' the barxl sourxls just as

ficsh and exciting as they ever dkl.

They are at once the very same

band from 1983 and an e%olved.

developed version of the old

Burma. It's alimist like the band

never broke up: they had just been

brewing one album for two

decades

"I figure our 20-year hiatus

worked lo our advantage in a way."

reasoned Miller in a phone inter-

view with The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian. 'We kinda stored up all

this stuff, or it was just still grow

ing. sve didn't kiKiw it When you

put the three of us | fourth member
tape manipulator Martin Swope
has retired and has been icpbMxl

by Shellac's Bob Weston) together

.. this thing calkd Mission Of
Burma comes up and there's noth-

ing you can do about it."

he laughs.

The opener. "The

Setup." wastes no time in

blasting tradernark Burma
energy through the speak-

ers, preparing the listeix'r

for the very distiiKt bkmd
of styles that has come to

defiiw the brnd. Drummer/vocalist

Peter Prescolt quietly rides his

cymbals in "The Lnthusiast" before

the song explodes like a punk-rock

time bomb made in the '7Us and
set to detonate today 'Din' has a

slightly softer feel to the vxicab.

sung by bassist/vocalist Clint

Conley. the song as a whole recalls

the sound of late '80s Husker Du.

The best thing about "Onoff-

On" is that it pro\es Burma's rele-

vance Rather than cranking out a

bland album, and n.-inKing fool-

Slq» of former glor\. what Burma
has done is pinpoint that gk>ry arnl

the reasons why they were such a

great band, and used that as a start-

ing point.

Is "OnoffOn" better then

"Vs.?" That's hard to say but the

new disc certainly doesn't skxich in

the shadow of the baivl's history -

it takes the legend's head on

"Wounded World." one of the

disc's bests, finds Miller playing

more great riffs than most gui-

tarists put on one album. The vers-

es pump with piassion and the cho-

rus mixes ferocity and beauty.

"Falling" recalls Bob Mouki's elec-

trk yJo work and also features

fetnakr harmonkrs: something new

lor the band.

Perhaps the most amazing thing

about Mission Of Bumu i> that for

the countlesa bands that they've

influenced, they are still light years

away frum practkalK everyone.

Nothing fills the void Burma's

breakup created except for the

baixj itself — accept nc> imitations.

'I was dnving back (from the

last show in 1983). and I turned to

a friend of mine and I said. 'A few

years down the road yye're going to

be calkxi the \elvct Underground

of the SOs, " Milkrr sayi*. "|My

friend
I
kMked at me and siud, 'God

Roger, you aren't the N'ehet

Undergrouixl of the '80s.'

~l said. I'm not gonrui say that

I don't think thijipbui mx' will K*

calkxi that ' Ani|i|Pthin two years,

in the press. | we wea* being calkd |

Misskjn Of Burma: The Velvet

Underground of iNr SOs." Milkr

laughs

All the commotion over

Ekirmas reunion makes sense, but

it still seems a little odd for the

batxi that thought they were

throwing in the towel over 20 years

ago.

"We felt like it was the erxl."

Milkr recalls. "It was very peculiar

Peter reall) dkln't want to break

up. but tx>th Clint and Martin

whcm 1 sakJ 'I gotta quit' |diK to

tinnitusi thev sakl OK '
"

Going Back Home?
It Won't Fit

in Your Car?

We pro-rate daily.

You only pay for

the days you stay.

Greenfield

Secure Self

Storage
1135 Bernardston Rd.

413-775-0074

Moving Off Campus'?

zx
a n

THINK
before \)ou sign a lease

or sublet!

*Show your lease to one of ovir lawyers.

Learn your rights and obligations

as a tenant and roomate

Sttuient Legal Servitm Oftier

f)!Sl CampiLH Cmtrr

Vniii*rsit\4 lit Mn.vt<u^hitMrttH Amherst

N£W ON TUeSDAY!
LAST SAIVigeAl

CALENDAR GIRLS
CHASING LIBERIA

ELEPHANT
GIRL WITH A

PEARL^EARRING
PETER PAN
TRIPLETS OF
BELLEVILLE

^!i^£?
15 COWLES LANE
Behind Bruegger'*
Dowxilovvn Amh«r«t
19 MONTAGUE RD.

JUkdB&llliyi

Hit the books,
then hit

the beach!

• D«y Mid m^mwkn%
cUm«s sUrt May 24"^

• Mfortf«bl« rM»dMit co«l

hi %tdm f^m crMltt

• S- or 10-w«*li cour»os

• A sraat way to oam
eoWaga cradfto qiilcMy

• Cradlte are tranaforaWa

to your school 1

(WImh yow Bf* • ••^'•r*ily Of

CCasa' MHvMITf OC MCO^HMa

• WaHoalay* rramlnCMNiiff

affid AaMand

70I-Z59-27O3 ni g<» lo

I iH>kiitg lo gi't jhciid in votir

t.tiunK' workf Shtirt t>ii i.f(>«.lit% jntl

nml to i.iitt.h tip' Ot iu^l ItMiking

for <M>nivthiiig vditi«tvtn|e to tl<( ihi«

Suminer? A Ma<i*B*iv Summer
V'Wion toiirw i« til*- way (o go!

Don't awvat It.

( .hovk out MjMMay'tt .Suntnu-r

Sc*\ion I our»^\ in:

HuAir>c^!l

i:mi
Kngliith

Health
HiMiirv

l,jih Siirn^cK (Mich dh .Aihiiomy tV

Phy*K>logv, Kiolttgv. MisTithioli>gv)

Mtith

!M»ci«l ScirrKrii

«ik1 other irAn.M'rrjMc i;oui^>'

driiMO^ meet Monday- I hur^Juy vi

ihorr'n piriit) of time Irft f*»r t»lhn

NummiT ail(vitii*»

To rcgtiiter or (t|it4in luldilioiMl

infcmriAlH^n. cull 7(t| -239-2703.

<AMassBay
COMMUNITY COLKO*

Start here. fPo anywhtrt.

Although the band's career did

stfcm unfununuiel) tut short.

Miller rvvalls thdt he lelt Rumu
wa» a real iKXuiitplishnKmi:

"We (ell thai >*e had done
something. It had <xKne lu Jome
kirvJ of logical clitk lusion. for it<i

iiiiK' c>bvioUNl\ because it waMi't

concluded, and v^e'd done our best

so. line, we're done."

One of the most startling things

about "OnoffOn" is the waji that it

puts curreni inusk. into perspec-

tive When Hunna \*as startitig

ihe\ **ea' pun ol an exciting ne%*

gena*. vihich came to be known »
altematise. Novk "allemative" c-ul-

ture and music ha.s been co-opti-d

and waten.'d do\^n. feu bunds are

as pure as Hunna. x^hkh \s a bit

dislKartcning s^hen IcioLing at the

great music that hits b^x-n made
undc-r ihe post-punk or altemanvc

umbrellas.

"It iieam to me thai what peo^

pie refer to a« 'pimk' now ha.s

more it.> di> with style and cop%ing

!>omething that s already been Lod

ilied .1 hear more people saving

'this is hc>w it's supposed lo dofK-

and this l« how I'm going to do it'

which, lo me. i.<»n'i '•.iHv. n\\\\.

ruck." Miller «aid.

"Punk aiek stancu m iik

k-ge area ... ihe indie Kick -.

come* out of there. There'* luu

much atlcntion being paid lo ft.

Mator-labeb look in that area for

what's the next tretid lis all been

charted arxl what ivude bcith the

psychedelic era and the punk ri.ii.k

era .. s«.> good is that ihc-> were

expkisions The classic njck svx-nt'

and the disco scene ... it wa.s so

frustrating if yvu M^ere a ercaiixe

arti.st. or a rocker wtv.) juM %vwited

lo do something that waml ftu-

(Md. all ihis stufi was compressed

H> it was able to explode into a

new thing Wheteas now its just

kirnla inllaiing. stuff rises and
somethings about lo happc-n and
somcxxH." will |stt)p it] arxl hj it's

diflKult I dim'i know if n.ick

musk' will ever cauM: such a maior

event us it did in ihe '><>* or the

Kniish Invastvin and psNthcdelica,

or punk ruck I don't h.h.* how an

•\pk»iun as big as ihu»e ihiwe

>enis can ever happen i^m. But

^«st^ meMi ruck muMc isn't

MinJon Ot Burma is. in a way.

an bohied expkjsion. The same
frustration that Milk-r fcHi in the

'71K seems to still exist today and

"OnolfOn" IS the perlcxi

art/ali/indieruck rvxord tor the

punk rockcT in everycine

If there's no such thing as

important movenK-nts anymore
then music now rests in the hands

of imponani bands. Mimon Of
BumM is. without exaapi iMion.
one erf the iik>si » not to

mcttiKnt exciting the past

20 years and "OrwilfOn" assures

that ni) matter what ihe future

holds for ihe band, thev will

always be rentembered and
revered

Collegian is hiring for next semester

CAMPtlS
RARKIIiG

il»47»«67'»-«;5,'S~

Come talk to Scott, Shannon, or Rachael

or call 545-1864

1 05 Campus Center Basement
Freshmen and Sophomores ore encouroged to opply
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Junior miJtiflJrr Chri» Dinlr piw>trJ 4 )g\vi\ jnJ an »st>'uit in L'Miisk' Senior [>«> win over Rutgtrr>.

UM seniors go out with a bang
MCN'I LAX from pige 8

\^^ ~, 111. 1- t^^ ^v\ 44. put that in the axord buuk>

h » up m itw It^kcr n.n.ir». 44 "s uur nunibci ikjw."

L Ntu^> gk.>i ut> to d quick «tart. as the Tundu bnMh-

iN H;omJ a pair o( guak in the (ir»t quancr. Fivshin«n

M.iii louk a feed irum Pat IjimKin in ckioe and
i> uiivcd a shot past Hawkhiik to ofvn ihi* Hurinj? at

^ > > tietK TufKlo Mk^vktd up -ir-

\r. xirijkJnk' Jv>vm the fiekl ai; i- . ht»

vkotc . iJe. despite their best etlurt» lu call a

tiiiH.\.>iii >'<.iv-iv the infractiun

k>hn hlanogan gut the Scatk.*t Knichin on the

Ki.iril .11 4 4i nf ihc -^xtHKl V. I ^h^ll lo tlx.'

k>p n^hi i.v>nK'i TIk' Miiiuicn.. icd >*ith l\^o

ttKtn.' {^>als in the quarter. thi.x)>!h. aiid it.it.ik a 4- 1 lead

•ntu halitinie. Sjphomoa- lanue Nainan took a pu»
iHn ta">hnun Brian lacu^ina. turned and tuund the

fKt lo niakc it >- 1 \»ith 5 16 k-fl in the half

Ruijjer* threatened niiiwte^ later, when IV»vkk's"«

:t4^d a ''hot off the cnxttwr. and Morris mudc . >tc^

>n the Rutgt.rN rchuund aliempt With 2 1 7 lo p^> m
the half. Morris found Lur>dbur{i on an extra-num

opportunitN. the 6-foot -4 midfickJer perfvHTtKxl a mid-

air «pm. and heat I lavakhak to tivikt it 4-

1

The Scariet Knights kjoked rejuvenated to start the

second hall, and Chris [Xictor scoivd a controversial

goal lo cut ihe lead lo two just 4t> M-vondj. into the

third quarter IXvtor was pushed into the crease as he

prepaaxl lo shoot, and a flag was thruv^Ti. Doctor

managed to put the ball in the net a» he fell, but It

looked lo hit the ground on the wav in. The gual

stood, however, ainl the Knights got a boost of

momentum
it didn't last lung, as Manis scorad hh fourth of

the season, and fhris IX>>le quick-slicked a ftxxl from

Gene Tundo to give the Minutenten a b-2 lead. The
Scarkt Kni>?his took conirol lor the rest of ihe third.

n the

i
I ..iichak

made one ot his liner saves in the beginning of the

fourth quarter, using his stick shaft to make a stop on
a hard shot. Rutgers coukln't capitalize on the run.

aixl the MinuietiK-n finished strong for their seventh

\ iciorv

I ijuanct wa* his sec-

ooil ^
'

' , .
l'^^'"' Ix-hind the net

and took a fcvd from Morris in front, and quick!) cun-

vcrtc-d the sh. • - ' nj. ii |e,w past llavalchak with

7 ">7 lu §p ill

Ready to broaden your horizons this summer? Take a course at UMass Boston.

Choose from over 500 course sections offered days, evenings, or onHne. Our

campus overlooking Boston Harbor is easy to get to by subway or car. And if

you really want a breath of fresh aii; check out how affordable our fees are.

UMASS
BOSTON

Register today!

To learn more, visit www.umb.edu

or call 617.287.6000

Defense shines in spring game
By MiKfc Makzelli

CoLUiiiAN Staff

A new era of Massachusetts

football was finally ushered in

on Saiurda) afternoon, as the

revamped 2004 Minutemen offi-

cially concluded spring camp
with the annual Maroon and
White spring game at Warren P.

McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

As heralded by new head

coach and former Atlantic 10

Coach of the Year Don Brown,

defense dominated play in a

game that featured only a single

touchdown for each squad and
just 275 yards on b4 plays.

Making a strong early case

for playing time in UMass' deep
defensive backtield, sophomore
comerback Tracy Belton tallied

three tackles, two interceptions

and a pass breakup, while class-

mate and strong safety lames

Ihedigbo recorded five tackles, a

sack and an interception as well.

Former 2002 Atlantic 10

Rookie of the 'iear R.|. Cobbs
also relumed to the field after

missing all of his sophomore
sea.son due to academic issues.

A I.OOOyard tailback in his

freshman season. Cobbs has

been moved into the defensive

backiield to add athleticism to

the unit, and made four solo

tackles in the game.
Two areas of concern for a

team that graduated seven

defensive starters — defensive

line and linebackers — also fea-

tured strong performances from
players looking to get a leg up
on starting jobs.

Sophomore defensive tackle

John Hatchell posted five tack-

les, a sack and a fumble recov-

ery, and redshirt freshmam line-

backer tieno Brown and junior

linebacker Brad Anderson both

added five tackles apiece.

Returning starter Serge
Tikum also saw action and
recorded a tackle, and another

regular contributor in 2005.
defensive lineman Keron
VMIliams. who added four stops.

In addition, converted line-

backer LA Love made his

debut as a defensive end, chalk-

ing up a pair of tackles, includ-

ing one for a loss.

Offensively. sophomore
quarterback Tim Day took the

majority of the snaps with the

first team, completing IO-of-22

passes for Wi yards and 15-

yard scoring strike to senior

wide receiver Dominique

Stewart.

Senior Steve Howell was

good on 4-of-7 passes for 51

yards, while redshirt freshman

Randy Polillio was perfect on

the afternoon, completing all

three passes he attempted,

including a 1 5-yard touchdown

pass of his own to sophomore

wide receiver Rasheed Rancher.

Redshirt freshman wide

receiver |.|. Moore had a game-

best five catches for 66 yards,

while senior fullback Rich

Demers hauled in three passes

for 1 1 yards out of the backiield.

junior Raunny Rosario and

sophomore Justin Montgomery
both ran for a game-high 27

yards, on five and nine carries

respectively, while highly-touted

freshman tailback Bryan Smith

gained \'i yards on six carries.

The Maroon and While will

convene next as a full squad in

August for the sian of training

camp The 2004 UMass football

season officially kicks off

Saturday. Sept. 4. as the

Minutemen will be on the ruad

at Mid-Eastern Atlantic confer-

ence foe Delaware State

The best team you never hear about

Mike

Mar/elli

I ^gBfcT
I

The University of

^^^^^ Massachusetts' athletic

IJ^M department really wants you
I Y^H to like its football team It real-

ft C^P
I

ly does.

Hjl ^^^^ I It wants you the students,

^^^^^^Bjw you the alumni and you the

^^^^^^^^1 members of the surrounding

k.ommunities to unite aiul cre-

ate a rabid following for a

team that has won two of the^ last five Atlantic 10 titles and a

National Championship in IWS
Those in charge of bringing fame and rcxogni-

tion to the program want you to make tailgating

for Saturday home games a staple of fall in west-

em New England, and they want you lo make it

a daylong event and actually stay through the

completion of the game.

They want you to buy maroon hats and
oweatshirts. flags and mini-footballs, and they

want you to show pride and team spirit, because

when they have homecoming bonfires. the\ want

you to show up.

They also want to jump to where the prestige

is. where the interest is. They want to move lo

Division lA. play a few games at the home of

the Super Bowl champions, and leave behind the

''HOOr leagutfik" of l-AA. the Atlantic 10 and the

b.OOO-wat huib Khool stadium covered in snow
anJYro/en inM. They want to go big time

So what then, in the name of the 22.000 fans

that flock to Tubby Raymond Field every time

the Fightin' Blue Hens are at home, or the

25.(KKVplus who tell you to "dress warm and

bring earplugs" when coming to see the

Montana Grizzlies, are these fine folks doing in

completely and utterly under-publicizing the

UMass team?

Last time I checked, there was no rabid com-
munity following for the team. That wicked cool

Adrian Zullo jersey from two years ago is still

the marquee football item in the campus UStore.

And the only student support at McGuirk on
Saturdays is myself, whoever is calling the game
on WMUA and that random kid in my anthro-

pology class whom i still don't believe actually

goes.

With the pipe dream that is the potential

move lo l-A set lo be revisited in five years, the

time has come for the athletic department to put

a genuine effort into drumming up some support

for this team, for it just might take that long.

The Minutemen concluded spring drills and
played their spring game on Saturday, but if you
didni know where to look, you might never

have known.
There was no announcement made, release

publicized or promotion created to draw more
than close friends and family to this annual

event. If it wasn't for this very publication print-

ing an account of what happened, this 20.000-

plus student campus wouldn't have even known
it existed, for that nuuior

Meanwhile, the University of Miami requifcs

pre-ordering of spring game tickets up to six

months in advance.

Go figure.

Mike Munetli is a Collegjian columnist He can
hi' riMched at MarzelliS'oUegian(9yahoo.com.

Minutewomen blow out BC
SOFTBALL from page 8

' .ind InicrLollegiatc Softball

I ties Association last week.

I'ugtia showed why she deserved

honors with an incredible stop in

the fourth. With arms fully

Mended arxf a little hop. the jun-

• )t infielder chased down a high

and hard ball that could have eas-

ily been a single

"My momentum was really

taking me on that play, so I

couldn't stop and set my feet. I

kind of just went on the fly. and
[senior first baseman Nicole

Wilson
I
made a great stop."

Puglia said.

OHermanMlller
AUTMOmZD KAUR MHEC Vendor

LEXINGTON

iiuyers 8^ JiUcrs of Quality

\nv f^' Used Office Turnitiiri'

LX'sinii 6; S|),«t I'i lulling 4 Ii><1iillah()iis

Fiimitiirt Rciit.J ^ b .lnIh^ 4 I'iUH-l SysttiiLS

New ic Rfinaniifacttircd

Eric Bascom 413.746.3064
eric91exingtongroupinc . com

380 Union St., West Springfield, MA 01089

"Hilary does things like that

all the time." Sortino said "She's

just a natural infielder She has a

nose for the ball, and she's so

stiHwlh. She does stuff that quite

frankly you just can't leach
"

The Minutewomen then

grabbed some insurance in the

fifth and sixth innings. In the bot-

tom of the fifth, a single from KG
Budrewicz drove home Kelley.

UMa.ss put the final clamp on
BC in the sixth. Wilson took

advantage of a wild pitch by

stealing home to open the lead to

four After moving to third fol-

lowing the steal. Franke soon

came home via another error by

the catcher lamie Cahalan then

hit what should have been a rou-

tine fly lo right, but the rightfieid-

er dropped the ball and two runs

scored.

Between Arnold (18-5) and
Busa on the mound, the

Minutewomen pitching staff

allowed just two hits all day.

V

Now is the time to

start making
reservations at the

Lincoln D.

Murray
Campus

Center Hotel
Graduation
Weekend

Fri. May 20th-
Sat. May 21st,

2005

Calling Day
for making

reservations starts

May 12, 2004 ®
10am. Limited

rooms available.

First come first

serve. 2 night's

minimum stay for

$270/room
($135/night)

Book the 3rd night

(Thurs. or Sun.) at a
discounted price of

$59!

To inakc rcscrvdtions, call: 4I,^.S49.6000
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Amherst Hairstylists

Conn's Place

( iitiic III jiid K<-'i '''c -iHciUKm )<»(/ \»a/if
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l/i (Hue l-4inl WaxlliK oil

\\jk..n.w<k«»c 253-1200

Mon Fn 10-6 40 Main St.

S.if 10-4 Downtown Amherst
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$2.00 OFF Haircut

With this COUPON only
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Dining Commons Menu
DC conuci 4U-545-2fc2b

/ UNCH
• Pi/za Casserole

• Santa Fe Chic ken

• Cuban Reel Beans

(vej^an)

DINNER
• Fried Shrimp

• S/et huan Beef &
BriKioli

• Maclras Tofu Curry

(vesan)

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

MONDAY
. High: 66
• Low; 46

TUESDAY
. High: 77

• Low: 47

WEDNESDAY
• Hish: 74

• Low: 52
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Eternal nothingness

is fine if you happen
to be dressed for it.

-WiHKiv Allen 99

aquarius • kn. 2o-F[b. is

Vour launciry is starting lo grow things.

pisceS • Fifi 19-Mar 20

You .trc thi' f.irn«'t ot lh«' .innrv sf^uirrel

militi.i

aries • mar. 2i-apk. 19

If you can't remember it, it didn't hap-

pen.

taurUS • Apr. 20-Ma> 20

When ycxj flex, you kxjk just like a

ycHjng Schwarzenegger

gemini • mav2i-|i>n 21

Mental telepathy can Ix' done. You just

havf to ( ross voiir •vos .ind fix us.

cancer • iun j2-ki. 11

Stop waking up your friends at 3 a.m.

They just don't care.

leo • III. 2i-Auo. n
Y(xi are way off ttie charts

virgO • All, ii-btft. 22

^(Mi IlivitiI ur.KJii.itt'd yet. Stof) sI.h king.

libra • stpt 23-on. 22

Perhaps ycxi should try yoga. You need

to lengthen. Be nimble. Be quick.

Scorpio • On. 23-Nov. 21

Stof) pondering life. You're wasting pre-

c ious brain wattage.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-Df< . 21

I his suninuT vou are going to go to a far,

far place, like ()/. but not

Capricorn • du 2j ian. is

Don't l)e such a crylwby.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
ANNOIINC EMfMsM M) TO FOR SAl E

Mretiny Notice Tiip .4 tht-

(.iimpu>. Im. (Tex;, Inc.)

will hold Its Anniuii

Meeting in Cjmpi» Cinlcr

805-8tN, Wcilnc«l.iv. May

12. 20O4,if ZOOpm

M'ARTMfM fOR RfM

Apt 2KlniihirRfnl 2i^

2 1
4*^ AiiihiTsK A'nliT

Awfs<>inilix..iti('n

Puffton Viiinkv I Mm Apt

Avail. JA-iist lv«ins in June

Frit- licit .iiiil Hoi W.itcr

Ciill(')14) W?.^50S

Mill Valley Estates now

Rentinu 2 K.\lnii

$1050/1 100, 4 bcdrm

$2100 available fi/l/04 No

last months rent, Free lle.il

& Hot Water, 2 full K.ths,

AC). C>i Kisllne Mon-Fri

10- 5^11251-7^77

Brandywlne Aprs. Now leas-

ing, I&2 tx\lroom ,ipts.

Leases K'ytn June, July, Any

or Sep. First tome, hrst

serve, (iet them while they

last, www.hraiulywine-

apts.njlii Stop hy or ( ^.ill

549-0(iC\\

It^MCwiRnMii m.CW
mik-s uTeat condition New
Timing Bell 4 New Tire>

$ 1 2c\i.aH>B.O 577-5129

665-77?!

KirdProkSE I'»6*1075

(:.ill4n-6W7-7510.

Ml ireM-fii ns um.iss edii

Honda Civic EX «W 41 1R

Manual 6HK mi. A/C .Al.imi

tireat condition $M200 545-

1241

|W2Honda Acc.irdLX4

dior siiian 1 VSK mili-s (JckkI

con,lition>2aT25V67S4

FMPIOYMFNT

ATTF.NTK1N I.AX PLAY-

ERS Pliy 6i t:oiich - Have

fun - M.ike $$$ Top Buys

Sports I ;.imp in Maine Itnik-

ing for staff to instruct &
co;ich LAX. Awesome

Summer! Work with kids!

Top s.ilaries. KREfi

ni\/l\l/tr\l allow. Apply

online ASAP: www.camp-

cohKis.see.com

Marketini; Ayency SiH'ks

OitKoing 1 liyh Enerv,7

Individuals tor promotions

$l5/hourW«-477-666H

www.hau.spr( imotii ias.c< nn

I MPIOVMi \I

Plav NpHTtsI Have fun.'

Save Mimev! Sports (. ^iimp

in MaiiH- I Ji.Khi-s net\kvl:

Tennis, BasketKall. RwieKall,

Water-sports, RopeiCinirse,

tiolt, Archery, and more

Work OitdiHirs and Have a

tire-at Summer! C;,ill Vtw:

(,H,S,S),S44.80S0 or Apply:

WMw.c,impced.irci mi

tMPl()>MFNT

Liwcll Area IViven Leader

neeik\l to he crew chiet tor

one ot the state's l,iri^->t

extenor hoiise painting

companies. Must he hard-

working, Irkk-pendent 6i

have own car hxp. pre-

frrrevl. Kit rx h necessary.

Call Suns-Y.i.«i® 978- W7-

61^7

.Activism

Summer
Jntv.,

Kor the

Environment

?000-5000/Summer Join the

state's laryest puhlic interest

in~a.s.sroots ori;ani::iUion to

protixt our environment,

puhlic health, human rights

anil ileiiiiKr.icy. (Career

opportunities .invl Knefits

availahle.C^illBohhy 1-415-

2 56-64M

Bueno Y Sano is hiring for

(Hisifions for fall seiiiesler

ple.ise aifly in perrion (iill

for directions 251-4000

I lardworkiny itvlividuals liv-

int; anuind 91/^>5 K'lt S<Hith

of 1-90 for fulltime p.iinter

positions. t^illenyiiiM )oh

reL|uires indefvndence, own

cir $10-$12Kiserate. Call

Will a 617-699-8970

Slimmer C^ce Help

Needeil! .Amherst Leisun-

Services is lookint> for a

summer registration clerk to

hejtin mid to Lite may.

laities include: customer

service, .icceptinu reyistr.i-

tions aiiil payments for

numerous pro),Taiiis, data

entry, answcnnj; phones, fil-

ing, and other clerical duties

in a Kisy recreation dep.m-

ment. Preterrcxl hours .ire

M-F 9 a.m. -4: 10 pin., hut

m.iy K* flexihle. Pay r.in(>e is

$7.44-H.61/hr. dependini;

upon ex|x-rience. .Apply at:

Town ot Amherst Leisure

Services, 70 Boltwo<\l

Walk, Banys (Community

Onler, Amherst, MA
01002. Resumes and letters

of inquiry may also he sent

to:

dcsiii.irai>p@l.)wn..iinlier>t.

ina.us . For further infonna-

tKin, call Pat t 413-256-

4065.

fV1Pl()>Mf \T

(. irei-ntield Secure Self

Sior.ii*- seeks stifclent P/T to

rent our self stor,n,v units on

campus 41 1-775-cV74

Painters Wanted in

Amherst Area. No
Experience Neces,siirv C3all

Alis..n«Hn-627-9041

LIFEOUARD Brandywme

Apts. needs a cenlfieil life-

tniard. C;.ill or stop hv 549-

P.unters Wanted in l>anvers

•irea w.inl a challenuini; Joh

iHitikmrs w/t'oiKl $$$.'

SeekinL' dri\ en,

Hardworkiny Individu.il

w/own car to he a paintinu

crew mcmher No exp. nec-

essary C ^all: Siin^'-YiHin @
97H-W7-6117

Moviny: Lval moving com-

pany kmklnK for self moti-

\.ited individuals, part time

positions .iv.iii.ihlf iiiiiiKili

atelv Wcekvl.iv ,iv.iil,ihilii\ .i

plus. R.iises coiiiiiiensurite

with petfomiance. Potential

for tips. ChxhI .ittitiKles are a

must. C,ill(4n)5S4 4746

•Bartending" $kV/l>ay

Potential. No Kx(vnence

Nesc. Trainint; pnivickil. 1
-

800-965-6520 Ext. 162

FMPI()>MF\T MOHSF FOR RFM

Slikknts wanted for a sum-

mer paintinu |oh. $400 -

$6cY/ wi-ek ExpiTience not

ixtxk-d hut a plus. .All hired

will yo ihroiiyli a paid miin-

ini: proyr.im. CVill H8iS-277-

97S7orKotoCXXLECE
PRO.c:OM. Work with

friends

FOR SAIE

Microfridjje for sale Temfic

c:.indition for $6(.Y 00

.Askings kV.OO,.rK-vt..ffer

c:.ill 546-1177.

riRMIl R( K)R SAII

Furniture ,ind Two c;;irs for

Sale C:,ill for derails (411)

516-7911

(. iradiiitmi; in M,i\ ex cr\

tliini; must ^;(^l !all 549-

L\169

HOUSE FOR RENT

5 FV.\lriH nil house. 2 1/2

miles. t")n Kis line.

Washer/dr>er Home 251

1670 leave a mev>,iBae

lladlc\ 5 Bedns'iu Pin-

hi Hue, 2 Kiths w/ l.mndrv

hiHikup. Lirye yatxl, niiniiii-

from lJMa.s.s. 549-4270

1 Bedrooms 2 hath* on Kis

lineAmlurM4|1 121M^1

ff.idlev Newer Five

BevlnsMiiH =;40 4'-

$20 rx'w.ird! C ell |>fione losi

in/near B.mlett siii.ill

SieiiKTis w/or.ini!i' Kittons

41 1 247 5S0S'

ROOMMATE WANTED

Fem.ile roommate w.intc\l to

sh.ire 2 Kl apt in

Sunderland, $4l^>/lllo

Includes heat, hot w.iter,

and c.ihie. .Av.iil.ihle 6/1 or

earlier. CJi\ Liuren ® H60-

KM 6lV'^

SERVICES

Pret,ni.int .' Need help ' I .ill

Birthnyht ol .Amherst ,itiM

lor free testing .ind .issis-

t.ince '^4" U\Yi

PRK -.NANCY TFSTlNCi,

lllY lestiiii;, Pirlh Control

.itvl FmeriLj'iu v

I onlr.ueption Afford.iHe

ind lontidenli.il l.i|x'strv

Ho.ilth, 27 1V,)V Street.

AmherM 54.H-9992

SFRVK ES

.Avokl Puffton vkaitint; list

'K-d 2Kith Puftton iipw.id-

>viS|105/moIunel-

\iii,'usi 11 'cH or t.ike our

I, ... . .s sa>( ;>»)

SUMMER SUBLET

1 h>cdroom in Puftton tor

Suhlet st.irtini; liine 1st C.ill

St.icey.il 6'>5 :'I44 •s7'^0

nei;oti.ihle pissihle Fall

option.

2 Li; Bdnu ,ipi M.iin St on

Kis route Minutes from

I. 'M.iss Siiiiiiiur with F.ill

opium 25(1 1 I4<i

1 IVlriii Apt in I :liftside

c:ill 665-1218

1 IM downi.'wn ilii- -iiiii

mer' L.iri.'r 4BR 2 -floor ,ipt

next lo Aiiihersl HS.

NX'.isher >Si ilryer includcxi. 5

mm. to Kis stop iSt town

C)Nl.Y$l62 50ix-rr.«mi*

utilities .Av.iil.ihle 6/1 llini

8/15 c;ont.iclRoK

aKr,iff*is(iKleni.umass t\lii/97

8-8c\H-7122

2 KHlriHiius, tiilK tumishal

apartment, 1 full Kith.

Availahlc Jiiru- 1st-

SepteiiiK-r Isi. C..1II R.ichel

SiyiTLin® 781-264-1512
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Going out on top
Minutemen down No. 1 1 Rutgers on Senior Day

Bv Aniwew Merritt
(. tiLlH.IAN SlAfh

There are no trophies given

iHJl lor 44 victories; no niilional

recognition, no rcvord book
entries outside of the school's

media guide. Korty-lour victories

probablv can't help the

Massachusetts men's lacrosse

team
q ^"-^r-

c o ni eSan
aver

get into the

either. But

UMass

Rutgers

age season atKl

NCAA Tournament

lor three hcHjp. under u blue skv

at the liekl tuiiiied tor the pro-

gram's ultimate legend. 44 was

as nice a number as you could

get

That's because the seven sen-

iors on the L'Mass squad racked

up their 44ih — atuJ likel> tinal

— vkiorv Saturdav. with a "i-fe

defeat of No. II Rutgers. Forty

-

four wins in lour seasons is an

accomplishment in itself, cer-

tamK. but the subtext ol the

week, which was observed by

assistant cuach Chris Gabrielli.

makes it all the more special for

the senior seven, whose colfe-

giate careen are likely over with

the Minuiemen'N very slim

chaixes ot being sekxted lor the

NCAA Tournament lieW lodav

iKSPNFWS. V40p.m »

On Wednesday, the team
commemorated the fifth

anniversary of goalie Eric

Sopracasa's death, caused by a

freak occurreiKe where a shot

hit Sopracasa in the chest. The
team has retired Sopracasa's

mnnber. 4^. and the players' hel-

mets all bear a black sticker with

the number in white. Gabnelli

remiiKkd the senion during

practice last week. "43 i<> not

vour number, 44 is your num
ber"

Sophomore Scan Morris

ensured thai the seniors wouki

p;t their number, when he drove

towards the right sideline 2:08

into the fourth quarter, and iired

a shot across his body that beat

Rutgers goaltender Greg
Havalchak to give the

Minutemen a 7-5 lead. The
Scarlet Knights (8-5. 1 2 F.astem

College Athkrtic Conference put

one more goal on the board, but

UMass (7-7. 2-1 F.CAC). which

rtever traiWd in the contest. heW
on with the help of junior Gene
Tundo and senior Neil

Lund burg, who each scored in

the li.nal period.

"It's great for the seniors,

especially, to get a win in their

last game on Garber Fieki. that's

something they'll remember for-

ever." LJMass coach Greg
Cannella said.

Whikr Lundburg's 18th goal

of the sea.son gave the

Minutemen a 4-S \ciiti. it was his

work in the waning mmutes that

drew the loudc*st ovation. After

Delby Powk.-ss M.on."d to c-ut the

Minutemen > lead to three.

Lundburg held off three Scark.*!

Knight defcnder> behind

Havakhak'o rx-t. and drew three

penalties in the procc-ss. It wa»
an appfupriaie ending to the

career of the senior, who ha>

playcxl the stalwart rok* on a

number of occasion^ when the

Minutemen have hekl a late k-ad

"I can't explain it in words.*

Lundburg said "It was every-

thing I wanted it to be and more*.

I can't explain how happy I am
that wc were abkr to pull it all

tLigether in this ganx.-

"Fortyfour is my number.

Sm MEirS LAX on page 6
Scnit>r Nril Lundhrn; «corrd a pair of giiaU in his final gaine in UMass manHm and white.

UMass grabs pair of

wins from Temple
By BiiB Mc1a)\-ERN

t "Kll-I.IAN *»TAn

It kx>ks like the Massachusetts

baseball team has quite the dynam-

K duo.

Starting pitchers Fric Chown
and Matt Torra shut down the visit-

ing Tc-mpk; Owls on Saturday. 4-2

and 6-1. respectively. Roth hurk.T>

thivw compk-te games for LMass.

highlighted by a near no-hitter by

Torta.

The Minutemen (16-22. 8-10

Atlantic 10)

Temple 8

UMass 2

NvoukJ not have

the same pitch-

er's clink yester-

day as Keith

Doherty arxl the UMass bullpen let

up eight runs en route to an 8-2

bss.

The Owls (19-

UMaSS 4 22. 7-11 A-IO)

Temple 2 ^^"'"^ "" '•'™^

' on Doherty.

scoring four runs in the first inning.

all with two outs. Mike
Weckenham. who was walked by

Dohertv. stole

UMass

Tempk

:^
sc-cond and was

- knocked in by

I outfielder Al

Roach.

After a wild pitch advanced

Roach. Pete Colon drove him in

with a single. |ohn Ouigley drove in

the final two runs with his fourth

home run on the .sea.son.

rX)herty showed signs of bril-

liance after the first inning, which

included arguably the play of the

game in the top of the fourth

inning.

With otK out. Ouigley in scor-

ing position and Andrew Clemens

on stxond. IX)heriy looked to have

himself in another jam. On the

easuing at bat. Mike Brown tried to

knock in a run on a sacrifice bunt.

[X)hcrty dove and uiughi the ball.

tumc>d and threw out Ouigley who
anticipalc-d ihe bunt to fall.

Temple's starting pitcher Chris

Kurtz held the Minutemen at bay

for most of the game. Kurtz threw

for a complete game, giving up two
runs while scattering nirK hits.

The only offense from the

Minutemen came in the second and

third innings. In the second. Derek

Duerpo hit a sacrifice fly scoring

Curt Sz.ado. Szado would be

responsibk for the other run of the

gatne, knocking in Matt Reynolds.

The gaiTK was kept within the

grasps of UMass until Scott RatlitI

and Devin Rameti came in aixl

gave up thnx- runs in the top of the

sevc-nth. Neither Ratlifl nor Bamett

coukj set askle one batter as they

walked two apiece, back-to-back

On Saturday, it was a much dif-

ferent story

Torra pitched a no-hitter in the

second ganK- until the top of the

sevc-nth whc-n Tc-mple right fielder

Pete Cokjn launched a home run

with ofK" out. Since it was a doubk
header, the seventh inning was the

final inning of the game
The rights had eight sirikcxHits

on the afternoon and retircxl 14 of

the last 15 batters, aside from
Colon's home run. With the win
Torra advances to 5-5 on the sea-

son.

Torra would get more than

enough support from the UMass
offense, who scored four runs in

the first inning.

Cullan Maumus got the game
started with a double to right field.

Sophomore catcher Frank Curreri

was walkcxi which was followcxl up
by Reym)lds. wk) loaded the bases

on en envr.

Szado singled to right to notch

the first run of the game. After

lason Twomley knocked a RBI
ground out. Freshman Michael
Weiner hit the big ball of the

inning, driving in two runs off of a

double to left-center

ChowTi came out and showed
the Owls why he's UMass' ace.

Over seven innings Chown gave

up two runs (both in the se<i>nd

inning) on four hits, while striking

out seven. Chown also had no

walks on the outing en route to his

fifth win on the swison. putting him

at 5-4.

Maumus sparked the offense for

the Minutemen. going iwofor-two

with two runs and an RBI. Curreri

had the eventual game-winning run

in the bottom of the second.

With the final two A- 10 series

against St. Bonaventure and

Richmond on tap. the Minutemen

are hanging on the outskirts of

playoff contention. After Sunday's

loss to the Owls. UMass is 8-10 in

conference and is vying for the

sixth and final playoff spot.

Duquesne is currently one game

ahead after splitting a double-head-

er with LaSalle. The Dukes are now
9-9 in conference play.

Minutewomen extend

home win streak to 72
Bv BRt^NDAN HaII

I «>IU«.IAS .^TAFf

UMass

Boston College

8

OtKc the ball gets rolling for the Massachusetts

Softball team, its prett> hard to stop.

Such was the case yesterday, as the

Minutewomen (52- 13. Ml Atlantic 10) erased a

one-run deficit with eight unanswered scores in an
8-1 downing of the Boston College F^agles (53-23).

With the win, the

Minutewomen extend the

nation's longest home
winning streak to 72.

Heading into

Wednesday's A-IO Tournament, the Maroon and
V\ hite will have some momentum on their side, hav-

ing concluded the regular season by winning its last

eight games.

"A lot of people played, a lot of (xrople did a lot

ol different things for us to contribute to |the winl,"

UMass coach Flaine Sortino said. "Ii conditions us

well for the post-season, it's good for what we got to

do. I just think games like this are really, really

important in terms of setting the tone for the |X)st-

season.

"Our players are ven confident I think they

know what they got. they know what they can do.

and they trust it. and I think that's a really good
place for an athlete to be."

The Minutewomen encountered some trouble

early in the first inning, as two walks and an error

allowed one run to scure for the Fa^lc'> in the first

frame.

Kelli Arnold quickls s^-itled du^n aliet ihat. and

the next six innings belonged to UMass. The
Maroon and White came through in the bottom of

ihe third lo erase the deficit. Aisha Franke led off

with a bunt down the third base line, and beat out

the tag at first. After a Hilary Puglia bunt advanced

Franke lo second. IX-nise fk'nis came in to pinch

hit. Denis immediately doubled off the Icft-center-

lield fence, bringing home Franke to make it 1 - 1

.

K| Kellcy brought fXnis home in the next at bat

with a double of her own. followed b\ yet another

double, this time Pam Sulick driving in pinch-run-

ner Michea Holness to round out the scoring in the

third.

After being named Player of the Year by the New

See SOFTBALL on page 6

Temple in

A-10 semis
Bv Matt Barstow

C X >LU:1..1AN Sta1"»

U.>i:RTESY KAREN WTNOER

Candice Molinari and the Minutewomen concluded the regular season with a 32-13 record.

The gig is up.

Three timely v^ns helped cMa-

pult the Massachusetts vramen's

lacrosse leant (6-10, 4-4 A-IO)

into the Atlantk 10 semi-finals,

before it fell lo

Temple 13 f o u r - t i m e

UMass 9 <l«^«^'n« A '0

Champion
Temple 13-9 Friday in Coming.
N.Y

The MinutevKjmen had faced

must-win situatkms siitce April 23.

but earrkxl a postseason bid by

going 3-0 against A-IO opponentt

during that stretch.

The Owls (11-7) played m the

finals Saturday, and defeated lop-

seoded Duquesne ( 14-4), 12-11 in

overtime Temple freshman

Allison Ftvngs scored five goals in

the title game, including the game-

wiimcr 2:27 into the first O^f.

In the semifmals. UMus held

Frengs to a hai-irick but could do
littk to contam Tiffany Pulaski,

who notched a game -high six

points on five goak wid one assist.

Puluki split her %veekend's 10

goals ex-enty between UMass and

IXjquesne. a leal which earned the

Duke senior the 2004 A-IO
Championship Most Ouistandii^

Player award.

Due to stellar performances on
defense aivl a combined seven

ground balb, Massachusetts junior

defender Kristin St. htilaire and
sophomore midfielder lackie

Ncsbiii eanxxJ a spot on the 2004

Atlantk 10 .All-Championship

Team St. Hilaire also earned the

honor of A-IO Defensive Player of

the Year and a spot on the 2004
Afl-Conference team. Mi^iere she

WW joined by teammates Thkxy
Drown aixi Hope Zelinger

Zelinger reconJed an assist dur-

ing the semi 'finals but failed lo

ully a pjal Despite a scoreless

pottaeaeon. Zelinger moved up to

third all-lime at UMass in single

season goals, with 45 dunng her

senior camptaign Drown led

Ma.ssachusetis with three goals on
two free positkjn scores against

Temple, but couki not lead the

Minutewomen to victory, as she

had during the Maixxm and While

unbeaten streak that ended the

regular season. IXiring the three-

game span Drown tallied a team-

high 1 5 goals.

The Minutewomen looked

solid to start Friday's game, jump-

ing out to an eariy 2-0 lead in the

first three minutes, thanks to goals

from Emma Butcher and Briaraia

Bubeck. Butcher found the cage

after receiving a pass from Lirxlsay

Ca.ssell. and Bubeck scored on a

free position shot TTie lead was
short lived, because Pulaski wouM
score the next three goals.

Cassell narrowed the gap to

one with an una.ssisted tally al

12:01, before Corey l^eader of

Tempk recorded the first of her

four goals at 8:35 The next three

scores would come from
Massachusetts, as Drown netted a

pair of free position attempts

turned goals, and Butcher capital-

ized on a pass from Kerri

Connerty

Butcher doubled her career

goals on Friday, as the senior goal-

keeper-iumed-attacker received

substantial playing time for the

second consecutive game.
Butcher's goal proved to be the last

of the half, as the teams engaged in

a three-minute stalemate that

locked the score at 6-5 in favor of

UMass.

During the second frame
Temple opened the floodgates,

outscoring Massachusetts 8-3 to

seal the victory. Maura McGarrity

tacked on a point to the halftime

lead to give UMa.ss a 7-5 advan-

tage, but the Owls went on a six-

goal tear that gave Temple an
insurmountable 1 1 -7 lead. During
the Temple run, Leader and Frengs

each netted pairs of scores. UMass
recorded two more goals, one
from DrowTi and one from
Connerty, but that was all the

Maroon and White could muster,

as it fell to Temple for the second
time this sea.son.

Redshirt freshman Uuren
McCarthy made seven saves on 3

1

shots in the Massachusetts goal,

while her counterpart, Megan
Mclxjuth. recorded 1 5 saves on 33
shots between the pipes for

Temple.

TTie loss drops UMass to 3-22-

I all-time against Temple.
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Going out on top
Minutemen down No. 1 1 Rutgers on Senior Day

UMass

Rutgers

B> ANIWtW NitKRITT

l.'iau-x.iAN SlAH-

There are no trophies given

out lor 44 victories; no national

recognition, no record book
entries outside of the school's

ntedia guide. Forty-tour victories

probably can't help the

Massachusetts men's lacrosse

t e a ni

q "^«^r-

c o m e

b ii n

aver
ife season aivi gel into the

NCAA TcHimanK'nt either But

for three hours urnler u blue sky

at the held named for the pro-

gram's ultimate krgend. 44 was

a$ nk;e a number as yuu coukl

get.

That's becmue the seven sen-

iors on the UMass squad racked

up their 44th — and likels final

— vk:tor> Saturday, ^ith a *J-b

defi^t of No 1 1 Rutgers. Forty

-

four v^ms in lour seasons is an

accomplishment in itself, cer-

tainly, but the subtext of the

week, which was ubsiTved by

assblant cuach Chri» Gabrieili.

makes it all the more special for

the senior seven, whote colle-

pme careen an Kkely over vsith

the Minutemen's very vlun

chances ol being selected for the

NCAA Tournament field todav

(FSPNFWS. V40p.m I

On Wednesday, the team
COP lied tfK" fifth

anil of goalie Fric

Sopi.K.i-.i- Il.iiIi. caused by a

Ireak <.>lwUiivikc where a shot

hit Sopracasa in the chest. The
team has retired Sopracasa s

tHimber. 4^. and the playen." hcl

mets all bear a black «ti>. kcr u ith

the number in white. Gabnelli

reminded the seniors during

practice last week "4^ i- not

your number. 44 is your num
ber."

Sophomore Sean Morris

ensured thai the seniors would
get their number, when he drove

towards the right sideline 2:08

into the fourth quarter, and lired

a shot across his body (hat beat

Rutgers goaltender Greg
Mavalchak to give the

Minutemen a 7-5 lead. The
Scarlet Knights (8-5. 1-2 Eastern

College Athletic Conferetve put

one more goal on the board, but

UMass (7-7. 21 ECAC). which

never trailed in the contest, hekl

on with the help of junior Gene
Tundo and senior Neil

Lundburg. who each scored in

the linal period

"It's great for the senk>rs.

opedalK. to get a \sin in theii

faM gime on Garber Field, that V

something they'll remember for-

ever" UMass coach Gnv
Cannella said.

WhiW Lundburgs li<tli ^>.mi

uf the sea'>on gave the

Minutemen a 4-5 lead, it was his

woik in the waning minuto tliat

drew the Uxidesi ovation. Aftei

Del by Powkrss scored to cut the-

Minutemen's lead to three,

lundburg held ofl three Scariel

knight defenders behiiKl

itavak.hak'v ix't. and da-w three

penalties in the procc'ss. it was
an appropriate ending to the

career of the sc-nior. who has

played the siulwan rok* on a

nuniK when the

NlinuK 1 .1 late leuil

"I can t explain it in word^
Lundburg said. "It was ever\

thing I wanted it to be and moi

I can't explain how happy I am
that we were abk' to pull it all

kigctber in this game
"forty -tour is my nuinbei

Sm MCN'S lax on page 6

UMass grabs pair of

wins from Temple
Bv BobNIcGoxtrn

( iilUa.lA.S >TAH

It kx)ks like the Mas.sachusens

baseball team has quite the dynam-
ic duo.

Starting pitchers Fric Chown
and Matt Torra shut down the visit-

ing Tenipk- Owls on Saturday. 4-2

and b- 1 . respectively. Both hurlers

threw compk'te gamc-s for UMass.

highlighted by a near no-hitter by

Torra.

The Minutc-mcn i1b-22. 8-10

Atlantic 10)

Temple 8

UMass 2

woukJ rx)t have

the sanK- pitch-

er's clinic yester-

day as Keith

Doherty atxl the UMass bullpen ks

up eight runs en route to an 8-2

loss.

The Owls (19-

22. 7-11 A- 10)

wasted no time

on Doherty.

scoring four runs in the first inning.

all with two outs. Mike
VVcxkcnham. who was walked by

IX)herty. stole

UMass

Temple

UMass

Temple 1

second and was

knocked in by

outfielder Al

Roach.

pilch advarKcd

him in

After a wild

Roach. Pete Colon drove

with a single. |ohn Ouigley drove in

the final two runs with his fourth

home run on the season.

I\)hert\ showed signs of bril-

liance after the first inning, which

included arguably the play of the

game in the top of the fourth

inning.

VVith one out. Ouigley in scor-

ing position and Andrew Cltnnens

on second. Doherty kxjked to have

himself in another jam. On the

en.suing at bat. Mike Bmwn tried to

knock in a run on a sacrifice bunt.

fXjhertv dove and caught the ball,

tumed and threw out Ouigley who
anticipated the bunt to fall.

Temple's starling pitcher Chris

Kurtz held the Minutemen at bay

for most uf the game. Kurtz threw

for a complete game, giving up two
runs while scattering nine hits.

The only offense from the

Minutemen came in the second and

third innings. In the second, Derek

Duerpo hit a sacrifice fly scoring

Curt Szado. Szado would be

responsible for the other run of the

game, knocking in Matt Reynolds.

The game was kept within the

grasps j[ UMass until S^cMt RallifT

and Devin Bamett came in and
gave up three runs in the top of the

seventh Ncithir Ratlifl rK>r Bamett

coukl set aside- one batter as ttvy

walked two apicve, back-to-hack.

On Saturday, it was a much dif-

ferent story.

Torra pitched a no-hiner in the

second ganw until the top of the

seventh when Tcmipk; right fiekJer

Pete Cok)n launched a home run

with one out. SiiKe it was a doubk--

headcr. the seventh inning was the

final inning of the gaine

The righty had eight strikeouts

on the afternoon and retired 14 of

the last 15 batters, aside from
Cokm's home run. With the win
Torra advances to 5-3 on the sea-

son.

Torra would get more than

CTHXigh support from the UMass
offen.se. who scortxl four runs in

the first inning.

Cullan Maumus got the game
started with a double to right field.

Sophomore aitcher Frank Currcri

was walked which was followcxl up
by Reynolds, who loaded the ba.ses

on en error

Szado singled to right to notch

the first run of the game. .After

lason Twomley knocked a RBI
ground out. Freshman Michael

Weiner hit the big ball of the

inning, driving in two runs off of a

double to left-center

Chown came out and showed
the Owls why he's UMass' ace.

Over seven innings Chown gave

up two runs (both in the second

inning) on four hits, while striking

out seven. Chown also had no

walks on the outing en route to his

fifth win on the season, putting him
at 5-4.

Maumus sparked the offense for

the Minutemen. going two-for-two

with two runs and an RBI. Currcri

had the eventual game-winning run

in the bottom of the second.

With the final two A- 10 series

against St. Fkmaventure and

Richmond on tap. the Minutemen

are hanging on the outskirts of

playoff contention. After Sunday's

loss to the Owls. UMa.ss is 8- 1 in

conference and is vying for the

sixth and final playoff spot.

Duqucsne is currently one game

ahead after splitting a double-head-

er with LaSalle. The Dukes arc now
9-9 in conference play.

Srnitir Neil Lundberg »corcd a pair i>f (oab in hi* final gamr in UMak* manxw and w hitr.

Minutewomen extend

home win streak to 72
Bv BRtNi'AN Hah

I t>I.U<-IAN STAtf

Once the ball gets rolling for the Massachusetts

Softball team, it's pretty hard to stop.

Such was the case yesterday, as the

Minutewomen (12l>. Ill Atlantic 10) era.scd a

otK-run deficit with eight unanswered scoivs in an

8 1 downing of the Boston College Flagles (55-23).

With the win, the

UMass 8 Minutewomen extend the

"5 . ^ Ti 7 nation's longest home
Be)ston College 1 ^-^^^^^ ,,,^.^j^ ,^ 7^

Ffeading into

WediK'sday's A- 10 Tournament, the Maroon and
White will have some momentum on their side, hav-

ing concluded the regular season by winning its last

eight games.

"A lot of people played, a lot of people did a lot

of different things for us to contribute to (the win]."

UMass coach Elaine Sortino said. "It conditions us

well for the post-sea.son. it's good for what we got to

do. I just think games like this are really, really

important in terms of setting the tone for the post-

sea.son.

"Our players arc very confident I think they

know what they got. they know what they can do.

and they trust it. and I think that's a really good
place for an athlete to be."

The Minutewomen ervountered some trouble

early in the first inning, as two walks and an error

alk>wed one rim to ^<.i>iv for the Fagles in the first

frame.

Kelli Ariik>iii quKKi> >(.'iiii.'d down after that, and
the next six innings belonged to UMass. The
Maroon and White came through in the bottc>m of

the third to erase the deficit. Aisha Franke led off

with a bunt down the third base line, and beat out

the tag at first. After a Hilary Puglia bunt advanced
Franke to second. IVnise IX'nis came in to pinch

hit. Denis immediately doubled off the left-center-

field fence, bringing home Franke to make it I - 1

.

K| Kelley brought Denis home in the next at bat

with a double of her own. followed by yet another

double, this time Pam Sulick driving in pinch-run-

ner Michca Holness to round out the scoring in the

third.

After being namc*d Player of the Year by the New

See SOFTBALL on page 6

ail RTESY KAREN WINOER

Candice Molinari and the Minutewomen concluded the regular season with a 32'L3 record.

Temple in

A-10 semis
Bv Matt Barstltw

(JocuoiAN Staff

The gig is up.

Three timely wins helped cata-

pult the Massachusetts w«jmen's

lacrosse team (b-tO. 4-4 A-10)

into the Atlantk 10 semi-finals,

before it fell to

Temple 13 f o u r - t i m e

UMass 9 'I'^f'^'ng A- 10

Champion
Temple 13-9 Friday in Coming.
NY

The Minutewomen had faced

must-win situations since April 23.

but earned a postseason bid by

going 3-0 against A-10 opponents

< luring that stretch.

rheOwls (11-7) played in the

iiiuils Saturday, and defeated top-

seeded IXiquesne (14-4), 12-11 in

overtinie. Temple freshman

Allison Frengs scored five goals in

the title game, inchiding the game-

winner 2:27 into the fir« OT.

In the semifinals. UMass held

Frengs to a hat-trick but couU do
little to cuntam Tiffany Pulaski,

who notched a game-high six

points on five goals and one assist.

Pulaski split her weekend's 10

goals evenly between UMass and
Duquesne. a feat whkh earned the

Duke senior the 2004 A 10

Championship Most Outstanding

Pteyer award

Due to stellar performances on
defense and a combined seven

gruuixJ balls. Massachuaeits junior

defender Knstin St FNUre and
sophomore midf'iekler lackic

Nesbitt eamcd a spot on the 2004
Atlantic 10 All-Championship

Team. St. Hilaiie also earned the

honor of A- 10 Defensive Player of

the Year and a spot on the 2004
All-Conferenoe team, wheie she

was joined by teammates TVaccy

Drown and Hope Zelinger.

Zelinger recorded an assist dur-

ing the semi finals but faikxi to

tally a ^>al IX-spite a scorckrss

postseason. Zelinger moved up to

third all-time at UMass in single

season goals, with 45 during her

senior campaign Drown led

Massachusetts vwth three goals on
two free position scores against

Tempkr, but coukl not lead the

Minutewomen to victory, as she

had durir^ tfie Marrxm and White

unbeaten streak that ended the

regular season During the three

game span Dixiwn tallied a team-

high 1 5 goals.

The Minutewomen looked

solid to start Friday s game, jump-

ing out to an early 2-0 lead in the

first three minutes, thanks to goals

fiom Emma Butcher and Brianna

Bubcck. Butcher found the cage

after receiving a pass from Lindsay

Ca.ssell. and Bubeck scored on a

free position shot The lead was
short lived, because Pulaski would
score the next three goals.

Casaell narrowed the gap to

one with an unassisted tally at

12:01, before Corey Leader of

Temple recorded the first of her

four goals at 8 35. The next three

scores would come from
Massachusetts, as Drown netted a

pair of free position attempts

tumed goals, and Butcher capital-

ized on a pass from Kerri

Connerty.

Butcher doubled her career

goals on Friday, as the senwr goal-

keeper-tumed-attacker received

substantial playing time for the

second con.secutive game.
Butcher's goal proved to be the last

of the half, as the teams engaged in

a three-minute stalemate that

locked the score at b-5 in favor of

UMass.

During the second frame
Temple opened the floodgates,

outscoring Massachusetts 8-3 to

seal the victory. Maura McGarrity

tacked on a point to the halftime

lead to give UMass a 7-5 advan-

tage, but the Owls went on a six-

goal tear that gave Temple an
insurmountable 1 1-7 lead. During
the Temple run. Leader and Frengs

each netted pairs of scores. UMa.ss

recorded two more goals, one
from Drown and one from
Connerty. but that was all the

Maroon and White could muster,

as it fell to Temple for the second

time this sea.son.

Redshirt freshman Lauren
McCarthy made seven saves on 3

1

shots in the Massachusetts goal,

while her counterpart. Megan
McLouth, recorded 1 5 saves on 33
shots between the pipes for

Temple.

"The loss drops UMass to 3-22-

I all-time against Tempte.

INTENTIONAL DUPE

Duo Dead Prez return with

sophomore album

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 6

Patriots visit White House

for second time
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University payphones being fazed out

(K'uiJ

Number of payphones

dropping nationwide
By Curtis Killian

C'oLlH.IAN ("llRKHPliMUM

A dikconnectcd pavpht>nr m the Fine Art* Cenlrr. The number of Vrriion pavphonck liued on the

UMak* campuK ha» dropped bv two-third* Mncc October 2002.

Public payphones across the University of

Massachusetts campus are disappearing, being dis-

connected or removed due to lack of use. reflecting

a national trend.

The number of Verizon payphones listed on the

UMass campu> has dropped by two thirds, from 85

in October 2002 to 2t as of last week, according to

Debbie Sampson, billing and carrier analyst for

UMass Telecommunications.

"It seems like the payphones were removed from

all of the residence halls except Knowlton and from

other locations that had multiple phones." Sampson
said. "The ones remaining are in locations where

there would be higher pedestrian traffic such as the

library, dining cotnmons. infirmary. Mullin* Center

and a few buildings across campus."

Some telephones have simply been disconnected,

such as one in tront of Flint Laboratory. Many have

been removed all together, leaving empty shells At

one time, outside the Hatch dining hall in the

Student Union, there were nine payphones in serv-

ice At that location today, there are only three

phones that work
The removal of payphones from campus is "total-

ly Verizon's decision." according to Sampson.
Pay phone service providers are disconnecting and
removing payphones nationwide because many of

them no longer produce enough revenue.

See PNONES tw page 2
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Sasser creator

launched less

damaging worm
By GtiR Mol Lsi)N

AiNHJl lATtn I'lUiis

UMass professor receives White House grant
B> Mk-heu I RlVfRA

I IM Itl.lAN '^T*»f

A Uiiiounity of Massachusett* aiMiant profeMor

WW awarded a five-year. $500,000 grant under the

Ploidenlial Fjirly Career Award for Scientists and

Engineen program run by the White (louse Office of

Science and Technokigy Potkry

Gregory N . Tew. an amiRant prufes.sor in the poiytTK*r

scietKe and i-ngineering departnKTit. is the (irit UMass
faculty tnember to be granted iIk- Pa~*idc-ntial Award.

The annual award is given to the higtKst ranking young

investigator proposals across cHght funding agctvies

Tew is one of 57 recognized scholars in the nxjst avcmt

round of PECASF grants.

'Receiving this award is a huge honor." sakJ Tew. "It

is great for the University and I apprcviate all the strong

support from my students, colleagues, department, and

colk:^."

"This award is the result ot hard work and dedisjiion

from a kM of pc-opfc. It will enabk.* us to study the dircvt

ed self-as.sembly of metal-containing polymers k:ading to

multi-fuiKtional materials." Tew said

Former FVesident Bill Clinton designc-d the

Preskleniial Awards in 1*Wb as the higficst hoixjr

bestowed by the U.S. government in support of the

extraordinary achie\en>ents of young professwnals at

the outset of their indeperxlent research careers.

UMass Chancelkjr k>hn V. l.ombardi was delighted

to learn of the nc*ws of Tew's accomplishiTKnt.

"We celebrate his achk-vcments arxi kjok forward to

hb continued succ"ess." IximbanJi said.

According to the pa-ss release. Tew say^ he will u-se

the funding to study super mokxular polymer science.

This is a liekl where scientists create large iiK>lcvuk;s

caUcd polymers that contain specific intcractkms used to

aMembte these mokxukrs into new structures unattain-

able by cunvciukxial sctcntitic iTKthods For exampk'.

Tew says it's poMihW to use polynvrs to make mem-
branes that fiher out specihc ekiiKtils and neutralize

them at the same time. /Wither us«.- would be to create

polymers that ere self-healing, meaning that after they

are cracked or broken, they wouki have the ability to

undo much of the dama{\-

Tew was rxKninaied for the award by the IX-partmeni

of IX"fc-nM.' Army Research Office ^oung Investigator^

program The award was givc-n on May 4 at a While

House ceretnony in Washington. D.C. The ceremony al

the While House was pre^^ided over by k>hn H.

Marburger III. Sck-rwe Advisor to the Presklent and

Diavtor of the White House Office of Sckikc and

TechiX)k)gy Polky.

Tew s numy intea-sts in his fiekl itKlude mokxular

self-organization, liquid crystals, organic-inorganic

hybrid materials, protein engineering, bkimaterials an'

well-defined macronK>k.vular arehitcvturcs.

Tew currently Wads a rvseareh gmup on the UMa.s.s

campus calkxJ the 'Tew Researeh Group.' a group that

uses the metfKids of synthetic organic chemistry to buiW

chemkally rich macromokvuk's that address important

quesiknts in chemistry, materials sck'nce. and biok>gy.

Other horK)rs and achievemc-nts Tew has earrx-d dur-

ing his academic and professional career include the

Office o( Naval Research 'toung Investigiiior Award,

being the founder of PolyMcdix. Inc. ii cutting edge bio-

inimeiks design company, being ntember of the NlfL

UMass Chemistry -Biology Interfaces Fxcxutive

Committc-e. and receiving the American Chemical

SiKiety Division of Organic Chemistry Graduate

Felkjwship among many others.

Pnrfcssor Grcgorv' N. Tew

Tew eamc*d his Bachelor of SckTtce degree in chem-

istry from North Carolina State University in 1*^5. and

later earned his doctorate in materials chemistry irvm

the University of Illinois-Urbana in 2000. He spc-nt one

year as a postdoctoral fellow at the University of

Pennsylvania Medical S*.ht)ol biochemistry aiKl bio-

physics depiirtmeni In September of 2001. Tc*w subse-

quently joinc-d the UMass department of polymer sci-

ence and engincviing.

BERRLIN (AP) — An ISyearold
German who confessed to creating the

"Sasser" computer worm launched a new
version meant to limit the damage just

before his arrest last week, investigators

said Monday.
Authorities who have questioned Sven

laschan got the impression his motive was
to gain fame as a programmer, prosecutor

Detlev Dyballa said

Dyballa labeled as speculation news
repons that laschan may have created the

disruptive program to drum up business for

his mother's computer store. PC-Help, in

the small town of Waffenscn.

"One can never rule out anything, but

there are no facts to suggest it." he told The
Associated Press by telephone

laschan was arrested Friday at his moth-
er's house, where police said agents found

him sitting at his computer Investigators

say the machine contained the worm's
source code Earlier Friday, investigators

said, laschan unleashed the new "Sasser e"

— a failed attempt to limit the damage
caused by the four previous versions

Frank Federau. a spokesman for the

stale criminal office in Hanover, said the

worm was "a slightly modified form' of the

program that raced around the world over

the past week, exploiting a flaw in

Microsoft's Windows operating system.

"He did it with good intentions, but it

had exactly the same damaging effects."

said Sascha Hanke. a Microsoft data pro-

tection official in Germany
Like the other versions, the new variant

-- which notified users of a Microsoft

patch against Sasser — caused computers
to crash and reboot.

"The cause was erroneous programming
of the virus." Ifanke said Police have said

laschan was responsible for all versions of

Sasser as well as the "Netsky" virus.

He is being investigated on suspicion of

computer sabotage, which carries a maxi-

mum sentence of five years in priscm. He
was released pending charges after ques-

tioning last Friday, where he admitted cre-

ating Sasser. police said.

A trial could begin at the end of |une.

Dyballa said.

Investigators were still examining the

contents of laschan 's confiscated computer

Monday.
"This will take quite a long time." crim-

inal office spokesman (X-tlef Ehrike said.

Officials are working to prepare hundreds

of pages' worth of data for a possible court

case, he said.

The teenager has told officials his orig-

inal intention was to create a virus.

"Netsky A." that would combat the

"Mydoom' and "Bagle" viruses, removing

them from infected computers. That led

him to develop the Netsky virus further —
and after modifying it created Sasser

"He's not stupid — he's a really good
programmer." Dyballa said. "But I don't

know whether he was aware of the scale'

of the damage.

Government reopens investigation

into 1955 murder of blacl< teen

Family of a Bulger victim passes

lawsuit through appeals court
Bv Kkn Ma(.i ikf

.AssiK lATHi FkI-ss

BOSTON (AP) — A federal appeals court

ruled Monday that a lawsuit claiming the I Bis

corrupt relationship with mob informants liinics

"Whiley" Bulger and Stephen "The Rifleman"

Flemmi contributed to the death of a Ouincv

By Cdrt Anderson
AsS(X lATFI) PrFSS

M.\.MIfc Tll.l Mi.mLn lA.MKV \>VS IMU1 1'RFss

This undated family handout photi>t{raph shows Mamie Till Mobley and her son, Emmitt Till, whose

lynching in I9SS became a catalyst ior the civil rights movement.

charged in the case, the husband ot the woman Till

purportedly whistled at and his half brother, were

acquitted by an all white jury, iiithough they later

admitted to the killing in a magazine interview.

Both are dead.

R. Alexander Acosta. the assistant attorney gen-

eral for civil rights, said recent documentary films

about the case and other new information indicate

the two had accomplices who may still be alive and

WASHINGTON (AP) — The lustice

Department is reopening the murder investigation

of Emmitt Till, a black Chicago teenager killed dur-

ing a 1955 visit to Mississippi apparently because

he whistled at a white man's wife.

The murder was an early spark for the civil

rights movement. The only two people ever

l\'(\ -IWl -S-Vii
,

See TILL on page 4

Kenneth Kaiser, special agent in charge of the

Boston FBI office, faces reporters Friday, in

Boston.

man can go forward.

The family of |ohn Mclntyrc ^ucd the tcdcral

government in May 2000. saying the FBI was

responsible lor his death because ii gave the two

gangsters free rein to commit crimes while they

were also federal inlonnants.

Mclnixrc disappeared in 1984 after he gave

information aliout Bulger's Winter Hill Gang to the

FBI. His body was found in a shallow grave in

lanuary 2000 after former Bulger asscxiatc Kevin

Weeks led investigators to the site.

The case — along with another lawsuit filed by

the family of alleged Winter Hill Gang victim Roger

Wheeler — was dismissed last year by a federal

judge who said the families waited ti.Ki long to file

their lawsuits.

The 1st U.S. Circuit Court of .Appeals over-

turned the dismissal Monday.

"It takes a great step in the direction of fairness

and accountability." said Mclntyrc family attorney

lelfrey Denner
In the same ruling, the three-judge panel upheld

the lower court's dismissal of the Wheeler lawsuit.

The ruling hinges on a federal law that requires

claims against the government to be filed within

two years of the plaintiffs injury, or two years after

ihey should have known ihcv were injured.

The Mclnlyres filed their lawsuit on May 25,

2000. Lawyers for the U.S. Department of

lustice argued that the family should have

known by May 1998 that FBI agents played a

role in Mclntyrc s death because of widespread

publicity at the time about the FBI's cozy rela-

tionship with Bulger and Flemmi.
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Here's the scoop on ice cream: It will cost more
Bv J.M. HiRscH
.•KsstK lATH) Press

Already staggering from
sticker shock at the gas pump,
consumers may suffer "licker

shock" at the ice cream stand

this summer when they see

some of the industry's biggest

price hikes ever.

Blame it on bad timing. A
combination of political unrest

and natural disasters overseas,

and fluctuations in the dairy

industry in this country has left

ice cream manufacturers grap-

pling with higher prices for key

ingredients including milk,

vanilla and cocoa.

"I have been in this industry

for nearly 20 years and I have

never seen all of these things

come together at one time."

said Lynda Utterback. execu-

tive director of the National Ice

Cream Retailers Association.

Although large manufactur-

ers can absorb some of the

higher production costs, con-

sumers can still expect to pay

more for everything from pints

in the grocery store to cones at

the stand and push-pops off the

truck.

How much more? Estimates

vary from 6 percent to as much
as 20 percent or more, depend-

ing on region and product.

A pint of Ben & lerry's is

going up 8 percent, the most in

the company's 26 years.

Klondike bars will cost 10

cents inore per multipack,

according to manufacturer

Good Humor-Breyers Ice

Cream.
The rising prices also are

accelerating it recent trend —
companies shrinking packages

but keeping prices the same in

what effectively is a net price

increase. In lanuary,

Wilbraham-based Friendly's

rolled out its 56-ounce half-gal-

lon tub — down from the stan-

dard 64 ounces — and this

month increased its retail

prices by 5 percent.

Consumers irritated by the

increase aren't likely to find

much relief, said Danielle

Tirrell, manager of Arnie's

Place ice cream stand in

Concord, N.H., where the price

of a regular cone is up 20 cents

from last year to $2.35 and
may go higher.

"Every once in a while I hear

someone say. "Wow, that's

expensive," she said. "I've had

one guy say "Your prices are up
over last year. I'ln going to go
someplace else.' Well, you can

go soiTieplace else, but their

prices will be up, too."

\

lAMV lATEliPMSS

Debbie Carpenter gives her son Preston, 4, a Uste of her ice cream

at Amie's Race in Curword, N.H.

Increased cell phone use leads to

elimination of several campus payphones

Work For The
*COLLEGIAN*

PNONES from page 1

In October 2002 UMass
received a monthly commission
from Verizon of $U.37 on rev-

enue of $654.78, Sampson said.

"But we no longer receive any

commission from Verizon. I

suspect it is because the rev-

enue is so low."

All across the natidn, pa>-

phone kiosks are becoming bar-

ren markers of a time when
people '•iiK>d in line waiting for

the ne\l available phone, ready

to pump quarters into its shiny

slot In I*i99, there were 2 1

million payphones nationwide,

according to the National

Payphone Clearinghouse. In

March 200), the number plum-

meted to 1 .5 million.

"Once. payphones were
strategically placed in public

places by phone companies. In

the 1990s, many payphones
became private property of

other companies or individuals.

'

said UMass Communication
Professor larice Hanson, whose
current research includes focus-

es on the uses of interactive

technologies and technology

policy. 'Without a doubt, the

costs of maintenance and the

growing popularity of cell

phones contributed to the

demise of the public pa\-

phone."

Hanson called the growth oi

cellular telephone popularity

the "number one" contributor

Coi>km5
M \\our

TM<»-fri i-%ipm

SAtU-Wpwi

CaI fcr iH(or>*uitlon

GrA&viAtioti Parties

Wr»'«*^ir»'«»t*^

On Bi lift Sunderland i C»n 'c 'e^e'vat'cs 413 665 3628 fL

Summer Break

Self Storage

Our Prices are the

Lowest in the

Area

Greenfield

Secure Storage

1135 Bernardston

Rd.

413-775-0074

lo the pay phone's demise.

Particularly on college campus-
es, students depend heavily on
the wireless devices for their in-

transit communication needs.

Asked wh> he doesn't use

on-campus payphones, Cesar

Manuel Casanova Traleira, a

junior mechanical engineering

major, simply replied, "I have a

cell phone."

In fact, one would be hard-

pressed to find a student at ran-

dom who doesn't use a cell

phone, as its popularity grows
among those who are of college

age. All of the celt phone own-
ers interviewed for this article

agreed that the main reason

they didn't use the campus pay

phones was because they own
cell phones.

One of the seemingly few
students left who doesn't own a

cell phone, senior STEPEC
major Robert Chamberlain said

he is anno>ed b\ both the rise

of the cell phone and the down
fall of the payphone

"A few weeks ago 1 *u^ m
town and I needed to call a

friend of mine, and I walked
around for about 1 5 minutes

before I found one." he said.

The American Public

Communications Council. Inc .

the trade association lur the

payphone industry, publicly

denounced the threat of wire-

less technology on the pay-

phone industry in a statement

on its Web site,

www.appcc.nel. "Consumers
may not be able to carry a pay-

phone on their hip, but pay-

phones are everywhere, eco-

nomical, easy and familiar to

use. provide clear, static-free

and secure transmission, and
offer a full array of billing

options from coins to cards,"

the APCC posted. "For all of

these reasons, the rumors of

the demise of payphones are a

bit premature."

flanson. on the other hand,

predicts that payphones as we
know them are likely lo go the

way of the dinosaur.

-While I think there will

undoubtedly be far fewer pa>

phones in the future. I do think

that coin-operated phones will

become extinct," she said, "and

instead, the remaining public

phones will take calling cards,

or credit cards."

For now, at least, a few pay

phones linger on at UMass and
around the nation, for th(»c

few who have yet to be swept

away by the cell phone craze

It's all about you
and the science.

Congratulations, scientists, on receiving your degree.

You are now of the utmost value to the world of disease

research and drug discovery. We need scientists exactly

like you, and we need you to do work that really matters.

In our new global research headquarters, in Cambridge, MA,

we're bringing our international resources and our inspired

vision of innovation to bear on the research.

We'd love to hear from you directly to tell you more and to

answer any questions you might have about us. Please call

Lisa Zeto at ^o8-^02-33U7 weekdays from noon to 9 pm,

now through May 19. We'd love to share our science with you.
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GM closes historical Ford plant

By }ans Pdrretto
AsKK'iArfci) I'Kuai

DEARBORN. Mich. (AP) —
Ford Motor Co.'s oldest manufac-

turing plant, an 86-year-old factory

built under the guidance of

fourxler Henry Ford and later the

birthplace of the iconic Mustang.

made its final car yesterday

With the Wilson Pickett hit

"Mustang Sally" blaring over a

kxidspeaker. hundreds i^ employ-

ees aiKl retirees cheered and

hugged as they watched the final

car— a crimson red Mustang con

vertible — roll off the line.

"The Mustang has been with us

for to long." said Rosa Smith, a 26-

yau- Ford employee. "It is the car.

the to> for the okler generation aixl

the sports car for the younger

fdlu.'

Ford is moving production of

tfw Mustang from Dearborn, home
to the compan\'s headquarters, to

a factory in Flat Rock, southwest of

Detroit. It is part of a company-

v^de effort lo switch to lean and

flexible manufacturing systems,

alk>wing Ford to cut costs by $1.5

billion to $2 billion over the next

decade.

Ford has built roughly b.7 mil-

lion Mustangs in IX'iirlx)m since

the cars introduction in 1%4. The
Mustang is one of the most popu-

lar cars ever made, offerittg a com-
bination of sporty looks aivJ raw

horsepower that has been enjoyed

by generations of Americans.

Sitting next to the a&sembly line

yesterday was a cream-colored

1964 Mu>t;ing — the first one to

come oil the line 40 years ago.

The closing comes just days

after Cicnieral Motors stopped pro-

duction of the venerable

Oklsmobile at its Lansing Car
Assembly plant, which had pro-

duced them for nearly a century.

The Dearborn Assembly Plant

simply outlived its usefulness, tlie

company said. It has played a vital

rok in Ford's business sitKC it

opened in 1918, 15 years after

fHenry Ford founded tlie company
For all its history of making

some of America's most popular

cars, the factory actually got its

start producing subinarine chasers,

known as Flagle boats, for the U.S.

government during WorkI War I.

CKer the r»ext two decades, the

plant was used to make the Model

A, Fordson tractors and wooden
body parts for the Model T The
factory has produced Mercury
nxxlels such as the Cougar and

Capri and other Ford models

including the Cialaxie, Fairlane and
ThurKkfrbird

Saudi Arabia

says oil prices

higii enough
By AfiuuixAH Shihri

As-sm iATEi> I'nts!.

Members of the medu kmk over hve of hi>rd Mutiir

Co.'> movt tamous vehicles.

Vandals severely damage IVIan accused

1 27-year-old Civil War statue of 1 2 deaths

pleads innocent

Kevin Tucker o< thr Si>n« of L'nion N'rirran* «>f the Civil War ltM<k» at the damage done to a Civil War
Memunal in BtMtun, vir»trrda\.

By Ken Maui iRt

AsMK lAif II Pmw

BOSTON (AP) - Vandals

toppled a 127 year-old bt

statue of a Civil War ««

snapping off its head and mus
kei.

Authorities believe the

1,000-pound statue on the

Bodtun Coipmon wa> pushed
over Saturday night. The statue
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of the Union soldier is part of

the Soldiers and Sailors

Mcmument, the city'- mo-t
elaborate memorial.

The torso v^as found lymg
-tomach down on the concrete

near the base of the statue's 12-

fool pedestal. Parks officials

recovered the soldier's musket
and its wide c>ed mu '

I

head, wcighmg mure
pounds Officials think the fig-

ure can be repaired.

"Why do people do that?"

Mayor Thomas M. Menino said

Sunday "I'm very disturbed.

Things like this should not

happen in the parks of our
city"

Police said yesterday that no
arrests have been made. And
parks department spokes-

woman Mary hiines said inves-

tigators have no leads.
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Classroom with a View
UMASS BOSTON. SUMMER 2004

Ready to broaden your horizons this summer? Take a course at UMass Boston.

Choose from over 500 course sections offered days, evenings, or online. Our

campus overlooking Boston Harbor is easy to get to by subway or car. And if

yoo really want a breath of fresh air, check out how affordable our fees arc.

Register today!

UMASS
BOSTON

To learn niore msi: www,umb.edu
o )!i 617.287.6000

By HfATHEK HmiiN<..swti«rH

.Vc«» IAI>I> IWnn

KANSAS Cmr, Mo. (AP) - A man accus«i of

strdnglin^E 12 women between I**?? and 1**^ pk:aded

iiux)cent yesteixlay before a counn'..in filled uiih vic-

tims' families.

After lx>mizo Gilyards arraipinicni im 12 murder

chai^n, his lawyer said addittonal i.luirgcs were pussibW

"It's m\ urxlerslarxling that the state is actively

reviewing hotnicKks, missing women,' said the lawyer,

Dunaki WilliMns, adding that the Iwt body wm found

over 1 1 yean a§o and "the experts on serial killii^ say

that you just cani Mop."

"What's been going on for the last 1 1 years'' It's a

question 1 put trankly to Mr Gilyard and he lotd me.

'Look, I never kilkxl anyone I haven't kilkxl anyone.

I didn't kill those 12 pcupte." he said.

All but one of the victims was a pmstitutc.

Gilyard, 53. of Kansas City, rxrmains hekj without

bund. He was aimied in April after a lederal grant

Urmwdd putke to devote nxHv time to DNA tesiit^ of

evidence in the city's cokl case fikni

WiHianv said prosectiton will ncxxl more than that

ONA eviderKe to convict his client

Gilyard scanned the ca>w^ bcforv he was led out of

the courtroom k>lk>wing the heaiii^. Families of about

five victims wea* there.

Outside the courthouse. Annette Kelly sakJ she came
for her sister, Naomi Kelly, who was 21 when she was

found in a pari on Aug. 16, 1486. lying on her hack with

a white towel lied around her neck and face

RiYADff , Saudi Arabia (AP) — In a significant

-hift. Saudi Arabia's oil minister said yesterday that

crude prices have risen far erxHigh, and he will

urge OPKC to increase production, reversing an

output cut that began just la.si month.

The change in polk.'y. Oil Minister Ali Naimi

said, is due to concern that high prices coukJ hurt

the work! economy and reduce demand for i>il. Oil

prices have risen steadily in recent week.>>. with

U.S. crude prices touching $40 a barrel on i iiday.

'It is cenain that the kingdom believes that

increasing the OPtC production ceiling is essential

to keep supply and deiiumd balanced." Nairn! saiii

in a statement.

He saki the irKrease, whkh he planned to ynxt

pose at a lune 1 meeting of tite Or^nization ol

Petrokfum Kxporting Countries. shouU "not be

less than 1 5 million bam.'ls a day'

That woukl nMjre than offset the I- million but

rel-a-day cut in OPFC's pruductkjii target thai

went into efleci April 1 Ifowever a boost in tlic

production ceiling might have littk- real effect, ana

lysts saki, as most OPfC countnes aa' paiducing

wdl over their quotas

"It's goirtg to change the quotas more tlvun it's

going to change production." saki analyst /Xdain

Skminski of Deutsche Hank in lx)ndoii.

OPtX' pumps about a third ol the world's oil. and

Saudi Arabia is its biggest producer and de facto

k:ader.

Crude oil prices briefly plunged after the

announcement Contracts of L' S light, swvet

crude lor lune delivery fell b> $1 .65 a barrel on the

New \'ork Mercantik Exchange bduie twowering

to $ W.4S, down 4» cents |une contracts of Breni

crude tumbled by $1.67 a barrel on the

Intematkmal l\*ta>leum Exchange in l^mdon but

rebounded somewhat and were 70 cent> kjwer at

$'k>.'SO in late trading.

The change in Saudi oil polk'y came only weeks

after Washington PuKt journalist Bob Woodward
said in a rww book that Saudi Arabia had made a

deal with the White House to iiKreasc oil produc

ikxi to drive down L' S ^soiine prices and help

President Bush win re-ekxtK>n Saudi and US
uflkials denied the report

Analvst Ian Stuan ol I IMAT USA. a New York

brokerage, saki tlie Saudi decision was 'very curi

ous."

"It's diametrically opposite lo everything Naimi

has been saying" about supplk-s being adequate lo

meet dctiiand. he said, "h'-^ the first noise from

anyone in OPKC about raising output
"

OPfC currently has an oflkial ceiling ol 23.5

millkjn barrels a day, but analysts and some ufli-

See OfEC on |Mga 4

www.dailycollegian.com

iV^^^o one topping pizza

O Onp small, 2-to()pini |)i"1

rt One small, 1-t()bf)inft p\72«

O gt one order of Bread Sticks.

M 10 pc. Buffalo Wings, & one

"
order of a Bread side item.

P^ 10 |>c. Domino's Pma Buffalo Chicken

Kickers & one order of a Bread sid« item.

a Small S()ecialty Pizza.

^
(DpIuw PflKt ,

UnwaMnri Ua<t ,
Mj-afZZs Poacf ,

*7 Two orders of Bread Sticks &

2 cans of Coke

.

8 Medium l-to|)|)ing pizza &

2 cans of Coke*.

Second Pizza

Buy anyPizza

Get Second Pizza

Amherst

256-891

1

Hours
Sun-Wed 11a.m. -3a.ni

Thurs-Sat 11a.m. -4a.

m

$1.99
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Historical Till murder Saudi Arabians oil minister changes policy,

case under review urges OPEC to increase production
TNI from pagt 1

could be prosecuted under

Mississippi state law.

"We owe it to Emmiti Till and
we owe it to ourselves to see

whether after all these years

some additional measure of jus-

tice remains possible." Acosta

said at a news conference.

The decision follows a

lengthy campaign by the

NAACP, members of Congress

and Tills mother. Mamie Till

Moblcy. to get the justice

Department to reopen the case.

Mobley, who died in Chicago last

year at age 81 . is widely credited

with generating attention for her

sons murder by showing his bat-

tered body in an open casket at

his funeral.

Airickca Gordon, a cousin of

Till's who was close to his moth-

er, said the family was elated ai

the news.

"Fven though she's now
deceased. I feel her spirit will be

so much at peace." Gordon said.

The Till case gave many
Americans a closer look at the

segregated South, its |im Crow
laws and lynchings. The slaying

occurred a little over a year after

the Supreme Court's landmark

Brown v. Board of Education

decision outlawed state-spon-

sored school segregation and
about liX) days before seam-

stress Rosa Parks refused to give

up her seat in the white section

of a segregated bus in

Montgomery. Ala.

GRADUATION
Ali Naimi. Saudi Oil Minister, lislenn tu t sprcch

at the oprniiiK of the Interrutional bnerg>' Forum.

OPEC from page 3

cials say OPEC countries are prodiK'ing

more than 2 million barrels a day above

that. Other than Saudi Arabia, few OPEC
countries have the capacity to quickly

increase output, so a higher ceiling would
eflettively legitimize some of the overpro-

duction instead of adding a lot of fresh

crude to global supplies.

"That's not a promise of more produc-

tion," said analyst Paul Horsnell of Barclays

Capital in London.

.At their March meeting in Vienna,

.Austria. OPEC members decided to cut pro-

duction by I million barrels a day. despite

warnings by analysts that oil prices would
surge.

Kuwait's energy minister. Sheik Ahined

Fahd Al Ahmed Al Sabah. praised Naimi's

new poiiitkjn, saying it justilied Kuwait's

opposition to the Maah cut.

"This position agrees with ... what

Kuwait hiid calkxl for in the last OPEC
meeting that the cut ... shoukJ not be imple-

mented." the Kuwaiti minister said.

Naimi said he would discuss the market

situation with other OPEC members May

22-24 at the International Energy Forum in

Amstcrdani OPEC's June meeting will be

held in Beirut, Lebanon.

He sakl recent price increases were a

"major concern" to Saudi Arabia.

"We do not want to see prices rise to the

level that they negatively affect the growth

of the intematioiial economy or the demand

for oil." he said.

The minister said the primary reason

for higher oil prices is "the market's

unwarranted fear of disruptions in sup-

plies from some oil producing countries

and regions al a time when only the

kingdom and probably two or three

other countries have spare production

capacity."

Market speculation is another factor,

he said He said traders were holding

long-tenn contracts for conmiodities such

as oil because economic growth WM
robust and interest rates were low.

ON SAIE NOW
Capture the moment for life

with a well edited and well shot

UVC-TV19 production.

Cape Cod town votes

licenses to same-sex
Bv JtNNtHK PtIlR

AaMJt. lATto Puak

BOSTON (AP) - Out-of-state

>.ouples will be able to receive

marriage lH.en.ses in Provinceiown

after the Board of Selectmen

voted unanimously Monday to

defy Gov. Mitt Romney's restden-

c> instructions, likely setting the

si4^ for another gay marrii^
le^iibattk.

Romney immediately issued a

statement Monday, threatening

legal action against clerks who
def> his interpretation of the law.

The Provincetown board said

thai gay couples who live outside

of Maiaachusetts and have ito

intention of nK>ving here will still

he issued marriage liccnaes. as

king as they jiieM thai ihcy know
uf no legal impediment to their

union.

Romney's office has tnstrticted

^iiy aixl town clerks around the

Mate that out-of-stale fqr oouptes

who do nn plan to mow to the

state will be barred tnxn marrying

under a N 13 law that prohibits

marriages that would be iUegal in

a couple °s home stale.

"We are a nation of taws."

Romney said in tht- statement "If

V

Gra

1
eallint the

2005!!
Now is the time to start

making reservations at the

Lincoln D. Murray Campus CenterHotel
Graduation Weekend

FrL May 20th-Sat. May 21st, 2005

Calling Day for making reservations

starts May 12, 2004 @ lOom. Limited rooms
available.

First come first serve. 2 night's

minimum stay for $270/room ($135/night)

Book the 3rd night (Thurs. or Sun.) at a discounted
price of $59!

To make reservations,
call: 413.549.6000

they choose to brrak the law. we
will take appropriate enforcement

action, rvfuse to recognize those

marriages, and inform the parties

that the marriage is null and
void."

Under state law. officials who
issue a HoeDse "knowing that par-

tics are prvhibited" can face a fine

of $ I (X) to S500 or a prison sen-

tence of up to a year

Romney said ckrrks should fot-

bw the 1913 law. regardleia of

their personai beliefs about pqr

marriage

But attorney Maf> Bonaulo.

who represented the seven pp/
couples in their landmark case

afMnst the state, argued that it

was Romney's personal opposi-

tion lo py marriage that led to his

broad knerpictatkm of the 1913

law.

If constitutional al all. Botuuto
argues, the law woukl oiUy bar

marriage to gay couples from

those stales that have laws on
their books thai declare gay mar-

riages "null and void.' She esti-

maies that only about 20 stales

have that type of law.

"It's because of his personal

beliefs that he \s aippiying the law

to all 49.' IkmaKWt Mid. "Uterc

to issue marriage

out-of-state couples

Daniel B. Winslow. right, legal counsel to M.i..^^.l.

Mitt Romnev. answer* questions from rvponers.

a time when our stale took

the lead and refused to buw to the

discriminatory laws of other

states But now I litvl it sad that

the Massachusetts goverrK>r

would penalize a town for recog

nizing that Massachi»ett<« has no
business denying marriage liceiv-

es to same-iex couples whether

they are Massachusetts residents

or not."

Romney spokeswoman Shawn

Feddetnan said an enforcement

aciion "coukl include referring

cases to the district attorneys or

the state Attorney C»eneral.

depeixling on the ciaumstarKe*
Huge crowds are expected

May 17 in Provinceiown. a gay-

friendly town at Cape Cod's tip.

That is the day that a November
Supreme hKlicial Court decision

taiies effect. fepiUian^ gay mar-
riage in MillllMiilts.

Kiss A Senior Goodbye

^sL. ¥-
Let your Senior friends know you will miss them!

Give them a card and a champagne glass filled with HersheyR

Kisses to say Goodbye!

Only $6.00 each or 2 for $10.00

Stop by the STARS table on the Campus
Center Concourse or visit

www.UMassAlumni.com/students
for more information on how lo order

these great gifts!

STARS can bemdwd by piten* at S77-1}M or by «msM •( ftanaftuaf.umMi.edu. ni*»fteimoeu\mitiltai*t>fiuim

£ £

Change

your
mind

this summer:

i

• Get the Gen Ed courses
you need

• Enjoy smaller class sizes

• Keep on track for graduation

• Choose from over 200 courses
and degree programs

• AND take 6 credits or more and
we'll waive the registration fee!

Watch for our
money-saving coupon

in your mailbox.

umass.edu/continGd
413-545-2414

^^^^^^F^ 41^ ''tSSI

\
UIVIassAmherst
Continuing Education

Where summer is a state of mind
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EPA takes positive

Steps toward future
The Lnvirunmental Protection Agency is

helping everyone breathe a little easier

The LPA announced regulations yesterday

tucut pollution from diesel-powered farming

and construction equipment by more than '^O

percent over the next six years.

The regulation calls for refiners to nearly

eliminate sulfur in diesel fuel used in farm-

ing, construction and other off-road activi-

ties by 20 10. The regulation also includes

large ships and locomotives by 2012. The
regulation will be forinally signed today. The
regulation is rather overdue, considering

that it applies the Clean Air Act. approved in

l*J70. to all diesel engines.

Air quality standards should be a top con-

cern of federal regulators, not only for the

people living today, but also for future gener-

ations. Currently, the amount of sulfur in

! CNcI fuel used in vehicles is unregulated.

l\i.^'ulaiions on pollution should constantly

bo examined and the research and sugges-

tions made by the (PA should be taken seri-

ously.

Consider, for instance, that there are more
than six million pieces of off-road diesel

L-quipmeni in operation that send pollutants

into the air. damaging the environment and
making it harder for everyone to breathe.

About b50,000 more vehicles arc sold each

\car If the FPA did not make these propos

als. the American public would be largely

unaware of all the harmful pollutants enter-

ing th« air.

l.a«t year, the KPA ^aid that reducing non-

road diesel engine pollution by 90 percent

annually could save 9.600 lives and could

prevent 360.000 asthma attacks every year.

The Bush administration has been severe-

ly criticized on air pollution issues.

Environmental groups say the administration

has done little in terms of making progress in

environmental issues. Although concerns on
pollution may oftentimes take a backseat

when talking about other national and inter-

national problems, they are nonetheless of

equal importance. And these issues should

play a role in the 2004 elections.

The cleaner fuel and the cleaner engines

will greatly reduce the amount of smog-caus-

ing chemicals and fine soot in the air. The
pollutants arc responsible for increases in

respiratory illnesses and thousands of prema-

ture deaths every year. These pollutants can

affect children, the elderly and people suffer-

ing from asthma even more.
The EPA should be commended for their

efforts to not only bring these issues to light,

but also for being instrumental in changing

national regulations. The forward thinking of

the F.P.A (the proposal for diesel requirements

for off road vehicles and machinery came a

year ago) means they are sticking to their core

mission of protecting human health and the

environment.

Ittformaiion from the Associated Press was
used in this editorial.

L nstgned editorials represent the majority

opinion of The Massachusetts Daily
CoUegian Editorial Board.
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No such thing as Anti-Americanism

Jeffrey

Napoliiano

Be wary of

anyone who
refers to anyone

else as "anti-

AnK'rican." No
such thing

exists. Funhcr-

more. no such

thing can exist,

for if it did,

how would it

be defined? To

prut, lain) that something is

".American" implies that there is a

consensus among our citizens

aK'Ut son)elhing that is unique to

this country: that thea* is a partic-

ular perspective or set of beliefs

thai is distinctly "American."

Most of us are "American," by

ddinition. because we were bom
in this country. But that should be

the only connotation the term has.

if there is to be any resptvt for

freedom, the one principle so

many of us commonly embrace.

Implicit in the belief of freedom is

that there can be no one mindset,

no one religion, no one way to

think. If "freedom." frcvdom of

speech, freedom of expression,

freedom of religion, is the com-
mon principle of all our citizens,

then thai means there can be no

one idea or perspective that is

"American."

Tliat is why "anti-Antcrican" is

such a ridiculous term. It suggests

thai there is one particular way of

seeing things, or one particular

belief. If the preamble to the

Constitution means anything, if

the Bill of Rights is as sacred as so

many of us claim it to be, it is

impossible to be "anti-American."

If there is an "anti-American,"

what is an "American"?

Is an American someone who
believes in freedom of spctxh? If

that were the case, the millions (if

not billions) of people around the

vsDrld who believe in that freedom

should be considered "Ameri-

cans." ,A desire for freedom isn't a

quality any more limited to the

United States than a desire to live

and breathe.

Tunc after time, the U.S. gov-

emnK'ni has openly been opposed

to free speech. In 1917, in order to

prohibit opposition to WAV I, the

government passed the "Fspionage

Act," which stated that "whoever,

when the U,S. is at war, shall will-

fully cau.se or attempt to cause

insubordination. disloyalty,

mutiny, or refusal of duty in the

military" would be considered a

criminal. Under this law. hundreds

of anti-war activists, whose only

crime was to merely write about or

speak out in public against the war.

went ti.> jail for many years.

Until 1964, in the Supreme

Court case of New Nork Times v.

Sullivan, it was illegal to criticize

the government. It was only then

A desire for

freedom isnt a

quality any more

limited to the

United States than a

desire to live and

breathe.

that the court struck down the

1798 Sedition Act, which made
"any person that shall write, print,

utter ... writings against the gov-

ernment of the United States" a

criminal.

Given the changing naiurc of

the government, given its tendency

to switch its position from one day

to another, given the contradictory

policies of the Constitution and

slavery, lack of women's rights,

lack of economic freedoms, given

that a new President, a new set of

policies, is swept into office every

four years, "anti-American" can't

rea.sonably describe soineone who
opposes the govemmeni.

Yet when someone is branded

an "anti-American," the name-call-

ing is always done by those who
blindly agree and obey with the

resident administration. Ninety

years ago, the Department of

justice created the American

Protcxtive l^'ague, consisting of

tens of thousands of "patriotic" cit-

izens who burglarized their neigh-

bors' houses, kxjking for evidence

of "diskjyalty" to the government.

Approximately 50 years ago,

the Black people who marched for

their rights, which had been

ignored for decades, were decried

as rabble-rousers by "respectable"

white citizens.

Approximately 40 years ago.

when the very first protestors

against the Vietnam War displayed

their opposition to the war. were

nearly killed by "patriotic" count-

er-demonstrators. After one of the

first marches against Vietnam took

place in Boston in l%5, it was

broken up, and as Noam Chomsky,

who participated in the demon-

stration, states in his book

"Understanding Power," "... all of

the radio programs were deluged

with denunciations of these

Communists and traitors. The lib-

erals in Congress denounced the

utter irresponsibility" of the (anti-

war) demonstrators."

Arundhati Roy's comments on

"anti-Americanism" in a speech

two years ago are particularly suc-

cinct: "To call someone 'anti-

American' ... is not ju.st racist, it's a

failure of the imagination. An
inability to .see the world in terms

other than those the establishment

has set out for you. If you're not a

Bushie, you're a Taliban. If you

don't love us, you hate us. If you're

not gocxi, you're evil. If you're not

with us, you're with the terrorists."

lust as there's no way to define

"America," there cannot be a way

to define "anti-Americanism."

Such a simple-minded term only

demonstrates the simple-minded-

ness of one who uses it. And just as

it confuses what is in question with

the imagery of flags and apple pie.

it leads us further and further from

the true meaning.

leffrey Napolitano is a

Collegian columnist.

Ayatollah Moore

Yousel

tUunaYner

Thanks to

the Republican

Club here at

UMass, we had

the distinct

privilege of

seeing one of

the most delu-

sional individ-

uals I have

ever encoun-

tered. Perhaps

you have heard of Roy Moore,

formerly justice Moore of the

Alabama State Supreme Court

who happened to get removed
from his bench after he failed to

do his job. His job was following

an order by a higher court to

remove a monument of the Ten
Commandments. Moore, of

course, thought he was responsi-

ble to answer to an even higher

authority.

What scares me about Roy
Moore is not so much that he is

out of his mind, because many
people are and we put them in

homes and jackets so that they

can sit in a comer and hug them-

selves all day, but rather that

there are many people who think

like Roy Moore. I attended Roy
Moore's lecture, which shouldn't

really be called a lecture since it

was more of a barrage of memo-
rized quotations, I actually felt

like I was watching a televange-

list. I'm still trying to figure out if

there was anything that Roy
Moore actually said.

So. as he was orating on and

on about how our forefathers

were "Christians" and therefore

America today should accept

God as the sovereign, he actually

devoted several minutes to

rewriting the First Amendment. I

kid you not. The man actually

reworded one of the most impor-

tant parts to our Constitution to

make it more agreeable with his

argument. I watched him practi-

cally copy and paste James

Madison's definition of religion

into the First Amendment using a

PowerPoint presentation.

If I had any reservations

about the higher couns decision

to remove Ayatollah Moore from

his bench they were gone after I

had witnessed him literally

rewrite the Constitution. As a

judge, he is supposed to interpret

the law as it is written, not as it is

rewritten. I could not believe he

dared to stand in front of an

American flag and cut up the fab-

ric of our nation's government.

Perhaps this didn't seem hypo-

critical to him since he may plan

to create a new American flag

What scares me
about Roy Moore is

not so much that he

Is out of his mind,

because many

people are and we
put them in homes

and jackets so ttiey

can sit in a comer

and hug themselves

all day, but rather

that there are many

people who think

like Roy Moore.

with croues on it as opposed to

stars.

When his rant was over he

allowed time for some questions

from the crowd, and this of

course is an opportunity I rarely

pass up. So I was called on and
asked a twu-()art question: "Do
you think vour philosophy on
secularism would change should

you have been a religious minor-

ity, and can you explain the influ-

ences of Locke's Essay on
Toleration on Thomas
Jefferson?" Well, the second pan
of ms question he answered by

pulling out his handy cop> of the

political writings of John Locke.

Now this is a book we slioukJ all

have but when you carry it

around with >ou everywhere you

go. I would be a bit worried.

Needless to say he picked

through different parts of the

es,say and chose lines out of con-

text to support his opinion and

perhaps neglected to mention

Locke's most famous quote from

tfiat essay: "Unless it be that I

will, out of pride or overweening-

ness of my opinion, and a secret

conceit of my own infallibility,

taking to myself something of a

godlike power, force and compel

others to be of my mind, or cen-

sure or malign them if they be

not ..."

What Locke is simply saying

here is that there is no problem

with which religion you practice,

nor should that be a concem of

the state However it becomes a

concem when you force those

beliefs or opinions on others. Of
course, Roy Moore wouldn't read

this to the parish in attendance.

It would simply expose him for

the hypocrite that he is since he,

in keeping the monument on
state property, was doing exactly

what Locke warned against.

He completely neglected the

first part of my question, which I

asked him a second time Then
he ignored it again by going off

on some unrelated rant. The bot-

tom line is if Roy Moore grew up
as a Christian in an Islamic

Theocracy, he would have a very

different philosophy on secular-

ism since it would be his minori-

ty rights that were being protect-

ed.

What saddens me the most
was that he symbolizes a danger-

ous direction for the Republican

Party to be heading The
Republican Party must remain

committed to the Constitution

and regardless to how many cra-

zies it may have, it cannot allow

itself to become the "party of

God" or religious fundamental-

ism here in the United States.

Roy Moore's insistence on
outdated desert morality and
chanting 'onward Christian sol-

diers" shows that the direction

he is leading people in is back-

wards not forwards. It's time for

him and others to realize that

though you may firmly believe in

your religious beliefs, you have

no right, under a democratic

state system, to impose those

beliels on others. --—«••«•«#»

Yousef Munayyfr is a
Collepan columnist.

Nearing the finish line
It's hard to believe that in

less than two weeks I'll be a

senior in college. It seems like

just yesterday I was unpacking

my bags in my first room in

Dickinson jfall. I came into col

lege expecting it to be like all

those movies Id seen with the

crazy parties, drinking and wild

late night excursions to who
knows-where.

I remember one of my first

nights at UMass. My roonmiate

was a sophomore who, it seemed to me, knew the

college ropes fairly well. I spent the majority of

my first month of school following

her around like the lost little fresh-

man that I was, trying to soak up
all the knowledge I could (you

know, that special kind of knowl-

edge you just don't find in your

classes). On this particular night

she was going to a party in a

friend's room upstairs and I tagged

along. A good amount of her

friends from the year before were

going to be there, as well as a few

select freshmen that were new to

the floor and managed to make some quick con-

nections.

I walked into the overcrowded room, which

was lit up with Christmas lights and a multi-col-

ored disco ball, and was immediately hit with the

smell of alcohol. There was hip-hop music coming
from a CD player in the middle of the room,

which no one seemed to mind yelling over. My
roommate introduced me to a few people before

engaging in some reminiscent conversation with

her friends. I sat quietly next to her on the couch

taking in the scene. After a few minutes a guy

offered her a beer, and noticing me next to her.

offered me one as well. Some of my friends in

high school drank, so it wasn't a completely for

eign concept to me, but I certainly hadn't oven

achieved social-drinker status. I did, however,

know that I didn't like the taste of beer.

I nervously asked him what it tasted like. Mo
looked at me like I had three heads and shrugged.

"Beer," he said. I paused and thought for a

minute, trying to come up with a way to say no to

the beer but still sound cool. He got impatient.

To my freshman

surprise, it turned

out you dont need

to be a drinker and

a partier to have

fun in college!

"So. you want it or not'" I look the beer. I pro-

ceeded to nurse the beer for the next three hours

or so and finished about half of it At some point

someone turned the music up even louder and
decided it was time to kick the party into over-

drive A few people got up and started dancing.

The guy who'd offered me the beer began prod-

ding people to get up and dance. I quickly assured

him that I would do no such thing (hopefully in a

slightly "cooler" sounding manner). He began to

grind with a girl in the middle of the room, which

made me decidedly uncomfortable, and I realized

that the whole college party scene, as much fun as

it seemed to be in the movies, was not for me.

I toughed it out for the rest of the night. My
favorite part of the evening was
when the room cleared out of all

but four or five people, and those

of us remaining turned the music
down to talk about low alcohol

tolerance.

To my freshman surprise, it

turned out you don't need to be a

drinker and a partier to have fun

in college! That guy who offered

me the beer? Three years later,

he's one of my best friends. The
two of us. and others who had

attended the party that evening, now role-play

together once a week. Our recent "parties" have

consisted of cheetos, iced tea and the geekiest

jokes you've ever heard. Guess you really cant

judge a book by its cover

It amazes me just how much things have

changed since that fateful night of my first year. I

feel as though I've really come into my own and

come to happily accept myself as I am. I openly

express my detest for beer, and happily spend my
weekends driving aimlessly around Western
Massachusetts for hours, playing video games,

and watching movies with some of the best

friends anyone could ever hope for. No, college

certainly hasn't ended up being the experience I

thought it would be. It has ended up being much
bettor than anything I could have hoped for, and I

can't wait to get hack here in three months to

make iny last year the best one yet. To my readers:

thanks for letting me make your days a little

brighter. To my friends: thanks a million for

brightening mine. See you next year!

Stacy Kasdin is a Collegian columnist.

The Editoriol/Opinion page is looking

for new colunnnists for next year.

Please conne down to the newsroom to

pick up an application from Paige.
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Dead^3:'ez return
^^V duo &vtiy titled

Tribeca

celebrates

film scores

release •Revolutionary But Gangsta-

Bv CHRISTV LtMlRE

AaiUl.^ATEt> Pmss

B\ NkK Ri)\tAV)w

Then: wa* a thue when rap niu!>k. s%ai

rral. raw. arvl ihreau-ning in thi- best of

way«. Rap \*as sei up u> be itx- ncvt fxink

rock — ihe vi*.e ol urban youih thai %^a>

underreprescnieil and ncgkxted. Well,

like all great, pure thing>. rap has been

waietvd iluun aixl ci.>-opted b> the main-

Mreiui) and b\ i-orporations. Thi> r»ew,

fresh gena- of niusit wa>. in k"s* then

rwent> >ear>. iiiadc >ale crhjugh u> x.'ll

tuft drinks.

This is >»hen.' intelligent. ptJiiwal rap

peT> Stii. M.in iiml Ml ..olliMi\t.-l\ krx>\Mi

as Dead Prez. comt in Their 2000 debut

"Ixt's Get Free" was (ilWd with stvial

inessages arxi beats that mixed

nxxlem gang«ta rap v^ith tradi-

tiunai Alhain inuiiic The disc

c\en .jxiwtK'd a miivir hit with

the track "Mip-Hup" which ini-

lialh appeared tu be a ba.s>-driv-

en part) jam but, underneath it's

fun surface, was a call to anns fur rappers

and peopkr ever>N*here with lines like.

"\'ou'd rather haNe a Lexus ur jusik."e? / A
dream ur sume sut»uuKe? / A Beamer. a

necklace, or fiwxknn'.'"

"I^^t's Get Free" introduced l^^

throne The band's black pride and Black

Paniheroquc iniliiuiK\ even provoked

go(»!»ip that ihe> liated white peu-

pk, a nasi) rumor that

Stic and Ml deny. Still. Dead
Pu/ know that thc\ might ccmik-

>>il Mu.a^'ls and have rkj piobkin

with having the harnh taMe ot

reality behtiid.

"Let's Get Fi«e" wtn haU genius and

half dull, where some tracks were rap

masterpieces some were just bland.

"RBG." which the tnund has subtiikHJ m
"Rc*%olutKinar\ Bui Ciangsia" ithc perfect

wa> to summari/c IX-ad Pre/' sound)

Pre/ as the sucxessoo to PuMk I nenn « ne\er quite reachc-> itv bci^ihiv that sonie

of the "l^t's Get Free" track* dkJ and. for

the itK^I part, struggks to retain tfte audi-

ence's attentun. "I Haw A Dream. Too'
doesn't seem much different than the

average gangsta track and ~\V'-4" wants to

be a snxioih R&B track but the laki back

beat and all the singing just comett off »s

awkward.

"ffell Yeah (pimpthesystem)" is one of

the better tracks if ortly because, at the

title "'gf—** the song tries to subvert the

mammcam as "Hip Hop" dkl a few years

ago The sui^ b a tafe uf finarx.ial strug-

gle but it tries to nusk itself under a

Sm DEAD PREZ on page 6

M

pst m
nn?^ ^^••J

'v*'^*'

lences

NEW NORK (API — Martin Scorsese

and Howard ShcKe have both bved musk
siiK'e childhood.

Decades later, they've applied that kwe
through film, though in very difTerent

ways — Scorsese as a director known for

choosing rock, blues and R&B songs to

create a mood or ctMiirast with the on-

screen action. Shore as the Oscar-winning

composer of tlie "Lord of the Rings" score,

a w hopping 1 1 -hour original work featur-

ing sonte 200 muskrians.

Both discussed the marriage of movies

arnl music during the Tribeca Film

Festival, whkh ended Surxlay.

Scorsese lokf a packed audk^Ke that

while growing up or) Manhattan's Lower

East Skk*. he lieard musk pouring into the

strcvt ihnjugh opc-n windows — every-

thing from opera to Tony Bennett

"I began to nutkx thai music was scor-

ing life." the 61 -year-old director aaU
Friday "Musk would conjure all kinds al

images."

For I'WO's "GoodFellas." Scorsese

ounsklervd about 70 songs for the sound-

track; he eiKled up with a mix including

The Shangri-Las. Aretha Frankloi and

Cream.

Five yean later for 'Casino.* al the

moment when Robert De Nbo's dwractcr

sees Sharon Stone °s character impetuously

loaaing chips into the air. Scorsese chose a

^ecific sectkm of Mkkey and Sylvia's

'Love Is Siianfe* and shot the scene to

the musk.

'For that part of the song — "Baby, oh
baby' — he's a dead man." the director

sakl. drawing laughs

Among the other clips shown during

the discu.<sion were the Last Supper and

Crucilivion scenes from "The Last

Tempution of Christ" (l*W<8). whkh fea-

tured musk from (Vter Gabriel.

'It w«.<> something that you hadnl

hevd in a him of this nature before."

Scorsese said. "Ii was the klea to make it

immediale and to ptwokc. The only musk
that canK to mind for me was Peter

Gabriel It was very spiritual and vet of the

flesh" ^- .

A raiv occasion in whkh Scorsese used

an original score was for Taxi Driver"

|^"M The reason; "Travis (Bkkle. De
Nh > character) didn't listen to musk."

he sakl "You had to see everything

through his point of view." (Bernard

Herrmann's score, the last one he wrote

before his death, earned him an Academy
Award nomination )

Shore, meanwhik'. won origiiul-score

Oscars for the first and third parts of The

SMTmKCAonpagae

By JOHNNV DONALIWON
(xlLLt«iiAN SlAfr

L

The idea of cloning a human
being isn't such a far-fetched sci

H coiKcpt anymore, and the time

may be ripe for a movie in which

the specter of genetic duplication

is presenied with the righteous

moral horror it deserves.

"Godsend" is not that movie.

It's a medkxre bit of

bad seed hokum, a hoary

old bit of horror schkxk
that takes the nightmar-

ish medical boogeyman
of cloning and proceeds

to do next to rwthing

with it. "Godsend." with

its aura of faux-classy

dread, defangs itself

with each scene, until it

becomes a cartoon of

lurid "gotcha!" terror. It

wants to scare you, but

it's a film that feels more
vacuous than ominous
each second its on
screen.

There's still a great horror

flick to be made about the down-
side of cloning a human, but

"Godsend" quickly strays from
subversive shock into a more
ordinary — and less interesting

— realm of domestic horror The
movie is flat and more than a tad

inauthentic; it takes a truly

unnerving topic and treats it as an

excuse for some cheap jolts out of

the Horror Movie 101 handbook.
All the while the audience is sup-

posed to think it's about some-
thing deeper. Sitting through the

excruciating dullness of

"God-send" I began to realize

what 1 hoped the movie was
about. I hojjed it was about to

end.

"Godsend" stars talented and
deft actors like Robert DeNiro
and Greg Kinnear. and it's hand-

somely mounted, shot by the cin-

ematographer Kramer
Morgenthau with a cool, bur-

nished sophistication right out of

the M. Night Shyamalan play-

' Godsend'
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book. But that doesn't make H
any good The film may be

stocked with good actors, and it

may look good — all eerie, win-

try, blue-tinted chill — but thatls

because the director, Nick
Hamm. wants you to think you're

watching a 'serious' adult chiller

when all he can cough up is a pre-

tentious and heavy-haiKled B-

movie stinker. This is 'Scl-Fi

Thrillers for Dummiea'
material — at best.

Kinnear and a mopey
Rebecca Romijn-Stamos

play Paul and lessie

Duncan, a yuppie couple

living in New York City.

who lost their son

Adam. (Cameron
Bright* just days after

his eighth birihday in a

traffic accident. They ttrt

approached by Dr.

Richard Wells (DeNiro),

a rcnouned biologist and

Jessie's former college

instructor, who offers

them a proposition. If

they sever all ties to their past life

and move into a palatial old

house in the middle of Vermont,

then Wells can help to regain

what the couple lost: namely, he

says he's perfected a procedure

that will be able to clone Adam.
It only takes a brief moment

for the Duncans to skim over the

ethical quagmire of cloning their

dead son before deciding to go
ahead with the procedure (other-

wise we wouldn't have a movie,

which, come to think of it. is a

preferrable option.) All goes
swimmingly for the first eight

years, up until the point wfhere

the original Adam died. After

that, Adam No. 2 begins to

become more withdrawn and
remote, starts suffering from
strange visions and night terrors

and draws crayon pictures of a

building on fire.

Mamm and his writer, Mark
Bombeck, turn the movie into a

shallow and cliche evil kid movie

See'eODKNOonpieBe

Dead Prez back in rap game with *RBG'
DfAO PtlE2 from page 5

gangsta image, a look that dcx:sn'i

really work for the band. The
album eiKls with a remix of "Hell

Yeah" that features none other

then |ay-Z, although his rhymes are

forgettable and seem half-hearted.

Hova seems more interestcxl in

hyping the track ("we're together

on (he same tiack now. baby!" he

exclaims) than in doing a quality

verse. "Radio Freq" is very possibly

the album's best track. It's an

upbeat number with clever rhymes

about the state of modem rap; it's

as ferocious and biting as fVead

Prez gels without being overly

didactic. The only problem is that

the song already appeared on the

band's "Turn Off The Radio" mix

tape, which was released during

the long period in which "RBG"
was being held hostage by

Sony /Columbia, which wouldn't

release it for well over a year

"RBG" is still a smart album,

especially when compared to the

bling-bling oriented glani rap that

dominates the charts, but seems a

HiiA^ !«.W«i.Ci.lM

Stic.Man and Ml make up thr rap i;r«»up Dead Pre:. Although the two jltv Ntill M-ndini; sir(tn|> ine»-

kages through their muMc, their M>phom()rc album, "RBG" doesn't live up to their polrnlul.

bit tamer and iiioiv phuned-in ihcn

"l^t's Get Free". With their debut

album IX-ad Prez seemed to be

bursting at the seams with excite-

ment, talent, and messages.

"RBG" IccLs contused and coma-
tose, if not dead. Many of the

tracks seem half finished und Stic

and Ml seem to be nioiv enticed

by the watered-down gangsta rap

that they are supposcxlly battling

against. The themes of "RBG" arc

less worldly and political then

"Let's Get Free." Many of the

songs deal with street life and per

sonal experiences.

Fhc album also deals a lot with

the theme of balancing, mixing

serious political thought with lun.

but all that comes of that is that

Dead hez needs a bit more work
on the juggling act. The 'lun' part

just scvms stale and the politicN

,sc"em lost and unim|x.>iiani Ihc

group has every right lo want to

break out of the ultra-political box

that "Let's Get Frcx;" created but

they simply haveni liguicxl oui

Ivjw to change in the light wa\

Dead l*rc/ has u very imponuni

rule in modem hip-hop and with

"REIG" they scvm to have reached

crossroads. I>;ad IVe/ could be the

saviors of hip-hop iir just one ol

the many forgotten jjso riiiis. only

the future will icll li RBli ' i>. jusi

a simpie misstep or an unfortunate

exampk^ of ancKher great lalc-ni

squaixlered.

Scorsese reflects on

music's role in film
HIIBECA from page 5

lord ul ilic Rings" trik>gy: "I'he

Fellowship of the Ring" (2001)

and The Reiuin of the King"

But he didn'i devise three sepa-

rate scores lor thrtv separate films;

like dirtxtor Peter lackson. who
adiipted |.R.R fulkien's novels, he

envisioned iheni as one compre-

hensive work, featuring the

London Itiilhuniionit and several

choirs.

"What ihe> \vere iiucie>itd in

was clarity bcxause the txxik is

dense." Shore said during a discus-

sion Saturday at the film festival,

refening to lackson and co-writers

I ran Walsh and Philippa Boyens

"It was how to tell this storv with

22 main characters and niultipk;

cultures."

Shore, a 57-year-old Canadian

whose previous films include "The

Silence of the l^mbs" and

Scorsese's "Gangs of New York,"

had read Tolkien's books in the

'bOs but spent four or five iTKWiths

rereading and thinking about them

for inspiration Then he'd meet

with |ack.son in his native New
Zealand, where the trilogy was

shot, a couple times a week to look

at pieces of film and discuss the

accompanying music.

Even though lackson has no
fomial music training - and Shore

studied at Boston s Berklcx' Colk^
of Musk — the director was inti-

mately involved in guiding the

score.

^Godsend^ avoids the deeper iSvSues of cloning
600SENO from page 5

— a kind ol shiny, modem ver-

sion of "The Bad Seed" or "The
Omen." Why explore the myste-

rious ethical boundaries of

cloning when you can have

young Adam experieiwe surreal

istic nightmares involving dead

eyed kids and burning rooiiiN

'

Why tackle big questions when
you can have the camera fondly

zooming in on a rusty hatchet'*

Why make an intelligent, stylish

and adroit horror flick when you

can waste real talent in cheap

dreck?

To say that 'Godsend i>

illogical is kind of like saying

Britney Spears is blonde, so ii^

not worth the time or efloii

required to dig deeply into hciw

idiotic the movie really is I et »

just note that Kinnear is sup-

pcMed to be J biology teacher

and nevei que>iicjii> Wells pro-

cedure. Let's note the anticli-

mactic climax and lack of any

real thrills as well.

You could say that DeNiro (I

sincerely hope he picked up a

nice paycheck for this) and
Romiin-Stamos are under-acting

here, but they underact to the

point oi disappearing Irom the

screen. Only Kinnear. as the dis

fraught and worried Paul, man-
ages to kcvp any audience sym-

pathy.

Hamm knows how to polish

his movie so thai it looks good
iMorgenthau ih> doubt helped)

but he doesn't know how to

stage a scene so that it doesn't

^I'lne off as awkward and ham-
liMed Thai in esvence is what

"Godsend" is: awkward, con-

trivi^ and clumsy. I wonder it

this inept thriller can be

rcturtK'd lo sendei.

filmmaker Martin Scon>eiMr diiH:uu>r» the intlucncr ol mu»k in his

i..Me» .liirm,; fhc 2lXM Iribcia Film Fevttxal on FriJav.
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V. amenm Bright stars as thr cloned Mm ol Rrheo,.! K.'iniin

Mamo* and Greg Kinnear.
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Workout
all summer.
No sweat.
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And the Tony nominees are .•.

Jackman among the potential Tony winners announced yesterday

HvMkHAH KlVHWARA
.^^.•<l^. LAreil t^REiiS

Htiv;h Ja> knun i^ nominated tur nix |HTti>rfndiK c

in the imi»K4l "Thr B»>n Frv»in Ch."

NEW YORK (AP) — It was a "Wicked" day. with

the lavish "Wizard oi Oz" musical numinated lor 10

Tony .A\\ards, Broadway's highest honor.

"Assassin?.." the chilling Sicphen Sondheini-)ohn

Wcidinan musical about presidential killers, followed

with .sc-wn noininaiKjns Monday.

Two Pulii/er Prize winners squar^ off against

each other lor best play. Doug Wright's "1 Am My
Oun Wile." which look the l\jlitzer lor drama this

year, compeio against "Anna in the Tropics." the

2005 winner .\lso nominated were "The Retreat

I lom Mw<co\*." William Nicholson's story of a crum-

bling niarriage. and "Frozen." Bryony livery's har-

rovMng talc of a child's abduction aiKl murder

Besides "Wicked." the other candidates for best

musical: "Caroline, or Change." a look at the relatkin

ship between a black makJ and her white employer's

young son; "Avenue U." a saucy little puppet show

tilled with songs and sex: and "The Boy From Oz." the

IVier Mkn muskal biography starring Hugh jackman

as the .Xusiralian entertainer

lackinan. who will serve as host for the Tony tek;-

casi 1X1 CBS June b. is a strong favorite in the actor-

musival category where he will face Alfrwi Molina.

"Kiddkr on the RooC; Hunter Foster. "IJttle Shop of

Student Parking Notice

Exam Week Parking 5/11-5/21

During the week of May 1 7 May 2 1 , students who do not have a

parking permit may park in Lots 25, 26, 27, 33 and Yellow while

uikmg exams, if you possess a valid parking permit, please use the

lot you purchased to enable others use of these lots. Use Lots 25,

26, 27, 33 and ^ ello\> ONLY (during exam week), otherwise you

will be subject to ticketing and towing.

Brought to you by UMass Parking Services - 413-545-0065.

Please visit our website at http://parking.umass.edu for further

information. The University community appreciates your

cooperation in parking legally.

Congratulations to all graduating seniors!

Talce a test-

drive.
Enter the

Tablet PC
Hook up
drawing!

You'll be glad you
have a license.

Stop by the campus bookstore Mayir** between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.

to try out a Tablet PC- the next evolution of the notebook.
You'll want to drive one home.

Windows'^p
Tablet PC Edition

Microsoft"

www.tabletpc.com

'.M M<.>r»tt»

1 .*'.* n^r.'. - M< 'O^.TTT ' n'XX.'* *

v^rww.joumeyed.com

Horrui>"; huan Morton, "Taboo"; and |ohn Tartaglia,

"Avenik; Q."

The nominations were anrwunced Monday from

the stage of the Hudson Theatre, one of Broadway's

oidefit plavhouses. Among the stars reading the nomi-

nations were lane Krakowski, Edie Faico, |ohn

l^guizamo. lerry Stiller and Anne Meara.

"Wicked." a $14 million extravaganza about the

witches of "Oz" bdbre Dorothy arrives on the Yellow

Brick Road, is the show to beat. The musical is the sea-

son s bigj^t success, grossing more than $1 million

each week.

"I can't complain with 10 nominations," David

Stone, producer ot "Wicked," said. "We arc pretty well

soM out," with tickets on sak: through the end of

October

Its leading ladies, Kristin Chenoweth and Idina

Menzcl, were both nominated, and the muskal also

picked up nomiiiations for book, score, choreography,

orchestratkxis. sets, costumes and lighting.

Competing agaiast the "Wicked" witches for best

actress in a musical are Donna Murphy for

"Wondertul Town." Tonya Pinkins for "Caroline, or

Change" and Stephanie D'Abruzzo, who sings and

acts ihc roks of several puppets in "Avenue Q."

Ke\ in Kline and Christopher Plummer were nom-

inated for their roles in two Shakespeare productwns.

"Menr\ IV" and "King Lear." respectively. They face

Simon Russell Beale. "lumpers": Frank Langella,

"Match ; and lelTerson Mays. "I Am My Own Wife."

"This has been a labor *A k)ve artd a joy to do,' sakl

Langella. describing the two-year journey of "Match"

from its lirst readings to Broadway's Plymouth

rheaire In Stephen Belber's play, the actor plays a

flamboyant choreographer l.angclia described us "u

nonstop motor-mouth."

Not surprisingly, missing from that strong lineup is

Sean Combs, who made a highly publicized if criiiciil-

ly dismissive Broadway debut in a revival of "A Raisin

in the Sun," lA)rraine Hansbcrry's landmark diama

Yet the show ~ nominated for best ri'vi\al-pLi\

along with "Henry IV." "King l.ear " and 'lumpcis

is doing exceptional business largely bcvausc ul the

superstar allure of Combs. The actor's three female co

stars, Phylicia Rashad. .Audra MclXHiald and Sanaa

Lathan, received nominations in either the leading' oi

featured categories. And CcMiibs was gracious in his

support of tlw won»en.

"It's more than a dream come true to be a part ol

this history -making play and I send huge congiatuUi

tions to Phylicia, Sanaa and .\udra on their rxHiiina

lions," Combs said in a statement. "I am so pri>ud and

happy to be working along side these' ama/ing aeiiv.ss-

es."

Beskin Rashad. those nominated tor best periorm-

ance by an actress in a play were: Eileen Atkins, "The

Retreat From Moscow"; Tovuh Feklshuh. "(iokla's

Bakony"; Anne Heche. "Twentieth Ceniun"; and

Swousie Kurtz. " Frozen.

"

The seven nominations for "As-sas-sins wciv a \in

dication for the musk:al. whk.-h was much inaligiKd by

critics when it opened olT-Broadwu> in 199 L The

show will be joined in the musicai iv\i\al calcgor\ b>

"Wonderi^ul Town." "FUdler on the- Roi>r and "Big

River."

"liiMliiiii* also garnered nominatKms for two of

its feattircd actors (Mkrhael CerNeris and IX"" <
'

Hare), sets, lighting and orehestraiions.

Ton\ .Award nommjiion ann<>unerr<i, from left to nvjht: actre** EJic FjUo, jiIit Jesse I . M.iriiii, .ittor

John LevuilJmii, smt:rr-J<.trt->s Cvndi Laupcr, actrcM Anne Mcara, and husband, aielor Jrrrv SlilK-r atv

)oincd (>>' actrvM Jane Krakowtki.
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Eckersley visits Cooperstown
By John Kekis

AsaX'lATEO PREiiS

COOPERSTOWN, NY (AP) - When Dennis
Eckersley walked into the Plaque Gallery at the

Baseball Hail of Fame for the first time, he was as over-

whelmed as any of his predecessors.

"Being with the plaques is where I felt it. That's

when it hit home," Eckersley sakl Monday as he toured

the Hall of Fame in preparation for his |uly induction.

"You get the feeling that it's not really true. That's what

puts it in perspective, how awesome it feels."

Eckersley and fomier Milwaukee Brewers star Paul

Molitor were ekcted in January in their first year of eli-

gibility, bringing to 40 the number of players ekxted

on the first balk>t.

Eckersley saved an American l^ague-ttxord 524

games in stints with the Cleveland Indians. Boston Red
Sox arxl Oakland Athktia>. ffe also pitched for tiie St.

Louis Cardinals and Chkago Cubs of the National

League before retiring in 1998 with a record of 197-

1 7 1 and 390 saves in 1 ,07 1 games.

With his shaggy black hair and distinct mustache.

Eckerskry relied on pinpoint control and was the most

effective reliever in baseball from 1 988-92. helping the

Athktics win four divisuxi titles and one WoHd Series.

He also won the AL MVP and Cy Young Awards in

1992 with one of the greatest seasons 1^ a reliever,

going 7- 1 with 5 1 saves and a 1 .9 1 earned run aver-

age.

Impressive statistks. to be sure. But Eckersley

never was as confKfent as he appeared on the mound
with his intimidating stare and remains amazed at his

good fortune.

"It doesn't really sink in," sakl Eckenley, who will

be 50 in October "I thought I was jpod, but 1 never

thought that I was going to be a Hall of Famer*

Eckersley reached the big leagues in 1975 with

Cleveland and pitched a no-hitter against the Angels in

1977. It wasn't until 10 years later — after stints with

the Red Sox and Cubs — that he became a closer and

his baseball life changed forever.

After competing a month of akx)hol treatment in

lanuary 1987, Eckersley went to spring training with

the Cubs, and they traded htm to the Athletks during

the first week of the season. It was there that manager

Tony LaRussa and pitching coach Dave Duncan rele-

gateid him to the bullpen, expecting him to pitch only

the ninth inning if the Athletio were ahead.

"I was looking for a nkrhe." saW Eckersley, who
posed for a photo in front of the plaque of his klol

growing up. former San Francisco Giants right-hander

luan Marichal. "1 just kind of fell into it."

In a big way
In ttiat four-year stretch with OaUaid, Eckersley

saved 220 games, struck out 378 and walked only 38

batters He also is the only pitcher with liX) saves and
100 compkte games.

Pro soccer player from Amherst

receives sour welcome overseas
OSLO. Norway (AP) — An

American soccer player in Norway
was subjected to racial taunts and

spit on by fans during a game.

Robbie Russel. who is black

aixl was bom in Amherst, plays for

the Norwegian club Sogndal.

"I've experienced racism, but

never anything like this," the 24-

year-okl player tokl the state radk)

network NRK.
He said four or five Brann fans

on Sunday grabbed his jersey

through tfie feiKe about 27 min-

utes into the game.

"A woman spit in my face," he

said. The entire time a group of

supporters were yelling racist

things at me."

Russel was not injured and

declined to file a police complaint,

choosing to k:t soccer organiza-

tkxis deal with the matter.

There was an outpouring of

support for Russel and condemna-

tion of his attackers in the national

news media Monday.

The Bergen-based Brann club

promised to klentify the culprits

using TV footage arxl threatened to

permanently ban them from Brann

events.

Russel sup|x>rted such a move,

saying "nothing entitks them to do
that sort of thing to you.'

"We condemn all forms oi

rai^ism in Norwegian soccer," said

Karen Espelund, secretary-general

of the Norwegian Soccer

Federatkxi. "Such behavior goes

against everything we staivl for*

—Assoiiated Press

Ramirez takes first 'excuse(d'

absence of the year for Sox

Dennis Eckcrslc>. one of thr two new indiKtcc^ into thr Eiasrhall Hall of Fame, luokn toward thr

p(a<|ur of Juan Marichal, a Giants pitchrr who was inducted in I9M}, at thr Hall of Fame yesterday, in

Cooperstown, N.Y.. Eckrrslrv said Marichal was his hero. Eckersley. who was converted to • reliever,

helped Oakland win three AL pennants aitd one World Series.

By Howard (Jlman
AaKX-lATCO PlUiiS

BOSTON (AP) — Manny
Ramirez had a good reason to

miss his first game of the year with

the Boston Red Sox. He went to

Miami to become a U.S. citizen.

With the sup(X)n of team nuin-

agement. Ramirez left Boston

after Sunday's 8-4 k>ss to the

Kansas City Royals He was
expected back for Tuesday night's

second game of a three-game

series against Cleveland.

'He was going to get a day off

(Saturday), but something neal

came up." Red Sox manager Terry

Francona sakl. "It turns out he's

down in Miami to become a

United States citizen. It's been a

kxtg process, and today is the

day.'

Not even a player of Ramirez's

accomplishments — an AL bai-

ting championship in 2002 and a

$20 million salar> eoukJ sched-

ule it for a Red Sox off day.

'It's the liming," Francoiu

sakl. "If he dkln'i do it today,

we're not talking about (a delay

of) weeks or months. It's like,

maybe, a year"

General manager Theo Epstein

said. 'It's an excused abseiKC.'

Without Ramirez. Brian

Daubach started in his place in

left Held and Kevin Millar

replaced him in the cleanup spot

against ClevelaiKl on Monday
night.

Ramirez "has our full support

on this.' Francona said. "He went

about it the right way"
After Sunday's games. Ramirez

was third in the AL with a .369

Iwtting average, tied for third with

eight homers and second with 45

hits in 3 1 games He has hits in his

last six games, batting .435 with

three homers in that stretch

Ramirez, who turns 32 on May
30, was bom in the Dominican
Republk: and came to the United

Stales at age 13. He graduated

from George Washington High

School in the Bronx. New York,

and lives in Fort Lauderdak:

Ramirez dkln't tell all his team-

mates about Monday's appoint-

ment David Oniz. one of his

friends on the team, sakl he dkln't

have any details.

'All I kfHAv is that he's going

down to Florida (Monday) to do
some persoruil business,' Ortiz

said.

"I guess it's something very

important to him,' sakl Ortiz.

who graduated from high school

in the Domink:an Republic and

isn't a U.S. citizen "You know
how that works. When they give

you a day, you've got to show up.

Otherwise, they delay"

Ramirez led the AL with a

349 baiting average in 2002 and

was second to teammate Bill

Muelfer last season at .325.

'When you decide to do it, you
just go for it." Ortiz sakl. Ramim
"will be hack here . happy.'

ABSOLUTE NUTRITION

Weight Loss and Body Building Specialists

6s University Drive

Next to Beach Chib Taruiinf

687-608)

tenth annual CPD senior sho^S?^^^^

r

0. 1 1

FRIDAY MAY 14th
<

SCREENING: HERTER AUDITORU

5 PM -7 PM

AFER PARTY: BLUE WALL PUB

7 PM - ? .

Ibi; bY CHAN'S FROM JMASS ART CWNCIL 81 AUXILIARY SERi/lCES

Library Construction Project Begins June 1, 2004

Due to construction around the W.E.B. Du Bois Library this summer,

library hours will be reduced. But our services will not!

Call 54&-0414 for updates and the most current hours.

• The Du Bois Library will be open Saturdays 10 am-5 pm,

Mor>-Thurs. 1 pm-7 pm, and Fri 1 pm-5 pm.

• ISEL will be open Mon-Fri, 8 anr>-5 pm.

• 24/7 services at www.library.umass.edu

• 329 databases

• 11,771 electronic journals

• 75,075 electronic books

• 24-hour reference service

We look forward to telling you at)out the new facilities and

services the Library plans to offer More news this fall.

Tuesday. June 1 - Sunday. August 22

Monday, May 24 - Friday, May 28

Library Mon-Thurs Fri

Du Bois Ubrary*

8:00 am - 5:00 pm 8:00 am - 4:00 pm

Map Collection 1:00 pm -5:00 pm 1:00 pm -4:00 pm

Special Collections &

Archives

10:00 am -3:00 pm 10:00 am -3:00 pm

Music Rssarve Lab By appt (577-2711)

Integrated Sciences &

Engineering Library

(ISEL)

8:00 am - 5:00 pm 8:00 am - 4:00 pm

Library Mon-Thurs Fri Sal Sun

DuBois

Ubrary*

1:00 pm -7:00 pm 1:00 pm -5:00 pm 10:00 am

-5:00 pm

aOSED

Map Collection 1:00 pm -5:00 pm 1:00 pm -5:00 pm CLOSED CLOSED

Special

Collections &

Archives

1:00 pm -5:00 pm 1 :00 pm - 5:00 pm CLOSED CLOSED

Music Reserve

Lab

July 12-15:

9:00 am -1:00 pm

July 19 -22:

9:00 am -1:00 pm

July 16:

9:00 am -1:00 pm

July 23:

9:00 am -1:00 pm

CLOSED CLOSED

Other times by appt. (577-2711)

ISEL 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 8:00 am - 5:00 pm CLOSED CLOSED

Monday, August 23 - Friday, September 3

Library Mon-Thurs Fri

Du Bois Library*

1:00 pm -5:00 pm 1:00 pm -5:00 pm

Map Collection 1:00 pm -5:00 pm 1:00 pm -5:00 pm

Special Collections & Archives 1:00 pm -5:00 pm 1:00 pm -5:00 pm

Music Reserve Lab By appt (577-2711)

ISEL 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 8:00 am - 5:00 pm

Exceptions

All libraries closed Memorial Day weeKend, Sat, May 29 - Mon, May 31.

ISEL will be open from 10:00 am - 5:00 pm Sat. June 5 (Alumni weeKend).

All libraries closed Independence Day weekend, Sat, July 3 - Mon, July 5.

All libraries closed Sat, August 21 and Sat, August 28.

All libraries closed Labor Day weekend, Sat, Sept 4 - Mon, Sept 6.

•includes: Circulation (5-2622), Cun-ent Periodicals and Microfonns (5-6854),

Reference (5-0150), and Reserves and Media (5-2358)
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A major league journey Thurman attested ou drug charges
for Braves' Jesse Garcia

By Paul Newberry
.ASMH lATfcP I'RtSS

ATLANTA (AP) — loumey
man. It's the must dreaded of

labels lor a prufessturtal athlete.

lust ask Jesse Garcia, who
showed up at spring training last

year for the Atlanta Braves com-

ing off a /SUO season at Triple-A.

What did that earn him? For the

tirst two weeks, he didn't even

get in a game, relegated to the

back helds with all the up-and-

comcrs and dosMi and-outers.

'That was a low point."

Garcia said "Sunietimes. you just

have to sit back and wonder.

What kind ul player am !? Am I

good enough or iHjt?'"

He stuck with it. played in the

Triple-A All Star game, and final

ly convinced a lew people that he

might be useful as a utility infield

er in ttw majors

At W. Garcia made Atlanta's

opening-day roster With short-

stop Kalael I ureal and second

baseman Marcus Giles plagued

by injuries, Garcia has become an

inlcgrui pan ol the team.

.Vs of Monday. Garcia was

batting /ill with one homer -

his first in the big leagues since

\*¥N — and eight RBIs Hes
been one of the fe^ bright spots

fur an ailing team, which is two

funcs under .5UU as it bids fur a

nth straight division title.

Hut Garcia knows his position

u still tenuous He's a journey

mm, remember? Those guys can

never get tuu comfortable

Giles and Furcal could return

to linr lineup Tuesday for the start

of a series at St Louis. If that

happens. Ccivia will shuffle back

to the beiKh. hopeful that his

contnbutkifvs so far strengthened

his spot on the 25-man roster.

'He's a gntvJer. man.* said

mmrote Mark DeRosa, who
went through a similar effort tu

prove himaetf. 'He's willing to du
whatever it takes to stick here.*

Gaaia he been Atlanta's ver-

sion of Forrest Gump, popping

up in the middle oC all nru of

improbable momcnis ihb Mawn.
He homered last month

against Florida — off World
Series heru lush Beckett, no less.

Last week. Garcia helped turn a

triple play against San Diego

Over the weekend, he rallied

the Braves to a win over Houston
-- first, convincing the umps that

he was grazed by a pitch in the

eighth, leading to two runs; then,

driving in the tying run with a

ninth-inning triple.

"It's just a matter of getting an
opportunity." Garcia said. "I'm

doing fairly well, but I've got to

keep it up."

Better than anyone, he knows
past perceptions are never very

far behind.

Garcia is only 5-foot- 10 and
171 pounds — hardly the proto-

type player for this homer-crazy

era. fie might have (it in better in

the l*)70s and '80s, where a mid-

dle intielder didn't have to wurry

about hitting for power. These
days, everyone is expected to

knock the ball over the feiKe.

A superb athlete, Garcia
played four sports in high school

and won several titles as a

Golden Gloves boxer But his

baseball career got sidetracked in

I9«M. when he missed the entire

season because of pneumonia
Garcia struggled to catch up.

finally making it to the big

leagues in 1499 with Baltimore.

But he lasted less than two
weeks, getting farmed out when
Delino DcShields came off the

disabled list

"He had the defensive skills."

remembered Frank Wren, now
the Braves' assistant general

manager and GM of the Orioles

at the time. *ffe didn't have the

offensive skills."

DeShields isn't around any

more, but Garcia kept plugging

away. After spending most of

1999 and 2000 with Baltimore's

Triple-A team — with brief stints

in the majors both years — he

was traded to the Braves in one
of thote oiKcure offseason deals.

Garcia wanted a fresh start.

Instead, he found more of the

same.

He was usually called up by

the Braves when rosters expand-

ed in the hiul month. He played

a career-high 19 games in 2002.
but only because Giles and
f)eRosa were injured.

Garcia was viewed as valu-

able insurance to have around,

but little more than a Triple-A

player. His career average in the

majors was .197 entering this

icason He spent nH>st of the past

six years m the top rung of the

minors. He couldn't seem to

shake that dreaded label: jour-

neyman

MARY HAraeil, ASSl X 1ATO1 IHESS

Former NFL running baik Thurman Thomas watches the flight

after teeing off at the Comeliu» Bennett Celebnt>' Golf Classic last

Friday. Thomas was arrested early Saturday aiuJ charged with mari-

juana possession, according to police.

FAIRHOPE. Ala. (AP) —
Former NFL running back
Thurman Thomas was arrested

over the weekend and charged
with marijuana possession,

according to police.

Thomas, who was in town to

play in a charity golf tournament,
was arrested at the Grand Hotel

around 2 a.m. Saturday. He had
one partially smoked marijuana
cigarette in his possession and
appeared to be under the influ-

ence of alcohol or marijuana,

Fairhope police spokesman Cpl.

Craig Sawyer said Monday.
Thomas did not immediately

return a phone call from The
Associated Press Monday. His
wife, Patti, said her husbaiid was
"caught up in an uncomfortable
situation with a couple of his

buddies."

"Basically, what he has said

was some other guys were with

him and because it was near his

room, he got caught up in it,'

Patti Thomas said. "He's not

claiming any responsibility for

it."

Thomas, 37, was charged

with second-degree possession of

marijuana, a Class A misde-

meanor reserved for people who
have the drug for personal use.

Thomas was booked at

Fairhope City jail and was
released in time to play his round

of golf Saturday morning.

"There was no disorderly con-

duct or belligerent behavior, and
he did not resist arrest,"

Fairhope police Cpl. Craig

Sawyer Monday.

In 1 3 seasons with the

Buffalo Bills and Miami
Dolphins, Thomas rushed for

12,074 yards and 65 touch-

downs. He played in four

straight Super Bowls as a mem-
ber of the Bills, from 1991

through 1994.

Thomas was a five-time Pro-

Bowl selection and was named
the NFL's Most Valuable Player

in 1991.

Last year, he admitted to

being a recovering alcoholic and
said he had spent 28 days in a

rehabilitation program in

Minnesota.
—Associated Press

Old friends meet up at Derby
By RiCliARl) RcMENBLATl

AuMKiATfn Pmus

BFNSALEM, Pa (AP) — In

the heady aftermath of the

Kentucky Derby, hours after

guiding Smany tones to the win-

ners circle, Stewart Flliott spot-

ted an acquaintaiKe at a party

Weaving his way through
well-wishers. Elliott grasped

Ralph Riv ie/zo's hand and shook
it. The trainer began congratulat-

ing him on a brilliant ride, but

Klliott changed the subject:

*l just wanted to thank you.*

the 39-year-uld jockey toki the

longtime Philadelphia Park train-

er.

For what? Riviezzo asked.

Nearly 20 years ago, Riviezzo

slipped Flliott a SlOO tip after

the rider brought home one of

his horses. Flliott never forgol.

"I couldn't believe it,'

Riviezzo recalled last week at

Philly Park. "He's just won the

Kentucky Derby, and he says to

me: I was going through a little

bit of a bad lime, things were

guing slow, and I won a race for

YOU >ou handed mc a huadfcd

and told me to take out my girl-

friend. That was real nice of

you."

That, says Riviezzo, is all you
need to know about Elliott: "A
class act all the way. Wfiat a

mind-set."

Ask people about Elliott, and
the same words keep coming up
repeatedly: dedicated, loyal,

modest, reserved. And, of

course, talented.

"This is what I do, I ride hors-

es." Elliott said last w«ek at a

favorite restaurant near his home
in Washington Crossing, Pa. "I

work hard at it. It's all I know. I

gave up my education fur this.

I've been thruugh a lot. but I've

been very fortunate."

The uliiitiaie journeyman
jockey. Elliott is now part of this

season's most riveting racing

tory.

Smarty Junes is the first uiHle-

fcated Derby wini>er since 1977

Triple Crown winner Seattle

Slew, and with Elliott and trainer

lohn Servis along for the ride of

their live*, the speedy chestnut

coll looks to be in top form for

Saturday's Preakness Stakes.

Warehouse Clothing Sale

, 1st Quality

Merchandise!!

GOT CLOTHES?

UiMHUiion
a|lr99jn

VISA MayprCaWi m UCard

Should Smarty party home
first in the second leg of the

Triple Crown, it would set tfie

stage for the sixth Triple try in

eight years at the Belmont Stakes

on lune 5. The last Triple Crown
winiwr was Affirmed in 1978.

"I still think he's over-

whelmed by all this," said Lauren
Vannozzi, Elliott's fiancee and a

former jockey. "None of this is

going tu sink in until we have

some time to sit down and take it

all in. But I can tell you he's very

deserving of all this*

Elliott has won more than

3,200 races sirKe dropping out

of school after eighth grade to

pursue a riding career, fie surted

riding three years later at lt> and
has climbed aboard thorough-

breds at nearly 30 racetracks in

the Northeast — from Canada to

New England, from New jersey

to Florida.

He's broken collarbones and
legs and puiKtured a lung. After

a horse flipped at the start of a

race at Calder in the !980s,

Flliott landed back-first on the

rail His weight balloorK-d during

his recovery, and he quit riding.

He exercised horses in several

Slates for two years before mak-
ing It back.

"I didn't know what else to

do, so I just found a way to ride

agirin." he said

Elliott was bom into a racing

family. His father, Dennis, was a

jockey for 23 years and now has

a farm in CXala. Fla His mother.

Myhill. is an assistant trainer at

Woodbine in his native Toronto.

When Elliott was 6. the fami-

ly moved to Hong Kong for

about five years. They relumed

and bought a 25-acre farm in

Mount Pleasant, N.|.

"My mom gave riding lessoits

and dad got some thoroughbreds

and started training," Elliott

said.

By 1981. Elliott was riding at

Philly Park and in New jersey. In

fact, he was the leading rider at

Atlantic City, beating out another

apprentice. Shannon Sullivan,

whose agent just happened to be

Servis.

"You could see he had some
talent even back then.' Servis

said. "We seemed to hit it off and
remained frieruls even when he
left for Boston and Florida and
wherever."

After buuiK'ing aruur>d sever-

al tracks with iTKxlerate success.

Elliott relumed to Philly Park

about 10 years ago. He became
Servis' regular rider He bought a

house. He met Vannozzi about

four years ago, and an August
wedding is in the works.

He's been Philly Park's lead-

ing rider three times, and is well

on his way to a fourth title

Servis loves the way Elliot

rides He's poiseS. patient ar>d

powerful." espeoally when it's

time to make a move in the

stretch.

"He's very laid back, very .soft

spuken. but cumplelely different

when he puts that helmet on,*

Servis said. "It's almost like 'The

Sword in the Stone.' When he
puts that helmet on, he portrays

confidence, and when it's off.

you see him around he doesn't

have a lot to say."

Elliott won't bite: "I don't

think so. I'm pretty much the

same person."
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The International Award Winning

Commencement Ball 2004

Friday, May 21, 2004

7:00 pm to 12:30 am, Student Union Complfx

A Night to Remember!
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t\ WED. Harp Reggae Night

April Special!

Molson:

., $2.00 A pint / $6.50 A pitcher

y! "start your own tradition"

Dining Commons Menu
DC contact: 413-S4S-2626

LUNCH
• C hicken Nuggets

• Sloppy )oes

• Curried Vegetables

i vegan)

DINNER
• Grilled Boneless Pork

(hops

• Turkey Divan

• Grilled Portabella

Mushroom Steaks

I vegan)

u Km kKK Iin\ (.1 Ml RID Vf

Daily Weather Forecast
Foi Amherst

TUESDAY
• High: 84

• Low: 55

iVEDNESDAY
• High: 78

• Low: 55

THURSDAY
• High: 81
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Don't say you don't have enough time.

You have exactly the same number of

hours per day that were given to Helen

Keller, P^eur, Michaelangelo, Mother

Teresa, Leonardo da Vinci, Thomas

Jefiierson, and Albert Einstein.

-H. fdLkson Brown ^n

aquarius • ian. 20-Fn. is

Remember, you have to tease your hair.

Tease it.

pistes • Fir. 19-M'Ui 20

Ytxj will never see your glasses again.

aries • mar. 21 -Am. 19

\Ukf up your mind, none ot this vMshs-

washv business.

taurUS • Ant 20-Ma> 2U

l>)n't love the one you're with, just

because. Never settle.

gemini • mav21-|un. 21

The Holyoke Mall is calling your name

cancer • iun. 22-iui. 22

Ihf prolessor can see you dcxxilmg in

class.

leo • Il 1 .v)-Auc. 22

1 bet ycxj could eat a block erf cheese, or

two.

virgO • Ai»c. 23-SirT. 22

Stop fhr(Aving all your )unk in the

halKvay.

libra • stpt. 23-00. 22

Take a tew moments to reminisce alxxit

this weekend

Scorpio • Ox 23-Nov. 21

Soon ycxj will have a little, furry creature

oH your very own.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-otc. 21

sioj) jinxing everyone around you.

Capricorn • Dtc. 22-ian. 19

You re a small tish in a very big fxmd.
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Apt 2klrTii hir Kiiit ^ > >

2 1 4*^ .^mh^•^sK Vntcr

,Awi-v)HuliH.,iiiiiii

Puttrcii VilLiyt- 2 Klmi Apt

Avail. Le.isc hl•);m.^ in lurn-

Free Heat and Hot Water

(iill(^>l4) W^-'JV^

Mill Valley tst.ile^ now

RcntmK^MniiSIOSO/
1100. 4 hedrm $21 ai avail-

able 6/1AJ4 No List nioiiths

rent Free Heat 6i Hot Water

2 fiill haths, A( :. On Kislinc

Mi)n-Fri 10-5pm 251-7177

Rr.inilvwini- ."Xpis Now Um>

iiiK. I&i2 lieilriHHii .tptv.

l^aseN hv)im June, July, .Any

or Sep. First tome, first serve

Oct them while they last

www.branJvwinc-apts.coin

Stop hv or C "all S4^ O^kV

AIMO FOR SALE

lW4Cieol'rism 1 M.aX)

miles Kreat conilition New
TimuiK Belt 4 New Tires

$l200.an\RC\ S77-S12y

665-7711

Foril Trolx- SF l'W6$1075

Qill 41 1-687-7510.

More2a@cns.umass.eilii

HonilaCivk KXW4I1R
Manual 6«K mi. A/( ' Alarm

Great condituwi $«200 545-

1291

I

'*-•
. r 1' >i '. I " ^v i . 'i.i I s "i

il<«if sedan 1 ISK null's ijnid

ioiulition 'f2iXY J5V(<7s4

EMPLOYMENT

IVihysiner position available

in .^^lher^t startini! ''/I I AM.

Afternoons and possibly

some tiill d.iys tor ,i 6 and 10

year old I lelp with home-

work, pl.iy dates, aiiivities.

Freinh spiMkinc preferred

Free nxim piissibly ncRo

tiablc. Pleast- senil letter .ind

( .V to Pt'tsv ( 1\,iisM>n 101

( 'onverse ll.ill .^mherst

(:ollvi!cl\^R.x50a''

Amlu-tM. MA 0UV2

Summer on ( jpe C^kI:

Hanij out with 2 low main-

Icnante KiysM and 1 1.

Sever.il tlays i » eck Ni >

niKhls, no wrekeikU Free

r>oin and Ni.ird plus JSO.OO

per week ('.ill l.uk .it 50H

8W-S2 V

Play sport.s! Have fun! Save

Money! Sports ( !,imp in

M.iiiu- (.'okIio necilcd:

Tennis, ilaskciKill, IVisebali,

Water-sports. Ro|x-s ( ourM.*,

(iolf, Arihery, and more.

Work Chitikmrs and Have a

Great Summer! C jill Free:

(HH.S),S44-.S0H0or AitIv:

« WW .cam|x iilar.t i im

All I

Summer Jotw

For the

Environment

1000-5COO/Summer Join ihe

state's largest public interest

era.'HrtxHs orvanizatHm to

protect our envmmment,

public health, human rights

.mil demivnicy t ",ireer

opportunities and benefits

.iv.nl.ible. I illR.bbv 1-411

:s6.64?4

Summer tXfice Help

Needejl .Amherst Leisure

Services is linikini; for a sum-

mer registration clerk ti>

K-uin mid to Lite may.

I'lities include: customer

service, accepting! registra-

tions and payments tiir

niimeroiis prjigrams, data

entry, .inswerinu phones, fil-

ini;. ,ind other cleric. il duties

in .1 busy recreation depart-

meiii. Preferred hours are M-

F 9 a.m. -4: 10 p.m., but may

hv flexible. Pay range is

$7.44-M.6l/hr. depending

upon cxpcnence .Apply .it:

Town of .Amherst Leisure

Services, 70 BoIiwkkI Walk.

Bangs Gommunity ( >nrer,

Amherst, MA 01002.

Resumes and letters of

inquiry may also be sent to:

dc siiiarai»
[
-'@towii.amhcr>t.ni

a. us . For further information,

call P,« 1411-256-4065.

EMPLOYMENT

Hi* n 1 r: I
> •< i\ 1 i,.\l >-

ERS NEErei> Summer

teervjge bicycling trip*

USA. I lin.ida, Eun ipe

Sal.iry pin- expense p.iid.

Student Hostelmg Program.

P.O. IV)x419,(iinway, MA
01141 (SW) 141-6112.

www.bicycletrips.com.

( ireenticUl Scure Sell

Stonige >eeks student P/T to

rent our self stor.ige units on

.,nii|-u. •»! * TVS cY74

Painters Wanted in Amherst

Area. No Expenence

Necc-ssan (.'.ill .AIison®4l 1

627->V41

LlFEGUARn Rrandywine

Apts. needs a certified life-

guard, (^all or stop by. 549-

cVkY

.Vl.irkeling Agency ,S«.'eks

("Hitgoing High Energy

Indivkluals tor promotions

$ 1 5/hour 888-477-6668

www.hauspromotions.com

Lowell .AriM IVistn l.e.idtr

nc'edi\l to be crew chief tor

one of the state's l.irgcst

exterior house painting com

panics. Must K" hardwork-

ing, Indepenck-nt Si have

own cat. Exp preferred, but

not neces-siiry. (^all Sung-

Yoon® 978.387-6117

EMPLOYMENT

I\iinic-Ts vv.iiiuM III 1 in\t-r>

area w.int a challenging Job

• 'Utiloors w/gi«id S5$'

Seking driven. H.irdwork

ing Individual w/ow-n c.ir to

K- a painting crew member

Ni> cxp. necessary t^ll:

Sung.Y(»m ® 'J78- 187-6117

I l.irdworking individii.ils liv-

ing .iround 'JIA^T bell Snith

of L'V for fiilltime p.unler

positions, (^allenging job

rt\|uires inilependcntc, own

..ir $10-$I2 base rate (ill

Will ©617-699-8^70

MoMiig: I.01..1I moving lom-

p.iny looking for selt moti

cited individii.ils, p.in time

positions avail.ible immedi

ately Weekday .ivailability .1

plus. Raises commensurate

with ixrfomiante Potenti.il

tor tips GoihI .ittitiides are ,1

Minsi C.ill (411)584-4746

FMPI()>VUST ^B R()()\fU\TF U \\TII)^H SIMMFR St Rl r T

' Hifiending " % H.VVl>a\

Potential No Expenence

Nes*. Training pfovklcd 1-

HO0-^5.652OExt 162

FOR SAIF

Vlktofridgc lot s.ile Tertitii

Condition for I^WOO
Asking $ IcY 00 or bi-st offer

(:,,||S4<>.H77

rilRMTliRr FOR SMF

I iiniuure .md Two ( ;ars tor

NaleCill for details (41 1>

516-7^11

Students wanted for a sum-

mer piiniing job. $400

S6(X)/ week. Experience not

needed but ,1 plus All hired

will go through a paid tram

ing program, l^.ill 888-277

9787orgot..(X")LLEGE

PRcHX^M. Work with

friends

(ir.iduating in M.iy every-

thing must L'oC.ill S4^'-i\Y^>

HOUSF FOR RFNT

1 IV'dns'Mis 1 Kitlis on bus

line Amherst 41 1-121-6451

5 IVdnsun Iiouh' 2 1/2

miles Chi bus line

W.isher/drycr Home 251-

1670 leave a mewage, or cell

411-510-6'W6

llailley 5 [V-dnH-m Plus

home, 2 baths w/ laundry

hookup. L.irge yard, minutes

from UM.iss 54'>-4270

Female roomnuie w.inted to

share 2-KI .ipi in

Simck'rl.ind $418/m.i

IikIikIc-s he.it, h.<l w.iter. .ind

table Available 6/1 tir earli-

er CillLiuren 9 860-604-

(\>is

SFR\ 1( FS

Pregnant ' Need help.' CjtW

Birthright of .Amherst .ire.i

for free testini; ind issist.mic

PREGNANtT TESTING,

HIV Testing. Birth ("ontrol,

.ind EinergencN

( j>ntr;iception. Affordable

,ind lontidential. Tajx-stry

Health. 27 Pray Street,

SUMMER SUBLET

.Avoul rullion w.iiicni; lisi

IK-d 2b.ith Puffton upgr.ided

$1 105/mo lunel -.August 11

'04 or take our lease to '05

549-5909

1 Ix'driHiin m Puttton lot

Sublet starting June P' Call

Stacey at 695-2'>44 $750

negotiable possible Fall

option

1 IViim .Apt in( liltskk

(,111665-1218

Lne ilowiiii'wn this sum

met' Large 4BR 2 fUsir .ipt

next to .Amherst HS
Washer &i dryer included. 5

min. to bus stop 6i town.

i^NLY $162.50 pi-rnx.m +

utilities. .Available 6/1 thru

8/15. Cmtatt Rob:

agraff9stiRlent.umass.edu^7

S-808-7122

2 lx\lr>xiiii,s, fully furnished

apartment, 1 full bath.

.Avail.ible June P'

SeptemKr l'''.<.;allR.ithel

S:vmana78l-264I512

Honda only $6^> one way all

taxes included

Mexico/("anbK-an $125

each way all taxes included.

Europe $I6'> one w:iy IVxA

on-line www.airlcc h com or

Biicno Y .Sano is hiring lor

positions for fall semester

please apply in p<-rson (
'all

for directions 251-4000

H.klley Newer Five Bcvlrixmi

H.ime 544-4270
2 Lg IVIrm ,ipt M.un St on

bus route Minutes from

UMa.ss Summer with Fall

option 256-1146

WAMI 1)

E(.X} IXWORS NEEDED;
Extremely generous comf>en-

sation paid Non-smokers

,iges 2 1 12. Fiir more infor-

mation please cont.ict

(Christine or Li: at 781-769-

6900 or visit www.tobcrtiu-
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Minutewomen take ECAC crown
B> Mai i Barsiow

t'dlLfcCIAN SlAI-h

Good limes seem lo keep

rolling lor the Massachusetts

women's crew team, which
picked up another victor> over

the weekend at the

ECAC/Metro Cup Champion-
ships, Massachusetts is current-

U ranked No. 17 in the nation

' N the Collegiate Rowing
caches Association poll, its

best standing since N^*}.

Calm water and beautiful

^ather led to fast races and

,\en faster victor> times for

three Minutewomen boats on
Worcester s Lake Ouinsigamond
during the Grand Finals on
- ;!kI.i\ I he tir^i and second

Maroon and White varsity

eights and the novice eight

helped UMass lo its second con

secuti\e Metro Cup title, with

victories over nine competing

Division I schools. Colgate took

bronze in three events and fin-

ished second overall.

Lauren Cromwell and Lizzy

Boyle led the UMass varsity

eight to a 1 3-second victory

over N'illanova, from the five

and seven seals, respectively

Senior captain Katie O'Brien

occupied the lour seat as usual,

while Leah lakobsen. Stephanie

Moph and Faith Markins round-

ed out the boats "engine room."

Hayley McCrath rowed at

Ntroke, Faith Harkins sat in the

two seat. Carrie Champigny

acted as the boat's coxswain and
Cat Gariepy added muscle in

the bow.

The UMass first varsity eight

has faced the top rowers from

55 schools thus far. and has

defeated all but one crew.

Fifth ranked Brown bested

the MinutewoiTien by less than

five seconds on April 10. during

a tri-meet between UMass.

Brown and Rutgers. The small

margin of victory will bode well

for the Minutewomen come
May 18, when a committee will

select 16 schools lo compete in

the NCAA Rowing
Championships. May 28-30 in

Sacramento, Calif.

With his team positioned as

the 1 7th seed. UMass coach |im

Dietz hopes Cornell will swap
spots with the Minutewomen as

the cutoff team — an option

made possible this weekend
when Cornell placed fourth in

the weekend's Eastern

Association of Women's Rowing
Colleges Sprints. On April 24.

The Big Red fell to Brown by 10

seconds during the tri-meets

first varsity eight competition.

"Well find out our regional

ranking Wednesday, but it looks

like well continue to be locked

into second behind Princeton.

My guess would be that well

move up and be able to send our

varsity eight to the NCAA's."

head coach jim Dietz said. "All

that's left to do now is hang out

and train."

Florida can't have baseball

6ot)

McGoveto

^^^~^ I tried. I really tned.

^^H^^k .\fter following the Florida

jpr^5w Mariias for the last seven years it's

J" •* Y becoming more arnl in*.>re inmii-

'

/ iwni that baseball oimply cant

^^ y survive in Floridii It i< jjtnnp to

^I|B|MlJ move eifcwhert

1^ ^ ^^1 "viva I .a* Vegas
'

^^ -----^^
It's not just the fact that the Fish

won't he getting a new stadium:

II > the weather, the fans, and the

*" aU^ianoes in OM-h county >pumed
In sprmg traming and ihe minor league system

May I was the deadline, it cante artd went, and

iK>w It goes v^ithout que>tion that the Marlins will not

K- >:i.-iling a tiew hoiiK- It s«.vm> a bit ridicuknis that

learn with two W ~ ^ nngN in ten years is

lutk in a vcntabkr ^' lungkr that is the home
lo the IX»lphins. the most popular choke-anisis in the

stale

So now lad year's chan^Nons will be forced to

i.ir a few more years in front v)f respectable

U. k)st in a «ca oi orange and pt.iwdcr blue Thai

- unless lady luck ship them halfway across the

vountry.

On the bright side. Las Vegas will mo«i likdy get

ihc least amount of rain delays

h'v hard to pin this solely on the state legislature;

this one runs u little deeper than simple pi>lili(.s It is

that little i^^ue of tradition, or lack lherv«.)f. that will

juse the Marlins to take their brief history to the

c ity of Sin

Fkjrida Ua'Cs ils football. It bves it su much that

\< college and pro fLiotball are in full elTecl.

«. ind Sunday aftenvions arc sikrni. Peopk:

-lowlv gi'i drunk rooting for ofw of the big three

Gators. Seminole*, and the Hurricanes), then sit-off

heir hangovers on Sui^lay watching the Dolphins.

SS hen antither team starts to gel a littkr bit of the

spotlight, the Florida nxxlia still puts it secondary lo

whatever the big story is on the gridiron. I've

watched it happen to almost everv team, but not as

bad as it's hit the Marlins

The Heat receive modest press about their modest

team, the Lightning aixl the Panthers have been door-

mats (with the exception of the Lightning this year),

and the IX-vil Rays vwre given the warehouse known

as Tropicana Field to play on.

All the while, the Buccarwers received a stadium

fully equipped with a pirate ship, functioning can-

nons and all. and the Dolphins, well the Dolphins

have to "suffer" through one or two games with a

baseball diamond on the field.

Another part oi this issue derives frum our friend-

ly visitors fi\»m the north

Snow Birds, that's what we call them. They are the

Buick-driving. knuckkrs over the steering wheel. oW
nonhemers that come down to Florida in droves to

marinate on iIk beaches until the summer bums
them away.

They settle in small communities at their time-

shaa-s and cbg our nxd* with driving techniques

that have added many teeth-mark.s to my steering

wheel Their presence is perfectly timed as it usually

coiiKides with the commerKenK-nt of spring training

Each major city has a major leagXK leatn that

comes down and a minor league spin-ofi My town.

\'ero B(»ch. is inhabited by the Ia)s Angeles IXxlgers

Because of this, the townsfolk aixJ the Snow Birds

tend to rvx)t for the team that they can travel five min-

utes lo see rather than two hours. With this comes

revenue, re-venue that neither the Marlins nor the

rX'vil Rays will ever see.

Aside from the fans that live in either Tampa or

Miami, most baseball fans would rather stay at home,

or watch their favorite team play on television. When
you ask kids in my town who 'heir favorite team is

vou belter believe it is a squad that plays nearly two

thousand miles away.

Of all the marketing pbys that baseball teams in

Florida have tried, I think pulling the Devil Rays in

the AL Flast was the most intelligent. That way they

get to play the team who most of the fans there fol-

low anyways.

The Sew >ork Yankees.

&>/) \k<Jmvm is a CoUepan columnist.

Swinging to recovery
BO.sruN (AP) — Red Sox

shortstop Nomar Garciaparra

look baiting practice Saturday

for the first time since injuring

his right Achilles tendon in

spring training.

"I'm definitely excited to be

out here," he said before

Boston's game against the

Kansas City Royals. "I can see it

I mi I \;ASS»x:IATFnPRFSS

Boston Red Sox shortstop Nomar Garciaparra, bottom, and out-

fielder Trot Nixon, rear, watch a Bill Mueller fly out from the dugout

during the second inning against the Kansas City Royals.

In the second varsity eight

competition, Massachusetts

raced to victory in 7:14.14

Rhode Island finished second in

7:15.31 and Colgate placed

third, with a lime of 7:16.74.

The UMass boat was manned
by senior captain Kate Bonner

at stroke, Naomi Rudov in the

seven seal. Faith Miller in the

six and Gabriella Papineau in

the five. Katie Berger, Katie

Freeley and Melissa Stewart

were also part of the winning

crew. Laura Hutchinson filled in

the bow. and pulled double-duty

on the day by sitting in for an ill

teammate in the second-place

jV four.

Three seconds and half a

boat's length was all the separa-

tion the UMass novice eight

could put between itself and

Marist, en route to the third and

final Massachusetts victory of

the day. The novice crew was

steered to victory by Kristina

Ferraro with help from Jamie

Dicke. Kristen Boyce and less

Bridge.

Massachusetts is coming off

last weekend's victory at the

Atlantic 10 Championships,

where the Minutewomen earned

their ninth consecutive title. If

they advance lo the NCAA
Championships, it will be the

first time in five years and third

time since the program's inau-

guration in l')95. UMass has

never won a national title but

has finished second twice.

New England Patriots visit the

White House for second time
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush hud

died at the White House for a second time with

New England Patriots, winner of two Super Bowls

'Congratulations for getting back here to iIk

Row Garden." Bush told the team Monday. "My
hope, of course, is that I'm back here again lo see

you next year"

In lanuary. New England won its second Super

Bowl in three years, beating Carolina 32-29 on

Adam Vinalieri's 4 1 -yard field goal with four sec-

onds left. Two years before, N'inatieri kicked the

game-v^nner as time expired in New England's 20-

1 7 win over the St Louis Rams to give the Patriots

their first National Football I eague championship

"I appreciate the dramatic comebacks that you

are capable of making." Bush said. "I like it when a

kicker ends up winning the game. 1 know Adam
is with us today. I am really impressed at how cool

you are under lire And how — like I need a few

suggestions before a press conference, if you don't

mind
"

is improving every day. and
when you see that, it starts to

get exciting."

Garciaparra had just eight

ai-bats this spring before he was
injured. Although the team ini-

tially hoped he could be ready

for the start of the season, his

rehab has been slower than first

exfjccted.

The Red Sox shortstop, who
can become a free agent after

the season, said he has no
timetable for a return. He said

he feels OK in the field but has-

n't tested himself on some
plays, like going to his right.

"I don't like to jump the gun

and say it's going to be all

right," he said. "There's going

lo be a setback, there's going to

be those days when it's really

sore and some inflammation.

Those days are expected. The
important thing is to not let

those days get you down and go,

"Uh oh, am I going backwards?"

Garciaparra worked out on

Friday by playing a simulated

game, hitting off a tee, running

the bases and taking some
grounders. Garciaparra said he

plans to stay in Boston until he

is ready for a rehab assignment

in the minors.

"You cant just jump into the

big leagues as much as you'd

like to think you can," he said.

"You need to face live pitching."

Also Saturday, rightfielder

Trot Nixon (left quadriceps,

herniated disk) was examined

by Red Sox medical director Bill

Morgan.

"He had another MRI and it

didn't show anything that

required treatment," manager

Terry Francona said. "He hit

and hit well and he'll stay |in

Boston) for a few days. He is

starting to improve."
—Associated Press

Uhile lauding the teams undefeated record at

home. Bush has special praise for the players' com-

mitment to volunteer service Team members have

given thous4inds of hours to community groups

across the stale and New England.

"That is an unbelievably important example for

champions to set for others." said Bush. "It's one

thing to be a champ on the field, and obviously,

that's what every player strives for But to be able to

be a complete person like you have been is really

important."

Bush also singled out quarterback Tom Brady.

who was a guest of first lady Ijiura Bush at the

president's Stale of the Union speech in lanuary.

"I'm trying to figure out what it's like to be around

a real celebrity." Bush joked about Brady.

Also on hand for the Rose Garden ceremony

was Patriots coach Bill Belichick, and Congress

members from Massachusetts. Reps. Edward

Markey and lanws McGovem. both Democrats.
—Associated Press

B.^ E|)MllN|iVASsiinA

President Bush, center, speaks after meeting with the 2004 National Fiwthall League champion New
England Patriots, yesterday, in the Rose Garden of the While House.

Bryant's alleged rape victim testifies

in pretrial hearings for second time
EAGLE. Colo. (AP) — The 19-year-old woman

accusing NBA star Kobe Bryant of rape slipped into

the courthouse through a fire exit Monday to testify

for only the second time since the case began.

Kobe Bryant and defense attorney Pamela Mackey

cleared security as they arrive for the start of

Monday's pretrial hearing.

Pretrial hearings were* held behind closed doors all

day, so it was impossible to determine why she was

called in. The woman's attorney, John Clune, was with

her

The woman was questioned for more than three

hours during a March 24 hearing. Bryant's attorneys

want details of her sex life — especially in the three

days surrounding her |une 30 encounter with Bryant

— admitted as evidence to suggest she was injured by

someone else.

Prosecutors probably wanted the woman back in

the courtroom to rebut testimony from other witness-

es, said Lisa Wayne, a Denver defense attorney who
has tried numerous sexual assault ca.ses.

"It would have to be something crucial," she said.

"I'm assuming the prosecution had some very hard

evidence on certain issues the defense has put forth."

The hearing on the relevancy of the sexual history

has been going on for days. It resumed Monday, along

with arguments on a separate defense motion to intro-

duce evidence about the woman's mental health, two

purported suicide attempts last spring and any evi-

dence about alcohol or drug use.

Bryant, 25, has said he had consensual .sex with the

woman last summer at the Vail-area resort where she

worked. If convicted of felony sexual assault, the Los

Angeles Lakers guard would face four years to life in

prison or 20 years to life on probation.

Evidence from underwear the woman wore to a

hospital examination did not match Bryant. Her attor-

ney has denied she had .sex with anyone afier Bryant

and before she reported the encounter to police.

Prosecutors say her sex life is irrelevant in determin-

ing whether she was raped.

Colorado's rape-shield law generally bars defense

attorneys from using an alleged victim's sex life as evi-

dence, but there are exceptions.

Bryant will formally enter a plea during this week's

three -day hearing, triggering a countdown to one of

the most closely watched trials in recent memory. A
trial must be set within six months of a plea, though

Bryant can waive that right.

Both sides have told state District ludge Terry

Ruckriegic they think a trial would take two to three

weeks.

David Lugert. a former prosecutor in Eagle

County, speculated the trial could begin as early as the

first week of August. Other experts weren't as sure.

"If both sides believe they can be ready in early

August, then yes." said Karen Steinhau.ser. a former

prosecutor and visiting professor at the University of

Denver Ixiw School. "One thing you don't want to see

happen is the trial get set and everybody is going with

that in mind and you end up having to have the case

I
postponed!."

As the hearing began, both sides wrapped up argu-

ments on a defense bid to bar evidence including

Bryant's interview with investigators, a T-shirt stained

with the woman's blood and the results of his haspi-

tal exam afier the alleged attack.

The defense contends investigators botched the

execution of a court order and didn't inform Bryant of

his rights.

The lakers are in the middle of a playoff series

with San Antonio. Bryant is expected to fly to Los

Angeles for a Tuesday night game, then return to

Eagle for the final day of the hearing. He has said he

hopes to play in the Aug. 1 3-29 Summer Olympics in

Athens, but he also has acknowledged the case could

make that impossible.

"Convenience to the accused is not going to be the

primary factor," said Scott Robinson, a defense attor-

ney who has followed the case. "But he [Ruckriegle)

won't ignore it. If Mr. Bryant is supposed to be in the

Olympic Games and there's plenty of time outside

that period to try the case, then it's possible."

—Associated Press

Margaret Cho dazzles

Fine Arts Center crowd

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 7

Softball to host

Atlantic 10 tournament

SPORTS, PAGE 12
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UMass engineering building

gets $25M in improvements
B> Gabriel LsiNiit

CoLUUIAN C AHUUfOWOKNT

Construction was recently

completed on a new $25 million

engineering building named
Engineering Lab II at the

University of Massachusetts,

Amherst.

Engineering Laboratory II is

three stories tall, 57.000 square

feet in size, and now hoMcs por-

tions of the university's researeh

programs in chemical engineer-

ing and civil aivJ environmental

engineering

Chemical engineering will

occupy the third floor while civil

and envirunmenul engineering

will take up the first two floors

The new facility will enabk:

ihe University of Massachutetu

engineerit^ progrMii to expand

in size and provide better

reaouices for students artd facul

ty in the chcmk;al engineenng

and civil and environiMOIil engi-

neenng programs.

The new buikiir\g iivhidea an

extensive set of laboratories and

offices, a 190-seat lecture hall,

which can be uwd to accommo-

date large lecture sessions from

Entpneering Laht>r4iorv II reventiv had $>2S mdlion worth i>f

cututruction completed and houM:» engineering research progranu.

any university department. The

facility also iiKiudes a 40-«eal

distance-learning classroom,

from which courses can be deliv-

ered to industrial students

thivNighout the ccxintry.

Alan LuiefKgger. professor

and department head of the

Department of Civil and

Environmental Ei^ineering said

the nr*> lab will provide new

equipment that students iKcd in

order to use their time nxxe effi-

ciently.

"The buikling is completely

set up for wireless internet access

so students can be any-w here and

use the Internet without cabk*s

The buikiing has rooms that are

equipped with the latest projec-

tors aiKl video devices, and there

are updated researeh fa».ilities."

Luicftegger added that the

updated technokigiad rxfsoun.es

will erubk: the University to

expand the scope of distaiKe

learning classes, whk:h are cur-

rently based in Maicus Hall.

"The video feed devices nwy

also be used to transmit visually

the proceedings that occur in a

Sm engineer on page 3

Wiffle champs visit Fenway

Sig Ep brother and cancer

survivor raises money for cause
By Kate Walsh
(JoLut.iAN STArr

For some, freshman year is coming to a close

and for others, it has been almost four years

since freshman year Whichever it is, each most

likely remembers the obstacles as a new student

as if it were yesterday.

All have faced the challenges of meeting new

people, adjusting to a new environment, and

finding a way to balance our social and academ-

ic lives in college.

However, few have been faced with a chal-

lenge like a Sigma Phi Epsilon brother: finding a

way to beat cancer

Angel Bermudez was diagnosed in 2000, just

after his freshman year at UMass. He had spent

the year living like his peers, meeting new peo-

ple, adjusting to the dorms and even joined Sig

Ep; he was having the typical college experience.

Then leukemia entered into his life and dis-

rupted the normalcy of his typical college living

"When we first found out. it was a very sensi-

tive topic, no one really knew how to act," says

senior Erik Diamond. "It was scary because

everyone in the house was afraid that we were

going to lose one of the brothers."

For Bermudez, the severity of his disease

never quite sunk in. It was difficult for him to

grasp the seriousness of the hurdle that had just

been placed in front of him.

"When I was diagnosed it really didn't hit me
that hard. 1 don't know why: I guess its because

I'm kind of a goof-ball," he joked. "1 basically

had to just put all of my trust in the doctors and

let them do the serious stuff and my parents do

the worrying."

The magnitude of support from his brothers

in Sig Ep helped Bermudez to get up and over

this hurdle, and ultimately beat leukemia.

During his time in the hospital, many of the

brothers visited, bringing him movies.

It wasn't until 2001 that he was able to move
back to UMass and into the fraternity house.

But he says that the brothers continued their

support even when he returned.

"When 1 came back I wasn't in the best of

shape, and talking about it was hard because I

didn t want to make it a big deal." he said. "The

brothers just kept me in the loop, introduced me
to new brothers, and took into consideration

that 1 didn't want to be treated any differently

"

Unfortunately, finding a way to deal with can-

cer wasn't a new concept to the Sig Ep breathers.

One brother, who has since graduated, watched

his own mother die of cancer the previous tall.

"When 1 found out about his mom, I had no

clue what to do," said Bermudez "I talked to my
mom. and she really wanted me to talk to him

because 1 had been through it."

It was a difficult subject for Bermudez to dis-

cuss, and so he found that, in this ca.se, actions

could speak louder than words. During his own
time in the hospital, his sister gave him a rosary

from Puerto Rico that had been blessed, which

he kept with him while he was there.

"I figured that since 1 was in remission 1 did-

n't need it as much, so I gave it to him," says

Bermudez. "That's basically the only thing I saw

1 could do for him."

The entire fraternity took action as well. Last

spring, the brothers held the first "Camp Out

For Cancer" to rai.se money for the .Xmerican

Cancer Society. Their goal of SI.000 was met

and exceeded by $200 in three days, and so this

year they decided to increase it.

In early April the brothers took turns camp-

ing out ail night in front of the campus pond,

determined to stay put until they reached their

goal. At least three people were there at all

hours of the day and night, taking donations and

See SIG EP on page 4

By ALISCXM HlGGINS
(x)LLHt.lAN CiWRHJiPDNDtNT

Wet fields and a postponed

tournament didn't keep University

of Massachusetts Wiffle ball cham-

pions. Team Solid, from a oiKe-in-

a-lifetime experience at Fenway

F^irk on Wednesday, May 5.

Matt Brown, lustin Diaco, |oe

DiRko, Adam Facendola. Rafael

Gonzalez. Rick Could, Brian

Pinheiru and Andy Sieurin board-

ed a bus to Fenway with dreams of

Wiffle ball surdom. But rain the

day and night before kept \hie

UMass senk)rs off the fieU

Although rained out, the team,

accompanied by Melissa \ara,

assistant director for student and

young alumni; Professor David

Bojanic, wtiose event manageirvent

class organized the qualifying

Wiffle ball tourrument kxally : aivJ

members of the Coca-Cola

Bottling Company in Greenfieid.

look a behind-the-nrenes tour of

Fenway Park. They saw the 406

Club, sat in the new Monster seats,

toured the new seating area above

the nght fiekJ bleactver> aruJ got a

Vxk into some of the suites around

the pari.

According to Vara, the best

pan of the tour w«s when the ie«n

got to visit the Boston Red Sox's

clubhouse.

"|We| dkl something very few

other fans ever get to do...we went

into the Boston Red Sen's

Clubhousel The cameras were

flashing and the cell phones weir a

buz/ with You'll never guess

where 1 ami... What an irwrolible

experience!" she said.

The team returned home later

that day without a Wiflle boll titk*.

but far from disappointed wiiK

iheir expeneiKc

Matt Brown, an accounting

major and member of Team Solid

said. "We were- all disappointed

that the fiekJ couU not be played

on. but it w» still wvrth going

there because wc got a tour of the

stadium and also were able to go

iXXJUTIsr All'*IN HlOniNS

Tram Silid. L'Ma»!> Witllr Kill (.hampion^hip winnrrs. didn't get to

plav M Fenwav due lo rain, but tourrj the Bosti>n Red Sox liuhhuusc.

into the Red Sox loc ker aiom It

wu"> jlv.> worth It bevause we were

tokJ itwt it we wouki cotnc Ki«.k

on \Scdix->djy we wlhjIJ i^vjnv.

Red Sox tkkets."

The ^«ew England Ufn-iuH

kMkc erf CocaCoU. which spun

sored the event, chartered another

coach for the UMass cirw on

Thursday, the following day, this

time to ck»r skies and a dry fWkJ

Unfortunately, atvjther event

scheduled for that afterTHxm

caused the tournament to be

abbreviated bach team was split

in half and played a two-inmiK

rexised gune. Ihc nine partu

ing teams played the nKximcu

toumaiiK'nt in left liekl, each team

given equal opponunity to pbv

and to snap photographs with the

Green Monster.

Despite the iiKkment wraifxr

coixlitkNis. team member* still

said thev c*njoyed ihev vuit to the

ballpark.

"\S hile the game time wa* J,c!i

nitcly shortened and riot <i ' i.

loumaiiKnt. everyone got an . v
i
v

rience that ttv average Red S.j\

Ian does not get. ihc"v got tii play

on tfv field " Vara said

l")e>pite the touniatiKnt com-

plications. UMass' Team Solkl Mill

managed a siiiiKii.«ui |vrfc>rmance

ak.ccKxling tu Prvifessor Botanic.

"The UMass toam score-d the

inoM runs of any team in the tour-

.iinc*nt given the abbre-viaied sta-

I us U the rukrs, but there wi^ no
winner; all of the teams wx;re rec-

ognized for thei' a»,complish-

nwnts.* Bojaroc said,

Bojanic w«m on to explain that

the UMass lean received moie
student supplmi than any other

coNege tean that competed in the

event.

"We . colkvted tfx- must bot-

tle caps of any s».hool by far. Coca-

> ola is going to use our school as

an exampkr of "best practkes' for

our coordination of the event

between Coke. Student Activities,

and the academic component
using my class."

Ft.>r playing in the toumametN,

Team Solid received a truphys, t-

shirts. lunch arki two tkketis each

to a Red Sox vs ^ankees game at

t cnway Piir ^ r

Brown - .irnameni

'>.iJ f.onc according to plan, the

LMass tt^m would have won.

"Of course." Brvwn sakl. "I

i! . • .*i.,. We
vv, Mr a rea-

son."

Officials warn UMass students

against annual ^Streak Night'
B> Matt Ca^y

llHIH.IAN ( "<HOUSW.M»vr

After planning by University of

Massachusetts officials and

Amherst Police for the annual

Ifobart Hocdcwn cixied in a week-

end of minor anvsts, UMass offi-

cials are aiming to stop aixjther

UMass student tradilkm: Streak

Night.

Streak night traditionally liap-

pens the first Friday after classes

end.

Dean of Students |<v \niK \ anin

distributed a k'ttcr to V>rtheast liv-

ing arui re-sklents April 2*^. inform-

ing them that the UMass police

department and administration will

punish any student fi.>und streaking

in the quad of the Northeast

Residential aa-a, and the offnider

may be registered bv tfK state of

\|assKllU>*.-l|s as (I si\ iiiiinULi.

"The University will not tokfrate

events that present a danger

because of crowd fvtiavior, nor will

it tok*rate publi*. acts of kwdness."

Vanin wrote in the knter. 'I urge

each of you to take responsibility for

your own acikms s».> tfwt all a-si-

dents can enjoy spring wxvkends

witfxtui repen-ussitms thanigh tfk-

Code of Student ConJiKi nr

Massachusetts cc. i.il l.c^

The Nortiiciisi \tcii

Government is ontriKiting to the

eliminati«.)n of Streak Night bv host-

ing an aiterruitive event on I liJiiy.

"We're" working ccopeiatively

with the Office of Student Affairs

and the IX-an of Students office to

put ti>gether fantastic. iu>vel and

ambitious stress relieving activities

to add to the other end of the year

activities." said NLAG Governor

\l.iii IV«irls<.)n.

Pearison says that NEiAG might

sponsor a mklnight breakfast, a

ntassage tfierapy night, or a bus trip

to the Holyoke Mall or Hadley's

Cinemark Theater

"At the moment wv have tenta-

tive plans and tentative permisswn

to do <<>mething like this." Pearison

said.

NE.\G faikxi to host an altema-

iive event last year Their jurisdk-

lion technkally ends on the last day

of classes, pre-venting them from

holding any events when Streak

Night cx-curs. Ti> get around this

paibkin. NEAG wants to sponsor

the event thaiugh the Office of

Student .Affairs, but pav for it with

NL\G funds.

"We were very prudent in fww
we spent our budget." Pearison

See STREAK on page 4

Grisly video shows Fight erupts during 50 Cent concert

U.S. civilian beheaded

Five men stand over Nick Berg, a U.S contractor whose body was found on a

highway overpass in Baghdad on Saturday.

held up the man's head for the camera.

The American identified himself on

the video as Nick Berg, a 26-year-old

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — A video

posted Tuesday on an al-Qaida-linked

Web site showed the beheading of an

American civilian in Iraq and said the

execution was carried out to avenge

abuses of Iraqi prisoners at Abu
Ghraib prison.

In a grisly gesture, the executioners

Philadelphia native. His body was

found near a highway overpass in

Baghdad on Saturday, the same day he

was beheaded, a U.S. official said.

- Associated Press

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP) — Police

had to break up a shoving match at a club

after the rapper 50 Cent and his entourage

jumped from the stage during a surprise

appearance and scuffled in the audience.

Two people were arrested for disturb-

ing the peace during the incident in the

I lippodrome cluh early Saturday moniing.

-aid Springfield Police Capt. Charles

.Arpin. Police were also investigating

whether a nearby shooting was related.

Hippodrome co-owner Michael |.

Barrasso told The Republican of

Springfield that the concert sponsor,

Hartford radio station WZMX-FM, had

said the rap artist might make an unan-

nounced appearance at the invitation-only

hip-hop concert.

The crowd of 1,400 people did not

know 50 Cent was there until he tcK>k the

stage after the other acts. About 10 min-

utes after 50 Cent took the stage, someone

in the crowd threw water at him from a

cup or water bottle, Barrasso said.

"He removed his gold chain, handed it

to someone on the stage next to him and

jumped off the stage into the crowd,"

Barrasso said. The rapper's entourage,

including bodyguards, also jumped off the

stage.

The crowd was so dense Barrasso

could not tell if there was any lighting

beyond pushing. Security guards had

frisked the rapper and his entourage

behind the stage; the rapper was weai

ing a Gucci holster, hut the weafxm it

held liroil onK nibber pellets. Rainisso

said.

Secuiiiv guards m lioiu ul ihc -uifii.

with two extra-duty police officers

pushed the rapper and his entourage

back on stage. Barrasso said. Police

working in the club called for available

units.

"He finished the song, believe it or

not," Barrasso said. "Then the whole

entourage and him just rushed for the

exit, got in their cars and lell."

It took police about an hour to dis

perse the crowd. Police arrested Trevin

Smith. 23, of Springfield, and Charlton

McLaughlin, 27, of Hartford, who were

each charged with tlisiurhing the peace.

After the incident, a man walked into

the Mercy Medical Center emergency

rcKim with a gunshot wound to the leg at

just before 1 a.m.. saving he's been shot

minutes before about a block from the

Main Street theater .Arpin said police are

not certain if the shooting was related to

the disturbance to the Hippodrome.

50 Cent, whose real name is Curtis

Rapper Sc'' Cent caused ,\ disturhiince last

Saturdav at the SpringfiiKI Hippodrome

when he jumped off stage into the crowd.

lackson. bought a 52-room. 50.000-

squarc-lool mansion in Farmington.

Conn., last year from former boxing

champion Mike Tyson's e\-wife, Monica

Turner Tyson, tor $4.1 million.

- Associated Press
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Weekly Calendar of events
Compiled by Sara- Megan Walsh

Today

UMau — At 5 p.m., a group of university actors will

present "The History Of Comic Theater" in room 204 of

the Fine Arts Center. "The History of Comic Theater" is a

45ininute presentation consisting of a compilation of

various short sketches by European playwrights includ-

ing: Menander. an ancient Greek; Moliere, 1 7th century

French; Shaw, 20th century English; Al Boasberg,

American vaudeville writer; and a song by Livingston &
Evan.

The Odyssey Bookshop in South Hadley will host "Shelf

Life; Romance, Mystery. Drama, and Other Page-Turning

Adventures from a Year in a Bookstore " by Suzanne

Strempek Shea at 7 p.m. Shea is also the author of Hoopi

Shoopi Donna.

though different female's characters perceptions of suc-

cess. Tickets are $5 for students, children, and seniors

and $7 general admission. The play will also run at 8;30

p.m. on Friday and Saturday.

Marion Copeland. a former Holyoke Community College

professor, will speak " Cockroaches" in various aspects at

7 p.m. at the Odyssey Bookshop in the Village Commons
of South Hadley. Copeland will discuss cockroaches

humorously, as a food delicacy, in homeopathic cures, and

in literature such as Kafka's "Metamorphosis."

Saturday
15

May 11 - May 17 1004

Bestor will be held in the Benzanson Recital Hall. The

performance will feature a World Premiere by Nigel Coxe

on piano; William Hitc on tenor; Lynn Klock on saxo-

phone; Eduardo Leandro on percussion: Estela Olevsky,

on piano; Paulina Stark singing soprano and the Faculty

Chamber Wind Ensemble as conducted by Laura

Rexroth. Tickets cost from $5 to $10. All proceeds will go

to the Ann Elder Bestor Memorial Scholarship Fund.

South Hadley - Odyssey Bookshop will host "Sundays

with Shakespeare" at 1 1 a.m. out in the Village Commons
in South Hadley This Sunday features a discussion with

Professor Arther Kinney of the UMass English depart-

ment.

Smith College — Gallery Talk featuring Elliot Offner.

retiring professor, who will lecture about his current exhi- V/4 Q fi (1 a V
bition at 2 p.m. in the Museum of Art. The lecture will -^

meet in the Museum lobby.
17

Tomorrow

Smith Colkgc — "Top Girls," a play written by Caryl

Churchill, will be performed at 8:30 p.m. in Hallie

Flanagan Studio Theatre of .Mendenhall. The play

explores the role of women in contemporary society

Sunday
16

UMms — At 8 p.m.. a performance Bestorfest Redux

celebrating the works of Professor Emeritus Charles

At 7 p.m.. Odyssey Bookshop in the Village Commons in

South Hadley will present the authors Vivien Labaton &.

Dawn Lundy Martin. Labaton. the first executive director

of the Third Wave Foundation, and Martin, a found of the

Third Wave and Ph. D candidate at UMass. will present

their compiled anthology of feminism voices from various

directions for the new generation called "This Fire This

Time."

Officials hope buiiiJing

attract new stuijents

Fraternity camps for funds

1

normal classroom to students in distaiKe

learning classes." he said "In thb way we
can expand un our instructional video pn>
granM"

The buikJing will specifically give the

chemtuil enginecnng Jcpartnient. currently

kxated in Goessmann Hall, greater spa^e

and belter resources. Aaxxding to Phillip

R. Westmoreland. Head of the Department

of Chemical Engineering, the new Lab will

replace older labs in Marston. Marcus, and

Goessmann Hails

Rescaah conducted by chemical engi-

neers in Engineering l^b II will involve the

use c^ supeivritical fluids for scmkronduc-

tor devices, use of plant cell cultures to treat

certain types of cancer, therapeutic treat-

ment and modeling of irad^iani tumors.

use ot solt materials tuned for specific bio-

fiwrfical apphcationa. and combuMion
research. Chemical Engineering faculty will

be working on new caiwer treatments, pro-

duction of pharmaceuticals, aixl creation of

an artificial organ from pane rvatic cells and

polymer gels. The chemical cngincenng sec-

tion aL<io includes MassNanoTech research

on microelectronics and anti-pollution

work on deciphering tiame chemistry

Research done by civil and environmen-

tal engineers will be related to the provi-

sion of clean and safe drinking water, the

treatment of wastewaters, and the pro-

tection of water resources.

Lutenegger believes that the new
facilit\ will help attract new students as

well.

'

"I think that it's a good recruiting

tool," said Lutenegger "When you bring

kids in for a campus tour and show them

the new lab. it's a reason to be excited

about UMass I think it shows that peo-

ple in the commonwealth are truly inter-

ested in public education."

The Engineering Lab II. which offi-

cially opened Friday. May 7 with a dedi-

cation ceremon>. is pan of a three-phase

construction project on the north side of

campus near entitled the 'Engineering

atMJ Computer Science Complex". Tlte

new buikling rtow forms a quad with the

Computer Science building and is locat-

ed near the Silvio O. Contc National

Center for PoKmcr Research.

The design for the building was pro-

duced by Ellenzweig AssociatesAV'hitney

Atwo».>d \uri.To>i»

SW EP from page 1

trying to keep warm under blankets and

sleeping bags After four days, they met

their goal of $1500. Because their permit

didn't expire until the next day. they

stayed and raised an additional $300.

increasing the total to $1,800.

Sean Musselman. V.ce President of

Programming for Sig Ep. plans and over-

sees community service events and activi-

ties for the fraternity.

He says that since Sig Ep is so cumniiiied

to brotherhood thai when an event

impacts someone's life, the entire frater-

nity is impacted.

"We really come out and work very

strongly on this project because we all

feel connected to it and want to be a part

of it," he says. We do it not because

were required to do it. but because we all

want to do it. and we feel very strongly

about doing it."

Philanthropy has always been a large

part of Sig Ep. The fraternity docs com-

munity service eveiy aaaftth. like donating

blood, having clothing drives, and raising

monev for organizations such as the

American Red Cross. Big Brothers Big

Sisters, and the Make a Wish Foundation.

"Community service is one of the fun-

damental things behind fraternitv life in

general." savs Musselman "Its purpose is

to make people better members uf their

society."

"The whole idea behind Sig Ep is the

balanced man; sound mind and sound

body." says Diamond. "We do this to bet-

ter ourselves as well as the community
that we live in."

Out of all the fundraisers, the "Camp-
Our for Cancer' is most personal to the

brothers.

"I think that this is the one philanthropy

we do that everybody is always into. We
have other things like clean-ups. but this

one hits close to home for two of the

members and everybody else around us."

says Bermudez.
Perhaps that is why this fundrais-

er was so successful. For two years its

goals had been met sooner than anticipat-

ed, and even exceeded.

"Cancer has affected everyone."

says Diamond. "Either it's been a family

member, or a friend, or a friend's family

member that has had it. People were

coming up to us at the camp-out and
telling stories about their experiences."

he added "There are always the direct

and indirect effects."

Although all of the brothers feel very

strongly about the camp-out and what it

means to ihem. for Bermudez. it means a

SmM EP on page 4
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Dear customers

DINING
SERVICES
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of ion

- Longer hours

- ^Aore guest meals

- More flex meals

- More new concepts

- More theme specials

_ More healthy choices

Thank you and good luck in your finals.

Have a safe summer!

Snal^ment and Staff of Dining services

P.$.Do«'tfon;ef*emK/ni9«/»uffef

on Monday, May I7th!

RESIDENT
I TNC BBST DININO ON CAMPUS
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UMPD to

streakers
STKEAK from page 1

said. "We have a surplus of money
that we have allocated for the pos-

sibility of this event."

Prarison said thai the adminis-

tration is cooperating, but whether

the alternative event can happen is

still in question.

At a meeting on Man;h 50, NEAC
Treasurer lustin May suggested a

"Dance in your Underpants" event

as an alternative to Streak Ni^t.

May said that "Dance in your

Ui>derpants " would allow students

to strip down to being "almost

naked," wearing swimsuits or

boxer shorts. May sakl Pearlson

and other NEAG oflicers thought

an event like this coukl turn into

sti^^aking too easily

Whether or not tlv aliemative

event happens. UMPD plan to

patrol the North Fitsi quad I riday

night

"^opk; have a right to gather,

but they do not have the nghi to

engage in criminal acts." said

UMass police Chief Barbara

patrol for

on Friday
O'Connor.

"We'll certainly take action if

the event starts to evolve." said

Vanin.

The Administration and cam-

pus police cracked dovsn on Streak

Night after the event in got out of

hand in the spring of 2002.

At the 20U2 event, an inebriat-

ed female student peribninxl a sex-

ual act on an inebriated male stu-

dent. This prompted police lo

break up the event. Six students

were arrested on charges ranging

from disorderly conduct to assault-

ing an ofticer

"I can tell you that what has

occurred up there since 2002

crusses the boundary ot good tun

to compWtely unacceptable behav-

ior." said O'Connor

liist year. Vanin distributed a

similar letter to residents living in

the Northeast residential area.

Polk;e prevented an event of signif

icant si/e from taking shape by

patrolling the quad, but several stu-

dents later re-ported stre-aking after

police k"ft

National

Clerk says he will

marry gay couples

Chancellor tO'be

to leave UMass
By Jennifer Peter

,^iSl)l lATll) PWuSS

BOSTON (AP) —
Provincetown's town clerk said

Tuesday he will comply with

orders to issue marriage licenses to

out-of-state gay couples, despite

the threat of legal action by Gov
Mitt Romney.

In defumce of Romneys resi-

dency edict, the Board of

Selectmen in the Cape Cod town

voted unanimously Monday to

issue marriage licenses to out-of-

state sanje-sex couples.

"We woukl rather be sued and

be on the side of right than kow-

tow to the governor's personal

wishes." said IX)ug lohnsione.

town clerk of this gay mecca ai

Cape Cods tip. "To make peopk

feci other than' or 'less than' just

because of their sexual orientation

is not what the ruling is all about

and certainly not what

Provirwetown is all about."

Gay marriages will become

legal in Massachusetts next week

under a November ruling by the

state's highest court.

Romney s office has instructed

city and town clerks that out-of-

state couples who do ivjt pbn to

move to Massachusetts will be

barred from marrying under a

1913 law that prohibits marriages

thai woukl be ilkgal in a couple's

home state.

The Provincetown selectmen

voted, however, thai the town clerk

couki issue licenses to these cou-

ples, as kmg as they signed a sworn

affidavit saying thev krK-w of no

impediment lo their marriage in

their home slate.

BOSTON (AP) — In 2002,

University of Massachusetts

President William M. Bulger

recruited |o Ann M. Gora to take

over as charKelbr of the UMass-

Boston campus.

Tuesday, Ball State University

in Muncie, Ind., was expected to

announce that Gora will become

that school's new presklent.

Calls to UMass- Boston officials

for comment on the report were

not immediately returned.

l^si month. Gora withdn^v as

a linalisi for the presidency of

Lewis & Clark College in FVxiland.

Ore.

Gora. who is pakl $185,000 a

year, puslied a $200 million domii

lory plan left over from Bulger

wfK) stepped down in 2003. but

Guv. Mitt Romney eventually

forced the school lo cut the dorms

out of its building plan. The other

main component of the plan, a $75

million campus center, was fin-

ished this year.

While some faculty members

have questioned Gora's leadership,

Steven Schwartz, chairman of the

psychology department, called

Gora's departure "a bkiw to the

university."

Schwartz was one of three

department chairs who drafted a

recent letter praising Gora, and

whkh was signed by about 50

department chairs and program

directors before being seni to the

team that currently is reviewing

her job performance.

Ball State has an enrollment of

about 18.000 students.
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International

U.S. will most

likely turn over

Hamas militants

display Israeli

Sadaam to Iraqis soliders* remains
By Diana Elias

AawKtAnn Pmus

KUWAIT CITY. Kuwait (APt
— The head of Iraq's war—
crimes tribunal said Tuesday that

the United Stales has pledged to

hand over Saddam Hussein and

about 100 other suspects to Iraqi

authorities before July I if Iraq is

ready to take ihcm into custody.

US officials denied any decision

had been reached.

"The coalition will hand them

over if we are able lo hold them

in custody,* Saletn Chalabi told

The Associated Press.

Cathclic
Seniors:

Congratulations! \buYe almost done!

Chalabi said trials would like-

ly begin early new year - again,

"if vw are ready" - and that

judges wiNild receive 'files' on
the suspects at the end of this

year

He earlier told local reporters

thai Saddam would deliniiely be

hartded over before luly I . when
Iraq assumes sovereignty from

its US —led occupiers, and thai

trials would begin early next

year

"\Vc will put too people ...

including Saddam Hussein, on

trial." he told the reporters. The
suspects, he added, 'will be

delivered lu us by the coalition

before ihc irun*Jer ol p«.»wcr.'

US otiicials. who are holding

Saddam in an undisclosed loca-

tion, disputed the report

Secretary of State Colin Powell

said he knew nothing about

handing over Saddam.

By iBiKAHIM Bar/ak
Aaax-iArai) Prim

GAZA CITY. Gaza Strip

(AP) — Hamas mililanu tri-

umphantly displayed remains of

some of the six Israeli soldiers

killed in a roadside bombing in

Gaza Ciiy yesterday, prompting

Israeli threats of punishing

reprisals if body parts are not

returned.

highi Palestinians were killed

and 1 2 > wounded in a battle that

pilled hundreds of gunmen
againsi Israeli troops firing from

tanks, helicopters and n.x>ftop«.

The vwience befM aftyr

nifiKf M^tm a mmI^ Israili fii

enlend ibc crowded Zciioim^

neighborhood lo'~look "for

weapons workshops.

As the troops withdrew

around daybreak, an armored

personnel carrier transporting at

least 220 pounds of explosives

for use in the raid was shredded

by the roadside bomb
Through the day and into the

night, hundreds of troops

searched Zeitoun for the

remains of their comrades,

which were scattered across a

H>0- yard radius

"We arc checking every roof arid

every bakony in order to locale

the remnants of the armored per-

sonnel carrier and the bodies of

our soldiers." army Maj Gen
I)an flard said

Israeli security sources said the

tench coukl take days, creating

IflMpMHlBpdaaied aituaiiiai in

'iSwnACnv Israeli troop* >»t>uld

rei^iu ill Gaza City - a miliiani

stronghold - for an extended

period Israeli soldiers have raid-

ed Gaza neighborhoods before

but usually withdrew after a few

hours

Fraternity camps for funds
MEPfrompagal jcancer) I see ihecamp-oui as a

way to give back to the commu-
bit more. nily and to help people who

"Since I've gone through might be going through the

Thurs. May 13, 5:30-9pm

Bringing Your Faith Forward:

Transition to the Real World"
Reflect on >our experience at UMass, hear from recent

gtads, and discuss feith in life after college (work, grad

school). Ree pizza! Call 549-0300 \15 to sign up.

^ Sun. May 1 6, 7pm mass

Special M ass for Seniors
me to the 7pm student mass one last time!

Each senior vwll get a gift as \\e send >ou ibrth

to be stewards of Christ in the world.

Moving Off Campus'?

zx
a a

THINK
before vjou snqri a lease

or sublet!

•Show your lease to one of our lawyers.

Learn your rights and obligations
as a tenant and roomate

Slwlml IjTftai Smicm Offity

!K!i! CampiLt I rntrr

.MA-/.W.S

I'nlvemlty •>) MusttH hn^-tin Amhrrm

same thing that I went
through." he said.

Rermudez and his other

brothers in Sig F.p will continue

to make the campoui an annual

fundraiser lo support a cause

they all feel effected by.

Cancer has changed each of

their lives. Bermudez found a

way to beat this challenge that

he was faced with, and with the

efforts of the brothers, other

lives can be helped.

"I have a much stronger per-

sonality and I'm more outgoing

now," he said. "I think you
have to just live life the way
\ou want to live it and take it

for what it is. Live it day by

dav
"

WWW dailycollegian com
www dailycollegian.com
www.dailycollegian com

-^TS."

Sat. May 22, 4.30pm

Baccalaureate M ass
Special Mass for Graduates and Families

Reception to follow

'Xjo therefore and make disciples of all the nations. . And re-

member, 1 am with >i:»u alwa>s, to the end of the age."

We hope to see >ou there!

472 N. Pleasant St ne^tf to Mahar and SOM 549-0300

The NexMTian Catliolic Center

Student Parking Notice

Exam Week Parking 5/17-5/21

During the week of May 17 - May 21, students who do not have a

parking permit may park in Lots 25, 26, 27, 33 and Yellow while

taking exams. If you possess a valid parking permit, please use the

lot you purchased to enable others use of these lots. Use Lots 25,

26, 27, 33 and Yellow ONLY (during exam week), otherwise you

will be subject to ticketing and towing.

Brought to you by UMass Parking Services - 413-545-0065.

Please visit our website at http://parking.umass.edu for further

information. The University community appreciates your

cooperation in parking legally.

Congratulations to all graduating seniors!

^))e ilafiigatbujfettfi! ©ailp Collegian

EditorialOpinion
Wednesday, May 12, 2004 Editorial@dailycollegian.com

Mutual aid bill would

benefit campus safety
Campus safety.

It's something people don't think about

until there's a problem. While it has been a

relatively quiet spring this year at the

University of Massachusetts, problems in the

past like Hobart Hoedown 2003 and the dis-

turbances and riots in Southwest this fall

have highlighted that when safety issues

arise, there needs to be as many clearly

defined rules as possible and as many ways as

possible to handle threats to campus safety.

Clarity, however, is not something that

many UMass students have when it comes to

the relationship between with Amherst Police

and UMass Police The boundary lines for the

two police departments cross several times,

leaving jurisdiction in areas like Sunset

Avenue unclear in the minds of many.

A new bill in the Massachusetts state leg-

islature would change much of that. Known
as the mutual aid bill, the legislation will give

arresting powers to UMass police and
Amherst police in each other's jurisdiction by

recognizing the University as a town when it

comes lo law enforcement.

While many students may fear what the

potential for an increased police presence on

campus would be. the plan has positive

potential and it is a relative no-brainer deci-

sion for stale lawmakers in power to pass the

bilL

Over the last lev^ years, cuts in state fund-

ing have reduced the size of the UMass police

department to its current size, with 57 offi-

cers. While that may be enough to patrol the

campus 90 percent of the time, events like

the Red Sox riots in Southwest and the

Hobart Hoedown make it obvious that on
occasion, the size of crowds that gather are

far too large to be handled by just one depart-

ment.

Events like Hobart Hoedown 2003 make it

obvious how closely tied together the

Amherst community and the University of

Massachusetts can be, particularly when it

comes to law enforcement. Violence and van-

dalism at the Hobart melee last spring may
have started off-campus in the jurisdiction of

Amherst Police, but it spilled into UMass'
North Village family housing section and also

resulted in tens of thousands of dollars in

damage to greenhouse windows on campus.

While it is true that the two departments

and, on occasion. State Police all work togeth-

er from time to time, passing the mutual aid

bill would also result in a better working rela-

tionship between UMass Police and Amherst

Police when there are large-scale events that

require the attention of dozens of officers.

Right now, the two departments have no

choice but to work with each other when sit-

uations are the most stressful It stands to rea-

son thai having the two departments be as

familiar as possible with each other and the

territories they do not regularly cover would

improve crisis management situations our

University has seen in ihe past.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board

Parental involvement costly
In the fall, shocked by the

abrupt dismissal of iwo students

prior to proper hearings. I wrote a

column about the

University of f
j

Massachusetts adminis- ^^^^
tration's decision to deny

students ihcir constiiuiional right

to the due process of law. During

the spring semester, it has become
alarmingly clear that the

University has begun the descent

down a slippery slope towards the

resurrection of in-loco parentis.

The approval of parental noti-

fication following a student s sec-

ond offense is as close to uncon-

stitutional as it gets, as it denies

students due process rights, as

well as the right to privacy

Certainly students al the sec-

ondary level have limited rights,

due to their status as minors and

the obvious governmental interest

in maintaining their health and

security, but as students of adult

age, our rights should not be dis-

missed — certainly not at a pow-

erfully liberal public campus such

as UMass! If we can be tried as

adults (Massachusetts tries those

ages 1 7 and over as adults ) then

we must be respected as adults at

the University as well.

Chancellor lohn Lombard!

remarked, according to the

Collegian. "If I was a student. I'd

be angry."

Lombardi went on to support

parental notification because he

himself is a parent, but his remark

(glib as if was) rings with warn-

ing. Student Trustee Hannah

Fatcmi. however, did not stand up

for students when she voted with

the Board of Trustees last week in

favor of the change.

Fatemi said she hoped that

warning parents after a second

offense will decrease the chances

of a third offense, which results in

the students expulsion from hous-

ing. Fatemi is mi.sguided: warning

parents won't help students, espe-

cially when if the student's second

violation involves anything relat-

ed to riots - Hobart Hoedown

and the like - they will, according

to Michael Gargano. vice chancel-

lor of student affairs and campus

life, be immediately expelled and

forced from their dorm rooms

before a University judicial board

hearing or any formal conviction.

Students will never gel the chance

for a third violation.

Furthemtore. the dis-

tribution of letters to stu-

dents parents (whether

second or third offense)

that all students have

POfI

alter a

suggests

parents. Or that all students have

parents who they have a typical

dependent relationship with. This

is not the case. The University has

long been a place for non-iradi-

tioiwl students. A public universi-

ty is often the place whea- stu-

dents are returning to school to

finish a degree, or have been away

serving in the military, or working

Students don't

respond to threats:

students respond

to respect—
especially when

spoken to on an

Individual basis

during hearings or

meetings with

University officials.

to save up for an education to go

to.

In part it is because public

universities are meant to be

affordable, but non-traditional

students also typically attend uni-

versities like ijMass because of

the diverse and accepting popula-

tion of students. Unlike a small

liberal arts college where they

might stand out, non traditional

students are afforded a wide-

range of options, opporiunitics,

and support services, as well as

anonymity. Even students who
appear to be "traditional" are

often working to pay there own
way through school, arc above

the age of 17 (the age at which in

Mas.sachusetts one is tried as an

adult) and often above the age of

21 or even 24 (when a student

regardless of their family situa-

That glorious 'real world'

lion IS considered an independ

ent.) This move to involve par

cms in their aduli children's lives

is invasion of privacy and prejudi-

cial against students who come
from non-traditional homes and

families

Parent involvement is obvi-

ously a welcome addition to any

campus, and undervalued, but

the cost of parental involvement

in exchange for the suspension of

a student's independence and

constitutional rights is too high.

Gargano should figure out anoth-

er way lo parley parents onto the

University scene. Better, yet.

Gargano should focus on student

involvement on campus, and how
students caught violating student

code could be punished in a way

that would serve the campus.

Focus on the positive. Turn

the negative to gold. Students

don't respond to threats: students

respiind to respect — especially

when spoken to on an individual

basis during hearings or meetings

with University officials who they

understand arc working to help

them, not hurt them.

If the University — or more

accurately — Gargano wants to

play parent to the 20.000 or so

undergraduates than they should

learn a basic rule of parenting:

trust your children and respect

each child's individuality. When I

screwed up at home I was

grounded, but not my brothers —
since they had done nothing to

warrant this punishment.

Gargano involves the entire cam-

pus with his threats of immediate

expulsion. He blankets the situa-

tion with threats and broad state-

ments meant to frighten students.

The SGA. and students as a

whole, must take initiative and

challenge the suspension of due

process rights for students, as

well as the unconstitutional

policy of parental notification.

It's a slippery slope to re-invoke

in loco parentis, folks.

For more information an in

loco parentis, it's history, and
national resurrection check out:

http://universitysecrets.com/ch

Ob.htm.

S.j. Port is a Collegian

columnist.

for that long-

Dream" that

has promised

I'm afraid

this is where
we part ways.

In two weeks,

the time will

come for me
to enter into

the glorious

"real world"
that everyone

is so excited

about being in

.. bitter, yet excited.

In two weeks, it will be my
time to forget about all my
"Utopian" fantasies and join the

proud masses who embrace a

world that is no less a fantasy,

lust like everyone else, I will

throw out my crazy college

"Utopia -dreams"
shot "American
the "real world"

me.
I'm going to have to work

real hard to earn the respect of

those around me. I'll have to

find that job that may not be all

that I expected, but makes
some good money

Maybe I'll earn enough to

buy myself an SUV. Maybe III

even cover it with little

.American flags, just to show
everyone that I'm now a proud

member of "the real world."

There will be some things

that I know I won't be doing.

For one thing, the glorious

"real world" doesn't have time

for any complicated literature.

So. it looks like I'll have to get

into the habit of reading some-

thing more with the times.

I'm so terribly sorry. Dr.

Marx. Kissinger, Veblen, Zinn,

Huberman. Einstein and
Feynman. Make room for

Hannity, Savage and even {esse

\entura — "real world" litera-

ture

Every now and then. I'll pick

up a copy of The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian and slam some
columnist for not being like me.

in the "real world." Maybe I'll

give him the line that they gave

me. you know. "Some day you

will have ti> be in ihe real world

and make nxmey. Maybe then,

you won't be a liberal, blah blah

blah .
"

Yes! That'll change his stu-

pid opinion about the Iraq war!

(Silly child). You see, in the

"real world," it's every man for

himself. When someone dies,

it's one less person you'll have

to compete with. Good.
If I work hard enough and

do what I'm told. I'm going to

have a house with beautiful

green grass and a white picket

fence and a big American flag

Just like everyone

else, I will throw

out my crazy col-

lege 'Utopia

-dreams' for that

long-shot

'American Dream'

that the 'real

world' has prom-

ised me.

on an aluminum pole. I'll live in

a neighborhood where everyone

respects me because I work
really hard and have a lot of

stuff to show for it.

My son will be captain of the

football team at his high school,

not lo mention class president.

Every week, I'll go to his games

and eventually encourage him

to accept that scholarship that

Harvard has been offering him
You know, with one of those

"man-to-man" talks.

Every summer, my family

and I will go to Cape Cod.

where my beautiful, never-

aging wife and I will lay on the

beach and watch the sun set.

holding my hand.

This is the payoff of life in

the "real world." My individual

happiness and vast consump-
tion habits will be proof that in

the "real world." all you have to

do is work hard and good
things will come to you.

I realize now thai in this

whole time. I have hem wrong.

I foolishly sold my readers a

world where those who gain al

the expense of others is

immoral. In the "real world,*

we call it "business."

It's what improves the quali-

ty of our lives. The real world

promises that just as long as

you partake in this "business."

there's the possibility you will

live like "The Donald."

In the "real world." we will

live our lives knowing that we
have done well for ourselves.

Even if inflation spins out of

control and wipes out your

retirement fund, the only digni-

fied thing to do is realize that

the "real world" entails some
risk and although you have

worked for 60 years and had

nothing to show for it but a

sore back, you at least have

your pride. You can look right

into the mirror and say how you

feel with one word that says it

all: "Sucker
"

^'ou know, maybe Arthur

Miller was right. Maybe it really

is a tragedy that we sacrifice our

lives for thai little piece of dig-

nity and "opportunity" that the

"real world" promised us. And
with that is my message to those

who worship a life in the "real

world": keep ii.

Never again will I buy into

the sick fantasy that a life in

constant pursuit of material

wealth and dignity will have

anything lor me in the end

In the "real world" I am a

commodity, where the only peo-

ple measuring my worth are

shareholders.

We v^akc up in our '60s and

realize that despite all the mate-

rial wealth we have striven tor.

life only became harder.

Families have broken apart,

bones became brittle, and one

alter another, our dreams have

been discarded into the dustbin

marked. "Childish Utopia " And
for some reason, we're proud of

it Those who look on in disgust

just "don't get it."

But. whether you are the

manager of a big firm or a jani-

tor, in the end there is no first

class ticket to your grave.

Don't let the fanu^tii. dclu-

«iofMof the'feal wortd"KM "i"*!*

otherwise.

Mark Ostroff is a Collegian

columnist.

A lamb in Hebrew's clothing
attack something sacred to another people who hold

views that may be just as valid?

I am treading into a territory that most people

are asked to avoid, and yei I am about lo mix in the

second evil: politics. Not politics in a loo specific

level to slate these are my beliefs aiid you

that I first thought was only a different pro- Dnan Uanrlnrk
"hould believe them; rather display that

Olldll MdllDIIIH yne needs to examine who is behind which

sides of a situation within religion For the

This is not an attack on Christianity or

Catholicism. It is an attack on a network lying lo its

audience.

^eshua I spell his name here the way il may have

been intended to be read and understood by the

original writers of the Tenach. It is a name

nunciation of loshua. however il has come

lo my attention through the most enlight-
^^^^

ening source, "Jewish lewels," aired during ihc oil-

peak hours of the Eternal World Network (EWTN)
This program, shown ai 1 1 p.m. on Friday, May 7,

offered several more insights about Yeshua actually

being an alteration of lesus. and, because Yeshua

means salvation, then he was actually prophesized

in the Tenach (Old Testament or Torahl. Therefore,

in a roundabout human tampering of sacred docu-

ments, one can surmise that a perfectly good Jewish

person has no choice but accept that Yeshua. or

lesus. is the one and only Savior Right?

I'm not one to down the Bible, seeing that I am
Christian myself, but it is hard to oveHook that the

New Testament references ludaism and therefore

knew of the prophecies in the Tenach leading to the

conclusion that the Biblical writers could have

linked the two together on purpose to fabricate

validity. It is basic reasonable doubt. So. frankly, it

is perfectly just as valid to dismiss lesus as a blas-

phemous man, as those of (ewish faith do. What is

left from this sorted argument is that a so-called

Jewish man (I am convinced he is just a Christian

actor) is creating this connection to subtly convert

lews to believe in Yeshua. the lewish lesus on

"lewish lewels." What is his purpose'.' Perhaps if I

look at my journey to this "little gem. " you can dis-

cover some deeper meaning along with me.

In a strange twist of fate, the irony that this pro-

gram was on at all and that I discovered it to only

despise it. is actually the reason why 1 am inspired

to create this column at all. At first I was rather

refreshed to see any lewish specific programming at

all since Christians lend lo dominate television, but

after 10 minutes I was appalled, lews asking lesus

for forgiveness and saying "After all. he died for our

sins," was utterly ridiculous, "^'ou either have to

accept he was a liar, or the beloved Savior of Man."

is only one paraphrase of many ideas expressed on

this loosely Jewish television show.

So really, with all of these subtle stabs at this

show, what am I trying to say? In one word it can be

summed up nicely and it is one that many people

think is non-existent in the United Slates. On the

contrary, propaganda — that fearful word believed

lost somewhere in the pages of the Cold War —
exists in the most ugly form I have ever seen. As if

it isn't bad enough that there is an entire network

trying to perform conversions via air waves, hut it

actually donned a Yamaca. ate some Matza. hired a

Rabbi live from Israel (which looks something sim-

ilar lo southern California as the show has dis-

played), and created lewish lewels to maneuver

through the Scriplures in order to convert the

lewish faith. I am all about free speech, and perhaps

I am instituting a personal contradidion, but who
has the right to impersonate another's religion in

order to convert it to another? Who are these peo-

ple on a mission from God to brutally verbally

example I've given already, the EWTN had listings

saying that ihey were off the air to try and display

independence of ibis particular program signifying

further validity of its propaganda. EVhts the EWTN
really expect people to believe that they had nothing

lo do with showing lews converting to Christianity?

Another example was in the newspapers just a

few days ago. Governor McGreevy of New lersey

had publicly announced thai he is Pro-Choice on

abortion. Being election season, il would only be

natural for a Democrat lo side with his parly so this

step by McGreevy is not surprising. What is sur-

prising is that the Archbishop of Newark, in

I am all about free speech,

and perhaps I am instituting a

personal contradiction, but

who has the right to imper-

sonate another's religion in

order to convert it to another?

response lo McGreevy 's anni>uncemeni. declared

thai the Catholic governor is no longer allowed lo

receive the sacrament of Communion in any public

mass in his jurisdiction. To further the story, the

.Archbishop of Camden lo show support had

announced the same. Is il me. or are ihey a little

late? Or maybe on time'!' The most conservative

entity. Catholicism has had the opportunity in

McGreevy s initial run for office to present this

punishment, but it held its tongue until now. when

a conservative President has hit the campaign trail

lo rally support. I have no evidence to suggest any-

thing more than just offering the questions about

the situation, but these are questions that people

need to consider when anything from anyone's

mouth is said publicly.

Loi>king over this again, il seems like I am
preaching to the choir being that yi>u are even read-

ing this article. If I have a little f^aith maybe I'll he

wrong and some devout lew out there who has seen

lewish jewels will not be stunted. Generally, I just

ask you lo ask about motive in anvthing that is in

the media in order to make infornicd decisions

based on facts rather than propagandisi lies. Oh
and if you see "Jewish lewels." have a laugh on me.

Check out the websites of the program and arti-

cle I am referencing to make up your own mind:

www.jewishjewels.org and news.findlaw.com-

/ap_stories/olhei/

I just need to give one further warning about the

"lewish jewels" website: il is based on

Chrisiianitycom's server.

Brian Mandrik is a UMass student.
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A liberal hypocrisy Moving on to life's next chapter
I'm a bit uf a pulitical junkie.

And yes, I'm unabashedly conser-

vative as well. That makes me an

exceedingly rare creature on this

campus, where most of

the students are pretty

apathetic, and those stu-

dents who do have any
""^^"^

political leanings tend to sympa-

thize with the left. At the same

time, 1 strive not to be the

unthinking, robotic conservative

either Often times that means

devoting at least some of my time

to reading what the other side has

to say.

In the course of my reading.

I've come across an artificially

stimulated trerul on the left that is

nothing shon of genius — they're

feigning support of our military in

order to sew the seeds of defeat in

Iraq and .Afghanistan. Most liber-

als these days claim that they

revere our service members, arwl

that their views on the war in Iraq

are because of respect for the

armed services, not despite it.

I read an interesting article

recently on a socialist website

about the plight of the uruler-

funded soldier. The writer out-

lined tfie poor pay that our troops

receive, the substandard hospital

and s».houl systems that service

dependent family members, and

the many supplies that our mili-

tary no longer i>Nues to our troops

but expects that they buy out of

pocket. The author pointed out

that the military, particularly the

enlisted ranks, is disproportion-

ately poor and disproportionately

African-American and Latino.

She explairted this trend by point-

ing out that joining the miliury is

only an evonomit step-up for

thiMe people who have no room

to go down. For ihe average

Ben DutlY

bombers. aiKl they're quite expen-

sive But that's the purpose of the

Air Force — to rain hell down on

our enemies. They also provide

cover for American
lives. It's our air

supremacy that allows

the United States not to

light every battle in the trenches a

la World War I. Fighters jets,

attack helicopters, and tanks also

provide support for the infantry

and save American lives. You
can't be "pro-troops" and then tell

them that they can't have the air

support they need.

More importantly, that's not all

there is to military spending. Our
military maintains its own educa-

tion and health care systems, nei-

ther of which is being "all it can

be." In fact, that was one of sever-

al reasons why I decided not to

make a career out of it. I wanted

to have a family one day. atvl I

thought that my futun: wife arHJ

kids desei^^^ed better. Next time

you hear a liberal cr> that there

isn't enough support for health

care and education in this coun

try. ask him why he thinks such a

disgraceful system is "good

enough' for our troops. Then

there's housing of course — fami-

ly housing for married troops arwi

barracks for single troops. The

quality of housing varies from

base to base, but there are cer-

tainly areas where improvement

is needed When I lived on the

installation in Germany, I was
often emburra.ssed to see German
nationals walking about The
installation was an eyesore, and I

didn't want them to think that all

Americans lived this vtwy. I fear

that many of them formed that

impression, and I sometimes

heard the Germans refer to the

Students wtio pay attention and contribute

to discussions not onty benefit tfieir under-

standing of how ttie world really worlcs, but

the University as a wtiole.

American, joining the military

Mould mean a degradation of

their quality of life.

I read another article about

the fact that reservists serving in

Iraq haven't been issued the rtew

Point Blank body armor, and have

been using the obsolete tlak jack-

et instead She pomted out that

rescr>isis are sokliers uw. that

reservists face as many perils In

Iraq as active duty sotdiers. and

that all soldiers should have the

best equipment available I knew

something thai the writer didn't

know — that we active duty sol-

diers in Iraq only got one half of

the Point Blank vest. There were

sleeves on the outside of the vest

that were intended to house

armored plates We never got the

armoaxl plates, mostly because

they were too expensive. The mil-

itary decided that they were

"good enough" as ihey were, and

really didn't provide much better

protection than the old flak jack-

ets.

Ironically, both writers pointed

the linger solely at Bush, and both

writers were using their argu-

ments as yet another tool to

undermine our war effort.

Neither of>e of them mentioned

the horrendous reign of Clinton,

often called by military old-timers

as the "eight years of neglect" of

our military. It's not only disgust-

ing opportunism, it's blatant

hypocrisy.

Keep in mind that these arc

the same people who complain

about the "bloated" military

budget and have the gall to slap

that sticker on their Subaru that

says "It will be a great day when
our schools have all the money
they need and the Air Force has to

hold a bake sale to buy a

bomber." Liberals sure are clever,

aren't they?

The sticker is such a contor-

tion of the truth. I can hardly bare

it. Yes. the Air Force buys

installation as "Little AirKrica"

with a disparaging torie to their

voices

Lucky for me. though. I'm just

as clever as any liberal. I've got a

bumpersticker of my own in

mind It reads: "It'll be a great day

when our troops have the equip-

ment they iKed arxl Congress has

to have a bake sale to fund its

abortions." That's right, the U.S.

government is in the busineM of

granting mcmey to low-income

woiTien who desire to have an

abortion. The idea is thai all

women shoukj have the choice

whether they want to salt poison

their babies or not. even women
who can't afford it |oe Taxpayer,

on the other hand, has no such

choice k)e's going to pay for it

whether he wants to or not.

I'll always remember who it

was who didn't want me to have

armor plates in my flak vest

when I was riding around in

Baghdad Besides the folks with

the aforementioned bumper-

stickers, there's |ohn Kerry. After

voting to authorize the war. he

later voted not to spend the $*7
billion to fund it. On his website

he defends himself by saying that

he didn't want to "throw mortey

at the problem." Apparently

ensuring that all of our soldiers,

active duty and enlisted alike,

had the best body armor was not

important to Kerry. That's the

biggest bag-over-the-face-punch-

in-the-gut to our service mem-
bers in recent history. But if you

ask a liberal, it's all Bush's fault.

And even though they acknowl-

edge the fact that our troops

aren't being treated right, they

still think that our defense budg-

et is "bloated." It's just a darned

good thing that there are imagi-

native people like me out there

who can come up with a witty

sticker of my ovm to expose

these phonies.

Ben Duffy is a UMass studenl.

Johnny

Donaldson

Tragedy hit

someone 1

knew recently.

A woman I

work with at

the North-

ampton Big Y,

a supervisor of

mine, lost her

sister in a

freak accident.

, The girl, her

was. as far as 1

underneath the

younger sister,

know, killed

wheels of a tractor-trailer, leav-

ing behind a 2-year-old daugh-

ter She was 21 years old.

lust 21. Only a few months
older than 1 am. She was my age
— our age. She could have been

someone who went here. And
her death coincided with the

tragic case of a man dying after

falling off the Superman ride at

the Six Flags in Agawam. And a

few months after my aunt died

from complications resulting

from cancer (she wasn't even bi)

yet). And about 2 and a half

years since a pair of hijacked

airplanes brought down two
concrete towers in the most

famous city on Earth, killing a

few thousand innocent people

and triggering a war with a stag-

gering death toll.

That sister could have been

me.

It happened the day before

my first day of sophomore class-

es. 1 was struck down by a pick-

up truck while crossing a road

in ffadley. I was pretty damn
lucky if you think about. I got

out of it with just one single

broken bone — a meiatarsil in

my left foot — and some severe

soft tissue damage. It helped

that the driver had the decency

to honk his horn before he hit

me. so that I could at least

attempt to spin out of his way.

So I got clipped, knocked down,
my foot run over and — in a

state of utter, adrenaline-pound-

ing shock — got up and jogged

over to the bus for home. 1 was
that guy comedian Dane Cook
was making fun of at the recent

Comedy Central 1 3th anniver-

sary bar mitzvah — the guy who
walked away from being hit by a

car as if it were no big deal.

It was a big deal though

(God, 1 realized that later). It

was a big deal because the

Three Sisters of Fate decided

not to cut the strings of my life

that sunny Tuesday morning.

Had the horn not sounded, had

1 looked in that direction just a

fraction of a second too late ... I

would have been hit dead on by

that truck. And what happened
could have been a hell of a lot

worse.

What could have happened'.'

Its not something I'm keen to

reflect on. 1 could have died, or
at the very least, become para-

lyzed. Whatever happened, it

wouldn't have been pretty.

And yet. at the time. I

shrugged it off The whole inci-

dent became a big joke to me
and my friends — a kind of ther-

apy through humor — but it

di(ln'i profoundly affect me like

these kinds of events should I

didn't see the light or God: I

didn't feel as though I needed to

make a change. I drifted

through life as I normally did.

the only difference being I had

tree branches grov^ing out of my
armpits for about three months
afterward.

Then my co-worker's sister

dies and old wounds, neglected

wounds, are opened up again in

my psyche. It cemented feelings

that had been stirring in me for

a while, feelings that 1 can't

quite describe ... trapped,

maybe? Feelings that I was lean-

ing back against the rails and

letting my life drift by me. dis-

appearing to times as 1 laid back

and watched it go. Like a light-

ning rod in a high gale, these

electric swirls of distrubance

and emotion had something to

ground them, to channel these

frustrations into a course of

action.

As my own 21st birthday

rapidly approaches. I've begun

to take stock of my life as it is

now and I've come to some
harsh realizations. I've come to

realize that I've spent my life in

cowardice, running to the com-
forts of safety and conformity

despite my belief that I was a

budding nonconformist. Too
many days of my youth have

slipped by without me ever tak-

ing hold of it, using it to experi-

ence everything that it has to

offer me. Instead, I've sat down
and done the same old things —
woke up. gone to school, gone

to work — and have never even

attempted to realize my ambi-

tions, of which I have many. I'm

the guy who had endless dreams
... and then ignored those

dreams, coming up with excuses

to justify why.

The worst thing that 1 can

imagine is that 1 awake at 35

and have all the trappings of the

American Dream: wife, two kids

in the suburbs with the white

picket fence and steady, well-

paying job at the bank or insur-

ance agency. I have all that but I

never followed my dreams,

never did the things I wanted to

do. To me. that's worse than

death.

The band Autopilot Off

named themselves that because

that believed in living life just

like that — with your own per-

sonal autopilot switched in the

off position. And it's a perfectly

fine philosophy to live by.

Which is why this is likely to be

one of the last documents I'll

write for this lovely establish-

ment. I've decided to move on

with my life. I'm probably leav-

ing school prematurely to go on

and pursue the life that I had

always wanted but was too

scared, deep down, to pursue. I

want to start that band I've been

itching to form, write those

screenplays and novels that

have been swirling around in my
head, learn the things I've been

saying I've wanted to learn

(photography, skateboarding,

etc.). School is not a bad thing,

but I think I've learned all I

needed to learn from it and to

continue forcing smething that

does not feel right, just for the

sake of a society that values a

college degree no matter how
useless (or useful) it may end up

being in life.

Once you finish a chapter in

your life, you can't stay reading

it. or you will be living an

unhappy and unfulfilling life.

And me. being a fast reader. I

have finished this chapter And
though it's a scary thought

about what lies ahead ol me I've

learned that ii'> better to leap

into the void.

In life there's three things to

remember:
Take the risk.

Follo\k your heart.

Regret nothing

luhnny Donaldson is a
Collegian i-olumnisi

me 413 . Zachary Denver
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SADDAM MORE THAN
JUST A BAD GUY'

I am writing in response to

Professor Peter Kerr's letter that

appeared in the Collegian on May

10 First, I must shamefully admit

that I was a supporter of the war

with Iraq when it first began Since

then. I and other Bush supporters

have stood back in the shadows,

embarrassed by the way the cam-

paign has gone thus far

Maybe Bush did knowingly lie

about weapons of mass destruc-

tion Maybe all the other underlying

conspiracies about what is happen-

ing in Iraq are true Maybe the US
did not belong in Iraq in the first

place Even as a former supporter I

can find almost nothing positive to

say about US actions In Iraq thus

far

But one positive thing that has

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR

come out of the war with Iraq,

maybe the sole positive thing is

that Saddam Hussein is gone And

to label Hussein as "simply a bad

guy' ' as Kerr did is an understate-

ment to say the least Hussein may

not be a Stalin or a Hitler, but he is

close Hussein is guilty of the third

or fourth largest case of genocide in

history, the only discrepancy exist-

ing because Pohl Pott kept such bad

records of his massacres during his

reign of terror in Cambodia

Dismissing Hussein as a bad

guy makes it sound as if everything

would have been different if he was

hugged more as a child

The US has created a mess in Iraq

that could have and should have

been avoided Rebuilding Iraq is a

protect that will take years, but It is

nothing less than a blessing that the

people of Iraq will be able to

embark on this long and arduous

lourney of reconstruction

Hussein in their future

without

Andrew Mulligan

UMass student

COLUMN LACKS
SOURCES

Dan O'Brien acknowledges that

information from several Armenian

sources was used In the writing of

his May 5 article. "Genocide victims

deserve respect." but oddly, he

cites not a single Turkish source If

one is to print accusations of one

group of people against another

does it not behoove a journalist —
even a sophomore and amateur one

— to consult the group being

accused''

O'Brien cites numbers appar-

ently fed to him by slick operators

of the well-heeled Armenian lobby.

But I am curious as to another num-

ber, the number of Turks that have

been massacred by Armenians

before, during and after 1915.

Perhaps Brien can do some

research and write another column

on this obscene canard and lucrative

cottage industry of an "Armenian

genocide " To date quite a few

Armenian slicks have gotten rich

from this odious Armenian hoax.

I'll provide a number of my own.

Nine members of my grandmother's

family (four adults, five children)

were slaughtered by a goon squad of

the Armenian DASHNAKS (Armenian

Revolutionary Federation) They

were among 120 Turkish villagers

who were herded into a mosque that

was then set afire by the aforemen-

tioned Armenian butchers

Keenan Pars

Wayne. New Jersey

Studying abroad a meaningful and unforgettable experience

Meimei

Ihai

Living at the Emmanuel
College residential area at the

University of Queensland in

Brisbane. Australia as an

exchange student from the

United States is one of the most

interesting and unforgettable

experiences, because it allows

you to meet other American and

international students, as well as

immersing yourself with other
~ Australian citizens. You get the

full experience.

Dorm-life at the University of Massachusetts and

the University of Queensland are quite similar in

many ways. Emmanuel College residential area, for

instance, has a similar setting to Southwest at

UMass. where students have access to the computer

lab. dining hall, spori facilities, and study areas that

are less than a five-minute's walk. However, there are

several additional factors that make the experiences

at Emmanuel College special.

American students from all over the states, such

as Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, California,

Colorado, and several others, are studying abroad

and staying at Emmanuel College this semester

"We're really lucky to have lots of Americans

staying at college this year," Australian International

Student Coordinator. Eienjamin O'Brien said, "with

over 60 Americans coming from everywhere from

norida to Alaska, the American students do form a

large part of the identity of our college, and they have

a great time."

To help exchange, first-year, and older students be

acquainted with one another. Emmanuel College had

their own week of orientation full of activities, where
everybody had a chance to get to know each other

Such activities included dressing up in ugly outfits to

go bowling, dining with older students, setting up a

toga party for dancing and drinking, and putting

together a talent show.

"Coming from a country so far away without

knowing anybody here." said Dacey Campbell from
Pennsylvania, who is studying at UQ as a post-grad-

uate student, "it really helped me meet people and

make friends before getting busy with classes."

Orientation week was not the only way new stu-

dent residents could bond with one another. There
were sport competitions between the ten colleges

(dorms) at UQ.
Unlike the intercollegiate sports system at UMass.

where teams from different schools play against each

other, the sports' competitions at UQ are weekend
tournaments played between the colleges. Another

way to explain it would be a basketball (or any other

sport) tournament played between teams, one from

each residential area: Northeast. Southwest. Sylvan.

Orchard Hill, and Central, which is how the sports'

competitions work here at UQ.
Both American and Australian students at

Emmanuel College practiced, played, and worked

together in touch football, cricket, field hockey, and

many other team sports.

About a month ago. three Americans, who were

all beginners, made the cricket team and helped

Emmanuel get fifth place in the cricket competition.

Stephanie Davis, one of the Americans on the team,

had trouble keeping her arm straight while bowling

because she was used to pitching in Softball for her

university in Virginia.

"It was an exciting experience," said Davis, "It

was fun to learn a new sport that was similar to soft-

bali. It was challenging, but I got the hang of it."

"It's great that they |Americans| get involved with

sports because it shows that they are really becoming

a part of the college." said Ben O'Brien.

With eager students wanting to get involved and

meeting new people. Emmanuel College had the per-

fect atmosphere to do so.

Australian Emiko Young .said. "1 think it's really

great because it gives Americans a chance to mix and

interact with Australians."

Studying abroad is an opportunity that every stu-

dent at UMass, or any other school, should take

advantage of because it allows you to get out of your

familiar comfort zone and see a different part o f

the world.

When 1 was in high school, my teachers always

mentioned how they regretted not going abroad and

that I should take advantage of that while I'm an

undergraduate. Ever since then. 1 was detennined to

go study abroad somewhere. I found out where the

study abroad office was located. Hills South, and

asked the advisors questions about places to go and

did some research. Eventually, first semester junior

year came. I was juggling through the busy applica-

tion process, classes, studying, and working. It was

all worth it because now I'm having the time of my
life here in Australia.

Yeah, the thought of leaving your family and
friends is extremely scary, but when you think about

it. you're only going to be away temporarily. When
will you actually get the chance to live in another

country for a few months'.' Probably never So. why
not?

It will only help you grow as a person, .see what
it's like to live in another country, make new memo-
ries, and form lasting friendships for a lifetime.

Dare yourself to get out there and see the world. It's

not so scary once you get used to it.

Meimei Thai is a UMass student studying abroad
in Australia.
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MNass welcomes Margaret Cho
By Mike Blsak
CoLLELlAN StAFf

I

Talk about an easy crowd.

If you were young comedi-

enne who had a large fan

base in the gay. Asian, liber-

al and college communities

and you wanted to have a

sounding board to test out

your new material, where

would you go'.' The
University of Massachusetts

isn't too bad of a start.

Since the age of I b when
Margaret Cho was told by a

young jerry

Seinfeld to quit

High School to

become a corned i

enne. this eccentric girl has done a

great deal of living. She has worked
the stand-up circuit, had her own sit-

com, had multiple successful DVD's,

and a Grammy nominated CD. Then
again on the other harul she has lost

that same sitcom, battled depression,

and fluctuated in weight in a way that com-
pares only to Oprah Winfrey

Following her 2005 "Revolution" tour that

spanned 37 cities and ran from March until

December, a transformed Margaret Cho it

going back to the drawing board and this time

she means business.

Cho's audio release of "Revolution" was

nominated for the prestigious Grammy
Award in 2003. Although she did not walk

away with one of the little statuettes. Cho still

was lighthearted enough about the subject to

joke to the selkwt crowd at the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall.

-I beat out 15.000

people to win the

worst dressed award,"

referring to her special-

ly made dress she wore

to the Grammy A-

wards Her tight fitting

gown was fashioned to

resemUe a peacock

and Mfs awarded the

notorious "worst

dressed award." by the

near prehistoric fash-

ion aficionado, loan

Rivers

Monday night

Cho strolled on stage

at UMass with a new agenda. She is attempt-

ing to enter a genre that few contemporaries

have been able to succeed in. With her

upcoming State of Emergency Tour. Cho and
opening act. comedian Bruce Daniels will

travel through the presidential election swing

states in attempt to sway votes of those who
have yet to make up their minds.

Still battling a cold that forced her for the

first time in nearly 20 years of peribnnance to

reschedule a show. Cho refused to hold back

any energy from her hysterically bursting per-

formances. She ripped on stage immediately

addressing the most current of controversial

media topics: Iraqi prisoner abuse pictures.

Cho said that she believed the pictures of

Pfc. Lynndie England and cohorts

were not only disgusting but also

ignorant in judgment. Cho continued

ripping the controversial figures

involved in the prisoner abuse scan-

dal, saying: "1 think we should send

them to prison, but before \*f send

them to prison we should send them
to kindergarten ... kindergarten is

where you learn how to destroy evi-

dence."

This being a pre-iour show. Cho lacked the

usual How that her polished shows generally

bring. While the energy and animation

remained constant in Monday night's per-

formarwe. Cho referred often to a pair of

rtotebooks that were laid out on a stool that

hugged her side for the shows entirety It

seemed as if Cho. like many comedians and

comediennes alike, wanted to work through

the kinks as to perfect her language, topics,

and delivery

While much of the new material she

brought to the table sought to grab rK)t only

the attention, but the opinion of her audience.

Cho did not neglect many of the staples that

have made her a fan favorite for many minor-

ity groups. While being erKroached upon by a

front ro\v chock full of chc*ering gay men and

women and even a couple of resident drag

queens. Cho gave the diehard fans what they

had been waiting for She discussed such

important krssons in life as "don't mix your

old gay with your new gay" and that when
making use of a dildo designed in the likeness

ol gay pom star, leff Strykcr. it'> aKays smart

to apply the suction cup tip to a lint free sur-

face.

The show was full of laughs, but this did

not seem to deter Cho's message. She spoke at

length giving humorous, but thought-provok-

ing rea.sons why people who oppose gay mar-

riage were wrong in their ways. She

urged that you could not "legislate

morality" and that a tax paying

American should receive the rights

of any other tax paying American.

The crowd roared when she imitat-

ed her gay friends thoughts about

the opposition. She jokingly

emulated a homosexu-

al friend saying, "girl, il

I can't have a wedding,

neither can you. Good
luck doing your own
makeup. Look who needs

nice llower arrangement

now."

Another reoccurring topic

throughout the show was a woman's
right to choose. Not only did Cho
speak positively on many of her

friends recent trip to

Washington DC. to

protest in an abortion

rights rally, she said that she

was disgusted on the recent

overturn of a vote to make
the morning after pill legal-

ly sold in non-prescription

form.

Throughout the

show she screeched

"give me my mom
ing after pill." jok-

ing that even if

she did not need

them she would

take them dail^

with her Geritui

in the moming.
A woman who

has ic'etered back and

forth v^ith her ideas and
self-image. not onl>

seemed revived on the

issues, but she was also

ostensibly renewed in

the physical sense as

well. Dancing with more
energy than most stu

dents in the crowd. Chv
has shed the extra weight

she had in the past, to

revt*al yet another side of

this complicated

woman.
She was light, opin-

ionated, and hard to

deny a chance to con-

i i««ns1 MMii.^RFTi II. 'M

Picture Box

RyanAubeii

TV line-ups turn

to reality shows

in prime time
A dtxade ago. the term

"summer television"

meant a long three

months of re-runs, with-

out any new shows to

gawk at. NBC even once

proclaimed. "If you

haven't seen it. it's new

iviayiv^
changed in recent years,

with the networks decid-

ing to air a handful of

new shows, most of

them being of the reality

genre. Some shows have scored big time

debuting in the summer including

"Survivor". "American Idol", and "Who
Wants to be a Millionaire?" This summer,

the networks are again offering up new

shows, and maybe, just maybe a few will

become hits.

Over at the eye network. CBS is plan-

ning to bring back two popular reality

shows: "Big Brother" and "The Amazing

Race." "Big Brother 5" debuts |uly 6. pitting

a group of strangers against each other in a

house where every action, every move is

filmed live. The remaining player at the end

of the summer wins a cool half-mill. Also on

luly 6. "The Amazing Race 6
" premieres

which has 1 1 duos racing around the globe

for a million dollars. Allison, the girl you

love to hate from "Big Brother 4" is appar-

ently one of the contestants too.

Fox is planning a plethora of new shows

and is attempting to have a full-year round

schedule. Two new dramas include "The

lury" (premiering |une 8) about the happen-

ings in a jury room and the courthou.se. and

"North Shore." an ensemble drama of

young, beautiful people in a hotel in

Hawaii. Wow. what a 'great' concept!

Two new comedies will debut on Fox.

one called "Methixl & Red" (debuting June

16) staring Method Man and Redman living

in an upscale neighborhood and the other

called "Quintuplets" staring Andy Richter

as a dad of teenage quintuplets. "The

Simple Life" returns June 16 in its second

installment along with a new reality show

called "The Casino" (starting |une 14).

which will follow the trials and tribulations

of workers at a hotel/casino in Vegas.

The work of influential video directors hits DVD
By Nic-K RoMA.Nt)W

tin.L*<.lAN SlAff

The musk: video was at one time one of

the most intvjvative aixi inspiring

mediums. When MTV began

over 20 years ago the idea of ;i

music video wasn't new. but it

was still in its earliest stages

Over the years MTV has become

a showcase of some of the most

visionary directors and artists

Videos were awe-inspiring,

clever, funny, and dramatic

Unfortunately. MTV has btvomc

more watered-down and easy to

swallow and subsequently less

creative.

Not to worry though. MTV
may not be the bastion of art that

it once clainK-d to be but there

remains a few survivors.

Surviving are the people that mix

a love of music and film together

to create short little masterpieces

Three of the most prominent

video directors. Spike lonze.

Gondry. and Chris Cunningham have

recently released DVDs that displays

many of their videos. It also includes com-

mercials and other short films in packages

so full it will take weeks for the average

Director's

Label

Series

'The Work

Of: Spike

Jonze,

Michel

Gorxiry,

and Chris

Cunning-

ham'

PalnPiciiiiu

modem
Michel

person to make their way through every-

thing.

"The Dia-ctor's l^bel Series of which

these three discs (soki seperately) are the

first installnKTil was created by these three

auteurs but is most definitely a

gift to fans, not a self-aggrandiz

ing pal on the back. Perhaps the

best thing about these discs is

that they appeal to anyone with a

love of musk' or film, whether it

is a casual or diehard fan. or per-

haps sc)mci.)ne who aspires to be

a groundbreaking dirtx'tor thim-

self.

lonze had a great deal of suc-

cess and acclaim for his Nidc\)s

which include the Beaslie Boys'

famous and hilarious.

"Sabotage" clip and Weezer's

"Happy Days" inspired "Buddy

Holly" video, lonze reached new

peaks in the direction of "Being

lohn Vlalkovich" and

"Adaptation."

Gondry also had some fame for

his clips, which include Foo Fighters

dream/nightmare "Everlong" and The

White Stripes' all-Lego "Fell In Love With

A Girl." He has begun to enter the main-

stream's consciousness with his films

"Human Nature " and "Etemal Sunshine

Of The Spotless Mind".

Cunningham is the only one of the trio

NCI lo make his film debut, but thanks to

his \ideo work, such as the alternately

awcsonK and lerrilying Aphex Twins'

videos for "Come To I)addy" and

"Windowlicker" he has already built quite

the repuiaiicHi for himself

k'nze's dis«. is certainly the nuxst likelv

to be recognized by xiexvers. He has ihc

biggest name thanks to the success c>f his

films and videc>s. and his double-sided dis«.

boasts the nK>st popular artists. "Flic D\'D.

of course has the real big name clips h\

NScxver The Ekasties and c)ther big name
acts, but it also contains sunic great and

menK>nible \ideos that Inad more success

then the bijnd did.

Sadly forgotten pop-punkcrs. Wax may

not s«.)und familiar but ihcir clip lor

"California" should be insianiis recog-

nized by anyone who watched \\]\ even

the slighlesi bit in the mid-^)s for being

entirely compriscxl of a slowmotion track-

ing shot of a man on lire' running dovsn the

strex'ts. .Also included were- Ix-lovc-d indie

rockers Dinosaur |r who lliiitxl with the

mainsiivam with their "Fcvl The Pain"

vidtM that combined golfing and punch-

ups.

Tlie disc is packed with lonze's best

work, from his most ptipuJar to a few

rarelv scvn iind uiuleiiippreciated clips

like Phiircydes brilliant "Drop"— but it

isn't quite complete. It is missing a few

clips, iixluding Svmndgarden's "My
Wave" and Pavcnnent's "Shiidv I-uik " The

latter is talked about in the (lucketl K>ok

k't as a vidcx^ that kmze is unhappy with,

which would make it all the nK>re intere-si-

ing to scx".

The dists b-side has a lew sixin films

and divunteniaries that range Irom inter

casting lo. well, noi ihiit interesting. Tlic

dis*. is also the onh one ol the- threv that

has audk) comnK'niary Irom h>iik.' ol the

artists (including Chrisinpher Walken

talking about his unexpected and unloi-

geiiable dance pertomiance in laiK>\

Slim's "Weapon of Choice "t.

Gondry s disc is very possibly the most

packcxi of the ihrcv. It also contains in an

insaneK thorough Kiokk-i iCunninghiims

does as well, for the revord) and a kit ol

behind-the-scenes footage. What inakc-s

Gondry 's dis*. unique is that the ftxnage is

incorporated into an original lealure

length documentary film. "I've Ikvn 12

Forever." which is separateil inli> two

parts — one half on each siije ol the tlou-

ble-sidc-d DV n.

While Gondry has some vei"v famous

work, such as the "Everlong" vidcxi. MTV
and the public as a whole have underap

preciated mosi of his videos, (."heniical

Biothers' irippv "Star Guitar" video and

See DVD on page 8

See PICTURE BOX on page 8

itXiRriusV AM.\A'NH*I

The Director's Label

Series brings the work

ol some of lodav 's most

talented video directors

to DVn. Included in

the series is Spike Jon:e,

Chris Cunningham and

Michel Gondrv-
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Olympics, reality TV Boys will be girls at this year's Drag Ball

keep summer new By Yasmen£ Dawson
CcaiJ-l.lAN CiWRtSWJNUENT

PICTURE BOX from page 7

ABC h«> noi otIiciallN dis-

Joscd what its summer offerings

will be. but expect numerous real-

it) shows as the network contin-

ues to struggle

Oscr on the peacock network.

NBC is planning a plethora of

reluming reality shows "For Love

or Money" premieres |une 7. with

v'lie guv and a goggle of women
JcLiding what is more important

mones or love. How about

both' 'l.a>t Comic Standing 2"

tlebut> lune 8 as the search for

Vnierica's top new comedian con-

tinues "Who Wants to Marry My
l>ad'" starts up lune 21 with

ihree daughters attempting to find

kivc lor their single dad. Finally.

"\eM Action Star" premieres lune

14 with 14 people vying to

become a star in the stunt world

for movies.

The biggest television event ol

the summer though will be the

2004 Olympic Games in Athens.

Greece. Airing on NBC. the open-

ing ceremonies will be held on

.August 1 3. with the Olympics

lasting two weeks after, all in the

place where the Olympics started

thousands of years ago. Extended,

comprehensive coverage of the

games will also be shown on all

the NBC networks including

MSNBC, CNBC. Bravo and

Telemundo.

Have a great and fun summer!

And don't forget to check out your

Magic Picture Box once in a while,

you never know what you might

find.

Ryan Aubt-rt n a Collegian

Columnist

BARELY THERE

THE
ONE
YOU
WANT.

THE
WAY
YOU
WANT

I T

Meet "the fiercest ladies' on campus." at the

UMass Drag Ball held the last day of classes at

the top of the Campus Center

f'romotional tliers for the Drag Ball boast a

"night of wonder and llawlessness,"

tomorrow at *} p.m. The UMass Drag

Ball is sponsored by the UMass Pride

Alliance.

Dan Pomeroy, UMass Pride

Alliance treasurer, describes the organ

izalion as "a political and social group

designed to raise awareness of the

queer community on campus."

11k' UMass Drag Ball, "is an ama

teur drag contest." said Pomeroy "It's a

great time and a great way to celebrate

the end of classes."

Brandi l^awson. Drag Ball coordinator and

Pride iiK-mber. encourages "anyone ainf every-

one |to attend!
"

"Whether you are someone who is queer

and looking for a queer community event,

or someone who is straight that is curious

about drag kings and queens, or someone

that is just looking for a good lime, this will

be a good time," Dawson said.

The amateur drag performance begins at

10:50 p.m. and will be hosted by |u)u Bea. Some
may know |u|u Bea as M.C. Airline. |u|u Bea is

often recognized by her frequent peribrmarKes

at Diva's nightclub in Northampton

"I'd like to say that the UMass Drag Ball is

the fiercest thing UMass will ever (see).

It breaks boundaries arxl crosses that

murky line," said juju Bea. "It brings

people together to just have fun.

Everyone goes," she continued. The
evening also pmmises a special guest

appearance by last year's winner, drag

queen Monica.

"The drag contest is open to anyone

who wants to perform," said Pomeroy
'Anyone who wants to perform

must bring their own music." Dawson
said "There will be one winner each for tf»e best

drag king and queen The winners "will receive

a crown land other) prizes (that) are kept a

secret until they are given away," said Dawson.
With expectations of at least 100 guests,

Dawson wants this ball "to be bigger and better

than past drag balls, i expect peopk will have a

kjt of fun and laughs," said Dawson.

Dawson described the evening as, "a night of

fun and excitement, giving queer and sometimes

straight students a chance to express themselves

in a way that they don't normally get to."

According to Dawson, "the money collected

will go towards further political and social

events that raise awareness about queer issues."

UMass Pride Alliance holds many yearly

events. The UMass drag ball happens twice a

year on the first Saturday after Halloween and

on the last day of classes.

Dawson has future expectations for the

UMass drag ball. "In the future we plan to get

professional drag queens to perfomi at our

show. (We want I to attract more outside visitors

to UMass," said Dawson.

For anyone who is interested in signing up to

perform in the drag performance, or for moir

information on the UMass Drag Ball, contact

Brandi Dawson at 546-1574, or at

mosskittie<ii>yahoo.com. Brandi will also take

last minute performance sign ups before the

stww begins.

The doors open at "J p.m. and the evening

ends at midnight. General admission tickets are

available at the door for $6 or $5 for Five<ol

lege students arxi $4 for UMass students. Any

person dressed in drag will receive an addition-

al $1 off his or her admission price.

Jonze, Gondry subjects of DVD series

Steve Madden

DVO from page 7

Massive Attack's one shot

"Protection" are perfect examples

of overlooked clips that will now

finally be ackiK>wledged on a larger

scale Tfic extra features on

Gondrv's disc also range from the

very cool to the waich-once-aixl

thetvigiKtre. On one haixJ Gondry

has ifw hysterical short film, "One

Day", in which the diaxtors, um.

leavings (played by comedian and

"Elenial Sunshine" co-star David

Cross i, refuse to leave him alone.

On the o«her hand there is the not-

so-gripping "Pecan Pie", an incred-

ibly short film that features

"Eternal Sunshine" star |im Carrey

roiling down the street in a bed.

Cunningham's dUc has the leut

content but his stunninglv dark,

mtx'hani/ed stvk more then nukes

up for thi> Whik- kinze and, to a

leuer extent. Gondry have begun

to make names for thenudves in

the movies (though that's not K) say

either of them has gone

ffollywood') Cunningham is still

relatively unknown but this disc

mure then proves his worth.

Cunningham mows from the

bleak to the stylish. fn.«n trippy to

downright trighlcmng, without

blinking an eye. Aside from the

videos. nK»stl> doiK by ekxtronic

Mlists whose musical style fits per-

Come talk to Scott, Shannon, or Rachael

or call 545-1864

1 05 Campus Center Basement
Freshmen and Sophomores are encouraged to apply

lectlv with Cunningham's luiunsiK.

visions, the disc (which is the only

orw in the set that is only one-

sided i features a making-of docu-

mentary for Bjork's robotic

romance "All Is Full of Love" and a

few ccHnmercials and video seg-

ments Cunningham's booklet, like

the otf>er two. features interviews

with the director himself about the

making ot each video.

The sheer amount of content on

these three dtscs stacks thi- odds of

putv perfection ptetty high, but

tfut's not neces.sarily a bud tiling On
Gondr>'s disc he talks about quanti-

ty over quality and he has a point;

sure not cvoything on these three

DNTDs '• part, but for the coOedor

and completist in all of us it sure is

nioe to have. While the focus of ttie

acts an; the videos, vi^h are almost

all excelk-nt clips, tfw suppk-mentarv

nutenaK give an inlonikitive and

intea-sting behindthe-scvncs k«.>k at

how the creativity llows, or mjiik*

times struggles. The shon films.

comiiK-rvialo. and documentaries do

have tfieir ups-and-<lowns but all in

all It makes the sets fed mure packed

and moa- coinphne. The sets ami't

for everyone: the average consumtT

or. say, tfw average White Stnpes

fan. might not be completelv

enthralled For anyone interested in

any of the thav dirvxiors. music

video, or fi\m m gi-neral all three trf

these dis».s (even if you are only

really familiar with just one of the

directors) are bound to entertain

and inform for weeks and weeks—
aiKl that just covers the first view-

ing

Spike Jonie i» one of the influential director* whose be»t wi.rk

i* part of the series.

Route 116. Sunctorland 665.2629
Open Tuesday-Fndav 9 to 6:30, and Saturday 9 to 4

Best Wishes

SENIORS!
\/V/e can help with all your
Commencement needs.

Facials ~ Massages ~ Hair Styling i

Hit the lM>oks,

then hit

the beach!

lA)oking to get ahead in your

count work? Short on credits and

nttd to catch up? Or )ust looking

for something Mtisfying to do this

Summer? A ,MassBay Summer

Session course is the way to fo!

• Day and evening

ciasMt stoit M«y 24*

I
great

* summer.i

Check u

"out all

I
summer

1 long on

Mvww.dally

|coliegian.

I com
/^£tV ON TUeSDAV!
LAST SAMURAI

CALENDAR GIRLS
CHA8INO LIBERTY

gLgPHANT
GIRL WITH A

PEARL EARRING

TRIPLETS OF
BELLEVJLLE

• AlfonUble resident cost Don't iwcat it

is $136 per credit Check out MauBay'i Summer

• 5- or lOHMek coursts
Session (k>urses in:

Businesj

• A gTMl way to Mm EMT

coiege credits quiclily Fnglijih

Health

• CradMs are transferalile HistofV

Lab Scienc« (such as Anatomy &
toyooriclMMi!

PhvsKilogv, BioKigv, .Vlicrobiokigy)

(WlmirpairtaiMlMnllyw Math

COHifV fltBMNIi VK MOiMMf
S<Kial Scitncfs

and other transttrabk courses!

coNtft frwmii»l

CJasses meet Monday-Thursdav so

• WeNesiey, Framingban,
there'j plenty of time left for other

andAsiiUnd Summer activities.

15COWLES LANE
Behind Bruegger's
Downtown AmJb«r»t
19 MONTAGUE RD.

(,all MassBay today at

7il-239-2703orgoto

www.massiNiy.edu

To register or obtain additional

information, call 781-239-2703.

^MassBay
rOMMUNirr COLltGI

Start here. Go anywhert.

Student Sized Self

Storage

Only $26 a

month

You Keep the

Keys

Greenfield

Secure Storage
1135 Bernardston Rd.

413-775-0074
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Home, sweet home in NBA
By Mark Lung
Asstx lArti) PRtss

MIAMI (AP) — Home is where the wins are in the

NBA playoffs.

just ask the Heat: They're 5-0 in Miami and 0-5

everywhere else this postseason. They were awful in

two losses at Indiana to start the second round, then

returned to the comforts of home and a Game 5 victo-

Similar scenarios played out in the Lakers-Spurs

atKl Nets-Pistons cor\ference semifinals.

"I don't care how many five-star hotels you've been

to, nothing is like your own bed." Heat forward Lamar
Odom said. "1 don't care what restaurants you've been

to, nothing's like Mama's home cooking. That's what

we need."

Odom and his teammates have won 17 straight

games at home, a streak that started in early March.

It's part of a general trend in the NBA, where the

hosts won 37 of 51 playoff games through Moixlay

night. That's a .725 winning percentage, the highest

for home teams in the playoffs siiwe 1990, according

to Elias Sports Bureau.

ItKliana, Ijjs Angeles, New iersey and San Antonio

also are unbeaten at home this postseason.

"TTiat's why you play 82 gaim-s in the regular season _

to detennine home-court advantage," Pacers coach

Rick Carlisk: said. "Now there's a lot of pressure to win

at home."

The New Orleans Hornets know all about it.

They went 5-0 at home against the Heat in the fir^t

round of the playoffs but lust all four gantes at Miami.

When a team plays at home. Pistons center Eklen

Campbell said, "You're within your daily routine

wiiere you're comfonabk; You know what you're

going to do, you know what you're going to eat. you

know your wife will have lunch for you, and all that.

"It's all those littkr things that make it a slight

advantage to being on the road," added Campbell, a

14-year veteran who has played in 86 playoff games.

His team won the first two games at home against

the Nets by a combined 57 points. When the series

shifted to New jersey, though, the two-time defending

Eastern Conference champions turned everything

around and won Game 3 by 18 points.

"It was established early that it wasn't about Xs and

Os, or coaches, or running plays," Pistons center Ben

Wallace said, "it was just about heart and determina-

tion. Everybody knows when they get running and get

that crowd involved, they're a tough team to beat."

The Spurs beat the Lakers by 10 points in each

game in San Antonio: in Los Angeles, Shaquilk

O'Neal and Co. dealt the reigning NBA champs a 24-

point drubbing Sunday

The only conference semifinal where the pattern

didn't hoU was Timberwolves-Kings. Through three

games, each team already lost once at home.

In the Pacers-Heat series, Miami lost Games 1 and 2

by an average of 1 1 .5 points — and the contests

weren't even that ckjse.

But in Miami's raucous arena, where the seats are

red and the fans wear black, the Heat won 94-87 to

snap Indiana's 1
1 -game wiiming streak.

The Pacers set an NBA record by winning each

their first six postseason games by double digits. But

even the team with the league's best regular-season

record coukln't win in Miami.

Several improbable things made it happen:

Miami magic? Home-court advantage?

Maybe both.

The Heat certainly have no reasonable, rationale

answer for it.

"Every day, I watch the game and try to figure out

Vkfhy we're a k)t better at home," guard Rafer Alston

said. "But 1 don't undersumd it. For sixne reason, guys

just make spectacular plays and just do unbelievable

things out there.

Baseball's true home?
By Ai)amG(W1ick

.\!atK.-iAni) Pu^A

PnrSHELD. MaM. (AP) -
City officials and baseball histori

ans have struck out the kjng hekj

belief that baseball didn't start

becoming the national pastime

until the IHUOs.

Their pitch to rewrite the

sport's history is based on a 1 79

1

ordinance that aims to protect the

windows in Pittsfield's nc-w meet-

ing hcxisc by prohibiting any\)ne

from pb\ing bas«t>all within 80
yards of the buikling.

'It's clear that ncM only vou

baseball played here in 1 791 . but it

was rampant," baseball historian

John Thoim said Tuesday at a City

Hall news canfeienoe to announce

the fiTKi "It was rampant enot^
to have an ordinance apinst it.'

The document — dug out of an

archive vault at the Berkshire

AthcTueum librarv in PittsfiekJ -

is the earliest kncmn written refer-

ence to baseball, predating the

next known documentation of the

game by three decades.

"Pittslield is baseball'^ Garden of

Eden." Mayor latiK-s Roberto Miid

But it wa.s an Eden that was

stumbled upon accidentally by a

historian with insomnia.

Unable to sleep one night. Thorn

took to the Internet to reseaah a

book he was writing on the origins

trf baseball. That's when he found

a reference to the Pittsfield ordi-

nance cited in an 1869 book on

PittsfieWs history.

Thorn sat on the information

for about a year, until he met for-

mer Major League pitcher |im

Bouton at a baseball conference in

April.

"If I made a big deal of the find

myself, it wtxild've been seen as

self-promotional." said Thorn,

author of "Total Baseball" and sev-

eral other books on the sport.

Bouton. who lives in nearby

ligremont and is helping to organ-

ize a restoration of Pittsficlds

Wahconah Park baseball field,

prompted city officials to hunt

down the original ordinance.

"We knew we had the docu-

ment catalogued in our vault." said

Ron Lathatn. director of the

Berkshire .Athenaeum. "But we

didn't necessarily appreciate the

significance of it."

The document, well preserved

if not a bit yellowed around the

edges, was authenticated by

researchers at the Williamstown

Art Conservation Center, who
dated the paper and ink to 1 79 1

.

For now. the ordinance will be

tucked back in the vault until city

officials figure out how to properly

display it. A copy will be hung at

Wahconah Park.

The long-accepted and recently
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disputed story of baseball's origins

centers around Cooperstown.

NY. where Abner Doubleday is

said to have come up with the

rules for the modem game in

1839.

That krgend U>ng legitimized

the National Baseball Hall of

Fame's presence in Cooperstcjwn.

although later evidence pointed to

the first real gann- being played in

Hoboken. N {.. in 1846.

And in 2001. a librarian at

New York University came across

two newspaper articles published

on April 25. 1823 that show an

organized form of a game called

"base ball' was being played in

Manhattan.

The Pittsfield group hopes

their find will put to rest cMwe and

for all the debate about the game*
origias. but they ackno\*i«Jdge it

may just be a matter of time

before they're one-upped by

another town
"Pittslk-ld is baseball's binh-

place until further notice." Thorn

said. "We know that baseball was

like a field of dandelions in the late

1700s and early 1800s — it was

growing up everywhere
"

Experts say it may be impossible

to ever say exactly where ainl

when the game was created

btvause it evolved from earlier

games, such as cricket and

OHjnders. English games played

with a bat and ball.

"There's no way of pinpointing

where the game was first played."

said leff Idelson, a spokesman for

the Hall of Fame "Baseball wasn't

really bom anywhere."

fliut Pittsfield might be a sensi-

ble home for the sport. Some his-

torians have documented "the

Massachusetts game" as a precur

sor to modem baseball, where

runners were thrown out if they

were hit by a ball.

Bouton. whose decade-long

career as a pitcher includixl stints

with the New Vbrk "iankees and

Hoastun Astros, is betting that the

discovery will bring attention to

Wahconah Park, one of the

nation's okJest ballparks arKl the

former home of several minor

league teams

"We thought this v^as a lucky

stroke." Bcxiton said. "I'm sure

Pittsfield will live off this for a

while
"

ABSOLUTE NUTRITION

Weight Loss and Body Building Specialists

^%

WeishtLoss

Student Discounts

20X-40X below

GNC prices

65 University Drive

Next to Beach Club Tanning

687-6083

ISLAND GIRL

COMEDY
Through
History

DON JUAN, and other

short plays.

b:00 PM ( ends at 5:45 )

Wcclnpsdciy. May 12

{ Frpf Admission )

Fine Arts Center Rooin 20-1

THE
ONE
YOU
WANT

THE
WAY
YOU
WANT
IT.

Kim lifted from Sox rotation,

Arroyo to start on Tuesday
By Jimmy Golen
AssoiiATEi) Pmss

BOSTON (AP) - Jeff D'Amico and Byung-

Hyun Kim won't have a chance for another

rematch for a white.

The two pitchers faced each other for the sec-

ond time in a row. and for the second straight

time they both struggled.

After Cleveland beat Boston 10-b on Monday
night to snap a five-game losing streak, the Red

Sox dropped Kim from the starting rotation, and

Indians manager Eric Wedge sounded ready to

skip D'Amico's next turn in favor of Chad
Durbin.

Kim lasted just 3 1-3 innings and gave up six

runs — four earned and two more on a passed

ball when he crossed up catcher jason Varitek.

"I just went out there battling" with control,

he said. "It's harder than it needs to be."

Ben Broussard hit two of Cleveland's eight

doubles and Ronnie Belliard had two hits to

raise his AL-leading batting average to .383.

Kim ( 1-1 ) gave up five hits and three walks in

3 1-3 innings before leaving to catcalls from the

Fenway crowd. Manager Terry Francona said the

team hadn't decided whether Kim. who has a

(D. 1 7 ERA, will go to the minors or the bullpen.

"Right now. it's just not working starting,"

Francona said. "I don't think it's fair to him or to

us.

"So we're going to make a change for now."

Bronson Arroyo will start Saturday in Toronto.

"It's an opportunity for me." Arroyo said.

"I've just got to try to step in and run with it."

It was a rematch of last Wednesday's matchup

between D'Amico and Kim in Cleveland, when
the two combined to allow 1 1 earned runs and

neither made it to the sixth inning.

But the Indians won this time, thanks to four

shots off Fenway's left-field wall and two more

that short-hopped it.

downtown Amherst

Bvunti-Hvun Kim »urren»lered six runs in thrce-plu* innints juainsi Clt\ eland im M«>ntld% ni|{hi.

Tit last «ai tt caacti vtir Fall 2M4

Httisiia AssiiraMi

witlait litiai

climu a Caacallatin Fat ia

Man. May 2ata

CaictiiatiM Fat Schaiila far Fail 2114

5:00pm, May 28 through 5:00pin, lune 30 $200

5:00pm. June 30 through 5:00pm. July 30 $300

5:00pm. July 30 through Fall 04 Semester $400

If you are eligible, you may call

or visit the Housing Assignment

Office to cancel your housing.

Only the student may cancel his

or her own housing assignment.
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Junior nj:hthanJrr Kelli Arnold will likelv ««?! ihe call to pitch in the 2004 Atlantic 10 tounwunent.

UM to host A-10 tournament
SOFTBAU. from IMQ1 12

cr Aisha Frankc and. "We want to cotnc out right

from the gales. (ir*i inning. juM dominating, we

WWII tu be chasing them instead of being chaaed.

-We want to stay at our 1 level |. bcca»ee tw know

what we work on. we work so hard at practice, and

we've have so many grow games against great coro-

petiiioo in New England. Were just so far ahead,

they know it and we need lo know it."

Franke has been ihc lexi-book example of the

perseverance that has embodied the young

Minutewomen in 2004 After starting off the -season

hilling 218 through the first l*> games. «he ha>

bounced back from her slump tremendously

Through the last 2b contests, she has baited .424

with 14 runs, seven RBI and 10 stolen bates, giving

her a ^24 average on the year

"Coach ISoriinol was telling me you ve got i.

slow down' and we talked about it in a converv.

lion. She wanted me to get it in play on ihe ground

one time each game, and it kind of made things

leem a bit easier.' Franke said. '*She worked a loi

with me on the side battii^wiae. and I think that

really helped me out.

"it helped me to learn that I didn't iMcd to do lo

much all at one time, and e>en me getting it in play

one time dunng one game would make a differetKC

and help the team out
"

The %oung infield of Hilary Puglia. K| Kelky.

Kr )oni and Amanda Morin continue to be

in
,

nil as the season winds down, having

turned a team-record 22 double plays this S4»son.

"As far as defensively, it's business as usual.'

Sortino said. "This is the best defense we've ever

had"

IVcscoitti »>> SJcAyxycLy'y Pe^-^iBCt"

\ II
*^ I S

^/fA<r/

NA/AREMOLJSE OLO-TMIISIO
GOT CUOTWlEJSty

Isi Oualitv
Merchandiseft ^4

WARir'^

Q5i' ;

v\i-E

UCard
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•*
owntownSaleDays
^ Community Fair

n the towni^common
FAIR HOURS

day ft Friday 3pni -11pm
Saturday 10am -11 pm

Shop The Sales! • Ride The RIdes! • Play The Games! • Great Food!

The

In-store

and
Outdoo
Slde^valK

Sale Ever!

May 13/14/15
[Thursday-Saturdayl

Sponcorad By

^ (f"^ RoroYCUJi
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Zito: a Preakness veteran
By David Ginsburu

.KssmiATtD Phi-ss

BALTIMORE (AP) — He's won so many big

races, Nick Zito could probably gel by on reputa-

tion alone.

After 31 years as a trainer — and two
Kentucky Derby viclories — Zito certainly

earned the right to delegate work.

That simply i.>- not his style, however. So Zilo

was at Pimlico Race Course before dawn
Tuesday, watching The ClilTs Edge and Sir

Shackleton prepare for Saturday's Preakness

Stakes with easy jogs around the track.

He also escorted his horses out of the barn in

ihe late afternoon, just to make sure they're com-
loriable with their new surroundings.

"When you get older, your energy level isn't

there. But winning cures everything." said Zito,

who remained at Pimlico until early evening. "If

sou win a lot more than you lose, that keeps you

going."

Kentucky Derby winner Smarty Jones might

be the most notable horse in the Preakness, but

unless Bub Baffert or D. Wayne Lukas comes up
with a late entry, no trainer here this week has

belter credentials than Zilo.

In addition to training Derbv champions
Strike the Gold (1441) and Go For Gin (1994).

Zilo saddled Preakness winner Louis Quaiorze

(1994) and won countless other big events,

including the Blue Grass Stakes (three times) and

the Wood Memorial (iwicel.

"I always thought I was going to win more
races than I did. but when you add them all up. I

sound like Woody Stephens." Zito said.

Comparing himself lo one of the greatest trainers

of all lime was not an idle boast. Any list of

horseracing's greatest figures wouldn't have

Ziios name far from the lop

"He''- fabulous for this industry." said Sieve

Taub. owner ot Preakness entrant Imperialism.

"He's a good guy. a great trainer He gets high

quality horses, doesn't gel in their way. allows

them tu develop and have great success."

Zilo has spent countless hours preparing The

Cliffs Edge and Sir Shackleton. He didn't have a

horse in the Preakness last year: now he has two

entries in an effort to end his personal dry spell

in the Triple Crown s middle jewel.

"lis been eight years. It would nice lo put that

on my resume again," Zilo said. "If it doesn't

happen, I'll just try again."

He thought he had a shot at a third Kentucky

Derby win with The Cliffs Edge, but the horse

ran a disappointing fifth after losing his front

shoes on the sloppy track.

"You don't like to make excuses, because peo-

ple hate excuses, but obviously his feel must have

been slinging him a little bit. They had lo be."

Zilo said. "The winner is a very good horse, no

question. I do know thai if we had some kind of

traction, we probably would have come with

some kind of run."

Sir Shackleton has won three of four career

starts but was held out of the Derby and proba-

bly will need a perfect run to prevail at Pimlico.

"He's a horse that's getting better and belter."

Zito said. "You try lo put all that in a proper per-

spective. Thai's vvhy we're here. We're trying lo

have a shot. It's going lo be interesting."

With Baffert and Lukas nowhere lo be seen.

Zilo knows he's fortunate lo have two entrants

Saturday.

"I'm grateful to have lop horses like this and

lo be in this position." he said. "It just shows you

how hard this game is that those fellows aren't

here. I'm not as big as those two guys, but maybe

the man upstairs said. You can come in their

place.'"

It's a privilege that Zito does not take for

granted. After calling Lukas a "workaholic."

Zilo wav asked if his rival works harder than he

docs.

"No. But just as much." he replied. "You

have to."

Thai's how he's operated since entering the

business in 1975.

"In this industry it takes many facets for a

horse trainer to be successful, but I've heard he

works as hard as they come." Taub said "He is

just unbelievable."

Mondesi to sit out 2004
SANTO [XJMINGO. Domin-

ican Republic I API ~ PSttsburj*!

Pirates outheldcr Raul Mondesi hi*

pay withhekl fcx most of the Matsjn

because ol a civil suit, will mi out

the rest of the year.

Mondesi. 3). sak) the dectskm

was only for this year mxJ he ittay

return rtcxi season.

A Dumiiucan civil court rukd in

Fefonaiy that Mondesi owed for-

mer tna)or leaguer Mario Guerrero

about $640.UUU for helping him

impfxne hit baaeball skills, a claim

which .Mondesi denies.

Mundesi appealed the ruling.

but m4 tha court ordeivd his nine

accounts in nine IXxninican banlcs

frozen and the Pirates withheU his

pay.

Last Wednesday, a tXiminkan

court order that caused the Pirates

to hoU his pay was lifted. The

PiiMes then sakl they wuuki nAease

Mondesi's wages fivm an interest-

bearing csciuw account.

OLYMPICS
AIlll-NS. Greece (AP) — To

the great relief of organizen. a sec-

tioti of roof for the main Olympic

stadium began moving into place in

a ctucial step lowanl contpkiing

the cimierpiecc of the Athc-ns

Games.
In meeting a deadline set by

IOC inspectors, Athens oflicuils

ckarly an? intent on avoiding the

speciacfc of an unfinished ropf

wlien the worids athk-tes a.<isembk

in ihrre nxxiths.

One of the two 231 -fool-high

half-domes crept along tracks

pulknl b\ hydraulic jacks, and offi-

wm\!\sj.\o. l4^ Main S4 SonKjnipion *i»6 OlSS

OHerman Miller
UmtOHQIS KALCR

MHEC Vendor

LEXINGTON

Bux/ers &^ tellers of Quality

Xru' 6r" Used Office TurtulHre

I>sigii 6c Sj).Kf Hinniii',i In-rtallatiotLs

# Fumitiin Rctit.J N' b .Lsiiin FaiK-I Systtias

New isc Rfm.tniir.ictiiFC«l

Eric BascoM 413.746.3064
ericPlexingtongroupinc.com

380 Union St., West Springfield, MA 01089

AT 1 HE GATES OF SMIl H C.OILECF

A hilarious, devastating Biblical spoof that's

the perfect antidote to Mel Gibson's 'Passton

STARTS FRIDAY
FOR 7 DAY'S ONLY!

THE PERFECT STUDY BREAK
DAILY AT 7:15 4 9:16

ciab said it couU reach its anchor

kxation by Tuesday.

OOU£GE FOOTBALL
\Mi I lALsi \M>, Fla. (AP) —

The AilaniK. Coast Conferawe has

requested proposals from nine

cities lo host its football champi-

onship game, which begins in

2005

lacksonville. Charlotte. N.C..

and Orlando are considered among

the top caiKUdates. Miami, Tampa.

Atlanta, Washington. Baltimore

and Last Rutherford. N I, are also

being considered.

^^Q oxqi^^ioner k)hn Swofford
,

dkln'i rate the cities, othci than to

say Atlanta was a kmg shot because

it hosts the Soulheasiem

ConfereiKe htW game.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
^IH ^K WL. \\ash. (AP) —

t.. /.'.,., ^coring leader Ronny

Tuiuil will return for his senkir sea-

son, the 6-foot- 10 forward said.

Ending weeks of spec-ulation.

the fuli\e of Martink^ue said he

woukJ forgo early entry in the NBA
draft to complete his degnx and

work on his skills next season.

Turiaf k-d the Bulklogs with a

15.5 sconng average as Ooruaga

wt-ni 28-3. 14-0 in the West Coast

Conference.

TOWSON. Md (AP) — Pal

Kennedy was hired as Towson's

mens baskcihall coach after spetxi-

ing the last two seasons at

Montana.

Kennedy has coached three

schools to the NCAA toumameni
— lona. Florida State and DcPaul.

At Towson. he inherits a team that

\c eni 8-2 1 last year and hasn't been

to the NCAA tournament in 15

seasons.

TENNIS
HAMBURG. Germany (AP) —

Defending champion Guillermo

Coria came back to beat qualifier

Nicolas Almagro 5-6. 6-4. 7-5 in

the first rouixl of the Hamburg
Masters, his 27th straight win on

clay.

Coria. seeded second behind

Roger Federer. hasn't lost a clay-

court match since the 2005 French

Open semifinals. He's 1 2-0 on the

surface this year.

Also advancing after a bit of a

struggle was Marat Safin, who
saved two set points in the first set

en route to a 7-6 (6). 7-5 victory

over eighth-seeded Sebastien

Grosjean.

Three other seeded players lost:

No. 10 Mark Philippoussis went

down 7-6 (5). 6-1 against loachim

lohansson. Olivier Rochus beat No.

1 1 Paradom Srichaphan 6-3. 6-4.

and local wild-card entry Florian

Maver defeated No. 15 |iri Novak
7-6(5). 5-6, 6-4.

In other action. No. 16 Tommy
Robredo rolled past Antony
Dupuis 6-2. 6-0. and Sargis

Sargsian eliminated Nikolay

Davydenko 6-2. 6-4. Tommy Haas

advanced when Vincent Spadea

quit with a thigh muscle injury after

losing the first six games.

ROME (AP) — Maria

Sharapova beat Tatiana Perebiynis

6-4. 7-5 lo reach the second round
of the Italian Open.

In other matches. No. 10 Silvia

I arina Ella beat Barbara Schett 6-

4, 6-4. No. 14 Francesca Schiavone

defeated Nicole Pratt 6-2, 6-5.
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Qrisfi'PuB
413-548-6900

|
|wwwthehorp net|

163 Sunderland Rd. - N. Amherst

lust north of the apartments

Check out the Harp Pavilion!

.

WED. • Reggae Night

THU. • Special Brew House Rockers

FRI. Open Irish Seisiun

SAT. ' The lohnny Stevens Band

May Special!
Molson:

S2.00 A pint / S6.5>0 A pitcher
"Stort your own tradition.'

BBSESSaS

Dining Commons Menu
DC. contact: 413-S4S-2626

LUNCH
• Chicken Burritos

• Hungarian Noodle Bake

• Garden Vegetable Chili

(vegan)

DINNER
• Extra Crispy Fried

Chicken

• Meatloaf with Gravy

• Native Annerican Stew

(vegan

I
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When the world is on

your shoulder/Gotta

straighten up your act and

boogie down ^ ^
-Michael Jackson

aquarius • |an. 2o-ff8. is

Ifs all over.

piSCeS • F(B. 19-Mar. 20

You should learn how to swim. You fall

in the water a lot.

aries • mar. 21-Apfi. 19

There are people who need free hot do^
more than vou do.

tail rUS • Apr. 20-Mav 20

Nice mullet.

gemini • may2i-)un. 21

Take it easy and enjoy the day.

cancer • iun. 22-iuL. 22

You should pick some flowers. They're

pretty.

leO • lui.. 23-Auc. 22

Watch out for inanimate objects while

riding your bike.

virgO • ALit;. 23-SlFT. 22

V(Hj rK>ver should have drank the water.

You're destined fo be wt-irtl for eternity.

libra • sik? 2^-on 22

Your lamily should have it's own reality

show.

Scorpio • Orr. 23-Nov. 21

Live long and prosper.

Sagittarius • Nov. 22-D« 21

You are never going to get laid. Are you

kidding me!

Capricorn • otr. 22-ian 19

That monev is literally burning a hole in

your pcKket. It's smoking.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
M'XKIMISI l(»k KIM

Apt 2hdrm h.r Kent 253-

2 1 49 AmhcntC inter
Awea<wncl( x:.itii >n

Pufft.m ViiiaKT 2 Bdm> AfH

Avail. Lease hegias in June

Free Heat .iiiJ Hot Water

Call (9141 39V9505

Mill Valley Eistates now

RentinK 2 bedrni $1050/1 100,

4hednn$2100availabkr

6/1/04 No Ust months rent,

Ftee Heat & Hoi Water, 2

(iill haths, AC:. Oi Kjsline

Mon-Fn 10-5pm 253-7177

Eirandv'wine Aprs. Now leas-

ing, 1&2 hednxiin apts

Leases begin June. July, Aug

or Sep. First come, first serve.

Get them while they last.

www.branilvwine-arts.cum

Stop by or (iill 549-0600

1V92 Hi>nJ.i .Accord LX 4

diKtr sedan 1 38K miles pxid

ci<xlition$2aX» 253-6784

1994 Geo Prism 113,00)

miles great condition New

Timing Mt 4 New Tires

$1 200.00 O.B.O. 577-5129

665-7731

Fold Probe SE 1996 $1075

Call 41 3-687-7510.

Momafflcas.umass.edii

Honda Civic EX 99 4DR

Manual 68KC mi. A/C Alann

Great condition $8200 545-

1291

Babysiner piwtton available

in Amherst starting 9/1 1/04.

.Afternoons and ptHSibly some

full days for .i 6 and 10 year

old. Help with homework,

play dates, iictivities. French

speaking prctened. Free Mom
possibly ncgoriable. Plca<f

serkl letter and (.y to Betsy

Chaisson 103 Gmverse Hall

Amhet>t Qillege PO Box

5000 Amherst, MA 01002

Movir\g: Lix:al moving com-

pany looking for self motivat-

ed individuals, part rime posi-

tiiMVs available immediately.

Weekday availabiliry- a plus.

Raises commensurate with

performance. Potential for

tips. GixxJ attituiles arc a

must, (iill (41 3)584-4746

Play sports! Have fun! Save

Money! Sports C^mp m
Maine. Ci>aches needed:

Tennis, Basketball, Ba-seball,

Water-spons, Ropes C^Hirse,

Golf, Archery, and more.

Work Outdtxits and Have a

Cireat Summer! C»\\ Free:

(888) 844-8080 or Apply:

www.campcedar.com

ActlMsm

Summer

Jobs

For the

Envminment

3000-50CW/SummeT Join the

state's largest public interest

grassnxits organizatkm to pro-

tect our environment, public

health, human nghts and

democracy. C^areer opportuni-

ties and benefits available.

CJllB.ibby 1-413-256-6434

BICYCXE TOUR LEADERS
NEEDED: Summer teenage

bicycling rrips. USA, Canada,

EuKipe. Salary plus expense

paid. Student Hosteling

Pnipam, RO. Box 419,

Gmway.MA01341 (800)

343-6132,

www.bicycletTips com.

Reson Real F-state Sales

Assistant: World rerxiwned

multi-million dollar real

estate development company

seeks motivato.1 and confi-

dent individual to market

high-end real estate at Tlic

Oreenbner Resort in White

Sulphur Spring, West

Virginia. Ideal candidate is

very comfortable speaking on

the phtjne & interested in

pursuing a career in luxury

real estate. immei.liate open-

ing available. Please send

resumes to Mitch Johnson-

miohniKMiaybniC.com

Summer C^fice Help Neededl

AiT\hers» Leisure Services is

kxikitvi for a summer registra-

tion clerk to begin mid to late

may LKities include: customet

service, accepting regi,stra-

tions and pM\-ments for

nuinerous pnigrams, data

entry, answering phones, fil-

ing, and other clencai duties

in H Kisy recreation depart-

ment. Preferteil h<xirs are M-F

9 a.m. -4: 30 p m.. Kit may be

flexible, P.iy range is $7 44-

8.61/br depending upon

expenence. Apply at: Town

of Amherst Leisure Services,

70 Roltw.«xl Walk, Bangs

( lommunity Onter,

Amhet^t, MA 01002.

Resumes and lerters U inquiry

may also be sent to: des-

mafaLsn@towii..unhcrst inii.Uii.

I Mn()> \w\i

Summer on Cape tiid: Hang

out with 2 kiw maintenance

Kiys 8 and 1 1 . Several days a

week. No nights, no week-

ends. Free nxMii anil KianI

plus $50.vX) per week Cjll

Jack at 508-888-52 30

Bueno Y Sarvi is hiring for

pusitions for fall semester

plea.se apply in peron (iill t>ir

din-ctions253-4COO

Liwell Area l>iven Lc;«di'r

needed to be crew chief ti>r

one of the state's largest exte-

nor house painting compa-

nies. Must be haivlworking,

Inilependent & have own car.

Exp prcfened, Isut not neces-

sary. C^ll Sung-Y.xm @ 978-

387-6337

rMPU)Y\UM HOUSF FOR RFNT

Students u.imed for a sum

mer paiming )ob. $400 -

itCOl week. ExpenerKc not

needed Kit ,i plus .All hired

will go thriHigh a paul train-

ing program. C^all 888-277-

9787orgototXXLEGE-

PROXX^M Work with

frieixis

5 13i\lri«in h<«ise 2 1/2 niili-^

iVi Kis line Washer/dryer

Home 253- 3670 leave a mes-

sage, or cell 41 3-530-69%.

H*ile\ 5 Bedr.oni Plus

home, 2 KitKs »/ laurkiry

h>«>kup Lirge y.ird. minutes

troml'M.iv. 54^*4270

For further infonnation, call

Part 413-256-4065.

Painters Wanteii in l>anvei>

area want a challenging Job

outd»x>t^ w/gixxl $$$'

Seeking driven. Hardworking

Individual w/own car to be a

Greenfield Secure Self

Stonige seeks snident P/T to

rent our self storage units on

campus 413-775-1X174

painlmg crew member. No
exp necessary CjII: Siing-

Y.XM1 (8 978-387-6337

Painters Wanted in Amherst

Area. No Experience

Necessary Call AlLvin®41 3-

627-9043

1 lardworking individuals liv

ing ariHind 93/95 belt Sixith

of 1-90 for tulltime painter

positions, t^allenging job

requites irklependence, own

car. $ 10-$ 12 Ka.se rate. Ciill

Will « 617-699-8970

LIFEGUARD Rrandywine

Apts. neeils a certified life-

guard. CaW or stop by. 549-

0600

Marketing Agency Seeks

CXitgoing HiL+i Energy

IndiMiluals for promotitirvs

$15/h.Hir 888-477 6668

www.hauspromotions.com

•Rirtendint;"S300A>av

Potential. No Expenence

Nesc. Training pnivided. 1-

800-965-6520 Ext. 1 62

FOR SMF

Microtridiic tor sale Tertific

Ciinslition tor $600.00

Asking HOC.00 or best offer

C:all 546-1377.

Furniture and Two ( Jirs fcir

SaleC4illl.>riWtails(413)

536-7933

(mdiiating m May e\erv-

thing must go Call 549-0069

MOIISt M)R RINI

3 Bednioms 2 batKs on bus

line Amherst 41 3-323-6453

Hadley Newer Fi\e Bedn»>m

1 1, Mil.- S4» 4270

KOOMMMt \VA\TH)

Fem.ili' roomiuali- wanted to

sh.ire 2 1x1 apt in Siinderlaivl

$4l8/mo. IncKxles heat, hot

water, and cable. .Available

6/1 or earlier. Call Lauren @
860-604^V>S

SIK\K ES

M.ith/Ph\^ics tuti<r a\:iilabie;

$30/hi>ur, 20/h.nir (travel);

call l>. Kline (41 3-552-3805)

Proi,'n,mi ' Ntx\l hilp' l^all

Bmhrithi of .AmbiTst an-a f<ir

tree tostini; anil assistance

S4'J l^Vi

PREC.NANCY TESTING.

Hl\' Testing, Birrh ContMJ,

and Emergency

l^inrraceptuin .Affordable

and confidential Tipestn

Health, 27 Pray Street,

Amherst. 548-9992

SURIH

Avoid Puftton walling list

3K^1 2Kith Puttt.m iipgr.Kk\i

$1 305/mi> luiK-1 -.August 31

'04 of take our lease to '05

S41J s»,"s>

SI MMFR SlJBIf I

1 beilrixHTi in Pultton U<t

Sublet starting tunc 1st I jll

St,Kev ,it 695-2'^44 $750

negotiable posMble F.ill

.>ption

2 l.g Wmi .ipt M.iin Si ,>n

bus nxite Minutes from

l 'M.isis Summer with Fall

option 256- 1146

1 Mmi Apt in I littside C;ill

(i6vi:is

1 i\i- .kiwntown this summer'

l„irge 4BR 2 fli«>r apt next to

AmhetM HS Washer Si dryer

inilihk"\.l. 5 min. to Kis stop

6i town ONLY $362 50 per

r<x>m + utilities. Available 6/1

thni8/15 ConriKt Rob:

.igr.itf<fflsiinkni iimass.t\luA'78

-808-7322

2 lx\lri«>ms, tulh tuniishi\l

apartment, I full bath.

.Available June 1st-

September 1st C^ll Rachel

Siymin® 781-264-1512

Good Luck with

Finals!

\
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UMass to host softball A- 1 0's

Minutewomen set

to battle Fordham
By Brendan Hall

tXlLLll.lAN STArr

Some might say the University

of Massachusetts »uftbail team

carries an advantage leading intu

the postseason.

The Minutcv^ornen (32-15.

1 1-1 Atlantic 10) will nut have to

travel an inch for tomorrow's A-

10 Tournament Rather, they'll be

staying in their own backyard.

For most of the teams around the

area and A- 10. the UMass
Softball Complex is a formidable

place to have a softball game
The Maroon and White

haven't lost a home game since

Catcher Jamie CahaUn and the Maroon and White haven't lost a

game at the UMsm Soltball Coa^>les tince A|NrU oi 2002.

Damon to shave for

local Boston charity
Bv H«>WARI> Ulma-n

.\.sy MAllI) rM»

BOSTON (AP) — lohnny

Damon plans to lose the caveinm

\ook fur charity.

The Red Sox center fielder said

Monday he'll shave the black

beard he's had since the offseason

to benelit Buston public libraries

aiKl reading and tutoring pro-

grams for youngsters.

The Gillette Co.. based in

Boston, will provide the fuivis for

the programs. Damon said before

Monday night's game against

Cleveland. A call seeking com-

ment from Gillette was not

returned Monday.

"Gillette told me to pick out an

organization' to help, said

Damon, who believes his shaving

will take place May 2 1 . He plans to

keep his shoulder-length black

hair

"Gillette's the leading shaving

brand anyway, so they're not too

concerned" about providing funds

for the programs, Damon said.

"They don't have to do this but

they want to."

Damon said he's not getting

paid for his participation.

The reading program is geared

to making sure students can read

by the time they're in third grade,

he said. Money also svill go to a

program for students to go to pub-

Ik; libraries for help with home-

Damon was thinking of getting

rid of the beard anyway
"It's starting to get hot." he

said. "It's looking sloppy. I can

always grow it back in two weeks."

Damon reported to spring

training in February with long hair

that he said he hadn't cut for more

than a year He also had the beard,

which he has trimmed since then.

When he arrived at spring

training in Fort Myers, Fla.. he

talked about an after-dark race he

said he had on the Orlando street

where he lives, which has a 25

mph speed limit.

"Once a car starts coming. 111

just race it to my house," he said.

"1 scare the cars to speed up a lit-

tle more, seeing a caveman-look-

ing guy with long hair running at

10 or II at night."

Might his next shaving experi-

ence lead to commercials for

Gillette''

"Hopefully, there's future

things with them," Damon saki.

"It would be nKe."

April of 2000. and have won a

nation-leading 72 straight at

home. In all. they have lost just

two decisions at the Complex

since its opening in 2000.

Needless to say. the

Minutewomen will be in a com-

fortable position to capture their

tenth consecutive A- 10 title when
they take the field tomorrow

against the fourth-seeded

Fordham Rams.

"I don't think it's an advantage

as much as it is just comfortable,"

coach Elaine Sortino said. "It's

comfortable for us to play here,

we know the terrain, we know
the grounds, plus we get to have

our fans here."

To Sortino, home field advan-

tage is simply a myth.

"It has nothing to do with [the

fiekJ], in our minds." she said. "In

our minds, we're pursuing an

Atlantic 10 Championship for

2004. it's got nothing to do with

the field, it doesn't have anything

to do with being home. It only

has to do with what we need to

do, and the things we've been

working on and preparing fur all

season long to get to this point.*

If the Minutewomen are to

coine out on top, the most impor-

tant thing will be to play at theit

own level of ball

.Against the Rams two

Saturdays ago. the Minutewomen
found themselves in a hole early.

Down 5-3 in the second inning, it

took a bases-clearing triple from

resident clutch hitter Denise

Denis to get the ball rolling and

eventually mercy rule Fordham
14-b

Third-seeded Temple handed

UMass its last loss, on April 25 in

the first double header at

Temple's brand new Ambler

Softball Field With runners in

scoring position, Lesley Ferrara

•-
**

1^.

EsktmHf
/

A-^,
' * il \ %^ ik^, ^v> ^

TilNY (iUTTERREZ/ASSOriA-rtH PRESS

grounded out to the shortstop to

give the Owls their first win at the

new field, 2-1, and their first win

against the Minutewomen since

1997.

UMass has embarked on an

eight-game win streak since the

loss.

"We know that these teams

don't think they can beat us, and

we really have to play on that.

These teams fear us." centerfield-

Sm SOFTBALL on page 10

Junior Hilarv Putctia and her infield teammates have turned 22

double plays durin); the regular teasim.

oft game

at Veimont
Tuesday's non-conference

baseball game between the

University of Massachusetts and

the University of Vermont, sched-

uled to be played at 3 p.m. at

Centennial Field in Burlington,

Vt. has been cancelled due to a

conflict with cvains. No make-up

date will be made.

In addition, previously post-

poned games with the University

of Hartford and Marist will not

be made up, as they have also

been cancelled due to exam-relat-

ed conflicts.

The Maroon and Wliite (16-

22 810 Atlantic 10) currently sit

in fourth place in the A- 10 East

Division after taking two-of-three

from Temple over the weekend

Rhode Island leads the division

with a 17-4 conference record.

folk>wed by St. Bonaventure { 12-

^> and Fordham (1 1-10).

The Minutemen return to

action this afternoon, when they

will host Central Connecticut

Sttte in their final non-confer-

eiKe matchup of the season. First

pitch is scheduled for 3 pm at

Earl Lortlcn Field.

UMass will then complete the

A- 10 portion of their schedule

over the next two weekends.

They will travel to Olean, N.Y.

for a three-game weekend series

with St Bonaventure this week-

end, and will host defendmg .A- 10

champion Richmond for a three-

game series beginning a week
from Saturdav in Amherst.

Mike Marzelli

Bryant pleads not guilty

Trial date to be set at May 27th hearing
By Jon Sarchk
AssociATtn Pmss

Johnny Damon will shave off his now-famous facial hair to bene-

fit the Boston Public Library's reading and tutoring program.

EAGLE, Colo. (AP) —
Nearly 1 1 months after his

arrest, NBA star Kobe Bryant

pleaded not guilty Tuesday to a

rape charge that could land him

in prison for life.

Standing impassively before

state District judge Terry

Ruckriegle, Bryant said only

four words during his brief

arraignment.

"Yes sir," he said, bending

slightly to speak into a micro

phone when asked if he under-

stood the charge and potential

penalty. Asked for his plea, he

answered "not guilty" and sai

down shortly afterward.

The judge adjourned the

hearing moments later, saying

he expected to set a trial date

during a May 27 hearing.

Bryant left, with plenty of time

to fly back to Los Angeles for

Tuesday night playoff game
against San Antonio.

The parents of the 19-year-

old accuser watched the

arraignment from the gallery,

sitting about 20 feet from the

Los Angeles Lakers star. As

they walked out of the court-

room, they smiled and nodded

at acquaintances.

The woman, who made a

surprise appearance Monday to

watch pretrial arguments, was

not in attendance Tuesday.

Bryant, 25, has said he had

consensual sex with the woman
last summer at the Vail-area

resort where she worked. If

convicted of felony sexual

assault, the married father of

one would face four years to life

in prison or 20 years to life on

probation.

Ruckriegle chose to read Bryant

the formal charge and penalties

even though defense attorney

Pamela Mackey waived Bryant's

right to hear the details.

The last time Bryant spoke

in open court was Aug. 6, when
he said "No, sir" when asked

whether he objected to giving

up his right to have a prelimi-

nary hearing within 30 days.

The trial must be set within

six months unless Bryant

waives that right. Both sides

have told the judge they think a

trial would take two to three

weeks.

Key issues remain unresolved

before there can be a trial.

Earlier Tuesday, attorneys

argued behind closed doors on

a defense motion to use the

accuser's .sexual history against

her. The defense contends

injuries found during a hospital

examination could have been

caused by other sexual part-

ners

The defense also wants

Bryant's statements to authori-

ties, a T-shirt stained with the

woman's blood and Bryant's

hospital exam barred as evi-

dence because of alleged mis-

steps by authorities.

The quick pace of this

week's pretrial hearing prompt-

ed the cancellation of a court

session scheduled for

Wednesdav

Ell AI>Rlt-SKl/AS.Stx.:IATEl) PRESS

Kobe Bryant, between attorneys Hall Haddon (left) and Pamela Mackey, stands before judg

ickriegle on Tuesday in Eagle, Colo. Bryant officially pleaded not guilty to one count of rape.Ruckriegl

UMass professor's script goes

to Berlin Film Festival
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New bill proposes SGA selects Higgins as Speaker
APD and UMPD Senators approve new executive cabinet members

cooperative effort
By Erika Lovley
CoLUoiAN Staff

Whenever there is a problem

on the University of

Massachusetts campus that the

57 officer UMass Police

Department cannot handle,

Amherst police have always

been ready to lend a helping

hand by loaning officers.

When departments swap
officers, however, there is no

formal legislation to determine

which department is responsi-

ble for the additional funding,

or where and when officers

have arrest powers.

Now, there is a new bill in

front of the state Legislature

that would solve this problem.

Sponsored by Rep. Ellen Story

of Amherst, the mutual-aid bill

will allow the UMass campus
and it's 24.000 residents to be

considered a town, allowing

UMass police to have arrest

powers in the town of Amherst,

and Amherst police to have

jurisdiction on the UMass cam-
pus It would also allow UMPD
to call on police departments in

neighboring towns for assis-

tance, such as Hadley.

"In an emergency, we can

call town police and they can

call us and ask for help," said

Chief Barbara O'Connor of

UMPD "The bill formalizes our

abihty to do that
"

CwwntHT th« lines of juria-

diction are fuzzy for both

departments Although
Amherst police technically have

no arrestmg powers on the

UMass campus, there are also

areas very close to campus that

UMPD has no jurisdiction over,

including some parts of North

Pleasant Street, East Pleasant

Street, or "Prat Row", and
Olympia Drive.

"We have no jurisdiction

outside of campus property that

isn't owned, controlled, or rent-

ed by the University," said

O'Connor.
This means that UMPD offi-

cers cannot make arrests in

Amherst even if they see a

crime being committed.

"We have the same rights as

(a citizen does] which is citi-

zen's arrest power," O'Connor
said. "If an officer was in a

marked cruiser, we can |only|

stop immediate danger and call

the town police."

The bill will also determine

when the department will be

responsible for the fees incurred

by swapping officers, such as

such as overtime pay, injury and

worker's compensation.

"Right now, if 1 call Amherst

police because Southwest
(Residential Area] is out of

control. Amherst police assume
those costs, Il is part of our

understanding,* said O'Connor.

O'Connor said that in the

past. UMPD has sent officers to

aid Amherst police with prison-

er searches, bad weather acci-

dents and disabled motor vehi-

cles.

Charles Scherpa. chief of

Amherst Police, said he created

the bill after realising the need

for a mutual aid agreement

between the departments.

"There are no downsides
that i can see," he said.

However. O'Connor said she

thought the bill might

eficounter some problems in

getting passed in Boston.

'I think there's a lot of con-

cern in the police field about

jurisdiction issues. Some peo-

ple would not want to see

UMass considered a town sole-

ly for the mutual aid reason,"

she said.

O'Connor also stres.sed that

if the mutual aid agreement

does pass, it will not address

chronic underfunding that her

department has experienced

due to budget cuts.

Patrick Himins was teleeted

AsMKiation Senate Speaker during

Bv Mflissa BLANKSntS
CxlLUOIAN StaH

The Student Government
Association Senate picked its

Speaker for the 2004-2005 year

last night, voting for for Patrick

Higgins. former chair of the

Ways and Means Committee and

SGA presidential candidate,

with a 22- 18 \ote.

Seamus Brennan, former

chair of the Administrative

Affairs Committee, will be the

new Associate Speaker, after

winning with a 25 to 17 vote.

ffiggins ran against former

Associate Speaker Chris Eckel,

who acted as Speaker for five

weeks this semester after jared

Nokes vacated the spot to fill in

as interim SGA president.

Brennan ran against Craig

Goldschmidt, who worked as

associate speaker with Eckel.

"I know many of you are

thinking, "You've run for presi-

dent, what are you thinking?"

at the StudcrU C,>.>vcruiui.iil

U»t night's meeting.

Miggins said. "When you vc been

here for so long, you want to

advocate to the higliest level

You want to be that go-to per-

son."

Higgins said he wants to help

new senators get acquainted

with Senate business faster, and

have their interests li$ten<»l to by

the Speaker
As for Brennan. he said he

wants to make sure the Senate

minutes are more detailed In

order to do this, he said he

would like to bring a computer

down to the Senate floor to type

the meetings as they progress

Debate over the candidacy of

Brennan, a freshman, locused on

some typos he made as

Administrative Affairs Chair. In

response, he noted that he will

triple check his work in his new
position.

"There was one line that I for-

got and omitted [in the Office of

ALANA Affairs Charter). I feel

that 1 know the bvlaws well

enough. I am more than capable

of taking attendance," Brennan

said.

In other Senate business, si.\

nominees b> SGA President

Eduardo Husiamante for the

Executive Cabinet stood in front

of the Senate in lengthy debates.

All the nominations were
approved, including Tru Lang as

Secretary of the Registry. Felicia

Awosan as Secretary of 1 inance,

leff Napolitano as Secretary of

Public Policy and Relations and
Brian Long as Secretary of

University Policy. Also, Ruhaina

Ra/a vkas approved as Secretary

of Finance, and Valerie Louis

was approved as the Secretary of

Administrative Affairs.

The Senate spent three hours

debating tlw candidates' qualili-

V and their dcsia- for the

-•ns.

Heavy debate focu>c*d on two

candidates: left Napolitano and

Brian Long.

^.\ci .1 SGA officials felt that

N.i['> i.i.i; > s columnist position

thi.s year vkith T"he Massachusetts

Daily Collegian was a conllict of

interest. Mina Safain, former

Secretary of Public Policy arul

Relations, brought up several

columns where Napolitano

voiced negative opinions on the

SGA
"If you \kere talking about

me, then I don't know what I'd

want to do," Safain said. "That is

the most hurtful thing you can

sav to me as a member of the

SGA"
Goldschmidt countered

Safain 's ailment
"VSould you rather have

''t come atKl bash the

jNi > Jo nothing about it
.'

Or would you rather have some-

one have troubles with the SGA
and do something about it?" he

said.

NapolitaiK) gave up his posi-

tion on The Collegian staff based

on his appointment last night,

and was approved with a 21-12

vote, with six abstentions.

With Long, who was former

Secretary of University Policy

and presidential candidate.

.debate came from Russell Plato,

former Secretary of Diversity

Issues, and Sen. Timothy

Busiere. Plato focused on Long's

record under the last administra-

tion and Busiere focused on
Long's alcohol p)olicy.

"
I Long I

's proven past inabili-

ty to address most issues proves

that he will be ineffective of

advocating in the future." Plato

said "I Long) missed meeting

after meeting with the Cabinet

and the President, on several

occasions choosing to go to a

sporting event."

Sen David Peterson was in

disbelief that he had to debate

for Long.

"He pretty much knows the

University front and back," he

said. He went on to say that in a

University Policy trivia game.

Long would win, hands-down.

"The meeting adjourned a little

alter 1 2 a.m.. leaving one motion

unheard for the setiK'ster on an

alcohol policy roundiable fur

next semester, and three ties

unbroken in area |Ovemment
At the beginning of the meet-

ing. Sen Raul Brens and Dan
Pomeroy played a sung from a

musical called "Avenue O"
The song's main lyric was "I

think that everyone is a little bit

racist sometimes" It iiKludcd

lokes on racism on all sides.

They followed it by a H>ng with

lyrics including. "Why can't we
be friends."

Many Senatorv nervously

laughed, and Speaker |ared

NiAcs stepped aside to let the

song complete.

Sen Gladys EraiKo expressed

some discomfort over the

"The song is a little bit tnn.

If we knovt we are a little bit

racist, we should in .iiul .^h.mge

that," .she said.

During his t. ii.m kcport.

Pwneroy explained his actions.

'It's giNxi to laugh and be

friends. We thought it was funny

and we thought we'd play it," he

said. "The lirsi step to overcom-

ing any prejudice is to recognize

that it exists. We didn't want to

offend anvone
"

From the bean to the cup
Free Trade coffee's global effect

By FERRDN SALNlKtR

CxJLLtciiAN Staff

GUATEMALA — Towering

inactive volcanoes hover over the

glistening body of water that is

Lake Atitlan. The sun beams
softer than it would on most

days, and a cool breeze brushes

past the cheeks of the local

women washing their embroi-

dered clothes in the lake, which

is surrounded by several villages.

Children run up to European

tourists offering bracelets, purs-

es, or even just friendly ques-

tions. Elderly women, carrying

bundles of flowers on their heads

walk down cobblestone roads

past the small pastel-colored

houses, and later stop to chat

near the shore.

Miles away in the highlands,

away from the tourists and the

clear water the sun beats harder

on the ground. Only a few cars

pass by, stirring up the dust that

falls back down on the unpaved

ground.

Two women giggle like middle

schoolgirls. Their faces stay shad-

ed by the barely standing shack

behind them. While blushing at

the occasional passersby, the sis-

ters Gloria, 2b. and Elvira, 19.

keep a watchful eye out for their

children playing beside them. A
truck passes by and Gloria's head

lifts up, she peers through the

dust, hoping to see her husband,

and then leans back once the

dust clears, and only a barren

road, her daughter, son and niece

are left.

For the three young children,

bright-eyed, with dirt-smudged

cheeks, the garbage, egg crates

and soda bottles are toys and the

row of wooden shacks, planta-

tion housing, is a playground.

For Gloria and Elvira, the one-

FtRRlIN S,M NIKI-RA'l'H.I.EtilAN

Coffee pickers Gloria and Elvira, sit outside of their one-room house in a coffee plantation in the high-

lands of Lake Atitlan, Guatemala. The sisters each make less than $1 a day for two months out of the year.

room shack, labeled "I**" in

bright red. is home Ten months

out of the year, they sit next to

their home, waiting for their hus-

bands.

They wait for any coins that

might jingle in their husbands

pockets. They wait for their tor-

tillas that are eaten even after

several days of becoming stale.

They wait for their children to

grow into the trade their

fathers work in: coffee. The>

wail for November and

December, the two months

when the two sisters wake up

earlier than the

sun does to

spend their

days work-

ing in the

fields.
Elvira and

Gloria are

coffee pick-

ers making
less than $ I a day.

The international coffee crisis

Sadly, the lifestyles of Elvira

and Gloria are common in devel-

oping countries like Guatemala,

one of the Top 10 coffee- produc-

ing nations in the world. Alter

oil, coffee is the world's second

most valuable commodity

exported by developing coun-

tries, and is grown in over 50

countries in South America.

Central America. Asia. Africa

and the Caribbean. The
International Coffee

Organization estimates that near-

ly 25 million fanners worldwide

depend on growing coffee lor

their economic livelihood.

Meanwhile, the demand lor

coffee is booming, extending to

more than 500 billion cups being

served worldwide each year.

accord-
ing to the

ICO.
Coffee is

drank daily by

more than half of all

Americans over the age

of 18 - 107 million peo-

ple. Students devour it. hiitinp

up coffee shops to fuel late-night

studying. Professionals wake up

to it. a necessary fuel before

heading to long days at work

But the production still out-

weighs the demand, and the situ-

ation is causing a great imbal-

ance, leaving the major players in

the coffee business highly sue

cesslul and the lurmcrs coping

with the disintegrating prices of

their crop.

'The main tcast)n prices have

gone through the floor is that the

International Coffee Agreement

fell apart in the late 1480s." said

Carmen Deere, an economics

professor and development econ-

omist at the University of

Massachusetts specializing in

Latin American agricultural

development issues. "The ICA
managed an international quota

system lor

producing

countries
that kept

supply
more or less

in tunc with

demand at a tar-

get price
'

Deere said that un>.c ihe

agreetnent broke down, coun-

tries started trying to export

more, each trying to gain market

share at the expense of the other.

Since all of the countries were

pursuing the same strategy, the

market was fli.H)ded with coffee

and prices plummeted.

Ihc tall has made prices for

coffee on the world market the

lowest in 100 years, according to

the ICO. The value of coffee

retail sales exceeds S70 billion,

but coflee producing countries

only end up yyith $5.i billion in

their hands. The result is that

coffee, is being paid for by the

poorest people in the vvorld.

Small tanners are devastated,

and forced lo compensate their

health .ind education to survive.

I amilies arc pulling their chil-

dren, specifically girls, out of

school. Many can no longer

afford basic medicine, and are

forced to cut back on food. In

Vietnam, according to ICO,

farmers are selling their posses-

sions to satisfy debt collectors.

In Colombia, coca plantations

See COFFEE on page 4
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Around the world
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Senators see additional abuse photos
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senators are

getting a look at more photos d American

soldiers brutalizing Iraqi prisoners but

won't have (he uuthurit) to release the pic-

tures that the Pentagon warns could deepen

international fur> over the abuses.

The photographs were being made avail-

able tor three hours yesterday afternoon in a

high — security, classided otiice in the

Capitol. After that, they were to be returned

to the Pentagon while the Bush administra-

tion decides whether to make them public.

Fears that the prisoner abuses wouU
trigger a violent backlash appeared to be

realized Tuesday when a Wdeo was postc"d

on an al-Qaida linked Web site shcming the

beheading ol an American civilian. Fhe

video said the killmg was to avenge the pris-

oner abuse.

The viewing of pktures in the Capitol

comes a day after senaton> challenged mili-

tary officials who pinned most ol the blame

for the mistreatment on a small group of

soldiers and on supervisors who provided

inadequate training and leader^p.

The Army offker who investigated the

abuses. Maj. Gen. Antonio Taguba. told the

Senate Armed Services Committee that mil-

itary police who acted improperly did so "of

their own volition."

But several senators questioned whether

bw-ranking soldiers would have created the

sexually humiliating scenarios by them-

selvL>s.

Beheaded American civilian had been

advised to leave Iraq, US officials say

BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP)
— An American civilian

who was beheaded in a gris-

ly video posted on an al-

Qaida-linked Web site had

been warned to leave Iraq

but refused. U.S. officials

said yesterday. The masked

men who butchered him

claimed they were angered

by coalition abuses of Iraqi

prisoners.

The American captive

identified himself as Nick

Berg. 26. of West Chester.

Sail I'fuikisco

Pa.. a suburb of

Philadelphia. His body was

found near a highway over-

pass in Baghdad on
Saturday, the same day he

was beheaded, a U.S. offi-

cial said.

After pushing Berg to the

floor, the men severed his

head and held it up for the

camera on the video posted

Tuesday. It bore the title

"Abu Musab al Zarqawi

shown slaughtering an

American." referring to an

Iraf|

associate of Osama bin

Laden believed behind a

wave of suicide bombings in

Iraq.

It was unclear whether

al-Zarqawi was shown in

the video or simply ordered

the execution. Al-Zarqawi

also is sought in the assassi-

nation of a U.S. diplomat in

Jordan in 2002 The United

States has offered a $10 mil-

lion reward for information

leading to his capture or

killing.
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Gap describes working conditions in factories
ys soldiers battle al-Sadr Supporters

<AV l.UA\l('Kl It lAPi - In :in hKiiiii ihe n;<>l Vkilh DrL)ini>r> tu do I •SAN FRANCISCO lAP) In an

unusual display of corporate candor.

Gap Inc. yesterday acknowledged

that many of the overseas workers

making the retailer's clothes are mis-

treated and vowed to improve often

shoddy factory conditions by crack

ing down on unrepentant manufac-

turers.

The San Francisco — based owner

of the Gap. Old Navy and Banana

Republic stores made the comments
Wednesday in its first ever "social

responsibility" report a 40 — page

document that mixed cuntriliun

about the past with promise* to do

belter in the future.

"We feel strongly that commerce
and social responsibility don't have to

be at odds." Cap CEO Paul Pressler

told a small gathering of shareholders

yesterday at the company's annual

meeting.

As the company strives to hold its

overseas suppliers more accountable.

Gap is uncovering thousands of viola-

tions at 3.00*) factories scattered

across roughly 50 countries. "Few

factories, if any. are in full compli-

ance all of the time." the report said.

\Vushin0(in

KARBALA. Iraq (AP)
— U.S. soldiers backed by

tanks and helicopters bat-

tled fighters loyal to radical

cleric Muqtada al-Sadr

near a mosque in the holy

city of Karbala yesterday,

hours after Iraqi leaders

agreed on a proposal that

would end al-Sadr's stand-

off with the US-led
forces Up to 25 insurgents

were killed, the coalition

said.

Half of the Mukhaiyam
mosque, which had served

Government proposes new safety rule

as a base for al-Sadr fol-

lowers, was destroyed and

seven hotels were on fire

after tanks opened fire and

jets bombed the area Most

of the shops in Tal al-

Zeinabiya. a central mar-

ket, and three ambulances

were also destroyed.

American troops and al-

Sadr's followers also fought

overnight on the outskirts of

two other southern cities,

Kufa and Najaf. Residents

heard large explosions. One
Iraqi was killed and four

(laza Strip

were wounded in Kufa. and

four Iraqis were wounded in

Najaf. hospital officials said

U.S. soldiers raided

houses Tuesday night in

Sadr City, a Baghdad
neighborhood where sup-

port for al-Sadr is strong,

witnesses said Three

Iraqis were killed. At a

funeral ceremony yesterday

for one of the slain men.

mourners raised Iraqi Hags

and al-Sadr posters as they

chanted; "Down, down
U.S.A."
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Safety tjn

dards piupoeed yesterday to protect peo-

ple in sUe^iropact crashes are intended to

save M many as t .OtX) lives a year and

reduce head infuric-s. auto icgulalon said.

The plan, whkrh couU be in place by

2004. goes beyond the current standards

that require only ptvjiection for people's

torsos.

Automakers will decide for themselves

how to comply The Alliance of

Automobik Manufacturers, a trade giviup

ix-presenting 10 automakers, c-^timales

the requirc*d safety charges will add

between $200 and S50U to the cust of a

\ehicle.

^ very CKpensivc. rial Aiolr:"^lik^i

thai will have tremendous beiHiu- vnJ

l>r leffrey Runge. head of the Saiioiul

Highway Traffic Safety Administration

Side-impast crashes kill about 10.000

people annually Fhai i> about onequaner

of all deaths on the natton's roads

SehKk-s will have to meet a hasK. kvel

of safety to be on the road. Cunsumen
will be abk' to see how wdl the vehfeks

perfoniK-d on the agency's Web site.

"Ouite irftc-n the person struck m the side

hud been domg everything nghl. driving

sober, wearinf a safety belt and foing

through a green Hght. only to get nrnm^
in the side by a driver w4io ran a ted light

or ignoivd a stop sign.* said Rut<

Israeli missile kills seven Palestinians
GAZA CrrV. Gaza Strip

(AP) — An ex|do6ion

destre>>c-d an Israeli armored

vehick' yesterday, killing five

soldiers, in the s«x'ond such

attack by Palestinian militants

in Gaza in two days. Hours

later, an Israeli missik: attack

killed seven Pak-stinians, resi-

dc-nts and Palestinian medical

oflkials said.

Fourteen other Palestinians

were wounded in the missile

strike on the Rafah refugee

camp near the Egyptian bor

der, the medical officials said.

The military said it targeted

a group of militants planting

bombs and tiring at si^tldiers

searching the area ol yester-

day's btiast, which occurred

next to the camp on the Gaza-

Egypt border

Residents said at kast lour of

the Pak-stinians kilkd were

gxmmcn
In all, 1 1 Israeli soklkTs

wkI 21 Pi^eMiiuafts wciy kilkd

Bi three days of Gaza fighting

Tuesday and yesterday, and

more than 175 Palestinians

were wounded in the biggest

operatwn in Gana in nearly a

decade.

The Israeli deaths reignttcd

debate over Prime Minister

Ariel Sharon's plan to with-

draw Israeli trjops and settlers

from Cia/ii. despite a veto by

his I ikud Partv and fierce

opposition by ultranaiionalist

^|l|^tiun partners.
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the Collegian is hiringTor next semester

21 29 47 50 54 67
''^^SX:;::*

^^/•^t

r^.K>

:./r-.

A Onp largp

one topping pizza

O One small, 2-to|)l(inft |)i«1

^ One small, l-to^ping pi7za

IJ & one order of Bread Sticks.

M 10 {)C. Buffalo Winfts, & one

T order of a Bread side item.

c^ 10 f)C.
Domino'5 Pizza Buffalo Chicken

^ ICiPkoK it one order of a Bread cide iteritem.

^

\

a Small St)e.cialty Pizza.

^
(DpIuxp P<«» .

H«w«M»r, Fpaisi ,
MMtZZa Pi^st

,

ri Two orders of Bread Sticks &

2 cans of Coke

.

Q Medium 1-tof)|>ing pizza &
" 2 cane of Coke*.

Come talk to Scott, Shannon, or Rachael

or call 545-1864

1 05 Campus Center Basement
Freshmen and Sopho(nores are encouraged to apply

$1.99

Second Pizza

BuyanvPizza

Get Second Pizza

Amherst

256-8911
Hours

Sun-Wexj 11a.m.-3a.m

Thurs-Sat 11a.m. -4a.m.
$1.99
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Students support Fair Trade coffee at local retailers

COFFfE from page 1

can now be found in colfee areas,

as farmers across the globe are

being forced to abandon their

crops, and often invest in illegal

crops.

The worldwide struggle has

reached extremes, as coffee farm-

ers in Mexico have died after

abandoning their crops and

attempting to reach the U.S. bor-

der, and farmers in India are

using suicide as their way out.

The disaster has been labeled the

international coffee crisis, and

has people on a global scale

searching for a remedy.

FMOM A MM HUOf
While icvctting back to an

international coffee agreement

could release farmers trapped in

poverty, the realization of this

seems unlikely.

"(One solution is| commodity

stabilization agreements among
countries — these seek to smooth

out prices via supply manage-

ment that is, international coor-

dination of decisions on how
much to produce and sell," said

Professor lames Boyce. who
teaches development economics

and environmental economics.

With coffee giants like Kraft,

Nestle, Proctor & Gamble, and

Sara Lee each having their hands

on SI billion plus in annual sales,

according to ICO, and cheap

prices being grabbed from across

the globe, though, an agreement

will be difficult to achieve.

One solution has popped up

and is gaining popularity by the

coffee cup.

'The main small farmers that

have been able to withstand the

crisis are those that are part of

marketing cooperatives that are

supplying 'niche' markets, such

as organic coffee producers,"

said Deere. "This is why the Fair

Trade movement in the U.S. is so

important and should be expand-

ed."

Fair Trade, an alternative

method to insure buyers and con-

sumers quality coffee and pro-

vide farmers with appropriate

benefits, is gaining attention and

has many coffee fiends becoming

fair trade-only addicts.

C'offrc. »ho\»n hcTt still in pUnt form. i» the world'* *rci>nd nH>»t

valuable tominoditv cxpt>ricd by Jrvi-lopinf; countries.

OHermanMiUer
uimmaattMa

UHEC Vtndor

LEXINGTON
i.nori'

Buyers (^ •Sellers of QualitM

yVfU' 6^' Used Office Tumtturf

r>"siirii 6c SjVKf PLuinni;: 4 Inst.ill.itvuks

Fiirnitiirr- IViitJ & ba-sinu # r.uK-l S\sU iiis

V'u ^ R«iii.m>if.ntiirc<1

Eric Bascom 413.746.3064
aric*l«xingtongrouplnc . co«

380 Union St., West Springfield, MA 01089

Fam Trade and local

Fair liadc, by seeking to bal-

ance the inequalities found in

free trade, is made up of several

criteria. Small-scale farmers,

while receiving a larger sum per

coffee pound, are part of demo-

cratically run cooperatives. This

means the growers themselves

are involved in making decisions

and communicating with buyers.

Middlemen involved in the buy-

ing process who often take profit

for themselves are taken out of

the picture, and farmers have

direct access to the market.

But while Fair Trade labels

have been popping up in coffee

shops around the country, includ-

ing in coffee chains such as

Starbucks and Dunkin Donuts,

Dean Cycon of Dean's Beuu. a

Fair Trade coffee roaster based in

Orange. Mass., said there arc two

forms of Fair Trade hitting the

market

Formal Fair Trade, as he calls

It, IS when businesses buy coffee

beans under Fair Trade regula-

tions. Often, though, only one

percent or less of the coffee

bought by these companies is

certified Fair Trade.

"If it is less than one percent,

how much of a commitment arc

they really making?" said Cycon
"... it is a shame that these busi-

nesKS Slop there — they don't

tell the public about the other 99

percent."

The Fair Trade movement, as

Cycon calls it. is a much broader

commitment, including roasters

and importers that buy only Fair

Trade, and commit to practices

that improve life for farmers.

Dean's Beans is a leader of the

Fair Trade coffee movement,

beginning in 1993 with the goal

to model how a for-profit busi-

ness can work to heal communi-

ties that it relates to.

The cooperatives of farmers

working with Dean's Beans and

The Interdepartmental Program In Film Studies

lni\er$ity of Massachusetts Amherst

Congratulates

the Film Studies Certificate Student Nominees
for the

4th Annual

Michael S. RoifAward

in Film Studies
for Exceptional Creativity andAccomplishment

Co-Winners

Ben Garry ('04, "Move")

Christopher O'Coin ('04, "The Making of Codes")

Honorable Mention

Paul Brennan ill ('04, "it's About This Girl")

Finalists

Esteban Argueilo ('04, "How the Walls Fell Down")

Zachary Max Cover ('05, "One Full Circle")

Sarah Daggett ('05, "Dumpster Diving")

Timothy William Hunt ('04, "Behind Blue Eyes")

Thomas O'Connell ('04, "C'est L'Amour")

Award Ceremony: Monday 1 7 May 2004

UiiOpm Herter 601 All are welcome.

David Torchiano. a senior computer system* cngincernK major,

People's Market in the Student Union.

other Fair Trade roasters reinvest

in community development,

often building schools or health

care facilities.

"Farmers desperately need the

money for community needs."

said Cycon.

Maintaining environmental

protection plans often goes hand-

in-hand with Fair Trade, as

Cycon explained thai coopera

lives that sell Fair Trade are often

also already organic coflee pro-

ducers. These farmers don't use

pesticides and typically grow

their coffee in the shade of a

taller forest canopy, which pro-

vides habitat for m ildlite. such as

songbirds.

"Fair Trade helps farmers to

nuintain sustainable systems ol

agriculture," said Calli Genzale.

the coffee buyer for People's

Market. Genzale explained that

farmers not working with Fair

Trade are pressured by the mai

ket and end up raping their land

to produce more plantN

People's Market, a coopera-

tive founded almost W years ago

on the ideals of socially cons«.ious

consumerism, is one of thou-

sands of food retailers to support

fair trade.

"It IFair Trade coffeel can be

a little more expensive, but it is a

much more quality product."

said Genzale. "As more people

become aware of the benefits that

come from fair and just trade, we

can support thai, and bv being

adds cream io hi^ >. m- . i>ffee at

Marta dd Poto, a Hupank literature and linKui^t* tsraduair »iu

dent, pours hrfMrlf a cup o< jiie.

dedicated to that cause we can

make a change, just b> saying

how important that i"<

"

People's Market buys their

coffee from Equal Exchange, a

cooperative providing retailers

with Fair Trade coffc-c. Curu-ntly

over I W coffee roaster*, and

dinMitMtllay24'
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the books,
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iinpsirters all over the country are

licensed to sell Fair Trade coffee,

according to TransFair USA. the

only US. Fair Trade certification

organization

Black Sheep, a local Amherst

cafe, also offers Fair Trade coffee

bought from Oean'tr^iksiiVi,

~tt is iiiiporiant to support

liable pcactice>. Fair Trade

.^ :;»^ Is one we arc able to do. It

1^ available now. aiKl we are com-
niiticd to it." xaid IX'li Maiuger.

.'sluiriiion Weiland. "Were not

going to make a pretty penny

without making sure workers are

paid decently."

Weiland said that local

\mhcrst coffee-goers appreciate

lair Trade coffee, and many
^ome to Blavk Sh«.t.-p sptvifically

looking for it.

"Students can participate in

getting the movement out, stu-

dents can go into coffee shops

and ask for fair trade," said

C ycon. "Colleges should make a

formal stand . it's up to stu

dents to inform them, it's up to

students to say here's what's

available and commit to doing

•Mimcthing that is really in syiK

with their values."

But while awareness in many
parts of America, like .Amherst, is

increasing, it is still desperately

needed elsewhere. Women like

Klvira and Gloria are still wait-

ing, and the challenge to make
coffee work for all, still remains

TONIGHT!!

Short Cuts Sixth Annual

publication porlyi

Live readings by authors!

Free food and dnnks\

Come, enjoy and be

the firtt to gat your

free copy of Sftort Cuts'

Thursday, May 13th

7:00 pm
Campus Center 162-175

Running Out of

Room?
Roomate Invading

Your Space?

Brand new concrete

and steel

College sized stor-

age units $26/mo

Greenfield Secure

Storage
1135 Bernardston Rd.

413-775-0074

.T-UMASS AMHERST
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES OFFICE

Helping students protect their right.s for over 30 years

Ft^e Le^l Advice,

Eleferrals, Repre-sentation and Counseling

for UMASS Students

Student & Worker Rights. Family & Criminal Law,

Landlord/Tenant & Consumer Disputes

Call 545-1995

or stop in at 922 Campus Center
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EditorialOpinion
Thursday, May 1 5, 2004 Editorial@dailycollegian.com

Maintaining our

dignity and honesty
In the past eight months this University

has seen numerous changes in not only its

ruling bodies, but also in the way in which

the University as an educational community

functions.

Both the University and the Massachusetts

Daily Collegian have been tested throughout

the year by events ranging in scope from local

incidents such as the Southwest residential

area riots and the tumultuous Student

Government Association elections to the

larger issues of the world community today,

such as the war in Iraq. It is with a sense of

pride that we say that, though many may have

taken exception to some of the decision we

made as a newspaper, we never shied from

our journalistic duties.

We remained as unbiased as possible in

our presentation of the day's news and did

our very best in exploring and illuminating

the local area's wealth of events that were of

possible interest to our readership.

Though we already strive to continually do

the very best for our readers within the limi-

tations of our journalistic code, there is

always room for improvement. It will be a

process that will continue into the 2004-2005

school year and beyond. It is not a job that

we as journalists can do on our own. To hone

our paper and elevate it to ever higher levels

of excellence will require not only hard work

from within the paper but also diligence from

our readership. Constructive criticism on any

aspect of the paper is constructive and bene-

ficial not only to us but to the community as

a whole who will be better served by a

strengthened publication

Though we have a responsibility to our

readers, in that we are required to provide

them with the news, and opinions of the day,

it has been the case of late that disagreeable

opinions are sometimes aired through us. In

addition to the responsibility of putting forth

information we are also responsible for ensur-

ing a certain level of diversity in what we put

out to the public, and that includes even those

opinions and stories that you as a reader may

not personally support or wish to read.

It is in the hopes of a continued strong and

close relationship with our readers that we
close the 2003-2004 academic year with

pride and eagerness to begin the next with

renewed vigor and diligence

Lmtgned edttunah represent the majority

opinion of the Massaihui,etti> Daily Collegian

Editorial Board.

Here, now, and the rest of our lives

{liiakeih

Caiter

S
Throughout

the course our

lives, it seems

we are conlinu

ally asked.

"What are you

going to be

wfu-n vou grow

up.'" Over the

years, while the

answer invari-

ably changes,

one thing doesn't: the question

itself.

As college students, that's

what we're all here trying to do
— we're trying to answer this

question to the best of our ability,

with (he ht^pes that we can later

on live with our prior conclusion.

It wasn't very long ago

when I changed my answer to

this question, and I took at>out

20 minutes out of my day to

switch my major, and to shift

the course that I hope my life

will take. In retrospect, it's

really rather strange how little

time it took me to create such a

large change. I walked nerv-

ously down Machmer Hall,

searching for the anthropology

department. My heart was
beating in my chest so loud I

could hear it in my ears, and

my mothers voice was echoing

in my head "What are you

going to do with an anthropol-

ogy major?"
Despite this, my mind was

made up. I was changing my
life, switching majors and

there was no turning back. Its

strange to think about a major

switch in those terms: howev

er, that is what we're doing

here at college. We are decid-

ing now the paths we are going

to walk later in life.

Some of us come to college

with majors already, and some

of us don't, but one way or

another we're all here to nuke
a life for ourselves, and part of

creating a future is making

decisions in the present time

When junior year inevitably

comes— like it or not — we all

must finally answer the dread-

ed question. 'What is your

major?"
Two years ago. (when I was

a freshmen) the answer was

simple. 'I'm a political science

major, and when I graduate I'm

going to law school "
It seemed

clear cut enough, my parents

were happy and I thought I was

loo.

Some of US come to

college with majors

already, and some

of us don*t, but one

way or anottier we

are all here to make

a life for ourselves,

and part of creating

a future is making

dedsKNis— both

great and small —
in ttie present time.

Yet. after time and research,

much to the dismay of my par-

ents. I began to rcali/c that

being lawyer is something I per-

sonally could never allow myself

to become. Like so many others

who have realized they need to

switch their majors. I found

myself was left alone with one

question echoing in my mind

and it kept asking over and over.

"What are you going to do with

your life."

I was horrified — I had

always bceii the girl with a plan.

Yet, time and education had

revealed to me my former

naivete about myself, and while

I was glad to recognize that the

law was not for me. I wasn't

very sure what was.

I was lost, and with little time

left before junior year was upon

me I felt as if I was running full

speed ahead without a plan. I sat

around thinking about the

things I like to do. trying to envi-

sion myself 20 years in the

future, and where I wanted to

be. For a while, I hoped some-

one else wwuld give me the

answer, it '•erttied loo large a

decision to make on my own.

I asked friends, family, even

sunk to the depths of buying a

career assessment test online

(which was worthless, don't

waste your money I. yet nothing

yielded an answer. It was a

choice I had to make on my
own. And eventually I did make

the choice.

I decided on anthropology,

and I'm happy with that. \m I

100 percent posiii\e that this is

the right major for me? No. In

truth. I'm not totally sure, but

that's just the point. We can

never know exactly what is right

for the future - I don't care

what Mis< Cleo says.

In the end. I decided I would

try to pursue the course that I

felt would bring me the most

happiness.

Although I can't be sure that

it will work out exactly as I have

pictured, cynicism be damned. 1

keep hope that it will turn out

well in the end.

Elizabeth Carter is a

Collegian columnist

Our neighbor to the north

deserving of our respect

More than just a teacher
Mr Barstow's

H-Block Mark-

eting class was

lull, and I was-

n't on the list.

My guidance

counselor
informed me
that there was

no way I'd

make it into

the class, so I

didn't really know what to expect

when I arrived unannounced on

that fateful Monday afternoon. I

walked over to the man leaning

against the desk in front of the

room and said. "Hi, I'm Leah

Wyner I'm not exactly on the list,

but ..." I trailed off.

"fXMi't worry about it at all!

It's very nice to meet you Ms. W.,

I'm Mr Barstow." he said with a

smile. "Have a seat, it's great to

have you in the class."

Barely five hours into my jun-

ior year. I was already confused.

It's common for teachers to wel-

come students to the first day of

class, but Mr B. seemed to mean

it more than most I had known

him for five minutes, but I could

already tell. It was strange, even

foreign amidst all the unexcited,

bored, uninterested teachers I

was used to. But I realized right

away that Mr B. truly cared

I was on the brink of the most

difficult year of my scholastic

career, absolutely terrified abiHii

the prospect of graduation, col

lege. aiHi the challenges that lie

ahead. Then there was Mr.

Barstow.

He had all the qualities you

look for in a teacher, and in a

friend He was fun. interesting,

intelligent, enthusiastic, trustwor

thy, wise aixl kind. But what

touched me on that first day of

class was how real he was. and

how much he meant what he

said. Mr B assigned homework

every day without fail, but it was-

n't like any homework I'd ever

seen.

'Ladies and gc-nilctnen. your

honK-work today is to take care of

yoursetf in all ways Do your

homework.'] he'd say. Mr B. was

. JTfferent from all other teachers

because not only did he mean

that, he made sure to assign it

every day, because he really want-

ed us to do it. I was captivated by

him. Here was a man who truly

wanted make a difference.

One of our assignments was

to go through magazines to find

and present examples of 10

advertising principles. I had been

completely swamped with home
work, and I'd only found five I

felt absolutely horrible, but I

asked Mr. B if I could present

another day. and I'll never forget

his response.

"It's okay, I understand that

this isn't the only class you have.

Hang in there, and remember,

we're all in this together"

And we were all in it together,

because with respect, under-

A large aspect of

education is about

making the grades,

but there's so

much more to it

than that It's about

the relationships

you make, ttie

ways you grow, ttw

skills you learn

staivling. compasskxi, aivl kiiul-

ness, Mr B turned a group of

students more diverse than the

characters of "The Breakfast

Club' into a cxxnmunity.

Over the course of the semes-

ter. Mr. B. accomplished the

impossible He captured the

interests and the hearts of every

single one of his students I

learned more about marketing

than I thought possible in a high

school elcxtivc class, but what's

more important is si hat I learned

along the way

He taught me that going to

school doesn't have to be a miser-

able cxperietKe. It's not a dis

giuabk. chore that has to be

endured. Rather, it s an opporluni

ly to be taken iHJ\anlage of

School is iK>t about surviving until

graduation, it's about wfiat hap

pens along the way. Teachers

aren't the enemy, they're iheiv to

be a part of something special.

Students are at a place in their

lives where not everything is

decided for them. We've all felt it.

and it's scary. Suddenly oven ikci

sion you make is yours aloiK'. and

your future is in your own hand -

It's an incredibly important tunc

for students, and teaching tiKiii as

they prepare lor life's tasks iihcad

is a very diflicull. but rewaitliti>'

job. Mr B. knew better than any

one that as a teacher, he was a part

of something truly extraordinary,

and that he had the oppoiiunily to

contribute to an exciting ami sig-

nificant time in our lives.

Mr B forever changed my out

kx)k on teachers, learning, school,

and life, and in the process, helped

me figure out the kind of peisoii I

wanted to be. I've never iik-I any-

one who cared as whokheartedly

as Mr B. did about his stutk-nis

He was passionate, tonsiderdtc.

and more. He wanted iikmv than

anything to make our cxperieiKcs

in his class enriching and worth

while He had so much to give, but

at the sanK time kiww thai Ik'

could leani a k)t from us It was ^o

refreshing and invigorating In fit»«l

someone so genuine.

Its far too easy to forget, ainl

become kjst in the stivsslul wo»ld

of term papers, exams. ,iikI grade

point averages. Lvery si> often yuu

need to step back and ienKinlKT

that that's nol what it's all about.

A brge aspect of cdu^aiioit is

about making the giades. hut

there's so much iiK>re u« it than

that, lis about the lelatKntships

you make, the ways you grow, the

skills you kam. It's about the con-

tradictions, mistakes, and siKtess-

es li's about lir>ding nut who vou

are. and wiio you want lo K- Hut

more importantly, its alxHil iIk-

people that touch your heail.

So think about that whi-n

you're writing papers, siudving •i>r

finals, and taking tests It may ni>t

always seem like it, but you'ie purl

of something itKicdibk-

Remember, we are all in this

together And ladie* arvd jH'ilrtt'-

men. make sure to do yiKir home
work.

I.eah Wvnrr o j liilliyuin

columnist.

The black column

Who wants to be a Canadian? I sure don't. I

mean, if you live in

Canada, you must live in some sort

of igloo. I've never met anyone in an

igloo, but 1 know I wouldn't be wearing

my good heels in any such establish

taking a step back and merely watching other

nations nuke themselves into billion dollar

debts, that they can come out without a

lorun Utirrinntnn stitch of hatred towards them from any
jafyn HaffingiOn

^^^^^ ^^^.^^^ ^^^^ ^^^.^,p, America, we

still find some wav to criticize their hum-

ment. Furthermore. Canadians are just a bunch

of hockey freaks and Mouniies. guzzling beers

and saying things such as "aboot" and "eh?"

Since when do I, an American. as.sociate with

such backwards individuals?

Fortunately for any Canadians, I was just kid

ding. I personally think Canada is a fine country,

a country far wiser than its years. Essentially, it's

the Americans you need to watch out for.

Canadians, or, "our friendly neighbor to the

North" as they are commonly referred to. aren't

really any different from the average U.S. citizen

on the surface. But if you delve deeper into the

Canadian spirit, you find things Americans have

overlooked for centuries.

When was the last time Canada was in a war

with another country?

Never. Canadians are seemingly too good for

that fighting stuff. Americans on the other hand,

can't seem to keep their hands to themselves,

constantly provoking other counties and essen-

tially getting involved in things they should just

simply ignore. Vietnam? The "war" on terror-

ism? I don't think there is anything left to say.

Canada ignores outside conflict, and if we are

so much better than them, why can't we follow

suit? Canada has proven that you don't need to

be a tyrannical nation in order to gain a spot in

international politics, they have found that in

bling. peaceful ways.

America can't even provide healthcare and

prescription drugs to its citizens through an

affordable means. Canada can. If Canada is so

awful, why does it one up us yet again?

Lawmakers in the U.S. even support Americans

if they chose to cross the border into Canada or

order their prescription drugs from Canada.

It's seemingly the only way in which they the

average American can attain them in a reason-

ably affordable means. Furthermore, do you

think your tuition bill is outright outrageous?

Well, move to Canada. At least their universities

are subsidized so you don't owe your lirst-born

or necessary limbs to a government that proba-

bly owns those already after you went to a rou-

tine doctor's visit. Socialism, it's nol just some

crazed idea the Chinese had, it's a practice, and

it works. Canada has proven it.

Essentially, what I am trying to say is Canada

deserves to be more than a punch line to a series

of bad jokes. We are the joke, why are we all of

a sudden trying to flip things around? We need

to realize that just because a country isn't exact

ly like us, it doesn't make it any less of a success.

Maybe I'm speaking for myself here but Canada

doesn't seem half bad. just stay away from those

"Frenchies." Canadians don't like them either.

faryn Harrington is a ilMass student.

I stand before you today —
well my goofy picture stands

before you today — to announce

my retirement as a Collegian

columnist Everyone wants to

retire on top. |ay-Z did it

Michael lordan did it twice. The

Fraggles did it. And now. DMX is

doing it (and in his honor, I plan

on treating this column like a

DMX radio edit, meaning every

potential swear will be replaced

by a WHAT, an UH. or any sound made by a dog».

So I figured I should weigh my options too.

I mean, how could mv life get any better right

now? I've got almost $^o6 in my bank account ( ^0-

packs instead of bars). I'm graduating into the

wonderful world of unemployment (OK. 12-packs

instead of bars). I'm moving home for the summer

(living behind bars). And I have two — yes. two —
coupons in my glove compartment for a free Happy

Ending Sundae with the purchase of any Friendly 's

Supermelt. What else could I need''

Actually, I could use a little less complaining

from everyone as this year draws to a close (and

this isn't a complaint, it's a critique). I understand

that the amount of work given to us college stu-

dents in the last few weeks is the equivalent of giv-

ing Frankie from "Real World: San Diego" a set of

steak knives as a wedding gift. It's just asking us to

freak out. But the papers and finals are no excuse

to lose your damn minds and forget about AOL
Instant Messenger etiquette.

I'm sure you've all seen it happening in our shel-

tered little AIM world. Away messages like "Sooo

much work to do! (annoying slanted mouth face)"

litter the Internet like upside-down ice cream cones

in our dining hall stairwells. But guess what?

You're not alone. We all have (WHAT) to do. so

shut the (RUFF) up.

This is college. The real world needs a way to

differentiate the gcKxl-looking. qualified people

from the ugly, unqualified people. And even though

the hippies at Hampshire College haven't figured

that out yet (nol thai it matters, they tall in the ugly,

unqualified group anyway), this is why we need

grades. To get grades, we need to take tests. And.

for most people, to take tests, we need to study

Everyone who isn't complaining about work is

turning their profile into a nostalgic Vitamin-C-

Graduation-Song yearbook quote. For anyone who

hasn't figured this out yet, yearbooks do nol exist to

help us remember They exist to help us remember

what we'd love to forget: braces, bangs, cliques,

tapered jeans, lunch ladies with bad teeth... and

cheesy yearbook quotes. We didn't know any better

back then, and that's what made these things OK.

But as wc go on ... we remember ... all the limes

we .. had together ... and as our lives change ...

we should realize that we were losers back then and

know not to repeat these mistakes. So calm down

with the quotes, the thank you's. and the BFF's

(Best friends forever).

I think Snoop Dogg said il best: "It's cool to

grow old " Despite what recent alumni may have

told you, growing up isn't that bad. Next year, our

precious current freshmen won't be able to say. "I

went to a frat last night." without being hassled by

their friends, while mo>t current sopht»nK>res will

be abk to enter Liquors 44 without K-ing ha^skd

by the cops. Current juniors, on the ollui hand,

will learn the art of sneaking a keg into I'liUion

Village, while coming to the realization that tiicnd

ship is actually based on walking distance, as doim

hallway friendships cease to exist when the hallw.iv

ceases to exist. But no matter what, you kills will

never again cxperknce a Hobart Hoedown as it \\.i~

meant to be.

Seniors are going through something a bii ilil

ferent. Were realizing that college isn't neccss.iiilv

about reading books or writing papiTs or going out.

it's about the people we meet along the wav (iIk:

soundtrack to this portion of Matts ci'lumn i-

brought to you by Sarah McljK'hlan)

Regardless of where we end up lour iiKntths

from now. there exists this intangible. unmisiakaWc

ltH.'ling among us that from now on. ridicul»uislv

overcrowded bars wont be quite as stomach abK .

greasy calzones won't be quite as edible, and I he

OC" wont be quite as watchable.

We don't wanna grow up. We're UMass kills.

There's a million girls and boys at LIMass thai v\c

can play with. This environment may have been dil

licult to enter, but it's going to be absolute lull lo

leave, and like it or not. we are big kids now. ^ctt

thought finals sucked. Well, now it's time to wuiiy.

Wc have to worry about how many years must pass

I think Snoop Dogg said it

best 'It's cool to grow old;

Despite what recent alumni

may have told you, growing

up isnt all that bad.

before we're not cool anymore. We have to worrv

about when we must stop wearing American I aj'lo

and start wearing Eddie Bauer, as well as stop wear

ing undershirts and start letting our gross chesi ban

creep above the lop button. We have to worry il it s

OK that one day we will ask our granddaughter to.

Please hand me mv Dr Dre CD. Iionev." And wc

have to worry about turning our tassels to ihe side,

turning our brims to the front, and tumiii;; our

backs on four amazing years in Amherst.

So. say your goodbyes as if your diploma pre-

pared you for them. Say goodbye to vour fi lends.

The ones who are worth it will stick aiouiul

anywat Say goodbye to the one that got away.

Maybe you've met her already, or mayh* voii're

vears avvay from the moment you wish you hadn't

met her at all. Say good riddance to enemies.

RA's. and skateboarders on campus who never

land a danm trick. Some people will leave thai

you wish to God wouldn't, and some thai von

wish had peaced out years ago will stick au'iiiul

to bother you until the day you die Ihal's jiisi

how it works.

.As all great things come to an end. so must this

column, and with it my wiiting caieei. Or lieller

yet, (CiRRR) it. See you next fall.

Mall Rrochu is a Collegian columnist.
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The other day. one of

my best friends asked

me if 1 was proud of

myself for getting this

far. for being so close to

graduation. I had no
choice but to say. "Yes,"

but it doesn't seem like

those question can be

answered with one sim-

ple word.

There is a sense of

accomplishment when you get to this

point in your college career. F.verything

finally becomes clear when you sit

down to take your last final exam, turn

in your last paper or — for me — write

your last column or photograph your

last concert for The Collegian. And. all

of a sudden, you realize that this is it.

You're finally finished.

Ill be the first to admit that I never

thought I'd get here.

\ lot of people in my life wrote me
off when I dropped out of college in

l*»99. telling me that the longer I stayed

away, the less chance there was that I

would ever go back. Its hard, they all

said, to return to school as an older stu-

dent; hard to be surrounded by people

four and five years younger that don't

have a true grasp on how the real world

works. And, even if you do go back.

you'll never stay. Because. I heard con-

stantly, you don't have the patience to

stay still long enough to finish this; you

didn't when you started, and you don't

now.

This is me proving them all wrong.

I've come a long way in my life, been

through a lot of things I'd never care to

repeal. That's not to say I would trade

any of my days for less turbulent ones,

because 1 wouldn't. Each event that I

have survived has made me who I am
today. And I might not like who I was.

and I might have no idea about what it

is I'm doing with my life, but love tiie

woman I am becoming

I am not fearless, but I'm not afraid

of what lies before me. because I kiK>w

I'm not alone.

I have found the best kind of friends

— not only at UMass, but in my jour-

neys while gone. too. They have accept-

ed me for who I am. without judgrneni

or censure. They listen to me when I

lose my cool over the most idiotic situ-

ations. They offer hugs when I sob the

kind of tears that only frustration can

bring, and patient ears when I rant and

rave about, well, anything. They waich

as mischievous smiles dance around the

comers of my mouth as I prepare to tell

my latest tale of adventure. They love

me And. more importantly, they

encourage me. Without them. I can

assure you that I would not be standing

at the edge of my future, ready to face

whatever comes my way.

And they will be there to help catch

me if I fall off that edge.

For the first time in my life, I don't

know what happens next. As a kid,

there was always something: elemen-

tary school led to middle school, which

led to high school and on to college.

There was always a plan. Even when I

ly like an ending, and the college ver-

sion of me is preparing for my final

farewell. I spent this year counting

down a series of lasts — last fall semes-

ter, last winter and spring breaks, last

spring semester, last final exams. The

last chance to take that class I always

wanted to take but could never fit in my

schedule, with that professor that every-

one always talked about. I never did get

But, I cant focus on the things I didn't do.

Because, it's the things I did do that matter. And

what I have done is finally, finally, finished

something I started.

wasn't in school. I was always going

back, so I never had to worry about

what the future held. I always said Id

figure that out when the time came

Well, now it's here, and I siill don't have

a clue. What comes after college gradu-

ation'.' Other than working for the next

4U-plus years, with only a two-week

vacation to break up the monotony of

life'.'

Cotlege is the beginning of the rest

of your life, right? So, maybe I should

look at the end of my UMass days as

another new start. Only, it feels strange-

to study abroad.

But, I can't focus on the things I did

n't do. Because, it's the things I did do

that matter And what I have done is

finally, finally, finished something I start-

ed. Ihave no idea where I am going or

what I will do when I get there, and the

onl\ thing certain in my life is its uncer-

tainty. But. I'm okay with that, because

noi knowing can be its own adventure.

So, am I proud of myself.' You're

damn right ! am.

Emilie Duggan was a Collegian

columnist
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One last parting shot
"There is no

Everything

Everything

There is no

turning back now
you've ever wanted

is in this moment
turning back now"

-Shinedown

Dan

lamotfie So. I'm graduating.

After four years,

hundreds of stories, and more than 50

columns. I'm walking away from the

University of Massachusetts and The
Massachu.setts Daily Collegian with a

journalism degree, a big ol' book of

newspaper clippings and several

internships under my belt — all things

that have helped me land a home (at

least temporarily) at The Republican

newspaper in Springfield.

Big deal.

As cool as all of that is for someone
like me (read: a blue collar journalist),

in the grand scheme of things, what

does it really mean? There's a simple

answer for that: me finding a job right

out of school doesn't mean crap.

I know it. You know it. Eunice, that

nice lady spooning the mashed pota-

toes at the dining hall — she knows

that finding your first job doesn't

mean crap, too.

Why? Because if walking through

the doors of a professional newspaper

is the greatest thing I can pull off in

my entire lifetime, then frankly, I real-

ly haven't accomplished shit.

That isn't to say I'm not thankful

for the opportunities I've had at the

University of Massachu.setts — I am.

And it's not to say I'm unhappy with

what I'll be doing next year — that

wouldn't be true, either

What it is to say. though, is that

although I'm feeling pretty happy

right now with the opportunities I've

got, I'm recognizing something that I

feel too many seniors forget: graduat-

ing college and finding a job isn't the

end of the road and the ultimate prize,

it's barely a step toward getting off the

runway.

In journalism, getting off that run-

way usually means a hell of a lot of

hard work, something that is lost on

many people who criticize The

Collegian regularly. In my four years at

the paper, I've heard it all. I've lis-

tened to students, professors and

members of the professional media

trash The Collegian for decisions its

editors have made. I've watched as the

paper gets called out for being too

conservative by ALANA, too liberal

by key members in the Student

Government Association, and too

sloppy by just about everyone else.

And at times, they'd all be right.

That doesn't take away from all the

good things we have accomplished,

though. One thing that I'll always

take great pride in is being a long-

standing member of a staff that con-

sistently did a lot with little. No, this

newspaper isn't The Boston Globe or

The New York Times. What you hold

in your hands, though, is a longstand-

ing University institution that takes

great pride in doing its best to pro-

duce something worth reading every

day. Sometimes we succeed and some-

times we fail, but it's the consistent

effort we make and the improvising

with limited resources that we do that

keeps us competitive with the best

college newspapers in the country.

Am I biased when I say that? Yeah,

probably. For the majority of us who
spend our lives putting out this news-

paper, though. The Collegian is much
more than what shows up in print —
it's an identity. It's a distraction when
you're down, a source of pride when
you're happy and a family when
you're alone. People have called The

Collegian a clique, but that's never

seemed fair to me simply because the

majority of the people I have worked

with seemed to legitimately care

about one another You might think

working on a news layout at 2:30 in

the morning would suck your will to

live, but many people have stayed

with the job simply because of all the

personal and team satisfactions it

brings along the way.

I'd be one of those people. I'm the

dork who started saying I wanted to

write a long time ago, the one who
wore a felt hat and a fake press pass

to a career day in fifth grade. They

laughed at me. but that's OK. By the

time I got to high school. Id write for

just about any publication that would

give the space, regardless of how
many sports teams I was playing on or

how much homework I had. It mat-

tered to me.

I had no idea what I was in for

when I walked through the Collegian

doors in September 2000, though.

They may just be names to many on

campus now, but watching and read-

ing Collegian veterans — names like

Rob Schuize, Sam Wilkinson. Ryan

Benharris — is what sparked a passion

in me to contribute so much to some-

thing that seemed to have so much
purpose on this campus. I wanted to

write with the voice of Schulze. the

presence of Wilkinson, the wit of

Benharris. Who knows if I've pulled

that off or not. They had convictions

and took chances, though, and for

better or worse. I patterned myself

after them. The results aren't too bad,

if I say so myself.

Over the last four years, I've

served this paper — and by extension,

I'd like to think the community — as

a columnist, an ed/op editor, a news

editor, a police reporter, a features

writer, a managing editor, and lastly,

as a leader. I've shed tears at Ground
Zero, ducked bricks at a riot and

talked to famous musicians, all while

covering stories for The Collegian.

I've missed out on parties, bar trips,

dates and intramural games, and been

criticized, threatened and laughed at

for what I do.

Now that it's time to go, though, I

can honestly say I wouldn't have

changed a thing. Will I do this the rest

of my life? Maybe. I'm taking all of

my UMass experiences with me,

though, from participating in the

goofball Mr UMass Pageant last year

to meeting all kinds of random people

while chasing classic stories like

"Goat head found in sink." My mem-
ories and war stories of UMass will be

wackier than most.

So I thank you. All of you. You've

made growing up as a person and a

journalist on this campus a hell of a

lot of fun. and that's more than 1 ever

could have asked.

Dan Lamothe was the managing
editor of The Daily Collegian.

Blinded by
the light

I never meant to be the

Brandon Walsh type.

Excluding looks, it's hard

to be identified any other way
when you spend 85 percent of

your time in a newsroom.

Hear is my plea though:

Newspapers are what I do,

not who I am.

In fact, as I have worked
closer and closer to the news-

paper I have realized, what I

do and what my soul asks polarize on a daily

basis.

My dream to be a journalist has always

been an effort to fulfill my obsessions. The

Knicks drive me to be a sports reporter.

Reggae motivates me to become a music

writer Traveling to South Africa has stimu-

lated me to write about social justice and

race relations. And a girl with a skirt over

her pants inspired me to write a column like

this.

Still, the one thing I have always wanted

out of my writing is missing. For as long as I

have a conscious I have been searching for a

cathartic release. Being a writer, with a pas-

sion for expression through words, you

would think writing is my therapy. It is a

conundrum to me that it isn't. All it has done

though, is provide disappointment and many

times shame.

I am envious of those who can successful-

ly use their craft to keep their minds work-

ing smoothly. Joel can pick up his bass and

forget if the scene is ballsy or not. Dee Dee

can drop what she is doing at a dime and

sketch out the most beautiful specimen of a

human onto a canvas. |cn doesn't let a damn
thing affect her - a simple font change, a box

till or gradient can make a beautiful smile

appear
But me. I have yel to find something ther-

apeutic about what I do habitually I thought

newspaper work was helping me cope with

issues that haunt my mind routinely. But all

it does is mask them. They are still there

everyday.

I grew up a little different from the rest -

let's just say its tough having the not so ordi-

nary family life on the block when all your

friends in the affluent Brooklyn neighbor-

hood live in the shelter of their wealthy

nuclear families. It may sound trivial, but it

lakes a toll

Openly dreaming of becoming a journal-

ist was, and still is in some manner, my
escape. It provides hope for a change, a way

to block my inner-thought by covering and

analyzing others from head-to-toe.

Staying late after school to finish editing

I he high school paper was part of my laid

out path toward the hope of developing into

a professional journalist. In another light, it

was a way to not be home.

1W50^hour» a week that I have put into

Th. vTasvachu<»etts Daily Collegian this year

has been tfioth^way to continue on the

path and. in a way, a channel to express my
creativity. However, when I leave the

cracked-out. asbestos-filled basement I am
only reminded of all the things that suffocate

my soul The past, the future, the support

system, the golden lady.'

I can't help to ask to myself. Why do I

spend so much effort and time to develop a

skill (writing) or a product (The Collegian)

as if it's what cures me. when all it does is

create a disguise for the things in life I

should face with the same exertion?

And yet. I know it's easier to be distract-

ed than face-up

But then again. I don't think this is all

that bad. We all use tangible things to dis-

tract us from our thoughts. I just want to

make sure I don't forget my thoughts in the

hvsteria of making a deadline.

Glen Sirauh was the Arts &. Living Editor

"You ain't gonna

miss your water, until

your well runs dry."

'Robert Nesta Marley

Through the looking glass

"'Let's pretend the glass has got all soft like gauze, so that

we can get through ...'

"She was up on the chlmney-plece while she said this, though

she hardly knew how she had got there. And certainly the glass

was beginning to melt away, just like a bright silvery mist."

-Lewis Carroll,

-Through tho Looking Glass (And What Alice Pound There)"Jennifer

[astwood

During my junior year of high school, a girl I'd

known since fifth grade gave me a birthday card.

Nothing fancy, just simple tidings of my reaching

age 16.

Rumor had it she was a lesbian. Worse yet,

rumor had it she liked me.

My friends taunted me about this. All in good

fun, of course, but something inside said I had to

prove I was not accepting of this card, this girl, or

any affection she would ever show me. In an exag-

gerated display, I tore the greeting before my

friends and vowed never to speak with her again.

I never did. Not even five and half years later

when I saw her in a bookstore back home in

Wilkes Barre, Penn. As I snuck a glance at her

then, my face rcddenwl, and I felt so ashamed of

shunning her those years ago.

So ashamed of turning on her to divert atten-

tions from me.

And so ashamed of for so long internalizing dis-

gust with myself as a lesbian

1 came to the University of Massachusetts ques-

tioning when my stage of losing women would

end. and I had no intention on admitting it to any-

one, let alone myself.

But in junior year, 1 found myself in Arlene

Avakian's social autobiography course and faced

with a choice: to write about myself as I am or as I

had always pretended to be I struggled, alone,

with this decision and finally wrote down the truth.

It was amazing.

I wanted to share my happiness, my identity,

with others from that moment on. Over the next

six months, I revealed myself to the three people

who n>ean the most to me and found love and sup-

port I was pleased, but unsure where I couU go

from there.

But what I never expected was to come out to

anyone at The Massachusetts Daily Collegian. All

of ui women in the newsroom have always fallen

into one of two categories: incompetent or an

exception to the rule.

By freshmen year, I realized the nice girls did

their work on time and left quietly. Only the bitch-

es argued. I was nice. By sophomore year, I saw

that women who spoke in meetings endured skep-

tic looks from their male counterparts. Only the

brave spoke. I was silent. But by junior year, I

found others who noticed these trends, and we

found support in each other

This year, I did come out to some. It felt unnat-

ural not to, for I knew I was withholding them and

myself from potentially deeper friendships. And I

didn't lose their respect in the process. Knowing

that I'm a lesbian didn't take away from the quali-

ty of all my work; it just added another dimension

to my personality.

Around the same time, I began realizing I had

gotten myself to a position at the paper too politi-

cally important not to expose my full identity.

When 1 saw that girl from high school those few

ntKMiths ago, I could feel the change within me.

(>ily she and I really knew ho\* I had treated her,

and I could have kept it that way.

But I didn't M> best friend, the only friend

who I afterward let read my autobiography from

Arlene s class, was there to listen to my story.

In the last four years, I've learned that I can

keep my identity lo myself and survive, but that

I'm so much happier when I share it

It's been scary to write this. But all year when

I've looked at my reflection in a mirror, I've see a

writer a woman, an artist, a lesbian and a iHrwspa-

per editor

It's about time I share that.

lennifer Eastwood was editor in chief of The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian and graduates

from the Lniivrsity of Massachusetts as a /oumal

ism and \*'omen's studies major and a profound

admirer of fairy tales.

Leaving UMass-Amherst
A> I. a proud University of

Massachusetts. Amherst stu-

dent, prepare to leave college

and head into the "real world* I

have come to realize map\
things. These realizations seem

to have been developing in my
subconscience for the last three

years because I have known that

I would be graduating

this May, but I never

reached the level of

conscienceness as I

have achieved today.

I assume many, like myself,

who are getting ready lo gradu-

ate either don't know what step

to take next, or maybe have

found a job. but don't want to be

tied down for life. As for me. I

am ready to change the world!

Many would argue that this is

only a reaction to not knowing

what the real woHd is going to

bring me. Some may say. "this is

only a phase." or "once you're

out of college, you'll realize you

cant do anything to make the

world a better place."

Well I say, just because you,

the people in the "real' world,

chose this path, doesn't mean

that the next generation of hope-

ful college graduates will follow

suit.

THE GRADUATING CLASS
OF 2004 IS A GROUP OF
CARING, INTELLECTUAL.
HUMANITARIAN, and even

ENVIRONMENTALIST, people

who have the power lo change

ANYTHING we want

It's funny because wfien we
were little, we were always told

we can be anything or

achieve anvthing. if we

reilllCll lOffeS put our minds to it.—^—~""~"~ Once we're near the end

ol high school, we have high

expectations for college, but are

told to study to find a secure

job, within some "think tank."

where the only thinking we will

do is useless in the big scheme of

things. We are rarely told that

we should focus on becoming

more active in society, and learn

about the real subjects that mat

ter to humans and the world as

whole. We arc rarely told to

develop our own ideas, beliefs

and even own culture. The key

here is to develop them, not just

think. Everyone thinks, but tak-

ing the initiative is the problem.

So the point of this article is

to make it known that we are the

generation who can and will

change the United Slates, thus

the rest of the world will follow.

as we are often the leader We
don't need to have all ihe solu-

tions to make changes. We need

to maintain intercMs in subject*

and Issues thai arc importani lor

us as a town of Amherst ilikc

the Coca-Cola contract situa-

tion), as residents of the slate of

Massachusetts (budget cuts to

education), as citizens of the

United States ( war in Iraq,

amongst a long list of other

problems), and as people of the

World (as corporations turn

international to maximize prof-

its, while exploiting the people

in developing countries who
have no labor unions, and can-

not afford lo live outside the

box).

University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, you have done a great

job of opening the mind of one

graduating, astronomy major,

from California, who came to

Massachusetts on the flip of a

coin, as an impressionable out-

of-siater. to a Red Sox loving

person who enjoys the change of

seasons, reached the goal of

earning a fine education, making

the next goal to change the

world one step at a time!

Fedrich Torres was a

Collegian graphic designer

Always avoid the mist
When the space of

four years winds down
to a matter of days,

\ou can do little

beyond reminisce.

When you're done

doing that, you can do

little more than

remember and recall

the best and the worst

of the most earth shat-

tering, the dullest, the

most meaningful and even the most

innocuous moments of the past set of

years.

College is supposed to go beyond

the teenage world where pubescent

bickering and sniveling and aimless

grandstanding still occurs. College is

supposed to be a step up from the

aimless wasting of time and effort on

looks, or image, or cliques and

cliches.

Instead, it is the same old story, as

if you were perpetually stuck in the

waiting area to a senior prom, where

every girl is peeking and peering to

see if anyone else has her style of

gown. In that same waiting area is a

group of guys, all in rented tuxedos,

seeing who has the hotter date or the

more outlandish limousine. This is

the precursor to college that we were

all supposed to grow out of.

Bitching and moaning be damned,

we were supposed to come to college

and eschew the immaturity that

plagued our high school years. But

those who make the grade and grab

the spotlight have instead perpetuat-

ed those superficial years. Now. with

four years of advanced learning under

their belts, most of the collegiate

celebrity-crowd, those who we

entrusted by vote or deed to take the

reins, are the mirror's shimmer of

that group stuck outside the prom —
allowing in the most selfish and the

most pretentious image of them-

selves.

What benefit has been served by

someone who can do more with their

time than just sit in a class, read a

book and pass a test, but chooses not

to act accordingly.

What benefit do we feel when

someone who shines so brilliantly

that they can attract the eye of even

the most discerning viewer, buries

everyone's trust deeper and deeper

into the ground till we are all so cov-

ered, so dark, that we can no longer

see the shine.

Blacked-out barons of misdeeds,

this rotten core of our peer group

consists of such a minute percentage

of everyone around us. There are

probably no more than a dozen peo-

ple who entirely mistreat the trust

they have been given and there arc

probably no more than twice that

who let it happen knowingly, but arc

too timid to step up and stop the

show.

And the bravest of all of us who
can stand up. who do speak up get

shot down. Rejected protestors, these

few are relegated to silence because

they were not chosen to hold the

leash.

But this is (he downside, the nega-

tive of four or so years where certain-

ly some positive exists. There arc peo-

ple who shape the lives and lifestyles

of each of us. Such personally

impacting types are harder to call

out. harder to describe in one sweep-

ing way.

For each of us they are so different

have done so far These are the most

genuine and intangible people that you

will meet and more than half the time

it will take you so long to realize they

matter that they will have gotten away,

without lime for you to thank (hem.

When it all wraps up it is (he lailer

group, the impacting thinkers and

doers and feelers who slopped your

heart or made your mind race that

matter .Ml the vapor of those who you

can notice simply because they are out

front will simply blow away. They were

harmless, delusional and so ephemeral

that in four more years they themselves

might realize what little change they

impacted.

Bitching and moaning be damned, we were

supposed to come to college and eschew the

immaturity that plagued our high school years.

that they cannot be categorized fairly

without leaving ou( everything they

arc.

They might be the heart-stopping

type, who you stumble across when

and where you least expect it. They

might be Ihe one or two people who

really made you stop and think about

what you want to do and what you

As a siren or a beacon, avoid the

mist; avoid the vapid leaders who have

squandered your time by grabbing

your attention. They will mean little

when your time is done, and you will

regret what effort vou exerted on their

behalf.

Sivtt l.ldridgc II is a fairly bitter

graduating senior
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Pharoahe,

M.O.P. hit

Pearl St.
By MoNiyi't JbMMorr

C"oLlEt.lAN SlAI-f

Northampton will be the vic-

tims of a double Krical assault

when Roc a Fella records'

MOP and Rawkus Records'

Pharoahe Monch perform at the

Pearl Street Nightclub Friday

night.

Pharoahe Monch. whose nwst

famous effort was the single

"Simon Says"

Irum his debut

album "Inter-

nal Affairs'

({•W^). has

been on a bit of

a hiatus Monch
got his Niart as

the other half

ol the hip-hop

duo Organized

Confusion —
who enjoyed

minor success

in the early '*X^

with their witty lyrics and concept

oriented LPs. such as 1^7 s

"The Equinox", where the entire

album wao through the lens of

two brothers. Life and Malice.

Label conflict, and the eventu-

al release of Organized Confusion

from their ctKitract ga'.

Ptiaruache the opportunity to put

sue a solo project

Aside frotii Inicmal Ml airs"

whkh garnered dcxent tuNi album

attention, a-aching Number 4 1 on

the Billboard Top 2U0 R&B
album charts. Monch also

appeared on many of Rawkus"s

home grov^n prv^vi*. *uch as

'Sound Bombing" Vol. 1 . 2. and $

along side bbel mate* M»>^ rvf

ComiiKMi. and Talib Kwcli

Monch is krxiwn not oni> lor

his lyrKal skills and freestyle abil-

itii». as «ieen on Ivricist l.oui^

mix tape*, but also his ability lo

tnnicend politically conscious

views on onp* • '• Miimia

911."

"When yxxj take thi- jitcmpted

asaassination of Mumia jamal

lhe> set em up/ Ready tor war

now for cirnatn Biological warfare

auits black gas masks black boots

/Half-as" niggas become troops."

He is able to appeal to the main-

stream without sacrificing quality

as well, like on "Oh No."

"Ferocious, the lyrical progiK>-

sis/The dose is just leaving you

mentally unfocused herc/Kmcee's

Sm II.O.P. on |»g" 10

UMass professor's script hits the big screen
By RaNI»V AlLAIN

I (ingi.iAs. l^mms«>Ni»»M

A University of

Massachusetts professor's

script premiered as a feature

film in an international film

festival in Germany
Sabina Murray, an assistant

professor of English, who
began developing the story for

"Beautiful Country" on finish

ing graduate school some nine

years ago. *aw the finished

product for the first time at

the recent Berlin Film Festival.

Even though the film

debuted almost a decade after

her script. Murray said she

loved the opportunity the

debut provided. She was fasci-

nated by the travel and the

surreal experience of watching

her words come to life on the

big screen.

"I I would I say these things

in my head ... and all of a sud-

den you have Nick Nolte sav

ing it on screen." Murray said

Nolte star«. in the film along

Miih Tim Roth of "Reservoir

Dogs" fame and newcomer
Damien Nguyen.

Murray said she met Roth

at the festival and shared the

joke that.

"Every time Tim is on screen,

somebody has to die."

Roth portrays the captain

of an illegal refugee ship and

functions as a stop on the voy-

age ot Bmh (Nguyen), a young

\ictnamese man on a six-

month journey in search of his

father, an American Gl. Binhs

voyage begins in I "WO as an

escape front the ridicule he

receives in Vietnam for being

the lovechild of an American.

•Vfier seeking out his mother.

Binh journeys through many
obstacles. including a

Malaysian detention camp, the

illegal refugee ship and an

economy of near-slavery in

New \ork City.

Murray praised the work of

Director Hans Petter Moland

and said she sees the movie

mure as his vision than her

own Although Murray was

not involved in the filmmaking

process, she was invited to the

filming of scenes shot in New
York- She said it is her job as a

writer to help the director

realize his vision, and she is

completely happy with the

changes that v^cre made dur-

ing the prc»duction process.

"His character was written

for an old Korean guy."

Murray said of the British

actor. Roth Her Vietnam

scenes were written for South

Vietnam. Murray added, but

Moland shot it in North

Vietnam Murray suggested

one of her biggest contribu-

tions to the film sprang from

See MURRAY on page 10

Sabina Murray, an assistant profrsMW of English, who bcfcan JcveUiping the story for

"Beautiful Country" on finishinu (.-raduatc sihtx>l strnic nine years a|eo. saw the finished product

for the first lime at the recent Berlin Film Festival.

Duo of local bands set to rock Iron Horse

XX.RTtSV MItkF- BANE

Punk-rock-reggae band Brookfield, above, and the pri>grcssive rock duo Dead Waves, below,

play a show at the Iron Hores Music Hall Friday night, starting at 10 p.m.

By Shawn Gilligan

C".<)LU(ilAN C:oRRtSPONI>INT

A young band called

Brookfield has exploded

onto the Massachusetts

music scene, playing nearly

20 shows in the past two

months. Wielding their

own brand of high-energy

rock. Brookfield. promotes

music with a message, just

not in that Creed sort of

way

Friday at the Iron

Horse. Pioneer Vail

cy residents will gel

a chance to experi-

ence it first hand.

Brookfield plays

rock, laced with

nice-feeling under

tones. Matching

ambition with musi-

cianship, their goal

is to create positive

sounds through a

singular medium
mixing punk. rock, and ele-

ments of reggae. They hope

to inspire their audience the

way their infiuences inspire

them.

With songs like "Set-Go"

and "Doin," one cannot

help but hear the echo of

bands like 311 and Incubus

coupled with a message of

positivism.

The live show is the

hook. Their stage presence

is tight, the envy of every

fledgling rock band. And in

Western Mass.. where there

are more bands than trees.

Brookfield has found their

niche. Twin brothers. Adam
and Matt Bilz, drummer and

guitarist, have been playing

together since the womb
and Justin Sleuer. bass, has

been a permanent collabo-

rator for the past 10 years

Brookfield

Dead Waves

Friday

Iron Hor»

Moflliaiiipioii

addition, singer Michael

lerdan has acclimated him-

self as the band's final piece

And to top it all off. the

band is completely wireless.

Brookfield shares their

onstage enthusiasm with

their devotion to their

recording studio. Brookfield

Records is the answer for all

those bands that don't want

some craggy old producer

overcharging for studio

time without caring whether

or not you get your

moneys worth.

Some local bands

have already

recorded or plan to

record in the near

future, including

Dead Waves.

Slightly Cheaper,

and the Fifth

Pocket.

Opening for

Brookfield on

Friday is Dead
Dead Waves will

thus unveil the culmination

of a four year project — a

final thesis of sorts — writ-

ten by Anthony Placet and

performed with Geneva

Smith. The show will dou-

ble as a record release party

for the forthcoming album.

"I Scare Children: A Novel,"

from Stoic Records. Video

and digital samples will

accompany the live per-

formance — a political and

introspective take on retro-

progressive rock.

jenny Heifetz organized

this promising show, which

starts at 10 p.m. Tickets

can be purchased for $8 at

the Northampton Box

Office, via e-mail at brook-

fieldrecords@yahoo.com or

at the door for $10.

For more information:

'Van Helsing' a

horror of a film
By Johnny Donaldhjn

CxiLUOIAN STAPf

Waves.

'Van

Helsing'

Direcieil bif

!;tepl)en Sommers

Starring

HudiJKkiiii

UteBednnnle

Universil

RaiedPG13

Grade

Though a relatively recent www.brookfieldrecords.com

There are bare-midriffed babes who turn into

yowling, blueskinncxl harpies and back again, slimy

egg sacs filled with bat-winged gremlins and were-

wolves that burst forth by literally ripping off their

human skin. Dracula. wearing long black hair pulled

into a chic Furolrash ponytail. intermingles with

Frankenstein's monster and the Wolfman.

Yc"s. "Van Helsing" is enough of a monster mash

lo please horror fans — scarcely

a shot goes by without seeing a

gleaming bared fang — but the

movie itself is a loud, bombastic,

and impersonal bit of CGI gim-

mickry. We gel to see Dracula

and Frankenstein and the

Wolfman united in one single

film, but then.* isn't any trace of

cinema history here. These aren't

classic characters — these arc

action figures.

Watching "Van Helsing." a

weirdly finicky big-budget horror

IlSfiliiii!
extravaganza, you get the sense

i

—

thai you're seeing the first movie

Grade to be made from nothing but cli-

max. The movie whooshes you

from one "spectacular" stunt to

the next, but it rarely stops to catch its own breath:

it wants to keep you in the moment, every moment.

"Van Helsing." with its blurry brand of non-stop

kinelicism. wants to keep you excited, but the effect

is in fact the opposite: it keeps you numb. It's like

being poked with a cattle prod for 24 hours.

"Van Helsing" stars Hugh jackman, wearing a

long duster and what appears to be a proto-lndiana

lones fedora, as the titular monster hunter (he's

been renamed Gabriel) who now works as a kind of

tortured mercenary assassin for the Vatican. Van

Helsing s haunted by his destiny, for when he kills a

monster, the creature reverts back to human form.

Van Helsing s not just a holy defender of good, but

a murderer too. and lackman. naturally a light-foot-

ed star, is once again made to act all glum and tor-

mented (just as he did. to great effect, in the "X-

Men " movies.) jackman is glum alright — his per-

formance is oddly dry and stolid, as if he's had all the

life sucked out of him by a vampire. I was waiting

Sugarcult provides some sweet punk
By Johnny Donaldson

CA)LLi-t.iAN Staff

In an increasingly crowded market of

poppy-punky sound-a-likes all clamoring to be

the next Good Charlotte, how does a band

like Sugarcult keep ahead of the pack'.'

By embracing the fact that they work bet-

ter as a power-pup band than a punk band

and going full throttle with the sweet

toothed melodies. This band isn't called

Sugarcult for nothing.

The foursome of Tim Pagnotta (vocals

and guitar), Marko 72 (guitar), Airin (bass

and vocals) and Kenny Livingston (drums)

earned a minor hit a couple of years ago with

"Bouncing Off ihe Walls." a high energy bit of

punk n' roll that earned some attention for

their first album, "Start Static"... though the

song actually gained play thanks to the sound-

track to the flop teen comedy "National

Lampoon's Van Wilder."

It was quite a good album, a bit derivative

yes, but tightly crafted and melodically superi-

i^^^^^_^ or to some of its fellow

wannabes; certainly it wasn't

going in the bargain bin along-

side limp noodle bands like

Cauterize.

Yet Sugarcult could have

been nothing more than foot-

note, an also-ran best known for

contributing a fun song for a

crappy movie. With their follow-

up, "Palm Trees and Powerlines," the quartet

has taken a page from fellow Alternative Press

pinups Brand New and taken to tweaking their

sound and growing up without alienating their

Sugarcult

'Palm Trees

and

Powerlines

fuftess/Uitiiittti

fanbase.

The hooks here though, are a little more

obvious than the ones fuund on "Deja

Entendu." That album turned inward with self-

recriminating lyrics and deeper, artier and more

complex textures; this one embraces what

makes it so enjoyable, wallowing in some grit-

ty, rough-edged pop that's kind of like sucking

on a Sweetart.

Highlights include the wistful anthem

"Memory" and the slinky, new-wave guitar roll

on "Destination Anywhere." "What You Say"

suggests that someone have been listening to

their Nirvana lately; the rest suggest just a dash

of Elvis Costello. Meanwhile, catchy songs like

"She's the Blade" and "Crying " will be stuck in

your head like burrs. Let me put it this way:

I've listened to the album at least once every

day since I've gotten it. It's that good.

KItM ?AivjA*tt-ljLl uUW

Funk band Suuarcult i^n't afraid of playing the pt>p-punk

sound on their new album "Palm Trees and Powerlines."

Weezer bassist Matt Sharp makes solo debut with folk rock sounds
By Nick Romanow

(lK.Lti.iAK Staff

A stripped-down folky album,

full of light airy ambience, is prob-

ably the last thing fans would

expect from Matt Sharp, but that's

exactly what he's offering up on his

self-titled full-k;ngth sok) debut.

The Moog-kjving indie-pop prince

made his naiiK" first as bassist for

Weezer aixi then as k»der of his

own projcxt The Rentals, wfiose

l«W5 debut "Return Of The

RenUils" yiekled the popular singk-

"Friends Of P" It took Sharp four

years to follow up "Return Of The

Rentals" v^ ith the epic "Seven More

Minutes" which was met. like

Weezer's sophomore effort.

"Pinkerton". with underwhelmir^

attention and mixed reactions.

>ears latei a-- people have giuwn to

appreciate the album it seems that

Sharp has grov^ii apurt trom it

In fact Sharp hat gone in the

complete opposite direction, both

in life and in sound He hcJed him

self up in tfte small town ol l.iepers

Fork. TN with two friends/musical

partners tguitanst Greg Brown and

ambience creator kjsh Flager) and.

over about two years, wrote an

album's worth of completely

stnpped^lown. simpliftcxl songs.

On "Matt Sharp" the- musician is

trying the sif^er/sonjjwtiter skin

on for size.

The album is abnost enttrch

bned around Sharp's sofleiKd.

soothing \i>Kc aixl his accu.sth: gui-

tar. The rare appearance ot an ekx-

tninic instrunKnt iN eitfier nwod

assisting ainbient keys aixl sounds

or the occasKinal slide guitar V\ hen

the album ua|.'n> with the track

"All TlxiNe i»Trmfl*T the music is.

ttlW ON TOeSDAYf
LAST SAMURAI

CALENDAR GIRLS
CHASING LIBERTY

ELEPHANT
GIRL WITH A

PEARL EARRING
PETER PAN
TRIPLETS OF
BELLEVILLE

15COWLES LANE
Behind Brueggvr's
Dpwntown ArT\h«r»t
19 MONTAGUE RD

lh<

fittingly dreamy and spacey. The

ambietKC is pertiaps at its best on

this song as tfte track hlls with

lightness and air until it practically

floats. The song goes right into

"Goodbye West Coast" which is

easily the album's strongest song.

The track is the poppiest

Sharp is willing to get: the

chorus has a strong

mekxly and even the soft

acoustic guitar has some-

weight to it.

The rest of the album

just blurs together into a sleepy

haze that just simply isn't vci>

strong. Sharp ftas created a piece of

mood music that unfortunately tits

only a very humdrum mood Still

Sharp's ambition i^ to be admired,

especially given how distant "Matt

Sharp" is from any of his eariier

work.

In a phone interview with the

Collegian. Sharp discussed the

making of the ivcord; which found

Matt^harp

'MattSharp'

lilhniclihid

him isolated in ihe small country

town with no television and no

access to contempi.>rary music.

Sharp found himself wrapped up in

an epic. sumciime>. ilillicult.

process.

"(Most pevjple make rcv-oid- in

,^^^ a traditional way) instead

of the ijwrence Of
Arabia type way that we
decides! to make this

record. It's like the Lo-Fi

LawrerKe Ol Arabia,"

Sharp joked, "The record

was dorte m at least three different

sectioas; they were done over quite

a bng period of time where we
wuukl document one set of ideas

and then take a Uxig break and

then return to them and see what

I
happened j I had no idea of how

to make a record |so stripped

down I
so it just took sonw time to

get inward a bit and start asking

questions
"

Sharp also said that while he is

now very comfortable writing as a

sok) artist it took a lot ot getting

used to. especially alter writing in a

group tor so long.

"Rivers |Cuomo. Weezer's

frontntanj and I had the luxury of

sitting with each other |for| insane

periods of talking about music

every aspect of it . \Se |could|

talk at such long periods and find

out and ask questions about how

v^c could get to a place where we

could make a type of music that

was simibr to the stufi we were

most inspired by."

VVhik- Sharp seems very conteni

the album itself feels anti-climactic.

It The Rentals were Sharp's "Blue

Album" like buisi ol pop-rock

energy and hooks, then "Matt

Sharp" is his "Pinkerton"; an inti-

mate and desperate journey inside

himself Ihc only problem is that

ihe end result isn't as pt)werful or

meaningtui as it was for Sluup him-

self, it just feels, well, not that

sharp.
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'Eve' finds one guy who deserves positive recognition
N^ ^

. .„ ..,. , u.. .;„i n..t I AiA f..ar I had lost

Q: I was rccciul) dating the iAai>-

sic Lath's Man. He is chamiing.

sexy, and incredibly coniideni.

Ho>vever. I have been scarred in

the past b> guys and I am airaid

to let him into mv life us a

serious relationship.

He has not done

anything wrong,

but ni> fear of

futiue rejection

is keeping me

from commit-

ting. I M^ him

two nights ago

and he scetiied

less charming, so

I broke it off with

him. I have convinced

myself that this was the

right thing to do. But now I'm

questioning ni> decision. Wa»

ihb the right thing to do'.' -G.B

A; If \uu t«»li> feel as ihtiugji he

f\

has changed in personality, aixi

vuu an; not as attracted to him,

then yes. But I feel as though you

stopped dating this guy because

>ou started to have feelings for

him. You say you are scared of

rejection, so why cant you

see that you might be

running away from a

potentially good out-

come? How can you

know if ttiis guy will

or v^ll not hurt you

if you don't give this

an opportunity a fair

chance'.' You are

going to have to face

another relationship

sooner or later . . . why

wait? .And if you mi^t be

regretting your decision, doesn't

that giv&e you an idea of what

\ou need to do? I sa> give the

iium another chance, but take it

sbw for yourself.

Ofiginal Sin

[ye

1 remember the day 1

chose to be single. It was

the day love seemed too

overwhelming. too

painful, and too difficult.

I felt as though my heart

needed to heal, and my
mind assessed this need.

It was the first time I had

given myself a moment
to reflect — to be alone,

independent, even con-

tent.

I should have known these are impor-

tant experiences to have before commit-

ting to another. I never had the chance to

explore who I was. as opposed to who I

am with another man. And when I chose

this unknown territory, I discovered the

inevitable — I had no idea who 1 was at

all. And this was terrifying.

I had spent almost six years in relation-

ships, learning about myself through oth-

ers. And yet. I felt as though I had learned

nothing. Yet only when I fell in love, and

felt the devastating consequences of this

vulnerability, did I stop for a moment.

What is the point? Why invest my soul

into another man if this is the outcome?

This unfortunate reality left me skepti-

cal, angry, and emotionally detached. I

could not imagine devoting my trust into

another man. I thought my time as a lover

had come to an end. But as 1 took this

instance to regain my individuality. I real-

ized that this choice was simply the begin-

ning I did not look to find who I was, 1

sought to create who I am. And 1 succeed-

ed in doing so.

I believe it was a mistake to think this

regrouping period would be relaxing. I

found being single is far more exhausting

then holding a relationship together. Most

of the guys I came in contact with were

inadequate. I would question their intent,

wonder if they were true, and only hoped

that maybe one day I could feel comfort-

able again.

But no one seemed to measure up. No
one succeeded in keeping me interested. I

have met various types of guys, but all

seem to share one similarity: a forgettable

experience. However, this was to be

expected. I was not really looking for any-

one substantial. But I did fear I had lost a

piece of myself somewhere along the way.

Not one guy I had met could make my

heart flutter. Until recently.

This guy deserves the recognition, even

though it is not entirely reciprocated. He

has an incredible sex appeal underneath

his college attire and distinct boyish

charm. He remains confident, even

though he too has been hurt.

I feel for him — how could any girl

hurt someone so wonderful? Why can't he

see there are better girls who would love

to be a part of his life? Others might have

passed him by, but I have taken him in. 1

do not know exactly what it is about this

guy that makes me smile, but I know my

heart still beats. I know now that I can

also feel. All I need is that little bit of

hope to keep me going.

Eve is pen name for a love guru attend-

ing UMass who knows the ins and outs of

every relationship. You can ask Eve for

advice by emailing her at eve_origi-

natsin<»vahoo.com. 'Original Sin with

Eve' runs every Thursday in The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

mm®]!^M^\LiMmmi WlBBS Rap veterans M.O.P. to play Pearl Street

Kiss A Senior Goodbye

^ ^L
Let your Senior friends know you will miss them!

Give them a card and a champagne glass filled with Hershey*

Kisses to say Goodbye!

£
Only $6.00 each or 2 for $10.00

Stop by the STARS table on the Campus

Center Concourse or visit

www.UMassAlumni.com/studMiU
for more information on how to order

these great gifts!
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just come on "round/ You're the

next contestants on catch a beat

down."

AudieiKes will enjoy the mix-

ture of these abilities as they are

often hard to equally master.

With the Roc A Fella stamp of

approval now behind them,

M.O.P. IS keeping it gangsta like

never before The Mash out

Pouc's Lil' Fame and Billie

Dwoenie. childhood friends who
grew up together in Brooklyn's

Brownsville section, have been

the epitome of fangiNa rap smce

their l<»«M debut "How About

Some Hardcofc:'" from the Houfc

Party Three soundtrack.

The duo. which surted off as a

group of 1 1 , lost the other nine

members to gang wars aiul jail.

Their career though has been out-

lined more for their constant label

changes (being residents on mc're

than live labels in the last nine

years), has proven their O.G. for

mula is best for atuining the cult

folbwing that they can be noted

for

Although they are not on the

50 Cent level of success, their

tales of street life, the drug game.

md survival, argiiably rival Mr
Cent's on every level. They are

cleariy a force as can be seen with

the consistency of their album

content. If you're kxjking for the

album with the pan song, the

thug sor^. and the song for the

ladies, please do not look to

Rent
iOurs

floKmnlliitu

• Cars

• Passeoger Vans

• Thicks

ponK^j

• OirttlBilHMfla

latannct ComMn'n
• FfN Local Pick Up

• LacaNyOMMdMiOpMaiN

(7368)

at North Amherst Motors
Collision i\tp»H Ctnim

549-RENT jTUMb

M.O.P Their albuniN are lor the

streets, plain and simple, and the

pattern hasn't changed in the his-

tory of their live albums.

Even their singles have edge,

from their most popular "Ante

Up" of which the remix features

Busta Rhymes, and Remi Martin.

To "Cold as Ice" Irum their

2000 album "Warriors." which

poMes an oW school feel with the

sampled chorus of Foreigner's

"CoU as Ice" "You're as cokl as

Ice/ you're wiUing to sacrifice,"

Perhaps this is why their unex-

pected and almost natural ascen-

sion into the Roc A Kella family

made so much sense Their cTir-

rent single with |a> Z titk"d "Put It

In The Air" is spreading thanigh

the mix tape citvuil like wikllire

Although they haven't been heard

from in a while, don't call it a

comeback The duo boasts of

bngevity. something that many

artists canixH.

"I love the grind. I won't

change nothing that we did.*

stales Fame in the group's tmi on

the Roc A Fella website "A lot of

niggas came and went but we still

here. You can throw on any one ol

our re».ords and k)vc it today like

you kived it w1>en you lirst heard

it."

&EVlCEi

|\AaYn,2004
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'Van Helsing' packs in the horror but, maybe a little too much
VAN NELSMG from page 8

for some moment any moment real —
when 1 could see the actor play Van hielsing

with more than a stony grimace. It never

came.

After killing Mr Hyde, Van Helsing is sent

to Transylvania to stop a itefarious plot to

raise thousand-demon spawn, with the help

of Frankenstein's monster (No, I don't get it

either.) He's in the land to both kill Dracula

and protect the Carpathian princess Anrw

Valcrious (Kate Beckinsale, wearing what

appears to be a corset, black leggings and a

pirate shirt.) She's one of the last in a long

line doomed to never rest in peace until her

family helps to kill the Vampire King. Her

brother (Will Kemp) has turned into a were-

wolf, and now it's up to her to continue on

the family tradition.

Stephen Sommers. who also did the two

"Mummy" movies, wants to keep jolting you,

so he keeps the flashing hell-bound images

coming. There's a Masquerade Ball of the

Undead, complete with gilded vampire

daiKers and eerie contortionists, and it's a

truly resonant supernatural sight. But

Sommers can't let a scene drift by without

pumping it up with blockbuster adrenaline

(even that ball sctTie has to have lackman

swinging from a trapeze.) Sommers, 1 think,

knows, deep down, how to direct a movie

but he has to learn how to direct one without

turning it into an "event." The lirst

"Mummy" movie was a fun and funny roller

coaster, but "Van Helsing" is hardly fun. It's

a PG- 1 5 horror smorgasbord that pushes the

PG-13 rating to the limit, yet forgets to

become engaging on an emotional level. It's

the latest movie to feel like it was made to go

straight to PlayStation.

If Sommers the director knows how to

polish his scenes so that gleam (the movie

really does look swell), Sommers the writer

proves that he doesn't know how to write.

Sommei^s races through scenes of exposition

as if we was itching to get to the "good" stuff

(he probably was) — but their i.sn't any good

stuff here. The dialogue is laced with porten-

tousness, as if everylhing the characters said

where weighted with the significance o( the

universe (every line, though, falls with a

sullen thud.) Sommers is striving at — and

failing to get gothic "seriousness," but he

can't even come up with a great camp hoot-

enanny; the movie is too pkxlding and grim

to be ludicrous.

You can hardly blame the actors for giving

performances this bad. Besides lackman,

there's the talented and tine-boned

Beckinsakr, saddled with a Transylvanian

accent of unconvincing ripeness, and Richard

Roxburgh, who plays Dracula as if the vam-

pire never had that sensual charisma. But the

entire cast is saddled with witless dialogue

and a story that barei> exists except as a

clothesline for Sommers' visions o( monsters

and explosions and 19th-century listicniffs.

I'm not looking for art. exactly, in a movie

like "Van Helsing" But it would help if I

could find something entertaining in its

place.

Hugh Jackman plays the legendary monster hunter Van Helsing in the epic action-adventure "Van Helsing.

UMass professor writes script to 2005 release, 'Beautiful Country*

MURRAY from page 8

her half-Filipino background

and time she spent living in

Southeast Asia.

"I can write characters who
speak in broken English with-

out sounding stupid." Murray

Mid.
Murray's work will be seen

in the United States in

September after its release

under Sony Pictures Classics

When asked what impact

"Beautiful Country" might have

in the United States. Murray

emphasized the importance of

the nim as an immigrant tale

"The US has to stop think-

ing of itself as a white nation,'

Murray said,

"We can't pretend there is a

culture that stands for the

whole.' She contends that it is

foolish to look at Americans in

terms of a majority and minori-

ties when the nation is built on

such a wide base of cultures.

"We have minorities that

have been here longer than the

majority.' said Murray. She

explained that Americans of

Chinese descent are still con

sidered a minority, unlike peo

pie of Irish descent who no

longer fall under that label.

Murray described this as a very

weird mindset

A film made by a Norwegian

crew with actors of various cul-

tural backgrounds. Murray said

"Beautiful Country" is. "what

America means to people in

other nations " Part of the

film's strength is that it is told

from this unconventional per

speclive.

Some of Murray s other suc-

cess has come from being

unconventional.

Her short story collection.

"The Caprices." won the 2005

PEN/Faulkner Award for fic-

tion. The collection, which

dealt with the Pacific Campaign

of World War II was put

together after Murray had trou-

ble getting magazines to pub-

lish her stories.

"People didn't want women
writing about World War II,"

Murray said

Murray said she considered

the award a great honor and a

great victory for work that did

not receive strong support from

the start.

Murray came to UMass in

the fall. She attended graduate

school and taught at the

University of Texas in Austin.

She also taught at Philips

Academy in Andover, Mass.

Murray was a Bunting

Fellow' at Harvard University

through the Radcliffe Institute

for Advanced study. Selected

each >ear. fellows arc granted

access to Harvard's resources

to pursue work across a wide

range of academic disciplines.

professions and creative arts.

But Murray seems happy to

return to the Pioneer Valley,

where she was an undergradu-

ate

"You don't feel quite so

ivory tower here." Murray said.

Although she attended Mount

Holyoke. Murray said she

enjoys the atmosphere of a

state university and likes the

fact that people are working

hard to succeed with the

resources available to them.

Despite her success. Murray is

humble about her talents and

enjoys teaching both graduate

and undergraduate fiction

classes.

Murray said she loves teach-

ing and also enjoys the feel of

having a steady job. She

described her income from pro

fessional writing as chunks ol

money. Fven with her recent

success, Murray made it clear

that having a successful book

doesn't mean you can make a

living out of it.

"I sold a book when I was 20

years old. but it took 10 \ears

before I sold another." Murray

said.

Murray shares -lui) vuUii

on "Beautiful Country" with

Terrence Malick, who wrote

and directed the World War II

drama. "The Thin Red I inc
"

She holds solo credit tor the

screenpla\. Larry Gross, who

GRADUATION

ON SAIE NOW
Capture the moment for life

with a well edited and well shot

UVC-TV19 production.

lEFORE i/1/l

IVD $25
[¥ir

_.^ x ifTIHS/l/M

^^1^ DVD $30
biiE

The international Award WinninR

Commencement Ball 2004

Friday, May 21, 2004

7:00 pm to 12:30 am, Student Union Complex

A Night to Rememtxr!
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PREORDERS ARE
NOW BEING TAKEN
AT UVC STUDIOS
IN THE STUDENT
UNION BASEMENT

ORDERS WILL ALSO
BE TAKEN AT THE

GRADOATION CEREMONY

J, nif*r > •'.'^•'V" A »s»A^ Ct't^-,

r.4<rv^*t«n r^wapr-'* 5t»r*««r«w».«r S»»<*« C**«
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Af IHE GATES OF SMITH COllEGF

A hilarious, devastating Bit>lical spoof that's

the perfect antidote to Mel Gilsson's "Passion
Where are YOU living

next semester?

CHECK OUT

<PuFFTON Village!

adapted the screenplay for

Clint Hastwood's "True Crime,"

contributed a script revision,

but was removed from the

credits after a lengthy arbitra-

tion, Murray said.

Recently in film. Murray

was involved with an

Australian project in which she

did a re-write of a story called

"City of Dreams." She also had

a screenplay optioned that is

based on her short stor>,

"Order of Precedence."

Murra>'s latest novel. "A

Carnivore's Inquiry." will be

published in |uly.
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More Misty Eyes from the Collegian sports staff

Thursday. May 1 3. 2004 Sports@dailycoi.legian.com

Do you believe in miracles?
Misty Eyed Memories relive how sports made it through 2003-04

"/ alums lum lu the sports

pufie first It rei-ords piX)ple's

unxmiplislutu'iils. thf front pagf.

nothing but man's failure.

'

-furiner ("hit-f lu^lite F.arl

Wanvn

vkniiHg I?, that it alluws the writer

iv li>».u> all ol his ur her energies

on lelling penplc ahoui a game. We
dun I build bridges, we don't end

wars. mhI we dun't save lives. But

in an afte when sports takes un

»m.h gK'jt intlueiwe and ivjtL»riet>.

tin- sp«.>ii>vkriier is capable ol

entertuiniiig manv people Still, its

all a gaine. and with that in ntind.

I prviudK introduce the 2U04 edi-

tion o< the Misl> K>ed Memories

CXir thiine thl^ \eur is that ol the

grx-atesi rxuvaihleiK sport in the

historv of ttnie BubWe hotkev.

I'.irtl> because it's an easy

metaphor set. and panlv because

you've gut a hoi. key addict running

the shovk >ou knu\* the players.

and you krH>\» s^hai ifwy do
liere's our version. Game on

AMB«Hi IfeiMfn, Smnts Eomm,
U.SJL Hub OoKM Nn iMian

li V tunny

j^^^ ht.nk a period of
^^^^\ time feels in

1^^^^ your memury.

I^tBH Un one hand, it

j^fHjF tcels like It was

^^^^^^^^1 about three vrt-

I^^^^^^^BI onds ago that^H MafTelli and I

were draggii^

ouneivaoul to

^.B \mhers| to put

together the Buck to S«.hou) issue.

acaraif the crap uui of managr-

ment with ow »eai-of-ihc-pams

ftyn^. On the other hand, the

reccdiitf iMWliM and general feet-

ingofoMneas reminds me that this

year ha« been one of the kmgm.

Andfet

Merrill

nv~( piinishir^. and iTKist

my life I'd like to say that it's

;iuse of what I did. but that's

i.ius It s hcuKi-se of the staff.

o Signal. With that, on to my
f VTS.

-ar ago. the spurts

,...(...^..i said goodbye to some
I its best arms, from the surtcrs

to the reiicven. and we were left

with a gaping hole I like to think

that the new bkxxl ha> t.i>n)c in

and doiK the job admirably. atKl

that whih; we had to say guudbye

to so many last year, the pcupfe

we've wekomcd in this year will

make us even better than heft>re.

fk)W<rver. before we get to all that.

its time to say goodbye to the

graduates

Brades The third person I ever

met at the Ct)lk:gian. and you

turtKil into my first really good

friend Cimiing to a 'basketball

schos>r as a

hockey fan can

be a lough life.

but having

another puck

head aa>und to

talk to certainly

made things a kM

easier. I thought

you wore out of

your mind when
you suggested

we go get cofftx"

at some ungodly

hour, arkl now I

cherish those

meetings more
than anything.

Friend, mentor.

and fellow

insomniac, it's

been a blast hav-

ing you ari.>und.

arid while I'm doing everything in

my power to get Bob to lock you in

the McdRel office until you take a

job. I know you're on to better

things. Ciinimc a call if you want to

get coffee at two in the morning

some lime.

Straub: Even though you are a

traitor, its been great having you

around this year Arts was lucky to

have you. and Sports still misses

you today. Not the Knicks propa-

ganda so much, but everything

else. yeah. Good luck in all your

future endeavors. Tliere are some

people who you wonder about,

you worry they'll never land on

their feet. Glen, you're decidedly

not one of those people. Even if

you are from New York.

Real quick. I have to add one

more senior who hasn't actually

written a story, but who certainly is

an honorary sports department

staffer Why? Because I said so.

Eldrcchiiy. you've been a good

friend all year, someone I can trust,

and someone who I can talk to

without struggle. You've been a

confidant, a mentor, and a sage. I

thank you for your years of service

to the Collegian, but even more. I

thank you for being one of my best

Iriends I kiK>w I don't need to say

it, but stay in touch.

Now. (XI to this year. To start

with, some words for some of the

rookies — I still get to call you that

until September

BHall. my pnxligy. yuu'ie the

only OIK on this staff who can real-

ly get my bkiod boiling. If you go

back and research the last few

Misty Eyes, you might find out just

v^hat that means I know you've

got the tak-nt for great things, and

the head, as kxig as you keep

working. And stay the hdl away

from lllinitch

Hovkza. I'm still wailing for you

to tear off the UMass gear and

reveal the trusty UNH jersey I

krtovk yvNi'iv hiding, bui it's all

good. It's great to have you aboard.

and whik' you haven't been around

long, you definitely have good

things ahead of you. and it feels

like you've been a part of this thing

from the beginning No«* don't

ictrw it up.

Wyner. get your knee h\ed as

soon as you can. but in the itKan

linK, Stan vtriting. huh'' Pretty

soon we'll have to bump you back

down to correspondent. I kid. I

kid. It's been a pleasure having y\xi

aiuund, hopefully yuu siK'k vkith

this thing and nuke something of

your time at the paper

Barsiow. I'd say you've man-

j^^xl lu be the quietest staff mem-
ber in ihe hittory of the sports

department And in a group of

alMolute kjudnrwuths. that isn't

necoMriiy a bad thing Great to

have you aboaid. we didn't use

your ulenis enough thb year That

will change, trust me.

DuggMi and Ryan, you guys are

siiR a mysiery. but I suspect you've

got some good stuff up your

steeve. Prove it next year Paula

and Becky, h's a shame we couMn't

have you around more, but hey. it's

all about the future. Swing down
sometime. woukJn'l surprise me if

Mar? has an intramural cricket

match for you to cover. In all seri

ousncss. it's been nice having the

female preseiKe around the office,

and I hope you guys got something

out of it too. Don't be strangers.

Novk moving to the "not-so-

much rookies" section. Frai Boy

Foster. I krxAv this year has been

tough, and I know the future's

unclear right rH)W. but stick with it

kid. you've got taknt in that head

of yours, you just gotta figure out

hoM to tap it. Come back in the

fall, there's always a scat waiting

for you.

Bob: You've brought a very

interesting mindset to the sports

department.

The fact that

you think

well enough

to (nearly)

outwit me is

very valu-

able, even if

I'll always

know more
than you.

Seriously
though,
there arc

limes when
it seems like

you have no
idea what

you're
doing, and
it's those

times when I

realize that

you actually have it all put togeth-

er Next year is your year, go make

a name for yourself.

Marz: Well, here are the keys,

see where you can take this thing.

When you came to the paper last

year. I was jealous because every-

one saw all this potential in you.

Fortunately, they were all right.

Some people have a hard time

shaking the "freshman" moniker,

but you seemed to lose it before 1

did. and that's just not fair. It's

right, though, because you've dis-

played wisdom and wit beyond

your years. You're the only mem-
ber of this staff that I know not to

argue sports with, becau.se. well,

I'll just plain lose. If there's a com-

pliment that I can give you to sum

up what I think, it's this: I'm quite

convinced that you're doing to do

a tremendously better job with this

beast than I did. Spellman still

sucks. Go Sox.

It's been an incredibly long,

hard year, full of memories and

missteps, great moments and

hours of toil. But I do want to

thank the sports staff of the

(i»'l<rt.STU> HlKJCfct MALI ^K^AM^

Herb BrcxAs

Mike

Mar/elli

Colfegian, 2003-04 editk>n. Using

one of the worst sports clkhes in

history, you guys have tremendous

upside, and I can't wait to see what

you do next Slainte.

Mh Mmzru, AsaniNT Sram
Emor, U.SJL GoMJE Jm Oms

i.)ver the past

nine months,

Ive gone from

wide-eyed col-

k;ge kid to a

\oung man
cady to take

on the world

I've found

someone I truly

love, I've made
friends I'll

always fiave. I've been places I've

never been before. I've seen my
mom chase her dream and my dad

receive the lecognition he's always

deserved. I've realized that win-

ning Super Bowls NEVER gets

okl. and that waiting for a WoHd
Series has gotten really oki I've

continued root for Minuieman ath-

letk:s whether it's obiective and

ethkal or not. and most imponam-

K I've continued to strive for the

onK goal I've ever had in life: to

make something of myself As this.

the fasted of my 20 years, winds

down, I know the time to sit and

wnich has kmg since passed, and

the lime lo Carpe Diem has

arrived So while I owe so much to

the Colk-gian. its staff and its read-

ers. I know the only way I can truly

reciprocate is to keep going strung

and continue the kxtg. storied kga-

cy of the Colkgian sports editor

Thus, in the words of my faith-

ful partner in crime (seriously, he's

a criminal), it truly is...GAME-
TIME

Football — Cue the entrance

mu.sk: "So I'm outskie of the chiu-

uuub and ytiu think I'm a puuuuu-

uunk" ... ATIANTIC 10 CHAM
PIONS ... a wire up my sleeve to

listen to the Sox in the press box at

McGuirk ... I'm just going lo go to

Kansas for the night. I'll be back

tomorrovw . KANSAS STATT! •

more purpk; than you'll ever need

. I'm just going to take a qukk
nap . yeah so this is where the

bus was supposed to be, and that's

where we go call for a cab . . . hey

Merrill holy sh't! ... he's

A'^tUffU wide open!'!! .. oh m>
GOD ... AHHHHMH TOUCH
DOWN!!! ... stadium announcer.

Krohn's pass complete to No. 1

1

jason Peebler for 65 yards, touch-

down UMass . . . crowd: shhhhhhh

hh They're not boys Bill Snyder,

they're ju.si l-AA ... there is NO
cheering in the Maine press box.

NONE ... there are. however,

obstructed views trapping three

bees in one soda can at Sports

Lunch ... Whippk has his cake

and cats it too ... and cookies ...

and ke cream . . UNH game - my
first time on the radio .. "biiiiiiiig

number 99 Valdamar Brower" ...

VIRGINIA ... taking a bus to

Bradley International, cops open

van doors and out pop three peo-

ple, explain that Whip ... hot tub

at the hotel .. "wekome back to

Williamsburg for Game 3 of the

NLCS" . . . "wfiat y'all need match-

es for?" ... ok. problem, can't see

the scoreboard, "we apologize

folks as we step outside to check

what quarter it is" ... Strates

promised his dad he'd bring him

back cheese steaks from Philly on

the way to Villanova ... three of

them ... drunk kids walking

through our booth ... pasta and

meatballs at halftime (retribution

Strates) . . . and the play of the year.

Ion junkins on the call: "AND
THERE'S A FUMBLE, AND ITS

ON THE GROUND AND ITS

PICKED UP BY SHANNON
lAMES!!! HE'S GONNA GO ALL
THE WAY!!! ... oh, you guys have

the lim Thome bobble heads? ...

DV wasn't worried about

Richmond . . Bring on the Fightin'

Blue Hens ... "do you want any

KETCHUUUUUP or

SAAAAAALT?" ... we had a neu-

tral cup ... Vincc Lombardi rest

stop ... The Big One ... pizza in the

press box at 10 a.m. ... "If we don't

give a damn, we don't give a' ...

Owumi/Osumi/Oswumi. did he

catch that?!?! ... the best football

game I ever saw, and a place I can't

wait to go back to . . . clinching the

title against URI ... Rafters to

watch the UD/'Nova game ... the

selection show in the weight room -

ROBBED ... Coldgate ... where'd

this .snow come from? ... no one

has ANY idea where media will call

is ... pass interference my a.ss ...

you want to go to Montreal? ...

sure ... Stop. Drop. KABOOM

baby . do you speak English or

French'' . . . Neither sorry, we're out

of money ... Uni, yvxi'n: at thi-

truck entrance ... cih ... set the

alarm on your phone ... I don't

$^<tf*(<?t>#« have one. kx)k"

(pulls out debit canll ... and the

first two back from Thanksgiving

break.

ffoops — Rest In F\:ace coach

lack Leaman. you are and forever

will be the heart, mind and soul of

UMa.ss athktks, and a friend and

inspiration to all. ^ou are sorely,

sorely mi.vsed . Brilliant questk>ns

after the Gkibetrotiers game: "IXx.-s

this game make yvu overvonfkJent

coach?" ... the Playazzzzz stayed

in to watch Texas Tech game,

slxxikl have gone to hockey ...

meeting K.C. kmes at the Hartford

game . . beating up on Coppenrath

and the rest of lunk's boys . drivin

through the Blizzard of 200 'i to get

to the Comm. C1a.ssk . . Bob Ryan

in the press room at Conte . . Gabe

Lee's prayer to tie the game .

1 1 .349,858.7 >8 chances to win the

damn thing in regulatwn and over-

time ... missed free throws

sweet visibility on the way home
narrowly avoiding a 30<ar pikup

on the Turnpike . . . back four aixJ a

half hours later to watch D. Sproles

run all over Oklahoma . . . Mohegan

Sun ... A- 10 fanta-sy draft at the

BBQ joint (never make pkks on

in.stinct or they'll probably redshirt

)

... getting' smoked at Uconn ...

damn. I've never seen a guy hit

eight threes in one game Ben

Gordon . . . "wouW you like to see

this series continue coach Lappas?"

... waiting rwo hours to li.sten to

Calhoun bitch about the refs. which

he's probably still doing . . Racing

home from work on the last day of

winter break to sec Artie stick a

three to beat Temple ... URI the

day before the Super Bowl, best

game of the year ... going the

wrong way on tfie way there and

back ... I'm going to let the Ryan

Center cater my wedding ...

Maxwell STICKS IT aaaaaaand

Lapp rejoices ... listening to |im

Baron flip on his team from the

hallway ... callin the Dayton game

with gglove ... we HAD that one!

... Waleskowski ... Waleskeski

...Walesoki ... WYSOCKl! ... Al

Skinner Night ... meeting Julius

Erving and coach Skinner . . . grab-

bing an interview with Ted Sarandis

... announcing the wrong starting

lineup on the air w/Bertrand ...

Fordham — the worst game we
ever made an effort to attend ...

best media room in the entire A- 1

... Guthro going nuts after the

'Cuse game . . . dead battery in the

parking lot . i . in the Bronx . . . our

crack at St. |oe's ... becoming pub-

lic enemy No. I on

UmassHoops.com ... meeting

Nelson, West. Carroll and Martelli

... autographs all around

Marques Green's shorts ... intro-

ducing myself to (ohn Calipari .

and many hours hoping and pray-

ing for a return to the gk)r> day^

Men (Accepting ti>ah) We
dkl it It wasn t smooth, tlawkvs or

the slightest bit easy, but we staned

out with just the two of us and

when the smoke cleared, we
aLComplished everything we ever

thought vkc wtnikl Suie. we've had

our share of bumps aknig the road,

but they were only iiKvitabk since

we were- each other's lifcbkiod for a

wfiole year I kixM this year has

been one of the more- taxing and

stressful years of your life, aixl I

won't claim to kixm whjit it was

like because I'll be the lirst to admit

you oulworkc*d me times 25.

However what 1 can say with cer

tainty is that having witnessed the

time, energy aixl effon mhi put into

the scvtion. I rK>w have a perfect

model for how to run this seclkm

to the utmost of my abilitk-s. I like

to think that the majority of wfiat

I've learned this year I've kamed
from you. and that tf^re will be a

link Merrill in every dcviskm I

make next year and beyond.

McCiovem Wanna take a ride?

Our chance lo shine is here. st>

shake those concussions, kave the

Marlins. Giants aixl Knicks behind

and get ready for the longi'st year ol

your life. I know we can do it; it's

just a question of what we'll get

into in the process. Oh. and by the

way. Koch's on the phone about

your baseball pa-view.

Howza - The first time you

bring anything

UNH around

this place will be

the last time you

bring anything

UNH around

this place. We've

got a long year

ahead of us next

year, and I don't

know about Bob

but I know you'll

be up to the

challenge. Gear

up over the sum-

mer, and try to

learn something

about the Sox,

or I'll be spend-

ing all next fall

teaching you.

Oh, and yeah, meetings arc defi-

nitely at your place.

Blades — I'm proud of you

dude, there's no other way to say

it. Since the day I got here you've

been movin' on up. and I jusi can't

foresee that pattern discontinuing.

From assistant sports to VVRNX to

biz manager to the Ouad City l.il

Rubber Duckies, your talent and

determination has worked won-

ders for you, and rightfully so.

You've never been anything less

than a consummate professional, a

stand-up guy and the most caring

of friends, just keep doing what

you're doing, and go get em. I

know you'll make all of us proud.

Hall — My man for out-on-a-

limb predictions. I'm still waiting

. s «TIST AMBUCAN AMOSnCNTS

tor you to gaase into your magk;

crystal ball and pull out some

amazing revelaixm like "it s going

to be humid over the summer" or

something iiKredible like that, but

I digress. You've gol a bright

future ahead of you kid, and I

think you know that. I know the

lire exists in your belly and the

knowkdge is there in your head,

all that's k>fi is lo keep going

strong.

Barsiow - The silent assassin.

\km are' easily one of the most

dependable writers and reporters

we've had in my two years at this

paper I know, for a fact, that

whatever assignment you're given,

it II get done, and that is the hall-

mark ot a good reporter. I wish

you had decidc"d to write for us

sooner than you did. but I know
you're ready for big things next

year and beyond.

Foster — You must be out cov-

ering the 2003 l,eadoff Classk. so

I'll just remind you that you're not

forgotten around here. You've got

a lot of potential and as strong a

sports mind as I have seen at this

school. I kx)k forward to your

return, and I know you'll be pre-

pare'd to grasp the opportunity

and run with it.

I.eah — I'm sure you're proba-

bly out running in the rain some-

where, but nonetheless I've never

met a more intense follower of

track in my entire life. I hope you

continue to

make the

mast of your

time down
here.

T o
left

e n -

and

those

u n m
tioned

to the sports

staff as a

whole —
There is no
experience
at this insti-

tution that

will better

prepare you

for a career

in sports

media more
than this very newspaper. You've

all come and gone down here for

one reason or another, but the

common bond you all share is the

God-given talent of writing, a pure

and unrelenting passion for sports,

or both. Any way you look at it,

the Collegian has made an impres-

sion on you, as you have made an

impression on the Collegian.

Whether you've come and gone,

or are just getting started, this is

the place you want to be. As long

as you know and believe in that,

vou will always be welcome.

Peace.

And go Sox.

See MISTY EYES on page 13

k I- Y HALL or FAME

Jim Craig

McGovern

MISTY EYES from page 12

Bob McGovbw, Assktant Smnits

Emtm, U.SJL WiNGEii Mike

EmBKMi
This time last

year I was
telling myself

that I actually

needed to do
something with

this whole col-

lege thing. It

seemed to me
that, being a

journalism
major, 1 should

maybe spend a little time at the

Colk^an. just a little.

Now a year and countless hours

later I have realized that this line of

work what I love to do, not bad for

a kid that a year ago was content

on selling windows. . . door to door

So needless to say I'm excited

for next year, my final year at the

okl U of Mass. This year was as

good as any, new friends and that

vintage UMass randomness that

keeps this place interesting.

Being a writer I tried to think of

a good way to sum up this whole

junk>r year business. You know
what, it's finals week... I'm just

going to do a damn list:

Merrill: You are a giant pain in

my ass. luckily I respect what you

do down here. It's been real work-

ing for you this year and I guess I

have do deal. er... I mean, do it

again next year Also we need to go

cHJi aiid have a drink. I'm not sure

that (outside the Collegian panyl

we've had a beer Tinu." to change

that

Marzelli: I guess we have the

sports scx'tion next year, I think all

meetings should be ai Howe's

place Al some point I'll bring the

Rugby game over so I can whoop
your ass in that and MVP, and your

tool roommate too. However, if

I'm not mistaken you live in the

dorms so why don't you drag your

lazy ass out to Puffton and bring

you're Agame. Oh by the wav it's

going to be a king year.

Howe: Nke to see mjiucoik-

worthy of my position. It's a kxig

road from here man. I hope yuu

are prepared tor next year Take it

easy.

Foster: Fordham. period.

Barsiow. Hall (Rivera sucks).

Leah, and whoever still works for

the sports departnK-nt. you guys

have a good summer and cortK'

back ready to write more than 000

worck. Vou each owe one column

on the Marlins due Sept. 2. if it's

not in we have to lire Hall So if

you don't turn one in. it's ok.

Little Sato: Thanks for h.mcin'

out.

Colkgian pcopk 'Iihj uu j

great group of peopk that do an

admirabk job. all things consid

ered. The w-ay you haixlled ti^K^

of diftkulty shows just how much

working down here prepares us

for the workl outskie the UMa.ss

bubble I kK)k forward to coming

down next year for anotfier array

of stressful situatiim^ that arc

turning my sideburns gray.

Paige: ISow I know it's been

about live months, but I'm still

curious: Who exactly dkl let tK

dogs out? I'm sure we'll figure ii

out...

Rugby team: Every year you

guys never cease to amaze me, it

jast sucks that every year I k)se

some more erf you.

I>ennis- keep on doing the

Lovetl thing, goixl times in New

Orleans

junior- always a good time, loo

bad there is no shed to hide behirvd

at drinkups,

Gary- it's been fun playing with

you.

Stromsky- what's the English

word for shocker?

Scotty- even without your

beard you look like a crazyman.

Thanks for teaching me how to

play the game over these last three

years, you are

one of the rea-

sons UMass
Rugby b where

it is. You will

be missed, even

if you did screw

me out of three

tries.

Barish- you

were one of the

first people I

met on this

team, and it's

been real ever

since. It's not

going to be the

same without

you down there

next year, espe-

cially if we go

back to Colby

to stay at

Ward's. You better come down
when you can and we'll go buy

some laeger-meister, get Mario.

and go behind the shed at Ladd's

okl house, lust don't puke in my
kep.

To the rest of you crazy kkls: I

can't wait until next year it will be

one for the record books. I will

miss you guys during the summer,

but when we go back I'm sure we'll

be re-acquainted at Ben's fami.

To the residents of 3 1 4 PufTton-

Now where shoukl I start with this

one? Last year we all knew it was

going to be crazy, but I don't think

we were ready for this year I fcam

something new everyday from you

kliois and that's the way it's btx-n

the past three years My only regret

is that the four of us cannot live

together next year, but then again

what housing devekjpmeni woukl

want all of us' Coming into that

nasty apannvnl every night. I'm

never quite ^ure what I am going to

walk into Needkss to say it is

always some form of comk relief.

Mills- "Makes sease to me."

"You're fired!" "Fantasy!" All of

these phrases will forever ring

through the halkjwed halls of 314

It's been a good tinw livmg with

your craziness, from watching

COPS, to hours of fantasy, to wast-

ing count k-ss hours on Playstation

2. I'll see you next year after all.

that's why I come up here.

NATURE! Goukt!

Slimbo- As I'm writing this I

would gather that you are either

taking a three-hour shower or eat-

ing (it's 5:10, so I'll ask you tomor-

row). Been real fun man. real fun.

Chomper during the summer.

Roanoke during the fall, you killing

my poor |eep in the winter, and get-

ting crazy in the spring... sounds

about right. I guess we already dkl

Michigan and Virginia, why don't

we just do Vegas next year, kidding.

Or am I?

Geico- Well

there goes

another inter-

esting one.

Seems like the

season's change

but we just do

the same stuff.

For some odd

reason I feel

like we are on

the same wave-

length and

watching us

interact would

make for quite

the sitcom. So

seniors next

year that's cool

I guess. I feel

like we both

know what's

going to happen. I iiK'an we arc-

moving into a place called the

"Crack Shack "
1 would list the

stuff we dkl, but in all hoiK-sty it's

a big blur of .Art History,

kximalism. and, well... the usual

UMass I'm transferring to

Boston College in the fall. |usi kkl

ding... or am I?

NUn Bmaot, Formu Assistant

SftWTS EoniM, U.SA Caim Neal

^.lLaIL.^> L ^. mXSCEY HAU l* fAME

Mike Eruzkme

And so, with limited fanfare,

here are Old Man Brady's final

farewells to a sports staff tliat has

limitless potential.

It's been an interesting year for

some of the newcomers. Many

have come and gone, some remain

in limbo, and some are a more

entrenched part of the newspaper

than when they arrived months

ago. If I miss anyone, plea.se forgive

me, it certainly isn't on purpose.

BHall. you came in a timid

newcomer with a ton of passion

and are leaving as a f»assionate,

solid writer who probiibly has a lit-

tle more confidence than he shoukl

at this point. That will drive your

editors nuts, but if you use that

energy you have vou can do this for

the rest of your life. In your fresh-

man year, you earned more as a

stringer than I did in my four years

combined I will never forget that,

you jerk Keep reading and keep

writing and listen to your ekleis.

and you will one day be giving

these same shout outs to a new

clas^ in three years.

Leah. 1 iidmire you lor breaking

through ihe bovs club that ha> bc-en

the spons department for years.

There have bcvn tew female sports-

writers in the past coming by the

Collegian, and I kixjw that you

fiave the guts and tfie will to put up

Every year in this column. I

start out b\ sending a shout out lo

some of the graduating seniors

who made a dilTerence in my life to

that point. And now, it's me. I'm

moving on to the real workl. a-ady

to lake on life as it conies. Life iv

truly short, and my life at the

Mas.sachu.setis Daily Colkgian was

a great ofK- - lasting five years

that I will never forget.

First off. sonK advice for all ol

you. Enjoy your liiiK here At times

it sucks, and you think it's not

worth it. It is. Trust nK- Ive spent

more hours in that basenK-nt than

any of you (with maybe i>ne excep-

tion) and it is something that I do

miss. The other pkve ot advice is

lo k)ve. Love hard, and love kwig.

It hurts when yuu lose the things

you k>ve or when you have to say

goodbye, but it's worth it. The pain

is jast a reminder of the good

times, and the good times ife

something yxM «lfll have forever.

^ H A M P SHA-R ^/^~>-

foSpiva/ivV
-^G ROUP

5mt>v<Atii>M lOOf Viotcl rooms oti

JviHC I5t 2004

CaU 41V5iJ7-977JJ

EXPRESS

Slay Smart
tr CHOICE HOTELS

riloward^hnson
r.XPRFSS INN

For Rate Information: www.hampshirehospitality.com/grad05

with the immaturity for the long

haul. It's a rewarding experience,

and I see only great things tor yiAi.

You're wise beyond your years, but

don't get too high on yourself

because of it ... I doubt you will. I

look forward to coming by in three

years and seeing where you are at

the paper

Barsiow, I remember you from

one of Simurda's

classes — damned if

I can remember
which one. When
you tirst came in, I

thought, wow. I hope

that guy can keep his

confidence because I

know he's a smart

one. You've exceed-

ed expectations, and

impres.sed me, whkh
isn't easy. Keep forg-

ing ahead and you

will cortK" out of this

on top.

Howe, you canw

about the same time

I was packing up for

the iClidwesi, but

from what Ive heard, you are the

next superstar No pressure. IXm't

screw up L)r I'll hunt you down.

Ckxxl luck ktxping Marz sane next

year

Bob. I duln't know wdat to

think when you were hired as assis-

tant editor last year but my doubts

proved unfounded ^ou dkl great

things in your first year on staff,

and I expect more of the same from

you in the years lo come. Your

writing is much more, well.

English, than it used to be. Keep up

the good work and for God's sake,

stop getting concussions, you

moron. There

are a few

good brain

cells lelt in

that melon of

yours, don't

let the drink-

ing and the

rugby kill

what's left.

The one

semi-sports

staffer in this

colunm is the

one long-lime

friend and

graduating
senior who is

left here.

Plus, you

played street hockey back in the

day. so you qualify Eldridge, you

will always be a hero to me. We've

spent many mornings at Peopk's,

inany evenings in ihe basenK'nt

S«e MISTY EYES on page 16

iLtiffM*

Neal Bruten

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors
Beer:

Miller Liu ft M.GX>.

Mlp^.am $18.49*

Molson Gotden. Ice, Canadian Caaa

; i: I'k HI $16.99* *• uvtc AU-xandie Chaidonna

Keyitone

CoorsLi^

Wine:

MoetftChaBdoB

Caaa Lapoatole
• I'uvtf Alexandre

7% ml $29.99

Bcaulieu Vmr^arda Napa Valley

lav, (^aberr

Liquor:

Seagram's V O

Smirnoff& Smirnoff Twist

Crown Royal

i.l.r $14-99

lay
7m) ml. $12.99 i-siitri $ao.99

li . .( - $13.49* Chankmnav, (!^abemet. Merlol
TV) ml $8.99 -v

• •-.««. 9*"'*^*'**^^ Romana Sambuca
jDpkbiL $12.99* Brut A Lxtr.i IVv

kj'ii I. • tt— 750 ml. $8.99
Millwaukee s Best D--.J.., n...«. t *- -i- n

• •nao. P^phy Canyon Joae Cuervo TcquilU
«i|k..«» $10.99* Zk^mdd - ,

Busch ft Busch Light _^ 750 ml. $9.99 ,»a$i6 99

Seagrams 7

,1 S1999

Si8<)4

Mohan XXX
-* '* •^' ••°-''* tKonnay. Cabernet. Meriot

1: ,4 Ml $10.99* Buckefe/i

CemrmiM.
( .itvrnrt. Shiraz

UpkNi $10.99 Goau do Roam
Dogfish Head R^d -^nd Whiu-

^,^kHl $6.99*

\.S liter. $7.99
UVVodfca

750 ml. $7.99

0< $1599

-<u $15.99

Rubuioff Vodka all flavors

750 mL $6.99 $9.99

•all beer prices pkts deposit

Four Seasons Wine & Liquors

jjj RuMiell St.. Rte 9. Hmdiey, MA oiojf

§»4'tM74*M»m.- Smt. 9mm- itpm
SALE S/13 THROUGH 5 19

Now Open Sundays Noon to iipm

'^^^^'9.

iffffifTAt
c:rii«iv:iiimHw

rflQIB i

FRIDAY MAY 14th

SCREENING: HERTER AUDITORUM

5 PM -7 PM

AFER PARTY: BLUE WALL PUB

7PM-?
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

I OtMCUO
s Own
» Ainvad

14 Dw«ght» nvai

I? Simicilin*
hjtura

It Voguttdtac*
15 Con
20 Fwindallon
21 Swamp
23 Bangadup
24 Wldaciaiu
2* Mrilai Mofnao^
27 OMcuHtHTia
30 ChancStof ganra
34 mUdllow*!
36 Ttaaaaa
36 Boa
37 JPKmk)
36 Pout*
30 Aulo
40 atnqaiTumpc
42 Soqa* maac in
43 vafi« makata
45 Tmy bubtm
47 Command
46 SnowboMa
40 Papaiioy
50 Rioai~
53 Oawnooddaaa
64 Tan»»^M Qanca o(

Fanam
M 'Volar aaan
ei LaaMoul
02 F«n organ
tt3 Mora rational
64 Danrypaairy
66 EiaoMctan
66 uacvtma
67 Mala noma

PMIVKMja PUZILC SOLVCO

t.:AiV,A,

4 SMaCaa

33 Cciiciaa
86 Rounda ot

fgftatm*
promaa 36 BiaDidarty ai

9 LargM^ amoum nolay
6 la baiwaan lotw 41 Diaiwaya
7 CuaMwd 43 Funy
8 — <^ mwHal companion

46 waa on ajury
47 Oapmaol

W Magumapan
51 NYCtinll

1 Sot-ac
MhTiia'

2 TypaolbM

8 Skull
10 Famay mamtoar
11 Sma<ainot<«
12 IMMacBaanold
15 Noladraaco 46 AaMx oounlry
23 Tamwiala
26 Oppoamg vola
26 Addawaiiaf
27 -OoUanSoy

26 Maihiafni
2S Pnnoa

lAMham a mom
30 I

adion
81
32 TaMod

52 Conddain
53 La

86 Poop am
57

-

60 PiaahaaMy

U>Hoo AM) |\V\H(

OwftSSfr/

ON TMa hi. Tdt

lull OVER Tn£BE

n<CMrr4f/«» OOQUtS £0M

My uiK"!*' KBortcs in a sweaty

paprr mill wtUi boonsh.

toothtesa ii»f i> ««'h day oW
load tn theit beards

Dining Commons Menu
D.C. contact: 413-545-2626

LUNCH
• Oriental Beef &
Vegetables

• Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

• Spicy Black Bean Burger

(vegan)

DINNER
• Rcjast Turkey

• Stuffed Shells

(vegetarian)

• Rain Forest Black Bean

Stew

(vegan)

K< I I I 11 1! Ill (. \KI'. M

r

[fJ

Daily Weather Forecast
For Amherst

THURSDAY
. High: 70

• Low: 49

FRIDAY
• High: 79

• Low: 59

SATURDAY
• High: 8b

• Low: 57

ipi'!'

Production Crew
On staff today

NIGHT EDITOR
Dan I jnx^he. Andrey^ Mt^ntt

PHOTO TECHNICIAN
\1jffhew Reid

COPY EDITOR
Inkd iovles

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Shjnruyn Fdrrington

PRODUCTION STAFF
SMtiantha Seilien
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^ Our progress as a nation can

be no swifter than our progress

in education. The human mind is

our fundamental resource.

-John F. Kennedy
yy

aquarius • ian. 2o-fui. is

Open the wallet and buy fcxxJ for your

friends.

piSCeS • FrB 19-Mar. 20

Urink Icjts ot water. Your body is going

to need it.

aries • mar. 21-aw. 19

Take the memories of this semester with

you wherever you go.

taurUS • Apr 20-Mav 20

Don't look up; the sky is going to fall on

your face.

gemini • mav2Mun. 21

Let the materialistic crap go.

cancer • iun. 22-111. 22

tXjn t get fired in a frenzy today.

leO a K^i. 23-AiA.. 22

Be thankful ff)r vour friends.

virgO a Auc. 23-SiPi. 22

Get out and let yourself go.

libra • stn. 21-00. 22

Eat an apfile today. Trxrxjrrow it wil

keep the dcxrtor away.

Scorpio a Oo. 23-Nov. 21

Chill out you cool banana.

Sagittarius • nuv. 22-L>t< . 21

CiO out and get laid!

Capricorn a du. 22 |an. 19

Take a shower and wash the smell of fail

ureoff.

tl ^.

• 4

* •

« * « I

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Marketplace
\r\RTMr\r for kimH mto for sm t

Apf ^Kirni hn Kent JSV

2 1 4*^ AmhirrsK >ntcr

Awcx iim-li n .iHim

Mill V'.ilItT E-r,itc<. mn*

Rcmlnt;2K^lmli.l05O/lla^

4h«inn$2IOOivailaHr

6^1AM Sii 1*1 rmmiKs rent,

Frif Hciit 6i Hi* Wator. 2

fill I hubs, A( : On IxjiJine

M.«i-Fn lO-Spm 25V7377

isw: H.inild.V...i\il.\4

.liiiir itvian I )HK milcs'KiKxJ

I StIMOYMf \T

P.«intct> Suiiinitr Jul^ 'IT""

tiinitv in i>r n<-.ir WcM
SpnntjtickJ. rvi expencnie

rwci-swrv i iail |i » 41 VM-
4M'»

FMPIOYMFNT

Riinlir- wantcil l>>r Rcniiiii;

area. Citll Francmc at 781 -

S4M 1^255 tnr rmm- infi>rm.i-

tmii

EMPIOYMFNT

( in-i-nhfkl St\ urr Sc-K

StiiniKc vifb. xikk-nt P/T to

rent mir lelt Miir.it*' unitNon

canir«B4n-775-a^74

(IIRMTI Kl (OK SMI HkoOMMMI VWMIdH St IMMI K SlIRIi I

B»K-ni> Y S,in«T i» hinrnj Un

piMtum.s tor hill semester

plea* .iprlv in pet>in ( '-^W for

Jirectioii', 25V4(XV

Rr,in.Kwiiii- Ar«s SowIim-.-

inK, I1&2 hevlnniin .ipt'-

Leviftes heijin June, July, Aut

iir Ser FirM timie, hrs< serve.

(3ct them while thev la*

yyww.branJsT* iiic arits.cum

SMpl-\..r(:.,ll S4'^)-OfiOC

MHO FOR SAI I

'H HiimlH AccorJ >riTt

$^5a).>rK-v..«erlHK

mile5 giaul ciinJitKin 41 1-

S85-4CM

l>«4(ii-..rrwn in.OW
mile> tTiMt ninJitKin New
Timiny IVlt 4 New Tires

SlZWWORd i77-5124

665-7751

F.»dPr.iheSEI'N6$l075

C:all4M-687 7510.

Ml ire:.i'(fc. ai.iimaw.eiki

H.idJhCivi, HX99 41)K

Manual 6KK mi. AA • Alarm

Cireat corKliliun i«' '*^ S4S

F^sihy-Mtier piRitMin available

in Amk-rst startinK '*/) 1/04

Mtemions and piiwihlv vimc

hill Jays hir a 6 ami 10 year

iild. Help with homewiirk,

play dates, iictivitjes. French

speakint! preferred. Free nxim

possihly ne(?itiahle Please

serwl letter and CV tn Betsy

I :hai.s.ii>n 10? Omvcfse Hall

Amherst ( jilleye PO Box

5tW Anihen.1. MA Oia^2

.Activism

Summer
Jobs

For the

F:nvironment

VOOO- 5000/Summcr Join the

state's larp-st (mhlic interest

yraMTiiots oriranizatHin to pnv

tect our environment, puhlic

health, human njjhts atxl

vlennxr.Ky. Ciireer cpportuni-

ties and benefits available.

C-.all B.*by Mn-256-64M

1291

Students w.inted tot .i sum

met painnne |i>b. MCV -

idXI week. Expcnerkr not

iH'evk\l Kit a plus .^11 hiretl

will Ko throiiiih a paid train-

iny prujram. Call S88-277-

'>7H7 or (!o to ( :oi.i.K ;h-

mOCX^M Wv»k with tnetvls.

BICYC -It HXJR LKAHKRs
NEETOD; Summer reen-itj.-

biryclinK mps. USA, Ciinaila,

Eunipe. Salary plus expease

pakl. Snident HostelinK

PtoRTam, P.O Box41'>,

Conway, MA 01 Ml {HOC)

141-6152,

w'Wii' bit yc li'tn|is A 1 im

Resoti Real Estate Sales

AsUftant; W(wkl renowm-d

multi-miilion ^killar real

estate ik-velopment lompany

seek.s motivatcil .ind confi-

dent irkliMilu.il to market

high-eml real esl.ite at The

Oreenbner Resort in WJiite

Siilphut SpriiiK, West

Virginia. Kk-al caivlid^ite is

very comfortable speakmn on

the ph< me 6i interested in

pursuinK a career in luxury

real estate. Immetliate open-

ln^^ available Ple.ise setui

resumes to Mitch Johnsiin

iH|.>hivi.inat!fatsc.com

Punters W.inted 111 .•\mhtrst

.Area. No Experience

Ntves.sary ( :.ill .Mison®41 1-

627-'>045

LIFEGUARD Brandywme

.Apts. necil. a certified lite-

Kinivt. ( jll or stop K- 549-

0600

Movintr; Uxal moving com-

pany kmkinK tot self moriv.it-

ed indiN idiiaLs, part time posi-

tHins .ivaihible immediately.

Weekd.iy a\ ail.ibility ,i plus.

Raises commeasur.ite with

pcrtorrnance. Potential for

tips. Ci<«id attmxkr* .irc a

mils. {;.iil(4 15)584-4746

Liwell .Area IVaen Uailer

neeck\l to W crew chief for

one of the state's largest exte-

rior hmise painting compa-

nu-s Mast be h.irdworking.

Irhk-pemleni & ha\e own car

Exp preterred, but not neces-

sary. Call Sung-Y.xm « 978-

587-6557

P.iintets Wanted m 1 >,mvers

irea want a challenging Ji >b

iHltik«irs w/good $$$.'

Seeking ilriven, Haalworking

Individual w/own car to Ix' a

p.iinting crew memlvr. No
exp iM-cess,iry ( :all: Sung-

Y.Hin ©978-587-6557

I l.inlworking imlividuals liv-

ing anmnd 95/95 Ix-lt Smth
o( l-'K) tor fullriiiH' piinter

positions. C Ihallengmg job

reiiuire* irklepenilence, own

car $I0-$12 base rateCill

Will® 61 7-699-8970

Summet on C^pe Cod: Hang

out with 2 low maintenance

boys 8 and 1 1 .Several days a

week. No nights, no week-

ends. Free toom aivl Kiard

plus $50.00 per week Call

Jack at 508-888 52 50

Marketing Agency Seeks

Outgoing High Energy

Indniduals tot promotioas

$ 1 5/h.HJt 888-477-6668

www.hauspniniotioas.cofn

"F5;irT.-ndmg"$500A>av

Potential. No Experience

Nesc. Tniming provided, l-

,»W.965.6520F.xt,162

Miitotridge tor sale Terrific

(xindition tot $60000

Asking $500,00 . It best ofTet

Cjill 546-1 577.

Furniture and Tw»i ( its ti it

Sale Call t(W details (415)

556-7955

I imdualing in M.iy every-

thing must go Call 549-0069

FtOUSF FOR RFNT

5 Bednxuns 2 baths on bus

lineAmherM415-5:5M5 5

5 Bednxim house. 2 1/2 miles

l>i Kis line. Wa-shcr/dryer

Home 255-5670 leave a mes-

sage-, or .ell 41 5-550-6996

Hadlev 5 Binlroom Plus

Kime, 2 Kirks w/ laundry

hiKikup. 1-irge yard, miniires

from UM;v*. 549-4270

H*llcy Newer Fi\e FVdnxim

Home 549-4270

I'FRSONAIS

CX")NGR.ATUL.ATIONS tor

making it through the last 4

yeatii! Faye Marchant, Jen

ChaKit, Emma Butcher, +

Meredith C :harlisle you guys

are the BF>T. MISS yixi so

miK-h next year ChxxI luck

w/ all vcni ilo. l-ove, T.ish,i

KOOMMMI UWItl)

bcinale roommate wanted to

sliare 2-Kl apt in Suiuk-rlanil

$4l8/mo. Include* heat. Kit

water, imd catite. AvaiLible

6/1 or earlier. C^ll Lauren fl

860-604-6068

ROOM U.WTFI)

Summet Reskk'iiie NecNktl!

List miniiie summer intern-

ship in Hvannis, Uxiking to

rent rmm on (
"..ipe C lod.

( ^mtiict Marui at 41 5-546-

5248 or

mfanelli@student.iima».t\lu

SFRVICES

Pregnant .' Need help.' Csill

Bmhriglit of .Amherst are.i tot

tree testing iivl .issistance

549-1906

PREC.NANCry TESTING,

HIV Testing, Birth Control,

ami Emergency

( Aintraception. .Mtorckible

and tontidential. Tapestry

Health. 27 Pray Street,

Amherst 54H-9^W2

SI V1MFR SUBI FT

2 Lg FVInii apt .M.iin M on

Kis route Minutes trom

UMa.ss Summer » ith Fall

.iption 256 1146

I liedroom in Piittton tor

Sublet starting |une Isi ( :.ill

Siacey at 695-2944 $750

negotiable piwibk' Fall option.

Avoid Pufhon waitiru: Iw

5bed 2bath Puffton iipgraJed

$1 505/mo June 1-August 51

'04 or take inir lease to '05

549-5909

1- 5 K-droom available in

Amherst. Lirge living n«im

and kitchen on bus toutc. Fall

lea"« option available 978-

2»}0-0449 Aaron

1 Wnn Apt. inC:iiffside(i«ll

Wi5.121H

l.ne tkiwiitown this summer!

Lirgc 4BR 2-tli«)r apt next to

Amherst 1 IS. Washer 6i dryer

inclikkx). 5 min 10 Kis stop

6i town. ONLY $562.50 per

room + utilities. .Available 6/1

thni8/15 tiintiictRob:

agratf^tuik-nt .umass.t\lu/978

-808-7522

2 bednxims, fully fiimi.shed

aparrment. 1 full bath

Available June P'-

Septcmberl", Call Rachel

Szyman (9 781.264-1512

WAN Ft I)

EGG IXWORS NEEreO;
Extremely generous coitipcn-

sation p,iid Non smokers ages

21-52 For more information

please contact C :hrigtine ot

1,1: at 781 -769-6900 or visit

www.rtilx!rfnii hoLsesn.Ci im

m
!^

^
t . t

\
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Collegian sports presents Misty Eyed Memories from 2003-04
MISTY EYES from page 13

and main anytinie% at Uucik>. Vuu

and Oapes arc the only people I've

found who drink nearly a;, much
cotfee as I do. and that i> a broth-

erhood thai lew can crack. I love

you, man. and I will be in touch.

Which brings us to the final

t^^o knuckleheads. the current aiKl

future sports editors.

Mara, you fell short of what I

exptvted for you this year, but

that's only because I put you on a

huge pedestal that nobod> could

have lived up to. I had neser seen a

freshman with a combination of

detemiinaticHi and smarts like you

had, so I expected you to be above

and beyond some of the greats that

came befoa- you. for that. I'm

surry. but I must say that the dis

tmux you made up over s«xond

semester has put you hack on that

same pedestal. Wm have no bounds

to your potential, and I krx>w the

secticHi will he in good harxls with

you

Men, well.

what can I sav

kid You've

gone thruu^ a

ton oi nick-

mnei, a ton of

loaons learned

and a ton uf les

sons not ^t
ned Bui we\i

been thrm^ a

kit together,

there's no doubt

about that. I

was sad to we
the burnout get

tu vou a« much

a* h did. but I

was giad to see

tflM VOU didn't

iat rtiat bumoui

fe( in the wa\ of lh« pnaon diat

wat the e of what was
Andrew i You were a

standout m a treshman. a sdid

number two as a sofihumun:. and a

leader of a young ttip m a junior

NcM ycK the ikwuuih is yoan.

and you better take care of that

re^xawfisflity. Enjoy yuur last \'jar in

ihb tike Ix^bie km^-n as cc^krge

even tf you oui't wait for it to pop.

you will miss scunc of it I k>ve you.

man. and take care of yourself and

my . .ir 1 11 he chivking up

on V' .^fiaic'ver random cH>

I'm wording in.

My life at the newspaper

spumed generations. I'm the link

between ledd Crumb and Kevin

lannan. between Ra> Cieever and

Otn .Aduba. And next v«air. foi the

first time, Toot Cahoon will coach

a game that I wasn't covering.

Experiencing the greatest hockey

moment of my life in the Hocke>

tlast final against Maine meant so

much to UK", to stv m\ team going

head-to-head with the runner-up

for the National Championship
was a thrill that 1 will never forget.

My name is Matt Brady, and my life

was UMass Hockey
Thanks to everyone who e\er read

one of 111) articWs. There were

pk'nty of them for you to read. And
this, this is the end. So, I'll close

with the best closing line I ever

wrote. "It was hockey at the

Mullins Center. ,\nd it was fx-auti

ful.-

Jeff HotME, U.S.A. Winger Rob

McCUNAHAN
Uiiu AiKiihci \ car gone and a

few credits closer to graduating.

Oh. who am I kidding'.' I'm as

close to graduating as Roger

Clemens is to retiring.

Wait. you

mean Clemens

did retire'.' Oh.

he didn't? Can
sonK-one check

this out for

inc'

Ok. Ml Ik

retired, but

then fell in love

with Andy
Pettiie. and
now he pilches

m Houston'.'

That sounds

something likeAlex
Rodriguez and

IVrek kter in

Sew ^'i>rk.

•lAU l» r*MI

Rob McCUnahaa

Speaking oi

New Ywk. I heard the knkks
brxxigihi 1^1 lean

up thai oi(.

Great move. ^'u\s Ihey got the

right man tor the job Rumor has

It that they weren't checking the

ifuality of his resume but the quan-

titv.

He has folded an entire kague

arxJ destruyed two franchises, but

the Knkk-s deckk-d to kl him run

their organization into the ground,

too. Apparently, he arxl l^nny

Mnge are having an old fashkmed

cold war to see who can bring

down their team first.

Whik I'm on the su^^t of

running things into the ground.

ha» anvcHK- other than ihe Miami

Poike IXpanment seen Ty I .aw

lateK .'
I certainlv know Pevton

Manning hasn't.

Someone should look for him

in the hole that |oe Thornton dis-

appears into when the Bruins

reach the playoffs.

Getting off the subject for a

minute...when did Busta Rhymes
get the audacity to tell the UMass
girls to start hitting the gym'.'

Why was Mr. Rhymes even

here'.' Was l.L Cool | unavailable'.'

His performance was more
pathetic than Major League

Baseball's drug testing policy.

Sorr\, Barry*.

Sorry, steroids aren't anything

to joke about. If you want come-

dy, try watching B\ung-Hyun Kim
pitch to a left-handed hitter in

September.

Actually, forget September
[X>es Pawtucket's season even last

that long'.'

So, Curt Schilling has his own
Dunkin Donuis breakfast sand-

wich now. Does it go bad if it's

left out too long'.' Don't look lo

Terry Francona for that answer.

Well, my time is up. Have a

great summer At least a belter

one than the Yankees do.

Go Sox.

Brencmn Hall, U.S.A. OEFEMfttAN

Ken Momroim

The amount of space I've been

given this year doesn't nearly

reflect the good times and excep-

tional exf)erience I've gained just

b> being down here in the office,

watching what everyone else

does, trying to

write to my poten-

tial. I can proudly

say I've learned

more down here

from watching all

of >ou guys than I

have in all of my
classes over my
first two semesters

— combined
Merrill

Sometimes I like

to think of yuu a^ .-.

mentor, because

you'\e taught me
nK>re than any of

my professors

have, and I can

talk to you about

anything Thanks for everything,

man. "Thanks for giving me a

crack at that first beat, field hock-

ey, because I don't know what the

hell I woukl have done if I wasn't

an active member dovm here.

You. aloi^ with everyone else

down here, gave me a kH of confi-

(feitce in my writing, even if you

did yell at me a lot. Classical con-

ditioning pays off. I should proba-

bly not try to diss you as much,

because I owe you a lot. Oh, and I

am no longer "the freshman" as of

Sept. 5, 2004.

Marzelli - Rambling Wreck and

Vince Wilfork, give me credit

where credit is due! I can always

count on you to give some snappy

wisecrack. You're a great guy, have

fun putting up with me again next

year. Hopefully I'll be less of a

goon, as long as I don't pick

Rivera.

Bob - Wftat can I say, you are a

funny kid. You laid my storks out

so well, I don't know what else lo

say. Marlins suck.

Foster - Come back soon, you

crazy frai brother! Thanks for the

heads up on win No. WO!
Seriously though, I learned a lot

from you in the short time that we
covered Softball together Hope all

is well at home, hopefully it won't

be too k>ng before we meet up
again.

Leah Hooker boots?!? You
are so easy to gel along with, it's

good to have you around here.

Good times covering track, even if

it was a short season. Glad to see

that knee's healing okay, track star

lust make sure not to forget me
after you set a world record. We'll

have a kji of fun in class next year

Barstow - My partner in crime, you

are the man. Have fun with those

intem.ships, you're a good writer

Again, too bad we dkin't spend

more
on the

beat,

would

been

tinie.

go to

time

same

it

have

great

l.et's

the

Blue Wall

Howza
i\a\c fun as

avstsiant next

year Don't

wotry if you

get armcwd
with me at

some point

.

thai 's just ms
stupidity
kkk^in.

The beats - too many menwries.

not enough space

Until next vear. everyone.

.

1 \ ^.UTESY us WICICrT HAU C* FAMC

Ken Morrow

Mot ttmmm, USX
jMMVOuMum

Hey y'alj. thanks for a great year

I woukl have like to be more i>bjec -

tive m my writing but there weren't

many bad things to say — couUn't

you have bst one meet Russ?

See ya back in Lex Vegas

WyT»er...Big Red, you might want

to try lowering your akohol-bkxxi

content by the fall. Thanks for your

endless support and advice. Merritt,

hopefully you won't have to edit this

gibberish too! ... Paula, stop by

with a tray of chocolate chip cook-

ies sometime ...

Brady, if I see you

in one of m>
classes in the fall,

I'm not going be

hapF)y. Seriousl>

though, best of

luck in whatevei

you do . .

.

Bob, we need

you next year so

chill with the

coiKussions will

you? Mike, kts

try not to bum
this ffo'r down
next fall when
the Sox win the

Workl Series.

I still don't

know who sits

where, who does

what or how to spell coxswain, but

thanks for trying Heath and Faith.

K, Yankees SUCK. I've sakl it

and now I've written it — hopefully

I'll see this on your door! Keep

beasting the Hermy bro.

Yeah lane. I know the last line

dkin't make any sense, but Frozen

sure felt m> pain. Tl. watch where

>ou're throwing that thing, you

almost look my head off. Tay you're

the best shoes partner

aiound. when you're not off skiing.

Potzie you crazy man, keep a>lling

akmg Disco style arxi dont ever

kx>se the fro. Vaz—admit it, wv all

know you're the messy one.

This year was a bi«n-hopefully

I'll be c^ academk probatkm in

time to write again in the fall

Giai Stkaub, Fomkr Assstant

Srans EnrtM, U.S.SJI. Head OoAOt

Vknai Thmomm
I tend to abide by the vi^ary

clkhe that say^ >ou can't forgn your

roots and in the case of VMxIiu^ at

The Collegian, the sports section -

or spizzy as some of us call it — is

my routs. Whik this >ear, 1 blindly

jumped over to the i^posite skk of

tfK- newsroom to fulfill another one

of my aspirations, musK writing,

sports writing and the Colkgian

sports department was and omiin-

ues be an integral pan of my jour-

nalism life. I was unabk lo c-on-

tribute to the section as much as I

QJlHrreSY U S^ HOOOY HAU. Of FAMI

Jack O'CalUhan

wanted to this year but it was OK
because there was an amazing

team running the ship. So to give

respect to my roots, here is my
misty eyes...

Menitt: One of the craziest

things that I observed on my way

back to the paper after South

Africa was your transformation. I

remember when you slept throu^
your interview

with Mamie.
Now you are a

bona fide leader

of the news-

room. It woukl

have been fun

working togeth-

er on the sec-

lion, but it was
better working

on the paper

with you as a

whole.

Marz: Keeping

it real on tiK

sports front,

never getting

stressed is the

way to be. Your
raw knowledge

of the games we
cover is beyond respcctabk. And
your mentality of understanding

that it's all of this work is for a

good time is what spons always

needs. Sony 1 kft you all to your-

self with that horretxlous thing

they call the UMass men's basket-

ball team.

Bob: It's tough being the guy

who doesn't like hockey, doesn't

like New England Sports and the

new guy on the bbck in the sec-

ikxi. 1 know how it is. Hang in

theie, Eli and the Giants in 2008
at a Super Bowl in Giants

Stadium

Brades: It is great see one of

the originals, somebody who
taught me so much, go on to big-

ger and better things. 1 hope to

hear you along skk Al Mk^haels

soon.

MOMcn m Tw C<maAN <i»otm

dcmrtmcnt:

-Tooo Foster, U.S.S.R.

GOALTENOCR VLADISLAV TrETUK

-Uah Wtner, U.S.S.R. MtMSBi

Vauri Knarlaann

-Dan Oumah, U.S.S.R. Conoi
Vladimir Petimv

•Pauu Aden, U.S.S.R. Winccr

Bonis Mikhailov

•Tm Rtan, U.S.S.R. DcranaMa
VUCtKSLAV FETISOW

•Becky NMOwtn, U.S.S.R.

1 ImciRMM

It's all about you
and the science.

Congratulations, scientists, on receiving your degree.

You are now of the utmost value to the world of disease

research and drug discovery. We need scientists exactly

like you, and we need you to do work that really matters.

In our new global research headquarters, in Cambridge, MA,

we're bringing our international resources and our inspired

vision of innovation to bear on the research.

We'd love to hear from you directly to tell you more and to

answer any questions you might have about us. Please call

, (V. weekdays from noon to 9 pm,

now through May 19. We'd love to share our science with you.

Novarlli ^^ commitled to fmbracinf and Ipvfraging diverw backgrounds, rulturet, and li>«nf9

to ich<«v« compvtttfvc advantagt Novsrtis is an «qual opportunity •mployvr. M/F/O/V

(} > NOVARTIS
NOVARTIS INSTITUTES
FOR BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH

Excellent Starting Pay

Apply On Line Natio^w
1

SummerWorkNow.coin/nei
ijsaif-'



If phone number is busy, eull buck.

( unnrvlicul Nf»« ^ ork C out.

Brcx)kfield / Waterbury 203-775-0158 Buffalo N 716-835-9008

Eastern CT 860-859-3425 Buffalo ScKjthtown* 716-668-4786

Fairfield / Norwalk 203-847-3157 Oneonta 607-432-2737

Hartford / Tolland 860-243-5623 Plattsburgh 518-735-4440

Franklin County 413-772-2666 Rochester Area 585-321-9865

Marthas Vineyard 508-696-8633 Saratoga 518-587-7020

Middlesex County 860-704-0732 Syracuse Area 315-437-4297

New Haven County 203-288-0552 Utica/Rome 315-792-4042

Lower Westchester 914^72-1922

MfMlf
Upper Westchester/Putnam Co 914-741-1090

Portland/Biddeford/Brunswick 207-883-6653 \e«« \urk( it\ \rra

York/Ben«ickySanford 603-740-0397 Nassau County 516-221-3790

Augusta/Lewiston/Ban^x 207-622-5128 Flushing 718-961-5813

Manhattan 212-563-4467

Mas>achun-tts Brooklyn 718-331-8720

Berkshire County 413-442-9599 North Shore Suffolk 631-382-4716

Cape Cod 508-771-1580 South Shore Suffolk 631-218-8882

Lawrence 603-893-7272 Staten Island 718-980-6988

Worcester/Shrewsbury/Milford 508-791-5888

Spnngfield/Amherst 413-532-0846 P—aoUania

BoKloo Area: Altoona/Slate College 814-943-8820

Andover/Reading/North Shore 978-762-4442 Berks County 610-372-8851

Attleboro/Dartmouth/Taunton 508-993-8885 Bucks County 215-675-3235

Cambndge/Somerville 617-621-1119 Chester County 610-719-0105

Chelmsford/Fitchburg/Tewksburv 978-692-8541 Delaware County 610-543-7052

Jamaica Plain/Back Bay/Fenway 617-323-3456 Erie 814-835-6600

Malden/Charlestown/Revere 781-333-3266 Han^isburg East Shore 717-986-0201

Newburyport/BevertyrropsfiekJ 978-739-9304 Hamsburg West Shcwe 717-731-8911

NorwoodA/Valpole/Franklin 781-255-7171 Jenkintown/Abington 215-884-6364

Quincy/Canton/Weymouth 781-344-3495 Lancaster County 717-560-9152

South Shore/Plymouth County 781-837-6789 Let>anon County 717-272-3367

Waltham/Newton/Metrowest 781-890-7667 Lehigh Valley 610-432-5834

Lewisburg 570-522-0179

Ne^ Hampshire Monroeville 412-373-3461

Lebanon /Claremont 603-443-5588 Monroe/Pike County 570-422-1181

Manchester/Nashua/Concord 603-625-9500 Montgomery County 610-630-3811

Seacoast Portsmouth. Dover 603-740-0397 Moon 412-424-0093

Salem/Derry 603-893-7272 Northeast Philadelphia 215-464-8440

Pittsburgh N Hills 724-933-3354

>^H Jer*e> Pittsburgh S Hills 412-440-0234

Bnck/Toms River/Point Pleasant 732-451-9797 Roxt>orough/Manayunk 215-482-2890

Bndgewater/Scotch Plains/Clinton 908-203-9966 Schuykill/CartJon County 570-450-7922

Camden/Burlington County 856-810-8072 Scranton 570-961-5464

Clifton/MontdairA/Vayne 973-472-1171 Westmoreland County 724-838-8192

Eatontown/Englishtown/Belmar 732-544-1505 Wilkes-Ban-e 570-331-2707

EdisonWoodbndge/E Brunswick/Clark 732-321-1055 York County 717-718-1470

Gloucester/Salem County 856-228-9996

Newlon/HackettstownA/Vest Milford 973-729-8330 Rhode Island

Paramus/SecaucusA/Vestwood 201-291-9090 Newport 401-683-6688

Parsippany/Short Hills/Fairfield 973-541-0122 Providence / South County 401-575-2238

Pnnceton/CranburyAA/est Windsor 609-671-1400

\crmont

Ntw N ork Burtington/Montpelier/Middlebury 802-985-9850

Albany/Capitol Region 518-383-6544 White River Jet /Rutland/Bratlleboro 802-295-1122

Binghamton/Broome Co 607-748-4858

llliLimillllJlillllllllBm^^

Taking a semester abroad:

What's your adventure?

ARTS & LIVING, PAGE 6 EDITORIAL/OPINION, PAGE 5 H^BRQl m

A look back at UMass

sports in 2003-04
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Bustamante, Murphy sworn in UMass marchers defend

SGA budget passed iP'^BBBI^W'ff^ right to choose in D.C.
By MfciissA Blankstein

CxiLLci.iAN Staff

Eduardo Bustamante won as Student

Government Association President in last

week's special elections with a 72 percent

majority. His running mate Matt Murphy
won the Student Trustee position with 70.9

percent.

"To sum it up. I'm really optimistic. I'm

hopeful. and I'm really excited."

Bustamante said.

Steve Hoeschele. chancellor of elc^

tions. said that 3.05^ or one-sixth of the

students >oted last week. This is an

increase from the 2.756 who voted in last

month's election, in which Bustamante
then received a )8.2 percent majority.

SMSfiAonpagaS
Student Truktcc Matt Murphv (left) and M.iA I'rtMdfni KJuardi>

Bu!>Umanlr <tddrr<w<o 4 small crowd in March.
Kl«il' llt»«K I <«•>•» 1*1

Rally celebrates gay marriage law

Women rally in Wa»hint!ton. D.C. at the .March (or Women's Live* on April

2S, 2004. Over one million people, according to exlimalea, attended the r^llv.

By FfcRRON SALNIKtK
I'lMlH.IAN StA»»

ufKunstitutional on a 4-3 vole. Although

there were cheers from gay coupks.

President Hush and Gov. Romney
denounced tlw ruling, oiaiing thai mar-

I is an institution between a man and a

Giaa SMitk wtd Hrtdi Norton o( Northampton, left, arni (iU>ru l)^k\ and Linda

Dw'in of CMunm «tand tUKethrr dunni: a new s «.ontetrrKe on Nov. I 7 , 2cK.1 i.

JUttt OllllNNEU.

IXHLft.lAN StaH

Siudems rallied November 18. 2U03.

m celebration of the rub^ that alkms

same-Kx marriages in Massachusetts ai

Nunhampton's City Hall, singing

"tvcrything Possible' by Fred Small.

emphaaging the lyrics, "some women k>ve

women, some men bve men. today we'rtr

a-aching the end of everythir^ for you.'

The Maasachasetts Supa-me judicial

Court ruled that day that banning py mar-

riafie is unconstitutional. Chief lusiice

Margaret Marshall dcvlared that an indi-

vidual''' civil nghis shciuld not he taken

away simply htxause he or she wani> k>

marry •oiiK'onc ol the same sex.

Ma.'-sachusctts. which is the first state

to pass samcsex inarriages. ruled the bm

woman.
ffundrtds gathered in Northampton in

J joyful celebralion of the ruling arxl

shiiiu-d. "Happy gay manvgeda)!'
Several people spoke ai the rally.

irKluding Moidi Norton and her partixT

Gena Smith, who aa- panelists and served

as a plaintiff couple lor the ca.«c in Boston

today Norton and Smith were also ptesent

for the rubig.

'CeielMaic ton^i. but to not give up

liic ti|^ beoawr there is still a kx d work

to be done, (jet's keep this on the frunt

bwner and don't move back one inch!'

The two thanked »upportrr< and shotit-

ed, 'We'a* going lo win'" Avery. Smith

and Nekton's ytning child said. "Thi> i* a

vcrv special dji> and I am ver> pruud of my
Mommy and Mom for helping

"

Claiiv Higgens. Northampton town

mayor. loW supponcrs that tK- Pioneer

\alk*y is a community ol acveptaiKe. con-

cerning people who are guy. straight, rich

or poor.

"We are the city of pioneers." she ^

S«e MUY on pagM

WASHINGTON - They came in

packed buses from across the nation.

Some wore pink Irom head to toe. while

others wore T-shiri> with self-designed

slogans. Most carried purple and yellow

signs, and recited cheers until their

voices grew hoarse. All. almost oik mil-

lion, marched through the nation's cap-

ital yesterday for the March for

Women's Lives

Thousands ol siudenis. organizers,

politicians, actors and others from the

United Stales and nearly 60 other coun-

tries marched thrLHigh Washington in

an effort to »cnd a message to President

Bush and . i\c politicians Thv

choice of ji 'H and c*qual acce^'^

lo birth control and health care is a

basic humanjaght
Before ihe'march began, the rally on

the National Mn
'

''cd back uK>ut

one mile The > iked, chanting

and singing, passing the Washington

Monument and later heading down
Pennsylvania Avenue in the direction of

the White 11

Young
I

1 particular college

students, niadc up what organizers said

was one third of the crowd. Almost lOO

lieges sent buses to the march.

\iiiong those college students were

hundreds of Five College students

"I'm here for all my friends who
couldn't be here." said .Anna Graseck. a

Smith College student. "I'm marching
so there are no back-alky abortions in

m> lifetime."

Gfjseek was joined by almost 2U0
Smith College students.

"Two hundred from Smith College'.'"

said an elderly woman, as the ^roup

marched forward, displaying their ban-

ner and cheering "That's amazing'"

Lauren Robertson and Brittany

Fosbrook. sophomores at Mount
Holyoke College, drove to the District

of Columbia separately from the rest of

the 150 Mount Holyoke students.

"I'm here in particular lor all p<x>ple

fosbrook. "To get in the

"This point of view is a majority."

said Robertson.

\bout 50 students (rum the

Iniversity o( ''

trip to shc>w th

"I think abortion righis jre rvall)

under fire." Christine Ruthoski. co-

moderator of LMass V OX: Students lor

Choice, told The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian before the march ' \nd witli

this administration, thi. 'i>

being lost."

Marchers like Ruthoski believe abor-

See MARCM on page 4

Amherst reacts to legal

liquor sales on Sundays

UMass hosts Democratic convention

Bv Andrea Dickey
tXMIK.IAN C JiBMsposltKNT

As students moved back to the Pioneer

Valley on lanuary 25. tht7 may have

tK>ticed that area liquor storc<i were open

for business. The blue law that prohibited

liquor sales on Sundays has been over-

turned by the state legislature, allowing

stores to open for Sunday business.

Students will no longer have to make
the trip to Montague or other towns with-

in the 10-mile radius of the Vermont bor-

der to by liquor on Sundays. Liquor

stores in Amherst. Hadlcy and

Northampton are now at liberty to open

from noon until 1 1 p.m.

The blue law was abandoned after

business owners argued that it was unfair

to restrict liquor stores when other retail

ers were allowed to operate on Sundays.

In Mass. cities and towns within 10 miles

of New Hampshire and Vermont. Sunday

sales were already allowed between

Thanksgiving and New Year's Day. The

two states permit Sunday sales, and can

legally reduce alcohol to a sale price,

which targets Massachusetts' consumers.

Many owners of liquor stores that will

stay open on Sundays have mixed feelings

about the new law.

"1 think it's positive, as a business

owner," said Andrew Morrison, the

ov^er of the Liquors 44 chain. "On a per-

sonal note. I don't like it. It was my only

day off."

sum n i>RiiK;f iwoi

i

ec.ian

Jerry Russell is the co-t>wner of Russell

Package Store, now open on Sundays.

Morrison thinks it will be good lo be

open on Sundays, especially around holi-

days and graduation. One extra benelii

Morrison has being open on Sundays is

having one of his stores located next u

the Stop and Shop Supermarket in

Hadley. where Sundays are the second

busiest shopping day of the week. But in

the short-term. Morrison said the

increased liquor sales have benefitted all

of his stores.

"We had a very good Sunday.
"

Morrison said. "Our Northampton store

did double the busitiess (compared to last

Sunday)." He also said that he didn't lose

any business on the previous Saturday or

the following Monday this past week.

Not all liquor store owners have

sharc"d Morrison's increased amount of

customers on Sundays.

"This past Sunday was the first one wc
were open. It would have been just as

well to stay closed." said Bill Russell,

owner of Russell's Package Store in

Amherst. He said that Patrons came in

"dribbles and drabs."

He also meniiuned thai there will be

pressure to remain open on Sundays to

compete with other liquor stores, even if

sales aren't high.

"It's going to have to be conditioned

over lime. Sundav business is going to

take a little business away from Friday

and Saturday." said Russell. "Everybody's

only got so much money."

Russell right now is concerned with

minimizing his loss of money. He said

Stores have lo pay lime and half to their

Sunday employees, as well as consider the

overhead expenses of being open lor busi-

ness.

"It's like starting a business all over."

he said.

Russell doesn't anticipate much extra

business because in his experience, most

people don't buy alcohol on Sundays.

"Sunday isn't really a party day." he

said. " Students have to gel iheir studying

done some lime."

Alcohol and underage drinking contin-

ue to be controversial issues on the

UMass campus with the recent Southwest

riots. " Hobart Hoedown" and "Spring

Week." This past year, per recommenda

See LIQUORS on page 4

By MfcLISNA BLANKSTtEN
C!ol.Ltl.tAN Si AH

SAV V r\i MItRl \sx H lATin PRts

Delegates to the Massachusetts IVnuvratic state cwivention

cheer <i speaker at the Mullins Center in Amherst.

The University of Massachusetts hosted the

Massachusetts Democratic Convention the night of

May 7 and during the day i>n May t<.

Speakers included LMass Chancellor lohn \

1 ombardi. Amherst Representative Stan Rosenberg.

Robert Haynes. the president of the Massachusetts

chapter of the AI L CIO Lnion. and Cameron Kerry.

Sen lohn Kerry's brother

According to lane lane, the communications

director of the Massachusetts Democratic Party, many
members of the legislalure and many people who the

Party invited to speak on stage were LMas<. alumni.

"We are so proud lo be here. Its like family to be

back." Lane said.

The convention was held on Friday in the Campus
Center and then on Saturday at the Mullins Center.

According to lane. 2.500 delegate-i from towns

See DEMOCRATS on page 4

Student survives 32'foot fall

By Dan Lamothe and

Erika Lovxev
CoUJiCJIAN StAFI-

He's endured two broken elbows,

two broken wrists, a broken kneecap,

a jaw wired shut, a liquid diet, and

multiple surgeries to repair his

injuries.

He's weathered more than two

weeks at UMass Medical Center in

Worcester, dozens of miles away from

his friends at the University of

Massachusetts and hundreds of miles

from his home in Fairfax, Va.

His mother says he sleeps until 3 or

4 p.m. some days, and his brother says

he is lucky to be alive.

Kunal Malhotra, an 18-yeai-old

UMass freshman, surviveti a 52-foot

drop from a window ledge at

MacKimmie Hall shortly after mid-

night on Dcx. 6. He's been healing

from his injuries ever since.

As the recovery process continues,

however. Malhotra says he has never

lost site of the upbeat outlook he has

always had on life.

"I'm a little more relaxed." he said

via telephone interview with The

^'**--,jsi>

aXIHTESY FMIIY •TIIAYERS

Kunal Malhotra, left, and Mike Foroohar, a friend fri>m Virginia, pose for a

photo duriitg Thanksgiving break in 2003.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian from

his home in Fairfax. "1 try to take

things more day by day and be a little

mc)re careful."

Witnes.ses say Malhotra sttxxl on n

radiator in the third floor men's balh-

rtK^m befoa- stepping out onto the

ledge, according to Patrick Archbald,

deputy chief ot UMass Police. With

the encouragement of friends, he

stepped back in briefly, but chose to

go back out onto the ledge.

,'\ahbHld said it appears Malhotra

then inched along the ledge in an

attempt to communicate through a

See MALHOTRA on page 3
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2004^05 Student Government Student rehabs severe

Association leaders sworn in injuries at Virginia home
*1'

Patrick Higgins is Speaker of

the Senate.

S6A from page 1

Hoeschele also said thai 82
graduate students voted for

trustee; 78 of their votes went

to Murphy. In March, only 26

voted in total.

Bustamante said he attrib

uted the increase of student

voters to a concern about the

last elections, which encour

aged students to talk

"A big thank you to every-

one who pui in a lot of hard

work. I have a real genuine

hope to do things for the stu-

dent body." Bustamante said

"...Wc arc all working togeth-

er."

All of the referendum ques

lions passed except for number
two. which asked students if

they supported the elimination

of the Communwealih College

honors program Seventeen

Eduardo Bustamante is

president.

percent votcJ to eliminate it.

Question one passed with

the largest majority of 78 per-

cent voting in favor of the

Collegiate Readership Program

(( I have a real

genuine hope to do

things for the stu-

dent body. We are

all working

together. f)
-Eduank) Bustamante

that brings the New York
Times. USA Today and Boston

Globe to campus.

There were some changes in

the results of the Area Governor

race. In this turn. Ahmed Nasef

won Northeast. Aimee Fatardeau

Matttiew Murptiey is Student

Trustee.

won Southwe>t. Sanam Hakim
won Orchard Hill. Stacy

Bcrnadeuu won Central, and

lane Nwasar won Sylvan. Dan
McCool and Bill Surran tied for

Commuter Governor.

Hoeschele said that this elec-

tion process itself went

smoother

"The actual logistical end of it

was a lot easier, " Hoeschele .said,

despite it taking three days to

count the results. He contributed

the time to having lise referen-

dum questions un the ballot that

were ik>i there before.

He said he also had some
"professional" help from the

Dean of Students Office.

Student Legal Services and the

Campus Activities Center to

help guarantee that there were
two people at each polling sta-

tion. He also said they did not

help in counting the ballots.

MAU40TRA from page 1

window with people in a nearby room.

Then he fell.

Many of the details from that evening remain

unclear - even, Malhotra says, for himself

"As far as the particulars of the accident, I really

don't remember," he said. "I dont remember any-

thing."

Archbald said police found him on the ground

with labored breathing, obvious injuries to his head

and limbs, and apparent broken bones. Malhotra was

taken by Amherst Fire Department ambulance to

Baystate Medical Center in Springtield, then shortly

thereafter to UMass Medical Center.

Inside MacKiinmie, friends gathered in the room
that Malhotra was trying to cotnmunicate with took

things hard.

"With his abseiKC in such a sudden manner, kids

were really quiet." said Chris Erick.son, a UMass stu-

dent who lived down the hall from Malhotra on the

22nd lloor of |ohn Adams Tower.

Lrickson says he received a call from Malhotra

sometime before the accident inviting him to come
over, but that he had to decline because he had a

paper to write.

"I got a call about 25 minutes later saying he got

taken away in an ambulance."' he said.

Over the next few days, word traveled, aivl many
of Malhotra s friends found out what happened

through word of mouth.

Seamus Brennan, another friend from |ohn

Adams Tower, says he too rtxeived an invite from

Malhotra before the incident, but he fell asleep and

they didn't meet up. In the morning, he says he heard

someone fell at breakfast, but didn't know who it was

and made fun of it. After breakfast, as he was mak-

ing his way up the four floors to visit Malhotra, he

ran into Erickson. who gave him the news.

"Those were rough days," Brennan said. "I didn't

really eat or sleep too well. I didn t feel like doing

anything. I thought maybe I could have stopped it

from happening |if I had been there j."

Malhotra, meanwhile, spent 18 days at UMass
Medical Center a stay that included 10 days uncon-

scious and at least three or four roommates, he says.

"I was never really emotionally down," he said. 'I

still had my same upbeat look on life, so I tried to

joke around and stay pretty joyful.

It remains uncertain, but Malhotra hopes to

return to UMass next year

"There are still a lot of things to be worked out,

but I can walk pretty easily now." Malhotra said.

"Sports are going to be a number of months with

rehab, thai s going to take some time. So in the

meantime I'm just biding my lime - reading, watch-

ing T\'. movies, stuff like thai."

Malhotra hopes to return to his intramural foot-

ball team, as well as his friends and work as a puiil-

ical science major
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H>ttrt lOMB-tpt Th-Fri tpm Swll^
AaAenrt 11 K.FVMMnt Carriacw Shops

NorthafflDion lOAMaio St

Fine Chinese & Japanese Cuisine
101 Niiam PiLAM*.'

rr

l^ofetf best Chinese food

by UMass students!

OPhN 1 lot Rs:

Mon - Thur: 11; 30am - I0:00pm

Fri & Sal: U :30am 11:00pm

Sunday: 12pm-10pm

Delivery: 413.549.0077

liKphotic: 413.256.8923

413 256.8924

3

TB—

;

Chinese Luncheon Sp«cialt

S«rvad Mon thru Sun.: 11:30 am to 3.^00 pm
LI Chicken w. Bro€Ooil.....M...^-~..^^.t5.2$

L2 Chicken w. Caah«w NuU S5,2S

L3. Chicken w. Mixed y*^.~ ..-S5.25

L4. SwMtASeurChickmi „.. SS.25

L5. Cuiry ChlckML |S.2i>

L6. ChlckMi rt. Outtc Smic* tS.25

L7. Ginger Chicken m. Suing BMin* $5.25

LS. ExpTMS ChlckMi. ^ $5.50

L». M«-Ca Chicken J5.50

L10. House SpKial Chicken »5.50

Sushi Maki Roils

Vsggie MaM (vagMabi*) $3.95

Kappa Maki (c«e«iinbw) $2.95

Oshlnko Maki (j«>«wm ptdu*) $2.95

Avocado Maki $2.95

Asparagus Maki $2.95

NatO Maki (FamiMlMj Soy B«WM) $3.50

Tekka Maki (Tun.) $3.95

California Maki (CtvbMML Avocado S Cucumtor)

$3.95

Alaska (Salmon, AMCade * Cuc«iNib«) $4.25

Spicy Tuna iTuna 4 C«Mun«tMr tn Spicy SMtca) $4.50

SpUiar Roil (Fr^ SonalwH Cnb * Onlon tfi Ci

»)$6.95

THE OFFICIAL COLLEGE LAUNDRY SERVICE

Laundry delivery to your dorm
Important
Dates

August 1st

Sign-up Daodltn*

(4000 STUOCNT MAX)

September 1 st

laundry ^tone t*Qkn

THOUSANDS OF
SATISFIED STUDENTSI

H

Schools we service:

THArS THE

DIRTY BUSINESS WAY!

UMASS AMHERST AMHERST COLLEGE SMITH COLLEGE MT HOLYOKE COLLEGE

STUDENT LAUNDRY PLANS

Our plans cover yoo for the ENTIRE Semester. This

means always having clean clothes and never worry-

ing if you have enough money each week.

PLAN 1

IP '

$10.99 a week
^i

PLAN 2 $15.81 a week
i b lbs a week, lot i o crrv :>

PLAN 3 $19.94 o week
^eek, 6 weeks

PLAN 4
eek

$23.37 a week
1 /

What do PARENTS & STUDENTS
say about Dirty Business?

"My experience with Dirty Business has been fantostic. They

arm extremely reliable, exceptionally accommodating, and

always provide friendly service week ofter week. I wish I

would have heard about them freshman year.

-G«orge SoHropoukn, -2 yeor Cuftomer

"My parents really appreciated me
not bring Ino my clothes home to NJ, plus you

Ironed all of my shirts. Thonks ogoln for everything"

-Lindtey, Umass Freshmon

"My doughter*! bHygest worry coming to college was allo-

cating enough time to complete oil of Her wortc ond chores.

Dirty Busineei hos reaiy helped her out."

-Dr. Groy« Father of Umati Junior

"Foe the price of o pizza, our son has more

study time & clean ciott>es week after week, thanks."

-Mrs. Adorns, tarent of Umoss Sophmore

1-866-WASH-ME-l
1-866-927-4631

www.dirtydelivery.com
Sign-up over the phone or online!
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Stores March for women's rights draws one milUon supporters I Locals

adjust to

sales on

Sunday
UQUORS from page 1

lion of the Chancellors Task

Force on the Preveniion of

Alcohol Abuse. Greek resi-

dences are no longer campus-

approved housing (or freshmen.

Diane Kedorchak, a health

educator at L)niversit\ Health

Servico is concerned that alco-

hol related incidents might now
increase on Sundays.

"When >ou increase access,

you're going to increase the

use." she said.

Although it's too early to

know. Kedorchak said it will be

intriguing to see how Sunday

alcohol >ales play out.

"It will also be interesting to

see if there is a lack of produc

tivity on Mondays." she said.

MU.Y from page 1

tion rights are being weakened through fed-

eral and state restrictions and will be at risk

if Bush is elected for a second term.

According to the Associated Press, while

police estimated that the march joined

together between 500,000 and 800,000 peo-

ple, actress (aneane Garofalo had a different

number.

"We've made history with 1,001,500

marchers." she told the crowd after the

march. Many organizers said the march was

the largest in the nation's history.

Garofalo. a leading comedian, was only

one among several celebrities at the march.

Ana Gasteyer, a Saturday Night Live come-

dienne, brought her toddler daughter on

stage.

"Francis has recently learned the power

of "no," " she said referring to her daughter,

and turned to ask Francis several questions.

"Do you think we should re-elect Bush?"

The crowd, and her daughter yelled an

enthusiastic no.

"We are here to ask our government do

the right thing," she said. "We have a very

serious cause. We are marching for our lives

and our daughters' lives."

Familiar faces to the pro-choice move-

ment and actresses Whoopi Goldberg,

Susan Sarandon and Cybill Shepherd were

also participants.

Hundreds of politicians, including former

Democratic presidential candidate Howard

Dean and Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton (D-

NY), hit the pavement and enthused the

crowd. Several congressional representa-

tives from New York. California, Arizona,

Illinois, Texas and Wisconsin spoke to the

crowd.

"We are women, we ai^ strong, and we shall

not be moved," shouted Shiela Jackson, a

representative from Texas.

The representatives stood in front of 57

international flags. Several international

groups were in attendaiKe asserting that

damage from Bush's policies is spreading

beyond U.S. shores, through measures such

as the ban on federal money for family-plan-

ning groups that promote or perform abor-

tions abroad.

Over 3,000 delegates attend convention in MuUins Center
KMOdUTS from page 1

across the state had prepaid to

come, and another 1 ,000 regis-

tered that day.

After the speeches were over.

Phil lohnston. chairman of the

Massachusetts Democratic

Party, said that he loves UMass.

"We come often, as often as

we can." he said

He is an alunmus of UMass
and met his wife in a Spanish

class. His son is also a graduate.

lohnston said his aides told

him that the people at UMass
ran the convention as smoothly

as anywhere they have been. He
hopes to bring it back to UMass
every year.

"As long as I'm chairman of

the party, we're coming to

UMass." he said.

lohnston said he believes

this kind of publicity helps

UMass. Lombardi agreed in an

email.

"It is always good for our

legislators to see what their

support makes possible, so

when they gather on our cam-

pus it provides a graphic

demonstration of the breadth

and depth of the work accom-

plished here by students, facul-

ty, and staff," Lombardi wrote.

UMass students were also

involved in this year's conven-

tion. Chelsea C. Halpine. presi-

dent of the University

Democrats, said her group

recruited 50 volunteers to help

out at the convention. They
stood around campus helping to

direct all the visitoi^.

Patrick MacLeod, vice presi-

dent of the University

Democrats, was excited for it to

be held outside of Boston.

"It's the most important

political event in the state and

for it to happen in Western

Massachusetts is great." he

said. "It's a great opportunity

for the school."
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UMASS AMHERST
STUDENT

LEGAL SERVICES OFFICE

Helping students protect their rights

for over 30 years

Legal Advice, ^

Referrals, Representation and

Counseling

for Amherst Students

StudeTit & Worker Rights, Family &
Criminal Law, Landlord/Tbnant &

Consumer Disputes

Call 545-1995

or stop in at 922 Campus Center

rally for

gay rights
MUULV from paoal

"Let's not take the easy way out."

A sign held by |. Mary SorrcU

and her wife Elizabeth Anema
read. "Married |uly 1. 2003 in

Canada, legally recognized Nov.

18. 2003."

According to EUen Stoiy state

representative for the Pioneer

Valley, if a couple was married

legally somewhere outside the

U.S., Massachusetts now has the

legal obligation to recognize the

couple as married.

Jennifer Levi, the co-council of

the case. said. "We will no longer

be excluded. All are protected, we

all go forward in the civil righu

movement, ornot at all."

The University of

Massachusetts Pride Alliance

group also attended the rally. Dan

Pomeray. the treasurer of Pride,

said he was "wicked excited"

but also, "very apprehensive

about what's going to happen."

He was concerned about the

comments by Gov. Mitt

Romney and felt that anything

could happen.

"This is a step in the right

direction and we need to con-

tinue with that momentum now
and certainly not go back-

wards."

Vice president Lyndsy

Bclliveau-Byam was also con-

cerned about Gov. Romney
vetoing the ruling, but was

overall excited. Julie Callan. a

Pride member, was surprised at

the ruling because of the recent

political backlash by Gov.

Romney aiul President Bush.

"1 am expecting something

bad to happen. It's too good to

be true."

Pride president Emily

Rimmer agreed that this is the

first time that any member of

Pride has seen a positive rally

about the rights of gays and les-

bians

Many at the rally rejoiced at

the moment but knew that

there was a strenuous battle

ahead to actually win the larger

conflict. Applause broke out in

UMass classrooms yesterday,

but there are 180 days left for

the legislature to enforce this

ruling.
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/ Allergy Oinic

/ Laboratory

• Eye Sen/ices

/ Contraceptive Services

/ Radiology

/ Physical Therapy

/ Mental Health

/ General Medical Care

/ OB/GYN, Orthopedic,

Acupuncture, and

Surgical Consults

8:30 to 5:00 by appointment

Z4'-(i^ur uratnt C^rt

Ajftf^ntyntn-b:

Medical 577-5101

Eye 577-5244

Mental Health 545-2337

Acupuncture
services available

at UHS. Great rates!

J^itiKSt hina uour insurance c^r^ Witk ti(ru

students taking less than 5 credits are not billed on their tuition

bill and need to make payment/enrollment arrangements

directly at UHS Enrollment Area for coverage. This Includes

graduate students who have the health eligibility benefit.

^ftrU tht hf^^sic ^tAltk fi^n hrQckurt orcM
ffititnt 6tr\^xus ^t FH-fl^Zfor yn^nt inivryn^ticn.
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UMASS HEALTH SERVICES PHARMACY

1 50 Infirmary Way

PHONE: 413.577.5030 • REFILL LINE: 413.577.5066

University of

Massachusetts

Amherst

HOURS OF OPERATION: Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Saturday 9:00 a.m. to 1 :00 p.m. during academic year

/ Full service pharrrwicy

/ We accept most major insurances (Blue Cross/Blue Shield,

Aetna, Tufts, Han/ard Pilgrim, Health New England, GIC,

Cigna, etc ). Please present card at Pharmacy.

/ Full line of over-the-counter products at reduced price

to save you money.

/ We stock a full line of diabetic and surgical supplies,

cold care kits and condoms.

Clje illa)a(fliacl)us(ett£f ©ailp Collegian

EditorialOpinion
Summer Orientation 2004 Editorial@dailycollegian.com

Welcome to UMass
Despite the surreal future of your vacant

surroundings, you are embarking upon a very

important time in your life. Of course, you've

heard that from plenty of people. But now is

the time to start a specific part of your new
journey It is time for you to make UMass
yours.

It begins right now. as you read these

words. You've been granted a unique oppor-

tunity. You'll spend the next four years (and

for some of you, more than that) in a metrop-

olis of education, culture, and commerce. You
will be exposed to artistic excellence, academ-

ic dedication, and an overall desire to make
the world a better place. It is not enough,

however, to sit idly by and watch it happen.

Many people knock the University for

being too big; there arc too many people, not

enough classes, and a general feeling of

anonymity among everyone involved.

However, this opinion only comes from those

who haven't been able to enjoy the many
fruits of an education at UMass. This is a big

school, and there are lots of people, but that

doesn't mean it's loo big to handle. The beau-

ty of a career at UMass is that there is so

much to do, you'll never exhaust your oppor-

tunities.

You say you're a theater buff? There is a

multitude of productions to take in this fall,

whether it's the Theatre Guild's productions

of "A Midsummer Night's Dream" and '"The

Best Little Whorehouse in Texas," or the tour-

ing companies that come to the Fine Arts

Center and other venues. The performing arts

are alive and well at UMass, and you'll have

plenty of opportunities to enjoy them.

Big-lime sports fan? There are 21 varsity

teams on this campus, and this fall, you'd be

hard-pressed to find a weekend that doesn't

feature at least a few home games. Led by the

Atlantic 10 Co-Champion football team, there

will be plenty of action and excitement on the

turf this autumn, with even more on the way

from the Mullins Center come October and

November, when hockey and basketball start

their seasons.

Of course, you don't have to like the arts

or sports to find something to do at UMass.

There are frequent guest lectures, book read-

ings, and various other cultural events that

stimulate the mind and the senses. It can even

be something as simple as a walk through the

foliage along the campus pond, or a road trip

to one of the many spectacular destinations in

the Pioneer Valley

The point is. UMass isn't too big, if you

can find your own niche. We at The Daily

Collegian hope that we can provide you with

all the campus news you can get, and hopeful-

ly we can help you see the wondrous

prospects of this fine institution.

In this issue, which is distributed to every

Orientation group this summer, we have high-

lighted some of our best and brightest. These

stories represent some of the biggest events to

happen in and around the campus. 2005-04

was a busy year at the University of

Massachusetts, and as the independent voice

of UMass students, we were constantly push-

ing our own limits to cover those events. It is

our sincere hope that in the coming year, you

can turn to The Collegian to gain insight into

this fine institution, and be entertained in the

process

Welcome to UMass, make yourself at

home.
Unsigned edilohats represent the majority

opinion of the Massuchuselts Daily Collegian

Editorial Board

The study struggle

S.J. Pofi

It's Saturday night at 11:30

p.m. The DuBois library closed

an hour and a half ago; the

Amherst College library closed

half an hour ago; and Rao's has

finally, kindly, ushered me out in

order to close shop. I have two

political science exams and

three papers due in the upcom-

ing week, and I live in the

dorms.

Most of the weekend has

been sacrificed to studying, re-

reading, and writing. I say 'sac-

rificed' only because it would

have been fun to see the final

hockey game of the season,

taken time out for a

movie, or had a beer

with a friend. But. alas,

the work to hour ratio

is disturbingly disjointed this

week, and the lessons 1 truly

enjoy are now anxiety-produc-

ing.

Since 1 live in the dorms,

most of this work has taken

place outside of my dorm room

a single in Van Meter Hall.

Lugging books and a laptop,

I've nestled into coves in every

library, coffee house and book-

shop this side of the

Connecticut River just to get

some peace and quiet.

"Stop." you say "Did you

just admit to having a single?"

Why yes, I did. however a

single with sophomores blasting

music to the tune of beirut on

either side of me and across the

hallway does little even with ear

plugs to promote focus.

Furthermore, a single dorm

room is fantastic in the interest

of privacy, personal pursuits,

and one's sanity, but there is

nothing more compelling than a

room full of other scholars

undertaking studious pursuits

to motivate oneself. This is not

to say the single is not a beauti-

ful thing, cause it is. My single

has allowed me on most week-

nights to study uninterrupted

whenever I like, for however

long I like, in comfort. Long

gone are the nights spent yawn-

ing under fluorescent lighting in

the hallway so as not to wake

my sleeping roommate.

However, come weekends, or

times like the wee hours of the

morning, when focus seems

futile and only the collective

resilience of a group hard at

work can keep me going on my
own path, a single doesn't cut it.

Van Meter, like many other

dorms, has no available quiet

space for residents to study in.

"The singular "lounge" is in fact

the entryway lobby where the

communal television and vend-

ing machines are also found.

The basement area is used as a

stage for concerts, shows, meet-

ings, yoga ... you name
it, four of seven days a

week. There is no space

, designated as a study

zone, and no computer lab (an

amenity several dormitories

boast). There is a single class-

room, located in the southern

wing, accessed by a key signed

out with the cluster office. The

classroom has old. decrepit

couches, and few if any tables; it

looks more like a basement stor-

age area than a welcoming study

space. If the cluster office is not

open, this room is not available

for students to study in; the

hours that the classroom is

available coincide with library

hours and thus does not extend

a students possible study

timetable.

On either side of Van Meter

sits Commonwealth College

honors living areas: Butterfield

and Orchard Hill. Butterfield,

once a rogue abode for anar-

chist heathens, has been reno-

vated and redesigned as

Commonwealth College's fresh-

man living program. Non-fresh-

man honors students, however,

reside in the hall in singles as

academic peer advisors or as

resident assistants. Butterfield

is quieter than Van Meter, has

no infiux of loud performances,

and is equipped with several

study lounges.

The two sibling buildings

share a cluster office. Due to

this fact, Butterfield students

can access Van Meter with their

More than just a teacher

really

Mr Barstow's

H - B 1 o c k

Marketing
class was full,

and I wasn't

on the list. My
guidance coun
selor informed

me that there

was no way I d

make it into

' the class, so 1

know what todidn't

expect when I arrived unan-

nounced on that fateful Monday
afternoon 1 walked over to the

man leaning against the desk in

front of the room and said, "Hi,

I'm Leah Wyner I'm not exactly

on the list, but ..." I trailed off.

"Don't worry about it at all!

It's very nice to meet you Ms.

W., I'm Mr Barstow." he said

with a smile. "Have a seat, it's

great to have you in the class."

Barely five hours into my
junior year. I was already con-

fused. Its common for teachers

to welcome students to the first

day of class, but Mr B. seemed

to mean it more than most. I

had known him for five min-

utes, but I could already tell. It

was strange, even foreign

amidst all the unexcited, bored,

uninterested teachers I was used

to. But I realized right away that

Mr B. truly cared.

I was on the brink of the

most difficult year of my
scholastic career, absolutely ter-

rified about the prospect of

graduation, college, and the

challenges that lie ahead. Then
there was Mr Barstow.

He had all the qualities you

look for in a teacher, and in a

friend. He wa.-* fun, interesting,

mtelligent, enthusiastic, trust-

worthy wise and kind. But what

touched me on that first day of

class was how real he was. and

how much he meant what he

said. Mr B assigned homework
every day without fail, but it

wasn't like any homework I'd

ever seen.

"L^idies and gentlemen, your

homework today is to take care

of yourself in all ways. Do your

homework,* he'd say Mr B.

was different from all other

teachers because not only did he

mean that, he made sure to

assign it every day, because he

really wanted us to do it I was

captivated by him. Here was a

man who truly wanted make a

difference.

One of our assignments was

to go through magazines to find

and present examples of 10

advertising principles. 1 had

been completely swamped with

homework, and I'd only found

five. I felt absolutely horrible,

but I asked Mr B. if 1 could

present another day, and I'll

never forget his response.

"It's okay, I understand that

this isn't the only class you

have. Hang in there, and

remember, we're all in this

together"

And we were all in it togeth-

er, because with respect, under-

standing, compassion, and kind-

ness. Mr B. turned a group of

A large aspect of

education is atxMit

making ttie grades,

tHit ttiere's so

mudi more to it

than ttiat It's about

ttie relationships

you make, the

ways you grow, ttie

skills you learn

students more diverse than the

characters of "The Breakfast

Club" into a community.

Over the course of the

semester, Mr B. accomplished

the impossible. He captured the

interests and the hearts of every

single one of his students. I

learned more about marketing

than I thought possible in a high

school elective class, but what's

more important is what I

learned along the way

He taught me that going to

school doesn't have to be a mis-

erable experience. It's not a dis-

agreeable chore that has to be

endured. Rather, it's an oppor-

tunity to be taken advantage of

School is not about surviving

-<^llil graduation, it's about what

happens along the way.

Teachers aren't the enemy,

they're there to be a part of

something special.

Students are at a place in

their lives where not everything

is decided for them. We've all

felt it, and it's scary. Suddenly

every decision you make is

yours alone, and your future is

in your own hands. It's an

incredibly important time for

students, and teaching them as

they prepare for life's tasks

ahead is a very difficult, but

rewarding job. Mr B. knew bet-

ter than anyone that as a

teacher, he was a part of some-

thing truly extraordinary and

that he had the opportunity to

contribute to an exciting and

significant time in our lives.

Mr B. forever changed my
outlook on teachers, learning,

school, and life, and in the

process, helped me figure out

the kind of person I wanted to

be. I've never met anyone who
cared as wholeheartedly as Mr.

B. did about his students. He
was passionate, considerate,

and more. He wanted more than

anything to make our experi-

ences in his class enriching and

worthwhile. He had so much to

give, but at the same time knew
that he could learn a lot from

us. It was so refreshing and

invigorating to find someone so

genuine.

It's far too easy to forget,

and become lost in the stressful

world of term papers, exams,

and grade point averages. Every

so often you need to step back

and remember that that's not

what it's all about. A large

aspect of education is about

making the grades, but there's

so much more to it than that.

It's about the relationships you

make, the ways you grow, the

skills you learn It's about the

contradictions, mistakes, and

successes. It's about finding out

who you are. and who you want

to be. But more importantly, it's

about the people that touch

your heart.

So think about that when
you're writing papers, studying

for finals, and taking tests. It

may not always seem like it. but

you're part ot something

incredible. Remember, we are

all in this together And ladies

and gentlemen, make ^urc to do
your homework

I.eah Wyner i> a C'oiU'ifiun

columnist This column origi-

nally appeared in the May /5

edition of The Collegian

A Constitutional obligation

UCards during most of the day

and late into the night whenever

the cluster office is open. Van

Meter residents do not have

access to Butterfield. Even

those of us who are honors stu-

dents residing in Van Meter can-

not access the tranquility of

Butterfield's lounges. Nor do

Van Meter residents have access

to study areas in Orchard Hill

or in any other dormitory on

campus. Students who live in

dormitory halls without desig-

nated academic lounges or labs

should be encouraged academi-

cally with the opportunity to use

facilities in other residence

halls.

All students should be

encouraged to pursue their edu-

cation to the fullest possible

extent. We are an educational

institution, and that means put-

ting stock in study areas, books,

classrooms, language labs, com-

puter labs, and quiet motivating

spaces to create a campus
atmosphere that makes studying

attractive. Anybody who says a

dingy cubicle in the basement is

as motivating as an invitingly

clean wood table and comfort-

able chair under warm lighting

is either lying, the person who
will be asked to pay for this

wood table, or more driven and

less shallow than me.

The atmosphere at the

University of Massachusetts is

not conducive to academic

rigor Undergraduate students

on campus struggle to find

quiet, comfortable areas in

which to study, write and con-

ference. Residence halls without

study areas lack what makes a

university academically potent:

promotion of a mission of erudi-

tion in academia. The establish-

ment of respectable academic

lounges by the University both

in the dorms and on campus, as

well as extended library hours

would promote self-edification

to students.

SI. Port is a Collegian

columnist. This column origi-

nally appeared in the March 13

edition of The Collegian.

Turning 18 in the United

States not only enables one to

purchase cigarettes, pornogra-

phy and scratch tickets legally

— it also brings the

right to vote.
Beclty

A little more than ^^__
three years ago.

Americans felt the conse-

quences of not putting their

constitutional rights to use. In

2000, the presidential race

came down to two candidates:

Republican George W. Bush

and Democrat Al Gore. We
obviously know how this story

ends, but who knows if our

economy would have plunged

from a surplus to a deficit if

more US citizens had cast votes.

American troops in the Middle

East might still be safe at home
if more individuals had realized

their infiuence in US politics. In

this instance, we will never

know what could have been, but

we can prevent the situation

from occurring again.

Today Americans are facing

a new presidential decision —
in which numerous candidates

seek our votes. Their campaign

trails stretch nationwide: each

contender preaching his views,

values and hopes with every

new city he arrives in.

It is rare for someone today

that has not heard the names

John Kerry and Howard Dean.

Each nightly newscast is never

without the candidates' current

standings. Lven MTV has put

out a special on the upcoming

presidential election. The actual

decision day is months away, yet

our attention is already focused

on who will become America's

next leader And honestly it is

about time people started listen-

ing.

There are no negative effects

to voting. The opportunity gives

us a voice; one m which govern-

ment and politics are taken into

the hands of citizens. We have

the chance to decide who our

leaders will be. what

Uartint actions we. as a coun-
"""""^

try. may potentially^^"^
take, and what type of

nation we are to become.

The public should not make
these decisions lightly at whim,

or worse, not at all. Many peo-

ple have taken for granted the

liberty we experience as

Americans. Not all living in the

world are so lucky.

Bui the voting right of every

registered. US citizen, over the

age of 18. has not always exist-

ed. Instead, it has been a hard-

to casi a ballot, it seems disre-

spectful not to show up on

Election Day and vote

If registering is presenting a

problem, the process is quite

easy. Voter registration can be

done in person, like in an indi-

vidual's town or city hall. It can

be accomplished online, on

numerous sites that offer forms

to download and print out.

Also. students at the

University of Massachusetts

Amherst may actually be

approached in person to regis-

ter, such as in Worcester Dining

Hall. Basically, the process is

simple, foolproof and ridiculous

not to complete

So stop making excuses.

Many people have taken for granted the

liberty we experience as Americans. Not

all living in the world are so lucky.

earned victory. According to

www.lwvavc.org. white, proper-

ly-owning men were at one time

the only .Americans allowed to

vote. Yet. after much struggle,

the 1 5th Amendment was added

to the constitution in 1870.

This addition stated voting

would not be denied to anyone

on account of ""race, color, or

previous condition of servi-

tude." Then 50 years later,

women were granted the right

of suffrage when the I'^th

amendment was ratified, stating

any US citizen's right to vote

would not be denied on

"account of sex." Finally in

1970, the 2bth amendment low-

ered the voting age tn 18. allow-

ing more .Americans to change

to participate in elections.

Suddenly afier realizing what

our ancestors went through just

Whether the ballot is for our

next president, or mayor of our

hometown, make sure to cast a

vote. It is our responsibility as

US citizens to care which lead-

ers come into power and what

roles they play in our lives. But

definitely do not let this presi-

dential election become a night-

mare like our last.

History will not repeat itselt

if people make a conscious

effort to do things differently

than before. We always doubt

our importance in the larger

picture, but our choice could

make a difference. We certainly

know what can happen if we
leave our vote for others to

decide.

Becky Marlins is a ColU'nian

columnist. This column original-

ly appeared in the Feb /3 edi-

tion of The Collegian.
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There i> soincihing ver>

c.\pluialor) abuui going aua)

to college fur the average

young American. For many,

it's the chance to leave their

quintessential American town

with their quinte>>cntial

American family, their quin-

tessential American friends

and quinie'^sential American

high school.

It's an opportunity to meet

new people, become intellec-

luali) enlightened, build an

amazing metabolism lor alco-

hol and realize there is greater

world out there than just (Till

in the blank).

But for others, univcrsiiie"-

and colleges in the Unites

States are just not enough

The journey must continue

There is an even greater world

out there, but what is the best

way to experience it'

tnter the growing trend:

studying abroad.

Recently, attending univer-

sities overseas is so common
in the ultimate college experi-

ence it can be compared to

beers and wings

Opportunities are increas-

ing each year to attend schools

or participate in programs on

every continent American

schools are linking themselves

dOT

Yoini
ASVIBfffS^T

•fj

«»
nnilLii^IiSIID

I vvist) rd never gorw to GakMii I iNlih rd mver wilced d(Mvn Quiy

SIrasI at 8 o'docK in the morning, wrapl by 9m sounds ct tw city's sunrise,

a sound63(i( l^arad wt» me gravelti t»ttomi8«-brogu« ahoiA o( dali^

aryniaa hawl itoM an insfeumatiial of amply togs nMng in tw bKks of

paaiiiiv tute. «id a sinfi^ vMin, piayad t>y an always cheery-looic^

low, cartaMy not for the coins rd toaa in iiB case as t

VNrtvdby.

WfWi rd never aal my alann for haR-aevan (7JO a.m.)

moat mvningK.im toW« iai sMll wiah I hadnl

wriked to daas llano the nver Oontb— wtvcfi runs m

tnuffy the ctty from Galway Bay. past the Salmon IMeir

Bridge and under t» shKlow o( GalMay Cattedral

—

and aaan thil lone aaal tKUMfng ib tii«y i«a»aam. cal-

louB to the (uranL VMeh tat woman hadnl appmchad

me to menUon the Irtah legend tal says eaals shed their

eWn at night and tMcome human, aewiWny the city tor towe.

I wish rd never gone to my European history ckM, akMys hoping to get

• Itant row sail tor proleeeor Gearbid Tuathaif^w^ nearly made learn-

ing about World War I aa aniBitoining as sMing in Monroe's Pub, cheering

tor Iretoid^ bael toatoalefB in its 2004 Euro Cup QuiMylng malch agatat

SwKzeriand.

Wbh I sM caled it "soccer." I wish I dUnt Know that when I saw a

Gumnesa QMMy "tan vehicle outride o( a pub, they were inside chedong

tor conaialBnl dhpenee tsmperaiures, dean beer Ines and correctly

cleaned {^naas, so that no matter where I ordered my favortte stout in

Mand. ifd be just as perfect as the pint served in the Gravity Bar, which

sits atop the Guinness Factory in Dubln.

Wish the fir^ day I got back from Galway, I told the man at the padoge

store "Ihanlc you" after he gave me my change, instead of "cheers, tad."

I wish I'd never teH — Eric Soderstrom

The goal for most tourists when they travel to South

Africa or any sub-Saharan African nation for that mat-

ter is to see the Big Five I.e. the leopard, elephant, lion,

buffalo and rhino but myself, I had my own Big Five

while studying in Cape Town, South Africa.

1. THE TOWNSHIPS

At the University of Cape Town, a program called SHAWCO allowed me to

wori( one-w-WB wItrBtodents from the Kensington township. As any

tttrtving journalist would (or should) do, I assisted high school students in

creating a newsletter for their impoverished community.

2 THE SOCIAL ATMOSPHERE

South Africa is known for the 50 years of the apartheid regime. Being a

young American living in a once institutionalized racist

OQuntry, it is interesting to observe another nation still

with open wounds from a racist system that only

ended 10 years ago.

3. TABIE MOUNTAIN

One of the most unique land structures I have ever

teen in my life. It's name speaics for itself as the top is

eompletely flat and the mountain spans the entire city

of Cape Town. And when you get to the top (as I finally

dkl my last week there) tt is surreal seeing both sides

Of tie city— the white-dominated affluent beach area

snd ttie shantytowns of the Cape Flats.

4. THE MUSIC

Paul Simon's "Graceland" won a Grammy for a reason— he went to

Sorih Alrica to le»n the music before he recorded the album.

•.TMEGRONS
, „

Where else ram you get 2.2 pounds of grass' for 40 Amencan dollars?

The animals are cod, but go to South Africa and check out the real

scene. — GtenStraub
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'All that is gold does not glitter, not all those who uvnder are

lost.'—lRR Tolkien

A great appreciation of the world may be found on printed pages, but a

'great education also requires understanding, and this may only be found through
'

erience Travel to imbibe alien places, and return home with a diversified per-

tive. What follows is a brief, seties of advice for how to travel safely and cheaply.

...J you get any further, let me say. this is an article about traveling, not about tourism.

Mravcler is active, in search of people, adventure, newness. The tourist is passive, expect-

ing things to happen to her. Thai said, read on.

Embrace the detours. You cannot plan every moment of a trip. If you are not willing to go

with the flow or prepared to deal with inevitable delays and tribulations along the way: don't

bother to leave home. When planning, the Internet is your best friend. IXj not bother with trav-

el agents, but do ask friends and family for any travel advice they hold. (Send a massive e-mail

imd aet' wtK) replies with what advice.)

lannnie & Brooks CJoddard. high school English teachers and world travelers extraordinaire,

best when enchanting students with their fables of adventures in India: "Time saves you

y iTJoney saves you time." and "Agonies per minute' a crucial unit of measure in budget

I* The longer you stay in a place the cheaper that place becomes, and the deeper your

Mririp with this place grows. Forget about "seven-countries in seven days." You cut .

^Vffl) return.

He an itinerary before you go of where you will be. Include who you are traveling

rand their contacts. Give this to your closest responsible relation. In addition, copy

fyour cards (credit, ATM, Student ID. licen.se etc.) and your passport and leave

I with the itinerary, in case an item is lost and you must prove something,

I Robert Louis Stevenson's advice, "The best we can find in our travels is

est friend." Make sure you know what your companions' goals for

I are before you begin. While traveling, open your mouth and

ik: talk to everyone you can. You will meet incredible peo-

: akmg the way. you will also meet incredible con-artist*

lur wits about you and trust your gut.

^fiffthcr in advance you can buy t

cheaper they will be.

THE
GROWING
TREND
AMOAO from page 6

up with foreign schools every

semester to make sure that

their respective student bod-

ies take advantage of the once

in a lifetime opportunity.

And students at the

University of Massachusetts

are getting involved in the act

as well.

"There are over 700 stu-

dents that are currently

studying or who have studied

in a foreign country this aca-

demic year." said Carol

Lebold. a program director at

the International Programs
Office. "Some stay lor a year

or short-term but most stay

country.

Another English-speaking

nation though has sparked

the interest of a large number
of American students and
that is "the land down under."

Australia.

"It has grown to become a

national trend to go to

Australia and here we have

people always coming in and

asking about the options for

Australia," Lebold said.

However, Lebold encour-

ages students to step out of a

comfortable element and try

studying in a country in a

place uncommon to

American tourists.

There are fantastic places

A GUIDE TO BACKPACKING

**There are over 700 students
that are currently studying or

who have studied in a foreign

country this academic year.**

H^TfPJt!H)iffWIHWiB.1L

for a semester."

"A lot of our students go

directly through LIMass;

some do external programs

and there are faculty -led pro-

grams as well
"

According to Lebold.

there is at least one UMass
student on every continent

this semester.

But whats most popular'.'

It has been the countries

in the VKestcrn world that

have dominated the destina-

tions for American students.

And it's the English-speaking

nations taking in the most

students from the States.

"All countries in the

United Kingdom really

attract our students." Lebold

said. 'Not too many people

have taken a second lan-

guage, so it i« a safe way to

gt' U' »Lhi>ul in a foreign

with fantastic educational

experiences [that only a few

students are traveling to)

like, amongst others. Ghana.

Tanzania and Senegal."

Lebold said.

The biggest issue plaguing

the study abroad trend

though is the price tag on the

experience. According to

Lebold. study abroad fees

and rising tuition has stifled

more students from captur-

ing this glorious opportunity.

But through financial aid and

attempts to build scholar-

ships more programs are try-

ing to lower their prices.

'It is really tough with all

the fees but its possible to

have the experience of a life-

time on any budget." Lebold

said 'It all depends on the

place you choose for your

journey."

BACXPAOC from page 6

Internet to do this. Check Web
sites from the countries you are

traveling to. they often have differ-

ent deals lor hotels and airfares

than American based Web sites

Make every trip a circk so that

you leave from the same airport

whk;h you arrived at. This will save

you fmm expensive open-jaw plane

fairs Iravel trade routs that arc

commonly flown. Flying into the

busiest or largest airport us aLso

usualh cheapest Sometimes taking

a 'puddle jumper" or smalWr plane

(esp in western Europe) to Venk;e

once landed at Frankfurt from

acro6s the bigger | Atlantic 1
pond.

is dtoiper than living directly to

Venke. C\m.sider "bucket shops'

for plane fait». Use student dis-

counts, and rack up air miles.

Keep in mind that currently, the

dolbr is not strong Exchange rates

will raise or drop the cost of your

travels dramatically depending on

where you head The South African

rand is worth krss than the dollar:

f»owe%er. gi-tting to South Africa is

much more expensive than getting

to Ijjndon \\ hen phnning. write it

all down, make a chart and kwk at

the numbers. Travel is incredible

no matter the destination Go
where you con afford to make the

most of it

"Stay in cheap fiotels. then

abandon them immediately to lurk

about at exotic, luxurious hotels

hotels arc for sk-eping ».»nly," the

Goddards recommend, and.

"Remember that u well-timed

splurge can revive the spirit."

Travel light; vanity is inefficient.

Consider carefully what you are

taking but don't obsess, you can

buy cbthing everywfwre. Nour best

bet is to take (depending on cli

mate and your itiiwrary) one

trendy/club/bar outfit. one

church/dress-up/preppy outfit, two

casual, comfortable every day out-

fits. In some countries you svill

need a conservative (upper arms,

and knees covered) to visit reli-

gious sites. Do not bring jeans.

k»ns (unless a lycra brand) stretch

out easily, arc hravy and bulky, and

do not dry easily. There is a reason

>ou intage great travelers in kf»aki>

— they go everywfK're. They are

light aiid dry quickly

"Be boki. adventurous, and res-

olute when approaching bath

rooms." the Goddards advise

Always carry luilet paper! Other

potential lifesavers are baggies,

gum. wet n' dries or hygienic gH m
a bottle. Sunscreen and moisturizer

shoukl not be urxlervalued and can

be extremely expensive in other

countries

Ahvays cany $100 US. secretly

stashed away somewhere on you.

As weak as Bush's dollar is. it has

symbolk power.

Keep a journal or ledger while

you travel! Save paper nK-nKjrabil-

ia and construct a scrapbook when

you get hone, take pictures and

buy postcards.

Develop the folkn^ing skills:

ability to sleep in «ty position, abil-

Welcome UMass Amherst
Class of 2008!

^^^^-

Career Services can help

give you direction!

Career Counseling...

Assessment Tests...

Alumni Mentoring...

Internship & Co-op Opportunities.

you can find it all at

Caree, (Service!

http://www.umass.edu/careers
413-545-2224

ii\ lo enter a hathn-ioin without

breathing, patience arKl humor in

the face of bureaucTacy and incom-

petence.

In ckxiing: "All journeys have

secret desiinatimis of whkrh the

traveler i^ unav^are." (Martin

Buber)

All journeys have secret cosB of

which the traveler will soon

become aware. Travel is an invest-

ment

"

HEY!!
LET'S GO

BOWLING!
RSDAY - College Night

lights and today's top music

9 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.

Unlimited Bowlmg

perttn (includM shoes)

FRIDAY

C0 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.

!DAY - Pop Rock'n Bowl

11 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.

NORTHAMPTON BOWL
525 Pleasant St.

Northainpton • 584-4830

tlPfie 'Bail? Collegian

Wants You

Over 100 people, three full-time professional staff mem-

bers produce The Daily Collegian. Our offices are organ-

ized into the three departments of Business, Newsroom

and Graphics. All departments work together under the

direction of the Executive Board to produce a newspaper

that reaches 20,000 people daily. In addition, we print an

annual sports magazine. The Score and an edition of The

Scene, the Arts & Living magazine. The Collegian is a

non-profit undergraduate student organization. It oper-

ates on advertising revenues and receives no funding from

the University or student fees.

Hiring for fall 2004

Photographers

Sports, Arts & Liv ing and
News writers

Copy Editors

Newspaper Layout Designers

Call 545-3500
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HUNDREDS OF GAMES

LOCATION

NOW OPEN

TONS Of
DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

FREE
RENTAL!
With New

Membership
ID & credit/debit

card required.

Downtown Amherst, 1 5 Cowles Lane

Behind Bruegger's Bagels

Just Off North Pleasant Street

^^^
1 5 Cowles Lane, Amherst

Open Everyday 1 0am to 9pm - 253-0222
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Boston marathon decides HEA title Legendary coach Leaman passes away at 71

March 22, 2004
UMaSS loses a 2-1, TRIPLE-

OVERTIME NEARTIREAKER TO MAINE

IN TNE Hockey East Championmip
Game
By Ahorew MERRin

Four hours. 3b minutes. A
combined 1 22 saves by two
sophomore goahcs. 109:27 of

play, with two and a half over-

times. Three goals, including a

winning tip-in by a fourth-line

center.

In the longest Hockey East

game in history, and the fourth-

longest ever in Division I, the

Maine Black Bears beat the

Massachusetts hockey team in

the third overtime of the con-

ference title game, on a goal

from junior Ben Murphy at

9:27 at the FleetCenter. It is the

Black Bears fifth Hockey East

title, lying them with Boston

College and Boston University

for the most titles in the con-

ferences history.

Murphy slid into the slot in

front of UMass goaltender

Cabe Winer. Maine's Cameron
Lyall sent the puck from the

right wing corner behind the

goal line out to Mathew
Deschamps just inside the right

wing faceoff circle.

Deschamps one-timed the

feed toward (he net. and
Murphy redirected it through

three UMass defenders, sliding

it along the ice between
Winers legs. With an exhaust-

ed, defeated Minuteman squad

slowly trudging back to its

bench, the Bears all jumped lo

the ice. joining Murphy at the

opposite end in a celebration

among piles of discarded

equipment
"DeliniieK this is the

biggest goal (of my careerl."

Murphy said. "And the sweet-

est. We have about 15 minutes

to enjoy it, then we've got to

get ready for next weekend."

The Black Bears (50-7-3)

move on to the NCAA tourna-

ment as the No. I seed in the

Albany bracket, where they

will play Harvard on Friday at

5 p.m. The Minutemen's season

officially ended, as they were

not selected to be in the 16-

team tournament field.

UMass coach Don Cahoon,

his voice broken and raspy

after over four hours of hockey,

asked the media at the post

game press conference, "do you

think I have words to describe

that"

"It was an incredible exhibi-

tion of intestinal fortitude by

both sides. Both teams rope-a

doped each other all night

long. That game had a little bit

of everything in it. The goal-

tending was immense at both

ends, the game could have been

over 10 times."

Maine's jimmy Howard
came just three saves short of

breaking the all-time Hockey

East tournament record of b5

stops, set by Chris Terreri in

1985. Howard made 63 saves,

including 19 in the first over-

time, and 27 in the three extra

sessions combined, earning

tournament MVP. as well as a

spot on the all-tournament

team.

Howard said his hardest

save of the night was "all of

them in OT. I'm just glad it's

over. I'm so tired."

That echoed the sentiments

of just about everyone involved

in the epic final, from the 38

players and three officials on

the ice, to the 16.743 in atten-

dance, to even the New

England Sports Network cam-

era crew that spent over 12

hours in the FleetCenter

For UMass, despite the ending

of an up-and-down season, simply

reaching the final was a landmark

moment in the program's history.

It was the first-ever Hockey East

final appearance for the

Minutemen, who clobbered New
Hampshire 5-2 Friday night to

earn the bid.

For the second time in the play-

offs, junior Greg Mauldin played

the hero for the Minutemen. scor-

ing with just 6: 1 3 to go in the third

period to tie the game at one. With

Deschamps in the penalty box for

an interfererKe call stemming from

a play where he sent Mauldin into

Howard, the Minutemen worked

the puck around the perimeter on

the power play

Mauldin had the puck

briefly on the left wing point,

and considered a shot before

sending it over to sophomore

Marvin Degon. who exchanged

it with Pock before sliding it

back across to Mauldin. f{e

then stepped in. pumped once,

and fired a blistering slap shot

that exploded in the top corner

over Howard's glove.

The Black Bears took a 1-0

lead in the second period, after

being thoroughly outshot by

the Minutemen throughout.

Dustin Penner sent a feed from

the goal line extended to

Michel Leveille on the point.

Leveille's slick snapped on the

shot, and the puck trickled pre-

cariously towards the net.

Penner then finished off the

play, getting enough of his body

loose from a UMass defender

to whip the loose puck under-

neath Winer

from 11

the team to Bradley Inter-

national Airport in Hartford,

Conn., assistant coaches

Andrew Theokas and Patrick

Sellers remained in the

Washington D.C. area, where

Leaman was taken to a local

hospital and pronounced dead.

A Boston native and a long-

time resident of Amherst.

Leaman is survived by a wife.

Rita and a daughter. Laura, as

well as large contingent of

friends, confidants and admirers

both locally and nationwide.

Associate athletic director Bill

Strickland said the family will

hold private funeral services. The

university is planning a memorial

service as well for a later date.

"Coach Leaman was and is

one of the single most influential

people in my life, and I know I'm

not alone in making that claim,"

Boston College head coach Al

Skinner said of his mentor and

coach before a Feb. 18 ceremony

to retire the former UMass
great's number "I learned a lot

of what I know now from jack,

and that goes far bevond basket-

ball.

"He cares about you as a per-

son above and beyond anything

else, and because of that, he's

had a profound effect on a lot of

lives."

The unofficial father of

UMass athletics who was

referred to by those who knew

him simply as "lack" or "Coach."

Leaman began his tenure in

Amherst in 1961 as an assistant

under men's basketball coaches

Matt Zunic and lohnny Orr. His

legacy, however was bom prior

to the 1966-67 season, when he

was named UMass' head coach

a position he held for 1 3 sea-

sons.

A two-time New England

Coach of the Year Leaman com
piled a career record of 2 1 7- 1 2b

and won eight Yankee

Conference titles in a nine'-year

span, while guiding what were

then known as the Redmen to six

National Invitation Tournament

(NIT) appearances.

Inducted into the UMass
Athletic Hall of Fame in 1998

and the New England Basketball

Hall of Fame in 2003. Leaman
coached 22 All-Yankee Confer-

ence selections while behind the

bench at Curry Hicks Cage,

including Skinner Basketball

Hall of Famer lulius Erving.

Louisville coach Rick Pitino and

UMass Athletic Hall of Earners

Bill Tmdall and joe DiSarcina

"jack Leaman did a remark

able job with this basketball pro-

gram." Lappas said after an early

season practice. "If it wasn't for

lack, this program wouldn't ha\e

ever been put in a position to

succeed like it has."

"Coach Leaman is someone I

always know I can confide in."

Skinner said "I always felt like

I could go lo him for anything.

whether it be about life or bas-

ketball.

"He had a tremendous

impact on how I coach, and

even more so on who I was as a

person."

Following his stint as men's

basketball coach. Leaman
remained readily involved with

the UMass athletic department

in a variety of capacities.

He served as head women's

basketball coach during the

1986-87 season, guiding the

Minutewomen to a 14-12

record - the team's only winning

season between 1980 and 1995.

Additionally, he also spent three

seasons as an assistant for the

Minutewomen, starting in

199!

Beginning in 1994 and last-

ing until the day of his passing.

Leaman served as a radio color

commentator for UMass Sports

Radio covering all men's bas-

ketball games. Known for his

unparalleled capacity for bas-

ketball knowledge and brutally

honest approach to analysis.

Leaman teamed with partners

Mark Vandermeer and Bob
Behler to earn Best Play By-Play

honors from the Associated

PresN three liriK"«

Woslliflrl • Pitlstietd • GreentielcJ • At hoi

•HermanMiUer
MrTNOHOBOCAUR

IMEC Vtndor

LEXINGTON
CROIH

\(ir ^ Us(d Office Turniliirf

# FMimitiirc' FUntJ N li-.isiii): ^ I'.ukI Svstt his

Nrw 6i Riiiuniif.ichin<]

Emergency Contraception • Pregnoncy Testing t

STI Screening & Treatment • Birth Control /

20 Minute Ropid HIV Teit • GYN & Breast Exams

HIV /AIDS Counseling & Testing

27 Pray St. Amkertt S48-9992

www.tapestryhealth.org 1 • 800 • 696 • 7752 =>

41
TAPESTRY

H»tlth

.^.^^ '^-r''^^

• 100 Guest Room* (t Swttes

' (hitdooT Stvmtmitig Pool ' htnest Center

* Complimmtaty Continental Breakfast

' Meettmg Room* for up toK
' Cemtnl to the Five College Area

• Kids MHtUr 18 stay free with parenU

401 Russell StyRl. 9, AmhCTsVHadley, MA 01035 413-58Mni4

* 100 Guest Rooms b Suites

' Indoor Pool, Wktrlpool Spa, Fitmeu Arm
• Complimentary Continental Breakfast

• Meeting Room for up to 100 ' Ueiuttve Boardrooms

• All rooms have coffeemaktr. iron & board, and hairdnter

• Central to the Five College Area

400 Rus8«ll St/Rt 9, AmhersVHadley, MA 01035 413-582-0002

EXPRESS

StnSmafr

• V C<*«tCf •llkt

Clarion Hotel & Conference Center

• 122 Guest Rooms & Suites

' Indoor/OutdoOT Swimming Pools ' Poolside Bar 6r Grill

Cot^erence (r Meeting facilities for 2-300 * Grand Ballroom

' All rooms have coffeemaker. iron b hoard, and hairdryer

• Complimentanf Continental Breakfast <M-Fl

• Home of Montana's Steakhouse b Bar r

One Atwood Drive, Northampton, MA 01060 413-586-1211

^^^^sP

Autumn
• 29 Guest Rooms , 2 Suites

* Colonial in sh/le b furnishing

• Outdoor Pool and Barbeque Area - -y^- -- ,

• Complimentani Continental Breakfast ^tjfr^ llri
' Walk to Ihmmtoum Sorthampton

^^

259 Elm St., Northampton, MA 01060 413-584-7660

Want a subscription?

Bailp Collegian
You can have the paper delivered lo

your house everyday. Take advantage

of this now.

• * 20 Quiet Rooms

_niVCrSlty * Quaint \ea'r.ngland charm

J r^rl^^ * In-room coffeemakers

• Walk to doumtown Amherst

345 North Pleasant St., Amherst, MA 01002 413-256-8111

• 6.3 Rooms * Indoor Pool

*Netvest Hotel in Area

I

'Complimentary Continental

Breakfast

Econo
Lodge

BT CNOICC HOTtlS

329 Russell St/Rt. 9, Amhers^/Hadley, MA 01035

413-582-0002

Visit us at: wwiv.hampshirehospitality.com

Infoy Uidoor & Outdoor

Toob, :HeaM Club, r>ay

Spas, Vinin{i, Shojrpirtfi,

yitavtes, VIMMS Sports &

from one of tfie many

packofies avdifdble tfirou^h

yalJexf \aiatums.

ValleyVacati n&net

Injoy a Higfit or

a WeekeruC..

Just for Two, orfor the

whoCe famity...

Jor iieta\(s, pCease visit

our website al

•www.vaSeyp'acalions.nel

orcaff4i:i-5fif>-^'i50-

'Reservatwrv! must be

made 48 hours m
advance. Mpacka^fies

are suBject lo avaiiabiiily.

Fill out and send to 113 Campus

Center, University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, MA, 01003.

Name:

Address:

Phone:

Email:

or call 545-3500 to order

yours today!
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CALL

GET INVOLVED! MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ANY OF THESE PROGRAMS.

1 . Not Ready for

Bedtime Ployers
YouVe leen lu perfonn, fouVe

kufiMd with us, fou'v*

taken condoms from

us.. ju>w become one at

Ml Thfcxe will be two

audition datct for tbe

healtii educaoon

troupe ]Poa lMi:w

on. Come audition

OB Wcdncaday, September

ISik at 7K)0 or Huittdaf, September

16rk at 7:00 in the Campui Center Basement

(room to be aBooanced). Scudenia pcrfonn on

cainpiu OB Wedncaday cwuBp throofhout dM
«*""*—

^

7«ar widi opportnmtiei for ifMcial

pezformancea. Our Mrdy and entertaining duta

addreu lex, nMnnirhatina, oomios out, relation-

•hip TiolcBcc and Bach nore. Call 577-5181 £or

deoiilf. Theater ejuwr inicr noc requiitd.

2. P66B HsaitK

m
Healdi Sndkf 213. IWsdayt.

VmVc wen Sex PicaoBarjr, Drug Jcopardi^

Ganog More than Lucky and Life i« Noc a

Rahaaraal— nowlaam how to be a pear

health edacator!

Bam 6 cxodttam tnia

year long course

while learning a ton

_ about yoorielf and
'* ^ J r^ educating others at
'

the same time. Call

to set up an interview for a class that will change

your Uk( CaU Amanda (577-5185) for detaik

3.TlK8lilMMb
sdidiNiry

Board (suaiD
SHAB is the officially recognized Toice of the

student body in matters pertaining to UHS,

and partidpatea ia the planning, financing,

implementation and evaluation of student

health prograrns. SHAB provides input into

the recruiting of health profestionala, reviewa

and makes recommendations regarding the

Student Health Trust Fund and the Supplemental

Health Benefits Program, and serves as a liaiaoii

to other student organizationt. Call Tom (577-

5133) for details.

4. ALANA HeaitH

EducatioM ai^
OutreacH

The purpose dk the ALANA Heakh Outieadb and

Educatiaa pfDgtam it to mifXMtt students of color

to aaxas health care at Univccsity licakh Scrvicea,

raise awareness about healdb issues and concerns

that impaa ALANA conununitiea, promote

healthy lifiestyles, and provide advocacy, educa-

tion and referral. This is done throi^ customized

workshops, educational foiums, consultation,

and Icadcnhip devdopment. Call Rani or Tom

(577-5068 or 577-5133) for details.

5. The Women's
Health Phoject

Come and be a part of a group that educaoea

students at UMass and the surrounding

communities on lasixes that afiecC

womenl The Women's Health

Ptoiect conducts weekly work-

shops on contraception in the

residefluce halls, sponsors the

ckKhesline project, breasc

health workshops and UMass

Orgasm Wsek, all while having

a great tinel Independent study

crediu available. Call Amanda

(577-5185) for details.

6. Qum^Pi

<^
Educate yourself and odien about issues that

hare an effisct on GLBT people! We are looking

for committed, fun and excited people to

address GLBT health and workQ towards creating a healthier

UMass community. QPH
volunteers sponsor tables,

teach Sexawarc work-

shops and sponsor odier

events. Call 577-5181 for

more informationu

7. Health Reach
Intemational
onu)

HRI he^ intematiaoal students, scholars and

dieir families to stay healthy while faciliuting

easier access to the health services offered at

UMass by providing information, organi zing

and presenting workshops on health related

topics, and netwarkmg and collaborating with

other organizations to

address the oonoenia

of itttematiooal

students. For

more iaforma-

tion, call Yeshi or

Tom at 577-5168 or

577-5133.

8. MtALTHY tATtr<C;/

MtALTMY 80t»tS
Nutritionists are Kektng students

^interested in supporting others

^on ways to eat healthy

while on campus and

[fed good about thdr bodies.

) Students maioritig in

^Nutrition, Exercise Science

^and Pubhc Health, or those

'with a strong interest in these

^fields arc cncouragod to call

'oTe-mail Caren Weiner 577-5174

(cweiner^uhs.umass.edu) or Arleen Thocnson

577-5171 (athomson9uhs.umass.edu).

(iB&VICStf^
HtMtth Eduestkm wiU bt happy to msM wkh
mdhtiduMh or gro»tp$ to di$om tmy hmlth

rtiattd topic. Omu to om offkM on th€

3rd floor of UHS to ohtaiH mfonmtkm om

eontrac^tkm, isftr asx. alcohol, dmgt,

ttrtss or cmy hoMf topic

CaU 577-5181 for mor9 mformatkm

about than topics or cury oftha $arvica§

Ustadbaiow:

AHS9 (XHS

Provides informatioH and admcatton to

studant athlatat.

Call 577-5126 to rmaka an appomtmant

fofOHonymoms taUing,

Clauas art offtrad Wednatdsy tvanmgt

m room 302 of UHS and Monday 9vamng$

in tht rttidanca hallt. Contact Haabh Ed,

for additional data$ and timat.

9B.O«B.AB€«
Workshops on topics tsich as Saxstal

Htalth, Body Imags, Mascntinity^

and mora. Plaast call 577-5133,
^

Tl^e VoUas Against Violanca program is

seeking poor sducators. Voicas Agaistst

VioUnca is committad to working with tha

UMass community to addrass violtnca in off

fU forms, with a parttcnlar foots on man's

violence against woman. UtHiting a bystandtr

approach to violence pravention, tha Vbicas

Against "Violence program regards stmdant

participants not as potential parpatrotors or

victims, but as empowered bystanders who
can confront abusive / violent pears, Acadamic

credit available. CaU Tbm at 577-5133,

Nutritionists are on staffto meet wkh studantt

individtudly to discuss ooncams abottt eating,

proper diet and wei^t loss. Plaasa call 577'

5314 to schedule an appohttment at UHS.

OrOBACCO ^
AssisUiiica to tpdt smoking. Individual and
Group Sessions. Presentsttions. Please call

577-5133.

University of Massachusetts Amherst

Unh/ersity Heahh Services • HeaKh Education Division

150 infirmary Way (third floor) • 577-5181 • www.uma$s.eduAjhs
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TODAY
• High: 65
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• High:0

• Low: -SU

TOMORROW
• High: 22 S

• Low: 1 SO
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HOROSCOPES
aquarius • ias.2o-F(b. i8

Good things hdf)(M'n to thus*- %\h<i

wait. Be patient

pisCeS • Fn. 19.MA>. 20

An apple a day keeps Health

Services very tar aw av

aries • mar.2ia>ii 19

Uon ( he atraidd going awn .
>• •

school. Enlace the opfxifiunit)

tail rIIS • Ant. 20-MAY 20

Prixrastination is like masluftM-

tion..|ust think .ibfxrt rt

gemini • m^t ii hn 21

Orientation migN he a drag but vou

will make up tor it this semester.

cancer • iun 22-iui. 22

Take a shoNver to rinse oft. Ntow

vou have a new beginning.

leo • iLi .'l-Aio iJ

Give a good triend a second

chance Keep an open mind.

virgo • Aix;. 2J-stPt. 22

An attitude change is needed.

Consider doir^ it tast.

libra • sin 2J.Oa 22

Fake linK> 06 trom.ytxjr reiation-

^'
, ! X U;re >cxj leave kjr school

Scorpio • on 21-Nov 21

Uin t eat too much [X tood The

frcshm.tn 1 1 will turn to JS

Sagittarius • nov. iiok. 21

Be caretui, bve might pa^*- umi b\

it vout eves aren't open.

Capricorn • Dfc.22-|AN 19

Do vour research betare vtiu nuke

vour decision. It'll pav oft.

Dining Commons Menu
D( lonljii 4! 1 i4> .'h.'b

LUSCH
Check here

each dav

to see

the menu.

DIS\ER
• look here

• to str

• what IS

• tor dinner

PRODUCTION Crew
On statt tudd\

SIGHT fOITOR

Andrew Merrilt

PHOTO TECHSICIAS
Sijn Reid

con tDITOR
dmeron WiMxh

PRODUCTIOS SUPfRVISOR
( of\ R(Ker^ierg

PRODLCTIO\ STAfF

Sa/nantha Su'lstn Maft Reni

<
10

la

Freshman: Lines up for an hour to buy his

[or her] textbooks in the first week.

Senior: Starts to think about buying textbooks

in October ... maybe. . ^ ^, ^^^^^^^,^ ^^^^

Liteisajoke.com

MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN MARKETPLACE
\N\()l N([MfMsBAPARTV1[\TF{)RRf\T

\l'\KIMf\T FOR RENT

WANTED
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The year in UMass athletics
Football will remain

I'AA after report

200V04 v^a* another mem " m the world ol tM4><> aih

Icikv From a chanjjing of the »,... ;tic head ol the athletic depart

mcnt. to the toniinued ennrgeiKe of Mass Attack hotkc> to the pa*^

ing y| .
'

1 nH>tin> to ble«l maroon and

^hite. i

'" "" ""Purts >laff wa> there to

\er It alt.

Sow. straight from ih^ , , ,.
' our dedicated MafI has

rked hard ti> put ii^ihcr each and evcTV day UMas.« i» in session.

vs live stories of the past academic year, prtrsenled

,„ , Let it scr\c as a taste of what's to come in just

a few short months.

Enio>

Mike Manelli. sports editor

icruMKR 9, 2003
Atnutk omiCTon Ian McCaw wtMjrriY o€WRts UMass to take tm sam

rasiTKM AT Bavion UwvEMsmr

By Aniwew Memott

University of Massachusetts Athletic Director Ian McCaw was

h" ^ lo the same position at Baylor University yesterday, in an

u\- ., -i^ion.

We are very pleased that Ian McCaw is Baylor's new dirtxtor of

athletics." Baykjr President Robert B Sloan |r said "This is the culmi-

nation of a very tfiorough national search that yiekled outstanding can-

didates. Ian is a proven leader with experience in athletics administra-

tion."

With McCaw's departure. UMass will begin a search for its third

iithletic dircxior in two year' McCaw replaced former UMass AD Bob

Man um. who took an early retiiv-ment in |une 2002.

"- I'nivcrsifv of M - • '^I'cti'- Amherst congratuUitcs Baslor

Lniveisiiy lor iis selection ol Ijii McLuw as its new athletic director.

LMass Chancellor |ohn l.ombardi said in a press rclca.sc.

• Ian McCaw has served this campus exceedingly well for the past

war Wc clearly demonstrated the high integniy and professional excel

ience that woiild attract the attention of any major athletic program in

the country While we are very sorry to lose fan's talents from this cam-

pus, we can only celebrate his move antl wish him and his family all

the success and happines- in the world
"

The move comes one month after the former Baylor AD. Tom

Stanton, resigned in the wake of scandal following basketball player

Patrick IX'nnehv's apparent murder

"My famiU and I are incredibly excited about the opportunity to

serve Baylor University." McCaw said in a Baylor press release. "Baylor

represents a pinnacle persstnal and professional position for me."

The Burlington. Ontario native is Baylor's ninth athletic dirtxtor

McCaw s new job will not be without its challenges. The Baylor ath

letic program is still suffering from the effects of Dcnnehy's death, as

well as the subsequent investigation that turned up corruption

throughout the basketball program. Former basketball coach Dave

Bliss also rcMgnc-d in the wake of tU- investigation, and it was found

that he attempted to arrange for another Baylor player to paint

Dennehv as a drug dealer and abuser

Eonner basketball player Carlton Dolson was also arrested and

charged with Dennehy's murder.

The scandal lunic-d national media focus on Baylor as allegations of

mishandled drug tests and other wrongdoing surfaced.

McCaw. 40. leaves the UMass prv^ram in the middle of an investi-

gation of the feasibility of bringing the football team to the lA level.

The department also recently cotnpleted an overhaul of its identity sys-

tem, w ith new word marks and logos. McCaw was further involved in

the UMass hockey team's increased visibility on campus.

11.2003
or A SPfOAUIBI AntfTIGS
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Basing their decision on the

results of a feasibility study con-

ducted by Chicago-based

Grenzenbach Glier and

Associate.s. members of a special

ad hoc athletics committee

announced today that the

Massachusetts football program

shoukl remain at the Division I-

AA level, but continue to lay the

groundwork for an eventual move

to Division l-A.

"As with any major initiative

requiring a significant capital

investment, we need to make

preparations and to be ready to

strike when we st*e an opportunity

that will bring us a high degree of

success.' said |anM» |. Karam. co-

chairman of the University of

Massachusetts Board of TruMees

Ad Hoc Committee on Athletics.

"There is a strong arxi eager

constituefKA for Division l-A foot-

hall, but we shouUl not uke this

Ml p until we have all the ingredi-

L-nis rteeded to make the nxive an

unqualified atvi cTKluring success,*

'iimittce co-chair Robert Meers

,.lc-d

Meeting in Boston at the oftice

of the ptesKlent of the University

of Massachusetts, members of the

athletics study committee

reviewed the findings of the study

that examined the feasibility of

developing a privately funded

Division l-A football program at

the University?s flagship campus.

Citing significant utKCrtainty in

two critical areas the present

economy and the lack of prospects

for affiliation with a major confer-

ence the authors of the study rec-

ommended that the University

continue to further the develop-

ment of its athletics and football

programs and revisit the possibili-

ty oif a jump to [)ivision l-A in

three to five years.

The study also notes that. "The

question of Division l-A football at

UMass Amherst is generally

regarded as a decades-lung cam-

pus conversation."

Over that period. UMass had

ficWed a highly successful I-AA

football team which won the

National Championship in 1998

and Atlantic 10 titles in 1999 as

well as this past season.

"UMass is one erf the premier I-

AA football programs in the coun-

try." Massachusetts head coach

Mark Whipple said in an interview

a week prior to the announcement

of the committees decision. "No

matter what division we're in. all

we're aiming to do is win football

games and graduate student-ath-

letes.

The study also noted various

factors that make a move to

Division l-A desirable for a foot-

ball program. Included among

them were potential boosts in stu-

dent and faculty recruitment that

the move could support, along

with the possibility of generating

additional private financial fund-

ing among alumni and other vari-

ous contributors.

Factors included in the report

that indicate the need for a more

deliberate approach when consid-

ering the move arc the national

and regional economic slump,

which increases in difficulty the

ability to geiKrate funds necessary

to make a Division l-A football

program setf-sirfficient. as well as

the recent shifting among the

major Division I athletic confer-

ences that makes it difficuh to

acquire appropriate conference

affiliation.

Karam. a current member of

the University's Board of Trustees,

declared that the study "is already

paying significant dividcfvls." and

adds that, "as a result of this

undertaking, we have devekjpcd a

ruadmap for success We have

been able to make powerful new

friends for UMass Amherst fcxjt-

ball, and we see that UMass foot-

ball is generating new levels of

excitement and energy.

This augurs well lor the future

under Chancelkjr lohn Lombardi's

leadership, an athletics program

that abeady enjoys considerable

sucx-ess is going to reach new

hcnghts

"

Interim athletic director Thorr

Bjom threes.

"The vwxi of the committee

and the findings of this report will

only serve to better the

University's football program and

athktic department as a whole.

"We're excited about the suc-

cess our football team lias enjoyed

and the excitement it has generat-

ed among supporters of the pro-

gram, aiid we will continue to

wxjrk at finding the best possible

ways to accentuate what is a very

positive aspect of the University as

a whok;."

In an effort to position the

Ma.ss8chusett$ football program

and athletics department for fur-

thered success, the ad hoc commit-

tee recommended the folkxwing

actions:

The Chancelkjr of the Amherat

campus will devebp a five-year

plan for intercollegiate athletics

that includes the continued devel-

opment of the current football

program at the Division I-AA

k-vel. without reducing or elimi-

nating scholarships.

School names new athletic director in February
FomiAliv 5, 2004

John McCutcheon b named tme vm-

VEMnr'S SIXTH PSMHANBrT ATttETK

OMEcnw

By Mik£ Maiuelu

lolk)wing an extensive search

that spanned nearly five months.

UnivLTsity of Massachusetts

Amherst Chancellor lohn V.

Lombardi announced Tuesday that

lohn f. McCutcheon h.i- been

named the schtwl's sixth perma-

nent dircxior of athletics.

McCutchtxHi. who was fomially

introduced at a 5: >0 pm news con-

ference in the Miillins Center

Gax'n Room, comes to Amhci'St

from California Polytechnic State

University in San Luis Obispo,

where he was director of athletics

since 1992.

He will take over a UMass pro-

gram that has been without a per-

manent AD since Ian McCaw
abruptly departed to take the same

position at Baylor University in

September.

Associate athletic dircxtor for

external affairs Thorr Bjom had

held the pi.)sition on an interim

basis during the search.

"UMass Amherst is delighted to

welcome John McCutchcxm as per-

manent director of athletics."

Iximbardi Miid. "lie brings a solid

record of accunipiishmenl. strong

managerial and fund-raising skills.

and pRJven ability to steer our pro-

gram toward greater success.

"lohn is also familiar with the

New England sports environment

and has all the talents necessary to

ineet the high expectations of our

athletes and staff, students, faculty,

fans, and alumni supporters."

Prior lo his tenure at Cal Poly.

McCutcheon spent 12 years at

Boston College, beginning in 1980

when he was namtxl athletic busi-

ness manager, and culminating in

1991 when he was named associ-

ate athletic dirtxtor for business

and operations before departing

the post for his new position in San

Luis Obispo in .August of 1992.

Prior to his time at the Heights.

McCutcheon was assistant athletic

ir.an;ii;ci at the University of

Maine. Oiono for three years,

beginning in 1977.

He succtxds Curry Starr Hicks

(1911-1948). Warren P McGuirk

(1948-1971). Frank Mclnemey

(1972 1992). Robert Marcum

(l99)-20()2). and McCaw (2002-

2003) in taking over the athletic

department of the state's flagship

university.

"I am extremely honored to

have been given the opportunity to

be the next athletic director at the

University of Massachu.setts,"

McCutcheon said. "It is my goal to

provide the dirtxtion. enthusiasm

and leadership to make UMass ath-

letics a program in which our stu-

dents, alumni and supporters can

take great pride.

"I look forward lo addressing

whatever challenges we may face

as we build on the tradition of the

University of Massachusetts athlet-

ic program."

McCutcheon earned his

Bachelor of Science degree in

health, physical education and

recreation from Indiana University

of Pennsylvania in 1975. He then

eametl his master of education

degRX from Ohio University in

1 978. 1 le has bcx-n a member of tlie

National As.sociation of College

Directors of Athletics since 1 992.

and was a 1 4-year member of the

Collegiate Athletic Business

Managers Association until 1992.

While at Cal Poly. McCutcheon

oversaw the University's athletic

department's ascension from

Division II to Division I-AA. and

also securtxl manbership in the Big

West Conference in order to make

the move possible.

In addition, he coordinated an

athletic facility master plan and

began a $20 million capital cam-

paign for improvements of such

IMIllF.IIIWiAN

UMass athletic director John McCutcheon speaks during a Feb.

18 ceremony retiring former Minutcman great Al Skinner's No. 30.

facilities, which has collected $18

million from private, corporate,

state and student sources to date.

"We are delighted that

Chancellor l^jmbardi has appoint-

ed lohn McCutcheon. who won
enthusiastic support from the

search committee, our coaches,

and members of the athletic

department staff." said Susan

Pearson, associate provost for fac-

ulty relations and the budget and

co-chair of the search committee.

"John's experience as AD at an aca-

demically distinguished Division l-

AA university, his extensive

Division 1 intercollegiate athktic

experience, his familiarity with

intercollegiate athletics in New
England and thorough understand-

ing of the issues facing UMass and

intercollegiate athletics generally,

and his unquestioned integrity

make him the ideal candidate to

lead our program."

He is taking over a UMa.ss ath-

letic department that has experi-

enced its share of turmoil over the

last few years, including the depar-

tures of two permanent athletic

directors since 2002. the recent

loss of head football coach Mark

Whipple to the NFL's Pittsburgh

Steelers, floundering student sup-

port for the University's 23 varsity

athletic teams and the recent

implementation of massive

statewide budget cuts which forced

the program to eliminate seven

sports in the past two years, as well

as dra.stically reshape the budgets

of several others.

Leaman
dies at 71
March 8, 2004
Jack Leaman, the heart and soui

OF UMass athletics and the uni-

versity's ININNINGEST BASKETBALL

coach, passes away at age 71

By Mike Marzelli

lack Leaman. the winningest

coach in the history of

Massachusetts men's basketball

and one of the more beloved

figures ever to grace the

University of Massachusetts'

Amherst and Stockbridge

Agricultural campuses, died

Saturday evening of a heart

attack. He was 71 years of age.

Leaman. a color commentator

covering the Minutemen for

radio station 100.9 WRNX.
was traveling home from the

team's regular season finale in

Richmond. VA. When he suf-

fered the attack while changing

planes at Dulles International

Airport in Washington D.C.

"I sat with lack on the flight

to Dulles," third-year UMass
coach Steve Lappas said. "We

had to get out and switch

planes, and just as we were

about to take off a flight atten-

dant notified me that some-

thing was wrong. "It was then

that I noticed lack wasn't

there."

While Lappas returned wi th

See LEAMAN on page 9


